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GENERAL INDEX
[Illuslralrd articles arc indicated thus*; lidilorials ihusi; l.rllcrs to Editor thusX.\
.\inerican
4

in 1918. 57*. 225
Acci<lcnt (Sec also Safety First):
Ualtimi.rc & dhio near Pittsburgh, 51.'. SS2
Canadi.in I'acitic at Honlienr, 158
Flagging Rule. 15:3t. 1528, 1541
France, Collision in, 1059
I. C. C.
Bulletins Nos. 66 and 67, 547; No.
68. 991

Monthly Summaries: December, 368; JanuMarch, 1066;
ary, 510; February. 906;
April. 1317; May, 1812
Nasnville Collision, Lesson of. 11331
New York Central at South Byron, 175t
212*. 477t, 491. 515. 574t, 1010
New \ ork P. S. Commission's Investigation
of Collision Problem, 574t. 1388. 1553.
1805t. 1816
"No Accident Weeks." 186, 411. 898, 1387,
1395, 1558, 1564. 1813
Pennsylvania at Sabula, 1JJ7
Philadelphia & Reading at Fort Washington,
212. 1523t, 1528, 1541
Rear Collisions. Prevention of. 236t
Records for 1917 and 1918. 878t
Responsibility for Collisions. 180t
LouisSan Francisco near Marshfield,
St.
251
Southern Pacific's Record, 60S
Union Pacific, near Reloit, 216
Association;
cers'
counting)

also

Division

of

Offi-

Ac-

364, 601
Calculating Machines, 896*, 1353*,

142S
Corporate, 1535
Depreciation Rates, Adequate, 427t
(Officers as Executives. 1397t
Shop Accounting, Machines for, 896*
Statement of Accounts Between Director
General and Railroad Companies as of
December 31, 1918. 433
Store Department, 287
Acetylene Welding. 1331
Acoustic Properties of Convention Hall, 1575;
Adams F.xpress Company: Claims Settled 60 Per
Cent on Dollar, 1173
Additions and Betterments:
Appropriation (See Director General Hines)
Financing Improvements, 408, 598, 732
Railway Business Association's Address to
Director General Hines, 293

Advances (See Finance)
Advertising:

,

to

Promote Passenger Travel.

858. 969. 977t, 1085,

,-.,

3/2,

1211

Engineering Advertisers' Association. 868

Exchange ifransportation, 162
Africa, French Railroad Expansion
A.

G.

Railway

A.

New

Light
Devices, 662*

&

326

in,

Signal

Company

s

Agreement (See Contracts)
Agricultural Section:

Conference in Memphis. 858, 941
Homeseekers- Bureau, 108. 364, 10S5. 1229

"

Air

AiTtomatic Straight. 277. 821t, 840
Cylinder Parking Set, 1475*
Defect Card. 1168*
Report of A. R. -X Committee, 1506

Brake
1165*,

.Association:
1212. 1341t

Annual

1//0
Convention.
,

Airco Acetylene Generator, 1471* _
Air Compressors. Sullivan \\ B-3. /03
134li
\ir Consumption of Auxiliaries, 1165
Air Drill (See Drill)
Air Dump Car, 745*
1316
Air Leaks. Front End.
Air Pressure Gages and Testers, 1470
Airplane (See Aviation)
GenAir Reduction Sales Company: Acetylene
erator. 1471*
Aishton. R. H.:
Exhibit Praised, 1626
President of A. R. A.. 1576t, 1579. 1813*
A la Carte (See Dining Cars) 543*, 944. 9/9,.
Progress.
Railroad
Alaskan
1284, 1388
Allegheny Region:
Annual Report, 394
Conditions During February, 860; March,
,

Roads Transferred.

105,

1383

Allied Machinery Company, 1287
Allocation of Standard Cars, 1110.

1161.

— Reorganization)
of Engineers:

American Association

Irade.
or
a
a Profession
1293t, 1295t
^
,,,
^ ,,,
Hearing Before Board of Wages and Working Condition,. 963, 1081t
Officers Elected. 1229
Railroad Conference. 657, 699
Railroad Sections Formed, 1387
^ _
Salary Schedule. 370, 658. 963
American Association of Passenger Traffic Officer': Annual Convention, 298. 316
Agents:
Ticket
American Association of Railroad
Annual Convention. 1443
American Automatic Hose Connector. 1477 ,

Engineering,
1081t.

,

^_

1576t, 1698

I'ouiiilrv

(

liaiigc;,

-American

Railroad

.\•l^'l(

iition

(i itiiiiiufil)

Report on Revision of I*aii-.cnger
ir
Rules of Iiitercliangc-, 1590*
Report on Safety ApplianccH, 1627
Report on Scholarsliips, 1502*
Renort on Specifications and Tests for
<

1709,

1799
Heater, Electric Rivet, 1779
Miniature Car. 1737
American F.xprdilliiiary Forces (See War. The)
American Instilnte of (^onsulting Engineers:
Officers Elected, 467
American Institute of Electrical Engineers: Railroad Electrification. 765*
.American Iron and Steel Institute: Rail Production in 1918. 1204
Report. 565
Consolidation Type for Italian State Railwavs, 1219*
Pennsylvania Lines, 2-10-2 Type, 249*
Standard Types, 291*, 389*. 508*, 575*,
951*, 1193*
Manufacturers' Export Association,
.American
1090
Ad.American Passenger Traffic Association:
dress of W. D. Hines. 244
.American Railroad Association:
1579,
1576t,
Aishton. R. H., President.
Annii.il

.

.

Bids Under Clayton Law, Objections to Rules for, 1009, 1209. 1280
Reorganization. 177t, 194. 535, 541, 621|,
659. 664t, 697. 1140, 1284, 1576t. 1579.
1813*
^
Section T, Operating: Telegraph and Telephone Division's Annual Convention, 1542
Section II, Engineering. 664t. 697
Section III, Mechanical:
Acoustic Properties of Convention Hall,
1575t
Addresses by Convention Visitors, 1682*
Air Brake Conditions, 1770
Aishton, R. H.. Address of, 1576t, 1579
Atterbury, General. Message from. 1698
Bacharach, Mayor, .Address of. 1495*
Campbell, Major, Address of. 17C9
Chambers, Chairman, Address of, 1496*
1655t.
Chambers. Chairman, Retires,
1674
Coal Weighing Devices, 1708
Committees Appointed, 1577
Discussing the Reports, 1623t, 1783t
Election of Officers, 1657. 1673. 1737
Enrollment Committee's Work, 1769
Executive Committee's Meeting, 1576t.
1579, 1624t
Railway Artillery. 1685*.
Exhibit of
1709, 1799
Exhibit of Supply Men (See Railway
Supply Manufacturers' Association)
General Committee Meeting. 1786
General Committee, Report of, 1452t,
1499*
Innovations Should Be Continued, 1/84t
Labor Situation Not Discussed, 1656t
Master Car Builders' Association's History, 1496*. 1673
Master Mechanics' Association's History. 1699
McManamy, Frank, Honored, 1658
McManamv, Frank, on Standardization,
1696t. 1701
Mechanical Officers to Report on Convention. 1161. 1237t, 1438. 1544
Organization, 535
Pennsylvania Train Service, 1786
Proceedings. 1495*. 1583*, 1623t. 1627*,
1735t.
1739*.
1661*, 'l695t, 1699*.
1783t. 1787*

Competitive

1515.
1460.
Registration,
1681. 1697, 1716. 1799

1607,

,

1648.

Report of Arbitration Committee. 1583
Report of Committee on Subjects. 1793
Report of General Committee. 1452t.
1499*

Report on Amalgamation of Other Associations.

1765

Reoort on Brake Shoe and Brake Beam
Equipment, 1491t. 1510*
1640*,
Report on Car Construction,
1656t
Report on Car Trucks. 1624t. 1644*
1590*
Report on Car Wheels. 1575t,
Report on Couplers, 1603*, 1623t
Report on Depreciation for Freight Cars,
Report on Design and ilaintenance of
Locomotive Boilers,. 1753, 1787*
Report on Design. Maintenance and Operation

of

Electric

Materials

(A.

R.

.\1.

M),

1747-

Report on Specifications and Tests for
1594*
Materials fM. C. B.)
Report on Standard Blocking; for Ci:.
ales of Car Dumping Machines, 159,'
Report on Standards and Recommended
Practice (A. R. M. M.). 1705*
Report on Standards and Recommended
Practice (M. C.

B.),

1503*

on
Superheater
Locomotive?,
1759
Report on Tank Cars, 1656t, 1661*
Report on Train Biake
and Signal
Report

American Locomotive Company:

1492t, 1585

12/3

Amalgamation (See American Railroad Association

&

,

:

Back Pay, Reports on,

Campaign

Shoe

Bureau of Welding, 1068
.American Car & Foundry Company
Exhibit of Railway Artillery, 1685',

Abandoned Lines

Accounting (See also Railway Accounting

Brake

1567*

.\inerican

Rolling

Stock,

1787*

Report on Draft Gears. 1576t. 1603*
Report on Fuel Economy and Smoke
Prevention, 1739*, 1783t
Report on Loading Rules, 1632*
Report on Locomotive Headlights, 1735t
1753*

Report on Mechanical Stokers, 1705,
1735t
Report on Nominations, 1503
Report on Powdered Fuel, 1795*
Report on Prices for Labor and Material, 1585*

1736t,

Equ.pmciit, 1506- 1695t
Report on Train Lighting and Equi;iment, 1667*
Report on Train Resistance and Tannage Rating, 1793*
Report on Welding Truck Side Frames,
Bolsters and .Arch Bars, 1599*
Rules of Order, 535. 1666
Russian Mechanical Conventions, 1768
Secretary Hawthornps Work, 1738t
Snow Fighting Equipment, 1708
Special Guests, 1612. 1674, 1716. 1799
Subjects for 1920 Convention, 1793

Tollerton,
W. J., .\ddress of, 1699,
1736t
W. T., Elected Chairman.
Tollerton.
1576t, 1579, 1738t, 1813*
Connectors Investigated,
Train
Line
1477*, 1576t, 1698, 1727*
Tyler, W. T.. Address of, 1655, 1659,
1695t, 1713
1576t.
Vice-President.
Tyler, W. T..
1579. 1813*
Section \'I, Purchasing and Distribution of
Supplies, 1140, 1284
Signal Division:
.Amalgamation with A. R. A., 621t. 659

Committee on Valuation Appointed, 685
Creosoting Wood Trunking, 643, 1036J
Future of. 622t
Meeting, March, 621t, 622t, 624*
Registration, 621 1. 645
Report on Contracts, 640*
Report on D. C. Automatic Block Signaling, 635*
Rejxirt on Mechanical Interlocking, 632*
Report on Povyer Interlocking, 628*
Report on Signaling Practice, 622t, 636*

Report on Standard Designs, 639
Report on Wires and Cables, 642*
Rest in Peace (?), 661
Stoltz. C. F., New Committee Chairman.
658*
War Service of Members, 621t, 648"
American Railway Engineering Association:
Address of President Morse, 663t. 666*.
705

Annual Dinner, 729*
Committee Chairmen. New, 690*. 949
Committee Subjects for 1920. 949
Committee Work. 705t. 795t. 948
Designs, Unified, 6647
History, 686*
Hooley, Mr., at Convention, 665. 706
Members as Corporate Executives. 732
Members with Railroad Administration, 737

Nominees

for Offices.

167

Officers Elected. 738*
Pennsylvania Officers at Convention, 707
Proceedings, 663t. 666*. 705t, 708', 795v.
797*
Railroad Administration Approves Convention. 621t, 685
Registration, 663t, 691, 733. 820

Reorganization Under A. R. A., 664t, 697
Report on Ballast, 705t, 726*
Report on Buildings. 718*
Natural
ReReport on Conservation of
sources, 683
Report on Economics of Railway Labor, 673*
Report on Economics of Railway Location.
819
Report on Economics of Railway Operation,
795t, 816*, 820
Report on Electricity, 722*
Report on Iron and Steel Structures, 793t,
800*
Report on Masonry. 796t. 797*
Report on Records and Accounts, 663t, 669
Report on Roadway, 714*
Report on Rules and Organization, 677*
Report on Signals. 670*
Report on Signs, Fences and Crossings, 684
Report on Stresses in Track, 713
Report on Ties, 706t. 724*
Report on Track, 677*
Report on LTniform General Contract Forms,
813*
Report on Water Service. 795t, 801*
Report on Wood Preservation, 708*
Report on Wooden Bridges and Trestles. SOO
Report on A'ards and Terminals. 706t, 721*
Service for Younger Men, 664
Slifer, Hiram J., Death o^ 68S*

:

:

[January 1-June

:
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30,

American Railway Engineering Association (Con-

Prompt Publication of, 793t
Service Record, 740

Specifications,

War

American Railway Express Company:
Miniature Car, 1737
Strike of Employees,

American

Railway

"

tion

Automobile, General Manager and Freight
Conductor, 1185t
Automobile Trucks in Iowa. 25^
-Auxiliary Devices (See Locomotive)
-Auxiliary Engineer Corps Proposed! lS04t
18061
--vviation:

1227
Mechanics'

Master

Canadian Pacific Prepares, 12^3
Mail Service, 1223, 1336, 1839
Record Flights, 158, 607. 781, 1018

Associa-

:

Annual Convention (See American Railroad
Association

—

Section III)
Appointed. 169
American Red Cross:
Cutler, Otis H., Work of. 1467*
Tlianks to British Railways, 1442
American Short Line Railroad Association:
Meeting at Washington. 1377. 1422
Short Line Contracts, 5C5
American Steam Conveyor Corporation: Cinder
Conveyor. 1017*
American Steel Foundries:
Annual Report. 616, 919
Atlas Safety Guard, 603*
American Train Control Company: Automatic
Stop: C. & O., 846*
American Train Despatchers' Convention, 1837.
1839
American Welding Society Organized, 608. 914

American Wood Preservers' Association;
Annual Meeting. 322, 334t. 365
Treated Timber in Car Construction. 295
Americanization Program of Railways, 705t
Americas. Railways
Ainster,

Nathan

in
:

Arkansas & Midland:
Board of Referees
tion.

1271,

to

Determine Compensa-

1391

Federal Control, Question

Army Ordnance Exhibit, 1685*,
Army Port Terminals. 1809*

of,

1271
1799

1709,

Railway Mounted, 1205, 1685*, 1709
Ash Pan (See Locomotive!
Aspinall, Sir John A. F.
Engineering Problems of English Railways, 30
Association of Railway Executives:
Allocation of Standard Cars, 1110, 1161,
Artillery.

:

1273

Department of Transportation Proposed. 1360
Director General Hines Meeting with. 406
Equipment
Trust
to
Finance
Standard
Equipment. 1238t. 1273. 1336
Government Ownership, Sentiment Against,
1370
Leeislation for Return of Railroads, 1242
Members, Xew. 467, 605
Officers Elected. 1837
Standing Committee's Plan for Government
Regulation, It. 131. 178t. 188. 262
Association of Railway Chief Surgeons: Officers
Elected. 1172
Association of Railway
Electrical
Engineers:

Meeting. Semi-Annual. I7I5. 1735t
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents (See American Railroad Association

—

Section It
\'alve Co.:
Air Pressure Gage. 1470*
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Signal Supervisors' Annual Luncheon, 644
Station at San Bernardino. 481*
.\t!anta Freight Bureau:
Why Test Should Be
Made of Government Operation. 483
Atlantic Worm Driven Hand Brake, 1693*
Atlas Safety Guard, 603*
Attachments (See Legislation)
Atterbury, Brig. Gen. W. W.
Distinguished Service Medal .\xvarded, 265
General Pershing's Congratulations. 839*
Message to Mechanical Convention. 1698
Return from France, 1375
Aurora. Elsin S: Chicago: Commutation Fares
Increased. 303. 372
Austin Company: Engine Terminal Lavout. 538",
587*. 994*. 1 199
Australia

Ashton

American Machinery

in, 786
Railroad Notes on. 373, 418. 613. 786
Railway Construction Proposed. 1319. 1439
Trans-Australian Needs Equipment. 1219
Austria:
Hoover. Herbert C, Director General of

Railroads. 611
Railroad Notes. 273. 1319
-Automatic Block (See Signaling

I

Automatic Screw Cutting Die Head. 1690
Automatic Stop (See also Automatic Train Con
trol); Discussion Before New York P. S.
Commission. 1553. 1805t- 1816
Automatic Straight Air Brake: Report of Bureau
of Safety. 277, 82 If. 840

Brooklyn

Chamber of Commerce: Kahn, Ottc
H., on Government Control. 465
Brooklyn Rapid Transit: Receivership. 1131
Brosius Grab Bucket. 1694*, 1782
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen: Convention, 1558, 1837
Brotherhood of Railroad Conductors:
General Hines on Labor Questions,

B
Babcock Water Gage Protector, 1733*
Ijack Pay (See Employee
Wages!

—

Bagdad Railway, Condition of, 516
Baggage Search by Prohibition Officers, 1215

Baker R. & L. Co.: Industrial Trucks. 1067*
Baker V ah e Gear. 1734
Balanced Lever Starting Valve. 180'*-

^nnV"^

Shepherd. L E.. Elected President, 1352
Brotherhood of. Railroad Trainmen: Lee
G

Balancer Type Welding Outfit, 1653*

Baldwin Locomotive Works:
Annual Report. 520
Consolidation Type; P. & R.. 761*
Exhibit of Railway Artillery, 1709
Foreign Department, 1231, 1769

President,

Vauclain, S. M., 1233*

Baltimore

& Ohio:

-Accident near Pittsburgh. 513, 882
Competitive Bidding Rules, Objections

1280

to.

Locomotive Repair Shop at Glenwood, 14C1*
Yardmen and Fuel Saving, 9U
Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Transferred,
1383

Bankruptcy of the Railroads, 1132t, 1159, 129it

Holding-on, 1619*
Barber 70-Ton Truck. 1780'
Barco Smokebox Blower Fitting, 1778*
Barges for New York Canal, 506
Baron (joto. Interview with. 1203
Barrett Co.; Holt Roof Connection, 744*
Beardmore, William. & (io., Ltd.: Locomotive
Building in Glasgow. 516
Beatty Combination Punch and Shear, 1691
Belgium:
Damage to Railways bv Germans, 275, 470,
1440
Inland Waterways Commission, 1277
Light Railway Construction, 1320
Publicity Department for Railways, 1320
Railroad Notes, 373, 418. 515. 909
Railwaymen and German Oppression, 501
Rolling Stock Conditions. 1785
Telegraph Material Needed, 1372
Bell-Mouth Sockets. 1780
Beloit. Kansas, Derailment. 216
Belt Type Finishing Machines. 1690
Bench Saw, 743*
Berwick Electric Rivet Heater, 1779
Bettendorf 70-Ton Truck. 1469*
Bids (See Competitive; also Rail)
Bill (See Legislation)
Birmingham, England, American Rails for, 1 146,
1278, 1319
Black Tom Disaster Lawsuits. 558. 1152. 1281
Bievnev Machine Company: Bell "Tvpe Finishing
Machines, 1690
Blocking for Protecting Cars on Car Dumping
Machines. 1392*
Board of Railroad Wages and Working CondiBar,

tions:

Cases Before. S74t. 900
Engineers. Salaries for, 963, 1081t
Gnines. F. F.. Cliairman, 22i
ReDOrt of Director General McAdoo. 247
Shopmen's Demands, 224, 874t, 900. 10C6
"Trainmen's Wage Increase, 926t, 944. 985*
Board of Referees (See Compensation Contracts)
Boiler (See Locomotive)
Bolivia:
Henry, Philip W., on Railways, 1259
Need for Railways, 1420
Bolt Inserts for Rail Fastenings, 1380*
Bonheur Train Accident; C. P., 168

1228

Boston Port Terminal. 1809*
Bottom Outlet \"alve on Tank Cars. 1663. 1781
Boundaries of Standard Time Zones. 1248
Bowser Oil Handling .Apparatus, 1780
Bradford Motor Driven Lathe. 1693*
Bradshaw, George: Beware of Detours! 1115*
Brake:
Air (See Air Brake)
Atlantic Worm Driven Hand, 1693*
Automatic Straight Air. 277. 82 It, 840
Brake Beam Support. Creco, 1618*
Brake Equipment. A. R. A. Mechanical Section
Reports on, 1491t. 1506*. 1510*, 1695t
Brake Rod Jaw, Schaefer. 1622*

'

1780

Automatic Train Control Committee:

Brick.

Inspection of Devices, 507. 550. 707, 796t.
823t. 867. 940. 1117, 1273. 1438
Organization, 175t, 222, 248. 467, 1326, 1438
Plans Considered. 451
Requisites for Devices. 364
Automatic Train Line Connector. 1477*, 1576t,
1698. 1727*
Automobile Car: Illinois Central, 441*

Bridges and Buildings (See Station; also Yards
and Terminals; also Construction. New):
Long Island Concrete Enginehouse. 891*
Louisville Bridge Pennsylvania, 238*
Raising of Pennsylvania Bridge Over Allegheny River at Pittsburgh. lIS5t
Report of A. R. E. A. on. 718*, 795t, 800*.

Brown. Harold P.: Concrete Atomizer for Lining Arch Soffit, 702*
Bucket:
Brosius Grab, 1694*, 1782
Rand S.. 742*
Bucyrus Company: Annual Report, 615
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh: Annual Report. I034t*, 1C76
Bulgaria: Lubricating Oil for Railways, 111~
Bullard Mult-Au-Matic, 1690
Bulldog Demagnetizer, 1780
Bunn, C. \V,: Testimony on Government Control
Before Senate Committee, 462
Bureau for Suggestions and (Tomplaints: Director General Mc.Adoo's Report on, 313
Bureau, Homeseekers', 108, 364. 1085
Bureau of Explosives: Annual Meeting. 54'
559
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic CommerceStatistics of Exports,
1491t
Bureau of Railway Economics:
Net Operating Income in 1918 Compared
^w-ith Standard Return. 771
Net Operating Income in 1919, 1559*
Railway Stockholders. Dec. 31, 1917. 1243
Traffic Performance in 1918. 894
Bureau of Safety: Report on Automatic Straight
Air Brake, 277, 821t, 840
Bureau of Statistics: Railway Stockholders and
Shares Held, 882
Burleson, Postmaster General:
Controversy \yith C. J. Post. 1102, 1291 f
Telegraph and Telephone Lines Returned.
1118. 1443. 1839
Burma War Loan Special, 374*
Business Association (See Railway Business)
Business Conditions and Railway Purchases
879*, 925t, 934*, 1263., 1284*
Business Conditions. Reports on. 1019, 1064
Buying Power (See Purchases)

Calculating Machines, Use of, 896*, 1353*. 1428
Calder. John: Competent Foremen, 977t
Camel No. 50 Door, 1621*

Canada:

Government Ownership
Grand ^ Trunk Pacific

31*
Receivership,

in.

S69t,

Railway Men in Military Service. 25
Railway Progress During 1918. 1555
Strike at Winnipeg. 1282. 1389, 1443, 1559,
1839

Canadian

Pacific:

Aerial Service Contemplated, 1223
Annual Report. 875t*, 920
Explosion in Tunnel. 1227
Fire on Train at Bonheur. 168
Trans-Canada Express, 1173. 1370

Air Dump. 745*
-Automobile; Illinois Central. 441*
Blocking for Cradles of Car Dumping

Brazil:
Electrification of Railways, 1424

Para. Proposed Railway in. 864*
President-Elect Pessoa on Visit, 1351
Railway in French Control. 561
Railway Notes from, 910, 1163. 1440
Bre\vster. William. Company: Small Tools,

"

Canadian Railway Club:
Mitchell, C. E.. on Railroad Problem, 1107
Waterproofing Railway Ties, 849
Canadian Railway War Board. 31*
Capital Expenditures (See Division of)

Borden Company: Ratchet Handle. 746*
Boston & Maine: Reception to Fourteenth Engineers.

W

1387

Brotherhood of Railway Qerks: Convention. 1281
Brotherhood Plan for Railroad Control, 359,
^

Ball Engine Company's Ditchers, 511*
Ballast. A. R. E. A. Report on.
705t, 726*

1421

the.

Testimoru' on Government
Control Before Senate Committee. 462
Anderson Galleries: Library for Sale. 514
Annual Reports for 1918 (See also names of
companies). 821t
Anti-Foaming Compound and Water Treatment.
1808i
Appropriation Bill (See Congress)
Arc Welding (See Welding)
Argentina:
Railroad Notes on, 228, 377, 1112
Railroad Development, 977t. 1001*. 1047*
Transandine Railway Blocked, 1439
L.

1072

1336, 1564

Officers

Bridges and Buildings (Continued):
Stefco Structural Steel Buildings, 1654*
Swing Bridge Design, A Radical Departur<
in, 905
Brisbane, Mr., Is Disappointed,
129't
British (See Great Britain)
Broadway Limited Restored, 1291 f, 1333
Bronze for Valve Snap Rings and Piston
Sur
faces, 1791*

High Heat Resisting. 1781

*

Ma-

chines. 1392*
Concrete: Holland Railroads, 1113
Concrete: Illinois Central. 776*
Construction. A. R. A. Report on, 1640*,
1656t
Coupler (See Coupler)
Deliveries in 1918, 408
Demurrage Rates Cut, 747t, 1161
Door. Camel No. 50, 1621*
Door Latch and Lock. 1469*
Express and Baggage; Pennsylvania. 1609*
Floor Racks for Cars Handling Perishable
Freight. 369*
Fuel Instruction; X. P., 1029t, 1037*
Hose Connector, Automatic, 1477*. 15761
1698. 1727*
Inspection and Maintenance, Unification of.
773
Interchange Rules, M. C. B.. 169
Lighting
Equipment,
1478*, 1520, 1667*.
1732*
Machine Shop, 1139*
Miniature. 1737
Mounts (See Railway Artillery)
Orders in 1918. 86*.'lI5t
Orders Since 1901, 879*. 934*
Painting. 1784t
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[JlluslniUd iirluirs arc Diditulrd thus*; lidiloiials
ffj):

IVnnsylvania Ciciirral I'lilily KxprcSN.
Kcpaii l'°arilitic>, Sliortanc of, 162Jt
Rcplaccr, Attachmrnt fur, •»08'
Krturn to Owiirrs, •»•»!. 4'47
Roof, l-'lcxihlc. 16.'J'
Seat. Scarritf Simplex Coach,
SlcrpinK, FirMt, 1.'81

1609'

Drills,

H71*

—Storage

llaltiry, 1015'. 17J6
Surplus (.ars Sent West, 248
Tank Car SiHiation, 1656t, 1661*
Truck, for 70Ton, U69*, 1780*
-I'nit Railway. M73*
Wheels. A. R. A. Rcjiort on. lS7St, 1590'

Winilmv Device,
I'ar.

.\ntiI)roppiiig, 1519*

Fre.Kht:
llrakc (See .\ir Brake)
A. R. A.

Depreciation,
1585

Report

on.

Draft Gear Tests, 1082t, 1097"
Ciondola. Concrete. 776
C.rain Car Situation. 1575t
Hopper and Gondola; I'ennsvlvania.
1461'
I.oadins. Ileavv, Urged, 161, 1296J
Loading Rules.' M, C. I?.. 265. 1632*
Maintenance. Standards for, 495

Orders in 1918, 86'. IKSf
Orders Since 1901, 879", 934*
Production for Kxport, 115t
Refrigerator Car Insulation, 1522*
Refrigerator Cars, Lining and Floor
for. 369*

I49.'t,

l-t51t.

Racks

Refrigerator Car Pool, 591
Refrigerator Car Specialties, 1472*
Repairs and Inspection, Uniform, 773
Repairs in 1918 and 1917 Compared, 1096
Repairs Needed, 74St
Repairs, Standard, 487, 930{
Repairs, Uniform Classification of, 495
Safety Appliances, Equipment with, 1627
Stake Pocket, Collapsible, 1654
Standard Cars Stored, 939, 1213
Surpluses and Shortages, May 1, 1919, 1273
Surpluses and Shortages Since January 1,
1918. 1110
Treated Timber in Construction, 295
Wheels vyith Reinforced Flanges, 1522
Car, Passenger (See Car)
Car Seryice Section:
Cars Returned to 0\yners, 441. 447
Embargo Regulations. 246. 901. 1270
Heayy Loading Urged. 161. 12961
Lining and F'loor Racks for Cars Handliiic
Perishable Freight. 369*
Refrigerator Car Pool, 591
Shipping Day Plan Modified, 1101. 1146
Surplus Freight Car Statistics. 1110. 1273
Work of. 145
Car Surplus (See Car. Freight)
Carbonization in \'alye Chambers. 1762''
Carranza's Railroad Program for Mexico. 1550
Cash (See Finance)
Casting, Interchange, for Draft Gear. 1470*
Cement (See Concrete)
Central Railway Club:
Meeting in January. 270
Unification of Car Repairs, 773
Central Western Region:
Annual Report, 463
Conditions During February. 859
Loading Records, 170
Study of, 489*
Centralization (See Goyernment Control)
("entralized Purchasing (See Purchases)

(See Finance)
Chair Casting, Creco Reyersible.. 1475*
Certificate

Chamber of (Tommerce of the United
Annual Meeting, 1134

_

States:

Industrial Board of the Deoartnient of
merce. 1091

Com-

Vote on Remedial Railroad
Legislation, 1398t, 1409
Reorganization, 1227
Channel Tunnel (See Great Britain)
Charts of Railroad Purchases. 879*, 934*
Chemical Specialties. Dearborn. 1179*
Chesapeake & Ohio:
Automatic Train Stop Demonstrated. 846*
Locomotiye, Standard Mallet Type, 291*
Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana Transferred, 365
Chicago:
Commutation Fares Increased, 303. 372, 569t
Director General Hines on Improyements,
408
Terminal Situation, 698
Thirteenth Eneineers Returns, 1119, 1201*
Traffic Club (See Traffic Club)__
Union Station Work. 225, 1227
Chicago & Eastern Illinois: Automatic Stops Inspected, 823t, 867

Referendum

Chicago & North Western:
Cinder Conyeyor, 1017*
Timber Treating Retort. 1385*. 1442
Chicago Association of Commerce: Resolutions
on Railroad Legislation, 867
Relief DepartChicago, Burlington & Quincy:
ment Payments, 1442
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul:
Boiler, Oil-Fired. 1790*

Locomotive Firebox with Thermic Syphons,
ISl*

C. ingress

Chile:
Electrification ProjHised. 471*
E<|uipmcnl to Be Purchased, 1057
Railroad Notes, 273, 373, 470, 1057, 1371
China:
Economic Aspects of Control of North
China, 1129t, 1144*
Japan's Railway Enterprises, 471, 517*, 786,
1129t, 1144*, 1203
Locomotives Needed, 252*
Map of Railway Lines, 958*. 1145*
Railway .Notes from, 275, 327, 377, 562
610, 1013, 1057, 1058, 1220, 1549
Revenues and Expenses for 1917, 1220
Unification of Railways Proposed, 959, 1163
Christmas Traffic at Washington, 108
Chrobaltic High Speed Cutters, 1730
Chronological History of Government Control,

73
Churchill. Lord: Nationalization of British Railways. 200, 253
Cincinnati Office Opened, 1029t
Cincinnati Rivet Head Catcher, 1476*
tjncinnati Terminal Problem, 126
Cinder Fill's Effect on Locomotive Water Sup-

1215*

Cinder Handling Plant; P. & L.
Cinder Pit Conveyor, 1017*

E..

319*

Claims:

Compensation (See Compensation Contracts)
Director General Hines on, 899
549
Handling, Rules for, 551
Reparation Claims. Handling of. 1007
Claims and Property Protection Section:
(irain,

Clark Tructractnr. 1722*. 1822'
Clayton Law. Competitive Bids Under. 1009,
1209, 1280
Cleaning Locomotives by
D. & M. Process.
1332*
(gleaning Materials for Railways, 1520*
Clearance Diagrams for American and French
Equipment. 386*
tMearance Diagrams. Meaning of, 705t
Clerk (See Employee)
Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis;
.\nnual Report, 13437*
Improvement Work, 1545*, 1818*
Sink Holes, 217*
Cleveland Engineering Society: Work of Sixteenth Engineers in France. 889
Cleveland Union Station, 153. 755*
Coal (See Fuel)
Coaling Station, "Rand S" Bucket for, 742*
Coastwise Steamship Situation. 507
Coach Seat. Scarritt Simplex. 1471*
Collision (See Accident)
Colombia: Railroad Notes, 1113. 1320
Colorado Brake .Shoe & Foundry (To.. 1125*
Combustion Chambers. 1797*
Commercial Club of Chicago; Elliott, Howard,
on Needed Regulation, 578
Commission (See Contingent Fee)
Commission Regulation and Federal Control, 65
Committee on Standards (See Standard)
Commodities (See Prices)
Com.pensation
See Employee \\'ages)
Compensation Contracts:
Board of Referees .\ppointed, 601, 1391
Claims for Extra Compensation Up to Tune
1, 1540
Contracts Executed. 49, 162. 223. 246, 451,
742.

—

780.

860,

9C4.

1007,

1060.

Income

for

1918,

503,

527,

1318
'•"^•
1

'40

t

&

^C.

St.

L.

Improvements,

1545*.

Hocking \'alley Second Track, 493*
Review of Year 1918, 2t, 93*
San Diego & .Arizona Line: 931*
C ontainer Club Organized, 324
Contingent Fee Covenant .Modified,

10C8,

Contracts:

Compensation

(See

Compensation

1029t

Con-

tracts):

"Cost Plus" in Railway Construction. 1129t
Covenant, Contingent Fee, 1008, 1029t
Grade Crossing, Agreement for, 813"
Signaling Work, Form for, 640*
Standard Car and Locomotive Orders of
Railroad .Administration, 768
War, 26, 224, 270, 926t. 973, 1050
Contractual Obligations of Railroad .\dministration, Dec. 31, 1918, 768
Conventions (See names of associations)
(Tonway, R, F,, Co,: Concrete Car, 776*
Corporate Accounting During Federal Control,

Corporate Executives, A. R. E. A. Men as. 732
Corps of Engineers, U. S. .A., on Proposed Dept.
of Public \\orks, 1804t, 1806t
Cost:

Air Consumption of Auxiliaries, 1165*, 1341t
Equipment Shipped to .A. E, F,. 1050
Fuel in 1917 and 1918. 1115
Living and Railway Rates, 1434*, 1805t
Producing Ties, 346
Reproduction in 1920, 1239t
Stopinng Trains. 1105, 1129t
Train and Locomotive Service. 1109. 1327
"Cost Plus" in Railway Construction, 1129t
Cotterill, Charles E.
Testimony on Federal Control Plan Before Senate Committee, 399
Coupler (See also Connector):
-A, R. .A, Mechanical Report. 1603*,
1623t
Trunnion Type, 1654
Type D Passenger. 1729
Coupling. Universal Air Hose, 1721
Covenant (See Contracts)
Cranes:
Loading Locomotives Into Ship. 981*
:

Portable Electric Stacking.

Op-

S69t,

1016*

Surplus Government Material, 32S
Creco Brake Beam Support. 1618*
Creco Reversible Chair Casting, 1475*
Credit (See Finance)
Creosote (See Ties and Timber)
Cuba: Railway Strike. 274. 610

Cumberland \alley:

Cummins

Bill

First Sleeping Cars. 1281
(See Congress)
Red Cross Work. 1467*

Cutler. Otis H.:

Cutter:
Chrobaltic High Speed. 1730
(Iray's Sheet .Metal, 1782
Cuyler, Thomas DeWitt: Legislation for Return
of Railroads, 1242

D
M

Cleaning Process for Locomotives. 1332*

Damascus

771

S25+,

C

D &

Competition (See Government (Tontrol)
Law.
1009,
Competitive Bids Under Clayton
1209, 1280
Compilation of Operating Statistics, 896*, 1353*
(Tompression Brake Device, 1519*
Compressor (See -Air Compressor)
Concrete:
Atomizer for Lining Arch, 702*
Car; Illinois Central, 776*
Cars in the Netherlands, 1113
Cement Production in 1918, 1270
Report of .\. R. E. A. on, 797*
Roundhouses, 428*, 891*, 994*
Slag Aggregate. Specifications for, 798
Telephone Booth, 746*
Conductor (See Employee; also Brotherhood)
Congress:
Appropriation Bill Defeated, 221, 245, 281t,
301. 406, 431, 438,
572t, 583, 595

:

Extra Session— I'reiiident's Message on Return of Railroads,
I237t, 12381,
1241
1242, 1292t
Federal Control Act, 1073, 1141, 1352, 1391
Connector, Automatic Train Line, 1477*,
1576t '
1698, 1727*
Connection, Engine Pipe, 1780
C onnection. Trunnion Type,
1654
( onservation
of -Material -Reclamation, 497
C onservation
of Natural Resources, 683
Consolidated Classification Committee, 304
Construction, New (See names of foreign countries;
also
Bridges and Buildings; also
Station: also Yards and Terminals):
-Xlaskan Railroad, 543*, 944, y79t, 1388
"Cost-Plus" Contracts, 1129t

1063,

1162. 1273, 1327. 1382, 1539
Federal Control Act Discussed, 751
Payments for 15 Months, 940
Short Lilies, 49. 505
Situation, 49. 432
Standard Return Compared with Net

erating

>

1535

Empty Containers. Disposition of. 150
Loss and Damaae Settlements. 899

508,

thiist.l

(Continued

Approiirialion Hill, New. 1292t, 1293t
U2J, 13981, 1404. 1492t, J539 ^'
Hills
for
Railroad Legislation. 583,
^ 1318, 1367, 1418, 1442, 1552
Cummins Bill, 1418, 1442, 1552
Ksch-Pomerene Bill, 1367, 1398

1721

Air,

lation Outlined, 782
Chicago Traffic Club (See Traffic Club)

ply.

Editor

J.rltcis to

Chicago Railway Eiiuipmrnt Company:
.'\nnunl Dinner, 376
Hrnke Beam Support, Creco, 1618*
Chair Casting, Creco Reyersible, 1475"
Side Bearing. Multiple Rolling, 1522*
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific: Railroad Legis-

(

Business Situation. 1064

//ii(.«t;

ChicaRO Pneumatic Tool Company:
.Annual Rcporl, 790

Brake

Beam

Company:

Collapsible

Stake Pockets. 1654
Davidsonized Cast Tool Steel. 1691
Dawes. Charles G.
Plan for Railway Control,
220
Daylight Saving Law Repealed, 781. 1837
Dearborn Chemical Specialties, 1779*
Decreasing the "Man Mileage," 604
Deeming-F.ndslcy Company:
:

Organization.

565*

Switch Point Hold Down, 745*
Deferred Maintenance (See Maintenance)
Defiance Multiple Spindle Drill, 1690
Deficit (See Finance)

Delaware & Hudson: .Annual Report, 1131t, 1178
De-Magnetizer. Bulldog, 1780

Demurrage Rates Cut, 747t. 1161
Denmark: Railways Need Equipment. 610
Dent Bill to \alidate War Contracts, 26,
270,

926t.

224,

973

Denver & Rio Grande: Freight Terminal
Lake City. 1083*
Denver & Salt Lake:
State Purchase Proposed,
Tunnel, James Peak, 1559

11 IS

at

Salt

:

[January 1-June

30.
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Denver Shopmen's May Day, 1172
Memphis
Department uf Agriculture:

Erie Power. 511*
Dividend Changes in 1918, 60
Division of -Accounting:
Circulars of, 222, 508, 551, 552, 859, 1162,
1381, 1425
Claims, Handling of, 551
Prouty, C. A., Director of, 246
Division or Capital Expenditure:
Co-operation with Corporate Officers, 303
Expenditures for 1918, 248. 304
Improvements, Financing of, 598, 732. 769
Powell. T. C, Director of, 246*
Program for 1919 Reviewed. 769
Division of Finance:
I'inance Committee Appointed. 858
Sherley. Swagar, Director of, 596
Division of Labor: Director General McAdoo's
Ditchers.

Confer-

ence. 858, 941
Department of Commerce:

with Railroad Administration
on Rates. 779
Industrial Board (See Industrial)
of Public Works Proposed, 1103.
1804t. 1806t
Department of Transportation Proposed, 1360
Depreciation for Freight Cars, 1492t, 1585
Depreciation Rates. Adequate. 427t

Disagreement

Department

Derailment (See Accident)
Derails. The Use of, 1361*
Dial Air Pressure Gage, 1470'
Dining Cars:
A La Carte Service Resumed. 449. 477t.
573t. 979t
Rental Charges for, 599
Director General Hines:
Accounts with Railroad Companies as of De15231.

Report on, 181
Director General McAdoo's
of Law;
Report on, 311
Division of Operation:
Cars Returned to Owners. 441. 447
Director General Mc.Adoo s Report on. 113t,

as Director General. 176t. 187*
Bill for $750,000,000 Defeat-

Maintenance Data Collected, 552, 734. 1271
Mechanical Officers to Report on Tune Con-

cember 31. 1918, 433
Appeal for Efficiency and Economy,
1541

Division

139

Appointment
Appropriation

ed. 221. 245. 281t. 301. 406. 431. 438, 503,
525t, 527, 569t. 572t. 583. 595
Appropriation Bill for $1,200,000,000 Cut to

1323.
1318,
$750,000,000.
1293t,
1292t.
1398t. 1404. 1492t. 1539
Cash Receipts and Dis'-ursements, 770, 1160

Coal Purchasin« Policy. 248. 45C
Contineent Fee Covenant, 1008. 1029t
Deficit for 1918. 425t, 431
Deficit for Three Months

of

1132t.

1919.

1291t

1159.

Employees. Increased Number of. 600
Financing Equipment Obligations. 595. 747t.
768. 855. 903. 940. 1005. 1062. 11327, 1159
Freight Claims. Disposition of, 899
General Orders:
Xo. I8-B (Suits Against). 1327
No. 27 Supplements Nos. 15-22 (Wage

—

Increases),
926t.
1185t. 1214. 1215

944.

985*,

1063.

No. 34-B (Unclaimed Freight), 900
No. 50-a (Suits Against). 248
No. 51 (Seniority Rights for Russian
Railway Service Corns). 451
No. 57-A (Grain Claims). 549
No. 58 (Relations with State Commissions), 506
No. 59 (Monthly Traffic Reports), 551.
1383
No. 60 (Waybills). 858
No. 61 (Clocks Set Ahead). 781
Inspection Trips, 855, 913. 10O5. 1213. 1381.
1539
Labor Questions. 1302
1435,
Expenditures.
Maintenance
1383t,
1525t, 1804t
Meeting with Railway Executives, 4C6
Money ^Subject to Attachment, 1111
Passenger Men, .Vddress to. 244
Permit System for Grain. 1292t. 1326, 1382
Public Improvements. Policy as to. 408. 1381
Railroad Administration Faces New Situation. 529
Railroad Problem. Solution of the, 1020.
11^^
...
.

Railway Business .\ssociation s Address on
-Additions and P.etterments, 293
Rate Advance Possible, 1381, 1405. 1539
Rate-Making Powers, 233t. 247, 1141, 1352,
.

1442

1418.

Rate Policies. 451
Relinquishment Not Being Considered. 32/
Rental Charges for Equipment, 599
Short Line Contracts. 505
State Commissions' Relations with Railroad
Administration. 303, 447
Steel Prices Controversy, 82 If, 870. 902.
937. 980t. 992. 1020. 1091, 1109, 1161,
1186t, 1189. I292t. 1324
Strike of Clerks. 779. 782
Sunport Needed for Difficult Task. 5/2Testimony Before Senate Committee. 333t,

334t,

3'53

Ticket Agents, .\ddress to. 1443
Victory Loan. Congratulation on. 1327
Waterway Policy, 998
Waterways and Railroads, Co-ordination ot,
400
Director General Mc.\doo;
Annual Report, 1131, 139. 181. 213, 24/,
.

281t. 311

Compensation Contracts Signed.
Test
Five-Vear
Urged. U3t.

of
118.

49.

Government
156.

334t. 353, 398. 461, 479t.

27

2371:,

lOSOt.

322.

(Wage Increases), 103, 162,
363, 749t, 874t. 926t, 944, 985*,
1095
,

Government Operation a "Failure, 52St
Oil Traffic Handling Commended, 1C4
'

Public Improvements. 105
Standardization of Equioment. 524t
State Rates, .\uthority Over, 65. 161. 248
Testimony Before Senate Committee, 113,.
235t. 283t. 310
in California, 159

16'3.

\'acation

Distinguished Service Medal Awarded:
.Atterburv, Brig. Gen. W. W.. 265
Felton. S. M.. 265
Hodges. George. 1275
Vauclain. Samuel. 1288
Wilgus, William J., 1018

tion (Sec United States)
Dominican Republic: Railway Notes, 1439
Door:
Camel No. 50. 1621*
Double Butterfly Firedoor. 1734*
Fire. 743*. 1778*
Latch and Lock. 1469*

National Car, 1782
Trap, 1724
Draft Gears:
,
A. R. A. Mechanical Report on. 13/6T, 1605*
Casting. Harvey Interchange, 1470*
1097
Section.
lC'82t
Tests of Inspection
Drawbar Pull-Speed-Cut-off and Train Operation,
1766*. 1783t
Drexel Multiple Roller Side Bearing. 1^22
1721

Defiance Multiple Spindle, 1690
Grinders. 1691
Press. Portable. 1619*
Socket. Bell-Mouth. 1780
Valveless -Air, 1691
Drinking Fountain. Tuco Sanitary. 1781
Duff Screw Jacks. 1691
Duluth. ilissabe & Northern: ^Roundhouse at
Proctor. Minn.. 425t. 428*
Dunn. Samuel O.
,,,
European Railway Service, Effect of War
on. 762
197
bituation,
Railroad
Great Britain's
Opportunities for Railway Supply Exports,
53*
Railway Situation Acute. 436_
_^
Transportation Corps in the War. 7
.

.

Duntley-Dayton Company:
Organization. 329*
Red Devil Rivet Cutter. 1618*
Fabrikoid Company: Fabrikoid for Automobiles. 1693
Indies; Railway Notes, 373, 1112
East
Dutch

Du Pont

16-'

.

No

Standard Statistics, If, 43*
Tyler. W. T., Director of, 222*
Division of Public Service:
Demurrage Rates. 747t, 1161
Shipping Day Plan, 942. 1062. 1101
Thelen. Max. Director of. 246*. 303. 447
Division of Public Service and .\ccounting:
Back Pay. Reports on. 364, 601
Circulars. 222, 508. 551, 552. 859. 1162. 1425
Collection of Miscellaneous Rents. 162
Credit for Payment of Freight Charges. 364
Director General McAdoo's Report on. 281t,
311
Pullman Car Line Payments, 223. 486
Reorganization into Two Divisions, 246*
Division of Purchases:
.Advisory Committee Created, 780. 858
Spencer'. H. B.. Director of. 596*
Division of Statistics: Equipment Exports, 1491t
Division of Traffic:
Consolidated Classification Committee Appointed. 304
Demurrage Rates Cut, 747t. 1161
Director General Mc\doo's Report on, 213
Reparation Claims, Handling of. 1007
Spens. C. E.. Assistant Director, 449
Doings of L'nited States Railroad Administra-

Drill:
Air.

Earnings fSee Revenues and Expenses)
Eastern Region:
Annual Report for. 361
,- u
Conditions During January and I-ebruary.
859
Roads Transferred. 105, 365
Situation Under A. H. Smith, 1346*
Economics and the Railroad Problem, 207
Fconomics of Railway Operation, Report of
A. R. E. A. on, 795t. 816*, 819. 820
Economy. Director General's -Appeal for, 1523|.
,

1541

Economy. Fuel (See Fuel)

Efficiency (See Operating Efficiency)
Egypt: Railways Need Repair, 910

Electric Arc VVelding Machines, 1476*
Electric Heated Boilers, 1787*
Electric Locomotive (See Locomotive)
Electric Storage Battery Company: Car

Lighting

Emiipment, 1478*
Electric Tractors (See Tractors)
Electrification:
Brazilian Railways, 1424

Chilean Railways, 471*
French Railways, 1112, 1219
Japanese Project, 1163
Real Problem of. 765*
Report of -A. R. E. A. on. 722*
Swedish State Railways, 516. 1112
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern: Telltale, Side
ance, 702*
Elliott,

Clear-

Howard:

Emplovees, Increased Number of, 600
Needed Regulation, 578
Testimony Before Senate Committee, 455
Elwell-Parker Electric Trucks, 1521*
Elmquist, Charles E. Testimony Before Senate
Committee. 360
Elvin Stoker; Erie. 202*
Embargo (See Freight)
Emigration (See Maintenance of Way)
Employee (See also Labor; also Education):
Clerks. Inefficient. ISOJ
Clerks. Strike of. 779. 782
Conductors and Bull Dogs, 1294*
Director General Hines' -Appeal for Efficiency and Economy. 1523t, 1541
Foreign Experience, information Concerning, 1214
Foreman. Proper Recognition of. 977t
Fort-man's Right to Discharge. 1341t
Harmony and Safety. 1104. 1294+
Number and Compensation. 1060, lOSOt, 1095
Number Increased During War, 600
Number of Men in Military or Naval Service. 25. 167. 224, 265, 321, 367
Pay by (Theck; Pennsylvania, 265
Raihvav Supply Labor Laid Off by Thousands; 335t, 337, 342
Relations with Officers, 604, 1341t
:

ventions. 1161, 1237t, 1438. 1544
Passes. Issuance of, 551, 901

Control

188.
163,
483. 503

General Orders:
^
,^^
No. 6 (Exchange Transportation), 162

118.

:

o,,

,,ij

Ecuador: Railway Construction in. 865. 1114
Education:
Industrial Training of Employees, 569t
Scholarships. -\. R. -A. Report on, 1502
Scholarships. Westinghouse, 1235
Edwards, O. AL, Company: Compression Brake
Device for Car Window, 1519*

Department Payments;

Relief

&

B.

C.

Q.,

1442
Relief Department Payments;

Pennsylvania,

1558
Safety (See Safety First)
Senioritv Numerical Index Suggested. 384t
Skilled Men to Be Retained, 105
Social Status of, 1442
Strike:
Clerks; N. C. & St. L., 779, 782, 867
E-Npress Men, 1227
London Tube Railways, 375. 612
New A'ork Harbor Workers, 1019,
1029t, 1384
New York Produce Handlers, 1814
Shopmen; Canadian, 1514

Shopmen; N. & W., 1558
Shopmen; Southern Ry., 1558
Winnipeg.

Canada,

1282,

1838
Subscriptions,
1170. 1171, 1227, 1283, 1327

1389,

1443,

1559,

Loan

Victory

1118,

1068,

Wages
and

-Automobiles
1185t

Back

Pay

for

Freight

Conductors,

Line

Short

Employees.

900

Back Pay to Be Reported. 364. 601
Board of (See Board)
Demands,
Railwaymen's
British

375,

612. '775. 786, 1011*
Clerks. 180t
Cost of Living and. 1434*

Garnishment Subject

—

to

Law. 1111

Ilirector General Hines' OrIncreases
944, 985*, 1063. 1185t,
der.
926t,
1214, 1215
Increases Director General McAdoo's
Order, 27. 103, 162, 237t, 363, 749t,
874t. 1095
Increases Estimated, 304. 478t, 1197
Maintaining High Wages, St. 747t,
1030t
Overtime Not Salary, 363
Payroll for January, 1919, 1060, 1080t
Payroll of Railroad Administration, 1093
Piecework Abolished, 365, 381 1, 408,
523t. 978t
Punitive Overtime, 1080t, 1294t, 1303,
1327
Railroad Police, Increases fon 780
Shopmen's Demands, 224. 597, 874?,
900, 1006
Sick-Leave Rules, 1296t
Signal Department. 237t 780. 824t
Telegraphers and Telephone Operators,
103. 1214
Telegraphers, Commercial, 107
Yard Foremen. 1215
Women's Service Section, Work of, 184
Wood Preservers' Association. 365

—

Engine (See also Locomotive): Hvid Oil Burning,

1728

Engine and Tender Pipe Connections, 1780
Eneinehouse:
roi»
538
587
Construction, Tendencies in.
,

994*. 1199

Columbus; T. & O. C. 994*. 1380*
Heating and Ventilation, 1245*

long Island
Proctor; D.

City; L. I.. 891*
N., 425t. 428*

M. &

,

:

:

RAILWAY AGE— Index

GENERAL
\llliislnili-d arlicles

Engine Trrminal iSrr
Engineer (Src Dlliccr;

VanU

bImi
tion of; also Anicrionii

Trrniinali)
Amcriciin Asaocia
iiiiil

Railway KnKineei-

ing Aasorintion)

Engineer Corps. Auxiliary, 180-»t. I806t
Engineer Corps: War Work. 1172, 1SS7
Engineering a Profession or a Trade?
I29i}.

Aclivities
Auxiliiiry

Kornicd,

Associ.ition

I804ti

1806t

963,

lOSlf.

1293t.

Engineering Meeting in Chicago. 1103
Engineering Problems of English Railways, 30
Engineering Regiments (See Railway Reuimcnts)
Engines, Steam vs. Internal Combustion, 1386
England (See Great Rritain)
Equated Tonnage and Fuel Consumption, 1309
Equipment (See Standard; also Car; also Locomotive)
:

lUO

Allocation of,

Locomotive Orders

Car and
86*,

Car

in

82*,

1918,

list

Locomotive

and

Orders

Since

1901,

879*. 925t. 934
Cost. War 1050

Exports (Sec Foreign Trade)
France, Needs of. 518
Purchases and Business Conditions, 879*.
925t, 934*
Rental Charges for, 599
Standardization of (See Standard)
Standards for Maintenance oi Freight Cars,
487, 495
Value Compared with That of Otlicr Industry.

1248*

Equipment Companies: Certificates of Indebtedness from Railroad Administration, 595,
747t, 768, 855, 903, 940, 1005, 1062, 1132t,
1159, 1238t, 1273. 1336

Equipment Trust (See Finance)
Equitable Trust Company: Railroad Plans, 585
Erie:

Loading Locomotives into Ship. 981*
Locomotive Stoker, Elvin. 202"
Esch-Pomerene Bill, 1367, 1398t
1

European Railway Service, S. O. Dunn on, 762
Excess Earnings and Transportation, 1807t
Executives (See Association of)
,
Railway Supply Manufacturers
(See
Exhibit
Association; also Ordnance Department;
also

names

of associations)

Expenses (See Revenues and Expenses)
Expert, Employment

of the, 235t

Explosion in C. P. R. Tunnel, 1227
Export Rates to Orient, 609, 860
Export Trade (See Foreign Trade)
Exports Control Committee:
Annual Report, 317
Discontinued, 449
Organization, 150
W'eekly Reports of, 162, 222, 406, 451. 508,
599
Exports. Equipment (See Foreign Trade)
Express Claims Settled,- 1173
Express Employees' Strike. 1227
Express Rate Increases in Ohio. 2^8

Fabrikoid for Automobiles, 1693
Fayant, Frank H.:
English Railway W'ages, 775
French Guarantee System. 911
Federal Board for Vocational Education: Trainine Disabled Soldiers, 1333
Federal Control (See Government Control)
Federal Employment Service: Labor Recruiting
Conference, 243, 282t
Federal Liquidating Association:
War Cost of Equipment. 1050
War Contracts. Liquidation ofj 926t, 973
Felton, S. M., Awarded D. S. M'.. 265
Fibie Container Club, 324
Finance (See also Accounting; also Revenues
and Expenses; also Division of Capital
ConCompensation
also
Expenditures;
tracts)

:

Between Director General and
Railroad Companies, Dec. 31, 1918, 433
Administration,
Railroad
Advances from
leO, 233t. 363, 940
Appropriation Bill (See Congress)
Brooklvn Rapid Transit Receivership. 113t
Accounts

Cash

'Receipts

and

Disbursements

of

the

Railroad Administration, 770, 1160
Certificates of Indebtedness Issued by Railroad Administration. 595. 747t, 768, 855,
903, 940, 1005, 1062. 1132t. 1159
Credit for Payment of Freight Charges, 364
Credit. Re-Establishing, 177t, 282t
Deficit for 1918, 425t. 431
Deficit

1159,

for

Three Months of

1291t

in

60

\'llf

Kiiuipnuiit
to
linaiuc
Standard
Trust
i;<Hiipnunl. lJ38t. 1273. 1336
Foirigii Trade, Financing, 1088. 1089. 1090.

Grand Trunk Difficulties. 1291t
Guaranteed Income I'lan, French, 911
Guarantees, Government, 1130t, 1149
Foreign Securities, lS24t

in

1072, 1388. 1814, 1822
Morgan and the Southern Railway. 381t
Receivership; C. T. P.. 569t. 1065*
Receiverships ami I'orcdosures in 1918, 34

1919,

Stockholders and Shares Held, 882
Stockholders and Shares Held December 31,
1117. 882. 1243
Swedish Loan. 15231
I'iius for Violations of Law. 1558
Finland: Railw.iy Notes. 1112. 1277, 1319
l-'irihox

(^ii'

lire Doors,
Fires:

1132t,

I.i'Comolive)
of, 743*.

Types

Canadian
Canadian

Pacific
Pacific

Miscellaneous,
1333

1734*.

1748*

Train at Bonhcur, 168
Tunnel, 1227

4.^0,

604,

781,

1092,

1140,

Five-Year Test (See Government Control)
Flagging and Railroad Accidents, 1523t, 1528,
1541
Flanders, Repair Shop Train

1139*
Flanges for t='reight Car Wheels, 1522
Fl.'nnery Flexible Staybolts, 1728*
Flexible Car Roof, 1622*
Floor Racks (.See Car)
Ford. J. B. Co.: Wyandotte Cleaner. 1520*
Foreign Bond & Share Corporatiiui, 1056
Foreign Railway Men at March Exhibit, 175t
I'oreign Railway News (See Names of Counin,

New Department

of

175t
Foreign Securities. Investment

in.

tries):

Railuay Age,

1524t
Foreign Trade (See also names of countries):
Australia. American Machinery in. 786
Cars and Locomotives Produced for Export
in 1918, 115t
Convention at Chicago, 234t. 1087
Dunn. Samuel O.. on. 53*
Electrical Machinery. Field for, 615
Exports of Equipment. 228, 333t. 470. 786,
865,

1780

tchograph.

Freight

(Coiidniifi/)

Dividend Changes

855, 903.

Committee on Conipcus.ition. 15.14
Department of l^iblic Works Proposed, 1103
Salaries of Engineers,
1295t. 1534

I'inatu-e

Investment

Knginccr Corps Proposed,

1919]

arc tiidtml.d thus*; l.dilmials lliini; Letters to Editor titust]

Loans from War I'Tnances Corporation, 768,

1280

of,

Mi.

l-.liiii<

HEX— Continued

15J4t
10811,

i:<J5}

Engineering Advertisers'
S6S
Engineering Council:

IN

Jamiaiy

962.

1058.

1163.

1220.

1278,

1319,

1439. 1440. 1451t, 1491t. 1551
Financing. 1088. 1089. 1090. 1524t
Freight Rates to the Orient, 609
London Office Opened by Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co.. 1237t
Mississippi Valley Association. 272
Pan-American Conference. 1385, 1397t. 1419
Peace-Time Market, 145 It
Rails for Birmingham. Eng.. 1146
Shipping Situation. 1089, 1090
Sweden Bidding in Our Markets. 1523t
Foreman (See Employee)
Forest Products Section:
Southwestern Region. 314

Standard

Specifications

for

Timber Preser-

vation. 445, 478t
Tie Situation. 478t. 1305
Forms. Standard. It, 43*
Fort Washington Collision, 212. 1523t. 1528,
1541
Fountain, Tuco. Sanitary Drinking. 1781
Fourteenth Engineers' Reception in
Boston,
1228
Fracar Journal Packing. 1522
France (See also Railway Regiments):
Channel Tunnel. 1112
Collision in, 1059
Electrification of Railways, 1112, 1219

Guarantee of Income Plan. 911
Locomotives and Cars Needed. 518
Railroad Notes from. 228. 418, 515,

610.
786, 909, 1112, 1113. 1319. 1371. 144C.
State Railways in the War Years. Revenues
and Expenses of. 52
War's Effect on Railways, 762

Franklin Railway Suppiv Companv:
Firedoor, Double Butterfly. 1734*
Pipe Connections. Joints for, 1780
Testimony on Government ConFreer, Guy M.
trol Before Senate Committee, 461, 479t
:

Freight:
Charges, Credit for Pavment of. 364
Embargo Bureau of N. W. Region. 1270
Embargoes Under Regional Directors. 246,
901

Export (See Exports Control Committee)
Loss and Damage (See Claims)
Mechanical Transference, 582
Shipping Day:
Development and Death of, 1101, 1146
Handling Company Freight. 387
Kansas Citv. Results in, 170
Pennsvlvan'ia Railroad's Notice. 1282

Plan modified. 942. 1C62. 1146
Unclaimed. Disposition of. 900
Wavhills, Standard Forms of. 858
Freight Car (See Car Freight)
Freight Claims (See Claims)
Freight House (See Yards and Terminals)

Raleii:

Advance Needed. 23St, 7<t8t, 927t. 1032t
([oal from Wentern Kentucky. 1337
Commodity Prices and
Rate
.Advance!.
1032t
English
1036t

and

.\ineriian

Com;.arcd.

S73t.

Export to Orient, 609, f<60. 1173
Land Grant Rates to (iovrrnment, 508
Lumber from Pacific Coast, 233t. 24 7
Railroad -Administration and Department of
Commerce Disagree on. 779
Road and Building Materials Reduced. 372.
858.

1(X)8

Wages and
Freight
Freight
Freight
Freight

Cost of Living. 1434*

New

Statistics,

Classification

for.

970

Terminal (See Yards)
Performances in 1918. 894

Traffic
Traffic

Statistics for October. 154*: No150. 223:
December and Year,
1918. 381t. 407; January, 550; l.l.ruarv,
904. 941; March and Three Month-, 1132t,
1'59, 1161. 1213. 1291t; April. 1381

vember.

French -Africa, Railroad Expansion
Frog (See Switch)
Front Ends (See Locomotive)
Frost Railway Supply Company:
Fuel

in,

326

Interchange
Casting for Spring Draft Gear, 1470*
(See also International Railway Fuel -Association)

Coal:
Bucket.

:

"Rand

S.," 742*

Consumption

in 1918, 901
Dirt in, 1255
Price Regulations Suspended, 247, 372
Purchasing Policy of Railroad .Administration. 248. 450. 1006, 1063
Storage and Water Supply. 1817
Storage During 1918. 1311
Weighing Devices for Tenders. I70i<

Consumption, Records

of;

So.

Economy
-Addresses

at

I.

R.

F.

Pacific.

.A.

1423*

Convention

1558
Engines. Tests

1249.

1309,

Lame
of. 1309*
Northern Pacific's Work. 1029t,
Protection of Steam Lines. 333t

1037*

Report of -A. R. .A. Committee, 1739*.
1783t
Superheater Flues Kept Gean. 570t
Supervising Coaling Stations, 234t
Teamwork of Enginemen and Firemen.
1251
"Train and Engine Loading. 1051
Yardmen and Fuel Saving. 911
Locomotive Consumption in 1918, 2361
Locomotive Losses at Terminals. 1252
Organization of Fuel Department.
1312.

1741*
Pulverized Coal, Locomotive; L. V., 1782
Pulverized
Fuel
Equipment (Torp., 474
1288*
Pulverized Fuel, Report on, 1249. 1795*
Fuel Conservation Section:
Coal Consumption in 1918. 901
Cost in 1917 and 1918. 1115
Posters to Illustrate Firing Methods. 860
Statistics, Importance of. K)79t
Fuller Engineering Company: Pulverized Coal
Locomotive; L. \"., 1782

Gage, Air Pressure. 1470*
Gage Glass, MoncriefT Reflex, 1782
Gaines. F. F.. Chairman of
Garnishment (See Employee

Wage

Board. 223

— Wages)

A, B.
Government (Ownership Plan
Presented to Senate Committee. 383t,
397. 426
Gear Box. Gould & Eberhardt. 1690
liear. \"alve for Standard Locomotives, 1734
General .Assembly of Iowa: Senator Cummins on
the Railroad Problem. 1031t, 1041
General Committee
See -American Railroad -Association
Section III. Mechanical)
General Electric Companv:
Turbine Headlight Set, 1726*
Welding Sets. 1653*
General Manager (See Officer)
General Orders (See Director General)
General Pershing Compliments Railway ilen,
839*
Generators:
Airco Acetylene. 1471*
Headlight. 1726*. 1729*, 1732*
Rating -Axle, 1667*
Spring Drive for .Axle, 1602*
Turbine Headlight Set, 1726"
Welding, Self Exciting, 1653*
Garretson.

:

—

I

Germany
Beleian Railways During War, 275, 470, 501,
1440
Cars Turned Over to Allies, 786, 1277
Coal Shortage -Acute, 327
Railroad Notes. 1072. 1319
Traffic and Rolling Stock Conditions. 228,'.
418. 612, 960
Gibraltar Tunnel Project, 1219
Giflord & Co.: Side Clearance Telltale, 702*
Glasgow Freight Terminal, 8217. 843*
Glass, Moncrieit Reflex Gage, 17.S2

I

January l-June

30,

RAILWAY AGE— Index

1919

Glenwood Locomotive Repair

Sliop;

B.

O.,

&.

tion):

Accidents Under, 878t
Appropriation Bill (See Congress)
Brisbane. Arthur, on, 1292t
British Railway Costs Under, 1372
Compensation of Railroads under (See also
(Tompensation Contracts), 751
Competition, F. J. Lisman for, 831, 883*
Competition, Tudge Lovett for. It
Competition and Rail Transportation, 824t
Conditions Before and Under, 118
Constitutionality of Act, 1073
British Railways During War, 197
Chamber of Commerce Discusses, 1134
Centralization Reduced, 570t
Chamber of Commerce on, 1398t, 1409
Chronological History of, 73
Commission Regulation Suspended, 65
Corporate Accounting During, 1535
Cummins, Senator, on, 1031t, 1041, 1136
Dawes, Charles G.. on. 220
Proposed,
Department of Transportation
1360
Don't Lose Your Punch, 382t
Dunn, S. O., on Railwav Situation, 436
Elliott. Howard, on, 455. 578, 600
Esch-Pomerene Bill. 1367, 1398t
Exnenses .'\ccrued, but Unpaid, 11291
Expenses Under, 3t,.27*, 116t, 1093
Experiment Unauthorized, 479t
Facts and Fancies Regarding, 283t
Failure of, 525t
Five-Year Test Urged by Director General

McAdoo,

113t, 118, 156, 163, 188, 235t,
283t, 310, 322, 334t, 353, 398, 461, 479t,
483, 503
Gray, Carl R., on, 1341t, 1349
Guarantee Plan, 1130t, 1149
Hayden, Charles, Outlines Legislation. 78^'
Hines, t)irector (jeneral, on. 333t, 334t, 353,
848, 1020, 1134
Hoy, Sir William, on, 299
I.
C. C. Opposes. 133
Toint Committee on Interstate Commerce,
Final Report of, 529
Kahn, Otto H,, on, 465
Labor Situation, 181, 571t, 1350, 1186t.

on,

Johnson, Alba

Plans for Railroad Legislation, 583

dations. 409
Rate Advances Needed, 235t, 748t
248,

1141,

135_2,

Relinciuishnient

65,

161,

233t,

1442

1418,

Credit.

17/T,

2S2t

Xot Being Considered, 527,

Resignations ot Railwav Officers, 233t
Return of Railroads. Dec. 31. 1919. 1238t,
1241
Ripley. E. P. on. 1815
Rivalry in Railroad Operation, 824*
Senate Committee's Hearings (See Senate

and

Telephone

of.

New

York,

,

When

1011*,

375, 612, 775, 786,

1442

London
London

Pro-

Ways and Communications

posed, 787, 861, 925t, 957, 1013. 1059
Bill

Defeated. 1320

1550
Rates in

^

.

.

.,,.

:!73i,

Wage Increases, 1011*
War's Effect on Railways, 762
Great Lakes Commerce .Association, 969
Great Northern: Water Treatment, 1031 1, 10j3
1808t
c
Great Western of England: Operations, Statistics
of, 60
Greece:
,_
Railway Improvements. J/ 3 1440
Railway Supplies Needed, 610, 91C, 1163
Grinders:
,

.

Metal Saw. 1520*
Rotarv Surface Machine, 1694* ^
Grip Nut Company Reorganized, 171
Guaranteed Income Plan. French, 911
Guns, Mounted (See Artillery)

Brake,

Worm

Hunt, Robert W., & Co.: Special Rail Inspection,
744

Hutchins Car Roofing Company;

Hvid

Repairs,

for
Oil

Illinois

Flexible

Roof

1622*

Burning Engines, 1728

Central;

Automobile Car. 441*
Concrete Car, 776*
Water Softening Plant

in

Markham Yard,

895

Immigration (See Labor)
Improvements (See also Construction, New):
Financing by Companies. 408, 598, 732, 769
Railroad Administration's Policy, 105, 408,
1381
Stagnation in Improvement Work, 1237t

Independent

Pneumatic Tool Company:

Coupling, Universal Air Hose, 1721
Hoist, Cable, 1780'
Index, Seniority, for Employees, 384+
India; Railroad Notes, 374, 418, 861
Indiana Channel Span, Louisville Bridge, 239*
Indiana Two-Cent Fare Law Repealed, 873t

Board

Industrial

of

the

Department

of

Com-

merce:
Organization, 510, 607
Peek, G. N
on Work of, 1091
Resignations of Members, 1186t, 1189
Steel Price Controversy, 821t, 870, 902, 937,
980t, 992, 1020, 1062, I09I, 1109, 1161,
1186t, 1189, 1292t, 1324
Industrial Car Manufacturers' Institute, 1658
Industrial Conditions in Railway Supply Field,
293, 335t, 337, 342
Industrial Education, 569t
Industrial Trucks, Baker, 1067*
Industrolite Fixture, 704*
Injector Indicator, Sellers, 1730*
Inland Traffic Offices, Discontinued, 552, S60
Insert (See Bolt)
Inspection and Test Section: Draft Gear Tests,

1082t, 1097*
Engineering
Engineers:
of
Civil
Institution
Problems of English Railways, 30
Insulation, Keystone Hair Felt, 1522*
Insulbrix, 1781

Interchange (See Car)
Interlocking (See Signaling; also Raihvay Signal
.\ssociation)

Internal Combustion vs. Steam Engines, 1386
International Railway Fuel Association;
Annual Convention. 1249, 1283, 1309, 1558
Combustion vs. Steam Engines,
Internal
1386
International Railway Routes, 374

Commerce Commission;
Accident Bulletins, 547, 991
Accident Reports:
N. Y. C. at South Byron, 1010
P. S: R., at Fort Washington,

1523t,
1528, 1541
L.-S. F., near Marshfield, 251
P., at Beloit, 216
Bureau of Safetv's Report on Automatic
Straight Air Brake, 277, 82 It, 844
Esch-Pomerene Bill, 1367, 1398t
Federal Control, When Is a Railroad Under,
St.

U.

H
Hand

Operation,

Hopper Car (See Car, Freight)
Hose (See Car)

Interstate

Drill, 1691
Internal, 1690

Hammer, Sure-Lox,

665,

General of Aus-

,

Office of Railway Age. 1237t
Traffic Congestion, 1319

Ministry of

Convention.

299

,

Difficulties,

A.

E.

Director

1691

Driven,

1693*

_.

Casting, 1470*
t,
.
Haskell & Barker Car Co.mpany: Annual Report.
919
1690
Die,
Cutting
Screw
Head. Automatic

Power Restored by Cummins' Bill,
1442, 1552
Rates and Adequate Revenues, 1524t. 1835
Revenues and Expenses (See Revenues)
Standard Time Zone Boundaries, 227
Winstoii-Salem Southbound,
of
\'aluation
1265

Department Under. 61*, 213
W. T.. on, 1713
Is a Railroad Under? 1271
Winant. Clinton D.. on, 1116
Year of 1918, Reviewed, 5t, 62, 118
Tyler,

Hoy,

of, 813
Sien Protection, 684
Grades, Holding Trains on, 1169
Gradients' Eflfect on Hauling Power of Mikado
Locomotives, 955
Grain;
Car Situation, 1575t
Claims, Disposition of, 549
Permit System of Handling, 1292t, 1326,
1382
Grand Rapids Machine Companv: Grinders, 1691
Grand Trunk Difficulties, 1291t
Grand Trunk Pacific Receivership, 569t, 1065*
Graver, Wm. Tank Works:
Timber Treating Retort. 1385*, 1442
Underground Gasoline Storage, 1017*
Gray, C R., on Government Operation, 134 It.
1349
Grav's Sheet Metal Cutter. 1782
Great Britain:
_
Aspinall, Sir John, on Engineering Problems of Railways, 30
British Tmoort Restrictions. 517
Cost of Running Railways Under Government Control, 1372
Dunn, S. O., on Railroad Situation, 197, 762
English Channel Train Ferry, 509*
English Channel Tunnel, 611, 907. 962",
1112
Government Ownership of Railways, 200,
253
Great Western Railway's Operations. 60

Labor

R.

Herbert C,

trian Railroads, 611
Sir William, on Government

Resolutions of,

108
Traffic

Hoover,
C,

1271
Freight

Strike. 1079?
C. A. Proutv on. 483

Club of

Mr:, at A.
706

178t,
C.

I.

Returned,

Lines

1118. 1443. 1839

Traffic

Hoolcy,
131,

Handlan-Buck Manufacturing Company: Signal
Lamps, 662
Harbor Strike at New York. 1019, 1C29T
Harmony and Safety, 1104. 1294t
Harvev Spring Draft Gear with Interchange

Telephone
Test

If,

Relieving

Grade Crossings:
Agreement, Form

Committee)
Shippers' Views on, 59. 190. 237t, 306
Sianaling Status Under, 137
Solving the Railroad Problem, 177t
South .^frican Experience, 299
Summing Up the Railroad Problem, 10791

Telegraph

883*

for,

Wages, Frank H. Fayant on, 775

Private Initiative Killed, 234t
Prouty, C. A., on, 483, 1835
Prussianizing American Railways, 156
Public and Wage Increases, 749t
Public Opinion on. 117t, 371. 1370
Railroad Men Operating Railroads, 904
Railway Business Association's Recommen-

Rate-Making Powers Under,

on, 156
Plan, 831,

B.,

J.,

America, Comparison with,
1036t
Repair Shop Train in Flanders, 1139*
Season Ticket Holders, 117t, 877.>
Tie Purchases in U. S., 1392
Thomas. J. H.. on Visit 1319
Train Ferries for Irish Channel, 3/4
Transportation Service in War, 16

Plumb, Glenn E., on, 1137
Pomerene, Senator, on. 729. 796t

247.

F.

188, 262
Ripley, E. P., Suggests
of Power, 1815

'

1107

Morse, Charles A., on, 207
Optimism, A Tustified Spirit of, 1452t
Osborn, Wm. "Church, on, 1186t, 1197
Passenger Service During, 316
Persons Employed in Washington. 1111

Rea, Samuel, on. 1147
Re-Establishing Railwav

Distinguished Service Medal Awarded. 1275
Pneumatically Operated Cable, 1780
Holding Trains on (_ira(ies, 1169
Hollerith Cards for Operating Statistics, 1358*
Holland: Concrete Cars in, 1113
Holt Roof Connection. 744'
Homeseekers' Bureau Established, 108, 364. 10S5
Hoist.

Railroad Notes, 273, 373. 377, 418, 515, il6,
561, 610, 1112, 1319
Rails Ordered in U. S., 1146, 1278, 1319,

Lisman, F. J., on, 831, 883*, 1221
Mail Service. 281t
operating Results, 139
Maintenance Work (See Maintenance)
E.,

Hodges, George:
Death of, 794*

Government Purchasing (See Purchases)
Government Regulation;
Chicago Commerce Association on, 867
Railway Executives' Plan

Houses,

1619*
Herr, E. M., Electrical Machinery Export Business, 615
Heyl & Patterson, Inc.: Crane for Leading Locomotives into Ship, 981*
Highways and Railways, 1804t
Highways Transport Committee Reorganized,
1018
Hines, W. D. (See Director General)
Hocking Valley; Second Track Construction,
493*

trol)

"Lisman's.

Engine

of

Heating Boilers, 1787*
Heating Furnace, Rivet,

Con-

Brisbane, Mr.. Is Disappointed. 1292t
British Railways, 200, 253
Canadian Situation, 31*
Chamber of Commerce Opposes, 13981, 1409
Chicago Traffic Club Opposes, 609
Congress and the Appropriation Bill, S25t,
527
Labor Organizations for, 359, 383t, 397,
426t, 1137, 1839
Merchants' Association of New York Opposed to, 586
Montgomery, F. B., on, 59
Plumb Plan. 1137
Public Sentiment Against, 1370

Passenger Fare

C.

Government

Government Ownership:

1197

Mitchell,

(See

Operation

X'cntilation

1245*

trol)

Government

and

Heating

Government Guarantees (See Government Con-

1401'

Gloucester Railway Car & Wagon Company;
Repair Shop Train, 1139*
Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company: Valves,
1620*, 1733*
Golden Spike Celebration, 1227, 1283
Gondola Car (See Car, Freight)
Goto, Karon, Interviews Railu'ay Age Representative, 1203
Gould & Eberhardt: Gear Box, 1690
Gould Coupler Company: Headlight Generator,
1729*
Gourlay, William: Better Express Service, 469
Governors' and Mayors' Conference; Railroad
Administration Faces New Situation, 529
Government Control (See also Director General;
also L'niteU States Railroad Administra-

,

Heald Machine Company;

Grinder, Internal, 1690
Rotary Surface Grinding Machine,
Heater. Berwick Electric Rivet, 1779

1694

Statistics,

Classification

for,

970

Pullman Company's Compensation, 272
Railway Mail Pay Case, 1153
Rate Authority Under Government Cont.ol,
65,

233t, 247

Rate

1418,

RAILWAY AGE— Index

Jiimiaiy

l-jimc

ivivj

.>u,

GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[llltutral.-d ,»lnlrs arr tinlu„l,;l thus*;
Intcr*tatr Commerce Commission
Hill of I-atliiiR C»sr. ll.'."
t hicago

KviliiiK*:

Live Slock Kxcliange

Topcka &

Saiitii

rt

l"c,

Atchison,

vs.

Carbide,

S.

Competitive Hids Under Clayton
1J0<>. 1280
rifteeii IVr Cent Case, 1391

Michigan IVrcentanc Cases, 1122, 11/4
Natchez Chamber of Commerce v>. .Xrans.i^
Harhor Terminal RaiUvay Company ct al

.

Omaiia Summer Kxcursion Fares, 609
Paciiic Lumber Case, 2.'3t, 247
K. P., I'avors New Body, 1815
Riplev,
Perishable Freight Investigation, 1840
Railroad Administration and Department ot
Commerce Pisagree on Rates, 779
Standard Time Zones, 1248
Tap I.ine Divisions, 1122
\'aluation Decisions. 320, 1122
Water Competition and Increased Kates,

Company: Annual Re-

Interstate Iron and Steel
port, 565

Investment (See Finance)
Irish Channel Train Ferries. 374
„
Iron and Steel Prices (See Steel) ^
A. Report
Iron an.t Steel Structures, A. R. E.
on, 795t, SOS.

Locomotive

Consolidation

.

Slate

for

Rys.,

Problem of Railway Transportation in. 1373
Railroad Notes on, 373, 472, 515, j61. 1112,
1219
Railroads'

Service in War,

274

Rome-Constantinople Line Planned, 3/4

Tack Tnick Union. 1692*
Tacks:
^

Rail Bearing S.crew. 1691
Whiting Coach. 1691
Jamaica: Railroad Notes, 273 'IS. *'"
tames Peak Tunnel Proposed, 1559

4/),

517*,

1478*
Schaefer Brake Rod. 1622
Tetty for River Bank Protection, 12/9
Tohns-ManviUe Company H. W.:^
Air Brake Packing Set, 1475
Refrigerator Car Insulation. 1522

Compound Rubber,

Taw.

Tol'.nson

Babcock

Bronze Company:

Commerce,
Toint Committee on Interstate
Report of. 529
Toints for Pipe Connections, 1780
'Tournal Box Packing, Spring, 1621
Fracar, 15-'Touriial Packing, btecos and
Mechanical

Tune

Final

Brick Arches, A|)plicatioii
China, Needs of. J52

Under, 1123

C.

Damages. Excessive, 325

(See -^me
Section
111,

chanical)

S:

Michigan:

1162*
Keller Pneumatic Tool

and

Tractors

Trailers,

,,,..,

3:)5

state Commerce, 785
Misdescription of Lo.st Goods, 133/
North Dakota, Federal Rate Increases in,
970
Notice of Claim for Damages, 273. 326. 916,
1841
„,
,, .
Rates for Transporting Waste Materials,
325
Road,
325
Bridge
to
Right
Safety Appliance Act. 1391
It^i
^uits Against Director General. 248.
1337. '1391. 1392
1230
Cars.
Tank
Tariffs. Interpretation of, 325
Taxation of Leasehold Interests, 916
Taxation of L'nion Tank Line Cars in deor-

Company: Valveless Air

Drill and Sure-Lox Hammer, 1691
Kevstone Hair Felt Insulation \j,2^
Korea. Light Railway Projected lor ol6 Senate
Testimony Before
Kruttschmitt. Julius:
Committee. 259, 306

Labor

(See

also

Division

Labor;

of

also

Em-

Policy.
Adinimstration Purchasing and Labor

Director General Hines. on. 1502
Federation, A New 1839
,,„a„ ,«i
l.'-l,
Government Control, Conditions Under,

W.

Go^'ernmeiu" Control,

C.

Osborn

llS6t, 1197
TA
x^a
Government Ownership Favored, 359,
,

397. 426t.

1137,

.

1839

Great Britain. Troubles

ij^k^::9781. 1341t

^^r

'::i

^

.

in,

on.
^«l-r
3bJ..

--,.,,,,
61-. "3.

3/3,

deferred

Maintenance,

,_,

S-ip^r^E-Plcyees

Discharged.

Chicago. 243, 282t
Re'cruit'in" Conference at
Report of A. R. E. A. on 673
37*
1918,
4t,
Review of Year
Shop Accounting by Machine, »y/ 1656
Discussion
Subject for Convention
1319
H.. on Visit from England.

Thomas.
Lake Line (See Waterways)
T.

Appropriation

Bill

(See

1806t
1241.

P.,

IL,

1804,,

„ .,
, „
ui
-c7
Congress on Railroad Problem, sS.i,
13187 1367

E^ch-Pomerene Bill. 1367. 1398T
Minnesota Drinking Cup Law. 1336
Return of Railroads. 583, 1238t. 1241, 1242

Violations of Law Fines for 15 -.8
War Contracts Validation Bill, 26, .^.24, -/U,
926t, 973
Lehigh Valley:
,,,„.,
.\nnual Report. 1239t*_
Black Tom Lawsuits, 538. 1152, 1281
Locomotive. Pulverized Coal 1/82
1133i
Le'-son of Nashville Collision.
Level, Sterling Engineer's \\ ye, 70j
Lewis Automatic Drifting \ alve, l/2o

Liberty Loan (See \'ictory)
Liberty Steel Products Company:
Buildings, 1654*
Clark Tructractor, 1722
l^"'
Liberty Tool Company: Shop J""'^'
Sale. 514
Library of Anderson Galleries for
Lauips;
also
^lf°
(See
,.
Lighting
^';'}f_^.*°72,
1/32
Car Equipment, 1478*. 1520, 166/
Headlight (See Locomotive)
Roundhouses, 425t
Lining (See Car Service Section)

Valve

y^^'?^i'"^blUlutionoftheRailroad
also

Problem, 831, 883*, 1221
(See Locomotive; also Car
Train Loading)

Investigated, 6C1

(See Valve)

^
^
Department Locomotives Turned Over,
_

Water (See Water Treatment)
Whistle Nuisance. 1524t, 1564. 1803t, ISli^
Locomotive Boiler (See Locomotive; also Master
Boiler Makers' Association)
Locomotive Cranes. Rental Charges for. 599_^
Locomotive Feedwater Heater. Type E, 1/31
Locomotive Superheater Company:
Pyrometer Equipment, 1721*, 1736t
Railroad .Administration Takes Over,_4/4
Locomotive Terminal Problem. 538*. 587
London Office Opened. 1237;
London Traffic Congestion, 1319
Long Island:
««,»
Enginehouse at Long Island City, 891
Luncheon to H. W. Thornton. 1171
Parade,
ork
Troop Movement for New \
1222
Loss and Damage (See Claims)

Louisville Bridge, Pennsylvania, 238
Lubricator, Force Feed, 1723
^
Lovett. Tudge, for Competition, li
Lukens Steel Company's Plate Mill. 466
1803,
Machines.
Low Voltage Switch
Luminous Unit Ci>.: "rndustrolite. 704

M

.

.

Loading

151*

Wood.

1438

^
n
Congress)

Attachments of Money-. 1111
Auxiliary Engineer Corps Proposed,
Bills in

St.

Wm.

Headlight. Schroeder. 1732*
Headlight Set. Turbine. 1726*
Fuel Consumption, 1309*
Loading Ship, Erie, 981*
of
Superheated Locomotives.
Lubrication
1759
Lubricator, Schlack's Force Feed, 1723*
Mallet, Heavy Standard, N. & W., 575*
Mallet, Light Standard, C. & 0., 291*
Mallet, Simple, Pennsylvania, 16S5t, 1675*
Orders for Export, 333t, 145 It, 1491t
Orders in 1913, 82', 115t
Orders Since 1901, 934*
Piston Surfaces. Bronze, 1791*
Production for Export. 115t
Pulverized Coal, Lehigh Valley, 1782
Pyrometers, 1721*, 1736t
R'epair Shop at Glenwood, B. & O., 1401*,
Repairs in 1918 and 1917. 1096
Return to Home Roads. 106*
Santa Fe Tvpe, Pennsylvania. 249*
Santa Fe Tvpe, Standard, 389*
Smokebox Blower Fitting. Barco. 1778*
Standard (See Standard Locomotives)
Stoker, Elvin. Erie. 202*
Stoker Fired. Advantages of, 747t
Stokers, A. R -\. Report on. 1705. 1735t
Superheater, A. R. A., Report on, 1736t,
1759
Superheater Flues and Fuel Loss, 570t
Tenders, Bracing. 1330*
Tonnage Rating. Charts for Standard Locomotives, 1195*, 1216*
Trainloads, Increasing, 955, 1051
Turntable, New York Central, 1151*
Turntable, Pennslvvania, 1397t, 1415*

War

Webb-Kenyon Law, 227
,

319*
1332*

E.,

Lame Engines and

of Character of Shipment. 1391
Liquor Transportation, 227, 1215
Live Stock, Damage to 109
Lumber Shipped from Forest to Mill Intra-

Legislation:

1328

Front End Design, 1315, 1329
Front End Leaks. 1316, 1329
Fuel Consumption in 1918, 236t
Fuel Economy (Sec I-'uel)
Fuel Losses at Terminals. 1252
Headlight Generator, 1729*
Headlight. Report of A. R. A., 1735t, 1753*

Telegraph Lines on Right of Way, 785
Terminals and Hours of Service Act, 917

Kanawha

M. &

Firebox,

Private Siding, 325
Detroit 'Street Car Fares, 227
Discrimination in Spite of Embargo, uyj
Doing Business in a State, 1391
Exchange of Service Between Telegraph
and Railroad Companies. 273
Express Rales in South Dakota, 2/2
Federal Control Act. 1073. 1391
Federal Ontrol of Rates, 1141 1352
Federal Employers' Liability Act, 109, 3-J,
515, 609, 785, 1123, 1230, 1337
Foreclosure Sale, Severance of Property
for, 1392
Garnishment Proceedings. 109
General Orders, Application of, 272
Injuries to Passengers, 785
ater.
Interstate Railroad and Carrier by \\

Delivery at

"

of,

Engine House (See Engine House)
Exports (See Foreign Trade)
Fecdwpfer Heater, Type E, 1731"
Firebox with Nicholson Thermic Syphons;

273
Kiability

of,

Consolidation; Italian Stale Rys., 1219'
Consolidation; P. & R.. 761*
Cost of Service per .Mile, 1109. 1327
Deliveries in 1918, 408
Electric, bv We-linahiiuse. 171
Electric Design, lUOf, 1157
Electric, Pennsylvania, 1648*

Under Land Grant Acts, 970
Contract to Establish Stations \ Old, iZs
Cost of Industry Tracks, 1123
Cost of Joint Interlocking--Northern I aHarbor,
cific vs. Puget Sound & \\ lUapa

Cummins Amendment,

1316

Consumption

Cinder Handling Plant. P. & L.
Cleaning, by D. & M. Process,
Combu.stion Chambers, 1797"

..

Conventions

.\ssociation.

Railroad

I

1446
Crossing Accidents,

.\ir

Boiler Design and Maintenance, 1752, 1787*
Boiler
in
Pennsylvania.
Simple
Mallet,
16551, 1675"
Boiler, Oil-Fired, 1787*
Boiler Water (See Water Treatment)

1

Gage

\\ ater

1733*

Protector.

Auxiliary
Devices,
1165* 1341t

Knowledge
910,

Railw'ay Notes, 273, 418, 516, 866,
1552
Yaiiiaauchi. K., on Railways, 1262
Tar

Locomotive:
/\ir Leaks .\round Steam Pipes,
.\sh Pan Deign. 1315, 1J29

691

.

1163

Project.

Railway Enterprises in China.
786 lP9t 1144, 1203

1

Fixture, 704*
Platform, 236t
Signal and Marker, 662
I^nd Grant Rates on (.ovcrnment Fraftic, 50.S
I-an.lis. Screw Cutting Die Head, 1690
>
La Salle Portland Cement Company .Sold, 61.
Lathe, Bradford Motor Driven, 1693
orL.itin-American Division of the Bureau "f
Argentine
eign and Domestic Commerce:
Railways, 997t, 1001', 1047"
Law (See Division of)
I-egal Decisions:
Bill of Lading, Original, 1840_
Black Tom Explosion; L. \ ., 5^8, 115.,
1281
Bonds and Stocks Not Baggage, 22/
Carmack .\mendment. 273
Compensation for Transportation of Troops

Toint Use of Railroad Property. 1391
Charges.
"jurisdiction of Actions for Freight

Baron Goto, Interview with, 1203
Electrification

Local OfHcers, Selection of, lS27t
Location of Passing Sidings, 622t, 636*

1162

Rear

100').

117-*

of,

t'lassilication

I.iimlier,

a«.

Loading Kulev A. K. A., Report on, I632*
Loan (,Sec Finance; also X'ictory)

liidustrolite

lO.'i
I

Lcllcrs to Editor //i.<41

Military

Lump-:

Coal Rates for VVeslerii Kentucky, U.t/
Colorado P. U. Commission vs. A. T. S;
I>.

//.i.-vf.

The

Railway, 1557
Lakcwood Tractors and Trailers,
Lame Engines (See Locomotive)

60

al.,

luUlonals

Lnkcwood KnginccriuK Company:

McAdoo. William G. (See Director General)
McConway & Torlev Company:
Coupler, Type D Passenger, 1/29
Trunnion Type Coupler, 1654
McEwen, W. E.: Oil Industry During the War,

.

l-reight,

McLaughlin Joints

for

Engine Connections, 1780

J

:

[January 1-June

30,

McManamy, Frank:
Mechanical Officers

ventions, 1161, 12371,

1438,

1544

Retaining Skilled Workmen, 105
Tribute of Associates, 1658
Machinery and Engineering Supplies Held by
War Department, 328, 564
Machinery Manufacturers' Association, 226, 1018
Machines, Calculating, 896*. 1353*, 1428
Mail:
Aerial Service. 1223, 1336, 1839
Pav Case Before I. C. C, 1153
Publications Delaved, 281t
Railroad Business Mail Carried Free, 507
Zone Postal Rates, 1102, 12911
Maintaining High Wages, 5t, 747t, 1030T

Maintenance

of

Air Brakes,

Director General
1525t, 1804t

Hines' Order,

1433.

1383,

for 1919, 600 734, 1006, 1271
Progress in 1918, 4t. 37*
Railroad Administration Collects Data,

Program

1271

„
Control.

552,

,,.,
135 1

,

Tie Renewals Under Federal
States: Railroad Notes, 275. 373, 377, 866
Mileage, Decreasing the, 604

Malay

Manning, Maxwell & Moore,
Burning Engine. 1728
Maps:

Hvid

Inc.:

OH

Argentine Railways, 1002*
Chinese Railwavs, 958*, 1145*
Combined Railroad Svstems, 883*
Mexican Railways, 1299*
Market Survey Committee, Report of, 1390
Marshfield Collision: St. L.-S. F., 23 1^ _
Masonry, A. R. E. A,, Report on, 796t. /9/
Massey, C. F. Co.: Telephone Booth, 746*

Master

Boiler

Association:

Makers

Annual

Convention, 1328*
Car Builders' Association (See -:^™erican Railroad .\ssociation. Section III)
Master Car Builders' Rules Revised, 169, 265.
1223. 1262
Master Mechanics' Association (See American
Railroad Association, Section III.)
Material, Conservation of, 497
Material Handling Machinery, Manufacturers

Master

.,£.,

Association
Meeting, Semi-annual, 1448
Organization, 226, 1018
.„_
„
„
Material Standards for Freight Car Repairs, 48/
Materials. Specifications and Tests for, 1594 ,
1747*
Materials, Taxation of, 507
„,
May Dav in Denver, 1172
tMcCrea." Colonel on Railway Work in France,
1045
582
Transference,
Freight
Mechanical
Mechanical Interlocking, R. S. A. Report on,
.

.

.

,

632*
„
Mechanical Officers to Report on June Conven.,

tions,

National Car Door, 1782
National Department of Public Works, Proposed.
11C3. 1804t, 1806

1161,

Shipping

Meeting
Meeting
National

1237t,

1438,

Section

Metropolitan

Warning

of New i ork
Ownership, 586
London:
of
Railway
for

Institute

Against
Audible

Trackmen. 513

Wm.
1186t.

Campaign,

Orleans,
Social

of

837
Science:

1197

1211

,

.

.

.

795t, 816*
Excess Earnings and Transportation, 180/
Local Officers, Selection of, 1527+
Relations Between Officers and Employees,
604. 1341t
Trainloads. Increasing, 955. 1051
Onerating Income (See Revenues and Expenses)
Operating Statistics Section:
Comuilation of Reports. 1353*
Cost of Train and Locomotive Service. 1109,
1327
^
Earnings and Expenses (See Revenues and

—

Expenses Monthly Summaries)
Emplovees and Their Compensation,

106O.

in8dt
,.
.
Freight Traffic in October, 154*; November,
150 223; December and Year, 1918, 381t
fanuary. 550; February, 904, 941
407;
March' and Three Months, 1161, 1213
1381

April.

Passenger Traffic

150; NovemY'ear 1918. 780;

October

in

December and

ber 449;
Tanuarv.

February, 1215;
and Three Months. 1213
Standard Forms, If, 43*, 477t

Work

of,

1008;

March

149

X'alue of Standard Statistics, 4/7t
Optimism, A, Justified Spirit of, 1452t
Ordnance Department Exhibit of Railway Artillery,

1799

1685*. 1709,

Agents: Annual
Station
of Railroad
Meeting, 1282_ ^
of,
573
+
Ore, Steaming
Organization (See Labor; also names of associa-

Order

tions)

Fuel

:

Department,

Relations
1341t

of

1312,

Employees

...

1/41

Company,

to

604,

New York

Supply Department. 285
,«q,
1691
Ostbv, Oscar F., & Co.: Cast Tool Steel.
Machine Company: Rotary Milling
Oste'rlein
Machine. 1690
Overtime (See Employee— V\ ages)

'of Standard Statistics. 477t
Zealand Railway Equipment Imports. 9/3
Nicholson Thermic Syphons, C. M. & St. f..

Pacific Lumber Rate Case, 233,, -4/
Pacific Railway Club;
Officers Elected, 1171
Train Loading on S. P-. 1^51

.

South Bvron Collision, 477t, 491, 5I5,

5/4j.

Railroad Club:
Foreign Night, 1257
Fuel Conservation, N. P., 1029t. 103/
Fuel Conservation Sections Records, 10/9.
Railroad Problem and Economics. 20/
Railway Supply Industry and the Railroads,
Value'

New

•No Accident" Campaign. (See

.\ccident)

(See Locomotive-Whistle)
No-Ox-Id and Dearboline, 1779*
Norfolk & Western:
Annual Report, 928t*
....
„
^
Locomotive, Standard Mallet Type, 5/5
Strike of Shopmen, 1558
at GlasStation
Freight
Railway
North British
gow, 821t, 843*
Rate-Making
North Dakota Supreme Court:
Powers of Director General, 1141, 135.
North Russian Transportation Corps, HIS
HJIO
Northern Engineering Works: Crane,
Northern Pacific:
Fuel Conservation, 1029", 103/
GenNorth Dakota Rate Case vs. Director
Noise

_

eral.

1141.

1352

5/31
1270
1393
Road Transferred, 1383
Number of Employees (See .f-'"l''°>;^2.1onment
.Annual

Report,

393.

Embargo Bureau.

"No Accident" Week,

Nyassaland

Government

Railway

,

Packing,
Packing
Packing,
Painting
Painting
Palmer,

Development.

Rogers Journal, 1522
Air Brake Cylinder 1475
Spring Journal Box, 1621

Set,

Steel Cars,

1/84

to

Henry

1397t, 1419

Para, Brazil: Proposed Railway, 864
Passenger Car (See Car)
Passenger Fares:
,•,,/^
British Bill Defeated, 1320
a
Suburban Fares Increased,
Cliicago
,

372,

569t

o
Officer:

Accounting Officers as Executives, '•'9/tEffifor
Director General Hines' Appeal
ciency and Economy, 1523^. 1541

Don't Lose A'our Punch, 382
Mechanical Conventions, 1161,

12J/,,

.

Post Graduate Course, 1655t, 1659
Public, Fair Theatment of the 117T
1341.
Relations with Employees. 604
Resignations from Railways, 233,

i-tjo.

xnx
303,

,,,,
Excursion Rates .Announced, 1111
873,
Indiana Two-Cent Fare Law Repealed,
in,
1173
Michigan, Advance
Revision of, 857
Passenger Service: „ ,,.
,,,
Address of W. D. Hines on, 244
1215
Baggage Search by Prohibition Officers,
Commuters. Treatment of. 11/4-, »//4.
,

Railwa\;s, 762
Federal Control, Gerrit Fort on, 316
Restoration of Normal Conditions, 836
Passenger Traffic:
c-.,
i-!i
s;s
Advertising Campaign to Stimulate, 372, »5»,
969, 977t. 1085, 1211
Passenger Traffic Statistics for October, 150
November, 449; December and A ear 1918.
February,
1215;
1008;
780January.
March 'and Three Months, 1^13
Orders) :.
Passes (See also Regional Directors—
Pullman Annual Passes for General Chairman of Shop Crafts, 1214
Rules for Issuance of, 551, 901
Passing Sidings (See Signaling)
r^K...
Wages; also Otticer—
(See

European

.

515

.

Prevent Deterioration, 1834
-A.: Patr otism of Peace, 469
1385,
Conference.
Commercial
Pan-American

.

Northwestern Region:

.

1037*
Movies' 'and Fuel Conservation, 1029t,
Morocco, Railways in, 962
1690
Billiard.
Mult-.\u-Matic.
Murphy Solidsteel Plate Roof, 1781

Oil Industry. During the War, 104
Operating Efficiency (See also Division of Operation)
Director General Hines' .Appeal to Labor,
15231, 1541
Drawbar Pull-Speed Tests, 1766*, 1783t
Economic Length of Operating Districts,

.

151*

Carranza's Railroad Program, 1550
Equipment, Shortage of, 1298, _1301
Fontes, Col. P., on Visit. 12//
SituaMiddleton. P. Harvey, on Railway
1531*
tion, 579, 863, 1297*. 13/4.
Railroad Construction, 518 1277, 1319
Railroad Situation, 374, 470, 5l5, 561, 610,
863, 907, 1113. 1420.
Railway Executives' \ isit New \ork, 863
Supplies Needed in. 1374
1531*
Trip Over Railway Lines, 1297*, 13/4,
Yucatan Railways, Purchase of, 961^
1542,
Report
Annual
Central:
Michigan
1-iM
Michigan Railroad Commission Abolished,
Lamp
Millburn Alexander. Company: Carbide
and Welding Torches. 1691
Mileage Built Since 1893, 2t, 93
Military Railway. The, 1557
Mill Piatt: Lukens Steel Co.. 466
L. 1., S-5,,
Miller Train Control System; C. ^;
867
.„
Miniature Car. 1737
(.see
Ministry of Wages and Communications
Great Britain)
-,,
c
SuM".e_:
Ste
Sault
Minneapolis. St. Paul &
5/U,
pei heater Flues and Fuel Loss.
Minnesota Drinking-Cup Law, 1336
Organized 2/Mississippi Valley .\ssoc.ation
Results, 13.1
Missouri Pacific: Water Treatment
Mobilization Aided by Railroad_s. 59/
Moncrieff Reflex Gage Gia.ss, 1/82
Morgan and the Southern Rf'^ay- 381.
Morrison Switch Point Hold Down, 745
Morocco, Railways in..962
1709,
Mounted Railway Artillery, 1205, 1685

Big Salaries Justified, 750t
Engineers. 370, 658, 963, 1081t, 1293t,
1295t 1534
Foremen, 977t
General Manager's .\utoinobile Sold to
Freight Conductor, 1185t
Justice for Lower Ranks, 524t
Payroll for January. 1919, 1060, 1080t
.Administration,
Railroad
Pavroll
of
1093,' 1437
Reports Ordered. 407
Sick Leave Rules, 1296t
Selection of Local Officers, 1527t
Oeden's Golden Spike Celebration, 1227, 1283
Ohio Express Rates Increased, 248
Ohio Rotary Milling Machine, 1690
Ohio State Industrial Traffic League, 916
Oil-Fired Boiler Design, 1787*
Oil Handling .Apparatus, Bowser, 1781

:

Church, on Government Con-

Exhibit. 175t, 650*, 663t, 664, 706, S20
War Service Records. 739
National Railway Devices Company: Shoemaker
Fire Door, 1778*
National Rivers and Harbors Congress, 400
National I'nion of Railwaymen's Head on A'isit
to U. S., 1319
Navy and War Dejiartments Pay Bills to Railroad Administration. 860. 1007
New England Telephone Strike, 1079t
Net Operating Income (See Revenues and Expenses)
Newark Port Terminal. 1809*
Newlands Committee, Final Report of. 529
New York Air Brake Company: Annual Report,
474
New York Barge Canal. 304
New York Central:
__^
4//,.
Accident at South Byron, 173T. 212
491, 515, 574t, 1010
1568
Annual Report, 1344t*,
Safety Meeting at Cleveland, 1117
Turntable, 1151*
Victory Loan Rallv, 1118
1384
New York Harbor Strike, 1019, 1029t, Locomo-.
New York, New Haven & Hartford:
Type.
Standard Light Mountain
tive.
1193*
^
New A'ork Public Service Commission:
Membership Reduced. 1068
Prevention of Collisions, 515. 5/44-, 13»»,
1553, 1805t. 1816

III)

.Association

New

National Railway Appliances Association:
.Annual .Meeting 696

1544

Government

1146

Milwaukee, 1840

Railroad Problem Summed up, 1079t
National Lumber Manufacturers' .\ssociation
.\ddress of Director General Hines, 1020
Traffic Bureau, 170
National Parks and Monuments in .Advertising

Medal (See War. The)
Merchant & Evans Co.: Fire Doors, 743
Merchants'

at
at

Osborn,

Mechanical Convention (See American Railroad
.Association,

Industrial Traffic League:
Day Plan, 942, 1062, 1101.

ional

trol.

Emigration Problem, 978t, 134!t

Man

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis: Strike of
Clerks, 779, 782, 867
Nashville Collision, Lesson of the, 1133 +
National Association of Manufacturers: Report
on Business Conditions, 1019
National Association of Owners of Railroad
Securities: Plan for Return of Railroads,
It, 350, 459
National Association of Tie Producers:
Organization, 343
Purchases by Competitive Buying, 1060

1212

Freight Car Repairs, 487, 495, 773, 930t
Unified Inspection and Repairs, 773
Maintenance of Way (See also American Railway Engineering Association):
Deferred Work. Under Government Control, 116t, 873t, 978t, 1188t 1804t

734,

Officer (CoiitinueJ)
Salaries:

Equipment:
1170,

1

:

:

N

Keport on June Con-

to

1
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Employee—

Pay

also Mail)
Railroad Administration,

Salarie.?;

Payroll

of

.nm
1093,

it-n
1437

'

:

—

:

::

.
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
\llliislrtiti-d

01 lull's

nl

Ta.,

Sabiila,

,

Employees Paid by Check, 265
Locomotive, Electric, 1648'
Locomotive, 2- 10-2 l>Pe. 2'49*
Locomotive, Simple Mallet, 1655+, 1675
Safety in Irack Work, \iii
Shipping Day Notice, 1282
Tests to Uelermine Rating of Car Lighting

Axle llcnerator, 1667*
Turntable, 1101-"t., 1397t, 1415*
\'oluntary Kclief Hepartnient, 155S
Whistle Nuisance. 152-t^^. 1.^64, ISOjf.

1!>12

Perc Marquette:

Policy of
Publishers' Advinorv

lUlgian Railways, 1320
Railroad Administration. y77t
for

Board:

Safety Bulletin No. 13, 1115*
Permit System for Grain, 1292t, 1326, 1382
Pershing, General, Compliments Railway Men,

839*
Personal Department, \alue of

a.

381t, 3S5, S77t

Construction, 373, 41S, 531*, 866,
1012, 1163, 1439
Railways. Report on, ii\' 1419
Philadelphia & Reading:
Accident at Fort Washington, 212. 1523,
.

1541

Locomotive, Consolidation Type, 761'
Piece Work (See Shops)
Pipe Connections, Joints for, 1780
Pipe Cutter, Ratchet, Handled, 746*
Piston (See Locomotive)
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie: Cinder Handling Plant
at Youngslown, 319*
Plans (See Government Control)
Plate Mill, Lukens Steel Co., 466*
Plumb, Glenn E.: Government Ownership Plan,
359, 383t, 397, 1137
Pneumatic Cable Hoist, 1780
Pneumatic Rivet Cutter, 704*
Pocahontas Regutn:
Annual Report for, 361
Roads Transferred, 365
Studv of Operating Conditions, 835*
Poland: Railway Notes, 228, 1112
Pomerene, Senator, on Railroad Problem, 729,
796t
Pool of Refrigerator Cars, 591
Pork Barrel, the Same Old, 569t
Portland Cement Production in 1918, 1270
Port Terminals, Armv, 1809*
Portugal, Railways, Condition of, 908
Post, C. T.: Controversy with Postmaster General Burleson, 1102, 1291t
Post Graduate Course for Officers, 1655t, 1659
Postmaster General (See Burleson)
Post Office (See Mail)
Powdered Fuel (See Fuel Pulverized)
Powell, T. C, Director of Capital Expenditures,
246*
Power Interlocking, R. S. A. Report on, 628'
President Wilson's Message to Congress, 1238t,

—

1241

Press Against Government Ownership The, 1370
Pressed Steel (Tar Company: Annual Report, 474
Prevention of Collisions (See Accident!
Price, Theodore: Railwav Rates and Cost of
Living. 1434*
Prices (See also Cost):
Coal, 247, 372
Commodities and Rate Advances, 1032t
Industrial Board Organized, 468, 510. 607
Labor and Material. 1585*
Maintaining Wages and Reducing Prices,
I030t
Standard Cars and Locomotives, 76S
821t. 870, 902, 937, 980t, 992t, 1020,
1062, 1091, 1109, 1161, 1186t, 1189, 1292t,

Steel,

1324
Prohibition

Officers"
Right to Search Baggage
of Interstate Passengers, 1215
Prouty, Charles A.
(Government Control Test, 483
Plan for Adequate Revenues, 1835
See Division of Public
P. S. & A. Circular
Service and Accounting)
Public Improvements. Policv of the Railroad
Administration as to, 105, 408, 1381
Public Service (See Division of)
Public. The Railways' Relations with:
Fare Increases and Local Improvements,
569t
Government Control. Sentiment on, 371,
1370
Service Idea and the Traveler. 9257
Unfair Treatment of Ticket Holders, 117t
8771
Wage Increases, 749t, llS6t. 1197
Public Works. Proposed Department of, 1103,
1804t, 1806t
i

Editor thusX-]
.•

695, 965
Tobacco I'und,

Controversy.

Pullman

1102, 129 It
I'asses for (ieneral

.'\iinual

Track Laying

Chairman

Shop Crafts, 1214
Car Lines: I'aymrnt^ to Railroads Diicontinued. 12i. 486
I'ulverizcd Fuel (See Fuel)
Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corp., 474, 1288*
Pumping Outfit, Centrifugal, 746*
Punch and Shear, Combination, 1691
Punch, Don't Lose Vour, 382t
I'unitive Overtime (See Employee
Wa' "
Purchases (See also Division of Purchases; also
Contract )
Buying Power, Menace of a Concentrated,
1263
Central Control of. 3t
Coal. 248, 450, 1006, 1063
Contingent Fee Covenant. 1008, 1029t
Equipment Buving and Business Conditions,
879*. 925t, 934*
Division of, 596*, 780

Transportation

of

I'ullninn

—

Government Slow Paving

Bills,

7", 66*,

Rail.

1096,

1186t,

1189.

1271,

Ties. 234t. 334t, 343 971.
\ alue
of Railwav Plant
That of Other Indust--

Piirchasine

Agents'

Menace of

a

Association

1019.

1096
with

1248*
of New

'Y'ork:

Concentrated Buying Power.

1263
Pyionieter for Locomotive Service.

InsiiIhriN.

1060

Compared

1721*.

1736t

1781

R
Rail:

A. R. E. A. Report on. 716*
Bids Asked bv Railroad Administration
Orders Placed, II86t. 1189. 1271 129't
1324. 1383
Fasteninps by Bolt Inserts. 1380*
Order from Birmingham. Eng.. 1146. l''7S
1319. 1550
Price Controversy. 82 It. 870. 902. 937, 980t
092. 1020. 1062. 1091, 1109, 1161, n86t
1189. i:92t. 1324
in 1918. 1204
Special Inspection. Value of, 744
Railograph Used in Valuations for Taxation Purposes. 556*

Production

Railroad Administration (See United States)
Railroad Club of Washington:
Organization. 467
Powell, T. C, on Railroad Men. 904
Railroad Hearings (See Senate Committee)
Railroad Men in Militarv Service. 25
Railroad Men. T. C. Powell on. 904
Railroad Official (See Officer)
Railroad Police, Wase Increases for, 780
Railroad Problem (See Government Control)
Railroad Ouestion, The 824 +
Railroad Ticket Agents' Dinner: Ticket Agent
as a Salesman, 943
Railroad Y. M. C. A. Membership Campaign.
1018. 1185t. 1282. 1333. 1414
Railway Accounting Officers' Association:
Annual Meeting, 1397t. 1425*
Corporate .Accounting During Federal Control. 1535
Raihvav S: Industrial Engineers, Inc.. 1288*.
1566*
Railivav Artillerv, Mounted, 1205. 1685*. 1709.
1799
Railway Boards of Adjustment. 183. 184
Railway Business Association
Address to Director General Hines on Industrial Conditions. 293
Annual Meeting. 176t. 218
Committee Chairmen Appointed. 607
:

Committee on Government Purchasing

Poli-

cies. 48.
1025
Executive Committee .Appointed, 271
Government Purchasing Policies, 48, 293.
1025
Recommendations to Senate Committee on
Interstate Commerce, 409
Shall American Railwavs Be Prussianized?

156

Railway Club Secretaries Meet. 1626
Railway Executives (See Association of)
Railway M'ail (See Mail)
Railway Purchases (See Purchases)
Railway Regiments:
Fourteenth Engineers. Reception to. 1228
General Pershing Compliments 839*
Sixteenth Engineers' War Record, 889
Thirteenth Engineers Returns lo Chicago,
1119, 1201*

Department's

War

Service,

1284

Applied

to

Company

851

Employees Laid Off by Thousands, 293,.
335t, 337, 342
Executives in War Activities, 24
Exports, Opportunities for, S3*
Optimism. Tustified Spirit of, 14S2t
Payment of Bills Delayed, 113t, 233t, 236t,

1324,

1292t,

.\dministration Policy's, 481. 293.
333t, 1025
Railway Business Association's Committee.

607,

1557

1172,

381t, 385*, 839*, 1045

Sailing Day Plan
Freight, 387

S23t

13S3
Railroad

h'rance,

Railway
Supply
Industry (See also Foreign.
Trade)
Contingent Fee Covenant, 1008. 1029t
Contributions to Railway Efllcicncy Outlinedi
at Meeting of N. Y. Railroad (Jlub. 822t,

175t,

II3t,
St,

Record,

468

in

Railway Signal Association (Sec American Railroad .Association -Signal Division)
Railway Storage Battery Cars, 1015*, 1726
Railway Storekeepers' Association:
.Annual Convention, 285
Conservation of Material, 497
Reorganization —Section VI, A. R. A., 1140,

233t. 236t. 333t

48

Peru:
Railway

to

Railway Reginienis (C'ond'nucr/)
Thirteenth
Engineers' War

Zone Kate Poglage

Labor and Railway Purchases,

Annual Kcpon, lU33t'

1528,

Department

riiMuity

12.'"

"0"
A. K. E. A. Convention, Officru at,
Kridge, Louisville, 239*
llridtsc Over AlleKlicnv River at l'ill>lmrgh,
Kaising of, 1185t
Broadway Limited Keslored. 1J91 + l.'.U
L'ar. (iencral I'tility Kxprcss, 16(1"'
Cars, Hopper and liondola, MSlt, Ht>l'
Arch at
Lining
Atomizer
for
I'oncrtlc
Trenton. ;02*
Convention I'rain Service, 1786
Draft t.iear I'esting Machine, lbti5'
Employees, Increased Number of, oOO

LcHers

indicated thus*; Julttorials thusi;

Publicity

rciiii»>lvania:

Accident

(III-

333t.

175t,

H92t

Railroad -Administration's Equipment Financing. 595. 747t. 768. 855. 903, 940, lOOS,
1062, 1159, 1238t, 1273, 1336
Situation .After War
Government Purchasing Policy. 333t, 335t. 337. 382t, 396
Storekeepers* Convention. 285
X'ictory Loan Subscriptions, 1223
War Contracts, 26. 224, 270, 926t, 973
War Products Manufactured, 71, 265
Railway Supi)ly Manufacturers' Association:
Annual Jlceting, 1658
1479*,
Exhibit, 523t, 873t. 1451t, 1455*,
1494, 1514, 1626, l655t. 1659, 1693
Officers and Committee Men, 1456*
Ratchet-Handled Pipe Cutter, 746*
Rates (See also Freight Rates; also Passenger.
Fares)
Advances Necessary, 235t. 748t, 927t. 1032t,.
1381. I399t. 1405
Cost of Living and, 1434*. ISOSf
Federal Control Upheld by Supreme Court,.
1141. 1352

—

I.

C.

C.

and Adequate

Revenues.

I524t.

1835

Rate-Making
65.

Powers

of Director General,.
161, 233t, 247. 248, 1141, 1352

Samuel: Testimony on (government Control Before Senate Committee. 458
Reading Specialties (iompanv: Attachment forCar Replacers, 408*
Rear Collision (See Accident)
Receivership (See Finance)
Reclamation of Scrap, 497
Reconstruction Program Needed, 335t
Records and -Accounts, A. R. E. A. Report on,.
Rea,

663t,

669

Red Cross and Otis H. Cutler, 1467*
Red Cross Thanks British Railways. 1442
Red Devil Rivet Cutter. 704*. 1618*
Secretary (See Department
merce; also Industrial Board)

Redfield,

Referendum (See Chamber

of

of

Com-

Commerce)

Refrigerator Car (See Car, Freight)
Refrigerator Department's Car Pool, 591
Regional Directors:
Annual Reports of. 361, 393, 463, 573+

Allegheny Region:
.\nnual Report. 394
During
Februarv.
Conditions
March. 1006
Roads Transferred. 105, 1383
Central Western Region:
.Annual Report. 463

860;

Conditions During February. 859
Loading Records, 170
Study of, 489'
Eastern Region:
Annual Report, 361
Conditions During Tanuary and Februaiy. 859
Operating Studv, 1346*
Roads Transferred. 105. 365
Embargoes. Issuance of, 246, 901. 1270
Mechanical Conventions, 1161. 1237t, 1438,
1544
"No Accident" Campaigns, 186, 411, 898. 1387,
1395, 1558, 1564, 1813
Orders:
Accounts Between Federal and Corporate Interests. Separation of, 943
.Addition and Betterment Work, 205
Advertising. 1384
.Agents' and Operators' Wages, 392Agreements with Brotherhoods Concerning Safety Measures. 1100
.Air Brakes. Reports on. 1046
.Air Pumps on Locomotives, 205, 256
American Chemical Society's Expenses,
105
April Estimates, 942
Army Medical Cars, 602. 603
Assessments for Public Improvements.

392
Associations

Approved, 444

:

[January 1-June

30,
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Orders (Continued)

Orders (Continued)

Autoitiatic Train Control Devices, 602
Automobile Cars, Handling of, 759, 834,

942

Back Pay

to Be Included in December
Operating Expenses, 256

Bill-of-Lading Forms. 898. 942, 1304,
1438
Billing for Empty Tank Cars, 258
Billing of "Order" Shipments, 1202
Brakes on Standard Cars, 1046
Bulletin Boards for Brotherhoods, 1438

Bureaus, Over and Sliort, 444
Expenditures Less Than $1,000,
1438
Car Hire Accounts, 1304
Car Inspectors Needed, 315
Cartmen's Custom House Bonds, 1101,
1138
Census, Statistics for. 1100
Chinese Alien Passengers, 759
Claims Against War Dept., 1383. 1438
Cleaning Stock Cars, 315
Coal Losses in Transit, 1100
Coal Mines, Development of, 603
Color Blindness, 758
Complaint Bureau, Posters of, 444
Consignments to Shippers' Order, 349,
1274
Contracts Must Terminate with Federal
Control, 1100
Conventions, Attendance at, 1274, 1438,
1544
Corporate Obligations of Terminal Companies, 206
Cotton, Movement of, 834, 984, 1438,

Capital

.

1545
Counsel, Services

315

of,

Deadheading Household Goods for Employees, 348
Demurrage Due from U. S., 1138
Derailments and Gasoline Fires, 1100
Discipline, 1384
Disregard of Shippers' Routes, 256

Duties,

etc.,

349

Earnings of Passenger Trains. 392
Eastern Car Pool Gondolas, 759
Eastern Freight Inspection Bureau, 898
Elimination
of
Sunday and Holiday
Work, 256

Embargoes, 106, 486, 555, 834, 898, 942,
984,

1384

Employees

of

Discharged

Soldiers,

106, 206

Exchange of Local Transportation,

105,

159

Express Agents' Telegrams, 1046. 1100
Express Company's Agreement with Director General, 349
E.xpress Employees Employed by Railroads, 205, 256
Federal Manager Chief Operating Officer. 105. 257
Fertilizer Shipments, 486, 834

Filing Time on Messages, 349
Fire and Casualty Insurance on Construction Work, 256
Fire Inspection Service, 349, 444, 602
Fire Losses and Protection, 443, 486,
555, 759, 942, 1100, 1383
Fish Frv Free, 392
Flexible Staybolts. 1545
Food Posters in Passenger Cars. 256
Forage Shipments, Weighing of, 444,
_ 1545
Free Lighterage. New York, 759
Free Transportation (See "Passes" under this heading)
Freight Arrivals, Notice of, 1545
Freight Car Distribution. 206, 348, 392,

486,

556.

603,

758,

759,

834,

1100,

1202, 1384. 1544
Freight Car Repairs, 602, 1438
Freight Oaims, 392. 555, 758, 898
Freight Destroyed in Transit, 159
Freight, Diversion of, 1274
Freight Packing and Marking. 1100
Freight, Passing Reports of. 1274
Freight, Rail and Lake, 1046

Freight,

Standing Orders
556, 898

for,

Intoxicated Soldiers. 1274
Journal Box Packing, 556
Label Holders for Express Cars, 1544
Leave of Absence to Emplovecs,
314.
F
315
Legislation Affecting Railroads. 349, 444
Lettering of Locomotives, 555
Loading, Heavy, 555, 1274, 1383
Lock Nuts and Grip Unit Nuts Used
on Boilers, 898

758,

834

Gas Masks,

Gasoline, Specification for, 444
Gasoline in Wrecks, 1384
General Foremen's Association, 486
Grain Cars. Preparation of, 1100. 1814
Headlight Generators, L'se of, 1046
Heating of Troop Trains, 206
Hog Shipments. 106. 158. 759
Industry Tracks. 602, 1046, 1138, 1274
Inspection of Coal, 348
Inspection of Freight at Interchange
Points, 106. 159. 392
Insnection of Fruits and Vegetables,

1384
Insurance of Elevators, 105, 206, 256
Insurance on Construction Work. 348
Insurance on Stationary Boilers, 158,
206
Interest on New Work During Construction, 205. 256, 1202
Interchange of Freight on Sundays. 602
Interchange Reports, Errors in, 943
Interest on Construction Work, 1138
International Railway Fuel Association,
602
Interstate Commerce Commission, Defending
Complaints
Before,
1202,
1274

Orders (Continued) :
Surgeons .Appearing as Witnesses, 486
Taxation of Material, 603
Tax on Telegrams, 984. 1304
Telegraph Messages, 158. 393, 444, 486,

,

.

555,

.

ary,

Moved

Free,

'

•

349

Maintenance Budget for 1919. 898, 1274
Maintenance of Industrial Side Tracks,

Maintenance of Telegraph Lines, 105
Maintenance of Way Expenditures, 1384
Master Boilermakers' -Association, 257

Material, Classification of, 834
Material Requirements. 106
Mechanical Department Circulars, 4(j6
Mechanical Stokers, Failure of. 602
Medical .Attention for Sick and Wounded Soldiers, 314
Meetings of O. S. & D. Representatives, 349
Membership jn -Associations, 257, 314.

444
Mileage on Pullman Cars Moved Deadhead. 486
National Travelers' Aid Society, 942
No -Accident Month Campaign, 898
Oil Cars, Movement of. 1544
Oil Shinments. 1544
Oiling Track Joints. 1138

Operating Statistics, 1274
Passenger-Equipped Refrigerator

Cars,

205

Passenger

Fares

for

War

Workmen. 1304

Industry

Passenger Train Performance, 556
Passes.

106,
159. 205, 206. 256, 257,
314, 392. 443, 444, 486, 555, 602, 603,
758, 834, 984, 1100, 1138, 1202, 1274,

Payment of Government Bills, 205
Payment of War Taxes. 1100
Peddling in Cars, 1304
Per Diem Settlement, 942, 1202, 1544
Permit System for Freight, 444
Piece-Work Question, 1100
Pilot for Detour Movements, 315, 348
Pocket List. 1274
Posters, 486, 555, 602, 759, 943, 984,
1046, 1138, 1384
Private Car Movement. 315
Public Improvements. 1814
Pullman Passes for Ticket Sellers. 984

Quarantine

Against

Barberry

Plants,

1138

Railway Storekeepers' -Association. 257
Reclamation of Materials. 984. 1274
Reconsignment of Coal. 443
Removal of Coal and Water from Engines, 105
Rental Charge on Cars. 1384
Rental Charge on
Locomotives,
257,
302, 556, 984
Repairs of Short Line Cars, 984. 1046.
1138
Repairs to Standard Cars, 1438
Report, Daily Situation, 759
Report of Classified Locomotive Repairs.
602
Routing of Freight, 349, 898. 1544
Safetv -Appliances on Freight Cars, 1383
Sailing Day Plan, 1384
Salaries of Claim Agents, 1438
Sale of Freight. 106
Sale of Relayer Rail. 392
Sale of Second-hand Rail, 602, 1046,
1100
Sanitary Maintenance of Cars, 1100
Scrap iron Shipments. 486
Scrap, Reclamation of, 984
Sheds for Protection of Car Repairers,
603
Shipping Day Plans, 555, 759, IICO
Shop Supervision. 349
Short Lines, Relations with, 314
Short Lines. Transportation Over, 348
Smoking in Mail Storage Cars, 758,
1100
Soldiers, Sick and Wounded. 257
Southern Freight Inspection Bureau, 556
Southwestern Regional -Association of
Fire Prevention. 444
Standardization of Corrugated Engine
and Tender Hose, 106
Station Forces. Shortening of Hours of,
392
Stationerv Forms, 256, 257, 314, 315,
443
Statistical Data. Requests for, 556, 984
Steam Hose Coupling. Standard. 1814
Storage L. C. L. Shipments. 556
Stored Cars. 444. 555, 603
Stored Coal. Picking Up, 256
Storehouse Devices, 759. 1202
Superheaters, 1274. 1544
Superintendents of Telegraph, 158

1138

Ventilation of Coaches, 315
Victory Liberty Loan, 984, 1046
Violations of Safety Appliance Laws,
105, 1100
Wage Cases, 486, 555. 602, 1384
Watermelons, Prepayment of. 1304
Weekly Report of Delayed Loads, 1202
Weighing Cars, 942
Weighing of Cars, Light, 898
Western Union Shipments, Routing 105
Western Union Telegraph Franks, 205,
206
Wheat Crops, Preparations for, 1275
Whiskey Placards, Removal of, 898
Writing Material on Club Cars, 256,
314

•''*^.
.

of,

Troop Trains, Movement of, 392, 444
U. S. Employment Offices, 1138
Vacations for Train Despatchers, 205

1544

for Shopmen, 205
Railroad Business, 257, 314
393, 507, 1304

Mail,

1304

Tracers and Passing Reports, 1274
Tracks, Taking Up, 158
Traffic Conditions, Reports of, 759
Transportation of Liquor, 1274

Locomotive Fuel Contracts, 1384
Locomotives in Service, 759

Lunch Hour

1100,

Toilets, Unsanitary, 602

602

Locomotives, New,

1046,

Terminal Managers, Offices
Tie Renewals, 759
Ties, Payment for, 898
Timetable Changes, 206

Locomotive and Car Builders' Diction-

1304

in Service, etc., 759

Employment

Xlll

:

Northwestern Region:
.Annual Report, 393, 573t
Embargo Bureau, 1270
-Accident" Week, 1395
Road Transferred, 1383

"Xo

Pocahontas Region:
Annual Report, 361

Roads Transferred,
Study of Operating
Payrolls Under, 1093
Regrouping Lines, 523t,
Safety First Campaigns.

365
Conditions. 835*

549, 552
1558, 1564, 1813
Smith, A. H., Resigns, 1346*, 1387
Southern Region:
Annual Report, 395
"So -Accident Week," 186, 411
Study of Operating Conditions, 593*
Southwestern Region:
-Annual Report, 362
Reorganization, 523t, 552
Traffic Improvement Noted, 1539
Victory Loan, Congratulations on, 1327
Regulator, Vapor, 1620*
Relief Department (See Employee)
Relinquishment (See Government Control)
Rental Charges for Dining (Tars, Locomotive
Cranes, etc., 599
Repair Shop, Locomotive; B. & O., 1401*
Repair Shop Train, British, 1139*
Repairs (See Car; also Locomotive)
Reparation Claims (See Claims)
Reports Compiled by Machine, 896*
Resignations of Railway Officers. 233t
Resignations. Speakine of, 237t
Retort. Timber Treating; C. & N. W., 1385*.
1442
Return of Railroads (See Government Control)
Revenues and Expenses:
Accrued Expenses Before and After Government Control, 1129t

Adequate Revenues and the

I.

C.

C,

1524t,

1835
British

Railwavs, 199, 1372

Chinese Railways for 1917, 1220
E.xcess Earnings and Better Transportation.
1807t
Four Months, -August to November, 235t
French State Railways in the War Years,
52

Increased
478t

Expenses

and

Wage Advances,

Monthlv Summaries: October, 169; Novem270; December. 363, 383t, 448; JanFebruarv, 965, 1008;
778;
597,
and Three Months. 1111. 1213,
1228; -April and Four Months, 1437
Net Operating Income. 1915-1917, 1524t
ber,

uarv,

March

Operating Income in 1918 Compared
w'ith Standard Return. 771
Net Ooerating Income in 1919. 1559*
Six Months Ended December 31. 4251. 431

Net

Railroad
143-

.Administration's

Expenses,

1093,

Year 1918— I. C. C. Report, 448, 478t, 778
Year 1918— Results Analyzed. 3t, 27*, 116t,
236.t

Revolving Fund (.See .Appropriation Bill)
Rice Manufacturing Companv: Red Devil Rivet
1618*
Station. 401*
Suggests Relieving I. C. C. of
Power. 1815
River (See Waterwavs)
Rivet Cutter. Red Devil. 704*. 1618*
Rivet Head Catcher. Cincinnati. 1476*
Rivet Heating Furnace, 1619*
Roadway, Report of .A. R. E. A. on, 714*
Roberts & Schaefer Co.: Bucket. "Rand S." 742*
Rogers, H. A., Company: iloncrieff Reflex Gage
Glass, 1782
Rogers Tournal Packing, 1522
Roof Connection, Holt. 744*
Roof, Flexible Car. 1622*
Roof, Murphv Solidsteel. 1781
Rotary Milling Machine. Ohio, 1690
Cutler, 704*,

Richmond Passenger
Ripley,

E.

P.,

1

:

RAILWAY AGE— Index

lamiary 1-Junc

30,

1919]

GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[llluslralfd articles arc indicahd thus*; Editorials tltusf; Letters to Editor thust]
Rotary Surface (riixliiiK Machine, 1694*
Roumaiiia: Railroail Notrn. JJK, 1C7J. 1113
RounUhotiir (Si-c KiiKiiir Uou-iej
Rules for Compclilive lli<l<ling I'liJer Clayton

Law,

100'»,

IJOO. 1280

Russia:
Boublikoff, A. A., on Railways. 1819
A. I., on Railways, 1257
lolinson. B. O.. on Railways, 1063

I.ipetz.

SlcchaiiuMl Conventions

in.

45

Safety Appliances, Freight Cars Equipped with,
1627'
Safetv Car Heating and Lighting Co.:
Car Lighting Fixtures, 1520
Sand on .\xle Generator Belts, 1522
Spring Drive for Generators, 1692*
Safetv First (Sec also .\ccidcnt):
tieware of Detours! 1115*
"Bunk," 1442
Harmonv and Safety. 1104, 1294t
Meeting at Oeveland; N. Y. C, 111/
RcKional Campaigns, 186. 411. 898. 1387.
1395. 1558. 1564, 1813
Track Work: I'ennsylvania. 1333
Safetv Ciuard. Atlas. 603*
Safetv Section. Report of. 1008
Sailing Dav (See Shipping Day)
St. Louis Railway Club; (jray, C. R., on Government Operation, 1341t, 13-'9
St. Louis-San Francisco:
.\ccident

—

(See Officer: also Knijilovee Wages)
Lake Citv Freight Terminal. 1083*
San Bernardino Station: .\. T. & S. l-e, 481*
San Diego S: .Vrizona: Lin? .\long Mexican

Salt

Border, 931*

Sand and Gravel Rates, 372
Sand on .\xle (Generator Belts, 1522
Santa Fe (See Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe)
Savage. W. I. Company, Inc.: Gray's Sheet

—

Metal Cutter, 1782
Inserted Tooth.

C^.rinder.

1520*

Saw, Portable Bench. 743*
Scarritt Simplex Coach Seat, 1471*
Schaefer Equipment Company: Brake Rod

.Taw,

1622*
Schlack's Force Feed Lubricator. 1723
Scholarship (See Education)
Schroeder Headlight and Generator, 1732*
Scrap (See Reclamation)
Seat (See Car)
Second Pan-.^merican Conference, 1383, 1397T,
1419
Second Track Construction, H. V., 493*
Secret Service and Police Section. 105
Secretaries of Railway Clubs Meet, 1626
Secretary of Transportation Proposed. 131
Securitv Holdings. Distribution of, 882
Security Owners (See National Association)
Sellers.

William & Co.. Inc.:

Injector Indicator: 1730*
Valve. Drifting. 1779*
Valve, Lever Starting, 1802*
.'senate Committee on Interstate Commerce:
Brotherhood Plan. 359, 383t. 397, 426t
Expenses and Payroll of the Railroad Administration. 1093. 1437
Hearines Concluded. 503
Plans Proposed. Railroad. 583
RecomAssociation's
Business
Railway

mendations. 409

Testimony

of'
.\mster. Nathan L.. 462
B'lrn. C. W.. 46'
Cotterill. Charles E.. 399
Cuvler. T. De Witt. 188
Elliott,

Howsrd, 455

Freer. Guv M.. 461. 479t
Fulbright. R. C. 308
Hines. Director (General. 333t, 334t. 353
Garretson. A. B.. 383t. 397. 426t
In+cstate Commerce Coromission, 133,
163. 189. 463
Kru'tschmitt. Tulius. 258*. 306
McAdoo. Director General. 113t, 118,
163. 235t. 2831, 310
Plumb. Glenn E.. 359. 383t. 397, 1137
Pea. Samuel. 458
Rich. E. L. 309
Shippers,
90. 306
i^tate Commissioners. 360
Thom. Alfred P.. 192, 262
Thorne. Oiflford. 307. 5731. 10361
Warfield. S. Dsvies. 350, 459
Willard, Daniel, 452
Woolev. Robert W.. 191. 463
Senator Cumnrns on the Railroad Problem,
1031t. 1041, 1136
Senator Pomerene on Railway Problem, 729,
796t
Seniority Index for Employees, 384t
Serbia's Railroads Ruined, 470, 610

j

Systematized by Machines. 896
OperaRccominendatioiis on
Supervision and Records, 1014
Denver Shopmen's May Day, 1172
Locomotive Repair; B. & O.. 1401*
Piecework Abolished. 365. 381t, 408, 523t,
978t
Pullman .Annual Passes for General t hairman of Shop Crafts, 1214
Repair Trains, British, 1139*
Strike (See Lmployce)
Tools, Labor Saving. 1619*

Committee's

for,

Railway Service Corps Wants Men, 144J
Testing Locomotives, 1311
Transportation Corps, Anicrican. 1118

Saw

59,

.Accounting

1768

Salarv

of

Shops:

K.iilro,iil DisorKaniz.ntion in, 908, 96'
Kailwav Service Corps, Seniority RiRlits

Near Marshfield. 251
Traingram Svstem. 480t. 500"

Service Idea and Railroading, 925t, 943
of
DiviMoii
Director
Sherlcy,
Swagar,
Finance, 596
Shippers' Views on Goveriiinent Control,
190, 2371, 306
Shipping and Foreign Trade, 1089, 10<»
Shipping Day (See Freight)
Shoemaker Fire Door, 1778*

tion,

Wage

Demands

Shopmen,

of

224,

874t,

900, 1006
onort Line Railroads;
Back Pay for Employees, 900
Contracts Executed, 49, 505. 904
Meeting at Washington, 1377
Siain:

Purchases of Railway Material. 419
Railroad Notes, 273, 373
Siberia:

Materials Required for Railways. 1372
Railroad Notes, 326, 561. 786, 1372, 1439
Trans-Siberian Cnder .Allied Control. 228,
274*, 326, 374. 420. 612. 1058, 1219
Sick-Leave and Salary. 1296$
Side Bearing, Multiple Roller, 1522'
Signaling (See .\merican Railroad -\ssociation
Signal Division: also Switch):
Automatic lllock Progress in 1918. 2t, 75*
.Automatic Block. R. S. A. Reicrt on 635'
.Automatic Stop (See Automatic Stop)
Interlocking Plants and Cost of Stopping
129t
Trains. 1105.
Flashing Signal. 662*
Government Control and Improvements, 137
Highway Danger Signal. 662*
Lamps. 235t. 662
Passing Sidings. Location of. 622t, 636*
Report of -A. R. E. .A. on, 670*
Review of Year 1918, 2t. 75*
Wages in Signal Department. 237+. 824t
Zinc-Treated Ties' Effect on Track Circuits,
305
R."
A.
Signs, Fences and Crossings. .\.
E.
Report on, 684
.Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company:
Cincinnati Office (Tpened. 1029t
London Office Opened. 1237t
Simonds Metal .Saw Grinder. 1520*
Simpled Coach Seat, 1471*
Sink Holes: C. C. C. & St. L.. 217*
Sixteenth Engineers' Work in France. 889
."sixth National Foreign Trade Convention, 234t
Skilled Men (See Employee)
Slag (See Concrete)
Smith. A. H.:
Eastern Region Under. 1346*
Resignation as Regional Director, 1346*,
1387
Smokebox Blower Fitting. Barco, 1778*
Smoke Prevention. A. R. -A. Report on. 1739*.
1783t
Snow Fighting Equipment, 1708
Society of Railway (Hub Secretaries: .Annual
Meeting. 1626
Engineers:
Election
of
Society of Terminal
Officers. 12S2
Socket (See Drill)
Solving the Railroad Problem. 177t
South African Railways:
Budget for 1918-19. 1164
Locomotive Problem. 274
Notes on, 327, 377. 470
Purchases of Supplies bv, 864
State Control. 299
South Bvron Collision: N. Y. C. 175t, 212*.
477t. 491. 515, 574t, 1010
Southern Pacific;
Accident Record, 605
Fuel Consumption and Lame Engines. 1309*
Fuel Consumption and Train Load. 1423*
Safety Work "Bunk." 14-12
Train Loading Efficiency in. 1051
Morgan and the Note Sales. 381t
Strike of Shopmen. 1558

—

1

Southern Railway Supply and Equipment Co.:
Simplex Coach Seal. 1471*
Southern Region:

Annual Report. 395
"No Accident Week,"
Study of Operating
Southern Traffic League
Election of Officers,

.

Projected, 418, 611*, 825*.
865, 892, 945*, 1013
Speaking of Resignations, 237)
Specialties for Standard Cars anil Locomotives,
91, 255*
Special Metal I'nion Connection, 1620*
Specifications and Tests f«>r Materials, 1594*.
1747*
Spencer, Henry B., Director of Division of
Purchases, 596*
Spens, Conrad E., Assistant Director, Division
of Traffic, 449
Sprague, Frank I.: Automatic Stop Proposals,
1805t, 1816
Spring Drive for .Axle Generators, 1692*
Spring Journal Box Packing, 1621
Stake Pockets, Collapsible, 1654
Standard Cars:
.Ulocation of, 1110, 1161, 1273
Delivery to March, 31. 971
Equipment Trust Proposed, 1238t, 1273,
1336
Pas.senger, 255*
Orders
Sum.Administration
Railroad
marized, 768
Specialties for, 91, 255*
Storage of, 939. 1213
Standard Designs, R. S. A. Report on, 639
Standard Forms of Waybills, 858
Standard Freight Car ftepairs, 487, 495. 930?

Standard Locomotives:
Equipment Trust

Proposed,

1273.

12381,

1336

Has Standardization Been Justified? 50
Mallet Type, Heavy; N. & W., 575*
Mallet Type, Light; C. & O., 291*

McManamy, Frank,

on, 1696t, 1701

Mountain Type, Light, 1193*
Pacific Type, Light and Heavy, 951*. 1216*
Railroad
.Administration Orders Summar768

ized,

Reasons for, 113t, 143
Santa Fe Type. Heavy, 389*, 508*
Specialties

for,

91

Tonnage Ratine Charts,

1196*, 1216*
Valve Gear, 1734
Right? 524t
Standard Railway Equipment Company: Murphy
Solidsteel Roof, 1781
Standard Return (See Compensation Contracts)
Standard Seventy-Ton Truck, 1780*

Who Was

.Standard
tion,

Timber

Preserva-

Operating

Statistics

Specifications
for
445, 478t, 558

Standard

Statistics

(See

Section)

Standard Time Zones Modified, 1248
."Standardization
of
Corrugated
Engine
and
Tender Hose. 106
Standardization— Who Was Right About' 524-iStandards and Recommended Practice
M. C.
B.). 1503*; (A. R. M'. M.). 1705*
Standing Committee (See Association of Rail(

way Executives)
Commission Rulings;
Louisiana; Railroad Service Demanded, 1123
New York; Service L'nprofitable, 1122
Ohio; Express Rate Increases, 248
Pennsylvania:
Grade Crossing Abolition,
1446

State

State Commissions:
Georgia: .Annual Report, 1391

New

Hampshire:

Private

Control

Favored,

109

Government Control, Views on, 360
Michigan Railroad Commission .Abolished,
_1281_

New

York:

Membership Reduced, 1068
Prevention
1553,

of Collisions.
1805T, 1816

574$,

1388.

Rapid Transit Lines, 227
South Byron Collision, 477t, 491, 515,
574$
Rate .Authority Under Federal Control, 65,
161.

248,

ll'41

Relations with Railroad Administration, 303,
447. 506
State Prohibition Officers, Search of Baggage
by, 1215
Station:
A. T. & S. Fe at San Bernardino. 481*
Chicago Union, 225, 1227
Cleveland Union Passenger, 153. 755*
Glasgow. Scotland. Freight, 821t. 843*
Richmond Passenger. 401*
Statistics
(See also Operating Statistics Section;

also

Revenues and Expenses);

896*, 1353*
228, 470, 786, 865, 962.
1058, 1163, 1220, 1278, 1319, 1439, 1440,
1451t, 1491t, 1551

Compilation

of,

Equipment Exports,
186, 411
Conditions,

593*

1229

Plan of Federal Control, 399
Southern Wheel Company; Flanges, Reinforced,
1522

Southwestern Region:
.Annual Report, 362
Reorganization, 523t, 552
Spain:
Lavis, F.,
892. 945*

Spain (C (/iiriiiiircy)
Railway Lines

on Railway

Development,

825*,

Freight Cars Enuipped with Safety ,Ap-Appliances, 1627
Fuel Consumption; So. Pacific. 1423*
Rail Production in 1918. 1204
Signaling in 1918. 2t. 75*
Stock Distribution in 1917. 882
Tie Renewals, 1351
Staybolts. Flexible, 1728*
.Steam Engines vs. Internal Combustion, 1386
Steaming C)re, Expense of. 573$
Stecos Journal Packing, 1522

:

:

[January 1-June

30,

M

Steam, 1519*
Stock Book and Store Department, 286
Stockholder (See Finance)
Stoker (See Locomotive)
Stone Franklin Company:
Car Lighting Equipment, 1732*
Organization, 1176*
Stopping Trains, Cost of, 1105, 1129t
Storage Battery Cars, 1015*, 1726
Storage of Coa'l During 1918, 1311
Storage of Standard Cars, 939, 1213
Storage Tank for Gasoline, 1017*
Stores (See Railway Storekeepers)
Straits of Gibraltar Tunnel, 1219
Strauss, Joseph B.:
Concrete Car, 77^*
Swing Bridge Design, 905*
Strike (See Employee)
Suits Against Director General, 248. 1327, 1337
Sullivan Machinery Company: Air Compressors,
703*
Superheater (See Locomotive)
Sterilizer, Portable

,

Sure-Lox Hammer, 1691

Sweden
Electrification Proposed, 516, 1112
Loan from United States, 1523t

Railway Extensions

in,

1320

Swind Machinery Company:
Bradford Motor Driven Lathe, 1693*
Gray's Sheet Metal Cutter, 1782
Swing Bridge Design of Strauss Bascule Bridge
Co., 905*
Switzerland: Railroad Notes, 418, 610. 1012
Symington Corporation; Contractors" Claims for
Government Work, 26, 224
Syphons. Nicholson Thermic; C. ^I. & St. P.,
151*
Suggestions and Complaints (See Bureau for)
Supply (See Railway Supply Industry: also
Railway Storekeepers' Association)
Supreme Court L'oholds Federal Control of
Rates, 1141, 1352
Switch Adjustment Bracket, 662*
Switch and Frog Design, 679*
Switch Machines, Low Voltage, 1803t
Switch Point Hold Down, 745*
Svmington Chicago Corporation: War Contracts,
Liquidation of. 926t, 973
Svmington, T. H.. Company: Draft Gear Tests,
1082t, 1097*

d'Hote. A la Carte System. 449. 477t,
979t
Tank Cars, A. R. A. Report on, 1656t. 1661*
Tank. Gasoline Storage, 1017*

Table

573t.

Taxation
Railograph Use, 556*
Railway Materials in Indiana. 507
Telegraph
Return to Private Owners. 1118. 1443. 1839
Superintendents' Convention. 1542
Traingram Svstem: St. L.-S. F.. 480t. 500*
Wage Increase for Operators, 103, 107, 1214
Telephone:
Booth. Concrete Cylindrical, 746*
Return to Private Owners. 1118
Strike in New England. I079t
Increase for Operators. 103. 1214
Clearance; E. J. & E.. 702*

Telltale." Side

Terminal (See Yards and Terminals)
Thayer. Robert E., in Charge of Our London
Office.
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Steel, Davidsonized Cast Tool, 1691
Steel Building, Sectional, 1654*
Steel Jetties for River Banks, 1279*
Steel Price Controversy, 82 If. 870, 902, 937,
980t, 992, 1020, 1062, 1091, 1109, 1161,
1186t, 1189, 1292t, 1324
Stefco Structural Steel Building, 1654*
Level, 703*
Sterling Model 16

Wage

—

:

:

1237t

Thefts. Campaign .^gainst. 371, 512. 55S. 780,
964, 1327. 1333, 1558
Thelen. Max. Director of Division of Public
Service. 246*, 303, 447

Kneineers:
to Chicago, 1119, 1201*
Record, 607. 695. 965
Five-Year Plan of GovernThorn., .\lfred P.;
ment Control Opposed, 188. 258
Thomas, J. H., on Visit Here. 1319
Thompson. A. W. Resignation as Federal Manager of B. & O.. 233t, 278*
Thome. Clifford: Testimony on Government OpSenate Committee. 307,
eration Before
573t, 10361
Thornton's. Henry W., Return from France,
Thirteenth

Return

War

:

1171
Ticket Agent as a Salesman, 925t, 943, 1808+
Ticket Agent's Reminiscences, A. 18084
Ticket Cases. Portable. 964
Ticket Holders, Treatment of, 117J. 877+
Ties and Timber:
Cost of Producing Ties. 346
Creosoting Wood Trunking. 643. 1036+
Forest Products Section, 314. 343
Purchasing. Centralized, 334t, 343. 1019,
1096
Purchasing by Competitive Bidding. 1060
Report of A. R. E. A. on, 706t. 724*
Retort. Timber Treating: C. & N. W.. 13S5*,
1442
Standard Specifications for Timber Preservation, 445, 478t, 558
Tie Producers' Convention 334t, 343
Tie Renewals. Statistics of, 1351
Tie Situation, 478t, 1305

Ties and Timber {Continued)
Tie Treatment and Government Control,
234t
Treated Timber in Car Construction, 295
Waterproofing Ties, 849
Wood Preservation, A. R. E. .\. Report on,
708*
Wood Preservers' Convention, 322, 334t,
365
Wooden Bridges and Trestles. 800*
Zinc-Treated Ties' Effect on Track Circuits,
305
Time (See Standard)
Toledo & Ohio Central:
Bolt Inserts for Rail Fastenings, 1380*
Engine Terminal at Columbus, 994*

Toledo,

St.

Louis

location

Western:

S:

Standard Car Al-

162

Suit,

Tonnage, Equated, and Fuel Consumption, 1309
Tonnage Rating Chart for Standard Locomo-

Tunnel:
English Channel, 611, 907, 962*, 1112
1219
James Peak; D. & S. L., 1559
Turbine Headlight Set, 1726*
Turntable (See Locomotive)
Tyler. W, T.:
Gibraltar,

Address

U
Union Automatic Train Line Connector, 1727*
1692*
Union League Club of Chicago:
on Railway Situation, 436
I'nion Jack Truck.

Door,

1619*

Portable.

Welding. Oxy-Acetylene, 1691
Tourist Travel (See Passenger Traffic)
Track:
Capacitv and Passing Sidings, 622t, 636*
Derails,

Use

Exhibits
1514

at

1361*

of,

Mechanical

Convention,

1491t,

Report of A. R. E. A. on, 677*
Stresses, Tests of, 713
Tractors:
Clark Tructractor. 1722*. 1822*
Electric; Kanawha & Michigan, 1162*
Electric Types, 1521*
Industrial with Standardized Parts. 1067*
Traffic (See also Division of Traffic; also ExCommittee; also Freight
ports Control
Traffic; also Passenger Traffic):

Improvement Noted, 1539
Location of Passing Tracks. 622t, 636*
Monthlv Reports Ordered, 551
Oil Industry During War. 104
Ore at Head of Lakes, 573t
Performance in 1918, 894
War, and Inadequate Facilities, 5701
Washington Christmas. 1C8
Weekly Reports on, 159, 450, 1110
Iratfic Chih of Chicago:
Address-es cf Henry A, Palmer and William Gourlav. 469
Election of Officers, 916
Government Ownership Opposed, 609
Traffic Club of New York: Resolutions on Government Operation. 108
Hines. Walker D.,
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh:
on the Railroad Problem, 848
Traffic Department Under Federal Control, 61*
Train Accidents (See .\ccident)
Train Brake and Signal Equipment. 1506*, 1695t
Train Ferries for Irish Channel. 374
Traingram System: St, L.-S. F„ 480t, 500*
Train Lighting and Equipment, 1667*
Train Line Connectors, Automatic. 1477*, 1576t
1698, 1727*
Train Loading:
Increasing bv Reducing Grades, 955
Southern Pacific's Ellficiency Record, 1051
Train Operation and Drawbar Pull, 1766*, 1783T
Train. Repair Shop, 1139*
Train Service. Cost of, 1109. 1327
Train Robberies (See Thefts)
Training Car Department Men, 1656t
Train Stopping. Cost of, 1105, 1129
Trainmaster and the Nashville Collision, 1133+
Trainmen's Wage Increase (See Employee

Wages)
Trans-.\ustralian Needs Equipment, 1219
Trans-Canada Limited. 1173. 1370
Transference of Freight Mechanical, d8^
Trans-Mississippi Readjustment Congress, 513
Transportation and Excess Earnings. 1807 +
Transportation Corps. North Russian 1118
Transportation Corps' Service with the A. k.. t.,
7*. 66*. 381t, 385*, 839*. 1045, 1373
^
Transportation Engineering Corporation, 1448
Transportation Exchanged for .\dvertising, 162
Transportation, Secretary of, 131

Trans-Siberian Railwav:
Allied Control of, 228, 274*, 374, 420. 612
Loan of $20.0CO.C0O, 1219
Losses 840,000.000 a Month, 326
Trap Door Plate. 1724
Treating Water (See Water)
Trinidad a Market for Supplies, 1114
137
Trip Over Mexican Railways. A, 129/
1531*
Troop Movement Section's Work. 12/3
Troop Movements for New \ ork Parade; L. I.,
1^2''

Tioop Transportation, Payment
Troop Transportation

Statistics,

of Bills for, 860.
148.

597,

1275,

1521*

Four-Wheel Drive

.\uto.

Tack. Union. 1692*
Trucson Steel Company:

Fastenings.

1734

Bolt

O.,

S.

1782

Pacific:

Accident at Beloit, Kansas. 216
Competitive Bidding Rules. Objections to,
1280
Golden Spike Celebration, 1227. 1283
L'nion Railway Equipment Company: Refrigerator Car Specialties, 1472*
Union Station (See Station)
L'nion Switch & Signal Company: Switch Adjustment Bracket, 662*
LTnit Railway Car, 1473*
United Kingdom (See Great Britain)
United Railways of Yucatan:
Purchase by Mexican Government,
Storage Battery Cars, 1015*
United States Emplovment Service: Labor Recruiting, 243. 282t
L'nited States Railroad .Administration (See also
also Government ConDirector General
trol; also Regional Directors; also Divi;

sion)

:

Advances

to

Advertising
372.

858,

Railroads. 160, 233t. 363. 940
to Promote Travel,
977t. 1085, 1211

Camoaien
969,

Carte Service in Dining Cars Resumed,
477t, 573+
Bill (See Congress)
Men with, 737
Building, New, 304. 1215
Campaign Against Car Thefts. 780
Cash Transactions. 770. 1160
Issued.
595,
of Indebtedness
(Tertificates

A

la

449,

Appropriation
.\.
R. E. A.

747t, 768. 855, 903. 940. 1005, 1062. 1159
Coastwise Steamship Situation, 507
Compensation (See Compensation Contracts)
Contractual Obligations, Dec, 31. 1918. 765
Convention of A, R. E. A.. 621?. 685
Deficit for 1918. 425t, 431
Deficit for 1919, 1132t. 1159, 1291t

Doings of (See separate headings)
Expenses and Payroll. 1093. 1437
Freight Car Orders in 1918. 86*
Locomotive Orders in 1918 82*
Company
Superheater
Locomotive

Taken

Over. 474
Mobilization

Aided bv Railroads, 597

PavroU, 1093, 1437
Publicity Policy, 977t

Purchasing and Labor Policy,
Rail Orders,

1186+,

1189. 1271,

5i

1292t.

1324,

1383

Rate Disagreement with Department of Commerce. 779
Restoration of Normal Conditions. 856
Situation to Be Faced, 529
Standard Equipment Orders ^unlmarIzed,
768
State Commissions, Relations with, 303, 447,
506
War Department Pavs Bills. 860. 10C7
Waterway Policy. 99S
Universal Air Hose Coupling, 1/21
Universal Motor Co.: Pumping Outfit. 746
Universal Packing & Service Company: Spring
Torrnal Box Packing, 1621
Ureco 'Brine Tank Support. 1472*
L'ruguarv Railroad Notes. 561. 961. 10.-'/
U S. Light and Heat Corporation: Electric .\rc
Welder.s. 1476*

Utah Central .\nniversary Celebration. 138/

V
\aluation:
,„.,,„.
Cost of Reproduction in 1920. 1239"
I. C, C. Order No. 3. 1122
Progress. 36*. 320. 914
.
Railograph Used for Taxation Purposes, 336
Signal Division Committee, 685
Winston-Salem Southbound, 1265
That of
\'aUie of Railwav Plant Compared with
Other Industry. 124S*
\*alve:

1281

Trucks (See also Tractors):
1644
\ R. A. Mechanical Report on, 1624i.
Barber 70-Ton, 1780*
Bettcndorf 70-Tnn. 1469*
Electric Tvoes.

Dunn.

Union Metal Products Companv: National Car
Union

Torches:

Maintenance,

Unification of Car Inspection and
773

1216*

tives, 1195*.

Convention,

Mechanical

Before

1655t. 1659, 16?St, 1713
Director of Division of Operation, 222*
Vice-President A. R. A., 1576t. 1579. 1813*

Inserts

1380*

Trunnion Type Coupler. 1654
Tuco Sanitary Drinking I-ountain. 1781
Tuco Trap Door Plate. 1724

r
for

d i
Rail

Balanced Lever Starting. 1802

Bottom Outlet. 1663, 1781
Bronze Snap Rings, 1791*
Bv-Pass, 1763*
,,,,,
^,
^
Carbonization in Valve Chambers, 1762
Combination Pressure and \ apor. 1620
Drifting. 1763*. 1779*
Gear for Standard Locomotives. 1/34

Lewis Automatic Drifting, l"-2-''*
Packless Steam Heat End, 1733*
^
Setting and Fuel Consumption. 1309
Valveless Air Drill,

1691

j

:

1

.
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.10,

GENERAL INDEX— Continued
arc indicaUd

lllliistrali'd artnli-s

V«por Regulator with Special I'nion, 16jn*
Vnuclain, Samuel M.:
DistiiiKUislied Service Medal Awarded
128S
President
\2ii'

of

llaldwiii

Locomotive

War, The

Railway Notes from, 1112. 1420,
Ventilation of Kn^ine Mouses, 1245"
Victory Libertv Loan
Colonel AlcCrea's Address, 1045
New York Central Rally, 1118
Subscriptions
of
Kmplovces.
1068,
1170, 1171, 1227, 1283. 1327
Subscriptions of Supply Trade, 1223
Terms of, 750t. 822t. 1030t

l-.dilnnals

;

Railways, Service

rtalian

Military Railway, The,

U39

Men

11 IS.

in

W.

the

Mounted

and

1557
-Vssociatioii's

Service,

Artillerv,

224,

167,

25,

1685*,

1205,

1799

1709,

Railwav

Sien.-il

(>.ri-

(

Association Men's Activities,

'X"

Railway Sujiply Men's Services. 24
Supply Industry's Manufactures, 71. 265
Traffic and Inadequate Facilities, 570t

H. S.:
Tonnage Rating Charts for
Standard Locomotives. 1195*. 1216*
Virginian
Railway:
.Automatic
Straight
Air
Brake Tests. 277, 821t, 840
Voluntarv
Relief
Department;
Pennsylvania,
N'incent.

Movement

Troop

Figures,

148,

w

Sterling

Model

16

Humphrey, A. L., President, 918*
Westinchousr. Church, Kerr & Co.: Locomotivr
Repair Shop; B. &-0., 1401*
Weslinghousc Electric & Manufacturing Company:
Annual Report, 1338
British Holdings Sold, 616
Locomotive Building at Easington, 171
Scholarships, War Memorial, 1235
Wheeler, Mechlin & Rca, 1074*
Wheels:
A R. A. Report on, 1575t, IS90"

Flanges, Reinforced, 1522
Whistle Nuisance (See I-ocomotive)

1322,

597,

127S. 1281

Warrcn-Kniglit Companv:
Level, 703*

15'5S

M

Wliiting Coach Tacks, 1691
Willard.
Daniel:
Testimony on Government
Control Before Senate Committee. 452
Window Device to Prevent Dropping, 1519*

Wine Railway Appliance Company: Drop Door

Washington:

Illinois Central. 89.i

W.iter Supply and Cinder Fill. 1215*
Water Supply and Storage Coal, 1817

Water Treatment:
.\nti Foaming Compound. 1808t

Winnipeg Strike. 1282, 1389,
Winston-Salem Southbound:

1542, 1804t
Wires, R. S. A. Report on, 642*
Women (See Employee)
Wood (.See Ties and Timber)
Wood. Wm. H., Firebox Investigated, 601
Woolley, Robert W.: Testimony Before Senate
Committee, 191, 463
Wyandotte Sanitary Cleaner, 1520*

Yards and Terminals:

Army

Port Terminals, 1809*
Chicago Terminal Situation, 698
Engine Terminal Layout, 538*, 587*, 994*,

Waterwavs:
Engineering

Supplies

on

Director General Hines on. 998

I^ke Line Establi-hed.

Making

Sale of Surplus Property, 1177. 1232
Fninnce ( orMora'ion: T.onns to R.Tilro.-ids,
768 .'i.v^ 0C3. 1072. 1388. 1814. 1822
Warfield, S. Davies:
Plan of Security Owners for Return of
Koads. .150. 459
Railway Executives' Plan for Government
Regulation, It
War Loan Special in Burma. 374*

War

Policv

the Railroads Pay for.
or Wrong' 1333

—

Work,

Distinguished Service Medal Awarded, 26^.
1018. 1275. 1288
European Railwav Service. Effect on, 762

France.

United States.

116

of Public L'tllities in the

1187

Government Ownership of Railroads. 1400

Foreign Trade. 823
for Testing Materials Standin

Lining and Loading Cars of Potatoes for Protection from Cold. 480

284

Boston & Lowell, Nashua & Lowell, and Salem
& Lowell Railroads, 930

Modern Manasement Applied

to

Construction,

Lake

Salt

at

on.

[*Indicates photograph and sketch.

Aishton. R. II.. 1579, 1813*
Aitchiscn. Clvde B., 785*
Aitchison, J. P., 1184
522
Albertson. A.
Alexander, G. W., 174, 280
Alfred. F. H., 1127. 1289
Allen, C. E., 1184. 1236
Allen, L E., 1395
Allen, T. H.. 1394
Allen. "T. W., 173

C

Allen,

Samuel

.\lsberg,

G., 474,
Julius, 1286
H. F., 174

Alward,
.\mbursen, Nils
.\mes, Azel,

Amsden,

Jr..

1025

1233
648t

F.,

C,

519*, 1842
Anderson, George T., 1395
S.

Anderson. H.
Anderson, J.
.Anderson,

D.

;

&

540

Yard Foremen's Wages. 1215
Yardmaster, Pointers for the, 782, 791. 794.
916
Yardmen and Fuel Saving, 91
Y.

M.

C.

1282.

A. Membership
1333, 1414

Drive,

P., 872
E., 872
W. F., 112

Andrews, F. A., 423, 975
Anewalt, H. P., 860
Angel, C. P., 923
Apps. T. O., 379
Archdeacon, W. H., 1844

1018,

11851.

Zinc Treated Ties' Effect on Track Circuits, 305
Cut-Off;
1818*

Zionsville

C.

C.

C.

&

St.

L.,

Zone Embargo Committees 246
Zone Postal Rate System. 1102, 129 It
Zone Regulations on Bituminous Coal
247
Zones, Standard Time.

1545*,

Lifted,

1248

Proceedings of the .\merican Railway Master
Mechanics Association, 336
Proceedings of the International Railway Fuel
Association, 384

Some Tests of Douglas Fir After Long Use, 750
Structural Engineers' Handbook, Second Edi-

Bridge

336

Tests of a Fiat Slab Floor, 930
Training for the Electric Railway Business, 1082

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS
Adams, C. E., 519
Adams, E. L., 648j, 1326
Adams, E. V., 615
Adams. H. M., 860, 923, 974*
Adams. Nelson. 1365

Citv

126

Turntable Design

tion,

Proceeding? of the American Railway
and Building Association, 980

Earning Power' of Railroads. The, 877
Efficient Railway Operation. 1526

1083*

G.,

Richmond Passenger Station Facilities. 401*
Roundhouse (.See Engine House)
Terminal Problem, Director General Mc.\doo

384

Concrete Engineers' Handbook, 284

Houses

R.

Glasgow Freight House, 821t, 843*

BOOKS

Government Ownership

the Battle Lines in

Freight

Report of A. R. E. A. on, 706t, 721*

NEW
American Methods
American Societv

1199

Engine House (See Engine House)

Acetylene, 1331
A. R. A. Mechanical Report on. 1599*
Balancing Set, 1653*
Electric Arc Machines, 1476*
Flexible Staybolts. 1728*
Generator. Self-E.xcited, 1653*
Torches. Oxy-.-\cetylepe. 1691
West Disinfecting Company: Sterilizer, 1319*
Western Lines Advertising Committee. 372, 1211
Western Railway Club:
Election of Officers. 1284
Electric Locomotive Desien. !130t, 1157
Maintenance of Freight Equipment. 495
Stokers for Locomotives, 747t
Western Society of Eneineers:
Chicago Terminal Situation, 69S
Election of Officers, 271
Roundhouse Construction. 1199
Western Tie Producers Object to Centralized
Purchasing. 1019
Western Wheeled Scraper Companv: Air Dump
Car, 745*

—

American Engineers Behind

1185t

Rij,'ht

Welding:

(See also Railway Regiments; also
Victory Liberty Loan):
Forces Engineer
Expeditionary
-American
Corps' Work. 1172, 1557
.\merican Expeditionary Forces Transportatmn Corps' Work. 7*. 66*. 381t. 385*,
607, 839*. 1045. 1375
American Railway Engineering Association's
Service Record, 740
Belgian Railways. Damage to. 275. 470
Belaian Raihvavmen and German Oppression. 501
British Railways' War Record. 197
British Repair Shop Train. 1139*
Coi'tracK with Government for War
26. 224. 270. 926t. 973. 1050
Cost of Railwav Equipment. 1050

1111

River Bank Protection. 1279*
Rivers and Harbors Congress. 40O
Waybill (See Freight)

War. The

1443, 1559. 1839
Final
Valuation,

1265

Wire Crossings Over Railways.

Y

Great Northern. 10311, 1053*. lS08t
Illinois Central. 895
Missouri Pacific, 1321

ioo-

Machinerv and
Hand. .=164

1469*

Latch,

Christmas Traffic, 108
People Employed by Government. 1111
Water Gage Protector, Babcock, 1733*
Waterproofing Railwav Tics. 849
Water Service, A. R. E. .\. Report on. 795t.
801*
Water Softening Plant in Markliam Yard of

Waddell, Dr. T. A. L., Elected Member in
.\cademie dcs Sciences, 3Z9'
Wages (See Employees)
Wallace. J. D.. & Co.: Bench Saw, 743*
Walsh Construction Company: Water Softening
Plant in Markham Yard of I. C. 895
War Contracts, Liquidation of, 926t. 973
War Contracts Validation Bill, 26, 224, 270
War Department:
Cinnes, Surplus, 328
Information as to Railroad Men with Foreign Experience. 1214
Locomotives Turned Over. 1438
Pavment of Bills for Transportation 860,

ards,

Wcstinghouse Air Brake Company:
Annual Report, 919

274
.\itcrhury

of.

National Railway Appliances
Service Reconl, 739

Railway
265
Railway

Letters to Editor thusX-]

tliii.sf;

•

Medals Awarded to W.
S. ^L Felton, 265

\Vork^,

\'enei:uela.

lliiis*

(C<«ii(i.iti<J

XIndicates sketch only.]

Walter H., 976*
Armstrong, W. R., 1128*
Arn, William G.. 1450
Arnold, C. R.. 975
Aspinall, Sir John A. F.. 316
Atkins, George F., Jr., 422
Ardley,

Atkins, G. H.,
Atterbury, W.
1698, 1837
Austin, B. N.,
Austin, Chellis
Austin, H. P.,
Austin, W. J.,

Babcock,

W.

Ball,

H.

1844
1233

1769
230, 870

M., 1235

F.,

H.
H.

474

1127
222
Balph, W. G., 1447
Banker, E. H., 422
Barbour, H. H., 171
Barbour, Robert, 1233
Barnes, A. H., 1574
Barney, H. M.. 565
Barnum, M. K., 924
Ballard,

330

W., 263, 839*. 1375,
A..

James, 1392
Bainbridge, C. N., 174
Baker, Merrill G., 918
Baker, P. S., Ill
Baker. W. D., 422

Bail. Sir

Balliet,

T.,

S.,

S

IJanuary 1-June
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30,

Calvin, E. E., 231, 567
CHrafci-m, H. D., 976. :.'40
Cameron, O. K.. .'31
Cam-j, R. E., 1028
Campbell, H. R., 424

Barrett, C. D., 1124*
Barrett, J. W., 173. 1340

Henry, 222
K. W., 1023
Basse, William H., 1024
Bartlett,
Bartlett,

W. L., 1074
Baxter, Ernest, 170
Bayless, A. B., 1289
Beall, Charles B., 1449
Beals, C. L., 871
Beasley, John H., 1074
Beasley, John T., 1074
Beaumont, W. A., 1565
Beck, W. D., 107
Becker, Ben V., 919
Beecroft, Edward, 280
Beggs, Harry W., 1074
Beggs, Thomas G., 1074
Begien, R. N., 279*
Bell, J. T., 923
Bell, N., 174
Bell, R. W., 222
Belleville. J. M., 169
Beltz, John D.. lilt, 923
Belvin, Preston, 1393
Benning, Clyde P., 790*
Benson, Roy, 174
Bently, F. H., 423

Camobell,

Batt,

Bicknell, M. O., 1078, 12901
Biddle, W. B., 860, 923
Blackstone. H. L., 1184t, 1236

519
Blair, G. L., 1183
Blair, N. F., 1565
475
Blanchard, W.,
Bliss, P. A., 1128

Blomeyer,

S.,

E.

F.,

Ill,

173,

1127,

1183

Boak, J. A., 924
Bock. E. L., Ill

Bodemer. C. J., 568, 619
L, 872
Bond, F. L. C, 280
Bond, L. H., 1450
Borden, E. R., 1232*, 1286
Bolan,

Borland, W. P., 222
Borrowdale, J. M.. 1024
Bouillon, A. M., 424
Bourlier. H. C, 379
Bowser, L. M., 279
Bowser, S. F., 1566
Boyd, C. D.. 1072
Boyd, W. W., 24
Bracy, W. W., 1396
Bradley, H. S., 1184
Brady, T. J., 923
Braid. Arthur F., 376
Bramlette, S. A., Ill
Brandeis, Eupene, 1447

Brandon,

J.

D.,

421
A.. 1"1
T.. 1286.

Herman

Brassert,

1393*
1393
1074
1127
Brigham. Dwight S..
Bronez. F. L.. 230
Bronner, E. D., 173
Bronner. Harry M.. 1235
Brooks. W. E., 231
Brostedt, A., 280
Brown, Alexander C, 24
Brown, D. E., 422
Brown. F. D., 972
Brown, G. S., 1025
Brown, T. T.. 424
Brown, \V. E., 1184
Brown. W. L.. 112
Buckwell. E. G.. 1447
Buell. W. A., 421
Bugbee. M. L., 1393
Buker, H. W.. 421
Eulkley. E. M., 12-33
Bunch, C. L., 521
Bunney, W. H„ 112
Burford. L. B.. 1236. 1289+
Burgess, S. E., S72
Burkhead, S. E., 1844
Burnap. Robert L.. 1289
Burnett. T. A.. 171
Burnett. S. W.. 872
Burnham, C. G.. 567
Burns. Nelson T.. 170
Burrows. Irvine, 230
Burt. A. M.. 1383. 1438. 1450*
Burton, F. W., 1841
Burwell. L. T.. 1393
Bush. B. F.. 618. 923
Bush. Lincoln. 24
Bush. Samuel P.. 24
Butler, W. W., 473, 564*
Buxton. C. B.. 860
Byers. F. H.. 232
Byram. H. E., 567
Byrd, Joseph, 378

Brauns. Vernon
Brennan. C. M.,
Briggs, Carl R.,

Cadv. P. C. 421
Cale'han. H. R.. 975
Calkins. R. M., 232
Callahan, D. F., 423
Callahan,
Callery,

J.

E., 1027, 1078
D., 919

James

1289

E.,

Carver, T. L.. 379
Chamberlain. S. A., 1236
Cheatham, Paul G., 1075
H., 231
Chencv,
Cheyney, C. C. 1394
Chidley, Josepli. 1396
Chindblom. D. P.. 1841
Christie, H. C, 1566
Church. W. T,.. 1233
Churchill. William. 1235
Clagett, Bricc, 330
Clancy, T. R, 1184
Clark. C. J. 110
Clark, F. H.. 1231*
Clark, H. G.. 1574
Clark, Tohn K.. 1236
Clark, R. F., 924
Clarke, E. A. S., 171
Clarke. H. W., 110
Clarke, 0. H.. 976
Cleaver, G. C. 1028
Clement. M. W.. 173
Clements, C. A.. 1027
Clemmitt. Willis B., 1024
Clift. Albert E.. 173*
Clifton, G. B., 11:7
Clifton, W. H., 12?0
Coapm.-in, E. H., 1579. 1813*
Coburn, Ralph G.. 1176*
Coc'iran. C. W., 558
Coffin, T. S., 474
Cohn, 1. H., 918
Cole, Henry. 1564
Coleman, \V. W., 2t
Colklesser. W. R., 376
Collin. W. W.. Jr.. 379
Collins, A. M.. 1233
Collins. George. 1236
Condict, Philio K.. 1024
Conger, K. B., 1183
Conley, T. H., 475
Conley, J. T.. 174
Conley. O. M., 231. 860
976. 1340
Connal, W. F
Conner. W. F.. 184 4
Connors. F. E.. ^32
Connors, Tohn. 792
Conover. 'O. D., 1447
Conwell. W. L.. 1233. 1287*
Coolev, Roswell P.. 170
Cooper, E. T.. 1183
Corby. J. D.," 376. 42!
Corcoran, J. J.. 1236t
Cornine. Warren. 24
Costigan. W. C. 379
Costin. E. M.. 378. 422
Cotter. G. F.. 870
Cottrell. William. 117.^
Couchman. C. K.. 1396
Counts. D. E., 1236
Courtney. G. L.. 423. 1340
Cowan. J. J., 174
Cowan. T. T,.. 475
Tox, A. 'E.. 476 522*
Cox. Millard F.. 565. 568

W

Berggren, O, E., 564, 614*
Berry, G. H., 619. 1028
Besuden, Edwin, 614
Betchel, S. V., 1566
Bevington, W. C, 1027, 1183*
Biard, A. J., 278, 975
Bickel, John. 1236

Blagden, A.

T.

Canficld, Charles H., 91
Canfield, Tohn B.. 614+
Cannon, J.. 232, 367, 923. 1027*
Caracristi, V. Z., 474, 1566*
Carey, Sheliion C-"
Camahan, l-rank. 170
Carr, Robert F.. 24
Carroll. Phil. 278. 923
Carry, Edward I"., 24. 170
Carse, Henry U.. 1233
Carter, C. J., 1566
Carticr, Marcel E., 1176
Carter, Zenas W. 1448

.

1395
1184
Craver, T.
1289
Crawford. C. H.. 1769
Crawford. C. W.. 1579
Crawford. R. W.. 1447

Coyle. B, H..

Cramer.

Creelman.
Crombie.
Cross.
Cross.

T.

L.,
E.,

R.,

W.

380*
1338

280.
T..

W.," 1493
Tohn H.. 972
Crounse. L. A.. 1236
Croxton. W. W.. 108
Crush. W. G.. 378, 872
Cudding. H. W.. 421
CuIIen. G. A., 378
C.

Ciilliean,

W.. 924

CuIIinan, T. S. 1074
Gulp, H. A., 279
Cummings. E. E.. 1566
Cummins. C. R., 1565

Cunningham. W. T.. 1383. 1450
Curtis, Dwight C. 1184
Curtis. Tames B.. 1567
Curtis. Toel H.. 975
Cushins'. E. B.. 741
Cutler, Otis. 24
Cutler. T. T.. 1184. 1236

Daggett. George F., 227
Dalv. T. W.. 174
Dalzell". F. R.. 423
Daniels. Randolph. 872
Darby. H., 421
Darling. T. P.. 975. 1078t

1183*

Darlow, A. M.. 1027.
David, I.. A., 923
Davidson, Sam, 1233
Davis, R. W., 568
Davison. H. M., 1176
Dean, H. H.. 923
De Brun, F. H.. 1232*

De

Butts,

Fitzsimmons, Edward J.,
Flanders, L. R., 1184
Flannery, J. Rogers, 24

872

H.,

R.

Fike, C. L., 1393
Finke, W. F. H., 376
Fisher, H. D., 1125
Fitzhugh, J. G.. 792, 1078
Fitzpatrick, F. F., 1233
Tr.,

Deeming, Herbert, 563*

Fletcher,

Deering, Thomas G.. 171
De Funiak, E. A., 973
De Groot. E. H., Jr.. 330
De Haven, S. E., 1231
De Hoyes, F. P., 794. 1396

Metcher. R. \'.. 1078
Florandin. Charles H,. 1023
Flynn, W, L, 105. 1396
Foley, F. J., 1024, 1175*
Fontes, Col. P., 1277*
Forbes. R. C., 421
Ford, E. B.. 568, 792+
Ford, R. H., 568, 619*
Ford, T. S., 521, 618*
Foreman, II. G.. 112
Foss, N. C, 232, 1183, 1396
Forster, H. J.. 1579, igij
Forsyth, Holmes, 376
I-owler. Geo. L.. 1231
Fox, Charles Harry, 1028+
l-oyle, John W., 790

Deimling, J. F.. 1340
Delaney. John H., 1337
Delano. Frederic A., 1223
Dell. Fred C. J., 171t
Deneen, T, W., Ill, 923
Dennev. "C. E.. 222
Deppeler. T. H., 1074
D'Esposito," J., 1236, 1290'

De

St.

Phalle,

Devereux. E.

1231
102S

F.,

M..

Dew, G. C. 620
Dewar. W. P., 378

Fralich.

De

Witt, J. P. H., 227
Dickinson. F. T., 1125*
Dickson. Wm. S., 972
Diehl, W. J., 379
Dillenbeck, Clark, 111, 232*
Dinneen, H. H..973
Ditmore. George W., 232, 331*
Di.xon. D. F., 618
Dixon, H. A., 1340
Dixon, T. A.. 1233
Dodge. 'L. C, 568
Dolan. Tames C. 1125'
Door. P. H., 972
Dore, R. L., 1395
Dow, F. C. 173
Dowell, W. W.. 475
Downes, H. H., 1394
Downie. F. D., 1184

Downs. Lawrence
Drake.

A.,

173*,

174

M., 232
D. M., 475
H. D., 1840
Drurv. W. T.. 1233
Duffee, L. W.. 567, 792t
Duffev. W. E.. 330
Duffy', .\. F., 173
M'.

Driscoll,
Driscoll.

Dugan. C. B.. 475. 618t
Duggan, O. E.. 1565
Duke, Nat.. 378
Dunn, Ballard, 378
Dunn, M. F., Ill

C.

H.,

231

Eager. Albert H.. 476+
Earling, A. T.. 232
Eaton. C. M., 110
Ebling. T. N.. 1176
Echols. "F. G.. 1842
Eck. W. T., 232
Eckert, M., 1027
Eddy. Charles B.. 231
Edgar, W. M.. 331
Edgell. T. S.. 379
Edmondson. W. H.. 1183
Edson, T. A.. 553
Edward. James. 380
Edwards. B. M'., 279
Edwards, T. I., 790

Edwards,
Egan, A.
Egan. T.

T.

L.,

CM.. 112

108

174.

Elmer, William. 173, 792
Elmquist. Charles E., 1449
Elsey, Charles. 1078
Elson, H. J.. 972+
Elsworthy. R. S., 322
Emerson, C. E.. 519
Endsley, Horace F.. 563
English. H. A.. 424
Ennis, W. C, 975
Epes, Horace, 1183
Evans, W. F., 378
Evans. W. W., 976
Eversman, W. A.. 1183
Fairhairn. R. L.. 280
Fairbanks. T. E.. 1579
Fairhead, G. R., 332
Fairlanb. W. H.. 564

Eugene

E..

174

Farmer, C. C, 473*
Farrell, R. W., 618, 1127
Farris, J. A.. 790
Featherston. T. M., 923
Felton, S. M:. 265. 741
Fenstermaker. D. C. 1028
Fenwick. W. M.. 872
Fergus. T. L.. 1236
Fernald. Frank O.. 871
Ferris. H. C. 871

Frick.

O. H.. 619. 9241
Friend. C. E., 112, 379+
Fneser, F. G.. 976
Fritch. William C, 331
Fuller.

Akin

Furlow,

870

T..

174

F.,

Gadch, Nelson B., 790
Gadsen, P. H., I449
Gaines, F. F., 223
Gaines, T. F., 231
Galbreath, W.
872
Gallagher, C. V., 280
Galloway, C. W., 279*. 378,
975
f^anley, F.
S.,
1028
Gannaway. J. F., 379
Gannett, J. K., 870
l.arber.
O. A.. 174
Gardner, C. W.. 378
Gardner, E. Le B.. 1233
Gardner, Kenneth C, 230
Garland. W. L.. 1338. 1393*
Garretson, A. B., 1352
(jarriques. H. H., 379
Garza. Horacio \'.. 1395
(.ascoigne, F. T., 112
Gault, A. K.,"924
Gavan. W. S
9"^
Geer, William A." 1183
Geiger, George. Ill
Genilo. William. 174. 331'
Gent. Ernest, 872
Gentles, .\. L. G..
Gibbes. J, W., 521
Gibbons. Frank, 1565
Gib.TOn, W. R., 519
Gifford, H. E., 564
Gilbert, D. E
174
Gilbert, Huntiv H.. 376
Gillen. V. E.. 1844
Gillies. W. R., 1447
Gilman, Charles, 1074, 1231*
Gilman, L. C, 378
Gilmour. T. H.. 976
Given, John B., 1235
Glass. D. D., 565
Globe. Arthur S., 1073
Glosser. W. W., 4^1
Godfrey. Charles H.. 1450
Goldbaum. Joseph
1183
Golden, R. N., 1574
Golvin. G. H.. l^^s
Goodell. R. W.. 232
Goodhue. Allan E.. 1I25J:

V

nv

Goodwin, E.

331*

Eggleston. F. S.. 870. 973
Egolf. Fred M.. 4:i
Eklund, E., 790
F.
379
Elliott.
S..
Ellis. G. E., 1326

Fairweather.

Alan T., 476t, 1340
l^reund. Sanford H. E
475

.

Duntley, C. A.. 329, 1024*
Duntley,- W. O.. 329*
Du Pont. Alexis L. 972
Durkin, T. W.. 173
Dustin, A. C, 615
Dutch, R. B., 972
Duwe, Wm. H.. 1289
r>yson,

474*

J S. V.,
M.. 1394

Frank,
Fraser

565

Andrew, 1025

P..

in

Goodwyn, D. M..
Gore,

W.

619. 975
923. 975

.^..

Gormaly,

C. .\.,
1289
J. E.. 330
Gorsuch. C. B.. Ill, 923
Gourlay, William. 1564

Gorman.
Gosset.

R.

112

.S..

Gowen. A.
Graburn, A.

Y., 615
L.. 380

Graham, T. W., 174
Graham. R. H., 872
Grammes. R. .\., 1393
Graner. A. L.. 332
Gray, Carl R., 232. 278
Gray, D. G.. 1574
Gray, D. L.. 860
Grav, Howard .\.. 1025
Gray. H. J.. 1844
Green. Charles A.. 1393
Green. F. W.. 820. 1078
Greiser. Joseph. 1574
Griffis, E. S., 474
Griffiths.
W. F.. 475

Grimshaw.

T.,

S.

Grosvenor. H.

Gumbes.

T.

Gzowski, C.
ITackett.
ITackett.

Hague,
Haigh.

T.

T.

C.
T.

T.,

H.".

S..

R„

521

1566
222
Jr., 1450
1844

W.. 520+
870
870

E.,
T..

Haile. C. 378
Hall, E. B., S68
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS— Continued
[*/inliiatcs fholi<nrai^li
Hall, E. T., 14-17
H«ll. \V. H., 872
Hallctt. W, k., -12.1,

521*

Hamilton, Edward

15b-t

E.

}I.-imilloii,

!..,

ij.l

E..

Hamilton. W. ().. «72
Hamlin. Paul C, MSO
Hammond. E. VV., 1028
Hankcv, W. M.. 1286
Hanlin, H. R.. 02.?
Hanna, H. c;.. 112

Hansen. J. M.. 24
Hanson, Andrew, 3JI
Harahan, \V. I., 1450
Hanlcn, Waller f.. 619
Hardin, A. T., U46*
Hardy, Francis 11., 171
Harris. A. H.,
1837
Harris, George II.. 1340
Harris. R. C., 112
Harris. Walter B., Ill
Hart, Edward. Ir., 1289
Hart. L. R., 522
Hartley. A. C. 422

Harwood,
H.istie.

H.itclv.

A.,

ti.

HasenbalK,

A.

18.^7

Ill

?..

T. G., 5"6S
Walter. 280.

380i

Hathawav. H.

G.. 1565
Hawk. A. T.. 1028
Hawkins. .Morris S, 792
Hawks. T. D., 1289
Hawthorne, V. R.. 1738t

Havdon.

D.,

T.

12S9

Haves. Ross F.. 1287*
Havs. Howard H., 1564

Havwood,

T.

G..

1393

Heberle, T. F., 37$
Heigho, E. M., 793i

Hcinemann,
Heller,

C.
A..

A.

Hench. 7ay

L..

B..

330

230
1394-

Hendricks, V. K.. 332

Hennev.

1395
1236
Henrv, S. t.. 1288
Hensiey. L. J.. 423
Hepburn. A. B.. 1233
Herr. E. M'., 615. 919

Henrv.'

S..

T.

E.'

T.,

Hershev, T. S.. 378. 923:;, 1027
Hervcv. Charles S.. 1174
Hervey. T. H., 1183
Hesselman, W.. 171
Hcvron. J. W.. 174
Heyer. George K.. 615
Hevnian. William. 171
Hiam. G. S., 976
Hiegs. T. A., Jr.. 12S7
Hill. E; Logan. 276
Hill. L. M., 872
Hill. Nathaniel G.. 378
Hilliard. E. J.. 1450, 1574
Hillman, Edward I)., 230
Hills. A.
Hills. T.

T.,

112

Ill
1028. 1127*
Hines W. D.. 187*
Hitchcock, E. A., 1447
Hix. Charles H.. 378
E.,

Hilton." A..

Hoag. S. G.. 378
Hoar. Robert, Tr.. 110
Hoard. R. E.. 1236
Hobbs, William H., 792
Hobson. T. S.. 918. 973*
Hoff. Arthur B.. 976

Ill

1...

H..

Ludlow, Alden
Lnblinski.

A.

lackman.

Edwin

Lyman,

1565

T..

Vwell. Frank

McAdoo, W.

W., 1447

Mingus, G. W., 1287
Minnick, F. G., 1450

McCaulcy. C.

.Minnis.

J.

R.. 422
G.. 700

"

McComb.

chanson. T. E.. 1164
W.' S.. Tr.. 423
Tohnson. .Mba 'B.. 1233*
Tohnson. .\rthur H. 321
Johnson. A. S.. 618
tohnsion. B. O.. 522
1844
Tohnson, C.
"I

C

W., 565

C. 1450

Tohnson. George E.. 792. 871$
Tohnson. Hurh S., 973
Tohnson. T. H., 14.50
Tohnson. Reeves K.. 1231
tohnson.
?.. 975
Tohntz. H. H.. 872
Tonah. F. G., 332. 793
tonah. T. F.. 741
.Tones. Fred H.. 1338
Tones. Tames .\., 1124
Toor. Samuel F., 1842

Mitchell, R. M., 424
Mitchell, U. R., 1184

W.. 331

Mock. Eugene, 280, 1184
Molitor, Frederic A., 1338
Mongin, A. H., 1289
Monroe, F. A., 1288

McKay,
McKay.

L.

D. I., 1288*
Paul, 1236, 1289
McKeller, R. L., 450
McKinney, W. E., 923

Kellv. F. S.. "1844
Kellv. T. B.. 1184
Kelsey." F. W.. 1236
Kendree. E. .\.. 112

McMillan. L. 1844
McNaugher," D. W., 565

McLennan. H. R.. 793
McLeod. D. W., 1027

McOuillen,

Mahon. W.

1574

Tharles A..

1 1

Lamont. Robert

P.,

24,

421,

1565
P.. 972*
Lancaster T. L.. 231. 552
Landau. TT' L.. 1394

Eamoreux. D.

Landers. Fugene. 565
Lane. E. G.. 1396
Tane. Wnj. T.. 171t
Lanedon. Paul n., 1235
Lanbani. Charles. 619
Larmer, R.. 1183
J.

620*. 976
H.. 1027

Lawlon. Alexander

R..

976

Leber. G. A.. 1395
T. E., 379
Lee. Edwards. 700
Lee. EHsha. 330
Lee. Walbce R.. 1769
1387
Lee. W. G
teitch, D. W., 924
Leith. W. E.. 379

Le Blanc.

Leonard. Gardner C. 565
Le Page. T. E.. 332
T^epreau. F, T.. 665. 1124
Lepreau. William X.. 700. 742
Lester. C. E.. 1128+
Lewis. E. R.. 1175*
Lewis. Walter L.. 567
Lew. Sam. 1235
Lincoln. P. R.. ISJQ
T.incoln.

W

Livengood,

C.
T.

G.,

2.30+

378

1393.

C

923
620
M'arsales. Bernard R.. 976
Marsh. A. Fletcher. 230
Martin. E. L., 793 +

W

L.,

T.,

Martin. G. R., 174
Martin. H. C. 1396*
Ma;tineau. C. R.. 565
Martineau, Wm. C, 565
Masengill.

Larmour. R. E.
Lauderdale.

W.

:Mapother.

Marlow.

232. 332 +

T!..

1449

D..

Mann. Albert C. 1844
Manning. G.
1236

174

It.

Eu"ene H.. 4?2
T.

521 +

E..

Mahoney. J. T.. 1393
Main, L P.. 1183
Main. "W. T.. 924
Manchester. W. D.. 380
Manders. W. G.. 280
Manion, E. L. 1442
Manley. F. "H.. 1124

Emerson. 5'0*
Knowles. A. T... 5(55
Knowles. T. H.. 379 568*
Knowles. L. D.. 1840
Koortz. T. R.. 1840
Kracke. F. T. H.. 117J
Kramer. I.eroy. 231. 378. 567*
T.amb.
T.amb.

T.

McOuilken. "H. P., 1290, 1340+
eagh. Hugh, 422
MacBain, D. R.. 1395, 1396
MacDonald, G. E., 1340
MacDonald, Lome, 1396, 1574
MacKenzie. L. R.. 1024
MacLean. Malcolm, 565
Macrae, T. iL. 280, 380+
Madden. M. E., 331
Maddocks. W. H., 872
Afaeuire. M. W., 112
Mahan. T. H.. 332
Mahanev. T. E., 1184

Mc\

Kirkpatrick. T. E.. 331
Kirkpatrick. V V. 1396
Kirknatrick. W. M' 332

Newman.

Frank. 1658
B.. 975

McNaughton. A. B.. 1844
McNiden, C. H., 615

King. F. E.. 232
Kinkead, T. AT., 379. 423. 475+
Kinnear. C. W.. 112
Kirbv. E. S.. 1183
Kircher. Pa-il. 1843
279
Klrkland W. E

Kline
Knoff.

•

Col..

McManamy.
McMann. J.

G.

A.,

923

Mason, C. T., 231
Mason. Edward W,, 1078
Mason, T. E., 1125
Mason. R. A.. 279
Massen, E. M., 564
Massey,
Masten,

C.

F.,

George.

918.

973

975

Mathews, C. W.. 619
Mathews, Fred, 519
Matthews, B. W.. 615 +
Maxfield, H. H., 1128t
Maxson. W. E., 1027
May. H. C. 378
Maynard. A. R.. 1233
Mavo. George \V.. 423
Mechlin,

O.

Meehan.

F.

A..

X..

1075
1286
1449

F.

Montgomery, C. W., 423
'Montgomery, R. H., 973
Moodie, W. T., 424, 619t

Mooney,

332

P..

Moore, C. Z., 1447
Mooie. R. D.. 1128
Moore, R. Walton, 1027. 1078
Moore, W. S.. 565
Morgan, A. L., 521
Morgan, II. II., 564
Morkill,

McKirahan, M. E., 331
McKnight, Charles, 919
McLaren. Charles E.. 1045
McLaughlin. T. B., 567

Kcssler. E. B
1395
Kilgore. W. B.. 330
Kimball. C t.. 1844

1340

NfcCrea, Tames A,, 1045
McCullocfi, Andrew, 423, 568t
McCullough, J. J.. 173
McCunc. B. E., 378
McCune. John R.. 919
McCutcheon. L. C. 174
McDcrmott, VV. J., 872
McDonald. J. I).. 1289
McDonnell. F. M., 331

Kaderlv. \V. F.. 332
Kaighn. Charles. 1395
Karminski. .MexanHcr. 1394
Karminski. Victor E.. 1394
Katte. Edwin B.. 1564
Keefe. T. H.. 330
Keegan. Harry F.. 1175
Keegan. John 1176
Keig. Marsh^ill V... 918
476*
Keisel. W. F.. Tr
Ke'Iond.
A.'. 872
Kellow.-.v. C. T.
379

Kennedy. T.. IC'S
Kennedy. W. F 619

L.,

F., 278. 976
A., 379. 522

E.

McCoy,

McFarlane, t. E.. 975
McGee. H. E., 871
McGinley, John R., 919
McGuinness, F. V.. 1448*
McGuire. Gordon A.. 1450
Mcintosh. J. A., 1231

W

James

.Mitchell,
.Mitchell,

171

L, 473
McCorm,ick. J. Stanley. 1231
McCowan. .Andrew, 424"
L.

McDonough. C. 173
McEwan, W. G., 521
McEwen. T. T., 1028

W

A.,

Miller, Truman I-.,
Mills, J. R., 1184

913

G.,

1127
231

A,.
J.

.McCampbell. T.

"" 169
"
McClvmonds, J.
W..
16!

"lohns.

'Tohnson. C.
"Tohnson. E.

376, 519

R.,

1447
H., 232

].

McCabe,

1,565

T.,

.Meyer, N.
.MiddleloM,

Middlfton, I,. L., 170
Midilkton, P. Harvey, 870, 1447
Milch. Harold R., 924t
Millar. Ixslic W., 473
Miller. C. F., 423
Miller, r;cneral Charles, 1234*
Miller, John
l\,
919
Miller. R. D., 1127

John,

I.undie,

614

G.,

Tackson. E. D.. 276*
tackson. H. .\,. 520t
Tackson, R. P., 1574
Tamieson, T. E.. 522
larrell. T. 'F.. 108
lenkins. T. W.. 230

T.ahev.

Holland. Cvrus T.. 170
Hollev. William 'A.. 1450
HolmKii. T. R.. 1117
Holt. T. W.. 1124
Holtorf. C. C, 1574
Hood, H. M.. 1028
Hook. J. W.. 1288
Hooper. Roscoe. Ill
Hoovcn. C. E., 473
Hooven, Don, 474
Hoover, Geo. W.. 1074
Hoover. Herbert C. 611
Hopkins. T. M.. 24
Hopkins. Samuel D., 110
Hopkins. T. C, 1574
Hopper. L. T.. 923
Horn. L. L., 522. 793*
Horn. T. M., 280
Horton. Georee P.. 739
Hoskins. F. G.. 1395
Howard. .\. R.. 1027
Howard. X. L„ 1236. 1340*
Hewlett. W. E.. 1338
Hudson. R. N.. 1395
Hudson. T. T., 1074
Hueston, C. H. 521. 618X. 107S
Hughes. C. Z.. 1184
Hughes. H. P.. 1840
Humphrey. A. F.. 1287
Humphrey. A. L., 24. 918*, 1025
Humphrey. W. D.. 1174
Hungerford. .S. T.. 112*

J., 1565
E. W., 1395
Longstreet. P. E.. 1338
l.onR, R. W., 1574
Lovett. R. S,, 231
Lowe. T. .1., 379. 424
I.uccy, J. A., 173

W., 1231

I..

T.

tliidicalcs sketch only]

Logan, C.

l.ofiis,

1346*
Hyde, S. Gordon, 1287

Holcomb,
Holcomb.

E. D., 174
R.. 1184
T.
Holder. W. L.. 279. 975

G.

Ilurlrv.
llurlev.

lluMis.

Henrv P.. 230
Holbrook. C. F.. Ill
Holbrook. Percv. 1447
Hoffstot,

and skiUh.

Hunt. P. I.. Ill
Hunter. W. E.. 619
Huntington. R. C. 520

R. F., 648}
Morrison, James, 379
Morrison. O. P., 565
.Morse. Charles A., 222. 1438. 1450
Morton, J. D.. 112
Mosby, W., 872
Mowat. H., 924
Mueller. A. M.. 1024*
Muhlfeld, J. E., 474, 1288*, 1566*

Mulcahy, E. T., 421
Mulhern, J. W., 423
Muller, G. W., 924

Mullin, W. J. 923
Mulliken, A. H.. 739. 1025
MulHns, A. Z., 1289
Mullins, W. J., 475
Munro, D. A., 1176
Munro, W. I., 424
Murphy, J. F., 567
Murphy, Thomas F., 1393
Murray. Robert. 739
Myers. James, 1844

Xash. C. L.. 379
Nee. T. G., 1288
Neff, William N.. 552, 618*
Xell, A.
Nelson.
Nelson.
Nelson,
Nelson.
Nelson,
Nelson.
Nevins,

C. 870
C. G., 174
E. T.. 872
G. C. 174

424
1574
174

E..

T.

O.
V.

J.,

E.,

B. E.. 923
Newcomer, R. E.. 793

Newhouse.

378

B..

Nicholas, E. S., 421
Nichols, C. L., 1450. 1574
Nichols. J. H.. 174

Nicholson, F. L.. 1184
Niles, E. C. 330. 422
Nixon. Lewis, 1174
Noyes, Herman F., 1574

Oatman.

T. B.. 1028
O'Brien. John F.. 1074
O'Connell. D.. 422
O'Connor. J.. 1184
Ogden. George D.. 450
Ogden. W. E., 423
Ogilvie, C. S.. 924
Oliver. H. W.. 423
O'Neil. E. H.. 380

O'Neill, P. T., 331
Oliver. L. L.. 1844

L W.,

Opiinger.

1184

Orchard. Thomas P.. 170
Oren. F. B., 379

W.

Ornisbv,

1028

J.,

O'Rourke. G. M., 379
Orr. Tames. 332

Ortman, Randolph, 1567
Osgood, T. D.. 790
Osthv. O'scar F.. 1232, 1287*

Owen. A.
Owens. E.
Palmer,
Parish,

E..

W.

T..

Ill
167

K., 24

Le Grand, 1493

Parker. G. H., 330
Parker, H. C... 112
Parker. L. G.. 1025

Meeker, Royal.
Melanson. H. H.. 280. 423*
Mellier. Mabry, 1566

Parmlv, Randolph. 1233

Alellon. R. B.. 1124
Merkle. E. K., 1340
Merrifield. W. E.. 923
Merritt. F.. 793. 1027
Mever, E. W.. 1396

Patterson. Charles F., 378
Patton. W. A.. 112*

Parrish. J. B..

Passmore. H.
Payne.
Pearce.
Pearce.

J.

Ill
171

E..

B.. 278, 976
D.. 279

W.
W.

C...

1567*

I

January 1-June

30,

Pease, B. S., 184J
Peck, George L., 173, 975, l\2,
Peck, J. W., 475
Peeler. T. L.. 618
Pelley, T. J.. 173
Pelter, F. P., 330. 331
Perham, II. B., 1442
Perkins, George B., 97St
Perry, R. E., 280
Peters, Ralph, Jr., 1395
Peterson. Carl H., 10754:
Petri, Philip. 1078
Pettibone. F. P., 552, 923
Pettigrew, G. T., 380
Phillips, J. L.. 1286
Phinney, Robert H., 649
Phipps, L. F., 473
Pickard, F. W., 972
Pidcock, F. R., 1844
Pierce, Ogden. 1183
Piez, Charles, 24
Pillsbury, Charles S., 739. 1231
Pillsbury, George E., 1450
Piper, Henry M., 378
Pizzini, J. A., 1233
Plumly, C. A., 279, 423*
Poindexter, F. L., Ill
Poor, F. A., 24, 740, 1842
Pope, G. D., 1233
Post, George A., Jr., 170
Powell, C. O., 1287
Powell, T. €., 231, 246*, 860
Powers. M. J., 619, 976
Prater, B. H.. 1289
Pratt, E. W.. 567*. 568
Pratt. Walter, 332
Preikschat, A. W., 473
Preston, Fred A., 740
Price, Oscar A., 567
Price, Theodore H., 231
Prince, B. C, 1236, 1289t
Pringle, Norman W.. 619*
Proctor, T. W., 173, 278t

Prouty. C. A., 246
Prytz. B. G., 1074
Purvis. G. H., 923
Pyeatt, J. S., 552
Quigley, W. S., 473
Quinn, Stanley J.. 1394

Rabbe,

W.

RAILWAY AGE— Index
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H., 474

Ralph, T. W.. 112
Ramey, E. E., 332
Ramsay, W. C, 1184
Ramsey, C. W. P., 741
Ramsey, F. R., 1184
Randall, M. W., 519
Randolph-, O. C. F.. 329
Ray, George J., 378*, 379
Rayner. George R., 1124. !!75'
Reath. Theodore W., 1844
Rector. T. W., 378
Redier, R. P., 1288
Redmond, A. V., 424
Regan. J. H., 376
Regan. T. T., 279
Reid. Archibald. T., 174
Reid, H. G., 424
Reid, R. C, 1027, 1127t
Replogle, T. L., 24
Reynolds, A. C, 111

Rhea, Frank, 1074*

Gerard. 112
Ruland. M. J., 1340
Ruppert. George H., 1024
Russell, E B., 330
Russell, Robert L., 174t
Rutherford, F. A., 793
Ryan. C. H., Jr., 1127
Ryan, E. C, 1393
Ryan, William M.. 473
Ryerson, Donald M'., 1176
Ryerson, E. L., 1394
Rviel,

John, G. F., 1236
Sague, J. C, 1286
Sanburgand, C. P., 700
Sanctuary, E. N., 24
Sargent. Harry J.. 568
Sargent. S. V.. 972
Sasse. C. A., 1028
Sasser. E. C, 332
Sauerhammer, L. C, 923
St.

Sauls, C. L.. 521

Savage, H. D.. 474
Sawyer, D. E., 1393
Sawyer, F. E., 331
Sawver, L. M.. 1338
Sawyer. Mott. 871
Schaefer. F., 1183
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Judge Robert S. Lovett, who has been director of the
Division of Capital Expenditures of the McAdoo Railroad
Administration, having resigned that

Judge Lovett

office,

for

as

Competition

In

now

is

president

to

of

up

giving

resume

have intelligently thought about this railroad problem have
been as to details, these main principles have been almost
universally accepted.
It is a little hard to see how any
thinking man can refuse to accept these principles, unless
he adopt advocacy of government ownership; not so with
Mr. Warfield, however. Although Samuel Untermyer, counsel for the Security Owners' Association, has come out as
personally favoring government ownership, Mr. Warfield
has not, so far as we know, done so; but, after the conference
with the railway executives, he makes the statement that
"we may say, however, that the fundamentals of our plan,
now under consideration, differ materially from those of the
plan of the executives' association." Mr. Warfield has been
in close touch and cognizant of each step in the working
out of the railway executives' plan.
It would have seemed
feasible to have co-operation, but apparently that is not to
A fundamentally different plan is to be worked out by
be.
Mr. Warfield's association. If it is advocacy of government
ownership, well and good; the issue can be squarely met. If
it is an attempt to play upon local prejudices by a reitera-

duties

his

the Union Pacific.
his
duties
for the

he discussed at some
length the railroad situation, and far and away the most
significant part of this discussion deals with the subject of
competition.
Judge Lovett was one of E. H. Harriman's
right-hand men, and it will be recalled that the Harriman
lines were dissolved under an order of the supreme court
because their merger was in contravention of the Sherman
administration,

law; in other words, because they had tended to
petition.

His

stifle commust have acquaintthat there was to be

earlier training, therefore,

ed Judge Lovett thoroughly with

all

He has
said in favor of the elimination of competition.
now had a year of experience in railroad operation where
competition has been completely eliminated; nevertheless,
he is emphatic in expressing the opinion that much of the
progress made in the science of railroading, much of the
excellence of service which the public has received from the
railroads, is due directly to competition.
He is emphatic
in the expression of the belief that competition should continue in the future, and he brushes aside as trivial the

tion of States' rights theories,

which

Won't

Come

of

Railroad

Securities,

was

as
these columns, has

it

is

Owners

arriving at a plan
5ar\'

to

upon which

down

sacrifices.

It

tistics

could agree,

matter

how

divergent the views of those

They

are

statistics in

—learned

to see reflected in certain figures the

sta-

approach

younger generation of railroad
whose forms of statistics,
to them possibly from predecessors, have been
clumsy and ill-devised, that the new forms will come as a
great immediate benefit.
As a side light on the magnitude

incorporation and federal regulation to the exclusion of State
regulation, and the placing of responsibility upon some government office for the results of regulation, as well as giving
to some body the authority to regulate, are fundamental to

No

American roads heretofore.
more logical than the form of

logical

of certain conditions even before these conditions are suspected by the operating officers on the ground, has hammered
at this thing or that thing through an insistence on a better
showing in a principal figure in his statistics, it would be
absurd to expect that he could use a new tool as easily and as

must be general enough in its terms to serve as a basis for
constructive legislation and not as a ready-made structure.
While this tentative plan has not been made public, some
of its main features have been discussed publicly.
Federal

this plan.

more useful and much more

tions of his property through the variation in certain

In

for each of the interests represented

make

are

The forms

same information as quickly
and as accurately from the new standard form of statistics as
from his own forms. This is no reflection on the Operating
Statistics Section of the United States Railroad .Administration.
After an executive has followed for years the opera-

it was neceson the committee
was undoubtedly felt that the plan

all

J.

than those used by a large number of

in this issue.

entirely useless to try to get the

believed Congress should con-

sider in developing a solution of the railroad problem.

W.

Statistics

Cunningham

have the best systems of operating statistics on their own
roads.
A man who has studied the figures reported monthly
on a certain form for his 2,000 or 4,000 or 6,000 miles of
road for 20 years will in all probability find it difficult if not

present.

tentative plan, laying

work has been put

use on any railroad in the countr}-. Their full value will
neither be appreciated nor obtained by the very men who now

Executives' Committee,
has been mentioned previously in

worked out a

the fundamentals which

and

co-operation

Standard
Operating

in all probability

The Railway

In

where

which are described by Professor

Davies Warfield, president

S.

will serve but to befog the

Careful, discriminating and constructive

December 31, the Standing Committee of
the Association of Railway Executives held a meeting at
of the National Association of

it

controversies

into the production of the standard operating statistics forms

Tuesday,

Warfield

interject

unity are so vitally important.

economies which are to be gained by the elimination of competition.
This estimate of the savings under the Railroad
Administration, made by the elimination of competition,
bears out what most close students of the past year's railroad history believe.
Judge Lovetfs opinion, however, is
based on knowledge which no outside student of railroad
affairs has.
It should carry very great weight in any discussion of Mr. McAdoo's proposal for a continuation of
government operation for another five years.

On

and

issue

successfully.

It

men and for
handed down

railroad

is

for the

officers

of the task that the Railroad .Administration undertook, it
would be interesting to tn.^ to picture how large a pile of these

who
1
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oponiting stutistits would have to be gone tlirough by the
director general of 250,000 miles of railroad if he were personally to attempt to supervise or even to keep himself informeij of the operation of the railroad .<y>tein of wliiiii he is
(^n the other hand, an executive operating only
the head,
3,000 or 4,000 miles could use the statistics shown on Professor Cunningham's forms to great advantage, and without
plungili'j; him-rll' htlplc>>l\ into an iinnianagealile mass of
figures.
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i.irn.E aliout railway construction during 1918
comparable with that of previous years.
The

mileage of new lines built, 721, comprises such a combination of projects carried over from previous years and short
mine, oil and lumber spurs undertaken as war measures since
the advent of federal management that it bears no definite
relation to the 979 miles of new main lines completed during
1917.

acid test of

'J'he

war

ponement of more than one

necessity resulted

in the

|)0>t-

project, while the high prices

and

securing deliveries of materials, es[K'cially rail-,
under war conditions, were al.so deterring influences. Therefore the mileage of new line completed cannot Ijc taken as an
index of the normal attitude toward new railway ventures.
The second track mileage of 1918 is constituted very nearly
the same as the new line mileage.
The longer stretches of
difficulties of

Railway Signaling Situation
SiiiNAi,

i.\si.\i.i..viiuNS very

generally proved their value

enormous traffic in troops and war
Operating oftkers are
supplies which had to be moved.
coming to realize more and more the value of short block
in

sections

facilitating the

—

that

preventing collisions.
in running time
and overtime.

—

automatic signals

is,

for other purjjoses

than

Every hour saved between terminals

means a decided saving

Some roads have

in locomotives, cars

practically eliminated the

use of the "31" train order through the operation of their
The advantage of the remote
trains by signal indication.
control of outlxing switches by low voltage switch movements to prevent the stopping of heavy freight trains is
becoming more and more apparent, and the number of installations of this character is increasing each year.
The signal departments have been greatly handicapped
A large
during the year by the loss of experienced men.
number of the employees went into the armw while others
quit to go with manufacturers of war supplies because the
wages received were much higher than the railroads could
hope to pay. As it takes about two years to develop a good
maintainer, it is easy to see what the tes of experienced
men means to a railroad. While General Order No. 27 and
Supplements Nos. 4 and 8 increasing wages helped materially in holding the employees,

a

feeling of dissatisfac-

was created because of the discrepancy existing between the wage scales of the two supplements. This feeling was further increased as Supplement No. S was applied
on a majority of the roads, giving signal workmen less
than men in other departments doing work of a less exactThe application of either supplement meant
ing nature.
that the men, in many instances, would receive more than
their immediate superiors, and this is the condition which
A number of experienced signal
exists at the present time.
officers have accordingly entered other fields of work or
tion

have taken positions

in the ranks in order to benefit

by the

increased wages.

The entire wage situation has been demoralizing. Signal
department officers have been placed in a bad light, because
The
they could oft'er nothing but promises to their men.
morale of the men was badly affected because they saw
those in other departments doing work that did not require
the training necessary for the signal department getting conAs a direct result,
siderably more money than they were.
the men are inclined to view with suspicion the interpretations of the award made by their superior officers.
A development of importance in the signal field during
the past year is the large number of employees who have
Perhaps 70 per cent of the signal repair
joined a union.
and construction men in the country are now unionized and
manv of the large roads are solidly organized. On December 19 an organization of signal supervisory officers was
formed at Chicago to act as a unit in connection with all
This has been another direct outmatters affecting them.
It is not
growth of the wage situation as outlined above.
surprising that mien in the signal departments have taken
steps since the Railroad Administration has placed
a premium upon organization.

these

second track completed comprise projects of a years standing or longer, while the sliorter sections consist of work undertaken this year under the estai)lishe(i policy of the Railroad .Administration to provide additional main tracks where
light construction promised speedy comjiletion and therefore
early utilization in the relief of congested traffic
Of far greater importance this year than either the new
line or multiple track construction has l>een the terminal
In engine terminals espework, both freight and engine.
ciall), which proved so woefully inadequate a year ago, the
number of complete new projects is particularly pyident.
Freight yard work in the main has involved the extension
of existing terminals, usually following the line of established plans for future extensions, but in many cases involving provision for additional tracks where they could be best
applied to relieve congestion. Wye connections and cut-offs
affording communication between facilities of normally competing properties were also features of the season's work and
these in most cases accomplished much in the relief of traffic
while involving but limited expenditures.
Another phase of the additions and betterments program
that must not be lost sight of is the renewed interest taken
interest that took material form in the
in water treatment
construction of a large number of water softening plants.
This tendency is also a direct consequence of the engine
troubles of a year ago that were brought to a pronounced
The important economies to be
crisis by the severe season.
obtained from these plants, if efficiently operated, will go a
long way toward further development in this line.
Taken as a whole, the season's progress on the terminal
projects is probably a disappointment to most of those concerned. Possibly the program was too ambitious, or the estimates of material and labor available were more optimistic
than they should have been. The necessity for a review of
the improvement budget by a centralized body implied a
volume of work that could not be completed without the lapse
of considerable time. As a consequence, many of the projects
were not authorized until late in the season, thus placing a
premium on construction methods that would hasten compleSlow delivery of materials also
tion as rapidly as possible.
had a marked influence in delaying work. Particularly in
vard work, progress was delayed by the lack of a sufficient
amount of relayer rail: that is. owing to a delay in the rail

—

renewal programs of the roads, the relayer
able in adequate quantities.
Nearlv all work undertaken during the

rail

last

was not

avail-

year was war

improvements undertaken would
be of definite advantage in handling war traffic. As a consequence the bulk of the new work was concentrated in the
But as this territory
East, particularly east of Pittsburgh.
is normally one of dense traffic, the possibilities are that
nearlv all of the improvements will be of definite, permanent

work

in the sense that the

value, with the roads restored to private operation.
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Railway Expenses Under

Government Control
IF THERE WERE

not sucli scrious possibilities of disaster in

government experimentation with privately owned property under a form of guarantee that recognizes only the physical property, it would be interesting to see Mr. McAdoo given
an opportunity to make good on his predication that the
economies incident to unification under government control
would make possible a material reduction in rates, probably
within a \ear, without any reduction of the high wage scales
established this year.

from
compared with the claims usually made by government ownership advocates, that the government could reduce rates and
raise wages at the same time; but even so, if ]Mr. McAdoo
has any facts to demonstrate the possibility of an early reduction in rates, it seems strange that they have not been made
public.

While much has been made of the saving of 54,000,000
in officers' salaries by charging them to the corporate
accounts instead of to operating expenses, and of the $23,000,000 reduction in traffic expenses, and while scattering
figures have been given out of savings made here and there
joint use of facilities, etc., they are

traffic,

compared with the total increase in expenses
and do not bulk very large as compared with the margin
of uncertainty as to the amount of the wage increase.
Wages
have been increased so fast that no one apparently knows
insignificant as

within $100,000,000 to $200,000,000 how much the
increase in payroll will aggregate for the year.
\\'e know
that in the nine months ending with September 30 the railroads had handled 2.1 per cent more tons of revenue freight
yet

one mile and 14.3 per cent more passengers one mile than
they did in the corresponding period of 1917, at an increased operating expense of $779,000,000; and while we

know

and

fuel

amount represents wage

that the larger part of that

increases,

represents

and some of

represents the increased cost of
other supplies, we do not know how much of it

the

it

wage increase and therefore do not know

whether government operation has been economical or
extravagant aside from the question of wages.
We realize that the rate advance was in effect for only
about half of the year, while much of the wage increase
applied throughout the year, and we know that the increase
in revenues on a yearly basis probably e.xceeds the amount
of the wage increase for a full year; but we also know that
some very large expenses will have to be incurred in the
near future that were not incurred in 1918 because it was
not possible during the war to keep up the proper amount
of maintenance work,
^^'hile maintenance expenses have
been greater this year than last year, that fact is largelv
due to the higher wages and material costs and at least as
far as maintenance of way and structures is concerned a considerably larger amount will have to be expended in the
coming year to make up for work deferred during the
period of government control.
While it was hardly to be expected that the economies
incident to unification
year,

first

the

name

is

it

would .show

also probable that

their full results in the

many economies made

in

war

necessity will not be possible hereafter.
Coal operators are already exerting pressure to bring about
of

the discontinuance of the coal

zone system, shippers and
commissioners are alreadv agitating for a relaxation
of the pres.sure for hea\y car loading, and if the Railroad
Administration continues its present efforts to show that the
government can give a better passenger service than was
possible during the war it may find that the effect of the
state

wnr was not
It is

entirely

figures for the vcar.

Central Control of Purchases

Of

course, talk of a reduction in rates
the level established this year is very conservative as

by rerouting of

an optimist as Mr. 2^1cAdoo, particularly in the face of the
of the coming year, but we do not hesitate
to register an opinion that the forthcoming annual report of
the Railroad Administration will be able to deduce a more
favorable outlook from the 10 months' figures of 1918
earnings and expen.ses, which should be available by that
time, than it will be possible to extract from the complete
uncertainties

on the side of increased expenses.

rather futile to attempt to disagree with so courageous

A

JOHNSON, president of the Baldwin Locomotive
and of the Railway Business Association, in referring to the standard locomotives, said that "The workman
who is responsible for the best workmanship should be entitled to the selection of his own tools."'
With cars and
locomotives designed and purchased by central committees
LB.\ B.

W orks

^*-

for all the railroads in the country the opposite is true, for
we have, in effect, a small body of men indiscriminately

here

handing out

to the vast army of railway workers cars and
locomotives, and giving little consideration to whether or not
they meet the local conditions.
This standard equipment,

with

appurtenances,

its

is

determined upon by a committee

made up

of representatives

country.

The

from different sections of the
experience of most of them is different from
that of the others.
Their operating conditions are dift'erent;
they have preconceived ideas of how cars and locomotives
should be designed and what should be used on them based
on the experience they have had in their respective territories.
In an endeavor to come to an agreement man}- compromises
are made.
This is particularly true of the appliances that
go on the equipment.
Xo one common standard can be
agreed upon, with the result that four or five are listed as
having given good service. One committeeman swears by one
device, a second by another, and so on, and in an endeavor
to come to an agreement a group selection is made.
This done, the committee on design is through with its
work and the matter passes on to a central purchasing committee, which with the accepted list before it attempts to

make

the necessary purchases.

equipment

Its

business

at the lowest possible price.

is

to

buy

the

The committee mem-

men not as familiar with the merits of the
design or the material they purchase as those who are to
use it.
They seek the lowest price and buy from the man
who makes the most attractive offer. Not being sufficiently
familiar with the service value of the apparatus under consideration they do not know when it is economy to pay more
for a certain device than for another.
The first cost of any
bers are business

by no means an indication of its relative value.
it renders and the cost of maintenance should be
ven- carefully considered.
Some railway supply concerns
get greater returns from the sale of repair parts than from
the sale of the original device itself.
They can afford to
lower the price because of the profit in repair parts, and
further, it would not be impossible to raise the price on
these repair parts in order to make up for what was lost in
article is

The

service

the lower price of the original article.
in this

way

—what

happens?

With purchases made
The equipment is built and

sent to the railroads regardless of whether the roads to which
it is sent should happen to have any of the particular standard equipment appliances on their o\A-n equipment.
This

complicates not only the operation of the new equipment,
but its maintenance.
The men that handle it are not familiar with the particular appliances provided and the men
repairing it must provide themselves with a new line of repair parts.
The seller is far removed from the user. In

doing business with a committee at Washington for all the
railroads on a large scale there is not that personal touch
that is common when the appliances are sold directlv to the

RAILWAY AGE
railruails tlunisilvcs.
Tluro is not tli.il iimiitivi' lo tlic
oquijimcnt niainifarturiT to provide .>;cTvitu witli liis products.
WluTi- tlu' railroads l)iiy individually and anytliinj; hul-s
wronjj with tlu- artirlu purchased, the local representative of
the supply comininy is notified and gets on the joh imme-

diately.

He

has a particular interest

vice gives on that road, for he-

-

in

the service

not alone his

iiis

company

de-

—

is

after a repeat oriler.

I'nder centralized purchases the road
communicates with Washington and after the usual red tape
accompanyinjj the administration of larj^e bixlies, the ec|uip-

ment manufacturer is notified and a representative having
no direct personal interest in the matter is sent out to rectify
obtained by making purchases in this way.
The service a device gives is far more
important than its first cost when its ultimate value is considered.
Centralized purchases, furthermore, tend to restrict development,
\^'hen the number of appliances performing the same functions is limited for the sake of standardization, the manufacturers do not have the same incentive
to improve their products or to introduce new designs, on
account of the difficulty in getting them into ser\-ice in sufficiently large numbers thoroughly to determine their service
value.
On the other hand, devices will sometimes be accepted and a relatively large number placed in service before
the design ha? reached a satisfactory stage of development.
The latter has been found particularly true in the case of at
least one appliance that is being usecj on the standard locomotives.
Ser^'ice and economy demand that "the workman who is
responsible for the best workmanship should be entitled to
the selection of his own tools."
This cannot be attained
through a central organization. It cannot be attained when
Those who are
the purchaser buys on a price basis alone.
to use what is to be purchased should have the opportunity
and should be capable of determining the kind and make
of the article to be bought, and those that do the purchasing
should only seek to get the best price obtainable.
Satisfactory

results

cannot

1)0

1

lime lias also been directed to the construction rather than
the maintenance activities of the Railroad Administration.

With

the opening of the sea.son in 1918 maintenance ofwere confronted with the necessity of maintaining
tracks and .structures that had been suffering for several
years from a lack of sufficient labor and material, while carrying an ever-increasing traffic. Rail renewals had been estimated by various authorities as being in arrears in amounts
up to 10,000,000 tons. Tie renewals had also been inadequate, while many roads were struggling along with only
skeleton forces.
Work on the cantonments had akso drawn
large numbers of bridge carpenters from the service.
ficers

The

the trouble.
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labor situation

discussed at length in another article
is directed to the delay in obtaining action in the matter of wages, meantime tying the
hands of the officers of the individual roads in the exercise
of their own initiative in obtaining men.
These measures
tnay have been necessary to prevent a disastrous competition
for labor, but in the absence of prompt centralized action it
tended to hamper the organization of adequate forces during
the early part of the season when the most effective work
(ould be done.
This deficiency in forces was estimated in
July at from 30 to 50 per cent.
With regard to rails, the roads were even more unfortunate.
Previous to the initiation of government operation the roads
had contracted for about 2,000,000 tons of rails for delivery
during 1918, but in allocating the supply of steel available
for all national needs the War Industries Board found it
impossible to allot manufacturing capacities to the production of rails in excess of about 25,000 tons per week, and it
was not until November that this rate of production was
appreciably increased. As a result deliveries of rails during
the year aggregated only about 1,200,000 tons, or less than
half of the normal consumption of rails in this country. As
long as the production of rails was limited by the lack of
manufacturing capacit}- there was no occasion for the Railroad Administration to place any additional orders, and
in this

is

number, and attention

since these difficulties have been
failed to take

any further

removed the government has

action.

ties, the efforts of the Railroad Adminiswhile probably holding down prices and preventing
confusion and inequitable distribution, have resulted in decreasing the production materially.
It is probable that more
ties would have been made in this countr}- during the past
Deliveries of other
year if there had been no interference.
track and structural materials were restricted by the same
influences that limited the production of rails, and the consequent shortage of materials culminated toward the end of
the year in a centralized movement for conservation of all
This was a
materials used in maintenance of way work.

W^ith respect to

Maintenance

of

MAixTEXANCE

AV-AY

OF

Way

Progress in 1918

WORK was

Subjected to ver}-

little

constructive supervision by the Railroad Administration during the working season of 1918. There was some interference in the handling of labor, largely with respect to
wages and methods of employing men, while with materials
activities of the government other than in
the administration of priorities were limited almost entirely
to standardizing the specifications and methods of purchas-

and supplies the

ing ties. The work suffered early in the season from the lack
ISIaintenance officers hesitated
of a clearly defined policy.
to go ahead with the work because they were not sure of their
They finally came to understand that
authority to proceed.
they were to conduct the work along the usual lines, but no
general policy was enunciated at any time during the year.
Responsibility for the failure to assume direct charge of
maintenance of way work while other departments of the
railroads were being subjected to such detailed supervision
may be charged primarily to the delay in organizing a maintenance department under either the central or the regional
authorities until late in .August, when C. A. Morse, chief engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, was made assistant director of operation in charge of maintenance of way
and structures. Maintenance of way or engineering assistants to the regional directors were appointed about the same
time.
Since their appointment these men, working individu-

and also collectively as a committee, have endeavored to
expedite maintenance of way actiAnties, but their efforts came
too late in the season to exert a material influence on the conMost of their
dition of the roads at the close of the vear.
ally

tration,

matter of national necessity and secured the enthusiastic cooperation of railway officers and men, but after about two

months of this campaign the end of the war removed the
principal necessity for it on other considerations than

While this campaign undoubtedly saved much
and gave the men a better appreciation of the
value of the materials they used, there is no question but that
the tracks and structures would have been in a better condition if these measures of economy had not been necessary.
It is a commonly accepted fact that the roads are in a depreciated state of maintenance at the present time, and that
the condition is far inferior to what it was when the government took control. Just how much so cannot be expressed
economy.
steel

and

iron,

readily in figures, although it is now ven' important that this
should be done, for when the government took over the roads
it agreed to return them to their owners in as good physical
condition as when taken, or to compensate them for the difference.
The determination of this difference is now one of
the most perplexing problems imposed upon the maintenance
officers of the Railroad .Administration and the corporate or-

ganizations of the railroads.
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Administration Purchasing Policy
Inconsistent with Labor Pohcy
pviRECTOR General McAdoo has been
*-^

quite

insistent

wages of railroad employees should not be decreased, but should be maintained permanently at the present high level.
Business men generally, throughout the
country, seem to be largely of the same opinion, except that,
instead of stating that the present schedule should be mainthat

tained permanently, they suggest that it should not be reduced in any greater proportion than the cost of living. One
branch of the Railroad Administration, however, is apparently not very greatly in sympathy with the director general's views, at least its actions do not indicate that it is.

Word seems to have gone forth from the purchasing department, for instance, that purchases all along the line should
be curtailed or discontinued until lower prices prevail.
As labor is a large factor in determining the prices for
most of the materials that the railroads use, it would appear
that the purchasing departments are doing their best to upset
market conditions and indirectly force wages do^\n, in accordance with the law of supply and demand. This action
is exceedingly unfortunate.
Railroad managers in times past
have been severely criticised because when traffic and earnings fell off they curtailed their expenditures at the verjtime that they should have been improving their facilities,

and
it}-

ment cannot be operated economically, and

will be

good

have sufficient capacity to handle the heavy train loads that
are necessary in the interests of economical operation.

A

keen obser\-er recently made the remark that a locomotive
which was built IS years ago was a liability because it could
not haul hea\w enough trains.
On the other hand, many
locomotives which are 10 years old could be rebuilt or fitted
with capacity-increasing devices. The expense would be offset by the savings within a comparatively brief
period, in

some cases in as short a time as one year. Those roads that
were carrying out extensive programs for rebuilding and
strengthening car equipment in pre-war days profited richly
by it under the conditions of heavy traffic that have existed
during the past few years.
If high wages are to be maintained it will be necessary
to reduce the cost of operation and to furnish the
roads with
the kind of equipment that can be used to the best advantage
toward this end.
If the Railroad Administration is reallv
in earnest about maintaining the present wage scale, and

we

believe

practicable.
to

do

getting the equipment into condition for renewed activmore prosperous conditions prevailed. Mani-

it

is,

then

it

should lend

its

help "in making

it

The new

director general has an opportunity
a big constructive piece of work in this direction.

A

as soon as

improvements could be made more cheaply under
such conditions, because of the more plentiful supply of labor
and material and the fact that the work would not interfere
The
to any great extent with the comparatively light traffic.
railroad manager had the excuse that his finances would not
permit him to make the expenditures. It would seem, however,
that under present conditions, when the administration is
urging ever}' possible effort to be made looking toward the
re-employment of "war workers" and returning soldiers, that
Congress would be glad to add sufficiently to the Railroad
Administration's revolving fund to make it possible to provide the additional facilities and equipment that will be
greatly needed under hea\w traffic conditions that are sure
to come not many months hence.
Those men who are following the industrial situation most
closely expect that for a period of from possibly three to six
months there will be a necessary slowing up because of
changing over to normal conditions. They predict, however,
that tliereafter business conditions will improve rapidly and
that the country may expect a long-continued period of hea\w

it

business to scrap it just as quickly as possible.
It is true
that, particularly in relation to locomotives, the
older equipment has been placed in good repair; nevertheless it does not

Year

of

Government Operation

festly, the

business activity. Under these circumstances it is advisable,
and even quite necessary, that those industries that can place
extensive orders for equipment, either for repairs or improvements, should do so at this time, in order to tide over the
temporary business depression. It is useless to look forward
to lower prices, except possibly because of unsettled conditions for ver}- brief periods, and it is exceedingly desirable
that the government should guard against any flurries of this
sort.

It

would seem that

the situation is handled propmight be prevailed upon to cothe buying movement even though they have not
if

erly the railroad corporations

operate in

been shown

much

consideration since the establishment of
if it is not possible for them to cooperate because of financial or other conditions, it must be
remembered that there is a large amount of deferred maintenance to be taken up and also that there are many improvements that can be made that will pay for themselves within
a ver\- limited period, and which will justify considerable
expenditures at this time even though there may be a considerable falling off of prices after the reconstruction period,
which, however, will probably extend over a number of years.
A large amount of the present locomotive and car equipfederal control.

Even

A MOMEXTOus CHANGE

in mental attitude among railroad
'»• men and the public has marked the 1918 year
of railroad operation under the direction of the government Railroad Administration. This change of mental attitude is far
more important as having an effect on the future than are
the physical changes which have taken place, important
as
these are when viewed in detail.
The fact that more miles
of railroad have been torn up than have been built,
the
fact that in a period of greatest need of every additional
railroad facility not over half of the freight car building capacity
of the countr}' has been used, and that, whereas the
government's order for 100,000 freight cars is but little more
than half of what the private corporations were wont to
order each year in normal times, and that only about a
tenth of the government's order has been delivered, the lasting importance of these things is small when compared
to
the change in point of view of the public and the two mil-

men actually engaged in railroad
The general public over the entire

lion

operation.

country for the first
time in the history of the United States realizes that there
is a railroad problem.
For years the more intelligent and
thoughtful people of the countr}' contemptuously and with

some warmth branded the cry of railroad difficulties as a
The less thoughtful mass of citizens did not
bother their heads one way or the other about the railroads.
Analogous to this attitude was that of the greater number of railroad employees and a goodly part of" the railroad
officers.
Dissatisfaction with railroad management both on
the part of the public and of employees and officers was
rife, but it was largely a dissatisfaction with
details.
Annoyances and petty injustices bulked large in the horizon
of those who thought about railroads at all, and even with
those whose businesses compelled them to come in daily or
cry of wolf.

periodical but less frequent contact with railroad operation,
it
was the personal equation which defined and circumscribed the opinions held on railroad questions. Now every-

one knows that there is a railroad problem, and notwithstanding the continued potency of the purely personal point
of view of this problem, it is receiving a consideration based
on an attempt, at least, to understand something more of
it than an occasional personal contact with it
would impart;

RAILWAY AGE
is

it

this iIkU

otluT in

till'

distingiiislic's

the pri-si-nt situation

from any

the country.

iiistory of

I'lTsonal giit'vanics against

tiic

shipper
traveler

railroads, wiiilc they were

The

who wanted a transportation service below cost,
who demanded a .service comparalile to that on

lion dollars of securities at one time.

the

tion

whenever and wherever he traveled,
who was everlastingly being handicapped

and l)eaten down in his requests for authority to make expenditures, and the employee who compared his wages and
conditions of employment with conditions in other lines of
work, all experienced a general shaking up during the past
year that brought the railroad prol)lem more nearly into its
proper perspective. The shipper experienced a service and
rates that he had not dreamed possible in these free and
politically governed United States, the traveler experienced
annoyance.-;
"dis-service,"' as Director General McAdoo so
aptly terms it
and high rates that temporarily took the
breath of complaint out of him; the railroad olTicer found
that what he had considered a shortsiglited restriction was

—

—

in reality an incentive to better work; and the railroad
employee alone was satisfied with a satisfaction which re-

sulted only too often in his cjuitting his job.
Self-analysis
not being one of the besetting sins of the country, what has
taken place, so far from having shaken the faith of the
citizens in

any of

tlie

above categories, has led to a more
problem than ever

self-assertive discussion of the railroad

indulged in heretofore, and in this discussion
tiality of great good.

flecting

The

railroad operation

lies

poten-

significance of the statistics rein

the past year lies largely in

the fact that they have attained conscious significance
the

first

lonijietition until a few years ago
four larger banking houses, which
as hou.ses of original issue, for the financing
railroad systems which sold issues of from ten

for

time in the minds of the great majority of people

In Europe, the four years of war have left a complicated
physical problem of railroad rehabilitation.
In this country, while there is suspended animation in railroad extension and railroad betterment and actual deferment of necessary repairs and upkeep of facilities, there has been no
widespread and serious deterioration of the physical property of railroads.
There is a widespread and serious impairment of the working ability and team play of railroad
men.
Allowed to go on, this might well prove to be deConvincing discovery that something is wrong is
structive.
the first step toward the discovery of a remed_\- for this
wrong.
Take, for instance, the problems that the Railroad Administration has tackled as set forth in the account pubMany
lished elsewhere of the work of the administration.
of these things are unimportant in themselves, man\- others

have been handled illogically or not entirely in a disinmanner, but look at the advertising they have had.
It has been worth more than all of the traffic department's
expenditures on advertising put together.
The Railroad Administration engaged the ser\-ices of
some of the most able of railroad officers. It was free to
draw upon, and did draw upon, the services of railroad
executives whose best thought and genius was hardly purchasable for a money wage.
With this as a groundwork,
with the credit of the government behind it, with an overthrowing of the precedent of railroad officers in the handling
of the w^age problem and with power to increase rates to
almost any extent, the United States Railroad Admini.'^traThe
tion demonstrated that there was a railroad problem.
year, 1918, has outlined in broad, crude strokes of unmistakable vigor the difficulties which have beset tlie railroads
and the public in its relation with the railroads in the past.
If. however, there was too little public interest taken in

terested

railroad situation in the past, there has been a very
intimate interest taken in railroad management by various
groups of bankers. Not infrequently, this interest amounted
There
virtuallv to banking control of railroad management.

1

between the
were known
of the large
to fifty mil-

There was competi-

among the smaller banking houses to participate in the
syndicates headed b)' the houses of original issue, and there
was competition between the smaller houses to underwrite
smaller issues of notes, eciuipment tru.st certificates, and other
securities in

amounts ranging from a million

to five million

dollars.

The bankers were

represented on the boards of directors

and the voice which they had in the selection of the management was often compelling.
As long as railroad securities could find a ready market among individual investors and institutions, such as savings banks and life
insurance companies, it was to the interest of the bankers
to have the companies sell securities up to a limit of safety.
During all this time the bankers appreciated the dangers
of the course that government regulation was taking and
stood with the railroad men in an attempt to change this
When, however, it became evident that the united
course.
efforts of railroad men and bankers would prove of no
avail, and when, furthermore, the market for railroad securities narrowed almost to the vanishing point, the bankers'
point of view radically changed.
It was argued that the
logic and the justice of the situation demanded that the
government, having through regulation forced the railroads
into an impossible situation, should now assume responsibility; and the taking over of the roads by the President
quite possibly met with the approval of many of the bankers
and met with no serious opposition from any of them.

The

in the country.

the

or

the

tniest excess fare trains

the railroad officer

was keen

three

o|KTalo(l hy private owners, fell into weil-ilefined ruts.
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to

attitude

now

of

consider railroad

many bankers

financing

if

is

the

that they are willing

railroads

have good

but that good banking forbids them to
loan money to railroad companies, with the exception of a
few of the stronger ones, under present conditions.
There
is a tendency to get out from under the railroad problem
entirely.
Private credit, the bankers say, financed the building of 260,000 miles of American railroad, but unwise, silly,
demagogic regulation on the part of the federal government, and more especially of the states, has irreparably damaged this credit structure, and now probably the best thing
to do is to have the government use the public credit to
support the railroad securities now outstanding and to finance
future needs.
So runs the argument.
Private industry bids fair to offer a field for profitable
banking for years to come in this countr}'.
Transportation facilities were necessarily a first consideration.
With
transportation facilities provided, private credit can be used
securit}'

to

offer,

profitably to establish innumerable

new

industries.

The bankers who

heretofore profited, and at the same
time performed a useful public service, from the transferring
from the railroad companies to investors, savings banks and

insurance companies the stocks and bonds issued by the
road and conveying to the railroad company the proceeds
of the sale less a commission, stand ready to step out and
let the institutions holding the outstanding securities protect

their

own

interests

their future financing in

The

and the railroad managements do
any way they can find available.

not \vithout elements of hopefulness.
thoroughly aroused in the railroad situation, wnth some of the more objectionable features of
banking domination of railroad managements in a fair way
to be eliminated, with the more statesmanlike of the bankers
working in a constructive way on the railroad problem, with
the development of means for the distri])ution of securities
among the small investors rather than among the savings
banks and insurance companies, and with the hope of elimination of pernicious state regulation, the prospects for a
situation

With public

is

interest

satisfactory solution of the railroad

problem are good.

'
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Public for First

By Samuel

O.

Dunn

Editor of the Railway

THERE

the

transportation

officers

de-

«J|^ .:09k

^

Expeditionary Forces
in

A

France

great deal of the

ment

govern-

of

attention

officials

and the

public has justifiably
and necessarily been

devoted to the problem
of providing shipping

which

witli

to

move

and supplies for them from the
United States to Euour

troops

Samuel O. Dunn

assumed by many that, with
and supplic.- in France, the problem of military transportation would be solved. It has not
been generally understood that the American forces have been
situated mainly in eastern France, and that therefore when
troops and supplies have reached Europe there has still remained the necessity of transporting them across France
Since the
to the front for distances of 500 to 1,000 miles.
armistice was signed large parts of our troops have been
moved from the general district in which they were stationed
Therefore, while the cessation of
before up to the Rhine.
hostilities has reduced in some ways the demands upon our
rope.

It

has

been

tacitly

the landing of the troops

Transportation Corps,

it

has increased greatly the average

must be moved, and therefore the distances over which our railway men must operate and our
trains must be moved.
When the United States entered the war in April, 1917,
the officers and employees of American railways knew extremely little
in fact, practically all of them knew next
to nothing
about the way in which the railways of Europe
were constructed, equipped and operated.
Even as late as
July, 1917, the transportation department was practicallv
non-existent.
One year later in June, 1918 -it had a
personnel of 1,300 officers and 30,000 men, was operating
through eleven French ports, and over an extensive system
of railways and inland waterways.
It was running exclusively American trains, the first train which was exclusively
American in equipment and personnel having been run on
July 1, 1918, from Gievre to Nevers, a distance of 83
distance that supplies

—

—

—

things have been done.
The almost impenetrable veil interposed until recently by the censorship between the army
supply and transportation service and the American public
has now been lifted.
All the data are at present available
to those who have time and opportunity to get them and

—

capacity to assimilate them.
telling the story

is

that

it

is

The present difficulty about
so big and is replete with such

a vast number of important details, that nobody who has
not been in touch throughout with all the developments can
learn the entire story except by giving literally months to
the task of mastering it.
So, too, those who have been in
touch throughout with the developments are restrained from

miles.

When

Age

and 53,136 enlisted men. In addition, 553 officers
and 21,452 men were attached to it fur duty, making a total
assigned and attached personnel of 2,523 officers and 74,588
men. Of this number, 576 officers and 21,832 men were
on duty in the zone of the advance, and 1,947 officers and
52,756 men in the Service of Supply.
Of those on duty
in the Service of Supply, 779 officers and 22,079 men were
at work at the ports; 328 officers and 546 men in the headquarters' organization (at Tours), and the rest were concerned with train operation, car and locomotive erection,
maintenance of way, and inland waterway transport.
On November 30 there were 37 American railway officers
and 2,687 men engaged in operating trains for the French,
while 126 officers and 2,530 men were engaged in maintenance of way work for the French. The total number of
men engaged in operating American trains was 16,000, while
6,139 were working in American railway shops, and 3,927
were engaged in the maintenance of American trackage.
These figures relate only to railway work which was being
done in the rear of the advanced zone. The Transportation
Corps was operating over 5,000 miles of line; was transferring traffic from ships to cars and barges at 30 ports, and
was handling about 32,000 tons of freight and about 10,000
soldiers daily.
American railway men, directed by American railway officers, were running through trains made up
entirely of American locomotives and cars, and hauling exclusively American freight over three lines of communication from French ports to the American front for distances
of 500 to 1,000 miles.
In considering the significance of the service rendered by
our transportation forces in France, it must never be forgotten that our supplies and troops were moved over railways which already were being used to render two other
kinds of service.
First, the French railways over which
operations were conducted had to continue to be used for
moving their commercial freight and passenger business.
Second, they had to continue to transport the military passenger and freight business of the French Government. The
.\merican transportation organization and traffic had to be
superimposed upon and co-ordinated with those previously
existing, and the French roads were regarded as badly congested before our forces arrived.
This point must be emphasized before an adequate understanding of what has
been done can be obtained.
It will be long before a full and adequate account will or
can be given of all the things that have been achieved by
our transportation forces in France, and the way that these

nothing more romantic and striking in the
war than the story of the raising and
organization of the American army in the Great War,
of the sending of 2,000,000 members of it to Europe and
of its participation in a struggle carried on more than
3,500 miles from the nearest part of its own country. One
of the most extraordinary chapters in this
story must be devoted
to the work done by
is

entire history of

partment of the American army.

Time

was signed, in November, 1918, the
American Transportation Corps had a personnel of 1,970
the armistice

7
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olVuial considi rations, or

liy

tlu'

fad

that tlicy arc too busy.
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that negotiations were

pending

for turning

entirely over to our Transportation C.jrps.

Tlio writer lias liad opiiortunity

to visit 'I'our^, tlu- licad-

of the American Service of Supplies, whicii includes the 'rrans])ortation Corps.
He is the first American
press representative to visit the headcjuarters of the Transquartcr.s

portation Corps since the signing of the amiisticc.
He is,
therefore, the first who has i)een officially given full access
to all the sources of information as to what has been done,

1

it^

management

Of

course, these

negotiations liave now^ ijeeu terminated.
While, hcjwevcr, more use was made of the Paris-(3rleans
than any other road, our railway men were also using ]jor-

(a government-owned railway
which emijraces the old Western and State railways), the

tions of the lines of the Elat

how

it has been done, and the difficulties that have had to
be overcome in doing it.
The article which follows will,
in consequence, give the first authorized and connected account of the work of tlie Transportation Corps.
Necessarily, however, it will be incomplete.
When the entire
history is written it will fill a volume; and a most instructive
and valuable volume it will be to those interested in the
important subject of military railway transportation in its

numerous

jihases.

What

Actually

Has Been Done

Many

things have been published about what the American railway men have done in France.
Insofar as these
have been correct they have been very fragnientar\-.

many cases they have been more astonishing than
One yam which has gained widespread currency and
In

true.

cre-

Steam Shovel and Train on Embankment Between Canal and
River Loire; Nevers Cut-Off

Lyons & Mediterranean,' the Est (Eastern) and the
Midi (Southern).
These are all the large railways in
France except the Nord (Northern). A large part of the
Nord was practically destroyed during the war, it being
in the principal zone of hostilities, and 45 per cent of it
having at one time been in the possession of the Germans.
Furthermore, the available parts of it have been used by
the British in handling their troops and supplies.
It should
be added that a portion of our troops and supplies have been
handled by the French railroads with their own equipment
and personnel. This was especially true during the early
Paris,

part of our participation in the war.

Some

Landing Freight

at

French Bassens, Bordeaux

dence is that our railway men have built, equipped and
It
operated a new four-track railway clear across France.
can hardly be necessary to tell railway men that this report
is without foundation.
What our railway men have done
is to take over the operation, and maintain and enlarge the
facilities of existing French railways to the extent necessary, first, to move our own armies and supplies to the front,
and, second, to enable the French army to continue to carry
on its part of the struggle with unimpaired energy and

of the

New

Facilities

Provided

In order to make it possible to transfer from the ships to
the railways all the vast quantities of supplies shipped from
America to France for our army, it was necessary greatly to
enlarge the transfer facilities at many of the important
French ports.
In order to enable the French railways to
handle this vast additional traffic, it v;as necessary greatly to
enlarge the facilities of the railways by building second,
third and fourth tracks in some places; by building cut-offs
in other places; by constructing numerous large yards and

effectiveness.

In some cases this has involved merely loaning the French
railways American railway troops to operate the trains and

maintain the rolling stock and tracks of French railways.
In other cases it has involved the operation of American
trains over the same lines as French trains, and the maintenance of the tracks and equipment by American railway
soldiers.
In other cases, it has meant the exclusive construction, maintenance and operation of yards, terminals and
even entire parts of lines by our soldier railway men.
The principal ports of debarkation for American supplies
have been those in the region of St. Nazaire and those in
the region of Bordeaux, on the western coast of France.
These groups of ports are served almost solely by the ParisOrleans, one of the five large privately managed railways
The Americans were moving so large a part
of France.
of the business passing over this road, and were so largely
operating and maintaining it when the armistice was signed.

One

of the

Ten American Berths

at

Bassens

by building shops to erect and maintain
locomotives and cars, and by importing and putting in service large quantities of railway equipment and materials.
Over 300 large construction projects (to be exact, 316) were

vast storehouses;

The total number
was 937, and the
number of cars shipped from the United States knocked
down and erected in France up to December 12 was 15,068.

undertaken for
of miles of

tlie

Transportation Corps.

new trackage

actually built

January

3,
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The number

untarily

service

enter a service abroad

of locomotives from the United States put in
by our military forces in France was 1,105. Up to
December 1 2 the complete record of the Transportation Corps

with respect to the ordering, accjuisition and erection of locomotives and cars was as follows:
From

Locomotives
Other

U. S.

sources

Total

1,600
34
139
19

425

2,025
34

...

139
82
8

1,238

8

80

...

1,105

336

1,441

15,068

988

,

No. ordered

On
At

sea
port

At shop for erection..
Erected todav (Dec. 12)

.

Erected to date

Amount
The magnitude
Corps has done

is

of

...
...

63

^

of Traffic

the

Freight cars

,

From
U.

S.

30,000

400
747

much more remunerative

posts

at

home

to

which required of them the hardest
and most unremitting exertion; which separated them from
their friends and families for months or years, and which
afforded none of the excitement and was surrounded by
none of the glamor of combatant military service.

^

Other
sources

Total

1,040
...

31,040

...
...

left

400
747
1,238
80
16,056

Handled

work which the Transportation

indicated, although only partially indi-

Some

Difficulties of the

Problem

The problem

presented to our transportation department
was so difficult, partly because it was necessary to operate
over railways whose facilities were not only inadequate but
had been developed and operated in entirely different ways
from the railways in the United States. Another thing which

made

it difficult was that there were no officers or men on
American railways who had been trained before the war for
military' railway service, and that there were almost no officers in the regular army of the United States who knew

anything about the operation of railways.
In consequence,
it was difficult for the army men to understand why railway
organization and operation could not be made tr fit their
hard-and-fast military notions, and equally difficult for the
railway men to understand many things which the army

men demanded and

insisted

upon

for

more

or less substantial

military reasons.
It is an open secret that, owing to these conditions, there
was much friction, at times, both between the French and
.American railway officers, and between the American army
men and railway men. The organization of the transportation department, and its relations to other branches of the
service, were, in consequence, changed repeatedly, the most

Gantry Cranes

at

American Bassens, Bordeaux

cated, by the tonnage of supplies

and

the

number

of soldiers

has handled. Between June 1, 1917, and November 30,
1918, the total tonnage of supplies moved for the American
Expeditionary Forces was 6,547,621 tons. What was accomit

is much better indicated by the increase in the tonnage handled per month and per day. In June, 1917, the
tonnage handled was 24,524, or 817 tons per day, while
in November, 1918, the tonnage handled was 920,972, or
30,699 tons per day.
The business handled was rapidly increasing when the
armistice was signed, and in the first twelve days of December the toimage unloaded at the ports averaged 31,926
tons daily.
And this was less than one-third of what it
was expected to handle daily when the American army in
Europe had grown to 4,000,000 men. Plans had been made
and were being carried out for providing a transportation
capacity of 101,000 tons a day by June, 1919, if the war

plished

important reorganization effected having been made as reNovember 12. In spite of all difficulties, however,
the results attained have been far greater than the most optimistic would have believed possible a \ear and a half ago.
The development of our military transportation sen-ice
has been carried on partly in the United States and partly
in Europe.
When it became necessary- to send troops to the
Mexican border, a transportation service was organized by
the ^^'ar Department, with Samuel- M. Felton, president of
cently as

lasted until then.

In the eighteen months from June, 1917, to November,
1918, inclusive, the number of troops transported into France
was 1,865,440, and the number of animals, 53,117. The
number of troops handled by the Transportation Service in
France is not, of course, the same as the number that arrived

Europe, since many American soldiers reached England,
for example, who never got to France, but were returned
home after the signing of the armistice.
It is hardly necessan,- to say that such stupendous things
were not done by American railway officers and men in a
foreign land and under wholly strange conditions without
encountering tremendous difficulties which it required great
imagination, foresight, patience, energy and administrative
ability'
to overcome.
Fortunately, the War Department
called to its assistance just when they were needed several
of the foremost railway men of the IFnited States.
It has
been chiefly to their efforts that the wonderful record that
has been made is due, and they have received the loyal and
able support of the many railway officers and men who volin

General View, Nevers Cut-Off Looking East
Valley
;

Toward Loire

the Chicago Great Western Railway, as its head.
On our
entrance into the war in Europe this service was expanded,
and Mr. Felton was made Director of Military Railways.
On Mr. Felton and his staff were imposed the heavy duty

and responsibility of providing from the United States the
transportation supplies and men needed overseas.
In Europe there was organized, with W. W. Atterbury,
vice-president in charge of operation of the Pennsylvania
Railroad (now a brigadier general), at its head, a department which was called at one time the "Transportation
Service," and more recently the "Transportation Corps." Its
work has been to develop and manage the transportation

RAILWAY AGE
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service in Kurope.

The present artiile is loncernal alnio.st
with wiiat lias heen done overseas.
It would, however, he very iiuomplete if it did not note tiie fact that
those who have heen in tlie overseas service are unanimous in
cominendinj; the energy and efficiency which Mr. Felton and
his orsjani/ation in the United States have shown in their
solely

Early Stages of the

The

made by

Work

was taken toward organizing our transportation service overseas, when, in May, 1917, a commission was sent to Europe to investigate the situation from a
General Pershing had extransportation point of view.
first

step

pressed his opinion of the importance of the part trans-

1

portation was to play in America's parlicii)alion in the strugwhen he had said to Secretary of \\ ar Haker, in accepting
command of tiie Ameritan M.xjieditionary Forces: "Tiie sucgle

is going to dejiend on how they are kept
and supplied,
e., ui)on transportation."
The commission sent to Murope to investigate tiie trans-

cess of our armies
i.

Lines of Communication, American Expeditionary Forces.
efforts to fill all the requisitions which have been
the transportation department in Europe.
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Light Dotted Lines

Show Advance

into

Germany

portation situation was composed of Col. William Barclay
Parsons: Major (now Colonel) W. J. Wilgus, formerly
vice-president of the New York Central; Capt. A. B. Barber,

Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army; W. A. Garrett,
formerly president of the Seaboard Air Line, and later vicepresident of the Chicago Great Western, and F. de St.
Phalle. of the Baldwin Locomotive ^^'orks.
They were
the first American soldiers to arrive in France, and reported
to General Pershing in June.
of the

January

RAILWAY AGE
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3,

Col. Parsons soon joined his regiment, Capt. Barber was
assigned to general staff duty, Mr. Garrett returned to
America, and soon Maj. Wilgus was left as the sole nucleus
of the transportation service. He associated with him Capt.
L. A. Jenny, formerly chief draughtsman of the New York
These two
Central, who had come with General Pershing.
men, sitting on soap boxes, with packing cases as a desk, at
149 Boulevard Haussman, in Paris, drew up what became
known as "Requisition No. 6." This set forth the amount
and kinds of railway equipment, port equipment, tools and
materials which were needed then; and it has been the basis

of all requisitions

made

for the transportation service since

that time.

American Men, Equipment and Trains
Major Wilgus outlined the general policy with respect to
military transportation which the conditions seemed to warrant.
He set forth that the American army must prepare
to operate its own trains, made up of its own locomotives
and cars, and manned by its own men, from the seaports to
the front, over the French railways under trackage rights.
The principle of trackage rights, which is so familiar
in America, was entirely unknown in France,
the French railway ofticers did not know what

gus was talking about.

how

it

was

They found

it

hard

to

and at first
Major Wilunderstand

possible to operate two systems of transporta-

same tracks at the same time.
Major Wilgus favored the use in France of rolling stock
built in America, and designed according to American practice with only such limitations as were imposed by the
clearances and the strength of the bridges of the French
railways, which generally were not sufficient to accommodate
the larger types of American locomotives and freight cars.
The t\-pe of locomotive favored by Major Wilgus and
adopted for general transportation ser\'ice was a Consolidation over the

tion of 36,000 lb. tractive effort; while freight cars of 30

tons

cars

capacity

—

were

adopted.
These big locomotives and
looked very large on the French

especially the latter

—

railways, the average capacity of whose freight cars is about
It was specified that all American locomotives
15 tons.
and cars should be equipped with air brakes, which are

unknown upon the freight equipment of French railways.
The couplers were to be of the French type, in order that
American and French cars might be handled

in the saihe

trains.

General Pershing took the view that the operation of our
railway service should be placed in charge of a
man of large experience in the operation of commercial
railways in the United States, and indicated to Secretary
Baker his opinion that the ablest American railway man
available should be secured. Apparently hearing nothing in
response from Secretary Baker, General Pershing appointed
Major Wilgus to his staft" with the title of Director of Military Railways.
military

!NIeantime,

W.

Secretary Baker

and

him

had secured the

services

of

where he arrived
The situation presented an opporin September, 1917.
These were
tunity for serious embarrassment and friction.
Finding
prevented by Mr. Atterbury and Major Wilgus.
the transportation plans well advanced, Mr. Atterbury offered
Since, however, he had been
to return to the United States.
sent by Secretary Baker, it was agreed that he should be
made Director General, and Major Wilgus, with the unselfishness and patriotism he has shown throughout, accepted
appointment as Deputy Director General. In due course
Mr. Atterbury was given the rank of brigadier general and
Major Wilgus the rank of colonel.
^^'.

Atterburv'

sent

to France,

Fundamental Principles

of

Supply Service

In the early part of August, 1917, General Pershing established the principle that there must at all times be kept on

hand

11

France 90 days' supplies of all kinds
must be available at
days' supply at intermediate storage points,
supply at advance storage points, which were
miles from the front.
in

Forty-five days' supply

for our troops.
base ports; 30
and 15 days'
to be 50 or 60

It was originally estimated that, on the average, there
would have to be provided and transported 100 pounds of
supplies daily for every American soldier in France. This in-

cluded supplies of

all

kinds

— and

—munitions,

clothing, coal, food-

was based on the needs of soldiers of all
kinds, combatant and non-combatant, from generals down
to stevedores.
It was on the basis of this estimate that the
original plans of the transportation service were formulated.
If, for example, there were 300,000 men in France it would
stuffs,

etc.-

be necessary to handle 15,000 (short) tons of freight daily
for them.
Experience showed that this estimate was much
too large, and later ones were based on an average require-

ment of 50

The

lb.

per day per man.

actual consumption, after the

army had become

large,

man

per day.
The original estimate
erred on the right side, however, and the error doubtless
contributed toward the development of a supply service for
our army which was so complete and adequate in all respects that it became one of the wonders of Europe.
In
addition to supplies bought in France, the tonnage for our

was about 40

lb.

per

army actually unloaded at
12 was almost 32,000 tons,

the French ports on

December
man.
Practically all supplies for American trcKjps must be
brought to Europe by water.
Therefore, before any large
movement of supplies could begin, it was necessary to select
the ports through which it should be carried on. The selection
of these ports must be made, not only with regard to their
capacity for receiving and unloading deep draught vessels,
but also with regard to the uses to which they were being
put already and to the freight-carrying capacity of the
or about 35 lb. per

railway's sen'ing them.

The northern French ports, such as those of Calais and
Boulogne, and the railway's serving them, were not available, principally because they were being used by the British for handling their troops and supplies.
The port of
Bordeaux presented great possibilities, because of its situation on the deep estuar}- of the Gironde river, but it had
been heretofore used mainly for passenger business and
lacked facilities for handling large quantities of freight.
The ^Mediterranean ports were not regarded as immediately
available because ships attempting to enter the Mediterranean
from the west were in great danger of submarine attacks near
Gibraltar, and the Mediterranean itself was long infested
with submarines.
The port most available for our service at first was St.
It was possible to begin immediately, with the
Nazaire.
facilities in existence, handling through this port supplies for
an army of 200,000 men. The first American line of communication was, therefore, originally opened from St. Nazaire
to the front.

As time went on, and the number of Americans in France
and the amount of supplies which had to be furnished them
increased by leaps and bounds, it became necessary rapidly to
increase the number of ports used and greatly to enlarge the
facilities of

many

of them.

Five entire groups of ports finally

These were as follows:
Channel Group.^ -Le Havre, Fecamp, Hornfleur, Rouen,

were used.

—

Cherbourg, St. JNIalo, Granville.
Brest Group.
Brest, Lorient, St. Brieuc.
Loire River Group.
St. Nazaire, Montoir, Donges, Usine
Brulee, Nantes, Les Sables d' Alone, La Pallice, Rochefort,
La Rochelle, Ponnay-Charente, Marans.
Gironde River Group. Bordeaux, Pauillac, Blazefort, St.
Loubes, American Bassens, French Bassens, St. Sulpice, St.
Pardon, Bayonne.

—

—

—
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i

terra luan

Grouj).

— Marseilles,

The submarine menace
course was i^reatly reduced
St.

ljy

Toulnii,

N'azaire,

in

due

the activity of the navies of the

but the mo.^t extensive port facilities contlie Gironde River estuary in liie neigh-

and advance (or regulating)
This made it necessary to con
struct vast storage warehouses, and railway yards for taking
su|)|)lies in and out of them, along the various lines of com-

,-torage for 15 days' supplies.

munication.

structed were tho?.e on

The Development

borhood of Bordeaux.
Several very important and interesting articles lould be
devoted solely to the great works constructed under the direction of the Transportation Department for the enlargement
of the facilities of the French ports.
The principal dock
project was at American Basscns, near Bordeaux. The docks
at this point consist of 10 berths of 410 ft. each, served by
four tracks along the front of the docks.
Electric gantry
cranes are used for unloading cargoes from ships and placing
tlie supplies on cars.
Immediately back of the docks are
classification jards and warehouses.
There is at present a
covered storage capacity of 121,984 sq. ft. and open storage
capacity of 262,170 sq. ft.
The project is also served by
large receiving, classification and departure yards, and engine
terminals are connected with the Paris-Bordeaux line of tlie
Paris-Orleans Railway.
Of the 38.6 miles of trackage
planned 32.9 miles have been constructed, with complete engine facilities.

American Lines

A

of

Communication

"line of communication," in militan- parlance,

course, a line of railway, but a route which

rear of the

army over which

is

is not,

of

kept open to the

orders, intelligence

and supplies

may be brought up. The general headquarters of
our Expeditionary Forces have been located at Chaumont, in
eastern France
a name which was jealously and successfully
guarded until the armistice was signed. The headquarters of
the "S. O. S."
Service of Supply
which includes the
Transportation Corps, are located at Tours, about one-third
of the distance from St. Nazaire and Bordeaux to Chaumont.
The first line of communication of our forces, as finally
developed, ran from the St. Nazaire, or Loire River group of
ports and the Bordeaux, or Gironde River group of ports, over
the Paris-Orleans Railway to Bourges, and thence over the
Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Railway via Marcy, Allerey
and Is-Sur-Tille to Liffol Le Grand. Under the plans originally adopted this line of communication was to be used exclusively until the tonnage handled exceeded 25,000 tons

—

daily.

Then a second line of communication was to be opened,
which was the same as the first to Bourges, from whence it
passed through Etais, Larouge and Neufchateau to Liffol
Le Grand. When these two lines of communication were
handling a total of 40,000 tons daily, a third line was to be
opened from Tours via Orleans and Troyes to Neufchateau.
^^'hen the first three lines of communication were handling
50,000 tons a day still a fourth line was to be opened from
Brest on the western coast via Versailles, Paris, Connate and
Bar Le Due to Liffol Le Grand; from the Bordeaux Group
of ports over a line of railways to Tours not used b}- the first
line of communication, and from Toulon on the IMediterranean to a connection with the first line of communication at
Tours. With these four lines of communication it would have
been possible to have handled 101,000 tons daily, and the
plans which were being carried out contemplated the full
opening of all these lines by June, 1919.
matter of fact, a large majority of the supplies for our
forces w^ere being handled over the first and second lines of
communication when the armistice was signed, although the
two lines of communication which had not been fully de-

As

a"

veloped w-ere being used to a substantial extent.
The development of a line of communication involved a
great deal more than the mere provision of port and railway
As already indicated. General Pershing required
facilities.
base (or port) storage for 45 days' supplies, intermediate

of Storage Facilities

was provided at Montoir, St. Sulpice, St. Luce,
N'antes, Donges, St. Pardon, St. Loubcs, Miramas, Blaye Furt
and Aigrefeuille.
Intermediate storage was provided at
Gievrcs, Monticrchaume, and Nevers.
Advance, or regulating, depots for general supplies, were provided at Is-SurTille, Liffel Le Grand, and Tavaux.
Ammunition depots
were provided at Donges (near St. Nazaire), Mehun, Issoudin
and Lcs Cors (all near Bourges) and St. Loubes (near BorBa.se storage

deaux).

The following data regarding the plans made for storage
depots at certain places, and the extent to which they had been
carried out, will give some idea of the magnitude of this
part of the undertaking:
Port (or Base) Storage Projects

—

(Near St. Nazaire). Projected to receive
general cargo from a proposed pier. Plans called for receiving, classification, departure and storage yards, covered and
open storage, locomotive terminal for watering, coaling and
Montoir

making light repairs.
Trackage planned for 230 miles,
when the armistice was signed.
Covered

of all kinds

—
—

1

storage for 30 days' supplies,

Ciiti'.

Mediterranean ports

Great improvements were made by our forces

allied jiowers.
at

to the
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1,786,000

Open

storage
sq. ft.

was

planned,

4,215,000

sq.

ft.,

was
of

built

which

finished.

storage planned, 9,812,000 sq.

had been provided with

sq. ft.

of which 125

ft.,

of

which 6,926,000

tracks.

All engine terminal facilities finished.
Plans called for
Sulpice (III Bordeaux District).
Plans
146 miles of track, of which 91 were completed.
called for 3,263,000 sq. ft. of covered storage, of which
2.762,000 were completed. Plans called for 6,864,000 sq. ft.
of open storage, of which tracks had been laid for 3,140,000

—

St.

sq. ft.

Intermediate Storage (30 Days)
Gierves.
cation,

—This

place was on the first line of communitraffic from St. Nazaire, Nantes and La

and handled

Rochelle; in the later stages of the war it also handled traffic
from Brest. Plans called for 264 miles of track, of which
132 were completed; 4,419,000 sq. ft. covered storage, of
which 3,553,000 had been completed, and 10,387,000 sq. ft.
of open storage, of which tracks had been laid for 6,000,000
sq. ft.
Engine terminal facilities had been completed and
in operation for some time.

M'ontierchaume.

—

facilities
intermediate
storage
-The
served the same purpose on the railway line
from Bordeaux that the storage facilities at Gievres served
on the line from St. Nazaire. The plans called for 225 miles
of yard trackage, of which 49 miles were finished; 4,079,000

at this point

covered storage, of which 1,123,000 sq. ft. were finand 9,600,000 sq. ft. of open storage, of which very
little was in service, because of the relatively small amount
of trackage that had been built.
sq.

ft.

ished,

Advance, or Regulating Storage
Plans were made here in conjunction

Is-Sur-Tille.

—

with the French, and provided for complete engine facilities,
and 95 miles of receiving and classification yards, all of
which were completed. The plans also called for 1,847,000
sq. ft. covered storage, of which 1,355,000 sq. ft. had been
completed, and 5,110,000 sq. ft. open storage, of which
4,186,000 sq. ft. had been provided with yard tracks. Is-SurTille

was the regulating station for the first line of communiand also for traffic coming up from the Mediterranean

cation,
ports.

—
January

3,
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Grand.

—

This

place

provided

advance

torage for the second, diird and fourth lines of communicaion, and could serve as a supplemental station for Is-Surrille.

The plans

called for complete engine terminal facili-

which were 60 per cent complete; 72 miles of track, of
vhich 42 miles had been built; 407,900 sq. ft. open storage,
dl of which was completed, and 1,144,000 sq. ft. of open
itorage, of which 584,000 sq. ft. were available.
One caimot contemplate the vast storage facilities provided
vithout having forcibly brought home to him the fact that
he nature of all the traffic handled was \tvy different from
hat of most of the traffic handled on our railways in the
,'nited States, and that, therefore, while many of the meUiods
ised in handling it might be similar to those used in the
jnited States, many other methods must be used which were
lifferent from those with which our railway men at home are
ies,

amiliar.

A

fundamental point which must ahvays be borne in mind
Department served only one shipand that it
viz., the .\merican Expeditionary' Forces
)er
viz., freight for
landled only one kind of freight for it
s

1

that our Transportation

—

—

—

In consequence, of course, the determinaion of the order in which the various kinds of commodities
hould be moved forward, and the points to which they should
oilitary purposes.

13

interrupted.

is

hardly necessarj- to say that the system which was in
the armistice was signed was a result of a long
series of developments, beginning with the entrance of the
United States into the war. It was, in fact, something intermediate between that -which was used immediately after the
United States entered the war and that which it was planned
to have developed and in use in June, 1919, if the war lasted
The tonnage actually unloaded at the various
until then.
ports in November, 1918, was as follows:
It is

when

use

Per cent

Tonnage

Port

BordeauN
Bavonne
Havre

torage.

Rochefort
La Sable

Rouen
Marseilles
Pallice

of Supplies

De Sou

920,971

Total

Ships carrying supplies came partly direct from the United
and partly from England. During the later months
the year all ships from the United States moved in convoys,

7.34
21.05
8.43
25.69
1.44
4.73
3.71

193,846
77,637
236,563
13,268
43,529
34,179
715
99,866
82,185
60,085
11,488

Xazaire
Xantes
St.

La

of total

67,61

Brest

Cherbourg

The Transportation

1

debarkation and run them through to the regulating station.
Or, it may be that certain intermediate stations have fallen
below their quota of certain kinds of supplies. In that case,
the transportation department will move these kinds of supplies directly to them as fast as tlie ships bring them in.
Of
course, in the normal course of events, supplies go from the
ships into base storage, and thence to intermediate and advance storage; and tlie transfers are ordinarily made in large
shipments; but the normal course of any kind of events often

moved, was entirely in the hands of the army men; and
here was but one thing to do with commodities which the
irmy did not immediately need, and that was to put them in
)e

—

:

The

Classification of Supplies

.03

10.84
8.92
6.52
1.25

100.00

Handled

states,
(f

by cruisers and destroyers. The ships in a convoy
vere always in danger of being scattered by a storm or other
ause: and therefore they always had a predetermined point
)rotected

When

The tonnage unloaded at the ports in November was
vided among the various classes of supplies as follows

Per cent

Forage
Foods

with information as to their contents. Admiral Wilson
>f the American Navy who was located at Brest then got into
ouch with the army Serv-ice of Supply, and ascertained where
he Service of Supply wished the ships to be unloaded
vhether at St. Xazaire. Bordeaux or elsewhere.
All convoys were required to come in sight of Brest, and
in the arr val of a convoy there it was instructed regarding
he port to which it was to go. Communication between the
service of Supply and Admiral Wilson was handled by one
ode; and between Admiral Wilson and the ships at sea by a
Therefore
lifferent code; and the codes were changed daily.
he enemy had little opportunity of picking up information
egarding the movements of ships.

Oil

rendezvous.

;ether

The

—
—

in other
storage depots in the zone of the advance
neighborhood of actual hostilities are called
'regulating"' stations, because their current conditions and
leeds really determine the entire handling of supplies from
As already indicated, the
lay to day and month to month.

vords, in the

idvance stations must have on hand 15 days' supplies of ever\As fast as their supplies are consumed
:ind at all times.
hey make requisition on the intermediate storage points;
Yhich. in turn, when they fall below 30 days' supplies, make
equisition on the base storage points.

The

disposition of a cargo when it arrives in port is deits character, and by the supply situation

ermined entirely by

disclosed b\" the requisitions which have been made from
he various storage points, all information regarding these
natters being centralized at the headquarters of the Ser\'ice
)f Supply at Tours.
It may be, for example, that a regulatng depot is getting very short of foodstuffs of certain kinds,
md that a convoy arrives bearing a large quantity of these
ioodstuffs.
The Transportation Corps, in that case, probably
.vill make up solid trainloads of foodstuffs at the port of
IS

Tonnage

Supplies

Coal

they reached tlie rendezvous point noice of their arrival there was sent by wireless to Brest, to>f

di-

Clothing

Other quartermasters' supplies
Transportation materials

Motor transportation
Engineering supplies

Ordnance
Medical
Signal Corps
Service
Gas Service
Troop property
.\ir

Red Cross
Y. M. C. A
Xaval
Steel

billets

Miscellaneous
Totals

of total

207,644
68.154
177,791

22.55
7.40
19.30

9,451
23,629
63,657
89,721
50,096
75,272
64,195
10,973
3,114
9,166
2,883
993
3,765
2,148

1.03
2.51
6.91

9.74
5.44
8.17
6.97
1.19
.34
1.00
.31
.1

1,780
54,379
3,161

.30
.23
.19
5.91
.34

920,972

100.00

the above classification embraces munitions of all kinds; and it is a striking fact that ordnance conOf
stituted less than 7 per cent of the supplies transported.

"Ordnance"'

in

work of transportation was carried on
United States in handling the fuel and raw materials
which were used in the manufacture of the ordnance which
ultimately formed so small a part of the supplies unloaded
and transported in France.
The tonnage handled in November about 921,000 tons
was about one-third the approximately 3,030,000 tons per
month which it was planned to be handling in June, 1919,
when it was assumed the United States would have an army
The capacity of the Channel
of 4,000.000 men in France.
ports for handling American supplies was to be increased
from 3,000 tons to 8,000 daily; that of the Brest group, from
2,500 tons to 13,000 tons daily: that of the Loire River group
(St. Nazaire, etc.), from 15,600 to 36,500 tons daily, with
an increase from 31 to 65 berths for ships; that of the
Gironde River group (Bordeaux, etc.), from 9,700 to 28,100
tons daily, with an increase from 22 to 34 berths for ships;
and that of the Mediterranean group (Toulon, etc.), from

course, however, a vast
in the

—
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4,200 tons to 15,U0U tons daily, with an increase from 18 to
27 in the number of berths for ships.
To summarize, the

numlxT

of berths for

from 74

to 150,

American shii)S was to be increased
and the tonnage capacity of the ports from

o5,0()0 tons to 101,000 tons.

New

Railway

Facilities

Provided

would, of course, have been imjjassible to have handled
the enormous amount of traffic for the American armies in
the first year of our participation in the war, much less that
which it was planned to handle in future, wiUiout an enormous increase in the ca])acity of the French railways. In order to increase the capacity of the part of the lines ustxl and
to be used by our transportation service, a large amount of
new equipment was provided, and some important construction projects were carried out.
Reference already has Ijeen
made to the eciuipment provided. The new construction done
included multii)le track lines, cut-offs, locomotive and car
It

shops, yards, terminals,
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been a connection between them.
The Americans built a
wye connection from the Ktat to the storage plant at St. Luce.
They also built a wye connection lx:twetn the lines entering
Perigueaux to avoid unnecessary switching.
New engine terminals and yards had al.so to Ijc provided at
various places on the lines over which our trains operated,
besides those at the storage jioints, which already have been
mentioned. Saumur was the end of engine run.-> from Montoir on one line of railway and from La Rfxhelle and Rochefort on another.
Facilities were i)rovided here for handling
65 locomotives, including inspection, coaling, minor repairing, etc.
Fifteen miles of yards were projected, of which 13
were finished.
I'erigueaux was the end of the engine run from Bordeaux.

etc.

The most important
the Xevers cut-off.
of

Lyons

Paris,

tlie

construction project carried out was
Xevers is the junction point of the lines

&

Mediterranean

Railway

from

Bourges, Chagny, Cosne and Moulins, and the lines through
tlie city were very much congested.
The French wished the
Americans to relieve the congestion by building a large yard
Instead, they decided to build a
to the northeast of the city.
cut-off which would render it unnecessary for American trains
The cut-off saves
to pass tlirough the congested city at all.
8.6 track miles of haul for American traffic.
It is a doubleIts construction necessitated
track railroad 5.5 miles long.
about 162,000 cu. yd. of excavation, the placing of about

embankment, and tlie construction of 900
The work was started on February 20,
1918, and the line was put into service on October 19.
Another important piece of construction work was the addition of two main tracks to those of the already double-track
line from Bourges to Pont Vert.
A glance at the map will
show that the railways from St. Nazaire and Bordeaux, which
were used by the Americans as their first line of communication, converge at Pont Vert, and the line from there to Bourges
428,000

cu. yd. of

lineal

of bridging.

ft.

Ready

Rails

to

Lay; Nevers Yards Looking West

r\

m§mw^^

Cars Dumping

shown, extensive base storage

new

tracks

—making four

facilities

in all

— were

were provided. Two
from Montoir to

built

Half-Mile

West

.

«*<

of Loire River;

The engine terminal plans here were the same as at Saumur.
The plans had been 90 per cent carried out when the armistice
was signed, and the terminal was in service.
The engine run eastward from Saumur was to Gievres, and
the next run was to Marcy.
The engine run eastward from
Perigueaux was to Montierchaume. Complete engine facilities
were planned for these points, and were practically complete.
The American service was using French facilities at points
farther along on the lines of communication, but it w-as
planned to provide facilities for handling our locomotives at
Etais, San Germain du Puy, Poincoin, Orleans, Troyes and
Liffol Le Grand.
Besides providing facilities for taking care of both French
and American equipment when it was in service, it was necessary for the American Transportation Department to provide
shops for getting it ready to put into service after it was received in France. The erection of locomotives and cars from
the United States and the repair of those of France and Belgium by our transportation forces were begun in December,
1917. From that time up to the middle of December, 1918,
the shop troops erected 1,055 locomotives from the United
States, 99 for the French, and inspected and overhauled 359
from Belgium. They had also repaired 1,423 French locomotives.
Records for the same period showed that 14,302
cars from the United States and 975 from other sources were
erected, and that 45,993 were repaired for the French.

Locomotive Erection Shop

at St. Nazaire

work on
Locomotives for overseas shipment are erected and tested in the United States and
then knocked down or partially knocked down for shipment.

The

Four main tracks were added to the two already running
the five miles from St. Nazaire to Alontoir, where as already

off Trestle,

.

Nevers Cut-Off

The additional two tracks built to
is the neck of the bottle.
enlarge this neck and relieve the congestion were 3.7 miles
long.

,

*'.V' vr.«Ti*,.,»/

large locomotive shop, where most of the

locomotives

is

done,

The knocked down

is at St.

Nazaire.

locomotives are crated in sixteen boxes,

the largest of which weighs 33,000

lb.

The

partially

knocked

an important ammunition storage point.
From American Bassens (near Bordeaux), to the base storage

down

Sulpice, a distance of 6.5 miles, a third track wai
three-track line was provided through Nantes,
where there had been only one line. Both the Etat (State)
and Paris-Orleans Railwav enter Nantes, but there had never

and odd fittings.
Arrangements were made to rent ten locomotive emplacements in Shop No. 1 from the Societe Anonyme des Ateliers
et Chantiers de la Loire, nine emplacements in Shop No. 2

Donges. which
plant at

St.

pro\-ided.

A

is

locomotives are complete except rods, cab, stack, piping-

January
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from the Societe Anonyme des Chantiers et Ateliers de Saint
Nazaire (Penhouet) and the necessary storage and shifting
tracks, all the above being located on the Bassin de Penhouet
at St.

Nazaire.

Shop No. 1 include
and storage tracks and embrace 54,500
At Shop No. 2 the yard
sq. ft. of locomotive box storage.
includes only 2,080 ft. of track with no bo.x storage, this

The main

14,600

ft.

knocked down, and 100 partially erected. This capacity was
never realized, due to the fact that the locomotives were not
received from the States in sufficient numbers, or were held
up in the ports.

When

storage tracks located at

of shifting

yard being used principally for shifting.
The locomotive boxes are unloaded from the vessels by
use of the French Titan cranes, loaded on flat cars and
shifted to the locomotive box storage yard, unloaded by a

15

ment

it was first proposed by the Transportation Departthat locomotives should be shipped to Europe only par-

knocked down, the Shipbuilding Board protested upon
ground that no ships were in existence which could stand
up under the strain of such an immense concentrated load.
But boats were found which would stand up; and as many
as 12 to 15 partially knocked down locomotives, together
with their tenders, have been shipped to Europe in a single
ship.
This method of shipment has saved time and labor
on both sides of the Atlantic, but especially after the engines
have arrived in Europe. Gantr}- cranes, which have been
erected both at Bordeaux and St. Nazaire, have been used
in transferring locomotives from the ships to the docks.
tially

the

Car Erecting Shops

at

La Rochelle

The

large car erecting shops are at La Rochelle.
These
shops cover an approximate total area of 1,453,000 sq. ft.
The buildings utilize an area of approximately 157,000
sq. ft.
There are 34,325 ft., or about 6^j miles, of track,

which include two

Locomotive Shops

at

sets of erecting tracks,

four sets of im-

Nevers

o 5-ton locomotive crane, and sorted out into complete locomotives, or held until the complete sixteen boxes are available.
When sorted properly they are again loaded on flat

and
Shop No. 2.

cars, seven cars to a locomotive,

No.

1,

close at hand, or

shifted either to

Shop

The locomotives under erection are handled in the French
shops by two 100-ton electric cranes and are erected in proper
secjuence. that is, the drivers are placed, then the chassis, the
boiler, etc., until the locomotive is completed and ready to
be sent to Montoir engine facilities to be tested.
The first locomotive was turned out at St. Nazaire shops
October 27. 1917. Since that time, up to and including December 12, 1918, 1,032 locomotives have been completed.

Hoisting Locomotive from Lighter to Ship
loading tracks, one locomotive and crane repair track and
three tracks for painting.

An
30

ft.,

erecting set comprises six tracks spaced at 17 ft., 58
The two outside tracks
ft., 58 ft. and 17 ft. centers.

The two middle
at each side are crane and unloading tracks.
tracks are the erecting track and crane track.
The erecting
track is covered for its entire length of approximately 1,300
ft.

Repairing Locomotives at Nevers

This does not include 30 smaller type saddle tank locomoThe maximum daily output was
tives completed at Rennes.
obtained on September 6, when 14 locomotives were completed, this

number

consisting of seven partially erected type

and seven knocked down t}'pe. The maximum weekly total
was obtained during the week September 1 to 7, 1918, and
This number included 39 partially
was 69 locomotives.
erected type and 29 knocked down type, and one saddle tank
The maximum monthly total was obtained in
locomotive.
September, 1918, and was 215 locomotives, 77 partially
erected, 137 knocked down,- and one saddle tank.
It is estimated that erecting shops No. 1 and No. 2 are
capable of an output of 300 locomotives per month, 200

and

is

divided into sections, according to the phases of
200 ft., truck storage and erection;

construction, as follows:

450

ft.,

side

and end

erecting

and

lining,

riveting;

and 220

180
ft.

ft.,

flooring;

for roofing.

300

The

ft.

for

painting

facilities consist of three tracks, each 1,000 ft. long, which
were never covered as originally plarmed.
The 58 ft. intervals between tracks, at the first approach
to the plant proper, are used for storage of car boxes, but
further along the various buildings are placed in this space.
The buildings included are the power house, offices, shop
buildings, waste sheds, store houses, machine and blacksmith
shops and quarters.
Car parts are received from the United States crated in
100-car lots. The crates are sorted and stored until the parts
Erection starts with the asfor a 100-car lot are on hand.
sembling of trucks, which are then moved along the track to

.

.

.

.
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the erection position, wliere a frame, to wliiili

llie

out>iile

.

1

— o o

fit-

z :

s;

u g

.•:

O

^ O

tings have been previously riveted, is placed on the trucks
by two 15-ton locomotive cranes. The car then passes throuRh

the various phases of construction, each operation comprising
a phase, being completed as nearly as possible at the same
time, so that no delay occurs.
The first car was turned out at I. a Rochelle siiop Feljruary

•*>

»/>

00 »^ 0^

—

up to and including December
have been completed. The ma.ximum
daily output was obtained on September 26, 1918, when 150
The maximum weekly total was obcars were com])leted.
tained during the week September 22 to 29, 1918, and was
700 cars. The maximum monthly total, obtained in SepThese totals include cars of
tember, 1918, w-as 2,370 cars.
all types, that is, flat, box, low and high side gondolas, refrigerator and Roger ballast cars.
Most of what has been said in the foregoing has related
This was, of course, ven- much
to the handling of supplies.
the largest and most difficult service rendered by the TransBut the handling of troops was no
portation Department.
About 70 per cent of our troops who came
small matter.
direct from the United States to France were disembarked
at Brest, and taken over the Etat (State), Paris-Orleans, and
Est (eastern) railways to the American front. But a clear
majority of all our soldiers were not brought direct to France,
but were transported from the United States to Great Britain
Large
in British ships, and thence forwarded to France.
quantities of supplies were also shipped via this route, while
other large quantities were obtained in Great Britain. This
rendered it necessar}' to establish a branch of the Transportation Department in London; and this branch did a work
Since that time,

26, 1918.
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Transportation Service Across Great Britain
Until Februar}-, 1918, there was no representation of the
Transportation Corps in England, each supply officer arranging his own transportation.
Earl}- in Februarv' the Army Transport Service established
an office under the direction of Captain R. C. Stone, as acting
Captain Stone formerly represented J. H.
superintendent.
W. Steel Company, at Galveston. Later in February, Captain, and now Major, Walter S. Franklin, formerly assistant
general freight agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was sent
from France to represent the Director General of Transportation in England, with an office in the British \\'ar Office
under the Director of Movements, acting as liaison officer in
connection with the movement of supplies and troops. Early
in March, First Lieut. George R. Williams, formerly traffic

manager

of
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Chase & Company, Jacksonville, Florida, was

placed in charge of the rail movement of supplies.
These three officers, with the addition of certain other ofat the ports, carried on the movement of troops and
supplies until the arrival of Colonel M. C. Kennedy, Deputy
Colonel KenDirector General of Transportation, in May.
ficers

nedy was formerly president of the Cumberland Valley Railroad. In July, First Lieut. Clarence T. Mackenson, Jr., formerly division freight agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad
at Altoona, was assigned to duty in connection with the movement of troops.
The accompanying tables show the monthly movement of
troops and of supplies through the various British ports. At
the port of London t\vo large sheds were used in Royal Albert dock and in addition to these sheds, vessels were loaded
in the Thames, as well as at Batavier Wharf.
Alany of the
ships were very small, but were the best obtainable under
the circumstances.
During the summer and fall there were,
on an average, three or four ships loaded from the port of
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1,027,15
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in the immediate neighborhood; and other sheds were used
Certain other ports were used for particular
as required.

cargoes that were assembled from points that were adjacent
Cardiff and Barry were used principally for

to these ports.
coal,

with deck loads of motor trucks, water carts, etc.
the first part of August until the cessation of hostilithere were approximately 100 vessels employed ex-

From
ties

American supplies and coal from
The vessels sailing from the port of
England to France.
London discharged at Havre and Rouen, and those from the
Bristol Channel ports at the Western coast ports of France.
In the case of the freight movement, as soon as the Railway Transport Office ascertained to what port the freight
should be forwarded, the embarkation officer at the port was
notified to call forward the freight from the manufacturer
and issue the necessary permission for the railways to accept
The co-operation received from the various
the tonnage.
British officers controlling the railway movement, as well as

clusively in the transport of

the railway officials, has been excellent.

Moving Troops from

Britain to France

troop movement was through the Port of Liverpool, although a large number of troops were debarked at

The main

Glasgow, London and Southampton, also a number at Bristol
Channel ports.
Three ports of embarkation were used from England to
France, namely, Southampton, Folkestone and Dover. From
these ports troops were carried to Cherbourg, Havre and
With the exception of troops for training with the
Calais.
British or to be brigaded with the British, the entire movement was made through Southampton, the larger proportion
Four American ships were placed
being moved to Havre.
in the cross-channel trade from Southampton to Havre to
These vessels were pooled with the
carry American troops.
British ships in order to be used to the greatest possible advantage.

When

a troop

convoy

left

America

for Great Britain, a

cable giving the date of departure, and the number and character of troops on board each ship, was despatched by the
War Department through the Navy to Admiral Sims, who
delivered this information to the liaison officer at the British

War

Office, under whose direction the troops were distributed to American rest camps in England. What was known
as a "Convoy notice"' was issued by the War Office to the
various parties interested, giving the distribution of the
Train times on the British railways were worked out
troops.
in accordance with the various railway requirements, and the

troops

moved through under

barkation and railway

the direction of the British em-

officials.

After arrival at the various

American rest camps, the troops were called forward by the
American embarkation officer at Southampton in as large

at

17

Winchester.

Later,

a

portion of the British

camp

at

Southampton was turned over and then a camp at Romsey
was constructed for the use of the Americans. Some smaller
camps were later built in the immediate vicinity of Winchester and in the fall of 1918 the hutted camp at Codford was
taken over.
In the spring of 1918 a camp was erected at
Knotty Ash, Liverpool, in order to relieve the congestion ocThis
curring at that point when a large convoy arrived.
camp was of great assistance in promptly unloading vessels
and in reducing the large number of trains which had to be
moved immediately on arrival of a convoy.
The capacity of the camps was as follows: Knotty Ash,
Liverpool,

10/)00;

Winchester,

10,000;

Standon,

3,000;

Remsey, 7,000; Codford, 10,000; and Southampton, 5,000.
Convoys of troops arriving in England varied from 5,000
During the months of June, July, August
to 30,000 per day.
and September, 1918, an average of approximately 160,000
troops a month were debarked at various ports in England,
moved through into the rest camps in England and again
called forward and embarked for France.
The movement of
this large number of troops and accompanying baggage required ver}- careful planning.
The average stay of troops
in England was only from three to four days.
Often 60 to
80 special trains had to be run to handle a convoy of troops.
In addition to the transient troops there were in training
in England approximately 20,000 American aviation troops,
who required moving from point to point, and to whom supplies had constantly to be moved.
Too much praise cannot be given to the Director of Movements, British War Office, and the various railway and other
officials acting under his direction, who actually arranged the
details of the movement of American troops and supplies
through England. There was never any complaint or suggestion which was brought to their attention that did not receive careful consideration, and in many instances they willingly changed their old-established methods when shown
that by other methods a quicker movement or a saving could
be made. Brigadier-General O. H. Delano-Osbome, Colonel
B. Way, and Captain P. Eardley-Wilmot were largely responsible for the spirit of co-operation which prevailed
throughout their entire department.
From the accompanying table giving the details regarding
the debarkation of United States troops in Great Britain it
will be noted that the total number of officers transported
across Great Britain from ]May 18, 1917, to November 24,
1918, was 45,603; men, 974,297; nurses, 7,274.
The increase in the movement after April, 1918, as disclosed by
the figures, was extraordinary.
Of the total of 1,027,174
officers, men and nurses transported across Great Britain in
the 18 months covered, 822,059, or 80 per cent, were handled
in the six months, May to October, inclusive.

TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT IN GREAT BRITAIN COMPARATIVE STATEMENT TONNAGE, FORWARDED TO FRANCE
February

Cement

total

Sept.

October

14,520
21,609

15,660
20,254
1,104
15,300

1,007
18,445
18,091

4,366

6,814
24,106
10,111
3,300

38,210
87,386

34,056
116,303

40,429
145,659

52,318
145,044

44,331
215,959

37,543
180,343

125,596

150,359

186,088

197,362

260,290

217,886

17,056
28,822
1,705

14,536
21,986
1,688

25,173

22,637
39,782

30,732
53,708

47,583
74,087

25,653

62,419

84,440

121,670

Lumber

Grand

August

10,419
16,174
4,139

Potatoes

Total: Mis: Sups:
Coal, coke, etc

July
17,474
16,582

June

10,351
2,131
8,555
1,600

480

General cargo

February-Novembek, 1918
April
March
May

480

numbers as the space that could be secured on the crosschannel transports would permit.
At Dover and Folkestone the rest camps were large enough
to accommodate the number of troops moving through these
p)orts, so that the troops were moved directly from the port
of debarkation to the port of embarkation, and there embarked as fast as they could be accepted in France.
The first rest camp turned over to the American army was

Army

Nov.

Transport Service

be seen from the foregoing that the Transportation
Corps was not concerned solely with railway operation, but
that it also had control of an extensive water service from
Great Britain to France. Be.sides this, it conducted, during
the later stages of the war, an important inland waterway
sers'ice.
The Director of the Army Transport Service, who
was on the staff of the Director General of Transportation,
It will

—
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till' operation and maintenantc of all port terminals uiuliT Anit'rican control, the movement of cxean tonnage between the port terminals of the American Kxpcditionarv Forces and I'ngland and otlicr European countries;

supt'^vi^^<.'(l

and also tlie operation of inland waterway transport routes
under American control.
Quite an extensive inland waterway service was operated
from Lc Havre clear across France to the American front.
The cargo of ships arriving at Le Havre was partly unloaded
The ships were then moved down to
into barges there.
Rouen, a port with a shallower channel, where the rest of
The barges
their cargo was unloaded into other barges.
were towed down the Seine river by tugs until tlie canal
system was reached, after which they were towed by horses.
It takes about six weeks to move freight in this way from Le
Havre to Chaumont.
Needless to say, this route has been used chiefly for the
transportation of coal and other commodities not requiring
The size to which the traffic over this
rapid movement.
route had grown i? indicated by the fact that in November
210 barges, carn,-ing 295,467 tons of freight, were dispatched
Of this freight 206,282 tons were loaded at Le
over it.
Havre, 87,281 at Rouen, and l,v^54 tons at Paris.

Problems
It is

much

easier

now

of Organization

to present a statement of the things

that have been done by our transportation forces in France
than it is to give an adequate idea of the difticulties that
have had to be overcome in accomplishing them. The difficulties encountered have been of many kinds, but probably
The
the most formidable have been those of organization.
transportation department had to operate over foreign railwavs; it had to be lifted into, and to meet the requirements
of the American army: and these two things caused many
difficulties and some heart burnings.

Relations with French Railways

The French system
trains differs sharply

the

movement

of all

of handling railway rolling stock and
from American practice. In America
trains, passenger and freight, regular

is subject to the centralized conwhile control of the distribution
of cars is centralized in the superintendent of transportation.
In France, on the other hand, the movement of
trains and distribution of cars are subject to the highly

and

extra, over a division,

trol of a train dispatcher,

The
numerous chefs-de-gare.
control
of
French chef-de-gare system has been lucidly described by
Lieut. -Col. Frederic A. Delano, Deputy Director General of
Transportation, in a special report, which was published
in the Rail'^-ay Age for November 8, page 823.
As Col. Delano says, the chef-de-gare "is a good deal
more than our station agent, even though the position of station agent or local agent in some of our large stations in
America is not infrequently ver\' important. Under French
methods of operation, the chef-de-gare not only is in comdecentralized

plete charge of all operations within the limits of his station,
including distribution of cars and movement of trains, but

a through train having arrived at the station
it without his authority."

may

not pass

out of

The American
car office to

transportation department created a central
trace and control the movements of

record,

American practice. This
its method of working were an object of much curiinterest to French railway men.
It w^as not possible similarly to solve the problem of train
movement by the introduction of American practice. The
American supply trains, and French trains manned by
American railway soldiers, had to be run over the same
tracks as French trains manned by French railway men.
The American practice of operating trains by means of
train dispatching and the block system was incompatible

American
office and
osity and

cars in accordance with
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witli tile I'Vendi practice of giving liie chef-de-garc al)solute
authority over all trains w^tiiin liis territory, and of lioldiiig

word had been telegraphed tluit
same track had left tlic next station ahead.
Since the ciief-de-garc sy.stem was in j)ossession, and since
tlie French
railway authorities would not set it aside or
modify it, it was necessary for the American transportation
department to conform to it.
In consequence, it was necessary to give all American train service soldiers 30 days'
training in French railway operating practice under the
trains at one station until
trains on the

direction of French railway employees before they could

ije

allowed to take trains out by themselves.

This was not the

wor^.t feature of the undiluted retention
chef-de-gare system.
As Col. Delano pointed out,
it
has placed a .serious limitation upon the transportation
capacity of the lines used at a time wlicn increased capacity
has been vitally needed. There have been negotiations between the American and French transj'ortation officers looking to tiie adoption of a better system, but they have come
to nothing.
^^'hen the war began the French \\'ar Department placed
an official called the "Commissaire Militaire" in the office
of each chef-de-gare to deal with and, indeed, direct him
regarding tran.sportation for militar}- purposes. For a similar purpose the American transportation department created
an officer unknown to railway practice in the United States

of

the

"Railway Transport Officer."
An officer having tliis
was placed in the office of each chef-de-gare on the
principal American lines of communication, his principal
task apparently being to prevent the French functionan- from
interfering unduly with the handling of American trains and
freiglit cars.
The tenn "Railway Transport Ofticer" was
liorrowed from the British, who give the title to many men
tlie

title

dealing with the railways regarding miiitan,- matters.
As Col. Delano pointed out, there are many single track
lines in the United States which handle more trains with
our despatching and block signal system than can be handled on double track lines in France under the chef-de-gare
system.
The need for increased capacity on the French railways used by our lines of communication was so great that
it
is probable if the war had continued much longer the
American practice of operating trains with the despatching
and the block systems would have had to be superimposed
in some way upon the chef-de-gare system.
In justice to the chef-de-gare system, however, it must be
said that, inefficient as it seems to the American railway
mind, the French were operating many of the fastest trains
in the world under it before the war, vrith a record for safety
which put the record of American railways to shame.

No Adequate Study
The most

of Military Transportation

problem with which those concerned
with the conducting of transportation for the American forces
in France have had to struggle has been that of effecting
satisfacton,- and efficient working relations between the railway transportation service in the rear of the advance zone
and other branches of the American Expeditionary Forces.
It has been clearly recognized ever since the American Civil
War, and especially since the Franco-Prussian War, that
railway transportation must play a part of great and growing
difficult

modern war.
Department of the United States has a War College which has l^een maintained for the study and theoretical
importance

The

in

^^'ar

solution of the problems that arise in warfare.
it never occurred to anybody in auarmy or War Department to give any attention
The Great
to the subject of modern military transportation.
War had been in progress in Europe two and a half years
when we entered it: the railways of the contraband countries
had been organized and reorganized repeatedly to meet the
various and changing militar}' requirements imposed upon

Apparently, however,

thority in our

January

3,
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;hem; but if anybody in the War Department, or the regular
irmy, or even in the army engineer corps, of the United States

lad carefully observed, reflected upon and drawn definite
:onclusions from what had been done witli respect to transx)rtation during the

war

in Europe, he has never let any-

know it.
Some years ago Brigadier-General (then Major) Coimors,
General Connors,
vrote a "Manual of ^Military Railways."
)ody

a

IS

young man, was an employee

of the

Chicago and North

iVestem at Clinton, Iowa, before he went to West Point MilHe had always taken a keen and intelligent
:tar}' Academy.
uterest in railway operation.
He had studied all tliat had

19

importance, under modern conditions, of military railways in
handling supplies in the zone of the rear, as compared with
their importance in aiding in carrying on hostilities in the
zone of the advance, was being grasped by General Pershing.
When General Atterbury arrived in October he was made,
as Col. Wilgus had been, a direct staff officer of General
Pershing. The Transportation Department at that time had
charge of all railway operation, and of all construction incidental to it; and it was still, theoretically, a part of the EngiThere were then nine American railway regineer Corps.
ments in Europe, of which three had been assigned to the
British, and one to the French.
The members of these railway regiments were among the first American soldiers to arrive, there being only about 20,000 Americans in Europe, in
July.

In the early fall a regular schedule for the movement of
Europe was worked out, which called for 1,200,000
men, of whom only 20,000 were to be railway troops. None
of these additional railway troops had arrived in December,
but they had begun to be sorely needed.
The situation with respect to the condition of freight cars
had become very acute on the French railways. No cars from
America were then being erected in France; and counting all
cars, old and new, including those derived from Great Britain and Spain, the total cars that could be kept in service was
declining. The condition of locomotives was remaining about
stationary, but was far below the pre-war standard.
The French asked the Americans to furnish them 6,000
men about equally divided between locomotive repair and
car repair workers. The 35th Engineer Regiment, which was
then being organized for a car repair unit was expedited, and
by taking from the cantonments in the United States all the
suital)le men that cculd be obtained there were secured about
500 more. Thus, by Januar\% of the 6,000 men for which the
French had asked, about 2,000 had been supplied. 2^Ieantroops to

Locomotive Repair Shop

at

Nevers

done in the operation of military railways up to the time
book was written. But he recognized more clearly than
mybody else, perhaps, that his book was completely out of
late within a few months after the Great War began; and
,'et, his book was the only authoritative thing our \\'ar Deiartment had on the subject of the organization and opera3een
lis

ion of military railways.

That serious mistakes were made and friction resulted in
problem of military transportation after we
;ntered the war is not, therefore, very surprising.
iealing with the

Early Organization Based

Upon

False Assumptions

When we

entered the war our military authorities proceeded
jpon an assumption derived from the experience of the Civil
viz., that military railft'ar and the Franco-Prussian war

—

were to be used solely for fighting purposes; that the
operation of military railways was constantly an operation of
movement, and that as fast as raihvays which had been used
[or militan,- purposes were left behind the zone of actual hos:ilities, they would be turned back to purely civil operation.
Ihey, therefore, made the Transportation Department a
jranch of the Corps of Engineers, and organized the railway
:roops sent to Europe into engineer regiments, with regular
irmy officers as Colonels.
If the basic assumption that military railways were to be
used solely for fighting purposes had been correct this regiGeneral
mental organization might have served ven,' well.
Pershing had not lieen long in Europe, however, when he be:ame convinced that it was incorrect. As already indicated in
July. 1917, he appointed Col. (then Major) Wilgus to his immediate staff as Director of Military Railways. Col. Wilgus
and the other members of the original American railway commission to Europe had studied and reported to General
Pershing upon the transportation organization and methods
used by the British and French, especially the former; and
in September, 1917, General Pershing cabled to America that
the best experience showed that transportation should be
handled b}' a -separate corps officered by men thoroughly
The great
versed in the commercial operation of railways.
ivays

Locomotive Tenders

in

Hold

of

Ship

none of the railway troops which had been asked for
some months before had been received.
Under the defective draft system adopted in the United
States no special provision was made for securing special
men for the Transportation Department. Railway men were
drafted into the ordinary army military units, and once they
were in it was very hard to find them and get them out.
time,

First Important Reorganization

Up

to February, 1918, the

Department

of Transportation

railways, light railways, roads and inland water
transportation, and the Director General of Transportation

had under

it
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riiiii an imoil till' suiii of till- comm;in(kT-in-clii(.f.
Tlie Service of Supply
portant nornanization was effected.
Within
wa.« createil, witli a comma ndini; general in charge.

was

the Service of Supply was created a Service of Utilities, and
this was divided into a Department of Construction and l""orAll railway conestrA-, and a Department of Transportation.
struction was taken from the 'rransjjortation Department and
turned over to the Dejiartnient of Construction and Forestry,
leaving to the Transportation Department only the authority

of de-iigning the structures

Army

it

wanted

built.

Transport Service Transferred

In April the Army Transport Service, which had always
been a branch of the Quartermaster Department, had been
This did
transferred to the Transportation Department.
not lighten the burden of the Transportation Department,
in one way since the Army Transport Service had a deplorably insufficient and disorganized force of stevedores at the
It was a move in the right direction, however, because
ports.
it put the entire transportation of supplies, from the time
ships reached their rendezvous, under a single organization.
The Transportation Department then had four l)ranches,
those of operation, construction (design), army transport
service (water) and business management (including accounting, treasury and similar functions).
The entire situation was then extremely unsatisfactor}'.
There were at that time about 15,000 railway men in France,

most of them engaged in ordinary railway operation. They
were, however, all organized on a regimental basis. Now, a
regiment, whether an engineer regiment of 1,500 men, or an
infantrv regiment of 3,000, will seldom fit into ordinarj' railwav operation anywhere. In consequence, it was necessar\'
to break up the regiments and assign the companies composing them where the}- were most needed. As railway workers,
the men. the "non-coms"' and the junior officers were subject
to the orders of the railway men in direct charge of their work.
As soldiers, on the other hand, they were subject to the control
their colonels and other military officers,
For
cases were in remote parts of the country.
a time there was not even in General Atterbury's office a
personnel officer, who could centralize the handling of the

and discipline of

who

in

many

personnel matters of the department from a military point of
It is hardly necessary to say that, with the Transview.
portation Department cut off from light railways, compelled
to go to the Department of Construction and Forestry to get
construction work done, etc., the situation was unsatisfactory from its point of view-.
Meantime, the establishment of an independent and permanent Transportation Corps, ranking with the other corps
In July the so-called
of the regular army, was mooted.

The "Transportation Depart"Service of Utilities" died.
to the "Transportation Servdce," reporting direct to the Service of Supply; construction and
forestry were made' a branch of the Engineer Corps;
and a special department of light railways and roads was
At the
established at general headquarters at Chaumont.
same time a schedule for 4,000,000 American soldiers in
The Transportation Department
France was worked out.
reported that this should include 150,000 railway men; but
the general staff cut this estimate 20 per cent.
In April there were 270,000 American troops in France;
and in June there were 1,300,000. Railway troops had not

been arriving in anything approaching sufficient numbers,
since it was" estimated that 60,000 were needed for every
1,000,000 troops. In July and August alone, however, about
15,000 railway troops were received. This created much confusion. They could not be used immediately since, as already
indicated, it takes about 30 days to teach each man enough
about French operating rules and methods to put him in
sers-ice; and it is impracticable to take out of the service
enough of the men who were alreadv in service to train them.

1

15, however, enough men liad lieen trained
Transportation Department to begin o|)erating
through trains, yards and tenninals from St. Nazaire to the
advance zone at Is-Sur- Tillc.
J'reviously our railway men
had l>een engaged in running American trains for shorter
distances, and in iK-l|)ing the French operate trains, yards

Hy

.Se|)teinber

to enaljle tlie

and terminals.

Another Important Reorganization
Some time [)reviously Major E. G. Bliss, an able, young
regular army man and son of Gen. Tasker H. Bliss, was
appointed personnel officer of the Transportation Service,
with the title of Director of Military Railway Service.
He
and Capt. Baker worked out a plan for militarizing the railways in a way that would enable them better to perform their
transportation function, and which at the same time would
fit tliem better into the purely military organization.
They
proposed to create a "Transportation Corps" in the Service
of Supply, in place of a mere "Transportation Service."
They estimated that an organization to handle all American
transportation wlien the Expeditionary Forces had increased
to 4,000,000 should contain 6,669 officers and 187,150 enlisted men.
This was to be distributed between 30 railway
divisions, 15 grand divisions, and 30 ports.
They opposed
continuance of the regimental form of organization, and
recommended distribution of the railway troops in companies
which should be under the discipline and command of their
railway superiors as to military as well as railway matters.
This recommendation was approved in principle in Sep-

i

I

'

'

tember.

Soon after another important development occurred. Col.
A. McCrea, formerly general manager of the Long Island
Railroad, had been general manager of the Transportation
Ser\'ice.
On October 1 he was made Deputy Director General of Transportation in the zone of the advance; and soon
after General Pershing wired General Atterbury that he
would expect him to be responsible for the efficient operation
of the railways in the American lines of communication to
J.

Up to this time the Transportation Service (or
Corps) had had jurisdiction only to the advance regulating
storage stations at Is-Sur-Tille and Liffol Le Grand.
An
impenetrable veil had been drawn there, and all transportation in the zone of hostilities had been handled from general
headquarters at Chaumont.

the Rhine.

The New Transportation Corps

its

ment" was changed
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The

changes in organization were
summarized in General Order No. 52, issued by Major General Harbord, commanding general of the Service of Supply,
on November 12, and in General Order No. 35, issued by
Brigadier-General Atterbury, Director General of Transportation on the same date. These orders well merit reading,
and even study, as they cr}-stallized the best thought of many
of those who had given the most consideration to the subject
of what tlie organization of a system of military railways
operating under the conditions of modem war should be.
In General Order No. 52 General Harbord said in part:
results of these various

Under instructions of Cominander-in-Chief. American E. F., the
1.
Transportation Corps of the American E. F. will be re-organized by the
Director General of Transportation.
2
The railway lines of communication of the American E. F. will be
divided into grand divisions under the command of a general superintendent
who will be assisted by an .adjutant, a supply officer, a personnel adjutant,
and such other administrative and technical staff as may be necessary. The
general superintendent will act as commanding officer of all railway troops
His duties in this connection will be the
assigned to his grand division.
same as those prescribed in army regulations for a regimental commander.
The railway grand divisions will be sub-divided into railway divisions,
3.
each division to be commanded by a divison superintendent who will be
directly responsible to the general superintendent of the railway grand
division for the technical and the military efficiency of the troops under
The division superintendent will be assigned such technical
his command
and administrative staff as may be necessary by the general superintendent.
railroad shops located at Nevers, La Rochelle and St.
large
The
4.
Nazaire will be considered, so far as organization is concerned, as equivIn each of these shops the superingrand division.
railway
to
a
alent

•

:
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be the commanding officer of all transportation corps troops
endent
nd individuals assigned thereto, and will be assisted by an administrative
above for a general superintendent of a railway grand
as
provided
tafF
livision, and such technical staff as may be necessary.
Each part will te considered as analagous to a railway grand division
5.
The general superintendent of the
far as organization is concerned.
ort will be the commanding officer of all transportation corps troops and
ddividiials assigned thereto, and will be assisted by an administrative staff
s provided above for a general superintendent of a railway grand division,
nd such technical staff as may be necessary.
6.
j*ll transportation corps troops engaged in the Inland Water Tran*ort .Service will form a military unite under the command of the
The duties of the Chief
W-.ter Transport Service.
Ihief of Inland
f Inland Water Transport Service will be the same as those prescribed for
He will be assisted
general supnntendent of a railway grand division.
y an administrative staff as provided above for a general superintendent
f a railway grand division, and such technical staff as may be necessary.
The transportation corps will consist of transportation corps com7.
will

21

The present regiments and

battalions, t. c, will be abolished, and
their personnel will be organized into companies.
13.
The enUsted men of regimental headquarters and battalion headquarters who cannot be provided for in the reorganization of the companies
will be transferred to the transportation corps at large, and will be carried as headquarters detachments at their present stations.
12.

As new regiments, battalions or other organizations arrive in France and
are assigned to the transportation corps they will be transferred and reorganized as outlined herein upon request of the director general of transportation.

General Order No. 35, issued by General Atterbury, was
in part as follows:
Headquauteks Organizatio.vs
The operation and maintenance of all broad gage railroads under American control; the operation and maintenance of ocean terminals and docks
and appurtenances thereto; the operation of inland waterway routes and
appurtenances thereto and the erection and maintenance of floating equipment, motive power and rolling stock for the American Transportation
Service will be under the direction of the director general transportation.
The Director General Transportation will be assisted by the following
staff:

(a)

number

anies (railway) to be numbered serially, beginning with No. 1 transportaon corps conipanies' stcve.lore to be numbered serially, beginning with
fo. 801, and a transportation corps at large.
The companies will be asigned to station and duties by the director general of transportation in acordance with the needs of his service.
company (railway) will consist of the
transportation
corps
8.
Dllowing:
;

may be

Such

staff).

necessary.

(i)

Director Military Affairs.

(e)

Over Loire River; Nevers Cut-Off

as

Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy

(g)
(h)

(f)

Pile Driver

Deputy Directors General Transportation (personal

D. G. T. Railway Denartment of the Service of Supply.
D. G. T. Railway Department of the Zone of Advance.
D. G. T. with the French Ministry.
D. G. T. with the C. G., Base No.' 3.
Di'reoior of Army Transport Service.
Engineer of Construction,
Business Manager.

(b)
(c)
(d)

Deputy Dirccton General Trausl'ortatioii (personal staff) will be the personal representatives of the Director General Transportation.
The senior
deputy at headquarteis will act for the Director General Transportation in
his absence.
The Detuty Director General Transtortation for the Railway Department,
S. O. S., will, under the direction of the D. G. T.. supervise the operation
and maintenance of all broad gage lines under American control between
the port terminals and the -/one of advance, including equipment and structures, and will perform such other duties as may be delegated
by the
D. G. T.
The headquarters of the deputy director for the railway department, S. O. S., will be as stated in paragraph 2.
The General Manager for the Railway Department, S. O. S., will be responsible, subject to the supervision of the deputy director general
transportation, S. O. S., for the performance of such duties connected with
the
actual operation and maintenance of the lines of railway,
equipment and

A

Captain
1st Lieutenants

1

2
3

2nd Lieutenants
Total commissioned

6

1 St
Sergeant
Sergeants 1st Class
Supply Sergeant
Mess Sergeant
Sergeants
Corporals

1

4
]

1

11

20

Cooks
Mechanics

5

7

Buglers

2

Privates 1st Class
Privates

Total

A

9.

66
132

enlisted

transportation corps

250

company (stevedore)

will

consist

of

the

fol-

iwing:

Captain
1 St
Lieutenant
2nd Lieutenant

1
1
1

Total commissioned
Sergeant
Mess Sergeant
Supply Sergeant
Serjeants
Corporals
1

1

1

6
,,',
,

Buglers

Total

Class

A transportation corps
following enlisted grades:
M.

Jf

Maj
Maj

Sgts.

Ist-cl

Sergeants
Corporals

at

large

is

authorized

to

(h)

2

(c)

"2

(d)

]45

(e)
(f)

be composed

of

400
600
20
'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.

Looks
Mechanics
P""'^ates

12

250

G
9

E. S.
E-

l^K. S.
B. S.

Privates

..,

enlisted

10.

le

.!.!....!

Ist-cl

;;;..;.":.;;

40
34Q
800
gOQ
50
100
lOoo
looo

11.
Officers not assigned to organizations will be
considered as belonging
the transportation corps at large, and will
be assigned to duties under
le direction of the direcfor general of
transportation.
>

Loading

Dump

Cars; Nevers Cut-Off

structures referred to in paragraph- 6, as may be assigned to him.
be assisted by
(a)
Assistant general managers.

5
5

1st

(2J^ yd.)

1

Cooks
Mechanics
Privates
Privates

Steam Shovel

3

st

He

will

General superintendent motive power.
General superintendent transportation.
General superintendent telegraph and telephone.
Engineer maintenance of way.
General superintendents.

Signal engineer.
(g)
The Deputy Director Genera! Transportation, Zone of the Advance, will
be charged with duties and have an organization of the S. O. S.,
and in
addition an assistant deputy director general transportation for each
American field army, whose duties will be outlined by the deputy director
general transportation, zone of advance.
His jurisdiction shall comprise such
broad gage lines of railway as may be turned over to the transportation
corps, American £. F., for operation and maintenance in the
zone of the
advance.
The_ headquarters of the deputy director general transportation
for the zone cf the i.dvance will he general headquarters, American
E F
The Deputy Director General Transportation with the Ministre des
Travaux Publics et des Transports will be stationed at Paris.
He will
represent the D. G. T., in the transaction of business between
the transportation corps and the French ministry.
The Deputy Director Genera! Transportation with the D. G. T., Base
No. 3, will be stationed at London.
He will perform such duties as representative of the D. G. T. as may be assigned to him.

|
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Tht Dxrcelor Anny Transfort Sfri'ke will umlrr the direction of the
D. G. T. miiiervisc the ii|irrntion of all jiort teriiiiiiaU mnler American
control, ini'liiiling the handling of ships nml all tloatiiig i>lant and the
transfer and dclivpry of snpiilieii lo the railway tran«iK)rtation service or
to Mornpc; the operation of inland water trans|>ort routes under .\inerican
control; the niovenienl >>f mean tonnaisc hrtween the [Kirt terminals of the
.^nlelican K. F. .".nd KoKlnml and other Kurojiean coinilrics; the distribution of sliippinR to the variou.» pints of the A. K. F.
the mainlcnoncc of
all port and inland waterway terminal f.ncilitics under American control,
incltidinK t^oatiTi|f eqiiipnicnl and such rolling slnck and motive power as
may lie iK-ouliar to a port terminal operation, lie will be assisted by the
j

following stalT-

rVputy director. A. T.

(a)
Ih)
(c>
d)
(e)

S.

F.xecutive officer.
inspector.
Cliief of European service division.
Chief of inland water transport service.
Chief troop and cargo division.

General

I

(f>

(i)

(j)

(k)

at

The Bus:ness ilanogci

will be responsible for the procurement of supfor the transportation corps, American E. F.
for the keeping of accounts; for the compilation of all statistics affecting transportation, and
for the duties pertinent thereto and incidental therewith.
;

The Director of Military Attairs will be responsible for the military organization of the transportation corps, American E. F., as a whole; for
the procurement and assignment of personnel, and for the keeping of such
records as may be reouired by military authority.
He shall establish and
maintain liasion on military fiucstions with the general stalf and with other
staff depai^ments. and is charged with the co-ordination of the various departments of the transportation corps on military matters.

Geogratliical:
The line of demarcation between the railway department for the S. O. S.,
and the railway department for the zone of advance, will be established
by agreement between the deputy directors general transportation for the
respective zones, and may be changed from time to time to meet the needs
of the service, subiect to the ap|iroval of the director general transportation.
The line of demarcation between the port terminals and the contiguous
railway grand divisions will be established by the director army transport
service and the deputy director seneral transportation, S. O. S., and may
be changed from time to time to meet the needs of the service, subject
Nothing in this
to the approval of the director geneial transjiortalion.
provision shall be construed as nullifying existing arrangements established
pursuant to General Orders 31, Hervdquarters Transportation Service.

Railway Lines:
zone of the

S.

i

'

The present railway grand

divisions,

inland

St.

Nazaire

1st grand
2nd grand
3rd grand
4th grand
5th grand
6th grand
7th grand
11th grand

Bordeaux (group)
London, England (group)
Le Havre and Rouen
Brest (groip)
Marseilles (group)

La

Pallice

Nantes

and Rochefort

(group)

Inland Water Transport Service
Seine river operation
Railways

—

T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

division.
division,
division,
division.
division,
division,
division.
division,

C
C.
C.
C,
C.
C.
C.

C.

12th grand division, T. C.

—

grand
grand
grand
grand
grand
grand
20th grand
3th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
1

to Gievres
Gievres to Is-sur-Tille
Brest to Tours
Bordeaux to Vierzon and Bourges
Toulon and Marseilles to Chagny
Tours to Sens and Cosne to Chatillon

division,
division,
division,
division,
division,
division,

T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
division, T.

C,
C.
C.
C.
C.
C,
C,

Shots—
Nevers

19th grand division, T. C.

La Rochelle

21st grand division, T. C.
22nd grand division, T. C.
crand divisions, T. C, will be established as required upon
recommendation to and with the approval of the director general transSt.

Nazaire

Additional

portation.

General supt-rintendents of the above mentioned grand divisions will so
far as railways are concerned, immediately assign units to railway divisions.

O. S. will be divided into grand
TiTLr.s

St. Xazaire and T.aRochelle to Gievres.
Gievres to Is-sur-Tille.
P.ordeau.v to X'ierzon and Bcurges.
Brest to Tours.
Toulon and Marseilles to Chagny.

Tours

to

Sens and Cosne

The

following titles will
Organization:
General superintendent.
Adjutant,
Personnel adjutant.

to Chatillon.

Supply

No designation of grand divisions will be made at this time for the zone
of the advance, except that all lines radiating from Is-sur-Tille, north and
east will be considered as one .ji and division.
Port Tcrmv'als:

The following designation of port terminals
Le Havre and Rouen.

is

the transportation corps will be effected as prescribed

The company

will

constitute

the

unit

superintendent.

for

administration

and

The general superintendent of a lailway grand division, port terminal,
chief inland water transport service or superintendent of a shop, will upon
the completion of the reorganization, become the actual commanding officer
of all transpo'-tatiun corps troops stationed within the territorial limits of
His staff will consist of an adjutant, to be chosen from the
his jurisdiction.
officers under his command and of no higher rank than major; a supply
rank
officer, of
of captain, and a personnel adjutant, of rank of captain.
General superintendents of railway grand divisions, port terminals, and
water transport service and superintendents of shops may
inland
chief of
delegate at their discretion such administrative and technical duties as they
see fit to subordinate officers.
Tliis delegation of authority cannot relieve

the

will

titles

Statistical

be

Grand Division

Railway

movement

Trooji

adopted

for

officer.

officer.

the

Railway

Division

Foreman miscellaneous

repairs.

Storekeeper.

Locomotive and
Car inspector.

air

brake inspector,

Engineer maintenance of way.

Train:r.aster.

Signal

Terminal trainmaster.
General yanlmaster.
Yardmaster.
Road foreman of engines.

supervisor.

Track supervisor.
Master carpenter.
Master rnechanic.

The following

titles

will

be adopted for the Port Terminal Organizatia

General superintendent.

_

Assistant general superintendent.
Adjutant.
Personnel adjutant.

Supply officer.
Executive offii-er.
Finance officer.

Supervisor of

operation.
intelligence officer.

Port steward.

Marine enginetr.

Superintendent troop and cargo
sion
Disposition officer.
Chief stevedore.
Dock superintendent.

Dock

officer.

Boarding officer.
Marine superintendent
and harbor craft).

,

officer.

Stevedore

Gear keeper.

Marine

'

officer.

Warehouse superintendent.
Warehouse officer.

Statistical officer.

Property

OJ

Engine house foreman.
Car repair foreman.

Division superintendent.
Adjutant.
R. T. officer.
Chief train despatch er.
Division operator.
Terminal superintendent.

in General Orders 52, Headquarters, S. O. S., by the commanding officers
of the existing transportation corps regiments or the commanding officers
stevedore troops, as the case may ne, subject to the general supervision of
the general superintendent of the railway grand division, port terminal.
chief inland water transport service, or the suprintendent of the shop, as
The companies thus orthe case m.ay be, in which the troops are located.
ganized will be reported to the general superintendents, and superintendents
Rosters will immediately
of shop and chief inland water transport service.
be prepared of the individual companies and forwarded to these head-

for

Superintendent telegraph and telephone.
Engineer maintenance of way.
Accounting officer.
General road foreman of engines.

Superintendent motive power.
fol'owing
ganization:

hereby made.

be adopted

officer.

Assistant general
Chief R. T. O.

The

Brest (group).
St. Nazaire.
Nantes (group).
La Pallice and Rochefort.
Bordeaux (group).
Marseilles (group).
London, England (group).

quarters.
record.

shops and

terminals,

Ports—

divisions as follows:

The organization of

port

water transport operalions will become:

Zone of advance
St. Nazaire and La Rochelle

Tebrititmai. Boundaries

lines in tiic

.

Designation ck Gr.\nd Divisions

will br responsible for survey, design and
inspection to insure construction according to spccitication of all new lines
cf railway l,broad gapet, terminals, docks, shops, buildings and other structures, connected with the transportation service of the .American E. F.

The rai'way

the general luperiniendcnl or chief of inland water transport ncrvice or
superintendent of '<hi>p nf his responsibility as commanding officer of all
transportation corps iruops under his juriwliclion.
Commissioned officers will not be assigned to railway grand division*,
port terminals, inland water Iransimrl service or shops according to a fixed
table of organitation; as far as possible each railway grand division v:
l.r
lirovided with the necessarv number of < fficers lo carry on the tcclinn
military functions of the iwrticular railway grand division.
This sam.
Ir
will apply in the assignnienl of officirs to port terminals, shops and n
,.,d
water trapspn-i service.
At far as possible, these officers will be ..si,,,!
to companies in accordance with tables of organization prescribed in (. O.
52, Hdqrs., .S. O. S.
To create an "esprit de corps" and to simplify the designation of the
trans|.nitatinn corps territorial commands, each raiUvay grand division, j.ort
lerinin.il. ^hop and inland water transport operation, will be given a iliMi.:Tialion ''Grand Division, Transportation Corps."
These numbers will I., referred lo only in the internal administration of the transportation corpIn
.nil
matters involving organization, e'luipmilit, administration and record, ich
frausporiaiion corps company will be considered as a sciKirate unit of the
army.
In the same manner all individuals of the transportation corps at
large will be considered as headquarters detachnienis of llie parliciilai !•
torial command in which they may be stationed.

port.

The Engineer of Construction

plies

1

•

Chief terminal facilities division.
Chief marine engineer.
Chief operation division.
Chief lighter.Tgc anil harbor craft division.
General superintendents and superintendents

(g)
(h>
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Terminal train:naster.
Yardmaster.
Superintendent port terminal

facili-

ties.

(lighterage

Engineer inspection and maintenance.
Mechanical engineer.
Electrical engirccr.
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.The following tales will be adopted for the Port Terminal Organization
when such is subsidiary to a larger port:
Disposition officer.
Chief stevedore.
Dock superintendent.

Superintendent.
Adjutant.
Executive oflEcer.
Finance officer.
Propcrt.v

DocU

Warehouse
Warehouse

officer.

Gear keeper.
Supervisor of operations.

Marine intelligence
Boardir.?

officer.

Stevedore

ofRcer.

St:'tisticai

suiierinlendent.

officer.

(lighterage

facili-

ties.

Engineer

and

inspection

mainte-

nance.

Pnrt steward.

Mechanical engineer.

Marine engineer.
Superintendent troop and cargo

divi-

Electrical

engineer.

sion.

Cexerm, Provisions
Nothing in this order will be interpreted as superseding provisions of
former general orders of the transportation service on the question of
responsibility of nil commanding officers of transportation corps troops for
the state of discipline, sanitation and military and professional efficiency,
of the troops '-'nder their conip'and; nor shall anything in this order be
construed as superseding the existing authority and responsibilty of section
or other nvlitary commanders, as provided by law. army regulations, orders

and bulletins.
In the event that a grand division. T. C, as provided for in Paragraph
24 of this order, is .-omraanded by an officer who is not senior in rank, he
will issue the necessa'-y orders by direction of the general manager, or director of

army transport

Under

service, as the case

may

be.

were as

this organization the principal officers

fol-

more than two names are given in brackets for
the men named have successiveh- held that office:

^^'here

lows.

Dne

office,
Brig. Gen. W\ W. Atterbury.
Director General of Transportation
Deputy Director General of Transportation. .Col. W. J. Wilgus.
Col. M. C. Kennedy.
Lt. Col. F. A. Delano.
Col. T. A. McCrae.

Engineer of Construction
Business

Manager

Manager
General Manager
rieneral

of S. O. S
of Zone of the

Advance.

Col. G. T. Slade.
Nutt.
Col. H.
Col. R. E. Wood.
Lt. Col. H. B. Moore.
Brig. Gen. Frank P. McCoy.
Col. H. C. Eooz.
Col. H. M. Waite.
Lt. Col. A. W. Hudson.
Col. C. M. Bunting.
Lt. Col. I. A. Miller.
Col. F. Mears.
.Col. H. H. Adams.
Col. F. G. Robbins.
Lt. Col. E. Stenger.
Lt. Col. Hinkle.

C

Assistant Deputy Director General
Director of Armv Transport Service

.

General Manager S. O. S
General Superintendents
Assistant

Major Alex. Woodruff.
Major Tavlor.
Lt. Col. B. L.

Bugg.

Major E. H. Sliaughnessy.
Major \andersluis.

Signal Engineer
Port Terminal Superintendents

Capt. R. C. Stone.
Major Tohn A. McDonald.
Lt. Col'. C. A. Stern.
Lt. Col. F. W. Green.
Lt. Col. G. T. Newburv.
Lt. Col. T. H. Elliott.

Maior T. R. Rvan.
Major W. D. Wells.
[nland

Shop

Water Transport Director

Lt. Col. L. E. Lyon.
Lt. Col. G. S. Gaskill.
Lt. Col. George H. Vincett.

Superititendenti

Major McDonnell.
General Manager's Staff in the S. O. S:
General Superintendent Motive Power
Col. H. H. Maxfield.
General Superintendent Transportation
Col. D. C. King
Major Dilman.
Engineer Maintenance of Way
Superintendent Telegraph and Telephone. ... Major E. R. McFarland.
.irmy Transport Service Staff
DirecMr General Army Transport Service. .Lt. Col. E. B. Cushing.
Major O. D. Miller.
Executive Officer .....'
Superintendent Troops and Cargo
Lt. Col. Coates.
Lt. Col. Coates.
Chief nf Operations Division
Major D. W. McCormick.
Chief Inspector
Major George C. Cook.
Oiief Marine Engineer
Lt. Col. R. W. Stovel.
Oiief of Terminal Ports Division
Chief of Lighterage and Harbor Craft Div...Lt. Com. H. W. Barstow.
Major C. A. Lohr.
Chief Personnel Officer Trans. Corps
.

Major E. G. Bliss.
Major E. G. Bliss.
Director of Military Affairs
Col. Kennedy as
Col. Wilgus is really senior deputy director general.
The duties of Col. Slade (foralready indicated, was located in London.
merly vice-president of the Northern Pacificl correspond to those of a viceCol. McCrea is deputy director general
president in charge of operation.
in the zone of advance.
Lt. Col. Delano (formerly president of the Wabash
and later of the Monon). who was the latest arrival among the higher officers, is located in Paris, and handles relations with the higher officers of
the French railways.
Col. Nutt (formerly general manager of the Salt
Lake Route) is assistant to Col. McCrea in the zone of the advance.

be noted that this organization restricted the Transand inland
waterways. Light railways and motor transport were left in
other branches of the sen-ice.
It even continued the rule of
confining the construction department of the Transportation
Corps to the designing of the structures it needed, their acIt will

portation Corps to standard gage railways, ports

hands of the construction
and forestry branch of the Engineer Corps. L'nder this arrangement the construction plans of the Transportation
Corps had first to be submitted to the Construction and Forestry branch, and if it apjjroved them, to the French railway

tual construction being left in the

authorities.

officer.

Terminal trainmaster.
Vavdmaster.
Superintendent port terminal

officer.

Marine superintendent
and harbor craft).

ofiicer.
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Those approved by the French were then returned to the
Construction and Forestry Department.
This department
did all construction work for the Expeditionary' Forces on a
priority schedule, and railway and port projects had to take
their turn with it.
It was thought desirable by the general
staff to have all construction work for the army concentrated
in a single department largely because labor for construction
purposes was inadequate and it was believed that it would
be most satisfactorily distributed among the different classes
of projects if all construction work was in charge of a single

department.

One of the interesting and important facts regarding the
numerous railway storage and other structures which have
been constructed by our forces in France is that they have
been built without any agreements or contracts with the
French as to their disposition after the war. It is assumed
that the French will desire to acquire many of them, but on
what basis they shall be paid for has never been determined.
It may be said that the French should pay what they have
cost.

They

are likely to take the position that

many

of the

need in time of peace.
Furthermore, it is going to be ver\' difficult to determine what
has been the actual cost of the work which has been done.
It has been done by soldiers for soldiers' pay.
In some cases
the soldiers have been workmen experienced in the kind of
work done; in most cases, by soldiers who were not exare not

structures

suited

to their

perienced workmen, and many of whom did not relish the
tasks they were required to perform.
On what basis should
the cost of such labor be computed? Again, the materials

used were bought in America

at high prices, and taken to
Europe in ships owned or chartered by the United States
Government. On what basis should the cost of these materials be computed?
The problem of determining on what basis the French
should pay for the structures built by our soldiers, and for
our locomotives and cars, if thev decide to take them, is an
extremely complicated and difficult one.
Meantime, the
French are engaged in preparing a bill for the use of their
land, railways, and so on, by our forces; and whatever may

be their true opinions, their railway representatives are endeavoring to make it clear that they do not even like our railway rolling stock. In the end, a large bill will be presented
by each side to the other, and it will require long negotiations
to reach a settlement.

Considering all the conditions, the American TransportaCorps has done a remarkable work in Europe, and it
would have been possible to appreciate much better the
energy and genius that were being devoted to its work if the
war had gone on some months longer, and the large plans
that had been made for conducting its work had been more
tion

fully carried out.

The

writer

is

under obligations

to several of the officers of

the Transportation Corps for having put information at his
disposal,

and especially to General Atterbury. Col. Wilgus.
Kennedy. Lieut. Col. F. .?.. Delano, Major W. S.

Col. yi. C.

Franklin, !Major E. G. Bliss, director of military affairs;
and Capt. J. D. ^^'. Melvin. historical officer of the TransMaj. Bliss is a West Point and regular
portation Corps.
army man, and Capt. Melvin until the war was a dailv
newspaper man, but both during their service in the Transportation Corps have acquired a broad knowledge of railway
matters.

The

writer

also acknowledges

kind co-operation

and assistance from Brigadier-General Conners, Chief of
Staff to the

Commanding General

of the Service of Supplv.

War-Time

Railw^ay Supply Heads in

Activities

Performed Important Service in Army, on Shipping Board
and on War Industries Board
TiiK
LiKK
Irihutcd

RAILROADS,

companies

supply

railway

coii-

numbers of men of all classes to the
ligliting forces and otlier direct war activities of the
country.
A host of these won marked distinction in various
large

fields of patriotic endeavor, but because of lack of space it
has been necessary to limit this article to a discussion of the
direct war work performed by the presidents and chairmen
of boards of railroad materials industries in the United
The high quality of the services rendered by these
States.

men

is

typical of that

members

which characterized the

efforts of other

of the supply fraternity, in all branches

industry.
The greatest

of

the

who

en-

the Engineer Officers Reserve Corps.
J.

M. Hopkins, chairman

executives

some division of the army,
Our records show that at
usually as commissioned officers.
least 11 joined the military branch, seven served on the War
Industries Board, tliree on the Emergency Fleet Corporation,
and two with the American Red Cross.
Charles M. Schwab, chairman of the Bethlehem Steel
Company and director general of shipping of the United
States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation during
the war, was one of the most prominent men before the public
during the conflict. The results he achieved for the govern-

ment are well known.

Another of the most powerful

in the country during the

war was

officials

L. Replogle, president
Company and chairman of the
J.

American Vanadium
Steel Company, who was

Wharton

director of steel supply of
the War Industries Board. With him rested the final decision as to the allocation of steel among the consuming industries of the country.

Another important officer of the Emergency Fleet Corporawas drawn from the ranks of the supply industry.

tion

Charles Piez, president of the Link Belt Company, Chicago,
vice-president of the Fleet Corporation in the latter part of 1917, vice-president and general manager in
August, 1918, and director general of shipping recently, to

was made

Another Chicago man, Edward F.
succeed Mr. Schwab.
Carr\% president of the Haskell & Barker Car Company,
served as director of operations of the United States Shipping
Board from October, 1917, until July, 1918, when he was
appointed chairman of the Port and Harbor Commission.
The large cantonment construction projects which were
brought to completion in record time were built under the
Warren R. Roberts,
direction of a railway supply man.
president of Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, was
placed in charge of the Construction Division of the army
which did this work in the summer of 1917. He was promoted from major to lieutenant-colonel in May, 1918.
Samuel P. Bush, president of the Buckeye Steel Castings
Company, Columbus, Ohio, was during the period of the
war director of the Facilities Divisions, War Industries
Board and chairman of the Division of Forgings, Guns,
Small .\rms and Small Arms Ammunition.

J.

Rogers Flan-

nery, president of J. Rogers Flannery & Co., Pittsburgh, was
chairman of the Committee on Railway Supplies of the War

Industries Board.
The secretary of the Committee on production of that board was J. M. Hansen, president of the
Standard Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh.
The splendid work done by American railroad engineers in
the construction of

new

lines in

France

is

common knowl-

edge, but it is not so generally kno\\-n that a railway supply
man assisted the director general of military railways, who
was in charge of that work, throughout the period of the war.

of the board of the Camel Commember of the Priorities ComIndustries Board at Washington, and in

pany, Chicago, served as a
mittee of

tiie

War

that capacity handled all export matters except those for
Japan and for the allied governments having war'!
missions.

Guy

number of railway supply

tered government service joined

of the

N. Sanctuary, president of the Oxy-Acetylene Appliance
Company, served in the office of S. M. Felton at Washington,
when tlie latter was organizing railway engineering units for
Mr. Sanctuary was commissioned major in
service abroad.
E.

chairman of the board of the Westinghouse
York, was at first
commissioned colonel in the production division of the Ordnance Department of the army, and was later promoted to the
rank of brigadier-general and placed in control of the offices
having charge of the production of ordnance maE. Tripp,

Electric

& Manufacturing Company, New

terial

in

their

respective

of

sections

the

country.

railway supply executives who served in the
army include Cameron C. Smith, chairman of the
Union Steel Casting Company, Pittsburgh, who was a
major in the Ordnance Reserve Corps; W. K. Palmer, president of the W. K. Palmer Company, Kansas City, Mo., major in the Engineers Corps; E. A. Simmons, president of the
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, regional constructing quartermaster, with the title of major; Lincoln
Bush, consulting bridge engineer. New York, colonel in the
Construction Division Quartermaster's Corps; Robert F.
Carr, president of the Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago, major. Department of Purchases, Storage and Traffic;
W. W. Coleman, president of the Bucyrus Company, South
Milwaukee, Wis., special representative in the office of the
Chief of Ordnance, Washington, D. C. and Warren Corning, president of Warren Corning & Co., Chicago, aide-decamp to the chief of engineers of the United States Army,
with the rank of captain.
Robert Patterson Lamont, president of the American Steel
Foundries, Chicago, responded to the call of the government

Other

;

by assuming the duties of assistant chief in the Procurement
Division of the Ordnance Department at Wa.shington, with
the rank of lieutenant-colonel.
Later he was promoted to
division chief of ordnance.

A. L.

Humphrey, president

Company and

vice-president

of the Union Switch & Signal
and general manager of the

Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh, served
throughout the war as a member of the Labor Advisory Committee of the Council of National Defense.
Alexander C.
Brown, president of the Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, was chief of the Locomotive Crane
Section and assistant to the commissioner of finished products
on the War Industries Board. Sheldon Carey, president of
the Browning Company, Cleveland, was chairman of the
committee of the War Indu.stries Board which was charged
with the responsiliility for keeping up the production of locomotive cranes in this country early in the war.

Westinghouse

Otis Cutler, chairman of the American Brake Shoe &
Foundry Company, New York, served the American Red
Cross at Washington as director of the Bureau of Insular
Possessions. F. A. Poor, president of the P. & M. Company,
Chicago, was also in the service 6f the Red Cross. W. W.
Boyd, president
of the U^nit Construction Company, St.
Louis, Mo., was with the Emergency Fleet Corporation during the
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war.

APPROXIMATELY

220,000 railroad men, or 12 out of
100 employed on the railroads in the United
States, responded to their country's call for defenders
Data recently received from 190 roads,
in its time of need.
representing a combined operated mileage of 186,488, or 67
per cent of the mileage of the country, show that 152,450
railroad officers and employees had left the service to join
the colors.
Assuming that the remaining lines of the United
every

States contributed a proportionate

number

of

men

to the

army

and navy, over 74,000 additional honor men are accounted
for.
Reports received from roads representing 78 per cent
of the country's mileage just one year ago indicated that
nearly 71,000 railway men had joined the armed forces of
the nation

up

to that time.

Enlistments were

much

heavier
year of our

1918, being twice the number for the first
participation in the war.
The railroads of Canada, which bore the burdens of war
much longer than this country, also made enviable records,
contributing approximately 34,000 men to the conflict.
The
Canadian Pacific system gave 9,661 to fight the cause of
the Dominion and the Grand Trunk system has 4,846 stars
on its service flag, 816 of which represent enlistments in the
United States military and naval forces.
Some individual American lines were exceptionally heavy
contributors to the nation's armed forces. The Pennsylvania
system leads with a total of 24,487 in service at the conclusion of hostilities, or 15,468 more than at the end of the
year 1917.
The New York Central system reported that 15,374 officers
and employees had joined the army or navy during the war,
as compared with a total of 7,143 who had enlisted up to
the end of 1917. The Illinois Central system is third in rank
with enlistments totalling 8,775, or 6,859 in excess of the
number on the service flag a year ago. The Baltimore &
Ohio system reports an honor roll of 5,731 as compared with
1,760 at the end of 1917.
Other roads which gave large numbers of employees to the
colors are the Chicago & North Western, 5,386 men (1,573
in 1917); the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 5,383 men
(3,000 in 1917); the Union Pacific system, 5,333 (2,008 a
year ago)
the Southern Pacific, west of El Paso, 5,142
(1,874 in 1917); the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 4,874
(1,486 in 1917); the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 4,000
men (1,645 a year ago); the Rock Island system 3,838
(1,457 in 1917). The remaining lines with honor rolls containing more than three thousand names are as follows: the
Erie, 3,576 (1,375 in 1917); the Northern Pacific, 3,543
(1,638 in 1917); the Boston & Maine, 3,284 (1,201 in
1917); the New York, New Haven & Hartford— including
the Central New England— 3,199 (1,446 in
1917), and the
Philadelphia & Reading, 3,000 men (1,283 in 1917).
in

;
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The following is a partial list of the roads and the number of their employees who entered military or naval service:
AMERICAN LINES.
Number

of

employees in

Name
.Abilene

military
or naval
service

of railroad

& Southern

3
72
10
37
45
146
5,383
2,150

Ahnapee & Western
Alton & Southern
-Mabaraa, Tennessee & Northern
-Apalachicola Northern

Arizona

Eastern
Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe
Atlantic Coast Line
Augusta Southern. (See Georgia & Florida.)
Baltimore & Ohio
Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago Terminal

5,478

253

Bangor cSr Aroostook
Beaumont & Great Northern and Trinity Branch of M.,
K. & T. of Texas
Belt R. R. of Chicago
Bessemer & Lake Erie

Birmingham & Northwestern
Boston & .Albany
Boston & Maine
Buffalo Creek
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
Central Indiana
Central New England. (See N. Y., N. H.
Central of Georgia
Central of New Jersey
Central Vermont
Charlotte Harbor & Northern
Chesapeake & Ohio (east of Louisville)
CThesapeake & Ohio of Indiana
Chicago & Eastern Illinois

154

47
215
418
10
558
3,284
10

850
15

&

H.).
750
720
248
16
2,470

312
1,169

Chicago & North Western
5,386
Chicago & Western Indiana
174
Qiicago, Burlington & Quincy
4,874
Chicago Great Western
958
Chicago Heights Terminal.
(See Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal.)
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
356
Chicago Junction
300
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
4,000
Oiicago, Ottawa & Peoria
29
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (including (Thicago,
Rock Island & Gulf)
3,838
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
1,127
Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern
150
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western
138
Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern
40
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
1,986
Clinton, Davenport & Muscatine
7
Colorado & Southern
287
Colorado, Wyoming & Eastern
6
Columbia, Newberry & Laurens
30
Copper River & Northwestern
50
Davenport, Rock Island & Northwestern
10
Delaware & Hudson
1,253
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
2,289
Denver & Rio Grande
719
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
206
Duluth & Iron Range
316
Duluth & Northern Minnesota
11
Duluth, .Missabe & Northern
367
Duluth, South Shore & -Atlantic and Mineral Range
275
Durham & Southern
9
East Broad Top Railroad & Coal Co
10
East Carolina
s
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
1,026
El Paso & Southwestern
345
El Paso Union Passenger Depot Co
S
•Erie

Evansville & Indianapolis
Fairchild & Northeastern
Flint River & Western
Fort Worth & Denver City
Gainesville Midland

3,576
35
1

8
78
7

1

:
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cinplo^ccs in
military
or naval
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M

Georiti.-i

&

lleiulcmoii

94
27

GeorKia Norlluin
Picflniont
Georgia
cast
Grand Kapids & Indiana
(_

IS

vS;
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Grand Kapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon

&

2,550

Western

14

454

Hockin)! Valley
Houston & Brazos Valley
Houston & Texas Central

Hudson

Sc

Woodworth & Loui.siana Central
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley. (See Illinois Central.)
Zanesville & Western.
(See Toledo & Ohio Central.)

21

Great Northern
Gulf. Tc.\a.s

Richmond, I'rederickfburg
& Potomac.)
Wralherford Mineral Wells & North WcMern
West Side Belt. (See I'iilsburgh & Went Virginia.)
Western Pacific
Wheeling & Lake Erie
Wicliila Falls & Northwestern
Wichita \alley
Wisconsin & Michigan

7

& Florida and .Augusta Southern

Quebec & Western
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay
Canadian Government Railways

Atlantic,

2S9

Illinois Central (including Vazoo & Mississippi Valley).. 8,775
Illinois Southern
56
Illinois Terminal and Missouri & Illinois Bridge and Belt
16

Indiana Harbor Belt
Indianapolis Union
International & Great Northern

Kanawha & Michigan and Kanawha & West

Virginia....

Kansas City Northwestern
Kentucky &• Indiana Terminal

Kentwood S; Eastern
Lake Charles & Northern
Lake Erie & Eastern
Lake Erie & Western
Lehigh & Hudson River
Lehigh & New England

410
80
215
255
272
98
21
10
23

323
.*

Lehigh Valley

& Madison
Long Island
Lorain, Ashland & Southern

56
130
2,049
14

Litchfield

Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Louisiana & Northwest
Louisville Bridge & Terminal

725
12
388
52
39

McCloud River
Maine Central (including Portland Terminal)

887

8

1,863
Michigan Central
Mineral Range. (See Duluth, South Shore & .\tlantic.)
674
Minneapolis & St. Louis
Minneapolis Eastern
_ 1
171
Minnesota Transfer
44
Mississippi Kiver & Bonne Terre
(See Illinois TerMissouri & Illinois Bridge & Belt.

minal.)
Missouri, Kansas
Missouri. Kansas

& Texas (north of Red River)
& Texas of Texas
Ohio
Monongahela
Monongahela Connecting
Nevada-Calif ornia-Oregon
Nevada Northern
New York & Long Branch
Mobile

&

New York Central
New Y'ork, Chicago & St. Louis
New Y'ork, New Haven & Hartford
New England)
New Y'ork, Ontario & Western
Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line

9,321

517
(including Central

Norfolk & Western
Northern Pacific
Northwestern Pacific
Ocean Shore
Ohio River & Western
Oklahoma Railway
Oregon Electric. (See Spokane, Portland & Seattle.)
Oregon Short Line
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Lines
Oregon Trunk. (See Spokane, Portland & Seattle.)
Pacific & Jdaho Northern
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania Railroad Eastern Lines
Philadelphia & Reading

—

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
Pittsburgh & West Virginia and
Rio Grande Southern

Richmond, Fredericksburg

&

706
644
SOS
45
150
27
59
22

3,199
385
32
2,461
3,543
241
4
12
95
1,369

954

Side Belt

75

20

Potomac and Washington

375
Southern
37
Rock Island Southern
181
Rutland
160
St. Joseph & Grand Island
13
St. Louis National Stock Yards Railroad
117
St. Louis Southwestern of Texas
13
St. Louis, Troy & Eastern
10
St. Paul Bridge & Terminal
67
St. Paul Union Depot
2
Salina Northern
62
San Diego & Arizona
162
San Francisco-Oakland Terminal Railways
2
Sibley, Lake Bisteneau & Southern
10
South Georgie
73
Southern Railroad in Mississippi
5,142
Southern Pacific (west of El Paso)
5,487
Southern Railway
Spokane, Portland & Seattle (including Oregon Trunk
213
and Oregon Electric
250
Staten Island Rapid Transit
7
Susquehanna & New York
600
Terminal Association of St. Louis and affiliated lines
'90
Texas & Pacific
3
Tidewater Southern
466
Toledo & Ohio Central and Zanesville & Western

Toledo, Peoria & Western
Toledo, St. Louis & Western

66
210

Toledo Terminal
Tonopah & Tidewater
Trans-Mississippi Terminal
Trinity & Brazos Valley
Ulster & Delaware

143
37

21
1

§1

Utah Railway

2,850
°
,

Wabash

I.fi34

L'nion Pacific

33
9
1

10
38
2,409
3,500

Canadian Northern
Canadian Pacific

9,661

Grand Trunk R.iilway System
Quebec Oriental Kailw ay

•Of

number, 816 cover enlistments
ance, Canadian Expeditionary Forces.

A

this

4,846*
12
in

U. S. .\rmy and Navy; the bal-

Render Justice

Bill to

REPKESK.\r.\TI\E

S.

HUBERT DENT,

to Contractors
JR., of

Alabama, OH

introduced a bill in Congress to provide relief wiiere formal contracts have not been made in the
manner required by law for contractors who have undertaken
work for the government during the war emergency. The
bill was referred to the Committee on Military Affairs and
on December 1 9 was reported with an amendment back to the
house, but has not yet been passed. The bill provides that
Congress authorize the secretary of war to pay or discharge
any agreements, expressed or implied, made in good faith
by any officer or agent for the acquisition of land or materials when the agreement has laeen executed in whole or in
part, or where expenditures have been made or obligations
The bill protects the government
incurred in good faith.
against fraud and is not a bar to the recover}- of money if
the government has been defrauded.
The following letter has been sent out by the Symington
Chicago Corporation, Symington ^lachine Corporation, Symington-.\nderson Company, Symington Forge Corporation,
and the 75 mm. Shell Association, American Fuse IManufacturers' Association, Committee on Boosters and Adapters:
Deceniljcr

7

On November

Comptroller Warwick ruled
hands of contractors many informal papers,
such as letters, purchase orders, procurement orders, etc. These
papers generally are intended to be and are preliminary to the
1.

•

"There are

25, 1918,

in the

In themselves they place no obligation
Tlie latter may be liable on a quantum
meruit for the fair value of articles delivered and accepted, but
for expenses incurred, value of init has no legal obligation
complete work, material on hand or arranged for, etc.. unless
a contract in legal form has been made. Of course, it is understood a legal contract can not be made now for articles the
government does not need, and this is true regardless of prior
negotiations or understandings, written or oral."

execution of contracts.

6
6,624
16.831
3,000

750

West

282
248
62

CANADIAN LINES

3

131

Manhattan

1

Wa.Hhinglon & Old Uoniiiiioii
Washingion Southern. (Sec

MTvice

.1.1

IN, 1.1.

Galvr.sloii, Iloiisinn

Vol. 66. No.

on the government.

The claims board and the district ordnance offices have
2.
ruled that the government will deal only with prime contractors.
This means that, instead of checking the sub-contractors'
claims in advance, the government wants the prime contractors
to settle with the sub-contractors, and assume the risk that such
settlement would later be approved by the government.
Only legislation by Congress can relieve the situation cre3.
ated by the comptroller's ruling.
If, as we believe, the government will ultimately have to
4.
check sub-contractors' claims before repaying to the prime contractors their disbursements on this account, why should not
this government checking be done now, before the sub-contractors' material is stored and their cost records scattered?
believe that pressure should be brought on the claims
board to check sub-contractor's claims now.
5. In order to impress Congress and the country with the importance of immediate action if industrial disaster is to be
averted, a meeting of prime and sub-contractors on government
work will be held at the Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland. Ohio, on
Friday, January 3, 1919, at 11 a. m., for tlie purpose of, (.n)
adopting' a resolution requesting Congress to pass legislation at
once legalizing payment on so-called informal contracts; (fc) of
urging on the claims board that claims of sub-contractors be
checked and approved by government accountants immediately.
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Railway Revenues and Expenses

Record Breaking Revenue But Net Income Nearly $250,000,000
Under Government Guarantee

r

By
Chief,

Julius H. Parmelee

Bureau of Railway Economics

VE.\KS HENXE tlic
rEN"results
of the year 1918

railway historian will analyze the
with a perspective born of full
knowledge of intervening events. He will review the
\
of 1918 in their proper relationship to preceding and
To those of us, however, who glance backucl ceding years.
rard over the year as we cross the threshold into 1919, the
ask of interpreting its
ecord of swift changes
-

s

in 1918

doubly

difficult; dif-

because

both

icult

was a year of
micjue
and unprece918

happenings,

lented

nd because we cannot

how it will be
with the years
hat are ahead.
In particular, discuset see

inked

ion of the financial re-

of 1918

ults

is

made

by

appearince for the first time
n
.\merican railway
listory
of a governaental
guarantee
of
let income.
The iniifficult

ection

ther

of

accompanying

Julius

H. Parmelee

factors into the situation leads to several

makes comparison with earlier
leriods of less significance, inasmuch as the year's net inome is fixed and predictable months in advance of Decemler 31; for another, it renders the aggregates of revenue and
esults:

for

one

thing

it

xpense less susceptible to analysis, since the rates underlytig railway revenues and the wages and prices underlying
ailway expenses have been subjected to such unnatural and
udden changes that the revenue and expense totals have
imporarily ceased to ser\-e as adequate standards of traffic
nd operation; still again, emphasis has shifted from conscture .regarding the amount of net income
for that is now
ixed
to estimate of the amount? which the government will
e called upon to turn over to railway corporations under its
uarantee. Bearing in mind these difficulties and changes in
mphasis, let us turn to the finances of the American railrays, as set forth in their revenue and expense accounts for

—

—

interpret them as best we may in the light of exinformation and potential developments.
Briefly stated, the year 1918 was one of record revenues
ind record expenses, but with net income lower than for any
'ear since the fiscal year 1915, and nearly $250,000,000
uider the annual amount guaranteed bv the Railroad Control
\ct of March 21, 1918.
Railway revenues and expenses for 1918 broke all records.
Revenues approached the five billion-dollar mark, while
'xpenses reached almost to four l)illions.
Railway revenues
lad crossed the four-billion-dollar line for the first time in
917; during 1918 they increased over 5800,000,000 above
he 1917 total.
Not only was the 1918 aggregate a record,
mt the increase of five-sixths of a billion dollars over the
)receding year was the greatest single year's increase in the

918,

all other years both in aggregate amount and in
amount of increase during the year. Railway expenses
for 1918 amounted to nearly four billions, whereas in 1917
they had been $2,854,000,000; the increase of one and an
eighth billions over 1917, as in the case of revenues, was a

the

reccird for the increase of a single year.

Normal

taxes, exclusive of special

war

levies, increased to

$190,000,000 in 1918, also a record. This was about $10,000,000 more than the normal taxes charged against railway
income in 1917. The exact amount of war taxes paid by the
railways in 1917 has not been reported by the Interstate
Commerce Commission; the total was probably in the neighborhood of $40,000,000; what will finally be charged against
the railway income of 1918 depends on two factors not as
>et fully determined, namely, the tax rate applicable under
the war revenue bill now pending in Congress, and the extent to which railway companies are able to charge the special
levies of 1917 and 1918 in the income accounts of those two
\ears.
The war taxes payable by the railways on their income for 1918 will be a charge against the railway corporations, while normal taxes are met by the United States Railroad Administration before arriving at the net income guaranteed to the roads.

and

this

surpassed

The final resultant of the year's operations was that net
income, the ''standard return" as defined bv the Railroad
Control Act, declined from $974,000,000 in 'l917 to $687,000,000 in 1918, a decrease of $287,000,000, or thirtv per
This $687,000,000

cent.

is

nearly $250,000,000 less 'than

the average net income of the same roads during the threeyear test period, which formed the basis of the government's
guarantee.
In other words, the United States Railroad Ad-

ministration will be called upon to make up a deficiency of
that amount out of government funds.
The statistical data presented in the foregoing paragraphs
are set forth in somewhat greater detail in Table I, which is
a comparative income account of the railways of Class
"million-dollar" roads, (including switching

so-called

I,

or

and

tenninal companies), for the years 1917 and 1918." The
aggregates for 1918 are necessarily estimated in part, as only
preliminary returns for November are available as this review is written, and only partial returns for December. The
tax entry for 1917 is also estimated in part, owing to the
fact already noted that the Interstate Commerce Commission
has not yet reported the war taxes of that year.

and

sting

lister}-

of

American railways.

Similarly, operating expenses

Increase or decrease

Per
Item
1918
Operating revenues..
$4,880,000,000
Operating expenses....
3,975,000,000
Net revenue
905,000.000
Taxes
190,000,000
Xet rental balances.... Dr. 28.000.000
Xet operating income..
687,000,000
d

=

1917
S4.043.00O.000
854.000.000
1. 189.000.000
ISO.OOO.OOO
Dr. 35 OOO.OOO
974,000.000

Amount
$837,000,000
1,121.000.000
d 284,000.000
10.000,000
7.000.000
d 287,000,000

cent
20.7
39.3

d23.9
5.6

20.0
d29.5

Decrease.

Discussing

the year as a whole, the facts that press
are the great increase in revenues, the still
greater increase in expenses, and the resultant decline of
$287,000,000 in net operating income. Revenues increased
for

first

attention

$837,000,000; every month except January showing an inover the corresponding month of 1917.
Table II
makes it clear that the monthly increases were accelerated
crease

27
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from January up to Augu.st and Si.'|)tcnilK'r, due larjjcly to
the .-iiKvilinii up of war traffic during; tlie spring and summer
montlis, whik' tlu-rc was a slackcninp durinj^ tlio later months
of the year.
The general rate increa.ses made effective in
March and durinn June played their part, of course, in the
increascxl revenues, especially during the la.st half of the
year from July to December.
Table

II

March
April

May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December
Twelve months

The

at

$4,880,000,000.

These were

distrijjuted

I

among

the several classes of service as follows:
Krciijht

revenue

$3,400,000,000
1,040.000.000
55,000,000
1 30,000,000
255,000,000

I'asicnKer revenue

Msil
Kxprrsn
All other
Totiil

revenues

$4,880,000,000

The

increase in the various forms of railway revenue,
duced to the basis of percentages of increase over the yi

Oper.nling revenues (OOO omitled)

Month
January
February

aljove
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1918
$285,084
289,684
365.912
370.615
378.242
393.309
468,380
502.760
488,136
489,500
445,000
403,500

1917
$300,841
317.150
319.328
345.904
349,670
348.394
366,224
358,798
381,000
355.000
335,500

24.322
48.762
51.287
32.338
43.639
119,986
136,536
129.338
108.500
90,000
68,000

$4,880,122

$4,043,174

$836,948

265. .162

Increaie

d$15.760

1917, are shown by months in Chart I.
Operating expenses as a whole increased $1,121,000,01
in 1918.
In some respects this increase over the alreai
hea\7 expen.^e of 1917 stands out as the one significant fe
ure of the year's operations. The rate of increase was near]
40 per cent as compared with 1917, and 67 per cent as coi
The increase was due primarily to
pared with 1916.
creased wages, secondarily to the higher cost of fuel am
other supplies, and finally to the additional costs broug
about by heavier traffic.
Wage increases accounted for considerably more than hal^
Five general wage in^
of the total increase in expenses.
i:

principal rate increases of the year 1918 were the

25 per cent flat increase in freight rates made effective by
the director general on June 25, and the general passenger
Passenger rates were increased
rate increases of June 10.

Jan

Feb

Mar ^pr May

Jun. Jul.

Aug.

.Sep.

Oct

Nov.

Dec.

to three cents a mile \\herever they were below that figure,
while an additional tariff of half a cent per mile was added
to the passenger charge when the traveller carried a Pullman
ticket.

This extra

December
mission

1.

made

On

tariff

on Pullman travel was removed on

ISIarch 25, the Interstate

Commerce Com-

effective in Official Classification Territory a

large part of the increases not already allowed in the course
of the Fifteen Per Cent Case; on June 22 the Commission
granted a 10 per cent increase in express rates, the railroads'
proportion of which increased in similar ratio. These principal increases, together with many minor adjustments and
some changes in accessory charges, accounted for probably
not less than 5600.000,000 of the total increase in revenues,

amounting

to $837,000,000.

The balance came from

in-

crease in traffic, which was relatively greater in the passenger than the freight service.
Passenger-miles increased approximately 15 per cent, a

large part of this increase representing troop movements.
In other words, what may be termed normal passenger travel

Troop movements were especially hea\y in the summer months, but grew less extensive during the later months of the year, both on account
of the armistice of November 1 1 and on account of restriction
of railway travel made necessary by the influenza epidemic.
This last factor also affected normal travel, especially in
October and November. December travel showed a number
of vagaries; consolidated troop movements were heavy, and
there was also a large movement of discharged soldiers returning home on their o^^'n account. These men received a
reduced rate of two cents per mile, so that the revenue derived from their travel was not so great, relatively, as from
remained

almost

Total Opfirating Ifavenue

Freight

Passenger

stationary.

Probably half a million disother classes of passengers.
charged soldiers returned to their homes during December.
Normal travel was also heavy in December. The increase
in passenger travel during 1918, all classes combined, produced revenue well above $100,000,000, possiblv close to
$150,000,000.
Freight traffic, up to October, was only slightly greater
What inthan during the corresponding period of 1917.
crease may have occurred during the last two months of the
year, together with the increases up to October, probably
brought into the treasuries of the federal roads an amount

approaching $100,000,000.
Revenue from the carriage of mail showed a slight but
consistent decline throughout the year, the total decrease apExpress revenue increased nearly
proaching five millions.
$25,000,000.
Railway operating revenues for 1918 have been estimated

Mail

Express ^ -,._,.-,. ^ ^

—

Chart 1 Rate of Increase or Decrease of General Revenue
Accounts by Months, 1918 Compared with 1917. Only
Decrease Was for Mail

by the director general of railroads during 1918, and there were many minor and local adjustments

creases were granted

as well, virtually all of them in the upward direction.
The
principal increases, together with the annual amounts which
they are roughly estimated to have added to the railway
payroll, were as follows.

A general increase to all railway employees receiving less
than $250 per month was granted by General Order No. 27,
promulgated May 25.
This increase was retroactive to
January first, and represented a payroll addition estimated
from $300,000,000 to $350,000,000'per year. The second
principal increase, also retroactive to January 1, was that
This increase has been
to shopmen announced on July 25.
estimated at not less than $125,000,000 per year. The third
and fourth increases were made effective September first, and
affected the wages of maintenance of way employees and of
These two increases aggregated some
jclerks, respectively.
$150,000,000 per year. The fifth increase became effective
October first and applied to telegraphers, tow-ermen, block
and telephone operators, etc. This increase amounted to
These principal increases,
$30,000,000 or more per year.
together with

many

smaller adjustments, accounted for a total

—
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3,

ddition to the railway payroll variously estimated at from

600,000,000 to $700,000,000.
Increased cost of fuel represented another considerable
Railway locomotives conddition to operating expenses.
iimed some 650,000,000 tons of fuel in 1918. The average
rice paid by the roads was higher in 1918 than in 1917 by
n amount not yet fully known. It may have been as great
s

per ton, in which case the increased cost of
due to increase in unit prices would be about $80,000,-

fifty cents

Liel

00.

Other supplies increased also in cost, some of the perranging well above 100 per cent. The total

nit increases
Jan.

Feb.

Mar ^pr May

M

i

Jo /.

Jun.

1

M ^
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ff
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\
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35 per cent.
The customary comparison of tnonthly expenditures with
those of the preceding year offers but little interest in the
case of the year 1918, because the retroactive features of the
two largest increases in wages tend to overweight the expense accounts of some months and underweight those of
other months.
Chart II portrays the rate of increase over
1917 of the various classes of expense, by months, and shows
ver}- clearly how much out of line were certain of the months.
Some of these variations from normal can be traced back
definitely to one or more of the five principal wage increases.
For example, the chart marks a sudden upward trend in all
the expense accounts for June, the month in which the larger
part of the back pay resulting from the general increase of
May 25 was charged. The rate of increase approached more
nearly to normal in July, but in August, September and Oc-

^i

^^^^-=^1

>

X-.

and other agencies, and other practicable economies
under the conditions of unified operation. Maintenance expenditures increased over 50 per cent, maintenance of equipment increasing over 60 per cent and maintenance of way
about 40 per cent. Transportation expenses were greater by
of ticket

M.oftV.afTd
^

fllil'W
1

Dec.

Mail it. of,
equ ipm&rif

\

i
i

Nw.

/:

29
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Genera/
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Operahn^ Re venues
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^4,004.000,000
2,769.000.000
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Chart III
for

/

—Revenues,

Ten Months

\\

Opera ^in^ Expenses.

$

1918
-s.zrs.ooo.coo
Test f^riod-1,87/,000.000

.yef

Opera frn^ /nconre.

(Shsndard Refurn)
1918 -*0OS,OOO,OOO
Tesf Period- 742,000,000

Expenses and Net Operating Income
Compared with Ten-

to October, 1918,

Twelfths of Test Period

\

\

\ -^

Traf 'ic

tober maintenance of equipment expenses show unusually
large increases.
Part of this abnormal showing grew out of
the retroactive feature of the shopmen's increase of July 25.

The
Jofal Operating Expenses

.

/iaint otIVay andsfruct.
Maint. af Equipment .^. .^ ^_
Traffic

^. ^. ^. ^.

Transportation

—

Rate of Increase or Decrease of General Expense
Accounts by Months, 1918 Compared with 1917. Only
Decrease Was in Traffic Account

mount

of such increases

not easily computable, but in
le aggregate it represented a considerable item.
Still anther factor of increased operating expense, as in the case
f revenue, was the increase in traffic.
The principal operating expense accounts were as follows:
is

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
General and other
Total expenses

$620,000,000
1,100,000,000
50,000,000
2,050,000,000
155,000.000
$3,975,000,000

All these accounts except traffic showed heavy increases
iver 1917.
Traffic expenditures fell off over 20 per cent,
»wing to the

should be brought into the accounts as soon as possible after
1.
Some roads did not succeed in computing and
charging the back pay in full until September and even

August

Qeneral

hart II

general order making this increase effective provided that
the July increase should be charged in the July accounts,
while the increase for the six months from January to June

abolition of traffic solicitation,

consolidation

October.
is

The maintenance of way increase of September 1
jump in maintenance of way ex-

clearly reflected in the

penses, from a 33.5 per cent increase in August to a 47.5
per cent increase in September.
The other wage increases
cannot be so closely traced in the expense statements, either
because they were scattered through the various accounts,
as in the case of the clerks, or because they did not represent
a relatively large addition to total expense, as was the case
with the telegraphers.
Finally we come to the vitally significant item of net
operating income, or standard return.
This amounted in
1918 to $687,000,000, which was a decline of $287,000,000
from the results attained in 1917. The calendar year 1917
as a whole, however, showed better results than the average
year of the three-year test period selected by Congress as the
basis of its guarantee of net income.
As a consequence the

—
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deficiency wliiih the director general's revolving fund will be
called upon to make up is not the difference of $287,000,000
between tlie re-^^ults of 1918 and I'M 7, but rather the differ-

ence of about $250,000,000 between 1918 and the annual
average of the test period.
I say "about $250,000,000,"
since only a few of tlie compensation contracts have been
signed as tliis is written, and there is some (juestion as to
what amounts will be guaranteed a numl)er of the roads,
although in many other cases tlie amount is, of cour.«e, virtually agreed upon even though the formal contract has not
been completed.
To portray somewhat more clearly to the eye how the
tremendous increase in expenses affected net operating income
in 1918, Chart III has been drafted, showing for the first
ten montlis of 1918 the total revenues, total expenses, and
net operating income of roads of Ciass I, as compared with
ten-twelfths of the test period average. Switching and terminal companies are not covered by this chart, and the results
should not be compared in detail with the other charts and

which do include such companies. The general
however, are not afi"ected by the exclusion. Revenues
in 1918 far outstripped those of the test period, but as expenses increased in even greater ratio, net operating income
shows a very appreciable decline.
If it has been difficult to analyze the results of 1918, even
more difficult is it to offer predictions regarding 1919. So
many uncertainties face the American railways on the
threshold of a new year that even the most guarded prophecy
tlie tables,

results,

might easily be upset overnight. Among the vital questions
pressing for answer are these: Will unified operation and
control continue through 1919? What traffic will be offered
the railways? What will be the trend of wage and prices?
Will the increased rates be maintained? And many others.
If I were permitted a very cautious guess as to the possibilities for 1919, it would be that traffic will decrease but
little, if at all, in the aggregate, although its composition and
character w-ill change considerably; that wages and prices
will remain at or close to the high levels reached in 1918;
finally, that the rate increases of 1918, being in effect from
the very

of the year 1919, will bring net operating ingovernment guarantee.

first

come back

to or above the level of the

almost certainly come out of this last
factor will be a demand from the public for rate reductions.
This point was recently touched upon by Director General
McAdoo, when he predicted that the extension of unified
control would make possible substantial reductions in both

One

result that

freight

v\-ill

and passenger rates. However
and traffic will certainly

prices, w-ages,

the final result being a matter that lies

this

may

be, rates,

on each other,
today on the lap of

react

the gods.

Engineering and Operating
Problems of English Railways
F. .4SPIXALL, general manager of the LanYorkshire, has been chosen president of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, and in his inaugural
address, delivered before that body in London, on November
5, he made an interesting survey of some of the weight)' problems now confronting the engineering profession in England.
More than 3,000 members of the institution have joined
the fighting forces of the Empire, and 307 militar)- orders

JOHN
SIRcashire
&

-A..

distinctions have already been conferred upon them;
number who have lost their lives is 291. Nearly one1,430 ^have been commissioned
half of the whole number

and

the

—

—

The speaker mentioned
as officers of the Royal Engineers.
with gratification the general recognition of the important
service rendered in the war by the engineering profession
mathematicians, chemists, physicists, metallurgists and electricians

—who

are to be credited with rapid progress in de-
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The railways have not felt
government operation, as have other
largely because tlie work has not been taken

feating every hostile invention.
tile

deadening

effect of

great indu.stries,

hands of the men familiar with it.
problem considered by Sir John was that of the
structure gage of British railways, there being 66 different
loading gages applicable to 150 sections of lines; and the
list of these must be studied when sending freight cars off
from their home road. Progress in making larger freight
cars is slow and at present almost impossible because of the
limitations in width and height imposed at a thousand places.
During the war English cars have been sent to France and
have been run with facility, but French cars could not lie
run far in England.
The speaker believed it possible to
make great improvements in the structure gage without in any
way altering the space between the two tracks of a doubletrack railway, which in most cases is six feet.
He offered
no specific remedy for this general problem but said that this
and also the standardization of locomotives and cars ought
to be actively undertaken; and "any change which may take
place in the ownership of railways" ought to lead to an
active policy; which probably would not cost more than a few
days' war expenditure. The speaker had nothing definite to
say concerning proposed amalgamations or state ownesrhip,
out of the

The

first

but alluded to the probable limitation of the number of designs of engines, if any change should be made. As to cars,
running gear, brake gear, and some other details ought to be
standardized without regard to whether more comprehensive
plans can be agreed upon.
Extended quotations are made
from the recent address of Alba B. Johnson, at Chicago, on
standardization.
Improved appliances for unloading coal at seaports, and
for loading and unloading other heav'y goods; the need of
larger coal cars and the importance of abolishing private
ownership of freight cars, and thus promoting standardization on the part of the railroads, are discussed at length;
and the speaker then proceeded to discuss permanent way.
Wooden sleepers (ties) are less plentiful than formerly, and
are costing more; and it is suggested that when the steel
mills of the kingdom are released from the burdens of war,
they might be used to make the 300,000 tons of steel sleepers
which could be used annually to replace the 4,500,000 wooden
The speaker
sleepers which need to be taken out each year.
seems to hold that standard dimensions could be agreed upon
for steel sleepers throughout the kingdom, and suggests that
their use might become as extensive in England as it is today

on the continent.
Another suggestion based on recent experience on the continent, is that light railways might be laid extensively in
Britain for the development of agriculture; the hundreds of
miles of 60-centimeter gage track which has been laid by the
British army in France and Belgium might profitably be
used in England. A committee of engineers and road surveyors, in combination with the Board of Agriculture, could
decide where and how such railroads should be laid to be
most useful.
Looking to the future and considering the probability of
greatly lengthening freight trains.

Sir

John

calls

attention

probably be available so that the engineman at the head of a train can communicate instantaneously with the runner of an engine at
the rear of the same train, the two stopping or starting or
setting the brakes at the same instant.
The future of electrical railway operation is discussed at
length, with reference principally to recent experiences in
America; and, observing that the railway demand for electric
current will be far in excess of that for any other industry,
the speaker thought that the generating stations ought to be
owned by the railway companies. England must take into
Countries rich in
account the abilities of her competitors.
waterpower can sell electric current at low prices; and Norway today is exporting current by cable to Denmark.
to the fact that wireless telephones will

Executive Committee of Canadian Railway War Board
Left to Right: Howard G. Kelley, president. Grand Trunk Railway; D. B. Hanna, president, Canadian Northern (Government) Railway; Lord Shaughnessy, chairman of the Canadian Railway War Board and chairman of the Canadian Pacific ; A. H. Smith, formerly president of the New York Central,
now regional director of the United States Railroad Administration, but still representing the American lines in Canada; E. W. Beatty. K. C, President,
Canadian Pacific, and W. M. Neal, general secretary, Canadian Railway War Board.
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THE PRESENT
railways
and operation
of

ership

in

Canada

own-

is

Government did not

the

of circumstances rather than the development
In so far as there was anything in the
nature of a matured plan for the extension of the government
system, which has been in existence for nearly fifty years, it

had reference entirely
Maritime Provinces; and the course

to the

of events in that direc-

be under-

short of a clear
grasp of the history of
It
Intercolonial.
the
stood

my

privilege

a

year or two ago to set
forth in the Railway
Age (October 5, 1916,
page 589), the essential facts with regard
to that much discussed
road,

and

it

is

minds of those who
as

to give a

demonstra-

was made a matter of specific contract
American Act the charter and constitution of the Dominion of Canada.
It was to be the material link of political union, and out of that fact, without
agreement on the point, grew up the idea that the road must
never be regarded as a commercial undertaking. That is to
say, it was tacitly understood that transportation tolls should
be imposed solely for the purpose of meeting operating expenses.
In practice, for reasons as to which there has been
much debate, there were many years when it did not accomplish that much. Rightly or wrongly, the deficit of the Interijuilding of such a line
in the

there-

fore unnecessarj' at this

time to do any more
than epitomize those
J. L. Payne
facts in their bearing
on the position of matters today.
There is sure to be confusion in the minds of
readers if the historical aspect is omitted.
It is fundamental,
especially at this critical juncture in the discussion of rail-

way

in the

ciple,

1867

That idea had no place whatever

built the Intercolonial.
The prinagainst corporate control, was not even mooted.
The Intercolonial, it must always be remembered, was constructed solely as an integral part of the bargain of confederation.
The provinces down by the sea were reluctant to
join with the upper provinces in a federal union, for a very
good reason. They were cut off from central and western
Canada by the closing of the St. Lawrence during the winter
months. Their commercial interests were focussed in Boston
and the eastern states. They were British in sentiment; but
they were bound by ties of trade very closely to the United
States.
They felt themselves quite separated from Ontario
and Quebec, and today, after the lapse of more than half a
century, thousands of Nova Scotians still speak of the upper
provinces as "Canada."
To win the people of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick over
to the confederation idea it was necessary to offer them railway connection, and the Intercolonial was the result. The

result

was

start out in

tion of state ownership.

of a definite policy.

tion will not

Canada

policy in the United States and Canada.
31

British North
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colonial wore often attriluiUtl to political interference with
the management.
It is foreign to my puqiose to discuss for

one moment that phase of Intercolonial history, as it also
is to write a syllabic which could be construed as taking
either side in the broad controversy over state ownership
1 must be understtKxl as being an entirely
as a principle.
neutral recorder of the l)asic facts which have brought aljout
the present railway situation in Canada, and nothing more.
Government began its railway enterprises with the Intercolonial, and was assumed to have ended with tlie building
of the Prince Edward Island narrow gage line when that
province entered the confederation in 187.>. That was all the
It was done as a
founders of the Dominion had in view.
matter of agreement based entirely on the necessities of the
case.

The question of principle, apart from the original
bargain, has no place in the official records. Other railways
were built by private corporations; so that in 1903, when the
Grand Trunk Pacific was projected, there were in New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia 1,395 miles of line thus owned.
This mileage attached to 26 separate roads, of which 9 were
This will make
in Nova Scotia and 17 in New Brunswick.
it clear that the government had not dreamt of setting apart
the Maritime Provinces as a field in which to exploit by
monopoly the principle of state control. Not one of these
They were all more or
lines paralleled the Intercolonial.
Alless in the nature of feeders to the government system.
most without exception they connected with the Intercolonial.
In time they came to be regarded as branch lines, although
two or three of them could not properly be so classified. For
Few of them
the most part they ser^ed a local purpose.
managed to make ends meet without a hard struggle. They
constantly looked to the government road for assistance,

way of equipment. The Intercolonial was the
In this situation there grew up
artery; they were the veins.
an agitation for consolidation. It was believed that under
such a re-casting a better service would be provided in the
that it
districts served, especially by the smaller roads, and
would be a good thing in the long run for the government
chiefly in the

system

itself.

process of acquirement has been slow; but during the
over representing an agpast IS years lines have been taken
all in the province of
gret^ate of a little more than 500 miles,
essence the
The basis of purchase was

The

New

m

Brunswick.

the form of assummg
present value, which in some cases took
circumstances it is quite
outstanding liabilities. Under the
or even a
impracticable to give either the cost to government
The terms
appraised.
suf^estion of how present value was
government and the
were a matter of arrangement between the
This acquired mileage has not been added to the
owners
the new properties being
milea'^e of the Intercolonial as yet,
it would be altosimplv operated separately as before; and

whatever about results. The
gether premature to say anything
of the governof the new mileage has been in possession

bulk

and as

to the lines

which have been

for but a short time,
of importance
operated for a number of years no change
discernible in either gross or net earnings.

ment

is

Extension of Government Ownership
which was
construction of the Grand Trunk Pacific,
in the extension of
be<^un in 1905, marks a pivotal period
ownership in Canada. That system was to be-

The

government
practically at the Atgin at Moncton, in New Brunswick—
Rupert on the Pacific. It
lantic coast— and end at Prince
was to build from
will be remembered that the company
underthe Pacific coast, while the government

Winnipeg

to

miles in length, offitook to build the eastern section, 1810
Without
Transcontinental.
cially designated the National
arising out of the
going into a considerable mass of details
of the Wmmpegbargain, let it suffice to say the construction

Moncton

section

was

a

mere variation of the form in which

tlie
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was

governnieiit

to aid the enterprise.

The

1

capital cost

has been $170,000,000 in round figures, without
including ciiarges on account of deficits. The ultimate cost
of the line, e(iuipi)ed for traffic up to capacity, is estimated
at $100,000 jK-r mile.
It is built up to a high standard;
but runs for many hundreds of miles through an unproductive and quite undeveloped country.
When the time
came for tlie Grand Trunk Pacific to take over the National
Tran.scontinental, thereby creating a new system from ocean
to ocean, it was unable to do so.
Financial difficulties barred
the way.
As tliat aspect of the situation as a whole will be
taken up a little farther along, it is only necessary at this
point to say that the government began the cjperation of the
National Transcontinental in a tentative way in 1913.
It
lias continued to do so. For the year 1917 the gross earnings
were $7,113,246, which fell short of meeting operating expenses, from which it is obvious the loss to the dominion
treasury on interest account and deficits has been relatively
large.
This taking over of the National Transcontinental
was the first long stride toward the creation of the largest railway system on this continent. Up to this time no effort has
been made to throw all the mileage acquired into a single
railway with both central control and centralized administraOwnership and operation are both in government
tion.
hands; but not under a common name nor a single central
management. But I must not get ahead of the chronological
order of events.
A year after the outbreak of war the financial difficulties
tiius

far

of the

Grand Trunk

Pacific

Grand Trunk,

to fall

royal commission

its

parent,

the

back upon, although government was

joint guarantor of its bonds;

A

and the Canadian Northern

The former had

reached an acute stage.

but

was appointed

the

latter

stood

alone.

1916 to consider "in a
comprehensive way the conditions and necessities of railway
development in Canada," and the famous Drayton- Acworth
report* was the immediate result.
It
is
uimecessary for
the purposes of this sketch of events to repeat any of the
details of that significant finding.
The taking over by government of the Grand Trunk, the Grand Trunk Pacific
and the Canadian Northern was recommended. The setting
up of a huge state system was held to be both unavoidable
and expedient. Government had just given $60,000,000 to
the Canadian Northern and $8,000,000 to the Grand Trunk
Thus far
Pacific to meet immediate and urgent needs.
possession of only the Canadian Northern has been assumed.
Bearing in mind that up to 1903 government had owned
in

and ojjerated only 1,788 miles of line, which represented no
material change as against the early days of confederation,
it is well to see what was the position of matters in 1918.
This is the situation today:
Government Mile\ge
1,518

Intercolonial

Prince Edward Island
National Transcontinental
Cani-.dian

Branch

275
1,810

9.405

Northern

lines

524

acquired

13.532

Total

Here was a big change. By a few swift strokes the government had altered the entire railway map of Canada. In
doing so it had increased its capital liabilities on railway
account from $120,000,000 in 1910 to $800,000,000 in 1918.
If it had carried out the Drayton-Acworth recommendations
to the full the final aggregate would not have been less than
Of course, this
$1,250,000,000 on 18,876 miles of lines.
has meant no more than a transfer of responsibility from
corporate to public shoulders; but that does not modify the
significance of the movement as a vital change in the Canadian railway

situation.

*Railwa\ Age Gasette.
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The Public Attitude
As

mere statement of facts, free
from the expression of personal opinion or comment, it is
necessary to answer certain questions which must obviously
arise in the minds of those who read.
The public attitude,
for example, is immediately suggested.
The process by
which such revolutionary changes were brought about may
be expected to have its place in a frank history of events.
The suspicion is unavoidable that all this must have been
preceded by elaborate discussions in Parliament, in the press
and on public platforms, of the underlying principle. Let
it therefore be said at once that public judgment on these
this is intended to be a

vast changes has neither been specifically sought nor positively declared. The matter in any of its aspects has not been

an issue before the people.
What has been done by the
government has been the result of what was believed to be
irresistible necessity.
The National Transcontinental was
built by the government and, although intended to be handed
over to the Grand Trunk Pacific, was never taken off its
hands.
By reason of guarantees of bonds by the provinces
and the Dominion, the taking over of the Canadian Northern
was practically compulsory. The owners were at the end
of their tether under war conditions, and the chief guarantors
saw no avenue of escape from assuming a liability which
already lay at their door.

The

definite grasping of these facts

an understanding of the otherwise surprising
statement that the Canadian public has to a large extent been
both passive and silent. At all events, one would search the
records of Parliament and the newspapers in vain to find
anything which could be fairly recognized as a general discussion of the policy of government ownership as against
the policy of corporate ownership.
Nor has the government
itself made any clear-cut announcement on the question.
Looking ahead, it might fairly be asked whether or not
the government intends to give effect to the recommendations
of the Drayton-Acworth report as respects the Grand Trunk
and the Grand Trunk Pacific. I do not know, and it would
be improper and impolitic to surmise. Nobody knows. The
Grand Trunk in 1917 had net earnings of $13,179,039, and
showed a surplus of $1,962,995 after meeting all its fixed
charges.
This is to be viewed, however, in the light of its
obligations on account of the Grand Trunk Pacific.
It is
the guarantor of large responsibilities incurred by that road.
The Grand Trunk Pacific itself had a shortage of $205,'000
as between gross earnings and operating expenses in 1917,
to which should be added fully $7,000,000 on account of fixed
is

essential to

The situation in this regard has not been machanged since 1916, and at the end of that year Sir
Henry Drayton and W. M. Acworth reported to the government as follows: "We estimate the present annual liability
of the Grand Trunk in connection with the Grand Trunk Pacific system to be considerably over $5,000,000 per annum,
and after January, 1923, it will increase to over $7,000,000.
charges.
terially

We

recommend that the control both of the Grand
and of the Grand Trunk be assumed by the
A. H. Smith, in his minority report,
people of Canada."
recommended that the operation of the Grand Trunk Pacific
be transferred to the Canadian Northern, which would ad*

*

Trunk

*

Pacific

mit of a considerable reduction in mileage; but, since the
road has been definitely taken over by the government,
it will be seen that this suggestion is now out of the question.
Neither the war nor the burdens arising therefrom can very
well have any direct effect on the situation as presented in
the foregoing paragraphs.
What has been done was held
It was regarded as the most prudent and
to be unavoidalale.
promising way of meeting a liability which already lay at
the door of the government by reason of the public guarantees
outstanding.
In other words, the choice exercised was believed to be the best for the defense of the dominion treasury.
Whether or not the same force, proceeding from precisely
latter

33

similar impulses, will lead to the early absorption of the
Grand Trunk Pacific is a question which would seem to
demand an early answer; but what that answer will be rests
with the judgment of those who govern.
Inevitably, the aggressions of the government led to more
or less general and sporadic talk, in the press and among

men, on the comprehensive topic of nationalization. Having
gone so far, it became a question for debate whether or not
it would be both logical and expedient to
go further to the
point of throwing all the railways of Canada into a common
pool.
There were factors on the surface which gave a suggestion of strength to such a bold scheme.
The net earnings
of all lines produced a balance on the credit side; while any
combination which excluded the Canadian Pacific was more
or less weak.
Nevertheless, both the Drayton-Acworth report and the Smith report strongly urged the leaving of the
Canadian Pacific alone. This created an obstacle. In so far
as there was any discussion at all, either academic or con-

—

structive,

had

its foundation very largely, if not wholly,
created by the distressing finances of the
Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk Pacific. Probably some positiveness might have been given to these arguments, outside of the propaganda at Kitchener, Ont., but for
the interest centered in the war.
Be that as it may, the point
it

in the situation

am

make is that nothing has happened in a defishow the trend of public judgment either for or
against state ownership.
The action of government was
based on monetary considerations rather than an avowed
principle, and there the whole matter rests at the present
I

nite

trying to

way

to

time.

New

Rates a Relief

Meanwhile, it may be said that the railways of Canada
have had strong reasons for welcoming the relief which the
new scale of rates has given them. That scale became effective on August 12, last, and, while it has given a fillip
to gross earnings, it is much too early to speculate on the
possible effect on net earnings. Much has happened to suggest that the additional inflow will be balanced by the additional outflow, for it is already clear that the Mc.\doo award
to employees,

plus the rising cost of supplies, has greatly
It should be understood that
the McAdoo ruling as to rates of wages found almost instant
acceptance in Canada, and was a striking demonstration of
the sympathetic relationship which prevails between the two
countries as respects railways.
On the other hand, there
is just the shadow of a hope that the final balance for the
fiscal year may be favorable; for the one outstanding benefit
of the war, over against all the trials which it brought, was
the development of efficiency in the operating departments.
The movement of a greatly swollen volume of traffic in 1916
and 1917 had to be carried out with less equipment than was
available in 1914 and 1915.
Not only was there an actual
decrease in the number of rolling stock units, but the loss
of skilled labor from the shops made repairs slow and unsatisfactory.
The introduction of female help was valuable,
but it scarcely restored the conditions which existed prior to
wholesale enlistments in the Canadian army. The operating
officers made a virtue of necessity, however, and strove by
every means to increase the average carload, train-load and
so on. They were like the cheerful old liar who, when asked
to explain how his dog had managed to climb a tree to escape
from a pursuing bear, said: "He had to, the bar was
crowdin' him so." In these heroic efforts to accomplish the
seemingly impossible they had great assistance from the
Railway War Board, whose work it was my pleasure to record a few months ago.
The collapse of the Germans and the ending of the war
has brought the railways of Canada, in common with those
of other countries, sharply up against the problems of peace.

added

to operating expenses.

;

!
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The rcmeml)rance of what occurred in l'.^14 and the early
part of 1915, when the paralyzing blow of war struck the
railways, is a vivid part of the contemplations of peace. Nor

Nothing has
Ijc premature to make predictions.
happened to indicate the prol)al)le trend of events.
Tile nightmare of a possible reaction and great upheavals in trade is scarcely driven away by the hope that
WDiiUl

It
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yet

can responsible officers find any comfort in the uncertain
and une.xprcssed attitude of public or official judgment as to
what may be done in the vital matter of nationalization, as
to which I am as much in the dark as arc thev.

adjustments will swiftly take place; for the relationsliip between commerce and traffic is so intimate that the ups and
downs of one always mean the rising or falling of the other.

Receiverships and Foreclosure Sales in 1918
The Government by Taking Over the Roads Suspended
Natural Economic Laws of Railroad Bankruptcy

the

portant with the exception of the Denver & Rio Grande. In
the case of that road the order of the court appointing a receiver was so worded as to put the question of whether or
not a receiver should take charge of the property up to the
The other si.x roads are unimdirector general of railroads.

TiiF. LAW taking over the railroads specifically provides that without the permission of the director general
of railroads the property of a railroad company used
in transportation service shall not be attached by the courts,
the receiverships established in 1918 were few and unim-

SINCE

HANDS OF RECEIVERS

R.^ILROADS IN THE

Total

Date of

Name
.Vtesinn

Mileage
46
,38
,

of road

Belt

Birmingham. Columbus &
Boston & Maine

St.

Andrews

2,298

S?

Connecticut River

Vermont Valley
Boj-ne City, Gaylord

25

S4
104

-Upena
Ca^ Girardeau Northern
Chicago & Eastern IlUnois
Chicago, Peoria

&

St.

.^

1.136

2SS
338
22

Louis

Colorado Midland
Creston. Winterset & Des Moines
Dansville & Mt. Morris
Denver & Rio Grande

Denver &

Salt

_

2.610

2«

Lake

IS

Elkin & Allegheny
Evansville & Indianapolis
Fellsmere Railroad

146

if

Florida. Alabama & Gulf
Fort Smith & Western
Fort Smith. Subiaco & Eastern
Georgia & Florida
Georiia Coast & Piedmont
Gould Southwestern

f

254
14

348
100
1°
f3
i^

1

Havnesville & Montgomery
Ho-uston & Brazos Valley
llbnois Southern
International & Great Northern
Kansas City. Mexico & Orient

.
!

!

!

!

!

!

]

Short Line
Southern

Orangeburg Railway
Palatine. Lake Zurich & \\ auconda
Pine Bluff & Northern
Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern
Richmondfc Rappahannock*
Rome & Northern
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;
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company

old

company

securities

$250,000
43,338,000
2,260.250
3,800,000
800.000
1.500,000
59,289,000
4.000.000
9,532,000
200,000
150,000
121.802.000
12,514,000
480.000
2,500.000

298.600
200.000
209.581,800
24,696.500
956,300
4,500,000

500,000
6,240,000
400,000
7,820,000
1,807.287
8.929
460,000

150,000
5,000,000
150,000
8,750,000
1,572,000
51,000
50,000

650,000
11,240.000
550,000
16,570,000
3,379,287
59,929
510,000

4,410.000
41,000
420,000
3,398,000
26.347,000
31,000,000

4,410,000
50,000
24.000
5,000,000
4,822.000
20,000,000

8,820.000
91.000
444,000
8,398.000
31,169,000
51,000,000

4,050
2,250.000
500.000
1.172,000
1,180.000
8.353,295
101.728.750
35,638,054

300.000
2,300,000
500,000
1,172,000
200,000
200,000
8,340.000
76,283,257
10,152,500

304,050
4,550.000
1.000.000
2,344,000
1,380,000
200.000
16.693.295
178,012.007
45.790.554

43.000
14.655,000
458,000

265.000
100.000
230.000
160.000
15,000.000
500.000

681.000
100,000
230.000
203,000
29,655.000
958.000

$70,000
4,750,000
85,993,191
5,493.550
4,800.000
1,469.300
1,610,000
77,556,900
8,000.000
19,532,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

970,800
1,162.300
280.000
350.000
35,000
306,100
7,941,450
38,763.810
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304,000
1,250,000
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4,693.000
418,779
389,000
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3,233,300
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669,300
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50,000
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Missouri & North Arkansas
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Greenville Northwestern*
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foreclosure leayiiig 72 tniles in hands of receivers.
t ?o"m"es""o'f^'this road were sold at
1918, but it is still in the hands of receivers.
i Thirproperty was sold at foreclosure in

817,000
1,500.000
4,413,000
68,779
354.000
454.000
12.232,900
54,621.000
300.000
4,895.000
27.602,000
8,760.000
690.000
75.000
384.000
545.000

1.400
420.000
2.000.000
1,324,662

760.100
20,174.350
93,384,810
600.000
8.971.900
47.549.600
9,064,000
1,940,000
76,400
804,000
2.000,000
1,869,662

433,258,070

1,062,635.364

January

3,
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portant and form no part of the main line railroad mileage
The director general ruled that the
of the United States.
receivership extended only to the free assets of the Denver &
Rio Grande Railroad Company and did not pertain to the
The receiver, tlierefore, took charge only of
railroad itself.
the free assets of the company not used in the transportation
business and a federal manager was appointed for the Denver

is

&

iear
1876

Rio Grande in the same way as for a solvent company. It
would seem proper, however, to include the mileage of the
Denver & Rio Grande in our annual table since the company
itself is bankrupt and the company owns the mileage shown

in our table although temporarily a receiver is not in charge
of this mileage.

The Colorado Midland
but

receiver

as

not only went into the hands of a
mentioned elsewhere in the article on

RECEIVERSHIPS ESTABLISHED IN

1918

Funded

Name

company
Colorado MidLind
Denver & Rio Grande
Fort Smith, Subiaco & Eastern
of

Southern
Manistee & North Eastern
Michigan East & West
Ocilla Southern
Illinois

debt
outstanding

Stock
outstanding

190

$9,532,000
121,802,000
400,000
3,398,000
1,172,000

72
110
45

416,000
384,000

$10,000,000
87,779,800
150.000
5,000,000
1,172,000
200.000
265,000
420,000

3,519

$137,104,000

$104,986,800

Mileage
338
2,610
14
140

Waycross & Western
Totals

abandoned lines, a considerable part of it was actually
abandoned and is to be torn up.
While tliere is nothing in the law taking over the railroads which specifically forbids a reorganization of a railroad property in bankruptcy there were no important foreEven if a bankrupt comclosure sales during the year.
pany were to be reorganized the railroad which it owned
The
could not be taken away from the federal manager.
short lines shown in our table are those that were sold under
foreclosure but were not taken over by the government.
Of the roads still in the hands of receivers, the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas, the Texas & Pacific, the Boston & Maine,

FORECLOSURE SALES
Name

company
Alabama, Tennessee & Northern...
Cincinnati, Findlay & Fort W^ayne.
Kansas City & Memphis
Leavenworth & Topeka
Marshall & East Texast
Michigan East & West
of

IN 1918*

Mileage

New Mexico Central
Ozark Valley
Stockton Terminal & Eastern
Tennessee Railwav
Watauga & Yadkin River

195
93
56
57
20

116
45

Funded debt

Stock

outstanding

outstandincT

$4,436,087
1,150.000
862,000
250,000

$7,350,000
1,250.000
840.000
50,000

150.000
84.400
1,129,000

200.000
2,500.000
50,000
263.900
1,000.000
3,169,800

35

being operated by a federal manager appointed by the
and not by the receiver.
Had it not been for the government's taking over the roads
and had no relief been afforded in the way of increased rates,

director general

SUMMARY OF FORECLOSURE SALES

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
189j
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

No. of
roads
30
54

710
3,156
7,687
5,478
1,596
2,930
3,825
3,223
1,922
1,613
5,643
12,831
13,730
6,675
6,054
4,294
3,477
1,139

31
IQ
25

28
25

4?
52

58
42
47
i^
24
17

20

* The receivership of the Pacific & Idaho
1918. without foreclosure proceedings.
t See large receivership table.

8,061,487

s

6
3

n
n

i9I0

17

1911

661

6

26
20

1,159
1,470
3,914
8,355
10,963

11

763

:..

9
1!

quite possible that instead of being one of the shortest
of railroad receiverships that has ever been published in
the Railii'ay Age the list this year would have been the
greatest in the history of American railroads.
it

is

SUMMARY OF RECEIVERHIPS FOR
Year

No. of
roads

876
877
878
879
880

42

88]

5

38

27
12
13

37

44
13

21,

St. Louis & Western are the most important.
plan has been worked out for the reorganization of the
Boston &: Maine under which plan, published in the Railway
Age of September 20, page 537, holders of guaranteed stock

22
22
26
26
36

and the Toledo,

A

of leased lines are to accept stock in the new company which
is to be formed.
The fact that James H. Hustis, the receiver,
had the confidence of the Railroad Administration as well
as the various interests involved in the Boston
Maine reorganization aided materially in the working out of a sound

&

plan of reorganization. Furthermore, since the plan needed
the approval of the Railroad Administration before it could

become

gave a leverage to bring all interests
together that would otlierwise have been lacking.
It must be remembered that not only in the Denver & Rio
Grande case, but in the case of all the larger roads shown in
our table of roads now in the hands of receivers the road itself
effective this

2,629
1,100
1,386

10

$217,848,000
198,984.000
311.631,000
243,288,000
263,882,000
137,923,000
65,426,000
47,100,000
23,504,000
278,394.000
374,109,000
328,181,000
64,555,000
137,815,000
182,495,000
169.069.000
95,898,000
79,924,000
318,999.000
761,791,000
1,150,377,000
517,680,000
252,910,000
267,534,000
190,374,000
85,808,000
39,788,000
15,885,000
28,266,000
20,307,000
10.400,000
13,777,000
2,547,000
250,033.000
93,660,109
40,741,453
25.910.990
86,163,850
83,189,500
285,258,782
703,444,855
557,846,348
24,735,187

lists

$16,673,700

Northern was ended June

693
SSS
524
679
262
114
138

13
13
6

11

Totals

867

22
45

O)

l9ri<,-

1912
1913
1914
1915
191b
1117
1918

1,354

15

29

1903
1904
i905
1906
1907
1908

Bonds
and stocks

16
18

31

YEARS

Miles

29

65

1901
190.

43

3,840
3,875
3,906
4,909
3,775
2,617

48

;

IN

894
895
896
897
898
899
900

38
31

34
18
IS
10
16

901

902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913

914
915
916
917
918

9

10
6

43

Miles
6.662
3,637
2,320
1,102

885
110
912
1,990
11,038
8,836
1,799
1,046
3,270
3,803
2,963
2,159
10,508
29,340
7,025
4,089
S,441
1,537
2,069
1,019
1,165
73

278
229
744
3,593

7

204
317

24

8,009

7
5

13
17

22
12

8

859
735
2.606
3,784
9,020
4,222
20,143
4,439
2,486
3,519

YEARS
Bonds
and stocks
$467,000,000
220,294,000
92,385,000
39.367,000
140,265,000
3,742,000
39.074.000
IOS.470,000
714,755,000
385,460,000
70,346,000
90,318,000
186,814.000
99.664,000
105.007,000
84,479,000
357.692,000
1.781,046,000
395,791,000
369 075,000
275,597,000
92.909,000
138,701.000
52,285,000
78.234,000
1,627,000
5.835,000
18,823,000
36,069,000
176,321,000
55,042,000
13,585,000
596,359,000
78,095,000
51,427,500
210,606,882
182,112,497
477,780,820
199,571,446
1,070,808,628
208,159,689
61,169.962
242,090.800

Progress Report on the Valuation
War Has

Seriously Interfered
the

Work and

With

By Charles

HAS SKRiousLY interfered with the progress of
THi:ourWAR
valuation work, having both retarded the work
it-

and increased its cost. The eflect has been someupon different sections of that work.
The majority of our engineers were
Etigiiiccriiig ^ectiou.
within the draft age, and many of them were included in the
self

different

draft.

An

—

de-

active

mand

for various kinds
engineering service
was created by the war.

of

All this

made

cult to obtain

tain
neers.

competent
It

happened

it

diffi-

and

re-

engi-

work, this very much
reduced the efficiency
of our force and interfered with our progress.
Four years ago I
field

work

Commerce Commission

who were competent

to

make

close of hostilities this difficulty

is

fast passing

could offer

With the
away and it

reports.

is apprehended that we shall find it easily possible to conclude our accounting work within the time above indicated
for the completion of engineering reports.
Land Section. Most of our land appraisers were beyond
the draft age and the war did not materially interfere with
the prosecution of this branch of our work. While only about
150,000 miles of railway have actually been covered by our
land appraisers in the field up to the present time, there
will be no difficulty in bringing the work of that section to a
completion
along with that of our accountants and

—

In a word, we expect to complete our field work for the
most part next year, and to finish the entire work within the
two following years. This brings the valuation work to the
point where reports of all sections upon all properties are
filed with the commission in Washington.
No estimate has
ever yet been made as to the time which may be required
to adjust the objections which carriers will make to these reports, but it is believed that after a little this will go forward

cent of our engineering
force was changed in a
Since
single month.
experience is of the essence of things in our

that our

Cost

engineers.

frequently
that 25 per

estimated

Both Retarding

Its

A. Prouty

Diroitor, Division of \'aluation, Interstate

what

It,

Increasing

Work

rapidly.

C.

A. Prouty

should be
an average date, January

But for
1, 1920.
war we shoud have Ijeen six months ahead of that proAs it is we are just about along with it. In the
gram.
Southern and Pacific districts we have already disbanded
several of our road and track parties and shall finish before
finished as of
the

In the
the end of the year, even with our reduced force.
Western district we shall complete our road and track work
somewhat before January 1, while our structural and me-

In
chanical work will extend over into the following year.
the Central and Eastern districts our field work in all
On the
branches will extend slightly beyond January 1.
whole, our field work will be completed just about as of an
average date January 1, 1920, as predicted.
The effect in the engineering section has been more serious
in the office than in the field for various reasons which need
not be referred to. It had been estimated that our office work
would be cleaned up in from a year to a year and six months
Owing to the delays
after the completion of our field work.
of the war that estimate must be increased by about one year.
It is now estimated that engineering reports will be filed
in Washington, upon all properties, in about three years from
January 1 next. Here, again, we shall be somewhat ahead

some districts and somewhat behind in others.
Accounting Section. The effect of the war during its continuance was perhaps more serious upon our accounting work
The number of accountants actually
than anywhere else.
taken into military service was not great, but the activities
of the war, both on the part of the government and in private
enterprise, seemed to call for a great amount of accounting
effort which ver}^ much increased the demand for accountants
It was especially difficult
as well as the compensation paid.
to find accountants at the salaries which the commission
in
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York Tribune

All

He Asked
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a
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Federal Control and Industrial and Military Activity

Have

Introduced Marked Innovations in Past Practices
THE SIGNING
WITH
word
was
finis

of the amiistice on

placed on

November

many formidable

1 1

the

tasks

which had been imposed on industry and commerce of this country. Of these, none has given greater concern than that of maintaining an adequate supply of labor.
We still have today a labor problem of no mean proportions,
but it is essentially different than that of the war period, although many of the perplexing difficulties yet to be overcome
are in a sense an inheritance of the departing year. However,
the indications are that the great problem of labor shortage
will soon be no more, and it is now possible to review the
trj'ing times of the last twelve months as a book in which
the last chapter has been written.
Three and a half years of war in Europe previous to our
entrance into the conflict virtually stopped immigration,
which for years was our chief source of common labor; the
enormous growth of war industries created an unprecedented
demand for men, and finally our own participation in the
war led to the withdrawal of several million men for military
duty and employment in government construction projects. So
while there came to be an enormous shortage of help of all
kinds, it was most severe in lines of industr}- or commerce
requiring common labor, machinists and young men of military age.
The railroads suffered in all branches of the service, but primarily in tliose employing men
of the classes
enumerated above. The problems of the various departments
of railway service were essentially different and for that reason they are treated separately in this article.

Nevertheless

were inter-related, and a
number of influences were brought to bear which affected all
the underlying causes of difficulty

departments

to a greater or lesser extent.

Federal interfer-

ultimate outcome of the no less difficult period into which
we have but recently entered.
Going back to the first days of the past year, the plight of
the railroads was indeed serious.
The armed forces of the
nation had already claimed about 70,000 men, the war industries had taken many more, and these factors had perfected
their instrumentalities for recruiting and inducting additional
forces at a rapid rate, with the further advantage over the
railroads in the form of a much greater attractiveness of the

—

—

the army and navy
through an appeal to patriotism and the industries through much higher wages. In addition, the draft was already removing certain classes of men.
Immigration, which has been the source of such a large
proportion of track forces, had become a minus quantity, for
whereas the average number of aliens entering this country
annually during the years 1905 to 1914, inclusive, was
1,012,000, this number has since never exceeded 300,000,
and was more than neutralized in later years bv an even
sen-ice

greater emigration. A further disquieting influence was that
arising from an appreciation of the labor shortage by the men
themselves, resulting in a marked spirit of unrest, characterized by unreasonable demands for increased wages and im-

proved working conditions, and a marked tendency to jump

from job

to job

in

an

effort

to seek the

Utopian position

maximum pay and minimum

work.
Efforts to overcome problems confronting all employers of
labor in this countr}- followed several diverting channels,
which were actuated by a number of independent activities.
aft'ording

Seme
not.

of these were fruitful of excellent results, some were
classified as follows: The development of

They may be

Adminwomen,

additional sources of supply, improved wage and employment
conditions, the unification of labor solicitation tending to
eliminate competition, and efforts to increase production.

emerging and indicate the nature of the many and diversified factors which will play an important part in the

Considerable speculation naturally occurred in regard to
increasing the supply of labor from the outside, an idea

ence, the

wage advances, the

attitude of the Railroad

istration toward organized labor, the employment of
the activities of the Federal immigration bureau, all constitute interesting phases of the trying times from which we are
just
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fatliortd hy tlic fact that tliousaiuls of Asiatic workers have
bivn passed tliroiij;h Canada on their way from the Orient to
Europe, and plans were advanced even as early as tlie summer of 1''17 l)y certain employers of labor in the West for
tlie introduction of these Asiatics as temporary labor in this
The United States Department of Labor refused
country.
absolutely to entertain this idea, wliich at no time progressed
beyond the speculative stage. W'liethcr it would have been

wise to undertake tliis project in view of the political gunit contained, is a question, but the fact remains that
if a large numl)er of these men had been employed here during the past year their removal from the labor market at the
present time would now be serving effectively as a counterbalance for the present reduced demand for men.
Mexico was also suggested early in the year as a potential
source of sujiply, l)ut the operation of the literacy clause of
The
the new immigration law served to exclude the peon.
Department of Labor for a long time turned a deaf ear to
any suggestions for assistance even from this source, and for
many months held up as a glittering possibility a plan for
importing some 100,000 Torto Ricans, against whom no political objection could be raised because they w-ere already
Statistics are not available to
classed as American citizens.
show how many of these men actually reached this country,
but they did not become an important factor in the solution

powder

of the labor difficulty.

Action was finally taken on the Mexican situation on
June 20, when Secretary of Labor Wilson issued a department order temporarily removing the restrictions as to head
tax, illiteracy and contract labor for ISIexicans who would
come to this countrj' temporarily for work on farms, in
mines or on railroads. However, the conditions imposed
on the Mexican in waiving these restrictions were so severe

Among other
as to offer little inducement for him to enter.
things his employer was required to withhold and deposit
sojourn in
with'' the government 25 cents for each day of his
Since this plan for obtaining immigrants
this country.
proved impotent under these provisions they were finally removed in August, too late in the year to be of much avail.
That enlistments and the effect of the selective draft had
made considerable inroads on the railroads is indicated by
the
the fact that over 200,000 railway employees joined
The Railroad Administration requested the War
colors.
Department to grant relief from the operation of the draft
law, in the form of instructions to the local draft boards to
wive deferred classifications to essential railway employees.
This was not done, but following the passage of the second
draft law calling for the registration of all male citizens
between the ages'of 18 and 45 inclusive who were not registered previouslv, instructions were issued to the railroads to
request all essential employees to present industrial exemption claims when filling out questionnaires. This, however,

came too

late in the

war

to be of

The Employment

of

any

effect.

Women

Another effort toward increasing the supply of labor
was directed toward the employment of women to a larger
extent in pursuits in which they had been used in the past,
and also as substitutes for men in classes of work formerly
done by men only. That these efforts have been accompanied
by no little success is evidenced by an increase in the number of women employed from 60,000 in January, 1918, to
about 100,000 in October. Of 81,000 employed en July 1,
61,000 were engaged in clerical work, at which they replaced

manv men and

served greatly to relieve the situation in the

clerical departments.

The remaining

20,000 w^ere employed

Some
in shops, scrap yards, coach yards, storehouses, etc.
w^re also used on track work but as compared to the total
number engaged the proportion in this work was small.
Various obstacles were presented to their use for such work,
among which were the need of better facilities for their com-

fort

and

October,
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tluir inaliility to

orders

were

do

issued

tlie

in

1

I'inally ia
heavier work.
Eastern and Central

tlic

Western regions to discontinue the employment of women
as track laborers, warehouse truckers, night watdimen and
callers at train headquarters, the conclusion being that these

forms of employment were unsuited to tiiem Ijotli from the
physical and social standpoints.
Boys have been used in increasing numliers in shops,
offices, and on the track, following various plans for encouraging them to enter the service during summer vacations.
College .students, many of whom found railroad employment
during their vacations, were also used in considerable numbers, but enlistments measurably reduced tiie po.ssibilities of
One interesting exrelief from that source during 1918.
ample of what was accomplisiied along tiiis line, however,
w-as the use of a special gang of University of Chicago
students on track work on lines of the Burlington in Wyoming.

The Federal Employment
One

Service

which has exerted a considerable influence on
the solution of the labor problem was the United States Department of Labor through the agency of the United States
Employment Service. This is a function of die labor bureau
that had been designated originally to help immigrants find
work, but which had gradually been expanded so that at
the beginning of the year there were 100 branches or employment offices in operation throughout the United States.
Special impetus given to this department of the labor bureau
during 1918 led to its rapid expansion so that there were
some 600 government labor agencies in operation by midsummer.
In accordance with the policy pursued by the government for
centralized control of many national activities suffering from
inadequacy because of the war, the employment service undertook to centralize the employment and distribution of labor.
On June 17, President Wilson issued a proclamation approving this plan and urging all employers engaged in war work
to refrain from recruiting unskilled labor in any manner
except through the government agencies. The plan provided
that after August 1, all industries employing more than 100men would be required to employ common labor exclusively
through this service. Theoretically this was excellent. The
competition for labor was keen.
Various industries and
localities were bidding against each other for the few men
unemployed with the result that wages offered by the more
profitable enterprises were assuming most unreasonable
figures, while men were being shipped back and forth across
To introduce
the country from one labor center to another.
order into this chaotic situation and supply men where most
needed, a plan w-as introduced to take men from non-essenfactor

thus giving the laborer one central agency for
This was unquestionably an exall kinds.
cellent plan, providing it could be carried out without any
deceleration in the recruiting of labor during the transition

tial pursuits,

employment of

period.

Skepticism as to the success of this plan was expressed
program by employers of common labor, including railroad men, because the first step announced by the
federal service in the execution of its plan w^as to close all
existing agencies or place them directly under government
It
control through a formality known as "federalizing."
also became the policy of the service at once to frown upon
the fee agency for the obvious reason that in the face of a
most profound shortage of labor there could be no excuse
early in the

a man pay for the privilege of getting a job.
execution of the plan, however, was not as drastic as
originally proposed as indicated by the orders issued by the
Railroad Administration requiring the roads to comply with
The private agencies
the wishes of the employment service.
were placed under government control, as were the agencies

for

making

The

January

3,
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of the individual railroads, but the roads were permitted to
continue the solicitation of labor along their lines and at

visions with respect to common laborers and shopmen, since
the percentage of increase provided for in the report, over the

points where tliere were no agencies.
Matters did not move very smoothly, although there is a
difference of opinion as to the reasons for the difficulties.
Officers of the employment service hold that they did not re-

wages in effect on Decemljer, 1915, were entirely inadequate
to compete with the rates being paid these classes of employees by other industries.
Accordingly the shop trades
were awarded a minimum hourly rate of 55 cents, while laborers were given a minimum oi 2}^ cents per hour more
than the rates in effect on December 31, 1917.
One of the effects of applying these advances by percentages over rates in effect December, 1915, was that the employee lost all advantage of any advances received in the
intervening two years, unless there had been a clearly defined
change of position. There was, however, one exception to
this.
Train service employees who had profited by the basic
eight-hour day legislation of 1917, obtained advances clearly
over and above the additional compensation resulting from

ceive the complete co-operation of the railroads, while the
railroad officers, on the other hand, infer that the employment
service was not organized to handle unskilled labor of the
One suggested
kind commonly employed by railroads.
shortcoming was a lack of adequate supervision to insure
that the man actually did ship out after he had been regisChief among the objections,
tered or assigned to a given job.
especially in the early days of federal labor supervision, was

employment

that the

service attendants usually lost interest

men as soon as he stated
pay for his help, presumably
because the recruiting of men for munition plants at much
higher rates proved more congenial. Another source of difficulty was the inability of the employment service to control
the activities of some of the great war industries in their
strenuous campaigns for help.
Repeated reports of these difficulties to regional officers
in the railroad officer's request for

the rate he

was authorized

to

finally led to regional instructions to the effect that applica-

men at the government agencies did not relieve the
individual railroad officer from responsibility for the maintenance of an adequate force to conduct the work under his
This naturally led to a greater exercise of indirection.
Some railroads
dividual initiative in the procuring of men.
opened their own agencies in the labor centers, and although
most of these were "federalized," a few were said to have
made more or less use of the old private agencies. The
tions for

federal service, however, has continued to be a potent factor
in the recruiting of

men

men and

is still

being called on to supply

for railroad work.

Compensation
Adequate compensation for employees was one of the earliest subjects considered by the Railroad Administration.

On

January- 4, the director general conferred with the officers

of four railway brotherhoods with regard to

on

tlie

ment.

demands made

railroads before they were taken over by the governAs a result of this conference the director general

announced a plan for the appointment of a committee to inwages and a committee thus
appointed a short time later, consisting of Franklin K. Lane,
vestigate the entire subject of

secretary of the
Interstate
justice of

interior;

C.

P.

Commerce Commission;
the Supreme Court of

and William R.
ing on January

^^'illcox, of

New

McChord, member of the
J. Harn- Covington, chief
the District of Columbia;
York, held its first meet-

21.
Other meetings followed almost daily
purpose of hearing deputations representing all
classes of railway employees until about March 1, when the
committee commenced the preparation of its report which

for

the

was made public

in May.
Under the provisions of this report all classes of employees were treated alike under a plan

founded on two fundamental principles, (1) that the purpose
wage advance was to afford the employee relief from

the eight-hour day, since the order provided that the rates
of increase in their pay should be determined from the average monthly compensation for the fiscal year of 1915 for
each class of service, and that these percentages should then

be applied to the mileage rates in exi.stence at that time.
The wage award of Order No. 27, however, proved unsatisfactory to nearly all classes of employees and pleas for
relief to the Railroad Board of Wages and Working Conditions, created by one clause of Order No. 27, were presented
by many different groups of men. The hearings of these various complaints led to the promulgation of certain supplements to Order No. 27, providing special awards of wage
increases for individual classes of employees.
As each of
these involved conditions peculiar to the several classes of
employment they are treated under separate headings.

Maintenance of

fell heaviest on the man with the
Accordingly it was recommended that an
advance be granted the employees on a sliding scale of percentages, figured on the rates of pay in effect in December,
1915, these percentages ranging from a maximum of 43 per
cent for the man receiving $46 or less a month to nothing
for the person receiving $250 per month or more.
The recommendations of this report were made effective
on Mav 25, by an order of the director general known as

was

living

Order No.

27.

This embodied two modifications of the

original report tending to correct the inadequacy of

its

pro-

The

Government control of the railroads introduced a disturbing factor, since it made the individual roads uncertain as
to their autliority in granting wage advances to meet the competitive conditions.
Although the wage commission was at
work within less than a month after Mr. McAdoo assumed
control of the railroads, it was confronted with such an
l)e

of

plants.

tion.

enormous task that

cost

war

bridge and building carpenter forces too, had been subject
to enormous inroads for some time l^ecause of the activities
in cantonment, ship building, and munition works construc-

the heav)' increases in the cost of living since the first year
of the European war, and (2), that the burden of this in-

creased

Employees

recruited for the semi-skilled trades of the

of a

smallest earnings.

Way

In no department of railway service at the beginning of
the past year was there as great disparity between the wages
paid by the railroads and the outside interests as in the maintenance of way department.
Supervisory officers had done
their best during 1917 to improve working conditions and
housing and feeding facilities, but it became apparent very
soon in the spring of 1918 that no matter how great were
the advances attained in these conditions it was impossible
to hold men if there was an appreciable spread between
the wages they were being paid and those which they could
get elsewhere. Not only were the men afforded opportunities
for doing common labor at considerably higher rates, but
many of the brighter and more intelligent of them were being

much
The first
of

relief

could not be expected in time to

working season.
action taken on the part of the Administration
an attempt at temporar\- standardizations of track labenefit for the early days of the

l:)orers' wages by the regional directors.
Thus the director
of the Western region issued an order on March 30, fixing
the rate of wages for track laborers in the southwest and

western territories at 25 cents and in the northwestern ter273^ cents, with the latter rate applying also to all
terminals.
When Order No. 27 finally appeared on May
25, it was found to be virtually impotent as far as the lower
classes of labor were concerned.
Consequcntlv orders were
issued by regional directors granting additional raises in
rates to track forces.
Orders were also issued callins: attenritory at
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tion to the nood of

making

living

and working conditions as

Tlu'.sc

nioasurcs proved ineffective in keeping ui) tlie forces.
made of railway officers during the nioiitii of July

indicated

was from

the shortage in the track forces at that time

tiiat

M

50 per cent of the estimated numlier re(|uired
Conditions, however, were
found to vary greatly since some roads had nearly the full
complement while others had a totally inaileciuate force.
Hearings by tlie Hoard of Wages and NVorking Conditions on the status of employment in the maintenance of way
department linally l)ecame the basis for Supplement No. 8 to
Order No. 27 issued Se[)teml3er 10 and made effective as of
This superseded provisions of Order No.
September 1.
27 insofar as it applied to the employees covered in the supplement and in place of the percentage increases provided
in the order there were introduced specific advances for
hourly, weekly and monthly rates of pay according to a
For instance,
carefully prepared classification of employees.
track laborers were advanced 12 cents per hour over the
rate in effect on January 1, 1918, with a minimum of 28
Track foremen were
cents and a maximum of 40 cents.
granted an advance of $25 per month over the rates of January 1, with a minimum of $100 a month, while assistant
foremen were given 5 cents an hour more than the laborers.
to

to complete the season's program.

Generally speaking, the provisions of Supplement No. 8
were satisfactory insofar as they concerned most of the labor-

and craftsmen, but early interpretations of this supplement indicated that the foremen, especially in the case of
bridge and building and water service groups, would in many
cases receive less compensation than the men who worked
ers

Later interpretations, taking into account the
for them.
provisions for a basic eight-hour day, under which it was

assumed that the new monthly rate was based on an eighthour working day with provisions for overtime provided a
reasonable spread over the compensation to the

most

workmen

in

cases.

No

mention

is

made

1

an

hour for mechanics, boiler makers, blacksmiths,
and first class electrical workers, 58 cents an hour for
armen and second class electrical
workers, and 45 cents an hour for helpers.
It provided also
for foremen paid on an hourly basis a rate 5 cents higher
than their respective craft and an increase of $40 a month
for foremen jjaid on a montiily basis, with a minimum of
$155 and a maximum of $250. For the sake of uniformity
all foremen were later placed on an hourly basis, the basic
eight-hour day was established and the increases were made
retroactive to January 1, 1918.
Other classes of labor in the shops were granted increased
wages under the provisions of Supplement No. 7 issued
(ents

sheet metal workers, moldiTs

attrailivo as possible.

Imiuiries
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in

Supplement No.

8,

or

any other

supplement, of draftsmen or engineering assistants in the
maintenance and construction departments, but some interpretations have classified these men either as clerks in
Supplement No. 7, or as under a blanket provision of Supplement No. 8, so that in these cases the engineering assistprovided
ants in the minor positions have been fairly well
Engineers holding positions comparable to those of the
for.

officers have not been covered in any way
by Supplement No. 8, although most of the division officers
have received recognition in the form of a supplemental reThus, on
gional order granting additional compensation.
August 1, roadmasters received an advance of $25 per month
over the rate in effect on January 1, 1918.

lower division

The Mechanical Department
During 1917 the demands of munition plants for skilled
mechanics had seriously depleted the ranks of the railroad
At the beginning of 1918 there was a serious
shop men.
Director
shortage of both skilled and unskilled workers.
General McAdoo's promise to grant adequate wages was
quite as effective in holding the men as any actual increase
could have been and comparatively few mechanics left the
service during the early part of the past year.

The employees

of the mechanical department were not satisfied with the increases awarded by the provision of General Order No. 27,
and the disapproval of the findings of the commission was so
It was evident
strong that strikes took place in two shops.
that the employees had expected to be awarded wages com-

mensurate with those paid to mechanics in war industries.
In hearings before the Board of Wages and Working Conditions the representatives of the shopmen's organization
asked for a rate of 75 cents an hour. Supplement No. 4 to
General Order No. 27 established minimum rates of 68

<

Sejjtcmber 5, 1918, the minimum rates established being $110
per month for stationary engineers; $90 a month for stationary firemen and power house oilers; 38 cents an hour for
locomotive boiler washers; 33 cents an hour for power transfer and turntai)le operators; 31 cents an hour for shop,
roundhouse and storehouse laborers, and 28 cents an hour

common lai)or. The rates specified in Supplement No.
were not retroactive but were effective September 1, 1918.
The increases in the wages resulting from the application
of the new schedules have been variously estimated at from
40 to 60 per cent in the locomotive department and from 40
to 90 per cent in the car department, varying considerably,
depending on the basis of payment previously in force. The
supplements to General Order No. 27 made no provision for
increases in the piece work prices, and this has resulted in
In
the abolition of piece work in practically all shops.
general the mechanical department employees were well
pleased with the wages awarded by Supplements 4 and 7.
The migration of railroad shop employees to other industries
for
7

and many who had left railroad service
returned to their former occupations.
Director General McAdoo stated that he expected every
railroad employee, by faithful and efficient service, to justify
the large increases of pay granted to them.
However, the
evidence at hand indicates that this result was not secured.
The shopmen were given an opportunity to increase their
earnings very materially, but instead of working steadily
after the new rates went into effect, many of the men worked
only enough days in each month to earn a small amount in
excess of what they formerly received.
The percentage of
absentees in the shops was in some instances as high as
30 and to find 20 to 25 per cent "laying off" was not unusual.
While piece work systems were not abolished, the earnings
under existing piece work rates were in most cases only
slightly higher and in some cases even lower than the established minimum wage for mechanics.
Consequently when
the higher rates went into effect, there was no longer sufficient incentive for men to increase their production to a point
where they would earn more than the guaranteed rate per
hour.
On the few roads where the rates earned on piece
work were considerably higher than the present wages, the
system is still in effect and the unit production has not fallen
off appreciably, but where the incentive has been removed,
the output has fallen very markedly.
Records of the average earnings on roads which had piece
work systems before and since the wage increases went into
On one typical road these data showed
effect are available.
that whereas the men earned an average of 45 cents an hour
under the old piece work system, they were now earning 35
cents an hour, but were of course receiving the minimum
On another road it was found that
rate of 58 cents an hour.
the output was but 60 per cent as much per man as formerly
and 40 per cent as much work was being turned out per
practically ceased

These are bv no means extreme instances,
some cases the records for whole shops show that the
men's earnings have dropped to from 20 to 30 per cent of
what they had been while the work was being done at piece
It is probably no exaggeration to say that in the shops
rates.
dollar as before.
as in

January

3,
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where piece work has been eliminated, the output per man
has decreased 30 per cent and the labor cost of doing the
work has increased SO per cent.
The experience gained during the past year demonstrates
plainly that increasing the hours worked does not increase
In general as much work was done
the output in proportion.
in a ten-hour day as in a thirteen-hour day and the officers
of one road stated that they expected to secure practically
the same output with the shops running 48 hours a week that
was obtained when the men were working 70 hours a week.
It should be stated, however, that the eight-hour day has not
been received with favor, particularly by the car men, and
under this condition the normal production cannot be
secured.

In considering the records of the shops, the fact must not
be overlooked that supervising officers were working under
unfavorable conditions. The foremen as a class were underpaid.
Many had given up their positions to return to work
at the trade and this tendency became even more marked

General Order No. 27. Had the foregranted salaries commensurate with their responsibilities the labor situation would undoubtedly have
The inadequate wages not only made it
been improved.
difficult to secure competent men for the supervising forces,
but it also resulted in the foreman losing authority as, where
the workers receive higher wages than the supervising forces,
they feel that the foremen are their inferiors and obey inIt was not until November
structions grudgingly, if at all.
1 that the supervising forces were granted adequate wage inWhile the final wage scales for the foremen were in
creases.
The most
general quite satisfactory, they came too late.
trying times had passed and the roads had lost the full
production that might have been secured had the foremen
been able to exercise complete authority in the management
after the issuance of

Owing

Special Supplements for Other Classes of

Employees

Aside from the shop and maintenance of way employees,
several other large groups of railway workers received special
consideration in supplemental orders. Thus Supplement No.
7, referred to previously, also granted increases in pay to
clerks in all departments, station employees and laborers in
In the case of emstations, storehouses and warehouses.
ployees paid by the month this supplement, in general,
granted increases of $25 per month over rates in effect on
January 1, 1918, with minimums of $87.50 for clerks, $45
for boys under 18 years of age serving as messengers, office
boys,

etc.,

$70 for

janitors,

elevator operators,

watchmen.

etc.

Supplement No.

10, dated

November

16,

announced

in-

creases to telegraphers, telephone operators, except switchboard operators, agent telegraphers, agent telephoners, tower-

men, levermen, tower and train directors, block operators
and staff men. Under this supplement wages in effect January 1, 1918, were reduced to an hourly basis according to a
formula given and to which an increase of 13 cents was
These adadded, with a minimum of 48 cents per hour.
vances were made effective as of October 1. On October 23
Supplement No. 11 was announced granting wage advances
This was essentially an
to non-telegrapher station agents.
advance of $25 per month with a minimum of $95.

Train and Engine Service

The

and engine

were probably affected less by
The
the labor shortage than any other class of employment.
train

services

obvious; employment in these services is
more attractive than in any other, so that outside employment
did not offer sufficient inducements for men in the train or
engine service to leave the railways, while most applicants
for railway employment naturally preferred work in train
and engine services to that in any other branch of the service.

reason for this

is

to the operation of seniority rules in both the train

services, any shortage of men would be manionly in the positions at the bottom of the ladder.
There were shortages in certain localities at different times
in the ranks of firemen, brakemen and switchmen, but apparently the worst shortage occurred during the influenza
epidemic of recent months. In the East, particularly in the
New York district, some difficulty was experienced in keeping the switching forces at a working level, making it necessary to lower the standards in recruiting men.
In the West
some shortage of firemen and brakemen was experienced in
the Northwest states, but practically no difficulty was experienced in the Southwest.
This is explained primarily by
differences in traffic which was depressed to a considerable
measure in the Southwest by an adverse season. Train and
engine service employees have received no wage awards other
than that granted them by General Order No. 27, but repre-

and engine
fested

sentations have been

ing

made

to the

Board of Wage and Work-

Conditions concerning which no report has appeared

to date.

men been

of the shops.
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The Accounting Department
Even
ing

in the past

department

of

it

has been customar\'

many

of

the

accountrailroads to

in the

larger

employ women for some

classes of work.
The individual
opinions of accounting officers differ greatly as to the extent
to which they can be profitably employed instead of men.
There are not a few accounting officers who express the
opinion that in normal times it is better to employ men only
in the general auditing' offices as well as in freight offices.
Others are of exactly opposite opinion and believe that
women are better fitted for the greater part of the routine
work of clerks in audit offices than are the classes of men
who can be attracted by the comparatively low wage which
has been paid. The result of the war and scarcity of men,
especially those of the age employed in auditing offices, led
to the substitution of girls for men even where the policy
of the road or the opinion of the auditor was against such
There was, however, comparatively little of
substitution.
drastic change in such employment of women to do men's
work. Certainly, there was no such new experiment involved
as was involved in the employment of women in shops, as
track laborers, or in signal towers.
From such canvass of accounting officers as the Railway
Age has made, opinion appears to be divided as to the desirability of continuing the employment of women where before the war men were employed.
For instance, on one road
it is pretty generally believed that the substitution of women
and the extension of the use of computing machines and
tabulating machines forced on the road by scarcity of men
has resulted in demonstrating quite clearly the economy and
feasibility of such a change.
On another road, competing
in the same labor market, the consensus of opinion appears
to be that even where more extended use is made of calculating and tabulating machines, it is, under ordinary circumstances, more economical to employ boys to operate the machines than to have girl operators.
Accounting officers in
other parts of the country are similarly divided in opinion.
The great majority would agree, however, that extension of
the use of mechanical devices has tended toward greater efficiency in the audit office.
One objection to the use of women throughout the work of

an auditor's office below the rank of chief clerk is that no
chief clerks are being trained in the ranks.
The question,
of course, arises as to whether in time women may not rise
from the ranks and qualify as chief clerks. Most auditors
doubt this, but time only can prove it. It will be recalled
that when girls first began to be employed extensively as
stenographers in railroad offices, the cry of "Where are we

going to get our next generation of railroad

officers

none are being trained as stenographers?" was

from, if

raised.

The
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question

tlius

r;iisttl

.solvid

owing

ilsilf

was still necessary for (|uitc large
to employ male stenographers if
because of
intervals,

to tlie

fact that

it

classes of railroad ofl'icers
for

no other reason than

necessity of traveling over the line at frec|uent
and, furthermore, because of the fact that there
tiie

were plenty of other ways for an embryo railroad ofticer to
get a training in railroad work other than starting in as a
stenographer.
The objection to the employment of women
in the accounting offices, however, has somewhat more force.
It is cjuite feasible to employ women exclusively as clerks
in nearly all branches of audit office work, and it is not so
apparent that the future chief clerk and accounting ofticer
can get the necessary training to fit him for his job in any
otlier way than serving as a clerk.
Some roads after they began to employ women in the
auditor's office more extensively, adopted a system of giving
the clerks a rest, even if but for a few minutes, at frequent
intervals during tlie day, the single rest period at lunch
time being thought to be insufficient. Where a five or tenminute rest period at intervals of two or three hours has
been adopted, it is generally considered to work well and to
increase rather than decrease the output of the clerks. This
might, however, have been equally the case had it been tried
out with men clerks in the way it is now being tried out with
the girls.

Government Attitude Toward Labor
In no branch of the railroads has the effect of the government attitude toward labor been more clearly show-n than in
the mechanical department.
One of the first significant
changes was a marked increase in the number of men enrolled in labor organizations.
Soon after the Railroad Administration announced that no distinction should be made
between members and non-members of labor organizations,
representatives of organized labor appeared at the shops
where the mechanics had not already formed unions. As a
result of the activities of the federation, there is probably not
a shop in the countrj' today in which a local lodge has not
been formed. This movement has been furthered by the evident advantages of organized labor in enforcing its claims
on the administration and by the widespread opinion among
the workers that organized labor has been especially favored
in the

wage awards.

The removal
on

discipline,

of the power of determining wages from the
roads has had an unfortunate effect

particularly

service employees.

in

the shops

and among

train

The men became

that any favors they were to receive
tlie

imljued with the belief

would be determined by

Washington and that the administration of
would likewise be governed by the central body.

This has resulted in flagrant cases of insubordination. Men
have refused to obey the orders of their supervisory officers,
have denied their power to discharge them and whenever they
were not satisfied with decisions in matters affecting wages
or working cc^nditions, have carried the matter to Washington in the form of complaints or grievances.
In general the
men have been inclined to give credit for all the benefits
they have received to the Railroad Administration, but have
placed all the blame for undesirable conditions on the local
officers.
The general detrimental effect of this situation on
the morale of the workers can readily be appreciated.
Later in the year, the administration officers seem to have
arrived at a realization that the men were not giving a fair
day's work for a fair day's pay. Belated attempts were made
to increase the production of the shops.
The general supervisors of equipment visited a number of shops and by personal appeal endeavored to speed up the workers and restore
discipline.
These men have stated that the workers are not
giving the government the output which they had given to
the railroads under private control, regardless of the fact
that wages have been increased and working conditions improved.
In one case following an unpopular reduction in
the working hours, the men deliberately cut the output more
than 50 per cent. The equipment inspectors have al.so insisted that insubordination must cease, and that shopmen
must obey their officers. This movement should result in
better output in a short time under the present conditions.
Since the signing of the armistice labor conditions have
In the sections of the country
undergone a rapid change.
where many war industries are located, there are now plenty
In other sections a slight shortage
of mechanics available.
of skilled labor is reported. The working period in the shops
has been reduced to eight hours per day and where it is
found that a single shift will not give the required output,
the second shift is to be organized.
This arrangement has
been put in force in order to give employment to the maximum possible number of men during the reconstruction
period.

With the decrease
come a change in

in the

demand

for skilled labor

the attitude of the worker.
The
unit production probably reached the low point during the

months of the year and during the coming months there
should be a marked improvement both in morale and output.

last
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authorities at

di.scipline

there has

officers of the individual
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The Standardizing

Operating Statistics

of

Scope and Purposes of the Railroad Administration's
Plan for Uniformity in
By
Manager, Operating

WHEN

THE

Wm.

J.

operating statistics section of the United

Operation was created in April, 1918, it was charged with
The lirst was to devise a plan for
three important tasks.
the roads under federal control which would insure uniformity in the compilation and reporting of the statistics
which deal with operefficiency

;

the

second was to prepare
the
to

report forms and
promulgate instruc-

making

tions

the

standard methods and
report forms effective;
the third

was

to utilize,

purposes

for the

administrative
available

by

of

control,

information

the

the

made
new

The first two
have been prac-

reports.

tasks

accomplished.
the
to
organization of ideas.
tically

They

The
is

related

third task, which

one of operation,

in the early stages of

W.

J.

Cunningham

is

development.

The methods and forms were promulgated under date of
with the reports for
July 15, 1918, and were made eft'ective

month of August. At this date, it may be said that the
on
operating statistics section, and its Advisory committee
operating
operating statistics,! have, by standardizing
what the Interstate
statistics"^ brought about in that field
Commerce Commission has accomplished in standardizing
It is now possible to make comparisons
railroad accounting.
and of
of the operating results of individual railroads,
financial
districts and regions, not only with respect to the
refeatures which are reflected in the monthly and annual

port forms prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commisof physical
sion, but also with respect to the important units
performance, as reported on the new standardized operating
The qualifications and uncertainties herestatistics forms.
attach
train

due
to

to variations in

the

statistical

interpretation

performance and

of

the

practice,
statistics

no

longer

relating

to the utilization of locomotives

to

and

U.

Railroad Administration

S.

than the rather meagre statistical requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Commission has been
interested primarily in the financial returns, and its requirements have touched but lightly on statistics of physical performance.
The policy of the operating statistics section in designing
the new forms and setting the new requirements, has been
to continue the best in current practice, and at the same time
to avoid placing too great a burden on the larger number of
roads w-hich have not been so progressive in that respect.
The aim has been to utilize all of the basic data heretofore
called for by the annual reports of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and to superimpose upon that structure the
additional information considered essential to a scientific
exhibit of the more important phases of physical performance.
The new plan is not complete. It is believed, however, that the initial requirements are scientifically comprehensive without being carried so far toward the ideal as
to be impractical or unjustifiably burdensome.
While the new plan was made effective with the figures
for August, 1918, it was not possible to obtain complete reA large amount of correturns for the first two months.
spondence and many conferences w^ere necessary to insure a
clear understanding on certain features which were new to
many roads. The October returns, however, are fairly complete, and, beginning with that month, the Operating Statistics Section is attempting to fulfill its functions of utilizing the figures for purposes of administrative control.

Purposes of Standard Forms
The purposes of the standard forms, as announced by

the

tofore

Director of Operation Carl Gray's circular of July IS, 1918,
are:

To

furnish the director general, the director, division
and the regional directors with the basic data
and the significant averages, ratios or unit costs which relate
Insofar as it is
to or furnish indices of operating efficiency.
practicable the information on these forms will be utilized in
supplying, through the operating statistics section of the di(a)

of operation,

vision of operation, the statistical requirements of the several
sections of the division of operation or of other divisions.
(b) To provide uniform bases, methods and forms which
will insure uniformity in practice,

comparability
concerned.
to

While

cars.

Everyone who has studied the statistics of physical performance of individual roads, or who has attempted to make
comparisons as between roads, has found wide divergencies
Not only have there been noticeable
in statistical practice.
differences in the several regions, but as between roads in the
same territor\' there have been marked variations in methods
and in bases which invalidated an unqualified comparison
of units.

Some roads have had well developed and

statistical

systems; others have been content with

scientific

little

New

Reports

Cunningham*

Statistics Section,

States Railroad Administration's Division of

ating

Statistical

more

•Professor of transportation, Harvard University, on leave of absence.
tThe committee met from time to time during April and May. It consisted of '"' R. Martin, vice-president. Great Northern; J. G. Drew, vicepresident. M''ssoUM Pacific; H. W. MacKenzie, comptroller. Seaboard Air
Line; J. J. Ekin, general auditor, Baltimore & Ohio, and W. C. Wishart,
The manager of the operating statistics
statistician. New York Central.
section acted as chairman.
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plan

is

it

in

so

may appear

far

as

and avoid any question as
bases and methods are

that the primary object of the

new

to keep the central administration currently informed,

and to furnish its officials and the regional directors with
the data necessary to an intelligent supervision of operation,
it is just as much the intention to give the local officials (the
federal managers, general managers, and their subordinates)
information not heretofore universally available. The

much

distribution of the monthly summaries, which show for each
road and each region, the basic data and significant units,

are designed to increase the interest of the local officials in
operating efficiency by informing them not only as to their
own results, but also as to those of other roads with which
comparisons may fairly be made. It is realized that statistics
are effective only to the extent that they are used, and that
their use

by the

local officials should be

more

effective

than

,
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The jxHential
their use by the central or regional direitor.s.
value of the figures lies in their successful application loTheir value to the central or regional officials lies in
cally.
their indication as to the extent

and the effectiveness of the

taken locally in improving the units of efficiency.
the belief that
'J'lvre is al)undant evidence to support
greater interest is now being taken in the figures, and that
interest

added interest will yield substantial returns in increased
attention to the details of operation which find their expres-

this

sion in the statistical units.
It is unnecessary to describe the plan in detail, as the
forms are familiar to tiic majority of the readers of the Railway Age. The principal purpose of this article is to discuss

a few of the fundamentally important principles and to explain why certain data are considered essential to a comprehensive statistical plan.

The first series of forms are numbered O. S. 1 to O. S. 7,
inclusive, the prefix O. S. being the symbol assigned to the
Operating Statistics Section. O. S. 1 relates to freight train
performance; O. S. 2, to passenger train performance;
O.

3, to

S.

locomotive performance; O.

O.

of locomotive hours;

O.

S. 6, to

S.

5,

S. 4, to distribution

to freight car

performance;

locomotive and train costs, and O. S.

7, to

the in-

come account.
The more important

features which are new to many roads
appear in the reports giving the details of freight train performance, and the distribution of locomotive hours (Forms
O. S. 1 and O. S. 4).

Form
The

O.

S.

1,

Freight Train Performance.

freight service afforded the widest field for harmoniz-

ing differences in statistical practice and for setting
standards, as it has the greatest opportunities for statistical

scientific

control.

The standard report of freight train performance gives the
customary statistics pertaining to train miles, locomotive
and car miles. It is confined to "straight" freight
and does not include mixed and special trains.
In addition to the statistics just mentioned, the form calls
data not heretofore universally comfor the following

miles,

service,

piled, viz:
Gross

ton

miles;

Net ton miles (from the train reports);
Rating ton miles;
Train" hours.

Gross ton miles are defined as the gross weight of the train
and caboose) multiplied by the miles the train
moved. The figures are to be compiled from the conduct-

(cars, contents
is

gross transor's train report. "Gross ton miles represent the
portation product of train miles and locomotive miles. They
are the product which may be credited to the operating department, and against which the direct expenses of train
wages, fuel and other locomotive and train supplies may be
Subject to qualifications which will be referred to,
cha'rged.
gross ton miles are the best measure of train and locomotive
_

represent the weight behind the drawbar
which that weight is moved.
The computation of gross-ton miles has been common
throughout the West and Southwest, but has not been as common throughout the South and East. An examination of the statistical reports of all railroads made by the operating statisthat they were computed
tics section last May indicated
efficiency.

and

They

the' distance

either for the entire system or for parts of systems making
up about 75 per cent of the road mileage of all Class 1 roads
The requirement that gross-ton miles
in the United States.

made a standard measure, therefore, introduced nothing
new to the great majority of railroads. However, there have
been differences in the methods used which made it difficult
Some roads adopted certain arbito compare the figures.
traries, instead of making exact computations; others inbe

cluded only the slow, or tonnage freight trains; and others
added in the weight of the locomotives, so as to afford a
measure of traffic density for the purposes of maintenance of

way

statistics.
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It is

now

1

re(|uired that gross-ton miles shall

computed from the actual gross weights as reported for
each car in the train on the conductor's "wheel" report. The
l)c

weight of the locomotive is not included, as it is not considered a part of the transportation product.
Net-ton miles are defined as the net weight of the freight
(revenue and non-revenue) in the cars of the train, multiplied by the miles the train is run. The.se figures, as well as
the gross-ton miles, arc taken from the conductor's train report,

and therefore correspond with the gross-ton miles.

The

miles thus derived represent the net-transportation
l)roduct which should be credited to the operating department, but the figures should always be related to the grosston miles when an analysis of operating results is undertaken.
There is nothing new in net-ton miles as a measure of train
The novelty is in the method of compilation. Exefficiency.
cept in the few cases where the net-ton miles have been derived from the same source as the gross-ton miles, the netnet-ten

ton miles compiled from waybills have been used for train
efficiency statistics.
For reasons which will be cited the waybill

ton miles cannot satisfactorily answer the purposes of a
performance, although they

scientific exhibit of freight-train

are valuable as a measure for obtaining the average revenue
per ton mile and the average haul per ton. Ton-mile statistics have been required for many years by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, and

it

has been the

common

practice for

railroads to use these figures as a base for obtaining the train
load and the car load.

Net-ton miles from the waybills are defective as a measure
train efficiency because they do not correspond to the
actual production of the train miles and car miles of a given
period, and because they are not available in time for current and effective use.
Waybill ton miles for a given month
are based on the waybills actually taken into account in that
month.
There is ahvays a "lap-over" of ton miles which
should have been credited to the performance of the previous
month, and a shortage of ton miles actually produced in that
month, but not taken into account until the following month.
In theory, under normal conditions, the "lap-over" should
balance the shortage, but in practice there is always a discrepancy, its degree depending upon local conditions.
An
interruption due to congestion, washouts, or snow blockades,
rriay delay the billing on a substantial percentage of the
freight, particularly if the trouble occurs during the latter
part of the month.
Consequently the train, locomotive, and
car miles made in that month, and their operating expenses,
will be charged against that month's performance, but a considerable amount of the transportation product is held up to
go into the accounts of the next month.
Under governmental control the extent of this "lap-over"
has increased because of the adoption of the universal interline waybill, which has resulted in a greater proportion of
interline waybills.
These are the waybills which are slow in
being taken into account.
Moreover, the "short-routing" of
freight, the common use of paralleling lines, and of terminals
and other accounting short cuts, which are authorized under
unified control, add to the difficulties of giving each road and
each month its proper credit for ton-mile production.
Finally there is the objection of delay in obtaining the information. Waybill ton miles are rarely available until well
along in tlie second month. The waybill ton miles of January are usually not available until March 15. The information is then too old to be used effectively for operating control.
The computation of net-ton miles from the conductor's
train reports is, in a measure, a duplication of the work of
compiling similar information from the waybills, but it is believed that the additional expense is amply justified.
Under
the new plan the net production in ton miles is available on
the 15th day of the following month, or one month earlier
than the waybill ton miles. There can be now no question
concerning the propriety of comparing the net with the gross
ton miles, nc r with relating both units of product with the

of

January
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3,

ain miles, locomotive miles, train hours, and operating exenses of the particular period under review.
It may be possible later to utilize the net-ton miles, from
le "wheel" reports, for the purposes of the Interstate Comlerce Commission, and thus avoid the duplication of effort,
'his proposal is now under consideration.
Rating-ton miles are defined as the potential production in

mith

Mme

mooth

of prorwos year.

sssitfDKXuss OS oKXXAsa

TKSTXAS

(I)

ATw»(re milM other

ni»iii

tracla

low as 50 per cent may not imply criticism. It may
actually represent a relatively good performance when consideration is given to tlie character of the traffic, unbalanced
tio as

movement, or adverse weather conditions. The ratio in that
case is not to be interpreted as an indication that the operating department was but 50 per cent efficient.
It is proper,
however, to compare that ratio with the same ratio of preceding months, and to make inquiries as to the reasons for
changes.
If it were permissible to have a varjing base the
ratio would not show the effect of changes in the relative proportion of fast freights, and would not show the effect of cold
weather, requiring arbitrary reductions in tonnage ratings.

The

FREIGHT TRAIN PERFORMANCE
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principle adopted

is

that the general average for all

freight trains shall be expressed in terms of
for slow freights.
It may not be proper to

summer rating
make absolute

comparisons between the ratios of individual roads because
of differences in traffic

and operating

characteristics, but

it is

f.VoUA)

op«»led
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Form

O.

S.

1,

Sheet

1

on the rated train load for each train
which would have
een produced if even,- train had been loaded to 100 per cent
f the slow freight rating for normal weather conditions. The
ross-ton miles show the actual production; the rating-ton
ross-ton miles based
an;

in other words, the gross-ton miles

the ratio of the former to the
an index of train loading efficiency.
The purpose of basing the potential on the summer slow
reight rating for all classes of freight trains may not be
loroughly understood. The suggestion has been made that
is unfair to charge a superintendent mth the slow freight
liles,

the potential production

;

itter is

Form

O.

S.

1,

Sheet 2

:

iting for a preference freight or for a

way

freight,

and that

unfair to refuse him credit for necessary reductions in
itings because of abnormal weather conditions.
The force
f this suggestion is recognized, but the answer is that the
00 per cent base must be fixed.
It is the "bench mark"
rom which the degree of variation in performance is to be
leasured.
A movable base would defeat the purpose of the
eport.
It is recognized that the ratio of actual to potential
annot be 100 per cent unless the ratings are too low. A ra:

is

proper to compare the ratio of any one road in any one period
with its corresponding ratio in another period.
Train hours are defined as the aggregate elapsed time of
trains between the times of leaving initial terminals and of
arrival at final terminals, including delays on the road.
A
relatively small number of roads have taken cognizance of
the importance of the time element in operating statistics, but
it seldom is sufficiently emphasized.
In these times, when
maximum production is the desideratum, the product must be
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mca.suntl by time as well as by volume por train unit.
11 an
increase in the train load is aciompli.slied at tiie sacrifice of a
correspond in.L;ly greater reduction in train .sjucd, the net re-

The

suit IS a loss in ton miles per train hour.

unit

"Ton

nnles per train hour" is obtained by dividing the total ton
miles by the total train hours. Train efficiency may lie increased (a) by increasing the train load without a corresponding reduction in train speed; (b) by increasing the
train speed without a corresponding reduction in the train
load; or (c) by increasing both the train load and the train
speed. The effect of the changes in one or both factors is refleeted in ton miles per train hour.
The policy of the Opcrating statistics section is to emphasize the importance of this
unit in analyzing the net results of train operation.
The
prime importance of the time factor is recognized also on
Form OS-5, in the unit "Ton miles per car day." The two
elements— weight and speed— must be considered both scpa..
,
r,;,
i
ii
„
rately and together.
The units just described reflect
their
.

.

1

combined

.

,

•,

,

,

46.1 i)cr cent, a loss of 1.9 per cent.

i-crccnt

^"

where the movement of trafand westward, north should be
substituted for east, and south for west, or north and south
should be combined with east and west according to the traffic
movement. This subdivision of the statistics is of the highest
value in analyzing the results, inasmuch as it is possible to
determine tlie effect of unbalanced traffic and of other operating or traffic features which are favorable in one direction
and unfavorable in the opposite direction.
It frequently
happens that the total train load (both directions combined)
will show no change, yet an analysis will develop the fact
that a marked loss has occurred in one direction, this loss being neutralized by a corresponding gain in the opposite direction.
Without the statistics by directions a loss in one
direction would not be known and no credit would attach to
the gain in the other direction.

Averages and Ratios— From the basic data on the first
page of Form OS-1, the significant averages and ratios are
derived and reported on page 2.
The more important of
these units have already been referred to in the discussion of
the basic data.

importance is "Net ton miles per train hour."
the resultant of the average net train load and the
average train speed in miles per hour.
Since all of the items
first

is

on the report

and
it

for the

call for a

comparison with the previous year,

amount and percentage of

increase or decrease,

easy to measure the relative effect of changes in the

is

components of any average.

How
To

Results Are Analyzed

may be taken with the actual
^^^°"'"'^''
P'"
Jg"'"^'^'T'A''^\
t°''' performance
This better
from 4,8/7 to 5,216, or 6.9 per cent.
was due to an increase in the net train load from 488 to 499,
a gain of 2.3 per cent, and an increase in the train speed
from 10.0 to 10.5 miles per hour, a gain of 5.0 per cent,
Next in order, an examination may be made of the factors
which influence the net train load. In the first place, it is
noted that the ratio of locomotive miles to train miles shows a
This
slight increase from 1.032 to 1.041, or 0.9 per cent.
indicates, probably, a slightly greater use of helpers or
Next, it is found that the net tons per
double-headers.
loaded car mile increased from 22.5 tons to 24.2 tons, a gain
The changes in these factors should have
of 7.6 per cent.
illustrate, a specific case

.T^^

7.6
''*"'"=«'

'""casci

1.3

Unfavorable
Per cent of loaded car miles decreased

4.3

^"

1.9

""'

°^

""

'° 8''°" '""

"'"

decreased

Incidental Factors
Ratio of locomotive miles to train miles increased

0.9

Loaded car miles per train mile decreased
'" "''" "" '"'" "jii^ increased

4.6
11.6

l"""]" car miles per train mile decreased
Total
Cros., ton miles per train mile increased

To.T

jjet

0.3

4.6

—

•

3.1

Result
.'

Ne, ,ons per train mile increased.

The changes

2.3

.

in each average or ratio

may

be analyzed by

For e.xamplc,
referring to the changes in the basic data.
caused the loss in the per cent of net to gross ton miles?

^^'^at

it is found that both net trai
and gross ton miles show an increase, but the increase
'" gross was 17.8 per cent, while the increase in net ton
The cause of this is seen in the
™'l^s was 15.4 per cent.
car mile statistics, where the empties show an increase of
26.4 per cent, while the loads show an increase of but 7.S
Since all of the statistics are shown separately
P^r cent.
by directions it is possible to trace the effect of changes in
In this case, it
the relation of eastward to westward traffic.
is noted that the per cent of increase in gross ton miles was

^>' referring to the basic data,

"^'l^s

identical in each direction, viz., 17.8 per cent, but, in the case
of net ton miles, the increase eastward was 16.8 per cent,

while in the westward direction the increase was but 12.6
per cent.
The loss, then, occurred in the westward movement.
Looking again at the car miles, it is seen that the
loads in the eastward direction increased 17.0 per cent,
With the
while westward they decreased 5.4 per cent.
Eastward they show
empties, the conditions are reversed.
an increase of 22.4 per cent; westward the increase was
27.5 per cent.
These examples show the possibilities of analysis of each
single factor and its effect on units of performance.
The
forms are designed to reflect all important items of information, and each form, while independent in its own field, is
interrelated to a greater or lesser extent with the other forms
applying to other phases of operation. In other words, the
forms are designed to "tie in" to each other and together to
furnish the complete exhibit.

Form

"^'^'^

On the other
a favorable influence on the train load.
hand, it is noted that the per cent of loaded to total car
shows
74.4 per cent last year, 71.2 per cent this year
miles
a loss, a decrease, of 4.3' per cent, and that the per cent of
net ton miles to gross ton miles fell from 47.0 per cent to

—

"' "''"k

total, the instruc-

as a whole^is not eastward

Of

""'

Rating ton miles per train miles iticreased

and

aa

Iavokaui.e

effect.

tigures are reported as east, west

This

factors exert

Car load increased

.

tions providing that in the cases
fie

These

I

unfavorable influence on the net train load.
Finally, it i|
found tliat the per cent of gross ton miles to rating too
miles has changed in the right direction— 76.5 per cent to
77.3 per cent, an increase of 1.3 per cent.
These changes
may be summarized:

Attention is directed to the fact that all of the basic data,
averages and percentages are shown separately by directions.

The
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O.

S. 2,

Passenger
Train Performance
"

The

degree of refinement attaching to the statistics of
freight train performance is not justified in connection with
the passenger service. The latter is not so susceptible of conThe trains must be run as scheduled, whether they are
trol.
fully or but partly loaded.
Consequently there is little to
be gained by computing gross ton miles in passenger service.
Instead of gross ton miles. Form OS-2 calls for passenger
train car miles as a measure of performance.
No additional accounting is required, since all of the basic data are
required for the purposes of the annual report to the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

p^^^ q g
Compared with

3

j^^^^^^^^^^ Performance

the orthodox locomotive performance sheet,
this report appears to be rather meagre in scope, but, in connection widi the data reported on Forms OS-1 and 2, it fur-

—
January

3,

vital

the

shes
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information

for

freight,

and

passenger

vitch service, in the following averages:
Locomotive miles per locomotive day
(a)

(b)

Serviceable locomotives;
Total locomotives;

Per cent of serviceable to total locomotives;
Gross ton miles per locomotive mile freight;
Passenger train car miles per locomotive mile passenger;
Pounds of coal per locomotive mile freight, passenger and switch;
Pounds of coal per 1,000 gross ton miles freight.

—

—

Much

of the information appearing on the average locoperformance sheet, which the new form is designed
displace, appears on the reports of freight and passenger
lin performance, and of locomotive and train costs, (Forms
S-1, 2 and 6), as well as on Form OS-4, next described.
otive

orm O.

S. 4,

Number

of Locomotives and DistribuLocomotive Hours

tion of

A locomotive which is held out of service on account of
needed repairs for a period in excess of 24 hours is classified
as unserviceable.
The hours of unserviceable locomotives
are reported under three divisions:
(a)
(b)
(c)

—

—

This form has caused more additional work than any other
for the reason that, except on a very small
imber of roads, no data of the kind has heretofore been
igle report
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Awaiting repairs;
Undergoing repairs;
Stored or awaiting sale

of

li

,

191

,

compared with same mootb

LOCOMOTIVB HOLTS

5MIOHT sEBvice

,T.»

^

s

™,JKA"-

"SI?."
,...

„

&

su

of

desired, and let each road proceed in its own way to gather
and compile the statistics. The same principle applied to
the other" forms, and the results have been satisfactory excepi
is

in the single case of distribution of locomotive hours.
It may
be necessary to promulgate instructions which will specify
in minute detail the sources of information and the methods
to be followed locally.
The importance of this information as to locomotive

1.

roft'l

«-

"'"He,'*''
c'r.

'KSS.,??"
„...

S

In enginehouse:
to)

Mechanical dop't

(J)

Transportation dop't...

(e)

Total

Stored

m

z

\z

11

h™,

,^

lu™

.^

...„

• •

'.

Awaiting repairs

Underfoing

'EEz

ryjiairs

i':"

B.Slorf«t or JvwaiiinR sule..,,,.

0.

Grand

.

total (/(rtM5oruf,I)
|

»™».

£•;,

,„»

c'i',

.«»

p«

...».

is,

.„»,

c';;

.AtERAOE NUMBEB OF Lo(a)

(I)

SorriccaWo

UnsomceablB

J

|

"^'
1

measures may not be applied intelligently
without a knowledge of the facts. Or, to state it in slightly
different form, it is only by the aid of complete statistics that
the way will be pointed clearly to effective remedies.
The
statistics may, in certain cases, prove to be embarrassing to
local officials, but they should have no difficulty in explaining an apparently poor showing in locomotive utilization, if
local handicaps are insurmountable.
On the other hand,
the figures should furnish the local officials with the most
effective argument to support their recommendations for
additional and improved terminal and enginehouse facilities, where such are needed.
effective remedial

sstavicEABLc LocoMorrvEs
1.

at terminals, and the per cent of time they are in the engine houses. The data will be extremely valuable to supervising and executive officers in passing upon the recom-

tonished, too, to note the e.xtent of the stand-by losses at
terminals.
These statements, however, should not be interpreted as underestimating the difficulties which are inherent in increasing the per cent of time on the road, or in
decreasing the idle time at terminals before starting or after
completing the run.
Nevertheless, it is maintained that

...-

:=::

i.

and the trouble incident to its
thus far available show some

mendations of the local officers for new power. The low per
cent of time on the road will surprise many who have had
little conception of what it really is.
Many will be as-

or in yard switch'.'.'.'.-

1.

statistics

remarkable variations in the per cent of time locomotives are
usefully employed, the per cent of time they are standing-by

previous

,,..

The

compilation.

S1IIT»CCABIK LOCOMOTIVER.

On

disposition).

the local officers should arrange to gather the basic data.
The Administration believed that the better plan would be
merely to indicate by the form and by the foot notes what

utilization justifies the cost
DISTRIBOTION OF LOCOMOTIVE HOURS

(or other

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in obtaining
complete reports compiled strictly in accordance with the
requirements of the form. It was considered inadvisable to
promulgate rules in detail which would specify exactly how

z

z

z

The publication of the summaries of these reports for
individual roads and for regions will undoubtedly cause a
greater interest to be taken in obtaining the maximum practicable utilization of motive power.

Form

O.

S. 5,

Freight Car Performance

The purpose

of this form is to indicate the degree of efficiency in freight car utilization.
The basic data consist of
the number of cars on line daily (divided to show separately
those which are serviceable and those which are unservice-

Form

O.

S.

4.

has been necessary, therefore, to set up new
ords to meet the requirements. In effect it is necessary to
:ount for every hour of every locomotive every day, and
show for serviceable locomotives the aggregate hours and
percentage of the total hours for each class of service:
On the road in productive service;
It

pt.

:

At terminals,

(d)

standing-by, either before beginning or after
completing the road run;
In enginehouses for attention of the mechanical department;
In enginehouses awaiting call from the transportation depart-

(e)

ment.
Stored while in serviceable condition.

(c)

able)

;

total net ton miles

bined.

From

which

reflect the

(a)

(b)
(c)

The

—loaded, empty and
—revenue and non-revenue

the total freight car miles

and the

these

figures

are

derived

the three

total;

com-

factors

measure of car efficiency:
Net ton miles per loaded car mile;
Per cent of loaded to total car miles;
Car miles per car day.

resultant of the three factors is as

shown

in the in-

clusive unit:
(d)
Net ton miles per car day.

A gain in any one factor or a loss in any one factor increases or decreases the net result. If, for example, the car-
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load is iiu ri-a.-^i'd at tlio I'.xpi-nso of tin- car miles prr tar day,
or the piT tent of loads, the net result may he a loss in net
ton miles per car day, notwithstanding the greater car load.

The

may

improved l)y increasing one or more
of tlie three factors, or by increasing one or two factors without causing a relatively greater decrease in the remaining
factors.
The tendency since the government assumed control of the railroads has i)ecn to increase the carload and
to decrease the per cent of loads, the car miles per car day
showing little change. During the early months of the year,
tlie

in

in

net result

l)e

was a decrease in ton miles per car day, but
recent months the greater car load and the improvement
car movement has resulted in a net gain in ton mile pronet result

It should l)e noted, however, that this
unit does not reflect the collateral benefits to the shijijiing
public by the better distribution of empty cars. The policy

ductivity per car.

of the Administration has been to move the empties in train
loads to the regions where they were needed for prospective
loading, and while this has necessarily meant more empty
car miles than were made prior to unified control, the amelioration of car shortage has meant less embarrassment to ship-
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The ton miles,

Form

O.

S.

6,

Locomotive and Train Costs

In this form an attempt

monly termed

the

is

made

to segregate

what are com-

"direct" or "out-of-pocket"

O. S. 7, Condensed Income Account and Operating Expenses by Primary Accounts

This is merely a reproduction of the condensed income
account reported monthly' to the Interstate Commerce Commission, and of the details of operating expenses by the
primary accounts required by the annual report form of the
commission.
Publication of Summaries

summaries is still in the development stage. The August and
September reports were too incomplete to permit summarizThe October figures, however, are fairly complete, and
ing.
summaries of the important figures on the reports of freight
stated,

to

and car

the expenditure in
and the sup-

miles,

and (ar
the

shall

maximum

Ije

kept employed to

of ton miles with the

its

and

cajiacity

minimum

prcxluce

of train, loco-

motive, and car miles.
The statistics are designed to show
dearly the relation between the ton mile production and the
time element in e(|uipment utilization, and to indicate the
relation between the actual and the potential train production.

The railroads in all sections of the country have cooperated cheerfully in making the new plan a success, and
they are displaying an earnest effort to meet the requirements of the new forms. There is gratifying evidence that
the adoption of the standard methods, and the more general
distribution of summaries showing the operating results for
all

railroads,

are doing

statistics.

The

much

to

increase the

success of the

interest

new plan

is

in

to be

measured by the use which is made locally of the reports of
the individual roads, and the interest which is taken in the
summaries. The results thus far are encouraging.

expenses of

trainmen, and train supplies and expenses. These expenses
are shown separately for the freight and passenger services,
and are related to the train miles, locomotive miles, gross
ton miles (in freight service) and passenger train car miles
(in passenger service), with average costs (a) per locomotive
mile; (b) per train mile; (c) per 1,000 gross ton miles
(freight); and (d) per 100 passenger car miles (passenger).
There is nothing unusual in the form and it requires little
additional accounting.

As already

related

plementar)' statistics throw light on the components of the
and the car load, and tlie effe< t thereon of changes
in ratios of net to gross ton miles, of loaded to total car miles,
and of {)reference freights, or other liglitly loaded trains, to
total freight trains.
'I"he desiderata are that each locomotive

train service, viz., locomotive repairs, enginehouse expenses,
train enginemen, locomotive fuel, other locomotive supplies,

Form

are

train load

operating

pers.

turn,

in

train miles, locomotive miles,

1

the publication of the monthly

train operation, locomotive operation, distribution of locomotive hours, freight car performance, locomotive and train
costs, and the income account, will be available before this

Hereafter they will appear regularly for
It is planned to have the
each month at an earlier date.
summaries of physical performance distributed about the
first of the second month, i. e., the summaries for December
should appear about February 1. Those which show operating expenses should be available about two weeks later. The
policy of the Administration is to give a general distribution of the summaries to the officers of the individual roads,
as well as to the officers of the Administration, so that the
information thus made available may have the widest field
article is printed.

for usefulness.

The underlying theory of the new plan of standardized
operating statistics is that the transportation department is
charged with a given number of locomotive days and car
days and is credited with its production in net ton miles.

Railway Supply Problems
CH.AiRM.xN

A. L.

Humphrey

ment purchasing

of the committee on govern-

Railway Business Asan invitation to railway supply

policies of the

sociation, has issued

men who may have

criticisms or suggestions for "strengthening the association attitude, work or methods," to meet with
the committee at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, at 11 a. m.,

January 8. This is the day before the annual convention of
the Railway Business Association.

Mr. Humphrey states that "it is the earnest hope of the
present officers of the association that the forthcoming convention will be regarded and remembered by everyone in the
railway supply craft as a democratic clearinghouse, whose
conclusions are representative of the whole industry.
"All of us

know

a great deal

more now about

selling goods

under government control than we knew on January 1, 1918.
Such control will continue for a period not yet determined.
Regardless of the ultimate disposition of the roads, governcontrol for the immediate future will be our environment. What, if any, are the practices which the whole industry can agree in thinking could be modified advantageously
to manufacturers and not to the injury of the public ?
"Are conditions of bidding on contracts satisfactory? Are
contractual terms fair? Has the adjustment from a commission to a salary selling basis been successfully accomplished
and without increase in selling cost?
Have design and
specification preserved employment to makers of appliances
or material formerly established in use?
Is it reasonably
easy to obtain trials for new or partly demonstrated devices?
Do federal officers observe commercial ethics in such matters
as adherence to contracts and avoidance of cancellations?
Have you found in the Railroad Administration an attitude
of respect for the integrity and general character of railway
supply men as a commercial group? Has the pre-war improvement in remittances for goods continued under government control and can you suggest ways of overcoming present
obstacles to more rapid accounting and the adoption and
enforcement of a standard period for remittances?
What
other phases if any do you believe deserve consideration?
"If you cannot be present, the committee will discuss a
letter and, if so stipulated, hold its source confidential."

ment

7

—

Present Status of the Contract Negotiations
Few Roads Have Executed
ment.

Their Contracts With the Govern-

Difficulties

With

LAW was passcd bv Congress taking
over the railroads for operation by the government
during the period of the war and for 21 months thereer negotiations have been carried on between the legal dertments of the railroads and the Railroad Administration
regard to the form of contract which was to be made be;en each company and the government. The Railway Execves Advisory Committee and the administration came to
agreement upon the standard form of contract on Sep"*

VER SINCE THE

'

iber 5,

1918.

form was agreed upon, each road necesto its individual case, and apparently
16 considerable modifications will have to be made in the
ndard form to fit specific cases. On the other hand, the
[tracts that have so far been signed do not vary greatly
\fter the standard

had

ily

m

to

apply

it

the standard form. The lists of roads show only those
which are furtherest advanced. The others are in

tracts

ious preliminary stages which it would be hard to classify.
rhe compensation fixed in the contract is the rental which
government is to pay the corporations for the use of the
ds,
ir

y

this compensation the corporations must pay
corporation expenses and such dividends as

and from
interest,

the Short Lines
Rutland
aalina

!.".'."!.'.'
Boston
Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern..

„,

^""

Ai-bor

of Road
& Santa Fe
Rochester & Pittsburgh
Burlington & Quiticy

Buffalo,

Chicago,
Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis

& Omaha

Chicago & North Western
Colorado & Southern and Wichita Vallev
Fort Worth & Denver City
Gult. Texas & Western

Lehigh Valley
Minnesota & Tiiternational
New York, Ontario & Western
Norfolk & Western
Northern Pacific
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac

Chicago, Milwaukee

Name

of

Birmingham & North Western

Gainesville Midland

Georgia
Georgia & Florida
Great Northern
Galveston Wharf
Hudson River
Lehifh
Pennsvlvania Railroad East
Southern Parilic
.'!•

Texas &
Trinity

Pacific

& Brazos

V^alley

Western Railway of Alabama
Washington Southern

Name
Abilene

&

Di:.\FTEn

of

'.Nr

Road

•.

Florida

•

•

-A.nthony

Buffalo

S:

Los .\ngeles S- Salt Lake
Kai'sas City. Mexico & Orient
Maine Central
Neu England .Steain^hin (n

•.

929 385 42
17 310*494 67

'.

!

Winston-Salem Southbound

.

!!!!!!'!'

!!!!

26b,2Si!62

Contracts Drafted by Companies and Submitted in Printed
Form, Bur .\waiting Further Information on
DrcisioN of Special Claims
^

of

-r.

.

Road

Standard Return as
Certified by I. C. C.

& Hammondsport
Central and five allied companies!!!!!!

$7 221 43
'
.

800 5871

3^

!

,

\\

*.'"'

very early indicated that it
did not care to be burdened with a large number of the socalled short-line railroads, and in spite of their protests
anits intention of relinquishing many
of them from
federal control, after they had received the same notices
that
were sent to other roads stating that they had been taken over
by the government. This was partly because many of the

nounced

smaller roads were not considered "needful or desirable" for
the purposes of federal control, and partly because of the
difficulty of reaching an agreement with the owners of the roads
as to their compensation.
On June 29 the Railroad Administration issued an order relinquishing nearly 2,000 small
roads which were not considered needful or desirable, including some 1,400 plant facility roads as well as several
hundred of the so-called short lines; but it had become apparent that many of the roads had been seriously affected by

$10,180,915.15
257,995.16
22,587.01
34,522.00
3,450,903.32
1,468,123.63
9,352,301.13
466,921.15
15,749,476.74
4,145.102.30
22,731.00
858.622.00
d 562.98
28,666,681.07
562,069.92
519,371.13
46,312,932.00
38 021,937.62
4.107.432.49
d 238,904.66
288.237.53
468,432.81

the fact of federal control whether any jurisdiction had been
exercised over them or not, particularly by the uncertainty as
to whether they had been taken over, and it was announced
that "to preserve in every reasonable respect a status for the
railroads so relinquished as favorable as that which they enjoyed during the three-year test period, great care will be
taken to see that the railroads so relinquished are given fair

Sent to Companies

divisions of joint rates, are insured a reasonable car supply
circumstances considered
and are protected against any undue disturbance in the routing of traffic."
The short lines had been particularly affected by the diffi-

—

Standard Return as
by I. C. C.

Certified

.t322,854.00

Northern

Fort Worth Belt
Georgia, Florida & Alabama
FaircTiild
& Eastern

•

Kapiris

Short Lines

& Susquehanna

Boston & Maine*
Deniron & Pacific Suburban

•

East

Coast
& Indiana
'"
Louisville S; Nashville
Louisiana & Mississippi Railroad Transfer..!!!'
Memphis, Dallas t«: Gulf
!
S.Tn Antonio, Uv.ilde & Gulf
Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific
!!!!!!

urand

The Railroad Administration

Southerr.

Alabama & Vicksbur?

1 54155 l!o2
' 34,221.70
2,862 177 21
15!503i938!92
53,688 oi
2,842,842.20

contracts does not necessarily indicate
will be signed.

—deficit.

Contracts

27,

'.''.'.'.'.

;
o
hscanaba Vr
& Lake Superior

S"'"^

tv,5^'^5'~"^''^
(?-'"l'^rJ ^'^'m?
the order in which
they

Certified

Cenlral of Georgia
Central New England
Central of New t°rsev
Charleston & ^Vestern Carolina
Delaware, Lackawanna S; Western
EI Paso & Southwestern

'...'.'.'.'.

Paul

St.

Susquehanna & Western
Ocean >teamship Co. of Savannah
Union Pacific

Standard Return as
by I. C. C.

Road

Coast Line
Atlant.1 & West Point
Augusta Southern

409 397 qQ

&

?,"^^^" r ?%"' F "",
r-lgin, Joliet & r.astern

New York
New York,

$42,885,310
3,276,410
33,390,079
4,934,789
23,364,028
2,833,578
1,891,386
29,734
11,321,233
202,455
2,103,589
20,640,899
30, 130,068
1,137,373

Contracts Circulated Among Members of Railriad AdminisiKATiON Staff and Regional Directors, But
Not Yet Executed by Director General

Atlantic

S26,882!96

Creek

iSutfalo

..T

Name

Standard Return as
Certified by I. C. G,
$358 058.43

,

Name of Road
Birmingham & Atlantic
American Refrigerator Transit Co
Atlanta,

Bath

Annual
Compensation

31,148.57

Contracts Prepared in Preliminary Form, But Awaiting
Further Information from Companies or
Settlement of Special Claims

Name

Executed

Atchison, Topeka

of

•Tentatire draft submitted by company for discussion.

can pay.
CoNTRAi Ts

1,023.883.21

Northern

Union Freight

making financial arrangements because of the uncertainty as to whether the government had taken them over
and as to whether their earnings were to be guaranteed, and
culty_ in

4.702.45
55,108.00
57,637.73

also by the diversion of their traffic in many instances to the
trunk line railroads. They were also affected indirectly by
the wage increases ordered by the director general and they

3.420,417.00
9 073.00
2,955 f^96.88
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were not given the same advantages as to priority in materials
tliat were accorded the railroads in the govern-

and sii|)|)lies
ment system.

In order to secure a measure of protection a committee
representing the short-line railroads entered into negotiations
witli representatives of the Railroad Administration for a
contract which would make them certain guarantees, but
without any provision for compensation by the government,

and

two or three months of negotiations the director
general offered the short lines a form of contract under which
the roads were to be restored in a sense to federal control, but
were not to be included in the government railroad system.
An earlier form of contract offered by the Railroad Administration was rejected by the short line committee, but after
some modifications had Ijeen made it was accepted by tiic
committee of tiie American Short Line Railroad Association
and recommended by it to the individual companies.
This contract, approved by Director General McAdoo on
October 25, was publislicd in the Railway Age of November 1, page 778, together with an account of the short-line
situation.
It provides that the roads are to remain under
the management and direction of their owners, entitled to all
revenues and responsil)lc for all expenses, that joint rates
after

Has Locomotive
Better Results

1

l)e divided on the basis in effect on January 1, 1918,
and that such arrangements shall be made for the routing
.siiall

of com]K'titive traffic as will guarantee to the short line the
same amount of competitive traffic as was enjoyed for the
average of three years ending Deceml)er 31. The short lines
were to have the i^enefit of the purchasing agencies of the director general and were to receive an equitable allotment of

and motive power.
This form of co-operative contract, as it is called, has been
signed by the director general in the case of the following
cars

railroads:
Ciimberlantl

Knstcrn

& Manrhc^lcr.

Caroliii.1.

Northern.
Pecos Valley Southern.
Missouri &• iVorlh Arkansas.
South GeorRia.
Western Allegheny.
Midland Railway.
Ceorj;ia

I

No definite list of the railroads relincjuished has ever been
given out by the Railroad Administration, but a list has been
made of 753 railroads operating 27,319 miles, or an average
of 36 miles each, which have not been included among the
roads operated by the Railroad Administration, and exclusive of the industrial or plant facility roads.

Standardization Been Justified?

Would Have Been Obtained Had
Purchased Their

ONE

Vol. 66. No.

OF THE MOST RADICAL innovations instituted by
Director General McAdoo in his year's control of the
railroads was that of establishing 12 standard designs
of locomotives to be purchased for the railways under the
This was done
jurisdiction of the Railroad Administration.
against the better judgment of a large majority of both railway men and locomotive equipment manufacturers and despite the fact that the President in his message to Congress
said that, "Nothing will be altered or disturbed which it is
not necessary to disturb." The proclaimed purpose for entering upon such a program was to provide new locomotives
quickly, at as low a cost as possible, and to reduce to a
proper minimum the classes of locomotives to be ordered for
With the backing
the railroads under government control.
of but few friends, among them an officer of a locomotive
building company and a railroad officer, the director general
on February 13 requested S. M. Vauclain, vice-president of
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and chairman of the Committee on National Defense, one of the champions of standardization, to appoint a committee of locomotive builders to
consider this problem and report within the week.
This was done and on February 19 this committee made
its report to Mr. McAdoo, part of which was printed in the
Railway Age of April 26, page 1085, in which it was
stated that: "While it may be said, and truly so, that these
standard designs could be rushed out quickly and the building of locomotives from them accomplished within a few
months, if this is done, the factors just mentioned (providing
the greatest interchangeability with existing equipment) cannot be taken into consideration within the limitations of time
given and effort would have to be directed towards standardizing the details among these new types proposed without
anv reference to the standards now in use. This, in our
opinion, would not be advisable, and we feel that the proper
execution of such a series of standard designs cannot be
carried out in time to permit the building of any of these
locomotives for 1918 deliverv.
As the builders now have a

the Roads

Own Power

considerable amount of untaken capacity for this year we
would respectfully suggest that if it is your desire that thisyear's full capacity (of the locomotive builders) be utilized,
the railways be permitted to order for quick delivery, or
until these standard designs can be properly worked out,
such locomotives as they require exact duplicates of those

now

in service on their lines."
This part of the report passed unheeded and on February
22 a committee made up of railway mechanical officers, under H. T. Bentley, superintendent motive power of the Chicago & North Western, as chairman, met not to consider

—but

—

proceed with the
12 different classes of
locomotives that have since been ordered. The entire preparation of these designs was under the immediate direction of
Henry Walters, chairman of the Atlantic Coast Line and
the Louisville & Nashville, and special representative of the
the practicability of standardization

work

of preparing designs

to

for the

director general.

Early in April the work had progressed sufficiently for
preparation of tentative general specifications, which
were sent out to the various roads with the request that they
the

indicate the

number

of the different types they would care to
On April 30 an order for 1,025 of

have allotted to them.

locomotives was announced.
During all this time
sentiments were expressed by both railway men and equipment manufacturers against such an extreme policy, particularly while the nation was at war; these were published both
in the columns of the Railway Age and the daily press.
If, by chance, the general plan of locomotive standardization was in any way practical for the railways in this country, the plan would have to be followed a large number of
years in order to in any way justify it. This indicates that
the director general had a firmly fixed idea that the railways
would remain under the control of the government, if not
permanently, for a considerable length of time.
This
thought was also made more evident by the manner in which
the order for the first 1,025 locomotives was distributed bethese
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ween the American Locomotive Company and the Baldwin
Works so that each company would have some
)f each type to build and thus be prepared to meet future
which was done at a sacrifice of speed in production.
irders
Conditions as they exist today, however, indicate that comregardless of the
)lete government control will soon cease
act that the director general is so actively backing the fiveand shows what a long chance the
ear extension plan
{.ailroad Administration took in its endeavor to institute
uch a radical program. The accredited aims which the di-

—

^^ocomotive

—

—

—

ector general sought in establishing these standards,

namely,

uickness of delivery and low first cost, have not been realIn fact, the order for 1,025 locomotives announced
zed.
ipril 30 and which was added to later, making a total of
,430, has only been about half completed, even though the
jcomotives were specified for 1918 delivery. While comparble information can hardly be obtained regarding the first
ost, it is apparent that had the suggestion of the builders'
ommittee been followed and those roads needing locomotives
lost been permitted to order existing designs, the costs of

lanufacturing incidental to new designs would have been
liminated, much work saved and a greater output obtained,
'he standardization of locomotives as planned by the RailDad Administration was, therefore, not a war measure, but
art of a definite plan to completely unify the railroads, and
le speed of delivery which was so apparently necessary at
le time was sacrificed in an attempt to work to that end.
Had the strongly recommended "liquid reserve" plan
hich involved one type of standard locomotive (Mikado) of
design to meet general conditions, been followed and the
)ads been permitted to order locomotives of an existing degn and construction to meet their particular needs, unoubtedly the output would have been greater, the first cost
iwer, and the director general would have had less difficulty
getting the railroads to pay for the locomotives built.
1

lailroads Hesitate to

When

Pay

for Standard

Locomotives

the locomotives were ordered a statement

good

51

service.

The

is

that regarding the

and front end arrangement. These details were made standard on all locomotives, regardless of
where they were to go, and in many cases it has been found
necessary to alter them to meet the local fuel conditions.
In the case of one road to which a number of the standard
locomotives were sent, they were found to be inferior to the
road's own locomotives of but slightly less tractive power,
particularly in the amount of fuel used.
This same road
has had much trouble with the stoker equipment, which is of
a different design from that used on the road's other locomotives.
Engine failures have been caused on account of
this,

which have delayed

traffic and necessitated the use of
engines were held out of service
waiting for repair parts with which to repair the stoker.
If
the road had had the privilege of specifying the equipment
desired it would have ordered that with which its other locomotives were equipped and with which its engine crews were
familiar and for which it had material in stock for repair

relief

locomotives.

The

parts.

On another road several standard locomotives were delivered almost before the road knew it was to receive them.
They were delivered under their own steam and one arrived
with the grates burned out. As all grates had to be changed,
the engines had to be held out of service until the work was
done.
The rod packing used on these engines was of a
different design from any used on that road, although other
standard locomotives were equipped with packing that con-

formed

As no packing was sent with the
were caused until the road procured the
proper packing for the engines.
One of the engines met
with an accident and as there were no spare parts and no
drawings of the standard locomotive, a draftsman had to go
out on the road to the engine and make a sketch of the parts
needed for patterns and forgings to make repairs. This, of
course, required holding the locomotive out of service for
to its standards.

engines,

delays

some time.

was made

they would be allotted upon completion to the various
where they were most needed and that they
ould be lettered "U. S." and remain the property of the

chief criticism heard

grates, grate rigging

Repair Problems

lat

lilroad systems

)vemment during

its

control of the roads.

Thus

at

the

was general that the roads were
be provided with locomotives and that the statement of
le number of each design needed to meet their requirements
ir new locomotives, which was requested when the tentative
)ecifications were issued, was not a direct order on the
^ginning, the impression
>

)vernment for them.
In fact the roads were not permitted
place individual orders with the locomotive companies and
ere forced to take the standard locomotives if they were in
?ed of new power.
The Toledo & Ohio Central contested
le right of the Railroad Administration to make it pay for
,e standard equipment and the matter is now in the courts.
The roads cannot be blamed for not wanting to purchase
e standard locomotives and be obliged to operate them
hen the roads are returned to their owners, particularly when
ese locomotives are not as well adapted to the particular
;eds as the locomotives of the road's own design.
Furtherore, all of the standard locomotives will be a constant
lurce of expense to the roads on account of the new design
'

detail parts

which will have

to

be carried in stock.

Deliveries and Service

Up

the middle of December 368 light Mikado, 118
Mikado, 72 eight-wheel switcher, 48 six-wheel
i'itcher, 19 light Santa Fe and three heavy Mountain type
andard locomotives, or a total of 628, had been delivered
the railroads.
The Mikados and Switchers were the first
be delivered and on roads where they have been in service
ng enough to determine their performance to a fair deee, it has been found that in most cases they have given
!av}'

to

As pointed out

in our discussion of standard locomotives
last spring, the problem of handling the repairs to these
locomotives is no small matter, and taken in the aggregate,
the extra cost for equipping shops for handling these loco-

—

—

motives of an entirely new design cannot be overlooked.
It should, in fact, be added to the cost of the locomotives,
as it is directly chargeable to the standardization plan.
On
the smaller lines this will be particularly noticeable.
If
standardization were to continue it would be from 10 to IS
years before any beneficial effects could be obtained from
standard locomotives from a maintenance standpoint. Even

government releases the control of the roads and
the railroads have control over the purchase of locomotives,
the tools, taps, dies, patterns, etc., will have to be carried in
after the

stock to maintain these standard locomotives.
Thus, while
if he builds nothing but standard locomotives
during 1919 may find some advantages, the railroads will

the builder

—
—

be at a disadvantage during the life of the engines.
The
disadvantage to the railroads is many times greater than the
advantage that is to be gained by the builders. Moreover,
locomotives should be designed from the standpoint of operation and not the convenience of the builder.
On one road in particular a complete set of patterns will
have to be made for the standard locomotives assigned to it,
as no part of the standard locomotives is common to that of
its own locomotives.
Grates were the first part to be considered, then the other details follow in order, pistons, cylinder heads, cylinders and parts, crossheads, driving boxes,
shoes and wedges, ash pan castings, crown brasses, engine
trucks, tender trucks and trailer truck brasses and boxes.
The road manufactures all repair parts of grey iron and

wrought iron and

steel at its

railway shops.

Many

fittings

:
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arc cntiroly (Jiflcn.nt from llio.sc tluit have been used on that
road for \ears, such as gage cocks, cylinder cocks, water
gages, l)lo\ver valves, angle and globe valves, lubricators,

There are twice the number of sj)ecialties on the standard engines as on the roads' standard locomotives, for which tlie vital repair parts have had to be
In addition to this, drawordered from the manufacturers.
ings for the locomotives w-ill have to be purchased at a cost
of between $500 and $600. As none of the locomotives have
gone tiirougii the shops it is not possible to tell just what
injectors
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The French

State Railways
in the

and checks.

Harold G. Villard

As

1

GKNKRALLY

in

War

Years

The Economic World
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must accustom themselves. The material for repairs will
have to be carefully watched as other locomotive equipment

State Railways of
two systems, the one,
commonly known as the Ancien Roseau (Old System), constructed many years ago, and the other, known as
tlie Western Railroad System (Chemin de Fer de I'Ouest),
acquired from its private owners two or three years before
tlie war.
Of these two systems the Ancien Reseau has not
been directly affected by military operations, though its
traffic has naturally been increased by the war conditions.
Parts of the Chemin de F'er de I'Ouest, on the other hand,

will not

Jiave at times l)een interfered with

Confusion will
additional oqui])ment will be needed there.
be caused tiie repairing forces due to the fact that they have
an entirely new class of locomotive to handle to which they

fit.

Design of the Locomotives
As to the design of the locomotives tlicmselves, the standardization committee is to be congratulated on the work it
accomplished in the short space of time allotted it for the
Strong efforts were made to produce a modern locowork.
motive in every respect and from the reports thus far received of the few Mikados and Switchers that have been in
enough so that an opinion can be formed of their
performance, these have been found to be of fundamentally
good design. After adjusting the draft appliances and the
grates to suit the local conditions they have been found to be
free steamers and to have ample boiler capacity.
In most cases the road men like them, although on some
roads objections have been made to the cab arrangement.
The kind of special devices that have been applied to them,
where they were different from those used on the particular
road operating them, has caused the greatest trouble. While it
was the desire of the Railroad Administration to apply the
same specialties to each standard design of locomotive, it
would have been more logical to apply the accepted specialties in accordance with the wishes of the roads that were
service long

to use the locomotives.

course, as has been repeatedly pointed out, no standards
made to meet all conditions and they must at best
represent a compromise in design. The force of this was felt

Of

<:an

be

particularly on those roads which use anthracite coal as fuel.
On one road in particular, which was provided with standard locomotives, provision had to be made for burning soft
coal even though all the locomotives on that road were
anthracite burners.

The Present

IS

France lielong

in

the

main

by the opposing armies,
though at the same time the movement of freight and passengers has Ijeen greatly augmented Ijy the proximity of the
.^\stem to the chief fighting area.
For many years before
the war, the old .system of state railroads was notorious both
for ciie inefficiency of its service and for the inability to earn
even the interest on the cost of its construction.
Before the
Western System passed into the hands of the government it
had been a prosperous property; but after its purchase by
the state its operating costs rose, and it became a burden upon
the French government, instead of a financial aid, as had
been prophesied Ijy the advcxrates of the purchase.
It is

of interest to

know how

these

Situation

Receipts in 1916
Increase over 1915

Operating expenses
Increase over 1915

Administration to place any further orders for standard
locomotives, as by the time the present orders are completed
the roads may be back in the hands of the private owners.
Since, however, there is great need for new locomotives, it
should allow each road to order such types and designs as
In fact, there is eviare best suited to its particular needs.
dence that this is being considered by the Railroad Administration, for it is reported that five roads have been permitted
to go into the market for locomotives of their own design;

Increase over 1915
Deficit in 1916
Increase over 1915
Expense ratio in 1916 (per cent)
Expense ratio in 1915 (per cent)

its

control of the roads.

state railroad sys-

The financial situation of the Western System in the
two years of the war may be summed up as follows

of the first order of 1,430 standard locomotives to be completed and all of the second order of 600
to come, it would seem to be unnecessary for the Railroad

relinquish

two

tems of France have fared during the war years.
In a
recent number of Le Monde llconomique, Paris, the operating results of the roads for 1916 are given, together with
comparative figures for 1915.
It appears that in 1916 the
receipts of the old system amounted to $16,267,125, a gain
of $2,015,186 over the 1915 receipts.
The operating expenses for 1916 footed up $16,379,673, an increase of $2,390,829 over those of 1915. The operating deficit for 1916
was accordingly $112,547, the coefficient of operating expense in 1916 being 100.69 per cent, as against 98.15 per
cent in 1915.
To the operating expense of 1916, however,
must be added fixed charges of $3,798,343, or $60,119 more
than in 1915. Hence the total deficit incurred in the system
in 1916 was $3,910,891— this deficit being $435,562 greater
than that for 1915. The deficit in both years, of course, had
to be made good out of the French treasury, and added pro
tanlo to the burden of the French nation in its war period.

With about half

the Baltimore & Ohio and the Virginian for Mallet locomotives, the Philadelphia & Reading for locomotives having
theWootten type firebox, the Boston & Maine, as the standard
designs do not meet its clearance limitations, and also the
Kansas City Southern. Even though the Pennsylvania has
been in need of locomotives, it has been permitted to build
them to its own design. Undoubtedly more roads will seek
to order locomotives to their own design as soon as some
definite assurance is given as to when the government will

the

to

in

1916

Net earnings from operation

in

1916

Decrease from net earnings of 1915
Fixed charges in 1916

first

$59,624,904
10,479,492
57,083,699
11,480,140
2.541,205
1,000,648
25,731,115
408,038
23,189,910
1,408,686
95.74
92.79

be seen, therefore, that the combined deficit of the
in 1916 amounted to over $28,000,000. Of course, the operating conditions are abnormal.
The five great private railway systems have been
similarly affected.
But in 1916, when the expense ratio on
the old system of the state was over 100 per cent and that on
the western system nearly 96 per cent the average expense ratio on the five private railway systems was only 71.37 per
It varied from 64.7 per cent on the Paris-Lyons-Medicent.
terranean railway to 82.25 per cent on the Nord railway. The
most productive part of the last-named system is in the invaded districts of France, so that its operating expense ratio
is abnormally high. Le Monde ficonomique concludes by saying that the above figures form a telling argument against
state ownership and operation of railways.
It will

two

state railway systems

North River,

e

New

York, from the Wochvorth Building.
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Opportunities for Railw^ay Supply Exports
The Business

Must Have Co-operation
Government and the Bankers

Interests

By Samuel

O.

of

Both the

Dunn

Editor of the Railway

Age
London, England, November

"^NK

OF THE THINGS I have been doing since I arrived
) in Great Britain has been to seek information which
may throw light on the outlook for the sale of Amerin railway equipment and supplies in foreign countries,
>th during the period of industrial reconstruction which
following the actual period of rei have entered, and
well

known

that until the Great

War

in

Europe began

sales of American railway equipment and materials in
The leading countries of
reign countries were quite small.

e

jrope and especially Great Britain and Germany, not only
pplied their own needs, but sold most of the railway marials which were exported to other countries.
During the war, however, these countries became unable
en to meet their own requirements, much less those of other
untries, also.
In consequence, orders for locomotives, cars,
,

id

ur

many specialties were poured upon America in a flood,
own railways were not buying as largely as they nor-

had, and our manufacturers welcomed these orders,
them rapidly until our own country entered the
ar.
Thus, a large export business in railway equipment
These were years when the
id supplies was built up.
imljer of locomotives built in the United States for foreign
ally

id

filled

1918

tailed information, and, therefore, I shall give the impres-

sions now, hoping to supplement them later, if fortune is
kind, with more actual information.

Great

nstruction.
It is

28,

on every side, that the impressions I have received
would be merely deepened by the acquisition of more detold

Demand

for

Equipment Supplies

The most outstanding point of all is, that the railways of
all the world now need vastly more equipment and materials
of every kind than they ever did before. We all know that the
railways of America need many thousands of locomotives,
many hundreds of thousands of passenger and freight cars,
many millions of tons of rail, and other materials and supplies in proportion.
They need them, not merely for new

—

construction and permanent improvements
although a vast
amount of new construction ancl of permanent improvements
is needed
but to make good the deterioration of tracks,
structures and rolling stock which has occurred within recent
years, and especially during the two years since the United
States entered the war.

—

The

situation

countries,

is,

of course,

and especially

in those

much more

acute in other

which have participated in

.ilways

War since its commencement over four years ago.
foreign soldier has set foot on the soil of Great Britain,
except as a prisoner; but it is hardly an exaggeration to

rge.

their

was as great as the number built for American
.ilways.
The foreign buying of American made cars, railay specialties of many kinds and machine tools also was

How

mucli of this business will our manufacturers be able

retain during the period of reconstruction,

and also

after

period of reconstruction?
These are important questions
ir our manufacturers, for our railways, which will get what'er traffic our export business may afford,
and for the
merican people in general, whose prosperity will depend in
) small measure in the future upon our export business in
anufactures.
In the short time I have been here, during which affairs
e

Great Britain, and indeed, throughout Europe, have been
a turmoil, I have got more impressions than detailed in)rmation.
I feel sure, however, from what I have been
1

I

the Great

No

say that the railways of that country are four years behind
requirements for locomotives, cars and work on the
permanent way. They are so far behind, because since the
beginning of the war they have practically acquired no new
equ'pment and have kept their expenditures for maintenance
at the minimum physically possible.
The British railways
build in tlieir own shops most of their own locomotives and
cars.
During the war, their shops which in many cases
have been enlarged have been devoted mainly to the manufacture of munitions.
The government has recognized in a very substantial way
the deterioration which has been occurring by granting the
railways in addition to the guaranteed return on their capital an allowance of 12^ per cent in excess of their ordinary

—

53

—
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which has Ijcen put into
used after the termination of the war
in making up deferred maintenance.
The conditions in tlie various parts of tlie IJritish Empire
Canada, Au.stralia, South Africa, New Zeahmd, etc.
wliidi iiave not been in the zone of hostilities, as well as in
the neutral countries of ]'"urope, such as the Scandinavian
countries, Spain, Holland, Switzerland, and so on, have been
somewhat similar to those in Great Britain. The same thing
may be said of the South American countries. The belligerent countries outside the immediate zone of hostilities
have had to use all their resources of men and materials to
carry on the war; and the neutral countries have had to see
their railways deteriorate because they could not get materials to keep them up.
Far worst of all, of course, has been the case of the countries on whose soil hostilities actually have been conducted.
Belgium, France, Italy, Russia, Roumania, and the Balkan
countries have not only seen all their railways deteriorate,
but they have seen large parts of them actually destroyed
tracks torn up, bridges blown up, cars burned, etc.
Prior to the war the aggregate amount of new railway construction going on in the world was great, and afforded a
large market for equipment and materials of every kind.
It
is hardly necessary to say that all over the earth the war
has practically stopped railway construction, and thereby
stopped the development of new territories and new resources
which railway construction always causes, and which, under
modern conditions cannot occur without new railway conexpt'nditiircs

special

for

funds to

maintciKUice,

lie

—

struction.

Neither the market for railway equipment and materials
exists, nor that which in the near future will exist, can be said to be as large in proportion as the need of
the railways of the world for new equipment and supplies.
It would require a fabulous amount of new capital to finance
all the needs of the world's railways; and the world's supply
of capital has been greatly depleted during the war, and it
will take years to replenish it.
But it cannot be replenished
without a vast increase of production for the purpose of industrial reconstruction; and no such increase of production
can occur until the railways are put into condition to handle
Therefore, the reconstruction of the
the things produced.
railways will be one of the first things undertaken in every
country whose statesmen and business men understand the
present economic conditions and necessities; and this should
mean that there will soon be the largest market for railway

which now

equipment and materials that ever was opened up.

America's Great Productive Capacity

The railway equipment and supply manufacturers of the
United States I use the term to include all that make any-

—

—

thing used in construction, maintenance, or operation
have,
of course, a vastly larger productive capacity than those of
any other country probably under present conditions larger
than those of any other two, or even four countries.
If as
large a program of railroad reconstruction, improvement and
new construction should be entered upon at once in the
United States as the welfare of the country demands, our

—

railway manufacturers probably would have their hands
pretty full for some time filling domestic orders.
But, in
view of the existing confusion and uncertainty in our railway
field it may be that our railways will not for some time place
enough orders to use all the capacity of our railway manufacturers, and that they will be able to take a large amount
of business from abroad.
That they can soon get a much larger business abroad than
they ever have had seems highly probable, if they will go
after it right, and can get the right kind of co-operation
from our government.
In dealing with the export field, it would seem that our
manufacturers should be very careful to think not merely
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of the present and immediate future, but also of tlie distant
future.
If they do not, one result may jje that the more
ijusiness they get during the period of intense reconstruction,
tlie less they will get after that period is ended.

Relations of United States and British Empire

The two

greatest powers of the world now, in point of
area, population, natural resources, and manufacturing ac-

United States and the British Empire. In the
long run our export trade in railway equipment and suppliei,
and in everything else, is going to depend very largely upop

tivity, are the

the relations between the governments

two countries.

and peoples of

theaig'

We

can do more business, on the whola,
with the British Empire than with any other country; and
at the same time, the British undoubtedly will be, for yeaij
to come, our principal competitors for foreign trade.
The
way in which our competition with them is carried on wiH
have a great influence upon the welfare not only of the
peoples of our two countries, but upon the welfare of those
of the entire world.
Therefore, the governments of the two
countries, each let us hope intelligently and fully representing the true interests of its own people, cannot too soon reach
a clear understanding as to just how much and what kind
of governmental stimulus and governmental restriction are
to be applied to the business interests of the two nations in
trading with each other and in competing for the trade of
outside countries.
The peoples of the two nations must
not only trade with each other, but compete with each other;
but their trade should be carried on in such a way as to
promote the welfare of both, while their competition should
be a friendly, open, honorable, sportsmanlike rivalry, and not
be characterized to any degree by the dishonorable, underhanded, spy-ridden methods which were used by the Germans in pushing their foreign business before the war.

Now,

as to the sale of

American equipment and supplies
it would seem that

to the railways within the British Empire,

the following will be about the situation:
British government and British business

The efforts of
men already

the

are

being energetically applied, and will be for some time thus
applied, to filling their own plants with orders.
Prior to
the war, there long had been much unemployment in Great
Britain.
The British people live in fear that a return of
extensive unemployment would result in a serious development of Bolshevism in these islands. Therefore, under the
leadership of their government, they are going to try to
provide employment for every person who wants it, and
This is going to be
especially for their returning soldiers.
a herculean task, for their population is very large, and these
They can only accomplish the task
islands are very small.
by developing manufactures of all kinds to the utmost, since
manufactures can give employment to more people within a
given area than any other line of industry. The manufacture of railway equipment and supplies is a branch of the
iron and steel trade, and there has been during the war an
immense increase of the capacity of the iron and steel plants
This increased capacity has been devoted
of Great Britain.
principally to producing munitions. Besides the enlargement
of private plants, the government itself had built several
large plants at a cost of several hundreds of millions of dol-

some of which had hardly got fully into operation
the armistice was signed.
Both the private and government munition plants must be, in so far as is practicable,

lars,

when

converted to the uses of peace.
The government and the business men already are turning
rapidly to the work, first of filling with orders for indusi
trial products plants that are now in shape to make such
products, and, second of converting to the uses of peace
plants which as yet are adapted only to the service of war.]
The British railway companies, as already indicated, havej
large reserves which they can apply as soon as they can
the necessary labor out of munition works and the army to
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new

iilding
irers

3,

and locomotives. The private manufacand cars of Great Britain who
about 90 per cent of their orders from rail-

cars

—

locomotives

of

•dinarily get

—

already are in the field for
ays outside of Great Britain
ders, and will begin largely to increase their output of
lilway supplies and equipment as soon as they can get their

converted to peace purposes and get enough labor.
chief railways for which equipment and supplies have
the past been made in Great Britain may be roughly dided into the following classes: First, the privately-owned
lilways; second, the state-owned railways of such colonies
those of Australia and South Africa; and third, railways
foreign countries which have been financed principally by
It
nglish capital, such as several of those of Argentina.
;ems pretty certain that the manufactures of other countries,
icluding those of the United States, will not stand a good
lance of getting very much business from any of these railays until the manufacturers of Great Britain are busy and
[ants

The

I

i

[

bor has as
ve it.

much employment

as the

manufacturers can

However, the railways mentioned have a large mileage
In spite of the great expansion of the iron
id steel trade, it does not seem probable it could within
ly reasonable time supply all the requirements of these
Therefore, it would appear that the time is not
lilways.
ir distant when many railways within the British Empire,
id railways outside the Empire which are controlled by
ritish capital, will turn to America to buy equipment and
id large needs.

ipplies.

The
lilway

prospect of soon developing a large export trade in
equipment and supplies with the other countries

hich have been belligerents in this

war seems much

better

soon developing such trade with
Empire.
The British and Americans ought to
le British
able between them to get most of the business which
;
»rmerly went to the Germans.
Now, since the surplus caicity of our manufacturers in the United States is greater
lan that of the manufacturers of Great Britain, we should
able, it would seem, to get more of this business than
;
ley.
In the neutral countries our manufacturers certainly
and as good, or a better, chance as the British.
lan that of the prospect of

Must Comply With Foreigners' Wishes
already has been intimated that in seeking this business
IT manufacturers should think not merely of the present,
it even more of the future, provided they wish to build up a
srmanent foreign market for tlieir trades. One of the most
oportant points to be considered is that European designs
id methods of manufacture have differed widely from those
F
America.
There are many people in the United States
ho believe that because, within recent years, our manufacirers have succeeded in selling to foreign railways large
iiantities of equipment and materials made according to
merican designs and standards, they will be able to connue to do so.
Undoubtedly the familiarizing of foreign
lilway officers with the actual service of American products
ill have this tendency.
There are very many things, howler, that the foreign railway officer wants made in accordnce with his ideas, rather than in accordance with those of
le American manufacturer.
Now, during the period of reDnstruction, while the demand for railway supplies will be
) great, the American manufacturer may be able largely to
jcceed in forcing the foreigner to take what the American
'ants him to take; but if he does, he is likely to find that
'hen the demand declines the foreigner will turn to some
It

iritish

or

e really

German manufacturer who

wanted

all

the time,

will make him what
and the American export trade

have made a merely temporary customer instead of a
ermanent one.
'ill

One

of the

marked

characteristics of railway

nd materials manufactured

in

Europe, and of

equipment

many

other
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things for that matter, is that it is more finished than AmeriThe European not only
can manufacture ordinarily is.
wants his locomotive, for example, to work well, but he
wants it to look well. Therefore, he hand-works and finishes
and polishes every part of it, and then paints it with bright
colors.
Now, whether American manufacturers like it or
not, they probably must recognize the fact that if they are
to capture and hold foreign markets they must indulge the
taste,

not merely of the European, but also of the South

American and many other people for this kind of thing.
The great objection of American manufacturers to meeting
foreign demands as to design, finish, and so on, is that it
interferes with the quantity production which appeals so
strongly to America.
Perhaps a compromise of some kind
can be struck, but it seems highly probable that large American manufacturers, in order to get and hold foreign trade,
will have to set aside parts of their plants, or even establish
separate plants, in which special machinery will be used and

workmen will be employed, to make things
as the foreigners want them made.
It goes without saying
that this would increase the cost of production; and how
costs of production in the different countries will compare
specially trained

wages and the distribution
under peace conditions is still

after such questions as those of

of

raw materials are

settled

a matter of conjecture.

Some Things

A

We

Can

Sell

Abroad

number

of bridges has been destroyed in all
the countries in which actual hostilities have been carried

very large

on; and America should be able to replace many of these.
American bridges have established a good reputation
throughout the world; and it is not so necessary to construct
them according to foreign ideas of good practice.
That countries throughout the world will go to the United
States for rails seems certain.
The American makers of
track fastenings should be able to get a large business in
Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, and other countries, but they
must be willing to make them to metric dimensions, and to

meet foreign specifications. There will be a large market
in Europe and elsewhere for American-made springs; but I
gain the impression that if American manufacturers are to
hold a substantial business in Europe they must follow
European practice,- even if they have to provide separate
plants for the purpose.

Success of American Machine Tools

One of the great successes in Europe during the war has
been made by American machine tools. There is no question
that in the making of machine tools America leads the world.
"Imitation is the sincerest praise"; and there are two or three
concerns in Great Britain which are giving American machine tools this high praise by copying them without
saying anything about the fact that what they are making

How American tool makers will be able to meet
unfair competition is conjectural.
It would appear,
however, in view of the wonderful results obtained with our
machine tools during the war, that our manufacturers should
be able to build up and hold an immense foreign trade, especially if they can eliminate unfair competition such as that
mentioned.
are copies.

this

Talk of Electrification of Railways
There is much talk of electrification of railways in Europe.
This has been suggested as one means by which British railways might be able to enlarge their capacity and reduce their
expenses without increasing their structure gages.
The most important project for electrification which is
receiving serious consideration is on the state railways of
Belgium.
The railways of that country have lost a large
share of their rolling stock and have been largely destroyed.
Since they must be so largely rebuilt, it seems to have been
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•concludod hy

tlu-ir nKinajji'iiinit tluil in tlic

eronomiial and prourcssivi'

tiling

lon^ run the most

that could

l>c

done would

thnn for electrical operation practically
Apparently, the plan adopted would he that of
Indicacrectinji large power-houses near the coal fields.
tions arc that there will be a large development of the manufacture of electrical machinery and ajijxiratus in. Great
Ih-

to

iTion.slrutt

throu.ghout.

Britain, and sentiment evoked by the war proliahly would
tend to give Briti.sh manufacturers a prior claim upon business in Helgium; but American manufacturers surely would
have a goc^d chance to get some of the business.
There prolxibly will be an extensive reconstruction of
block signals on European railways and American makers
of signal apparatus and supplies should stand a very good

chance to get a large part of this business. It is well-known
that the automatic signal system, whose operation involves
tlic use of much less lalior tlian the manual controlled system,
has been developed almost entirely by American inventors
and manufacturers; and it would appear that there should
soon be a large foreign market for automatic signal apparatus and supplies.
Many years ago when Lord (then General) Kitchener de-

make his famous advance upon Khartoum to rescue
General Gordon, he needed practically to build and equip
an entire railway line within a very short time. He asked the
British builders to furnish him quickly a number of locosired to

motives and cars, and also some bridges. The British replied they could not fill the order within so short a time.
He then applied to America, and our manufacturers started
It
the locomotives, cars and bridges to him within 30 days.
was a great achievement. Unfortunately, those locomotives
and cars were kept in service on the railways of Egypt for
vears

afterward,

alongside

equipment built

in

England.

so quickly, they inevitably presented
poor service coma very poor appearance, and gave a rather
with the English-built equipment, with its excellent

Having been turned out
pared

The railway men in
design, fine lines and perfect finish.
Egypt soon forgot the circumstances under which the American equipment was built, and, in consequence, it became a
permanent obstacle to the sale of additional American locomotives and cars in Egypt.
The lesson suggested by this

incident does not

require

There undoubtedly will b& a large demand for
American locomotives and cars and for various specialties
But
used upon them, during the period of reconstruction.
whetlier they will in future years be a good or a bad adverhow
tisement of American manufacturers will depend upon,
builders
they are built. There is no question that American
can do work that satisfies the foreigner. For a few years
were
before the United States entered the war our builders
engaged more or less in making equipment for railways in
elaboration.
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seem to make her niu( ii tin- most jtromisiiig market
I^uropc for American railway e(|uipment and materials;
but it is to be feared it will lie some years before she will liavt
the stable governnK'nt and the financial conditions whi(h wiD
make her a .safe customer with which to do liusiness. In
entering the Ru.ssian market, it will be very important to
enter through Siljcria and to work harmoniously with the
Jai)ane.se, who have a great intluence in the Orient.

strue tioii

in

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that in the promotion
of foreign trade of all kinds the business men of AmeriCB
must have the cordial support and the intelligent aii|||

friendly co-operation of their government.
They must 2l
have the support and co-operation of their great banki;
interests.
The great export trade of Germany and On
Britain in railway manufactures is largely owing to the fad
that their financiers have invested capital in foreign railways and then used their influence to cause the railways in
which they have made investments to buy their equipment
and materials from the manufacturers of their home couifr
tries.
Of course, American financiers cannot be expectei
to make large investments abroad unless they can be mai*
to feel reasonably sure that their government, in case of nee
There are vast parts
will help to protect their investments.
particularly
of the earth, especially in Eastern Europe, Asia
Africa and South America, where the construcin China
tion of a large mileage of new railways is needed.
If
American capital builds railways in these parts of the world,
these railways naturally will go to America for materiall
for their construction, and also for equipment and materials
for their subsequent operation and maintenance.
American'
manufacturers of railway equipment and materials doubtless
in any event will get a large amount of foreign business for
some years; but in the long run they probably must look to
the construction of railways in foreign countries by American
capital to afford them the largest part of their permanent
market abroad.

—

—

Hundreds

of tons of high explosives, including T. N. T.,
property of the French and Italian governrrients, has
been towed out to sea from South Amboy, N. J., and dumped
overboard 35 miles from Scotland Neck lightship. This was
done by order of the Railroad Administration, in order to
get the dangerous stuff out of the hands of the railroads.
Two hundred and twenty-eight carloads had been stored at
Wilmington, Del., for some time, awaiting disposition, and
the residents of that city had become nervous for fear of

the

Some of the material was removed
disaster.
points designated by the French government.

accordance with foreign design— for example, for the railwere
of India, some of the standard designs of which
After the
and the results were very satisfactory.
copies
United States entered the war, however, the American government took the view that this interfered with quantity
production; that quantity production was the thing most
needed; and since then locomotives for export have been
Now, unbuilt ciiieflv according to American standards.
doubtedly, for the good both of the foreign railway and the
American manufacturer, the former should be educated
gradually to accept American standards; but until education
has done its perfect work, it will probably be good business
wants.
to let the foreigner have very largely what he

ways

—

Financing Railwa3^ Construction Abroad

One of the great countries in which extensive work of reHer railways
construction will have to be done is Russia.
additional
are in deplorable condition, and she needs a vast
mileage of railways to enable her to develop her great natural
Her situation and her standards of railway conresources.

1

With

the Czecho-Slovaks in Siberia

to

interior

More Railway Lines Abandoned Than
Operation Discontinued on Large Mileage Because of Heavy
Expenses and Opportunity to Realize High Salvage Value

THE SECOND TIME since
way system of the United

"'OR

the construction of the rail-

was first undertaken
have been abandoned
a year than have been built. The only other year in which
In 1918, 445.83 miles
s condition existed was in 1917.
main lines were abandoned permanently and taken up,
1.68 miles additional were abandoned permanently but
/e not yet been taken up, and 224.37 miles were abanled for operating purposes for the period of federal conowing to the consolidation of parallel lines. A total of
82.88 miles of main lines has therefore been abandoned
operating purposes during the year which has just closed.
is is considerably in excess of the mileage of new lines
It as indicated in another article.
A total of 200.32 miles
main lines has also been abandoned in Canada, this milebeing confined to the Pacific Coast extensions of the
nadian Northern and the Grand Trunk Pacific in Western
>erta and British Columbia, where joint operation was
'

in 1831,

more miles

of

States

main

lines

l

;

in this way releasing considerable quantities of
ck materials for military use on the French front.
\ decrease in the mileage of railway lines in operation
the United States for two successive years does not necesily indicate that this country is oversupplied with railys or that there are no further large areas needing translation facilities.
Rather, these statistics are a striking
nmentary on the conditions through which the railways of
United States have been passing in recent years. The
usal of the state and national commissions to permit rates
be increased commensurate with the rising costs of opera1 have forced many of the smaller and weaker lines into
ikruptcy.
Obviously the first roads to go under have been
se in sparsely settled, areas or with light traffic.
Under
se conditions banks have been reluctant to advance the
ids necessary for the reorganization and rehabilitation of
properties, and, being unable to operate at other than a
tituted,

no alternative for them except to suspend
irations.
Even under these conditions the state commisas have, in most instances, refused to permit the abandonnt and taking up of the lines and it has been necessary
5,

Built

there has been

the owners to go into the courts to secure the necessary
hority after proving their inability to operate successfully.
rhe abandonment of these lines has received a decided
Detus during the last two years.
Costs of operation have

roads has been the high prices which have prevailed
for
second hand materials.
The shortage of railway
supplies,

and particularly of steel, raised the prices for many second
hand materials to the point where they could be sold for
considerably more than their cost new.
In a number of instances this has resulted in the junk value of lines
being
greater than the amounts actually paid for them
several years
previous.

Naturally, therefore, the owners of roads who
were contemplating their abandonment in the near
future
have hastened to take advantage of these conditions to
secure
the highest possible return from their properties.
The conclusion of the war, with the probable early
return of the
material market to a more nearly normal condition,
will
largely remove this latter incentive.

The statistics of lines abandoned this year
new factor. In working out the details of

the policy of
unified control of the railways of the United
States as a
single system the Railroad Administration has
found it possible to co-ordinate the facilities of parallel lines
in numerous
instances.
In some cases parallel single track lines have
been converted for double track operation.
In other cases

one line has been abandoned and the traffic of both
roads
concentrated on the other line. This accounts for the
224.37
miles of lines reported as abandoned in the
third
the table accompanying this article.

terns.

the

mcial responsibility for the operation of many of these
iller lines which were not essential to a unified national
nsportation system and a large number of them were
ned back to their owners shortly before July 1.
Facing
increased costs of operation brought about by the war,
iplemented by the wage advances granted the employees
the roads under federal control, confronted with the dision of traffic to the government-operated lines, and with
le or no relief through increased rates,
the owners of many
these properties have abandoned hope and shown
a disition to dispose of the roads for what they could
secure.

Another condition leading to the abandonment of

weak
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from Divide
New Castle. Operation of this road
on August 1 and plans were made for its
dismantling
wmter, but the Colorado Utilities Commission
prethe track from being removed and the matter
is now

Colo., 194.20 miles to

;n

I

column of

Although it is in the far west that the greatest
need for
transportation facilities exists, it is in this same
area that the
largest mileage of lines has been abandoned.
The longest line on which operation was abandoned durin<^
the year was the Colorado Midland, extending
ceased
before
vented
the

rapidly on the small roads as well as on the larger
When the government took over the roads a year
no distinction was made between the large and small
?s in the President's proclamation.
However, the Raild Administration soon showed an unwillingness to assume

also include a

m

The

courts.

Las Vegas

next longest road to be abandoned was
117 miles long, in Nevada.

& Tonopah,

The longest line abandoned and taken up is the
North
Pole route, in Alaska, 90 miles, and the next
longest line is
the Wisconsin & Michigan, 52.8 miles.
In considering these roads which have
been abandoned
one should not lose sight of the fact that many
other lines
operation
the United States are unremunerative, but
being parts of larger systems, which as a whole
are solvent
properties, they cannot be abandoned.
Particularly

m

m

in the
mountainous states of the west, as in Colorado,
many of the
larger systems are handicapped by branch
lines tapping mining regions of earlier days, but now
largely abandoned or
extendmg mto areas for which there has never
been a sufficient demand for railways to justify
their construction
permanently.
If left to themselves such lines
would be
clearly msolvent and abandoned, but
as parts of a larger

—
—

—
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system tlioy li;ivc constituted a drain on the earnings of the
renuuKTalive lines anil tlie state eoininissions have in gtneral
refused to jjeniiit tlieir al)andonnH'nt. Tlie time would now
seem opportune to make a study of lines of this character in
order to ascertain wiieri- they may he abandoned and to remove this drain on tiie railways before they are turned back
to their owners.
Railroad Abandoned in 1918
Lines
.ibandoned
Lines

Lines
ab.nndoned
per-

manently and
taken up

United States
(.Miles)
Atlantic Coast Line
Sebring, Fla
Baltimore & Ohio West Baltimore to
\Vashint;ton main track,
1.40
miles;

—
—

Ilansrole, W. Va., to Magnolia, third
track, 5 S5 miles; total
Oliver Junciion, Pa., to Oliver, 0.54
mile; Moore's Junction, Vn., to Redstone Ovens. 0.27 mile; Youngstown
Junction to Youngstown Works, 0.96
mile; between Ft. Hill, Ohio, and Walton, Ind., 1.45 miles; tot:il

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal
Part of South West Spur
Buflfalo Creek R. R. at Buflalo, N. Y...
Bullfrog
Goldfield— Beatty.
Nev.,
to
Rhyolite
Bellefonte, Pa
Central of Pennsylvania
to Mill Hall, 27.38 miles; branch lines,

—

1.36

miles;

abandoned

temporarily
through

consolidation
manently during period
and not
ofGoverntaken up ment control
(Miles)
(Miles)
per-

Cement line

in

—Near

Okla.,

to

&

Pacific

Cleveland,

— Near

91.93

39.00

—

— At

19.27

Southwestern Railway Henrietta, Tex.,
to Archer City
Traverse City, Leelanau & Manistique
Traverse City, Mich., to North Port... 29.20
Wabash Railway Albia, la., to Tracy

— From

End

of Jack2.45

Wis., to Everett, Mich., 31.8 miles;
Peshtigo Harbor, Wis., to Bagley Junction, 14 miles; total

2.02
15.37

52.80

445.83

Total

Canada
26.30

Canadian Northern— In British Columbia. 94.00

—

3.50

Grand Trunk Pacific Lobstick Junction.
106.32
Alta., to Red Pass Junction, B. C
13.80

200.32

Total
4.51

to

11.65

Greeley Terminal

3.00

Hauto to Nesquehonings
Houston & Texas Central

4.07

—Waco,

Tex.,
12.00

Ross
Kansas City Southern
Las Vegas & Tonopah
to

— Kansas City. Mo
— Las Vegas, Nev.,
Lehigh & New England — Howerton JuncHowerton
Pa.,
Lehigh Valley— Stockton Junction, Pa.,

1.04

117.00

Beatty

tion,

31.98

Helena, Mont., 3.96
7.69
Lewislon,

miles;
Hanover
mile? ; total

to

1.7 miles; Blacksburg, S. C, to
0.31 mile: Gaffney to Cowpens, 0.25 mile: Cowpens to Mt. Zion,
0.75 mile; M. P. 490 to 492.3, 2.27
miles; Central, S. C, to Tugalo river,
17.2 miles; Tugalo river to Cornelia,
Ga., 8.5 miles; total
From M. P. 423.8 to 424, .20 miles;
Cow])ens,
S.
C, to Mt. Zion, 1.37
miles; Central, ,S. C, to Tugalo river,
12.5 miles: Tugalo river to Cornelia,
Ga., 5.2; total

—

8.75

18.05

Blodgett, Tex., to Stella Junction

Great Northern

15.55

—

—

10.00

—

—

22.00

mile;

1

son branch eastward, 1.73 miles; West
of Lanaconing, 0.72 miles; total
Narrows Park, Md., to Mertens
Wichita Falls & Northwestern Frederick, Okla
Wisconsin & Michigan Aragon. Mich.,
to Faithorn Junction. 7 miles: Constine,

— Colo-

Shock
Escanaba & Lake Superior In Michigan.
Garden Bay Railway Garden, Mich., to
Cooks Mills
Galveston, Harrisburgh &• San Anionic,

12.14

and Earlybird,

Western Maryland

194.20

—

Fla.,

—

4.80

New-

Cybur, Gulf & North Western
Deer River (formerly Carthage & Copenhagen)
Denver & Rio Grande Sonora, Col., to
Graneros
Short S;>urs to mines in Colorado, 0.99
mile, and in Utah, 1.03 miles; total
Duluth, Missabe & Northern Iron Junction, Minn., to Biwabik
Elk & Little Kanawha, Baggs, W. Va., to

KalKaska,

to

—

—

0.70

castle

Cripple Creek & Colorado Springs
rado Springs, Colo, to Cameron

Mich.,

Gaffney,

— Colgate,

Col., to

6.80

426.3,

Ind

— Divide,

Ky., to

Southern Railway System From M. P.
418 to 420, 1 mile; M. P. 424.6 to

6.54

Zionsville,

14.00

— Olympia,

,

& Ft. Wavne FindWayne, Ind
Cincinnati, Chicago & St, Louis

Colorado Midland

to Lelialon

total

27.20

—

8.33

—

Northern Pacific Groningen, Minn., to
4.42
Banning
North Pole Route— Alaska
90.00
Ocilla, Pinebloom & Valdosta, Lax, Ga.,

Archer,

3.70

Lehigh

Cincinnati, Findlay
lay, Ohio, to Ft.

miles;
Black-

25.52
Richmond, Va., to Seven Pines
Seaboard .Mr Line— Between Atlanta, Ga
and Birmingham, 14.55 miles; between

1.10

0.12

Palmer.

Chicago Union Station Company

27.00

—

Periwinkle
branch,
of
2.81
lilackstone, W. Va., to end of
stone branch, 5.52 miles; total

& Southeastern In Arkansas..
River
Richmond
&
Rappahannock

4.50

Chicago, Rock Island

3.48

III

York, New Haven & Hartford
Northampton. Mass., to Shclburne Junction
18 miles; South Dccrficid, Mass.,
to Turners Falls, 9 miles; total
Norfolk & Western Lucas, Va., to end

Portland

,

Mich

Cardill,

.New

—

Milwaukee, Wis.,

total

3.81

—

miles;
Spencer,
7.01 miles; total

la., to Hudson, S. D., 9.4
Madrid, la., to Phil?delphia, 3.00

mile;

I.IS
1.07

—

—

7.25

to

0.97

to

Roan, 7.66 miles; Sheppton branch to
Beaver Meadow Colliery, 1.85 miles;
Hickory Run to Hickory Run Brick
Works, 1.30 miles; from M. & H.
Division to Morris Ridge Colliery, 0.58
Lawrence
mile;
Austin
Branch to
Colliery, 0.46 mile;

part of

Tomhicken

branch 0.28 mile; part of
Colerain? branch 0.12 mile; total
Packer No. 5 Jet. to Ashland, Pa
Liberty White McComb, Miss., to TylerColliery

12.25

—

24 78

town

Maine Central

R.

R.

Benton
Meridian & Memphis
Meridian, Miss

— Waterville,

Me.,
2.26

to

— A.

& V.

Jet.

to

1

Texas

of

Oregon-Washington Black River Junction, Wash., to Argo
Oznrk Valley Ry.— Williamsville, Mo., to
35.00
Cascade
Pcrc Marquette Carters to Honor. 5.13

total

Chicago & North Western

Texa?!

Owingsville

V.-iilcy.

miles:
miles;
1.00

Mis'.ouri, KaiisaH &
.San M:ircin., Tex

Mobile & Ohio— on Blocton Branch
Montptlicr St WelU River Monlpcticr,
Vl., to Harrc
New Orleans Terminal At New Orleani
New York Central — Cardiff Junction to

Olympia & Owingsville

.70

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul— Northfield, Minn., to Canon Falls, 13.8 miles;

Rock
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A

Shipper s

View

of the Railroad

Problem

Suggests
Opposes Government Ownership or Operation.
Larger Powers for Central Regulating Body

By

F. B.

Montgomery*

the Railway Age's request for an exviews regarding the disposition of the
railroad problem, I will say at the outset that I am
osed to government ownership and government operation,

COMPLYING with

r

sression

of

my

not enter into a discussion of the merits and defiof railway nationalization further than to say that
her my observation of federal control in this country nor
knowledge of government ownership as it has worked out

dall
ices

3ther lands, has convinced

me

that private operation

is

In this connection it should be
economic anachronism.
in mind that a shipper's interest in transportation
ins and ends with service rendered; he will espouse any
;me of operation which, in his estimation, will produce
cimum results with a minimum of expense. It is therele

significant that after eleven

;

months of practical experi-

with government operation the leading shippers' orization unanimously adopted a resolution in its annual
rention condemning both federal control and ownership
recommending the early return of the railways to their
;

lers.

Lssuming that the carriers revert to private operation, the
stion arises whether they should return to the conditions
ch obtained previous to the war or whether some moditions should be made in their organization and in the
Opinions on this subject are diverse.
s governing them.
own ideas, which follow, are subject to change as I give
matter more intensive study, and I wish it to be underd that they represent my personal views only, and in no
36 indicate those which may be taken by the company
ch I represent, or the National Industrial Traffic League,
vhich

I

am

Competition

member.

a

between

railways

is

desirable

a

economic

and should be re-established. The larger trunk
should have the right to purchase and con;s, however,
date adjacent and connecting short lines and roads
dition

ch

self-supporting

are not

Interstate

—

subject to the approval of

Commerce Commission.

The

carriers should

insured rates which will produce a liberal return on the
ae of their property with a surplus not exceeding four
By a liberal return I do not mean revecent annually.
which will place badly managed, poorly located or
:s
r-equipped lines in the profit-producing class.
Lack of
:sight and business ability should be penalized in the
asportation iield as it is in other industries.
The pracil effect of giving weak
roads a generous return would be
allow excessive proiits to the strong lines.
rhe Act to Regulate Commerce should be amended to
e

the

•T

1
;

Interstate

Commerce Commission

full

capital issues of every kind; plenary

power

regulate the pooling of

all

of terminals

and other

equipment of

authority

to authorize

kinds, the joint

facilities; control of

maintenance

rk in every detail with authority to determine the extent
the work which shall be done and the expenditures which

y be properly made therefor; the right to authorize or veto
construction of new lines, or the extension of old ones,
er

weighing their merits from the standpoint of public
and convenience; authority to order augmented or

:essity

Mr. Montgomery is manager of the traffic department of the
International
vester Company, Ckicago, and chairman of the Committee
on Car
nurrage and Storage of the National Industrial Traffic League.
He
ISO a member of a special committee
of the N. I. T. League, created
>tudy the railroad problem and to recommend remedial)
legislation.
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reduced transportation service as the needs of the public

may dictate.
The railways should

retain the desirable features of uni-

brought about by government operation. Bothpassenger and freight train mileage should be reduced to a
point not beyond the necessities and requirements of the
public.
There should be further consolidation and enlargefied operation

when in the interest of economy and
Through routing should be encouraged to reduce
delays and congestion in break-up yards. Heavy loading of
equipment is likewise an operating principle which has come

ment of

freight trains

service.

to stay, but, it should not be observed to the extent of delaying the movement of shipments which should be handled
The
expeditiously on account of commercial necessity.
joint ticket offices which have been established in the large
cities of the country are undoubtedly a great convenience
to the public and will probably be retained for that reason
although they are of doubtful economy.
Those portions of the commerce act should remain unchanged which give the Interstate Commerce Commission
the authority to suspend tariffs which place upon the carriers
the responsibility of justifying rates of, and grant to shippers
Much has been said about ecothe right to route traffic.
nomical routing since the director general gave the carriers
the right to deviate from the routing instructions of the shipper. It is my conviction that in times of peace the shipper is
much better qualified to route traffic than the railroads.
Because of his intimate knowledge of the location of the
consignee with reference to alternate lines, and the character
if plant deliver\' cannot
of the unloading facilities of each
be made he is better able to route in such a manner as to
insure delivery with minimum detention at unloading platA recent experience of the
forms or in interchange yards.
company I represent illustrates the results which accrue from
A heavy tractor was
interference in routing by railroads.
shipped to a point in Pennsylvania and routed over a line
which had special facilities for unloading the machine at
destination.
The car was rerouted over another road with
the consequence that it had to be switched back at destination
to the line originally designated, before the tractor could be
unloaded.
Another feature of government operation which has been
widely proclaimed as conducive to economy and improved
service is the unification of terminals.
Although I do not
condemn joint terminal operation and, in fact, recommend
its adoption to the extent that the Interstate Commerce Commission may deem economical, it has not yet been thoroughly
tried out.
The best of theories do not always work out satisfactorily in practice.
In making this remark I have the
experience of my own company in mind.
Under former
conditions shipments from our Deering plant would pass
through the Chicago terminal district within 24 to 48 hours.
At the present time, with the terminals under one management, the best time for like movements is 72 hours.
Another idea which seems to be quite prevalent among
both railroad officers and shippers is that the power to
regulate railroads should be taken from the state commissions, leaving the Interstate Commerce Commission the only
regulatory body in the country. It is my conviction that the
territory served by our railways is too large to warrant such
a concentration of authority.
Innumerable matters of local

—

—
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concern and o( no c<)nsc(|Ui'nic lo tlic ri'niaindcr of the
country can l)c la-ttcr settled hy a state body, tiicreby reliev-

The Buffalo &; Sustiuehanna paid 7 j)er cent on liie common in 1917 and a j.i (|uarterly dividend on tlie common

national coniniis.>^ion of niucii detail which would
have to be handled from a distance. It should also be borne
in mind that the police power of the individual states gives

in

ing

tlie

moving exclusively
within their i)orders and this cannot be taken away from
them without an amendment to our constitution. But such
radical action is not, in my ojjinion, necessary. Through the
Shreveport case which defined the relation of interstate
to intrastate regulation, the Interstate Commerce Commission
them

has

tiie

all

authority

to

regulate

traffic

the authority over state rates that

it

needs.

1

the

fir.sl

i|uarters,

(juarter

"at

the

of

1918,

jjut

in

liie

behest of thc Railroad

remaining

thrce-

Administration,"

declared (|uarterly dividends of lj4 V^^ cent eacii, making
a total for 1918 of 5/^ per cent.
The Cripple Creek ("entral paid 6 per cent on its common stock in 1917 and lyz per cent quarterly for the fira
two (juarters of 1918, but pa.ssed the dividend in the thin
([uarter, making 3 per cent paid in 1918, according to tb
advices.
Tiie Union Pacific, in 1917, paid regular dividends oi
per cent extra divi
the common of 8 per cent and paid
In 1918, the stock was put on a regular 10
(lends.
cent dividend basis, although in the fir.st quarter a regulal
dividend of 2 per cent was declared with a half per ceni
latest

3^

Dividend Changes
DOWN in thc Prcsidcnt's proclamataking over thc roads, in so far as it applied to
dividends, was the continuance of dividends at the
regular rate where these dividends had previously been i)aid
from surplus earnings. There is still some doubt and uncertainty, however, in regard to dividends, and the Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the
Wabash arc holding up their dividends, the first two pending a settlement of the contract with the government, and
the Wabash pending a decision of the Administration.
The Baltimore & Ohio reduced its annual rate on the
common stock in the second half of 1918 from 5 per cent,
paid in 1917, to 4 per cent. Thus if the contract is signed
with the government 4i/< per cent total will be paid out in
dividends^ for 1918.
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh reduced its dividend
rate, the rate in 1917 being 6 per cent; while 3 per cent
was paid in the first half of 1918, only 2 per cent was paid
I'KiNcii'LE LAID

TiiKtion

extra.

In the next and succeeding quarters the regular dividend was ly^ per cent. Thus, the stock paid 11^ pet
The Pittscent dividends in 1917 and 10 per cent in 1918.
liurgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, a subsidiary of the
Pennsylvania, reduced its annual dividend from 5 per cent,

paid in 1917, to 4 per cent.

Operations of the Great

Western Railway

THE

of

England

GREAT WESTERN of England is the largest railway
Kingdom, its operating mileage being

in the United

greater by a thousand miles than that of the next largest
British railway.

The Great Western

ritory, west, northwest,

serves an extensive ter-

and southwest of London, including

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY
Item
Mileage:
Miles of line
Main track

Per cent
of increase
1917 over 1913

1914

1913

.

. _

3,025
5.073
6,645

3,028
5,096
6,695

3,029
5,119
6,743

3,030
5,127
6,766

3,002
5,084
6,706

$515,903,000
33,391,000
549,294,000

$520,542,000
33,603,000
554,145,000

$523,121,000
33,590,000
556,711,000

$524,261,000
33.665,000
557,926,000

$524,552,000
33,635,000
558,187,000

$77,966,200
50.641,300
27,324,900
1,528,800
28,853,700
9,514,800

950,700

$78,837,500
51,618,800
27,218,700
1,364,800
28,583,500
9,585,300
18,089,000
909,200

$81,237,900
54,234,500
27,003,400
1.453,100
28,456,500
9,616,700
17,647,400
1,192,400

$84,526,700
57,539,000
26,987,700
1,594,400
28,582,100
9,680,800
17,647,400
1,253,900

$91,542,500
64,288,600
27,253,900
2,180,700
29,434,606
9,693,400
17,647,400
2,093,800

3,090
92,346
5,681
3,011
75.875
7,779
52,588,713
32.419,547
20,169,166
61.6
38.4

3,104
92,448
5,703
3,013
76,189
7,543
53,331,756
33,056,501
20,275,255
62.0
38.0

3,104
93,252
5,634
3,010
76,967
7,641
52,733,343
30,351,630
22,381.713
57.6
42.4

3,131

3,147
94,423
5,576
2,990
78.128
7,729
47,706,684
22,755,883
24,950,801
47.7
52.3

All tracks

dO.76
0.22
0.92

Total Investment:

Road and equipment
Other investment
Total

0.73
1.62

Income Account:
Total operating revenues*
Total operating expenses
Net operating revenue*
Miscellaneous receipts
Gross income
Interest, rentals, etc

18388,200

Dividends
Balance for year

17.41
26.95

dO.26
42.64
2.01
1.88

d4.03
120.24

Equipment:
Locomotives-V

Cars— total
Passenger carst
Other passenger-train

c:irs

Freight cars

Company

service cars

Train-miles

Passenger train
Freight train
Per cent passenger train
Per cent freight train

•Adjusted in 1914-1917 to correspond to the
electric trailer cars throughout.
d Decrease.

Government guarantee of net -evenue.

in the second half of the year; thus, the dividends paid in

1918 amounted to

5

per cent, but the stock

is

now on

a

4 per cent basis.

The Alabama Great Southern

in 1917 paid a regular
per cent and 2 per cent extra on the common,
and a regular dividend of 6 per cent and 1 per cent extra
on the preferred.
In 1918, a semi-annual dividend of 3
per cent was declared on the common, for the first half
year, and 3J/2 per cent on the preferred, and in August no
dividend was declared on the common, and 3 per cent was
declared on the preferred.

dividend of

5

93,979
5,601
3,014
77,634
7,730
51.734,073
27,868,363
23,865.710
53.9
46.1

flncludes 20 electric motor cars throughout.

1.84
2.25

dl.85
d0.70
2.97

dO.64
d9.28
d 29.81
23.71

{Includes 40

Birmingham, Bristol, Plymouth, CarBirkenhead and Swansea. A statement recently issued
from the Great Western statistical department makes available certain information regarding its operations during the
last normal year preceding the war (1913), and the first four
years of the war period, (1914, 1915, 1916 and 1917). From
this statement the statistics in the table have been taken by the
Bureau of Railway Economics, as being of general interest
to students of the American railway problem, and also as
throwing light on the relative operation of British railways
under normal and war conditions.
the important cities of
diff,

I

Radical Changes

Take Place

in Traffic Field

/
Slow Adjudication

of

Rate Controversies

Gives Way to Expeditious
Administrative Methods

A..B.C.

UNITED STATES RAILROAD

ADMINISTRATION

FBeiGHT • PASS'N&ER

CONSOLIDATED TICKET OFFICES

DEPARTMENTS'

.

FOR
IRENTI

DIVISION or RAILROADING has been so radically modiby federal control as to organization and auThe passing
thority as the traffic department.
of
competition proved the death knell of all solicitation of business.
On the other hand, the rapidly rising
costs of transportation during the war made increased revenues imperative, and these were secured not through the

No

slow,

fied

cumbersome processes of the

Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission and the state regulatory bodies, but promptly through
Under the authority cona proclamation by the President.

Through the unification of all the important lines in the
country a more general introduction of uniform practices was
obtained and railroad facilities and forces were more extensively pooled.
Time tables and tickets were standardized,
universal mileage scrip was introduced and interchangeable
tickets

were put on sale between certain large

versal transit

was

established,

i.

e.,

cities.

all existing tariffs

provided that outbound shipments

Uniwhich

from a transit point
inbound were altered

siiould pass over the road hauling the

ferred by the federal control act, the director general, acting
for the President, initiated a freight rate advance of 25 per

to permit movement over any line.
Joint livestock agencies
were created at the large western markets, and consolidated
ticket offices have been opened in most of the large cities

cent without hearings of any kind or referring the matter in

of the country.

any way

to the interstate or state commissions.

He knew

more money and needed it immeAt the same time that he
diately, so he proceeded to get it.
increased freight rates he advanced passenger fares to three
cents and authorized additional transportation charges for
parlor and sleeping car passengers.
The original order. No. 28, provided that interstate rates

that the railways needed

should supersede state rates. As the result of strenuous proby state commissions and others the intra-state freight
rates were not cancelled but remained in force with the in-

From the standpoint of the shipper the very first general
order was a serious invasion of his rights.
It provided that
the designation of routes by shippers was to be disregarded
by railroads when speed and efficiency of transportation service may thus be promoted. While this action was prompted
by the desire to remove all obstacles in the way of operating
efficiency during the war, it deserves mention because it took
from the shipper a prerogative which he long considered

tests

inviolable.

crease prescribed in the director general's order.

sales organization disappeared with the elimination of

Realizing that General Order No. 28 was an emergency
instrument and hence unavoidably imperfect, the director
general created three territorial freight traffic committees and
25 district committees to iron out such inequalities and injustices as were contained in the order.
He later authorized
the appointment of representatives of the shipping public
to membership on these bodies, so that no action would be
taken without giving due consideration to the viewpoint of

petition

the railroad patron.

This organization, under the director

The importance

and the

replaced

state

the

Interstate.

under government operation.

as

a

railroad

Not only was

com-

all so-

of traffic abolished, but all off-line traffic offices
were closed.
Although the Railroad Administration arranged that the informative work performed by these agencies should be taken over by resident lines, there has been
considerable complaint on the part of shippers concerning
the manner in which this service has been rendered since
the change was made.
The justice of their criticisms has
been recognized by the director of the Division of Traffic and
licitation

who recently took steps to strengthen
the traffic service departments of the railways.
Exhaustive
instructions issued by B. L. Winchell, Southern regional di-

of the Division of Traffic of the Railroad Administration,

practically

of the traffic department

the regional directors

Commerce Commission

commissions in rate regulation.

The same

expeditious methods employed in securing increased revenues for the railroads were used to increase the
returns of the American Railway Express Company.
The
operation of the company wjis taken over by the director
general of railroads on November 18; two days later he issued General Order No. 56 announcing an advance in ex-

rector,

which is calculated to produce an increase in revenues of about $24,000,000 annually.
Not only did the Railroad Administration advance its
charges, but it saw to it that they were paid promptly.
In
General Order No. 25, which became effective on August 1,
all transportation charges were put on a cash-on-deliven,'
l^asis with the exception that credit is allowed under bond

Other traffic activities discontinued under federal control
were advertising and industrial development work. During
the war when the rails were burdened with unprecedented
tonnage it was not considered good policy to do anything
which would tend to increase railroad traffic. It is understood that steps are now being taken to resume the stimulation of passenger traffic to some extent, and it is probable that
the railroads will again take a leading part in the industrial
expansion of the country. That the Railroad .Administration

press rates, effective

January

regarding traffic service work, were published in the
Railway Age of December 13, page 1073. If these activities
are carried on with the thoroughness suggested in Mr.
Winchell's circular, it is doubtful whether the director general will be able to show any saving through the elimination
of solicitation.

1,

for 48 hours after sending a shipment, if prepaid, or after
delivery at destination, if it be a collect consienmen^
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is

travel, whicli

planning to ciuouragc passenger

during the

a sjjccial committee on uniform classification to formulate a report as to uniform rules, descriptions and weights
with a view to completing tliat ])ortion of tiie work.
This
iKxly prejjared ronsoiidated (.'iassification No. 1, which lias
been the suljject of iiearings l)efori' tiic Interstate Commerce
Commission at various cities throughout tlie country.
Tiic director general has also j)roposed the standardization
of class freight rates on a Ijasis intended to eliminate the
di.'^criminations and inecjualities resulting from differences
i)etween the rates of various States and between state and

report of the activities of tiie Railroad Administration during
its first seven montlis of existence tlie director general stated
that passenger service to the extent of 21,000,000 train miles

under competitive conditions.
Tliese will not be restored under government operation.
Although industrial development work was suspended durstituting duplications of service

ing

tlie

war, the activities of the railroad agricultural depart-

ments were encouraged, as they were recognized as useful organizations in promoting a ma.ximum yield of foodstuffs. To
further strengthen the existing agricultural departments of
the railways the director general created an Agricultural
Section with headquarters at Washington and two agricultural committees, one for the North and West and the other
for the Southeast, Texas and Oklahoma.

The director general's activities in the traffic field of transportation were not confined to emergency measures calculated
to satisfy the demands of war conditions, but in some respects
Early in his term of office he apaffected basic principles.

One Year

of

and to bring aljout a greater degree of uniformity in those sections of the country where conditions of
transportation, density of traffic and of population, etc., are
similar.
Tlie plan, as submitted by the Railroad Administration to the Interstate Commerce Commission and the state
railroad commissions, provides for a system of class rate
scales, graded according to mileage, for adoption in all of
the States except official classification territory, because the
rates in that territorj' are already on a more uniform basis
than in other sections of the country. Four scales are proposed, three of which are related to each other on a percentage basis.
It is not probaV)le that these scales will be made
effective except after extended hearings before the various
commissions.
Nevertheless, some shippers have expressed
the fear that the sole purppse of the plan is to effect a further
interstate rates

increase in rates.

Government Control

of Railroads

Radical Changes Possible Because of Autocratic

Placed

in

Hands

THE ANNUAL REVIEW NUMBER

of the Railway Age puba year ago, on January 4, 1918, there were recorded
the first steps taken by Director General McAdoo toward
co-ordinating the transportation facilities of the United
are now awaiting the apStates into a single system.
pointment of a new director general of railroads, one of the

INlished

of

Director

early date.

Meanwhile Congress

is

beginning this week an inquiry

into the railroad situation with a view to determining what
ought to be the government's policy toward the railroads
either

now

or permanently, an

inquiry which will involve
how much of the

to a considerable extent the question as to

policy adopted by Mr.
the country

was

at

McAdoo

for

a year during which

war should be retained during times

of

seems to be generally accepted that if the railroads are returned to the management of their owners it will
be under conditions differing greatly in many respects from
those which formerly prevailed and that regardless of
opinions as to the success of Mr. McAdoo's policy as a
whole manv lessons have been learned during the past year
which will have permanent results.
peace.

A

It

review of the manifestations of

Ifhat

policy

and of what

has been accomplished under it during the past year is,
therefore, timely, but the various activities of the Railroad
Administration have been so fully reported from week to
week in our columns and a comprehensive ofiicial report prepared by the various departments and regional directors of
the Railroad Administration is to be issued so soon that a
detailed chronicle of events is hardly warranted at this time.
On June 17, after Director General McAdoo had been in
charge of the railroads for over five months, he issued a

Power

General

public statement declaring that the policy of the Railroad
Administration has been informed and shaped by a desire
to accomplish the following purposes, named in what he
conceived to be the order of their importance:

We

most important of whose functions, it is believed in many
quarters, will be to wind up the affairs of the Railroad
Administration organized by Mr. McAdoo and to arrange
for the restoration of the railroads to their owners at an

1

])oiiited

curtailed as far as possible, is further indicated liy
the recent restoration of a number of passenger trains which
had l)een removed from service under fixieral control. In his

war was

a year had been eliminated in the territory west of Chicago
and the Mississippi river, while in the eastern region the reduction in train mileage was e(iuivalcnt to 26,420,000 per
annum. Many of the trains annulled were superfluous, con-
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The
First.

ment

of

the

Policy of the Railroad Administration
The winning of the war, which includes the prompt movemen and material that the government requires. To this

everything else must be subordinated.
Second. The service of the public, which is the purpose for which
the railways were built and given the privileges accorded them.
This imthe maintenance and improvement of the railroad properties so that
adequate transportation facilities will be provided at the lowest cost, the
object of the government being to furnish service rather than to make
plies

money.
Third. The promotion of a spirit of sympathy and a better understanding as between the administration of the railways and their 2,000,000
employees, as well as their 100,000,000 patrons, which latter class includes
every individual in the nation, since transportation has become a prime
and universal necessity of civilized existence.
Fourth. The application of sound economies, including:
The elimination of superfluous expenditures.
(a)
The payment of a fair and living wage for services rendered
(b)
and a just and prompt compensation for injuries received.
The purchase of material and equipment at the lowest prices
(c)
consistent with a reasonable but not an excessive profit to the producer.
The adoption of standardized equipment and the introduction
(d)
of approved devices that will save life and labor.
The routing of freight and passenger traffic with due regard
(e)
to the fact that a straight line is the shortest distance between two points.
The intensive employment of all equipment and a careful record
(f)
and scientific study of the results obtained, with a view to determining
the comparative efficiency secured.

While many students of tr£fnsportation have formed a
strong impression that Mr. McAdoo was also actuated by a
desire to demonstrate that these purposes could be accomplished more successfully by the government than by private
enterprise,

it

will be fair to endeavor to appraise the results

of the year by the extent to which these objects have been
attained, giving consideration to the fact that Mr. McAdoo
undoubtedly had in mind a longer period than one year
and that it could hardly be expected that the full results

could be obtained in that period.

As
the

the primary purpose of the government in taking over
was to increase the efficiency of the trans-

railroads

January

3,
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portation system for the handling of the war traffic, the first
question to be asked, in any analysis of the results of the

63

and materials, was considerably less than in 1917.
would have been if the railroads had
remained under private management during the past year

of labor

What

the expenses

The
year, naturally involves the volume of traffic handled.
statistics are available, in the monthly reports compiled by

of course can never be determined.

Operating Statistics Section of the Division of Operation, for the 10 months ending with October, which nearly

volume of

the

covers the period of

war

traffic

this year,

as the armistice

For this period railroads
was signed on November 11.
operating 228,665 miles had handled a total of 365,855,394
net ton miles of freight (revenue and non-revenue), as compared with 358,977,441 in 10 months of 1917. This is an
It is assumed that the real inincrease of 1.9 per cent.
crease in traffic handled was somewhat greater than this
figure indicates because one of the primary policies of the
Railroad Administration has been to save ton miles by the
rerouting of freight to avoid circuitous routes and crosshauling, but the exact amount of this saving cannot be

The

of transportation involves not only the
handled, but the expedition with which it
is moved and the promptness and regularity with which
cars are supplied.
While this can hardly be demonstrated
statistically, it seems to be generally recognized that the
classes of traffic regarded as essentials during the war period,
efficiency

which constituted the bulk of the traffic moved this year,
have been given remarkably good service and a special
expedited service has been furnished in the case of many
especially important commodities, such as food supplies, oil,

and other

articles

which have been consolidated and moved

in solid trains via the routes best fitted to handle the traffic

from the west to the seaports, avoiding delays
terminals.

determined.

traffic

While

at

intermediate

the Railroad Administration discontinued

Increased Expenses

the publication of the statistics of car surpluses and shortages which have been compiled since 1907 by the American)

This record-breaking traffic was handled, however, at
record-breaking expense, largely on account of the increases
in the wages of railroad employees, the bulk of which were
made effective for the entire year, whereas the rate increase

Railway Association, the weekly and monthly reports of
traffic conditions which it has issued have disclosed only occasional and local car shortages since the early months of the
year and in recent weeks considerable surpluses have been re-

There have also been
and other supplies, and

ported in various sections, particularly in the case of coal
cars, of which there were large shortages last year.

was in effect for only six months.
large increases in the cost of fuel

while the proportion

of the

increase

attributable to

these

known, the total increase in operating expenses
for the 10 months ending with October 31, for which statistics are available, was $903,000,000, an increase of 38
per cent, as compared with an increase in revenues, caused
principally by the increases in rates, of $607,000,000, or 20
per cent.
While a large number of economies have been
effected, such as those resulting from the rerouting of traf-

Co-ordination of Government Departments

items is not

fic,

the reduction of passenger train mileage, the joint use
in many places, the discontinuance of traffic

of facilities
solicitation

and the charging of many

salaries

general expenses to the corporate accounts

and other

rather than to

amount has been so small as compared with the increases in expenses in other directions that
operating expenses, their

One

of the most important ways in which the efficiency
of the transportation service has been improved under the

Railroad Administration, as far as the war traffic is concerned, has been the result of a closer co-ordination of the
railroad service with the various other governmental war
agencies and between our government and the representa-

This was developed as the government
gained organization experience after some unfortunate extives of the Allies.

war period, and the fact
was itself a government
promote harmonious relations.

periences in the earlier part of the
that the Railroad Administration
institution probably helped to

they

Better co-ordination of the government's traffic requirements
was repeatedly urged by the Railroad's War Board last fall

far as

in order to prevent the confusion

became appreciable only when segregated, at least so
this year's experience is concerned.
While various
statements have been given out by the Railroad Administration from time to time of the estimated savings resulting
from these various economies, in one or more regions at a
time, they have not been grouped in such a way as to give
any very definite idea as to their aggregate.
Regional
Director A. H. Smith, in a report covering the operations of
the Eastern region, on August 29, mentioned economies

amounting to approximately $36,000,000 a year. Doubtless
more comprehensive figures will be shown in the forthcoming annual report of the Railroad Administration.
The report made by Mr. McAdoo to the President on
September 3 included an estimate of $23,566,633 for the
saving effected by the closing of freight and passenger offices and curtailment of advertising, but these reductions in
expenses were not in effect throughout the year, and the
Interstate Commerce Commission statistics for 10 months
show a decrease in traffic expenses of only $12,000,000.
The report of September 3 also mentioned a saving of
?4,000,000 in salaries of officers, but the 10 months' figures
;how an increase of $12,000,000 in general expenses, which
ndicates that the saving in officers' salaries has been more
han offset by the increase in the wages of clerks, and other
general office expenses.
The increase in operating expenses
ncludes $138,000,000 for maintenance of way and strucures, $333,000,000 for maintenance of way and equipment
md $426,000,000 for transportation, and while the mainenance of equipment account probably includes more work
han was done during the corresponding period of 1917,
t
is certain that the amount of work performed
on the
inaintenance of way and structures, on account of shortage

and congestion which refrom the conflict of priority orders, but the War
Board itself was not able to bring this about.
sulted

One

of the

first acts

of the Railroad Administration after

had been organized was

to appoint representatives of the
Division of Traffic as traffic officers of the Food and Fuel
Administrations, the War and Navy Departments, the War
Industries Board and the War Trade Board. Thus, whereas
priority orders had formerly been issued by 568 quartermasters in the War Department alone, the authority to issue
such orders for the department was concentrated in the
hands of the manager of inland traffic, and as the traffic
officers of the various departments were able to work together, it was possible to carry out a general priority program without conflict and the prompt and preferred movement of war supplies was facilitated.
It has come to be
recognized that the congestion at the eastern seaports in
1916 and 1917 was caused by the unregulated shipment of
export freight to a few ports regardless of the possibility of
loading it into vessels, and it seemed impossible to increase
the use of other ports because of lack of terminal facilities
and because of the preference of the ships for certain
it

New York.
This year the Railroad Administration perfected the permit system and the use of regulating embargoes to prevent
the accumulation of freight at the ports, the government
developed increased storage and handling facilities at numerous ports, the Shipping Board and the marine department
of the Railroad Administration arranged for sailings from
those ports and the Railroad Administration, after a study
of traffic routing conducted by a special committee, arports, particularly
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ranged for the diversion of export freight to tiic ports where
it could be handled, obtaining a much greater use of the
soulliern and gull" i)orts.
Later an exports control committee was formed to direct the routing of export freight and
developed a zone system which greatly facilitated the reg-

pers

ulation of this

road proj^erties are concerned, the results have not been
conspicuously .successful because of the priority of other
demands upon the supplies of lal)or and materials. Only
38 per cent of the authorizations for capital improvements
had been expended up to November 1, and while special
attention has been paid to the repair of cars and locomotives, rail and tie renewals have fallen l)ehind.
While the
capital expenditures represent a greater sum of money than
has been so expended in the past two or three years, the
increased prices will offset the difference to a considerable
extent.
Deliveries of cars and locomotives have not fulfilled
the expectations announced by the Railroad Administration
when the orders were placed, but while some of the delay
is doubtless attributable to the time consumed in the preparation of standard designs and under the new method of cen-

traffic.

The removal

of the obstructive congestion which last
almost paralyzed operations at some of the eastern
terminals had a most vital bearing on the country's war
efforts.
So serious was the situation at one time that the
late Lord Rhonda, food controller of England, sent a message to Washington saying that "unless America can increase the (juantity of supplies I am unwilling to guarantee
Still later the reprethat the allied nations can hold out."
•winter

sentatives of the allied governments in Washington predicted disaster unless the shipment of food supplies was
expedited and the centralized efforts of the Railroad Administration and its co-operation with other departments

made

it

possible to meet the demands.

Coal Traffic
recently

longed to the railroads, the coal operators, or the Fuel Administration.
One of the most urgent recommendations of
the Railroad's War Board was the adoption of a zone system
eliminate cross-hauling and reduce the distances over
which coal should be transported. While the railroad committee had no power to put its recommendations into effect,
the plan which it had worked out was taken as the basis
to

of the plan later adopted by a joint committee of the Railroad and Fuel administrations which has been credited by
the Fuel Administration with saving over 160,000,000 car
Co-operation between the two administrations and
miles.
the coal producers and consumers also made it possible to

maintain a heavy

traffic in coal

.sentatives

of the

more

listed

among

essential

far as the

non-essentials

Many

reprc-

industries have paid

triljute to the (juality of the service

As

the

prai.sc the .service.

liigh

accorded tliem.

maintenance and improvement of the

rail-

tralized i)urchasing the recjuirements of the railroads in the

the coal situation has been regarded as
one of the most critical factors limiting the productiveness
of America's war machine, and particularly during last
winter it was the occasion of bitter controversies as to
whether the responsibility for insufficient production be-

Until

whose products were
have iiad little occasion to

during the summer months

conditions were most favorable, and up to
December 31 the railroads had handled 624,628 cars more
of coal than they handled in 1917, with practically no in-

when operating

United States were allowed to give way to the requirements
for e(juipment for use on our military lines abroad.
As to the promotion of a spirit of sympathy and a better
understanding between the administration of the railways
and their employees, opinions seem to differ widely. While
Mr. McAdoo has made himself popular with the employees
whose wages he has increased, the various wage orders have
caused some dissatisfaction because of changes in the relations between the wages of various classes of employees, and
there have been indications that the popularity of the director
general has been somewhat at the expense of the discipline
and of the respect for supervising officers because of the
tendency on the part of employees to look to Washington.
There have been also many reports of lack of courtesy on
the part of employees which has been attributed by some
observers to the lack of respect for local officers, but may
be attributed in part to the general spirit of independence
at a time when men were scarcer than jobs.

Any

analysis

of

the

results

obtained

this

year

in

the

Service of the Public

which Mr. McAdoo stated as his fourth purpose, would better await more
complete reports which are soon to be made available. The
various steps taken in this direction have been rather fully
described in various issues of the Railway Age.
In all that it has accomplished the Railroad Administration has had an enormous advantage over private railroad
corporations in the almost autocratic power placed in the
hands of the director general by the federal control law and
the ability to subordinate the question of expense.
Whetherr
or not such powers would be allowed to continue long dur-,
ing peace times, the director general was given sufficien'
authority to make rates commensurate with the expenses and]
was given in addition an appropriation from which he can

As to the second purpose mentioned by Mr. McAdoo in
his statement, the service of the public in general, it must
be admitted that the Railroad Administration during the

draw if the rate increase for this year proves insufficient.
He was not hampered by the difficulties of reconciling conflicting interests and he was able to disregard the various

past year has been less successful than in the handling of
the war traffic, to which, of course, everything else was
Passenger service in particular has suffered
subordinated.
in spite of many improvements effected in various ways in
such matters as rearrangement of schedules, joint use of
terminals, consolidated ticket offices and timetables and in-

restrictions

Trains have been overcrowded and
many privileges formerly accorded to the traveling public
have been withdrawn. However, these conditions have been
accepted cheerfully on the whole by the majority in the

in the

number

crease in the

of cars.

simply one illustration of the things that were
made possible by the co-operation engendered by the war.
In former years railroads have tried to get consumers to
buy and producers to ship coal during the months of favorable weather, without much success, because the producers
could not ship without being assured of a market and consumers were reluctant to order in advance or had little
This year advance ordering became a
storage capacity.

This

is

matter of self-preservation as well as a patriotic duty.

terchangeable

same

way

i

tickets.

that

various

discomforts

and

direction of the application of economies,

inconveniences

caused by the war in other ways have been accepted. There
has been more complaint on the part of shippers regarding
the loss of some of their privileges and because of the
frequent disturbance of established conditions, while ship-

railroads.
tions,

the

imposed by laws and commission orders on the
did not apply to his opera-

The Sherman law
right

given the shippers to route their freight

became non-existent, he was able

to

increase

demurrage
and

rates to a figure sufficient to penalize delays in loading

unloading

minimum

weights no longer stood
and neither competition nor the pressure of shippers, labor organizations or
state commissions was allowed to interfere with sound railroad practices. Whether similar powers can, as a matter of
practical politics, be conferred upon the railroads under
other conditions and whether- they could be made equally
effective without a considerable degree of centralization,
are questions that will doubtless be fully discussed in the
near future.

way

cars, the tariff

of economical loading of cars,

The Suspension
Interstate

of Comniission Regulation

Commerce Commission Divested
Authority;

OF THE MOST interesting aspects of the railroad

ONE

absence of commission regulation.

When

affairs

came

too

to 3 and
sion's advice

cents a mile without even asking the commisand upon less than the statutory 30 days' notice,
and while the commission retained its jurisdiction over the
rates of carriers not under federal control and over
the joint
rates between federal and non-federal roads, it has usually
been prompt to accede to the requests of the Railroad Administration in such cases.
While a large number of complaints have been filed with the commission attacking
rates
made by the Railroad Administration, the commission has
decided only a few of them, which involve questions of rela-

much money,

justified

the government demanded for itself a freer
had allowed the railroad managers. This was
both on the ground of efficiency and on the theory

that the

it

government need not regulate

federal control act

itself.

was passed, very largely

When

the

in the language

which had been suggested to Congress by Mr. McAdoo's
it was found to contain a provision that the
carriers while under federal control should remain subject
to all laws and liabilities as common carriers "except in so
representative,

far as

may

tionships, rather than absolute reasonableness.
In these
cases the commission asserted its power to change the rates
but it has not yet passed directly upon the 25 per cent in-

be inconsistent with the provisions of this act

crease in any case

and numerous problems created by the
somewhat arbitrary manner in which the increase was put
into effect are still before it.
Meanwhile numerous adjustments of rates of the kind which formerly were referred to the
commission have been handlded by joint committees, of railroad traffic officers and shippers, created by the Railroad

or any other act applicable to such federal control or with

any order of the President."

As a result, while the organization of the Interstate Commerce Commission has been made useful in various ways by
the Railroad Administration, and while it has been allowed
to preserve the continuity of its records and, therefore, has
been kept about as busy as before, the commission has been
temporarily divested of most of the authority it formerly

.Administration.

State Commissions

The

possessed.

The

commissions were not even mentioned in the
law and they have been almost as completely
ignored by the Railroad Administration ever since.
As far
as railroads are concerned, the state commissions have hardly
even been kept busy, except for their efforts to preserve their
former prerogatives and to persuade Mr. McAdoo and his

The

relation of the Interstate

way

whether or not it has approved everything that has been done,
has at least been able to maintain harmonious relations
with the Railroad Administration; but the same thing cannot
be said of the state commissions. The very fact that there
are 47 of them made it difficult to deal with them on any effective basis of co-operation, and when the Railroad Administration early indicated its intention of handling the transportation situation as a national proposition, without taking
time to consuh with the state authorities or allowing itself
to be interfered with by them, a state of strained relations
soon became apparent, which was not improved by the tendency on the part of some railroad officers to make the most
of their independence.
The difficulty was increased by the

to

federal control has been very clearly set forth in the

commission's annual report, of which an extensive abstract was
published in the Railway Age of December 6.
In the first
stages of federal control individual commissioners and
bureaus of the commission performed some useful services
for the Railroad Administration, four commissioners took
part in the negotiations with the railroad companies over the

draft of the standard compensation contract,

fact that the provisions in the

solidated

freight classification and the advance in express
In both cases the commission was not asked to decide
anything.
The Railroad Administration assumed the responsibility but the commission was asked to give its judgment as to the effectiveness of the methods proposed to attain
rates.

the desired object.

The

authority which the commission has so long exercised
was largely taken away from it by
the provision in the federal control law authorizing
the President to initiate rates and prohibiting their suspension, al-

law are not so

specific as to re-

move all doubt as to the respective jurisdiction
and the federal government. The law provided

and the com-

mission itself, under the terms of the law, has certified to *he
President the amount of the net operating income for the
years 1915, 1916 and 1917, which is the basis for the compensation of the companies.
Another function of the commission in relation to the Railroad Administration has been advisory, the rendering of advice at the request of the director general in matters affecting
the shipping and traveling public, such as the proposed con-

Not Consulted

Commerce Commission has apparently ap-

it

that

Commerce Commission

Interstate

preciated the necessity for the exercise of autocratic powers
by the Railroad Administration during war time, and

state

federal control

organization to accept their co-operation in some
would give them a hand in the game.

of Its

3^

government realized the necessity of

giving more consideration to the practical question of getting
the utmost efficiency out of the transportation machine than
to the question of preventing some railroads from earning

hand than

Most

upon complaint. Under the broad powers thus conferred the
director general was able to put into effect a 25 per cent
increase in freight rates and an advance in passenger fares

situation during the past year has been the practical

to such a pass that the

of

Bodies Ignored

State

of the states

that nothing
be construed "to amend, repeal, impair or
affect the existing laws or powers of the several states, except
wherein such laws, powers or regulations may affect the
transportation of troops, war materials, government supplies
or the issue of stocks and bonds." The state commissioners
argued that this was intended to preserve state regulation in
so far as it did not interfere "in any proximate and tangible
way with the transportation of troops and munitions," and
that this included authority over intrastate rates as an exercise of police powers.
The Railroad Administration never
specifically stated its interpretation of this language, but in
practice it has initiated intrastate as well as interstate rates
and has filed tariffs with the state commissions "for information only" and not in accordance with state statutory
in the act should

in the regulation of rates

provisions.

though the commission was authorized to enter upon a hearing and review presidential rates after they were
in effect,

upon the assumption that its authoritv was
complete, and while Mr. McAdoo has indicated a willingness
to receive advice and suggestions from the state commission-

In matters of service
acted apparently

65

the

Railroad

Administration has
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;iiul

ill

many

i.iscs

lias

adopted

tlieir

ror()iiitiu'ii(lation.s

was made clear to the state commissioners
that tlio deciding power was at Washington, and that their
recommendations would have more practical effect than
This, however, was not the kind of recogtheir orders.
nition that the state commissioners wanted, and while
many of them were jealous of their authority and rein l(xal matters,

it

sented being ignored, others were frankly puzzled as to how
During the war most of
to comply with their local statutes.
the state lomniissions refrained from actively pressing the
issue, l)ut at the convention of the National Asscxiation of
Railway and Utilities (Commissioners in Washington after
the armistice was signed the restraint was removed and resolutions were adopted asking recognition of the full and un-
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impaired authority of the states, and declaring that "in any
it is the duty of each state commission to exercise and
maintain its statutory authority to the extent which it may

event

deem the jiuhlic interest demands."
Mr. McAdcx) yielded to the protests of the state commissioners, reinforced by a number of congressmen, particularly
from the South, in one important instance'. When (ieneral
Order No. 28 was issued, jjroviding for the general increase
in rates, it was i:)roposed to remove all conflict between state
and interstate rates by first raising the state rates to the level
of the interstate rates in the same territory before applying
the 25 i)er cent increase. This would have resulted in some
very large increases in some states, and Mr. McAdoo waa
finally persuaded to omit the first advance.

Transportation Facilities of the A. E. F.
Necessary to Build Vast Piers, Docks and Warehouses and
Much Track, RolHng Stock and Other Facilities

THE

K.A.ii.\v.AV

in this country under
Felton, director general of mili-

TROOPS rccruitcd

the direction of S.

M.

France for work in connecAmerican Expeditionary
November 30 aggregated 1,921 officers and

tary railways,

and sent

to

tion with the transportation of the

Forces,

up

to

men actually attached to organized military units, in
addition to a large number of officers and men sent from
time to time as casuals.
While the complete story of the accomplishments of the
railway engineers in France, as their contribution to the big
job of winning the war, is yet to be told, we have secured
some data which gives an idea of the extent of the transpor62,859

operations required to meet the needs of our army
Before the armies could function in the field vast
abroad.
piers, docks and warehouses had to be built at the French
ports assigned to the American forces, and railroads with the
necessary rolling stock for the transportation of troops and
supplies had to be either constructed or secured from the
French. These operations involved the development of some
16 French ports from the English Channel to the Mediterranean, with such facilities as piers, unloading machinery,
warehouses, and railroad yards and terminals, the repair, extation

M.

pansion and maintenance of the standard gage railroad lines
assigned by the French, the construction of narrow-gage lines
from the rail heads of the main lines to points near the
trenches,

and the provision of cars and locomotives, as well

as the crews to operate them.

A total of 957 miles of standard gage railway track had
been laid in France by the American railway engineers up
This comprises yards and sidings only, as,
to November 30.
contrary to a rather widespread impression which has been
allowed to spread because of the secrecy maintained during
the war, the Americans built no new main line railroad in
France, except for the 5.75 mile double track cut-off built
to run trains around the city of Navarre, which was deRailway Age of December 6. As fast as they
could supply the men and equipment the American railroad
men undertook the operation of their own trains over several hundred miles of French railroads which had been assigned to their use, extending from the various ports toward
the American front in the Toul sector, and they built their
own yards, terminals and sidings, including terminal facilities for each engine district.
The transports supplying the American Expeditionary
scribed in the

Felton, Director General of Military Railways, and Commissioned Officers of His Staff.
Major W. W. Sullivan, Lt. Col. W. H. Holcombe, Col. J. M.Wright and S.

Front Row, Left
M. Felton

to Right:

January
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3,

Forces used 74 berths located at La Havre, Brest, St. NaLes Sables-d'Olonne, Nantes, La Pallice, Rocheport,
Paullac, Bassens, Bayonne and Marseilles. New trackage
had to be built in connection with the development of these
ports, whose capacity was increased from 5,000 tons a day
last January to 33,400 tons a day at the close of hostilities.
From the ports the rail lines used by the Americans converge
zaire,

toward the front and in the vicinity of the trenches supplies
were transported from the standard gage railheads over more
or less temporary light railways of 60 cm. gage that were extended as the line advanced.
A total of 1,358 standard gage steam locomotives of the
^'Pershing" Consolidation type have been shipped to France
for the use of the American Expeditionary Forces, and 65 additional engines of this kind have been shipped for the use
In addition, 332 locomotives of
of the French government.
this kind were en route to France on November 30 or on
docks in the United States awaiting shipment. Fifteen extra
tenders for these engines have also been shipped.
Thirty
saddle tank switching locomotives are now in use by the
American Expeditionary Forces. Ten gasoline locomotives
of 150 h.p. each are in use in France, and six additional engines of this kind were en route.
Forty-five 36-inch gage steam locomotives are in use in
France and one such engine was en route. One hundred and
ninety-one steam locomotives of the 60 cm. gage are in use
in France, and 30 of these engines were either en route or are
on the docks in the United States awaiting shipment. Sixtyfive 35 h.p. gasoline locomotives, 60 cm. gage, are in use in
France, while 108 50-h.p. gasoline locomotives, 60 cm. gage,
are in France, and one was en route. A total of 2,189 locomotives had been shipped to France either for the use of the
American Expeditionary Forces or of our Allies.
The following standard gage freight cars have been delivered in France for the use of the American ExpeditionaryForces: 4,459 box cars, ordinary; 3,350 box cars with cabs,
1,225 high-side gondolas with tarpaulins, 1,425 high-side
•gondolas without tarpaulins, 3,429 low-side gondolas, 1,700
ilat cars, 675 tank cars, 950 refrigerator cars, 400 ballast
•cars, 150 six-yd. dump cars, 150 12-yd. dump cars, 100 16-

dump

two 100-ton freight cars, 796 motor cars, 352
108 push cars, total 19,271; 3,217 standard gage
cars were either en route to France or on the docks in the
United States awaiting shipment.
The following narrow gage cars have been delivered to the
American Expeditionary Forces, or were en route thereto:

_yd.

hand

cars,

cars,

36-inch gage, 400 flat logging cars; 40 cm. gage,
and 1,000 push cars; 60 cm. gage, 600 box
ered and 65 en route, 166 tank cars, 500 flat cars,
side gondolas, 230 one-yd. V-dump cars, with 64
cars,

w

im'

i. _f

%

livered

Two standard gage locomotive repair shops, each accommodating a road equipment of 1,500 locomotives have been
constructed.
One of these shops is situated at Nevers and
the other at Melun.
At La Pallice one standard gage erection shop with a capacity of 100 cars per day was completed.
Twelve engine houses, each handling from 50 to 75 locomotives per day have been built.
A narrow gage locomotive repair shop accommodating 120
locomotives per month was constructed at Dijon, and an addition to this plant is being erected which will increase its
capacity 50 per cent.
There are two base and four field
narrow gage engine houses which have also been built.

The following narrow gage track and track materials have
been sent to France: 150 miles 40 cm. fabricated track, with
12-lb. rail; 490 miles of 60 cm. fabricated track, with 25-lb.
rail; 435 miles, 25-lb. rail and fasteners.

Court Overrules Director General
In a suit brought by Robert McKay against the Erie Railroad Company to recover $25,000 for personal injuries, Judge
Vickery, of the Court of Common Pleas, Cleveland, Ohio,
overruled a motion to have the Erie dismissed as a defendant
and the director general substituted, in accordance with the
order of the director general concerning the filing of personal
injury claim suits.
This motion was denied by the judge,
who stated orally that he believed that under Section 10 of
the Act of Congress of March 21, 1918, actions such as the
one before him were properly brought against the carrier
company. While this case was pending prior to the date of
the director general's order, the tenor of the court's remarks
did not indicate that his holding would have been different
if the action had been brought since.
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One hundred of the lj4 V-dumps have been deand 100 were on the way; 100 artillery trucks have
been delivered and 100 additional were en route; 970 motor
cars, 180 inspection cars, 300 hand cars and 990 push cars
have also been delivered.
Shipments to France of locomotive cranes total 120, ranging in capacity from 7>4 to 35 tons.
Thirty-three five-ton
gantry cranes and 15 10-ton gantry cranes were also shipped
for the unloading of equipment at the ports of debarkation.
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The Motive Power and
Condition of Locomotives

Rolling Stock Situation

Much Improved During

the Year;

Car Conditions Are Less Favorable

DURING

November 30, the records
show that the railroads
have received' 2,343 new locomo-

THE PAST YEAR, up

to

of the Railroad Administration

tlie United States
of which 1,364 were built on orders placed by the
railroads prior to the institution of government operation,
546 were United States Railroad Administration standard

of

tives,

An addi105 Consolidation locomotives built for U. S. Armyuse overseas were placed in service during the latter part of
1917 and early in 1918. The last of these, however, was
withdrawn from service to be sent overseas during the month
tj-pes

and 200 were Russian Decapod locomotives.

the owning roads are located.
There undoubtedly
some other locomotives which have been transferred between intraregional lines, but no complete data for these are
u'hich

are

The

available.

shown
Table

in

Table

among

the various regions of the loco-

motives placed in service during the year is shown in Table
It will be seen that there are to be delivered on orders
I.
already placed, 1,428 locomotives, 544 on orders placed prior
to January 1, 1918, and 884 on orders for standard locomotives.

These locomotives have been placed in service on the lines
where the need has been the greatest, irrespective of ownerTable I shows that 91 new locomotives built for roads
ship.
in the Southern, Central Western and South Western regions,
on orders placed by the roads themselves in 1917, have been
placed in service on roads in the Eastern, Allegheny and
Pocahontas regions. In addition to the new locomotives, 22
old locomotives have also been transferred from roads in the
south and west to those in the east, making a total of 113
locomotives now operating in regions other than those in
Table

I— Distribution

py Regions of

New

Regions

New locomotives from builders ...
Transferred from western and southern railroads
Total

new locomotives

Total

new locomotives

'^fanuTy^'°"9"l8\'!".:!.!'f..""^^^^^^
U. S. R. A. standard locomotives on order not yet delivered

Type

2-8-0
2-8-0

2-8-2
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-2

Mo. Pac
M. & O
St.
S.

L.-S.

A.

F

2-10-2

L

2-10-2
2-i6-'?

2-8-0
2-8-0

Southern

Union

.

.

.

0-fi-O

0-6-0
2-8-2
2-8-2

Allegheny

Pocahontas

& W.

B. & O. (Allegheny Region)
Penn. Lines West
Penn. Lines West
Penn. Lines West
B. & q. (Allegheny Region)

Southern

Penn. Lines West
& O. (Allegheny Region-)
& o.
Virginian
B.

c.

\'irginian

Mallet
Mallet

Pacific.
Pacific

Southern

X'irginian
B. & O. (Eastern Region)
C. & O.

2-8-?
0-6-0.

T

are

Location
Penn. R. R.
N.

& P..

Cent

M. K. &

ber

2-8-0
2-8-0

C. St. P. M. & O.
E. P. & S. W^....
111.

Type

ber

2-8-2
4-6-2

W

I.

transfers

Num-

Num-

or owner
A. T. & S. F.
A. C. L
C. & N. W...
C. G.
C. R.

interregional

locomotives

locomotives

Locomotives Placed in Service from January
Eastern

the

Transfers of Locomotives from
AND Western Railroads to Eastern Roads
New
Old

Purchaser

1

N.
N.

& W.
& W.

C.
B.
C.

&.O.

&
&

O. (Eastern Regionj
O.

Penn. Lines West
Penn. Lines West
B. & O. (Eastern Region)
Penn. R. R.
B. & O. (Eastern Reeion)
B. & O. (Allegheny Region)

to November

30,

1918

North
Western

Central

South

Western

Western

Total

^..

...

^-

17

45
4J

J^

^-^

^^

j^

j^

jTI

88

103

131

297

63

1.364

n
J^

J^I

14

2.343

538

96

31

569

6o

lo

n

es

so

_61^

_61

_^

_^

_°

_^

910

410

99

282

208

350

49

30

46

78

164

...

...
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Russian locomotives
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Inter-Regional

II

tional

of September.
The distribution

details
II.

•Diverted to Eastern, Allegheny and Pocahontas regions.
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61
•••

546

544

^^^

January

3,
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No Immediate Shortage

of

Power

Notwithstanding the fact that the number of locomotives
actually built for the use of the railways in the United States
during the past year and the four preceding years has materially fallen behind the 10-year average of 1907 to 1917
inclusive, and that there was an acute shortage of power
apparent at the close of 1917, there is at the present time
very little evidence of a lack of sufficient power to meet
immediate requirements. This does not mean, however, that
there is no need for new power.
Old locomotives have been
kept in service at a sacrifice in operating efficiency to preclude a repetition of conditions existing last winter.
The
number of locomotives built each year during the above

mentioned 10-year period for domestic steam railroad use
For the past five years,
has averaged approximately 3,300.
beginning with 1914, the railroads have fallen behind this
figure by an average of about 1,300 locomotives each year, a
decrease which can be accounted for only partially by the
increase in tractive effort of the locomotives built during
recent years.

There

are, broadly, three factors to

must be attributed

which the present

for-

In general the
power of the country is in much better condition now than at
the beginning of any winter for several years past; (2) the
application of economy and capacity increasing devices to
existing equipment has increased the effectiveness for service
of a large number of locomotives, and, (3) there are now
retained in service many locomotives which, if new power
were available, would, and could economically be scrapped.
situation

tunate

Power

Now

:

( 1 )

Good Condition

in

That the condition of power is much better than it was
last year is evidenced by the fact that for several months
past there have constantly been stored in serviceable condition from 800 to 1,000 locomotives, over half of them on the
eastern roads, where extraordinary demands are most apt to
This improvement has been made possible by the
arise.
increased working hours which have been in effect since last
spring, the decrease in labor turnover during the latter part

\PLE
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country as a whole, the increase in output is more than accounted for by the increase in maintenance forces and the
increase in working hours from the eight, nine and ten-hour
days in effect in various parts of the country, to the 70-hour
week which was in effect on many roads from March to
November 25. During the period covered by the table it
also will be seen tiiat there has been a gradual increase in
the number of locomotives being repaired for other lines, the
maximum shown being 284 during the first week in November.
Since November 25, when working time was reduced from
70 hours a week to a nine-hour day basis, followed on December 9 by a further reduction to an eight-hour day, there
has been a decrease in output which has been felt more par-

running repairs.

The eight-hour day necessishifts at engine terminals,
with a consequent increase in supervision, where two shifts
have heretofore been the rule.
At present, in most cases

ticularly in
tates

the

employment of three

practically the same number of men who have constituted
the two shifts must be redivided into three. It will, of course,
be possible gradually to build up these forces to overcome

the

present

shortage

as

demobilization

The

progresses.

power has been put in such good condition during the past
summer and fall that the reduction in back shop output
following the reduced number of working hours on the
whole
need give

little

immediate concern.

Old Power Modernized
Since 1914, the conditions which have restricted tlie
buying of new power have directed attention to the
possibilities
for increasing the capacity of a large number
of existing
locomotives by the application of economy and
capacity in"^
creasing devices, most important of which are the
superheater, mechanical stoker and brick arch.
During the past
four years not less than 10,000 old locomotives
have been
equipped with one or more of these devices. In some
cases
the conversion has made unnecessary the purchase
of a new
class of power to perfonn the service which
these engines

were becoming unsuitable

but which they are

for,

now

cap-

Til— Weekly Summary (if the Condition of Power on the Railroads Operated by the United States Railroad
Administration
Per cent of
Number of locomotives
Number of locomotives
locomotives
Number of locomotives
Xum Der of

Week

On

ending

lines

Serviceable

In or
awaiting
shops

November 9
November 30

62,764
62,740
62,908
63,119
63,126
63,162
63,247
63,269
63,418

53,665
53,398
53,932
53,774
53,987
53.874
53,711
53,357
53,641

9.999
9,342
8,974
9,345
9,139
9,288
9,536
9,912
9,777

of the year

and the increase

Augusts
August 17
August 31
September 14
September 28
October 12
October 26

on locomotive maintenance.

in the

1918

1917

14.4
14.8
14.2
14.8
14.4
14.7
15
15.6

5,329
5,260
5.828
5,686
6.083
5,576
5,807
5,791
6,317

4,462
4,337
4,940
4.507
4,806
4,599
4,723
4,636
5,054

number

Both of the

turned out of shops

out of
service for

over 24 hours

of

men employed

latter

are the re-

the wage increases put into effect by the Railroad
Administration.
What has been accomplished in increased shop output will
sult of

be evident from

an inspection of Table III, showing the

condition of power for alternate weeks during a period of
18 weeks, for the months of August to November inclusive,

which has been compiled from data collected by the equipment maintenance section of the Division of Operation of
the Railroad Administration.
For this period, which is
practically one-third of the year, it is evident that the number of locomotives turned out of shops (including all engines
out of service for repairs over 24 hours) is nearly 23 per
cent greater than during the corresponding period of 1917,

number of employees in the locomotive department has been approximately nine per cent to 11 per cent
while the

creater than

the

number

in

service last year.

Taking

the

Increase

867
923
88S
1,179
1,277

977
1,084
1,155
1,263

Be lll.C

Stored

repaired for
other lines

serviceable

190
177
194
199

236
245
274
284
259

924
708
848
994
913
901

875
878
1,119

employ ;es in
loco motive department

I9I8

1917

Increase

261,915
262,056
264,349
273,752
275,326
270.287
271,554
276,837
281,384

241,104
240.615
241,845
245,996
247,533
249.543
250,195
253,066
253,788

20,811
21,441
22,504
27,756
27,793
20,744
21,359
23,771
27,596

able of performing satisfactorily.
In such cases each converted locomotive has saved the purchase of a new
one, while
in others the saving in new locomotives has
been in proportion to the increase in capacity effected by the
change, which
conservatively would be between 10 and 20 per cent.'
It is
evident that these 10,000 converted locomotives
have had a
material influence in preventing an acute power
shortage.

Many Locomotives Should Be Scrapped
While the use of obsolete locomotives,

to scrap which
authorization has been secured or is contemplated,
may be
effective in preventing an acute shortage of
power, it can be
justified only to meet an emergency.
With such locomotives
in service

cannot truly be said that there is no shortage
In the interest of economical operation it is now
imperative that there be a heavy purchase of new power
in
order that the three or four years' accumulation
of scrap
power may he gotten off the lines.
of power.

it
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The Car

Situation

l)iul order cars in tlic course of the year, it is doubtful if there has been any real improvement in the condition
of freifjlit cars sudi as noted in connection with locomotives.

age of

In tlie first place the numl)cr of new cars delivered to the
railroads during the past year was less than half tlie number wliich were placed in service during 1917, and is hardly
The exlarge enougli to take care of normal rejjlacements.
treme need of cviuipment during tlie ])ast year has therefore
tlie

retaining in service of a large

number

of cars

which should l)e and will be retired at the first opportunity.
These cars, unlike old locomotives, cannot be kept in condition to remain in service without causing an undue proTable

1\'

-Wueki.v

Ki-fcHiTs

Wc'.k ciuling
Number of ronAa repoitins
Tot.-il rcve. ue cars
Rad order cars— 1118
Bad order cars— 1917
Heavy repairs— 1918
I-ight' repairs— 1018
Percentage of bad or Jer cars
Average number of bad order cars repaired per working day..
1

5.7

5.7

86,486
2'^^^
77,154
5,075
140,021

83.279
8,871
74,408

"^'^Sf
13,605
$126,630
$154,708
5,264

$54,308
$76,589
5,584

excellent

in

condition.

Many

roads, however, were only instituting such programs or had
only partially carried them out before the pooling of equipment took the rolling stock out of the control of the owning
Tablf

Week
Epstern
-AUeghenv
Pocahontas
.Southern
Central Western

Southwestern
Northwestern
All

regions

V

Percentage of Bad Order Cars by Regions
Oct. 19

Oct. 26

Nov. 2

Nov. 9

6.3

6.4

6.2

7.1

7.1

7.1

5.9
4.4
5.0

6.9
4.8
4.9

4.8

3.1

3.1

5.7

5.4

5.8
4.5
4.7
2.9
5.4

6.3
7.0
5.6
4.7

5,7

5 7

5.6

Nov. 16

Nov. 23

6.1

6.1
6.4

2.9
5.2

6.7
5.6
4.8
4.8
2.8
5.3

4.4
4.7
2.8
5.2

5.6

5.5

5.3

5.1

In such cases there has been very little opportunity
during the past year to continue the betterment program, the
proport'on of cprs on home roads being so small as to very
seriously slow up this work.
roads.

>•

"'"

'
.

Car Cont) tions FOR
139
2,441.111
139,548
132.501
82,078
57,470

be dismantled

have their equipment

-t

A.

Jt

effect of these

i^?
2,478,704
140,328
131,036
82,459
57.869

portion of failures, and the need of retirement is therefore
greater than in the case of motive power.
Those roads which had practically completed extensive
reinforcement programs prior to our entrance into the war
still

The

the percentage of

. ,,„

'.

to

oi

The destruction of the incentive of the pieceworker following the failure to adjust the j)iccework wage differential
to corresj)ond to the increase in hourly rates, has had a much
more marked effect in reducing the output in the car de])artment than it has in the locomotive department.

Oct. 26

,

Cars held

pooling of e(|uipimiit has also tended to decrease the
is a comparatively simple
of running rc|)airs.
It
matter to supply material for the repairing of home line cars
at outlying points where mill facilities are not available.
Considerable delay is inevitable, however, where a very large
percentage of the cars on the rejjair tracks belong to foreign
lines, each reciuiring more or less special material.
out])ut

Oct. 19

caw

repairs
Light repairs
Number of cars transferred to other shops
Number of employees— 1918
Number of employees— 1917 ..
Number of cars damaged in tra ns
Cost of bbor
Cost of material
Number of cars damaged in yards
Cost of labor
Cost of material
1

1

Tlie

Altlu)Ut;li tluri' \\d> Irtii .-^oinr iiuiiroviiiuiil in tlio piTcent-

led to
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Nov.

2

138
2.434,255
135,462

n8,957
79,559
55,903
5.6
83, .'28

8.578
74,750

626

589

138.703
123.156
13.060
$121,275
$151,476
4.868
$46,823
$61,135
7,211

158,959
124.256
12,446
590,464
$170,532

between

5,267

$53,492
$68,072
6,920

five

and

adverse conditions is not reflected in
cars, which has been maintained

bad order

Nov. 9
139
2,437,344
134,874
129,414
79,198
55,676

Nov. 16

Nov. 23

139
2,430,606
132,853
124,162
77,966
54,887

139
2,447,922
130,048
123,056
78,941
51,107

5.0

5.5

83,469
8,V?7
74.672
253
142,500
124.521
12,364
$122,463
$162,818
5,275
$49,959
$66,920
6,823

82,274
8,173
74,101
485
141,540
123,966
12,255
$128,925
$179,972
5,159
$50,886
$93,720
6,646

5.3

82,805
8,209
74,596

524
143,169
124,319
12,668
$135,887
$182,005
5,242
$52,406
$70,987
6,640

six per cent, a figure approximately equal

to the average for the country in

1917.

An

inspection of

Table IV, however, shows that of the total number of bad
order cars shown on the weekly statements of the maintenance of equipment section of the Division of Operation of the
Railroad Administration for the six weeks ending November
23, from 58.7 per cent to 60.7 per cent are classed as needing
heavy repairs. Of the corresponding daily output the number of heavy repairs has averaged a fraction above 10 per
cent.
It is evident, therefore, that there is an accumulation
of cars needing heavy repairs, which eventually must be
reckoned with.
If this situation is to be improved some
means should be taken to return the cars to the owning roads
at the earliest possible opportunity, where in many cases maalready available, as in this way only
can the greatest output be obtained for the labor expended.
Air brake conditions have been notably poor during the
past year. This is due in part to a lack of proper facilities
for testing and repairing brake equipment, to the necessity
for employing many inexperienced men on this class of mainterial for reinforcing is

tenance,

and

in part to a shortage of material.

•

Bailey— First Station South

of

Nenana, Mile

407.

The Supply
How

Industry's Output of

WARFARE

is

and Naval Equipment

a Struggle of industries as well as

and navies. One of the things which made
the fact
the German Empire so formidable a foe was
guns, ammunition and
that it was the leading producer of
prior to the opening
other military supplies, for many years
The United States and Canada, alof hostilities in 1914.
products usethough industrial nations, had manufactured
peace, and when involved
ful to mankind in the pursuits of
refit and remodel their shops
in the conflict we're forced to
How rapidly and
and factories to supply war-time needs.
but the extent
knowledge,
common
is
done
was
this
well
how
companies participated in this work
to which railway supply
to this time.
has not been given any appreciable publicity up
the
For the purpose of gathering a few facts concerning
of armies

taken by the railroad supply indtsstry in the manuwar supplies, the Railway Age recently sent mwhich can be properly
quiries to practically all companies
This information was
as belonging to that field.
part

facture of

classed

any particular manuIn
others.
as worthy of greater distinction than

out
not sought with the idea of setting
facturers

Products

Manufacturers of Railway Materials Responded to Call
for Military

MODERN

War

approximately 25 per cent of those replying stated that
railroads of this country
they had continued to supply the
In doing so they were perexclusively throughout the war.
as adeforming a patriotic and highly important service,
army and navy
quate transportation is second only to the
The sole aim of the inquiry was to
as an arm of warfare.
some supply industries were transwhich
in
degree
learn the
various kinds of war
formed by the world upheaval and the
materials they made.
companies
The materials manufactured by railway supply
Among them were
variety of war supplies.

to war production and employed about 7,500
In one shop the company produced 155-mm. howitzers
at the rate of 10 per day; in another shop 155-mm. high
explosive shell bodies at the rate of about 3,000 per day,
and in another 9.2-in. shell bodies at the rate of 1,300 a day.

exclusively

men.

The American Castings Company, Birmingham, Ala., rewar contract which called for a large shipment of National lock joint cast iron culvert pipe to France

ceived one direct

use

for

in

connection

with

the

construction

military

of

railroads.

The American Flexible Bolt Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., in-

plant capacity considerably toward the end of
1917 to provide for an anticipated increase in the locomotive
When this did not materialize because of
staybolt business.
war conditions the company contracted with the Emergency
Fleet Corporation for its requirements of staybolts for marine
This work is still in progress, and the
tube type boilers.

creased

its

company expects
marine

to continue the

manufacture of staybolts for

boilers.

The American

Steel Foundries produced

shell

forgings,

gun mounts and gun
carriages, together with other Ordnance Department castings, and castings for submarines and battleships, davitt
fittings, anchors and miscellaneous castings for the Emer-

fact,

ingots for shell forgings, castings for

include a great

Approximately 40 per cent of
gency Fleet Corporation.
the company's steel casting capacity, 10 per cent of its structural plant capacity and 100 per cent of its forge plant,
About 40 per cent of the
were used for war purposes.
total number of employees were engaged in war production.
The company's forging shop at Indiana Harbor,
It consists
Ind., was constructed primarily for war work.
of a main structure, 600 ft. by 175 ft., with an addition,
There is also a pump house in con75 ft. by 500 ft.
A number of
nection with this plant, 36 ft. by 300 ft.
additions have been made to the old plants of the American
Steel Foundries during the past two years, but these were
intended as permanent fixtures in the company's equipment

and accessories for airplane motors, 155 mm.
gun and ammunition carts, gun carriages, machine
om parts, shells, shell forgings, artillery hub bushings, drop
life boat parts,
bombs, steel mines and buoys, life boats and
merchant vessels, flangsteel work for U. S. destroyers and
fighting tanks, entrenching and machine work on armored
and engineer depot
ing shovels, linings for steel helmets
A number of companies suptruck machine shops.
aeroplanes

Howitzers,

motor

shipbuilding yards,
plied materials and machinery for the
railroad masuch as shipbuilding gantry locomotive cranes,
ship material and staybolts for
terial, work locomotives,
roofing

One manufacturer produced
marine tube boilers.
another shipped
and waterproofing papers for cantonments;
the construction of
iron culvert pipe to France for use in
manufactured cars
military railways; a considerable number
service abroad.
or locomotives, 'or parts thereof, for war
they had deSix railway supply companies reported that
war work; two
voted 100 per cent of their plant capacity to
three rated
stated that they were in the 98-per cent class;
cent; two at
their production at 95 per cent; one at 92 per
90; two at

80,

and the remainder

at

varying percentages

Some were unable to make any definite
below that figure.
could be
estimate of the proportion of their output which
classed as war production.
The lack of uniformity in the replies received makes
In the belief that the information
generalization difficult.
of
received concerning the individual companies will prove
our ininterest, some of the facts divulged in response to
quiries are presented.

What Each Company Did
I

&

Foundry Company acquired
The American Brake Shoe
These
jfive new plants primarily for war work at Erie, Pa.
One plant was devoted
'cover an area of about eight acres.

and not solely as a means for increased war production.
In 1917 aljout 62 per cent of the locomotives built by
Durthe Baldwin Locomotive Works were for war service.
ing the first ten months of 1918 the proportion was 67 per
cent.

In addition to locomotives, the company built shells

and gun carriages, although the relative output of these
As the result of war demands, the existing
was small.
plants at Philadelphia, Pa., and Eddystone were enlarged.
In Philadelphia an addition was built to the truck shop,
rnd an eight-story reinforced concrete building was erected
New shops for shells and a large locofor shell work.
motive erecting shop were also constructed at Eddystone, Pa.
The Barco Manufacturing Company, Chicago, used most
About
of its capacity for Railroad Administration work.
its output, however, consisted of specialties
Pershing engines manufactured for use on the military railways in France.
The Berger Manufacturing Company, Canton, Ohio, is
Its output consisted of sheet
;>nother 100 per cent concern.
metal products.
The Buda Campnny, Han'cy, III. manufacturer of trucks
and tractors, was on a 60 per cent war basis.
The L. S. Brach Supply Company, Newark, N. J-, devoted
95 per cent of its plant capacity to war production. It manufactured telegraph and telephone instruments, antenna reels,
radio sets, metal flagstaffs, breast reels, projectors, com-

15

per cent of

for the

passes, etc.
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&

rht Chicago Bruise
Iron Works, Chicaf^o, was on a
lUU per cent war basis, 75 per cent of its output being
sliip material for the Emergency Fleet Corporation, 15 per
cent

plant

jjowtler

work,

5

per cent

steel

tanks

for

the

ami)' anil nav)' departments, and 5 per cent miscellaneous
structures for plants engaged on war contracts.

The Cleveland Twist Drill Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
devoted practically 98 per cent of its plant capacity to war
work.
It erected one new plant, which added about onethird to the total manufacturing floor space.
Its production consisted of the company's regular line of drills, reamers,
The importance of a drill becomes evident when one
•etc.
considers that a 3-in. shrapnel shell contains 70 drilled
holes, totalling 19^4 in. in depth.
On a conservative estimate, a million shells of somewhat similar dimensions were
That means that
the daily food of the European Mars.
1,600,000 ft., or over 300 miles of drilled holes were shot
away every 24 hours on the battle fronts of Europe.
The Dominion Foundries

&

Steel, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.,
80 per cent of its capacity was devoted to
ordnance work and the balance to indirect war work. Cast
steel slugs and shell forgings represented 80 per cent of

reports

that

the output previous to the signing of the armistice; miscellaneous work, including machining of shrapnel and 4.5-in.
shells, constituted 5 per cent of the total production, ship
castings and forgings 5 per cent, and the remainder, castings and forgings and rolled plate for railway cars, locoThe company's plant is now from four to
motives, etc.
The Dominion Foundries claims
six times its pre-war size.
to be the originator of the direct conversion of shell scrap
It also claims a forging record of 1,846
to shell forgings.
9.2-in. shell forgings made on a single press in a 24-

hour run.

also

It

shell forgings,

i.

e.,

believes

it

holds the record

for

6-in.

3,115 produced by a single press in a

24-hour run.

Among the war products manufactured by A. Gilbert &
Sons Brass Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo., were artilApproximately 62 per cent
lery hub bushings and shells.
of the tonnage of the company consisted of war materials.
Kilburn Corporation, Philadelphia, used 80
The Hale
per cent of its plant capacity and 95 per cent of its emIt manufactured drop bombs, maployees for war work.
chine gun parts, steel mines and buoys, truck bodies and
limbers, repair cabinets, artillery trailers and steel work for
U. S. destroyers and merchant vessels. An old plant with
700,000 ft. of floor space was devoted to war work and
a new plant, 50 ft. by 200 ft., was constructed for the
same purpose.
The Haves Track Appliance Company, Richmond, Ind.,
furnished derails to a number of navy yards, shipbuilding
plants and cantonments, but the volume of this business
was small. About 20 per cent of the capacity of the company during one month was used for an order of material
for the American Expeditionary Forces in France.
Wakefield Covipany devoted about
Heywood Brothers

&

&

70 per cent of the capacity of its car seat plant, located
at Wakefield, Mass., to the production of war materials.
Here a great variety of articles were produced, among them
field litters, navy deck chairs, ammunition truck linings,
aeroplane chairs, camp stools, entrenching shovels and deck
coverings for destroyers and patrol boats.

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Company was on a
Its output of pneumatic tools was
100-per cent war basis.
increased approximately 300 per cent over the production
during peace times.
The Keith Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, devoted most of its manufacturing capacity to the producIt received an
tion of car equipment for domestic use.
order for the government for 500 flat cars for 'service in
France, but this order was later canceled because of the
conclusion of

hostilities.
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The Liickawaiina Steel Company, Buffalo, N. V., manufactured rolled steel shapes, rails, plates, structural material, bars, etc., for the use of the army and navy and
other departments of the government.
While no exact records are availaiile, the comi)any devoted its entire output to
government work during a consideral)le portion of last year.

The Laconia Car Company, Laconia, N.

//., used about
plant capacity and a like percentage of
on war work.
Its only war product was 75-mm.

25 per cent of
its

men

its

forgings.

shell

The Lakcwood Engineering Company,
practically on a 100-per cent war basis.
It
plants during the war and increased the
Lakewood plant by the addition of four
Its output consisted of industrial cars and
l^he Lehon Company, Chicago, was on a

Cleveland, was
added two small
capacity of the
buildings.

large

concrete mixers.

90-per cent war
output included material for railroad cars built
for service in France, roofing and waterproofing papers for
cantonments, hospitals, etc.
basis.

Its

The Lima Locomotive Works, Lima, Ohio, did not engage in any direct tvar work, except the production of locomotives for overseas use, detailed information concerning
which is published elsewhere in this issue.
About 5 per cent of the output of the Morden Frog
Crossing Works, Chicago, was for overseas railroads and
navy and cantonment yards in this country.

&

&

The More-Jones Brass
Metal Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
produced brass, bronze and phosphor bronze castings used
in connection with orders for the Navy, Ordnance Department and Shipping Board.
The National Car Coupler Company, Attica, Ind., devoted about 95 per cent of its plant capacity to war production.
About 80 per cent of the war output was tractor
work and 5 per cent locomotive cranes.

&

The Orton
Steinbrenner Company, Chicago, rated its
war output at 98 per cent. It produced locomotive cranes,
shipbuilding gantry locomotive cranes, clamshell and orangewhich were contracted fof
by the War Department. The company constructed one temporary building, containing about 8,000 sq. ft. of floor space
It doubled its peace-time output.
for war purposes.
peel buckets, all but 2 per cent of

The Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa., devoted
about 11.6 per cent of its capacity during 1918 to orders for
the United States Navy and 14.4 per cent to contracts of the
'f
Emergency Fleet Corporation. The sole output of the company consisted of Parkesburg charcoal iron boiler tubes.
The Pettibone Mulliken Company, Chicago, manufactured frogs and switch material for railway construction in
It estimates that about 20 per cent of its plant
France.
capacity was devoted to this work.
The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory has been engaged in
war work. This company is not a manufacturing
concern, but rendered service to this country by testing materials and inspecting the workmanship of the products of
This inspection was done not only for
industrial plants.
tirely in

the

United

States

government,

of the allied nations.

but

for

The company's

the

governments

six-story laboratory

office building and equipment at Pittsburgh was turned
over to the Bureau of Aircraft Production as a research
A new laboratory, having approximately 35,000
laboratory.
sq. ft. of floor space, was built to take its place and additional laboratories were installed at Detroit, Mich., and
Birmingham, Ala., while the size of the New York branch
was quadrupled.

and

The H. K. Porter Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., produced
locomotives for the army and navy in this country and abroad,
and for the use of the allied nations, turning out marine
engines and reversing engines for the use of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation, and at the same time did all of the

January

3,
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forging and machining of 75-mm. shrapnel and high explosive shells and of 75-mm. field guns and 155-mm. shells.
Approximately 50 per cent of the output of the Western
Wheeled Scraper Company, Aurora, 111., consisted of staiid-

and a good deal of the machine work on the armor
armored fighting tanks. The company was on a 92-per cent war basis.
The St. Louis Car Company, St. Louis, Mo., devoted
about 90 per cent of its plant capacity and a like perIts output incentage of its employees to war production.
cluded aeroplanes, gun and ammunition carts, engineer de]iot motor truck machine shops, life boat parts and freight
A new steel shop, with 200,;irs for war service in France.
dOO sq. ft. of floor space, was erected for war work.
The T. H. Symington Company did not utilize its plant
Rochester, N. Y., for war work, but did organize a
w company which constructed a plant at Chicago for the
fianging

plate for 5,000 of our

ard gage air dump cars for the construction and mainIn addition, the
tenance of military railways in France.
:ompany produced small narrow gage cars for work near
the front lines and practically every earth and stone handling
tool that it manufactured for construction work on roads
and railroads, including elevating graders, engine and horsedrawn road graders, wheeled scrapers, drag scrapers, grad-

I
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ing

rock

plows,

company was on

crushers,

dump wagons and

a 95-per cent

war

cars.

The

basis.

History of Government Control
in the

Development

of the Organization

and

Policy of the Administration
THE 12 MuxiHS that have elapsed since the
government assumed control of the railroads, the roads
have undergone changes which have been unpreceThe director general's small original staff has dented.
into a great central and regional organization with
. loped
Many of the short line
partmental heads at Washington.
ilrouds originally taken over have been relinquished, corpoiie mterests have been divorced from the operating organition, rates have been increased and wages have been raised,
raffic activities have been consolidated or discontinued; cars
nd locomotives built to standard designs have been introiiced.
There is not a single department that has not underme radical changes. While the history of government conol cannot be told in a few words, a concise list of the more
inportant developments in the order of their occurrence
With that thought in mind, the list
liould prove of interest.
:\-en below has been prepared:

February

DUKiXG

"

Commission on Car Service and Bureau

6.

of

Car

Service of Interstate Commerce Commission merged and
reorganized as Car Service Section, Division of Transportation. W. C. Kendall, manager.
February 9. Organization of director general's staff announced as follows: Assistant to director general, Walker
D. Hines; general counsel, John Barton Payne; director

•

Division of Transportation, C. R. Gray; director Division
of Traffic, Edward Chambers; director Division of Finance
and Purchases, John Skelton Williams; director Division
of Labor, W. S. Carter; director Division of Public Service

and Accounting, C. A. Prouty; manager locomotive secInterDivision of Operation, Frank McManamy.
regional traffic committee appointed.
February 15. Embargo rules of Railroad Administration
tion,

issued.

February

Marine section of Division of Transportation

15.

created.

President Wilson issues proclamation
26, 1917.
taking over the railroads and appointing William G. McAdoo director general of railroads.
December 27. Director General McAdoo issues first order
and appoints as assistants Walker D. Hines and A. H.

December

Smith.

Railroads pass into control of the government
noon.
December 29. General order No. 1 issued, directing employees to continue in performance of regular duties.
December 31. The Railroads' War Board resigns. Government control for purposes of accounting begins at 12

December

28.

at 12 o'clock

o'clock midnight.
January 4, 1918. President Wilson addresses joint session of
Congress on the railroad situation. Bill for control of the
railroads introduced.
18.
Eastern, Southern and Western regions created
and A. H. Smith, C. H. Markham and R. H. Aishton ap-

January

pointed

regional

directors.

Railroad wage

commission

created.

January

21.

Demurrage

rates

increased.

Railroad

wage

counsel.

ary

29.

Demurrage

rules

changed to take

effect

Febru-

>

Engineering committee delegated to reviewimprovement work appointed with Francis Lee Stuart
chairman.
February 22. Railroad control bill passed by the Senate.
February 28. Railroad control bill passed by the House
22.

of Representatives.

Organization of Division of Finance and Pur7.
chases with central and regional committees announced.
March 12. Division of Capital Expenditures created and R.
S. Lovett appointed director.
March 16. General Order No. 11, on universal interhne way

March

billing issued.
18.

financial

Circular No. 10 issued directing that expenses of

and corporate

offices shall

not be charged to op-

erating expenses.

March

21.

Railroad

control

bill

approved

by

President

March

22.

Consolidation of ticket offices at Atlanta author-

ized.
2.

Circular on additions and betterments sent to

railroads.

February

cars.

February

Wilson.

10.

February

,

March

commission organized.
January 26. Judge John Barton Payne appointed general
January

Safety section, Division of Transportation or19.
ganized with Hiram W. Belnap, manager.
February 21. General Order No. 8 issued, outlining duties
of employees.
February 22. Committee on cars of the Council of National
Defense delegated to investigate standards for freight

February

4.
Railroad control bill reported to the Senate.
Director general outlines duties of regional directors.

March 22. Railway board of adjustment No. 1 created.
March 26. Section for protection of property. Division of
Law, created. General Order No. 15, requiring industries
to

pay for and maintain industry tracks, issued.
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March

27.

Railroad

Administration asks prices on

100,000

freight cars.

March
March

28.

Regional

traffic

Specifications

committees created.

standard freight cars announced. Director general authorized to exercise powers
conferred on President Wilson by Congress. Inspection
and tests section. Division of Transportation, created with
C. B. Young as manager.
29.

for

March

30.
Traffic soliciting discontinued.
Salaries of corporate officers charged to corporate accounts, after April
1 by Circular No. 17.
April 1. Freight car repair section. Division of Transportation, created with J. J. Tatum as manager.
April 9. Railroad traffic activities to be consolidated or discontinued. Director general orders that suits against railroads must be brought in district where plaintiff resides or
where cause of action arose.
April 13. Coastwise steamship lines taken over.
April 19. Tentative specifications for standard locomotives

announced.
Universal interline billing in effect. Fuel conserva1.
tion section created and Eugene McAuliffe appointed
manager.
May 2. Distribution of orders for 100,000 standard freight
cars and 1,025 standard locomotives announced.
"May 3. Committee on Mail Transportation appointed with
Guy Adams as chairman.
May 8. Report of the Railroad Wage Commission made

May

public.

May

18.

Budget for improvements and extensions during

i

Freight charges placed on a cash basis by provision
of General Order No. 25.
.
May 23. Director General McAdoo announces that roads
will be operated by federal managers.
May 25. General advances in freight and passenger rates ordered. General Order No. 27 covering general wage advance issued. Theodore H. Price appointed actuary of the
20.

Railroad Administration.

Troop movement section, Division of Transportation, created with George Hodges as manager.
June 1. Allegheny and Pocahontas regions created; C. H.
Markham and N. D. Maher appointed regional directors.
B. L. Winchell becomes new director of Southern region.
Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions or-

May

31.

ganized.

June

6.

State

commissioners ask suspension of the rate

order.

June 7. Organization of American Railway Express Company announced.
June 11. Central Western and Southwestern regions formed;
Hale Holden and B. F. Bush appointed regional directors.
June 11. Operating statistics section of the Division of
Operation created with W. J. Cunningham as manager.
June 14. District directors for New England, and OhioIndiana districts appointed.
June 21. Board of Adjustment No. 2 organized.
June 22. Interstate express rates increased.
June 29. Railroad Administration relinquished nearly 2,000
short line railroads.

July 1. Announcement made that rates would be changed
without authority of the Interstate Commerce Com-

1

Holbrook as manager". Agricultural section established with J. L. Edwards, as manager.
July 19. Section of insurance and fire protection organized
lished with F, S.

with Charles N. Rambo as manager.
July 22. Three general and 25 district freight
mittees appointed.

traffic

com-

July 22. Short line railroad section formed with E. C. Nilei
as manager.
July 24. Wages of mechanical department employees increased by Supplement No. 4 to General Order No. 27.

August

Bureau of Suggestions and Complaints esUbunder the direction of Theodore H. Price.
August 30. Freight claim section created with John H. Howard as manager.
August 20. Interchangeable mileage script on sale.
September 1. Director General McAdoo orders railroad employees to abstain from political activities.
September 1. Engineering and maintenance department of
Division of Operation established; Charles A. Morse ap30.

lished

pointed assistant director, Division of Operation.

September 3. Director general reports to President Wilson
on first seven months of operation of the railroads.
September 4. Director general approves standard compensation contract.

Wages of agents, clerks and laborers in5.
creased by Supplement No. 7 and wages of ma.ntenance
department employees increased by Supplement No. 8 to
General Order No. 27.

September

September 6. Division of Inland Waterways created.
October 22. First compensation contracts signed by EHrector
General McAdoo.
25.
Short line contract approved by Director Gen-

1918 given out.

May
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October
eral

October

McAdoo.

Standard scale of class rates submitted to the
Commerce Commission.
November 16. Wages of telegraph and telephone operators
increased by Supplement No. 10 to General Order No. 27.
November 18. American Railway Express Company taken
25.

Interstate

over.

November
November

20.

22.

Express rates increased effective January 1.
Director General McAdoo announces inten-

tion to retire.

November

22.

Members

of

Board

of

Adjustment No.

3 an-

nounced.

December

2.
President Wilson in address to Congress proposes to relinquish railroads.
December 5. Judge Lovett resigns as director of the Division of Capital Expenditures.
December 10. Theodore H. Price resigned as actuary of the
Railroad Administration to take effect January 1.
December 11. Director General McAdoo in letter to chairman of congressional committees, proposes five-year
extension of federal control.
December 20. Carl R. Gray, director. Division of Operation,
resigned to take effect January 15, 1919.
December 28. Supplement 13 to General Order 27 issued,
making a further revision of the wage scales of telegraph
operators and similar employees on the basis of a minimum of 48 cents per hour.
January 1. Secret service branch of Claims and Property
Protection section of the Division of Law terminated and
Secret Service and Police Section of the Division of
Operation created with W. J. Flynn as chief.

mission.

July 1. Mechanical department, Division of Operation,
organized with Frank McManamy in charge as assistant
director. Division of Operation.
July 3. Operating department of the Pullman Company

taken over.
First standard locomotive completed.
July
July 10. Express and mail section of Traffic Division estab4.

Transportation of mail to Chicago by airplane has been
machines
or inexperienced aviators. The Post Office Department and

indefinitely postponed, this because of unsuitable

the

War Department seem

to disagree as to the cause.

while making a

trial flight,

One

was killed on December 30
and two others have been injured.

of the aviators in the mail service

—

A

Review

of

—

Railway

Signaling for the Past Year
Conditions Affecting the Work.
Signals Nearly All Automatic.

New

Block

Consid-

erable Progress in Interlocking

As

IN OTHER BRANCHES of railroad work the signal department program has been carried on during the
past year with the one essential purpose of helpmg
The appropriations during 1918 have been
to win the war.
large, but the actual volume of work done has been somewhat less than that of previous years. The production and
the actual installation of the materials have not kept pace
The improvements of the 12
with the plans authorized.
months, as represented in our tables, have cost something
like seven millions of dollars, the expenditures in this department to November 1, as reported by the Railroad AdThe delays
ministration, having amounted to $5,965,544.
have been largely due to the priorities for war materials
which greatly handicapped the production of signal supplies.
The orders now on hand that will carry over into 1919 and
the amount of new work in prospect indicate a favorable year
for good business in the signal field. A large amount of maintenance work should be done throughout the country during
the coming year and material for this class of work will be

demand. The total authorization for the signal departments for 1918, as recorded at Washington, amounted to
$16,601,166, or much more than double the amount mentioned above as expended in the first ten months; and most
of these unexpended appropriations will, no doubt, be carried
in

out as early as practicable in 1919.
The railroads have been handicapped in maintaining their

been receiving careful consideration of the officers
whose
it is to investigate and report
on such devices. The
Bureau of Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission
has strongly advocated the development of such
a device as
an adjunct to the present signal system for the prevention
duties

of

A committee was to have been appointed l)y the
Railroad Administration to make a thorough
study of this
colhsions.

NEW BLOCK

SIGNALS COMPLETED IN
Automatic^(Table

§7t~D
ri.,-f
A
United

c.
Stales

NEW BLOCK

,

the attention

of railroad

and government

officers

the

ne-

cessity of preventing insofar as possible such occurrences in
the future.
In this connection the automatic train stop has

75

Total
"iiles.

798

1,807

6

18

24

1,015

816

L831

c^ .
States

'

S. T. D.'t. Total Total
miles, miles, miles, miles

78

57

135

1942

"~78

~57

^35

ijee

24

S^ T.

D. T.

Tmll

'"''S^

miles.
1,515

938

577

^S. T. D. T.

Automatic (Table C)
_
...
United States
,

S. T.

D. T.

Total

miles,

mile.s.

Total

1918.

820

478

miles
1,298

4

....

4

824

478

1,302

Total

T°oUl

miles, miles, miles, miles.

151
'^^=

NEW BLOCK SIGNALING PROPOSED FOR

Canada

31,

Manual Table (E)

".??;,

Canada

by the large number of new employees. During the
past year the railroads have shown a tendency to place orders
work.
This is of direct benefit, as the construction program
can be started earlier than would otherwise be the case.
Orders for signal material have been received almost entirely from the larger roads.
Possibly only 5 to 10 per cent
of all the material ordered has been for the use of electric lines.
The average prices for signal material at present are approximately 5 per cent higher than those existing a year ago, while
the cost of materials and labor entering into the manufacture
of signal materials in the past year is approximately 10 to
20 per cent higher.
With the material and labor markets
remaining at their present level the prospects are that prices
will show no decided decrease in the near future.
No important developments in new signaling devices or
systems have taken place during the past year. In this connection it may be noted that some railroads which have heretofore regarded up-to-date signaling as unnecessary for their
lines have found that under the necessity of obtaining maximum traffic capacity it is necessary to follow modern methods.
With the heavy reconstruction period ahead and the
prospect that the United States will serve as the storehouse
for the world, the future appears bright from the signaling
standpoint as the railroads will have to handle heavy traffic
and this condition should be reflected in connection with
signal construction programs.
During the past year several bad collisions have occurred
with heavy loss of lives.
These accidents again brought to

Manual (Table D)

SIGNALS UNDER CONSTRUCTION, December

signals

earlier in the year to cover material for the following year's

T.

'"''*'''•

Automatic (Table B)

.,
,T
United

MILES OF ROAD.

1918;
)

,^Sx
1,009

Canada
Total

A

1919

Manual (Table F)
S. T. D. T. Total Total
miles, miles, miles, miles.

140

140

140

140

1438
'

^

1,442

INTERLOCKING SIGNALS
Number

of Levers
A

Plants Mechanical Electrical Total

Completed in 1918
United States
Canada

142

Under construction December

31,

Canada
Proposed for 1919
United States

Canada
Tota:
Total

United

Total,

Canada

States

Total, United States

1,982

1,222
....

3,204
6

1

6

135
....

1.604
....

1,642

3,246

80

932

1,264
....

2,196
17

1918

United States

and Canada.

1

17

81

1,264
4,128

2

949
4,518
23

2,213
8,646
23

359

4,541

4,128

8,669

357

question, but no action has yet been taken, and it is doubtful
whether such action will now be taken unless other collisions
occur in which the loss of life is much greater than has occurred in the past. Should this happen, public opinion may
force the passage of legislation requiring such safeguards
and this legislation may prove more detrimental than if the
railroads themselves had developed and applied the necessary

safeguards.
A review of the statistics of block and interlocking signals
construction during the past year and of the plants now in
course of construction shows a total of 1,966 miles of road
block signaled in the United States and Canada since January 1, 1918, or 843 miles less than the total recorded for the
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calciuhir year I'M 7.
It is very dil'tuull to make exact comparisons of the total mileage of road worked under the space
interval system because in numerous cases the new automatic
signaling has taken the place of the manual block system,
and some roads have not been careful to give the full facts
Nearly all of the new block signaling inin such cases.
stalled in 1918 is automatic and in the work now under
construction (1,515 miles in the United States), and proposed for 1919 (1,438 miles), the non-automatic mileage
is almost negligible.
In interlocking work the roads have not made the same
progress as in 1917. The total numljer of plants completed
or on which important changes have been made is 143, as
compared with 187 the previous year. There are 135 plants
now under construction as compared to 164 last year. The
proposed new work for 1919, totaling 81 plants, is 27 less
The figures given
than the number proposed a year ago.
under the column of proposed work are far from complete,
as a number of the roads which contemplate extensive work
As was the
are not yet ready to announce their programs.
case last year, the Interborough Rapid Transit Company,

Vol. 66, No.

prominent

in

lluee of the inlerlcx;king tables.

all

The

1

fig-

ures so far available, together with the data concerning work
now under construction and in respect to plants for 1919

accompanying

are .'^hown in the

The data from which the totals here presented arc
given in the tables under nine heads, as follows:

is

A- Automatic
IS

1)
1'

made up

1918.

Automatic lllock Signaling Under Construction.
Hlock Signaling I'loposed.
MMnual lilock Signaling Complclcd in 1918.
Manual lilock Signaling Under Construction (none).
-M.uuial I'.lock Signaling Proposed.

— .Xntomatir

('

K

SignalinK Comijlcctd in

lllock

I

tables.

—
—

C— liilcilocking
M

ComiJlclcd in 1918.
Under Construction.

liucrlockiug
lnt.,rl„ckiug

1

i'roi.o.scd.

I

Block Signaling Completed

From

mileage of automatic block signals installed on a single road was on the
Northern Pacific, which put in service 185 miles of single
track and 48 miles of double track signaling, using 387
signals.
Other roads installing a mileage of over 100 are
the Illinois Central, which completed 191 miles of single
track and 12 miles of double track signaling, with a total of
38() signals; the Great Northern, which installed 139 miles
of single track and 11 miles of doul)le track signals, with a
total of 291 signals; the Los Angeles & Salt Lake, with 132

operating both elevated and subway lines, has expended several millions of dollars on interlocking and block signal
work, and the work done or proposed by this company i?

the

received

reports

TABLE A— AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS INSTALLED

largest

the

IN

1918*

:Mile

Name

&

Shopton

New

Cameron

Bohn
Walton
Wright
Santa Fc June.

Braddock
Dodge City
Christie

Atlanta & VVest Point...

Newnan, Ga

19

Bait.

& Ohio (Western).

Hogansville

Pacific.

E..

.

.

W

.'

;

Grand Trunk

2

31
31

43

8

37
45
102

Interboro R. T.

.

clear
clear
1

mile..

20

111
Ill

.Holdredge June.
Princeton
Galesburg

8
57

44
2

City
.

C
Top post;
Top post:
Top post:
Top post:
Top post:
Top post:

1.

q.

1.

q.

1.

q.

60
60
60
60
60
60

Union.

deg.
deg.
deg.
lia.
deg.
.-Three-track.

deg

Line
Federal "4"
5 bottom post, 8-color
Light, 3-pos., a. c
3-pos., top post, d. c
Color-light, 3-pos., a. c
Color-light, 3-pos., a. c
Color-light, 3-pos., a. c

.

Replacing Z-pos

A

track

C.
d.

circuit,
five miles.

c.

replacing

Revision; change from S. T.
D. T.

M. P. 18
M. Yard

ti

.

.

.

10
27

40

::::::::::::::::;::;

C
5

->

58
3

]..'!!!!.!!.!!!!!..!
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Union' '"'S''!

Union "S"

42

G.R.S. "2

53

G. R. S. "2
G. R. S. "2
G. R. S. "2

post,

Mont

Bonners Fy., Ida.

Rexford
Stryker, Mont
Columbia
Essex, Mont
Blackfoot, Mont.. .Summit
111.

.

Fs. ...

111

.Clinton
Springfield

Union.
Union.
union.
Union.
union.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

M

Mastodon, N.
Moore's, Ariz. ...Peatt, N. M.
Forest, Ariz....
Junction
Lewis Sp'gs. Ariz.Osborn
Grifllth
Lomax, Ind
N. Paterson ....
Paterson
Shelburne, N. H.. Bates, Me

Clinton,

I.
1.

q.
q.
q.

Union "B" U. Q.

P. 17
El Paso
El Paso

Gibson City,

I.

.Clio

Allerton, la

Troy,

A. C. track ckts
Polarized, d. c
Polarized, a. c...

3-color

Omaha
.

67
80
74
17
73

.

Broadview, 111. ...Freeport ...
Waterloo, Iowa. .Mona
Princeton, Ky. ...Eddyville ..
Oakes, Tenn
Fulton, Ky
Leland, Miss

190

.

V

Light,

Amazonia, Mo.... Napier

....

Newark

Long Lake, Minn. Delano
Central

Yazoo & M.

I

.Replacing manual.
Replacing manual.

Less than

D.

M'.

24

Great Northern

Illinois

Normal
Normal

_5

Vermilion River

4

&'

A. C
A. C

175
95

1

6
14

'

.Automatic-permissive. Union.
.Polarized

Ottumwa

2

25
Siisq.

7

13
Minneapolis. .Hennepin Ave...
24
Kinnick Draw. .. .Union Sta
50
ITarlowton. Mont..Lennep
43
Piedmont
Three Forks
191
Superior
Deer Lodge
Ethelton
Avery, Idaho

30

'

Signals for one track only.

Automatic-permissive. Union.

Union "B'
Union "B"
Union "S"
Uni(
T2
Union T2
D. C. Motor
D. C. Motor
D. C. Motor

Brighton

Pt.

So.

W

Y.',

IS
21

Rcni.Trks

line
line
line

§:::::::::

Union "S"
Union "S"
Union "B," 2-arm

Mason

Chicago Great Western.
Chicaio. Mil. & St. P..

N.

51

3-pos.
3-pos. ^.-

6
17
6

Mendota,
Wataga.

^""^

52

Atlanta

Gibson, Neb
Iloldredge, Neb.

S.

45

.Andrew Sq
Experiment

Irving
Hapeville
Oak Island J
Cincinnati
Burlington

.

Chicago. T. H. &
Copper Range
El Paso & S.

4

n

.Willard

Broadway

Central of New Jersey.
Chcs. & Ohio of Ind...
Chicago, B. & Quincy.

Chicago, R.

40
27

Track and
Track and
Track and

Oakley

Boston Elevated
Central of Georgia

&

....

Kirkvvood

Piqua J

& 0. Chicago Term.

I.

3
6
13

.Java
.Connellsville
Foley
Brie J

Attica
B.

15

lioston

Oakland J

Atlanta Belt
Florence, S. C
Confluence .....
Viaduct June
Botkins

Atlantic Coast Line.
Baltimore & Ohio ..

Control Systen

Type of Signals
Union "S"
Union "S"
Union "S"

Signals

l-roi.

Fe...

S.

i

No. of

of Ro,-,
S.T. 11

Road

of

Atchison, T.

A"

low

,

_

,

-n

A. P.

bottom-Polarized line

volt., d. c.

„
B

A- P B.
A. P
A. P. B.
.A. P. B.

A"
A"
A"
A"

G R S "2
G' R S "2 A"!!!!!!Line for distant ind. .Normal clear.
direction.
Hall "K" 3-pos,. u.q. Normal clear
I''^5'^
t„o;„
'"^
Traffic ^„«..,„„
direction
No -' clear
Hall "K" 3-pos:. u.q. .,„..nal
Traffic direction
Hall "K" 3-pos,. u. qliNormal clear
Traffic direction
al clear
Hall "K" 3-pos,. u. q.No
direction
.Traffic
Hall "K" 3-pos,. u.q. Normal clear
Traffic direction,
Hall "K" 3-pos, u. q.Normai clear
Traffic direction
Hall "K" 3-pos. u..;. Normal clear
Aggregate of 13 sections, all eleLight
vated or subway lines in New
York City; includes two-track,
'.'.

Co

three-track

and

four-track

lilies.

Lehigh Valley
Los Angeles & Salt Lake

12

Guelph,

Rox

Nev

7

3pos U. Q
Federar"4 A"'U.'q.,
3-pos

Crestline,

Nev.

.

.

.Tomas,

Utah....

18

Federal "4

A" U.

Utah

...Salt

Lake City.. 199

Federal "4
3-pos.

A" U.

A.

P.

.A.

P.

B.

A.

P.

B.

Q.,

3-pos

Lynndil.

.\ggregate of five short sections.
B.

Q..

,
.

January

.

and a total of 224 signals;
Quincy, which completed two
miles of single track, and 129 miles of double track work,
with a total of 399 signals, and the Chicago, Milwaukee Sz
St. Paul, which installed 112 miles single track and 5 miles
of double track automatics, using a total of 321 signals.
Of
112 miles were installed in the
this latter installation
miles of single track signaling

I

Burlington

Chicago,

the

.
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3,

.

City, installed 702 signals

&

These

its

and subway

elevated

lines.

namely, two track

on which all trains stop at stations at frequent interand on which, as a rule, there is no block signaling except at curves; four track lines on which the two inner tracks
are used for express trains and are completely signaled, and
three track lines, the middle track of which is in most cases
signaled for the movement of trains in both directions.
On
these middle tracks the trains usually run toward the business district in the morning and in the opposite direction in
vals,

Montana, tlie signals consisting of the
which 284 were used.

color light type, of

on

lines are of three general classes,

lines

electrified territory in
I

77

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York

TABLE A—AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS INSTALLED IN

1918*— (Continued;

Miles

Name

of

Road

Df

Road

No. of

From
I

To

Maine Central

Fairfield

Clinton

Michigan

Conners

Snell

Schuyler J
Poughkeepsie

Little

!N. y. Central (Eastern).

C, C,

C.

&

L.

St.

Michigan Central

E

L.

.

Dayton
Bridge

Gallon
Sedansville
Paine's

Crestline
Storrs

New

18
12

Signals

of

Control

V^

c.

a.

.

.'T.

.

<-V.

System

Remarks
Changed from S. T.

••••,•,

B

D.

Revision four-track.
Short sections.
;

9

Union "B" and "T 2"

One-track signaled.

1

28
....

N.Y.Woodlawn

18
14
10
23

"B" and "T 2". Pole line
"B" and "T 2" Pole line
"T 2" 3-pos. A. C. ...
"S"3-pos. U.Q. A. C.
"S"3-pos. U.Q. A. C. ...

Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

.For L. E. & Eastern R. R.
.Left-Iiand quadrant; suspended.

.

.

.

quadrant;

.1-eft-liand

replacing
18

Braintree,

Mass.

.

.Grcenbush

46

G. R. S.

92

3-pos. a.
3-pos. d.
3-pos. a.

Western.

8:

Va

Atkins,

Bristol

Roanoke

N. Roanoke
W. Vivian
tern

Pacific

.

.

Rice.

.

S

19

Far-;i
Little Falls

Minn

Toston. Mont
Missoula

22
62

Garrison

Oe Smet

De Smet

11
17

Regis
Paradise
St.

St. Revis
Easto'i.' Wash.

.

.

N. Philadelphia
Selinsgrove

37

.Lester

..Chestnut

Hill...

...Northumberland

J.

38
27
29

"2

A"

3-pos.

A. C, 220 volt

U. Q
c. U. O
c. U. Q
S., "2 A"
S., "2 A"
S.. "2 A'..
S., "2 A"
S., "2 A"
S., "2 A"

Left-hand quadrant.

c.

Polarized

t.

ckt

To
Track and

G. R.
G. R.
G. R.
G. R.
G. R.
G. R.
Position-light
Position-light

.A. C. track ckts
.A. C. track ckts

Position-light
Position-light
Position-light
Position-light
Position-light

.A.
.A.
.A.
.A.
.A.

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

.D.
.D.
.D.
.A.
.D.
.A.
.D.

C. polarized
C. polarized
C. polarized
C. track
C. track
C. track
C. track

A.

P.

replace d.

N.

N...

v.,

Phil.

W.

of Pittsburgh

T.,

S;

N.

Rahway
Camden

S.

Delmar

Pocomoke

Miller,
18
13

Riverside

Grand J

em

&Tex,

7

P.

Pacific

13

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ga

.Smiths
Fishing Creek

.

.Metcalf

.

.Tucson

9

Galveston.

&

II.

S.

A.

9

Union;

includes

iz.

U.
U. Q., N.

Union "S"
U.
U.

3-pos.,
3-pos.,

..

C

Q
Q

Walker, Ore

Goshen

Eureka
San Antonio

West

Six-track

IS

Junction

.

.

12
15
12

Burns,

4

Wyo

Archer

Union.
G. R. S. Replaces manual.
T'nion replaces manual.
Replacing manual.
Replacing manual.
Replacing manual.

Union "B"
D. C
Union "B," L. Q
Union "B," L. Q....

Union "B,"

"B"

2-pos.,

83

Union "B"

2-pos,,

18

Union "B"
L.

Fort

Pocatello

Hall

Granger

Bait.

2
15

& A

36

Western Maryland
Total

Canadian Government
Canadian Pacific

Grand Trunk

some

Pocatello

.

.

10

1009

Hanlon

Kamela. Ore

Broad Ripple
Baltimore
Big Pool

. .

..Noblesville

Columbia..
Clear Spring ...
Dist.

A"

"2

12

Q.,

T. and

dist.).

Two-arm (home and

dist.).

Two-arm (home and

dist.).

2-pos.,

Q

mech
Union ''B"
Union "B"

Huntington

Pocatello

Union Trac. Co.. Ind...

at

& W.

Two-arm (home and

Q

G.R.S.

N.

Junction of H. E.
T. & N. O.

Q

36

L.

S:

Switch indicators.
Switch indicators

Q

Union
L.

14

L.

(t(y

L.

City...

Dale Creek, Wyo..Hermosa

R.

interlocked

Union.

Withers

Manhattan, Kan.. .Junction

Oregon-W.
Co

I-t

miles of track.
miles of track.

tinion.

Houston

Pacific

Oregon Short Line..

=8
= 21

Four-track

ckts
ckts
ckts
ckts
ckts

switches.

Houston & Tex. Cen.

Wash..

Q
o

U.

3-pos.,
3-pos.,
3-pos..
3-pos.,

.

South Fork ....
Cal.

Stockham, Ariz.

track
track
track
track
track

(No. of Ash-

1

:i

C.Toccoa,

S.

Hill.

Science Hill

Moreland
Edgewood,

5
'

Pacilic

Spartanburg,

Champion

.

signal.

A. P. B.
A. P. B.

& L June.

Ben Davis
Jewett
Fowlerville
Gross
Fennville

O

S.

97

N. 0.

G. R.

Lyon

26

Alabama & Vicksburg
Lin.,

Haddonfield

Fort Wayne
Indianapolis

Marquette

Philadelphia.
Elizabeth

c.

Replaces manual system.
Part to replace manual.

line

B

signals.

Sch. River

suspended;
manual;

controlled

four-track.

Q

U.
ilk

to D,

Union.
Third and fourth tracks.

Hall, normal d.
Hall, normal d..
Hall, normal d.

4

Youngstown
Woodside

Rochelle,

3-pos.,

32

June. ...

Mershon
Saginaw

O

Oak Point

.

Falls

Lenox

Struthers.

.

Xcw York Connecting.
X. v., N. H. & H

4

Middletown

Hoyt, Mich

&

Pittsburgh

Type

Signals
10

2-pos.,

bottom-post

Track and wire,

Light
Light, 3-pos

c.

Revisions.
Revisions.

5

IS

38

d.

Polarized
A. P. B. 55-volt

G. R. S.
G. R. S.

Polarized

Union.
S. T. changed

7. Union "S"

to

D. T.

798

Newcastle
Pasqua
Java
Rosser
Poplar Pt
Virdin
Ft. William
Point Claire. Que
St. Bruno, Que
Scarboro June
Beamsville
St. David's

Derby June.

Top
G.
G.
G.
G.
G.
G,
G.

post
R. S. "2
R. S. "2
R. S. "2
R. S. "2
R. S. "2
R. S. "2
R. S. "2

A.

P,

A"
A"
A"
A"
A"
A"
A"

Hall "K"
G. R. S. "2 A"
G. R. S. "2 A"
G. R. S. "! A," 3-P05.

Total
*^",*^*''"-'| A, B arc C the column headed "double track" includes also the mileage of three-track and four-track lines.
In these tables the name
maker of signal apparatus, where it has been given, is shown in the last column: Federal; G. R. S. (General Railway Signal Company)- Hallj/.
Union (Union Switch & Signal Company).
New York, New Haven & Hartford: The 69 semaphore signals have hi
power electric lights giving indications not only at night but also in the

otc

.u
the

daytime.

jo

i

.

.

.
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automatic

all

Now Under

Block Signals

three roads reporting have over 100 miles of autoi)lock signals under construction on December 31,

matic

signals with automatic train stops are placed very close together so as to constitute a system limiting the speed of

struction 172 miles of single track

hkxks

Construction

Only

under a headway of 90 seconds.
Approaching the stations on express tracks automatic blcxk
three

1

In Canada very little automatic jjlock signal work has
been completed during the past year.

Auloniatic train slops arc used in connection
Express
Ijloik signals on this road.
tracks and middle tracks are e(|uipi)ed with automatic block
signals at suitai)le intervals to allow the running of trains
the afloriKX)!!.
witli

Vol. 66, No.

ai)art,

The

&

Santa Fe has under conand 116 miles of double
track signaling, on which 468 signals will be used.
The
1918.

trains.

Atchison, 'I'opeka

TABLE B—AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS UNDER CONSTRUCTION DECEMBER

1918*

31,

Mile

Name

of Ho.

of Roail

ST.
&

Atchison, T.

I). r.

Jo

1

Camden,

Fe...

S.

.\„.

J

Eldorado
Winlicid J
Glorictta
Ilutcliinson

&

Gulf. Col.

Fe.

S.

& W. P....
Atlantic Coast Line.
Baltimore & Ohio.

.

ii

6
10

.

Bait.

Larson
Lindsay

Ardmore

Atlanta

& Ohio (Western).

Boston Elevated
Brooklyn K. T. Co

Newkirk

40
8
6

30
51

Stockton
Fresno

Christie

1

6
18

Decatur

Danby
54
118

Signals

Floyd .
Augusta

Kent
Danby
Bagdad

GotTs

98
211
10

Pa

Type of
Union "S"
Union "S"
Union "S"

Sign.il

U. Q
U. Q
U. Q
U. Q
U. Q
U. Q.
U.

3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
J-DOS.

CiJiitrol

C,
(*.,

.1).

..

C

Manila, Pa

16

Union "T 2"

2
15
11

32

Sand Patch

Confluence

42

12
4

Willard

'"irecnwich

1

Erie J
Sullivan Sq

Everett

21
15
12

7

New York

^

Lima

o.

..

129

.Syslcii

polarized.
polarized.
polarized.
Polarized.

lJnion"S" 3-pos. U.Q
Union "S"3pos. U Q.
A. P. li.
Union "B"
Polarized
Union "S"
Union "T 2"

Arbuckle

....
Hogansv., Ga
I.a Grange
Falling Creek, Va. James RiVer....

Foley,

c,f

.

D. C.
0. C.
A. C.

Light, 3-pos
Color-light

\.

J

Three-track
Automatic
ing manual.
Three-track
Automatic
ing manual.

.

Repiae-

Replac-

Normal

clear.
.Norm.al clear.
•

.Overlap control; automatic frOT

C.

Stops;
time-control approaching Stations and on steep descending grades; includes one
mile of 4-track; four milti

Chesapeake & Ohio

Silver Grove
Charlotteville

Cincinnati
Gordonsville

Princeton,

Wataga

...

38
56

Union "B,"

traffic

direc-

tion locking;
ratus.

R.

appa-

G.

S.

.

light

3-pos.

middle track with

Revision.
.Includes 57 ramps for automatic
train control on IS miles of

3-pos.

line.

& Quincy..

Chicago, B.

•

Dietz,

Chicago, Mil.

&

P.

St.

111

Wyo

Ranchester
Milhank, S. D.

Junction

..

Othello,

242
.

.

31
13

136
Wash. ...Cle Elum
Maple Valley ... 101

Oe Elum

Tacoma

48

Topeka

Bishop

14

Paxico

McFarland

Black River
Chicago, R.

&

El Paso
Illinois

&

1.

S.

Pac

W

9

Lee
Gibson City
Gilman, III
Springfield, IlL ...Marine
Vaughan, Miss. ...Canton
.'Asylum
Canton
Ilsley,

V

Yazoo & M.

Ky

50
128
20
40
43

Princeton
State Line

Memphis
State Line

Lake Cormorant.

.

post,
post,

1.

q.

1.

q.

60 deg.
60 deg.
D. C.

3-pos
Color-light,
Color-light,
Color-light,

...

3-pQS
3-pos
3-pos

Changed from
Changed from

Polarized
Polarized

Union "S"
Union "S"

40

Forrest, Ariz

Central

Top
Top

4

Cormorant
.Coahoma

15

62
307

InterboroR. T. Co.CN.Y.)

.

Hall
Hall

"K"
"L"

Hall "K"
Hall "L"
Hall "L"
Hall "L"
Hall "L"
Hall "L"
Light

U.Q.Normal clear
3-pos
3pos., U. Q.N'ormal clear

.Traflfic direction.

,

3-pos.
3-pos,
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.

U.Q. Normal
U.Q. Normal
U.Q. Normal
U.Q, Normal
U.Q. Normal
U.Q. Normal

S. T. to D. T.
S. T. to D. T.

Union.

.Traffic
.Traffic
.Traffic
.Traffic
.Traffic
.Traffic
Traffiic

clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear

•

direction.
direction.
direction.
direction.
direction.
direction.

I

Direction.

Aggregate of four lines in Manhattan and Brooklyn; includes
7 miles of middle track signaled in both directions.

Louisville

& N

Maplewood

Breurwood

Ky
Henderson, Ky

Oakdale

Jackson,

Labette,

Missouri, Kan. & Tex...
New York Central

Amqui

Kan

•

William St
Little

Falls

Johnsville.

St.

.

.

Elk River Bridge
Ohio

Kanawha & Mich...

Langsville,

New

& H..

York, N. H.

Central

New Eng.

Hopewell June.

..

.Holmes

Pittsb'gh. 12th St.. Thomson

Pennsylvania
Penna., W. of Pittsburgh

Mansfield
Alliance

Toledo, J
Massillon
.Mliance

Leetonia
Elmsdale
Fowlersville
Grand Rapids .... Waverly
Del. River

Pare Marquette
Philadelphia

..

& Reading.

Ewing
Glenmoor
Southern

Alabama G. S

.

.

N. O.

&

8
12
12
32
4
4

Light

Pacific

(N.

11

Light

26
30

Union "B"

12

Union "S"

Switzerland

Vance
Russel June

Hilt, Cal
11

of

U. Q
U. Q
U.Q.,
U.Q.,
U.O.,
U.Q.,
U.Q.,
3-pos., U. Q
3-pos., U. Q
3-pos., U. Q

Union,
Union,
Union,
Union,
Union,

New

A

Folsom, Cal
Kern June

See note

New
New
New
D.
D.

3-pos.
3-pos.

96

3

•

,

B.

J

.G. R. S.; gauntlet.
G. R. S.; gauntlet.

Position-light

Spartanburg ....

Helenwood

T. P.

Southern Pacific
So.

Manville

3-pos.,
3-pos.,

U.
U.

A.
D.
D.
D.

Wabash
Total

12

14

Williamsport

CTear

Fairview

Halifax

24

Western Maryland
938

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

Four-track

Spring

10
1

2
1

=

74.4

iles of track.

Revision.

Union.

Union
Addition for second main

2-pos.

Bottom-post

1.

A. C
q. Polarized,
Polarized
Polarized

577

Winnipeg
Whytewold
Bradbury

Three-track.

d
d

C
C
C
C

Canada
Canadian Government...
Canadian Pacific

d
d
d

Sivert

Jean
Oswego, Ore
Vsleta
El Paso
Lafayette, ind..i.Clymers

5

C

C,
C,
C,
C,
C,
A. C

top-post.A.
top-post.A.
top-post A.
top-post.A.

Q
Q

thi rd-track.
third and fourth tracks.
third-track.

C

top-post. A.

Ash-

land)
Galveston, H. & S. A.

.Third and fourth tracks.

d.

.

Manville

B.
Cin.,

Union "S," low v. .Polarized

d.

Light, 2-color
Light, 2-color

Charlotte

Toccoa, Ga
Burstall, Ala

.

34
34
6
38
19

90

Glenmore
Brook

Hall
Hall

43
6
9
9
86

Trenton June

Normal
Normal

17
16
2
2

,;••••„•

C. R. S. "2 A'
G. R. S. ''2 A|_
G. R. S.
2

A

Polarized

wireless.

.

.Switch indicators.
S.

T. changed to D. T.

track.

..

January

.
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3,

Illinois Central is installing 204 miles of single track and 9
miles of double track signals with a total of 362 signals. The
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is installing 198 miles of
single track and 12 miles of double track signals using a
Of this mileage 198 miles of single
total of 298 signals.

track

of the three position

a.

c.

double track signaling using 200 signals; the Great Northern
will install 17 miles of single track signals using 217 signals,
and the Chesapeake & Ohio will install 98 miles of single

—

color light type are used.

construction 21 miles
of single track and 12 miles of double track signaling, using
In connection with this work automatic stops
94 signals.

—

miles

7

1918
Miles
27
7
3

47

—

—

are being installed, including 57 ramps for automatic train
control on 15 miles of the line (single track).
The Interborough Rapid Transit will install 307 light signals on its

Total

10
41

135

.Ml of the foregoing is single-track line except the Long Island items,
wliich are double tracjj, and the N. Y. C. & St. L., which consists of 39
The New Haven
miles of double track, and 8 miles three-track line.
installation is operated by the electric train .staff.

of

TABLE F— MANUAL BLOCK SIGNALING PROPOSED FOR
Texas &

Block Signaling Proposed

Of the work proposed for 1919, six lines expect to install
more than 100 miles of automatic block. The Northern Pacific proposes to install 360 signals on 213 miles of single
track; the Kanawha & Michigan will install 150 miles of
single track signals and 13 miles of double track automatic
block using a total of 210 signals; the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul will install 127 miles of single track and 17 miles
of

SIGNALING INSTALLED IN

Atchison, Topeka & S. F., San Diego., Cal., to Camp Kearney
Long Island Hicksville to Pinelawn
Floral Park to Garden City
New York, Chicaso & St. Louis Brocton to Buffalo
New York, New Hav-n & Hartford Berlin, Conn., to Middletown..
Pennsylvania W. of Pittsburgh Frankfort, Itid.. to Ben Davis

The Chesapeake & Ohio has under

lines in Manhattan and Brooklyn, including
middle track to be signaled in both directions.

D— M.VNUAL BLOCK

TABLE

Montana, where signals

in the electriiied territory in

is

79

Pacific

— Fort

Worth

to

Baird

(single

track and 15 miles of double track

track)

work using a

1918
Miles
140

total of

134 signals.

Manual Block Signaling
Table D, covering manual block signaling completed during the year, shows a total of 78 miles of single track, 49
miles of double track and 8 miles of three track lines which
have been equipped with this type of signaling. The New
Haven road's installation is operated by the electric train

double track signals using 261 signals; the Cleveland,
& St. Louis will install 124 miles of

Cincinnati, Chicago

TABLE C—AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS— PROPOSED NEW CONSTRUCTION,

1919*

Miles

Name

Atlanta &
Baltimore

of Road
S.T. D.T.

Road

of

&

Atchison, T.

S.

Fe..

.

To

Caney

Owen

B.

&

0. Chic. Term.

& Maine

anslilin

..

& Ohio

Me

Russell, Ky
Charlottesville

.

& W., Ind
& St. P...

Chicago

.

.

Navy Yard

....

N. Cambridge ...Clinton J
Brooklyn, N. Y
.

Chicago, Mil.

.D. C.
.D. C.
.D. C.

1

Kittery,

Brooklyn R. T. Co
;;hesapeake

7

10
13

Bartlesville
20
Fall Brook
10
.Montgomery, Ala. 119
Schenley
15
Union "T 2"
Pittsburg.' 33d St.. Pine Creek
4 I'nioli "T ?:•
Willow Grove
Goehring
68 Union "T 2"
Chicago
3
I

.

.

Boston

Control Sy
Type of Signals
Union "S," U. Q....D. C
Union "S," U. Q. ...Polarized ..
Union "S," U. Q.... Polarized ..
Union "S," U. Q. ...Polarized ..
Union 3-pos., U. Q.. Polarized ..

Signals

Norfolk

Eldorado
Gushing

Ochelata
Escondida
La Grange, Ga.

West Point.

& Ohio

No. of

From
Ramsey

Richmond

Westham

Twelfth St
Savanna, 111

Eighty-first St

Green
Grand

Milwaukee
Sioux City
Mobridge,

..'Vggregafe of three sections;
take-siding indicator.

Island...
Ave. ...

D. ..Hettinger

one

.Aggregate of three sections.

Union "B"

.

3-pos., to

take place of 2-pos.

98
16

A. C
Top-post, 3-pos
Top-post, 3-pos

16
10

.To replace manual; 21 miles

D. C.
D. C.
D. C.

15
S.

.

5

20

Forge...

....Clifton

.

74
129

Greenup

Replacing manual.
Replacing manual.
Replacing manuai.

.

220

Bottom-post,

3-pos... D.

C

4
12
12

Union "M"
Union "S"

A.
D.

C
C

Color-H'ght

A.

C

t'k.

.Replacing 2-pos.
.Replacing 2-pos.

These signals were formerly in
service on the electrified section of the road, which now
has light signals.

Chicago, N. S.
Chicago, R. I.

Howard Ave

& Mil..
& Pac.

Tihdall, Mo
Peoria, 111

Trenton.

Cumberland Valley

M. R

Jrie

Jefferson J

Shippensburg
Carbondale

Dodge, D. M. & S.
jreat Northern
Ft.

GriflSth

Hammond

Kelley

Ames

Newport, Wash. ..Hillyard
Wenatchee
Leavenworth
Skykoraish

[nterboro

T

R.

Mew York Central....
C, C, C. & St. L.

Fordham Rd

Everett
Gunhill

Crestline

Berea

Pana
.

Northern Pacific

W.

Pacific

Pennsylvania,

W.

Clyraers
Rochester, Pa.

Ingram, Pa
Ashland Ave.

W.

Collier's,

Southern
Southern

Addition for second track.
Including yard.

24

.Road operated by D, & H. Co.
.Op. jointly; Erie and C. & O.

71
13
8
,

...
..

80
47
90
9

100
Lenox
100
Gauley Bridge... 210
.Corning
22
Readville
95
.\ncor
16

360
4

A"
A"
A"

G. R. S. "2
G. R. S. "2
G. R. S. "2
Light

A. P.
A. P.
A.' P.

B
B
B
Three-track

P. B. on S.
P. B.
C. ...
P. B.
P.

Light

C

Union.

C

Replacing
Replacing
Replacing
Replacing
Replacing
Replacing
Hall N. D

.

.

\.

line.

C

..D.
Color-light,
3-pos. ..D.
Color-light,, 3-pos. ..A.
...A.
Color-light
A.
3-pos. U. Q
...A.
.A.
G. R. S. "2 A".
.

C
T.

To

replace controlled manual.

of

Pitts

Philadelphia

Road

...

Corning, O
New Lexington.
Boston Switch
Clare
Glendive, Mont. ..Huntley
Almonte
Mil! Valley

Kanawha & Mich.
Toledo & O. C
>Jew York N. H. & H.
Norfolk & Western...
V.

Mo

& Reading..

Logansport

13

Bayard
Dinsmore
...Western Ave
...

Va.

.

Wh. Junction

Jewett, Ohio

Uhrichsville

Eastwick

Darby Creek

^

6
.

21

Inclosed disk

D.

manua!
manual

manu
manua
manual
manual

{None)
Pacific

Hempstead

Houston & Tex. Cen.
Perminal R. R. Assn....
Perre Haute, I.
fexas & Pacific
Jnion Pacific

St.

& E

Le Roy,
Various

Oregon Short Line..
Total
Canadian Pacific

Ind

Dallas

Vabash

Mitchell

820

478

2

..

Union

Courtney

Louis

Plainfield,

Wyo

6
12

Eagle Ford
Evanston, Wyo.. 112
20
Granite City ....
9

"
G. R. S.

Union "B"
Union "B"

.D. C. ..
.G. R. S.

2-pos. L.Q
2-pos. L.O.

Bottom-post

Canada

Engen
Harfield

A"

-2

Polarized

.

.

.

Less than one mile.

.Two-arm;
Revision.

four-track,
three-track,
three-track.

.

.
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Table G.

— Intiki.ocking

Plants

CoMPLiiTicn in

1918*

Mechanical

Character

Electric

C.
12

28

li.

Y.

Coast

Atlantic

Line.

The total of 135 miles in.stalk'cl tompares with 301
miles a year ago, which would indicate that railroad officers
are recognizing more and more the value of the automatic
.system as compared with the manual.
Table F, rejjresenting new manual bloc;k signaling proposed for 1919, siiows that one road expects to install a total
of 140 miles of single track manual block.

C.

D.

New

J.

Itallimorc

Interlocking Completed

Ohio...

S:

The

T. T.

M.
B.

& O.— Western Lines

B.

&

Boston \' AL'iine
Boston lilcv.-iteil
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co..

T.
C. T.

of interlocking apparatus in u.se in the country.
considerable portion of the items represent the rcconstruc-

A

13

25

Table H.

— Interlocking

Plants Under Construction,
December 31, 1918*

X.

New

c.
E. F. 1
C.

Jersey.

Chesapeake & Ohio

.

are to be taken as an exhibit of
the precise amount in the

Y.

Georgia....

Central of
Central of

G

increase

46

Chic.igo Terminal...

C.
C. J.
C.

figures in table

work done rather than as showing

151
51

J.

O..

1

staff.

No. of workinK levers
I'lanls
Road
Atchison, Toprka & Santa Fc.
6

Vol. 66, No.

.

No. of worki ng levera

X.

& Alton

ChicaRO

C.

Road

T.

Alton & Southern
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe..

& Quincy.

Chicago, Burlington

24

C.

&

Chicago, Milwaukee

Chicago, North Shore & Mil
Delaware, Lack. & Western....
Detroit United
Diiluth,

M. &

N

Dulmh,

S.

&

S.

B.Tltimore

D.

A

Central

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.

'

Bait.

C.

3

Boston Elevated

2

;.

7

T.
D. T.
T.

Chicaeo

New

England.

E. D.
c.
c.

Northern
Pennsylvania

Pacific

19
36
14
36
12
8
120

:

J.

M.

N

York. Phila. &

i

W.

71

.

i6

& Alton

Louisville

Missouri

New

1
1

34
70
44

c.

15

J.

29

E. D. T,
K.

I
1

Nashville

S:

J.

X.

3

7.";

2

IS

28
54'

r.

36

1.

68
80
53

?

X.
X.

& St. Louis.
Pittsburgh &. Lake Erie
New York, New Haven & Hart.

T.

Y.

C. C.

2
3

D,

W.

Pitts

3

40
Y.

D.

C.

Philadelphia

& Reading

X.

36

M.

88
45
70

83
38
156
54
87

16

35

c.

17

T.

Southern Pacific ,
Galveston, H. & S. A..

Union

&

C.
.

.

D.

.

Pacific

E. D. T.

Orezon Short Line.

Wabash

Washington,

& A.

C."

1,222

Canada

Grand Trunk

by that road.
in

— Crossing.

—Drawbridge.
—
—
—

Electric ry. crossing;.
E.
E. D. T.— End of double track.
End of four track.
E. F. T.
E. T. T.
End of third track.

Galveston, H.

&

S.

A

3

c.
J.

i

35

D.
2

c.

E. D. T.
C.
C.

2
2

40
10

'3

T

43

c.
c.

M.
Morgan's L. &
Texas S: N.
Union Pacific
Total

H

D.

1

35
12
24
16
10
10
9

24

E.

1

Aberevi/.tion.<>

2

D.

and I a number of electro-mechanical plants (indicated
•In tables G,
by a star) have beer, reported without a separation of the electric from
the mechanical levers; in which cnsfs the number in the first column includes all of the levers of both kinds. In these three tables the number of
plants entered against the name of each road represents the total reported

C.

Louis Merchants Bridge....
Seaboard Air Line

Southern
52

Y.

142

Total

1

Y.
V.
T.

J-

"

Bait.

Richmond (Va.) Terminal
St.

C.
C.

N.

19

8

T.

D.

Te.\as

06

c.

D.

Houston & T. C
Louisiana Western

15

T.

20

C.

Southern

11

42
15

I).

Pennsylvania

99
17

J.

X

.

116
16

T.
Y.
T.

1

.

E.

Penn.

122

1

Pacific

York Central (East)

Cleve.,

18

94
J.
J.

84

11

8

t.

t.

Pcre Marquette
Richmond. F. & P.. .'. ..
^an Francisco-Oakland
St. Louis-San Francisco.
Soaboriid An Line

41

171

C.

11

C.

Pitts.

37
4
74

J-

D.

Penna.

91

I

& Ohio

Chicaco, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
Chicago, R. I. & Pacific
Detroit United
Interboro R. T. Co
Jacksonville (I'la.) Terminal...
Lehigh Valley

E.
E. F.

Hart.

R. & P
of Georgia

Chesapeake

T.

New

Boston & Maine

Central

^.

St

47

78

C.

J.

X.

Louis..

St.

83

17
41

T.

1

(

Buffalo,

f.

&

T.

1).

•:

k
X.

Michigan Centrar
York, New Haven

46

J.

Ohio, Chicago Terminal.

J."

E. D.

Porlland Terminal
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
New York Central

Central

&

Brooklyn Rrpid Transit Co....

Island
Central

C.

12

J.

J.
.T.

C.

5

J.

'4

& Ohio (Western)

r.alt.

17
5

C.

7

Tables G,
J.

H

and

S.—

T.—Terminal.

— Crossovers.
Y.—Yard.

"See note under Table G.

tion of old plants or important enlargements to provide new
tracks or rearrangement of tracks, rather than the construc-

new

Also some duplications necesbe reported by two or more
and I.
The same observations also apply to tables
plants.

sarily occur, as a joint plant
and

unclassified.

1.642

1,604

135

tion of entirely

I

——Junction.
Miscellaneous
Station.

M.
X.

Electric

29

28
20
12

M.

D.

Traction System
Interhoro R. T. Co. (N. Y.)..

Oleve.,

Ohio

S;

Mechanical

D.

r.

C.

Illinois

New

4

C.
C.

T.

I.ons

Coast Line

.'\tlantic

3
C.

E. P.

Maine

C.
E. D. T.

Y.

Great Northern
Illinois

1

6

Character

k
X.

12
10
152

Paul.

St.

Plants

roads.

From

may

H

the returns received, the largest electric interlocking

plant completed during the year

is

one with 60 working

January
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on the Chicago, Burlington
completed a plant with S3

under construction, namely, the Boston Elevated, with one
37-lever and one 4-lever plant; the Baltimore & Ohio, with

working levers at Pullman Junction, Chicago, while the
Central of Georgia placed in service an electric plant of 92
working levers at Macon. This, however, consisted of tlie
reconstruction and enlargement of an existing plant.
Electro-pneumatic interlocking plants have been installed
on four lines; a 2 5 -lever plant on the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, at Orange, N. J.; one of 18 levers on the Southern Pacific at San Francisco; Boston Elevated one of four
levers, and the Interborough Rapid Transit installed no less
The
than 35 plants with a total of 444 working levers.

one 14 and one 30-lever plant; the Jacksonville (Fla.),
Terminal, with one 122-lever plant; the Intecborough Rapid
Transit Company, with 8 plants ranging in size from 4 to 24
working levers, having a total of 94 working levers for all;
the Pennsylvania, with one 83 and one 51 -lever plant, at
Philadelphia; the Philadelphia & Reading, with one push-

levers located at

LaVergne,

&

Illinois Central

The

Quincy.

111.,

button electro-pneumatic machine of 43 units, installed at
Rutherford, Pa., yard, and the Richmond (Va.), Terminal,
with one 40-lever plant.

The
tion

}

4

5

No. of working levers
Plants
Road
4
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe..

Character
E. D. T.

Mechani cal

Baltimore

& Ohio.

24

C.

12
33
37

E. D. T.
K. T. T.
E. F. T.

42
89
.W

J.

M.
Bait.

&

Ohio, Chicago Terminal.

Railway, Chicago
Boston & Maine

Belt

2

C.

16

J.

48

1

c.

168
32

T.

fi

181

T.
X.

8

20
70

M.
Chi'cago,

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul.

Chicago, R. I. & P
Chicago, Terre Haute & S. E...
Cumberland Valley
Great Northern
Illinois Traction
Tnterboro R. T
Missouri. Kansas & Texas
New York Central
Cleve., C. C. & St. Louis..

Toledo

& Ohio C

1

3

16

D.
E. D. T.

35

16

C.
C.

1
1

20

T.

1

6

1

C.

2

C. J.

12

?:l

34
12
20

M.

York, Chicago &

St.

Louis

York. New Haven & Hart.
Norfolk & Western
Northern Pacific
Penna. \V. of Pitts

New

Philadelphia

C.

2

C.
C.

X.
D.

'J
2
J

22

T.

r
64
37

Cin., N.

O,

&

T.

2
'4

P

Texas & Pacific
Union
Union Pacific

4

Wabasli

2

2
2

J

40

Y.

6

'bV

28

T.

E. t). T.
E. D. T.
C.

45

e.'d.'t.

36
45
32

le
7

T.

SO

Total

*

18

T.
1

10

D

932

1,264

Canada

Grand Trunk

Pacific

*See note under. Table

1

C

was a 44-lever plant located at 180th Street,
on the White Plains Road line. The plants ranged in size
from 44 down to three working levers.
Ninteen electro-mechanical plants were installed, ranging
in size from 6 to 43 working levers.
One push-button
electro pneumatic machine was completed during the year on
the New York, New Haven & Hartford at the Cedar Hill
(New Haven), hump classification yard, 44 units. The
Southern Pacific installed one six-lever low voltage electric
plant operated by interlocked circuit controllers at Stockham, Ariz., while a low voltage layout was put in on the
Oregon Short Line at Pocatello, Idaho.
largest of these

Interlocking

Under Construction

Column 5 in Table G includes electro-pneumatic plants
and contains data from seven roads on which such work is

N. Y.,

to replace a

pneumatic plant on

Central.

The Atlantic Coast Line has one electro-niechanical plant
under construction; the Chesapeake & Ohio has 7 electromechanical plants ranging in size from 12 to 38 working
levers; the Jacksonville Terminal is installing one 48 working lever electro-mechanical plant; the Big Four has one
16-lever plant; the New York, New Haven & Hartford one
30 and one 28-lever plant, while the Philadelphia & Reading is revising one plant which will have 67 working levers;
the Pennsylvania is installing 10 electro-mechanical plants
ranging in size from 7 to 47 working levers each. The eight
interlocking plants on the Interborough covered by the items
in Table
are located on six different lines, namely. Third
Avenue elevated; Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn; Eastern
Parkway line; White Plains Road line; Webster Avenue
line; additions on the Fourth and Lexington Avenue line.

H

Interlocking Proposed for 1919

Column

40
46
150

T.

T

New York

*

12

T.

San Francisco-Oakland
Southern
Alabama G. S

the

5 in

Table

posed on four roads.
34
102

C.
C.

1

'9

& Reading

118
22

stalled at Rochester,

57

2
'z

.T.

New

*

178

V.
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co....

Electric

34
24

J.

M.

largest all-electric interlocking plant under construcone of 74 working levers on the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit at Coney Island Creek, protecting the terminal and
drawbridge. The next largest is a 72-lever plant being in-

Proposed FOR 1919*
3

is

I

shows electro-pneumatic plants pro-

The Union Railroad

(Pittsburgh, Pa.),

two plants on the Clairton branch. The Norfolk
& Western will install one 12 and one 10-lever electropneumatic plant. The Interborough JRapid Transit is conwill install

templating
installing
11
electro-pneumatic
interlocking
plants ranging in size from 3 to 32 working levers, totalling
118 in all at various points on the Lexington Avenue, East
Parkway, Nostrand Avenue, White Plains Road and Webster
Avenue lines. The New York, New Haven & Hartford is
contemplating the installation of an electro-pneumatic pushbutton machine at a hump yard in Boston, 32 units.
The Philadelphia & Reading is contemplating installing
two electro-mechanical machines, one of 35 and the other of
29 working levers.
The Big Four is contemplating the installation of a 3 4-lever electro-mechanical machine, while the
Baltimore & Ohio has under consideration the installation of
a 3 7 -working lever machine.
The largest all-electric machine contemplated for 1919 is
one at Hayford, 111., on the Belt Railway of Chicago, which
is to have 168 working levers.
The next largest electric machine is to be located at the East New York Terminal on the
Brooklyn Rapid Transit line, at Tower 'B' and is to consist
of 136 levers, while the third largest is contemplated at East
Penn Junction, on the Philadelphia & Reading, 96 working
levers.

The American Metric Association held its second annual
at Baltimore and Washington on December 27 and
December 28. David A. Molitor, of Detroit, Mich., outlined
his work for the C. E. Schmidt Company, tanners.
He found
meeting

that about 500 different commodities

were being purchased

company and that they were recorded in
many different units. By entering the weight or measure of
everything in metric units marked economy was effected. The
for the use of this

metric

weights and measures were then

used exclusively.

Government Locomotive Orders Predominate

in 1918

Railroad Administration and Director General Military

Railways Place Most of Year's Business
reported as having been
of 1918 was 4,888, of
ordered during the 12
which 2,802 were on domestic orders for companies in
the United States and Canada, and 2,086 were on orders for
These figures compare with
shipments to other countries.
a total in 1917 of 6,142, of which 2,704 were on domestic

THE NUMBER OF LOCOMOTIVES
months

orders and 3,438 were for export, principally to the war
zone in France.
The leading feature in tlie locomotive market during the
past year, as in every other essential industry in the country,
was, of course, the predominance of government orders. Of
the 2,593 locomotives reported as having been ordered for
service in the United States (that is, excluding the domestic
orders for Canada), no less than 2,030 were included in the
orders for standard locomotives placed by the United States
Of the 209 locomotives ordered
Railroad Administration.

—

Table I The Locomotive
Domestic
United States Rai'.road Administration
Other railroad orders

....

Orders

y

-^
'.593

Total United States
Canadian railroads
Total

-"^
-'^°-

domesic
1.404

Director General Military Railroads
Other foreign
Total

_^»f

^^

foreign

Total of

all

'^•^^^

orders

Canada 195, or practically all, were ordered by
Canadian government for the Canadian Government

for roads in

the

II,

It was greater than the totals of domestic orders in
1914 and 1915, which were poor years. It was only about

1916.

Table II

— Domestic

Year
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

;

Orders for Locomotives Since 1901

Locomotives

Year

4,340
4,665
3,283
2,538
6,265
5,642
3,482
1,182
3,350

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

Locomotives
3,787

2,850
4,515
3,467
1,265
1,612
2,910
2,704
2,802

1916
1917
1918

1,700 less than in 1912 and bears no comparison whatever
1905 and 1906. It is perhaps not necessary to refer in greater detail than this to the domestic figures, first, because there were so many foreign orders to bring
to the big totals of

up locomotive production, and, secondly, because the do-

m.
'Hi.
5-5

etc

Industrials,

in 1918

Canadian orders, as will be seen
was greater than last year but not as great as

in 1918, inclusive of the

from Table

Railways.
the total of 2,086 locomotives ordered for export, no
than 1,404 were on orders for the United States military
railroads, this figure excluding those orders that were canThe remainder of
celled after the signing of the armistice.

Of

less

the orders for export also included a considerable number of
South Africa, Englocomotives for foreign governments

—

land, Chili, China, Italy, etc.
The number of locomotives ordered for domestic service

mestic situation is referred to in greater detail in another
article on that subject elsewhere in this issue.
It is also interesting to observe that the orders for export
were likewise not as great as in 1917. They bade fair to be
much the same as those of that year, but the signing of the
armistice put an end to the placing of further orders for the
United States military railroads and resulted in cancellations of orders already placed,
latter part of

amounting

to

1,500, in the

November.

A

Review

of the

Year

situation in the locomotive market this year
It is not necessary to
has been one of great uncertainty.
refer in detail to the causes for this that resulted from the

The whole

standard locomotive program, inasmuch as the whole standardization question is referred to at great length in an article
elsewhere in this issue, entitled "Has Locomotive Standardization Been Justified?"
It is worth while to sketch briefly what has taken place
in the locomotive building industry during the past year.
First, it will be noted that during the early months of the

82

I

.
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year some 200 locomotives were placed on order by various
railroads themselves, as will be seen from the appended lists
The first standard locomotive order was placed
of orders.
by the United States Railroad Administration in April after
extended discussion and totaled 1,025 locomotives, 555 being

ard locomotives placed to date by tlie Railroad AdministraOf these orders there had been delivered to
December 21, the latest date for which figures are available
at this writing, 678 standard engines, including the 112 already referred to built by Baldwin, 33 from Lima and 543

given to the American Locomotive Company and 470 to the
Baldwin Locomotive Works. In June this was supplemented by an order for 390 locomotives, 245 to the American

given in one of the tables.

100 to the Baldwin Locomotive
Works and 45 to the Lima Locomotive Works, the last company being given an additional order for 15 locomotives in
July, bringing the total of all orders at that time to 1,430,

Standard Locomotives Delivered to December
Alabama & W. Point & Western Ry.

of Ala.

Atlantic Coast Line
Baltimore & Ohio
Central of New Jersey

Chicago & Alton
Chicago Junction
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis.
El Paso & South Western
Erie

Grand Trunk Western
Grand Trunk East
Lake Erie & Western
Lehigh & Hudson River

—

&

Nashville

Michigan Central
Nashville, Chattanooga &

New York

St.

Louis

Central

New York, Chicago & St. Louis
Pennsylvania Lines West
Pittsburgh & West Virginia
Pittsburgh, McKeesport ^ Youghogheny.

Rutland

Seaboard

Air

Line.
10

20

Southern

25
29

Terminal R. R. of St. Louis.
Texas S: Pacific
Toledo & Ohio Central

6
11
5
15

Union Pacific
Wabash
Western Pacific
Wheeling & Lake Erie.

20
20

10

Total

from the American Locomotive Company.

The

Company,

Locomotive

Louisville

tion to 2,030.

0-8-0.
0-6-0.
Lt. 2-8-2.
0-6-0.
Hvy. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
0-6-0.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2,
Hvy. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Hvy. 2-8-2.
0-8-0.
Hvy. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Hvy. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-?.
Lt. 2-8-2.
0-8-0.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
0-6-0.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Hvy. 2-8-2.
0-8-0.
Lt. 2-8-2.
0-6-0.
Lt. 2-8-2.
0-8-0.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-10-2.
0-6-0.
2Lt. 2-8-,
0-8-0.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
Lt. 2-8-2.
0-8-0.

Hv\

.

.

.

.American

.

.

.

.

.'American

.

.

.

..American

.

.

.

.American

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Baldwin

.

.

.

.

.

Baldwin

Lima

Heavy Mikado, American
Light Santa Fe, American
Total to December 21

.American
Baldwin
.American
Baldwin
.American
American
American

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..American
..American

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-American

.

.

.

.

.

.

.American
Baldwin
.Baldwin
.American

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.American

.American
.Lima
.American
.American
.American

..American

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.American

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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The

total

Production in 1918
number of locomotives produced

in

Table IV--The Locomotiv es Built
3,668
2,807

..American
.-American
Total

Baldwin
.American
.American
75

253
112
33

6,475

...

C omparison
Year

.t6

1896.
1897.
1898
1899

Domestic P oreign
.

..
1

..
.

398
120

866
865
321

1,951
2 648

309
386
554
514
505

29

67S

orders having been placed so that all three companies were
working on the standard designs.
Late in July, however, the Baldwin Locomotive Works, after
having under way about 100 of the standard locomotives, all

Mikados, was given an order for 500 of the so-called
"Pershing" locomotives for the military railroads in France
and ceased production on the Railroad Administration enThis was
gines to devote its entire energy to the new order.
soon supplemented by additional orders for 10 and 500, respectively, and again in September by two orders of 500 and
The signing of the armistice removed
1,000 respectively.
the need for the last 1,500, and they were accordingly canBaldwin's production
celled about the middle of November.
continued on the 250 or so "Pershing" locomotives remaining on the July orders.
The American and Lima companies prior to this had received additional orders for 500 and 100 standard locomotives, respectively, from the Railroad Administration.
Following the signing of the armistice these orders were also
held up for a time
and that to the utter consternation of the
whole railway supply field but were soon reinstated and

light

—

definite contracts signed, bringing the total of all the stand-

1918 was

6,475, including 3,668 on domestic orders and 2,807 on orders
for the United States military railroads and for other railroads outside the United States and Canada. This total compares with a total of 5,446 in 1917, of which 2,585 were for

'.'.'.'.'.

4,'896

6,232

—

Hundredth Engine

Administration's standardization program
has called for all kinds of adverse comment. It is only just
to note here that it has been quite the opposite as far as the
United States Military Railroad program is concerned. The
department of which S. M. Felton has been the head, adopted
standardization from the start, but it did not dally around
for weeks and months as so many other of Mr. Baker's otherwise estimable departments did to reach that end. It adopted
at the "first crack out of the box" a design that was being
built at the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the British government, changed it to the extent principally of adding a
superheater, managed to secure its first completed locomotive
in 20 working days, and that design,
with very minor
changes, is still the one that is being produced at this writing,
When the war ended with the
a year and one-half later.
signing of the armistice the American army in France had yet
to receive its first American guns, its first tanks, its first airhowever, its eleven hundredth
planes.
It was receiving,
erected standard gage locomotive, and had received nearly a
thousand more of smaller size.

.American

.

the Eleven

details are

The Railroad

..American

.Baldwin
.American
.American
.American

.American
.American
.American
American
.American
.American

— .Six-wheel

switching, American
Eighl-wheel switching, American
Light J.Iikado, American

21.

.

Gun and

First

These

t

595
720

wit

1

Previous \ ea

Total

Year

1,175
1,251
1,875
2,475
3,153
3,384
4,070
5,152
3,441
5,491
6,952

1907*
1908*
1909*
1910*
1911*
1912t
1913t
1914t
1915t
1916t
1917t
1918t

D omestic
6,564
1,886
2,596
4,441
3.143
4,403
4,561
1,962
1.250
2,708
2,585
3,668

Foreign
798
456
291
314
387
512
771
273
835
1,367
2,861
2,807

Total
7,362
2,342
2,887
4,755
3,530
4,915
5,332
2.23S
2,085
4,075
5,446
6,475

Inc udes Canadian output,
Inc udes Canadian output and eq jipment built in railroac1 shops.

domestic service and 2,861 for export. In spite of the high
rate of production which was attained at various times during the year the total was not as great as in the peak years
of 1906' and 1907, when 6,952 and 7,362 locomotives were

produced respectively.

A

Statement of Mr. Baruch's

In Mr. Creel's Official Bulletin of November 2 there appeared a statement (reproduced in the Railway Age of November 8), authorized by B. M. Baruch, chairman of the
War Industries Board, to the effect that the standard gage
steam locomotive industry of the United States, operating under the direction of the War Industries Board, had increased
its rate of production approximately 100 per cent in the preDuring the last week of October the
ceding three months.
output of the three standard gage companies was 144 locoFrom 1910 to August, 1918, the statement said,
motives.
the largest number ever turned out in a single year was 3,776,
which would represent an average weekly output of 72.6 loco-
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84
motives,
this

I'lie

increase

statement, continuing, emphasized the fact that
production was accomplished without ex-

on llie western
kind to observe

in

penditure to increase phmt facilities or to enlarge the existing works, l)ut was made possible by a redistribution of orders and concentration of the plants on particular types of

The figures that are now available show, however, that Mr.
Baruch's statement has not worked out as his publicity man
had hoped. The production of steam locomotives was by no
means doubled in 1918, and, in fact, the totals for this year,
even inclusive of more than 600 little narrow gage gasoline
locomotives, as well as other small eciuii^ment included in
the Railway Age's reports, was but 1,000 larger than in 1917
and did not come within 4,000 of being double the figures for
that year, nor within 2,000 of being double the domestic production alone in 1910, 1912 and 191.^. A reference to Table
IV in this article will bear out these last statements. With all
due respect to the about to be deceased War Industries Board,
it could not keep up with what Mr. Creel's Bureau could say

The

continues

the

to

It

might

jje

considered somewhat un-

the so-called 'Tershing" locomotive

The

and

was

Lists of Orders
are from

official

sources.

a few omissions of small

important orders, but will, nevertheless, show in a
the l:(usiness that the locomotive plants have received during 1918. The Railway Age did not as usual send
out letters to all the railroads this year, because it was able
to obtain most of its data from the Railroad Administration,
from the director general military railroads, and from other
government sources. The usual letters were sent to the builders, and the output figures were obtained directly from them.
Lists from the builders, as well as the usual weekly reports,
permitted the checking and amplification of the lists in the
usual way.
clear

the

that

effect

tiiat

The lists of orders appended
They will, no doubt, suffer from

it.

statement also

front.

1

already in service on the British lines of communication even
before vvc went into the war, or if one drew attention to the
fact that there have been other designs of steam locomotives
sent over for the American Expeditionary forces, and that
American locomotive jjlants themselves iiave built engines to
French designs for use behind the fronts. But enough has
been said to show that, like much other Washington publicity,
tlie statement of Mr. Baruch was far from tiic facts and
sliould never have been published.

locomotives.

about
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"Pershing" locomotive, built on standard plans for the
United States military railways is said to have been made the
sole type of steam locomotive in use behind the American
lines in France, and also to have been adopted by the British
and French governments as the standard type for their armies

less

way

Locomotive Orders

in 1918

Ordered by the United States Railroad Administration
Purchaser

United

States

Railroad Administration.

18.3

60
130
87
20
15
3

2

30
10
33
10
10
75

26
26
26
27
27
27
27
28
28

X 30
X 30

25
25
27
27

X 28
X 28
X 28
X 28
X 32
X 32
X 32
X 32
X 28
X 28
X 28
X 28

10

27
27
30
30

130
20

31
21

75
75

25
25

49
40

15
15
5

41

Weight

Type

290,800
290,800
290,000
320,000
320.000
320,000
320,000
352,000
352,000

2-8-2
2-8-2
2-8-2
2-8-2
2-8-2
4-8-2
4-8-2
4-8-2
4-8-2
2-8-0
4-6-2
4-6-2
4-6-2
4-6-2

Cylinders

No.
287

23
23
25
25

&

&
&
&

X 30
X 32
X 32
X 30
X 30
X 30
X 30

35 X 32
35 X 32

39 X 32
39 X 32

276!666
270,000
300,000
300,000
352,000
352.000
390,000
390,000
165,000
165,000
214,000
214,000
440,000
440,000
540,000
540,000

70
30
25
73
95
16
10
105
25
60
91

Super-

Brick

heater

Arch
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Valve Gear
Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert
Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker
Southern
Southern
Southern
Southern
Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker

1

2-10-2
2-10-2
2-10-2
2-10-2
0-6-0
0-6-0
0-S-O
0-8-O

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Mechanical
Stoker
Duplex
Duplex
Duplex
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Builder

American
Baldwin
Lima
American
Baldwin
.American

Baldwin
.\morican

Baldwin

Baldwin
American
Baldwin

Duplex
Duplex
Duplex
Duplex

Hanna
Hanna

-American

Baldwin
.American

Baldwin
American
Baldwin
.American-

Baldwin
.American

Baldwin
Standard
Standard
Duplex
Duplex
Duplex

.American

T.t,2-8-2

Duplex

.American

Hvy. 2-8-2
Hvy. 2-10-2

Standard

American

2-6-6-2
2.6-6-2
2-8-8-2
2-8-8-2
Lt. 2-8-2

Baldwin
.American

Baldwin

Lima

Unassisned

Duplex

4-6-2
Hvv, 4-8-2
b-6-0
0-8-0
2-8-8-2
Lt,

Standard

Duplex

Unassigned

.American
.American
.American
.American
.American

Director General Military Railways
French Standard Gage
Director

General

Military

Railways

1

21 X 28
21 X 28
25 X 28
25 X is

510
500
lOO
100

•French

166,400
166,400
202,500
200,000

Standard
100,000
112,000

5

15

60
104
60
30

•Not included

in

totals.

4
2
2

&
&
&

5/2 X 7
9 X 12
9 X 12

C/M

2-S-O
2 8-0
2-10-0
2-10-0

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American

Gage Loco. Tenders
American
Baldwin

2-8-0
2-8-0

Gage Locomotives
15,000 SO hp. gasol 'e
Steam
34,500
Steam
34,500

G'r

...

No
No

No
No

s.

rod driv

Walschaert
Walschaert

G.

D.Whitcomb Co.

Davenport
Vulcan

.

January

.
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3,

85

Other Orders from Railways
Purchaser
Bingham & Gar6eld
Cambria & Indiana

Cylinders

No.
2

22 X 28
18 X 24
21 X 28
27 X 28
25 & 38 X 32
27 X 30
2? & 35 X 32
27 X 28
17 X 24
27 X 32
28 X 30
22 X 26
22 & 35 X 32
29 X 32
21 X 26
23 X 28
22 X 28
21 X 28
28 X 30
22 & 35 X 32

1
1

Georgia

of

Central

Vermont

3

10
5

Chesapeake & Ohio

15
10

Columbia & Nehalem River
Delaware & Hudson
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Painesville

Fairport,

&

1

20
15

Eastern

Hocking Valley

1

20

Cenrtal

4*
25

Long Island
Maine Central

4
8

Illinois

Missouri, Kansas & Texas
•Norfolk & Western
Korthern Electric
Pennsylvania Railroad

X 28

26

Canton R. R
Central

&

1

4
25
20

41

1

Weight
473,000
240,000
105,000
162.000
318,000
440.000
276,000
437,000
295,000
120,650
295,000
321,000
156,000
437,000
367,000
169,000
203,000
202,000
166,000
314,000
427,000
120,000

21

28

X 28
X 30

Purchaser

No.
1

Weight

22 X 26

160,000
100,000
60,000
160.000
160,000
160,000
120,000
97,000
160,000
42,000
91.000

3
^

4
1

1
1

Lackawanna Steel Co
Miami Conservancv Dist

26
16
20

2
3

96'.666

10
1

76,000
133,000
175,000

1

160.001)

New York

Shipbuilding Corp
Republic Iron & Steel Co
Struthers Furnace Co

1

Co

Steel

22 X
11 X
17 X

1

Inland Steel Company

X 24

16

1

Forged Steel Wheel Co
Hudson Coa! Co

Trumbull

Cyliiiders

1

Baldwin Locomotive Works
Baltimore Car & Foundry Co
Brier Hill Steel Company
Commonwealth Edison Co
Delaware River Steel Co

160.000
20.500
39,000

1

United States Metals Refining Co
Virginia Shipbuilding Corp

0-10-0
2-6-2
2-8-0
2-8-2
0-6-0
2-6-6-2

2-10-2
0-6-0
0-8-0
4-6-0
O-6-0
2-8-2
2-6-6-2
4-0-4

0-6-0
2-8-2

Valve Gear

Mechanical
Stoker

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Baldwin
Baldwin

Duplex
Duplex
Baldwin

American

(10 Duplex)

Duplex

Baker

Electric freight

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2

10

1

Builder

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

American
Gen. Electric
Tuniata Shops
Juniata Shops
Juniata Shops
Juniata Shops
Tuniata Shops

American
American

No
Age

Private Car Lines and Industrials

1

Arlington Mills

Mallet

Brick
arch

not included in this year'stotals because reported in last year's Railway

From
Alan Wood Iron & Steel Co
American Bridge Company

166,000
330,000

Yes
Yes

No
No

2-8-2
2-6-6-2

Mallet

1

.

hut-

2-8-2
0-6-0
0-6-0
4-8-2

2-10-0
4-6-2
2-8-2

Western

*Orders reported by builders as of 1918,

0-8-80

Switching

42
150
115
59

Portland Terminal
Pacific

Superheater

Type

Type
0-6-0
0-6-0
4-0-4
0-6-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
4-0-4
0-4-0
0-6-0
0-4-0
0-4-0
0-8-0
0-4-0
0-4-0
0-6-0
2-6-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
0-4-0

0-40

Superheater

No

Yes

No
No
No

No
No
No

No

No

No'

Mechanical

Brick
arch

Stoker

American
Baldwin
American
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

No
Yes

No
No
No

No
No
No

Builder

Baldwin
Baldwin
Gen. Electric
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Gen. Electric
American
Baldwin

Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

Canadian Government Railways
Super-

Purchaser
Canadian Government Rys.

Cylinders
21 X 26
X 2?
16!,^
21 X 26
27 X 30
24 X 32
24 X 28
21 X 26
24 X 28

50
15

20
30

Canadian

25 X 32
24;^ X 30

Pacific

Weight

Type

heater

154,400
100,100
154,400
277,550
240,000
264,000
160,000
254,000
300,000
273.000

0-60
Xg. 4-6-0

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0-6-0
2-8-2
2-8-?
4-6-2
0-6-0
4-6-2
2-8-2
4-6-2

Brick
arch

Valve Gear

Mechanical
Stoker

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Builder

Canadian
Canadian
Canadian
Canadian
Montreal

No

.'Vmerican

American
Montreal
Montreal shops
Montreal snops

Walschaert
Walschaert

Orders from Other Countries
Purchaser
Alto Cedro Sugar Co
Banes R. R. (Cuba)
British War Mission
Central of

No.

Cylinders
16 X 20
19 X 26

2

50

Brazil

2\y2

3

&

20

211^
1

16

&

X 26
X 26

32

X 26
25

X 20

3

Central
Central

Cunagua (Cuba)

Chilean

State

Weight

1

2

Resulta (Cuba)
Chaparra Sugar Co (Cuba)

Rys

1
1

20
1

17

X 18 & 19 X 20

80,000
14r.000
165.000
280,000
167,000
157,000
119,000
121,600
28,300
74,000
195,000
167,000

Type
2-6-0
2-8-0
4-6-0
2-8-0
0-8-8-0
2-8-0
2-6-6-2
2-8
4-6-0
0-4-0
2-6-0
2-8-2

Comb.

Superheater

No'

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Brick
arch

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Fireless

No

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

Mechanical

Valve Gear

Stoker

Builder

American
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Baldwin

Rack&
Ci'enfuegos, Palmira & Cruces
Constitutionalist Rys. of Mexico
F. C. Norte del Cuba
Frazar & Co. (Japan)

Ingenio San Luis (Santo Domingo)
Insp. Fed. des Estrades (Brazil)

4
8

120,000

5

137,000
12.800
43,000
81,000
80,000
147,000
181,350
50,000
58,000

State

Rys

1

3

150

Lunghai-Pienio Ry. (China)
Manati Sugar Co. (Cuba)
Nippon Seikosho (Japan)
Paris-Lyons-Med. (France)
Pekin-Kalgan (China)

4

Porcella,

Vicini

&

(ChiBa)
Co. (Santo Domingo)..

1

S

10
1

9

Shantung Ry. (China)

5

2
Z

Ry

13
13

18
18

20
25

20

20

X 28
32 X 26

&

21 X 28
8 X 14

X 24
X 26
20K X 26
2? X 26
23 X 28
22

21

5

Pukow (China)
United Rys. of Havana

Tientsin

10
6

2

Usina Malemba

(Brazil)

20
20
27!4
28

100

Rhodesian Rys
South African Rys
South Manchurian

16
16
21!4
21

1

3

Peking-Mukden Ry.

1

freight

20
20
20
10

186,000
290,000
188,000
27,000
172,000
160,000
160.000
195,000
230,000
112,000
195.000
159,000
177,000
36,009

4-6-0
0-4-0
2-6-0
2-8-0
4-6-0
2-8-0
2-8-2
0-6-0
0-4-0
2-8-2
2-8-2

Mallet

Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

2-8-2
2-6-0
4-8-2
2-8-0
2-8-0
4-8-2
2-8-2

No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

404

Electric

2-8-2

2-80
4-6-2
0-4-2

Gen. Electric

Lima

2-8-2

2

2

Italian

Adhesion
Electric
404

No
Y'es
freight

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

No

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Baldwin
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
American
American
American
Gen. Electric
American
American
American
Baldwin

Freight Car Orders in 1918 Exceed 1917 Figures
The Amount

of Business

in 1919

Now

on Hand Insures a Big Year

from Production Standpoint

OF THE 100,000 Standard freight cars ordered by
the United States Railroad Administration in 1918, of

B5CAUSE

which, however, only about 12 per cent have been de-

orders in 1918, contains a resume of the locomotive business
of the United States during the year just past.
Even with
the chance of covering similar ground in this article, it is

livered to date, the orders for freight cars in 1918 for do-

worth while to sketch briefly what has occurred in the freight

mestic service in the United States and Canada were
considerably in excess of those of 1917.
They were not,
however, as great as those of 1916, were only half those of

car market during 1918.

Table

I—The

Freight Car Orders in 1918

Domestic
United States Administration
United States Army or Navy
Othei railroad orders
Private car lines and industrials
Total United States
Canadian railroads

Total domestic
Foreign
Director General Military Railroads
Other foreign

100 OOn

740
1,227
12,146

114,113
9,657

123,770
36,875
16,672

Total foreign

Total of

Table Ill
53,547

orders

all

As in the case of locomotives, the predominating feature
during the past year, insofar as the orders for freight cars
were concerned, was the great proportion the government
purchases held to the total orders. Unlike 1917, there were
few orders from governments of other countries. The government orders referred to were those placed by our own
authorities, either the United States Railroad Administration
or the Director General Military Railroads.
The year opened very auspiciously with prospects for

1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

177,317

1912, and did not compare at all with those of the big
years 1905 and 1906.
The orders for freight cars in 1918 totaled 177,317, of
which 123,770 were on domestic orders and 53,547 were
on foreign orders, principally for the United States Military
Railroads in France.
The orders in 1917 totaled 131,558
(excluding the 30,500 Russian cars which were cancelled),
of which 79,367 cars were for domestic service and 34,167
were for export, principally for France and the Military
Railroads.
The passenger car orders this year were practically nonexistent, war-time activities and presumably the omnipresent government desire for standardization not permitting the
placing of such orders.
The orders for passenger cars listed

—Domestic

Orders for Cars Since 1901

Freight

Passenger

cars

cars

193,439
195,248
108,936
136,561
341,315
310,315
151,711
62,669
189,360

2,879
3,459
2,310
2,213
3,289
3,402
1,791
1,319
4,514

Freight
1910..
1911.
191?..
1913..
1914..
1915..
1916..
1917..
1918..

Passenger

can

an

141,024
133,117
234,758
146,732
80,264
109.792
170,054
79,367
123,770

2,623
3,642
3,179
2,002
3,101
2.544
1,167
131

3,881

heavy orders from the railroads, which were soon dispelled
with the announcement that purchases for our own railroads
would be centralized and placed by the Railroad AdminisIt was not until April, however, that orders for
100,000 standard cars were placed, divided as follows:

tration.

25,000
25,000
20,000
5,000
25,000

40-ton
50-ton
50-ton
70-ton
55-ton

double sheathed box.
single sheathed box.
composite gondola.
low side gondola.
hopper.

100,000

Table

II—The Passenger Car Orders

Domestic, United States and Can.ida
Foreign
Total

of 1918
131

26
157

only 157, including 131 for domestic service and
26 for export, as compared with 1,167 in 1917, of which
1,124 were for domestic service, 6 for the United States
Government and 37 for export.
The article preceding this one, treating of the locomotive

total

Quantity production on these orders was promised by the
Railroad Administration for August, but was not reached
until November, and up to December 21, the latest date for
which figures are available at this writing, only 11,815 have

been delivered.
The orders placed by the Director General Military RailThe first orders this year were in
roads totaled 36,875.
February and totaled about 5,000. In July an order for
10,000 additional was divided among several builders, and
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3,

shortly afterward supplemented

87

by 20,000 more.
In
September an additional 40,000 cars were ordered, but im-

the production of other cars, and it cannot be said that the
car building plants have been particularly rushed at any

mediately following the signing of the armistice this last
40,000 was cancelled before production had been begun on
them. One of the tables, giving a resume of the orders on
hand at the various car building plants of the country as

time.

Table IV.

Freight and Passenger Cars Built
Freight
81,767

Domestic
Foreiffn

Passenger
1,481

42,941

92

124,708

1,573

1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905*
1906*
1907*
1908*
1909*
1910*
1911*
1912t
1913t
19141
1915t
1916t
1917t
1918t

Domestic

Foreign

117,982
113,070
132,591
161,747
153,195
60,955
162,701
236,451
280,216
75,344
91,077
176,374
68,961
148.357
198,066

1,904
2,561
4,359
2,800
1,613
1,995
5,305
7,219
9,429'
1,211
2,493
4,571
3,200
4,072
9,618

59,984
113,692
119,363
81.767

Passenger

119,886
115,631
136,950
162,599
152,801
60,806
165.155
240,503
284,188
76,555
93,570
180,945
72,161
152,429
207,684
104.541
74,112
135,001
151,401
124,708

14,128
21,309
32,038
42,941

* Includes Canadian output.
t Includes Canadian output

Domestic

Total

1,201
1,515
1,949

frt.

Total

104

1,305
1,636
2,055
1,948
2,007
2,144

121

71

2,698
4,136
3,938
2,822
3,076

276
308
238
220

3,167
5,457
1,716
2,849
4,412
4,246
3,060
3,296
3,691
1.949
1.839
2.000
1.573

151

14
70

1,935
1,769
1,969
1,481

31

92

and equipment

built in

company

were then outstanding orders for 85,834 cars.

There had been shipped on these orders 2,575
83,259 to be delivered. These figures are also

1,250

217
10

500
500
422

Chicago. Burlington & Quiticy..
Charleston & Western Carolina.
Cleve., Cin., Chicago & St. Louis

10
81

i

200
200
200
200
200
100
300
200
86
200
200
200

Georgia

Kanawha & Michigan

Missouri

to be

Pacific

16

.

New York

Central

New

New Haven &

500
423
500
500
.500

York,

Hart.

357
500
200
400
293

shown
Toledo & Ohio Central

TOTAL OF ALL CARS ORDERED BY THE UNITED STATES MILITARY RAILROADS FROM THE TIME THE UNITED STATES
ENTERED THE WAR TO NOVEMBER 1, 1918.
Remaining
Standard gage cars
Narrow Gage cars

Ordered

Shipped

98,069
8,579

19,395
3,994

These military cars have been an important factor
year's business, but they have not been sufficient to

A Resume

November
American Car & Foundry Co
Bettendorf Co
Cambria Steel Co
Chicago Steel Car Co
General American Tank Car Co
Haskell & Barker Car Co
Keith Car & Manufacturing Co
Keitli Railway Equipment Co
Kilbourne & Jacobs Manufacturing Co
Koppel Industrial Car Co
Laconia Car Co
Lakewood Eneincering Co
Lenoir Car Co
Liberty Car & Equioment Co
McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co
Magor Car Co
Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Co
Pacific Car & Foundry Co
Pacific Tank Car Co
Pressed Steel Car Co
Pullman Co
Ralston Steel Car Co
St. Louis Car Cc
Standard Car Const. Co
Standard Steel Car Co
Western Wheeled Scraper Co

in the

impede

of the Freight

Total on
order
66,465
4,034
7,036
256
4,386
18,450
6,000
500

280
800

1

227
11,815

3S7

1

'.

1

and

roads

neutral

corporations

17,684
1,000
1,120

14,236

2,928

Private
lines

and

50-ton
to

Box

December

21

have been'can-

^706

Total
foreign

31,000
3.000
3.000

31,920
1.000
1,120

S.OOO
1,500

1,425
10,450
4,150

"

Admin-

Total
domestic
34,545
3,034
5,916

256
~

255

350

3,000

1.

istration

617
34

2,961
8,000
1,850

50O
280
800
'150

"i!666

"i'.ocb

2'.6o6

iiiso

387

"3,60b

1,000
500
1.000
4,000
2.000

2,150

1,000

1,784
1,700

1,024
5,509
2,390

660

289

4

14,000
8,000
4.000
1,000

1,035

1,200

20
1.509

4

500

388
289
761

2

220
3,200

l.OOO

9,134

2,12'^

500

15,000

11,095
10,909
1,400
1,750
2,100
30,879

700

14,765
9,000
4,000
1,000
823
17,215
228

85,834

31,325

17,539

916

lOO.OOO

117,159

118,455

2,575

6,368

8,463

252

2,742

8,943

11,457

Leaving

83,259

215,214

.

Railroad

749

700

.

and
navy

2,150

928

.

.

40ton Box
50-ton Gondola
55-ton Hopper

387

660

.

Hopper. .Pressed Steel
Hopper. .Pullman
Hopper. .Ralston
Standard Steel
Hopper.
Hopper. ..'Km. Car & Fdy.

Army

?,916
^56

500
280
800

10,875
7,709
1,400
1,750
2,100
21,745

.Am. Car & Fdy.
Gondola. .Am. Car & Fdy.
Gondola. .Pressed Steel
.Pressed
Hopper.
Steel
Hopper. Standard Steel

100,000 cars for the United States Railroad Administration.
of November 1, only 2,742 of these cars had been deliv-

Allied

949

Box
Box

As

Car Orders on Hand on Novembeir

25.860
19,909
5,400
2,750
2,923
48,094

Gondola. .Pressed Steel
Gondola. .Standard Steel

,

500
2,808
7,209
2.390

55-ton
55-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
40-ton
40-ton
50-ton
50-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton

.

.

Hopper.
Hopper. ..Standard Steel
Hopper. .Am. Car & Fdy.
Hopper. .Pressed Steel
Box
.Am. Car & Fdy.
Box
.Am. Car & Fdy.
Box
.Haskell & Barker
Gondola. .Am. Car & Fdy.
Gondola. .Haskell & Barker
Box
.Am. Car & Fdy.
Box
.Am. Car & Fdy.
Box
.Am. Car & Fdy.
Hopper. .Am. Car. & Fdy.
Hopper. .Pressed Steel
Hopper. .Pullman
Hopper. .Ralston
Hopper. .Standard Steel
Gondola. .Pressed Steel
Hopper. .Pressed Steel
Hopper. .Ralston
Gondola. .Am. Car & Fdy.
Gondola. .Haskell & Barker

the indications for a big year from
the production standpoint in 1919 are very favorable.
The largest single order remaining is, of course, that of

November

U.S.

1,425
10,450
1,150

SOton

21.

Gondola. .Am. Car & Fdy.
Gondola. .Pressed Steel
Hopper. ..Am. Car & Fdy.
Hopper. ..Standard Steel
Hopper.
Pressed Steel

for the United States Military Railroads as
celled since

1,150

3,000
3,150

2.279
3,009
6,300

military

Total cars on order November 1
235,614
November 1 there had been shipped on these
orders
20,400
be shipped

Total

50-ton
50-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
40-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
40-ton
40-ton
40-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
S5-ton
5S-ton

to

be shipped
78,674
4,585

82,359
Total of aH military cars ordered. 106,648
23,389
Figures for standard gage cars include 6,000 sets box car metallics ordered
by military railroads and 36 shuttle cars and 73 mortar cars ordered by the
ordnance department.

to

& North Western

Chicago

cars, leaving

as follows:

On

Pittsburgh

& Ohio....

shops.

—

there

&

Carolina, Clinchfield

Michigan Central

of November 1, contains a column showing the status of the
military orders on that date
^that is, before any cancellaFrom that column it will be seen
tions had taken place.
that

Buffalo, Rochester

2-,55l

corresponding
car columns.
1,645

50
250
250
250
500
300
250
250
250

Bessemer & Lake Erie

Foreign

106
From 1902 to 1907
passenger car figures in these two
columns included
iw

the elimination of such orders

Standard Car Deliveries to December
Atlantic Coast Line

Freight

Year

Even with

inclusive of 1918.

Comparison with Previous Years

'

'

The resume of freight car orders on hand on November 1
shows a total of 235,614 cars, of which only 20,400 had been
delivered, leaving a total of 215,214 still to be delivered,
divided about evenly between foreign and domestic orders.
This total represents nearly double as many cars as have on
the average been produced annually for the past five years

823

228

RAILWAY AGE

11,815.

The

is

we are

Tiiese cars that

far the largest yet reported.

l)y

building for overseas service, like the locomotives, rej)resent
It is the hope
one of .America's achievements in the war.
of every American sui)i)ly man that we can continue to keep

Freight Car Production in 1918
of freight cars built in 1918, as shown in one
totaled 124,708, of which 81,767 were on
domestic orders and 42,941 for the United States Military
Railroads, or for other foreign service. The total production

The number

of the

1

however, that wliereas the total production of cars for domestic .'service mal<es 1918 one of the low years in tiic jieriod
from 1899 to date, the production of cars for foreign service

which had been brought up on December 21
table headed Standard Car Deliveries to
December 21, 1918, will show to what railroads these cars
have gone.
ercd, a figure

to

Vol. 66, No.

up that

tai)les,

total

now

the

tliat

war

is

and

over,

thercljy secure the

fair share of foreign trade in frciglit cars that

due .Amer-

is

plants in that industr}'.
Tiic production of passenger cars in 1918 was very low,
the total of 1,573 being the lowest since 1901.
The lists of orders which follow are compiled from official
sources.
A reference to the way in which the data is obtained will be found at the end of the preceding article on
ica's

for 1918 was less than in 1917, when 151,401 cars were
produced, of which 119,363 were for domestic and 32,038
It is not necessary to discuss the
were for foreign service.
domestic total in detail here, because that is talcen up in an
article elsewhere in this issue entitled the "Motive Power
It is necessary to observe,
and Rolling Stock Situation."

locomotive orders in 1918.

Ordered by the United States Railroad Administration
No.

Purchaser
United States Railroad Administration.

Class

1.000
5,000
.!,000

2,000
2,flon

4,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,500
1,000

2,000

500
5,500
3,500
6,000
6,000
1,000
3,000
3,000
1,000
1,000
6,500
5,500
2,000
1,000
3,500
2,500
5,000
5,000
3,000
2,000
4,000
2,500
2,500

Capacity
80,000
80,000
1). s.
80,000
n. s.
80.000
n. s.
80,000
n. s. box
80,000
D. s. box
80,000
D. s. box
80,000
D. s. box
80,000
D. s. box
80,000
D. s. box
80,000
D. s. box
80,000
D. s. box
80,000
S. s. box
100,000
S. s. box
100,000
S. s. box
100,000
S. s. box
100,000
S. s. box
100,000
S. s. box
100,000
Gondola
100,000
Gondola
100,000
Gondola
100,000
Gondola
100,000
Gondola
100,000
Gondola
100,000
Gondola
100,000
Hopper
110,000
Hopper
110,000
Hopper
110,000
Hopper
110,000
Hopper
110,000
Hopper
110.000
Hopper
110,000
s. gondola 140,000
s. gondola 140,000
n.

n.

L
L

.

.

Construction

bo.K

.s.

.s.

Weight

und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
Steel frame
Steel frame
Steel frame
Steel frame
Steel frame
Steel frame
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite

44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000
44,000

Compositei

44,000
44,000
44,000
40,840
40,840
40,840
40,840
40,840
40,840
40,840
49,500
49,500

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

box
box
box
box

Draft Gear
Westinghouse

Vn. Car
Sessions

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

St.

Mt.

Pac. Car
Pac. Car

Hammond,
Seattle,

Sessions

McGnirt-Cumminps

Sessions

Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

Westinghouse
Cardwell
Sessions

Cardwell
Sessions
Sessions

Cardwell

Westinghouse
Sessions
Sessions
Sessions

Lenoir City, Tenn.
Paris,

111.

Madison, 111.
Berwick, Pa.
Pullman, III.
Pullman
Haskell & Barker Michigan City, Ind.
St. Louis
St. Louis, Mo.
Bettendorf, la.
Bettendorf
St. Louis, Mo.
Am. Car & Fdy.
St. Charles, Mo.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Murray Pr. Steel Hegewisch, 111.
Stand. Steel
Haskell & Barker

Cardwell
Sessions

111.

Wash.

Portland, Ore.
Hammond, Ind.
Sagamore, Mass.
Laconia, N. H.

Westinghouse

Westinghouse
Westinghouse

Ind.

Mt. Vernon,

& Fdy.
& Fdy.

l.ibertv Car Kq.
Keith Car
Laconia
Lenoir

Cardwell

Mo.

Louis,

Chicago
Mempliis, Tenn.

.Steel

^ernon

Sessions
Se-ssions

Sessions

Berwick, Pa.

Fdv.
Car & Fdy.
Car. & Fdy.
\-

St;.nd,-ird

44,000
44,000

Composite
Composite

Am.
Am.

Cardwell

Plant

liuildcr

Am. Car & Fdv.

Magor Car
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Pressed Steel
Stand. Steel

Westinghouse

Cambria
Pullman

Sessions
Sessions
Sessions

Ralston
Pressed Steel
Stand.

Steel

Hammond,

Ind.

Michigan City, Ind.
Passaic, N. J.
Berwick, Pa.

W.

"•Juntington,

V'a.

McKees

Rock=. Pa.
Pa.
Johnstown, Pa.
Butler,

Pullman, 111.
Columbus, Ohio.
Allegheny,

Pa.

Butler, Pa.

United States Military Railroads
French St.\ndard Gauge
United

States

Military

No.
650
350

Railways.

2,609

250
1,500

210
2,000

400
400
1,500
1,000
6

Class

Capacity

Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Tank
Tank

66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
200,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000
66,000

Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat

700
300
750 Refrigerator
500 L. S. Gonds.
1,500 L. S. Gonds.
1,929 L. S. Gonds.
1,000

L. S.

Gonds

400 L. S. Gonds.
700 L. S. Gonds.
600 L. S. Gonds
500 L. S. Gonds
6,750 H. S. Gonds.
4,400 H. S. Gonds.
1,500 H. S. Gonds.
2,300 H. S. Gonds.
500 H. S. Gonds.
Ballast
557

250

Dump
Dump
Dump
Dump

»1I2

Motor
Push

100
100
100

4

12 yd.
12 yd.
16 yd.
20 yd.

Construction

Weight

Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite

34,000
34,000
34,000
34.000
34,000
34,000
34,000
35,300
35,300
26,500
26,500

Steel
Steel

Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite

400

'Not inclndrit

in

totalis.

L. S.

Gonds

V-Dump
Side

Dump

Logging

M.

22,000
1/3 yd.
1/2 yd.

Trucks
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar
Arch Bar

None
None

None
None

Special
Special
Special

Arch Bar

Roofs
Canvas Cov 'd
Canvas Cov' d
Canvas CoV d
Canvas Cov' d
Canvas Cov' d
Canvas Cov d
Canvas Cov d

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

9,500
1,800
1,800

36-INCH Gauge
18,000
Composite
V^

size

M.

None
None
C. B.

Arch Bar

Builder
Liberty
St.

Louis

Am. Car & Fdy.
Mt. Vernon
Pressed Steel
Standard Steel
Pullman
Standard Car Cons.
Gen. American
Haskell & Barker
Standard Steel
Standard Steel

Pullman

Standard Car Cons,
Canvas Co^ /'dHaskell & Barker
None
Cambria
None
Haskell & Barker
None
Amer. Car & Fdy.

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

C/M Gauge

Composite
Steel
Steel

C. B.

French Standard

Wood
60

100
64
100

26,500
26,500
47,200
28,900
28,900
28,900
28,900
28,900
28,900
28,900
28,900
32,800
32,800
32,800
32,800
32,800
32,600
31,300
33,000
38,000
52,000

Draft Gear
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
Frencli Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
French Standard
M. C. B.

None
None
None

Pressed Steel
Standard Steel
Liberty
St. Louis
Gen. American
Standard Sted.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Haskell & Barker
Pressed Steel

Pullman
Amer. Car & Fdy.

Wh.
Wh.
Wh.
Wh.

West.
West.
West.
West.

Morse

Fair.,

Buda

Sc.
Sc.
Sc.
Sc.

Co.

Magor
Kilbourne & Jacobs
West. Wh. Sc.

Gregg

1

1

January

.
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Other Orders from Railways

Con-

No. Class

Con-

No. Class

Builder

Capacity struction

Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe

& Southern Ry.

Aliquippa

Birmingham Southern Ry.
Chicago & North Western
Chicago, Milwaukee
•

•

•

&

Flat

Paul,

Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel

un

Bettendorf
Co. shops

100,000

Steel

50Cab. un
25Hop. bod 110,000

Steel

Bettendorf
Pressed Steel
Bettendorf
Pressed Steel

60,000

Steel

Am. Car & Fdy.

lOCab. un
....

Central

lOOG.S.bod.

4
2

& Western

1

Ballast

Tank
Dyn

8,050g

Steel

Bettendorf

Construe-

Air

J>iitrates

Ref Co
Allegheny Steel

Aetna

50

Co

S

4

Aluminum

Co. of

American
American
American
American

Ammonia Co..

Am....

2i)
1

Cyanide Co...
Linseed Co....

20

Ry.

6
Zl

Equip.

Co.

M

4
Am. Smelting Sec. Co..
Am. Sheet & Tin Plate Co. 20
Am. Steel & Wire Co.. 100
10

American Car Co
Anaconda Copper Min. Co.

Armour

Car Lines
Asproniet Company
Balfour Williamson

Bethlehem

Steel

&

Co.

Co

Biery Oil Company
Bigheart Ref. Co

Tank

Bleyler

Bunker Hill & Sullivan
Mining & Con. Co....
Butterworth, Judson Co.
Caddo Oil Refining Co..

Tank

140,000
110,000
140,000
8,050g

Hop.

Tank
Tank
Hop.

Tank
Tank
Gon.

Tank
Tank

3

Hop.

Tank
Tank
Tank

10,050g
^8,050g
110,000

Gen. American

Tank Car
Tank Car
Mt. Vernon

8.050g

Steel
Steel

Chic. St. Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Magor
Pa. Tank
Pa. Tank
Pa. Tank
Pa. Tank

8,050.2

Quarry

5

Hop.

140,000
140,000

Steel
Steel

Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Clark Car

110,000
7,250g
8,050g
8,050g

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Pressed Steel

lb',266g

Steel
Steel

10

Gon.

25

G. S.

6
75
15
15

Hop.

Chic.

Tank
Tank
Tank

2

Tank
Tank
Tank

'5

Hop.

10,200g

47 I-bm. gon. bod.
Co.. .50 Auto, dp
16 yd
1? Gon
.
35 Tank
10,050g
Co.
5
Tank
8,05Og
10 Tank
8,050g

500 I^xt. side dump
250 Ext. side dump
Clinton Iron & Steel Co.
Gon.
110,000
Columbia Naval Stores Co.
Tank
8,O50g
Tank
8,050^
Condon & Bolen
17 Hd. dp 12 yd

Consumers Ref. Co
Crucible Steel Co

75

Tank
Tank
Hop.

Co.
Logging Co.

Discovery Bay
Doherty, Henry

Steel

Pont, E.

I.,

7
1

& Co. 200

I.,

Dunbar Moy. & Sugar Co.

Du

.

de

10

(.;on.

Steel
Steel
Steel

Steel
Steel
Steel

110.000
100,000

Steel
Steel
Steel

8,050g

Steel

10,050,'

Flat

Tank
Tank

St.

Car
Car
Car
Car
Car

Cambria
Pa.
Pa.

Tank Car
Tank Car

Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
West. Wh. So.
Chic. St. Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Cambria
Cambria
Pressed Steel
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
West. Wh. Sc.
Gen. American
Pa. Tank Car
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Pac. Car & Fdy.
Pa. Tank Car
Gen. American

Ne-

mours & Co

1,864 Solv. Rec.
205 Gun Cot.

DuPont, E. I., de Nemours & Co
1,000 Solv. Rec,
DuPont Eng. Co., Agent 35 Flat
100,000
16

Box

44 Shell
30 N. g. box 30,000
60 Flat
4

Box

1

Flat
Flat

20
30,000
6 N. g. flat
10 Shell

DuPont Eng. Co
Eagle Gasoline Co
Eastern Refining Co.
Emlenton Refining Co..

Ensign Oil Company
Evans, Thwing Ref. Co..
Federal Oil & Supply Co.

Foco Oil Company
FoUansbee Bros
Foundation Co

10
5
5
2

SO
1

10
1

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

8,050g
8,050g
8,050g
8.050?
80,000
8,050g
8,050i
110,000

Hop.
g. box

25 N.

6 N. g. flat

24
4

Box
Flat

25 N.
6 N.

22

•Orders marked with

.in

g.

box

g. flat

Box

Wood
Wood

Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

St. un
St. un
St. un
St. un,
St.

Wood
Wood
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood

Lbr. Co
Hanaghan & Hanlon....
Hanna M'. A., Company.

Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Gen. American
Pa. Tank Car
Tank
Pa.
Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Am. Car & Fdy.
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pressed Steel
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

asterisk are not included in the totals.

2
10
7

2

& Sugar

Heaslip Mol.

Co.

Hillman Oil & Gas Co...
Hoffman Oil & Ref. Co.
Home Petroleum Co...

Humble

Co
Company...
Co
Imperial Oil Co
Imperial Oil Co
Indiahoma Ref. Co
Oil
Oil

Zinc

Ref.

10
10
20
2
25
30
10
10
100
2
35

30
16

Inter. Coal Products.

Inter-Ocean

10

20
200
2

IngersoU-Rand Co.
Inland Steel Co..

1

Co

12
13
10

Johnson Oil Ref. Co
Tones, Fred R
Kanotex Refining Co

Capacity

Tank
Tank
Tank

S.O.'^O

Gon.

100,000
lO.OOOg
10,050g
8,050g

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

8,050g

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Hop.

Gen. American
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Pa. Tank Car
Std. Car Cons.

Gen American
Steel

100,OOC
100,00

Steel
Steel

Gen. American
Std. Car Cons.
Standard Steel
Pac. Car & Fdy.
Gen. American
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel

8,050
8,050
8,050g
10,050
8,050g
12,000g
8,050g
100,000

Steel
Steel

Chic. St. Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

Am. Car & Fdy.
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car

8,050g
10,000g

Ballas

Gon.
Hop.

Builder

struction

Wood

Flat

Car Cons.
Car Cons.

Std.
Std.

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

Pa.

Tank Car

Pressed Steel
Pa.

Tank Car

Am. Car & Fdy
Gen. American
Gen. American
Chic.
Chic.

Hop.
Gon.
Hop.

110,000

Steel

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

lO.OSOg
8,050g
iO,050g

Steel
Steel
Steel

30H'ddump

Car
Car

St.
St.

Gen. American
Pressed Steel
Chic. St.
Chic. St.
Pa. Tank
Pa. Tank
Pa. Tank
Chic. St.

Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car

Log.

Manhattan Oil Co
20
Marland Ref. Co
200
Metal & Thermit Corp..
4
Mexican Petroleum Corp. 5u

8,050g
8,050g
10,050g
8,050g
60,000

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

100,000

Steel

Midvale Steel & Ord. Co.
Milton Mfg. Co
Minn. General Elec. Co.

West. Wh. Sc.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Std. Car Cons.
Gen. American
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Bettendorf
Gen. American
Gen. American
Chic. St. Car
Am. Car & Fdy.

Gon.

Tank 100,000
1 Air dum p
30 yd
6
Tank
8,050g
SO Tank
Tank
5
8.050g

Steel

Cambria
Am. Car & Fdy.

Steel

LaBelle

Iron

Works

Pa.
Pa.

40

1

Certain-teed Products
Champlin Refining Co
Clark Car Co

&

Pressed Steel

8.050g
8,050g
10,050g
8,050g

3

Equipment
Carnegie Steel Co

Iron

Tank Car

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Mining

Canadian

Detroit

Pa.

10,050g
100,000
8,050g
10,050g
120,000

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

40
20
10

Line

Steel
Steel
Steel

Chic. St. Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
Pressed Steel

Steel

Tank
Gon.
Hop.
Hop.

7h
6
4
30
l,i

Bodenheimer Molasses Co.
Brier Hill Steel Co

Calumet & Ariz.
Co
Cambria Steel Co

4

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Builder
Pressed Steel
Gen. American
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Pa. -Tank Car

tion

Hammond

Illinois
Illinois

Private Car Lines and Industrials

No. Class Capacity
3
Company...
Gon.
100,000

Franklin Baker Co.
2
Galena Signal Oil Co,
1
Gen. Am. Tank Line.
555
General Electric Co.
3
General Equip. Co..
15
Gen. Petroleum Corp.
30
Golden Rule Ref. Co.
10
Great American Ref. Co..
50
Great Northern Ref. Co..
10
Gulf Refining Co
50
Gulf Sulphur Co
40

Tank Car

which only 1,000 were on the 1918 program.

totals 5,000, of

From

Pa.

Burr Co.

50 Cab. un

Pacific

fOrder

Am. Car & Fdy.

Steel
Steel

000

Monongahela Conn., R. R.
Monongahela Valley Tract.
Co

'Union

St. un.

Mii.-

Omaha
Colorado & Wyoming

Norfolk

100,000
110,000
140,000

St.
-

Illinois

Ore
Hop.

20

SO Cab.

•.

Fault
•Chicago, St.
neapolis &

50
25

5

Liberty Oil Co., Ltd
Liberty Oil Co
Liberty Ref. & Oil Prod.
Lone Star Ref. Co

Louisiana

Lyon

Oil

Lumber

Ref.

Corp.

Com(pany.

Musher & Co
Mutual Ref. & Prod.

Co.

Hop.

20

Gon.

Co

12

yd
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

50

80.000
110.000
140,000
10,050g
10,050g
8,050g
8,O50g

25

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
St. un.

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
15
Tank
10
Tank
10
Tank
20 Tank
70 Tank
S
10

lU

6

6

National Carbon Co....
National Tube Company.. 263
120
50
27
10
New Jersey Zinc Co.... 10
N. Y. Shipbuilding Corp.
10
No. Am. Oil & Ref. Co.. 100

North American Ref.

Tank

50
15

tfl

50
oO
Ohio Valley Refining Co. 50
Okla Petroleum & Gas Co. 100
Okmulgee Prod. & Ref.

Gon.
Hop.

Coke
Flat
Skelp

Gon.
Flat

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

140.000
140,000
140,000
140,000
200,000
140,000
100,000

West.
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Pa.

Sc.

Tank Car

Pressed
Pressed
Pressed
Pressed
Pressed
Pressed

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Am. Car & Fdy.
Gen. American
Chic.
Chic.

8,050g

Steel

Pa.

Car
Car

St.
St.

Tank Car

Gen. American
Std.

.

1

Wh.

Tank Car

Gen. American

Co
,
so Tank
8,050g
Oliver Iron Mining Co... 100 Dump
Oliver Mining Co
70 Air dump 20 yd
Ozark Ref. Co
Tank
s
8.050g
Tank 10,050g
S
Ozarks Co
1
Box
100,000
Pacific Coast Steel Co....
75 Chargir g
Panhandle Ref. Co
25 Tank
8,O50g
Paragon Refining Co.... 20 Tank 12,000g
Pease, F.
100 Tank
I0,200g
100 Tank
I0,200g
300 Tank
10,200g
Penn. Am. Ref. Co
Tank
8
8,050g
Pennsylvania Tank Line.
17 Tank
8,050g
2 Tank lO.OSOg
4 Tank
8,050g
Tank
1
8,050g
Tank
8,050g
Phelps, Dodge & Co...
Ore
50
100.000
Phoenix Cotton Oil Co.
Tank
5
8,050g
Pierce Oil Corp
50 Tank
100 Tank
Pine Pool Gasoline Co..
40 Tank
Price, F. V. B
5
Tank 10,000g
Publiker Ward Distilling
Co
1
Tank
8.050g
Red River Refining Co.. 10 Tank lO.OSOg
Tank lO.OSOg
15
Remington Arms Co....
2
Hop.
110,000
Republic Iron & Steel Co. 50 Gon.
140.000
River Terminal Co
20 Tank
8,050g
Semel-Solvay Co
95
Coke 100.000
Shippers Car Line
200 Tank
8,O50g
.Sinclair
Ref. Co
500 Tank
Skinner & Eddy
ISO Gon.
Sloan & Zook
35 Tank
Smith, Levi, Inc
1
Tank
8,050g
3
Tank
8,050g
Southern Oil Corp
25 Tank lO.OSOg
Spanish Am. Iron Co.. 100 Ore
140.000
Staley. A. E., Mfg. Co..
6
Tank
8.0S0g
Standard Car Equip. Co.. 200 Tank
8.050-

M

Pa.

Gen. American

Car Cons.

Magor

St. un.

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

West. Wh. Sc.
Std. Car Cons.
Std. Car Cons.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Pac. Car & Fdy.
Std. Car Cons.
Pressed Steel

Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car

Pressed Steel

Tank Car

Steel

Pa.

Steel

Gen. American
Gen. American
Gen. American
Am. Car & Fdy.

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.

Tank Car
Tank Car
Tank Car

Pressed
Pressed
Pa.

Steel
Steel

Tank Car

Pressed Steel
Std. Car Cons.
Gen. American

Magor
Gen. American
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Tank Car
Tank Car
Tank Car
Am. Car & Fdy.
Pa. Tank Car
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.

Std.

Car Cons.
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Con-

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

100

StanJnrd Car Equip. Co.

5

11

Co
StcrliiiK Ref.
SuRar I'rodiicis Co

10
10

Sunshine Slate Oil & R<f

Tank
Tank
Tank

IS
IS

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

100

&

Coal

Texas Co
Thompson-Starrct

Iron.

l.S

75

•

Co.

.

400

.

.

Works

Oil

United Oil Mfg. Co.
United Gas Imp. Co....
U. S. Industrial Alcohol
United Verde Copper Co.
Vancouver Equip. Co....

Whitaker,

I.

Car Cons.
Gen. American
Kil.

& Jac.
Tank Car

Tank
Tank

Tank
Tank

8,050g
8,050g

Steel
Steel

Pa. Tank Car
Pa. Tank Car
West. Wh. Sc.
Pac. Car & Fdy.
Pac. Car & Fdy.
Gen. American
Pa. Tank Car

Hop
Flat

Tank
Tank

1

Tank

Co

Z

Pa.

Steel

Wright Prod. & Ref. Co.
&
Sheet
Youngstown
Tube Co

Steel
Steel
Steel

I'lb'.ooo

Steel'

100.000
80.000
lO.OSOg
8,O50g

Steel
Steel
Steel

Hop.
Gon.

10

Tank

5

.

110,000
140,000
110,000

Tank

10
20

30

.

25
2
6

Cane
Box

6

Box
Box
Box
Tank
Tank
Cane
Tank

&

Co

St.

SO

Northern

10

Guantanamo
Guantanamo

Haganaers,
Haytian Am.

Sugar Co.. 200

State

Railways. .5,000

Lindo, August
maica)

Gov't.

Rys.

A.,

6S0
750
.,^„
5!S0

200
SO
250

Canadian

IS
1,300

Pacific

2
1

6';

S.

car,

S.

Gov't,

Ord Dept..

75

150
JO
12
6i

Tank
Tank
60,000
60,000

Tank

Gun
Gun

car
car
2 Flat
3r. Shuttle
73 Mortar

U.

Navy

2

Box

)

Flat

30
2

Flat

Mat
Mat
Box

-,

1

6

.ai

100,000
16 yd
12.

Steel

yd

Flat
Flat

10\irdump
2
Box
30
2

un.

Steel
Steel
Steel

60,000
80,000
100,000

30\irdump
12\irdump
6

St.

i-Iat

4

(I

l.S

Flat
Flat

.

Baragus Sug. Co.
Brazil

Rys.

Co

(Cuba)

20
SO
15
IS

Sn

300

Cane
Gon.
Hop.

Tank
Cane
^- --

16 vd
60,003
100,000
80,000

British

Rys.

Co

Government

Capacity
60,000
80,000
110,000
..-,„-l?.O00g
60,000

Box
riron

Brazil

Steel

St.

un.
un.
St. un.
St.
St.

Work)

Stock
(Iron Work)
Box
40,000
2,050
flron Work) ..
40,000
IJOO Box
(Iron Work)

200

Am. Car & Fdy.
Pressed Steel

St. un.

Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

&

Stork

F

Chas.

Co.,

<

Iron

(

Iron

Work)
Am. Car & Fdy.

Gon

Work)

Work)

Gon

Am. Car & Fdy.
Work)

Am. Car & Fdy.

Gon
Work)

Cane
400 N. g. box 60,000
100
Box
60.000
86 Cane
60,000
175

.

Veritientes Sugar Co
West India M'anag't Consult.

Am. Car & Fdy.

Flat
Iron Work)

(Iron

United Fruit Co
United Rys. of Yucatan.

Am. Car & Fdy.

Flat

7

Co

Cane

20

60,000

Passenger Car Orders
Purchaser

Am.

&

Smelt.

Ref.

Mt. Vernon
Steel

Am. Car & Fdy.

St. un.

Am. Car & Fdy.

— Domestic

fnilstructi

Caboose type

Co..

St. un.

Magor
Mt. Vernon

1918

in

Class

n

Builder

Wood

McKeen

Wood
Steel

Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

Steel

Am. Car & Fdy.

passenger car

& Southern
Brooklyn Rapid Transit.
Duluth & Iron Range..

Coach

New York

Subway

Bevier

Munici'pal.

.

.

Pass,

bodies.

.

Coaches

.

Pullman

Canadian

Builder

Con-

McKeen
Purchaser
Canadian Gov't
Gen. American
Gen. American
Am. Car & Fdy.

Am. Car & Fdy
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Pac. Car & Fdy.

Rys.

Canadian Pacific

United

Builder

Am. Car & Fdy.
Pressed
Pressed
Pressed
Pressed

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

—

Robert, Company.
Guantanamo & Western..
Lunghai Ry. Co
Dollar,

United Rys.

of

Guantanamo

&

Rys.

„
Am. Car & Fdy.
,

.„„..,,
Am. Car & Fdy.

struction
.

7

Dining

.

1

Official

.

.

.

.

Steel

.

of

Yucatan.
Western.
Yucatan

Class
1

1

2
3

2
*
3
1

2
.3

Builder

Pullman
Pullman
Pullman

struction

class
2nd class.
3rd class
Din. & sleep..
3rd class
3rd class
1st class
1st
class
1st class
1st class
1st

.

Mail

&

.

exp...

Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
St. un.

Wood
.St.

un,

St. un.
St. un.

Builder

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car

& Fdy.
& Fdy.

& Fdy.
& Fdy.
& Fdy.
& Fdy.
& Fdy.
& Fdy.
& Fdy.
& Fdy.
& Fdy.

—

Wayfarers along the line
Branch Railroad have recently been
startled by headlights of certain night trains which throw rays
of equal power to those of many naval searchlights. Older hands
among them privately express some doubt as to the merit of the
arrangement since for several years the practice on the well
fenced railroads of the East has been to get away from the
Electric

of the

Locomotive Headlights

New York & Long

powerful

Am. Car & Fdy.
.„
.
„
Am. Car & Fdy.

Sleeping

Con-

Magor

Comp.

Class

1-"

Export

Chandler & Co
Chandler & Co
Colombian Northern

Pressed Steel
West. Wh. Sc.
West. Wh. Sc.
Chic. St. Car
Chic. St. Car
West. Wh Sc.
Bettendorf
Bettendorf
Bettendorf

No.

No.

Purchaser

Pullman
Pullman
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Chic. St. Car
Chic. St. Car
Chic. St. Car

St. un.

Steel
Steel
"
Steel

Car & Fdy.

.\m.

Magor

I'.ox

(Iron

struction

un.

St. un.

Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Magor
Magor

60,000

60
ISO

(Iron

Con
No. Class

Northern..
Arbel, Pierre (France)
Am. Metals Co. (Mexico.

St. un.

Cane

Co

Car Cons.

Orders from Other Countries
Purchaser
Altro Cedro

Am. Car & Fdy.

Steel

15

hydrogen

ISOAmmun.

S.

Gen. American
Am. Car & Fdy.

66,000

4

ConCapacity struction
Steel
Gasoline motor

1

Fdy.
Fdy.
Fdy.
Fdy.
Fdy.
Fdy.
Fdy.

Gon.

(

generating unit

U.

Steel
Steel

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Cane

80

No. Class

Gov't

St. un.
St. un.
St. un.

Magor
Am. Car
Am. Car
Am. Car
Am. Car
Am. Car
Am. Car
Am. Car
Magor

SO

Tank Car

Other United States Government Orders
Purchaser

Wood
Wood

,

18

U.

44,000
44,000
30,000
60,000
60,000
6,000g
100,000

(Ja-

Clas!

.5,000
1,000

St. un.

150
Rhodesian Railways
South Porto Rico Sugar

Con-

Canadian

60,000

Steel

.

Capacity struction Builder
Can. Car S: Fdy.
St. fr.
80.000
Rox
Nati'onal
80,000 St. fr.
Box
Eastern Car
100,000 Comp.
Gon
Eastern Car
80,000 Comp.
Flat
Hart-Otis
80,000 Wood
^,.
Side dp
^
Hart-Otis
S.&d.dp. 80,000 Wood
Pressed Steel
8,00Og Steel
Tank
Can. Car & Fdy.
......
......
Refrig.
Pa.
. _. Tank Car
Tank
8,050g Steel
Box
80,000 St. und'frame Angus shops
Refrig 60,000 St. und'frame Angus shops
Winnipeg shops
.... Wood
Vans
Winnipeg shops
Wood
Snplws
Angiis shops
Wood
Snplw,'
Angus shops
100.000 Steel
Ore

No.

St. un.

(Without cabs)

Canadian Railways
Purchaser

60,000
60,000

Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Magor
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Magor
Magor
Am. Car & Fdy.
Magor

Cane

20
Std.

St. un.

Gon.
40,000
(Cabs & brks)
40,000
5,000 Gon.

Car

Std. Car Cons.
Gen. American

10,0S0g

St. un.

4
80
30
300 Flat bod. 60,000
(Iron Work)
200 Box bod. 60.000
(Iron Work)
500 Sets trucks60, 000
80,000
& Western.. 25 Box
60,000
& Western.. 17 Cane
Lionel
100 Dump

Rys

Egyptian
State
Frazar & Co

Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Gen. American
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Am. Car & Fdy.
Pa.

Flat

Builder

itruction

44,000
60,000

Cane
Cane

1

10

Cuban Am. Sugar Co....

Tank Car

Chic.

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

.

Co..

.

(Cuba)
Chandler

Cuba

Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Pa. Tank Car

20yd

8,050g

Hop.
Gon.
Hop.

Co..

Wichita Valley Ref.

("anc

Italian

4

Pet.

IS

200

Pa.

2
100
30

SO

.

.

25

Colombian Northern
Cuba Northern

Steel
Steel
Steel
Slicl
Steel
Steel

8

10
'"
.

Glessner

White Eagle

Tank Car
Tank Car

S.OSOg
lOO.OOO
140,000
110,000
8,050g
lO.OSOg

.'\uto.dmp

10

H

Cent. I.utgarda (Cuba)
Cent. Macagua (Cuba)..
Central Patria
Cent. Portagulete (Cuba)
Augustin
Central
San

Std.

\

Elec.
Westinghouse
Mfg. Co.
West Pcnn. Steel Co

VVheatcroft,

Pa.
Pa.

Steel
Steel

Makers

Co

20
110

6

1

Rettcndorf

cot

Tank

.:

Co

Paper

St<l.

8.050g
lO.OSOg
lO.OSOg

Gon.
Gon.
Hop.

50
SO

Co

Oil

r.iin

10
20

Trumbull Steel Co......
Union Rolling Mill Co..

Western

(Cuba)

12

Caragol, Manuel
Central Ccspedes
Central Cunagua

Car Cons.
Car Cons.
Car Cons.

Std.
Std.

8,050k
8.05OR
10,050g

Hccf un

10

Warren

8,050(?

.100

•Swift & Co
•Swift & Co

Titusville

8,050g
10,050k

Capacity

Box
Cane
Cane
Cane
Tank
Cane

Bush & Daniels

Car Cons.
Car Cons.
Car Cons.
Gen. American
Std. Car Cons.
Std.
Std.
Std.

IO.O.SOk

No. Class

Purchaser

Buililrr

struction

.

Co

Tennessee

Capacity

No. Cla»s

rvir cliaser

1

oil

reflectors of the early days of railroading.

Some

engine drivers say that the brilliant rays tend to confuse signal
lamps which they and trackmen must observe. They admit that
if a large white church or a man of war in holiday paint were to
stray upon the track in front of a fast express, the glaring headlights might enable them to see it in time to stop unless they

were making up time on a downgrade.— A'^ew York Times.

\
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specialties for

Standard Cars and Locomotives

Data Revised

to

Form

THEand SPECIALTIES
locomotives

applied

to

Date and Arranged
for

standard

the

in

Tabular

Ready Reference
cars

showing the distribution of the orders,

in the original lists

the Railroad Administration have been published in the Railway Age from
time to time during the year. The first list was given in the
June 14 issue, page 1448; and the second list on page 1540
of the

primarily on account of delivery,
The companies receiving orders for the specialties for the
locomotives are shown in the table under the various specialty items and on which class of power these specialties are
used.
In case one specialty is used on all locomotives, such

of the

as the

for

built

June 21 issue; with an additional list on page 1586
June 28 issue. These lists gave in general the amounts
of the various specialties ordered, and in order to give a

American Arch Company arch, it is so designated,
table showing the specialties for the cars includes
only those for the cars which have been built thus far, as
informatiorf^is not obtainable as to just which of the spec-

The

better idea of the distribution of the use of these specialties

among

accompanying
few minor changes were made

the various classes of equipment the

A

tables have been compiled.

SPECfAI.TIFS
M!

be applied to the other cars.

FOR THE STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES
Mikado

Mountain

Pacific

Light

Heavy

Light

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

motives
Ail-

ialties will

Heavy

Heavy

Santa Fe

Switcher

Mallet

Light

Heavy

0-6-O

0-80

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Light

2-6-6-2 2-8-8-2

Brake-

Westinghouse Air Brake Co
New York Air Br.ike Co
Aich
American Arch Co
Bel!

Ringer

Harry

Co

&

V'issering

Blow-off CockEverlasting Valve Co
Southern Loco. Valve Gear

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No

No

No

No
No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ves

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Vis

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Co

Okadee Co
Blower Fitting
Barco Manufacturing Co
Bolster Tender Truck
Pittsburgh Steel Foundries

—

BrakeAmerican Brake Co
Brake Beam? Tender Truck
Chicago Railway Equip. Co

—

Br.-.ke

Beam Support

Chicago Railway Equip. Co
Brake ShoesAmerican Brake Shoe & Foundry Co
'

-

Buffer— RadialFranklin Railway Supply Co
Bumper Front

—

Commonwealth

Co

Steel

Bushings— -Cylinder and Valve
Hunt-Spiller Mfe. Corp
Drivirg Bo.\—
Cellars
Franklin Railway Supply Co
Coal Pusher
Locomotive Stoker Co
Coupler
Natioml Mall. Cast. Co
Coupler Yoke
Buckeye Steel Castings Co
Crosshead Shoe=-Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corp
Draft Gear
Westinghouse Air Brake Co
Dust Guards
W. N. Thornburg Co

—

Fire Door
Franklin Railway Supply Co
National Railway Device Corp

—

Frame 1 ender
Commonwealth Steel Co
Frame Tender Tr-ick .Side

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yc«

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

\ es

Yes

Yes

••.

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

\es

\ es

No

No

No
No

No

No
No

No
No

No
No

^ es

N'o

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

—

American Steel Foundries
Buckeye Sleel Castings Co
Gages .Steam
Ashcroft Mfg. Co
Ashton Valve Co
Gages Steam Heat
Ashton Valve Co
Gnges Water
Sargert Co
Gage Cocks
Nathan Mfg. Co
Grate Shaker
Franklin Railway Supply Co

•.

.

—

—
—

Ves

Headlight Case
Schroeder Headlight & Cen. Co
Handlori & Buck Mfg Co
Ad,Tms & VVestlake Co
Headlight Equipment
Pvle National Co
Schroeder Headlight & Gen. Co
.

.

.

''.'.['.''.'.'.['.'.'.'.

...
...

No

No

Iniectors

Nathan Mfg. Co
Hancock Insnirator Co
Ohio Injector Co
joints

— Metallic

.

l-'ipe

Y.cs

....
'.

—

.

Barco Manufacturing <~o
Franklin Railwav Supplv Co
Greenlaw Mfg. 'Co

-.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No

Yes

No

\ es

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

...
...

No
No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

...

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes

No

No
No

No
No

Yes

No

Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

No
No

No

No

No

No
No

Yes

Yes
Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

\es

Yes

Yes

Nathan Mfg. Co

Co

No
Yes

No

Yes

No
No

.'

—

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

Lubricato-'

Detroit Lubricator Co
Lubricator
Driving Box
Franklin Railway Supply

No

No
No

Yes

91
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All
loco*
iriitives

Oil Clips— Ciiide.

Piston Rod, Valve
lla'uock Iiispirator Co
Packiin;
I'isfon & Valve Rod
I'niied States ^fctal!ic Pack. Co

Stem—
Yes

—

raxton Milchcll Co
Paikiiii; Riiii^s

— Cylinder
Mfg.

lUmtSi^iiller

Reverse

and Valve
Corp

Yes

lic.ir

RagoniK't (Frank. Ky. Sup. Co.)
lewis (Coninionwenlth Sup. Co.)
Millin (.^in. Loco. Co.)
Hrowii (Sou. Loco. Valve Gear Co.)
Safety liar (Unit)
Franklin Railway Supply Co

—

Yes

Sandeis U. S. Metallic Packing Co
llanlon Loco. Sjnder Co

Harry Vissering & Co
Siae Bearing Tender
E S. Woods & Co

—

Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No

No

No

No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sorincs

Co

'Crucible Stoel

Yes

Spring & Mfg. Co
Spring &• Steel Co
Railway .'^teel Spring Co
Standard Steel Works
T'nion Spring & Mfg. Co
Ft.

No

Pitt

Pittsburgli

Sprinkler

—

Sellers Co., Inc
Hancock Inspirator Co
VV'ni.

Locoir.otive

Suiierheater

Co

Loco.

—

—
—

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No
No
No

Yes

Yes

No

No
No

No
No

\'es

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

No

Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No
No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

No

No
No

No
No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Y'es

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes

Yes

No

No
No

No

Yes

No

No
No

Yes

No
No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No

No

No
No

No
No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No

No

D. S.

S. S.

Comp.

Pox

Box

Gon.

No

Yes

No

No

Draft Gear, Friction
Westinghouse Air Brake Co
Standard Coupler Co
Union Draft Gear Co
Keyoke Railway Equipment Co....

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Dust Guards
Wm. N. Thornburgh Co

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Co.)

—

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

No

No

No

Hodges (Ha'.dwin Loco. Works)
(Ain.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Valve—

Cole-Scnville

No
No
No

No

No

Yes

No
No
No

No

Yes

Truck- TrailerUncoupling Device
Imperial Appliance Co
Valves Blower
Sargent Company
Valve near
Walschaert
Pilliod Co. (Baker)
Southern L oco. Valve Co
Valve— Check
Nathan Mfg. Co
Valve Piston
American Balanced Valve Co
Valve Safety
Consolidated Safety Valve Co
Coale Muffler & Safety Valve Co
Ashti.n Valve Co
Valve Steam Heat
Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc
Leslie Co
Cah
Ventilator
Rushton ( Paid. Loco. Works)
Wheels— Rolled Steel—
Forijed Steel Wheel Co
Standard Steel Works

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

No
No

Locomotive Stoker Co
Standard Stoker Co
Hanna Loco Stoker Co
Sunerhcater
Chandlers \'alve Co

Yes
Yes

No
No
No

No

Stoker-

Throttle

Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No

—

—

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

S5-Ton

L. S.

SPKCIALTIES FOR STANDARD CARS THUS FAR BUILT
Angle Cock Holders
Western Railway Equipment Co...

D. S.

S. S.

Comp.

Box

Box

Gon.

55-Ton

L. S.

Hopper Gon.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Y'es

Bostwick & Lyons

Y'es

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Y'es

Ajax

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bearing, Journal

—

Magus

1

Keystone
Haskel & Barker

Bearings,

I

Co
Bolsters, Truck
American Steel Foundries
Buckeye Steel Castings Co
Gould Coupler Co
Scullin Steel Co
Bettendorf Co
A.

Stucki

Boxes, Journal
National Mall. Cast.
Gould Coupler Co

Yes

No

Yes

No

No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Ye,

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Co

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

New York

Air Brake Co
Westinghouse Air Brake Co
Brake Beams, Tender
Buffalo Brake Beam Co
Davis Brake Beam Co
American Steel Foundries
Joliet Railway Equipment Co
Damascus Brake Beam Co
Haskell & Barker
Pressed Steel Car Co
Chicago Railway Equipment Co...
Brake Shoes
American Brake Shoe & Fdry. Co.

—

American Steel Foundries
Buckeye Steel Casting Co
Gould Coupler Co

McConway & Torley
MalL

Cast.

Yes

No
No
No

Co

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

YeYes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No

No

No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Brakes, Air

National

No

Chicago Railway Equipment Co....
Door Fixtures (Slide)
Camel Company

—

Ends, Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel Mfg. Co
>..
Chicago & Cleveland Car Roof Co..
Frames, Truck
American Steel Foundries
Bettendorf Co

Buckeye Steel Cast. Co
Gould Coupler Co
Scullin Steel

American Mall. Cast. Co
Union Spring & Mfg. Co
T. H. Symington Co

Couplers

Yes

ick Frictionless

Wine Railway Appliance Co
E. S. Woods & Co

Hopper Gon.

Davis' 3d Point Suspension

Yes

No

No
Yes
Yes

No

No
Yes

No

Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes

No

YeYes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Co

Hose, Air Brake
New York Air Brake Co
Westinghouse Air Brake Co
Uncoupling Device
Imperial Appliance Co
Wedges, Journal Box
Western Railway Jlquipment Co...
Wheels, (jast Iron
Brass Foundry & Machine Co....
Louisville Car Wheel & Supply Co.

Albany Car Wheel Co
Southern Car Wheel Co
New York Car Wheel Co
Ramapo Car Wheel & Foundry Co..
Buffalo Car Wheel S; Foundry Co..
Brown Car Wheel Works
Griffin Car Wheel Works
Western Steel Car Co
Standard Car Wheel Co
National Car Wheel Co
Wheels. SteelStandard Forged Steel
Pressed Steel (Carnegie)
Yokes, Draw Rar
Buckeye Steel Castings Co
Union Draft Gear Co

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Ye>
Ye,

No
Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

•

No
No

No

No

No
No
No
No
No

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Only a Small Addition

to

Main Track Mileage

Large Expenditures for Construction During 1918 Devoted
Mostly to Terminal Facilities
TERMS OF MAIN TRACK completed and

This will be confirmed by an examination of the
data which lists the amount of first track, second
track, etc., completed during the past year, and gives also,
under the heading of other important work under construction, the other projects of railroad work authorized,

placed in serv-.

years.

United States during
1918 amounted to less than at any time since the Civil
War. Only 721.57 miles of new line was completed during the past year in the United States and only 135.08

detail

INice,

railroad

construction

in

the

6,000

6,000

5,000

5.00O

4,000

4.000

3,000

3,000

2,000

2,000

1.000

1,000

1894

1896

md

1900

/902

1906

J904

/908

/9I0

1912

1914

j9/e

19/8

Year.

Curves of Mileage Built

in the

United States and Canada Since 1893

miles in Canada.
As shown by the diagram, these figures
are far below those of any other year during the last 25.
However, based on total expenditures authorized, railroad
construction in the United States ranks well with recent

including in this the construction of main tracks on which
This list includes only
work has not been completed.
projects costing $100,000 or more, upon which work has been
started, V)ut excludes authorized work not vet started.
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amount of second track completed i.s larger tlian
year or any year since 1914, but is only about half
'Die total for multiple
the mileaije comijlctcd in 191J.
tracks in the United States includes tiiird track, 76.95 miles,
In Canada only
fourth, fifth and sixth tracks, 57.43 miles.
'I'lic

last

MILliS Ol-

NKW

LINK COMI'LETIlO IN THE UNITED STATES
SINCE 1893.

\»9i
1894
1895

3,024
1.760

1896
^897
J898
t899
1900

1.692
2,109
3,265
4,569
4,894
5,368
6,026
5,652
3,832
4,388

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

l.-t20

1901

1902
1903
1904
1,905

5,623
5,212
3,214
3,748
4,122
3,066
2,997
3,071
1,532

1911

1912
191.i

1914
1915
1916
1917

933
1,098

979

1918

721
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tlie Santa l'"e Coa.st Line from Goffs to ('adiz,
some 6.i miles in siiort stretches on the Great Northand 48)/> miles similarly divided on the Atdiison, To-

ern; 00.77 on
Cal.

;

ern,

&

new .second track mileage
following the policy of llie Railroad
Administration to secure additional mileage of second track
where it could be oijtained witii the least effort.
This
applies also to the additions to multij)le main tracks.
In contrast with the greatly decreased activity in the
construction of new lines, tlie roads authorized more than
the usual amount of improvement work along exi.sting lines.
The congestion of last winter, particularly on the eastern

pcka
is

in

Santa Fe.

In geiural, the

short stretches,

roads, demonstrated forcefully the need for

more

facilities,

particularly for the care of locomotives at terminals.

As

a result a record-breaking amount of work of this character was undertaken this year, as indicated by the fact
that the Pennsylvania Railroad alone had under way over
200 projects involving expenditures of over $100,000 each

miles of second truck was completed, with no addiand second main tracks.
In tlie I'nited States the new mileage of first main tracks
includes 59.7 miles on the Atlantic Coast Line in Florida,
53 miles on the Government Railway in Alaska, and 48
miles on the Gulf, Mobile & Nortiiern in Mississippi and
Most of the mileage of new lines, however, is
Tennessee.
in short sections, and a considerable portion is in connec-

and ranging from that figure up to $5,000,000.
While the necessity for so large an amount of such work
is indicative of the starvation policy to which the roads
have been subjected during recent years, it also demonstrates the gradual transition from the extensive to the
While
intensive development of our transportation system.

tion with the development of coal lands.

tures for railway

4. 28

tions to other than first

Second-track work includes 64.05

New Tr^pk

liuILT

IN

miles

on the South-

relatively large areas in the far west arc still without proper

transportation facilities,

it

work

is

will,

to he expected

increasingly large proportions to improvements along exist-

New TR^CK
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I'uilt in 1917

M iles
United States

No. Cos

—

building

United States

Alabama

No. Cos. First

—

building track

1

Alaska
Arizona

Alabama

1

2

6.30

I

108.00

California

3

Alaska
Arkansas

3

10.05

Colorado
Connecticut

3

California

7

108.89

Colorado

1

.62

I'Torida

4

Connecticut

1

Georgia
Idaho

2

Florida

1

Illinois

3

1

1

Indiana

1

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

2

1

Massachusetts
Michigan

1

1

Montana
Nebraska

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

2

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

2

Oklahoma
Oregon

2

S

1

3

1

2

2

Washington

2
5

Wisconsin

1

•Wyoming

2

Mexico

9.01

.....'

1

21.50

3

29.80

5

39.80

1

L68

4

7.83

1

11.75

Mississippi

4

28.42

Missouri

2

3.55

Montana
Nevada

2

94.40

2

10.00

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

2

2.70

1

-16

3

3.74

North Carolina
Ohio

5

16.85

1

^7.19

Oklahoma
Oregon

3

23.80

70

721.57
1^5
10.00

•

.

2

17.00

15

61.89

1

21.50

1

-19

4

27.81

Xexas
Utah

3

63.50

2

67.20

Virginia

3

19.73

Washington

3

13.68

West Virginia

6

35.54

Wisconsin

2

29.^9

Wyoming

1

7.81

108

978.88

6

206.95

^

2

.Canada

4

Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

7

Virginia

Totals

Illinois

Michigan
Minnesota

Missouri

West

23.36

Massachusetts

1

Virginia

18.43

2

Maryland

Mississippi

South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

3

Idaho

Louisiana

•
:

Minnesota

Pennsylvania

Georgia

Kansas
Kentucky

1

Maryland
Maine

.21

5.00

Indiana

1

Louisiana

that expendi-

in the future, be diverted in

Totals

Canada

January
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3,

ing lines intended to modernize and to increase their capacities.

introduced an elewhich greatly retarded
Work was in general
the
continued on those projects which were already under way,

The inauguration

federal control

of

of uncertainty early in the year
inauguration of new projects.

ment

but

t^ie

necessity of securing federal approval for

new work

its inauguration.
Facing a labor shortroads had planned to undertake their improvement program as early in the spring as weather conditions
would permit, but the work of organizing the Division of
Capital Expenditures so delayed the issuance of approvals
that it was late in May before any considerable number
Then the entrance of many
of projects were authorized.
roads with large budgets into the market for labor and
materials further complicated the inauguration of the work
which was approved.
As a result, out of the total of
$1,199,426,026 of Additions and Betterments work, charge-

serijusly delayed

many

age,

95

able to capital account which had been authorized up to
less than one-half is now completed.
the lateness of the season at which this work
was authorized, many expedients have been undertaken to
secure its completion.
A premium has been placed on short

November 1,
Owing to

construction periods and every effort has been made to finish
as much of the work as possible before winter.
This
has been particularly true of engine terminals which were
so badly needed last winter.

While the uncertainty as to the disposition of the roads
makes any prediction as to the outlook' for construction
activities

during

1919

extremely

hazardous,

the

amount of work now under way and unfinished

large

will,

if

carried to completion, provide a fairly busy year in itself.
With the further improvements which must be made, the

general estimated recently that the roadway improvement work alone (excluding equipment) would aggregate $550,000,000 next year.
director

Railroad Construction in the United States in 1918

&

Alabama
Bridge over Big Black river,

Baltimore

Vicksburg

Mississippi, cost $174,000 completed.

in

Alabama Great Southern

Alaska Railroad
First Track: Between Seward, Alaska, and Fairbanks, 53.00 miles.
Other Important Work Under Constmction: Building in Alaska,, from
mile 224 to mile 265, 41 miles; mile 365 to mile 380, 15 miles standard
gage, and from mile 414 to mile 456, 42 miles of narrow gage.

Americus
Between Mata,

Ga.,

&

Atlantic

and Methvins, 2.00

miles.

Apache Railroad
First Track: Holbrook, Ariz., to Duke's Peak, 55.00 miles.

& Marengo

Ashland, Odanah

In Wisconsin, not specified, 5.00 miles.

First Track:

Atchison, Topeka
First Track:

Washington, Okla.,

&

Santa Fe

to Cole, 3.28* miles.

Glorietta, 4 98 miles; Camden Junction, Mo., to Floyd, 2.57 miles; at
Shopton, Iowa, 1.52 miles; Albuquerque, N. M., to Hahn, 4.00 miles; GalN. M., 3.1 miles: Westein division, Kan., M. P., 344 to 352, 7.45 miles-

to

lup,

48.59 miles.

Third Track:

•Change of

Turner, Kan.,

to

HoUiday, 6.45 miles.

line.

Other Important

Work Under

Constniction:

Illinois

to

division,

change in

0.28 miles, cost $110,870, 30 per cent completed; second track mile
418-422, Missouri division, 3.47 miles, cost $551,551, 80 per cent
completed.
Unclaimed freight building at Topeka, Kan., cost $310,825
completed; second track and change of line and grade, 11.82 miles, from
Arkansas City. Kan., to Newkitk, Okla.; second track, from Eldorado,
Kan., to AngUbta, 9.9 miles, cost $351,559, 16 per cent completed; second
track, from Winfield, Kan., to Arkansas City, 12.3 miles, cost
$603,654,
19 per cent completed; extension of Bartlesville branch and terminals
at
Tulsa, Okla., cost $815,000; new track and yard change
at Hutchinson,
Kan., cost $143,518 completed; second track, 4.45 miles,
at Dodge City
Kan cost $148,579, 50 per cent completed; engine terminal at Las Vegas.
JN. M., cost $236,857, completed;
reconstruction of bridge at Pinta, Ariz
cost $157,022 completed; shop and station
facilities at Gallup
cost $616,066 completed; car shops and lumber
shed at San Bernardino'
Ca ., cost $402,975 completed; spur to U. S.
line,

posts,

N

11 miles;

Defiance, Ohio, 1.30 miles.

Third Track:

At Philadelphia,

&

Second Track:

College Park, Ga., to Palmetto,

Cal., to

Atlanta

'

Barton County
First Track:

miles, completed.

Atlantic Coast Line
Track: Sebring, X-la., to Moore Haven,
59.70 miles
Other Important Work Under Construction:
James River bridge Richmond, Va., cost $231,117, 58 per cent completed;
additional freight fadlTties
Richmond, V
cost $360,882, 50
per cent completed; new passenge;
a
^'."'''<^' =°-P>^'ed; single' track, extensfon
First

of Haine'

a^

b a;c^'«', '°'l

°$M"ro^;,'?p^rc:nt'compi";j:"'^""

'^""-^

Santa Fe (A. T.

^"<^ ^'"°°"^^'^^'

&

S. Fe.)

Bay Point & Clayton

Bessemer

Point
17

&

In Kansas not specified, 31.20 miles.

Cal.,

Cadiz, 60.77 miles.

& West

miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Extension to
Bay Point
including overhead crossing over the Santa Fe and
Southern Pacific'
cost $100,000, work not started but expected to be finished
by June, 1919[

Santa Fe Coast Lines

Goffs,

0.60

track, Storrs, Ohio, to Culloms, 2.20 miles,
cost $208,007
44 per cent
completed; reconstruction of bridges from Cook's Mill, Pa.,
to Sand Patch
?191,200 completed; construction of bridge superstructures
from'
c°'^ Patch to Collensville,
Sand
cost $104,500, 96 per cent completed; strengthening bridges from Uniontown, Pa., to Cheat Haven,
cost $325 380
90
per cent completed; constructing bridge No. 315, at Etna,
Pa cost $102 'oOOconstruction of Astor Bridge at Flemington, W. Va.,
cost $478 900 'completed; Baltimore, Md., construction of yard at Mt.
Winans, cost $700 000
85 per cent comj.leted; enlargement of Bay View yards, cost
$16o'oOo'
80 per cent completed; heavy repair shops, Glenwood, Pa., cost $1 732605'
completed; additions to round house at Brunswick, Md
1°-, ^^c^L^^^l
'cost
$125,000, 84 per cent completed; additions to round house
at Grafton
W. Va., cost $175,000, 78 per cent completed; erection of heavy repair
shops at Cumberland, Md., cost $1,216,000, 65 per cent completedThawing house at Curtis Bay, Baltimore, Md., cost $100,000,
completed-' reconstruction of bridges from Cuba to Orient, Ohio, cost
$249,130, completed;
engine terminal facilities at De Forest Junction, Ohio, cost
$146 280 80
per cent completed; 12 additional stalls to round house
at Garrett
Ind
cost $155,000, completed; a new power plant at Garrett,
Ind.. completed'
8-.stall engine house at Ivorydale, Ohio, cost
$130,637, 90 per cent completed;
engine terminal improvements at Lorain, Ohio, cost
$101 790
5 per cent completed; rebuilding bridge No. 3, at North
Dayton, Ohio'
cost $407,832, completed;
new receiving yard at North Dayton, cost
$116,186, completed; engine house remodelling, at South Chicago
cost
$106,700, S per cent completed; extenditig engine house at Storrs,
Ohio,
cost $100,0';0. 5 per cent completed; enlarging engine house
at Stock Yards
Ohio, cost $100,000, 91 per cent completed; freight house,
office
etc
at
Parkersburg, W. Va., cost $268,013, completed; five additional
stories' on
freight house at Allegheny, Pa., cost $228,000 completed;
transfer bridge
pier 10, at Locust Point, Baltimore, Md., cost $137,833, completed.

S

Second Track:

Pa.,

Fourth Track, At Philadelphia, Pa., 0.60 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Additions to Clearmont
yard, Baltimore, Md., cost $160,000, completed; Annapolis Junction,
Md.,
to Admiral, tracks and other facilities for Camp Meade,
cost $408,120,
completed; diversion of main lines through Cumberland, Md., cost
$225,000,
80 per cent completed; additional yard tracks at Keyser, W. Va., cost
$150,000, 80 per cent completed; rearrangement and standardization of
fourth track line, from Bailey's to W. Baltimore, Md., cost $200,000,
40
per cent completed; track to Camp Sherman, at Chillicothe, Ohio,
cost
$191,692 completed; second track, 23.3 miles, from Milford Junction to
l.a
Paz Junction, Ohio, cost $785,957, 85 per cent completed; second

m'

cantonment at Camp Kearney'
completed; new depot and track at San
'
Bernardino,'
CO,? *1,',^°//
Cal., cost
$831,54/ completed.

Atchison, Topeka

Ohio System

Washington

,

Second Track: La Junta, Colo., to Casa, 4.87 miles; Dodge City, Kans.,
Wright, 7.64 miles; Dodge City to Scare, 4.46 miles; White to Augusta, 4.00 miles; Winfield to Arkansas City, 4,00 miles; Decatur, N. M.,
to

total,

&

Penn Mary, Md.,

Track:

to Bear Creek, 4.80 miles; West BaltiRoad, 1.40 miles; North Dayton, O., connecting
track between Wellston branch and main line; branch line at Great
Cacapon, W. Va.; connection with Coal & Coke Ry., at Hampton, W.
V.
Second Track: Evans, Pa.; Holloway, Ohio, to Flushing; Carlisle, Ohio,

more

Second Track: Between Russell, Miss., and Toomsuba, 8.8 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Second track from Burstall,
Ala., to Vance, 31.9 miles, 90 per cent completed; Warrior River Bridge
at Eutaw, .\la., cost $237,475 completed.

First Track:

First

^'-' <=-

First Track:
Steel Company,

& Lake

Deer Creek Junction,
1.60

miles.

Pa.,

Erie

branch to new mines of ^-nana
Inland

Second Track Henlein, Pa., to Kremis, 2.0O miles- Blacks R„„ 4
^"" *°
River Valley, 1.00 mile; total 3.00 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Deer
Creek Junction, Pa.,
branch to new mines of Inland Steel Co., 2.54 miles,
cost $410 000 50 per
^"""""^ °^ grade and alinement, Pardoe to
Cool Spring, cost
srR2s''n"J^ /.
$1,828,095
45 per cent completed; Blacks Run to River
Valley, Pa
double
track bridge over Allegheny river.
Pennsylvania Railroad and highways
with approaches, cost $2,149,112, 96 per
cent completed; K. O
new yard tracks, cost $378,711, completed; enlargement
of yard and facilities'

Junc3
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C'onnc.niit Harbor, O., cost $J0<',316. completed; chniigc of grade and
alinemcnt at Rural Kidgc, I'a., cost $J90,000, 45 per cciu completed; change
of grade and alinemcnt from Cnlmcrvillc to bridge No. 7, Pa., cost $1,617,778, 70 per cent completed; change of grade and alincment from
Harrisville. Pa., to ('.rove City, Pa., cost $895,000, 31 per cent completed
change of grade and alinemcnt
(work held up, continuation undecided)
at Ilartstown, Pa,, cost $>)90.O00, 91 per cent completed (work defcrreil);
North Ressemcr, Pa., new 400-ton coaling plant and tracks, cost $160,000,
59 per cent completed.
nt

;

Black Mountain Railway
First Truck:

In North I'arnlma, not spccilied,

2..10

miles.

Black Mountciin Railroad
C.rading completed on 8
Ollu-r Im/'orlanl ll'cxA- tnili-r CoiislnulKiii :
miles and ready for track hiyini; bctweon llulcn, Ky., and bead of I'ackctts
Creek.

Boston

&

Albany

Work Under

Construction
Reconstruction of drawbridge over Chelsea river at Chelsea, Mass., cost $280,300, 35 per cent
completed; renewal of bridge over North Elm street and public square at

Other Important

Pond Fork from Madison, W. \'a., 11.6 mihs; branch Man,
Mull creek of Guyaiidot river, 2.7 miles.

From North Chelmsford,

Other Important Work Under Construction: Eight-stall additio^ to roundVa., cost $109,136, completed; renewal of bridge «vcr Coal
witli double track structure, St. Alban.s, W. Va., cost $151,4^5, completed; third track Irom Big Sandy Junction to Russell. Ky., 11.3 miles
cost $490,000, 4 per cent completed; renewal bridge No. 44 with irjuble
track structure. Clover Valley, W. Va., cost $153,516; extension of line
from Man to Gilbert, W. Va.. 13.0 miles, cost $850,053, 71 per cent ctmpleted; new additional westbound yard, Russell, Ky., cost $819,618, 70 ptf
cent completed; renewal bridge No. 66, Martha, W. V., with double track
structure, cost $135,678. 50 per cent completed; water station at Silver
Grove, Ky., cost $131,000, 3 per cent completed; additional shop facilities,
Huntington, W. Va., cost $535,500, !(! pe^- cent c;oin|)leted.
house, iMilton,
river

Chicago

Mass.,

Mass.,

North Berwick, 5.64

to

to

West Chelmsford,

to South
miles.

Ashburnham,

Second Track:

Rebuilding bridge No. 180,
at Zoar, Mass., cost $215,000, 28 per cent completed; rebuilding bridge
No. 154, at Greenfield, Mass., cost $308,500, 60 per cent completed; rebuilding bridge No. 108, at Saco, Me., cost $105,000, 15 per cent completed;
improvements in yard and signals at Boston, Mass., cost $148,812, nearing
completion; engine house and yard facilities at Rotterdam, N. Y., cost
$643,000, 23 per cent completed; engine house and yard facilities at Lowell,
Mass., cost $1,000,000, 14 per cent completed; engine house facilities at
East Deerfield, Mass., cost $800,000, 40 per cent completed; rebuilding
bridge No. 148, East Deerfield, cost $274,000, completed; engine house and
facilities,
East Cambridge, cost $171,000, nearing completion; additional
yard facilities, Lawrence, cost $100,000, completed.

Buffalo Creek
At

Buffalo, N. Y., 0.18 mile.

Buffalo, Rochester

&

Pittsburgh

In Pennsylvania, at Falls Creek, 0.18 mile; from Marion

Second Track:

Center, Pa., 2.6 miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Shop terminal facilities, at
tracks
East Salamanca, N. Y., cost $706,500, completed; additional yard
terminal facilities at
at East Salamanca, cost $133,245, completed; shop
completed.
$696,606,
cost
Junction,
Run
Elk

&

Carolina
First Track:

Rehoboth, N. C

Northeastern

to Lasker,

,

& Fogelsville
Under Construction: At Guth, Pa.
Bridge), replacing viaduct with 3span arch and filling at cost of
Important

New England

New

Jersey
Central of
Between North Branch. N. J., and White House, 4.07

miles.

Fourth Track:

Between North Branch, N.

J.,

and White House, 4.07

miles.

grade
of
Other Important Work Under Construction: Elimination
per cent completed; addicrossing, Westfield, N. J., cost $303,157, 88
completed; Broad street
cost
$118,584,
N.
Newark,
tracks,
J.,
yard
tional
extra power house,
terminal, Newark, N. J., cost $632,663, completed;
at Jersey
cost $161,123, completed; new coal pier No. 18
Ashley Pa
j"
(1918 allowance $800,000); storage yard.
cost $1,506,513
City
cost $227,003, 92 per cent completed;
Newark, N.

1.97

Port
per cent
renewal bridge No. 1 at Phillipsburg, N. J., cost $475,642, 17
per cent
completed; coal thawing sheds, Jersey City, cost $252,380, 7
cost
Pa.,
$279,556,
53 per
completed; additional yard tracks, Allentown,
90
City, cost $188,902
cent completed; extension of service plant, Jersey
City,
to
Jersey
N.
Bayonne,
J.,
per cent completed; extension fifth track,
pier No. 18, Jersey
5 per cent completed: storage yard
cost $111 591
allowance, $500,000).
City, cost' $828,686, 48 per cent completed (1918

Chicago

Other

Clarksville, Pa.,

Important

First Track:

(Ind.)

coal

branch.

&

Erie

Chicago

&

North Western

Other Impo'lant Work Under Construction:

Ore docks and yards, Ashland, Wis., cost $1,727,200, completed; elevator (6,000,000 bu.).'South Chicago, III., cost $4,583,348, completed; elevator (1,500,000 bu.1 Council
Bluffs, la., cost $1,604,053, completed; extension of shop buildings, Chicago,
cost $721,054, completed; track elevation, Milwaukee. Wis., cost $1,192,614,
completed; addition to engine house. Nelson, III., cost $182,000. completed;
track elevation, Mayfair, Chicago, cost $792,000, completed; reconstruction
Des Plaines river bridge, Galena division, cost $149,550, completed; FranklinOrleans street viaduct, Chicago, cost $709,340, completed; 20-stall addition
to engine house. Fond du Lac, Wis., cost $185,745, completed; Poposia mine
spur, 3.77 miles, at Hudson, Wyo., cost $139,020, completed.

&

Chicago, Burlington
First Track:

Quincy

Cut-off on old line at Orin Junction, Wyo., 1.16 miles.

111.. 0.18 mile; at Beardstown. 1.64 miles;
0.22 mile; Keyesport to Shattuc. 10.43 miles; Smithboro to Dur0.08 mile; Crawford, Neb., to Rutland,
Mb.,
at
St.
Joseph,
miles;
2.63
ley.
5.95 miles; Ashland to Greenwood, 7.63 miles; Sheridan, Wyo., to Dietz,
3.70 miles; total 32.46 miles.

Second Track: At Smithboro.

Chicago, Indianapolis

&

Louisville

completed.

Chicago, Milwaukee
First Track:

Techny,

111.,

&

St.

Paul

to Bensenville, 3.7 miles.

Second Track: Techny, 111., to Bensenville, 3.5 mi'es; Montevideo,
Winn., to Milan, 5.6 miles; total 9.1 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Track elevation, Milwaukee,
Wis., cost $2,083,444, completed; track depression, Minneapolis, cost $1,365,261, completed; new station, Butte. Mont., cost $272,945, completed;
roundhouse, Sioux City, la., cost $120,902, completed; electrification, Othello.\t^o, cost $8,990,741. to be completed by July, 1919; additions to shops,
Dubuque. la., cost $115,000. completed; engine terminal. Ottumwa JuncChamberlain,
tion, la., cost $772,300. completed; bridge over Missouri river.
S.

Dak., cost $210,200, completed.

Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific

miles; Tindall, Mo., to Trenton,
McFarland,
4.3 miles; Topeka, Kan., t6 Bishop, 6 miles; Paxico, Kan., to
3.90 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Track elevation, Chicago,
terminal,
cost $144,780, 87 per cent completed; second main track; engine
Burr Oak, 111., cost $246,935, 60 per cent completed.

Second Track: AUerton,

Work

Under

Construction:

&

la., to Clio, 7.6

Chicago Union Station
First

to near Jefferson, 3.50 miles.

Chesapeake

Fork extension.

Jackson

J.,

Extension

from

Eighty-

cost $1,Four, Pa., to Marianna, 10.20 miles, work indefinitely postponed,
miles, cost
385,000. 65 per cent completed; Champion to near Jefferson, 9
Neraacolin mine, 5.50 miles,
$1,912,840, 50 per cent completed; Crucihlo to
cost $'835,000, 10 per cent completed.

ville, 13.3 miles,

Illinois

mile;

:

Chartiers Southern
First Track:

0.33

miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction
Freight station and yard,
Webster avenue, Chicago, cost $232,681, completed; addition to yards,
Marion, O., cost $445,641, completed.

N

Newark,

Eastern

Other Important Work Under Construction: Midland, Ind., yard and
engine terminal (1918 appropriation $38,500), cost $230,282, 16 per cent

Second Track: Highlands and Reynolds branch, N. Y.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Strengthening Poughkeepsie
Bridge, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., cost $370,000, completed.

Track:

total

$150,000,

83 per cent completed.

Third

&

111..

(Jordan

Work

Central

1.64 miles;

At Okav

at Girard,

4.00 miles.

Catasauqua

Other

Alton

3.94

Other Important Work Under Construction:

First Track:

&

Other Important Work Under Construction: Track elevation, Rockwell
Kedzie avenues, Chicago, cost $275,793, 85 per cent completed (work
held up); yards and tracks, C'arlinville, III., cost $144,971. 62 per cent
completed; freight terminal. Chicago, cost $1,400,000 (work held up).

Chicago
From Westminster,

Track:

Cummings, Me.,

up

Track: liarboursville.
Va., to ("lover Valley, 1.44 miles;
Peeks Mill to Peach creek, W. Va.. 3.38 miles; West IIanili« to Salt Rock',
W. Va., .'08 miles; Logan, W. Va., to Stollings, 1.1 milis; Bremo to
Strathmore. 3.00 miles.

2.25 miles.
7"/iirrf

\'a.,

W

Second

to

& Maine

Boston

miles;

W.

1

:

Westfield, cost $250,000, 6 per cent complctiil.

Second Track:

Vol. 66, No.

Ohio

Extension Big Coal branch from Seth, W. Va., to Whitesbranch line up Big Elk Run of Coal river, 3.8 miles; Marsh
Little Marsh. W. Va.. to Hozy Creek, 6.5 miles; branch up

Track:

At Chicago,

111.,

O.70 mile.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
Other Important Work Under Construction: Engine terminal.

St.

Paul,

Minn., cost $108,563, completed.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis

& Western

Construction: Coal branch from Dana,
InInd., 5 miles, cost $103,461. 90 per cent completed; track elevation,
house and
dianapolis, Ind., cost $100,000, 60 per cent completed; freight
completed.
per
cent
office building. Indianapolis, cost $201,520, 90

Other Important

Work Under

January
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3,

Cincinnati,

New

Orleans

&

Texas

Pacific

Erie

In Tennessee, from M. P. 236.25 to 237.25, 2 miles.
Second Track: In Tennessee, M. P. 216.1 to 217.5, 1.40 miles;
First Track:

.

M. P.

215.3 to 215.4, 0.4 miles; M. P. 213.4 to 213.8, 0.40 miles; M. P.
to 230, 0.80 miles; M. P. 236.2 to 237.2, 1 mile; in Kentucky, from
124 to 132, and from M. P. 143.7 to 146.7, 9 miles; total 13 miles..

229.2

M.

P.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Reconstruction of Tennessee
river bridge, Chattanooga, Tenn., cost $268,175, completed; second track,
Helenwood, Tenn., to Bobbins, 6.00 miles, cost $354,000; Huffman to
Lancing, cost $1,311,841.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

&

Louis

St.

Second Track: Union City, Ind., to Winchester, 9.0O miles; between
Marion, Ohio, and Nelson, 33.00 miles; Ansonia to Union City, 9.00 miles;
Columbus to Avenue, 4.60 miles; total 55.60 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Additional yard facilities at
Mattoon, 111., cost $115,000, grading completed; building 4.30 miles of first
track near Zionsville, Ind., 10 per cent completed; building second track
from Briar, Ind., to Beech Grove, 9 miles, 50 per cent completed, and
from Augusta. Ind., to Whitestown, 11 miles, 10 per cent completed;
separation of grades in Indianapolis, Ind., cost $600,000, 75 per cent completed; new receiving yard at Brightwood, cost $176,000, completed; additional yard facilities at Beech Grove, cost $145,000, completed; rebuilding
bridge No. 6 at Cleveland, Ohio, cost $221,450, substructure completed,
superstructure to be completed by March, 1919; separation of grades at
four streets in Columbus, cost $332,287. completed; additional yard facilities at Bellefontaine, cost $270,000, and rearrangement of tracks, relocation
of freight house and track connections at BeUefjntaine, cost $128,000, completed; additional yard facilities at Sharonville, cost $545,000, to be completed by March, 1919; additional yard facilities at Columbus, cost $265,000,
grading completed; new engine terminal at Galion, cost $219,000, and additional yard facilities at Galion, cost $152,000, completed; extension of yard,
Bellefontaine, C, cost $135,000, completed; rearrangement of tracks at
Galion, O., cost $100,400, completed; engine terminal and yards at Ansonia,
O., to cost $184,800.

M.

First Track:

In Oregon, not specified,

P. 83 to Ingleside (Colo.) branch, 0.19 mile.

Columbia

& Nehalem

Other Important Work Under Construction: New engine terminal, CroxN. J., cost $875,695, completed; renewal of bridge No. 192.22, cost
$183,064, completed; coaling plant, Hornell, N. Y., cost $255,000, completed; revision of engine terminal. East Buffalo, cost $248,137, completed;
ton,

elimination of grade crossing, Louisiana street, Buffalo, cost $269,689,
completed; engine terminal, Salamanca, N. Y., cost $237,293, 90 per cent
completed; elimination of grade crossings, Jamestown, N. Y., cost $475,075,
40 per cent completed; engine terminal facilities, Brockwayville, Pa., cost
$142,445, 75 per cent completed; engine terminal, Avoca, Pa., cost $260,000,
30 per cent completed; improved engine terminal, Ferrona, Pa., cost
$201,552, completed; engine terminal facilities, Meadville, Pa., cost $415,081;
classification yard, Girard, O., cost $169,643, completed; elimination of grade
crossing, P. R. R. and Liberty road, Girard, cost $150,000, 20 per cent
completed; improved freight handling facilities, Akron, O., cost $241,061,
95 per cent completed; separation of grades, Youngstown, O., cost $147,840,
70 per cent completed; enlarging the yard at Kenmore, O., cost $113,583,
completed; engine terminal facilities, Dayton, O., cost $245,703, completed.

& Hudson

At Ninevah, N. Y., 0.24 mile.
Second Track: Windsor, N. Y., to Ninevah, 6.50 miles.
Third Track: Between Oneonta, N. Y., and Albany, 1.28 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: From Schenevus, N.
Richmondville Summit, 12.45 miles main track, signals, bridges,

First Track:

per cent completed;

cost $325,000, 5 per cent completed.

Galveston, Harrisburg

Other Important Work Under Construction: Galveston (Tex.) Causeway,
H. & S. A. share), $207,280, expected to be completed by June, 1920.

Grand Trunk Western

Mont., to Blackfoot, 25.33 miles; total 63.22 miles.
Third Track: At Minneapolis, Minn., 4.26 miles.

Fourth Track: At Minneapolis, Minn., 4.25 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Ward street bridge, Minot,
N. D., cost $135,391, 90 per cent completed; water supply, at Bowdoin,
Mont., cost $162,980, 97 per cent completed; engine house, etc., Bowdoin,
cost $276,675, completed; ore dock, AUoiiez, Wis., cost $748,682, completed;
treight house, team tracks, etc., St. Paul, cost $1,832,771, 90 per cent completed; yard extension, Minnt, N. D., cost $125,000, completed; rebuilding
snow sheds, Tye, Wash., to Scenic, cost $170,000, completed; lining two
tunnels, Butte division, cost $185,000, 90 per cent completed; new material
yard (Minneapolis Belt Line), Northtown, Minn., cost $927,762, completed.

Gulf

$117,714, completed.

Rio Grande

First Track: Cokedale, Colo., to Bon Carbo, 7.19 miles; Hooper (Utah)
to Kingsville and to Cox, 2.76 miles; total 9.95 miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction:

Yard and engine terminal

$850,000, 41 per cent completed;
$103,435, 67 per cent completed.

second

Ship Island

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
Second Track: At Galveston, Texas. 2,00 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Galveston Causeway

(G. C. &
F. share), $305,151, 50 per cent completed; reconstruction of Gulf &
Interstate Railway from Port Bolivar, Tex., to High Island, cost $172,810,
S.

completed.

Gulf, Florida
First Track: Pensacola, Fla., to

& Alabama

Navy Yard,

5.08

miles.

Gulf, Mobile & Northern
First Track: McLain, Miss., to end of track, 30.00 miles; Middleton,
Tenn., to Barrett's Divide, 18.00 miles; total 48.00 miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Extension of Blodgett
branch, McLain, Miss., north, to be 31 miles long; total cost $560,000,
92 per cent completed; extension of Middletown-Jackson line, to be 40
miles long, 80 per cent completed.

branch

at Soldier Summit, Utah, cost
track, Buttes, Colo. -Pueblo, cost

&

Other Important Work Under Construction: Spur track extension 34.5
Hovey, Miss., to Kiln, cost $260,000, 80 per cent completed.

miles,

& Western

cost $197,631, 90 per cent completed; grade crossing elimination, East
Buffalo, N. Y., cost $284,776 completed; grade crossing elimination, Buffalo,
N. Y., cost $424,770, completed; engine terminal, Jersey City, N. J., cost
$148,174, completed; power plant. East Buffalo, cost $284,646, completed;
extension of piers No. 3 and No. 4, at Hoboken, N. J., cost $146,835, 95
per cent completed; rebuilding power house, Hoboken, cost $121,646, 35
per cent completed; additions to engine terminal Gravel Place, Pa., cost

&

Antonio

i:G.,

Y.,

Other Important Work Under Consti action: Elimination of 26 grade
crossings. Orange, N. J., cost $2,173,165, 99 per cent completed; elimination of grade crossing and new passenger station, Madison, N. J., cost
$646,250, 98 per cent completed; grade crossing elimination, Passaic, N. J.,

Denver

& San

Rosenberg, Tex., to Damon Mound, 22.00 miles.
Second Track: Ysleta, Tex., to El Paso, 12.49 miles; San Antonio to
Withers, '6.47 miles; total 18.96 miles.
First Track:

etc.,

$450,000 of the appropriation was

Delaware, Lackawanna

Northern

Great Northern

to cost $120,000, 65 per cent completed.

45

&

Second Track: Long Lake, Minn., to Delano, 11.56 miles; Kandiyohi to
Pennock, 11.02 miles; Campbell to Breckenridge, 15.31 miles; Cut Bank,

Cumberland Valley

to

Abbeville

(La.), 3.00 miles.

Galesburg, Rockford

River

1.00 mile.

Second Track: Newville, Pa., to Oakville, 2.71 miles; Maugansville, Md.,
Hagerstown, 1.93 miles; total 4.64 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Extension of second track
and revision of grade and alinement from Oakville, Pa., to Shippensburg,
cost $440,000, 35 per cent completed; additional yards at Cumbo, W. Va.,

cost $814,712,
cancelled.

Spur

Other Important Work Under Construction: Building extension from
Hooppole, HI., to Geneseo, 16 miles, work includes two 100 ft. bridges,

to

Delaware

&

Franklin
First Track: Prevost

Other Important Work Under Construction: Yard extension, Nichols,
Mich., cost $406,000, to be completed June, 1919; car shops. Port Huron,
cost $473,000, completed.

Colorado Railroad
First Track:

97

Hocking Valley
Second Track: Delaware, Ohio,
bridge, 6.00 miles;

total

to

Marion, 6.90 miles; Marion

to

Wal-

12.90 miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Logging spur, 18 miles, from
Wales, Minn., cost $215,997, completed; repair shop. Two Harbors, Minn.,

Other Important Work Under Construction: Passing track beeween
Marion, Ohio, and Pemberville (to be absorbed later as second track),
cost $443,000, 70 per cent completed; additional yard tracks at Walbridge,
O., cost $394,740, and at Columbus, cost $128,000, completed; grade crossing
elimination at Columbus, cost $224,331, completed; fuel and water stations
at Walbridge, Carey, Columbus, Logan, and Nelsonville, O., cost $367,659,
completed; ten-stall engine house, turntable, shops and tracks at Nelson-

cost $192,854, completed.

ville,

Detroit Terminal
Second Track: In Michigan,

various points, 0.66 mile.

at

Duluth

&

Iron Range

Duluth, Missabe & Northern
Other Important Work Under Construction: Coal handling

bridge,

Du-

Minn., cost $239,750; steel and concrete ore dock, Duluth, cost
$3,839,714, 85 per cent completed; Missabe mine spur, cost $177,399, completed; spur to Carson Lake and Fletcher mines, cost $263,105, 95 per cent
completed.

144,

&

Southwestern

Construction: Change of
Eastern division, cost $514,063, completed.

cost $120,000,

Other Important
Dallas,

Tex

,

M.

P.

117-

&

Work Under

Texas Central
Construction:

12-mile

belt

line

around

cost $834,500.

Illinois

Second Track:

Belleville,

Third Track: From
line,

completed.

Houston

luth,

El Paso
Other Important Work Under

O.,

HI., to

Dn Quoin,

Central

Wilderman,

111.,

2.8 miles.

to Bois, 3 miles.

Fifth Track: Chicago, Twenty-second
Kensington to Riverdale, 4 miles.

to

Fortieth

street,

5

miles,

and
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Track: Chicago, Twcnly-second to Fortieth street, 5 miles, and
5'i.i(/i
Ken»ington to Riverdale, 4 miles.
Other Imfortant ll'ork Under Conslruction: Hianch from Golcoiula, 111.,
reconstruction of
6.5 miles, cost $125,000, 40 per cent completed; Chic.-iKO,
bridges from Sixtv-third to Sixty-seventh streets, inclusive, cost $537,000,
inclusive, cost
streets,
Sixtieth
to
Fifty-first
cent completed, and

Vol. 66, No.

nuii.il, lIufTalo, cost $509,687, completed;
li
Tilfl Farm eiiKini
Suspension Bridge, cost $431,107, completed; engine
Manchester, cost $684,458, completed; new pier and bulkhead
East River, New York, cost $142,010, completed; changes on
H. and L at Jer.sey City, N. J., cost $240,360, completed.

completed;
iiiginc

i

terniinni,

Icrminal,
pier 44
piers 1).

Track: Knconlina

First

passenger
engine terminal and vard at Ambny. cost $316,170, completed;
Mattoon. cost $107,715, and engine terminal, cost $116,530.
station
completed
be
completed; renewr.l of bridges on system, cost $1,715,340. to
tracks, Stithton,
by December, 1919; change in line and additional yard
Padueah, Ky.. cost
Ky.. cost $128,300, completed; engine terminal at
and
line 13.5 miles from Princeton,
grade
of
change
completed;
000
$265
Ky to nawson, cost $802,000, 58 per cent completed; engine terminal,
East Junction,
Fulton, Ky., cost $190,000, completed; grade separation at
yard,
Memphis, Tenn., cost $161,160, and additional trackage Nonconnah
Memphis, cost $328,920, rearing completion.
'

Indianapolis Union Railway
Other Important Work

Vndcr Construction: Elevation of Union tracks

per cent completed.
at Indianapolis, Ind., cost $8,060,000, 25

International & Great Northern
Work Under Construction: New shop

Other Important
Antonio,

Tex.,

cost

$229,163,

buildings,

Gulf

west 4.00 miles.

river

Long

Island

First Track: At Bcthpagc Junction. N. Y.. 0.02
Second Track: Floral Park, N. Y., to Garden

stead
total

to

Meadow

Brook,

1.84

miles;

mile.
City, 3.11

Hicksville to

miles;

Hemp-

Pinelawn, 6.4S miles;

11.40 miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Yard changes. Long Island
Ci:y, N. Y., cost $140,930. completed; terminal facilities at Camp Upton,
cost $250,000, completed; improved engine house facilities. Long Island
City, cost $10.1.440, 70 per cent completed; improvements, including classification yard. Bay Ridge, cost $262,227, 70 per cent completed; freight
yard at Biishwick. cost $247,230, 90 per cent completed; rearrangement and
new station and track at Rockaway Park, cost $127,892, completed.

&

Louisville

Nashville

First Track: Kildav. Ky., to Seagrove, 9.58 miles; Grays
of Turtle Cro.k, 2.70 miles.

Knob

to

mouth

Work Under

Construction: Bulkheads and bank protection, Pascagoula, Miss., cost $123,464, 82 per cent completed; second
track 7.55 miles from Corbin, Ky
to Arkle, cost $252,502. 40 per cent
completed; terminal yard at De Courcey, Ky., cost $1,356,471, completed;
extension of yard at Montgomery, Ala., cost $276,200, 44 per cent completed; yard facilities at Radnor, Tenn., cost $2,170,067, 89 per cent completed; Lexington & Eastern branch from Blackey, Ky., 3.5 miles, cost
$150,000, 60 per cent completed, and from Hamdin, Ky.. 6.68 miles,
$230,000, 42 per cert completed; branches in Perry county, Ky., 7.91
miles, cost $229,099, 75 per cent completed; Kentucky & Virginia, spur
from Evarts, Ky.. 6 miles, cost $210,000, 36 per cent completed; reconstruction of coal wharf. Mobile, Ala., cost $114,251. 78 per cent completed.

Other Important

,

San

completed.

(I'Ma.),

Second Track: Allag, Fla., to main line, 1.75 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Extension from Enconfina
(Fla.>. river west 10 miles, of which 7 miles arc under construction.

Line

to Kingston, cost
cost $1,500,000; tr.ick elevation from Grand Crossing
at Hawthorne, cost
$2,082,300. 31 per cent completed; engine terminal
over Kankakee river,
$150,890, 75 per cent completed; four track bridge
Kankakee 111., cost $346,357, 71 per cent completed, and engine terminal,
additional yard tracks.
cost $136,476, completed; enRine terminal and
Champaign, cost $259,000. completed; additional yard tracks. Centralia,
supply, Ihi Quoin, 111., cost
cost $171,710. 85 pel cent completed; water
Carboiidalc. cost $.W0.00O,
$100 000, 10 per cent completed; engine terminal,
completed; engine terminal and yard tracks. Mounds, cost $458,000, 95
East
St. Louis, cost $142,810,
house-.
freight
inbound
completed;
per cent
and engine terminal and additional yard tracks, F.ast St. Louis, cost
cost
$200,949, completed;
Clinton,
terminal,
engine
'90,
completed;
$130

&

Live Oak, Perry

94 per

between Fifty-first and
$821,850, 50 per cent completed; raising tracks
Sixty-seventh streets, cost $426,800. to be completed by June, 1919; buildSixty-sixth and Sixtying suhuiban stations at Sixty-third, Sixty-fourth,
seventh streets, cost $302,270, completed; depot and oflicc building
St. Charles Air
Sixty-third street, cost $87S,000, completed; reconstruction
yard,
bridge, cost $151,420. 80 per cent completed; classification

1

Madison,

Illinois

&

St.

Louis

Engine terminal in north
Other Important IVorh Under Construction
end of Madison yard in Venice, 111., cost $140,000, 30 per cent completed.
:

Jacksonville Terminal Company
enlargeOther Important Work Under Construction: Reconstruction and

ment of passenger and

freight facilities
$2,500,000, to be completed in 1919.

at

Jacksonville,

Fla.,

cost

Other Important Work Under Construction: Coalburg, O., enlargement
of yard, cost $402,451 completed; additional car repair tracks, cost $110,000,
10 per cent completed, and new engine terminal, cost $675,000, 30 per
rent completed; Hunrod avenue viaduct. Youngstown. O.. cost $310,285.
31 per cent completed

Kanawha & Michigan
First Track: Gauley Bridge,

W.

V.. to Belva. 5.60 miles.

station,
Other Important Work Under Construction: Local freight
Dunbar,
Charlestown, W. Va., cost $175,000, completed; storage yard,
O., to
Hobson,
extension
completed;
Va cost $100,000, 90 per cent
from
Meigs 5 5 miles, cost $431,725, 10 per cent completed; extension
per
25
cost
$100,000,
miles,
3.90
West Charleston, W. Va., to Dunbar,
cent completed

W

Kansas City Southern
First Track:

Maine Central
First Track- Fairfield, Me., to Benton, 0.71 mile.
Second Track: Waterville, Me., to Clinton, 7.47 miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Shop improvements, WaterMe., cost $247,625, completed; renewal of bridge, Gardner, cost
$120,000; terminal improvements at Mattawamkeag, cost $145,000, to be
completed by Tunei 1919.

ville,

,

Marion

City, Mo., 1.01 miles.

Kansas

Second Track: Kansas

Kentucky

City,

&

First Track: Pittsburg,

Mo., 1.01 miles.

Klamath
Klamath

Falls,

Falls Municipal

Ore., to

Lake Erie

& Western
O., cost

$250,000, 30 per cent completed.

Lake

Erie, Franklin & Clarion
Pa, to Alsace, 3.00 miles.

Lake Superior & Ishpeming
Other Important Work Under Construction: Shops and

engine terminal
Presque Isle. Marquette, Mich., to include 20-stall roundhouse and other
structures also about four miles terminal tracks, cost $430,000, 75 per cent
completed.
at

&

Chester

Important Work Under Construction: Bridge renewal work on
Catawba river in South Carolina, cost $125,000, completed.
Othet

Lehigh

& New

Eastern
1.

00 mile.

First Track: Hockerville. Kan, to Baxter Junction, 2.20 miles;
1.40 miles; total 3.60 miles.

Monarch

to Naylor,

Michigan Central
Other Important Work Under Construction: Engine terminal and yard,
Mich., cost $1,378,500, to be completed July, 1919; draw bridge.
River Rouge, Detroit, Mich., cost $541,000, to be completed July, 1920;
boiler and tank shop, Jackson, Mich., cost $355,000, to be completed
March, 1919; steel car repair shop, West Detroit, Mich., cost $210,000,
completed; new roundhouse and facilities, Joliet, 111,, cost $161,600, to be
completed March, 1919.

Midland

First Track: Reidshure Junction.

Lancaster

&

eastward,

Niles,

Dairy, 6.00 miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Roundhouse, Lima,

111-,

Miami Mineral Belt

Indiana Terminal Railroad

Other Important Work Under Construction: Engine terminal, including
cost $350,000. coin3.30 miles of terminal yard track at Louisville, Ky.,
cent completed.
pleted, and concrete coaling station to cost $100,000, 10 per

First Track:

Mahoning Coal Road

about

England

First Track: Bethlehem, Pa., to .Mlentown, 3.0O miles.

Lehigh Valley
Third Track: Manchester, N. Y., to Farmington, 3.75 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Renewal of bridges, No.
269, Athens, Pa., cost $248,560; No. 407, Stafford, Pa., cost $146,000;
No. 386, Wadsworth, N. Y., cost $266,000; No. 379a, Rochester Junction,
N. Y., cost $109,700, and No. 341b, Geneva Junction, N. Y., cost $138,517;
all completed; engine terminal and tracks, Ashmore, Pa., cost $1,200,000,
N. J.,
to be completed in January, 1919; new boiler house, Perth Amboy,
cost
cost $196,164, completed; Hamburg Turnpike viaduct, Buffalo, N. Y.,
$216,013, 83 per cent completed; Avenue R, bridge, Newark, N. J., cost
cost
$688,710,
$193,135, completed; engine terminal. East Buffalo, N. Y.,

&

Northwestern

First Track: Flory, Tex., to Seminole, 17.00 miles.

&

Sault Ste. Marie
Minneapolis, St. Paul
Other Important Work Under Construction: Concrete arch
Frogner, Minn., cost $133,800, 38 per cent completed.

Missouri, Kansas

bridge,

& Texas

Other Important JVork Under Construction Rearranging and enlarging
yard and locomotive facilities at New Franklin, Mo., cost $150,000, completed; building terminal and water supply at Appleton City, Mo., cost
$300,000, 20 per cent completed; building subway to carry Main street
under tracks. Parsons, Kan., cost $150,000, 65 per cent completed; rearranging and enlarging freight yard and building a reclamation plant at
Parsons, cost $350,000. completed; enlarging and rearranging locomotive
facilities and vard at Fort Worth, Tex., cost $300,000, 10 per cent completed; grade separation to eliminate street crossings, Dallas, Tex, cost
:

$360,342, 85 per cent completed.

Other Important
Neb.,

cost

$198,500,

Missouri Pacific
Work Under Construction: Track

elevation,

Omaha,

completed.

Monongahela Railroad
Second Track: South Browns .'ille, Pa., to Luzerne, 4.61 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Terminal improvements

at

January

3,
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cent

completed;

additional

yard

99
Dock Junction, Conn., to Quinnipiack, 1.00 mile.
Dock Junction, Conn., to Quinnipiack, 1.00 mile.

tracks,

Fifth Track: Belle
Sixth Track: Belle

Big

Other Important Work Under Construction: Strengthening bridge, Water-

Brownsville,

cost

Pa.,

$667,200,

per

Big Meadow Run, Pa., cost $159,600, completed; second track from
Meadow Run to Rush Rue, cost $120,000, 60 per cent completed, and

from Masontown, Pa., to Antram, cost $171,000 to be completed March,
1919; shops at South Brownsville, Pa., cost $105,000. 4 per cent completed;
additional side tracks at Hig Meadow Rrn. Pa., cost $216,000, 45 per cent
completed.

Morgan's Louisiana
Other Iinfo'taiit Work Under C nnslrtu tion

&

four

machine shops, Algiers,

La., cost $152,800, completed.

Morgantown & Wheeling
First Tr:u-k: Between state line and Brave, Pa., 2.20 miles;
Blacksville, W. Va., and state line. 1.50 miles; total 3.70 miles.

Nashville, Chattanooga
First

Truck

&

St.

between

Louis

Cravens, Tcnn., to Alton Park; Coalmont, Tenn, to Tates-

:

91 per cent completed; enlargement of South Boston cut for
tracks.
Boston,
;\'lass.,
cost
S972,000,
84
per cent completed;,
freight
classifica'ioryard and engine
facilities.
Cedar Hll, Conn.,
cost
$2,349,200,
per
50
cent
completed;
additional
yard
tracks,
Waterbury, Conn., cost $184,100, 86 per cent completed; extra classification
yard, Midway, Conn., cost $217,000, completed; freight terminal and classification yard, Boston, Mass., cost $1,697,000, 11 per cent completed; classification yard and engine facilities, Pawtucket, R. I., cost $1,403,780, 30 per
cent completed; additional side tracks, Springfield, Mass., cost $170,000,
80 per cent completed; connecting track from Highland branch yard to
Naugatuck line, Waterbury, Conn., cost $340,000, 7 per cent completed;
additional
yard tracks, Hartford, Conn., cost $223,000, 5 per
cent completed; passenger station, New Haven, Conn., cost $1,434,713, 54
per cent completed; improvements at co.iling plant pier No. 4, Boston,
Mass., cost $113,491, completed; engine house and terminal facilities, Danbury, Conn., cost $204,895, completed: new and enlarged engine house
$211,131,

Texas
New

:

bury, Conn., cost $118,171, completed; rebuilding bridge, Hartford, Conn.,
cost $370,090, completed; Thames river bridge. New London, Conn., cost
$2,740,000, 84 per cent completed; rebuilding bridge, Mystic, Conn., cost

ville.

Work Under Construction: Grade reduction, CliattaP., 76.84, cost $272,740, nearing completion; engine terminal. Atlanta, Pa., cost $206,796, 6 per cent completed; connecting track,
Radnor, Tenn., 4.33 miles, cost $963,177, 20 per cent completed; freight
house and team tracks, Cleveland, O., cost $129,544, completed; grade
crossing elimination at Cleveland, O., to cost $2,136,000, to be completed
June, 1920; yard extension at Bellevue, O., cost $133,787, completed.
Oiher Important
nooga division, M.

Boston, Mass., cost $762,822, completed; Cedar Hill engine
Conn.,, cost $181,500, 24 per cent completed; engine
South Worcester, Mass., cost $157,240, 70 per cent completeH;
four coal towers. East Providence, R. I,, cost $184,636, completed.
facilities,

terminal.

New Haven,

facilities.

New York

Central

First Track: At Grand Central Terminal, New York, 1.56 miles;
sion of New Jersey Junction, West New York, N. J., 0.17 mile.
Second Track: Through Lyons, N. Y., yard, 1.03 miles

exten-

New

Third Track: Through Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 1.63 miles; Dunkirk, N. Y.,
1.82 miles.

J.,

to

Little

Ferry,

1.50

miles;

Perry,

Ohio, to

Norfolk

J

New Haven &

York,

First Track: Casanova
0.08 mile.

N Y,

Second Track: Casanova, N.
Third Track: Casanova,

Bay Junction, Mass.,

to

N

to

connection

Hartford
with New York

Track: From

New York Connecting 0.06 mile.
New York Connecting 0.08 mile; South

Y., to

Y., to

Boston

freight

terminal, 0.50 mile;

&

connection

total

0.58

Fourth Track: Casanova, N. Y., to New York Connecting 0.06 mile;
South Bay Junction, Mass., to Boston freight terminal, 0.50 mile; total

engine

Portsmouth Belt
Virginian

with

Railway

in

Virginia

to

miles.

Norfolk

& Western

First Track: Putnam, Va., to end of line, 8.91 miles; in West Virginia,
extensions of Western branch, 0.25 mile and of Alma branch 0.96 mile;
10.12

total

miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Coal handling machinery
No. 3, Lamberts Point, Va., cost $400,000, 50 per cent completed;
reinforced concrete viaduct, Lynchburg, Va., cost $205,000, completed;
freight station, Roanoke, Va., cost $380,000, completed, and increased engine
terminal and yard facilities, cost $1,710,000, 10 per cent completed; additional tracks, Shenandoah, Va., cost $154,000, completed; additional yard
tiacks, Hagerstown, Md., cost $600,000, 3 per cent completed; third track
from Pelton, Va., to Vicker, 2.80 miles, cost $240,000, 58 per cent completed, coal and water station, Vicker, Va., cost $140,000, 98 per cent compier

additional yard facilities, Bristol, Va., cost $700,000, 88 per cent
completed; additional storage tracks, Bannon, O., cost $100,000, 70 per
cent completed; station building. Camp Lee, Petershing, Va., cost $200,000,
completed; freight st.ntio", Winston-Salem, N. C, cost $167,000, completed.
pleted;

New York

Connecting Railroad

Sunnyside Junction, N. Y., to Fresh Pond, 4.32 miles.
Second Track: Sunnyside Junction, N. Y., to Fresh Pond, 4.32 miles.
Third Track North right of way line of N. Y., N. H. & H., to Woodside avenue, N. Y., 3.73 miles.
Fourth Track: North right of way line of N. Y., N. H. & H., to WoodFirst Track:

side

avenue,

N.

Y.,

Second Track:

miles.

3.73

Northern Pacific
Jamestown, N. D., to Eldridge, 4.36 miles;

Bozeman,

Mont., to Logan, 32.38 miles.
Third Track: Billings, Mont., 1.07 miles.
Fourth Track: Billings, Mont., 1.16 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Yellowstone division, construction dyke work and rip rap along Yellowstone river and similar
woik in Montana division; cost, $218,707, 95 per cent completed; second
track from Jamestown, N. D., to Windsor, 12 miles, cost $328,937, 77 per
cent completed; second track. Laurel, Mont., to Park City, 7.47 miles,
$145,197, 44 pe cent com.pleted; Kission, Mont., to Livingston, 5.6 miles,
per cent completed; rehabilitating and improving to
cost $118,486, 38
main line standards on Pasco, Sunnyside and other branches in Washington, cost $559,361, completed.

North Texas
First Track:

&

Santa Fe

In Texas, not specified, 0.70 mile.

Oregon Short Line
Menan, Idaho, to Annis, 2.72 miles; Keever to Thomas,
First Track
4.54 miles; Lincoln to Ammon, 3.58 miles; Garland, Utah, to Bear River
City, 9.57 miles; Baker to Urban, 3.80 miles; total 24.21 miles.
Other

Important

Work

Under

Construction:

Replacing

SO-span

pile

trestle with steel spans and concrete piers and abutments at bridge 20-A, near
Burley, Ida., cost $200,996, nearing completion; Teton Valley branch,

near Tetonia, Ida., to Brown Bear coal mines, construction 9.05 miles
brancr road, with 2.00 miles of siding, cost $289,897, IS per cent completed.

Oregon-Washington Railroad
Connecting

mile.

0.56 mile.

First

Elizabeth River, 2.47

Other Important Work Under Construction: Syracuse, N. Y., Solvay
engine house, cost $900,000, 2 per cent completed; new engine terminal,
Watertown, N. Y., cost $900,000, 15 per cent completed; additions and
extensions to engine house at Clearfield, Pa., cost $120,000, 85 per cent
completed; additional eastbound yard at Minoa, N. Y., cost $250,000, 28
per cent completed; third and fourth track, Syracuse Junction branch,
engine house
Syracuse, N. Y.. cost $460,000, 44 per cent completed;
extension and alterations, Minoa, N. Y., cost $204,000, 47 per cent completed: additions to engine house facilities at Cherry Tree, Pa., cost $150,OOO, 75 per cent completed; extension of car repair shop, East Buffalo, N. Y.,
cost $550,000, 3.1 per cent completed; engine house improvemnts, De Witt,
N. Y., cost $250,000, 40 per cent completed; engine terminal and yard
tracks, Genesee Junction, N. Y., cost $214,000, 16 per cent completed;
freight repairs shop facilities. New Durham, N. J., cost $200,000, 3 per
cent completed; additional shop facilities. Avis, Pa., cost $855,000, 12 per
cent completed; addition to Massey street yard, Watertown, N. Y., cost
$120,000, 25 per cent completed; Piers K4 and K5, Weehawken, N. J.,
cost $1,564,000, 3 per cent completed; reconstruction 149th street bridge,
New York, cost $284,700, 24 per cent completed; elimination of yard
crossings at Duchess Junction, N. Y., cost $424,813, completed; reconstruction of bridge No. 698C, at Rochester, N. Y., cost $128,450, 17 per cent
completed: elimination of grade crossing, Hertel avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.,
cost $•',00,390. 71 per cent completed; new yard at West Albany, N. Y.,
cost $546,107. 40 per cent completed; general improvements, Utica, N. .Y.,
cost $509,940, 15 per cent completed; yard extension. Little Ferry, N. J.,
cost $313,535, 33 per cent completed; passenger station facilities, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., cost $329,037, completed; express building, Buffalo, N. Y.,
cost $742,318, 97.5 per cent completed; ice house and repair yard, Weehawken, N. J., cost $397,192, 45 per cent completed; new freight house and
team yard. West Lockport, N. Y., cost $106,878, completed; new engine
house facilities. Belle Isle, N. Y., cost $784,153, 94 per cent completed;
engine terminal and yard improvements. Gardenville, N. Y., cost $2,264,800,
S3 per cent .ompleted;
change of alinement. Tonawanda, N. Y., cost
$1,849,092, 14.5 per cent completed; improvements, Grand Central terminal,
New York, cost $3,701,530, 72 per cent completed; new trackage at Norwood, N. Y., cost $151,000, work delayed; third and fourth track improvements at Dunkirk, N. Y., cost $174,900, 96 per cent completed; terminal
improvements, Er^e and Wesleyville, cost $221,847, 96 per cent completed;
grade separation, Erie, Pa., cost $139,985, 50 per cent completed; new west
bound yard. Dock Junction, Pa., cost $541,612, 70 per cent completed; new
west bound freight main and yard tracks. Perry to Painesville, O., cost
$204,328, 71 per cent completed; water supply improvements at Nottingham,
O., cost $109,730, completed; extension to locomotive shops, Collinwood, O.,
cost $350,000, 20 per cent; East One Hundred and Fifth street subway,
Cleveland, O., cost $125,243, completed; new freight terminal, Cleveland,
O., to cost $4,513,000, nearing completion; additions to Kinsman Road yard,
Cleveland, O., cost $140,000, 45 per cent completed; additions to yard,
Marcv, O,, cost $ 00.000, 45 per cent completed; new yard, Rockfort, O.,
cost $960,885, 65 per cent completed; grade separation, Elyria, O., cost
$354,595, 30 per cert completed; new yard and engine terminal, Minerva,
O., cost $500,000, 45 per cent completed; engine terminal and additional
yard facilities. River Rouge, Mich., cost $173,896, completed; grade separation, Detroit, Mich., cost $267,589, 85 per cent completed; Russell street
freicht house and team tracks, Detroit, Mich., cost $341,442, completed;
yard extension at Elkhart, Ind., cost $279,000, 80 per cent completed.

New

& Western

ing house, Undercliff, N. J., cost $212,000 completed; additional
terminal facilities. Little Ferry, N. J., cost $101,623, completed.

Fourth Track: Through Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 1.10 miles; Dunkirk, N. Y.,
0.60 mile; Granton, N.
Painesville, 6.42 miles.

York, Susquehanna

Other Important Work Under Construction: Additional tracks and warm-

&

Navigation

Company

Primo, Wash., to Vesta Creek, 3.21 miles. Between Pine
First Track:
Creek and Masonia, 2.32 miles.
Second Track: Hanlons, Wash^ to Kamela, 2.30 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: New line from Pine Creek,
to Masonia, Ida., 10.54 miles, cost $380,000; work deferred, filling trestle,
Completed; grade revision
L-2, St. John Junction, Ore., cost $119,088.
through Sullivan Gulch, Portland, Ore., cost $488,187, 95 per cent completed; change in line, Alto. Wash., 5.070 feet, cost $177,018, 95 per cent
completed; dredging and construction of wharf and warehouse, Seattle,
Wash., cost $354,080. Completed.
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Pennsylvania Railroad
First

Tnuk:

C'liirubroiik.

Vi\.,

jn.uiliwanl

miles; Meadows Yard,
r.isHiiii; hrancli, 0.46 mile;

1.8(.

N. J., 0,31 mile; conncciion wiili tlir Wnvcrly
brapch on the Meadnw.«. 1.3,1 miles; nt Princclnn, N. J., 0.35 mile; at
Trenton, 0.33 mile; West Morriiiville, Pa., 0.08 mile; I'etty I^land branch,
Z22 miles; South riiiladelphia, 1.06 miles; Manayunk, Pa., 0.63 mile;
Contsville branch, J,i)3 miles; Unity hraiich extension, 2.43 miles; Turtle
Creek branch e.xlension, 478 miles; Ttnniilr Run branch, 0.24 mile;
Sixtieth street branch, I'hiladelphia, Pa., 4.51 miles; Girard Point to
Kssington, 6 51 miles; Essington to Chester, 1.48 miles; at Kidlty river,
0.49 mile; at Darby river, 0.40 mile: at Stoney Creek yard, 0,35 mile;

Camden

N.

J.,

1.08 miles.

Second Trill*.- Mt. Holly. Birmingham, N. J., 4.81 miles; second track
and chnngc of line. ISrownsvillc Junction to I. inn, Pa., 2.46 miles; change
of line am! grade and second track, Hullis Mill., N. Y., to Eldrcd, I'a.,
7 miles; grade revision and second track, Corry, Pa., to Browncll, N. Y.,
5.50 miles; Glyndcn, Pa., to Spartanslmrg, 3.50 miles; Fifty-ninth street,
Philadelphia, Pa., to Grays Ferry, l.TS miles; at Peach Bottom, Md., 2.22
miles; at Meadows, N. J., 0.29 miles; at Princeton, N. J., 0.31 mile; at
Trenton, .1.33 nn'le; at West Morrisville, Pa., yard, 1.90 miles; Petty
Island branch 0.25 mile; Chehon avenue. Pa., 0,21 mile; at South Philadelphia, 1.06 miles; Manayunk, 0.63 mile; Saltshurg, 0.49 mile; Ten-mile
Run branch, 0.38 mile; Si.xtieth street. Philadelphia, 2.54 miles; Girard
Point and Es'j'nttton, 5,48 miles; Essington to Chester, 1,41 .miles; South
Chester branch, 0.04 mile; Marcus Hook, 0.34 mile.

Third Track: At Elkton, Md,,
yard, N. J
0,26 miles.

Meadows

1,5

miles;

Bayvicw yard, Md,,

1.33 miles;

.

Fourth Track: Newark, Del., to Elkton, Md., 2.53 miles; at Beacon Hill,
Md., 1.74 miles; at Meadows Yard, N. J., 0.21 mile; Winans, Md., to S. Y.
Tower; .South Duquesne, Pa., to Drakesburg.
Fifth Track:
Marcus Hook to Claymont, Pa.; at Philadelphia. 0.44
mile; at Torresdale, Pa., 0.20 mile; Parkersburg to Pomeroy, 1.10 miles.

Sicth

Track: Edgtiy, Pa., to Tullytown, 0.73 miles;

Philadelphia,

Pa.,

0.71 mile.

Other Imt>ortant Work Under Construction:

Car repair yard facilities,
additional yard tracks, Sun-

Greenville, N. J., cost $256,770, completed;
nyside yard. Long Tsland City, cost $458,598, 60 per cent completed;
new yard tracks, Metuchen, N. J., cost $145,324, 42 per cent completed;
protecting center pier of Passaic river bridge, Newark, N. J., cost $184,300,
completed; changes at passenger station, New York, cost $436,483. completed; facilities at U. S. Cantonment, W'rightstown, N. J., cost $229,000,
completed; Steelton, Pa,, yard facilities, cost $225,686, and freight station and car load delivery tracks, cost $119,940, both completed; tank
and caboose shop at Altoona, Pa,, cost $216,994, completed; extension
to power plant, cost $1,354,752, and extension to Juniata shop buildings
at Altoona, Pa,, cost $748,750, under way; oil mixing and storing plant.
South Altoona, Pa,, cost $184,267, completed; renewal of two bridges,
Orrton Pa
cost $3!'3,716, completed; reconstruction of bridge No, 57.99,
Reading, Pa., cost $316,196, 65 per cent completed: side track, Bolivar,
Pa., cost $176,162, completed; rebuilding freight facilities, Connellsville,
Pa., cost $201,657, completed; additional classification tracks, Conemaugh,
Pa., cost $176,645, comphted; new engine facilities, Derry, Pa,, cost $124,705,
25 per cent completed; improved freight facilities. East Liberty, Pa,, cost
$565,811, and at Greensburg, Pa., cost $101,051, both completed; extension
of yard tracks, Pitcairn, Pa,, cost $104,502, 50 per cent completed, engine and
storehouse facilities, Pitcairn, Pa„ cost $100,018, completed; coaling station, Pitcairn, Pa,, cost $150,000, completed; improved engine facilities,
Youngwood, Pa., cost $323,262, 95 per cent completed; locomotive terminal
facilities.
West Brownsville Junction, Pa,, cost $245,913, 95 per cent
completed; grade crosssing elimination, Buffalo, N, Y., cost $184,648, 73
per cent completed; additional freight facilities. Buffalo, N. Y,, cost
$741,764, 85 per cent completed; ore dock facilities and track changes
at Buffalo, N. Y., cost $123,046, completed; grade crossing elimination.
Mineral Springs road, Buffalo, cost $283,237; Shocks Mills freight storage
yard. Marietta, Pa., cost $467,905, completed; change of line and grade,
Larabee, Pa., cost $192,171, 98 per cent completed;
elevating existing
main track and grading for second track at Brownell to Sherman, N. Y.,
cost $312,036, 58 per cent completed; additional engine house facilities.
South Oil City, Pa., cost $126,385, 98 per cent completed; elimination of
grade crossings and rearrangement of freight facilities, Erie, Pa., cost
$142,1<)7, 90 per cent completed; engine house and facilities, Kane, Pa.,
cost $194,084, 90 per cent completed; extension to engine house, additional ash pits, oil house, etc., Renovo, Pa., cost $103,450, 85 per cent
completed; bridge at Lewistown Junction, Pa., cost $135,300, completed;
bridge at Nanticoke river, Pa,, cost $114,000, completed; new receiving
yard and shippitig tracks, Farnhurst. Del,, cost $132,769, completed; extension of second track, from Harrington, Del, to Greenwood, cost $376,755,
95 per cent completed; extension to engine house, Philadelphia, Pa,, cost
$120,607, 80 per cent completed; relocating freight station and tracks at
Roberts avenue and King street, Philadelphia, cost $140,074, completed;
storage yard. Twenty-second street and Margie street, Philadelphia, cost
$160,793, completed: replacing bridge at Kensington avenue, cost $153,299,
and at Second street, on main line, Philadelphia, cost $126,113, both
completed; new line, Saltsburg, Pa., to Turtle Creek branch, 8.4 miles,
removing 1,000 ft. of cover at
cost $769,746, 60 per cent completed;
west end of Radebau£h tunnel, cost $518,231, 4 per cent completed;
partial development of new classification yard at west end, Sharpsburg,
10-mile branch to WaynesPa., cost $1,431,876, 62 per cent completed;
burg, Pa., cost $402,884, 60 per cent completed; 10-mile branch to Pitt
Gas Coal Co., at Besco, Pa., cost $140,466, 60 per cent completed; engine
house facilities, additional yard tracks and shop appurtenances, Blairsville. Pa., cost $219,556, 65 per cent completed; removing old tunnel lining 20O ft. at Radebaugh, Pa., cost $132,415, completed; new engine
facilities, Gardenville, N. Y., cost $1,023,106, 75 per cent completed: new
bridge over Red Bank creek. Red Bank, Pa., cost $234,400, 75 per cent
completed; bridge over Clarion river, Parkers Landing, Pa., cost $289,657,
73 per cent completed; bridge over East Sandy creek. East Sandy, Pa,,
cost $226,820, 73 per cent completed; bridge over Mahonitig creek, Mahoning, Pa., cost $213,163, 75 per cent completed; replacing engine house.
,
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rMrndiiig mnchine "hop and other repair facilitieii, Pitcairn, Pa., to coit
$310,000, 84 per cent compleleil; chanKe of line and grade, Freeport,
Pa., to Butler
lumtion. Pa., cost $1,072,017, completed; ad<liiional engine hou.se facilitiiD at Shire Oaks, Pa,, cost $142,986, 70 per cent
completed.
Rebuilding bridge at
Schuylkill
river, Kidgcwood,
Pa.,
cost
$275,254, completed; rebuilding bridge at Schuylkill river. Orrton, Pa.,
cost $246,947, completed; rebuilding bridge over Schuylkill river,
Fritic
Lock, I'a.. cost $151,370, completed; Coatesville, Pa., Pomeroy vard,
cost
$?0«,755,
90 per cent completed;
West Mainsville, Pa., cast'
bound receiving yard and westbound departure yard, cost $71,714
completed; new bridge over Schuylkill river, Manayunk, I'a., cost
$845,623,
completed; new bridge over
F.cverington avenue,
Manayunk, Pa., cost
$135,790, 71 per cent completed; foundations, Sullivan Way, undergrade
bridge, Trenton, N, J„ cost $154,857, 86 per cent completed; new engine
house and shop facilities, Phillipsburg, N, J,, cost $138,141, 19 per cent
completed; ficight station and delivery tracks, Harrisburg, Pa., corf
$526,500, 78 per cent completed; revision and enlargement of yard at
Meadows, N, J., cost $1,224,500, 37 per cent completed; relocation work
and passenger and freight station and yards, Princeton, N. J., cost
$433,557. 81 per cent completed; westbound receiving and classification
yard anil transfer facilities Waverly, N. J., cost $1,507,210, 20 per cent
completed; bridge over Avenue R, Newark, N. J., cost $175,000, completed;
covered pier and tracks, Greenville, N. J., cost $688,171, completed; storage yard and track connections for U. S. Government and submarine boat
corporation, Newark, N. J,, cost $144,868, completed; developments between Passaic and Hackensack rivers. Meadow, N. J,, cost $290,306, completed; reconstruction of P.altniore & Potomac tunnels, Baltimore, Md,;
cost $840,874, completed; coal pier and export pier, rearranging track,
Baltimore, Md., cost $541,191, completed; construction of new tracks at
south end of Gunpowder river bridge, Maryland, to north end of Bayview
yard, 19.5 miles, cost $1,290,983, IS per cent completed; extension No, 1

track 6,7 miles between Baltimore and Washington, cost $456,845, 12 'per
cent completed: new pier and grain elevator, (Canton), Baltimore, Md.,
cost $2,680,011, 30 per cent completed; new engine house and machine
shop, etc, Greenwich, Pa,, cost $543,830, 14 per cent completed; South
Chester bridge locomotive and car facilities at Thurlow, Pa., cost $474,730,
1
per cent completed; two-track joint line. Broad street to Delaware
avenue and Iloyt street. South Philadelphia, 2 miles, cost $260,700,
4 per cent completed; South Chester branch closing gap in line 4 miles,
track at Chester, Pa,, cost $382,386, 95 per cent completed; additional
tracks and revision of Thurlow yard, Marcus Hook, Pa., and Thurlow,
Pa,, cost $544,800, 5 per cent completed; new yard, Edge Moor, Del,, cost
additional
facilities at engine
$2,222,000, 8 per cent completed;
house,
Wilmington, Del., cost $585,355, 15 per cent completed; track elevation
at
South Philadelidiia, Pa., Pennsvlvania portion, cost $4,231,316, 96
per cent completed, and Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington portion
cost $753,467, 90 per cent completed; yard at West Philadelphia, cost
$2,147,448, 18 per cent completed: Sixtieth street branch. Fifty-eighth
street to Junction with Chester and Philadelphia bridge, Philadelphia, 10
miles, cost $1,594,602, 42 per cent completed; branch from Chester to
Gerard Point, and connection with main line at Eddystone, between Chester and Philadelphia, Pa., cost $3,091,703, 66 per cent completed; reconstruction of Pequa creek bridge, Pequa, Pa,, cost $184,319, 4 per cent
completed; engine terminal at Perryville, Md., cost $262,287, 1 per cent
completed; elimination of grade crossing at Chestnut Hill bridge, Philadelphia, cost $925,000, completed; extension to engine house, ash pits at
Gray's Ferry yard, Philadelphia, cost $107,990, 12 per cent completed;
change of line and grade from Delaware avenue branch, Trenton to Cumberland street, Philadelphia, cost $623,833, completed; overhead bridge
at Trenton. N. J., cost $148,855, completed; alterations to hog abattoir,
Philadtlphia, Pa., ccst $162,354, 90 per cent completed; electrification from
West Philadelphia to Chestnut Hill, cost $221,105, and electrification from
Philadelphia to Paolia, cost $1,843,875, completed.

Pennsylvania

—Western

Lines

First Track: North Columbus, O., to Worthington,* between Worthington
and Lewis Center, 8.00 miles.
Second Traik: Lewi.^ Center, O., to Delaware 5.06 miles; at Bellaire
2.20 miles; Wardwell to Bristolville 11.60 miles; total 18.86 miles.

Third Track: Leetonia, O, to Alliance Junction, 13.00 miles; Alliance,
Marsfield to
O., to Maximo, 6.20 miles, at Maximo, O.; at Canton, O.
Toledo Junction; Moravia, O., Lawrence Junction to Mahonington and
H. F. Tower; Smithville to Millbrook, O.
Fourth "^rack : Alliance to Maximo, O., 6.20 miles; at Alliance, O., 3.00
Moravia, O. Lawrence Junction to
miles; at Maximo, O.; at Canton, O.
Mahonington and H. F. Tower.
Other Important Work Under Construction : Raising bridge No. 1 over
Allegheny river, Pittsburgh, Pa., cost $1,654,320, completed; coaling station,
Yankee Crossing, O,, cost $110,701. completed; additional yard facilities,
;

;

;

Stark, O,, cost $875,084, 90 per cent completed; new freight terminal, Chicago, cost $4,457,775, completed; viaduct Polk and Taylor streets, Chicago,
cost $300,000, 95 per cent completed; track elevation from Stony Island
to State Line, Chicago, cost $3,519,180, 97 per cent completed; reconstructing bridge over Beaver river, Rochester, Pa., cost $814,014, completed;
receiving and storage track at Kinsman street yard, Cleveland, O., cost
$373,832, completed; track elevation, Cleveland, O., cost $2,307,371, completed; second track, Bayard-.'Mliance, O., cost $809,540, 90 per cent completed; second track grade revision and line change at Summitville, O., cost
$1,524,064, complete except track laying; yard and engine house, Mingo
.function, O,, cost $4,386,071, 50 per cent completed; low grade line from
Kenwood to Rochester, Pa., cost $1,647,288; additional yard facilities,
Austinburg, O., cost $108,450, completed; relocation main tracks, enlarging
yard facilities and engine house facilities, Mosier yard, Ohio, cost
$3,492,000; engine house facilities, Wheatland, Pa., cost $130,642, completed; second track, Burgoon to Tiffin, O., 11.20 miles, cost $651,354,
under way: track elevation, Columbus, O., cost $136,752, completed: new
engine house layout, Sandusky, O., cost $208,280, completed; rearranging
and enlarging yard, Sandusky-Bay Junction, Ohio, cost $288,454, completed;
rearranging yard facilities. South Akron, O., cost $532,300, completed.

.

.
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Philadelphia

&

Reading

Portland Terminal

First Track: In Pennsylvania, at various places, 1.00 mile.

Schuylkill river, Philadelphia, Pa., cost $915,374, 30 per cent completed;
bridge work under way at Tulip and Emerald streets and Erie avenue
yard, Philadelphia, cost $309,196, undergrade crossing. Asylum
Road,
Trenton Junction, N. J., cost $113,600, 52 per cent completed; additional
track and replacing and extension of bridges, Trenton Junction, to Hopewell, cost $539,645, 65 per cent completed; additional east and west bound
tracks. Belle Meade to Manville, N. J., cost $732,680, 72 per cent completed; additional tracks Eastwick to Darby Creek, Pa., cost $211,986,
per
cent
completed;
80
track
v/ork,
bridge
work
and
drainage
at Tulip
and Ttmcrald streets and Erie avenue yard. Philadelphia,
Pa., cost $623,969, 80 per cent completed; change in alignment and new
yard from Lester to North Essington, Pa., cost $187,420, completed;
engine facilities, Sancon Creek, South Bethlehem, cost $636,435, 75 per
cent completed; east and west bound receiving yard and west bound
classification yard, Rutherford, Pa., cost $106,824, completed; east bound
classification yard extension, Rutherford, Pa., cost $196,512, 85 per cent
<;ompleted; coaling station and sand house, Philadelphia, Pa., cost $175,760,
completed; engine terminal, Reading, Pa., cost $264,150, 92 per cent completed; Erie avenue yard, Philadelphia, Pa., cost $189,453, 72 per cent
completed; engine-house and machine shop, Philadelphia, Pa., cost $339,517,
9i per cent completed; 12-stall engine house, Reading, Pa., cost $226,426,
29 per cent completed; 13-stall engine house. Tulip street yard, Philadelphia, Pa., cost $255,487, 64 per cetit completed; additional east and
west bound track, Robesonia, Pa., to Sheridan, Pa., and Robesonia to
Womelsdorf, cost $350,033, 15 per cent completed; replacing viaduct with
arch and fill, Mc.Auley, Pa., cost $101,558, 10 per cent completed; east
bound departure tracks, air testing plant, etc., at Rutherford, Pa., cost
$142,921, 20 per cent completed; engine terminal. South Bethlehem, cost
$626,525, 7 per cent completed; smoke elimination, boiler washing plant
heating plant for engine house, Erie avenue yard, Philadelphia, Pa., cost
$109,987, 13 per cent completed; additional main track, Blandon, Pa., to
Fleetwood, cost $161,158, 18 per cent completed; new machine shop and
engine house, Rutherford, Pa., cost $288,468, 25 per cent completed;
engine house facilities. Darby Creek, cost $358,848, 16 per cent completed;
extension fourth track, Wissahicken avenue to Falls bridge, Philadelphia,
Pa., cost $249,091, under way.

Oliver

Important

& Lake

Erie

Work Under Construction: Enlargement of
new facilities, Hazelton, O., cost $2,201,588,

terminal
35 per

yard and building
cent completed; revision of main line, Lowellville to Struthers, O., cost
$520,889, 48 per cent completed; improvements at Groveton, Pa., including
additional yard tracks, change of grade and alinement, signals and interlocker, coaling plant, water station, ash plant and sand house, cost $430,000,
12 per cent completed; rebuilding coach and tender shop, McKees Rocks,
Pa., cost $253,787, completed; extension of east ward yard, McKees Rocks,
cost $631,000, 3 per cent completed; central warehouse, Pittsburgh, cost
$157,746, completed; replacing viaduct with enbankment, Rankin, Pa., cost
$605,770, 28 per cent completed; Lynch classification yard. Port Vue, Pa.,
cost $209,828, 70 per cent completed;

&

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago
First

Track: Indianapolis & Frankfort R.

St.

Louis

Frankfort,

R.,

Ind.,

to

Ben

Davis, 42.10 miles.

Puget Sound

Third Tiack: Trimmer, Ind., to Boone, 6.34 miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: New freight station and
track layout, Kokomo, Ind., cost $132,322, completed;
new joint yard,
additional main tracks and grade changes, Logansport, Ind., cost $766,714,
completed; track elevation Thirty-ninth street to Sixty-ninth street, Chicago, cost $6,549,405, 45 per cent corr.pleted; second track. Wheeling
Junction, W. Va., to East Steubenville, cost $192,888; grading 74 per cent
completed, and track laying 52 per cent completed; Chester, W. Va., to
state line at Philipsburgh, Pa. (new Cumberland & Pittsburgh, Ry.), cost
$1,556,867, grading 92 per cent completed, bridge work 72 per cent completed; additional yard facilities, Bradford, O., cost $434,122, completed;
yard facilities and construction of joint yard with Pennsylvania, Western
Lines, Columbus, O., cost $1,097,992, work begun; improvements to engine
house facilities Columbus, O., cost $364,499, 25 per cent completed; improved yard facilities, Dennison, O., cost $1,663,690, to be coniiileted by June,
1919; engine house and shop facilities. Chicago, cost $490,866, completed;
new yard, engine house and yard facilities, Jefferson, Ind., cost $1,228,000,
grading and masonry under way; new joint freight yard, east of Belt Railway at Indianapolis, Ind., cost $1,669,352, 92 per cent completed; Indianapolis track elevation. South to Downey streets, cost $347,951, completed;
from Cruse to Noble streets, cost $966,006; Ohio river bridge, Louisville,
Ky., cost $3,334,474, completed; track elevation. Delta to Stanley avenues,
'Cincinnati, C, cost $427,211, completed; freight station facilities. Cincinnati, O. (Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern Railway), cost $301,782, grading 20 pe.- cent completed; construction and rearranging track in east
yard, Terre Haute, Ind., cost $118,400, and improvements to shop facilities,
cost
completed;
$143,045,
improvements to station and track facilities,
Frankfort, Ind., cost $189,427, completed; grade reduction passenger siding
and track changes from Frankfort to Logansport, Ind., cost $630,015, to
"be completed by July,
1919.

&

Cascade

First Track: In Washington, not specified, 2.00 miles.

Other Important
.\mboy, N.

Raritan River
Work Under Constrvction

Engine terminal

:

Richmond, Fredericksburg

& Potomac

Other

0.'/,<^.•

cost

Important

$277,700,

Rutland Railroad
Work Under Construction: New
Joseph

St.

Other Important
over Mississippi
completed.

Rutland,

& Grand

:

Vt

Island

Work Under
river,

Const, uaion: Reconstruction of bridge
Joseph, Mo., cost $1,174,056, 98 per cent

St.

San Diego
First Track:

shops,

completed.

Clover, Cal., to

&

Arizona

Jacumbo Siding, 25.28

miles.

Sand Springs
First Track:

Between Tul

a.

Okla..

and Sand Springs, 3.00

miles.

Southern Railway System
First Track: From Central, S. C, to Tugalo river,
38.80* miles;
lugalo river, Ga., to Corneba, 13.10* miles; total 51.9* miles
Second Track: In North Carolina from M. P. 383.5
to 3914

from

from
391.7 to M. P. 407.4, and from M. P. 409.9 to M
P 4166 1 5 8™
from Blacksburg, S. C, to Gaffney, 6.17 miles; Gaffney
to Co'wpens

M. P.
miles;

7.83 miles; Cowpens to Mt. Zion, 5.05 miles;
3.27 miles; Central, S. C, to Tugalo river,
Ga., to Cornelia, 6.50 miles; total, 64.05.

M

M.

P. 485.6 to
P 487 3
19.40 miles; Tugalo' river'
'

'Replacing old line.
Other Iniportant Work Under Construction: Additional
main tracks build^° Bessemer City, N. C, cost $865,402; Bessemer City
!"^T,,
c"'
to
Backsburg, S.
C; Gaffney to Cowpens, S. C, cost $897,551; Cowpens

T\

Zion, S. C, cost $596,664; and from Greer, S.
C, to Greenville,
$628,518; yard and engine terminal facilities, Selma, N. C,
cost
$319,511, completed; new yard facilities, Monroe, Va., cost $359,522,'
completed; new
yard and engine terminal, Pomona, N. C, cost
$929 771
completed; yard and engine terminal, Hayne, S.
C, cost $437,097, 98* per
cent completed; yard and engine terminal, Alexandria,
Va., cost $451226
completed; Warrior river bridge, Barney, Ala., cost
$125,000,
masonry
completed;
draw bridge at Congree river, cost $117,000 60 per
cent
completed; second hand steel bridge over Catawba river,
cost $176 000
completed; Toccoa, to Ayersville, Ga., North Broad river
viaduct Tu'ccoa
yard track, and 8 miles of additional track, to cost
$1,524,520 97 3 per cent
completed; viaduct at Birmingham, Ala., cost
$199,705, 80 ^
per cent
completed.
to

iMt.

cost

Southern Pacific
First Track. Between Colusa,
Ore., to Idanha, 1.94 miles.

Cal.,

and Hamilton. 12.81 miles- Hoover
'

'

Second Track: Between Tucson, Ariz., and Stockham, 1.97 miles
Other Important Work Under Construction: Enlarging and putting
in
concrete lining to the San Fernando tunnel (Cal.), cost
$187,263, 20 per cent
completed; protection work for classification yard at Los Angeles,
Cal.,
cost $173,190, completed: constructing 28 miles of belt
line, Calipatii'a, cost
$537,060, 40 per cent completed; building second track, Kern Junction, to
Sivert, Cal., cost $366,579, 1 per cent completed; second track from
Cameron to Tehachapi, Cal., cost $769,312, 2 per cent completed, and from
Cameron to Mojave, 9 miles, cost $272,070, 2 per cent completed; new
terminal facilities. Bay Shore, Cal., cost $861,762, 97 per cent comp'leted;
filling and grading at Sacramento, Cal, cost $147,170, 2
per cent completed; new wharf facilities at Oakland Pier, $437,300, 20 per cent completed; wood preserving works at Oakland, cost $324,730, 3 per cent
completed; dredging and bulkheading at West Alameda, cost $14,320, 22 per
cent completed; enlarging tunnels (3 to 12 inclusive) between Cisco, Cal.,
and Lakeview, cost $106,360, 98 per cent completed; terminal facilities!
Deming, N. M., cost $263,191 and terminal facilities at Bowie, Ariz., cost
$223,393, both to be completed by March, 1919.

Staten Island Rapid Transit Co.
Other Important Work
at

Arlington, S.

I.,

Under Construction: Track for
cost $120,224, 83 per cent completed.

Stouts Mountain
First Track: Hanceville,

.Ma., to

&

new

coal yard

Hanceville

Stouts Mountain, 7.60 miles.

Tampa Southern
First Track

Orient, Fla., to Palmetto, 36.00 miles.

Texas

&

Pacific

Other Important Work Under Construction:

& Shawmut

Other Important
Permanent lining
Construction
Coulter tunnel. Coulter, Pa., cost $243,180, 19 per cent completed.

South

Important Woik Under Construction: Double track reinforced concrete bridge over James river, at Richmond,
Va.; R. F. & P. proportion
of cost, $211,589, 74 per cent completed;
track depression, Richmond, Va
cost $323,080, 95 per cent completed.

Reconstruction of engine

!rminal, Texarkana, Texas, cost $110,000, 40 per cent completed.

Pittsburg
Work Under

at

cost $200,000, 25 per cent completed.

J.,

Second Track: Alton to Glade Run, O., between Horatio, O., and Onward,
Wheeling Junction, W. Va,, to East Steubenville, 1.00 mile; Glenn's Run,

W. Va., to Wheeling, 5.19 miles; Philadelphia, Ind., to Irvington, 9.08
miles; at Hawthorne Yard. Tndian.'ipolis, Ind., 1.77 miles; at Ben Davis,
Ind., 0.31 mile; at Fiankfort, Ind., 1.80 miles.

Company

Third Track: At Portland, Me., 0.32 mile.
Fourth Track: At Portland, Me., 0.35 mile.

Second Track: At Glenmoore, N. J., 1.50 milts; between Reading, Pa.,
and Harrisburg, 1.50 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Concrete arch bridge over

Pittsburgh

101

Tidewater Southern

of
First Track:

Manteca,

Cal., to

South Manteca, 2.00 miles.
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Toledo

& Ohio

Wabash

Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Kcconsli uctioii
Work Under Constnittioii

("olumbiis,

:

bridge

of

Silvcrwood, ]nd,, cost $144,000, completed.

river,

Construction

:

New

yard

Canton,

1

and terminal

Jewell, Ohio, cost $100,000, 96 per cent completed;
cost $250,000, completed; new freight station,
cost $206,000, 98 per cent completed, except paving.
facilities,

KiiRiiic terminal,

Ohio, COM *43J,0(K), 74 per cent coiiipUted: sliiiili-iiiiiK, enlarging and lining
tunnel at Moxatala, Ohio, cost $120,000, 28 per cent completed; from
Pleasnntville to Eckcrts. Ohio, low Kradc line 10.5 miles, cost $500,000, 80
per cent completed.

Other Imfortont

Work Under

Other Important

Central

Other Important Work Under Construction:

over

Vol. 66, No.

().,

yard tracks,
Canton, O.,

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley
Second Track: Baton Rouge, l.a., lo North Baton Rouge. 3.01 milrs.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Second track from .Marionette to Prichard, Mi>.s,, 11.53 miles, cost $275,900, 45 per cent
pleted; raising track in Cleveland district, 20 miles, cost $381,890,
pleted; shop buildings, Balon Rouge, La., cost $143,430, completed.

comcom-

Union Freight
First Track:

At Boston, Mass., 0.17 miles.

Union

Railroad Construction in Canada in 1918

Pacific

First Track: Boulder, Colo., br.Tnch to coal mine, 2.17 miles; Hastings,
Neb., through C. B. & Q., crossing, 0.10 miles; Winton, Wyo., branch to
coal mines, 1.85 miles; total, 4.12 miles.
Second Track: In Wyoming, east end of Sherman tunnel to Herraosa,
1.25

,

,

miles.

Canadian Pacific Western Lines

miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Reconstructing substructure
bridge No. 38, Waterloo, Neb., cost $151,730, completed; lining tunnel
with concrete, Aspen, Wyo., cost $455,064, completed; reconstruction of
James street viaduct at Kansas City, Kan., Union Pacific share, $151,697, 1
per cent completed; second track, Manhattan to Junction City, Kan., 20.5
miles, cost $931,942, 70 per cent completed; additions to roundhouse and
tracks. Grand Island, Neb., cost $128,226, completed; coal facilities. Grand
Island, cost $155,404, 98 per cent completed; passenger station. North
Platte, Neb., cost $175,640, completed; track changes in yard, Laramie,
Wyo., cost $177,216, 70 per cent completed; concrete snow sheds, Laramie,
Wyo., to Ogden, Utah, cost $959,163, 99 per cent completed; track changes
in yard, Kawlins, Wyo., cost $104,339, 98 per cent completed; engine
terminal, Kansas City, Kan., cost $238,180, 99 per cent completed; army
camp facilities, Funston, Kan., cost $136,695, 92 per cent completed;
engine terminal, Ellis, Kan., cost $378,658, 98 per cent completed; coach
repair yard, Denver, Colo., cost $107,600, 96 per cent completed; engine
terminal, Marysville, Kan., cost $275,733, 92 per cent completed; engine
terminal. Hasting, Neb., cost $253,139, completed; passenger station.
Grand Island, Neb., cost $152,050, completed; freight station, Salina, Kan.,
cost $192,733, 80 per cent completed; coal station, Laramie, Wyo., cost
$101,991, 97 per cent completed; power house, Omaha, Neb., cost $594,279,
and machine shop extension, cost $159,667, both completed; Winton branch,
Wyoming, extension 4.38 miles, cost $212,000, 91 per cent completed;
engine terminal. Green River, Wyo., cost $997,996, 5 per cent completed;
engine terminal, Council Bluffs, la., cost $1,688,501, 5 per cent completed;
engine terminal, Junction City, Kan., cost $1,220,034, 10 per cent completed; coal and ash handling facilities, Sidney, Neb., cost $194,050, contract let; machine shop extensions, Omaha, Neb., cost $546,571, contract let;
machine shop, Cheyenne, Wyo., cost $1,713,463, contract let.

Union Railroad
Other Important Work Under Construction: Building 5 miles double
track, branch line to Clairton, Pa., track to be laid in 1919.

Virginian Railroad
First Track: Extension of Stone Coal branch. Laurel Fork,
Piney Creek extension from Pemherton, W. Va., to Fireco,
Upper Piney Creek branch, Fireco, W. Va., to Piney Fire
Co., 2.40 miles; Beards Fork branch, 2.49 miles, Beards Fork.
Second Track: Q. M. Junction, Va., to Carolina Junction,
in

Canadian Northern
First Track: Glidden, Sask
westerly 21.60 miles; Moose Jaw (Sask.)
terminals, 0.90 mile; Honar, .\lta
southwesterly 2.20 miles; total .'4.70

West

Virginia,

M.

P. 366.4 to

M. P.

2.34 miles;
7.40 miles;

Creek Coal

8.00 miles;
371.5, 5.10 miles; total 13.10 miles.

Other Important Work Under Construction: Additions and improvements to coal pier, Sewalls Point, Va., cost $703,317, 99 per cent completed.

Essex Terminal Railway
Quarry of Amhcrstburgh, 9.20

First Trifk: Ojilnvny. Ont., lo

Grand Trunk

miles.

Pacific

First Truck: Durn, Sask., to Engen, 3.23 miles; Harfield to Yorath, 0.9S
mile; total 4.18 miles

Other Im.portant

Work Under

Construction: Coal mixing plant at Edson,

cost $120,000, 40 per cent completed; repairs and alterations to roundMa-.i.. cost $100,000, completed; extensions to roundhouses
at Melville, Sask., Biggar and Edmonton, Alta., cost $100,000, completed;
Pine and Mule (ireck diversion mile 91 to 94, provision of earth dump
to make permaneiit 'inc over these cr':ek beds, cost $450,000, 15 per cent
Alt:i.,

house at Rivers,

completed.

Intercolonial
Other Important Work Under Construction: Terminal

facilities at Hali.'ax, cost $2,849,000, 90 per cent completed; additional train track extensions to freight sheds and track rearrangement at deepwater terminal, Halifax, cost $130,000, 90 per cent completed.

Pacific Great Eastern
First

Track: In province of British Columbia, 30.00 miles.

Sydney
First Track:

Bridgeport, X.

S.,

&
to

Louisburg
New Man Shaft,

Toronto, Hamilton

&

1.00 mile.

Buffalo

Second Track: Stoney Creek, Ont., to Kinnear, 4.28 miles.
Other Important Work Under Construction: Sorting yard at Bridgehury,
Ont.,

cost

$300,000,

60

per

cent

completed:

replacing

steel

viaducts

at

Stoney Creek, Ont., cost $130,000; at Hamilton, improvements under-way
including extension of Kinnear freight yard and extension to shop buildings,

cost

$128,200.

Lake Huron

&

Northern Ontario

Province of Ontario, 66.00 miles.

First Track: In the

Railroad Construction in Mexico in 1918

Tampico Panuco Valley
First Track: Panuco,

Western Maryland
First Track: Branch line
Va., to Bell; branch line,

Other Important Work Under Construction: Building six-mile line from
York, B. C, cost $2P0,00n, CO prr rent completed.

Vera Cruz

to

Los Indios, lO.OO miles.

(Somerset Coal Railway), Grays Junction, W.
Fairmont, W. Va.
(Fairmont, Helens River

Railway).
Security, Md., to Hagerstown; from Big Pool,
Springs, 5.65 miles.

Second Track:

Qear

Md., to

Other Important Work Under Construction: Yard and engine terminal,
Bowest, Pa. (Connellsville), cost $315,000, 75 per cent completed; additional yard tracks, Hagerstown, Md., cost $315,000, 15 per cent completed;
passing siding from Cumberland, Md., to Big Pool, cost $150,000, 30 per
cent completed; second track. Clear Spring, Md., to Williamsport, cost
$605,000, 35 per cent completed; second track, Knobraount, W. \'a., to
Seymour, cost $175,000, 15 per cent completed.

Western Pacific
Other Important Work Under Construction: Replacing bridge No. 139.79
American river, Sacramento, Cal., cost $259,468, 99 per cent completed;
replacing bridge No. 177.80 South Yuba river, Marysville, Cal., cost

at

$121,170, 75 per cent completed.

Western & Atlantic
Other Important Work Under Construction: Engine terminal at
Park (Ga.) yard near Atlanta, cost $360,000, 20 per cent completed.

West

Jersey

Work

Under

&

Hills

Sea Shore

Drawbridge at Racoon
Construction:
Creek, Bridgeport, N. J., cost $177,562, 10 per cent completed; raising big
timber creek bridge, Westville, N. J., cost $106,533, completed: track
elevation and elimination of grade crossings, Camden, N. J., cost $358,462,
44 per cent completed, and elevating track Spruce to Everett streets, cost
$775,013, completed,
Other

Important

Wheeling & Lake Erie
Second Track: Gambrinus, Ohio,
Lonas, 1.33 miles; total 4.04 miles.

to

Kemery,

2.71

miles;

Harmon

to

The Gas-Electric Locomotive Used at the Aberdeen, Md.,
Proving Grounds

:

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Telegraph Operators Receive Increase;

Week

Closing

Few Developments

in

of 1918
Washington.

RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
THEsumption
amount
a

Further

Wage

treated as a class.
The federal manager on each railroad is hereby instructed to consider
the individual cases of the smaller non-telegraph stations, or stations paid
on a commission basis or on a combination of salary and commission, both
as to compensation and working conditions, with committees of employees,

and where agreement can be reached are authorized

employees on the basis of a

minimum

case of disagreement, either as to compensation or working conditions, or as to whether a station comes properly under the terms of
this article, the exact points of such disagreement shall be reported to
the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions through the rugional
director for consideration and recommendation to me.

ARTICLE v.—HOURS OF SERVICE— OVERTIME AND CALLS.
(a)
Eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal hour, shall constitute
a day's work, except that where two or more shifts are worked, eight consecutive hours with no allowance for meals shall constitute a day's work.
(b)
Overtime shall be computed at the rate of time and one-half time.

and similar

of 48 cents per hour:

October 1, 1918, for positions held by telegraphers, telephone
operators (except switchboard operators), agents, agent telegraphers, agent
telephoners, towermen, levermen, tower and train directors, block operators
and staffmen, the following rates of pay, rules for overtime, and working
conditions upon railroads under federal control, are hereby ordered, superseding General Order No. 27, its Supplements Nos. 10 and II, and in lieu
Effective

Even hours shall be paid for at the
will be carried forward.

When

(c)

notified or called to

ployees will be paid a

i

hours recognized as a day's work.

Where

there are no regularly assigned or established daily hours,

for the purpose of computing the hourly rate, daily
as ten, one-eighth of which will be the hourly rate.

hours shall be regarded

In determining the hourly rate, fractions less than one-fourth of
(g)
one cent shall be as one-fourth of one cent over one-fourth and under onehalf, as one-half cent
over one-half and under three-fourths, as threefourths of one cent over three-fourths, as one cent.
;

;

;

ARTICLE

II.— RATES

board operatoits), agents (except as provided in Article IV.), agent telegraphers, agent telephoners, towermen, levermen, tower and train directors,
block operators and staffmen, to the rates in effect on January 1, 1918,
prior to the application of General Order No. 27, add 13 cents per hour
and 2 cents per hour additional in lieu of vacations (applicable to all roads
irrespective of present practice).
Where this increase fails to establish a
rate of 48 cents per hour, establish a minimum rate of 48 cents per hour.

III.— PRESERVATION

The entering

of employees in the positions occupied in the service
or changing their classification or work shall not operate to establish a less
favorable rate of pay or condition of employment than is herein established.
(c)
Where existing pay roll classification does not conform to Article
II,

employees performing service
accordance therewith.

em-

When tlie carrying of United States Mail and Parcel Post by the employees herein specified becomes unduly burdensome or interferes with the
proper operation of trains, they will be relieved from such work.

in the classes

specified therein,

ARTICLE VII.— DISCIPLINE AND GRIEVANCES.
An employee disciplined, or who considers himself unjustly

(a)
shall

treated,

have a fair and impartial hearing, provided written request is presented to his immediate superior within five days of the date of the advice
or discipline, and the hearing shall be granted within five days thereafter.
(b)
A decision will be rendered within seven days after completion
of hearing.
If an appeal is taken, it must be filed with the next higher
official and a copy furnished the official whose decision is
appealed within
five days after date of decision.
The hearing and decision on the appeal
shall be governed by the time limits of the preceding action.
(c)
At the hearing, or on the appeal, the employees may be assisted by a
committee of employees, or by one or more duly accredited representatives.
(d)
The right of appeal by employees or representatives, ni regular
order of succession and in the manner prescribed, up to and inclusive of
the highest ofiicial designated by the railroad to whom appeals may be made
hereby established.

is

An

(e)
employee on request will be given a letter stating the cause
of discipline.
transcript of the evidence taken at the investigation or on
the appeal will be furnished on request to the employee or representative.
(f)
If the final decision decrees that charges against the employee were

A

not sustained, the record shall be cleared of the charge; if suspended or
dismissed the employee will be returned to former position and paid for
time lost.
Committees of employees shall be granted leave of absence and
(g)
free transportation for the adjustment of differences between the railroad
and
the employees.
(h)
Where the time limits in discipline and grievance rules now in
effect are more extensive, they may be preserved.

all

(a)
The pay for female employees, for the same class of work, shall
be the same as that of men, and their working conditions must be healthful and fitted to their needs.
The laws enacted for the government of
their employment must be observed.
(b)
If the operation of this order creates either unreasonably
low, or
excessively high rates, for service, individual cases and circumstances
considered, it will be the duty of the Board of Railroad Wages and
Working
Conditions to investigate, on complaint, and recommend equitable treat-

ment

OF RATES AND CLASSIFICATION.

(a)
The minimum rates and all rates in excess thereof, as herein established, and higher rates which have been authorized since January 1, 1918,
shall be preserved.

(b)

of established hours,

ARTICLE VIII.— RULES FOR APPLICATION OF THIS ORDER.

OF PAY.

For positions held by telegraphers, telephone operators, (except switch-

ARTICLE

work outside

minimum allowance

will

ARTICLE VI.— UNITED STATES MAIL.

I.

(a)
All employees herein specified shall be paid on the hourly basis
e.Ncept those provided for in Article IV.
To determine the hourly basis for positions held by monthly paid
(b)
employees, multiply by 12 the regular monthly rate in effect as of January
1, 1918, prior to the application of General Order No. 27 (exclusive of all
compensation for extra services), divide by 306 (number of working days
for the year), and apply provisions of Section (e) of this article.
(c)
To determine the hourly rate for positions held by weekly paid
employees, multiply by 52 the regular weekly rate in effect as of January
1, 1918, prior to the application of General Order No. 27 (exclusive of all
compensation for extra services), divide by 306 (number of working days
for the year), and apply provisions of Section (e) of this article.
(d)
To determine the hourly rate for positions held by daily paid
employees, multiply the daily rate in effect as of January 1, 1918, prior to
the application of General (Drder No. 27 (exclusive of all compensation for
extra services), by 365, divide the result by 306 (number of working days
for the year), and apply provisions of Section (e) of this article.
(e)
Employees who were on January 1, 1918, prior to the application
of General Order No. 27, paid on a basis of 10 hours or more to constitute
a day's work, shall receive one-eighth of the wages received for 10 hours
on January 1, 1918, prior to the application of General Order No. 27, as
their basic hourly rate; employees working less than 10
our and over 8
hours shall receive one-eighth of the wages received for the number of
(f)

end of each pay period; fractions thereof

of two hours at overtime rate.
not be required to suspend work during regular
hours or to absorb overtime.

Employees

(d)

thereof.

ARTICLE

into

In

Increase for Telegraph Operators

scales of telegraph operators

same

to put the

effect.

McAdoo has issued the following Supplement No. 13 to General Order No. 27, making a further
wage

C.

agents whose compensation as of January 1, 1918, was upon a
basis, or upon a combination of salary and commissions (not
including express or outside commissions).
(c)
To agents whose duties are supervisory and who do not perform
routine office work, nor the small non-telegraph stations (except where they
are now included in agreements), which, on account of the varying character
and extent of their work and responsibilities, can not be intelligently

commission

Director General

revision of the

D.

To

(b)

authorized the reof advertising of paslimited
of
senger service to begin soon after the first of the year.
Such advertising has been almost completely discontinued
during the war.
It is proposed now to use advertising for
new service and seasonal service such as that to Florida, the
South and California. The advertising will be devoted principally to localities and will not be in the name of individual
railroads, but as it will be used mainly in cities where there
are consolidated ticket offices they will be referred to for information as to routes and schedules.
lias

shall

be

classified in

ARTICLE IV.— EXCEPTIONS.
The provisions of this order will not apply
(a)
To cases where salaries less than $30 per month are paid to indi_
viduals for special service which only takes a portion of their time from
outside employment or business.

therefor.

(c)

Vacations with pay are abolished, effective January

1,

1919.

ARTICLE IX.— INTERPRETATION OF THIS ORDER.
The rates of pay and rules herein established shall be incorporated into
existing agreements and into agreements which may be reached in the
on the several railroads; and should differences arise between
the management and the employees of any of the railroads as to
such incorporation, intent or application of this order, such question of differences
shall be referred through the director of the Division of
Labor as prescribed in Supplements 6 and 6a to General Order No. 27 for decision,
subject always to review by the director general.
Agreements or practices, except as changed by this order, remain in effect.
future,

In a statement accompanying the order Director General

McAdoo

said

:

"In reaching the conclusions upon which
103

this

order

is
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based, I luivo ^ivon spocial consiiKialion to tlic iiroblem preI am in full symsented of work on Sundays anil lioliihivs.
j)atliv, as every reasonaljle man must l)e, with tlie natural
desire of the eiiiployees to he released from Sunday and holiday lal)or as far as ]wssiblc. Not only arc employees the
better for suih periods of rest and recreation, l)Ut they naturally prefer for that purpo.se Sundays and holithiys, heeau.se
all tiie lialiits of our people arc so adjusted that rest and
reereation are more feasible and satisfaitor_\- on those da\s

than on other days.
"I am satisfied that in the past there has l)ecn a great deal
of unnecessary work on Sundays and holidays, and that
methods can and must be adopted to confine such work in
At the same time w-e must
the future to what is necessary.
face the fact that the entire public expects the railroads to
be operated on Sundays and holidays as well as on other
da\s; hence it is impossible to adopt any plan which will
eliminate Sunday and holiday labor.
"This order which I am promulgating will, in itself, go
far toward eliminating Sunday and holiday work wherever

and toward reducing such work where it cannot
This will result
]>c eliminated to the fewest number of hours.
from the fact that hereafter all such work will be paid on an
hourly l:>asis instead of on a monthly basis, as has been true in
the past to a considerable extent. Therefore, the employing ofticer w'ill realize that he must pay additionally for every hour
of Sunday and holiday work, and his anxiety to prevent unnecessary expense will be a strong inducement to eliminate
unnecessan,- work on those days. I regard this as a great step
forward, and I believe I am justified in expecting that it will
bring about a marked reduction in Sunday and holiday work
practicable,

of an avoidable character.

'T propose to supplement this action by definite orders that
must be made for the purpose of eliminating
Sunday and holiday work wherever practicable, and, where
a special study

it cannot be eliminated, of minimizing it to the fewest numI believe the special effort which will conseber of hours.
quently be made in this direction will, coupled with the
strong inducement arising from the new basis of payment,
bring about an early and substantial reform in this important

matter.

"Employees who have heretofore had to work on Sundays
and holidays will get through this order a direct compensation for that condition, by reason of the fact that their hourly
rates of pay in the future will be, to a large extent, substantially increased, as from an examination of Article I, it will
be seen that in determining the hourly wage a divisor of 306
days has been used, which will, in a large measure, compensate for punitive Sunday and holiday overtime.
"It has not been practicable to adopt a plan for paying a
punitive overtime rate for time worked on Sundays and holiThe object for such punitive allowances is to impose
days.
a penalty or punishment for the work to which the allowances

In the nature of things, it is unjustifiable to impose
such punishment in respect of work which cannot be avoided.
Such punitive allowance is not necessary to cause the elimination of such work, or its reduction to a minimum, because
that result can and will be brought about by the adoption
attach.

the hourly rates and special instructions which will
issued to reduce Sunday and holiday work where
practicable."
of

be

Successful Handling of Oil Traffic
of the transportation committee
of the Western Petroleum Refiners' Association, has written
a letter to Director General McAdoo, expressing appreciation
of the "magnificent efforts made by the United States Railroad Administration during the war period to render a
transportation service to the oil industry that would enable

W.

it

to

E.

McEwen, chairman

meet the demands made upon

it

by the United States
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and industries engaged in war work.
he said, "that no single industr\- was more important in the successful carrying on of the
war than the oil industr}', and in its early days it was realized

governnieiil,

"It

that

is

it>

allies

i)erhai)s safe to say,"

the i)r()l)lems before us were to be met, the transporta-

if

involving the movement of jietroleum and its
the closest attention.
With this in mind,
the oil industry appealed to the United States Railroad Administration for assistance in working out a i)lan by which
the mileage on the tank cars might be doubled without any
material increase in the tank car equipment, in order that the
steel might be conserved for other important purposes.
"The ap])eal met with a hearty response and in the western district the regional directors appointed li. L. Swearingen
as supervisor of oil traffic, with headquarters at Kansas City,
to supervise the movement of oil traffic in the western district.
The writer was appointed by the oil industry to co-operate
with Mr. Swearingen and secure the assistance and help of
tion (|uestion,

l)r<)ducts, reijuiri'd

the shi])j>ers.

Middleton was assigned by the Railroad AdminisWashington to the oil division of the United States
Fuel Administration, who in turn appointed O. M. Conley
at Kansas City to also render assistance in meeting the emergency, Mr. Middleton afterward being succeeded by O. M.
Conley at Washington, and F. B. McKay succeeding Mr.

"J. A.
tration at

Conley.

"These

were opened early in April when conand when a great many of the refineries

joint offices

ditions were chaotic,

in the mid-continent field in particular, were shut down or
only partially operating on account of shortage of equipment.
The refiners were requested to work as a unit and assist in
consolidating the oil shipments into trainload lots, and this
The Railroad Adrequest was met with a hearty response.
ministration arranged to consolidate this freight, symbol it,
and move it through to destination or breaking point in solid

trainload

lots.

"Without going into the details of the matter it suffices to
say that within 30 days there was such an improvement that
from that time on there was never a shortage of tank cars in
the oil industry in the western field. There never was a demand made upon the western oil industry that it was not able
to meet so far as transportation facilities were concerned.
There never was a time that there was not at least a day and
a half's loading of cars on hand. During the first 10 months
of the year there was loaded from the mid-continent field
256,082 cars, compared with 200,603 cars for the same period of 1917, an increase of 55,479 cars, with practically no
increase in the

vember 30
field

a

100,530

amount of equipment. From April 20 to Nowas loaded from the mid-continent

inclusive, there

total

of

3,585

solid

trains

of

oil,

containing

cars.

"In the month of January the mileage per car per day on
tank cars of Western refiners was 26.16; in June 56.27, and
in September 58.4, an increase of 100 per cent in the mileage
performance.

"What was accomplished in the oil industry is one of the
most concrete illustrations in the history of railroading of
the economic gain by tlie co-operation between the shipping
public and the railroads. These accomplishments were made
possible by the whole-hearted co-operation, starting with the
yard employees of the railroads, and on up the line, including
the operating officials and car service section at Washington,
railroad executive officials at Washington, and particular
mention should be made of the magnificent co-operation rendered by the three western regional directors and their asThis coupled with the unselfish efforts of the resistants.
finers in lending their assistance in carrying out the systems

adopted, made possible the meeting of all problems confronting the industry from a transportation standpoint in the
western district.

January
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"On July 1 the traffic department of this organization was
asked to represent the tank car committee of the petroleum
war service committee, in order to supervise in behalf of the
shippers the entire tank car equipment of the industry, and
while the industry as a whole regret the necessities that compel you to resign your position as director general of railroads, we want you to feel that we owe a debt of gratitude to you and appreciate to the utmost the magnificent assistance rendered, and it would be a source of keen regret
were this economical metliod of handling freight to be dispensed with, as the systems devised enable the railroads to
handle more freight with less equipment, saves congestion
in terminals by reason of the trains moving through solid,
and is of equal benefit to the shippers, the railroads, and the
public at large.
"While the jurisdiction of the Kansas City office only extended to the territory west of the Mississippi river and Chicago, I also

and

want

to

commend

the eastern regional directors

their assistants for the hearty co-operation rendered in

movement

of the very large tonnage that originated in
to the seaboard for export and to the
large industrial institutions of the East in meeting the war
the

this field that

moved

problems."

To Retain

Skilled Railroad

Men

The mechanical department

is

of the Division of Operation
taking steps to prevent the possible loss of trained shop em-

ployees to the railroad service as a result of any reduction in
force which may seem necessar>' at particular points.
If the
men are not needed at one place arrangements will be made
to locate them elsewhere, as it is believed that more men instead of less men will be needed in the next few weeks. Frank
McManamy, assistant director of the Division of Operation,
has addressed a letter to the regional directors stating that a

number

of cases have recently been brought to his attention
where in the readjustment of shop forces skilled workmen
have been laid off.
"Every trained railroad employee represents a certain definite investment," Mr. McManamy said, "therefore, when

reorganizations make reductions in forces necessar}% all reasonable efforts should be made to retain these men in railroad
Before a reduction in force is made at any point,
service.
steps should be taken to ascertain if the men to be laid off
can not be profitably used at some other point, either on that
line or on some other line within your region, in which event
transfer should be made and transportation provided.
"If the men cannot be profitably used in your region, this
office should be advised, giving the number of skilled workmen to be released and their occupation, so that efforts may
be made to place them elsewhere, thus retaining in railroad
service, men who have been trained and are proficient in that
line of

work."
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rectors as to matters affecting the police service of the various

railroads under

the

jurisdiction

Public Improvements

EXPENSES

Division of Operation.
The chief of the Secret
Service and Police section will deal through the regional di-

Required

OF AMERICAN CHEMICAL

SOCIETY.

ment 4 to Circular 136, Soutliwestern regional
same as File 102-22A361 of Eastern regional
(See Railway Age, December 27, page 1164.)

Suppledirector,
director.

Recognition of Federal Manager as Chief Operating Officer.
148 of the Southwestern regional director, same
as file 1 500-96 A360 of the Eastern regional director.
(See
Railway Age, December 27, page 1163.)
Maintenance of Wires During Winter. Circular Letter No.
416 of the Southern regional director gives instructions similar

— Circular

—

to those issued in other regions for the

maintenance of telegraph and telephone lines during the winter season.
(See
Railway Age, December 13, page 1078.)
Removal of Coal and Water from Engines. The Eastern
regional director, file No. 500-1 -68 A336 orders that when engines are moved dead to repair shops it is desired that coal and
water be removed before shipment is made.
Violations
Appliance
Safety
of
Laws.
In
Order
144
the
Southwestern
regional
director
states
tliat
numerous violations of safety appliance laws and of the director general's order No. 8 are being reported by traveling federal in.spectors.
He directs that immediate action be taken
effectively to stop the.se violations; car and mechanical department heads should be given to understand that the federal laws and the orders of the director general must be ob-

—

—

served.

—

Insurance and Inspection of Elevators.
In Order
145
the
Southwestern
regional director
quotes
a
letter from the director of the Division of Finance and Purchases which states that an exception has been made to General Order 24 to provide that the insurance on all passenger
and freight elevators in properties operated by the Railroad
Administration be continued with the distinct understanding
that the insurance carries an obligation on the part of the insuring companies to inspect the elevators with reasonable frequency.

Routing

—

Union Ship-ments. The
Eastern
No. 600-4-95 A3 20, states that
the Western Union Telegraph Company

Western

of the lines under federal control,

director.

No Longer

Orders of Regional Directors

were transferred from the Allegheny region to the Eastern
region, and the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad was transferred from the Eastern region to the Allegheny region.

January 1, 1919, according to Circular No. 69,
the secret service branch of the Claims and Property Protection section of the Division of Law is terminated, and instead thereof the Secret Service and Police section of the
Division of Operation is created. W. J. Flynn is appointed
chief of the Secret Service and Police section with office in
Southern Railway building, Washington, reporting to the

regional

for which a portion of the cost exceeding $500 would be
charged against a railroad under federal control.

regional

Secret Service and Police Section Created

several

Director General McAdoo has issued Circular No. 44-A,
cancelling Circular No. 44, dated July 29, which requested
public authorities to secure the concurrence of the Railroad
Administration where public improvements are contemplated

More Roads Transferred

Effective

the

Concurrence of R. R. Administration on

December 26, according to Circular No. 68,
the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, the Monongahela, the Pittsburgh & West Virginia, and the West Side Belt Railroad
Effective on

of

directors.

director,

in order to protect
in

its

file

contractual rights of exchange transportation over
it

many

has been decided that

an exception shall be made to the routing provisions of GenOrder No. 1, and that the Western Union Telegraph
Company shall be given the right to route its shipments, and

eral

that such routing instructions shall be observed in the future
handling of its traffic.
Exchange Transportation Between Carriers of Local Card
Passes.
The Eastern regional director, file No. 2 100-4 lA343 announces that considerable local exchange transportation between carriers has been issued for account of officers
and employees frequently traveling on a line of road other
than the employing road, either on official business, or journeying between residence and place of business. There are

—

no

objections,

and

in fact

it

is

desirable that such arrange-
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mcnts

^-hall

lir

iniitiiuii'd, subji'it to siu

linal anaiij;iiiK'iUs

li

as to R'slriition.s on traiii.s, sulnirbaii /ones, or Dtlicrwisc, as
may havi- heretofore existed.
Pispositio)!

Supplement

Certain
Kiiul.s
of
Circular 110, the
to

of

I'rciiilil.

— In

Southwestern regional director states that the provision in General Order ,HA,
calling for the sale of shipments which have been on hand for
00 days after notice of arrival has been given consignees, is
not intended to necessitate the holding of commodities of
small value, such as sand, coal and low grade ore, the freight
and demurrage charges on which may equal or exceed the sale
In some
value at the expiration of the two-month perio<l.
cases it will be found desiraljle for a road to take over the
In other
property for its own use and settle with the owner.
cases a prompt sale will be advisable, or it will I)c neccssar)'
to unload the property in the best available space.
In Supplement
Acceptance of Embargoed Freight.
1
to Circular 58 tlie Central Western regional director
the
large
accumulation of export
attention
calls
to
freight at Seattle, Wash., occasioned by the non-ob.servance
At present there are approximately 3,500 cars
of embargoes.
of export freight at Paciiic ports. In addition, there are about
1,000 cars held back on the line from week to week awaiting
I

—

opportunity to move into the terminal. There is also a vast
amount of export freiglit unloaded on the ground and on the
docks.
To avoid a still larger accumulation and to permit
the disposition of freight now on hand, embargo restrictions
must be observed literally. This applies not only to Pacific

embargoed.
The Eastern regional director,
Material Requirements.
file No. 3000-446, quotes as follows from a letter received
under date of December 6 from the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee:
ports, but to all points that are

—

"Effective at once, it will not be necessary to file through this office, or
with the Requirements Division, War Industries Board, any advice as to
your requirements.
"The Commodity Section handling specific articles will remain as long as
they can be of any jervice, and as the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee is represented on the most important of these Sections, information
or assistance may be secured direct through the Section witnoul handling
through the Requirements Division.
"This phose of the work of the department has, therefore, ceased."

Tenand
Engine
Corrugated
Standardization
of
file
director,
regional
Eastern
The
Hose.
der
500-1-67A339, announces that the Division of Railway Supplies of the War Service Committee of the Rubber Industry
of the U. S. A. has recommended to the Railroad Administration that the sizes of corrugated engine and tender hose in
conducting water from the tender to the boiler of locomotives
be standardized, and that on and after a fixed date the following sizes, only, shall be made and supplied to railroads
and railroad equipment companies:

—

3

x 48 inches

3

x 54
x 36
x 42
x 48

inches
inches
inches
3^ inches
ZYi inches

inches x 36 inches
2Y_ irKhes x 42 inches
Z'/i

2'A inches x 48 inches
inches x 36 inches
3
inches x 42 inches
3

3J/2

inches
inches
inches
inches

—

Free Transportation for Clergy. The Eastern regional
No. 2100-7A334, refers to instructions of December 4, with respect to half rates for clergy, members of
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Soutiiwcslern and Central \\ Cslern regional director.^ in Circulars 149 and 224, respectively, outline instructions regarding the eslablishmenl of uniform practice in handling hog

market (enters, quoted from a telegram from the
A standing embargo has been placed
on all shipments of hogs to or through market centers and
to regulate further movements and thereljy avoid congestion
and prevent loss. The Stabilization Committee of the Food
.Vthninistration will determine the numljer of carloads which
can ije absorbed by each market dailyi The terminal managers at each market center will ail<Kate as between various
roads the number of carloads of hogs which may be received
daily, on the basis of past performance.
The transportation
officer of each line will allocate the car supply within his
jurisdiction on the Ijasis of orders received and the known
ability of shippers to load and ship.
The plan is now in
effect at Chicago, East St. Louis, Sioux City, Milwaukee and
South St. Paul.
Inspection of Freight at Interchange Points.
The Eastern
regional director, file No. 600-96A337, announces that it is
customary at most of the interchange points for each line to
have inspectors for examination of freight make an inspecshipments

to

Car Service

Section.

—

tion

and record

as to ventilation, refrigeration,

junction points.

Employment of Discharged Soldiers.— In confirmation of
a telegram dated December 8, the Eastern regional director,
file No. 1200-35-2A315, announces that the Railroad Administration will be allowed to send representatives to various
camps, cantonments, etc., to secure such labor as will be

available.

While such representatives

will not be

make contracts
labor within the camp,
camp commanders will interpret these instructions in a very
broad sense and in such a way as to facilitate, as much as
possible, the efforts of the Railroad Administration to secure
labor, the details to be worked out between the camp commanders and the representatives of the Railroad Administration; in other words, the properly accredited representatives
or

attempt

to

recruit

directly

Railroad Administration can go into the camps and,
through the commanding officers, direct the men to vacant

positions.

railroads with respect to the furnishing of passes to members
of the clergy, Sisters of Charity, inmates and managers of
charitable or eleemosynary institutions, or otherwise fur-

sentatives of the various railroads; but if

issue in the past.

Uniform

Method

of

Handling

Hog

Shipments.

—The

allowed to deal

directly with soldiers to be discharged, or to

and account charity.
January 1, 1919, the director general desires that
there shall be no change in the past practice of the various

nished for charitable account. While the general practice is
expected to be on the basis of one-half rate as published by
the Passenger Traffic Committee, federal and general managers are authorized to issue such passes of this character
as it has been the custom for the lines in their charge to

including

Under Railroad Administration operation this duplication
can be reduced to save labor and avoid delays in moving
traffic.
As a general practice, therefore, the inspection and
record at junction points between federal controlled railroads
should be made only by the receiving railroad and by the
carrier delivering shipment to consignee or to a line not
under federal control.
As a rule, at present, this is already being done by joint
car inspectors in the matter of open top cars.
This order
applies particularly to iceboxes, ventilators and other classes
There will be
of inspection not heretofore so conducted.
local exceptions to this new practice, depending upon the line
upon which the ice houses are located and other details,
which the respective managers can develop at their several

ot the

Effective

etc.,

loading, bracing, stability of packages and general condition
of the freight.
This was necessary for interline settlements.

director, file

religious orders

1

It is

suggested that one

to act as a

man

be designated for each

medium between camp commanders and

and the commandant will allow,

this

may

camp
repre-

deemed advisable
number may be in-

be best accomplished if each
camp may be located,
shall station someone to keep in touch with the conamanding
officer at the camp, and list any men who wish to enter the
railroad service, and their suitability for such employment,
and report thern to the federal manager and adjacent federal
managers for employment, keeping a list to be compiled and
submitted at the end of the month to this office.
creased.

federal

Possibly this

manager upon whose

territory a

General

News Department

is tlie title now used to
of the railways operated by the Canadian Govthe Inter-colonial, the National Transcontinental

"Canadian National Railways"
designate

—

all

ernment
and the Canadian Northern.

The Union Station in jftichmond, Va., just completed, on
West Broad street, will be open for business on January 6, at
Trains of the Atlantic Coast Line run to this station.
The Byrd street station is to be converted into a freight
terminal for the Atlantic Coast Line.
noon.

Employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad furloughed for
military service, up to Noveinber 1, numbered 24,712, and it
is announced that every one of these who returns honorably
discharged can have his former position or another equally
good.
D. Beck, division superintendent of the Chicago &
at Norfolk, Neb., has been appointed representative of the government in the hearings to be held at
San Francisco on wages and working conditions of the employees of the railroad-owned steamship lines on the Pacific

his views as to

extended for

Coast.

The Fuel Administration has

in preparation a

compilation

and regulations promulgated during the life of
This will be brought down to date
the administration.
January 1, 1919, and will be issued as soon thereafter as possible.
It will be a bound volume of perhaps 500 pages.
All
persons desirous of obtaining a copy of this should communicate at once with the Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C.
of

all

rules

Railroad Hearings Before Senate Senate Committee

The hearing before the Senate committee on interstate
commerce on the question of the disposition of the railroads
was postponed from Thursday until Friday of this week.
Mr. McAdoo was expected to be the first witness to outline

Czecho-SIovak Troop Train Stopped at the

the period of federal control should be

Railway Business Association
The Annual dinner of this association will be held at Hotel
La Salle, Chicago, on January 9. The speakers will be Harry
H. Merrick, president of the Chicago Association of Commerce, and vice-president of the Central Trust Company of
Hlinois; H. H. Westinghouse, chairman of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, who has just returned from Europe,
and Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age. Alba B.
Johnson, president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and
president of the association, will preside.

Government Increases Pay

W.

North Western,

why

five years.

of

Commercial Telegraphers

The postmaster general on December

31 ordered increases
10 per cent in the wages of employees of the
telegraph systems now in control of the department (the
Western Union and the Postal). The increases amount
to 5 per cent for employees who have been in service between
six and eighteen months and 10 per cent for employees longer
The increases must advance no salary above $200
in service.
monthly or above an additional $35 monthly since January
Neither will the increases apply to premium earnings
1, 1918.

of

from

5 to

or to employees at nonfunctional offices. Those working on
Sunday may accept regular pay scale or demand compensatory time during the following week, as they desire.
The department finds that revenue conditions at this time
would not justify the increases now authorized unless, by a
careful plan of elimination of waste incident to duplication
and by effecting other economies which will not impair the
efficiency of the service, the revenue conditions can be made
Believing that this can be done, the
to meet such increases.
order for such increases is accordingly issued.

Monument Marking
107

the

Boundary Between Europe and Asia

i.:ailway
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Traffic

tltMIIIIMIHIiritltlS

Coal loading for tlio week ciulcd Diceinijer 14 aiiiDiuitcd
to i22,,U)l cars, a.s compared uitli 183,898 in the correspondiiiiL;
week of 191". 'I'lie Iota! increase in 1918 up to and including
tlie week ending December 21 over the same period of 1917
was 024,028 cars.
The car service section of the Railroad Administration has
cancelled its requirement that agents must observe the l'"ood
.\dniinistration's reK"lations regarding the loading of cars
with food and feed commodities, but the continued co-operation of sliippers is asked in the efforts of the railroads to
keep up the loading of cars to their full capacity.

Encouragement
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in the parcel room, 27,780, an increase of
SO per cent over a year ago. TJie nundier of meals served
at the restaurant was one-third larger tiian a year ago.
To handle tliis large volume of trallic tiiere were run out
of WasJiington 2,055 sleeping cars and 3,905 passenger
coaches, being an increase over a year ago of 686 sleeping
cars and 869 coaches.
The sleeping cars required 287,7(XJ
pillow slips, 493,200 towels, 369,900 slieets, and each sleeping
car was equipped witli six white coats for the porters, or a
total of 12,330.
Practically everyone who applied for sleeping car accommodations was accommodated. Extra baggage
transfer forces were provided, and on Christmas day there
was no delayed baggage left over in the station as has gen-

of parcels handled

News

^iiiiiiMiiiiiiniiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiii

AGI-:

erally

been

tlie

case.

The smoothness and

lack of confusion with which tiie business was conducted this year is attributed to the fact tliat
was all directed by one authority which co-ordinated the
it
work of all the departments of all the roads.

of Agriculture

Tiie Railroad Administration has established a homeseek€rs' liureau, to furnisli free information about opportunities
for persons who wish to engage in farming, stock raising
and kindred pursuits. J. L. Edwards, manager of the agricultural section of the Traffic Division, will have general
cliarge of the work.
J. F. Jarrell will be transferred from
the Bureau of Suggestions and Complaints to be supervisor
of the new bureau.
Other members will be C. L. Seagraves,
industrial commissioner of the Santa Fe, and W. W. Croxton,
general passenger agent of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic.
Standing committees of railroad agricultural agents
will collate information by states.
The homeseekers' bureau
and the railroads will be in a position to give inquirers fresh
data concerning the advantages offered by various localities
and it is expected that returning soldiers will be aided in
finding locations.

Washington Christmas Traffic
Christmas passenger traffic through the Washington terminal this year was the largest in the history of the city, at
least a third greater than a year ago, and because of the
large number of war workers in the city temporarily, it will,
no doubt, be many years before the railroads are called upon
to handle anything like the same volume of traffic again.
Passengers were induced by advertisemets to buy their
tickets and engage their accommodations well in advance.
The make-up of extra trains was planned so that the work
and confusion in the railroad yards was reduced to a minimum. While some trains were late, as a rule they were on
time, and there was a noticeable lack of the confusion in the
station that has been noted in the past.
Tickets sold in Washington for the period named numbered
111,369 and the revenue was $731,998. The total number of
persons arriving was 256,555; the total departing was 335,000;
the number going through was 223,631; the number stopping
off in Washington for the holidays was 32.924, and the net
exodus from Washington proper was 78,445. Many of these
The numw-ere war workers who will probably not return.
ber of pieces of baggage handled was 69.030, and the number

The

Another
Unloading Freight from Panama,

at

Anchorage, Alaska.

Traffic

Club of

New York

the regular meeting of the Traffic Club of Xew York,
held on December 30, the following resolutions were adopted:
Government ownership, management or operation of railroads is not conducive to economic efficiency, and private
initiative, enterprise and responsibility in the creation, extension, itnprovement and operation of the American railroads should, as a matter of national policy, be fostered and
preserved.
The extension of the present system of federal control for
a period of five years, or any extension beyond the limitation
now prescribed by law of one year and nine months after the
proclamation of peace, is earnestly opposed as prejudicial to
the public interest.
The recognized impracticability of continuing government
operation of the railroads for twenty-one months after peace
under the present law is a conclusive reason why the properties should be relinquished, and in view of the termination of
hostilities it should be the policy of the Railroad Administration to restore the integrity of individual properties and
prepare for their return to the respective owners.
The principle of reasonable, responsible and adequate governmental regulation of transportation facilities is recognized
and accepted, but such regulation should provide for the encouragement, protection and development of the railroads.
The Congress should promptly enact such revised legislation as will provide a uniform system of regulation in essential matters, safeguard the public interest, insure adequate
revenue to provide for equitable treatment of all questions
affecting wages and working conditions of employees and
attract sufficient capital to maintain and develop transportation facilities which shall meet the necessities of the commercial, manufacturing and agricultural interests of the
country.
Energetic efforts should be exerted to accomplish the early
return of the transportation systems of the country to the
control and management of their owners, and the enactment
of suitable legislation for the protection of the shipping and
traveling public, the carriers and their employees.
.\t

of the

Big Railroad Guns Recently Demonstrated
at

Aberdeen, Md.

—
January

3,

—
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second contention was not sustained. Cerengines, coal machinery, would all be wholly
within the terms used. Moneys coming in as traffic balances
arc simply earnings constituting a revolving fund, and form
part of a working or liquid capital. Such a fund is just as
necessary to the successful operation of a railroad as cars,
engines, or coal. The liquid capital may be part of a wage
fund today, part of a coal furnishing fund tomorrow, and
part of a car rental fund the day after. The court will take
judicial notice that no railroad system can be successfully
operated without such a fund. The tying up of such a fund
would clearly be detrimental to the successful operation of a
railroad system, in the same way that the seizure of any
other of its property would be. The traffic balances were
therefore held within the scope of the President's proclamaDooley v.
tion, and therefore not subject to garnishment.
Pennsylvania, 250 Fed. 142. Decided May 10, 1918.
tainly

Commission and Court New^s
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State
The Public

Service

Commissions

Commission

of

New

Hampshire,

in its

annual report, just issued, asks why consolidation and unification of railroads cannot be carried out as well under private ownership as under the government. Rehearsing what
are called strictly local questions, the commission asks: "Do
farmers wish to have the statute requiring the railroads under certain conditions to maintain farm crossings annulled?
Do the property owners wish to surrender their statutory
right to call upon the railroads to pay for damages caused by
Does the state wish to be defires from their locomotives?
prived of the right to require suitable train service to reasonthe
ably accommodate
public?"
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plaintiffs'

cars,

The Federal Employees' Liability Act
The Utah Supreme Court holds that a railroad employee
who

Court

News

Stipulation for Notice of Loss
Cattle injured by exposure during the first part of their journey were unloaded at a way station, and the shipper, having there

disposed of most of the animals, had the remainder transported
under the original bill of lading to the destination named. The
cattle were not injured in this latter carriage. The Circuit Court
of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that the 10-day period after
unloading within which notice of loss was required to be given
ran from the time of unloading at the way station, and transportation to the original destination did not extend the period.
Any other ruling would open the door to discrimination. The
requirement could not be waived. A telegram by the shipper
to an officer of the railroad company, notifying him that the
shipment would suffer injuries if precautions were not taken
was not noticed within the provision and oral notice of loss,
given to an agent at the point where the animals were unloaded,
although followed bv investigation, was not sufficient. Olson v.
C, B. & Q., 250 Fed'. 372. Decided March 9, 1918.
;

—

Taking

of Railroads for
Eflfect

War

Purposes

on Garnishment Proceedings

A

garnishee summons was served on several garnishee
Notice was thererailroad companies on January 29, 1918.
after given to the defendant, the Pennsylvania, as required by
Several of the garnishees had, when the summons
statute.
was served, certain traffic balances in their hands belonging
On motion to quash the proceedings
to the Pennsylvania.
it was urged that by virtue of the provision in the President's
proclamation of December 26, 1917, the traffic balances were
not garnishable. That provision is to the effect that, except
with the prior written consent of the Director General, no
attachment by mesne process or on execution shall be levied
against the property used by any of the transportation systems taken under federal control in the conduct of their
business as common carriers. It was admitted that no written
consent of the general director had been obtained granting
the levy of the garnishment. The plaintiff claimed however,
first, that this particular clause of the proclamation is without warrant of law; second, that traffic balances are not included within the terms of said clause in other words, that
such traffic balances are not "property used by any of said
transportation systems in the conduct of their business as
common carriers." The federal district court for the District
of Minnesota holds that under section 1 of the act of August
29, 1916, c. 418, empowering the President, in time of war,
through the Secretary of State, to take possession and assume
control of any system or systems of transportation, the
clause was fully authorized and valid. What is implied in a
statute is as much a part of it as what is expressed, and,
when a power is conferred, everything necessary to carry
it out and make it effectual will be implied.
It is obvious
that governmental control of railroads, to be effective, should
be exclusive, and not subject to interference by private

—

parties.

helps to remove old discarded rails from the track is
not engaged in interstate commerce within the act. Perez
Union Pacific (Utah) 173 Pac. 236. Decided May 23, 1918.
The New York Court of Appeals holds that one of a switch
engine crew engaged in making up interstate trains, killed by
an engine while going to work some eight minutes before
beginning work, was engaged in interstate commerce when
killed.— Knowles v. New York, N. H. & H. R. (N. Y.), 119
N. E.. 1023. Decided May 28, 1918.
The South Carolina Supreme Court holds that where a conductor, when injured, was engaged in switching a car to the
siding to be sent to its home road outside the State, he and
the railroad were engaged in interstate commerce. Payssoni
V. Seaboard Air Line (S. Car.), 96 S. E. 150.
Decided May 3,

—

V.

—

1918.

The South Carolina Supreme Court holds
a repairer was working when he was

which

that

if

a car

on

was

to be
returned to state service after repairs, the state law fixed the
rights and duties of the railroad and the repairer's administratrix; if after repairs it was to be used in interstate commerce the federal act fixed these rights and duties. Cook v
Southern (S. Car.), 96 S. E. 148. Decided April 12, 1918.
The Illinois Supreme Court holds that a servant in switchyards operating a motor to carry switchmen back and forth,
killed

—

injured while hauling switchmen who had been looking after
cars of coal moving within the state, but (because they belonged to the company) subject to reconsignment to points
without the state, was not engaged in interstate commerce.^
Illinois Central v. Industrial Board (111.), 119 N. E., 920.

Decided June

20,

1918.

The Kentucky Court of Appeals holds that a member of
a section gang whose duty it was to repair and maintain the
tracks, an instrument of interstate commerce, who left the
place where he had been employed on the track under orders
of the foreman to meet him at a certain station with a hand
car, was employed in interstate commerce within the act.
Williams V. Chesapeake & Ohio (Ky.), 204 S. W., 292. Decided June 21, 1918.
The Maryland Court of Appeals holds that a railroad employee, whose work consisted in taking care of a camp car
used by bridge carpenters, and cooking meals for them, injured in a collision while engaged in cooking in the camp car
placed on a side track, was engaged in interstate commerce
within the act, the railroad being an interstate line, and the
car traveling from place to place on the line as repairs were

needed.— P. B. & W. v. Smith (Md.), 103 Atl., 945. Decided
February 27, 1918.
Where an empty car marked "shop" is being switched
from the yards of one carrier, where it had stood for several
days, to an interchange track for the purpose of returning it
home for repairs, the switching being wholly within the
state, the West Virginia Court of Appeals holds that an employee injured while engaged in the operation is not engaged
interstate
commerce, though the car was forwarded
in
promptly by its owner to its shop in another state for reThe mere use of the word "shop" on a car is not
pair.
equivalent to a designation for haulage in interstate traffic.
F.wing V. Coal & Coke Rv. Co. (W. Va.), 96 S. E.. 7Z. Decided

May

7,

1918.
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New
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prepared to
construct, either from their own designs or from the designs
of otiiers. Iiydro-otcclric developments, steam power plants,
transmission systems, industrial jilants, housing developments and steel and reinforced concrete structures; to undertake the electrification of steam railways; to act as consulting
engineers, and to make engineering and financial reports

This organization

York.

is

and appraisals.

W.

who

Clarke,
advertising

western
Chicago.

as

iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii

miiiiiiim

miiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiu

f
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Railway Financial

News
—

CHICAGO & St. Louis. Tliis company
has declared a semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent, making
the dividend for the year 4 per cent, or 1 per cent less than

PiTTSiu)i«;ii,

in

Ci.N'ci.NN'ATi,

1917.

—

& Yadkin Rivkr. The Oil City Trust Company, of
Oil C-ity, Pa., has purchased this road at receiver's sale for
$160,000. The road operates 29 miles of line between North

V\'.\tau(;a

Wilkesboro, N. C, and Darby.

was connected with
service department of the McGraw-Hill
the
Company at Chicago, has been appointed manager of advertising for the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.
Prior to his connections with the McGraw-Hill publications
he spent eight years with the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., part of the time as
a member of the sales and publicity departments, and later
H.

Miimiiiiiiiimiiii

Financial and Construction

Dwight P. Robinson & Co., Int., coiislructing and coiisultinR engineers, :uinnuncc the opening of their offices at 61
Broadway,

imi!iiiiiiiimHiiiiiimiii

1

December

until

representative,

publicity

15

with

headquarters

at

Pennsylvania Company.

—

This company, which controls the
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, has declared a
dividend
semi-annual
of 1 per cent, making 6 per cent for
the year, the

same

as in 1917.

—

Manistee & North Eastern. The Michigan Trust Company, of
Grand Rapids, has been appointed receiver for this road,
operating 190 miles of line between Manistee and points
in western and central Michigan.

—

Louis-San Francisco. This company has sold to bankers
mortgage 6s, series C, dated July 1,
The bonds are being offered at 96
1918, maturing 1928.
and interest, to yield about 6.55 per cent.

St.

$10,598,000 prior lien

Walworth

Philadelphia Branch for

Manufacturing Company
Walworth Manufacturing Company, with general ofiices
and works at Boston and Kewanee, Illinois, with
branches in New York, Chicago and Seattle, has recently
purchased the business of Hunter & Dickson Company, at
241-247 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa., and after the first of
the year will operate it as one of its branches.
Hunter & Dickson Company was founded in 1881. The
business began in one room and basement, about 25 by 25
Mr. Hunter and Mr. Dickson
feet, at the present location.
began their career as boys in the employ of Morris, Tasker
& Company in the early sixties. In 1891, Mr. Dickson died,
and the business was continued by Mr. Hunter, who later
incorporated it in 1900 as Hunter & Dickson Company. In
who
1913, Mr. Hunter sold out his interest to C. J. Clark,
became president, with Samuel D. Hopkins, vice-president;
secretary.
C. M. Eaton, treasurer, and Robert Hoar, Jr.,
Their sales were about $50,000 the first year, and the business

at Boston,

has steadily progressed until of late years
to several million annually.

it

has amounted

,

—

Boston & Maine. George W. Anderson, former Interstate Commerce Commissioner, and now a judge of the United States
Circuit Court, has been confirmed as one of the trustees of
the Boston & Maine stock owned by the New Haven, but
under the board's control. He will succeed the late Chief
Justice Marcus P. Knowlton and will serve without pay.
Judge Anderson, in accepting the position pointed out that
usually a federal justice should not be permitted to be
active in the administration of a railroad, but that in his
case the circumstances are peculiar.

Railway Construction

—

Cisco & Northwestern. This company has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $500,000 to build a railroad between
Cisco, Texas, and Graham, 70 miles. The incorporators are:
R. O. Lee, G. D. Ward, C. H. Lee, N. W. Maxcill, J. H. Garner, G. C. Lingle, J. B. Elitch, B. S. Huey, T. R. McDaniels,
D. E. Jones, F. E. Harell, J. R. Skinner, J. A. Lauderdall,
J. J. Butts, D. K. Scott, W. E. Spencer, William Reagan,
E. B. Gude and A. J. Ward, all of Cisco.

Equipment and Supplies

Pennsylvania Railroad, Western

Sixty-one locomotives were shipped to railroads under
December 21 includfederal control during the week ending
follows:
ing 48 of the U. S. R. A. standard types, as
Type
Number
Road
Works
,.N

3

10

W
W

I

American

Y C

•'Southern
C. & N.

•Grand Trunk
Penn L.

J

Seab. Air Line
Southern
Penn. L.
.Rutland

1

W

I

;

Baldwin

N.

Y.

C

&

4
2
1
1

7

^West. Pac
Cent
111.
Penn. R. R
i C. B. & Q
T.

6

16
4

USRA Mikado.
USRA Santa Fe.
Mikado.
USRA Mikado.
USRA 6-w. Switch.
USRA 6-w. Switch.
USRA 8-w. Switch.
Santa Fe.
USRA 8-w. Switch.

S.

1

2

2
1

F

1

USRA
USRA

road

will

by
about
ft.

$35,000.

A

contract has been let to G. A. Fuller, Cleveland, Ohio, for
the construction at Denison avenue, Columbus, Ohio, of a 32-

enginehouse, annex and office; car shop, oil house,
power house, sand house, fan house, and service building. These
buildings will be of reinforced concrete and brick construction,
stall

with concrete foundations.
Ft. Wayne, Ind., the company has under construction and
contemplation a car repair building, store room and office
building, machine shop, blacksmith shop, oil and paint storehouse, and firing-up shed.

At

in

Mikado.
Mikado.

Mikado.
Mikado.
Mikado.
Mikado.

l^

Total

Grand

7

total

61

for
*Three United Stites Railroad Administration Mikados constructed
New York Central and six United States Railroad Administration
sent
to Buffalo and
were
West
Trunk
Grand
lor
the
constructed
Mikados
were
four United States Railroad Administration Santa Fe locomotives
emergency pools.
shipped to Potomac Yards, Va., to be stored as parts of

the

— This

47

Total

Lima

W

Lines.

build a freight house at Alliance, Ohio, which will be 40
250 ft., of brick and timber construction, and to cost

Locomotive Deliveries

Trade Publications
Ditching on the Pennsylvania

—The

Ball Engine

Company,

has just issued Bulletin S20, entitled "What the
Erie Ditcher Is Doing for the Pennsylvania," which shows
in an illustrated manner the variety of work which this
equipment is doing on different divisions of this road. Figures
of cost and operating conditions are included. This booklet
also contains a discussion of the advantages of the Erie
Erie,

Pa.,

Ditcher

in this class of

work.

January

3,
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Railway

assistant to the general superintendent of the Western general division and will continue in charge of fuel matters, with
office at Huntington, W. Va.
The position of fuel agent has
been discontinued.

Officers

John D.

iiiiiiinniiiiiiiiii

riiiitrtiiiiiiitiriiiiiiiiiii

111

Beltz, whose appointment as acting superintendent
Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Pittsburgh,
Pa., has already been announced in these columns, was born
on December 19, 1879, at Limaville, Ohio. He was educated
in the schools at Alliance, Ohio, and later attended Curry
College, Pittsburgh. In March, 1894, he began railway work
with the Baltimore & Ohio, in the boiler shop. About 1896,
Mr. Beltz entered the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad
at Homestead as ticket agent and clerk.
In 1898 he returned
to the Baltimore & Ohio as a fireman, and from that position
was appointed engineman. In 1912 he was appointed assistant road fireman of engines, and in 1913 was appointed assistant trainmaster. The following year he was promoted to
trainmaster, and in 1917 was appointed assistant superintendent, which position he held until his recent appointment
as acting superintendent as above noted.
of the

Railroad Administration
Central
A. Bramlette has been appointed representative of the
Division of Labor of the Railroad Administration, effective
S.

Mr. Bram16, with office at Washington, D. C.
be assigned to conduct investigations and to represent the Division of Labor in other specific matters to which
he may be assigned, affecting employees of the railroads

December

lette will

under federal control.

'

Federal and General Managers

The Manistique & Lake Superior has been added to the
jurisdiction of E. F. Blomeyer, general manager of the Ann
Financial, Legal

Arbor, with headquarters at Toledo, O.
J. B. Parrish, general superintendent of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, has been appointed general manager of the Chesapeake & Ohio; the Ashland Coal & Iron; the Sandy Valley &
Elkhorn, and the Long Fork Railroad, with office at Rich-

mond,

Va., vice J. P. Stevens, deceased.

P.

J.

and Accounting

Hunt has been appointed

Los Angeles

&

freight claim agent of the
Salt Lake, with headquarters at Los Angeles,

.Cal.

Charles T. Vose has been appointed supervisor of fire proof the Maine Central, the Portland Terminal, the
Bangor & Aroostook, and the Grand Trunk Lines in Xe«England, with office at Portland, Me.

tection

Operating
George Geiger has been appointed assistant superintendent
the Virginian Railroad,
quarters at Victoria, Va.

of

Norfolk

Division,

with

head-

A. C. Reynolds, car accountant of the New York, Ontario
Western, with office at Middletown, N. Y., has been appointed superintendent of car service, and the title of car
accountant has been abolished.

&

G.

L. Hurley has been appointed superintendent of the
division of the Seaboard Air Line, with office at
J. A. Streyer, resigned.

Alabama

Savannah, Ga., vice

Hooper has been appointed superintendent of
all lines under the jurisdiction of J. A. Edson,
manager, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.,
succeeding R. L. Logan, deceased.
Roscoe

telegraph of
federal

J. W. Deneen will resume his duties as superintendent of
the Cumberland division of the Baltimore & Ohio, Eastern
Lines, vice acting superintendent C. B. Gorsuch, who will
resume his position of relief superintendent.

The jurisdiction of M. F. Dunn, general safety agent of the
Maine Central and the Portland Terminal, has been extended
over the lines of the Bangor & Aroostook, and the Grand
Trunk Lines in New England, with office at Portland, Me.
Holbrook, trainmaster on the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Paul, at Portage, Wis., has been transferred to the Twin

C. F.
St.

Terminals division, with headquarters at Minneapolis,
Minn., succeeding J. E. Hills, who has been promoted to
assistant superintendent of the Chicago Terminals division,
with office at Chicago, to succeed A. J. Hasenbalg, who has
been transferred to Portage, Wis., as trainmaster on the
LaCrosse division.
Cities

E. P. Goodwin, general inspector of transportation of the
Chesapeake & Ohio, has been appointed assistant to the
general manager of the Chesapeake & Ohio; the Ashland
Coal & Iron; the Sandy Valley & Elkhorn, and the Long
Fork Railroad, with office at Richmond, Va., and the office
of general inspector of transportation has been discontinued;
E. L. Bock, assistant general superintendent of the Chesa& Ohio, has been appointed general superintendent of
the Western general division, with office at Huntington, W.
Va., and F. L. Poindexter, fuel agent, has been appointed

peake

Traffic
Charles A. Lahey, formerly assistant general freight agent
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and more recently
assistant manager of inland traffic for the United States Food
Administration, located at Washington and New York City,
has returned to the St. Paul to become general freight agent
of the lines east of the Missouri river, effective January 1.
Mr. Lahey was called to Washington early last spring to
assist the Food Administration in the handling of transportation problems, and during the last four months, while in New
York, has been intimately associated with the handling of
export grain and grain products. Starting from a clerical
position with the St. Paul ten years ago, he has held various
positions in the traffic department, and for the four years
preceding his service with the Food Administration was in
active charge of rate litigation before the Interstate Commerce Commission and state railroad commissions.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Walter B. Harris, supervisor of track of the O^olona district of the Mobile & Ohio, has been promoted to roadmaster
of the St. Louis division, with office at Murphysboro, 111.

W.

L.

Robinson, supervisor of fuel consumption of the

Baltimore & Ohio, Western Lines, Dayton & Union, and the
Dayton Union Railroad, has been appointed superintendent
of fuel and locomotive performance, and his former position
has been abolished.

The

jurisdiction of A. E. Owen, chief engineer of the CenNew Jersey and the New York & Long Branch, has
been extended over the Philadelphia
Reading Railroad, the
Atlantic City Railroad, and the Port Reading Railroad, vice
S. T. Wagner, resigned.
tral of

&

Clark Dillenbeck, engineer of bridges and buildings of the
Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has been
appointed assistant chief engineer of the Philadelphia &
Reading, the Central of New Jersey, the New York & Long
Branch, the Atlantic City Railroad, and the Port Reading
Railroad. P. S. Baker has been appointed engineer of bridges
and buildings of the Philadelphia & Reading, the Atlantic
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City Railroaii. ami
Dillenbcck.

tlic

I'url

Kcailmn

Kailiuail,

vice

Clark

Purchasing
H. Rothgery li.is hci'ii appointed storekeeper of the
Baltimore
Dliio, Western Lines, with heaclquarlcrs at
Lorain, Ohio, vice W. H. Dean, transferrcil.
C.

iS.-

R. C. Harris, supervising engineer for the Pennsylvania
Railroad. Western Lines, at Columbus, Ohio, has been appointed general storekeeper, with headquarters at Pittsburgh,
Pa.
C. W. Kinnear, assistant engineer of motive power at
Toleilo, Ohio, has been appointed assistant general storekeei>er, with olVicc at Piltslmrgh.
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following January he became superintendent
lie
.shop-, at
W'iiniipeg, Man., and four years later
was appointed snpi-rintendent of shops at the same place.
In
March, 1910. he became superintendent of rolling stock of the
Canadian Xorihern and the Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific, at Winnipeg, Man., and in May, 1915, was transferred in the same
capacity to llie Canadian Northern at Toronto, Ont.
On November 1, 1917, he was appointed general manager, eastern lines,
of the Canadian .Northern, at Toronto, which position he held
gary, .Aha.
1
of locomotive

at

time of

the

his

recent

appointment as assistant

William A. Patton, assistant to the presidenf of the PennRailroad Company and president of the New York,
Philadelphia & Norfolk, retired on December 31, 1918, from
active service, under the

sylvaiii.'i

provisions of the pension plan; after a continuous service of 53
years and 11 months.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Arthur H. Van Brunt, advisory counsel of the Pittsburgh
& West Virginia and the West Side Belt, has been appointed

Mr. Patton *as born at
Union Furnace, Pa., on

general counsel of those companies, witli office in New York,
effective January 1, and the office of advisory counsel has
been abolished.

October

Hungerford, whose appointment as assistant
Canadian Northern Railway System and
the Canadian Government Railways, with headquarters at
Toronto, Ont., has already been announced
in these columns, was
born on July 16, 1872,
near Bedford, Que. He
was educated in the
common
and
high
schools and began railway work in May, 1886,
as a machinist apprentice on the South Eastern, and later served
with its successor, the
Canadian
Pacific,
at
Farnham, Que. He was

Samuel

J.

then machinist at various places in Quebec,
Ontario and Vermont.
From August, 1897, to
February, 1903, he was
consecutively
chargeS. J. Hungerford
man, at Montreal; assistant foreman at Farnham, Que., locomotive foreman at Megantic, general foreman
at McAdam Junction, N. B., and locomotive foreman at Cranbrook, B. C, on the Canadian Pacific.
In February, 1903, he
was appointed master mechanic on the Western division at Cal-

21,

1849.

He

entered the service of
the Pennsjdvania Railroad in the office of the
general superintendent,
at Altoona, in January,
1865.
In
December,
1871,
he was trans-

:

vice-president of the

vice-presi-

dent, as above noted.

Corporate

The following appointments have been made on the
Canadian National Railways (the new title adopted to include
the Canadian Northern and the Canadian Go\ernment Kailvays) Gerard Ruel, counsel; A. J. Hills, assistant to the
president; T. W. Ralph, assistant auditor of disbursements;
H. G. Foreman, chief accountant; E. A. Kendree, assistant
auditor of freight receipts; F. J. Gascoigne, assistant auditor
of passenger receipts; W. L. Brown, assistant auditor of
agencies, and H. G. Parker, auditor of freight overcharges.
J. D. Morton, assistant comptroller of the Canadian Northern at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed general auditor of
that road and the Canadian Government Railways; G. E.
Friend, general auditor of the Canadian Northern at Winnipeg, Man., has been appointel comptroller of both roads;
R. S. Gosset, auditor of disbursements of the Canadian
Northern at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed to the same
position also on the Canadian Government Railways, and
H. G. Hanna, auditor of the Canadian Northern, has been
appointed auditor of passenger receipts of the same road and
the Canadian Government Railways. The jurisdiction of the
f<iIIowing Canadian Northern officers has been extended over
the Canadian Government Railways: W. F. Anderson, auditor of freight receipts, and A. C. Egan, auditor of agencies.

1

ferred to

and

Philadelphia,

August of the
following year was apin

pointed

chief clerk in
the office of A. J. Cas-

satt,

w-

A.

Patton

^ggr.

then general man-

Mr. Cassatt,

in

1882, temporarily with-

drew from the railroad service and Mr. Patton went into the
office of the president, and on February 10, 1897, he was appointed assistant to President Frank Thomson. Mr. Patton
has retained the same position, in association with the three
succeeding presidents, Cassatt, McRea and Rea.
In the promotion and development of the New York, Philadelphia &
Norfolk, now an important and prosperous link in the Pennsylvania System, Mr. Patton had a prominent part.
On
May 24, 1884, he was made vice-president of that road, and in
June, 1899, became president. He remained not only president, but also the actual operating executive until the road
was, for operating purposes, incorporated with the southern
grand division of the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1917. He has
been prominently identified with the agricultural and commercial development of the Maryland and Virginia peninsula
and was also active in the promotion, construction and operaMr.
tion of the Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railroad.
Patton has long been prominent in the afifairs of the Young
Men's Christian Association, and has been general chairman
of the Pennsylvania Railroad Department, at Philadelphia,
since August, 1899. He is also a member of the International
Committee of Young Men's Christian Associations of North
America. He is a director in 45 corporations of the Pennsylvania System.

Operating

W. H. Bunney, general superintendent of the Montana,
Wyoming & Southern, has been promoted to general manager, succeeding M. W. Maguire, resigned, and the office of
general superintendent has been abolished.

Obituary
C.

H. Ewings, who resigned

in July,

ent of freight transportation of the
at his

home

in

Tarrytown, N.

Y.,

1917, as superintend-

New York

on December

Central, died
27.

Hackett, superintendent of terminals of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, at Cincinnati, Ohio,
died at his home in that city on December 11, aged 46 years.

John

J.

!

annual report of the director
covering the Division of Operation,
the locomotives ordered by the RailAnd These
road Administration "were built from
standardized designs for various reaAre the
sons, the principal of which are as
Reasons
follows:
First. To reduce to a minimum the time required to prepare drawings, patterns, and
dies, and thus enable deliveries to begin quicker than where
separate drawings and patterns would have been necessary
for each lot of locomotives allocated to a particular road.
This method of
Second. To secure quantity deliveries.
construction has resulted in delivery being made at a quantity rate which could not have been approached had the
Third. It
locomotives been ordered to individual designs.
has also provided a supply of equipment, the parts of which
are largely interchangeable, which is available for use anywhere in the event of congestion. This removes the necessity
of carrying a large stock of repair parts particular to the
locomotive and avoids delay which results when repair parts
must be ordered frcHn some distant owning road." This all
sounds very nice, but it does not at all agree with the facts
presented in the article in the Railway Age of January 3,
page 50. Moreover, nothing in the above reasons could possibly influence the Railway Age to modify the position taken
in the above-mentioned article, which clearly proved that the
standardization program was a most serious mistake.
to that part of the

According
general

of

railroads

There has been much complaint by railway supplymen
because of the slow rate of pay on the part of the railroads
since they have l^een taken over by the
'^
government. It was bad enough before
Poor
in many cases, but is far worse under
present conditions.
Some of the railCustomer
way supply companies are financially
embarrassed because of this delay and relief should be
granted promptly. One supply company states that where its
.-ijjecialties have been used for repairs or renewals in order to
modernize equipment, its product has paid for itself in increased earnings long before the bills have been paid by the
railroads.
Investigation develops that this is by no means
an unusual or isolated case. Government representatives are
having much to say about the necessity for continued prosperity and the maintenance of high wage scales.
How can
these things continue if business is to be throttled for the
want of funds to which it is rightly entitled ? Is the government sufficiently interested in the prosperity of the country
and the maintenance of high wage scales to right these wrongs
for which it is responsible and which are inexcusable?
Ought not the railway supply companies to unite and insist
upon the universal use of the trade acceptance in dealing with

the railwavs?

Is

No Middle

Course Available?

pviRECTOR General McAdoo

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit is one of the largest street railIt has been a partner of New
way systems in the world.
York City in building its share of the
Brooklyn
While some of
dual subway system.
the problems of operation are peculiar
Rapid Transit
Receivership

to this system
cult,

of

that

it

is

diffi-

representative

managed urban street railways. The
that it has been so well managed in recent years and
it has had strong banking support, lays emphasis on the

many

fact

and are peculiarly

on the whole,

of the best

significance of the bankruptcy of the company.
There was
$2,000,000 interest due on January 1, and it was decided
that it would be better to put the company into the hands of
a receiver at once, rather than to try to borrow this amount of
money, with no prospects of immediate relief from the impossible situation of the company. The Brooklyn Rapid Transit
has been far-sighted in its treatment of its employees; it has
necessarily had to advance wages, and has done so in a generous spirit, but, notwithstanding this fact, has had a strike
in recent months.
Fuel and all materials used in the operation of a street railway have gone up in price from 25 to
over 100 per cent.; the five-cent fare, with no charge for
transfers, has remained rigidly in force.
It might be supposed that, since the city was a partner with the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit in the building of new subways, it would have
done everything in its power to help the company. On the
contrary, under the present administration the city has pursued what appears to be a consistent policy of nagging obstructionism towards the company.
What the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit and many other street railways need is a
higher fare. Anyone who knows enough arithmetic to subtract one sum from another
expenses from earnings can
prove this fact for himself.

—

—

["
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contending that
for dealing
with the railroads are to return them at once to the competitive management of the companies, or to provide for a continuance of government operation for five years.
'-^

the

only

alternative

persists

policies

in

available

The objections to either of these policies are obvious, and
repeatedly have been forcibly stated. What system would be
under his five-year plan? This never has been made
Does he intend a test of the present policy of unified
operation?
It seems apparent to everybody except himself
and a few others, that if the present policy of "unification"
were continued five years the railways would be so "scrambled" and would establish such financial relations with the
government, that they never could be returned to private
management. But if his five-year plan should be adopted,
would the result actually be a test of the present system?
Some one else will succeed Mr. McAdoo as director general.
Nobody knows what his successor's policy would be. Therefore, nobody knows of what policy we should have a test.
As to the immediate return of the railways to their ovmers
without guarantees of net income, this would cause disaster
to many companies.
Some roads are earning more than
their guaranteed net return, others much less.
This is largely owing to the policy followed by the Railroad Administration during the last year
The ruin of numerous railway
companies might cause a panic which would be disastrous
tested
clear.

to the

entire nation.

However,

it

is

not true that no course but the two

men-

The country really is confronted with two
railway problems. One is, what to do with the roads in the
near future say, for two years. The other is that of adopttioned

is

open.

—

ing a permanent policy of railway ownership, regulation and
management. We must take some time to solve the latter
problem.
It can, however, be solved as well in two years
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as in

The immediately

pressing question i.s, wliat polfollowed while a pcnnanent solution is under
consideration? Tiie Railroad Administration
itself
has
power to answer tliat question in a safe and rational way.
five.

icy shall he

the existing j:;uarantoes of net 0])cratinR income can
and ouglit to be, continued for |)crhaps two years say,
to January 1, 1921.
Peace, apparently, will i)e signed within tiie next six months.
The law provides for a continuance
of government control not more than 21 months after the reFirst,

—

he,

turn of peace. Tiiercfore, a continuance of the guarantees of
net operating income until January 1, 192J, probably would
cover a ]X'rit)d not mudi siiorter than the time until peace
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(breitor general

his .statement

ix-fore the Senate
Friday mentioned
specifically 17 "reforms wiiich .should be continued under
AnybfMJy familiar with railway condipeace conditions."
tions and the attitude of railway men, whether officers of the
companies or of tlie Railroad Administration, wlio glances
over tliis li.st of "reforms," will see at once that most of
tiiem ought to i)e and doubtless would Ijc continued under
private oj^cration, if continuance of them were permitted.
.\mong tliose wiiich almost every railway man will agree
should be continued are the following:
"Maintenance of
'Ilie

committee on

the

i)ermit

in

Interstate

sy.stem

so as

I

ommerce

to

control

last

traffic

at

its

source";

months specified i)y law. Morally and economically, is there any more reason why the government should pay the price fixed by it for wheat before the
armistice was signed, than why it should continue for a reasonable time the guarantees to the railway companies?
It having been settled that the guarantees will i)e continued for two years, the railways, thus protected from financial disaster, could be returned to operation by the owning
companies soon, and at the same time government control

"maintenance of heavy loads for cars"; "unification of terminals"; "maintenance of the sailing date plan"; "consolidation of ticket offices"; "maintenance of the uniform freight
classification"; "maintenance of common timetal>les between
important points"; "maintenance of high demurrage rates
and uniform rules"; "through way-billing of freight from

could be continued as long as the guarantees are continued.
It seems constantly to be overlooked that there is a wide difference Ijetween government control and government operaThe law does not require government operation; it
tion.
was adopted by the director general despite the fact that it
was not apparently intended by Congress. The railway companies continued to operate the properties some months after
government control was adopted, and the director general can
restore them to operation by the companies at any time,
without actual abandonment of government control.
Is early restoration of the railways to private operation
desirable? It is evident that public sentiment is opposed to

ment control substituted

shall be signed, plus the 21

government ownership and operation, or to centralized management from Washington, whether by the government or a
private monopoly. There is no reason to believe that public
sentiment will change.

Therefore, there

is

no reason

to be-

lieve that the restoration of the roads to private operation

would make a sound and
the railway problem more

satisfactory ultimate solution of

Since it appears clear
that the final solution ought not, and probably will not, involve centralized management from Washington, it would
difficult.

seem that the early restoration of the roads to private operation would make the final solution less rather than more
difficult.

What would, or rather what ought to be the relations between government control and private operation if the former,
together with the guarantees of net operating income, should
be continued for two years? The directors and managers of
"the properties during this period would or should be allowed
to exercise as to most matters the same initiative and authority
There
they did before government operation was adopted.
would have to be some exceptions, but the return of the companies to private operation would solve some of the most
perplexing problems now presented. For example, at present
budgets for capital expenditures are first made by the federal
managers, then submitted by them to the corporations, and
finally passed upon by the administration at Washington.
If the roads were returned to private operation the budgets
would be made up by the companies themselves. Doubtless, while the government continued to guarantee net income
they should continue to be passed upon by the administraDoubtless while the final solution of
tion at Washington.
the railway problem is in abeyance the government should
prevent capital expenditures obviously having a purely competitive purpose; but, on the other hand, it should approve
all expenditures intended to provide increased facilities where
As for expenditures for maintenance of
they are needed.
way and maintenance of equipment, the government should
not interfere with them insofar as they are intended to put
the railways in good operating condition.

point of origin to destination"; "simplification of the old
practice of apportioning interline passenger revenue."
If

government operation should be abandoned, and govern-

for it, doubtless there should continue to be a director general with a small staff in Washington.
It would seem there should be no difficulty in bringing about the co-operation between the various railway

companies, under the supervision of the director general,
which would be necessary to maintain these reforms. In fact,
many of them were largely introduced under private operation, and many of the others the railway companies would
have introduced but for federal laws requiring competition.
If the railways should be returned to private operation
doubtless it should be understood that present wages and
freight and passenger rates would be maintained while
the guaranties of net operating income were maintained.
What should ultimately be done about wages should be determined in accordance with future economic and industrial
developments. If wages were maintained it probably would
be necessary to maintain existing rates to protect the government from incurring a deficit. As for off-line agencies,
the companies ought to be allowed and encouraged to restore
them at least to the extent necessary to provide the shipping public with adequate service.
Two of the most important points to be considered are the
effects which an attempt to continue the present system of
operation, even for a short time, probably would have upon
the morale of the railway organizations and upon the business of the country.
An early restoration of the railways
to private operation undoubtedly would have a beneficial
effect upon morale.
We believe it would also render it more
easily practicable to proceed with the increased expenditures,
both for maintenance and for improvements, which the economic welfare of the country imperatively demands shall be
proceeded with.
Once the companies were actually operating the properties again it should be possible for them to
agree comparatively easily with the Railroad Administration as to what expenditures should be made for maintenance,
and they probably would be much more disposed to use their
resources in making needed improvements than if the entire

management

of the properties

remained in the hands of

the government.

Altogether aside from the differences which inevitably must
government and the companies regarding
matters of this kind, it is obvious that the organization of the
Railroad Administration is rapidly going to pieces. Mr. McAdoo, Judge Lovett and Mr. Gray already have resigned.
Most of the other high officers of the administration would
like to see government operation discontinued soon because
arise between the

most of them hope and expect, when

it is terminated, to return to the service of the companies. Most of them, it also
should be added, are strongly opposed to the proposal to continue government operation for five years more.

:
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not necessary in the interests of the railways, their

employees or the public, as Mr. McAdoo tries to persuade us,
either to return the roads at once to private operation on the
pre-war basis or to hold them for five years. There is a
middle course which can be adopted and which would be
better for everybody concerned than either of the extreme
policies which he contends are the only alternatives.

Surplus Capacity Available
For Foreign Trade
IN A PAPER read

before the Reconstruction Conference, held

under the auspices of the National Chamber of Commerce at Atlantic City the first week of December, James A.
Farrell, president of the United States Steel Corporation,
said: "The task before us today in respect to foreign trade
expansion,

is

not so

much

to convince, as to advise

and guide.

Entrance into foreign trade is no longer a matter of choice
with us. Everybody in these times is ready to concede the
significance of the fact that the American industries presenting the most nearly unbroken record of prosperity and sustained labor employment are those which have been accustomed regularly to market overseas from 10 to 35 per cent
of their products."
The applicability of Mr. Farrell's words to the railway
supply field is at once evident. The supply field, to take his
first point, after having supplied large numbers of cars and
locomotives to our Allies and for our own forces overseas,
has come to realize the value of foreign trade and to the
belief Mr. Farrell mentions, that foreign trade is no longer
a mere matter of choice.
One of the outstanding features in the business of supplying materials to the railroads has been the varying amount
of business that has been done year by year over any extended
period.
It has been emphasized again and again in these
columns and elsewhere, that the railroads of this country

have had the habit, brought upon them of necessity, of buying
in big quantities when business was good and prices were
high and of doing quite the opposite when business in general
was bad and prices were low. The railway supply field has
been unfortunate in that it has not had a balance wheel, as
it were, in foreign trade to tide it over from one period of
prosperity to the next.
It has not been fortunate enough to
have that 10 to 35 per cent of production for export to which
Mr. Farrell refers. A perusal of the figures for locomotive
and car production given in last week's Railway Age on pages
83 and 87, respectively, will bear out this statement.
For
greater convenience these totals have been reduced to a percentage basis and the percentages are shown in the following
table
Percentage of Equipment Built for Export
1905
1906
1907
.1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

Locomotives

Freight cars

11
11
11

3
3
3

20
10

2

7
11

3
3

4

10
14
12

3
5

40
34

19
17
21

53
43

34

be seen from these figures that in but one year prior
to the war did the locomotive production for export exceed
even as low a percentage of total output as 14 per cent. That
year was 1908 when the export percentage of 20 was attained
only because of the small domestic output.
In freight cars
the smallness of the production for export is even more pronounced. Never until the war has output for foreign countries even gone higher than 5 per cent of the total production.
It will
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Our production of cars for export is, in other words, almost
new business for us, dating back only to 1915 when the
demands of the war introduced a new element into our
a

foreign trade.

The production of locomotives for export since 1915 has
been a most important part of our total locomotive business,
having reached in four successive years, 40, 34, 53 and 43
per cent, respectively.
It may be an aside to note at this
point that whether we should like to have it continue to
attain such high percentages as were reached, particularly in
1917, is a question.
It
will be borne in mind that
the 53 per cent foreign production reached in that year
has generally been regarded since as a mistake due
to sending locomotives to Russia while our own railroads
were suffering from lack of motive power needed to help us
"carry on" in our own part in the great struggle. The fondest
lovers of export trade would not wish to have a thing of that
kind happen again. They want export trade to help us in
our domestic industry, not to take the place of it.
The locomotive producing capacity of this country is
usually figured as being about 7,000 yearly, including both
the building plants and the railroad shops in the United
States and Canada.
In 1906 a total production was attained
of 6,952 locomotives and in 1907 of 7,362 locomotives.
In
no year since has the total production reached as high a
figure as 5,500 with the exception of 1918, when a total
production of 6,475 was attained, inclusive, however, of some
600 or more small gasoline locomotives for light railway
service behind the lines.
The fact that there exists a very
large surplus capacity for export production in even our
better years is evident.

The

capacity

for

car production in the United
generally conceded to be in the neighborhood of 350,000 cars annually. It is somewhat surprising
to discover that in only one year in the last 30 at least, has
the production exceeded even 250,000.
The year in question
States

and Canada

freight

is

was 1907 when 284,188 cars were built exclusive of the output of railroad shops, the figures for which were not then
obtained.
Judging by this and by the totals as a whole,
given in last week's Railway Age, it is safe to say that the
United States and Canada actually have a surplus productive
capacity of no less than 100,000 to 200,000 cars annually
which could be devoted to export business. In 1914, despite
this fact, we sent abroad only about 15,000 cars.
In 1918
we sent over only 42,941 cars, principally for war service.
Even the latter total could be doubled in normal times without detriment to production for our own roads.
Emphasis has been placed again and again in the columns
of this paper in recent months on the great markets for railway equipment that lie before us. We know that there is
only one country besides ourselves that is in a position to
export railway supplies and material to a world that has
practically gone without railway material for over four solid
years.
That country is Great Britain and her car and locomotive plants will have such great demands upon them that
they will be able to fill only a small part of them. Belgium,
before the war a very large exporter of freight cars, will
have to rebuild its car building plants and rehabilitate its
own railways before it can again be an exporter it will
probably be an importer for many years instead.
France,

—

which

lost four of its five locomotive plants in the Hun
invasion, will be in a somewhat similar, though probably not
so severe, position.
Germany and Austria we can dismiss.

The

tag "Made in Germany" and disorganization due to
revolution will guarantee that.
In short, the markets and
capacity are ours to as great an extent as we can use them.
That now is the time to make the most of all these facts
is generally realized in the supply field.

For the time being apparently, there is but little prospect
new business from the Railroad Administration. The
domestic railroads are out of the market for new equipment
of
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until their

lutiiri'

siuie

j^ivcn

luiij;

A(liniiii>tration

as expressed

!>>

st.itus

is

nu)rc

.scttlnl.

Supply

nu'ii

liavi-

up hope that the novernineiU Railroad
would follow out the j^overnmeiil's .suKKcstion
the

War

Industries Hoard, to help over the

—

thoujih for entirely differi'Ut
reatijustment period. Similarly
rea.sons
the military railroads are no longer puriliasers.

—

In short, the time has now come when tiie railway supply
to exploit new markets.
It is fortunate in
i:< preparing
having substantial orders on hand to tide it over the transition period, if such it may he called, and fortunate in that
the future prospects for ijoth domestic business (once the
domestic situation is adju.sted) and foreign trade are exceedfield

The

companies are well eiiuippetl for
The American Locomotive ("omjiany, the
foreign trade.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, the American Car & Foundry
Company, the Standard Steel Car Company, the Westinghouse and General Electric companies, the Westinghouse
Air Brake Comjjany, etc., already have large and wellorganized e.xport dejiartments and will, no doulit, l)e al^le to
make the most o( the prospects availaSle to them. It is
unfortunate that so many other companies are not likew'ise
well organized for export trade and that something has not
as yet been done to take advantage of the new Wei)b law,
railway

suppl}'

As time goes on
permitting organization for foreign trade.
this matter will prol)ably receive its due consideration, for it
is impossible to believe that the American railway supply
field is going to leave a single stone unturned to make the
most of the new export business that is waiting for its usual
assjressive attention.

That Elusive Surplus
REG.AKDLESS OF THE EFFORTS

of the advocates of permanent government operation of the railroads to minimize
the importance of financial results, the American public is
going to weigh this consideration fully in passing upon the
work of the United States Railroad Administration and in
acting on the plea that this plan be given a longer period in
which to make good. The director general himself has not

overlooked opportunities to emphasize this feature in the
In the hearings before Congress when the railway
past.
control bill was under consideration last winter he indicated
that the government stood to gain appro.ximately $100,000,000 a year from the start, as the net operating incomes of
the roads in 1917 were appro.ximately that much in e.xcess
of the average for the three-year period taken as a basis
In
for fixing the proposed guaranteed compensation.
spite of this forecast we find at the end of the first year of
government operation, that not only has this $100,000,000
surplus not been gained, but another $150,000,000 has disaj)peared with it, this being the estimated deficit from governIn other words, the
ment operation during the year.
financial results have fallen $250,000,000 .short of the director general's own estimate, in spite of the large advances
In the face of these figures
in rates made six months ago.
the savings resulting from the elimination of the "high
salaries formerly paid railway officers," the consolidation of
offices, the elimination of outside agencies, etc., to

ticket

tlie Railroad Administration has repeatedly pointed
with pride, appear insignificant.
Serious as this deficit of $150,000,000 is, it does not tell
The government is pledged under the law
the entire .stor)-.
to maintain the properties of the carriers under its direction
to the standards existing at the time they were taken over.
This it has not done. This failure in itself does not necessarily call for critici.sm, for it was advisable in the national
interest to postpone much work which could safely be carried
ever in order to concentrate men and materials on those projThe needed
ects most essential to the winning of the war.

which

expenditures wliiih were not made for tlie maintenance of
the |)roperties during \')\H (annot l)e avoided, but are simply
deferred.
In other words, the Railroad Administration is
now facing a large accumulation of deferred maintenance
which will enter into the l'.)19 ojierating accounts, but whidi
really should constitute a charge again.st 1918, and which
should be added to the deficit of $150,000,000 to give a true
indication of the results for the year.
The conditions under which the roads have been o]X'rating
during I'M 8 have made it necessary to retain in .service much

e<|uipment

which

would normally have been

written off the books.

Now

passed and the

retired

and

that the crest of the traffic load

demand
many

equipment has lessened
and locomotives
which economical considerations would have released last
\ear, but which were necessary to handle the liusiness.
The
retirement of this equipment now will lead to a large operatlias l)een

ingly igood.
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it

will be possible to retire

for

of the cars

ing charge.

way field the situation is even more
possible to defer a certain class of maintenance
work for a considerable period without serious troul)le, but
it is common experience that this work mu.st be taken up and
that it costs more to overcome the neglect later than to have
In the maintenance of

serious.

It is

done the work originally.

Take the renewal of rails alone;
only about 1 ,200,000 tons of new rails were laid in track
in 1918, or over 1,000,000 tons less than normally.
At the
prevailing prices this alone involves an expenditure of perhaps $75,000,000 for labor and the necessan' auxiliary materials.
Likewise there was a decrease in the number of ties
renewed of approximately 50,000,000, equivalent to an expenditure of at least $60,000,000.
These are typical of a
large amount of work incident to the repair and renewal of
tracks, bridges and buildings which was deferred but which
must be met.
It is true that the gross expenditures for the maintenance
of equipment

and

for

maintenance of way during 1918 were

considerably in excess of those for preceding years, but this
indicates not that more work was done but that it cost much
more per unit of work. If the accumulated deficiencies in
maintenance were evaluated and that sum added to the
clf>ficit already announced
it
would undoubtedly aggregate
v.ell over $500,000,000 as the cost to the people of the United
States for the first vear of government operation, or $1,500,000 for every day in the year, including Sundays and holidays.

New

Books

American Engineers Behind the Battle Lines in France.
By
Robert K. Tomlin, Jr. Size, 9 in. by 12 in. 91 pages. Bound
in board.
Sold by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 239 West
39th Street,

New

York.

Price $2.00.

In this book the Engineering News-Record has reproduced
series of articles which have recently appeared in its
pages by Robert K. Tomlin, its former managing editor and
the correspondent of the McGraw-Hill publications in
Mr. Tomlin's articles cover a wide range of enFrance.
gineering subjects, including roadbuilding, water supply,
topographical work, bridge and building construction, as well
as the construction and operation of light and standard gage
One of the early articles reprorailways behind the lines.
duced discusses the nature of the light railway, and another
describes the activities of a railway engineer regiment, showing what a wide range of work such a regiment may be called
upon to do. Two of the most interesting papers cover the
use of the light railway l^ehind the British front, showing
not only what the light railway did on this front, but detailing the enormous amount of business it handled and how
the railways were operated to carry this business.

the
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be their best policy, to get rid once for all of the idea that
everybody in the United States who is not a railroad official

Letters to the Editor
;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiriiiniiirF

Are the Railroads Fair

to the

Public

?

I

fairly the opinion of a

United
bondholders and
Of the officials there are a few thousand, of
shareholders.
Therefore, you speak for,
the investors perhaps 400,000.
possibly, half a million people.
On the other hand, I look
at railroad questions from the point of view of the public

who

use the railroads, so that

million.
is,

I

officials of the railroads in the

as well as of a majority

And

I

would

I

of

the

represent nearly a hundred

like to give

think, the very general opinion

you

—

my

opinion

—which

as to the present rail-

road situation.
First, let me say that I am opposed, and that I think the
public as a whole is strongly opposed to government ownership of the railroads, for reasons too many to be stated in this
letter.
But I do think there is a strong public sentiment in
favor of a better control of the railroads. Thoughtful people
feel that the railroad officials and the investors who employ
the officials are not quite honest in the attitude which inspires
They fail to recognize
their conduct toward the public.
that common honesty requires them to give the public a fair
return for the special privileges which the railroads receive,
and also requires them to show the confidence in the public
which they claim from the public.
Let me give you an instance of what I mean. If I have
been a commuter on, let us say, the Lackawanna Railroad
for twenty years, and some morning I leave my ticket at

home, the company insists that I shall pay my fare to and
from New York that day. Is this quite honest? The conductor knows me perfectly well, knows that I have a commutation ticket, knows that I have paid for my ride and
am entitled to my ride. Yet it does not seem to be thought
very exceptional. Suppose a great store like Altrhan's, which
has to face competition, behaved in this way to customers
who had actually paid for goods and to whom it had not
delivered the goods, how long would it have any customers?
The company's only excuse for collecting from me money
which I have already paid to them is to say that if they tried
to treat a commuter fairly when he had forgotten his ticket,
they would be constantly defrauded.
That is just the excuse Germany gave for invading Belgium. Is there any such
danger of fraud? In England, the commuter, or seasonticket holder as he is called there, receives from the company
a ticket good for a month, three months, or a year. It is
never punched, and on most days he does not show it at all;
he simply says, "Season," and has no further trouble. Once
or twice a month inspectors ask to see all season-tickets.
And on such an occasion, if you have left your ticket at home,
the inspector asks for your visiting card, which he turns in
to the season-ticket department for verification.
I once
asked the head of one of the great English railroad systems
if this method led to many frauds.
He told me that his
system spent $500,000 per annum on inspectors, but that he
did not think that the fares which passengers evaded
amounted to $50,000 a year. In another way the seasonticket holder's convenience is considered by the English
railways.
If he finds that, because he is taking a vacation,
he will not be traveling for a part of the period
covered by his ticket, he mails it to the head office, to be kept
there until he asks for it again, and when he does, the term
covered by the ticket is correspondingly extended.
In other
words, the railways give full value to the passenger and do
not attempt to take advantage of him on technicalities.
Is it not the duty of the railroad officials, and would it not
or

is

know that in the past the railroads
honest in their treatment of the public?
A large Pittsburgh steel manufacturer once told me that
before legi.slation regulated interstate commerce, he could
ship his product from Pittsburgh by an Ohio river boat to
Cincinnati, then put it on a Pennsylvania Railroad train at
Cincinnati and haul it through Pittsl)urgh to New York, and
have not been

Editor:
assume that you represent very

States,

is dishonest?
Is not money wasted, and is not the public
needlessly inconvenienced, by the elaborate precautions
which are taken in order that no one shall ever get a ride he
has not paid for? And is not the suspicious attitude of the
railroad ofticials toward the puljlic partly explained Ijy the

fact that these officials

To THE

majority of the higher
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pay

strictly

less freight for this

absurd performance than

if

the

same

load had been originally given to the Pennsylvania Railroad
at Pittsburgh for transportation to New York.
Today no
railroad official or shareholder would dare to defend such a
dishonest policy in regard to rates.
Again, is it honest for a railroad to print in its bills of
lading clauses which the courts have repeatedly declared to be
absolutely void and without effect?
Is it honest to print on
excursion tickets stipulations as to the limitation of liability
which have been condemned in the same way by the courts?
In both instances there can be no purpose except to deceive
ignorant people so that they will not claim their legal rights.
These points I have mentioned are only slight examples of
the unfairness with which the people in general believe they
are treated by the railroads.
I could fill your whole paper
with instances of the same kind. And this unfairness, which
is clearly dishonest in view of all the railroads owe to the
public, will influence the opinion of every citizen
himself how far government control should go.

who

asks

Until railroad officials realize how wrong they have been,
realize the importance of their obligations to the public,
they certainly will not change their policy.
Mr. Harriman
ran the Union Pacific as autocratically and as arbitrarily as
the German "high command" ran the German army.
The

and

Kaiser and his generals never thought of the good of the
German people as a whole, but only of the power and glory
of the military leaders.
The only way to govern a country
properly, or to manage
the people honestly.
It

seems to

me

its

railroads properly,

is to

serve all

that the railroad officials should begin

trusting the people,

by

then proceed to show the people
that the railroads themselves are trustworth\'.
You have
great influence with the railroad officials, and you could do
a-nd

great good by exerting that influence in the direction I have
tried to indicate.
This is the right time to raise the whole
question. The reason this country showed so fine a spirit in

war is that the American people knew that the position
of the allies was moral and the position of the Germans immoral.
were perfectly sincere when we took that ground,
and the result is that the moral sense of our people is keener
the

We

than it was before the war. A good many public questions
are going to be decided by the standard of morality, and if
the policy of the railroads is morally unjustifiable the people
will insist upon a change of policy. On the other hand, if
the upper officials and the shareholders will put their house
into good moral order, I am sure that the American people
of course, a vastly larger productive capacity than those of
will see that the railroads are treated l)y the government with
all the honesty that the highest morality calls for.

A Thinking

American.

ill,

German Railway Equipment
M.

for

France.— Press despalches

French Minister of Public Works,
announced in the Chamber of Deputies of Paris on December 29,
that France will receiv-e 70,(XX) cars and 2,600 locomotives of the
rolling stock which Germany must hand over to the Allies. Germany already has delivered 3,800 cars and 200 locomotives.
state

that

Claveille.

the

McAdoo s Testimony

Before Senate Committee

Reviews Accomplishments

in

One Year

of Federal Control

and Urges Five-Year Test Under Peace Conditions

A

of the accompligliments of the United States
Railroad Administration during the year just closed
was presented by Director General McAdoo at the
hearing before tlie Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce
on January .^ in connection with his argument that the period
Mr.
of federal control should be extended for five years.
McAdoo declared that even under the handicap of war conditions a sufficient showing has been made to indicate that
the reforms accomplished are desiraljle as permanent measures and tliat the countr)' is entitled to a more complete test
of centralized management under government control.
An abstract of Mr. McAdoo's prepared statement follows:

REVIEW

Railroad Conditions

When Government Took

Control

To

review the results of the past year of federal control, it
is helpful first to survey the railroad conditions that immediately preceded that control.
For several years, railroads in seasons of heavy busi( 1 )
ness had developed conditions of transportation stringency
similar to the conditions of .financial stringency that characterized our banking situation prior to the passage of the
federal reserve act, but the periods of transportation strinIt
gency were even more frequent and more pronounced.

was impracticable for the scores of different railroad companies to depart from their competitive practices and join in
a co-ordination of facilities and effort so as to meet the traffic
demand made upon them and enable them to handle their
"peak load" successfully. These competitive rivalries prevented any sort of central control of the traffic itself. Therefore it was impossible to stop the loading of traffic which
could not be promptly disposed of at destination, or to encourage movement to destinations where the traffic could be

promptly handled. To an important extent there was inadequacy of terminal facilities and a serious lack of coordination and use of those in existence. In the fall of 1916
the transportation stringency reached such a point that traffic
was almost paralyzed through inability to dispose of it at
destination.

and

yet

In die

fall of

1917, despite strenuous efforts,

under a larger degree of co-ordination than had ever
been attempted, to prevent such a situation, a

before
paralysis of the transportation situation again occurred.
These conditions were most aggravated in the territory east
of Chicago and St. Louis, and north of the Ohio and Potomac rivers, but the acute conditions in this territory reacted
unfavorably on the transportation situation throughout the
rest of the country, damming up the traffic on connecting
lines and producing congestion and distress throughout the
country.
Ver}' serious conditions of car shortages existed both in
In 1916 the situathe fall of 1916 and in the fall of 1917.
tion became so critical that a special investigation was inaugurated by the Interstate Commerce Commission, with the
result that under date of December 28, 1916, Commissioner
McChord made a report in which he stated that "in some
territories the railroads have furnished but a small part of

the cars necessary for the transportation of staple articles of
commerce, such as coal, grain, lumber, fruits and vegetables."
In its report of December 1, 1916, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, after reviewing the car shortage situation in detail

and

telling of investigations into conditions

at

widely

separated points, said:
"Substantially all told the same story of failure of transportation facilities and resulting embarrassment and losses.

It abundantly appeared that the movement of loaded cars
was in the main and on the whole very slow. The time of
movement of grain from Iowa points to Chicago was shown
to be as low as 2 days and as high as 25 days, the greater
part taking from 4 to 8 days.
Serious delays to loaded cars
in switciiing to points of unloading at large terminals and in

passing through such terminals out to other cities, explained
much of the failure in car service."
I need not recount the varying expedients adopted by the
railroads under private control to bring order out of the railroad chaos, none of which was adequate or successful. The
railroad executives of the country' tried valiantly during 1917
Most of them patriotically sought to
to solve the problem.
find means of keeping the transportation system functioning.
Competitive and private control, however, were unequal to
the task.
(2) The great movement of traffic overseas without satisfacton' co-ordination of rail and ocean transport, the heavy
building operation in the way of construction of canton-

ments, shipbuilding plants, storage depots, munitions plants,
etc., the transfer to war activities of the ships and tugs of the
coastwise service, thereby throwing still another new burden
on the railroads, the increasing and exacting movement of
troops,
all these operated to accentuate difficulties and develop the grave weaknesses inherent in the unco-ordinated
competitive activities of all the different railroad companies.
These difficulties were further accentuated by in(3)
ability to get promptly new locomotives which had been ordered (but which could not be delivered because much of
the locomotive output was being devoted to our Allies) and
to an entire absence of any locomotives in the reserves of the
railroad companies.
Many lines had entirely inadequate facilities for repairThis was shown by the fact
ing the locomotives they own.
that up to December 14, the total number of locomotives
For instance,
sent to other line shops for repairs were 2,220.
423 locomotives of the Baltimore & Ohio were repaired in
the shops of other lines, while B. & O. shops repaired only
24 locomotives belonging to other lines, leaving the net
Two
assistance received by the B. & O. 399 locomotives.
hundred and one locomotives of the Pennsylvania Lines
West were repaired in other line shops, while the shops of
the Pennsylvania Lines West repaired only 55 locomotives
belonging to other lines, leaving the net assistance received
by the Pennsylvania Lines West, 146 locomotives. Thirty-

—

Railroad of New Jersey were
repaired in other line shops, whereas they repaired no locomotives of other lines.
Prior to federal control the railroads had voluntarily
six locomotives of the Central

transferred into the congested Eastern territory 107 engines
from the West and South. The Railroad Administration, in
addition, put into service in the East 130 locomotives conIn addition, the
structed for lines in the West and South.

Railroad Administration relocated 215 locomotives already
This ability to place locomotives promptly
in the East.
where they were most needed regardless of the interest of
any particular line greatly assisted in bringing order out of
Notwithstanding the tonnage handled during the
chaos.
year, which has been the heaviest ever known, there are now
stored in good condition and ready for winter service 1,189
locomotives, while one year ago there was not a single
This improved condition
serviceable locomotive in storage.
has been due largely to the co-ordination of shop work which
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has resulted in an average increase of 20.93 per cent each

week

in the

number

of locomotives receiving classified re-
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cluding 167,232 coaches fof draft and regular train movements.
These troops were transported in comparative free-

dom from

pairs.

(4)
factory

The

relations with labor were of the

most unsatis-

and threatening character. The cost of living had
Insistent demands were urged by railroad labor for corresponding increase in wages. There was
no method for an amicable adjustment of labor disputes.

accident, due largely to the steadfast maintenance
of a reasonable rate of speed.

Movement

greatly increased.

To

a large extent there appeared to be a lack of confidence
on the part of labor in the management of the railroad companies if not an actual hostility thereto.
There was imminent prospect of the most serious strikes that had ever threatened the railroad situation.
(5) The financial situation of some of the railroad com-

was

panies
costs,

due

precarious.

The

rapid

increase

to increased prices of materials

in

operating

and supplies and

the increased expense of operating under the conditions of
transportation stringency, were threatening to impair the
ability of many railroad companies to meet their interest and

dividends, so that the railroad plight was a serious menace
to the general financial situation.
Even if railroad credit
had been at its best instead of at its poorest, it would have
been difficult at the time to raise funds for urgently needed
capital expenditures because of the credit demand of the
govenmient and the high rates prevailing for money.
Its industrial power was
(6) The country was at war.

being turned into war channels. The volume of traffic to be
transported for war purposes was steadily growing and promised to keep growing to a degree which could not be foreseen.
The nation's success in the war was largely dependent upon
the transportation machine functioning with an efficiency
surpassing anything which had ever been known in the past.
Yet all the factors were rapidly converging to produce a
prolonged and serious transportation paralysis.
For these reasons the President took possession and control
of the railroads on December 28, 1917.
Simultaneously
with his proclamation the country entered upon 10 weeks
of the worst winter that had ever been known and transportation which before was slowing down in an alarming way
was confronted with the danger of almost complete stoppage.
These were the conditions under which the United States
Railroad Administration began its work.

Conditions Under Government Control

The

principal railways and transportation systems of the
country have now been under the control of the government
for one year, a year marked by the participation of the United
States in the greatest war in history, a year in which the railroads were required to carry a greater burden both of freight
and of passenger traffic than ever before in their history, a
year which began with terrific blizzards and an alarming coal
shortage, a year in which enormous amounts of foodstuffs
and other supplies had to be transported through the United
States to the seaboard for shipment abroad, a year in which
an army of millions of men had to be transported from their

homes

to

camps and cantonments and then

to the seaboard

might take their places on the battlefields
of France and Belgium.
The year is now behind us. In
the last few months there has been an entire absence of any
transportation stringency, although the traffic carried was the
heaviest of even this unprecedented year.
The contrast between transportation conditions during the autumn just
passed and the autumns of 1916 and 1917 is marked.
I shall recount some of the things that have been accomin order that they

plished

:

The Movement
From January

of

Troops

November 10, 1918, a total of
were moved over the American railways,

1,

1918, to

6,496,150 troops
4,038,918 having been transported on special trains. These
movements required a total of 193,002 cars of all types, in-

of

Food

to

Europe

The food

situation in the allied countries of Europe became extremely critical in February last, representations being made by Great Britain, France and Italy that unless the
program of food deliveries promised by the Food Administration was kept pace witli, Germany and her associates

would win the war. While the facts could not be
told at the time because of the possible effect on the morale
of the nations fighting tlie Central Powers, it was nevertheinevitably

less true

Entente

that according to official

ability of the

plies

of

the outcome of the

allies,

word received from the
war depended upon the

American railways

to transport sufficient supthe Atlantic seaboard for shipment
This problem was met. It was no time for half-

foodstuffs

to

abroad.
way measures.

The safety of the world hung in the balance.
cars were rushed from all portions of the East,
South, to the southwestern grain states.
Conflicting traffic
Empty box

of all kinds

was held up. Every facility of the Railroad
Administration and of the railroads under its jurisdiction
was tlirown into the balance. Oflicials and employees worked
day and night. The result was magnificent. By March 15
the vessel capacity of the Allies had been satisfied and there
was available at North Atlantic ports an excess on wheels
of 6,318 carloads of foodstuffs exclusive of grain on cars

and

in elevators.

Since that time there has never been any danger of the
American railways failing to transport the necessary amount
of food supplies for Europe.
It perhaps is not too much to
say that this was one of the turning points in the war.

Coal and Other Essential Supplies
Another

critical situation which faced the railroads during
the year just passed and was met, had to do with the coal
supply.
Constant predictions have been made that the rail-

roads would not function sufficiently to transport enough
coal to supply the Nation's needs; these predictions have not

been realized. New England's demands have been met, and
28,153,317 tons, the largest tonnage of coal ever known, has
been moved to the Lake Erie ports, and transported to the
Northwest.
In 1917 only 26,826,000 tons were moved over
this route; in 1916 only 24,692,000 tons, and in 1915 only
21,507,000 tons. Some indication of the freight traffic problems facing the railroads in the year just passed may be
gained from the fact that tliere was a net increase of 741,666
cars, or approximately 37,083,300 tons of bituminous coal
loaded during the 10 months ending October 31, 1918, as
compared with the same ten months in 1917.
At the same time special attention was being given to the

movement of fruits, of cotton, of oil, of iron, and of the other
principal products of the farms, the factories and the mines
of America.
Wherever necessary, special trains were utilized
to

transport these staple articles, and other methods were
available which resulted in fully meeting the situation.

made

Bureau

for Suggestions

and Complaints

In order to furnish the public a medium for communicating directly with the Railroad Administration concerning bad
service the Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints was established with very helpful results. Many constructive criticisms have been received and acted on.
A total of 1,328
commendations and 714 complaints of individual discourtesy
or incompetence have been received during the 16 weeks since
the formation of the bureau to December 24, 1918. The commendations have outnumbered the complaints almost two to
This in itself is a tribute to the railroad employees of
one.
the Nation. Other letters have been received calling attention

:
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to "orj;anii" defects in railroad

the numlier of eomplainls lias

.«ier\'i(e.

marked

llic

.\
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Unification of Terminals

shar]) decrease in

and

return of peace

having i)ein slunvn that i>ad temiinal conditions were
proving a serious handicap to the neces.sary transjmrtation
business, termiiial managers were aj)pointed at the larger
It

the conse(iiii'nt

imi^rovcniciit of service.

Property Protection
Promptly after the inauguration of federal control attention was directed toward minimizing the enormous drain
upon railroad revenues as a result of loss as well as damage
Wiien this work was
to freight and the activities of thieves.
In-gun it was found that shipments of all kinds were heing
While there are not available
tampered with and stolen.
authentic statistics as to the volume of thefts from carriers
in recent vcars, for 1914 carriers reported to the Interstate
Commerce' Commi.ssion a total of .'i;iO,.>10,780.41 of thefts of
merchandise from cars and teniiinals, including concealed
and unlcK-atcd losses. The principal thefts have Ix-en of four
classes

(1) Thefts of merchandise from cars and terminals.
(2) Thefts of tools, machincni-, appliances, brasses, etc.
(3) Padded payrolls.
(4) Embezzlements.
The following statistics reflect the activities as far as reported to tlie Railroad Administration of the police agencies
of the carriers under the direction of the Railroad Adminisfrom April 1, 1918, to December 1, 1918:

tration

Arrests

10,530

for thefts

Pending
Kmployecs arrested
V.ilvie

3,241

of goods recovered

Number

"

6.069
2,075

Convicted

of sentences imposed of one year or over

$667,578.54
1,095

$150,509,63

Fines imposed

Economies
During the war period essential war necessities had to be
met regardless of cost. In peace time, naturally, one of the
chief aims of railroad operation should be the saving of
money. But even though expense could not be made the first
consideration during the war strict attention was given to
this point and orders were issued to effect savings wherever
possible without interfering with the war program. Many of
the economies brought about, such as rerouting, common use
of terminals, etc., will be reflected but slightly in the operating income accounts of the carriers for the year 1918. They
will appear fully in the statements for the year 1919. Nevertheless reports so far received from five of the seven regions
show that on a group of selected principal items, savings to-

taling $85,576,424.71 have been effected in the period from
December 31, 1917, to December 31, 1918. Reports from
the two remaining regions are not yet available. The specific
items which produced this saving include the unification of

terminals and stations, the elimination of passenger service,
also reductions in organizations and miscellaneous economies.

Equipment has been saved by the elimination of nonby the common use of freight cars,

essential passenger trains,

common use of repair shops, the emergency use of the
Pennsvlvania Hudson river tubes for the movement of anthracite coal from the Jersey terminals to Long Island, a
step which could not have been taken under private control;
the introduction of the coal zone plan in co-operation with
the Fuel Administration, which resulted in the saving of car
miles and permitted the production and transportation of
several million tons more coal than would otherwise have
the

been possible; the utilization of the Cape Cod canal for the
transportation of coal to New England, the operation of locomotives under steam from factories to the point of delivery
instead of hauling them as dead freight in the past, the introduction of the "sailing day plan" for less than carload
freight, the establishment of special organizations to handle
refrigerator
routes.

and tank cars and the elimination of circuitous

terminals with jurisdiction over the facilities of all lines.
Successful efforts have been made to route freight so as to
arrive at the specific terminal where it was to be disposed of.
Interchangi switching in terminals has been largely eliminated.
The rejjort on operations and the rejjorts of the
various regional directors will give in detail what has been

ac(()m|)lished

in this

resjjcct.

Solid Trains

war demand and rush
and other supplies through to destination, arrangements were made early in the year for the forwarding of consolidated trains of export freight, principally war supplies,
Under this arrangement a toof food, grain, munitions, etc.
tal of 5,090 .special export trains have been handled from
Western terminals, containing 124,198 cars of export freight,
In order to meet the extraordinary

f(K)d

Eastern region, the trains being filled out with other
make the full train load as required. With the
concurrence and co-operation of shippers, plans were made
to put into effect in June for assembling livestock, fresh meat,
live and dressed poultry and perishable freight, in solid
trains, and forwarding them from Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Buffalo and other Western points, on specific days of
the week, via roads best fitted to handle them, resulting in a
reduction in the feeding requirements for livestock and in the
number of fast freight trains required to handle. In the
Eastern region the decrease in Chicago alone has been 11
trains per day, and the average cars per train of high class and
perishable freight has been increased from 23 to 36. Grain,
oil and cotton are being consolidated and forwarded in trainload lots from Western points, resulting in a large saving in
labor, in switching, eliminating cross hauls and facilitating
movements. In the Eastern region alone a total of 981 special oil trains have been run since June 1 containing a total
of 25,034 cars.
in the

freight to

Elimination of Circuitous Routes

One

of the most wasteful practices in railroad operation

in the past has been the use of circuitous routes in the
handling of freight traffic, often for competitive reasons.
General Order No. 1 directed that ever\1:hing possible be
done to alter this condition. In order to economize in rolling
stock and motive pow-er comprehensive studies were undertaken for the purpose of developing new routes which would
As a
not only be shorter but more economical and efficient.
result, car, engine and train miles have been saved, and the
shipping public has been benefited because more cars have
been available and more expeditious movement of traffic has
Shippers were not responsible for the former
been secured.
extensive use of circuitous and uneconomical routes, as this
routing was largely influenced by the agents of the interested
railroads.
Shippers have gladly responded to what are now
the combined efforts of all railroad representatives under federal control to influence the use of direct and economical

routes, and consequently the original routing as specified by
shippers is now, generally speaking, in accordance with the
established routing instructions, and extensive diversions are
Therefore the increase in efficiency cannot be
unnecessary.
measured by the car miles saved through diversions of freight

in transit.

The

savings in distance via

many of the new routes is
One from Los Angeles

great as to merit special mention.

so
to

Dallas and Fort Worth is over 500 miles shorter than the one
formerly used; another, from the oil fields of Casper, Wyoming, to Montana and Washington state points, is 880 miles
shorter; fruit from southern California to Ogden is hauled

.
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201 miles less; and a new route between Kansas City and
Galveston has been developed which is 289 miles shorter than
the 1,121 miles previously traversed via one of the lines. The

though passenger trains run merely for competitive reasons
arc often wasteful and do not give the needed service to the

moving from Minneapolis and Michigan mines to
Lake Superior and Lake Michigan ports was rerouted with
During the ore shipping season a total
gratifying results.
of 64,770 loaded and empty cars were rerouted with a saving

has played a
handling of supplies for
overseas shipment, probaljly could not be operated under
peace conditions, although under unified control an important adjustment of traffic to port capacity will be practicable,
even under peace conditions.

ore traftic

A

of 3,577,464 car miles.
ening of routes follow:

few other typical cases of shortSavingin

Short

Lciig

route
Miles
Miles miles
.\nd
route
Between
141
Duluth, Minn.. Chicago, 111.. .CB&QiNP ... 606 Soo Line.. 465
Duluth, Minn.. Milwaukee, Wis. CM&St.P-NP.. 499 Soo Line.. 376 123
596
AT&SF .. 458 138
Chicago, 111.... Kansas City, Mo.CGW
483
C&A
90
Chicago, 111.... Kansas City, Mo.C&EI-MP .... 573
145
CM&St.P.
85
60
Chicago, 111.... Milwaukee, Wis. Soo Line

public.

The Exports Control Committee, which

vitally important part in the proper

Reforms Which Should Be Continued Under Peace
Conditions

.

.

Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,

111.... Mason City, la. C&A-M&St.L.. 485
111.... Ft, Dodge. Ia..C&AMJi:St.L.. 490
1,277
111.... Little Rock
524
111.... Mii.neapolis ...CKl&P

CRI&P

111..

..St.

Minn. IC-M&St.L

Paul,

Minneapolis ...Des Moines, la.CB&Q
Minneapolis ... Kansas City, Mo.CM&St.P
Minneapolis ...Omaha, Neb...CB&Q
Soo-C&A
Minneapolis ...Peoria, 111
Minneapolis ...St. Louis, Mo.. Soo-C&A
S&P lines
Portland, OrcOgden. Utah.
Billings,
Billings,

Butte,

UP-CGW

CM&St.P
Falls
111.... Clinton,
la. ...CRI&P
Ill....Siou.x City, la..

444
405
762
387
259
615

Ore.. St.

.

Minn.

Paul,

Wash. Siiokane, Wash. NP
Mont. Butte, Mont...GN
Mont. Spokane, Wash. GN

Mont. ..Great

Chicago,
Chicago,

503
614
666
736
609
742

1,339
....2,127

.

Portland,
Everett,

..

CB&Q

CM&St.P..

CGW
C&NW

....

C&.VMP

.

.

...

CM&St.P..

CRI&P
CRI&P

...
...

356
373
633
408
412
270
494

CSt.PM&O.

377

CRI&P

458
617
857

CB&Q

...
...

UP lines..
SP&S-GN.
ON
NP
NP
GN

.

C&NW

IC

...

1,815

306
236
613
171
138

509

129
117

644
116
91
344
172
359

of appro.ximately 3.4 per cent more freight cars and appro.ximately 1.4 per cent more freight locomotives than in 1917.
Compared with 1916, the 1918 increase in freight cars was

6.9 per cent and the increase in freight locomotives was 2.4
per cent.
It should be explained that the total ton miles handled are
much less than they would have been in the past for a corresponding volume of traffic by reason of cutting out cirThe general statement may be made that the
cuitous hauls.
actual transportation production is greater than is indicated
In whatever degree the actual perby ton-mile statistics.
formance of moving tons from one place to another place as
required is accomplished by moving the tonnage over shorter
.statistics

understate the

performance when they are compared with a period when
the shorter routes were not used.
Probably it would not have been possible to meet the
enormous demands made upon the transportation system during the past year without the utilization of the permit system,
which prevents the loading of traftic in the absence of assurance that it can be disposed of at destination. This is a reform which under government control would succeed in peace
times as well as in war times, and is one of the most imreal

portant means of preventing transportation stringency or congestion.
It means controlling the traffic at the source, in the
public interest, instead of letting the traffic choke the public
interest at destination.

Some of the means used to bring about the desired result
were strictly war measures and probably could not or should
not be utilized in time of peace.
For instance, this is true
with regard to the elimination of many passenger trains, al-

its

of the permit system so as to control

source.

The maintenance of heavy loads for cars.
The pooling of repair shops.
4. The elimination of circuitous routes.
5. The unification of terminals.
6. The maintenance of the "sailing day plan."
7. The consolidation of ticket offices.
8. The utilization of universal mileage tickets.
9. The standardization of equipment.
10. The maintenance of the uniform freight classification
2.

121

Better Operation

The maintenance

3.

106

operating results may be summarized briefly: The
railroads during the first 10 months of federal control produced 1.9 per cent more ton miles with a decrease of 2.1 per
cent in train miles and a decrease of 5.8 per cent in loaded
car miles.
The average train load increased from 655 tons
to 682 tons, a gain of 4.1 per cent, and the average car load
increased from 26.8 tons to 29.0 tons, a gain of 8.2 per cent.
The increase in traffic in 1918 was accomplished by the use

degree the ton-mile

1.

the traffic at

151

The

of the changes

in railroad operation inaugurated
during the period of the last year should prove of permanent
value and should continue if possible whatever form of control is decided upon for the railroads.
Such reforms include:

125
482
312
138
169
149
216

In a few instances it has been necessary to increase the
length of hauls temporarily to avoid accumulations.
By rerouting, a total of 16,863,633 car miles has been
saved in the Eastern and Northwetsem regions alone.

routes, to that

Many

introduced by the United States Railroad Administration.
1 1
The maintenance of common time tables between important points.
12. The maintenance of high demurrage rates and uniform
rules.
13. The establishment of through waybilling freight from
point of origin to destination.

14. Rendering unnecessary the rebilling Ijy connecting or
intermediate routes.
15. The elimination of the old practice of paying
in
mileage or per diem rental for the use of freight or passenger cars of one carrier by another.
16. The simplification of the old practice of apportioning
interline passenger revenue.
17. The utilization of water routes
for the relief of

crowded

rail lines.

Wasteful Competition
Some

of these reforms can be continued should the roads
be returned to private operation; others cannot. Competition

and self-interest dictate that when the roads are under private control, each carrier gets as much business as possible
and keep it, regardless of the fact that the aggregate result

may
or

be wasteful and uneconomical. For instance, where two
more competing lines operate between two important cities

the convenience of the public can best be served if alternating
trains be operated at short intervals over the different roads.
Competition, however, always results in each of the roads

"bunching"' their trains at the times when the demand for
transportation is the heaviest.
Competing lines can hardly
he expected to route freight over the lines of competitors, even
though these competing lines may liave the shorter route and
be able to handle this particular traffic more economically.
Lines with advantageous terminal facilities cannot be expected under private control to place such facilities at the
disposition of competitors operating under less favorable
circumstances.
One company will not forego loading and

hauling traffic even though this seriously embarrasses the
general situation, because its connections cannot conveniently receive and dispose of the traffic.
Private carriers
may not enforce rules which, although designed to bring

about efficiency and economy, might drive business away
from their lines. All the waste resulting from these prac-
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The commission

Public Service Freight Bureaus

would be retroactive as of January

increa.ses

1

of

year."
also .said: "it has been a .somewhat i)opuemployees were among the most

lar inii)ressi()n tiiat railroad

Under private control of railroads, and for competitive
reasons, practically all railroads maintain so-called off-line
agencies, the original function of which was solicitation of
Tiiese off-line agencies were abandoned l)y the Railroad .Administration for the reason that the competitive
causes which gave rise to their establishment no longer cxisttxl.
It was found, however, that in some measure these
agencies had performed real service to the pul)lic and therefore the establishment of public service freight Imreaus has
been begun with a force trained to handle for shippers matters which were formerly handled l)y the off-line agencies.
traft'u'.

Labor and Wages

The

participation of America in the

European war with

the consequent shortage in man i)owcr available in this
country, and the increase in the cost of living has made the
railroad lalwr problem a difficult one during the past year.
However, the great bulk of railroad labor has demonstrated

a fine spirit of patriotism and has co-operated heartily with
The labor troubles which were facing the
the government.
railroads when they went under government control were
practically all eliminated and with a few exceptions there has
been quiet in the railroad labor world during the last 12
months.
In order to place railroad labor upon a living wage and
provide fair working conditions, an investigation into labor
conditions on the railroads was begun immediately after the
carriers were taken by the government, with the result that
many reforms in working conditions, decreases in the hours
of labor and increases in the rates of pay have resulted.
These investigations have been continued since the machinery
was set up for the thorough investigation and hearing of all
grievances and representations about wages and working conThis machinery generally has recognized the soditions.
called "bi-partisan" principal of equal representation of emDecisions, however, have
ployer and employee on boards.
always been made by the director general since he is charged
with that responsibility as the chief representative of the
government.
The critical labor conditions are strikingly brought out in
the report of the Railroad Wage Commission. This commission heard representatives of every class of employees, railroad officials and experts on the subject and examined hundreds of written statements and personal letters from emThe requests presented to the commission for wage
ployees.
increases, if granted, w'ould have involved an outlay of something over one billion dollars per year in excess of wages paid
in 1917. In its report the commission, after reciting the various demands for wages made by railroad labor in 1916 and
1917, and reviewing increases given by the railroads under
private control, said:

"But these advances were not in any way uniform, either
as to employments, or as to amounts, or as to roads, so that
one class of labor benefited much more than another on the
same road, and as between roads there was the greatest divergence. The situation has been dealt with as pressure made
necessary, and naturally those who, by organization or
through force of competition, could exert most pressure fared
best Things came to a head just before the government took
over the railroads. Another three months of private management and we would have seen much more extensive concessions in wages, or there would have followed an unfortunate
The government, therefore, has
series of labor disturbances.
now to meet what would have come about in the natural
Indeed, the patience of the men was only allayed
course.
after government intervention by the assurance that the matand that the
ter of wages would be promptly taken up

highly paid workers, l)ut figures gathered from the railroads
dispose of this i>elief.
Fifty-one per cent of all employees
(luring DecemJKT, 1917, received $75 per month or le.ss, and
80 ])er cent received $100 per month or less. Even among
the locomotivi' engineers, commonly spoken of as highly paid,
a preponderating numlier receives less than $170 per month,
and this roni|)ensation they have obtainetl by the most compact and c()m])lcte organization, handled with a full appre-

Between the grades receiving
$250 per month there is included less than 5
per cent of all the employees (excluding officials), and these
aggregate less than 60,000 men out of a grand total of
ciation of all strategic values.

from $150

to

2,000.000.

Wage increases granted during the year are estimated to
aggregate l>etween $600,000,000 and $700,000,000 per annum, and in a large part were retroactive from January 1,
1918.
These wages were fixed not upon the theory that the
railroads, a permanent industry, should compete in prices
paid laljor with the transient war industries, many of which
paid very high wages in order to attract labor. Rather the
effort was made to find a just and equitable basis which
would outlive the war and which would give a living wage
and decent working conditions to every railroad employee.
Efforts have been made to eliminate inequalities, and while
this work has not been finished it has been chiefly done.
Conditions of

On
ing

Employment

February 21 General Order No. 8 was issued, contain-

among other
made in

will be

things, the following:

"No

discrimination

the employment, retention or conditions of

employment of employees because of membership or nonmembership in labor organizations." This has had the effect

many railroad employees joining labor unions who previously were not affiliated with them.
At the same time,
equal consideration has been shown employees who were not
members of unions and individual employees have been heard
of

on an equality with representatives of the unions. The principle of the eight-hour day was recognized early and
strengthened whenever possible.
Special efforts have been made to better the working conditions of the women in railroad service and a special Woman's Section was established in the labor division to investigate conditions surrounding women so employed and apply
remedies where unfavorable conditions were found to exist.

Labor Shortage
The
in

manning the American military railways
France with trained American railway men, and the innecessity for

duction into other branches of the Army and Navy through
voluntary enlistments or through the draft, of many railroad
employees, added to the difficulties throughout the year, since
at no time in the history of the American railroads has there
been a greater need for trained and skilled railway help than
during the war period. This difficulty was greatly increased
by the influenza epidemic during the last half of the year,
which very seriously interfered with the operation of the
railroads for several months.

Expenditures for Capital Account

On

1918, all lines under federal control were
and send in budgets of improvements immediately required to increase capacity and efficiency and to
promote safety in operation. The budgets submitted in response to this called for expenditures chargeable to capital
account that is, exclusive of large sums chargeable to maintenance amounting in the aggregate to $1,329,000,000,
which upon careful revision was reduced to $975,000,000.

February

2,

directed to prepare

—
—

-

January

10,

1919
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This amount has been increased from time to time by new and
unforeseen requirements, and particularly by large orders for
locomotives and freight cars, until the improvements definitely authorized to December 1, 1918, amounted to $1,254,396,158. Of this amount $551,925,525 is for additions and
betterments; $656,048,745 for equipment, and $46,421,88*8
for construction of extensions, branches and other lines.
In planning improvements chargeable to capital account
other than for war purposes, the rule adopted was that the
first consideration should be safety in operations, and secondly, increased capacity where that was needed; and that
any improvement not required for these purposes should be
deferred until after the war unless exceptional circumstances
should make it necessary earlier. Improvements designed to
effect permanent economies have been left for the favoring
times and conditions of peace, unless the economy was so
great that substantially the entire cost could probably be
saved during federal control. Much the largest item was for
additional yard tracks, sidings, etc. The second largest item
was for shop buildings, engine houses and appurtenances,
and the third for additional main tracks, and by the large
orders for equipment almost wholly for locomotives and
freight cars.

In addition to the locomotives and freight cars under order
at the time the government assumed control additional orders were placed for 1,430 locomotives for 1918 delivery, at an estimated cost of $78,193,200, of which 542 have been delivered by the builders; and
also an order for 100,000 freight cars for 1918 delivery at
an estimated cost of $289,460,000, of which there has been
completed and delivered to date 14,650 cars. An additional
order for 600 locomotives for 1919 delivery has also been
placed, involving an expenditure of approximately $37,842,At the time these orders were placed it was supposed
268.
that the war might last much longer than the year 1918.
Practically all of this equipment has been assigned to those
railroads whose need for additional power and equipment appeared to be the greatest.

by the railroad companies

The cost of coal and practically all other supplies used
by the railroads increased enormously during the year just
passed, as compared with the cost during the year 1917. The
increased cost of fuel for the first 10 months of the present
year was $140,000,000 over the cost for the same 10 months
in 1917, and during the same period the cost of cross-ties and
lumber increased approximately $65,000,000.
The added
cost of coal to the railroads increased in spite of the fact that

economy

was exercised to such an extent
on the Chicago & North Western during
the month of October the number of pounds of coal per passenger locomotive mile was 110.9 this year, as compared
with 124.3 last year, and the number of pounds of coal per
passenger train car mile was 19.2, this as compared with 21.3
in the use of coal

that, for instance,

and yet the cost of locomotive fuel per locomotive
mile was 34.9 cents in October, 1918, as compared with 27.9
cents in October, 1917.
On the Union Pacific, during the
same month the number of pounds of coal per passenger locomotive mile this year was 115.6, as compared with 131.8
last year.
On the same line, during the same month, the
number of pounds of coal per passenger train car mile was
13.6 this year, as compared with 18.2 last year, and yet the
cost of fuel per locomotive mile was 33.2 cents in October,
1918, as compared with 32.6 cents in October, 1917. On the
Chesapeake & Ohio the number of pounds of coal per passenger locomotive mile during the same month was 142.6
this year, as compared with 136.1 last year.
The number
of pounds of coal per passenger train mile on the same road
during the same month was 24.4 this year as compared with
24.9 last year, and yet the cost of fuel per locomotive mile
was 35.3 cents in October, 1918, as compared with 29.8 cents
in October, 1917.
last year,
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The Increase

in

Rates

The

wages and the greatly enhanced cost of
and other supplies made necessary the increase of both passenger and freight rates.
Flat percentage
increases were necessary to obtain the required revenue, i)ut
continuing and successful efforts have been made since to
increases in
coal, iron and steel

eliminate inequalities naturally incident to the adoption of
such a plan.
These new rates did not go into effect until
practically six months of federal control had passed, and
tiierefore only approximately six months' benefits have Ijeen
gained from them during the past year, whereas increased

and other supplies has operated during the
Economies in operation and in organization
have resulted in enormous savings, but have not fully met the
difference between the cost of operating the railroads and the
cost of labor, coal

entire year.

income, for the reason stated.

The

benefit of these savings

will not be fully realized until the operations for the year

1919 are completed.

Increased Cost Necessary

The

increases in cost of operation undoubtedly

would have

been equally operative had the roads remained under private
control.
If the private owners had operated the railroads
during the past year they either would have had to increase
the rates as the government did or they would have had to
face an

enormous

deficit.

Financial

From

the reports of operations for 10 months, ending October 31, 1918, and with November and December estimated,
the net operating income of the roads under federal control
will be less by approximately $136,000,000 than the standard

return or annual rental which, under the law, the government pays for the use of the railroads. This deficiency is
remarkably small in the circumstances, because the increases
in freight and passenger rates were in effect for only a little
six months of 1918, whereas increased wages and
increased cost of fuel and all other railroad supplies were in
effect for the entire 12 months.
If the increases in freight
and passenger rates had gone into effect January 1, 1918, or
at the same time that the increased wages and cost of fuel andi
supplies went into effect, it is estimated that there woaWl

more than

have been a substantial surplus for the year of at Iteast$100,000,000. It is to be expected, however, during the year
1919 the cost of material and supplies may be reducedj and it
is also reasonable to expect that with improved operation under normal conditions, relieved of the intense pressure and

war necessity, and with a genimprovement in operations and use of facilities and'
equipment that may be reasonably expected in peace time,
many more economies can be effected. Since th.S object ©t'
the government should be at all times to operate the rau'^'^^fe
not for profit, but at cost, and to render at the same
time
excessive cost incident to the

eral

the best possible service, I confidently believe that it
will be
possible during the year 1919, or certainly at the end
of the
year 1919, to effect a considerable reduction in rates unless
the traffic for 1919 should be much less than it was
in the
year 1918.

Inland Waterways

Hundreds

of millions of dollars have been expended by
the nation, the states and citizens for the purpose of
developing our inland waterways, and for the construction
of canals.
Thousands of miles of rivers, canals, lakes and bays are
ready to assist in moving our products.
These waterways,
with the exception of the Great Lakes, are not being
extensively used.
With the assumption of my present task,
I

ap-

pointed a committee to make a prompt investigation
and to
suggest a definite plan for the additional use
of internal
waterways, for the economical and expeditious
movement
of the traffic of the country, so as to relieve or

supplement
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conditions caused by the war.

This

of a proyrani wliicii lias been constantly

pursuit! and while the greater urgency for raw materials in
war work interfered with the construction of steamers and
barges, loO steel, wood and concrete vessels arc now l)uild-

ing and

steel and wooden craft have been purchased.
appropriation for old and new floating equipment
exceeds eleven and three-quarter millions.
The increased responsibilities of this country in the family
of nations will demand greater commercial activity on our
part.
Transportation is a major problem, for, on account of
the extensive area of our country we have a longer average
haul to seal)oard than other industrial conunonwealths.
It
has seemed to me evident that by developing transportation
on the waterways and co-ordinating and articulating them
with a uniticd railway system, we shall bring about a correct

The

50

total

solution of the rail-water controversy, which has been in
progress for 50 years.
This is passible with the railways
under federal control. I doubt if any of our rivers or canals
will become active factors of transportation if the railroads
are turned back to private control. The old methods of railway competition witli the waterways doubtless will be revived and the w-aterway experiment may not he able to survive that competition.
In furtherance of the plans for waterways transportation,
a division of inland waterways with two sub-divisions was
created:
The Mississippi-Warrior and the New York and

New

Jersey Canal sections.
Service on the Mississippi was inauMississippi River.
Of these, 23 are
gurated September 28 with 34 vessels.
The service is developing
leased and 11 were purchased.
satisfactorily and as tariffs for joint rates with the railroads
have just been promulgated, the valley will be afforded traffic
privileges not possible in the days of railroad competition.
Six steel steamers or towboats, and 40 (2,000-ton) steel
barges are under construction for this service. The capacity

—

fleet between New Orleans and St. Louis will
approximate a million tons annually.
Warrior River.—'Nine steamers and 24 barges were purSix steamers and 20
chased for Warrior River service.
barges are about to be constructed. This fleet will be capable
of carrying 600,000 tons southbound and about 150,000 tons
northbound. The federal improvements on the Warrior are
complete as to six feet of water, and will shortly be com-

of the federal

pleted as to eight feet navigable craft.
New York Barge Canal. The congestion existing on the
railroads in the early part of 1918, and the war emergency
made it essential to prepare so far as possible for such use

—

of this important waterway as might be necessary to assist
the railroads, and although it was announced officially that
the canal was completed, there was practically no private
building of equipment for use on the canal, and many of the
old boats were being diverted to other uses. During the sea-

son the Railroad Administration leased and operated upward
of 200 barges and contracted for the construction of 51 steel
and 21 concrete barges. Construction was delayed on account of the war requirements for steel. It turned out that
the canal had only seven feet navigable depth at the opening
and it was not until midsummer that all the boats could be
loaded to full capacity for operation, and as the terminals
and rail connections were unfinished, an economical operaIn fact SJ/^ feet of navigable depth
tion was not possible.
was the maximum in the canal during the season. The rail
congestion of last winter was relieved before the canal season
The suspension of imports, the decrease in road
opened.
and industrial building and the deficiency in the grain crops
of 1917, affected very seriously tonnages that under normal
In compliance
conditions are available for this waterway.
with very urgent requests of the people of the state of New
York a local packet freight service was installed between
Troy and Buffalo. As suitable boats were not obtainable and
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some cases unfinished and in others
was apparent that the oi)crati<jn would not
l>e profitable,
and results justilied this view.
It is to be
noted that although the enlarged canal was in operation all
sea.soii, no activity was displayed on the part of individuals
as the terminals were in
inaccessible,

it

or coqjorations to build vessels.
The Railroad Administration has rejjeatedly announced that it does not assume to control,

nor does

it

in

any way discourage, the operation of

vately operated barges; nor does

independent vessels.
comj^leted,

and when

it

fix

pri-

the carrying rate for

When the canal and its facilities are
modem vessels are available, it will

be possible to ascertain the cost of transporting traffic on this
waterway. The results obtained during this formative stage,
with the unavoidably antiquated equijjment, are not a criterion of what can be accomplisiied with a completed canal
and nKxlern equipment. The adjustment of shippers and
their facilities to the use of the canal is also a matter of
time, which could not progress rapidly with the conditions
existing during the present season.
Delaware
Raritan Canal. The Delaware & Raritan
canal connecting the Delaware river with New York harlx)r
from 1913 up to the present year suffered a steady decrease in
business. In 1917, 272,734 tons of freight were moved. The
limited draft of water and small lock structures prevented
profitable transportation operation on this waterway.
It became evident last spring that there would be a marked decrease in the use of the canal for transportation of coal, due
to the fact that coal was to be shipped via other 'routes, but
tliere was an unusual demand for transportation of miscellaneous freight between New York and Philadelphia by this
The canal has for many years been under lease to the
route.
Pennsylvania Railroad and came under federal control as
part of its transportation system.
In July the New YorkNew Jersey canal section took charge of the floating power
equipment of the Railroad Administration on the canal and
December 1 the operation and maintenance of the canal was
transferred to that section. The Railroad Administration also
operated a fleet of packet freight ships during a part of the
season.
There are a number of private transportation agencies operating on this canal.
In spite of the loss of coal tonnage, the total freight movement on the canal will slightly
exceed 1917.
Chesapeake
Ohio Canal. The Chesapeake & Ohio
canal, connecting Chesapeake Bay with Pennsylvania and
West Virginia coal fields, has been operated at a loss for
several years. At the beginning of the season of 1918, it appeared that unless action was taken to support navigation on
this canal, the increasing costs would cause it to cease, while
the pressure of traffic at that time upon the railroads bring-

—

&

&

—

ing coal to Washington and vicinity was so great as to make
it very undesirable that they have the additional burden of
transporting the coal previously carried by the canal.
The

Railroad Administration therefore for a time assumed the
on coal, and later on made an arrangement
with the only company operating boats on the canal, which
insured the maintenance of the service, the Railroad Administration paying the actual cost of the service over and above
the freight charges which were paid by the shipper at the
same rate as for rail shipments. The Railroad Administration also furnished 10 new barges which were leased to the
cost of canal tolls

operating company.
Ohio River. The Railroad Administration has established an office in Cincinnati, Ohio, for the purpose of cooperating with shippers and vessel owners and studying traffic conditions with shippers and vessel owners. In view of
the fact that the projected locks and dams on the Ohio river
between Pittsburgh and Cairo are not completed (the movement has not been finished even between Pittsburgh and Cincinnati) it does not seem a proper time to consider any new

—

equipment for

this route.

Lake Keuka-New York.

—The

service formerly operated

January

10,
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this lake by the Lake Keuka Navigation Company had
been discontinued, and in order to move the grape crop of
1918, the Division of Inland Waterways operated equipment
of the Lake Keuka Navigation Company during the grape
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The importance

season.

not to exceed $30. Where peculiar conditions exist, however,
and where special types of locomotives are necessary, permission has been given to depart from the standardized type

—

Intracoastal Waterways.
The intracoastal waterway from
Philadelphia to Beaufort, N. C, will be susceptible of greater
commercial development.
The projected improvement between Norfolk and Beaufort will not be completed for some
time and it will require at least two years to modernize the
Chesapeake & Delaware canal. The improvement ought to
be authorized promptly and I hope that the Congress may
grant the necessary appropriation and power to deal with
The fleet operating along this route was comthe matter.
mandeered to a considerable extent, during the war, but the
The fleet
vessels are being slowly returned to the owners.
seems to be sufficient for normal conditions. The capacity
can be considerably increased by the introduction of modem
terminal methods. Ultimately, packet freight service on this
route may be practicable.

Coastwise Ships
were augmented
The
on April 13, 1918, by the taking over of the vessels of the
Clyde, Mallory and Southern steamship companies and the
Merchants and Miners' Transportation Company, comprising
64 passenger and cargo-carrying vessels, operating in coastBoston, Mass., to Galwise service between various ports
fleets of vessels of railroad ownership

—

The

operation of the vessels was at
In
times seriously interfered with by German submarines.
supporting the war policy of the nation, the steamships under
federal control were used in war work to the maximum exThe properties of the Clyde, Mallory and Southern
tent.
steamship companies and the Merchants and Miners' Transportation Company were relinquished from federal control
on December 6 as they are no longer necessary to the war
veston, Tex., inclusive.

purpose.

Cape Cod Canal
The Cape Cod

canal was taken under federal control July
25, 1918, and it is earnestly hoped that it will be operated
Fonnation of shoals had
in the future by the government.
reduced its navigable depth to 17 feet at mean low water
when the government took control, but the Railroad Administration immediately provided $250,000 for dredging, piling,
bank protection work, etc., and on October 23 the canal was
opened for vessels drawing 20 ft. 6 in. of water, and the
dredging necessary to restore the original depth of 25 ft. is
expected to be completed by February 15, 1919. In spite of
the fact that the work on the canal has not been entirely
completed there has been an increase of 56.4 per cent in the
number of vessels handled and 114 per cent in the cargo tonnage transported through the canal in 1918 as compared with
1917.

Standardization of Locomotives and Cars
Before government control, practically every important railroad had its own specilications for cars and engines. PracAlthough the facts are
tically all were different in details.
not obtainable, it has been said that there were 2,023 different styles of freight cars and almost as many different styles
of locomotives included in the equipment of American railroads prior to the war. Complete standardization of course
is impossible but as rapidly as existing rolling stock and
engines wear out, it ought to be practicable to replace them
During the period of federal control
by standard types.
progress has been made. Some 12 standard types for freight
cars have been agreed upon and it has also been decided
that hereafter only 6 different types of locomotives of two
weights each shall be purchased. The parts of these various
locomotives and freight cars respectively are interchangeable.

of this is forcibly illustrated by an instance
where a leased locomotive was held out of service until over
$4,800 had accumulated, awaiting a part which would cost

of locomotive.

Civilian Inconveniences

While such a great work was being performed, inconveniences to civilian travelers and some interferences witli
the transportation of ordinary freight in the United States
were unavoidable. The war necessity came first; the civilian
needs of America, second.
With a limited supply of passenger and freight equipment available, and with a large
proportion of this equipment needed for the movement of
troops and war supplies, there were not sufficient cars and
locomotives remaining fully to meet civilian needs; nor was
there time, nor materials, nor labor to build them.
This
was explained to the country early in the year, and during
the period of the war the people generally, when they realized
the situation, patriotically accepted it and made sacrifices
accordingly.

Whatever inconveniences have resulted are due entirely to
war conditions and are in no way related to the fact that the
railroads were under government control. Such inconveniences
undoubtedly would have been greater under private control,
for the supply of equipment was augmented by the ability
of the government to shorten routes, to

combine

facilities, to

pool equipment and motive power, and to introduce economies which the roads under private control could not, and
would not, have introduced.
I desire to make this point as clear as possible, for it is
necessary for the American people to understand the facts
of the railroad situation, if this big problem is to be dealt
with intelligently. Passenger equipment while crowded during the war, was crowded because much of the equipment had
to be used in the transportation of troops; it was not crowded
because the government had control of the railroads.
As a
matter of fact, many thousands of passenger train miles
were saved by the ability of the government to achieve results
which private owners of the roads could not or would not
have achieved. During the period of federal control, every
possible economy was exercised in order to save both passenger and freight equipment and make as many cars and
locomotives as possible available for the war need first, and
for the needs of the civilian population next.

Serving the Public
While putting the paramount war needs of the nation
nevertheless, every possible effort has been made by the

first,

rail-

roads under federal control to serve the public adequately
and furnish every possible facility for carrying on the ordinary passenger and freight business of the nation. The railroads are public servants and in time of peace the first consideration should be to furnish adequate service at the lowest
possil:)le cost.
To keep in touch with the public during the
period of federal control and see to it that their needs were
given every possible consideration, the Division of Public
Service and Accounting was established soon after the railroads were taken over and Charles A. Prouty was made direc-

With this object in view, traffic commitwere early established, upon which the public was given
representation.
While these committees have no authority
to change rates, nevertheless, their advice and recommendations are most helpful.
What the shipping public desires
above everything is stability of rates and reliability and adeIn the past thousands of rate changes
quacy of service.
have been made each month, which were worse than unnecesWhile passenger and freight service was of necessity
sary.
interfered with during the war, efforts have been made durtor of the division.

tees
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ing the past year to keep in touch with state railroad tonunisami other IcKal hodies to make certain that well-

sions

grounded and important

c()mi)laints

should receive prompt

attention.

The Future
have

you a statement of the transportation conditions a year ago, of the transportation achievements under
federal control during a year of war, and of the present
situation. What remains to be considered is what pemianent
solution of the railroad problem should be adopted and what
shall be the temjjorary form of railroad control pending a
pemianent .solution.
In Deceml)er, 1917, there were about
ISO .separate operating railroad companies in the United
States with operating revenues of $1,000,000 or more per
year each.
Seventy-three of these companies had operating
revenues of :f 10,000,000 or more per year each. There were
several hundred companies whose respective operating revenues were less than $1,000,000 per year.
I

).;iveii

Possible Solutions
Broadly speaking, there are three general permanent solutions of the railroad question.
The first is to send the railroads back into the private control of the several hundred
old companies.
The second is to have outright government
ownership and control of all the railroads.
The third is
to reconstruct the railroad

map

along logical lines so as to

wipe out these hundreds of different railroad companies and
substitute a comparatively few companies which under strict
and close government control can be expected to combine the
advantages of government control, including unified control
of those things where it is needed with the advantages of the
initiative of private management.
I am not committed to
any particular plan. I wish to lay before you certain reforms which I think are indispensable and without which any
so-called solution of the railroad problem will be a mere disappointing makeshift.
I am frank to say I do not believe that these important
reforms can possibly be accomplished if we are to have in

hundred

companies as
hundred or even fifty
different railroad companies.
I believe they can all be accomplished either through a comparatively few railroad comthe future several

we have had

different railroad

in the past, or even a

panies or through single federal control.

If the country
prefers to contiriue in existence the hundreds of different railroad companies as in the past I believe it will be necessary

abandon the hope of obtaining most of the
fundamental reforms which I propose to point out.
for the country to

The Terminal Problem
One

of the most difficult

in this country

and important railroad problems

the problem of terminal facilities.

It probably means more to the producing and consuming public in
the matter of delays, inconvenience and transportation burdens than any other phase of transportation. It is generally
understood that the delays and excessive costs do not occur
principally on account of insufficiency of facilities on the
road, but on account of inadequate terminals and of the
heavy terminal costs. It is not unnatural that this should
be the case.
It is a far simpler proposition to haul a train
over a railroad than it is to break up that train in a terminal
and distribute its cars to the connecting carriers. For one
thing, it is easier to provide adequate track capacity on the
railroad itself, most of which runs through the country, than
it is to provide adequate track capacity in a terminal which
is generally in the midst of a great city.
But an even more
important point is that when the train is being carried over
the railroad between terminals it is being handled exclusively
under one management and on a railroad which has been
planned with unity of purpose.
But the moment a train
gets into a terminal where its cars must be separated and
is
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delivered to connecting lines, then we have to deal with facilih have not been planned with unity of purpose and
under private control are not operated under a single
maiiagenKnt. The aijility of one comjjany to get rid of the
biisiiu>>- depends uj)on what its connecting comj)anies have
provided in the way of terminal tracks and other terminal
facilities, and upon the way in which those connecting com])ani(s carry on their ojjerations.
It is human nature that
ea( h company is much more interested in looking after its
immediate exclusive interests, both in the facilities which it
jHovides and in the way it operates them, than it is in buildties vvhi(

wiiicii

and operating its property so as to help its connections.
Generally .si)eaking, the cities of this country and the railroad traffic that passes through them have wholly outgrown
the railroad terminal facilities which were provided many
years ago without any conception of the growth of the country's traffic.
It is difficult to get the land to expand the terminals of any one railroad and each railroad company is
jealously trying to prevent some other railroad from getting
the advantage in new terminal facilities. Each railroad company wants to plan its new terminals so as to help its own
business and so as not to help its rivals.
It is true that at
times under pressure of critical necessity some of the railroads
at some cities try to combine a portion of their terminal plans
into a joint terminal enterprise.
But it takes years for the
railroads to agree on any such matter, and the comprehensiveness of the particular plan is generally interfered with by
the selfishness of some particularly powerful railroad which
feels that it can preserve certain advantages by refusing to
put into the joint plan certain facilities which ought to be put
there in the public interest.
The effect is that when it comes to terminal properties we
get a clear-cut conflict of interest between the public and any
particular railroad company.
The public wants terminal
facilities comprehensively planned and carried out so as to
promote the greatest convenience and economy for all concerned, but each railroad company is anxious to preserve
any particular advantage which it already has and to increase
This clash of interests bethat advantge when practicable.
tween the public and any particular railroad company and
between the different railroad companies serving a particular
terminal operates to produce deadlocks which to a large
extent prevent terminals from being developed so as to meet
the business necessities and so as to serve the public to the
greatest advantage.
The condition exists, and is largely accounted for by the
reasons above given, that the outstanding shortcomings in
railroad transportation are inadequacies in terminal facilities.
The great unnecessary burdens in the matter of inconvenience, delay and cost for which the producing and consuming
public have to pay are largely due to these terminal conditions.
There can be no successful solution of the railroad
problem which does not provide a solution for these terminal
The greatest opportunity to reduce railroad costs
difficulties.
for the future and to promote public convenience in transportation for the future will be found in the solution of these
terminal problems.
ing

Cincinnati

—An

Example

A

concrete illustration will help to emphasize the present
Cincinnati is an important gateway between the
difficulties.

—

north and the south. Three important railroads the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Louisville & Nashville, and the Cincinnati Southern
reach Cincinnati by crossing the Ohio river.
Four other important railroads the Big Four, the Baltimore
& Ohio (including the old Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton),
the Pennsylvania, and the Norfolk & Western
reach Cincinnati on the north bank of the Ohio river.
The interchange of traffic between these lines at Cincinnati is enormous, and the general public has a vital interest in this interchange being accomplished with the least possible delay and

—

—

—

January
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Yet conditions are such that in times of heavy trafCincinnati is badly congested with freight, and the ability
of all the railroads mentioned, not only with respect to
handling traffic through Cincinnati, but with respect to
handling other important traffic, is largely hampered by the
expense.

fic

which must pass through

inability to get rid of the traffic

Cincinnati.
Each of the three railroads approaching Cincinnati from
the south has a bridge across the Ohio river. The Cincinnati
Southern bridge and the Chesapeake & Ohio bridge are so
light that they cannot accommodate the heavy locomotives

which are used on those roads, so that there must be a delay
and cost and congestion due to the necessity for changing
engines south of the Ohio river on those two roads.
The
Louisville & Nashville has the use of a bridge which has only
a single track and is therefore entirely too restricted in capacity to handle the traffic. The topographical conditions in
Cincinnati are such as to
suitable ground

make

upon which

it

exceedingly difficult to find

to construct terminal facilities,

and the densely populated area makes terminal facilities extremely costly.
A considerable part of the important terminals in Cincinnati is subject to overflow in times of high
water. To a very large extent the traffic which any one railroad brings into Cincinnati is traffic which must be moved
beyond Cincinnati by some other railroad, so that more than
one railroad generally has an interest in providing proper facilities for all the traffic moving through Cincinnati and all the
railroads reaching there have a common interest in avoiding
the congestion at Cincinnati which in the past has constituted
one of the most serious traffic situations in the country. Yet
each of the railroad companies has its separate facilities, and
while there have been various particular arrangements of a
joint character it still remains true that in all the years that
have passed the railroad companies under private management have never been able to get together and put into effect
any comprehensive plan which would result in terminal facilities equal to the situation.
It seems fair to conclude from
the failure of the railroad companies in the past to accomplish this result that they probably never will accomplish it
in the future under corresponding methods of private
management.
At the present time there are perhaps from 25 to 30 freight
houses in and around Cincinnati which, generally speaking,
have been provided primarily for the particular use of separate railroad companies and without any purpose of combining

all the freight

house

facilities so as to serve the

eral public to the best advantage

and

gen-

at the least cost.

It is evident that in view of the common interest which the
railroad companies have in tlie traffic passing through Cincinnati some comprehensive plan ought to be worked out.

No
like

railroad company can live to itself alone in a terminal
Cincinnati.
No one important structure should be

planned simply from the standpoint of a particular railroad
company. The entire situation should be dealt with from the
standpoint of the general public interest and the selfish interests of any particular railroad company ought to be subordinated to the general interest.
Yet under private management there is no way whatever in which the public can
properly assert and accomplish its needs and the result both
in construction of facilities and in operation is left to the
haphazard play of the conflicting ideas of seven or more
separate railroad companies and plans of the utmost importance are subject at any time to be defeated by the disagreement of one or more of these companies.
It is estimated that there ought to be spent in the near
future about $45,000,000 in the rehabilitation of Cincinnati
terminals so as to make them equal to modern public needs,
with probably $25,000,000 additional for passenger ter-
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penditure has to be made in the common public interest and
without making the interest of any one railroad company
paramount as to any particular item. If this matter is left
to be worked out by the separate railroad companies without
any controlling public authority to shape up the whole situation for the benefit of the general public, there is no reason
to believe that it ever will be successfully worked out.
Certainly the railroad companies have had many years in which
to work out the problem and they have never done so.
If
the problem is not adequately solved the result will be that
a great burden of delay and inconvenience, uncertainty and
cost will continue to rest upon the people of the United States
simply because a thing which ought obviously to be done at
Cincinnati in the public interest is not done and it will not
be done because the power of government which ought to be
exercised to promote the public interest is allowed to remain
dormant and subordinate to the separate interests and to
the disagreements of various privately managed railroad
companies.

What

is true of Cincinnati is true to a large extent of
important terminal in the country, particularly of
Chicago and the terminals around New York harbor.
In
the aggregate these situations constitute a great burden and

every

menace

to rail transportation and a serious obstacle to convenience and certainty to the public in the performance of

These situations must be met if transportation in this country is to be performed at a reasonable
cost and without the intolerable congestions and delays which
have periodically arisen in the past.
that transportation.

Nor is there any just reason why railroad companies
should fear that such a comprehensive development of terminals is going to interfere with any legitimate separate
interests of the railroad companies in the event they shall
eventually be turned back into the old form of private control.
Any comprehensive plans of terminal improvement
which are for the general public good will in the long run
turn out to be advantageous to every separate legitimate
railroad route in the country.
No matter if the railroads
do go back into the old form of private control with anywhere from 100 to 200 separate managements, it is inevitable
that in the long run and perhaps as the result of long years
of hardship upon the public, there must be some comprehensive legislative solution of these terminal problems in the
general public interest.
The railroads will not be injured,
but on the contrary will be benefited, by a prompt public
dealing with these matters.
As a simple illustration, it is evident that the fact that the
Baltimore and Ohio passenger trains are now taken into the
Pennsylvania passenger terminal in New York has not resulted in injuring the Baltimore & Ohio or in causing any
injury to the Pennsylvania, of which it has any right to
complain.
The public has been enormously convenienced.
If private control should return it is not to be anticipated
that the public would again be subjected to the inconvenience
and delay and expense incident to the Baltimore & Ohio going back to the use of its old and inconvenient passenger
terminal at Communipaw, N. J.
Transportation Stringency Through Failure to
Control Traffic

The situation exists in this country that the transportation
needs of the people are national and interdependent, despite
the fact that the railroads are local and independent.
Practically every community in the country is dependent upon a
national and not a local transportation service.
It is not
true of any community that it can depend wholly, or even
principally,

upon

its

local railroad to transport

what

it

pro-

minals. Practically every item of this large expenditure involves directly or indirectly the interests of two or more sepa-

duces and what it consumes, because, directly or indirectly,
what it produces must in some form go far beyond that railroad and what it consumes must in some form originate be-

rate railroad companies.

yond that railroad.

In

fact,

virtually the

whole ex-
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rcrlKip.s the greatest .single diffuulty is tlial

under private

management, with eaeh eomi)any trying to prevent any traffic
going to a rival, the amount of freight loaded has l)cen dependent almo.st wholly upon the de.sire and opportunity of
the consignor to h)ad a shipment and get a inll of lading
for it, without any regard whatever to the ability of the delivering railroad to dispo.se of the traffic at destination at that
time, or of l\w ability of the consignee to receive the traffic,

The

has been the indiscriminate throwing into the stream of traffic of everything which consignors
wished to throw into it, and this has led to the most acute
congestion at or near destination, analogous to an "ice jam"
This conseciuence has been inor "log jam" in a river.
jurious to the public as a whole, because it has reduced
transportation capacity far below what it ought to be, has
led to the greatest uncertainty and delay and consequent interruption and injury of business, with direct disadvantages
It is
to labor and to the producing and consuming public.
apparent that this fundamental difficulty has not been efif

delivered.

result

with under diversified private management.
how any railroad company would be willing deliberately to prevent the loading of traffic on its own
line, when it is able to handle that traffic, simply becau.se
eventually the traffic may be a source of embarrassment to
fectively

dealt

It is difficult to see

some connecting

line.

Met by

Unified Control

These conditions have been substantially met under unified control by the routing and distribution of traffic over
the available lines and by the establishment of the "permit
svstem," whereby traffic involving potentialities of congestion
is not allowed to be loaded, e.xcept upon showing that it can
be delivered to and taken care of by the consignee at desDuring the autumn months of 1918, when traffic
tination.
was at its heaviest, there was practically a complete absence
of transportation stringency, which in the immediate preamounted almost to transportation
ceding years had
This condition was due largely to the "permit
paralysis'.

One of the essential reforms therefore is the
system."
adoption of some system to control traffic in the common
interest.

far as railroad tracks are concerned, the mileage of
road tracks (as distinguished from terminal tracks) appears
to be sufficient to take care, generally speaking, of a much
larger tonnage than can be handled through the terminals.
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to consider tiie interests of ports other than its own and to
Whatco-ordinate effectively with liie ocean transportation.
ever the solution of the railroad question a way ought to be
found to control tiiis matter in tiie pul^lic interest in times

of emergency.

Motive Power and Cars

A

factor of great importance is
In the past
having adequate locomotives in good repair.
each railroad company has had its own locomotives and,
generally speaking, has used them exclusively upon its own
If some of them were temporarily idle there was not
rails.
generally any way of allowing them to be used temporarily
by other railroads which were short of locomotives.
In
cases where there was no surplus of locomotives anywhere
and where additional hxomotives were far more needed, in
the public interest, in some sections than in others, there was
under private management no way under peace conditions of
taking locomotives from the line where the public interest
needed them least and putting them into service upon the
There was
line where the public interest needed them most.
no way in which locomotives could be mobilized so that they
can be used where they will do the public the most good.
This, of course, has been accomplished under unified control
and will be to an increasing extent.
The availabilty of locomotives depends upon their being
in good repair and the ability to repair them depends upon
the shop capacity.
Under private control each railroad company has had its own shops. If those shops are taxed to
furtiier

transportation

capacity, it is not, generally speaking, convenient to
turn additional locomotives needing repair over to the shops
of other railroad companies in order to receive the repairs.
The result is that shops of some railroads may be partly or
largely idle and shops on other railroads may be wholly
unequal to the tasks confronting them. Yet, private mantheir

agement has never been able to work out any comprehensive
and effective way for "matching up" the demand and supply
of locomotive shop capacity. This important matter has been
handled with great success under unified control and can
he developed so as to be handled more systematically and
successfully as time goes on.

As

Competition
Under
necessar}'

private

use of

management there has also been an unlocomotive power through duplication of

At times, however, particular railroads may become embarrassed by a surplus of traffic, even though it may be possible

train service for purely competitive reasons, whereas under
unified control trains can be consolidated so as to release

to care for the traffic at the terminal. Under unified control,
in such conditions, the surplus traffic can be diverted to some
Under private
other railroad reaching the same destination.

for useful service many locomotives which before had been
used merely in transportation rivalries and without carrying
When each railroad company
loads to their full capacity.
is intent upon the traffic which it can obtain for its own line,
it is inevitable that the most carefully drawn rules will not
be fully carried out and that there will be a temptation, frequently irresistible, for a railroad company to retain cars for
its own purposes, when the public interest requires that those
It is also
cars should be devoted to some other purpose.
true that the handling of empty cars, so as to get them in the
quickest time to the place where they are most needed, cannot be handled as well under private control, because the

control this has not been possible. The company which was
able to obtain the routing of the traffic has, generally speaking, not been willing, even though unable to handle the traffic
The public
successfully, to let it go to a rival railroad.

ought to be provided with some system whereby unused railroad capacity may be used in the common interest in times
of stress.
of the most important classes of traffic is the export
this ought to be greater than ever in the future.
transfer of such traffic at the seaport from the railroad

One
traffic

The

and

car to the ship involves great .possibilities for congestion and
Under the old form of private management a pardelay.
ticular railroad company naturally wishes the traffic to go to
its own port, and, even though that port may lie momentarily
seriously congested, is unwilling to turn that traffic to a

Unline whose port may be free from congestion.
doubtedly, an opportunity exists under unified control, even
in peace time, to apportion the traffic among the ports and
co-ordinate rail transportation with ocean transportation in
such a way as greatly to relieve the strain which at times
arises from the inability of the particular railroad company
rival

transportation of the empty car gives the transporting railroad no revenue and hence it is not disposed to encourage
any such transportation, except to the extent that it has had
the benefit of the car when loaded and producing revenue.

And

yet,

in

many

instances,

in

order to reach the place

where it is most needed, the car ought to be hauled by a line
which has enjoyed no revenue from the car when it last
The results of unified management
moved under load.
show important advantages resulting from unified control of
Any permanent solution of the railroad
the car supply.
question ought to give the public the advantage in times of
stress of the mobilization of locomotives, and locomotive

—
Janua
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>
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repair b.ups, and of the handling of all equipment in the
public a ^rest including the emergency handling of empty

equipment.

Rates
In the matter of

an immense advantage resulting
that rates can be made only so high
as may be necessary to protect the situation as a whole,
through paying the total expenses and producing only a
rates,

from unified control

is

sufficient resulting operating income to
compensation for the property employed.

represent

a

fair

But under sepa-

rate management, there is the greatest diversity in the prosperity of the railroad companies.
Some will prosper on very

and some

on very high rates. The result
is either that rates must be maintained on an average basis
which, while producing high profits for some railroads, will
still leave other railroads in bankruptcy, or must be made sufficiently high to leave a margin of profit to the less prosperous,
with consequently excessive profits to the most prosperous. The
former course will result in the less prosperous roads being
unable to perform their public service successfully.
The
latter course will result in the public being burdened with
unnecessarily high rates.
Under unified control rates which
are sufficiently high on an average, to protect the general
situation, will insure an adequate service on all roads and
will, at the same time, protect the public against rates being
made any higher than is necessary to meet the real necessities
of the situation. I do not believe there can be any successful
solution of the railroad problem which leaves in existence the
great disparity in the results of the same rates to different
railroad companies, because this will always cause question
as to the propriety of any scale of rates and will keep the

low

rates

will fail

rate question in constant turmoil.

Result

war conditions
a sufficient showing has been made to indicate that all the
reforms I have mentioned are desirable as permanent peace
measures.
Yet it is clear that the general public has not
had an opportunity to appreciate this and to weigh the real
value of what has been accomplished.
There has not yet
been an opportunity to give the puljlic knowledge of the
facts.
In view of the far-reaching importance of any solution of the railroad question which may be adopted, the
public is entitled to have, before the pre.sent federal control
shall be terminated, a reasonably fair test under peace conditions of the advantages to be derived from these reforms.
When Congress comes to take the responsibility of making a final decision as to which is the best permanent solution
of the railroad problem, one of the most important considerations to which it must give attention is the question as to
which solution will involve the least financial burden for
the future upon the American public.
This being true it
seems to me of the highest importance that Congress should
have an opportunity to form an accurate idea as to the cost
of unified control of railroad operations under peace conditions.
In order to have an accurate idea on this subject
Congress ought to have before it at least the operations of
the year 1919 under federal control.
Of course these figures
cannot be ready until the spring of 1920.
If Congress
I

believe that even under the handicaps of

make its permanent solution of this great problem prior to that time it will do so without any adequate
comparison between the cost of railroad operation under
diversified private control as in the past, and the cost of
railroad operation under unified control during peace time.
It is true that the figures for the year 1918 will be available
in about two months, but these figures will represent the
operations under war conditions when the railroad management was subjected to many difficulties which will not exist
under peace conditions, and when a great deal of traffic had
to be handled regardless of cost in order to meet the insistent
undertakes to
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emergencies of war.
It also happens that the year 1918
includes the operations of the most severe and costly winter
that has ever been experienced in the life of the railroad
business in this country, and the cost of clearing up the most
serious congestion of traffic in the history of the railroads
a congestion existing at the time federal control was assumed. Therefore, unless a final solution of this problem
is deferred until a reliable view of the economies which actually arise out of unified operation can be obtained, the reIje the adoption of a permanent solution in ignorance
of one of the most important factors to be considered.
sult will

Shipping and the Railroads

The

glorious victory for democracy in which America has

played such a noble and conspicuous part has given her a
commanding position in world affairs. Our own material
development makes it more than ever necessary that we shall
have access upon just and fair terms to the markets of the
world for the disposition of our surplus products. We cannot meet this situation unless we are prepared to go forward
immediately.
Opportunity does not wait for the laggard,
whether that laggard be a nation or an individual. America
must go forward immediately and organize her resources
effectively for the purpose if she is to enjoy her share of the
fruits of the keen and friendly rivalries in commerce in
which she must engage with other nations.
Under the provisions of the United States shipping act,
the great merchant marine we are constructing is to be under
government control for a period of five years from the conclusion of the European war. If our splendid merchant fleet,
built with the money of the people of the United States at a
cost of more than one billion dollars, is to be used successfully in their interest, it must be operated in effective coordination with the great railroad systems of the United
States.
They must work together harmoniously and reciprocally.
During this great period of world development involving the vital welfare of the American people, it seems to
me peculiarly wise that the period of federal control of railroad transportation shall l>e made concurrent with that of

government ship

Then we

shall have a great transand sea furnishing the reliable,
effective service which will protect the interests of the American people and carry them forward upon a career of prosperity and success unequalled in any previous period in their
control.

portation system on land

history.

Conclusion
This is why I have urged that federal control be extended
until January 1, 1924.
It will be impossible to view the results of even one year of federal control under peace conditions until the spring of 1920, and it will then be too late
for Congress to legislate before the end of the 21 months'
period.
Even if it were possible to accomplish legislation in
the next 1 2 months it would be done without any opportunity
whatever to form a reasonable idea as to the advantages of
unity in the matters I have mentioned, under peace conditions.

Moreover, the operations under peace conditions with a
tenure so short as the 21 months' period cannot possibly conWith such a rapidly approaching terstitute a fair test.
mination and with every officer and employee naturally
speculating on his relations to the new management, whatever it may be, it will be impossible to secure the best results
from the railroad organization and the nearer the termination approaches the more difficult will be the situation.
Indeed the difficulties with operation during the 21
months' period will be so serious that I do not see how the

government can be

fairly asked to encounter them.
It will
be asked to continue an operation deprived of all the elements which would help in making the operation a success,
and I do not see how it can be seriously urged as the proper
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course by iuiy uiic c.xiipt tliase who arc anxious at ail events
to s«.r tlie railroads restored to the control of numerous difIt seeni.i to nie lliat any
I'erenl lonipanies ju>t a.s in the past.

who wisiies a fair and dispa.ssionate study made as to
what is the best ultimate solution and as to the extent to
whiih the reforms 1 have mentioned are in the interest of
the American public, and as to the way in which those reforms can best be accomplished, if in the interest of the
American puljlic, must be anxious to have a reasonable
period of federal control after the war under conditions calculated to make for trantjuillity and single-mindcdness upon
I do not mean
the part of the federal railroad ori^anizatioii.
that this would be desired in order to accomplish fjovernmcnt
ownership, but it seems to me it would l)e desired in ortkr to
one

various reforms in the direction of unification which can be accomplished without t^ovcrnment ownership, but which cannot be accomplished as I view the situation through an unrestricted return to the old conditions of
management through from 75 to 100 different imixirtant
railroad companies, and several hundred smaller railroad
test the utility of

companies.

The 21 months' period will be entirely too short to accomplish any effective results with respect to improvements,
and especially the terminal improvements which are peculiarly needed.
Indeed with such an early termination of
federal control there will be almost a complete stoppage of
improvement work except what is obviously needed for the
The result will be that terminal
most urgent necessities.
reforms, which are badly needed in the public interest, and
which already have been delayed many years, will be subIt will also be true that
jected to further indefinite delay.
needed railroad construction and extensions will l)e pracIn the nature of things the concurrence of the railroad
corporations cannot be expected in matters of improvements
and extensions during the 21 months' period except as to
things of the most urgent and obvious necessity and where
there is no possibility of conflict with the selfish interest of
This is not surmise because the
the particular corporation.
evidences of it are already appearing notably in the case of
locomotives where budgets were submitted by the corporations calling for their purchase and where even now many of
the corporations are challenging the purchase of locomotives
made for their account and within the limits of their requests.
It is natural that each company will prefer to hold all other

—

matters in abeyance in the hope that it can make its own plans
This condition
in its own wav at the end of federal control.

Cofxright

by Coiiimi:tee on

will not exist, however, if a live-year extension shall be
granted.
During the early part of that extension comprehensive im])r()venunts can be carried fc^rward in the public

and

interest

llie

railroad companies will appreciate the ira-

holding everything in abeyance for so long
Of course as the live-ycar period
a j)eriod as live years.
nears its termination there would be a disposition on the
part of the corporations to postpone matters which had not
theretofore l)een entered upon, but by the time this condition
w(juld arise it is reasonable to expect that Congress would
have been able to make a permanent solution of the whole
prol)lem in the light of an adecjuate experience with the
l)racticai)ility of

])resent op])ortunities for unified control.

With the five-year extension, it will be practicable for
Congress, say within two years from now, to enter upon a
permanent solution of this question after Congress and the
(ountry shall have had before it the result of a complete
year's experience of federal control under peace conditions,
Conas well as a year's experience under war conditions.
gress, with that additional experience, will be atjle far better
than it is at present to estimate at their real value the reforms which I have submitted to you as being fundamental
and Congress can then determine whether those reforms are
so important as to make it desirable to adopt some other
method of railroad ownership and control than that of such
a great number of different private companies as has been
the case in the past.

Valuation
must be remembered also that Congress has thought it
important to provide for a valuation of railroad property and
It

this valuation

has been in progress for several years

as

to

I

railroad

overcapitalization.

The

question

therefore

whether Congress can satisfactorily deal with this
matter in advance of the completion of the valuation which
it has already prescribed, and whether Congress will wish to
attempt a final solution of it before it can have the benefit
of the valuation for which it has already appropriated such
large amounts and to which it has attached so much importance.
It is not possible, as I view the complexities of
the problem, to effect any marked change in the form of railroad control that is not based upon a completed valuation of
arises

their properties.

Public Information

Constructing

at large

assume that it will be completed in the next two or
There is widespread conviction that no perthree years.
manent solution whatever of the railroad problem can be
made which does not put at rest the present insistent claims

cost.

tically at a standstill.
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New Warehouses

in

France

:

Executives Plan for the Future of Railways
Government Regulation of Privately Operated Roads With
Responsibility and Authority Vested in Federal Agencies
FOLLOWING PRINCIPLES,
THEporated
plan providing

3. The Interstate Commerce Commission, which has heretofore been the sole federal agency provided by law to deal

which should be incorgovernment regulation
of railroads engaged in interstate commerce, were tenin a

for

tatively agreed to at conferences of the standing

with such matters should be relieved from its executive and
administrative duties, except as to federal valuation and as
to accounting, and should act as a quasi-judicial body
clothed with authority to pass upon all questions concerning
the reasonableness and adequacy of rates and concerning
discriminations coming before it on complaint of any party

committee of

Association of Railway Executives, at the Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel, Philadelphia, December 11-15, 1918, and were presented to the Senate committee at Washington on

Thursday

of this week.

The fundamental and

essential purpose to be accomplished
furnish the public with safe, efficient and adequate
transportation at the lowest cost consistent with such service,
and with due regard to the just interests of the owners and
employees, and also adequate to the nation's needs even in
times of great national emergency or peril.
It should be realized that the commerce to be provided for,
whether in peace or war, is not essentially, or in large part,
is

interested, or referred to

to

A

but

interstate

is

and

in

as hereinafter provided.

4.
A department of transportation should be created, the
head of which should be known as the secretary of trans-

He should be a member of the President's
cabinet and should be vested with the following powers and
duties
portation.

(a)
To carefully observe the transportation needs and
transportation facilities of the country, and, by suggestion
and co-operation with the carriers, and, by recommendations
from time to time to the Interstate Commerce Commission in
respect to the necessity for rates and revenues adequate to

most important and controlling aspect
Manifestly any system which is
adopted should be adequate to deal with and supply local
needs as well as to meet the larger purposes referred to, and
consequently it is necessary to consider whether instrumentalities of commerce whose principal functions and importance
are interstate and continental should in matters affecting
their capacity to serve on equal terms the entire public, be
subjected to many local authorities or to an authority reprelocal,

it

Secretary of Transportation

its

continental.

provide and maintain the proper service and to create the
credit required to meet the needs of the public for facilities,
while at the same time protecting the just interests of employees, of owners, of shippers, and of the traveling public,
to endeavor to insure the provision of adequate transporta-

senting all localities.
The interests of the whole people demand, that, in any
plan or policy which is adopted, provision shall be made:
(a) For adequate service and facilities to meet not only

tion facilities for the real transportation needs of each situation.

He

should be charged with the responsibility of recom-

mending from time to time to the President such measures
and policies as in his opinion would promote the interests
of the public and the adequacy of the transportation service;

the present requirements, but the growing and expanding
needs of our population and of our domestic and foreign
commerce.

For new and additional construction when justified
by public convenience and necessity and for the elimination
and prevention of waste in unnecessary and injudicious

(b) If he find that a carrier is at any time so congested
or otherwise unable to properly handle its traffic, he should
have power to distribute such traffic over other lines and
routes on such terms as between the several carriers as he

construction.

may

(b)

find to be just and reasonable under the circumstances,
subject in respect to such terms to appeal to the Interstate

For the proper co-ordination of the carriers' lines,
facilities and organizations and for the consolidation thereof
under proper limitations whenever necessary in the public
interest to meet and provide for the reasonable demands of
our domestic and foreign commerce.
(d) For the prompt and orderly co-ordination of the lines,
facilities and organizations of all carriers into a unified and
continental system whenever required in the public interest,
because of extraordinary national emergency or peril.
(e) For a rate structure which will provide sufficient revenues and create sufficient credit for these purposes.
(c)

Principles

To

Recommended

should be adopted:
Private ownership, management and operation of the
1.
American railways should, as a matter of national policy,
be continued.
2.

this end, the following principles

The power

interstate

them,

of

regulation of the instrumentalities of

commerce, as to

all

things substantially affecting

and

should be
government; but
these national functions should be administered through governmental machinery or agencies responsive to the needs of
and convenient to the people of the several states to the extent
and the manner hereinafter suggested.
State commissions
should not be interfered with by the federal act except so far
as necessary to carry out the purposes herein mentioned.
including

all

rates,

state

interstate,

exclusively in the hands of the national

Commerce Commission;
If he find it to be practicable and in the public inhe should have power, in the event of the failure of
the interested carriers to agree, to require the use of the terminals of any carrier by another or other carriers on such
terms as he may fix as reasonable and just, subject to the
right of appeal of any interested carrier to the Interstate
(c)

terest,

Commerce Commission;
(d)
In cases of serious national emergency, he should
have power to direct that, during the continuance of such
emergency, the carriers should co-ordinate their facilities and
operations and operate their properties as a unified national
system on such terms as he may find to be just and reasonable in the public interest. Proper provision should be made

compensation

to any carrier injured thereby.
necessary in order to provide adequately
for the movement of traffic, he should have power to require
any carrier to distribute its cars to other lines on such terms
as he may deem just, subject as to such terms to an appeal
to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
(f)
He should have power to require any carrier to distribute its cars among its patrons in accordance with their
needs and the public interest in the same manner and to the
same extent as the Interstate Commerce Commission is
now by law authorized to do.
No new or branch lines of railroad or large and ex5.
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for just
(e)

If he find

it
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termiiuils sliould be constructi'd unless a certil'icatc

j)fii.sivi'

of public con veil ifiuo and necessity
tlie secretary of tran-sportation.
t).

'I'he

is

first

obtained from

executive and administrative functions of

terstate C'oninurcc

Commission,

tiie

In-

accounting and
properties, should be

excej)t as to

as to federal valuation of railroad
transferred to the secretary of transportation.
'I'he carriers .shoukl have the power to initiate rates,
7.
schedules of which should Ijc hleil with the Interstate Commerce Commission, with the secretary of transportation and

with the state commissions of the states in which the rates
are applicable and through which the carrier operates; and,
if not suspended as hereinafter provided, such rates should
become effective 30 days after the same have l)een so filed,
unless a shorter period is in special cases authorized by the
secretary of transportation.
It should be made the duty of the secretary of transj)ortation promptly to consider the new rates so brought to his

and he shall either:
Approve the same, giving his reasons

attention,

(a)

for such ap-

proval, or,

(b) Permit the rates to go into effect without his specific
approval or disapproval, or
(c) Disapprove the same, giving his reasons therefor.
In case he disapproves any rate or fails specifically to
approve or disapprove it, he may suspend it for a period not

exceeding 60 days and refer the same to the Interstate Commerce Commission for consideration and determination.

should provide the rule of raterates be not only what has
been called reasonable, but adequate and sufficient to enable
the carriers to provide safe, adequate and sufficient service,
capital
to protect existing investment and to attract the new
necessary in the public interest, and, to that end, the statute
should, among other things, specifically provide that the
8.

The

statute

itself

making, and should require that

must properly reflect the cost of wages and all
other expenses incident to the furnishing of transportation.
Rates, whether approved or disapproved by the secre9.
tary of transportation, may by complaint be brought before
the Interstate Commerce Commission for consideration,
level of rates

which should have power to pass upon the reasonableness
and adequacy thereof, subject to the statutory rule in regard
respect
to rate-making, and, in any proceedings before it in
any
to rates, the commission should give due consideration to
recommendations in respect thereto made to it by the secreRates approved by the secretary of
tary of transportation.
transportation should be presumed to be reasonable and
proper until found otherwise by the commission.
In any proceedings before it in respect to rates the
10.
Interstate Commerce Commission should have the power to
prescribe minimum as well as maximum rates and to determine the relation of rates and differentials whenever necessary or appropriate to establish or maintain a rate structure
or a relation or differential found by it to be just and proper.
The statute should provide that existing rates, put
11.
into effect by the director general of railroads should be continued in effect until changed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission as provided by law, or as provided in paragraph
7 hereof.

carrier should be given the right to complain of
rates of another carrier in the same manner and to the same
extent as a shipper.
13. The Interstate Commerce Commission, in order that
12.

Any

within its jurisdiction may be dealt with more
promptly and satisfactorily and with a fuller appreciation
of all the circumstances and local conditions, should be directed to divide the United States into such number of regions
as it may deem wise, and certify the number of regions and
their boundaries to the President, who should appoint for
each region a regional commission, which should be a board
of primary jurisdiction, consisting of one member for each
matters
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of the states embraced therein.
The regional commissions
should have authority to hear and determine all complaints
in respect of matters within the jurisdiction of the Intcr.state Commerce Commission arising in their respective regions and to make rei)orts thereon to the Interstate Commerce

Commission, such re])()rts during a fixed perirxl to be sut^ject
any of the parties, as in the case of reports
If no exception is filed within the
by masters in chancery.
time limit and it is not otherwise ordered by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, the orders and findings of the regional commissions should automatically go into effect.
If
to exceptions by

there are exceptions, or the Interstate Commerce Commission
considers the issues involved of sufficient importance to so
order, a hearing should lie had before it on such exceptions,

or on the matters made subject to reconsideration by order
of the commission, and the order of the commission should
have the same effect as now provided l)y law in respect to its
orders.
14. Express rates should l;e dealt with in the same manner
Contracts between express companies and
as freight rates.
railroad companies for division of express earnings should
not become effective until approved by the secretary of transportation.
15.

Section ten of the Clayton act should be so modified

to hamper the proper transaction of business.
Existing laws should be so far modified as to authorize
upon approval by the .secretary of transportation as being in
the public interest:
(a) Acquisition by a carrier engaged in interstate commerce of the properties, stocks or securities of another or
other carriers; or consolidations and mergers of such car-

as not

unduly

16.

riers;

(b)
Agreements between carriers engaged in interstate
commerce in respect to rates and practices;
(c)
The pooling of cars and other transportation facilities;

(d)
The division of earnings in connection
elimination of unnecessary train service.

with

the

such agreements and arrangements should be filed
with the Interstate Commerce Commission and with the commissions of the several states whose traffic is affected as well
as with the secretary of transportation and be open to public
All

inspection.
17.

Continuity and regularity of transportation are ab-

Both the capital invested
and the labor employed in transportation are therefore engaged in a business vitally affecting the public interest, and
by engaging therein assume the implied obligation not unreasonably to impair or interrupt the movement of trains.
Questions of wages and working conditions affecting individual railroads should be settled, if possible, by officers
A
of the railroads and representatives of the employees.
board should be constituted, under the secretary of transportation, on v\?hich the employees, the employers, and the
public, should have equal representation, with the duty and
authority to investigate and report to the secretary of transportation on the merits of any controversy, which the parties
solutely essential to the public.

are unable to adjust, arising in the railroad or other transportation service, either in regard to wages or in regard to
conditions of service; and, pending such investigation and
report and for a reasonable time thereafter, there should be
no lockout by the carriers and no concerted action on the
part of the employees which would have the effect of interfering with or interrupting the orderly movement of the

United States mail or interstate or foreign commerce. The
scale of wages and the expense incident to any change in
the conditions of service recommended in the report of such
board, if put into effect, should be accepted and recognized
in the making of rates, as a legitimate expense of transportation.

January
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18.
Provision should be made for the funding by the
United States of indebtedness of carriers to it growing out

of federal control.

There should be in the federal government the expower to supervise and authorize the
issue of securities by railroad carriers engaged in interstate
or foreign commerce or by holding companies controlling any
19.

clusive governmental

such carrier.
20. A system of federal incorporation should be adopted
into which should be brought all railroad corporations engaged in interstate or foreign commerce. Such system should
It should preserve to corbe compulsory and not elective.
porations reincorporating under it, not only all of their contract rights and other assets of all sorts, but also (except as
to any feature contrary to an Act of Congress) their existing
charter powers, and they should also possess the general
powers conferred upon all corporations organized under the
federal Act. The system of incorporation should provide a
means of consolidation and merger for existing corporations
engaged in interstate or foreign commerce, with the necessary power of condemnation provided the secretary of transportation finds that such consolidation or merger is not
contrary to the public interest and approves the same.
;

I.
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The committee of the Association of Executives consists of:
Thomas DeWitt Cuyler, chairman; S. T. Bledsoe, general
counsel, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; W. R. Cole, president, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis; A. J. Earling,
chairman, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; Howard Elliott,
jiresident. Northern Pacific; S. M. Felton, president, Chicago Great Western A. H. Harris, vice-president, New York
Central; Charles Hayden, president, Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific; E. M. Hyzer, vice-president, Chicago & North
Western; L. E. Johnson, president, Norfolk & Western;
Howard G. Kelley, president, Detroit, Grand Haven &
Milwaukee, Grand Trunk Western, and Atlantic & St. Lawrence; Julius Kruttschnitt, president. Southern Pacific; E. E.
Loomis, president, Lehigh Valley; L. F. Loree, president,
Delaware & Hudson; Wm. Church Osborn, president, Texas
& Pacific; Chas. A. Peabody, president, Illinois Central;
Samuel Rea, president, Pennsylvania; Bird M. Robinson,
president, American Short Line Railroad Association; W. L.
Ross, receiver, Toledo, St. Louis & Western; Henry Ruhlender, president and chairman, St. Louis-San Francisco; Frank
Trumbull, president, Chesapeake & Ohio; F. D. Underwood,
president, Erie; H. Walters, chairman, Atlantic Coast Line;
and Daniel Willard, president, Baltimore & Ohio.
;

opposes Government Railroad

C. C.

peration

For Return of Properties to Private Management After
Reasonable Period of Readjustment or Preparation
EXPRESSING THE

CONVICTION that with the adoption of
appropriate provisions and safeguards for regulation
under private ownership it would not be wise or best
at this time to assume government ownership or operation of
the railways of the country, the Interstate Commerce Commission, in a statement presented before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on January 7 by Commissioner
E. E. Clark, went on record as favoring a return of the railroads to private management after a reasonable period of

readjustment or preparation and after reasonable notice of
the date.

The commission

also outlined

its

recommendations

for legislation to provide a broadened, extended
fied

governmental

regulation,

without which,

go with such regulation should be ac-

mined upon the fundamental aim or purpose should be to
secure transportation systems that would be adequate for
the nation's needs even in time of national stress or peril and
that will furnish to the public safe, adequate and efficient
transportation at the lowest cost consistent with that service,
to that end there should be provision for the following:

Fundamentals

of a

Proper Transportation Policy

and ampliit

declared,

no plan of private ownership .should be considered.
Commissioner Clark also read a dissenting statement by
Commissioner Woolley favoring the extension of the period
of federal control as recommended by Director General
McAdoo.
Commissioner Clark's statement, which was adopted by the
Commi.ssion in conference on December 21, follows:

Broad Policy Needed
It is unnecessary to dilate upon the vital importance of
transportation to the country, its commerce and industries,
or to picture the immensities of the transportation business
and of the plant which it employs. The questions now pre-

sented should be considered in a spirit as big and broad as
are the interests to be affected thereby.
The legislation to
be enacted in answer to those questions should be leased upon
a policy as broad as the territory to which it applies and the

law

responsibilities that

cepted in full by the government.
In our last annual report we said, with regard to the future of the railroads, that whatever line of policy is detei-

in which our governmental policy is announced should
be as big as the business to which it relates. Governmental
regulation of corporations engaged as common carriers
should reach the corporate activities wherever those activities
may lawfully go in serving the public as interstate carriers.
The responsibilities of operation under governmental regulation must be accepted by the carrier corporations and the

The prompt

merger, without friction, of all the carriers' lines, facilities and organizations into a continental
The
and unified system in time of stress or emergency.
thought underlying this is that, in the light of recent experiences, the President should be by law authorized in time
1.

of national stress or peril to

assume possession, control and

operation of the transportation systems of the country to such
extent as may be necessary to serve and protect the general
public safety and welfare.
Such action was found to be essential about one year ago.
It is hoped that such an emergency will not again arise, but it seems wise to provide for
it if it should come, and that all cavil and controversy as
to the

lawful power to act should be, by statute,

The Franco-Prussian war

set at rest.

government to provide by law in 1871 a plan for taking over for governmental
needs the railroads of Great Britain. It did not need or use
that power until in connection with the World War which
began in 1914. The further thought is that there may possibly arise a national stress or emergency, not the direct outgrowth of a war in which we are engaged, which would warrant and justify the exercise of such a power.
If the power
is provided by law it does not necessarily follow that it will
he used, and it must be presumed that no President would
it except upon appropriate or proper occasion.
Merger within proper limits of the carriers' lines and

exercise
2.

led the British
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facilities

in .such jiart

sary in the (general

and

to such extent as

i)ul)lic interest

may

he neces-

to meet the rcasonal)le de-

The thought
of our domestic and foreign commerce.
underlyinn tliis is that it miu;ht l)ecomc necessary or l)e found
desirable in the general pulilic interest to pennit, encourage
or require carriers within limits as to extent, territory and
time to merge their lines and facilities or the operation thereof.
'l"ho exerci.se of such a power would necessarily be an
administrative function.
Limitation of railway construction to the necessities
3.
and convenience of the government and of the public and
mands

as.suring construction to the point of these limitations.

thought untlerlying the

first

part of this suggestion

is

The

that in

some

instances, for speculative or competitive reasons, railroads have been built in excess of the reasonal^le demand

and

in excess of the necessities of the territory built into, as
railroad once
well as of its reasonably pro.spective traffic.
built ordinarily must be operated and permitted to earn a

A

The public should not be burdened with the maintenance of two or more railroads when one would substanIn this connection
tially answer every legitimate purpose.
it would be desirable that in the exercise of its powers the
Congress should say that no railroad shall be constructed or
extended that is to engage or is engaged in interstate commerce unless, in addition to required authority from the
state, a certificate of public convenience and necessity is seThe thought underlying the
cured from federal authority.
second part of this suggestion is that a railroad having been
permitted, by public franchise and the powers that go with
it, to build into a given territory, it should be required to
properly serve and develop that territory. And in developed
territory it is important to provide for the extension of short
branch or spur lines or spur tracks to communities and industries that should be served and that can furnish sufficient
traffic to justify such extension.
In some of the states the state officers are authorized to
require such extensions, but in such cases they are necessarily
primarily concerned with, if not confined to, a consideration
of state traffic.
Some of the states have not vested such auOrdinarily such extensions
thority in any state official.
would be desired for the purpose of facilitating or making
possible the transportation of interstate traffic.
The desirability of uniformity is obvious.
The exercise of federal
authority should not depend upon whether or not the state
has acted and should not be different as to the state that has
legislated on the subject and the state that has not so legisIt therefore seems desirable that the Congress should
lated.
exercise its jurisdiction in this regard in a plenary way and
that where such extensions are desired in connection with the
movement of presently existing or prospective interstate
traffic and the carrier is unwilling to construct them, it may,
upon proper showing and after full hearing, be required to
do so by the federal tribunal.
living.

4.
Development and encouragement of inland waterways
and co-ordination of rail and water transportation systems.
This means the co-ordination of rail and water transportation systems by establishment and maintenance of through
routes between rail and water carriers and reasonable joint
rates applicable thereto, divided upon reasonable bases,
whenever and wherever such through routes will facilitate or
economize in the movement of traffic and serve a real public

interest.
The law now prohibits a rail carrier from increasing a rate which has been reduced to meet water competition
unless some justification for the increase can be shown other
than the elimination of water competition. Where there is
legitimate water competition and legitimate reason or occasion therefor, neither the railroads nor the water carriers
should be permitted to reduce their competitive rates below
a reasonable compensatory level for the purpose of stifling

the competition.

Rates that are on a level lower than

is
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reasonably compensatory arc not a public benefit.
cover

all

are inevitable.

If

it

has

otiier traffic

it

is

I'ndeavor from that other traffic to recoup

If

certain that
its

they

and destruction

the traffic the carrier's bankruptcy

losses

it

will

under the

rates.
A well-directed and proper coordination of rail and water transportation systems will of
itself be an encouragement to the development of inland

non-compensatory

waterways.
We suggested five plans which we thought doubtless would
be proposed for adoption as our future governmental jjolicy
and said that additional plans and modifications or combinations of those mentioned might be listed.

Government Ownership
Much can be said on either
tages and

of Operation

Not Wise

side as to the relative advan-

disadvantages which accrue from or necessarily

attend either government ownership and operation or private
ownership and operation. It seems oljvious that no plan of

ownership sliould be considered unless it be under a
broadened, extended and amplified governmental regulation.
Considering and weighing as best we can all of the argu-

[irivate

ments for and against the different plans, we are led to the
conviction that with the adoption of appropriate provisions
and safeguards for regulation under private ownership it
would not be wise or best at the present time to assume government ownership or operation of the railways of the
country.

The law provides that federal control shall not continue
beyond 21 months after the promulgation of a treaty of
peace.

The wisdom

of thus providing a reasonable period

after the passing of the imperative necessities of our govern-

ment

in actual prosecution of warfare, within

which

to re-

make

preparations for readjustment of traffic conditions and to round out or prepare financial arrangements,
Carriers' properties formerly
is hardly open to question.
composing a system are now under the jurisdiction of two or
more regional directors or federal managers, the current of
traffic has in some instances been materially changed, and
Comparatively few contracts
financial complications exist.
for compensation have been perfected between the transportation companies and the government.
Our expression in favor of return to private ownership and operation is therefore
not to be understood as favoring a return of the properties
in a precipitate way.
A reasonable period of readjustment
or preparation should be afforded and reasonable notice
should be given that upon a given date the properties will
be restored to their owners.
The experiences under federal control have still further
demonstrated, as had previously been shown in proceedings
before and reports of the commission, that there is necessarily a direct relationship between the wages paid to railroad employees and the rates which the carrier companies
must and may charge. The largest item of expense in operaManifestly, from a sotion of a railroad is that of wages.
cial standpoint as well as from the standpoint of the nature
of the employment, and because of the great importance to
the public as well as to the railroads of loyal and devoted
service on part of the employees, unaffected by excitement
of wage controversies, and of uninterrupted operation of the
carrier properties, the railroad employees should be adequately compensated.
For the same reasons every reasonable provision should be made to insure proper compensation
for the employees, a minimum of friction over questions of
compensation or hours or conditions of service, and avoidadjust or

ance of interruption to the operation of the properties.

Suggestions for Legislation
In the event, therefore, of a continuance of the policy of
private ownership and operation under governmental regulation, we think that the following matters, mentioned in our
annual report, require legislative consideration, in connection

:

:
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with which the following suggestions should be carefully
weighed
1.

Revision of limitations upon united or co-operative

by rail and by water. Under
the policy heretofore followed by our goverimaent all efforts
to restrict the full play of competition between carriers have
Obviously competition
been frowmed upon or prohibited.
between carriers that is wasteful or uimecessarily expensive
Elimination of
lays an added burden upon the rate-payers.
wasteful or unduly expensive competition in rates or service
is desirable and under the exercise by the government of its
power to regulate the service and the rates which the carriers
may charge and to require an abatement of all unjustly
discriminatory, unduly prejudicial or unduly preferential
charges, regulations or practices, carriers might well be permitted and encouraged to co-ordinate their activities and
merge or consolidate their lines to such an extent as is, after
thorough investigation and full hearing, sanctioned by the
The rates should not be higher than the
regulating body.
shipper may reasonably be required to pay and should not be
lower than the carrier may reasonably be required to accept.
The regulating tribunal should have authority to prescribe
not only the maximum which the carrier may charge, but also
the minimum.
This power would restrain an individual
carrier from furthering its own ends at the expense of others
by unwise and unwarranted upsetting of reasonable rate
adjustments. If the rates and charges are by regulation confined within the reasonably narrow limits between the maximum and minimum reasonable charges, no public interest can
be injured by the carriers all maintaining charges within
If, without unduly lowering or restricting the
those limits.
standard of service, economy in maintenance and operation
can be secured by co-operative agreement or consolidation,
under governmental supervision and approval, of two or more
lines, the public is not injured, while the sum available for
improvements and betterments of the carrier properties is
augmented.
activities

among common

carriers

Emancipation of railway operation from financial
dictation.
It would serve no good purpose to recite the many
instances in comparatively recent years in which, through
financial deals for which it is difficult to find any word of
excuse, railroad properties have been bankrupted or saddled
with almost overwhelming burdens of indebtedness, which
have not increased the amount or value of property devoted
to the public service, have not improved the service rendered,
and have on the whole had the effect of increasing the charges
for service.
There should be some way by which under the
law these things could be prevented, or, if not prevented, by
which the perpetrators could be required to adequately answer
for their acts. A transportation line operating by virtue of a
public grant, and upon which the industrial, commercial and
social life of communities depends, should not be a football
of speculation.
The records in investigations made and reported upon by us in cases of financial wrecking of railroad
companies suggest the advisability of extending the terms of
2.

the Clayton act with reference to common or interlocking
directors so as to render them applicable to common carrier
corporations, even

when they

tion of these questions

and a

are not competitors.

Considera-

corrective for the abuses referred

to lead to

Regulation of issues of securities.
The advisability,
and propriety of public or governmental regulation of the issuance of securities by public service corporations is conceded generally by thinking and fair-minded men.
A proper federal regulation of the issuance of securities by the
corporations engaged in interstate transportation and supervision of the application of the proceeds therefrom would go
far toward preventing the abuses referred to above. The commission is on record for several years past as favoring such
3.

desirability

supervision

and regulation of the issuance of

securities.

135

Establishment of a relationship between federal and
which will eliminate the twilight zone of juris-

4.

state authority

and under which a harmonious rate structure and
adequate service can be secured, state and interstate. If the
government is to assume, as it should, all of the responsibilities that properly go with an amplified and broadened
exercise of its regulatory powers and the regulation is to be
adequate, the regulating body must have authority and powers
which it has not heretofore had over questions of service and
physical operation of the carriers. In this way only can an
adequate service be secured and kept in harmony with a
reasonable level of rates.
The conflict of jurisdiction as
between the federal government and the states could probably
be resolved through harmonious co-operation if the federal
tribunal could be authorized to co-operate with state authorities by utilizing their services in appropriate instances and to
an appropriate extent.
diction

Restrictions governing the treatment of competitive as

5.

compared with non-competitive traffic. This subject is necessarily linked with what has been said relative to revision of
limitations upon united or co-operative activities among common carriers by rail or by water. If those limitations are
appropriately broad there would seem to be no occasion for
different charges, terminal or otherwise, as between so-called
competitive and so-called non-competitive traffic, or for many
of the old annoying and expensive restrictions surrounding
milling and other services in transit.
6.
The most efficient utilization of equipment and provision for distributing the burden of furnishing equipment on
an equitable basis among the respective carriers.
Under

broad revision of limitations upon co-operative activities
carriers they could form equipment pools which would

among
add

efficiency in the standardization of construction

the utilization of equipment.

Under

and in

the extension of authority

to the regulating tribunal to require adequate service, carriers

that are disposed to shirk their duty could be required to

provide themselves with the equipment necessary to the furnishing of an adequate service.

A

more liberal use of terminal facilities in the interest
movement of commerce. Here again a broad revision of the limitations upon co-operative activities among the
carriers would naturally bring a more liberal use of the existing terminal facilities and would undoubtedly bring about
agreements between competing carriers under which existing
terminal facilities would be opened to traffic which (is now
and) heretofore has been excluded. If the regulating body
is empowered to require adequate service, it could require
7.

of proper

the enlargement of terminals, if that action were necessary
in the public interest, and could require that terminals be

opened to

traffic in

the interests of the

so far as

is

commerce

reasonably and properly in

of the locality.

Where

this

power was exercised the regulating tribunal would, as a matter
of course, determine the reasonable compensation to be paid
owning carrier for use of its property by the carriers

to the

or traffic so using that property.

Limitations within which common carrier facilities and
may be furnished by shippers or receivers of freight.
The carrier may provide facilities by ownership, lease or hire.
If they are leased or hired on reasonable terms from those
who are not shippers or receivers of freight, no public interest
If the regulating body has
is affected by the arrangement.
power to require an adequate service it could determine what
constitute proper facilities and the extent to which and the
instances in which they shall be provided by the carrier.
If
the regulating body has power to require the most efficient
utilization of equipment, it can determine the instances in
which and the extent to which special equipment or facilities
may properly be demanded of the carriers.
Transportation service and adequate service are demanded
by the welfare, the industry, the commerce and the social life
8.

services

:
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t)f

wlioli'

tlu'

i)i'()|ili'.

inipoitaiU than

Soiurini; that

the ciuestioii

is

oi'

at a slifjlitly iiigher or a slij;luly

of .service

cla.s.s

whetlier

lower diarf^e.

is

more

rurnislicd

sluiil l)e

it

An

adecjuate

from adecjuate revenues and
as a result of ade(|uate e.xpenditures for maintenance, improvement and expansion. Private capital cannot lie induced
service cannot be provided

to invest

in

railroad

e.xcej)!

securities unless

it

can he reasonai>ly

assured of the security of the investment and an ai)propriate
return tiiereon.

transportation

It

necessarily follows that the jjatrons of the

companies must pay

rates

that

will

yield

revenues sufficient to justify rendering the quantity and
The charges should not jje
character of service demanded.
higher than those that will \ield proper compensation for the
service performed and appropriate return ujion the property
devoted to the public use.

If

through enlightened, broadened
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in each instance would safeguard the
Chairman
purchasers of their securities.
Daniels and 1 are practically in accord on this point.
I believe the period of federal control should be extended,
as recommended by Director General McAdoo, for a numljer

penentage prescribed
interests

of

the

some of which are:
With the government Ijorrowing more than $20,000,000,000 in a i)eriod of two years and with railroad securities,

of reasons,
(

1

)

largely speaking, depressed or in a measure discredited, I fail
to see where the money is coming from to insure to the United
States

an

and

efficient

articulate

growing transjxjrtation

system, vitally necessary in the great period of reconstruction
just beginning, if the roads are to be returned to their owners
In spite of the clamor from several (|uarters
for ojjcration.
against further federal control, the fact remains that following

and wise regulation that proper balance ijetween revenues, on
the one hand, and returns to capital and cxjienditures in
operation, maintenance and improvement, on the other hand,

the statement of the director general that the roads may be
given inick at an early date if the period of federal control

can be established, the public will be well served at reasonable
charges, the emplo\ees of the transportation companies will be
adequately compensated for their work, and the shippers and
receivers w'ill secure, at reasonable rates, an adequate service.
It would seem to follow necessarily that the securities of the

of

corporations would become stabilized and that when it becomes necessary to issue additional securities under governmental supervision, capital seeking investment would readily

respond to the

call.

Commissioner Woolley's Dissenting Statement
Commissioner Woolley said:
If the railroads under federal control are

to be turned back
subscribe to the memorandum subcolleagues, except wherein it says, "considering

to their owners, then

mitted

l)y

my

I

as best we can all of the arguments for and
against different plans, we are led to the conviction that with
the adoption of appropriate provisions and safeguards foi
regulation under private ownership, it would not be wise or
best at this time to assume government ownership or operation of the railways of the country," with the following two

and weighing

additional recommendations
With power to supervise the issuance of railroad
( 1 )
securities, to prescribe service regulations and to fix the minias well as the maximum transportation rates vested in

mum

Commerce Commission,

the commission should
which carriers and employees,
organized and unorganized, would appeal for adjustment of
any differences arising between them; also, it should have
authority to investigate from time to time the living conditions
of railroad workers, to insure regularity of employment and

the Interstate

also be

made

the tribunal to

minimum

Congress should require the carriers,
possibly by amending section 10 of the Clayton anti-trust act,
to make all purchases of materials, supplies, etc., through
competitive bids in the open market, and their correspondence
and other documents bearing on transactions of this nature
should be subject to inspection by representatives of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
This body would then be in a
position to act on full infonnation in prescribing reasonable
rates, in seeing that there is a fair return on capital invested
to fix a

wage.

would know that
its rights were being protected even in cases where its demands might not be approved by the commission. If some
such plan is not adopted by Congress, clerks and unorganized
labor generally, having no effective means of protecting their
rights, will inevitably be the first to suffer upon the least

and

in adjusting labor disputes; labor itself

shrinkage of income after return of the roads to private
control.

The carriers should be required to set aside fixed
(2)
portions of their gross annual incomes for depreciation, the
percentage to be determined in each case by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. This would insure uniformity of
method in caring for the properties, and publication of the

is

not lengthened there came shrinkages in market quotations
many railroad stocks, in some instances as much as 20

per cent.
(2)

Some

of our great railroad systems have credit suffi-

cient to raise in the

open market the new money which will

necessarily be required from time to time for the development
For instance, the Pennsylvania, the Burof their properties.

lington or the Santa
notes, but I think

it

Fe may

find

it

possible to float bonds or

will not be seriously contended that a

majority of the railroads now under federal control could do
likewise.
Especially would they find it difficult if so-called
"banker management" should be definitely removed, as is in
It is
effect recommended by a majority of the commission.
hardly possible that our great financial houses would under
the circumstances be willing or able longer to market large
issues of railroad stocks in order to secure additional funds.
A real danger spot is the so-called "weak sisters."
(i)
That many not already bankrupt might be thrown into the
hands of receivers almost immediately upon return to private
control is hardly debatable; that most of them are indispensable links in our national transportation system and
should be improved and developed is generally admitted.
The government is the only possible source of financial help
for this class of roads.

Our public utilities with approximately $260,000,000
(4)
of bonds maturing in the next six months have been under
If the financial waters should
a heavy strain for some time.
be seriously disturbed through the forcing of the weak members of the present federal control group into bankruptcy,
many of these utilities would find it difficult to weather the
storm.

Probably for the first time in our history, all classes
(5)
of railroad labor have received under federal control at least
reasonable compensation. The rights of union and non-union
workers have been alike considered, with the result that ample
living wages have been granted. These workers demand that
Certain
the recent increases be not withdrawn or reduced.
adjustments with a view to establishing proper relationships
of wages for given classes of employment may be necessary,
l)Ut, generally speaking, I think the workers in so demanding

have a strong

case.

Though the present freight rate structure is undoubt(6)
edly the best that could have been devised under competitive
conditions and the act to regulate commerce, long and ably
administered by the Interstate Commerce Commission, I am
firmly of the opinion that there is urgent need of a new
system of rate making, and I see no hope of its being achieved
except under federal control or with the government owning
the railroads. The so-called rate blankets, grouping of communities, basing points, etc., outgrowth of competitive conditions, in my humble opinion make for favoritism and are
highly uneconomic.
In a word, the freight rate has been
frequently used as a sort of protective tariff by means of
which favored cities or communities have prospered at the

January

10,
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expense of others. The freight rate should be made, under
proper classification, on the basis of a terminal charge plus
straight mileage.
We are coming to it some day, because it
is the only just and logical plan, and I think the sooner it is
perfected and adopted the better.
I am aware that our year's trial of federal control
(7)
has not been an unqualified success; but to my mind the good
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accomplished far outweighs the shortcomings and

is

a promise

of better things for the future.

The

(8)

proposal to return the railroads to private con-

though widely discussed by railroad men, financiers and
shippers, has not yet, so far as I am aware, been productive
of any concrete plan which would carry the undertaking

trol,

safely over the breakers obviously ahead.

Should Government Operation Affect Signaling?
Some

Improvements Which Might
Be Accomplished by Unified Control

of the Opportunities for

By

A. G. Shaver

Consulting Signal and Electrical Engineer, Chicago

TS THE UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION going
to do anything which will affect railway signaling,
I
and, if so, what can and what should it do?" This is
a question which is frequently asked.
With regard to the
4 4

part of this question, it is well known that the general
increase in wages ordered by the director general of rail-

first

roads applies to some meml^ers of the signal department as
well as to other railwa}- employees, but there is not yet in
evidence any other act of the Railroad Administration which
appears to change in particular the status of railway signaling from what it was before the government took over the
railroads.
It will be the purpose of this article to discuss
some of the things which can and should be done.

Automatic Train Control

No

one thing in the interest of safe train operation has
received more attention in this country than has the problem
The Interstate Commerce Comof automatic train control.
mission has made it the subject of investigation, and for
}-ears has persistently made recommendations concerning it
Inventors and promoters of
in annual reports to Congress.
such devices, and there have been plenty of them, have
struggled along with little encouragement from the railroads,
spending their time and money and developing very creditThey have hoped either that
able apparatus in some cases.
the federal government would make the use of automatic
train control compulsory or that the railroads would eventu-

own initiative, take up the proposition and make
much as has been done in the case of automatic
block signaling. But such a millennium has not yet dawned

ally, of their

installations,

and the promoter, and the newspapers are
able from time to time to come out with big headlines
telling of bad train accidents which possibly could have been
for the inventor
still

avoided had there been in use at the time some adequate
system of automatic train control.
With the railroads under federal supervision, the time has
arrived when this problem should be worked out.
It can
be solved under the U. S. Railroad Administration to better
advantage than it can by an individual or by any one railroad, or by even several railroads working together.
Now
that the

war

is

over and resources, talent and all sorts of rail-

road operating conditions are available, this matter should
not be further delayed.

Signal Standards
Splendid work has been done by the Railway Signal Association in the preparation of specifications and standards pertaining to railroad signaling, and these should be
made effective on all railroads in so far as possible. These
specifications and standards have been prepared usually with

the view that the greatest possible latitude would Ije allowed
inventors and manufacturers so that competition and progress

should not be stifled, and further that no section of the country should be handicapped by having to use methods and
devices not suitable to local conditions and requirements of
railway operation.
Excepting to compel their use, it is
doubtful if the Railroad Administration should take any
action on specifications and standards for appliances other
than through the Railway Signal Association, working with
much the same oljjects in view as heretofore.
It has always been customary for each railroad to arrange

own

While practices and
same in a general way for all
railroads, yet in some cases they have been quite different in
important essentials. There seems no good reason why signal
indications and rules should not be uniformly the same for
all railroads, due allowance being made for special situations
and conditions.
its

practices, rules, standards, etc.

rules have usually been the

Signal Department Organizations
Signal department organizations are much alike in that
the head of the department usually has the title of signal
engineer, the chief division officer is the signal supervisor
and the man in charge of the maintenance work on a speciIn other respects
fied section is the signal maintainer.
signal organizations may, and in some cases do, vary considerably.
Under federal control it should be possible to
rearrange and change the present organizations, as necessary,

and economy may be the result.
Railway signal engineers as a rule are competent. Possiljly they are competent, in the positions which they hold, to
a greater degree than is the case with any other class of
that greater efficiency

railway officers.
Some have been unable to manage their
departments to advantage l^iecause of the lack of authority
and the various restrictions surrounding their office. As a
rule the signal engineer reports to the chief engineer.
This
There is no real logical
seems to be a matter of custom.
reason why this should be, since civil engineering and signal
engineering are two distinct sciences, bearing little relation
to each other, and it is also true that signaling on the railroads is largely an operating matter. The chief engineer is
generally not skilled in either railway operation or railway
signaling, and the duties pertaining strictly to his profession
Because of these facts, it is beare numerous and exacting.
lieved the railroads would get uniformly better results from
their signal departments if the signal engineer reported directly to the operating head of the railroad.
The signal department of each well established railroad
ordinarily comprises an engineering branch, a construction
branch and a maintenance and operating branch. The en-
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ginccring for railway signaling could well become largely a
regional function through whirli proper co-ordination and coopt'ralion would result in greater efficiency and economy.
Many railroads have heretofore, and some still do, let out
their signal construction to contractors.
On tlie larger railroads there is no gocxl reason why such work should not all
be done with the railroad's own forces. The contractor must
make a profit and he must figure liberally for it. On those
roads wliich have been adequately organized to do their own
signal construction, experience has shown that the contractor's profit, and more in some cases, has been saved.
Signal construction is in itself something of a science, requiring time and expense to organize forces to function properly.
Since some railroads do not have sufficient signals to
keep construction gangs at work all the time, signal construction might also he .subject to regional and even inter-regional
Signaling for tlie various roads might be so
supervision.
planned that gangs could work in the south during the winter

and

in the north

during the summer.
regarding signal maintenance.

Two general practices exist
On some railroads, excepting
and complicated signal

maintainer is located over 100 miles away.
Twice eacb
montli he lias to in.spect and repair the alarm. Would it not
lie bett<'r to let the telegrapii lineman do this work, as he has
his head(|uarters in the

same

Tliere are

many

where the cro.ssing alarm.
cases of similar character on
various railroads where combinations of duties can be made,
resulting in better service and a saving in time and money.
located

is

?

situations, one

tenance positions through educating helpers for maintainer's
duties.

There are interlockings where no conflicting train movements occur for periods of several hours each day. In these
cases the routes required might be set up, the tower closed
and the towerman excused from duty for such interval; or
during such times the towerman might be detailed to mainConsiderable savings can be made in cases
tainer's work.
of this kind and in situations of a similar character.
Signal Accounting

High cost of labor and labor scarcity make it more necessary than ever heretofore that the exact cost of things be
Nothing has handicapped signal engineers more
known.
than the inadequacy of signal accounting. Unless accurate

city

At the present time tlie use of electricity will be found on
and engines, shop machinery, in lighting yards and stations, in throwing switches, in the telegraph and the telephone, railroad signals, etc., and this u.se is being rapidly
extended. Supervision over all this will be found in .several
different departments, each working to a large extent independently of the other.
The creation of a department of
electricity on the railroads, to have general supervision over
cars

mattars pertaining to the use of electricity, is a real neIt would harmonize methods, make standards, combine duties of employees where advisable, reduce stocks, etc.,
all of which if properly done would mean as good or better
service at less expense.
all

cessity.

A

in the case of large interlock-

man, known as a
maintainer, is assigned to a definite section to do patrol duty
and whatever work is necessary for the operation and upkeep
On other railroads there is a mainof the signal system.
tainer with one or more helpers, all covering a prescribed
The
territory but each having his particular work to do.
merits of these two practices should be determined and that
one put into general use which is found to be the most
The latter mentioned practice is the most exsatisfactory.
pensive, but it affords a means for supplying men for mainings
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Propaganda

of

Education

A

program of education applied to signals may be considered as in two parts: the education of employees regarding signals that they may know how to interpret and act
under them (operating department employees); and the education of employees to become skilled in the science of
(signal department employees).
Some railroads
have a very good system of educating enginemen and trainmen regarding signals and especially the more important,
unusual and special cases, but many railroads depend almost

signaling

upon the book of rules and a periodical or occasional
conducted by an already overworked trainmaster, the result being that few operating department employees know more than that red indicates stop, yellow
caution and green clear.
For safe, efficient train operation
employees must have a better knowledge than these bare fundamentals of signaling, and they can get and retain all they
need to know only from being taught by skilled instructors
aided by models, pictures and other means now recognized as
entirely

examination

suitable for such purposes.
In addition to the insufficiency of skilled signal labor, the

being lost because of ignorance of
Signal
the cost of practices and devices already in use.
There is no doubt but that
lighting is a good illustration.
if the actual cost of the present oil lighting system for
signals were known, in many situations it would be supplanted immediately by one of the better and more up-to-date

railroads are now confronted with the necessity for paying;
It is therefore, essential that
considerably higher wages.
The
this labor be as capable and as effective as possible.
important employee of the signal department is the signal
maintainer.
While the railroads have ordinarily been careful in the selection of these men, yet in the past low wages
and scarcity of experienced labor have left them without
much choice. As a result, if an investigation should be
made at this time, it would probably be disclosed that many
men in the service have little knowledge of signaling other
than being able to mend broken bond wires and clean battery
and trim Ir.mps. Means should be provided to teach these
men and to educate a reserve force for vacancies and new-

systems available for this purpose.

positions.

Where

signals,

is

cost data is available

should be done

or, if

it

performed economically.
practices

and devices

While the

is

often impossible to tell if work
is being done, whether it is

something

Much good

service

from improved

is

Interstate

Commerce Commission has

dictated

a system of cost keeping which the railroads must follow, yet
as a basis for making comparisons and giving a true idea of
At the
signal costs it is insufficient in scope and detail.
present time a statement by one railroad that its cost for a
piece of signaling is a certain figure, does not mean much
to another railroad unless details are given as to just what
A basis for signal costkeeping should
the figure includes.
be devised and a system of accounting required such that all
necessary information will be available for comparisons,
the proper determination as to practices, the use of new devices, etc.

Combinations of Duties and Departments

A

western railroad has a crossing alarm in a certain city,
The signal
but there is no other signaling in the vicinity.

it

the safe

movement

of trains depends

upon

who

thor-

highly important to have signalmen

oughly understand their duties.

Analysis and Investigation
Railroads have never been especially strong in analyzing
their problems.
That is, they do not always go into them
with the same thoroughness and application of needed remedies that most manufacturers and large private enterprises
For example, few railroads, before installing additional
do.
tracks, have carefully analyzed their existing plant to determine if the rearrangement of existing facilities and the installation of signals would meet the requirements of the
situation, and make the construction of additional tracks
There is without doubt second main track in
unnecessary.
service at the present time, which never would have been installed had a careful studv of conditions been made.

:

The

^A/'ork of the Division of Operation'

Congestion Eliminated, Facilities Pooled, Car Shortage Overcome, and Standards Adopted for Equipment

By William

G.

McAdoo

Director General of Railroads.

DIVISION
THEDivision

or

OPERATION,

formerly

known

the

year's experience of operation of the railroads as one unit.

was established on February 9, 1918, and Carl R. Gray, an operating official
This division,
of wide experience, was appointed diirector.
with the thorough and sympathetic co-operation of the various regional directors, federal managers, and operating
officials and employees, has proved most effective in meeting
the enormous problems facing the railroads, and their work

Given average weather conditions, and with the exception
of the Pittsburgh gateway, which merits especial treatment,
there is no question of the ability of the railroads to trans-

as

of Transportation,

has assisted enormously in keeping the transportation system of the country in a healthy condition.
In order to understand the operating problems presenting
themselves with the inauguration of federal control, it will
be necessary to recount some of the potent causes producing
the serious conditions of congestion which resulted in the
railroads being taken over by the federal government, and I

enumerate the steps which

will

were taken to overcome

port

destination all of the freight offering, either door for overseas, provided there are facilities for
prompt disposition and unloading at destination.
to

mestic

The controlling factor throughout our experience has not
been in the road transportation, but at the ultimate destination, and any serious conditions of congestion obtaining on
any of the trunk lines en route has been the reflex of the conditions at the terminals themselves.
Practically all transportation in the United States has been based primarily upon
the desires and necessities of the consignor rather than upon

the

of

abilities

the

consignee

to

receive

and

digest

the

freight.

The

them.

winter conditions, beginning about December 1, 1917,
at their worst when federal control began,
continued until well into March, and were the most severe
known to railroad history, and continued for a longer period

and which were

Difficulties

Accumulation of export freight at North Atlantic terminals, which was reflecting itself immediately in an inThere was
ability to successfully handle domestic freight.
no co-ordination of rail and overseas transportation. The
lack of co-ordination between rail lines and the overseas
carriers was overcome by the creation of the Exports Control
Committee referred to herein, and export freight was brought
forward from the interior only when ocean shipping was
1.

available.

As a result, engines had
2.
Shortage of motive power.
been kept in service under pressure of necessity which should
have been thoroughly overhauled, and one of the immediate
effects of the severe winter weather was to render engines of
this class entirely unavailable.
3. Heavy building operations by different branches of the
government, the contractors for which ordered materials
forwarded far in advance of their ability to receive and unThere was at one time over 5,000 carloads of piling
load.
alone for the Hog Island shipyard in excess of its ability to
4. On account of the feverish demand for materials of all
kinds manufacturers purchased raw materials from unusual
markets in excessive quantities, with the frequent result that
arrivals were badly bunched and unloading was slow and

difficult.

The

necessity for giving priority to shipments of government freight and the lack of a central control, even in a
single department, to decide upon the degrees of importance
This had resulted in many instances through
in priority.

the

insistence

The

congested area was, generally speaking, in the terOhio and Potomac rivers and east of the
Mississippi river and Chicago.
Due to the causes above
enumerated, as well as to the fact that the movement itself
was of unusual volume, there was in this territory, when
the railroads came under federal control, 62,247 carloads of
freight which was being delayed short of its ultimate destination, in addition to which there were held by the lines at
and west of St. Louis 31,421 carloads; at and west of Chicago, 24,836 carloads; at and south of the Ohio river gateways, 14,061 carloads; and at and south of the Potomac
river gateways, 15,545 carloads.
This congestion was practically cleared up May 1, 1918.
ritory north of the

Bituminous Coal

The most
bituminous

serious situation presented itself in the case of
coal.

This condition was the

result

of three

factors

accept.

5.

of time.

of

some energetic

class of material in a preference

officer

handling a single

movement being given

to

minor relative importance.
6. The withdrawal for overseas service of Atlantic coastwise vessels, both of railroad and independent ownership,
resulting in a call upon the rail carriers for the transportation of an enormous amount of tonnage which ordinarily
moved by water.
Certain general conclusions can safely be drawn from a
freight of

•Abstract of the chapter on operating results from the director general's
forthcoming report to President Wilson.
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1.

the

the

An

actual shortage of cars at the mines on account of

number delayed under load in the congested area and
limitations upon transportation due to the extraordinarily

blizzard weather;

The lack of systematic distribution, which the Fuel
2.
Administration was arranging to provide; and
3. The dislocation of the New England supply, which was
the result of the withdrawal of coastwise steamships, and
which presented, on January 1, 1918, the most serious single

situation.

The bituminous
had been the

coal production

for the preceding year

largest in the history of that industry.

The

severe weather conditions prevailing in January, 1918, resulted in a decreased production, almost entirely due to car

Immediate and drastic steps
supply, of 65,294 car loads.
were taken to remedy this situation, and, notwithstanding
the fact that the weather continued to be unduly severe
throughout February and part of March, the railroads got on
their feet, and in February produced an increase of 24,366
cars of coal over the preceding February, and for the suc-

:
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southwestern, northwestern, and central western railroads, were jjlaced in service on eastern lines.
In addition to this transfer of power into the eastern re-

87.036
9i.7J4
1S0,2KH

'line

July

1
'.

ern,

.10,686

128,942
89,882

t'llobiT

or a net increase for the 10

War Moard had transferred to the eastern terri92 engines from western and 15 engines from southern
railroads.
In addition, as they came fnjm the manufacturers,
l.>0 new liHomotives, which had l)een constructed for southRailroads'

tory

-\|>nl
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months of 741,666

gion, there

cars, or ap-

was

from one road

Transportation

proximate!} ,w,OS,>,,^OU tons.

Now

I'jinlanil's

necessities

have

Ijcen

—

fully

met and

—

tlie

largest tonnage of coal ever known
2S, 15,^,31 7 tons
has
been moved to the Lake Erie ports and transported to the
northwest.
A very considerai)le jjrojiortion of the credit for
the increase in the coal production must be attributed to the
operation of the zone plan, to wliich sjjccial reference is

made

hereafter.

Food
.•\nother

serious condition

arising early

in

the year

was

A

prothe threatened shortage of foodstuffs for the allies.
Ijy the Food Administration, by

gram had been arranged

which approximately 1,160,000 tons of food of all kinds per
Early in February
to be forwarded to the allies.
the matter was brought earnestly to the attention of the
Railroad Administration by the Council of National Defense,
the Food Administration, and the representatives of the
Approximately 750,000 tons only had been forwarded
allies.
in Januar}-, and at the then rate of progress only 500,000
tons would have been forwarded in Februar>'. The situation
was represented to be of the utmost importance and was taken
hold of with vigor. Empty box cars were moved in preference from all portions of the East and South into the western
grain states, with the result that by March 15 the vessel
capacity of the allies had been satisfied and there was available at North Atlantic ports an excess on wheels of 6,318
cars of foodstuffs, exclusive of grain on cars and in elevators.
This situation has not at any time since presented any embarrassments and has been fully and satisfactorily met.

month was

Furnace Situation

The severe weather conditions and the resulting car shortages had produced a very serious situation with respect to
the blast furnaces in the eastern territor)-.

On

January 12,

1918, out of a total of 169 furnaces 17 per cent were out of
This situation was accentuated during the month of
blast.
January, until on February 1, 22 per cent were out of blast.
This was given Special consideration and a steady improvement was made until June 1. Since then the situation has

been practically normal.

Lease of Locomotives
At the beginning of federal control the Baldwin Locomotive Works and the American Locomotive Co.'s plants were
occupied in the construction of locomotives for the Russian
government, which, on account of the conditions prevailing
Two hundred
in that country, it was impossible to deliver.
of these locomotives were partially constructed and practiThese 200 locomocally all of the material was fabricated.
tives were taken over by the War Department and leased to
They were
the Railroad Administration and are in service.
constructed to a 5 -ft. gage, as contrasted with our 4-ft.,
8>4-in. regulation. This difference was taken up by the use
of wide tires, and these engines have been giving good service
and came at a time when the need of additional motive power

was very

A

power inside of that region
amounting to 215 kxomotives.

a relocation of

to another,

great.

temporar}' lease of 135 light Consolidation locomotives
These locomotives
was made with the War Department.
were for use in France and were returned and shipped overseas during the months of August and September.
Just prior to the inauguration of federal control the

not po.ssiljle in a report of reasonable length to
epitomize in detail the action taken under unified control to
W'liiii-

simjjlify

be

it

is

and economize methods of transportation, they can
stated as coming under the following general

i)riel1y

heads

—

I'nifiralion of Terminals.
This has been general throughout the countr)' at both large and small stations, but has
been of the greatest importance at the larger terminals, where

terminal managers have been appointed with jurisdiction
over the facilities of all lines.
Where unnecessary mileage
was not involved, a consistent effort has been made to route
freight so as to arrive at the specific terminal where it was
to be disposed of, and, so far as practicable, interchange
switching in terminals has been eliminated.
In Chicago terminals it has been the practice under private control to reconsign practically all coal after arrival. By
co-operation with producers, 66 per cent of the coal arriving
at Chicago, in August, was consigned direct to consumer
from the mines, and crosshauling coal between terminal lines

was

greatly reduced through the

was used wherever
vidual road over which
coal

possible
it

same co-operation, whereby
upon the rails of the indi-

arrived.

Single track separately owned lines between Pueblo and
Denver, 118.5 miles, and between Wells, Nev., and Winnemucca, Nev., 185 miles, have been utilized as double track.
The reports of the regional directors, which follow, will
give in detail the information as to unification of terminals
and facilities. However, the following are typical examples
of what has been done:
The Southern Pacific, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
and Western Pacific each maintained passenger ferry
service between Oakland and San Francisco.
Santa Fe and
W^estem Pacific passenger trains have been brought into the

Oakland Mole

of the Southern Pacific.

The

latter railroad's

were ample for the three lines, so it was
possible to dispense with the ferry service of both the Santa
Fe and the Western Pacific at an approximate saving of
$315,000 per annum.
All railroad marine facilities in New York harbor were
consolidated under a marine manager, and have been used in
common with very satisfactory results.
One hundred and seventeen coal-carrying barges and 18
tugs belonging to the Philadelphia & Reading, Lehigh Valley, New York, Ontario & Western, and Erie were pooled
under a single management.
All passenger trains of the Baltimore & Ohio and through
passenger trains of the Lehigh Valley were brought into the
Pennsylvania railroad terminal in New York City.
Instructions were issued imShort Hauling of Freight.
mediately upon the inauguration of federal control providing
ferry

facilities

—

for the movement of freight by the shortest practicable route.
This practice has been consistently followed, except where
better grade conditions and less congestion were favorable
Agencies were created
factors on a somewhat longer line.
whereby failure to observe the correct routing was detected
and remedied.
It is

impossible, of course, to estimate the total saving ac-

complished in this direction. An instance, however, is available in the case of the Northwestern region, where the correction of improper routing, within a period of five months,

:

:

January

10,
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Marine Department

on 34,941 car loads, resulted in a saving of 4,054,455 car
miles.

Solid Trains.

—The

was inaugurated

practice

The

of creating

by building up at ChiLouis and Missouri river

solid trains for detinite destinations

cago, Minneapolis and St. Paul, St.
crossings, wliich resulted in a natural decrease in interme-

diate terminal switching

ernment

and the expedition of

essential gov-

This has been especially valuable in the

freight.

transportation of export food of all kinds, meats, grain and

grain products, and of munitions and

steel

—

Nonessential Passenger Trains.
The
question of duplicate and unnecessarj' passenger train service
has been given the most careful consideration, with the result
that a number of trains have been discontinued which fell
Between the important terminals the
in one of these classes.
remaining trains have been so spaced as actually to afford
greater variety and extent of service than was possible heretofore where, through competitive conditions, the trains on
The
the several lines practically duplicated each other.
saving per year in passenger train miles by regions is as
of

follows
Eastern
Allegheny
Southern
Northwestern
Central western
Southwestern

Pittsburgh Gateway.

16,253,914

4,870,000

16,772,524
4,411,244

—The

treatment.

my

conviction that as soon as practicable the trunkby the

line railroads through Pittsburgh should be relieved

construction of an entirely

new

line for freight purposes, con-

necting them east and west of Pittsburgh, but entirely avoiding the industrial area.

Coal Zone Plan-—The experience of the railroads under
private ownership, especially with a demand for coal far in
excess of the tonnage produced, was that shippers reached out
into markets far
lar coal
sult

a

beyond the territory

had normally been sold

in

which

their particu-

in previous years.

The

re-

was a very considerable waste of transportation, in that

much

greater car mileage, reasonably estimated as running

was necessary to supply the counnormal coal requirements than would have been
the case had shippers chosen to content themselves with
normal markets.
To meet this situation the Railroad and Fuel Administrations jointly established what has come to be known as the
bituminous coal zone plan of distribution. Under this plan
the various bituminous coal mining districts east of the
Rocky Mountains were separated and each assigned a definite territory wherein it could market its coal.
It was further provided that coal from any district could be shipped
to destinations beyond the zone allotted to that district only
upon permit of the Fuel Administration, which was recognized by the Railroad Administration as constituting exemption from the railroad embargoes which were laid down to
give force and effect to the zone plan.
The coal-zoning plan,
however, did not merely save car miles, and thus permit the
production and transportation of several millions more tons
of coal than would otherwise have been possible; it furnished, in addition, the means of utilizing coal produced in
the plains states, which would not have otherwise been
into millions of car miles,

of

news print paper.
Cape Cod canal.

3.

4. Foreign coal supply for
federal control.

railroads under

5. Movement of potatoes from Maine.
This department has had direct supervision over the
marine facilities of the Division of Operations.
The original withdrawals of ships from the coastwise
service threw upon the railroads a wholly unusual and unexpected tonnage which, unfortunately, moved into and
through the most congested areas.
It was not possible to

utilize privately owned steamship lines for this purpose, because, naturally, they were disposed to seek that class of tonnage which paid the highest rates, and which they could concentrate for a single port.
Under federal control the tonnage

nage was diverted from the Southwest as well as from the
entire South, and the supply of cotton for New England
mills and of raw materials for eastern war industries was
successfully accomplished through South Atlantic ports, at a
time when rail gateways were partially closed.
To relieve
the northern trunk lines, seven cargo vessels were operated
between Lake Michigan ports and Buffalo, handling a total
for the season of navigation of 599,811 tons.
The cessation
war activities has lightened the burden upon coastwise
railroads to such an extent that the business can now easily
be handled by the railroad-owned steamships and the rail

of

lines.

All coastwise lines were operated from April 13, 1918, to
1918, by the Coastwise Steamship Advisory
1,

September
Committee.

On September 1 all coastwise lines under fedwere combined under H. B. Walker, federal man.ager, with headquarters at New York, making possible the
transfer of vessels from one service to another, regardless of
ownership, enabling the greatly reduced fleet to effect prompt
eral control

movement

of all business. The operation of vessels was seriously interfered with by German submarine operations on the
Atlantic coast, necessitating running without lights and making long detours to avoid submarines and mines.

Movement

try with its

produced.

New England

which would most relieve the rail lines has been turned to
the Coastwise Steamship Section.
In the operation of the Coastwise Steamship Section ton-

1,702,480

23,280,400

extraordinary development of
industrial activities in and around Pittsburgh, and the enormous tonnage which is handled locally, makes it very difficult to use this gateway for trunk-line traffic, and this is especially true when the through and local business increases
Physical conditions,
coincidentally, as is usually the case.
which embrace a narrow gorge and a large city, render the
solution of this problem exceedingly difficult of local
It is

Mexico, their tributaries, and also the Great Lakes.
The following si)ecial subjects have also been handled
1. Protection of coal supply for the New England states.
2. Protection of pulp-wood supply to insure amnle supply

for shipbuilding

plants.

Elimiftalion

following matters have been handled:
1. General supervision of all water transportation under
federal control on the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, Gulf of

of Potatoes

from Maine

The

potato shipping interests in Maine being apprehensive
of shortage of transportation for the Maine potato crop during the coming winter, the Division of Operation was re-

quested to organize equipment supply, train, and if necessar>',
vessel movement.
Complete provision has been made, and
there is no probabilit}' of weather or any other condition preventing prompt and efficient movement of this important food

and seed

crop.

Estimate of total crop

is

25,000 carloads.

Mechanical Department

On

February

9,

1918, Frank

of locomotives for the Interstate

McManamy,

chief inspector

Commerce Commission, was

appointed manager of the Locomotive Repair Section, and
authorized to co-ordinate the repair of locomotives.
On
July 1, 1918, he was promoted to assistant director in charge
of the mechanical department and his jurisdiction extended
to include car repairs, supervision of mechanical standards,
and of tests of new devices. Later he was given jurisdiction
over the enforcement of federal laws for the promotion of
safet)' for employees.
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Methods Adopted for Improvinf^ Equipment. -I'o utilize
any of the largi- nianufac luring plants for rciiairs would very
seriously limit

llu-ir

clTcctiveness

in

tin-

priHluction of

new
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lay wailing for designs

pairs and reduce

tlie

and patterns and

number

will facilitate re-

of repair parts necessary to be

tarried in stock.

locomotives, and on account of tlie competition of IukIi wa^es
paid by the sliipbuilding plants and war industries generally
there was a considerable shortage of skilled mechanical workers in railroad shops.
Immediate relief could only be secured by working a
On a large number of railroads
greater number of hours.

It is interesting to note tliat one of the large locomotive
companies, working solely upon engines of individual design,
turned out in a five-week period ending August 17, only 104
completed engines, while the same shops for the five weeks
ending Octol^er 2 produced 163 engines of standardized de-

there were in existence contracts with the mechanical crafts
which limited the number of hours per day. The railway
employees' department of the American Federation of Labor,
which represented the mechanical crafts on such railroads,

in capacity as a regular thing, but that the standardization
does very greatly increase the capacity of locomotive shops is

verv patriotically met this situation and voluntarily agreed
that they would, during the period of tlie war, waive their
As a result of this, railroad shops
privileges in this respect.

on manv of the important lines were placed on a basis of 70
hours per week, and the remainder on 60 hours per week,
which was approximately an average increase of 20 per cent
In June all shops were placed on the 60in shop hours.
hour-per-week basis, which continued until the signing of the
armistice, when arrangements were made for readjusting the
hours, which were reduced on November 25 to nine, and December 9 to eight hours per day.
A check of the reCo-ordination of Locomotive Repairs.
pair shops indicated that their combined capacity was ample
to take care of all of the locomotives if they were properly
Plans were immediately perfected to send locodistributed.

—

motives to the nearest available repair shop, regardless of
ownership, and to distribute the work so that each shop could
be worked to capacity. This arrangement in many instances
actually reduced the distance which defective locomotives
were ordinarily sent for repairs, and also reduced the time
such locomotives were held out of service. Under this plan,
since January 1, we have transferred 2,065 locomotives to the
shops of other railroads under federal control, where they

had been given

heav}' classified repairs; otherwise, these loco-

motives could not have been kept in service.
Comparison of Motive-Power Conditions. Accurate comparison of motive-power conditions with one year ago is difficult, because of the varying methods of rendering reports
prevalent on the different lines, the repairs on some roads being divided into three classes, while on the others they were
divided into more than 150 classes. This has been standardized, and the reports of repairs and of the condition of locomotives are now rendered by all roads on the same basis. The
improvement in the condition of locomotives is perhaps best
indicated by the fact that, notwithstanding the tonnage

—

handled during the year has been the heaviest ever knovm,
there are now stored in good condition and ready for winter
service, 1,189 locomotives, while one year ago there was not a
single ser\'iceable locomotive in storage. This improved condition is due to the co-ordination of shopwork.
The general condition of
Condition of Freight Cars.
freight cars has also shown a substantial improvement since
The perthe organization of the mechanical department.
centage of bad-order cars to revenue cars on line has decreased from 7 per cent in July to 5.3 per cent, which is a decrease of approximately 43,000 in the number of bad-order

—

cars.

—

The standardization of
Standardization of Equipment.
locomotives and cars is an ideal which has long been striven
for by the various organizations of railroad officials, and
much has been done by them to bring about this result. Complete accomplishment has never heretofore been possible because of an absence of authority to enforce standards which
might be agreed upon. This has now been accomplished by
the preparation and adoption of standard designs for different types of locomotives which are suitable for all classes of
service and by standardization of freight and passenger
equipment. This w\\\ increase production by eliminating de-

sign.

It

would not

l)e

safe to

assume so great an increase

un(|uestioned.

General Condition of Equipment and Terminal
Facilities

One

of the prime causes for the necessity of government
control of railroads and one of the most serious condition."
tiic Railroad Administration was called on to correct when

assuming control, was the general bad condition of locomotives and cars.
It was impossible at the time the railroads were taken
over to say to what extent the condition of locomotives and
cars were responsil)le for the situation which existed, and
as the Railroad Administration had at that time no mechanical department organized to check up shop practices and
handling of equipment at terminals and advise relative to
outlining plans for improvement, the Interstate Commerce
Commission was asked to assist in obtaining accurate inforThe commission
mation relative to the general situation.
promptly placed at the disposal of the Railroad Administration the records and personnel of its Bureau of Locomotive
Inspection and Bureau of Safety.
The records of these two bureaus contained much valuable
data with respect to general conditions throughout the country and the inspection forces of the commission were assigned to various congested terminals, particularly throughout the East and Middle West, to investigate and make daily
reports of the actual condition of IcKomotives and cars and
train movements.
These reports showed that in addition
to the congestion caused by failure of shippers to unload
cars promptly that a serious situation existed on account of
the number of bad-order cars at various terminals and also
on account of the general defective, run-down condition of
motive power, which, together with overcrowded and inadequate shops and roundhouses, had resulted in trains being
held at terminals on account of shortage of efficient motive
power, and also seriously slowed up movement on the road,
often to the extent of bl(x:king several divisions.
The immediate remedy for these conditions was not so
much the building of new locomotives and cars as the proper
maintenance of locomotives and cars that were in service
and more prompt movement of trains.
A survey of the situation indicated that shop facilities
were sufficient if efficiently used; therefore, the task of nationalizing the railroad-shop facilities and assigning locomotives to shops where repairs could be made, regardless

was assigned to the chief inspector of the Bureau of Locomotive Inspection, who, in addition to his duties
as chief inspector, was placed in charge of the mechanical
department of the administration.
Prompt handling of locomotives was seriously hampered
by the condition of roundhouses and the lack of facilities

of ownership,

at

many

points to

locomotives.

make running

Roundhouses

repairs to large modem
more years ago for

built 20 or

locomotives in service at that time were still being used to
house locomotives more than twice the size for which they
were designed. Repairs had to be made either out of doors
or in open roundhouses with the temperature below zero.
Steam pipes, injectors, air pumps, and even cylinders froze
burst, and in many cases locomotives were' actually
frozen to the track in roundhouses and could not be moved.

and

—
January

10,
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In spite of these conditions, under the plan organized by
the mechanical department of the Railroad Administration
with the assistance of the railroad officials and the co-operation of the

employees in working increased hours regardless

of working conditions, the situation immediately began to
improve and that improvement has continued up to the
It is true that there were difficulties encounon account of failure to appreciate the need of co-operThis resulted in 123
ation between officers and employees.
instances in labor disputes which threatened to, or did tem-

present time.
tered

porarily, tie

up

certain terminals.

were successfully handled, and following
such adjustments there was a noticeable increase in the
production of the shops and engine houses where such disAll

of

these

putes occurred.

Only two methods

for improving the general condition
equipment existed; namely, to increase the shop facilities
and. forces or to use more efficiently the facilities and forces
which were available. Increasing the facilities and forces
under war conditions was clearly impossible; this left as
the only practical means of improving equipment conditions
the adoption of some plan whereby existing facilities and
forces could be made to produce greater results.
The average increase in locomotive-shop hours for the
entire country amounted to about 16 per cent, and the effect
became immediately apparent by the increased number of
locomotives repaired per week in comparison with the most
accurate records available for the corresponding week of the
of
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This metliod

of construction has resulted in delivery
a quantity rate which could not have been
approached had the locomotives been ordered to individual
designs.
The increase in the rate at which standardized
locomotives can be turned out is clearly shown by the following comparison of two of the principal shops of the
American Locomotive Co. during a portion of July and
August when the locomotives built were of individual design with a similar period in September and October when
they were building standardized locomotives.
During five
weeks, beginning July 20, an average of 13}i locomotives
per week were turned out at the Dunkirk plant, while dur-

being

made

at

ing five weeks, beginning September 14, an average of 19}^
locomotives per week were turned out at the same plant. For
Schenectady, during the five-week period beginning July
20, an average of 8 locomotives per week were turned out,
while for the corresponding period beginning September 14
an average of 13^ locomotives were turned out.
It will
be seen that the increased production due to the standardized locomotives was about 50 per cent.
Third.
It has also provided a supply of equipment, the
parts of which are largely interchangeable, which is available for use anywhere in the event of congestion.
This removes the necessity of carrying a large stock of repair parts
peculiar to the locomotive and avoids delay which results
when repair parts must be ordered from some distant own-

ing road.

Standardized Cars

preceding year.

This increase in shop hours applied to roads where locomotives were in good condition and shop facilities ample,
as well as to roads which were not so favorably situated,
which enabled a comprehensive program of nationalization
of railroad shop facilities over the entire country to be
canned out, and locomotives from roads where shop facilities were not sufficient and motive power in bad condition
This distrito be sent to shops on other lines for repairs.
bution of locomotives was so arranged as to reduce, in many
instances,

distance to the repair shops; therefore, the cost

of transporting locomotives to the shops

was no greater and

shops under this plan were kept working to their maximum capacity with a full force.
The plan of considering the condition of equipment as
a whole and taking steps to improve it by, first, uniformly
increasing shop hours on all railroads in the country and
utilizing to their full capacity the facilities of all shops
which could only be done under federal control is really
what improved the condition of the locomotives and cars
and enabled trains to be promptly moved from termmals
with reasonable assurance that the locomotives would make
all

a successful trip.

The result of the policy of nationalizing
made it possible to repair at other line

railroad shop facilities

shops 2,065 locomotives for railroads which lacked suffishop space and shop organization, thus improving the
general situation without detriment to the railroads that
furnished this help.
cient

The

car situation was handled along the same
lines as were the locomotives.
In addition to the designs
freight

for freight cars, for which orders have been placed, designs
have been prepared for all-steel box cars of 50 tons capacity,
refrigerator cars of 30 tons capacity, general service gondola
cars of SO tons capacity, steel framed stock cars of 40 tons
capacity, flat cars of 55 tons capacity, oil tank cars of 7,000
gal. capacity, oil tank cars of 8,000 gal. capacity, oil tank
cars of 10,000 gal. capacity, acid tank cars of 7,000 gal.
capacity, acid tank cars of 8,000 gal. capacity, and acid
tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity. While no cars have actually been built from these drawings, they are available at
any time that the traffic needs show them to be desirable.
Complete plans and specifications of all steel baggage
cars, in both of 60-foot and 70-foot lengths, have been prepared, and tentative plans prepared for 70-foot steel coaches,
and for steel passenger and mail, passenger and baggage,
passenger, baggage and mail cars.

Standard Reports
In the meantime other work was being vigorously pushed
to improve conditions and to facilitate keeping of records.
First, a system of weekly equipment-condition reports from
each railroad was installed, so that the condition of power
might be reported and the administration kept informed and
locomotives needing repairs assigned to the nearest available
shop.

Reclamation

Standardized Locomotives
In addition to the vigorous action which had been taken
to improve the condition of existing equipment, the necessity
of adding to the available stock was recognized and designs
were worked out for standardized locomotives and orders
placed for. their construction.
The locomotives were built from standardized designs for
various reasons, the principal of which are as follows:
First.
To reduce to a minimum the time required to prepare drawings, patterns, and dies, and thus enable deliveries to begin quicker than where separate drawings and
patterns would have been necessary for each lot of locomotives

allocated to a particular road.

Second.

To

secure quantity deliveries.

Work

To

conserve material and avoid the possibility of usable
material being sold as scrap, instructions were issued to the
effect that proper facilities must be provided and every effort made to reclaim and make repairs to old material
instead of using new, and under no circumstances was material to be scrapped until
First.

It

was known

positively that

it

could not be satis-

factorily repaired, or

That the

cost of repairs would be prohibitive.
saving resulting from reclamation of scrap material can not be checked up at this time, but when this work
is thoroughly developed
and reclamation plants provided

Second.

The

on

all

total

railroads

it

will

amount

in the aggregate to millions
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of dollars annually in addition to relieving manufacturing

and permittinj^ tlirni to
war material and with the signing

cstaijli.slumnts

u.se

their

facilities

for

of peace,

material
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now

there are

in

white lead 1,021 locomotives in the various

regions, divided as follows:
Kegion

that will be needed in reconstruction work.

Standard Practices

Number

AllrKhrlly
Central wrMern

57
198

IC.iatrrii

480

Nortliwmlern

147

rocaliontas

Standard practices

been cstaJjlislied and circulars
of instruction issued for mechanical work covering the following matter, which will result in more efficient and economical operation of locomotives and cars:
Repairs and
betterments to freiglit cars, painting freight cars, installing
field ranges in cars, locomotive maintenance, care of journal
bo.xes, insj)ection of ash jians and spark arresters, lubrication of locomotives, repairs to refrigerator cars, and superheating of locomotives.
Rules have also l)een promulgated for the inspection and
testing

by

panies of
possible to

the railroad comwhich will make it
save the insurance premiums now paid on such

the

all

inspection

forces

of

stationary boilers used,

boilers.

Locomotives en route to or from other line shops and new
locomotives being delivered by the builders were usually
hauled dead in trains. Instructions were at once issued that
wherever possible such locomotives should be moved under
steam, hauling a train wherever practical.
This order relieved tlie railroads from 500,000,000 ton-miles of transportation annually for material which not only should be
self-propelling, but which should, in many instances, be
hauling additional freight.

Consolidation of Mechanical Terminal Facilities

Under

private operation, at

many

points complete organi-

zations for the maintenance of a comparatively small number of locomotives or cars were maintained side by side,

which resulted in a duplication of work, heating plants,
and supervising forces. Wherever a saving could be made
without adversely affecting efficiency, such useless facilities
were eliminated.
Such consolidations have been made at
417 points and the annual saving effected thereby amounts
Additional consolidations are now under
to $2,363,535.95.
way.
In connection with this work extensive investigations were
conducted covering shop and engine-house operation, resulting in changes and improvements which have materially
For example, at one large shop the
increased the output.
output of locomotives receiving classified repairs increased
over 50 per cent, and increases ranging from 10 to 25 per
cent were secured in many shops.
It was also possible by
rearranging the method of handling work in engine houses
to release hundreds of employees that were sorely needed in
other departments, and the saving effected in engine-house
operation by such reduction in force, while not obtainable
for all railroads, on one railroad alone amounted to $1,061,332.68 per annum.
It was also possible by rearranging methods of handling
locomotives at terminals to secure greater efficiency from
such locomotives, and thus overcome what otherwise would
have been a shortage in motive power.
The condition of motive power on all lines under federal
control has shown a gradual improvement, and the locomotives in service are in much better condition than they were
one year ago, and on some lines, that last spring required
extensive assistance from other line shops, the condition of
power has shown such a marked improvement that they are
now doing all of their own repair work, and, in addition,
are repairing locomotives for other lines.
The tabulations furnished by the railroads show an average increase of 20.93 per cent each week in the number
of locomotives receiving classified repairs during the period
of increased shop hours.
In addition to the improved condition of power in service

1

Southern

iiave

39
99

Soutliwrslcrn

Total

1,021

These locomotives have received

classified repairs

and arc

held in reserve for winter service.
There are also
i)eing placed in storage for service during the winter months
150 new standardized locomotives which were recently received from the locomotive builders.
With the surplus
l)eing

in reserve and the new power to be received from
the builders to be distributed where it is most needed, there
is no doubt l)ut that all lines under federal control will be

power

ajjle to i)ass through the winter with a sufficient number of
locomotives in serviceable condition successfully to handle
all business offered.

New

Devices for Locomotives and Cars

On

account of the vast number of new devices for use on
locomotives and cars which were submitted, a comprehensive
plan for handling this question was necessary. Detailed instructions were issued by circular establishing rules for the
submission of such devices for the consideration of the Railroad Administration and a committee on appliances was
created to conduct necessary investigations and to pass upon
tiie value of all devices or appliances thus submitted.
Up
to date 692 such devices, which cover practically everything
used in locomotive or car construction, have been submitted.
One hundred and thirty-five of these have been examined,
ten of which have been recommended for test under service
conditions.
These tests will proceed under the direction of
the mechanical department, and a record will be kept of the
results, so that the value of the devices in question may be
correctly passed upon.

Enforcement
As provided

of

Laws

Promotion of Safety

for the

General Order 8, it was the purpose to require compliance with all federal laws for the promotion of
safety, but while under federal control it would manifestly
be no punishment to impose fines; therefore other means
must be provided. By General Order 46 this work was
placed under the direction of the assistant director of the
Division of Operation, in charge of the mechanical department.
Since the issuing of General Order 46, 108 reports of
violations of the federal laws for the promotion of safety,
totaling 682 separate counts, have been received from the
Interstate

in

Commerce Commission and

referred to the

me-

chanical department for correction. Although this work has
not been completely organized, the Bureau of Safety and the
Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate Commerce Commission have advised that substantial improvements in practices have been noted at points where such
violations have been handled.

Education of Railroad Employees
has long been recognized that the service rendered by
railroad employees is capable of substantial improvement
by proper training of employees along industrial lines, and
many railroads have in existence plans for furnishing addiIt

tional training for their employees.

The Railroad Administration

is

in

sympathy with

this

work and plans

are being considered for establishing a system of technical training for railroad employees in connection with the

Board

for Vocational Education.

It

is

also

believed that this work may be profitably extended to employees who have been injured in the service to an extent
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them from following

that prevents

who with proper

training

may

be

their usual vocation, but

iitted to fill other responsi-

ble positions.

Organization

The work

of the mechanical department, Division of Operation, has been conducted with a total force of appproximately 60. Of these, 28 are considered as field men whose
duties are to conduct investigations concerning shop practices

and shop output and

to furnish first-hand information

relative to the efficiency of the

work performed and

eral condition of the equipment.

They

the gen-

are also used to con-

duct investigations and handle disputes between shop men
and railroad officials which have not reached the point
where they should be referred to the Division of Labor.
The office force, in addition to handling ordinary correspondence, receives, checks and compares the reports showing the general condition of equipment, the assignment of
locomotives to shops for repairs as well as the assignment
It also inof new locomotives received from the builders.
cludes the mechanical engineering staff, which checks up
the designs for locomotives and cars, receives reports of
failures of standardized locomotives, and corrects faulty
The mechanical engineering staff also acts
construction.
as a clearing house for information concerning standard designs of locomotives and cars, distributes drawings and other
data necessary to the proper standardization of equipment
and keeps the practices up to the standard.

Department

of Engineering

and Maintenance

A. Morse, assistant director of operation, in charge
of engineering and maintenance, was appointed September
1, 1918, and his organization is engaged in compiling information reflecting the physical condition of the railroads
under federal control as of date December 31, 1917, and in
preparing for the compilation of similar information as to
C.

conditions at the end of each year,

and

at the

end

of federal

control.

This work

is

being handled through a committee composed

of the assistant director of operation, as chairman, with the
engineering assistant of each regional director, and an or-

ganization has been built up in each region with the engineering assistant of such regional director as chairman, the
committee to consist otherwise of the chief engineer or other
officer handling maintenance on the various railroads in

such region.

Forms are provided upon which each

railroad will record

maintenance, and
supplemented by regular inspection reports.
The department is also handling matters in connection
with proper standardization of practices in the maintenance
of roadway and structures, studying questions of improved
appliances and such engineering problems as are directly
connected with maintenance and operation.
essential
this

features in connection with

report

its

is

Car Service Section
The Car

Service Section

was the

first

of the agencies cre-

ated in the Division of Operation.
Its primary duty has
been the relocation of freight cars upon the railroads

throughout the country, and it has been the intimate point
of contact between the Railroad Administration, on the one
hand, and various branches of governmental activities, on
the other.
The authority given to this section has necessarily been
very broad, and with W. C. Kendall as manager there have
been associated seven assistant managers, whose experience
as transportation officers has covered practically all of the
regions.

The

Eastern Railroads Coal Car Pool, with headquarters
Pittsburgh, an inheritance from independent operation,
has been continued under the jurisdiction of the Car Service
at

145

A large part of the
Section with very satisfactory results.
increased coal production referred to elsewhere in this report
can be directly attributed to the operation of this pool.
The Car Service Section consists of a central organization
at Washington, with a Refrigerator and Tank Car Branch
at

Chicago and an Eastern Railroads Coal Car Pool

at

Pittsburgh, also a branch at Seattle, Wash., organized originally to supervise car service in the lumber districts of the
Pacific Northwest in the interests of government shipments.
The central office staff embodies, geographically and otherwise, a car service and transportation experience sufficient
to provide comparatively intimate knowledge of conditions

any part of the country.
function of the section is to provide an equitable distribution of the various classes of freight-car equipment,
and so to regulate other transportation details as to meet
daily emergencies and to maintain a proper balance between
the government, the public, and the railroads during the

likely to arise in

The

when extraordinary demands of all kinds have been
upon the transportation machinery of the country.
To meet the exigencies of the war, primary importance
has attached to the requirements of all government activities.

period
laid

Close contact has constantly been maintained with the War
and Navy Departments, the Shipping Board, the War Industries Board, the War Trade Board, the Housing Commission, and the Food and Fuel Administrations as well as
with the allies' traffic representatives.
Through this contact the railroads have been thoroughly and promptly advised of all government needs, which have been met with the
least possible disturbance to other industries.
Like contact
has also been maintained with the Canadian Railway War
Board, and necessary car supply has thus been made available for the large volume of commerce between Canada and
the United States.
Car relocation. Under federal control freedom has been
exercised in moving empty freight cars of various classes
to meet requirements, regardless of their ownership.
Within
the year fully 850,000 such movements have been made.
Practically 700,000 of these have been box cars and the

—

remainder stock cars and flat and gondola cars specifically
for lumber tonnage.
This does not include the emergency
movements of refrigerators or the continuous relocation of
coal cars under continuing instructions as required to equalize the empty supply among the various mining districts
in the eastern, Allegheny, and Pocahontas regions. Through
these means a comparatively easy car situation has been
maintained generally throughout the United States for

months

past.

Beginning June IS a movement of empty box cars was directed to the grain-producing territory of the Western and
Southwestern states, with the intent of establishing a supply
sufficient to meet the requirements of the Food Administration. As a result, when the wheat crop was ready to move
there were cars available in the territory involved in sufficient quantities to protect every requirement in better shape
than ever before, and this supply was regulated by further

movement with

To

the northerly progression of the harvest.

meet the situation in the Southeastern states a continuous movement of empty box cars is kept under way,
mainly into the lumber-producing territory. This was maintained until about October 15 sufficiently to fully meet all
government and commercial demands.
It then appeared
that inbound loaded movement into that territory would be
sufficient for empty requirements.
Shortly thereafter a surplus developed, an altogether unprecedented situation. This
section has been materially assisted in car supply by the
location there of various army encampments, the necessary
movement of supplies thereto having made available box
cars for outbound loading.
It is the conviction of those familiar with the subject that
only by this liquid distribution of freight cars through cen-
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tralizid (ontrol has

it

la'cii

possible to nieit all ro(|uinim'iits

with RMsonahlc proiiii)tncss.
Campaij^ii for advattir movement.
BcKinniiiK in April
and continuously lluTcaftiT for some months the attention
of trafl'ic orj^anizations and shippers generally was called
to the ailvantapes jiossihle i)y shipping raw materials and
supplies during the summer months and prior to the anticipated period of heavy traflic normally to he expected about
September 15. I""ull and generous response was made. This
not only relieved the heavy tension customarily experienced
during the fall months, but will further relieve the railroad.s
during the severe winter months. This will be of material
advantage alike to the .shipping pui>lic and the railroads.
In April special action was necessary in connection with

—

movement from the Pacific Northwest of aviation fir
and spruce for the War Department, .;hip timl)ers for the
Shipping Board, and other lumber and miscellaneous articles on government account, including railroads, as well as
regular commercial business. These arrangements continued
until November when the aviation program was discontinued.
The record from April 21 to November 20 shows
from this territory of approximately
total movement
a
150,000 cars of luml)er, of which 12,700 were for the
aviation program, 5,500 for the Shipping Board, 6,700
for other government activities, 11,000 railway material,
This reflects an
and commercial more than 115,000.
average daily movement of 813 cars of lumber from
the

this

section.

The movement

of live stock, which has been extremely
heavy, has been handled with far less complaint than ever
There was some difficulty for a short time in probefore.
viding transportation for the western sheep because of the
abnormally high market which induced everyone to ship
stock at the same time, but the extent to which the railroads

met the situation is shown by reports from the markets at
Chicago, Kansas City, Omaha, St. Joseph, St. Louis, Sioux
City, and St. Paul, where the receipts of sheep for the period
August 3 to October 19 totaled 4,486,102 head, as compared
with 2,902,981 for the corresponding period in 1917, or an
increase of 54.53 per cent. The heaviest week's receipts were
those of September 28 when the market report shows 587,014
arrivals.

—

Coal and coke. One of the heaviest tasks for the railroads during the past year has been in providing necessary
transportation for fuel. This has only been accomplished by
effective co-operation between the Fuel Administration and
It has been necessary to adopt
the Railroad Administration.
extraordinar}- measures, and these as a rule have been
cheerfully met by shippers, whose rights were at times very
Foremost among these measures was
considerably affected.
the joint action of the two administrations in zoning the distribution

of

bituminous

The foundation

coal.

of successful operation in the steel indus-

lies in an adequate supply of coke, by-product coal, and
steam coal. Every effort had been made during the year to
maintain adequate supply of these fuels at such plants, and
it is a matter of record at the War Industries Board that
practically all of the transportation needs of coke, by-product coal, and fuel coal for the steel industries have been
promptly and adequately met.
A step of much importance was taken by the establishment
of uniform rules for rating of coal mines by which car supply
These were made effective as of October 10,
is directed.
Previously roads were using different methods and
1918.
On the uniform basis which
with varying interpretations.
tr}-

now

obtains

between

a

more

districts,

equitable

railroads,

distribution

and mines

is

of

cars

possible

as

than

heretofore.

A

which has an important bearing on the question
is the extent to which this type of equipused in handling stone, sand, and gravel for con-

factor

of coal-car supply

ment

is
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struction and rdad-building pur])0.ses, and curtailment of
such noncoal use has been necessary. Cheerful co-operation
and assistance has lieen received from all shippers thus ad-

versely

affected.

Car conservation.— VixU credit is due
patriotic way in which he has responded
.scrvation of freight-car ('(luiinnent

by

the shipper for the
to requests for con-

licavicr loading.

Dur-

ing the nine months January to September there was an increase ]wr loaded car of 2.3 tons over the corresponding
This has not been accomplished merely
period for 1917.
by the ])hysical effort of loading more heavily. It has involved on the part of the shijjjjing public not merely additional lai)or in loading into the car, but also changes in the
size of packages, changes in the manner of constructing

and changes also in the manner of f)lacing goods,
manufactured articles, within the packages.
Thus, hogsheads used for the loading of tobacco have been
reduced in size to permit double tiering, handles have been
removed from baby carriages, grain cradles, and other agricultural implements, wagons, wheelbarrows, and other vehicles formerly shif)[)cd in large quantities set up, have been
shipped knocked down. Shippers of barreled goods, such as
oil, syrup, molasses, tanning extract, and the like,_ by using
In a
dunnage, are also' making double tiering possible.
general way the result sought by the carriers and shippers
both has been "making one car do the work of two," but
often greater conservation has been accomplished by the
double and triple loading of small lots in one car.
Sailing day plan for handling less-than-carload freight.
An important feature of the activities of the Car Service
Section is the development of the sailing day plan for handling less carload merchandise freight. During the past two
or three years there has been an increasing tendency toward
congestion at large centers and at transfer points, due to expackage.^,

particularly

—

cessive accumulations of less carload freight.

day plan has been inaugurated

The

sailing

for the purpose of assembling

shipments to eliminate the necessity for transfer,
thus insuring improved service and incheased car efficiency.
Regional committees have been appointed to supervise the
concentration and consolidation of less carload freight from
common points via one or more designated routes based on
the volume of traffic and direct routing.
At points common
to several railroads subcommittees have been formed composed of representatives of railroads involved and in many
cases including representatives of the chambers of commerce. Up to the present time this work has taken definite
form at Baltimore, Boston, Milwaukee, Norfolk, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Roanoke, Trenton, and Wilmington, Del. As
a specific instance of what can be accomplished, through
cars of merchandise are now being loaded from Boston and
other eastern points to San Francisco. It is expected that by
January 1 next, sailing day plans will be effective at New
York, Chicago, and St. Louis, with work in other sections
progressing satisfactorily.
While it is too early as yet to
estimate results, present indications are that the handling
of an average of 30 tons per day can be eliminated at each
of the 400 transfer points now in operation throughout the
United States. The feature of most importance is improvement in service, the expediting of freight, the reduction of
loss and damage incident to rehandling, and the elimination
of the necessity of embargoes.
Embargoes and permits. The Car Service Section is responsible for supervision of the embargoes issued by railroads.
Inasmuch as such supervision has never before been
attempted bv a central organization methods and practices
have been allowed to develop naturally, and restrictions have
been imposed only as a real necessity therefore appeared.
The inevitable result is some lack of uniformity. An im-

less carload

—

provement in distribution was made early in the year, whereby the roads of the country were divided into 26 zones
through which embargoes were simultaneouslv issued to each

January
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road and forwarded to the Car Service Section.
Formerly
a railroad originating an embargo transmitted it to each of
its connections and each connection, in turn, transmitted
it to its connections, with a consequent piling up of duplicaThese zones have since been revised and
tions and delay.
reduced in number and further simplifications to conform
more closely to regional lines are in prospect.
On January 1st, embargoes in eastern territory were more
As conditions improved and conor less general in scope.
gestion

was

the necessity for general embargoes
At present no general embargoes are out-

relieved,

gradually ceased.

standing, practically all now in effect being local in character, and as a rule due to the condition at individual destiEmbargoes are still in effect governing the hannations.

dling of domestic arid export freight to and through the North
Atlantic ports and should be maintained in the interests of
control of

war and postwar

conditions.

Because of the increasing activities of government departments and of the transportation conditions which prevailed last winter and early spring, individual railroads and
various government organizations were attempting to authorize special movements of government and other important freight in violation of existing embargoes.
This made
necessary a uniform embargo and permit system in order
to eliminate. existing confusion.

This permit system proceeded upon two lines, one providing general and continuing exemption from embargoes for
essential commodities, and the second providing special exemption from embargoes for individual shipments according
as the needs of the individual consignee concerned and the
public welfare might demand. To effect the general exemptions a list of standard exemptions to embargoes was issued
under date of February 11, 1918. This gave, in the order
of their importance, great freedom of movement to govern-

ment

freight, fuel, food,

and

essential commodities

and was

practicable and readily adopted by all roads where a complete embargo was not necessary.
It avoided the necessity
for issuing permits for individual movements to a very considerable degree.

Experience soon demonstrated, however, that general exemptions could not adequately meet public needs, and recourse was ultimately had to the plan of permitting special
shipments.
These permits were controlled and regulated
very carefully, and the final tests as to whether or not they
should be issued was the need of the destination community
for the commodity and the ability of the consignee to accept
and unload the goods without car delay. The needs of some
government departments were met by authorizing the issue
of necessary permits by a representative of the Railroad Administration assigned to the departments concerned.
In
other cases, particularly where the destination was for war
reasons, one habitually congested without such traffic control, committees representing the administration were established to meet the situation.
The Car Service Section
furnished the medium for such control by permit when provision otherwise had not been made, and generally acted as
a clearing house for and check upon all such traffic control
representatives

and committees.

The "permit system" has fully justified itself. Every
effort has been made to utilize it without undue discrimination.
To its successful operation is due in considerable
measure the great improvement in movement which has been
had during federal control.

Among other activities of the Car Service Section are
those involving the arrangements for certain important movements as requested by the War and Navy and other
ment departments. This work developed with the
of that of the priorities director, sjnce which the Car
Section has operated as liaison office between these
ment departments and the various railroads.

governending
Service

govern-
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Kefrigeralor-car department.
The refrigerator departof the Car Service Section was organized with headquarters in Chicago July 1, 1918.
Under this plan an abnoiTnally heavy movement of perishable commodities has

ment

been handled in refrigerator cars with general satisfaction.
Assurances have been received from perishable-freight asso-

and shippers, as well as private and railroad car
owners, that the car supply this season as compared with
the past seasons has been much more efficient and satisfactory.
Serious shortages have been avoided, and the few
minor shortages which have occurred have been local and of
short duration.
Co-operation has been readily extended by
ciations

the private refrigerator lines, and this has permitted a free
interchange of equipment and more general use of seasonal
surpluses to meet demands in all territories.

—

Tank car. A system of reports has been required from
railroads respecting tank-car movements, the purpose being
to develop within the organization of the individual road
information indicating the number and causes of delays, together with the time involved.
This has been salutary in
effecting a much-needed improvement in the supply of equip-

ment and

the service.
Large unit movements of tank-car
shipments have been arranged, and without these tank-car
requirements could not have been fully met.
Apprehension
by the oil division of the Fuel Administration that there
would be a failure in tank-car supply has proved unfounded.
Complaints of delayed movement have been greatly reduced
in number.
Average miles per tank-car per day show material

increases.

Car-record

office.

—The car-record

Section, established on

office of the Car Service
15 for the purpose of affording

May

information to the various government departments relative
to the location

and movement

to the present time, recorded

an average of 5,700

of cars, has,

from

its

inception

movement of 1,026,000 cars, or
and has furnished information

daily,
as required to the various departments, especially the War
Department, which was interested in a far greater number
of cars than any other department.
Requests have been re-

ceived and handled for special tracing covering the movement of about 16,000 cars. This office furnished a medium
for tracing for all departments and has relieved individual
railroads materially.
The results of the work have been entirely satisfactory.

—

Miscellaneous figures.
Ninety thousand cars of grain
have been moved under preferential orders given by the Food
Administration. Six hundred and thirty thousand cars grain
loaded during season (to date). Figures compiled and furnished various offices.
Six thousand requests received for
expedited placement and movement of cars, chiefly from War
Department. Five hundred and sixty thousand cars moved
to encampments, shipbuilding, and other points, requiring
in

many

cases close supervision.

—

A corps of experienced and competent inspecmaintained. These men travel throughout the country
and keep the section advised concerning sucli matters as
Inspectors.

tors

is

utilization of available capacity of freight cars, the movement and distribution of empty freight equipment, the progress of special movements (as, for example, coal for the

New England, etc.), delays to loaded cars account lost billing, embargoes, etc., the
extent to which employees are kept informed regarding reNorthwest via the Lakes, coal for

quirements for handling freight cars, etc.
They are also
used for the prompt development of facts in serious cases of
complaint made by shippers. Much valuable information is
obtained through their work.
Auxiliary committees.
In the development of the work of
the Railroad Administration terminal managers have been
placed at various transportation centers charged with responsibility and having authority for co-ordinating the terminals of the various lines in the interest of the public as a

—

;

:

:
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This has made possible the elimination of the large
of Car Ser\Mce Section committees which were taken
over with the railroads at tlic time federal control became
effective and tiirDu^h which the commission on car service
(tlie i)resent Car Scr\'ice Section) sought to bring about in
part by agreement wliat the terminal managers now accomplish by direction.
whole.

number

Safety

lia.^

work and
the enhancement of

been most effective in

movements as were being made
under the direction of the Employment Service of the Department of Labor.
Contact was established in each state and large industrial
center with representatives of that department, and the work
has been carried through successfully since that time. The
demands made upon this section by it have not been great;
our records siiow that we were oI)liged to take action in cases
the handling of such labor

involving only 25,157 persons.

The Safety Section was created February 19, 1918, with
Hiram W. Bclnaji, formerly chief of the Bureau of Safety
This
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, as manager.
section
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its

in the creation

safety on the
of uniform practices for
several railroads and has created organizations on those lines
where none previously existed. The particular function of
this section has Ijeen not only to emphasize and educate the

employees in the matter of safety requirements provided for
by existing laws, but to go much further than this and to locate unsafe practices of every character and point out the
remedy.
The death of Mr. Belnap, which occurred on October
12, was a very great loss to the Railroad Administration,
but the section has been continued under A. F. Duffy, assistant manager.

On

Octolier 28

handling of

all

.section

tliis

was

directed to undertake the
In line with the

p;^^senger-equipmcnt cars.

making use of cars
we liave not hesitated

of

policy of

any

initial to

meet the

sit-

send into the lieavy express
districts in the East baggage and express cars of all ownerThis,
ships to meet the requirements of the holiday traffic.
of course, is a temporary measure inasmuch as no opportunuation,

ity

to

has hitherto existed for an analysis of the express

traffic

as a whole.

A study of this situation should undoubtedly be made,
primarily to ascertain the normal and seasonal flow of the
express traffic and the relationship between the roads
handling other than local traffic. This study will be undertaken with a view to accurate knowledge upon which proper
recommendation and action may be based in the future.
It will be noted that the creation of the army and sending
approximately 2,000,000 men to ports of embarkation inIt
volved the transportation of upwards of 8,700,000 men.

Troop Movement
efficient, and safe movement of troops has
consideration throughout the period of federal
control, and nothing has been permitted to interfere with it.
From January 1 to the armistice there have been moved a
total of 6,496,150 men, an average of 625,434 per month.

The prompt,

been a

first

The maximum was

reached in July, when 1,147,013

May,
(a)

Drafted men

(h)
(c)

On
On

(d)

Average per month

(e)

Maximum,

men

were moved.

Four outstanding points may be emphasized:
One million seven hundred, and eighty-five thousand three
hundred and forty-two drafted men were picked up at 4,500 separate points in larger or smaller units and moved on
schedule to their training camps, in many cases upward of a
The
day's journey, and in all cases, were fed in transit.
amount of detail involved in routing, scheduling, moving,
and feeding these men can hardly be overestimated.
Four million thirty-eight thousand nine hundred and
eighteen men in 9,109 special trains moved an average dis-

movement

in history.

under a different designation, handled

(a)
(fc)

(c)

1918
2,287,926
1,380,564
5,046,092

trains

troop

trains

8,714,582

July,

502,764
1,147,013

:

1918

Pullman, standard and tourist
Coaches for special troop trains
Estimated coaches for draft and regular train

70,413
65,954

69.802

—

BaiTgage and express cars for special troop trains
Estimated bageage and express cars for drafted

men

'.

for

4,576
special

troop

trains

16,285
23,075

245,529

Total
troop trains;

Special
(a)

cars

206,169

11,709

•

Freight

(d)

Number run
Estimated number required for drafted men...

11,959
4,576
16,535

em-

(c)

for

it

for the railroads

1,

1917, to

November

10, 1918.

perfect understanding existed at all times with the gen-

Army.
At the peak of the activities incident to the prosecution of
the war it was necessary to provide for the daily movement
to and from industrial plants and camps of 205,587 persons
To perform this work, 2,319 passengerin each direction.
equ'pment cars were in daily use.
In September, 1918, this section was directed to undertake
eral staff of the

10,

movements

(a)
(6)

prior to that time.
The report of the section gives in detail the performance
during the period of federal control and, for convenience, to
cover the period of the war, the data has been expanded to

May

November

homes

Equipment furnished:

fourteen

barkation overseas without interference with the heavy traffic of other kinds already being handled through these ports
and in the territory adjacent thereto. During one period of
30 days more than 20 troop trains each day were brought
into the port of New York.
During the period there were but 14 train accidents involving either death or injury of enlisted men.
The Troop Movement Section has had exclusive charge
of this work since the beginning of federal control and,

A

regnlar
special

their

Average

One million nine hundred and four thousand and
men were brought into the crowded port terminals

include the period from

from

Total

tance of 855 miles, unquestionably the largest long distance
troop

1917, to

Troops moved

(d)
(e)

special troop trains;
cars per train
Distance handled i)er train
Number hours per train

Number

Number miles per hour
Number men per train

12.6

875.4
44.2
19.8

421

Accommodations
(a)

(b)

Number handled in Pullman cars
Number of men handled in coaches

Percentage in Pullman cars
Accidents involving death or injury:
(c)

(a)
(b)
(f)

Number
Number
Number

of
of

men
men

killed

injured

2,671,074
6,043,508
30.6

16
39
335

is estimated that to demobilize these troops will involve the
Methods for
transportation of not less than 7,250,000.
handling this to the best advantage are gradually being
worked out in connection with the proper organizations of the

staff, and while the problems are new and cannot
be dealt with upon any precedent it is not anticipated that
any insurmountable difficulty will be encountered.
To accomplish the demobilization and to properly serve the
express traffic a continuation of the policy of the common
use of coaches and baggage and express cars must necessarily
be continued until the occasion therefor is removed.
The work of this section has been performed by the following forces
In the Washington office, three heads of departments and
27 clerks.
In the country at large six department general agents;

general

January

10,
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dividing the United States between them, 54 camp general
In addition,
agents and the necessary force of 60 clerks.
there has been on each railroad an authorized official to
whom all directions as to troop and other movements were
transmitted and who made himself responsible for their
proper carrying out. The number of these is 204. To deal
with the draft there was placed in the office of the governor
or adjutant general of each state a representative of the
passenger department of some road serving the territory to
deal with the innumerable questions relating to the movements of drafted men. The number of these is 49.

It will

149
undoubtedly be necessary to add to the force as the

work of

the section is further enlarged in making a more
complete check of the reports and in compiling additional
summaries. The effective utilization of the large amount of
information for the purposes of administrative control, both
centrally

and

locally, is still in the early stages of develop-

ment.

As now being
statistical

published, there are four sets of monthly

summaries, which show the following information

for individual roads, districts, regions

The work which has been performed by this section would
have been impossible except for the continuous and cordial
co-operation of the War Department and the Railroad Ad-

(1) TREIGHT-TRAIN

ministration.

in

Operating Statistics Section
This section was created May 6, 1918, and after careful
consideration and report upon the subject had been made
by a committee of executive and accounting officers selected
from railroads in all sections of the country.
The plan for standardizing statistical practice became efExcept in two particulars the comfective August 1, 1918.
putation of net ton-miles from the train reports and the disthere is no material departure
tribution of locomotive-hours
from the practices already established on the majority of the
railroad mileage, but it was made uniform throughout. The

—

—

statistics are available within a reasonable time, considering
the magnitude of the figures, and are compiled individually
for all Class 1 railroads under federal control and separated
Because the cost of materials and labor has
into regions.
been steadily climbing, comparisons of transportation costs,
expressed in money, are valueless, but the comparisons of
physical performance afforded by these statistics are most

instructive

and helpful

to the operating officers.

The creation of the Operating Statistics Section on May 6,
1918, grew out of the recommendations of the committee on
operating statistics appointed April 11, to report upon what
should be done to furnish operating statistics, and to bring
about a uniformity in statistical methods and reports.
The functions of this section are:
(1) To decide upon operating statistical standards and to
make them

effective;

(2) To act as a clearing house for the receipt of the
standardized forms, and for the analysis of the operating results, as well as for the dissemination of the figures in detail

and in summarized form;
(3) To make such special analyses of the results of any
particular road, groups of roads, or regions as may be required, and to report upon other specific subjects referred
to

it

first

PERTORMANCE (EXCLUDING MIXED AND
SPECIAL trains)

shown by directions and
comparison with the same period of previous year.)
Average miles of road operated.
Net ton-miles per mile of road per day.

Net ton-miles per train-hour.
Train speed in miles per hour.
Net ton-miles per train-mile.
Per cent of net ton-miles to gross ton-miles.
Per cent of loaded to total car-miles.
Net ton-miles per loaded car-mile.
Gross ton-miles per train-mile.
Per cent of gross ton-miles to rating ton-miles.
Per cent of locomotive miles to train-miles.
All of the basic data from which the foregoing averages
are derived are shown on pages 2 and 3 of the monthly
summary.
UTILIZATION OF FREIGHT EQUIPMENT
MIXED trains)

(2)

(FREIGHT AND

Average number of locomotives, (a) serviceable; (b) unserviceable; (c) total.

Average number of cars on line daily, (a) serviceable; (&)
unserviceable; (c) total.
Per cent of unserviceable to total equipment, (a) locomotives;

(b) freight cars.
per locomotive-day,

Miles

(a)

serviceable

locomotives;

(6) total locomotives.
Net ton-miles per loaded car-mile.
Per cent loaded to total car-miles.

Car-miles per car-day.

Net ton-miles per car-day.
(3)

NUMBER OF LOCOMOTIVES AND DISTRIBUTION OF LOCOMOTIVE HOURS

(Divided to show separately the data for
senger, switch, other,

and

freight,

pas-

total.)

AVERAGE NUMBER OF LOCOMOTIVES ON LINE

object has been attained in that practical uni-

operating statistical practice has been accomComplete figures are now available for all Class 1
roads (those having operating revenue in excess of $1,000,000 per year), under federal control, and the figures are compiled on uniform bases. The new plan has done for operating statistics what the classifications of the Interstate Commerce Commission have accomplished for railroad accounting.
It is now possible to compare not only the accounting

formity

total:

(Statistics in practically all items

for special study.

The

and

in

plished.

returns, but also the operating statistical returns of the indi-

vidual roads without the qualifications and the uncertainties
heretofore unavoidable because of variations in statistical
practice.
The aim of the new plan has been to continue the
best in current practice without imposing undue hardship or
•unnecessar\' expense.
While believed to be scientifically
comprehensive, and to give the fundamentally important information, the new plan has not been carried so far toward
the ideal as to be impractical or unjustifiably burdensome.
The force of the section has expanded gradually as its
"work has enlarged.
At this date it numbers 21 employees.

Distribution of locomotive-hours, showing for each class of
service the hours and per cent of total hours, (a) on road;
(b) at terminals; (c) in engine houses; (d) stored; and (e)
total.

(4)

CONDENSED INCOME ACCOUNT

A

monthly statement has been prepared since August,
which shows for each Class 1 road and for each region the
principal items of the income account -operating revenues,

—

operating expenses, net operating revenues, net federal income, average "standard return," and per cent of "standard
return" earned, both for the month and for the cumulative
period of the calendar year.

ADDITIONAL SUMMARIES TO BE ISSUED
the intention, beginning with the month of November,
to issue monthly summaries of "passenger-train performance" and "locomotive and train costs."
It is

month of December this
work of compiling monthly re-

Effective with the returns for the
section plans to begin the
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number of
show
comnKHlities moving

ports showing the

well as statistics which
selected

have rocontl\

ln'cn

ci)mi)ilo(i

cars of less-carload freight, as
the average carload for certain
in carloads.
These statistics
i)y

the Association of Trans-

portation and Car Accounting Officers for the
Section of the Railroad Administration.

Car Service

Telegraph Section

The Telegraph

was created July 1, 1918, and to
has been assigned the work of co-ordinating the
telegraph and telephone facilities of the railroads under
A great deal has been accomplished in this
federal control.
Section

this section

direction,

and the work

is

Fuel Conservation Section
This section was created May 1, 1918, with Eugene McAuliffe as manager, and representatives who had had pracexperience in the use of locomotive fuel, as well as in its
There has been
production, were assigned to each region.
constant co-operation with the Fuel Administration, and a
consistent effort has been made to improve the quality of
coal purchased for locomotive use, as well as to instruct enginemen in proper and economical firing. The cost of fuel
to the railroads, now aggregating about $473,000,000 antical

nually, exclusive of road haul on users' rails, represents the
largest single item of operating expense other than labor.
The marked improvement in the measure of supervision
and supervising methods established and the specific atten-

and inspection of coal

at

road hauls.
While deprived of the stimulus of war necessity, work in
the Fuel Conservation Section will move along continuously
broadening lines, the recent extraordinary increase in fuel
costs rapidly bringing this angle of railroad-operating expense into such marked prominence as to warrant continual
operating,
and maintenance
refinement in purchasing,
methods; the question of determining the most economical
grade of coal for use on the heavier type of locomotives, the
best method of obtaining the maximum return in fuel
economy for use of the locomotive superheater, the possibilities of the locomotive feed-water heater, and the determination of methods that will reduce the stand-by fuel losses of
large locomotives present problems worthy of the most serious
consideration.

Exports Control Committee
Mention has been made elsewhere

War

Department; Rear AdNavy Department;
S. Franklin, representing the Shipping Control Committee; and D. W. Cooke, representing the allies.
The work of tiiis committee has been intelligently and
sympathetically directed, and there has been as a result of
its activities a most satisfactory co-ordination between the
Freight for overseas from the interior
rail and ocean lines.
has been allowed to come forward only on permits, and these
pennits were issued where there was a practical certainty,
barring only the exigencies of the war, that ships would be
promptly available.
J.

Peoples,

the

representing

the

not unnatural that with so fundamental a change,
and with the large number of officers and men involved, there
should have been some uneasiness and uncertainties arise,
and we have not been without in the earlier period of federal
It

is

control

some evidences of demoralization

in

service

as

a

were so few
a most gratifying evidence of the patriotism and disci-

result of these conditions, but the fact that there
is

men in railroad service.
The Railroad Administration was organized in

pline of the officers and

a period of

unprecedented business, aggravated by weather conditions,
which as to severity and duration have never been equaled.
The needs of a government at war involving the greatest
variety of activities,
relatively

had

many

of

them

in

localities

unimportant and with an insufficiency of

heretofore
facilities,

to be satisfied.

Fuel for industries and homes, as well as food for the
domestic population and our Army abroad and of the allies,
had to be provided concurrently with an unprecedented commercial and industrial activity.

The

fact that this

was done and

that the railroads, emerg-

ing from the stress of weather conditions in March, were
functioning normally by May 1, and have continued to do
so, speaks for itself.

mines,

as well as the economical use of same on locomotives and in
stationary plants, has resulted in very material fuel savings
on the several railroads, and the revised methods of distribution which have been worked out will result in economy in

in this report of the

lack of co-ordination between the rail lines and the vessels
handling overseas traffic. The control of all shipping, both
for the United States and for the allied governments reaching
American ports, had been given to the Shipping Control
Committee, of which P. A. S. Franklin is chairman.
11, 1918, by agreement between the secretary of
war, the secretary of the navy, and the director general of
railroads, the Exports Control Committee was organized,
with George D. Ogden, representing the Railroad Administration, as chairman; Maj. Gen. George W. Goethals, United

On June

Army, representing

C.

In General

is

tion given to the selection

States

miral
P. A.

steadily progressing.

being given to the relations between the
railroads and the commercial telegraph companies now also
under federal control, and, in conjunction with a committee
appointed by the postmaster general, the subject of these
relations is being thoroughly gone into.
Instructions have been issued providing for the use of
symbols and a brevity code in composing telegrams, and
study is being given to testing newly invented telegraph and
telephone devices.

Consideration
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The net ton miles of revenue and non-revenue traffic handled by the railroads under federal control during the month
of November increased IJ/2 per cent as compared with November, 1917, according to the monthly report of the Operating Statistics Section.
The total train miles decreased 2.6
per cent and the net ton miles per train mile increased 4.1
per cent, while the net ton miles per mile of road per day increased from 5,180 in November, 1917, to 5,255 in NovemThe total freight car miles decreased 3.1 per cent
ber, 1918.
and the average number of freight cars on line daily increased 3.1 per cent.
The car miles per car day decreased
6 per cent from 26.6 to 25, while the net ton miles per car
day decreased 1.6 per cent.
Passenger Traffic

in

October

Railroads during the month of October handled a passenger traffic amounting to 3,194,955,151 passenger miles,
a decrease of 10.7 per cent, according to the monthly report
of the Operating Statistics Section.
Decreases were shown
in all the regions excepting the Allegheny and Pocahontas
regions. For the 10 months ended October 31 the number of
passengers carried one mile shows an increase of 10.8 per
cent as compared with the corresponding period of 1917.

Disposition of

Empty

Containers

The Claims and Property

Protection Section has issued
Circular No. 5, prescribing regulations governing the receipt
of empty containers as described in classifications, and the
disposition of such containers

when

astray.

Boiler Efficiency Increased by

New^ Type

of

Firebox

Eighteen Per Cent Greater Evaporation Per Pound of
Coal Secured in Tests on C. M.
&
THE Chicago, Milwaukee
road

St.

Paul has

recently

com-

pleted a series of
tests of a locomotive equipped
with a new type of firebox. The principal feature of the
design consists of two water legs extending longitudinally

from the throat of the boiler to the crown sheet. The trials
were conducted with one locomotive so equipped and another
of the same class with a firebox of the usual type. The results showed that the new design caused a noteworthy increase
in the boiler efficiency with a corresponding decrease in the
The performance, as developed by the
fuel consumption.
Locomotive 7142
tests, is summarized in the table below.
had the ordinary type of boiler, while engine 7615 had the

new type of firebox.
The boiler tests conducted

Fig.

1

— Firebox

at

Coatesville in 1912 proved

of Chicago,

Milwaukee

&

St.

firebox.

The

&

St. P.

salient features of this design are the water

Nicholson Thermic Syphons.
formed from a single sheet rolled to shape
and closed by welding along the front edge. The sides are
set four inches apart and joined to the crown sheet, extending
from a point about 18 in. from the front edge to about 6 in.
from the rear. The front edge of the water leg is parallel to
the tube sheet; from the back of the crown sheet it slopes
downward toward the throat of the boiler. The cross section
of the leg is increased at the lower edge to form a segment of
a circle six inches in diameter, which joins a 6-in. tube extending into the lower portion of the tube sheet. The syphons
thus form a support for the sectional brick arch.
Fig. 1
shows the side elevation and plan of the firebox on which the
legs in the firebox, knovra as

The syphon

is

Paul Locomotive Equipped with Nicholson Thermic Syphons

conclusively that the water evaporated per square foot of heating surface in a locomotive boiler is much greater in the firebox than in the boiler tubes and flues. The maximum evaporation per square foot of tube heating surface is estimated
at about 10 lb. per hr., while the corresponding figure for the
is 55 lb. per hr.
Since these important facts have
been demonstrated, the tendency in boiler design has been
along the line of increased firebox heating surface.
It is a
difficult matter to secure more than a very limited increase
in the area of the sheets in the usual design of firebox.
To
overcome this difficulty J. L. Nicholson of the Locomotive
Firebox Company, Chicago, recently patented a new design of

firebox
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were made, equipped with the syphons. Fig. 2 shows
another method of installing thermic syphons in locomotive
fireboxes.
In this case, instead of flanging the neck of the
syphon out and welding it into the throat sheet, a separate
diaphragm plate is used, the syphon being formed with a
separate neck and expanded into the diaphragm plate, also
being riveted and welded as shown. This is for the purpose
of giving more flexibility to the installation, and also to enable the manufacturers, by eliminating the flanged portion
of the neck and making the neck long enough to fit extreme
cases, to standardize forms and dies necessary for the manufacture of the syphons.
tests

..
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The

locomotives

tested were of the Con.soli elation type,
steam and otiuipped witli piston valves and
Walschaert valve gear. They were alike in all respects except that the firebox of locomotive 7615 was equipi)ed with
satiiralnl

u.sini;

Genekal Results of Tests
Decrease,

Kngine

Poumls

coal fiicil jici thousand gross
miles, actual
Pounds coal fired per thousand gross
miles, equated
Poumls coal fired per locomotive mile

Kimiiie

KiiRinc

7142

7615

124.36

93.64

The engines were coaled at the chutes, no attempt being
made to select the coal. The amount used was obtained by
weighing the tender at the end of each run with all water
emptied out of the tank. Sacked coal was used while at termiiKils and standing or switching on the road.
Sani[)les were taken from the tender during each trip and
were later analyzed. 'l"he average analysis was as follows:

7615.
cent

Analysis ok Coal as Fiiied
Volatile
Fixed
combustible carbon
Ash

I'cr

ton

Eng.
24.7

No.

ton
124.36
271.9

86.63
218.9
2,340.0

Average tonnage hauled
2.190.0
Poumls of water used per thousand gross
ton miles

Pounds water evaporated per pound of
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7615
7142

30.3
19.4
6.8*

670.72

596.22

5.39

6.36

18.0*

6.54

7.74

18.3*

Moisture
10.00

The

35.02
37.36

10.21

coal consumption

fired
fired

evaporation

ner

and

H.

u.

t.

per

pound coal

16.23
11.63

10,184
11,008

rate of firing are

shown

in the

following table:

11.1

coal

Coal Consumption

Equivalent evaporation per pound of coal
Equivalent

38.75
40.80

4

Total

pound of dry

coal

8.60

7.28

18.1*

Equivalent evaporation per pound of combustible

Front-end temperature

Test
No.

25.3*
27.92*

8.37
57.65

10.49
73.75

625 deg. F.

550 deg. F.

Boiler efficiency

Eng.
No.

lb.

1-E
2-W^

13.6

* Increase.

coal

lb.

coal

fired
per hr.

fired

3-W

18,400
20,450
20,820

4-E

19,505

6

5

Average

3,262
3,903
3,523
3,744

sq. ft. of

grate

8
Lb. coal
fired per
locomotive gross l-OOO
mile
ton-milef
7

Lb. coal
Lb. coal
per hr. per fired per
100-car
mile

Lb. coal

fired per

66.84
80.00
72.19
76.72

382.8
689.0
513.7
317.6

206.7
222.7
226.8
219.1

80.60
102.84
101.35
91.61

'

Numerical quantities under cngi^ie 7142 considered as lOO per cent in
the above.

Thermic Syphons supporting the brick arch,
while 7142 had the ordinary type of firebox with a brick
arch supported on four 3 -in. arch tubes. Both had recently
received heavy repairs. The principal data for the two locomotives are given as follows:

(.Ave.

19,794

3,599

73.75

440.6

218.9

93.64

1-W
4-E

29,450
22,100
25,855
20,930

4,558
4,300
4,568
4,120

93.40
88.11
93.60
84.42

486.0
483.9
638.1
461.1

320.8
248.3
281.6
235.1

162.12
108.22
141.51
94.10

Ave.

24,584

4,401

90.18

510.8

271.9

124.36

2-E

the Nicholson

3-W
\

From an

operating standpoint the boiler performance of
both locomotives was satisfactory, although it was noticeable

Locomotive Data
Engitie 7615

Cylinder diameter and stroke

23 in. by 30 in.
63 in.

Diameter of drivers
Tractive

42.800
190,400
216,900
351,450

effort

Weight on drivers
Total weight of engine
Total weight of engine and tender.
Boiler type

[

75M

Engine 7142
in. by 30 in.
63 in.
42.800 lb.
189,200 lb.
215,700 lb.
350,250 lb.
Straight
radial stay

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

Straight,
radial stay

f

Boiler diameter, first course
Grate area
Tubes, number and outside diameter..

23

7554

in.

48.8 sq.

418—2

in.
sq. ft.

Tube heating surface
Normal firebox heating surface
Heating surface added by arch tubes.
Heating surface added by thermic sy-

3,143.0
195.7 sq.

phons

53,0 sq.
248.7 sq.
3,391.7 sq.
69.5

Total firebox heating surface
Total heating surface
Total heating surface -r- grate area...
Firebox heating surface -^ total heating
surface, per cent
Firebox heating surface -=- grate area.

in.

48.8 sq.

ft.

414—2

ft.

j^"'^'tj"""""'""""^

in.

3,173.4 sq.
195.7 sq.
29.3 sq.

ft.

Ut^

^

ft.
ft.

ft.

ft.

225.0 sq.
3,398.4 sq.
69.6

ft.
ft.

ft.

ft.

6.6
4.6

7.3
5.1

Test Condition and Methods

The

test

runs were conducted

between

Milwaukee and

The distance westbound was 91.8 miles and
Portage, Wis.
eastbound 89.1 miles. There was no attempt to control the
makeup of the test trains. The tonnage was limited to what
the engines could handle on the ruling grade, and trains were
run as extras with whatever cars were available. Two trips
eastbound and two westbound were made with each locomoA
tive, the same engine crew being used on all the tests.
road foreman of engines acted as cab observer and all other
readings were taken by employees of the test department under the direction of G. P. Kempf, engineer of tests. Weather
conditions were uniform throughout the tests. A summary of
the tonnage and time consumed is given below.

— An

2

Fig.

that the boiler of engine 7615

mands made upon

4

3

2

5

Eng.
No.

2W
7615.

3-W
4-E

49
29
32
34

Ids.
5
Ids.
1
Ids.
1
Ids. 35

empt.
empt.
empt.
empt.

grade
2565
2027
2055
2392

1-W

35 Ids. 31 empt.

2-E

3-W

47 Ids.
45 Ids.

Oempt.

4-E

SI Ids.

empt.

2260
1976
2315
2006
2499

9 empt.

2199

[Ave. 36

7142

ruling

over

Tes
1-E

Ave. 44

Ids.

Ids.

10 empt.
7

empt.

Adjusted
Gross
tonnage ton-miles
228,285
2565
198,853
2166

it

Boiler Performance
8

Time

divisi'on,

hr.

min.

6
6
7

54
59
46

motion,
hr. min.
5

38

5

14

5

54

2237
2391

205,410
212,900

6

17

5

12

2340
1976
2294
1990
2499

211,362
181,400
204.200
182,700
222,400

6

59

5

30

8

27
38

6

27
8

39

5

13
45

5
5
5

2190

197,675

7

1

5

35

6
7

2

1

7

Time

6

Tonnage

was more responsive

than that of engine 7142.
below summarize the boiler performance.

Train Make-Up, Tonnage and Time
1

Improved Method of Applying the Thermic
Syphon to the Throat

Eng Test
No,

No.

hour

6.68
6.04
6.48
6.30

6.42
6.94
6.73
6.95

49 Deg.
52 Deg.
52 Deg.
51 Deg.

Ave. 3,599

Factor
of
evap.

198.3
199.2
198.9
198.4

1.2187
1.214<^
1.2149'
1.2159'

22,912

6.36

6.75

51 Deg.

198.7

23,707
24,554
23,394
23,338

5.20
5.71
5.12
5.66

6.97
7.22
6.88
6.88

50
54
58
52

Deg.
Deg.
Deg.
Deg.

198.8
198.3
196.6
197.6

1.2170-

Ave. 4,401

23,728

5.39

6.98

53 Deg.

197.9

1.2139'

2-E

3-W
4-E
I

9

boiler

4.558
4,300
4,568
4,120

ri-w

5

8

Average
pressure

heat, sur;

21,782
23,553
22,825
23,589

4-E

7142

coal

tables-

and Apparent Evaporation

7
3
4
5
6
Lb. coal Lb. water Lb. water Lb. water Temp.
feed
evap'd
evap'd
evap'd
fired
per hour per lb. per sq. ft water
per.

3.262
3,903
3,523
3,744

l-E

2-W
3-W

7615

— Coal

to the de-

The

20861.21491

.

January
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10,

Boiler Performance

— Equiv.

Equivalent-evaporation

Eng.
No.

Evap. Horse

— from

Per Per hr. per Per lb.
hour
sq. ft.
of coal

Test

No.

heat. surf. as fired

26,546
23,615
27,730
28,682

7.82
8.43
8.16
8.45

.Ave. 27,858

1-E

2-W
3-W
4-E

l-W
2.E
I

3-W
4-E

28,851
29,781
28,274
28,353

and

Per

lb.

of dry
coal

8.14
7.34
7.87
7.66

9.04
8.14
8.74
8.51

8.21

7.74

8.60

8.76
8.31
8.34

6.33
6.93
6.19
6.88

7.35
6.96
7.59

Ave. 28,803

6.54

Power and Efficiency

at 212

Per

Deg. F.

lb.

Boiler

lb.

of

Boiler

combustible
9.42
10.22
11.09
10.77

hp.

effi-

ciency

769.4
826.5
803.7
831.3

67.00
?3.63
77.96
77.26

10.49

807.4

73.75

8.26
8.95
7.85
8.56

836.2
863.2
819.5
821.8

58.00
61.35
53.89
58.10

8.37

834.8

57.65

be noted that the average boiler horsepower developed by locomotive 7615 was 807.4, as compared with 834.8
horsepower for engine 7142. This is to be accounted for by
the fact that engine 7142 consumed 12.4 per cent more water
per thousand gross ton miles. Neither of the locomotives was
forced to the limit of the capacity of the boiler. Engine 7615
developed a maximum boiler horsepower of 1,015 on the
grade from Milwaukee to Brookfield. This is at the rate of
35,000 lb. equivalent evaporation per hour, or 10.62 lb. per
square foot of heating surface per hour.
During one round trip with each locomotive readings were
taken of the vacuum in the front end, firebox and ashpan,
and also of the temperature in the front end. The results
It will

are

shown

in the table below.

Draft and Front End Temperature
Lb. coal

Eng. Test
nI. No.

fired per
sq. ft. grate

1

2-W

3,262
3,903

per hour
66.84
80.00

Ave.

3,582

l-W

Draft-—Inches

cif

water

Front
end

Temp.

Front
end

Firebox

Ash pan

5.2
5.3

1.67
1.66

.27
.29

Deg.
520
536

73.42

5.25

1.66

.28

528

2-E

4,558
4,300

93.40
88.11

5.3
5.0

1.56
1.27

.22
.17

610
589

Ave.

4,429

90.15

5.15

1.41

.195

599

1-E
f

7615.

Lb. coal

per hour

fired

Such rapid circulation will cause the water to remain at more
nearly uniform temperature throughout the boiler.
This
should result in a decrease in the boiler troubles due to unequal expansion and contraction.
The cost of application of the Nicholson Thermic Syphons
is low, and it is anticipated that the maintenance charges will
be negligible compared with the savings effected. The syphon
requires no more attention than any other part of the firebox
and when properly applied is practically fool-proof and accident-proof. The first installation has been in service for four
months and has given no trouble from mud or scale. The
rapid circulation has kept the syphons clean and has apparently resulted in throwing the mud and scale into the back
water leg, where it can easily be removed. Up to the present
time there has been no evidence of scale in the syphons, and
no leak or trouble of any nature has developed at the seams
or stays.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is now planning to install the syphons on s.everal additional locomotives.

Cleveland Station Ordinance Approved

THE

7142

Both locomotives had double exhaust nozzles with 3/^-'in.
tips at the time these readings were taken. On the last round
trip with engine 7615 the tips were enlarged to 3-11/16 in.
diameter, which reduced the vacuum somewhat.
The front
end temperatures were obtained by means of a Hoskins
pyrometer.
It is thought that owing to an improper adjustment of the recorder the temperatures recorded for engine
7142 are too low.
No analysis was made of the front end gases, so it is impossible to tell exactly what changes in combustion conditions
were brought about by the changes in the firebox. The reduction in the coal consumption, the increase in the evaporation and the marked absence of smoke indicates that the
syphons tend to improve combustion conditions by breaking
up the stream of gases and securing a better mixture of the
combustible gases and the air.
In considering the increased boiler efficiency secured by
the use of the Nicholson Thermic Syphons it should be noted
that engine 7615 was working at a lower rate of evaporation
than engine 7142 and also at a lower rate of combustion,
which made a favorable condition for obtaining higher boiler
efficiency.
In this connection, however, it should not be overlooked that this was not due to operating conditions favoring
engine 7615, as the average tonnage hauled by this locomotive
was 6.8 per cent greater than that hauled by engine 7142.
Making due allowance for the favorable evaporation and combustion rates, there remains a gain in economy which cannot
be attributed entirely to the increased firebox heating surface.
There is evidently a further saving due to the increase in the
radiating surface in the firebox, to the more intimate mingling
of the combustible gases with air in the firebox and to the
more rapid circulation through the boiler. It is estimated
that the rate of flow through the syphons is so fast that all
the water in the boiler passes through them every five minutes.

PUBLIC SQUARE union station ordinance submitted

Cleveland for ratification was passed
in a special election on January 6 by a vote of about
two to one. Under this ordinance the mayor is authorized
to enter into a contract with the Cleveland Union Terminal
to the people of

Company which

will provide for the construction of a union
all of the railroads and interurban lines

passenger station for
entering the

The
work

I
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city.

officers

will be

of this company
commenced on the

complete expenditure for which

are quoted as saying that
project in the spring, the

estimated at $50,000,000.
said that all the railroads have agreed to co-operate in
carrying out this plan.
is

It is

All of the railroads entering Cleveland, with the exception
of the Pennsylvania Lines, the New York Central and the

Nickel Plate, occupy locations in the valley of the Cuyahoga
river, a rather tortuous flat extending southeast from the
lake just west of the business center of the city. The New
York Central occupies tracks and terminals along the lake
front, while the Nickel Plate has a parallel location from
two to three miles back from the lake with terminals
adjacent to the other roads in the river valley.
The Pennsylvania Lines enter the city from the south and use the
New York Central passenger station on the lake front, to
which they have access by a line across the city about two
miles east of the station.
The new union station project provides for a passenger
station for all steam roads as well as for the numerous electric interurban routes which now occupy the city streets.
The proposed site is centrally located to the south of the
Cleveland public square at the top of the bluff overlooking
the Cuyahoga valley.
The bluff is connected with the bluff
on the west side of the valley by a viaduct, 1,000 ft. long,
just west of the proposed station.
The plan provides for
access to this terminal by all of the roads with but limited
detours from existing lines with the exception of the New
'

York

Central, which

would reach

over the tracks of the
includes extensive local
freight terminal developments on a site close to the proposed

Nickel

Plate.

The

project

it

also

passenger station.

The station project is backed by financial interests headed
by O. P. Van Sweringen, of Cleveland, president of the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, who is also identified with the
Cleveland & Youngstown Railroad, an interurban line, extending to the east, through the Shaker Heights and other
real estate developments.
One of the more recent activities
of these interests has been the construction of the High Level
Freight Terminal at Orange avenue and Broadway, used by

6
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with a d((

Ni'w \oik Ci'iilral, tin- iipproaili lino to tliis tinniiKil
being one link of the entrance to the proposed station.
One of the iirineijial ohjcctions raised to this plan prethe-

(if

court house, a city hall and other buildcity entered into a contract
with several of the railroads for the definite prosecution of
this plan, but nothing had been done other than the conings,

and

in

2.1

rea.si'

in train

new

November, 1915, the

in

miles of 2.2 per cent for October and
There was an increase in

cent for the 10 months.

|)er

the average train

ceding the recent election wa.s the fact that it nullifies the
plan of the City of Cleveland undertaken as early as 1901
for a union passenger station on the lake front, to form part
of a civic center or mall, around which the principal public
buildings of the city were to l)e grouped. The people of the
City of Cleveland had already committed themselves definitely to this plan through the purchase of land and the
construction of a

Vol. 66, No. 2

and car loading and an increase for Octoi)er
months there

the car miles per car day, although for 10

The

w.is a (lecrea.se of 6 jier cent in this item.

increase in

mileage continued, amounting to 14. ,i per cent for
The net ton miles
()( toiler and .v9 per cent for 10 month.s.
per car day increased 2.7 per cent for October but decreased
The new tables in1.4 per cent for the 10 months period.
clude a figure for percentage of unserviceal)le freight cars, 6
per cent for this year as comj)arcd with 5.6 per cent for last
year for the month of Octoi)er, while the percentage for 10
months is 5.7 per cent, the same as for 1917. A summary of

eni|)ty car

and

the report by regions

shown

districts is

The Railroad Administration has

struction of the municipal buildings above mentioned.

in the table.

also given out a stat£-

train and locomotive performance in freight service,
including mixed and special trains, for the month of
October, showing by individual roads the frcigiit train miles,
freiglit locomotive miles, freight car miles, gross ton miles,
rating ton miles, net ton miles, train hours, net ton miles per
train hour, train speed, net ton miles per train mile, per cent
net ton miles to gross ton miles, per cent loaded car miles to
total car miles, net ton miles per loaded car mile, gross ton
miles per train mile, per cent gross ton miles to rating ton
miles, per cent locomotive miles to train miles, average number of freight locomotives, locomotive miles per day, gross ton
miles per locomotive mile, net ton miles per locomotive day,
tons of coal consumed, and pounds of coal per locomotive
mile and per 1,000 gross ton miles.

ment of
not

Freight jTraffic Statistics for October
imo>}thly statement of freight traffic movement
perfomiance compiled by the Operating Statistics Section of the Railroad Administration is published for the month of October in a new form, based on data
reported on the new standard forms. The figures continue to

THE

luid car

The net ton
of traffic handled.
miles increased 3.5 per cent in October as compared with
October, 1917, while for the 10 months ending October .^1
This increase was handled
the increase was 1.9 per cent.
show an increasing volume

FREIGHT TRAFFIC MOVEMENT AND CAR PERFORMANCE, OCTOBER,

1918

AND

1917.

(Including Freight and Mixed Trains)
.\verage miles
of road

operated

Allegheny' Region

Total'
Total'
Total'
Total'
Totali

Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region

Grand

Total.

.Ml

This
year

Last
year

3,822
10,847
9,355

3,689
10,307
9,172

2,138
7,841
4,958

2,208
7,979
4,957

d3.3
dl.7
a

8,696
13,911
15,357

3,584
3,820
4,073
2,532

14,937
5,850
1,908
8,214
8,314
10,712
4,908

15,144
6,075
1,927
8,226
8,591
10,945
5,167

dl.4
d3.7
dl.O
dO.l
d3.2

5,385

54,843

56,075

«,160
21,048

8,151

21,152
14.133

7,077,711
4,098,473

932,662
6,758,449
4,018,527

51,490
31,733

43,436
12,742
4,770
37,322
47,138
51,550
32,032

12,144,723
5,526.207
2,319,979
4,417,055
6.024,405
6.743,573
2,372,620

11,709,639
5,494,788
2,271,054
4,145,128
5,583,558
6,505,856
2,514,060

d5.6

9,039
13,891
15,619
3,8^1
4,118
4,2:4
2,412

228.665

228,990

39,548,562

38,224,083

,3.5

5.579

JiA^lil
43,340
12,833

(x)

4,791
37,287
47.191

Regions (x)

Last
year

This
year
968,539

Eastern Region

Total

This
year

per mile of
road per day

Last
year

England

Grand Total

.Vet ton miles

This
year

Railroad
District
Total New
Toal Central District
Ohio-Indiana District
Total,'

Net ton miles.
revenue and nonrt-venuc
(Thousands)
Per ct.
change

Last
year

3.8
4.7

2.0
3.7
0.5
2.1

6.6
7.9
3.7

Train miles
(Thousands)

Net ton miles
per train mile

Per ct.
change

This
year
453
903
827

Last Per ct.
year change
422
7 3
847
6.6
811
2.0

Tz

813
945

773
904

1,216

1,178

d2.1
d5.0

538
725
630
483

504
650
595
487

dO.8

d2.2

721

682

TF

4's
3.2
6.7
ll.S
5.9

Net ton miles per
Freight car miles (thousands)
Loaded
Enipty
^
,
Last
Per ct.
This
Last
year
change
year
year

,

Total

New

Total',

39.099
237.610
125,804

42,995
242,761
126,987

402.513
148,002
55,643
165,943
213,275
250,404
98.001

412,743
153.720
59.071
169,567
212,966
262,396
109,768

1..'33,779

1,380.131

England District

Total' Central

District
District

Ohio-Indiana

Eastern Region
Allegheny Region (x)
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region

Grand Total
Total
Total'
Total'
Total'
Total'
Total]

Grand

Total.

.All

1

This
year

Railroad

'

Regions (x)

Total

.Average

number of

d9.1
d2.1

^

16,132
107,324
56,026

17,414
97,307
48,004

dlO.7

179,482
78,731
36,557
74,235
92,079
122,980
45,661

162,725
75,701
34,739
66,377
76,239
96,034
39,162

d3.4

629,725

550,977

d 0.9

d 2.5

d3.7
d 5.8
d 2.1
0.1
d 4.6

Percent
unserviceable

Total

Per ct. This
change year

This
year

Last
year

This
year

District
Total' Central District
Total! Ohio-Indiana District ...

85,832
375.324
234,026

104,693
408.389
252,795

91,796
400,596
253,045

109,931 dl6.5
433,177 d7.5
272,443 d7.1

Total, Eastern Regi'otl
Allegheny Region (x)...
Pocahontas Region
Southern Resion
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region..
Southwestern Region

695,182
352,947
87,963
277,266
351,034
328.565
183,817

765,877
377,694
84,022
247,142
319,175

745,437
379,330
93,160
290,671
373,520
348.750
190,305

815,551
398,892
88,935
256,711
339,788
331,767
174,279

d8.6
d4.9

9.?

6.7
7:0
5.6
4.6
6.0
5.8
3.4

2,421,173

2.405,924

0.7

6.0

Total

New England

Grand
Total
Total'
Total'
Total'
Total'
Total,'

Grand

Total. All Regions (x> 2,276,774

t

161,473
t

10.3
16.7

10.3
4.0
5.2
11.8

*

*

,

.,

This
year
55,231
344,935
181,830
.?81.996

Last
year
60,409
340.068
174,991

28.1
16.6

2r6,733
92,200
240.179
305,352
373,384
143.662

575,468
229,421
93,810
235,844
289,205
358,430
148,930

14.3

1,963,506

1,931,108

20.8

,

Per ct. This
change year
d8.6
24.8

Last
year
21.7
27.8
31.6

Per ct.
change

6.3
4.5
8.6
8.6
7.6
8.5
5.7
7.2

1.4
3.9

29.8
32.6

1.1

1.8

30.2
37.3
41.7
26.6

5.6
4.2
d3.5

28.?
26.9
24.2

28.4
35.7
38.4
24.5
26.2
24.8
22.9

1.7

29.7

27.7

dl.2
dl.7

14.3
7.2
3.2

freight cars on line daily

Serviceable

Railroad

Per ct.
change
d7.4

loaded car mile

Last
year

a Less than one-tenth of one per cent.
d Indicates decreases.
t Information incomplete.
plete information.

4.8
13.2
9.9
5.1

6.5
6.3
7.5

Estimated.

Per cent loaded

to

total car miles

Last This Last Per ct.
year year year change
4.8 70.8
71.2 dO.6
5.7
68.9 71.4 d3.5
7.2 69.2
72.6 d4.7
69.2
65.3
60.4
69.1
69.8

5.7
7.3

67.1

68.2

71.7
67.0
63.0
71.8
73.6
73.2
73.7

5.6

67.9

71.5

6.1

S.3
5.5
3.7
6.1

x Excludes

Car miles
per car day

Net ton miles
per car day

This Last Per ct.
year year change
19.4 17.7
9.6
27.8 25.3
9.9
23.2 20.7
12.1

This
year
340.4
569.9
522.5

Last
year
273.7
503.3
475.8

Per ct.
change
24.4

13.5
5.8
d2.5
d5.9
dl.8
dl.4

d3.5
d2.5
d4.1
d3.8
d5.2
d8.3
d7.5

25.2
19.3
31.9
26.7
26.4
34.5
24.4

22.8 10.5
18.6
3.8
34.0 d6.2
29.6 d9.8
27.5 d4.0
34.9 dl.l
27.6 dll.

525.6
469.9
803.4
490.2
520.3
623.7
402.2

463.2
444.3
823.8
520.9

dS.O

26.2

25.9

526.9

512.5

1.2

530.1

13.2
9.8

632.6
465.3 dl3. 6

2.7
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Percentage of Increase or Dein
Factors
Influencing
Freight Train and Freight Car
Efficiency, Month of October, 1918,
Compared with the Same Month

:

.... ...

crease

!r

F
E

IE

-- - --

EE
-- --

of 1917.

COMPARED WITH SAME PERIOD OF PREVIOUS YEAR

Net ton

This
year

Net ton miles

miles,

Last
year

Train miles
(Thousands)

per mile of
road per day

Per ct.
change

This
year

Last
year

This
year

7,994
21,172
12,942

9,364,404
64,435,073
33,590,275

9.024,400
62,351,207
33,971.231

6.0
3.3
di.2

3,930
10,034
8,54?

3,713
9,687
8,635

22,298
77,258
43,345

46,321

41,061
14.133
4.950
37,422

42,108
14.235
4,865
46,722
51,259
31,936

105,346,838
57,718,424
22,228,634
40,092,412
49,091,997
59,475,175
25,023,961

2.1

46,887
51.375
31,861

107,589,751
55,847,760
22.298,005
43,028,278
50,468,398
61,963,654
24.659,548

?.8
4.2
dl.5

8,414
12,999
14,815
3,782
3,540
3.967
2,546

8,214
13,338
15,029
3,530
3,456
3,817
2,577

142,902
62,984
19,334
85,435
76,360
99,903
49,312

149,036
66,743
19,588
80,036
78,467
102,943
50,877

228,690

228,488

365,855,394

358,977,441

1.9

5,262

5,168

536,230

547,690

d3.2
0.3
7.3

Net ton miles
per train mile

Last Per ct.
year change
22,430
dO.6
80,285
d3.8

8,005
21,123
12,934

37,3';6

disturbance

business conditions

lI

revenue aud non-revenue
(Thousands)
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year

all
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Re* EnglftDd

3i

2
8

3

1

d6.4

This
year
429
824
775

Last Per ct.
year change
402
6.7
777
7.3
733
5.7

d5.6
dl.3

753
887

707
865

1,153

1,135

1.6

0.6
6.0

d4.1

6.5
2.5

6.7

504

d2.7
d3.0

661

620

501
626
578

d3.1

500

492

1.6

d2.1

682

655

4.1

73

Net ton miles per
Total

Freight car miles (thousands)

Loaded-

r-

This
year
405,457

Last
year
438,832

2,218,816
1,046,388

2,365,540
1,162,946

3,670 661
1.568,753

3

Railroad
Total, New England District
Total, Central District
Total, Ohio-Indiana District
Total, Eastern Region
Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region

Grand

Total, All Regions

Empty

,

Per ct.
change
d 7.0
d 6.2

dlO.O

This
year

0.3
2.4
1.7

1.708.330

1,675,145

854,712
.12,751
767,096
771.899

2.0
0.3
7.S
9.3
4.8
5.3

d-7.5
d 8.8
d 4.6

1.681.000
1.836,513
2,291,140
990,504

1,681,145
1,909,803
2,434,649
1,078,788

d3.8
d5.9
d8.2

1.046,883
423,025

852.467
346,869
701,686
736,667
994,006
415,947

12,595,377

13,375,656

d5.8

5,944.696

5,722,787

a

A_

Total, New Eneland District
Total, Central District
Total, Ohio-Indiana District ...

101,466
417,409
206,526

103,486
420,384
218,060

Grand Total, Eastern Region
Total, Allegheny Region
Total. Pocahontas Region
Total, Southern Region

725,400
408,933
83,450
272,533
309,732
317,437
175,371

741,932
390,608
77,458
223,927
320,353

Total.
Total,

Northwestern Region
Central Western
Southwestern Region

Grand

Total,

All

Regions.

.

2,292,856

t

162,944
t

Last
year

year
.S78,342

611.250
3,393,428

3,271,243
1.529.407

1,637.785

*

,

Per ct.
change
d5.4
d3.6
d6.6

This
yeaf
23.6
29.0
32.1

5,642,463
?,572,860
930,429
2,382,832
2,646,470
3,428,655
1,494,735

d4.7
d5.8

1.7

5,378,992
2.423,466
929,557
2.448,098
2,608,412
3,338,023
1,413,529

dl.4
d2.6
d5.4

29.3
35.6
40.0
25.6
27.5
27.0
24.9

3.9

18,540,077

19,098,444

d2.9

29.0

*

a

2.7

Per ct. This
change year

year
107,129
441,607
225,992

109,404
445,997
235,474

d2.1

774.727
435,823
87,242
286,054
330,721
335,468
181,913

790,876
410,766
81,481
236,758
341,247
319,425
171,195

d2.0

2,431,947

2,351,749

dl.O
d4.0

5.3
5.5

8.6

Last,

Perct.

year
:0.6
26.4
29.2

change

26.6

24.4
23.2

10.2
6.3
5.0
7.6
7.0
10.6
7.3

26.8

8.2

33.5
38.1
23.8
25.7

14.6
9.8
9.9

20.8
d3.1

6.2
4.9
4.9
5.4

5.0
6.3

5.4
3.6

6.0
4.8

3.4

5.7

5.7

6.1

68.2
64.7
59.9
68.7
70.4
68.7

Net ton miles
per car day

A
^

Last This Last Per ct.
year year year change
5.4
70.1
71.8 d2.4
5.7
67.8 69.7 d2.7
7.4
68.4 70.9 d3.5

6.4
6.2
4.3
4.7
6.3

6.1
7.1

Car miles
per car day

/.

,

^

This

This

Per cent
Per cent loaded to
unserviceable
total car miles

A
^

Last
year

^

Last
year

line daily

Total

Serviceable

This
year

loaded car mile

*

,

Per ct.
change

172,418
1,027,888
474,839

583,560

967.318

1,720,393

^

Total.

Last
year

172,885
1,052,427
483.019

Average number of freight cars on

Railroad

^

556,806

Grand
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

,

d3.0

^

^

This
year
293.7
480.0
488.9

Last
year
271.3
459.9
474.6

22.8
18.3

456.8
421.5
844.0
494.5
502.0
607.6
445.9

438,2
4.2
462.2 dS.S
897.4 d6.0
557.0 dll.
473.2
6.1
612.5 dO.8
480.8 d7.3

494.9

502.1

d4.5
d2.7
d2.5
d3.2
d2.9

35.2'

70.1

70.3
66.9
62.7
70.6
72.2
71.0
72.2

28.2
25.9
32.7
25.6

23.5 d3.0
20.6 dll.
37.4 d5.9
33.1 dl4.
25.5
1.6
35.3 d7.4
28.7 dlO. 8

67.9

70.0

d3.0

25.1

26.7

d3

.

\I
^

This Last Per ct.
year year change
17.8 18.4 d3.3
24.4 25.0 22.4
22.3 22.9 d2.5

d6.0

Per ct.
change
8.3
4.4
3.0

dl.4

Shall

American Railways Be Prussianized?'
Frank Discussion

of

Mr. McAdoo's Proposal With Practical

Suggestions for Regulation of Roads

By Alba
President,

IT

IS

Mv

ASPIRATION aud liopc

to

B. Johnson

Baldwin Locomotive Works

emulate the wisdom of

sagacious leader who served us so long and so
well as President, my honored predecessor and loyal
that

Some of my official colleagues have comone of Mr. Post's customs, which was to
supplement the addresses of distinguished guests at our
dinners in New York by some remarks of his own by way
of expressing in a special way sentiment or opinion in the
railway supply guild.
A part of what I might say would
have particularly to do with the phases which have just
been dealt widi so vigorously and clearheadedly by this
Statesman in business.
Other speakers are to follow, eminent travelers, lately home from Europe, and I am sensible
of the obligation of a toastmaster to temper ambition with
mercy; but in order to preserve the continuity of your
thought I ask pardon for saying what I have to say, as
friend,

Mr. Post.

mended

to

me

briefly as I can,

There

is

foolish than

onl}'

prediction has

one time when the optimist looks more
is

predicting,

come out wrong.

be possible.

As

has of course been no profiteering by
carried a larger volume of traffic in 1916
and 1917 than previously, but could not and did not raise,
as did manufacturers, merchants and labor, the price of
to price, there

railways.

at this juncture.

when he

Control Act, and particularly it cannot carry through a proIt has seemed to us
of additions and betterments.
that if amendments to the Control Act could be drawn
which would permit a reasonable annual program of improvements for five years an amendment could be dravm
which would accomplish the same purpose annually for two
years.
One difficulty about additions and betterments
under government control is the question of requiring corporations to pay for goods which they did not choose and
That issue is now
at prices which they did not negotiate.
in the courts.
Why is it necessary or desirable to await the
Why cannot all
long-drawn-out processes of litigation?
concerned get together in a businesslike way and adjust the
This ought to
situation to a fair and practicable basis?

gram

I

and

am an

that is

when

his

incorrigible opti-

but a chastened prophet.
Nevertheless, it is only
veracious to report that for the present at least it is apparently not going to be necessary to repeat the sound money
campaign of 1896 in order to prevent the adoption of government railway operation. Suppose you were to call for
debate on the question, "Resolved, That American railways
should be Prussianized." In their present frame of mind,
I believe, a majority of Americans would take the negative.
This is much more than merely turning the general unpopularity of a people against one of their particular institutions.
There is a peculiarly Prussian and offensively
Prussian thing about state railways. They typify the substitution of a government bureau for the individual citizen
in performing a function which ought to be regulated, and
which cannot be regulated when the government itself performs it. Prussian state railways are a chapter in desApparently our people generally are in no mood
potism.
This seems to apply to the proposed
for trial of it here.
There have in the past been those who
iive-year trial.
The idea has encountered obadvocated trial marriages.
stacles, one of which, I suspect, is the fear lest when, at
the conclusion of the period nominated in the bond of
union pro tem, the experimental pair issued forth from the
connubial laboratory one of them might prove to have been
damaged. There is, I think, some apprehension that even
a five-year test might take some of the bloom off Miss
Democracy, whom our boys have just been fighting and
mist,

They

what they had

to sell.

The

director general raised rates,

railroad corporations never had a permy of that;
their present income is the standard return based on net
Granted that the
income of three years ending 1917.

but

tlie

government ought to avoid possessing itself of any railway
equipment whatever, and that therefore the corporations
should be steadily augvunenting their plant, the amount
charged to them on account of this should be computed by
making an appropriate deduction from the prices paid by
the government and letting the government absorb the difference as part of the cost of the war.

dying to preserve.
For practical men, therefore, the profitable object at this
time upon which to expend thought and energy is the
specific problem which must be solved in restoring the roads

It may well be asked whether with an enlarging plant the
standard income guaranteed to the roads should remain unchanged.
Probably the money for improvements would be
borrowed from the government. Upon such borrowings interest must be paid.
Where is it coming from? It ought
to come from increased income made possible by the enlargement of plant. But such increased earnings accrue to
the government.
Some equitable adjustment is called for
under which the proposed obligations to the government
may be provided for not only as to interest but as to sinking
A part of this provision by the government may be
fund.
termed cost of the war and a part cost of past regulation.
Design of equipment also complicates this branch of the
subject.
The standard rolling stock has not been eagerly
welcomed by railway corporation officers. Quantity is also
an issue and might remain one if an ambitious program
were entered upon. He who pays, the railway officers think,
should choose what he will buy, how much and when. WThy
not let the corporations initiate the improvements in budgets
Their
to be submitted to the director general for approval?
obligation could be made plain to plan terminals, extra

to individual operation.
Especially to those in our line of business, but in great

tracks and other fixed facilities on a basis of joint use and
This would be a step toward
avoidance of duplication.

degree to everybody, a problem of immediate urgency is
that of railway improvements during the period while ConMr.
gress is considering permanent railway legislation.
McAdoo, in suggesting the five-year extension, says that the
government cannot operate the roads under Ae present
• Presidential address at ninth annual dinner of the Railway Business
Assccfetion, Hotel La Salle, Chicago, Thursday evening, January 9, 1919.

resumption of operation by the corporations;

it

would tend

to mitigate a too rigid standardization in favor of considera-

and it would get us accustomed to a
formal periodical survey ahead with provision for estimated

tion for local needs,

needs.

Meantime what
trol?
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shall follow the present

government con-
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Shall what President Wilson calls the "new element of
policy"
an affirmative purpose of transportation development be passed to the Interstate Commerce Commission to
be carried out, including the co-ordination of rates with
expenses, or shall a new federal office be created to perform
the affirmative function?
The Commission enjoys a peculiar prestige for honesty

—
—

influence.
The very defect which is now
seen to call for correction, namely, the past attitude maintained by the Commission as a defender of shippers and
others as against the roads and nothing more, has given it
Castigation of finanthe character of a popular champion.
cial practices in the cases of some roads has strengthened
this sentiment.
Large numbers of shippers and shippers' bureaus have,
through their traffic managers, for several years gone along
with the Commission in defining what has been called
scientific rate-making and in gradually bringing the actual
This procrate fabric into harmony with such definition.
ess has involved the relation of one rate to another, as
affecting competitive conditions, the distribution of the burden of transportation cost fairly among the several commodities, the development of standard comparisons for
measuring reasonableness of particular rates, and the evolution of precedent covering a number of other technical
branches of the subject. Traffic managers are complaining
that the United States Railroad Administration has rapidly
and substantially undone much of this work. The director
general in practice makes the rates and the Commission in
practice has refrained from reviewing them except in case
of discrimination.
War-time experience with division of the rate-making
function between two departments of the government has
thus complicated the acceptance of a plan under which such
division would be perpetuated.
Manufacturers and merchants generally, as a matter of judgment in the choice of
men for constructive functions, would greet without enthusiasm or confidence the designation of the Interstate
Commerce Commission by Congress as the agency to reestablish railway credit.
They as shippers will no doubt
take the view, as sometimes in the past in large-rate advance
cases, that the paramount matter is sufficiency of facilities
and service and extension of lines, and that the problems
of scientific rate-making, however miportant in themselves,
can only receive such consideration as is consistent with
attaining that paramount purpose.
Executives of industrial and mercantile concerns, if they
give their energies to this problem, will undoubtedly come to
concur in recommending that a new federal officer charged
with promoting transportation development shall have
power to sanction rates initiated by carriers, subject to review by the Interstate Commerce Commission respecting discrimination, but on no account subject to reviews respecting
the adequacy of revenue.
The same shippers, on the other
hand, will be sure to insist, and ought to insist, that in
preserving this great andj vital advantage learned from
government control, of lodging in one place responsibility
alike for adequacy of transportation and adequacy of rates,
the development of symmetrical rate structures should proceed with as little interruption as may be.
The Chicago Association of Commerce is studying the
larger phases of railroad legislation through a special committee, separate from the traffic department, which has a
restricted scope.
Why would it not be advantageous for
that organization to suggest a similar method to other local
bodies throughout the country and establish among them
co-ordination of study and of public discussion? Valuable
aid can be given to such a concert of shippers by the National Industrial Traffic League.
What shippers most need
is skilled service in accomplishing, with the least loss of
advantages, the rehabilitation of railway credit. The prob-

and freedom from
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lem upon which the shippers'

traffic managers have a competence all their own is that of transferring jurisdiction over
revenue adjustments from the Interstate Commerce Commission to another federal functionary and preserving rate

The question is not why this canhow it can be done.
Whether the new functionary should receive from the
Interstate Commerce Commission advice growing ou! of its

relations in

tlie

process.

not be done, but

past work in that special field or whether he should have
a rate bureau of his own, or whether he should share vdth
the Commission the use of a federal bureau of railway
economics, I do not undertake to suggest.
Whatever the
choice, he should

To mean

terests

of

tlie

have the

last word except as to discriminaanything, the opinion of the shipping incountry must be formed by a process of

tions.

conference in which there is participation both by traffic
managers and by the heads of the enterprises and associations who employ them.
Close to the question of power over rates, as affecting
revenue, is another question which is not going to be solved

by whispering "Hush!" That is the problem of labor cost.
Under any program which gave a federal officer responsibility for sanctioning railway budgets and the rates on
which to carry them through, one item the largest item^
would be the pay-roll.
What real difference is there between the labor item and
any other item so far as concerns the process of getting
it sanctioned and the money provided?
The government,
which is going to pennit the required rate schedule, would
say to the railway company: "You may build that extension and not this; you may electrify between A and B, but
not yet between B and C."
Why should not the government say, "You may grant this demand of labor but not

—

that"?

It is

a part of the budget.

The

public

is

going to

pay and some representative of the public must consent

or

refuse or modify.

What

representative?

court would

command

Some suggest a court. But no labor
the respect that our law courts com-

mand

unless there were a statute framed for all men that the
court shall apply to particular cases; and I apprehend you

and I would be hard put to it if asked to draw, at the present
time, statutory language setting forth a general rule for the
treatment of labor.
That is a long way off. But suppose
you had a

court. It would not be the regulator of the roads on
the side of adequacy and growth.
The fixing of wages and
working conditions is an administrative function which cannot be performed except with responsibility in connection

with revenue. The federal officer might have advisers. Mr.
McAdoo had. But in the end it was Mr. McAdoo who decided and proclaimed payrolls. He happened to be the manager, because it was government operation.
The analogy

under private control is that the payroll should be initiated
by the manager of the road, and that because of the public
character of the enterprise an appeal could be made either
by employees or by members of the rate-paying and serviceseeking part of the public; then, finally, the whole public,
through its government officer, after he had taken advice,
would decide and proclaim.
The difference between payrolls and other expenses is that
employees can threaten to interrupt service.
Suppose Mr.
McAdoo had been deciding and proclaiming reductions inThat attitude and conduct of organized
stead of advances.
labor toward methods of adjusting disputes will be determined by public opinion in the communities where the employees live and where their work is done. If public opinion
in the United States has developed to the point of favoring
adjustment through umpires such opinion will become known
to Congress, and the result in legislation will correspond.
If
public opinion is not ready for adjustment through umpires
then some other contrivance may be set up, but it will not be
The only real solution is to couple power with
a solution.

KAILWAY AGE
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rcspon.siliility

SdimwluTc

.iiul

aliidc

li\

llu'

action of the (oii-

stitutcd auUiority.

considonition follow.s this so iiu-vi(;il)ly thiit it ought not
The federal offuer who determines
to liavi- to 1)1" stated.
transportation l)iidjj;ets, ineliuling payrolls, and finds the
money, .should lie kejit out of polities so far as is humanly
possible.

By

same

management must

i)e held to
only two things worse
for the United States in transportation than to have a Kaiser
bureau. One would be private management operating with.Abuses growing
out the restraint of government regulation.
out of unrestricted private management we had for a long
That sort of thing is no more wantetl now by railway
w-hile.
managers than liy the public. The other thing in transportation that T would think worse for democratic America than
a Kaiser bureau would l)e government operation. The Kaiser
had at least a continuous tenure of office and a motive for
considering the future ]irosperity of his country. The statesman (l(x>s not know whether he is going to be re-elected or not.
He takes no chances with any remote future. He wants to
do something and do it now; and if he makes a mistake he is
only one of a houseful, no man of whom we can hold responsible. You can't regulate him, because of course no commission that you could set up would criticise another department of the government. During the past year we have seen
an example. The Railway Control Act gave the executive

the

liie

moment

that the subject

A

token, private

strict accountability.

that
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I

can

tliink of

authority to raise the rates, subject to review l)y the InterCommerce Commission. You have noticed how hero-

Congress has

at

is
is

hand

for a transportation solution is

on the lips of almost every

at last grapjiled

seriously with

man you meet.it.
The law-

makers are entitled to the fullest co-oj)eration of l)usiness
men in working out a measure. Let business organizations
and men of affairs in every State and community approach
tile subject with open minds, a .spirit of team work, and a
readiness to make sacrifice of time and energy, and our railways shall soon once again build up the cities and carry settlement and commerce into the forest and the inaccessible
farm land, while they join every centre of American production and trade to the ships that shall carry the Stars and
Stripes and American cargoes to the markets of the earth.

Orders of Regional Directors

UNIFORM

METHOD OF HANDLING HOG SHIPMENTS.-— In

Supplement

1

Central Western

Circular 224 the

to

regional director quotes a letter from the Car Service

Section

containing

additional

information

uniform method of handling hog shipments
recently inaugurated.

Hog embargoes now

concerning
to

the

market centers

The

letter is in part as follows:
prevail at Cincinnati, Indianapolis,

Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Sioux City, South St. Paul
and Buffalo. The Food Administration states that the total
hog receipts l)y cars on a single deck basis should be as fol-

lows per week of six working days:

state

ically that body has resisted temptation to exercise any such
power.
There seems to be in Congress some sentiment for the
enactment of provisions which their advocates believe would
would
be in the direction of stricter regulation, but which
of the
actually have the effect of throwing regulation out
window. There is talk of government directors of railway
Just as surely as Congress puts one governcorporations.

ment representative on a railroad board we
ginning of the end of regulation.

You

management

its

1

ouisville

East St. '.ouis
Peoria
Evansville

Omaha

or guarantees them it
management. But why is
Simply and solely because it_ is
there talk of guarantee?
providfeared Congress will run away from its plain duty of
themselves
ing revenue which will enable the roads to finance
independently. If we do not have responsible regulation and
be asthe government furnishes its credit the cost must either
citizens
sessed after all upon the users in rates or upon all the
If we have responsible regulation we shall
in the tax levy.
governnot need government guarantees and we shall escape
ment directors and the government hand on the maninsert

Pittshurgh
Nashville
Buffalo
Cincinnati

never hold

will

department of the government.
Government directors on boards would mean government
of
influence in the selection of managers and in the framing
at the bottom
policy. The American system is that a boy starts
and without political services or pull works his way upward
Instead of that we
through a career, perhaps to the top.
would have politics.
Why are government directors proposed ? Because government guarantee of interest or dividends is proposed. If the
will

Inilianapolis

Toledo

to accountability

government owns railroad

Cleveland

shall see the be-

if there is a government
man in there consenting^ to even'thing and a party to everybody
thing heiore it is done. You will never get a regulatory
or wholly another
to criticise an institution which is partly

private

Name
of market
CliicaRo

securities

tentacles into the

agement.

in the United States are slow to make up our mmds
evil and
that an annoyance has attained to the stature of an
When we once resolve, however, that a
worth ending.

We

is

problem is due for solution we move on its works with all
arms and take it by storm. How many weary years we bore an
Yet the hour
antiouated banking and currency system!
established
struck, and in a few months of a single year we
The most hopeful sign
the strongest system in the world.

St.

Joseph

Sioux City

Kansas City
Milwaukee
Cudahy. Wis

Name

of

Food Admin, chairman

No. of cars
4,140

40O
1,000
325

200
600
480
175
1,000

240
48
90
1,000
1,200

600
1,300

350
480

W.
W.

L.

A.

Hryans.

Cowan.

T.

N.

Burgess.

'F.

L.

Murray.

M. Boren.
C. Edmonds.

S.

Fred

W.

D.

Carrithers.

H. R. Ray.
F. Recknor.
C. Dresser and \V.

T.

T.

Warren
H.

E.

A. Hartman.
R. Bridgford.

Y.
B.
J.

W. Jone.s.

Nichols.
.Schroer.

W. Holmes.

The terminal manager

or any other designated representaRailroad Administration should confer with the
chairmen of the sub-committees of the Stabilization Committee of the Food Administration mentioned above, concerning the division which should be made as between Saturday and other days of the week. Ordinarily the Saturday
run should be less than on the other week days.
Insurance on Stationary Boilers.
In Circular 154 the
Southwestern regional director points out that the railroads,
under the instructions of General Order 24, did not renew
insurance on stationary steam boilers. He advises that provision has been made for the inspection and testing of stationary steam boilers heretofore performed by the insurance
companies, and rules and regulations have been issued by the
Division of Operation, Mechanical Department, under Circular 11, for the information of each railroad.
Taking up of Industrial or Other Sidetracks. The Eastem regional director, file 1800-4-7A390, has issued the following instructions: "Owing to the shortage of rail for new
sidetracks, repair purposes, etc., it is understood that instructions have been in effect on some lines to take up industrial
tracks or other side-tracks which have served the purpose for
which they were constructed, and which are no longer needed,
As the emerin order to provide material for such purposes.
gency which required such action no longer exists, it should
be understood that it is not intended that any tracks should
be taken up without the consent of the corporation in writing, except, of course, tracks which have been laid since federal control to serve some temporary need."
The Eastern regional
Joint Superintendents of Telegraph.
tive of the

—

—

—
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director, file 801-1

A3 75,

—

transmits the following instructions

Inspection of Freight at Interchange Points.
Circular
155 of the Southwestern regional director, similar to File
No. 600-96 A33 7 of the Eastern regional director, abstract
of which appeared in the Railway Age of January 3, page

from the Division of Operation:
"I believe it desirable that the superintendents of telegraph of the different railroads, especially those who jointly
represent the telegraph companies, be instructed that so far
as concerns their handling of the telegraph lines owned,
leased, or operated by the railroads they must not permit any
instructions that they may receive from the officials of the
telegraph companies to interfere with the instructions issued
by representatives of the Railroad Administration. It is, of
course, understood that if a superintendent of telegraph feels
that a contract provision between the railroad and the telegraph company is being violated, it will be proper for him to

106.

—

Exchange of Local Transportation. Supplement 15 to
Circular 29 of Central Western regional director, similar to
File
No. 21 00-41 A-3 43 of Eastern regional director,
published in Railway Age of January 3, page 105.
Free Transportation for Railroad Y. M. C. A.
In Supplement 13 to Circular 29 the Central Western regional di-

—

announces that the Division of Operation will issue
transportation for the international traveling railroad secretaries of the Y. M. C. A. who may be assigned to territorial
districts similar to that of the railroad regions.
Railroads
are also authorized to continue their past practice in the
rector

matter to the attention of the railroad officer to
he reports, after which he will be guided by the instructions of such officer."
Freight Destroyed or Confiscated in Transit.
The Eastcall

the

whom

—

ern regional director,

file

600-102A377,

matter of issuing transportation for state or local secretaries.
Transportation of Corporation Officers and Emplovees.
In Supplement 14 to Circular 29 the Central Western re-

—

states that shippers

and consignees of freight frequently suffer inconvenience due
to the lack of information as to the whereabouts of their
property when it is destroyed by wreck, fire or other casualty,
Please arrange a plan in such
or is confiscated by carrier.
cases so that the operating department will immediately

gional director announces that railroads are authorized to
issue 1919 annual or trip passes to corporate officers and employees over the railroads with which they are connected.

The

usual complimentary passes for wives and dependent
of families of such officers and employees mav also
be issued over the railroads with which they .are connected.
Annual passes for directors and such off-line annual or term
passes as the officers and employees of the corporations may
require, will be issued by the director of the Division of
Operation.
Off-line trip passes for corporate officers and
employees will be requested of and secured by the federal

members

notify the freight claim agent, furnishing full waybill reference,

name and address

of shipper, consignee

tion of the freight destroyed or confiscated.

and a descrip-

Upon
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receipt

of such advice in the claim office, arrangements should be
made immediately to notify the shipper and consignee to enable them to make such arrangements as they see necessary

under the circumstances, either by duplication of the shipment or otherwise.

manager.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General

McAdoo Has

Left Washington for Three

Months' Vacation

in California
Washington, D.

DIRECTOR

General McAdoo

left

Washington on Tues-

day night

for three months' vacation with his family
Santa Barbara, Cal., without having heard from
President Wilson as to the appointment of his successor. He
issued a statement saying he expected the President would
designate his successor as director general of railroads within
the next few days and that meanwhile he will continue to
at

discharge the responsibilities of the

office.

Assistant Direc-

General Walker D. Hines will be in immediate charge at
Washington and Mr. McAdoo will continue to keep in touch
with and direct the affairs of the Railroad Administration at
long range.
He was accompanied to California by Oscar A.
tor

Price,

As to his future
take up his residence

assistant to the director general.

Mr.

McAdoo

said he expected to
City about the first of April and to resume the
practice of law.
On Tuesday afternoon Mr. McAdoo called a special meeting of his railroad staff and, saying that he expected to be
relieved of his office shortly, made a farewell speech, in
which he expressed the highest appreciation of the work of
his assistants during the year and their loyal support and cooperation.
Walker D. Hines and John Skelton Williams
plans,
in

New York

spoke in reply.
It is believed in Washington that Congress will take no
definite action at the present short session as to the disposi-

tion of the railroads, least of all in the direction of Mr.
McAdoo's proposals for a five-year extension of federal control, and that as soon as this fact is made certain at the ex.piration of the present session, the President intends to issue
a proclamation that he will restore the roads to their owners

after a reasonable period for readjustment.

C.

June 30 is sugwould conclude a

gested as the probable date, because this
six months' period and would be convenient for accounting
purposes.
On the other hand, Congress might intervene to

prevent a relinquishment of the roads without a longer opportunity to work out a legislative plan.
Most of the members of the staff of the Railroad Administration seem to expect that its affairs will be wound up
shortly.
No action is being taken, pending the appointment
of a new director general, to fill the vacancies in the staff

caused by resignations.

The Railroad Administration has

Treasury Department the space
occupy in the new Arlington Building, although it is looking for other quarters than the Interstate Commerce Building, in which its principal offices are
definitely

which

now

it

released

to

had planned

the

to

located.

The movement

Weekly

Traffic

of freight

and passenger

Report
traffic for

the

week

ended January 6 continued without interruption, according
to the weekly report made public by Director General McAdoo. The returns of passenger travel since last week show
a much greater increase than was ever anticipated.
On account of the holiday season there was a slowing up in the
movement of freight cars in some sections.
Following is a summary:
Eastern Region. Labor troubles at the railroad piers and

—

freight stations in the Greater

shutting off all

New York

to

district necessitated

January 1; situation
Export freight for Boston also shut off
labor troubles and lack of vessels.
Trainload move-

slightly improved.

owing

New York

freight on

:
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export provision.s from Wisti-rn cities runninj; about
same, avcra)j;ing the last half of December 07.i cars in 27
High class passenger travel exceptionally good,
trains daily.
nioiil ol

llic

as indicated by large

number

of extra

Pullman cars

required.

AlU-iiliniy 'Region.— Regular passenger travel continues
very heavy, but has been generally handled in a satisfactory
'
I'erisiiable freight traffic experiencing a let-up
manner.
Box car loading has decreased, and it
after the holidays.

may

.

Troduction
be necessary to store some empty box cars.
and there is a surplus of

of bituminous coal continues light,
empty coal equipment.

Pocahontas Region.— VassengeT travel continues heavy.
lanuary 1 the White Sulphur Springs and Hot
Springs sleeping cars were extended through to New York,
and the New Orleans sleeper similarly extended. On and after
January 6 all .\tlantic Coast Line trains will use the new
General freight
Broail Street Station at Richmond, Va.
Effective

movement shows

decrease,

due in part to the holiday season.
and coke movement.

Slight increase in total coal

—
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he balance of the money thus advanced, auKJunting to
$235,579,949, was obtained from the surplus operating re810.

1

ceijjts

of certain

railroads

and from

receipts

from the ex-

press companies.

The
to

total amount dejwsited with the director general up
Deceml)er 31, from the surplus receipts of all railroads

and transportation companies under federal control amounted to $270,524,961 which included $46,916,416 received
from express companies.
The only railroad properties which have made deposits
witli the director general of sums aggregating as much as
$1,000,000 in excess of the amounts returned to these depositing roads and the corporations by the director general,
were the following
& Santa Fe. $12, 600, 000

Atch., Top.
l-:iKin.

&

Jolii-l

Ea-stcrii.

.

Bissinur & Lake Krie...
Duluth & Iron Itangc,
Kich., Fdksbg.

& Potomac

Marquette
Morgan's, Louisiana & T.

I'cre

7,000,000
4,000,000
3,400,000
1,540,000
1,145,000
1,300,000

Duluth, Missabe & N. . .$10,400,000
Louisville & Nashville...
5,510,000
Atlantic Coast Line
3,800,000
Pullman Oir Line
2,800,000
Atlantic SS. Lines
1,500,000
Central o£ New Jersey..
1,250,000
Nashville. Chat. & St. L.
1,000,000

Heavy passenger travel continues; pasSouthern Region.
Freight
senger service being extended in various directions.
service has been normal, with the exception of accumulations
on the New Orleans Public Belt Railroad, and accumulations
of emjity coal cars at Birmingham, both of which will be

The amounts advanced by the United States Railroad Administration to all transportation systems, making the above
aggregate of $689,034,759 up to December 31, 1918, are set
forth in the following list:

General freight movement lighter than last
week, but heavier than similar week of previous year.
Northwestern Region. Movement of loaded freight cars
shows quite a serious decrease as compared with same period
business
last year, due principally to general slowing up of
account holiday season. Grain arrivals at primary markets
at Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee and Duluth, 12,800,000
week,
bu., a decrease of 2,700,000 compared with previous

New York

shortly relieved.

—

same
but' an increase of approximately 8,000,000 bu. over
Live stock loading shows some decrease
period last year.
under previous week, but was larger than last year. Crop
conditions continue unusually satisfactory.
Business shows quite a decided
Central Western Region.
falling off compared with last year, with large decreases in
of lack
coal, as many of the mines are shut down on account
Train operations on the Santa Fe, Rock Island
of orders.
and Union Pacific interfered with by snow and low temperaPassenger travel reports
ture in Colorado and Kansas.
indicate that holiday travel was well handled, but on
the whole the travel was a little less than during the same
Travel to California is heavy.
season last year.
Southwestern Region.— Fr&ight traffic comparatively light.
Steel people in this district anticipating a heavy demand.
General impression prevails that export and import traffic
Passenwill become heavy during latter part of February.
ger travel is heav>% stimulated by holiday business. Unprecedented storms in Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas had their
natural effect on train service, although the situation is

—

rapidly improving.

War Department. — Freight on

hand

at

New York

shows

Pennsylvania

Railroad. .$90,066,000
Central
72,720,000
65,925,000
N. Y., N. IL &
Baltimore & Ohio
35,875,000
Erie
23,600,000
Chi., Mil. & St. Paul.... 22,532,000
17,425,000
Illinois Central
Southern Pacific
16,500,000
Union Pacific
13,500,000
Southern Railroad
11,706,650
Chi., I!ur & Quincy
10,650,000
Chi., R. L & Pacific
9,700,000
Chi. Northwestern
9,000.000
Delaware & Hudson
8,790,000
Missouri Pacific
8,400,000
Seaboard Air Line
8,075,000
Chesapeake & Ohio
8,050,000
Boston & Maine
7,067,000
Great Northern
6.800.000
Philadelphia & Reading.
6,090,000
St.
Louis-San Francisco 6,020,000
Denver & Rio Grande... 6,000,000
Northern Pacific
5,500,000
Norfolk & Western
5,250,000
Wabash
4,645,000
Mo., Kans. & Texas
4,245.000
M., St. P. & S. S. Marie 4.159,000
BufF.,
Roch. & Pittsburgh 4,000,000
Del.. Lack. & Western..
4,000,000
Western Maryland
3.558.000
Lehigh Valley
3,500,000
Louisville & Nashville...
3,000,000
IIo<iking Valley
2,892,000
Chi., St. Paul, M. & O..
2,450,000
Mips. & St. Louis
2,395,000
Maine Central
2,130,000
Chicago & Alton
2,060,000
Chi., Indianapolis & L.
1,925,000

H

.

Grand Trunk
Kansas City Southern...
Term. R.R. Assn. of St.L.

& Southern

Colo.

Central of Georgia
Chi. & Eastern III
Virginian Ry
Cent. R.R. of N. Jersey.

Pullman Company

increased accumulation by reason of unloading being seriously delayed account inefficient labor, holidays, and restricTransportation conditions
tions imposed by eight hour day.

Atlantic Coast Line

throughout the entire country are, taking into consideration
usual slowing up during the holidays, generally satisfactory.

Central

Advances

to Railroads for the

of compensation, advances

Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Denver & Salt Lake
Norfolk Southern
Florida East Coast

Vermont
Hudson & Manhattim.
N.Y., Chi.

&•

St.

.

.

Louis..

Twenty-six roads receiving

Year 1918

The total sum advanced to December 31, 1918, by the
United States Railroad Administration to all railroads and
other transportation properties under government control, including loans made to railroad corporations for current needs
and payments on account

.

Int. & Great Northern..
St. L. Southwestern
Chi., Great Western

made

for operating requirements, and the payments made on account of the new standardized cars and locomotives aggregate, according to a statement issued by the director general,

$689,034,759.
In making these payments the director general drew on
the $500,000,000 revolving fund to the extent of $453,454,-

1,877,215
1,770,000
1,680,660
1,621,000
1,585,000
1,545,000
1,485.000
1,450,000
1.449,000
1,300,000
1,250,000
1,200,000
1,200,000
1,175.000
1,118,460
1,058,000
1,050,000
1,035,000
1,012,000
1,009,775
in

Central New England...
Ind. Harbor Belt

-Ann Ai bor

Toledo & Ohio Central..

Monongahela

R

Rutland R.

Wheeling & Lake Erie...
Kans. Citv, Mex. & Orient
Atlanta, Birm. & Atlantic
Bangor & Aroostook
Ft.

Worth & Denver Cy.
& Northern.

Gulf, Mobile

Chi., Peoria & St. Louis.
N. Y., Ontario & Western

Pittsburgh

& Shawmut.

Lehigh & New England.
Old Dominion S. S. Line
Chi. Junction
Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe.
Western Pacific
Kansas City Terminal..
Chi., Terre Haute & S. E.

Pittsburgh
Cin.,

Ind.

Georgia

& West Va.
& Western...

R.

R

Detroit, Toledo & Iron.
Bklyn. East. Dist. Term.
Belt Ry. of Chicago...
Midland Valley
Trans-Miss. Terminal
Mo., Okla. & Gulf
S. Antonio & Arans. Pass
Ft. Dodge, D. Moines & So.
Vicksburg & Shreveport.
Am. Refrigerator Tr. Co.
Chi. & Western Indiana.
N. Y., Susque. & West.
Gulf & Ship Island
New Or., Tex. & Mexico
.

Illinois

.

Southern

& N. Arkansas
Duluth, S. Shore & Atl.
Ocean Steamship Line..
Portland Terminal
Mo.

& Toledo Shore L.
Cumberland & Pa
Bay City & West.

Detroit

Detroit,

N. O. Great Northern..
Atlanta Terminal

Winston-Salem S. Bound
Western Ry. of Ala
Mississippi Central

& Delaware
B. & O. Chi. Terminal..
Toledo Terminal
LTlster

each case less than $100,000

$689,034,759

Total

the

vanced to
ber,

500,000
430,000
400,000
387.913
375,000
350,000
309,000
300,150
300,000
290,000
270,000
265,000
255,000
253,000
246,000
242,000
229,000
215,000
200,000
200,000
176,100
160,000
150,000
150.000
150,000
150,000
135,000
127,900
120,000
120,000
115,000
112,000
110,000
102,500
100,000
100,000
100,000

990,000
4,361,486
114,514,400

Advances to inland waterways and canals
Payments on account of standardized engines and cars

Of

$990,000
920,000
909.2SO
855,000
801,800
770,000
750,000
741,000
700,000
700,000
659,000
643,000
619,000
600.000
600,000
575,000
528,500
525,000
515,000
500,000

Texas S P.icific
Pere Marquette

amounts adthe various systems during the month of Decem-

sums shown

in the foregoing table the

1918, were as follows:

N.Y.,N. Haven & Hart. $15,475,000
12,850,000
N. Y. Central Lines
Pennsylvania R. R. Lines 12,696,000
11,800,000
Baltimore & Ohio
9,700,000
Erie Railroad
8,500.000
Union Pacific Lines
4,250,000
Boston & Maine
Chic, Burl. & Quincy. 4,100,000
4,080,000
Great Northern

Southern Pacific Lines.. $4,000,000
Chicago & North Western 3,770,000
2,750,000
Norfolk & Western
2,750,000
Missouri Pacific
2,465,000
Seaboard Air Line
2,392.000
Hocking Valley
2,107.000
Minn., St. P. & S. S. M.

Delaware & Hudson
Chic, Rock I. & Pacific.

2,800,000
2,000,000

.

January

10,
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& Reading.

Philadelphia
Louisville

&

Northern

Pacific

Nashville..

Del., Lack. & Western..
Int. & Great Northern.
Central R. R. of N. Jer.
Illinois Central
Denver & Rio Grande.

Western

Maryland

Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Southern Railway Lines.

Grand Trunk
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago Great Western.
Chicago & East Illinois.
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul

Maine Central
Pere Marquette
Toledo & Ohio Central..
Central New England..
Kansas City Southern..
Colo. & Southern
Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe.
Minneapolis & St. Louis

R. R
R. R. Ass'n of St. L.

RuUand
Term.

Chicago

Alton

S:

Kansas City Terminal..
Atlantic Coast Line
Chicago. Ind. & Louisv.

$1,690,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,470,000
1,250,000
1,200,000
1,200,000
1,185,000
1,175,000
1,164,000
1,000,000
1,000.000
973,000
912,000
857,000
830,000
775,000
770,000
690,000
525,000
510,000
500,000
500,000
475,000
464,000
425,000
400,000
400,000
400,000

Chicago, P.

&

St.

Louis.

Louis S. Western..
Roch. & Pittsburgh
Atlan., Birm. & Atlantic
Bklyn. E. Dist. Terminal
St.

Buff.,

Central Vermont
K. C, Mex. & Orient..
Monongahela R. R
Wabash R. R
Ft. Worth & Denver City

Bangor & Aroostook....
Missouri, Okla. & Gulf..
Gulf, Mobile & Northern
Gulf & Ship Island
N. Y., Susq. & Western
Ind. Harbor Belt
M. K. & T. Lines
Old Dominion S. S. Lines
Virginian Railway

Texas &

Pacific

N. Y., Chicago & St. L.
Missouri & North Ark.
Ocean Steam Ship Line.
Denver & Salt Lake....

Winston-Salem S. Bound
Norfolk Southern
Mississippi

Chic,

St.

&
Bay

Central
P.,

....

M. & Oma.

Detroit

Tol. Shore Line

Det.,

City

& Western

$400,000
400,000
330,000
320,000
300,000
300,000
300,000
300,000
300,000
279,000
270,000
255,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
250,000
200,000
200,000
159,250
155,000
150,000
150,000
127,812
112,000
110,000
102,500
100,000
100,000
100,000

Seventeen railroads receiving sums amounting in each case to
than

$100,000
Payments on account of standardized locomotives and cars
less

_

768,375
26,799,274
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authority, as well as the terms of the statute itself, there can,
in his opinion, be no reasonable doubt that the intention is

that during the period of federal control rates
tiated to apply to both intrastate

and

may

be

initi-

interstate business,

and

that complaints of such rates are exclusively within the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commissidn, which can

be relied upon to do justice to all interests.

Any

other con-

might have been fatal to the prosecution of the war, and would now result in creating an indefensible discrimination
between interstate transportation
charges and state charges, and serious curtailment of the revenue which the Railroad Administration must have in order
to perform the duties placed upon it by Congress.
struction of the statute

The director general pointed to the fact that the correctness of this position seems to be conceded in many of the
states where no question is made as to the power vested in
the President to initiate rates applicable to intrastate business, and as to those rates being beyond the jurisdiction of
the state authorities.
He expressed the hope that the states which have brought
based upon the opposing contention may for the present
hold them in abeyance.
If such suits are pressed,
he said, the government, although it desires to give the most
respectful consideration to the views of the state authorities,
has no alternative except to proceed upon the theory that the
suits

to all railroads in the month of December, inpayments made on account of new rolling stock for
various coinpanies, as shown above
$168,982,711
Total amount received during December from railroads on account of surplus earnings and incluning $15,781,541 from

Total of advances
cludinr;

companies,

express

was

33,116,985

at least

Excess of pdvances to railroads for the month of December, 1918,
over and above amounts received as above for same period. .$135,865,726

action of the President's representative in establishing rates

All loans to railroad companies by the Director General
have been made at the uniform rate of 6 per cent, per annum

courts,

not within the jurisdiction of either state commissions or
and that orders prescribing rates instead of those which
have been initiated, and injunctions forbidding the application of the initiated rates to state shipments cannot be observed as to railroads under federal control.
If the government is compelled to engage in a legal contest, he said, no other position can be taken, and there is no
other course that will protect the general public interest.
Aside from the provisions of the statute which empower
the President to initiate rates without distinction as to interstate and intrastate traffic, he said that he could not conceive
that any state would be placed at a practical disadvantage,
inasmuch as if any such rates are deemed unreasonable or
unjust, the state itself, or the commission of the state, or any
citizen of the state is free to file a complaint before the Interstate Commerce Commission and have it determined in the
He reiterated that his concern is not
light of all of the facts.
because of any misgiving as to the power of the President under the federal control act, but because of his aversion to the
United States government being forced into a contest with
any of the states about these matters.
is

interest.

On December

30 and 31 the following railroads repaid

to the United States Railroad Administration the following

amounts with
ly loaned

interest at 6 per cent.,

which had been former-

them:

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Baltimore & Ohio

Southern
St.
Louis-San
Total

Francisco

$8,000,000
6,000,000
5,450,000
2,170,000
1,710,000

$23,330,000

Including the amount of these loans thus collected, the
total balance remaining in the revolving fund, plus the sum
total of balances remaining on hand with the director general from the surplus receipts turned over by certain roads,
aggregates the total sum of $102,856,762.
The aggregate amount of loans made by the director general to railroads and other transportation companies, and
still outstanding is $171,606,073.
This is exclusive of the
amount advanced by the director general for the benefit of
various roads on account of standardized equipment.

Director General Asserts Authority Over State Rates
Director General McAdoo has taken up the challenge made
state railroad commissions of his authority to initiate rates applying to intrastate as well as to interstate traffic
This question was held in abeyance during the war, but was
revived at the annual convention of the National Association
of Railway and Utilities Commissioners held in Washington
just after the armistice was signed.
The director general has
heretofore refrained from making a definite statement of his
attitude toward the matter, but when his attention was called
to the fact that several states have begun litigation, drawing
in question the validity of rates initiated by him under the
federal control act so far as they apply to intrastate traffic,
he issued a statement saying he regretted that the issue should
be raised and a contest precipitated between state and federal authority, but that he was acting under the law of Congress as the President's representative and could not subject
himself, in that capacity, to the jurisdiction of courts or commissions beyond the provisions of the law.
Considering the purpose for which the statute was enacted,
.and the extent to which it would be defeated by a division of

by various

Continued Heavy Car Loading Urged
The Railroad Administration hopes to be able to

continue
the records for heavy car loading set this year in spite of the
fact that it will not have the aid of the power of the Food

Administration to force heavy loading of food commodities.
Service section recently issued Bulletin No. CS-86,
canceling Bulletin No. 41 embodying the United States Food
Administration's Rules and Regulations governing the loading of food and feed commodities.
The bulletin adds:
"The heavier loading of freight cars, the campaign for
which has had the valued aid and support of the several departments of the government, as well as the hearty co-operation of shippers, has been a very material factor in accom-

The Car

;

plishing

2nd

the

—Lessened

—

1st
An increased car supply.
congestion on the railroads, particularly at

following:

—

terminal points.
3rd
Improved service made possible by
such lessened congestion.
"If it be thought that the improved car supply which exists at the present time makes it less necessary to load cars to
full capacity, it should be borne in mind that a return to the
old practice of light loading would speedily bring about another car shortage and congestion, by reason of the increased
number of cars used to carry a given tonnage. Numerous

RAILWAY AGE

!,,_>

shippers have volunUonil tlu' iiiloniKiliiui tlial it is their
purpose to continue to make tiie fullest use of c(iuipment,
maintaining rec()ril.< estal.lished durinf^ the war, regardless
Miey apparently realize the advantages
of tariff niminia.
gained, whidi will prevent useless waste and a return to
transportation eonditions whuh formerly prevailed.
"The Railroad Administration will continue its eftorts to
closely sui)ervise the loading of all commodities, in order that
demands for service ma) l)e pr()mi)lly met, and we ask tlie

Reports
continued co-operation of all shippers to this end.
of all instances of light loading of equipment will he made

Car Service Section, as heretofore."

to tile

The Export

movement

since the signing of the arrn-

It was decided to temporarily
istice shows a steady increase.
suspend loading of all export freight covered by G. O. C.

permits destined to Boston, New York and Philadelpia (exelusive of grain to Boston), effective as of the third instant.
further notice.
.

,

total receipts and
week ended December

was

30,

as follows, in carloads:
^'""•"^^

.

,

U.

freight

.Nortli

at

govcniment
government

S.
S.

,
Atlantic

freight, built
on
freight

Received

Delivered

7,543

s,418

.

,

.^

niL'^undc-r.-^tanding

on sonic

Order No.

i^

27, the

ii^reLy interpreted to

Central and Other Contracts Signed

Director General McAdoo on January 2 signed the comp^.p^ation contracts for the various roads comprised in the
n;,^.^^
y^^i^ Central .system, providing for annual payments as
,„iio^vs:

New York

Central Railroad, including Toledo

&

Central, Zanesville &: Western, Kanawha & Michigan,
Kanawha & West Virginia, $58,122,084.92; Cleveland,

(),,j^
,,,^j

Cincinnati, Chicago

7^841- Pittsburgh

& St. Louis and Muncie Belt, $9,945,& Lake Eric, $8,980,219.40; Lake Erie

Western, $1,548,541.69; Cincinnati Northern, $317,Indiana Harbor Belt, $296,053.57; Michigan Cen^^..^j
^^^ Chicago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw, $8,105,727.04;
^ake Erie & Eastern, $127,081.06; Detroit Terminal, $186,-

^,28.01;

45Q 49

McAdoo,

Director General

just before leaving for Califor-

compensation contract of the Pennsyl^,,^^.^ Railroad Eastern Lines, including the Baltimore &
Sparrows Point, Cumberland Valley, New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, Union Railway of Baltimore, Barnegat Railroad, Philadelphia & Beach Haven and Rosslvn Connecting.
^t^i
<rei i^r\i /IT?
1 he annual Compensation IS $53,603,4ii7.
i

Exchange Transportation

'

McAdoo has issued Supplement No. 2 to
General Order No. 6, extending over the year 1919 the authority to renew contracts between carriers and newspaper
publishers providing for an exchange of intrastate railroad
transportation for advertising, providing that the rates
charged by the publishers shall not exceed their usual cornmercial rates, that the value of the transportation shall be
computed on the basis of normal tariff fare for one way
tickets, and that transportation so used shall not be used
Director' General

showing an accumulation of 2,370 cars
reported last week and the week before.

in addition to those

The arrivals of carload export freight at North Atlantic
ports (exclusive of bulk grain and coal) during the month of
December totaled 50,896 cars, while deliveries were 45,174
cars, resulting in an increase in freight on hand, due to delays to ships on account of severe weather on the .Atlantic,
necessity for repairs after arrival, and the labor situation.
total

accumulation for all ports, including South Atfor week ended December 26, was:

^pon ^^y

and Gulf,

In

In cars
i'o°ulh

AViLmfc'. :;:::::::.

:::::::

::::;;

''174

The united

96,860

3.196

Total

This emphasizes the necessity fora strict continuance of the
The average daily delivery of cars of expermit system.
port freight at North Atlantic ports April to December, 1918,
°
r ,
mclusive,
.

wasj

=
f
n
toUows^.^^

York.'.'.

Philadelphia ..
Baltimore ...

Total

^^^

^^^^

76

92

64

^^^^
26

^^^

98

88

86

90

680

845
123

932

712
147

1,104

1,141

128

741
154

1,029

105

814
184

150

252

166

124

122

140

156

105

109

113

161

151

'24

^63

'°69

92

—

\l\

92

-

ul
--—

,—-

,-rrr

1,348

1,351

1,480

1.232

1,248

1.647

1.815

""""
N^f^oik'

^^^

lOO

^^^^^

Boston

I'
...1,055

lo7

1.19

estimated tonnage of export freight (including U. S.
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granted the increases provided for in General Order
v;„ 27 such increases will l)e made applicable retroactive to
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deliveries at north Atlantic ports for
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total overseas
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railroads as to the apidication of General

New York

unabated.

the

,

thereto.

on hand at north Atlantic, south Atlantic and Gulf ports,
due to the slow acceptance of freight by ships on account of
the inefficiency of labor during the holiday season and delays
The movement of foodto shipiiing incident to bad weather.
stuffs to he sent oven^eas and used in relief work continued

until

Wage Order

Interpretation of

ujrcttor General MeAdoo lias issued the following inter.fetation No. « of General (Jrder No. 27:

Situation

Accoriling to the report of the Exports Control Committee
for the week ended January 4, made public by Director General McAdoo. there was an accumulation of export freight
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states court at Toledo, in charge of the re-

ceivership of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, has ordered
the reccivcr of the road to acccpt 350 of the 1 ,250 Standard
freight cars allocated to it by the Railroad Administration,
but has not yet rendered a final decision on the suit of the
The case wa
stockholders of the road for an injunction.
argued on December 30. The order to accept the 350 cars
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ .^^^^^ p^^^.^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^.^.^^

on the merits of the

case.

Pnllprtion ot
of Miscellaneous
Rents
iviisceuaneous i^ents
i^oiiection

& A. Circular No. 57 provides that miscellaneous
due to a corporation whose property is under federal
control may be collected for it by the employees of the United
gj^t^g R^.^^d Administration, provided the arrangement is
requested by the proper officer or officers of the corporation.
p

S

rents

j^ accounting for miscellaneous rents collected at the request
^j^^ corporation, the payment of which should be made to it
monthly, a charge of 2^ per cent upon the gross collections
should be retained by the federal treasurer as compensation
Federal auditors shall
j^^. ^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ expense Involved.
account for the amounts retained out of such collections as

^j

miscellaneous inCOme.

Proposals for Disposition of the Railroads

—

McAdoo Argues

for Five Year Test
I. C. C. and Railroads
Advocate Revision of Regulatory Policy
Washington. D.

DIRECTOR

General McAdoo's plan

for

a five years'

longer test of government operation of the railroads received some hard knocks during the first
week of tlie hearing before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce called to consider proposals for the dispoMr. McAdoo's prepared statement,
sition of the railroads.

which is published elsewhere in this issue, elicited not a
word of approval from any member of the committee for the
five-year plan, although there was some appreciation of the

facilities.

is printed elsewhere in this issue.
He was to be
followed by Alfred P. Thorn, counsel for the Association
of Railway Executives, with a legal argument, while Daniel
Willard, Julius Kruttschnitt and S. T. Bledsoe were to
present various aspects of the railroad situation.

Cuyler

Mr.

past year.

followed on Tuesday by E. E. Clark, chairman
of the legislative committee of the Interstate Commerce
Commision, who presented a statement on behalf of the
commission (Commissioner Woolley dissenting), favoring
a return of the railroads to private ownership after a reasonable period of readjustment or preparation and after
The commission not only
reasonable notice of the date.
expressed the conviction that "with the adoption of appropriate provisions and safeguards for regulation under private ownership," which it outlined, "'it would not be wise
or best at this time to assume govcrimient ownership or
operation of the railways of the country," but it also opposed
a return of the properties in a precipitate way and later, in
reply to a question, Mr. Clark said Congress ought to withdraw from the President the power he has to return the
roads back on an hour's notice, and that Congress ought to
It is understood that
say when they shall be turned back.
a resolution to this effect will soon be introduced in the
The commission's statement and Commissioner
Senate.
Woolley's dissenting opinion are also published elsewhere.
The respect with which the senators listened to such
recommendations of the commission as the repeal of the
prohibitions against consolidation of competing lines and
against pooling, the limitation of unnecessary railway construction and the power to prescribe minimum rates, indicated a growing appreciation of some of the points which
have been urged for several years by the railroads and of
the difficulties which the railroads have experienced under
a system of regulation designed to restrict rather than to
encourage and develop.
The committee members also
manifested some satisfaction that the commission had not
agreed with Mr. McAdoo's five-year plan. The commission
was very respectful to Mr. McAdoo. Its statement did not
even refer to his plan, nor did it express a word of criticism
of the Railroad Administration.
It merely expressed in
unmistakable language the conviction that it would not be
wise or best at this time to assume government operation or
ovmership of the railways. It was not until Senator Watson
asked a direct question that Mr. Clark made any reference
to the five-year plan, when he said that the commissioners,
with the exception of its member who has had the least
experience in matters pertaining to railroad regulation, do
not think i'. is a wise plan, and that it would not be desirable to place full authority to run the railroads in the hands
of one man.
Opposition to the five-year plan was again expressed by
T. De Witt Cuyler, chairman of the Association of Railway
Executives, who presented on Thur.^day a series of principles adopted by the executives of 92 per cent of the country's railway mileage, which they believe ought to form the
foundation of the national legislation necessary for the readjustment of the railroads to peace conditions, including
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during the war to co-ordinate and unify railway
The statement of the plan as presented by Mr.

tration

accomplishments of the Railroad Administration during the

He was

C.

provision for the continuance, under private operation, of a
large part of the measures taken by the Railroad Adminis-

McAdoo Questioned by Committee

General McAdoo's argument apparently made
little impression upon the committee.
The questions put to
Mr. McAdoo by Senators Cummins, Kellogg and Watson
Director

particularly indicated hostility to the idea of a further experiment of government operation and a belief that legislation to improve regulation and to make possible a continu-

ance of some of the advantages of the co-ordination of railroad facilities effected during the past year would present
a more satisfactory solution.
These Senators and others

upon the great increase in expenses
a result of the year's operations.
They
also indicated a strong belief that the obstacles which Mr.
McAdoo mentioned to successful operation by the government during the 21 months after the war would exist to an
even greater extent during a five-year tenure.

laid particular emphasis

and the

deficit as

Mr. McAdoo expressed a little more strongly than he has
heretofore an opinion that a five-year test would lead rather
to some plan of private operation under strict centralized
control by the government, but persistently declined to consider the possibility of agreeing upon any permanent policy
for dealing with

the railroads before

to relinquish them.

it

will

be necessary

Such proposals as a repeal of the

anti-

law and a removal of the various other legal restrictions on the railroads he characterized as merely "palliatives" or "poultices," declaring that what is needed is a
comprehensive plan which will consider the entire situation.
He would not subscribe to the opinion that a mere removal
of restrictions would result in the proper degree of coordination, and expressed some doubt as to whether private

trust

corporations could be safely entrusted with the degree of
freedom of action which he would give to the governmental
authority in charge of railroad operations.
He said the
inability of the railroads to meet the situation in 1917 was
due only partly to legal impediments. He was plainly irritated by the line of questions implying criticism of the
increase in expenses, attributing them to the conditions created by the war and the necessity for increasing wages.
Mr. McAdoo declared that if the five-year plan is adopted
the short lines, which were excluded this year as not being
needful or desirable for war purposes, should be included,
because the purpose would be to test the whole transporta-

tion problem.

Senator Cummins asked Mr. McAdoo whether he proposed to retain the power to nullify laws and to continue
to curtail the authority of the

mission and state commissions.
successful operation could not
centration of authority,

Interstate

Commerce Com-

Mr. McAdoo replied that
be

obtained

and that while

modify the powers of the President

in

benefits of federal control could not be

without conmight be wise to
some details the full
it

had without retaining them substantially.
He declared that the manner in
which the rate authority was exercised during the war was
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not an indication of

tlie

nK-tluxis to

in-

followal under pcair

condition.^.

Si-nator

Cunnnins also

guanii\tcc to the railroad

a.skod wlicthcr the present rate of

should he continued.
Mr. McAdoo said he thought that the country could afford
to continue it for a test period.
Senator Underwood expressed douht as to whetlier the government could keep the
railroads for a longer jx^iod without paying tlieir value.
\\ hen Senator Cummins kept pressing the idea that a
legislative solution could he ohtained within a year if Congress is allowed time to study it, Mr. MtAdoo said he could
work out a plan in tliat time, hut doul)ted whether 600
minds could meet on one. He thought that while the test
was being carried on Congress could agree on a permanent
plan w^hich would be ready at the end of the period.
Several senators expressed apprehension of grave consequences it the railroads should be returned to their owners
too i)recipitately, on the ground that state rate laws would
automatically go into effect and tlieir effect would crumble
comi)anie.s

the interstate rate structure.
Mr. McAdoo said he thought
tlie various commissions would recognize the necessity of
keeping rates high enough to meet tlie increased costs, and
he scouted the idea that the return of the roads would mean

bankruptcy, except in

In opposing the idea of continuing government operation
through the 21 months' period, Mr. McAdoo said it would
be impossible to carry on a program of needed improvements because the corporations, not being particularly
friendly to federal control, would not co-operate, but that
if assured of a five-year period, and their credit strengthened by a government guarantee, they would realize the
necessity of co-operating.

Senator Kellogg brought out the fact that the expenses of
the Railroad Administration are not included in the operating expenses of the carriers as reported by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Mr. McAdoo promised to file a
statement showing the amount.
The senator also pointed
out that the corporate expenses were not included in operating expenses in 1918, although they had been previously.
Mr. McAdoo said that the operating ratio for several months
had been increased by the inclusion of back pay and that
for the months of July, August, September and October,
since the rate increase, if the back pay is excluded, the
operating ratio in 1918 was 67.4, as compared with 67.9
in 1917.
He said the force of the central administration at
Washington was about

Mr. M(Adoo .said that cifectivc operation has
practically enlarged the supply of cars and that there has

(Ulivcred.

been no .shortage.
Senator Kellogg tiien filed the following
statement from the Interstate Commerce Commission records
showing the numlier of cars and locomotives added and retired each year:
Freight Cars

Voar

Afldcd

Retired

.\dded

Retirc<]

1''15

17,156
67,925
134.593
125,532
97,972
162.670
150,813
86,012
88,2'54

3,227
1,549
3,073
3,694
2,861
4,381
3,245
1,114
1,475

1,333
1,452
1,468
1,858
2,338
1,862
1,507

1916

70.776
83,223
75,652
68,031
09,876
96,825
96.985
90,347
109,996

1908
1909
1910
1911

1912
1913
1914

rassciiger Cars

l.HO

2,576

Service Cars

Year

.Xcidcd

Retired

Added

Retired

1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

2,183
1.786
3,503
1.250
3.080
2.823
3.629
2.664

1,630
1.591
1,914
1.701
1,387
1,842
1,854
1,385

1,261

2,156

12,568
7,322
15,033
12.931
10.630
13,014
12.354
10.228
13,086

6,818
6.921
8.800
8.507
8.159
11.787
13.446

5,978
5.341

case of the weaker roads.

Senator Cummins said it would be "little less than a crime"
to turn back the roads without giving them time to prepare
for it.
Mr. McAdoo said the roads could be returned in
"infinitely better condition on March 1 than they were in
March, 1917."
tlie
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Senator Kellogg insisted that the five-year plan would
constitute a test of only one system of operation, and would
throw no light on other possible plans, while Mr. McAdoo
pictured his idea of federal control as a form of protection
thrown over the railroads while they were experimenting
with various ideas that might later be continued under pri-

Senator Townsend paid a high tribute to Mr. McAdoo's
management during the past year, but called attention to the
fact that

it

is

proposed to turn the operation of the roads

for the future over to

an unknown man.

When Mr. Mc-

confidence that the right kind of a man
would be selected, the senator remarked that "we don't always get them," and said he thought there was no more of a
presumption that the right kind of a director general would

Adoo expressed

be cliosen than that Congress could enact the right kind of
In concluding his testimony, Mr. McAdoo

legislation.

summed up

his argument as follows:
judgment is that the American people are entitled
to a fair test of federal control under peace or normal conditions.
We have spent large sums of money to win the
war, and part of that money has been used to gain some
experience in the unified operation of the railroads, an
experience necessitated by the war and by the incompetency
and inefficiency of private control under existing laws and
conditions.
I am not suggesting that anybody should be
blamed because the laws are as the}' are or because competitive conditions under private control were as they were.
I am speaking only of the inefficiencies and deficiencies of
the system and not of individuals.
"We have expended a great deal of government money on
improvements for the railroads and for equipment during
the war period.
We may have to carry for some time a part
of the cost of these improvements and this equipment before
we can liquidate this cost and secure repayment from the

"My

carriers.

"As

I

said

in

my

testimony before this committee one

sure that the government would have to
expend large sums of money for the improvement and betterment of railroad properties during the period of federal

year ago, I

felt

and that

was sure

that the government

would have

vate management.

control

Congress turns you down, you have no suggestion
to make for legislation to provide proper regulation?" said
Senator Watson.
"I have but one suggestion," replied Mr. McAdoo.
"I
want a test and I must reserve judgment as to a permanent
plan until I get further light."
"Suppose the five-year test results in failure," said Senator McLean, "would that demonstrate the failure of government ownership?"
"The five-year test would show something conclusive,"
replied Mr. McAdoo.
"I don't know what."
Senator Kellogg also questioned Mr. McAdoo on the subject of car supply, brining out the fact that only a small
percentage of the cars and locomotives ordered in 1918 were

a better chance to secure the payment of its advances to the
railroads while in possession of their properties than when
Having expended so much money on the
out of possession.
railroads and having carried forward this experiment in
unified operation to a point where I now think we can
enter upon its last stages with obvious benefit to the public
interest, it seems to me a pity to throw away all that we
have gained and to attempt a hasty solution which may not
be a permanent solution at all, but a mere makeshift, and
which may injure the best interests of the American people
irreparably at a time when we are facing a new world condition which demands that America shall be on the alert
and not only look forward but go forward without hesitation or delay.

"But

if

I

January

10,
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"It seems to me that it is our plain duty to preserve the
mobilized energies and industries of America in the form of
railroad control for a five-year period and use our unified
railroads during the great time ahead of us and co-ordinate
and synchronize their operation witli our great merchant
fleet, giving to all the ports on the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific
coasts adequate rail facilities to meet adequate shipping in
those ports, so that the development of our country may be
forward homogeneously and symmetrically and
carried
every part of our people be permitted to share in the great
prosperity which is now opening up to us.
If we control
the railroads and the ships, we can develop all the ports
advantageously, distribute the traftic of the country over
all the facilities so as to avoid needless congestion and loss
and have a unified system of rail transportation on land and
ship transportation on the high seas that will bring a new
and greater era of prosperity and happiness to the American
people than they have ever before enjoyed."
Director General McAdoo has already found it necessary to revise tlie estimate presented in his statement before
the committee that the deficit for 1918 would be about
In a letter to Chainnan Smith of the com$136,000,000.
mittee on January 7, he presented a new estimate that the
operating income of the Class I railroads would fall short
about $196,000,000 of paying the standard return.
He enclosed a letter from G. H. Parker, assistant to Mr. Hines,
stating that the returns for the

month

of

November have

be-

a large extent, and they indicate that the
operating income for November will be less by about $28,000,000 than the amount estimated last week. This falling
off, he said, is accounted for by a falling off in business
resulting in a decrease in revenues to the extent of $6,000,000
and by an increase in expenses due almost wholly to increased
wages, including back pay, of $28,000,000.
Mr. McAdoo
said in his letter that the fact that these estimates are necessarily subject to revision lends additional point to the statement that it is impossible to predict satisfactory conclusions
upon the present necessarily incomplete results for even a
single year of government control, especially under war con-

come available

to

ditions.
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public interest would be served if the stronger roads were allowed to take in their weaker connections, receiving the benefit of the traffic turned over to the main line as an offset to the
possible unprofitable operation of the branch line.
He said

he and his colleagues could see no possible harm from such
absorption of smaller lines by the larger as long as the government may regulate the rates, and that it is a great deal
easier to regulate one large, well-developed corporation than
a number of poorly organized companies on the verge of
bankruptcy. The idea of the commission is that sound public policy would permit the consolidation of even competing
lines with the approval of proper public authority after an
investigation.

Members of the committee asked many questions, which
indicated sympathy with the attitude expressed by the commission.
Senator Gore asked for its attitude regarding the
right of the shipper to route his freight, to which Commissioner Clark replied that the present law undoubtedly invites

uneconomical routing.
In reply to Senator Underwood, Commissioner Clark said
that if the anti-trust law should be abolished and pooling
permitted it would be necessary to provide for some regulation of service.
Senator Underwood also asked how the commission could regulate the securities of corporations organized under state laws, and as to the commission's attitude
toward federal incorporation. Mr. Clark said the commission
has entertained no doubt of the power of Congress to regulate the issuance of securities because of the effect of the
amount of capitalization upon interstate commerce, and that
they thought the subject was controlled by the principle announced by the Supreme Court that when Congress speaks,
state action must give way.
The commission thought, therefore, that proper supervision of the issuance of securities
and of the expenditure of money derived therefrom would
be a purely regulatory function which it would be proper to
give to the commission, and would be sufficient without going
In reply to Seninto the question of federal incorporation.
ator Underwood, Mr. Clark also expressed an opinion that it
might be well to give the commission power to initiate rates,
although its recommendation extended only to the power
to prescribe a

Commissioner Clark's Statement
Commissioner Clark began his statement by saying it had
been adopted by the commission in conference on December
21 and represented the opinion of all the ccrLjmissioners exNo specific suggestion for
cept Commissioner Woolley.
legislation regarding wages and working conditions had been
included because of the feeling that there was no justification for the commission to suggest that it would be more successful in dealing with the problem than the various agencies
for mediation, conciliation and arbitration already provided
for by law.
It had not included any reference to the depreciation matter because it could see no occasion for legislation
on the subject, as the commission now has the power to require carriers to set up depreciation funds. The whole quesmany complications as to what is a proper
charge and the commission has directed a very careful inquiry
into the entire subject. As to Commissioner Woolley's objection to blanket and group rates. Commissioner Clark pointed
out that if the rates from various coal mines in a given
district were not grouped, but were graded in accordance
with distance, the entire advantage would go to the producer
nearest to the consuming market who would make his price
to the public onlv a shade under the price which the more
di.stant mine could make with its higher freight rate, whereas the group system of rates gives equal opportunity to the
producers and consumers. He also pointed out some objections to a mileage system of rates, saying that if grain rates
were made on a mileage basis a point would be reached beyond which it would be impossible to ship grain.
Amplifying the suggestions made in the prepared statement. Commissioner Clark expressed the opinion that the
tion involves

minimum

rate.

He

said that the initiation of

by the carriers was very satisfactory to some shippers
but very unsatisfactory to others because the power of the
shipper with a large tonnage is very great.
Commissioner Clark read into the record a statement showing the capitalization, earnings and percentages of return of
the carriers from 1900 to 1916, as a reply to the statements
that the credit of the railroads has been destroyed by nigThe figures, he said, point to the fact
gardly regulation.
that in the aggregate the increase in revenues has kept pace
with increased investment, that the operating income has
increased more than the mileage, and that the surplus of the
roads has increased marvelously. He expressed the opinion
that if the commission were given the power to regulate
security issues and initiate rates and some supervision over
operation and service, the unsatisfactory conditions would
He thought that if the commission
be largely relieved.
should fix a reasonable level of rates they would be accepted,
generally speaking, both by the railroads and by the public
with much less litigation than results from the rates initiated
rates

by the

carriers.

"Then

all of the commissioners with the possible exception
of Commissioner Woolley are against Mr. McAdoo's five-year
plan ?" said Senator Watson.
"We don't think it is a wise plan," replied Commissioner

Clark.

"And

all

of the commissioners, with the possible excep-

Commissioner Woolley, are opposed to government
ownership?"
"Yes," replied Commissioner Clark, "except that one or
two of my colleagues say that they would favor government
ownership in preference to some plans that have been sug-

tion of
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gt'sti'd."

"\'oii

,i,t;itt-

that

it

would

roads liatk uitluuit iof-islation?"

"Vo.

iiiu|ualil'ic(ll.v,"

"Are >im

Senator Watson.
("lark.

Watson.

(iinunissioncr ("lark

replied

that

competition

in

service

and that the commission had never
of con.solidatinn the New York Central and the

to he

thoii.uht

Mr.

iiiuvisc to cast tlic rail-

in favor of the elimination of all (onipctition?"

aski'd Senator

oiinht

replial

l)i'

.said

pre.siTved,

l'enn>ylvania,

for

instance, hut rather of the consolidation

He said
of the shorter and weaker lines into larger systems.
he had never been able to see the benefits to be derived from
the so-called regional system, but thought it would be better
public jiolicy if the railroads were to be con.solichited into a
comparatively few large systems which then ought to be required to develop their territory by the extension of new lines
where necessary.
Senator Watson asked

if

the commission

would favor the

creation of a cabinet officer to run the railroads.
'•\\'e don't think that would be a desirable plan," replied

Commissioner Clark. "One man can make up his mind more
quickly than a commission, but several minds working together are more calculated to produce the right result."
"Do )ou think Congress ought to take five years to make
up its mind ?'" asked Senator Pomcrene.
"No," replied Commissioner Clark.
Continuing his testimony on the following day, Commissioner Clark went into detailed analysis of the earnings and
expenses of the railroads in 1918, 1917 and the three-year
test period, showing that the standard return for the test
period for the 10 months including October was $779,694,244, as compared with a net operating income for the corresponding period of 1918 of $605,178,922. The standard
return for the full year the commission had calculated at
$929,906,992. Mr. Clark said that while railroad conditions
were abnormal in 1918 they were also abnormal in 1917,
and he doubted if Congress could get any great amount of
additional information by extending the period of experimental control for five years. Within one year he thought
Congress could gather all the information necessary and
enact the necessary legislation. He said that while the Rail-

road .^administration had been able to do many things that
could not be done by private management under the present
laws, there had never been any demonstration of what private
management could do under other laws and he remarked
that there was some advantage to the Railroad Administration in having a revolving fund of $500,000,000 "even if it
didn't revolve."

Senator Pomerene asked if he saw any reason why the
various administrative and legislative reforms could not be
carried out even if the roads were turned back to their
owners at an early date. The commissioner replied that the
If the
reforms could be made but their effect would be less.
railroads were turned back they would be confronted by
limitations of existing laws and be unable to do promptly
many things that he was sure they would do if they were
Without legislation, he said, they would be unpermitted.
able to continue many things which federal control has

demonstrated to be advantageous, and it seemed to the commission most desirable that the legislation be enacted before
He thought Congress ought to
the railroads are returned.
withdraw from the President the power he has to turn back
the railroads on an hour's notice and that Congress ought to
Congress could say
sa}- when they shall be turned back.
that the period of federal control will terminate on a given
date far enough ahead to allow legislation to be perfected

would end the uncertainty.
When Commissioner Clark said that he had seen many a
poor railroad turn into a good railroad after having been
taken over by a large system, Senator Underwood asked what
could be done in the case of an independent railroad that
might be left in a precarious position because of the refusal
and

this
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of a (oiuieding line to take

it

over.

Mr. (lark thought Con-

gress ought to allow a wide discretion to the commission in

such matters so that the commission might withhold its approval of any consolidation that would leave an independent
property stranded.
Senator ( 'ummins, w'ho has a plan for government ownerslii|) of railroad pro|)erty with private operation, under which
the

government would issue stock or bonds

for the railroads

paying, say, 4'/^ per cent, asked the commissioner if he had
considered any way in which the capital charge of railroad
operation could be reduced.
Mr. Clark said he had not
arrived at any conclusion that would enlighten the committee.
The senator said that if all capitalization were on the basis
of 4j/2 per cent, the public would be saved ajjproximately
$250,000, 000 a year ijy removing the necessity for pa)'ing a
larger percentage on stock.
Mr. Clark expressed no opinion
on this point, but he agreed with Senator (Cummins that
private operation is more economical as far as operating expenses are concerned than government operation would be
of the larger incentive for saving, less probability

liecau.se

of expenditures for the purpose of meeting the insistence of

and because private managemore likely to adopt new methods that will yield
Asked for his opinion as to whether the wages
economies.
the residents of certain sections,

ment

is

employees should be reduced under private operation,
Commissioner Clark said that, speaking generally, his view
is that wages have not been advanced beyond a fair point,
although perhaps some further adjustments ought to be made.
Senator Cummins also asked where the director general gets
his authority to set aside state rates, in view of the reservaof

tion to the states in the federal control act pf police powers.

Without answering this directly, Mr. Clark said he knew
of no statutory authority for the director general to do anything except that contained in the federal control act and
that the commission had always regarded the power to regulate rates as the exercise of police powers.

"Do you
power

think the President ought to continue to have

to initiate rates?" asked Senator

The commissioner
him that power was

Cummins.

replied that the only reason for giving
that the government

payment of compensation

to the railroads

had assumed the
and ought to be

able to earn it, but that he had always believed that the
operation of the railroads for war purposes would have to
result in the payment by the government of certain sums as
part of its war expenses, which ought not to be charged to
shippers.

Senator Pomerene introduced into the record some correspondence between Commissioner McChord and Francis
H. Sisson, vice-president of the Guaranty Trust Company,
in which the commissioner stated that the Interstate Commerce Commission had allowed the railroads in blanket rate
cases from July 1, 1910, to July 1, 1917, increases in
revenue amounting to $350,000,000 a year.
Representatives of the National Association of Owners
of Railroad Securities, the Investor's Protective League, the
American Short Line Railroad Association, the National
Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, and
the shippers and the labor organizations were also in attendance at the hearing prepared to testify. How long the hearings are to continue has not been definitely decided.
Chair-

man Smith

of the committee, in announcing the hearings,

was hoped

to complete them by January 15, if posbut Republican members of the committee are in favor
of a thorough consideration of the question and legislation

said

it

sible,

an extra session after March 4.
Chairman Sims of the House Committee on Interstate
Commerce on January 7 introduced a bill to carry out Mr.
McAdoo's plan providing for an extension of federal control
until Januarj' 1, 1924, and appropriating a further sum of
$500,000,000, which is to be made a part of the revolving
at

fund.

:
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General

News Department

A meeting of the standardization committee of the American Gear Manufacturers' 7\.ssociation will be held at the Hotel
Statler, Buffalo, N. Y., January 13 and 14.
The National Farmers' Reconstruction Conference, at a
meeting held in Washington on Wednesday of this week,
adopted

resolutions

urging

Congress

to

enact

without

delay

legislation providing for Government ownership of railroads.
The proposed five-year tesi was disapproved.

E. T.

Owens, Private Company D, Thirty-seventh Engi-

neers, with the American Expeditionary Forces in France,
and formerly associate editor of the Railway Age and the
Railway Signal Engineer, is now attached to headquarters and
has been assigned the task of writing the regimental history.

Brigadier-General

engineer,

I.

Engineering

members
R.

J.

C, Chicago;
University

New York

City last week,
Thursday, depleted the forces at the freight stations by several thousand men; but most or all of the strikers returned
to work on Tuesday, January 7, after having been out three
or four days. Work was resumed on promise of early aitention to the demands of the men by the Federal Railroad
Wage Board. While the men were out embargoes were laid
on non-perishable freight destined to the New York piers
but not including freight to be unloaded from team tracks;
and on some commodities the embargo was placed against
Boston and Philadelphia freight as well as that destined to
New York, the movement of export freight having been
seriously affected.
strike of freight handlers at

Railway Storekeepers' Association
to

Hold Business Meeting

The Railway Storekeepers' Association has decided

to hold

no convention this year but in its stead a business meeting
at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on January 27, 28 and 29.
Among the subjects to be considered at the meeting are,
fundamental principles of railway storekeeping; unapplied
material; labor and labor saving devices; scrap and scrap
handling; the use, inspection and handling of lumber and
cross ties; the conservation of materials and of cars, and the
accounting for materials in the store's department.
for

American Railway
Engineering Association Offices

The nominating committee

of the American Railway Engineering Association has selected the following candidates for
offices for the ensuing year:
President, Earl Stimson, general
superintendent maintenance of way and structures, B. & O.,
Baltimore, Md.; vice-president, J. A. Atwood, chief engineer,
P. & L. E., Pittsburgh, Pa.; treasurer, Geo. H. Bremner, district
engineer, Bureau of Valuation, I. C. C, Chicago; secretary, E. H.
Fritch, Chicago.
For directors, the committee nominates Hadley Baldwin, assistant chief engineer, C, C, C. & St. L., Cincinnati, Ohio; C. F. Loweth, chief engineer, C, M. & St. P.,
Chicago; J. C. Mock, signal-electrical engineer, M. C, Detroit,
Mich.
Geo. A. Mountain, chief engineer, Canadian Railway
Commission, Ottawa, Canada; J. A. Peabody, signal engineer,
C. & N. W., Chicago; H. T. Porter, chief engineer, B. & L. E.,
Greenville, Pa.; E. B. Temple, engineering assistant to regional
director, U. S. R. A., Philadelphia, Pa.; F. L. Thompson, chief
;

named, as follows
Toronto Terminals Railway,

of the nominating committee are

W. Ambrose,

chief engineer,

D. J. Brumley, chief engineer for corporation,
Central Railroad Company, Chicago; Maurice Coburn,
C.
supervising engineer, Pennsylvania Lines, Indianapolis, Ind.
V. W. Felt, chief engineer, A., T. & S. F., Chicago; E. A. Hadley, engineering assistant to regional director, U. S. R. A., St.
Louis, Mo.; H. E. Hale, group engineer. Presidents' Conference
Committee, New York City; A. W. Newton, chief engineer for
corporation, C, B. & Q.. Chicago; G. I. Ray, chief engineer, D.,
L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.; Louis Yager, engineer maintenance of
way, N. P., St. Paul, Minn.

Toronto, Canada

;

Illinois

;

Additional Enlistment Records
Information concerning the number of railroad

men who

joined the armed forces of the nation was received from the
following roads too late for publication in the annual statistical

number

of the

Xi'MftF-K OF

Nominees

E. Turneaure, dean. College of
Five
Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Henry W. Thornton, general manager

of the Great Eastern Railway of En,gland. and formerly general superintendent of the Long Island Railroad, has been
gazetted Knight Commander of the Order of the British
Empire. General Thornton became a British subject in 1916.
He is a member of the Railway Executive Committee which,
acting for the Government, has operated the railways of the
United Kingdom during the war.

A

F.

of

Name

Railway Age:

Men

ix MiLiT.\Ry or

Road
Number
Culf, Colorado & Santa Fe
881
Tnternational & Great Northern
(Fort Worth Division)
93
Louis-San Francisco of Texas
(including Fort Worth & Rio
Grande)

St.

44

Naval Service
of Road

Name

of

Houston Belt and Terminal
Fort

Worth

Belt

Texas Midland
Norfolk Southern
Kinston-Carolina
Carolina

Number
48
7

14

243
S
1

National Foreign Trade Council at Chicago

The annual meeting

of the National Foreign Trade Council
Chicago on April 24, 25 and 26. A large
committee on arrangements has been formed to provide adequate accommodations and suitable entertainment for the
delegates to the convention. John J. Arnold, vice-president
of the First National Bank, Chicago, is chairman of the committee, and the other members include labor leaders, bankers
and prominent industrial and commercial men. R. H. Aishton, Northwestern regional director at Chicago, is a memwill take place at

ber of this body.

Railway Business Association
The Railway Business Association met

at the Hotel La Salle,
Chicago, Thursday, January 9, with morning and afternoon sessions and an evening dinner. Two hundred railway supply men
were in attendance. In his opening address. Alba B. Johnson,
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, president of the association,
emphasized the importance of association members leading in
the discussion of the national railway problem and in shaping
public opinion favorably to the ideas held by the Business Association.
He urged the members to promote systematic study
of the railway problem by local commercial associations.
He
thought the members more ready to recommend an extra session of Congress to consider legislation than to recommend a
definite plan at the present time.
He also discussed the relations
of the association to government purchasing methods.
The
original purpose of the association to promote co-operation
between the railways and the public is now enlarged to include
relations between the railway buyer and seller.
The policy of
the association has been to consider individual grievances as
outside the scope of the association, but general practices affecting the entire industry within its scope.
An association can
handle such matters which an individual could not. The committee on government purchasing policies and other standing
committees presented reports and resolutions, which were
adopted.
The association adopted resolutions oppossing the arbitrary

167
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cancellation of contracts, the nbolitiuii of contingent fees, the
elimination of wholesalers in government purchases, and urging
decentrali/ation of icsliny; of new devices, prompter rcmitlances,
the calling of (.'onurcss in special session to enact railway legishilion, if the present Congress fails to act, urging a vigorous
policy regarding improvement work and the sharing by the
government of the present excess cost of work at the war-time

railway corporate revenues based on pre-war
revenues favor indci>endent federal incorporation, and the exdujiive federal regulation of rates favor the creation of a fedThe olhcers of the assoeral department of transportation.
ciation elected at the meeting include President Alba B. Johnson, president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia,
and vice-presidents as follows: J. C. Bradley, president of the
Pratt & Lelchworlli Company, Buffalo; Robert F. Carr, presiprices,

as
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dent of the Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago; George W.
Simmons, vice-president of the Simmons Hardware Company,
St. Louis, Mo.; W. W. Willilts, president of the Adams &
Westlake Company, Chicago; W. W. Salmon, president of the
General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y. K. Taylor,
president of the Taylor Wharton Steel Company, High Bridge,
N. J., and A. L. Humphrey, president of the Union Switch &
Signal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. M. W. Clayton, of New York,
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Airplane Records

Government airplanes arriving at Mineola, L. I., near New
York City, on Tuesday, January 7, made new records of speed
from the Pacific Coast and from Washington. Major Albert
D. Smith, and five others, who started from San Diego, Cal.,
December 8, and who, therefore, had been on the road just one
month, reported having traversed the whole distance

'^°°,'^'~1'^.*^S.

Traveling the distance
named in 12 hours, 4 minutes, without a stop, would mean
was made
136.74 miles an hour. The last part of this flight
difficulty in keeping
in temperatures below zero but with no
the engine running in a satisfactory manner.

had been begun on December

21.
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The number of injured was
of them children.
eight, all of the injuries being slight.
According to the verdict of the coroner's jury the porter
exercised poor judgment in running to another car for assistance and would have accomplished much better results if he
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The Bonheur Train Accident
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Further details are available concerning the fire on a CaBonheur,
nadian Pacific passenger train which occurred at
The fire, which destroyed a
Ontario, on December 17.
in the
tourist sleeper, was first discovered by the car porter
headboard of berth No. 1, occupied by a man with his wife
but
and baby. The porter shouted at once to the passengers,
almost instantly the car was filled with dense suffocating
berth
It is believed that the fire started in this
smoke.
through the overturning of a spirit lamp or some other device
used to keep food warm for the baby. While the use of such
lamps in a railway car is forbidden by the law and there is
no necessity for their use, means being provided in tourist
cars and dining cars for heating food for children, neverthethe
less passengers frequently persist in trying to evade
The number of passengers who lost their lives
regulation.
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with two Liberty motors.

Housairplane traveling from the government field at
on the afternoon
ton, Tex., which arrived in Detroit, Mich.,
724
in
miles
of January 4, is said to have covered the 1,650
The trip
minutes, counting only the time actually in the air.
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Mineola in one hour, 39 minutes, which is 20
minutes or more under the best preceding time. The distance
by rail is about 245 miles.
Cleveland,
Eric Stringer made a flight from Dayton, Ohio, to
or at the
215 miles, on January 7, in one hour, 15 minutes,
machme
average rate of 172 miles an hour. In this case the
This was a Martin bombing plane,
carried a load of 2,500 lb.

Washington
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four hours, actual flying time. The precise route has not been
The distance by rail would be something like 3,300
published.
miles and the air line distance probably 500 or more miles
This 31-day trip was made without any necessity of
shorter.
repairing or changing motors.
On the same day, Major-General W. N. Kenly flew from
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had immediately used the fire extinguishers which were at
hand in the car. The jury recommended that porters be
regularly put through a fire drill.

Railway Revenues and Expenses

for

October

Net operating income of the railways for October as reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission again
showed a decrease, the total being $87,1^*6,126, as compared
$102,700,478 in October, 1917; decrease $15,594,352.
the operating revenues increased $107,000,000, the
increase in expenses was $123,000,000, and the operating ratio
for the month was 78.35, as compared with 67.98 in October,
1917. After having shown a decrease for the first six months
of the year, net operating income had increased in July,
August and September, under the influence of the higher
freight and passenger rates that went into efifect in June;
but in October the expenses again overtook the increase in
revenues. The operating income per mile for October was
only $384, as compared with $428 for the month of October
in the "test" years ending June 30, 1915, 1916 and 1917.
For the ID months ending with October the net operating
income was $605,178,922, or $228,000,000 less than that for
the corresponding period of 1917. While the total operating
revenues, $4,032,234,144, were $677,000,000, or 20 per cent
greater ihan in 1917, the operating expenses, $3,247,085,929,
were $903,000,000, or 38 per cent greater, and taxes were
The operating ratio was 80.53, as com$8,000,000 greater.
pared with 69.87. The freight revenues increased $461,000,-

with

While

000; passenger revenues $181,000,000, and express revenues
$15,000,000, while the mail revenues decreased $5,000,000. Of
the increase in expenses, $138,000,000 was for maintenance
of way and structures, $333,000,000 for maintenance of equipment, $426,000,000 for transportation and $12,000,000 for general expenses.
Traffic expenses decreased $12,000,000.
The
figures for October are shown in the large table.

Master Car Builders' Rules of Interchange Modified
The Master Car Builders' Association has recently issued
Circular No. 25 announcing certain changes in the 1918 Code
second paragraph has been added
of Interchange Rules.
to rule 8, which specifies that when repairs are made to cars
of private ownership equipped with a receptacle for cards, a
copy of the billing repair card shall be inserted in the reA new rule. No. 23, has been formulated which
ceptacle.
provides for the periodical repacking of journal boxes. Rule
120, with some modifications, has been reinstated, effective
January 1, 1919, to provide for the disposition of cars belonging to private car lines and railroads not under federal
control which require extensive repairs for which the owners
The circular also contains two interpretaare responsible.
tions of Article II of the 1918 rules of interchange.

A
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A

steel barge, designed for use on the Erie Canal, the first of
24 barges ordered by the United States Railroad Administration,
was launched at the yard of the Ferguson Steel & Iron Company,
Buffalo, N. Y., on January 4.

Coal loading for the week ended December 21 amounted
to 211,177 cars, as compared with 216,967 during the corresponding week of 1917. The total increase for the year up
to December 28 is estimated at 570,077 cars.

Bituminous coal production in the United States during the
year just closed, as reported by the National Coal Association, amounted to 587,500,000 tons, an increase of approximately 36,000,000 tons, or nearly 7 per cent, over the production in 1917,

M,

which was

in itself a record.

general freight agent of the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed a
member of the Eastern Freight Traffic Committee as the
This
representative of shippers, to succeed G. M. Freer.
committee's headquarters is in New York.
J.

Belleville,

Reductions of 25 per cent or more are announced at New
in freight rates to ports in South America, Asia, Australia and Africa. To Para, Brazil, the rate quoted last week

York
was

$22.50 a ton; to Buenos Aires, $25 a ton; to points
Japan and China, $45; Singapore, $45; Manila, $40.

in

Gen. W. W. Wotherspoon, superintendent of public works
of the State of New York, in his annual report to the legislature, says that the federal government ought to discontinue
its control of the New York State Canals, but he recommends
that twelve months' notice be given before actually transferring the control back to the state.

W. McClymonds,

vice-president and general manager of
Fruit Express Company, with headquarters at
San Francisco, Cal., has resigned from that company to
become general manager of the Federal Refrigerator Company, a new car icing concern which is a merger of a number
of smaller companies, effective January 1.
J.

the

Pacific

The Iowa state railroad commissioners were granted an
injunction recently restraining the American Railway Express Company from enforcing the express rates which were
increased January 1. The express company is disregarding
the injunction on the ground that it is not responsible for
the rates as they were initiated by the director general; and
furthermore it is declared that state authorities have no jurisdiction over transportation rates under the present scheme
Similar injunctions have been seof government control.
cured by the railway commissions of South Dakota and
Nebraska.

New York

Railroad Club Meeting

A. Morse, assistant director, engineering and maintenance department. Division of Operation of the U. S. Railroad Administration, will discuss the railroad question from
an engineering and economic point of view at the regular
meeting of the New York Railroad Club, which is to be
held on Friday evening, January 17, at the Engineering
Society's Building, New York.
C.

Master Mechanics' Association Appoints

New

Officers

At a meeting

of the executive committee of the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, held in Chicago on January
3, W. J. Tollerton, general mechanical superintendent of the
Rock Island Lines, was appointed president of the association,
to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of F. H. Clark.
C.
F. Giles, superintendent of machinery of the Louisville & Nash-

was appointed first vice-president, and C. H. Hogan, assistant superintendent motive power. New York Central, was appointed second vice-president. The position of third vice-president was left vacant and will be filled by election at the time of

ville,

the next annual meeting.

A. C. Johnson, chairman of the Western Freight Traffic
Committee, Chicago, has issued Supplement 3 to reprint of
Circular 3 containing explanatory rules in connection with
the application of rates under General Order 28 of the director general: "Please refer to provision in Supplement 1 to
reprint of Circular 3 for minimum carload charge and be advised that the minimum charge of $15 should be applied to
the movement of each unit of railroad equipment moving on
its own wheels, but that in the case of the combination of
separately published factors to make a through charge on
such a shipment, the required minimum $15 per unit is to be
applied to the total charge made by such a combination and

not to the separate factors."
R. D. Sangster, transportation commissioner of the Kansas
City Chamber of Commerce, has written to C. A. Prouty
respectfully suggesting and insistently urging that the Railroad Administration take prompt steps toward the re-establishment of foreign line offices to attend to diversions, the
location of cars, the giving of passing reports and tracing,
when necessary; as well as the proper quotation of rates, etc.
The publication of a list designating representatives of initial
lines to take care of foreign lines' interests is declared a
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Lumber Manufacturers Open

Bureau

Traffic

has
The National Lum.ber Manufacturers' Association
Southern buildopened a fully equipped traffic bureau in the
interest itself in all
ing Washington, D. C. This bureau will
which affect the lumtraffic matters of a national character
Frank Carnahan, for a number of years conber industry.
Chicago, Rock
nected with the traffic departments of the

&

Pacific

lllliillli

Mil' Mill

mill

llllliii
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ll.al

freight has
The sailing dav phm for less than carload
according to a
proved, at Kansas City, very unsatisfactory,
t ity Chamber
complaint presented on behalf of the Kansas
transportation commissioner
of Commerce by R. D. Sangster,
No objection is made to the movement ot
of the Chamber.
road, instead of acceptfreight to common points by a single
day, but the Chaming shipments over all of the roads every
anywhere, of the rule
ber protests against the continuance,
place on only two or three
for shipping freight to a given
fair tonnage, it
It is admitted that, to obtain
days a week
single day,
may be proper sometimes to hold a car over for a
receive the freight into
but the shippers demand that carriers
The protestants believe that
the freight house every day.
with shipKansas Citv is discriminated against as compared
where the sailing
ping points east of the Mississippi River
that peddling cars
day plan is not in effect. It is claimed
that local confrom Kansas City have been loaded so full
unload the freight
ductors (at the larger stations) would not
of the freight
and then the car would be set out and some
has resulted in a
delayed a whole day. This, it is claimed,
It
claims.
damage
great increase in the number of loss and
to place so much emphasis on full
is declared unreasonable
numbers of empty cars
car loading over routes where large
the westward moveare moving at all times, as for example,
ment in a grain producing territory.

Island

iiiillllllllllM

I

cunsululaUHl ofl-l.nc cll.ccs
represent a certain region. U
ininhi l)c establi.slicil. each to
of initial Kansas City hncs be kept
is desired that the olViccs
intact and he individually operated.
nulurc

and the Chicago

&

Alton,

is

in

charge of the

bureau.

Central Western Loading Records
increases
Railroads in the Central Western region showed
decrease in coal during
in grain and live stock traffic and a

grain as comDecember. These lines loaded D43,013 cars of
month of 1917,
pared to 39,123 cars during the corresponding
loaded 100.143 cars
or an increase of 9.8 percent. There were
in December, 1917, or a
of coal as compared with 132,819 loaded
of 25.8 per cent
decrease of 24.6 per cent. There was increase
loaded, the comparative
in the number of cars of live stock
December, 1918 and 1917, being 61,170 cars and

Supply Trade
The

I'rench

Vauclain,

first

Works, the

News

Government has conferred upon Samuel M.
vice-president of the Baldwin Locomotive

title

of Chevalier of the

Legion of Honor.

Ernest Baxter has been appointed general sales manager
headquarters
of the Kansa.s City Bolt & Nut Company, witii
Kansas City, Mo., succeeding L. L. Middleton, promoted.
at

Port
F. Carry has resigned as chairman of the
at Washington to return to his office
Chicago as president of the Haskell & Barker Car

Edward

Commission

Facilities
at

Company.
Nelson T. Burns, formerly inspector in the mechanical department of the New York Central at New York, has been
Comappointed district salesman for the Vapor Car Heating
Roswell P.
pany, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding
Cooley.

Cyrus

J.

Holland has been appointed western representative

Ohio, with
the vice730 Peoples Gas building, Chicago, succeeding
assigned to other duties,
president, R. F. Tillman, who has been
with headquarters in Toledo.
the
has been elected a vice-president of

uf

the

Wine Railway Appliance Company, Toledo,

offices at

Nathaniel M. Rice

lubrication, with head-

Pierce Oil Corporation, in charge of
quarters at 420 OHve street, St. Louis,
of the railroad lubricating, stationary engine
lubricating and automobile lubricating departments will report

Mo.

The managers

to and receive instructions from Mr. Rice.

Mr. Rice was formerly
connected with the St.
Louis - San Francisco,
the
occupied
having
position of purchasing
agent, and later that of
third vice-president. He

was born December
at

1863,

Rome

28,

City,

Ind., received his early
education in the public
schools at that place,

and

in

May,

enservice
on the

1887,

figures for
48,622 cars respectively.

tered
as a

brakeman

Gulf,

Colorado

Mississippi Valley Foreign Trade Convention
will be held
The Mississippi Valley Foreign Trade Convention
The primary pur13 and 14.
at New Orleans, La., on January
movement of foreign
pose of this meeting is to promote the

Fe. He served in various capacities in the transportation and
store departments of the company, and on April 1, 1901, he
was made assistant general storekeeper of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines, which connection he held
until April 1, 1903, when he became general storekeeper in
full charge of material, fuel and stationery, serving the entire
system.
In November, 1913, he was appointed chief purchasing agent of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., and in September, 1916, was
elected third vice-president of the same road.

steamship
way of the Gulf ports, the development of
to and from
and improvement of transportation facilities
Gulf. The convention will
the Mississippi Valley by way of the
the Mississippi Valley an
give the producers and shippers of
co-operation m securmg
opportunity for concert of action and for
foreign marand cheaper channels of trade and wider
trade by
lines

additional

convention that a Mississippi
It will be suggested to the
Bureau be organized for the
Valley Foreign Trade Development
Gulf ports^ The speakpromotion of'foreign traffic through the
Hon. Bainbndge Colby, of the
ers at the meeting will include
secretary of
Udted States Shipping Board; R. L. McKellar, federal manM. J. Sanders,
the Exports Control Committee;
Waterways; John L Arnold,
ager of the Mississippi-Warrior
Chicago; Harry H.
vice-president of the First National Bank,
Association of Commerce;
Merrick, president of the Chicago
Mississippi Valley WaterJames E. Smith, president of the
president of the Dock
ways Association; W. B. Thompson,
manager
Orleans, and Walter Parker, general

kets

Board,

of the

New
New Orleans

Association of Commerce,

railway

&

N. M. Rice

Santa

Captain George A. Post, Jr., of the Ordnance Department,
S. A., has received an honorable discharge from the military service and has returned to the service of the Standard
Coupler Company, as assistant to the president, with headquarters at 30 Church street. New York.
U.

The Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company, of Cleveland, Ohio,
has opened a San Francisco office at 415-417 Rialto building, in
charge of Norman S. Ross, to handle business originating from
California, Nevada, west of the 115th meridian; Lower California,
and the counties of Josephine, Jackson and Klamath in Oregon.

Thomas

P. Orchard, formerly production manager on the
tripods, with the New Britain Ma-

Browning machine gun

January
chine

10,

Co.,

New

Engineering
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Britain,

Conn.,

has

joined

the

Service

Church

street.

New

York, as sales engineer.

V. I. Smart, formerly professor of railway engineering and
transportation, McGil! ITnjversity, and J. A. Burnett, formerly
electrical engineer, Grand Trunk Railway System, are now associated as consulting engineers, with office at 821 New Birks
building, Montreal.
The lines handled will be civil, electrical

All of the

Hibbard interests in the Grip Nut Company,
Chicago, have been purchased by others and the company
has been reorganized with the following officers: Francis H.
Hardy, chairman of the
board of directors:
William E. Sharp, president; Chester D. Tripp,
vice-president; Herman
A. Brassert, vice-president; Truman F. Mil-

and mechanical engineering.

Horace N. Trumbull, who has recently received his discharge
from the Engineers Officers' Training School at Camp A. A.
Humphreys, Va., has been appointed advertising manager of the
Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company, of Cleveland, Ohio. Before
entering the service, Mr. Trurnbull was advertising manager of
the SKF Ball Bearing Company, of Hartford, Conn.

secretary and treasThe directors of
the
company include
Messrs. Hardy, Sharp,
Tripp,
Brassert
and
Thomas G. Deering.
ler,

urer.

Wm.

T. Lane has been appointed district sales manager
of the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc., with offices
at San Francisco, Cal.
Mr. Lane has spent his entire business career in the railway supply field. For the past seven
years he has constantly been in touch with locomotive development. On leaving college he went as an apprentice with
the Franklin Portable Crane & Hoist Company.
His next
position was as draftsman for the Franklin Railway Supply
Company, Inc., and then chief draftsman. In 1915, he was
made mechanical engineer of this company, which position
he held at the time of his new appointment.

Company

Reorganization of Grip Nut

Company, planning and quantity production

specialists, 25
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H. E. Passmore, formerly with the mechanical department of
the

New York

Central

and later production
manager of the Marble
Clififs
Quarries Com-

D. Rosenfeld has been appointed district sales manager
Railway Supply Company, Inc., with offices
at Houston, Texas.
Mr. Rosenfeld has had wide experiences
in railroad work and has brought out several inventions that
iinproved locomotive operation.
He was born at Lincoln,
Nebraska, and received his early education at that place.
Upon leaving college he entered the service of the Chicago &
North Western, serving in the machine shop and signal department, and then as fireman and engineer.
In 1912, Mr.
Rosenfeld resigned as locomotive engineer and entered the
service of the Franklin Railway Supply Company as mechanical representative, which position he held at the time of his
recent appointment.

pany, has been appointed sales representative of the Grip Nut
n
Company. „,....
William E. Sharp, who has been elected president
of the reorganized corporation, began
his railway career as
'" ^^^ ''^'' department of the Erie in April
toon^'^""''*^^
In
1889
October, 1892, he was promoted to general foreman
of the car and locomotive department
of the same road with
headquarters at Chicago. He left the Erie in
1898 to become assistant superintendent of the Armour Car
Lines
In
April, 1901, he was promoted to
superintendent of those
hnes He resigned that position in 1911 to enter
the railroad
supply business as vice-president of the Grip
Nut Company
He was elected president of the company in September
1916
and became president of the reorganized
corporation in November, 1918.

Fred C. J. Dell has been elected secretary of the National
Railway Appliance Company, effective December 24, 1918. Mr.

Westinghouse

S.

of the Franklin

Dell has acted in the capacity of secretary to the president of
the company for the past two years, previous to which time he
was connected with the American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association as assistant to the secretary-treasurer.
He
held that position from March, 1911, to May, 1916, at which time
he resigned to assume charge of the detail work of the exhibit
committee for the 1916 convention of the American Electric Railway Association. In October, 1916, he was elected secretary of
the American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association, which
position he still holds.
He received his early training in the
office of the vice-president and general manager's office of the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company, where he was employed
a period of seven years.

in a clerical capacity for

The Consolidated Steel Corporation, formed recently to
handle the export trade of several independent steel producers, has opened offices in the City Investing building at
165 Broadway, New York.
E. A. S. Clarke, former head of
the Lackawanna Steel Company, is president of the export
coAcern. The other officers are H. H. Barbour, vice-president, formerly of the Lackawanna Steel Company; W. Hesselman, secretary and controller, and A. Van Winkle, treasurer.
Mr. Hesselman was controller of the Lackawanna
Company, and Mr. Van Winkle was secretary to Mr. Clarke
when he was at the head of that concern. The traffic manager is William Heyman, formerly foreign freight agent for
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad.
Eight of
the independent steel companies are represented in the
organization.
They are the Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
the Brier Hill Steel Company, the Lackawanna Steel Company, the Lukens Steel Company, the Midvale Steel and
Ordnance Company, the Republic Iron & Steel Company, the

Sharon Steel Hoop Company, the Trumbull Steel Company,
the Whitaker-Glessner Company and the Youngstown Sheet
& Tube Company. The board of directors of the new export
company is made up from the heads of these companies.

W.

E.

Sliarp

to

Build

Electric

Locomotives

at

Essington

Discussing the prospects for the year 1919 at
the Essington

or South Philadelphia,

Works of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, R. B. Mildon, assistant to
the vice-

president, recently made the following statement:
"We share the general opinion in the industrial field that business will slow down somewhat owing to the
readjustment of the
industries from a war to a peace basis; but by
spring this phase
should be over and then for the next few years we
should have
a period of prosperity.

"As

Westinghouse Works at Essington is concerned,
orders on hand to keep us busy for the next
year without considering new business which is now beginning
far as the

we have enough

to develop.

"We are at present making nothing here but ship propulsion
machinery, but our plans contemplate bringing here all of
our
turbine and electric generator construction work that is
now
being handled at East Pittsburgh. Before we can accommodate
this additional business, however, we shall have to build
several
new buildings, including an office building, a shop for making
turbine blades, and an electric generator shop.
Unless we are
mistaken in our expectations, however, this new construction
work should begin this spring.
"Looking a

further ahead into the future it is probable
time erect a building for the construction of
electric locomotives.
The electric railroad situation is unquestionably very favorable and a large amount of electrification will
be undertaken in the next ten years.
We co-operate with the
Baldwin Locomotive Works in the manufacture of electric
locomotives and our location here, so close to the Baldwin
plant, makes this the proper place to do our part of the work
"In other words, we plan to build at Essington all of our
large and important apparatus, and as the demand for this class
of apparatus is certain to increase rapidly from year to year.
that

we

shall

little

in
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present size."

Dr. Walter V. Turner
.\ir

liraUe

Company, died

at

the

Doctor
Columbia Hos-

Wilkinsbing. I'a., Thursday morning, January
deaiii of Doctor Turner
the worlil has lost the
exair-brake
greatest

pital,

9.

In the

Doctor
Turner lias had a most
unique career, having by
pert of the age.

fate of destiny entered on a work that has
meant so much to Amerrailroading.
He
ican

the

3,

1866.

He

was in the wool business in that country and
came to America in 1888
to develop his education
along those lines.
He
was secretary and manager of the Lake Ranch
Cattle Company, Raton,
N. M., in 1893. In 1897

air-brake patent.

He soon gained a reputation for proand was placed in charge of the air-brake

—

of his books being "Train Control Its Development and Effect
on Transportation Capacity," which was published in two volumes. He was awarded the Longstreth medal in 1911, and the
He was a fellow of the Royal
Elliott-Cresson medal in 1912.
Society of Arts, England, and a member of the American So-

Mechanical Engineers, the American Electric Railway
Association, Franklin Institute (Philadelphia), and the Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce. Doctor Turner's death was
the result of complications, among them being enlargement of
He was injured two or three
the heart and Bright's disease.
years ago in an automobile accident, to which he attributed his
condition.
He had been seriously ill since the middle of Nociety of

He

leaves,

besides

He

began

career

his

as a

telegraph operator and
later was a locomotive
enginenian on tlie Scottish Northeastern Railway.
He attended
school
high
evening
and later for several
years was employed in
Customs Departthe
Montrose,
in
ment

in

the

America,
service

of

first

the

Dr. Angus

Sinclair

Erie, and afterward in
the West, where he ran a locomotive on the Burlington, Cedar
During this period he attended the
Rapids
Northern.
chemistry classes of the Iowa State University, making a
specialty of water analysis, and was appointed chemist of
the railroad, combined with the duties of roundhouse foreman. It was during this period that he first gave serious

&

Dr. Walter

K

daughter.

Sinclair was
Forfar, Scot-

in

land.
railroad

work

instruction car on that road.
From general air-brake instructor
he was promoted to mechanical instructor for the entire system,
during this time having taken out 22 patents, which were sold
to the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
At the 1902 convention of the Air Brake Association, which
was held in Pittsburgh, Doctor Turner was offered a position
with the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, but refused. The
offer was repeated again at the 1903 convention, and in November of that year arrangements were made between the Air
Brake Company and the Santa Fe to loan Doctor Turner to the
former.
That arrangement was continuously in effect to the
time of his death. In 1907 he was made mechanical engineer;
in 1910, chief engineer; in 1915, assistant manager, and in 1916,
manager of engineering. The first task of Doctor Turner with
triple valve,
the Westinghouse company was to develop the
By his untiring
of which there are now over 2,000,000 in use.
energy and ingenuity the art of braking trains has developed by
He has been granted over 400 patents and
leaps and bounds.
Among his latest invena hundred or more are still pending.
tions the improved empty and load brake and the electro-pneumatic brake stand out pre-eminently. These made possible an
increase of 300 per cent in the capacity of the New York subways.
Doctor Turner was also an author, among the more important

vember.

born

in

company failed, and
Doctor Turner entered the employ of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe as a car repairer. In one month he was made gang
foreman and three years later was made chief inspector. Having
previously become interested in air-brake apparatus through a
bad wreck that occurred in the vicinity of his home, he made
a very careful study of its intricacies in his new position, and
it was during the first year of his employ that he developed his
ficiency in air brakes

Sinclair

as a marine engineer he
again took up railroad

this

first

Angus

Scotland, and London,
England. A love of adventure took him to sea
and after some service

was born in Epping Forest, Essex county, England, April

Dr.

Angus Sinclair, D. E., founder and editor-in-chief of Railway and Locomotive Engineering, New York, died at his
home in Millburn, N. J., on January 1, 1919, at the age of 78.

Dr. Walter Victor Turner, manager of engineering of the
We.slinv;liouse
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his

widow, a married son and

consideration to the problem of fuel economy and smoke
prevention on which he has since written extensively.
In 1883 he joined the editorial staff of the American Machinist, a few years later became president of the publishing company.
In 1887 the company, desiring to broaden its field,
established the Locomotive Engineer, of which the late John
A. Hill became editor. A few years later Doctor Sinclair and
Mr. Hill bought this paper, now Railway and Locomotive
Engineering, and since Mr. Hill's retirement from the partnership in 1897, Doctor Sinclair has been the sole proprietor
and editor-in-chief. In 1908 the faculty of Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind., conferred upon Mr. Sinclair the honorary
degree of Doctor of Engineering. About this time he was
appointed special technical instructor in the mechanical department of the Erie Railroad.
Doctor Sinclair has also been closely identified with
the work of nearly alf of the leading engineering societies in America and with some in Europe.
He was
the senior officer, in point of continuous service, of the
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, having
Previous to that time he had
been treasurer since 1900.
served as secretary from 1887 to 1896. He was also a member of the Master Car Builders' Association, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and was instrumental in
the establishment of the Traveling Engineers' Association,
which was organized in his office in 1892. He was a delegate to three International Railway Congresses, at Washington, D. C, St. Louis, Mo., and Berne, Switzerland.
Doctor Sinclair is the author of a number of works on jailroad subjects, some of which have become text books, including Locomotive Running and Management, Combustion in
Locomotive Fireboxes, Firing Locomotives, Railroad Man's
Catechism, Twentieth Century Locomotives and History of the
Development of the Locomotive Engine. His first published
work, Locomotive Running and Management, was begun
while he was running a locomotive and was made up entirely
from personal observation. It has repeatedly been revised
by the author and has passed through 26 editions, the last
appearing in 1915. His work on Firing Locomotives has been
In his
translated into eight languages, including Chinese.
long and varied career Dr. Sinclair has been a pioneer in
the study and development of many practices pertaining to
locomotive operation which have now become well established and his influence will long be felt in practical railroad
operation.

January

10,
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the northern lines. He has continued in that position up to
the time of his recent promotion.
C. McDonough, superintendent on the Great Northern at
Everett, Wash., will also have supervision of Everett terminal.

F. C. Dow, superintendent of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Paul, is now in charge of the Milwaukee terminal, Ta-

iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

St.

coma. Wash.

Railroad Administration

J.

Central

W.

future

A. F. Duffy, assistant manager of the Safety
Division of Operation, of the Railroad Administration, has

Section,

been appointed manager of the section, succeeding H.

W.

Belnap, deceased.

Allen, superintendent of the Northern Pacific, will in
supervise the operation of Auburn and Tacoma

(Wash.) terminals.

W.

Barrett has been appointed trainmaster on the Salt
division of the Denver & Rio Grande, succeeding J. W.
Durkin, resigned, effective January 1.
J.

Lake

Regional

Albert E.

A. Lucey, formerly trainmaster on the Minneapolis &
St. Louis, has been appointed supervisor of freight loss and
damage of the Northwestern region with headquarters at
Chicago.
J.

James E. Weller, formerly general western

Central,

the

Memphis &

assistant general manager of the Illinois
Mississippi Valley and the Chicago,
Gulf, has been promoted to general manager,
with headquarters at

Clift,

Yazoo &

Chicago, to succeed T.
Foley, deceased. Mr.

J.

freight agent of

Clift

the Pennsylvania Lines at Chicago, has been appointed resident traffic assistant for the Allegheny region, with headquarters at Chicago.

bana.

Cleveland,

The

authority of George L. Peck, federal manager, PittsPa., has been extended over the Grand Rapids &
Indiana, which has been released from the jurisdiction of
E. D. Bronner, federal manager.

A.

E.

of the

Seattle (Wash.) terminals.

Lawrence A. Downs, general superintendent in charge of
the northern lines of the Illinois Central, has been promoted
to assistant general manager of that line, the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley and
the Chicago, Memphis
& Gulf, with h e a dquarters
at
Chicago,
to succeed A. E. Clift,
Mr.

Downs

at

Green-

on

May

9,

and graduated
from Purdue University
in 1894.
Early in 1895
he began railway work
with the Vandalia Railroad and from March,
1896, to 1898, was in an
engineering party on
1872,

Downs

the Illinois Central. He
then served as roadmaster from 1898 to
March, 1907, on the
Amboy, the Louisville,
the Louisiana, the
Springfield
the
and

Chicago divisions.
In March, 1907, he was appointed
assistant chief engineer maintenance of way, remaining
in that position until December 6, 1910, when he was
appointed superintendent of the Kentucky division.
On
November 1, 1915, he was promoted to general superintendent of all lines south of the Ohio river, with headquarters at New Orleans, La.
On August 1, 1917, he was
transferred to Chicago to become general superintendent of

1888, as a

Cincinnati,

paign

district.

March

7,

1893, to

From
Feb-

ruary 22, 1905, he was
consecutively yardmaster,
conductor on the

Clift

Operating
McCuIlough has been appointed superintendent

5,

Chicago & St. Louis.
On February 19, 1893,
he returned to the Illinois Central as engine
foreman of the Cham-

burgh,

L. A.

service

December

E. F. Blomeyer, general manager of the Ann Arbor, with
headquarters at Toledo, Ohio, will also have jurisdiction over
the Manistique & Lake Superior.

castle, Ind.,

1869,

brakeman. He was later
conductor on the
a
same line and on the

Federal and General Managers

promoted.
was born

and

entered
with
the Illinois Central on
15,

railway

T. W. Proctor, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Chicago, and chairman of the
Sailing Day Plan Committee of the Northwestern region, has
been appointed supervisor of merchandise service of that
region with the same headquarters.

J. J.

was born at Uron October
111.,

Chicago district, passenger conductor on the Chicago division,
acting trainmaster of the Chicago district at Kankakee, 111.,
and trainmaster of the Chicago division. On the latter date
he was appointed superintendent of the Freeport division at
Freeport, 111., and on January 16, 1907, was transferred to the
St. Louis division at Carbondale, 111.
On June 1, 1910, he
was promoted to general superintendent of the southern lines
with headquarters at New (Orleans, La., and on November 10,
1912, was appointed general superintendent of the northern
and western lines at Chicago. He was appointed general
manager on August 1, 1917, to succeed Mr. Foley, who was
then elected vice-president of operation. With the readjustment of railroad titles under government control Mr. Foley
was made general manager and Mr. Clift assistant general
manager. As general manager under the present organization, Mr. Clift takes over the duties formerly performed by
Mr. Foley.

M. W. Clement has been relieved of his duties as superintendent of freight transportation and has been appointed acting superintendent of passenger transportation of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines; the West Jersey & Seashore; the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, and the Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain Railroad, vice D. C. Stewart,
furloughed.
William Elmer, superintendent of the Schuylkill division
the Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines, with office at
Reading, Pa., has been appointed acting superintendent of
the Philadelphia division vice F. W. Smith, Jr., furloughed,
and C. D. Young, formerly superintendent of motive power
with office at Wilmington, Del., has been appointed acting
superintendent of the Schuylkill division vice Mr. Elmer.
Mr.
Young resigned in November as superintendent of motive power

of

to

become a lieutenant-colonel

in the

transportation corps, engi-

neers.
J. J.

Illinois

Pelley, general superintendent of southern lines of the
Central and the Chicago, Memphis & Gulf, with
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New ( )rliMiis. I. a, has hci-n iranslcn id lu
gciiiTal siipfi int<.ii<lcni uf tlic iiortlierii lines of the
Illinois Central, sncceeilinK L. A. Downs, promoted to assistant

heatkiuartors at

Chicago as

general manager. J. M. Egan, superintendent at Fulton, Ky.,
has been promoted to succeed .Mr. I'elley at New Orleans.
llinton, 111., has been transJ. W. Hevron, supcrintenilent at
ferred I.) I'lilinn, Ky., to succeed Mr. Egan; C. W. Shaw,
frainniasicr at East St. I.ouis, 111., has been prcjuioted to
superintendent at Clinton, succeeding Mr. Hevron; J. D.
White, trainmaster at Carbondale, 111., has been transferred to
East St. Louis, succeeding Mr. Shaw, and E. D. Holcomb,
chief clerk in the ollice of the general superintendent of
transportation at Chicago, has been appointed trainmaster at
Carbondale to succeed Mr. White.

Financial, Legal

and Accounting

Vol. 66, No. 2

A. Yappen, district carpenter of the Ciiicago, Milwaukee
I'anI at ('hicago, lias

of design.

N. Bell, formerly master mechanic of the Minnesota and
of the Illinois Central witli headquarters at
Waterloo, Iowa, who has just returned from military service,
has been appointed to the same position, succeeding O. A.
Garber, who has been transferred to Memphis, Tenn., succeeding W. H. Watkins, granted a leave of absence, effective
January 1.

Iowa divisions

William Gemlo, master mechanic of the Minneapolis &
Louis at Marshalltown, Iowa, has been promoted to
superintendent of inotive power and rolling stock with headSt.

L. C. McCutcheon has l)cen appointed freight claim agent
of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with jurisdiction over freight,
loss and damage claims, with headquarters at Springfield,
Mo. G. E. Whitelam having resigned, the office of superintendent of freight, loss and damage claims is abolished.

A. Winkler, acting federal treasurer of the Chicago,
at Rockford, III, has
been appointed federal auditor to succeed C. G. Nelson, who
has resigned to go with the corporation. V. E. Nelson, disbursement clerk at Rockford, has been promoted to acting
federal treasurer to succeed Mr. Winkler.

quarters at Minneajiolis, Minn., to succeed G. W. Seidel,
recently resigned to become superintendent of motive power
of the Chicago & Alton and the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis,
with headquarters at Bloomington, 111.

Purchasing

F.

Milwaukee & Gary, with headquarters

Traffic
J.

with
at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed district agent
the same headquarters.
J.

kee

was

T. Conley, general freight agent of the Chicago, MilwauHe
St. Paul at Chicago, resigned eiTective January 1.
succeeded by C. A. Lahey, whose appointment was an-

&

nounced

in the

Railway Age of January

3.

L. F. Vosburgh, passenger traffic manager of the New York
Central lines east of Buffalo, has had his authority extended
at
headquarters
with
Buffalo,
of
west
lines
the
over
New York City; and J. W. Daly, passenger traffic manager
pasassistant
of the lines west of Buffalo, has been appointed

senger

traffic

manager, with headquarters

division

freight

agent of the

the Toledo and Peru

in

Wabash

charge of

Railroad, with
all

office

at

Wabash matters on

divisions.
traffic

the Philadelphia & Reading, with headquarters
these
at Philadelphia, Pa., has already been announced in
columns, was born on July 19, 1867, at Jessup, Md., and was
educated in the general schools. He began railway work in
October, 1882, with the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore, Md.
He subsequently served as a general clerk on the Long
Island Railroad, and then as general clerk and later as chief
clerk in the freight department of the Philadelphia & ReadHe then was appointed freight claim agent of the same
ing.
road and three years later was promoted to assistant genIn 1909 he was appointed general freight
eral freight agent.
agent and since July, 1918, served as assistant freight traffic
manager until his recent appointment as freight traffic manager of the Philadelphia & Reading, the Central of New
of

Jersey, the Baltimore
associated lines.

&

Ohio

H. Nichols has been appointed general storekeeper of
& St. Louis with headquarters at

E. A. Workman, storekeeper of the Baltimore & Ohio
Eastern Lines, with office at Keyser, W. Va., has been appointed district storekeeper of the Maryland district, with
headquarters at Camden station, Baltimore, Md., vice O. V.
McQuilkin, deceased.

Charles

W. Yeamans,

assistant engineer of the Chicago
Indiana, has been appointed purchasing agent of
that road and the Belt Railroad of Chicago, with headquarters
at Dearborn station, Chicago, succeeding Rov Benson, transferred to other duties.

& Western

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
G. R. Martin, vice-president and controller of the Great
Northern at St. Paul, Minn., has been elected also president
Minnesota Transfer Railway Company.

of the

C. G. Nelson, federal auditor of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Gary, with headquarters at Rockford, 111., has been appointed
auditor of the corporation with the same headquarters.

Eugene E. Fairweather has been appointed

assistant counthe Canadian National Railways with office at Ottawa;
Archibald J. Reid, K.C., and Reginald H. M. Temple, at
Toronto, and H. F. Alward, general solicitor and claims
agent of the Canadian Government Railway at Moncton,
N. B., have been appointed general solicitors of the Canadian
National Railways, all with offices at Montreal, Que.
sel of

Robert L. Russell, whose appointment as freight

manager

J.

at Chicago.

addition to his duties as general freight
J. W. Graham, in
agent of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, has been appointed assistant general freight agent of the Wabash Railroad with office at- Toledo, Ohio; C. E. Rose, assistant general passenger agent of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western,
has also been appointed assistant general passenger agent of
the Wabash Railroad, with office at Toledo, and D. E. Gilbert,

Toledo, will continue

G. W. Alexander, storekeeper of the Central of Georgia,
has been appointed general storekeeper, with headquarters at
Macon, Ga.
the New York, Chicago
Cleveland, Ohio.

Cowan, chief clerk to the vice-president and general
manager of the Pacific Fruit Express Co., with headquarters
J.

K:

been ai)i)ointed assistant engineer in
charge of bridge maintenance, inspection and erection on
lines east of Mobridgc, .S. D., with the saine headquarters,
succeeding C. N. Bainbridge, recently promoted to engineer
.St.

New York

Terminals and

Engineering and Rolling Stock
H. Stringfellow has been appointed district engineer of the
Southern Railroad and associated railroads, with office at
Charlotte, N. C, and F. Furlow has been appointed engineer
of surveys with office at Washington, D. C.

Obituary
M. P. Washburn, formerly chairman

of the Southeastern
Mississippi Valley Association, with office at Louisville, Ky.,
died in New York on January 4, at the age of 64.

The London Iron & Steei, Exchange, Ltd., has been formed,
says the Railway Gazette, of London, by a group of some forty
of the leading British firms engaged in the iron, steel and metal
It comes into being at an auspicious moment, when
industries.
the whole tide of industrial activity is being turned from purposes of war to purposes of peace. The secretary's office is at
113, Queen Victoria street, E.C.4, and for the purposes of its business the London Iron & Steel Exchange, Ltd., has secured the
great Pillar Hall of

Cannon

Street Hotel.

^-^^

American railway supply manufacturers now have an exceptional opportunity to introduce their products into the
markets of the world.
The exhibit

Why

Not

Invite

which the National Railway Appliances
Association will present in Chicago
during the week of March 17 will provide the first opportunity for the display of American railway materials since the conclusion of
hostilities. Although this exhibit is limited to the materials
used in the engineering, maintenance and signaling departments there is great opportunity for the exploitation of supplies of this character in the foreign iields.
This condition
would appear to justify the officers of the Appliances Association in extending a special invitation to railway officers
in foreign countries to attend the exhibit.
Although the time
is short it will still permit men to come from Europe and
South America if the exhibit is brought to their attention
promptly.
Such an invitation might well be issued jointly
with the American Railway Engineering Association, which
will hold its annual convention in the same city and at the
same time. In fact no more constructive action could be
taken in arranging the pogram for that week than to set aside
an evening at which representatives of foreign railways could
be invited to speak on the conditions and the needs of the
railways in their countries.

Foreign
Railway Men?

Among the many activities of the Railway Age during the
year just past has been the publication of numerous articles
intended to encourage the interest of
Announcing
its readers in foreign trade in railway
supplies.
Emphasis has been placed
a
in these articles on the great need for
Department
supplies
railway
equipment
and
brought about in many countries by the cessation of imports
from the warring nations; and attention has been directed
to the favorable position of our own supply industry as regards both making up these deferred demands and filling
those that will result from future development as soon as
financial and industrial conditions permit.
Foreign trade
to the rank and file of American manufacturers at least,
up to within the past two months, has been more or less
of a theoretical matter. Now that the demands of war are
over, however, it has become a very practical one and is
receiving the attention of every progressive concern that is
With
in any way equipped to sell its goods in other lands.

New

the development from the theoretical to the practical interest

being everywhere evidenced in foreign trade, the
It will conthis week advances to a new step.
tinue to publish important articles of general interest, but,
in addition, it has also established a new section in the
General News Section to be headed Foreign Railway News.
It will be the purpose of this section to present to the readers
that

is

Railway Age

of the

Railway Age a

brief

summary

of happenings on the

railways of the world outside the United States, particular
attention being paid to those developments of greatest inThe aim of the editors will
terest to the American reader.
be twofold (1) to help sustain and encourage the present
interest in foreign lands and in foreign trade and (2) to give
those practical points of information that will, to the greatest
possible extent, help American firms in securing and carrying
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on foreign trade. The information for the new section will
be obtained from many and various sources, but it is the
expectation that the greatest value will lie in the original
items secured from the paper's correspondents in various
countries the world over.

One reason why the railroads are unable to pay their bills
promptly, thus causing much embarrassment to some of the
supply companies and manufacturers,
Government
jg because of the slowness of various
Slow
departments of the government in payJng the railroads for transportation. It
Paying Bills
appears that in many cases this is
largely due to red tape and complicated checking methods
which would not be tolerated for a minute in any up-to-date
business establishment. The Railway Administration is asking for statements from different roads as to the amounts of
the bills due and the departments of the government involved,
with a view to improving the situation.
The story that is
going the rounds about an army officer delaying the mustering out of 200 men for five days in order that he might secure
a certain rubber stamp may not be true, but without doubt it
reflects more or less clearly a condition that really does exist
in a much larger way and on an enormous scale.
It is time
that business men took a more active interest in government
affairs, large

and small.

collision at South Byron will revive discussion of the
This tragedy once more impresses
automatic train stop.

The

lesson that making cars of steel
not cure all of our ills; that
enginemen (with first-class reputa-

the

The

(Joes

Prevention of
CoUisions

tions) get sleepy

on express trains the

and that the
nionitorship of the firemen constantly proves itself worthless;
in short, that a force of 100 per cent enginemen, even for
same

as on slow freights,

There may
is an iridescent dream.
be such men, but no superintendent has been able to classify
The discussion of the automatic stop
and record them.
should now take a practical turn, for the Railroad Administration has appointed a strong committee on the subject (as
noticed in our Washington news) with a view to the commencement of comprehensive tests. The collision occurred
on January 12. The committee was announced on January
14.
It is to be borne in mind that automatic stops will not
work miracles. The collision record Fort Washington, Pa.,
already has added 12 to South Byron's death list calls for
vigorous action in other directions, as is pointed out in a
letter, printed in another column, commenting on the collision
Moreover, the public is
of last September at Birdsell, Nebr.
looking to the Railroad Administration not only for a study
committees sometimes spend an interminable
of the subject
but for a lucid
succession of months in their deliberations
and intelligible policy. The frankness which has characterized Mr. McAdoo's attitude toward the public in some directions has been conspicuously lacking in the matter of the pre-

the few fastest trains,

—

—

vention of collisions.

—

—

!
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The Railway Business Association
Ruilwuy Bu.sinoss Association
THE coNViCNTioN of
tlic

in

Chicago last week was purely a business meeting. No
guests not engaged in the railway ciiuipment and supply
The subjects
business were invited to any of the sessions.
discussed and passed upon were all subjects of interest and
importance to the members of the association primarily to
persons and concerns engaged in making and selling machinFrom this point of view the
eiy and materials to railways.
meeting was a decitled success.

The association originally was organized chiefly to bring
about closer relations between the railway supply concerns
and their customers the railways and to help secure fairer
and more constructive railway regulation. The adoption of
government operation of railways, and certain policies initiated by the Railroad Administration, brougiit forcibly
home to the railway supply people the fact that they had
The main function and duty of
"troubles of their own."
the association have since become those of representing its
members in an effort to reduce the number of the troubles
Ihey have in common, and of reducing the seriousness of the
part of their common troubles which cannot be entirely

—

—

eliminated.

The developments
the

activities

ought

to

be,

of

of the past year suggest the thought that

the

association

increased

and

might

intensified

l)e,

in

and probably
several

ways.

the hands of the governseems probable, are soon returned to prithe railway equipment and supply con-

Whether the railways remain

in

ment, or, as now
vate management,
and, indeed, have now many
cerns will have in future
problems which they can solve better by organized than by
merely individual study and action. They are both manufacturers and merchants; and all are dealing with the same
They pass together through the same
class of customers.
periods of large orders and of small orders; they have
similar problems regarding labor and materials; they have
Like concerns of every class, they
similar selling problems.
include many that wish to do business on the highest plane

—

—

of commercial and ethical principles, and some which are
Also,
not wholly indisposed to do business on a low plane.
like every other class of concerns that makes or sells goods,
they have many customers who wish to do business in ac-

cordance with sound commercial and ethical principles, and
some customers who do not. They meet like difficulties in
securing the testing and adoption 'of new devices, and in
getting the devices they sell properly maintained and operUnder prolonged or permanent government operation
ated.
they would have not only the problem of getting the government to buy their goods on reasonable terms, but of keeping
the government from engaging in competition with them, on
the theory that it could make many kinds of equipment and
devices cheaper than independent manufacturers would or
Even under private management
could afford to sell them.
they will always have in more or less serious form the problem of convincing the railway managements that it is better
for the railways to buy from independent manufacturers than
to attempt to make their own equipment and supplies.
The foregoing suggests but a part of the problems which
railway supply concerns have in common, and which it
might profit them to attempt to solve largely by concerted
The Railway Business
investigation, discussion and action.
Association is the organization by which the various necesUnder
sary activities should be originated and sponsored.
President Johnson's leadership it is moving in the right
There is reason to believe it could be developed
direction.
into an organization which would put the entire railway
equipment and supply industry on a higher commercial
and ethical plane, broaden and improve its markets, and
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increase its prosperity, while at the same time making the
railway e(|uipment and supply concerns of the United States
an even more i)otcnt force than they have been in the ])ast
in improving the art of railroad transportation.

Mr. Hines as Director General

THE

uFMCERS and employees, the railway comand the public deserve to be congratulated upon
the appointment of Walker D. Hines as director general of
KAiL-\\'.AY

l)anics

In fact,

railroads.

we think everybody concerned

to he congratulated except

deserves

Mr. Hines himself.

Mr. Hines accepted a place in Director General McAdoo's
cabinet a year ago at a great personal sacrifice. He was one
of the most successful lawyers in the country and one of the
principal officers of one of the greatest railroad companies.

To go

to Washington and become assistant director general
meant giving up his usual pursuits and accepting a position
which would yield him a much smaller income and require
of him work of a much harder and more exacting, and, perhaps, less congenial, kind.
The policies which have been
adopted by the Railroad Administration have been primarily
those of Mr. McAdoo.
Whatever may be thought as to the
expediency or wisdom of those policies, nobody can question
that they have been ably and energetically carried out; and to
Mr. Hines must be attributed a large part of the ability and
energy with which they have been carried out.
Mr. McAdoo has now left the ship. The reasons he has
given for leaving it do not constitute a sufficient justification

for his action.
He devoted a year to destroying the old organizations of the railways and to building up a new unified
organization to replace them.
Just when the unsettlement
and uncertainty in the railroad field were greatest, when the
time for transition from a war to a peace basis had come, and

was the largest number of difficult problems pending
ever known, he suddenly announced his resignation
and
then recommended that his plan of unified government operation should be experimented with for five years more
there

—

Obviously. Mr. McAdoo's retirement, in these circumwas found to leave a most difficult and embarrassing
Mr. Hines has not
situation for his successor to deal with.
confided to us his feelings in regard to the matter, but we can
hardly conceive that he has accepted the director-generalship
because he really wanted it. Undoubtedly he has taken it because he has considered it his patriotic duty to do so.
Mr. Hines favors the five-year plan of government operaHe made a powerful argution proposed by Mr. McAdoo.
ment in favor of it before the Railway Committee of the
stances,

Chamber

of

Commerce

of the United States.

His argument

did not convince us, nor did it the chamber, but everybody
who heard or has read it must admire the clarity and force

with which it was made. Mr. Hines will show as director
general the same public spirit and ability he has shown as
Should the unexpected happen,
Mr. McAdoo's assistant.
and the five-year plan be adopted, he will probably give the
railroads as good management as anybody could give them
under this plan. We do not believe the man lives who could
manage the railways successfully and satisfactorily during
the proposed five-year test; but Mr. Hines doubtless could
come as near it as anyone. If the expected does happen and
Congress decides to turn the railways back to private operation in a comparatively short time, Mr. Hines, with his great

knowledge of the railway situation in general, as well as of
the existing relations between the government and the railway companies, can be relied upon to represent the interests
of the government ably but fairly in connection with the
transfer back to private operation.

January

17,
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For many reasons, some of which lie apparent and some
Mr. Hines' work as director general will be
extremely hard and trying. Nobody knows this better than
he does, which makes the credit he deserves for having acof which do not,

cepted the position

the greater.

all

The American Railroad Association
American Railway Association

THE

is

be reorgan-

to

and there is to be amalgamated with it the American Railway Master Mechanics'
AsscKiation, Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents, Association of Transportation & Car Accounting OfMaster Car Builders'
ficers, Freight Claim Association,
Association, Railway Signal Association, and Railway StoreThe Railway Age has advocated for a
keepers' Association.
ized under the above name,

number

of

years

a

co-ordination

of

efforts

between

the

American Railway Association and the other associations
which would preserve the identity and initiative of the junior
associations, but would promote co-operation, prevent overactivities
and give additional power to
lapping
of
Exthe
recommendations of the junior associations.
cept

for

the

loss

of

name

of

the

junior

members of the association, but by the execucommittee from among its own membership. The Railroad Administration has 10 out of 19 members of the executive committee; three appointed by the director general and
The members of the association,
seven regional directors.
not having the power to elect their officers, and having only
a minority representation on the executive committee, are
subordinate in the direction of the affairs of the association
to the Railroad Administration.
Since the regional directors
are, however, all successful railroad men of the highest standing, this should not interfere with the association taking the
On
lead in the development of the science of railroading.
the other hand, when the roads are returned to private operation, it should be a ccmparatively simple matter to change the
organization and by-laws of the American Railroad Association so as to make it an organization embodying the principles
for which the Railway Age has contended.
All that would be

elected by the
tive

necessary would be to make the entire membership of the
executive committee a matter of selection by members of the
association,

It is expected
prevention of accidents at grade crossings, etc.
that the new organization will be in full working order by

March

1.

The

circular,

making announcement

of the or-

ganization of the new association, makes no mention of taking
over the activities of the American Railway Engineering Association, which has preferred to retain its individuality, but
it will be noted that one of the sections of the new association
is devoted to engineering.
The organization of the new association provides specifically for home rule for the five separate sections.
Each section is to formulate its own rules of procedure and its methods of selecting committees and members thereof, and each
This
section elects its own chairman and vice-chairman.
means that there will be no interference with conventions and
that the work of the associations can go on much as it has
gone on before, except as to the change in name, and, in the
case of the mechanical associations, the Master Car Builders
and theMaster Mechanics will be combined in one section. The
recommendations of the different sections will be recommendatory only, but during the period of federal control, the
director general may make such recommendations mandatory.
In the past, the junior associations have derived great benefit
from the fact that scientists and others, not railroad officers,
have been active members of the associations. It is very desirable that this practice should be continued, and the organization of the new association provides that any section, with
the approval of the executive committee, may permit others
than those that are representative members of the railroads

become affiliated members. These affiliated members may
and vote in committees, and each section fixes the qualifications of affiliated membership for itself.
This is obviously a wise, sound provision.
The junior associations are left with all the power that
they had before, with home rule and freedom of action, but
the nature of the American Railway Association has been

to

serve

radically changed.

The

officers

of the association are not

to give

it

the po\ver to

make recommendations

Solving the Railroad Problem

this

activities as the transportation of explosives, operating rules,

and

of the various sections mandatory.

associations,

appears to be the underlying principle adopted
in the formation of the new American Railroad Association.
Besides the executive committee of this new association there
are to be five sections, dealing with operating, engineering,
mechanical, traffic and transportation questions. By transportation is meant such activities as were formerly handled
by the Association of Transportation and Car Accounting
By operating is meant such
Officers, per diem rules, etc.
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ONE or HIS WRITINGS Matthew Arnold referred to "theprocess of wandering between two worlds, one dead, the
other powerless to be born." This process, he added, "helps
nothing."
The railroads are now wandering between two
Tjj

I-

One undoubtedly is dead. Whether a new and betone will prove powerless to be born remains to be seen.
The railroad problem is the greatest of America's problems of reconstruction. In many respects the railroad situation is so bad that a mind at once thoughtful and timid
\vould be tempted to conclude that the problem it presents
cannot be satisfactorily solved within any reasonable time.
But the ver\- badness of the situation is its hopeful feature.
It has become so bad that everybody. at last sees that something really important and constructive must be done.
Perliaps "cut of this nettle, danger, we pluck this flower, safety."
We have had experience within recent years with three
systems of railroad operation.
First, until April, 1917, we
had operation subject to government regulation and to laws
enforcing competition.
Second, from April, 1917, to January 1, 1918, we had operation under the Railroads' War
Board, which sought to manage the railways as a single
system in spite of government regulation and of the laws to
enforce competition, and without government guarantees of
net income.
During 1918 we had unified government operation, with net income of the companies guaranteed, and
operation taken entirely out of their hands. Competition was
abolished; and emulation in operating efficiency was discouraged by the requirement that all the parts of the railroad
system should be worked primarily for the benefit of the
whole and practically not at all to make showings for its
many parts. No intelligent and thoughtful person could
observe the effects which the methods used under these different systems have liad upon the opinion of tlie various
parts of the public, and study the operating and financial
results which have accrued, without having his old views of
the way in which the railways should be dealt with modified,
and getting some new ideas as to the way in which the railway problem should be solved.
Foreign experience also throws light on our domestic problem.
We do not know exactly how the government-operated
railways of Germany have come through the war; but the
available evidence indicates that they have not come through
well.
The railways of Great Britain, which have been privately operated under government control, have come through
worlds.

ter

:
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viTv Will.
P'nuice.

Miiili ul the .same tiling
I'rivate

initiative

reaucracy in every crucial

has

may be said of those of
beaten government bu-

te.st.

The views

of the Raiiway Age have undergone considerable mcxliluation, especially as a result of the experience of
tlie United States witli government oi)eration during tiic last

We

did not believe from the start that unified operation subject to liighly centralized direction from Washingyear.

ton would work well.

We

began saying so a year ago, and
In some respects the results obtained
have been better than we anticipated; in others, worse. The
problem before tlie statesmen and the people of the United
States is to preserve in some way the parts of the present

we continued

to say so.
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in service before government control was adopted.
never can have too much emulation; but com[K.tition in
service formerly was excessive, and also very uncnjual, because of the widely differing strengths of the competitors.
Too much comi)etiti()n causes wastes which ought to tje, and
can be, avoided, without impairing the service rendered.
])etiti(>n

We

Second, co-opcralion and coijrdination in the operation of
railways in the same territoy, which, while not interfering
with cntulation and reasonable competition, will prevent the
wastes caused by excessive competition.

such co-operation and co(3rdination as are suggested are
brought about some negative and .some positive measures
must be adopted. The anti-pooling clause of the Interstate
If

to be

system which have done good and eliminate those which have
done harm.
The problem should be looked at almost exclusively from
the standpoint of the public.
Nothing which is beneficial to
the public can in the long run be harmful to any special class
or interest.
What are the principal ends which any sound
solution of the railroad problem will attain for the public?
First, adequate transportation facilities and good service.
Second, fair wages and good working conditions for rail-

(Commerce Act, and the Sherman anti-tru.st law as it applies
must be repealed. Binding agreements regarding
operation and service must be made or actual consolidations
must be effected, under the supervision or actual mandate of
public authorities by groups of railways operating in the same
sections.
In almost every territory there are several roads
which are very unequal in ph)sical condition, operating
efficiency and financial strength.
If the laws to enforce com]ictition were withdrawn, would the various railway com-

way employees.

panies voluntarily

Third, the most economical operation which is consistent
with the two things mentioned above.
Fourth, passenger and freight rates which will be as low
as is consistent with all the foregoing, and which will also
be equitable as between different shippers and communities.
Reason and experience demonstate that the foregoing ends
can be attained only through private ownership and operation, under conditions which will promote and encourage the
full exercise of initiative and enterprise in the development
and management of the railways. Private ownership and
conceivIt is easily
operation merely will not be sufficient.
able that some system of private ownership and operation
might be adopted which would be superior in few or no
For exrespects to government ownership and operation.
ample, it is very doubtful whether the ownership and operation of the railways by a single corporation would have many,
if any, advantages over government ownership and operation.
The wastes and evils resulting from the excessive competition
which formerly prevailed were so great and glaring that they
led many persons to decide that the operation of the railroads,
even though private ownership was retained, should be turned
over to a single monopoly, or to a very few companies, each
having a monojX)ly in its own territory. After a year's experience with absolutely non-competitive operation and service,
the sentiment of railway men and the public has crystallized
in favor of the adoption of some system under which a
measure, and an important measure, of competition will be
We think this view is sound. We believe the
restored.
desire for a reasonable measure of competition in service is
one of the principal elements causing the public to desire a
return to private operation, and that the public would never
be satisfied with any system which did not provide for a

solidations needed

considerable amount of competition.
What are the principal conditions it is necessary to bring
about in order to enable the railways, under private ownership and management to attain the ends which it is desirable,
Among the
in the public interest, that they shall attain?
principal conditions which it is necessary to bring about are
the following
First, reasonable competition in service

and intense emula-

tion in operating efficiency.
This condition cannot be provided except by having in
each of the large territorial divisions of the country two or

more railways which render service in direct competition with
each other and which operate under circumstances which
render it practicable intelligently to compare their operating
We had emulation in operating efficiency and comresults.

to railways

make

the agreements, or effect the con-

competition, and at
same time eliminate wasteful competition ? Perhaps they
would; but that they might not is conceded by the chief
to preserve needed

the

executives of the railway companies.
The Association of Railway Executives has presented to
the Senate committee on Interstate Commerce a plan for
government regulation and control of private operation

(Railway Age, January

This provides for
10, page 131).
Secretary of Transportation of most of the
executive and administrative functions of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the commission to be left "authority to
transfer to a

pass upon

all questions concerning the reasonab)leness and
adequacy of rates and concerning discrimination." The Secretary of Transportation would be empowered, if the railways
did not themselves make the necessar}' agreements regarding
the handling and distribution of traffic, to transfer traffic
from congested lines to other roads and to require such
common use of equipment and terminals as was necessary.
He would have authority to approve of the pooling of cars
and other transportation facilities and the division of earn-

ings in connection with the elimination of unnecessar}' train
service, when proposed by the carriers, and to authorize consolidations and mergers when deemed by him to be in the
public interest.
Under the railway executives' plan, no
public authority would have power to require consolidations
and mergers. Doubtless, however, if this were authorized
many of the weaker lines of the country would be absorbed
by the strong roads in their territories. It would seem that
the methods suggested by the railway executives would be
sufficient to bring about the needed co-operation in railway
operation, and to prevent the wastes of competition without
The Interstate Commerce
eliminating needed competition.
Commission also recommends "mergers within proper limits
of the carriers' lines and facilities in such part and to such
extent as may be necessary in the general public interest."
Third, prompt, impartial and expert determination of questions regarding the wages and working conditions of railway

employees.

The plan of the railway executives provides that a board
should be constituted under the Secretary of Transportation
to deal with such matters, on which the employees, the employers and the public should have equal representation, and
that pending the investigations and reports of this board and
for a reasonable time thereafter there should be no action by
the carriers or the employees which would result in interference with transportation.
This is obviously a fair proposition. Whether, in view of

January

17,

1919
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what occurred in the railway field within the two years before
government control was adopted, the railway labor unions will
concur in it, seems doubtful.
Obviously, however, for the
protection of employees, of employers and of the public, some
method for settling labor disputes on the railways without
lockouts or strikes must be provided by law.
Fourth, the establishment of railway credit on a firm foun-

what has been called reasonable, but adequate
to enable the carriers to provide safe, adequate

dation.

until

The
is

re-establishment of the credit of the railway companies
the most important phase of the great problem with which

railway owners, statesmen and public are grappling, and not
enough consideration is being given to this phase of the matter.
The country needs well rounded expansion and im-

provement of the facilities of all the existing railways, and
construction of some new railways.
It would be worse than
useless, from the standpoint of public interest, to return the
railways to private operation without legislation to insure
that they would be able to raise new capital in proportion
to the needs for facilities and service of the territories in
which they severally operate.
Private management can
accomplish more for the public than government management
with a given amount of capital, but even private initiative and
enterprise cannot give the public good and adequate service
unless it can raise the means for providing needed facilities.
The financial positions of the many existing railway companies vary widely. Some are strong enough to raise capital
by selling their stock. This, of course, is the ideal method,
but a company has to earn more money to pay satisfactor)'
dividends on stock than to pay satisfactory interest on bonds.
Some companies cannot sell stock, but can still sell at par
bonds bearing a rate of interest reasonably measured by what
industrial concerns have to pay.
Many railway companies
cannot raise new capital without paying excessive rates
of interest on it, and many can hardly raise new capital
at

all.

Many

persons have attempted to use the average net return
earned by all the railways in the past to prove that they were
making enough adequately to develop their facilities. We
do not believe that the average return the railways as a whole
were earning for several years before government control was
adopted would have been sufficient to have caused adequate
expansion of their facilities even if each of the companies had
been getting the average, no more and no less.
But, of
course, some were getting much more than the average and
some much less. The excess over the average which some
were earning was not available for the use of those that were
earning less than the average, and in consequence while some
of the railways were constantly increasing and improving
their facilities, others were practically standing still, and the
transportation facilities of the country as a whole were not
being developed and improved, as was necessary in the public
interest, for the public interest demands increase and improvement of facilities in every territory and almost in every community.
The plan of the Association of Railway Executives, and
also the suggestions made to Congress by the Interstate Commerce Commission (Railway Age, January 10, page 133)
deal more or less indirectly with the problem of establishing
railway credit. Both propose federal regulation of the issuance
This is good as far as it goes. Both
of railway securities.
the Interstate Commerce Commission and the railway executives say that advances in wages should be recognized in
fixing rates.
The railway executives would transfer the
power of suspending advances in rates from the Interstate
Commerce Commission to the Secretary of Transportation,
who should be required to act within thirty days, and rates
should be referred to the Interstate Commerce Commission before going into effect only if the secretary suspended them. The
railway executives also propose that the law shall provide the
rule of rate-making, and "shall require that rates be not only

service, to protect existing investments

and

and
and

sufficient
sufficient

to attract the

new

capital necessary in the public interest."
They would also
have the law provide that "existing rates which have been put
into effect by the director general of railroads and are based

upon increased wages should be continued in effect
changed by the Interstate Commerce Commission on

in part

complaint."

Important and desirable as all these provisions are, they do
not seem to go to the heart of the matter. They would not
insure that the average net return which the railways would
be allowed to earn in future would be any less inadequate
than the average which they were allowed to earn before government control was adopted. Neither their adoption, nor
the adoption of the proposals which have been made regarding
co-ordinated operation of the railways, would give any assurance that a large part of the railways would not continue to
be unable to raise and invest the new capital which the public
interest

demands.

In other words, none of the plans which have been formally
presented to Congress would solve the problem presented by
the existence and operation of the so-called "strong" roads and
"weak" roads side by side in every part of the country. Of
course, if we could be sure that under the new legislation
there would be a substantial absorption of the strong roads by
the weak roads, the situation would present a different aspect.
But no law should, and probably no law could, require this.
The plan by the railway executives proposes to authorize the
Secretary of Transportation to permit "division of earnings
in connection with the elimination of unnecessary train
service."
It may be if the anti-pooling law were repealed
the weak roads would profit by being paid by the strong roads
to discontinue unnecessary service.
It must be said, however,
that the plans of the Interstate Commerce Commission and of
the railway executives leave entirely to conjecture what
methods, if any, would be adopted to solve the problem of
the "weak and strong roads."
It has been largely owing to the need for solving this problem in order to secure a satisfactory and salutary solution of
the larger railway problem, that the organization of regional
holding companies to acquire stock of railways in whole territories has been proposed.
It is doubtful, however, whether
any such scheme can secure a friendly hearing now, because
public sentiment apparently has crystallized in favor of the
restoration of a considerable amount of competition. Another
plan which has been suggested is that rates shall be so fixed
that the railways as a whole shall be enabled to earn an
average return on their property investment of, say, 6 or 7
per cent, that railways which, under this arrangement earn
in excess of this amount shall be required to divide the excess
with the government, and that the government shall loan the
money thus secured by it at a very low rate of interest to the
weak roads to enable them to build up their properties.
In our opinion, the best solution would be one under which
the strong roads would absorb the weak roads in their territories with the result that competition would not be destroyed,
but that the competition which occurred would be almost entirely between strong railway systems. It is probable, however,
that if any such solution is ever reached it will have to come
after the railways have been returned to private management.
Meantime, more consideration should be given by railway
corporate officers and public men to the question of what is to
be done to protect and rehabilitate the weak roads, pliysically
and financially, both before and after their return to private
operation.
Unless this problem is solved in some way there
will be no solution of the general problem of re-establishing
railway credit; and unless railway credit is firmly established
no scheme of control, regulation or operation which may be
adopted will satisfactorily solve the larger railway problem.

)
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Responsibility for Collisions

Letters to the Editor

CniCA(io.

To THE

Editor:
have read with much interest your condensation of the
Interstate
Commerce Commission's report on the collision near Alliance, Neb., (Railway Age, December 6,
page 1018), and also the very condensed expression of your
own opinion in the case. It seems to me that there are
several more things to be said.
As between you and Mr.
Borland; or between you and Borland on the one hand, and
I
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Inefficient Clerks
DiVISIONVll.LE.

To THE Editor
An auditor of

:

one of the large middle west trunk lines in
the apparent lack of efficiency and organization in division offices complained of payrolls, reports,
etc., being late on account of it.
He seemed to attribute the
cause for the apparent inefticiency mainly to inexperienced
clerks and insufficient force's in the various offices.
His diagnosis was partly correct, but if he took the time to study
the real cause by visiting these oflkes he would find he was
not at the correct conclusion.
The writer, who is employed in a division office and has
been for several years, has noted with some apprehension
just what the auditor refers to, but from his study and obser\^ation he concludes that the greatest cause for lack of
efficiency and organization has been the dissatisfaction existing among the older and more experienced clerks on account of inequalities in wage awards and the interpretations
Many striking
placed upon them by the railroad officers.
examples of these inequalities can be cited, but a few of them

commenting upon

will

show

clearly just

vision the chief clerk

what the writer
is

refers to.

On

this di-

receiving a salary of approximately

$150 a month, while the chief despatcher is now drawing
approximately $285; despatchers $265 and roundhouse foremen $260. There may seem to be no comparison of the work
performed by a chief clerk with these positions, but it will
require as much talent, as much initiative, and as much exNot so very
perience to handle his position as the others.
long ago one of the vice-presidents of this same railroad, in
commenting upon the mishandling of a subject by a chief
clerk, said that a chief clerk could do more to jeopardize the

superintendent's position than any other man on a division,
It would seem then that the salor words with that intent.
ary should be graded accordingly.
On this same division the division accountant is receiving
approximately $130 a month and is directly responsible for

He has had years of experience
under one of the recent awards he is drawing practically the same amount of pay as a call boy working 12 hours a day (who receives practically $125 a month).
The chief timekeeper, handling and allowing all train and
enginemen's time, receives $112 a month, or a lower rate
than the call boy. Other clerks in the office are receiving
on an average $100 a month the assistant accountant, asthe entire accounting work.

and

training, yet

—

sistant timekeepers, stenographers, etc.

—while

unskilled la-

borers about roundhouses and coal-chutes, track-repairers,
etc., are receiving as much, and in most cases more; some

$108 a month.
railroad clerk resents the implication that his work is
of little importance or consequence in the operation of the
railroad and he has come to the conclusion he is not appreas high as

The

Therefore, he does not take the interest or pride in
Why should he exert himthat he formerly did.
self, he reasons, when he can look about him everywhere and
As long as he can see common labor
see such inequalities?
catered to by the management; and see that they secure in-

ciated.

his

work

creases in

pay without
and

exertion, initiative or responsibility,

His work suffers,
remain so.
for his ambition is devitalized by the knowledge that, if he
•were to resign, another man could be secured at the same
rate.
Just so long as these conditions are allowed to con-

he

is

dissatisfied,

will

tinue, then just so long will the clerical

work

suffer.

A Railway Clerk.

the

Commerce Commission and Director

Interstate

Gray on

the other, something ought to be done.

C.

R.

The

re-

sponsibility for killing people in collisions seems to be so
it does not rest very heavily on the mind of
any one. When are things going to be Vjrought to a head?
The Bureau of Safety has made faithful reports of the
conditions di.scovered in the cases of a good many bad collisions and is to be commended for performing the useful
public duty of setting forth cold and disagreeable truths;
but what is the commission going to do about it? The publication of a report with the name of Mr. Borland attached
to it does not give the public any assurance that the nine
commissioners or even one of them could be depended
upon to back up the recommendations of the bureau chief if
he were to go before Congress. Possibly the commission is
quiet just now because of the overpowering presence of the
Railroad Administration, sitting in the same building. The
director general has walked right over the commission
whenever he saw fit to do so, and provided he believed it
necessary to cut some Gordian knot; but in the matter of
slaughtering passengers he does not seem to recognize that
The government report on the
there is any knot to be cut.

scattered that

—

—

Alliance collision, like many other reports, gives little or no
satisfactory information about the past records of the men
(or officers) who were at fault. Why does not the Washington headquarters of the Railroad Administration let up on
I
courtesy for a brief period and look to "safety first"?
mean safety of passengers. The Administration has evinced
a disposition to quiz railroad officers and employees quite
sharply in a good many directions; why not make a more extensive use of the quiz in this matter of safety?
For example, a truly illuminating quiz for the superintendent would include such points as the following:

What is your opinion of the engineman who was responsible for the last serious collision on your division?
(This answer, if frank, frequently discloses acknowledged
weaknesses.
Was his punishment for former derelictions fair, adequate
and consistent?
Do you feel free to administer discipline without fear of
the grievance committee?

Assuming

that your

how

own knowledge and courage

are

up

to

Do

they do their
work to your satisfaction? If not what is the cause? Are
Have you a sufficient number of
they paid good salaries?

the mark,

about your trainmasters?

If not why do you not add to their number?
trainmasters?
How often does ei>ery one of your conductors and enginemen
have opportunity for a full and free interview with a trainmaster or with yourself? How many actual interviews of
this kind could you report for the last three months?
Can you feel sure of the safety of your train operations
without frequent and frank interviews?
What do you do with obstinate passenger enginemen?

—

How much money

do you spend for surprise checking?
you spend all that you think necessary or desirable?
What does your general manager think about surprise checking?
How often do you have a full and frank interview with

Do

him?

And
selves.

a

hundred others which

will at once suggest

them-

A. F. L.

Labor Conditions During Federal Control
Abstract of Chapter from Director General McAdoo's Forth-

coming Report

THEwasDIVISION

OF LABOR of the Railroad Administration
on February 9, 1918.
W. S. Carter,
president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and Enginemen, was appointed director.
It has been the
purpose of this division to create a better feeling between
employees and officials of the railroads than existed previous
to governmental control.
On Januan' 18 General Order No. 5 was issued, creating
a railroad wage commission and directing a general investigation of the compensation of persons in the railroad service.
This commission devoted several months to the work, submitting recommendations to the director general on which
General Order No. 27 was based.
General Order No. 8 was issued on February 21, and
directed that safety appliance laws be observed, that excessive
hours of service be avoided where possible and that matters
of controversy arising under interpretations of existing wage
agreements, and other matters not relating to wages and
hours of service would take their usual course. This order
also provided that "no discrimination will be made in the
employment, retention, or conditions of employment of employees because of membership or non-membership in labor
created

organizations."

Unquestionably these initial orders did much to bring
about a better feeling on the part of those employees who
believed they had not been treated justly in the past.

Adjustment of Labor Controversies
One

the principal purposes of the creation of the
Division of Labor was to provide means whereby the controversies that constantly arise between railroad officials and
employees would be promptly and equitably adjusted.
An

of

inability to adjust these controversies

under past practices

resulted in strikes, threatened strikes, or a constant unrest

among employees
service

had

to the extent that the efficiency of the
greatly diminished at the time that the roads

were taken over.
but fair to say that neither the operating officials nor
the employees were entirely to blame for so undesirable a
situation.
While on some roads there had never been a
liberal policy toward employees of certain classes, a study
of past relations will reveal the fact that not so many years
ago the labor policy of a railroad was developed entirely
by the operating officers. At that time, committees of employees, with the knowledge that their immediate operating
officers had the authority to grant wage increases, revise wage
agreements, and adjust personal grievances, entered into
negotiations with their respective officials with an open mind,
and with the belief that if evidence and argument could be
presented that would prove their contentions, the operating
officials of the road would at least grant some relief from
the conditions of employment against which complaint was
It is

made.
alleged by employees that with a concentration of
financial control of the railroads operating officials lost all
authority over the labor policies upon the respective railIt

is

With the creation of "general managers' associations" covering a comparatively large territory, came "disroads.
trict

mo\'ements"

Ijv

employees for the adjustment of wage

matters.

During the two or three years antedating federal control
of the railroads an alarming situation' was created, in that
the employees" organizations as a whole and through federa181

to the President
found themselves confronted with similar federations
on the part of the railroads, the roads being
represented by

tions,

conference committees, and the conference committees
being
subordinate to "advisory committees."
It was alleged by
employees that these conference committees were not
permitted to grant the demands of employees
or even to make
favorable compromises without the consent
of the advisory
committee.
The advisory committee, it is alleged, was the
agent of the great banking institutions that

controlled the
financial policy of all the railroads.
Arbitrations have been resorted to in later
years with the
result that employees reached the
conclusion that an arbitration award depended entirely
upon the frame of mind of
the neutral arbitrator.
It may be truthfully said that
at the time the railroads
passed under federal control, because of
these vexatious contentions, the morale of railway employees
had sunk to a low
degree.
In many instances there was an entire
absence of
esprit de corps, so necessary for efficient
operation.

Witli an intimate knowledge, on the
part of the officers of
the division, of the relations between
the railroads and their
employees during the past years, innovations
were proposed
the practicabilities of which were first
questioned by some

and by some employees.

officials

It

was suggested

that at

least for all classes of

employees who were working under
wage agreements, bipartisan boards be created for
the purpose of adjusting any differences of opinion which
mi^^ht
arise between the employee and the official,
upon which there
would be equal representation of the railroads and
of the
employees without the presence of any "neutral" or
umpire.
It was believed that when partisans were
equallv divided,
and when they realized they were occupying judicial positions, they would abandon their partisanship
and earnestly
and efficiently exercise the function of a judge. In carrying

out this plan three railway boards of adjustment have
been
created.

All controversies growing out of the interpretation
or
application of the provisions of wage schedules or
agreements in effect, which were not promptly adjusted by the
officials or employees on any of the individual
railroads
under federal control, and all personal grievances or controversies

arising under

of wage agreements
between officials of a railroad
its employees were to be handled in the usual
manner
by the committees of the employees and the officials of the

and
and

interpretation

all other disputes arising

railroads

up

some one

officially

to the chief

operating officer of the railroad (or
designated by him).
If, after this usual
process, an amicable adjustment was not reached, then it
l)ecame obligatory on both the part of the railroads and officials of employees' organizations to submit the matter in
controversy to the railway board of adjustment having jurisdiction.
Provisions were made for joint submission of facts

and brief argument in each case submitted, and if it was
deemed advisable, such railway board of adjustment could
call for additional

information, either oral or written, and
the matter had been entirely investigated a decision
would be rendered by the board.

when
In

beginning

fears were expressed that employees
against unfavorable decisions, to the extent
that the purpose of the creation of the boards would be de-

would

feated.

the

protest

A

knowledge of tlie loyalty of emplo\ees to their
and a familiarity with the strict discipline

organizations,

enforced by these organizations in matters of agreement, led
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thosi'

wlio

liail

intimate knowlivluic of

that a decision tluis roaelied wmilil
tlio

In-

tlic

know

situation to

faitlifiilly

ohservcd

i)rovided

for

clas.se.s

cm-

of

ployivs havin;:; agreements on a comparatively large number
of railroads, there were yet perhaps a million employees for
which no disposition had l)een made. For the purpose of

providing prompt and proper methods of adjusting controversies affiTting tliesc employees, an a.ssistant director of the
Division of I-ahor was appointed, whose especial duty was
to investigate all complaints, endeavor to bring al)out amicable adjustments, and practically perform for these employees the work accomplished by the railway boards of
adjustment.
In the prosecution of this work, four representatives of
the Division of Labor have been appointed, whose duties
require them to be almost constantly in the field making
personal investigations of matters referred to the Division
In the selection of persons for the
of Labor by employees.
performance of this work regard was had for their past
experience and ability in this or similar class of work, with
tlie result that a large number of complaints have been investigated

and adjusted.

"Closed Shop"

v.

"Non-Union Shop"

many

industries a contest has long existed between
certain employers and unions of employees over rights of
employees to become members of labor organizations, and

In

discriminations against employees because of
It is claimed by employees, in
many instances, that unless all employees in the class in the
industry are members of the union, the employer discriminates against the employees who are members or else favors

over alleged

their connection therewith.

who

are not meml^ers.
In this contest, and for their own protection, employees
have often demanded the "closed shop." On the other hand,
certain employers have insisted on maintaining what they
the employees

have called the "open shop." Theoretically, employers do
not discriminate against any employee in the "closed shop"
because it is alleged that any employee in the shop may
become a member of the union. Theoretically, the employer
does not discriminate against the union man in the open shop.
Many roads forbade the employment of employees who
•were members of certain organizations and had thus maintained non-union conditions, with the result that on a considerable

portion

of

the

railroads,

for

certain

classes

of

employees, committees of employees had never functioned,
and wage bargaining had been prevented.
Previous to the assumption of federal control, on these
railroads and for these classes of employees, almost continuous dissensions had arisen, with the result that in many
instances strikes had been precipitated, many of which were
prevailed.
lost by the employees and non-union conditions
For the purpose of eliminating this constant conflict, which
necessarily adversely affected the efficiency of the service, and
of
because the government was now in control. Article
General Order No. 8, issued under date of February 21,

V

1918, contained the following:

No discrimination will be made in the emplo\Tnent, retention, or condinon-membertions of employment of employees because of membership or
ship in labor organizations.

The immediate result of the foregoing order was (1) the
assertion on the part of representatives of the employees that
they had never contended for a closed shop except as a protection to the members of the union, and that non-union
employees would be assured the same rights and benefits and
treatment under existing union wage agreements as were
accorded to the union employees, and (2) the employees on
the railroads where they had never been permitted to become
members of the organizations were almost immediately organized into the unions.

Standardization of

Wages

liy

employees.

Methmls having been thus
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With the development of trade unions in all industries has
come the demand for the same rate of wages for the same
character of work, and the result has been that there is a
constant and pressing demand on the part of employees for
standardization of wages.
On the other hand, each individual is of the opinion that
so long as some other person is required to work, or is willing to work, at a less rate of wages, it produces a dangerous
competitive situation wherein there is an incentive for the
employer to dismiss the higher paid man and retain the lower
paid man, and thus reduce labor cost. The demand for a
standard wage and working day was made apparent at the
iiearings of the first federal wage commission, l)Ut it was not
deemed expedient by that commission to attach much importance to this demand.
On the other hand, the wage commission was imbued with
the humanitarian idea that the "increased cost of living"
had fallen heaviest upon the lowest paid employees, and
therefore the percentage of increase for the lower paid man
should be greater than the percentage of increase for the
higher paid man, and that this percentage should be based
upon wages in effect in December, 1915.
It so happened that during the two years of 1916 and 1917
great progress had been made in the standardization of wages
through negotiations of employees with railroad companies
and consequently many differentials were eliminated. With
the application of the graduated percentages of increases provided for in General Order No. 27, which order was based
upon the recommendation of the first wage commission, all
a

these differentials were re-established.

General Order No. 27 created a Board of Railroad Wages
and Working Conditions. In the report of this board it will
be shown that rapid advances toward standardization of
wages of all railroad employees have been made, and but for
the possible early return of the railroads to private control
it

could safely be said that the logical conclusion of the work

of the present Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions would be standardized rates, standardized days, and
other standardized conditions of employment for all employees on railroad? under federal control.

The Eight-Hour Day
The demand

an eight-hour day has Ijeen pressed by
While on a considerable number
of railroads some classes of employees had secured the eighthour day through negotiations, perhaps in no industry of
such importance had there been so little recognition by the
employer of the eight-hour day as with the railroads.
Practically all of the representatives of employees that
appeared before the first wage commission were earnest in
their demands for the eight-hour day, but it did not appear
to the first wage commission as being practicable during the
war period. Nevertheless, in the issuance of General Order
No. 27, provisions were made for the "basic eight-hour day,"
with a pro rata overtime rate.
This plan for an eight-hour day was but the foundation
for the real eight-hour day, which it was proposed could be
put in effect when the war was ended and our soldiers returned and were seeking employment and the supply of labor
was sufficient to reduce the work of employees to an eighthour period.
Through investigations by the present Board of Railroad
Wages and Working Conditions supplementary orders have
been issued that have made great advances toward an ultiWhere
mate eight-hour day for all railroad employees.
classes had through negotiations, and previous to federal
control, secured the eight-hour day to a considerable extent,
with time and one-half for overtime, such practice was ex\\'here classes have
tended to all employees in that class.
employees in

for

all industries.

January

17,
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not secured the eight-hour day with time and one-half for
overtime, great advances have already been made by extending to them the eight-hour day with pro rata overtime for the

and tenth hour and time and one-half
worked in excess thereof.

nintli

for all hours

Standard Working Rules

had secured wage agreements, including rules, the
demand was not so persistent, but for the great number of
employees who had never been privileged to work under
fixed regulations of employment the demand was urgent, with
tions,

the result that in supplements to General Order No. 27 rules
have been established providing for the administration of
discipline and the maintenance of the seniority principle for
more than a million employees.
Notwithstanding the fact that on a majority of railroads
employees connected with the skilled shop trades have had
agreements which included working regulations, recently
these employees have presented a request for a standardization of working rules on all railroads under federal control.

of

Women

The employment of women (and of children) has often
many industries by employees affiliated with
labor organizations upon the theory that women may be
been opposed in

more successfully exploited than men, and with the result
that in many industries into which women are introduced as
employees to any considerable extent the wages will not be
increased and perhaps decreased, and that the working conditions will not be favorable.

A large number of women have always been employed by
the railroads, but because of war conditions this number
rapidly increased, and in many instances women were not
To assure the women empaid the same wages as men.
ployees of the railroads of not only fair treatment and wages,
but suitable working conditions, the Women's Service Section
The work done by this
1918.
section has been very thorough, considering the limited time
in which it has been in operation, and a detailed report of

was created on August

its

work

28,

attached.

is

Railway Board

of

Adjustment No.

Railway Board of Adjustment No.

1

1

was created by virtue

of an agreement entered into March 22, 1918, between the
regional directors and the chief executives of the four organizations representing engineers, firemen, conductors, trainmen,

and yardmen.

As article 6 of the agreement refers to the "Commission
of Eight" and transfers the jurisdiction which that body had
previously had to the new board, it seems appropriate to
embody here a statement explaining the origin and jurisdiction of the

When,

Commission of Eight.
March, 1917, the committee of the Council of

in

National Defense,

at the request of the President, intervened

demand for an eight-hour day,
railways and the four organizations to
accept whatever award the committee should make.
The
National Conference Committee of the railways represented
over 150 railways, and practically each of these roads had
elaborate and complex agreements in effect with two or more
of the employees' organizations.
There were, therefore,
in all hundreds of individual contracts, each with its own
peculiar provisions, to which the award had to be applied,
and it was fully appreciated by each side that in this process
in the controversy over the
it

was agreed by

upon the acceptance of the award the conference comand the executives of the four organizations entered
into a further agreement to create a standing commission of
eight members, four to be chosen by the National Conference
Committee and four by the brotherhoods, to pass upon the
application of the award to the agreements on the individual
diately
mittee

roads.

Because of the increased cost of living, increased wages
were of far greater concern during the present year to employees than the standardization of working rules.
Nevertheless, requests have been iiled for standard working rules
for several classes of employees to be applicable to all railroads under federal control. Where classes, through negotia-
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tlie

innumerable controversies would inevitably develop.

Imme-

The board was intentionally composed of an even number
from each side, and a majority decision was to be binding.
The commission met in May, 1917, and held sessions each
month until March 22, 1918, on which date it was superseded by this board.
By that date it had practically completed its work.
In every instance the action of the commission on all matters before it was unanimous. The above
review has been gone into because it is believed that the
experience of this commission in being able to reach unanimous agreements had a very direct influence on the action
of the regional directors and the heads of the brotherhoods
in making their agreement to create another similarly constituted board with enlarged jurisdiction to supersede that
commission.
It was recognized at the outset that mutual respect and
confidence on the part of its members was a prime requisite
for its successful functioning, and four of the members of
the Commission of Eight were named for membership, the
other four not being longer available because of press of
other duties.
Starting with this advantage, the work of this board from
the beginning has been marked by mutual understanding and

good will and by the absence of friction or any appearance
of biased partisanship.
In the appended statement it will
be seen that up to November 30, decisions had been rendered
by the board in 292 cases, and between that date and this
writing additional decisions have been rendered bringing the
total up to 331.
While in accordance with the agreement a
majority vote is decisive, in every one of the decisions rendered the action of the board has been unanimous. While
the agreement further provides that in the event of a deadlock the case may be referred up to the director general for
a decision, no occasion has up to this time arisen to invoke
this provision of the agreement.

Board of Adjustment No. 1 held its initial meeting at
Washington, D. C, April 8, 1918.
It organized by the
selection of Charles P. Neill as chairman and L. E. Sheppard as vice-chairman for the ensuing calendar year. Later
on Mr. Sheppard had to be withdrawn from the board to
devote his time to duties at headquarters as senior vice-president of the Order of Railway Conductors, and W. M. Clark,
another vice-president of that organization, was named in
his place.
F. A. Burgess of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, was chosen vice-chairman.
In pursuance of its adopted policy of rotating its chairmanship and vice-chairmanship, F. A. Burgess has been
elected chainnan and E. T. Whiter vice-chairman, for the
term beginning January 1, 1919.
The board has been in session the greater part of each
month, and at the beginning of its December session had
disposed of 309 cases. In most of these cases hearings have
been held at the request of one or the other party to the controversy, or of both, to permit of the presentation of oral testimony and argument. There is appended hereto a statement

showing the number of cases on the docket of the board at
November and the disposition made of these cases.

the close of

Number
Number

of cases entered upon the docket under General Order No. 13.
of cases in which decisions have been rendered
...
.*.'!!
'Jiunber of cases disjwsed of locally
of cases withdrawn at hcnrincs
[
of cases in which decisions were not rendered, account iieiiig
without jurisdiction
Total number of cases disposed of
!.'.!]!
.dumber of cases on the docket as of November 30 and not yet dis^
posed of
Number of cases for which hearings have been set for December session
Number of cases now ready for action of the board
i..!!!

Number
Number

\

408
292
7
g
2

307
101
5]

2
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Numbrr

of cniiM held up or covering which nrhlitional data has hccn
16

re<iiir»lcd

Number
Number
Number

of ca«c» on docket under Cenernl Order No. 27
of canes on which recommendations have been
of cases held to determine jurisdiction

made

Railway Board of Adjustment No.
This board was

cs(al)li.<hcd in

between

women

2
21

work.

International

regional

directors

Brotherhood of

Electrical

lir.st .statistics of (lie number of women employed in
railroad service were collected as of January 1, April 1,
July 1, and October 1, and showed the following increases:

May

.31,

Workers, and the

Eastern

Western

April

October

32,049
6.332
22,174

34,938
6.937
23,979

July 1
45.702
8.724
27,944

60.555

65.854

82,370

territory
territory
territory

.Southern

roads]

Tot.-il

1

1

101,296

follows:

.VuMBEB OF W'l'MF.N EMri.OVF.D BY THE KaiLROADS ACCORDING TO ClIARACTEII
OF Occupation
[First-class roads]

SUMMARY

OF EASTERN^ SOUTHERN AND WESTERN TERRITORY,

1918
1

October 1

934

1,443

2,390

6
421
51,468
3,666

11

12

928
61,320

684
73,285
5,555
97

Jail-

to date has

had 147 controversies presented

to

The
adjustment and has rendered 128 decisions.
board has been obliged to hold up some of the cases pending
decisions of the Board of Railroad Wages and Working
Conditions, and others pending further information from
for

the parties to the controversies.
In addition, the board has had considerable correspondence both with the railways and the crafts, endeavoring to
guide them in the presentation of matters which would properly come before this board, there seemingly having been
more or less misunderstanding on the part of both the railthe crafts as to how the controversies should be
At this date there seems to be a better

properly submitted.
understanding.

The decisions are based on the orders of the director
general and agreements between the crafts and the railroads,
and as almost every railroad had a different agreement it
was necessary to make a careful collection and compilation
of the agreements in force.

While much time has been expended

in considering

some

of these controversies, it is felt that on the whole it was
well spent, and, so far as the board is aware, its decisions,
taken as a whole, have met with the approval of both the
railroads and the crafts.
has had a
It is further felt that the creation of this board
stabilizing effect as between the railway employees

and

rail-

employers.

Railway Board

of

Adjustment No.

3

General Order No. 53 created Railway Board of Adjustment No. 3 under date of November 13, 1918. But one case
has been submitted to the board, upon which no action has
been taken (December 1, 1918) due to additional information being required.

Women's

Service Section

This section was created August 28, wdth Miss Pauline
Goldmark as manager, to "give consideration to conditions
of employment of women on railroads under federal control."
In view of the growing importance of women in the railroad service and the diverse problems which follow their
introduction in a new field of industry, it was deemed advisable to create this special agency. For the first time women
were entering new occupations side by side with men, and
work was suited
it was important to determine whether such
heavy
to their strength and aptitudes, or whether it was too
If this proved
or performed under undesirable conditions.
their
to be the case, then it would be necessary to discontinue
employment in certain occupations and to transfer them to
other more suitable fields. Moreover, there was need of more
careful provision of the comfort facilities which were often
overlooked when women took the place of men. And finally,

1

54,466
11,447
35,383

Further classification according to occupations

nary 1
807

Classes of employees

The board

way

dy the Railroads Accobdinc to Terbitorv

January

Regular meetings of the board liegan on Tuesday, July
1918, and have been held practically continuously from

ways and

Women Employed

[First-class

that date.

it

or

.S'lmbei-

the

officers of those crafts.

2,

observance of wage orders giving

pay as men for the same class of

rate of

The

arcordancc with the undcrrepresenting;

to insure

tiie

railways
whioli may liave, or may hereafter liave agreements with the
International Association of Machinists, International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders and Helpers of
America, International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths and
Helpers, Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of America, Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers" International Alliance, and
the

was important
the same

it

2.1

2

Order No. 20, dated

standinc; reached in General
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Attembnts

1.

2.

Bridce

3.

Car department

4.

Clerical

5.

6.

Clearing
Elevator operators

7.

Messenger

S.

Pcrsona'l

9.

Roundhouse work

tenders
or

10.

-Shopwork

11.
12.

.Sij»na!

2

381
-.47,192
3,492
16

seml-clerica!

service
service

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

4,6.>2

40
426

300

52

78
17
2,158

2,396

1,729

2,613

2,187

2,300

354

397

1,392

1,443

18

1693
1,322
133

736
2,796
1,365
5,091

220
377
113

SO

817

872
lOO

30

71

792
293
423

1,461

361

420
232
408

60,555

65,854

82.370

101,296

204

Other service
total

July

34
557
2,480
923
3,178
186

15

430

Watch women
Grand

1

359

service
36
Station agentr, assistants, agent-operatcrs
379
.Supervisors of women employees...
52
Switch tenders and other vard work
10
Telegraph operators
1,538
Telephone operators (train orders,
blocking, etc.)
1,385
Track work
60
Train service
24
Warehouse
and
docks
(includes
trucking)
324

13.
14.
15.
16.

April

518
565

The variety of occupations is surprising. One of the railroads reports the employment of women in 99 different positions.
The following list covers in general the occupations
in which women are employed outside the clerical and semiand common labor:

clerical

Turntable operators.
Packers of lournal bcxe.s.
Attendants in tool rooms and storerooms.
Telegraphers and tejephoners in block-signal work including interlocking
switches).

Lever women in signal towers.
Checkers in freighf houses.
Car clerks.
Operators on bolt-threading machines.
Operators on nut-tapping machines.
Oper.i.tors on

car-bearing machines.
Operators on turret lathes.
Operators on angie-cock grinders.

Hammer

operators.

Crane operators.
Air-brake cleaners, repairei
Electric welders.
Oxy-acet^'lene cutters

s

and

testers.

and welders.

Core makers

Organization of the

Women's

Service Section

In order to get first-hand information as to actual conditions under which women were working, four field agents
were appointed on the staff of the Women's Service Section
(Miss Rose Yates, Massachusetts; Miss Edith R. Hall, New
York; Miss Helen Ross, Missouri; and Miss Florence E.
Clark, Indiana). The field agents are reporting on the exact
character of labor required, the suitability of the work, and
the environment, including dressing, wash room and toilet
They are also determining whether state labor
facilities.
laws as to hours of work are Ijeing obsen'ed and whether the
correct rates are being paid, insuring equal pay for equal

The W'omen's Service Section preand questions needing correction to the
proper officials and in most instances has secured the necessary changes and adjustments on the presentation of the

work
sents

facts.

irrespective of sex.

complaints

^

January

RAILWAY AGE

1919

17,

Data from Field Inspections

The number

of field

made by

inspections

Women's

the

Service Section amount to 407. This covers the employment
of 3,590 women.
Inspections have been made in 11 states
and the District of Columbia. Practically all the occupations in which women are employed are herein included, so
that the data secured in these inspections can be considered
representative of general conditions of employment.

Employment

of 3,590

Women

According to Class and Hours of

women
Attendants
Car department
Clerical workers
Cleaners
Personal service

118
60
2,140
411
130

Roundhouse
Shopwork

Other service
Total

NuMPER

of
of

OF

Women

women
women under

49 to 54
48

3

2,023

207
120
68

55 to 60
8

32
76
57

30
20

3

3

more

61 or

4
16

9

11

127
4
67
8
69

6

18

148

161

7

30

47
18
50

5

2
4

25

20

3

1

3,590
100

Per cent

^

,

48 or less
58

14]

Warehouse and docks
Watch women

Number
Number

^^

335
123
18
84

Block operators
Track work

Work

Hours of work per week

Total

number

2,523
70.3

410

347

310

9.7

8.6

Work

Total

Day

Night

Per

number

work

work

cent

3,590

3,267

963

914

323
49

8.99
5.08

21

Employees Having No Regular Weekly Day of Rest
According to Classes of Work

Number
Attendants
Car department

Total

number

71

118
60
2,140
411
130

57

141

-.

335
123
18

3

work

44
128

Cleaners
Personal service

Roundhouse work
Shopwork
Block operators (telegraph and telephone)....

123

Per

of

employees

2

cent
1.7

5.0

31.1

54.6
40.4
....

100.0

1

84

1.2

Watch women

3

5

60.0

Other service

1

25

4.0

433

3,590

12.1

Total

a

year.

scheduled to work 365 days
Classified according to hours of labor, they are
is

distributed as follows:

Number

of Employees Working Seven Days a Week .According to
per Week and Hours on Sunday

Hours

Number
81

,

Per week
54 hours and under

——
On Sunday
5j^to6J4

83

56

8

11

60

6

80

63

1

66H

1

68-

158

70
77
80!^
84

2
1

15

Hours

—work

of
'^

of

employees

9
9J^
101.^

and

Women Removed

in the

number

of

Facilities

women employed has

not always been accompanied by proper supervision for
health and comfort.
It has therefore proved necessary in
many places to secure better equipment and improvement of
conditions of employment.
One special hardship has been
the inaccessible location of toilets, sometimes entailing a long

walk out of

doors.
These conditions have been remedied or
are in process of being remedied, but there is no doubt that
women are still suffering hardships of this kind for which

there

is

no legitimate excuse.

Less serious from the point of view of health but still
harmful is the failure to provide dressing and wash rooms.
After working in a roundhouse or shop, in the yards, or even
after cleaning coaches, a woman should be given a place
where she can wash up and change her clothes before going
home. The new practice of wearing uniforms, which should
be encouraged as a safety measure for all positions except
the clerical, makes it indispensable to provide these accommodations. There should be no evasion of the responsibilities
of making proper provision for them if they are employed
at all.

Steps Taken to Reduce Dangers of Night

Employment

of

Women

as

10

WVz
12

Work

Recently the Women's Service Section received inquiries
whether women might be employed on night shifts as watch
women. Owing to seniority rights among railroad employees,
the last comers are given the most undesirable hours.
The
position was taken that older men who may be incapacitated
for more active work should be employed on these shifts and
the employment of women restricted to the daytime.
Where
women have been found working in isolated positions at
night in roundhouses or telephone offices the moral hazards
have made it necessary to secure their transfer, especially
when girls are employed, to daytime shifts.
A serious situation was found in one special class of work,
namely, block operating in signal towers. An investigation
of 198 girls and women so employed shows the following:

11

In connection with these statistics, it should be said that
the excessive length of hours has been brought to the attention of the officials

The sudden growth

2.1

Track work
Warehouse and docks

This group of 433 women

Comfort

of

1

11,4

According to Age and Night

working 7
(lays week

Clerical

Improvement

1

workers.
of

employed in gangs with men along the tracks at long distances from any house or station.
Objection was also taken to the employment of women as
truckers in depots and warehouses on account of the excessive
physical e.xertion required.
In view of the wages now paid
it was believed possible to secure men and to transfer the
women to some class of work suitable to their strength and
with proper regard to their health.
The railroads were
accordingly asked by the director general to discontinue their
employment both as section laborers and as truckers, September 27, 1918. Similarly, the work of calling train and engine
crews was not approved for women (November 7, 1918).
Under these orders, on one railroad employing more than
2,000 women, 223 employed as laborers and 193 employed
as truckers were transferred to other jobs or dismissed.
Another railroad which in August employed 145 truckers has
now entirely given up this form of work for women.

2

The 323 women here enumerated as employed at night
were not employed for overtime but on regular night shifts,
beginning or ending between 6 p. m. and 6 a. m. For the
most part these shifts ended at midnight, 12:30, 1:30, 2,
Block-signal operators,
2:30, 3, 5:30, 7, 9, or 10 a. m.
coach cleaners, and scrub women, as well as clerks in roundhouses, are predominatingly represented among these night
Number

185

Number

of

women

Block Operators. .According to
and Night Work
Day work

Under 21 years of age
Over 21 years of age
Total

*Five

girls

17

-^GE

and Day

Night work

15

*51

34

98

Total
66
132

49

149

198

and 18 years of age included.

steps are being taken to reduce them.

from Unsuitable Occupations

It became apparent several months ago that the employment of women in certain occupations was objectionable.
Their use as section laborers, for instance, was judged by
the director general to be unsuitable owing to the heavy
work and to the surroundings, women and young girls being

The hours

of

work run from 52 ^ per week

woman was employed

to 70.

One

77 hours, but by far the greater number
were on duty 63 hours. All work seven days a week, thus
In order to understand the full
averaging 9 hours a day.
significance of these figures it should be explained that most
of the operators work in lonely towers and stations at a disThis is clearly not suitable
tance from towns or houses.

RAILWAY AGE
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wonun unless they are fully protected at all
Objection has heen made to the employment of girls
under 21 as cleaners in the yards at night as involving moral
hazards which would not be tolerated.
work

for \ouii,!;

times.

Opinions Secured as to Women's Abilities
Occupations

Various

in

tlie

colored

lifting

discontinued not only because, like trucking, it involves possii)le physical injury, but also because women are not in the
long run able to measure up to the work and carry it on

The same

their value in practically all the clerical and
Old prejudices are rapidly disapsemi-clerical occupations.
pearing, and they are being recognized by many officials as

the United States

Many superina permanent addition to the labor force.
tendents and chief clerks report that they are careful and
conscientious, as well as capable of obtaining a good grasp
of the scope of the work.
In the shops, too, there is evidence that women have been
equal to the new jobs, not only in processes requiring little
of
skill, but in some of the trades calling for a high degree
They are, for instance, doing
training.
having advanced from flat work to welding
of all kinds. They are also doing oxy-acetylene burning and
In one shop 20 welders are employed. The fact
welding.
of
that some are earning the full mechanic's rate is proof
intelligence

and

electric welding,

their proficiency.

They

are also cleaning and repairing and testing air-brake
In one shop three young women have full

equipment.
charge of

the triple-valve work in emergency repairs.
They are giving satisfaction without the help of any man
This exceptional achievement is the result of
operator.
careful training and the selection of the proper type of
worker, as well as a real desire to develop women as a new
They have responded to this treatment,
source of labor.
all

The shop
take pride in their work, and are doing it well.
foreman says that he would be willing to match the three
country, and
girls in his shop against any three men in the
considers the tester by all odds the most skilled on the
he

Similar opinion was expressed by the superindivision.
tendent of motive power, by whose order the experiment of
placing women in charge of this shop was tried. The federal
manager, too, commented favorably on their performance.
Another set of workers who have done well are the box
Of one group the master mechanic says that he
packers.
The car-shop
considered their work entirely satisfactory.

foreman says that he considers their work just as reliable as
"They take
that of any man; in fact, more carefully done.
more interest and are more impressed with the harm likely
to result from neglect."
Regarding women as turntable operators, general satisOne
faction is expressed by the officials of several roads.
operator, for instance,' is reported as keeping herself posted
on the order in which the engines are scheduled to go out,
and moving tlie table into readiness in advance of the signal.
A foreman said of her that she was far superior to any man

any
they had ever had, in being always on the job, alert to
emergency, and generally intelligent in her work. The disthe first time in the
trict superintendent remarked that for
tiine.
history of the road the engines were going out exactly on
^

With respect to common laborers, there is wide diversity
In
of opinion depending upon the kind of women employed.
and
the lighter job of cleaning the tracks, sweeping cinders,
longer
collecting scrap, many older women who are no
vigorous have been employed, but admittedly only as a warexpedient, as they cannot be depended on for long-

time
From many quarters there have been
continued effort.
complaints of the unsatisfactory character of the work. This
may in part be due to the lack of efficient supervision, the
women often slacking on their jobs and wasting time.
In certain localities, foreign women of peasant type and

doing very

in

and carrying.

effectively.

have proved

women have succeeded

But on the whole it is true of
the women laltorers that their work involves too great muscuWork of this kind .should undoubtedly be
lar exertion.
heavy

opinions of officials as to women's abilities in the
various lines of work are important as indicating the future
It appears that
place of women in the railroad service.
whenever women have been given proper instructions they

The

.

cspci ially
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criticism

is

made

of

ants in parcel rooms on account of the great

women

as attend-

amount of

lifting

required.

the railroads, as elsewhere in industry, the women of
when the war began did not feel the obligation experienced in England to leave their wonted occupaThough some women were
tions and take the places of men.
undoubtedly influenced by the opportunity for patriotic

On

most part lay in the high wages
About a year and a half ago, before the
railroads were put under federal control, women were first
engaged on account of the shortage of labor and also because
The wage
they could be obtained for less pay than men.
orders of the Railroad Administration have put an end, how-

service, the attraction for the

that were offered.

ever, to this undercutting of
It

may,

men's wages.

in general, be said that a fine class of

women have

In most cases they have received wages higher
than any previously earned by women except in positions of
much responsibility or those requiring special skill. The
women are eager to remain with the railroads, as they have
.shown by their anxiety to retain their positions and .share in

l)een secured.

all

the privileges of the service.

They

appreciate the recog-

government to the labor of women, espethe equality of wages assured to them.

nition given by the
cially

"No Accident Week"

THE

FOREGOING

is

to

be the watchword

for

railroad

employees throughout the Southern region, says B. L.
Winchell, regional director, for the week beginning
Sunday, January 19. During this period all officers and
employees are urged to pledge themselves to try to prevent
injury to their own persons or to their fellow employees.
C. M. Anderson, regional supervisor of safety, has started
this movement in emulation of a "no accident week," which
was carried out on the lines of the Central of Georgia
during the first week in December and which proved highly
successful.

make a pledge,
going to co-operate with
the management and the general safety committee in making
no accident week a success.
The Central of Georgia pledge consisted, in substance, of
a promise "that we shall be exceedingly careful during the
first seven days in December and will do our utmost, not
to get hurt, or be the cause of any other persons being hurt."
The total number of employees on that road is about 9,000,
and, judging by past records, it might have been expected
that, in a week, one or more employees would be killed and
In the week when the pledges
perhaps a score injured.
were in force no person was killed, and the only injury was
that of one man, in a shop, who in handling an adze cut
One trespasser
his finger, and was off duty for one day.
was injured by being struck by a train at night; but the
pledge had to do only with employees.
Each day during the week messages were sent out announcing that the record was clear up to the time of writing.
Varied means were taken to keep up the interest of the men,
About 350 personal
in the effort to make a clear record.
letters were written: by general officers to those in the lower
grades; by subordinate officers to foremen and to individual
employees, and by foremen to employees in various departments whose influence was believed to be specially valuable.
Every

in

officer

and employee

is

writing, to the effect that he

requested to
is

:

Walker D.

Hines, Director General of Railroads

Associated with

McAdoo from Beginning

Control and in Sympathy
D. HiNES, assistant director general of
WALKER
roads, and formerly chairman and general counsel of

Topeka & Santa

Fe, has been appointed

W. G. McAdoo. The
appointment, which was cabled by President Wilson, was announced by Mr. McAdoo at Los Angeles on January 11, and
Mr. Hines entered upon the duties of his office immediately.
The appointment was recommended to the President by Mr.
McAdoo, and Mr. Hines announced that he intended to carry

McAdoo

policies.

He

will receive the

same

Government

Policies

now

director general of railroads, succeeding

out the

of

railroad duty was to run the railroads to win the war, but
that the war is won, the government's railroad job is to
render an adequate and convenient transportation service at
reasonable cost.
There can be no greater civic triumph in

rail-

the Atchison,

With His

time of peace than the performance of a successful transportation service for the 100,000,000 producers, consumers and
travelers in this country.
To participate in the achievement
of this great object I invite all the railroad officers and employees with whom I have had the great privilege of cooperating in their splendid war work.

salary,

$25,000 a year, which he
has received during the past
year as assistant to Mr. McAdoo, and which was fixed

"I

am

a profound believer

in the virtue of

derstanding.

come from

the failure to unother fellow's

for the directors of the de-

derstand

partmental divisions in the
Railroad Administration. One
of Mr. Hines' first official
acts was the appointment of
W. T. Tyler, senior assistant
director of the Division of
Operation, as director of the
Division of Operation, succeeding Carl R. Gray. The

legitimate needs

timate

the

affected by the conduct of the railroads or
charged with duties on the
subject,

and

"Mr. Hines has been my
at Washington

assistant

since the beginning of government control and has a

He

also try,

also telegraphed to the
directors
to have

knowledge of the
organization and
administration of the railroads under

the

federal control as well as
of the fundamental problem

ployees, to

thorough

regional

placed on all bulletin boards
following statement to

and emwhich was added
a copy of Mr. McAdoo's
statement and of his own
railroad

involved in the railroad situ-

and exfit

I shall

frankly and as clearly as I
can, to get all those interests
to understand
the government's needs and the government's difficulties in conducting the railroad transportation service.
I ask of
all that they will meet me
half way in this great work
of trying to understand."

said:

ability

legi-

shall

terests

In announcing Mr. Hines'
appointment Mr.
McAdoo

His

I

my best to understand the
points of view of all the in-

the present.

ation.

and his

difficulties.

do

position of assistant director
general will not be filled for

perience admirably
for the great trust

mutual un-

Most disputes

W.

him

D. Hines

and responsibility with which the

fications,

and employees:
"Having been part of Mr. McAdoo's organization from its
first day, his policies are my policies and I intend to carry
them out and to do so through the existing railroad organiza-

I am
the views of the President on the railroad question.
sure that Mr. Hines will have the hearty support of the fine

—

statement to the public
"The President has appointed me director general

of railroads, effective at once.
I wish my first official act as
director general of railroads to be this statement to officers

Aside from his obvious qualiMr. Hines is in full sympathy with the policies
which have guided the Railroad Administration and with
President has honored him.

army of railroad officers and employees and I can ask nothing better for him than that they shall give him and the country the same loyal and effective service they rendered during
my term as director general."
Mr. Hines issued a statement to the public as follows:
"From the first day of government control of the railroads
I have been part of Mr. McAdoo's administration and it
will be my purpose as director general to carry forward the
policies he has so ably put into effect
fidelity to the public
interest, a square deal for labor, with not only an ungrudging but a sincere and cordial recognition of its partnership in the railroad enterprise, and fair treatment for the
owners of railroad property and for those with whom the railroads have business dealings.
"Until the signing of the armistice the government's first

officers

tions of the Railroad Administration.

"The responsibilities of the work cannot be exaggerated
and there can be no success in it without your confidence
and support.
"I shall gain and justify your confidence by prompt and
fair treatment, but until you get a chance to know me and
judge me by my works, I want you to take me on faith and
from the very first day help me to give the govemrhent the
best possible service and the people the best possible transportation.
You and I have been fellow workers in the hard
war work of the past year, and I ask you to join me in giving the public even in time of peace the valiant and faithful
service that you gave so heartily in time of war."
Mr. Hines was born February 2, 1870, at Russellville,
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He was graduated from Ogdcn College in 1888 with the
degree of B. S. and from the University of Virginia in 1893
with the degree of LL. B.
He entered railway service in
ISO.N as assistant attorney of the Louisville & Nashville,
which position ho held until 1897, when he was appointed
From 1900 to 1904 he was first
assistant chief attorney.
vice-president of the same road and from 1904 to 1906 he
was a member of the law firm of Humphrey, Hines &
Humphrey at Louisville. In 1907 he became a member of
In
the law firm of Cravath, Henderson & de Gersdorff.
1906 he was appointed general counsel of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe and in 1908 became chairman of the
executive committee of that road while continuing his priKy.

vate law practice, and he was later elected chairman of the
In connection with
board of directors of the same road.
his law practice Mr. Hines represented numerous important
clients in litigation before the Interstate Commerce Commission and the courts.
Mr. Hines served as acting director general for several

weeks during the spring while Mr. McAdoo was away from
Washington, and he was left in charge at Washington- when
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Mr. McAdoo went to California last week. He is in sympathy with Mr. McAdoo's ideas as to the disposition of the
railroads and recently rc'j)resented him in an address Ijcfore
the tran.sportation conference called by the railroad committee of tiie Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
urging a five-year extension of the period of federal control
as the only practical alternative to a prompt return of the
railroads to their owners.
He feels very strongly that a
continuance of the present plan of operation for a comparatively short period, such as 21 months, would be attended
witii such disadvantages that unless the time is extended the
government should relinquish the railroads at a very early
date, and he expects to testify to this effect at the hearing
iKjfore the Senate Committee.
As there is little probability
tiiat Congress will approve the five-year
extension, it is
believed in Washington that Mr. Hines' tenure of office will
1)6 short and that one of his principal duties will be to wind
up the affairs of the Railroad Administration and arrange
for the adjustment of the relations between the government
and the railroad employees, unless some interim plan is

worked

out.

Railroad Hearings Before Senate Committee
Alfred P. Thorn Begins Legal

Argument Against Five-Year

Extension of Federal Control
HEARING
THECommerce
on

The

before the Senate Committee on Interstate
plans for the disposition of the railroads promises to become a protracted proceeding.
committee has thus far heard the views of former Direc-

tor General

McAdoo,

the Interstate

Commerce Commission,
and a group of wes-

the Association of Railway Executives
tern shippers,

and expects

still

to hear

from more railway

executives, representatives of the security owners, the national
It is
shippers' organization and the labor organization.

understood that Congressional leaders base no hope of enacting any legislation on the subject at this session.
While the testimony introduced thus far and its reception
by members of the committee indicates a general desire to
bring about an improvement in the methods of railway regulation and a return to private management rather than an
extension of government control, there are many differences
of opinion as to the details and a general opposition to a
:Return of the roads until a permanent plan can be worked
Aside from the testimony already presented, something
out.
has become known of the attitude of some of the interests
that are still to be heard.
S. Davies Warfield, president of the National Association

of Railroad Security Owners, which has a definite plan for
the return of the roads to their ovraers, has been working in
co-operation with the executive committee of the National
Industrial Traffic League, and has let it be known that both
bodies are opposed to the ideas of federal incorporation and
:a secretary of transportation proposed by the railroad execu-JiTCS, but desire the return of the roads as soon as remedial
legislation can be enacted and are in favor of a greater degree of co-operation on the part of the railroads than has

The state commissions
heretofore been permitted by law.
are opposed to federal incorporation or a secretary of transportation and desire to retain their authority over intrastate
the
rates and service, but are in accord with the proposals of
for a plan for co-operation
The officers of
commissions.
the train service brotherhoods, who are to appear on January
22 have not yet expressed themselves and the classes of em-

Interstate

between

Commerce Commission

state

and

interstate

ployees included in the American Federation of Labor are
taking a referendum vote on the question of government

ownership.

Mr. Cuyler's Testimony

The plan proposed by
tives,

the Association of Railway Execuweek's issue, was outlined by

as published in last

De Witt

Cuyler, chairman of the association, on JanuMr. Cuyler also put in the record a copy of a message
which he had sent to Walker D. Hines, assistant director
general of railroads, on December 21, regarding the statement made by Mr. McAdoo to Mr. Cuyler and a number
of financial men, on December 9, as to the possibility of

T.
ary

9.

the early return of the railroads, or, in lieu thereof, of extending the time of federal control for a period of five years.

Mr. McAdoo's position had been laid before the standing
committee of the executives, who came to the conclusion that
the period of 21 months should furnish ample time for the
consideration and adoption of any plan that might be a
wise one for the railroads and the country, and urged upon
the director general the importance of time to consider plans
for the future, and that any return of the roads might be
The
deferred until this opportunity has been afforded.
message said that the executives were hopeful that a constructive plan could be submitted cither to the present
Congress or to the sixty-sixth Congress, and meanwhile
urged upon the director general the great disaster that, in
their judgment, would ensue to the owners of the roads, the
security holders and the public at large if the roads should
be returned before time has been given to fully consider the
problem.
Mr. Cuyler explained that the plan of the railroads was
not a hard and fast plan and, therefore, was not in the form
of a bill, but it represented the views of all the principal
railroads, except tie Southern Railway, which is not a

member

of the association, and also of the short line railwhose association has a representative on the committee.
It had been approved at a meeting of the railway
executives at Philadelphia on January 5.

roads,

January

17,
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Senator Smith asked why the railroads preferred to place
the executive and administrative powers in the hands of a
secretary of transportation rather than the Interstate Commerce Commission. Mr. Cuyler said this was because the

commission was overburdened and because of the thought
that a member of the cabinet would have the ear of the
President and be in a position to represent to him the
transportation conditions of the country.
He also thought
there would be less fear of political pressure upon a cabinet
officer than upon a board.
He had no criticism to make of
the commission, but thought it could not act with sufficient
promptness.
The railroads did not propose to abolish the
state commissions; their assistance was desired, and it was
felt they should act in an advisory way to the regional commissions, but should have no power over rates, on the ground
that rates are a matter of national concern.
Senator
Cummins thought the railroad plan was very similar to that
under which the railroads are now operated. Mr. Cuyler
said that while Mr. McAdoo now has the power to do everything, the railroads propose to leave the matter of operation

hands of the railroads and divide the powers of regulaand the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Chairman Smith said he was
very much in favor of the regional commission plan, but
somewhat skeptical regarding a cabinet officer who would
be changed every four years, and other Senators expressed
a feeling that he would be a politician.
In reply to a question by Senator Townsend as to whether
the railroads would maintain the present scale of wages, Mr.
Cuyler said that he thought wages should be governed by
the law of supply and demand, but he was not qualified
to say whether the present wage scale is wisely and economicin the

tion between the secretary of transportation

ally adjusted.

Mr. Cuyler thought that competition between railroads so
would get the
business would have a greater effect in improving service
than the enforcement of orders. He said he realized that
this created the condition where some railroads might earn
a high return while other roads could not earn enough, but
that the best managed railroad ought to derive some reward
Senator Pomerene asked whether it was
for its efficiency.
that the railroad which gave the best service

the impression of the railroads that the Interstate Commerce
Commission had not been liberal enough. When Mr. Cuyler
replied in the affirmative, the Senator asked how he explained the figures submitted by the commission showing
a general increase in net income, dividends and surplus.
Mr. Cuyler replied that the increase in earnings was not
sufficient to provide for the enormous increase in capital

requirements.

The

rate situation, he said,

that there

would soon have

was the key, and he thought

to be even another increase in

if the present scale of wages and costs of materials is
maintained.
Otherwise, there would be a deficit in 1919,
and if the goverimient continued to operate the railroads
he did not believe rates would ever be reduced. He admitted
that he was biased because of his strong feeling that the
end of the republic would come if the government ever
owned the railroads. Asked about the possibilities of
economies as the result of unification, he said that Mr.
Kruttschnitt would present that subject more in detail, but
that the possible economies were surprisingly small as compared with total expenses.
Senator Underwood said that apparently all minds meet
as to the necessity for regulating security issues, and he
thought there would not be much objection to removing the
prohibitions of tlie Sherman law and the anti-pooling law
under proper regulation, but that if the rates are sufficient,
that is all the railroads have the right to ask, and he suggested that it might be better to have the rates themselves
initiated by the government under some sort of budget plan.
Mr. Cuyler said he would not object to that if the railroads

rates
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were insured rates
attract

that if

sufficient to meet the cost of operation and
the necessary capital.
Senator Cummins suggested
the government is to practically guarantee a sufficient

return on the capital it ought to get the capital at the lowest
possible rate, as by issuing government bonds to pay for the
railroads and leaving their operation in the hands of private
corporations.
Mr. Cuyler said he did not believe the American people would invest enough money to buy the railroads

and then refrain from operating them, and

that

it

would

be difficult to organize private companies to operate the
railroads for a limited return.
Mr. Cuyler declared that the railroads were never more
efficient than in 1917 before they were taken over by the
goverimient, and that whatever collapse of transportation
there was resulted from the fact that the laws would not
allow the railroads to do what the government has done.

Under

tlie same laws, he said, the government would have
broken down worse than the railroads did, and he thought
the railroads might have done better than the government
has done if they had been allowed to do the same thing.
Mr. Cuyler took exceptions to Mr. McAdoo's statement
that the railroad companies have not co-operated with the
government in the matter of capital expenditures. He said
that practically the only exception was in the matter of the
allocation of standard cars and locomotives.
The government gave a huge car order without consulting the railroads,
and then asked them to take and pay for cars and engines

entirely

unsuited

to

many

railroads.

For

instance,

the

Pennsylvania Railroad was asked to take 1,000 5S-ton coal
cars, when its standard cars were 70 tons.
The railroad
would be handicapped for 20 years, he said, by uneconomical
cars.
Many of the railroads had placed orders for cars
before the government order was placed, and now the war is
over, only 14 per cent of the standard cars have been
delivered, and most of the railroads have idle cars.
Senator
Townsend asked whether the standard car is economical.
"We don't think so," replied Mr. Cuyler.
"I understand that the Interstate Commerce Commission
doesn't think so, either," said Senator

Townsend.

Senator Smith asked if the railroads had considered the
effect of a return of their property to private management
in advance of remedial legislation.
"They have considered it very seriously," said Mr. Cuyler,
"and fear that the effect would be very disastrous. The
roads owe vast sums to the goverrmient, payable on demand,
although it is not expected that the government would attempt
to exercise its right.
The government has taken over many
of the securities of the roads as collateral; in the case of
the New Haven, every dollar's worth of securities it owns.
Railroads have received very little of their contract compensation yet from the government, and many of them need
the

money."

Commissioner Clark Recalled
Commissioner Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission was recalled for further questioning on January 10, and
some time was spent on the question as to whether the commission has delayed the decision of important cases. Commissioner Clark thought that criticism on this score was
unjust, except possibly as regards the five per cent rate case,
in which the commission covered a very wide range and spent
a great deal of time. He said he had frequently read in the
morning papers complaints by railroad executives of the
delays by the commission and later in the day had listened to
arguments of railroad counsel asking for further time to present their case.
He referred to the director general's Order
No. 28 as an example of the fact that when rates are changed
in a hurry a great many revisions and corrections are required.
He said the commission had been overburdened
and had asked for additional members and the power to

organize into divisions, particularly because of the valua-

:
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plan has Irvm in effect conditions have
its effect ]u\s not hecn demonstrated.
If llie commission were cluirged witii the duty of supervising
capital issues a new division would proi)ai)ly Ikj rccjuired.
Mr. flark said he had never favored tlie |)lan of regional
commissions, which he tliouKht would necessitate a somewhat forniitlaide multiplication of machiner)' and records,
l)esides defeating to some extent the purpose of securing
Also, he said, many important rate cases affect
uniformity.
He
such a wide territor)' that they cannot l)e localized.
litiu

wDik.

Siiui'

so almormal

lii'on

till'

tliat

was not much conflict between the Inter.state ComCommission and the state commissions, and he

said there

merce

thought a very satisfactorj- plan of co-operation could \)c
worked out if provided for by law.
In reply to a question by Senator Townscnd, Commissioner Clark disagreed with Mr. McAdoo as to the standHe thought a greater degree of
ardization of equipment.
standardization tlian has existed was greatly to be desired,
but tliat complete st;vndardization would be very undesiralile
because locomotives suited to one railroad were not suited
to others on account of differences in grades, bridges, etc.
Box cars might well be standardized to a considerable ex-

Asked whether government operation was essential
to continue the heavier loading of cars, Mr. Clark said
that in his judgment the heavier loading was largely due to
tent.

the co-operation of shippers in their desire to help out the
situation as well as the necessity created by the shortage of
cars and also to the fact that heavier loading was required
in the case of many commodities by the War Industries

Board and the Food Administration, but that

there has been

a progressive tendency tow-ard heavier loading for a long
time, and that if it is the government's policy to favor heavy
loading in the interest of economy all that is necessary is to
let the railroads increase the minimum carload weights.
In connection with the discussion of the earnings and
expenses under federal control, Senator Cummins asked
Commissioner Clark if he had any information as to the

amount of claims against the railroads pending and unpaid
on November 1, the date of the latest available statistics on
expenses.
He said it had been reported to him many times
that the Railroad Administration had pursued the policy of
refusing to recognize or pay claims, or at least of making
it difficult to reach any conclusion, and that if the claims
had been paid the operating expenses would have shown a
Mr. Clark said the commission had
still greater increase.
no infomiation as to the amount but would undertake to
get

it.

of the valuadetermined. Commissioner Clark said he was not very sanguine as to when
the work would be completed because of the possibility of
protracted litigation in connection with the protests of the

Asked whether he considered the ccinpletion

tion essential before a railroad policy

is

carriers.

Senator Lewis, a government ownership advocate, created
some amusement by asking Commissioner Clark to what
extent the opposition of the commissioners to an extension
of government control had been influenced by the probability
that such a plan would do away with the need for the com-

filed a statement witii tiu commitlcc on Januurging an amendment of the federal c(jntrol law to
eliminate some of the arbitrary powers possessed by the
Railroad Admini.stration by restoring the suspended jiowcrs
as.s(x'iations,
ar)'

1 1

,

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, striking out the
clause which states that the orders of the President may
supereede the common law and the statutes of tlic state and
federal governments, and by inserting a provision requir-

ing the director general to pay final judgments rendered
against common carriers. The statement cxpres.sed the belief
that it is not possible for Congress to determine the ultimate
disposition of the railroads during the present session, but
that Congress should immediately restore the full jurisdiction and powers of the courts and commissions over the
common carriers. The statement continued in part as
follows

war there may have been .some necessity for
subordination of the Supreme Court, stale
courts, Congress, state legislatures, and the Interstate Commerce Commission to the will of the one man who happens
to be director general of railroads; but that emergency has
"During

the

the

alleged

now

passed.

"We

do not concede that such a subordination of the
and legislative branches to one man occupying an
administrative or executive position is constitutional or was
intended by Congress, and yet the fact remains that the
director general has so interpreted the law in actual practice,
and he is now proposing to do so in the future. Test cases
are being carried to the Supreme Court, that will finally
determine the validity of such orders, but that will consume
many months. In the meantime we earnestly implore Congress to clarify the situation by making just a few changes
judicial

in the phraseology of the railroad control law.

"During the past year we have not had 'government
operation of railroads'; it might be described more accurately as a taste of 'railroad operation of the government.'
do not say this with the slightest spirit of hostility or
It is correct to say that
ill-will.
simply state a fact.
the railroads have not had their wishes as to some phases of
But
the contracts or the purchase of railway supplies, etc.
as to operation Mr. McAdoo has delegated practically the
whole problem to a staff composed almost entirely of railroad men. Numerous sub-committees have been created in
different cities all over the country^ to hear complaints from

We

We

shippers about service or rates and to make recommendations
Washington staff as to what should be done. Without
one exception to our knowledge the majority of these com-

to the

mittees are railroad men.

"The administration has rendered many orders that have
been of great value. This has been especially true as to
rates that would develop new business and as to orders that
affect the movement of certain commodities in certain portions
The administration has been prompt to
of the country.
make a large number of rate revisions that restored the rate
relationships existing prior to June 25.
On the other hand,
many orders have been issued that are arbitrary' and unjust,
without granting any opportunity whatever to those concerned to have a hearing before a disinterested tribunal bebecame effective.
"At the present moment the Railroad Administration has
under consideration several sweeping, revolutionar}' changes
in rates that are serving as a constant menace to industry,
and that will disturb existing rate relationships upon which
business has been built up during the past generation.
"General Order No. 57^ dated November 26, 1918, directs
that claims for loss of bulk grain will be recognized only
where there is evidence of negligence on the part of the carrier.
This is in direct conflict with the common law, as
fore the order

mission.

"Such a consideration never entered into our deliberations," replied Commissioner Clark, adding that rate-making
would probably need some regulation, no matter who made
Senators Poindexter and Cummins replied to
the rates.
Senator Lewis' insinuation by expressing the opinion that
the work of the commission would not be decreased even if
government operation were continued.

Shippers
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Want Powers

of Director General

Abridged

permanent settlement
of the railroad question, Clifford Thorne, C. D. Chamberlin and F. B. Dow, representing a number of shippers'

Without proposing any plan

for the

established in the decisions of the courts of last resort in

both state and Nation.

"General Order No. 18 attempts

to

prescribe the venue

January

17,
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He declared that the freight rate
not simply an academic question to be settled with the
consent of shipper and carrier, but that it goes to the heart

or jurisdiction

In
of the courts, both state and federal.
repeals a part of an act of Congress, one of the
provisions in the well-known Carmack Amendment to tlie

as classes of the people.

effect

is

commerce act. This is true whenever the claimant does not reside within the jurisdiction of the court
where the shipment originated. Some municipal and district courts have held this attempt of an administrator tribunal to repeal an act of Congress and to limit the jurisdiction of our courts, is invalid But Judge Trieber of St. Louis,
of the federal bench, has recently susiained the order.

of our social

it

interstate

"The Railroad Administration

is

advisability of initiating an entirely

now considering the
new set of class scale

on distance, which shall supplant existing
class scales tliroughout three-fourths of the United States,
disturbing, in a wholesale manner, rate relationships upon
which business has been established.
Commenting upon
this, Chainnan Daniels of the Interstate Commerce Commission has written to the director general a letter in which
he states: 'The substitution of distance as a basis for the
class rate scales in these territories would generally and
rates based solely

materially

alter

the

long-established

relationship

of

rates

and from competing places.' When business has been
so greatly disturbed and the future is so problematical, this
is a most unfortunate time to hold over American industry
to

threats of further revolutionary changes of this nature.

"The administration has

to a large extent eliminated
shippers as before the war, even
though the shipper owns the car.
"The administration has recently proposed an increase in
the charges for intra-plant switching ranging from 30 to
300 per cent in amount. All this is in addition to the 25
per cent ordered last June.
"Many other advances and changes of a similar character
are under consideration.
The administration has recently
announced the policy of granting hearings. That is a step
in the right direction; but it is utterly insufficient.
If John
Smith wants a thousand dollars that belongs to me, I want
a hearing before some other person than John Smith, before
he gets the thousand. During the next few months it is
probably more important, ten times over, than at any time
in the past, that the shippers of the country shall have an
opportunity to be heard before a disinterested tribunal prior
to the time when changes in rates, rules and regulations shall

the tracing of cars by

become

effective.

"The

essential purpose sought to be accomplished in plac-

was to secure adequate transportation under war conditions through unified
operation, thus securing an elimination of conflicting operating regulations, to which the carriers were subject at the
It is no doubt true that a continued improvement of
time.
service can be secured through a further development of
the operating plans which have been commenced under fedNothing we suggest here is intended to milieral control.
What we seek to accomplish is
tate against that effort.
merely such a change in the statute as will restore the full
ing the railroads under federal control

effectiveness of the act to regulate

commerce and the com-

mon law
mal

between the shippers and the railroads, under norconditions, now that the great war emergency has

passed."

Commissioner Woolley Wants Mileage Rates
Commissioner Woolley appeared before the committee on
January 13 to elaborate his previous statement as to why
federal control of the railroads should be continued.
He
presented a prepared statement, consisting largely of quotations from opinions of the commission, to support his opinion that the present freight rate structure of the United
States is "unscientific, illogical and laden with preferences"
and that a sufficient time under normal conditions must be
granted for testing a plan calculated to do exact justice to
the whole people rather than to the shipper and the carrier

and economic problems, that our commercial
development has been dictated by the railroads, and that
the effect has been taxation of small towns and rural communities without representation.
He declared that only
the consumer is interested primarily in the reasonableness of
a rate, that the shipper's chief interest is in maintaining the
proper relationship of his rates to those of his competitors,
and that the carrier's interest under private ownership is in
After citing numerous instances of the evils which he considers result from the
present rate system, particularly along the lines of the development of the larger cities and the powerful shippers to
the detriment of the smaller communities and shippers, he
urged that Congress direct the commission to make the
necessary investigation and inaugurate a plan of rates based
on a terminal charge based on cost at both the point of
origin and the point of destination, plus a uniform line haul
charge based on actual short line mileage.
This, he said, would soon produce a wholesome agitation
and competition among inland as well as seaboard cities for
the reduction of terminal costs.
Mr. Woolley also filed as
exhibits a table of market quotations of railroad stocks at
the time of the beginning of the European War, our entrance into the war, the principal congestion on the eastern
railroads in the fall of 1917, President Wilson's recent address to Congress and Mr. McAdoo's proposal of the fiveyear plan.
This, he said, was for the purpose of showing
the difficulty that would be experienced in financing the
railroads if they are returned to private operation.
He also
collecting all that the traffic will bear.

filed a list of the railroads

to 194,026 miles of road

under federal control amounting

owned and 240,719 miles

of road
with outstanding capital stock amounting to
$6,713,790,760 and bonds amounting to $8,833,409,980.
Senator Cummins on cross-examination led the witness
through a technical discussion of rate-making problems
which brought out clearly numerous difficulties in the way
of establishing a uniform mileage scale of rates, most of
which Commissioner Woolley met by suggesting that various
factors which now cause discriminations in rates "would
have to be taken into consideration." Mr. Woolley said
that he had agreed with Mr. McAdoo regarding the plan for
putting into effect scales of standard mileage rates on class
traffic, which he said was a step in the direction of his own
plan, but that the Interstate Commerce Commission shortly
before the signing of the armistice had decided that conditions were too abnormal to make it an opportune time to
enter upon the investigation of such a plan which the diTherefore, Mr. Woolley sugrector general had proposed.
gested that Congress ought to initiate such a policy.
Senator Cummins pointed out that the plan of mileage rates
would completely revolutionize the business of the country,
and asked the witness if he realized how it would increase
many rates for long distance traffic wliich are now made to
meet competition on the same commodities which may be
shipped to market over much shorter distances.
He cited
as an example the rates on butter from western points to the
east as compared with the rates from New England.
Commissioner Woolley said he would have the rates looked up.
Senator Smith asked if the rates over lines in sparsely
settled territories would not have to be higher than those
over lines with dense traffic because of the difference in cost.

operated,

Commissioner Woolley got around this by suggesting that
the terminal costs would be less in the more sparsely settled
territory and that such conditions would have to be given
consideration, but he thought the difference in cost for the
would be so slight that the mileage rates

straight line haul

could be

made about equal

any

he thought

rate

if

in all parts of the country.
At
the government controlled the rail-
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roads coiuliiions could be cquiilizcd bcUcr than under operal)v competing lines.
At the conclusion of Mr. WooUov's testimony Senator
Cummins suumcsted tiiat Director General Mines be called
to testify l)ecause of Mr. Woolley's statement tliat tiie Railroad .\(lniinistration proposed to put into effect a milcaj^c sys-

tion

tem of

Chairman Smith

rates.

freiglit

stated that

been arranged that Mr. Hincs would appear

it

had

later.

Alfred P.

January
federal

14,

his

tion

for the Association of Railway
argument before the committee on

opposing the plan of a five-year extension of

He

control.

McAdoo's suggestion

first

tcx)k

that there

occasion

to

reply

had been a lack

to

Mr.

of co-opera-

on the part of the railroad corporations, saying that

if

there has been any such lack except as to the matter of
allocating the standard equipment, the executives had not

been aware of

it.

"I doubt," he said, "if there has ever been a more stupendous event in the history of commercial affairs than the
taking over by the government of some fifteen or twenty
billion dollars" worth of property from their owners to be
And ycl the record of these
operated by the government.
executives from April 11, 1917, when they were summoned
to Washington by the government to co-ordinate the railroads into one harmonious system, has been one of patience,
You have seen no complaints
obedience and co-operation.
and no agitation originating from these executives in the
public press, and you at the Capitol have had no approach
in any effort to throw one iota of difficult}- in the way of
It
successful management by the Railroad .A.dmini.stration.
is the universal consensus of opinion that, except as they
were prevented In' the oljstacles of existing law, these executives did all that

was humanly

possiljlc.

During the whole

time of tlie government's operation of the railroads there has
been the same spirit of not pushing to the front any selfish
purpose.
We think, in no captious spirit, that we owe it
to the interests we represent and to the public to express our
objection to the propo.sal to extend the government's control
for five years during a time of peace.
"Little has been said about the great danger to the comThe government has taken
panies from government control.
It is using the credit of
not merely our physical property.
As a war purpose to accomplish the nathese railroads.
tional ends during the period of great peril, we accepted
We challenge the proposal that for five
that as necessary.
additional years it is necessary for the government to keep
not only our property, but also absolute control of our credit;
are to

shall tell us what debts we must create, what we
buy and what we are to pay, and that instead of our

credit

being

that

it

to the control of the owners of the
be taken away and exercised entirely by

subject

properties, that

it

it.sclf

to the

Railroad Administration, that very

moment

there will be a temptation to u.se the credit of the
carriers for the relief of the government credit.

"We have been charged with having some human nature,"
Mr. 'I'hom said, "but 1 have not observed that there is any
less human nature in the love of power than in the love of
j>roperty.
The human nature is not all on one side."
Mr. Thom then jjroduccd one of the recent monthly retiie Division of Capital JCxpenditures, saying that
there has been created as capital charge against the railroads

I'honi, counsel

Ijegan

lem presents

])orts of

Mr. Thorn Opposes Five-Year Plan
Executives,
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government officials."
Mr. Thorn then quoted from section 6 of the federal control law which appropriated the $500,000,000 revolving
fund with which to pay for cars, locomotives, terminals, etc.,
and which also provided that the President might call on
any carrier to make any expenditures he might designate for
war purposes or in the public interest.
"This enormous power," Mr. Thom said, "cannot be
It may be wisely and considerately exercised
over-stated.
That depends
or it may be exercised harshly and ruinously.
on the sense of fairness and right of the man who exercises
We don't know who he will be. We have had
the power.
one man for a year and now another has been appointed.
We have no knowledge of the personality who may exercise
We do know that the tendency would
this power in future.
be to use the credit of the carriers and to spare the credit
The ven.^ moment the revolving fund
of the government.
becomes a disappearing quantity and the real financial prob-

by the Railroad Administration a total of $1,254,000,000,
of which $477,000,000 had been expended to November 1.
He said he did not mean to .say that this should not have
been done, but that it has involved the purchase of ecjuipment and the making of additions and betterments at war
prices which will at once become a disappearing asset.

"We

are confronted," he said, "witli the possibility that
into possession of these properties twothirds of that cost put upon us at the present basis of high
prices will have disappeared.
Now it is proposed not only

when we come back

to

do that

in time of war, but to repeat

it

in time of peace

for five years."

Referring to the matter of equipment, Mr. Thom said that
under the law cars and locomotives may be ordered and
paid for either by the government from the revolving fund
or on the credit of the carriers. The Senate committee in its
report to Congress last spring on the proposed federal control act had stated that the purpose of the revolving fund
was to enable the purchase of engines and cars and terminals
to become the property of the government to be used wherever
they were needed and that their disposition would have to
be settled by post-war legislation and that such expenditures
as for extensions to army camps, etc., should become the

The Senate bill had conpower to purchase equipment and terminals to the
government account, but the House bill had added the power
to make such purchases on the credit of the carriers, yet the
House committee in its report had also stated that section 6
contemplated the direct ownership by the United States of
equipment and perhaps of terminals, but not of tracks to
In spite of these statements, Mr.
camps, shipyards, etc.
property of the various carriers.
fined the

Thom

said,

it

has been the policy of the administration to

buy engines and cars and to make improvements at the expense and on the credit of the carriers and that this is the
one point on which there has been a lack of co-operation.
"We have contended," he said, "that it was the purpose
of Congress that the revolving fund should be used to pay,
at least in part, for these cars, costing three times their nor-

mal value, or $3,000 instead of $1,000 each, and these locoIf
motives, costing $80,000 and worth $29,000 to $30,000.
we are required to pay, our indebtedness will have been increased by these amounts, and without active antagonism we
have insisted that the fair interpretation of the law was that
the government should bear part of this excess cost of equipment which has been bought and allocated to the carriers
without consulting them.

Some

of

the

railroads

that they were oversupplied with equipment

thought

and ought not

saddled with any part of this expense. Was not that
a fair attitude to present and insist upon? Other carriers
insisted that the kind of equipment ordered by the Railroad
Administration was not needed and not usable for their
purposes because it did not conform to their standards and
could not be economically operated for their character of

to be

traffic."

Senator

Cummins asked whether

dication since the

same

policy.

Mr.

war was ended

Thom

replied

there had been any inof a continuation of the
that he thought the ad-

ministration had recognized the difference between war and
peace conditions in putting these expenditures on the railSenator Smith asked if the railroads had not conroads.
Mr. Thom
templated similar expenditures for equipment.

January

17,
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said the railroads had contemplated an extensive program
additions and betterments without having reached any

of

definite figure and that the Railroads' War Board was of
the opinion that 100,000 freight cars should be purchased
but that it had not gone so far as to say which railroads
should pay for them. It had assumed that they would go to
the railroads whose equipment was most deficient.
Senator Cummins also asked if the railroads could not
claim a loss on the equipment on the ground that it represented war conditions, but, Mr. Thom said, the law provided that such expenditures could be ordered when required

war purposes

and that the conno
loss could be claimed on the ground that the cost was greater
than it would have been under other market conditions and
that the actual cost should be taken as fair and reasonable.
If the law should be amended to provide for a five-year
extension, he said, there is no reason why the government
for

or in the public interest

tracts offered to the railroads contained a provision that

could not continue to order the railroads to make whatever
expenditures it saw fit and he thought that this attitude on
the part of the government was not illogical even if it was
a harsh thing to do and was not intended by the Congressional committees.
He said if Congress said it was the duty
of the railroads to purchase this equipment and pay for the
additions and betterments, then the government might naturally take the position that the whole burden of the price
should fall on the carriers. He would not say that the amount
of the purchases or improvements was excessive, but that
there is a latitude of business judgment as to when such
things should be undertaken and the railroads could not
contemplate without alarm a continuance of such a power
for five years.
He said he had not been critical of the Railroad Administration and had recognized the great aljility
shown in conducting the affairs of the railroads during the war but he did not believe it was necessary in time
of peace to continue such enormous and possibly destructive
powers.
After the armistice was signed, Mr. Thom said, the ex-

had brought to the attention of the Railroad Administration the desirability of cancelling as many orders
and contracts as possible. He had discussed the matter with
Judge Lovett and expressed the opinion that no more of the
expenditures should be continued than were absolutely necessary.
He said that Judge Lovett was receptive to this view
and he thought the Railroad Administration had done everything possible to reduce the charge against the corporations
but he did not know to what extent.
Senator Smith asked whether the equipment ordered was
needed now. To which Mr. Thom replied that no one knows
whether a period of idle cars is to be expected or how the
needs for equipment will be affected by the diversion ot
traffic from one road to another. Senator Smith asked whether
if the railroads are forced to assume the cost of these executives

penditures it will not be reflected in the rate structure.
"We don't know," replied Mr. Thom. "That is for another government body to determine, but we do know that
every increase in rates antagonizes the shipping public and
we can hardly look with unconcern on a policy that makes
necessary additional increases in rates."
Senator Smith asked if the railroads had not given the
administration a budget of needed expenditures which was
the basis of the authorizations. Mr. Thom said they had but
that they had not understood at that time that the government
was going to depart from the policy of meeting many of the
He repeated that he was not complaining
expenditures itself.
of any abuse of the power in the past but was pointing to its
existence which it is proposed to continue under a director
general whose personality is not known and under a director
He said Judge
of capital expenditures not yet appointed.
Lovett had agreed with the railroads that after the armistice
was signed all obligations should be cancelled that could be
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and that there should be as few committals against the companies as possible.
"Why did the railroads agree to waive any claim for loss
on account of high prices?" asked Senator Cunamins.
"What other course was open to us?" replied Mr. Thom.
"We had to accept the contract offered us or go to the court
of claims and we wouldn't reach a conclusion as to all of
the 175 roads in a lifetime.
Our position was not a strong
one; the three-year average operating income was only a
maximum and while we secured some concessions we had to
accept many provisions in the contract which we didn't approve."

"Has

not the position of the railroads been better than

government had not taken them over?" asked
Underwood.
"I have always believed it was a wise thing
President to take them over," replied Mr. Thom,
am against the extension of the same powers in

tlic

if

Senator
for

the

"but I
time of

peace."

Mr. Thom pointed out that one of the great elements of
value to a carrier is its good will and that in five years this
element, with its accompaniment of earning capacity, would
be dislocated and destroyed.
The organization of the railroads would largely be destroyed, also, he said, and he referred to a statement made by Julius Kruttschnitt before
the committee last year that he would rather have his railroad returned without rails and with its organization intact
than with rails and without organization.
It would be
impossible, he said, for the government to return at the end
of the five-year period the same thing it took over and the
debt to the government might be so great that the only way
to pay it would be to let the government take over the property in liquidation.
Mr Thom also raised a question as to
the constitutional power of the government to retain control
of the railroads during times of peace on the basis of an annual rental fixed without relation to the value of the property.

Congress could only exercise such a power under the commerce clause of the constitution, he said, and it cannot take
over the property for the purposes of an experiment as to
what kind of a regulation it intends to adopt at the end of
the period.

As

illustrating the

railroads,

Mr.

Thom

danger of a too early return of the
cited

the greatly increased operating

during the past year, resulting largely from the increased wages, and in spite of the increased rates established
by the director general, and asked what reliance the railroads
could have on the continuance of the increased rates.
It
had been strongly argued, he said, and has been decided by
one state court that rates fixed by state laws would automatically go into effect on the termination of federal control.
As
to the interstate rates, he was not certain.
Commissioner
Clark, who was present, stated, however, that while the rates
had been filed in the name of the United States Railroad
Administration and W. G. McAdoo, director general, none
of the rates were in conflict with any outstanding orders
of the commission which could be invoked and that it was
the definite view of the commission that if the railroads
should ])e returned to private management the rates on file
for roads now under federal control are the only ones on
which the carriers could transact business and would continue in effect until changed in the regular course of proratio

Mr. Thom also said that to return the railroads
owners without a period for readjustment and an opportunity for the enactment of permanent railroad legislation would create such difficult conditions that private management would be discredited and would be "so unjust as
almost to be criminal" and he could not believe the administration would do such a thing, but, while he urged that
the railroads should be retained under federal control until
Congress has had an opportunity to legislate, he declared,
in reply to a question by Senator Smith, that the railroad
cedure.

to their

—
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companies would jinfrr an
to a iive-ycar e.xti-nsion of

Mr. Thorn continued

ininiiiliatc

tlic i)ri'scnt

his

nturn

of

the roads

plan.

argument Thursday, discussing

the need for improvements in railway regulation such as pro-
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posed in the railroad plan by the resolution adopted by the
It was decided
committee in executive session Wednesday.
to limit the various interests to appear before the committee
to

two spokesmen except

The American Railroad

in sfKJCJal

circumstances.

Association

Reorganization of the American Railway Association

Taking

TiiK

in Several Auxiliary Associations

DIRECTOR GENERAL of raihoads on January

10,

1919, issued Circular 70 stating that during tlie
period of federal control, and in order to provide a
responsible channel through whicli iht director general may
obtain recommendations for the advancement of railroad
practice, the Americ;m Railway Association has revised its
articles of organization and by-laws and will change its name
to tlie American Railroad Association.
The scope of the association has been enlarged and will
cover the foniier activities of the: American Railway Association; American Railway Master Mechanics' Association;
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents; Association
of
Transportation & Car Accounting Officers

Freight Claim Association; Master Car Builders' Association; Railway Signal Association; and Railway StorekeepAssociation.
organization will consist of five sections, viz.:
Operating; Section 2
Section 1
Engineering; Section 3
Mechanical; Section 4 Traffic, and Section 5 Transportaers'

The new

—

—

—

—

tion.

Railroads under federal control are members of the assoand are directed to be represented and participate
in the activities of each section through their proper officers.
The articles of organization and the by-laws of the newly
organized American Railroad Association are as follows:

ciation,

The name

of this organization

is

the

"American Railroad Asso-

ciation."
Its object is the discussion and recommendation of methods for
the scientific and economical construction, maintenance and operation of American railroads.
Its action shall be recommendatory and not be binding upon
any member. During the period of federal control of the railroads rerommendations requiring authoritative action shall be
submitted to the director genera). If approved by the director
general, such recommendations will be either promulgated to the
railroads by him, or by his direction, through the American Rail-

road Association.
Its membership consists of carriers which operate American
steam railroads, but no carrier operating less than one hundred
miles of road, including trackage rights, or which operates primarily as a plant facility shall be eligible for membership. Each
carrier shall be endtled to exercise the right of one membership
for each one thousand miles of road, or fraction thereof, operated by it, including trackage rights. The executive committee
shall in all cases determine the qualifications for membership
under these articles. The executive committee may admit to the
association as associate members carriers which, in the judgment
of the executive committee, are not eligible for membership.
Each membership is entitled to one vote, which vote shall be
Associates shall
cast only by an official of the member voting.
not be entitled to vote, but otherwise shall have the same standing as members.
A carrier not under federal control may terminate its membership by formal withdrawal after the payment of assessments
due; or, if a carrier not under federal control shall fail to pay
its

dues and assessments for two consecutive years
may be terminated by the executive committee.

its

member-

ship

Its officers consist of a president, a first vice-president, a second
vice-president, a general secretary and treasurer. The president

and the vice-presidents must be officers of members of the association.
The term of each of these officers is two years. During
the period of federal control of railroads, representatives of the
United States l^ailroad Administration will be eligible to serve
as officers or members of committees of the association.
vacancy in any of the offices shall be filled by vote of the execThe committees for
utive committee for the unexpired term.

A

conducting the work of the association as an organization shall
consist of an executive committee of nine elected members, including the president and the vice-presidents and three representatives named by the director general, in addition to the
regional directors, a committee on nominations of five members
and an advisory council consisting of the chairman and vicechairman of each section.
It is the duty of the president to preside at all meetings of the
association and to exercise a general supervision over the affairs
of the association. He shall be ex-officio a member of all committees.
In his absence the first vice-president, and in the absence
of both, the second vice-president shall perform the duties of
the president.
It is the duty of the general secretary to keep a full and complete record of the proceedings of each regular and special session, to notify members of the date and location of, and to pro-

vide printed copies of the proceedings of each session, and of
each meeting of the several sections, to issue all circulars and to
compile information for the use of the association and of the
various sections thereof. He shall act as secretary of the executive committee, the committee on nominations and the advisory
council.
He shall either act as secretary of the sections and of
the several committees thereof, or in connection with the chairman and vice-chairman of any section he may appoint a secretary thereof, and shall see that the minutes of the sessions of
the sections and of the several committees are properly kept, and
from time to time shall attend their sessions. He shall be the
custodian of the Hbrary and of all records of the association,
and under the direction of the president and executive committee shall authorize all disbursements on account thereof.
He
shall select an assistant general secretary and such other assistants as the business of the association may require, subject to the
approval of the executive committee and shall perform such other
duties as the association or the by-laws may prescribe.
The treasurer shall receive, disburse and account for all monej's
received or expended, and shall deposit the funds of the association in such banks or places of deposit as may be approved by
the executive committee.
He shall make a semi-annual report
of the finances in detail to the executive committee, for presentaHe may, with the consent of the exection to the association.
utive com.mittee, select an assistant treasurer to act in his abDuring the period of federal control the director general
sence.
will provide for the auditing of the accounts of the association.
These articles may not be amended except by a four-fifths vote
of the members of the association present, and then only after
such amendment has been proposed at one regular session for
consideration at the next regular session.

By-Laws
A

regular session of the association will be held on the third
Wednesday of November of each year at such place as the execSpecial sessions shall be called
utive committee may determine.
by the President at the request of the executive committee, or
on the written request of ten members. The executive committee may change the date of a regular session when in its judg1.
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ment

the best interests of the association will be thereby conserved.
In addition to the executive committee, the committee on
2.
nominations and the advisory council, the organization includes
the following sections:

association on alternate years as candidates for the committee on
nominations. The names so offered shall be reported in accordance with the provisions of by-law 12.
It shall make report at each regular session of the action it

has taken and recommendations it may have to suggest on matters of importance to the association.
During the period of federal control it shall submit semi-annually to the director general a budget of the estimated expenses
for conducting the affairs of the association during the succeeding period, with recommendation as to the methods to be employed to provide the necessary funds. Assessments may be levied
only against railroads under federal control when approved by

—
—
—
—

Section I Operating.
Section II Engineering.
Section III Mechanical.
Section IV— Traffic.
SECTION V Transportation.

Members may be represented
in charge of matters

Each section
chairman who

in

each section by their officers

coming within the scope of the

section.

shall be presided over by a chairman and viceshall be elected alternately every second year by

the representatives of the

members
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the director general.
Whenever the committee on nominations shall cease to have
a quorum in its membership, the executive committee may make
such appointments as may be necessary to fill the vacancies.
It is the duty of the committee on nominations to present
5.
at the regular session the names of nine persons as candidates for
the executive committee.

of the association in the sec-

tion.

Each section shall arrange for the selection of a "general committee" to harmonize and co-ordinate the work of such section
and for the proper transmission of recommendations of the section and such other committees as may be necessary to facilitate
the handling of the matters with which the section is charged,
subject to the approval of the executive committee.
Any committee of any section may appoint such sub-committees as it may

—

6.
It is the duty of section I
operating, to examine into and
report upon questions affecting operating practices, train rules,
rules for the operation of interlocking and block signals, rules for

AMERICAN RAILROAD ASSOCIATION

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

SECTION lOPERATI^

SECTION, ..MECHANICAL

SECTION V TRANSPORTATION

1

1

1

1

VIMCHAmUAH

1

1

Organization of the American Railroad Association
for the advancement of its work, subject to the
approval of the "general committee."
The time and place of holding sessions of sections, the method
of selecting committees and the members thereof, and of conducting its business shall be decided upon by the representatives
of the members in each section, subject to the approval of the
executive committee.
Any section may, with the approval of the executive committee,
permit others than representatives of members to become affiliated members of such section and to serve and vote in commitQualifications for affiliated membership shall be fixed by
tees.
each section.
3.
Three members of the executive committee will be elected
Three memat each regular session, to serve for three years.
bers and two members of the committee on nominations will be
elected at alternate sessions, each to serve for two years.
4.
It is the duty of the executive committee to exercise gendecide upon
eral supervision over the affairs of the association
applications for membership and act as an advisory committee
find desirable

;

to the president.
It shall select

and

every two years, a president, a

a second vice-president

from among

its

first

vice-president

members.

It

shall

select a general secretary and a treasurer. It shall offer the names
of nine persons and of six persons at the regular sessions of the

detouring of trains, protection of grade crossings, practices affected by standard time, and details relative to the advancement
of the efficiency of the telegraph and telephone departments of
the railroad service.
7.
It shall be the duty of section II
engineering, to take action toward the advancement of knowledge pertaining to the scientific and economic location, construction and maintenance of

—

railroads.
8.

It shall

be the duty of section III

— mechanical, to take action

toward the advancement of knowledge concerning the principles
of construction, maintenance and service of the rolling stock of
railroads.

—

It shall be the duty of section IV
traffic, to consider and
9.
report upon questions affecting the relations of the operations of
railroads and the public.
It shall be the duly of section
10.
transportation, to consider and report upon questions affecting the efficient utilization
and interchange of equipment, the handling of railroad business

V—

mail and kindred subjects.
11.
Any committee, except the executive committee and nominating committee, may, with the approval of the association on
the recommendation of the executive committee, increase the
committee by appointing a chairman, who need not be an officer
of a railroad which is a member of the association.

:
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12.

Reports of

committees and sections, except that

Thirty members shall constitute a quorum for transaction
number may adjourn from time to time.

taken viva voce, by rising, by roll-call or by ballot, in any of
which only members shall participate.
Letter ballots may be ordered to be taken in such manner and
under such conditions as the executive committee may from time
to time direct.
21.
In all ballots for members of committees at meetings of
the association, the following form of voting shall be adhered to:
An envelope shall be provided on which there shall be a blank
space for the name of the member, the name of the official voting
and the number of votes which he casts. In these envelopes the
ballots shall be placed by those voting them, and they shall then
be presented to the general tellers.
When a i)allot is to be taken, the president will announce the
names of all required tellers. Three general tellers shall have
charge of receiving and recording the ballots cast.
When all
ballots have been cast these tellers will announce that the polls
They shall then deliver the ballots marked "For
are closed.
committee" to two tellers for each committee to be
voted for, and these tellers shall count and announce the vote
In ballots taken at the sessions for
for members of committees.
any other than election purposes, the same form shall be adhered
to as nearly as may be practical for the purpose.
When a ballot for membership in committees shall be announced as having eventuated in a tie vote, or be otherwise undecided, upon such announcement the final result shall be deter-

Each membership

mined by the members present.

standiiiij;

of the executive committee, siiall be
days prior to tlie date of the session
sidcrcil by the association and copies
by the general secretary with the call
13.

stitute

foinuilated at least

tiiirty

which tliey will be conforwarded to the members

at

for

tlie

meeting;.

The chairman and vice-chairman of each section shall conthe advisory council, which may be called upon liy the

president or the executive committee
ing the affairs of the association.

for consultation

concern-

A

14.
person who becomes a member of a committee shall continue to iierform the duties thereof so long as he is an official
of a member of the association, whether the original member or
another. A vacancy in a committee caused by resignation or disability shall be filled by the vote of its remaining members c.xcept

as provided in by-law

4.

When

a member of a cominiiiec shall lie absent consecutively
from three regularly called meetings of the committee his membership ceases if'so facto, and the committee shall act as in the

case of a vacancy from any other cause.
15.

Any

member will be admitted to the sessions,
the discussions or serve on the committees of

officer of a

and may join

in

the association.
16.

of business, but a less

will pay an annual fee of $10, and such
be assessed by the executive committee for
conducting the affairs of the association. Each associate shall
pay annual dues of $20, but will not be subject to assessments.
Annual dues shall be payable on April !•. .Assessments when
made will be based upon the number of miles of road operated,
leased or controlled by each member at the time the assessment
shall be payable or on such other basis as may be decided upon
from time to time by the executive committee.
17.

other sums as

18.

A

may

member

will not be entitled to vote

if

in

19.
Each member has the privilege of voting for any three
candidates for membership on the executive committee, and for
any two (or three) candidates for membership on the committee
on nominations. The three persons receiving the highest number of votes cast for membership on the executive committee and
the two (or three) persons receiving the highest number of votes
cast for membership on the committee on nominations, shall be
declared elected. All such votes will be by ballot on forms prepared by the committee on nominations. A. member may cast a
ballot for any member of the association for membership on any

committee.

A

vote in the regular sessions of the association

Photo cohyiighi by

F'

may

At all regular sessions of the association the regular order,
22.
unless otherwise directed by a majority of the members present,
shall be as follow'S
1.
-'.
?>.

4.
5.

The

.\nnourceitient of

members

present.

Approval of minutes of previous meeting.
Reports of committees.
Unfinished business.
Miscellaneous

members

business.

of committees,

shall be held
day's meeting of
the session, and be reported to the association after the recess.

election

for

immediately before the noon recess of the

arrears to the

association.

20.
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be

The several officers of the association and members of
23.
committees shall serve for the periods designated in these articles
or until their successors are elected and qualified. Any officer
may resign by giving notice t') the association through its president; an> member of a committee may resign by giving notice
lo its chairman.
24.

The proceedings

of

this

association

of the

Railway Naval Battery,

in

are

governed

by

"Robert's Rules of Order," except as otherwise herein provided.
These by-laws may not lie amended except by a two-thirds
25.
vote of the members present, and then only after such amendment
has been proposed at one regular session for consideration at the
next regular session.
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Men
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Marines Uniform, on Board the
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The Railroad

Situation in Great Britain

Roads Made Remarkable
In

Way

of

War

Record But Great
Return to Owners

By Samuel

O.

Difficulties

Dunn

Editor of the Railway Age.
LoNDo:^, England, December jO.

RAILWAY
THEUnited

Great Britain and of the
States are the two most important systems in
the world which have been built and developed, and
which are still owned, entirely by private capital. The question what relations each of these railway systems shall in
future bear to the state is now under discussion. The question as it affects the British railways has, since the war
A select
ended, been a subject of official consideration.
committee on transport was created some months ago to report to Parliament on "what steps, if any, it is desirable to
take to develop and improve the internal facilities for transport within the United Kingdom; to secure effective supervision and co-ordination, and to insure that developments
and improvements shall be adequate and suitable to meet the
national requirements." This committee made its second report on November 14. The committee was not composed of
railway experts, and its recommendations are extremely indefinite; but in one respect, at least, the report is definite.
This is, in giving high praise to the British railways for the
way they have done their work during the war.
"The success that has attended the operation of the railways throughout the war, which has been superior to that
witnessed in any of the other belligerent countries," says the
report, "affords conclusive proof both of the adequacy of the
arrangements which had been made in advance and of the
capacity of those who have been concerned with their execution.
There has been little dislocation, notwithstanding that,
in addition to a very large government traffic, the volume of
civilian traffic, both of passengers and goods, has been heavier than in pre-war days; that large numbers of the staffs
have been inexperienced and that considerable demands have
been made upon the railways for rolling stock and materials
of all kinds for use with the armies abroad."
Nobody who is familiar with the facts will be disposed
to question that the British railways deserve all the praise
They have
that the select committee bestows upon them.
handled the situation extremely well. There is no doubt in
my mind that, as the committee says, their success "has been
superior to that witnessed in any other of the belligerent
Furthermore,
countries," not excepting the United States.
the managers of the British railways assert— and I have
found no one who disputes the assertion that the railways
have handled their work at least as well, if not better, than
any other branch of the government.
The success of the British railways during the war must
be credited almost entirely to private initiative, resourcefulness and ability; because, while the railways have been under
government control from the Ijeginning of the war, the actual
operation has remained, as liefore, entirely in the hands of
the owners and the managers and officers selected by them.
As the select committee says in its report, "The war lias considerably modified the position and methods of working of
the railway companies though the changes in their organization and practice have been less than is generally supposed.
The desire has been to get the work done with as little disturbance of the existing machinery as possible. As a result,
the individual organizations of the railway companies have
remained intact, and the boards of directors have continued
to be responsible for their affairs.
The changes which have

SYSTEMS
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1918.

been introduced and the high efficiency which has been witnessed in the handling of the traffic by the railways during
the war have been due far more to a patriotic determination
on the part of all concerned to do their utmost to assist the
country in a time of national emergency, regardless of corporate or personal interests, than to direct imposition by the
government of its will upon the railway companies."
It is well known that when the United States entered the

war

its

railways, under the direction of the Railroads'

War

Board, which was created by their own managers, made a
voluntary effort to carry out a policy of co-ordinated working
which would keep the roads out of the hands of the government and at the same time afford to the government and the
public the maximum amount of useful service at the minipracticable expense. Late in the year 1917 the government, deeming that the results secured under this voluntary

mum

system M-ere not sufficient, set the Railroads' War Board and
the railway companies aside and adopted a policy of government operation, with a government director general in charge.
The director general kept most of the managers and officers
in the service, but he adopted a policy of drastic unification
of the organizations of operation and even of the physical
properties.
Why have the British railways succeeded in getting better results, on the whole, under the policy that has
been followed in this country, than our railways have succeeded in getting under the policy or, rather, the policies,
for there have been two policies
that have been followed in
the United States ? It is not difficult to answer that question.
The war came very much more suddenly and unexpectedly
to Great Britain than it did to the United States.
I happened to be in this country in July, 1914, and sailed for the
United States about the middle of that month. When I sailed
there was not the slightest expectation
unless in the very

—

—

—

—

highest official quarters
that Great Britain was going to be
involved in war; but within three weeks the war had come,
and, among other developments, the British railways had

been taken under government control and were being operated
much as they have been since. The principal reason
why this change in the position of the railways could be and
was made so quickly is indicated in a single sentence in the
select committee's report.
"The government was not, and is
not today, organized to carry on the administration of railway systems by means of the direct control of a government
department.
It had, instead, long prior to the war, established an organization to cope with just such a situation as
subsequently arose, under which, while the supreme control
of the system would be taken over by the state, the technical
management would remain in the hands of the administrators who were responsible for its working in time of
peace."
pretty

The legislation under which government control was
adopted in Great Britain was passed in 1871, immediately
after the Franco-Prussian war liad demonstrated to Europe
the important part railways must play in modern war.
Exhaustive study had been made for years by government officials and railway officers jointly as to just how
matters
should be handled on the railways in case of war. As
a'result of this study, when war did come, every railway
general
manager had in his possession instructions as to just what he
should do when the government should take control and
mo-
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and it was largely owing to the charand the celerity and efficiency with
which they were carried out, that Britain was able within a
few days to land an army in I-rancc and take an important

biliz;ition .should begin;

acter of these order.s

part in the conflict in

its

earliest stages.

The war had

been going on in Europe two and a half
years before the United States entered it. For many anxious
months our government and people had known that we might

—

be drawn into it. The warning voices of many experts including that of the Railway Age were raised rei).':itL(ily
in calling attention to the fact that if we became involved our
railways would have an important part to play, and that they

—

were, financially, physically and in point of organization,
unprepared for it. Our government paid no attention to these
warnings. The first stejj actually taken to get our railways

ready was when their chief executives met in Washington in
April, 1917, four days after war was actually declared, and
This meeting was held
created the Railroads' War Board.
on the suggestion of the Council of National Defense. That
was all the government had to do with it.
Effective as it has been, the organization of the British
railways for the war is, and always has been, very simple.
The select committee, in its report, briefly describes it as
"The management of the railways taken over has
follows:
been entrusted to a Railway Executive Committee, composed in tlie first instance of nine, and subsequently of
twelve, general managers who were invited by the government

upon it. The president of the Board of Trade is ex
chairman of the committee, but the work of the chair
is in practice carried out by the acting chairman, who is one
of tlie general managers serving upon the committee. During
to serve
officio

of the railways has thus
has not been accompanied by unification of the assets of the railway companies concerned."
The president of the Board of Trade, who is a government officer and a member of the cabinet, is Sir Albert Stan-

the

war

unification of

been in operation, but

management

it

head of the company which opersystem, and received
The acting chairman
his early railway training in America.
is Sir Herbert A. Walker, general manager of the London &
Southwestern Railway. Each member of the committee has
continued to perform his usual duties on his own railway,
which correspond roughly to the duties performed by the
president of an American railway under private management.
There was a similarity between the war organization of
the British railways and that under which the railways of
the United States worked when the Railroads' War Board
was at their head. But there were some points of difference
which were far more important than the points of resemFirst, the British government from the start guaranblance.
teed to each company practically the same net return it earned
in 1913, and the executive committee did not have to consider
the financial effects of any thing it did upon any individual
railway, or upon the railways as a whole. The United States
government, while our railways were operating under the
Railroads' War Board, did not guarantee the companies any
Second, the British Railway Executivereturn whatever.
legislative
reany
to
subject
Committee was not
regarding competition or any other matter,
strictions
government in
but exercised all the power of the
pooling facilities and traffic, in reducing train service,
in saving what traffic could be moved, and in what order
On the other hand, under the Railof priority, and so on.
roads' War Board, the railways of the United States were left
subject by our government to all the old legislative prohibitions against trusts and pooling were loaded down with traffic priority and preference orders issued independently by innumerable government departments and agents; and had no
authority to refuse to handle freight as shippers routed it, or
to refuse to take non-essential traffic which they could not
ley.

He

ates the

is

in private life

London underground railway

;

handle.

Two
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other points,

it

is

important to

recall,

are that the

had not been subjected for years to such a
system of regulation as that which had made it impossible
British railways

for the railways of the United States to keep their facilities

rcasonaidy ade(|uate to the demands of business, and that
they never experienced such terribly severe weather as that
with which American railways had to contend during the last
two months the Railroads' War Board was in charge and
during January, 1918, the first month of government control.
In sjiite of the fact that they received little co-operation
and no legal or financial support from the government,
American railways under the Railroads' War Board for several months made a splendid record of increased efficiency in
operation.
They did not succeed, as the British railroads
did, in handling the business without congestion and almost
without delays; but they did succeed in handling a vastly
When the
increased business, both passenger and freight.
government took them over it had the choice of adopting
practically the same policy Great Britain had followed with
such conspicuous success, or of entering upon an extensive
programme of reorganization. It took the latter alternative.
In order to accomplish complete unification of both the organizations and physical facilities, in which he strongly believed. Director General McAdoo put the railway companies,
their directors, chairmen and presidents off the right-of-way,
established a large overhead organization in Washington and
placed federal managers in place of the presidents. Now the
complete reorganization of the railways of Great Britain
would be a much smaller and less difficult matter than the
complete reorganization of the railways of the United States.
The British railways have less than 25,000 miles of line and
60,000 miles of track, while ours have over 250,000 miles of
line and over 350,000 miles of track.
Their railways represent an investment of $5,000,000,000, while ours represent
an investment of $18,000,000,000. British railways earned
before the war about $600,000,000 a year, while ours earned
over five times as much. Their railways employ about 700,000 persons, ours about 2,000,000. Theirs operate within a
small area, ours within a vast area. Nevertheless, the British
did not consider it expedient to attempt a complete reorganization of the railways.
The results of Mr. McAdoo's efforts to reorganize and
the
railways
United
on an
operate
of
the
States
entirely new basis will be for some time a subject of

animated discussion;

but certain indisputable facts will
stand out in this discussion. These will be, that under the
Railroads' W'ar Board there was a very large increase in the
amount of traffic handled on United States railways; that
under the British system there has been a very large increase
in the traffic handled; that under government operation in
the United States there has been but a small increase in the
amount of business handled; and that, disregarding the factor of advances in wages, the increases of operating expenses
under government operation in the United States have been
relatively much greater than they were under the Railroads'
War Board, or than they have been on the British railways
under the Railway Executive Committee. Just what the Railroads' War Board would finally have been able to accomplish
if the government of the United States had, after the British
system guaranteed the net returns of our railway companies,
left the Railroads' War Board in charge of their operation
without all the disruption of the organizations which government operation has involved and used the power of government to help the railway managements instead of to break
them down, is largely conjectural; but, after studying operating methods and results both in the United States and Great

—

Britain, there is no doubt in my mind that it was a capital
mistake to attempt, as Mr. McAdoo did, completely to reorganize our railways in the midst of a great emergency; nor
any doubt that we shall be engaged in dearly paying for his
mistake Ions after the war's end.

:
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While the British railways have not gone through any such
revolution as ours have during the last year they emerge from
Nothe war in an unsatisfactory and precarious condition.
body knows just what their earnings from all their traffic
during the war at their regular passenger and freight rates
would have been, since no account is kept of traffic handled
Their expenses are known, however,
for the government.
An accompanying table
and they have increased greatly.
gives the expenses (in pounds) of eleven leading railway
companies, doing about 90 per cent of the total business of
1913 and
the country, for the last two years before the war
1914— and for the years 1915, 1916 and 1917.

—
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ployees demand that "all advances given as war increases
be converted into permanent increases." It is estimated that
if this should be done the change to a basis of eight hours'

work

a day and 48 hours' work a week would add about
£25,000,000, or approximately $125,000,000, a year to the
wages now being paid. This would make the total wages
paid annually about $635,000,000, as compared with $235,000,000 before the war. The increase in wages since the war
began would be $140,000,000 a year more than the total net
earnings of the companies were before the war.
Even with the 50 per cent advance in passenger rates which
has been in effect for two years the expenses of the railways.

TABF E I— OPER.NTING EXPENSES OF BRITISH RAILWAYS,

INa.USIVE

1913-17,

Per-

centage
1915

1914

shire

increase

1917

1913
£3.947,203

£4.267.965

£320,762

£4.400,283

Increase
over 1914
£132,318

£4,980,442

£580,159

£5.728,170

£747,728

Increase
over 1913
£1,780.967

4.082,732
4,523,476
9.858.258

4,614,322
4,772,798
10,606,062

531,590
249,322
748,704

4,816,766
5,131,087
11,144,451

202,444
358,28?
537,489

5,120,799
5,596,539
11.823,490

304.033
465.452
679,039

5,807,918
6.047,501
13,210.438

687,119
450.962
1,386,948

1,725,186
1,524,025
3.352,180

4,230.902

4,694.696

463,794

4,952,473

257,777

5,907,410

954.937

6,626,880

719,470

2,395,978

56.6

10,543,745

11.745.141

1,201,396

12.502,374

757,233

13,655,959

1,153.585

15,587,384

1,931,425

5.043,639

47.8

2,144,125

61.7

1.032.352
097,704
2.779,460

47.5
32.9
38.5

Increc-ise

Great Central
Great Eastern
Great Northern
Great Western
Lancashire &
York-

1916

over 1913

Increase
over 1916

Increase
over 1915

over
1913
45.1
42.1
33.7
34.0_

London & North Western

London & South Western

South

Eastern

3,476.379

4,080,475

604,096

4,449,624

359.149

4.941.500

491.876

5,620,504

679,004

2,174,196
9.416,981
7,220,784

2,471,039
10,188,550
8,008,277

206.843
771,569
787,493

2.693,048
10,441,179
8.234,718

222.009
252,629
226,441

2.913.531
11.196,243
8.916,228

220,483
755.064
681,510

3.206.548
12,514 685
10,000,244

1,318,442
1,084,016

3,057,948

3,406,378

348,430

3,565,946

159,568

3,713,473

147.527

4,047,145

&

London, Brighton
South Coast

Midland
North Eastern

293.017

3

&

Chatham

Total for 1 1 companies £62,532,604 £68.856.603
Total for England and
Wales
67,965.211
Total for Scotland...
8,001,344
:

£6,323,999 £72,331,949

£3.475,346 £78,765,514

£6.433.665 £88,397,417

989,197

32.4

£9,631,803 £25,864,813

41.4

333,672

Say £28,000,000

.

It will be seen that on the average the expenses of these
companies were £28,000,000, or 41.4 per cent, more in 1917
than in 1913. Nor does this tell the whole story. The "war
bonuses" granted to railway employees are not included in
these figures, and they were reported in May, 1917, to be
running at the rate of £47,000,000 a year roughly, $235,000,000. New agreements made in September raise the "war
It
wages" to £55,000,000 a year— roughly, $275,000,000.
seems safe to estimate that, including the war wages, the cost
of operating the railways of Great Britain is now $400,000,000 a year more than it was in 1913. But in 1913 their net
earnings were but $260,000,000. Passenger rates have been
advanced 50 per cent during the war, but freight rates have

—

not been touched.
Even the foregoing does not indicate adequately the problem presented. It would appear that a further enormous addition is to be made soon to the cost of labor on British railways. In August, 1917, a strike was threatened b}- locomotive engineers and firemen.
It was prevented by a promise
from Sir Albert Stanley, the president of the Board of Trade,
that within one month after the cessation of hostilities he would
entertain a request from the employees for a shorter working
day, and that the request would be given "immediate and

sympathetic consideration" by the government.
The employees were not slow to present their request after the signing of the armistice, and on December 6 a statement was
issued by the government to the effect that " ( 1 ) The principle of an eight-hour day for all members of the wages staff
has been conceded, and is to come into operation February 1.
(2) All existing conditions of .service to remain unaltered
pending the decision of a committee to be set up as soon as
possible to review wages and other working conditions of
service of railway men in Great Britain."
What is meant by the "principle of an eight-hour day" is
not explained, but the programme of the National Union of
Railwaymen is very definite on this point. It demands "that
eight hours constitute a working day and 48 hours a working
week." It will be noted that a committee is to be appointed
:

to investigate all

wages and working conditions.

The em-

in the absence of an

advance of freight

rates,

would undoubt-

edly be equal to, and would probably exceed, their total earnings from a commercial business equal to that which they
had before the war. Whether all the so-called "war wages"

demanded by

the employees, has yet
impression is that this is
substantially what will be done. In that case it is easy to see
that for the railways to be turned back to their owners without large advances in freight rates would mean instant ruin
for all the companies.
It is felt that some remedy must be found for this situation; that this remedy must be one that will reduce expenses,
and the words "standardization" and "unification" have been
imported from the United States to accomplish the desired
I have included a recent report on railway standardresult.
The select committee on transization in an earlier letter.
port discusses "unification" in its report, and I quote from it
at considerable length
"Evidence has been given by members of the Railway
Executive Committee to the effect that if a policy of unification of management, combined with a pooling of assets of
the railway companies, were adopted it should be possible to
give the public better service and facilities at less cost to the
railway system.
"From a purely technical point of view% it appears, therefore, to be desirable that there should be a unification of
ownershio, not merely unification of management, of the
main railway systems, because, while unification of management would undoubtedly be a great improvement upon prewar conditions, and would assist materially to secure more
efficient organization and management, it would not, without
unification of ownership, permit of the u.'^e of the assets of the
combined system to the l:)est advantage nor allow of the provision of new and costly equipment without constantly giving
rise to undesirable financial
negotiations and difficulties.
A^'hether the state or one large joint-stock concern owned the
railways would be immaterial from this point of view; the
essential conditions are that there should be single ownership
will be left in effect, as

to be determined, but the general

and single management.

—
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"'riu> position of railway sliarcholders when the present
arran^onients with the governinent terminate, under which
their pre-war earnings on the basis of the year 1913 are assured to them, will obviously be one of great uncertainty.
Dividends on the old scale, assuming that wages remain at a

"(3)

quire solution by some process of continued unification.
"The above considerations lead to the conclusion that the
main railway systems of the United Kingdom should be

brought under a unified ownership and managed as one system if the question of the improvement and development of
the internal transport facilities is to be considered from the
standpoint of efficiency and economy, and with due regard
and the
to the interests of the proprietors, the railway staffs
*

general community.

"Your committee

*

*

at this stage of its inquiry is

unable to

make recommendations as to the manner in which the railway system can be organized most advantageously from the
point of view of the general interests of the community, or to
advise as to the status and management of other transport
Its conclusions upon the second of these questions
agencies.
must necessarily depend upon the view that may be taken as
evito the future position of the railways to which, as will be
dent from what has been said previously, all other transport
agencies must be looked

upon

as ancillary.

however, in a position to state the following preliminary conclusions which, though to some extent negative
in character, may nevertheless be of assistance to Parliament
"It

is,

upon which the
ultimately

responsibility of arriving at a decision

must

rest.

"Your committee considers:
"(1) That the organization

of the transport agencies of
and particularly of the railways cannot be
the country
allowed to return to its pre-war position.
"(2) That the temporar}- arrangements for the control of
railways and canals during the war would not be satisfactory

—

—

as a permanent settlement.
"(3) That unification of the railway system is desirable
under suitable safeguards, whether the ownership be in public or private hands.
"Any one of the following courses would be consistent
with the conclusions stated in the preceding paragraph,^ but
without further evidence your committee is not in a position
to

recommend which

in the

first

of these methods

should be adopted

instance:

"(1) Further amalgamations of railway companies as a
step towards unification.

"(2) Unification accompanied by private ownership and
commercial management.

Unification

by means of nationalization

]'",stablisliment of a

"(a)

manage

followed

Government department

to

the railways.

"(b)

comparable with that now existing, and the volume of
earned untraftic returns to its pre-war dimensions, cannot be
economics
less cither rates are raised considerably or large
are effected in working. The former course, notwithstanding
cirthat the raising of rates might be fully justified in the
cumstances, would certainly be bitterly opposed and l)e detrimental to the general interests of the community. Large
economies, on the other hand, can only be brought about by
means of greatly improved methods of administration, and
the introduction of lal)or-saving appliances on a considerable
So long as the railway companies remain as separate
scale.
corporations it will be difficult to apply either method of se-

have in many cases revolutionized old-established practices
and habits. Traffic has been encouraged to follow unaccustomed routes, the clienteles of individual companies have
been disturbed, their ideas have been changed and the respective good wills of the various companies have consequently been altered. Difficulties such as these seem to re-
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by:

Constitution of a l)oard of
in Parliament.

management not

di-

rectly represented

level

curing economies to the fullest possible extent.
"There are also other circumstances which will make it
difficult from the point of view of shareholders to return to
the pre-war situation. War conditions of working, and the
complete elimination of competition in the public interest,

AGE

"(c) Leasing of the system to one or more commercial companies."
It will be noted that the committee very carefully refrains
from committing itself on the question whether the unification of ownership and management it favors .should be acFurcomplisiied by the government or by private capital.

no details as to how mere unification,
it gives
whether under government or private ownership and management, is to l.>e so accomplished as to effect such large
economies as would be required in order to maintain both
existing wages and existing freight rates. There is no doubt
in my mind that by making the changes in their physical
properties and operating methods necessary to enable them
to handle freight traffic in larger carloads and trainloads
and without transferring it at connections, the British railways could make large economies; but nobody but a complete
ignoramus about railway economics could believe that, with
all the standardizing and unifying they could possibly do
they could effect economies great enough to enable them to
make both ends meet, while charging existing freight rates
and paying existing and prospective wages.
Some of the most competent students of railway matters
in the country are opposed to the complete amalgamation
They would prefer to see them divided
of all the railways.
into about ten systems, each having approximately 2,500
miles, each occupying a region by itself, and coming into
competition with other roads only at terminals, and a few
intermediate points, each having its own management, and
all under some central control which would prevent excess of
competition, and bring about a large measure of uniformity
Under this
of physical construction and operating methods.
system, either the government or private companies might
own the various railways, but if the state owned them, they
would be leased to private companies for operation. The
British belief in the value of private initiative, enterprise,
ambition and emulation, is by no means dead; and I find
that most business men and students of industrial and economic questions regard with dread the possibility of the
government becoming the owTier and actual manager of the

thermore,

,

railways.

On

the other hand, organized labor, which is much more
here than in the United States, seems to favor

Socialistic

government ownership, not only of the railways, but also of
coal mines, steamships, land and many other things.
What the outcome with respect to the railways will be is
The prime minister, Mr. Lloyd-George, has
conjectural.
said in one of his public addresses since the war closed, that
the railways must in future be operated under the "inspiraThat might mean almost
tion and control of the state."
anything. The Labor party is the only one which has definitely committed itself, and it favors government ownership.
Winston Churchill, Minister of Munitions in the Coalition
government, in one of his electioneering speeches in the recent
political campaign, said in reply to a question that the government had decided on the "nationalization" of the railways
which is the term ordinarily used in Great Britain for government purchase. There is already in existence a Royal
Commission on Railways (in addition to the Select Committee on Transport), which was created in October, 1913, and
which held some hearings before the war. There was an impression that the hearings of this commission would be
resumed, and that a report from it would be awaited, but Mr.
Churchill said he did not think the matter would be delayed
until the Royal Commission had "wandered over the country
making inquiries." He added that "railways in private

—

—
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liands must be used for immediate direct profits, but it might
pay the state to run railways at a loss to develop industries

and agriculture."
It has been assumed

that Mr. Churchill voiced the views of
the Coalition government; and, as is well known, the Coalition government, in the recent elections, won an overwhelm-

ing majority in the House of Commons.
The crux of the problem is presented by the fact that the
railways cannot be returned to their owners without either

a reduction of wages, an advance of rates, or a continuance
I have no doubt that were it
of the government guarantees.
not for this, they would be returned to private management.
Probably the final outcome will be one of those compromises for which the British government and people are
famous, and which will result, as one of my Englieh friends

under which "Government Control" will
be painted on one side of the cars, and "Private Commercial
Management" on the other. That out-and-out government
ownership and management will be adopted I do not believe, and at the same time I am sure there will be no return
to the old system of highly competitive management.
One thing may be stated with the utmost certainty, and this
is, that up to the present time the government has got no farther with its plan for solving the railway problem than to the
conclusion that it probably will be necessary to adopt nationalization.
How nationalization will be adopted whether by
actual purchase or by perpetual guarantees to the companies;
and how the roads shall be managed if they are nationalized;
whether as a single unit or several units, whether by the government itself or by a company or companies under lease
predicts, in a policy

—

which are entirely unsettled in the mind of
Furthermore, it is by no means certain that if the government introduces a bill to provide for
nationalization it will be found easy to get it adopted.
Important as the question of nationalization is, it was not
much discussed in the political campaign, and, as already
these are tilings

the government

itself.

indicated, there is a strong undercurrent of sentiment against
is sure to make itself felt in Parliament.
operation of the British railways in this war has been
-one of the finest demonstrations ever afforded of the superiority of private over state management in a time of emergency. Likewise, the experience of the railways of the United
States during the last year has exploded most of the old arguments that government management would be more efficient,
economical and considerate of the public than private management.
With experience in both countries confronting
them, the advocates of government management will find it
-very hard to make out a plausible case for government management in time of war emergency, and much
harder to make a case for it in accordance with the
economic considerations which should be given the most
weight in time of peace.
It is true that under government
control in both countries there have been enormous advances
in wages, but government operation in the United States has
it

which

The
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speaking, this would be ec|uivalent to a deficit of $1,500,000,000 on the railways of the United States. My estimate of a
deficit of $300,000,000 on tlie Briti.sh railways is based upon
the available official facts regarding traffic, earnings, wages,
etc., both pre-war and during the war, and takes no account
of the enormous capacity of government management for increasing expenses. If government operation in Great Britain
should increase expenses other than wages as much in proportion as government operation did in the United States in
1918, or as it did on the Western Railway of France from
1908 onward, the deficit of the British roads under government ownership would soon be at least $500,000,000 a year.
Personally, as a result of my study of the results of gov-

ernment operation almost throughout the world I have no
doubt whatever that this would be the outcome. The British
government lias owned and operated the telegraph system
of the country for many years; and it has always operated
it at a heavy loss.
If the railways incur a deficit it will
have to be paid by the British taxpayers, and the amount of
the deficit they will have to pay undoubtedly will be larger
than the cost to the public of such an advance in freight rates
as would be necessary to enable the railways to operate under

management at a profit.
Just how and why the necessity of paying the increased
expenses of the railways in increased taxes will impose a
smaller burden upon British commerce and industry than
would the necessity of paying them in increased freight rates
1 am willing to leave to be elucidated by the brilliant Mr.
Churchill.
I have met him and heard him speak, and am
sure he can come as near clearing up the mystery as anybody. Meantime I wish, in conclusion, to emphasize the fact
which is patent to anybody who has visited this country while
the subject has been under consideration, that if the British
adopt government ownership it will not be because their
economists, statesmen and business men believe in it on principle, but because they and the people generally have got into
a .way of thinking that an impasse has been reached which
makes a continuance of private ownership almost impossible.
It is a remarkable fact that government ownership of railways never has been adopted in any countr}' as a result of a
full of reasoned consideration and discussion of the ciuestion by the general public. Fortunately for the United States,
no conditions exist in our country which any reasonable person can regard as making a return to private management
impossible, or even impracticable, unless statesmanship has
private

become extinct

in .America.

which some prewould produce, and on the other hand has resulted
in a vast increase of expenses only partly due to advances
in wages, which has made necessary larger increases in rates,
both passenger and freight rates, than the railway companies
ever dreamed of asking for.
If Great Britain adopts government ownership it will not be because either reason or
utterly failed to realize the large economies

dicted

it

experience has convinced the British people that it is desirable, but because they have a feeling that advances in
freight rates sufficient to offset the increases of expenses
would be impracticable under private ownership, and thai
it would be both immoral and illegal to return the railways
to their owners in a bankrupt condition.
If government
ownership is adopted without an advance of freight rates
the public will immediately be confronted, even if the advance of 50 per cent in passenger fares is not rescinded, with
a deficit of not less than S.iOO.OOO,000 a year.
Roughlv
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New

Locomotive Stoker Tested Out on Erie
Mechanical Distribution of Coal; Maintains Light Fire and

Reduces Cinder and Stand-by Losses
A.MiiCHANicAL
of the

co;il

STUKEK,

ill

wliicli llic entire distribution

in the locomotive

firebox

is

effected

by

meciumically operated sliovels without the use of
has been developed by the Elvin Mechanical
One of these stokers has been
Stoker Company, Now York.
in road service on the Erie for the past tliree months with
results which have demonstrated the feasibility of the method
of distribution employed and which indicate an economy in
the use of coal equal to, if not exceeding that obtainable by
The locomotive
hand firing under favorable conditions.

steam

jets,

equipment consists essentially of three parts: the stoker
proper, the agitator and feed control on the tender and the
screw conveyor between the engine and tender. The equip-

The distributing sliovels are mounied on vertical shafts,
These
the lower ends of which carry segmental bevel gears.
gears are driven by Ijevel segments carried on the upfx:r ends
of a pair of centrally pivoted drive arms, the lower ends
of wliich carry steel rollers running in the grooves of a

doul)le-faced

flat

cam.

The cam

is

driven

from the main stoker shaft and revolves

a worm gear
plane approxi-

Ijy

in a

mately parallel to the usual inclination of the backhead of
Each revolution of the cam completes a cycle
the boiler.
of shovel operation; that is, one shovel moves around into
the firebox and returns to remain idle while the other shovel
performs the same movement.
Upon the cam is mounted a spur gear which, through a

Elevation Showing the Location of the Stoker Equipment on the Locomotive

ment

is

designed to handle the usual grade of prepared

stoker coal.
The stoker proper
is

ring by cast brackets.
its

is

mounted on the back

assembled in a complete unit which
boiler head and braced to the mud

The

proportions of the machine and
shown in one of the draw-

location on the backhead are

The one design is adapted to backheads of varying
slopes by the insertion of filler blocks of suitable taper between the stoker and the boiler head. The stoker consists
essentially of t\vo distributing shovels operating through the
lire door opening and an elevator for bringing the coal from
the conveyor to the level of the shovels, with a suitable drivings.

ing mechanism.

meshing gear of one-half its diameter, drives the elevator
crank shaft. The elevator is thus raised and lowered twice
during each revolution of the cam, once for each of the two
The elevator, which moves up and down on an inshovels.
clination parallel to the cam, has an approximately level top
surface measuring 7 in. by 1 2 in. In its lowest position coal
as it is delivered by the screw conveyor falls directly on the
top of the elevator. As it moves up a long apron extending
downw-ard from its back side forms the front wall of a
V-shaped pocket in which the coal accumulates until the
As
elevator again returns to the lower end of its stroke.
the elevator is gear driven directly from the cam, its movement synchronizes perfectly with that of the shovels. The
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so that the elevator reaches the top of its stroke
slight inclination
it.

just as a shovel is swinging over

A

of the top of the elevator compensates for the small amount
of downward movement which has taken place before the
One of the
shovel has moved completely across its top.
shovels thus picks up the pile of coal from the top of the
elevator at each stroke and carries it forward into the firebox.

The upper

part of the stoker casing forms a box-shaped
as the shovel box, which is covered by
hinged lids. The forward end of this box is open to the
firebox and the shovels swin" therein.
The total height of

chamber known

back

203

moving

in an arc the effect is to spray the fuel
remaining travel of the shovel, and that
portion of the fuel held by the 1^-in. vane is projected parallel to the backhead when the shovel comes to a stop.
The changes in the speed of the forward movement of
the shovels have the effect of distributing the fuel uniformly over the entire grate area.
The distribution is capable of
variation, by changes in speed of the stoker engine; an
increase in speed throws a greater amount of the fuel toward
the front of the firebox, while a decrease fires heavier to the
rear.
Irrespective of the speed of the shovels, however, a
portion of the fuel is always held by the shovels to fire the
back comers of the box. In practice it is found that there
is a certain speed which will give the proper distribution
under normal conditions and the stoker should be operated
is

throughout the

when

may

be advisable
In practice the speed of firing is about 34 shovels per minute, or a
cam speed of 17 r. p. m. The amount of fuel fired is independent of the shovel speed, and the distribution is not
at this speed, except

occasionally

it

to fire heavier at the front or rear of the firebox.

affected by the quantity.

All working parts of the stoker, with two exceptions, are
run on ball bearings in a dust-proof casing, and are in a
constant bath of oil.
The oil level is maintained at a point

Phantom View

of the

Elvin Stoker Attached to the
Boiler Head

Back

the box is 53/2 inches over the cover.
The stoker thus uses
the lower 5}^ inches of the fired oor opening and that part
of the door opening above the stoker is closed by a butterfly
door, which is used for inspection and hand firing if necessary.

The shovels are L-shaped, with a flat bottom and a back,
the maximum height of which is 43^^ m.
This is reduced to
a height of 1^ in. around the end of the shovel, to peniiit
a portion of the coal to be retained in the shovel until the
end of the forward throw. As will be seen from one of the
drawings the shovels are pivoted at either side of the fire
door, and are swung through an arc of about 140 deg. The
use of a cam drive has made possible the attainment of the
speed variations required in the course of the forward swing
of the shovel to accomplish the picking up and distribution
of the fuel without shock and with constant uniformity.
In action the shovel movement is uniformly accelerating
until the charge of fuel has been picked up, or until the
-shovel has passed over the elevator; then the movement is
rapidly accelerated until the shovel tip has entered the
firebox when it is
rapidly decelerated.
During this
•deceleration the fuel slides forward on the shovel and
off the end where the back is reduced in height and
at a tangent to the back of the shovel;
but as the

Phantom View

of the

Tender Equipment

of the Elvin Stoker

above the main worm shaft and the oil is pumped to the
highest bearings to return by gravity.
The connecting rod
driving the elevator being outside the stoker casing proper
is provided with graphalloy bearings which require no oil

and give long service without attention. The stoker
ated by a No. 3^2 Dake reversing engine, which

is
is

operrated

The steam line to the
p. at 100 lb. pressure.
provided with a regulating valve which is set for
25 lb. and is blocked for a maximum of 60 lb. The whole
of the stoker mechanism is designed to withstand the maximum power of the engine without failure, and the engine
at

7

1/2

stoker

h.

is

3
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will stall before

any part of the mechanism tan

Ir'

unduly

The conveyor

extends from the stoker rearwardly under

It is supthe coal space of the tank and is in two jiarts.
ported rigiilly ujum {\\c tank, and the portion between the
engine and tlie tank is arranged to swivel to compensate for
curvature and to telescope for varying lengths of coupling.

The

rear

end of the conveyor screw

and between engine and tank

it

is

is carried in a trough
carried in a pipe.
The

driven from the rear through gearing enclosed in
'i'hc drive is taken tlirough worm gearing from the main stoker shaft, enclosed in the stoker casing
and running in oil. A universal slip joint shaft transmits
the power from the engine to the tender.
Under the floor of the tank and above the conveyor is the
feeder which consists of an agitator, a deflector and a feeder
The agitator is a grating with a double row of
plate.
in. openings, and is operated from a rock shaft which also
moves the feeder plate. The feeder plate is located under
the deflector plate so that when operating full stoke the
openings in the plate register fully with openings on either
side of the deflector plate, first on one side and then on the

conveyor

fire

and the

is

dust-j)r(X)f casings,

is

of

retained in the shovels to be deposited in the back comers
tlie 1)0X furthest from the most violent action of the draft.

A

simple

mechanism on tlie rock shaft, which operand feed plate, provides for varying the
shaft and tlie size of the plate openings which

throw of the
register with the deflector plate openings, thus controlling
the quantity of coal fed to the conveyor, which runs at conThis device is controlled by a handle operatstant speed.
ing on a quadrant on the front of the tank, where it is readily
The range of feed varies from
accessible to the fireman.
zero to the maximum, which is 12,000 lb. of coal an hour.
The conveyor is designed to carry the maximum coal feed
when running one-third full. This makes the movement of
the fuel easy as the action of gravity tends to roll the coal
along ahead of the screw, and it reduces the danger of clogThe ease with which the coal is moved
ging to a minimum.

from large cinders

freedom

Comparative

is

a

noticeable

feature of the operation of the locomotive equipped with this
stoker.

Test Data

The
is

Erie locomotive to which the Elvin stoker was applied
of the Santa Fe type with the following dimensions:
Size of cylinders

31

in.

Diameter of drivers
Weight on drivers
Total weight of er.fiine loaded
Total heating stirf ace

Pnperhenting

heating

by .?2
63
337.400
417,200

5,660 sq.
1,389 sq.
7,743.5 sq.
83,000

--urface

Total equivalent
Tractive effort
Grate area

A

ates the agitator

following the .starting of the

A characteristic of tlie distribution of
sary to start the train.
the coal which also tends toward economy is the projection of
the lumps forward under the arch while the finest of the coal

3%

other.

pressure

.steam

made

possible a saving in standby losses, as little
need be done, either to maintain the fire or the steam pressure
during detention time on the road beyond the minimum neces-

stoker has

stressed.

Vol. 66, No. 3

surface
:

88

sq.

in.
in.
lb.
lb.
ft.
ft.
ft.

lb.
ft.

.

made

with this locomotive, employing
a dynamometer car and accurate means for correctly deterThese tests
mining the quantity of coal and water used.
were made on the Second district of the Meadville division
between Meadville, Pa., and Kent, Ohio, during the month
of November last, under prevailing temperatures of 32 deg.
This division has a ruling grade both east and westbound
F.
of one per cent and is generally rolling in character with
little to distinguish between the physical characteristics of the
A brief summary of the results
division east and westbound.
of these tests is given in the table.
scries of tests

were

AVERAGf. ResUI-TS OF F.LVIN StOKER TeSTS ON THE Me.^DVILI.E DIVISION OF

THE Erie Railroad
Length of run,

Time on

road,

89.

miles
hr.

min

9:50
3:57

min

Detentions,

hr.

Running

decimal hr
(1,000 lb.)

5.88
4.243
5.133
4.816
24.362
15.56

time,

Actual M's

M's
Total actual M's (inc. eng. and ten.'i
Average drawbar pull, lb
Average speed, m.p.h
Average temp, superheated steam, deg.
Million ft-lb. of work
.'\djusted

F

To'al coal as fired, runninc time. 11)
ro;d as fired to do 11,482 million ft. -lb. work, lb
Equivalent evap. per lb. dry coal, running time, lb
Equivalent evap. per lb. dry coal, combustible, lb
B. t. u. per lb. of coal as fired

693
11,482
25,679
25.679
8.60
9.59
13.157

was developed during the tests that practically perfect
was obtained under all conditions.
The fire was maintained at a uniform level without the necesIt

distribution of the fuel

sity of using the rake or shaking the grates, notwithstanding
The
the variable operating conditions met on this division.
engine arrived at terminals with approximately six to ten

inches of fire on the grates, except a point immediately under
the arch at the forward end of the firebox, where the fire was

Top View of the Stoker with the Cover Removed from
Shovel Box, Showing the Elevator at the Top

the

of Its Stroke

be tested by turning the engine over by hand, which can
done with the whole device under full load.
The stoker maintains a very thin fire over a greater part of
the grate area, which gradually becomes heavier toward the
front, rear and sides of the box, where the heaviest fire is
The thin character of the fire is clearly indicated
needed.
by the fact that within a very few minutes after the throttle
has been closed and the stoker stopped, the only fire still
burning is around the outside of the firebox, while the central
portion of the grate is dead. On starting the stoker, however,
the thin charges of coal immediately ignite over the entire area
of the grate and a uniformly hot fire is maintained as long as
the stoker continues to operate. The rapid building up of the

may

easily be

somewhat

No

heavier.

were encountered in cleaning the fire at terminals because of the comparative absence of clinker. The
results of the tests indicate verj' favorable evaporation per
pound of coal fired. Under ordinarj' circumstances locomotives of the Santa Fe type on this division require coaling and
During the tests, however,
fire cleaning between terminals.
it was unnecessary on any of the trial trips to clean the fire
on the road and the grates were operated only to relieve the
accumulation of ashes. On two occasions it would have been
easily possible to make a round trip without attention to the
This condition is in a
fire other than shaking the grates.
measure attributed to the absence of moisture which is injected into the firebox with most of the other types of locomoThe locomotive will handle tonnage
tive stokers now in use.
trains over this division with the use of less than one tank of
coal.

difficulties
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Orders of Regional Directors

WESTERN

UNION TELEGRAPH FRANKS.

—The

the

Eastern

2100-33A400, advises that
Western Union telegraph franks for 1918 have been
regional

director,

file

extended to March 1, 1919, or until new franks are received.
Free Transportation for Canadian Immigration Inspectors,
etc.— The Eastern regional director, file 2100-10A397, states
that free transportation can be issued to Canadian government officers and representatives, such as immigration inspectors and other officers of the Immigration and Colonization
Department, also traveling officers of their postal department,

revenue collectors and others.
The Northwestern regional director has issued similar instructions in Supplement 38 to Circular 20.
Free Telegraph Service for Express Company. The Eastem regional director, file 304-1 1A403, states that Judge
Payne has ruled that where the telegraph lines are operated
by the railroads the messages of the Express Company can
properly be transmitted without charge, as provided in the

—

contract.

Circular 158 of Southwestern regional director conveys the

same information.

—Free

Rulings
rector,

file

Transportation.

2100-26A408,

—The Eastern regional

states

that

requests

for

di-

annual

transportation for the year 1919 over short line railroads not
under federal control should be made direct on such railroads. Individual railroads may continue the past practice of

furnishing American representatives of European railway
1919 with such trip transportation as may
be required. Requests for annual transportation should be
made direct upon the Director of Operation.
Interest During Construction.- The Eastern regional director, file 2700-A409, orders federal auditors to "include in
their accounts from January 1, 1918, interest during construction on additions and betterments expenditures out of
Same
federal funds at the rate of six per cent per annum.
to be charged to the account name of corporation, additions
and betterments and credited on the federal books to the aclines for the year

—

the
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men and

material (excluding mails)

showing separately

amount due from each department of the government and
amount due on stated account separately from the sums

not yet stated to the government.
The Souhwestern regional director has issued a similar

No. 146.
Report on Condition of Addition and Betterment Work.
The Eastern regional director, file 2700-A398, states that
under date of December 10 he was advised by the director of
the Division of Capital Expenditures that as to entirely new
work not yet authorized he is proceeding upon the view that
it is not expedient to grant authority therefor unless either
(a) there is imperative necessity for the improvement, or (b)
the corporation itself desires the improvement and is willing
to finance it.
The question arises as to whether the same
consideration ought not to operate to cause the cancellation or
postponement of any authorities already granted in cases
where the work has not been started, or if started, is in such
shape that it could be suspended without loss. Please advise
me as to any projects which have been approved (but which
are not started, or if started, can be stopped without loss) for
which you believe there is no imperative necessity under existing conditions and give me recommendations as to whether
or not the authority should be cancelled or the work postponed
or stopped. If there are any cases in which }'ou feel that the
corporation desires work to proceed even though the Railroad
Administration feels that the carrying out of the project can
properly be deferred, please ascertain so far as possible the
wishes of the corporate authorities.
Passenger-Equipped Refrigerator Cars. In a circular
dated January 9, the Northwestern regional director announces that w'hen passenger-equipped refrigerator cars are
located and disposition instructions regarding them are given
by General Superintendent Merv'in of the American Railway
Express Company, further movement of the cars will be conThis is necessary on account of
fined to passenger service.
the serious shortage of express cars and the apparent inability
to keep them out of the freight service when moving empty in
order,

—

—

freight trains.

—

count, interest on

unfunded securities and accounts. Interest
to be figured at the end of each month on the balance for the
preceding month, excluding therefrom interest on previous

Location of Air Pumps on Locomotives.- In Order 147,
the Southwestern regional director announces that hereafter

Also to arrange for accruing depreciation at the
rate of ^yi per cent per annum on the cost of equipment less
salvage coming into service subsequent to December 31, 1917,
including the equipment assigned by the United States RailDepreciation on other equipment in
road Administration.
service taken over from the corporation December 31, 1917,
should be accrued to conform to the test period rate and prac-

to locate

tices."

of the

balances.

Time Allowed

for

Lunch

to

Shopmen on Eight Hour

Shifts.—The Eastern regional director, file 1200-259A394,
states that pending further action by the United States Railroad Administration, the following will govern except when
more favorable conditions are provided for by agreements in
force: Men employed in shops or roundhouses where three
shifts are worked and who work one of the three shifts, will
be allowed a lunch period of not to exceed 20 minutes, with
pay.
Those employed in shops or roundhouses or other
places where less than three shifts are worked are to have a
meal period of not to exceed one hour, without pay.
Payment of Bills Due from the U. S. Government. The
Eastern regional director, file 700-1 2A399, states that attention has been called to the failure on the part of the different
departments of the United States government promptly to
pay bills due to the railroads under federal control for transportation of men and property.
Federal auditors of Class 1
roads are asked to immediately prepare reports, and send to
C. A. Prouty, director. Division of Public Service and Accounting, Washington, D. C, which will show the amount
due from the United States government for the transportation

—

when

air

pumps
them

locomotives.

are applied to locomotives care will be taken

so as not to obstruct the vision of

As locomotives

receive class

railroad officers in charge will see to

it

1,

that

2,

men on

the

or 3 repairs,

pumps

are prop-

erly located.

Competition Between Railroads for the Services of EmIn Order 148, the Southwestern regional director

ployees.

—

calls attention to a letter recently written'by a vice-president

American Railway Express Company to the director
which states that 59 employees of the general accounting department of the express company in Chicago have
been hired by various railroads, in none of which cases did
general,

the railroad officers ask permission of the express company
in connection with the employment.
In view of the relation

American Railway Express Company to the Railroad
Administration, it is desired that no employees of the express
company he employed by railroads under federal control without first obtaining consent of the proper express officials.
Vacations for Train Despatchers and Vardmasters.—Supplement 10 to Circular 28 of the Northwestern regional director amplifies previous instructions regarding time off and
vacations for yardmasters and despatchers. It is the intention
that two days off per month be granted for the purpose of
providing needed rest, and definite arrangements must be
made to carry out this provision in the current month. Whenever due to extremely bad weather or any other emergency,
the two days' relief is not granted during the month, extra pay
will be allowed at pro-rata rates.
It is not intended that
train despatchers be required to make trips over the line on
their days off. Two weeks' vacation per annum with pay will

of the
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1h' allowed those ofluors who have sen-cd in that capacity
continuously one year or more. On roads where more favorable vacation rules or practices are in effect they will be continued.
This vacation provision is comimlsory and mu.st be
provided at the convenience of the officer in charj^e.
In Circular 159 the SouthUtativg of Troop Trains.
western regional director calls attention to the large movement of returned troops, including sick and wounded, from
Recently a very .slow movement of
ports to inland points.
cars, esjx^cially of tourist and army hospital cars, has been
As a limited number of cars of this class is availnoted.
This can
able, they should i)e moved as rapidly as possible.

—

only be accomplished by their prompt movement empty to the
Attention should also l)e given to the heating
points needed.
The director of the Division of
of passenger equipment.
Operation has emphasized that ample fuel should be supplied in all cases, that Baker heaters may be operated when
steam is not being supplied at division or other points, but
steam should be furnished while cars are in motion, continuWhen deemed necessary by the comously when possible.
manding officers and railroad officers, trains may be made
up with passenger equipment ahead of freight equipment.
The regional director also calls attention to his Circular 110
and Orders 97 and 104, which contain detailed instructions
regarding the heating of troop trains.
Employment of Returned Soldiers. In a circular dated
January 7, the Northwestern regional director quotes correspondence with the United States Employment Service which
indicates that large numbers of applications for clerical positions are being received from returned soldiers and sailors.
It is suggested to railroads in the Northwestern region that
they call upon the Employment Service if in need of clerical

—

help.

—

Circular 68,
Insurance and Inspection of Elevators.
Northwestern regional director, similar to Order 145 of
Soutliwestern regional director, abstract of which appeared
in Railway Age, January 3, page 105.
Supplement 1
Insurance on Stationary Steam Boilers.
to Circular 68 of Northwestern regional director, similar to
Circular 154 of Southwestern regional director, abstract of
which appeared on page 158 of the Railway Age of Janu-

—

ary 10.

—

Free Transportation for Custom Inspectors.- In Suppleof the Southwestern regional director
to Circular 20 of the Northwestern
regional director, it is announced that railroads will continue
to furnish transportation to United States custom inspectors
and employees for 1919.
In SupWestern Union Franks for Corporate Officers.
plement 8 to Order 109 the Southwestern regional director
quotes a telegram from the director of the Division of Operation advising that the Railroad Administration is not requesting Western Union telegraph franks for corporate
officers.
It is assumed that the latter will deal directly with
the Western Union.
In Order 149
Standardization of Time Table Changes.
the Southwestern regional director outlines rules governing
the issuance of advance notice of changes in passenger train
All changes in the time of passenger trains are
schedules.
General pasto be made on the first Sunday of each month.
senger departments should be furnished the final proof of
time cards not later than the second Monday preceding the
date upon which the change becomes effective, so that ample
time for the preparation of copy, printing of folders, and
General
supplying agents and the public may be given.
changes on different divisions of the same road should be
made effective on the same date.
Freight Car Distribution.
In Circular 70 the Northwes-

ment 7 to Order 109
and Supplement 37
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tributed between roads in the region as directed by the office
The Car Service Section will issue
orders covering movements between regions only which will
of the regional director.

addressed to the regional directors and not to the individI'he Refrigerator and Tank Car Bureau of the
Car Service Section, located at Chicago, will exercise the
l)e

ual roads.

same jurisdiction as in the past and will issue distribution
orders direct to railroads when necessary. District Manager
Roth, Seattle, Wash., will continue to distribute cars IcKally
in that territory.
Orders covering the movement of cars
lietween railroads in the Northwestern region will be issued
from the regional director's office with the prefix "N. W. R.
Car Order," followed by the number. Reports covering the
movement of cars on orders will continue to be made daily
l)y wire to the regional director's office quoting the proper
reference as under the present instructions covering movements on Car Section Orders. No report will be made to
the Car Service section with the exception that cars delivered
to the Northwestern region roads through the Chicago gateway will be accepted on the authority of orders issued by the
terminal manager at that point, and reports of receipts on
such orders will continue to be made to him as well as to the
In accordance with this program
regional director's office.
outstanding orders issued by the Car Service Section havt
been cancelled.
Corporate Obligations of Terminal Companies.
Eastern regional director, file No. 601-A366, quotes a
gram dated December 24, 1918, as follows:

—The
tele-

Kefeirin^' tu corporate obligations of terminal companies.
In all cases
\vhcre amoTints equivalent to said obligations are collected from the using
by federr.l treasurers of terminals as joint facility rents pursuant to
operate agreements in etTect prior federal conrol between tenant companies
and terminal companies whose property is used solely for the benfit of the
len:int companies and which amounts arc charged by the using lines to
their joint facility rents accounts.
The federal trasurers of the terminals
are authorized pend'ne further instructions to advance from time to time
including idvances direct to fiscal .icents or trustees.
out of funds on hand to the terminal corporations direct or to fiscal agents
or mortgajje trustees as provisions of operating agreements may prescribe
amounts nece>sary to nieet said proper oblgations on due dates, the spcific
recepts of the terminal corporations to be taken for all amounts so advanced
including advances direct to fiscal agents or trustees.
lines

Some

idea of the scope of the

work which

is

being done by

the Alaskan Engineering Commission is conveyed by a report of the acting general storekeeper of the Anchorage
division of the Alaska Railroad.
On September 30, 1918,

worth of material belonging to the commission was
on hand and in addition there was in transit material valued

$1,564,034

at $1,048,019.

—

—

—

tern regional director outlines new rules to cover the distriHereafter freight cars will be disbution of freight cars.

Camp Ruhleben on Their
Dutch Frontier

Released British Civilians from

Way

to the

'

The Railroad Problem and Economics*
"While

We

Are

in the Business of Seeing

That Justice Is Done in Europe, Why Not
Use Some of It for Home Consumption?"
By
Assistant Director in

BE
WHAT SHALL
United

Charles A. Morsef

Charge of Engineering and Maintenance, Division of Operation.

the future status of the railroads of
There seems to be a universal

States?

the

feeling that before they are returned to their owners

our laws that will permit
them to take advantage of the experience of the government
during its operation of the property as regards those things
that showed a saving in operating expenses.
I feel that it is proper to give the New York Railroad
Club some views from the point of view of the engineer and
economist, and while I name them separately, they are in
fact synonymous terms, for the function of the engineer has
been defined as that of making one dollar do what has reIn other words, the
quired two dollars to do heretofore.
employment of engineers is fundamentally for the purpose of
studying a proposed or already completed installation, and
In
so shaping it that its operation will be economical.
making such a study the engineer must familiarize himself
with the details of operation. Naturally, in so doing he is
constantly confronted witii uneconomical methods and, in
his effort to correct them, he discovers that customs, laws,
agreements, lack of appreciation of common economic principles, or lack of credit are the cause of the lack of economy
there should be

some changes

in

that exists.

We are now in the position of having been rudely awakened by the war conditions to realize that the transportation
facilities of the country are what they have so often Ijeen
called
but so little realized the arteries through which
must flow the life blood of the nation, and to appreciate that
they must not be permitted to be clogged longer by unwise
laws, improper regulation, antiquated agreements or customs
that permit of discrimination in favor of individuals or corporations. The railroads are today owned by individuals, but
operated for the benefit, not alone of the owners, but of the

—

—

public at large, and in this operation three things are absolutely necessary in order to make a properly balanced equation
justice to the investors, justice to the public, and justice
to the employee.
Justice does not mean favor; it ceases to be
justice when it favors any one of the three interested parties.
The public has seemed to feel that the railroads had money
to bum, that all they had to do was to go down into their
pockets and dig up the money with which to make any im-

—

provements that federal,

state or municipal authorities might
All of these necessitate the borrowing of money, with
its necessary interest charges to be paid out of operating
income, with a constant effort to reduce rates
or no appreciable increase granted in rates, notwithtanding a constant
increase in cost of labor and material.
The result is plain
there comes a time when, regardless of curtailment of upkeep, which should not have taken place, the earnings fail
to pay expenses and interest on the bonds
and they fail.
When a railroad fails it is not permitted to shut up shop.
Instead of this receivers are appointed.
They go on operating at a loss and the property is finally sold.
A heavy
expense bill is paid out of tlig proceeds to cover the cost of
the receivership. The stockholders get little or nothing. The
bondholders have to take a scaling down of their securities.

order.

—

—

—

*

From

a paper read before the

New York

Railroad Club, January

Morse

is

also president of the

company

than

would

it

is

formed that buys in the property for

cost to reproduce

it.

They continue

less

to operate

it and after a cycle of years they get up against the same
thing that the original company did,
fail, are sold out,
securities are shrunk, new company formed, and so on as
long as they are obliged to operate under laws such as we
have today, and they are regulated as they have been in
the past.

—

Sherman Law Must Be Revised
Of course it is not! So
our equation has failed, and we must correct, if possible, the
cause of failure. There has been a law in force for many
years that was passed originally to prevent monopoly. This
law makes pooling between the railroads unlawful, and
forces competition which is uneconomical and extremely expensive.
The first thing that the government did when it
took over the railroads was to disregard this law, and to pool
both freight and passenger business with marked economy.
Before the railroads are returned to private ownership, this
law should be revised so as to permit the same operation
under private control as was found necessary and economical
under governmental operation. Proper provision should be
made in the new law to give the public protection from anything that would be against the public interests.
Regardless of which of the various methods may be finally
adopted for handling the transportation of the country, it will
be necessary to enlarge the duties of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in order that it may function efficiently in carrying out the new laws, and in perfecting the various matters
that must of necessity be either added to their duties or taken
over by some additional organization.
Among these are:
Is this justice to tlie investor?

Control of capitalization.
Authorization and control of capital expenditures.
Control (probably through a subsidiary body) of wages and working conditions of employees.
Control of fixing of rates, with obligation that in so fixing they shall be
such as will after taking care of operating expenses including depreciation
and obsolescence, insure a fair return to the stockholder.
Authority to cause the standardization of appliances and methods to the
extent that such standardization would cause a reduction in operating
expenses.
Authority to study any or all properties with the view of ordering any
improvement in their physical condition, such as improvements in grade or
alinement, in terminals, bridges or other elements, as such study would
indicate would make a reduction in operating expenses sufficient to more
than pay interest on cost of improvement.
Authority to so distribute motive power and rolling stock as will tend
to reduce the cost of operation.

This would mean that there should be attached to the
Commerce Commission a complete organization
such as is required by any large railroad today, except that
Interstate

care should be taken to secure for this organization men of
national reputation acquired by actual experience in the
various matters, and the compensation of the members of the

commission and their assistants should be equal to that paid
by tlie railroads for positions of similar responsibility.
The responsibilities of the commission under this arrangement would make their duties similar in many respects to
that of the board of directors of an eighteen or twenty billion
dollar railway corporation.

Shipper Trying to Get More Than

He Pays For

16,

1919.
t Mr.
ciation.

A new

American Railway Engineering Asso-

In connection with arranging for a proper organization to
handle transportation, laws should be passed authorizing

207
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do ;i\vay witli llu- routing of frcifjlit !)) tlic
no question but that routing of freight
As with
shipper tends to stimuhite better s<Tvice.

the ronimi.s.sioii lo

shipiHT.

by

tlu-

There

rates, the

fixed

is

only tiling

tliat

tiie

different railroads

have

a (juestion whether or not service
can i)e kept up to a high standard without this stimulant,
but it is an open question whether in the effort to give better
to offer is servu-e,

service in

was no

many

jirot'it

The aimse

and

it

is

cases the cost has not been such

tliat

(list rid and tiial Ihe 50-mile ])ortion be oj)erated as a
lurn-around with an engine heavy enough to haul the same
train tiiat was then u.sed on the 0..S0 per cent grade I was
told that this could not be done owing to a clau.se in the train
and engine men's contract jjrohibiting it, this notwith.standing
the fact that the turn-around crew would lie at home practi-

cngiiu'

cally every night.

there

Contracts should not be

is

noticeable

l)y

the pur-

Large
chasing, engineering and maintenance departments.
shippers of commwiities that arc used liy the railroads themselves trv to intlucnce the purchase of their wares l)y threats
to the effect that if they arc not favored they will route their
There are even cases
shipments via some other railroad.
where very large shippers of certain commodities form sul)sidiarv manufacturing companies for the production of
articles required by railroads and use the business of the
parent concern to force the railroads to buy their side line
goods regardless of quality or desirability of the goods

made

that tend to interfere with

We are bound to progby agreements or contracts
is like trying to stop a fiowl with a broom.
Whatever additional work or exjjense is caused to employees by changes
that fend to economy should be paid for, l)Ut the public
siiould not be penalized and made to pay higher tran.sportation rates through lack of knowledge of economic principles
principles of

in the business.

of control of routing
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ress

and

((onomy and

progress.

to attemj)t to prevent

it

parties making agreements.
Neither should economies be attempted at the expense of
employees.
The whole matter should be approached in a
spirit of fairness to all, which means fair pay to employees,
l)y

fair returns to investors,

and the lowest cost for transportaand economical operation

themselves.

tion to the public that careful study

The purchasing agent and the chief engineer are being
constantly importuned by the traffic department to use the
product of different manufacturers in order to influence the

can produce.

shipment of their products over their railroad. This results
too often in the purchase and use of inferior products by the
railroad company.
There is no reason why the shipper should be interested
He pays
in how or by what route his products are shipped.
for the transportation from one point to another, and if they
are transported promptly he is getting all he pays for. What
he is really trying to do when he insists on the routing is to
No shipper should be
get something more than he pays for.
permitted to own cars, as by so doing they aim to secure discrimination in their favor, which the shippers not owning
cars

do not enjoy.

Expediting freight should also be limited to such expedition as will command an extra charge large enough to pay for
the extra cost of such expediting over and above the cost of
There is no business that has
hauling ordinary freight.
interfered with economy in operation as much as expedited
Some roads in the desire to get business have made
freight.
practically all of their freight trains, except the local, expedited trains, with a consequence that low-tonnage trains are
earnings are reduced
noticeable in their reports, and

accordingly.

Contracts with Labor
While the subject of the future organization of the railis under consideration, attention should be given to
existing contracts between labor organizations and the various
roads

railroads.
If the questions of compensation and working conditions
are handled by a government board it would probably mean
the cancellation of all present contracts, but if this is not done
contracts should be revised with the idea of eliminating many
features that have crept into these contracts due to the man-

ner in which the contracts were secured in early days from
weak roads, and by precedent they have spread to many
large roads.

They were agreed to, evidently, by parties not familiar
with operating economies or under pressure that they could
not resist, and their existence has often prevented the consummation of operating economies. Among the subject referred to are constructive mileage, agreements against double
heading, agreements against turn-arounds, etc.
I have one place in mind where an engine district is 150
miles long; 100 miles of it is on a 0.30 per cent grade, and
the west 50 miles is on an 0.80 per cent grade. Upon making
the recommendation that the 100 miles be operated as one
:

Motor Trucks
The

vs.

Branch Lines

perfection of the motor truck

and

tractor, together

with

the universal use of the automobile, has introduced a new
element into the transportation problem that should be taken
into consideration at this time while studying the reorgan-

ization of the whole transportation question.
Good roads are
demanded for the use of the automobile, and a study should
be made to see what additional expense would be necessary
to so construct them that they would serve for the motor truck

and

Where, heretofore,, development of the country
on either side of a trunk line of railroad has required the construction of light branch lines, it is a question
to be seriously considered whether this policy should be continued or whether good wagon roads should be constructed and the products of the farms and passenger travel
should not be handled by motor trucks and automobiles to
tractor.

for 50 miles

main line.
Taken alone and considered

the

as a unit, practically none of
pay expenses, but as gatherers of
and passengers to increase density of traffic on the

these small branch lines
freight

trunk lines they are sources of profit. As, however, the traffic
gathered by them is turned over to the main line with a deficit
attached, which has to be overcome during main-line movement, before any profit is made, it would be a decided advantage if this traffic could be delivered to the trunk line by
means of the motor truck, tractor and automobile, without
this bill of expense attached.
If the good roads had to be constructed and operated for
the freight alone, it is a question whether they could be built
and operated as cheaply as the light branch railroad, but
when we find that the good road is demanded for the use of
the automobile and if it is found that the increase in cost
to make it heavy enough for the truck, is not too great, and
if we take into consideration the fact that the farmer and
merchant must deliver their products on good roads to the
l)ranch line by truck, thus doing the same handling as if they
delivered them to the main line, it looks as though there was
a possibility that delivery to the main line, and avoidance
of the construction of the branch line, would be economical.
Investigation of this subject may show the desirability,
as good roads are completed, of the taking up of many branch
line railroads and utilizing the abandoned road bed for improved motor road, thus decreasing the expense of maintenance and operation of our railroads and giving in its place a
Such a change would call for inwell located motor road.
creased facilities at stations along the main line for passengers and for handling freight, including storage, trackage,

etc..

January

17,
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but it would mean the concentration of supervision and labor,
permitting better housing and living conditions for employees.
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remodel our transportation methods these matters should
be given serious consideration.

to

Consolidation of Terminals

The

terminals of the railroads should be consolidated and
operated under one head, thus cutting out the necessity for
much duplication of facilities, such as separate freight terminals, including supervisionary and clerical organizations,
switch engines, roundhouse and coaling stations, repair shops,
and numerous other facilities that are now provided for eacli
road.

The cost of operating terminals should be charged to freight
originating or being distributed at that terminal, making the
terminal self-supporting, rather than distributing this expense
over the freight rates between terminals. It is a well known
fact that intermediate lines like the Union Pacific make much
greater earnings on the same rates than do the roads feeding
them, due to the fact that the bulk of their traffic is collected
and distributed by other lines, they receiving it in their terminal yards in train load lots. Much valuable land is occupied by railway terminals in the large cities that would be
unnecessary if the terminals were consolidated.
Passenger terminals in large cities should be approached
by trains below the surface, and electrically operated, permitting the ground level and above to be utilized for other
business purposes, instead of laying waste a large area in the
center of a city for passenger terminal use.
This plan is
well illustrated by the Grand Central Terminal layout in

New

York.

Centralized Federal Regulation

Many

advantages could be secured by nationalizing the
railroads and operating them all under the direction of one
central organization, sub-divided into zones as seem best
suited to prevent too great a centralization.

means

Branch Line Rates
I have referred to the fact that in most cases the rates
received on branch lines do not pay expenses of operation,
and that business originating on branches, reaches the main

This should not be
line with an expense bill attached to it.
the case; rates on branch lines should be such that they pay
the operating expenses and fixed charges of the branch.

Land

values are fixed by distance from market and by
There is no reason why
the balance of the country should contribute to an increase
in the value of farm land on branch lines by absorbing a
portion of the transportation expenses of the products of
lands located on these branch lines. What we should have
is the cheapest long distance transportation possible, after
giving fair returns on investment, paying fair wages to employees, and taking care of the upkeep of the property.
If
we can make rates on branch lines that will cause them to
be self-supporting, and rates in terminals that will make
them self-supporting, we can then reduce the main line rates,
the long distance rates, to a figure that will move products
for longer distances economically, and will distribute the expenses where they belong, and not be taxing the producer
of farm products for the luxurious union passenger stations,
the elevation of tracks, the electrification of terminals, the
assessments for public improvements and high taxes of the
large cities, or requiring him to contribute to the expense
of moving the business on branch lines.
Our system of rate-making has grown up from competition, efforts to develop the country, and state laws or state
railroad commission orders, made arbitrarily with no regard
If we are going to try at this time
to the cost of production.
transportation facilities available.

carry out this

of this representative local conditions that require spe-

cial treatment

can be brought

erning board.

The same

the states

Freight should be shipped between large terminals by the
route over which it can be handled most economically taking
The short, low-grade
into account distance and grade line.
line should be developed to the fullest extent, and maintained
at a proper standard to give the greatest operating economy.
The same thing applies to through passenger business. If
there are two short low-grade lines, one should be devoted
to through freight and the other to through passenger business, for the more economical operation of each, other lines
operating only local passenger trains.

To

plan would necessitate national cliarters for all railroads,
thus bringing them directly under national regulation, and
freeing them from regulation by the states.
It has been evident for some time that something would
have to be done to do away with the confusion caused by
so many states trying to regulate the same railroad.
In
some cases there are railroads that come under 12 to 15 state
railway commissions, in addition to the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and each state commission has different ideas,
makes intrastate rates, tries to make its own standards and
its own regulations, the result being absolute confusion, with
no benefit to any one, and with added cost to all.
In order that the central governing body may be able to
regulate and control local conditions, there should be an
accredited representative of the central governing body located
at each state capital, a resident of the state in which he is located, and recommended by the governor of that state.
By
officially before the central govprotection will be then given to
at the same time the regulation can be cocontrolled by the central regulating organi-

and

ordinated and
zation.

Need
By

of Standardized Practices

method

it would be possible to classify the railroads according to density of freight traffic and speed of
passenger trains, and a standard type of construction and
maintenance could be prescribed for each class, including
weight of rail, size of ties and number per mile, depth of

this

ballast under ties; frogs, switches, etc., to be used on each
type of railroad.
We are ordering new rail today ranging all the way from
60-lb. per yard to 136-lb. per yard.
Some roads are scrapping rails below 75-lb. per yard, which could be saved, rerolled or straightened, and used on the roads now buying new

60, 65 and 70-lb.

rail.

There are being ordered by the

different railroads today

44 different sections of rail between the weights of 70-lb.
and 136-lb. per yard. This means that the steel mills must
have rolls for this great variety of shapes, and that rail
joints must be made to fit all of this list of rail sections,
and as there are more different spacings of drilling of rails
than there are variations in rail section, each rolling of rail
must be drilled to suit the whim of the individual road, and
rail joints even for the same section of rail, must have a
different drilling for the different roads that happen to use
the same section of rail.
This could be reduced from 44
sections to not

over seven or eight sections, with a great

saving.

The same variation exists as to details of frogs, switches
and guard rails.
The result is that manufacturers must
have different dies and patterns for each railroad's requirements, and can only manufacture on orders, whereas if these
matters were standardized, the manufacturer could go on
with his work regardless of orders, thus stabilizing his working force, reducing his patterns and dies and reducing materially

his

stock of materials,

thereby decreasing cost of
tlie railroads

manufacture, which means decrease in cost to

and

to the public.

Some roads
not;

and switch ties and some are
and some are not; some are
and some open hearth oil qun -hed

are treating track

some are using

tie

plates

using Bessemer rail joints
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joints;

.^unlc

arc u.sing wcxKicn surface or

j)it cattle guards,
surface guards in place of either
of the others; .some roads are treating timlier for use in
bridges and others are not; and so on indefinitely.
Now it stands to reason that there is a lack of economy
on someone's part in this variation in practice.
In many
cases the road following the less economical method recognizes the economy in the other method, but cannot raise the
money with which to follow what is known would give
greater econom\- in the end.
There is an old sajing that "The poor man's way is a poor
way," and there is no place where it is more applicable than
in railroad construction and maintenance.
.Vbout 20 years ago it was recognized by some of the leading maintenance engineers and officials of this country that
something should be done in the way of studying and standardizing the different appliances and methods in connection
with railway maintenance, and there was organized the

while others are using

steel

American Railway Engineering Association. This association has been very active during these 20 years, having had
large standing committees studying all phases of maintenance, and they have from time to time gotten out a manual
of recommended practice both as to appliances and methods
of maintenance, today recognized the world over as authority

on American railway methods.
This was recognized by the United States Government
during the war, when it had so much railway construction
in this country in connection with camps, storage and shipping terminals and manufacturing plants, and in connection
with the overseas forces, by purchasing from the Association over 2,700 copies of its manual of approved practice.
Notwithstanding the work that has been done by this association, made up of the best practical maintenance engineers
in this country, the railroads have not as a rule, adopted its
recommendations, simply because it involved a change in
This means that great
their present standards and practices.
economies that could be made for the country as a whole
are not carried out, owing to the dislike of individual railroads to make a change; this notwithstanding the fact that
the engineers of these same companies are among those rec-

ommending the better practice.
As standardizing of methods and

materials

means econ-

omy, and a lower cost of transportation, the national regulating body should have the authority to order standardization
and should have advisor}' boards, to which such matters
can be referred, and in whose recommendations they will
have enough confidence to order them put into effect.
There should be such advisory boards made up of men of
national reputation as experts on: Transportation, traffic,
maintenance of equipment, maintenance of way and strucThey should be aptures and engineering and economics.
pointed because of their experience and ability along these
During the past, experts have been employed by the
lines.
Interstate

Commerce Commission on

traffic

and on main-

tenance of equipment, but the other subjects which need
careful study and consideration have not been represented.
If the commission is to pass upon capital expenditures it
needs advice on all of these subjects, in order to intelligently
pass upon them.

Maintenance

a Side Issue

For the rear 1916, the expenditure for maintenance of
way and structures on railroads reporting to the Interstate
Coipmerce Commission amounted to $408,500,000 out of
a total operating expense of $2,230,000,000 or 18 per cent.
It would seem as if the expenditure of this amount of
money by the railroads should call for and demand its
supervision by specially trained officials, and that it should
cease to be a side issue in the organization of the railroads;
it has, except in the case of a few of the larger railroads,
been handled by men who never had any experience in maintenance until they were appointed division superintendents
yet
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and who have had
ment, while

of the position.

who pay

public,
in

to get their experience after such appoint-

IjusiJy

with the various other duties
the railroads and the
pay dearly for their education

emi)l()yed

result is that

I'iie

the

l)il]s,

maintenance.
In most cases maintenance

a side issue to the higher

is

under whose authority it is done, with the result
that it is handled by some clerk or a.ssistant and does not
get the attention that its importance warrants from the higher
officials

official.

It

would seem that a

work that

class of

requires nearly

one-fifth of the total operating expenditures of the railroad
is

some one
work

of enough importance to have

who has

the authority to handle the

omical way, and

tiiat

such

official

at the
in the

head of it,
most econ-

should be required to de-

vote his whole attention to that work.

There is more opportunity to work out economies in
maintenance of way and structures than in any other department today for the reason that, it has been so long treated
as a side issue on so many railroads.

—
is

The
in

railroads are recognized

fact,

as semi-public

institutions

practically as wholly public institutions

agreed that transportation

is

— and

the greatest factor

in

it

the

prosperity of the country, and that the cost of transportation
affects the cost of practically everything that we eat, wear or
It is of prime importance, therefore, that transportation
should l)e furnished as cheaply as will permit fair wages to
employees of the transportation companies and of a fair

use.

return to the owners of the property.

Financing Capital Improvements

The

facilities should
be regulated by a board competent to pass upon the question
of the necessity for the construction, and upon the type of
construction, including grade line, curvature, weight of rail,

construction of additional railroad

strength of bridges,

One

etc.

of the uneconomical features in connection with rail-

road construction in this country has been the building of
by promotors, who boldly claim that they can sell a
line constructed with a one per cent grade line for as much
money as if it was located with a 0.30 per cent grade. The
result is cheaply built, poorly located, and uneconomically
designed lines, later purchased and operated by some of the
larger systems, with not business enough to warrant reconstruction and grade reduction, hence continual uneconomical
lines

operation.

There are many of the large trunk lines of railroad that
have not reduced the grades or improved the alinement on
their lines, either for lack of credit, or because the financial

backing of the property did not understand enough about
the economics of railroad operation to realize that such improvements would not only return interest on the cost of
improvement but much more and assist in reducing cost of
operation to a

We

marked

degree.

The same

applies to second

on important lines, which
for economical operation should have a second, third or

track.

have much main

line

fourth track constructed.
There should be a board qualified to pass upon these
matters, and it should pass upon all capital expenditures
of railroads, exceeding some agreed minimum, and then
should review and approve the sum of these minimum
charges at the end of the fiscal year. They should have au-

make investigations on their own initiative as to
whether or not, for economical operation, grades or alinement should be improved or second track or improved terminals constructed, in fact, on the whole matter of capital
expenditures that would produce reduced operating charges,
and as the object of this is to insure the more economical
operation and maintenance of the property, the government
should guarantee all bonds issued to procure money with
which to carry out any and all expenditures approved by this
thority to

—

board.
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It must be admitted that it is not just to permit the savings of the public to be lost through investment in a public
utility whose rates are regulated by the government, and
that it is but right that the government guarantee the pay-

ment of bonds sold to get money for improvements on these
properties.
This guarantee would mean that the credit of
the railroads, large and small, would be stabilized, and that
the railroads would be able to get money at from one to three
per cent cheaper than they can get it without this guarantee,
and that tlie public would get the benefit of this saving in
reduced cost of transportation, and also by having their savIt might be feasible for these bonds to be
ings guaranteed.
handled by the Federal Reserve banks, or by a board attached to them, thus saving a large cost in brokers' fees,
which are, in many cases of the poorer roads, very high, to
say the least.

The Financial Returns
The

stock of the railroad companies should be permitted
to earn a fair return, say 7 per cent average for all common
stock.

This would mean that the better located, improved

and managed roads would earn over

7 per cent and other
roads less than 7 per cent.
It is necessary to permit a fair margin of earnings for
common stock to stimulate and recompense efficiency in
operation.
As the goverrmient now iixes the rates for transportation, it should fix the compensation of employees below
the rank of division superintendent, equalizing them in accordance with local conditions on all railroads; and fixing
the working conditions so as to prevent, as far as possible,
competition between different railroads as to rates of pay

and living conditions.

By

and equalizacould be very readily handled, and it would prevent
the time of superintendents and general managers, as well
as other officials, being taken up with wage and working
condition hearings, and permit them to devote their whole
time to the economical and efficient operation of the property,
and to meeting patrons of the roads and becoming acquainted
with their needs.
the organization of a board of adjustment

tion, this

Ignorance as to Economics

^

Many

important trunk lines of railroads in this country
have not made the improvements in alinement and grade
line that are possible, and on which the decreased cost of
train operation and maintenance, that would be effected by
such improvements would more than pay interest on the
cost of making the improvements.
Lack of funds has been the cause of the failure to make
these improvements in some cases, but in many of them it is
a case of lack of nerve, due to the fact that the management
does not know enough about economics of railway operation
to realize the benefits, and they doubt the statements of
those that do know, even in the face of the fact that neighboring roads that have made these improvements show earnings that are big returns on the investments that they have
made in this class of improvements.
If we agree that the public is entitled to as cheap transportation as can be furnished, after giving a fair return on
investment and paying fair wages to employees, all improvements to the railroads that will give reduced cost to
transportation should be made; and fne only way that this
can be done is to have a board of engineers pass upon the
question of improvements; on their recommendations the
work should be ordered done, and the financing of the improvement should be by the sale of bonds guaranteed by the
United States.
The same argument applies to motive power and rolling
stock; whenever locomotives or cars have reached such a
state of obsolescence that it is more economical to scrap
them and buy modern equipment, there should be a means
of doing this, and not let the cost of transportation he in-
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creased through the lack of judgment or lack of means of
do the economical thing.
In connection with the proposition to have the United
States guarantee the bonds for improvements to be made by
the railroads that are approved by a central governing board,
there comes up the question of the relation that these bonds

local railways to

would have to outstanding issues of bonds by the same
company. There is not a railroad in the United States today
that is not worth the amount of its bonded indebtedness at
least, and as a whole they are worth their total capitalization.

A valuation is being made of the railroads as of June 30,
1914, and the valuation is estimated to be completed by the
end of 1920, which would be practically at the end of the
extreme date of federal control under the act of Congress
taking over the railroads.
The railroads of the country could
not be duplicated today for 33 1/3 per cent more than in
1914, and the investigations so far made have convinced
those making them that the valuation as of June 30, 1914,
will, if a fair value is given on right of way
for the railroads as a whole
equal their capitalization on that date, so

—

—

that

if this

is tlie

the government

if

case there would be no chances taken by
they guaranteed all railroad bonds.

Replace Wastes as

We

Go Along

While

the cost of federal valuation of the railroads has
been verj' great, it has been the means of calling the attention of the railroads as well as the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission to the question of depreciation
the necessity of providing for both in
service, and it is to be hoped that in
laws and rules that may result from

and obsolescence and
the rates charged for

connection with

new

the present agitation
that depreciation rates will be established in connection with
maintenance of way and structures, and that rates hereafter

will be such as will take care of depreciation as well as
operation, maintenance and upkeep.
The public has been feeding for the past ten years on the
fat off the bowels of the railroads, and it had gotten down
to the tissue, when the railroads were taken under federal

No institution can live under these conditions, and
provision should be made to replace all wastes as we go
along and thus keep the railroads in a healthy condition.
There has been more or less discussion by those interested
in reducing rates, regardless of fairness to investors, of what
control.

is termed the "unearned increment," the claim being made
that the railways should not be permitted to earn an3'thing
on increased value of right of way or of improvements placed

on same, or on increased value due to location, or industrial
disregarding the fact that the investments in
railways are of private capital and that at the time they
were made they were hazardous, and that money could only
be secured by the offering of common stock as a bonus for
the purchase of bonds, the value of the common stock, if
any, coming from increased value of the property as business
developed along its lines.
The lands through which the earlier railroads passed were
of no value; the building of the railroad gave them a value,
and at the same time gave a value to the land occupied by
conditions,

and the development of the country gave an
increase in business that increased the earning power of the
railroad.
The two grew together, and yet they would give

the railroads,

the value so made to one of the parties and withhold it from
the other, regardless of the fact that the parties from which

they would withhold made the increase possil)le.
hear a great deal about justice today, applied to the
situation in Europe brought about by the world's war.
The
United States has placed itself in the attitude of the apostle

We

of justice.

We

are all proud of the fact that

it

has done

so,

but while we are in the business of seeing that justice is done
every one in Europe, wh}- not use some of it for home consumption—in our treatment of public utilities, and the railroads are our greatest puljlic utility.
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Thirty-four Passengers

on No. 17 were botii Iturning Ijrightly, and the engineer
is unable to give any reason why he did not see
these marker lamps.
He claims he was wide-awake, Ijut also
is unaljle to say why he did not see the flagman of No. 17
lighls

of \().

Killed in Collisions
A REAR

IN New

colli-sion

of westbound passenger trains on tlie
at South Byron, N. Y., seven miles

York Central

and 4,> miles east of Buffalo, on the morning of Sunday, January 12, between 3 and 4 o'clock,
22 pas.-iengers were killed and 20 or more injured. The leading train, the second section of No. 17, "'J'he Wolverine,"
had been stopped for the purpose of having a helping engine
attached at the head of the train. The following train. No.
1 1
the Southwestern Limited, came on at high speed and
crushed the rear car, a sleeping car, completely; and the
second car from the rear was i)uckled so that it stood almost
on end for a moment and then fell on the rear car, crushing
in its roof.
The engineman of No. 1 1 said that his application of the brakes was followed by the parting of the coupling behind the tender so that the l)rakes on the cars had no
ca.'^t

Both of these trains were made up of steel cars of the latest
The line is equipped with the latest design of autotype.
matic block signals.

The engineman of No. 17 claimed that the block signals
were clear; but the signal apparatus was found working
properly after the collision, the first signal in the rear was
found in the stop position and the second one in the caution
position.
A statement issued by the road says:
"The flagman of train No. 1 7 states that a red fusee which
he had placed on the track was burning when No. 1 1 passed
him and ran over the fusee and ran into No. 17.
"The engineer on train No. 11 states that the automatic
signals were clear when he passed. He also states that he did
not see the llagman of No. 17.
"The fireman on a freight engine which stood on an adja-

Photograph from Underwood

S"

Underuiooil, X.

at

South Byron,

saw the flagman of No. 17 go back and
saw him signal No. 11 to stop by swinging his red

cent track says he
lantern.

"The towerman, who had

a view of the scene, also testifies
saw the flagman of No. 17 signalling No. 11 to stop
by swinging his red lantern and setting the red fusee burning.
The towerman likewise testifies that the automatic
block signals were set against No. 11.
"The engineer on No. 11 had a clear view for a distance
The rear red
of tvo miles, and it was a cold, clear night.

that he

1

him to stop or tiie l)Urning fusee."
statement of Fireman Brill, of train No. 11,

The
train
jjy

is

sub-

as that of Engineman Friedley.
evidence indicates that the flagman of the .standing

stantially the

had got

same

about 2,000

Ixick

him was about 1,500

and that the fusee placed
Torpedoes placed on the
have been about 800 ft. back.

feet,

feet back.

llagman are said to
.standing about seven minutes.
Engineman Friedley said that he had slept on Friday
night about 12)/> hours, his time thenceforward having been
spent as shown below:
rail Ijy the

The

1

2
3

train

had been

— I'riday, Jaiuiary
— .Saturday,
January

10.

5

— Sunday,

10 p.

iii.,

wiiit to hrd.

11, 10:30 a. m., rose.
11, 2:45 p. ni., registered for train 28.
11, 7:50 p. m., arrived at Syracuse, train 28.
Janu.iry 11, 9:50 p. m., registered for westbound train No. 11.
January 12, 3:42 a. in., collision.

— Saturday,
-1— -Saturday,
— Saturday,

January
January

During the two hours spent at Syracuse, in the evening,
Friedley ate his supper and was around the cnginehouse.
Fireman Brill was off duty at Buffalo from 4 a. m. of the
10th until 3:15 p. m. of the 11th, after which time he was
with Friedley.
It will be noted that
17 hours, thus making
somewhat like those of
1918, where Engineman
at 4 a. m., reported that
of the

Friedley had been out of bed about
the circumstances of this collision
that at Ivanhoe, Ind., on June 22,
Sargent, who was dozing in his cab
he had been out of bed since 5 a. m.

day before.

Fort Washington, Pa.
In a rear collision of passenger trains on the Philadelphia
& Reading at Fort Washington, Pa., on the Bethlehem
Ijranch, five miles north of Jenkintown, and 16 miles north

)'.

Wreck

also

'I'lie

6

slackening the speed of the locomotive.

1

signaling

of Batavia

,

effect in
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New

York, January

12.

on the night of January 13, twelve passenand twenty or more were injured. Northbound local passenger train No. 381, which had been stopped
by an obstruction on the line ahead, was run into at the rear
by express No. 319, and the rear car of the standing train
was completely crushed.
There was an enclosed-disk automatic block signal a short
It is claimed, on
distance in the rear of the standing train.
behalf of the engineman of Train No. 319, that this signal
of Philadelphia,

gers were killed

indicated clear.

The

Traffic

Department
From

Abstract of Chapter on Traffic

Forthcoming Report
OF TRAFFIC was
THE DIVISION
with Edward Chambers

established on February 9,
as director.
Since competition ceased with the assumption of federal control,
the solicitation of traffic and special exploitation of passenger
routes were discontinued, and the efforts of the soliciting
forces of the railroads were directed in other channels.

1918,

Consolidated offices have been opened in all of the larger
98 in all. General freight information is also either
furnished at the information bureaus or the inquirer directed
to the proper department.
The consolidated offices are in
lieu of and more adequately serve the public than the total
of 564 passenger offices which were in existence prior to

of the U. S. R. A.
the Director General's

to the President

tismg were, to a very large extent, discontinued.
The annual
estimated saving from these two sources is
$7,000,000. During the coming year, because of the
changed conditions and
the possible necessity of creating passenger
travel, general
and particularly special advertising will to a large extent
be
resumed.

Demurrage

cities,

federal control.

The

has been a much
Passengers finding that
sleeping or parlor car space is not available via one route
are able to select another without leaving the building.
Regardless of what disposition may be finally made of the
railroads these consolidated offices should unquestionably
remain in existence to the lasting advantage and convenience
Further economies have resulted
of the traveling public.
through the removal of "on-lme" commercial freight offices
from private to railroad property.
In the seven months'
period ended July 31, 1918, there was a total saving as a
result of this policy of $16,566,633.
To this amount a substantial sum has since been added.
For the purpose of conserving transportation energy so
that essential food, fuel, war supplies and freight of all kinds
might be moved expeditiously and economically, it was decided to eliminate those passenger trains that gave a duplicate
service and were run mainly for competitive reasons, and,
better

effect of these consolidated offices

distribution

after careful study,

where

of

the

to eliminate

a

number

of other trains

could be done without too great inconvenience to
That the comfort and convenience of
the traveling public might be discommoded as little as possible, the policy of staggering trains between commercial
Considerable progress is still being
centers was adopted.
made in reducing passenger train mileage, though the gradual
return to normal conditions is resulting in the restoration of
it

trains.

Consolidation of Terminals
Other refonns include the common use of terminals by
railroads formerly in competition and using separate terminals.
The most conspicuous example is the use of the Pennsylvania terminal in New York for through trains via the
Baltimore & Ohio between Washington and New York.
The same principle has been applied as rapidly as possible
the consolidation of

freight

terminals.

The saving

of
switching costs that has resulted, and the greater rapidity
with which cars have been handled and loaded and unloaded,
is already apparent.
In the changes made the prime purin

Shortening Freight Routes

traffic.

the traveling public.

some

In order to effect the prompt release
of cars the national
code of demurrage rules and regulations
was modified and
the charges increased to $3 per car for
each of the first four
days, $6 for each of the next three days,
and $10 for each
succeeding day.
A considerable increase in the supply of
equipment was thereby made available.

pose has been the convenience and service to the public. The
necessary readjustments may have caused some temporary
dislocation, but the ultimate results will be increased efficiency and capacity.

In developing new routes which should be
not only shorter
but also more efficient and economical than
those previously
in use, material progress has been
made, especially in the
West, where the opportunities because of the
longer average
hauls are much greater than in the East. Not
only have the
carriers profited through the saving in car,
train and engine
miles, but the shipping public has benefited
because of the
fact that the speedier handling via shorter
routes has made
more empty cars available than would otherwise have been
the case.

Co-ordination with Other Governmental Departments
With the object of co-ordinating the railroad service more
completely and harmoniously with the other war agencies of
the government,

representatives of the Division of Traffic,
each bearing the title of manager inland traffic, were appointed to co-operate with and direct the traffic of the Food
Administration, the Fuel Administration, Oil Division of
Fuel Administration, the War and Navy departments, the
War Industries Board, and the United States Shipping
Board. As a result of their work, the prompt and, wherever

necessary, preferred
States

Time-tables have been simplified and abridged, extraneous
and unnecessary matter has been eliminated, and the waste
which previously existed in the distribution of time-tables
entirely stopped.^ That unnecessary passenger travel might
be restricted during the war both general and special adver-
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its

Allies

movement of war supplies for the United
was made possible. Their complete and

practical knowledge of the transportation systems of the
country enabled them to direct shipments via the most efficient routes, thus speedily relieving the congestion that had
previously existed, while at the same time, through a proper
distribution of the traffic, they were able to arrange for its

movement
of inland

ous

and maximum trainloads. The managers
cordially assi.sted by the chiefs of the varitogether with the patriotic and practically

in solid
trjffic,

activities

unanimous co-operation of the shipping public, were able

to

minimum on most of the commodities
many instances, bring about their double

increase the carload

transported and, in
loading as well.
It

would be

difficult

to

services of these gentlemen,
in

say too

much

in praise of the

and of the very

which each of them accomplished his

efficient

difficult

manner

and delicate

task.

Passenger Service Matters
As a

Curtailment of Advertising

and

law and high wages, the number
of competent ticket sellers was greatly reduced, and several
schools for the instruction of men and women as ticket clerks
were established.
Many women ticket sellers, at the same
result of the draft

salaries paid

men

filling

similar positions, are

now

in the

and are proving satisfactory and efficient.
Rates of approximately one cent a mile for soldiers and

service
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on fiirli)ii,nli and of two ii-iits for soldiors and sailors
discharged from (he service, tlie latter to cover their movement from i)oint of dcmol)ilization to (he points to wliich they
are allowed travel e.xpenses by the governmont have i)cen
made effective. During the war a low uniform fare was also
cstahlislu'd for workmen at all war industry plants to which
special trains were run.
Because of tlic necessity for the further conservation of
food and in order that the dining-cars might be utilized to
maximum efficiency, the plan was ado[)ted on October 1,
of serving table d'hote luncheons and dinners at a uniform
price of $1, excejit upon a few limited trains where $1.25
The saving effected in the way of food
is charged for dinner.
and the increased number of meals served justified the practice.
As a permanent plan, however, the table d'hote system
has not yet passed the experimental stage and some modificasailor.-^

may be found desirable.
The removal of competition and unified operation has
made possible the rearrangement of train schedules so as to
permit of many additional connections at junction points,
tion

Considerable
The maintenance of passenger schedules thus giving "on-time" service
has been greatly improved, and unnecessary duplicate and
lightly patronized sleeping cars are still being eliminated.
Considerable progress has been made in the issuance of
permanent tariffs carr}-ing the advanced fares, in connection
with which circuitous routes are being eliminated, and tariffs,
rules and regulations standardized. The work is rapidly apA standard basis of approximately
proaching completion.
therebv

making

progress

is

still

for greater pul)lic convenience.
being made in this direction.

30 cents a mile has been adopted for the movement of special
cars, such as mine rescue, hospital, public health, and fish
distributing cars, which are operated by the federal governA basis of standard
ment, the states, and the Red Cross.
ticket forms for use on all federal controlled roads has been
completely worked out and mileage scrip books, good on all
Standard
carriers under government operation, are in effect.
baggage rules for the entire country have been adopted and
put into operation.

General Order No. 28
In order to provide for the increase in wages allowed, the
higher prices that were and are being paid for all materials
and supplies, and the rising costs of operation generally,
General Order No. 28 was issued, effective June 25, 1918,
as to freight rates, and June 10, 1918, as to passenger fares
and baggage charges, by means of which an average advance
of 25 per cent was made in freight rates throughout the
of
countr>-, and passenger rates were raised to a minimum
Commuta3 cents a mile where they were previously lower.
tion fares were also advanced 10 per cent.
A rule requiring two adult tickets for a drawing room in
adopted, so
a sleeping car and other economies have been
from
that the general traveling public may not be excluded

Pullman space unnecessarily pre-empted.
order carried a provision for a further charge of onecars
half cent a mile for transportation in standard sleeping
and parlor cars and one-quarter cent in tourist sleeping cars.
This increase has since been canceled, the war necessity
the use of

The

which created it having ceased to exist.
These advances in rates, made only after a thorough investhe
f'gation of the conditions as well as a careful estimate of
probable results, were designed to increase the net operating
revenues bv an amount about equal to the greater cost of
to
operation, thereby leaving sufficient net operating income
without
insure the standard rate of return as fixed by law,
draw'ns upon the government's other sources of revenue.
Some cr'ticism has been made of this order. It was only

federal control act had been passed (March 21,
constantly
1918), that anv steps could be taken to meet the
the
It was a physical impossibility to secure
rising costs.

after the

advance's
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by the sul)Stitution of new

tariffs

with corrected

items in less tlian several years. Our efforts, therefore, were
directed toward some plan wliich would f|uickly spread lliat
increase as eriuitaltly

and

fairly as possible over the entire

General Order No. 28 was the

result, and experience has sliown that it accomf)lisiu'd the end tiiat iiad to Itc
attained with the least possible disturbance of business

country.

conditions.
Sufficient time has not yet elapsed to
effect of these increases as related

come, but

it is

judge of the

final

to the net operating

hoped that with the return

mal conditions reductions may gradually

to

in-

more nearly nor-

l)e

made.

Freight Traffic Details
Three general freight traffic committees have been appointed with headquarters at New York City, Atlanta and Chicago.
Under these arc district freight traffic committees, to
which either the carriers or shippers may propose changes

and by which recommendations are made to the proper general committee.
These committees are conveniently located
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati,
Chicago-Eastern, St. Loui.s-Eastem,
Richmond, Louisville, Atlanta, Birmingham, Jacksonville,
New Orleans-Southern, Chicago-Western, St. Louis-Western,

at

Detroit,

New

St. Paul, Kansas City, Dallas, Denand San Francisco. The Division of Traffic,
co-operating with that of Public Service and Accounting, has
instituted the innovation of having upon each of these various
committees one or two members who have been selected with
the approval of the Director of Public Service by the general
business interests of the section.
These shippers' members
engage actively in the deliljerations of their respective committees and have voice and authority equal to that of the individual railroad members in the reports and recommendations made.
Among those who are familiar with the work

Orleans-Western,

ver, Portland,

done,

the

results

accomplished

are

regarded

as

very

satisfactory.

The adoption of "sailing days" has worked marked
economy.
This plan has for its purpose: First, the allocation of all
less than carload traffic destined to certain designated common points to those lines which form the shortest routes and
afford the most efficient service; and, second, the movement
from distributive centers to the smaller, or noncompetitive
points, upon all lines under government control, upon specified and convenient days of the week.
Its adoption, through
the elimination of some, and heavier loading of others, has
already resulted in the saving of thousands of cars besides
furnishing better service, through the avoidance of transfers.
Specific figures showing the total number of cars saved will
be supplied in the reports of the regional directors.
For some time considerable uneasiness has existed in the
cotton-producing sections of the country over the question of
an increased allowance for the compression of cotton in
The compresses have contended they could not,
transit.
under existing conditions, perform the service for the carriers,
in such instances as the latter assumed the expense, without
some increase in the amount allowed for compression out of
This difficulty, with the assistance of the
the through rate.
War Industries Board, has been adjusted by increasing the
fonner allowance from 50 to 100 per cent, at the same time
The
increasing the minimum loading to 75 bales per car.
issue of through export bills of lading via all ports has been
resumed to the great advantage as well as relief of cotton
and

other shippers.
many conferences and by mutual agreement with the
interested shippers a circular has been issued as a supplement to the southern classification, which contains specifications of standard containers for fresh fruits and vegetables
all

After

and loading rules governing the same. This will have the
effect of greatlv reducing the loss and damage in the handling

January
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of these commodities.
A standard package for boots and
shoes has also been determined upon by agreement with the
shippers.

The adjustment

of

divisions

with

lines," including the settlement of
is

the

many

so-called

"short
intricate questions,

proceeding rapidly.

Consolidated Freight Classification

the

215

same points

times as

many

tlie

freight

classifications

in general use some three difapplying to interstate traffic,

while many states have their own particular classifications
applying to intrastate traffic.
These various classifications
contain some 15,000 items.
The carload minima vary and
they differ in other essential details.
Great confusion in

and classifications and many overcharges and claims
have been the result. To simplify this situation a consolidated classification was prepared upon which hearings
throughout all sections of the country as well as at Washington have now been completed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
The formal recommendation of the latter body has not been
received, but it is our hope to place this consolidated classifiratings

cation in effect within a very short time.

Modifications in Charges and Practices

Agricultural Section

modifications in charges and practices have been
made by our freight rate department. With the assistance
of the Department of Agriculture the freight charges on cattle
feed moving into the drouth-stricken districts of the Northwest and Southwest have been reduced, and by means of

emergency through rates the shipment of stock cattle from
the latter section to the grass and range lands of the east
and southeastern sections has been encouraged. At the request of the Food Administration a storage-in-transit privilege has been established on dressed meats, thereby enabling
the packers lacking sufficient cold-storage facilities at their
plants to keep their products moving without congestion or
delay toward the Atlantic seaboard for overseas movement.

Similar aid has been given on wheat flour substitutes to the
end that the smaller dealers might carry a complete supply,
thereby increasing the domestic consumption of such substitutes and releasing increased amounts of wheat and flour to
our allies and our own army overseas. Other war measures
were: The reduction in manganese ore rates from western
mines to eastern furnaces to replace Brazilian ores impossible
of procurement; the establishment of through rates on coal in
territories where they were not heretofore effective to aid in
the economical and efficient distribution of this very essential
commodity; the installation of log rates in the spruce sections of the Northwest to facilitate the production of aeroplanes.
Rates were also established upon castor beans for

Many
oil, necessary in the operation of aeroplanes.
readjustments have also been made, the most noteworthy of
which has been the establishment of a uniform scale of class
rates for application within Oklahoma, by means of which
the rates in that state were placed more nearly upon a parity
This scale has
with those existing in the state adjoining.
proved entirely satisfactory to the Oklahoma railroad commission, as well as the shipping public.
castor

Simplification of Tariffs

A

plan

is

well under

way

for the simplication

and

consoli-

dation of freight tariffs which it is believed will not only
save approximately $2,000,000 per annum in the tariff printing bill of the railroads, but put the tariffs in a great deal
better

shape for

Under past

use.

practices there have been some so-called bureau
containing the rates of all roads in a certain section,
but to a large extent each railroad has continued to publish
separately- the rates between points on its lines or with its
connections.
This means that where two or more lines serve
tariffs

The

Agricultural Section, with
J. L. Edwards as manager,
IS in close and complete co-operation
with the Department of
Agriculture and the Food Administration. The chief
efforts
of the agricultural agents of the carriers have

been directed
toward aiding the campaigns undertaken everywhere for
increased food production. For carrying on the work
of the
Agricultural Section the 48 states have been divided
between
two general committees, with special subcommittees, to
the
end that the agricultural departments of the railroads in
each
state and in the country at large may
co-operate with each
other and with
authorities,

the

appropriate federal,

including

also

civic

state and county
manufacturers of
local bankers and business

bodies,

farm implements and fertilizers,
men, that they may harmonize and co-ordinate their

The experimental
to the

Many

someThis has been very expensive

and has also frequently resulted in rates or regulations applying over one line different from those over another. New
tariff publishing bureaus have already been established
at
several important points, and freight tariff revision committees have been appointed.

At the present time there are
ferent

pul)lication of the rates is duplicated

as 20 times.

or scientific part of the

work

is

efforts.

now

left

United States Department of Agriculture and the sev-

The

eral states.

railroad agricultural agents' work is more
along the lines of dealing with the transportation
problems
involved; encouraging the production of new
or different

farm products and increasing that of old; bettering
their
and preparation for market; aiding in finding markets; and bringing about improvements in
farm methods as
approved by competent authorities.
Witli the coming of peace and restoration of
normal conquality

movement of returning soldiers, industrial workand others to the farms is expected to assume large pro-

ditions, the

ers

portions.

The

agricultural representatives of the railroads

have co-operated in all sections in getting together the
information necessary in the consideration of the plans proposed
by the Department of the Interior for reclaiming land
for
returning soldiers. They have also prepared a great
deal of
information on the subject of farming opportunities
along
the several railroads that prompt and intelligent
reply may
be made to the many incjuiries which are coming in from
prospective farm settlers in this and foreign countries.

The Express and Mail

Situation

Early in the period of governmental operation of the railroads it became apparent that the activities of the several
express companies should be co-ordinated with the various
railroads under federal control. Each railroad had its
separate
contract with the express company operating over its line
and
the percentage of gross revenue which the railroads
received
from the express companies varied considerably.
Other
features of the contracts differed materially, some calling for
routing of a proportionate amount of competitive traffic
over
certain railroads, and it was obvious that with the operation
of the railroads under a single control, the discontinuance of
needless trains of a competitive character and the reduction
of train service to meet war conditions, the onl\- way to treat
the express situation was to make one unifonn contract operative during federal control.
Consolidation on the part of the
express companies during this period also became essential,
and after continued negotiations between the express companies and the director general an agreement was made,

under which the several express companies formed a corporation known as the American Railway
Express Company, for the purpose of carrying on the express
transportation business upon the railroads under federal coneffective July 1, 1918,

and also on certain non-federal controlled lines which
were essential to round out the express transportation system
in the United States.
trol,
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I'ndir this agrwnicnt the express company pays to the
Railroad .Administration 50' j per cent of the gross revenue
on
earned
the
trans|)ortation
of
express
matter
as
comjiensation for the rail transjiortation, this representing;
the average payment for the pai^t three years to the individual
railroads by the various express companies.
Following this
the express company pays its o]K?rating expenses, the balance
being subject to a division between the express company and
the Railroad Administration on a basis which makes it unnecessary to guarantee any delinite amount of net earnings to
the express company based upon the previous three years'

average of those companies, some of which had
stantial net earnings, while others

had shown a

made

deficit.

sub-

The

agreement also has the effect of requiring the express companies to put forth their very best efforts and individual initiative, as their net returns are based upon the results of their
succeessful operation.

The

increased cost of labor, as well as of everything else

which entered into the expense of conducting the express
business, soon made it apparent that the 10 per cent advance
in rates granted by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and
effective upon July 15 last, was not great enough to cover
actual operating expenses and allow the express company
any net return. A further advance was therefore ordered to
become effective January 1, 1919, which it is hoped will provide sufficient funds to cover the increased wages recommended by the Board of Railway Wages and Working Conditions, as well as permit of some net return to the express
company.
Express traffic is now sent by the quickest route, circuitous
routes having been eliminated; cars for handling express are
used regardless of individual ownership, thus increasing the
express car availability by several hundred cars A sufficient
number of new express cars have been ordered to provide
for the needs of the railroads based upon their average requirements for the past five years, and it is expected that the
express business in the near future will be placed upon a firm
foundation with a stabilized organization, and with a pre-

mium

for individual initiative coupled with a degree of fedwhich should work to the advantage of

eral control, all of

the patrons, the railroads, and the express company itself.
The Express and Mail Section, under the direction of F. S.
Holbrook as manager, is also working in close co-operation

with the Postal Department to the end that the mail service
be efficient and expeditious as possible.

may

Conclusion
should be borne clearly in mind that whatever inconvenience the traveling and shipping public have suffered
during the past 12 months of governmental operation has
been due to the absolute necessity of first devoting our transportation agencies to the vigorous and successful prosecution
Only that part of the motive power and freight
of the war.
and passenger equipment remaining after our troops had been
It

cantonments or from cailtonments overseas, and
with all the necessaries of life and war, could be deThe service
the commercial traffic of the country.
under such conditions cannot and ought not to be
the measure of what might be expected through
federal control under normal conditions, or in a time of peace.
As a matter of fact, our inconveniences were luxuries as com-

moved

to

supplied
voted to
rendered
taken as

pared with the situation which existed in England

or on the

Continent.

There remains a great deal of work which has been undertaken and is not yet completed, such as the unification of
rules and practices covering the transportation of livestock;
the preparation of a consolidated tariff governing the
handling of perishable freight; the consolidation and modification of the demurrage, weighing and inspection bureaus
in each of the three classification territories to the end that
existing discriminations may be removed to the benefit of

both

tile
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.siiipj)er

and rulings

and the carrier and uniformity

in

i)ractice

establi.shed.

One of tlie most imjjortant and fast developing traffic
questions relates to the efticient and proper l)andling of imThere is every indicaI)ort and particularly export traffic.
tion that the efforts of llie manufacturers and producers of
the United Stales, with the assistance of our proposed merchant marine, will result in a much more successful invasion
of foreign markets and a considerably greater volume of
traffic than has heretofore sailed from our harbors.
We are
therefore giving immediate consideration to the rate situation,
service between ports and producing points, unification of
port practices and charges, and the elimination of undue
competition between ports, with the thought in mind that
each producing section shall have its proper standing and be
given all the encouragement possible to develop the traffic.
Given the opportunity, it will be our aim to bring these and
other important matters to a satisfactory conclusion.

Report on Beloit (Kansas) Derailment

WP.

Borland, chief of the Bureau of Safety of the InCommerce Commission, has issued a report

terstate

•

on the derailment of an eastbound passenger train
on the Union Pacific, near Beloit, Kan., on
January 15, 1918, which resulted in the death of four
passengers and the injury of 22 passengers and three employees.
It is attributed to a track failure at a bridge undergoing repairs, trains having been allowed to run at full speed
when they should have been subject to a limit.
This is a single-track line laid with 60-lb. rails. The
derailed train
locomotive and four cars of wooden construction
was running at about 20 or 25 miles an hour.
The derailment occurred at the end of a timber trestle, the
two coaches falling off the bridge and landing on their roofs
in the bottom of the creek.
Frozen ground had been excavated and a new bulkhead bent had been placed near the
old one at the westerly embankment. Piles 17 in. in diameter
had been driven in the new bulkhead, on which was placed
a 12-in. cap carrying 16-in. pine blocks, which in turn supported a lyi-m. by 8-in. tie.
The track joint at the point of accident was weakened,
the outer splice bar having been partially fractured for some
A rail badly
time and part of the flange being missing.
flange-worn on the gage side also butted against one only
(No.

132)

—

—

worn at this joint. The inner flange of the latter
These
had also received injuries from spike wear.
conditions contributed to the weakening of the joint as the
slightly worn rail received repeated blows from passing
wheels.
Both rails were fractured at distances of 28 in. and
45^ in. from the joint, causing the derailment.
The accident was probably caused by the failure of the
outer splice bar at the joint, followed by the fracture of the
These ruptures were occasioned by an
rails themselves.
outward thrust. The testimony taken during the investigation showed that the rail was not spiked to the tie over the
new bulkhead bent and no slow order was in effect. The
slightly
rail

report concludes with the statement that each of the elements

weakness which have been enumerated probably con-

of

tributed toward the accident and that the failure of the track
was due immediately to side thrusts on a weakened joint by
a train which was going at customary speed, in the absence
of a slow order restricting speed on a bridge which was
undergoing repairs.

A

committee on
and locomotives has been postponed from
January 21 to February 18.

meeting of the Railroad Administration

standards

for

cars

—

F'g-

1-

—

^ew Embankment

by the Dotted Line.

Fig.

on the Left, Upheaval of Peaty Soil on the
Large Upheaval of Soft Material. Fig^ 4.

Right.

Fig.

— Displacement

3.

Railroad Encounters

2.— Fence Line Has Been Displaced from Position Indicated
of the Highway Indicated by the Dotted Lines.

Some Remarkable Sink Holes

Necessity for Adequate Contingent Allowances Is Demonstrated

by Experience on Second Track

No

BETTER DEMONSTRATION of the

justification

of the

proper consideration of hidden quantities in valuation work is to be obtained than the experience which
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis has encountered during the past summer with some sink holes on the
Cleveland-St. Louis line between Union City, Ind., and
Ansonia, Ohio, in western Ohio, in connection with double
track work now in progress between Winchester, Ind., and
Ansonia.
While the work is all relatively light in moderately rolling country, difficulty has been encountered in three
places when widening and raising the embankments for
second track across small depressions, the bottoms of which
contain a deposit of peaty loam of varying depths. Deposits
of this character are found rather extensively in parts of Ohio.
In some places the stratum of this material is so thin that
it is practically all squeezed out from under the embankment
with only a moderate settlement, but at the two points shown
in the photographs the layer of soft material is so thick that
the large quantities of material placed in the embankment
thus far have not penetrated to the full depth of the soft
stratum.
In the case shown in Figs. 1 and 2 the length of
the sink hole along the track is only 400 feet., but 9,000 cu.
yd. of material has been dumped here in an attempt to widen

a

7 -ft.

Work

embankment

for second track.

the soft material has been forced

up

As shown

in Fig.

1

just outside the toe of

the slope to a height equal to or greater than that of the
embankment. Near the track this upheaval has been so vio-

break up

tlie surface, exposing the interior of the
but some distance back from the track the sod
remains in place although somewhat folded or wrinkled.
The mass has also been pushed away from the track so that
the right-of-way fence has been displaced a maximum disThis is clearly shown in Fig. 2. Evidences
tance of 50 ft.
of the disturbance of the ground surface may be detected as
far as 175 ft. away from the track.
A minor disturbance was also noted on the side of the
track opposite the new embankment, the right-of-way fence
However, the most
on that side being moved some 3 ft.
serious disturbance at this place is the shifting of the old
embankment away from the new one, so as to throw the
operated track out of line.
Just how much the track has
been thrown is not known since it has been lined back from
day to day. At the other places the operated track has not
been seriously disturbed, and the old embankment seems to
have reached a stable support.
Fig. 3 .shows a larger upheaval found at another sink hole

lent as to

soft mass,
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of larger extent, this liaviiij; ;i wuitli ;it ri{;;ht angles to the
track of at Ica.^t 100 ft., while the disturhance extends back
300 ft. A highway crossing at about the middle of this soft
area is indicated by the row of trees shown in the liackground. At the time that this photograph was taken, operations had been carried on only to the west of this highway
The effect of this condition is shown in Fig. 4.
crossing.
The highway with the trees Ijordering it on each side has

been pushed liodily eastward fully 10 ft.
This work was undertaken with some knowledge of the
Borings taken
conditions to be encountered at these places.
during valuation surveys some time previous showed at least
38 ft. of filled material below the tracks altliough the apparent height of the embankment was only 7 ft. This has been
verified since the work has started by driving a pile, although

Vol. 66, No.
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was not arried far enough to ascertain tiie full depth
of the i)eat.
That there has been a gradual setllcmeiit of
this operated track for years is apparent from the fact that
there is an api)recial)le sag in tlie grade line across these two
tiie test

(

sink holes.
The material first deposited was a heavy clay from steam
Upon contact with the water contained
shovel excavation.
in the sink holes, this material became semi-fluid and flowed
laterally, its greater specific gravity raising the lighter peaty
material

with

the

effects

described.

Upon

realizing

situation, the engineers decided to stop filling with earth

This

this

and

promises to be entirely sucAt tlie time of writing, the new track at the worst
cessful.
one of the sink holes is in operation and the disturbance has
to use only cinders.

jilan

practically ceased at the others.

Railw^ay Business Association Meets in Chicago
Annual Meeting the Occasion
portation Industry
MEETING
THE ANNUAL
was held
at

tion

of the

the

for Discussion of

—Constructive

Railway Business Associa-

Hotel

La

Salle,

Chicago,

on

9, as reported briefly on page 167
Over 200 railway supply
of last week.
men were in attendance at the morning and afternoon sessions, while over 500 were present at the dinner in the
The attendance at all sessions was restricted to
evening.

Thursday, January'

of the Railway

Age

The attention of the
in the railway supply industry.
meeting was largely devoted to the consideration of the
changes which have been introduced in the purchase of
railw'ay supplies during the past year and to the further
changes which will probably result from the early return of
The constructive character of the
the roads to their owners.
meeting itself and of the work done by the committees during

men

the past year

is

reflected

in the

strong set of resolutions

which were adopted and which are published in full below.
The association has been reorganized during the past year
to
to transfer a large part of the work from the president
These committees have been active in
several committees.
their respective fields during the past year.
In calling the meeting to order Alba B.

two the local commercial association has distinct
advantages in this respect.
It is miscellaneous, embracing
manufacturers, merchants, and men in many lines of business, usually including professional men.
Through this
complex composition the thought of the organization is diffused among occupations generally. Most business men who
are members of trade associations belong also to the organizaWhat we may hope to promote
tions in their home cities.
in city associations with which our members are affiliated is
systematic study of the subject and local discussion of the
results of such study.
Many organizations will be found committed to a policy
of discussing national questions only through the National
Chamber. The Railway Business Association itself follows
that practice as to questions outside our special scope.
Underlying such a self-imposed restriction is the idea of
waiting for a National Chamber referendum and then letting
organized business speak once for all with full force. Another method is feasible, however, when a referendum might
ijetween the

The Railway Age for December 27, discussing
ways and means for solidifying public opinion in favor of
an extra session of Congress to pass remedial railway legislation, asks, "Might it not be a typically American, businesslike and enterprising thing to do for business firms all over
take too long.

Johnson (presi-

dent of the Baldwin Lodomotive Works, Philadelphia),
president of the association, discussed the problems confrontThe
ing the organization and the railway supply industry.
following is an abstract of his remarks:

Mr. Johnson's Opening Address
Quite apart from the opinions which our association may
announce touching purposes of legislation and provisions of
consider approlaw, it would seem desirable at this time to

ways and means for winning public and political
Is it not obvious that our
opinion to our way of thinking.
ideas to the
best chance of adjusting and conforming our
the
needs and the thoughts of the various interests and
various regions and of adapting their requirements to a conour individual
sistency with our own is through the contact of
priate

members with their fellow-citizens? Every accomplishment
by our association in the past has been based upon an ascertainment of views in the communities and local discussion
show whether our own general aims could be co-ordinated
hope
with the special aims put forward by others. Can we
serviceable method?
to find for the present emergency a more
Taking a leaf from our own ])Ook, we would naturally
turn to business organizations. Bodies that serve trades and
as
bodies that serve cities both discuss transportation, but

to

Future of Trans-

Resolutions Adopted

the country to write or telegraph the Chamber a full expression of their views on the railroad situation, and especially
necessity of calling an extra session of Congress?"
Thus, says the Age, "the President of the Chamber would
have available a mass of evidence which he might present
Probably
to President Wilson on his return from Europe."

upon the

representations of constituent bodies rather than of individual
business men, or in addition to them, would best befit the
character of the Chamber as a federation of bodies accus-

tomed to act on petitions from constituents. Doubtless most
of them are ready to speak for an extra session and not ready

recommend provisions of law.
Let us counsel together now, if you will, upon the other
major aspect of our activity as an association the commerWhat prospect
cial relation of our members with the buyer.
there is of additions and betterments in the coming months,
what measures in connection therewith may deserve our

to

—

and what practices under government control
Up to the time of government control the
association had rigidly excluded from its scope any matters
Our task was to
that arose out of commercial transactions.

consideration,

can be improved.

January

17,
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promote co-operation between the railways and the public.
Of relations between the seller and the buyer we took no
cognizance.
Government control brought in a new buyer,
the government itself, and without hesitation we introduced
into our activity matters relating to purchasing policies.
Where do you think this should lead us? If the roads are
after a time to be privately managed, the future will consist
of two periods
the remainder of the era of government
control and the subsequent era of private control.

—

Take

the

first in

its

What

order.

is

it

fair for

members

and what is it wise for officers to attempt in connection
with government purchasing policies? If a member of this
association received an order for goods and his competitor,
another meml^er, was disappointed, the Railway Business Association would be justified in regarding the outrage as outside of its peculiar province. Yet underlying that order there
might be a general condition with which we could and ought
Suppose, for example, that the makers had been
to grapple.
invited to submit to tests and the man who did not get the
order was not given that opportunity; or suppose there were
tests but the order was given to a maker who had not subCertainly our association would deserve and
mitted to test.
receive the unanimous support of all of its members for pointing out an opportunity to improve that practice in the direction of fairness to all makers and of efficient administration
to ask

for the public interest.

We may

perhaps draw the line by saying that particular
judgment by the authorities would
fall outside our scope, but general practices and conditions
under which such particular acts are performed would be
The fact that some contract was cancelled
for us to discuss.
would not concern the association. The fact that conditions
and standards of administration were such or tending to
become such as to encourage arbitrary and demoralizing
would call for recommendations by the
cancellations
exercises of administrative

association.

An

and does say things to the
which an individual business man could not say
with the same impressiveness and which he might not be
association as such can

authorities

willing to say at

all.

When

government control shall be ended and our dealings
are once more with corporation officials, what will then be
the function of the association on the side of commercial
It is reasonable that our neighbors will expect us
policies?
as a guild to make provision for the development and adoption of the highest standards of commercial ethics to be
practiced by the seller in all his dealings with railways.

Committee Reports
Verbal reports were presented by A. L. Humphrey (presiUnion Switch & Signal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.),
chairman of the committee on Government Purchasing
Policies; W. W. Salmon (president. General Railway Signal
Company, Rochester, N. Y.), chairman of the committee on
The Railways After the War, and H. H. Westinghouse
(chairman, Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa.), chairman of the committee on Finance and Adminisdent,

tration.

On

the day preceding the meeting about SO

members

of

met with the committee on Government Purchasing Politics to discuss the problems which had arisen
In presenting his report Mr. Humphrey
during the war.
referred to this conference and also described the work of
the association

in conducting negotiations with the Central
Purchasing Committee and others. He explained the policies
governing the action of the committee in the conduct of its
work and made suggestions regarding future procedure.
Mr. Salmon, in discussing the work of his committee,
touched on the study which has been given to the future of

his committee

the railways, particularly

as

it

affects

their relations

with
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He also read extracts from a
of letters written on this subject by members of the
Railway Business Association.
Following the presentation of the reports of the committees
resolutions were prepared and adopted as follows:
the railway supply industry.

number

Resolutions
Contracts.

—

If railroad contracts are to protect the

ment against declines

govern-

in the cost of production such contracts

should also protect the contractor against increases in the
cost of production.
Whatever the terms, both parties should
adhere to contracts.
Arbitrary cancellations of orders due
to a falling or rising price market tend to demoralize standards of conduct and impair industrial stability.
Contingent Fees.
Abolition of contingent fees in compensating sales service is against the public interest as applied to railroad contracts.
Compensation depending wholly
or partly upon obtaining a contract has become established
in this industry because it has been found to promote economy
in selling cost.
A change to a salary basis will tend to
increase overhead and sooner or later show itself in higher
prices.
We urge upon the President of the United States
that he make effective as applied to railroad contracts the
policy attributed to him in the announcement of exemption
for the War Department namely, that "the covenant to be
inserted in all war supply contracts against the operation of
contract brokers and other illegitimate business agents should
not be used in such a way as to be harmful to long-established
business customs or to curtail industry."
Elimination of Wholesalers.
It is injurious to the best
interest of the roads and of the public for central purchasing
agents to eliminate wholesalers, who in the past have performed a valuable service in handling and carrying supplies
and in maintaining competition.
The disappearance of
numerous small dealers will in the long run mean the concentration of business in the hands of a few large concerns
and consequently a tendency toward higher price levels.
Mechanical Tests. -It is essential to mechanical progress
that the development of railway appliances not yet established in use should be at once resumed with vigor.
Tests
should be decentralized, so that the several roads may proceed independently as if under private control, and so that
the federal managers in their discretion may admit makers
of new appliances to eligibility in specifications.
Remittances.
Cordial acknowledgment is due the Railroad Administration for its good offices in bringing about
the liquidation of many long over-due accounts for goods
delivered to railways.
It would be fortunate if one of the
achievements of government control might be the installation
of methods and conditions insuring prompter remittances.
We urge the Railroad Administration to consider: (a) a
study of accounting and vouchering as practiced by roads
that pay their bills the most promptly and the recommendation of such methods to all of the roads; (b) a study of the
problem of providing the several roads with funds out of
current receipts with which to meet current bills; (c) the
adoption of a standard period for payment, preferably the
30 days of general commerce.
Prompt Remedial Legislation. ^If Congress at the present
session does not enact remedial legislation providing for
modified private control of railways, we favor the calling of
an extra session for that purpose, and upon the enactment
of such legislation the roads should be returned to their
owners.
Additions and Betterments.
During the period of government control additions and betterments should proceed with
vigor and foresightedness.
Discretion should be permitted
the railway corporations in determining the design and
amount of facilities which they will acquire. The government should provide for corporate co-operation in projects

—

—

—

—

—

—
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fur tiTiuiiials, \va) and .striu tiircs so as to promote joint use
and an avoidance of needless duplication. The government
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Iron & Steel Company,
Clayton, New York.

should make such allowance

in terms of ])urchase that the
corporations will not carry the whole l)urden of war prices
while their income is based upon that of 1915-17. Government loans should be funded for such i)eriods and at such
rates of interest as will give each carrier rcasonal)lc opportunit\' to discharge all Iniancial obligations to tlie govern-

ment.
Rcferrtue

—

The President of
the National Chamber.
Business Association is requested to transmit
the resolutions, entitled "Prompt Remedial Legislation" and
(a) to the Chamber of Com"Additions and Betterments"
merce of the United States with the recommendation that if
the time is too short for a referendum these and similar
expressions of constituent bodies be laid before President
to

the Railway

—

Wilson upon his return from Europe:

(b)

to

members of

the railwav supply industry with the suggestion that they
favor in business associations of their communities and
trades adoption of similar expressions addressed to the Presi-

dent through the National Chamber.
Independent Federal Corporations. While permitted to
co-operate with one another so as to eliminate duplication of
service and facilities and to secure the most efficient and

—

economical use of routes, terminals and vehicles, and permitted under federal sanction to effect consolidations if essential, railroad properties should be operated by independent
federal corporations as numerous as may be consistent with
their financial strength and stability.
Exclusive Federal Rate Regulation. We favor the adoption by Congress of a policy under which regulation of

—

maximum and minimum
state

rates of carriers

commerce would be federal

engaged

in inter-

and

—We

—

credit.

Presentation to Congress and to Business Organizations.
The president of the Railway Business Association is requested (a) to appear with such other representatives of the
association as he may deem expedient before committees of
Congress at the earliest practicable moment and testify in

favor of the recommendations for legislation affecting railways which have been declared by this convention; (b) to
transmit the resolutions of this convention dealing with
governmental policy affecting railways to members of the
railway supply industry with the suggestion that they bring
the expression's l^efore associations in their communities and
trades and that through public meetings, through action by
committees, or through interviews with officers or leaders in
such organizations they endeavor to obtain constructive com-

ments upon such resolutions for the information and guidance of our Association in further developing counsel for
Congress.

New

Officers

suggested the following ofIts report was accepted and the
ficers for the ensuing year.
following officers were unanimously elected: President, Alba
B. Johnson, president Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.; vice-presidents, J. C. Bradley, president Pratt
& Letch worth Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Robert F. Carr, president
Dearborn Chemical Co., Chicago; A. L. Humphrey, president Union Switch & Signal Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; G. W.
Simmons, vice-president Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis:

The committee on nominations

W. W. Willitts, president Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago;
W. \A'. Salmon, president General Railway Signal Company,
Knox Taylor, president Taylor-Wharton
Ro.liester, N. Y.
;

J.; treasurer,

M.

S.

The Annual Dinner
'I'hc

tenlii

the Hotel 1-a

annual dinner of the Association was lu'ld in
Salle on Thursday evening, President Johnson

presiding.

H. H. Merrick, of the Chicago Association of Commerce,
was the first speaker, taking for his topic the reconstruction
problem as it affects the railways. Mr. Merrick referred to
the essential character of the transportation industry and advocated the prompt return of the roads to private operation,
pointing out the dangers inherent to government ownership
or operation.
During the course of his remarks he read extracts from a letter written by Charles G. Dawes, president
of the Central Trust Company, Chicago, to William G. McAdoo, suggesting a plan for control of the railways, of which
the following is an abstract:

Mr. Dawes' Plan

A

would be appointed by the presiproper caljinet officer as member ex officio.
Through this agency, which it is assumed would be granted
liroad administrative powers, we would have the required
governmental control.
This board would determine the
policy of the Railroad Administration and by its power to approve or disapprove would prevent unjust discrimination as
Ijetween the public and the railroads, and as between the railroads themselves.
Profiting by the experience of the regional operation of the
railroads under the present emergency, federal railroad corporations would be established at such places and in such
federal railroad board

dent,

with

a

number

only.

favor the creation of
Secretary of Transportation.
a Secretary of Transportation to consider carriers' estimates
of future ' expenditures, including labor costs; to exercise
exclusive supervision over security issues, and to fix rates
designed to yield a revenue sufficient for future operations

A

High Bridge, N.

as conditions might require.
These corporations
would follow the usual form of corporations having capital
stock; the amount of such capital stock being merely nominal, as such corporations would not, at least in the beginning,

be concerned with railroad financing. The purpose of a regional railroad corporation would be to provide the necessary
organization into which could be brought all of the railroad
companies operating in any particular zone. As in the case
of the federal reserve banks, the stock of these federal rail-

road corporations would be owned exclusively by the railroads, thus compelling participation by all of the railroads in

The directors of these federal cora common organization.
porations would be elected by the railroads composing the
stockholder members, under such restrictions and regulations
as would protect all interests involved and insure a nonpolitical control, as is true of the federal reserve banks.
To
these federal railroad corporations would be given broad
regulator}' powers over all railroad activities.
These corporations would have supervision over all phases of railroad
operation, including the consolidation of terminals, ticket offices, railroad lines, if necessary, and all the other activities
which affect the interests involved, and which need not be
mentioned in this connection In addition to the supervisory
powers, in my opinion, the functions of these railroad corporations should include power to pass upon passenger and
freight rates, with the right to initiate rates when deemed
advisable, subject only to revision, approval or disapproval

of the Federal Railroad Board, to prevent unjust disAlso, to these federal railroad corporations all
crimination.

future issues of railroad securities could be referred, in
the same manner as has been done with the various

much

capital issues committees during the past year.
The difficulty of co-ordinating federal and state control of

railroads in the matter of rates and taxation appears to many
A similar difficulty was apparent in

to be insurmountable.

the federal reserve system in connection with the admission
of state banks and trust companies to membership in the federal

reserve system.

This has been largely overcome and.
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at the present time, most of the large state banks and trust
companies are members of the federal reserve system, gener-

with

the expressed consent of the state authorities.
strength of the federal reserve system lies in the ownership of the federal reserve banks by the member banks and
ally

The

the centralization of banking reserves. The strength of the
new railroad administrative system would lie in the owner-

ship of the federal railroad corporations by the railroads
themselves, and the control of railroad operations by means
of the power to protect railroad operations by means of the
power to protect railroad revenues and control railroad
expenditures.

H. H. Westinghouse, chairman, Westinghouse Air Brake
Company, Pittsburgh, spoke briefly on his observations of
British and French railway conditions gained on a recent trip
He dwelt particularly upon the difficulty
to those countries.
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of the problems which confronted American railway men on
their arrival in France, and the remarkable results which
they had secured. He paid a high tribute to the work of our

men

overseas.

Samuel O. Dunn,

editor of the Railway Age, also spoke on
railway conditions in France, and particularly in England,
dwelling especially on the part transportation played in the
successful outcome of the war.
He gave numerous statistics
relative to the amount of traffic necessary to the maintenance
of our forces and concluded with a discussion of the railway
problem in Great Britain and the outlook for future govern-

ment control

in that country.

The dinner

closed with an address by Alba B. Johnson on
"Shall the American Railway System Be
Prussianized?''
This paper was published in the Railway
the

question,

Age

of last week, page 156.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General Hines to
to

AN

Aid

in

Ask

Washington, D.

.ADDITIONAL

$500,000,000,

APPROPRIATION,
is

which may

exceed

to be asked of Congress shortly by

the Railroad Administration, according to an announcement by Director General Hines, to assist the railroad
companies in financing capital expenditures which, for the

year 1919, together with the unexpended balance of the budfor last year, are estimated to amount to
$1,627,000,000. While an investigation is now being made
to ascertain how much of the improvements authorized by last
year were plarmed because of war necessities and may be
cancelled, it is not expected that this will greatly reduce the
gets authorized

amount.
Director General Hines authorized the following: "The
Railroad Administration has been charged by the federal control act with two functions which are entirely distinct and
which it is very important shall not be confused. One of
these functions is to render the public service through operation of the railroads, collecting of the revenues therefor, and
paying the expenses and the rental due the railroad com-

The other of these functions is to require the necessary permanent improvements to be made, including purchases
of new equipment, and to aid in financing these expenditures
for new impT-ovements in order that railroad companies may
not be forced to offer large blocks of securities in the market
under circumstances which would unsettle financial conditions
and which would interfere with government financing. The
carrying out of this second function may call for the temporary use of a great deal more government money than is
needed for the carrying out of the first function.
"This second function was one of the controlling considerations for taking over the railroads. Very large expenditures were needed to equip them to perform their war work.
Any efforts on the part of the railroad companies to borrow
such sums would have resulted in the offering of such high
interest rates as to interfere with the financing of the government.
In many instances it would probably have been impracticable for railroad companies to raise the necessary funds
at all.
Consequently it was contemplated in the federal control act that the government would temporarily carry the
expense of these improvements as far as might be necessary.
"The railroad companies themselves, before there had been
an}- change in their managements, were a.sked at the beginning of Februar}', 1918, to prepare and send in budgets of
necessary improvements.
As a result the companies recompanies.

.

for Additional Appropriation

Financing Improvements
mended improvements aggregating $1,329,000,000.

C.

The

Division of Capital Expenditures reduced these proposals to
$975,000,000, and they have been since expanded so that the
total authorized to December 31, 1918, is $1,277,000,000, of
which it is estimated $588,000,000 had been expended up to
December 31 and $689,000,000 remains to be expended.
"It is estimated that the minimum additional budgets for
1919 must be $350,000,000.
This represents a total of
authorized capital expenditures which must be provided for,
for the years 1918 and 1919, of $1,627,000,000.
While a
substantial part of this total may not actually be expended
during the calendar year 1919, it is apparent that it will be
necessary during that year for the government and the railroad companies to provide, in the aggregate, a very large
amount of money for these improvement purposes. If the
government is to pursue the policy upon which it entered
when the railroads were taken over, and is to provide temporarily the funds for such financing, except so far as they
can be satisfactorily financed by the railroad companies, it is
obvious that a substantial appropriation must be made.
A
careful analysis of the situation is on the point of being completed with a view to preparing an estimate for Congress for
the necessary appropriation to meet this situation.
While it
is impossible at present to make an exact estimate of how
large an additional appropriation will be needed, it is possible
that it may exceed $500,000,000.
The moneys advanced by
the government to the railroad companies to pay for improvements will be repaid with interest (so far 6 per cent has been
the prevailing rate), so the making of an appropriation for
such purposes does not mean that the government loses this

money.
"It is important to avoid confusing this function of financing necessary railroad improvements with the entirely dis-

function of the current operation of the railroads and
payment of the current rental to the railroad companies,
'the point to be emphasized at the moment is that the necessity for carrying out the government policy as to the function of financing permanent improvements is the reason
which will require an early request for a large appropriatinct

the

tion."

The

made in the same way
have been made during the past year.
That is, they will l)e secured by the deposit of collateral by
the railroads and will be at the uniform rate of 6 per cent,
loans to the companies will be

that similar advances

:
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alicaily nuulo arc mostl)' (Kinaiul loans
Ilic War Kinance Cordipartcd from.
poration lias al.-^o made advances to railroads in one or two
instances and some of the loans made by the Railroad Administration have been repaid.
At the time the aiipropriation is asked of Congress a statement will be ])rescnti'(l of the disjOTsition of the original appropriation of $500,0()l),{)0(), which, with any surplus earnings, was to constitute a revolving fund for the ])aynicnt of

bul wliiTca.s

plan

this

The Export

tlio Uiaiis

may

l)e

the expenses of federal control and for other purj)oses, and
from which advances had been made during 191 S.

W.
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T. Tyler Appointed Director of Operation

Director General Hines has announced the appointment
of W. T. Tyler as director of the Division of Operation,
effective on January 15, when the resignation of Carl R.
Gray, previously announced, took effect. Mr. Tyler has been
senior assistant director.
at Janesville, Wis., July 29, 1870.
entered railwa)- service with the Wisconsin Central as
messenger in June, 1883, and was later an operator and

Mr. Tyler was born

He

According
for the

Situation

to the report of the E.xports

week ended January

11, there

is

Control Committee
a large accumula-

tion of food supplies at all of the terminals at the port of

New

due mainly to the strike of harbor boatAs a result of this di.sturbance, no shipments but overseas supplies for our troops were moved withYork.

This

is

men and dockmen.
out interruption.

The increa.se in the overseas movement is still
The total receipts and deliveries at North Atlantic
the week entling Januarj' 7

growing.
ports for

was as follows (car loads)
Rcceivd

Delivered

8,589
3,446

6,234
3,524

12,035

9,758

Export freight at North Atlnntic ports, exclusive of U.

Government freight, bulk grain and coal
Government freight on railroad terminals

S.

V. S.

Total

showing an accumulation of 2,277 cars during the week.
The total number of cars of freight on hand at North
Atlantic ports (as of January 7) was 34,319; last week,
31,930, showing an increase of 2,389 cars.
In view of the unsettled labor conditions in New York

Lake Shore & Western,

harbor, the Allies are arranging to send a greater number
of their vessels to South Atlantic and Gulf ports, and cargo
will be directed to those ports accordingly.
In view of the changing conditions, the re-entry of steamship lines into commercial export business, and the desire

now- a part of the Chicago & North W'estern.

of the steamship lines and exporters rapidly to fill the space
released by the foreign governments, a conference was held

In the two subsequent
years he was brakeman

the

despatcher on the same
road. In 1889 he was
emplo)'ed as a brake-

man on

the Milwaukee,

January 3 with representatives of the allied governments,
Wheat Export Company and the various steamship interests at the port of New York for the purpose of devising
ways and means whereby all of the export traffic could be

and conductor on the
Northern Pacific, and
from 1891 to 1900, was
consecutively yardmasand
trainmaster
ter,
superintendent on the
He
Great Northern.

expedited, particularly at

There

appointed superintendent on the St.
Louis, Iron Mountain
& Southern in 1900,

Tyler

T.

Automatic Train Control Committee Appointed

and from 1901 to 1906
was general superintendent. In the eight succeeding years
he was successively general superintendent and general manIn 1915 he was
ager of the St. Louis & San Francisco.
appointed superintendent on the Northern Pacific, with
headquarters at Pasco, Wash., and on February 1, 1917, he
became general manager of the St. Louis Southwestern Lines.
On May 15, 1917, he was elected first vice-president of the
Louis Southwestern Lines.

On November

1,

1917, he

assistant to the vice-president, in charge of operation of the Northern Pacific. Mr. Tyler came to AVashington

was made
as

assistant to

Mr. Gray on January

22,

appointed senior assistant director on July

1,

1918, and was
1918.

Accounting Circulars
P. S. & A. Circular No. 60 directs that the following data
concerning overcharge claims adjusted in accounting department be forwarded to the Director of Public Service and
Accounting immediately after the close of the accounts for
the quarter ending December 31, 1918, and each quarter
thereafter: Number of overcharge claims on hand at beginning of month, number presented by claimants during month,
number on hand (unpaid) at end of month, and number on
hand (unpaid) at end of month which were over 90 days
old.

P. S. & A. Circular No. 61 gives instructions for the
handling of freight charges on prepaid shipments to prevent
their being collected both by the forwarding and receiving
a sent s.

York.

an accumulation of freight. The British tonnage, as a whole,
however, is ample to take care of the freight on hand.
The
French show a general shortage at North Atlantic and the
Gulf ports.

was

St.

New

a shortage of tonnage of the British and French
at Boston, the French having no ships at Boston and quite
is

Director General Hines on January 14 announced the
appointment, effective at once, of an automatic train control
committee "to make a study of and report upon automatic
train control devices now undergoing test upon various lines
of railroad, or available for test, with their recommendations
for installation, and for the practical test of any device now,
or during their investigation, made available for that purpose,
which they may consider practicable and reasonably con-

forming to the purposes to be acomplished." The report of
the committee is
to include recommendations "upon the
requisites of automatic train control, and its conclusions upon,
the mechanical or economic features of such devices as the
committee may find available for practical use." The committee will consist of C. A. Morse, assistant director. Division
of Operation, in charge of engineering, as chairman; W. P.
Borland, chief of the safety bureau of the Interstate Commerce
Commission; C. E. Denney, assistant to the federal manager
of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis; H. S. Balliet, signal
engineer, electric division,

New York

Central;

Henry Bart-

mechanical engineer, Boston & Maine; J. H.
Gumbes, general superintendent, Western Pennsylvania grand
division of the Pensylvania Railroad; and R. \Y. Bell, general
superintendent of motive power of the Illinois Central. Mr.
Morse has called the first meeting of the committee to be held
in W^ashington on January 23. A committee for this purpose,
it was announced, had been formulated and was ready for
announcement last summer, with H. W. Belnap, manager of
the Safety Section, as chairman, but after his death it became necessary to create a new committee on account of the
lett,

chief

'

:
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loss of his experience in the investigation of various

'CO

^-C--

train ccntrol devices

and of

automatic

his services.

Freight Traffic Shows Decrease
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In a brief item published in last week's issue, page ISO,
figures showing the freight traffic movement and car per-

-T

formance of the railroads under federal control, as reby the Operating Statistics Section, for the 11
months ended November 30, 1918, were erroneously stated
as those for the month of November.
In November the
net ton miles of revenue and non-revenue freight decreased
2.4 per cent, while the 11 months' period shows an inported
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per cent. Net ton miles per mile of road per
month averaged 5,181, as compared with 5,298
in November, 1917, while for the 11 months' period there
was an increase. Total train miles in November decreased
7.3 per cent.
Net ton miles per train mile increased 5.3
per cent.
The percentage of empty car miles showed an
crease of
day for the
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increase of 8.6 per cent,
creased 4.7 per cent.

while the total car mileage depercentage of unserviceable
freight cars on line was 5.6 as compared with 5.4 in November, 1917.
The net ton miles per loaded car mile increased 8.4 per cent, while the car miles per car day decreased 4.7 per cent, and the net ton miles per car day
decreased 2.4 per cent.
The statistics by regions and dis-
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Payments Between Railroads and Pullman Car
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Pullman cars or electric or other lightRailroads under federal control shall
ing of Pullman cars.
discontinue rendering bills against the Pullman car lines for
any part of the costs incurred by them for heating, lighting,

irt

control for mileage of

oo
o
O -^ O
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year 9,918,555

lubricating, or for ice or water furnished, or rental or other

116.402,107

68.848,684

37,634,868

1918, the Pullman car lines shall discontinue

be settled as heretofore.
The Pullman car lines shall also
discontinue rendering bills against railroads under federal

T y3
3 8 8 13 14 3 3 3 2
Perct.

1,

paying to the railroad.'^ under federal control any portion of
the amounts received from passengers for accommodations
furnished, as provided by the terms of contracts between
the Pullman Company and railroad companies, provided,
however, that any part of such amounts earned prior to
January 1, 1918, and payable to the railroad company shall

00

i;o^c^^

S.

November

>i\OCMO

00

&

A. Circular No. 58, issued by the Division of
Public Service and Accounting, provides that effective as of
P.

62,747,296 24,366,254

27,548,136
44,240,220 54,437,495 65,640,245

expenses covering terminal or yard
sole or joint benefit of the
This

repairs

year
0,448,748

7,014,140
70,702,887

7.382.171

8,165,774 1,028.899

5,500,020 7,940,617

made by

facilities

Pullman car

operated for the

The

lines.

cost of

Pullman
the Pullman

railroads to the equipment of the

7,008,625

'4,362,314

car lines, the amount of which is chargeable to
car lines, shall be billed against that company as heretofore.
All unsettled audited bills covering items of the class enuIf any items of
merated herein shall, if correct, be paid.

named have been settled subsequent to the effective
date of this circular, such settlements shall stand.
the class

Contracts Signed
^'"

The Railroad

Administration, on January 9, signed a
contract with the Atlantic Coast Line, including also the
Washington & Vandemere and the Tampa Southern, providing for an annual payment of $10,185,942; also a contract with the Galveston Wharf Company for $526,069.
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Wage Board

chairman of the Board of
Wages and Working Conditions, succeeding G. H. Sines,
and A. O. Wharton has been elected vice-chairman, succeeding Mr. Gaines, in accordance with the plan of rotation in
office every six months decided upon at the time of the
F. F. Gaines has been elected

organization of the board.

News Department

General
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Negroes may eat in dining cars on the Texas & Pacific,
according to a Inillctiii which was recently issued.
The
bulletin says that negro passengers are to be allowed access
to the dining cars after all the white passengers have been
served.

tive

year.

commissioner would appoint four deputies at $7,500 a
This sum is equal to half the salary of each of the

present commissioners.

Development

of airplane routes for the transportation of

which has been the subject of a study by the Post Office
Department, will need an appropriation of $3,000,000; this
appears from a statement made last week before the Congressional Committee by Otto Praeger, assistant postmastergeneral. Mr. Praeger said that during the last six months the
expenses incident to the transportation of mail by airplanes
between New York and Washington, six times a week, each
way, had amounted to $75,165; and the revenues in that time
mail,

The Dent

bill

validate

to

some

6,600

of

the

so-called

"informal" contracts for war supplies for the United States
government, entered into before November 12, 1918, was
passed by the House of Representatives on January 9.
It
was estimated that these contracts would aggregate
$1,600,000,000.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York
is now running trains through to Hunt's Point avenue
on the Pelham Bay Park branch of the Lexington avenue
subway, about 2j4 miles east from 138th street. The eastern
city,

terminus

is

near the Hunt's Point station of the
Hartford.

New

York,

New Haven &

Telegraph wires and other wires on the Putnam division
New York Central were put out of service, causing
delay to a number of trains, on the night of January 14, by
the theft of about 3,000 ft. of copper wire.
The thieves
worked between Dunwoodie, N. Y., and Ardsley, and, apparently, took several hours to do the job.
of the

The governor of Vermont, Percival W. Clement, in his
inaugural address, spoke in opposition to further federal
interference with railroads, telephones and telegraphs. These
public utilities contribute a large share of the revenue of the
state of Vermont and the governor reminds the legislators
that if the federal government should own these properties
the change would cause a great reduction in the income of
the state.
Federal ownership and operation of the leading railroad systems is provided for in a bill which has been introduced in
Congress by Representative DeWalt of Pennsylvania. The bill
provides for a federal department of railroads, headed by a
cabinet officer, the creation of five railroad districts with five federal companies to acquire the controlling interest in the larger
systems, a federal railroad board to be appointed by the President, and guaranteed government stock.
million one hundred thousand dollars is the sum estimated by L. M. Garrison, receiver of the Brooklyn (N. Y.)
Rapid Transit Company, as necessary to be raised to settle
the claims for damages incident to the derailment on that
road November 1, when more than 90 passengers were killed.
The receiver, who has just taken charge of the property, says
that the chief difttculty of the management is "lack of cash."
He recommends also that ten millions be secured with which

One

to

buy 500 new

steel

passenger

out of 9,386, leaving a balance of 1,384 or 14.75 per cent out
of service. Locomotives turned out of shops during the week
numbered 483; 134 serviceable engines were in storage, and
nine were repaired for other lines. The locomotive shops of
the Northwestern region employed a total of 34,356 men who
worked an average of 48.3 hours in that week.

Governor Alfred E. Smith, of New York, who took his
seat on January 1, desires to reorganize the Public Service
Commission of the State, for the first district (New York
City) by reducing the number of commissioners from five to
one; the one commissioner to have authority to regulate
public service. A second commissioner would take the duty
of supervising the completion of the subways, which are now

A

bill

has been introduced

ture to carry out the proposed change.

The

in the legisla-

single regula-

to $60,653.

The Fuel Administration announces

that an owner of coal
confiscated by a railroad between April 1 and October 10,
1918, is not deprived by any regulation of the Fuel Administration of any legal right which he may have to recover the
purchasing agent's commission which he has paid or become
obligated to pay on such confiscated coal; and, that the payment of such commission by a railroad on the settlement for
coal confiscated during such period is not prohibited by any
such regulation. This ruling supersedes all previous inconsistent interpretations.

The National Railways of Mexico, according to a report from
Monterey, are being rehabilitated under plans which are making a fair degree of progress. All bridges on the main lines
are now repaired and in use, and many of the stations have
been rebuilt in a permanent manner. The roadbed is reported in fair condition.
The number of locomotives in
service is about 500, of which 100 belong to industries along
the line and are used in the freight service of their owners.
About 250 more locomotives are awaiting repairs, delay "having been incurred in getting the repair parts from the United
States. To handle even the minimum volume of traffic about
1,000 locomotives ought to be constantly in use, and the
question of acquiring some new ones is now under consideration.

Railroad

Honor Men

To

the lists, printed last week and the week before, of
railroad employees who have served the country in the military or naval service during the war, the following items

should be added:
Number

of

men

in military or

Name

of road

Ann Arbor
Atlanta & West
Atlanta,

naval service
171
231

Point and the Western of Alabama

Birmingham

Colorado &

cars.

Locomotives in the Northwestern region for the week
ended December 28, were 85.25 per cent efficient; that is to
say, 8,002 engines, according to the reports, were serviceable

under construction.

amounted

,>v

247
47

Atlantic

Wyoming

Number

of

men

in military or

Name

of road
Detroit, Bay City & Western
Detroit Toledo Shore Line
Fort Street (Detroit) Union Depot Railroad

Pere Marquette and Lake Michigan Car Ferry Association..

naval service
11

14
10
1,497

Men at Washington
Wages and Working Conditions

Conferences With Shop

The Board

of Railroad

of the Railroad Administration has called a meeting of representatives of the federated shop crafts and representatives
of the various railroad regions to take place at Washington
on January 20, for the purpose of creating uniform rules and
working conditions and establishing uniform practices in
handling grievances on all railroads under federal control.

The

labor organizations will be represented by a committee
of 36 men, including one chief executive officer for
each of the crafts, with the acting president of the Railway
Federation
of
Department of the .American
Employees'

composed
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Labor as chairman. The railroads will be represented by a
committee of 36 men selected by the various regional directors.
The two committees will continue in regular session
from day to day until they are prepared to submit their conclusions.
These will be subject to review by the Board of
Railroad Wages and Working Conditions.
Cripple Creek

&

Colorado Springs

In the table which was published in the January 3 issue of
the Railway Age, showing mileage of railroad abandoned,
there was included under the heading: "Lines Abandoned
Permanently and Not Taken Up," 39 miles of the Cripple
Creek & Colorado Springs, from Colorado Springs, Col., to
Cameron. This piece of road was not being operated at the
time our table was compiled, and an officer of the company
wrote us that this piece of line had "suspended operation,
have since learned that a
disposition not certain."
bridge on this line was burned in May, 1918, and the lessee
did not replace it, so that the line was not operated. It was
incorrect to show the line as having been abandoned, and it
The
is understood that the bridge is to be replaced shortly.
Cripple Creek & Colorado Springs leases the Colorado
Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway, on which this
piece of mileage is located.
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men accustomed only to bossing railroad switchmen and yardmasters to equip them as authorities in world commerce."
It is hoped that before long "these
men at least will have learned the names of the various
bulk commodities moving across the Pacific. * * * W'orking for new superiors, with policies to be built up out of
nothing and with no predicate before them, these officials
have feared to do and feared not to do." Ships have had to
wait several days while the railroad men searched for the
cars containing the freight for which they held contracts;
but, says the report, transpacific rates have doubled and
trebled within the last year, and the steamship lines have
been quietly endeavoring to hand-pick the tonnage to move
at the higher rate and to leave the low-rate merchandise
that had been waiting for from ninety days to a year.
trade knowledge into

Master Boilermakers' Association

We

The

1919 convention of the Master Boilermakers' Association will be held in Chicago May 26, 27, 28 and 29 at the Hotel
Sherman. This will be the first convention since 1916, the
association having suspended activities on account of the
war.
The subjects to be discussed at the convention, together with the committees, follow:
Proper method of threading radial stays and tapping the hole in the
1,
for them.
necessary to give radial stays the same lead as the tap with which
were tapped?
Committee: H. J. Raps, chairman, Andrew Hedberg, J. J. Keogh,
J. B.
Smith, T. J. Reddy.
Which is the better time for drilling tell-tale holes, before or after
application of the bolts?
Which is the better method for drilling in either case?
What is the best style of drill for opening up tell-tale holes in old
boiler

Is

it

the holes

Decrease in Traffic Through Soo Canals
amount of freight moved through the canals at
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich, and Ont., during 1918, amounted to
85,680,327 tons, or 4,133,571 (short) tons less than passed
through these waterways in 1917. There was also a decrease
of 3,349 passengers carried through the canals, or 9 per cent.
The only commodity handled which showed an increase in
tonnage was oil. In 1918, 334,134 tons of oil or 71,645 tons
in excess of the amount carried in 1917, were transported
through the canals. There were very heavy decreases in
the tonnage of some commodities handled. The movement
of wheat, for instance, was 34 per cent below that of 1917,
while that of other grain was 54 per cent that of the previous
Manufactured and pig iron showed a decrease of 62
year.
per cent, stone 30 per cent, anthracite coal 14 per cent, lumber 15 per cent, copper 28 per cent and general merchandise

The

total

25 per cent.

2.

staybolts?

Does

it

What
3.

is

pay

to use a high speed drill for this purpose?
the best lubricant for the drill?

Committee: L. R. Porter, chairman, A. N. Lucas, S. M. Carroll
Bernard Wulle. C. E. Erwin.
Effect of proper upkeep of ash pan and front end draft appliances
on
fuel economy.
Method used in determining proper design for various classes of locomotives.

4.

5-

Committee: George Austin, chairman, E. J. Nicholson, Fred Bayer,
H. F. Weldm, George Hewitt.
What is the best method for scaling superheater flues in the boiler'
What is the best method of rattling flues?
What is the best method of handling flues in and out of the rattler?
How many revolutions per minute should the rattler make for 2-in
and for SJs-in. flues?
Describe method for safe ending buperheater flues
Conimittee: Frank Gray, chairman, W; J. Murphy, Andrew S.
Green,
John Harthill, J. J. Mansfield.
What is the best style grate for bituminous coal?

Where

should the dump grate be located, (a) :n road en<>ines
(b) in
switch engines?
should be the percentage of opening in grates?
should be the percentage of draft opening
Dpcning in ash
a
pans compared
With irea of grates?
Committee: W. H. Laughridge. chairman, L. M. Stewart
T P
Madden, C. P. Patiiek, C. A. Nicholson.
What should be the minimum distance between the grates and the
."•'•'"'
?^''' °*
*"'"^'* '''" flifferent classes of locomotives'
urr.
^''^'l
What IS the proper
distance from the door sheet to the brick arch
and from the crown sheet to the brick arch for the various
classes
of locomotives?
'

What
What

Labor Recruiting Conference

A

conference will be held at the Railway Exchange buildChicago, on January 20 and 21, to discuss ways and
Sanford H. E.
means of recruiting labor for railroads.
Freund, director of the Clearance Division of the United

6.

Employment Service, will preside. The meeting was
called at the suggestion of Dr, P. L. Prentis, special representative of the LTnited States Employment Service at Chicago. Among those who will speak are Mark L. Crawford,
federal director of the United States Employment Service;

7.

ing,

'

'

States

A. Griswold, in charge of the labor employment service
of the Chicago & North Western; M. G. Kibbe, local superintendent of the Railroad Division of the United States Employment Service at Chicago; James McDermott in charge
of the employment of labor on the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul; R. W. Nichols, labor agent on the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern, and W. W. Brown, central director of the United
States Employment Service for Missouri.
W. G. Bierd,
federal manager of the Chicago & Alton, is also expected
to speak.
C.

Congestion at Seattle
At Seattle and other ports on Puget Sound

the export freight
waiting for vessels amounts to 5,780 carloads, according to a
report in the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
The Seattle

of Commerce is investigating the situation, as the
delay in forwarding the merchandise has piled up heavy insurance and other holding charges for which there can be
no remuneration. Much valuable time has been lost, according to the Public Ledger, "in the kindergarten conducted by
the railroad administration in transfusing sufficient foreign

Chamber

What

is the best method
of bracing locomotive tenders'
Describe
method used.
Committee: Thomas Lewis, chairman, E. T. Sweenev T
T
Orr j.
--^ir,
T
P
x-.
J- JMalley, J. T. Johnson.
Oxy-acetylene and electric welding.
Committee: H. J Wandberg, chairman. B. F. Sarver, L.
M. Stewart
I. b. Powers, J. ]. Davey.
What is the advantage' of cutting off stay ends with oxy-acetylene over
old method of nippers and chisels?
Committee: W. S Larason chairman, John McGarrigal,
J. B. Tynan.
t..
H. Hohenstein, A, E. Shaule.
General discussion.
-

8.

9.

10.

.

Chicago Union Station
Construction work on the new Union Station at Chicago
is to be resumed immediately.
Some contracts are about to
be let on certain portions of the work and bids are being
requested on other portions. The budgets for the work this
year call for an expenditure of five or six million dollars by
the Union Station Company and about $3,000,000 by roads
entering the Union Station on work incidental to the Union
Station facilities.
The program includes the depression of
track between Van Buren and Twelfth streets to meet the

grades outlined in the city ordinances, the rearrangement of
tracks to permit the construction of viaduct foundations, the
construction of the Harrison street viaduct, the east half of
the Burlington freight house, the Polk street viaduct, the
Canal street viaduct between Polk and Taylor streets, the

::
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TayK)r street viaduct, the olcvntion of Canal street bclweeii
Taylor ami Twelfth streets and the south half of the Twelfth
Work will also he started on fntiiuiations
street via<luct.
for the head house, wliich are exi)ecled to be completed this.
year. There is some prospect of starting the work of elevating Canal street hctween Monroe and Jackson. Considerable
work has already been coniplcte<! on the Union Station facilities, most of which consists of the construction of sewers
and conduits and the wrecking of buildings within the limits
of the facilities. .Approximately $.10,000,000 has already been
spent in the purchase of property and for construction work
already done.
It is expected tlie work on the station will
now be carried on to completion. It will furnish employment to several thousand men.

Material Handling Machinery Manufacturers
At a meeting held at the Ilolel McAlpin, New York, January
and 1(>. an ori^anization was formed to be known as the
Material Handling Machinery Manufacturers' Association. The
IS

was that of bringing together the firms
making machinery designed to handle all kinds of
The list of members
material, raw, fabricated or in packages.
indicates the range of work covered.
president
the
Shepard
of
Electric Crane
James A. Shepard,
& Hoist Co., Montour Falls, N. Y., was appointed chairman of
A luncheon was served on January 16, at which
the meeting.
the members were addressed by the Hon. William C. Redfield,
Secretary of Commerce; Calvin Tompkins, former Commissioner of Docks, City of New York, and J. W. Frazier, of the
object to be attained

engaged

in

U. S. Shipping Board.
After the luncheon, a Board of Governors was elected, consisting of

F.

W.
W.

Scott, Otis Elevator Co.
Hall. Sprague Electric

Works.

Frederick Stadelman, WcHmar, Seaver, Morgan Co.
Lucian C. Brown, Elwell-Parker Electric Co
C. Walter, The .Alvey-Ferpuson Co.
T.
James A. Shepard. Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Co.

Y.

N.

Manning. Maxwell & Moore, New York.
Shaw Electric Crane & Hoist Co., New York.
Mead-Morrison Manufacturing Co., East Boston, Mass.
New Jersey Foundry & Macliine Co.. New York.
Ohio Locomotive Ciane Co, Bucyrus, Ohio.
Charles A. Rohr,

Watson Elevator

Co.,

Rownson, Drew & Clydesdale, Inc., New York.
Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Co.. Montour Falls, N. Y.
Spracue Electric Works, New York.
Edward F. Terry, Manufacturing Co., New York.

New

The embargo on the (leli\cry of freight to the Denver &
Salt Lake, occasioned by a slide which closed the mouth of
Tunnel No. 16 on that road about thirty days previously, was
cancelled on January

when

14,

the line

was again opened

for

traffic.

I'he Canadian Railway War Board has ordered embargoes
on nearly all freight destined for Europe, because of congestion of freight at British and French ports. Exports from
Canada to Europe have lately amounted to about 500,000 tons
a month.

According

to

ilic

Piitsljurgh

(Pa.)

Posi, 40 steel barges are

on contracts recently let by the governon the Mississippi river between St. Louis
and New Orleans. It is expected that work will be begun in the
spring.
The American Bridge Company has the contract for 25
barges and the Dravo Construction Company for 15.
to be built in that city,

ment

for operation

the United States Railroad Administration
will be

whereby

promptly returned to their owners.

Proposals to divorce the meat packing companies from owner-

Heyl-Patterson, Inc.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Co.. New York.

New York.
New York.

The Transportation Club of Louisville, Ky., will hold its
annual banquet on January 31.
B. L. Winchell, Southern
regional director, will be the guest of honor and will deliver
an address.

ship of refrigerator or livestock cars, stock yards and other transportation and terminal facilities, as provided in bills now pending in

Heyward

Otis Elevator Co..

The terms of monthly commutation tickets, according to
an annoimcement at Washington, must, after February 1,
always begin and end with the calendar month.

Canadian cars

Clyde Iron Works.
Ehvell-Parker Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

City,

News
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

made with

The firms joining are
The Alliance Machine Co., Alliance, Ohio.
The Alvey-Ferguson Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.
.-\me>ican Hoist & Derrick Co.. St. Paul, Minn.
Box & Co., Inc., Alfred, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brown Portable Conveying Machinery Co., Chicago, 111.
Cleveland Crane & Engineering Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Internationa! Convevor Corp., New York.
Karry-Lode Industrial Truck Co., Long Island

Traffic

The Canadian Railway War Board announces that freight cars
of Canadian roads may now be allowed to go into the United
States.
During the pressure of the past year this use of Canadian cars has been forbidden.
Arrangements have now been

the following

M. Watson, Watson Elevator Co.
William A. Clarke, Manning, Ma.Nweil & Moore.
C.

R.
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York.

Wellman. Seaver Morgan Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, 111.

Sixth National Foreign Trade Convention

Congress on the recommendations of the Federal Trade Commission were supported by the marketing committee of the American National Live Stock Association at hearings held in Washington last week before the House and Senate Committees on
Interstate Commerce. It is proposed to require that these facilities be taken over by the Railroad Administration or by the railroad companies.

National Industrial Traffic League
The spring meeting of the National Industrial Traffic
League will be held at New Orleans on March 10, 11 and 12.
The executive committee of the organization will convene on
first day and the remaining two days will be devoted to
program of the league as a whole. The demurrage rules
which have been recodified by the Committee on Car De-

the
the

murrage and Storage of the League and the Special Committee
on Relations of the American Railway Association will be
presented for ratification.

will hold its Sixth NaForeign Trade Convention at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April 24, 25 and 26.
The formal call will be issued shortly by the chairman of the
council, James A. Farrell, president of the United States Steel

The National Foreign Trade Council

tional

Uniform Rates

for Storage of Freight

—

The non-federal railroads— or 177 of them have issued a
new storage tariff for freight "Uniform storage tariff No. 1"

—

Corporation.

—

In the past these conventions have drawn an increasingly large
number of the prominent busmess men of the country, representing all forms of mdr.stry, commerce, finance and transportation.
To these will now be added the representatives of labor.
In this way the delegates are supplied with a broad view of the
business situation, wiih specific information to meet their individual needs, and w-ith advice and inspiration for the coming year.
The convention in April will deal with Foreign Trade as a
Factor in Stabilizing American Industry problems involving the
conversion of war industries to the needs of peace; development
of our foreign trade to provide employment for our soldiers,
and the formation of a definite policy
sailors, and war workers
dealing with the future of our new shipping.

Commerce Commission and 37 state commissions a good
example of economy in printing. This tariff is issued by

—

;

efi'ective

February

15,

and have

filed

it

with the Interstate

—

E. Fairbanks, 75 Church street, New Y''ork (secretary of
the American Railway Association) as agent for all of the
roads, and was adopted by special permission of the Interstate Commerce Commission, without reference to present
Or past storage tariffs, for the purpose of establishing uniformity as between these small roads and those operated by
the government, which latter also use the same rules. Fortyeight hours is the standard free time, after which the normal
rate, each day, for the first five days, is two cents per 100 lb.
(minimum charge 25 cents'); after that three cents a day
(minimum 50 cents).
J.

—
January

17,
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United States Supreme Court

Commission and Court News
-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Commerce Commission

Interstate

The term of James S. Harlan, member of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, who has held that office since 1906,
expired on December 31, but the president has not sent to the
Senate any nomination of a successor.
\'aUey, the Kanawha & Michigan and the
Virginia have filed petitions for rehearing
of the order of the commission in the standard time zone
case to the end that the dividing line between the Eastern
and Central time zones as fixed by the commission may be
so modified as to place those lines of railroad within the
Central time zone, or to enable them to operate under the
A rehearing has been granted and
Central standard time.
will be held before Examiner John T. Money at Columbus,

The Hocking

Kanawha & West

The Toledo Commerce Club has
Ohio, on January 27.
petitioned for a rehearing to the end that the city of Toledo,
Ohio, which is located on the zone boundary line between
the Eastern and Central zones, shall be considered as within
United States standard Eastern time zone. Public hearing
will be held before Examiner John T. Money at Toledo, on
January

28.

Personnel of Commissions
Captain George F. Daggett has been appointed chief of
the Transit Bureau of the New York State Public Service

Commission,

in place of J. P. H. DeWitt, rethe Transit Bureau supervises the
operations of transportation lines in New York City, and his
salary is $6,000. Captain Daggett has been in military service
for the past twelve months, but before that had been in the
employ of the commission for about ten years.

signed.

The

first

Courts Must Inquire Into
Reasonableness of City Fare Ordinance
The United Slates Supreme Court on January 13, by a
vote of six to three, decided for the plaintiff in the case of
the Detroit United Railway against the City of Detroit.
The case came up on appeal from the District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan, which had dismissed proceedings instituted by the railway company to restrain the enforcement of a city ordinance which sought to fix the rate of
street car fares in Detroit. The ordinance was passed by the
City Council after it had refused the company permission to
increase its fares.
It was contended by the company that the rates sought to
be established were confiscatory. The city authorities challenged this contention. The district court in dismissing the
proceedings did not go into the merits of the case.
In the present decision, by Justice Day, the decree of the
district court is reversed with costs, and a new trial is
ordered. Justices Clarke, Holmes and Brandeis dissented.
The court holds that a public service corporation is entitled
to a reasonable return on its investment and that the district
court should have heard the case on its merits and decided
whether the Detroit city ordinance would or would not enable the company to get a legal return on its investment.
The company sought to increase its fares after the War
Labor Board had raised the maximum wage rate for the
company's employees from 40 to 48 cents an hour and had
recommended an advance in fare to meet the increased operating expense due to the war. It was the contention of the
company that the War Labor Board's award added about
$2,000,000 annually to its financial burdens and would prevent
it from earning a fair return on its investment.

district,

chief

of

State

Commissions

The New York

State Public Service Commission, First District, in its annual report, presented this week to the legislature,
says that during the past year the new track put in use on elevated and subway rapid transit lines in New York City aggregates 63 miles. The cost of these new lines aggregated $103,000,-

and it is anticipated that by
the end of 1919 the total length of track in operation on these
lines in the city will amount to 600 miles.
Securities issued dur-

000, not including the cost of cars

;

ing 1918 by city transit lines and by gas companies in New York
City, and authorized by the commission, amounted to $64,220,500.
Included in the lines of rapid transit now under construction,
and to be completed in 1919 are two additional tunnels between
Manhattan and Brooklyn the Clark street tunnel, and the Whitehall-Montague street tunnel. The Clark street line will be operated by the Interborough Rapid Transit Company and the other
by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company.

—

Court

News

Arguments were heard before the Supreme Court of the
Columbia at Washington on January 4 on the
of the Kansas City Southern for a writ of
mandamus to compel the Interstate Commerce Commission
to take testimony regarding the present cost of condemnation and damage or of purchase in excess of original cost
District of
application

and the present value

of lands belonging to the

company.

Bonds and Stock Certificates Not Baggage
The New York Appellate Division holds that a sleeping
car company is not liable to a passenger for the loss of
stocks and bonds contained in a handbag lost through its
negligence, as they are not baggage. Jandorf v. Pullman
Co., 171 N. Y. Supp. 321.
Decided June 27, 1918.

—

Reed Amendment Sustained
In a suit brought against D. Hill, charged with taking a quart
of liquor into West Virginia, the United States Supreme Court,
on Monday, January 13, held valid the federal law, known as
the Reed Amendment, forbidding the interstate transportation
into "dr>-" states of any or all intoxicating liquor for beverage

purposes, even when intended for personal use.
This decision
overrides the provisions of state statutes permitting limited
amounts of liquor to be taken into a state for personal use. The
case was remanded for a new trial. Justice McReynolds, in a
dissenting opinion, concurred in by Justice Clark, declared the
Reed amendment was not a regulation of interstate commerce,
but a direct intermeddling with a state's affairs, and beyond federal power.

Webb-Kenyon Law Sustained
To

avoid penalties sought to be imposed upon it for illegally
carrying intoxicating liquors from another state into Kansas, the
Missouri Pacific asserted that as the provision of the federal Constitution exacting a two-thirds vote of each House to pass a bill
over a veto means a two-thirds vote, not of a quorum of each
House, but of all the members of the body, the Webb-Kenyon
Act was never enacted into law. because after its veto by the
President it received in the Senate only a two-thirds vote of the
senators present (n quorum), which was less than two-thirds of
all the members elected to and entitled to sit in that body.
The Supreme Court of the United States, by U. S. Chief Justice While, says, in part, that in consequence of the identity in

between the rule applicable to amendments in the Conand that which controls in passing a bill over a veto,
the rule of two-thirds of a quorum has been universally applied

principle
stitution

as to the two-thirds vote essential to pass a bill over a veto.
In both cases the continued application of the rule was the result of no mere formal following of what had gone before, but
came from conviction expressed, after deliberation, as to its cor-

...

men.
In the absence of an
contrary the two-thirds vote of the
House required to pass a bill over a veto is the two-thirds of a
quorum of the body as emi)owered to perform other legislative

express

many
command

duties.

Judgment against

rectness by

Missouri, Pacific

illustrious

v.

to

the

the appellant railroad

Kansas.

Decided January

7,

was
1919.

affirmed.
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Chinese Eastern Railway, and that the projioscd plan will be submitted to this government through the Japanese ambassador in
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Foreign Railway

News

The Argentine Government has refused a request of the railway companies for authorization to institute an all-round increase of 10 per cent in

tariffs.

The International Sleeping Car Company announced the
inauguration on December 15 of sleeping car services from
Paris to Strasbourg and from Paris to Metz, both leaving
Paris at 8 p. m.
The Northern Railway of France recently issued a statement
showing the systematic destruction of the tracks by the Germans,
right up to the signing of the armistice, and pointing out that
1,731 bridges, 330 stations, practically the whole of the telegraph
and telephone wires and the water supplies have been destroyed.
Recently published figures prepared by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of F'oreign and Domestic Commerce show that
for the calendar year 1917, the United States exported locomotives

number of 1,840, valued at $31,072,336, railway cars to the
value of $25,745,007, and machine tools to the value of $60,170,724.

to the

a

The Roumanian Government is reported
sum of $1,000,000 for the construction of

connect the

northern part

Bessarabia.

The new

of

line will

to have set aside
a railway line to

Moldavia and the north of
join Lipcani, Radantzki and

Northern Moldavia possesses great natural reDangeni.
sources which have been but little developed hitherto. During the war this district provisioned the whole of the Roumanian army. The government, it is stated, will do everything possible to hasten the completion of this new line.

The Military General Direction of Warsaw has given its
assent to the commencement of the preliminary work for a
new railway between Memel-Telschi-Schaulen, which, branching off from the Northern German station at Bajohren, will
run as a standard gage railway and enclose the whole of the
former government of Kovno. The preliminary work, towards which the town and district of Memel and the Eastern
German Railway Company have subscribed 120,000 marks,
It is
has already proceeded as far as a survey of the line.
not yet known whether the line will be private or stateowned.

Structural Material Specifications for Latin America

Two more numbers of the Industrial Standards series now
being issued by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
are ready for delivery: No. 3, Standard Specifications for OpenHearth Steel Girder and High Tee Rails, and No. 4, Standard
These specifiSpecifications for Low-Carbon Steel Splice Bars.
cations are printed in Spanish and English, and are published to
meet a demand from South American firms for information that
The
will enable them to specify American structural materials.

American Society for Testing Matepublished in co-operation with the American Society
of Civil Engineers and the Bureau of Standards, Department of
Commerce. Copies can be purchased at 5 cents each from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C, or from any district or co-operative office of
text

is

rials,

the

that adopted by the

and

is

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Allies to

Take Over the Trans-Siberian

the State Department Tuesday to
the effect that an understanding has been reached in Tokio for
joint allied control of the Chinese Eastern and Trans-Siberian

Announcement was made by

Railroads.

Complete

details regarding the

Washington and

Vol. 66. No. 3

understanding have not reached
Japanese Ambas-

will not be obtainable until the

sador submits the text of the proposed plan.
The official announcement issued by Acting Secretary of State

Polk said

"The State Department has been advised that an understanding
has been reached in Tokio regarding the proposed restoration of
the efficiency of the Trans-Siberian Railway, including the

Washington.
"In brief, the proposal is that there shall be an interallied committee under the presidency of a Russian, this committee to consist of one representative of each of .the following nationalities:
Russia, China, Japan, United States, Great Britain, France and
Italy.
Under this conunittee there will be established two boards
first, a technical hoard, on which Mr. Stevens will serve, and,
second, a military board."
John 1*". Stevens has been serving as chairman of the Stevens
Railway Commission of five members, all of whom, except Mr.
Stevens, returned to this country some time ago, which was sent
to Russia in 1917.
Mr. Stevens has been serving in a supervisory capacity over the members of the Russian Railway -Service
Corps, composed of American engineers and railway men sent
to Siberia to help rehabilitate the Russian railway system.

—

The Present Position

of

German Rolling-Stock

In almost every direction, says an article in a recent issue of
Engineering (London), Germany finds herself in a most serious
plight, and the shortage and disrepair of rolling-stock is not the
least important factor.
Before the war Germany had about 700,000 freight cars and 30,000 locomotives. The number of the latter, as of the former, has certainly been increased during the
war, through seizures in Belgium and I'" ranee; but on the other

hand some 4,000 locomotives may be looked upon

as at least tem-

porarily unavailable, being at present stranded in often remote
occupied territory. As far as a portion of these 4,000 engines is
concerned, it is doubtful whether they will ever return. Some
8,000 locomotives are badly in need of repair.
Thus the 5,000

locomotives which have to be handed over, according to the terms
of the armistice, represent about one-fourth of those available,
and efficient. Apart from this there is some doubt as to whether
or not the locomotives of the Alsace-Lorraine State railways are
included in the above 5,000 engines. The proportion of increase
and decrease as regards freight cars may be taken to be about
the same as with the locomotives.
The question then remains
to what extent German works will be able to make good the
compulsory surrender of these 5,000 engines, for of the purchase
of locomotives from abroad there can be no question at present.
The capacity of the German locomotive factories is at the present
moment, with some reserve, put at 2,500 large locomotives per
annum. This estimate, of course, is subject to sufficient raw
materials and other necessities being available as well as a sufficiency of skilled and trained and willing labor. If it really were
possible satisfactorily to overcome these and other difficulties,
and also in other ways to return to an ordered state of affairs,
and entirely to ensure and rely upon the large left-Rhine production of raw materials for the whole reconstruction period, it
would take the German railways two or three years to recover
from the blow which their defeat has entailed. During this considerable period German industry would be entirely debarred
from export of full-size locomotives and confined to narrow-gage
engines, of which it can supply some 1,500 in the year. The position is made additionally difficult, because Germany has to deliver
up efficient locomotives, so that those which remain include all
those more or less unfit for use. The repair of these, in addition
to that of the 8,000 locomotives referred to above, will be
difficult to effect,

cise the greatest

very

but as the State railways are compelled to exerthese repairs will probably first be pro-

economy

ceeded with.
It is being suggested in Germany that firms which have not formerly gone in for the building of locomotives, of which the majority have been engaged in war work, might with advantage
take up the manufacture of locomotives, as the Allgemeine ElekGesellschaft already has done.
the building of freight cars the capacity of the German works during the last few months of the war has been put
In case all necessary raw materials which
at 50,000 per annum.
are nearly all produced within the country, be made available
and the industry not be handicapped by other adverse circumstances, the above-mentioned capacity might perhaps be increased
by 50 per cent. Even then it will take Germany three years to
replenish her stock of freight cars. In view of the eight hours
movement it is deemed likely that the cost per ton of locomotive
tricitats

As regards

and car weight for some considerable time to come
at something like the present high figures.

will

remain

.

January
mil

:

.

.
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Cars Built in Railroad Shops
The Railroad Administration has issued the following statement of new cars constructed in railroad shops during the
month ended November 30, 1918:

Equipment and Supplies

Steel

Steel

under-

center

frame

sills

^MUlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlll

Class of Cars

Total

Passenger:

Locomotive Deliveries

Dining observation
Passenger coach
Passenger baggage
Baggage
Milk

2

.

A

new locomotives were shipped to railroads
control during the week ending December 28,

total of 43

under federal
as follows:

Total passenger equipment.

Number

Road
Grand Trunk
Southern

W

& N.
Penna. L.
C.

L

A.

S.
C.

2
3

W

Lima

5

6w.
6w.

Freight
Stock

Sw
Sw

Mikado

USRA

Penna. R. R
LRed River &

)

G

Mikado

Flat

1

Mikado
Mikado

1

lOw.

Sw

133
69

3

3

6

14

"s

35
401

Coke rack

Work

cars

Caboose

5183-87
1814
3225-26
2861
103

Mallet

1

Fe.... 2

S.

.

.

.

3
,

Box

5

&

.

70

70
133
23

Hopper
Gondola

2477. 2480
8935-37
1094-5
550-4

33

& R

fPhila.
T.

^A.

USRA
USRA
USRA

2

& L

Ind.

Individual
engine No.
471-9
5229-40

Type
USRA Mikado
USRA Santa Fe
Mikado

9
12

Total
N. Y. C

Baldwin

,

126

Total

freight

equipment.. 255

366

728

Total

passenger and freight 255

368

735

Freight Cars
Grand
*Four U. S. R.
shipped to Buffalo,

43

total

The Ingersoll-Rand Company,

Mikados constructed for the Grand Trunk were

A.

and

ing for one

Mikados, constructed for the
Grand Trunk, were shipped to Qeveland, and four U. S. R. A. Santa Fe,
constructed for the Southern, were shipped to Potomac Yards, Va., to be
stored as parts of emergency pools.
U.

five

The United
ing for 4

Road

5

9
4
6
2

W

Pacific

Seaboard Air Line.

.

.

Total

C

4

& Q

2

Illinois Central

Lehigh
B.

Coast
Valley

& O

Litie.

USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA

6
6

USRA

Mikado

W.
W.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

The Chicago & Alton

USRA

the

Mikado

Mikado

including

list

One
One

16-in.
16-in.
24-in.
36-in.
18-in.
18-in.
60-in.

.i

One

Two
One
One
One
One
One
One

statement of the number of locomounder federal control during

among

Norton toolroom

No.

1

to 7

For week Dec. 8

Road

Type

No.

X.Y.C.
Southern

Penn.L.W. 4

USRA Mik.
USRA M'nt
USRA S. Fe
USRA 6-w.S.

Southern..

USRA8-W.S.

C.&N.W...12

Mikado

Longl. ... 2
T.ofStL.. 2

USRA

P.L.W.
Longl.
C.&O.

N.Y.C.
C.&O.

..16
... 2

Southern.

.

8
6

6-w.S.

Southern.

17
9
3

C.&N.W.

8

T.ofSt.L.

4
2
2

,

1

.

to 14

For week Dec. IS

Road

Type

USRA Mik.
USRA S. Fe
USRA 8-w.S.
Mikado
USRA 6-w.S.
USRA 6-w.S.
8-w. Swch.
USRA M'nt

N.Y.C.

lathe.

by

an inquiry for machine

For week Dec.

cars,

has issued an inquiry for machine tools,
others the following

The Chicago & North Western

railroads

December:

Road

dump

8-£t. portable geared head lathe.
heavy duty lathes.
heavy duty lathes.
heavy duty lathes.
crank slctter.
vertical drilling machines.
5-in. forging machine.
32-in. crank shapers.
lOO-'.n. heavy tire boring mill with two heads.
.^6-in. vertical boring and turning mill.
48-in. boring mill with two heads on cross-rail.
18 by 36-in. by 10-ft. planer.
42 by 36-in. by 16-ft. extra heavy frog and switch planer.
electric traveling crane and other items.

One
Two

Locomotive Deliveries in December
is

Chestnut

Machinery and Tools

Mikado
Mikado
Mikado

S. R. A. Santa Fes constructed for the Southern, and three
constructed for the Chicago & North Western were shipped to
Potomac Yards, Va., to be stored as parts of an emergency pool.

to

1420

market for several second-hand,

standard gage, hand operated, 30 or 40 ton capacity
with inverted V shape floor.

Sw.
Sw.

*Nine U.

shipped

States Navy Department, Washington, is inquir50-ton hopper cars, and 6 all metal push cars.

street, Philadelphia, Pa., is in the

Mikado.';

tives

inquir-

all steel,

Two
Two
Two

The following

is

1420 Chestnut
Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for 6 second-hand, 30
to 40-ton flat cars of good length.

Pacific

R

Penn. R.

J.,

26

N. Y.
C. B.

Atlantic

Phillipsburg, N.

car.

street,

Type
Mikado
Santa Fe
Mikado

No.

Oregon Short line....
'Southern
*C. & N.

Union

dump

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

Locomotives were shipped to railroads under federal conduring the week ended January 4 as follows:

trol

Works

all steel side

A.

R.

S.

No.
..

3

Southern. .10

C.&N.W..

6

Gr.T'kW..16
Penn.LuW. 4
S.A.L.
Southern..
.

.

Penn.L.W.
Rutland

4
J
1
1

to 21

is

expected to issue shortly

tools.

For week Dec. 22

Road No.
USRA Mik. Or. Trunk 9
USRA S. Fe Southern. .12
Mikado
C.&N.W.. 2
USRA Mik Penn.L.W. 3
Type

to 28

Type

USRA 6-w.S.
USRA 6-w.S.
USRA 8-w.S.
Santa Fe
USRA 8-w.S.

S.A.L.

2

USRA Mik.
USRA S. Fe
Mikado
USRA 6-w.S.
USRA 6-w.S.

C.Ind.&L.

5

Mikado

USRA
USRA

Mik.

N.Y.C.

Mik.

Phil. & R. 1
A.T.&S.Fe 2
Penn.R.R. 1
Red.R.&G. I

For period Dec. 29 to 31

Road No.
Ore. S. L. 5
Southern., b

C.&N.W..
U.P.
S.A.L.

.

Mik.
060
060

2

USRA

Mik.

1

Mikado

1
-"

.

2

..

Type
Mik
S. Fe

USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA

46
52

N.Y.C.

2

<

.

6

C.B.&Q...

1

C.G.W.

..

S

33

USRA

Mik.

Mikado

USRA

Southern..

1

L.V

1

Pacific

A.T.&S.Fe

1

Mikado

Mallet

Mik.

X.Y.C.

..

7

C.G.W.

..

1

USRA
USRA

Southern..

1

Mallet

C.B.&Q.
1
W.Pac. .. 4
Penn.R.R. 1

USRA

.

-A.T.&S.Fe

1

Mik.
Mik.

N.Y.C.

..

West.Pac.
Ill.Cent...

Mikado
Mik.

Mikado
Mikado

Grand

Penn.R.R.
C.B.&Q...
A.T.&S.Fe

total

7
1

2
2
1

1

Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado

..

S

16

USRA

Mik.

Mallet

N.Y.C.
C.B.&Q...

Mikado
Mikado
10-w.

Sw.

252

In addition to the above the American Locomotive Company shipped 28 miscellaneous domestic locomotives, and completed
and the Baldwin Locomotive Works shipped 1 miscellaneous domestic and completed 167 foreign locomotives.

tives;

.

10

foreign

locomo-
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Ensign Irving Burrows lias been released from service in
ii,i\\- and will reopen the San l-Vancisco (Cal.) office of

tlic
till-

r.l.iu-Kiiox

Company

Edward D. Hillman,

williin the next

secretary and

two weeks.

engineer of the Na-

Railway Appliance Company for the past two years,
resigned from that company January 1, and has accepted a
position with the new Consolidated .Steel Corporation, 165
Broadway, New YorU.
tional

Joseph B. Weaver, vice-president and general manager of
the llarlan v*^ llnljingsworth Corporation, Wilmington, Del.,
has heeii appointed \ ice-prcsidcnt in charge of tlie manufacturing department of the rullman Company vvitii headquarters at Chicago.
C. Gardner has been appointed assistant manager
lor the Central district of the Pressed Steel Car

Kenneth
of

sales

at Pittsburgh, Pa., vice Henry
P. HofFstot, who has resigned to become president of the
Koppel Industrial Car & Equipment Company.

Company, with headquarters

A. A. Heller, treasurer and general manager of the InterOxygen Company, has given up his active managerial duties, and Eugene Schoen has been appointed general
manager for the company. Mr. Hiller, as treasurer, continues
in charge of the financial departments of the business.
national

To the list of specialties for standard cars and locomotives,
published in the January 3 issue of the Railway Age on page
91, should be added the J-M Slip-Type expander ring for
brake cylinders for all cars, locomotives and tenders. These
rings are manufactured by the H. W. Johns-Manville Company, New York.
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sentatives aliroad— oiiv to the Scandinavian ccjuirirics (Norway,
Sweden and Deninaik) and the other to Australasia (Australia
and New Zealand). These representatives will be pleased to
inslitufif)ns and firms desiring to make new
connections or to increase the business they already conunand
Letters for business relating to Scandiin the above countries.
navian countries should he addressed "attention of Mr. N. Falk,"
and for business relating to Australasia "attention of Captain
Lionel Lehmaicr."

communicate with

W.

Lincoln lias been appointed engineer for the NaRailway '\pi)liancc Company, New York, effective
1.
Mr. Lincoln was originally employed by the
January
American Locomotive Company at Schenectady, leaving that
company's service to enter Union University. After graduation and the completion of the General Electric Company's
lest course, he was assigned to special railway work by that
company. Subse(|uently he took up and completed the engineering extension course, after whicii he was connected for
some time with the consulting engineering department. Mr.
Lincoln later entered the railway engineering department
and in 1913 was transferred to the General Electric Company's Philadelphia district as commercial engineer, railway
department, after which he entered the service of the RailC.

tional

way Improvement Company

as electrical engineer.

Lloyd O. Stratton, who has been connected with the
Oregon Sliort Line motor car department as a foreman at
Pocatello, Idalio, lias been appointed western manager for
Mudge & Co. at San
Francisco,
Mr.
Cal.
Stratton was born at
Guide Rock, Neb., on
January 2, 1888, and
was educated in the
public and business
schools at Grand Island,
Neb. In August, 1911,
he entered the service
of

the

motor car de-

W. Jerry Stanton has resigned as sales manager of the
Railway Improvement Company to become special representative of the National Railway Appliance Company, NewYork. Mr. Stanton was employed by the General Electric

partment on the Union
Pacific, with which road

Company

April,

he

for a period covering 18 years in the testing, engineering and sales departments.

The Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company of Pittsburgh and
Latrobe, Pa., maker of high speed and alloy tool steels, has
leased commodious offices and warerooms at 566-568 West
Randolph street, Chicago, where will be carried a large
stock of "Red Cut
Superior" high speed steel in all the
standard sizes and shapes of bar stock, also treated bits for tool
holders.

W. J. Austin, vice-president and general manager of the
Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio, sailed recently for a tour
of France, Belgium, Italy and England.
While the trip was
undertaken primarily for the purpose of developing the export
business of his company, Mr. Austin will study the reconstruction methods employed in those European countries
with the expectation of collecting information which can be
used to good advantage here.
He will return about the
middle of February.
Lieutenant T. W. Jenkins, U. S. N. R. F., has been appointed manager of railway sales of the American Rolling
Mill Company, effective January 1.
Previous to the entry
of the United States into the European war, Mr. Jenkins was
in charge of sales of castings and forgings for this company.
When the war broke out he was given indefinite leave to reenter the navj% from which he had resigned in 1913.
Lieutenant Jenkins served as an engineering officer on the navy
transports throughout the war. Upon cessation of hostilities
he was relieved from active duty to return to the commercial
field.

of New York announces that
with its policy to help develop American trade overseas,
and to extend the financial facilities whereby American bankers,
importers, exporters, and manufacturers may transact direct business with foreign countries, it is about to send two more repre-

The Guaranty Trust Company

in line

remained

went
Short
car

1914,

until

when

he

the
Oregon
Line as motor
foreman at Pocato

Idaho.
For the
past seven years Mr.
Stratton has been identified
with the motor
L. o. Stratton
car
industry and in
connection with his recent appointment as western manager
for Mudge & Co. he will have charge of the sales and service
departments for that company in the Pacific states with
office in the Crocker building, San Francisco, Cal.
tello.

Capt. A. Fletcher Marsh of the Construction Division of
the army has resumed his duties as secretary of the Marsh &

Truman Lumber Company,

Chicago.
Captain Marsh received his commission almost simultaneously with the entrance of this country into the war and was employed to
supervise lumber production and transportation in the interests of the army.
During the first five months of his service
he was stationed in the Atlantic states south of Washington,
D. C, where he was employed on lumber production work.
He was later transferred to New Orleans, La., and Birmingham, Ala., where he supervised the transportation of lumber to eastern points. Latterly he was located on the Pacific
coast, where he engaged in similar work.
Lieut. E. R. Ross
of the artillery branch of the army, and Lieut. F. L. Bronez
of the American flying forces, have also returned to their
former positions with the Marsh & Truman Lumber Company. They are both members of the sales organization.

Charles H. Wilson, who has been in active military service
France as a lieutenant of engineers, has been honorably
discharged from the army and has resumed his duties as
representative of Fairbanks. Morse & Co.
He was one of
the survivors of the U. S. SS. "Lincoln," which was sunk by

in

January

17,
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the Boclie submarine U-90, 400 miles off Brest, France, while
on return trip to the United States. During his service with
the American Expeditionary Forces Lieut. Wilson, who was
a reserve officer prior to the entry of this country in the
world war, was attached to tlie British tank corps as mechanOn his
ical officer and was later with the U. S. tank corps.
return he was assigned for duty in the organization of tank
corps units here, afterwards being on duty with engineer
replacement troops. Prior to his entry into military service
Mr. Wilson was located in Houston, Texas, as southwestern
representative for Fairbanks, Morse & Co., with which company he has been associated for 14 years. He will now make
his headquarters at the St. Louis office.

The Klaxon Company, manufacturer of the Klaxon horn, announces its entry into the railway intercommunication field. It
has taken over the Stentor Electric Manufacturing Company,
maker of loud speaking railway telephones, and in the future
will manufacture and distribute the Stentor products through its
industrial division with office in New York City. During the
war all of the intercommunication apparatus manufactured by this
company was required by the United .States Government. To
meet navy requirements for dependable means of communication
under severe noise conditions, this company developed a transmitter and a receiver that have given satisfactory service even
under gunfire. The Klaxon-Stentor loud speaking railway telephones are equipped with these improved transmitters and receivers. They transmit messages in so loud and clear a tone that
they can be heard at a distance from the instrument. The railway train despatcher who has one on his desk need not wear
a head receiver. The Klaxon Company is extending its laboratory facilities for experimental and research work and has already put to work several engineers of wide experience in this
field.
It has engaged the services of one of the foremost authorities on telephony and sound reproduction in the United States
and the inventor of the Stentor loud speaking telephones will
devote all his time to development work on intercommunication
apparatus. The Stentor apparatus was described in the Railway
Age Gazelle of July 31, 1914, page 214.
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Railroad Administration
Central
Charles B. Eddy, heretofore assistant general counsel to the
United States Railroad .Xdministration, has been appointed
associate director of the Division of Finance.

Theodore H. Price, who resigned on January 1 as actuary
of the Railroad Administration to return to his business in
New York, has decided to retain his position with the Railroad Administration, but will devote less of his time to that
work.
In the chart of the organization of the Railroad Administration published as a supplement with the issue of December 20, J. A. Middleton was erroneously included as manager
inland traffic, oil division of the Fuel Administration. O. M.

Conley succeeded Mr. Middleton

in this office

the past year,

Pneumatic Hammer.

—A

six-page folder describing in detail
the construction and operation of the Barr pneumatic high speed
hammer has been published by H. Edsill Barr, engineers, Erie, Pa.

Turret Lathes.

—The

Gisholt Machine Company, Madison,
Wis., has issued a 102-page catalogue, TLC-1, describing Gisholt
turret lathes.
It was the purpose in preparing this catalogue to
show particularly what kinds of work these lathes will do. It
contains over 100 illustrations, including a number of close-up
views of the lathes actually at work, followed by 22 pages of line
drawings showing parts which are successfully finished on Gisholt
lathes
the time for finishing these parts is given under each
drawing.
general description of the machine is also given,
together with specifications and dimensions, and the last part of

1.

manager of inland

traffic,

representing the Rail-

road Administration on the War Industries Board, has been
appointed director of the Division of Capital Expenditures, succeeding Judge R. S. Lovett. Mr. Powell was also a member
of the priorities committee of the War Industries Board.

Federal and General Managers
Gulf. Texas & Western has been added to the jurisdiction of J. L. Lancaster, federal manager, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., effective January 10.

The

The

Missouri,

Oklahoma & Gulf has been placed under

federal control and has been added to the
L. Kramer, federal manager, St. Louis, Mo.

Trade Publications

on October

T. C. Powell, formerly vice-president of the Queen & Crescent
and traffic vice-president of the Southern Railway, and, during

jurisdiction

of

S. G. Strickland, federal manager of the Chicago & North
Western, with headquarters at Chicago, has had his jurisdiction extended to include the Sioux City Terminal Railroad.

E. E. Calvin, federal manager of the Union Pacific, the
Oregon Short Line and the Los Angeles & Salt Lake has had
his jurisdiction extended over the
headquarters at Omaha, Neb.

Gilmore

&

Pittsburg, with

Operating
J.

M. Ward has been appointed agent and superintendent

of the Lawrenceville Branch Railroad, at Lawrenceville, Ga.,
vice W. H. Cheney, assigned to other service.

;

A

book is devoted to standard tools for the lathes, boring bars,
reamers, tool holders and chucks. The turret on carriage and
gap lathes, as well as the motor driven lathes, are illustrated and
the

described.

—

Car Heating Devices. The Gold Car Heating & Lighting
Company. New York, has issued circulars describing the construction and operation of car heating apparatus which the comThese are a vapor valve. No.
pany has recently developed.
designed for application on the inside of the car; packend valve No. 1126, with automatic drip in the valve itself;
packless quick opening single and twin supply valves, Nos. 1140
and 1145, respectively, which open and close on a quarter turn;
and pop valve No. 1137, a train line safety valve designed to prevent the blowing off of the steam hose in case of excess pressure,
and also successfully used as a safety valve for hot water cirCirculars have also been issued describing
culating systems.
other Gold devices, including a combination gasket tool No.
a pres1077, for use in applying and removing coupler gaskets
sure regulator with a large steam capacity for long passenger
trains, No. 1014; steam hose coupler No. 804-S, with oscillating
gasket; and steam hose coupler gasket G-4, for use in steam
1112,

less

;

hose couplers using non-oscillating gaskets.

C. H. Dyson has been appointed fuel agent of the Baltimore & Ohio Western Lines; the Dayton & Union Railroad, and the Dayton L^nion Railroad, with headquarters at

—

Cincinnati, O.
C. T. Mason, assistant superintendent of the St. Louis-San
Francisco, at Springfield, Mo., has been appointed assistant
superintendent of the Willow Springs and Memphis sub-divisions of the Ozark division, with headquarters at Thayer,
Mo., vice T. F. Gaines, assigned to other duties.

H. A. Shepard, assistant superintendent of telegraph on
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, at New Haven,
Conn., has been appointed superintendent of telegraph of
that road, the Central New England, the Wood River
Branch Railroad, the New York Connecting Railroad, the
Narragansett Pier Railroad and the Union Freight Railroad,
vice N. E. Smith, deceased.

W.

E.

Brooks, general

superintendent

on the

Missouri

Pacific with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been transferred to the Southern district of that road and the Memphis.
Dallas & Gulf, with headquarters at Little Rock. .Ark., succeeding J. W. Decin, deceased. J. A. Somerville has resigned
as assistant manager of the Car Service Section at Washington and has returned to his former position as general
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ol transportation on tlic Missouri I'acitic,
Memphis. Dallas & Gulf, the Arkansas Central, the
Natchez & Southern and the Natchez & Louisiana, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., succeedinK J. Cannon, who resumes his former position as general superintendent of tlie
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Purchasing

supcriiiteiulciu

the

district of the Missouri Pacific, witli lu';ul<iuartcrs at
Louis, effective January 11.

Eastern
St.

Traffic
Traflic Committee, .^tlanta, Ga., anappointment of F. L. Speiden as agent of the

The Southern Freight
nounces

tiie

Traflic

Louisville

M.

P.

J.

Bureau,

efifective

January

8.

succeeding

Washburn, deceased.

N. C. Foss, purchasing agent of the Ann Arbor, has i)cen
appointed assistant purciiasing agent of that road, the I'ere
Marquette, the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line, the Grand
Trunk Western Lines, the Detroit & Mackinac, the Detroit,
Bay City & Western, the Port Huron Southern, the I'ort
Huron & Detroit, the Fort Street (Detroit) Union Depot
Railroad, and tiic Lake Michigan Car Ferry Association.
He will assist in the purchasing of coal, materials and supM. M.
plies, and will have headciuarters at Detroit, Mich.
Drake has been appointed assistant purchasing agent of the
above roads, in charge of stores, with office at Battle Creek,
Mich.

H. Lyman, freight service agent of the Chicago Great
at St. Joseph, Mo., has been appointed general

Western

agent, freight department, with headquarters at Minneapolis,
Minn., succeeding R. W. Goodell, who resigned to engage in
F. H. Byers, general agent at Leavenanother business.
worth, Kan., has been appointed freight service agent at St.
Joseph, Mo., to succeed Mr. Lyman, eiTective January L

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Shoup, assistant engineer of the Kansas City Southengineering
ern, at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed
assistant to the general manager.
S. E.

been appointed division engineer of the St.
J. C. Hill has
Louis district of the Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas. with headquarters at Sedalia. Mo., succeeding B. E. Wilber, resigned.
B.

Lamb,

supervisor of the signal department on the

J.
Southern Railroad, at Washington, D. C, has been appointed
Railroad Lines
signal and electrical engineer of the Southern
succeeding W. J.
East, with headquarters at Charlotte, N. C,

Eck, promoted.

George

W.

& Hudson

Ditmore, division car foreman of the Delaware
Carbondale, Pa., has been appointed master

at

Greenwich & Johnsonville, the
car builder' of that road, the
Schoharie Valley
Wilkesbarre Connecting Railroad and the
N. Y. The position
Railroad, with headquarters at Colonic,
has been abolished.
of assistant master car builder
appointed assistant chief
been
has
who
Dillenbeck,
Clark
the Central of New
engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading,
& Long Branch, the Atlantic City
Jersey, the New York
Railroad and the Port
Reading Railroad, with
headquarters at Phila-

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Carl R. Gray, whose resignation as director of the Division
of Operation of the United States Railroad Administration
became effective on January 15, has been re-elected to the
railway positions from which he resigned upon assuming his
These include the presidency and
duties at Washington.
chairmanship of the board of the Western Maryland Railway
Company and the chairmanship of the Wheeling & Lake Erie.
Mr. Gray was also re-elected a director of both of these
companies.

A. J. Earling, chairman of the board of directors of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at ChiHis resignation
cago, has retired on account of ill health.
took effect on November ], when R. M. Calkins was elected
president and took over his duties, but no public announcement of the fact was made until January 10. Mr. Earling is
71 years of age and has spent 52 years, his entire railroad
During the 18 years which ended
career, with the St. Paul.
in September, 1917, Mr. Earling was president of the St. Paul
and since that time has been chairman of the board. During
his tenure of office as president the mileage of the road increased from 6,337 to 10,510. The road was likewise transformed from a midvvestern to a trans-continental line through
the construction of the Puget Sound extension. The electrification of a large portion of the trans-mountain section of this
A
line constituted a daring venture in railroad construction.
photograph and an extended account of Mr. Earling's railway
career were published in the Railivay Age Gazette of September
21,

1917.

delphia, Pa., as has al-

Obituary

ready been announced
in

these columns-,

born on June

24,

was
William Riley, formerly general roadmaster on the Chicago
& Alton, the Chicago, Indiana & Southern and the Indiana
Harbor Belt, died at Chicago on January 10, at the age of 71.

1866,

Palatine Bridge,
He was eduN. V.
cated in the public
schools, later graduating from Canajoharie
Academy and in 1888 he
graduated as a civil enCornell
from
gineer
University. Mr. Dillenbeck began railway

at

work

in

May,

Henry

-vas 62 years of age
for 35 years.

Wabash

and had been connected with the Wabash

John Atlee, division engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
with headquarters at West Philadelphia, Pa., fell from the
platform of a train at the West Philadelphia Station and was
Mr. Atlee had been in the
instantly killed, on January 9.
service of the Pennsylvania Railroad for 16 years and was 45
years old at the time of his death.

1890, as

an assistant engineer
on the Philadelphia &
Reading, and has since

C. Kline, division passenger agent of the

at Chicago, died at his home in that city on January 11, following an illness of two months with influenza. Mr. Kline

C.

Dillenbeck

served continuously
with thatroad. In
January. 1914. he was appointed engineer of bridges and
buildings, and now becomes assistant chief engineer of the
roads mentioned above.
F. E. King, district carpenter on the Northern division of
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at
Minneapolis, Minn., has been transferred to Chicago, succeeding A. Yappen, promoted as noted in last week's issue.
The authority of F. E. Rice, who has also been serving as
district carpenter at Minneapolis, will be extended to cover
the territory recently under the direction of Mr. King.

W. H. Higgins, signal engineer of the Central of New
Jersey since 1901, with headquarters at Elizabeth, N. J., died
on January 15 at his home in Jersey City, N. J., at the age of
Mr. Higgins began railway work when about 17 years
61.
old with the Pennsylvania Railroad in the telegraph department. He subsequently had charge of the electric lighting
and interlocking on that road at Jersey City. In 1901 he
went to the Central of New Jersey as signal engineer, which
position he held at the time of his death. Mr. Higgins superintended the construction of block signals on practically the
whole of the important passenger lines of the Central of

New

Jersey.

Rfliiwt^Age

Railroad Administration has made
it has made to the
railroad companies. . Many of these
Advances to
so-called advances are simply due or
Railroads versus overdue rental.
The Administration
li'is the excuse that the contracts beSlow Pay
tween the railroad companies and the
government have not, except in a comparatively few instances, been signed.
But the government has used the railroads for over a year.
They are the property of private
coq^orations and justice demands that compensation be paid
the owners currently for the use of their property.
If the
government were promptly to pay a rental of 90 per cent of
tlie minimum amount that would be due under its own interpretation of the prospective contract wih each road in accordance with the provisions of the railroad control act, it would
be beyond peradventure on the safe side and the corporations
would be in possession of a reasonable part of the money
which is due them. The corporations could then in turn
meet their obligations. As it is now the Wabash is holding
up the payment of the dividend on its prior preferred "A"
stock, and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is deferring
If the sothe dividend on both its preferred and common.
called "advances" which the Administration talks about
were fully analyzed, it would be found that in a great number of cases the Administration is far behind in its payments to the roads. This situation is analogous to that previously mentioned in these columns which is created by the
fact that federal managers are not allowed sufficient sums
It is all thoroughly
to pay debts due for railroad supplies.
bad business and works injustice to the supply companies

From time

to time the

announcement of the "advances" which

that are creditors of the government

and

to the holders of

securities of the companies.

war conditions might justify rates which would otherwise be unreasonai)le. This plea was quite possibly entered
before the signing of the armistice, but the decision of the
commission was arrived at since that time, and there is quite
evident a note of relief on the commission's part that such
an argument is no longer valid. Notwithstanding this attitude, however, the commission in the Pacific Lumber case
stands squarely on its right to reduce rates on roads under
federal control when such rates are unjust because di.icriminatory.
that

The end
it

of the

war and of the

have enabled railroad

responsibilities carried with

officers,

duties

heretofore

bound

to their

by patriotic considerations, to

Driving Brains

think of their own interests.
The recent resignation of A. W. Thompson,
Railroad Business federal manager of the Baltimore &
Ohio, Eastern Lines, illustrates which
way the wind is blowing. Mr. Thompson, who is not yet
44 years of age, has been regarded as one of the ablest and
most promising of the younger generation of railroad executives.
Despite the fact that the railways constitute one
of the most important instrumentalities of our economic
fabric, and as such should be able to retain their best talent,
Mr. Thompson evidently deemed his future in the steam
transportation field too uncertain to warrant his remaining
in it when a g(X)d opportunity in another business presented
itself.
As president of the Philadelphia Company, a corporation operating several public utilities and industrial
properties in the Pittsburgh district, he will no longer have
to fear the uncertainties presented by the present situation
of the railways or the restrictions upon initiative and am-

Out

of the

bition imposed

by government operation.

Mr. Thompson

not alone in leaving the railways for industries which
offer more stable conditions and the certainty of compensais

In the Pacific Lumber case, reported elsewhere in this issue,
the director general, through his counsel, at first contended
that the Interstate Commerce CommisRate Discrimina- sion did not have jurisdiction under

which the commission will be called upon to decide during
the period of federal control.
It is rather amusing to see the
evident joy which the commission takes in brushing aside

more commensurate with ability and energy. For example, C. B. Seger, president of the Union Pacific system,
has recently resigned to go to the United States Rubber Company, and D. W. Cooke, vice-president of the Erie, has
gone with the Cunard Steamship Company. Other men it is
important to keep on the railways are likely to follow their
example unless the policy of experimentation with government operation, inaugurated during the war, is abandoned
and the railroads are returned to their owners on a basis
which will permit their successful operation. Although the
Railroad Administration shows a large deficit for the first
year of its activities, much has been said of the improvements that have been introduced through unification. On the
other hand, too little has been said of the advantages the
Railroad Administration has derived from the loyal service
of railway officers who have been developed and trained
under private management.
While the railways can well
afford to dispense with some duplications of facilities and
service, they can lose their skilled and experienced officers
only at a tremendous cost. It is obvious to any one familiar
with existing conditions that the railway problem of this
country must be settled, and settled soon, if the exodus of
Ijrains from the industry is not to assume dangerous pro-

the contention of counsel for the Railroad Administration

portions.

the federal control act to pass upon alBy sue^^8^^ discrimination in rates.
cessive steps counsel for the Railroad
Administration, however, retired from this position and the

tion

and the

Administration

Interstate

Commerce Commission

in

its

decision squarely

rules against this earlier contention of the Railroad

Admin-

The commission
advance in rates alone may

apparently holds that whether the
be considered as the rate initiated
by the director general, or the entire rate including the rate
advanced as well as the advance on this rate should be conistration.

sidered as the rate initiated by the director general, the commission still has the power to declare a rate unjust and unreasonable.
It is a rather interesting point that the commis-

up as to whether the whole rate or the advance
the rate initiated by the Railroad Administration. In
this particular case the commission did not attempt to decide
the question, but it might conceivably enter into other cases
sion brings

only

is

tion
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As briefly mentioned in last week's issue, announcement has
been made that the Sixth National Foreign Trade Convention will be held at the Congress
Hotel, Cliicago, April 24, 25 and 26.
The Foreign
'I'he railway supply field has always
Trade
been well represented at the Foreign
Convention
Trade Conventions and it is not unreasonalile to sujipose that with the new interest in foreign
trade that is l)eing manifested by the industry and in view
of the holding of the meeting in one of the big centers of the
supply field namely Chicago there will be even a much
greater attendance of supply men this year than usual.
With these facts in mind, the Railway Age feels sure that it
would not be out of order to suggest that the American business man's interest in the railways of other lands has now
become great enough to permit of the holding of a special
group session of the convention, devoted entirely to the
Such a group session could
export of railway supplies.
cover a number of important and timely topics; including, for
example, the present trend of railway development in foreign
lands; the desirability of the investment of American capital
in the railroads of South America, China, etc.; the prospects for trade in railway supplies in various countries the
world over; and, by all means, a discussion of the practical
difficulties to be surmounted and consideration of the best
steps to follow to build up a lasting trade in railway supplies
including not only cars, locomotives, rails, etc., but also
In view of the large number of
specialties and accessories.
railway supply men in Chicago and the interest in this subject manifested by the railway supply men in New York
and other cities, a good attendance at such a group session
would apparently be guaranteed. The question itself is so
broad that it would seem to fit in with the broad ideas that
characterize the conventions. The speakers should be readily
obtainable and that such a group session would prove of
The secretary of the
lasting value seems beyond doubt.
National Foreign Trade Council, O. K. Davis, 1 India
Square, New York, has asked for suggestions. We feel sure
that if a sufficient interest in the plan were shown by the
many railway supply men who are in the habit of attending
the Foreign Trade Conventions, it could easily be brought

—

—

—

about.

Save Fuel by Supervising
Coaling Stations
POSSIBILITIES for saving fuel through careful supervision of coaling stations have in the past received but
The importance of this matter was
little consideration.
strikingly brought out at a recent meeting of the Western
G. Crawford, who presented data to
Railway Club by

THE

J.

show that if the plants were improperly operated as much
To secure the
as SIX per cent of the fuel might be wasted.
best grade of fuel for locomotive service, as delivered on
the tender, the coal loaded at the mine must be checked to
insure that the lump and screenings are well mixed, the
metal bottoms of the coal pockets must be kept bright and
each pocket must be completely emptied every few days. If
these precautions are observed each engine will receive a
On
fairly uniform grade of well cracked mine run coal.
the other hand, if the chute pockets are not cleaned thoroughly and systematically, the metal bottoms will become

and coal will accumulate with the result that some
engines will receive egg coal, others cracked mine run and

rusty,

still

others screenings.

fuel performance under the latter conditions will not
be as good as if the engine had received a uniform grade of
mine run coal. Tests conducted at the University of Illi-
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tluit two-inch lump coal is 98 per cent as effimine run and that two-inch screenings are 90 per
It would make no difference
cent as efficient as mine run.
whether the two-incii lump and two-inch screenings were
obtained by screening mine run at the mine or whether they
resulted through Ke[)aration of mine run at the coaling staTherefore under the first assumed condition the effition.
ciency of the coaling station would be 100 per cent and
under the second condition, assuming that the engines received one-half the time two- inch lump and the other half
two-inch screenings, the efiicicncy would be only 94 per
cent, or the average of 98 and 90 per cent.
The amount ^:o l)c saved by closer supervision of coaling
stations will not average six i>er cent, but nevertheless, on

nois sliow

ciT;nt

as

most roads, it will be found to be a very appreciable item.
There are other conditions that make it advisable to give
There will be more
close attention to the coaling plants.
delays to trains and more engine failures if some locomotives
receive all lump coal and others all screenings, than if each
Furthermore, the griidual
engine receives a uniform grade.
oxidation of accumulations of fine coal which have remained
in the chutes undisturbed for some time may cause fires
due to spontaneous combustion.

Government Operation
Kills Private Initiative
HIS PROCLAMATION of December 26, in which he announced his decision to take over the railroads, President
Wilson stated that "investors in railway securities may rest
assured that their rights and interests will be as scrupulously
looked after by the government as they could be by diWhen he appeared
rectors of the several railway systems."
before Congress on January 4 he stated further that "nothing
will be altered or disturbed which it is not necessary to
IN

We

are serving the public interest and safeguarding the public safety, but we are also regardful of the interest of those by whom these great properties are owned."
The public and the owners of the railways took these statements at their face value. The President stated that he took
disturb.

the roads over solely as a war measure but many measures
have been introduced which have borne no relation to the
wiiming of the war and which have been promoted solely
to demonstrate certain theories of railway operation held by
Although the war has now been won and
those in control.
the purpose for which the roads have been taken over has
been accomplished, new measures continue to be introduced,
many of which are in evident conflict with the pledge of the
President to protect the interests of the ovmers of the in-

dividual property.
As an illustration, one road has made
extensive investments in a timber treating plant to insure
Following the ina supply of treated ties for its lines.
auguration of government control, a large part of the output
of this plant has been diverted to other lines, while the owning road has been forced to return largely to the use of unAnother road found the tie supply failing
treated ties.
along its lines several years ago and after extended search
developed a new source of supply remote from its then-existing lines. To protect itself it made a long-term contract with
a large producer working in this region, built a treating
plant located with reference to this source of supply and
perfected an elaborate program. This road has recently been
notified of the cancellation of its contract by the Central
Purchasing Committee and has been advised that the ties
produced in this region will be diverted to other roads. No
attempt is made to deny the fact that the original road needs
the ties, but the statement is made that other lines need them
worse. When it is considered that the tremendous decrease
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in tie production during the past year has been brought
about largely by the ill-advised actions of the Central Purchasing Committee in its attempt to "reform" the tie producing industry and not entirely by the conditions inherent
in the national situation, it is difficult to see how such steps
are "regardful of the interest of those by whom these great

properties are owned."

One

of the features which has characterized the successunder private operation has been the courage and
far-sightedness displayed in making large investments leadHaving taken the risks inciing to ultimate economies.
ful roads

dent to these investments, these roads are now denied the
advantages accruing from them and are required to share
these advantages with other roads which have incurred none
of these risks.
The only possible result of the continuance
of such a policy will be to force the progressive roads to
forego such productive improvements and to lower them to
The suppression of initiative has
the level of the average.
been found to be a universal result of government ownership
of public utilities elsewhere, and it is rapidly becoming evi-

dent in this country.

The Employment
THE

HIGHER THE RATE

of

of the

Expert

Compensation for any given

class of employees, the greater the incentive to curtail

their

employment.

Thus with

laborers paid double what

a greater

demand

for labor

they formerly received there is
saving devices. Likewise the award of appreciable advances
to supervisory and technical forces on the railroads naturally
leads to speculation on the opportunities for curtailing the
employment of these higher grade men. To be sure, there
will be no tendency toward a return to the old days of railroading when the only supervision considered really necessary was that given by the "old man" himself who also
assumed that he had a more intimate knowledge of the
technical details of all branches of railway operation than
any one else in the organization. There is little question
that supervision on the roads should be increased rather than
curtailed,

and

it is

common knowledge

of technical assistance on railroads
as in most industrial undertakings.

is

that the employment
not nearly as extensive

In the case of technical help, however, there is one legitimate means of reducing the size of the staff, namely the
employment of the outside consulting expert at such times
and for such periods as his services may be required for some
special project.
This suggestion may be applied to any
one of a half a dozen or more different types of special
railway employment.
Of all classes of special experts employed by the railways the architect is probably the commonest and most frequently considered.
Few large passenger stations are developed without the
aid of outside architects.
On the other hand, even the
smallest roads are organized to design the small roadway

and

Briefly, success in the large projects
station structures.
implies a happy combination of skill and imagination in
architectural design with an intimate knowledge of the
physical operating requirements of the railroad structure.
Unless the architect in private practice specializes in railroad

work or carries on a sufficient amount of it to become thoroughly conversant with railroad requirements, his designs
will require too extensive revision by the railway officers to
be entirely successful from either the utilitarian or the
aesthetic standpoints.
On the other hand, the small railroad can scarcely afford to employ an architect on its staff
who has sufficient breadth of vision to handle the larger
work. Even if the road should be able to pay an adequate
salary to attract the man of ability, the paucity of the larger
problems would have a tendency either to drive him to other
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employment or

to cramp his ability to cope with the occasional large project.
Such a man would suffer a handicap
also through the application of the old adage "familiarity

breeds contempt."

Being occupied most of the time with
minor matters, his superiors will not accord him the necessary
independence of action in preparing his designs and will
be too inclined to drive rough shod through his plans, ordering changes here and there which may ruin the motif of
his architectural treatment entirely.

However, while it is clear that most railroads will find it
more profitable to retain the architect in private practice for
the more important projects, it is necessary that the nucleus
of the building design staff be maintained to conduct the
current building work.
It would be impracticable to carry
on work of this nature with the aid of a firm of outside
architects.

Familiarity with

knowledge of the property and

general

policy

and intimate

needs are matters which
enter largely in the preparation of designs for new structures
or for remodeling old ones as well as in the successful superintendence of work while in progress.
Furthermore, the
architect must be in close contact with the maintenance
forces in order that he may study the practical working out
of the various building standards and be in a position to
revise them intelligently with a knowledge of their actual
performance.
The problem, therefore, seems to resolve itself into the
retention of a staff to conduct the current work, while calling
its

whenever the unusual or monumental
The conditions on some roads
may justify the arrangement for doing a larger part of the
work by outside individuals than on others. Whatever the
solution of the problem, one principle is established
there
is no economy in eliminating the expert when his services are
in outside assistance

structure

is

to be considered.

—

really required.

Be he

dock expert, if he
tained on a fee.

is

architect, hydraulic engineer or coal
not employed on salary he must be re-

Will Another Advance in
Rates Be Necessary?
McAdoo is no longer director general of railways.
MR.The
effect of the things he said and did while he was
director general will, however, long be felt

by those who have

succeeded to the responsibilities he has left and by the public.
It is necessary that one of the last important things he
said shall at this time be subjected to sharp scrutiny. Otherwise, the public may be seriously misled and other persons
may be held responsible for the results of some very farreaching things he did.
Testifying before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, Mr. McAdoo expressed the opinion that if government operation were continued the railways, with the present
freight and passenger rates, could earn a surplus over the
return guaranteed to the companies of $100,000,000 in 1919.
He even indicated it should be possible to effect economies
during the present year which would render it feasible and
desirable to make some reduction in freight rates.
Early this week, however, it was implied in newspaper
despatches from Washington that further advances of rates
probably will be necessary if the government is to avoid
incurring a railway deficit in 1919 even larger than that of
1918.
Study of the statistics of railway earnings and expenses for the four months, August to November, inclusive,
and consideration of some important new influences which
are working, will demonstrate that the fear that either rates
must be again advanced, or the taxpayers of the United
States must pay a large railway deficit for the year 1919,
is only too well founded.
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earnings in the four months
November, inclusive, as comi)ared with the same
months of 1917, was ;i;4 5 7, 000 ,()()(). This was almost wholly
due to advances in rates. The increase in operating expenses
In const^iuence, in
in the same montlis was ;i;465,0()0,()00.
spite of the advances in rates, net earnings in these months

The

incrciiso in total railway
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Augu.-^t to

almost ?8,()00,000 less than in the corresponding
montiis of l')17. TJie way in which earnings and operating
In
income declined during this period was very ominous.
August net earnings were $144,000,000; in September,
$117,500,000; in October, $106,000,000; and in November
Operating income is what is left of
only $76,000,000.
net earnings after the deduction of taxes and uncollectible
In August operating income was $128,000,000;
revenues.
in Sei>temhcr, $101,400,000; in October, $89,500,000; and
It requires over $80,000,000
in November only $57,000,000.
a month to pay the returns guaranteed to the companies; in
November, the last month for which statistics are available,

Letters to the Editor

were

operating income was $23,000,000 less than this amount.
Since the armistice was signed and the war activities of
the government have been in process of reduction, a rapid
decline of both freight and passenger traffic, and therefore
In consequence, the
of gross earnings, has been occurring.
figures for December may make a worse showing than those
It is true that large retroactive advances in
for November.
wages were charged into the accounts in the months menBut it must also be rememl)ered that in October,
tioned.
November and December there was very little snow and cold
weather, which was extremely favorable to economical operFurthermore, all the advances in wages granted in
ation.
1918 are not reflected in the statistics yet, and large advances in wages are still to be made to the train service
employees, which will affect both the expenses and net earnings in 1919.
The facts are, then, that when Mr. McAdoo retired the
expenses of the railways already had increased so much more
in proportion than their earnings that they were not making
enough to pay the guarantees to the companies; that traffic,
and, in consequence, gross earnings were rapidly declining;
and that owing to things he had done, and which cannot
now be undone, the ratio of expenses to earnings was still
sharply rising.
Theoretically, it should be possible to effect large economies either by reductions of wages or by
increases of operating efficiency.
Nobody believes, however,
that wages will be reduced.
They are still being increased.
It ought to be practicable to effect economies by increasing
the efficiency of labor, which, in many branches of the service,
has declined almost beyond computation, and is now at a
\ow ebb. This is especially the case in the mechanical department, the inefficiency in which is reflected in a startling
manner in the enormous increases in expenditures for maintenance of equipment.
It seems very doubtful, however,
whether the efficiency of labor will or can be substantially
increased under government operation.
It would appear, therefore, that the only practicable alternatives, if government operation is to be continued, are to
advance rates or to impose a railway deficit of $250,000,000
or more on the taxpaying public this year.
Undoubtedly
economies in operation would be effected if the railways were
returned to operation by the companies, but nobody knows
how soon these economies could be made or how large they
would be, and therefore to return the railways to private
operation without giving some kind of government guarantees
of net income, temporary or permanent, or first making a
substantial advance of rates, would be ruinous to many
companies and would subject the country to the perils of a
great panic.

Mr. McAdoo has left to those who are now operating the
railways, to the railway companies and to the public a heritage of problems and dangers of the most serious kind.
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Locomotive Fuel Consumption
Washington, D.

C.

To THE Editor:

May

your attention to a typographical error in the
fKn which you pul)lished in your Annual
Review number of January 3, 1919, page 29, by means of
which I was made to say that railway locomotives during
1918 consumed some 650,000,000 tons of coal.
By some
j)rocess known only to your compositor my statement that
consumption of fuel had been 165,000,000 was metamorphosed into 650,000,000 tons.
Julius H. Parmelee.
article

I call

from

my

To Prevent Rear

Collisions
Chicago.

To THE Editor:
The two

me

to

rear

collisions

numerous

to

passenger trains

that re-

which occurred recently prompts
suggest a simple safeguard which would tend to render

sulted in

fatalities

All operating officers know how
strictly observed and
that rear collisions in many instances are primarily due to a
violation of these important rules.
If a rear platform lamp, equipped with a 100 to 150-watt
electric light, and having a radial lens of 60 deg. to 90 deg.
radius were provided for the rear end of every passenger
train, protection would be afforded which is now lacking.
The "tail lights" used on most roads are inferior and not
of sufficient size to be seen for any distance.
On curves the
rear lights are scarcely visible for a distance of more than a
few hundred feet. The red light suggested would be visible
on tangents for miles, and on curves a distance sufficient to
enable a following train to be stopped before a serious acciown experience has demonstrated the
dent resulted.
utility of such a simple protection and with only reasonable
flagging protection such a device would make the disastrous
rear collisions rare.
L. C. Fritch.

such accidents avoidable.
difficult

is

it

to

have the flagging rules

My

Wants

Shipper

Better Treatment
Chicago.

To the

Now

Editor:

had their rates raised subdemurrage and switching rates have been raised,
freight accounts placed on a strictly C. O. D. basis and
many other conditions have been enforced that are favorable
that the railroads have

stantially,

unfortunate that railways cannot, or
bills promptly.
Generally speaking, lines that formerly discounted, are
taking extensive overtime on material accounts now, while
lines that were slow under former management are now
dreadfully delinquent. Little attempt on most lines is made
to comply with terms of sale, though patrons are absolutely

to the carriers,

will not,

pay

it

their

is

own

required to respect the new arrangement as respecting the
payment of freight accounts. Then, too, little or no improvement has been noticed in the handling of freight claims;
there is still the same old fencing, delays, needless correspondence, and none of the roads that we have encountered
will pay interest on delayed claims as the director general
recently ordered, unless forced to do so by the claimant, in ac-

cordance with Mr. McAdoo's order.
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The public has stood
new procedure, etc., in

very patiently for many changes,
transportation field, but now
feels that the time has arrived to show the public more consideration, as it is the good old public that, in the end, pays
the

A

the bills.

Wage Awards

Shipper.

and Signal Department
Altoona, Pa.

To THE Editor:
Among the many

brought about by the
United States Railroad Administration's wage adjustment,
perhaps none has wrought more injustice than that affecting
Signal department employees from the
the signal foremen.
maintainers to the signal engineer have always been an
underpaid class, considering the responsibilities resting upon
them; but never before was there a time when the subordinate forces were rated higher than their immediate suThis, however, is one of the many inequalities that
periors.
is being allowed to exist at the present time.

The

irregularities

gross injustice to the signal foremen, of the applicaOrder No. 27 with its subsequent supple-
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increase granted the foremen in the locomotive and car departments was based on what their highest paid craftsmen
would receive when working a full month, and was made
sufficient to take care of any emergencies that may arise.
If a foreman in the locomotive and car department, supervising men rated at 68 cents an hour is paid a flat monthly
rate amounting to so much more than his craftsmen, why
should not the signal foreman who is supervising crafts
rated the same as those in shop work, receive an increase
equivalent to that of the shop foreman with a fair percentage
allowance made for. the number of men over whom he has
supervision?
A signal foreman stands to lose approximately $1,000
simply because he happens to have sufficient ability to have
been advanced above his fellows.
If such injustice is to
continue, the only thing remaining for the signal foremen
is to petition the Railroad Administration for a place in the
ranks and if this were permitted, it would be very difficult to
fill the foremen's positions, because years of experience are
necessary to develop a signal foreman; and as already stated,
the existing rate would not justify the subordinate forces in
making the change.

tion of General

In atments, was evident soon after they became effective.
tempting to have the matter corrected, supervisors of signals,
division engineers, superintendents, general superintendents,
general managers, regional directors, wage boards and even
the director-general were appealed to, but so far without
any apparent result. At the present time signal foremen on
one of the large roads in the Allegheny region are classed
under Supplement No. 8 to General Order No. 27 and are
paid a monthly salary (provided they work every day) of
A signal maintainer, rated at 68 cents an hour,
$140.45.
under Supplement 4 will receive $182.24 for the month of
January, 1919. A section maintainer also paid under Supplement No. 4 working in a minor supervisory capacity, with
a five-cent differential over the maintainer though subordinate to the signal foreman, would receive $13.20 more
than the maintainer, or a total of $195.44; making a monthly
difference between the monthly earnings of the foreman and
the section maintainer of $54.99, in favor of the section
maintainer. This shows the absurdity of the rates when applied to the three positions mentioned and when each person
filling the position is employed the net specified number of
working days in the month.
When called to work on Sundays and holidays, or for the
ninth and tenth hours of the regular working day, the inconsistencies to which the signal foreman and his assistant are
subjected is demonstrated by the following:
Signal foreman receives
Assistant foreman receives
Section maintainer receives

Maintainer

receives

Chas. L. Sandrus.

Speaking

of

Resignations
St. Louis,

To THE
Your

Mo.

Editor:
editorial entitled

"Speaking of Resignations,"

in the

November 29, reminds me that the ancient Greeks
and Romans, when they got the characters in a play in such
issue of

a fix that they could not be extricated by mortal hands, had
a "Deus ex Machina" or a sort of God, let down on the
stage in a cage, who straightened them out.
If you can
find a "Deus ex Machina" for the railroads he could be

more useful than the

I.

C. C.

and

forty-eight other disturb-

ers.

C. D.
Consulting Engineer,

St.

PURDON,

Louis Southwestern.

[Representative Sims has introduced a bill to provide
Maybe
$500,000,000 additional for the Revolving Fund.
it's the "angel" that's needed for the show.]

$0,688 per hour
0.641 per
1.095 per
1.02

hour
hour

per hour

No person familiar with signal department work would
say that the established rates of the maintainers or the section maintainers are excessive in the least, and any attempt
to reduce such rates would be nothing short of a miserable
travesty on justice, but how long will the Railroad Administration be able to hold signal department organizations
together under such conditions?
Many experienced men
have already left their positions to take up other work.
Others have forfeited their foremanships and taken places
in the ranks, while others, conscious of their patriotic duty
and willing to stand by the government in a crisis, have
labored on in the hope that some of the many promises would
eventually be fulfilled.
There has been much speculation as to what an adequate
increase for the signal foremen should be, but, treating the
matter from the standpoint of justice, there should be no
difficulty in arriving at a satisfactory conclusion.
The recent
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Lift

Partially

Completed with Temporary Lift Span

The Reconstruction
Ohio River Crossing

Still

in

Place

of a

Notable Railroad Bridge

at Louisville

Now

Contains Longest

Simple Riveted Span in the World

THE

RECOXSTRUCTION

Penn.s\lvania

Lines

of the
at

swing span of 264 ft. over the Portland canal, with 23 deck
spans varying from 50 ft. to 245 ft. 5 in. in length. The
two through spans were of the sub-panel Warren type with
cast-iron compression members and wrought-iron, eye-bar
tension members. The trusses were duplex, there being two
complete trusses on each side connected by struts and ties.
The deck spans were all of the Fink type with material of
the same character as that used in the through spans.
Subsequent to first construction certain changes were
In 1891, the floor beams of the deck spans, which
made.
were of a unique cast-iron arch type, were reinforced by
placing steel beams on either side of them. About 22 years
ago the truss floor beams of the through spans were equipped

Oliio river bridge of the

Louisville

was the foremost

railway bridge project under way during the past year.
was the greatest by reason of the length of the structure,
which is almost a mile, because of its weight, which aggregates 23,500 tons of structural steel, and because it contains
a record-breaking span of 643 ft. lOyi in., the longest
It

Considerable hissimple, riveted truss span in the world.
toric interest also is attached to this project because it marks
the passing of a noted structure among American railway
bridges, the Louisville bridge built by Albert Fink between
1867 and 1870. Through 47 years this old superstructure

carried the increasing loads of railway traffic with but minor
-•— 7h Louisville, Ky.

Un span
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South Half of the Louisville Bridge

when removed was

in a remarkable state
most other railroad bridges built
before the beginning of the new century, it proved inadequate
for present loadings and had to be replaced by a new
structure of greater carrying capacity and also providing
double track.
The new bridge, like the old one, is being
built by the Louisville Bridge Company, a corporation controlled by the Pennsj'lvania Company through ownership of
98 per cent of the stock.
The old bridge, as built in 1870, consisted of two through
channel spans of 400 and 370 ft., respectively, and a deck

strengthening and

of preservation.

But

like

with equalizers to effect a more uniform distrii^ution of the
In 1902, the drawspan
load to each of the doubled trusses.
was replaced by a through Pratt truss draw. The wooden
stringers were also replaced by steel after 25 to 35 years of
service.
In 1900 instructions were issued limiting the weight
of trains crossing the bridge to 3,300 lb. per lin. ft., with

engine axle loads of not over 39,000 lb. The speed was also
restricted to from 8 to 20 miles per hour, depending on the

The old substructure, of Bedford stone
of the train.
ashlar masonry on rock foundation, was so well preserved
that it has been used to support the new steel with only such

makeup
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modifications as were necessary to

The wrecking

structure.

make

fit

it

the

new

super-

of the old structure disclosed the

high grade of workmanship which had been applied in

its
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blance to that of the Ohio Connecting Railroad bridge of the
Pennsylvania Lines across Brunot's island near Pittsburgh,
which was rebuilt in 1914-15. Both of these liridges contain
two through riveted channel spans of the Petit type, separated
Ijy a long series of riveted deck Warren type truss spans, and
is a marked similarity in the structural details.
There
also an interesting coincidence in the fact that, until the
completion of the record span of 644 ft. in the Louisville
l)ridge, the 525-ft. span of the Brunot's island bridge was the

there
is

longest riveted simple truss span in the United States.
The
similarity, however, ends there, since the manner of prosecuting the work in tfie two structures differed widely.

The Indiana Channel Span
As a

record structure, a few of the principal dimensions
of the 644-ft. span are of interest.
It consists of 18 subpanels of 35 ft. 9yi in. The height of the trusses is 74 ft.
at the portals and 110 ft. 6 in. at mid-span, measured center
to center of chords.
The trusses are 34 ft., center to center,
and the total weight of the span is 6,209 tons.

The top chords and end posts are of a double-I section
with top cover plates and having 60-in. webs and 60-in.
cover plates.
The gross sectional areas of the end posts
and maximum top chord members are 562.43

Typical Truss Details of the Indiana Channel Span
fabrication and erection, as demonstrated by the excellent behavior of the spans through their long service life.

The New Structure
The

old superstructure has been replaced largely by spans
of equivalent length on the old piers, except for several imThe old 400-ft. Indiana channel
portant modifications.

span and the deck span adjacent

Grade

to

it

on the south have been
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North Half
replaced by a single span 643
center of end bearings.

Two
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sq.

535.09 sq. in. respectively.
The bottom chords are of a
double-web type with maximum net and gross sections of
487.55 and 587.27 sq. in. respectively. The largest gusset
plate, which is at panel point L-4, measures 129 in. by
1J4
in. by 13 ft. 10 in.
The two webs of the bottom chord are
tied together by diaphragms spaced 10 ft. to 12 ft. apart
with single lacing of 6-in. by ^-in. bars attached to horizontal plates secured to the webs by means of 8-in. by 8-in.
angles.
The top chords and end posts are stiffened by diaphragms at intervals of 6 ft. to 9 ft. and the lower edges of
the two webs are tied together by lacing bars and tie plates,
except that the lacing bars are omitted in the top chords by
providing that the spaces between the ends of the tie plates
are not greater than three feet.
The floor system, following the design used on the Ohio
Connecting Railroad bridge, consists of duplicate floor beams
at each panel point, one each to support the stringers in the
panel on either side.
This makes the floor system at each
panel a complete, independent unit, an arrangement that is
especially convenient in erection.
The end bearing detail
of the span is of massive proportions; the bearing pin is
24 in. in diameter and the expansion bearing consists of
eight segmental rollers having a diameter of 2 ft. 6 in. and a
length of 4 ft. The span rests on a grillage 2 ft. 2 in. deep
and 1 1 ft. long transverse of the piers, which in turn is sup-

64S.5 Group IV.

—jg

^

i—

-4- 18111'-^ l80.l8''-^l80.ll'-^l49.S3'-^9S.6f'^
-^
823.20 'Croup V-

\

of the Louisville Bridge

long center to

of the deck truss spans at the

north end of the bridge have been replaced by two deck
girder spans of 32 ft. and 99 ft. 6 in. respectively. The old
center pier drawspan has been replaced by a span of 264 ft.,
center to center of piers, operated as a vertical lift, while the
necessity for flanking this by 39-ft. tower spans introduced
a modification in the makeup of the spans immediately adjacent to the draw.
Except for the presence of the lift span, the new superstructure of the Louisville bridge bears a striking resem-

ported on a grillage covering the entire length of the pier and
ft. 9 in. deep.
The material is
high tension steel for main members of the trusses and floor
system and medium steel for the gusset plates, bracing and
minor details. The rivets are J^ in., 1 in. and ly^ in. in
consisting of eight girders 3

diameter.

The

'

details of the 370-ft.

spond very closely

Kentucky channel span

to those of the large span.

One

corrediffer-

ence is noted in the fact that the end post occupies only one
sub-panel and therefore has a much steeper slope. Some idea
of the relative proportions of the new double-track bridge
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a.s

loinparod to

tlie

single-track structure wliich

it

replaces

is

to be olitained l)y a comparison of the weif^hts per foot of
track of the new and old superstructure for this span, these

and .^,050
span weighs l'),650 lb. per

beint; 12,272 lb.

The

lb.

respectively.

The new

644-ft.
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The grade of the bridge Ijetween and including the two
channel spans, a distance of 2,242 ft., is level, with approach grades of 1.38 and 1.443 per cent ascending from the
north and south respectively. The 1.443 per cent grade ex-

ft.

Lift

Span

composed of through riveted trusses 260
ft. long, center to center of end bearings, and weighs about
Towers flanking it on cither end afford means
1,0 20 tons.
for lifting the span a distance of 32.3 ft. to give a clear headroom of 79 ft. above the pool level of the canal. The operating details of this structure conform very closely to those
used in the Pennsylvania Lines bridges over the Chicago and
Calumet rivers at Chicago. The counterweight towers are
IDS ft. high from the top of masonry to the center line of the
15-ft. .sheaves from which the span and the counterweights
'I'lie

lift

span

is

are hung by .sixteen 2J/^-in. wire ropes at each corner. The
sheaves consist of seven cast-steel rim segments with special
steel web members connecting them to cast-steel hubs which
The counterweights
are bored for 24-in. diameter shafts.

Compensaare of concrete cast in structural steel frames.
tion for the weight of the carrying cables is accomplished by
means of cast-iron link chains swung between the bottoms
of the concrete counterweights and points at mid-height on
the towers.
Power is supplied for moving this span up and down by
cables attached near the bottoms and tops of the towers and
passing over sheaves at the ends of the top chords to drums
on hoisting equipment in a house over the center of the span.

The

hoisting equipment consists of two 150-h.p., 220-volt,

There are three forms
3-phase, 60-cycle induction motors.
of control, one automatic by means of two solenoid brakes,
and two manual through an electric brake and a hand brake.
Duplicate control of the structure is provided since it
may be operated from a cabin suspended inside of the trusses
below the machinery house, and also from an interlocking
tower located just south of the bridge which controls not only
the movement of the trains that cross the bridge but also
Exthe throat of a yard located just south of the canal.
cessive vibration in bringing the structure to bearing on the
bridge seat is avoided through the provision for pneumatic

/O-

Transversf grillage girderij \^ll'lg

l-iA/eb

24~Ki'

^-Shorf grillage girders under shoe.
'i-Long gri//oge girders

extending lengfl^

of pier
7-5paces@/'-l^-

Outlines of the

l:
End Bearing

for the 644-Foot

Span

tends across the lift span and was taken care of entirely in
the attachment of the floor beams to the trusses, so that the
bottom chords of the span could be level. There is a possibility that

grade separation work in the

city of Louisville

Falsework for the Erection of the Deck Truss Spans

contained air through small orifices serves to bring the span

some future modiend of the bridges
and as a means of facilitating a change of grade across the

to rest gradually.

lift

buffers consisting essentially of cylindrical plungers passing
into cylindrical tubes from which the delayed escape of the

to the north of this structure will require

fication of the track grade at the south

span, the rivet spacing of the connections of the floor
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to the posts has been made uniform so that the beams
be readily moved up variable distances on the posts.

beams

may

Erection

The

erection of the bridge proceeded slowly because of the
masonry changes that had to be carried on simultaneously

with the placing of the

new

steel.

The

first

work

to be

done

241

The old masonry was found to be in excellent condition
and, although built for single track, the piers were found to
be of adequate length to carry the new double-track structure
after being provided with longitudinal steel grillages concreted into new copings.
In the case of the piers supporting
the old Fink trusses, the bridge seat was located just under
the top chords so that in order to erect the new deck trusses
it was necessary to cut down these piers to afford space for

bearing shoes below the level of the new bottom chords, and
had an appreciable end Ijattcr, the new pier
tops at the lower level were considerably longer than at the
old level. However, this change in the masonry proved to be
a considerable obstacle to the work since the rate at which
the old superstructure could be replaced by the new was
controlled very largely by the speed at which the alterations
to the masonry could be made.
The falsework for the deck spans consisted of towers of
frame posts resting on the rock bottom of the river and carrying plate girder spans below the level of the bottom chords
of the new spans.
On these, frame bents were erected to
support the bridge floor and the old trusses at the level of the
top chords.
The old trusses were then taken down and the
new ones erected, after which the floor system was replaced
panel by panel. In the meantime the old piers were removed
since the piers

down

to the

new

level

and the

grillages installed

and con-

creted in place.

Elevation of the Upper Half of a Bent in the Falsework Used
Under the 644-Foot Span

was on Group 5, the deck spans between the Indiana channel and the north abutment; this was started June 1, 1916,
and finished October 1, of the same year. The next section
was Group 3 A, the five deck spans between the two channel
spans requiring from September 1 to December 15, 1916.

-E45'-3fc.foC.P,ers.

The erection of the Indiana channel span was by far the
most formidable problem of the project, not only because of
the great weight of 6,209 tons which had to be maintained on
the falsework, but because of the very swift current that flows
in the channel under this span.
Some idea of the velocity
of the water may be gained from the fact that there is a fall
in the river of 23 ft. in one mile.
Erection on falsework
under these circumstances would have been an impossibility
but for the fact that the depth of water is only from 8 to 10
The bottom is bare
ft., with a maximum of about 16 ft.
The problem was complicated by the necessity
solid rock.
for removing the intermediate pier carrying the south end of
the old channel span and the need for strengthening the pier
to carry the south end of the new span, since this pier now
carries a far greater reaction than under the previous arrange-

398'-7fC

hC Piers.

Elevation of the Falsework Under the 644-Foot Span

The

370-ft. through span was erected between April 25 and
The remaining deck trusses were erected
July 10, 1917.
between May 10, 1917, and January 20, 1918. The erection
of the superstructure of the group of spans centered about
the lift span started on March 1, 1918, and was completed
on September 10 of the same year, while the work on the
great Indiana channel span was started on April 20, 1918,

and

is

now

practically complete.

ment. This was accomplished by inclosing it with a threeThe pier
foot thickness of new stone masonry on all sides.
is 100 ft. high from top of footing to base of rail and the reinforcement entailed the use of 1,392 cu. yd. of masonry in
the neatwork and 64 cu. yd. in the coping.

The reconstruction of this pier was accomplished by surrounding it with a rock crib to produce a pool of still water.
A cofferdam was then built inside of this and worked down
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of these I-lieams were cross-ljraced to form a horizontal truss.
An elevation of the top sedion of the tower bents shows

how

the posts were grouped to support the various parts of

the superimiK)se(l live

center carried

new

delivery of

and dead

loads.

Two

girders in

tiie

track used for revenue traffic and for the
steel.
On either side of these, grillages were

tiie

prf)vide(l to carry the

sand

l)0.\es

under panel points of the

built on the liottom liiord of the new deck span to the south,
the material heinu cluited from cars spotted almve. As the old
deck span to the north was not placed on falsework during this
operation it was necessary to supiiort the end of this span

over the pier l)y means of a 50-ft. girder placed crosswise under the end shoes of the old span and supported on frame
bents at the two ends of the pier.

Falsework for the Indiana Channel Span

One

of the drawings shows an elevation of the falsework
It consists of a series of
used in erecting the 644-ft. span.
frame bent towers supporting deck plate girders. The portion
of the falsework under the old sjian was complicated by the

need of [ilacing these girders low enough

to clear the

v-so-0 A

m-0

'I

Old Siving Span ParNy Remoi/ed and Temporary LiFt

Span in

Service.

7(^-v-

bottom of

the old span so that the construction was similar to that used

Under old channel span each
in erecting the deck spans.
falsework tower consisted of four bents containing 16 posts
The most difficult part of the work was to place these
each.
To accomplish this a timber
posts in the swift current.
frame or box truss was designed to surround the entire lower
story of the tower.
It was built above water, suspending it
from lines depending from a creeper traveler riding on the
This frame was
top chords of the old through truss span.
held at a fixed distance out from the pier or the nearest tower
previously erected by struts hinged at the ends so as not to
interfere with an up-and-down motion of these box trusses.
The trusses were fitted with four posts located at approximately the quarter points of each outside bent so that when
the box trusses were lowered these four posts could be
With the frames
brought to bearing on the river bottom.

Temporary Liff Span Remained in Place i/irhi/e i/vhile Remaining Members
of Tfie Alei^r Liff Span Trusses were Erected.

Method

of

Removing

the Old

New

Draw Span and

Lift

Erecting the

Span

on the outside pairs of girders were placed to
support the traveler tracks.
The gallows frame traveler which was used in the erection
of the new structure was 139 ft. 10 in. high from top of rail
to top of trolley girders and consisted of two pairs of bents
placed 35 ft. 9 in. center to center in the direction of the
tracks. Each pair of bents carried a pair of trolley girders
which supported trolleys equipped with main falls of 14
trusses, while

Erecting the Falsework Under the Old Indiana Channel Span
thus supported, the rest of the posts for the tower were let
down into place in succession between guides in this frame.
Each post was fitted with a cast iron pyramidal shoe and
brought to a solid bearing on the rock by subjecting it to
several blows with a steam hammer.
No sway bracing was provided between the towers, but four
lines of 30-in. I-beams at a level of 31 ft. above the bottom
were spanned from tower to tower and made continuous between the piers to serve as sash bracing. The two inside lines

parts of Js-in. wire rope and auxiliary falls carrying a single
sheave block. The hoisting engines were carried on trailers
standing on the traveler track. The heaviest member erected

with this traveler weighed 129 tons.
All parts of the old span were removed by a locomotive
crane, the members being cut apart with an oxy-acetylene
torch.
The work was started at the south end, the old deck
span being replaced by the new steel first. The new span
was detailed to have a camber of 1 ft. 4^/^ in. as erected (un-
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der no stress), which reduced to a camber of 7.32 in. when
under dead load after the span had been swung free of the
falsework.
The deck spans were replaced under traffic, using a small
tower traveler standing astride the operated track and supported on rails 19 ft. 2ji in. center to center.
This was
made of frame posts and floor beams taken from the old
structure.

Special Problem in the Lift

Span

The replacement

of the old swing span by the new lift
a problem of no mean proportions since the work

span was
had to proceed with

a minimum of interference with the
operation of both rail and canal traffic. The solution was to
place the south half of the old span on falsework and replace
the north half by a temporary lift span consisting of a pair
of 88-ft. girders raised and lowered by lines from gallows
frames supported on bents adjacent to each side of the north
draw opening. A minimum interference with the canal traffic required that the interval from the time that the swing
span was rendered inoperative until the temporary lift span
was ready for use should be as short as possible. This was
accomplished as follows: The lift span was delivered on the
bridge on two flat cars and was picked up by lines from the
gallows frames so that the cars could be released. The portion
of the old floor system under the temporary span was cut
away from the trusses, most of it being lashed to the under
side of temporary girders which were then lowered into a position to carry traffic.
One hundred feet of the north ends
of the old trusses was then cut away and removed so as not
to obstruct the channel when the lift span was raised.
The temporary lift span was raised and lowered by means
of hand crabs, the span was counterweighed by means of
The operation of openrails suspended from the falsework.
ing and closing the span occupied about 20 min.
After the temporary lift span was installed the towers for
the permanent lift were erected and the portion of the old
span over the south channel and the pivot pier was replaced
by the portion of the new span showm in full lines in the
Navigation was then closed and the remaining
drawing.
members of the trusses were placed by the cantilever method,
the temporary span being maintained operative between them;
When the trusses were completed the traffic over the bridge
was stopped and the temporary span removed and replaced
by the permanent floor system, whereupon the bridge was reThe
stored to rail traffic after an interval of eight hours.
blockade of the canal traffic from the time that the truss
members fouled the channel until the new lift span became
operative was seven days, but as the river traffic was inconsequential the delay was of little concern.
The erection of the bridge, with the use of the operating
track by work trains supplying material for the new structure
and removing the material released from the old one, introduced possibilities of serious interference between the construction operations and the conduct of revenue traffic.
This
was overcome by adjusting train schedules to avoid the
movement of revenue trains on the bridge during the workday hours. Some of the trains were diverted to other bridges
crossing the Ohio at Louisville; concentration of movements
was also arranged at night and during the noon hour.
This bridge was designed and built under the direction
of J. C. Bland, bridge engineer of the Pennsylvania Lines
The Pennsylvania Steel Company, Pitt.sburgh, Pa.,
West.
had the contract for the entire superstructure, the erection being under the direction of J. L. Poffenberger, engineer, and
The masonrj' changes were
J. J- Kelley, general foreman.
made partly l^y the railroad and partly by separate contractors. The work on the substructure for the lift span, after
being partly completed under an independent contract was
taken over and completed by the Pennsylvania Steel Co.
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Labor Recruiting Conference at Chicago

A

CONFERENCE ON WAGES and means of recruiting
labor for railroads was held in the auditorium of

the Insurance Exchange Building, Chicago, January 20 and 21. It was called by the Federal Employment

Service for the purpo.se of developing, if possible, some
means of co-operation between officers of the railroads and
the Employment Service and was attended by some 25
railroad officers and representatives of various departments
of the Federal Service.
Sanford H. E. Freund, director of
the clearance division, United States Employment Service,

Washington, D. C, presided.
In their opening addresses Mr. Freund and Charles
J.
Boyd, general superintendent of the Illinois free employment
expressed the opinion that while there is a well defined labor surplus at the present time, there is every reason
to believe that there will be a decided labor shortage within

offices,

very few months, particularly in common labor.
The
reasons given for this are the rapidity with which men released from the army and war industries have been placed
a

in

positions

and the

that this country is now short
the failure of immigration in recent
years, since it has always been the immigrant who has afforded the supply of common labor in the past. Mr. Freund

2,000,000

fact

men through

urged upon the railroad men the necessity for co-operating
with the 750 government agencies. He said that competition
between the federal bureaus and those maintained by the
railroads would be harmful to both and would increase the
labor turnover.
In speaking for the railroads, W. G. Beird, federal manager of the Chicago & Alton, admitted that the railroad situation was grave, particularly with respect to unskilled labor.
A particularly unfortunate feature in connection with the
unskilled labor is that it is less efficient than formerly, so
that one of the most important problems
its

former

efficiency.

He

is to restore it to
said that after listening to con-

siderable of the discussion
a missing link

it was his opinion that there was
between the organizations of the Federal Em-

ployment Service and the railroads and as a means of

se-

curing this necessary connection he believed it should be
the sense of the meeting to call upon the United States
Railroad Administration to appoint a committee to confer
with representatives of the Employment Service to formulate
the necessary means of united action.
Representatives of a great many of the dift'erent state
branches of the Federal Employment Service spoke of the
success of their work, quoting figures as to the large number
of men to whom they had given employment.
They decried
the failure of railroad officers to co-operate with them and
assumed a rather critical attitude concerning the employment
practices of the railroads.
Exception was taken to this by
Robert H. Ford valuation engineer, Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific, who reviewed the labor problem of the past fewyears in detail and called attention to the fact that the problem is not solely one of searching out the man without a
job and putting him to work, but also of keeping him at
This means that the working and living conditions
work.
must be favorable. Moreover, the floater must be prevented
from traveling all over the country at the expense of the
railroads.
He gave as one reason why the federal service
was unable to supply men properly during the past year, that
they were too much concerned with supplying men for other
employments at higher rates and cited instances of the intense competition of varied independent agencies of the
Employment Service with each other. He also quoted from
orders of the regional director of the Western region warning railroad officers that applications for men at the Federal
Employment offices did not relieve the railroad man of
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responsibility

his

work

for

properly.

an adequate supply of help to conduct
He niiulc several rrcomnnndations for

the iniprovinunt of the lunploynient Service so that it could
secure tlie conlidcnce of tiie railroads and therefore their

co-operation.

The method of soliciting men must be simplified. Common labor is scared away by an excess of examination and
Employment Service must

also accomplish
branches of its own organizaThe transportation of men back and forth across the
tion.
country must be stopped. The employment of common labor
must be separated entirely from that of skilled labor. The
state employment agencies should work for the necessary
legislation to remove present abuses in employment and
vagrancy.
Some form of regional control of the railroad's
part in employment activities should be provided.
In discussing the distribution and transportation of labor
C. A. GriswoUi, Chicago &: North Western, said that all
agencies are imposed upon l\v persons who wish to obtain
He
transportation to some distant point without expense.
suggested tliat the solution of this would be to apprehend
a few men who have followed this practice and have them
Mr. Griswold was followed by H. E.
arrested and fined.
Ballou of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy employment
He related some of the details of the administraagency.

I'he

red tape.

a complete co-operation of

all

employment and distribution of men as carried
out by the agency of the single railroad and contended that
an olijectionable multiplicity of details would obtain when
a single agency was supplying men to all of the railroads
At Chicago he estimated this
in the tributary territory.
would represent some 110 operating divisions.
The advisability of centralized supervision of central west

tion of the

territorj'

was discussed by Mr. Freund and W. J. Towne,
manager of the Chicago & North Western,

assistant general

who spoke

in place of R. H. Aishton, director of the Northwestern region, whose name appeared on the program. Mr.
Freund called attention to the fact that the Federal Employment Service had been organized as a war emergency and
that it had been called upon immediately for assistance from
One of the principal difficulties from which it
all sources.
suffered was the lack of any unified organization of labor

Conflicting
on the part of the government war activities.
demands were received from various departments which
were so urgent that it was necessary to deal with these various calls as they came without much attempt at co-ordinaUnder these circumstances the employment service
tion.
could not afford the railroads as much assistance as would

be possible under a more highly developed organization.
present circumstances he contended that these objections no longer exist.
Mr. Towne agreed that centralized control of labor distribution was desirable and favored a movement toward that
Assuming that centralized supervision must come it
end.
The system must
is desirable to avoid its disadvantages.
be made sufficiently flexible to enable railroads to employ
The advantages of
labor locally without any formality.
unification are a standardization of rules and practices and
The principal disadthe elimination of duplicate effort.
vantage is a tendency for a large organization to become
slow in operation. In closing he favored the formulation of

Under

some kind of a recommendation to the director general of
railroads which would outline the course to be pursued.
This took definite form in a resolution presented by Mr.
Ford, that it was the sense of the meeting that the director
general of railroads, the regional directors and the director
general of the United States Employment Service be urged
to designate representatives fitted by training and experience,
to act on a central committee to co-ordinate activities in recruiting and stabilizing labor to the end that unrestricted
competition and duplication of facilities and effort be eliminated.
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Mr. Hines Addresses Passenger

MANYspeech

AGO u celebrated wit

No

4

Men*

Kentucky, in a
to commercial travelers, said the commercial
traveler was the "commercial evangelist," and it
seems to me it could fairly l^e said that you gentlemen
is
It
you
are the evangelists of the public service.
who have to spread the gospel of the proper sort of
jjublic service and who see that that go.spel is lived up
VKAK.s

in

it is the cardinal point of my administration that
serve the pul)lic in the best possible way, I turn to
Do not be disturbed Ijy reports calyou for help.
promculated to discredit the Railroad Administration.

to.

Since

we must

.

.

.

A

inent story published in

some newspapers yesterday indicated

was a serious conflict between the Interstate Commerce Commission and the director general over a cjuestion of
There is no foundation for that contention. The
jurisdiction.
fact is that there has never been the slightest difference of
opinion between the Interstate Commerce Commission and
the director general as to their respective jurisdictions. There
lias been the most cordial and beneficial co-operation between
We have found
the commission and the director general.
nothing but the most sympathetic understanding of our problems and the most earnest desire to co-operate with us in making a success in discharging the responsibilities which rest
upon us. If railroad officers and employees are confronted
day by day by such unfounded reports the tfndency will be
to impair the morale of the railroad organization, and that
above all things is what I wish to avoid, and I wish to get
your co-operation in avoiding it.
I, as director general, and all my associates in the central
railroad administration, have a single-minded purpose, to
serve the public to the best of our ability and to face the facts,
whatever they may be; and give the public the benefit of
those facts, and to secure at all times the understanding and
the co-operation of every interest, whether public or private.
Whatever may be the future of the railroad problem every
interest affected will be promoted by the continued maintenance of the best possible railroad system, rendering an adequate public service; we are to keep on giving the best public
service and of finding ways of improving it. The war and its
hardships are over, and the hardships from the standpoint of
the passenger service were, of course, very serious.
People
did not have adequate space, there was no opportunity to give
them adequate information in all cases, and in a great many
ways they were subjected to serious inconvenience. We must
now endeavor to re-establish the same convenient and comfortable form of passenger service which was available before,
and we must do everything we can, within reason, to make
that service more convenient and more comfortable than before.
I have particularly in mind the point of providing adethat there

quate information for the public, the point of seeing that the
public is treated with courtesy and the point of seeing that
there are facilities adequate for comfortable travel; these are
points of paramount importance. I hope that you will find it
practicable to perform to an increasing degree the careful inspection of stations, passenger trains and dining cars, and do
not forget the important point, whether or not trains are nm

on time.

Do

not take as a necessity any unsatisfactory condition you
Don't assume that that condition has to be because
of federal control of the railroads. View the matter from the
standpoint that if the thing is unjustifiable on its merits a
way ought to be found to correct it and that the government
owes it to the people to correct it and I want you without hesitation to use your initiative in these matters and to bring to
the proper officers of our Railroad Administration the recommendations with the confident belief that they will be considered on their merits and with the most earnest desire to
promote the public service.

may

find.

;

*Address at the annua! conventinn of the American Passenger Traffic
Association, at Washington, D. C, January 22; abridged.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General Faced

Complicated

By

With Big

Financial Problems;

Falling Off of Traffic
Washington, D.

As

AN INDICATION
railroads

if

of the Condition to be faced by the
they are to be restored to their owners this

year, preliminary estimates of earnings

and expenses

for 1919 which have been considered by Director General
Hines and his staff, including the regional directors who
spent most of last week in Washington, are said to forecast
Mr.
a deficit of approximately $250,000,000 for the yean
McAdoo in his testimony before the Senate committee on
January 3, estimated that with the same volume of traffic as
last year the railroads would earn a surplus in 1919 above
the guaranteed rental of $100,000,000, and on this he based
a prediction that unless the volume of traffic should be reduced, rates might be decreased during the year, certainly by
It is now recognized that there is no
the end of the year.
chance for any decrease in rates. Increases in payrolls far
exceeding the estimates which had been made of the effect of
the various wage increases ordered during the past year ac-

count for a large part of the difference in the estimates, as
later figures

have become available since Mr.

McAdoo made
An addi-

his optimistic assertions just before his departure.

pay for the members of the train service
brotherhoods, which has been under consideration by the
Board of Wages and Working Conditions and which, it is

tional increase in

may

run up to $100,000,000 a year, is another factor
McAdoo may have overlooked. Mr. McAdoo estimated the previous wage increases at $600,000,000 to
$700,000,000, but some of the wage orders had not then been
in effect long enough to afford accurate figures as to their
amount.
The Railroad Administration is not making its figures
public, particularly in view of the uncertainty as to the volume of traffic to be expected, as business has been declining
said,

which Mr.

rapidly since the signing of the armistice.
The fact that
estimates showing a prospective deficit had been made and
that the regional directors had recommended that it be met
by a further increase in rates or by asking an appropriation
of Congress, got into print, however, and elicited a prompt
denial from Director General Hines that an increase in rates
was being considered.
"There is no foundation," he said, "for the report that the
Railroad Administration has given or is giving any consideration to any increase in the present basis of rates." As to
the reports regarding the estimated deficit, he said:
"The
results of operations for the year will be largely dependent
upon the volume of traffic. If the volume of traffic should
be as large as last year, it is believed the operating income
would be sufficient to pay the rental. As soon as any reasonably satisfactory conclusion as to the probable volume of
traffic can be formed, the public and Congress will be given
the best possiljle estimate of the prospects for 1919."
It is expected that he will give this estimate when he asks
Congress for an additional appropriation for the revolving
fund, which, as previously announced, is proposed primarily
to enable the Railroad Administration to make advances to

railroads for capital expenditures.
Mr. Hines said the
amount to be asked would probably exceed $500,000,000.
The unexpended balance of the capital expenditures author-

1918, plus an estimate of $350,000,000 for 1919,
would make a program for the year of $1,039,000,000. How
much of this would have to be advanced by the Railroad Administration would depend on how much of it is actually
carried out and on how much of it could be financed by the
railroad companies themselves.
If the amount should be reized in
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duced or

if

C.

the companies could take care of a large part of

it or could take up some of the loans made to them last year
from the revolving fund, a part of the original appropriation
of $500,000,000 might be made available for making up the
operating deficit, which for 1918 probably considerably ex-

$200,000,000, without taking into account a large
of unpaid claims and whatever amount it is finally
decided the government owes the railroads for deferred mainceeds

amount

tenance.

Mr. Hines has issued the following statement regarding
the revolving fund:

"In view of the constant discussion of the railroad problem
which naturally is now going on because of the pendency of
the issue before the Congress, and since a great deal of stress
is being laid upon the financial condition of the carriers under
federal control, it should be helpful to comprehend some outstanding facts regarding the so-called 'revolving fund.'
"It is important to understand that the mere fact of. taking
over the railroads as going concerns involved the temporary
absorption of about $340,000,000 of the government's money,
and that if the operation of the railroads for the year 1918
had not involved any loss whatever it would still be true that
about $350,000,000 of the revolving fund would be thus absorbed all during the period of federal control.
"On any given date a large amount of cash is in the hands
of railroad conductors and railroad freight and ticket agents
throughout the country.
On the date the government took
possession of the railroads this amount was about $140,000,000. This was of course credited to the railroad corporations
and in settlement with them for the first year the government
has to pay that amount in addition to the rental. Of course,
at the end of government control the railroad companies will
pay back to the government whatever amount (probably the
same or more) may then likewise be in the hands of conductors and agents.
"It is also true that approximately $200,000,000 of working cash capital has to be kept on hand at all times in the
hands of the federal treasuries of the United States Railroad
Administration and in the hands of the Central Administra-

Since the operating expenses average perhaps $325,000,000 per month, this working cash capital of $200,000,000

tion.

is

Nevertheless it absorbs for the time beof the resources of the Railroad AdministraAt the end of federal control this cash will be released

relatively small.

ing that
tion.

much

come back to the government; for the time being it
up in the conduct of the business in exactly the same
way that the working cash capital is tied up in any other
and

will

is tied

business.

"The

result is that in

making

the

first

year's settlement

with the railroad companies the Railroad Administration will
have to use $340,000,000 which in the last analysis must
come out of the revolving fund and to that extent the use of
the revolving fund represents no suggestion of loss, but
purely an inevitable absorption of cash for the time being.
"It must also be remembered that it has been the policy of
the government that the Railroad Administration shall
finance temporarily a large part of the permanent improvements which have been made and which still must be made

The amount reby the railroads during federal control.
quired for these purposes promises to be several hundred
million dollars, which likewise will ultimately be returned
It is evident, therefore, that the absorpto the government.
tion of the original $500,000,000 appropriation and the
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making

of a very large ailtlitional

approjjrialiuii

will

be

purposes entirely apart from any
question of lo.s.scs wliieli were incurred in operation during
the war conditions which confronted the railroads in the first
year of government control."

needed

for these essential

T. C. Powell Director of Capital Expenditures
noted in last week's issue, Thomas Carr Powell,
manager of inland traffic of the War Industries
Board and formerly vice-president of the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific and Alaljama Great Southern, has

As

brieil\'

recently

diappointed
the Division
of Capital Expenditures, succeeding Judge
Robert S. Lovett. Mr.
Powell is a man of

been

of

rector

wide
ence,

railroad

experi-

and since the en-

United
European War has been
engaged in important
trance
States

the

of

into

war work

be able to take

Contracts Signed
with the Great Northern providing for an annual rental of
The contract also covers the following
$28,771,360.78.
sui)sidiaries:
Duluth & Superior Bridge, Dulutii Terminal,
Great Falls & Teton County, Great Nortiiern K(iuii>rnent
Company, Great Nortiiern Terminal, Minneapolis Belt,
Minneajiolis Western, Montana Eastern, Watertown & Sioux
Falls.
In addition co-operative contracts have been signed
with the following short line railroads: LaCros.se & Southea.stem^ Coudersport & Port Allegany, Pittsburgh, Lislion &
Western, Kalamazoo, Lake Shore & Chicago, and Paris and
Mount Pleasant.
About 30 contracts are now nearly ready for execution,
l)Ut new action on them will have to be taken ijy the directors
of the various companies because of the change in tiie name
of the director general so that Mr. Hines can sign them, and
is

will

expected that the bulk of the contracts
be executed in the next 60 days.

Max Thelen

witli the railroads

Director Division of Public Service

for the gov-

Effective on February

In Novemernment.
ber, 1917, he was detailed by the Southern
assist
Railway
to
Judge Lovett in the
connection
work
in

the

Division

Tho.-nas

C.

Powell

transportation and on July 1, 1918, he was appointed by
Mr. McAdoo as special representative of the Railroad Administration with the title of manager inland traffic of the
W^ar Industries Board. He was also a member of the priori-

Department and

Industries Board.

Mr. Powell was born September 5, 1865, at Cincinnati,
Ohio, and since 1884 has been engaged in railroad service
on lines connected with the Southern Railway System.
Starting as mail clerk for the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific, he was consecutively rate clerk, chief rate
clerk and chief clerk to traffic manager of the same road. On
June 1, 1893, he was appointed assistant general freight

agent of that road; on November 1, 1895, chief clerk to the
general freight agent of the Southern Railway; on August
4, 1898, general freight agent of that road and the Northern
Alabama; on July 1, 1899, assistant freight traffic manager
of the same roads; on March IS, 1901, freight traffic manager, and on April 1, 1905, vice-president of the Southern

On August 1, 1907, he was
in charge of traffic.
also elected vice-president in charge of all departments of
the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific and the AlaRailway

bama Great

Southern.

Embargoes Under Regional Directors
The Car Service Section and the regional directors have
been working out plans for a revision and regrouping of the
zone embargo committees so that the issuance of embargoes
vidll be placed to a greater extent under the jurisdiction of
the regional directors, who believe that they will thus be able
to eliminate the necessity for issuing embargoes in many
There are now 20 of the zone embargo committees
cases.
and it is proposed to regroup the zones to correspond to
regional lines, although there will be more than one zone in
a region, reducing the number from 20 to about 15. There
will be one at each regional headquarters, two for Canada
and additional committees at Boston, Cincinnati, Seattle,
Under
Dallas, and possibly New Orleans and Wilmington.
the new plan railroads will not issue embargoes without the

and the Division of Public

formerly chairman of
RailCalifornia
road Commission, and
recently supervisor of
contracts in the W^ar

the

War

the existing Division of Public

Accounting
Thelen,

of

Max

Service.

the office of diin
rector of priority

committee of the

1,

Service and Accounting, which has been under the jurisdiction of C. A. Prouty, will be reorganized into two divisions,

with

ties

may

Tlie director general has signed a coinpen.sation contract

it

the
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approval of the regional director, wiio
action to avoid tlie necessity.

assist-

Major General

ant to

Goethals, has been appointed director of the
Division
Public
of

and

Service;

Prouty
as

will

director

Judge
continue

of the Di-

Accounting.
Judge Prouty had desired to be relieved of

vision

of

some of the numerous
devolving upon
him and in order to
duties

continue his

Max

Thelen

valuation

work for the Interstate Commerce Commission, decided that
it was necessary for him to give up some of his work for
the Railroad Administration.
Mr. Thelen is a man of wide experience in dealing with
After
the relationship between the public and the railroads.

serving as attorney for the Western Pacific from 1906 to
1911, he became attorney for the California Railroad ComIn 1912 he
mission, serving in that capacity until 1915.

became a member of the California Railroad Commission,
and served as chairman of the commission from January,
In 1916 he was president of the Na1915, to June, 1918.
Leaving the
tional Association of Railroad Commissioners.
California Railroad Commission, he came to Washington
in June, 1918, to engage in war work, and was appointed
supervisor of contracts in the War Department and assistant
to Major General George W. Goethals, director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic of the War Department.
The Bureau of Complaints and Suggestions, which has
been operated under the direction of Theodore Price, actuary
of the Railroad Administration,
new Division of Public Service.

is

to

be transferred to the

January

Board
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24, 1919

of Railroad

Wages and Working

Conditions

The Railroad Administration has made

public the chapter
from Mr. McAdoo's forthcoming report to the President
for 1918 dealing with the work of the Board of Railroad
Wages and Working Conditions. The report gives a brief
outline of the functions of the board and a list of the supple-

ments and interpretations to General Order No. 27, which
have been issued based on its recommendations. In addition,
the board now has before it four major investigations, as follows:
1. Wages and working conditions of engineers, firemen,
conductors and trainmen in road and yard service.
2. Wages and working conditions of employees engaged on
sleeping, dining and business cars.
3. Wages and working conditions of employees in the police department.
4. Wages and working conditions of employees of the
American Railway Express Company.
Hearings in all of the above cases have been conducted,
and the board is now considering the merits of the claims
presented; and it is hoped it will reach a conclusion in the
very near future. The report says:
"While very substantial increases in wages and greatly
improved working conditions have been granted by recent
wage orders, they have generally been less than men performing similar service for industrial concerns engaged in
war work are receiving, which differentials are considered
warranted on account of the permanency of employment on
railroads, while the employment in other government activities was brought about by war conditions, and is more or
The object has been kept constantly in
less transitory.

mind

of creating a wage structure which
would survive the war period."

Interstate

in

its

essentials

Commerce Commission Decides Against
Railroad Administration

The
ruled

Interstate

contentions

Administration

in

Commerce Commission has again
advanced
a

case

over-

counsel for the Railroad
involving the relationship of

by

by the director general's General Order No.
28, deciding that the rates on lumber and other forest products from Humboldt Bay points on the Northwestern
rates increased

Pacific north of Willits,

and unreasonable,

Cal.,

to eastern points are unjust

in violation of section 10 of the federal

control act, to the e.xtent that they exceed the rates from Cali-

fornia coast group points.

The

relation complained of exist-
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"It is distinctly unfortunate that several newspapers, in
reporting the decision in the Pacific Lumber Company case,
have drawn the conclusion that there exists a controversy
over the relative jurisdictions of the director general and the

commission.
It appears to be assumed in these stories that
the director general has denied or sought to contest the right
of the Interstate Commerce Commission to review rates initiated by him on behalf of the President. As a matter of fact,
nothing could be further from the truth. The federal control act places such power of review specifically in the hands
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the director
general, time and time again, has recognized this authority
by being represented before the commission by counsel who

have argued as to the merits of contested rates.
"At no time since the government took possession and control of the railroads has there been the faintest suggestion of
any conflict in jurisdiction between the commission and the
director general.
The most satisfactory understanding has
existed as to the functions of each.
At all times the director
general has enjoyed the co-operation and assistance of the
commission, and assurances to this effect have been most
cordially given to the

new

director general.

He

is

in entire

accord with the statements which the commission has

made

in this case relative to the extent of its jurisdiction and there
is no basis for assumption of any controversy
on this subject."
As indicative of his reliance on the commission the

statement includes a letter sent by him to Chairman Daniels
of the commission, on January 17, asking for suggestions

and co-operation.

Zone and Price Regulations on Bituminous Coal and
Coke Lifted
Governmental restrictions on the prices of coke and all
except Pennsylvania anthracite, and the zone regulations covering the movement of these fuels by rail will
be
suspended on February 1, it was announced by the Fuel
Administration. Restoration of both zone and price regulations will be immediately liable, should changing price,
coal,

wage, labor, production, or other conditions demand it, the
said.
It was estimated that when the President decided last May that the railroads should pav the

announcement

government prices their fuel

bill

was increased by $45,-

000,000.

The accumulation of stocks of bituminous coal sufficient
to guarantee consumers a full winter's supplv, is one of tlie
basic reasons for the suspension of the regulations.
On
January 1 the average stocks of bituminous coal for the
country were approximately sufficient for seven weeks' con-

ed and the evidence had been taken before the general increase in rates.
Counsel for the administration at one time
argued that under the federal control act there no longer
exists any such ground of challenge to a rate as discrimination and that the commission was without power ur jurisdiction to adjudicate the case. This position was subsequently
modified and it was admitted tliat the commission had jurisdiction to determine the reasonableness of rates with reference to
their relationship as well as to the measure of the rates, but
it was then contended that the commission should take judicial
notice of the abnormal condition of the lumber business during the war and that "the importance of rates and rate adjustments has disappeared to a very large extent for the
period of the war," because no matter how high the freight
rate the shipper did a profitable business.
Commissioner Aitchison in the decision says that "the

1918, dividing the country into 14 districts, and are credited
with having saved the railroads 160,000,000 car miles, by
eliminating cross hauls and allotting consumers to the nearest
mines.
The relation of this saving to the enormously increased production of coal in the United States is obvious.
Under the spur of war demand production of l)ituminous
coal in the United States in 1917 increased some 50,000,000
net tons over 1916, and there was a 12,000,000-ton increase
The railroads were rec|uired in
in anthracite production.
1917 to handle more than 60,000,000 tons of coal in excess

more abnormal

of their 1916 load.

other conditions, the greater

would seem

to

be the need for unswerving fidelity to the standards of justness and reasonableness in transportation charges" and the
commission also took judicial notice that the war is at an end.

Because some newspapers featured this decision as indicating a conflict between the commission and the Railroad Administration, Director General Hines issued a statement saying in part:

sumption and in the regions farthest from the mines 20
weeks' supply was on hand.
Zone regulations worked out by a joint committee of the
railroad and fuel administrations were announced in March,

The Fuel Administration

called

special

attention

to

the

under the provisions of the
Lever act have been maximum prices, based on the cost of
production, rather than on quality of coal, and that in the
return to normal a different relation between prices in the
several fields, based as in normal times on qualitv of coal,
fact that the prices established

may

fairly be expected to obtain.
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1),

lliiu'S, (liiH'dor j^riUTiil

of railroads, lias issued

a stateinont denying that the Railroad Administration propasc.*! to pursue a policy of so coiiil lining and using its purchasing hureau as to break clown coal prices with the result
of forcing a reduction in the existing rates of pay for
mining labor.
It is the policy, he says, to avoid at this
time any undue concentration of its purchasing power of
coal and to accomplish this purpo.se by permitting each road
It is further the policy to require
to purchase its own coal.
that all I)ids made and accepted shall he based on the existing
scale of wages; there can be no excuse, therefore, for the

making

of the claim that coal operators arc forced to reduce
wages b\- reason of the Railroad Administration accepting
any prices which may hereafter he offered it for coal. It

already fully understood that the railroads are not to use
The policy
the car supply as a means of affecting prices.
on the other points above referred to, is being clarified by
the issuance of the following specific instructions to the
purchasing agents of the roads:
is

1.

The

where the

rnilroads must not violate existing contracts or cancel contracts
quality of coal is in accordance with specifications, without
Central Advisory Purchasing Committee of

the iinijortant rate matter, coming under your charge,
should be (lisi)o.sed of j)romplly, and that the patrons of the
roads should be able to secure a decision with tlie least delay,
and I a.sk you to do all that is possible in this direction
that

under the

individual railroad shall buy the coal
for that road under the supervision of the regional purchasing committee
In all requests for bids, the following paragraph should
of his region.
be inserted:
"It is distinctly understood that all bids are to be based on existing
rates of pay for all mine labor, and the price will be subject to readjustment in event existing rates of pay are changed."
On contracts awarded or orders placed, the following paragraph should

The purchasing agent of each

be inserted:
"It is distinctly understood that the prices named herein are based on
existing rates of pay for all mine labor and the prices will be subject to
readjustment in event existirg rates of pay are changed."
For coal which it is necessary to purchase for requirements prior
3.
request
to April 1. 1919, the purchasing agents of each railroad should
They shall not undertake to fix the price of the
that bids be submitted.
a
shall
upon
agree
only
therefor,
and
offers
seller's acceptance or make
price that shall be contingent upon the pay-for-mine-labor clause in paraafter
delivery
coal
for
contracts
for
for
No negotiations
graph No. 2.
April 1, 1919, should be undertaken without first obtaining the approval

of the regional purchasing committee.

Conflict Betweeri Authority of States and Director

jircsent conditions."

Surplus Cars to Be Sent to Western Regions
Plans for the disposition of the large accumulation of
freight cars in the east, estimated to amount to
50,000 to 75,000, were arranged at a meeting in Washington

.surplus

week of the assistant regional directors and the Car
Service Section.
In the east both box and coal cars have
l)ecome a drug on the market.
Surplus box cars suitable

last

for

grain

and then

he

to the western regions via ChiLouis, to be stored until they are needed
distributed to the railroads by the regional di-

will

cago, Peoria

and

sent

St.

rectors.
Some difficulties which have been experienced because of the rejection of cars at the wetern gateways by inspectors on account of their condition were also ironed out at
the meeting.

Capital Expenditures for 1918

special consideration by the
the reasons for cancelling.
2.
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Total expenditures in connection with improvements and
equipment chargeable to capital account for the calendar
year 1918 amounted to $573,334,119 for Class I roads, as
compared with total authorizations amounting to $1,218,969,505, according to a special statement compiled by the
Division of Capital Expenditures.
The figure for expenditures represents actual returns for eleven months and
an estimate for December. The total includes $265,931,052
for additions and betterments, $289,388,544 for equipment,
and $18,014,523 for extensions. Of the equipment $171,000,000 was on purchases by railroad companies and $117,000,000 on purchases by the Railroad Administration, of
which $57,930,129 represents cash advanced on undelivered
equipment.
The total authorizations include $16,522,002
for equipment unassigned and equipment assigned to terminal and switching companies.

General
Railroad Administration officials do not seem to be worrying much about such action as that by the Ohio Public
Utilities Commission which formally rejected the higher
express rates initiated by order of Director General McAdoo
on the ground that Ohio laws as to the filing of tariffs was

Mr. McAdoo recently issued a statement in which he made it clear that he was not going to
be influenced by attempted state interference with his orders
and it is stated that the increased express rates will continue to be collected in Ohio regardless of the action of the
commission, just as they have been in a number of western
states where the state authorities have refused to recognize
not complied with.

The
the director general's authority over intrastate rates.
attitude of the Railroad Administration is that the law authorizes the President to initiate rates and makes no reference to state rate-making functions.

Operating Officers

May Be

Served in Suits

Director General Hines has issued General Order No.
50-a amending General Order No. 50, issued on October 28,
providing that service of process in suits for claims for personal injury or for loss and damage
operating officials, operating for the
railroads, in the

upon

same way

that service

may

be

director

made upon
general

of

was heretofore made

operating officials.
But the pleadings in such
application be amended by substituting the
director general of railroads for the carrier company as
party defendant and dismissing the company therefrom.
This will obviate the necessity for securing personal service
upon the director general which has become of such frequent
occurrence as to constitute something of a nuisance.
like

actions

may on

Committee on Automatic Train Control Organized
The Committee on Automatic Train

the

Control appointed by
meeting for organization at Washngton on Thursday and, after deciding to
appoint an executive secretary, discussed in a preliminary
way the requisites which must be met by an automatic train
It reviewed the list of requirements drawn
control s}'stem.
up by the American Railway Association in 1914. This
subject will be considered further by the individual members
of the committee and it is expected to promulgate a list of
requirements after the next meeting on February 4.

tion of your devotion to the work and intelligent effort on
behalf of the Railroad Administration and my predecessor,
and to ask your continued support. With the cessation of

The St. Louis Chapter of the American Association of
Engineers was installed at a banquet at the Planters Hotel,
About 150 members
St. Louis, on the evening of January 18.
were enrolled.

Director General Asks Rate Committees to Expedite
Rate Revisions
D. Mines, director general of railroads, has sent
following telegram to B. Campbell, chairman of the
Eastern Freight Traffic Committee, New York City; A. C.
Johnson, chairman of the Western Freight Traffic Committee, Chicago, 111., and N. B. Wright, chairman of the
"In
Southern Freight Traffic Committee, Atlanta, Ga.:
taking up the duties of director general, I desire to express
to your committee and the district committees my apprecia\\'alker

hostilities,

it

is

both more practicable and more necessary

the Railroad Administration held

its first

Heaviest 2-10-2 Type Built for Pennsylvania Lines
Design Permits Operation on 23 Deg. Curves; Pilot Meets
Requirements for Road or Yard Service
Pittsburgh have
THE PENNSYLVANIAfromLINES WEST
American Locomotive Comof

cently received

re-

the

pany several locomotives of the 2-10-2 type which are
The total weight is greater than
notable for two reasons.
for any engines of this type previously built and yet they
are able to operate on 23 deg. curves.
Although these locomotives are extremely heavy they are in service on a division

Sections of Pennsylvania Lines

with low grades.

All that have been received thus far are
on the lines running from Conway Yard, near Pittsburgh, Pa., to Ashtabula, O., and Erie, Pa.
The larger
part of the traffic being handled is ore moving from Ashtabula to Conway, and coal from Conway td Ashtabula. The
ruling grade on this line is 0.3 per cent ,ind the engines are
handling approximately 85 loaded ore .'r^, the rating being

in use

•

As

the tractive effort obtainable with four driving axles.

the

conditions demanded heavier motive power, it was felt
that the increase in tractive effort which would be secured
with the Mikado type would be so slight that it was best
traffic

go
which
to

use of five driving axles.
This 2-10-2 type,
in the company's classification as the N-l-s

to the
is

known

was therefore designed.

West

2-10-2

Orders have been placed with the

Type Locomotive

American Locomotive Company
and 25 of them are to be built
Works.

for 35 of these locomotives
at the

Baldwin Locomotive

Locomotives with five coupled pairs of driving wheels and
motion driving box on the front axle cannot traverse
curves sharper than 16 deg.
In order to enable these ena lateral

gines to pass 23 deg. curves both the front and rear drivers

..

-

^

-sr

'*»-

__bIf"

-""-"

1[pIJKlM
^-10-2

7,100 adjusted tons, which

Type Locomotive

ats to about

;

^<'
,

6,000 actual

are fitted with the

The Consolidation
service

burgh.

The

.ong been the standard for
type ha
on the Pennsy v-ania Lines West of Pitts•

recent designs de - loped practically the limit of

/

n

:-

1-

West

Woodward

these wheels are set

freight

ry

^^

for the Pennsylvania Lines

tons.

/

53^

floating axle.

The

tires

on

apart and the main driving
wheels have blind tires.
In order to permit of coupling on
sharp curves a pilot drawbar with a long shank is used and
the pilot beam casting is cored out where the coupler enters

249

in.

250
so

tluil
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swiiii;

some

(li.staiuc

on cither side on the

center.

While designed primarily

as a road engine, this type is
well adapted for use in hump yard service.
A uniciuc design of tast steel road and switching iiilot worked out by
rep-

resentatives of the I'cnnsylvania J.incs West has been
apwhich makes it possible to u.se the engine in either
service without the delay incident to removing the pilot
and
applying footboards or vice versa. Details of the pilot are
shown in one of the illustrations.

plied

The equalizing system is a very unusual departure from
standard American practice. Instead of the three-point suspension introduced by Eastwick & Harri.son in 1838, which
has been universally used in this country for many years, a
four-point suspension has been adopted.
The leading truck
is equalized with the front driving wheels, the three
center
drivers on each side are equalized together and the rear
drivers are equalized with the trailing truck.
The valve motion, which is of the Walschaert type, has
an extremely long travel. While a full gear travel of 7 in.
has usuall\- been considered the maximum that could be attained with this type of valve motion the design used on
these engines gives a travel of 8i^ in.
The long travel is
secured without excessive angularity by the use of a long
radius rod and a long link combined with an eccentric crank

A similar arrangement has been in u.se for
Consolidation locomotive and the results obtained have demonstrated that the theoretical advantage of
the long travel is borne out in actual practice.
The steam
lap of the valve is 1^4 in. and the lead '4 in.
The 14-in.
piston valve has a long spool and the passages to the cylinder are made as short and direct as possible.
The cylinof large throw.

some time on

a

which are 30 in. in diameter with a 32-in. stroke, have
a Z-shaped piston with a cast steel center and a cast iron bull
ring.
The cylinder lubrication is effected by a two-feed
ders,

force feed lubricator attached to the left steam chest.
A
two-feed hydrostatic lubricator, located in the cab, supplies
oil to the air pumps and stoker engine cylinders.
The boiler has been designed with a view to securing adequate firebox volume and a large fire area through the tubes.
The firebox is fitted with a brick arch and has a combustion
chamber approximately 5 ft. long. There are 54 flues of
S^ in. diameter and 196 tubes 2>4 in. in diameter.' While
the total heating surface is decreased by the use of the larger
tubes, experiments have demonstrated that as tubes are
lengthened beyond a certain point the evaporation does not
increase proportionately. The most desirable ratio of length
to internal diameter is approximately 100 and by using
2J^-in. tubes this ratio is secured. Although the locomotives
are now operating with a boiler pressure of 205 lb. the
boiler is designed to carry 250 lb.
The weight on the
driving wheels is sufficient to permit of securing additional
tractive effort

and

still

maintain a satisfactory factor of ad-

The Crawford underfeed stoker is applied to these
locomotives.
The driving cylinder is placed in inclined pohesion.
sition

on the

left side of the engine.
location of the main reservoirs presented a difficult
problem.
It was finally decided to place a 36-in. diameter
reservoir ahead of the cylinder saddle.
The braces leading
from the smokebox to the frame are steel castings which also

The

A

serve to support the reservoir.
three-rung ladder leads
from the pilot beam to the running board. The air piping
is arranged under the running board bracket
which is designed especially to receive it. Two sets of 13-in. by
12-in.

brake cylinders are set between the first and second drivers,
both working on the same levers and operating the
shoes on
all five pairs of driving wheels.
An SJ^ in. cross compound
compressor is used. Among the specialties applied are Pyle
National headlight. Commonwealth locomotive cradle
and
Delta trailing truck, Raggonet power reverse,
and Barco
-'
flexible joints.
;
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principal dimensions and ratios of the locomotives

are as follows:
4

8^

ft.

in.

Freight

Service

Fuel

coal

Bit.

80,942
435,400
351,300
23,100
61,000
642,400
22 ft. 2
41 ft. 11!^
82 ft. 7 'A

Tractive effort
,
Weight in working order
Weight on driver?
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender in working order
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

lb
lb
lb
lb.

lb
lb

in
in
in

Ratios
4.34
Weight on drivers -f- tractive effort
5.38
Total weight -^ tractive effort
drivers
effort
diam.
-fequivalent heating surface*
Tractive
701.67
X
Equivalent heating surface* -=- grate area
89.4
5.21
Firebox heating surface -r- equivalent heating surface,* per cent
49.1
Weight on drivers -— equivalent heating surface*
Total weight -^ equivalent heating surface*
60.9
Volume both cylinders
26.18 cu. ft.
Equivalent heating surface* -^ vol. cylinders
273.1
Grate arec -f- vd. cylinders
3.06
Cyiitidjrs

Kind

Simple
by 32 in.
.

Diameter and stroke

30

in.

V'ak es

Kind

Piston
14 in.
8'A in.
\'A in.

Diameter
Greatest travel

Outside lap

1,618 sq.
7,152 sq.

Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area
Center of boiler above rail

General Data

Gage

251

80
.10

ft.

ft.
ft.

sq.

ft.

IK

in.

Tender
Rectangular water bottom
Cast steel

Tank
Frame
Weight

207,000

lb.

33 in.
6 in. by 11 in.
10,000 gal.

Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length

Water capacity

20 tons

Coal capacity

'Equivalent heating surface = total evaporative heating surface
times the superheating surface.
tDesigned to carry 250 lb. per sq. in. pressure.

+

1-5

Report on Marshfield Collision
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION haS isSUed a
dated November 27, and signed by W. P.
Borland, chief of the Bureau of Safety, on the butting
collision which occurred on the St. Louis-San Francisco near
Marshfield, Mo., on September 17, resulting in the death of
twelve passengers and three employees, and the injury of
Eastbound extra train
35 passengers and five employees.
No. 1260 carrying troops, collided with a westbound freight
Responsibility for the collision rests
train, second No. 39.

THE

report,

-Up)
|0|
LSI

A'

Secf/onB-3

Cast Steel Pilot for Both Road and Yard Service
Inside

Lead

clea^ ance
in full gear

W

%

in.

?4

in.

lie els

Driving, diameter over tires
Driving, thickness of tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length
Driving journ.-^ls, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journcls
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck, journals

62 in.
--i'A in.

by 15
by 15

125^

in.
11 in.

in.
in.

33 in.
6J^ in by 12 in.
36 m.

TA

by 13^

in.

in.

Boiler

Conical Belpaire firebox
t205 lb. per sq. in.
90'A in
80 in. by 144 in

Style

Working' pressure
Outsifie diameter

of

ring

first

Firebox, length and width
Firebox plates, thickness
IJack

and

sides }i

in.,

crown

^

Firebox, water space
Tubes, number and outside diameter
Flues, number and outside diameter
Tubes and flues, length
Heating surface, tubes and flues
Heating surface, firebox, including arch tubes
Heating surface, total

m., throat

A

i

tube

„

.

>n
6 !"
196, 2'A in
54, S'A \n
20 f*. lOH in
4,302 sq. ft.
in.,
•

•

•

•

423

-fs

•

so.

ft,

4,725 sq. ft

on the train despatcher, and the engineman of No. 1260.
The despatcher issued an order giving the troop train the
right to the road, but did not send a copy to the freight train.
He asserted that he transmitted a copy by telephone to the
operator at Conway, at 6:08 p. m. but this operator showed
that he was out of the ofiice at that time, and he produced
corroborative testimony from a man who had accompanied
the operator from his house to the station, after supper,
about 6:20 p. m. The engineman of the troop train asserted
that automatic block signal 2126 was clear for him, but
;

evidence of other witnesses satisfied the inspector that

it

was

in the stop position.

The despatcher had been in the service of this road only
25 days, but is said to have had several years' experience
The engineman had been
as an operator on other roads.
a fireman since 1905 and an engineman since Februar}', 1918.
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American Locomotives Needed
for

By
Spirial

A.'-.-^islaiit

Charles

Chinese Railways
Denby

to Dipartnu'iit of Stati-, in Millard'.-.

Review

OF THE URGENT NEEDS of China today is locomotives.
The demands upon the railways have far ex-

ONE

The locothe exju'ctations of the builders.
in the fir.>^t instance have proved too small,
now clearly realized by the technical advisers of

ici'ded

motives

and it
China

bouijlit
is

must standardize upon a type that will
meet their needs for a long time to come. This question is being earnestly considered at the present time, and the problem arises for American consideration: Will the standardization be along the lines of American design or will it be
made to conform to a European model to the detriment of
that

American

Of
ment
it

is

they

interests?

the 15 lines composing the system of Chinese Governrailways only one was built by the Chinese themselves;
financed by the Chinese government and is operated

The funds for the construction and
exclusively by Chinese.
equipment of the various other railway lines of China were
furnished by foreign capital of various nationalities, but not
in a single instance has .America so constructed and equipped
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on all lines at tliat lime only 15^ per cent were of American
design and manufacture, and on the English, Belgian and
JTeiuh lines nuiitioned, wliitli ojjerated at llial time 365
Uxomotives, or approximately OO per cent of the total, only
S, or aiJijroximately 2.2 per cent, were of American design

and manufadure.
Since the outbreak of the war but few locomotives have
been jjurchased and placed in service in China, owing principally, perhaps, to a lack of available funds and to internal
disorders

in

the country.

constantly increasing

need of j)ower.

in

As

As

traffic,
is

a

result

of

and of the

this

the railways are

now

urgently

often evidenced in the case of

new

particular instance of China shows that traffic
has increased far beyond the estimates that were made when
roads,

this

initial equipment for power was under consideration,
with the result that in addition to the natural depreciation
and abandonment of locomotives on account of age, those left
in service are light and not of adequate power for the most

the

part to handle the traffic of today.
In 1917, 24 additional heavy locomotives were placed in
service, and in 1918, up to the present, 2 more have been
erected and 4 are under process of assembly for the Govern-

ment lines. Orders have been placed or are about consummated for the further addition of 56 locomotives all for the
urgently needed heavier power. Of this number 38 are to be
built strictly in accordance with American design and all
are from American builders.
In addition to this number
there are 2 on order and 21 being considered for private
lines; these locomotives are to be of .American design and

—

standards.

The

question of the standardization of power and rolling
just now being most earnestly considered by the
Chinese government, but a considerable time may elapse beOne American
fore this scheme becomes an assured fact.
stock

is

builder has for the past seven years been anticipating the
coming of this event, and since the standardization of power
on the Peking-Kalgan line every locomotive sold into China
by this builder, whether for government or privately owned
railways, has been designed and furnished with this end in
view.

Pending the adoption of a standardized power by the Chinese government the greater the number of modem American
design locomotives that can be furnished to the railways here
the greater will be the opportunity to obtain the adoption
of a strictly American design as the standard of power for
Photo courtes\ Bureau of For. ind Dom.

An American

Built

The benefit of this to American
China.
calculable and should not be lost sight of.

Coniiiicire

Locomotive on a Heavy Grade
the Peking-Kalgan-Suiyuan

at

Nan-

result today the Continental

(Eu-

interests

is

in-

kow Pass on

Automobile Trucks
any of these

lines.

As a

ropean) design of locomotive is predominant in China. On
some of the lines, notably those under English and (hitherto)
German influence, not a locomotive other than those built in
accordance with the prevailing design common to the nation
financing the railway was purchased or even considered,
at least up to the
either for initial or subsequent equipment
Only in the case of the
time of the outbreak of the war.
Chinese financed and operated railway have American builders been given a free hand, with the result that an American
design was adopted and a thorough standardization of power
effected on this line.
The latest statistics published by the Chinese Government
railways (June 30, 1915) show that of a total of 6,600
kilometers (about 4,100 miles), including main and branch
lines, industrial tracks, sidings, etc., the three principal trunk
One
lines compose approximately 62 per cent of the total.
of these three lines is under English, one under Belgian and
French and one under combined English and (hitherto) German influence. Out of a total of 638 locomotives in service

—

in

The Highways Transport Committee

Iowa

of the State Council

of National Defense, of the state of Iowa, reports that

motor

trucks are extensively used on the highways of that state in
hauling livestock. In a report prepared for the purpose of
showing the importance of having an extensive system of
concrete highways in that state it is said that the livestock

hauled to packing houses in Iowa

— period

of time not stated

—has aggregated

225.600 head of hogs; 23,408 head of cattle,
and 61,402 sheep. It is estimated that this amounts to 35,003
truck-loads, hauled an average distance of 35 miles; and that
6,250 railroad freight cars have thus been made available for
A considerable part of this livestock movement
other service.

has been carried out by trucking companies which take freight
and express from the cities to small-town merchants, and
carry the livestock on the return trip. There are 61 such
trucking companies. There are also in the state 187 trucks
running on regular advertised schedules, hauling merchandise

and farm products, but not taking part

traffic.

in

the

livestock

Government Ownership From a British Point of Vie^v
Nationalization Stifles Initiative,

Adds

to Administrative Costs

and Discourages Inventiveness
From Engineering (London), December
made
week by Mr.
THE ANNOUNCEMENT
government had decided on
last

that the
of

the

railways,

renders

it

Churchill

the nationalization
incumbent on engineers

to exert such influence as they possess to prevent a repetition-

which have occurred on previous occasions
administered by private companies
have been taken over by the public. It unfortunately hapof the mistakes

when

services

hitherto

pens in the present instance that the possible advantages of
nationalization lie on the surface, and are obvious to the
meanest capacity, but it is all important for the future of
the transportation problem that this "meanest capacity" shall
not have the determining voice in the establishment of the
new order of affairs. The dangers to be feared as a result
of the suggested action are less patent, and are less likely
having relation to mind rather

to be generally appreciated,

than to matter.
Orators have been eloquent in depicting public companies
as caring for dividends merely, and nothing for the public.
Nevertheless, in actual practice it has been the Post Office,
and not the railway officials, which by their neglect and
indifference have continued to provide themes for the pen
and pencil of our modem satirists. The supercilious young
lady who is occasionally found behind the counter of our
postoffices, has had no counterpart in our railway services.

Practice Disproves Theory

How

is

it

that in this country every great service taken

over by the public from private companies has failed to realize
the anticipations of the advocates of the change?

The

tele-

graphs were purchased with assurances of the most prosperous and profitable future.
But few yeais had elapsed,
however, before it had to be admitted that these forecasts
had been wholly falsified, and that the service was being
run at a loss, although the companies, hampered by restrictions from which the nationalized undertaking was free, had
Much the same has
been nevertheless worked at a profit.
happened with the telephones, and it has not been without
interest to observe during the past few days in one column
of a journal, violent complaints of the inefficiency of the
nationalized telephone service, and in another column rosy
anticipations of the economies and improvements to be effected by the nationalization of our railways.
Still a third
instance of how far realization has fallen short of anticipation is afforded by the Metropolitan Water Board.
The telephones, of course, were acquired at considerably
below a fair valuation. No credit was given for the imponderables which, as we pointed out last week, often constitute
so large a proportion of the value of a growing concern.
Mere materials were alone assessed, and no allowance made
for the capital necessarily expended in pioneering work and
in building up the organization.
In America materialism is

rampant than here, and the Interstate Commerce Commission has definitely laid it down that expenditure, even
on an experiment or enterprise would prove unsuccessful,
may be fairly taken into account in valuing an undertaking.
If progress is to be made, novel schemes and devices must
be adventured on, and of these a certain proportion are sure
to prove failures; yet their cost remains, notwithstanding,
a fair charge on the enterprise.
In the case of the Metropolitan Water Board, it has been
freely asserted that the price paid was excessive, but, as a
less
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13,

1918

value of the mains alone was nearly equal
To lay these mains in open countrv would have cost, under the most favorable conditions,
not less than £10,000,000 (about $50,000,000) and the cost
of main laying in towns is, as is well known, at least three
or four times as much.
Hence, the value of the mains alone

matter of

fact, the

to the full

amount paid.

was nearly equivalent to the full purchase price. To repeat
our question, how is it that, in all these several cases, there
has been such a wide discrepancy between promise and performance ?

AdminiEtrative Charges Higher Under Public Control
Undoubtedly the main reason lies in the difference in the

The administrative charges tend to be much
higher under the public than under the private control. This
is, no doubt, contrary to anticipation, and some would assert,
contrary to reason. Reason, however, is of itself but an indifferent guide to truth, and the late W. B. Bryan, chief engineer to the board, has stated that the administrative cost
of the London Water Board exceeded the aggregate adminorganization.

istrative costs of the eight companies which it replaced.
According to a recent statement by Harold Cox, a similar
result has followed the nationalization of the Swiss railways.
He says that the administrative staff is larger than that of
The real cause
the five companies which were absorbed.
of the inefficiency of the public services seems to lie in the
fact that these increased administrative charges are all due
to an increase in the clerical and statistical staffs, and to a
reduction in the departments responsible for creative thought.
An interesting light on this matter is shown by a study
of the terms on which the staff of the telephone company
was taken over in 1911. Here the rule was laid down that
any company official who, by showing initiative and imagination in the company's service, had secured a salary of over
£700 (about $3,500) per armum, was, ipso facto (save in
So
special cases), disqualified for the government service.
far from "men of push and go" being required, it was to a
large extent the men of "push" who had to "go."

Initiative Stifled in

Government Undertakings

In fact, the whole system of organization was changed.
As described by a district superintendent a couple of years
after the transfer, all initiative and independence of judgment was suppressed. He knew, he said, exactly where certain matters were going wrong, and how they could be remedied, but if he made any move whatever he would be
straightway informed "that the matter did not concern his
department." Again, small difficulties which, under the company's management, would be settled locally out of hand,
had, under the new regime, to be referred to headquarters.
The original memorandum received addition.^ at each step
of its stately progress from official to official up to the one
man who alone had power to settle the affair, trivial though
In many cases, moreover, the memorandum on
it might be.
reaching this official was returned along the same devious
path for further data, and had again to retrace its steps to
the departmental head before a final decision was taken.
The net result was that, instead of the one man who understood the whole of the local conditions settling the matter
in half an hour, hosts of officials had all to spend time on
Obit, and weeks might elapse before the final settlement.
viously, anv such system as this must necessarily find em-
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for a vast army of clerks, so
the administrative costs are increased.

ploymcnt

Executives

The

Swamped

is

it

easy to see

how

with Trifles

such a system docs not end here, one of its
consociuences l)cinj: that the head of the department, who
ou!;;lit to have ample leisure for the consideration of important matters of policy, has practically his whole time taken
trivialities which, in any efficient organization, would
have never reached him. In this connection, it may be noted
that on certain of the great American railways, it has l)ccn
the custom to relieve the vice-president of all routine work,
so that he and his immediate staff may give the whole of

up with

their time to the consideration of new proposals for increasIn the pulilic services
ing the effectiveness of the service.
there is nothing analogous to this, and, indeed, the jiowers

even of the heads of departments arc often extraordinarily,
and indeed ludicrously, restricted.
To sum up, the traditional organization of our public services has been to discourage initiative and independent judgof subordinates, and greatly to restrict reAs
sponsible action in the case of heads of departments.
one result, we have not in any public service "k carriere

ment on the part

ouverte mix talents." Able young men, who later on should
the higher administrative posts, get no opportunity as
subordinates for the display of any but humdrum qualities,
and are thus not sorted out from the general average. As
one result, men competent to supervise the many new undertakings which had to be extemporized during the past five

fill

found almost anywhere save in the

civil services.

Indeed, not the least debt of the nation to the railway companies is due to their work during the past years revealing
the abilities of the numerous men which the state borrowed
to control so many of our war services.
If the question of the nationalization of our railways is to
come up for discussion, it is perhaps as well that it should
come now, while the memory of this contrast between the results of

company organization and public

is

traditional lines, which all
singularly unsatisfactory.

services organiza-

should make it easier to
new organization molded on
experience shows to have proved

fresh in the public mind.
resist the attempt to establish a

tion

It

Nationalization Unsuited to a

Democracy

No doubt the German state railways were managed with
fair efficiency, even if the staff was mainly parasitic on
English or American thought, but an organization which
may be effective in an autocratic country is unsuited to a
democratic one. Commenting on this point some 18 months
ago we observed that while the best public service in a democratic country had never, in the whole course of history,
been as good as the best in an autocratic country, yet, neverwas reason to believe that the worst in a demohad never been quite so bad as the worst in an
Whether this view can still be maintained de-

theless, there

cratic country

autocracy.

pends very much on whether the Bolshevist regime

in

Russia

Our own view
to be regarded as autocratic or democratic.
is in favor of the first alternative, but some of the most fervent of those who claim to be the apostles of democracy in
is

this country

seem ardent advocates of the contrary opinion.

Standardization Versus Invention

Among

No

4

tiie (onipanies, destroyed competing cenand tiic result was, to a large extent, stagnation.
,\ leading Amirit an authority has stated tiiat up till
1870 niori' llian one-half of the imi)ortant improvements

undertakings from
ters of tliouglit,

evil of

vears, were

Vol. 66,

the advantages claimed for the nationalization of
is that the reserve of stores will be greatly
the greater standardization which becomes

effected in telegraphy originated in Britain, iiut tiiat sub.se-

quently the

I'ostol^tice

simjjly imported improvenienls ready-

On

the other hand, we continued as becontribution
to
important
most
which
telegraphy,
resubmarine
improvements
in
direction
private
and
mained
under
control.
An
instructive
example of the difference i)etween public
and private action in this regard is afforded Ijy the history of

made from
fore

to

ai)road.

make

the

long-distance telephony. The principle now in use originated
as is well known with Oliver Heaviside, but our postal authorities refused to help him to practicalize his ideas.
Some
abortive experiments were made,

it is true, but not under his
and the scheme was reported to be a failure.
Some years later Mr. Heaviside's idea was taken up in
America and most ably worked out by Professor Pupin, who
in contrast to Mr. Heaviside received the most generous support and reward from the Western Union Telegraph Company, with the result that all difficulties were overcome and
Pupinized cables have,
the scheme made a practical success.
moreover, solved the difficulties of submarine telephony.
It
will be noted that there are many more systems of state

direction or control,

telephones than company-controlled systems, yet this great
advance was secured by a company and not by a state service.
The sole chance of maintaining the efficiency of our rail-

way

services under state control would be that the essential
features of the present organization should not be materially

changed.
Of course, the ill effects of a change would not
be experienced at once any more than they were in the case
of the Metropolitan Water Board.
In fact, a few years after
the transfer the chairman of that board made a grandiloquent speech, in which he enumerated the many improvements which he claimed were due to the board; all these,
he said, had been made "without one peimy cost to the public."
As a matter of fact, up to that date the board was, to
all intents and purposes, living on accumulated capital.
Ever\' work, whether completed or commenced up to that
date, was, in fact, a company scheme worked out before the
drastic reduction in the engineering staff.
Later on, when
really new works had to be undertaken, the weak spot became
evident. The staff was inadequate and the few creative minds
retained were overloaded with routine.

Nationalization

Means Loss

of Creative

Minds

With

the transfer of the railways to the public, there will,
undoubtedly, be a strong movement to reduce very largely the
higher technical posts. Under mistaken ideas as to the all-

importance of abolishing overlapping, independent centers
may be suppressed, with the result that our railways may become purely parasitic for ideas on company
managed lines in other countries. It is of first importance
that this tendency should be resisted, though even if former
precedents be followed, the evil effects would not appear at
the outset, any more than they did in the case of the Metropolitan Water Board. The best of the old officials
or some
of them
would, no doubt, be retained, but if all initiative
in subordinates is to be discouraged in accordance with the
past traditions of our national services it will be impossible,
as the present leading men die off or are superannuated,
to replace them with men of equal caliber.
of thought

—

—

an industry
reduced by
possible.

theoretical benefit of such a change is obvious, but experience shows that it may, on occasion, be purchased some-

The

In the case of the telegraphs, the extensive
standardization of instruments effected on taking over these

what

dearly.

An

investigation by the Interstate

of present

methods

Commerce Commission

of purchasing railroad ties, car material

and crossing planks, and of the possibility of using substitutes for wood ties is proposed in a bill introduced in Congress by Representative Dyer, of Missouri.

f
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Standard Passenger Car Equipment
Locomotives and
ON STANDARDS
THECarsCOMMITTEE
Railroad Administration has approved
fof

the
general arrangements for the passenger; passenger and
baggage; passenger, baggage and mail, and passenger and
mail cars, the floor plans of which are shown in the illustrations.
No other drawings, nor the specifications have
been drawn for this equipment because of the uncertainty as
All the cars
to whether any of these cars will be built.
are 70 ft. in length and are of the same general design.
The
of the

255

Heating system: Chicago Car Heating Company's vapor system to be
guaranteed by manufacturers to register an inside temperature of 70 deg.
when the outside temperature is 20 deg. below zero.
Holes through
center sills for train line s'ifficiently large to prevent chafing of pipe due
to expansion or contraction.
Piping so applied as to give ample clearance
between all body and truck parts when cars are rounding 170 ft. radius
curve.
Same to include extra heavy pipe for train line.
Steam hose and couplings: Steam hose to be Ifi in. by 24 in. Couplings
to

be of the

type.

S-<1

Steam pipe: Train pipe

2

in.

wrought

Pipe

iron.

and

fittings

extra

heavy.

Piping inside of car l^/^ in. standard pipe.
Foot rests or guards: Pullman type, perforated

steel.

illustrations show the complete floor plan of the passenger
car and half plans of the other cars, as the passenger end
The designs for these cars will
of all cars is the same.
follow in a very general way that of the 70-ft. baggage car,
which was published in the Railway Age of September 27,

1918, page 585.
The following

is

a

list

of the specialties

recommended by

the committee for the standard passenger carrying cars:
Unish:

Inside

Three

Water and fireproof. J^ in. mahogany window
wooden window sill and steel above.

-

-le'oi-

*i

A. Passenger and

MaU

Car

Wrecking tools and cases: Steel box fitted with No. 6 sledge, axe, saw,
fire bucket,
hack saw, six hack saw blades, cold chisel and steel bar,
located to comply with state laws.
Hardware: To be of the Pullman type.
Floor covering: Floor covering to be of plastic material, thickness to
meet linoleum
in. to the top of chanarch, and then an aisle strip of
green or red linoleum laid so that the top will be on the level with the
inlay and of suitable color to harmonize with the interior finish of the
car, chanarch to be 22 B.W.G. gage galvanized. Brass strips to be placed
on either side of the linoleum as shown on Baltimore & Ohio blueprint

7/? St^iree? Bndf^ts -

-302

S. R.

sills.

—

!

30 Z-

Half Floor Plan of U.

star Agasote below

-4/'o'-

^

—410

—

^

No. 31.189.
Fb/dlng rVall Desk

\^^

Leffvr Case

—71 Z Befmen End Peafs

3& Ip

-/'

,-,-„- -;^-,~j-^

R. A. Passenger and

S.

^SB.LKl(er

Baggage Car.

R.M.S. Fixtures

—

Upper deck water and fireproof three star Agasote Va, in.
Lower deck water and fireproof ."Agasote 3/15 in. thick. Deck to

Ceiling:
thick.

—

+-

is;i

-^^i'^^p-Cff^i

Half Floor Arrangement of U.

Ceiling to be painted light color enamel of
be painted with slush paint.
approved shade.
Ceiling decoration: Single plain sap green color line on lower and upper
Lit[e only varnished over to hold decoration.
deck.
Window sash : Brass sash complete with fixtures as shown on Baltimore
& Ohio blueprint No. 10,745. All windows to be double sashed except
toilet room windows.
Sash to raise 18 in.
Deck panels: All swinging deck panels to be equipped with T. U. ComNo deck sash to be used, swinging panels only at
pany's Eclipse ratchet.

^rSfandan^

fS'o 'Maif Comparfmen

Comparfmen f
_/Oesk
ZLX-LffftrCose

s^rm^

^^^IiOij^'W^

Half-Floor Arrangement of U. S. R. A. Passenger, Baggage
and Mail Car

ventilators.

Window glass: American polished plate 3/16 in. thick, except in saloons
lavatories, which are to be equipped with pressed prism design 0-1,
with smooth surface outside.
Door glass: American polished plate Vt in. thick.
Window shades: Railway standard mercerized on inside, pantasote on
outside.
Width of curtain goods in windows not more than 54 'i. less
Color of shade to be selected.
than distance between window casing.
and

Tiqitipment: One deck sash opener.
One step box (Dunbar.^
Basket racks: Three-section continuous type.
Coat and hat hooks: In saloons and lavatories.
Check holder: Fitch.
Platform and end of car: Cast steel integral with body bolster as manufactured by Commonwealth Steel Company, or built-up type of approved
design.

-701 BefyreentndFosfs-

.^A'0-^Fo1~_^

--

^

-4.

g^^.

.life's*

^^ ^^

<>>iS>^ig

Floor Arrangement of the U.
Shade

fixtuies:

Rex, all-metal shade

roller.

S.

R. A. Standard

Curtain Supply Company,

ring type No. 88.

Rex, .-(11-metal shade roll.
Seats: Hale & Kilburn, walk-over type, high back, with head rest, steel
ends, wooden arm rests. No. 197, or its equivalent.
Scat covers- Seat covering to be selected later.
Utilities ventilator 100 per
Ventilation: Clere story deck, eight per car.
cent. Peerless 90 per cent, Garland-Honeycomb 75 per cent.
Water coolers: White metal, North Pole sanitary drinking fountains
with filter attachment, arranged suitably to design of car.
Plumbing under wash stands to be open
Wash stands: White metal.
Wash stands fitted with Adams & Westlake throwwith nickel fittings.
over lever type of faucets and drain fixtures of Pullman standard.
Water supply: Pullman standard air pressure water system. Galvanized
Cold water only. Metal tank box insulated.
steel pipint;.

Shade

rolls:

70-ft.

^^ ^^

^^

Passenger Car

Gates: Each car to be equipped witli safety gates,
permanently attached at each end of car.
Steps

Pullman type, and

Steps to be of steel with metal safety treads of abrasive material

and have no nosing.
Draft gear: Miner friction class 5-A-P.
Buffer deznce: Miner friction, Class B-10, or equivalent.
Diaphragm upper buffer: Fowler \jpper buffer spring.
Vestibule: Wide type Pullman standard, with Imperial wide face

End

doors:

Mahogany

plate.

with finger guards.

First choice Dunbar, Style C.
Diaphragms: To lie of steel.
Third choice, Rex.
choice, Pullm.in.

Second

Vestibule curtains: Pullman, first choice; Acme Automatic, second choice.
Vestibule shield: Pullman or Acme revolving type.
Vestibule curtain, hook and handle: Rf-x, first choice; Robertson Safety,

second choice.

:
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yetlihilf

(riiiiniiiit,'

ycstil'iilf

^rab handle: All

IliiiiiiuU'iI

'

Imily

culm.

liniidlioItU,

grabs, to

lie

Air brakes: The Universal, coinnion standard, high-speed aiitciinatic
brake ciliiipnient, schedule lTC-1-18, shall lie ii.scd without electric fcalures
and with type K-1 automatic slack adjuster placed on brake cylinder.
M. expandtr ring. Ten pound spring type retaining valve and one
J.
conductor valve.
The air brake shall develop a nominal brake ixjwer of 90 per cent of the
complete liRht weight of the car with 60 lb. cylinder pressure, and be
capable of 150 [icr cent braking power in emergency.
All i>art5 of truck and foundation brake gear to withstand stresses in
accordance with M.C.B. standards; \\i in. extra heavy brake pipe to be
used.
All pipe fittings except those regularly included in the air brake
schedule shall he "Extra quality individually tested pipe fittings for railroad
All air pipe to be blown out before pipe is assembled.
air brake service."'
HatiJ brakes: Miner or Western Railway Equipment, or Lindstrom
improved.
Braking and signal cord: Signal cord, % in. steel cord, braided green.
Conductor's cord, 'A 'n. steel cord, braided red, both applied alouK center
of car upper deck supported.
Painting: U. S. Standard.
Roof: Steel. To be of material which has been thoroughly sand blasted,
painted and sanded on the outside.
TriKks: Cast steel.

Truck ivheel base: 11 ft.
Center plates and center tins: Cast
to cone bolster locking center

cation

separable,

steel

arranged for appli-

pin.

Side bearings: Frictionless rolled side bearings for six-wheel passenger
Miner first choice. Perry second choice, Woods third choice.
trucks.
Equalisers: Wrought iron.
Il'heels: 36 in. rolled or forged .steel.
Pedestals: Cast steel.
Journal bores: National Malleable Castings Company's pedestal type
complete with lids for axles with 5 in. by 9 in. journals.
Journal bearing keys: To be drop forged M.C.B. dimensions suitable
for axles with 5 in. by 9 in. journals.
Brake shoe: Diamond 5.
Floor insulation Tc be 1 in. quilted hair felt with paper on both sides.
Body insulation to be ?4 in. quilted hair
Insulation, super-structure:
felt with paper on both sides applied to inner surface of the side walls
:

and end sheets.
Saloon hoppers: Dayton Company's Eckert No. 8 with porcelain hopper
chute as manufactured by Dayton Manufacturing Company, or Pullman
Hopper in women's lavatory to have double lid
Standard (Duner).
Toilet
and men's lavatory to have single seat with horseshoe opening.
paper holder, Pullman type, to be applied in each saloon.
Designating signs: Pullman style, to show location of each toilet, one
illuminated sign to read "Men" in end of car where men's toilet is located.
Sign to be placed inside of car on bulkhead. Same method to be used at
ladies' end and sign to read "Women."

Orders of Regional Directors
INSURANCE COVERING PASSENGER AND FREIGHT ELEVATORS.

Same as
Eastern regional director, file 1800-113 A418.
orders noted on page 206 of Railway Age, Januar>- 17.
Employees Accepting Positions on Other Railroads at
Higher i'aianV.?.— Eastern regional director's file 1200-463A412, similar to Southwestern regional director's Order
148.
See Railway Age, January 17, page 205.
Back Pay to be Included in December Operating Ex-

—The

eastern regional director, file 401-7A419, orders that there be included in operating expenses for the
month of December, 1918, any amounts of back pay propenses.

for by General Order 27, or supplements thereof,
which have not been included in operating expenses prior
If pay rolls have not been prepared as acto that month.
curate an estimate as possible should be made and included

vided

in

December expenses.
Endorsements

on

Administration

Passes.

—The

Eastern

file

rector of Operation.

—The

Eastern regional
director, file 1600-83A433, requests that on such club cars,
l)uffet-librar}- cars, observation cars, etc., as are now in operation or may be restored in the future, a reasonable supply
of writing material, together with pens and ink, be pro-

Writing Material on Club Cars.

vided without charge to the public.

account of tlic necessity for ex[xirting food to Europe, the
Food Administration prefers to have its j)(>ster.s remain in
passenger cars for tiie present.
Discontinue Picking Up of Stored Coal.
The Eastern
regional director, file 301-3A426, advises that picking up of
stored coal sliall Ijc discontinued immediately, except in
cases of emergency.
Location of Air Pumps on Locomotives.
'I'iie ICastern regional director, file 500-73A424, states tiiat vviien air pumps
are applied to locomotives, care should lie taken that they
are so i)lace(l as not to obstruct the vision of men on the
locomotives; as locomotives receive Class 1, 2 or 3 repairs
tiic i)um])S should Ijc ])roperly located.
Transportation of Corporation Officers and Employes.
Supplement 9 to Order 109 of Southwestern regional director, similar to Supplement 14 to Circular 29 of Central Western regional director, abstract of which was published in
the Railway Age, January 10, page 159.
Eire and Casualty Insurance on Construction Work.
The
Eastern regional director, file 401-5A430, quotes from a letter
received from Theodore H. Price, actuary to the Railroad

—

—

—

—

.Administration, as follows:
"I am writing to inform you that after careful consideration the Honorable John Barton Payne, general counsel to the Railroad Administration,
has decided that inasmuch as the cost of fire and casualty insurance on
construction work that is chargeable to capital account is properly to be considered as part of the cost of such work, such insurance should be provided
in accordance with the practice of the railroads prior to governmental
control.
The premiimis paid therefor are to be included in the accounting
made and accepted for work of this character."

—

Disregard of Shippers' Routes. The Eastern regional di600-4-102A438, states that the Food Administration Grain Corporation complains that some railroads are not
protecting the lowest rates on shipments which they forward
un-routed, and which the railroads for efficiency reasons send
via a route over which a higher rate applies, but in such
cases are collecting the higher rate, and insisting that it will
be necessary for the Grain Corporation to file reparation
claims for refund. This is not in accordance with instructions of the regional director, file 3000-124, on the subject
of Disregard of Shippers' Route, Article 4, of which reads
rector, file

as follows:
4.
When traffic is forwarded by the railroads for efficiency reasons via
route to which a higher rate applies than over the route specified by
'hipper, the rate via shippeis' route must not be exceeded as a charge for
ihe movement over the substituted route.
,1

—

Elimination of Sunday and Holiday Work. The Eastern
director, file 1 200-2-29 A420, reproduces a letter
from the Director of Operations which is self-explanatory:
regional

"If you have not already done so, won't you please immediately arrange
for a thorough investigation and study to be made on the roads in your
region with respect to the elimination of Sunday and holiday work, in
order to carry out the desire of the director general as expressed in Supplement No. 13 to General Order No. 27.
"In order that the director general may know what progress is being
made, and that his wishes in the matter are being fully met, I believe it
advisable that you have your federal managers make reports from time to
lime indicating to what extent they have found it possible to either wholly
eliminate or reduce to the

minimum Sunday

or holiday work."

—

During Construction. The Eastern regional director, file 2700A417 refers to file 2700A409, {Railway Age,
January 17, page 205), regarding interest on construction
expenditures and rates of depreciation accruals. That portion referring to depreciation on equipment coming into service subsequent to December 31, 1917, should be corrected
Interest

2100-29A432, states that it is understood that rubber stamp endorsements are being placed on
There has been no authority for
Administration passes.
this and no endorsements or changes should be made on
these passes without first securing the approval of the Diregional director,

4

—

Ea.>^tcrn

Trap doors and liflins dtvict: Fimt choice to be T. U. Company's
National hich station plntfonn type, arraiiK<-il tu opt-n up .-iftcr and out.
Second choice, Kdwards, and third choice, I'nllman.
aide of vcsiibiile doorr.

No

Conservation Posters in Passenger Cars.
The
regional director, file 1 500-80-1 A429, states that on

I'ood

miiuolh wrought iron,

in.

Vol. 66,

to read as follows
for accruing depreciation at the rate of AYz per cent
the book value or original cost of all equipment first placed
assigned
subsequent
to December 31, 1917, including equipment
in service
by the United States Railroad Administration."

"Also

per

arrange

annum on

Eastern

Director General's Name on Stationery.— TYvq
Director
regional director, file 1500-1-3-8A431, orders that
on
General Hines' name appear in place of Mr. McAdoo's

January
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any stationery which may be ordered in the future; correct
by rubber stamp or other suitable means, such stationery as
may be on hand, by substituting Director General Hines'
name (Walker D. Hines) for that of Mr. McAdoo. It will
not be necessary, however, to change any existing supply of
tickets or tariffs.

—

Rental Charge on Locomotives.
In Order 150 the Southwestern regional director announces that the rate for the
rental of locomotives to industries and small lines has been
set at one-tenth cent per pound of tractive power per day
with a minimum of $30 per day, and that this rate of rental
will apply in all cases of locomotives loaned to any such inAny engines rented which are covdustries or small lines.
ered by a contract entered into prior to the date of Order 1 26
of the Southwestern regional director, shall continue at the
same rate of rental as provided in such an agreement.
The Master Boilermakers' Association. The Eastern regional director, file 102-1-9A435, states that the Master
Boilermakers' Association will hold its convention at the
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, Illinois, May 26, 27, 28 and 29,
1919.
As this organization has been recognized and encouraged by the railroads on account of its educational value,
approval has been given for the holding of the convention.
Please arrange for master boilermakers, boiler shop foremen,
general boiler inspectors and others employed in a similar
capacity to attend, as far as they can be spared without detriment to the service. Each road should follow its usual practice with respect to allowance of time and expenses and furnishing transportation for men who may properly be permitted to attend this convention.
Assessments for Current Expenses of Associations. -In
Supplement 3 to Circular 136 the Southwestern regional director announces that no individual railroad under federal
control should maintain and pay for more than four memHe asks that statements
berships in any one traffic club.
be prepared showing the number of memberships which each
road has in traffic clubs, giving the full name of each organiIn case it is desired to take out
zation and its location.
additional memberships in traffic clubs where the number
is less than the maximum of four, the approval of the regional director should be obtained.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. The Eastern regional
director, file 1 500-11 A413, quotes a letter received from H.
B. Spencer, chairman. Central Advisory Purchasing Com-

—

—

—

mittee, as follows:

"A meeting of the Railway Storekeepers' Association will he held at the
Hotel Sherman. Chicago. 111., on January 27. 28 and 29. 1919. Tlie status
of the association has been approved by the director general, and this is
the first meeting which has been held since the railroads were taken under
In view of the important economies which it is confifederal control.
dently expected to effect through the re-organization of the stores department which has been undertaken, and the desirability of having all of
those who are charged with the duty of procuring, handling and distributing the material obtain the benefit of personal discussion of the many questions involved, we would appreciate it if you will request your federal managers to arrange to have as many of their purchasing ard stores department
It is believed that this
officers as possible in attendance at this meeting.
will greatly assist in the introduction of uniform practices, which it is the
desire to establish as speedily as possible."

Passes for General Chairmen of Committees of Employees'
Organizations.
The Eastern regional director, file 210013A415, states that it has been decided that it will be the
policy of the Railroad Administration to issue annual railroad transportation to the general chairmen of committees of
employees' organizations, where the application is properly
made and it can be shown that such chairman actually repThis
resents the class of employees he claims to represent.
will include also the granting of the necessary leave of absense in the usual manner during the incumbency of such

—

him to carry on the business of his Assobe proper to honor requests of this character
where annual transportation over the home road only is deRequests for off-line transportation should be forsired.
warded to the Director of Operation.
chairman

ciation.

to enable

It will

257

—

Railroad Business Mail.
In Order 151 the Southwestern
director announces that federal-controlled roads
may carry as railroad business mail, without payment of
postage, mail which relates to the business of other railroads
under federal control, which is sent by and addressed to
officers or employees of controlled lines.
This mail should
be handled with care, and if particular routing is indicated
on the envelope it should be strictly observed. Only mail
of special importance should be registered.
Handling Labor Matters with Adjustment Boards. In
Circular 69 the Northwestern regional director calls attention to paragraph 10 of the director-general's Orders 13, 29
and 53 which require certification of the chief operating offiregional

—

Boards of
and 3. The regional director states
that the federal manager or general manager, when there is
no federal manager, is the chief operating officer so far as concerns matters referred to boards of adjustment.
However,
the federal manager may delegate to his general manager
cers of the railroads to all cases referred to the

Adjustment Nos.

1,

2

or general managers, as he

may

consider advisable authority
When he does so, however, he must file with the Division of Labor the names of
the officers to whom such authority has been delegated.
to certify such cases to these boards.

—

Standard Form for Stationery. In Supplement 5 to Circular 6 the Northwestern regional director announces that
it will not be necessary to discontinue the use of stationery
containing the name of Mr. McAdoo as director general.

and other printed forms will be valid and
executed by a duly authorized representative of
the present director general, even though Mr. Mcx^doo's
name should appear. It will, however, be proper to eliminate
Mr. ISIcAdoo's name from stocks of bills of lading and other
contract forms of stationery on hand so as to leave the same
reading: "United States Railroad Administration, Director
General of Railroads, North & South Railroad."
This
should be done so far as reasonably practicable on all stationer}' on hand.
This will apply to bills of lading (both
bills furnished by the carriers and bills furnished by the
shippers) but it is not to be construed as a positive requirement that all bills of lading accepted from shippers must
have Mr. McAdoo's name eliminated therefrom. New stocks
of all stationery, excepting time-tables, should employ the
form:
"United States Railroad Administration, Director
General of Railroads, North and South Railroads." This
will apply to bills of lading and other printed forms partaking of the nature of contracts, as well as to other stationery
except time-tables. Working time-tables for employees should
use the form "United States Railroad Administration, Walker D. Hines, Director General of Railroads, North & South
Railroad." The Eastern regional director has issued a similar
Bills of lading

binding

order,

if

file

1500-1-3-8A441.

—

Care of Sick and Wounded Soldiers. The Eastern regional director, file 1600-87A445, quotes George Hodges,
Manager, Troop Movement Section, Washington, D. C, in
regard to arrangements made by the war department for the
care of sick and wounded soldiers at important transportation

centers.

to this

service,

As additional medical

officers are assigned
advice will be given to the railroads con-

cerned.
"Surgeon general. War neparfment. has assigned medical officers to
various import.-'nt transi'ortntion centers, as Laiison Officers, in connection
with transfer of sick and wounded soldiers.
"Co-operation of railroads is requested, and that office or desk space in
main terminals be provided, advance information given, expected time arrival such trains, access thereto, information relative to breaking up trains
at diverging points, advice relative to feeding arrangements, rendering every
facility consistent and accepting helpful suggestions or assistance offered
with a view to providing most satisfactory and comfortable handling of
Such officers have already been sent to Richmond, Baltisick and wounded.
more, Washington, Salisbury. N. C; Philadelphia. Chicago. Cincinnati and

New

York."

—

Continuation of Memberships, Assessments, Dues, etc.
The Eastern regional director, file 102A444, advises that
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carriers uiulcr iVdoral control in

parti(."ii)ati(in liv

tlic

expense
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|)roper autiiority

.should

be secured

from

this

No

office

4

before

of menil)ersliii)s, assessments, dues, etc., in associations, organizations, etc., which were authorized for the year 1918,
may be continued during tlie year 1919 on the same basis as

exi)enses of this nature are assumed, wlure such authority

heretofore aulliorized, sudi expense to be charged to operating expenses, jirovitU'd if, in your opinion, any of these

rector, file

meml)ershij)S, assessments,
tliat

vou liriny

tlie

etc.,

niatter to

should

my

now be

attention.

discontinued,

As

heretofore.

was not extended
for

Billitif;

of F.

W.

in 1918.

Empty Tank

Cars.

—The

I'lastern regional di-

2000-28A442, announces that the

office in

charge

Boltz, supervisor oil traffic, has l)ecn abolisiied

and

hereafter dis[X)sition for empty tank cars on hand without
billing will be furnished by the owners as lieretofore.

Railroad Hearings Before Senate Committee
Julius Kruttschnitt

Compares Government and Private
Mr. Thom's Argument

Operation of Roads

—

Wa.shington. D. C.

BY Alfked P. Thom, counscl for the Assoof Railway Executives, and a comparison of

ARGUMENTS
ciation

the results obtained under the direction of the RailBoard, jiresented by Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the Southern Pacific Company, constituted the testimony before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce
during the past week. ISIr. Kruttschnitt was to be followed
roads'

War

by representatives of the brotherhoods of train service emIt is understocxi that the House Committee on Interstate Conmierce will soon begin a similar hearing on the

ployees.

question of the disposition of the railroads. Mr. Kruttschnitt's
statement was as follows:
Inasmuch as the railroads under private management stand
charged with having broken down and failed to render the
public service expected of them, and with being in deplorable
condition, lacking both in equipment and terminals, at the
end of 1917, when they passed into the hands of the governdesire to place information before the committee that
will test the correctness of these assertions, and to present
additional facts that will convince them, I hope, of the ability

ment,

I

of the owners of the properties to serve far more efficiently
than they have ever been able to do in the past, if afforded
the reasonable assistance that Congress alone can give.
Profiting by experience acquired under both private and

government operation, the carriers earnestly desire to provide
a better system of operation by combining the initiative and
beneficial features of competition inherent in private ownership with the benefits developed during the operation by the
government unhampered by legal restrictions.
In denying that private operation failed or broke down, I
respectfully ask permission to show wherein it did neither
the one nor the other, and how with a plant provided by private owners it gave service that has never been equalled in
the history of transportation, and that with legislation permitting practices heretofore prohibited it can and will, by
combining the good and eliminating the bad features of both
federal and private operation, give a service better than any
that has ever been given in the past.
It has been frequently stated that the railroads of the
countr\' were in a very bad condition on January 1, 1918,
when they were taken over by the government. In a despatch
from Washington in the New York Sun of December 20, the
director general is quoted as saying that existing rates were
instituted to pay "the heavy cost of reviving the roads from
the paralysis that seized them when the government took control," and also "they were admittedly run down and huge
sums were necessary to get them into efficient operation," and
in his statement before the Senate committee he says, "There
was inadequacy of terminal facilities." "In the fall of 1917,
despite strenuous efforts, and yet under a larger degree of
co-ordination than had ever before been attempted, to prevent
such a situation, a paralysis of the transportation situation
again occurred."

The

Commerce Commission's report of December 1, 1916, was cjuoted to show how bad transportation conditions were in that year. As a result of unified private conInterstate

the commission's condemnation of 1916 is changed to
commendation one year later.
In its report of December 1, 1917, the Interstate Commerce
Commission says: "Equipment has been taken from sections where it was less needed to other sections, where military and commercial needs required more equipment than
there was available, and such stupendous movements as those
of the cantonment construction material and the troop transfers have been made without seriously interfering with the
commercial business of the country. While conditions have
been extraordinary and while traffic has not always moved
as carriers and shippers would have had it moved, the essential needs of the country have to date been cared for."
trol

The

could neither be escaped nor neutralimpending demands for increased wages to put railroad labor on a parity
with labor in other industries, and the necessity for financial
help required by many of the railroads.
Indeed, these were
the reasons that the President gave to the members of the
Railroads' War Board in person a few days before he issued
his proclamation.
The latest statistics of government operation available to
us when this memorandum was prepared covered the nine
months ending September 30, 1918. This period began on
Januar}- 1, 1918, which marked the end of nine months of
unified private control and management and the beginning
of nine months of government management.
The percentage of freight cars in shop or awaiting shopping
was the same in both years.
The percentage of freight locomotives in shop or awaiting
shopping was 13.8 in 1917 and 14.9 in 1918.
The director general claims to have stored, ready for winter
service, 1,189 locomotives, while one year ago there was not
one in storage.
At the close of 1917 there remained undelivered 3,400
locomotives and 33,000 freight cars ordered by the carriers,
many of which were for the Eastern trunk lines, on which
freight congestion was most severe.
This shortage was not
unexpected, because shortly after the declaration of war we
were infonned that the Council of National Defense found it
necessar}' to direct builders to give precedence to locomotives
for Great Britain, France and Russia; whereupon the Railroads' War Board considered appealing to the council to take
account of the needs of our own roads, but the conclusion
was reached that agencies conducting the war should not be
embarrassed with our troubles, which we determined to surdifficulties that

ized were well understood at the time to be

We

as best we could.
believed this was proper in the
circumstances, although, as expected, it produced a shortage
of locomotives at the end of 1917.
The accumulation of
1,189 locomotives represents the deliveries during 1918 on

mount

:

January

:
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and on those of the United States Railroad
Administration for 1,400 locomotives, only 126 of which,
however, had been delivered up to the first of November. Had
the severe weather conditions of 1917 replaced the mild
weather of 1918 this reserve would have been impossible.
The terminal facilities, main and other main tracks were
substantially the same, as there were few additions made in
the first nine months of government control.
As of September 30 only 92, or less than one-tenth of 1
per cent, of the 100,000 federal cars had been delivered, and
but 126 of the federal locomotives; so that it may be said
without substantial inaccuracy that whatever transportation
service has been rendered by the federal Railroad Administration has been rendered with facilities provided by private
foresight and management, with equipment
counting both
locomotives and cars
in better physical condition at the end
of nine months of private unified control than at the end of
carriers' orders

—

—
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an increase of 6.2 per cent for the period; but for the
of December, 1917, at the end of nine months of
private unified control, the average tons per car was 29.2
tons, and the corresponding figure for September, 1918, after
nine months of government unified control, was but 29.7

27. ,5,

month

tons.

The

average train load in the two periods was 667 and
an increase of 1.6 per cent, but as the
increases in carload was 6.2 per cent a less number of loaded
cars per train was hauled.
A press despatch in the New York Times of January 2,
1919, credits to the Railroad Administration an estimate of
the operating expenses of 1918 at $3,800,000,000, or $1,000,000,000 more than 1917. This expenditure was made to increase efficiency; nevertheless roads that are alleged to have
been run down at the end of nine months of unified private

678

tons, respectively,

control show:
1.
A larger volume of freight traffic handled in nine
months under private than in the same period under government control.
2.
The largest volume of freight traffic ever handled in
any one month.
3.
Loaded car mileage 7.5 per cent larger than under
government control.
4.
Greater number of loaded cars per train than under
government control.
Miles run per locomotive per day 7.2 per cent higher
5.
than under government control.
6.
Miles run per freight car per day 6.1 per cent higher
than under government control.

7.

The

physical condition of freight locomotives better

than under government control.

The condition of freight cars equally as good as under
8.
government control.
As weather conditions both at the end of 1917 and the
beginning of 1918 were unusually severe, the comparison of
the two nine-month periods is not unfair.
Whence it follows that increased efficiency under government control is, to say the least, not proven.
Reforms Which Should Be Continued Under Peace
Conditions
mentioned in
Mr. Mc.\doo's testimony as follows:
The maintenance of the permit system so as to control
1.
^Ir. Kruttschnitt discussed the list of reforms

the traffic at its source.
Unquestionably of great benefit in preventing congestion,
l)ut

cannot be continued without government authority. Ship-

pers would not submit to dictation of carriers under normal
conditions. During the war patriotism controlled them.

From

the

New

The

It

Looked

nine months of government control, by continuing practices
devised by the carriers and by supplementing them with
others which the carriers long had desired to use but were

from so doing.
If, under these conditions, no greater traffic was handled
in 1918 than in 1917, greater ability and efficiency for
government administration can hardly be claimed.
The volume of freight traffic measured by tons of freight
carried one mile in the nine-month periods was

restrained by law

330,486,760,286
326,306,832,131

1917
1918

and the maximum volume
one month was
Mny,
July,

1917
1918

The maintenance

of heavy loads for cars.
railroads under private management have for years
devoted a great deal of attention to this feature and the car2.

York Tr'.bune

Not So Goldarned Easy As

1.3

of freight traffic

39,273.449,624
38,761,290,750

per cent greater

handled in any

1.3 per

cent greater

The sole items in which 1918 shows improvement over
1917 are in average tons of freight per car of 29 against

load was increased very largely during unified control in the
last nine months of 1917, being 29.2 tons in the ninth month
of private control compared with 29.7 tons in the ninth month
of government control.
3.

The pooling

of repair shops.

This was done to some extent under private
has been continued under federal control.
4.

The

elimination of circuitous routes,

i.

e.,

control,

and

competitive

routes.

This is synonymous with the suppression of competition
and is impracticable under private control without special
A mere suggestion to do this in 1917
statutory authorit>'.
prompted an immediate inquirj' by the attorney general as to
what was contemplated. The benefit of this practice, which
deprives the shipper of choice of routes and competitive facilities and service, is very much exaggerated; the director general says that during a year of federal control 16,863,633 car

miles have been saved

in

the

Eastern and Northwestern
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only two

regions alone, wliiih

is

total froiulu car miles

run

liiillis

of

1

jht lont of the

in tliese regions.

In raiMninending the elimination of ciriiiitous routes the
and convenience of the public scr\'e(l by them do
not seem to have l^en considered.
The great i>reiK)nderance
of traft'ic in our country is long-distance through traffic, competitive with other rail, or water, or ])art rail and part water
If, at its inception, any line projected to develop
routes.
traftic, following a policy under which our country has been
built up. had been prohil)ited from engaging in through
traflic because it was longer than an existing line, it would
never have iiecn built, as it could not possibly have existed
on the revenue solely derived from local traffic.
In other
words, it was able to develop and serve local communities by
reason of supplementing local with through freight revenue.
If the circuitous route can make satisfactory earnings from
the carriage of freight at regulated rates, why should it be
denied the right of doing so? The ability to control such
traffic evidences a pui)lic necessity, for obviously if such a
route did not give better facilities and .service than the direct
route no one would use it, no matter how earnestly persuaded
by agents of interested railroads.
The use of circuitous routes in emergencies is often iminterests

perative.

The unification of terminals.
Under private operation it is not

5.

clear that this could be

done without infraction of law, but a great deal was done
during the life of the Railroads' War Board in the way of
extending the common use of terminals.
The maintenance of the "sailing day plan."
6.
The general adoption of this plan by the Railroads' War
Board followed a publication of its benefits by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, in the autumn of 1917, the first
large system to put it into general use.
It is unquestionably
beneficial and, as a war measure, the inconvenience of less
frequent service was tolerated with great good-temper by the
pul^lic.

The

consolidation of ticket offices.
Unquestionably of benefit in places and should be continued with discrimination, if permissive statutory authority
7.

can be obtained. In the government suit for unmerging the
Union and Southern Pacific Systems, a point to which the
prosecuting officers of the government attached much importance as proving infractions of the anti-trust law, was consolidation of ticket offices.
As a result of the litigation all
consolidations of this character were broken up.
8.
The utilization of universal mileage tickets.
Unquestionably a good thing and should be continued
under private control and protective restrictions. Apparently

no

legal obstacles.

The standardization of equipment.
Standardization of locomotives is unwise and unnecessary.
To obtain maximum efficiency of a locomotive and corresponding minimum of cost of transportation demands close
study of the alinement and grade systems, the nature of fuel,
strength of bridges, weight of rail, length of turntables, depth
of roundhouses and lengths of freight passing sidings on the
As these features are
line on which they are to be operated.
different for each line, no locomotive can be designed to serve
all lines w-ith maximum efficiency hence, if a standard locomotive is to be prescribed for use on all lines a compromise
is the only possible solution of the problem, and a jack-of-allThe owning
trades-master-of-none locomotive is the result.
line must put up with indifferent service in order that some
other line may be able in emergencies to borrow a locomotive
similar to its own in all respects.
The owner must be satisfied with 80 or 90 per cent efficiency for substantially all the
time in order that a borrower may enjoy similarly lowered
The director general credits
efficiency for a very short time.
standardization with prompter deliveries of locomotives. May
it not be due to priority given to material for federal locomo9.

;
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4

tives? Some Southern Pacific locomotives are now 12 months
overdue iiecause of preference accorded federal locomotives,
and the company itself is very much in arrears in completing
locomotives which it is building in its shops because of delays
in getting material.

The

standardization of pa.s.senger equipment is not necesit seldom leaves the rails of the owner.
Standardization of certain classes of freight cars is desirable, but should not lie ol)tained at a sacrifice of transportation
efficiency of the owning line by forcing it to use a car unsuitable for its traffic because of excessive deadweight, restricted
Most of the important details of
cul)ic capacity, etc., etc.
cars have been standardized as a result of the studies of the
Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associations.
Standardization, unless intrusted to officers immediately
responsible for net revenue, will lead to the sacrifice of the
substance of certain economy in operation to the shadow of
uncertain economy in manufacturing costs.
10.
The maintenance of the uniform freight classification
introduced by the United States Railroad Admini.stration.
Unquestionably of benefit and can and should be continued
under private operation. This monumental work, on which
the carriers had l)een engaged for several years, was completed just before federal control, and the government deserves credit for putting it in use immediately.
11.
The maintenance of common timetables between important points.
The railroads have desired for many years to bring this
about, but have been prevented by fear of violation of statutes.
12.
The maintenance of high demurrage rates and unisary, as

form

rules.

Desired for many years by the railroads and urgently
recommended by the Railroads' War Board during its existence.
The permission of the commission to increase demurrage rates was obtained, but its order was modified in a short
time to such an extent as to deprive the carriers of its expected benefits.
The establishment of through waybilling
13 and 14.
freight from point of origin to destination, and rendering
unnecessary the rebilling by connecting or intermediate routes.

Unquestionably of great

benefit.

If

the practice

means

should break up to a large extent, if not entirely, the practice of reconsignment, which has
been a most fruitful source of delay and congestion.
15.
The elimination of the old practice of paying in mileage or per diem rental for the use of freight or passenger
cars of one carrier by another.
This w'ould be possible to a considerable extent by pooling
certain classes of cars in general use, but not all of the
freight cars of the country, a plan for which could no doubt
be worked out with the authority of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which under the Esch bill is vested with control
Carriers should be allowed to
of the carriers' equipment.
enjoy the exclusive use of special equipment designed to suit
special conditions and produce minimum costs of transporta-

what the language implies

it

tion.

The

necessity for pooling passenger cars does not exist, as

owning lines, without
inconvenience to the public. When it is necessary they can
and should be freely exchanged.
16.
The simplification of the old practice of apportioning
interline passenger revenue.
As we understand this language, the practice can be followed as well under private as under federal operation however, it is a matter in which the public is not interested.
The utilization of water routes for the relief of crowd17.
in general their use is confined to the

;

ed

rail lines.

This should unquestionably be done, but past experience
has shown that there is no equipment on the water routes to
accommodate freight; therefore it is impossible for them to
Representatives of water-route interests were
afford relief.

:

January

:
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met in conference by the Railroads' War Board on several
occasions and assured of the co-operation of the carriers, but
nothing ever resulted from these conferences because of lack
of water-route equipment.
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which leaves $9,274,000 to represent economies from all
sources other than those specified.
The secretary of the interior evidently does not consider
the suppression of advertisements and the consolidation of
annual
mentioning various drawbacks to tourist travel,

ticket offices unalloyed benefits, because in his last

Economies

report, after

The director general asserts that reports from five of the
seven regions show that on a group of selected principal
items, savings totaling $85,576,424 have been effected in 1918.
Estimating a pro rata saving for the other two regions would
total $119,806,000.
For the first seven months of federal control 47,420,000

he says

"The consolidation of ticket offices in the large cities also
With opportunity
adversely affected national park travel.
gone to obtain accurate information concerning the more or
less complicated routes from the east to the western parks,
many preferred to spend their vacations in their customary
resorts, with whose ways and means they were well acquainted.
"It is earnestly hoped that, with the close of war, these
discouragements to travel will be fully removed before the
next season.
Tourist travel should be heartily encouraged.
Furthermore, the important work accomplished by the railroads and this department in close co-operation during the last
four years in the direction of informing the people of the
country concerning the greatness of their scenic possession
and recreational areas should n€t be lost. The national park
system is one of America's greatest assets and it must not
be overlooked in planning the development of American industry after the war."
Compelling the railroads to pay their corporate officers out

From

the

Indianapolis News.

You Do

It

passenger miles were cancelled.
Inasmuch as the director
general says that the elimination of many passenger trains
could hardly be expected to persist after the declaration of
peace, we estimate tiie reduction for the entire year at 40 per
cent more than that for seven months, making a total of
66,388,000.
The expense per train mile for 1917 was $2.30. The estimated increase in operating expenses of 1918 over 1917 is 34
per cent, which will raise the cost of a train mile to $3.08.
From computations made on Southern Pacific in 1916 of the
cost of a passenger train mile according to a rule prescribed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission it is shown to be
38.55 per cent of the total train mile cost; whence the cost
of a passenger train mile in 1918 would be $1.20 and the cost
of the reduction in passenger mileage would be $79,665,000,
leaving the economies from all other sources $40,141,000.
The saving from suppressed passenger service represents comforts and accommodations of which the public has been deprived.

In his report to the President dated September
director general claims to have saved
Per cent of
operating expenses
0.16
$6,115,000
0.18
7,000,000
0.11
4,424,000
0.03
1,186,000
0.32
12.142,000

080

3,

1918, the

in the salaries paid to officials and to counsel;
in advertising;
in consolidated ticket offices;
in insurance; and
in the abolition of outside agencies.

From

the

Chicago

Tribune

Blocking Traffic
of corporate funds instead of charging these expenditures
to operating expenses, as was done during the test period,

diminishes the fixed return of the railroads and to that exthem to the loss of double the amount. Yet the
saving from all of these specified sources totals considerably
less than 1 f)er cent or 0.80 per cent.
Nearly all of this insignificant amount accrues from withholding comforts and conveniences from the public that they
have long enjoyed and which causes numerous complaints
and unfavorable criticism, and inspire resolutions of trade
bodies favoring the return of the railroads to their owners,

tent subjects
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with

to ciialili'

lliciii to iiu'ct I'xistiiin londilions.
miles .s;ival iiy re-routing I'rei.nht
nmoimt.-i to l)iit two-tenths of one per rent of the total freij^ht
car niileatie of the regions in wliicli tlie economy was effected.

K-uisl.ilidii

he

I

W

lo.iSo.vO.iS

hile niiiih

t;ir

stre>s

has l)een laid on

which we have enumerated, tiiey have
tion and friction out of all proportion
their perpetuation under private or

tiie

small economies

i)een .sources of irrita-

to their

amounts, and

operation
sc-ems unwise.
Rearranj^ement of IcKal passenger service
without over-much consideration of the public's views; indifference to promoting traffic or .settling up vacant lands;
and neglect of small matters affecting the personal comfort
of the traveler that have grown out of competitive conditions
and been created i)y local managements directly responsive
to the ncvds of the community, are some of the reasons given
by the jiatrons of the roads for desiring their return to private management, with such legislation as will enable tlie
owners to receive them back from the government.

The

jj;oveiT\ment

Vol. 66, No. 4

can be greatly iin|)r()vc(l by |)roriting from the experience
gained in j)rivate and government operations.
Our plan
is not |)resenle(i in the shape of a hard and fast bill, but is
offered as a suggestion, by no means inilexible, of a way to
attain desired ends.
'i'lie

(juestion of a guarantee

deliberations,

Ijut

frc-ei\-

discussed in our

for a guarantee.

We

rec-

ognize that the estal>lishment of a definite guarantee would
stille all incentive to efficient management and would destroy competition as to service and facilities, for if necessary revenue could be obtained without effcjrt what induce-

ment would

exist to

make an

effort?

obtain the most efficient and economical management
those charged with the conduct of the business must be personally interested.
Cnder our plan, if a rate sy.stem be put in effect in a given
region that will produce revenue adequate to yield a fair
'I'o

return on roads operated under average conditions
reasonal)le efficiency,

Railroads' Plan

was

we do not ask

and

to enable

them

to

and with
maintain their

and pay satisfactory returns to their security holders,
some roads below the average which shcjuld never have been
l)uilt, or which were {)cx)r]y located and are indifferently
managed, may be forced to reorganize or sell their properties,
credit

The plan

evolved by our committee, after arduous study
extending over a period of ai)out six years, that has been presented to you by our chairman, Mr. Cuyler, and expounded
by our counsel, Mr. Thorn, has been adopted by the Association of Railway E.xecutives, representing about 92 per
cent of the railway earnings of the country.
In it we ask
Congress to make it possible for the carriers to give the public the advantages of conservation of capital by requiring
unitication of lines and terminals, when required in the public interest, by promoting useful consolidations, and permitting agreements as to rates and practices, the benefits of
which have been proven during federal operation, but which
the carriers by law have been prevented from supplying.
Its fundamental features, to which details of organization
and operating machiner\' are subordinate, are:
The creation of a department of transportation,
( 1 )
headed by a secretary, who would sit at the President's council table, who would relieve the Interstate Commerce Commission of its executive duties; and in whose jurisdiction
would be centered rate regulation subject to revision by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, and the fixing of wages,
and who would use the power of the administration to main
tain proper service, to create the necessary credit for the car-

and to maintain harmonious relations between employand employees.

riers,

ers

The adoption of a fixed policy as to the revenues
(2)
of the carriers by requiring that the influence of the President,
through his secretary of transportation, shall be put behind
movements for increased rates which he finds proper, and
the establishment of a statutor}' rule for rate-making, which
shall require that rates be not only reasonable but adequate
and sufficient to protect existing investment and to attract
capital necessary to maintain existing properties up to the
standard of the public need, and for the construction of

extensions and branches.
To provide for
(3)

and

compulsory

federal

incorporation

power
and the federal government as to all esmatters, including rates, state and interstate, with as

for the elimination of the conflict of regulating

between the
sential

states

interference as possible with the state commissions in
carrying out the intended purposes.
I wish to record the hearty approval and recommendation
of the plan by substantially all of our constituents; as well
as my own, and to express the belief that if transmuted into
law it will mark an epoch in the transportation history of
Competent critics, both home and foreign,
the United States.
have heretofore characterized the service of the railways of
the United States as the best in the world, notwithstanding
they have the lowest capitalization, pay the highest wages

little

We

believe that
ancl collect the lowest tolls from the public.
the character of service that has merited this high praise

while those above the average will prosper; Imt

all

excejition will be stimulated by .self-interest to create

without

new and

increase existing traffic by competition in service and facili-

because by so doing the returns to the owners are increased and at the same time the public is better served.
The carriers desire to be permitted to use all legitimate
means to earn sufficient to provide safe, adequate and sufficient service, to protect their existing investments, to attract
new capital, and to reflect the cost of wages and all other
expenses incident to furnishing transportation.
Under our plan the measure of success of their operation
ties,

depends on the efficiency and economy of their management,
the extent to which their traffic is fostered and industrial
development on their lines is encouraged, and recognizing
this they accept full responsibility for results.

Mr. Kruttschnitt was asked several questions regarding
the matter of equipment purchases.

In reply to a question
whether the railroad companies had
not themselves submitted the budgets to the Railroad Administration, Mr. Kruttschnitt said that the Southern Pacific
in sending in its budget had made the statement that it
needed no new equipment. It had recently ordered 100 locomotives, some of which were later held back to allow the
standard locomotives to be built first, and it was building
5,300 freight cars at its own shops. It was allotted no engines but was allotted 2,000 freight cars at a cost of $3,000
each, which it considered less efficient than the cars it was
building for $2,000 each. The difference in cost was largely
due, he said, to the fact that less steel was used than in the
government cars. The allotment of standard cars was made,
he said, in spite of the showing made by the company that
for five years it had had a per diem balance in its favor
averaging $1,250,000 a year, showing that it ha(d more cars
than were needed for its own traffic, and in spite of the fact
that it had increased the efficiency of its cars by 84 per cent
After the armistice was signed the railroads
in two years.
had asked the Railroad Administration to cancel the outstanding car order and others involving charges against the
corporations but had been told that it was too late to cancel

by Senator Smith as

to

the cars.

Requisites of a Proper System of Regulation
Thorn, counsel for the executives, continued
his argument on the legal aspects of the problem, the first part of which was reported in last week's issue.
After outlining the opposition to the five-year plan, declaring that an extension during times of peace of the present
war control of the railroads would be unconstitutional beAlfred P.

until

Monday

January
cause

it
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would give the President power to set aside all laws
and interstate commerce, Mr. Thom took up

affecting state

the requisites of a proper system of regulation.
He stated
that the free flow of investment capital into railroad development had been checked since 1910 by the declining tendency
of net earnings, the rigid state and national regulation of
both revenues and expenses, and the lack of any assurance
to the investing public that new funds invested in the business would earn a fair return.
To a considerable extent
Mr. Thorn's argument was that which he had formerly preMr. Thom took
sented before the Newlands committee.
up a table introduced by Commissioner Clark, from which
the latter had argued that the railroads had fared well financially in the past ten years, and pointed out that these figures
show the following:
1.
Ever}- year but one after 1910 up to 1916 showed
much lower operating income than in 1910.
2.
In even,' year there was a large increase in the property investment, so that the investment was expanding, while
earnings were shrinking.
3.
In but one year between 1910 and 1916 were earnings
sufficient to pay interest and dividends.
4.
The total operating income from 1910 to 1916 was
not enough to pav the total interest and dividends.
From 1910 to 1916 the funded debt increased $2,200,5.
000.000, while the stock increased only $733,000,000; this
three-fold increase in indebtedness resulting from insufficient credit to raise

new

capital from the sale of shares.

In no year from 1910 to 1916 did the carriers earn on
their investment as much as 5.35 per cent, a figure which the
Commerce Commission had held was less than was necessary in the public interest.
7.
The average earnings for the whole period were only
4.94 per cent, or considerably below the danger level marked
by the commerce commission.
Discussing state regulation, Mr. Thom said that in every
state south of the Potomac and east of the Mississippi rivers
the scale of state rates is different, showing an unfair and
unequal distribution created by the states themselves, not
only as against interstate commerce but as between the states.
No question of the violation of state rights is involved, he
The question is whether or not, in a matter of comsaid.
mon interest to all, one state shall determine for itself the
Of
proportion of the common burden which it will bear.
course, he said, if government ownership comes, the entire
question will be removed because the national government
6.

would control the whole

field.

He

said that state traffic pro-

duces 23 per cent of the freight revenues and 15 per cent of
the volume, while state passenger traffic represents about 50
per cent of the revenues.
As to the decline of railroad credit, Mr. Thom pointed out
that there is no longer any field for speculative investment
in railroad securities.
He also declared that the prices of
outstanding stocks and bonds are not a proper index of railroad credit because the outstanding bonds represent preferred
liens and that the credit of a company is determined by its
ability

to'

market new

securities,

particularly

stock.

The

railroads have already passed the danger line as to the proportion of stock and Ijonds, because more than 60 per cent

The Pennsylvania Railroad
has not been able to sell a share of stock for five and onehalf }-ears, although 75 per cent of its capitalization is in
stock and only 25 per cent is indebtedness.
The New York
Central has about 75 per cent of bonds and 25 per cent of
stock and was recentl\- unable to sell its stock after it had
been at par for some time, because the proposed offering
brought the price below par.
"How can we by any legislation improve that situation?"
asked Senator Watson.
Mr. Thom, after emphasizing the fact that he was criticizof their securities are bonds.
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ing systems and not men, declared that the credit of the

would be improved if the factors which had made it
so uncertain in the past were removed and if it was made
possible for the regulating body to act with something like
the promptness of a business man in dealing with his own
carriers

on important questions affecting the carwhich made it unpopular
for a state or the interstate commission to allow an increase
in rates could be removed.
After reaching the conclusion
that the present regulating machinery does not possess the
quality of business judgment which the situation calls for,
the railway executives have proposed a new plan, feeling that
the higher position a man occupies in the government, the
more courageous his action and the greater his sense of reaffairs in passing

and

riers,

if

sponsibility

"We
from

political considerations

is

likely to be.

Thom,
when our government

recognize," said Mr.

politics

we ask

is

by the strongest and most responsible

to be regulated

We

of political agencies.

we cannot get away
based on politics, but

"that

believe

we

will find

more strength

than in a bureau, and that his poliwill be those of the administration.
In our opinion,

at the President's table
cies

when a man reaches the dignity and responsibility of a
cabinet officer he is less subject to petty political influences
and more likely to decide questions of public policy with an
eye solely to the public interest. His realization of the public
needs and his proposals to meet these needs would have behind them the force of the administration and the successful
supervision of transportation would be necessary to the success of the administration.
Questions relating to railroad
revenues, for example, ought not to be determined by the
selfish interests of the railroads or the selfish interests of the
shippers, but by the public interest.
believe that transportation is of such vital importance in our national life that

We

it is entitled to its representation in the cabinet, along with
a representative of agriculture, a representative of commerce
and the representatives of the army and navy."

Mr. Thom added that it was not proposed that the secretary of transportation shall have any direct relation with the
great army of employees.
Their relations will be with the
railroad companies.
for one

man

He

did not believe

it

would be possible

to control the votes of the employees,

because

labor has its own politics. He thought this was demonstrated
by the results of the last election because, although a cabinet

had the most direct relations with all the railroad employees in the country, the other party won. He said he had
heard no suggestion that Mr. McAdoo had attempted to use
his power to influence the votes of the employees in the election, but he believed that if the secretary of transportation
officer

should attempt to do

so, the effort

would defeat

its

own pur-

pose.

"We do not believe the American people would accept the
idea of a single uncontrolled head of the American transportation system.
It would demand a check and under the
plan we have offered the Interstate Commerce Commission
would be relieved of some of its burdens and would be raised
in dignity as a judicial body.
It would act as a check both
on the railroads and on the department of transportation,
while with the suggested regional commissions assisting it
in various parts of the country it would be brought much
closer to the individual communities, and local questions
would be heard by the local commissions before coming up
to the central

Mr.

Thom

body for review."
said a great deal can be said in favor of the
by the Interstate Commerce Com-

initiation of rates directly

mission, but that this plan entailed difficulties because of the
inability of a commission to respond readily enough to busiInterstate Commerce Cominission decisions are
ness needs.
now controlled by considerations which do not make for
promptness.
The railroads urge that Congress shall establish a statutory rule of

rate-making, that rates shall not only
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be rca.~ion.ll lie Iruiu the .standpoint of liic shipper, but adequate to insure proper service by insuring a reasonable reWhile the
turn on the investment to attract new capital.
law now theoretically provides this, in practice the question
of adequacy has become minimized and is given less considThe commission has
eration than the desire for low rates.
held in the past, he said, that it is not responsible for providing sulVicient income for the railroads, but that it is limSince that decision the comited to tixing reasonable rates.
mission lias advanced some, but it has been hampered by
the same idea and while it has always taken wages into consideration it has held in at least one decision that it could
not be expected to raise rates sufficiently to pay extravagant
wages.
Mr. Thom filed with the committee a discussion of state
railroad laws prepared by S. T. Bledsoe, general counsel for
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc, showing the numerous
conflicts.
Mr. Thom developed the point that many states
either prohibit the consolidation of railroads or require

would ensue, but ijecau>e of the reluctance of a federal body
to disagiee

with a state autlxjrity.
Director General Hines has filed with the committee a
statement j)romised by Mr. McAdoo while he was on the
stand, the purjiose of which was to show that during the
first four montiis ending A]m\ JO, 1918, during which the
railroad corporations were operating the railroads as agents

of

the government

approval of the state and he declared that it
laws against such
Therefore, federal incorporation was necesconsolidations.
sary to remove the obstacle of state prohibition of a consolidation permitted by the federal government.
He said he
thought the people had about reached the conclusion that
there are too many railroad companies.
After Mr. Thom had concluded his argument, Senator
Kellogg asked why a secretary of transportation was necessary and why a railroad administrator not a cabinet member
and with a long term of office would not be better.
"Don't you fear," he asked, "that in the face of an election the cabinet officer would hesitate to do anything which

might be unpopular?"
"We think the most popular thing he could do would be
We want him to be responsible to
to furnish good service.
the people for adequate service," replied Mr. Thom.
Senator Cummins asked whether the responsibility for net
income did not logically go with the control of revenues and
expenses and whether the government should not guarantee
the return on capital.
Mr. Thom replied that there were
enormous practical difficulties attendant upon such a plan
and that it might be wise to seek something short of a government guarantee.
Senator Cummins also remarked that
the power which it is proposed to give to the secretary of
transportation is essentially different from and much greater
than that possessed by the cabinet officers. For instance, the

their

own

officers,

Ijccause

had increa.sed only $108,000,000, and the net operating income had decreased $109,000,000. This was before either
rates or wages had been advanced and represented the period
of some of the worst winter weather.
Mr. McAdoo had suggested this for the purpose of .showing that government operation was not rcsponsil)lc for the enormous increase in ex-

penses during 1918.

them

sufficient to repeal the federal

and through

the federal managers had not yet been appointed, the operating expenses had increa.sed by $215,000,000 as compared
with the corrcsjionding period of 1917, while the revenues

Federal Railway Companies Proposed

to obtain the

would not be
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chairman of the Atchison,
with the committee an outline
of a plan for a federal railway board to organize 10 or 15
federal railway companies with power, with the approval of
the federal railway board, to acquire all or any existing lines
of railway.
Under his plan the federal railway board would
have plenary and exclusive power of regulation of the federal corporations and to appoint regional boards of regulation and one central board of regulation.
The plan also
proposes a government guarantee not to exceed 65 per cent
of the estimated operating income, and that interest on debentures should not exceed 40 per cent of this operating income, and for a division of operating income above a certain
figure between the stockholders of the railroads and the
government.
Victor

Morawetz,

formerly

Topeka & Santa Fe, has

filed

secretary of agriculture does not fix the price of agricultural

products.

Thom

Mr.

much

greater

replied

power

that

the

government

is

exercising

in the case of transportation

a

than in

the case of other branches of activity and that this fact
it
necessary to give the cabinet officer in charge
of transportation a different relation.
His authority, how-

makes

would be reviewable by another body.
to the principles which should govern the fixing of
rates, Mr. Thom said that the duty of the government should

ever,

As

not only be to make each rate reasonable, but the rates as a
whole adequate, considering the condition of the average
roads in each territory. This would leave some of the weaker
roads subject to the usual loss of commercial failure, while
it would allow the more prosperous roads to earn more than
might otherwise be considered necessary. Senator Cummins
asked if it was proposed that these roads should make some
contribution to the treasury.

"We

have deliberately

left that subject

open," replied Mr.

Thom.
Senator Pomerene suggested the possibility of allowing
commissions to make rates, but subject to review by the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
Mr. Thom thought this
plan impracticable, not only because of the delays which

-» % MHR.»u><^

state

From

the

Dayton Journal

Another Case

of Intended

Abandonment

General
The

Pittsburg,

News Department

Shawmut & Northern had

108 employees
government service during the war. Of
these men 65 were in the infantry, 14 were in the New York
state guard, and 11 were with railroad engineers' regiments.

and two

officers in

Senator Pomerene (Democrat) and Representative Esch
(Republican) have introduced in Congress bills providing
for the future regulation of the railroads by greatly amplifying the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
provisions of those bills include regulation of security issues,
construction of railroad extensions, train service and operation; and they authorize the Commission to require pooling
of traffic and the common use of cars, terminals and other
facilities;

also to fix

Track Elevation

minimum

rates

for transportation.

Chicago, was the subject of a conference this week, at which representatives of the city and
officers of the Railroad Administration exchanged views.
R. H. Aishton, regional director, Northwestern region, said
that the Railroad Administration would ofTer no objections
to the inauguration or resumption of such work provided the
expenditures were kept within
reasonable limits. The details of the work to be undertaken, and the financing are matters which, said he, must be disposed of by the individual
corporations involved.
in

and conspicuous service in supervising the supply of railway
material and the organization of railway operation and construction troops."

Revision of M. C. B. Loading Rules
rules of the Master Car Builders' Association
as revised for 1918 have been approved by the Railroad Administration and are now ready for distribution. Numerous
changes have been made in the present volume. The size of
the pages has been increased to 5 '4 in. by Jyi in. in order
The general
to permit the use of larger and clearer cuts.
rules for loading material have been grouped in the first
section and following these are the complete instructions
regarding the handling of various commodities. All the rules
governing the loading of each commodity are grouped together so that it is not necessary to refer to various portions
In case railroads desire to provide copies of
of the book.

The loading

the rules for shippers, any of the sections will be printed in
pamphlet form by the association. The Car Service Section
has issued a circular instructing the railroads to refer any
questions regarding loading that may arise to the secretary
of the M. C. B. Association.

Employees
Fire Protection for Railroad Properties
This is the title of a manual of 98 pages which has been
issued by the United States Railroad Administration, Division
of Finance and Purchases, for the use and information of fire
protection inspectors. It is bulletin No. 8. This manual has
been compiled by Charles N. Rambo, manager of the Fire
Loss and Protection Section, of the Division of Finance and
Purchases, and includes detailed instructions and advice on
every conceivable branch of this subject which is of interest
to railroad men.

Condition of Locomotives and Cars
in
In the week ending January

Northwestern Region

in service on lines
the Northwestern region, numbered 8,004, making the efficiency 85.2 per cent, or about the same as in the preceding week,
reported in our issue of January 17. The number of freight cars
on the Northwestern lines during the week totaled 370,052, compared with an ownership of 334,615. Bad order cars numbered
20,886 (or 5.6 per cent), as compared with 18,916 (6.5 per cent)
for the same week in 1918. Freight cars in outside shops totaled
4,

locomotives

in

The number

of employees in service in car repair shops
(working 47 hours (average) in the week), as
compared with 17,537 in the same week of 1918.

208.

totaled 21,275

Medals Awarded to Atterbury and Felton
Upon the recommendation of General Pershing, a

to

Be Paid by Check

Railroad, and other railroads that had
not heretofore adopted the plan, will pay their employees
by checks instead of by cash beginning with the month of
February, except at some points where difficulty would be
experienced by the employees in cashing checks. This plan
has been adopted at the instance of the Railroad Administration in the interest of uniformity because most of the railroads have heretofore paid their employees by checks and
because the employees favor the change as it will enable
them to avoid the inconvenience of waiting for the pay car.
The announcement of the change on the Pennsylvania
caused a protest on the part of business interests of Altoona
because it was proposed to pay in checks drawn on Philadelphia banks. When this was brought to the attention of
the Railroad Administration, instructions were issued to
have the employees at Altoona paid in checks on Altoona
banks.

The Pennsylvania

dis-

tinguished service medal has been awarded to Brig. Gen.
William W. Atterbury, formerly vice-president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, "for exceptionally meritorious and distinguished services." As director general of transportation
in the face of almost insurmountable obstacles he organized
and brought to a high state of efficiency the transportation
The successful
service of American Expeditionary Forces.
operation of this most important service, upon which the
movements and supply of the combat forces were dependent,
was largely due to his energy, foresight, and ability.
S. M. Felton, president of the Chicago Gieat Western,
and until December 31 director general of military railways,
was awarded the distinguished service medal by the Secretary of War on January 18, on the recommendations of Gen.
Peyton C. March, chief of staff, for "especially meritorious
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Railway Supply Companies

in

War Work

Information concerning war activities has been received
from the United States Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara
Falls, N. Y., and the Commonwealth Steel Company, St.
Louis, which was received too late to be included in the
article on that subject published in the annual review number of the Railway Age. The United States Light & Heat
Corporation devoted 75 per cent of its total plant capacity
to war work and utilized 900 employees, representing 75
Parts for armored
per cent of its forces, on that work.
tanks constituted 60 per cent of the output of the company,
parts for gas shells 8 per cent, parts for army trucks 1 per
cent, parts for aeroplanes 1 per cent and parts for batteries
The buildings devoted to war work numbered
10 per cent.
One new plant containing 17,000 sq. ft. of floor space and
15.
two additions to existing plants, representing 27,960 sq. ft.
were built to provide facilities for war production. The
output of peace time products was approximately 50 per cent
of the average before the war.
The Commonwealth Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., constructed tractor frames for tractors of various sizes, special
trucks for gun cars and main castings for Pershing locomoVarious additions to the company's plant facilities,
tives.
such as the enlargement of foundry and core rooms and the
installation

demands.

of

new machinery were

necessitated

by war

—
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War
Proposed

Contract Legislation

legislation

to

validate

the

so-called

informal

ernment, amounting to $60,012,222, or $258 per mile, as compared
with $78,914,790, or $33') per mile in November, 1917, and $378
per mile, the average for the month of November in the test years
ending with June of 1915, 1916 and 1917. 0|)crating revenues
increased $82,0(X),()00, while expenses increased $102,000,000, partly
on account of back payments of increased wages.
I"or the 11 mon!hs ending November 30, the operating income
was $t)88,442,.S09, or $253,(300,000 less than for the corresponding
period of 1917, and the net operating income was $662,407,625, or
$248,000,000 less than for 1917. While the operating revenues for
the period increased $760,000,000, the operating expenses increased $l,005,(XX),nOO, while taxes increased $8,000,000. The commission's comiiilalions, covering 180 Class I roads and 15 switching and terminal companies, arc as shown in the table.

war

ainoimting to approximately $1,750,000 is still in a
shape nnsalisfactory to the various committees of business men
representiuR the manufacturers of war work material who have
been in Washington in the efTort to have Congress approve a
measure which would at an early date supply a remedy for the
uncertain conditions now existing.
The Senate committee on
military alTairs has reported, as a substitute for the Dent bill
pa.ssed by the House, the War Industries Board bill, but with
a section giving the right of appeal from the decisions of the War
Department to both ihe contractor interested and to the Department of Justice to a claims appeals conunission. This, according
to statements issued by Joseph ii. DcI'Vees, chairman of the War
Service Executive Committee, and by H. H. Dinneen, secretary
of the Association of Manufacturers of War Materials, would
open the way not only to delay in payment on informal contracts,
but on formal contracts as well, of which the War Department
now has full jurisdiction and which are being settled.
"Our interest," said Mr. Diinieen, "is in having a reasonably
The busiclear and adequate bill passed and passed quickly.
ness of this country has no fear of any kind of an investigation,
but it is unwilling that relief which is now imperative should be
Labor is going out by
fettered with cumbersome provisions.
the thousand in all of the cities which rallied to the support
of the government in the four Liberty Loans and within the next
ten days thousands more will go out in these centers. Millions
upon millions of dollars are tied up in war work. The government does not want war products, and in the present state of
affairs the government cannot in many instances settle with contractors, hence the contractors cannot get out of war work for
which the government has no use and cannot return to peace
work. The consequence will be that labor will necessarily be
unemployed until government adjustment is possible."
coiifracts

Revenues and Expenses

for

Vol. 66, No. 4

Central Railway Club

At the January

10 meeting of the Central Railway Club,
V. C. Randolph, fuel supervisor. United States Railroad Administration, presented a paper on fuel conservation, showing
moving pictures of good practices in firing and methods to
be avoided, which were taken on the Minneapolis, St. Paul
& Sault Ste. Marie.
Frank C. Pickard, master mechanic of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, was elected president of the club, and in
commenting on the railroad situation he called attention to
the work done by the government controlled railroads during the past year.
There were 8,700,000 troops moved, with
a maximum of 1,147,013 during the month of July. Throughout the year 20,897 troop trains, averaging 12 cars per train,
were handled. In speaking of finding positions for the discharged military men he said: "There are a lot of people
who have been pessimistic about finding employment for
the returning soldiers, but personally I do not feel that way.
Prior to the war 1,200,000 emigrants from European countries
were brought into this country and our great industrial system absorbed them with hardly a ripple on the surface.
have got to do what we can in our local communities to
start building.
But little has beendone during the past four
years because of the material and the men which were needed
elsewhere.
have not had time to repair the machines in
our shops and our buildings have been neglected all that
Think of what the estabwill tend to create employment.
lishment of the eight-hour day will mean. That alone will

We

November

Railway operating expenses for the 11 months ending November 30, 1918, were over a billion dollars greater than for the
corresponding period of 1917, according to the monthly bulletin
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Railway operating income in November again fell short of the
so-called standard return guaranteed to the railroads by the gov-

We

—

RAILWAY REVENUES AND EXPENSES
November

Amount
Item

1—Average

Dollars

facility— Cr
facility— Dr

10— Railway

operating

revenues

Expenses:
11
Maintenance of way and structures
12— Maintenance of equipment

—

13—Traffic
14_Transportation

15— Miscellaneous

General
—
—Transportation

16
17

18— Railway

19—Net

operations
for investment

operating expenses

revenue from railway operations

20—Railway

—

21

tax accruals (excluding
Uncollectible railway revenues

22—Railway

— Ratio

"War Taxes")

operating income

23— Equipment rents
24—Joint facility rents (Dr.
25— Net of items 22, 23 and
26

— Cr

Bal.)

24

of operating expenses to operating revenues, per cent.

* iJ^bit

item.

Dollars

1918

1917

1917
232,551.86

Dollars Dollars
1,384
351

591,732
136,897
439,770,981

357,273,626

62,442,702
101,886,188
3,310,530
183,473.652
3,265,945
9,891,832
451,756

Dollars

Dollars

1918

1917

Dollars Dollars

2,612,463,804
746,231,429
54.278,193
96,657.267
105,652,382
95,608,126
3,937,231
1.461,388

13,471
4,025

11.234
3,209

210
486
489
487

233
416
454

23

1

3,141,024.307
938,631.613
48,894.646
113,231,264
113,944.412
113,612,264
5,432.870
1,596.896

411
17
6

1,891

1.533

4,473,174,480

3,713,367,044

19,184

15,968

38,707,203
65,100.019
5,306,550
142,138,460
2,920,115
8,286.864
720,033

269
438

166
279
23
610

421,925,611
630,128,139
59.531,990
1,383,587,362
30.874,641
88,058,679
7,187,310

2,506
4,286
195
7,936
152

1,814
2,710

437
22

379

363.819,093

10,329,041
10,582,086

7_Incidental

8—Joint
9—Joint

1917
232,990.09

254,560,948
70,133,132
4,510,568
9,033,837
9,680,770
9,099.165
411,261
156,055

321,800,828
81,674,106
4,244,238
10,685,847
transportation

road operated

a!
,

1918
232,554.00

Revenues:

2— Freight
3— Passenger
4— Mail
5_E.xpress
6— All other

Per mile of

road operated

*

,

number miles operated

Eleven months ended November 30

Per mile of

18

1,092
301
19

46

40
41

39
2

43

13
35

2

3

584.334,115
999.251.659
45,343,729
1,850,511,350
35.549.848
101.994,264
5,140,989

261,739,178

1,565

1,123

3.611,843.976

2.606,919,112

15,490

11,210

75.951,888

95.534,448

326

410

861,330,504

1,106,447,932

3,694

4,758

15,907.573
32,093

16,586.098
33,560

68

71

172,339.663
548,332

164,361,496
584,926

739
2

707
2

60,012,222

78,914,790

258

339

688,442.509

941,501,510

2,953

4,049

*1,6J6.811
1,262,076

*992.910
1,157,132

*7

*4
5

•18,693,847
12.450,578

•56

5

•12,948,556
13,086,328

56

•80
54

57.123,335

76.764,748

246

330

662,407.625

2,841

3,915

82.73

73.26

14

789
14

80.74

256
5,949
133
31

—
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take thousands of men.
tised for 8,500

One
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large system recently adver-
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men."

In addition to an Interchange Rules Committee of the
club he suggested the formulation of a Locomotive Operation Committee, to be composed of road foremen
of engines,
or supervisors of locomotive operation as they are sometimes called; a Locomotive Shop Committee, to be composed
of shop superintendents, general foremen, erecting shop

foremen, machine foremen and gang foremen; a Car Shop
Committee, composed of similar men, and a Transportation
Committee, to be composed of superintendents, assistants,
trainmasters, etc.
The report of the secretary-treasurer showed a balance of
$1,360.58, of which $500 is invested in Liberty Bonds.
The
total number of members January 1 was 702, which with 74
new members added at the January meeting, makes a total
of 776.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, Frank C. Pickard, master mechanic, D. L. & W.;
vice-presidents, H. T. Malcolmson, superintendent, T. H. & b!;
L. C. Fitzgerald, shop superintendent, Erie, and M.
W. Has-

sett, master mechanic. New York Central.
H. E. Myers,
master mechanic, Lehigh Valley, was elected to the executive committee.
The retiring president, W. H. Sitterly, general car inspector, Pennsylvania, was added to the
list of past
presidents, who are also members of the executive
com-

mittee.

Traffic

News
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The Southern Pine Association

mg at the Hotel Grunewald,
25 and 26.

New

hold its annual meetOrleans, La., on February

will

The Panama Railroad Company has issued Freight TarifJ
No. 30 which gives class and commodity rates from
New
York to Central American and Mexican ports.
The Traffic Club of Chicago held a smoker and vaudeville
Its club rooms at the La Salle
Hotel on January 23.
Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age, who recently
returned from Europe, delivered an address concerning
his
trip abroad, which dealt largely with European
railroad conin

ditions.

More Sleeping-Car Lines to the South
Seven more of the sleeping car lines to the South
are to
be at once restored; these are in addition to the
IS through
hues restored on January 1. The new lines arePennsyl-

vania Railroad, leaving New York at 8:08 a. m.,
a car to Key
via the Atlantic Coast Line.
Pennsylvania Railroad,
leaving New York at 2:04 p. m., a car between
New York
and Pinehurst via the Seaboard Air Line. Additional

West

Western Society
The annual dinner

of

Engineers Elects Officers

Western Society of Engineers was
held in the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on January 22.
At this
meeting the announcement was made of the election of A. S.
of the

Baldwin, vice-president of the Illinois Central, as president of
the society; Kempster B. Miller, consulting engineer, first vicepresident; William M. Kinney, general manager of the Portland Cement Association, second vice-president; J. L. Hecht,
mechanical engineer of the Public Service Company of Northern
Illinois, third vice-president, and C. R. Dart, chief bridge engineer of the Sanitary District of Chicago, treasurer, and E. T.
Howson, western editor of the Raihvay Age, trustee. The election of the following chairmen of sections was also announced
Electrical Engineering Section, J. R. Cravath, consulting engineer; Bridge and Structural Engineering Section, G. A. Haggander, bridge engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; Hydraulic,
Sanitary and Municipal Engineering Section, Linn White,
chief engineer of the South Park board, Chicago; Mechanical
Engineering Section, Fred J. Postel, supervising engineer of the
Department of Public Works and Buildings of the state of
Illinois, and Gas Engineering Section, H. H. Clark, engineer of
the Public Service Company of Northern Illinois.

Railway Business Association
President Alba B. Johnson of the Railway Business Association has announced the completion of the general execuThe committee contive committee for the current year.
sists of the president and vice-presidents, who were elected
at the annual meeting and have already been announced, and
27 executive members, a third of whose terms expire annually. The nine appointments for three years ending January, 1922, are as follows:
W. E. Clow, president,

W.

Cottingham,

H.

James

B.
president,

Clow

&

cars
New York and Palm Beach via the Seaboard Air
Line, as well as cars between New York and
Augusta Aiken
and Asheville via the Southern Railroad, will leave
New York
at 1:12 p. m.
An additional car will also be run

between

and Atlanta via the Southern Railroad leaving
at 3:38 p. m.
Corresponding additional 'sleeping
car lines will be run northward.

The cars from White Sulphur Springs and Hot Springs
over the Chesapeake & Ohio, and the New Orleans
car via
the Southern and Norfolk & Western which
now run north
of Washington over the Baltimore &
Ohio are to be transferred to the Pennsylvania Railroad train leaving
Washington at 9:05 a. m.
Entraining and Detraining

A.

Gray,

Tight skirts on

department,

Joseph T. Ryerson &
E. J. Kearney, secretary and treasurer, Kearney & Trecker
Co., Milwaukee.
E. B. Leigh, president, Chicago Railway Equipment Co.,
Chicago.
Herbert

Lord, Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit.
president, Mudge & Co., Chicago.
G. Pearce, president, American Brake Shoe & Foundry

Burton

W.
Co.,

New

I.

W. Mudge,
York.

W.

E. Sharp, president, Grip Nut Co., Chicago.
The appointments of the standing committees will be an-

nounced

later.

Jersey

short and loose.
Taking or leaving a train anywhere is no easy task for the
tight-skirted woman, but in New Jersey it is serious business,
for trains are equipped largely with old Pullmans converted
into day coaches.
Formerly a porter put a stool under the
bottom step, but there is no stool or porter now and the
women have to fairly throw themselves into the arms of the
brakemen in detraining. In entraining the situation is even
worse. Philadelphia North American.

Sons, Chicago.
Co.

sales

New

women

passengers have upset schedules
on the railroads only slightly less than a blizzard. The
Pennsylvania, which reduces all that has to do with the operation of trains to a scientific accuracy, has found that
since
the women have begun wearing tight skirts the average train
stop is seventeen seconds longer than when skirts were

Sherwin-Williams

railroad
manager,
Son, Chicago.

(With

Abbreviated Trains) in

City Drays Only 10 Per Cent Efficient

Cleveland.

Howard

between

New York
New York

Ten

trucks are needed to do the work of one in lower Manhattan, thereby overcrowding the streets tenfold.
This is
shown by a "time study" made by the engineering staff of
the New York-New Jersey Port and Harbor Development
Commission. A two-horse truck operating from a lower
West Side dry goods store, delivering both from and to the
store, was taken as typical. An engineer for the commission
stayed with this truck six days, recording routes and distances covered, loading on each trip, time consumed in
transit, loading, unloading and waiting in line at piers and
other points.
During the week the truck often carried light loads or
traveled empty; waited at the store for orders at piers for the

—

—
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chance to load ot unload; made repeated trips to the same
point without carryiiicr full loads; and on the streets was constantly held up by other trucks similarly underworked.
Its
loads while it was loaded averaged 60 per cent of capacity,
but hall the time it moved empty.
It traveled 28 miles in
all, making only one mile the fourth day.
Of 46^2 hours it
was out it was idle 22'/^ hours, loading or unloading 11 Vi
hours and moving only 12^ hours.
This means, says the report, that three trucks fully loaded
all the time could with the same delay have done as much as
ten were doing. With the idle time eliminated and loading
and unloading time reduced to the lowest terms, one truck
could do the work of the three. If there are 1,000 trucks of
this type and 900 are unnecessary, the commission estimates
that
the annual waste is about $2,000,000. New York
Journal of Commerce.

New Body To Promote

Foreign Trade

The

Mississippi Valley Foreign Trade Convention, held at
Orleans, La., on the 13th and 14th, as announced in the
Railway Age of January 10, resulted in the organization of the
Mississippi Valley Association, the first annual meeting of
which is scheduled to take place at Chicago in April in
conjunction with the convention of the National Foreign
Trade Council. The new association, -which represents manufacturing, trade and banking interests in 20 states which
constitute the heart of this country, proposes to advance the
welfare of the Mississippi Valley in all matters pertaining to
commerce, industry and finance, with an aggressive program
for the development of foreign trade as a primary objective.
It also has as one of its main purposes the development of
domestic trade along north and south lines, both water and
rail, to relieve the congestion of east-and-west avenues of

New

traffic.

The
first

officers of the association, elected to serve until the
annual meeting in Chicago, are: President, John M.

Parker, Federal Food Administrator, New Orleans; treasurer,
R. S. Hecht, president of the Hibernian Bank of New Orleans, and secretary, A. E. Pradillo, foreign trade manager
of the New Orleans Association of Commerce.
Eleven
committees were appointed to carry out the purposes of the
organization.
In its declaration of principles, the Mississippi Valley Association recommended the adjustment of freight relation-

and divisions to permit nature's
the development of the north-andsouth channels of trade and the use of the Gulf ports whereever they can best serve the needs of the Valley. To this
end the Federal Government was petitioned to assign vessels
to give adequate and regular service between Gulf ports and
markets of the Valley and to adjust ocean freight rates to
and from Mexico, the West Indies and other Latin American
countries so as to give shippers through gulf ports the relative rates to which their geographical position naturally entitles them.
The merchant marine, Mississippi Valley water•ways development, the establishment of free ports, and the
extension of the Federal reserve banking system in foreign
countries in the interests of foreign trade were also endorsed.
ships, parities, differentials

economics to

assist

in

—

Armour Refrigerator Cars in Brazil. The Armour plant at
Santa Anna, Brazil, for which Montevideo is to serve as a shipping point, is already in operation, and will, when completed,
have a capacity of from 1,000 to 1,500 head of cattle per day.
For the transportation of its products to Montevideo a contract
has been signed with the Central Uruguay Railway, which fixes
rates for 10 years.
Meat will be carried in 75 refrigerator cars,
which are to be built at the expense of Armour & Co. in the railway shops at Pefiarol, near Montevideo. Standardized parts for
these cars will be imported from the United States. The cars
are to be the property of the railway, which will gradually amortize their cost to the Armour company during a period of 10
years.
The run from the Santa Anna plant to the cold storage
plant at Montevideo will require about 17 hours.
Tracks will
be laid to the Montevideo plant and meat will be unloaded
from railway cars to the plant. The latter is, in turn,
situated at the dock, so that meat can be loaded directly on ocean
steamers. Commerce Reports.
directly
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Interstate

Commerce Commission

The Commission licld a hearing last week on the question
as to whether the net operating income of the Pullman Company to be certified by the Interstate Commerce Commission
as a basis for its income during the period of federal control
should include an item of $333,807, representing the average
income of the Northern Pacific from sleeping cars operated
under a partnership agreement by the railroad and the Pullman Company. The cars were sold to the Pullman Company on April 1, 1917. The Pullman Company claims extra
compensation because of its ownership of property whose
earnings were not included in its income during the test
period. This also involved a question whether there should
be a corresponding reduction in the compensation of the
Northern Pacific, which has already been fixed and the contract signed. The Northern Pacific argued that whatever the
decision on the Pullman Company's claim, its own compensation should not be reduced because, while its compensation
represents the earnings of property not now held by the road,
the commission cannot make a correction in its net income
which was properly accounted for, and because it had not
been allowed its claim for extra compensation amounting to
seven million dollars for property acquired since the expiration of the test period.

Court
The Supreme Court

News

South Dakota has issued a temporary injunction prohibiting the American Railway Express
Company from putting into effect new express rates ordered
by the Director General of Railroads.
of

Application of General Orders Limited
In an opinion delivered recently by Judge D. J. Munger, in
the United States district court at Lincoln, Neb., it was held
that the application of General Orders 18 and 18-A of the director general of railroads was limited by Section 10 of the Federal Control Act, which provides that the laws then existing
governing the relationship of the railways as common carriers
would remain in effect except when they were inconsistent with
the terms of that act or of other acts applicable to federal control or with an order of the president.
The plaintiff, in the case decided by Judge Munger, was
injured on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific in the state of
Kansas and brought suit for damages against the railway company in the state of Nebraska. General Orders 18 and 18-A
provide that all suits against carriers while under federal control
must be brought in the county or district where the plaintiff
resided at the time of the accrual of the cause of action or in
the county or district where the cause of action arose. Inasmuch
as the plaintiff resided in Kansas at the time of the accident and
his injuries were received in that state, the defendant argued
The opinion of
that his suit should have been brought there.
the court, however, was that orders of the president relating to
the carriers' duties and liabilities other than as common carriers, were not authorized by Section 10 of the Federal Control
Act. The cause of action in the case at hand was not one arising
against the railroad company as a common carrier but involved

laws relating to it merely as a corporation.
The opinion of Judge Munger is contrary to that of United
States Judge Jacob Trieber, of the Eastern District of Arkansas,
sitting in the Eastern Division of the Eastern District of MisIn this case, the facts
souri, and delivered some months ago.
of which are similar to those of the one argued before Judge
Munger, it was held that there is nothing in the general orders
of the director general which deprives the plaintiff of his right
to maintain an action against the defendant, but for reasons
of public necessity in a time of war, restrictions on the manner
of bringing suit were made which, in the opinion of the president and the director general, were necessary to prevent seri-
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ous interference with the physical operation of the railroads
He stated that the act and the
in the prosecution of the war.
general orders may well be sustained upon the ground that
Friesen v.
the welfare of the people is the paramount law.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company.
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News
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Crossing Accidents

— Contributory

Negligence

The Jamaica

Carolina Supreme Court holds that where it
appeared that an automobilist would have run into the side
of a train through his own fault regardless of whether there
were gates or a watchman at a crossing, he cannot recover,
even though the railroad was negligent in not having a
watchman or gates. Gilson v. Atlantic Coast Line (S. Car.)
96 S. E. 519. Decided July 20, 1918.

The South

—

Claim for Damages to Shipments
Appellate Division holds that the receipt and
investigation of a claim for damages by a railroad after the
expiration of the four months after delivery limited in the
bill of lading for presenting it does not constitute a waiver
of the defense afforded by the provision, especially where the
claim does not give the date when the shipment was received.
Pennsylvania v. Piorwaty, 207 111. App. 176.

The

Illinois

—

United States Supreme Court
The Supreme Court

of the United States on January 20,

&
in a decision in
that the Interstate Commerce law, as amended in
not prohibit the free exchange of utility service between
telegraph and telephone companies and railroad companies,
even where service from one line to points on another is
involved.
The decision sustains the lower court in setting aside Interstate Commerce Commission rulings of March 28, 1916,
which held that such service must be paid for by each party
on the basis of the published tariff rates.
The proceedings originally were instituted by the Baltimore & Ohio against the Western Union Telegraph Company; the Chicago, Great Western against the Postal Telegraph and Cable Company, and the Postal Company against
the Tonopah & Tidewater Railroad, to compel connpliance
with the provisions of certain contracts which involved exchange of service which the commission had prohibited.
a suit begun by the Baltimore

Application of Carmack

Ohio, held
1910, does

Amendment Act

In June, 1900, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas issued bills of
lading to shipper's order covering 27 carloads of grain to be
shipped from Kansas City, Missouri, to Galveston. No grain was
in fact delivered to it for shipment; but before the fraud was
discovered, the alleged shipper transferred the bills of lading to
Hatchings, Sealy & Co., who made advances on them. The advances were not fully repaid, and in 1905 they brought suit
The
against the railroad in a state district court of Kansas.
railroad defended on the ground that since the bills of lading had
been delivered in Missouri, the transaction was governed by the
Missouri law and that under that law the railroad was not liable.
For more than eight years the record in the case contained no
suggestion of a federal question, the case having meanwhile been
passed upon twice by ihe Supreme Court of Kansas (M., K. & T.
v. Hutchings, 78 Kan. 758; Hutchings v. M., K. & T., 84 Kan.
479). Thereafter, in 1913, the railroad presented the claim that
the transaction was governed by the federal law and that, by it,
The Supreme Court of Kansas,
the defendant was not liable.
apparently as a matter of state practice, declared that the contention came too late to be considered; and entered judgment for
;

the plaintiff (98 Kan. 225).
The Supreme Court of the United States holds that the federal question was not seasonably raised; and that it is also unPrior to the Carmack Amendment the rights of the
substantial.
parties were governed by state law; and the Carmack Amendment does not apply, as the cause of action, if any, arose six

years before the passage of that
cided January 7, 1919.

act.

—M.,

K.

&

T.

v. Sealy.

De-

legislature is reported to have voted $250,000
purchase of railway and other material in France
and elsewhere, which may be available as a result of the
for the

cessation of the war.

The Chilean Congress has voted

$60,000 for the preparathe construction of an extension of the
Transandine Railway from its terminus at Los Andes to
Santiago, which will greatly shorten the distance between
these two places.
tion

of plans

for

Figures recently compiled by the British Department of
that there were in Great Britain at the end of
1917 seven unions in the railway transport field. These had
a total membership at that time of 498,263, showing an increase of 17.2 per cent over the figure of 424,960 at the end of

Labor show

1916.

Japanese iron and steel manufacturing stimulated by the
war (says a Japanese contemporary) made recently a tremendous progress and development. The necessity of selfsupport in iron and steel is now completely realized by both
the government and the people, and the government giving
material assistance encourages the rise of steel industry in
Japan. According to the report of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce the private organizations engaged in
iron and steel manufacturing at the end of June, 1918, is
figured at 247, and the capital invested is estimated to be
about $175,000,000. This means that since the outbreak of
war capital investment in the Japanese steel industry is
more than tripled.

Railway-owned freight cars in the United Kingdom were,
before they were put into common user, as it is called, returned to their owners in due course; records being taken
by the Railway Clearing House as they went off and returned
to the owning line.
Under common user this became unnecessary, as the freight cars are somewhere or other in the
country. With the introduction of the English Channel train
ferry, freight cars go to France, whence they may not return.
So that there may be no loss, the number of every such car
is taken by the Clearing House, also particulars of the consignment and to whom addressed. No effort is, however,
made to follow its journeys in France; it suffices to record
its return when it comes back.
Railway matters in what was once Austria-Hungary and
now no one precisely knows what may be most simply
described as confusion worse confounded, says a correspondent writing from Berne. Switzerland, to the Railway Gazette
(London). A record of accidents, robberies, more and more
restricted time-tables, and a rolling stock and officials obviously incapable of performing the tasks devolving upon them.
In Hungary matters seem no better than in Austria, and
owing to the crowds of returning soldiers, repatriating themselves apparently without any sort of order being maintained
or anyone being present to say when a train is carrying its
full complement of travelers and no more persons must go on
board it, an already very bad state of things has become
is

of late

still

worse.

State Railways of Siam are suffering from a severe
shortage of rolling stock and railway construction material
on both the Northern and Southern lines, says a recent
American consular report from Bangkok. On each of these
lines passenger fares were raised 20 per cent., due to the
advance in prices of railway material received from abroad
and to increased maintenance expenses. Imports of this material in Siam have almost ceased during the last two years.
The official customs returns for the fiscal year ended March
31, 1918, quoted by the consul show that Siam imported
"railway material" during the year to the value of only
$11,411, as compared with $137,183 in the year ended March
"Railway cars, trucks, etq."
31, 1917, and $590,464 in 1913-14.
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importi-tl to the value of $2A.'')bA in 1917-18; $92,487 in
1916-17, and $84,87J in 1913-14.
Locomotives were not sep-

tion

arately shown.

United .States
toward Japan.

Railway Strike

in

was

of control of the railways

imiiossihie to publish ditaiK,

throuKliout

the

undecided and

yet

He added

iliat

negotiations

it

was

the attitude of the
friendly

was most

Cuba

conductors, agents and brakemcn of the
United Railways of Havana, Cuba, struck on January 16 to enforce demands for increased wanes and hclterment of working
conditions, hut returned to work Wednesday of this week, followini; intervention of President Menocal.
News despatches
say that the men received an increase in wages and recognition

The Locomotive

TclcKrapliers,

of their unidii.

Problem

in

South Africa
JoMAN.NESIlIJIli;.

One

of the outstanding difTiculiies the Administration of the
South African Railways has had to meet as a result of the war
has been that of motive power. The difficulty, under war conditions, of keeping locomotives in order has been especially acute in
a country like South Africa, which has been accustomed to de-

pend largely on oversea sources for its rolling stock and locomotives.
However, by improving water supplies, and by resorting

Allied Control of the Trans-Siberian

to various expedients, the Administration has succeeded in keep-

The agreement for Allied control of the Trans-Siberian
Railway, says a despatch from Vladivostok, dated Monday,
gives the Americans control of the line from Porgranicliana
to Omsk, a distance of 3,000 miles; the British will have
charge of the line from Omsk to the fighting front; the
French will control the Khabarovsk line and the Japanese
the line from Blagoviistchensk to Chita.
The administrative positions are to be filled by Russians
and Americans in equal numbers. There are to be Russians
only on the working stafT. John F. Stevens, head of the
American Railway Commission to Russia, is to be chief administrator of the railway, with the Russian General Horvath
Americans are to guard the line. Cars and
as co-director.
aArchangel

The Trans-Siberian and

Vol. 66, No. 4

ing about 75 per cent of its locomotives in commission.
The following ligiires showing the number of new engines,
freight and passenger cars which have been placed in service on
the South African railways from January 1, 1914, to October 31,
1917, will indicate what steps the Administration took to keep up
its supply of equipment.
Passenger

Freight

Locomotives

train cars

train cars

95
94

155
85
67
18

1,193
1,628
1,132

1914
1915
1916
1917

The following engines and

15

19

cars

were

still

194

on order or author-

Locomotives, 143; lenders, 24; pasized on October 31, 1917:
senger cars, 238; freight cars, 2,471.
Unfortunately since the outbreak of the European war it has
been practically impossible to obtain new engines and rolling
stock from Great Britain, and orders which were accepted prior
to and shortly after the commencement of hostilities are either
proceeding very slowly or have been postponed indefinitely, and
there appears very little prospect of delivery being obtained of
a large proportion of the engines and stock until after peace is
proclaimed. In view of these difficulties and the necessity for
meeting the requirements in new rolling stock orders for 38 large
locomotives were placed in America, delivery of which was due

Its Connections

The Trans-Siberian is operated in normal times in a number of sections as follows:
The Omsk Railway, from Yekaterinburg (which is in
Russia) to Omsk, Yekaterinburg to Chelyabinsk, Chelyabinsk to Novonikolaievsk (the second junction point shown on the map east of Omsk);
the Tomsk Railway, from Novonikolaievsk to a point near Irkutsk, and
the Trans-Baikal eastward to the Manchurian frontier.
The line across
Manchuria to Vladivostok is known as the Chinese Eastern. The Amur
Railway is the more northern line from a point east of Chita to Khabarovka
or Khabarovsk, which was built to furnish a route entirely in Russian
territory.
The line from Khabarovsk to the junction with the Chinese
Eastern north of Vladivostok is known as the Ussuri Railway.
The
Altai Railway runs from Novonikolaievsk south to Semipalatinsk.

engines are being supplied from the United States, the
despatch continues. Great workshops are being opened in
Vladivostok, and every effort is to be made to speed up
operations.
An Associated Press despatch from Vladivostok, Tuesday, said
that satisfaction with the arrangement for operating the TransSiberian had been officially expressed by the Omsk government,
which has emphasized its readiness to assist Mr. Stevens to its
utmost.
Associated Press despatches from Tokio on Tuesday, also,
indicate a degree of dissatisfaction with the arrangement on the
part of the Japanese. In the lower house of the Japanese parliament today, .the despatch said, the opposition interpellated the
government concerning control of the railways in Siberia. The
mterpellation asserted that Japan was the leading power in the
Orient and that joint control of the Chinese Eastern and TransSiberian Railways disregards Japan's special position, and that
practical control of the railways by Americans affronted the dignity of Japan, considering Japan's greater military effort in
Siberia.

Viscount Uchida, the foreign minister,

in reply, said the

ques-

about June, 1918. Everything possible, however,
meet the requirements of traffic.

Italian Railroads Carried 1,500,000

is

Men

being done to

a Month.

A

review of the work accomplished by the railroads in Italy
during the war, shows that during the period of mobilization about 90,000 cars were used monthly, and on the
Venetian lines at times there were as many as 380 trains
In 39 months of warfare there were transa day in use.
ported 27,000,000 men and 6,000,000 cars of merchandise
In a record month there were transported
for military use.
1,500,000 men and 220,000 cars of freight. These figures are
exclusive of the regular train services which were maintained.
On certain lines, by skilful operation, it was possible to move
150 trains a day, to receive as many as 400 trains a day in
certain stations, and en the lines in the Venetian district at
times there were 500 trains a day running.

The service done by the railroads in Italy is all the more remarkable, says the Italian News Bureau, when the serious
handicap, because of the many men who left to join the mili-
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In all, 13,000 railroad employees
tary forces, is considered.
military service; 507 of them have been killed in combat and 116 either are unaccounted for at sea or died in
prison camps.
left for

Motive Power Shortage of the Malay States
The report of the operations of the railways of the Federated Malay States for 1917, recently issued by the general
secretary shows that that system is another of those which
has suffered severely from a shortage of locomotives and
repair parts during the year in question.
The total train mileage was 3,491,741, an increase of 65,809.
The number of passengers carried was 12,037,941, a decrease
of 2,703,125. Freight traffic increased by 26,373 tons, the total
Live stock increased by 22,382
carried being 1,293,404 tons.
head, the number carried being 144,809. The falling off in
passenger traffic was due to the increase of fares, which had
efifect

from March

1,

1917.

Passenger

traffic

had been

Railway Notes from China
Special Correspondence from Peking (delayed)

Considerable satisfaction is felt with the mandate appointing Hsuing Shi Ling, former premier and latterly special
commissioner in charge of flood conservancy, as directorgeneral of the Grand Canal reconstruction project. This is a
joint undertaking of the American firm of Siems, Carey &
Company with Japanese investors. Of the $12,000,000 loan
some $500,000 was advanced several days ago, and the work
of culling from the voluminous reports which have been accumulated on this subject during the past 200 years the essential data applicable to present conditions will be commenced
Although the Grand Canal parallels the Tientsin
shortly.
Pukow line at places, it is believed that the improved canal
will act as a feeder to the railroad rather than as a competitor.
That is the direction which the traffic on other water-

ways

is

beginning to take.
*

On

*

were able to make out a very
loss of their equipment to lines

*

July IS were held the closing ceremonies of the First

General Traffic Conference of the Chinese Government railways. The conference had been in session for three weeks.
It was composed of two members from each of the fifteen
lines now in the government system, together with represenThis confertatives from the ministry of communications.
ence was held in furtherance of the idea of unifying operating
and traffic rules much after the same fashion as the accounting classifications had been unified. While each of the lines
built with foreign capital originally represented interests essentially competitive, if not hostile to each of the others,
there is a disposition now even on the part of the foreign influence represented on these lines to co-operate with the
Chinese Government conservatively in the welding of the separate lines into an actual government system. While a great
many subjects of interest more academic than practical took
up considerable time at the conference, two important decisions were reached.
One of these is for a bureau to be
created in the ministry of communications for the supervision
of inter-line traffic. The other is regarding a scheme which
looks toward the ultimate pooling of rolling stock.
In the
effort to relieve in part the present car shortage the ministry
proposed to poll all of the present stock. This aroused
strong opposition from the lines with relatively adequate supplies of cars.
Since inter-line business at present comprises
well under 10 per cent of the total business, these lines

persuasive case against the

which had not been so forehanded. Hence the compromise was hit upon of permitting
the ministry to purchase future orders as far as it might wish
and be able to do so, these new cars to be held in a central
pool and be used by the individual lines for through business
and locally, as deemed expedient. The rental to be paid
the ministry and the regulations for interchange, inspection
and repair are yet to be formulated. Acting upon this plan,
the present mortgage securities remain untouched, the control
of each individual management over cars in strictly local
service remains unimpaired, but with the increase of business
the ministry is in a position to assume control of this important function which bears so heavily on the subject of regaining Chinese control over enterprises within what have
been looked upon as foreign s.pheres of influence.

The Damage

in-

creasing to such an extent that the department was unable
to cope with it. The number of trains could not be increased
owing to the impossibility of obtaining more locomotives.
Some of the engines ordered from England, which it is
understood were completed to the extent of 80 per cent.,
could not be delivered, and attempts to secure them from
The engine difficulty
foreign countries were unsuccessful.
was not entirely due to the shortage of engines. There was
also a great difficulty in obtaining materials for repairs to
Freight traffic, however, was fully maintained
locomotives.
by the restriction of passenger traffic.
During the year the railway system of the Federated Malay
States was linked up with the Siamese system, so that it is
now possible to make the journey overland from Penang or
Singapore to Bangkok, the capital of Siam.
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A

to

Belgian Railways

of the Times (London) gave
recently some interesting details of the damage done by the
Germans to the Belgian railways. He also said, however,
that things were so far restored when he wrote that three
trains were running daily each way between Ostend and
special

correspondent

Bruges.

"The most extraordinary triumph, however, of Belgian
and the resourceful skill of the army railway engineers,"

grit

he said, "is the establishment of a single-track connection
with Bruges and Brussels via Eecloo, Ghent, Termonde and
Malines. Throughout the greater part of this route, especially
the Eecloo-Termonde section, the permanent way, sidings,
culverts, bridges, signals, station buildings, and other railway works have been wrecked out of all recognition by the
retreating Germans.
A clue to the method by which this
devastation was wrought may be seen in the large unexploded land mines lying singly or in pairs in the ditches and
hedges every 50 or 100 yards along the easternmost sections
of the track.
Some are rusty and mud-covered; others still
preserve their grey war paint, with green and black lettering.
As these lie most thickly just before Termonde, many were
probably dug up again by the Germans themselves after the
conclusion of the armistice.
"But from Eecloo through Ghent, especially the important
suburbs of Ghentbrugge and Ledeberg, to Schellebelle, where
the lines to Termonde and Alost diverge, the mines have
done their work with an effective, in many cases with a
malevolent destructiveness which is hard to parallel anywhere in the war area. The whole permanent way is rent
and pitted, the rails are broken and splintered like rotten
wood, or twisted like wire into every imaginable contortion,
in some places sticking upright, in others sprawling apart,
and in others again flung into the adjoining fields. The tall
iron lattice-work signal masts have fallen on the tracks all
bent and broken, and the equally tall iron electric light
standards have also been brought down everywhere, while
for long sections the double telegraph poles have been felled
with some instrument of precision. The whole track is littered with shattered fishplates, tieplates, nuts, bolts, screws,
insulators, and seemingly inextricable festoons of wire.
Signal-boxes, engine-houses and goods depots are either
reduced to heaps of powdered brick or mere sieves. The
bridges over the Scheldt and other rivers and canals for the
most part lie in broken sections in the water, whence they
emerge endwise, while the overhead road bridges have subsided bodily across the track, and in some cases the macadam
roadway dips down at an angle of about 45 deg.
"Through this pathless waste, working day and night, the
Belgian Engineers have carried their single track to Bruges
The success of this plucky experiment,
and Brussels.
coupled with the equally successful reopening of the connection with Paris, deserves every commendation.
It is
satisfactory to learn that German prisoners are being sent
to the Yser district to work on the railway, and it is hoped
that their labor will be largely employed wherever else the
German genius for destruction has been active. In view of
the well-known German propensities, the strictest inquiry
should be madf into the plea of 'military necessity' behind
which German destruction of the Belgian railways is
cloaked."
.

.

.
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In the Raihvay
stati'iiuMit

of December 27, page 1175, there was a

.^.c?

that part of

the ofTcct

to

tlie

fircdoors for the latest

order for (W locomotives for the Railroad Administration would
be ordered from the National Railway Devices Company. More
recent advices are to the efTecl that all of the firedoors for this
will be obtained from that company instead of only a part.
The National Railway Devices Company also furnished a part
locoof the firedoors for the U. S. standard heavy Mikado type
motives ordered by the government in Us first orders of 1,430
This will correct the table showing the
locomotives.

order

standard

of Specialties for Standard Cars and Locomotives in the
nual Statistical Number of the Railway Age, page 91.

list

An-

Locomotive Deliveries
The following locomotives were shipped to railroads under
federal control during the week ending January 11:
Number

Road
{•OreRon Short Line

Works

10

Seaboard Air Line

5
2

Union

4

Belt Ry. of Chicago
Pacific

Boston & Albany
Chicago & N.
Mobile & Ohio

b

W

3
2

Northern

CGreat
A. T.

&

S.

Baltimore
Atlantic

.

.

.

F

11

Total

Grand

total

45

US

•Five

were shipped

The new

office is

Short Line,

R. A. Mikados, constructed for the Oregon
emergency pool.
to Cleveland, Ohio, to be stored as part of an

The American Railway Equipment Company,

Harry
pany,

F.

witii

January

14,

sales manager of the Bryant Zinc Comheadquarters at Chicago, died in that city on
after a short illness brought on by an attack of

Worden,

acute indigestion.
E. Logan Hill, secretary of the United States Shipping
Board Commission on Port and Harbor F"acilities, has resigned and become associated with Ileyl & Patterson, Incorporated, contracting engineers, Pittsburgh, Pa. Previous to
his appointment as an officer of the Shipping Board, Mr.
Hill was assistant general manager of the Erie Railroad. He
will be located at the Heyl & Patterson, Incorporated, New
York sales office, 90 West street, which is particularly interested in the application of the company's cranes to wharves,
cargo handling and other special purposes.

E. D. Jackson, formerly assistant to the chief engineer
of the Baltimore and Ohio, has been appointed general manager of the Chipman Chemical Engineering Company, Inc.,

New
Ohio

in January, 1903,
a rodman on the
Pittsburgh division and
remained in the employ

as

Pittsburgh,

inquiring for 25 steel 50-ton gondola cars.

company until
December 15, 1918,
when he resigned to accept his new position.
Mr. Jackson was born

of that

Hook.

AQ-ton gondola car.

Ministry of
Rural Railways Planned for ENGLAND.-The
Mail, is emReconstruction, according to the London Daily
development by the
barking upon a great scheme of rural
railways to connec
construction of a large number of light
railways. The cost will
the country districts with the main
authorities and in part by the
be borne in part by the county
leased to the
government. Upon completion the lines will be
guarantees. Enormous
operating companies under adequate
France
British army
quantities of material used by the
of construction to about
will be utilized, reducing the cost
The first rural railway has been begun at
a mile.

in

timt.— Commerce Reports.

1,

Royal,

1882,

Va.,

and was

educated in the public
schools of that town

and

at

the

Virginia

Military

Institute
a t
Lexington, Va., from

which
ated
E. D. Jackson

$12,000

Giggleswick, Yorkshire.
shape for the
Paris-Piraeus Train SERviCE.-Plans are taking
train from Par^ to
inauguration in May, 1919, of a through
Athens, about seven miles
Athens, and on to Piraeus, the port of
Saturdays and will
away This train will leave Paris at noon on
Agram, Belgrade, Nish, Skoproceed via Milan, Venice, Trieste,
It
in Athens Tuesday morning.
oia Platv, and Larissa, arriving
other far eastern mails and paswill carry Anglo-Indian and
increase the importance of
sengers, and will in this way vastly
future will be the starUng place
the port of Piraeus, which in
her
in place of Bnndis, and o
of steamers for the Far East,
overestimate the salutary
It will be difficult to
Italian ports
from
results of this train, which will
political and commercial
bringmg Greece hundreds of
Le viewpoint have the effect ofdistance
and several days nearer
nearer Western Europe in

Front

July

m

in

Mr. Jack-

York.

'son entered the service
of the Baltimore and

Marcus
The National Aniline & Chemical Company, Inc
50-ton hopper car and for one
Pa., is inquiring for one

miles

under the direction of E. A.

Short.

Freight Cars
?Pa., is

Schmulbach building, Wheel-

Portland, Ore.

Mikado

Mikado

R
R

Va.

Pacific

USRA

& Ohio...
Coast Line.

Philadelphia &
Philadelphia &
tLehigh Valley

Mikado

Mikado
Mikado

.

W.

Mallet
Consol.

USRA

Central ...

ing,

Pittsburgh, Pa., announces the

office in the

Ten million dollars' worth of equipment owned by the
United States Spruce Production Corporation, with headquarters in Portland, Ore., is to be sold, and sealed bids for
it will be received up to and including February 15.
The
equipment, which consists of everything from picks and
shovels to complete railroads and mills, is in excellent condition and much of it was never used because of the abrupt
ending of the war. The equipment has been stored at Vancouver, Wash., where it may be inspected on application to
the Sales Board, which has its offices in the Yeon Building,

31

Total

New York

;

Type

USRA Mikado^
USRA Santa Fe
USRA 6-w. Sw.
USRA 6-w. Sw.
USRA Santa Fe
Mikado
USRA 6-w. Sw.

The Aspromet Company,
opening of a sales

in

civil

graducourse of
engineering in

he

the

With the Balti1902.
the various positions on the enengineer while
division
gineering corps to that of assistant
he was transferred to Baltimore
at Pittsburgh, from which
In 1909 he was apengineer.
to the office of the assistant
division, with headpointed division engineer of the Chicago
there until early in 1910,
quarters at Garrett, Ind., remaining
the capacity
when he was again transferred to Baltimore in
office of the general manager
of assistant engineer in the
the standard track work
having charge of the development of
Philadelphia
In 1913 he was transferred to the
svstem
in 1914 returned to Baltidivision as division engineer, and
maintenance of way and
more as assistant to the engineer
general superintendent of maintelater as assistant to the

more

&

Ohio he

filled

nance of way and structures.

January
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Automatic Straight Air Brake Company
Automatic straight air brake equipment, developed by the
Automatic Straight Air Brake Company, New York, is now
being manufactured by the American Car & Foundry ComIt is reported
pany, for both passenger and freight cars.
that within 60 days the installation of these brakes will begin
in regular service.
In the annual report of the Bureau of Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the following reference is made
to the Bureau's tests of the A. S. A. equipment, a part of
which were described in the Railway Age of July 26, 1918,
page 173:
"The automatic straight air-brake system mentioned in
last year's report, which was submitted by the Automatic

IIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIItllll[lllllllllll»ll£

Financial and Construction

I

on freight and passenger cars

Straight Air Brake Company, New York, N. Y., has been
The brake
subjected to thorough tests during the year.
apparatus was first installed on a 100-car test rack in New
York City and an elaborate series of tests was made. These
tests demonstrated that the apparatus was sufficiently developed to warrant its trial under service conditions on a
Toad having heavy traffic and mountain grades, and after the
rack tests had been completed the brake apparatus was installed on 100 steel hopper cars on the Virginian Railway.
These cars were loaded with coal. Standing and running
tests were made with trains of SO cars and 100 cars each,
various arrangements of cars equipped with the present types
•of brakes and the nevv^ brake apparatus being used in these

Railway Financial News
Alabama Great Southern.

—

A dividend of 4 per cent has been
declared on the preferred stock, payable February 21 to holders of record January 21, and also a dividend of 4 per cent on
the common stock, payable January 31 to holders of record
January 20. The previous declaration was 3 per cent on both
classes of stock on June 14 last year.

Boston

& Maine. —The

stockholders have voted by a large

ma-

jority in favor of the reorganization plan previously endorsed
by the company directors and by Director General McAdoo.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit.

—

Judge Julius M. Mayer, of the United
States District Court, has formally appointed former Secretary
of War, Lindley M. Garrison, permanent receiver of this com-

pany.

—

New York

Central. At the annual meeting of the stockholders,
the following directors were elected
William K. Vanderbilt,
:

Chauncey M. Depew, Frederick W. Vanderbilt, George F.
Baker, VVilliam Rockefeller, William K. Vanderbilt, Jr., Harold
Vanderbilt, Ogden Mills, Edward S. Harkness, Charles B.
Seger, Samuel Mather, and Frank J. Jerome.
S.

trains.

of these tests was twofold; namely, to determine whether the automatic straight air-brake apparatus

"The purpose

would operate synchronously with brake apparatus in common use and to determine whether the new brake could be
depended upon properly to control long trains on heavy
grades as well as

in

general service.

In these tests synchro-

nous action with brake apparatus now in common use was
obtained under a number of varied conditions and circumstances, and the flexibility of the system in controlling long
trains, as well as smooth operation and the absence of severe
shocks, were amply demonstrated.
Many of the intended
functions of the brake were substantially accomplished. The
more important of these are (1) providing uniform brake
cylinder pressure, irrespective of piston travel; (2) compensating for brake cylinder and brake pipe leaks; (3) greater
availability of the emergency feature; (4) a graduated release
feature, permitting flexibility of control; and (5) prompt
serial action both upon application and in release."

Trade Publications

—

Pennsylvania. The New Jersey Public Utilities Commission
has approved the application of this company to issue its general mortgage bonds to the amount of $50,000,000.
Toledo, St. Louis

on an

& Western. —The January

1

interest

screw plates
and reamers manufactured by the Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass., has been issued by this company.
It contains 288 pages in which sizes, prices, dimensions and illustrations
are given in convenient form.
40, listing taps, dies,

—

Steam Mine Hoists. The Lidgerwood Manufacturing
Company, New York, has issued Bulletin No. 19 containing
32 pages descriptive of the line of steam mine hoists manufactured by that company. Two pages are devoted to general specifications and all of the others to illustrations, descriptions and tables of sizes, weights and dimensions of
individual types of this equipment.

—The

Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

now offering to the trade a new line of carbon tool steels
made in five grades containing different proportions of carbon,

is

which are intended for utilization in the manufacture of tools
where heretofore alloy steels have been used. A catalogue has
been issued describing these steels and presenting practical information for the steel user without going into an extended discussion of the theories of heat treatment. It contains a chart in
colors of heat and temper colors which is a direct reproduction
by color photography from test pieces heat treated to the temperatures shown.
It affords a direct comparison by the blacksmith in the shop whereby it is possible to eliminate the effect of
different lighting conditions.
Pages devoted to reproduction of
labels of the fine grades also specify the various uses for each
grade of steel and facilitate the selection of the proper grade for

any particular use.

payment

issue of $9,575,000 prior lien 3J^ per cent bonds of this
in 1925, has not yet been paid, apparently because

company due

the receiver's controversy with the Railroad Administration
over the allocation of freight cars on the company's lines had
not yet been settled. In a communication sent to the holders
of the bonds the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, as trustee of the mortgage, says that the receiver, finding himself
without funds at the date of maturity of the interest, sought to
raise the necessary funds through an issue of receiver's certificates.
This step was vigorously opposed by the trust company, which in its circular said
"The result of the whole
complicated situation was that the court authorized the receiver to endeavor to settle his controversy with the government by accepting a very much smaller number of cars, and
pending the negotiation in that direction the court adjourned
:

We

receiver's application for receiver's certificates.
are
expecting any day to hear from the receiver that he has settled
his controversy with the government, as he was very hopeful
about it, and in case the controversy is settled he is also hopeful of obtaining necessary financial assistance from the government pending the negotiation of a just compensation contract
to cure this default in interest and to finance the receivership

the

Small Tools. — Catalogue No.

Tool Steels.

|
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immediate future."

in the

Railway Construction
Central of Georgia.

—

This road has authorized the construcof a rectangular timber engine house and four concrete
cinder pits at Birmingham, Ala. The building will be constructed
The work will be done
to house four large Mallet locomotives.
tion

by

Illinois

Central forces.

—

This road has awarded a contract to the
William Graver Tank Works, Chicago, for filtering and sterilizing
equipment for a filtration plant to be constructed at Baton Rouge,
Illinois Central.

La.

The

been

let

forces.

contract for the construction of the building has not yet
this work will be done by the railroad's own

and possibly

(December

Southern

20, 1918,

—This

page 1139.)

road has been authorized to construct shop buildings at Sacramento, Cal., to cost about
The largest structure to be erected will be a steel
$79,500.
foundry which will cost $45,000. A steel and concrete repair
shop will be constructed at a cost of $29,900. The projected
work also includes a parcel post building to cost $4,600.
Pacific.
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Railroad Administration
Regional
H. N. Rodenbaugh,

engineering, in the office
of tlic Soutiicrii regional director, has been appointed engineering assistant to the regional director, with office at Atlanta, Ga.
staff officer,

T. W. Proctor, whose appointment as supervisor of merchandise service in the Northwestern region, with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age of January
10, was born in London, Eng., in 1870. He attended Ardingly
College, England, the University of Brussels, Belgium, and
the Hanson School, Brussels. He entered railway service as
Later he was employed by the Burlinga bill clerk in 1884.
ton, Cedar Rapids & Northern, now a part of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, as bill clerk at Cedar Rapids,
Subsequently lie became chief clerk, yard switchIowa.
man and rate clerk. In 1901, he went with the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, with which road he has held the
following positions: Clerk and traveling claim agent in the
freight claim department; soliciting freight agent in the
traffic department at Minneapolis, Minn.; traveling freight
agent at Kansas City, Mo.; assistant general agent at Chicago; general agent at Chicago; assistant general freight
agent at Minneapolis, and assistant general freight agent at
Chicago. The latter position he held at the time of his appointment as supervisor of merchandise service in the North-

western region.

Central
Joseph H. Young, formerly president of the Norfolk
Southern and later federal manager of the Virginian and the
Norfolk Southern, has been appointed senior assistant director of the Division
of Operation, succeeding W. T. Tyler, who

has been appointed

di-

the division,
following the resignation of Carl R. Gray.
rector of

Mr. Young was born
on January 17, 1864, at
Salt Lake City, Utah,
and was educated at
the University of Utah.
He began railway work
in 1882 with the Utah
Central as office boy

and warehouseman, and
been agent,

after having

bill

4

Federal and General Managers

Railway

operator,

No

clerk,

ticket clerk, train agent,

traveling passenger
agent and general agent
J. H. Young
on various roads, was
appointed general superintendent of the Utah Central in 1889. He was later superintendent of the Utah division of the Oregon Short Line,
in 1902 general superintendent of the Rio Grande Western,
in 1904 general superintendent, and later general manager of
the Colorado & Southern, at Denver. On May 1, 1907, he
became general superintendent of the St. Louis & San Francisco, was later general superintendent of the Southern
Pacific, president of the Alaska Steamship Company and
vice-president of the Copper River & Northwestern.
In
1912 he was elected president of the Spokane, Portland &
other
Seattle and
Hill lines in the northwest and later became president of the Norfolk Southern, from which position
he was appointed federal manager of the Virginian and the
Norfolk Southern.

W. Thompson,

Ifdcial managir uf tlic I'.altimorc &
Ohio eastern lines and f<jrnicrly vice-president of the Haitimore & Ohio Company, has resigned, effective on February 1,
and is leaving the railroad service to become

A.

presi<lent of the

delphia

i'hila-

Company,

which operates a large

number uf public utility
companies in I'ennsylvania, including natural
and arlilicial gas, elec-

^^^^^u.

.

^Hli^% W^

light and power,
tric
and street and interurban railway companies,
having a property innearly
vestment
of

$150,000,000.

Mr. Thompson was
born on May 8, 1875, at
Erie, Fa., and graduated
from Allegheny
College in 1897 with
the degree of civil enA. W. Thompson
gineer.
He had spent
portions of each year
during his college training in a drafting room of the Erie
Railroad and on location work for the Pittsburgh, Bessemer
& Lake Erie as rodman. From June, 1897, to February,
1898, he worked as a draftsman, and in 1898 entered the
service of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie as a transitman on
location and construction.
He became connected with the
Baltimore & Ohio in 1899 as chief of party on surveys and
was later assistant division engineer, division engineer, division superintendent and chief engineer maintenance of way,
of the same road.
In 1910 he became chief engineer of the

Baltimore

& Ohio

and

Baltimore

& Ohio

Southwestern,

later in the same year he was appointed general manager.
In 1912 he was elected third vice-president in charge of operation.
Later, although his experience had been in the
engineering and operating departments, he was elected to
the new office of vice-president in charge of traffic and commercial development.
On January 1, 1918, his jurisdiction
was extended over the operating and engineering department, and in May he was appointed federal manager of the
Baltimore & Ohio eastern lines having charge of the operation of the property for the United States Railroad Administration during the time when the Baltimore & Ohio was
called upon to handle a very large share of the heavy traffic
in war materials and supplies, including the traffic originating
in the Pittsburgh district, in a section of the country where
the volume of war traffic was the greatest and the difficulties
of operation correspondingly increased.
Mr. Thompson has
also taken a prominent part in the affairs of the American
Railway Engineering Association and of the American Railway Association, of which he was first vice-president and
later acting president.
Mr. Thompson is leaving the railroad field in which he
had demonstrated such marked ability to take up a new
line of work which presents large possibilities.
The Philadelphia Company operates under a very broad charter which
enables it to engage in a varied line of activities. The electric
division furnishes light and power for practically all of the
city of Pittsburgh and its suburbs having 4,000 miles of high
tension power lines covering a radius of 50 miles.
One of
its subsidiaries owns one of the largest power plants in the
United States. The natural and artificial gas properties include 3.500 miles of pipe lines and distribute in the Pittsburgh
district 48,000,000,000 cubic feet of gas per year.
The traction and interurban division operates over 800 miles of trac-

and

tion lines in Pittsburgh

and

vicinity.

Effective January 11, the jurisdiction of the following
Texas & Pacific officers is extended over the Gulf. Texas &
Western: Phil Carroll, general manager; J. B. Payne, traffic
manager: George Thompson, general solicitor; A. J. Biard,
federal auditor; E. F. Mitchell, chief engineer; R. L. Irwrin,

,

January
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purchasing agent, and W. L. Holder, land and tax
sioner; headquarters at Dallas, Texas.

commis-

R. N. Begien, assistant to Federal manager of the Baltitimore & Ohio Eastern lines, with headquarters at Baltimore,
Md., has been appointed Federal manager of the Baltimore

&

Ohio Western

lines,

headquarters at
Cincinnati, Ohio, sucW.
Charles
ceeding
Mr. Begien
Galloway.
March
15,
was born on
1875, at Boston, Mass.,
and was educated in
the engineering department of Harvard University. For three years
he served as a membei
of the Nicaraguan Canal Commission in Central America, following
which he went to EcuaSouth America,
dor,
where he spent a year
in railway engineering
work. Then he returnwith

ed to the United States
to enter the engineering department of the
Mr. Begien began his career with the
District of Columbia.
Baltimore & Ohio on August 1, 1902, as an assistant engineer at Somerset, Pa., and in June, 1908, he became division
engineer at Philadelphia. He was promoted to assistant to
chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio under A. W. ThompR. N. Begien
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Ohio and the Baltimore
from July to September,

& Ohio

Southwestern at Baltimore
and then was transferred to
Cincinnati, Ohio, as general superintendent of the Baltimore
& Ohio Southwestern. From April, 1912, to July, 1916, he
was general manager of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimore, and then was elected vice-president
of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, general manager
of the Western lines of the Baltimore & Ohio system, and
general manager for the receivers of the Cincinnati, Hamil,ton & Dayton.
He subsequently was appointed federal manager of the Baltimore & Ohio, western lines, and now becomes federal manager of the B. & O. eastern lines. The as1910,

sociated lines are the Cumberland Valley, the Western Maryland, the Coal
Coke, the Cumberland
Pennsylvania, the

&

&

Wheeling Terminal, the Gettysburg & Harrisburg, and the
Philadelphia & Reading, between Shippensburg, Pa., and
Harrisburg, Pa.

Operating
R. A. Mason has been appointed terminal trainmaster of
the Baltimore & Ohio, Western Lines, with office at New
Castle Junction, Pa., vice L. M. Bowser, resigned.
B.

M. Edwards has resigned

Charles Wesley Shaw, whose promotion to superintendent

January 10, was born
on April 12. 1868. He
began his railway career
on February 3, 1886, as
a brakeman on the St.
Louis
Southwestern.
The following year he
of

May 1, 1910, and when Mr. Thompson became genmanager Mr. Begien continued as his assistant, becoming
In Deassistant to the third vice-president on May 1, 1912.
cember of the same year he was promoted to assistant gen-

entered the service of
the Illinois Central as a

eral superintendent, with headquarters at Baltimore, and in
July, 1913, was appointed general superintendent of the Bal-

switchman at Cairo, 111.,
and subsequently served

In July, 1916, he was aptimore & Ohio Southwestern.
pointed chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio system,
with headquarters at Baltimore. On April 1, the following
year, he was appointed general manager of the Eastern lines,
and in July, 1918, he became assistant to Federal manager
(operating) of the Baltimore & Ohio Eastern lines and New
York Terminals, the Western Maryland, the Cumberland
Valley, the Cumberland & Pennsylvania and the Coal &
Coke, with headquarters at Baltimore, which position he
held at the time of his appointment as mentioned above.

as

and

associated
headwith
quarters at Baltimore,
Md., to succeed A. W.

Thompson,

resigned.

Mr. Galloway was born
on December 11, 1868,
and began railway work
in 1883, as a messenger
in the

telegraph depart-

ment

of the Baltimore

& Ohio. He subsequently served as clerk,
stenographer, and secretary to different officers on that road, and
from September, 1897,
to July, 1899, as trainmaster on the Balti-

more
C.

Cumberland

W. Galloway

division.

He was

consecutively assistant superintendent,
superintendent of the

then

Baltimore diHe served as
general superintendent of transportation of the Baltimore &

vision,

division,

superintendent

of

the

and superintendent of transportation.

yardmaster

Mounds,

at

and freight
conductor on the Chicago
division.
On
April 15, 1894, he was
111.,

transferred
to
the
bridge and building de-

partment
where
he
until
C.

&

lines,

of the Bennetts-

of the Springfield division on the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Clinton, 111., was announced in the Railway Age

son on

lines

manager

at Bennettsville, S. C.

eral

Charles W. Galloway, federal manager of the Baltimore
Ohio, western lines, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, has
been appointed federal manager of the B. & O., eastern

as

& Cheraw

and the office of manager has been abolished.
C. G. Rogers has been appointed superintendent, with office

ville

W. Shaw

April

Cairo,

at

remained
1,

1900,

when he became
brakeman on the
year he was promoted

a
St.

Louis division. In the fall of that
to
on the same division. Four years later
he was appointed assistant trainmaster, and on April 10,
1907, became acting trainmaster on the Champaign division.
In August of the same year he was promoted to trainmaster
on the St. Louis division, and on July 15. 1911, he resigned
to become trainmaster on the Illinois Southern. The following year he returned to his former position as trainmaster
on the St. Louis division of the Illinois Central, which position he held until January 1, 1919, when he was appointed
superintendent of the Springfield division at Clinton, 111.
freight conductor

W. D. Pearce, supervisor of bridges and buildings of the
Yellowstone division of the Northern Pacific, at Glendive,
Mont., has been appointed trainmaster, with office at Forsyth,
succeeding T. J. Regan, transferred in the same capacity
to Dickinson, N. Dak., vice John Wynn, promoted.
H. A. Culp, trainmaster of the Southern Pacific lines south
of Ashland, with headquarters at Yuma, Ariz., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Shasta division, with
office at Dunsmuir, Cal., vice W. B. Kirkland, resigned, and
W. T. Small succeeds Mr. Culp as trainmaster of the Tucson
division, with office at

Yuma.

A. Plumly has been appointed superintendent of
telegraph of the Baltimore & Ohio, Eastern Lines; the Coal
and Coke
the Wheeling Terminal Railroad
the Western
Maryland; the Cumberland Valley and the Cumberland &
C.

;

;
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Pcnn.sylvania,

with

at

licadiiuarlcrs

Haltiiuorc,

Md.,

vice

Charles Selden, retired. Mr. Scldcii will still retain the duties
ami title of Ki-iicral inspector of transportation.

Financial, Legal and Accounting
Edward Beccroft has been appointed assistant
treasurer of the Elgin, Joliet
at Chicago, 111.

&

federal

C. S. Stebbins, assistant to auditor of the

Union

Pacific,

Traffic

W.

Talbot has been appointed acting division freight
and passenger agent of the Midland Valley Railroad, with
headquarters at Muskogee, Okla., vice Eugene Mock, who
has been temporarily assigned to serve with the St. Louis
District Freight Traffic Committee.

Purchasing

W. Yeamans, who was appointed purchasing agent
Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railroad of

Charles
of the

Chicago, with headquarters
Railway Age, of January 10, was born at Ak-

at

Chicago, as announced in the

12,

Colo.,

1886.

1905, as a clerk in the

engineering department
of the Chicago, Burl-

ington & Quincy,
with headquarters at
Two years
Chicago.
later he was promoted
chief clerk to the
engineer of track elevato

tion.

On May

1,

1910,

he resigned to go
with the Chicago &
in
Indiana
Western
charge of the field
office,
construction
with headquarters at

Chicago.

During

in

on

Traffic

George H. Shaw, having resigned as general traffic manager of the Canadian Northern Railway System and D. A.
Story having retired as freiglit traffic manager of the Canadian Government Railways; George Stephen, freight traffic
manager of the Canadian Northern, at Winnipeg, Man., has
been appointed freight traffic manager, with office at Toronto,
Ont., of the Canadian National Railways, under which name
The followall of the above roads are now being operated.
ing appointments have been made on the Canadian National
Railways: H. H. Melanson, passenger traffic manager of
the Canadian Government Railways at Moncton, N. B., is
now passenger traffic manager with jurisdiction over all lines,
with office at Toronto; A. T. Weldon, general freight agent
at Moncton, is now assistant freight traffic manager with
jurisdiction over all lines from Matapedia, Que., and Edmundston, N. B., and east thereof, with office at Moncton, N. B.;
Guy Tombs, assistant freight traffic manager at Montreal,
is now assistant freight traffic manager with jurisdiction over
all lines west of Matapedia and Edmundston, to but not including' Port Arthur and Armstrong, Ont., with headquarters
at Montreal; W. G. Manders, general freight agent at Winnipeg, Man., is now assistant freight traffic manager, and
S. Osborne Scott, assistant general passenger agent at Win-

—

nipeg,

is

now

general passenger agent, both with jurisdiction

pointed assistant general freight agent

C.

W. Yeamans

of
construction
the
Clearing yard between 1913 and 1915 he was material
agent, having full charge of the ordering of materials; their
inspection and distribution. Later he became chief clerk in
the engineering department, and on May 1, 1918, was appointed assistant engineer in the construction department,
which position he held until December 1, when he received
his appointment as purchasing agent as mentioned above.

Alexander, whose appointment as general storekeeper of the Central of Georgia, with headquarters at Macon, Ga., has already been announced in these columns, was
born on February 21, 1886, at Senoia, Ga., and was educated
He began railway work in 1905, as a rein the high schools.
ceiving clerk in the freight agent's office of the Central of
Georgia, at Atlanta. In 1907 he was appointed ticket agent
at Bremen, and then to 1909 was mechanical clerk to the genFrom 1909 to 1912 he held diferal foreman at Cedartown.
G.

Macon,

divisions

over lines Port Arthur, Armstrong, Ont., Duluth, Minn.,
and west thereof, and with offices at Winnipeg; A. Brostedt,
district freight and passenger agent at Vancouver, B. C, has
been appointed assistant general freight and passenger agent
with jurisdiction Lucerne, B. C, and west, and office at
Vancouver; J. M. Horn, assistant general freight agent at
Winnipeg, has been appointed general freight agent, J. M.
Macrae has been appointed assistant general freight agent,
and R. Creelman, general passenger agent at Winnipeg, has
been appointed assistant passenger traffic manager, all thru,
with jurisdiction over lines Port Arthur, Armstrong, Duluth
and west, with offices at Winnipeg, Man.; R. L. Fairbaim,
general passenger agent, has been appointed general passenger
agent, with jurisdiction over lines Quebec, and west to Port
Arthur and Armstrong, with office at Toronto; R. E. Perry,
assistant general freight agent at Moncton, has been ap-

on August
He began
railway work on May 1,
ron,

at

Corporate

with headquarters at Omaha, Neb., has retired from railroad
service after having spent 42 years with that road, which he
joined in 1870, as secretary to tlie chief engineer and genWith the exception of a few years foleral superintendent.
lowing 1887, Mr. Stebbins was employed continuously by
the Union Pacific in various capacities in the passenger and
accounting departments. In 1911 he was made assistant to
the auditor of that road, which position he held until his
recent retirement at the age of 70 years.

P.

charge of Macon, Southwest and Chattlic
same road.
In April, 1918, he
became a.s.sistant to the Southern Regional Purchasing Committee of the United States Railroad Administration, with headquarters at Atlanta, (ia., and now returns to the Central of
Georgia as general storekeeper as above noted.
keeper
tanooga

Eastern, with headquarters

E. Marvin Underwood, general solicitor of the Seaboard
Air Line and Macon, Dublin & Savannah, has been appointed
general solicitor also of the Georgia, Florida & Alabama,
with ofiice at Norfolk, Va.

.
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W.

ferent clerical positions in the division storekeeper's office at
Macon, and later was appointed division storekeeper at Cedartown. He subsequently served as division storekeeper at
Savannah, and from 1914 to April, 1918, as division store-

in charge of publicaand divisions for lines east of Fort William
and Armstrong, with office at Montreal, and W. Hately has
been appointed assistant general freight agent in charge of
publication of tariffs and divisions for lines west of Port
Arthur, Armstrong and Duluth, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man.
Engineering and Rolling Stock

tion of

tarififs

W.

Walker,

engineer on the eastern
Montreal, Que., has
been appointed division engineer, eastern lines, succeeding

lines of the

Major F. L.

acting

division

Grand Trunk, with
C.

office at

Bond, promoted.

Railway Officers

in

Government Se

C. V. Gallagher, formerly assistant general
of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Mawho was given a leave of absence last sprin
transportation department of the Food Admii;
Corporation, Chicago, has been promoted to a£s
traffic manager of the Grain Corporation.

vice
"ght agent

Chicago,
enter the
lion Grain
-ant general
c

Col. F. G. Robbins, assistant general manag.-:. Service of
~
v^.ith headSupply, of the Transportation Corps, A. E.
the office
quarters at Tours, France, has been transferrer'
of the chief of engineers of the army, with b -.dfir^rters at
Washington, D. C. Before entering military ;ci ice, Col.
Robbins was general superintendent of the Erie ; Chicago.
>

.^^

Copies Delayed in Mails
We

are receiving

Railway Age

the

many

In

is

many

complaints from subscribers that

not being delivered to them promptly.

cases, requests are received for additional copies to

leplace those which have not been delivered at the time of

which are later delivered by the post office after
an unreasonable delay. The paper is being printed and
mailed on its regular schedule, and if you do not receive
your copy promptly or regularly, take the matter up with
the postmaster at the same time that you write to us.
writing, but

A

director of a division of the Railroad Administration has
a complaint against our circulation department

registered

Government
Operation of the
Mail Service

because of the repeated delays in receiving his copies of the Railway Age.
Writing on January 25, he said that

paper for January 17 had not yet
although another copy of the
same issue for another ofificer of his division had just been
received.
Another office in Washington received its copy of
the January 17 issue on January 25 and our own Washington
office received its copies on January 22, although a copy sent
by special delivery arrived on January 18. As all of the copies
for Washington are mailed from New York at the same time
each Friday, while their delivery in Washington frequently
straggles through the succeeding week, we are strongly of the
opinion that the difficulty lies in the postoffice department
rather than in our circulation department, and this impression is confirmed by the much greater length of time that is
now required to get letters delivered. Yet we have not heard
of any suggestion that the government take over the operation
his

arrived,

of the postoffice for a five-year

test.

The

chapter of the director general's annual report on public
and accounting closes with the statement that "it can
be affirmed with certainty that, were
More Enormous the railroads of this country actually

service

Theoretical

Savings

unified under one control, there

would

be an enormous saving in accounting
expenses."
Under the heading "Gen-

the Interstate Commerce Commission includes the salaries of general officers and the salaries and
wages of officers and employees in the accounting and legal
departments.
Until the complete reports are filed with the
eral Expenses,"

Interstate

Commerce Commission,

not possible to sepaaccounts, but those
who argue that unified control is desiralile claim very large
savings in almost all these primary accounts.
As a matter
of fact, salaries of executive officers during the past year of
government operation have, in a great number of cases, been
it

is

rate general expenses into the jirimary

charged against the company and are not, therefore, included
in general expenses.
Furthermore, the salaries and the expenses of the regional directors and of the central administration are not charged to the general expenses, pro rata or
of individual railroads.
While therefore there
not be any less actual expenses under this heading, it

otherwise,

may
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would seem probaljle that there would be a very consideral)le
reduction in the amounts charged to individual roads under
this class of primary accounts in general e.xpenses.
The
same ought to be true of the primary accounts covering legaL
expenses charged to general expenses. There are left, then,,
the accounting and miscellaneous expenses.
Presumably, theword "enormous" is not used in a relative sen,se in the director general's report, for accounting expenses have averaged but from 3 to 5 per cent of total railroad operating expenses.
A saving of a few million dollars for the country as a whole is apparently what is meant here by enormous.
But what are the facts for the first eleven months.
of the calendar year?
The general expenses of the larger
railroads total $101,994,264, as compared with $88,058,679
for the same roads for the fir.st eleven months of 1917.
If there actually have been large reductions in the amounts
charged to general expenses, then there has been an
"enormous increase" in accounting expenses.
The accounting department report gives six reasons why the saving in 1918 was "nothing like it might be and would be
under permanent unified operation."

amount

Three of these reasons
had

to the fact that the separate entities of the roads

maintained, and the other three are explanations of extraordinary expenses entailed in the installation of federal
to be

—

It's the same old story
theoretical "enormous"
savings with actual increased expenses.

operation.

The new

director general.

Carter Glass, Secretary

Walker D. Hines,

of

the

Treasury,

in his letter to

reprinted

else-

where in this issue, sets forth, lucidly
^nd convincingly, the need for an addition of $750,000,000 to the present revolving fund of $500,000,000. As Mr.
$750,000,000
Hines shows, this billion and a quarter
is in the nature of working capital, and to date the actual
loss to the government from the operation of the railroads has
been only about $200,000,000.
Assuming no loss in 1919,

Administration
Really Needs

the l)ooks of the Railroad Administration when closed at the
end of 1919 would show cash on hand or debits against the

companies of something over one billion dollars.
for now appears to be a
Even this amount has
to be supplemented by the financing on the part of the railroads through their own credit of approximately $291,000,000.
If there is a loss in net operating income in 1919, as comj)ared with the aggregate of rentals due the companies, it will
not necessarily mean that the administration will need a
railroad

The additional $750,000,000 asked
minimum of what will be required.

larger revolving fund, but only that a greater part of the
fund will have to be written off as loss and a smaller part
will represent debts of the railroads to the government.
It is
significant that in stating the administration's needs for

working capital, Mr. Hines prefaces his figures with the
statement that "when the government shall have settled its
accounts," etc. At present, in the absence of adequate working capital, the Railroad Administration is holding off its
creditors.
Without action from Congress this is the only
course open for the administration, but it is a course which
no soundly run business would voluntarily adopt, and Congress should act immediately to provide the Railroad Admin-
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Sorvicc.

of

l)ranch

a

road

on the Railroads?
of

llif

war

wa.s

Kstai)li,'ilu'd

the

tlio

in

early

Department of Labor

needs of the war industries, its organization spread rapidly over the country so that there are now
about 750 i)ranch employment agencies covering practically
As it was realized that open
all parts of the United States.
com] let it ion liy the various war industries for the inadeciuate
supiily of labor would lead to no good, it was proposed to
institute a form of control whereby labor could i)e allocated
to the various industries much as was done with materials,
although not to the same degree. Certain serious difficulties
interfered with the success of this plan, the chief being

and

lostereil to

meet

tlie

that the laborer himself must be given some choice in the
In the actual prosecution of the work all industries,
matter.
including the railroads, were retjuestcd to place their orders
for labor with the Federal Employment Service and certain

were placed upon the solicitation of labor l)y
but under stress of war necessity individual
The great war ininitiative emphatically asserted it.self.
dustries did not depend upon the Federal Employment Service, but instituted their own means of solicitation and advertising, and the federal service also carried on a program
of specml recruiting for some of the more urgent demands,
which resulted in some open competition between various
The railroads also were comdivisions of the service itself.
pelled to look out for themselves and opened up employment
restrictions

individuals,

own in the large cities.
the market reduction of industrial and commercial
activities following the signing of the armistice, the enormous
burden placed upon the United States Employment Service
has been largely removed and the officers of this organization

offices of their

With

that the railroads did not make sufficient
use of the federal agencies turned their attention to a plan
whereby all solicitation of labor for the railroads would be

who had always

felt

done by the federal

This resulted in the labor
Chicago, where railroad officers

service.

conference, recently held in
were told of the advantages of the centralized

control

of

labor solicitation and recruiting.
That there is considerable question as to the practicability

Whatever action

is

taken in pursuance of this

adopted upon the future of the United
its present form should receive
W^hy give the employment service a
no consideration.
monopoly of the furnishing of labor to the railways, mainly

effect of the policy

States

Employment

Service in

in order that the employment service may continue to exist?
In other words, why hang it on the railroads? Haven't they
troubles enough, already?

of

derail-

in turn, is fundaunder which the rail-

credit,

to be considered .se])arately.
railways can be enabled to raise ade(|uate new capital
only Jjy insuring that, under good management, they will be
given opportunity to secure sufficient net income to pay a
rea.sonable return both upon their old and their new
ca[)ital.
It is

contended

Jjy

some persons, including members of the
that before government

Commerce Commission,

Interstate

operation was adopted the railways were allowed to charge
Elaborate statistics
rates that yielded reasonable profits.
The incontrovertible facts are, howare cited to prove this.
ever, first, that for several years before government operation
was adopted the expansion of railway facilities was rapidly
declining; and, .second, that the facilities became inadequate to
Some take the view
the demands of the country's business.
the companies became unable to raise sufficient new
because of abuses in their financial management.

that

capital

But the abuses, so far as they were real, were confined to a
comparatively few companies, while the decline in the exThe growing inability
pansion of facilities was general.
of the railways as a whole to raise adequate capital was due
mainly to a faulty policy of regulation; and the legislation
under which they are restored to private management must,
if adequate expansion of their facilities is to be renewed,
principles and methods which will insure that
they will be able to pay a more certain, and many of them
establish

a larger, return.

Various plans for accomplishing this have been suggested.
is that the government shall guarantee a fixed percentage
The
of return for all roads on some basis of valuation.

One

conclusive argument against this is that it would destroy
No plan under
all incentive to enterprise and efficiency.
which the ow-ners of each individual property will not lose

management and gain by efficiency will
good management.
Another proposal is that the government, on some basis
of valuation shall guarantee each company a minimum and
a

resolution, the matter should be considered solely with reference to the welfare of the realroads and their employees. The

that

maintaining

'{"he

The removal of the enormous war demand for
labor has left it with a big organization, the present demands
upon which are not sufficient to justify its perpetuation on
Obviously, if it be given responsibility
the present scale.
for the supply of labor to the railroads this will go a long
wav toward justifying its continued existence. Through a

railroads.

of

and

and ought

Ijy

resolution passed by the conference, the question of co-operation between the United States Railroad Administration
and the United States Employment Service has been put
up to the director general and the regional directors of the

i)roblem

essentially

ways (an be returned to the jjermanent management of their
owners with a rea.sonable certainty that they will be able to
rai.se the large amounts of new capital which will be required
for the ade(|uate develojiment and increa.se of their facilities.
The problem of devising means of securing the most economical oi)eration consi.stent with good service is interlocked with
that of re-establishing credit, l)ut to some extent the two can

of centralizing the solicitation of men for employment on the
railroads to the degree proposed by the United States Employment Service is clear from the discussion brought forth
The position of the employment service is
at this conference.

obvious.

is

of adojitiiig scjine jjlan

ilial

emphasized that the

stroiigly

re-estai)lisliing

'ihe

(Tcdit.

nu'iitaih

United

tlie

of

too

proijlem

inefficiency in its

foster

maximum

percentage of net return.

If the

minimum

is

not earned the deficit shall be paid from the public treasury,
and any excess earned over the maximum shall be paid into
This plan would not destroy the inthe public treasury.

and might not seriously impair it if
Its most
allowed was fixed reasonably high.
objectionable feature is that some roads almost certainly
would not earn the minimum, that the government would

centive to efficiency,
the

maximum

have

to

make up

their deficits,

and

would create
and these railways
government ownership of
that this

financial relations between the government

which would foster agitation for
Governments have made guarantees of net earnings
them.
Wherever the railways have
to railways in many countries.
failed to earn the guaranteed amounts there has been agitation for the governments to acquire them, and in most cases
this agitation

has been successful.

The plan proposed by
tives

sets

rule of rate-making,

only what

the Association of Railway Execu-

forth that "the statute itself should provide the
is

and should require that rates be not
and sufficient to

called reasonable, but adequate

:

January

31,
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enable the carriers to provide safe, adequate and sufficient
service." That this ought to be the rule, and that it is desirBut serious
able to have it established by law, seems clear.
differences of opinion might arise regarding the way in which
In spite of the decline
it should be interpreted and applied.
in the development of the railways which has been constantly
and rapidly going on for almost ten years, the bodies that
have regulated them are still contending, in effect, as already
noted, that they have been so regulated that they could
have adequately expanded if they had been disposed to.
Just how these bodies think they can rationally argue that
people with capital carefully refrained from putting it into
an industry the returns earned in which made it an attractive industry in which to invest we do not understand.
The principle by which most of the rate regulating bodies
actually have been guided has been that of reducing and
keeping rates as low as could be done without having them
The Association of
declared confiscatory by the courts.
Railway Executives suggests that a large part of the control
of rate-making be transferred to a Secretary of Transportation, with the thought that a purely administrative official
would act, not on the principle of near-confiscation, which
has guided most of the regulating commissions, but on the
We believe it is sound docprinciple of public expediency.
trine that the administrative and judicial functions now
performed by the Interstate Commerce Commission should
not be delegated to the same body, but many persons fear
that a Secretary of Transportation would be influenced by
considerations of politics as well as considerations of public

283

fairly accurately the average and maximum returns the
roads as a whole should have.
It seems to us that the best solution of the pending problem
of railway credit consistent with leaving unimpaired the

management would be found in legisembodying the following principles: First, the railways should be encouraged, under proper government superincentives to efficient

lation

vision, to so co-ordinate their operations as to limit the obvi-

ous wastes of competition while preserving as much competition as is necessary to promote emulation in operation and
in improvement of service.
Second, "the statute itself
should," as the Railway Executives' plan says, "provide the
rule of rate-making, and should require that rates be
adequate and sufficient to enable the carriers to
provide safe, adequate and efficient service."
Third, the
statute, as an auxiliary guide in rate regulation, should
specify a minimum average rate ofTeturn on property investment not less, surely, than 5>4 per cent which the railways as a whole, or groups of railways, must be allowed
by regulating authorities to earn, and perhaps fix a maximum
return, any earnings in excess of which must be divided on
some basis between the company earning them and the government.
Fourth, some federal regulating authority should
be given power to supervise the issuance of securities and
the making of expenditures chargeable to capital account.
Provisions such as these are, we believe, required to re-establish railway credit on the basis on which the public welfare
demands that it shall be placed.
.

.

.

—

—

expediency.

Another plan which is being advocated is about as follows
Divide the railways of the country into, say, ten geographical groups, the boundaries to be determined by operating and
Provide by law that the rates in each
traffic conditions.
territory shall be so fixed as to enable the railways of that

whole to earn an average net operating income
on the aggregate book cost of their road and equipment of,
Some roads in the group would earn less
say, Syi per cent.
than this average; some more. When a railway earned in
excess of, say, 6)4 per cent, the excess, under this plan, would
be divided, part being retained by the company, part being
paid as a bonus to its employees, and part being paid into
territory as a

the public treasury.

The book

cost of road

on which

satisfactory basis

and equipment
to compute the

is

not an entirely

total net operating

income allowed to be earned, but it is the best at present
and has been used in important rate advance
First,
This plan would have several advantages.
cases.
it would not establish entangling financial relations between
Second, since
the government and the railway companies.
it would not arbitrarily limit the net return which any individual company could earn it would not destroy the incenThird, it would nullify the
tive to efficient management.
old argument that rates mu.st not be fixed high enough to
enable the average road to earn an adequate return for fear
the stronger roads would earn an excessive return.
From the standpoint of roads which long have been earning
a high percentage of return, however, this plan would be obFurthermore, the fixing l)v
jectionable and perhaps unjust.
law of specific average and maximum rates of return which
the companies would be allowed to earn might, in the long
run prove to be unwise. Nobody knows exactly what average return is needed by the companies now; and the return
required might diminish, or might substantially increase,
because of national or international financial developments
But, after all, human
for which they were not responsible.
action, including legislation, should be based on probable
and not merely possible developments. People do buy bonds
which run 20 years or more and pay a fixed rate of interest,
available,

in spite of the fact that the general rate of interest

cline or advance;

and

it

may

de-

ought to be possible to estimate

Fancies and Facts Regarding
Government Operation
OPINION seems to be running strongly against
government ownership and operation of the railways
and public utilities now in the hands of the government, but the question cannot be considered settled until
these properties shall have been returned to the management
of their owners.
The former director general of railroads,
Mr. McAdoo, continues to advocate a five years' extension of

PUBLIC

the present system and to make predictions regarding the results that would Ije gained.
Many of the railway employees

who under government

operation have received advances in
wages exceeding their fondest dreams are bombarding members of Congress with propaganda for a continuance of government operation.
The doctrinaire proponents of public
ownership are still arguing for it, and making as glowing
predictions as ever about what it would accomplish.
Some
of them admit that the country's first year's experience with
government operation has been rather disconcerting, but
they attribute the disappointing results to war conditions
and say there would be a great improvement under peace
conditions.

In these circumstances, it is desirable to recall some of
the predictions which emanated from exactly the same persons just before and just after government operation was
adopted. On December 9, and again on December 14, 1917,
just

two weeks before government operation was adopted,

S.

W. Brookhart

of Iowa, a protege of Clift'ord Thome, advocated government ownership of railways at a hearing of the
Newlands Joint Congressional Committee in \^'ashington.
He estimated the savings in operating expenses that would

be effected at $400,000,000 a year.
Clifford Thome had
previously made a similar estimate in an address before the
National Association of Railroad Commissioners. After government operation was adopted a newspaper of wide circulation estimated in an editorial that the savings effected under
government operation would be at least .$1,000,000,000 a
year.

On January

19,

1918, and again on Januarj- 21, three
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govcnimont <)])cration was adoi)tf(l, Uircctor
MiAcl(K) j;ave liis views to the Senate (.'ommittee on
Interstate t'onimeree in Washinjjton. He did not express
such Ijoundless optimism rejiarding tlie results of j^overnnient operation as Mr. Brookhart, Mr. Tliorne and otliers
after

week.*;

Gi'iu-ral

had expressal.
ments

He

did, liowever,

make

tlie

followinj^ state-

:

"So

I hof>r //id/ 7'ery large ccoiioniirs miiy

/><

practiced.

How

by incriasod cost of mairrial and iiicrea.scil cost of labor, 1 do not know, /'/(/ t'crlui[<s one hand icill
Xi-osit
he other. If it docs, and you maintain the present status,
perhaps the government would not have to meet any deficiency
In any case, / hope that the
against guarantees it may give.
deficiency zcill he inconsiderable, and I hope as U'cll that we
Hearings, page 823.)
Committee
may have a surplus." (Senate
*
*
/ hope that such
"I hope there will be no delkiency.
economies can be effected as will prev:nt deficiencies, and I
even hope that a surplus may result from government operation.
Of course, that is a hope; I do not know." (Senate Committee
far

they

will

lie

olTsct
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In view of the disjiarity between the j)redittions of the
advtxates of government ojjeration of railways and the
actual results of the country's first year of government of)eration, we should think that the jmijlic might i)e disposed in
future to pay less attention than it has in the past to the
views and prophecies of the advocates of government operation, and to give more heed to the information fumishetl to
it and the opinions expressed to it by persons who know something about the railroad Ijusiness.

I

*
*
*
"We are taking the railroads
Hearings, page 840.)
over under a guarantee of about ?1(X),(X10,(XX) less than they
earned in the last fiscal year of the period on the net operating
income of wbich the compensation of the railways was based),
and, in addition to that, excess profits taxes are to be paid out
of that guaranteed income. If the government, with its powers
of coordination and common use of facilities, unth the unquestioned economics that tnay be practiced under its control of the
situation, and unth an advantage of $100,000,000 over the proposed guaranty, as shown by the lust fiscal year's earnings, has
not made a fair trade upon the merits of the proposition for a
temporary tise of these properties, then I am frank to say I do
(Senate Committee Hearings,
not knozv tvhat would be fair."
page 849. All the italics are our own.)
(

Mr. McAdoo made these statements knowing he was going
It will be
operate the railways under war conditions.
seen that he did not refer to any possible advance of rates,

to

either freight or passenger.
Now, what was the actual

outcome?

the amount

of traffic

There was only a
handled during the

small increase in
Nevertheless, the advance in operating costs in the
eleven months ending with November, 1918, so "offset,"
and, indeed so utterly overwhelmed and annihilated the
"economies" effected, that operating expenses in these eleven
months on the Class 1 roads were $1,004,924,864 greater
When the December
than in the same months of 1917.

New

Published by the Society, office of secretary. University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. Cloth $9, half leather $10.

This volume contains, in their latest revised form, the 128
standards which this Society has adopted. These standards
will be published triennially, the 1918 edition being the first.
The specifications are divided into the following primary

available they will show that the increase in
expenses on the Class 1 roads during the year was at least
$1,100,000,000, and when the figures for all roads are available they probably will show a total increase in operating
are

e.xpenses of at least $1,250,000,000.

The increases in expenses came so fast that, contrary to
his obvious expectations, Mr. McAdoo was obliged to make
These
large advances in both freight and passenger rates.
advances in rates yielded increased earnings of about $600,000,000 in the six' months July-December, inclusive, during
which they were in effect. The increases in expenses wiped
out the $100,000,000 margin with which, as Mr. McAdoo
told the Senate committee, he began; wiped out the $600,000,000 increase in earnings due to advances in rates; and
left the government with a'deficit of $200,000,000 from the
year's operations.

Taking

into account the increased earn-

ings derived from the advances in rates and the deficit incurred, it will be seen that Mr. McAdoo missed his guess
as to the final outcome of the year by at least $800,000,000.

As to the sage Mr. Brookhart from Iowa, when we add
the reduction in operating expenses which he anticipated
to the advance in operating expenses which actually occurred,
we find that he missed his guess by over $1,600,000,000.
And as to the newspaper of wide circulation, which estimated
that reductions in operating expenses of $1,000,000,000
would

be effected
$2,000,000,000!

—

it

missed

its

guess

by

more

than

Ferrous metals

groups:

(including specifications for

rails,

splice bars, track bolts, track spikes, structural steel for loco-

motives and for cars, spring steel, .staybolt wrought iron,
Non-ferrous metals, including
foundry pig iron, etc.).
cement, lime, gypsum and clay products. Miscellaneous materials, including paints, methods of analyzing broken stone
and sand, sampling and analysis of creosote oil, etc.
By combining all of the specificatiohs of this important
in
association
one volume they are placed in convenient form for the testing engineer and others having to do
with the preparation and enforcement of specifications for
materials.

Concrete Engineers' Handbook.

By George A. Hool,

professor structural engineering,

University

of

associate

Wisconsin,

C. Johnson, consulting concrete engineer. New
York. 885 pages, 6 in. by 9 in. Bound in flexible leather.
Published by McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 239 IV. Thirty-

and Nathan

year.

figures

Books

American Society for Testing Materials Standards; 908 pages,
Bound in cloth and half leather.
illustrated, 6 in. by 9 in.

ninth street.

The

title

laborators in
into

two

New

page of
its

York.

this

preparation.

sections

—

Price, $5.

book names

six others as being col-

The book

is

naturally divided
and that

that for the use of the builder

The first portion includes a section on macement, aggregates, water and reinforcement; a section on general methods of construction covering
the proportioning of the concrete, field tests, waterproofing,
One section covers the conmixing, finishing, forms, etc.
Another
struction of concrete floors, walks and roadways.
In
discusses the properties of cement mortar and concrete.
the second portion of the volume will be found a section on
the properties of reinforced concrete, one on beams and slabs,
another on columns, another on bending and direct stresses,
while, with reference to the designing of specific structures
there are sections on moments of building frames, buildings,
girder bridges, hydraulic structures, miscellaneous structures,
Separate sections are also devoted to foundations, reetc.
taining walls, concrete floors and abutments for steel bridges.
The subject of estimating is also treated under a separate
head.
Much of the information given has appeared in
earlier text books written by Mr. Hool, but the manner of
presenting the information in this volume is clearly that of
In the portion devoted to the constructor are
the handbook.
illustrations of various proprietary reinforcements with tables
of their properties, illustrations of construction equipment,
The designing section contains some very complete deetc.
signing tables and charts.
One section which will be found
especially valuable for certain purposes is that on the moments of rigid building frames.
for the designer.

terials,

covering

Storekeepers Meet for the First

Time

Since 1916

Papers and Reports on Stock Books, Scrap Handling, Use and
Inspection of Lumber, and Accounting

THE

FOURTEENTH CONVENTION

was held
cago, on January 27, 28, and

of the Railways Store-

Hotel Sherman, ChiBecause of the war,
29.
the organization did not convene in 1917 or 1918 and consequently the meeting this week is the first since the
thirteenth annual convention which was held at Detroit,
Mich., on May 15, 16 and 17, 1916.
President W. A. Summerhays, assistant purchasing agent
He
of the Illinois Central, delivered the opening address.
stated that while the association had not met for 32 months
The executive committee held
not remained idle.
it had
frequent meetings to establish the policy of the association
In order that interest in the oras conditions changed.
ganization might not lapse, each member of the executive
committee and the third vice-president held informal district
conferences of members of the organization from all parts
During the period elapsing
of this country and Canada.
since the last convention the executive committee made a
thorough canvas of the membership of the association with
the result that 278 non-paying members were dropped. This
loss, balanced against an addition of 95 new members, left
the association 573 active, paid-up members on January 1,
1919.
While this is the first time in the history of the
Storekeepers' Association that its membership has decreased, the present enrollment includes only those sufficiently interested in the purposes of the organization to pay
keepers' Association

their dues.

Mr. Summerhays
the association.

He

war activities of
member of the executive
H. Waterman (Chicago,

also briefly outlined the
stated that each

committee and former Presidents J.
Burlington & Quincy), J. G. Stuart (C. B. & Q.), and W. F.
Jones (New York Central Lines), as well as Secretary J. P.

Murphy (New York Central), offered their services in connection with the instruction of prospective officers in the
quartermaster and ordnance departments of the army at the
schools established at the leading universities of the country.
A committee headed by D. C. Curtis (C. B. & Q.) was
appointed by the executive committee of the association to
work with the quartermaster general of the army in his campaign for the reclamation of material and supplies at the
army cantonments and supply

Fundamental

Principles

at

depots, as well as at the front

overseas.

Mr. Summerhays called attention to the fact that the RailAdministration had approved the purposes and activities of the Storekeepers' Association and had issued instructions to include in its membership representatives of the
store organizations on all railroads under federal control.
road

It also commended the association for establishing standards
of store department practices.
The work of the association, officers and committees in
preparing for the 1919 meeting was unusually difficult. The

tremendous upheaval in manufacturing and commercial lines
caused by the shortage of labor and the heav}' demand for
munitions for shipment overseas made the maintenance of a
reasonably regular supply of materials for railroad needs a
serious problem.
W. H. Clifton, lumber agent of the Baltimore & Ohio,
Baltimore, Md., submitted a circular of instructions issued
by the Baltimore & Ohio System for the .selection of the
site and the design of lumber yards, for the handling of
lumber in the yards, precautions to avoid decay, and fire
protection.

Supply

Govern

the

H. C. Pcarce, general purchasing agent of the Seaboard
Air Line, read a paper outlining fundamental principles that
should govern the organization and operation of a railroad
supply department. He said in part:
The real purpose of the supply department is to provide
materials and supplies suitable for the service for which
they are required, when and where needed, at the lowest
net cost.
.

.

.

Our

railroads generally have four sources of supply: (1)
material on hand and on order, (2) material which can be
reclaimed, (3) material made in its own manufacturing

and (4) material which
side manufacturers.

plants,

must be purchased from out-

The supply officer should not make a purchase requisition
until he has exhausted all other sources of supply, and the
chief supply officer must have behind him an organization
that will be a guarantee that when a requisition for the purchase of material is placed, it accurately describes what is
most suitable for the purpose needed, and all other resources

have been exhausted, or, if it is for the purpose of taking
advantage of the market, that it will be used in a certain
length of time and will not become obsolete.
The purpose
of the supply department of our railroads must not be compared or considered the same as mercantile establishments.
A mercantile establishment is for the purpose of disposing
of its goods at a profit.
A railroad supply department is
for the purpose of supplying the needs of the railroad at the
lowest net cost, conserving its assets as represented by materials and supplies in every way possible.
I think it will be apparent that if the purposes outlined
are sound, there should be no divided responsibility between
the officer that is responsible for the expenditure, and the
officer that requests the requirement and does the accounting.

Personnel
Personnel

in an organization from the top to
Character, energy, and loyalty are absolutely essential to the up-building or maintaining of any organization.
But, this is not alone sufficient.
There mu.st be developed a broadness of conception and action that will enable
is reflected

bottom.

them

to

overcome obstacles

in

formulating and carrying out

their plans, so essential for final results.

Facilities

Adequate facilities for properly housing and economically
handling materials must be provided and maintained.
Expensive buildings are not so much needed as ample space,
platforms, tracks, cranes, and other lalior saving devices for
handling.

Transportation

One

of the greatest needs for the proper operation of the
supply department is adequate transportation facilities, and
this has generally been neglected.
Supply trains (not supply
cars) should be used to connect up the storehouse with the
users on the line.
This is the only way supply officers have

knowing that materials and
and what is actually needed

of

way
what

285

That Should
Department

tools are giving proper service,

do the work, and the only
that users of the material can be assured of receiving
they need, and come in personal contact with the supto
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For tliis rcii.son,
any >upply department

})!) (Ii'partnu'iit.

nu'iital to

tin-

supply train

is

fuiula-

or.nani/.alion.

Stoke Delivery

therefore,

fundamental.

SlXTIONAI. AkR.ANCF.MKNT OK M.ATKKIAL
is based on groupsame general class in sections, and
placing it in charge of one man, who will be responsible for
ordering, checking, inspecting and putting it away, as well
as packing and delivering for shipment; or, in other words,
handling it from the time it is ordered until it is issued. The
section storekeeper is the one man that should know more
about the (juantity, ([uality and use of material in his section
He unconthan any single individual on the railroad.
sciously identifies all material in his section and its location
with the description and quantity as shown in his stockbook, and vice versa. Materials should be grouped for economical handling and not for accounting purposes.

The

ing

sectional arrangement of material

material

of

the

Stock Books
and bible of the storekeeper
must accurately and technically describe each
and every item. It must show the average monthly consumption of the previous year, the amount on hand the first of
each month by actual count, the amount used and received
by months, and is the basis of all estimates of advance re-

The

stock

combined.

l:)Ook is

the catalog

It

quirements for materials.

5

I he
store departments on our railroads were created for
the ])urpo.se of furnishing material when and where needed,

with

a

con.serve

Dolivorin^ material to tlie users i.s the connecting link between the storehouse and tlie men that use the material in
is the only way that storekeejjers can know
It
the shops.
that proper materials and tools are being provided, and only
It places the
in such ([uantities as are actually required.
storehouse emi)l()yees in personal contact with the work,
eliminates friction between emi)loyees of different departments, foremen, etc., and makes the continuous chain, and is,
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due regard
material,

to

the

and

amount

of

cajiital

the

invested,

to

possible

advantage, all material once secured.
In order to carry out
these functions, we must aljove everything el.se have an organization and suth records that will give us at all times
a (omplete knowledge of all the items on hand and on
order and such a record that will (|uickly determine any
article, surjilus or not moving.
The stock jjook is the one form or operation alxjve all
otliers tliat will tend to achieve this end.
By its use the
storekeeper will have at all times such a knowledge of
every item on hand and on order, and a jjerfect control of
them. This condition is brought about by a count once each
month of all items in stcx:k (and by all items is meant not
onl\' material and supplies for the maintenance of equipment, but maintenance of way and all other departments).
Tlie total of these supplies and the quantity already on order
as well, are recorded in appropriate columns, thereby showing at a glance the exact condition of stocks.
to

utilize

to

best

The benefits of this stock book in its relation to store department efticiency are so numerous that it is difficult to
enumerate them all. Some of the fundamental jiurposes, however, other than this complete record and knowledge of all
material on hand and on order, are as follows:
It brings
quickly to light, at least once a month, all articles in stock
that are not moving.
On checking items monthly, any storekeeper noting any article that is not being disposed of
naturally starts an investigation, with the result that, providing the material is not held for some specific purpose, it
is transferred to some point where it can be put into actual
use.

If gives

a

complete record of every article in stock, so
is in a position at any time to follow

that the storekeeper

the

movement and consumption of any article or group of
month after month, and therefore is enabled to main-

articles,

Reclamation
have often been asked the difference between reclamaRepairs is
Theoretically, there is little.
tion and repairs.
Reputting a thing in shape to perform further service.
clamation is the reclaiming of something that has been disIn theory, nothing
carded as unfit for further service.
should be removed until it has performed its full service,
and everything so removed should be repaired and put back
In practice, however, this is not
into service where it is.
Enormous quantities of materials are removed bedone.
fore they have performed their full service; large quantities
of materials are not repaired that could be repaired and
I

to give better service; so that reclamation must necessarily include the recovery of all useful materials, no matter
Both reclamation and refor what reason it was discarded.

made

pairs are fundamental to the supply department for the reason that they furnish a source of supply and reduce the net
cost for materials.

Accounting

The accounting for all material should be done by the
supply department for the reason that they must know at all
times what their receipts and expenditures are in order to
The only way material can be accontrol their business.
counted for accurately and economically is on the ground,

and the fact that the supply department is responsible for all
materials and supplies from the time the requirements are
made until used or disposed of as salvage, makes the matter
of accounting not only fundamental, but absolutely necessary.
Store Department Efficiency
U. K. Hall, general storekeeper of the Union Pacific, read
a paper on the stock book and its importance in stores work,
an abstract of which follows:

The Stock Book and

tain his stock intelligently.

All items of material received

from sources other than purchases should be entered, such
as material reclaimed, picked up from scrap, received from
the shops, etc.
The stock book will then give a complete
debit

list

of all items received throughout the year.

By having

the stock

book written up

in the general store-

—

on the
keeper's office according to a sectional arrangement
basis of storing together items used for the same general
purpose and storing material as far as practicable in the
order of the items thus entered
the same general scheme
of storing material in all branches of the department is insured.
Accordingly, when it is found necessary or desirable,
as it always is, to transfer employees from one store or location to another, they are thoroughly familiar, immediately
upon their arrival, with the jiew conditions. This tends to
bring about what might be called a standardized system of

—

stores.

By writing these books in the general storekeeper's office
from a master copy it does not mean that the same sized
book must be used at all points, but the items as selected for
the smaller stores should be taken from the first or master
copy used in the larger stores, thus insuring also a uniform
description of all articles from all stores.
Well kept stock books allow the general storekeeper, traveling storekeeper, or store inspector, scientifically and accurately to check the material situation at any point visited.
When section storekeepers, helpers and attendants know
that material has to be counted once a month they are far
more careful as

to

how

the material

is

sorted,

stored

or

monthly counts cannot be made unless material is kept in such a condition as to allow a prompt and
correct count and such care therefore brings about far more
desirable working conditions.
piled, as actual

January
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31,

To

obtain the very best results from the use of stock books,
material on hand, on order, and quantities required, should be made by the section storekeepers or stock
men (subject to such check by the local or general storeall entries of

keeper as desired), as they are in constant touch with the
entire situation affecting the material in their respective sections and they are also thrown in daily contact with the
users of the material as well.
Som6 roads use a stock card or ledger on which is entered
all

of the receipts and issues.

Such a system is objectiondepends upon the issu-

able, however, because its accuracy

ance of material

b)-

numerous

parties,

helpers,

as well

as

merely ^hows the condition that is suponly system that can be absolutely depended on is one where the material is actually counted and
the results found at once entered, thus showing the conditions as they actually are and not as they are supposed

and

office clerks,

posed

it

The

to exist.

the

Lumber
The

Inspection,

Use and Handling

of

Towner, manager, Forest Products Section, United
Railroad .Administration, gave a review of the organization of the Forest Products Section, Central Advisory
Purchasing Committee of the United States Railroad AdE.

States

ministration,

in

its

relation

to

the

War

Industries

Board

The development of the new
standard specifications for crossties which reduced tie requirements to five sizes was dwelt upon in some detail, as
were also the principles evolved by the Central Purchasing
Committee for the purchase of ties by the railroads. This
subject was also considered from the standpoint of its relation to the conservation of lumber, prices and payments and
particularly to the relation of the tie contractor to the Central
Purchasing Committee, a matter which has been a subject of
no little contention for some time. Considerable space was
also devoted to the matter of tie treatment and the economies which have been secured through the proper applicaand the lumber manufacturers.

tion of preservative processes.

subject

treated in

some

lumber purchases was also
and the following is abstracted from

of lumber and
detail

Specifications and Grades

department will be much interested in the ordering of lumber properly specified for the use intended, and
the widest possible variance

is

now

com-

the practice, as

paring what one road obtains as against what another finds
proper for a given service.
The quite general practice of
ordering "special cutting" or special sizes as at present employed, results in relative high first cost and manufacturers
in considering the bids of one road we know of in yellow
pine, add $5 per 1,000 ft. to their railroad schedule.
Another road is referring to grades which have not been published nor even manufactured for seven years.
What this

road gets is known, and they pay for it.
woods has cut its items down over 150.
sources,

One

road on hard-

lumber, purchased particularly through some
placed at mills at from one to three grades below

is

and it is known to what destination this lumber can be safely shipped. Lumber shipped to one point on
a road is often different in grade than that shipped to another point on the same road. Accepting lumber below grade
original order,

an

arbitrated

only results in accumulating off
using and handling expense.
The
shipper of standing also very soon knows what road is trying
to "put it over" by improperly degrading at destination, and
such road loses rather than gains by such a practice.
The "keeping the lumber coming plan" is less apt to bull
the market, nor does it tie up as much money in lumber
stock.
During the war period, the Railroad Administration
declined to purchase all of its yellow pine and fir lumber
through the War Industries Board, only placing through
that Board
Director of Lumber and Pine Bureaus
such
at

stocks,

and

price,

results

in

—

—

orders as would

come from

the mills

commandeered

as to

output, the other requirements being purchased on bids by
railroad purchasing forces, at not above government fixed
prices.

Under present conditions, purchasing forces place their
business through competitive bid, copies of orders for yellow
pine being sent to J. H. Lauderdale, special representative

New

Orleans, and for

fir to O. H. Wood, special repreWashington.
Through this practice the
representatives as stated, can get behind the deliveries, assist

at

sentative,

Seattle,

some
and overlooking of others, and keep the purchasing
agents advised as to market conditions.
in better distribution of orders, prevent overloading of

mills,

Lumber and

Crossties

lumber specifications

to

stores

Much

As the use of the stock book develops, greater benefits
can be obtained by installing in the general storekeepers'
office a consolidated stock book, in which copies showing
the result of the stock taking at all stores are entered. Thus
by checking the purchase requisitions against this record the
general storekeeper is at all times in possession of knowledge that material ordered is not on hand anywhere on the
line in sufficient quantities to make the purchase unnecesSuch a system is without question warranted on any
sary.
road having a large number of district, division or even large
local stores.
Without its use such roads are constantly making purchase requisitions for articles already on hand.
Some roads at the present time realize the needs of a
better system for the control of their stocks but hesitate to
install the stock book system because they fear the cost
of operating it.
We all know, however, that first expenditures often result in ultimate large economies and in
no operation of the stores department organization does this
so aptly apply as to such stock records.
The use of the stock books is so practicable that when a
road has put them into use no inducement can be brought
to bear to have the practice discontinued.
Without them
the general storekeeper or any supply department official
is merely groping in the dark in depending upon the skill
of any individual in the upkeep of his stock, whereas, bv
the scientific use of stock books a system is built up that is
not dependent upon any one or any number of individuals,
but prepares a record that is on hand at all times and which
will always reveal the true conditions existing.

The

portion of the paper devoted

and grades:

to be.

M.
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Accounting

The report of the accounting committee was read by J. H.
Waterman (C, B. & Q.), chairman. It follows in part:
The committee has considered the accounting in values
only which is all that is involved in obtaining the values of
such material both in stock and as used and in compiling
In order to properly acreports for the general accounts.
count for material, the following general rules should be
observed.
Gener.^l Supervision and Accounting
All material stocks wherever located should be carried in
the accounts of the store department which will have supervision
1.

over

all

and

will

handle the accounting.

All material purchased for or returned to stock will be held
in the store department accounts until issued for immediate or
current use or reported as used.
2.

Detailed accounting should be performed at the local, dior district store or in the general storekeeper's office,
under the general supervision of the auditor.
3.

vision
4.

The departments making

requisitions on which material is
by the store will show correct accounts chargeStore department accountants should be thoroughly famil-

to be furnished
able.
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5.

all

I.

('

I

in.striictiun.s

lompilatioii

Till-

of

aiul

primary

oilier accouiiiiiig ri'iwrts will

mcnt

l)c

ihey arc uliscrvcil.

that

si-c

opcraiinn,

construction

handk'd by the siorc

as a mailer nut only of Cdnveiiieiice but of

ami

(lci)art-

economy and

efl'iciency.

To make proper comparisons, all railroads should use the
same material classilication. The Railway Storekeepers' Asso().

ciaiion has

approved a standard

we recummend be

niodilications,

classilication which, with a

few

put into effect as soon as prac-

.5

Such transfer requisitions against other stores will be
and credited to the accounts of the shipping store.
25.
Charges from shops to the material accounis ior labor
cxi)endcd on "Material in course of manufacture" on shop
orders, should be taken into store accounts under the class "Material in course of manufacture," and accounted for ihe same as
24.

classified

Upon the completion of the
other debits to material accounis.
order the total cost of the manufactured article should be in
turn transferred from class "Material in course of manufacture"
Id the proper class.

ticable.

We

slandanl Uiose-leaf price book be
used,
.\clual priies siiould be used as far as practicable, but
where tiuy are not practicable, the average or last price slioulii
govern.
7.
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Accounting for

M.\Tf;Ri.AL

Received

Material and supplies sold lo individuals and companies
basis of sale orders from the purchasing deparlment
shiniid be accounted for by the rendition to llic auditing deiiartment of bills collectible based upon the prices and terms of delivery quoted on the sale orders.
2().

on

the

Statement

Material

of

Received,

Issued

and

payable should be checked against the receiving
records and certified as to the receipt of the goods in proper

Ci.AssiKiF.n

condition.

27. .Ml debits and credits being classified in accordance with
Railway Storekeepers' Association classilication of material, a
monthly statement should be compiled by the storekeeper showing amount on hand first of month, the receipts, the issues, and
the balance on hand at end of month, by material classes.

8.

9.

All

bills

Make

all

proper deductions from

bills

payable on account
and chargeable to

of transportation charges paid by the railroad

the shippers to equalize the F. O. B. points or terms of delivery.
10. Check all deductions on account of cash discounts.
11.
Make all proi)er deductions on account of credit memoranda received from dealers for the return of empty containers,
If necessary, such credit memoranda may be covered by
etc.
regular bills collectible instead of deducting the amounts from

original bills payable.

Make

necessary and proper deductions on account
of shortages, erroneous shipments, loss and damage, non-compliance with specifications, inspection and test failures, etc.,
chargeable to the shippers and agreed upon by the departments'
12.

all

concerned.

Make

all

account.
20.
Material issued from stock to the shops in connection
with shop orders for the manufacture of other material or
articles, should be transferred from the original classes to the
class "Material in course of manufacture."
21. All released new, second-hand, and scrap material should
be turned over to the store department and material accounts
charged currently, on basis of agreed prices, resulting in corresponding credits to operating expenses and other accounts.

Accounting for Material Issued
Values of material and supplies issued for immediate use
will be compiled by the store department by primary operating
and other accounts, segregated and designated as required by
the I. C. C. and auditing department instructions.
23. Transfers of material and supplies to other store stocks
will be accomplished through the medium of transfer requisitions, values to be based on current stock prices.
22.

Hand

28.
Tliis statement will show values only, except where the
management desires to have the quantity shown.
29.
The balance on hand in the accounts of an accounting
store should represent tlie balance on hand first of month, plus

the values of the purchases, including

from other sources,
stores and material sold.
ceipts

30.

freight charges,

less the issues

and transfers

and

re-

to other

The material accounts should be held open after the end
month a sufficient length of time to permit entering

of each
in

proper additions on account of over-shipments,
errors in weight, etc., which may be agreed upon between the
purchasing and store departments.
14.
Verify all computations and make any necessary corrections on account of errors.
15.
Classify the items and amounts on bills according to the
Railway Storekeepers' Association classification and take into
the material accounts.
Bills payable will then be forwarded
for voucher.
All freight bills, express due bills and other documents
16.
representing transportation charges paid by the railroad should
be classified and taken into the material accounts- If to be paid
by the shippers, they should be deducted from the bills, or credit
taken by rendering bills collectible in accordance with terms of
purchase. If to be borne by the railroad they should be included
in the cost of the material based on F. O. B. points.
17.
Transfer requisitions from other divisions or stores for
material and supplies transferred from one stock account to
another, should be taken into account as classified; after which
they should be passed to the storekeeper for check against the
receiving records and certification as to the receipt of the goods.
18. Transfer requisitions should be verified as to computations.
19.
All overages, shortages, errors in computation and other
differences should be taken up after transfer requisitions have
been taken into account, adjusted by counter or additional
transfer requisitions, if necessary, in the succeeding months'
13.

ON

that month's accounts, all bills payable for material
received, and all requisitions covering material

plies

plies issued

may

reflect,

and supand sup-

during the same month, in order that the accounts
as near as possible, the actual value of stock on

hand.

General
Loss and damage to material in transit between stores
should be accounted for by the consignee store taking into account the transfer requisitions and disposing of the value by
obtaining relief in accordance with existing rules of freight
claim and auditing departments.
32. Loss and damage by fire or other causes to stock at stores,
unless covered by insurance claim, should be taken up by the accounting store in accordance with auditing department instruc31.

tions,
33. When material becomes obsolete, the account that would
have been affected by the use of such material should be charged
with the difference between the stock values and the amounts

received from its sale.
34.
Store department prices should consist of cost prices less

any discounts, plus any proper transportation charges and cost
of inspection.

Inventories
Inventories of all material and supplies, including scrap
should be taken periodically, at such times as prescribed by the
auditing department.
36. The method of arranging and taking inventories should be
in accordance with the instructions given in Part X, Sectional
35.

Book
37.

of Standard Rules, of Railway Storekeepers' Association.
The prices applied to inventories should be current prices.

38. Material and supplies in transit between stores at the
time inventory is taken, should be listed on separate sheets of
the inventory, as an exhibit to be added to the amount of material and supplies on hand.
Material and supplies on hand when inventory is taken
39.
and included therein, or which may have been issued prior to
taking of inventory and charged out, but for which purchase bills
payable have not been rendered and taken into account, should
be listed on a separate sheet of the inventory from the open
items on the record of material ordered and received, to be
deducted from the gross amount of material on hand.
Transportation charges that may have been included in
40.
the cost of material and charged out prior to completing the
inventory, or included in the cost prices on the inventory, but

January

31,
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not taken into account prior to closing tlie inventory, should be
on a separate sheet to be deducted from the gross amount
of the inventory.
41. These statements should be prepared by classes of material and added and deducted from the appropriate classes on
the summary of the inventory.
42. Tlie net amount of the inventory, after necessary additions
and deductions are made, should be the basis for adjustment
of the material and supply accounts, which will be handled in
accordance with auditing department instructions.
listed

The
(C, B.

report

&

was signed by

J.

H. Waterman, chaiiman,
Ray (A. T. & S. F.)

Q.), U. K. Hall (U. P.), H. E.

Good Work

of Association

Recognized

George G. Yeomans, member of the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee of the Railroad Administration, delivered
an address in which he commended the association for its excellent work, and urged close co-operation with the tentral
administration at Washington to the end that further
efficiency may be effected in the conduct of railroad stores departments generally.
He stated that the Railroad Administration had seen fit to recognize and adopt the standards
for tinware which were originated by the Railway StorekeepLikewise, the association's classification of
ers' Association.
scrap materials, revised in conjunction with a committee of
the American Iron and Steel Institute, has been approved
and adopted as standard by the Railroad Administration.
The classification of material and the book of rules setting
forth the best elementary methods of railway storekeeping,
which are the work of the association also, have been made
standard practice, and, finally, the advantages of relieving
the users of material from the responsibility attendant upon
its procurement, care and distribution, have been recognized
and the purchasing and stores departments on the railroads
under federal control are being organized to that end under
the direction of the Division of Finance and Purchases.
One of the most astonishing features of the present situation, he said, is the lack of definite information concerning
the material which is in the possession of a large majority
of the railroads.
Three elements enter into all information upon which any
successful business must be founded.
It must be recent, it
must be reliable, and it must be readily available. If any of
these three elements are lacking the information is valueless.
In this connection Mr. Yeomans strongly urged the conscientious and intelligent use of the stock book, which is now being
introduced by regional stores supervisors on those roads on
which it was not in effect. He pointed out that the stock book
has been recommended in rules laid down the Storekeepers'
Association, and that there is, therefore, no excuse for an inHe asserted
different or unsympathetic attitude l)y members.
that the railways of this country spend more than one billion
dollars every year for the material that they use, and of this
amount it is safe to say that at least 5 per cent is spent because of the lack of proper information.

Unapplied Material

The committee on unapplied

289

The discussion of the report by several meml)crs of the
association finally resulted in its being referred back to the
committee with instructions to eliminate from the report all
recommendations which might conflict in any way with the
association's standard l)ook of rules or its recommendations
on accounting.

The Operation

of a

Large

Army Supply Depot

The management and

operation of a huge supply depot
was outlined to the members of the association by Brig.
Gen. A. D. Kniskern of the United States Army. He traced
the rapid development of the United States supply depot at
Chicago from one of very small size, which was used largely
for the storage of canned and cured meat, to a depot of exceedingly large size handling all manner of supplies which

had

do with the personal needs, comfort and care of our
payment of the men. His work not
only had to do with the handling of stores but also the
to

soldiers as well as the

purchasing of supplies.
General Kniskern asserted that the tonnage handled under
his supervision in November was 71,250,000 tons inbound
and 104,729,000 outbound, involving the use of 200 cars
per day.
His organization consisted of 169 officers, 1,200
An
clerks, 9,000 civilian employees and 250 enlisted men.
invitation was extended to the members of the Railway
Storekeepers' Association to visit the large new supply depot
on Wednesday afternoon and arrangements were made to
transport the party to and from the depot by army automobile trucks.

Other Papers
J. G. Stuart, general storekeeper of the Chicago, Burlington &: Quincy, read a paper on the Conservation and Reclamation of Materials which included many excellent recommendations based on actual experience. Discussion brought
out the fact that it was quite essential to know whether the
cost of reclaiming material was less than the cost of the same
material new.
In mending broken and worn parts of material by means of the acetylene or electric arc welding apparatus the discussion brought out the fact that it was essential that those employed in making the weld should be
thoroughly trained in the art in order to accomplish the best

results.

W. F. Jones, general storekeeper of the New York Central,
read a paper on Scrap and Scrap Handling which covered
much

the same field as Mr. Stuart's discussion.
H. E. Ray, general storekeeper of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe read a paper on The Conservation of Freight Cars
which was an amplification of a report by the Committee on
Conservation of Equipment of the association which was
published in the Railway Age Gazette of March 23, 1917.
A paper on Labor and Labor Saving devices. Trucks and
Tractors was presented by D. C. Curtis, Chicago, Burlington

&

Quincy. The discussion developed information as to the
savings made in using power trucks for the transportation
of material in storehouses and between points vaning from
In one instance $100
a distance of 200 feet to several miles.
a day was saved in transporting store supplies from one storehouse to another one four miles distant; two trucks were
used. The fact was emphasized that good roads are essential
in order to obtain maximum economy.

material presented recommendations on the systematic upkeep and control of materials
and supplies not now under the immediate supervision of a
The report brought
representative of the stores department.
out the fact that of the entire material stock on our railroads
which is now about six hundred million dollars, approximately forty per cent is distributed or scattered along the
line of roads and that in many instances no complete stock
record is being kept of such unapplied or unused line stock.
Following the introduction to the report which was read
by W. D. Stokes, assistant general storekeeper, Illinois Central, a numljer of pictures were reproduced on a screen to
illustrate how a large part of the line stock is scattered on
some of our railroads.
These illustrations indicated the
obvious need of some systematic upkeep and control of such

treasurer,

material.

Central.

Other Business

The attendance

meeting was atjout 700, including
462 registered members. The following officers were elected:
President, H. S. Burr, superintendent of stores, Erie; first
vice-president, E. J. Roth, tnanager stores section, V. S.
Railroad .Administration; second vice-president, H. E. Ray,
general storekeeper, Santa Fe; third vice-president, E. J.
at the

McVeigh, general storekeeper. Grand Trunk;
J. P. Murphy, general storekeeper.

secretar}--

New York
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The U.

Standard Light Mallet Type Locomotive

S.

2-6-6-2

Wheel Arrangement with Weight on Drivers of 358,000
and Tractive Effort, Compound, of 80,000 lb.

Standard
THE FIRSTbyOF THEUnited
signed

type locomotives de-

]\Iallet

States Railroad Administration

the

has recently been turned out by the Schenectady works
of the American Locomotive Company, for delivery to the
Chesapeake & Ohio. The locomotive is of the 2-6-6-2 type
and is the lighter of the two standard Mallet types, of which
orders for 50 were placed in 1918, 30 of these being of the
lighter type and 20 of the heavier type.
The locomotive has a weight on drivers of 358,000 lb.,
2,000 lb. less than the maximum permissible within the axle
load limit of 60,000 lb. The cylinders are 23 in. and 35 in.
in diameter by 32 in. stroke and the locomotive is designed
to deliver a tractive effort of 96,000 lb. simple and 80,000
In the table will be found a comparison of the
lb. compound.
principal dimensions and data for a number of Mallet
locomotives of the 2-6-6-2 wheel arrangement, of which
the standard locomotive is the heaviest both on drivers and in
total weight.
C'OMPAiusoN OF Recent M.^LLET Locomotives of the 2-6-6-2 Type

Name

of

Year

built

road

U.S. Std.
1919
.\merican
80.000
448.000

Builder
Tractive effort. Ih
Total weight, lb

Weight on drivers, lb
Diameter drivers, in
Cylinder diameter and stroke,

Steam pressure,
Heatinc;
sq.

surface,

per

sq,

total

surface,

2iyi

57
i7

&

X 32
200

N. & W.
1912
.\merican
72,800
405,000
337,000
56
22 &• 35
X 32

200

& O.
1911

C.

American
72,800
400,000
337,500
56
22 & 35
x 32
200

5,443

4,935

5,003

5,064

7.381
76.3

6,473
72.2

6.485
72.2

6,430
72.2

617.8

704.5

628.6

634.0

6.0

5.3

equivalent,*

ft

Grate area, sq. ft
Tractive effort X dia. drivers
equivalent heating surface*..
Firebox
heating
surface
-fequivalent heating surface,*

~

,

per cent

80,000
429,000
355,000

57

23 & 35
X 32
225

in.

in..
evap.,

ft

Heatinp
sq.

lb.

.•i58,000

B.R. & P.
1914

American

'.

5.6

'Equivalent heatint; surface
times the superheating surface.

—

6.1

evaporative heating surface

total

+

1.5

The
in.,

boiler has an outside diameter at the tirst ring of 90
increasing to 95 9/16 in. at the fourth ring just forward

into the barrel of the boiler

making
Ijrick

the tubes 24

arch carried on

Standard stoker.

The

ft.

84

from the throat sheet,

litted with a Security
arch tubes and is fired by a

long.

five
fire

in.

lb.

It

door

is

is

of the

Shoemaker power

operated type and the grates are operated by Franklin power
grate shakers. The boiler is fitted with the Locomotive Superheater Company's Type A superheater with 45 units.
In general the detail design of the frames follows that of
all the other standard type locomotives which have been built.
The top rails for both high and low pressure units are 6 in.
wide, with a maximum thickness of 5 in. over the pedestals
and a minimum thickness of 4J/2 in. The lower rails have
a maximum and minimum thickness of 3^^ in. and 3 in.
respectively.
The high pressure frames are designed with
splice joints at the rear for attachment to a Commonwealth
frame cradle which includes in one casting the frames, rear
deck plate and trailer equalizer fulcrums. The high pressure cylinders are supported on a single front rail which is
cast integral with the main frames.
The low pressure frames are designed to receive the articulation joint, which is of the Baldwin universal type, hinged
for movement about a horizontal axis transverse to the center
line of the locomotive and provided with a ball joint pin
connection at the high pressure unit end. The low pressure
cylinders are supported by double rails, both of which are
bolted to the main frame.
The frames of both units are
spaced 41 in. from center to center, while the cylinders
have a spread of 85 in. Owing to the size of the low pressure
cylinders the face of the lower rail bolting flange is only 20 '/j
in. from the center line of the locomotive, thus requiring an
offset in the front frame rail.
This is provided by bolting the
front rail to the inside face of the lower rail extension of
the main frame and reducing the lateral thickness of this
section to 3 in. where it is joined under the cylinder to
the front rail. The section of the extension under the cylinders is 11 in. deep, while that of the front rail has a verti-

W

-aci-

WjRjj^^g inlH W^g^^

ii

Railroad Administration Standard 2-6-6-2 Type Locomotive

The dome

is located on the second ring from
from the combustion chamber tube
sheet.
It is placed over an opening in the boiler shell 31
in. in diameter, is 9 in. high and has an opening 25 in.
The dome cap used on this boiler is interin diameter.
changeable with those used on all other types of standard
locomotives.
The shell seams are located on the top center
line of the first course, on the right side 11 9/32 in. above
the center line of the boiler for the second course, on the left
side 11^/2 in. above the center line for the third course, and
on the right side 37ys in. above the center line for the fourth

of the firebox.

the front, 110 15/16

in.

course.

The

firebox has a combustion

chamber extending forward
291

in.
The upper front rail is bolted and
keyed to the top of the main frame over the front pedestal.
The section of the main frame here is 13 in. deep with horizontal slots cored for the splice bolt nuts which come directly
over the pedestal. The front rail has a section 6 in. wide by
Syz in. in thickness.
The cylinders and valve chambers throughout are bushed
with Hunt-Spiller gun iron. In the design of the high pressure cylinders is incorporated the Mellin intercepting valve
which completely controls the admission of steam, either exhaust from the high pressure cylinders or steam direct from
the boiler, to the low pressure receiver pipe.
Piston valves
are employed with both the high and low pressure cylinders.

cal thickness of 7

—
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Imt.

WI.itI

\2 in. in dianu'ti-r and liave a niaxinnnn
The valves for the low pre.ssure cylinders are

;iri'

in.

(>

\Vh.<-l

S

tiitnl

riiKiiii'

l)..s<-,

1111(1

IriKlcr

A')

it.

')

itx.

HV

ft.

S

ill.

Kalios

the hij^h pressure eylinders

Wcixlil
'I'dl.il

same as are u.sed on the 0-6-0 type switchers. The
front valve chamber heads on the 2-6-6-2 type locomotivft
interchange with tho.se on all other .standard types and the
back heads are interchangeable witii those in use on the 0-6-0

nil

clrivirs

wciKlit

-•-

H-

iraclivc

cflfort,

tr.-iclivc

i-ffoit,

3.7
4.7

iiiin|ile

simple

-

X

iliam
driven
equivalent hcatinK
CDinpound
i-lTorl,
'rr.n-livc
617.8
aiiif.icc"
100.3
surface* -=- Kratc area
Kt|iiiviilcnt
licatiiiK
5.6
Firebox heating surface -.- e(|iiivalent licntinK nurfacc,* per cent

arc the

WeiKht on drivers

type switchinij Icxomotive.
The hiL^h pressure ])iston specifications call for either
rolled or cast steel of dished section, while for the low
pressure pistons the center of which has a diameter of .30-)^
in., exclusive of the bull rinj;, cast steel only is specified.
Hunt-Si)iller gun iron l)ull rings and packing rings are used
on l)Oth high and low ])ressure pistons. The design of the

H-

e<iuivalcnt

*i

surface'

hcatinu

.48.S

.

1....aaf;.J--

T

crossheads is the same in detail as that employed on all previously built standard locomotives, and is interchangeable
Taxton-lMitchell packing
with that on the 0-6-0 switchers.
Steam
is fitted both on the valve stems and piston rods.
distribution is controlled by the Baker valve gear and the
Chambers back head type throttle. The locomotive is fitted

with a Lewis power reverse gear.
The driving journals throughout have a diameter of 11 in.
and are 1.^ in. long. The driving boxes are interchangeable
on all journals, except that the crown brass for the main
journals is finished with a clearance of 1/100 in. instead of
1/32 in. The same driving box is also used on
the heavy Mountain type locomotive, with the exception
of the main journals, and on the main journals of the
The axles of the 2-6-6-2
light Mikado type locomotive.

Total weiglit -^ equivalent heating surface*
Volume equiviSeiit sin)i)lc cylinders
Equivalent heating surface* -^ vol. cylinders
area
vol.
cylinders
Cirate
-i-

locomotive are the same as those having the same journal sizes
on the heavy Mountain type. The engine truck is of the constant resistance type and the trailer truck is of the Cole-

Cylinders

Compound

Diameter and stroke

23 in. and 35

tender tank has a water capacity of 12,000 gallons
and a coal capacity of 16 tons. It is carried on a Commonwealth cast steel frame, and is one of the three standard
types which have been designed to meet the requirements of
The trucks have cast steel
all of the standard locomotives.
side frames and are of a design which is used on all the
standard freight locomotives. The Unit Safety drawbar and
l)uffers are

Kind
Diametei
Greatest

Outside

.12 in.
.6 in.

travel
lap

H.

Inside c learance
Lead in full gear

"T

Ufe-—

\-/0'6-—4

eO.IOOLb.

S9,S00Lb.

Z

S9.4-00U>.

,

equipped are four Coale three-inch open safety valves. No.
13 Nathan non-lifting injectors, Nathan bull's-eye lubrica-

Ashton steam gages, Okadee flanged blow-off cocks
and Barco flexible pipe joints.
On the diagrams, prepared by F. P. Pfahler, chief mechanical engineer. Division of Operation of the Railroad Administration, will be found the clearances and actual wheel load
Other dimensions and
distribution for these locomotives.

tors,

data are as follows:
General Da\a
4

Service
Fuel
Tractive effort; compound
Tractive effort: simple
Weight in working order

on drivers
on leading truck
on trailing truck.
of engine and tender in working order

ft.,

%V2 in.
Freight

Bit.

in.
in.

6^

by 13

a^

I

H^LJ.. 49%

--J
zy'/of-

30
12

by

in.

T

--i

-96 2-

Straight

—

Tubes and flues, length
Heating .surface, tubes
Heating surface, flues
Heating surface, firebox and arch tubes
Heating surface, total

ft.

top
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

24
3,478 sq.
!

,549 sq.

416 sq.
5.443sq.
1.29i sq.
7.381 sq.
76.3 sq.

Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area

Tender

Weiglit

Water bottom

Water

lb.

Coal

Cast steel
206,500 ib.

'...'...'..!.;...;!'..;...:.:
1

Wheels,

lb.

diameter

\~

'Equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

k'^J"

"]'

12,000 gal.
'6 tons

cap.icitv

capacity

lb.

6 in.

43 in.
14 m.

by

225 lb. per sq.
90
Outside diameter of first ring
114^^ in. by 96^
Firebox, length and width
Sides, back and crown, Yi in.; tube, Vi
Firebox plates, thickness
Sides and back, 5 in.; front, 6
Firebox, water space
247 2;-i
Tubes, number and .nutside diameter
45
SV2
Flues, number and outside diameter

lb.

31
ft.

in.

Boiler
Style

Tank
p.pmp

lb.

9

Working pressure

lb.

lb.

10

Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck, journals

coal

80,n00
96.000
44S.O0O
358.000
32,500
57,500
654,000

driving
rigid

II
11

57
by 13

Standard 2-6-6-2 Type Locomotive

of the

with which these locomotives are

Gage

H

P.,

SaSOOLb. S9,400Lb. W, 100 Lb.

Weight Distribution
the specialties

:i

::1;

L.

Q9

^

I

I

>j

[

;

'A

_X

X

in.

diameter

|,

base,
base,

!4

Wheels

used between the engine and tender.

S's"

Wheel
Wheel

P.,

over tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals

Driving.

j^27ii.-£2_.,

Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight

in.

Piston

^goQcpgOOo 91199

Among

by 32

in.

yalves

The

r^p

60.7
21.7 cu. ft.
340.
3.4

Kind

Scoville type.

Radial

Type

Clearance Diagram for the Standard Light Mallet
Locomotive.

total

evaporative heating
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Business Association Addresses Mr. Hines
Emphasizes Importance of Keeping

at

Work

Industry Hav-

ing 3,000 Concerns with 1,750,000 Employees
B. JOHNSON of the Railway Business
Association on Monday of this week addressed to
Director-General Hines an extended communication
in which he has requested the director-general to acquaint
Congress with the extent to which the proposed capital
outlays for 1919 would keep at work employees now or
recently on the payrolls of railway supply industries and to
recommend to the appropriation committees of the Senate and
House an enlargement of the budget for improvements. In
his letter Mr. Johnson has shown that the railway supply
industry of the country includes from 2,000 to 3,000 firms,
having in normal times about 1,750,000 employees and has
emphasized that the withdrawing from the market at present
price scales with the maintenance of wage scales as requested
by the Secretary of Labor will mean but one thing unemployment and resulting ill-effect on the industry itself as well
The Railway Business
as its extensive related industries.
Association in presenting the letter to its members has suggested further, that the members and others interested can aid
in the accomplishing of the recommended policy by Congress if they will propose embodiment of reference to it in
resolutions of business organizations urging an extra session
and prompt action relating to transportation.
The communication to Director-General Hines follows:
Pursuant to action taken by the Railway Business Association, a national organization of manufacturing, mercantile
and engineering concerns which deal in railway accessories,
at its annual meeting in Chicago, Januar}- 9, it devolves upon
me as president of the association to address you upon the
subject of additions and betterments during government

PRESIDENT ALBA

—

control.

We have noted with gratification and hope the following
paragraph contained in your letter of January 24, addressed

ing the Secretary of Labor, to maintain our organizations

and wage-scales.
Obviously with the Railroad Administration withdrawing from the market at the current price level
and the Secretary of Labor appealing to us to maintain the
wage-scale which determines that price level something must
give way; and what is now giving way is employment.
The Railway Business Association at its annual meeting
in Chicago, January 9, adopted the following resolution

Additions and Betterments
"During the period of government control additions and
betterments should proceed with vigor and foresightedness.
Discretion should be permitted the railway corporations in
determining the design and amount of facilities which they
will acquire.
The government should provide for corporate
co-operation in projects for terminals, way and structures,
so as to promote joint use and an avoidance of needless duplication.
The government should make such allowance in
terms of purchase that the corporations will not carry the
whole burden of war prices while their income is based
upon that of 1915-17. Government loans should be funded
for such periods and at such rates of interest as will give
each carrier reasonable opportunity to discharge all financial
obligations to the government."

While properly ordering your course from the adminis-

may you not appropriately lay before
Congress the dilemma in which the equipment industry is
placed and suggest that Congress recognize the wage and
price situation as an outgrowth of the war which requires a
part of the cost of railway additions and betterments to be
absorbed not by the corporations, whose income has stood
still, but by the federal treasury?
trative point of view,

Government and Unemployment

to the secretary of the treasury:

To

Stabilize Industry

"It is highly important that adequate

funds for these purposes should be provided so as to give the Railroad Administration a reasonable margin for encouraging the making
of such railroad improvements as may seem justifiable from
the railroad standpoint, especially since such improvements
mil aid in stabilizing the general industrial situation."
You indicate a purpose of effecting additions and betterments during government control with assent of the railroad
corporations.

An

Intermediate Step

Events have shown that an intermediate step by the government is essential if general industrial conditions are to be
stabilized through railway additions and betterments subject
That step is an adjustment of the cost
to corporate assent.
30 that the corporations having income based upon that of
1915-17 will not be charged with equipment or other construction acquired at war price levels.
Railroad purchases
have been cut to the l)one.
Cancellation of railroad orders
has been general. Unemployment in the railway supply industries has already become serious and is spreading.
Shops
have begun to close down.
Soldiers are coming home in
quest of positions, and in the midst of a universal desire to
re-employ them they are confronted with diminishing instead
of enlarging opportunities for work.
On the other hand manufacturers are faced with a demand
by organized labor and by a large part of the public, includ-
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General business depressions in the past have been accentuated and prolonged by the cessation of railway purchases,
while general business prosperity has been enlarged and protracted by resumption and continuance of railway buying.
One of the advantages claimed for government ownership
and operation of railroads has been that in time of unemployment the public credit would permit the prosecution of projects
giving employment to men otherwise idle. If there ever was
a time when the use of public credit was justified for maintenance of employment, it is now when an army of young men
is being demobilized in the midst of industrial depression.
Yet the government itself through the Railroad Administration is postponing every expenditure that can be postponed.

Returning Soldiers
It

is

civil life

announced that soldiers not yet re-employed
will be retained in

army

service until

in

they find

This will involve continuance of soldiers' pay and
maintenance of the soldiers
camp. The government thus commits itself to expendi-

work.

families' allowances as well as
in

tures for the object of relieving or mitigating the privations

incident to readjustment.
justification

for

Would

not there be even completer

government expenditure

to

employ men in

Even though the high
the production of railway facilities?
industrial wage scale compels a higher range of prices than
railway corporations ought to be asked to pay, and
though the government therefore must defray the excess over
normal costs, the man placed or kept upon the payroll would
the

.

.

.
,
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be engaged,

iiiiliki'

soldiir.--

nicntalitiis of industry

to di'plorf

any

Lossi's

nci'ds.

|)rosi'nt

duo

ami

at

lamp,

ronmu'rri-.

in

proilmiiiK

'I'lic

m>tiii

country will live

lU-^Uvt of provi.sion for future

Irafl'u

to rcstrictal transjuirlation faiilitii'.s in a

period of great activity might

ea.sily lie

greater than the

co.st

of stal)ili/.ing eni|)loynient now liy carrying through a budget
of additions and i)etterments approaching in extent the provision made in some years of the past.

A
We

for

with i)lant and people in suljstantially larger
numbers than the estimate given aiiove ready to work upon
the production of railway supplies if ordered.
Railway purchases ramif}' into almost every conceivaljle
commodity. The group of industries which our association
serves is believed to number between 2,000 and 3,000 concerns whose product wholly or to an important extent is
consumed by railways or by other concerns making goods for
railways. These companies maintain principal or branch
plants in practically every state in the union, in some cases
several in a state.
This is not all. The influence of railway purchases extends far beyond those engaged in a whole or in part in the
A cessation of railway additions
railway supply industr}-.
and betterments puts a blight upon a great many other

FREIGHT

It cuts off the greatest single market for iron and
lumber and practically every Ijasic staple. It puts a
brake upon the great building and construction industry,
which suffers when our people cease to build factories, and
hence there is no building of homes for employees. It stops
the consumption of machiner}' and other equipment and supplies for mills.
By playing havoc with the industrial payroll in many communities where these railway supply plants
are located, it knocks the bottom out of retail trade and
hence reacts unfavorably upon the whole community and
upon industries everywhere which furnish goods for domestic
consumption.
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1,441
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1,354
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time.s

etiuii)ped

1916
1917
1918

4.211
4,466
2,127

1914

a

5

numbers of i'(|uii)meiit and constructifJii units and Iuiko
employ |)ro|)ortionately fewer jieople in tiie industries tiian
would have jjeen the ease in past years.
Irom tile animal .statistical numijers of the Railway Age,
we take tlie following tables, in each year going back to the
dale in which that periodical began to taljulate the figures:
.Mills 01' New TiiArK liuiLT (Lineab ano Mii.tii'I.k)
VMr
Miles
Milet
Vi-..r
I'M-'
:<;13

Million and Three-Quarters

group of industries estimated to have
were good about one and three-quarters
They have been employing greatly
enlargements of plant.
They are now
increased numl)ers of men and women.
speak

employed when
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Foreign
2,493
4,571
3,200
4,072
9,618

14,128
21,309
32,038
42,941

Total
93,570
180,945
72,161
152,429
207,684
104,541
74.112
135,001
151,401
124,708

Built

Total

Year

1,175
1.251
1,875
2,475
3,153
3,384
4,070
5,152
3,441
5,491
6,952
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1908*.
1909*.
1910*.
1911*.
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1.886
2,596
4,441
3,143
4,403
4,561
1,962
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2,708
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Foreign
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Total
2,342

291
314
387
512
771
273
835

2,887
4,755
3.530
4,915
5,332
2,235
2,085
4,075
5,446
6,475

1,367
2.861
2,807

people.
steel,

Many

Millions Affected

We have already remarked that concerns, the whole or
a large part of whose product was for railways, including
everything from raw material to finished products, have employed about as many men as the railways employ or upwards of one million and three-quarters. We have seen that
those looking to these industries for livelihood largely increased in number since that estimate was computed. With
those dependent upon them the number directly affected
aggregates many millions.
Add to these the people of the

—

manufacturing communities who are engaged in trade and in
articles which are bought for consumption Ijy those
on the industrial payroll, not to mention the stockholders in
all these industrial and commercial institutions, and it is evident that the rise and fall of activity in railway supplies is a
barometer of the whole national prosperity.

making

What

Production Is Proposed

As trustees for the stockholders and employees we,
managers of these industries, invite your consideration

the

*Inchides Canadian out[)iit.
Tincludes Canadian output and

e(|uii>nient built in

company

sliops.

Terminal construction and improvement seems not

to be

recorded statistically but the tendency through a period of
years would be suggested by the figures for miles of track
built.

A

Significant

Comparison

Would you

not think it advisable to acquaint the appropriation committees of Congress with the extent of proposed
additions and betterments in 1919 expressed not in dollars but
A comparison of what is
in units of ecjuipment and plant?
projected with actual additions and betterments in past years
would enable Congress to measure the extent to which a $750,000,000 addition to the revolving fund would in your judg-

ment "aid

By such

in

stabilizing the general

industrial

situation."

a comparison, taking into consideration the current

wages and of prices for material depending upon the wage-scale, Congress would be placed in
fjosition to authorize if this is its purpose such railway improvements during government control as would meet future
traffic needs on the one hand and employ labor on the other.
altitude of industrial

A

Question of Legislative Policy

Undoubtedly you will regard this as a legislative question;
a policy which Congress should decide and which if authorNevertheless
ized it would be your function to administer.
the proposal of a five-year extension of government control
must necessarily have contemplated some arrangement by
which the corporations could acquire title to new property
upon terms equitable to them. May we not suggest that
you recommend such adjustment for adoption forthwith?

of

certain details of fact.

Stating the conclusion first and the fact afterwards, that
conclusion is that the proposed provision for additions and
betterments in 1919 expressed in dollars is substantially less
than the new capital put into railway improvements even in

the years immediately preceding the war, not to speak of
years when net earnings were more favorable; and that upon
the level of labor and material cost now prevailing the pro-

posed estimate of money would produce very greatly smaller

The Canadian National Railways on Prince Edward Island,
which are narrow gage, are having a third rail laid on about
sixty miles of the more important sections of the lines on
the island with a view to running freight cars from the conStandtinent through to the principal places on the island.
ard gage freight cars are taken to the island by a car ferry
between Cape Tormentine, N. B., and Borden. P. E. I.; but
frei,ght for inland points on the island has to be transferred
at Borden into narrow gage cars.

—

. .

Use

Treated Timber in Car Construction*

of

Influence of

Decay on Life
of Treating

TWO
OVER
annually

Wooden Car

of

BiLLiox feet of lumber and timber are used
maintenance of railway freight equipment and for the construction of new cars. This represents an annual outlay for material alone of approximately
?60,000,000. To this must be added, of course, an even greater
expenditure for labor, steel and other material. With a view
3f ascertaining the service which untreated wood has given
in this character of construction and with the desire also to
learn to what extent it has given added service in specific
rases through wood preservation, and to what extent economy
ivould be developed by the general adoption of the practice
jf wood preservation, and further, as the subject is of very
Dertinent interest at this time, the committee felt it advisable

make

tions are that conditions

for the

favoraI)le to decay vary with the
being most predominant in refrigerator and
less in gondola and flat cars, and least in

type of car,
.stock

it

cars,

box cars.
Question 2. What portions of these various types of cars
are most affected by decay?
(i. e., where is decay the direct
cause for replacements and repairs, or indirectly the cause of
mechanical failure due to the weakening of certain parts reTable 2.— Summary of Replies to Question No. 2 (a)
repaired or replaced due to decay previous to the
""''«"'"! "^e. Number of 'replies re^rring to each
pa?t"'aie°"iven

a— Underframe— Parts

Points of contact are chiefly referred to.
areas

study a subject of special investigation, both
hrough the medium of a questionnaire to all car builders
md i)}- means of personal study.
The preliminar\- investigation developed that there was
,'er}- little information available on this subject.
As it was felt
hat it was a matter of great importance, and that it should
)e gone into thoroughly and fully, a questionnaire was pre)ared and sent to the members of the Master Car Builders'
;o

All types
Refrigerator.

24

was

covered

the

following

it

information,

75
an.i

ovef
....

end.
lat.

ox

.

.

.

.

...
...

Note

....

— Sixty

Two

riuestionnaires analyzed.

gave no reply

to

1

— SuMM,\RY

OF Replies to Question No.

50
to

75
per cent

to

Less
than

5C
per cent

25
per cent

25

11

7

?

4
2

11
9

9
12

1

14

7

.1

9

12
17

25

.

due

to

of

decay

decay

IS
14
13
8
9

5

No

Expies-

Total
Question-

Reply naires

2
3

4
3

tab.

9
12
in
10
10

2-.\.

from attack by decay?) (a) Underframe (name
parts)? (b) Superstructure (name parts) ?
(a) Over 95 per cent of the replies specify sills and about
90 per cent state that floors or decking of refrigerator, stock
and open cars are replaced because of decay. The predominating opinion is that the points of contact are chiefly affected
and weakened to such an extent as to cause mechanical failure
of the entire parts,
(b) Posts and braces, roof boards and
siding at the points of contact, appear to be most affected.

1

Indicnting
Consider- Refuting
able loss influence

Q.

suhing

61
61
61
61

Other parts mentioned which are subject to failure due to
decay are: Running boards, saddles, side and end plates,

61

ridge poles and purlines.

—

.\pproxim ately 77 J^ per cent of those replying indicate that decay
decidedly an important contri buting factor.

Question 3. What species of wood do you employ iox the
following parts of refrigerator, stock, flat, gondola and box
cars?
(a) Draft timbers? (b) End sills? (c) Side sills?
(d) Intermediate sills?
(e) Flooring?
(f) Posts?
(g)
Siding? (h) Lining? (i) Ridge poles? (j) Purlines? (k)
Carlines? (1) Side and end plates? (m) Roof deck?
The prevailing practice is to require oak for draft timbers,

lumber and timber,

(b) Suitability and economy of wood,
Factors affecting the physical and mechanical fitness of
.'ood.
(d) Importance of the assistance it may be possible
J render the nation and railroads by augmenting the car
uilding program b}- the extensive use of wood.
Eighty-eight questionnaires were returned representing
bout 75 per cent of the most important railroad systems of
le country.
Of these, 61 were analyzed and the replies sumlarized in tables published in the appendix, 21 were disirded for lack of information, and six were too late to be inluded in this re[)ort.
f

2

3

1

8
9
9

felt

Percentage of Maintenance Due to Decay Grouped According to
sions of Respondents (Number of Replies Given)

Type of per cent

c.

P5

2

Note

—

T.\nLE

IT.

1,^

.Stock

Gondola

by the committee and collaborators, was
fundamental study of the subject:
For Car Construction
(a) Availability, co.st and quality

ef

and enclosed

•Ok

lecessary to a thorough

tocl<

mortises, tenons

jj

Box

questionnaire

cars

e.,

o

Flat

vhich,

i.

this

Association.

The

Methods

Parts;

and Results Secured

c)

Taple

Summary

3.

of Replies to Question

—

—

Superstructure Parts repaired or replaced due to
b
replies mentioning each part given.

di

2

(b)

cay.

o^

Results of Investigation
Question 1. To what extent, in general, does decay influmaintenance of all-wood and composite freight cars?
e., general observations
from practical experience de(c) Gonred.)
(a) Refrigerator cars?
(b) Stock cars?

types
Refrigerator
All

ice

(d) Flat cars?
(e) Box cars?
Over 75 per cent of the replies indicate that decay inlluices the maintenance of wooden freight equipment to a conderal^le extent, and only 9 per cent have given it as their
Dinion that decay is not a contributing factor.
The indica-

Stock
Flat
P.ox

olas?

* From a report presented at the convention of the .American
rvers Association held in St. Louis on Tanuarv 28 and 29.

Wood

Pre-

.

31
S

14

9

4

8

9

7

4
.

.

6

Gondola

i.

Note

— Sixty

questionnaires analyzed.

Three gave no

reply.

end sills, posts and braces. Douglas fir and Southern yellow
The pine
pine are generally used for all other purposes.
predominates owing to the nearness of the plants to the source
In new construction, steel is ver\' largely used
of supply.
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2'»<.

in ccntor

.<ills,

;in(l

to .somi'

(.•.\li'nt

for .side

.sills

and

QurstiiDi

What

4.

service records

for the study of this

of untreated car materials
Ninety-three per cent of

The remainder

(name
tlie

Question
not,

"No

(stock cars),

flooring

Question

Have you used

5.

why

four to six

Box?
dola

if

has been the experience with treated
any? Please state this in detail, by refer-

Question 6-A. Does the handling of crcosoted material in
any labor problem?
Replies from the few firms having experience indicate that
(The
labor objects to handling freshly creosoted timber.

?

evident from the character of replies to this question

had

Wood

7

1

1

2

8

..

47
44

?

B

8

.">

1

Side

sills

f

••

•

3

46
46
46

2

..
..

..

E

..

5

F

5

2

37

G

H
I

Purlines
Carlines

.

.

.

.

J

E.

plates

Total

references

to

•

1

2

2

15

1

70
66
66
64
71

41

44
44

1

26

..

29

28
39
43

23

4

196

449

12

901

fir.

committee feels that this is not a serious objection as it can
be overcome by proper practices.)
Question 7. What service records can you give of treated
car material?
Ninety-five per cent of the replies give no information,
but 5 per cent of the replies give the following records Reply
No. 48. Treated refrigerator car sills in service from three
to seven years. Reply No. 30. Treated log car sills in service
eight years. Reply No. 26. Treated stock car sills and flooring in service six years. All of the above treated material is
still in good condition.
Question 8. If creosoted sills are employed for refrigerator,
box, stock and gondola cars, can all stenciling be applied to
the body of the car?
Fifty per cent of the replies state "Yes" and 15 per cent
The remainder do not reply.
state "No."
Question 9. If creosoted sills are employed for flat cars
would it be practical and economical to use metal numerals
:

and signs to replace stenciling?
Over 60 per cent state it is practical.

9

l.S

63
66
62
63
7S
K7
65

1

Side plates, pine or

s

K.1

2

species..

fc

1<)

L

plates usually specified oak.

3

43

K

M

Roof deck

.

•

•

•

under-

in

used by

.s:

A

Lining
Ridge poles

the mechanical life of the

of references to various species for different parts given

sills

D

mind

equaled the original cost of the car.
Question 13. Would the use of creosoted timljcr

End

sills

in

interest,

Species of

Flooring
Posts
Siding

the mechanical life of the various

is

TABLE 4— SUMMARY OF REPLIES TO QUESTION NO.

Timber

whether creo-

i)e

car as meaning the full period of its usefulness, from the
time of construction to the time the car is "wrecked" or dismantled, as being unprofitable, disregarding the outlay of
repairs expended on it or the extent to wliich reconstruction
was necessary at any time. In this case the committee feels
a more reasonable definition of "mechanical life" would be
the period rec|uired in which the expenditure for repairs, with

the shops present

Number

be satisfactory practice to use creofor refrigerator cars?
If

and roofing

?

that the respondents

questions.

End

and eco-

(1) Wood? (2) Composite (steel
(3) Composite (steel center sills only) ? (a)
(b) Refrigerator? (c) Stock? (d) Flat? (e) Gon-

underframe)

What

6.

it

to be evenly divided as to

What

Question 12.

ence to ]iart and character of service.
Eighty-five per cent of the answers stated "No experience."
The balance report varying experience referred to in later

*

practical

types of cars, as follows:

It is

car material,

&

i)otli

tice is satisfactory.

treated timber in car construc-

products.

S.

is

expected to contaminate lading, but
one firm with several years' experience states that such prac-

and character, species and treatment.
Eighty-five per cent answer "No." Fifteen per cent reply
"Yes," representing 10 railroads which have used coal tar
preservatives, creosote oil, paint and other proprietary
Qitestwn

may

soted material

If so, state kind

Inter

it

?

Opinion api)ears

record."

five to eight )ears;

Sills,

Would

1.

1

.soted sills, sui)-llo<)ring

]>arts).

answers stated

report as follows:

four to six years;

have you which arc
(a) Natural life

subject?

years; po-sts and braces, six to eight years.

Draft

tiiat

nomical.

availalili"

tion?
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Over 45 per cent agree

for draft

rigging.

roofs,

AGIO

I,

Opinion

is

evenly

divided as to whether it is economical.
Question 10. If stock cars are built of creosoted lumber
throughout, would it be practical and economical to use sign
boards on both sides for all stenciling?

frame and superstructure materially increase the period of
mechanical usefulness of all types of cars, or any particular
type?
Eighty per cent of replies say "Yes," and 20 per cent
say "No."

Question 14.
sills, flooring,

To what

extent

would the use

of creosoted

posts, rcxjfing, etc., reduce repairs?

Over 80 per cent of the replies indicate that treatment
would reduce repairs. The percentage of saving varies from
less than 25 per cent to more than 50 per cent.
Question 15. Have you had experience with brush treatment of sills (mortises, tenons, ends, etc.) with coal tar or
creosote

?

About 65 per
treatment.

Ten

cent report having experience with brush
were used.

different products

Question 16. Have you had experience with treating car
material by the open tank system (hot and cold treatment)
(a)
or by dipping (short immersion) using creosote oil?
If so, what procedure was followed in the treatment and
What were the results
(b)
what preservative was used?
obtained, and what is your opinion of the value of such
treatment ?

Only one emLess than 10 per cent report experience.
ploys the standard open tank process and states that "Such

—

.
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reatment very greatly increases the

days' stock whereas those which consume over 40,000,000
ft. per year carry a 12 months' supply of soft woods and an
even longer supply of hardwoods. The practice of carrying

the materials

of

life

reated.''

Question 17. Have you employed car lumber creosoted by
(b)
itandard pressure processes?
(a) If so, what species?
A^hat specifications for treatment and preservative were folowed? (c) What have been the results, and what is your

a year's supply in order that the wood may become properly
seasoned before use is to be commended very highly.
It is
essential that wood be thoroughly seasoned where it is to be
given preservative treatment,
(a) Replies indicate that the
general practice is to store dressed lumber, kiln-dried stock
and high-grade hardwoods in sheds, (b) Three-quarters of

(d) Have you used
other method of treating for the purpose of retarding
lecay?
(If so, mention material used with results.)
But one firm reports experience with pressure treatment,
laving used with satisfactory results, both straight creosote
(pinion of the value of such treatments?

my

Card

ind the

Table
Tabulation

8
2

species used for various parts
Roofing Western hemlock, redSiding cypress,
vood, cypress, Sitka spruce, noble fir.
End sills gum. Lining noble
?itka spruce, noble fir.

follows:

3

Products used

factory

Creosote
Coal tar

—
—

—
—

Unsati»factory

8
2

Carbolineum

1

statement

Satis-

l

18

Paints

5

Wood

2

Proprietary asphalt waterproofing products.
Carglue

13

5

4

1

tar preservatives

2
1

37

common?)

cars were as

No

21

replies

Miscellaneous Data

showed the new

of brush treatment—

sort

of

1

Question 1. What experience have you had with the use of
'new" species of wood in car building? (e. g., have you used
jitka spruce, noble fir, Western white fir, or other species
replies

of REriiES to Question 15

nnmber who used some

replies,

37

Number

ndicating that the introduction of preservative treatment
vould necessitate at least some changes.

vhich are not

of

what product and whether satisfactory
Brush treatment used
No treatment used

I

)f

Summary

17

process.

Question 18. To what extent would your shop practice be
iffected by the introduction of treating processes and what
nethod of preservative treatment would be the most practical,
;£ficiency thereof considered?
The majority feel that shop practice would be affected to
greater or less degree by the adoption of wood preservation,

The

297

31

6

1 per cent on the average is the loss from warping, weathering and decay,
(c) Replies indicate that in recent years
increasing difficulty has been experienced in securing satisfactory grades of oak and other hardwoods.

Question 4. What efforts are made toward salvage of old
car lumber at repair shops ?
A general effort is apparent throughout the industry to

TABLE 14— SUMMARY OF REPLIES TO QUESTION 12
What Is the Mechanical Life of the Various Types of Cars?
Questionnaires Analyzed to November 5, 1918
Mechanical Life as Stated by Qitestiontiaire

Sixty-one

Box Cars
Years

12

life

i:

1-1

15

16

17

18

19

Wood
Composite, steel underframe.
Composite, steel center sill

.

20

22

25

13

1

3
'i

4

i

6
4

20

22

25

26

4

.

26

28

30
4
4

35

40

No

"i

reply
13
35

42

Refrigerator Cars
Years

14

life

Wood

;S

1

Steel underframe
Steel center sill

'i

16
2

17

18
2

2

3

1

1

2

i

28

'i

2

30

35

40

No

1

reply
30

S

41

47

'i

Stock Cars
Years

14

life

Wood
Steel underframe
Steel center sill
14
3

life

Wood
underframe

Steel
Steel

16

15

16

6

1

8

I

17

2

18

20

22

1

10

1

4
'i

"i

4

IS
2

20

25

26

28

3

2

30

35

40

No

'2

'i

reply
23

40
46

i

1

Cars

I-"lat

Years

15
2
2
2

center

sill

2

1

14

IS

17
2

22

3

26

28

4

7
2

20

25
4

30

35

40

No

i

1

22

25
2

26

7

4

3

'i

3

1

reply

18
34
45

1

'i

3

Gondola Cars
Years

12

life

13

Wood

16

17

Steel underframe
Steel center sill

Note.

—Where

the reply stated a term of years,

—noble
— Sitka

Decking

ar.

md

braces

fir.

Sheathing

e.,

i.

—Port

O

"from

cedar.

6 to 8 years," an average of the

Posts

spruce.

2. To what extent have you used hardwoods such
maple or birch, for flooring in cars subject to excessive
nechanical wear?
(a) Do you consider the extra life of
lardwood parts justifies the expense?
Oak and maple are generally used in ore cars and to some
;xtent in flat and gondola cars.
A few firms report use of
jirch, hickory and beech for such purposes, and a few use

Question

IS

oak,

pine or

fir in

these types of equipment,

(a)

jer cent of replies indicate that extra cost of
s justified

by greater

What

More than 70

hardwood parts

life.

the average amount of car stock kept
your shops or yards? (a) Is this stock stored in
sheds?
(b) What is the percentage of loss from warping,
weathering and decay?
(c) What difficulties do you have
in getting car stock true to grade and properly seasoned?
With what species have you had this trouble?
Reports indicate that smaller shops carry from 60 to 90
jn

Question

hand

at

3.

is

18

19

two figures was used

28

30

35

40

2
3
1

in

summary,

i.

e.,

No

reply
19
38
45

7 years.

salvage all material that can be worked over at a profit. The
following instances of use for salvaged lumber are given:
Old siding and lining cut into roof repairs, grain doors, coal

yard and snow fences.
Old car sills cut into sill
cross-ties, engine wood, shims, car stakes, narrow
gage ties, cripple posts, running board saddles, blocking,
framing posts. Old roofing cut into yard fencing.
Question 5. What is the comparative life of single sheathed
and double sheathed box cars of similar weight and capacity ?
Three firms report the double sheathed box car has up to 25
per cent longer life than single sheathed. Four firms report
single sheathed up to 50 per cent longer life than double
sheathed.
Four report that the life of the two classes of
car is practically identical. The remainder report no figures
doors,

splices,

available.

The report was signed by H. S. Sackett (C, M. & St. P.),
chairman; K. C. Barth (Barrett Manufacturing Company),
chairman sub-committee on Car Construction; Lowrv Smith
(N. P.), F. V. Dunham (Southern Pine Association), W. W.
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Lawson

(

Master

T.

& N.

O.

),

V.

R. Hawthorne, acting secretary
and S. W. Allen, United

C\ir Huilders" Association,

States Torest Pnxlucts I.ahoratory.

Watennan, siiperintendent

H,

Ciiicafjo, Iturlinj^ton

&

of

timber construction,

(^)uincy, reported tliat larjje (|uantities

had been treatcil and used in the construction of
stock cars during the period from 1911 to 1914, inclusive.
Recent investigation at all car repair yards on the system
indicated that there was no record of any of these cars
having l)een repaired to date, because of the decay of the
This treated timl)er was used for lloorings
treated timber.
and sills; the average life of untreated timber for these purof timber

poses is tliree or four years.
L. K. Sillcox, master car builder, Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, at Milwaukee, urged the treatment of car roofing
timbers and the material in stock cars.
of the car department. Rock
J. H. Milton, superintendent
Island Lines, favored the treating of longitudinal sills, posts
for gondola and stock cars, but opposed the
creosoting of timber for box and refrigerator cars, because
of danger of injury to the lading.

and decking

American Association

pages covered

of

Passenger Traffic Officers
si.XTY-THiRD ANNUAL CONVENTION of the American
Association of Passenger Traffic Officers was held at
Baltimore on Januar)' 22, following a short session at
Washington at which Walker D. Hines director general of
railroads, delivered the address which was published in last
week's issue. Little business was transacted at the meeting,
as most of the subjects which have usually been included in
the association's docket are now being handled by the Railroad Administration. Many of the changes in the handling
of passenger traffic which have been adopted during the past

THE

year, such as the standardizing of ticket forms, baggage rules
and other practices, the rule against making Pullman reser-

vations in advance of purchase of ticket and the surcharge for
Pullman passengers, which was later withdrawn, originated
with the association, which was not, however, able to put
them into effect generally because its decisions were only

recommendatory. The principal purpose of the meeting was
to get the passenger officers together to meet the director general and to give them a better understanding of some of the
purposes and policies of the United States Railroad Administration.

O. P. McCarty, president of the association, delivered a
brief opening address in part as follows:
"On account of the participation of the United States in

the world war and the taking over of the railroads by the
federal government the question of abandoning the sixtythird annual convention of this association was seriously considered, but your officers, after conference with the United
Railroad Administration, decided in favor of
States
it.

very gratifying to me, and I am quite sure equally
so to all of you, that we are able to hold our annual meetmg, and to have such a representative attendance.
"This is the oldest railroad organization in the United
States, and during its 63 years' existence not a single annual
"It

is

meeting has been missed.
it was a legislative body, holding two
annum, at which interline passenger fares were
compiled, and rules and regulations concerning the conduct
of passenger traffic and allied subjects were considered and

"In

its

early history

sessions per

adopted.
size of

The

joint rate sheets of those times

pages of the present

tariffs,

the leading i)oints and destinations re(|uired

adjourned for five or more days until the rate committees' re|)ort was (ompleted and ready for submission.
Upon the
growlii of the ])a.ssenger traftic, the machinery of the association, with two meetings a )ear, was found too slow, and territorial associations were fonned, with more freriuent sessions,
and the rate making divided into groujjs covering important
Following these changes but one session
districts or cities.
a year of the general ass(xiation has lieen held.
"Under these changed conditions our association is not,
strictly .speaking, a legislative body with authority to take
final action, but through its committees has initiated many
reforms, which when referred to the territorial organizations
with the endorsement of this association, have Ix-en favorably
acted upon.
"The interchange of views l)etvveen members brought together at these annual meetings is educational, and through
its committees the association has been of valuable assistance
to the territorial committees, and we believe will be to the regional passenger traffic committees as now organized, aside
from the social and fraternal benefits. We believe the association has a wide field of usefulness in the future as in the
})ast, and the suljjects listed in the dockets should be carefully
selected

"The

holding

all

for the entire rate fabric of all the railroads.

"In those days the general ticket agents disposed of tlie
mi.scellaneous sui)jects on the convention ckxket, and then

Discussion
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were about the

and but four

to eight

and

.seriously considered.

of this association have been exercised
through great epochs in the history of our countr)' notably:
the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, and the world
war, recently brought to a close.
In all of these crises the
United States responded noljly to the call, in blood, in
money and sacrifices, to maintain the honor and glory of
activities

—

the flag.

"The railroads performed their share with patriotic zeal,
and by furnishing the transportation needed contributed
largely to the winning of these wars; furthermore, the prompt
assembling of troops at the border no doubt prevented a
Mexican invasion.
"To meet necessities growing out of the war the railroads
were taken over December 28, 1917, and have been operated
by the government from that date. Changes in operating and
traffic methods were inaugurated for the better movement of
troops, war materials, etc.
economies were effected in the
;

consolidation of ticket offices, elimination of outside agencies,
reduction in train service, curtailment of advertising, etc.

A

material advance in passenger fares was also made.
"Some of these changes would have been made by the carriers if they had not been prohibited by federal or state laws.
The public have been benefited and service improved in some
instances, but when the contrary was the case they have submitted graciously and loyally to a war necessity.
"The officials and employees of the railroads, including
those in the passenger departments, have patriotically and
faithfully performed the tasks assigned them under the new
regime, and whether the railroads are to be operated in the
future by the government or by the owners they can be relied
upon to loyally do their part. In conclusion let us hope that
permanent world peace will come out of the horrors of the
past four years."
Officers for tlie ensuing year were elected as follows: Pres-

W. J. Black, passenger traffic manager, Atchison, To& Santa Fe; Vice-president, W. A. Russell, passenger
traffic manager, Louisville & Nashville; secretary, W. C.

ident,

j)eka

manager. Central of New Jersey,
chairman of executive committee, L. F.
Vosburgh, passenger traffic manager, New York Central.

Hope, passenger

New York

traffic

City;

The other members of the executive committee are T. C.
White, G. D. Hunter, Cal E. Stone, Gerrit Fort, Alexander
Hilton, J. J. Brown, and W. G. Black.

—

Head

of State Lines

Opposes Government Operation

William Hoy, South African

Sir

Political

GOVERNMENT

:

OPERATION

of railways

is

generally a fail-

and private
Such is the substance of the opinions of Sir ^^'illiam Wilson Hoy, general
manager of Railways and Harbors of the Union of South
Africa, as presented in a hearing before the State Mining
Commission of that countr\'.
While the subject of the investigation was the proposed
nationalization of mines. Sir William Hoy's testimony was
the advantages of railway nationalization

enterprise in the field of transportation.

presented for the purpose of outlining the experience of South
Africa and other countries under government and private

His testimony was especially intermanager of government operated railroads. Although he admitted that difpolitical, geographical and economic
ferences in conditions
produce varying results under like schemes of management,
experience in practically all countries shows that politics
operation of railroads.

esting because of his long experience as a

—

railway organizations regardless
safeguards applied; that the morale
3f officers and employees is lowered and discipline seriously
disturbed; that exorbitant wage demands are encouraged
3ver-centralization stimulated and rigidity of policy fostered.
persist in creeping into state
af the statutory or other

initiative

private

enterprises,

and

While

efficiency
are generally found in
they are rarely evident in government

arganizations.

William Hoy's remarks before the commission were

Sir

in

Dart as follows:

South African Experience with State Rail Service

The

efficiency of officers

railways

is

and men on the South African

of a high standard.

In capacity, experience, abil-

and resource they compare favorably with any similar
oody of men in any railway service or in any private organization.
The Union possesses a staff of railwaymen of which
iny may be proud.
Nevertheless, South African experience indicates that cer:ain disadvantages attach to state services, and that much of
:he time and energy of the staff are taken up with matters
ivith which no private management would be required to deal.
Staff control and discipline in a state concern are so bound up
n- regulations as to create greater difficulties in handling the
?taff than are experienced under private management
vide
he experience of Belgium, where it is said that political conMderations have so entered into discipline matters that heads
)f departments prefer to shut their eyes to many faults rather
:han risk having punishments they inflict cancelled by the in:ervention of politicians.

under a semi-judicial system efficiently to
body of men of different grades, such as
is employed in a railway service.
The service and discipline
'egulations on the South African railways are elaborate and
:umbersome. While there are excellent motives behind these
'egulations in the direction of preventing injustice and insurng impartial consideration of discipline cases, I am satisfied
;hat fair treatment can be secured to the staff without such
It

is

difficult

a large

elaboration.

In large private railways there
bility

of

employment as on

is

practically the

same

sta-

a state railway, except that any-

:hing in the nature of "slacking"
nissal.
In state concerns, however,

is

liable to result in dis-

not easy to deal with
while not doing an honest day's work carefully
;teers a course which just keeps him within the regulations,
rhis class of man is fortunatelv small, and will be found in
:he

man who

it is

It

Causes

any concern, but he

is better al)le to indulge his bent in a
than in a private organization. In short, there is not in
state concerns the same elasticity in the control of staff as in

state

private organizations.

On the other hand, with regard to promotion and reward
for gcx)d work, considerations of seniority play a greater part
than in a private concern in governing j)romotion.
a capable man without regard
to seniority, but a state concern has to step guardedly in such
matters.
It is extremely difficult to demonstrate in concrete
fashion that one particular man is more efficient than another, however superior he may be.
If seniority be made the
sole factor in determining promotion one of the main incentives to efficiency disappears, and the service suffers accordingly.
Fortunately, the statutory provisions governing promotion on the South African railways prescribe that preference shall be given to the efficient. On private railways some
appointments and promotions are the result of patronage, and
even favoritism, and I consider that in the Un-ion railway
service an able man has opportunities quite as good as, if not
better, than he would have in private employ.
There is a regrettable tendency for individuals in state employ to bring parliamentary influence to bear in regard to
alleged grievances; and in this they are frequently encouraged by legislators anxious to make political capital out of
such cases. Minor complaints are, therefore, frequently debated in Parliament purely on political grounds.
It is obviously impracticable and undesirable for the machinery of
Parliament to be utilized to perform the functions of appeal
boards already in existence.
Parliament has not the time,
even if it did have the complete evidence, to do justice either
in a state

A

private

manager can promote

men or to the administration.
The same applies to many other details which, on

to the

ity

rontrol

Says

Meddling and Costly Transportation

ure; state ownership with private operation combines

—

Official,

would not be considered
place before the general manager.
railway,

sufficiently

a private

important to

Matters in themselves trifling assume unwarranted importance by reason of their entry into the arena of politics,
and thus occupy much of the time of the principal executive
officers, which should be devoted to constructive work. iMoreover, undue influence on the executive authority is attended
with a broader disability, in that it operates against adequate
decentralization
the essence of efficient organization.

—

Efficiency of

Government Lines and Private Roads

What

—

Constitutes Efficiency in Railway Management?'
Considerable vagueness frequently exists as to what actually
constitutes efficiency in railway management.
It is misleading to judge a railway's efficiency In- particular details, and
I conceive that such must be determined by the following
broad consideration, viz.
(a) The maximum possii)le development of agricultural,
industrial and commercial activity by means of cheap and
well designed tariff's, and by efficient and expeditious service;
(b) The full development of passenger traffic by means of
cheap fares, comfort and speed of traveling.
The principal means of insuring relatively cheap railway
transportation is by economical construction, maintenance
and general working. Waste or extravagance in capital or
current costs ultimately results in higher tariffs.
Increased railway tariffs diminish traffic and retard indus-

trial

development.

Much

also depends on the general efficiency of the service
provided, and on the manner in which the tariffs are designed with relation to different classes of traffic.
Increased

299

:

traffic

Radly dtsiKiicd
which involves iiureas-

volume of

Iniftk-,

ing tariffs on the remaining traftU, for the reason that a deOperatincreases the ex])en(liture per unit.
ing expenses do not diminish in the same ratio as traffic,
owing to the large proportion of fixed charges included in
crease in traftk

railway costs.
ConlUct of Opinion on Achdnlaiics of Stale Versus PriThere is much room for diversity of opinion
vate Raihctiys.
as to the relative advantages of state versus i)rivate railways.
So much depends on the peculiar conditions of the country
concerned. Prior to 1885, Italy alternated between state and
In 1885 she definitely changed from
private management.
state to private management, and in 1905 reverted to state
management. In 1844 the British Parliament passed an act
dealing with the state purcha.se of the railways sanctioned

—

subsequent to 184o, and in 1865 the British Royal Commission reported in favor of the continuance of private management. Japan, after experience of private and state railways,
side by side, decided to nationalize the whole of her
railways.

—

Experience in India. The Indian Government, after elaborate research, has today found it difficult to arrive at a satisThe Railway Board of Infactory solution of the problem.
dia, in a memorandum summing up the main arguments put

forward on the general question, says (in part)
As regards efficiency, it i? said that this necessarily varies, and good and
bad examples of working can be quoted under both systems, but a general
survey affords no ground ior holding that a state system has the advanthat its
It is added as a definite disadvantage of a state system
tage.
working is liable to be affected in many ways by political influence^, and
serious.
*
very
*
may
be
*
consequence
the
that
shows
experience
Doubts are exoressed further whether in the working of rates for the
companies,
private
as
efficient
be
as
would
state
country,
its
of
development
a
and experience is said to show that state control invariably produces
of the
rigidity in the rate system which interferes with the attainment
of
interchange
maximum economic advantage to be derived from the
commodities, and prevents the full development of trade which is secured
by the freer and more elastic treatment of rates by independent railway
administration?.
In addition upholders of the existing system claim that it has positive
They say that the present allocation of different parts of
advantages.
Indian system of railways to semi-indep<;ndent administrations produces a
healthy competition and spirit of emulation, which would be lost if all
were brought under state management. They claim that the financial burden
of maintaining and extending the whole railway system to India is clearly
too great for the government to bear alone.
A policy of state-management for all the railways in India would inevitably tend to centralization; in this respect again the government would
be overburdened, and it would be well advised, according to this view,
to be con'ent. as at present, with a general control, and, for the direct
management of railway affairs, to retain the services of the companies.
is a composite one; the maowned by the state, but all except
managed by companies who have a small

The railway system

in India

jority of the railways are

three state lines are
share in the properties they administer.

privately owned, some of
ment aid under subsidy

owTied by district boards
Statistical

Comparison

extremely

Other railways are
them having been built by governOthers again are
or guarantee.
and native states.
of State and Private Operation.

—

difficult, if at all practicable, to

secure reliable

concrete comparisons of the actual results of working state
Large profits are possible under
versus private railways.
wasteful management if favorable conditions exist, e. g.,
dense traffic and satisfactory grades and curves. On the other

hand, small profits, or even no profits, may be earned by a
highly efficient railway unfavorably situated with regard to
traffic, grades and curves, and costs of labor and materials.
No railway unit of expenditure or revenue gives a reliable
comparison between one railway and another, as so much
depends upon:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

Costs of fuel, material and labor;
Physical character of country, which determines train loads;
Density a^d nature of traffic;
Average length of haul;
Industrial and railway policy;
Competition with alternative means of transportation; particularly

water \vays; and
(g)

Di.flFercnt

values cf

money

in

different countries.
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The Main Disadvantages

dtHreasfs the cxptiuliUire per unit.

tariffs diminisli tlie

It is

AGE
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M)

of State Control

Tile practical experience of stale ownership in different
countries demonstrates that it is attended with powerful dis-

As to how far the disappointing re.sults iiave
advantages.
been due to the jK-culiar local conditions of tiie countries
concerned, to wliat extent they were preventable, whether
e(iually powerful evils in other directions would have occurred under private ownershij), I am not prejiared to say.
The results ])l;iinly indicate that, unless adequate safeguards
arc devised, grave abu.ses and disadvantages attach to state
ownership.

Undue
General

Political Influence on Staff Conditions, Tariffs and
Where a large body of men, such as a

Facilities.

—

employed directly by the

state, there is a
danger of their enlisting the efforts of legislators to secure
i)etter wages, shorter hours, improved conditions, etc.
The enforcement on the management, by parliamentary influences, of changes in staff conditions, demoralizes the entire
railway service, impairs discipline, prevents good relations
between the staff and the management, destroys economical
operation, and in every way is to be gravely deplored.
Employees Resort to Political Influences. There is a
tendency on state railways for individual employees who

railway

is

staff,

.

.

.

—

aggrieved to resort to political influence.

feel

are harmful

alike to employees

The

and management.

results
Effici-

ency and economy are in the interest of the employees, as
waste,
extravagance, and inefficiency diminish railway

on the staff. Economical
operation soon disappears if the authority and
discipline of the management are undermined by undue ex-

profits,

and

and

this ultimately reacts

efficient

ternal influences.

—

These evils were so pronounced
Situation in Australia.
days of the Australian railways that the state

in the early

found itself compelled to appoint railway commissioners
with statutory powers, securing them as far as possible from
Conditions on the Austhe exercise of political influences.
The Commissioner
tralian railways are still unsatisfactory.
of Railways for Western Australia in his 1910, 1912 and
1913 reports shows that as a result of undue political inLabor is piling
fluence matters are drifting to an impasse.
up unreasonable demands, which have been granted by the
government directly to the labor societies without consultation with the commissioner. Traders and particular interests

employ similar methods to secure unwarranted

facilities.

The

net revenue of all the Australian railways decreased
heavily before the war. Since the war there have been heavy

notwithstanding increased rates.
Unreasonable Demands. There is also
a danger under state ovimersliip of the management being
forced to provide facilities to particular sections in such
matters as train service, accommodations, etc., which are not
Similarly, alterations in tariffs in favor of parwarranted.
ticular localities or interests are often clamored for, which
Unless the management is
are not in the general interest.
vested with reasonable independence it is difficult to resist
such demands.
Over-Centralization and Rigid Uniformity on State Lines.
There is undoubtedly a tendency toward over-centralization and rigid uniformity on state railways, and also of excessive rigidity in matters of audit-supervision of expenditures, contracts and revenue.
These elements result from
the necessity for great scrupulousness on the part of a
government to avoid the possibility of suspicion of partiality or abuse.
My own view is that these restrictions are
deficits,

Difficult to Resist

—

—

carried too far.
resource,

and

if

Over-centralization destroys initiative and
carried to excess, tends to cripple a large

organization.

There

is nothing inherent in state organization to preadequate decentralization, but the tendency certainly
toward over-centralization.

vent
is

:
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General Conclusions

The wide

Experience shows that politics do creep

extremely
difficult to decide as to the relative advantages and disadvantages of state and private railways.
On the whole, it
would seem that the problem is one to be determined according to the geographical position and the industrial,
economic, political and social conditions of the particular
country concerned, rather than according to the merits
claimed for either system in other countries.
The success or otherwise of state railways is influenced
largely by the extent to which the management is freed from
It is thus manifest that the problem is
political influence.
governed by many elements other than the purely economic.
After mature consideration of the problem in all its
aspects, I am inclined to the view that railways should be
laid out, constructed and owned by the state and that with
regard to the working, they should either l)e leased to a
private concern, suljject to adequate control as to the general
tariff policy, etc., as in Holland and India, or matters of
policy should be so divorced from executive control that state
management would be freed from interference, political or
otherwise, and afforded the same facilities for efficient workconflict of practical evidence renders
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it

ing as a private company.

managements

—

irrespective

of

the

statutory

into

all

state

or other

safe-

—

guards applied, as in the case of Australia and Italy and
that the only managements immune from interference are

Germany and Hungary.

the autocracies of

A

leading French economist, dealing with the Western
Railway taken over by the French Government in 1909, says:

"They have increased enormously the office staff; doubled,
indeed trebled, the number of employes;
an increase
of effective force of 5,280 units; when the traffic does not
warrant more than a cjuarter or a third at the most of that
increase.
They have raised the larger part of the
salaries, but there is still only a dissatisfied personnel.
"The democratic government, having a varying personnel,
practicing favoritism, favoring want of discipline and
habituated to prodigality and want of unanimity, is incapable
of conducting with method, surety and economy, a com-

...

.

.

.

plicated

industrial

strated.

.

task.

We

are having

it

fully

demon-

The same men

in the service of the state
cannot be as valuable as in the service of independent companies, because they are subjected to many more hindrances,
.

much more

.

suspicion,

much more

red

tape

and are

es-

pecially restrained in their initiative."

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General Hines Asks for an Additional

Appropriation of $750,000,000
Washington,

Railroad Administration
"revolving fund"
THEneeds
appropriation
an
$750,000,000,
of the

additional
of
according to an estimate sent by Director General
Hines to the secretary of the treasury on January 24 for
submission to Congress.
Of this amount, $381,806,904 is
required to settle the accounts of the Railroad Administration
for 1918, including the operating deficit estimated at $196,000,000, and the balance of $368,193,096 represents the
portion of the capital expenditures for the year 1919
which it is estimated will have to be financed temporarily
by the government, including $20,000,000 for the Boston
& Maine reorganization and $12,840,000 for inland waterways.
The estimate was transmitted by the secretary of the treasury to the speaker of the House of Representatives with a
statement that over $550,000,000 of the amount is to be
returned to the government eventually.
The $200,000,000
not to be returned represents the operating deficit of the
railways for 1918, together with that of the inland waterways, amounting to $500,000, which are to be charged off
as a loss to the government as a part of the cost of the war,
thereby relieving the shippers of anxiety lest they should be
called upon to meet it with higher rates.
The item of $491,000,000 for capital expenditures plus
the $286,000,000 for equipment ordered last year makes
a total of $777,000,000, which is less than $100,000,000
greater than the $689,000,000 "carry-over" for last year,
but the latter item may be considerably reduced, as it is now
the policy not to undertake this kind of work except after
having secured the consent of the corporations, and whatever amount of this work is to be undertaken this year will
be added to any new authorizations for 1919 to make what
amounts to a new budget for 1919. The $491,000,000, Mr.
Hines has explained, is made up of an estimate of $200,000,000 for new equipment, including possibly some passenger cars and special types of cars not ordered last year,
such as stock, refrigerator, general service and caboose cars,

D.

C.

which designs have been prepared, and $291,000,000
for additions and betterments, although it is likely that
mere than these estimates will be expended for additions
and betterments and less for equipment. Mr. Hines' estimate submitted to Congress gives a figure of $290,000,000
invested by the government in additions and betterments
in 1918.
This represents an estimate of the amount which
the railroads will not have taken care of when a settlement
between them and the administration is made as of December 31 of the $588,000,000 expended for capital improvements in 1918, and indicates that the companies will
have paid for $278,000,000 of the total.
Mr. Hines expects to explain the financial situation of the Railroad
Administration more in detail when he appears before the
Senate Committee on Monday and he may also appear
for

i.efore the

appropriation committees.

The Director
I\Ir.

Hines'

letter

General's Estimate

to the secretary

of the treasury

is

as

follows
I have the honor to submit herewith a supplementary estimate in the sum of $750,000,000, to be immediately available
and to remain available until expended, and to be added to
and considered a part of the "revolving fund" provided for
in Section 6 of the act approved March 21, 1918.
The necessity for this appropriation grows out of the following facts:
\Mien the Railroad Administration shall have settled its

accounts for the year 1918, the

re.sult

will be substantially

as follows:
1.

Tlic R.iiln.-id .\rlministration
of the calendar year 1918

had cash on hand

at

the end

This represents approximately the working cash capital
partly in the central treasury at Washington, but principally in the hands of the federal treasurers of the Railroa^I Administration throughout the country.
This reiv
resents much less than one mouth's operating exjieuses,
and approximately this amount is necessary to enable the
Railroad Administration and the various railroads under
its control to meet without delay their payrolls, vouchers
and other cash requirements.

$247,100,000
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M)2
2.

Tlir Rnilniai) A>lmiiii«trnliun IiikI kii linml :ii uf nccember
Jl, !91<J, aiiprnxin'olcly the (<ilU>«iiiK n<l(liliiinal cunent
ziHCti:
A|:cnt>' .111(1 coiKliictnm' balnncc
$154,000,000

Atlvmirr*

Icinpiirnrily

made

to

I

Iluliiner

cor|iorntinni nn nprn account (or which
ill cfTcct inalrrinli and aiipplics arc held

100,000,000

Total

less

$254,000,000

iMitsl.iiidiiiK

current

liabilities

16.',047,86S

Italance
This net I'alancc of these current assets will hecrnie
.luain nvailabl'.- in cash at thf end of federal control,
bnt iK'iulinR federal control is inevitably tied n|> a» a
part of tbc working cash capital of the Railroad Ad-

91,952,135

niinistr.ntion.
i.

loaned N*w

Yorl:,

New Haven &

Ilaitford Railroad

Com-

panv
This ainoinit

4.

5.

51,475,000

will he eventually paid with interest, but
the gre.iter part of it, and perhaps all of it, will not be
paid until alter the end of the calendar year 1919.
Invested in necessary additions and betterments actually
made during the year 1918 over ai?d above the amount
which the companies can immediately repay out of their
rental ,ii d out of the balances due them on open account
for the calcn<lar year 191S
This .imount will eventually be paid with interest to
the Railroad Administration.
The rapidity with which
it can be paid is dependent upon financial conditions and
ilic ability of the railroad corporations to borrow this
money in the open market without undue disturbance of
financial conditions, and without undue interference with
the iinancing of the government.
Total
It will be observed that while all this amount of cash
is temporarily lied up in the government's conduct of the
railroad business, it is expected that the entire amount
will be eventually repaid
but temporarily it cannot be
rep.iid .is above indicated, and therefore provision has

tliis

681,445,418

difTerence amounting to

months of 1918

as

196,000,000

compared with 1917.

al-

no increased wages were included in
those
months, and while the corporations them.selves were still
operating the railroads as agents of the director general)
and partly to conducting business at whatever cost was
necessan,' to niee-t the needs of war.
This represents the
onljr item in the entire expenditure for the- calendar
year 1918 (except a portion of the next succeeding item),
which is a loss to the government, and ought frankly
to be charged as part of the cost of the war. and should
be regarded as an exceedingly low cost for the result
thoufjh

6.

occomplished.
In addition, the Railroad Administration has expended during the vear 1918 in connection with inland waterwavs..
Of this amount J500.O0O represents operating deficit
during the year 1918. It must be remembered that this
operating deficit was incurred in the early and formative
staees of govc-nmental operation upon the inland waterways, and caiiTiot be regarded as indicating in any way
that sirnilar losses are to be expected when the operation
shall b- fully developed.
The balance, or $3,861,^86,
represents boats and other property acquired by the government for operation cf inland waterways, and of
course can and will continue to he so employed.

Grand

Amount

of
to

revolving
be provided

fund
to

4,361,486

$881,806,904
500,000,000

tola:

Amount

-ettle all

accounts for 1918.. $381,806,904

In order, therefore, to settle in full the accounts of the
Railroad Administration for the calendar year 1918, it will
be necessary to provide the additional sum of $381,806,904
which together with the revolving fund of $500,000,000
appropriated in the act of March 21, 1918, will meet the
transactions of the Railroad Administration for the year
It must of
1918, all of which have been outlined above.
course be understood that the figures used are necessarily
only approximate at this time, because the accounts of the
year 1918 have not been completely stated and cannot be
prior to March 1 at the earliest.
For the calendar year 1919, financial provision
made for the following:
1.

2.
3.

4.

To
To
To
To

finance expenditures contemplated on inland waterways

financing Boston

& Maine

reorganization

financing equipment ordered in 1918 and to be delivered
in 1919
financing othei necessary capital expenditures for addiand betterments, including equipment

tions

Total

150,000,000

.

$659,840,000

The last item above mentioned of $491,000,000 represents
a forecast of capital expenditures wliicli will need to lje made
during the calendar year 1919 including tliesc which were
authorized and not entered upon or not completed during
the calendar year 1918.
Under existing conditions it is the
purpose generally speaking to avoid the making of new
capital cxjiendilures without the assent of the corporations,
but with sudi a vast transportation .system it is believed that
the cxi)en(liture of $491,000,000 will be required during the

A

290,918,283

This loss was due largely to the fact that increased
were efTective for only six months api)roximate!y,
while increased expenses were effective to a very large
extent for the entire twelve months, due partly to the unprecedented weather last winter (the railroads having
shown an operating loss of over $100,000,000, for the
four

prnvidc>l

tions themselves.

rate**,

f^rst

to be

ii,

year and will be substantially assented to by the corpora-

to be made fo'- carrying it.
In addition, the Railroad Administration will have paid the
operating loss for 1918, i. e., the difTerence between the
standard return due the railroads and the net operating
income derived bv the government from railroad opera-

tions,

c-» portion of eonipnnie«' rental which can be devoted
capital rx|)en<litureii

liiilruail

collateral
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must be
$12,840,000
20,000,000
286,000,000

491,000,000

$809,840,000

very large part of these expenditures must be provided
few months of 1919, and we are compelled to
allow for the situation that during the period jirior to the
next Liberty Loan campaign and during that campaign it
would not be desirable or practicable for railroad corporations to do a large part of their own financing.
Under the.se circumstances I am of opinion that $750,000,000 is the minimum appropriation which will enable the
Railroad Administration to carry as above explained the
money tliat is necessarily tied up in the government's conduct of the railroad business and to provide for financing
by the Railroad Administration of the portion of the necessary capital expenditures which it must be assumed it will
be necessary for the government to carry temporarily for the
protection of the general financial situation as well as for
the protection of its own financing.
Such appropriation will
meet the requirement of $381,806,904 to settle the accounts
for 1918 and in addition will provide $368,193,096 toward
meeting the above mentioned capital expenditures for 1919.
This matter has been very carefully considered with my
associates in the Railroad Administration and we are satisfied that at least this much provision ought to be made for
temporary assistance for these important purposes. It must
be emphasized again that the money so provided will eventually be returned to the government with interest.
It is highly important that adequate funds for these purposes should be provided so as to give the Railroad Administration reasonalDle margin for encouraging the making of
such railroad improvements as may seem justifiable from the
railroad standpoint, especially since such improvements will
aid in stabilizing the general industrial situation.
^^'hether government control shall continue until the end
of the 21 months' period or shall be terminated in the next
few months, it is equally necessary that the appropriation
If the control continues for
above recommended be made.
the 21 months' period, it is my belief and the belief of my
associates in the Railroad Administration that we cannot
count upon the railroad companies financing during the
calendar year 1919, any greater portion of their capital exOn
penditures than it is above assumed they will finance.
the other hand, if control should be terminated in the next
few months, it will still be true that a very large part of the
capital expenditures for 1919 will have been made, and
besides, the possession of an adequate fund to facilitate the
transfer back to private control and to give temporary aid in
financing will be highly desirable.
Of course I must deal
with the matter exclusively upon the basis of the law as it
now stands, and without reference to conditions which might
be brought about in the event of a further extension of
for in the first

federal control.

The

reason for the submission of the supplementary estiRailroad Administration are kept upon the basis of the calendar year,
and therefore it was not practicable to make any reasonable

mate

at this time is that the accounts of the

estimate until after the end of the calendar year.
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Co-operation with Corporate Officers Desired
T. C. Powell, director of the division of capital expenditures, has issued D. C. E. Circular No. 16, giving the following instructions to the regional directors:
There appears to be some apprehension in the minds of
a few corporate officers of the railroad companies that certain proposed capital expenditures may not be justified by
present conditions. As you are aware, it has been the policy
of the director general to confer freely through the regional
directors with the railroad companies with respect to expenditures involving a charge to capital account in order
to secure, if possible, their consent to the work.
Supplement 1 to D. C. E. Circular 1, issued January 22,
1918, provides, in section 7, that copies of all D. C. E.
Forms 3, 4, and 6 should be sent to the president of the
railroad company, in order to comply with the terms of the
standard contract between the director general and the railroad companies, and upon receipt of such notice that it
was proposed to proceed with the work, an opportunity
was afforded the railroad companies to express their approval or otherwise.
Supplement 1 to D. C. E. Circular 10, issued October 7,
1918, provides:
"The

federal

inanag-er

(or

general

manager)

and

regional

director

should invite and carefully consider suggestions from, and should confer
with officers of the company owning the property to be improved respecting
any work contemplated in advance of or vluring the preparation of the
budget, or '.t any time, but are to be governed by their own judgment as
to the work to be recommerded. definite notice to the company of the
work actually to he undertaken being provided for in connection with
The suggestions and conference herein
D. C. E. Forms 3, 4, and 6.
contemplated are not to comply with any legal requirement but to get
the benefit of the judgment of the company officers and to provide additional opportunity for meeting the wishes of the company wherever reasonably practicable."

is

securing the definite approval of the railroad companies with
respect to any new work before such work is commenced,
and that in submitting D. C. E. forms to this office each
form shall bear notation to the effect that the work has the
approval of the railroad company.
In all cases where the federal manager believes the work

should be done and the railroad company withholds its approval, a full report should be promptly made of the objections or disagreements that cannot be overcome.
D. C. E. Circular No. 17 gives additional instructions.
The federal managers are now engaged in preparing a statement of all work authorized or commenced prior to January
1, 1918, designated as the "Carry-over," which statement
is to be prepared and distributed as outlined in D. C. E.
Circular No. 14, and this statement should show in detail
each job or project involving a charge to capital account in
excess of $1,000.
A copy of this statement is to be sent to the president of
the company for whose line the work is being done, and it
is now the wish of the director general that the railroad
companies be consulted and that their approval be obtained

each item of uncompleted work as contained in the
This, irrespective of the fact that the rail"Carry-over."
road companies may have already approved some items of
for

the

work or protested

others.

In order to accomplish this the regional directors are
asked to arrange for a conference with the corporate officers
for the purpose of going over these "Carry-over" items before any further important obligation is entered into, so that
unexpended balances in connection with work which is not
approved by the railroad companies, will be reported in
column 13 and an appropriate explanation made in col-

umn

the

several

column

roads, cost of which

should be entered in

14.

"Carry-overs" should bear the approval of the regional
and when concurred in shall bear also the approval of the proper corporate officer of the railroad company.
Items of the "Carry-over" statement recommended by the
regional director but not approved by the corporate officers
shall be submitted promptly after forwarding the "Carryover" for further consideration by the division and be considered as new items not yet approved for 1919, except that
no item of work involving safety of operation shall be dedirector,

layed.

State Commissions to

Now

Be Conciliated

war is over and it is feasible to give more
detailed consideration to the rights, prerogatives and feelings
of various interests affected by transportation policies, and
less to the necessity of taking prompt action, the Railroad
that the

Administration hopes to be able to establish more harmonious
relations with the state railroad commissions, which have
been somewhat ignored during the past year, and many of
which have resented it. Director General Hines on January
25 issued a statement on the subject which indicates that the
appointment as director of the Division of Public Service
of Max Thelen, formerly chairman of the California Railroad Commission and president of the National Association
of Railway Commissioners, is a step in that direction.
Mr.

Hines said:
"Since I have become director general I have been giving
careful consideration to the development of the policies of
the Railroad Administration along lines adapted to peace

One of these questions which I began to consider
once was the question of relationship with the various state
commissions, fully believing, now that the nation's transporconditions.

now

the desire that this close co-operation with the
officers of the railroad companies be carried to the point of
It

to

303

15, "Remarks."
These instructions do not apply to equipment purchased
bv the United States Railroad Administration and allocated

at

no longer primarily war functions, that
of great importance to invoke to an increasing extent the
aid of the state commission. C. A. Prouty, director of the Division of Public Service and Accounting, is in entire accord
with this view.
When it became necessary to comply with
tation functions are
it is

and relieve him of the public service part of his
Thelen was selected as director of the newly created Division of Public Service because he, too, was known
to be a strong believer in this policy.
Mr. Thelen expects
to assume his duties February 1, and immediately thereafter,
I hope, with his assistance, to be able to get a clear and helpful understanding with the state commissions on this highly
his request

work

Max

important subject."

The circular announcing the creation of the Division of
Public Service states that its "scope will primarily be to deal
with the relationship between the public, including shippers,
and the Railroad Administration, and the railroads under
federal control."

Chicago Suburban Fares Increased

The Railroad Administration has announced

that the 10

and 25-ride commutation tickets heretofore sold in the Chicago suburban service, will be withdrawn on February 1
and a 26-trip family ticket good for the purchaser or any
.

member

of his family, limited to six months, will be sold
a mile. Unused rides of tickets of the
old form purchased after this announcement has been made
at the rate of 2 cents

honored after January 31, but will be redeemed.
an earlier date will be honored throughout
the month of February, after which the unused rides will be
The rates for monthly commutation tickets will
redeemed.
The reason officially assigned for the innot be changed.
will not be

Any

tickets sold at

necessary for the protection of the .Aurora,

crease

is

that

Elgin

&

Chicago and that the former

it is

rates

were below the

-
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present cost of service.
'I'liis
was oiitliiud in an oflkiai
statement as follows:
"Some time ajjo the rui)lic Utilities Commission of Illinois )j;ave the .\iirora, I'-l^in & Chicago Railroad, an electric
line not under federal control, aulhority to advance its commutation fares to the statutor)' maximum rate of 2 cents i)er
mile.
As this road competes with roads under federal control, it found itself unable to take advantage of this permission, as such action would merely result in turning its

whose

would continue
reason of the sharp
increase in its operating costs, the electric road was in
financial straits.
It appealed to the War Finance Corporation and the Railroad Administration in Washington.
An
traffic

over to

its

competitors,

investigation ensued in which

it

rates

By

to he lower than 2 cents per mile.

dcvelojjed that the multiple

charged hy the steam ro:ids were -below the
present cost of the service and were also much lower than
those charged for like service elsewhere
the rates in New
York City, for example, being sul)Stantially higher than
those in Chicago.
Following this investigation, the Railroad
Administration authorized the Chicago roads under federal
control to advance their fares as stated above."
trip ticket rates

—

Railroad Administration Takes

The Railroad

Administration,

New

administration

The

now
new

occupies space in four outside
new Division of Public Service
building.

Consolidated Classification Committee Appointed

The

Division of Traffic has appointed a consolidated
classification committee consisting of R. C. Fyfe, chairman,
Western Classification Committee, chairman; R. N. Collver,

A
dining car on the morning of November 8,
would" grant an armistice to the heaten armies o£ the
In this
northern edge of the Forest of Compiegne.
hours later when the Marshal's train arrived at the

In

=

th s

in

All

should

the

changes

continue

of

officers

traffic

the

cla.ssification

as

tigations
to the

for

re(|uests

lications

of

Fyfe's office

Chicago.
to

in

or

additions to

made

l)e

railroads

or direct to
committees, vvhe will

heretofore

and submit

their

liie

lassi

(

througli

either

the

the

chairmen

make

inves-

recommendations

consolidated classification committee for docket and

hearings.

Wage

Increases Estimated at $810,000,000

Additions to the payroll of the railroads in 1918, largely
as the result of wage increases ordered Ijy the director general, are now estimated at aj)[)roximately $642,000,000, or
This, however, is tlie total increase in
about o7 per cent.
tlie jjaxroll and is affected to some extent ijy tlie change in
All of the increases, however,
tlie number of employees.
were not in eft'ect for the full year and the tcjtal on a yearly
basis is estimated at $810,000,000, not including the pros])ective

large

increase

for

the

railroad

train

scr\'ice

Building

offices of the

will be located in the

h(a(l<|uarUrs of the committee will be at Mr.

Capital Expenditures to

in

cated.

The

(iiaiiman, Official Classification Committee, and J. 1',. Crosland, chairman, Southern Claiisification ("ommitti-e.
The

employees.

order to obtain additional office space to relieve the crowded condition under
which it has been working ever since its organization, has
leased a new building at Eighteenth street and Pennsylvania
avenue, Washington, across the street from the Interstate
Commerce Building, in which its principal offices are lo-

buildings.
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November

30

$516,515,394 had been expended in connection
with work chargeable to capital account to Novemljer 30,
1918, according to the monthly report of the Division of
Capital Expenditures. This represents 40.4 per cent of the
total authorization for the calendar year, which amounted
Of the expenditures, $242,260,135 was
to $1,278,814,998.
for additions and betterments, $254,060,941 for equipment
and $20,194,318 for extensions.
total of

Boats for

New York

Canal Authorized

The Railroad Administration has

authorized the

con-

power boats for the New York Barge
be combined power and cargo boats with

struction of 20 steel
canal.

These

will

a capacit}- of 500 tons.

Dining Car with a Place

in

History

1918, Marshal Foch received the German delegates and read to them the terms upon which h'
Kaiser. The car was at the railway station of Rethondes, 45 miles northeast of Pans, at th'
as taken a few
same car at 5 a. m., November 11, the armistice svas signed. The photograph
_
Photo copyright by Press Illustrating Service.
railway station in the city of Compiegne
.

The

Influence of Zinc Ties on Track Circuits
Signal Engineers on Various Railroads Relate Their

Experience with This Problem

THE LAST CONVENTION
an

of the Railway Signal Association
developed
interesting discussion on the influence of the presence of ties treated with zinc
chloride on the operation of track circuits.
Attention was
called to the tendency for the more extended use of zinc
chloride at the present time owing to the decreased supply
of creosote available.
It was also pointed out that difficulty
has arisen occasionally in the operation of signals through
the fact that zinc-treated ties have a lower electrical resistance than untreated or creosoted ties.
The discussion was started by F. W. Bender, assistant
signal engineer on the Central Railroad of New Jersey, who
stated that for 16 years that road had operated a certain
track section, 6,522 ft. long, for the operation of a block
signal, using four cells of battery connected in multiple
series.
A derailment occurred recently on this track section
which destroyed 2,580 ties. These were replaced with ties
freshly treated with zinc chloride after which a relay could
In
not be made to pick up with the usual number of cells.
order to operate it 16 cells in multiple-series were required.
It was found that the leakage due to these ties increased the
current flow at the battery end to 4.2 amperes in drj' weather
and that after a rain this reached a maximum of 9 amperes.
Ten of the zinc-treated ties were tested by placing them on
insulators and it was found that their resistances were 2,200.
1,700, 401, 400, 388, 329, 326, 260, 220 and 125 ohms, reThe readings from which these resistances were
spectively.
calculated were made between two points 4 ft. 8 J/2 in. apart.
It was also found that the zinc-treated ties were generating
currents of their own; a difference of potential of 20 millivolts being recorded between two points on the ties 4 ft. 8^
in. apart.
Further tests showed that the track circuit section would have to be cut into 930-ft. lengths to insure satisfactory operation.
Before the zinc-treated ties were installed in this particular section, the cost of the battery

ma-

averaged $3.75 a month, whereas the cost of battery
material after the zinc-treated ties were installed varied between $75 and $100 a month.
J. A. Peabody, signal engineer of the Chicago & North
Western said that many zinc-treated ties had been put in the
track on that road years ago, and that little or no effect was
noted during cold or wet weather, but that difficulty occurred
on hot, dry days. After studying conditions for some time
it was discovered that this effect had practically disappeared
within one year's time and that if not over 12^ per cent
of the ties were renewed in any one track circuit in one year,
little trouble would be experienced in track circuit operation.
Accordingly such a rule was put into effect.
With a view to gathering additional specific data on this
subject letters were addressed to the signal engineers of
practically all railroads in the United States using zinc
chloride ties to any extent, asking for reports on their experiences in maintaining signals operated in tracks containing an appreciable number of ties treated with this preservative.
The replies received served to confirm some of the
points previously mentioned as well as to bring forth a
terial

number

of

new

ones.

Worthing, signal engineer of the Southern
cific, Louisiana lines, related an experience with track
cuits on a stretch of 10 miles of second track in Texas
with new zinc chloride ties, which confirms the view
sented above
that a track section laid out of face with
ties of this kind will invariably cause trouble, but that
E.

E.

—

Pacir-

laid

pre-

new
this
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difficulty

becomes less as time goes on, particularly after
washed away some of the preservatives near the

rains have

surface of the timber. He is quoted in part below:
"We have two track circuits in service between mile posts
212 and 214, each approximately 3^4 mile long.
This is
new track and new Bumettized ties are used throughout,
18 to tlie rail with 93/2-in. by 10-in. flat bottom tie plates,
single spiked with 5^-in. by 6-in. standard spikes.

had been

The

ties

months when the track circuits were put in service, the ballast was clean and well clear
of the rails.
Shortly after the track circuits were put in we
had a light, slow rain one night for about 10 hr. It was
hot and clear the following morning but both track circuits
failed and did not pick up until late that evening.
I took
a series of readings at the batteries and at the relays at noon.
One battery was discharging 800 milli-amperes to the track.
A series of readings at the relay gave 30 milli-amperes. The
other track circuit was discharging 900 milli-amperes to the
track; the reading at the relay was 40 milli-amperes.
Fourohm relays were used.
"We have recently had a much harder rain on these two
track circuits, lasting for about the same number of hours
throughout most of the night.
Both track circuits held up
and caused no trouble. I am inclined to think that the latter
rain, which started off with a very heavy down-pour, washed
in the track about six

off the zinc sulphate.

"Several years ago I made some tests of ties treated with
a solution containing about 1.3 per cent chloride of zinc.
After the ties had been soaked a test was made between sec-

manner and the ties were
low as 300 ohms resistance. All the trouble
that I have had on this account has been on track where a
great number of ties had been changed at one time."
In corroboration of this view the following statement is
given by J. C. Mill, signal engineer of the Chicago, Miltions of rail spiked in the usual

found

to offer as

waukee &
"There

St.

Paul:

no doubt that zinc chloride is a first class conductor of electricity and the use of ties so treated causes an
excessive leakage of track currents, which can only be offset
is

The extent of this
by shortening the track circuit limits.
shortening also depends upon other general track conditions,
drainage, etc., therefore we have not established an arbitrary
length of track circuit for our A. C. signaling.
When our
A. C. signaling was first installed some four years ago, we
had circuits as long as three miles, which, of course, were
immediately effected by the insertion of zinc treated ties.
This also applied to shorter circuits. We have followed the
policy of cutting our track circuits wherever trouble was experienced with the result that we have shortened and cut
many track circuits since their first installation.
"From our experience and observation we are of the opinion that the eftect of the zinc treated ties is very marked
when ties are first installed, but that after the ties have been
in service for a year or so the bad effect gradually wears off.
This is probably due to the zinc chloride leaching out of the
ties and being washed away by the weather."
That the experience is less severe in some quarters than in
others, probably through the influence of relative humidity
or precipitation, is indicated by the following statement by
W. E. Boland, signal engineer of the Southern Pacific, Pacific system.
"We have been using zinc treated ties almost exclusively
for some years and our experience is that they do not seri-
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track

affect

have some

circuit

Unquestionably they

operation.

not sufficient to
otiier tr;uk contlitions arc good.

advorse effect but

slipht

it

is

cause tnuilile when
"We have tried .sever;il times to determine just
effeil

many

otlier

the relay that

it

is

4,000 to 4,500

ft.

in length.

old track with the non -treated
lots of

it,

on the new

ties,

Wc

had no trouble on the

but wc had trouble, and

The remedy was

tra< k.

to cut

two track

how much

sections into three, wiiidi gave us track circuits which then

on track circuits, but there
conditions affecting the current value at
jjractically impossible to make any such

After this had Ijcen done
During 191.3, on 120 miles of
track ill North Dakfjta, the trouble was greater, largely becau.se the ballast was gravel, and consecjuently the drainage
was not so gcwd as with the crushed rcxk. The remedy was

Hrunetti/.ed lies liave

tlie

are so

ai)out
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determination."
Furtiier information with particular regard to measures
taken by the signal engineers to overcome difficulties with
the ojieration of signals is contained in the following statement bv L". A. Dunliam, signal engineer of the Great Northem, covering experiences on that line and also in territory

approximated .^OOO
the service

was

ft.

in length.

satisfactory.

again to cut the track sections
this

was done the

service

was

down

to

about 3,000

ft.

After

greatly improved; in fact,

have been able to get along all right, and we
continue to do so permanently.

shall,

we

no doubt,

nois Central) on about 120 miles of new second main track
south of the Ohio river. The old track had non-treated ties
and the new- track was laid on zinc-treated ties. All ties were

"My advice would i)c to limit track circuits to not to exceed .i.OOO ft., and preferably to about one-half mile, where
I think you will fmd
the tracks are laid on zinc-treated ties.
that zinc-treated ties as ordinarily placed in the yearly renewals will not make any serious trouble, and even when all

white oak and both tracks were ballasted with crushed rock.
longest track circuits were 5,200 ft., with most of them

of the ties are fmally treated you will not have trouble, provided you do not install long track circuits."

south of the Ohio river.

"During

l<)n2

and 1903 we

installed signals (on the Illi-

The

Railroad Hearings Before Senate Committee
Shippers

Want Commission's Power

Restored

— Opposed

to

COMMITTEE on Interstate Commerce is
hearing various plans for the disposition of the
railroads at the termination of the period of federal
control, which indicate an overwhelming opposition to any
extension of the present system beyond the time required to

THE

SEN.A.TE

still

The
pass the remedial legislation regarded as necessary.
principal concern of the shippers who have been heard during the past week is the almost unlimited power over ratemaking possessed by the director general, and they are making a strong effort to have Congress at least repeal Section 10
of the federal control law, which takes away from the Interstate Commerce Commission the power of suspension of rates
by the director general.
cornmittee at one time had decided to limit the number of witnesses to be heard, but apparently has changed this
policy and intends to hold protracted hearings. When counsel for the railroads offered to file statements by Daniel Wilinitiated

The

president of the Baltimore & Ohio; Howard Elliott,
chairman. Northern Pacific, and Samuel Rea, president,
Pennsylvania, the committee decided it would prefer to have
lard,

Representatives of
these executives testify at a later date.
the brotherhoods of train service employees were expected to
follow ]Mr. Kruttschnitt, but they asked that their appearance

Walker D. Hines, director general of railbe postponed.
roacis, has arranged to appear before the committee on MonS. Davies Warfield, president of the Naday, February 3.
tional Association of Owners of Railroad Securities, had expected to introduce his plan on Thursday of this week, hv
A number of additional
his appearance was postponed.
shippers are to be heard and numerous members of state railroad commissions have been in Washington during the week
prepared to

testify.

Standard Equipment
Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the Southern Pacific,
whose statement was published in last week's issue, testified
again on January 23 and was questioned regarding the
Replying to inquiries by
stanc^-^rdization of equipment.
Senator Kellogg, Mr. Kruttschnitt said he understood that
each of the members of the committee appointed by Mr.

of

Rate Suspension

Government Operation
McAdoo

to prepare plans for standard engines had given
opinion that the idea was impracticable, but that the
committee had gone ahead as directed and in reporting
stated that they had done the best they could with the idea.
At one time E. H. Harriman had proposed to standardize
locomotives on the Union Pacific-Southern Pacific system,
Had the corbut the plan had been found impracticable.
porate officers been left in charge, he said, they would not
have undertaken standardization. Every locomotive builder
had plans for the kinds of engines needed by nearly every
company and locomotives could have been built from those
plans much more expeditiously than from new ones of the
standard designs.
Asked whether the Southern Pacific needed the 2,000 cars
allotted to it by the Railroad Administration, Mr. Kruttschnitt
said that the judgment of the officers of the road was that it
did not, but it was told that in the opinion of the director of
the division of operation it did need the cars, although in
1917 the Southern Pacific had handled a larger traffic than it
handled in 1918 and with less cars and engines.
Traffic
was diverted from the Southern Pacific in 1918 by the Railroad Administration. Senator Gore recalled that Mr. Kruttschnitt had testified a year ago that he feared the disruption
of his organization and asked what had been the ex-

his

perience.

Mr. Kruttschnitt said it was too early to state just what the
had been, but that the Southern Pacific system under
the Railroad Administration has been operated under the
direction of three regional directors' organizations and that
some of its lines had been turned over to the managem.ent
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
Clifford Thome, representing the American Petroleum
effect

league. National Live Stock Shippers' League, National
Council of Farmers' Elevator As.sociation, Grain Belt Meat
Producers' Association, and the Western Refiners' Associat'on, took the stand on Januar}' 24 and brought out a number
of facts which he said have created intense hostility against
the Railroad Administration on the part of shippers, but
against which open protest has been generally withheld
until the

war was

over.
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Clifford

Thome's Statement

may

Mr. Thome's statement follows:
Government operation is so distasteful among the shippers of the United States, that, were a popular vote taken
today, it would be defeated overwhelmingly.
If the members of Mr. McAdoo's staff had deliberately
planned to double-cross the director general, and thereby to

make government

operation so unpopular that it would tend
any possible movement toward government ownership,
they could not have adopted any more effective methods
I do not
than those which actually have been adopted.
think for an instant that these railway officials have attempted to double-cross Mr. McAdoo, for they are honorUnquestionably the emergency demands of the
able men.
war were largely responsible for the existing situation.
There are some good things which Mr. McAdoo and his
associates have accomplished, that must be saved out of
To do this intelligently and efficiently will
the wreckage.
require several months of discussion, and the careful drafting of laws that will make some very important changes in
our present statutes. During this interval the shipper wants
protection against a business organization having powers
that are autocratic and despotic in character.
In the midst of the intensely interesting and instructive
discussion which you have listened to during previous days,
about the forty or more reforms that have been proposed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission and by the railway
to kill

companies, I desire to challenge your attention if possible,
It is of paramount importance to
to a single proposition:
the stability and progress of American industry that you
shall immediately restore the full powers of our courts and
commissions over the railroads of the United States.
This can be accomplished in a very simple manner, by
striking out a few lines and inserting one or two sentences in section 10 of the railroad control law.
Our proposition can be settled now.
And unless this is done, the
shippers of the countrj' will suffer incalculable injury.
We believe that all other discussion might well be temporarily suspended for a few days so as to make possible the
immediate consideration of this issue. Unless you decide to
do this, nothing will be accomplished by the present Congress.
For shippers, railway representatives, state commissioners, labor spokesmen, and reformers generally, can
talk for the next six months continuously about the many
propositions which have been suggested to you already by
railroad executives and by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, to say nothing of those yet to come.
You,
yourselves, can reach no conclusion on this fundamental
question inside of six months.
The transportation problem
forced upon us at this time will inevitably become one of
the leading issues, if not the greatest before the American
people during the coming 12 months.
This subject will be
discussed from every conceivable angle, on the platform,
in the newspapers and magazines, and in the halls of

the

Congress.
It is essential that this

amendment

shall be in effect during
during the next few months many
sweeping, wholesale changes in rates, rules, and regulations
now pending will be consummated; and these changes have
no connection whatsoever with the war against the kaiser.
In the light of past experience, we earnestly beg of you to
this interval, for, otherwise,

accept the word of no man as to the manner or the extent
that these powers will be exercised in the future. When this
law was before you, Congress was told that the power to
control rates during the time of federal possession ought not to

be exercised and would not he exercised except in such cases
as might be necessary "in the public interest." You were told
that, "It would be very unwise for the federal government to
undertake through the director general of railroads who
merely represents the President in this control to pass upon

—

all

307

—

the rates in the country, either de novo, or as questions

arise concerning them."
And yet the fact remains that
one of the first acts of the director general was to pass
upon all the rates in the country, and at the present time the
director general is passing upon rates from one end of the

nation to the other, and making orders that will not affect
to the slightest degree, the successful prosecution or the war
against autocracy in Europe.

The temptation was too great for a
wholly of railroad men.

staff

composed almost

The director
now proposing

general of railroads has exercised, and is
to exercise arbitrary, despotic powers, in
defiance of the common law and the statutory law of the
country.
The director general has decided, and is now
proposing to decide, controverted issues between the shipf)ers
and the railroads involving millions of dollars, without any

semblance of a hearing before a disinterested body.
director general

The

now

considering wholesale disturbances
of rate relationships upon which business has been built
up and established during the past generation, without any
hearing before a disinterested tribunal before the new rates
become effective. All this has created uncertainty and confusion amongst the shippers of the country, which is inis

tolerable.

We

most earnestly petition the present Congress to amend
10 of the railroad control law as follows:
First,
restore the suspension powers of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which will insure us a decision by a disinterested tribunal before any more sweeping revisions shall
become effective; second, strike out the clause which attempts
to make the orders of the President superior to state and
federal law and the common law; and, third, insert a clause
requiring the director general to pay final judgments against
common carriers under his control, and charge the same to
operating expenses, where so chargeable prior to government
section

operation.

The present law which attempts to authorize the former
chairman of the board of directors of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railway Company, speaking for the President, to
repeal statutes which have been solemnly enacted by Congress and by the several states, and to reverse the decisions
of courts of last resort, is an abortion.
This is supposed to
be a republic, and not a monarchy.
While we feel very keenly the injustice of some of the
propositions now pending, fairness to Mr. McAdoo and to
the railroad men and to the shippers constituting his official
family demands that we state in unqualified language that
prompt relief on many matters has been granted in a most
estimable and praiseworthy manner.
This entitles them to
very great credit, and I would be the last one to question
their integrity, or their motives, or their ability.
gentlemen of the very highest type.

They

are

Before beginning his prepared statement, Mr. Thorne replied to the statement that freight rates are lower in this
country than in other countries, declaring that he had
analyzed the rates on 50 commodities for representative
hauls in Great Britain which had been selected by W. M.
Acworth and that on four-fifths of them the rates were lower
than the rates in Official Classification Territory in this
country.
He declared that the fact that per ton mile earnings are lower in this country is not a correct measure of the
rates because in this country the terminal expense is spread
over longer hauls.

As an
and

eral

illustration of his statement that the director genhis staff have attempted to disregard or repeal

he cited the circular issued regarding methods of
settlement of claims for loss and damage in grain shipments.
He said that a joint committee of railroad men
and shippers is now preparing a set of recommended rules
laws,

on

this subject, but meanwhile millions of dollars of claims
are tied up and the Railroad Administration will not recognize them unless the shipper can show negligence on the
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part of

tlio larriiT.

This,

Mr. Tliornc

said,

is

contrary to law.

Sonalor KcIId^h said ho had received many amii)laints
that the Railroad Administration has not paid many loss
und damage claims and Senator Cummins saiil he had also
Mr. Thorne said he had no
receiveil many complaints.
reliable information, Imt that scores of .shippers had written
to him liiat they were unable to obtain settlements of their
claims and that more uni)aid claims were awaiting adjust-

ment than ever before

in the hi.story of the railroads.

also cited the general order which provides
that suits should not be brouglit against the railroads except
in tlie jurisdiction in which the cause of action arose or
;Mr.

I'liorne

where the plaintiff resided. This, Mr. Thome .said, repeals
the C'armack amenilment, which made it possible for shipi)ers
to bring suit for loss and damage against the originating
carrier and that this is particularly true whenever the claimant does not reside within the jurisdiction of the court where

He also referred to the order that
the shipment originated.
Sensuits shall be brought against the director general.
ator Kellogg interrupted by reading a provision in the federal control law that actions at law or suits in equity may
be brought by and against carriers as lieretofore provided'
by law and that no defense shall Ijc made thereto u{)on the
ground that the carrier is an instrumentality or agency of
the federal government.
"That part of the law has Ijccn

rejiealcd

dent," remarked Senator Cummins.
know he has repealed it, but Judge

"The President doesn't
Payne has repealed it

by the Presi-

for him."

Mr. Thorne read instructions issued by General Counsel
Payne regarding the settlement of claims on livestock, which
provided that carriers should not pay claims for failure
market on time provided they arrived on
Another instruction by Judge Payne to
the day scheduled.
the regional directors said the carriers need not pay on acThese
count of verdicts "based on prejudice or passion."
and other orders and instructions Mr. Thorne cited as
evidence that the directOT general has assumed authority to
decide the rules of evidence and the jurisdiction of courts.
He declared that whether or not legislative power can be
delegated to the President, it is certain that an administraOther
tive tribunal cannot be given power to reverse laws.
orders to which he objected were General Order No. 15
requiring industries to pay for and maintain industry tracks,
but that they shall be owned by the carriers, and General
Order No. 34 providing that perishable freight shall be
sold whenever in the judgment of the agent it may be necessary to do so. Mr. Thorne declared that while the exercise
of arbitrary powers might have been necessary during the
war they are certainly not justified during the period while
get cattle to

to

are technically at war before peace is officially proclaimed.
Mr. Thome said he had been told that the Interstate
Commerce Commission records show the number of claims
filed in November to have been 59 per cent greater than
in November, 1917, and that the increase for 11 months was
54 per cent. He asked Commissioner Clark, who was present, whether this was correct and Mr. Clark said the increase

we

the amount of claims paid.
Turning to the question of revision

is in

of rates,

Mr.

Thome

said that the so-called 25 per cent increase resulted in increases of from 100 to 275 per cent in some instances and
practically effected an increase of several hundred per
cent in some cases where the state classification was super-

seded by the interstate classification with a higher minimum
weight and that between 2,000 and ,^.000 complaints against
General Order No. 28 had been filed with the Railroad
Regarding
Administration on the day it became effective.
local traffic committees established by the Railroad Administration, Mr. Thorne said they had done admirable work in a
great many cases in effecting readjustments of rates, but

thai
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frii|ucntly

committees to

it

was

.secure

neces.sary to travel to three or

four

in a rate covering a

wide

an adjustment

His principal ol)jection, however, was that the
had been lighting tlie shippers for years in
rate cases before the commissions were now the judges ijcfore
whom they must ai)i)ear to try rate cases, and that a majorHe .said
ity of the committee members are railroad men.
tiiey will not always furnish dockets to shii)pcrs and that
while theoretically there is an appeal to Wa.shington, pracHe thouglit the comtically most of their decisions stand.
mittees ought to l)e continued, with perhaps an equal membership of shippers, ijut that the commission's power of

territory.

same men

that

suspension ought to be restored.
He said that while the Railroad Administration a.sked
the advice of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the
proposed standard scales of mileage class rates and the commission has recommended that consideration be postponed,
there is nothing to prevent the Railroad Administration from
putting it into effect at any time and the power should be
taken away before something like that is done as the shippers want a hearing before the commission l;efore any such
The scale does not disturb the long
.scale goes into effect.
distance interstate rates, he said, but interterritorially it
revises, and in a large number of cases upward, all state
It is a safe assumption,
scales in the South and West.
Mr. Thorne said, that there will be no more need of the

emergency power to make large increases in rates and that
the further changes in rates to be expected are those which
are of far greater importance to the railroads than to the
shippers.
He thought the rate increase would considerably
exceed $900,000,000 because the average in the case of
freight rates greatly exceeds 25 per cent.

As

to the proposal

of the railroads that the suspension period be reduced to

60

days, he said this would be no more fair than to require a
reduction asked by the shippers to go into effect within 60
days if the case were not decided in that time.

Texas Shippers Urge Return of Roads
R. C. Fulbright, Houston, Texas, appearing on behalf
of the Texas Association of Commerce, the Southwestern
Industrial Traffic League and the Texas Industrial League,
rather surprised the committee by presenting an entirely
different line of argument from what has usually been
made in Washington by the representatives of Texas. He
not only urged the return of the railroads to their owners
but advocated a unified system of railroad regulation and
curtailing the powers of the state commissions to a point
where they could not discriminate against interstate commerce.
He advocated the plan of regional commissions
as branch offices of the Interstate Commerce Commission
and declared that the fight in Texas between state and
federal authority was at an end.
He presented copies of
resolutions adopted by the Southwestern Industrial Traffic
League similar to those passed by the other two organizations, except that the Texas Association of Commerce resolution contained no recommendation for the establishment
of regional commissions.
The resolutions declared that the
shippers were opposed to the principle of government ownership and operation as being destructive of American initiative and against the interests of the American people and that
they believe it is for the best interest of the people that
the railways and express companies now operated by the federal government be returned to their owners and competitive
conditions restored as soon as adequate reconstructive legislation can be accomplished.
They advocated the enactment
of such laws as will secure a unified system of control of
railroad and express rates, fares, regulations and practices,
Ijoth interstate and intrastate, under the authority of nonpartisan commissions so far removed from political control
as possible and the establishment of regional regulative
bodies to be composed of non-partisan members familiar
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traffic and transportation conditions in the regions for
which they act.
Disapproval was expressed of the plan for the appointment of a secretary of transportation, because, Mr. Fulbright
said, of the desire for non-partisan and non-political regulation and because of the belief that such a plan would keep
the railroads in politics. l"he idea was also opposed because
it would give one man too great power and the shippers
have not been pleased by the exercise of great power over
rates by the director general.
The resolutions also favor
the regulation of the issuance of securities by state and
national laws and legislation providing for assistance by
the national treasury for railway improvements and extensions, such assistance to be granted by a regulative body.
While favoring the maintenance of healthy competition, the
resolutions declared that the interstate commission should
have power to prevent competitive waste by eliminating
circuitous routes and controlling service and to compel diversion of traffic and control routing to prevent or eliminate
Pooling of equipment and
•congestion at ports or terminals.
unification of terminals under federal control were also
favored. The resolutions also advocated giving power to the
Interstate Commerce Commission to make minimum rates,
the adjudication of wage disputes before a non-partisan body,
with legislation guaranteeing an uninterrupted functioning

with

of transportation

facilities,

the preservation

of

the police

and such other powers as are
not inconsistent with the program outlined in the resolutions.
Finally, pending the accomplishment of a program of
reconstructive legislation, it was earnestly recommended that
powers of the several

states

Congress immediately restore to the Interstate Commerce

Commission the power of suspension of rates promulgated
by the Railroad Administration, and the Railroad Administration was called upon to take such steps as can be approtowards restoring the organizations of the
various systems and lines of railway so that upon the return
of the properties to the owners the lines can proceed at once
with the performance of all of their functions as adequately
and efficiently as under private competitive conditions and
priately taken

upon a

ducted by a body which is close at hand to which the public
can go and get prompt action.
If the regulatory power is
centralized at Washington it becomes encumbered with such
a tremendous volume of questions and cases that it is impossible to give prompt action.
If the unified system could
be worked out by co-ordination of the state and interstate commissions it would be preferable, but he failed to see how
this can be effectively accomplished without some changes
in the basic law.
The principle which was decided in the
Shreveport case, he said, is now generally recognized by the
The
shipping public in his territory as a just principle.
authority of the state commissions can be preserved to do all
things they are now authorized to do so long as they do not
constitute a discrimination or burden against interstate commerce.
He thought the time of fighting between state and
federal rate-making powers has passed and that the state
commissions are almost without exception ready to co-operate
with and co-ordinate their activities with the federal body.
The commerce act should be amended to clearly authorize the
Interstate Commerce Commission to hold joint sessions with
and to co-operate with the state commissions as fully as in
its judgment is right and proper, and it is far more important that such a plan should be tested than to experiment
with government operation for the next few years. He was
in accord with the suggestion that some of the administrative functions of the Interstate Commerce Commission be
turned over to some other body.
The shippers feel, Mr. Fulbright said, that the general
increase of 25 per cent in rates has come to stay, with proper
readjustments, at least for several years, and they also believe
that the general level of wages brought about by the increases
of the past year should be maintained while the cost of
living is so high and only adjusted through such boards
He thought
as imay be constituted to handle such questions.
that a large part of the sentiment among employees in favor
is
ot
a continuation of federal control
due primarily
to the fear that the return of the railroads to private control

would mean the sudden taking away of the increase in wages.
He did not think that was the intention of the railways.

fair earning basis.

power is not restored, Mr. Fulbright
would be in the power of the Railroad Adminischange every rate in the country without a hearing

Plan for Financing

If the commission's

declared,
tration to

it

and Congress should settle this important question
taking up the more complicated problems. He thought
nite date should be fixed for the return of the roads.

before
a defi-

He

said

he was not attempting to criticise all of the acts of the Railroad Administration because it had done many good things,
but he thought it had taken advantage of its power to try
to put into effect without hearing many advances in rates
formerly denied by the commissions, and such hearings as
were held by the various rate committees, he said, were onesided.
It is true, he said, that government operation has
not had a fair test due to the war conditions, but certainly
the shipping public has ascertained that it does not desire
The
either government ownership or government operation.
incentive to perform many important services for the shipping
public, such as the tracing of freight, the assistance given
in furnishing rate quotations, the eagerness on the part of

the carrier to make a good showing in its transportation
service and the recognition of such economic necessities as
transit privileges, are almost, if not wholly, removed when
competitive conditions disappear.
Furthermore, he thought,
railway competition tends to preserve commercial competition more equally and thereby assures the more uniform
development of the countrj'. In this connection, he gave it
as his opinion that the morale of the men having responsibilities in the railroad organization has been at the lowest
ebb during the past year that he has ever known.
He did not think the state commissions should disappear,
because there should be a certain amount of regulation con-
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Weak

Railroads

formerly general counsel for the Boston &
J.
Maine, appearing for the Associated Industries of Massachusetts, presented a plan designed to establish credit for
the weak roads in some other way than through increase in
Rich,

E.

rates, in part, as follows:

If a

ments

it

weak

railroad desires to raise money for improveshould apply to the government for a guarantee of

the principal and interest of the loans which

This would enable

it

to raise

it

seeks to

float.

money perhaps on a 4J^ per

In consideration of this guarantee there should
be appointed by the President upon the board of directors
two public directors, who should be ex officio members of all
important committees. They should have no greater voting
power than the other directors, except that all appropriations
for improvements, the financing of which called for government guarantee, should be approved by them.
Under such a system, he said, little loss would fall upon
The railroad which has been earning only
tlie government.
perhaps enough to pay its fixed charges and operating expenses would have no credit and could raise no money, but
nevertheless would earn enough money to pay the interest
charges on the new money raised.
It could so improve its
facilities as perhaps to reduce its operating charges and thus
increase its financial solvency, with the result perhaps that
eventually it might be able to finance itself without government guarantee.
Nevertheless, there might be loss, and the general treasury
of the government ought not to be called upon to make up
the loss.
The plan would therefore provide that any railcent basis.

road might earn, under an adjustment of rates permitted by

.
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till-

lalcrslalc

Conimcac Commission, and

sharcliohiers or put into

tlic

rcl;iin

for

its

property, say, 9 per cent of the

any surj)lus above this amount should be
The raildivided perhaps equally witli the government.
roads whose llnancial condition is sucii that they can readily
raise money ought to be compelled to do so without government guarantee.

capital stoik; that

The Interstate Commerce Commission siiould receive a
mandate from Congress to pennit the estal)lishment of a
basis of rates wiiicii woukl prevent loss by the government on the interest charges. This should be the minimum
l)asis, and to the extent of establishing a minimum Inisis
the Interstate Commerce Commission should have as full
powers as it now has in establishing a maximum basis.
Bonds guaranteed by the government would proljably run
for a long term of years and could easily be renewed indefiTherefore, no burden
nitely so long as the interest is paid.
would eventually fall upon the government on account of
If for any reason it might be
its guarantee of principal.
called upon to meet this guarantee on the principal of
short term securities the fund accumulated from surplus
earnings would undoubtedly be sufficient to take care of such
payments.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, Mr. Rich said,
has been very much criticised in ceratin quarters, and perliaps justly so. It has not always been alive to the nature
of the transportation problem, which, after all, is a problem
of adequate service.
But it has e.'^tablished itself in the confidence of the public. Neither the integrity of the commission
nor of a single member since its organizat'on in 1887 has
ever been impugned in the slightest degree: there never has
been a charge made that it has been influenced by partisan
These are tremendous assets for
political considerations.
any public l:)ody to have, and it would be a misfortune if
the country were deprived of the services of a tribunal
whose traditions for integrity and freedom from politics
are so high.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, therefore, should
be the supreme regulatory body.
The burdens of regulation, however, are so great that they cannot be borne by the
nine members of the commission. Many matters of great
moment are necessarily entrusted to subordinates of limited
experience and ability. Furthermore, the commission should
be brought nearer to the people in their localities.
Therefore, regional commissions, whose members should be appointed by the President, should exercise large powers and
should have practicallv final jurisdiction in purely local
matters, with an appeal to the commission in matters whose
influence extend beyond the region, and in other matters
of large

moment.

Additional Data
Mr.

From Mr. McAdoo

McAdoo

has filed with the committee some additional
statements asked of him at the time he testified. One of these
compares the earnings and expenses of the railroads for the
four months, July to October, after the increased rates were
made effective, with the corresponding period of 1917, excluding back pay and including the expenses of the Railroad
Administration.
The amount of back pay in these four
months was $116,000,000 and the expenses of the Railroad
Administration, which are not included in the returns of
to the
Interstate
Commerce Commission,
$1,939,220 for the four months.
With these
adjustments the operating revenues show an increase of
$49,3,388,566, the expenses, an increase of $326,851,321 and
the net operating income an increase of $174,361,696.
The
operating ratio was 67.52, as compared with 67.94 in the corresponding period of 1917.
Another statement showed that the back pay charged
to the June account wa." $133,043,201 and that $116,272,076
additional was charged in the period July to October. The

the

railroads

amounted

to
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total im rease caused by General Order No. 27 and Supplement No. 4, both of which were retroactive to January 1, is
given as $230,731,277 for the montlis January to May, inclusive, and $18,584,000 back j^ay on Sui)])lement No. 4 for the
month of June is included in the $116,000,000 back pay

ciiarged in the period July to October.
Mr. McAdcK) also sul)mitted a statement of the number
of officers and employees of the Railroad Administration

with the payroll for December, as follows:
C

eiural Ailininistr.Mioii

Number
Number

of officers and employees at Washington
of officers and employees outside of WashinKton (including 106 central administration traveling reijrcsentative«,
supervisors and inspectors)

Total
Total

pay

roll

and employees
December, 1918

oflTircrs

for

Regional

Number
Total

of

pay

Note.

— All

officers
roll

for

227
1,420
$280,600

Administration.

and employees
December, 1918

figures are

1,193

based on pay

1,079

$252,500
roll

for second

half

of

December,

1918.

Central Administration.
(Officers

and employees by

divisions,

December. 1918.)
Officers Employees

Division directors
Director General's Office
.Assistant Director General's Office

7
2

....
173

3

20

I'inance and Purchases
Ojjcration
Public Service and Accounting

6
31

88
526

Law

9
18

Division—
5

Traffic

Capital

Expenditures

2

Labor
Inland

3

Waterways

Actuary
Hoard of railroad wages and working conditions.

Bill to

Senator

.

162
61

124
41
52

1

11

2
6

28
39

Prevent Early Return of Roads

Cummins on January

27 introduced in the Senate a

resolution to prevent the President from relinquishing control
of the railroads to their owners before the expiration of the

21 months period provided by the federal control law unless
The purpose is to compel the
Congress otherwise directs.
government to retain its present control until time has been
afforded for the enactment of legislation to improve the system of regulation and to prevent the disastrous consequences
which many believe would ensue if the railroads were returned suddenly, with a high scale of wages and other expenses.
It is not considered, however, that the passage of
such a resolution could affect the situation materially if the
President is disposed to relinquish the railroads because he
could issue a proclamation setting a future date for the termination of federal control before the resolution could be
passed or he could wait until it is passed and veto it.
In discussing the bill in the Senate, Senator Cummins
said that as Mr. Hines has stated that his policies will be
those of Mr. McAdoo, it may be assumed that it is the
purpose of the director general to return the roads at the end
or ven,' soon after the end of the present session of Congress
unless Congress extends the period for five years.
It was
his opinion that Congress would not extend the period, but
that all the members of the Senate committee believe they
can work out a permanent policy for the readjustment or
reorganization of the relationship between the railroads and
the government withm a few months and that within a year
Congress will be able to agree upon some enduring, general,
permanent system for the control of the railways. He thought
there should be a special session of Congress, but even if
there is not, if the commerce committees of the House and
."^ennte ?re permitted to continue their work during the interim
and are readv to report at the next regular session Congress
coulr] begin the year with all the differences composed.
"If we do not pass this bill," he said, "or something of
the nature, and the President is guided by the advice of his
director general and returns these properties in their present
condition and under existing circumstances, the United States
will see a cataclysm in finance as well as in railroad operations such as it has never witnessed before."

Chapters from Railroad Administration Report
Activities of Divisions of Public Service,

and Bureau

ADDITIONAL

for

CHAPTERS from Mr. McAdoo's
the

report to

year

Public Service and Accounting

The

activities

of

.Vecounting, conducted

Division of Public Service and
under the supervision of C. A. Prouty,

the

director of valuation of the
sion, include those

which

Interstate

Commerce Commis-

relate to tlie service rendered the

public and the accounts of the director-general and of the
individual railroads.
The report says that as railroads
must necessarily be operated by railroad men, who bring to
their work the views which they had formed in the past,
and as railroad operations under government control are
relieved to a considerable extent from regulatory restraints,

Mr. McAdoo

felt

that there should be in the federal ad-

some department which should stand
charged with the public interest. The report then outlines
the work and organization of the various traffic committees, composed of railroad men and shippers, which have
been formed to consider rate questions, either locally or
Every
by reference in important cases to Washington.
authority for a change in rates issues from the Division of
Traffic in Washington and no change can be made until that
change has been submitted to the Division of Public Service.
If not approved, it is suspended until it can be discussed
and, if necessary, taken to the director general for final
determination.
The report says that in the past thousands
of rate changes have been made each month which were
worse than unnecessary, because they produced confusion,
ministration

and when no
reason the

those of the test period.
A considerable amount of expense
has been involved by the opening of a new set of books at
the beginning of federal control and by the accounting

necessary in connection with the orders for equipment which
contain a proviso that if anything can be saved as compared
with the maximum price fixed in the contracts either on
materials, labor or overhead, the government shall have the
benefit of the whole or a part of the saving and in the case
of cars, the material is paid for by the government.
large amount of extra accounting has been made necessary
in order to determine revenue from proposed rates and
the effect upon revenues of various changes which will be
unnecessary when conditions become stabilized. The report
also says that the greatly increased wages which accountants are to-day -receiving, as well as the inferior quality
and reduced efficiency of some of those who are employed,
has increased the cost, but that were the railroads of the
country actually unified under one control there would be
an enormous saving in accounting expenses.

A

itself

rate is

number

Law

Complaints and Suggestions

1918, which is being
issued in installments, have been given out by the
Railroad Administration, covering the activities of the Division of Public Service and Accounting, the Division of
Law, and the Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints.
President for

the

Accounting and

changed except for some substantial

of such changes will be enormously re-

duced and it will become possible to publish tariffs in a
much more satisfactory way than at present.
The report also explains the necessity for impairment of
service during the time of war, but states that this condition
has been changed by the cessation of hostilities and that
every effort will be made to ascertain what service the public

Law
The

Division of Law, with John Barton Payne as general
counsel, has had general supervision over all legal activities

tion

of railroads under federal control, and over the preparaof contracts and other work relating to claims and

A list is given of 30 railroads with
which contracts have been executed, many of them including
property protection.

number

of subsidiaries, parties to the main
also gives the classification of the
2,161 short line railroads relinquished from federal control
on June 29, as follows:

a considerable
contract.

The

report

637 plant facilities.
726 circular roads (roads which do not. file reports with
Interstate Commerce Commission, but submit information
in circular form.)

264

electric

lines.

properly requires and to render that service when possible.
An attempt is being made to work out a plan of cooperation between the state commissions and the Railroad
Administration to give information as to defects in service,
accompanied by suggestions as to how they should be

15 switching and terminal roads.
519 class I, II, and III roads.
Since that date 15 additional roads have been relinquished
by agreement. Total, 2,176 roads relinquished.
Sixty-six roads have since been restored to federal control,
leaving 2,110 relinquished.
(Jan. 2, 1919.)
At the time of relinquishment it was announced that a
policy of co-operation with relinquished roads would be
maintained, assuring fair divisions of joint rates, adequate
car supply, and the preservation of routings so far as con-

corrected.

sistent with the national needs.

The

accounting section of the report states that if all
railroads were owned and operated by a single corporation
or by the government a large part of the accounting work
would disappear. Under the Railroad Administration some
of these costs have been eliminated and others to a very
great extent curtailed.
Car hire has been eliminated. The
accounting for car repairs has been much simplified. Joint
facility expenses have been distributed upon an arbitrary
basis and many millions of dollars have been saved, but
the saving has been nothing like what it might be under
permanent unified operation. The contracts with the carriers also require an accounting as to the expenditures in the
upkeep of the properties because of the requirement that
they shall be returned in the same condition as when received.
A very considerable amount of accounting work is
involved in comparing the expenditures and the prices with
31

This policy

finally, after

hearings afforded the interested lines, ripened into a cooperative contract, which was announced on October 30.
Applications for this contract have been received from
90 of the relinquished roads, although a large number of
the lines are satisfied with the policy voluntarily put into
effect at the time of relinquishment.
Seven co-operative contracts have been executed.
Meanwhile joint rates and divisions are being adjusted on a fair and equitable basis
with all the short lines preparatory to the execution of
co-operative contracts

A

if

desired.

committee on compensation and contracts, consisting
of two representatives of the Division of Law, one of the
Division of Operation, and one of the Division of Public
Service and Accounting, was appointed on July 15 to
hear petitions of relinquished short lines to be restored to
federal control on a co-operative or compensation basis and

—

J

:
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Id

lifar

iKliiioiis

of

foderal

controlled

roads

for

siwcial

r(>in|K'iisati()n.

iiiTc luivo 1)0111 pitition.s from 79 relinquished
and reports on 74 rendered.
The following is an analysis:
1

t'o-opeintive

contract

.short lines

rccoinnicndcd

30
J6

Standard return rwomnicndcd
Special basis
No contract

Tontract

recommended
recommended

without compensation

6

6

recommended

3

Coiitracf on basis scrap value recommended
KIcctric lines that did not come under the proclamation....

Unreported

1

2
5

With the exception of nine ca.ses, all of the committee's
reconimendations were approved, five contracts having been
executed, one on l)asis of standard return, three co-operative,
and one on special basis. Of the nine recommendations disapproved, eight were for contracts on basis of standard
return in lieu of which the co-operative contractwas suggested
for five, three no contract, and one road for which the
committee recommended a contract whereby the government
would operate the road without payment of compensation,
payment of "fixed charges" was suggested. Contracts are
being prepared for all of these roads expept three, which
have declined on basis tendered.
Petitions for special compensation have been presented by
38 roads. Recommendations have l^een made in 17 cases,
10 for complete rejection and 7 for partial allowances. In
3 of the rejected cases the roads desire a rehearing which
will be granted.
One road has withdrawn its claim, one is a
matter for the Interstate Commerce Commission to dispose
of, leaving 19 to be reported on as soon as heard and necessary

25

information

is

received.

In

addition

to

the

above,

new claims have been filed.
The Division of Law has also passed upon

all legal matadvances to railroad companies on account of the standard return or by way of loan.
The policy has been to make full use of the existing
and at the
organizations, avoiding unnecessar}' disruption
same time reduce the amount of legal expense to a minimum
The general plan
consistent with efficiency of service.
adopted was

ters connected with

—

(a)

To

separate,

and assign

to the appropriate accounts,

—

and therefore chargexpenses relating to corporate matters
and those incident to the ordinary'
able to the corporations
operation of the properties.
Appoint, as to each road, a head of the federal legal
(b)
staff, with the title of general solicitor, who, under the
general counsel at Washington, acts as adviser to the federal
manager and is charged with supervision of the legal de-

—

partment.

Dispense with the services of lawyers not actually
(c)
engaged in the performance of necessary legal work.
Eliminate duplication of employment, in view of
(d)
unity of operation, and readjust salaries to conform with
anticipated changes in the amount of litigation under federal
control.

The separation of corporate and operating expenses has
been accomplished, usually, by the assignment to the corporations of one or more members of the general office
force. New York counsel, and others employed primarily
in corporate matters.

Where several roads are grouped under the same federal
manager, the practice has been to appoint one general solicitor, with jurisdiction co-extensive with that of the federal
manager; and in determining appointments and salaries the
recommendations of managers and regional directors have
first been obtained and considered.

The

eliminations include legislative counsel, special agents,

counsel employed at Washington in departmental matters,
statutory agents of individual roads for service of notices of
the commerce commission, counsel located at points remote
from the line of road, etc. as to all of whom it was felt that

—
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employment
With unity of

unnecessary under government oiKration.
it
has been possijjle in some
ca.ses to consolidate the legal work, and thus accomplish
more effective results at a lower cost. Reductions in salaries
were confined largely to trial counsel who engage in gentheir

eral

practice,

is

o|)eration,

the

belief

that

l)eing

the restrictions of

tiie

and orders of the director general relating to suits would cause some diminution of actual litigation.
'J'he "fee basis" of employment has been discouraged
and definite annual .salaries substituted as a rule.
The total exj)en(litures on account of salaries in the legal
departments of the various carriers approximated $7,150,000
Present expenditures
when federal control was assumed.
approximate $4,935,000, a saving of approximately $2,215,federal

control

act

000.

Under date

of

March

26,

tection of railroad property

1918, a section for the pro-

and property of shippers

in tran-

was established in the Division of Law to enforce rigorously the federal law against theft and to take all necessary
measures in co-operation with carriers to prevent loss from
sit

this cause.

A Freight Car Claim Section was e.stablished August 1,
1918, with jurisdiction over all matters pertaining to loss
and damage freight claims and their prevention, for the purpose of having administrative jurisdiction over all such matters on railroads under federal control, to study the causes
and to take such remedial steps as appeared necessary to prevent such claims and conserve the food products and materials heretofore lost and wasted by reason of improper packing and loading and negligence in the handling of the various
commodities.
Prior to this there had been no uniformity in the jurisdiction over the claims departments, and because of the varying practices governing them it was decided to place the
jurisdiction under the legal department; therefore, coincident with the establishment of the Freight Claim Section,
the loss and damage freight claims and the prevention of
causes of such claims were placed in charge of freight claim
agents reporting to the general solicitors of the respective
railroads.

Another source of large expenditures, running into the
millions of dollars, are personal injury, right of way, stock
and fire claims. Therefore it was deemed advisable to create
in the Division of

Law

a section co-ordinating these three

branches of the railroad service.
Effective September 1, 1918, there was created a section
entitled "Claims and Property Protection Section," to have
jurisdiction over freight claims and prevention, property proIt is not intended this
tection, and personal injury claims.
section should be more than an administrative section to
study causes, establish policies and co-ordinate with the forces
of the carriers as existing when the roads were taken under
control.
Later the secret service was transferred to the Division of Operation.
The following statistics reflect the activities, as far as reported to the \\'ashington

office,

of the police agencies of the

carriers
Period from April
Arrests for
Convicted

thefts

1

to

November

30,

1918
10,530
6,069
2,075

Pending
Kmployees arrested
Value goods recovered

$667,578.54

Sentences one vear or over
Fines imposed

$150,509.63

3,241
1,095

Under corporate control each individual railroad had its
own method of investigating and disposing of loss and damage freight claims. Therefore, in order to bring about uniformity and simplicity in the presentation, investigation, and
disposition of loss and damage claims. General Order No.
41, "Regulations Governing Disposition of Interroad Freight

Claims for Loss and Damage," was issued.
Consideration having been given to the vast amount of

January

31,

1919
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freight refused and unclaimed by the consignee after its
arrival at the billed destination, it was deemed advisable,
for the purpose of clearing the congestion and keeping the

channels of commerce open, also of conserving food products
and materials by preventing waste and deterioration, to provide a uniform method of disposing of this class of freight
promptly.
The method of claim handling having been simplified and
General Order No. 34-A issued to clear the railroads of congestion due to the freight remaining on hand, refused or unclaimed, attention was next given to the subject of claim prevention.
This, perhaps, is now the most important duty of
the Freight Claim Section. The enormous amount of money

(running well into millions) expended annually for loss and
freight, which in the end has no economic value, is
a situation that must be corrected by taking such remedial
steps as are necessary toward the prevention as well as the
settlement of claims.
Therefore a careful study has been
given to a method of prevention, and a nation-wide campaign
is now being arranged in an effort to prevent this waste.
Promptly after the establishment of this section, numerous
complaints began to arrive regarding the nonsettlement of
loss and damage claims.
Therefore attention was drawn to
the provisions of General Order No. 41, which eliminated
unnecessar)' interline investigation, bringing forward each
month claims of greater age than four months. An inventory
was made of all such claims with a view to giving them spe-

damage

cial attention.

One

of the most important classes of claims to be met with
departments is that of loss and damage to fruits
vegetables. There is a large amount of money expended

in the claim

and

annually in loss and damage claims on this commodity, besides the loss of millions of dollars' worth of food products.
Therefore it is hoped to establish uniform practices in ship-

ping and protecting these commodities and simplifying the
adjustment of damages where negligence exists.
Because of conditions existing under corporate control.^ it
was customary at most of the interchange points for each line
to have inspectors for the examination of freight, making

an inspection and record as to ventilation, refrigeration, etc.,
and many commodities were inspected as to loading, bracing,
stability of packages, and general condition of the freight.
This necessitated the employing of a number of men doing
the same work. In order to bring about co-ordination of the
various inspections by the different railroads at such interchange points, such duplication of inspections has been
discontinued.
The greatest amount paid out by railroads for losses and
damages growing out of any one individual class of claims
was that of grain, and there being no uniformity of practices
in the preparing of cars, recording of loss, or disposition
of claims for loss and damage. General Order No. 57 was
issued, setting forth "Rules governing the inspection, selection, and co-operating or rejection of cars for bulk grain loading, the recording of the loss of grain from car by leakage
(if any) during transit, and the disposition of claims for loss
and damage of grain." Because of the varying practices in
the loading, shipping, recording leakage, if any, and the dis-

numerous controversies
and this order should have the effect
of establishing uniform practices as to the coopering and
loading of cars, as well as the disposition of claims, and
position of claims, there have been

on

this class of claims,

should result in a substantial saving to the shipping public
as well as the railroads.
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known as the Executive Committee
General Claim Agents' Association, has been aj>pointed for the purpose of studying the general situation
throughout the. country and to make recommendations to
unify the practices on the various railroads.
This division is served with all "notices and processes"
issued by the commission which may affect the director general and any of the roads under federal control.
The information thus received is at once communicated to the general
solicitors of the roads immediately involved.
As of July 1, there were on the docket of the commission
approximately 1,000 formal complaints against carriers operating roads now under federal control, of which 481 had
theretofore been heard and submitted but could not be decided because of the change of status. There were also pending 29 general investigations instituted by the commission.
The commission amended its rules of practice so as to allow rate complaints that had been filed prior to the initiation
of rates in June to be supplemented, instead of compelling
this regard a committee,

of

the

the parties to file original complaints.
Two hundred and
sixty-seven supplemental complaints have been filed and
answered, and the new complaints are being answered as
filed.
The data for answer is ordinarily obtained from the
general freight traffic committees appointed by the Division
of Traffic.

Since July 1 counsel for the Railroad Administration have
participated in the hearing of 180 cases before examiners in
various parts of the country, and in the oral argument of 40
cases before the commission.
The commission has disposed
of 130 complaints, but none of its decisions have in any material

way

affected the initiated rates.

There are upon the commission's docket at this time about
1,000 complaints, old and new, of which about 350 have
been submitted for decision.
large

demands

Many

of

these

cases cover

growing out of transactions that
occurred prior to federal control. Many others are important
in their relation to supposed discriminations and to regulaThrough the committees appointed by
tions and practices.
the Division of Traffic, counsel endeavored to bring about a
settlement by conference of the controversies and differences
which have led to the formal complaints, and a number of
cases have been disposed of in this way.
Of the 29 general investigations above mentioned, 11 have
been disposed of by the commission without any detriment
whatever to the Railroad Administration, and some of the
others are now under hearing, the director of the Division of
Traffic having informed the commission that he will, by prefor reparation

senting the pertinent facts, assist it in reaching conclusions,
that he will consider any recommendations it may make.

and

Suggestions and Complaints
In June Theodore H. Price was appointed actuary to the
Railroad Administration, serving without salan'. His duties,
in addition to tlie analysis and study of the statistical records
and the preparation of reports thereon, have included the
organization and conduct of the Bureau for Suggestions and
Complaints estal^lished on Septemlier 3, under the immediate
direction of Ballard Dunn, assistant actuary.
Up to December 24 this bureau had been in operation some
16 weeks, during which time it had received in all 10,424
"initiatory letters" containing 11,666 .suggestions, complaints,
and commendations.
As each of these letters has been
answered, and as a thorough investigation of the things complained of and a thorough consideration of the suggestions
made has involved much additional correspondence, a total
of over 40,000 letters has been handled by the bureau. The
aggregate of the salaries paid to the force of corresjwndents
and employees conducting this work averages less than 4

In the payment of personal-injury claims the amounts paid
have been influenced in the past to a large extent by the decisions of the courts and juries in the respective states where
the injury occurs, and therefore the steps toward prevention
must be taken by the individual railroads in preventing the

cents a letter.

accidents or the causes of such injun^ in so far as possible.
In order to bring about uniform practices and economy in

been kept, and those commending employees for courtesy and

A

careful classification of all the "initiatory letters" has

.
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loyalty exceed the complaints of discourtesy by nearly

two
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Orders of Regional Directors

to

one.

In all some 1,328 conuinmicutions have been received as
against only 714 letters complaining of individual discourtThis is a record, the report says, of
esy or inconi]K'tenct'.
which the army of railroad men as well as the women who
have recently l)een mustered into the service may well be
proud. The commendations received have in every case lieen
noted upon the records of the employees mentioned and will
In addil>e given due consideration at the appropriate time.
tion to the 1,328 letters commending individual employees
that have been received, 128 communications commending
the railway service rendered by particular lines have been

addressed to the bureau.

Bureau for Suggestions
what may be described as
the organic defects of the service which were correctible
under existing conditions are being remedied as rapidly as

The

other letters received by

and Complaints

tlie

relate chiefly to

possible.

The

classification that

letters received

has been made of

and the number

all

the initiatory

falling into each class fol-

lows:
Classification of Initiatory Communications Received by Bureau for
Suggestions and Complaints from September 3 to December
24, 1918 (Tnclusive)

things complained of and subjects discussed
Train

417

seivice

141
329
137
6

Pullman service
Diner service
Treatment of negroes
Boat and ferry service

98
92
62

Sanitary conditions
Freight service
Car supply
of
payment
Cj-sh
charges
Freight classification

16
23
34
18
72
23
350
76
91
41
115

Embargoes
Waybills
Express service

Baggage service
Pelays to freight
Delavs tn express
Delays to baggage
Delays to live stock
Ignorance of rules
Clerical mistakes
Freight

rate

discrimination..

Unfair passenger rates
Unfair baggage rates
Unfair Pullman rates

79

74

Garnishment
lines,
Boat

63

and

schedules
•

schedules
Station facilities and service.
Station mail handling
Consolidation of stations
Consolidation of offices
Consolidation of lines

Rerouting
Improvements suggested:

Equipment

644
320
6
73
14
9

36

150
62
119
81

Physical
Industrial
Service
Claims:
Freight

44
279

Congestion at ticket
Overcharge:

offices.

52

.

For tickets
For freight
For express
For baggage

On
Bills

55
10

dining cars
of lading

39
28

Demurrage
Protest against store-door de-

931

Train

4

Baggage
Refund

Commendation of service....
Newspaper criticism
Commendations for courtesy

Safety

Insufficient help

287
103

Pullman

45

1,092

operation

Claims, Pullman
Ticket arrangements:
Railroad

20
99
6
10

Special rates
Criticism of operation
Wages, hours, etc

property

Parlor car

freight

;

60
36
87
195
34

Baggage
to

595

livery

1

and loyalty

.

.

128

1,328

._

Discourtesy and incompetence
Dishonesty of employees
Timetables, folders and guides
Economy suggestions
Tipping
Inventions
Passes for employees
Abuse of official authority...
Discharge of employees
Reinstatement of employees.
Refusal to honor United States
transportation

714
161
57

140
8
19

101
47

.

United States soldiers

9
15

Injuries
Tobs

50
22

Politics by employees
Pension system
Miscellaneous
Draft exemptions

6
101

384
13

11,666

Total

Since the signing of the armistice and the gradual reversion to or toward the normal that has followed, the number
of complaints received shows a sharp decline averaging now
hardly more than 100 a day as against a daily average of

from 300

to

400 when the bureau was

first

established.

A Forest Products Section has been organized in the
southwestern railroad region, under the Regional Purchasing
Committee. C. O. Deabler, lumber buyer of the Missouri
Pacific, and recently assistant to the manager of the Forest
Products Section at Washington, is chairman of the Section.
Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk is a member of the committee.
It will supervise the tie and lumber purchases in the southwestern region.

.......

MKMllERSHII'S, ASSESSMENTS, DUES,
136 of the Southwestern regional
director, similar to file No. 102-A-444 of Eastern
regional direc tor, al>stract of which apjicarcd in Railway A^e,
January 24 (page 257).
Standard Form for Stationery. Circular 164 of Southwestern regional director, similar to Supplement 5 to Circular
6 of Northwestern regional director, abstract of which appeared in Railway Age of January 24 (page 257).
Writing Material on Club Cars.
Circular of Northwestern
regional director, dated January 21, similar to File No. 160083A433 of Eastern regional director, abstract of which was
published in the Railway Age of January 24 (page 256).
Relations with Relinquished Short Lines.
In Supplement
1
to Circular 49 the Northwestern regional director states
that short line railroads complain that they are not receiving
a fair share of the business which is competitive with federal
controlled roads.
In order to get at the bottom of these
criticisms the Northwestern lines are requested to prepare
statistics on the business interchanged with connecting short
lines in 1918, as compared with 1917, and also with 1916
if the figures are available, explaining in connection therewith any change in the character or volume of traffic, or
ETC.

or

— Circular

—

—

—

amount

the

of short line earnings.

The

regional director

Railroad Administration is under obligations
treat the relinquished roads fairly; to this end it may be

states that the

Express
Passenger

Damage

CONTINUAIION

to

necessary in some cases to divert traffic arbitrarily in order
them such a proportion of the competitive business
as they would have received had there been no change in the
Northwestern lines are
control of connecting trunk lines.
expected to suggest such changes in rates, divisions and
routing as will best accomplish this purpose.
The Southwestern regional director issued similar instructions in Order 152.
Leave of Absence and Transportation for Representatives
In Supplement 1 to Circular 69 the Northof Unions.
western regional director announces that leave of absence
will be granted, when requested, to employees serving on
committees of employees' organizations when it can be shown
they actually represent the class of men for whom representation is claimed.
In Supplement 40 to Circular 20 he
adds that annual railroad transportation will be issued to
general chairmen and members of committees of employees'
organizations. When transportation is desired on other than
home lines application should be made to the director of the
Division of Operation.
Annual Pullman transportation
to give

—

should also be requested from the Division of Operation.
Transportation for Express Company Employees.
In
Supplement 1 to Order 132, the Southwestern regional

—

upon the request of the respective
American Railway Express Company,

director announces that

vice-presidents of the
federal

managers are authorized

to furnish trip transporta-

employees when traveling at the
request of or in the interest of the express company.
Handling Railroad Administration Mail. In Supplement
1 to Circular 8 the Northwestern regional director announces
that mail which relates to the business of railroads under
federal control and which is sent by or addressed to officers
or employees of lines of that class or to representatives of
the Railroad Administration, may be handled as railroad
mail on all railroads under government control.
Medical Attention for Sick and Wounded Soldiers. In a
circular dated January 22 the Northwestern regional director
announces that the surgeon general of the War Department
has assigned medical officers to the various transportation
centers as liaison officers in connection with the transfer of
sick and wounded soldiers.
In connection with this movement there will be a medical officer of the United States
Army in charge who has the instructions to report to the-

tion

to

the

families

of

—

—

:

January

31,
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proper medical

officers of the

army

at

tion respecting the party in his charge.

Chicago full informaThese messages will

be filed ordinarily six hours prior to the arrival time at
Chicago. Railroads will co-operate in the prompt handling
of this advance information and will give the army representatives all the information desired respecting the expected
time of arrival of trains or cars, access thereto, information
relative to breaking up trains at diverting points and other
information regarding arrangements for the satisfactory and
comfortable handling of the sick and wounded.
Director General's Name on Stationery.
Eastern regional
director, file 1500-1-3-8A449, quotes a message from Edward
Chambers, director, Division of Traffic, as follows

—

The director general's name is to be used on time-tables for public
distribution without unnecessary repetition on same time-table.
It should
be shown in the heading and affixed to such notices as require his name
The style to be used in such cases is "United States
to give them effect.
Railroad Administration, Walker D. Hines, Director General of Railroads."
The reading for tariffs will be "United States Railroad Administration,
Director General of Railroads," followed by name of railroad.
In new
stocks of ticket forms and baggage checks contained in circular P-10, show
only "United States Railroad Administration." followed by the name
of the railroad in the same manner as shown throughout in the circular.
Existing stocks of tickets bearing name of Mr. McAdoo as director general may be used.
Please notify interested departments and tariff bureaus.

—

by Counsel. The Eastern regional
500-103 A448, states that the following advice
has been received from the general counsel of the Division
of Law: "Counsel who are regularly retained and paid by
the Railroad Administration may be called upon to handle
matters arising in connection with any other road under
If a large
federal control without additional compensation.
amount of additional work is imposed, application for additional compensation will be considered."
Applications for
authority to allow additional compensation, in accordance
with the ruling quoted above, should be submitted to the
regional director in cases where federal and general managers
consider it equitable that the same be paid.
Leave of Absence to Employees to Attend Legislative
Sessions.
The Eastern regional director, file 1 203-13 A446,
states that, "I am advised that some railroad officers have
declined to grant leave of absence to employees to enable
them to attend legislative sessions for the purpose of handling
legislative matters, the claim being made that this course is
required by orders of the director general.
The director
general's orders do not require such course, and such leave
should be granted in the usual way as heretofore."
Pilot for Trains Making Detour Movements.
The Eastern
regional director, file 1200.-272A461, states that it is reported that in a recent case of a detour movement a 14-car
passenger train was detoured over a mountain railroad with
a yardmaster who did not know the road as a pilot for the
engineer.
In all cases of detour movement a pilot who does
know the road shall be furnished to the engineer, and when
possibly available for such service an engineer shall be
Services Performed

director, file

1

—

file

—

Cleaning and Disinfecting Stock Cars. The Eastern
regional director, file 500-81A459, quotes from a letter from
W. T. Tyler, director, Division of Operation, as follows:

"The Department

of Agriculture calls attention to the fact
considerable difficulty is being experienced at many
points in the enforcement of that part of Bureau of Animal
Industry Order No. 245, governing the movement of live
that

stock,

which reads as follows:

«
*
»
which have been used in the interstate transportation
of cattle, sheep, swine or other animals affected with any contagious, infectious, or communicable disease shall be cleaned and disinfected under
bureau supervision, in accordance with these regulations, and the final
carrier shall be responsible for such cleaning and disinfection.

Cars

"The number of violations which have been reported to
the Department of Agriculture indicates that some vigorous
measures are necessary in order to insure a more strict compliance with these regulations."
Ventilation of Coaches.
The Eastern regional director.

—

2000-4-99A457, quotes from a report from the ComHealth and Medical Relief of the Division of

mittee on

Operation, with reference to the ventilation of coaches, as
follows

The Committee on Health and Medical Relief has received
a great many complaints with reference to the ventilation of
coaches. A large number of these complaints are made in connection with the temperature of the cars while standing in
passenger stations, and from my own personal experience the
complaint is, in a large number of instances, justifiable. The
cars are either so hot that they are unbearable, or they are
unnecessarily cold, due to the probable fact that they have been
placed in the station only a short time before it is time for the
train to leave the terminal.
It would appear to me that some
effort at regulation should be made, so that the temperature of
these cars would be comfortable.
I appreciate that the general
subject of the ventilation of cars is a difficult one, and the committee is now gathering information with a view of seeing
whether it cannot establish a more satisfactory plan than has yet
been devised.
In the meantime, I beheve conditions could be
very much improved by using a proper standard of temperature
for the cars, and that as a guide, the cars be equipped with
thermometers for control. Further, that instructions be given
that the temperature of the cars be kept as near to 68 as possible.
The coinmittee will advise you fuUy of its final conclusion whh
reference to the subject of ventilation after it has completed
its

survey.

—

Special Car and Special Train Movements.
The Southern
regional director has issued the following Supplement No. 1,
to Circular Letter No. 77:
"Former practice of securing
specific authority from the director general for movement of
private cars in trunk line territory has been discontinued.
Please act accordingly in connection with all revenue move-

ments of private cars on regular tariff basis."
Car Inspectors Needed. The Eastern regional director,
file 1200-2 7 1A453, states that C. B. Young, manager, Inspection and Test Section, 610 Southern Railroad building,
Washington, D. C, is in need of car inspectors at plants
building cars for the United States Railroad Administration
and asks that railroads forward him the names of men at
present in their employ who would make good inspectors on
car construction, and who could be spared temporarily for

—

the work.

—

provided.

315

Hearings Before Senate Committee
At Thursday's hearing before the Senate Committee on
Commerce (see the article on page 306), C.
E. Elmquist, president of the National Association of
Railway and Utilities Commissioners, opposed an extension of federal control of railroads beyond the end of this
year, but urged that Congress at the present session should
adopt remedial legislation for the protection of the public
by repealing the section of tlie control act which allows the
Interstate

director general to initiate rates without suspension, and to
disregard other laws regulating carriers. He objected to the
continuance during time of peace of the powers granted for
war purposes. L. B. Finn, chairman of the Kentucky com-

mission, appearing as a self-constituted unpaid representative of the unorganized public, declared private ownership
cannot meet the transportation demands of the public, but
condemned the Railroad Administration as dominated by

men who had

predicted failure of government control and
declared against extension of the present plan.

The Railroad Administration
of

work on

the Chicago

Union

has approved the continuation

Station,

amounting

to $5,000,000,

for this year, to be financed by the railroad companies,
also

expected

dental

to

work on

who

expend about $2,000,000 additional for
their

own

properties.

are
inci-
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believe that

\vc

tion rather
.>ion

tiiat

tills

tiiaii

lias

resulted from faults of administra-

from faults of

tiie

there has been (juite as

system

much

it.self for the rcawritten praise of the

service as c()m])laiiu.

By

Division

DiriitDr,

Assistant

Gerrit Fort
of

The

Traffic,

U.

S.

Raiiruad

.\i.\v

I'Koiii.viii.v

tiisiu.ssiun

may

engage

in

a

liltli'

retrospective

and about the relawhat we have done
decide what ougiit to he done in the

al)uut the pa.st year

men

to

help us to
necessary

work of standardizing passenger
practice under federal control has been unavoidalily carried
It has not Ijcen
out largel)- by territorial traffic committees.

The

future.

the intention, however, of anyone who has been responsible
for passenger affairs to ignore or minimize the importance
or the value of the work of the passenger traflk manager
Your responsibilities have
or the general passenger agent.
Today you are in the truest sense public
been increased.
servants and have a high duty to perfonn in seeing tliat

the

receives

public

adequate

and

comfortable

passenger

service.

Don't
I want to indulge here in one or two "don'ts."
minimize the importance of your position by saying you are
obliged to do this or that thing because you are ordered to
do so "by Washington." Don't get the idea that you are
to be hampered by rules and regulations that will prevent
your taking care of the public just as well under government control as you did under private operation. I am not
referring to the reductions in passenger train service or lessened conveniences which w-ere inevitable concomitants of
the -war and which the American public took very cheer-

but to those little personal attentions which the pasmen gave so well in the past. Anything that could
be done lawfully in the past can be done in the future. You
ought to be just as solicitous for the comfort and welfare of
the public under government control as under private management.
At the outset of federal administration there were those
who seemed to regard the traffic men, freight as well as pasfully,

senger

more or less necessary evils and I must confess
that there were times when I thought dark days had fallen
upon the passenger fraternity, but it is remarkable how
quickly the public gave voice to the sentiment that it would
miss direct contact with traffic representatives and that sentisenger, as

thoroughly understood by the Railroad Adminconsolidated ticket offices have been successful to a large extent in meeting the public needs, and, while
they may still have some shortcomings, I have a rather definite conviction that these offices represent an added public

ment

liiose

of

tions of the passenger

that

come from two extremes of travel.
gentlemen who regard a meal on a dining

criticism seems to

from

car as a sort of gustatory function and to
tlie meal is a secondary consideration.

Ailministration.

Wi

First,

whom

the cost

Now, while

the

patrons well i)repared, sui;stantial food at reasonable prices, they should not undertake
The other comto rival the Ritz-Carlton or the Blackstone.
plaints come from people to whom the payment of $1 for
To this class some relief
a meal may be a real hardship.
should lie afforded l;y furnishing supplementary service in
There are already a
the way of sandwiches, coffee, etc.
number of railroads which are providing that sort of service
in the coaches and the amplification of this service is someI believe that between the
thing you ought to consider.
classes I have mentioned is a vast army of travelers to whom
It
a substantial meal at a reasonable fixed price appeals.
is not the intention to discard the present system until it
has had a fair trial, which we believe it has not received
up to the present time. Therefore, I want to bespeak your
co-operation and support in seeing that the taljle d'hote plan
does receive a fair trial.
Another thing that has been the subject of more or less
criticism is the present regulations in regard to the making
of Pullman reservations and the redemption of unused Pullman tickets. I want to remind you that some time before
the railroads passed under federal control the rules substantially as they exist today were considered at a mass meeting
held in Chicago and received at that time but one or two
Of
negative votes out of a very complete representation.
course, at that time the refusal of one important line to
join in the regulations was sufficient to defeat their adopThe present rules assure everyone a fair deal, contion.
serve the use of Pullman space, prevent speculation and,
while there may be occasional cases causing inconvenience,
perhaps hardship to individual passengers, in the main the
Modifications of the rules with
rules are a public benefit.
a view to liberalizing them may be, I think are, necessary,
but surely the passenger men who came so near to adopting
these rules on their own initiative ought not to try to defeat
them, but on the contrary ought to give tliem their full suprailroads ought to give

tiieir

port and see to it that they are carried out in good faith.
Practically nothing has been adopted by the Railroad Ad-

convenience and that if and when the railroads are returned to private control the consolidated ticket office will

ministration in the way of reforms and changes in passenger
practice that has not originated with the practical men who
are serving on the territorial passenger committees and who
were carefully selected by the regional directors as representative men, representative of you as well as of the public.
If you sum up all the good and evil resulting to passenger
traffic under federal operation, I think you will find the

remain as a permanent

balance

is ver}'

istration.

The

institution.

present table d'hote meal in dining cars was put into
The suggestion was first
effect primarily as a war measure.
made bv the food administrator. Hoover, that the standardization of meals on the dining cars would be a desirable
means of conserving food. The question was reviewed by
the director general and his staff and it was decided, as
quick action was necessary, to constitute an Inter-Regional

The

Dining Car committee, chosen by the regional directors,
which would be thoroughly representative of the dining car
department of the railroads, and call for their recommendations.
Jointly with a representative of the Food Administration these gentlemen produced a report in which thev

recommended the adoption of the present table d'hote luncheon and dinner and a simple a la carte menu for breakfast.
That is the genesis of the present table d'hote diniiig car
There has been considerable comp laint about it, but
meal.
Address
Officers,

at annua! convention,

Baltimore,

Md., January

American Association of Passenger
22,

1919.

Traffic

overwhelmingly on the credit side and you should
I hope these reforms are
going to be permanent if the railroads return to private
ownership.
And remember that if we want to retain them
we must not irritate the public by enacting petty rules which
Let us maintain the
will stamp all of us as bureaucrats.
big things we have done and not give the public the idea
that we are taking advantage of a temporan- condition to
establish rules that are inconvenient to the public and to
take away from it privileges that it has enjoyed for a great
is

strive to retain that big balance.

many

years.

F. Aspinall, general manager of the LancaYorkshire Railway, of England, since 1899, has resigned that office, and he at once takes a place on the board
of directors, having been elected to the board in December.
He is succeeded as general manager by -Arthur Watson,
Sir

shire

John A.

&

C. B. E.

—
January

31,
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Annual Report

of the

Exports Control Committee

THEviewEXPORTS
of

June

its

11,

CONTROL COMMITTEE has
activities since its creation

1918,

of which

the

issued

a

re-

by order dated

following

is

a

sum-

mary:
With the opening of headquarters in Washington, D. C,
July 1, 1918, meetings have been held regularly each

Wednesday for the purpose of determining
(a)
The probable amount of freight which must be
exported for the prosecution of the war.
(b)
How this war freight can best be routed through
the various ports.
(c)
How much of other essential export traffic has to be
handled.
(d)
The amount of local traffic necessary for each port.
The committee has also been charged with responsibilitv

for—
Selection of the port to which specified freight shall
be transported for transshipment overseas for the use of the

(a)

War and Navy

departments, the Allied governments, and

others.

(b)
The distribution of the combined amount of all
exports, as between the various ports, so as to facilitate its

handling

at

and avoid congestion

in

any one

interests,

an

New York

(headquarters of the Shipping Control Committee), which
has afforded opportunity to keep in close touch with the
heavy volume of war supplies moving through North Atlantic ports.
This arrangement has also provided the means
for obtaining necessary information, as well as prompt unified action upon matters involving the Shipping Control
committee. Freight Traffic committee-North Atlantic ports,
United States Food Administration New York Office, Traffic
Executive and individual Allied government organizations.

So far as rail transportation is concerned, in order to faciliand control the movement of war and food supplies
to the seaboard to connect with vessels, handled under convoy system during the period of war, it has been necessary
and desirable to continue the railroad shipping permit system which was inaugurated through the Freight Traffic committee-North Atlantic ports for northern range ports, and the
Southern Export committee, Atlanta, Ga., for South Atlantic
and Gulf ports, and much credit is due these committees for
the efficient handling of the detail work involved.
Threatened congestion at Pacific coast ports necessitated
the organization of similar committee at San Francisco,
known as the California Export committee, controlling movement through California ports, and the North Pacific Export
committee at Portland, Ore., controlling movement through
Puget Sound ports.
In order to ascertain the amount of freight which must
be exported for prosecution of the war and also distribute
the combined amount between the several ports, arrangements
were perfected for securing necessary data as to the cargo and
ocean program of the United States government, Allied govThis data has been
ernments, and commercial interests.
compiled weekly in detail, thus presenting the committee a
graphic picture of the overseas situation and enabling it to
A comquickly note the high spots in need of attention.
tate

was also made of facilities at all ports available for
prompt and efficient handling of exports.
For the purpose of routing freight from interior to the
seaboard via most direct line and to eliminate so-called crosshauls, the Exports Control Committee Zone Routing Chart
No. 1, showing groups of origin, together with natural seaboard assignments, was issued and placed in the hands of
pilation

the

officials responsible for the

for observance, except in cases of extreme emergency.
This
chart had the effect of conserving rail transportation and
distributing the total export among the several ports, diverting consideraljle tonnage to South Atlantic and Gulf ports

which was formerly routed through northern range ports.
The primary object of the permit system is to establish
intimate contact with the individual or agency at the seaboard responsible for prompt acceptance of the property

upon

arrival at destination.
In the case of export, it was
found necessary to recognize only the steamship line (not the
shipper) in filing application for railroad shipping permit,
and in conjunction with the Delinquent Bureau meritorious
performance is assured, otherwise favorable consideration of
future applications, when presented by delinquents, necessarily must be held in abeyance, pending clarification of the
record.

At the ports of

New

was found necessary

York, Philadelphia and Baltimore

it

to apply the permit system to domestic

carload traffic for twofold purpose: First, to prevent forwarding to the seaboard export traffic under the disguise of
domestic; secondly, in conjunction with the Delinquent Bureau, to insure expeditious unloading upon the part of consignees, thus keeping the terminals, necessarily used jointly
for export and domestic, free from congestion.

Another requirement of the domestic permit system is that
provides for initial shipment to a particular station delivery,
which has effectually stopped former practice of consigning
cars to the Metropolitan district, to be held upon arrival at
the Jersey shore awaiting orders for a specific delivery, frequently involving expensive switching and an average loss
of 48 hours transportation.
To a considerable extent the
same situation obtains at Philadelphia and Baltimore by
reason of having the permits specify delivery desired, thus
insuring continuous movement upon arrival at the outer
yards of the terminals.
Intensive loading is also made a requirement of the domestic applications in order to reduce the car units on the
terminals to a minimum, and as indicative of the efficacy,
during December, current year, as compared with corresponding period previous year, the average tons per car for all
roads serving the Metropolitan district increased 19.3 per
it

port.

With a view to co-operating with the several
and working force were established at

office

317

routing of freight, with request

cent.

Record movement of wheat developed early in July, due to
large crop and fixed price by the government, which, together
with a heavy movement of Australian and Argentine wheat
to Atlantic ports for transfer to Allied vessels, threatened to
congest seaboard elevator facilities.
At the request of this
committee the Food Administration established a branch
office in New York to handle applications for permits on
grain in connection with the Freight Traffic committee-North
Atantic ports, thus regulating the flow to all ports so as not
to exceed elevator storage capacity, but in sufficient volume
to

meet vessel requirements.

It

was

also arranged to divert

the Australian wheat to Gulf ports and transfer the Argen-

wheat to Allied ves.sels in original sacks without burdening elevator facilities. The efficacy of the plan has been
demonstrated by the fact that at no time has there been
any material congestion at the seaboard due to grain movement, although the volume has been exceedingly heavy.
The constantly increasing volume of war supplies through
northern range ports suggested that relief should be accorded
by moving commodities originating in the South and Southwest, such as cotton and tobacco, through South Atlantic
and Gulf ports. This program was followed to the extent
of diverting considerable tonnage, principally account of
the Allies, to the latter ports, although naturally the amount
of cotton and tobacco so handled was limited to the measurement space thus available. For the purpose of fully utiliztine

ing measurement space at the more northerly ports arrangements were perfected for movement via coastwise steamers,
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wliiili in llic ca.sc of cotton

000 bales

would have approximated 3,000,-

current

season liad the restrictions
against all-rail movement to North Atlantic ports not been
removed following the signing of the armistice.
The Traffic Executive was created by the several Allied
governments to co-ordinate the work of shipping abroad all
the freight necessary for war and commercial purposes.
With the constantly increasing movement of overseas traffic
essential for prosecution of the war, including the heavy
volume of food requirements, it became imperatively necessari' that all interested agencies, both inland and ocean,
should keep in close touch, the one with the other, to insure
maximum efficiency and consequent beneficial results.
durinji;

tlie

At the recommendation of this committee the manager of
traffic, United States Food Administration, was made
a member of the Traffic Executive, Allies, and representative
of the Traffic Executive became associated with the Food
inland

Administration, New York office, thus helping to make the
and ocean movement as nearly continuous as possible.
The benefit of this arrangement has been far-reaching, particularly during later months when the question of food
supplies has been paramount.
Co-ordination of the several governmental agencies interested in inland and ocean transportation has been developed
through weekly conferences with the Food Administration,
inland traffic service of War and Navy departments, and
the several departments of the Railroad Administration at
Washington; also weekly conferences with Traffic Executive,
Allies, L^nited States Grain Corporation, Shipping Control
Committee, Freight Traffic committee-North Atlantic Ports,
and American Iron & Steel Institute at New York, all of
which has served to accomplish many objects otherwise perhaps unattainable.
In view of the abnormal traffic burden imposed upon the
rail lines to, and tenninal facilities at Hampton Roads, it
was felt desirable to relieve the situation by diversion of
Accordingly, the
freight, particularly coal, to other ports.
ports of Norfolk and Newport News, including grain elevator at the latter point, were assigned exclusively for the
handling of United States Army freight. The Navy department provided storage facilities at Charleston, S. C, for
150,000 tons of bunker coal, to be moved from Pocahontas
and New River districts, and the Allied governments also
arranged for handling of Clinchfield and New River coal
to Charleston, S. C, account return cargo for grain vessels
from the Argentine.
The prospects of a Siberian campaign, with consequent
heavy overseas movement through Pacific coast ports, already
more or less congested account shortage of ocean tonnage,
necessitated the adoption of permit system of control to inThe two
sure maximum transportation without confusion.
committees organized. North Pacific Export committee for
Puget Sound ports and California Export committee- for
California ports, began operating under general embargo
effective September 13, 1918, since which time the situation
with respect to San Francisco has been practically normal.
The conditions at Seattle and Tacoma have required close
attention, due to violations of the embargo and lack of ocean
rail

space through diversion of Japanese vessels to other ports
account inability to secure return cargoes from the Orient
under import restrictions. Efforts are now being made to
relieve the situation by more liberal policy upon the part
of the War Trade Board in the issuance of import licenses

and the assignment of vessels by the Shipping Board to lift
any undue accumulations.
Movement of Russian freight account of the newly organized War Trade Board of the United States Russian Bureau
(Inc.) is being handled satisfactorily under an arrangement
whereby emergency permits are issued at Washington in the
office of the Exports Control Committee upon application
of the bureau.
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It has been the policy of the committee to divert all the
tonnage possil)le to South Atlantic and Gulf ports in order
to relieve the already overburdened Northern range ports,
the longer ocean voyage to l)e e(iuali/ed by the quick turnaround. The results accomplished have been very gratifying, particularly willingness of the Allied governments to
utilize southern ports, thus permitting the War department
to concentrate on northern ports in connection with troop

movement.

Changed
mistice,

conditions, I)rought about by signing of the arprompt action to avoid congestion at

necessitated

the seaboard,

War

department freight

in transit

on Novem-

ber 11 alone approximating 20,000 cars.
Instructions were
issued to hold eastbound overseas freight (except subsistence,
forage and clothing) at interior junction points, to be diverted to interior storage or moved to ports as needed.
Current production was also taken care of at interior gov-

ernment storage IcKated at New Cumberland, Middletown,
Columbus, Ohio, and South Schenectady, N. Y. Storage has also been arranged for some 50,000 tons of sundry
materials to be returned from abroad account of the Navy
Pa.,

department.
In the case of Allied government freight, production of
munitions, barbed wire, etc., was immediately stopped and
arrangements perfected to store cars en route or at the ports
in private storage, also storage furnished by the United States
government.
Other freight, including airplane lumber, has
been promptly cleared upon arrival at the seaboard.
Owing to the absence of suitable storage facilities for high
explosives en route to or on cars in vicinity of ports account
of the United States and Allied governments, and the serious
menace through holding on cars, it was recommended that
this material should be taken out to sea and thrown overboard, which disposition is now being arranged.
With the cessation of hostilities, it soon became apparent
the overseas movement would be as great, if not greater, than
preceding months, as indicative of which the British program for December aggregated 2,540,776 tons, or almost
1,000,000 tons in excess of any previous month during the
war.
The character of tonnage also changed, flour, grain
and other food supplies comprising the major portion of the
program. The necessity for prompt movement of this large
volume of freight will continue so long as a substantial army
force is maintained on the other side, and with the advent
of winter weather, it is the opinion of this committee that
transportation conditions will require continuance of the
present permit system of control to insure proper distribution
and avoid congestion.
The allocation of 10 per cent of all space on liners by the
British government for commercial shipments, with prospects
for early release of additional space, together with removal of
restrictions on export and import traffic by the War Trade
Board, will have the effect of greatly stimulating export trade
and every effort is being put forth lo foster this program
without interfering with the essential food movement, although it is apparent that some supervision must be maintained over commercial traffic until such time as normal conditions mav be resumed.

To

continue the construction of the government railroad
Alaska for the fiscal year beginning next July, the sum of
$4,000,000 will be asked of Congress by the Alaskan Engineering Commission, according to a statement in the Alaska
Railroad Record. The principal items in the estimates of the
commission are $1,286,526 for construction in the Anchorage
in

division; $718,340 for the

Seward

division; $880,304 for the

Fairbanks division; $712,220 for operation in the Anchorage
and Seward divisions, and $329,890 for operation in the Fairbanks division. Provision is made in the estimates for the
continuation of the construction of a dock at Anchorage and
the purchase of 4,000 tons of rail at $70 a ton.

General View of the Cinder Handling Plant

A New

Type

of

Pittsburgh

Locomotive Cinder Handling Plant
& Lake
Incline

A

Erie Facilities at

Hoistway

UNIQUE CINDER HANDLING PLANT was recently completed for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie at Hasleton

Yard, Youngstown, O.
It is a development of a
type of cinder handling equipment applied to earlier plants
of smaller capacity by the builders, the Roberts & Schaefer

Youngstown Include

to a Storage Bin
in

buckets resting in concrete pits between the rails.
buckets are hoisted out of the pits and up an incline
and are dumped into the top of a concrete storage tank. The
plant serves four tracks, each of which is equipped with a
concrete pit 125 ft. or more in length.
These pits are of a
steel

The

width and depth to accommodate buckets of 55
ft. 8 in. wide and resting on four-wheel
trucks so. as to give an over-all height of about 3 ft. 10 in.
These trucks run on a 3-ft. 1^-in. gage track, so that the
buckets are spotted readily under the locomotive ash pans to
receive the cinders and are then rolled to the points of hoisting.
Each bucket is provided at each end with a cast steel
lug or trunnion to engage hook-shaped sockets on a steel bail
attached to the hoisting equipment so that the bucket may be
picked up out of the pits readily when loaded and set down
in the pits and released when empty.
The hoisting arrangement, which is in duplicate, consists
of two inclined trestles extending over the four cinder pit
These trestles cross the tracks on a skew and contracks.
verge toward the storage bin as they ascend to the dumping
equipment at its top. Each of these trestles is fitted with a
2-ft. 25^-in. gage track to carry a trolley operated by a
hoisting line passing over an idler pulley at the upper end
of the incline and down to a hoist In a house at the foot
sufficient
cu.

ft.

capacity, 3

of the storage tank.

The

trolley, hoisting line

and

bail are

arranged in such a way that the trolley remains in a fixed
position over the pit as the bail with the bucket attached is
being hoisted, until the bail comes in contact with the trolley,
after

which the

Layout of the Track

Pits, Trestles

and Storage Bins

Company, Chicago, for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie at ColAliquippa, Monessen and Newell, Pa.
The character of the plant is shown in the photograph.

lege,

Cinders are received from the ash pans of the locomotives
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latter

moves up the incline

to the top,

where

tripped over in its trunnions and empties into
the bin. On the return trip to the track pits, the trolley may
be stopped over any one of the four tracks by pivoted wheel
blocks, any pair of which may be interposed at the will of
the operator, with the aid of an operating bar controlled by

the bucket

a

hand

is

chain.

The movement

of the trollies in hoisting

is

controlled by

KAILWAY AGE

.uo

controllers hx-atinl ronveniint fo the track pits, but CutlerHammer automatic controlliT.s and Palmer limit switches

overwind of tiie lioistini.; caiiles when the trolley
reaches the ui)]X'r end of tlie trestles.
The plaiU is located only 250 ft. from a 900-ton capacity
coalin.u station, also huilt l)V Roberts & Schacfer Company,
which scr\-i's the same four tracks that arc equipped with
the track pits for the cinder jilant. The cinder storage tank
is served by the track that leads over the track hopper of the
coaling station so that coal cars dumped at tlic track hopper
mav be dropped iiack to the cinder l)in to be loaded with
Since the completion of this plant contracts have
cinders.
hwn awarded for similar facilities on the New York Central
previiit

at

Youngstown, Ohio, and Minerva.

Valuation Progress

A

of rcccnt developments in connection with
federal valuation work has been issued by Frederick
H. Tec, secretary of the Presidents' Conference
Committee on Federal Valuation, under date of January 2.
Among recent developments referred to in this statement are

and order

Kansas City Southern has

mandamus

for a writ of

of the District of

Columbia

to

filed a petition

with the Supreme Court

compel the Interstate Com-

merce Commission to receive testimony as to the cost of
reproduction of its lands, the commission having overruled a similar motion made by the railroad on November 15, 1918.
The rule before the Supreme Court was made returnable
on December 10, but postponement of the argument was
granted until January 4.
A plan is being developed whereby the completion reports
required by the Division of Valuation under Order No. 3
are to be retained in the files of the carriers and only quarIt is not the
terly and annual returns made to the division.
intention of the Bureau of Valuation at the present time to
request any reports under this order, but the carriers will be
required to keep the data in their files.
Notice has been given of a hearing before Commissioner
Meyer, of Chicago, beginning January 20, on the valuations
of the' Elgin, Joliet

Eastern and

tlie

&

Joliet

1

Eastern, the Chicago, Lake Shore
Island properties.

&

& Blue

I.

C. C. Rulings

Certain tentative' interpretations have been made by Division
of the commission of the decisions in the Texas Midland

"Where
Southbound as follows:
ownership of railroad crossings, the

and the Winston-Salem
carriers agree as to the

property

should

be

inventoried

to

the

owner or owners.

reached the conclusion of the commission as announced in its decision in Valuation Docket
No. 5, Winston-Salem Southbound case, should be followed.
This we also understand to be in conformity with the present

Where no agreement

is

practice of the bureau. The rule announced in the WinstonSalem Southbound case is as follows:
to
"It has been the practice of the bureau of valuation
apportion the estimated costs of reproduction in accordance
of this
with any agreement as to the ownership of property

Failmg
character w'^hich the interested carriers may make.
the
such agreement, the cost of reproduction estimates of
anything
junior carrier omit, in the case of under-crossings,
entirely for
for the assumed reproduction of structures used
companies; but the
the passage of the trains of the senior
carrier includes
cost of reproduction estimates of every junior
exclusively
the estimated cost of reproducing the property
One-half of the estimated cost of reproducing
used by it.
commonly used by both carriers, such as crossing

property
frogs,

is

Such practice has been followed

in

the

tentative report in this case."
'i'ime tables, tariffs, etc., should not be cmi>raced in the
reproduction inventories nor shown in tiic statement of property of carriers.
Abandoned property should not Ijc included in the reproduction inventories.
If the ownership of interlocking plants is known, they
should be inventoried to the owner or owners. In the aljsence
of .such knowledge they should Ijc apportioned among the
using carriers according to use.
Where property off the right-of-way is a necessary part of
the property of the carrier devoted to the public use it should
l)e inventoried to the carrier; otherwise it should be included
This rule would probably
in non-carrier property owned.
mean that the viaducts and rip-rap on the Kansas City
Southern sliould l>e included in the reproduction inventories

for that carrier.

STATEMENT

the fact that the

bound comf)any.
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carried into the tentative valuation of the south-

The appraiser in the field shall determine whether the
particular street, alley or highway is in fact a street, alley or
highway, dependent upon the facts in connection with each
individual piece of land and without regard to the number
in which they are found.
In the case of exclusively used streets they shall be included

of inhabitants of the settlement
in

the land report as land

carrier purposes in instances

owned and used for commonwhere the carrier can show title

or produces an order of vacation or satisfactory proof that
such an order was entered; otherwise they shall be excluded.
In the case of partially used streets or alleys nothing shall
be included in the land report on account of such areas
In
unless it affirmatively appears that the carrier owns it.
those instances where it is included the value to be stated

view of the conditions of its use. Highshall be included in the land
for common-carrier purposes
unless it affimiatively appears that the carrier does not own
the land, but the land section shall make no extended investigations to determine ownership.
will be determined in

ways which are used by carriers
report as land owned and used

Progress
During the year the valuation work and inventory of the
Na
Bureau of Valuation has progressed quite steadily.
tentative valuations have been served by the commission
during this period, but now that many elemental questions
which have been in controversy have been decided by the
commission in the valuations of the Texas Midland and the
Winston-Salem Southbound it is thought that other carriers
A considerable number of
will be served in the near future.
carriers have, however, been furnished with copies of inventories in preliminary form and conferences are being held
between the representatives of the carriers and the Bureau of
Valuation in order to adjust so far as possible any errors or
omissions and other differences so that such items may be
corrected in advance of the service of a tentative valuation
and thus reduce the number of issues to be raised by protest.
The expenditures of the Bureau of Valuation for the A'ear
ending June 30, 1918, were $3,384,444.31; leaving an unexpended balance of $115,913.73. According to the terms of
the bill carrying the last appropriation for valuation, this
unexpended balance was to be carried forward and used in
connection with the $3,500,000 made available for the year

ending June 30, 1919. The total expenditures on behalf of
the Bureau of Valuation from the beginning of valuation
work to June 30, 1918, have been $12,251,517.43. A total
of $4,111,373.06 was expended in connection with valuation
the carriers reporting to the Presidents' Conference
Committee during the year ending June 30, 1918 (four companies not reporting), making a total amount for the five

work by

vears ending Tune 30, 1918 (with the above omissions), of

$24,578,521.93.

—
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General New^s Department
The proposed dismantling of the Colorado Midland has
been stayed by the Railroad Administration as the result of
agitation by shippers and state officers of Colorado, who
ask the government to take over and operate the road. Representatives of the shippers and of the Colorado Public Service Commission have been assured by the Railroad Administration that practicable recommendations will receive earnest

manual block signaling apparatus.

consideration.

ing on English railways, presented before Harvard University in 1894, and reported in the Railroad Gazette in August,

The American Association

which has a
road committee
problem as affecting civil, mechanical and electrical engineers employed by
the railways, will set aside for the use of this committee
one half of all receipts from new railroad members during
the month of January. This money will be used to make a
study of the wages paid to technical engineers in railway
employ and to make representation of the results to the
Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions, the
regional railroad directors and others.
The railroad committee is composed of W. H. Finley, president of the Chicago
& North Western; E. H. Lee, president of the Chicago &
Western Indiana, and W. W. K. Sparrow, corporate chief
engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
of Engineers,
studying the railroad wage

Roy U. Conger,

rail-

New York

City, a manufacturer of airplane parts, has bought from the British Government 350
airplanes and a large quantity of engines and accessories,
heretofore used in Canada for training aviators for the mili-

of

tary service, and proposes to use the machines in the operation of commercial routes in Canada. This statement, taken
from the New York Sun, is based on transactions closed at
Toronto, Ont., on January 29.
Mr. Conger is said to be
perfectly confident that the use of airplanes for transporting
passengers, mail and parcels can be made profitable in
Canada; and presumably also in the United States. This air
equipment is said to have cost ten million dollars; and an
offer of $400,000 had previously been refused because of a
probability that the airplanes would be sold subsequently at
auction and would fall into the hands of irresponsible
persons.

The Engineerinjg Societies' Employment Bureau,, New
York City, desires that state and municipal authorities, corporations and individuals who need the services of professional engineers communicate their wants to the Bureau, 33
West Thirty-ninth street. This bureau is maintained by the
four national Societies of Civil, Mining, Mechanical and
Electrical Engineers. In behalf of engineers who have been
serving in the army or in government capacities during the
war, it is the desire of the Engineering Societies to get in
touch with contemplated engineering projects as early as
practicable. By resolutions adopted unanimously (by the 650
members present at its annual meeting) the American Society of Civil Engineers has recorded "its profound conviction
that public works should be carried forward to the fullestextent consistent with sound judgment, not only for funda"
ment^*l economic reasons, but for himTanitarian reason.^

While there he entered

into a contract with the New Zealand Railways and spent
several years in New Zealand in establishing the signal and
telegraph department of the railways of the islands. He had
been with the London
South Western nineteen years. Mr.
Johnson is the author of numerous valuable writings on
signaling subjects, notably a review of the history of signal-

&

September and October

of that year.

Railway Honor

Men

A. Edson, federal manager on the Kansas City Southern
and other lines, reports that 1,067 officers and employees of
the roads under his managership served in the army and
navy during the war. The distribution of these men is as
follows: Kansas City Southern, 594 men; Midland Valley,
80; Houston East & West Texas, 64; Vicksburg, Shreveport
& Pacific, 88; Missouri & North Arkansas, 108; Kansas City,
Mexico & Orient, 133.
J.

Fatal Troop-Train Collision in France

A

press despatch from Paris, January 25, reports 18 American soldiers killed and 30 injured in a collision between a
troop train and a freight at Nanoirs.

Probably Sent at Government Rate
Mr. McAdoo couldn't live on $12,000 a year.
without a job, and he sends a thousand-word
telegram to the waterways convention about 5-year government control of railroads. F. P. A. in New York Tribune.

No wonder

Here he

is

Want

Railroads Returned to

Owners

its annual
meeting, on January 20, adopted a resolution calling for the
return of the railroads to private operation as promptly as
possible, with suitable remedial legislation. The association
also endorsed the resolutions of the Railway Business Association, and favored an extra session of Congress to secure

The Lumbermen's Association

prompt

of

Chicago, at

action.

Disapproval both of government ownership and government operation has been voiced also by numerous organiza-

among which are the National
Live Stock Association, which took action at Denver on
January 24, and the San Francisco Chamber of Comtions all over the country,

merce.

A large meeting of Texas shippers, held at Dallas on January 25, took similar action. The New York Evening Post
during the past week has published letters from careful correspondents reporting similar views in St. Paul, St. Louis,
Memphis, Philadelphia and Boston; and a letter from Kansas
City reports business and farming interests as in a critical
mood, having found railroad service unsatisfactory.

Arthur H. Johnson, signal and telegraph engineer of the
London & South Western, has resigned from that office on
account of failing health; and the directors of the company
have granted him a pension. Mr. Johnson began his career
in England, but he is well-known in America, having been
for several years connected with the Union Switch & Signal
Company, and later with the Johnson Railroad Signal Company. He was also for about three years signal engineer
of the Erie Railroad.

When

he

left

that road he returned

England and was engaged in manufacturing with W. R.
Sykes, the well-known inventor of the Sykes controlled

to
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"Safe Practices"
sixteenth number of the Safe Practices Bulletin of the
National Safety Council is a ten-page illustrated monograph
on safe clothing for men and women in industry. These
excellent brochures contain a large amount of useful information, gathered from varied sources and clothed in lucid and
vigorous language. Some members of the Council, to encourage the wearing of suitable clothes, provide women
employees with the first suit free of charge.

The

:

RAILWAY AGE
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PampliU't No. 17 is cnlilled "Yards" ami dcils willi all
kinds of outdoor operations in the yards of industries.
No. 18 is on Power Presses. The ingenious recent devices
for preventinR workmen from injuring tlicir hands or feet
One picture
in these ponderous machines arc innumerable.
shows a large prc^s, in a shop of llie I'Ord Motor Company,
where each of two men must press an electric push button
with each hand before the machine can be operated.
These pampiilcts arc provided, at a cost of ten cents each, by
the Nalional Safety Council, 208 South LaSalle street, Chicago.

Simplification

Run Mad

In Mr. McAdoo's list of "advantages" of unified operation of
the railways is mentioned the "elimination of the old practice of
paying mdeage or per diem rental for the use tif freight or passenger cars of one carrier by another." Thus the roads which
have let their cars go to other lines have no way to get them back,
no matter how badly they need them. Government ownership
would not obviate the necessity for some sort of distribution of
cars and some way of maintaining such distribution. There is a
fundamental weakness in the entire theory of running the railways "for the good of the wliole country." It would mean reducing railway service in general to the minimum. It would
mean only occasional freight trains on the smaller lines. It
would mean the denial of proper passenger train facilities for

hundreds of interior towns not located on the lines chosen for
through passenger trafific. The general tendency would be to
retard development of the rural sections. Merchants might as
well talk of running their stores only during the rush seasons.
We might as well plan street car service only during the rush
hours. It would be as feasible to have telegraph offices only in
the large centers of population, or to keep hotels open only
during conventions. No business can live exclusively on cream.

There are long periods when nearly every business runs at a loss,
but it must take care of its regular patrons' nttds.—St. Louis
Globe-Democrat.

A

Message from the Ex-Director-General
retired to private life, W. G. McAdoo, former

Although

director-general of railroads, is still actively pushing his plan
for a five-year extension of Government control of the railIn a telegram to an inland waterways meeting at
roads.
Defiance, Ohio, last Monday, he said:
"The confusion of counsel about the railroad problem,
made daily more evident by the great variety of conflicting

views and opinions

now

being presented at

Washington,

clear that the course of wisdom,
sagacity and prudence is to extend Government control of
the railroads for five years, that our inland waterways be developed to the largest possible extent during that period, and
that these inland waterways and rail facilities be co-ordinated with our great merchant marine in an endeavor to get
for American business enterprise a fair participation in the

makes

it

more and more

commerce.
"The powerful and sleepless forces of reaction are solidly
arrayed against this plan. They will defeat it unless the
American people are aroused to the situation. The time is
The matter is vital. My earnest suggestion tp you
short.
and your associates is that you press upon the attention of
benefits of world

the Congress the importance of the five-year control in order
that the things you want to accomplish may be brought
about."

National Rivers and Harbors Congress

The railroad problem has an important part in the tentative
program which has been issued for the fourteenth convention
of the National Rivers and Harbors Congress to be held at
Washington on February 5, 6 and 7. The subject for discussion on Thursday. February 6, is "What Shall Be Done
With Our Railroads?" Charles F. Nesbit, of Washington,
D. C. will discuss this question on the side of government
ownership; Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age, will
to private ownership, and William JenOther
discuss a dual plan of ownership.
topics for discussion are: "Shall w-aterways as well as rail-

discuss the return

nings Bryan

will
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ways 1)1- placed iniiii-r cuiitru! dI the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which shall have power not only to establish
through rail and water routes, but to fix both maximum and

minimum rales!'" "Shall railways be allowed to continue
to make extremely low rates to points on waterways, while
maintaining much higher rates to inland points?" "Should
railway rates be the same for ccjual distances to both inland
and waterway points?" "Should railway rates be lower to
waterway points than to inland points, providing the differ

ence in rates for equal distances is not more than 20 or 25
per cent?"
The program also includes addresses on "What the Government Is Doing for Water Transportation," by G. A. Tomlinson, director of the Division of Inland Waterways of the
I'nited States Railroad Administration; on "Transportation,"
i)y Major Gen. William M. Black, chief of engineers, U. S.
.Army, and on "The Essential Unity of Transportation by
Wafer, by Rail, by Road, on Land and on Sea," by William
C. Redfield, Secretary of Commerce.
Walker D. Hines, director general of railroads, is also expected to address the
Congress.

The June Mechanical Convention
D. Conway, secretary of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, on January 23, sent out circular No. 1
e.xtending an invitation to manufacturers of and dealers in
railway supplies to exhibit at Atlantic City in June, and giving full details as to the exhibit arrangements.
J.

Conway says
the first exhibition that has been held for three
years. The railroad associations have expressed their earnest
desire that our association should make a full exhibit, and
the United States Railroad Administration gives its unqualified approval of it.
Invitations are being extended in the
name of the three associations to all foreign trade bodies in
this country, and, through the embassies at Washington, to
all foreign governments (except the Central Powers), inviting them to send delegates or representatives to attend the
conventions and examine the exhibits. The opportunity presented by an exhibition at this time for both the domestic
and foreign demand is exceptional."
In his circular, Mr.

"This

is

Wood

Preservers' Meeting

The fourteenth annual meeting of the American Wood
Preservers' Association was held in St. Louis on Tuesday
and Wednesday of this week with a registration of over 250,

An unusually large perthe largest attendance on record.
centage of railway men were present.
On Wednesday afternoon the tie problem was discussed,
with John Foley, of the Forest Products Section at WashChicago was selected as the
ington, and others speaking.
meeting place for the next convention.
J. B. Card, president of the Central Creosoting Company,
Chicago, was elected president of the association; A. R.
Joyce, Joyce-Watkins Tie Company, Chicago, first vicepresident, and C. M. Taylor, superintendent of the Port Reading Creosoting Plant, Port Reading, N. J., second vice-presiF. J. Angier, superintendent of timber preservation,
dent.
Baltimore & Ohio, was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
On Thursday and Friday following the meetings, the tie
producers of the country held conferences looking to the
There were long
organization of a national association.
discussions on the centralization of purchases by the government.

American Society

of Civil

Engineers

Fayette Samuel Curtis, of Boston, Mass., president of the
Old Colony Railroad, has been elected president, for the
year 1919, of the American Society of Civil Engineers. Other
officers named were H. S. Crocker, Denver, Col., and Leonard
Metcalf, Boston, Mass., vice-presidents: A. S. Tuttle, New
York, treasurer; G. H. Clark and Jacob S. Langthorn, New
York; Charles C. Elwell, New Haven, Conn.; Willard Beahan,
Cleveland. Ohio; John W. Alvord, Chicago, 111. and Carl E.
Grunsby, San Francisco, Cal.. directors.
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of the Ohio river.
There was an exceptionally large attendance, the feeling running high among
shippers, who claim thai the new scale will mean a heavy increa. , over the present rates and will thereby retard road

builduig and other construction work, which is highly essential
to prevent a serious unemployment problem.
In the morning
session the chairman of the meeting stated that the purpose
of the scale was to replace the present hodge-podge of sand
and gravel rates, with a scheme which will exact the same
charge for the same service throughout the territory. In reply
to an allegation that the scale meant a large increase in rates,
he stated that the committee had applied the proposed scale
and present rates to business on Pittsburgh, Chicago, Cincinnati and St. Louis for one month in 1916, when the sand and
gravel movement was normal, and found that the application
of the new scale meant a reduction in revenues rather than an
increase.

Fibre Container Makers Organize
At

000 UTO
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central district freif^^lit trallic committee oiieiied a hearing at the Hotel La .Salle, Chicago. Thursday, on the proposed
mileage scale rates for sand, gravel, stone aiid slag in territory east of the Illinois-Indiana state Hne, west of Pittsburgh
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Rcocijii.s ol live slock ai Kansas City in llic calendar year
191« ainoiinti-d to 101,812 cars, as compared with 138,186 cars
1917, an increase of 15 per cent. The total sliipnicnts from
Kansas City in 1918 were 55,123 cars, as compared with 48,772
cars in 1917, an increase of 12 per cent.
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New Body

meeting of manufacturers of corrugated and solid
fibre containers, held in Chicago on January 16 and 17, an
association, to be known as The Container Club, was formed.
It will take over the activities of the Corrugated-Fibre Association and the Fibre Shipping Container Association, both
of which have been disbanded.
At a meeting of the War Service Committee of the War
a

Service Board, of the container industry, held in Atlantic
City, N. J., on December 17, it was voted to disband the
board on January 1 because it was organized only for the
purpose of serving the government and the industry in its
relations with the government for the period of the war.
The discussion that ensued resulted in the organization of the
Container Club. Among the purposes of the club, as outlined
in its by-laws, are the development and maintenance of a
proper standard of quality of fibre shipping cases and of the
raw materials entering into their manufacture, co-operation
with the carriers by a strict system of inspection with the
object of eliminating the use of unsafe containers and those
not complying with the railroad classification rules; co-operation with shippers in devising the most suitable containers for
various commodities and the best means of packing and sealing them; the prosecution of research work to secure the
standardization of fibre shipping cases and the materials
from which they are made, and the further development of
the uses of fibre containers with special attention to promoting their sale in foreign countries.
The main ofifice of the club will be in the Transportation
building, Chicago.
The following is a list of the officers: Geo. W. Gair, yicepresident, the Robert Gair Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., president; Sidney Frohman, president the Hinde & Dauch Paper
Company, Sandusky, Ohio, vice-president; J. P. Hummel,
president the Hummel & Downing Company, Milwaukee,
Wis., vice-president; G. H. Wood, president the River Raisin
Paper Company, Monroe, Mich., vice-president; Frederick A.
Norris, vice-president, the Thompson & Norris Company,
Brooklyn, N. Y., vice-president.
The charter membership of the association includes 25
companies located in all parts of the country.

January
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Injunction was granted.

Freeholders of Hudson

Commission and Court News

May

cided

&

Where

Court

News

Where a bill of lading for an interstate shipment required
the owner or consignee to pay the freight, the Circuit Court
of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that an action by a connecting carrier to recover freight due is governed by the
Carmack Amendment, and under the Judicial Code is within
the jurisdiction of the federal District Court, regardless of
the amount involved. New York Central v. Mutual Orange
Distributors, 251 Fed. 230.
Decided May 6, 1918,

—

to Establish Stations
that a contract

J.)

&

C. Co. v.

De-

104 Atl. 98.

Damages

a plaintiff's

he reversed unless remitted to $15,000.— St. Louis

S.

O wings (Ark.) 204 S. W. 1146.
A lineman 32 years old was riding

W.

v.

on a gasoline car weighing about 400 lb. and carrying tools which weighed about
100 lb. The car was derailed and rolled over him.
He received a Pott's fracture of the fibula, and sustained a breaking
or tearing away of the ankle ligaments, injury to the soft
structures, etc., subjecting him to pain. The Iowa Supreme
Court holds that a verdict for him of $5,900 was excessive by
$900.— Brier v. Rock Island (Iowa) 168 N. W. 339. Decided
June

made

Jersey R.

husband was killed instantly, was 29
years old, and left no children, and was earning about $125 a
month, with prospects of increased earnings, the Arkansas
Supreme Court held a judgment for $22,500 excessive, and to

Jurisdiction of Actions for Freight Charges

The Kansas Supreme Court holds

New

Essex (N.

Excessive
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Void Contracts

— L'nited

23, 1918.

27, 1918.

in

consideration of the giving of subscription notes whereby a
railroad company agrees permanently to establish and maintain on the subscriber's land a passenger and freight station,
stockyards, side tracks, and other shipping facilities, and to
refrain from ever establishing or maintaining similar structures or facilities within competing distance of the subscriber's land, is void as against public policy, even if the
provision not to establish other stations were omitted. Baird
V. Salina Northern (Kan.) 173 Pac. 1069.
Decided July 6,

—

1918.

Employers' Liability Act Decisions
The Kentucky Court

of Appeals holds that an employee injured while on the tracks on his way to repair the dwelling house
of the general manager was not at the lime employed in interslate commerce within the act.
Walden v. Cumberland (Ky.),

—

203 S. W., 854.

Decided June 11, 1918.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals holds that a signal niaintainer,
who was furnished by his employer, an interstate carrier, with a
tricycle to make his rounds, was engaged in interstate commerce

when returning to his home after leaving the last signal. — L. &
N. V. Mullins' Admr. (Ky.), 203 S. W., 1058. Decided June 14,

Interpretation of Tariffs
In an action by a railroad company to recover balances due
as freight for shipments of cattle, the Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that in a case where no through
rate or through route is authorized by the tariff between the
two points of a shipment the rate which would be applicable
would have to be made up by a combination of the rates published in the tarifif sheets.
In determining the rate to be
charged, all parts of the tarifif filed should be considered, and
if a plain meaning can be gathered therefrom, effect should
be given to it. Portland Cattle Loan Co. v. Oregon Short
Line, 251 Fed. 33. Decided May 6, 1918.

1918.

Where

the employee of an interstate

common

carrier

was

in-

jured while engaged in lifting rails from the ground and placing
them on a car to be taken to another point on the line, and there
used in maintaining or repairing the track, the Kentucky Court
of Appeals holds that the question of whether he was engaged in
interstate commerce when injured should have been submitted
to the jury.— Probus v. Illinois Central (Ky.), 203 S. W., 862.

Decided June

7,

1918.

—

Use
The

Delivery at Private Siding

The Supreme Court of the State of Washington holds that
the fact that a railroad may put goods on a siding does not
make it other than private within a bill of lading provision
that the carrier shall incur no liability for goods received
from or delivered on private sidings, except when attached
to train, where such place of delivery was fixed by the bill,
with the making of which the terminal carrier had nothing
to do.
Such a provision is reasonable and valid. WHiere,
under a nonnegotiable bill of lading, property was delivered
on a private siding, the terminal carrier had a right to act
upon the basis that the shipper, who was also consignee, still
held the bill of lading, and the property could be placed on
the siding without receipt of the bill of lading and without
notifying the consignee.— Branch! & Sons v. Montpelier &
Wells River, 104 Atl. 144. Decided May 6, 1918.
Right to Bridge Road

A

— Government

War Work

railroad sued two county boards to restrain interference
with the construction of a bridge over a plank road, the
bridge being a necessary link in a railroad duly laid out on
both sides thereof. The county boards were in possession
of the plank road. The right of the railroad to lay its track
and to carry it across the plank road by an overhead bridge
was absolute; and it was apparent that it would suffer an
irreparable injury if the use of its road were delayed for
want of a bridge. Even if it did not, the New Jersey Court
of Chancery holds that the public necessity at the present
time is paramount and should outweigh questions of private
consideration; and the court should see to it that public work
for the government, in its aid, is not hampered or impeded.

of

Waste Materials from Manufacturing Plants

District Court for the Western District of
Pennsylvania holds that it is not a defense to a suit by a
railroad company to recover its established rates for transportation of slag, ashes and other refuse delivered on private
sidings "for wasting for the plant," that some of the material
may have been used by the company for ballast. The court

federal

"The service for which the plaintiff was entitled to
recover the rates charged was the transportation of the materials away from the several plants of the defendants, so
that they would be rid of them. What use the plaintiff would
make of the materials after it had rid the plants of the
defendant of them is, under the tariff, wholly immaterial.
*
*
*
Even if there should be a disposition on the part of
the court to hold that the plaintiff is not entitled to the full
rate per car for refuse used by it for ballast or fill along its
line, the court could not do so, because it would then be
assuming a control over the rates which is not within our
jurisdiction."
Rates of a railroad company which conform
to its published tariffs cannot be contested in the courts as
unreasonable. Baltimore & Ohio v. Carnegie Steel Co., 251
Fed. 682. Decided January 31, 1918.
said:

—

Keeping a Look-Out

When Making Yard Movements

Whether it is negligence or not for the servants of a railroad company to run an engine backwards or push cars
ahead of an engine without stationing some one on the tender
or foremost car to signal its approach to a person who may
be on the track, is a question which is controlled by the circumstances under which the engine or train is operated.
Sometimes it has been held negligence per se, but in most
cases it has been held a question of fact for the jury. When,
as in the present case, a train is being moved over a bridge

RAILWAY AGE
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it
is manifestly dangennis for people to walk, and
proper sIrms are placed so as to warn people of the danger
of trespassing thereon, and only active persons who court
danger attempt to cross the hridge, it would not be expected
A
that a l.)okt)Ut would he stationed to prevent accidents.
night watchman was found dead on the track on a bridge,
stopped
on
train.
If
he
over
by
a
having evidently been run
the bridge for any purpose, there was no evidence that he
could be observed by an outlook on the car immediately in
front of the engine, and there was positive evidence that he
was not on the track where he could be seen from the approachiiii; train. The Iowa Supreme Court held the evidence
would not support a finding tliat any negligence of the railroad was the proximate cause of his injury, and judgment
Sippel v. Missouri Pacific
for the plaintiff was reversed.
Decided June 15, 1918.
(Neb.^) 168 X. W. 356.
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Foreign Railway
Coal Shortage

in

Germany

News
Is

Acute

siiortage throughout Germany is so threatening,
says an .Associated Press despatch, that for the moment all
other (juestions are overshadowed.
At present, according to the despatch, the daily production
in the Ruhr district is fewer than 10,000 tons, against 24,000
Upper Silesia is
(luring the war and 33,000 in i)eacc times.
producing 2,000 carloads, as against 11,000 in war times and
The reserves are virtually
14,(K)0 under peace conditions.
'i'lie

ccjal

exhausted.

Interstate

Commerce

—Tariffs

As a joint rate cannot be made between an interstate railroad company and a carrier by water transporting property
between the United States and a nonadjacent foreign country; the Circuit Court of .Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that,
in view of rule 71 of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
provisions in the tariffs of a railroad company filed in accordance with the Act to Regulate Commerce, §6, for absorption
of switching charges and state tolls on traffic destined to or
originating in foreign countries, apply only to state tolls on
land carriage, and not to tolls and charges imposed by the
water carrier.
It is also held that while an interstate railroad company is
subject to the act to regulate commerce, and the provisions
of the tariffs filed pursuant to that section must be strictly
observed, yet the Interstate Commerce Commission is without jurisdiction over ocean carriage of export and import
traffic destined to or coming from nonadjacent foreign counPacific Mail S. S. Co. v. Western Pacific, 251 Fed. 218.
tries.
Decided May 6, 1918.

United States Supreme Court
Validity of Provision of Notice of Claim
In an action for damages in transit to cattle carried from
California to Phoenix, Arizona, one ground of defense was
non-compliance with a provision in the contract for notice
of loss or damage within ten days after the unloading of the
animals. The shipper alleged actual knowledge at the time
of unloading by the railroad of injuries sustained by the
cattle in transit, and subsequent continuous negotiations
between the shipper and the railroad's agents for more than
three months relative to damages sustained. The trial court
refused to direct a verdict for the defendant and charged the
jury that if they believed the defendant or its agents or emplovees did know that five or more of the cattle died while
in transit, and that the defendant was negotiating with the
plaintiff for a settlement of his claims, and that the defendant
knew the cattle had been injured as alleged in the plaintiff's
complaint, the plaintiff was released from giving notice
The Circuit
within ten days as required by the contract.
Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, affirmed a judgment entered
upon verdict for the shipper, 233 Fed. 956.
The Supreme Court of the United States, considering the
principles and conclusions approved by its opinions in St.
Louis. I. M. & So. V. Starbird, 243 U. S. 592 and Erie v.
Stone, 244 U. S. 332 (announced since the judgment below),
stipulation
is of opinion that upon the facts disclosed the
between the parties as to notice in writing within ten days
of any claim for damages was valid. The court also thinks

those opinions make it clear that the circumstances rehed
upon by the shipper were inadequate to show a waiver by
the carrier of written notice as required by the contract. It
holds that the trial court's instruction was erroneous, and
that the railroad's request for a directed verdict should have
been granted. Judgment for the plaintiff is, therefore, reversed. Opinion by U. S. Justice McReynolds, U. S. Justice
McKenna and U. S. Justice Clarke dissent.— Southern Pacific
Decided January 13. 1919.
V. Stewart.

—

The situation is aggravated further by lack of enough railway rolling stock to transport even the small quantities
mined. Of 2,100 cars required in the Ruhr district on Saturday only 1,000 could be obtained. The Minister of Railways
has had the greatest difficulty in securing locomotives for
the transport of coal from Silesia to Berlin, getting only a
In addition to the depletion of
fraction of the total needed.
the supply of rolling stock through deliveries to the Allies
the situation has been further complicated by labor conditions.

Siberian Railroad Loses $40,000,000 a

Month

losing $40,000,000 a month,
according to Ivan Mikhailoff, Minister of Finance of the AURussian Government at Omsk, in discussing the Government's program for financial rehabilitation with the Associated Press recently.
M. Mikhailoff strongly supported the government's decision
to accept the allied proposal for the management of the
Trans-Siberian Railway, saying that if sufficient power is put
into the work results will be sure to follow.
He pointed out that the reorganization of the railway
would be immediately beneficial by increasing custom reHe said that Russia would furnish money to meet
ceipts.
the running expenses of the work, but the plans of John F.
Stevens, head of the Railroad Commission, will entail the
purchase abroad of a large amount of material. To make
payments on such purchases, Russia, he said, would request a
loan from allied nations.
He said that the monthly expenditures jumped from $78,500,000 in August to $200,000,000 in December. The receipts
in December were $39,500,000, against $10,000,000 in August.
Deficiencies are being met, he said, by the issuance of treasury bonds. The budget for 1919 calls for $300,000,000 monthly to meet the expenses attendant upon enlarging the terriHe said that $50,000,000 would be aptory under control.
propriated for railroad work.
In the opinion of people at Omsk, the Associated Press
despatch says, the hand of the government has been strengthened by the acceptance of the Foreign Ministry by Sergius
Sazonof and the final conclusion of the agreement between

The Trans-Siberian Railroad

is

the United States and Japan by which Mr. Stevens became
chairman of the technical commission in charge of the rehabilitation of the Trans-Siberian Railway.

French Railroad Expansion

A

in Africa

French committee for the development of African railroads has recently approved a program for the construction
of 18,000 miles of track during the next 15 years, says an
item in the Wall Street Journal, quoted from I'Economiste
Europeen.
It is proposed first to extend a certain number of existing
lines in Algiers and Tunis toward the highland and build rail
communications in Morocco, as proposed by General Lyautey. This latter project has been under consideration by a
committee of the French Chamber for the last 18 months.
The next step proposed is to connect northern Africa with
the southwest coast on the one hand and with equatorial
This will be accomplished by a
.'Xfrica on the other hand.

January
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31,

Bourem and Lake
Nguigni-Massenya,
Tiie important projects, however, comprise a rail route between Marrakech and Dakar on the African west coast which
will facilitate communication with South America, one between Abechert and El Obeid which will connect with the
Egyptian Soudan system, one between Zemie and Fort
Florence which will touch the Cape to Cairo railway and one
between Zemie and Stanleyville in the Belgian Congo. These
lines will be connected with branch lines, particularly in the
French territory of the African west coast and in Central
Africa. The mileage projected for the former is 7,000 and for
trans-Saharien road reaching the Niger at

Chad

via

It will tap the rich regions of the
the latter 6,000 miles.
Niger and of Lake Chad and provision Europe and especially France with cereals, wool, cotton, oil products, skins,
meat, minerals, sugar, coffee, wood, etc., of which France
had to import about $1,200,000,000 in 1914. The cost of this

rail

program has been estimated

railway and harbor activities, but follows the custom of surveying the industrial and agricultural situation generally. In
his introductory remarks the general manager points out that
in future the report of his department will be published for
the financial year (ending March 31) instead of for the calendar year as has been the case hitlierto.
The figures of primary importance for the twelve months
ended March 31, 1918, the report goes on, are as follows:
Total capital expenditures on March 31, 1918, £93,431,626;
total earnings, £14,315,860; gross working expenditure, including depreciation, relaying and strengthening, £10,817,639;
surplus of earnings over gross working expenditure, £3,216,525; net loss (after including miscellaneous receipts and
charges) carried to revenue distribution account, £181,752;
passengers carried, 51,178,883; goods, minerals and coal, 13,936,502 tons; total open mileage of South African Railway
lines, 9,514 miles; total

of the enterprise which the general manshown by the fact that the combined staff
numbered on March 31, last, 72,477 individuals, of whom 35,259 were whites.

Railway Notes from China
Correspondence from Peking (Delayed)

uneasiness has been caused by persistent
rumors that the net earnings of the Peking-Mukden line had
been mortgaged to Japanese interests as security for a political
loan. The rumor also had it that the loan would probably be
large enough to redeem the present British loan and hence
would oust the British management. The net earnings of this
line are annually about $8,000,000, hence the property is worth

Considerable

acquiring.

Three Japanese railway projects indicate further development recently. The most important is the line from Tsinan
Shunteh.

to

This

tion with the line

is

the old

German concession in connecThe Japanese
to Tsingtao.

from Tsinan

having taken over the latter, now elect to exercise the former.
It appears, however, that this line is not fully satisfactory to
Japanese interests. While it would divert a very considerable
agricultural traffic to the port of Tsingtao, some time would
be required to develop the route. The promoters now demand permission to swing the line further south to a connection with the Takou line. The latter line already has a coal
traffic sufficient to pay all charges upon its own line, and if
most of this could be captured by the line from Tsinan as it
probably could the new line would pay from the start. All
the business picked up locally would be "velvet" and a tremendous tonnage would be turned over at Tsinan to the
Tsingtao line, which now is in need of something of the sort.
However, the British have the right to build all extensions
to the Takou line, and, hence, no decision has been reached,

—

—

so far as

is

mileage, 11,450.

The magnitude

at $800,000,000.

ager controls
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The period covered by this report has been remarkable for
heavy crops and unprecedented prices for agricultural products.
Local industries and manufactures have grown in
number and variety and developed in production. The steady
advance in prices, the continued shortage of freight, and the
increasing difficulty of obtaining commodities hitherto imported have stimulated local production and led to a gratifying expansion in every direction.
Considerable interest has
also been created in. and in a small way steps have been taken
to exploit the immense field for enterprise in the working up
of raw materials and the manufacture of by-products hitherto
almost entirely neglected in South Africa. Referring to the
influence of the war on South African conditions, Sir William
Hoy says: "In every way the appalling effects and ever
widening influences of the war are becoming intimately borne
in upon the people of South Africa.
Neither agriculturally,
commercially, nor industrially has South Africa had reason to
complain, and though minor and temporary inconveniences
have inevitably resulted from war conditions, the union has
not only enjoyed complete freedom from anxiety with respect
to the prime necessities of life, but may be said to have participated in a term of unexampled prosperity.
Prices have
been high, but on the whole, money has been plentiful, and
trade brisk. War expenditures on a considerable scale still
augment the purchasing power of the community and while
it is perhaps adventurous to speculate as to the future, in
view of the many accepted theories already overthrown, guard
should be taken against being lulled into a false security."

known.

Record Figures.

From

Kirin (in Manchuria) to the coast is another line
which an agreement has been signed, so it is reported.
The Kirin Chanchun line is already under Japanese operation.
Its extension is merely a solidifying of Japanese control over
Manchuria.
The Ta Hsing company which owns silver
mines in the vicinity has petitioned for permission to build
a light railway to be known as the Chientao-Tientu Railway
from its mines to a junction with the new line.
Japanese interests are attempting to secure an agreement
to build a line from Nanchang to Foochow on the Fukien
coast, opposite Formosa.
The Nanchang Kiukiang line, a
private railway, is in financial difficulties, and the proposal is
to take over this line and its difficulties and make a through
line from the Yang Tse river to the coast via this route.
Chinese officials who grant this concession will do so reluctantly for the aggressions of Japanese in Fukien have
already been the subject of violent protest. The British also
are bound to oppose, for it would constitute an invasion of
the British sphere of influence in the Yang Tse valley.
for

Railway Notes From South Africa
Johannesburg.
Sir William Hoy's latest report on the working of the
South ."African Railways covers the period of fifteen months
ended on March 31, last, and constitutes a sort of economic
survey of South Africa. As usual it is a valuable and interesting document for the general manager not only deals with

A

steady and gratifying progress is reflected by the revenue
and traffic returns, which show record figures under all traffic, in which there has been a phenomenal increase, notwithstanding the withdrawal of excursion and concession tickets
as from October 2, 1917; the number of passenger journeys
increased by four and a quarter millions, and revenue from
passengers by £318,210. Re\enues from goods and mineral
traffic increased by £217,283, a highly gratifying result when
it is remembered that during the past fifteen months restrictions on imports have been imposed with increasing severity,
that a larger proportion of the available shipping has been required in the war zone and that in consequence there has
been a decrease of 67,535 tons, or 21 per cent in the volume of
high-rated commercial seaborne traffic carried to the competitive area.
Increased local traffic has not only compensated
for this loss, but has expanded to such an extent as to reflect
an increase of 248,977 tons in the gross tonnage of goods
traffic handled as compared with the previous twelve months.
The total revenue increased by £729,382 compared with the
corresponding twelve months of the previous year, an increase of 5.37 per cent.
In comparison with 1909^the year
prior to union
railway earnings have increased by £3,860,041, or 37 per cent, passenger traffic by 22,987,748 passenger
journeys or 81.6 per cent; goods and mineral traffic by 2,719,742 tons, or 52 per cent; and the volume of revenue earning goods, mineral and coal traffic by 5,001,036 tons, or 56
per cent.

—
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maiiitfaclurcrs for consideration, is as follow.s:
The list of the cranes, which was placed before the crane
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Locomotive Deliveries
The followini; lU'w locoinotix
week eiuletl January 18:
Works

cs

\\t:iv

Road
r'OresoM Short Line

Amcrlc.iii

)
1

A
.S

K. of St. I
•I)ul., Miss. &• Nortlin
I'ciin. L.

A
7

& Ohio
& W. Va
& Ohio

2

W

Mobile
I'ittib.

I

Chcs.np.
I^Chic.

1

Total
Litch.
I

2

R
R

2

IVnn. R.

Baldwin

-)

B. &
C. B.
Phila.

1

& Q
& R

Atch., Top.

&

St.

Fe

Total

Grand

(lie

TyPe

USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
ISUA
ISRA
I'SRA
USRA

Mika<lo
St.

6-w.
St.
St.

Fe
Sw.
l"c

Fc

6w, Sw.
6w. Sw.
Mallet

Mikado

30

& Mad
R.

.Sou.

1

2
4

W

& N.

(liiiiii;;

.Nunihir

& .Mhaiiy

lioston
|-.r. R.

^liippcd

Consol.
Mallet

Mikado

8

USRA

1

Mikado

1

Consol.

1

Mikado

Mikado

16

46

total

•Four U. S R. A. Mik.nd'-.s. constructed for the Oregon Short Line
were shipped to Cleveland, Ohio, and seven U. S. R. .\. Santa Fe constructed for the Duluth, M;issahe &• Northern were shipped to Columbus,
Ohio, to be stored as parts of emergency pools.

Freight Cars
The

C.xnadian N.vtional R.mlways have ordered 750 box
cars, 300 general service cars, and 250 ballast cars from the
National Steel Car Company; 500 stock cars and 150 refrigerator cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company; and
500 flat and 550 general service cars from the Eastern Car Company, and 50 colonist cars from the Pullman Company, and 100
colonist and 30 baggage cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry

Company.

The

Disposition of Surplus Government Material

Announcement was made

in

Washington Wednesday

giv-

ing the details of the plan of organization of the Office of
Director of Sales of the War Department as follows:
Under the director of sales, C. W. Hare, is an assistant,
E. C. jMorse, who serves as chairman of the Board of Sales
Review comprising the following members besides Mr.
Morse: Lt. Col. A. LeMar, Maj. W. M. Crunden, Col. Fred
Glover, L. H. Hartman, G. F. Woods, Capt. A. L Mercer.
Capt. T. S. Schultz. Each of these members of the board is
a division sales manager with the exception of Capt. Schultz,
who is legal member on the board.
The announcement gives the names of seven divisions,
the first of which, headed by Colonel LaMar, will handle machine tools, including all metal and woodworking tools, railway equipment, steam shovels, locomotive cranes, gantry
cranes, hand tools, forging equipment, iron and structural

workers' power tools and machinery.

A meeting was held in Cleveland, Ohio, on January 22 to
discuss with the crane manufacturers the surplus crane situThe meeting was attended by Lt. Col. LaMar, head
machine tool division, by Maj. W. W. Houston, representing the director general Military Railways, and by rep-

ation.

of the

Colonel LaMar
of the crane manufacturers.
suggested to the latter the adoption of the same agreement
as had been made recently with the machine tool builders.
The crane manufacturers expressed the belief that an efifort
should be made to induce the railroad administration, the
navy and other government departments to take over as
many of the government-owned surplus cranes as can be
used before any effort is made to induce the manufacturers
to take the cranes back.
After considerable discussion, they decided not to approve
or disapprove, at this time, the government proposition as
adopted by the machine tool builders.
resentatives
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24 9ton cranes, type "29," 8 wheel. 40 ft. boom (9 cfjuipped with French
draft riKtiini; and 16 ^L C. li.), mannfacttjrcd by The Osgood Company; price paid $1_',400.
47 ISton cranes, type "II," 8-wheel, 48-ff. boom, M. C. 11. standard appliances, price paid $18,250; 14 of above to be equipped with niaKnet
anil Kcncrator and sinijle sheave block, price paid $19,900; manufactured by lirown Moist Company.
10 15-ton cranes, 8-whcel, 45ft. boom, M. C. H. standard appliances, manufactured by Itucyrus Company; price i)aid $20,680.
2 15-ton cranes, Swheel, 50-ft. boom, French draft rigging, manufactured
by Link licit Company; price paiil $18,566.
I5ton crane, 8-wheel, 48ft. boom, French draft rigging, manufactured
1
by lirown Hoist Company; price paid $17,075.
cranes, 8-whecl, 45-ft. boom, M. C. li. standard appliances,
3 ISton
manufactured by Ohio Locomotive Crane Company; price i)aid $19,800.
5 15ton cranes, 8-wbeel, 40fl. boom, French draft rigging, manufactured
by Orton &• Steinbrenner; i)rice paid $15,566.
10 15-ton cranes, type "JC," 40ft. boom. M. C. B. standard appliances,
7;<-kw. generator sets, manufactured by Industrial; price p.Tid $21,453.
34 15-ton cranes, type "E," 40-ft. boom (12 to have M. C. B. standard appliances and 22 to have French draft rigging), manufactured by
Industrial; price paid $19,870.
2 20-tfin cranes, type "CJ," 8-wheel, 40-ft. boom, French draft rigging,
manufactured by Indu.strial; price paid $22,402.
4 20-ton cranes, type "G," 8-wheel, 50-ft. boom, French draft rigging,
manufactured by Industrial; price paid $21,730.
3 15-ton cranes. No. 8, 8-vvhecl. 50ft. boom, French draft rigging, manufactured by Browning; price paid $19,415.
1
20-ton crane. No. 8, 8-wheel, 46-ft. boom, French draft rigging, magnet
and generator; price paid $22,135.
crane. No. 8, 8-wheel, 50-ft. boom, French draft rigging; price
1 20-ton
paid $18,985.
cranes,
20ton
8-wheel. 50-ft. boom, M. C. B. standard appliances, manu5
factured by Joliet Bridge & Iron Comi>any; price paid $21,000.
2 20-ton cranes. 8-wheeI, 50-ft. boom, French draft rigging, manufactured
by Browning; price paid $19,080 and $19,420.
7 25-ton cranes, type "H," 8-wheel, 50ft. boom, French draft rigging,
manufactured by Industrial; price paid $24,718.
8 25-ton cranes, type "II," 8-wheel, 45-ft. boom, pile driver attachment
(4 equipped French draft rigging and 4 with M. C. B. standard appliances), manufactured by Industrial; price $28,012.
3 30-ton cranes, model "F," 8-wheel, 50-ft. boom, M. C. B. standard appliances, sister hocks, manufactured by Ohio Locomotive Crane Company; price paid $25,700.
2 35ton cranes, type "L," 8-wheeI, 40-ft. boom, French draft rigging,
wreck-ng tools with spare parts, manufactured by Industrial; price
p.nid $27,240.
9 35-ton cranes, type "L," 8-wheel, 45-ft. boom, magnets and generators,.
outriggers (2 equipped with French draft rigging and 7 with M. C. B.
standard appliances), manufactured by Industrial; price jiaid $34,132.
3 15-ton
cranes, type model "C," M. C. B. standard 15-ton capacity,
8-wheel. 45-ft. boom, manufactured by Ohio Locomotive Crane Company; price paid $19,800.
18 50-ton wrecking cranes, type "P," M. C. B. coupler and trucks, pump
and fire hose lighting equipment (17 are without booms and can be
equipped with long booms for erecting purposes, 3 equipped with
curved boom), manufactured by Industrial; price paid $32,865.
9 15-ton cranes, 2.4 M. (7 ft. lO'/S in.) gage, hinge of boom 17 ft. above
48-ft. 35^-in. boom, self-propelling, double drum, manufactured
by \ariety Iron; price paid $20,300.
(7 ft. 10^ in.) gage, hinge of boom 17 ft. above
self-propelling, double drums, manufactured by

track,

15 10-ton cranes 2.4 M.
track, 4S-ft. boom,

Brown Heist Company;

price paid $16,884.

2-boom, electric cargo unloaders, 65-ft. booms, span of
center to center of rails, operated by 3-drum electric
hoist, manufactured by Clyde Iron Works; price paid $30,100.

6 5-ton

cranes,

gantry 44

ft.

tentative agreement between the government and the
builders, which the crane manufacturers were
asked to consider, is as follows:
"1st.
The inventory of all machine tools and equipment
which is being made will be expedited to the greatest possible extent.
"2nd. As soon as it is known that a quantity of machine
tools is available for disposal, the manufacturers of these
tools will be given an opportunity to purchase them at a
price and on terms ot settlement which will be satisfactory
to all parties concerned.
In case it is impossible for the manufacturer to pur"3d.
chase his product outright, an effort will be made to arrange
for the marketing of the product in an equitable manner,
securing for the government and the manufacturer alike the
best possible terms.
"4th.
In case both these methods of disposition fail, the
material will be offered for sale to the general public in a
manner prescribed by law.
"In the settlement of plant contracts which involve the
sale of large groups of various kinds of tools and equipment, an effort will be made to prevent the sale for resale
of any equipment, as it is realized that great injury could be
done by indiscriminate sales of this character."

The

machine tool

January

31,
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The Academie des Sciences was inaugurated in 1795; and
during the succeeding 123 years there have been only 18
corresponding members chosen from the United States, Dr.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitttiNiiHiiniiiitiiiuiinimiiiiiiiiiiii

Waddell making the nineteenth.

Of

these

18,

three are

still

viz., the astronomers Dr. Edward Charles Pickering
Harvard University and Dr. George Ellery Hale of Washington, D. C, and the geographer. Dr. William Morris Davis

living,
iiiiiiiMititriiiiiiiiiiii

of

Major O.

C. F. Randolph, who was discharged from the
Army Enj^iineering Corps December 13, of last
year, has taken cliarge of sale of buildings to railways for
the H. K. Ferguson Company, of Cleveland.
Major Randolph is a graduate of the University of Illinois, and since
leaving college has been in the bridge department of the
Michigan Central and with the Timken Detroit Axle Company as construction engineer. He was also for a while the
construction superintendent for the Austin Company, and
left them to join the army in July, 1917, as second lieutenant in the 16th Railway Engineers.
In France he was in
charge of important building work on railroad and hospital
construction, and was in this country organizing a sapper
regiment at the time the armistice was signed.

of

Cambridge, Mass.

United States

High Honor Conferred Upon Dr.
The highest honor

J.

Duntley-Dayton Company Organized

On

1 the Duntley-Dayton Company took over the
entire output of the Dayton Pneumatic Tool Company, of
Dayton, Ohio, and announced its entry into the pneumatic
tool field. W. O. Dunt-

January

iey, former president of
the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company, is president of the new concern and his son, Capt.

C. A. Duntiey,

A. L. Waddell

the entire world that can fall to the
lot of any scientific man has just been conferred upon an
American engineer, when on December 17 at Paris L'lnstiiiit
dc France elected Dr.
A. L. Waddell, conJ.
sulting engineer of New
in

York and Kansas

Artillery.

Sciences.
is

coveted

distinction
the scientists of
Europe, for the organization is both old and
ly

among

exceedingly

select.

de France
is composed of five academies, the principal one
of which is the Academie
That ordcs Sciences.
ganization is restricted
to a full membership of
66, all of whom must
L. Waddell
be citizens of France;
and in addition there
are 116 corresponding members scattered all over the world.
The Academie is divided into two groups Mathematical
Sciences and Physical Sciences. The former is subdivided
into five sections, viz., those of Geometry, Mechanics, AsL'Institut

for

branches.

For a year past there has been a vacancy in the list of
corresponding members in the Mechanical Section, owing to
the death of General Zaboudski of Russia, who was assassinated during an uprising of the populace at Petro.grad. After
considering the matter for several months, the Academie
finally chose Dr. Waddell to fill the vacancy, basing their
selection upon the value to practical science of his numerous
books, papers, and addresses on both the theory and the
practice of engineering, as well as upon his contributions to
the development of technical education.
One of his books
was translated into French, and was published some three
years ago by the French Government.

many

years.

A new

equipped with
modern machinery, has
just been completed to
plant,

take care of the business of the company.
In addition to handling
O. Duntiey
the output of the Dayton Pneumatic Tool
Company, the Duntiey organization is putting out a complete
line of portable electric drills and grinders, as well as a full
line of accessories, such as hose and hose couplings, rivet
sets and chisel blanks. W. O. Duntiey is one of the pioneers
in the pneumatic tool business
and has been closely connected with the industry for the past 25 years.
He has a
number of pneumatic and electric tool inventions to his
credit, the Duntiey electric drill being, perhaps, the most
widely known.
The oiifices of the Duntley-Dayton Company are located in the Westminster building, Chicago;
the eastfrn offices are at 295 Fifth avenue. New York, and
the Philadelphia branch in the Commercial Trust building.

—

tronomy, Geography and Navigation, and General Physics;
and the latter into six sections, viz., those of Chemistry,
Mineralogy, Botany, Rural Economy, Anatomy and Zoology,
and Medicine and Surgery. Each of these eleven sections,
excepting that of Astronomy which has sixteen, is allowed
ten corresponding members, who may be residents of France
or of anj' foreign country, so that a scientific specialist, however great his renown, must await not merely a vacancy in
the Academie, but one in the particular section to which he
belongs. The full membership of 66 is equally divided between the eleven sections. By this means an equal balance
is always maintained, and there can be no undue preponderance of any single scientific branch, or of any group of such

The Dayton

pneumatic tools
has been on the market

Cily,

memSuc\i
the most high-

vice-

line of

a Corresponding Member in the Academic dcs

bership

is

president.
Capt. Duntiey has not yet been relieved of his command
in the 27th U. S. Field

Trade Publications

—

Mallet Articulated Locomotives. Record No. 91, published
by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa., is devoted
to a non-technical description of Mallet articulated locomotives,

two sectional drawings. Instructions are given
for the proper handling of these locomotives, as well as formulas
for .calculating their tractive effort.
The booklet also contains

illustrated with

a

number

of illustrations of various locomotives of this type, both
and domestic roads, with their dimensions and gen-

for foreign
eral data.

to Peace. — The book which the Lakewood Engi
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has issued under this
title is one of the most attractive and striking trade publications which has been issued by any company in the railway
supply field for some time. The booklet, which is 13 in. by

The Road

neering

11 in. in size, is a story of the use of light railway equipment
behind the battle fronts in France. Its left hand pages are
devoted to photographs showing the light railway sections
in manufacture and transit, the actual laying of the track and
its use by light railway equipment.
The right hand pages
tell the same story in words.
Special attention is given to
an important shipment in the St. Regis from Cleveland via
the lakes and the Welland Canal, etc., to the other side.
Tribute is paid to the engineer regiments which carried on
the work.
One of the most intc-esting pictures shows a
group of the French "Blue Devils" who were invited to see
the Lakewood plant where the light rail was made.
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Railroad Administration

& Ohio. — This company

has arranged witli Kiihn,
Locb & Co., Spcyer & Co., and the War Finance Corporaextension
until
tion for the
July 1, next, of $22,500,000 note
The bankers, it is
obligations, wliicli mature February 1.
understood, either hold or represent the bulk of the notes,
while the War F'inance Corporation will supply the funds
necessary to pay off the unextended portion. When the

Central

Turner has been appointed representative of the
Division of Labor.
Mr. Turner will be assigned to conduct
investigations and to represent the Division of Labor of the
Railroad Administration in other specific matters to which
he may be assigned, aflfecting employees of the railroads
under federal control.

Rock Island &

Pacific.

—A

settlement of

this

C.

J.

notes matured on October 1, last, they were extended to
F'ebruary 1 by the road's bankers and the Railroad Administration, which drew upon the $500,000,000 revolving
funtl.
This source of assistance has been practically exhausted for the time beinpr, and as a result the War Finance
Corporation was called upon to lend its aid. The maturing
notes were originally divided into $10,500,000 three months'
notes, $8,000,000 discount notes and $4,000,000 of bank
loans.
The present is the third renewal arrangement, the
first having been made July 1, 1918.

Chicago,
pany's
out of
agreed

Officers

7iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniiiirriri

Railway Financial News
Baltimoki.
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G. H. Atkins and C. B. Heinemann, traffic assistants to
the director of the Division of Public Service and Accounting,
have been appointed assistants to the director of the new
Division of Public Service, with office at Washington. The
Short Line Section, of which E. C. Niles is manager, has
transferred
to
the
new Division of Public
also
been
Service.

Brice Clagett, heretofore private secretary to the director
general, has been appointed assistant to the director general.
H. A. Taylor, heretofore assistant to the assistant director
general, has been appointed general assistant to the director
general. G. H. Parker, heretofore assistant to the assistant
director general, has been appointed financial assistant to the
director general.

com-

with the Colorado & Southern growing
contracts entered into in 1906 and 1914, whereby it
to purchase from the Colorado & Southern a half
interest in the Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway, has been
The statement issued at the offices of the Rock
effected.
"A settlement has been agreed upon
Island Company .says
whereby the Colorado & Southern will accept in cash 60
per cent of the amount due on the contract, which under
the final decree in the Rock Island receivership would be
payable in full in 6 per cent preferred stock at par, such as
was paid to all other general creditors of the Rock Island.
This will involve the payment of some $4,000,000, and the
Rock Island will own outright a half interest in the Trinity
& Brazos Valley Railway and will have a permanent outlet
to the Gulf ports, which will be of great value in the event
of the return of the roads to private operation. The total
cost of the Trinity & Brazos Valley road is now in excess
litigation

E. H. DeGroot,

Jr.,

assistant

manager

of the

Car Service

:

Section, has been appointed assistant director of the Division
of Operation in charge of office matters, succeeding J. H.

Keefe, who has resigned to return to the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe. J. A. Somerville, assistant manager of the Car
Service Section, has resigned to return to his former position
as general superintendent of transportation of the Missouri
Pacific.

Regional
J.

& Southern. — See

Chicago, Rock Island

&

& Brazos

Federal and General Managers

The

of Elisha Lee, federal manager of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines, and associated lines,
with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has been extended
over the Barnegat Railroad and the Philadelphia & Beach

Haven

Railway Construction

—A

contract has been given to E. H.
Vare, Philadelphia, Pa., for building a new machine shop, and
new stalls in the roundhouse at Todd's Cut, Wilmington, Del.

Railroad.

E. Gorman, federal manager of the Rock Island Lines,
Chicago, has had his authority extended over the Des Moines
Terminal Railroad. J. A. Wagner, general manager of the
Des Moines Union, the Des Moines Western and the Iowa
Transfer, Des Moines, Iowa, has also had his jurisdiction
extended over the Des Moines Terminal.

— See Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
— Press despatches state that Judge Evans

Pennsylvania Railroad.

jurisdiction

J.

Valley.

Knox Lumber Company.

of the

North Charleston

director.

Paciiic.

in the United States District Court at Macon, Ga., has confirmed an order under which that part of the Waycross &
Western extending 16 miles from Cogdell to Milltown is
The stretch of railroad from Cogdell to
to be junked.
Waycross is to be continued in operation for a period of
The purchasers,
five years under the terms of the order.
the Empire Construction Company, paid $73,000 for the
The Waycross
rail and ties when delivered at Waycross.
to Cogdell portion of the railroad is sold as a going concern for $120,000 and the purchasers agree to operate this
part of the road for five years under a contract with the

the

In addition to his
at Charleston, S. C.
other duties the terminal manager will have jurisdiction over
terminals,
reporting
all departments on his
to the regional

on January 22 toward the complete absorption of the Cumberland Valley by the parent company. Stockholders of
the Pennsylvania Railroad will be asked to ratify the
merger at the annual meeting March 4.

Waycross & Western.

Company and

Terminal Company,

Cumberland Valley. — See Pennsylvania Railroad.
PcNNSYLVANiA RAILROAD. — The directors of this company and
the Cumberland Valley Railroad took preliminary action

Trinity

Walker has been appointed terminal manager

Charleston Terminal

of $11,000,000."
In 1915 the recei\er for the Rock Island disaffirmed the
contracts and the Colorado & Southern brought suit for
their enforcement.

Colorado

P.

Operating
E. B. Russell has been appointed assistant to federal manager of the Baltimore & Ohio, Western Lines; the Dayton &
Union Railroad, and the Dayton Union Railroad, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, vice F. A. Deverell, promoted.

W.

.

B. Kilgore, road foreman of engines of the Baltimore
Ohio, Western Lines; the Dayton & Union Railroad, and
Union Railroad, with office at Dayton, Ohio,
Dayton
the
will also assume the duties of trainmaster, Wellston subdivision, vice W. E. Dufley, transferred.

&

F. P. Pelter, superintendent of the

Memphis

division of the

Southern Railroad, with office at Memphis, Tenn., has been
appointed general superintendent of the Georgia Southern
& Florida; the Hawkinsville & Florida Southern, and the St.

January
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Johns River Terminal, with
Kaderly, promoted.

office at

Macon,

Ga., vice

W.

F.

O. K. Cameron, superintendent of the Mobile division of
the Southern Railroad, with office at Selma, Ala., has been
appointed superintendent of the Memphis division, with office
at Memphis, Tenn., vice F. P. Pelter, promoted, and M. E.
Madden, trainmaster, with office at Macon, Ga., has been appointed superintendent of the Mobile dix'ision, with headquarters at Selma, Ala., vice Mr. Cameron.

John Madden Egan, whose promotion
intendent.

Chicago,

Southern

Memphis &

general superCentral and the
Gulf, with headquarters at New Orleans,
lines,

of

the

to

Illinois

was announced in
Age of January 10, was born at
Amboy, 111., on SepMr.
tember 1, 1880.
La.,

the Railway

Egan has been

in the
of the Illinois
Central for the past 25
years. He entered railway service in August,
1893, as a messenger on
that road at Chicago.
In 1894, and for the
three years following,

service

was agent
Hundred and

lie

at

Spokane,

Wash.,

Fred Lowert, who has been

William Gemlo, whose promotion to superintendent of
motive jiower and rolling stock on the Minneapolis & St.
Louis, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., was announced in the Raihvay
Age of January 10, was
born at Glasgow,
Canada, on September
1868.
Mr. Gemlo
28,
work
railway
began
with the'Minneapolis &
locomoLouis
as
St.
a
tive fireman in September, 1888, and served in
that capacity until October,
1896, when he
was promoted to locomotive engineer.
In
June, 1907, he was ap-

One

pointed

Fourth

roundhouse

1898 to 1901, he was
employed as rodman in
the maintenance of way

later traveling engineer.

In

and Accounting

L. W. McCoy has been appointed assistant federal auditor
of the Bessemer & Lake Erie, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.
L. S. Smith, local treasurer, at Dallas, Texas, for the Texas
Pacific, has been appointed acting federal treasurer of the
Gulf, Texas & Western and the Weatherford, Mineral Wells
& Northwestern, succeeding W. M. Edgar in the latter
position. Mr. Smith's headquarters will be in Dallas, Texas.

&

William C. Fitch has been appointed freight claim agent
of the Southern Pacific (lines south of Ashland, Ore.), the
Western Pacific, the Tidewater Southern and the Deep Creek,
having general charge of loss and damage freight claims and
the prevention of causes of such claims, succeeding

M. E. Mc-

Kirahan, assigned to other duties.
F. E. Sawyer has been appointed assistant federal auditor
of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis; the St.

Merchants Bridge Terminal Railroad; the Wiggins

St. Louis Transfer Railroad; the East St. Louis
Connecting Railroad; the Interstate Car Transfer; the Alton
& Southern Railroad; the St. Louis National Stock Yards
Railroad; the East St. Louis National Stock Yards Railroad,
and the St. Louis, Troy & Eastern, with headquarters at St.
Louis, Mo., vice F. M. McDonnell, resigned to engage in

Ferry; the

other business.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Andrew Hanson has been appointed supervisor

of bridges

and buildings of the Yellowstone division of the Northern
Pacific, with office at Glendive, Mont., succeeding W. D.
Pearce, promoted.

October,

1913,

was promoted
ter mechanic

M. Ega

Financial, Legal

succeeding

Mr.
transferred to the St. Paul shops at Tacoma, Wash.
O'Neill was formerly superintendent of motive power of the
Idaho & Washington Northern at Spirit Lake, Idaho, and
after that line was purchased by the St. Paul he was appointed general foreman at the Spirit Lake shops and later
general foreman at the Tacoma (Wash.) shops.

foreman, and two years

Chicago.

department, following
which he became assistant engineer in the
maintenance of way and construction departments. In 1903
he was appointed road supervisor; from 1904 to 1911 he was
roadmaster on the Freeport and the Nashville and Tennessee divisions. On June 6, 1911, he was appointed superintendent of the Mississippi division at Water Valley, Miss.,
and five years later he was transferred to the Tennessee
division at Fulton, Ky., which position he held until his
promotion to general superintendent at New Orleans.

Louis

P. T. O'Neill lias been appointed division master mechanic
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at

From

street,

J.

331

W. Gemlo

he

to

mac

at

Mar-

shalltown, Iowa, which
position he held until

his recent appointment as superintendent of motive power
and rolling stock, with headquarters at Minneapolis, as men-

tioned above.

T. E. Kirkpatrick, signal supervisor on the western division
New York Central, with headquarters at Elkhart, Ind.,
has been appointed supervisor of the signal repair shop at
T. G. Inwood, assistant signal supervisor on the
Elkhart.
western diA'ision, with headquarters at Elkhart, succeeds Mr.
Kirkpatrick, efifective January 15.

of the

George W. Ditmore, whose appointment as master car
builder of the Delaware & Hudson, with headquarters at
Colonic, N. Y., has already been announced in these columns,
was born on February
17, 1878, at Jermyn, Pa.,
and was educated in
the high school of his
native town. He began

railway
1,

1897,

work on June
as

a

journal

packer at Carbondale,
Pa., on the Delaware &
Hudson, and later
served as car repairer.
One year later he was

promoted to car
spector and served

inin

\arious other capacities
in the car department.
In March, 1902, he was
appointed
an
inter-

change car inspector at
Green
Ridge
yard,
Scranton, Pa., and then
Ditmore
served as foreman of
car inspectors and repairers at the same place and at Buttonwood, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. On December 1, 1913, he was transferred to Carbondale
as shop foreman, and about four years later he was promoted
to division car foreman of the Pennsylvania division. Since
November, 1918, he served as assistant master car builder
until his recent appointment as master car builder of the
same road, as above noted.
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ant

general

Southern
and the St. Jolm.s Uivcr Teriuinal, has been appointed superintendent of motive power of tlie SoutluMn Railroad lines
cast, witii hcadquartors at Charlotte, N. C, succeediiiK E. C.

eral

freiirhl

Sasser, resigned.

and Edmunston, N. 15.; James Orr, general freight agent of
the Canadian .\orlhern, lines east oi Port Arthur, at Montreal, has brill appointed assistant general freight agent, and
G. R. Fairhead, district freight agent of the Canadian Northern at llaiiiillon, Ont., has been appointed division freight
agent, iK)lh with offices at Toronto, Ont., and with jurisdiction from west of Kingston to Windsor, Ont., Toronto to
Port .Arthur, /Vrnislroiig, Ont., and O'I'rien, Que., and G. M.
Thomas has been ai)pointed district freight agent, with office
at Hamilton, Ont.

F.

SoutliiTii

Kaderly,

&

jjeneral

lloiitla,

suiHTiiitcncJciit

Iliiwkinsville

tlic

&

of

llic

Gcor^^ia

Florida

E. E. Ramey lias hcen appointed superintendent of fuel
and locomotive performance of the Baltimore & Ohio, Eastern lines; tlic C'oal iS: Coke; the VVhceliiiK Terminal Railroad;
the Western Maryland; the Cumberland Valley, and the CumTiie position of superberlanil & Pennsylvania Railroad.
visor of fuel consumption has been abolished.
F. G. Jonah, formerly chief engineer of the St. Louis-San
Francisco System and recently colonel in the railroad encngased in service on lipbt railw-ays with the
American Expeditionary Forces in France, has returned, and
is now chief euRineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and
the Frisco Lines north of the Red river, with headquarters
V. K. Hendricks, now chief engineer of
at St. Louis. Mo.

passenger

agent; S. G. Tiffin, assistant genof the Canadian Government Railways,
has been appointed assistant general freight agent, with oflice at Montreal, Que., and with jurisdiction over Kingston
and East of North Hay, Unt., to Garneau, Matapcdia, Que.,
agent

gineeers,

these lines, becomes assistant chief engineer.

Junius Beverley Lamb, whose appointment as signal and
engineer of the Southern Railroad, Lines East,
with headquarters at Charlotte, N. C, has already been announced in these columns, was born on December 1, 1885, in
James City county, \'a., and was educated at William and Mary
He began
Colle,ge, and at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
railway work on July 1, 1906, with the Southern Railway as
an electrician engaged on construction work and has been
From
in the continuous service of that road ever since.
January, 1907, to November, 1909, he was electrical and
signal foreman on construction work and then served as
signal and electrical supervisor on construction and maintenance work. In November, 1914, he was appointed assistant
signal and electrical engineer, which position he held until
his appointment as signal and electrical engineer of the
Southern Railroad, Lines East, as above noted.
electrical

Obituary
&

Maine, with
J. V. Young, signal engineer of the Boston
office at lioston, Mass., died at his home in Reading, Mass.,

on January 10, at the age of 56. Mr. Young had been in
charge of the signal department of the Boston & Maine
since July, 1895, and was a prominent member of the Rail-

way Signal Association.

Waldo B. Cronk, \ ice-president and general manager of
the Caraquct Ik. Gulf Shore, with headquarters at Bathurst,
B., and vice-president of the Kent Northern, died on
a\.
January 27, in Toronto, Ont., at the age of 56. He began
railway work in 1878, on the Chicago & North Western and
subsequently held various positions on different roads including the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, the
Baltimore & Ohio, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the
Canadian Pacific, and the Grand Trunk Pacific.
George Sherwood Hodgins, of the editorial staff of Railway
and Loconiotix'c Engineering, died at his home in New York
on January 18, at the age of 59 years. .\ graduate of the Upper Canada College and
the School of .Applied

Corporate

with
Science,
affiliated
the University of Toronto,
he afterwards
served an apprenticeship in the Kingston

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
F. E. Connors, assistant to the vice-president of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. Chicago, resigned on January 21.
and has been appointed receiver for the Spokane & Inland

Empire, with headquarters

at

Locomotive Works. After

Spokane, Wash.

J. C. Williams, general manager of the Akron, Canton &
Youngstown, has been elected vice-president and general
manager, and A. L. Graner, auditor and assistant treasurer,
has been elected auditor and treasurer; both with offices at

Operating

Traffic

H. Mahan has been appointed traffic manager of the
Xevada-California-Orcgon, with headquarters at Alturas. Cal.
J.

Major W. M. Kirkpatrick has been appointed assistant
freight traflic manager of the Canadian Pacific, in charge of
He was
the western lines, with office at Winnipeg, Man.
assistant freight traffic manager of the eastern lines at the
time he entered military service in September, 1915.

The following appointments have been made on the Canadian National Railways, effective January 24: P. Mooney,
assistant general freight agent of the Canadian Northern, at
Toronto, Ont., has been appointed assistant general freight
agent and J. E. LePage, division freight agent of the Canadian Government Railways, at Quebec, has been appointed divsion freight agent, both with offices at Quebec, and with
jurisdiction over Quebec City, Levis, East of O'Brien and
Garneau to Chicoutimi and Quebec, and the Quebec & Saguenay Railway; Mr. Mooney has been appointed also assist-

in

methe

Canadian Pacific, he
was advanced to various positions on the
road, and latterly was
locomotive
inspector
on the entire system.

Akron, Ohio.

Walter Pratt has been appointed manager of sleeping, dining, parlor cars and hotels of the Canadian National Railways,
with jurisdiction over all lines, and with office at Toronto, Ont.

some experience

a division master
chanic's office on

He was

recalled to the

Kingston

Locomotive

Works

as mechanical
engineer. Later he enG. S. Hodg
tered the service of the
Pressed Steel Car Company as general inspector of the output of that plant, and
was also for some years inspector for the Richmond Loco-

motive Works.

During these

earlier years he

had contributed

number

of railroad publications. In 1900 he entered the
field of practical journalism as editor of the Railroad Digest.
In 1902 he joined the staff of "Railway and Locomotive Engineering" as associate editor, and in 1908 became managing
editor, which position he held till 1911, when he was called
liy the Canadian Government to make a comprehensive report on the shops, appliances, tools and equipment necessary for the Trans-Continental Railway. On the completion
of that work in 1915, Mr. Hodgins joined the staff of the
Railway Periodicals Company as managing editor of the
to a

Railway Master Mechanic and Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way. In 1916 he returned to Railwaj' and
Locomotive Engineering and remained on the staff as editor
until his death, besides contributing to popular science magazines.

i-^

equipment for domestic usee
time does not make for optimism, but inasmuch
as every cloud has a silver lining, it in some ways may be a
blessing in disguise liy way of putting the supply field in a
l)etter position to build up a permanent foreign trade and

an old saying, but none-the-less true, that it takes money
The railways can with comparatively small
to make money.
expenditures make improvements which
Worth
vvill save coal and there should be no

in a jwsition to place orders for

It is

at the i)resent

A

While
Investment

It is a very
hesitancy in doing this.
grave error not to make improvements

which

it

is

known

will

to readjust itself to the

At a certain railfor themselves in the savings they make.
road terminal up to two years ago, two .stationary boilers, each
of 175 h.p. capacity, were employed for steam heating purheating stations and other buildings as well as coaches
poses
and sleeping cars standing on cleaning and repair tracks.
During extreme winter weather two and sometimes three
locomotives were coupled to the steam line and used as an

—

A

careful investigation of the
auxiliary to the boiler plant.
condensation losses occasioned by carrying the steam pipes
underground without proper insulation and drainage was
made, with the result that the pipes were taken out of the
ground and placed outside and proper insulation applied.

reduction in condensation losses accruing from this
change was so marked that even under the extraordinarily
adver.se weather conditions that obtained last winter it was
found that ordinarily one of the two stationary boilers would
carry the load, the second boiler being cut in only under the
most extreme weather conditions. Here is a case where a
little horse sense saved the use of two and sometimes three
locomotives in the cold weather months when they are badly
Consider how much
needed by the operating department.
fuel costs today and then examine closely for similar "leaks."

The

The

testimony of Director General Hines liefore the SenCommittee on Interstate Commerce on Wednesday throws
some light on one reason why the railJust Debts
ways have fallen so far behind in their
payments to the railway supply comShould Be
panies for materials and equipment.
Pai(j
In reply to questions from Senator
Kellogg the director general stated that the war department
owes the roads $81,888,000. This is quite a tidy sum and
if paid to the railway companies would enable them to discharge some of the indebtedness which is of long standing
and has proved most embarrassing to their creditors among
Railway men and railway
the railway supply companies.
supply companies have tried to do their full part in the trying
They surely
period through which the nation has passed.
want to take their full share in the Victory loan next spring.
This they can not do properly unless their financial condition, or rather their cash situation, is very greatly improved

The
ate

Ijefore that

results will be surprising.

The

placing of orders for 104 locomotives for export to
the South African Railways, the Railroad of the Province of
Santa Fe in Argentina, the Federated

Locomotive
Orders
for Export

Malay States Railways and to Portuguese East Africa, as detailed in the
Equipment and Supplies column of
this week's issue, will be received in
the supply field with no small degree of satisfaction.
These
orders come at a time when there is practically no domestic
business in sight.
What is equally ac important, the orders
serve to bear out what the Railway Age and others have been
saying about the world-wide shortage of equipment and about
the favorable position of the United States to supply it.
It
is rather a co-incidence that in the new Foreign Railway

News column

of the Railway Age in the issue of January 24,
statements were given concerning the shortage of locomotives
on the railways of South Africa and those of the Federated
Malay States. These lines have now come to the United
States to help them out of their difficulties, and it would be
surprising if many others do not follow.
The supply field,
if the indications are correct, is now ready to make practical
use of its outstanding position as a possible exporter of railway supplies and to carry on the work that will enable it to
help make up for the shortage of railway supplies and
material in those countries that have been unable to import
them from the warring countries of Europe. It is to be ex-

pected that

will make the most of its
make permanent the large

it

will strive to

supplies that
fact that the

changed after-the-war conditions.

more than pay

opportunities and

trade in railway

sure to come to us from these countries. The
United States Railroad Administration is not

is
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time.

There is no question but what the railway supply companies have been a most important factor in helping to
develop efficient and economical rail1
Supply
Railway o
^^y operation. Now, at a time when it
is exceedingly important that the United
Companies
States enjoy industrial prosperity, these
Suffer
companies are being threatened with
disaster.
They probably employ almost as many workers
as the railways themselves, and on the basis of four dependents to each worker, a very considerable percentage of
the entire population of the country will be affected directly
and indirectly. E. B. Leigh, of the Chicago Railway Equipment Company, has insisted that the industrial prosperity
of the country follows the prosperity of the railway supph'
interests.
The present situation is being caused by the
policy of the Railroad Administration in cutting down
The heads of the Railroad Adpurchases to a minimum.
ministration are carrying a tremendous responsibility and
doubtless they are fully aware of this situation, but howcan they buy materials and equipment if they have no money
It would seem that the Railroad Adminfor this purpose?
istration is financially embarrassed and that the only solution is for Congress to come to its rescue and provide sufficient funds to at least put the roads in as good physical
condition as they were when they were taken over by the
It has been intimated that the purchasing
government.
department of the administration is holding off to secure
If this is true, then this policy
the benefit of lower prices.
is at variance with that of other departments of the federal
government and

open to severe censure, particularly at
so important that work be furnished to
soldiers and sailors returning to civilian life and to workers
who have, until recently, been engaged in war work. Some
this

time when

it

is

is

m
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Mr. Hines" Statement on

Government Control

oi

this issue.

T-iii

The Tie

Ax maintenance

Situation

.voKQUATic SLi'i'LY of CTosstics

to a

of tracks.

i.s

csscntiiil to the ])ropcr

Renewals can he curtailed only

limited extent hefore the track

is

vveakened.

The

de-

continuous and in large measure indc]H-ndent of traffic.
Therefore, any curtailment of the tie
sujiply strikes at the very vitals of roadway maintenance,
and is cause for alarm on the part of track men.
There has been a shortage of ties on many railways during the past year, although tiiis has been overcome in a
consideral)le measure by increased j)roduction along others.
Tiie tie industry has suffered from the shortage of labor and
other disturbing factors common to all industries during the
last two or three years.
Federal control of the railroads
and the concentration of purchases in one committee have
also brought about many changes, including the promulgation of standard specifications for ties and for treatment,
the elimination of competition between roads in the purchase of ties, their distribution to meet the greatest needs,
These measures have been more or less revolutionary
etc.
in character and have naturally aroused considerable opposition, particularly where they have disturbed long existing
practices and relationships.
This opposition has also contributed to the decreased production of ties.
Because of tlie unsettled state of affairs in the industry
two meetings which were held last week at St. Louis were
of more than usual importance.
On Tuesday and Wednesterioration of ties

day the American

is

Wood

vailed.
He does not advocate a five-year extension to give
opportunity for an experiment but to give time and opportunity for a sound solution of the whole problem.
He is

o])poscd to government ownership, and says so.
Mr. Hines bases his argument against continuing government control merely for 21 months largely on the ground
that, with economic and political conditions so unsettled,
and with the prospect of so early a restoration of private control, it would be impracticable during this period to secure

Strong as his presentation is in the main,
it is weak.
He does not mention
the distinction between operation and control.
He assumes
the former must be continued as long as the latter.
Unless
it is decided
to continue the present system indefinitely the
railways undoubtedly should speedily be returned to the
operation of the companies.
We do not believe the present
system of operation could be made a success under any conditions; and as long as uncertainty exists as to this system's
tenure of life it will become increasingly inefficient.
But
there is nothing in the law to forbid the director general,
acting for the President, to restore the actual operation of
the railwa\s to the companies now, while continuing government control throughout the 21 months' period.
\\'ithdrawal of control would involve withdrawal of the
guaranties of net operating income.
Mr. Hines contends
the financial dangers of immediate withdrawal of the guaranties are greatly exaggerated.
But the official statistics
show that with present rates and expenses the net operating
income of many railways is not sufficient to pay their fixed
Mr. Hines takes the view
charges and normal dividends.
that if an early return were decided on it would not be made
precipitately, and that it is not to be assumed that the
Interstate Commerce Commission and other regulating bodies
would not adopt such measures as were necessary to protect
the solvency of the companies.
If his premises are correct,
efficient operation.

we think

Preservers' Association, an organi-

zation of railway and commercial timber treating men interested in the preservation and use of ties, met to discuss

On

sentative tie producers

two following days over 100 repremet to consider their problems. A

men

of each organization availed them-

the situation.

large part of the

the

selves of the opportunity to attend the sessions of the other

and to gain the viewpoint of its members. With
representatives of the railways, the Railroad Administration
association

and the manufacturers meeting

together,

much

progress was

misunderstandings which
have prevailed and which have retarded accomplishment of
their common objective, the production of an adequate num-

made

the elimination

in

of

the

ber of crossties.
The Forest Products Section of the United States Railroad Administration has adopted certain policies which have
been ill-advised, but it has adopted others which have been
highly constructive and which should be retained permanently, regardless of the ultimate form of control of the

The preparation

of standard specifications for
the user and the producer, for it
describes the different grades of ties in a definite maimer.
Uniformity of inspection is also of common benefit, as will
railroads.

ties is of benefit alike to

also be a standard form of contract

the Railroad

Administration

which

now has

it

is

in preparation.

It

significant that one of the large tie producers, in a paper
presented before his associates, urged that these and other

constructive measures which have been adopted by the Central Purchasing Committee should be retained permanently.
It is to be hoped that other producers will take an equally

broad view of the matter, and that they will co-operate with
the Railroad Administration in the development of a broad,
permanent policy of production and purchase, which will
insure the production of an adequate number of ties of the
proper quality and at a price fair to the manufacturers

and the

roads.

that at this point

his conclusion that an early

abandonment of

control

would

than postponement of its abandonment for 21
months is sound. It is the financial problems presented that
If the
cause opposition to an early withdrawal of control.
Railroad Administration, the regulating commissions and
be better

understood

is

niKicK.u cKXKK.M, of railroads, Walker 1). Hines,
A
|)re.seiile(l to the Senate Committee on
Interstate Commerce on Monday his reasons for favoring either an early
abaiulonnrehf of government control or a continuance of it
for five years more.
He jjelieves it would be letter for the
railways and the pui)lic for the roads to be returned to
private control witiiin a short time than for them to Ije returned, as now required by law, 21 months after jieacc is
signed.
He also believes, however, that an extension of
government control to January 1, 1924, would be preferaljle
to an early restoration of private control.
It is imj)o,ssii)le not to admire the force and aJjility of Mr.
Hines' argument.
It .shows the mastery of facts and conditions, and the power of logical i)rescntation, which are so
characteristic of him.
Furthermore, unlike Mr. McAdcx), he
is frank in stating his position on the ultimate disposition
of the roads.
He is opposed to reviving the system of
regulation and of competitive operation which formerly pre-

.

the officers of the companies would get together and solve
these financial problems at once, it would be far better entirely to return the railways to the companies within a short

time than to defer doing so for practically two years.
However, Mr. Hines favors the five-year extension.

He

believe a satisfactory solution of the railroad problem can be reached until after at least two more years of
government operation, and until after the presidential elec-

does

ftot

tion in 1920, and, apparently, until after the inauguration

—
February

7,
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of the next president in 1921.

He

contends

it

is not

fair

government ownership to use the results of
1918 as a test of government operation, and that before a
final decision on our future railway policy is reached they
are entitled to see the results of government operation under
normal conditions of peace. But if the advocates of government ownership are entitled to have the results of government operation under ideal conditions as a basis for
argument, the advocates of private ownership are entitled
to have the results of private operation under ideal conto advocates of

Now, for many years the additions for the same purpose.
vocates of private ownership have been trying to get a system
of regulation under which private operation could be conducted with maximum efficiency and economy, but they have
Not only were they not able to
never been able to get it.
it in time of peace, but they were not even able to get
The conditions under which the railit in time of war.
ways were operated by the companies in 1917 were fully as
abnormal as those under which the government operated
them in 1918. The United States was at war nine months
1917 and there were only 10 months of war in 1918.
There was no substantial reason why the results gained in
1918 should not have been at least as good as those of 1917,
e.xcept that wages were much higher in 1918 than in 1917;
and Mr. Hines himself points out that the increase in exAs a
penses was due only partly to advances in wages.
matter of fact, the Railroad Administration had the benefit
in 1918 of the work of reorganization and co-ordination that
was done under the Railroads' War Board in 1917. In
get

m

addition, it was freed from all the governmental restrictions
by which the railways were embarrassed in 1917, and exerWe do not
cised practically unlimited governmental power.
agree, therefore, that the results gained in 1918 afford no
If, allowing for
satisfactory test of government operation.
the advances in wages, they are not strictly comparable

with those gained in 1917, this is really because the Railroad Administration had many advantages in 1918 that the
Railroads' War Board and the railway companies did not
have in 1917.
Now, which should be regarded as more conclusive
comparative results gained under normal conditions, or comparative results gained under conditions which rendered
it imperative that the roads should be operated with maximum efficiency for the protection of the very life of the
nation? We believe that a test of the latter kind should
prove more instructive than a test of the former kind, and,
we did have in 1917 opportunity to see private operation,
and in 1918 government operation, put to the supreme test.
Mr. Hines believes that if the five-year extension were
adopted there would be, at least after the present unsettled
industrial conditions have passed, an increase of efficiency
under government operation. There are very strong reasons
for doubting this.
In time of peace the influence of politics
would almost certainly be more strongly applied to government management; and this probably would neutralize any
improvements in metnods that might be made.
Mr. Hines presents with great force the conditions which
demand the adoption of a very comprehensive and constructive policy for the solution of the railway problem and
the reasons why it should not be attempted to solve the problem within the next two years. It seems to us, however, that
liis whole argument makes a much stronger case for the
early calling of an extra session of Congress to pass the
needed legislation this year than for a five-year extension
of control.
During this five years, either the government,
or the companies, or both, would— or should
finance additions and bettennents requiring the raising of four or five
billion dollars of new capital.
It is very doubtful if the
companies would or could do all this financing, since they
would not be allowed to control the outlay. The govern-

—
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ment surely would have to raise a large part of the capital,
and might have to raise most of it. At the end of the time
the railway companies would owe it a very large del)t.
Furthermore, after five years more of government operation
the present organizations of the individual railways would
be so changed as to be unrecognizaljle.
Obviously, the
difficulties to the return of the

railways to private operation

would then be very great, if not insuperaljle. We probably
should have government ownership forced upon us, whether
the nation wanted it or not.
Mr. Hines' argument mu.st be admitted to be a very strong
one.
We believe, however, it makes a much better case for
an early return of the railways to private operation, and for
constructive legislation at an early special session of Congress which will enable government control to be withdrawn
by the end of the present year, than for five years more of
government control and operation.

The Need

of a National

Reconstruction Program
nrwo MONTHS HAVE

PASSED Since the armistice was signed
1 and American industries are as much in the dark today
regarding the future and what it will bring forth in a busi-

way as they were on that date. As a nation we blindly
refused to benefit by the experiences of our Allies during
the three years of conflict before we entered the arena of
ness

hostilities.

Are we going

for the problems of peace

those of the

war

—

to delay

in

similarly in preparing

many ways more

difficult

than

itself?

With the termination of the struggle the demand for war
materials ceased and those railway supply concerns and
others who have been engaged in their manufacture are necessarily laying off thousands of employees.
At the same
time other thousands of men are being released from the army
and navy. The combination of industrial retrenchment and
increased labor supply can only result in unemployment and
this, unless met by prompt and energetic measures, will lead
quickly to business stagnation, depreciation of commodity
values and serious labor troubles.
What is our national policy in this situation?
the problem calls

for governmental

attention

Obviously

and

solution.

Private individuals or corporations cannot be expected to
inaugurate large projects in order to provide employment in
this period of high labor and material costs.
It remains
for the national, state

improvement work

and

local

governments to undertake

until such time as the industries can be

Much work of a public nature
must necessarily be done during the next few years. As
restored to a peace basis.

much

as possible of this should be undertaken now as a reconstruction measure and as a source of employment until
the industries can build up their business.
It will cost
more to complete this public work now but the added cost
will be borne by the public which will receive the benefits

Great Britain has already inauthrough added activity.
gurated a number of different reconstruction methods, including the payment of weekly wages to the unemployed until
work can be secured for them. What are we going to do?
Let us look at the manner in which the Railroad Administration is meeting this problem as a possible indication of
the attitude of the government.
Until now it has been
directed by a cabinet officer, an advisor of the President
It is the largest employin the framing of national policy.
ing branch of the government with nearly 2,000,000 persons on its payroll directly and probably an equal number dependent on the railway supply companies from whom it purchases its equipment.
Has the Railway Administration work to be done? Ob-
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viously

it

lias.

It

is

under contract to return the roads

to

period of federal conThey
trol III as giHKl uMuhtion as wlu-u ihcy wrri' taken over.
should 1)0 fully luaiiitainal, both to kco]) them in );(X)d toiulilion to render serviee, and to give as much employment as
reasonahly can be jjrovided during the present jjeriod of
unsettled business, whether they are to be returned to private
Now, it is obvious that they have not been
lontrol or not.

owners

tlioir

at the expiration of the

lully maintained during the past year, w'hen only slightly
more than half of the normal ([uantities of rails and other
The purchase
iraek materials have b^n used in renewals.
,111(1

installation of materials of this character necessary to

gcxid the deferred maintenance of 1918 and to supi)ly
normal requirements of 1919 would give employment to
the normal number of men on the railways and to large
numbers of men in railway supply plants. Since the Railroad .Administration must take u[) this deferred maintenance
why should it not start this program now by placing orders
for the neccssar)' materials so that they will be available
when spring work opens up?
There is also a large amount of deferred maintenance in
Information gathered by the
the equipment department.
Kdihvay Age indicates that there is a very large number of
freight cars which are in such a condition that they ought
to be scrapped, and still a larger number that must have
heavy repairs before they can be efficiently and economically
used in sersdce. The fact that there is now a large nominal
surplus of cars is no good reason why needed repairs to
cars should not be made, and why new cars to replace those
Troceeding
that should be retired should not be bought.

make

the

with the work now will give employment to labor at a time
when the welfare of the nation demands it shall be given,
and probably it will not be long until all equipment in good
order that can be used will be required in service.
Past experience has demonstrated the necessity for the
roads to continue programs of improvement during periods
of declining traffic if they are to be prepared to handle successfully the business of the busy years that follow. No better
indication of the present inadequacy of railway facilities
A large part
is to be had than the experience of a year ago.
of the improvement work is chargeable to capital account and
Like other business concerns,
thereby to the corporations.
they are inclined at present to defer much of this work, regardless of its necessity, because of its present high cost, although without doubt they would co-operate willingly in the
inauguration of many of these improvements if they could
Furthermore, the fact
be carried on at normal cost to them.
that the corjwrations are not now in control of the management of the properties, and that how long government control
will Ije continued, and the terms upon w'hich the roads will
be returned to private operation, are unsettled, makes the
corporations extremely reluctant to co-operate with the Railroad Administration in inaugurating an extensive programme
But there is no good reason
of additions and betterments.

apparent

why

the Railroad Administration should not adopt

making up deferred maintenance, or why the
government and the companies should not agree to make
ever}- outlay for additions and betterments which would be
a

policy of

valuable to the individual railways if government control
weje abandoned and to the government if it were continued;
and a large majority of needed expenditures for additions
and betterments would be of this character.
It is true material as well as labor costs are at present
very h'gh; but if needed expenditures are postponed until
costs come down, many of them will be made too late to be
of value when an increase of business comes.
The Railroad
Administration as well as the railroad corporations is showing an unwillingness to carry on maintenance and improvement work at present prices of materials. The Administration's present tendency seems to be to curtail expenditures
generally.
Federal purchasing agents are showing a disposi-
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purchases to the minimum. Only a few days
ago the purchasing agents in one region were instructed by
the (hainnan of the regional jiunhasing (ommittee to exchange materials as far as possible in order tc) avoid the necessity of going into the market for any sui)|)lies other than those
branches of government service are appealing to the patriotism of manufacturers and employers of lal)Or to assist in
jiroviding work for our munition workers and returning soldiers, another government department, the Railroad Administration, is promoting unemployment.
It has been said that while attemj)ting to settle the problems of other countries, we may be neglecting some of our
problems at home.
One of our most important national
problems today is the development of a unified reconstruction
program which will j^lace our industries on their feet and in
a position to utilize the large merchant marine which is now
being built to enable us to compete for foreign trade in the
markets of the world.
tion to reduce

New

Books

Proceedings of the American Railway Master Mechanics' AssoEdited by V. R. Hawthorne, secretary. 528 pages,
ciation.
?ii

plates, 6 in. by 9 in.,

The

bound

in cloth.

Published by the as-

746 Transportation building, Chicago.

sociation,

Price, $5.

volume of the Master Mechanics' Association Proceedings, which has just been issued, covers the
activities of the organization during the years 1917 and 1918.
A large part of the book is devoted to an account of the
convention of 1918, which includes several valuable committee reports. The report on the shop manufacture and refiftieth

of semi-elliptical springs covers the subject very
thoroughly.
The report on the design and maintenance of
locomotive boilers is devoted principally to a discussion of
the field for autogenous welding in boiler work.
The committee on fuel economy and smoke prevention outlined briefly the proldcm of fuel economy on railroads and made specific
recommendations concerning the methods of handling stor-

pair

The committee on train resistance and tonnage
age coal.
rating submitted data secured from train resistance tests
and engine tests. Several important changes were made in
the specifications, standards and recommended practices of
The development of feedwater heaters is
the association.
covered very thoroughly in an individual paper by J. Snowden

Bell.

Structural Engineers' Handbook, Second Edition.

By Milo

S.

Ketchum, dean of the College of Engineering, University of
Colorado. 6 in. by 9 in. 928 pages, illustrated, bound in
flexible leather.
Published by McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc.,

The

239

ff".

Thirty-ninlh street.

New

York.

Price, $5.

thousand of this second edition brings the total
issue of this book to 13,000 copies since the first edition apThis is probably a better testimony to its
peared in 1914.
value than can be given in any other form. It is essentially
a manual for the structural designer and detailer combined
with a handbook on structural steel sections, 531 pages being
devoted to the first portion and 397 to the latter. The crowning achievement of this book is the attractiveness of its
The drawings represent an
illustrations and typography.
enormous amount of work and painstaking care. The scope
of the volume is indicated by the subjects of the several chapters which cover such matters as roof trusses and mill buildfirst

ings, office buildings,

highway
and

bridges, railway bridges, re-

piers, timber bridges and
grain elevators, steel head frames
and coal tipples, erection, engineering materials, structural
In the new edition
mechanics, and design of steel details.
details of steel windows and doors, data on cement and
gjpsum tile roofs and moments in stiff frames constitute the

taining

walls,

trestles,

steel

principal

new

abutments

bins,

steel

material.

—

—
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The Railway Supply Industry

Is

Hard Hit

Representative Concerns Tell of Difficulties Caused by

Administration Purchasing Policy

THE

RAILROADS, for Several years, have gotten along
with a minimum amount of material and new equipment.
When the exceptionally heavy traffic developed a few years ago and additional equipment was
necessary, it was impossible to obtain it, first, because so
much equipment was being sent to France and Russia and
later, after this country entered the war, because of this
reason and also because of priority orders which diverted
material to ships and munitions.
It has been impossible
to keep the facilities and equipment in good condition
and a very large amount of deferred maintenance has
accumulated.
When the armistice was signed it was felt in many
quarters that the transition from war to peace conditions
could be very greatly helped by placing large orders for
railway material to take up this deferred maintenance and
to put the roads back into the condition in which they were
prior to the war.
For various reasons the Railroad Administration has cut down on purchases to the very minimum
and this is working a great hardship on the railway supply
companies, many of which had assisted the government by
the manufacture of munitions and other war materials.
Now, instead of being able to take care of the boys who
are coming back to them from the army and navy they are
finding it necessary to cut down their forces and many of
them face an entire shutting down of their plants if railroad purchases are deferred much longer.
With a view to securing exact information as to the present
situation the Railway Age sent a night letter to a number
of representative companies on Monday evening, February
3, asking for a statement concerning what the policy of
deferring maintenance and renewals, not to speak of betterments, means "to your organization and labor, now and in
the future."
It was not intended to make a canvass exhaustive, and only comparatively few names were selected
at random from the large number of supply companies.
A

number

vision has been
tion.

Now

made

that

as to who shall pay for new constructhe necessity of conserving material and

labor has been removed, the question of railroad construction
and railroad betterments, or maintenance, still continues
throttled and absolutely dead.
understand the situation
or reason of this is largely attributary to the fact that no
provision has been made by the government as yet to deter-

We

mine who

pay for new construction and railroad betshall be borne by the
United States government, or private owners of the different
terments

shall

—whether such an expenditure

lines.

Regardless of whether the railroads are to remain under
government control for five years or foi 21 months, the policy
of the government in regard to railroad construction and improvements should be settled; otherwise we can expect no
railroad construction and very little railroad betterments.
That being the fact, manufacturing plants which are depending on that source of supply must necessarily go out
of business.

Owing to the above-mentioned facts, taken in connection
with the high cost of material and labor, we have found it
impossible to operate, and have closed down, discharged our
employees, and are now waiting and hoping for relief. That
relief can only come through a revival of railroad construction and betterments, and a continuance of the maintenance
program as it existed prior to 1917, or, in other words,
before the roads were taken over by the government.
Railroad purchases have a vital influence on general business; they are a big factor in determining the question of
good or bad times in general business. For this reason, it
is hoped that a speedy solution can be reached, and that
some relief for this unbearable situation may be had. B. D.
Dimick, President.

American Flexible Bolt Company
Chicago

of representative replies follow:
I believe publicity is desirable

American Castings Company

regarding the extreme

diffi-

culty of holding the working organizations of manufacturers
of railway materials together with the present purchasing

Birmingham, Alabama
After sixteen years of hard work against considerable
odds, we have built up a railroad supply commodity known
throughout the railroad maintenance and construction field
as National Lock Joint cast iron culvert pipe.
About 95
per cent of our business is obtained from railroad construction and railroad maintenance.
In 1917, our business had
reached a state of development and steady production that
was very satisfactory. When the United States government
declared war, followed immediately by taking over of the
railroads under federal control, the result in our business
was almost instantaneous. The reason for this was plain;
under government control, the railroads were ordered to discontinue new construction except in cases of military necessity; maintenance budgets were cut accordingly.
Fortunately for us, at the outset we received an order from
the director general of military railways for a large amount
of our product, to be used in the construction of military
railways in France; this kept us going full tilt for about 8
or 10 months.
When this order was completed we were
throvim back on our regular source of supply for business,
and we found that that source had vanished, and it still
remains at the vanishing point.
The railroad problem still continues unsettled; no pro-
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policy of the Railroad

work
in

Administration.

leaves patriotic concerns

expanding

facilities

war
means

Cessation of

who have used

their

holding back and unable to

now run

Patriotic labor does not want
as eleemosynary institutions.
charity.
Railroad materials orders are not charity, but will
solve manufacturers' and workers' difficulties in the present
crisis.

C. A. Seley, President.

American Steam Gage

&

Valve Manufacturing Co.

Boston, Mass.

The present government policies as regards purchasing
new equipment, as well as for maintenance and renewals,
mean to us no return on a very considerable investment, as
well as unemployment for workmen skilled in this work.
During the war period we were fortunately able to handle
other work to partially offset the loss of orders due to government purchasing policies, but now that the substitute
work is ceasing the real situation looms more clearly and
We cannot believe that those in
causes us much concern.
authority realize the serious situation that has been created, and we feel that only quick action on their part will
H. B. Nickeravert serious embarrassment to our industry.
son, Secretary.

—

— ——
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American

Steel Foundries

unless such manufacturing jilants are cnaljled

Chicago

is

a

resumption of railroad buying for maintenance,

renewals and betterments within the next 60 days, it will lie
down and curtail operations at other plants
invoKins; 5,000 more men.
Many oi the 1,112 of our men
in the army and navy now returning are expecting their old
jobs, and it is our intention to take them back, but the policy
of the roads of deferring maintenance and renewals is making this difficult, if not impossible, in many cases.
Pending
the settlement of the general plan as to how the railroads
are finally to be operated, some fair arrangement .sjiould be
made to enable them to continue necessary purchases at least
for repairs and maintenance, proper provision being made
for amortizing the amount by which present costs exceed
normal average costs. A wise settlement of the railroad
question would do more to help the industrial .situation during this period of readjustment, necessarily involving a great
deal of unemployment, than any other single action that
could be taken by Congress at the present time.
R. P.
ncxcssar)- to close

Lament, President.

American Tool Works Company

taken

confronting

this

the

will

greatly

and

business

relieve
laljor

cur country.
Any unnecessary retrenchments or action on

the

trying

interests

of

of the
cause Ijusiness confusion and force wage reductions, leading to strikes
and unemployment, and will not only rcxk l)ut swamp the
.f.
boat.
W. Motherwell, Vice-President, Chicago.

government

jiart

officials hastily to readjust prices will

Chicago Railway Equipment Company
Chicago

The

policy of deferring Ijetterments, maintenance and re-

newals cannot

i)ut

be paralyzing to the railway supi)ly indus-

employment of labor. Its baneful effect, however, is much l)roadcr and far-reaching.
For years, as you
know, I have claimed and graphically demonstrated I>eyond
question that railway purchases measure general business
prosperity, and that w-c have not hau and could not have
try

and

to the

general business pro.sperity without this essential factor excepting when some other great element could or did take
its place.
This did occur during the war when munitions
and other war work were the substitutes. With these withdrawings, w-e are again back to our normal dependency upon

The great problem of industrial condiand labor employment can be solved more quickly and
eft'ectively by resumption of railway purchases than in any
other manner.
Thus it is not a question of the railway
supply industr}' alone, but the welfare of the whole country
tions

policy of deferring purchases

at

tliis

time is most deplorable.
It sets an example which, if followed by various industries, will demoralize business, shatter organizations and throw thousands of men and women
During the industries' transition from
out of employment.
a war to a peace basis, a period of readjustment with very
light extensions or replacements of equipment is inevitable.
Instead of aggravating this condition, which its present policy is unquestionably doing, the government should endeavor
to assist industries over this period by encouraging sorely
needed renewals, maintenance and betterments. This is the
time to help, not to hinder, industries. The task of reverting to a peace basis involves much more difficult problems
than the preparation for war activity. The unqualified response of our industry to the government's call for war pro-

duction surely entitles
conditions are reversed.

it

—

to

/. C.

some consideration now that
Hussey, Western Sales Man-

ager.

Ashton Valve Company, The
Boston, Mass.

my

—manufacturer,
occupation.

gallant boys left good positions to fight the battle of freedom, and unstintingly we placed the combined resources of
If we were justified in spending
approximately twenty billion dollars to wage this war, are
we not equally justified in expending such further sums as
are warranted and necessarj' for constructive peaceful purposes and to provide positions for our soldiers returning with
the expectation of immediately assuming their former occu-

the nation behind them.

pations?

Under government control of the railroads, the railway
supply manufacturers have not received the average business obtainable heretofore under private management, and
were forced in many cases to divert their plants to production
The need tor such having passed,
of other war necessities.

merchant, laborer, farmer, or of whatever

E. B. Leigh, President.

Columbia Nut and Bolt Company
Bridgeport, Conn.

Our
about
times.

railroad business during the past three years has been
25 per cent of what it ought to be cduring normal

Our shop equipment being

particularly adapted for

you can readily
by the railroads affects
us vitally and does not permit us to maintain our full organization from a labor standpoint.
We believe that if
the railroads were turned back to private owner.ship, they
would see the necessity of making much needed repairs as
well as purchasing new equipment which seems to have been
A change of
lost sight of under government management.
policy would certainly be beneficial to the railroad supply
Fred Atwater, Treasurer.
interests.
the manufacture of nuts for railroad use,
see that a curtailment of purchases

judgment the greatest menace to the United States
of America at this time and the immediate future is the lack
Our
of emplo}Tnent, fast assuming alarming proportions.
In

that

l)elieve

I

situation

railroad purchases.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The government's

immediately
resume tlieir ordinary j)roduction, stagnation of business
and unemploxnicnt will necessarily follow.
I,
therefore,
l)elieve Congress should immediately lake cognizance of the
situation, authorize and direct resumjuion at once of all susIK'nded improvements on the railroads.
If prompt action is
to

On account of lack of onitTs, it lia.-^ Ijccn mvcssarv to closo
liown our jilants at Sliaron, Ta., aiv.l Kast St. I.ouis, 111.,
involving ilinvtl)' 2,240 men and iiuliroctly many more, as
on account of the uncertain outlook we have been oljlifjed
to cancel or .^usiiend order.* for raw materials, etc.
These
plants nonnally run exclusively on railroad work.
Unless
there
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Crane Company
Chicago

We

can only say that our sales to the railroads for January, 1919, were SO per cent less than January, 1918.

Dearborn Chemical Company
Chicago

A

great opportunity for continued employment of labor at
the present high but fair rate of wages is now offered Congress by so concentrating its energies on the railroad problem
Pending the
so as to determine an early solution of it.

adoption of a pemianent plan, Congress should insist on
the Railroad Administration proceeding at once with a broad
program for maintenance improvements and betterments,

Congress providing adequate financial provision for

it.

—

—

—
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Even though govemnicnt operation continues but a short
time these improvelnents, so necessary to satisfactory public
service, should go rapidly forward, as provision will be made
for completion or continuance of such work on the adoption
It is most
of any permanent plan of control or operation.
important that the thousands of workmen employed in industries making railway ecjuipment material and supplies
A proper program of expenditure to imbe kept engaged.
prove public service will not only keep these men employed
but will in addition provide in the railway manufacturing
industries employment for thousands of our returning solRobert F. Carr, President.
diers.
Detroit Lubricator

Company

Detroit, Mich.

We

feel that

because of the effort most manufacturers are

preciate in value, the Railroad Administration should do its
part to bridge over the present low spot through a liberal

and betterment. If, on account of
doing their share, business can be accelerated, the railroads as the country's second largest industry will get a
proportionate return.
It is a good business to be fair to
the railroad owners, and we believe that betterments should
be charged against them only at what would represent the
cost under normal conditions.
H. I. Lord, Vice-President.
policy of maintenance
all

General Railway Signal
Rochester, N. Y.

Company

The total railway sales made by this company in the
months of November and December, 1918, and January,
1919, amount to 34.3 per cent of such sales for the corresponding three months of 1917-1918 and 34.5 per cent of
such sales for the corresponding months of 1916-1917.
In
order to retain in our employ as many of our men as possible
we have been and are manufacturing stock in excess of normal requirements, but despite this artificial and necessarily
temporary expedient, and though we have made no reduction in wage rates, our railway department pay rolls have
decreased approximately 20 per cent in the last month.
Obeach month's prolongation of present purchasing
policies will necessitate farther and greater reductions of
forces in our railway departments and will inevitably result
in greatly increased cost of production.
W. W. Salmon,
President.

There has been
The time has come for action.
but no action.
Oscar F. Ostby, Vice-President.

Rochester, N.

matter

how

optimistic

The

Y

we may

be, there is

no use

in

fooling ourselves; we must acknowledge the truth; times are
not good, and a great many are idle who might be working
if conditions would allow. There is certainly need for a great
deal of railroad material, but conditions must lie righted.
The question is, therefore, how best to bring this about.
When we got into the war, cormnittees of representative
men were appointed to guide various industries and formulate
plans for increasing production, etc., with the big idea in

mind
it

of

winning the war.

Now

that the

war

is

won, isn't
winning

just as important to formulate definite plans for

peace and prosperity in the United States? We hear much
about a League of Nations, and protection for races of people
Let's have a League of Business Interall over the world.
ests at home, whose duty it shall be to look after the rights
By the rights
of labor and business here in the U. S. A.
of labor, I mean the opportunity to work at fair wages, not
merely raising the wage scale and then removing the opporThere can be no prosperity in the United
tunity to work.

talk,

H. G. Hammett
Troy, N. Y.

"

view with great apprehension the present and immediate
outlook concerning business conditions facing the
manufacturers of materials used by railroad companies. My
entire output is used by the railroads and largely in the conThe delay of the U. S. Railstruction of new locomotives.
road Administration in placing orders for new locomotives
has resulted in my being compelled to reduce the number
of employees by about 20 per cent; and if large orders are
not forthcoming within a very short time a complete shutdowTi
H. G. Hammett.
of my plant will inevitably follow.
I

future

International Pulverized Fuel Corporation

New York
Since 1908 the annual additions of new locomotives and
cars and of terminal and equipment repair and power facilities have been entirely insufficient during each year.
The
equipment has also depreciated from obsolescence and inadequacy, due to the lack of additions, of reinforcements and
refinements for tlie purpose of providing the proper safety,
efficiency and economy in operation and maintenance.
For
the next ten years, the United States railways will require
annually an average of 5,000 locomotives, 3,500 passenger
cars, and 200,000 freight cars to replace obsolete and dismantled equipment, and to provide additional equipment,
if the service is to be properly maintained.
In addition,
about 25,000 locomotives, 20,000 passenger cars, and 500,000
freight cars now in existence should be reinforced and
improved.
Nothing will do more to stabilize and be of greater avail
in the present period of uncertainty and unrest than immediate provision for the definite, diversified, distributed
and productive employment of labor and material in the
rehabilitation and reconstruction of the steam roads.
/. E.
Muhlfeld, President.

—

Kerite Insulated

viously,

Glazier Manufacturing Co.,
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States unless the railroads are prosperous.

much

making (which cannot be kept up indctinitely) to keep their
employees occupied by making stock, which later may de-

No

—

—

The works

of this

Wire & Cable Company,
New York

company

are located in the

Inc.

Naugatuck

Valley in Connecticut, which has been not only during the
war but is normally a large industrial center. Owing to
the fact that a w-aiting policy is being pursued in regard to
the placing of business, which, under normal conditions,

would keep the greater part of these plants in operation,
the question of unemployment is becoming serious.
It will,
of course, unless some other policy is adopted, become rapidly
worse, with the result that large numbers of men will be
without W'ork and without proper means of support.
It
seems to us that if a way can be found which does not
conflict with other broad and important phases of the situation, it would be most advisable to carry forward at this
time any work for which there is legitimate need in the way
of maintenance and betterment.
It seems to us that in the
bigger sense it is to be urged both from an economic and
social point of view.
R. D. Brixey, President.

Mudge &

Co.

Chicago
not laid off any of our men, feeling it our patriduty as employers to keep our labor actively employed
at this time if at all possible to do so.
It has been necessary
for us to place a large amount of TOods in stock anticipating
renewed buying. We may have been able to justify our^^'e liavc

otic

—

—

—

——
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selves in this wliere other coinpanios could not becau.se our

seasonal anil we have had more than vvc could
handle in the sjjring of tlie year for several years past.
Also, we have felt an optimistic confidence that C'ongress
and the Railroad Admini.stration would soon realize that
their present ])olicy means the sliutting down of many railway
equipment plants and unemployment of a large numl)er of
men and would take some active steps to alleviate this very
serious condition.
Unless some new policy is soon pursued
it will be nocessar)- for us to close our sho]) because we will
not be able to bear the financial burden which lias been
made doubly hard because the railroads are l)ackward in
paying their accounts due, as we understand it, to the inability or failure of the Railroad Administration to settle
Burton W. Mudge, President.
their accounts.

business

is

National Railway Appliance

Company

New York
I have viewed with growing concern the apparent introduction of the policy of retrenchment in the matter of purchases by the railroads of the counti7 which cannot help but
bring disaster upon one of the most important ])ranches of
If this policy is conindustry the railroad supply trade.
tinued, it will simply mean that we will be forced to lay off
salesmen; cut down our office force, and a decided retrenchment will have to be inaugurated in the factories controlled

—

by the companies we represent, which will mean the laying
off of

workmen with

well-paid

all

the unfortunate results

that a condition of this kind brings in

its trail.

Something has got to be done, possibly by Congress, possibly by a change in the policy of the director general of
Whatever is done or whatever change is made,
railroads.
must come soon, jinlcss the unfortunate results which I have
touched upon are brought about. There is no question that
extensive repairs to equipment should be made as it is fast
becoming in a deplorable condition. Large expenditures for
betterments and extensions are decidedly needed, all of
which, if attended to, would create business for a line of
industr}- which is now sadly in need of work and which
must have speedy relief. B. A. Hegeman, Jr.

The

P.

& M. Company
New York

ing

a

month

month supply would help the situation
case of our company there are less than 20

to

In the
per cent of the men employed in the manufacture of our
F. A. Poor, President.
material compared with a year ago.
greatly.

Parkesburg Iron Company
Parkesburg, Pa.
Prior to 1918, or before the United States Railroad Administration controlled the policy of the railroads in this
countr}^ the percentage of our output, which consists exclusively of charcoal iron boiler tubes, ran, for a number of
During
years, from 70 to 80 per cent of railroad orders.
1918 the percentage of our output shipped to railroads in
this country was under 20 per cent, and at the present time
we have practically no orders on our books from them.
Fortunately, during the past year we have been able to
run to capacity, largely on tubes for marine boilers, but as
this demand is necessarily slackening, we anticipate depression and the necessary laying off, in the near future, of men
in our plant, as well as in others, whose primary purpose
is to furnish railroad supplies, unless the United States Railroad Administration very promptly authorizes the transpor-
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systems of this country to repair and replace their
motive power as in the past. We believe tliat ijy so doing the
government will prevent a serious i)usiness depression, with
George Thomas,
its attendant distress and hardship to labor.

tation

3rd, Treasurer.

Pettibone Mulliken

Company

Chicago
If conStop tile present deferment of railway purchases!
tinued a few weeks longer it will cause us to shut down,
throwing all of our men out of employment. In view of the
necessities of the railways, especially as to track and terminals, we Ijelieve every effort should be made to place such
orders at once in order that labor may be employed and the
This is
transportation facilities of the country maintained.
especially important at this time when returning soldiers are
Every effort should be made to give them
looking for work.
occupation and to maintain present labor in employment.
A. H. Mulliken, President.

Company
New York

Rail Joint

If the Railroad Administration has decided to defer maintenance and renewals and betterments, I feel that it is against

the judgment of their practical

men who

certainly

realize

the seriousness of such a stand not only to the country at
There is considerable idle
large but to the roads themselves.

capacity in mills and shops which furnish material now reUnless orders are placed at once for
quired by the roads.
at least their next three to six months' requirements, additional capacity will be idle with a resultant

number

of men.

No

one can look for any considerable reduction in prices
with the present scale of wages, and it is apparent the Administration has no desire to disturb them.
Buying immediately will permit the manufacturers to retain the men now
employed; will allow taking on a certain number of present
unemployed; and permit the roads to perform on a more
economical basis the necessary work already scheduled over a
period of months than if later an attempt is made to crowd
matters and catch up with their schedule.
V. C. Armstrong,
President.

Railway Car Manufacturers' Association

A

delay in placing orders for material needed by the railways during the coming year is undoubtedly disturbing the
labor situation greatly.
We appreciate that possibly the
raihvays do not wish to make large contracts at this time in
the expectation of a price reduction, but a policy of purchas-

—

Representing:
.\merican Car & Foundry Company.
Beth'.ehem Shipbuilding Corp. (Harlan Plant).

Bettendorf Company.
J.

Company.

G. Brill

Cambria Steel Company.
Haskell & Barker Car Company.
Keith Car & Mfg. Company.
Laconia Car Company.
Liberty Car & Equipment Company.

Magor Car Corporation.
McGuire-Cummings Mfg. Company.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Company.
Osgood Bradley Car Company.
Pacific Car & Foundry Company.
Pres.sed Steel Car Company.
Pullman Company.
Ralston Steel Car Company.
Standard Steel Car Company.
St. Louis Car Company.

j
'

At the annual meeting of the Railwary Car Manufacturers'
Association, your telegram to its various members, inquiring
as to the effect of the present policy of the Railway Administration in deferring maintenance, renewals

was discussed, and

it

and betterments

the opinion that this policy,

is

if

con-

will prove

disastrous to the car building, railway
supply and kindred interests, and to the workmen employed

tinued,

by them.

When the armistice became effective, all car builders and
suppliers of railway materials were engaged to a very considerable extent in producing war materials, and more particularly railway equipment for overseas shipment to the
American Military Railways. These orders for the militan.'
railways have been curtailed and suspended to such an extent
that the industry has been compelled to materially curtail
production, necessitating the laying off of a very considerable

portion of

its

working

Under average

forces.

conditions car builders and suppliers of
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railway materials have always received a fair amount of
orders from domestic railways, not only for new railway
cars to replace those worn out and destroyed and increased
equipment required to meet the country's growing needs, but
also very considerable orders for maintenance materials.
The industry now finds itself without orders of this class on
its books, and can only look to the Railway Administration
for relief, which of course will not be forthcoming if the
present policy continues. This affects not only the car builders and suppliers of railway material themselves, but also

kindred interests engaged in supplying materials to them
and will have a far-reaching effect and result in serious nonemployment in all lines in any way associated with the railroad supply business.
Some of our members report that they have now been
compelled to completely close down some of their departments
and materially curtail production in all others, and consequently lay off a considerable number of men through the
lack of orders for miscellaneous repair and replace parts.
In our judgment, during the transition from war to peace
conditions, the welfare of our industry and of every community in which any part of it is located is dependent on
full maintenance of purchases by the railways, not only for
present needs, but also to supply the deficiency which deferment during the period of the war has caused.

Roberts and Schaefer

Company

Chicago

We

felt for some time, and are now more impressed with
the importance of the fact that our national Congress is not,

as a unit, appreciative of the hardships that the railroads,
Owing to lack
in all their several branches, are undergoing.
of funds, because the government is failing to supply funds,
and because the railroads are exceeding their appropriations,
it has become almost impossible for contractors to continue
their construction work.
have large contracts for one of
the wealthiest and best operated railroads in this country, and
yesterday we received word to discontinue work or postpone
construction until such time as an appropriation could be
made for one of the largest contracts we have with them.
Furthermore, the writer was advised last week that they
might find it necessary to hold up construction work on

We

several

—

—

—

more contracts.
hear from several sources

We
that railway employees are
being laid off in every department of railroad organizations;
this, because of the very great decrease in income since
Furthermore, there
shortly after the signing of the armistice.
is absolutely no business being given out by the railroads,
nor has there been any for three months. If we are to enjoy
the prosperity that everyone has been talking of, there must
certainly be improvements and betterments in the railway
system of this country.
/. /. Roberts, Treasurer.

—

Sherwin-Williams Company, The
Cleveland, Ohio.

Business is now suffering from a lack of confidence on
the part of buyers.
The longer buyers hold off, the greater
this lack of confidence will be.
We believe that if the large
business interests would show sufficient confidence in the
future and authorize needed expenditures, there would soon
be a decided improvement in business. There is a great deal
of unfinished work to be done, and by postponing it we are
only delaying the return of prosperity.
It seems to us it
would be good policy on the part of the government to
authorize the expenditure of money in every legitimate way,
and thus set an example to others.
It is common knowledge that there is great need for a
generous expenditure of money on all railway equipment
and railway property of all kinds. The manufacturers of
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railway supplies are suffering from the policy of the Railroad
Administration in deferring maintenance and renewals, which
results in a large number of plants running on part time, and
in some places plants have been closed.
The Railroad Administration, by proper and generous expenditures of money,
will not only preserve the great railway properties, but will
do a great deal to help keep business going and labor well
employed. We sincerely hope we will soon see the policy of
retrenchment changed to one of expansion.
W. H. Cotting-

ham, President.

Vapor Car Heating Company,

Inc.

Chicago

With the rapid return of men looking for jobs on the one
hand, and the necessity of laying off men and reducing
forces, both labor and clerical, on the other hand, it seems to
me that we are "working both ends against the middle."
Most railway supply concerns have maintained the large
forces
labor, clerical and teclmical
required to meet the
railroad wants during war activities, until its maintenance
now represents an actual loss.
It has been hoped that high class labor forces and the

—

—

general clerical and technical organizations required to conduct a railway supply business could be kept intact to prevent the falling away of the organization, because it is perfectly well understood by those familiar with the physical
condition of the railroads that large and immediate purchases are necessary to put the railroads into a normal condition again.
It

is

a fact that the roads are not taking steps toward

rehabilitation or even

companies are laying

normal maintenance

—railway

off labor instead of hiring

supply

and at
the very time when the general good of the country most demands the quick and profitable employment of every man
it,

possible.

The

present condition of affairs is serious and as I see it
nothing but trouble immediately ahead unless the
present policy of restricting the railroads' purchasing activithere

ties is

is

changed by some action on the part of Congress that

will relieve the present uncertainty as to what the railroads
can do in the way of taking care of themselves.

The present wage schedules of labor as employed by the
railway supply companies should be very satisfactory to the
employees, but if no jobs are available what does it profit
the man who wants to work?
E. H. Gold, President.
Westinghouse Air Brake Company

New York
As our industry

wholly dependent upon orders for
material connected with the maintenance and extension of
railway facilities, it will be injured to the extent that a
policy of deferring purchases for railway maintenance, renewals and betterments results in a less than normal expenditure by the railroads for such purposes.
Necessarily, the
pursuit of such a course will greatly accentuate the difficulties of unemployment, at a time when it would seem as
if every incentive should be afforded to existing enterprises
to increase, rather than to reduce, production
particularly
those contributing to the maintenance and building up of
our transportation system, which is a vital element of our
national existence that cannot live upon a starvation diet at
any time and is especially in need of a constructive and
strengthening policy, rather than the reverse, at this time.
is

—

There

is, no doubt, merit in the proposal to start new governmental enterprises for the purpose of giving employment
to those who are seeking it, but no greater assistance in that
direction can be rendered than to enable established industries to completely untilize their productive facilities.
H. H. Westinghouse, Chairman.
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Shall

We

Lay Off More Men?
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hand

other

rules

By

RAILWAY

Supplyman

a

si'i'PLV i.AHok

saiids, at

A

time when

is

being discharged by the Ihou-

llieir

work was never so greatly

needed.

Who develoi)eil the
Who made the safe
\\'lio

brouglit

tlie

air lirake?

brake l)eam and lirakc .shoe?
locomotive superheater to its present

status?
Will)

Who
Who
\\'iu)

Who

made

llie safe vestibule for ears?
developed the life-.saving car coupler?
developed car-heating and car-lighting?
made boilers safe with flexible staybolts?
has made our railroads safe l)y signalling?

Wlio made good the steel freight car and steel car wheel?
dug up, perfected and developed the fire brick arch

Who

for locomotives?

Who

brought

degree of ])erfection

motive stoker, the improved truck,

safet)'

valves,

tlie

loco-

power

re-

automatic tire doors,
headlights, safety devices and factors for improving economy
and increasing efficiency of the locomotive?
Is there one of the major or any of the minor develof)ments in this incomplete li.st that has l)ecn lirought to usable shape by anyone l)ut supply men ?
These developments usually ow'e their success to an inspiration on the part of someone who is devoting his life
to the interests of the public in connection with improvements which are made for better, cheaper, more comfortable
verse

gear,

possil)ly

Why

bell

ringers,

sanders,

and safer transportation.
These supph' interests who have done such monumental
constructive work for the locomotive, the car, the track,
and for signalling are entitled to the closest, warmest and
most thorough co-operation from the railroads and from the
government, particularly in these times when transportation
is personally vital to every soul in the country and because
but for transportation we would be like China today.
The Railroad Administration appreciates wliat would
happen to vast numbers of miners in case coal should l)e
purchased for the railroads without reference to the wages
The Administration has ruled for protection
of the miners.
of the miners' wages. This is done with one hand while the

This Locomotive

Made

in

America

roads shall

tlic

way

include

nothing in

is

—

avoided.
tliis?

Why

is

the

Railway

.Administration

savings to be made by the railroads.
It is time that those who have the power to fix this situation should take a look at what they are doing and fix it
quickly.

was

told today that an important railroad committee is

not announcing the dates of

meetings for fear the supplv
Of course they will.
That committee, however, can not afford to overlook those
supply men in working out the railroad problem of toda)-.
The}' are among the most valuable assets the railroads have
They are the best asset the traveling and
or ever had.
shipping public ever had for they make travel safe and
economical.
Here again let us ask what the locomotivj
would be today and how much coal would it burn but for
these very supply men, or where the car would be as to
safety and efficiency but for them?

men

its

will be in the city at the time.

Is it possible, that knowing these facts, railroad officials
and government officials do not appreciate what inspiration,
what courage, what strength of purpose and persistence

against obstacles are required to develop a locomotive, car,
or track improvement for American railroad service?
The improvements have only just begun ^a new era has

—

opened

—an

ness.

The

era which should mean the doom of wastefulpublic can not afford for one minute to forget

what the supply men can do for them in this emergency.
Railway supply labor is being laid off by the thousands
when their work was never so greatly needed.
Shall w-e be able to put them back to work or shall we
lav off more men?

French Government Was Captured by the Germans, Used by Them, Recapand Has Since Been Used by the Americans

for the
tured,

i)e

tlie

putting so many men out of work, throttling an industry to
which the country owes so much? Why do not the authorities examine the number of men in the country who are
They bulk al)OUt as large as the
affected In' this policy?
number of railroad men themselves. Why is the immense
railroad sup[)ly industry not used for tlie benefit of the
people?
Why are their plants laying off men? They
should be kept at work because the cost comes back in
savings in so short a time. This costs nothing because of the

I

to tlie present

tliat

of supplies or for locomotive or car
improvements, or safety devices the purchase of whidi can

their laidgets in

Tie Producers Discuss Conditions in Industry
New Specifications and Methods of Purchase
Brought About by Centralized Control of Railroads

Consider

100
OVER
parts of

PRODUCERS of railroad crossties from all
the count r}- met at the Hotel Statler, St.
Louis, Mo., on January 30 and 31 to discuss the
conditions now existing in that industry and to perfect a
national organization.
This meeting was called by the Tie
and Timber Division of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce
to consider the problems resulting from the centralization of
purchase of railroad crossties in the hands of the United
States Railroad Administration.

Representatives of the Forest

Products Section of the United States Railroad Administration were present and participated in the discussion of sev-eral

of the papers.

The meeting was

called to order by A. R. Fathman
(Western Tie and Timber Company, St. Louis), temporary
chairman, and E. E. Pershall (assistant to the president
of the T. J. Moss Tie Company, St. Louis), temporary secretary.
A permanent organization was formed under the
name of the National Association of Railroad Tie Pro•ducers with permanent headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
The

John W. Fristoe, president
Louis; vice-president, C. C.
Gresham, vice-president Ayer & Lord Tie Company, Chicago; secretary, Robert Hussey, vice-president Hussey Tie
Company, St. Louis; treasurer, Robert E. Lee, Hobart-Lee
Tie Company, Springfield, Mo. Eleven regional vice-presi-dents were also elected.
officers elected

T.

J.

were:

St.

The Tie

Situation

the convention reports were called for from repre-

sentative manufacturers in the different tie producing regions.

One manufacturer

stated that the production in

Michigan was now only 20 per

Ohio and

cent of that of one year ago.

Production in the Pocahontas region for 1918 was reported
In the Southern area
to have been SO per cent of normal.
the production ranged 25 per cent to 50 per cent of normal,
although deliveries were in excess of this amount because
of the large number of ties in stock early in 1918, 75 per
In the
the 1918 deliveries coming from this stock.
Southwestern region a shortage of crops has resulted in
the maintenance of production to approximately a normal
figure, but with the improvement in crop conditions the output will be reduced greatly. In the oak and cypress regions
of Louisiana and Texas the production was reported to be
approximately 75 per cent of normal. In the Central Western region the 1918 production was estimated at 20 per cent
of normal, but the outlook is now more favoraljle for a
normal production during this year. In Wisconsin the production is now approximately 100 per cent of normal owing
to the fact that many saw mills have begun to make ties for
In Minnesota, where ties are hewn, the prothe first time.
In the
duction is approximately 40 per cent of normal.
Pacific Northwest the excessive demand for labor in the ship
building yards contributed to a heavy curtailment in tie production, but conditions are now approaching nonnal.
•cent of

Specifications

and Centralized Purchases

Towner, manager of the Forest Products Section
M.
of the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee, L^nited States
Railroad Administration ,spoke before the convention on
The following is an abstract of his
'Thursday afternoon.
E.

remarks.

One

of the first considerations in railroad construction or

maintenance

is

The specification and its application are the result of
study on the part of the railroad engineering and purchasing
forces to determine (1) the crosstie which will furnish the
best bearing surface in meeting the varied conditions of the
roadbed, and, (2) which will best subscribe to the possibilities of production.
Not until unified operation of the railroads became effective could unified specifications be adopted
and such adoption only took place after a most thorough
canvass of the standards necessary to meet traffic conditions
effectively, w'ith consideration given to possibilities of production.

That

the crosstie.

Necessarily

it

must be and has
343

simplification

was accomplished

is

shown bv

the fact that the 30 odd sizes and shapes have been reduced
to 5 with the inclusion of every kind of wood generally used
for crossties

and provision

for such others as

may

suit local

conditions.

Principles of Purchase

President,

Moss Tie Company,

During

been described in the form of a specification, which advises
the producer what the railroads must have and is supplemented by instructions which guide the inspection forces in
their interpretation of the specifications.

No

railroad under control of the director general may
purchase ties on any railroad under his control with which
1.

The elimination of competition between
generally agreed to be sound in purpose and

such road connects.
railroads

is

practice.
2.
Any railroad under control of the director general may
purchase ties on any railroad not under his control with
which such railroad connects. Such purchase is made with
full consideration of the interests of the producing roads.
3.
The price shall be fixed on the various lines by the
individual railroad companies, subject to approval by the
regional purchasing committee, and at .such figures as will
cause the production of a sufficient number of ties to meet
the requirements of all the railroads, The question requires
close study, accurate action and fairness to the producer as

well as the user, or to all factors involved in the actual proThe general lumber market itself as
duction of crossties.
represented in the use of woods which go into crossties must
of necessity be considered although the lumber market does
Labor, materials, condinot in all cases affect tie prices.
tions of supply and demand, etc., must and have entered
In the main, crosstie prices as offered
into consideration.
by the Railroad Administration at the present time are fully
in accord with the factors above mentioned.
There are two

producing factors: (a) Those who own, manufacture and
market their product direct to the user; and (b) Those who
not only buy stumpage but through financing encourage the
production of and make possible the marketing of the
product.

Every railroad should endeavor to secure the maxioutput of ties on its lines, so that its own requirements
can be met with the minimum amount of transportation.
This question is one of organized effort and all roads should
be guided by the same principles in the application of specifications, grading rules, office organization, and with field
forces obtaining an accurate knowledge of the yearly line
Owners or conproductivity, and conservation of resources.
tractors, particularly those who have built up a considerable
investment in stumpages and equipment which can be used
advantageously, must be carefully and fully considered.
Ties made on railroads which produce more than are
5.
needed for their own use, should be transferred under the
supervision of the regional committees to railroads on which
4.

mum
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Tliis injunction is l)ein)^ carried out and
shortage exists.
as the i)ossii)ilities of prinluctivity arc better described and
known, the demands involved in the proper allocation of tie
rixiuirenients for importing roads will Ijc lietter met.
;i

Tiie conservation of growing timber must be given the
Ihis not only means rcforestr)- in the
closest consideration.

planting of trees l)ut also the conserving of growing trees
by not cutting to the point of extermination in janxluctive
fields, wiiich practice, unfortunately, has been followed in
certain territories to a very large extent, particularly in the
It is
])roduction of ties which arc known to be too small.
the intent of the specifications to discourage the cutting of
It is a
trees which should not be cut but allowed to grow.
fact that on many railroads, particularly in the east, the
tie productivity has fallen to a low point due to the cutting
of timber and any production might be quickly eliminated
by the non-importation of crosstics and the continued cutAnother element of conservation
ting of the smaller trees.
results from the use of all that comes out of a tree for it
will unquestionably be found that either the steam railroads, the electric roads, or the industrials can find ready
use for all crossties legitimately produced along the lines
Further, the steam railroads can probas above indicated.
ably assist all concerned by taking up all ties offered.
It has been stated that the Administration aims to eliminate the contractor, but such a statement did not originate in
the mind of the Railroad Administration.
If the plan eliminates anyone it can only be said that such
elimination is on account of the practice followed which
should not have been fostered, even if the railroads had
been a party to any particular development. It is not being
found that contractors with actual property investments are
being eliminated, and as the problem is worked out it is
shown that possibilities of crosstie production are being bettered, and better contact is being established between the
user and the producer, using this term in its broadest
sense.

This is not an elimination of individuals and companies
from a business of years' standing, but rather a co-ordination and harmonizing of the necessary organizations in such
a manner as shall produce and market a product with the
The railleast expense and the best return to all concerned.
roads, whether under administration or individual control,
must prepare themselves to be a greater factor in the production and handling of crossties.

The Railroad Tie Contractor
Necessity For and The Functions of The Railroad
Tie Contractor was the subject of a paper presented by
Walter Poleman, president of the Western Tie and Timber
Company, St. Louis, of which the following is an abstract:

The

The Interstate Commerce Commission reports that in 1914
there were 256,547 miles of main tracks, and 98,285 miles
of yards and sidings in operation in this country, a total of
354,832 miles, to say nothing of the many miles of indusApproximately 3,000 ties are required for each
trial tracks.
mile, giving the stupendous total of 1,063,496,000 crossties
required for the main tracks, yards and sidings of the rail-

roads of this country.
The average life of the untreated white oak tie, I think
it is safe to say, is about eight years, which means that oneeighth of the present number of ties now in the roadbeds
In other words, there are required
are replaced annually.
for replacement alone 132,937,000 ties per year, and we
have not taken into account the ties necessary for new construction or for industrial tracks.
The financial figures are equally as appalling as are the
quantity figures. At the present price fixed by the Railroad
tie

at

the point of production

in

Missouri,

it

means

al)out

$120,000,000 worth of ties annually for replacement alone.
This figure alone would be amazing, but when you add to
this a

sum

money

of

equall)' as large, if not larger, rcpre-

.<enting invested capital in timlxT, equijjment, laljor organi-

CONSKRVATION

Administration of 90 cents per

tic
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for a

No.

3

white oak

zations and working caj)ital to finance small producers, you
arc beginning to have some conception of the industry we
are engaged

in.

Since government control, there has been a decided tendency on the part of those in charge of the administration
of railroads, to deem it unnecessar)' (or unlawful) for the

government

to contract

for

its

supply of railroad

ties,

but

to take the view that they should leave the matter of produc-

ing and furnisliing

necessary ties to the voluntary efforts
Harr)-.
In fact, there seems to be a
very strong tendency to discourage the production of ties on
a large scale; to antagonize the tie organizations in every
manner possible, with a view of decentralizing the industry
to the greatest extent possible, upon the apparent theory
that the best results can be obtained by breaking up the
l)usiness into the greatest possible number of small and unof any

tiic

Tom, Dick and

rclial)le units.

Up

to the present time, the general public,

the govern-

ment and the railroads have not felt the effect of this attitude, because the contractors had large quantities of ties
in their yards, along the railroads and in the forests, already
manufactured, when the government assumed control of the
roads.
This supply has now been practically exhausted.
If the present prevailing conditions continue it will be impossible to obtain even a small percentage of the demand.
The cancellation by the railroads and Railroad Adminis-

tration of all contracts

and the complete revolutionizing of

the industry has brought production almost to the point of
stagnation.
When the forces and organizations which have

heretofore been depended upon to produce the ties have been
completely disintegrated, it will be not only a long and
expensive process to reorganize them, but in the meantime
the lives of the traveling public may be endangered because
of insufficient ties properly to maintain safe and sound
roadbeds.
In order to supply the great demand for railroad ties,
there must be some kind of a financial organization to keep
the wheels of production moving.
This is the function of
the tie contractor.
He must have and maintain his organization of expert timber cruisers and buyers.
He must locate
the small scattered and cut over land and timber tracts
where most available to railroad and water transportation.
He must find labor and locate it in camps, which he must
provide for, to work the timber, haul the ties to the railroad right-of-way or float them down the streams. He must
provide finances to the small timber owners to take care of the
mortgage indebtedness, and must finance the farmer and
If prosmall producer while he is manufacturing the ties.
duction is left to voluntary efforts, promiscuously, of course
there will be some small production, but it will be impossible
to secure the necessary large production.
It is only through the organized efforts and financial assistance of the tie contractor, that the production of ties can be increased among those men, because there are many owners
of small and scattered tracts of timber who are not tie
makers themselves, and who are not financially able to employ and pay the makers of ties. The contractor is obliged
to send his men into the timber, inspect the ties so produced,

brand them and advance sufficient money so that the tie
makers may be paid, in addition to paying the owner of
the timber for the value of the stumpage.

Then,

too,

contractor,

it

without the organization and finances of the

would be impossible

to

manufacture the prin-

cipal portion of the yearly supply of ties during the winter
season, when labor is more plentiful, especially farm labor,

and when large quantities of

ties

must be kept

in the

woods

February

7,
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This, of course,
because of impossible hauling conditions.
that some one is obliged to keep his money tied up
in finished ties for several months.
In addition to this, when tie makers cannot be found in
sufficient number to keep up the necessary production, saw
mills must be erected and installed, which means a heavy
outlay of capital besides the attending hazards of losses
not only of profits but of capital invested, and also the as-

means

sumption of losses due to fire and flood.
There is an old saying that "what is everybody's business,
I believe this saying is still true,
nobody's business."
I am convinced that if the production of ties is left
to the voluntary efforts of the individual, the railroads,
within a few months, will find themselves in ver>' desperate
is

and

straits.

Comparison

of

Methods

for

345

Effect of the Present System

One

first acts of the Administration affecting the
industry was the order prohibiting the purchasing of ties
The
at prices in excess of those paid on December ,U, 1917.
effect of this order, while temporary to be sure, could not
have been intended to inspire confidence in the minds of
the contractors, in view of the rapidly rising cost of tie
production.
The tie contractors were told at this time by
the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee, the Forest
Products Section of that committee, and the Regional Purchasing Committees, that they should continue in the production of ties, as no legitimate tie producer would have
any reason to expect anything but fair treatment at the hands
of the United States Railroad Administration, and that all
operations should continue as heretofore; that the railroads

of the

were in dire need of

Purchasing Ties

ties,

and

that the contractor

had nothing

to fear.

W. Fristoe, president of the T. J. Moss Tie Company,
Louis, Mo., presented a paper on the "Comparison of
Methods for Purchasing Railroad Ties," of which the folJ.

St.

lowing

is

an abstract.

The methods and

practices obtaining

in the production,

purchase, and sale of crossties, prior to government control
of railroads, is now a portion of our industrial history,
of value to us at present largely as a standard of comparison, and as a fund of experience from which we may deveThese
lop certain deductions for possible future guidance.
former fundamental considerations between the tie producers and the railroads were as follows:
Negotiations and contracts were made between in(1)
dividual corporations or firms and the railroad companies
for specific numbers of ties for delivery in a specified period,
and at some agreed price.
The production of ties was pursued by a large num(2)
ber of concerns, of varying degrees of financial standing,
with no definite trade customs, and without any industrial
organization.

The larger, more efficient, financially stronger, and
(3)
responsible tie producers became knowTi as "contractors," as
the better purchasing agents of our large railroad corporations recognized that first principle of a sound contract,
that of entering into an agreement with a co-contractor
was entirely responsible for his obligations.

who

These so called tie contractors, collectively, should(4)
ered the responsibility of supplying the railroads with crossties, switch ties, and similar railroad material.
Their producing operations could be roughly divided into three methods, all, or any one of which were being used by any individual operator:
The contractor would purchase timber lands or
(a)
timber and under the supervision of experienced foremen,
and with his own payroll, would manufacture, haul, load
and ship the crossties to his customer, or,
(b)
He would purchase the timber, or assist in purchasing the timber for a sub-contractor, who would have
the ties manufactured and hauled to a transportation line.
In practically every instance the contractor would be compelled to carry the larger part of the financial burden by
advancing, as above, the cost of the timber, the cost of
manufacturing the ties, and waiting for his pay until such
time as the ties would be hauled to a transportation line,
or,

The

contractor's investments in timber, in saw mills,
in labor, generally stimulated the production
of cross ties in the territory where he was operating, but in
(c)

in mules,

and

addition, through

personal solicitation and financial help,
a large number of small farmers and settlers were induced
to convert their surplus timber into ties, the contractor inspecting the ties in the woods, advancing the cost of making,
and waiting for his pay until such time as those ties could
be hauled to a transportation line.

However,

was followed by the publication of
and methods of purchase, and when these
were announced the tie industry became most thoroughly
alarmed, doubtful, and hesitant.
The action taken by the

new

this order

.specifications

Administration

of

establishing

arbitrary

prices, specifi-

and method of purchase, was only justifiable as a
war measure and has worked an injury and serious damage
to those ven,- concerns that the railroads had seen fit to
cations,

develop.

The

effect of this attitude

was

to create radical

changes

very fundamentals of operation that had been in
effect for a considerable period in the past, and some small
measure of these drastic changes can be determined by the
in

the

war had attempted
agreement, with power invested exclusively in themselves, that they would agree nationally on
the prices and methods of purchase, there would have been
grounds for legal recovery of damages to such concerns as
the tie contractors, and possibly federal prosecution of those
very railroad officials connected with such an agreement,
under the Sherman Anti-Trust law.
One of the fundamental considerations of our national
commerce has been the cost of transportation, and when the
prices of ties are established without regard to freight rates,
they are established without regard to the intrinsic value of
the material in ciuestion; without consideration to established
and preeminently correct methods of valuation of all standmg
timber; and without cognizance of the fact that the producer is constantly competing in the purchase of stumpage
with the lumber men and other wood using industries.
The answer to establishing a proper price, neither too
high or too low, on all of the various kinds and grades of ties,
in the numerous and extensive tie producing territories, is
not a matter that can be decided upon by any arbitrary
power, no matter in what man or group of men this power
might be invested. The real truth, as to the proper price
realization that

to decide,

by

if

the railroads prior to the

common

pay for a commodity, has been taught us nationally, in
the foundation of our American business relationships, and
has been strictly guarded in times of peace by federal legislation, and that truth is the law of supply and demand.
to

Valuable Experiences for Future Guidance

The winning

of the war now brings us together to face
the problem of a period of reconstruction.
would be
dull indeed were we not to profit by manv experiences to

We

which we have been subjected. We have the opportunity of
eliminating detrimental practices of the past and retaining
constructive policies.
We should weld these good parts into
a symmetrical plan of general operation. A selection of these
good points of both systems used in the purchase of crossties
is herewith presented:
In the past we obtained (1) quantity production, (2) low
prices, (3) direct contact between the individual railroad
and its direct source of supply, and (4) a stimulation of

:
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tlic iiHlii--lry due to iniiiviiliuil initiative, coiitnui ohli^^alions,
ami liii.'^im.s.s reputatiims.
At present we are olUaining (1) standard specifications,
(2) a .standardization of inspection and (3) a material improvement in tile grade of tics, under a system wlicrc a

chasing, leaving their minds free for the consideration of
the exceptional conditions.

paid for quality.
foregoing princijiles there may not he entirely
unanimous agreement, hut it is safe to a.ssumc tiiat a suh.<tantial majority of all the interests affected would readily
suhscrihe to an arrangement that would cmhody these various
Therefore, it is asked that the following
points of merit.

The method of jjurchascs, as above outlined, is in
(9)
substantial accordance with arrangements now effective rela-

plan he considered:

American business standards.
The i)usiness would i)C conducted on the basis of
(11)
absolute fairness and lousiness equality between buyer and
seller, without dictation by any arbitrary or artificial power,
and in specific and direct relationship to the law of supply
and demand, upon which the entire structure of our American commerce is predicated.

l>remium

On

is

tlie

Tile economies in transportation, as far as the length

(8)

and

cost of haul are concerned,

themselves

tive to

(10)
nitely,

in the

numerous railway

The

would automatically adjust

majority of instances.

sujjplies.

would positively, defiand beyond any doubt know that expenditures for
peoi)ic of the country

railroad crossties were Ijcing

made

in

accordance with the

best

Specific Suggestion
Let us assume:

That all railroads register their annual crosstie re(1)
quirements with a central purchasing committee, and that all
railroad ties he purchased and inspected in accordance with
nationally standardized specifications.
That all railroad ties shall be inspected by regional
(2)
inspectors, in accordance with standard rules for the application of the specifications.
That the individual roads shall enter into contracts
(3)
directly with the tie producers for such portions of their
requirements as the railroad administration may consider jus-

from time to time.
That all contracts shall be awarded only after fair
and open competition has developed the lowest price per tie
obtainable from responsible bidders.

tified

(4)

In the event of a contractor being delinquent in the
deliveries for certain kinds of ties, the United
States Railroad Administration may prohibit his acceptance
of any additional business for the same kind of ties.
That the purchase of all railroad ties by the United
(6)
States Railroad Administration shall be effected through a
nationally standard form of contract.
Reports from regional inspectors, purchasing agents
(7)
of individual roads, and the regional purchasing committee,
shall necessarily be forwarded to the central purchasing
committee. These reports shall provide a fund of information regarding conditions surrounding production in the various regions, and in regard to the various kinds of timber,
shipments, and prices, so that the central purchasing committee can, through the regional purchasing committees, intelligently and effectively instruct the individual railroads relative to the kinds of timber, number of crossties being produced, and as to the opportune time and manner to purchase
future increments of their requirements.
The basic reasons and advantages of a method of purchase
of this character may be outlined as follows:
The system is founded upon the proper business
(1)
relationships according to our American standards.
The proper price for crossties would he established
(2)
and changed from time to time by business conditions.
The purchasing departments of the entire United
(3)
States Railroad .Administration would be provided with first
hand and all proper knowledge in regard to production, shipments, and prices of railroad crossties.
The production would again have the stimulant of a
(4)
contract obligation, individual initiative, a premium on fore(5)

specified

Discussion
In the discussion of this paper Mr. Poleman asked Mr.
TowTier how over-production can be controlled with the
present purchasing methods involving the elimination of

and the centralization of purchases. Mr. Towner
many roads have always secured their ties from
small producers along their lines, working without contracts.
There is now an over-production in one area of more than
8,000,000 ties beyond the requirements of the roads in that
vicinity.
The Purchasing committee has told the producers
in that region to curtail their production beyond a certain
contracts

replied that

if a surplus still exists at that time, the committee
endeavor to take the ties off the producers' hands. The
central purchasing committee already knows the requirements of every road for 1919 and has estimates of the production in each area.
Ever}' producer will be notified in
ample time to avoid any overproduction which may be

date but
will

threatened.

Cost of Producing Railroad Ties

The

factors entering into the increased cost of producing

seller.

under the new specifications were brought out in a paper
by John H. Johnson of B. Johnson & Son, Richmond, Ind.,
which is abstracted below
You are, of course, familiar with the present plan of
posting circulars in conspicuous places in all railway stations, offering to purchase ties of anybody, naming the prices
the man who hauls
to be paid and giving the specifications
in a wagon load of ties to receive the same price for his
ties as the man, firm or corporation who has an expensive
organization built up after years of experience, who has
large investments in saw mills, teams, timber, etc., and who
devote their entire time and attention to the business of
producing ties. In our experience, we have known of railroads deciding to buy their ties by the method named above,
in spite of the fact that we had a good organization on the
line and were getting ties in sufficient quantities to meet
the needs.
In fact, we procured more ties in some years than
were needed, enabling us to ship the surplus off the producing
line.
The result of trying to buy by circular was a complete demoralization of the business, and it did not take a
year's time to demonstrate that this plan was a mistake. The
only reason for making a change in the manner of buying
the ties, was the hope of buying them cheaper.
We could
not buy the necessary timber, as the owner knew the established price for the ties and he figured he must have a
In a great many
certain price for his timber accordingly.
cases he would not make it into ties himself nor would he
sell at a price which would permit the contractor to buy
and manufacture, the result being that ties were not pro-

The regional purchasing committee would be per(7)
mitted to perform the highest functions in the field of pur-

cured, for the price of ties

sight,

reward for

efficiency,

and

a desire for

volume of

lousi-

ness.

(5)
tical

The suggested arrangements are susceptible of pracappl'cation either under governmental ownership or

governmental control.
In cases of emergency, the regional purchasing com(6)
mittees could draw upon anv road's contracted supply of
ties," with despatch, and without any negotiation with the

ties

—

duced.

Xor could we

amount of labor usually prowas published to the public at

get the

February

7,
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and the tie maker figured he should have a good
share and he demanded more than we could afford to pay.
As a result of this idea of "direct from the producer to the
consumer" the production was practically eliminated.
We have found that it is a very difficult matter to try to
change the methods of the tie maker or saw mill man. He
has always been educated to make two grades of ties.
Specifications handed him were simple and he could easily
understand and apply them. Also it was not difficult for the
man who had to ride the woods and make an inspection of
the ties to apply the same simple specifications as to grades.
This also applied to the railroad inspector who finally inspected the ties. But along came the new specifications with
five grades and prices
and we must confess it has been
very difficult to get the man away back in the country
to understand them.
He is not the only man either who
does not, for one inspector for the railroads inspects one
way and one another, interpreting the specifications differently.
It seems to us that, of all times to make a change
in specifications (if it had been necessary to have made
any change at all) the time chosen was inopportune, as the
demands for all forest product was unusually great and it
has been very difficult to put into satisfactory use the new
large

—

specifications.

One

serious problem

the buying of timber at prices
that will justify our making it into crossties.
It has always
been our policy to make our timber into ties and not take
the best for some other product of a higher grade and price

and then cut the

is

cull timber into ties.

We

have preferred

to adhere strictly to the tie business

and have found it more
to our advantage.
The price of timber stumpage has been
increasing as the demands of the country developed.
We
find the publication of the new government prices has greatly
stimulated the price of standing timber and we cannot blame
the owner of the timber for raising his price when he sees
the published price of ties.
On account of the way the new
specifications are being applied in a great many instances, it

would pay the owner of timber
cut

it

One

to let his timber stand or
into something other than ties.

men

of our timber

made into ties
new specifications

estimates that 40 percent could

not be

to stand the technical application of

the

at the present prices.

the low grades of ties

The

price of

too low to justify bringing out
the 40 percent left in the woods.
I am sure we will all
is

agree that everything should be done to prevent any waste
of timber and we believe a better price paid by the railroads
for what are called "serviceable rejects" will make it worth
while to make into ties such timber as is suitable therefore.
It is our judgment that there should not be such a wide
difference in prices between the Grade 1, 6 in. by 6 in. tie
which is practically our old second class tie, and Grades 2
and 3. If the price of the lower grades could be increased

production of ties. The prices
to compete with the prices of
lumber. The class of timber that is necessary to make the
kind of tie desired must be high grade which is now worth
more when manufactured into lumber.
We believe all of these conditions have a bearing on the
cost of producing railroad ties under the new specifications.
They have caused us to pay as much as ten cents per tie
more to get it made with the axe and the cost has been even
greater when sawed, ranging from 15 to 20 cents more per
tie.
It is costing from 50 to 60 cents for the labor alone
to get 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. ties from the tree to the railroad now, whereas formerly we could get the work done for
from 35 to 45 cents. Some of our very best tie makers have
left good jobs where the timber was good because it was
difficult for them to make a tie to comply with the new
specifications.
The fact is, that the old-time tie maker is
getting to be a thing of the past and it is becoming necessary
more and more to produce ties at saw mills.
it

would be a great help

in the

of all ties have been too

low
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There are three other things which I would like to mention
as having much to do with the cost of producing ties: (1)
prompt inspection after they are delivered to the railroad;
(2) the prompt placing of cars in sufficient numbers to avoid
carrying such a large quantity on hand as has been necessary so many times, involving the investment of a great deal
of money, and (3) the payments made by the railroad companies to the contractor or producer of

ties.

Disposition of Small Timber

The

disposition of small timber under the new specifiwas discussed by Howard Andrews, of the Nashville
Tie Company, Nashville, Tenn., in a paper presented on
Friday afternoon. Mr. Andrews prefaced his paper with the
remark that the new specifications have eliminated the use of
cations

much small timber formerly converted into ties. He did
not question the advisability of this practice from the
standpoint of the railways, but did question its advisability
from
the standpoint of timber conservation and its effect on
the
ultimate source of supply of tie timber.
He referred to
time within his memory when roads such as the Erie were
able to secure all of the ties they needed along their rightof-way, but that the country is now depleted of tie timber
as far south as the Ohio River.
abstracted as follows:

Mr. Andrew's paper

is

An

examination of the Administration specifications shows
that the smallest tie accepted must be one that if hewed or
sawed to squared edges would measure 6 in. by 6 in. Such
a tie, however, generally is one such as was formerly known
as a 6 in. by 8 in. tie, being 6 in. thick, 8 in. through the
body, and with a 6 in. face or surface under the rail.
I
know froiai experience that under former conditions many
railroads in the country would have accepted such a tie as
No. 1, 6 in. by 8 in., or at least as No. 2, 6 in. by 8 in.
Under the present conditions the production of this 6 in.
by 6 in. or "grade 1" tie is being discouraged by the Railroad Administration, both in price and in other ways,
whereas under former conditions this was one of the standard sizes of ties in use.

What is now called a 6 in. by 8 in. tie by the Railroad
Administration, being a tie that will show squared edges
of these dimensions, would formerly have readily made
what was the standard 7 in. by 8 in. tie, being a tie 7 in.
thick, 8 in. through the body, and with a 7 in. face, or surface under the rail.
Either the new specification "grade 3"
6 in. by 8 in. tie, or the old time standard 7 in. by 8 in. tie
would come from the same
advantage

is

all

stick of timber.

with the old

weight, and therefore is
is also more economical

I

believe the

which has more bulk and
more desirable under the rail. It
tie,

in manufacture, as so much is
wasted in chips by the axeman in cutting the square edge
6 in. by 8 in. tie, and these chips would be of value if left,
on the tie and used in the track under the rail. It may be
argued by the Railroad Administration that the tie man
may have the option of leaving these chips on the tie, and
that he does not have to cut them off, but no extra pay is
given for these chips.
Inasmuch as most ties are hauled
by wagon a considerable distance before reaching the railroad, it is to the tie man's advantage to cut off and waste
these chips, rather than overload his wagon on a long haul
with something he does not get pay for. It is my contention
that any effort to secure a square-edged tie is an economic
waste, as the value of the tie is governed more largely by
the thickness and width through the body than by the width
of face under the rail, although the width of face, of course,
is

tie,

some consideration.
say 6

in. thick,

I

think there

no question that a
and with a 7 in.
is hewn or sawn to

is

8 in. through the body,

more value than one that
thickness and 7 in. wide, square edges, etc., yet
the Railroad Administration pays the same for both ties.
The Grade 1 tie means a stick of timber that will cut
face

is

of

strict 6

in.
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till'

a

.stick

that
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smaller end and that no allowance
si/e in

tin-

remainder of the

Mr. Poleman also called

now made

is

for excess

tie.

atti-ntion

to the

now being made
Mr. Towner .stated that tlie

fact

that large

roniniaiulin^ a larni-r tii- tlu-v will lonscrvr tlit- timber of the country by preventing the cutting of smaller trc<cs.
The timl)er that it i.s nece.s.sary to conserve, and which

quantities of timlier are

exclusively

mine props.

Forest Products

should he utilized into ties and accepted and used by tlie
railroads in such projiortions as are practical, is the upper
part of every tree that is cut down. 'I'he Railroad Administration specifications now admit of the acceptance only of
ties made from sticks of timber at least 9 in. in diameter,
although jireviiHisly it was possible to market ties made from
sticks 8 in. in diameter at the small end, which made a tie
perhaps a little less than 6 in. thick, but 8 in. through the
body, and with 5 in. or more of face under the rail. While

endeavoring to encourage the use of
other timl)ers for this purpo.se to conserve the tie sujjplics.
The price paid for usable rejects (ties not complying with
Mr.
the specilications) has been a .source of contention.
Towner stated that the price for such ties has been left
entirely in the hands of the regional purchasing committees
and largely to the disposition of the individual roads. Attention was called to instances where purchasing agents had
refused to accept ties complying with the s|)ecifications unless
the usable rejects were also turned over to them. Mr. Towner
stated that it was not the policy of the purchasing committee
to force a producer to turn the usable rejects over to the
railroads if he could dispo.se of them to better advantage

tliat l)y

I do not know that it is advisable to use a small tie for
heavy service, I am sure that such a tic made from an 8 in.
stick of timber, could be used in large quantities and with
I have
satisfactory results in spur tracks, branch lines, etc.
been told that it is common for the largest railroads in the
country to use the best 7 in. by 8 in. ties in unimportant
spur tracks and sidings, where a smaller tie would not wear
out or rot any sooner than a large one.
Eliminating the possible conservation of the small trees
whicli might be effected by the use of large ties only, I am
convinced that the production of ties to meet the Administration specifications means a waste of from 20 per cent to 50
per cent in timber. Every tree that is cut down will produce
one or more ties from sticks 8 in. in diameter, and under 9
in., which are not accepted when the minimum tie must come
from a 9 in. stick. When these smaller ties are not made,
there is nothing to do with the upper parts of the trees but
I know of no other
to let them lay in the woods and rot.
disposition to be made of the timber, except such as may be
Cord wood cannot
cut into cord wood for the farmer's fire.
be cut and shipped to the larger cities in competition with
coal as fuel. A loss of 20 per cent to 50 per cent in timber
means a corresponding reduction in the number of ties coming from a certain acre, and makes necessary a higher price
for such ties as are marketed, unless the timber owner is
willing to accept 20 per cent to 50 per cent less for his

timber.

must remember that specifications, no matter how satisfactory they may be from the railroad viewpoint, will not
affect the size of the trees that the ties are to be made from,
nor will they affect the growth of timber for future use.

We

We

must cut according

to our cloth.

Discussion
In the discussion of this paper, Mr. Towner stated that
the Forest Products Section has given careful consideration
to the utilization of the small ties, and has taken the matter
up with trolley lines and industries where small ties can be
used equalh- well. The government has accepted over 500,000
too small to come within the standard specifications
within the last seven months, and is trying to secure disposiIt will try to use all small ties coming from
tion for them.
the tops of trees, but will not willingly accept ties cut from
small trees, as this practice is in conflict with conservation.
Mr. Andrews urged that conservation must include measures looking toward (1) timber preservation, (2) the discovery of use for small ties by the steam roads, as the traction lines cannot absorb all of them, (3) the finding of use
He stated that the timber he
for ties with small defects.
is now working on will produce from 25 per cent to 40 per
ties

smaller ties are accepted.
if any, discretionar>' powers
are given to inspectors to consider the larger end of the tie,
or to average its diameter to reduce the minimum diameter

cent

more

ties if

Walter Poleman asked what,

accepted.

Mr. Towner replied that the value of the

tie

is

limited bv the diameter at the point of rail bearing at the

Section

now has

de[iartments,

this question

and

up with

into

several state forestry

is

elsewhere.

Orders of Regional Directors

PILOT
154

FOR TRAINS MAKING DETOUR MOVEMENTS.

Order

Southwestern regional director, similar to
File 1200-2 7 2 A461 of Eastern regional director, abstract of which appeared in Railway Age January 31, (page
315).
Freight Car Distribution.
In Supplement 1 to Circular
70 the Northwestern regional director announces that for
the purpose of relieving the present surplus of box cars in
eastern territory and to get cars into western territory that
are suitable, or can quickly be made suitable, for loading,
orders are now being placed by the Car Service Section for
inter-regional movement which provide for the delivery of:
(a) box cars in good order and cars that can be made fit
for grain by light running repairs or coopering; (b) bad
order or rough freight box cars belonging to the receiving
road or belonging to other roads in the same region (bad
order cars belonging to other than the receiving roads may
of

—

be either repaired by them or delivered to the owning lines).
Cars received on these orders which, in the opinion of the
receiving line, should not have been delivered will not be
rejected or returned except by authority of the terminal man-

ager at the junction point or the chief interchange inspector
if the terminal manager delegates this authority to him.
When cars are accepted through gateways where no terminal
manager is in charge the receiving road will accept all cars

and will report promptly to the regional director's
improper deliveries.
Deadheading Household Goods for Railroad Employees.
In Circular 166 the Southwestern regional director announces

offered

office all

—

may be moved deadbe done over two or more federal-con-

that the household goods of employees

head, and this

may

trolled lines if that

is

necessan,-.

—

In Supplement
Transportation over Short Line Railroads.
10 to Order 109 the Southwestern regional director states
that federal managers should make requests direct on nonfederal controlled "short line" railroads for such annual transportation as they consider necessary for their officers and
employees.
In Supplement 2 to
Insurance on Construction Work.
Circular 68 the Northwestern regional director states that fire
and casualty insurance should be secured on construction
work when the cost is chargeable to capital account, the
premiums to be included in the cost of the work.
Inspection of Coal.
In Supplement 14 to Circular R.P.C.
3 the Northwestern Regional Purchasing Committee announces that on account of the discontinuance en January

—

—

February
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31 of inspection by the Fuel Administration of coal loaded
at mines it will be necessan,- for the railroads themselves to
undertake the inspection of fuel. As pointed out by the Fuel
Conservation Section of the Railroad Administration, the
decrease in commercial and railroad demands for fuel makes
it no longer necessary to purchase coal of marked inferior
quality.
At the present higher initial mine costs for coal,
increased fuel transportation and labor costs, the difference
in heat values of coal having varj'ing thermal efficiency
represents, in dollars and cents, a wider margin of loss when
inferior coal is accepted than during past periods when prices
and handling costs were considerably lower.
The Eastern regional director has issued similar instruc-

1500-3-28A464.

tions, file

Fire Inspection Service.

—The

Eastern regional director,
a meeting of superintendents
or supervisors of fire protection will be held in the New
York Central Board Room, Grand Central Terminal, New
York, at 10:00 a. m. Friday, February 21, to discuss the
various problems in connection with fire prevention, and to
analyze fire losses that have been sustained.
Shop Supervision. The Eastern regional director, file
1200-2-30A474, quotes from a letter received from W. T.
Tyler, director. Division of Operation, dated January 27,
file

1800-34-6A472,

states that

—

as follows:
It

is

stated

that

from piecework
clerks or office

to

some of' the shof^s where a cliange ha« been made
hourly or daily basis, the piecework checkers, usually

in

men, have been put

in

the position of foremen at foremen

mechanics' rates.
I ruggest the advisability of cautioning federal managers
against leaving any opportunity for criticism in connection with this matter.

—

Extension of Railroad Mail Service.
The Allegheny regional director, in Circular 125, states that it has been decided that it is pemiissible for railroads under federal control
to carry as railroad business, without payment of postage,
mail which relates to the business of other railroads under
federal control and which is sent i^y and addressed to officers
or employees of railroads under federal control.
Filing Time on Railroad Messages.
The Eastern regional

—

2001-5A475, quotes from a letter received from
Martin H. Clapp, manager. Telegraph Section, Washington,
director, file

D. C, as follows:
I do not think that it is desirable that the filing time be transmitted
and shown on received copy of all the messages sent by the different railroads.
It is, however, desirable to have the filing time sent and shown
in connection with all messages sent to and from the telegraph office of
the Railroad Administration at Washington.

—

Meetings of O. S. and D. Representatives
In Supplement 2 to Circular 66, the Northwestern regional director
states that a considerable saving

has been effected in claims
an important terminal in
the region through periodical meetings of railroad representatives for the purpose of matching up shipments of
He directs that similar
freight found over without billing.
weekly meetings be inaugurated at all other common points.
Where terminal managers are employed, these meetings will
A brief report showing the
be held under their direction.
number of shipments of freight "over and short" on each
railroad, and the number eliminated should be sent from
each station involved to the regional supervisor of freight,
loss and damage.
Consignments to Shippers' Order.- Under date of January 27, the Northwestern regional director calls attention
to Rule 38 of the Western Classification, which provides
that the issuance of bills of lading for shipments consigned
for lost

and damaged

freight at

—

not be permitted unless the name of the
person, firm or corporation to whose order the shipment is
consigned is plainly shown after the words "to order." Likewise the issuance of bills of lading for freight consigned
to shippers' order at one point involving the notification
of a consignee at another point is not permitted, except
"to order"

will

when consignees
points, in

are located at prepay stations or interior
which case the freight must be consigned to an
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open station

to be designated l)y the shipper.

director states that this

rule .shall aj)ply

to

The
all

regional

shipments

regardless of whether the tariffs governing are subject
Western Classification rules.

to

—

Attitude Toward Bills Introduced in Stale Legislatures.
The Eastern regional director, file 1201-12A473, states that
the

following instructions have
general relative to the

director

been

received

attitude

from

the

should be
toward bills

that

assumed by railroads under federal control
affecting railroads and the Administration:

With respect to legislation in any way affecting the interests of labor,
it is to be
understood that the Administration has no such legislation to
propose, nor will it lend its assistance in any form to measures affecting
a repeal of existing laws affecting the interests of labor.
Following out
the policy which has been suggested by the director general to representatives of labor, it is understood that such representatives will bring such
operating proposals affecting the interests of employees, as they consider
to require action, to his attention for administrative action rather than
advocate the passage of state legislation to accomplish their purpose. Should
legislation of this character be proposed, however, it should be brought
at once to the attention of the director general.
(Of course any legislation of a ''social" character proposed by representatives of labor and having
no relation to railroad operation will not be dealt with at all by or on
behalf of the director general, through regional directors, federal managers,
or otherwise).
With re.spect to othei proposed state legislation affecting railroads under
federal control, you are authorized to take such action as may, in your
judgmi-nt, be advi.sable in the way of bringing to the attention of the
legislatures, or of legislative committees, the facts relating to the subject
of the proposed legislation, the effect thereof on railroads under federal
control, if enacted, and such reasons in cor.nection with the enactment
thereof as you believe should be presented.
Questions so handled before
legislatures or legi-slative committees should be dealt with by representatives
of the Railroad Administration authorized to talk for the Railroad Administration and the Railroad Administration only.
Whenever any steps are
taken in that direction or in the way of committing the Railroad Administration to any attitude with respect to proposed state legislation, the
dirctor general should be immediately notified.

Duties Assigned
ing Conditions.

274A477, advises
for

to

—The

conferences

Board of Railroad Wages and Workfile 1200which are to be made

Eastern regional director,

of special provisions

between

representatives

of

the

regional

and representatives of the employees involved in the
matter of rules and working conditions for various classes
of employees upon roads where such employees do not have
directors

agreements or schedules:
"Instead of holding extensive
hearings and themselves sifting out the testimony and
framing rules, it is considered highly desirable both for the
sake of conserving the board's time and securing a more
mutually acceptable set of rules and working conditions, to

have representatives of the regional directors and representatives of the employees involved meet and, so far as they
may be able to do so, agree upon such rules, referring to the
board for consideration the rules, if any, upon which they
are not able to agree (as well as, of course, those upon which
they are able to agree) and from this report the board will
make its recommendations to the director general."
.Agreement Between Director General and Express Company.
In Circular 165 the Southwestern regional director
refers to the agreement between the director general and the
American Railway Express Company which provides that

—

the express

company

will transport without charge over lines

under federal control all packages of money, valuables,
papers and shipments of materials and supplies ordinarily
forwarded by express, which are used in the operation of
any of the controlled roads.
In this connection the question recently arose wiiether it was the intention, under this
law-, that business should be handled dead-head for one line
The answer is in the affirmative.
moving over another.

The

express company will also transport without charge
shipments of tickets and supplies to agents of the Pullman

Car Lines.

—

Rerouting Carload Freight.
In Order 153 the Southwestern regional director outlines the practices which are to
be observed by railroads in rerouting carload freight.
Instructions provide for notation on waybills by the agent
changing the routing and the sending of a postal card to
the consignee advising him of the diversion.
The order also
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gives tlotaik'd advice as to

when

freight

is

tlic

mctliod of liaiuiliiiu

riiarij;i'>

rerouted.

—

Distribution of Empty frcif^kt Cars.- Circular 172 of the
Southwe.'^tern rci^ional director, similar to Circular 70 of tlie

Northwestern regional director, al).stract of wliich appeared
in Riiihcoy Af^c of January 17 (page 206).
In Order 155
Clraniui; mid Disinfection of Slock Cars.
the Southwestern regional director states that the Department of Agriculture has called attention to the fact that

—

being experienced at many points
in the enforcement of that part of the Bureau of Animal
Industry order No. 245 concerning the cleaning and disinfection of cars which have been used in the interstate trans-

consideral)le dift'iculty

Plan

is

of Security
Minimum Rate

Vol. 66, No. 6

jiortatioii of live stock affected with contagious, iiifcdious
or communicable disease and asks that steps be taken to bring
this matter to tlie attention of all concerned.
In Supplement
Clauses to lie Inrorporaled in Contracts.
10 to Circular 11 the regional purchasing committee .states

—

that the following clause

cular
after

induded

in

Sui)])lc'ment

to

'J

(,"ir-

of the regional purchasing committee should here"(A) If
be eliminated from contracts and orders:
1 1

agreement any competent government
first time e.stablish a price on the
articles hereby contracted for, the price so fixed shall be
I)aid for all material delivered under this agreement after
the date when such price becomes effective."
during the

life of this

authority shall

Owners

for

for the

Return

of

Roads

of Return, Corporation to Finance Readjustment,

Co-ordination of State and Interstate Regulation

A
state

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
to private operation

for the return of the railroads

and

for their future regulation

was presented before the Senate Committee on

Commerce on January 31 by

S.

Davies

Inter-

\^'arlield, presi-

dent of the National Association of Owners of Railroad
Securities.
The principal feature of the plan, which has
been adopted by committees of the association, proposes an
act of Congress providing that such rates for freight and
passenger service shall be established as will produce a
minimum return (6 per cent suggested upon the combined
propert}- investment of the roads in each of the three classification territories), excess earnings aijove this amount to
be distributed under the control of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, part of it for the benefit of the employees
It is also proposed to
and part of it for improvements.
create a National Railways Association, directed by trustees
composed of the nine members of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and eight railroad men, to assist in financing
the return of the roads and to continue or adopt co-operative
methods of operation. The plan also provides a system of
regulation by the Interstate

Commerce Commission and

six

regional commissions with a co-ordination of federal ana
state authority.

In outlining the association's plan before the committee,
issue with the suggestions previously

Mr. Warfield took

for federal incorporation of railroads and for the
creation of a secretary of transportation and vigorously opposed both government ownership or government operation

made

for the five-year period proposed by

Mr. McAdoo.

In sup-

port of the plan Mr. Warfield left wtih the committee letters
of approval from Elihu Root, Hugh L. Bond, Jr., John G.

Milburn, John S. Miller, Luther M. Walter, Forney Johnand B. H. Inness Brown, counsel for the association.
The constitutionality of some of the suggestions from others
previously appearing at the hearings, notably federal incorporation of railroads, was denied b\- these same legal
Some of the important organizations of shipauthorities.
pers of the country, Mr. Warfield said, support many of the
ideas he advanced and for the first time the committee could
find itself confronted with a plan approved by spokesmen
for the security owners and the shipping interests.
son,

An

abstract of

Mr. Warfield's statement follows:

Methods Open

We

to

Congress

understand that three methods are open to Congress

in respect to the railroads:
To carry out the provisions of the federal control act
1.

under which their control and operation was taken over by
the government for the sole purpose of war.
2.

To

for five

extend the period of federal control and operation
years for purposes clearly not those for which

(,5)

they were taken.
3.

Government ownership

—a question embodying

plete reversal of national policy, of vital

moment

a

com-

to every

interest in the country.

The

third proposition

we assume

is

not at this time being

no matter what may
Certainly the
be the opinion of some in respect thereto.
results of federal control and operation thus far obtained
cannot give comfort to advocates of government ownership.
The exigencies of the present situation require immediate
action in respect to property that was taken for war under
agreement with the owners for its return as outlined in the
seriously considered by your committee,

federal control act.

The second

proposition is disposed of in the settlement
Extension of the time of federal control and
operation beyond the time specified in the act for the return
of the railroads would take them to a point where they
cannot be returned at all. Congress placed the federal conYour committee knows the
trol act on the statute books.
purpose the Congress had in mind when this was done.
And Congress will decide whether it is defensible to seize
property for war purposes and when those purposes have
been served to use the vast investment therein to carry out

of the

first.

individual

theories

mental purposes.

of

The

railroad

operation

and

for

experi-

financial structure of all credit is

involved in the decision of your committee, apart from the
question of common honesty involved, for Congress did not
authorize the investment of fifty million people in these
properties to be seized for one purpose, and then put to
Your act not only specifically names the time
another.
within which the railroads shall be gotten ready for return
to their owners and for such return, but it also provides
for the physical condition in which you expect and require

them

We

to be returned.

believe that the railroads of the country should be
returned to their owners under private operation as early
as practicable, but not before legislation can be enacted that
will assure adequate facilities and service at reasonable rates
under proper control and regulation by governmental bodies
and protection to the investment in the properties.
We urge that this legislation be enacted early in the 21
months allowed by the federal control act to prepare for
their return, since each month of continued so-called uni-

February
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and diversion of

traffic

takes the railroads further

away from normal methods of meeting the business requirements of reconstruction. They are fast losing their individuality and we ask during the present session of Congress
such temporary legislation, at least, as shall cause the immediate restoration of the normal requirements of the railroads, such as their traffic and other departments.
The
longer this is delayed the more difficult does it become to
carry out the intention

and provisions of the federal control

act.

We

ask that you will provide for a gradual liquidation
of the indebtedness of the railroads to the government.
The
government's loans to the railroads, outside of advances of

annual compensation or

expenditures made at the sole discretion of the director general for
war and other purposes over which the railroad corporate
managements have had no control, and often made without
their approval.
You may recall that the contract executed
between the government and the telephone company gives
20 years during which repayment of obligations, similarly
<:reated, may be made.
A large part of the loans made to
the railroads by the government represents the compensation
rental,

largely

represent

the railroads are entitled to receive under the federal control
In many cases this rental has been called
act, as rental.

an advance, notes given therefor and

collateral

required

therewith.

As the first step in the return of the railroads, the one
plant contemplates that the present freight and passenger
rates, state and interstate, and the present scale of wages
shall remain in full force and effect until and unless
changed in the operation of the plan.
The plan, stripped of operating details, is based upon the
following fundamentals, and they are embodied therein:
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agency to continue or put into

effect the joint use of terminals, unification of facilities, re-routing of freight by
pooling or otherwise, and to continue or adopt such methods
of operation as may have been found to be successful and
expedient during federal control; to furnish a standing,
trained and efficient means for immediate mobilization of the
railroads for war purposes without additional legislation.

Federal

extended through the Interstate
as at present established, co-ordinating therewith subsidiarj' commissions as regional commissions, the members thereof selected equally from the two
leading political parties appointed from and sitting in the
5.

regulation

Commerce Commission

six traffic territories as at present defined, giving to such
bodies the determination of rates and regulations. The right
of appeal is given to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
which may be designated Commission of Appeal.
6.
Continuation of rate committees composed of representatives of both railroads and shippers in defined territories, to primarily consider and pass upon all changes in
rates requested by either railroads or shippers and before
being filed with the regional commissions or Interstate Com-

merce Commission.
7.
Co-ordmation by the Interstate Commerce Commission, of the work of the state commissions, as far as the
limitations of law, and the legislation provided under the
plan will permit, with that of the regional commissions.
The adjustment of intrastate rates to the requirements of
interstate commerce as prescribed through interstate rates
is

vested in the federal commissions.

Regional commissions act as boards of conciliation for
wage differences between the railroads and
In default of settlement such commissions
shall appoint two arbitrators, the employees naming two, the
8.

the settlement of
their employees.

lished on a basis necessary to secure the money to provide
to the shippers and travelling public adequate facilities and

four so selected naming the fifth, if required. Appeal may
be taken to the Interstate Commerce Commission; the findings not to be compulsory unless mutually agreed beforehand.
A fixed return being provided under the plan, expenditures for wages or other elements entering into expenditures are supervised by the commissions.
9.
Future issues of railroad securities supervised by the
regional commissions and the Interstate Commerce Commis-

service;

sion.

Recognition that a fixed return through rates that will
enable the average railroad to receive an adequate return
on its invested capital is not possible without giving to the
more favorably situated railroads mure revenue than the
public will sanction, or more than would represent a fair
The earnings of railroads in excess
return on its property.
of a fixed reasonable rate of return to be applied as provided in the following section.

stated the fundamentals of our plan, it becomes
necessary, before entering into the details thereof, to discuss some of the propositions that have been submitted to
your committee from other sources. Their fundamentals are:
Compulsory federal incorporation of railroads;
1.

Fundamentals of Plan
1.
A minimum rate of return on the property investment
in the railroads, fixed by act of Congress, through rates adjusted as occasion may demand, in order that the securities

-of

the railroads

may

be stabilized and their credit estab-

2.

A

under the control and jurisdiction of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, of a percentage of the
fund above provided, that railroad employees shall receive
the benefit of profit sharing, by insurance, or by such other
legal methods as may be determined upon; likewise a dis3.

distribution,

tribution of a percentage thereof among the railroads earning
it, and under the plan, and in furtherance of incentive and
initiative by establishing operating efficiency standards; for
certain improvements to railroad property, under restrictions,
not to be capitalized in rate making; and for other purposes

defined in the plan;
4.
A corporation, created by act of Congress, operated
without profit to the railroads, and under federal control,

by trustees composed of the nine Interstate Commerce Commissioners and eight railroad men, to finance in
the present emergency, such equipment as may be purchased
by it from the Railroad Administration and allocated to the
railroads, and to furnish an immediate means for assisting
directed

be leased to

2.

Provision for a

new

cabinet

officer, to

be

known

as the

secretary of transportation;

Regional railroad companies;
Withholding from the government the initiation and
determination of rates, at the same time asking that such
rates shall provide sufficient revenues.
3.

4.

1.

Compulsory Federal Incorporation

Compulsory federal incorporation
ion of

many able lawyers, the sale
now organized under state

necessitates, in the opin-

of existing railroad

com-

charters to companies to
panies
Such federal charters
be organized under federal charters.
would be authorized by act of Congress, always subject to
amendment at any time, and would likely contain a recapture clause under which the government could acquire the
railroads on its own terms by probably taking from them

continued as a per-

the right of appeal to the courts for an adjustment of their
No railroad is justified in surrendering legal rights
affairs.
its present status gives it for advantages alleged to be attained by federal incorporation, and thereby leave open any

and purchasing equipment to
the railroads; to provide a management or

such avenue of menace to property rights.
The power of Congress to make federal incorporation com-

in financing the return of the roads;

manent means

Other Plans That Have Been Proposed
Having

for mobilizing
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pul.-^ory

is

(lt)ul)tfiil

would

j^ation

riL^^iu'

on

lon.'^titiitioiKil

Mndlc^.s

jirounds.

in wliicli tlu- stati's

liti-

would participate

to

tlu- al)roi;ation of tlii'ir right to exact the performance on the part of railr()ad.>^ of certain obligation.s as.'^umed
by them as conditions imposed in return for franchise rights
that had i)een granted to them by the .states.
Kurthcrmorc

contest

some of the
with

join

states

other

own st(xk of railroads and would likely
stcxkholders in resisting any such pro-

posal.

Cabinet Officer

2.

— Secretary

In addition to federal incorporation
to create an additional cal)inet
tar)'

of

ferred

transportation.

upon

tliis

ofticial

it

has

member who

licen

proposed

shall be secre-

The powers proposed

to

be con-

are autocratic to an extent beyond

those given by the Congress, even in times of war, to the
cabinet officer who became director general of railroads.
For Congress did fix a standard return as rental for rail-

whereas it is now suggested that the "uniand other powers now possessed b}- tlie present director general, be conferred upon this new official almost
without limit. The return the owners of the securities shall
receive on their investment is left entirely unprovided for,
road

jiropertics,

fying"'

excepting to express in generalities that sufficient revenues
shall be provided.
The powers proposed to be given to the
secretary of transportation, who largely supersedes the Interstate Commerce Commission in many respects, are sufficient
to practically disable the railroad structure if the office
should be filled by a man untrained in the technical necessities of the case.
The provision that this official shall have
under him a board to decide labor disputes, no matter from
what interests such board is selected, is to confer an opportunity for political favors and control dangerous in the
Furthermore, this board would not be responsible
extreme.
for the control of rates, from the proceeds of which the emIt is highly necessary
ployees of the railroads are paid.
that the governmental agency charged with the responsi-

money to operate the railroads, through
should supervise the questions of labor in respect to
its fair compensation, and to provide the money wherewith,
We
as a part of the railroad structure, it is to be paid.
A proposal to
live under a partisan form of government.
turn these properties over to a newly appointed cabinet officer
with the political power possible under such proposal would
seem to substitute a political form of control for a non-politibility of finding the

rates,

cal regulatory body, like the Interstate

Commerce Commis-

sion.
It would be unfortunate to create a situation under which
these great prope.ties might be carried into politics by placing them under a cabinet officer, subject to change every
It would
four years, and in the present case in two years.
the railroads the political center of the presidential
campaign soon to open.
The railroad problem is altogether too extended, not to
require that the responsibilities of working it out shall be
lodged with a body of trained men, such as the government

make

now has

in the Interstate

Commerce Commission, and

railroads

now have among

them.

3.

the

Regional Railroad Companies

It has been proposed to organize five regional railroad companies and cause the railroads operating in the respective regional districts to exchange their stocks for the stock of the
district or regional company. Then it is thought a rate can be
made that will work out a fair return on the regional company's stock, or on the investment in the property of the
regional company. The objections to the regional plan may

be stated:
(a)

The

most of the area required to be served,
country a large jwrtion of the area of many of
the regional districts suggested will be found not to be fully
.served liy railroad facilities; the concentration incident to this
plan must necessarily check agricultural and industrial develojjmment to be had chiefly through individual initiative and
incentive in railroad con.struction, operation and management.
(b) Negotiations leading to the exchange of .stocks of all
their railroads .serve

whereas

of

of Transportation

area of each of the five regional districts sug-

gested would be more than the area of England and France
combined. England and France are densely populated and
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the

in this

railroads into the .stock of the regional companies
endless.
It would result in a court settlement

would

l)e

before

it

could

lie

accomplished

— long

drawn

out litigation

and years of turmoil during which the railroad shippers,
tiie
traveling public and the .security owners would all
suffer.

(c) It draws the railroads clo.ser to the general principles
involved in government ownership.
It saps initiative and
incentive by coml)ining into five areas, several of them
largely undeveloped, all railroads under five managements
which the plan proposed provides shall be largely governmental; why not, therefore, follow the plan devised by many
advocates of government ownership, by forming one large
company and take over the railroads? Practically the difficulty of bringing about one complete consolidation of all the
railroads is no greater than that of five regional consolidations; the latter having all the disadvantages of limitation
of service and facilities incident to concentration and reaches
the point where further contraction would make little dif-

ference.

It

would

result really in

ships instead of one, with the

five

government owner-

money supplied by

private

means.
4.

Withholding from the Government the Initiation
and Determination of Rates

It seems hardly necessary to point out that when the government is asked to provide sufficient revenues to the railroads, the initiation of rates necessan- to produce such return, if really given, should rest with the regulatory body
responsible to the Congress and to the public for such
revenues.
The general proposition that rates must be "rea-

sonable" and "fair" and "provide sufficient revenue," etc.,
has been discussed and protested before the Interstate Commerce Commission and elsewhere, ever since there has been
nobody has contested it, so far as known.
a commission,
But to measure it in terms is altogether a different matter.

—

It is difficult to measure it, yet necessary, for results have
not been satisfactory where it has been left for uninstructed
men to decide the limitations of the words "reasonable,"
The plan that suggests that the
"sufficient" and "fair."
railroads initiate rates, to remain in effect unless and until

suspended, does not define any method to produce the "suffiEven under these condicient revenues" which it asks for.
tions, if such return is to be expected, the body to produce
But our plan
the return should have full control over rates.
goes further and provides for a fixed return and the method
To expect the Congress to define,. by act, the
to produce It.
measure of such rate of return and instruct the Interstate
Commerce Commission to put the same in effect and see that
it is continued, and then ask that the railroads shall initiate
and establish the rates through which such defined return is
secured, would certainly not be a reasonable proposition under such circumstances.

The security owners are more concerned in a method of
fixing the "sufficient revenue," "reasonable" or "fair" percentage of return, than in seeing given to the railroads the
initiation of rates, the control of which properly belongs to
the regulatory body that would be charged with the adjustfeel
ment of rates necessary to produce such a return.
that the feature of initiation can properly be exchanged for

We

the suggested definite return.

Railroad Hearings Before Senate Committee
Hines Says Roads Must Be Returned Unless Time Is Extended
Security Owners and Brotherhoods Present Plans

—

Washington, D.

TwobeenNEW PLANS

for the disposition of the railroads have
presened before the Senate Committee in Inter-

state Commerce during the past week.
The most
comprehensive one was that submitted by S. Davies Warfield,
president of the National Association of Owners of Railroad
Securities, which is published elsewhere in this issue, proposing a law to provide that rates shall be sufficient to
produce a minimum return of 6 per cent upon the combined
property investment of the roads in each of the three classification territories.
The most novel one was that proposed
by Glenn E. Plumb on behalf of the four brotherhoods of
train service employees, providing for government ownership
of the railroads and operation by a single corporation, onethird of the directors to be chosen by the employees, onethird by the officers and one-third by the President of the
United States; earnings above fixed charges to constitute a
trust fund to be declared as a dividend to the employees in
proportion to their wages.
The plan also has the support
of other labor organizations. The brotherhoods also opposed

the

McAdoo

five-year plan.

Walker D. Hines,

director general of railroads, in addi-

tion to advocating the five-year extension of federal control

and declaring

that the railroads must soon be returned to
owners unless the extension is adopted, also outlined
briefly a permanent plan which he thought might be worked
out during the five years, for grouping the railroads into
6 to 12 corporations with a minimum guaranteed return and
a profit-sharing plan for earnings above the guarantee.
Mr. Hines took up one at a time the various orders which
have been objected to by Clifford Thome and others as
examples of the exercise of arbitrary power. He said that
while it was necessary to put the 25 per cent increase in
their

rates into effect without consulting the interests affected, the
various revisions in rates since that time have been conducted
in such a way as to give the shippers ample opportunity to
present their case.
The Division of Public Service and
Accounting had been appointed to represent the interests
of the public and all changes in rates were referred to it
before being put in effect by the traffic department. In important cases, such as the increase in express rates, the consolidated classification and the proposed scale of mileage rates,
the advice of the Interstate Commerce Commission had been
sought and increases in intrastate rates had been submitted
General Order No. 57, regarding the
to state commissions.
handling of grain claims, he said was intended to bring
about a uniformity in practice pending the adoption of more
permanent rules and represented the settled practice of a
He thought most of the
large part of the railroad mileage.
criticisms of this order were unfair and misleading.
With reference to charges that the administration has been
slow in paying freight claims, he said that under war condi-

tions there naturally

had been

a large increase in claims,

he could get showed that claims had
iDcen handled better than they had been handled by railroads
in the past.
He presented a report from 16 representative
roads .showing an increase of 151,000 in the number of
claims presented in 1918 and an increase of 206,000 paid.
Mr. Hines also referred to the criticism against General
Order No. 18, requiring that suits be brought at the place
of residence of the plaintiff or where the cause of action
accrued, saying that this was intended to deal with a phase
of the damage suit industry which had reached the proportions of a great evil and as a war measure to eliminate the
yet all the information
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C.

necessity of taking large numbers of railway employees away
from their work to travel long distances to appear as witnesses.
He mentioned the particularly large number of

damage

suits filed in Minnesota where conditions are so
favorable to securing large verdicts against railroads that
damage suit lawyers send agents all over the country to
induce the filing of suits in that state.
He mentioned a
statement furnished by the Illinois Central of suits filed
against it in Minnesota for claims aggregating $1,360,000
on causes of action arising in other states where 13 of the
plaintiffs resided in Kentucky, 18 in Illinois, 6 in Tennessee, 9 in Iowa and 1 in Mississippi.
He also had a
statement furnished by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
of 38 suits filed against it in Minnesota by non-resident
plaintiffs for causes of action arising in other states and
one of 52 personal injury suits against the Southern Pacific
filed in El Paso for injuries sustained l3\- non-residents of
Texas in various states.
Mr. Hines said that while this order was a war measure
it represented a fair exercise of the President's power under
peace conditions, although perhaps the order ought to be
revised in the light of new conditions.
The general order
against garnishment of wages of railroad employees, he said,
represented the practice of all government departments.
Regarding judgments against railroads, he said it was the
policy of the administration to pay final judgments for
causes accruing since the government took possession of the
railroads, but that the administration has no authority to
compel corporations to pay judgments for liabilities arising
prior to government control and some coqjorations may have
taken advantage of the situation.
An abstract of Mr. Hines' statement follows:
The purely executive function of operating the railroads
to render the public transportation service is the primary
responsibility which confronts the President.
His operation
of the railroads may incidentally be a protection to railroad
owners or a convenience in reaching a legislative solution
but it is primarily and directly and daily and hourly the
rendition of the public transportation service.
From this
standpoint, there are very grave difficulties in the way of
successful operation throughout the 21 months' period, and
unless these can be obviated through a reasonal)le extension,
I believe Congress will decide that there is ever}' reason in
favor of the earliest discontinuance which can be effected in
a reasonable and orderly way.
The emergency which necessitated the taking of the railroads has ended, or certainly will have ended when peace
shall be formally declared.
Certainly there will no longer
be the need for unified governmental control for the transportation of troops and war supplies.
The only remaining
public need will be the ordinary need of rendering an adequate transportation service in time of peace.
This does
not in itself call for governmental intervention except to
the extent that there may be temporar}- peculiar circumstances involved in the aftermath of the war.
If we assume that the proclamation of peace shall be
made between now and July 1 next, it results that under the
present federal control act government control cannot continue after April 1, 1921, and may end earlier than that
With such a nearby limit there will be increasing
date.
uncertainty on the part of officers and employees every month
that passes, growing out of their inevitable thought as to
what can and will be their relations with the new manage;
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most .successful operation.
It
is obvious tliat when a transfer of management must take
place in the near future, the sooner it takes plaic the better
inllucncc unfavoraljlo to

for

tlie

certainty

and

tlie

efficiency of the

I'nder any circumstances administration of the railroads

approadi to a change in management
Hut the dilTiculty jiromiscs to he i^reatly

accentuated by several different factors. One is tiie natural
relaxation of virtually our whole population from the jjatriThe very fact that virtually the entire pojjulaotic tension.
tion responded so magniticently to the sacrifices demanded
by the war and to the inconveniences which came from
unusual war control of the ordinary industrial activities
makes all the greater the insistent desire to be relieved from
any sort of inconvenience and to complain against the continuance of an}thing that can be connected with inconvenOf course, the Railroad
ience during the war period.
Administration gets the full l)enefit of this changed attitude.
.\gain, we are involved in an effort on the part of Congress
This,
to find a permanent solution of the railroad question.
of course, results in every advocate seeking to find in the
present government control a reason to support the solution
Since nobody advocates perpetual
which he advocates.
continuance of the present form of control the result is that
every advocate of any sort of solution is tempted to point
out that the present control is unsuccessful, even as a temporary condition, because any such argument helps in his
In the aggregate the
estimation to support his contentions.

momentum

of criticism in

this

direction constitutes

a dis-

which makes for difficulty of successful operation under the present form of control.
tinct additional psychological factor

Again, the country will be entering within the next 12

months upon a presidential campaign which will culminate
I do not see how it will be possible,
in November, 1920.
despite the firm purpose of the Railroad Administration to
afford an absolutely non-partisan administration, to avoid
the Railroad Administration becoming the subject of a great
deal of political discussion and criticism. I do not complain

But, nevertheless, it promises to make
of this condition.
for unsatisfactory railroad service under the present form of

government

Now

it

control.

happens that

all

these unpromising
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even though in the meantime business suffers severely
by the cessation of industry.

jjriccs

Temporary Continuance Not Necessary
The

management.

in face of sucii a near

vvouhl he difficult.

AGE

factors

are

so related in point of time that if the railroads remain under
federal control throughout the 21 months' period and that
be not extended, these factors will converge in such a way
as to produce a cumulative effect which will be very definitely
adverse to the successful rendition of the public service.

Additions and Betterments
Another highly important practical reason is the situation
It is highly important that
as to additions and betterments.
a railroad shall continually be improved and developed
through the making of additional capital expenditures. Not
only is this important' in order to improve the public service,
but it is doubly important now that a large railroad additions
and betterment program should be carried out in order to
stabilize industrial conditions while we are passing through
But with a change of control
the period of readjustment.
so near, the opportunity for carrying out an adequate program is largely lacking. Of course, the Railroad Administration will be glad to go forward with the betterment work
to whatever extent it can get the assent of the corporations,
but with control to end so soon it will not feel justified except
in urgent matters in proceeding where that consent is not
obtainable, and that consent will not be forthcoming in many
important matters when the corporations feel that they will
so soon be back in charge of their properties and that they
can then proceed to develop them exclusively according to
Indeed the corporations may well feel
their own ideas.
that they would rather wait in the hope of getting lower

next phase of the matter is the argument that the
['resident must retain possession of the railroads for the
protection of
I'lie

tlie

argument

companies pending permanent

.'^eems to

legislation.

be that an early return of the rail-

roads before tlie adoption of legislation would result in a
chaotic condition which would involve disaster to the credit
of the railroad companies.
If we admit that the re-establish-

ment of private operation under the laws as they already
exist would be an evil, it is hardly a wise and prudent
remedy to insist upcm continuing a form of railroad operation
which is not calculated to give satisfactory service to the
public and which promises to become increasingly difficult

To

avoid confusion I wish to make it
l^asis whatever for the assumption
that I have i)ro])osed to recommend the relinquishment of
the railroads under circumstances which would create widespread bankruptcy.
Indeed, I think the argument that has
been made that an early relinquishment will create such widespread bankruptcy and consequent chaotic financial conditions defeats itself, because it is evident that no department
of the government wishes to produce any such condition. My
belief, however, is that unless there should be a very serious
falling off in business the situation will readjust itself in a
comparatively few months so that a return of the railroads
on a basis of the rates established by the Railroad Administration will be entirely admissible so far as the general
financial situation is concerned.

with every month.

clear that there

is

no such

Relinquishment Will Not Be Precipitate

My own

is that whenever an appropriate time
due notice of the step will be given and the
relinquishment will be made in an orderly way, so as to

thought

shall approach,

a reasonable opportunity for the transition.
The
further question remains as to whether there is anything in

afford

the legal situation as to the rates or anything in the arrangethe indebtedness of the railroad companies to the

ment of

government which would make

it unjust to the railroad companies to make a relinquishment prior to the end of the 21
months' period without new legislation.
To illustrate this
let us look at the carefully thought-out proposals of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
I should think it would be
fair to assume that those proposals would come nearer to
receiving congressional approval than any other definite plan
for a permanent solution that has been offered.
Let us
assume that in six months the plan as outlined by the commission should become a law and that immediately the railroads should be turned back to their respective companies.
I cannot see that the transition would be any less difficult
or any more free from uncertainty than if the transition were
made without additional legislation. There is nothing in
that plan which will per se and instantaneously make conditions different from what they would be under the existing
laws.
For example, that plan does not propose to deprive
state commissions of the power to deal with intrastate rates.
It merely contemplates harmonious action with state commissions and that is entirely feasible under existing laws.
Indeed, the commission now has a tremendous and farreaching power over intrastate rates by reason of Section 3
of the interstate commerce act as construed and applied in
the Shreveport case, and as a result of which the commission
has actually prescribed the intrastate rates in a large portion
of Texas. Of course, the provisions of the plan about merger
of railroads, the limitations of railroad construction or any
other feature will have no instantaneous effect upon the
With
operating expenses or upon the operating revenues.
respect to those immediately pressing problems the commission can do under existing law whatever it could do under
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the proposed law and it is perfectly safe to assume tliat
the cominission will be actuated by a desire to protect the
situation.

Afy own deliberate prediction is that if the commission's
plan shall be adopted, we will then find the companies imploring the government to continue to operate the railroads
for a while in order to provide an entirely adequate period
of readjustment.
I believe that any legislation adopted prior
to the end of the 21 months' control will leave the railroads
just as much disturbed over an instantaneous transfer back
to private management as they will be disturbed over such
a transfer without any additional legislation.

Rate Structure

Would Not

Fall

not true that immediately upon relinquishment of
the railroads there must be a return to the old rates. The
It

of their indeljtedness to the government as to save them from
financial embarrassment.
If the commission's plan should
be adopted they would have substantially the same financial

problem that

Commerce Commission

is

on record that so far as

interstate rates are concerned this could not possibly occur,

the existing interstate rates

The assumption has been
would

would continue

in operation.

suggested that such termination

result ipso facto in the re-establishment at least of

those intrastate rates which have been created by statutes or
constitutional provisions.
There seems to be no reason for
making such differentiation. If intrastate rates established
by statute should ipso facto come immediately into application, the same condition would seem to be true of rates
established under statutory authority.
Indeed, the same

would seem logically to follow as to the interstate
which had been filed by the railroads while under
federal control in accordance with the interstate commerce act.
It would seem that the rate structure initiated by the President would either fall as a whole or would remain in operation as a whole until some orderly modification should be
made in pursuance of law.
It is not to be assumed that Congress intended that instantl}- upon the termination of federal control the railroads,
in addition to being deprived of any compensation from the
government, should also be deprived of any reasonable opporresult
rates

would have

if they were turned back withcan see that the adoption of the commission's plan would probably give some slight additional
encouragement to railroad investment, but still they would
have exactly the same problem of paying the indebtedness
which they owe the government.
As a matter of fact I
anticipate that as conditions improve the companies will be

tliey

out legislation.

able

finance

to

diminish rather
government.

I

than

my opinion, make all the difference between satisfactory service and unsatisfactory service to the public.
The
five-year provision will postpone for at least three years the
state of uncertainty and ferment which is already beginning.
give the President for the next two or three years a
which will go far toward fortifying the
rendition of the public service against the state of the public
mind that has inevitably developed at the end of the war.
It will

stability of control

Likewise it will remove the necessity for pressing the permanent solution of the railroad question into the crowded period
which will precede the next presidential election. There will
be more time to get our bearings, more time to get the sober
thought of the people as to what ought to be the permanent
solution.

The discussions have assumed very largely that a five-year
extension contemplates that no action toward a permanent
solution will be taken until the end of five years; that everybody interested in legislation will sit down and do nothing
and calmly await the expiration of the five years before
undertaking to shape legislation. I do not think this ought
to be the case or will

shall be very

if

the courts

would construe the congressional

legis-

the

Interstate

Commerce

Commission

under

its

general

powers could preserve the existing interstate rate structure
and could set aside on the ground of discrimination the far
lower intrastate rates which were in effect prior to the war.
Therefore, we can only assume a chaotic condition by assuming the Interstate Coinmerce Commission would omit to
perform its functions. I believe that unless the companies
through a mistaken policy themselves create a needless state
of alarm, a reasonable and orderly transition back to private
management could be made in the next few months without
additional legislation as well as under any that is likely to
be obtained.
It is true that companies could not at once
begin mergers and pooling, etc., but those steps are not indispensable to immediate protection. What is indispensable is
the preservation of a rate structure adequate to meet expenses
and pay a fair return, and I firmly believe this could and
would be successfully accomplished without additional legislation.

Another feature which appears to be urged in this connection by the railroad companies is that they will be
enormously embarrassed in their financing by an early return
of the railroads.
Here again it seems to me that the railroads are creating an unnecessary alarm. It would be entirely
feasible to make such reasonable terms a."^ to the repayment

Five-Year Extension

will, in

which have been fixed and reviewed in the light of existing
conditions and the only rates which can possibly carry out
the policy of Congress for certainty and publicity and for
reasonable equality of basis as between interstate and intra-

Even

of

to the actual rendition of the public service, the adoption of a five-year limitation instead of a two-year limitation

permanent solution

lation as being so fragmentary in character as to admit of
this extraordinaiy consequence, it would still be true that

greater and greater extent, and to
increase their indebtedness to the

As

tunity to sustain themselves through charging the only rates

state rates.

a

to

Advantages

is

Interstate

and
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much

be the case.

I believe the

will proceed in

surprised

study of the

an orderly way, and

I

the beginning of the next
presidential term the question shall not be taken up and
promptly disposed of. It seems to me the natural development will be that during the first year of the next presidential term this great question will be settled and then a
transfer can be made from the present federal control to
the permanent form of management which may. be adopted.
if at

I think a three-year extension would accomplish a great
deal to remove the difficulties, because even three ^ears would
segregate and spread out and in part dissipate the unfavorable psychological factors which under the 21 months' plan

promise

all to

converge so as to do the

the public service;

maximum damage

to

and also the three-year extension would

give opportunity for legislation immediately following instead
of immediately preceding the presidential election.
But I
believe the five-year extension would be much better because
it

would give added

stability.

Extension Does Not
Viewed

Mean Government Ownership

in this practical

way

I

do not believe there

is

anything substantial in the argument that an extension of
the time would necessarily mean government ownership.
If
a period of 21 months after the war will not mean government ownership, I do not see how a period of not exceeding
five years would mean government ownership.
The operating organization of even*' important railroad is preserved
intact and the railroad could be turned back tomorrow or in

years from now and still its operating organization would
be available to carry on the business without interruption
five

under private management.
Of course, in terminals there
have been some consolidations of management, but undoubtedly they ought to continue under private control, and I do

—
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S>b
not .HV any prattiial (lilYuulty on
titular

companiis

tliis

wish to put

.-liall

Morr

tlu'ir

iiiik^s ilic j)ar-

interests

.H'i)aratc

above tlu' general piiMic interest, and in tliat event it will
be an advantage to the public that the established terminal
is a eonsoliilateil organization so as to make it
diftUult for a separate and selfish development of the
terminals.
The only thing that will make against the re-

organization

more

sum{)tion of private management at the end of five years or
any intervening period between the 21 months and five vears
will be that as a result of unified control viewed under

normal conditions, the public will reach the conclusion that
a greater degree of unified control is
than can be accomplished through the

in the public

number

in the jiast

of railroad corporations

which

medium

interest

of the large

have con-

trolled the railroads of the countr)'.

If the public (Uk's reach
undoui)tedly we ought not to return to the
old system and the public will have profited by having been
given an opportunity to study the advantages of unified
control.
On the other hand, if the public feels that the
advantages are less than the advantages of the multifarious
railroad managements it will be entirely practicable to go
this conclusion

back

forms of control.

to the old

We know

that a large

body of the people have

a settled

conviction that this question cannot be successfully disposed
of except through government ownership.
The aiguments
of the government ownership advocates are temporaril\- at a

discount by reason of a reaction from all forms of governcontrol.
Now, is it the part of statesmanship to recommend a hasty settlement of this question in a period when
the permanent convictions of a large part of the public are
for the time i)eing suffering a partial eclipse by reason of a
purely temporary state of mind? A feeling prevails already

ment

that this question

and

that they

had

being pushed

is

tives because they

now by

that the "going"

feel

better

make

private

the railroad execuespecially good

is

management hay while

ownership sun continues to shine.
I
a fair prediction that before any legislation can
actually be shaped there will be a reassertion of the permanent views of that part of the public which insists on a
greater degree of social control of the railroads and that this
is going to defeat the adoption of any permanent program in
the next two years.
If this shall be the case there will be
the anti-government

think

it

is

an outcry for an extension and

in all probability the time

will then have to be extended.

Government

Should Be
Normal Condition

Operation

Tested

Under

I further believe that those who advocate government
ownership and operation are entitled to have their case considered on its merits and not embarrassed by a necessarily
misleading showing of the conditions of the present federal
control.
At this time, the only year of federal control has
been a year of war; a year of heavy costs and of serious
public inconvenience.
There is a strong disposition to
assume, therefore, that government operation under any circumstances means correspondingly heavy costs and serious
inconvenience. Since government operation has been entered
upon and since it is desired that it be continued to facilitate
a satisfactory legislative solution, then my recommendation
is that it be continued long enough to furnish a fair example
of what can and what cannot be accomplished under government ownership in time of peace. So far we are not in a
position to analyze fully even the results of the war vear
the year 1918.
The year 1919 will be a period of readjustment. When
the armistice was signed the railroads had been geared up
as a war machine.
Many things which were done to obtain
the quickest and most effective results at whatever cost might
be necessary can in peace time be done on a more economical
basis.
These things, however, cannot be changed overnight.
For example, it was indispensable to place cars where they
'

'
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were most needed and to repair them wherever they happened
1)0 when they needed rejjairs.
Cars can be repaired more
economically in their home shops than in shops of other
railroads because the home shops are especially aflajited to
repair the cars belonging to the home road.
In the course
of a few months it is believed this condition will make a
to

material showing in the reduction of the cost of car repairs.
But this is one of the jjrocesses of readjustment which cannot
be done instantly and which will help to make the year 1919

a year of transition and, therefore, even its results will not
be a normal showing of what can be accomplished under
federal control.

Moreover, the year 1919

a critical year from the general
a year when the jiroljlem of
uncm[)loymcnt will be exceedingly grave. Every government
agency should deal with that problem in a comprehensive
way so as to promote the general welfare and not exclusively
with reference to making immediately the very greatest reduction in its own costs. This factor ought to govern largely
industrial

tlic

.standpoint.

It

is

is

methods of the Railroad Administration, and

to aid

in .stabilizing general

in

order

industrial conditions the Rail-

road Administration ought not to enter upon processes of
retrenchment so radical as to accentuate the general industrial difficulties.

think this more deliberate policy is due to labor.
On
hand there is a disposition to charge existing high
costs to the increased wages.
Practically all these arguments
carry in some form the thought that these rates of pay are
too high and ought to be reduced at the earliest possible
opportunity.
I believe these conclusions are unfair and that
a method of dealing with this subject ought to be adopted
which will give an opportunity to demonstrate their unfairness.
A ver}- large part of the heav}- operating costs of the
past year was not due at all to the high rates of pay, but to
other factors brought about ])y the war. One was the abnormal cost of repairing cars to w'hich I have referred. Another
was the extraordinary turnover of labor due to labor being
withdrawn for military purposes and labor being tempted
into other lines of industry where much higher wages were
paid.
This led to less efficiency than could be expected of
men who remain with reasonable permanency in the railroad
work. The scarcity of railroad labor also made it necessary
at times to employ labor which was far below reasonable
standards of efficiency.
It was also necessary in the times
of war pressure to require a great deal of overtime work
which called for time-and-a-half pay.
All these various
factors are being piled up together and charged to the present
rates of wages.
There is every evidence that the most cordial
co-operation will be afforded by labor in rendering value
received for the wages paid, but these conditions cannot be
translated into reports of operation except by the lapse of time.
Another factor deserving serious consideration is that of
the inland waterways. Under government control of the railroads the first beginnings have been made in developing
what is actually practicable in the w-ay of the economical
utilization of some of the principal inland waterways.
I
believe it highly important that there should be a fair test
of this subject and I do not look for a sympathetic test if
the railroads are turned back to private control in advance
of an adequate test.
Undoubtedly this will be brought about
if there is a reasonable extension of government control.
I
do not see how it can be successfully brought about otherwise, because I think mere legal provisions for co-operation
will not accomplish the purpose unless the railroads wish
to co-operate, and frankly I do not believe that under private
management the railroads will wish to co-operate with the
waterways in developing any traffic which the railroads
themselves can handle without loss.
The extension of federal control would have a beneficial
effect in stabilizing industrial conditions at the very time
such stabilization is most badly needed. Railroad improveI

every
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ments can be carried forward on an extensive scale and they
not only afford indirect employment for a great many additional railroad employees, but they afford indirect employment for thousands of other employees. Here, then, we have
the factor of rapidly increasing unemployment and we also
have the potential factor of the great stabilizing influence
of railroad improvement activity.
If the period of government control be limited to the 21 months, the amount of
railroad improvement will be minimized because of the
shortness of the time within which to plan and do the work,
the uncertainty of railroad credit, and the disposition of the
railroad companies to defer improvements until the comparatively near date when they will again be in control.
If
the period be extended to five years steps can at once be
taken to enter upon a much more comprehensive program,
and I believe that the greatly increased credit of the railroad
companies which will result from this additional certainty
will enable us to get their active co-operation in financing
an extensive program.

Views

On

account of

as to a

my

Permanent Solution

responsibilities as director general of

it will be excusable in me to lay before
personal views as to the permanent solution of the
railroad problem.
I have been driven to the conviction that
there must be a radical reconstruction of the whole scheme
of private ownership and management if we are to avoid
government ownership.
While I think the advocates of
government owTiership ought to have a fair opportunity to
have their case decided on its merits and in a normal piecetime atmosphere, I have said this because of my belief in
fair play and because I do not think any solution which
fails to give the fullest opportunity for the consideration on
its merits of every phase of the subject can be conclusive or
permanent. But I do not personally believe in government
ownership. I believe there can be a form of radically reconstructed private ownership with such close government supervision, including government representation on the boards
of directors, as will give the public and labor all the benefits
of government ownership and at the same time will preserve
the benefits of private and self-interested initiative and will
avoid the political difficulties which perhaps are inseparable
from government ownership.
I do not believe the plans now before the committee will

railroads I believe

you

my

meet the fundamental

difficulties.

I

believe that a far

more

radical treatment will be needed and that this treatment cannot be accorded in the crowded period of the next two years.
There can be no solution through the operation of the
railroads by the numerous existing corporations with their
The deep-seated suswidely varying financial structures.
picion of the public and of labor that there is serious overcapitalization largely negatives all representations as to the
propriety of any given level of railroad operating income.
To perpetuate existing capitalizations means to perpetuate
suspicion and unrest and will defeat any plan despite the
other good qualities the plan may have.
No plan can be permanently successful which leaves railroad operations with a large number of different corporations,
some strong and some weak. So long as this condition continues it will result that on any given basis of rates and

wages some railroads will prosper to a great degree and
Whatever level of rates is adopted the public
will be at a disadvantage either through impaired service on
the poor roads or through being charged more than is necessary on the strong roads. The contrast will lead to continual
discontent and dispute as to what basis of rates is correct
and will largely tend to defeat any scheme of regulation.
The plan of private management proposed necessarily
involves the idea that if one or many railroad companies
others will fail.

happen
profits

to be exceptionally prosperous the entire exceptional
remain with the company. This condition will make
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the public always fear or suspect that it is being exploited
for the benefit of private capital and will lead to continual
insistence upon the railroads being operated exclusively for

the public benefit.

Also, similar suspicions will always encourage unrest on the part of labor. If any plan of private
management is to be successful it ought to provide for the
participation of the government and perhaps of labor in the
profits in excess of some comparatively moderate return.
This country has settled down to the definite conception
that railroads ought not to receive more than a reasonable
return and also that they ought not to receive less.
Practicall}-, the standard is impossible of application under the
proposed plan of private management. No matter how carefully rates may be fixed they are more likely to vaiy either
above or below a fair return than to produce the fair return
and no more and no less. A prosperous year may produce
too much and before the rates can be changed the exceptional
prosperity may have disappeared.
Of course, one company
may get more than a fair return and another less. If the
government adopts the proposed plan it will be doing a vain
thing.
It will be proceeding on the idea that it is insuring
the performance of an adequate transportation service for a
fair return, but it will be providing machinery that never will
and never can provide the desired fair return. The logical
thing to do is for the government itself to ascertain what the
fair return ought to be and to guarantee that to the railroads,
and then if it wishes the benefit of the increased efficiency
which may probably be expected from private initiative it
can permit a moderate participation in any profits in excess

of that return.

Government Should Guarantee Fair Return
It is

recognized that

it is

indispensable that capital invested

in railroads shall yield a sufficient return to attract additional

capital.

But the proposed plan involves the whole subject

much confusion and

uncertainty as to make the prospect
capital highly unfavorable.
If the fair return principle be adopted in theory but fail in
practice, the result will be either that the public will suffer
serious inconvenience through railroad credit being impaired
so that the necessary new capital cannot be raised, or the
public will suffer serious loss through being compelled to pay
a great deal more for transportation than is necessary.
The
in so

of obtaining additional needed

can be obtained by the government itself assuring
once and for all a fair return. Of course, a definite assurance of this character will necessitate a much lower total
compensation than would have to be provided through the
haphazard plan of a theoretical fair return administered
through impossible machinery. Therefore, there would be a
large saving to the public in a definite government guaranty
real object

and an enormous

benefit in the

way

of creating a real

and

reliable credit instead of one involved in the greatest uncertainty.

The proposed plan of private management does not meet
any of these fundamental needs. If adopted all these needs
will remain unsatisfied and will operate with cumulative
effect to produce a failure of the entire regulatory scheme
and in a short while the whole railroad subject will have to
be dealt with again. Indeed, the very fact that the proposed
plans still leave the public suspecting that unjustified capitalization is enjoying a return, and still admit of instances
of some corporations deriving apparently excessive returns
even on their existing capitalization, will go a long way
towards defeating the concessions which it is proposed to
make in favor of the railroad corporations, and the conception will probably become increasingh' clear that the desired
certainty of sufficient return will not be assured.
Again, the
proposals of the present plans for pooling of traffic under
certain conditions and for unification of terminals and facilities and for combined control of cars and traffic in time of
emergencies are going to prove largely illusory.
It is ex-
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cccdinply difficult to sco liow any compulsory ]>lan alonR
tlu'.<e liius lan he wiirki-d out and in practiic it will mean
there will he no unification e.xcept wlien rival companies can
decide that it is distinctly to tlieir own interest to unify or
It will he difficult to
except in very extreme emergencies.
iniluce a strong enterprise to dilute itself hy merging with
the

weak

It

may

one.

he said that

my

oh.servations necessarily lead

to

government ownership and operation. I do not think so. I
helievc that all the ohjects which I think must l)e achieved
can he accomplished through the creation of a comparatively
few railroad companies w-hich will have capitalization equal
onlv to the real value of the property, and which will have a
moderate guaranteed return with the right to participate
moderately in any additional profits. In this way I helievc
it would he entirely practicable to preserve whatever advantages there may he in private management and at the same
time meet the difficulties which I have already pointed out.
I do not believe that the radical changes which in my
judgment are indispensable can be made without prolonged
I am, therefore, forced to the conclusion
study and debate.
either that there will be no comprehensive legislation in the
next two years or that any legislation adopted will l)e so
much like the present system as to offer no hope for a jiermanent solution.
A great deal has been said about the claims of the railroad security holders to a reasonable degree of protection. I
know of nothing which would more satisfactorily protect
their situation than a five-year extension because that will be
ample to cover not only the period of industrial readjustment but also the period of legislative readjustment. I think
any plan which still leaves the question whether the railroads
will or will not get a fair return subject to all the fundamental difficulties which I have pointed out would leave the
position of the security holders in doubt and uncertainty.
Indeed, there will be serious question whether any legislation
I cannot imagine
will be adopted in the 21 -months period.

how

this

can be otherwise than prejudicial to the legitimate

interests of railroad security holders.

There has been much criticism of the Railroad Administraby the representatives of the railroad executives. I do
not believe that any issue now before this committee can be
helpfully illuminated by any discussion of the details of
tion

these matters, although, of course, I am prepared to deal with
any of them which the committee thinks important. There
was no purpose whatever on the part of the Railroad Administration to take any action other than that reasonable and
In
appropriate to meet the necessities of the war situation.
the staff of the Railroad Administration there were assembled
men whose life-long experience had been with the railroad
corporations as well as others whose life-long experience had
The
been in the representation of the public or of labor.
conclusions reached were not based on hostility to the owners
of the properties or on a desire to treat them othenvise than
fairly or on any desire whatever except to do what was regarded as reasonably necessary and appropriate to meet the

war purposes.
Senator Kellogg disagreed with Mr. Hines' statement that
the rate structure would continue after the termination of
federal control and pointed out that a state in the northwest
had as recently as January 30 passed a law establishing
scales of intrastate rates lower even than those in effect before

Mr.
the increase ordered by the Railroad Administration.
Hines said that such a statute was clearly invalid during
the period of federal control and that the rate structure
established during that period

would apply

until organized
Senator Kellogg said the
into the courts to prevent the
states from asserting their own rates, but Mr. Hines thought
the Interstate Commerce Commission could protect the sit-

was taken to change
railroads would have to go
action

uation.

it.
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'i"he senators expressed much more interest in Mr. Hines*
suggested plan for a permanent solution than in his argument
Senator Townsend asked why such
for the five-year plan.
Mr.
a [)lan could not be adopted in less than five years.
Hines said tliat it involves such fundamental changes that it
is extremely im[)rol)alile it could i)e adopted within the 21-

months ju'riodaiid he thought that an interim control by the
government was necessary while the plan was being worked
out.
Senator Townsend asked if the five-year plan would
in any way test the suggested permanent plan or demonstrate
an>1hing except the plan under which the administration ii
now working. Mr. Hines said that the present filan would
test to some extent the regional idea liecause the roads are
now operated in seven regions, but that it was necessary
primarily to improve the service and stabilize conditions
while permanent legislation was being considered.
He said
he had thought of six or twelve regional corporations for
the permanent plan and that this would be better than a
single corporation because

could give the benefit of differSenator Robinson asked whether
Congress should not proceed to work out the permanent
plan now. Senator Pomerene asked Mr. Hines if Congress
could continue a war measure into times of peace for the
purpose of working out a policy.
Hines said that he
thought this would be a perfectly valid exercise of the
power to regulate commerce and promised to submit a brief on
ent

ideas

it

and methods.

Mr

the subject.

Senator Pomerene asked why Congress should not legisat once on a permanent plan compelling the railroad
companies to carry out the desired requirements. Mr. Hines
said that it was necessary first to meet the fundamentals of
the case and provide for a complete reorganization of the
railroad companies.
While he admitted that a start could
be made on such a plan within a year or two, he thought it
would be better to take a little more time and work it out
on a permanent basis than to attempt to do it too quickly.
He said the public sentiment toward the railroads is made up,
not by the results for the railroad system as a whole, but by
looking at particular railroads.
One man looks at a railroad that has not enough money to enable it to give good
service, and another looks at a railroad that is making large
profits and both men are dissatisfied.
Senator Underwood asked if a plan under w'hich the Interstate Commerce Commission should make up each year a
budget of the expenses for each grouj^ oi railroads and make
rates sufficient to provide the expenses and produce a iair
late

return would not stabilize railroad
thouglit such a plan

would receive

securities.

Mr. Hines

support unless it w'ere
preceded by a reorganization of the railroads into fewer companies with government representatives on the boards of
directors.
Senator McLean said that most of the advocates
of the five-year plan are advocates of government ow^nership
who believe that it would be impossible to return the roads
to their owners after five years.
Mr. Hines said that the
difficulties incident to a return of the roads were exaggerated.
In reply to questions by Senator Kellogg, Mr. Hines gave
some additional information about the financial relations of
the Railroad Administration and the railroad companies.
Senator Kellogg said that in order to understand the present
situation it was important to know these relations, and asked
how much the government had loaned to the railroads from
Mr. Hines said that the accounts had
the revolving fund.
not yet been settled in full, but that "\vhen the railroads received their rental, and a portion of it is applied on payments for capital expenditures, it was estimated that the
railroads would owe the government S2'50, 000,000 on account
Senator Kellogg persisted in
of additions and betterments.
getting a division of the advances made by the Railroad.
Administration as between actual loans and pa\Tnents on
Mr. Hines said the rental for the Class I
account of rental.
roads was estimated at $890,000,000, and up to December
less

February
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31 the administration had specifically paid on account of
rental or compensation to the companies $253,277,000, and

the investors.
return, he said,

Government ownership with a fixed rate of
would remove the security owners from polititics and if all the railroads were owned by the government
as one single system all the difficulties now arising by reason
of diverse ownership and of conflicts between state and
federal authority would be eliminated.
As for operation, Mr. Plumb said: "It seems to be the

had loaned out of the revolving fund $125,817,750

in addition to about $69,000,000 loaned out of operating receipts,
and that after making some other deductions and adjustments the government owed the railroads $381,000,000.

Senator Kellogg asked how much tlie War Department
owed the Railroad Administration for transportation. Mr.
Hines said that up to December 31 this amounted to $53,202,000 on bills rendered and approximately $28,000,000
not definitely stated, making a total of $81,889,000.
He
said it lakes approximately five or six montlis and sometimes
longer to get these bills through the

War

Department.

consensus of opinion that private operation is to be preferred
to government operation for almost every reason.
First, to
take the roads out of politics; second, to promote efficiency,
and, third, to prevent carelessness in regard to expenditures
which frequently, almost habitually, accompany government

Sen-

operation."

If the government owned the properties and
financed their acquisition, construction, equipment and working capital, then the operating corporation would not be
required to furnish any capital whatsoever.
Its operating

ator Kellogg also asked for a complete statement of the loans
from the revolving fund, the loans from operating revenues,
the amounts the government owes the railroads, and the

amounts actually paid to the railroads in 1918, which Mr.
Hines promised to furnish.
In reply to another question of Senator Kellogg's Mr. Hines
said that maintenance of way and structures during the past
year

short of the government's contract obligation but
that complete adjustment between prices and wages for the
j'ear and for the test period had not yet been made.
The
indications are that maintenance of equipment will show
fell

ahead of the government's obligation.

The Brotherhood Plan
In presenting the brotherhood plan, on February 7, Mr.
Plumb first outlined objections to the proposal for the creation of a secretary of transportation.
To create such an
office, he said, authorized to enforce a governmental policy
that shall secure adequate returns on the capital invested
in the railroad industry', would be subverting the entire
It would be regulating the
purpose of the government.
people in the interest of capital. If it be done for the railways we would soon be asked to have a regulating departto secure adequate returns for capital invested in the
business or the packing business.
Mr. Plumb based the objection to an extension of the fiveyear period solely on the order issued by the director general
prohibiting political activity on the part of railroad employees.
"We earnestly protest," he said, "that this demanded deprivation of the political rights guaranteed to us by the Constitution is a sufficient reason in itself why the five-year extension
asked for by the director general should not be granted.
We most vehemently object to being in any way barred from
the full participation in the affairs of this nation in which
we are so vitally interested. We must have the same opportunity to organize for the accomplishment of a legitimate
We must have the
political end that our adversary enjoys.
same freedom to contribute all our resources to procure legitimate political action and we must have the same right to
select as our representatives in the United States Senate or
any other legislative body those who share in our convictions
and whom we deem best able to give expression to our politi-

ment
steel

cal beliefs."

Advocating government ownership of the railroads, Mr.
said the demands of the investor are fully met when
be obtains complete security with adequate returns. The
security offered by a government bond is the best possible
security and the government can finance its undertakings on
a rate of return from 25 to 50 per cent below the rate demanded when the same undertaking is financed by private

Plumb
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would constitute its sole capital. It should be organized under a federal law.
It should be required to operate
the properties under the full regulatory power of the governability

ment, to which

it

expenditures.

It

should account for all of its operations and
should be required to meet all costs of
operation and fixed charges upon capital employed which
had been guaranteed by the government. A certain agreed
percentage of the net results of operation should belong to
this corporation.
The stock of this corporation should be
held in trust for the benefit of the employees. The earnings
of the corporation should constitute a trust fund to be declared as a dividend upon the amounts paid to the labor
which it employs, every employee receiving that proportion
which his annual wage bore to the total annual compensation
of all employees.
The affairs of the corporation should be
administered by a board of directors, of which, possibly, onethird should be elected by the employees, one-third by the
appointed officers and one-third by the President.

Under

the old system of private ownership and operation,
said, the hope of increased returns actuated only

Mr. Plumb

those individuals who might reasonably be expected to share
in those returns.
All other employees were merely actuated
by fear that they might lose their jobs or might face'a decrease
in wages.
Hope of a share in the profits would promote a

morale among employees that has never been approached in
any industrial enterprise. A wage board and boards of adjustment similar to those organized by the Railroad Administration should be organized to investigate disputes regarding
wages or conditions of employment, and their decision should
be binding and final.
This would provide a means for
settling all wage questions in such a manner that the occasion
for strikes or lockouts would be effectually removed.
Mr. Plumb also suggested a method for providing for an
automatic reduction in rates.
Assuming that the capital
invested amounted to $18,000,000,000, the fixed charges at
Assuming the gross'oper-

4 per cent would be $720,000,000.
ating revenue as $4,000,000,000

and an operating ratio of
70 per cent, the net operating revenue would be $1,200,000,000, which would pay the fixed charges and leave $500,000,000 which should be divided equally Ijetween the government and the corporation, labor receiving $250,000^000
for a dividend on the payroll.
Provision could be made
that whenever the share received by the government exceeded

ship and a like amount of capital invested under private
ownership is an unnecessary expense, other things being equal,
and unless fully compensated for by other economies made
possible under private ownership which are not possilile
under government ownership, should determine this question

per cent of the gross operating revenue, the Interstate
adjust the scale of rates in
5 per cent.
This system, he
said, would soon reduce the level of rates to a point where the
net revenue would not exceed the requirements of the service
and where the surplus net revenue not absorbed by rate
reduction should be available either for extensions or improvements without increase in fixed charges or with a reduction in the outstanding capital so that the ultimate effect
would be complete retirement of all capital and the reduction of rates to the lowest point essential to paying the cost

in the interests of the pul^lic as well as in the interests of

of operation.

corporations.

Consequently, the difference lietween the cost

of the capital invested in properties under government owner-

5

Commerce Commission should
such manner as to absorb the

'

'
'^
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Mr. Plumb dcvoteii a large part of iiis arnuincnt to the
question a.s to tiio amount of capital upon wliiih the railroads
are entitled to i()ni|)ensati()n. lie dedareil that the inve.stnuiit
actually, hone.Mly and prudently made measures the full
extent of the property interests which railway corjjorations
niav possess and that all values in e.xce.ss of this amount arc
retained for the public and which the public could not he
He i)roposeil that the j^overnment actjuire
compelleil to buy.
the stixks of the companies at their present market value,
which he estimated at i;5,()()(),nnO,0()(), by e-xchan^ing jjovern-

mcnt bonds

for them.

State Commissions

Ask Legislation

at Special Session

Charles E. Elmquist, president of the National Association
of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, appeared on behalf
of the state commissions on January 30, declaring that remedial legislation for the protection of the jniblic should be
enacted l)efore March 4, liut that a final solution of the railroad problem cannot, «Eind in justice to all interests should
He said that centralization
l)e adopted by this Congress.
of all power over the railroads in the hands of one individual
during actual warfare is dangerous, but in times of peace it
becomes a positive menace which should be removed at once
and he, therefore, recommended the repeal of section 10 of
the control law to take from the President "the alleged right"
to set aside state or federal laws or the orders of commissions
applicable to common carriers and to restore the suspension
not,

powers of the interstate Commerce Commission. While the
state commissions are of the opinion that the federal control
act did not deprive them of jurisdiction over state rates, he
said not one of them made any attempt to exercise their
authority during the war, but for the purpose of avoiding
litigation now they want the law made specific.
As to the five-year plan Mr. Elmquist said the railroads
They have perwere taken over for war purposes only.
formed that function well. The real purpose of government
control having been accomplished, good faith and square
dealing demand the return of the roads to their owners at a
time when it will not embarass the country or seriously cripple
the transportation rriachine and under such legislative safeDecember 31, 1919,
guards as the people may approve.
would afford ample time for this purpose if a special session
of Congress is called to consider the railroad prol:)lem. Congress should either amend the federal control act or adopt a
joint resolution fixing the date for the return of the proper-

The state commissioners oppose the five year plan, Mr.
Elmquist said, for the following reasons, among others:
It continues the present guaranteed compensation of
1.
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plans for changes in regulating methods
Mr. Elmquist favorgd the prompt merger of
llie railroads into a unihed system, in times of stress or emergency under provisions to be established by Congress, and the
merger witiiin |)roper limits of carriers' lines and facilities to
such extent as may be necessary in the jjublic interest to meet
the reasonable demands of commerce with the ajjproval of
He also favored the
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
consolidation of terminal facilities whenever the i)ublic interest will be promoted thereby, but believed that this question
could very proj)erly Ije pas.sed upon by state authorities. He

As

to the various

for the future,

favored the limitation of railroad construction to the necessiand convenience of the public under regulation of the
federal authorities in addition to that of local authorities.
He favored the control of securities by the federal government, but under a i)lan which would require copies of applications to l)e filed with state authorities, thus enabling them
The state comto submit evidence and recommendations.
missions also, he said, would favor any proper plan which
may be devised for bringing the regulation of interstate carriers closer to the people.
If Congress considers it advisable
to do so, they then believe it could best be done by increasing
ties

membership of the Interstate Commerce Commission and
by requiring one or more members of that liody to hear and
the

In the absence of such
might be advisable to make of each state commission a regional commission to act for the federal commission

try all cases in the affected localities.

a plan,
in all

it

proper matters.
proposal for a secretary of transportation was opposed

The

it would make the railroads the football
and would make the administration responsible for
rate and wage increases and decreases, the quality of service
and anything else that might affect the public or the railroad
interests.
Federal incorporation was opposed because of its
legal complications and because it would force the sovereign

on the ground that
of politics

go to Congress for the preservation of the right of
taxation and the exercise of police powers.
Consolidations
of railroad systems and terminals, he said, would place a
higher power in the hands of a few men and would be inimistates to

cal to the public interest unless the federal

made commensurate with

the

and

state control

danger involved.

If the
public policy is to be reversed, the authority of public officers
over rates, service, capitalization and expenditures should
be enlarged.
is

Views

of Other

State Commissioners

ties.

practically a billion dollars per annum for five years, as well
as the prospect of the present high operating cost.
2.
It continues in time of peace an alleged war power
to set aside state

and federal laws,

to initiate rates, to fix

wages, route traffic, and consolidate properties and terminals.
3.
It continues the uncertain and chaotic condition of
rates and practices whereby shippers are denied the right to
be heard before rates go into effect and it purports to suspend
laws for the regulation of common carriers.
4.
It thrusts prominently into the public forum a discussion of government ownership before the valuation of the
railroads has been completed by the government and before
it is possible to know what they are worth.
Mr. Elmquist argued at length as to why the states should
continue to regulate local rates and service and opposed the
establishment of a central bureau at Washington to handle
such matters, but he thought a satisfactory plan of co-operation could be worked out between the state commissions and
He also declared that the railthe interstate commission.

roads need not fear that the commissions will fail to recognize the changes in conditions which have required higher
rates in case they are again brought under the jurisdiction
of state regulation.

Mr. Elmquist was followed by L. B. Finn, chairman of
the Kentucky Railroad Commission, who had views widely
with those of the state commissioners generally.
of the railroads, but
severely criticized many of the actions of the Railroad Administration during the past year. The Railroad Administration,
he said, had proved nothing except that it should not be continued, but he placed the blame on the railroad men who
had played so prominent a part in its organization. He admitted that he thought a large share of the public was now
opposed to government ownership because of the things done
by railroad men during the past year, which he ascribed to
an effort on their part to discredit public ownership.
R. Hudson Burr of the Florida Railroad Commission also
He said he concurred
presented an individual statement.
with the statements made by Mr. Elmquist, but had some
at variance

Mr. Finn favored government ownership

additional criticisms of his

own

to

make

of the acts of the

Railroad Administration, which he said reflected what might
He said
be expected if government control were continued.
that General Order No. 28, if the provision requiring state
rates to be raised to the level of the interstate rates before
the percentage increase was completed had not been withdrawn, would have caused increases ranging up to 650 per
cent because the interstate rates which it was proposed to
He also objected
take as a basis were mainly paper rates.

February
to

many
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other features of the rate situation, which he said
officials in Washington not familiar

had been handled by

Thousands of shipments, he said, have
which represent overcharges because the

with state conditions.

moved under

rates

Railroad Administration did not know
were and the administration failed to make
reparation.
He said that government operation has brought
about a great increase in the efficiency of employees and has
greatly lessened the morale of the whole railroad organization by removing the incentive to efficiency and the friendly
rivalry between railroads, and by removing the actual power
too far from the scene of operations.
"Division superintendents have become clerks to regional directors who receive their
traffic officials of the

what the

rates
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instructions from Washington," he said.

"The

individuality

of the railroads has gone, engulfed in a questionable experi-

ment which Mr. McAdoo admitted would require five years
more to prove its success while the public suffers poor service,
inattention and increased rates."
He did not criticize the
railroad men, he said; they were merely human when they
were willing to

let the other fellow take the responsibility for
the success or failure of new theories instead of standing up
for what they believed to be right.
He opposed the proposed
scales of standard class rates, which he said would release
the transportation charges on the bulk of the traffic in his

state

eral

more than 100 per cent over the
Order No. 28.

rates provided

by Gen-

of the Regional Directors

Estimates of the Economies Effected and Examples of Cooperative Action Under Unified Control

THE

RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

is

making public one

at a time reports covering the operations

during the

McAdoo by the regional
Following is an abstract of the reports of A.
H. Smith for the Eastern region, N. D. Maher for the
Pocahontas region, and B. F. Bush for the southwestern
past year submitted to Mr.

directors.

region.

Eastern Region

The economies

effected in the Eastern region during the

year ended December 31, 1918, so far as they can be stated
in figures, aggregate $23,248,000, as follows:
Estimated
saving
per
(a)
((>)

(c)

(d)

Unification of terminals and stations
Elimination of passenger service

12,190,000

Reductions in organization, as contrasted with the same
under corporate control
Miscellaneous economies, the result of causes other than
above

There has been a marked increase

annum

$4,172,000

3.677,000
3,209,000

eastbound freight
traffic with a corresponding decrease in westbound, increasing the empty car mileage, and this, with adverse weather
and other well-known conditions has resulted in a high
percentage of expenses.
The saving in passenger train
expenses above noted was made by eliminating 16,253,914
passenger train miles. The decrease in the mileage of Pullman
cars amounted to 41,229,702 car miles.
Passengers carried
one mile increased 4.7 per cent. Troops carried in special
trains numbered 3,308,496, and the miles run by these trains
aggregated about 2,000,000. The troops carried across New
York harbor by the railroad boats numbered nearlv
in

2,000,000.

The Eastern Regional Purchasing Committee is standardizing materials and blanks and making a uniform orSince the ending of
ganization of the stores departments.
Rerouthostilities, stocks of material have been reduced.
ing of freight has saved approximately 7,800,000 car miles,
an estimated money saving of $470,000. This saving, however, has been partly offset by rerouting of freight to avoid
congestions which lengthened the haul of such traffic. Shipping days have been generally introduced, and 1,232 addiIt is estitional through cars have been scheduled weekly.
mated that freight transfer houses will be relieved annually
of 1,780,000 tons of freight by this greater economy in loading.
The average load per car, in the Eastern region, for the
ten months of the year, shows an increase of 2.8 tons.
Telegrams are now sent by the Morse system on 3,200 miles
first

of telephone circuits, thus avoiding the expenditure of $160,000 for the construction of new wire lines.

The Freight Traffic Committee is revising freight tariffs
wherever possible, so as to secure the loading of freight
cars to their full capacity, and is saving $1,000,000 a year
by consolidation of tariffs and other economies in that line.
The Passenger Traffic Committee is saving $351,344 annually by curtailment of advertising and economy in timetables.
Consolidation of freight service, the combining of
single track roads into double track operation, and reductions
in local train service will show a saving of $664,000 yearly.
The number of cars of freight diverted to avoid congested routes and terminals during the year was 75,000.
From the Pittsburgh gateway freight was sent East over the
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, the New York Central and
the Reading.
Freight for New England has been sent by
the Boston & Maine so as to relieve Maybrook and Harlem River, and freight from Pennsylvania for New England has been sent over the Delaware & Hudson.
Carload freight from the West has been diverted from the
Michigan Central and the Grand Trunk to the Pere Marquette.
Westbound freight has been diverted to boats at
Buffalo to relieve the rail lines.
The movement

of the great volume of export traffic at
City has been facilitated by unified operation
of all the railroad-owned boats, the discontinuance of free
lighterage and the direct loading of a large number of
steamers at railroad piers.
Reconsigning and, diversion
bureaus have been established to meet the demands of shippers for current information concerning the movement of
their shipments.
The locomotives received during the year aggregate 896,
and the total number in service on November 1, was 10,346,
or 297 more than at the same date in 1917.
Stored locomotives in serviceable condition, 654. On November 30, the
roads in the Eastern region had in service 748,304 freight
cars, or 28,304 more than they owned; percentage of bad
order cars, 6.1 per cent.
The general situation at present is normal on all the railA decrease in traffic is exroads in the Eastern region.
pected, together with a reduction in gross earnings, notwithstanding the increased rates.
The regional-director commends the officers and employees of the road for their "tireless efforts and extreme loyalty."

New York

Pocahontas Region

The annual saving by economies

in the

Pocahontas re-
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gion, as

shown

l.y tlu' n•sLllt^

of IVI.S, am(uiiil> to $2,.>.>6,94(),

as follows:
(o)

riiiAc.ition of (iTinitul»

(b)

Klimitiation of passrnKcr service
Reductions in organizntions, ns cuntrnsted with the >ainp
under corjKirnte control (including aUolishinrnt iif fasi
freight lines and closing other olMinc ofiices)
Mincetlaneous erononiies, the result of causes olhor than

(r)

(d)

and

"latinii^

i.A'ji.bUi

23 400

791,615

"•e a'">ve

26.32S

Total visible savings in nioniy

(annually)

$2,336,946

war suijjjlics tlirou,!.;h Hanij)ton Roads was in great volume and of the utmost importance.
The development of the port l)y the government involved a vast volume of traffic, and much new railroad track
had to be laid. There was effective co-operation l)ctweon the
government and the railroads, and in general all demands
were satisfactorily met, although there was some delay due
to congestion.
The extra burden on the railroads was unprecedented, and the different lines had to assist eacli other
alternately.
From June 1, to December 20, the coal loaded
into vessels at the Hampton Roads piers amounted to
movfiiK'nt of troops and

Tin.'

16,500,000 tons,

same period

an

increase

of

1,500,000

tons

over

the

The three principal roads in the
Pocahontas region loaded, between June 1 and December
20, and moved, 727,194 carloads of revenue coal and coke,
as compared with 701,410 cars during the same period of
1917.
There was a similar increase in ordinary freight,
1917.

of

the total being 1,741,793 carloads. One road, being relievecl
by diversions of general traffic, was enabled to open new
coal mines and move 46,000 more ^ars of coal than in the

same period

of last year.
Eastbound freight has been difrom the Norfolk & ^^'estern to the \'irginian to
avoid heavy mountain grades east of Roanoke; and it is

verted

expected that 8 or more freight trains daily will be sent
eastliound between Roanoke and Crewe over the Virginian,
with a corresponding movement of 4 westbound empty trains
of the \'irginian over the Norfolk & Western.
Passenger
train service was curtailed early in the year, but it has now
been put back into normal condition, and the train mileage
is slightly in excess of that operated prior to the period of
federal control.
The pooling of coal and of coal cars made practicable
a uniformly sufficient supply of cars at the coal mines, resulting in increased production.
The report describes at
considerable length the arrangement for redistril)ution of

Where the
the coal traffic to economize mileage and time.
Chesapeake & Ohio and the Virginian both served a single

The locomotives asmine, one service was discontinued.
signed to this region from roads elsewhere made possible
the

movement

of

The tremendous

a

largely

activities at

increased volume of business.
it neces-

Hampton Roads made

send freight for the north shore over the Chesapeake
Ohio, and for the south shore over the Norfolk & Western,
The heavy passenger
so as to economize floating equipment.
sar}- to

&

on the Chesapeake & Ohio incident to the establishcamps and ammunition plants necessitated assigning to that road many passenger cars and locomotives from
traffic

ment

of

other roads.

Southwestern Region
Unification
places,

of

terminals

has been accomplished at 168
of $1,434,000; and fur-

making an annual saving

Enginehouse and carther economies may yet be made.
repair facilities have been consolidated at 54 other places,
promoting efficiency. Joint operation of switching facilities,
both for interchange and for serving industries, has been
introduced at 47 places, at a saving of $228,000 yearly and
releasing numerous locomotives for other service.
Military camps in the Southwestern region were numerA number of light
ous, and passenger traffic was exacting.
traffic passenger trains were taken off, l)ut a reasonable reg-
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ular .scrvi<e was maintained.
'I'lichc ecynomifs made
57
engines and 203 pas.-^enger cars av.iilable for military pr
otiier traffic, and the total annual estimated saviljg was
Some pas.senger schedules which had lieen too
$3,661,333.
fast, because of competition, were made slower.
Marked
economies were effected by .sending freight liy the most direct
routes.
In tlie pay of officers having salaries of $.5,000 or
more, about $1,155,000 was saved, 758 officers doing the
work formerly done by 907 officers. Consolidation of offices
saved $2,600,000 in the year.
Consolidated ticket offices
were established at .seven prominent cities, saving $71,000.
A.I)out $500,000 was saved by economy in advertising and

timetables.

Shortage of labor was acute, the forces Ijeing dej)leted in
October, mainly by influenza, about 7 per cent.
Of the
12,000 men off, 900 were skilled mechanics and 150 were
trainmen.
However, business was kept going fairly well.

On

October 31, no fewer than 18,000 employees, or 10j4
cent of the entire forces were absent from duty on ac-

j)er

count of the ei)idemic.
The supply of freight cars has been maintained to a cjuite
satisfactor)' degree.
Rerouting of lumjjer in Texas saved
2,660,000 car miles per annum.
The sailing day plan is
satisfactory to consignees, esjjecially at small places, but
some of the larger shippers are yet to be convinced. Shipments of sulphur from points in Louisiana and Texas in
the month of October, averaged 135 cars a day.
The general condition of locomotives is gfK)d; 84 per cent available
for service, and most of the balance need only light repairs.
The number of freight cars awaiting repairs, 5,800,"
is 2.8 per cent of the total.
Of the passenger train cars,
92 per cent are available for service. The number of new
locomotives received in the year was 97, and 26 others have
been built but are in use on eastern roads.
New cars put
into service numbered 51 passenger and 1,225 freight; 800
of the freight cars having been built in the railroads' shops.
Traveling firemen and fuel supervisors, by careful attention to their duties, have saved a large quantity of fuel.
The stores department has been uniformly organized. Stocks
of supplies have been kept in satisfactory condition.
Hardwood ties have been difficult to secure, and soft wcxxis, with
more tie-plates than formerly, had to be resorted to. The
tie situation is now improving.
The telegraph departments
have been uniformly reorganized.
Tracks, bridges and other structures have been safely and
adequately maintained, although, due to shortage of material
and labor, some of the branch lines have not been maintained to the full standard which is desirable.
The main
lines of railroad, however, are in condition equal to that
Buildings genprevailing at close of calendar year 1917.
erally on all of the roads have been maintained to proper
standard, and the usual program of repairs and painting
Practically all of
has been to a large e.xtent carried out.
the right-of-way on main lines, and for the most part on
branch lines, has been trimmed, and fences and cattle guards
maintained to a proper state of efficiency.
Unprecedented drouth prevailed throughout the summer,
The harbut the weather since September has been ideal.

have been good, and the amount of wheat sown
probably 20 per cent greater than ever before.
vests

is

The New Circumlocution Office^" Dickens wrote about a
place he called 'The Circumlocution Office'," said a railroad
lawyer returning to his hotel in Washington from a visit to
law division of the Railroad Administration, where he
had been trying to get action on a compensation contract.
"If he were alive today he would change the name of the
place he wrote about and call it 'The Expedition office' and
the

write a

new

story to

fit

would lay the scene of
Wall St. Jojrnal.
say."

—

the old
his

title.

new

I know where he
but I'd better not

And

story,

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Total Receipts Less

Than One-Fourth Total Disbursements

on the Railroads for Month of January
Washington, D.

THE

RAILROAD ADMixisTRATiON made advaiiccs in the
month of Januan- to and for the account of various
transportation systems to an aggregate of $98,269,808, according to a statement issued b)' Director General
Hines.
This amount includes both loans and advances on
account of compensation to railroad corporations, and advances made to the federal managers to meet operating needs.
These payments aggregated $67,250,696.
Payments made
during the month on account of the new standardized cars
and engines amounted to $30,071,471. Payments to inland
waterways and canals amounted to $947,641.
The director general received from the operating managements during the month, a total of $1.3,996,455, and from
the express companies he received in January $10,327,183,
making the total receipts from all transportation lines for
the period, $24,323,638.
As the total disbursements for the month of January, as
shown above, were $98,269,808, the excess of disbursements
over receipts for January, 1919, was $73,946,170.
The aggregate pa)ments and advances by the director
general to the railroad corporations and federal managers,
including payments on standard equipment ordered for the
one year and one month ending January 31, 1919, were
$787,304,567. Of this amount the director general has gotten fjack various loans made to different railroad com.panies
for amounts aggregating $57,030,000, leaving the net advances by the director general to January 31, $730,274,567.
The Railroad Administration also received up to January
31, surplus operating receipts of various railroads amounting to $237,605,000, and from the express companies a total
of $57,243,599.
The excess of all disbursements to and for account of
transportation systems for the period of one year and one
month to Januan- 31, 1919, over receipts, including $57,-

from collection

030,000 received

$435,425,968.
The aggregate of loans

of

loans,

advanced

to

the director general to

is also still due to the dion account of the amounts
the builders of the standardized cars and en-

There

sum

of $144,585,871.
The total balance remaining in the revolving fund on
January 31, plus the sum total of balances remaining on
hand with the director general from the surplus receipts

turned over by certain roads, aggregates $61,332,738.
The only railroads from which the United States Railroad
Administration has received, in the period of one year and
one month to January 31, as much as $1,000,000 or more
in excess of the amounts paid to the railroad properties
are:
Duluth, Missaiie & Northern
Atchison. Topcha & Santa Fc
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
Atlantic Coast Line--I.oni.sville

Nortliern
Ressenier

&

Nashville

Pacific

& Lake

New York Central Railroad Co
Central Railroad Co
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. Co
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry. Co
Baltimore oi Ohio Railroad Co
Michigan Central Railroad Co
Clev., Cin., Chicago & St. Louis Ry. Co

Illinois

Southern Railway Co
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Co
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Co
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Ry. Co
Total

:

$13,500,000
10,000,000
8,000,000
6,000.000
5,450,000
4,000,000
3,000.000
2.170,000
2,000.000
1,710.000
1.200.00U

$57,030,000

Overtime Not Considered as Salary
Interpretation No. 9, relating to general order No. 27,
If an employee
gives a decision on the following question:
covered by the provisions of general order No. 27 and sub-

sequent wage orders issued by the director general in connection therewith, whose salary- is $250 or less per month, is
required to work overtime, and in a given month his total
wage, including overtime, amounts to more than $250, is
it the intention to re.strict his earnings per month to $250?
The decision is that overtime is not to be considered as
salary.

Earnings and Expenses for December

made by

rector general by various roads

gines, the further

operating receipts.
The table includes 3 1 roads receiving in each case less than
$100,000, a total of $1,336,600; advances to inland waterways and canals, $5,309,127, and payments on account of
standardized engines and cars, $144,585,871.
Of the total amount advanced to various railroad companies since January 1, 1918, the following loans to the companies named have been paid or reimbursed:

was therefore

railroad and other transportation companies, and still outstanding is, $151,254,767. This is exclusive of the amount
advanced for the benefit of various roads on account of

standardized equipment.

C.

January 31, including advances made on account of compensation and loans direct to the corporations, also advances to
the federal managers to meet operating needs, Ijut not including amounts received by the corporations before the appointment of the federal managers, on account of compensation, or expended, for construction and additions, from

Erie

nuhith & Iron Range
Pullman t ines

Union Pacific
Richmond, FredeHckshurg & Potomac
El Paso & South Western

$10,400,000
9,200,000
7,500,000
7.360.000
5,000,000
4.000.000
3,400,000
2.800.000
2.200,000
1.900,000
1,000,000

A
for

summary of railroad earnings and e.xpenses
December, given out by the Interstate Commerce Compartial

indicate."^ that the operating deficit of the
railroads for 1918 will exceed the estimate of $196,000,000
made by the Railroad Administration and that the net oper-

mission this week,

ating income for the year will probably fall short of $700,Reports of 175 roads, operating 214,013 miles, for
000,000.
December show operating revenues of $414,537,000, operating expenses of $375,282,000 and operating income, modified
by equipment and joint facility rents, of $23,085,847. This
is a decrease for these roads of $34,604,000 as compared
with Decemljer, 1917, or nearly 60 per cent, and as the same
roads earned practically all of the operating income in December, 1917, the returns for the 19 additional roads are not
The net operating
expected to change the result materially.
income of 180 Class I roads and 15 switching and terminal
companies for the 11 months ending November 30 was $662.-

Adding to this the $23,000,000 for December gives
407,000.
The .standard return guaranteed
a total of $685,000,000.
by the government amounts to $890,000,000 for the Class I
roads and al:)Out $905,000,000 including the switching and
The operating revenues of the 175
terminal companies.
roads for December were $98,000,000, or 31 per cent, greater

In a table the statement also shows in separate columns
the amounts advanced by the director general to all transportation lines in the period of one year and one month to

363

than for December, 1917, an amount which approximates
the advance in rates, so that traffic apparently fell oft" nearly
Operating expenses were
as badly as in December, 1917.
This includes a con$136,000,000 greater, or 57 per cent.
Railway Age, Februar\'
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amount of back pay,
up as much as possible
December accounts.

sidciahlt.

to clean

the

a.s

of

instructions were issued
tlic

back pay for 1918

in

Requisites for Automatic Train Control Devices
Railroad Administration I'ommittce on Automatic
riu'
Control at a meeting in Washington on February 4 adopted
the following definition and requisites for the design and
construction of automatic train control devices;

Automatic Train Control: An installation so
Definition:
arranged that its operation will automatically result in either
one or the other or both of the following conditions:
First: The application of the brakes until the train has
been brought to a stop.
Second: The application of the brakes when the speed of
the train exceeds a prescribed rate and continued until the
speed has been reduced to a predetermined rate.
Requisites for the Design and Construction of Automatic

Train Control Devices

The apparatus so constructed

as to operate in connecwith a system of fixed block or inter-locking signals,
and so inter-connected with the fixed signal system as to
perform its intended functions:
(a) in the event of failure of the engineman to obey
the fixed signal indications, and,
1.

tion

when the fixed signal fails to
indicate a condition requiring an application of
the brakes.
2.
The apparatus so constructed that it will perform its
intended function if an essential part fails or is removed;
or a break, cross, ground or failure of energy occurs in
electric circuits, when used.
The apparatus so constructed as to make indications
3.
of the fixed signal depend upon the operation of the track
element of the train control device.
4.
The apparatus so constructed that proper operative
relation between those parts along the roadway and those
on the train will be assured under all conditions of speed,
weather, wear, oscillation and shock.
5.
The apparatus so constructed as to prevent the release
of the brakes after automatic application, until the train has
been brought to a stop, or its speed has been reduced to a
predetermined rate or the obstruction or other condition that
caused the brake application has been removed.
The train apparatus so constructed that, when operated,
6.
it will make an application of the brakes sufficient to stop
the train or control its speed.
7.
The apparatus so constructed as not to interfere with
the appHcatioji of the brakes by the engineman's brake
valve or to impair the efficiency of the airbrake.
8.
The apparatus so constructed that it may be applied
so as to be operative when the engine is running forward
(b) so far as possible,

or backward.
9.
The apparatus so constructed that when two or more
engines are coupled together or a pusher is used it can be
made operative only on the engine from which the brakes
are controlled.
10.
The apparatus so constructed that it will operate under
all weather conditions which permit train movements.
The apparatus so constructed as to conform to estab11.
lished clearances for equipment and structures.
The apparatus so constructed and installed that it will
12.
not constitute a source of danger to trainmen, other employees, or passengers.
^

The committee was guided

to

some extent

in its

work by

a review of a list of requisites for automatic train stops
adopted by the American Railway Association in May, 1914,
and a list of desirable characteristics for automatic train
control systems proposed by the Block Signal and Train
Control Board of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
G. E. Ellis, who has been signal engineer in the Bureau of

Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission since 1915,
and who had previously been in charge of the installation of
signals on the Kansas City Terminal, has been appointed
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executive secretary of the committee, which has established
an office at 607 Southern Railway Building, Washington.

The committee will hold its next meeting in Washington on
February 14, and intends to press as rapidly as possible its
investigation of the various automatic train control devices.
It

some 40 or SO
Train
Commerce Commission which

will probably include in its investigation

ck'vicis

which were passed on

b\'

the Hlcxk Signal and

Control Board of the Interstate
were not condemned by that board.

Homeseekers' Bureau
As was

recently noted in these

columns the Railroad Ad-

ministration has established a Homeseekers' Bureau whose
function is to furnish information to returning soldiers and
war workers generally regarding available land in all parts
of the country which can be used for farming, stock-raising,
dair)ing and kindred pursuits. The railroads are preparing
to distribute a folder setting forth facts with references ta
climate, production, markets, schools, churches and other
data needed by homeseekers in their quest for available

land upon which they propose to settle.
The information thus obtained is being distributed at
ticket offices in the demobilization camps, at the booths of
the War Camp Community Service and at the various
Y. M. C. A. headquarters.

The

railroad agricultural agents, as

members

of the

Home-

seekers' Bureau, have been organized into state groups

and

they are now assembling reliable information on soil production, markets, transportation facilities and approximate
size of the farms that can be procured.
In this work, the

Railroad Administration

is

co-operating with the state agri-

and the state boards of agriculture. Hundreds of inquiries have already come to those in charge of
the Homeseekers' Bureau seeking information about farm
opportunities, and they are being answered as promptly as
cultural colleges

they can be assembled.

To Keep Tabs on Back Pay
For the purpose of keeping a closer check on the amount
of back pay, Director Prouty of the Division of Public Service and Accounting has instructed that, effective with the
closing of the accounts for the month of January, federal
auditors shall monthly prepare and forward to him a statement on letter sized sheets showing the amount of back
pay applicable to prior months' expenses included in operating expenses for the month for which the report is made.

In reporting such back pay, there are to be shown the name
of the month, or months, in which the amount was properly
includible and the amount applicable to each such month.
Class 1 Roads are to forward these reports not later than
the 26th of the month following that for which the report
is made; other lines under federal control are to submit
their reports not later than the last day of such month.

Credit for

The Division

Payment

of Freight

of Public Service

Charges

and Accounting has issued

& A. Circular No. 64, as follows: In order that conclusion with respect to the extension of credit for the payment of freight charges may be promptly reached, the folP. S.

lowing arrangement will immediately become effective at
points where more than one railroad is involved;
Application for forty-eight-hour credit under bond may be made to
agent of any carrier.
The agent will secure the approval
or disapproval of the agent of each other carrier named in
the application, and submit the papers to the federal treasurer of his line. The federal treasurer shall grant the credit
or decline to do so in accordance with general instructions
and the exercise of his best judgment. He may ask for the
advice of the federal treasurers of other carriers, but must

himself assume responsibility for the final decision, which
will be binding upon all interested lines.
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Piece

Work

Being Abolished

In accordance with instructions issued by Director General
McAdoo just before he left Washington the shop employees
on the various roads are voting on the question of the
As a result of the vote
abolition of the piece-work system.
piece work has been discontinued on the Pennsylvania lines,
east and west, Philadelphia & Reading, Baltimore & Ohio,
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, Cumberland Valley,
Long Island and other roads, and the men on the New York

Wood

365

Central, Norfolk &: Western and Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy have voted similarly.
A large proportion of the
men had demanded the discontinuance of piece work and
it is said that a strike would have been threatened if Mr.
McAdoo had not issued the instructions.

&

O. of Indiana Transferred
1 the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad of
Indiana was transferred from the Eastern region to the
C.

Effective Februar}'

Pocahontas region.

Preservers Hold Successful Convention
Annual Meeting Brought Out Much Practical Information
About Present Problems of Timber Treatment

THE MATERIAL

and preprogram
of the fifteenth annual meeting of the American Wood
Preservers' Association, which was held at the Hotel Statler,
Because of the present
St. Louis, Mo., January 28 and 29.
acute shortage of ties the meeting was restricted to two days
to enable the members to attend a meeting of tie contractors
which was called by the Tie and Timber division of the St.
Louis Chamber of Commerce for Thursday and Friday of the
same week, at which a permanent national organization of tie
producers was effected. The members of each organization
SITUATION with respect

to tics

servatives occupied a prominent place in the

were invited to attend the sessions of the other, thus enabling
become conversant with the problems of both industries.- The two organizations were the guests of the Tie and
Timber division of the Chamber of Commerce on Wednesday
evening, at which Ralph B. Dennis, recently vice consul for
the United States in Russia, spoke of the Bolshevik moveall to

ment and

its

relation to

American industrial

problem^s.

attendance at the sessions of the American Wood Preservers' Association was the largest in the history of the organization, over 150 railway and timber-treating men being
present at the opening meeting, and over 250 registering during the convention.
This large attendance was brought out
by the practical nature of the program presented and the
variety and acuteness of the problems which have arisen
during the last year. It was also due, in large measure, to
the encouragement which the Railroad Administration extended to railway men desiring to attend. Owing to the absence of President J. B. Card (president Central Creosoting
Company, Chicago), who is in active service in the army of
occupation in Germany, the meeting was presided over by
A. R. Joyce (Joyce-Watkins Company, Chicago), vice-

The

president.

The

report of the secretary-treasurer

showed a

casli bal-

ance on hand of $951.96, the largest for six years. The membership on December 31, 1918, was 282, a decrease of seven
during the year. Thirty-two members of the association were
reported in military service.

The Material
The

session on

Situation

Tuesday evening was devoted

to the consideration of the present preservative material situation and
the outlook for the near future.
Galen Wood, chemist. Port Reading Creosoting Plant,

spoke on sodium fluoride and its posThis material has only recently
been brought to the attention of American timber treating
engineers, although it has been used successfully in Europe
for some time.
It is about twice as toxic as creosote or zinc
chloride.
It has been proven non-corrosive after three years'
Port Reading, N.

J.,

sibilities as a preservative.

use in the mines of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Company, where it has displaced zinc chloride because of
its freedom from electrolysis troubles.
A disadvantage of
sodium fluoride up to the present time has been the difficulty
of determining a method of chemical control and of ascer-

taining the depth of penetration into the timber, but recent
experiments indicate that this problem is being solved. The
present cost of sodium fluoride is one and one-half times
that of zinc chloride, although its greater toxicity places it

about on a parity as far as preservative cost is concerned.
Manufacturers are now ready to make the expenditure necessary to increase the output and thereby reduce the unit cost

when satisfied that there is a sufficient demand.
The zinc chloride situation was described by J. H. Jordan
of the Grasselli Chemical Company, Cleveland, Ohio, who
traced the development in the production of this material in
this country since its manufacture was first started in 1893.
After pointing out the difficulties in securing the necessary

materials during the past year he stated that these difficulties
have now largely disappeared and that the industry is prepared to meet all demands.
The outlook for an increased supply of domestic creosote
was discussed by M. C. Mcllrevy, vice-president of the Barrett Manufacturing Company, New York, E. B. Fulks, vicepresident of the American Tar Products Company, Chicago,
and W. H. Lewis, vice-president of the F. J. Lewis Manufacturing Company, Chicago, who brought out the fact that
there is an annual tar production of approximately 500,000,000 gal. available in the United States.
Between SO
and 60 per cent of that made last year was burned as fuel,
while about 60,000,000 gal. of creosote oil was distilled.
While the production of tar has been greatly increased recently, the greater demand for this material for fuel has
offset this increase so that there has been no greater amoimt
available for distillation.
Even though the fuel demands

should decrease and enable the output of creosote to be innow dependent on the ability to dispose of
the pitch for roofing materials, etc. Little hope was held out
for an increased supply of creosote or lower prices during
the next year.
creased, this is

The

possibilities of increasing the importation of creosote

from foreign countries was discussed by G. A. Lembcke,
of Bernuth, Lembcke & Company, Inc., New York, who stated
that although the importation of oil from Europe had been
almost entirely arrested during the war, England had raised
the ban on the exportation of creosote shortly after the signing of the armistice.
The greatest difficulty at the present
is that of ocean transportation.
Mr. Lembcke estimated
that approximately 25,000,000 gal. of foreign oils will be
available for use in the United States during 1919.

time

:
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The trimsition from creosote oil to zinc chloride in the
treatment of crosstic.* duriii):! the last two years was desi rihed
hy Dr. Hermann von Schri'nk, ton.sulting limlic-r euniiieer,
St. Louis.
This clianne was made necessary In tlie slmlling
off of tile importation of oil from Eurojjc.
Dr. von Schrenk
traced tiie early development of timber preservation with ziiu:
ciiloride and its gradual displacement with creosote, lieginning about 15 years ago. The conditions of the last tliree
years made it ncxes.sar)- to revert to zinc chloride.
He expressed no fear of unsatisfactorj' results following this
transition where proper j)recautions have been taken in the
selection and seasoning of timber for treatment, in the injection of the preservative to insure thorough penetration and
in the drying and seasoning of the timber after treatment.
He indicated his preference for creosote under most conditions when available but stated that zinc chloride had its
proper place as a timlier preservative, even under normal
conditions, and that the results now being obtained will
warrant its continued use on a more extensive scale than
prevailed before the war.
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regions have furtiier authority to
timbers suitable locally.
I'he Railroad Administration has advocated the treatment
of ties and has necessarily limited the commercial plants to
the sale of treatment rather than of ti<-s.
The handling of
the treatment by one road for another has made necessary
the standardization of treating methods which has led to the
preparation of specifications for treatment by the different
processes commonly employed which are now Ijcing put into
effect.
'!"he Forest Products Section has also assumed charge
of the distribution of treo.sote to insure its equitable use and
has di.striliuted approximately 12,000,000 gal. to date.
mittees

in

the different

ai(e])t otiier

Report on Terminology

The committee on Terminology
definitions of ]al)oratory e(|uipment

presented

a

number of

and other apparatus com-

monly

u.sed about a timber treating plant.
It also defined
the various txpes of marine borers that are de.structive to
untreated timl)er as follows:

A'y/c/rva.— Wood-boring mollusks which lay their eggs free
These hatch to form small free-swimming bivalve
larvae, which attach thi^mselves to timber by a foot and then
bore into the wood and form calcareous-lined galleries, averaging 3,s in. in diameter and 3 in, to 6 in. long, although they may
reach 1 in. in diameter and over 12 in. long. The entrance to
the wood is no larger than a pin-hole, enlarging within the timber to keep pace with the growing animal.
The galleries are
closely intertwined and very numerous.
Teredo. This genus of wood-destroying mollusks is very similar to Xylotrya and cannot readily be distinguished from it by
the layman. Its habits and effect on the wood are quite similar.
Liwnona.— Wood-boring crustaceans of small size, with mouth
parts arranged for gnawing or biting.
The bodies are flattened
and provided with numerous legs. They bore holes about 1/32 in.
to 1/16 in. in diameter and Y? in. deep perpendicularly into the
surface of the wood, leaving very thin partitions between adjoining galleries. They work in salt water, and are common and
in the water.

Service Tests

was presented by J. H.
Waterman, superintendent of timber preservation, Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, Galesburg, 111., and was confined to
.•\

report on ser^•icc tests of ties

a description of the results which the Burlington has obtained from 26,000 ties in lots of 1,000 and 10,000 ties in
smaller groups in experimental sections on 20 operating
Mr. Waterman placed special emdivisions in 8 states.
phasis on the necessity of large ties free from decay before
treatment and properly treated as fundamental to proper
The test sections were established under general
service.
instructions from the vice-president and are inspected annually in September or October by the superintendent of
timber preservation, together with the division superintendent, the section foreman and a representative from the office
While the local
of the engineer maintenance of way.
officers have entire authority to determine when a tie shall
come out, the cause for this removal is determined by the
The results which
superintendent of timber preservation.
are being obtained are indicated by the following data:
Per cent
Total

Total
placed

Process
Straieht

creosote

Card'
Burnettized

Untreated

3,264
15,817
2.488
3,270

removed
to date

98
1,119

297
2,945

removed

Per cent
removed

account
account
decay
other causes
0.7
1.6
6.5

2.3
5.4

85.7

4.3

5.3

—

destructive.

—

Cheluva. Crustaceans of small size, resembling fleas, which
attack wood much the same as limnoria, the galleries being about
the same size, but running in all directions.
They were first

wood lice." They work
common than limnoria.

called "sea fleas" or "red

and are much
Sphacroina.

less

— -Mso

small crustaceans, quite similar to limnoria,
in. long, and exThe body is
cavating a gallery
in. to 3/16 in. in diameter.
They
somewha' rounded instead of flattened as in limnoria.
work in either fresh or salt water and are much less common
than limnoria.
but

somewhat

larger, being about '4 in. to

of

Uniform Practices

The development of uniform practices in procuring and
preserving crossties was described by John Foley, associate
manager of the Forest Products section of the United States
Railroad Administration. He stated that the preparation of
a standard specification for crossties was the first step in
attempting to secure uniform quality at equitable prices as
prices could not be discussed until uniform standards had
been prepared.
Previous to the preparation of these specifications each
region was asked to formulate a specification which it could
recommend. These specifications were then combined into
one composite specification Ijy the central office at ^^'ashingIt is necessarily a compromise, leaving out many diston.
puted points. These specifications were prepared to govern
Individual
purchases rather than maintenance practices.
roads have the authority to buy as usable rejects all ties
It was
not grading up to No. 1 ties in the specifications.
assumed in the preparation of the specifications that the
railroads knew what their requirements demanded and that
it was the problem of the tie manufacturers to meet this
demand. The specifications were prepared to cover a wide
variety of sizes and of timber while the purchasing com-

%

%

Protection Against Marine

Development

in salt water

Borers

L. F. Shackell of the University of Utah, Salt Lake City,
presented the results of a detailed study of the efficiency of
various grades of oils in protecting timber against the at-,

tacks of marine borers.
He reviewed numerous experiments
to determine the resistance of the borers commonly encountered to the various grades of creosote oils. .A.s a result
of his studies he presented the following conclusions
(1) When a highly poisonous substance (such as quinoline or acridine)

is

dissolved in a high-boiling neutral coal-

which it is very soluble, the apparent toxicity
of such a solution as measured by the killing time for marine
borers will be very much less than that of an equivalent

tar distillate in

of the poison when dissolved in water, in
only very slightly soluble. But this point is of
the utmost importance for it means that the high-boiling tar
bases, which are verj' slightly soluble in water, but highly
soluble in high-boiling coal-tar creosotes will take an exceedingly long time to leach out of treated wood. Such high
boiling bases are probably the most important factors in
preventing attacks by borers.
(2) The aim in a marine
treatment, then, should be to make it in practice a toxicity
test with the longest possible killing time (i.e. the oil should
show the lowest possible apparent toxicity) consistent with

concentration

which

it

is

.
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maintaining the dislike of the borers for the flavor of the
(3) Compounds boiling up to 210 deg. C,
should be eliminated from oils destined for marine treatments.
The tar acids (above 210 deg. C.) though
(4)
highly toxic, by lowering the surface tension of the oil in
which they are dissolved, tend to accumulate at the surface
of control between oil and water, and, though but slightly
soluble in the water, become dissipated in a comparatively
short time.
A very low maximum, if not complete elimination of tar acids, should be specified.
(5) Wood distillation
products and preparations using petroleum oils or products
therefrom as bases, are entirely unsuitable for marine wood
treated wood.

Other Papers and Reports
Relation Between Rainfall
and the
Durability of Zinc-Treated Ties was the subject of a paper
presented by C. H. Teesdale and S. W. Allen of the Forest
Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis. The record of 48 test
tracks were plotted on a rainfall map of the United States.
The test tracks were divided into two groups, (1) those
where less than 25 per cent of the ties have been removed
after a service of eight years or longer and (2) those where
50 to 100 per cent have been removed. Similar maps were
prepared for minimum service periods of ten and twelve

Apparent

years.

A

line dividing that portion of the

United States receiving

more than 40 in. average rainfall from that receiving less
than this amount was found to extend through Galveston,
St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Albany, and Eastern Maine.
The
data indicated that in a general way in those areas north of
this line crossties treated with zinc chloride may be expected to give over 8 to 10 years' service.
The authors
ventured the further conclusion that this line of demarkation
might safely be moved southward to include all of the region
north and west of the Ohio river drainage area, although
sufficient data were not available to support this.
Nelson C. Brown, foreign trade commissioner, spoke on
the field for the exportation of lumber to the European countries.
He emphasized that the native forests in the warring
countries have largely been destroyed by the lumbering
operations necessary to meet wartime requirements as well as
the devastation of the conflict itself.
The United States
forces alone were operating over 60 portable saw mills in
France at the time the armistice was signed, engaged primarily in the manufacture of crossties, while our government
had contracted for over 400,000 ties from Spain alone up to
last September.
Even before the war the countries of Central
Europe had derived a large part of their requirements from
Russia and this source of supply has now l:)een cut off because of the chaos existing in that countrj'.
Based upon 15
months' study of European conditions, Mr. Brown predicted
a wide opportunity for the sale of American timber products
in Europe.
C. M. Taylor, superintendent of the Port Reading Creosoting Plant, Port Reading, N. J., presented a discussion
on the need for a chemist at each treating plant to establish
proper control of the treatment. Present day conditions are
making it necessary for the plant superintendent to devote
so much attention to executive problems incident to the
handling of labor, fuel and shipping that he is unable to
give sufficient personal attention to the details of the treatment itself. Mr. Taylor stated that a chemist concentrating
on the technical supervision of the treatment itself can reduce the waste of preservatives, insure compliance with
specifications and conduct the experimental work necessary
to meet changing conditions.
By studying power plant
operations he can also effect economies in the use of fuel,
•

boiler waters, etc.

The work

Railroad

Administration

in

increasing

the

efficiency

of

movements was described in a paper prepared by
H. DeGroot, Jr., assistant manager. Car Service Section,

freight car

E.

Division of Operation, United States Railroad Administration, and presented by J. A. Somerville, general superintendent, Missouri Pacific, and formerly assistant manager of the

Car Service section.
On Tuesday afternoon Joseph W. Hays, combustion enaddressed the convention on the subject of fuel
economies and pointed out numerous defects in stationary
power plants which contribute to the average waste of 25
per cent of the fuel consumed.
Mr. Hays analyzed congineer,

ordinarily leading to these losses and indicated
methods for their detection and elimination.
The committee on Plant Operation presented several forms

ditions

preservation.

The
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of the car service section of the United States

for the recording of data relative to plant performance.

It

also submitted information concerning the yard arrangement

and methods of stacking ties to secure the economical use of
storage tracks.
A report oh the use of treated timber in car construction

was presented by the committee on the purchase and preservation of treatable timber.
An abstract of this report and
of the discussion on it was published in the Railway Age of
January ,S1, page 295.

The committee on Non-Pressure Treatments, submitted as
information specifications which have been prepared and
are now in use by a number of companies using .timbers
treated in this manner.

Other Business

The

election

of officers resulted

as

follows:

President,

Card, president, Central Creosoting Company, Chicago; vice-president, A. R. Joyce, Joyce-Watkins Company,
Chicago; second vice-president, C. M. Taylor, superintendent. Port Reading Creosoting Company, Port Reading, N.
J.; secretary-treasurer, F. J. Angier, superintendent timber
preservation, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.
Chicago
was selected as the location for the next convention of the
J.

B.

association.

Resolutions were adopted by the Association expressing
approval of the work of the Forest Products Section of
the TTnited States Railroad Administration in distributing
creosote and also urging the resumption of work on the investigation of timber preservation problems by the Forest
Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.
The Committee on Publications recommended the discontinuance of Wc>od Preserving, the quarterly publication
of the Association, until .'^uch time as the members could give
it better editorial
support.
The Committee on Promotion
and Education submitted a report recommending the appointment of a committee to canvass the commercial treating
companies, the manufacturers of preservatives, the lumber
producers and
other concerns interested in the promotion
of timber preservative, wtih the purpose of raising a fund
its

sufficient to undertake promotion and educational work,
tending to increase the use of treated timber. The .\ssociation concurred in this recommendation and a committee consisting of Carl G. Crawford, general manager, American
Creosoting Company, Louisville, Ky. C. M. Taylor, superintendent. Port Reading Creosoting Plant, Port Reading,
N. J.; and E. T. Howson, western editor of the Railway Age,
Chicago, were appointed.
;

W. B. Scott, federal manager, reports that 1,416 officers
and employees served in the military or naval service of the
United States during the war, as follows: Southern Pacific
Lines in Texas and Louisiana, 964 men; Gulf Coast Lines,
98; San Antonio & Aransas Pass, 263; San .A.ntonio, Uvalde
& Gulf, 41, and Galveston Terminals, 50.

>
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Train Accidents in December'
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was a soutiitjound passenger. Three passengers were
and 73 passengers, 3 employees and six other persons
were injured, of whom 67 were only slightly injured. Cause

6th,

killed

T

HE FOLLOWING

is

of

list

;i

notable train ac-

iiiost

tlic

cidents that occurred on the railways of the United

month of December, 1918:

States in the

'I'iie

12.

„

Ko.ia

St.

A.

.

.

F

Louis-S.
C. L

Kind of
Killed Inj'd

train

I

Lake Erie & \V.
t2S.
t29.

Kind of
accident

Place

Pennsylvania

J

P.
F.
P.
P.

K'.-ilkfy

Norgc, Okla.
Bainbridge
I'toria.

III.

&
&

P.
P.

*
&

F.
F.

4.

t6.
9.

23.

23.

N.

Road
C

&

C. C. C.
Atl.

St.

I

L

Coast

Penn
Wabash
Bait. & Ohio
Wcst'n

derailment

Place
Frankfort

Y.

&

of
train

coupl's

Farmland

boiler

derailed near Attica, Ind., on the 23rd, was
westbound passenger No. 53. The locomotive fell down a

Elrod

unx

Emporium

b. rail

Attica

ace. obst.

F.

St.

Killed Inj'd
2

1

F.
P.
P.
P.
P.

W.Newton

Md

N. Y.. Chi.

d.

Cumberland
L..Edgcrton

F.

P.

The trains in collision at Redkey, Ind., on the 12th, were
a westbound passenger of the Pennsylvania Lines, and an
eastbound freight of the Lake Erie & Western, the passenger
train running into the side of the freight at the crossing of
One of the two passenger engines was overthe two roads.
turned.

The engineman

of this engine

was

—

—

Kind

Cause of
•3.

Emporium, I'a., on the ninth, was
train, drawn l)y two locomotives,
and all of tlie passenger cars (all

The

was running at full speed,
of the train behind the baggage cars, except one .sleeping
Only one
car), were thrown off the track by a broken rail.
person a passenger was reported seriously injured.

The

Derailments

Date

train derailed near

a nortiibound express.

Collisions

Date

of derailment undetermined.

injured.

The

collision was due to an error of judgment on the part of the
passenger engineman in making the stop for the crossing.
The trains in collision at Norge, Okla., on the 2Sth, were
westbound passenger No. 407 and a following freight, the
freight running into the rear of the passenger and crushing
Five passengers were killed and 23 injured.
three coaches.
The passenger train had been brought to a stop because of

The collision was due to introuble with freezing pipes.
The negligent brakeman, having been
sufficient flagging.
found guilty by a coroner's jury, was placed under arrest in

Grady County.

The trains in collision near Bainbridge, Ga., on the 29th,
were eastbound passenger No. 182, and a westbound freight.
One passenger and the engineman of the passenger train were
killed, and three trainmen were injured.
The trains in the collision at Peoria, 111., on the evening of the 30th, were a westbound passenger of the Lake
Erie & Western, and an eastbound freight of the Toledo,
Both locomotives were badly damaged.
Peoria & Western.
The engineman of the passenger train was killed and eleven
passengers and three employees were injured. The collision
appears to have been due to negligence on the part of the
passenger train, at the meeting point, in not making sure
had cleared the main track.
derailment near Frankfort, N. Y., on the evening of
the third, involved two freight trains, one eastbound and
one westbound. A car in the eastbound train was derailed
by the failure of a drawbar and fouled the westbound track.
The westbound freight was thrown off the rails by this obthat the freight

The

train

bank and one coach was wrecked. Twenty-four passengers
and three trainmen were injured. The engine was thrown
off the track l)y some obstruction, believed to be a brake rod.
The train derailed near West Newton, Pa., on the 23rd,
was eastljound passenger No. 66. The locomotive and first
three cars were overturned; the engineman and two express
messengers were killed and the fireman and four other persons were injured.
The train derailed near Cumberland, Md., on the 23rd,
was an eastbound freight. Twelve cars were wrecked and

One trainman was killed.
the line blocked ten hours.
The train derailed near Edgerton, Ind., on the 28th, was
Four pasa westbound special passenger carrying troops.

The cause was a broken rail.
sengers were injured.
In a train of the Canadian Pacific at Bonheur,
Canada.
Ont., on the 17th, 14 passengers were killed by a fire which
broke out in a tourist sleeping car and spread so rapidly that
it was impossible for the passengers to escape, although the

—

was not in motion.
the Canadian Government Railway, December 31, near
Edmundston, N. B., a westbound special train, loaded with
troops, ran off the track and one car fell down a bank and
Six or more soldiers were killed and a
lodged in a lake.
After the derailment a heavy snowlarge number injured.
storm arose, making rescue work very difficult.
Of the electric car accidents reElectric Car Accidents.
ported in the United States in the month of December, only
At Norristown, Pa.,
two appear to have resulted fatally.
on the 13th, a trolley car was struck by a locomotive at a
It is
crossing and two persons were killed and 11 injured.
said that the trolley pole jumped off the wire when the street
At 142nd street, New York
car was on the railroad tracks.
City, on the 8th, a two-car train of the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company was derailed and ran against the iron
The motorman was killed
pillars at the side of the track.
and four other employees were injured. Apparently the train
contained few or no passengers.
train

On

—

and the engine fell into the Mohawk River. The
engineman and fireman were killed, and one other trainman
Fourteen loaded cars were wrecked and
was injured.
were destroyed by fire.
The train involved in the accident near Farmland, Ind.,
on the night of the 4th, was eastbound freight No. 92, second
struction,

section.

The

locomotive, a

new

one. United States Standard,
its boiler and a number of

was wrecked by the explosion of

The fireman and one brakecars were thrown off the track.
man were seriously scalded, and the engineman and the conductor less severely injured.
The train derailed near Elrod, N. C, on the night of the
'.Abbreviation? and
re. Rear
Broken

mark? used

collision
d,

Defective

be.

in Accident List:
xc,
Butting collision

unf,

Unforeseen

—
Unex
—

Other collisions—

obstruction

unx,

b.

ms, Misplaced switch— ace
derail, Open derailing switch
malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc
obst.. .-Xccidental obstruction
Cars buined while runfire.
boiler. Exolosion of boiler on road
F. or Ft.. Freight train (includ
ning
P. or Pass.. Passenger train
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
destroyed by "fire
plained

Arrival of the

German Delegates

to the

Peace Conference
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Lining and Floor Racks for
Cars Handling Perishable Freight
CAR SERVICE SECTION of the Railroad AdministraCS-43 (revised), dated Januar)30, covering the use of refrigerator and box cars to

THE

tion issued Circular

used in the transportation of perishable freight.
Refrigerator Cars.
(1) Railroads will supply refrigerator cars for shipment of fruits and vegetables to the exA certain percentage of this class of
tent of their ability.
:ars belonging to the various railroads is already equipped
It is contemplated eventuivith false floors or floor racks.
illy to equip in this manner all such cars owned by roads
inder federal control, and also cars of the following refrigPacific Fruit Express Company, Santa Fe
erator lines:
Refrigerator Despatch, American Refrigerator Transit Comsany and the 'Frisco Refrigerator Line.
2.
It will not be practicable for the railroads to equip
I sufficient number of cars to fully meet the requirements
36

)f

—

the present season.

Therefore

if

refrigerator cars

owned

''False floors, side and end walls shall be installed providing an unobstructed space for air circulation down between the car and walls and false end walls, and from there
under the false floors to the doorways.
This ventilating
space must be kept clear of hay, straw, manure, shavings,
and everything except the necessary false-floor supports.
There shall be a space between the car side walls and the
false side walls of not less than four inches at the top and
six inches at the bottom.
"Each doorway shall be tightly boarded not less than 24
in. from the floor upward, the boards being nailed to the
inside of the door frame to keep out cold winds."
7.
For the same reason it is further requested that shippers make it a practice to use box cars for the shorter hauls,
reserving refrigerator cars for loading to the more distant
points.
Railroads will supply refrigerator cars preferentially as compared with box cars, for the longer runs.
8.
Box cars that may be lined by shippers will be furnished with a board on either side, of uniform dimensions
(24 in. by 30 in.), with lettering of suitable size, reading

as

jy federal-controlled roads, or cars belonging to any of the
ibove-named refrigerator lines, not equipped with floor racks,

369

shown

in the illustration.

loading fruit and vegetables, shippers, if they
and place in cars
suitable racks of standard type, in accordance with speciire offered for

ications

RETURN TO

will be privileged to construct

jo desire,

shown on accompanying print. Racks when so
become a permanent part of the car.

(Insert

name

Railroads will reimburse shippers for the value of

3.

loor racks placed as above described at the rate of fifty
This reimbursement will be
;ents per linear foot of rack.
nade by the road on which load is first placed in car fol-

owing

.

.

(Name

desired

Lining

.IF}

.

by shippers

..im

of station.)

RAILROAD
(Name.)

installation of floor racks.

Any

4.

.

of shipper.)

AT

placed will

fH»i..

in

refrigerators

—_~—„,^

in

..t.

1

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
[

r

Instruction Card for Return of Cars

1;

9.
These boards will be furnished b}- the railroads.
Lined box cars so boarded will be returned free, with lining, to point of origin of load, and should be waybilled to
such point, consigned to party or firm whose name the
board bears. They may be loaded all or a part of the way
on return trip with any suitable freight.
They must not
be loaded out of direct line, and care should be exercised

^

1

j

T

^

•r

1

to avoid
10.

1

J

_
f^

ifil
v-'ii'JSJ<'<<.r<g; «<-.; J
.

k

=-

n^
.-

p^

'Ji^^jf^

\iL

boarded
->

3

f<-i'H-l.!i'.!.i<««\.ii^.t.: -<'<i'7t'gz:

Freight

must be placed by them at their own
and in such manner as not to damage the car or

iddition to floor racks
nsulation.

Box
lemand
f

Cars.
for

— (5)

When

shippers elect to

railroads are unable to meet the

above-named shipments,
make use of box cars, and if in their

refrigerator

cars

for

)pinion such cars require lining, they (the shippers) will be
;iven the privilege of equipping the cars with such lining
;ntirely at their own expense.

In the interest of promoting shipments and conserving
it is suggested that the lining of box cars, when
lone, conform to the following standard furnished by the
Bureau of Markets, United States Department of Agricul:ure, which, it is believed, will give the best results:
6.

'ood supply,

to lining in loading or unloading.

must be understood that cars thus lined and
are

subject

to

demurrage, either while awaiting

loading or unloading.
1

Arrangement of Floor Racks for Cars Handling Perishable

ixpense,

damage
It

11.
The privilege of equipping box cars as above will
extend from November 15, 1918, to April 1, 1919.
In the
event of failure to return lining to shippers within three
months from the last-named date, roads on which it was
originally placed in cars will refund to party furnishing same
the sum of twenty-five dollars per car in full payment for the
value of the lining, but only when installed in conformity
with the specifications named in paragraph 6.
In the case
of box cars the term "lining" will be understood as includ-

ing false floor as well as lining of side and end walls.
12.
Roads on which cars are equipped should keep an
accurate account, showing date, number and initial of car

and name of shipper to avoid any misunderstanding
making settlement in case of loss.

in

13.
After April 1, shippers will be required to promptly
remove from cars any lining which belongs to them. Failing to remove such equipment, the work of removal will be
performed by the railroads, but the latter will not be responsible to owners for the material or its value after removal.
Provisions herein contained which relate to reim14.
bursements to be made to shippers become effective coinci-

dently with the effective date of tariff provisions of the
various railroads authorizing such reimbursement.

General
A

second

collision,

icMilliiiK

in

lataiitics

News Department
tn

American

rcpDricd Ironi i-'raiu-e. At Monticraniey, near
Troyes, on i'cbruary 3, a troop train collided with standing
locomotives.
Eight United States soldiers were killed and
30 were injured.
soldiers,

A

is

collision, in

Mexico, on Tuesday, January

28, is

reported

as having resulted in the death of 25 persons, including five
women and three children. It occurred at Laguna, 160 miles
from the Texas border, a passenger train running into the
rear of a freight.

Scrip books, containing $90 worth of coupons, arc to be
sold at $97.20, including war tax, at all Railroad Administration ticket offices in the larger cities. These books will be
good on all government railroads, for passage and for extra
baggage, the same as the books sold for $30 and $15.

The Louisiana & Northwest Railroad, 121 miles long, extending from Natchitoches, La., northward to McNeill, Ark.,
and the only route to Homer, La., the center of new oil fields,
is to be sold.
This is in accordance with an order issued in
the federal court at Shreveport, La., by Judge George W.
Jack.

Engineers, in Chicago, representing railroad corporations,
held a meeting on January 28, at the club rooms of the Western Society of Engineers to formulate plans for a series of
meetings at which they will discuss problems which have
developed in their relations with the Railroad Administration.
The present program includes a meeting on the first Thursday of each month, also an informal luncheon once a week.
An executive committee was elected with G. W. Hand, chief
engineer of the Chicago & North Western, as permanent
chairman, and D. J. Brumley, chief engineer of the Illinois
Central, and A. W. Newton, chief engineer of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, as members.

Anchorage, Alaska, through its chamber of commerce, asks
Congress to appropriate funds to be expended by the Alaskan
Engineering Commission for the construction of wagon
roads as feeders for the Government Railroad. It is pointed
out that there are more than 300 homesteads in the territory
through which the railroad passes and on which large crops
of potatoes, cabbages, oats, barley and other foodstufifs have
been raised during the last two years, but which crops had
no means of getting to the railroad and to market. It is
declared that sufficient potatoes were raised in the valley of
the Matanuska river alone to supply all of the towns along
the Alaskan Coast if roads and ships had been available.

The Daylight Saving Law

in the market.
It is understood tliat the government of Alberta would be glad if the federal authorities could take over

(he

New

tends to cheat the farmer out of an hour's work.

growth

govenimenl

of

British

Railroad Y. M. C. A. Buildings

of the association.

to

United States Railroad Administration a schedule of
proposed salaries for technical engineers employed by the
roads. This schedule is a result of the work of a railroad
committee of this association appointed to study this problem when it became evident that the complications involved
were delaying its definite solution by the Railroad Administhe

tration.
In the case of. chief engineers, assistant chief engineers, chief draftsman, superintendents of motive power
and assistant general superintendents of motive power the
schedule makes no specific recommendation; the salaries
should be "commensurate with the duties performed." With
each position this list contains a note indicating the duties,
responsibilities and scope of authority of the position.
Railroads

Railroads

having
over 5.000 miles
Position
District

engineer

Assistant district engineer
Division engineer

Resident engineer
Assistant engineer
Engineer of bridges
Valuation

enfrineer

engineer
engineer
engineer
Assistant electrical engineer
Signal engineer
Assistant signal engineer
As-iistant

valuation

Mechanical
Electrical

Instrunientman

of track

$425
350
375
275
275
400
400
350
400
325
275
400
300

Permatient
work, one
year or more
200

having
than 5.000
miles of track
$375
300
350
275
275
350
350
275
325
275
250
350
275

less

Temporary
work, less
than one year
225
150

Rodman
Tapeman

125
100

Designer

250
160

275
200

115
110

160
130

Draftsman
Junior draftsman
tracer

Some

120

American Electric Railway Association

after the

The directors of the Canadian National Railways expect to
ask the government for about sixty million dollars for betterments this year including roadway, cars and engines and
considerable construction work in the west. The proposed
extensions are branch lines, most of which have been graded
but not finished. The Great Waterways Railway, of Alberta,
which is now a proi'incial undertaking, about half built, is

The

Proposed Salaries for Engineers
The American Association of Engineers has submitted

—

farm work cannot be profitably begun in the morning until
dew has dried ofif; and by long custom the farmers'
habits have been adjusted to the situation as guided by the
sun; and the false clock is a hindrance rather than a help.

it.

Railroad Y. M. C. A. buildings were opened during January. One of these was at Maybrook, N. Y., on the
New York, New Haven & Hartford; the other one was at
Coxton, Pa., on the Lehigh Valley, this being the first Railroad Y. M. C. A. building on that line. Special exercises
were also held at Elsdon, Illinois, on the Grand Trunk, in
connection with the completion of the second addition to
that building, made necessary by the constantly increasing

pal difference in the situation under the new law, in most
cases, seems to be that hired men, beginning their work the
same as before, wish to lay down their tools, at night, as soon
as the whistle blows in neighboring factories. If this factory
signal comes an hour earlier than under normal conditions,
it

nationalize

Two new

not liked by the farmers or
at least not by a large majority of those, in various parts of
the country, who have been questioned by the Literary
Digest. In the summer the farmer has to begin work at daylight whatever may be the time by the clock, and the princiis

and

line

Columijia, likewise, has a railway to sell and few bidders. It
the Pacific Great Eastern, heavily financed by the province.
The government of New Brunswick has the St. John Valley
Railway. This is now operated as a part of the national system, but the provincial government is said to be quite willing
that in place of operation the Dominion government should buy
out the line entirely.
is

mid-year meeting and dinner of the association
since the entry of the United States into the war will be
held in New York City, March 14. The meeting will be held
in the morning and afternoon, in the Engineering Societies
building, 29 West 39th street. The dinner will be held in the

The

first

evening in the grand ball room of the Waldorf-Astoria. The
program of the meeting will include: (1) a report from the
Committee on Readjustment; (2) "The state of the IndusModern Regulatory Plans and
try (a symposium), (a)
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paper by an electric railway executive; (b) Capiand Electric Railways paper by a banker; (c) From the
Regulator's Viewpoint addresses by three public service
commissioners. The program for the dinner is yet to be
announced.

Theories
tal

—

—

Traffic

News
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Some Small Percentages
Freight traffic in the United States in the year 1918, as measured by net ton miles, increased 1.8 per cent over 1917, according to the monthly report of the Operating Statistics Section of
the Railroad Administration. This freight was handled with
2.5 per cent less train miles and 2.1 per cent less car miles. There
was an increase of 2.9 per cent in the average number of freight
cars on line. Net ton miles per car per day increased 0.1 per

All of the observation cars on passenger trains of lines west
of Chicago, which were taken off during the war, have now
been restored.

coal loading for the week ending January 18
to 206,835 cars, as compared with 185,883 for the
corresponding week of 1918. Loading for the following week
is estimated at 194,378 cars, as compared with 215,329 in 1918.

Total

amounted

cent.

Five Business Cars for Sale by Interstate Commission

The Interstate Commerce Commission has for sale five
These cars were purchased
from the Pullman Company in 1914 and 1915, and were
standard Pullman cars of wooden construction, overhauled
and refitted to serve the purpose of office or business cars
for use of field parties in the Bureau of Valuation.
Sealed
business cars with their contents.

proposals for the purchase of these cars will be received
at the office of the chief clerk and purchasing agent of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, Washington, and there

opened

at 10

a.

m. on Tuesday, February

25,

1919.

Thieves Punished
Dishonest express messengers, to the number of 11, were sentenced in court at Boston on January 30 to imprisonment
from three months to eight months, according to the magnitude
of their crimes. These men had been messengers for the American Railway Express between New York and Boston, on trains
48 and 49, and some of them had been stealing merchandise for
several months. One man was charged with stealing $1,216
worth of merchandise, and others smaller amounts
but the
attorney for the prosecution said that a total of $53,000 had been
paid out in claims for losses which, it is believed, were due to
the pilfering of these men.
At Elmira, N. Y., on January 18, in the United States Court,
a conductor and a baggage master were sentenced to the Maryland State Penitentiary for six years and five years, respectively,
for stealing goods from a freight car of the Lehigh Valley.
Six railroad employees, including two railroad police officers,
one conductor and three brakemen, were found guilty of stealing
freight in a trial before the Court of General Sessions at Wilmington, Del., on January 31. The men were charged with
conspiracy, and the stealing was carried on in the early part
;

of 191^.

found

Goods

in gr.eat variety, stolen

in the culprits'

from freight

cars,

were

homes.

Public Sentiment on the Railroad Question
The New York Evening Post, which has investigated
tions in many cities, prints, this week, letters from its

condicorrereporting

spondent, dated Seattle, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati, all
a strong sentiment in business circles unfavorable to government
At Cincinnati, labor leaders
control or operation of railroads.
who were consulted favored Mr. McAdoo's proposal to extend
government operation for five years.
The Merchants' Association of New York city, adopting the
report of a committee, calls for the restoration of railroads, telegraphs and telephones to private ownership, but not until such
time as Congress has made suitable investigation and has passed
such laws as will permit and promote maximum utilization of
facilities and maximum efficiency in service; and provide for a
fair return

upon the

capital employed.

of the Iowa Legislature has adopted resoThe discussion on the resolution
lutions of a similar tenor.
brought out severe criticism of the management by the government of the railroads and the telegraph and telephone systems.
The American Fruit & Vegetable Shippers' Association, in a
four-day convention at Chicago, has adopted resolutions favoring the return of the railroads to private ownership and the
adoption of laws to protect the interests of the carriers and the

The lower House

shippers.

The Akron Traffic Association held its annual meeting on
January 20, and Alvin Hill, traffic manager of the Robinson
Clay Product Company, was elected president. The secretary is H. L. Sovacool. The annual dinner was held in the
B. F. Goodrich Company's banquet hall.
The Oklahoma Corporation Commission, in a decision rendered on January 30, has ordered railroads to refund one cent
a mile in all cases where a cash fare of four cents a mile is
collected. The roads have been collecting four cents a mile
whenever passengers were not provided with tickets.

The Rate Men's Club, an organization of rate men on railroads in this country and Canada, held its annual meeting
and banquet at the City Club, Chicago, on Wednesday evening, February 5. S. J. Duncan-Clark, war correspondent of
the Chicago Evening Post, was the speaker of the evening.
Coal loading for the week ending January 11 was 213,715
compared with 225,642 for the corresponding week
of 1918, according to a Railroad Administration report. Grain
loading for the week ending January 18 was 29,613 cars, as
compared with 16,911 for the corresponding week of 1918.
The total for the three weeks ending January 18 was 75,086,
as compared with 57,070.
cars, as

A suit questioning the right of the Hocking Valley to
charge three cents a mile in Ohio in violation of the state
law fixing passenger rates at two cents was instituted in the
Franklin county court at Columbus, Ohio, by the prosecuting
The petition asks that trustees be
attorney of the state.
appointed to take charge of and distribute the money which
has been paid to the railroad in excess of two cents a mile.
Recent press reports state that the Agricultural Committee
Chamber of Commerce at Spokane, Wash., has appointed a special committee to investigate order No. 57 of
the Railroad Administration, which deals with claims for
loss on grain shipments. A member is quoted as saying "that
the order is meeting with a general protest from shippers and
traffic organizations because it prevents shippers from sub.

of the

stantiating claims for grain losses."

The American Railway Express Company
employees and, through the newspapers,

is

appealing to

the public,
raising the standards of packing, wrapping and
from
that
results
marking goods, so as to check the waste
"Four minute" speeches are
lost and damaged shipments.
to be delivered by local express officers, and "better-service
campaign committees" will be formed in the express organizations in every city. Meetings of the different classes
its

for

aid

to

in

of express employees are to be held
the "drive."

on every Tuesday during

The North and West Committee and

the South

Committee

of Railroad Agricultural Agents appointed by the Agricultural Section of the Railroad Administration have subdivided
their respective territories and appointed sub-committees in
These sub-committees have completed the aseach state.
sembling of information on soil production, market transportation facilities and the approximate size of available
in their territories, and this information is now being
Folders
distributed to returning soldiers and home-seekers.
setting forth facts with reference to climate, production,
markets, schools and churches in 19 states have been prepared, and will be distributed at ticket offices, demobilization

farms
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booths of the war c:mip coniiininity service;
C. A. headquarters.

camps and

at the

also at Y.

M.

Tlie Special Committee on Relations, of the American RailAssociation. ;uul the Committee on Car Demurrage and
Storage, of the National Industrial TrafTic l-cague, held a
meeting in New York on February 5 to furtlier consider a
proposed recoililication of tiic national car demurrage rules.
The National Industrial Traflic League for two years has
complained that in their present form the rules cause confusion and loss of time because of the necessity of referring

way

to tiie

numerous

qualifications and exceptions

Need

of Relief

of

17

from Drought

counties

in

soutluvestern

Kansas

Dodge

City, Kan., on January 22 to petition the director general of railways to grant to that territory preferential
freight rates, such as have been granted the drout,dit-stricken
areas of Texas, Oklahoma and Montana, and to issue orders
expediting the shipment of foodstuffs into that territory. The
petition states that grain and feed crops have been practically
a total failure during the past two years because of the lack

met

at

drive considerable nunii)i;rs of sulnnliaii passciin'Ts to competing electric roads.
The iielilioti for an injunction to restrain ihc dirccirir general
from advancing the fares was not granted. When the case came
up before JikIkc l.andis, in the h'cderal Court al Chicago, the
atlorncy for the Illinois Public L'lilities Conunission requested
indtlinitc posiponcnicnt, and this rc(|ucst was granted.

Maximum

Prices and
Other Restrictions Suspended

Anthracite

which modify

their application.

Representatives

Vol. 66, No. 6

of rain and that the commercial credit of the farmers and
stockmen is practically exhausted. The petition also states
that the present feed supply is sufficient for about two weeks
only, making necessary the immediate shipment to that section of large quanties of feed.

Rates on Sand and Gravel

The hearing of the Central District Freight Traffic Committee at Chicago on a proposed mileage scale of rates for
sand, gravel, stone and slag in Central Freight Association
Considerable testimony
territory was concluded January 30.
was oiTered by individual shippers purporting to show that
the application of the mileage scale will mean an increase in
rates which will seriously impede construction work, and
it was urged further that the present rates, which were increased last summer under General Order No. 28, be reduced.
Resolutions passed by the Ohio and Indiana legislatures opposing the new scale were also read. H. C. Barlow, traffic
manager of the Chicago Association of Commerce, opposed
the principle of the mileage scale as applied to sand and
gravel, believing that zone rates such as exist in northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin are better adapted to those commodities. It was pointed out repeatedly in the hearing that
a prompt settlement of sand and .srravel rates is essential to
enable contractors to make intelligent bids on work contemplated for the coming spring and summer.

Chicago Commutation Fares Not Increased
The proposed increase in commutation fares to and from
Chicago which was to become effective February 10, has been
The adindefinitely postponed by the Railroad Administration.
vance was authorized to enable the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago,
an electric line, to take advantage of authority recently granted
That road has been
to charge two cents a mile for its service.
in serious financial difficulty and the Public Utilities Commission
revenues.
additional
its
for
recognized
need
of Illinois
According to a statement given out by the railroads the
Utilities Commission was consulted before any action was taken
regarding the proposed advance for the steam lines, and went
on record as preferring action by the Railroad Administration
in the matter.
In spite of this, however, the attorney general
of Illinois filed a petition in the federal court at Chicago for
an injunction to restrain the railroads from making the increase.
Various suburban organizations have been assisting him in this
In view of the postponement of the advance, the attorfight.
neys for the Railroad Administration have asked the attorney
general to agree to a continuance of any action on his part
pending a full review of the matter by an appropriate tribunal.
The Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy and the Illinois Central, which are the largest suburban
carriers, have spent 40 years in building up business on their
Their activities have not been confined to the operation
lines.
of trains, but have included the development of many of the
suburban communities. The proposed advance in rates might

Maximum prices on anthracite coal, together with all other
coal and coke regulations except three, have been suspended
by the Fuel Administration. The only restrictions not suspended, as to coke and all coal, are: Those requiring that
contracts be made subject to maximum prices if reinstated,
subject to cancellation by the Fuel Administration and subject to requisition or diversion of coal by the Fuel AdminThose prohibiting reconsignments of coal. Those
istration.
requiring shipments of coal to tidewater to go through the
Tidewater Coal Exchange. The order includes the suspension of price and zone regulations on coke and bituminous
coal which went into effect February 1. The administration's
control of the oil industry already has been mostly suspended, so that the Fuel Administration's controls are now
relaxed to the present limit of safety.
Western Roads Resume Resort Advertising

A

comprehensive advertising campaign to stimulate tourist
travel in the West was launched at a meeting of advertising
agents of federal-controlled lines at Chicago on February 4.
The plans prepared at this meeting will be put into effect under
the direction of the Western Lines Advertising Committee in
collaboration with the Bureau of Service, National Parks and
Monuments and R. S. Yard, chief of the Educational Division
of the National Park Service, United States Department of the
Interior.
The advertising committee which has jurisdiction in
the territory served by the Western Passenger Traffic Committee is composed of W. H. Simpson (chairman), assistant general
C. R.
passenger agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Custer, advertising agent of the Chicago & North Western, and
W. D. Braddock, advertising agent of the Rock Island. This
supervisory body will be assisted by 18 subordinate committees
made up of railroad advertising representatives who are familiar
with the parks and resorts.
This is the first unified effort of railroads in this country to
increase passenger travel. The work undertaken falls under two
general heads, the attractions of western summer tourist regions
and those of the national parks and monuments. Five separate
;

to cover the first class of resorts,
be entitled "Colorado and Utah Rockies," "California
for the Tourist," "Pacific Northwest and Alaska," "Wisconsin,
Minnesota and Iowa Lakes," "Arizona and New Mexico RockEach booklet will be profusely illustrated.
ies."
The national parks and monument series will consist of 13
"Yellowstone National Park," "Glacier Nabooklets, namely:
tional Park," "Yosemite National Park," "Grand Canyon of the
Colorado in Arizona," "Rocky Mountain National Park,"
"Mount Rainier National Park," "Hot Springs National Park,"
"Crater Lake National Park," "Mesa Verde National Park," "Se-

publications will be issued

and

will

quoia National Park," "Hawaii National Park," "Zion Canyon
National Monument" and "Petrified Forest National Monument."
The Bureau of Service of National Parks and Monuments will
assist the railroad committees in preparing this literature.
Unlike the folders published heretofore by individual lines,
these booklets will make no mention of the railroads serving the
various resorts and parks except on the maps. As the pamphlets
are intended primarily to serve the needs of the tourist they will
include no agricultural or industrial data or detailed population
statistics.

The Western Passenger

Traffic

Committee

is

preparing tourist

rates to these points which will be approximately on the same
It is believed that the long distance
basis as those of last year.
rates, such as from Chicago to San Francisco, will be about
1
1/3 times the regular one way fare, whereas the rate to nearby
resorts will be in the neighborhood of 90 per cent of the regular

round-trip

charge.
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Foreign Railway

News

proved the construction by the government of a causeway,
carrying two lines of railway and a roadway 20 feet wide,
across the Johore Straits. The Admiralty has given its consent to the scheme. It has also been decided to build a dock
on the Johore side of the straits capable of taking the
using those waters.
These decisions are of
importance because they mean the linking up of
Singapore with the mainland of the Malay Peninsula, greatly
facilitating transport to and from the Malay States through
largest

Zealand, in the first nine months of 1918 imported
"railway and tramway plant" to the value of $215,017, as
compared with $136,277 in the same period of 1917, and
$404,007 in the first nine months of 1916.

The Peruvian Congress has authorized the construction of
a railway from Paita to the Maranon River, with a couple
of branch lines. As a guarantee to the capital invested there
is to be a subsidy of 7 per cent per annum for 39 years, the
maximum amount of capital being fixed at £6,000,000.
The Spanish Government, in a royal decree, dated December 26, has authorized the railways of the country, all of
which are privately owned, to advance their tariffs 15 per
cent. The increase is allowed under a lengthy set of conditions, and is intended to cover increased costs of fuel, etc.,
but primarily increases in wages.
Railvrays in Siam have apparently suffered severely during
the war, because of their inability to procure steel equipment
necessary to maintain their efficiency. Advices are that they
are in the market for iron framework, wheels and other
Eight Siamese students connected with the State
parts.
Railways are about to visit the United States to study rail-

way methods here.
The government

Holland

is expected to place orders
next few months for some 30,000
Railway
to 40,000 tons of steel for the Dutch East Indies.
supplies are greatly needed in the Dutch East Indies, the
chief demand being for rails, bars, shapes and reinforcing
products. Holland's own needs, which are great, will probably be supplied almost entirely from European sources.

United States

of

in the

Two Chilean engineers are expected to arrive in this country in about three weeks to continue here their investigations
concerning the electrification of the first section of the line
of the Chilean State Railways between Valparaiso and SanThe government plans to submit the project to an
tiago.
international competition to secure the best system, following
somewhat the same plan as was used in connection with the
new shops

at

San Bernardo, near Santiago.

Paris-Brussels train for 50 months started at
on the evening of December 27. There were 1,014
passengers, mostly officers and employees on the Belgian
railways going to take up their pre-war jobs. The journey
was scheduled for 27 hours, and the train traveled by way of
The first train from Paris to
Calais, Bruges and Ghent.
Brussels by the more direct route through Maubeuge arrived
It is reported that direct train
at Brussels February 4.
service is expected to be opened in about three weeks.

The

craft

first-class

New

in the
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first

7 o'clock

"The railways of this country are at present much in the
public mind," says the London Daily News. "Traveling during the war has been expensive and uncomfortable. It is expensive and uncomfortable still, and no indication has been
given as to when passenger fares are to be reduced or satisfactory services instituted or the normal conveniences of
travel restored.
But these, closely though they touch the
welfare of the individual passenger, are no part of the vital
railway problem. That problem consists in the attitude and
intentions of the state towards the railways."
great scarcity of coal in Italy has made it necessary
to use wood and lignites for fuel in locomotives. The boilers
and fire boxes of the locomotives have had to be changed to
suit the new fuel, and employees re-educated to a considerable extent. The use of substitutes for coal as fuel has been
urged on all manufacturers, and prizes have been offered for
noteworthy economies. In addition to that, two companies,
with an initial capital of $1,200,000 each, have been formed
for the development of lignite or brown-coal mines in Italy.
One will operate mines in northern, the other in southern

The

Italy.

The Federated Malay

States legislative

council

has ap-

Singapore.

Three officers of the Victorian railway department have left
Melbourne on a visit to America and Canada "for the purpose mainly of making inquiries and securing all the information necessary to enable an electric furnace to be installed
at the Newport workshops for the production of high-grade
steel castings." A statement to this effect was made by the
Premier, who said that the proposed furnace will enable
high-grade steel castings to be manufactured at Newport at
less than one-half their present cost to the department, and
render practicable the use of steel castings in substitution for
iron forgings. The installation of the furnace would necessitate the erection of a new foundry to form part of the
general scheme of rearrangement of Newport workshops,
which was proposed prior to the outbreak of the war.

The exports of railway material from the United Kingdom
for the eleven months ending November 30, according to
the Board of Trade returns, were as follows, the corresponding figures for 1917 being given in parenthesis: Locomotives,
rails,
car$5,225,125
$2,351,965
($7,700,125);
($3,392,505);
riages, $2,734,025 ($825,085); wagons, $1,521,530 ($2,036,800);
wheels and axles, $1,639,220 ($695,945); tires and axles,
$2,802,000 ($2,561,440); chairs and metal sleepers, $696,620
($346,450); miscellaneous permanent way material, $2,652,395 ($2,312,610); total permanent way material, $5,762,195
The weight of the rails exported was 25,475
($6,086,535).
tons (38,390 tons), and of the chairs and sleepers, 8,711 tons
(5,396 tons).

Greek Railway Development
The Athens newspaper Hestia

stated recently that negotiations are being conducted in Paris by an important group
of French capitalists with a view to the construction of new

railway lines in Greece. Representatives of those interested
will shortly go to Greece to undertake preliminary investigations.
The first line to engage their attention will be
that from Drama to Kavalla.

Troops Live

in

Box Cars

When

operating through the thinly populated forest and
tundra region along the railway leading from Archangel to
Vologda, the American troops fighting the Bolsheviki on
the north Russian front are living, when free from trench
and blockhouse duty, in tiny Russian freight cars, says the
Associated Press. In this they are imitating the Russian sol-

who, since the revolution, have commandeered freight
cars wherever they found them and remodelled them fer
dwellings.
When the box cars are fitted up with stoves they are
known as "topluchkas." They are not particularly warm in
zero weather, but a welcome change from the cold trenches
in the snow.
diers,

Agricultural Light Railways in the United

A

Kingdom

step seems to have been taken in the government
plans outlined by the British Premier, and referred to freely
during the election campaign, for the construction of light
Proposals have,
railways serving the agricultural districts.
it is reported, been drawn up by the Ministry of ReconstrucAddison,
indicating some of the
tion and approved by Dr.
Legislative sanclocalities where such railways are needed.
tion will, of course, be required, but it is understood that
the cost is to be borne partly by the local county authority
and partly by the government, the lines being leased to operating companies with guarantee as to wages and fares. The
operation of the Belgian system of light railways is to be
first
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t;iken as a

model.

So

far as

new

(.uii.stnictioii

is

(•(uu-criicd

been released from transport
requirements on the l-'rench and Helfs'ian fronts, and should
he available within a siiorl period, materially reducing the
cost. The lines, it is stated, will he run by the side of country
roads, linking u|) the neighlxiriiig towns.
a lar^c quantity of inatoiial has

Train Ferries for the Irish Channel

Some important developments

in

the tratlic i)etwecn

Ire-

England, South Wales and the French ports may be
expected lo take place during the current year, in which
Last
use will be made of train ferries for the sea passage.
November a syndicate was formed under the title of the
Irish Packing Company, Limited, for the purpose of developing the Irish dead meat export trade on lines which have
been so successful in the United States, Australia, New Zealand and .Argentina. The plans of the company include in
part a service from Dublin and Waterford by train ferries
in order to save the double transshipment of the meat and to
Berths for the
facilitate its passage to the English market.
accommodation of train ferries are to be provided at the
Alexandra Basin, Dublin, and at Fleetwood, by arrangement
with the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway, and subsequently
at Waterford, from which place a train ferry service will be
maintained to and from Southampton, and to a port in South
Wales 'to be subsequently decided upon. The project is
receiving the support of the Irish-office, and already negotiations have been started with the War Department for the
purchase of three of the train ferries which have been so
successfully used by the army betw.een England and France.
land,

To Improve Mexican

Railroads

A

despatch from Monterey, Mexico, says that in order to
bring about a betterment of the railroad service of the coun-
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Allied

More

Guard Planned

for Trans-Siberian Railroad

information concerning the agreement between the powers concerning the operation of the Trans.Siberian Railroad is still lacking.
An Associated I'ress despatch from Vladivostok, I""cljruary 2, however, says that the
Icalure of the plan for operating the Trans-Siberian Railway,
which is in process of elaboration at conferences between
John 1'. Stevens, the American Ambassador (to Japan), Roland S. Morris and representatives of the Allies, is that the
line shall be guarded by American and Allied troops.
Mr. .Stevens is rejjorted to have said that only under that
condition will he undertake the task of rehabilitating the railroad.
Ambassador Morris is said to support him. The ambassador is clothed with plenary powers to conclude the
Han of operation, which, it is expected, will be perfected
definite

within a month.
The necessity for an Allied guard has been accentuated
by the project of the early repatriation of the Czecho-Slovak
troops, preparations for which already are completed.
The
is now going on.
of railroad operatives organized by Mr. Stevens,
which has been waiting for a year to begin work, is under
orders to be ready at an hour's notice to proceed to points
already assigned in the scheme of operation.

removal of invalids and wounded

The corps

A War

Loan

Special in

Burma

The United
of War Loan

States is not the only place that has made use
Specials in bond campaigns. During the second India War Loan last August and September, the Burma
railways ran such a train over their lines with marked success.
The train was made up of highly decorated cars, had
band and pwe (theatrical) parties on board and bands and
pwe parties at every station. The Burmese are not great investors, but the striking appeal made by the train attracted

Department of Communications and public Works of
the National Government has appointed a commission to
take charge of the improvement and maintenance of the sevThis commission also is charged with the funceral lines.
tion of exercising similar jurisdiction over the highways and
telegraph systems of the country. Its first work will be to
make a complete survey of all of the railroads to determine
the exact needs in the way of physical betterment, particularly that of new rails, lowering of grades, and the adding of
This work will be done by a corps of
rolling stock.
engineers.
The shortage of equipment is becoming so acute on some
of the divisions of the National Railways of Mexico that
freight and passenger traffic has been almost entirely suspended. -Ml trains on the Monterey-Tampico division have
been taken ofl except a mixed freight and passenger train
that is to make a trip between the two important terminals
three times a week.
try the

New

Line, Rome-Constantinople Direct, Planned

The Burma War Loan

Special

Is

Boys' School Fife and

by a Chinese
Corps

Assisted

Drum

A

plan for the building of a trans-Balkan railroad whicli
Italy directly with the East by a system of
ferries across the Strait of Otranto, which is at the heel of
Italy and forms the cutlet of the Adriatic into the Mediterranean Sea, has been submitted by G. Buonomo, an Italian
engineer, and published by the Italian Institute for Commercial and Colonial Expansion.
Italy has always advocated the building of a railroad direct
from Constantinople, through Salonica to Avalona, for her
own commercial expansion and for the unity of the Balkans,
but the governing nations have always opposed it.
Such a railroad would shorten the distance between the
principal commercial and industrial centers in Italy and Bal-

would connect

kan cities by several hundred miles. From Avalona on the
Balkan side to Otranto on the Italian side, a ferry would
have to be established to make the line from the Balkans
to Italy complete. Over this route the distance from Rome
to Constantinople could be traversed in 48 hours, and it would
be decreased from 1,905 miles, the present length of the trip
via Cevignano, to 1,260 miles, the length over the new proposed line via Avalona.

them and brought out a very large sum of money, some of
which had been hoarded, and showed signs of not having
been in circulation for many years. The arrival of the train
at a station was the sign of a holiday, people coming with
their families to take part in the festivities from every point

within 20 miles distance.
The train traveled during daylight only, stopping at every station.
It was on the road
28 days, stopped at 202 stations and, in addition, spent three
days at Rangoon. In all it covered 1,058 miles.

New
There seems

new

International Routes

to be every prospect of quite a

number

of

international railway routes proposed during the
war materializing at a very early date, says the Railway Gazette of London. According to the most recent information
the first of these is likely to be a through service between
Paris and Bucharest, operated by the Entente, and in a measure succeeding the notorious and short-lived "Balkan Zug."
This service has beer, the subject of study by a Franco
the
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Roumanian mission

in

Vieana, and

is

expected to be inaugu-

cember, this being the agreement mentioned by Sir Albert
in his statement above.

rated during the current month.
The route will be Paris,
Berne, Zurich, Arlberg, Innsbruck, Vienna, Budapest and
Bucharest, and is, therefore, mainly through territory which
During the
for over four years has been enemy country.
war there have been a number of proposals for the provision
of new international services entirely avoiding German and
Austrian territory, and one of these will be the revived
Orient Express from Paris to Constantinople. Prior to the

M

(1)
The principle of an eight-hour day for
members of the wages'
staff has been conceded, and is to come into operation February 1.
C2)
All existing conditions of service to remain unaltered pending the
decision of a committee, to be set up as soon as possible, to review wages
and other conditions of service of railwaymen in Great Britain.

,

war

this ran via Strasbourg,

J. H. Thomas, who was a party in the negotiations, has
stated that the eight-hour principle is not established for the
purpose of enabling overtime to be worked.

Munich, Vienna, Budapest and

The National Union of Railwaymen, promptly following
the announcement of the agreement, brought out these further extreme demands:

On

the outbreak of war the Germans seized a good
the rolling stock belonging to the International
Sleeping Car Company, and the "Balkan Zug" was really
nothing but the Orient Express in a German disguise. The
Sofia.

deal

of

new Orient Express, which

Hours.

Labor

will not

Difficulties in

Wages.

owing

state.

to a strike of

a work-

day and a

.'Sunday rfii/.v.— Between 12 o'clock midnight

Saturday and 12 o'clock midSunday to be paid for at rate of double time: Sunday duty to be
independent of the guaranteed week.
Night duty.— 6 p m. to 6 a. m.
That night duty be paid for at the
rate of time and a half.
Pierework, tonnage and bonus sysl-jms. That all piecework, tonnage and
bonus systems be abolished.
Mileage system. That on those systems where locomotivemen at present
work under a mileage clause 120 miles to constitute a day's work on passenger trains and ''6 miles on goods trains; all mileage over and above
right

Great Britain

—

—

The London tubes are not running
motormen on some lines and of power

'his to
!^est.

be paid for at an equivalent rate.
the period of rest between turns of duty be not less than 12

—That

ho'irs.

Hybrid urades.—Thst hybrid grades be abolished.
Standard rates of paw That conditions of service for railwaymen
standardized upon all railways in the United Kingdom.
Management of railways. That there be equal representation, both
tional and local, for this union upon the management of all railways in
United Kingdom.
Fourteen days' holiday with pay. That 14 days' holiday with pay

—

ever, that a strike of stationmasters, ticket clerks, etc., has
been averted by the recognition of the Railway Clerks'
Union. Representatives of the union had an interview Tuesday with Sir Robert S. Home, Minister of Labor, and Sir

of histilities," the society promptly demanded the
redemption of the pledge and was joined by the National
Union of Railwaymen. Both threatened trouble if prompt
action were not taken. The Board of Trade, working without association with the railways themselves, thereupon entered into the following agreement in the early part of De-

and 48 hours

advances given as war increases be converted into per-

—

house employees on these lines and others; and the secretary
of the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen has announced that all drivers on railways having electric divisions are being called out.
The despatches say, how-

sation

all

Guaranteed dav and guaranteed week.— That a guaranteed
guaranteed week be established on all .-ailways.
Overtime. ^That double time be paid for all overtime.

of

Albert H. Stanley, president of the Board of Trade. The
matter of the grievances of the men was also discussed by
The president of the Board of
a special cabinet meeting.
Trade, speaking of the trouble in the trbe railways, said:
"Under the arrangement made in December last the government granted railway men an eight-hour working day,
excluding meal times.
This was accepted by the unions
concerned.
The unions then submitted further demands,
including increased wages and improved conditions of service
apart from the eight-hour day. These matters are to be considered at the meeting next week between the members of
the railway executive committee and the men's unions. Meanwhile, existing conditions of service apart from the eighthour day are to remain unaltered. Despite this agreement
with responsible unions, certain employees of the Underground and the London and Brighton railways have taken it
upon themselves to strike and demand that meal times shall
now be included in the eight-hour day. This demand, if granted,
would mean that these men would work only seven or seven
and a half hours daily. If this arrangement was extended to other
railways it would reduce the working day to as low as six and
a half hours in some cases. It is quite clear that what is now
demanded by the small section of the men who are on strike
is contrary to what has been agreed with the unions."
The present labor trouble on the railways seems to be
part of the strike fever now prevalent in the United Kingdom, but it also goes as far back as the threatened strike of
drivers and firemen in August. 1917. At that time, Sir Albert
Stanley wrote to the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen as foUow.s: "I pledge the government,
the War Cabinet, and myself personally, to continue the
present control of the railways for a time after the cessation
*
*
*
of hostilities,
^j^^ ^j^at a,,y reasonable request for
a shorter working day will have the immediate and sympathetic consideration of the government."
The signing of the armistice, being construed as the "ces-

eight hours constitute a working day

manent wages.

Tuesday last indicate that labor
matters on the railways of England and Scotland are in a
very unsettled

—That
—That

ing week.

touch German territory,
will use either the Simplon or Mont Cenis route to Milan,
and run thence to Constantinople via Venice, Trieste, Agram,
Nish and Sofia, with a Nish-Athens portion via Uskub and
Salonica.
The International Sleeping Car Company also
plans to extend the service to Bagdad and Jerusalem and to
link up with its existing services in Egypt, via Kantara.

London despatches

375

—

—

be
nathe

be

allowed.

These demands are apparently being pushed with a degree
of force befitting their drastic character.
At a conference
held in London on January 26, a strong feeling was expressed
regarding the government's "continued neglect to deal adequately" with the men's grievances and threats were made
of a strike unless matters were settled by February 9.
The trouble on the electric lines is additional to the necrotiations with the National Union of Railwaymen, and in general, the situation, to an American reader at least, seems
as
complicated as it is fruitful of trouble.
There is also trouble with the shopmen. These were not
included in the eight-hour day agreement, but were covered
by another, made between them and the railways, following
a similar agreement in the engineering trades in general,
which gave the shop workers a reduction of their working
week "to 47 hours on the 'one-break' system to come into
efifect on January 1, 1919, it being further agreed that
other
working conditions should be meantime maintained and present weekly time rates shall apply to the reduced working
hours," etc.
This agreement has also caused trouble just as that with
the drivers and enginemen. Trouble was experienced during
January, on the Lancashire & Yorkshire and the London,
Brighton & South Coast, over the introduction of the 47-^
hour week on those roads. On the former, the men at the
Formby power-house on the Liverpool and Southport electrified line wanted to be treated as engineers and not
as shopmen; as shopmen they did not get the 47 hours until February 1. The trouble on the Brighton road is caused by the
men at Lancing shops, who live at Brighton, desiring to be
paid for their traveling time.
Later despatches on Thursday say that the .strike of the enginemen and firemen on the electric lines has been extended to
he steam suburban and to a lesser degree to other services on
he London, Brighton & South Coast and the London & Southwestern, and that members of the National Union of Railwaymen were out on the Great Western at Plymouth. Traffic into
and out of London is being handled in so far as possible by t' tramways and busses and by motor trucks driven by militarmen.
The large numbers who have had to walk have been
much inconvenienced by snow and slush.
I
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lU'w

were

loioiiuitiv cs

week

federal control during ihe

Works

railroads under
oiidi'd January 25, as follows:

Number

Uoa<l

rC.

&•

7

Mobile & Ohio
•Duluth. Missabe & Norllu-ni..
J •Orcnon Short Line
Chic. R. I. & Pac

American

C-.

LC.

&

4
3
1

4
3

W

& N.

1

Typi-

USRA

.Mallet

USR.V 6-w. Sw.
USU.V Santa i"e
USR.V Mikado
USR.\ 6w. Sw.
lOw. Switch.
Mikado

i

I

R.

J. H. Regan, assistant secretary of the Pressed Steel Car
Company, has been transferred from the New York to the
Chicago ofiicc of that company.

W. R. Colklesser has been appointed purchasing agent of
Gadsden Car Works, Richmond, Va., vice W. F. H. Finke,
resigned to accept service with the United States Railroad

the

.\dministration.
J.

&

A. T.

Baldwin

«^

23

&
S.

Illinois C. R. R
-Atlantic Coast Line
I'hil.

R.

R

Total

Grand

Pacific

USRA

1

Mikado
Mikado
Mikado

1

Consol.

1

Mikado

2

& Reading

[.Penna.

3

6
3

I'"e

Mikado

D. Corby has resigned as

40

Three U. S. R. A. Santa Fe constructed for the Duluth, Missabe &
Northern, were shipped to Columbus, Ohio; and one U. S. R. A. Mikado
constructed for the Oregon Short Line was shipped to Cleveland, Ohio, to
be .stored as parts of emergency pools.
*

from the American Locomotive Company, for service

Portuguese East Africa.

The

Federated Mal.^y States Railways have ordered 12
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
shortage of rolling stock on these railForeign Railway News Section of the

locomotives from the
[A reference to the
ways appeared in the
Railzvay Age, issue of

Chinese Orders.

January

—The

24,

report,

page

Huntly H. Gilbert, who left the service of the Pressed Steel
Car Cotnpany and Western Steel Car & Foundry Company
at the start of the war, to enter the

275.]

given in some of the news-

papers and other places, to the effect that the Baldwin Locomotive Works has recently received orders for 34 locomotives
from railways in China, is not true, as the orders were placed
some time ago, and in one case at least were put on the books
The report in question outlined the
nearly two years ago.
South Manchuria Railway, 12; Pekinorders as follows:
Mukden, 14; Lunghai-Peinlo, 4, and the Shantung Railway, 4.

The South African Government Railways have ordered 40
Mountain type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company, and 30 of the same type from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. Of the 40 ordered from the American Locomotive
Company, 20 will have a total weight in working order of
200,000 lb., and 22 by 28 in. cylinders, and 20 will have a total
weight in working order of 195,000 lb., and 22 by 26 in.
cylinders.

Argentina (Cie
The Province of S.^NTA Fe Railroad
Frangaise des chemins de fer de la Province de Santa Fe) has
ordered 20 Pacific type locomotives from the American LocomoThese locomotives will have a total weight in
tive Company.
working order of 105,000 lb and 16 by 20 in. cylinders.
[The Province of Santa Fe Railroad is controlled by French
American
capital, its head offices being in Paris, and its South
headquarters being at Santa Fe. It operates about 1,200 miles
5,643
of meter-gage lines and owns about 160 locomotives and
of

freight cars.]

Freight Cars
Holland-St. Louis Sugar Company, Decatur, Ind., is
inquiring for two small side dump cars.
The Ferko Construction Company, Chicago, is inquiring for

The

one 48- ft, 110,000-lb.-capacity steel fiat car.
The Pussey-Jones Company, Gloucester
quiring for one 25-ton drop-bottom coal car.

City,

N.

J.,

is

in-

army

as captain in the

Ordnance Department at Washington, and later was commissioned major and transferred to the Rock Island Arsenal, has

manager of sales, western
Peoples Gas building, Chicago.
sistant

Robert Hudson, Ltd., Leeds, England, have ordered two Mogul type locomotives, weighing 37,000 lb., and with 11 by 16 in.
in

Louis district manager of
Company and has
Corby Supply Com-

re-entered the service of the above

Locomotives
cylinders,

St.

the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
assumed the active management of the
pany, of St. Louis.
for

Alden R. Ludlow, formerly vice-president of the Liquid
Carbonic Company of Chicago, assumed his new duties as
second vice-president and sales manager of the Air Reduction
Sales Company, Inc., New York, January I.
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named companies,
district,

located

as as425

at

Arthur F. Braid has been appointed sales manager of the
metal and alloy department of the Metal & Thermit Corporation. Mr. Braid went to the company seven years ago as a
traveling salesman, and after a few years of service in this
capacity was appointed assistant superintendent of the Jersey
City plant, in charge of the manufacture of carbonfree metals
and alloys. When llie United States entered the war, he
assumed active charge of the metal sales at the New York
office of the

company.

S. Reynolds, secretary of the Curtain Supply
Mr. RevCo., Chicago, died of pneumonia on January 20.
Prior to
nolds was with the Curtain Supply Co. since 1912.
that time he was with the Western Steel Car & Foundry Co.,
at Anniston, Ala., and the Pressed Steel Car Co. at Pittsburg, Pa., having been connected with their purchasing departments from 1905 to 1912. He left the Pressed Steel Car
Co. in 1912 to accept a position with the Curtain Supply Co.
and later was made assistant to general manager, and on
April 30, 1918, was elected secretary to succeed Holmes
Forsyth, who on that date became president.

Randolph

Railway Supply Dinner
The

Chicago

Railway

Equipment

Company

gave

its

twenty-sixth annual dinner at the Union League Club, Chicago, on the evening of February 4. There were present the
officers and directors of the company and also a large number of leading men in the railway supply and other industries.
The president of the company, E. B. Leigh, was toastmaster,
and the speakers were Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway
Age; William C. Cornwell, editor of the Bache Review; A. H.
MuUiken, president of Pettibone, MuUiken Company, and
James A. Emery, general counsel of the National Council
of Industrial Defense.
He
Mr. Dunn's subject was "The Railway Problem."
pointed out several measures which should be adopted in
order to make it feasible to return the railways to private
He
operation and make private operation a success.
especially emphasized the need for legislation to re-establish
railway credit, and upon this point said:
I wish to call attention particularly to the relatively small
ference in railway earnings which is required to make all
difference between adversity and prosperity, stagnation and
On December 31, 1917,
pansion, in the railroad industry.

dif-

the
exthe

February

7,
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property investment of our railways, as reported by the InterLet us call it
state Commerce Commission, was $19,000,000,000.
twenty billions in order to make simple the calculations I shall
base upon it. If the railways earn AYz per cent net operating in-

come on this amount, $900,000,000 a year, wc know from past
experience that the industry will be extremely unprosperous and
stagnant. This is approximately the average that was earned in
the five years 1911 to 1915, inclusive, when railway expansion
almost came to a stop. One billion net operating income would
produce 5 per cent. The industry would still be stagnant with
this rate of return.
On the other hand, if the net operating income amounted to $1,200,000,000, or an average of 6 per cent for
the railways as a whole, I believe the result would be reasonable
prosperity in the industry and a revival of the expansion.
Since no intelligent person would contend that the railways
should be restricted to less than 5 per cent, we are justified in saying that the settlement of the problem of railway credit hinges
mainly upon the determination of the question whether they shall
be allowed to earn more than 5 per cent, and, if so, how much
more. If they were allowed to earn 6 per cent, their net operating income would be only two hundred millions a year more than
if they were allowed to earn only 5 per cent.
Now, relatively, how much difference in the burden of rates to
be borne by the public would this difference of $200,000,000 a year
make? A year ago, the railways were paying about $2,000,000,000 a year in wages. Now they are paying about $2,800,000,000,
and when the pending advances to the train service employees are
granted, this will be increased to $2,900,000,000. Therefore, the
difference in net operating income required to make the difference
"between railway stagnation and expansion would be but 7 per cent
as great as the total wages now being paid, and only one-fifth as
great as the advances in wages which have been made within the
past year. A year ago the total earnings of the railways were
running at the rate of $4,300,000,000. Today they are running at
the rate of $5,400,000,000. Therefore, the difference in net operating income required to make the difference between railway stagnation and expansion would be less than 2 per cent as great as
the current earnings, and only one-fifth as great as the increase
in earnings which has occurred in the last year.
If the public is willing to pay in increased freight and passenger rates an advance of almost a billion dollars in wages in order
to satisfy railway labor, surely it ought to be willing to pay onefifth that much in order to make the difference between adversity
and prosperity, stagnation and expansion in the railway industry.
As a matter of fact, it would not cost the public a dollar to reestablish the credit of the railway companies by assuring them
a reasonable net return, and then returning the roads to private
operation.
In my opinion, if this were done, the manaorements
would soon effect economies by making needed improvements and
"by adopting better operatuig mfthods, which would save the coun1ry vastly more than $200,000,000 a year in operating expenses.
Mr. Cornwell discussed the subject of "Industrial Readjustment."
try,

He

laid special stress

and especially

to

American

upon the menace
labor, that

is

to indus-

presented by

The
the prevalent unrest and increasing unemployment.
situation is aggravated by the necessity for transferring industries from a war to a peace basis. The government has
available, he pointed out, a means of reducing the dangers
of the transition period to a minimum. The railways directly
and indirectly give employment to a large part of the people,
and there is no doubt as to the need for a large expansion of
railway facilities.
The adoption by the government of an
extensive program of rehabilitation of railroads and enlargement of their facilities would do more to tide industry over
the transition period and reduce unemployment to a minimum
than any other policy that could be adopted.
Mr. Mulliken, in a brief talk, emphasized the necessity for
an educational campaign to show labor the dangers of socialism and bolshevism, and referred to a movement which is
being inaugurated by business men in Chicago and New York
to carry on an educational campaign upon this subject.
Mr. Emery, in his talk, pointed out that every exertion of
the human body or mind for industrial purpose is properly
comprehended within the term "labor," and that all industrial
progress has been due, not merely to the physical exercise of
labor, but to improvements in industrial organizations, machinery and methods which have increased efficiency of pro'duction.
Whatever tends unduly to impair the rewards of
management and of capital will interfere with industrial
progress and ultimately destroy every industrial progress
from which labor benefits far more relatively than do employers and capitalists.
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Railway Financial News

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Speyer & Co. and Hayden,
Stone & Co. are offering $4,500,000 three-year 6 per cent collateral trust gold notes, due February 1, 1922.
The notes are
secured by $7,500,000 of the company's first and refunding
mortgage 4 per cent bonds, the bonds being pledged at 60.
The trust agreement will provide that the collateral security
shall, at all times, be equal at market price to not less than
120 per cent of the face amount of the notes outstanding. The
proceeds of the notes will be used for the settlement of the
claims, long in litigation, of the Colorado & Southern Railway growing out of contracts relating to the securities of the
Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway and the Galveston Terminal
Railway Company, and the use of their properties.

—

Smith, Subiaco & Eastern. Judge F. A. Youmans of the
United States District Court at Fort Smith, Ark., has confirmed the sale of this road to the Commonwealth Trust Company of St. Louis, Mo., for $50,000. Protests against the sale
were filed on behalf of stockholders who contended that the
bid was inadequate as the company had $200,000 worth of
property. Claims aggregating $460,000 have been filed and
hearing on these claims will be held on March 3.

IiiRT

Indianapolis & Frankfort.
cago & St. Louis,

— See

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati

&

Chi-

—

New York

Central. John Skelton Williams, director of the
division of finance of the Railroad Administration, is asking
bids from bankers on an issue of between $8,000,000 and $10,-

000,000

New York

Pennsylvania.— An

Central equipment trust certificates.
official

announcement

states that the stock-

holders at the annual meeting, on March 11, will be asked
to authorize an increase of $75,000,000 in the company's indebtedness, to be made at such times as may be prescribed by
the directors. The purpose is to provide for present and
future requirements, including obligations maturing during the

government for additions^ improvements and equipment expenditures made in connection with
government control and chargeable to the company. Through
unissued balances remaining from previous authorization, the

year, and reimbursing the

directors at present are empowered to increase the indebtedness by approximately $46,000,000. The additional $75,000,000
will bring the total authorization to $121,000,000.

—

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. The stockholders at a meeting in Pittsburgh on February 3 authorized an
increase in the indebtedness of the company by the issuance
of $35,000,000 of debenture gold bonds. They also authorized
the purchase of the Indianapolis & Frankfort Railroad for
$6,000,000, which gives the company a direct line of its own
between Louisville and Chicago. The contract with the government for the operation of the company's railroad during
the period of federal control was not ready for action, and the
stockholders adjourned to meet on February 17, 1919,. to take
up that question.

— Halsey,

& Co. and the Continental
Savings Bank of Chicago, are
99yi, yielding over 654 per cent, $25,000,000 three-

Southern Railway.

Stuart

and Commercial Trust and
offering at

year 6 per cent notes, due March

1,

1922.

Railway Construction
The Pennsylvania

—

Railroad, Western Lines. Work is now
being undertaken on a number of new buildings and other
facilities incident thereto in connection with a large car
repair plant in the east yards at Terre Haute, Ind. The following buildings are under construction or contemplated:
Office building, women's locker room, men's locker room,
paint shop, freight car repair shop, storeroom building, planing mill, extension to power house and material and scrap
bins.
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Railroad Administration
Central
Charles F. Patterson, licrctofore counsel for claims in the
Division of I-aw, has been appointed assistant general counsel, with office at Washington.
Ballard Dunn has resigned as assistant actuary of the Railroad Administration in charge of the Bi'reau for Suggestions
and Complaints to become connected with the United States
War Risk Bureau. Mr. Dunn was formerly special repre-

Union

Pacific.

Regional
Car Service Section at
Wash., has been appointed car service assistant to
L. C. Gilman, district director at Seattle. Mr Roth's duties
will be to supervise all car supply and car distribution matters
on the roads in the Puget Sound district, to secure reports
from the roads concerning car service and transportation
matters, to issue orders covering the local distribution of
cars of all classes between railroads in the territory, to supervise the terminal situation at all principal points, to keep in
touch with the operating conditions in the district and to
secure reports indicating the movement of cars in and out
of the district, to gather information as to probable requirements for cars of all classes for loading and to continue, as
at present, to act as zone embargo chairman.
J.

C. Roth, representative of the

Seattle,

Ray, chief engineer of the Delaware, Lackaofifice at Hoboken, N. J., has been
granted leave of absence, and has been appointed en-jineering

George

J.

wanna & Western, with
assistant to the regional
director of the Eastern

Region, with headquar-

York. He
ters at
will also perform such
other special duties as
may be assigned to him.

New

Mr. Ray was born on
March 24, 1876, at Metamora, Woodford county, 111., and was graduated from the University of Illinois in 1898

with

the

degree

ot

batchelor of science, and
in 1910 received the de-

gree

of

engineer

civil

from the same university.

lias

been extended over

Charles H. Hix, federal manager of the
Portsmoulii Bclt-Linc Railroad and the Hampton
Roads Railroad 'rcrmiiials, with headquarters at Norfolk,
Va., has been extended over the Virginian Railroad.

&

W.

In 1916, Lafayette

gave him
honorary degree of
G. J. Ray
In
doctor of science.
behe
1898,
May,
gan railway work as a chainman on the Illinois Central and
subsequently served consecutively as rodman, inspector, instrumentman and assistant engineer. From March, 1901, to
March of the following year he was supervisor of track,
and then for one year was roadmaster on the same road.
On March IS, 1903, he went to the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western as division engineer, at Scranton, Pa. From September, 1908, to January 1, 1909, he was with T. Burke, railroad contractor, at Scranton, and in January, 1909, he returned to the service of the D. L. & W., as chief engineer.
His appointment as engineering assistant to the regional
director of the Eastern Region became effective on February 1.

manager

of the Central of Georthe Sylvania Central, the Wadley Southern and the Wrightsville & Tennille, has been appointed Federal manager also of the Augusta Southern and
the Georgia & Florida, with office at Savannah, Ga.

A. Winburn,

gia, the Louisville

sentative of the

Baltimore, Md.,

6

riie jurisdiction of

Norfolk
sniiiiiiiiimiiiiHiui

at

No

Morgantown & Kingwood.

the

Railway

Vol. 66.

l-'ederal

& Wadley,

H. C. May has been appointed federal manager of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville and the Cincinnati Indianapolis & Western, with headquarters at Chicago, both roads having been released from the jurisdiction of E. M. Costin, federMr. May's photograph appeared in the Railway
al manager.
July 18, 1918, on page 125. Previous to his appointment
as federal manager, Mr. May was general superintendent of
tie Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.

.\iic

Leroy Kramer, federal manager of the St. Louis-San
Texas and the Missouri,
I'rancisco, the Missouri, Kansas
()klahonia & Gulf, has extended the authority of the follow-

&

ing officers of the Katy & Frisco over the last named line:
C. N. Whitehead, general manager; C. Haile, traffic manager;
W. F. Evans, general solicitor; J. G. Livengood, general auditor; G. E. Scott, purchasing agent, and S. G. Hoag, indusThe headquarters of these officers will
trial commissioner.
he at St. Louis, Mo.

Operating

W.

Rector has been appointed chief despatcher of the
Southern Railroad Lines, Richmond division, vice Joseph
Byrd, granted leave of absence on account of sickness.
J.

F. A. Stine has been appointed superintendent of dining
car and restaurant service of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, with office at Hoboken, N. J., vice J. L. Smith.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

W.

P. Dewar has been appointed acting Federal treasurer
of the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, with headquarters at
Muskogee, Okla.
Piper, paymaster of the Boston & Maine; the
River; the Barre & Chelsea; the St.
Champlain, and the York Harbor &
Johnsbury
Beach, with office at Boston, Mass., was at his own request
relieved of his duties on February 1, after 38 years' service
with the Boston & Maine; Nathaniel G. Hill has been appointed paymaster to succeed Mr. Piper.

Henry M.

Montpelier

& Wells
& Lake

Newhouse,

assistant federal auditor of the Minneapolis,
Sault Sainte Marie, has been appointed federal
auditor, vice C. W. Gardner, resigned to accept service with
the corporation; J. F. Heberle has been appointed assistant
federal auditor to succeed Mr. Newhouse, and B. E. McCune,
auditor of disbursements, has been appointed assistant audi-

B.

St.

Paul

&

tor; all with

headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.

L'niversity

Traffic

the

Federal and General Managers
The
the

jurisdiction

Baltimore

&

of C. W. Galloway, federal manager of
Ohio, Eastern lines, and associated lines.

The

Nat Duke, general freight agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, has been changed to freight
traffic manager, and the title of G. A. CuUen has been changed
from general passenger agent to passenger traffic manager,
title

of

both with headquarters at New York. J. L. Smith, superintendent of dining car and restaurant service, with office at
New York, has been appointed division passenger agent,
with headquarters at Newark, N. J.

W.

Crush, general passenger agent of the Missouri,
of Texas (excluding the Trinity branch and
Great Northern), Houston Sc Texas Central
the
and the Union Terminal of Dallas, has been appointed passenger traffic manager of all roads under the jurisdiction of J.
S. Pyeatt, to succeed J. L. West, who has resigned to engage
in other business.
J. S. Hershey, general freight agent of
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the Texas Midland and the
Terminal,
has been appointed freight traffic
Houston Belt &
manager of all roads under the authority of Mr. Pyeatt.
G.

& Texas
Beaumont &

Kansas

February

7,
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Messrs. Hershey and Crush will have their headquarters at
Dallas, Tex.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
L. Carver has been appointed engineer of tests of the
Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with
headquarters at the Burnside shops, Chicago, to succeed
M. W. Kramer, deceased.
J.

J. H. Knowles has been appointed chief engineer in charge
of construction and maintenance of way and structures of
the Western Pacific, the Tidewater Southern, and the Deep
Creek, to succeed T. J. Wyche, who has resigned.

C. J. Kelloway, signal engineer of the Atlantic Coast Line,
with office at Wilmington, N. C, has been appointed superintendent of signals, in charge of construction and mainte-

nance of signals and interlocking plants on the Atlantic
Coast Line, the Winston-Salem Southbound and the Tampa
Southern.

M. Kinkead, supervisor

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at
J.
Altoona, Pa., has been appointed division engineer of the
Trenton division, with headquarters at Trenton, N. J., succeeding H. H. Garriques, who has been transferred as division
engineer to the Philadelphia Terminal division, at West
Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding John Atlee, deceased.

M. O'Rourke, track supervisor on the Illinois Central,
Carbondale, 111., has been promoted to roadmaster on the

G.
at

Indiana division, with headquarters at Mattoon, 111., to succeed F. B. Oren, who has been transferred to the Illinois
division, with headquarters at Champaign, 111.
Mr. Oren
succeeds W. C. Costigan, who has been assigned to other
duties.

Louis L. Tallyn, division engineer of the Delaware, Lackaat Scranton, Pa., has assumed the duties
of chief engineer with the title of acting chief engineer during
the absence of G. J. Ray, chief engineer, who is serving as
engineering assistant to the regional director of the Eastern

wanna & Western,

Region. Mr. Tallyn was born at Benson, 111., and was educated in the University of Illinois, where he received the
degree of B. S. in C. E. He began railway work on June 1,
1901, as instrumentman on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
and the following year he became transitman on the Illinois
Central. From 1903 to 1904 he served as division engineer on
the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville, now the Chesapeake &
Ohio of Indiana, and then entered the service of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western as assistant engineer. He remained in that position until 1910 and then became superintendent of water service. Since 1911 he served as division
engineer until his recent appointment as acting chief engineer
of the same road, as above noted.

Purchasing
The

jurisdiction of

W.

J.

Diehl, general storekeeper of the

Mobile & Ohio, with headquarters at Mobile,
extended over the Gulf, Mobile & Northern.

Ala., has

been

C. L. Nash has been appointed division storekeeper of the
Mobile & Ohio, with headquarters at Tuscaloosa, Ala., succeeding T. S. Edgell, who has been transferred to other
duties.

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. W.

Collin, Jr., assistant general counsel of the Pennsylvania Lines West, representing the corporation, has resigned to become a member of the law firm of Borders,

Walter

&

Burchmore.

Cecil Edward Friend, who has been appointed controller
the Canadian National Railways, with headquarters at
Toronto, Ont., as has already been announced in these colof

umns, was born on October 12, 1871, at Brighton, England,
and was educated in private schools. He began railway work
on December 1, 1893, with the Canadian Pacific as private
secretary to the traffic manager, at Winnipeg, Man. In Oc-

tober, 1896, he

379
became stenographer and the following June

was appointed

chief clerk and accountant in the office of the
superintendent of the Canadian Northern, at Winnipeg. He
later served as auditor, and from July 1, 1910, as general
auditor at Winnipeg, on the same road, until his appointment as controller of the Canadian National Railways, with
office at Toronto, Ont., as above noted.

Operating

The

jurisdiction of T. J.

Lowe,

fuel agent, of the

Canadian

National Railways, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man., has
been extended to include all Western lines.

W.

E. Leith has been appointed superintendent and genand passenger agent of the Sewell Valley Railroad Company, with headquarters at Rainelle, W. Va., vice
R. E. Shinn, deceased.
eral freight

F. S. Elliott, chief operating officer of the Spokane & Inland Empire, with headquarters at Spokane, Wash., resigned on February 1, and the position of chief operating
officer has been abolished.
J. F. Gannaway, assistant superintendent, with office at Spokane, has been appointed superintendent.

Traffic

O. Apps, general baggage agent of the Canadian Pacific,
with office at Montreal, Que., has been appointed general
agent, mail, baggage and milk traffic, with office at the same
J.

place.

The general manager for the receiver of the Manistee &
North-Eastern announces that F. A. Mitchell has resigned
the office of general traffic manager, and that office has been
abolished.
D. Riely, general freight and passenger agent,
with office at Manistee, Mich., will in future handle all matters pertaining to traffic.
S. Osborne Scott, whose appointment as general passenger
agent of the Canadian National Railways, with jurisdiction
over lines west of Port Arthur, Ont., Armstrong and Duluth,
Minn., was announced in the Railway

Age

January 24, was
St. Andrews,
Man., in 1881.
He
graduated from the
University of Manitoba
in 1901, and immediateof

born

ly

at

entered the service

of the

Canadian North-

ern as a junior clerk in
the audit department.
In 1903 he became a
clerk in the traffic manager's office at Winnipeg, Man., which position he held in 1907,
when he took charge of
the ticket stock, baggage and advertising.
In 1910 he was appointed traveling passenger
S. O. Scott
agent, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., but later was removed to Winnipeg as
chief clerk in the passenger department.
From 1911 to the
date of his recent appointment as general passenger agent
His new
he has been assistant general passenger agent.

headquarters will be at Winnipeg.

The following appointments have been made on the Canadian National Railways, effective January 25: James Morrison, assistant general passenger agent of the Canadian
Northern, lines east of Port Arthur, has been appointed assistant general passenger agent, and J. E. LeBlanc, district
passenger agent of the Canadian Government Railways, has
been appointed district passenger agent, both with offices at
Montreal, Que., and with jurisdiction over Garneau, Levis
and west to North Bay, Smiths Falls and Brockville; H. C.
Bourlier has been appointed assistant general passenger
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agent, witli office at Toronto, Ont., and witli jurisdiction
over Hrockvillc. Sniitlis I""alls and west to Port Arthur.
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tariffs and subdivisions
west of Port Arthur, Ont., Armstrong and Duluth.

charge of publication of

James Edward,

division freiglit agent of the Grand Trunk,
ntlawa, Ont., has been appointed division
freight aKiMit, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., vice
G. T. Pcttigrew, resi^tied to go into other bu.sine.S9. R. J. S.
Weatherston, (iivision freight agent at Stratford, succeeds
Mr. luhvard and Vivian G. Snell, commercial agent at Moncwitli

olVice

M. Macrae, whose appointment

Engineering and Rolling Stock

as

freight

assistant

agent,

A. L. Grabum, assistant superintendent of rolling stock of
the Canadian Northern, with ofiice at Toronto, (Jnt., has been
appointed general fuel agent of the Canadian National Railways, with office at Toronto.

at

Purchasing
E. H. O'Neil, general superintendent and purchasing agent
of the Manistee & Northeastern, with office at Manistee,
Mich., has resigned and the office of general superintendent
has been abolished. W. D. Manchester has been appointed
purchasing agent to succeed Mr. O'Neil.

general

Canadian National Railways, lines west
and .\rinstron.g, Ont., and Duluth, Minn.,
was announced in the Railway Age of January 24, was born
He entered the service of
at Sfornoway, Scotland, in 1884.
the Canadian Northern at Winnipeg, Man., in 1906, in the
accounting department. In 1907 he went with the Canadian
freight agent of
of Tort .\rthur

tlie

Obituary

Pacific as a stenograi)lier in the oOice of the assistant freight
manager, remaining with that company as tariff clcik,
assistant chief clerk and chief clerk in the freight traffic de-

John B. Frost, superintendent of transportation for the
Oliver & Snyder Steel Company, Union Town, Pa., died
January 30, age 67. Mr. Frost served for 25 years with the
Baltimore & Ohio in various capacities and has been head
of the Oliver & Snyder transportation department for the

traflic

until 1911, when he entered the service of the
Imperial Oil, Ltd. (Canadian subsidiary of the Standard Oil
Company), in charge of traflic matters in western Canada.
In 1912 he re-entered the service of the Canadian Northern
as district freight agent at Saskatoon, Sask., remaining in
that capacity until the date of his promotion to assistant
general freight agent.

partment

R. Creelman, assistant passenger traffic manager of the
Canadian National Railways, lines west of Port .'\rthur, Armstrong, Ont., and Duluth, Minn., willi headquarters at Win-

whose

Man.,

nipeg,

appointment was announced in the Raihijay
Age of January 24, began railway work with
the
1890.

Grand Trunk in
He was consecu-

tively junior clerk, ticket

clerk

(Toronto,

(depot

office)

clerk

to

Ont.,

clerk

ticket

office),

and chief

the

district

passenger

agent until
1900, when he went to
the
Canadian Pacific
as

rate

clerk

in

the

passenger
department
He beat Winnipeg.

came

chief

for the

Canadian North-

clerk

rate

ern in 1901, and

became

lines

ill

ton, N. B., has been i)ro!notcd to division
Stratford, to succeed Mr. Weatherston.
J.

for

in

city ticket

1902

agent

Creelman
for the Northern Pacific
at Winnipeg. Re-entering the employ of the Canadian Northern in 1906, as traveling passenger agent with headquarters
at St. Paul, Minn., he was subsequently commercial agent,
with headquarters at St. Paul, assistant general passenger
agent at Winnipeg, and in 1911 was appointed general passenger agent, which position he held until his recent appointment as assistant passenger traffic manager of the Canadian

National Railways.

Walter Hately, whose appointment as assistant general
freight agent of the Canadian National Railways, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man., has already been announced in
these columns, was born on March 5, 1887, at Brantford, Ont.,
and was educated in the public schools of his native town
and at Collegiate Institute.
He began railway work in
March, 1904, with the Grand Trunk as a clerk in the local
freight office at Hamilton, Ont., and in August, 1908, he be-

came an accountant in the superintendent's office at Toronto.
From September of the following year to October, 1913, he
was a clerk in the freight tarifif bureau of the same road at
Montreal, and then served for two years as a clerk in the
freight tariff bureau of the Canadian Northern, at Winriipeg.
From October, 1915, he was chief of the tariff bureau of the
Canadian Northern, until his recent appointment as assistant
general freight agent of the Canadian National Railways, in

past 18 years.

'

David B. Keeler, vice-president of the Fort Worth & Denver City, the Fort Worth & Denver Terminal, the Wichita
Valley, the Wichita Falls & Oklahoma, the Stanford &
Nortliwestern and the Abilene & Northern, died on February 1, at Fort Worth, Tex., after an operation. He was 70
Mr. Keeler began railroad service in 1871 with
years old.
the Denver Pacific, remaining with that road until 1875, when
he became agent for the Colorado Central at Golden, Colo.
Subsequently he held various positions with the Col<?rado
Central and St. Louis Pacific and in 1890 he became assistant
general freight agent of the Union Pacific at Denver, Colo.
In 1899 he entered the employ of the Fort Worth & Denver
City as general freight and passenger agent, being elected
vice-president and traffic manager in 1899, and vice-president
In 1907, he was also elected vice-president of the
in 1906.
Wichita Valley.
Francis La Bau, traffic assistant to the regional director,
Eastern Region, died on February 1, at his home in Tarrytown, N. Y. He was born on December 13, 1859, at Rahway,
N. J., and was educated
at

the

Moravian

Insti-

Nazareth, Pa. He
began railway work in
1879, as local waybill
clerk on the Pennsylvania Railroad at Phila-

_

tute,

delphia, Pa., and subse-

quently
served in
various positions in the

same

office

until

when he became

1882,

a clerk

the division freight
of
the
United
Railroads of New Jersey division.
He then
served consecutively as
secretary to the freight
traffic manager of the
in

office

New York, West Shore
& Buffalo, and as chief
clerk to the traffic

ager of the

man-

Francis

La Bau

West

Shore.
From 1891 to January, 1893, he was assistant general freight
agent of the same road and was then promoted to general
freight agent.
In July, 1904, he became assistant freight
traffic manager of the New York Central & Hudson River
and the West Shore. In May, 1907, he was promoted to
From
freight traffic manager of the New York Central.

December, 1914, to August 1, 1917, he was freight traffic
manager of the lines east of Buffalo. He was then appointed
traffic manager of the same lines, and since June, 1918,
served as traffic assistant to the regional director, Eastern
Region, with office at New York.

—

Since incorporation, the Southern Railway has been financed
The
under the auspices of J. P. Morgan & Company.
company's stock had been held in a
Morgan
voting trust until June 30, 1914, and

Morgan & Company were the domi^^^^ factors in this voting trust. Last
week, however, when the Southern
Railway sold $25,000,000 notes to refund notes which fall
due March 1, the underwriting was done by a Chicago
Morgan
syndicate, headed by Halsey, Stuart & Company.
& Company gave out a short statement to the effect that the
Chicago syndicate did it with their (Morgan's) blessing.
The notes were offered to the public at 99 J4. and run three
years at 6 per cent, making the interest yield slightly over
6J4 per cent to the investor. Everybody knows that there is
no love lost between John Skelton Williams, controller of
the currency, and the National City Bank, the National
Probably Mr.
City Company and Morgan & Company.
Williams was only too glad to see someone go in and underbid Morgan & Company for Southern Railway financing.
Now comes the test, however, as to whether or not these
notes can be sold at the price at which Halsey, Stuart &
Company have to offer them to make any profit on the
If any set
bid which they made to the railway company.
of bankers, either in New York or in the west, are misjudging the bond market and are unduly pessimistic as to
the price at which railroad securities can be sold, it is for
the public good that someone else should have the courage of
his convictions and prove the more pessimistic bankers
wrong.
The sale, sometime ago, of $50,000,000 bonds by
the Pennsylvania, through Kuhn, Loeb & Company, was
If this sale of Southern Railway
eminently successful.
notes should prove anything like the same sort of success,
it would be a most encouraging sign for the railway situa-

and the

Southem Railway

tion in general.

As pointed out

an

on the

activities of our railway
elsewhere in this issue, the
military organization of our transportaAn Army Practice tion corps has necessitated the mainApplied to
tenance of a personnel bureau the duty
o^ which is to keep a careful record of
the Railroads
the education, experience and performance of every enlisted man and officer in the service.
Those who have had experience under this plan are convinced of its value in helping discover weaknesses in the
organization and in making possible the ready application
of remedial measures. The question has arisen in the minds
of some of our railway officers in France whether the personnel bureau scheme could not be profitably adopted by the
railroads of this country.
Under existing conditions here it
is too often the case that, while weaknesses become evident,
they are not traced to their sources. Under the method used
in France the discovery of inefficiency in any department
has led to a careful examination of the individual records
of officers and employees in that branch to see if the source
of the trouble could not be found.
In this connection it is
pointed out that the work of the personnel bureau might be
vitiated if it were subordinated to any one railroad department. The independence of its activities is essential to its
success, and accordingly it is proposed that the bureau be

forces

in

in

France,

article

published
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under the authority of the chief executive federal
manager, general manager or president, as the case may be.
The objection may be raised, and perhaps not without reason, that it will be difficult to establish successfully any fair
method of rating the work of railroad men. Many of their
activities are not sufficiently tangible to render unnecessary
the exercise of a wide range of discretion on the part of
supervisory officers.
Certainly, however, the desirability
of the establishment of personnel bureaus is well worth condirectly

sidering.

While several of the monthly reports of freight trafi&c movement and car performance issued by the Operating Statistics

Freight Traffic
Statistics

Section of the Railroad Administration
have shown gains in efficiency, the re-

port covering

1918

does

the

not

full

calendar year

make an

especially
strong showing for government control
as compared with that of the year before. While the volume
of traffic as measured by net ton miles of freight handled
shows an increase of 1.8 per cent and the net ton miles per
mile of road per day increased from 5121 to 5210, the report
also shows that this was done with an average increase of 2.9
per cent in freight cars on line.
While car efficiency has

for 1918

been increased by heavier loading, credit for which must be
shared with the shippers and the Food Administration, the
full gain in this item is not reflected in the train loading
figures and the average mileage per car per day fell below
the record for 1917. While the tormage per car was increased
from 27 to 29.1 or 7.8 per cent, the increase in the average
tonnage per train was increased only from 653 to 682, or 4.4
per cent. The miles per car per day fell off from 26.1 to 24.9,
or 4.6 per cent, and the net ton miles per car day decreased
from 495 to 490, a reduction of 1 per cent. The increase of
1.8 per cent in net ton miles was handled with a reduction of
2.5 per cent in train miles and of 2.1 per cent in car miles,
but the decrease of 5.6 per cent in loaded car miles was to a
considerable extent offset by an increase in the empty car
mileage of 6.1 per cent, the percentage of loaded to total car
miles having been reduced from 70.2 to 67.7. The percentage
of unserviceable cars also shows a slight increase, from 5.6
per cent in 1917 to 5.7 in 1918. While the railroad system
under federal control has handled a slightly larger traffic in
1918 than was handled in 1917, at an increase in expenses
of $1,200,000,000, the report of the Operating Statistics Section shows that the principal aspect of increased efficiency
was in heavier car loading and to a lesser extent in the train
leading.

five of General Order No. 8, issued February
which reads: "No discrimination will be made in
the employment, retention or condiAbolition
of employees
tions
of employment
because of membership or nonmemberof

By paragraph
21, 1918,

ship in labor organizations." Director
General McAdoo opened the door for
labor unions to enter the raiLway field on all sides and to
thoroughly develop and perfect their organizations.
This
has been done.
By supplement No. 4 to General Order No.
27, issued in midsummer, he tended to discourage the railway

Piecework

!
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cinploveos from working piecework by grartting a nmUrial
iiurcaso in the hourly wago, with no adjustments in tlie
The difference between the piecework
rale.
l)ieeework
rate and the hourly wage was so great that only those
of exceptional al)ility and agility could, with the unadjusted

Early Action Regarding
the Railways

Two

rate,

retrenchment being carried out applies not only to additions

and betterments, which would require capital expenditures,
but also to maintenance and renewals, which would be
chargeable mainly to operation.
With the reduction of traffic and earnings which has occurred and is still continuing, the Railroad Administration
is justified in effecting every economy which will not unduly impair the service rendered or cause deterioration of
the physical properties or prevent making up deferred main-

ployees themselves and that the railroads under government
control be governed by the will of "a substantial majority."
The returns are nearly complete. With the men now so
thoroughly organized and with such a small number of employees able to make piecework pay under the discriminatory
Efficiency and output have
rates, there is but one answer.
been sacrificed to further what organized labor believes to be
to its interest, whereas, the truth is, the complete abolition of
piecework will result in a decline of efficiency which will be
harmful to all concerned and most of all to labor itself.

tenance.

Punch

W

like murmur that can be heard on approaching any
government-run institution. This attitude is a slow poison
and an ambitious man might as well acquire a drug habit as
Since the
to surrender himself to its deadening embrace.
signing of the armistice railroad men have been exposed to
this poisonous influence in a doubly dangerous way. Added to
the dulling influence that accompanies all bureaucratic regimes, there is the added uncertainty, for the railroad man,
There is only one way to
in regard to his future employer.
overcome this, and that is to fight, and fight hard against it.

Fall back on your self-respect, refuse to let petty injustices
weigh on your mind, stand out for w^hat you know to be
right

This applies all down the line; to the mechanical and engineering departments as well as to the operating department.
"staiidIf the mechanical department is being supplied with
ardized material" which is uneconomical and does not give
satisfactory service, the foreman and the master mechanic
should bring this fact forcibly to the attention of superior ofThe same is true in the engineering department as
ficers.
regards supervisors and division engineers. In the operating

unsatisfactory.

I'Koiii.F.MS

from a war to a peace Ijasis. This problem can
and should be solved almost immediately. The polic)' of

tions that the question of whether or not the piecework system should be abolished entirely be put to a vote of the em-

department if materials or conditions are unsatisfactory and
uneconomical, complaint must be made to higher officers.
The true state of affairs can only become knovm to federal
managers, regional directors and the central administration
by each officer down the line vigorously and fearlessly protesting against conditions which, in his judgment, are wrong.
Surely, the American railroad man is not going to lose
his punch because of a touch of government operation and
The
a temporary combination of adverse circumstances.
master mechanic, the division engineer, the trainmaster and
superintendent are having a hard row to hoe, but it is no
harder and not as deep and broad as that which the federal
manager has to hoe; and it is the falsest sort of philosophy
If conditions
to give up to a feeling of "What's the use."
are wrong, each man has got to put his shoulder to the wheel
to right them, and it is helping neither the federal manager
nor the central administration to refrain from protesting
against materials or conditions which are uneconomical and

K.Aii.WAV

transition

increased hourly rate to make piecework attractive to
To make the victory for the hourly rate complete
them.
Director General Mc.\(Ioo on December 31 issued instructhe

Don't Lose Your

Needed

One is
Confront tlie country.
the problem of the ultimate disposition of the railroads.
This cannot i)c solved during the present session of Congress.
The otiier is the i:)roblem presented by the policy of
drastic retrenchment which is now being followed, and
which if persisted in will have a very iiad effect upon the
industry and workers of the nation during the period of

earn more tiian was paid under the hourly
Those who could not compete with the increased
rate.
hourly rate naturally saw tlie futility of exerting themselves
for no monetary gain and their output accordingly declined.
There were, however, quite a few who still were able by
their diligence and skilfullness to earn sufficiently more than

piecework
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It is plain that the railroads are overmanned in many
The public should not be compelled to pay
departments.
in the form of rates or taxes the wages of men or the cost
But both the present
of materials which are not needed.
and the future welfare of the public demands that all the
men shall be employed, and all the materials shall be
bought and used that are needed to offset deferred maintenance and to put the properties in condition to handle not
only present, but future business.
The Railroad Administration is not following a policy
of rigorous retrenchment because it really desires to.
It is
following it mainly because the government, as an operator
The revolving fund
of railways, is practically bankrupt.
of $500,000,000 which was provided by Congress last year
is
almost exhausted, and the railways are not earning
enough and operating income to pay the guarantees of standard return to the companies.
In consequence, the Railroad
Administration is getting into sore need of funds. With
its deficit rapidly growing, it cannot carry out an adequate
program of maintenance, much less an adequate program of
additions and betterments, unless and until Congress provides it more money.
Director General Hines has asked
for a new revolving fund of $750,000,000.
This will be
needed whether government operation is continued or the
railways are returned to private operation.
The legislation
necessary to provide it should be passed at the present session of Congress.
It is difficult to see how, unless this is
done, the policy of retrenchment in maintenance can be discontinued until Congress meets again.
If the policy of retrenchment is continued unabated it
will have serious effects, not only upon the railroads, but
upon other industries. The Railway Age in its issue of
February 7, page 337, published letters from twenty-seven
railway supply concerns clearly indicating what will be the
effects upon the railway supply industry unless the Railroad
Administration soon begins to place larger orders.
A continuance of the present policy means calamity to the railway supply industry and its employees. Furthermore, the
railway supply industry is so large and extends so widely
over the country that if it is compelled to close its plants
and discharge its men, the effects will be felt by concerns
and their employees in almost every other line of industry.
Congress should not adjourn without providing a new revolving fund for the Railroad Administration, and the
sooner this is done, the better it will be for the entire nation.
With respect to additions and betterments, which require
capital expenditures these caiuiot be made without concerted action by the Railroad Administration and the comWhile the future of the railpanies that own the railways.

February

14,
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is so completely undetermined, neither the Railroad
Administration nor the companies will be disposed to enter
upon large projects for extensions and permanent improveCongress cannot at its present session pass legislaments.
The time is too
tion finally to settle the railroad question.
It will soon have before it, however, enough data,
short.
arguments and plans to reach as complete and constructive
a solution as it would have if it continued to consider the
This being
subject for five years, or even for ten years.
the case, the legislation needed for a permanent solution
That
could and should be passed during the present year.
is, it could be if an early special session of the next Congress should be called soon after the adjournment of the
Therefore, the course which should be
present Congress.
taken by the government in dealing with the present railway

ways

situation is clear.
First, the present

Congress should promptly pass legisla-

tion providing the Railroad Administration with a

new and

adequate revolving fund.
Second, the new Congress should be called together in
extra sessions soon after March 4, and should as speedily
as practicable draft and adopt the legislation which is clearly
needed and which the nation obviously wants, providing for
the early return of the railways to the management of their
owners under conditions which will render it practicable for
the companies to operate their properties efficiently and economically, and to enter immediately upon a program of
additions and betterments which will tend to equip the railways satisfactorily to handle the commerce of the country
when business again becomes normal.
Every citizen, every business concern, every commercial
organization, that is anxious to promote the public welfare,
both during the present period of transition and during the
period of great opportunity for American business which
will follow it, should urge upon the Administration and
Congress the need for action along these lines.

Enormous Increase

in

Expenses

THE

STATISTICS of railway earnings and expenses for
December 1918, as reported by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, show that the downward trend of railway net operating income continued through that month.
As pointed out by the Railway Age in an editorial in its
for January 24, page 236, net operating per month
income steadily declined from $128,000,000 in August to
In December, for 175 large
$57,000,000 in November.
issue

roads,

it

was only $23,000,000.
in December was due almost

The bad showing

entirely

In December, 1917,
an increase of operating expenses.
the weather and other operating conditions were as bad as
were ever known, and yet the operating expenses of the railways included in the Commission's report were only $238,In December, 1918, the weather conditions were
582,000.
as favorable to economical operation as were ever known,
and yet the expenses were over $375,282,000, making an
increa.se over December, 1917, of $136,700,000.
Undoubtedly this enormous increase in expenses was
partly due to the fact that large retroactive advances in
wages were charged into the December accounts.
On the
other hand, there are still large wage advances to be made
to the train service employees and the Railroad Administration is not making adequate expenditures for maintenance
which would be chargeable to operating expenses.
The
December figures alone would indicate that operating ex-

to

penses are increasing at the rate of over $1,600,000,000 a year.
It is to be feared that when all necessary adjustments in the
accounts are made, and advances in wages now pending are
granted, it will be found that for handling a corresponding
amount of traffic, operating expenses are running at the rate
of $1,500,000,000 a year more than those of 1917

The
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statistics for

showing the

December are accompanied by statistics
same roads for the twelve months

results of the

The 175 large roads included, having a mileage of
214,000 miles, had an increase in earnings during the entire
year of $824,000,000, or 21.6 per cent; an increase in expenses of $1,090,000,000, or 40 per cent; and a reduction
of operating income of $265,000,000, or almost 30 per cent.
Of the increase in total earnings, over $600,000,000 must
have been due to advances in rates. Without the advances
in rates the Railroad Administration would have had a
deficit at the end of the year exceeding three quarters of a

of 1918.

billion dollars.

In spite of the enormous increase in expenses, officials of
the Railroad Administration continue to point out economies

which have been effected. These economies are real, but
most of them cannot be permanent.
For example, R. H.
Aishton estimates the economies he has effected during the
year, first as director of the Western Region and later of the
Northwestern Region, at $34,000,000. It is a notable fact,
however, that Mr. Aishton's statistics show that over $23,000,000 of these economies were effected by reductions of
passenger train service, most of which cannot be continued
permanently.
On the whole, the available statistics indicate that the
present system of government operation of the railways
would have proved enormously more expensive than private
operation, even in the absence of any advances in wages.

A
A

B.

Billion Dollar

Garretson, president of

tlie

"Germ"
Order of Railway Con-

•
ductors, testifying on behalf of 14 railroad labor organizations, claiming to represent 1,900,000 employees, told
the Senate committee that the three other brotherhood execu-

and many of the heads of the other organizations had
been opposed to government ownership on principle all their
lives, but had been converted by the experience of the past
year under govermnent operation of the railroads.
He said

tives

that government operation

had not had a fair trial as to its
year but that the employees had seen
in it the "germ" of what might be made of it after a fair trial.
Therefore the representatives of the 14 organizations had unqualifiedly endorsed the plan proposed last week on behalf of
the brotherhoods by their counsel, Glenn E. Plumb, which has
been characterized as a plan for "government ownership and
brotherhood operation."
The particular aspect of government operation during the
past year which has been most visible to the employees has
been the increases in wages awarded them by Mr. McAdoo,
which are now estimated at between $800,000,000 and $900,000,000 a year and which will be increased by possibly $60,efficiency

during

its first

000,000 to $100,000,000 by the latest demands of the brotherIf this is merely the "germ," the future possibilities
looming up in the minds of the leaders of the brotherhoods

hoods.

and of the ten other organizations affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor with whom they have joined forces must
be rather interesting. Some of the roots and branches which
might be developed from such a germ were described in the
statement presented before the committee last week by Mr.
Plumb. He proposed that the government buy the railroads
by issuing its bonds in exchange for the outstanding securities, furnish all the working capital, and turn the operation
over to a corporation administered by a board of directors,
one-third to be chosen by the classified employees, one-third
by the President of the United States presumably by and
with the advice and consent of the brotherhoods and the
American Federation of Labor and one-third by the appointed officers.
After the plan got under way the officers
would be appointed by this board of directors and no remarkable gift of vision is required to discern another germ in this
part of the scheme.

—

—

—
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Mr. Garretson spoke of furnishing transportation not for
he said tluit no effort had been made
Mr. Tlumb's plan
to settle on all the details of the plan.
contenii)latcd profits, to be divided one-Iialf to tlie government
and one-half to the employees in the fomi of a wage dividend.
VVitli tlie enii)loyees electing and assisting to elect the directors, who would appoint tiie officers, wc can readily see how
Mr. Garretson's ideal of transportation without profits might
be attained, but Mr. Tlumb presents a sample array of figures
from which, Ijy assuming an operating ratio of 70 per cent,
he produced a profit, after payment of li.xed charges, of $500,000,000 to be divided equally ijctwecn the government, whicli
would furnish all tlie capital, and the employees, who would
have been paid their wages. This would leave $250,000,000
for a wage dividend, which, divided among 2,000.000 employees, would give an average of $125 to each.
After the precedents set by Mr. McAdoo in the way of two
or three increases in a year with back pay we fear that Mr.
Plumb's assumed figures are too modest to satisfy his clients,
but as a germ the idea has great possibilities.
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A

Suggestion for a Seniority Index
PoRTSUOUTII, Ohio.

To THE
When

Editor:

employees' records are kept and used in connection
with the promotion of employees on a seniority or service
basis, a numerical inde.x often takes considerable burden off
the office and makes the work more pleasant and easier.
By assigning a certain number to each employee immediately on entering the service, each successive employee being
assigned the next higher number, an automatic seniority index will be obtained for daily use in the assigning or placing
of employees in proper positions according to their respective seniority, and for use in other ways as may be
necessary.

New
Proceedings
edited by

6

in.

tion,

by 9

J.

Railway

International

the

of

For the information of the employees themselves the usual
list arranged in date order showing the names of

Books

seniority

Fuel

Association,
Illustrated,

G. Crawford, secretary, 200 pages.

Bound

i;i.

in leather.

Published by the associa-

702 East Fifty-first street, Chicago.

The convention

the

of

Price, $1.50.

Railway Fuel AsMay, 1918, was a notable event.

International

sociation held in Chicago in
The association met at a time

when the fuel situation \yas
addresses delivered at the convention
represent the ideas of some of the most distinguished men
who were called on to deal with that problem during the
war. These addresses are published in full in the proceed-

most serious and

tlie

There
ings of the association which have just been issued.
is hardly a phase of the railroad fuel problem that is not
The viewpoint of the miner is presented by John
covered.
The mine operators are represented by Harry
P. White.
N. Taylor. The work of the Fuel Administration is out-

Noyes and M. L. ReQua; of the Railroad
Administration by R. H. Aishton, Eugene Auliffe, F. McManamy, E. H. DeGroot and W. S. Carter. There are also
addresses by the president of the association, E. W. Pratt,
Robert Quayle, Thomas Britt and several returned soldiers.

lined by P. B.

employees should be kept, each employee should be informed
of his service number and he should use it in turning his reports into the office when bidding for a new position.
In this way one employee will only be burdened with one
number (or seniority record) instead of one employee burdened with all seniority records, making for greater accuracy
and speed to the benefit of all concerned.
The necessary care should be exercised to see that a correct number is assigned in the first place, and that no change
is made in numbers after once assigned, unless there is an
absolute necessity therefor.
The lower number would of course indicate the man longIf a class of promotion made it necessary
est in the service.
to distinguish that service with some mark, in order to avoid
changing any employee's number, a letter may be affixed or
prefixed to the number, a certain letter indicating a certain

and so on.
As employees leave the service

class of service,

for any cause their numbecome obsolete as far as the working seniority
list is concerned and these numbers should not be assigned
to any other employee again, but should be retained to
cover the employee to whom first assigned, or discarded en-

bers then

tirely.

Modern Management Applied

Bound

Company.

Inc.,

in cloth.

239

W.

by

Daniel

6

in.

39th Street,

New

York

City.

Price,

$2.50.

This is a new book on scientific management and, whereas most of the previous treatments of this subject have
referred primarily to manufacturing and building construction, this book treats the subject from the standpoint of the
construction contractor handling grading work, building
bridge masonry, etc. The subject is handled in a style that
is

entertaining,

primarily because of the frequent

use of

This has been
examples and hypothetical conversations.
applied most aptly in the initial chapter defining scientific
management, and the one following on the old versus the
new management. The author's justification for the application of scientific
titled

management

is

"Finances and Efficiency."

covered in a chapter enIn handling the subject

from the standpoint of the construction contractor, it is divided under the separate heads of plant design, motion study,
modern management, cost keeping and bookkeeping, organiThe final chapter
zation, and the effect upon the workmen.
deals with the organizations of the large war construction
projects.

In order to keep the number record accurate at

J.

by 9 in., 194 pages, illusPublished by McGraw-Hill Book

Hauer, consulting engineer.
trated.

Construction,

to

a small book should be used, showing

names

all times,

of employees

consecutively in the order employed, with the number assigned at the time of employment, which will indicate at all

times what number is assigned to any certain employee, and
what is the next number to be assigned. The alphabetical
index which is already used in most offices, should, of course,
carry opposite the employee's name his assigned number.
These two records are easily kept and assure correctness of
assignment.
I believe that this method will be found to be a great convenience and a time saver. It should prove of special value

awards of the Railroad Adminof railroad employees gives to
each class a seniority standing, and many positions will no
doubt be hereafter filled more or less on that basis. The numerical index provides a ready and accurate reference in dein view of the fact that recent
istration to various classes

termining the relative standing of one or any number of emIf it is desired to designate numbers from one cenployees.
tral office to cover several subdivisions, the addition of a letter
prefix or suffix will admit of that without change or confu-

and permit the use of only one series of numbers that
commencing with number 1, or any desired number, and

sion,
is,

progress in consecutive order indefinitely.

Paul Jones.

Further Light on

Work of Railway Men in

War

the

Transportation Corps Shows Marked Adaptability in
Solving Problems Under Strange Conditions
TouES, France, January

HAS CONTRIBUTED MORE

NOTHING

tO the SUCCCSS of the

transportation efforts of the American forces in France

than the adaptability of the officers and men in charge
In a strange country, unfamiliar with the
of this work.
language, on a railway system utilizing operating methods
foreign to their experience, the Americans handled a rapidly
increasing flow of troop and freight traffic with such evident
efficiency that they

whom

won

the unqualified praise of the French

were co-ordinated. Whether engaged exclusively in the movement of American trains, or
assisting the French either by bolstering up their weakened
railway organizations or by operating lines in the danger
zone near the front, the transportation officers and men from
the United States proved ready and able to meet every
emergency which confronted them.
Contrary to the general impression that the railway forces
constituted one unit of the American Army, they formed
three classes:
(1) those who operate on the railways of
France independently of the existing French organizations;
(2) those who were merged with the French transportation
forces and became substantially French employees, and
(3) those regiments which operated lines close to the fightwith

their activities

ing front under the direction of the French military authoriThe first class constitutes a complete railroad organization superimposed upon and co-ordinated with the French
organizations which operate trains over the same lines. The
second class was a contribution to the French railway personnel which was seriously depleted by the drain of the war
upon the man power of the railroads of France. In this
connection, it is interesting to note that bitter experience
taught the French, as well as the English, the folly of permitting their transportation organizations to be crippled by
the loss of officers and employees drafted into military serties.

were made to recall these men to their
civilian occupations and, while a considerable number were
returned to service, the initial loss was by no means made
vice.

Tardy

efforts

up.

The third class of American railway forces consists of
regiments which first arrived in France and were employed
in operating trains from regulating stations to light railways
close to the front.

There were three of these units out of

organized in the United States,
which worked under the direction of the French military
authorities.
While these contingents remained a part of the
American army, they were not, like the other two classes

the

first

nine regiments
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the Transportation

The Housing

of

Railway Troops

not generally known in the United States that the
American railway troops, while engaged in work similar to
that in which they were employed in civilian life, nevertheIt

is

same discipline and the same living
army contingents. All railway men
in barracks
most of which were built

less are subject to the

conditions as the other

work

—

in uniform, live
by themselves and are organized according to the military
plan, with various ranks ranging from general down to priEach railroad employee has been provided with a
vate.
special design of cap with a visor, similar in appearance
to the headgear of automobile chauffeurs, and also with a

—

21 -jewel Hamilton watch.

The problem of providing these men with sanitary and
properly equipped barracks, and with food and water, as
well as with adequate medical care, has been by no means
simple, especially in view of the fact that the railway offi-

Engine running

Full Lines

in

mentioned.

to the third just

//i^To

Regulating Station at Liffol Le Grande.

S,

Corps commanded
by Gen. W. W. Atterbury. This article pertains wholly to
the work of the first two classes of railroad forces, and not
of railway men,

Main

Scale

frock.

of Feet

Line-

Show Portion
cers in charge

of

Yard Completed on November

had no experience

IS

in such undertakings in

They were confronted always with
anticipating assignments of men to new

civilian life.

culty of

sufficiently in

advance

to

the diffilocations

provide suitable living quarters.

The Personnel Bureau
Another duty imposed upon those in charge of the railway forces by army regulations was the maintenance of a
personnel bureau. This organization keeps a careful record
of every man in the service, which includes information concerning his education, a detailed statement of all the positions he ever held, his military rank and the promotions he
has received, if any, and also a rating of the quality of his
Equally careful records of the officers are mainwork.
tained, each of which is given a quarterly standing according
to his efficiency, intelligence, leadership and general value
to the service.

The

distinct

advantage of this classification

makes the source of weaknesses in the organization
evident by an examination of the records and therefore
is

that

greatly

it

facilitates

Though

the

intelligent

application

of

corrective

railway troops were organized into
military units and were given various ranks according to that
scheme of organization, it does not always happen that one's
measures.

all
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military grade conforms to his importance as a railway man.
Sometimes, for instance, an enRincman would he a private
while the fireman on tiie same train would have the rank
of sergeant.
Irregularities of this kind, however, did not
interfere with the conduct of the

work

of the transportation

troops.

The Work

of the

Railway Troops

The American I'lxpcditionary Forces first loaned railway
men to the French operatins:; organizations in the middle of
April, 1918.
About May 1, 1918, the American railway
organization commenced the operation of its own trains over
the French roads under trackage rights.
Some idea can be
gained concerning the relative number of men in the two
sen'ices from recent statistics regarding the distribution of
engine and trainmen under the general manager of the Service of Supply of die Transportation Corps.
While the
engine and trainmen operating in exclusively American service numbered 4,531, those engaged in French service numbered 2,222.
Because of the difference between French and American
operating methods no officers or men have been permitted to
engage in actual railway work until they have received a
course of instruction from French railway officers, who have

grounded them thoroughly in roundhouse and shop practice,
train rules, the signal systems, etc. No man was discharged
from this course of instruction without passing a successful
examination and receiving a certificate as evidence that he
has done so.
When the Americans first began to operate trains they used
French and Belgian locomotives and both French and AmeriLater, when the American locomotives arrived,
can cars.
some were loaned to the French and the others were utilized
by the Americans to take care of existing needs. This mixing of equipment continued up to the time of the signing of
the armistice, and while American cars were equipped with air
brakes, it was not until late in the fall that it was possible
to make up trains entirely of American cars and thereby make
This circumstance was due
full use of the air brake system.
to a large extent to the fact that the French railroads were
continuously confronted with a serious shortage of cars and
it was necessary to avoid any waste movements of equipment.
In fact, at times it was necessary to cover open cars with tarpaulins and thereby put them into service ordinarily performed
by box cars. The readers of the Railway Age have previously been advised that the French had no car record system until a car record bureau was established by the AmeriTo facilitate car tracing, the
can railway organization.
French turned over to the Americans a number of wires,
which the signal corps of our forces adapted to our needs.
At first telephone service was established for this purpose,
but later telegraph lines were opened and utilized.
When the Americans commenced the operation of their
own trains they were assigned certain stalls in French roundhouses for the use of their locomotives. Later, however, the
Americans erected their own engine houses, generally, at other
locations. The difference in the sites of the engine terminals
was determined by the difference in the length of the engine
In general, two
runs of the two operating organizations.
American engine runs equaled three French runs.
As has been previously pointed out in the Railway Age,
the Americans conform with the French operating methods.
In the absence of a train despatching system in France, the
chef de gare, or station agent, controls the operation of trains.
With him is associated a Railroad Transport Officer representing the American forces, who looks after the interests
As the tonnage on French rails increased,
of our army.
the opeating difficulties under this scheme became more eviTrains were moved
dent, at least from our point of view.
in what the French term "marches." This plan calls for the
departure of trains so many minutes apart according to the
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volume of traffic. If a train fails to leave at the scheduled
time of departure, it is not permitted to move until it is
a.ssigncd to another marche.

To assist the American forces in their work under these
strange conditions, the officers of the American organization
prepared a b(X)k of rules adaptable to all Frencii lines, which
was corrected and approved by French railway officers. Lefthand operation, which is the rule on French roads, did not
simplify the problem of adaptation to French methods.
Handling American

Traffic

The
way

transportation burden assumed by the American railforces became increasingly great with the progress of

the war.

The American

February,

1918,

supplies received at the ports in
192,239 short tons, while those
handled in November aggregated 921,972 tons, or an increase of 379 per cent.
In all cases possible the traffic received from vessels has been moved from the docks to adtotalled

Note-

Diagram used by American Expedihonirij
ExpediHon^i
Forces IS a composite of French rail^aij dfagrams, excluding the Midi and the Paris\
BeltRRs.
I

Height of Midi

RR car Floors above hp
\

^

oFrail varies from tl4'"-4'-0Jftol.3t

4-4:

-Top of<

Composite Diagram of Clearances of American and French
Equipment
jacent storage points or other available storage facilities on
the railways serving the ports.
Under war conditions military officers determined the priority in the

movement

of sup-

from these bases, in accordance with which traffic was
worked up into solid train lots and moved to regulating stations, where the jurisdiction of the Service of Supply of the
Transportation Corps ended. At these stations a regulating

plies

officer

reclassified the

stored there,

and

it

freight received, with other supplies
trains to the light

was taken by military

railways at the front.

American

trains

had equal

rights with

French trains on

the priority of one train over another depending
few recent statistics reentirely on military necessities.
garding the movements on different parts of the lines operall

lines,

A

ated by the Americans are indicative of the volume of AmeriBetween Saumur
traffic at the conclusion of the war.

can

February

14,
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and Tours, a distance of 39 miles, the average daily eastbound movement was 23 American supply trains, 27 French
trains and one American troop train.
The tonnage rating
of American engines in this stretch was 2,400.
Between
Coutras and Perigueux, a distance of 47 miles, on a line
serving the Gironde river group of ports, the eastbound
movement consisted of 20 American supply trains daily, one
American troop and 14 French trains. The tonnage rating
of American engines between these points was 1,500.
Between Pont \"ert and St. Germain du Puy, a 7-mile line
which has been aptly characterized "the neck of the bottle"
because it connects roads from most of the ports with lines
which led to the front, there was a daily eastbound movement
of 36 American supply trains, 5 American troop trains and
38 French trains. The tonnage rating on American engines
from Pont Vert to Bourges, 3 miles, was 1,570, and from
Bourges to St. Germain du Puy, 4 miles, it was 3,000.

The Relations Between

the French and

Railway
The

American

French and American railway
and men, have been consistently cordial.
On the whole, the American railway private is more intelligent than his brother of the trenches and has been exceedingly
industrious and cheerful under the exacting demands of army
discipline and the onerous duties which he was called upon
The French are free to admit that our railway
to perform.
men work faster than theirs, but at the same time state that
they are more careless.
It is a fact that at one point while
the French turned an average of 65 engines a day, that record was increased by the Americans to 140 engines daily. It
may be fairly said that the French are more thorough in their
work but are less resourceful and less inclined to deviate from
long standing and traditional practices. On the other hand,
it is admitted by American railway officers that American

after

advance.

maintenance work was done by American troops, ranging
from roadmasters down to section men.
The experience of the American railway men in France
has proved an education both for them and the French
forces with whom they were associated.
The mutual respect
transportation

the

of

While the French equipment at first seemed ludicrously
compared with American rolling stock, observation
and study of conditions in France has added strength to the
conviction that small equipment is best suited to the transIn general, traffic is handled in
portation needs of France.
smaller quantities than in the United States, and the average
haul is considerably below that of American roads. Light
equipment has the further advantage of making possible an
ingenious method of switching which is in practice in French
When it is desired to set out a car from a freight
yards.
light as

train, the car is

moved

to a small turntable located in the

uncoupled from the cars to which it is attached,
turned at right angles and moved by electric power to a
turntable on a parallel track, where it is turned and moved
to the desired point on that track.
Although American railroad men were disposed at first to
disparage French equipment, they are unanimous in their
commendation of the condition of French roadbeds. They
are built more substantially than American roads, are balIt
lasted with rock and provided with excellent drainage.
might have been anticipated that the heavy American locomotives and cars would play havoc with the French lines
On
which were constructed for much lighter equipment.
the other hand, however, the French lines stood the test very
well, and showed no signs of wear under the strain, except
to a small extent during the rainy season of the past
autumn.
Maintenance of way in France was entirely in the hands
of the French except in yards used by Americans. This was
due to the fact that the French had large numbers of Gertrack,

and some civilians, available for manual
and also to the military difficulty of assigning to this
work small American contingents, which could not be utiprisoners,

forces

both

of

countries

the

for

methods and practices of the other was very materially increased.
It is safe to predict that in the

future American railroad

supply manufacturers will receive a more ready hearing in
France than formerly, and will be able to market their products without conforming to specifications with mathematical
exactitude.
In fact, it is probable that American devices
in a modified form will find their way to the French market
in increasing numbers.

Sailing

Day Plan Applied
to Company
By H.

E.

Freight*

Ray

General Storekeeper, Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe.

HAS BEEN MUCH interest in the plan of handling
commercial freight on certain sailing days; that is,
instead of shipping every day to local points a certain
sailing or shipping date for that particular point would
be adhered to, with the result that straight carloads would
be made rather than mixed carloads of less than full

THERE

tonnage.

As a matter
so,

of fact,

to the handling of

it

is

just as applicable, if not

company

freight.

No

more

doubt most

those employed on larger roads,
a practice of handling supplies for their various division stores on certain days, shipping to each point
possibly once a week, by holding up the various items for a
particular store until the sailing date arrived, at which time
a full carload for that particular point has probably acparticularly

storekeepers,

have made

ation.

labor,

and

relations between the

operation did increase the number of railway accidents as
compared with the number experienced under French oper-

man

under the supervision of commissioned officers
being provided with suitable living quarters in
In yards used by the Americans, however, all

lized except

Men

troops, both officers

main

387

it

cumulated.

It

has

been

found

that

company

handling

the main or general
store to utilize the full capacity of the cars to a much better
advantage than if it attempted to ship daily to all stores.
I have found from personal experience that it pays to
freight in such a

have a
it

is

man

manner has enabled

on the general store platform, whose sole duty

tb look after the cars as they

come

in, line

them up

for

unloading, see that they are properly switched and properly
reloaded.
Under his direction the materials going out to
division stores are so combined that they can be forwarded
with the least expenditure of car service; his duties also
include checking the unloading, which enables him to so
speed up this feature that the resultant delay to the car is
Such a man will earn his salary
only a legitimate one.
many times over in avoiding delays to equipment and in
seeing to it that such cars as are loaded are filled to their
capacity.

At large central stores the problem of properly utilizing
and consequently conserving freight cars is not so difficult
as it is at the smaller stores where on account of the relatively small amount of business it is sometimes difficult to
combine daily business so as to utilize the cars properly.
It is at the division stores that a great deal of
will have to be done if we reach the full

work

our future

measure of

The division storekeeper
success in this important feature.
is very prone to utilize a car for a comparatively small
amount of material simply to get it off his hands.
*From a paper

entitled.

Conservation of Freight Cars, presented before

the Railway Storekeepers' Association at

Chicago, January 28.
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The Standard Heavy Santa Fe Type Locomotive
Heaviest Single Unit Freight Locomotive

Among

the Designs

of the Railroad Administration

THE

FIRST LOCOMOTIVE of the Railroad Administrastandard heavy 2-10-2 type was recently com-

motive included among the Railroad Administration's standards it is of interest to compare it with a number of other
heavy locomotives of the same type. By an inspection of
the table it will be seen that it can by no means be ranked

tion's

Brooks Works of the American
This locomotive was designed on
the basis of driving axle loads of 60,000 lb. and has a total
weight on drivers of 293,000 lb. The total weight of the
locomotive in working order is 380,000 lb. and it is capable
pleted

the

at

Locomotive Company.

of exerting a calculated

maximum

A

design

of

this

locomotive

tractive effort of 74,000

possesses

of

Heavy

2-10-2'

Type Locomotives
N. Y.O.

Tractive effort,
Total weight, lb

lb.

The

Comparison

Road
Year Built
lb

Weight on drivers,
Diameter of drivers,

no unusual

lb
in

Cylinder diameter and stroke

Steam pressure, lb;, per
Heating surface, total
sq.

& W.
1916
71,200
353,500
298,500
57

28x32
190

evap.,

ft

Heating surface,
sq.

in.

sq. in.

U.S.Std. Pa. Lines D. & R. G. Erie
1918
1918
1916
1916
74,000
80,900
81,200
83.000
380,000 435,400 428,500 401,000
293,000 351,300 337,500 335,500
63
63
62
63
30x32
31x32
30x32
31x32
190
205
195
200
5,156

4,725

5,369

4,959

4,498

7,001
88.2

7,152
80.0

7,362
88.0

6,870
94.8

6,009
80.2

665.9

701.7

695.0

760.0

677.0

5.0
3.2

5.0
3.4

5.4
3.5

equivalent*,

ft

Grate area, sq. ft
Tractive effort x diam. drivers
-^equiv. heating surface*.
Firebox heating surface -fcquiv. heating surface, "per
cent
Grate area -4- volume cylinders

*Equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

6.3
3.3

—

total

5.2
3.1

evaporative

heating

surface

+

1-5

among the heaviest or most powerful 2-10-2 locomotives
which have been built, although there have probably been
none of better balanced design from the standpoint of boiler
capacity.

27/, i'l^Tubes

The boiler barrel is of the telescopic type, with an outside
diameter at the first course of 88 in., increasing to a maximum diameter of 100 in. There are three courses, the middle one of which is conical; the third course is 113^ in. in
length and is long enough to carry the dome ahead of the
combustion chamber.
The firebox includes a barrel combustion chamber, the
tube sheet of which is 60 in. ahead of the throat sheet, thus
providing for tubes 20 ft. 6 in. in length.
The firebox is
fitted with a brick arch carried on five tubes and is fired by
Other equipment includes
a Hanna mechanical stoker.

SO, SJ."Flue5

Back Boiler Head, Front Tube Sheet and Section Through
the Combustion Chamber
features, the type of details throughout being similar to those
used in the construction of other standard locomotives which
already have been described, interchangeability of parts between the various types having been effected wherever

The

Boiler of the Standard

Heavy

The relation of
and dimensions would permit.
demand, calculated in accordance with Cole's ratios, shows ample boiler capacity
both as to heating surface and grate area.
The steam
generating capacity is 104 per cent of the cylinder demand at

2-10-2

Type Locomotive

stresses

Franklin Railway Supply Company's firedoor and power

boiler capacity to the cylinder

grate shaker.
The tube sheet

a piston speed of 1,000

per minute; the size of grate
also shows up favorably, the ratio being 102.3 per cent.
As this is the heaviest single unit type of freight locoft.

389

is laid out for 271, 2j4-in. tubes and 50,
The tubes
5j^-in. flues for a 50-unit type A superheater.
in. apart while the flues are one inch apart.
are spaced

^

The

general features of the frame design are identical
with those of other single unit standard locomotives.
The
cylinders are carried on a single front rail cast integral with

RAILWAY AGE
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.2

.3

.4

.6

.e

.7

.8

.3

1.0

Qrade (Per
Tonnage Rating Chart

of the Standard

I.I
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1.2

1.3

1.4

I.S

l.e

1.7

Cen-h)
Heavy Santa Fe Type Locomotive

J.8

J.9

2.ff

February
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main frame, and a Commonwealth cradle casting is
spliced to the main frames just back of the rear driving
the

Spiller gun iron is used for cylinder and valve chamber
bushings and piston and valve bull rings and packing rings.
The steam distribution of these locomotives is effected by the
Southern valve gear and the locomotive is fitted with the

pedestals.

The frames are six inches wide and have a maximum
depth of top rail of 8^ in. over the pedestal jaws.
The
minimum depth of the top rail is seven inches. The maximum and minimum depths of the lower rail are S>4 in. and
5

in.,

rear

Lewis power reverse

Among

The front rail under the cylinders is
wide and tapers from a depth of 12% in. at the

and 11 >4

gear.

the

principal specialties with which these locomotives are equipped are Chambers backhead type throttle,

respectively.

six inches

391

Ashton

3^ -in.

lifting

injectors.

open safety valves, Hancock No. 13 non-

Everlasting blow-off cocks, Detroit sixfeed lubricators, Barco flexible pipe joints and Radial buffers and Unit safety bar between the engine and tender.
The tonnage rating diagram was prepared and is copyrighted by H. S. Vincent.
The curves of hauling capacity

the front of the cylinder fit.
The driving axles have journals 10 in. in diameter by
13 in. in length with the exception of the main, the diameter
in. at

are constructed for a car resistance of four pounds per ton.
The chart may be used for any other car resistances by converting them into terms of grade as follows:
car resistance
deg. curve uncompensated
lb.

1

1

=z

=

.05 per cent gr.ide
.04 per cent iirade

For example,

find the tonnage capacity of the locomotive
on .6 per cent grade combined with five-degree uncompensated curve and with a train resistance of
five pounds per ton.
The combined resistance in terms of grade is:
at

20 m.

p. h.

.64-

(S

X

.04)

4-

(1

X

.05)

=

.85 per cent.

At the intersection of the ordinate for .85 per cent grade
with the drawbar pull curve for 20 m. p. h. we find 2,100
tons as the capacity of the engine.
The clearance and wheel loading

diagrams were preof F. P. Pfahler, chief mechanical engineer of the Division of Operation of the Railroad Administration.
The weights shown on the wheel loading diapared in the

Clearance

Diagram

of

the

Standard

Heavy

2-10-2

Type

Locomotive

gram are actual. Other data and dimensions for this locomotive are as follows:

123^ in. The axles and driving boxes having
journals are interchangeable with those of the
same journal size on other types of locomotives. This includes the light 2-10-2 type and both the light and heavy
of which

the

office

is

10-in.

Mikado type locomotives. The engine truck under these
locomotives is of the constant resistance type and is identical
A
with that used on the 2-6-6-2 Mallet type locomotive.
number of the engine truck details, including the center pin,
pedestal, pedestal crosstie, swing bolster, swing frame and
link are also identical with those used on the trucks for
both Mikado type locomotives and the light Santa Fe type.

General Data

Gage

4

Fuel
Tractive

coal

Bit.

effort

74,000 lb.
380,000 lb.
293,000 lb
28,500 lb.
58,500 lb.
586,100 lb.
22 ft. 4 in.
42 ft. 2 in.

i

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

in

working order
82

ft.

10'/^

in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers

-4-

4,0

tractive effort

Total weight -^ tractive effort

5.1

q^

S0,4OO

SS,900

'-O.eop

Wheel Loading Diagram
With the exception of the radius bar these

S9,800

of the

eo.iOO

'

S8.S00

details are also

Santa Fe type, both Mikados and the light
Mallet locomotives.
The cylinders are 30 in. in diameter with a stroke of 32
in. and are fitted with pistons of single plate dished section
similar in design to those used on all the standard locomo:ives.
The valve chambers are designed for the use of 14-in.
the other standard locomotives

^

Tractive effort X diam. dri- ers H- equivalent heating surface*
665.9
Equivalent heating surface* -f- grate area
79.4
Firebox heating surface -r- equivalent heating surface,* per cent. .. .6.1
-:Weight on drivers
equi' alent heating surface*
41.9
Total weight -f- equivalent heating surface*
54.3
Volume both cylinders
26.4 cu. ft.
Equivalent heating surface* -4- vol. cylinders
265.2
Grate area -^ vol, cyhnders
3.3

Linder the light

As on

inini:n

Standard Heavy 2-10-2 Type Locomotive

used on the light Mallet locomotive.
The trailer truck is of the Cole-Scoville type and as a
whole is not interchangeable with any other class of locomotives.
The frame, however, is identical with that used

3iston valves.

S'A in.
Freight

ft.

.Service

Hunt-

Cylinders

Kind
Diameter and stroke

30

in.

Simple
by 32 in.

I'alves

Kind

Piston

Diameter

14 in.

Greatest travel

Steam lap
Exhaust clearance
Lead in full gear

7
1 '/i

Line

and
3/16

in.
in.

line
in.
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Whfls
DrivinR

diamclrr

that

over lirei

61
iii.iis^ in by IJ
10 in bv IJ

Priviiig jiiiiniala, main, diameter and lenKtb
Driving journals, oltier*. diameter and length
engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, joiirnnU

Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck. journaN

JJ

iU'in "hv'l?

^ Ai

..................".
9

in.

14

liy

;„
in
in'
in'
in'
in'
in!

Boiler
Style

.Con. wagon top
190 lb. per t<\. in.
88 in.
132!,i i,,. by 96'A in.

Working pressure
Outside diameter of

ring

first

IcnRth and width
hin- >or plates, thickness

I'lrc .ox,

Firrl.ox,

water

sp.nce.

.

Sides, back

iiln

and crown

H

Sides and back,

.

number and outside diameter
Kliu>. number and outside diameter
Tubes and flues, length
1

5

in.; tube, 'A in.
in.; front, 6 in.

:i,

27I-2Ji in
'.
'.

Heating surface, tubes
Ilr.itinK

surf.nce,

HoatinR surface, firebox
Ilc.itinm

surface,

total

50-5'/i
'.20

429 so
.'.'..'5,156

.

Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area

in

6 in!

ft

3 258 so
'...'l,'469 sq.'

flues

sq!

1,230 sq
7 001 sq
88.2 sq.'

ft

ft!

ft
ft!

ft

ft
ft!

Tender

Water bottom

'r""'^

Cast steel
206,100 lb.

};',a;"f

Wf "gl't
Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length

33 in.
..6 in. bv 11 in
12,000 gal!
jg tons

Water capacity
Coal capacity

,

'Equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

=

evaporative heating surface

total

+

1.3

Orders of Regional Directors
SETTLEMENT

OF

FREIGHT CLAIMS.

—A.

Smith,

re-

has tied up in claims

is out of all reason, and unprecedented.
Department representatives have recently been directed to take an active interest in seeing that claims receive
proper and effective consideration, and prompt advice is now
requested as to what is being done to relieve the situation.

Traffic

—The

regional director of the eastern re-

gion advises federal managers of revised regulations shown
in

the

latest

baggage

tariff

small shipments of live

on request of federal or

the free transportation of
cans and fish eggs in crates

for

fish in

state authorities.

Shartening of Hours of Station Forces.

—The

by file 1600-88A494, cautions against
undue shortening of hours of station forces so as to result
rector, eastern region,

in closing stations at the time of arrival of passenger trains
or in preventing proper care of freight unloaded from local

freight trains.
Where it is contemplated to close stations
during certain hours that they have heretofore been open
sufficient advance notice must be given to patrons with full
information as to the arrangements for handling business,
so that the public may accommodate itself to the change and
no occasion be given for complaint as to lack of essential
service.

—

Assessments for Public Improvements. The eastern regionby file No. 2700-A492, notifies federal managers
that the Division of Capital Expenditures no longer requires
notice of certain expenditures for public improvements. Authority for railroad expenditure in connection with street or
road construction or other public improvements will now be
governed by Supplement No. 1 to General Order No. 12, but
all cases involving such expenditures in excess of $1,000
must be brought to the attention of the regional director, before entering into any commitment, in time to make it possible, if it should be decided to do so, to take any steps provided for by statute in coimection with the proceedings
through which such improvements are ordered or the cost
al director,

thereof assessed, so that the matter may be considered without embarrassment resulting from legal steps that have already been taken.
Freight Car Distribution.
Circular No. 421 provides

—

Car Bureau

—

Inspection at Interchange Points Covering Loading.
Circular No. 422 issued by the southern regional director says
that there has been some duplication of in.spection at interchange points covering loading, bracing, stability of packages and general condition of freight offered in interchange.
Such inspection and records must be made only by the receiving railroad.
Sale of Relaycr Rail.
The ea.stern regional director February 5 announces the abrogation of the rule that relayer

—

weighing over 60-lb. per yard should not be sold withbeing reported to the Regional Purchasing Committee for disposition.
It will now be proper, when advantageous prices can be ol^tained, to be determined by the purchasing agent, to sell surplus S and Y rail (fit for sidings
and yard tracks), and poor quality relayer rail, weighing
less than 80 lb. per yd.
Any rail weighing 80 lb. or over
which may be graded as relayer or good quality siding and
yard rail should be reported to the regional director before
being sold.
All such rail should be used on the home line
rail

out

first

work

as far as practicable.

Agents' and Operators' Wages.

—

A. !H. Smith, regional di200-4-56 A483, furnishes federal managers with a memorandum of a long list of questions
decided at a conference on January 27 relating to the requirements of Supplement No. 13 to General Order No. 27
rector, eastern region,

by

file

1

and telegraphers.
Maintenance of Industrial Side Tracks. A. !H. Smith,
regional director, eastern region, file 401-14A487 explains
to federal managers the policy of the administration concerning General Order !No. 15, containing the provisions
In
governing the maintenance of industrial side tracks.
general the maintenance of the tracks from the clearance
point to the right of way line is to be paid for by the inas affecting agents

—

Special cases should be referred

dustry.

regional di-

of freiglit tars Ijctwcen railroads in the

direct to railroads by the Refrigerator and Tank
of the Car Service Section located at Chicago.

for repair
!H!.

gional director, eastern region, by file 2000-63A490,
advises federal managers of the grievance of a large
shipper who says that the amount of money which his firm

Fish Fry Free.

tlie (li.slriljution

southern region will be handled through the office of tlie regional director.
Tlie Car Service Section at Washington will
issue orders covering movements In'twccn regions only.
An
exception will be made in the movement of refrigerator and
tank cars, orders covering whicii will l>e issued as lieretofore

to

the

regional

director.

Transportation of Corporation Officers and Employees.

—

Supplement 9, of the
Southwestern regional director, similar to Supplement 14 to
Circular 29 of the Central Western regional director, abstract of which appeared in the Railway Age of January 10

Order 109 Supplement

11, cancelling

(page 159).
Information Regarding Movement of Troops or Troop
In Order 159 the Southwestern regional director
Trains.
removed the restrictions on furnishing information concerning movement of troops or troop trains published in Order
112 issued on November 12, 1918.
In Order 157 the SouthEarnings of Passenger Trains.
western regional director asks that reports be made of passenger earnings for all trains with sub-divisions where the
This report should be
train consist is changed materially.
for the second calendar week in each month, beginning with
Sunday, and starting with February. The report is intended
to supersede other forms of reports of passenger train earnings now made.
Locomotive Rental Charges. Supplement 1 to Circular
3 of the Northwestern regional director similar to Order
150 of the Southwestern regional director abstract of -which
appeared in the Railway Age of Januar)' 24 (page 257),
with the following appended:
Joint inspection must be
arranged by interested roads upon delivery and return of

—

—

—

old locomotives and upon delivery to owner of new locomotives.
The government inspection of acceptance from
builders will constitute the only inspection necessary on de-

J»v

February

14,

1919
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Repairs will be made in all
of new locomotives.
cases by borrowing roads who will keep up running repairs

livery

and make repairs due

to

damages or wrecks.

Transmitting Railroad Initials in Address and Signature
Order 156 of the Southwestern
of Off -Line Telegrams.
regional director states that when sending messages to points
on other railroads, not directly connected with the

—

originating

the

railroads,

initials

railroads

of

to

which

messages are destined will be placed in the address and the
initials of railroads from which messages originate will be
placed immediately after the signature.
Railroads sending
messages to the Railroad Administration at Washington and
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to officials of the organization

of regional directors, other

than the Southwestern regional director, will also place their
initials immediately after the signature.
Railroad Business Mail.
Order 158 of the Southwestern
regional director amplifies instructions contained in order
151 of the Southwestern regional director, abstract of which
appeared in the Railway Age of January 24 (page 257),
and appends the following statement, "This does not permit
handling mail for or from roads not under federal control,
except to direct first line connection and care must be taken
not to route any U. S. R. A. business mail across non-

—

controlled roads."

of the Regional Directors

Estimates of the Economies Effective and Examples of
Co-operative Action Under Unified Control
RAILROAD
THEannual

ADMINISTRATION has made public the

reports of the regional directors for the Alle-

gheny, Southern and Northwestern regions, in addition
to those published in last week's issue.

Northwestern Region

The annual report of R. H. Aishton, regional director for
the Northwestern region, to the director general of railroads,
gives the following recapitulation of economies effected during the year by unified operation:
Savings per

There has been a reduction of 23,280,400 miles a year in
passenger train mileage.
The saving per train mile is
estimated at $1.00.
Competition prevented a like saving
before the government took over the roads.
Based on an estimate of $2.00 per freight train mile,
there was a saving made through elimination of duplicate
freight service of $2,270,552.

The saving of $781,439
made by transferring these

in salaries of general officers is
salaries to the corporation pay-

rolls.

annum

Trati-ic
Western
Region
to June 30
Unification of terminals and stations:
Consolidations
$1,769,987.00
785,190.00
Joint switching
Miscellaneous economies
660,000.00
Reduction passenger-train mileage
22,355,235.00
duplicate
freightReduction
train mileage
1,806,636.00
Estimated savings, salaries, general office forces
Closing off-line freight and passenger traffic offices
Consolidation, city ticket officer
Estimated saving, in advertising
(except newspaper)
Estimated saving in newspaper
advertising

Grand

An

$27,377,048.00

total

Northwestern
Region
after June 30

The

$1,330,434.40
198,510.00
124,871.60

$3

925,165.00

23

463,916.00

2

as for off line traffic officers to do so.

510,899.02

$6,856,234.46 $34

Operation
for

the

more im-

portant traffic centers, but at Seattle only was the supervision
of owning roads discontinued and the terminal placed under
the jurisdiction of one man.
We believe this arrangement
will finally prove entirely satisfactory.
Ninety passenger

have been closed.
use has been made of the Elgin,
Joliet & Eastern and the Indiana Harbor Belt, resulting in
better handling of local business in the downtown districts.
Heretofore, 19 different railroads, in some cases, served one
plant largely for competitive reasons.
Wherever possible,
switching at one plant is now done only by one line.
The sailing day plan is in effect at every important station in the Northwestern Region.
Through cars run from
Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota
and Iowa, and from certain Pacific coast points. The operation of pick-up cars on certain days at division points has

At Chicago,

stations

greater

plan
the terminal manager.
this

is

month

$310,730 and

I

am

The

consolidation of

entirely satisfied that

will never be changed.

Co-operative Action
1

445,934.10

Terminal managers were appointed

resulted in a saving of 15,000 cars per

ticket offices saved
it

abstract of the report follows:

and 136 freight
At Chicago,

passenger and freight offices
saved $1,744,355 and, in my opinion, it will finally prove
as satisfactory for local roads to furnish information, etc.,

781,439.18
1.744,335.00
310,730.16

closing of off line

for the region.

under the immediate supervision of

An

organization was formed
with the oil people, resulting
mileage per day of from 57 to
in tank car loading, January 1
cars, of which 19,500 was in

Kansas City to co-operate
an increase in tank car
117.
There was an increase
to June 30, 1918, of 28,569
the period April 30 to June
This was accomplished by moving tank cars in solid
30.
trains of 25 or more and totally disregarding routing. When
the government took over the roads, there was an extreme
at

in

car shortage in the west, whereas now we can furnish a car
for every load offered.
The work of the Car Service Section

has been most satisfactory. Re-routing of traffic resulted in
a reduction of 9,963,633 car miles.
The consolidated purchasing department has not been in
operation long enough to determine its ultimate success.
Intensive car loading has been greatly helped by the
Food Administration, but now that administration has
ceased its activities.
A manager was placed in charge of the upper Lake Michigan and Lake Superior ports to supervise the handling of ore,
grain and coal and to co-operate with a committee repreand ore interests.
senting vessel
Re-routing by this
organization made a saving of 3,577,434 miles. The steaming of ore was almost entirely eliminated; saving, it is
estimated, $197,000.
Budgets of the roads in the Northwestern Region for
1918 amounted to $24,180,740, but were reduced by $19,658,887, and, despite labor shortage and influenza, 70 per
cent of the improvements authorized was completed on DeCo-operation with municipalities resulted in
cember 15.

:
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the postponement of public iini)rovenunt.s which would have
co.st If 19,3.? 2, 593, wliich includes $924, 195 savings made by
the unification of terminals.

Since the last wape award, tliere has been a T:\p\d imin maintenanie of ecjuipment work, and standard
e(]uipment will eliminate the necessity of carrying large
quantities of material.
A very. careful analysis and study of

provement

the entire railroad situation under unified control has shown
that there an- very wasteful practices in effect under separate
operation.

Allegheny Region
H. Markham, regional director for the Allegheny Region, has submitted a report, of which the following is a
C.

summary
Men.

re-

leased for

SavinR per

annum

other
service
(a) Llnificntinn of terminals and stations, 875...
(b) Elimination of passenger service, saving train

1,562

$4,037,526

miles per annum, 7,683.432
in organizations contrasted
with
same under corporate control:
Savins due to the elimination of corporate
organizations
Unifications and discontinuance of operating and traffic offices

638

5.914,r03

692

1,168,866

290

1,710,954

3,192

$15,110,260

(c)

Reduction

1,828,071

(d) Miscellaneous economies, the result of causes
other than the above:

Advertisine

Road

discontinued

Gr.tnd total
(e)

450,640

unifications
(a),

(6),

(f),

(d)

of co-operative action, the results of which are in the direction of
efficiency but intangible as to economics;

Recapitulation

Number Cars
Freight

The above

traffic

251

diversions

diverted
317.604

made on

the roads in
Allegheny region.
The Allegheny Region was the center of most intensive
war work activity. Baltimore & Ohio freight trains between
McKeesport and New Castle were routed over the Pittsburgh
& Lake Erie, one locomotive handling the same tonnage
over this road as five locomotives over the Baltimore &
Ohio, between the same points.
Westbound coal from the
lower Connellsville region and the Fairmount district was
routed over the Monongahela, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and
the Pennsylvania, releasing the Baltimore & Ohio for eastbound business.
Baltimore Sz Ohio business from West
Virginia and from Pittsburgh was routed by way of the
Rutherford gateway and by the Philadelphia & Reading,
thus keeping the business out of Baltimore and Philadelphia.
Anthracite coal from Pottsville and Shamokin was moved
to Baltimore and Washington by way of Harrisburg instead
figures include unifications

this region prior to the formation of the

of Philadelphia.

The Western Maryland and the Baltimore 8z Ohio lines
between Cumberland and Connellsville were operated as
one division, as were also the Cumberland Valley, Western
Maryland, and Philadelphia & Reading between Cherry
Run and Harrisburg. The Huntington and Broad Top
Mountain was operated as part of the Juanita division of
the Pennsylvania.
The Philadelphia & Reading, New
England coal fleet was operated from Port Reading instead of Port Richmond, saving 185 miles of water movement with an increase of only 70 miles road haul.
Appointment of terminal managers in charge of operations
of all lines at Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York, and
the permit system regulating the flow of traffic in accordance
with ability to handle at seaboard destination, have been of
great value.

From June to October there were over 900 passenger cars
exclusively assigned to the transportation of war workers,
and during the same period nearly 9,000 troop trains were
moved in the region. During the period there were many
unifications of terminals and stations made, among the most
important of which

to the

traveling public

was

the use of
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Pennsylvania terminal at New York by Baltimore &
Ohio and Lehigh Valley for through trains.
As illustrating the density of freight traffic, in October,
1918, the region had 5.6 per cent of the average mileage of

the

federal controlled railroads in the United States while it
transported 14 per cent of the total net ton-miles of all such
railroads.
The results of operation arc not available for
November and December, but for the period from June ta
October, inclusive, the region handled 1,2.3.] ,.396 ,959, or
4.4 per cent more tons one mile and transported 447,002,496,
or 14.7 per cent more passengers one mile than in the corresponding period the previous year.
Considering the large increase in business and the fact
that many experienced employees entered the military and
naval service or were engaged at munition plants or other
lines of war work, their places being taken by less experienced employees, both passenger and freight business was
well handleci.
I am pleased to say that we have had the
hearty co-operation of all the officers and employees of railroads in the region, and to this I attribute in a large measure
the success in handling the business.
During December, 1918, weather conditions in Allegheny
region were favorable to operation, and the railroads were
able to furnish ample transportation to handle an increase
in both freight and passenger traffic compared with December, 1917.
Anthracite coal loading increased 1,456 cars, or 2.9 per
cent; bituminous loading increased 35,944 cars, or 17.7
per cent; all coal loading increased 37,400 cars, or 14.8 per
cent, compared with December, 1917.
Total revenue freight
loaded increased 64,803 cars, or 8.9 per cent; and total
revenue freight received from connections increased 108,913
cars, or 17.2 per cent, compared with same month last
year.

Tidewater coal dumped was 2,158,491 tons, increase of
471,117 tons, or 21.8 per cent, compared with December,
1917.

At close of month there were stored 12,000 open-top and
10,000 closed cars for which there was no demand. Including this surplus, cars in Allegheny region equaled 99 per
cent of ownership, compared with 115 per cent June 1, 1918.
With the exception of movement controlled by permits,
the region continued clear of embargoes on carload freight,
and no embargoes at transfer platforms against 1. c. 1.
freight.

Report of blast-furnace operations December 31 shows
no furnaces out due to transportation deficiencies.
Passenger travel was heavy, due to holidays and the large
number of soldiers and sailors on furlough and discharged.
Generally speaking, the travel was satisfactorily handled.
Extra coaches and parlor cars, and in many cases extra
sections of passenger trains, were operated to handle the
Passenger-train schedules were maintained
holiday travel.
with reasonable regularity, considering the volume of traffic
handled. United States mail and express were satisfactorily
handled. Troop movements continued light. Due to cessation of hostilities, 24 trains serving war industries were withdravra during the month.
The bad-order car situation compares favorably with November, 1918, although repairs were retarded, due to a week
Locomotive
of rainy weather in early part of the month.
output also compares favorably with previous month. Railroads received 14 locomotives built in their own shops and
19 from locomotive builders, leaving 383 locomotives (including Pennsylvania lines west) to be received to complete
1918 program.
Thirty-four unifications of facilities were effected during
the month, resulting in an annual saving of $326,243.
Ability to recruit labor forces, along with open weather,
enabled satisfactory progress being made on addition and
Completion of engine-house and yard imbetterment work.

—
February
provements

14,
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being pushed, and a large portion of these
already completed.

is

facilities are

Southern Region
B. L. Winchell, regional director of the Southern region,
has submitted his report, of which the following is a sum-

mary:
C. H. Markham was director general from January 18,
Prior to January 18 the roads in the Southern
to June 1.
region dealt directly with the Washington administration.
The financial outcome of the regional operation for the
year (December estimated) was as follows:
Railway operating revenues
Railway operating expenses

$547,777,171
423,276,752

Net revenue from railway operation
Eailway tax accruals,
Uncollectible

railway

less

war taxes

revenues

$124,500,419
19,270,592
100,990
19,371,582

Railway operating income
Equipment rents, net (Cr.)
Joint

facility

rent,

(Dr.)

net

$105,128,837

665,804

.395

2,796,832 cars received from connections, compared with
2,602,986 in 1917, an increase in total cars of 135,682.
In the Southern region 23 consolidated ticket offices took
the place of 75 separate offices, and the expense of operation
of the consolidated ticket offices was $200,167 as compared
with an expense of $197,667 for the separate offices in 1917,
an increase in expenses of $2,500. There was an increase
in the sales of tickets in 1918 of $1,041,903 or 10.93 per
cent.
The expenses of depot ticket offices in 1918 was
$338,474, as compared with $208,885 in 1917, and there
was an increase in ticket .sales of $14,827,283, or 55.12
per cent.
Passengers carried one mile totalled 4,847,029,611 for
the ten months ended October 31, 1918; an increase of
1,402,351,278 over the corresponding ten months of 1917,
or 40 per cent.
Statement showing for class I roads in Southern Region the increase in
freight and passenger revenues (accounts 101 and 102) by six months'
periods, January to June and July to December, inclusive, 1918, over

1,286,101

(December estimated).

1917
620,297
Freight:

Net railway operating income

$104,508,540
First

Estimated average annual standard return
Excess above standard return
Percentage relation of net railway operating income to standard return

Total

1.

2.

4.

Consolidation of general office forces and
elimination of special departments, etc....
Telegraph and telephone unification

5.

Sundries

3.

Passenger:
First period
$2,182,260
1,625,941

Last year
$138,703,792
147,860,322

Increase
$16,848,436
55,717,629

Per cent

$359,130,179

$286,564,114

$72,566,065

25.3

$66,081,693
82,022,350

$42,802,295
57,922,426

$23,279,398
24,099,924

41.6

$148,104,043

$100,004,721

$47,378,322

47.4

2,925,073

12.1

37.7

54.4

Few of the public, except large employers of labor, can
have any fair conception of the difficulty of railroad operation during the past year with such a considerable propor-

$402,938
312,309
253,728
76,260
197,406

men in
who responded

tion of untrained
$1,242,641

operatives

$7,975,915

to arms.

and connecting up of telegraph and
of the various roads, the use of com-

the co-ordination

telephone service
mercial telegraph

Second period
Total

Total of above

By

This year
$155,552,228
203,577,951

U3.4

Summary of certain savings
Unification of terminals and stations
Elimination of passenger trains
Reduction in organizations as contrasted with the same under
corporate control
Miscellaneous economies the result of causes other than
above
Saving in advertising expenses
Reduction in freight-train service

period

Second period

$92,183,911
12,324,629

companies' wires for railroad messages
has been greatly reduced and the service improved.
Based on the actual re-routing of freight during one week,
it is estimated that there is an annual saving from this
source of approximately 41,452,216 car miles or 40,560
cars (on a basis of 28 miles per car per day) or of $81,120,000 in investment (based on $2,000 per car). The saving
in operation at five cents per car mile would be $2,072,610.
Average car loading in the nine months to August, 1918,
was 25.5 tons as against 23.8 tons for the corresponding

the service, replacing those skilled
so loyally and so freely to the call

Now that the war pressure is somewhat relieved, the feeling will be more or less generally and naturally held that
the transportation troubles of the roads are over.
It should
made plain to everyone that but few of the many train
and enginemen, shop, bridge, track and station forces, superintendents and trainmasters, general managers, general superintendents, and other skilled and valuable factors in the
successful operation of our railroads have as yet been
released from the colors and actually back in our service.
We need them to "cam' on" in our best manner.
be

period in the previous year.
Safety work is being pressed with vigor.

Number

of accidents to employees of railroads in the Southern Region
during the months of August, September, October and November, 1918

August
September
October

Killed
43
36

26

November

31

Injured.
2,067
1,787
1,441
1,269

This shows a reduction of 27 per cent in fatalities and
38 per cent reduction in injuries, November compared with
August.

There was a saving through elimination of $1,618,107
passenger train miles, of $1,625,941.
(It is estimated that
passenger train service costs about $1 a mile.)
The percentage of increase or decrease in average train load, April
to October, inclusive, in 1918, as compared with the same
months in 1917, are as follows:
April

May
June
July

August
September
October

increase
decrease
decrease
increase
increase
increase
increase

0.8 per cent
7.2 per cent
5.7
2.1

per cent
per cent

5.4 per cent
4.0 per cent
6.7 per cent

In the 10 months ended December 31, there were 4,796,833 cars loaded, compared with 4,955,006 in 1917, and

Three American Majors and a German Representative in the
Freight Yards of Coblenz Inspecting a Trainload of
German Field Pieces Surrendered to the Yankees

Under

the

Terms

of the Armistice

—

—
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Industry

Is

Hard Hit

LAST week's ISSUE tile Railway Age published a large
numl)er of communications from railway supply companies, sent in reply to a night letter from the editors
asking for a statement as to what the policy of deferring
maintenance and renewals, not to speak of betterments,
means "to your organization and labor, now and in the fu-

IN

The

following letters sent in reply to the telegram
were received too late for publication in last week's issue.
ture."

Barco Manufacturing Company
in

much.
not yet been brought to a proper
has reached the point where it is

state of efficiency, but it
giving the public and the railroad officials some satisfaction.
Under the apparent policy of the Railroad Administiation
our motive power and tracks will be a national disgrace inside of three months, with the shops, roundhouses and working conditions as they are, and with the railroads laying off

men and

refusing to buy material.
astonishing that the administration should demand
that manufacturers re-employ returned soldiers and keep
their factories busy when they refuse to keep active the only
industry that they control, and the largest industry in the
is

—

the railroads.

Money

invested in the railroads at this time will be a na-

The Railroad Ad-

tional benefit for generations to come.

ministration should play fair with the public, the railroads,
the railway supply industries and their employees.
There will be no substantial reduction in prices unless the
supply industries are busy. F. N. Bard, Vice-President.

Boss Nut Company
Chicago.
at less than one-half its
capacity during the year 1918 as compared with 1917. Shop
force in this department reduced to about 60 per cent of 1917
To continue operations profitably it will be necesaverage.

Our railway department operated

sary to reduce our sales force and other selling expense,
which we have not done up to the present time. 7. A.
MacLean, Vice-President.

—

Onondaga

Steel

Company,

Inc.

Syracuse, N. Y.

In conversation yesterday with a prominent engineer connected with one of the steel mill equipment manufacturers
of the Pittsburgh district we were informed that the steel
companies had several months before the armistice was
signed placed orders with them for rolls and equipment designed especially for the reconstruction period.
Today the steel corporation and other large producers are
fully equipped for the enormous demands that they have
every reason to expect should be made on them.
Our own efforts have been along this line, not only in

equipment but in organization as

up

it

is

particularly difficult

the persoimel of a tool steel mill.
calls for a high degree of expert knowlEven the common labor in a mill producing excluedge.
sively high-speed steel must be trained to a knowledge of the
value of the material produced and the care necessary in
handling it, as a few pounds waste means many dollars loss.
to build

—

railroads.

We

depend upon the railroads and railroad equipment

people for 40 per cent of our i)usiness, and if they cannot
take the attitude of faith and confidence in the future shown
by the manufacturing public we must face not only a 40 per
cent reduction in our working force
but an added reduction
i)ecause of the railroads being unable to handle adequately
the business of the country.
Consequently, the inability of
other lines of business to carry on as they had every reason

—

on, you railroads!

Your country needs you

S. S.

Buckley, President.

Reading Steel Casting Company
Reading, Pa.

war has made necessary a curtailment of production of iron and steel products.
In turn
it has been necessary for the manufacturers to lay off a great
Tlie sudden ending of the

The motive power has

world

We steel people who have dug into our own pockets thus
giving proof of our faith in the country and its capacity for
reconstruction
feel that we have every right to demand of
our leaders in Washington a similar policy as applied to our

Come

our business by the
attitude of tlie Railroad Administration toward improvements and railroad expenditures. If their policy continues
we will be running our shop on half time, and probably not
are being seriously affected

It
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to plan.

Chicago.

that

—

—

The Railway Supply
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Every department

many employees

regardless of the fact that it is practically
impossible for these employees to obtain work elsewhere. If
the Railroad Administration continued its purchases for
maintenance, renewals and betterments at this time it would
be possible for the industries to continue the employment
of practically all the men on their payroll during the war
period.

We

are firmly of the belief that the greatest destroyer of

social unrest

tain steady

is

The

steady employment.

employment

in the steel

best

way

to

main-

and iron industry

is for
the railroads to continue their purchase of material for maintenance renewals and betterments.
Turner Moore,
J.

President.

Joseph T. Ryerson

& Son

Chicago.

This policy of deferring maintenance and renev.als cannot
but work havoc with our railroad business if continued kiifr
enough. Just now our mill is full of work on orders placed
sometime ago which we were unable to get out before on account of lack of raw material and fuel, but we will finish
up these orders in the course of time, and as there is no new
business coming in the result will be a shutdown of the mill
affecting the employment of some 300 men, as the entire output of this particular mill goes to the railroads. This action,
however, wall not be necessary for some months under the
present condition of our order books.
The immediate effect
of the government's policy, however, is that we have stopped
buying pig iron and fuel for future requirements, as we cannot buy raw materials without the prospect of their sale.
In our warehousing department the effect is immediately
apparent in lack of orders which will, no doubt, cause some
reduction in our working force and stoppage in the purchase
of steel, for the percentage of this business which ordinarily
goes to the railroads. As stated before, there is no immediate
lay-off of men contemplated, but unless there is a resumption
of buying within the next 30 to 60 days results cannot help
Howard A. Gray, Manager Railroad Sales.
but be serious.

The American Train Despatchers' Association

has organized
Schwartz, train despatcher
on the Chicago & North Western, as chairman, and W. A.
Kraemer, also a train despatcher on the North Western, secreAbout 150 chief train despatchers and
tary and treasurer.
despatchers were present at the first meeting. The second annual
convention of the association will be held in Chicago, June 17
a local assembly at Chicago, with O.

to 20, inclusive.

J.

Railroad Hearings Before Senate Committee
Labor Organizations Unite

for

Government Ownership

—Want

Share in Management and Profits
Washington, D.

pointed

officers, profits

C.

Mr

Garretson said, while he had been an advocate of it, and many of the heads of the other organizations
had also been against government ownership, but they had
been converted to government ownership as far as railroads
are concerned by the experience of the past year of government operation as contrasted with the old conditions under
private management.
The plan has not had a fair trial as to
its efficiency because the government took over the roads at a
time when they were in bad condition and operated them
under the abnormal war conditions, and the wonder is, he
said, that the Railroad Administration succeeded as well as
it did, not that it failed in some particulars, but the employees
had seen in the year's operation "the germ of what might be

RAILROAD LABOR ORGANIZATIONS, claiming tO
represent nearly 1,900,000 employees, have endorsed
the plan proposed last week by Glenn E. Plumb, representing the four brotherhoods, providing for government
ownership of railroads and operation by the employees on a
profit-sharing basis, A. B. Garretson, president of the Order
of Railway Conductors, testified before the Senate committee
on February 10. The plan as outlined by Mr. Plumb was
described in last week's issue.
It provides for operation by
a single corporation, administered by a board of directors,
of which one-third would be chosen by the President, onethird by the classified employees and one-third by the ap-

ownership.

FOURTEEN

above the fixed charges necessary to

pay interest on the bonds to be divided between the government and the employees, who would receive a wage dividend
Mr. Plumb also opposed the
in proportion to their wages.

after a fair trial".

plan for a five-year extension of the present federal control

operation of the railroads but a declaration of policy for the
future as to whether the railroads are to be administered as
an appanage of the government or as a private enterprise. We
are of the strong belief that they can best be administered
through a direct government agency furnishing transportation

"The

but said that this opposition would be withdrawn if the general order issued by Mr. McAdoo restraining political activities on the part of railway employees should be revoked, and
both he and Mr. Garretson presented several arguments for
the five-year plan.
Mr. Garretson appeared before the committee as the representative of all the 14 organizations that have agreements with
the Railroad Administration, the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, the Order of Railway Conductors and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, which he said represent 400,000
men, and also the following organizations affiliated with the
Railroad Employees' Department of the American Federation
of Labor, which he said represent 1,500,000 men: International Association of Machinists; International Brotherhood
of Blacksmiths and Helpers; International Brotherhood of
Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders and Helpers; Amalgamated
Sheet Metal Workers' International Alliance; International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers; Brotherhood of Railway
Carmen; Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, Freight Handlers
and Station Employees; Switchmen's Union of North America Order of Railroad Telegraphers and United Brotherhood
;

of Maintenance of Way Employees and Shopmen.
All of the
members of these organizations are not employed on railroads,
some being employed in contract shops. The organizations
affiliated with the American Federation of Labor have recently taken a referendum, which resulted in an almost unanimous vote for government ownership and the executives of the
14 organizations held a meeting in Washington last week for
the purpose of agreeing on a plan to be presented to the committee and of drafting a proposed bill.

Converted by Results of Past Year
Mr. Garretson said that these 14 organizations represented
almost the entire body of railroad employees, with the exception of a few small unions, the men who have not been in
service long enough to be eligible to membership, and those
who have not joined the unions. The Plumb plan, he said,
has the unqualified endorsement of the representatives of the
organization as far as

real question before

Congress," Mr. Garretson ascomprehensive plan for the

serted, "is not the adoption of a

its principle is concerned, but there has
been no endorsement of any given detail of the plan. Because
of the diversity of opinions as to the various phases of any
scheme, he said, there has been no attempt at agreement on
the mechanics of the application of the plan.
Three of the
executives of the four brotherhoods, W. S. Stone, Timothy
Shea and W. G. Lee, had always been opposed to government

not for profit but at cost.
If you make the government
responsible for any deficits you have gone far towards govern-

ment ownership, and the government should be entitled to
share in the profits. All of the plans presented here that demand a government guarantee of returns recognize the principle of government ownership.
If government regulation
creates a deficit on some roads and it is proposed to have the
government make it up by a guarantee it is only consistent
to go to government ownership and put all the earnings in one
jackpot."
Mr. Garretson elaborated on his idea that any plan of
guarantee comes very close to government ownership, saying
that all the plans come to the same thing, a proposal that the
government stand the deficits and the corporations keep the
profits.
He said the idea of a guarantee necessarily carries
with it supervision of operation to ascertain that operation is
on an efficient basis and that the government cannot effectively equalize conditions on different railroads unless it can
avail itself of the surplus earned by some railroads, and he
declared that the removal of the speculative element in railroading would kill all hope of competition or efficient operation.
He also insisted that under any plan of guarantee a
valuation would be essential.
Mr. Garretson traced the histon* of railroad consolidations
into the present large systems and said that now the director
general proposes a further consolidation into six to 1 2 regional
The next logical step, he said, is consolidation of
systems.
all the roads under one head because if six consolidations
would be a good thing, one would be .still better and such a
consolidation would never be permitted to be handled by a
private corporation. Returning to his idea of transportation
at cost, Mr. Garretson declared that a public utility serving
the common necessity should furnish its service at cost without any increase of the cost to pay a profit. The basic purpose
of a corporation is to make a profit and the tendency is toward
constantly increasing rates. Under the plan proposed by the
brotherhoods there would not only be a saving in interest
rates but the balance over fixed charges would be divided
equally between the government and the employees so that the
government's share could be used as a sinking fund, which
would eventually retire the bonds so that the public would get
its transportation at cost.
He did not refer to the share which
would be divided among the employees as a profit, but as an
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Senator Uiultrwood |)oiiitotl out
"iiucntive to officiency."
wc have had a te.st of one year of Rovernnicnt operation
and that it had cost more to operate the roads than under
private management.
He asked if Mr. Garretson could e.xplain why tliis was tlio case. Mr. (iarretson did not directly
that

(luestion, liut said he had pointed out to Mr.
four days after he became director general that
government operation would not have an honest test if faced
with a time limit and uncertainty as to whether the railroads
would he returned. Railroad officials, he said, have been
trained to look to Wall Street for preferment and until they
have become aljsolutely convinced that their future lies with
the government instead of Wall Street the operation will not
be successful. He made no direct charge against the railroad
officers, but referred to a "passive resistance," manifested "not
He illusin what a man does, but in what he does not do."
trated the position of the railroad officials by the story of the
donkey-driver who encouraged his animal by suspending a
cabbage in front of his nose just out of his reach, saying that
when the railroad officials realize that the cabbage is held by
the government they will give just as honest service to the

answer the

McAdoo

government as they ever did to Wall Street.
Mr. Garretson said that many newspapers had described
the brotherhood plan sarcastically as meaning a proposal that
He said he was willing to
the employees run the railways.
discuss this question seriously as a legitimate business proOther interests, he said, are
position and without sarcasm.
willing to propose a government partnership in the losses, but
are silent as to partnership in the profits, whereas the employees are willing to go into partnership with the governto take the officials into partnership
asked whether it would be better for the government
to enter into partnership with corporation seeking a profit or
with the men who do the work and who only ask wages and a
share of the profits. There have been thousands of profitsharing schemes, Mr. Garretson said, but this is the first true

ment and are willing
also.

He

profit-sharing scheme ever presented to any industry.
As to the desirability of the plan for a five year extension,

Mr. Garretson said the representatives of the 14 labor orPersonally, he thought
ganizations have varying opinions.
If the extenthere were arguments both for and against it.
sion would defer a final conclusion as to the railroad problem
it would be a calamity, but if the period were used for studying and laying out a permanent plan of action it would be
Congress should first, however, lay down a policy
desirable.
as between government ownership and private management.
If the policy is to be private management the machinery is in
existence and can be oiled up and refurbished in three or four
If the policy is to be government ownership much
months.
But, he
time will be required to develop the new machinery.
said, it is not desirable that the railroads be returned until
there has been a decision as to what the policy is to be because
the return will doubtless be attended with the same chaotic
conditions which existed for a time after the railroads were
Mr. Garretson argued
taken over and the public will suffer.
that one advantage of government ownership would be the
He said
opportunity to eliminate seasonal unemployment.
the world owes every man a living and society has to support
If free transportation or
the burden in one way or another.
transportation at cost could be furnished to move labor from
regions where there is a surplus to others where it is needed,
unemployment could be done away with to a large degree.
In concluding his statement, Mr. Garretson uttered a warning that any attempt to reduce the wages established during
the past year would arouse the army of discontent in a way
He said he was not in
that would shake the social structure.
sympathy with Bolshevism, I. W. W.-ism, Socialism or Anarchism, but he recognized some of the causes of which they
were the result and which must be relieved.
Replying to questions by Senator Cummins, Mr. Garretson
said that never before has a profit-sharing plan been proposed
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which jjrovides

who

for

any

eciuitaltlu division of profits

i)articipate in the enter|)rise.

carries with

it

The

among

7

all

idea of profit-sharing

the idea of limitation on unreasonable profits

and the proi)lem of industrial unrest can never \>e settled
He declared that wage increases
until this question is settled.
alone would not solve the projjlcm because a wage increase
merely gives to a favored class at the expense of those who do
not get corresponding increases, not at the expense of the
employer, and that increases in wages may leave labor worse
off than Ijcfore if the purchasing power of money is thereby
decreased.
He said he had made a .study of the family budgets of 2,500 conductors, which .showed that in 1910 or 1912
when a freight conductor's rate was $4.18 a day they had $11
less surplus at the end of the month than in 1890 when a
freight conductor's pay was $3 a day.
He said that wages should be fixed by a tribunal so constituted that no one element should determine its own wages,
as the official class had been able to fix its own compensation,
and he advocated a plan similar to that put in effect by the
Railroad Administration when it constituted boards of adjustment composed of an equal representation of employees and
officials.
The board that deals with brotherhood affairs he
said had settled 300 cases without a dissenting vote, but
whereas the present boards do not deal with wages and the
director general is in effect an umpire, the Plumb plan provides for similar boards t6 fix wages with an appeal in case
of a disagreement to the board of directors of the proposed
national corporation.

Right to Strike Reserved
Senator Cummins asked if under government ovmership
the employees would insist on their right to strike.
Mr. Garretson replied that the relation between the government and
the employees should be the same as between the employees
and any employer and that the rights of citizens should not
be affected by government employment.
The right to strike
must necessarily be retained, he said. Any body of men will
always obey the law until a stage of irritation has been
reached that carries them beyond control, when they will
exercise their right to overturn existing arrangements in the
same way that men have always acted. He referred to the
Canadian Lemieux Act as proof that the enactment of a law
that it is known will be broken is the height of unwisdom,
saying the time will always come when men will break a law
which they think violates their inherent rights.
Mr. Garretson concluded his testimony on Wednesday and
was excused from appearing on Thursday because the brotherhood leaders had an appointment for a conference with the
director general and his staff, on the proposed increase in
wages now under consideration by the Board of Wages and
Working Conditions, but he may be recalled later.

Opposition to Five-Year Plan Based on Political Order
While reading his prepared statement last Friday outlining
the plan for Government ownership proposed by the brotherhoods, Mr. Plumb indicated that the opposition to the fiveyear plan would be withdrawn if General Order No. 48 restraining political activity on the part of the employees is
modified, and in discussing conditions on the assumption
that the order would be modified he presented several arguments in favor of the five-year plan as providing a period
of stability during which a permanent plan could be worked
out.
He said, however, that if a permanent plan can be
worked out in less time, the present system of Federal control should be terminated without running for the full five
years.
While Mr. Plumb was discussing the political order.
Senator McLean interrupted to ask: "If the order should be
revoked, would you still be against the five-year plan?"
"That is our only objection to the five-year plan," replied
Mr. Plumb. "The purpose of an extension is to allow time
for a political solution of a great social issue, and under this
order we would be precluded from full participation in the

February
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working out of that solution.

We

cannot afford to leave to
we were limited
If we were not debarred from participation
in participation.
in the final solution, then I am frank to say our objection
to the five-year plan would be eliminated.
Mr. Hines' arguthe financial interests complete freedom while

ments are very cogent.

We

agree that 21 months

is

not

suffi-

cient for a complete solution."

"Have you or your associates had any intimation that this
order will be revoked?" asked Senator McLean.
"I have no such intimation," replied Mr. Plumb, "but Mr.
Hines has impressed me and my associates with his supreme
fairness toward every question and it, therefore, seems to me
there is hope for the elimination of this objection.
However,
Congress should get busy at once, and if it is possible to
get a solution in one or two years, the extension should be
made subject to that possibility and the present system should
not be continued longer than is necessary'.
If there can be a
period of stabilized conditions while Congress is working on
this problem it would be in the interest of the public and
labor is particularly interested.
The railway executives did
not say that the wage level is too high, but none would say
the status would be preserved and one said that wages should
be governed by the law of supply and demand. As between
a great monopoly and a body of organized employees, that
don't mean supply and demand at all.
It merely means a
trial of strength.
If we can protect the status while
the solution is being worked out, that would be very desirable.

Mr. Plumb concluded his prepared statement near the end
and was not questioned at length. Senator
Underwood pointed out that efficiency does not depend entirely upon the employees, but "comes from the top down"
and goes with the appointing power. Mr. Plumb admitted
the force of this statement, although he had emphasized the
skill and industry of the employees, but he said that the

of the session

labor plan proposed to retain efficient executives but did
not want to continue in office inefficient men who may happen to be in control of capital.
Senator Cummins said that we must think now and then
of those who pay the bills for railroad service as well as
those who receive the money, and he asked how the Interstate
Commerce Commission in fixing rates would determine how
much surplus to allow to retain the interest of labor. Mr.
Plumb suggested that the present level of wages and rates be
taken as a starting point and said that labor would get
it produced
and that the Government would receive

nothing by way of a dividend until by efficiency

enough

to

pay

it

a surplus to be used as the basis for a reduction in rates
He
before there would be any profits for labor to share.
said the commission would be dealing with a mathematical
problem in fixing a general level of rates, but that it would
sit practically as a tax-fixing body in distributing the rates
Senator Cummins also
as between classes and commodities.
asked Mr. Plumb if he had considered the probability that
if Federal control is extended for five years it will be accepted as disposing of the subject for the time being and that

Congress will not be likely to take up the permanent solution

Mr.
until shortly before the expiration of the period.
agreed that that might be so, but thought that the

Plumb
danger

of loss to capital in letting the situation become more complicated will be a force that will impel them to seek an early
solution and that the public will feel it is paying too much
and will demand a quick settlement. Also, he said, labor
its force toward a quick solution which would
remove the uncertainty, but he felt that 21 months might be
too short a time in which to accomplish permanent results.
Senator Cummins declared he was of the deliberate opinion

will lend all

that

if

the time is extended for five years nothing will be

done of a decisive character until immediately before the exNow, he said, is the psychological
piration of that period.
time to work out a permanent plan. Everybody is interested

m
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the question, all the various interests are proposing plans,

and if this opportunity be allowed to pass the whole inquiry
must be made all over again. Mr. Plumb said that the proposed five-year extension of the present system does not approximate any plan which is being suggested and that the
sooner a definite, permanent plan can be agreed on the better, but by no means, he said, should the roads be permitted
to be turned Ijuck until a permanent plan is adopted, whether
one or five years is required.

Southern Shippers Opposed to Five-Year Plan
Charles E. Cotterill, general counsel of the Southern Traffic League, presented a statement of policy adopted by the
league after a referendum of the 46 chambers of commerce
which composed its membership opposing Government ownership or any extension of Federal operation beyond the
period now provided by law and favoring the return of the
railroads to private control and operation subject to Government regulation as speedily as may be practicable. The
league favored preserving under private control and operation
such economies of transportation as may have been developed
under Federal control to the extent that the service may be
improved without inflation of charges or undue inconvenience of the public or the impairment of wholesale competition.
The league opposed any governmental guarantee of
income, and, while favoring the principles of fair return
upon the investment, opposed any system of rate construction designed to accomplish this without due regard to other
factors properly to be considered in the making of just and
reasonable rates and also the unrestrained assertion of Federal authority in the regulation of traffic that is purely domestic to the several States.
Mr. Cotterill said his clients could not appreciate the argument that Congress should enact a radically new system
of legislation before returning the railroads to their owners.
They felt some requirements ought to be adopted, but saw
no reason why the railroads could not be returned as soon
as the practical obstacles to their return can be overcome.

He said the present period of Federal control has been one
continual wrangle between the Administration and the shippers, during which they have had to call on their representatives in Congress several times for protection, and they
wanted this condition terminated. He referred particularly
to the proposal of the Administration to substitute the interstate basis for State rates before applying the 25 per cent increase, which had been withdrawn on account of the opposition of the Southern shippers, and to the proposals of the
effect a uniform mileage scale of
said the shippers were not interested in
State rights but that the jobbing business of the South was
seriously menaced by the efforts to abolish the State rate

Administration to put into
class

rates.

He

and that the Director General has said he would put
the mileage scale into effect, although the Interstate Commerce Commission has recommended against its being taken
up at this time. Mr. Cotterill severely criticised some of the
acts of the Railroad Administration and the effects of the
basis

elimination of competition and presented numerous arguments against the policy of Government ownership.
"We doubt the value of the sociological experiment of
Government ownership and operation of our railways," he
"Were our mileage one-fourth as great and the traffic
said.
one-fourth as large. Government ownership might be a success, but with the vastness of our railways and their operations before us we would be gravely concerned over any
prospect that the Government itself might enter into such
a domain and take over our greatest industrial activity.
Under private initiative our railways have developed into the
greatest transportation system in the world, which mieht not
have been the case had the Government owned the railways

from the beginning."
Regarding the plan of Federal control, Mr. Cotterill said:

,

"I'roni

till'

it may i>L- conpast year a very diflkult war .situation

.standpoint of i)h\>ii.al operation

durinjj

lali'tl tliat

llii'

was met in a vcr) etTi-ctual way. But it must be rcmcmben'd that, after all, it was the railway nun themselves who
achieved those operatini; results, the only difference bcinK the
disregard of all legal restrictions fomierly i)laced ui)()n the
railways and llie advantage of lompulsorv co-ordination of
their activities.

an expensive enterprise for the shipping
be disregarded it would be possil)le to build
'J'here is no way
anil operate our railways in an ideal way.
bv whicii to calculate the precise additional cost of Federal

"Hut

public.

AGE

HAII.WAY

4C)0

it

has

l)ecn

If co.st

the past jear, l)Ut the fact remains that it
beyond comprehension. We take no broad
wage increases that were allowed; but we
remark that the rate of pay accorded negro
the South has exceeded all bounds of reason and has brought about a very unhealthy condition. Perhaps tliat phase of the matter must be regarded as a neces-

operation during
increased almost
exception to the
cannot avoid the
railway labor in

sary incident of the war.
"Had the Railway Administration confined itself to the
fulfillment of its immediate purposes as a war tribunal, perhaps there could be no criticism of its past record. But the

shippers of the South have had to contend with a very difficult situation arising from the fact that the Railroad Administration did not confine itself to war activities but instead
entered upon and indulged in all sorts of innovations and
revolutionary changes which threatened to work great hardship upon them, and in many cases did so.
To be more specific, the director general built up an organization and surrounded himself mainly with former railIn the nature of things the
road officials and employees.
know the
director general personally did not and could not

name. To
the former railway

proposed in his

full consequences of all that was
us in the South it seemed at times as if
their railroads,
officials, anticipating the eventual return of
situation
were taking advantage of Mr. McAdoo and of the
which
generally, to put into effect cherished ideas of reform
general, could
without 'the very great power of the director
never be made effective."
Northern Pacific
C. W. Bunn, general counsel of the
Thursday, advotestified before the Senate Committee on

cating a plan by which the Interstate

Commerce Commission

them into
be given power to review State-made rates to bring
harmony with interstate rates. S. Davies Warfield also preplan which
sented a supplemental statement regarding his
the
was presented last week. G. M. Freer, president of
presiNational Industrial Traffic League, and N. L. Amster,
follow
dent of the Investors' Protective Association, were to
decided hereafter to hold hearings

The House Commitonly on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
begin
teen on Interstate and Foreign Commerce proposes to
hearings soon on the railroad question.

Rivers and Harbors Congress
of water transportation under a
SUPERVISION
department of transportation or a bureau of the Department of Commerce and extension of the jurisdic-

FEDERAL

tion' of the Interstate

meeting on

tlie

subject

of

the

co-ordination

Commerce Commission

over rail and

water rates together with improvement of all navigable
streams upon which commerce could be established were recommended to Congress in a declaration of principles adopted
by the National Rivers and Harbors Congress at its fourCo-ordinateenth annual mefeting in Washington last week.
detion of rail and water facilities and the elimination of
structive competition between them were also favored.
Walker D. Hines,, director general of railroads, addressed

of

7

rail

and water facilities and urged extension of the present system of federal (ontrol for the purpose of giving it a better
"I cannot reconcile myself," he
opi)ortunity to work it out.
said, "to the view that a great national highway like one of
our waterways can jjroperly be regarded as economically useless.
The government has devoted a great deal of attention
and money to the improvement of these waterways, i)Ut so far
there has Ijcen a missing link whidi was of vital importance
It is not suffu ient merely to provide a waterway.
equally important to provide the means for an interchange of traffic bi'tween the waterway and otiier means of
transportation.
I
have been tremendously interested ever
since I came into the Railroad Administration in seeing how
we could make a practical, sympathetic and helpful experiment with a view not only to furnishing the desire to have
the railroad feed the waterway so as to get a really economical and beneficial use of the waterway, but with a view also
to finding a practical method of effecting this rehandling

to supply.
It

is

of the traffic between the railroad
to get a really economical result.

tration has attempted to

work with a

do

that,

and the waterway so as
The Railroad Adminisand I am directing that

and conviction tliat with these
great national waterways we can and must find a way to
make them an economic success." But, he said, this will
take time, and if the administration is facing a relinquishment of the railroads in a short time, it will be hampered in
working out the proljlem of waterway development.
Mr.
Hines said nobobdy expects the present form of federal control to continue indefinitely, and he did not suppose that anybody wants it to continue indefinitely.
definite belief

Discussion of railroad questions occupied a considerable
part of the program of the meeting.
Secretary of the Navy
Daniels said that the railroads had broken down under their
increased burden after the United States entered the war,

"while the waters have run idly to the sea," and that they
had broken down because they were built on a program
based on the destruction of water traffic. He declared that
not a ton of the raw materials which lend themselves to
water
transportation
carried
should
be
by
rail
if
water transportation was available.
Senator Ransdell of
Louisiana, president of the National Rivers and Harbors
Congress, urged the appointment to the President's cabinet
of a secretary of transportation whose duty would be to regulate railway, waterway and highway transportation.
Major
General William M. Black, chief of engineers. United States

Army,
tion,

also urged the creation of a secretary of transportacharged with the development and co-ordination of all

the transportation agencies of the nation.

He

said the Rail-

Administration is a railroad administration
waterway appendix because its officials are almost

road

on Friday.

The committee has

the
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with
all

a

men

trained in the railroad viewpoint.
The question of government ownership versus private
ownership of the railways was discussed by Luther M.
Walter, general counsel for the National Association of
Owners of Railroad Securities, who opposed both govern-

ment ownership and the proposed extension of federal control, and advocated the plan for railroad regulation proposed
by that association before the Senate committee; by William
Jennings Bryan, who advocated a dual plan of state ownership of branch lines and federal ownership of trimk lines of
railroad; and by Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway
Age, who declared that private operation under wise and
fair regulation would be far more beneficial to the public
than the result of government operation would be.

The
tions

Traffic Club of St. Louis, Mo., recently adopted resoluthat the extension of government control of

declaring

railroads

is

The

prejudicial to public interest.

ordered sent to Missouri representatives

in

resolutions were

Congress.
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A Ne^A/^ Passenger Station Completed at Richmond, Va.
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This Project Involves a Terminal With Facilities for

Roads and an Improved Main Line
OLD UNION
THEmond,
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PASSENGER STATION facilities in Richby the Atlantic Coast Line and the
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Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, having be:ome inadequate and incapable of expansion to meet present
lay requirements, the Richmond Tenninal Railway was organized early in 1916 for the purpose of providing an im-

Map
proved

Richmond Showing

the

New

The

for the use of these two
project embraces a new station and auxila corhplete and interesting terminal track

buildings,

ayout and the development

of

an

improved maiti

traffic

which eliminates the

objectionable operating features of the old line and numerous
crossings at grade with important thoroughfares and length-

wise occupancies of other

streets.

The

contracts for the ter-

minal construction were let early in 1916 and the new
minal was opened to traffic on January 4 of this year.

ter-

Station Site in Relation to the Old Station

and modern passenger layout

ailroads.
ar\-

of

through the city for passenger

line

401

As may be

seen on the

map

of

Richmond, the old

facilities

were situated at Byrd street in the heart
of the business section of the city on the lower level along
the James river.
The land available for railway purposes
for passenger service
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\02
in

tlii.>^

on

till-

(li.-itriit

i.-

nortli liy

liiiiiU-d
tin.'

on

alirui)t

tlic

liy the Janirs river and
from the low ground along

south

ri.sc

The projjerty adthe river to the higher level of the city.
joining the site is hiiilt up solidly with industrial and business plants, making the ac(|uisition of additional jirojjerty
for railway purposes diffuult and e.xpensive, even if the locaThe
tion was desirable otherwise, which was not the case.
old station, while serving as a through station, was of
the stub-end type, constructed in this manner because of the

Track Layout
site.
It was served with six stub-end station tracks, each having a capacity for six cars only, the
limited track capacity being also occasioned by the topo-

limitations of the

graphical features of the location.

Because of its type, reverse movements were necessary in
getting trains in and out of the old station, and as the through
trains using the terminal often carried 16 to 18 cars, two cuts
were necessary in getting one train into the station. This, of
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Potomac and the tracks of the Tetersburg Connecting Company, which operates between liyrd street and Kll>a .stations.
In this .section and north to liroad .street the single track lies
thoroughfares, an arrangement
in and across ini])ortant
which is unsatisfactory both to the ity and to the railroads.
These objectionable features, (oujjled with the urgent necessity for amplified freight facilities on the lower level of the
city with the area now cKcupied by the passenger layout nec(

essary to the development of the freight project, led to the

at the Station

decision to locate the

the city.
The location chosen

new terminal
is

in a different section of

in the western

end of the

city in a

rapidly growing residential section on land purchased some
years ago by the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac.
This site is convenient to the hotels and retail section of the
city, thus fulfilling the needs of the transient public, and is
particularly convenient to the newer residential sections.

---IBS-

millli

liilMlllll

The Track Layout and Platforms
required a liberal time allowance in the schedule
for the station stop, and in the event of trains arriving at
the station off their schedule and on the time of other trains,

course,

delays and congestion resulted.
The approaches to the old site also embrace objectionable
From the south the approach is over the Atlantic
features.
Coast Line's single track bridge over the James river, while
from the north it is via the Richmond, Fredericksburg &

To
a

utilize this site as a terminal

new

it

was necessary

to develop

line for passenger traffic.

The New Passenger Line
to the map of Richmond

it may be seen
the old through passenger line entering Richmond
from the south embraces the Atlantic Coast Line main tracks
over the James river into the old station and those of the

Again referring

that

February

14,

1919
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Petersburg Connecting Company and the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac to the north leaving the city on the
west. For freight purposes a single-track line had previously
been provided around the south and west of the city, leaving
the Atlantic Coast Line main line at a point about two miles
south of the old station and joining with the Richmond,
Fredericksburg & Potomac main line at the point where
those tracks leave the city.
Under the new plan through
passenger trains will follow this route and, incident to the
terminal project, this belt line has been double-tracked and
otherwise improved.
The Atlantic Coast Line main line
into the old station will be operated only for freight service.
The new terminal layout is located approximately onehalf mile east of the junction of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac main line with the belt line. Between this

403

Trains from the south approach, the station over the
northbound main track of the belt line and the wye track
shown on the map, entering the station layout from the
west.
Southbound trains enter the station from the same
end by means of a second approach track leading off the
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac main line. All trains
will leave the station from the east, passing around the loop.
The movement of northbound trains is direct, and southbound trains will use the .second track of the wye connection
mentioned above to reach the southbound main track of the
belt line.
From the foregoing it will be noted that all trains
enter the station headed in the same direction
east.
Thus

—

baggage will be handled at one end of the platforms only.
In planning the layout the platforms and tracks were located at an angle with Broad street. The station was placed
200 ft. back from the street with the floor line about 8 ft.
above the street grade.
This afforded a commanding site
for the building and provided a gently sloping plaza in
front.
It also permitted the arrangement of track grades,
with a view to eliminating curve resistance for starting trains
and to otherwise ensure a quick and easy departure.
The train movements in the terminal area are controlled
from two electro-pneumatic interlocking plants, one located
at the wye connection and the other at the station.
This
last plant is elevated sufficiently so that a clear view of the
entire terminal layout is possible from the operator's room.

The

terminal track layout comprises 6.12 miles of track.
station seven through passenger tracks, a standing
track for Pullman cars and two express tracks have been
constructed and provision has been made in the plans for
additional passenger tracks when warranted by traffic. The
coach yard is located on the opposite side of the loop from
the station.
For the present the existing Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac engine terminal just east of the new
layout will furnish the facilities necessary for the passenger motive power, although it is planned to locate an
engine terminal for passenger trains within the loop and
move the freight engine terminal to Acca, about four miles
to the north on the main line of the Richmond, Fredericks-

At the

First Floor Plan of the Station

unction and the new location two of tlie tracks of the Richnond, Fredericksburg & Potomac main line will be utilized
-S a part of the new passenger line, there being five tracks
letween these points.
That portion of the Richmond, Fredricksburg & Potomac main line east of the new layout will
le abandoned as main line, but retained in service to reach
he existing engine terminal, yard facilities and industries
ust east of the new terminal, while between Bioad street and
he old Byrd street station the line will be abandoned enirely, thus doing away with the occupancy of the city streets
ly the passenger track.
While the new station facilities are located outside of and
re comparatively remote from the new traffic line, the station
rack layout is so planned that reverse movements are elimnated.
The tracks are arranged in a loop, as shown in the
tiap of the station grounds on which the direction of traffic
s indicated by means of arrows.

burg & Potomac.
Curves with a radius of 484 ft. have been installed at
both ends of the loop.
This is the maximum curvature in
the layout, the curve at the west end of the main line having
a radius of 1,194 ft.
The track layout includes 52 frogs, 44 in the main line
and 8 in the coach yard. In the main line the frogs are of
the manganese insert type and in the coach yard of bolted

open-hearth construction.
The frogs in the main line are
all special, ranging from No. 8 to No. 15 and, in spite
of the difficulty of design occasioned by the curves, only six
types were used, thus effecting material savings in manufacturing costs.

The natural surface of the ground at the layout is generally higher than the track grades established and 150,000
cu. yd. of material was moved in the preparation of the
site

of which 145,000 cu. yd.

was occasioned by

the depres-
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sion of the tracks and f.OOO cu. yd. l)y the station building
Al.out 4(),0()() cu. yd. of the material was utiexcavation.
lized in the fill reciuired in the station plaza and the remainder in fdlinj,' the low pround at the connection with
the Richmond, Krederickslnirg & I'otoniac main line at the

This

end of the kx)p.

uortli

in such

a

manner

last

that a complete

eml)ankment was placed
1(K)J) track can he con-

structed without further grading.

The material moved in tliese operations was chiefly clay
In making the excavation
with gravel pockets in places.
the top soil was stripped by teams and piled for use in the
All of the excavation except 25,000 cu.
parking scheme.
yd. removed by teams was handled by a steam shovel and
moved to place in the fills by means of narrow-gage equipment.

The embankment

simple turf,

is

surrounded by flowering shrubs

woods and redbu<is

in

7

which dog-

])red()minate.

The semi-cinular Ich)]) which extends from the overhead
express road bridge down to the express i)uilding is a simple
shrub (lower garden. The level ground is turfed. Back of
this will be a i)elt of winter or yellow jesamine, rcdbuds,
(logwoods and other flowering shrul)S with certain hardy
|)erennials, giving a succession of Ijloom through much of
The eml)ankment approaches to the bridge over
the season.
the tracks are covered with Armour privet which in this
climate is practically evergreen.
The great central part of the loop, formerly used as golf

for the plaza in front of the sta-

was

also placed by teams.
The presence of gravel pockets in the clay made necessary
The main sewers of the
an elaborate system of sewers.
plot which connect with the city sewers are all of brick and
include 584 ft. of 4-ft. 6-in. sewer; 1,000 ft. of 3-ft. 6-in.
tion
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The lateral sewers range
of 3-ft. sewer.
from 8-in. terra cotta to 24-in. These are specially built
trenches
to collect the surface water, the back filling in the
sewer,

and 500

im^B|Mg^^^j^^^^^^HHBjB&^^A

-tJI

ft.

being of coarse material.
In planning the improvement one of the important objectives has been to secure pleasing surroundings and the plan
of landscape treatment is of particular interest. The greater
portion of the site was formerly the location of the Herniitage golf grounds and a baseball park, free from extensive
building improvements, a site which lent itself readily to
Because of the large area occupied
landscape treatment.
simple methods of treatment in the landscape plan were esIt is proposed to establish and maintain fine turf
on the oval in front of the station and between Broad street
The oval
and the entrance roads to the right and left.
area will be left in simple lawn, because it seems most de-

sential.

The Train Shed and Platforms
grounds, is already in good grass and the extensive rough
ground area in the northern part of the loop is covered with
a dense planting of black locust, edged around with flowering
shrubs of great variety, which will require no maintenance
and will produce a striking effect.
All of the railway banks and the slopes of the cuts, which
are very flat, are thickly planted with Japanese honeysuckle
and Armour privet, forming a mass covering, requiring little
attention and being practically evergreen.
Lombardy poplars are planted in clumps or rows in many places to screen
off factory buildings in the near and middle distance.
This
landscape work was done by Warren H. Manning, landscape designer, of Boston, Mass.

The

Station

The

plans for the station building were prepared by John
Russell Pope, architect, of New York City, and the construction work has been carried out under his supervision.
The building is a fireproof structure of steel and concrete
The
with exterior walls of Indiana travertin limestone.
face of the building is 200 ft. north of the street line, permitting a broad plaza with sweeping curves and grass plots.
The structure is 240 ft. long, 118 ft. vride and three
Facing the interior courts
stories high on the plaza front.
an additional story is obtained in the east and west wings.
These three upper floors are used for railroad business
offices.

The

entire

main

floor

is

given over to the uses of the

The waiting room for white people, with
domed ceiling extending up entirely through the

traveling public.

The Lunch Room and Restaurant

its

have a simple green foreground for the building,
The
that will not be broken by beds of flowers and shrubs.
are to
turf areas to the right and left of the entrance road
wigelias,
be bordered with flowering shrubs such as spraeas,

sirable to

altheas, golden bell,

and the

like,

faced

down with

borders

of hardy perennials.
To the north of the station a sloping triangular area,
will be
that is above the cut slopes at the railroad tracks,
honeycovered with ground-cover plants including Japanese
To the
suckle, Japanese bittersweet and Chinese wisteria.
and
of the station between the tracks and the express

south

baggage road, the comparatively

level

ground covered by

lofty

building, occupies all the space included within the central
The concourse, 50 ft. wide and over 200 ft. long,
motif.
joins the domed waiting room through the concourse vesti-

bule on the north, extending at the same level as the waiting
room over the seven tracks. The concourse vestibule is 50
Access to the tracks is obtained
ft.
by SO ft. in plan.
through enclosed stairways on the east for outgoing, and
ramps on the west for incoming passengers. The platforms
are covered by canopies that extend far over the cars and
are supported by single Ionic columns of cast iron and of
The ramps, stairs and platforms are
massive proportions.

harmony with the central structure. Enclosed passages
flank the building on the northeast and northwest, giving
in

February

14,
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access to the concourse from the cab stand on the
west and the plaza and colored section on the east.
The main entrance to the station faces Broad street and
consists of two groups of seven doors each, leading from the
portico through the vestibule directly into the waiting room
The vestibule is planked by two entrance
for white people.
hallways, also opening from the portico, served by two
doors each. Stairways and elevators run from each of these
hallways to the office floors above.
The plan of the main fioor and concourse is of particular
Entering the waiting room through the portico
interest.
and vestibule, outbound passengers must keep to the right
to reach the information bureau, the ticket office and the
baggage checking room. These facilities are reached in the
direct
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carved setting for the tower clock in the front pediment,
typifying progress and industry, and the two seals.
The
latter are also used again in a modified form on the walls
of the concourse.

Plain coursed limestone walls and Napoleon gray marble
wainscoting are used in the white waiting room and concourse.
All other rooms on the main floor have wainscoting
of gray Tennessee marble and plaster walls. The latter are
tinted in pleasing tones of gray.
The ticket grills and all other interior metal work are a
soft greenish gray, harmonizing with the walls and wainscoting.
All floors are of marlile terrazza with marble slab
borders.

A feature of special interest
sphere representing the world.

is

the

great

illuminated

suspended from the
center of the domed ceiling of the main waiting room, and
supported within a double ring ornamented with the signs
of the zodiac.
The entire fixture is made of wrought metal
and glass and is eight feet in diameter.

Auxiliary

It

is

Facilities

The

express building, which is 40 ft. wide and 200 ft.
long, is located across the tracks from the station.
This is
served by two tracks, one through and the other stub, separated by a platform 12 ft. vwde and 350 ft. long.
A ramp

platform is provided east of the building.
The road leading to the building, which

is

34

ft.

wide,

Concourse

to the concourse in the sequence mentioned and are
arranged in a straight line, allowing the passenger to reach
his objective in the minimum time.
On the left in the west
wing are the smoking room, men's toilet and barber shop,
followed by the restaurant, lunch room, telephone and telegraph offices and soda fountain. The rest room and toilet
for women are on the right of the main waiting room.
A
large portion of the main floor of the east wing is given
over to the waiting room, restaurant, rest room and toilets
Their entrance is from the east passage
for colored people.
trip

to the concourse.

The ticket office and baggage checking rooms separate
the white and colored waiting rooms, thus permitting both
sections to be served by the same respective offices.
At the
extreme southeast corner of the main floor are two shops for
rental purposes.

The baggage

handled on the basement floor of the
from Broad street. A spiral
chute and elevator for hand baggage extend between the
main baggage room and the checking room on the main floor.
The baggage trucking platform is independent of the platforms used by passengers, and, as the traffic through the
station is all in one direction, the greater part of the trucking will also be in one direction.
Cross-overs are provided
from the baggage platform to the passenger platform.
The basement level will also provide space for a United
States mail room, a rest room for trainmen and conductors,
is

station, with a separate drive

the office of the station master, storage for the restaurant
and other auxiliary facilities. The mechanical room contains the main electrical switchboard, ventilating apparatus, and a refrigerating machine for cooling the drinking
water circulated throughout the building.
In design, both the exterior and interior are simple and
dignified.
Classic architectural orders, the Doric outside
and Ionic inside have been used. These have simple moulding and almost no ornaments.
The only exception is the

A

Corner of the Waiting

Room

widens into a

40-ft. driveway at the house.
This drive
of Broad street east of the station and is carried
over the track layout by means of a reinforced concrete
bridge in the design of which special attention was given to
the appearance of the structure in order that it might harmonize with the surroundings.

leads

oft"

The express building is of brick on a concrete foundation
with seven doors on the driveway side and 14 on the track
side.
Wilson steel rolling doors are provided throughout.
The platform is protected by a canopy and the drive is
sheltered by the overhanging roof.
The office is 15 ft. bv
19 ft. with toilet facilities located in the south end of the
Ijuilding.
With the exception of provision for these fa-
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Imikling is free from partitions.
Two
ft. by 9 ft., of 5,000-11). capacity, and one
4 ft. by 5 ft., of SOO-lb. capacity, are provided.
The heating plant, which adjoins the express facilities, is
a two-story building 40 ft. wide by 90 ft. long with space
provided on the second n(x)r for lockers and other facilities
The brick stack for this plant, which
for the mechanics.
was built by the Alphons Custodis Chimney Construction
Company, is 11 ft. 3 in. in outside diameter at the bottom,
cililics

the

Howe

scales,

5

ft.

inside

base 4

ft.

entire

one

7

and 110

ft.

high.

It

is

sui)porlcd on a concrete

deep, octagonal in shape and 18

ft.

6

in.

in di-
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ameter.

Tile foundation rests on twenty-four

15-ft.

Ray-

mond

concrete jjilcs which were driven with a steam hammer.
Tlie remaining buildings in the layout in addition to
the interhxking plants jjreviously mentioned, are the supply,
the oil and the ice house.

These are located adjacent

to the

coach yard tracks.

The

i)lans

Frazier,

for

the

improvements were made by Harry
of Richmond, Va., who was

con.sulting engineer,

also in general charge of the work.
C. C. Strong was the
resident engineer.
The J. H. Parker Company, of New
York, was tlie contractor for the main building.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
DirectOF General

Has Meeting With Executives

to Discuss

Senate Hearings and Other Matters
VVasiiincton,

THK PossiniLiTY
management

of facilitating the return of the railroads

to private

by turning over

their operation

to tlie railroad corporations as agents or representatives

government for a short period prior to the actual
federal control was discussed by Director
General Hines at a meeting of the Association of Railway
Executives at Washington on February 7, which was attended by about 75 railway executives.
The meeting was
called for the purpose of giving the executives an opportunity
of

the

tennination of

to discuss

among themselves

the government

transition from federal control to private management, in
the event the President decides to relinquish control at an
early date, as he has said he would do if no prospect for

early legislation on a permanent plan appeared, and as
Director General Hines has said he would recommend.

This would give the corporations an opportunity to reinstate
their organizations, so that they would be in a position to
resume management on their own account at the termination
The transition would be made while
of federal control.
the central organization of the Railroad Administration was
still in charge and while the government guarantee of compensation was still in effect.
Mr. Hines was questioned as to what period of time he
contemplated in saying that the railroads must be returned
in a reasonable time unless the five-year extension is apMr. Hines said he had no definite
proved by Congress.
period in mind, but that it would be his idea to recognize

and allow
time and give sufficient notice to enable the changes

the conditions existing in the railroad business

made

in

for

its

D.

C.

own account

it

the progress of various plans

which have been presented
before the Senate Committe on Interstate Commerce and also
for the purpose of discussing with Mr. Hines various questions relating to the relations between the Railroad AdminThe plan of making
istration and the railroad companies.
the corporations the agents of the government as they were
during the first three or four months of federal control before federal managers were appointed was discussed only
tentatively, but it has been considered by many who have
considered the problem as a practical way of effecting the

to be

it

would have been faced with a difficult problem in disposing
of it by lease or by sale after the termination of federal control.
He said the railroad companies would probably have
had to buy about the same amount of equipment if they had
been in charge of the railroads and that the administration
felt it was fully justified in the plan it had adopted of purchasing the equipment and requiring the companies to accept and pay for it at its cost to the government.

Report of Exports Control Committee

for remedial railroad legislation

sufficient

had purchased

an orderly manner.

Another subject discussed was the position of the Railroad
Administration regarding the allocation of cars and locomotives. Mr. Hines took the position that there would have
been less objection to accepting the standard equipment if
the war had not terminated so suddenly, but pointed out that
it was ordered at a time when everyone expected the war to
continue longer than it did.
He said the railroad control
act provided two ways of purchasing equipment, but that if

Considerable improvement in the movement of overseas
traffic for the week ended February 4 over the previous week
is shown in a report of the Exports Control Committee.
There were 9,180 cars of export freight received at North
Atlantic ports for the week and 10,131 cars delivered to
boats.
The total number of cars on hand at North Atlantic
ports on February 4 was 32,343, while for January 28 there
were 38,201, a decrea.se in accumulations of 988 cars.
Commercial export freight is moving freely to New York,
the steamship lines displaying a desire to get cargo as fast as
possible.
Further space in British vessels will soon be available for commercial cargo. Permits are being granted covering commercial freight to Newport News to meet steamers
due this month. The total commercial freight on hand for
the week ending January 30 at North Atlantic ports increased 12,500 tons. There was a decrease of 2,800 tons at
South Atlantic ports; an increase at Golf ports of 2,600 tons
making a gross increase of commercial freight on hand at all
ports of 12,300 tons over the previous week.
Effective on March 1 the Exports Control Committee will
be abolished, but part of its work, including the development
and co-ordination of export traffic, will be continued under
the direction of C. E. Spens, who has been appointed assistant director of the Division of Traffic, in charge of export
and import traffic matters.
Bill for $750,000,000

Appropriation to Be Reported

The Appropriations Committee

of the House expects to report within a few days a bill for the appropriation of an additional $750,000,000 for the revolving fund of the Railroad

Administration
\\'hether

it

asked

for

by

Director

General

Hines.

will be reported as a separate bill or as a rider to

a general appropriation bill has not yet been decided
Director General Hines has held several conferences with
a sul)ccmmittee of the appropriations committee, explaining
the reasons why it is needed and fortifying them with material for use in case opposition develops on the floor of the

February
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Some Congressmen are known
amount asked is too much, while

or in the Senate later.

to hold the opinion that the

increase of 2.9 per cent and the mileage per car per day
decreased from 26.1 to 24.9, while the net ton miles per
car day show a decrease from 495 to 490, or 1 per cent.
The percentage of serviceable cars was 5.7 in 1918 as compared with 5.6 in 1917. The average tonnage per car increased from 27 to 29.1 or 7.8 per cent, but the tonnage
per train was increased from 653 to 682, or only 4.4 per
cent.
The figures by regions are given below.

others who are opposed to the Railroad Administration might
seek to oppose it as a means of embarrassing the administration, but the general feeling seems to be that the amount will
be granted.

Movement

Freight Traffic

The Operating

407

for 1918

Section of the Railroad Administration has issued a report covering freight train and
car performance for December and the calendar year 1918,
some of the figures of which were briefly noted in last week's
issue.
Net ton miles of freight handled for the year
Statistics

amounted to 434,997,928,000, an increase of 1.8 per cent
compared with 1917.
By heavier loading this traffic
was handled with a decrease in train miles and car miles
but the average number of freight cars on lines shows an

as

Freight Traffic

Be Reported

Salaries to

Accounting Circular No. 71 directs federal auditors to
prepare and submit a statement showing the names and
salaries at January 31, 1919, of the below designated officers
who exercise jurisdiction on the reporting railroad: Federal
or general manager, principal assistant to the federal or general manager, federal auditor, federal treasurer, officer in
charge of traffic department.
If any of the above classes of

Movement and Car Performance

(Tncluding Freight and Mixed Trains)

TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER
Average miles

Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

New

England

Net ton miles

operated

(Thousands)

of road per dav

Grand

total,

.

11,335,694
77,030,930
40,081,126
128,447,750
65,969,467
26,166,344
51,335,131
60,352,804
73,531,399
29,195,033

10,678,807
74,343,598
40,579,743
126,602,148
67,004,485
26,291,023
47,960,424
58,900,071
71,718,754
29,865,019

228,633

434,997,928

427,341,924

.

regions

all

228,729

per mile

Train milos
(Thousands)

Net ton miles
per train mile

2
8,020
21.337
13,187
42,544
13.988
4,950
37,355
46.800
51,175
31,921

-'1,270

Ohio-Indiana District§ ... !3.!81
42,480
E:astern Region§
Allegheny Region!
1.3. 915
4,922
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
37,406
46,936
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region.. 51.257
Southwestern Region .... .^-313
.

COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS YEAR

Net ton miles
Revenue and non-revenue

S,029

District

Central District

1918,

31,

of road

6.2
3.6

3,869
9,925
8,331
8.284
12,987
14,564
3,764

3,650
9,553

40O

829
765
749
890

775
729
70S
861

d 1.4

1,147

1,136

5.1

d2.2

26,683
95,890
55,678
178,251
77,829
23,151
95,918
94,503
123,825
61,103

d 1.5
d3.1
d5.9
d3.7
d4.8

3,931
2,514

26,285
92,887
52,406
171,578
74,112
22,822
100,791
91.605
118,686
58,330

431

8,431
8.088
13,090
14,852
3,513
3,449
3,840
2,563

509
659
620
501

500
623
579
489

1.8

5,210

5,121

637,924

654,580

d 2.5

682

653

d

1.2

2.3

d 1.5

dO.5
7.0
2.5
2.5

3, .-23

d 3.1

d4.2
d4.5

7.8
7.0
4.9
6.2
3.4

5.8
7.1

2.5

Freight car miles (thousands)

Regio

Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

Emiigty

New England

District

Central District

Ohio-Indiana Districts ..
....
Eastern Regioni
Allegheny Region!
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region ...
Central Western Region..
Southwestern Region ....

.

Grand

total,

all

regions

479,212
2.651.606
1.254,741
4.385,559
1,835,678
650,725
1.993,810
2,187,170
2,708,856
1.166,505

514,891
2,798,852
1,375,990
4,689,733
1,973,283
683,191
1,995,917
2,280,420
2,904,234
1,288,823

14,928,303

15,815,601

d
d

203,136

6.9
5.3

1,288,518
594,021
2,085,475
1,009,074
439,615

d 8.8

d

6.5

d 7.0
d 4.8
d 0.1
6.7
9.5

914,786
939,211
1,241,166
498,699

d 5.6

7,128,026

d 4.1

d
d

Average number of freight cars on
Serviceable

J

P
Total,
Totals
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

New England

District

Central District

Ohio-Indiana Districts
Eastern Region!
Allegheny Region!
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region

...

...

Central Western Region..

Southwestern Region

Grand

total,

all

regions

98,470
413,115
211.317
r22,902
399,594
84,722
274,130
315,509
318,129
176,811
2,291,797

E
E

103,317
421,749
223,069
748.135
388,213
78.795
229,575
316,883
302,165
166,291

Uns'vic'ble

i-^

104,004
437,586
230,312
771,902
426,341
88.776
287,740
336,436
336,192
183,399

j
109,026
446,865
240,922
796,813
408,476
82,887
242,233
337,437
320,865
174,598

2,230,057 2,430,786 2,363,309

d Indicate decreases.
a Less than one-tenth of one per cent.

P
d4.6
d2.1
d4.4
d3.1

487,672
6,716,906

23

«82,348
3,939,924
1,848,762
6,471,034
2,844,752
1,090,340
2,908,596
3,126,381
3,950,022
1.665,204

717,001
3,996,428
1,939,655
6,653,084
2,957,343
1,089,011
2,828,665
3,147,803
4.080,106
1,776,495

d 6.3

6.1

22,056,329

22^5727507

d2.1

7.6
5.4
6.2
2.5
8.3
9.9
8.3
5.6

7.1

18.8

dO.3
4.8
2.9

7
7

d 3.8
1

28
d0 7
d 3.2

loaded

Car miles
per car day

to total

car miles

d 2.2

d 3.9

d4.2
d 3.8
d 3.3

d4.8
d 3.0

d3.3
d 3.7
d 3.3

18.0
24.7
22.0
23.0
18.3
33.6
27.7
25.5
32.2
24.9

18.0
...
24,5
0.8
22.1
dO.5
22.9
0.4
19.8
d7.6
36.0
d 6.7
32.0 d 13.4
25.6
d 0.4
34.8
d7.5
27.9 d 10.8

299
482
477
456
424
808
489
491

599
436

268
456
461

11.6
5.7
3.5

432
5.6
449 d 5.6
869 d 7.0
542 d 9.8
478
2.7
612 d2.1
469 d 7.0

2.9

5.7
5.6 29.1 27.0
7.8 67.7 70.?
d 3.6 2T9 26T d4.6 490 495
d 1.0
The following roadr. come under the jurisdiction of two
regional directors
although included only in one region in this statement

Koad

.

t

&

d4
d2

Per cent

ton miles
per loaded
car mile

5.2 23.7 20.7 14.5 70.2 71.8
5.6 29.1 26.6
9.4 67.3 7O.0
7.4 31.9 29.5
8.1 67.9 70.9
6.1 29.3 26.8
9.3 67.8 70.5
5.0 35.9 34.0
5.6 64.5 66.7
4.9 40.2 38.5
4.4 59.7 62.7
5.2 25.7 24.0
7.1 68.5 70.6
6.1 27.6 25.8
7.0 70.O 72.4
5.8 27.1 24.7
9.7 68.6 71.2
4.8 25.0 23.2
7.8 70.1 72.5

4.4

d 4.8
d 1.4

2

E

Estimated.
Information incomplete.
X Report note received.
! B. & O., Western LineF, Pennsylvania Western Lines, and P. C. C.
St, L. included in Ohio-Indiana District.

O.S

Net

line daily

Per cent
Region

202,110
1,197,576
563,665
1,963,351
984,060
405,820
832,748
867,383
1,175,872

,,

...

lallimore
i,',V<''''?0'

W'P",'^
oledo.
1

^,
& Ohio
t,

K'"''^,^^'''"''

Central
Peoria

Soulhcrn Pacific
"-abash

&•

^^

Pacific

Western
(Pacific System)

Other

Region in
which included

regional director

having jurisdiction
.Southern.
Central Western.' .Southwestern.
Southern
..Central Western.
Central Western
.Eastern.
.Central Western',
.Northwestern.
Eastern
..Central Western.
.-\llegheny

.

.

.

..

.
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oftkors are also ongajjod in ilirccliiig (U-partmcnts of uUrt
railroads and arc not carriod on tlie payroll of the respondent
that fait should alx) he slated.

Locomotive and Car Deliveries in 1918
to figures made public by Director

According
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government is not in position to enter upon an extensive
])rogram of financing itself.
Mr. Ilincs took advantage of
tlie occasion to urge upon his callers the argument for a fivc\ear extension in order to enable the Railroad Administralioii to take the initiative in a confident way in such mailers.
tile

(icncral

Hines, there were 2,622 locomotives shipped to railroads under federal control during the year ended December ,U, 1918.
Of this number, 744 were constructed under orders of the
Railroad Administration, while 1,410 were contracted for
In the total were 200 Rusprior to government operation.
sian decapixls, constructed for the Russian government, but

never delivered owing to the situation which arose in that
Of the total number of locomotives delivered durcountry.
ing tlic calendar year 1918, 540 were assigned to the Allegheny region, 375 to the Central Western region, 902 to the
Eastern region, 236 to the Northwestern region, 105 to the
Pocahontas region, 361 to the Southern region, and 103 to

t

The Car Service Section

in ('ircular CS-S3 has issued
following instructions: When the terms of Division of
Operation Circular 20 or Revisions thereof, movement of

the

freight eciuijiment to

mechanical

home road
officer

and moved

Jjilled

requested by proper

ecjuiiiment

be

shall

to

carry the following notation:

"Billed via short route.

thority Division of Operation Circular 20, revi.scd,

Au-

and Car

Service Section Circular CS-53.
Not to be diverted." The
originating line will be held responsible for proper short
routing via Federal controlled roads.

the Southwestern region.

For the calendar year 1918

is

such

owners via direct routes. 'I'he
routing, including junctions, must Ijc shown, billing to

promptl)'
full

tlie

department

+

were 700 passenger cars
while for the same period

tliere

railroads,

delivered to Class I
40,850 freight cars were delivered.

Of

the freight cars built

Of
R. A. standard cars.
the total number of freight cars delivered, 8,683 were built in
railroad shops.
during the year 15,230 were U.

S.

Director-General Hines has instructed the regional directors that a la carte dining car service may be resumed
March 1, when it can be done without congestion in dining
cars.
Where table d'hote service is continued the price is
to be $1.25 and the meals are to l^e worth the price.

Piece- Work Being Abolished
In addition to the roads mentioned in last week's issue on
which the piece work system is being abolished by vote of the
employees it has been decided to doscontinue piece work in
the shops of the Michigan Central, Lehigh Valley, Erie,
Chesapeake & Ohio, and Central of New Jersey. The Railroad Administration is following a policy of reducing the
shop hours at many places where there is a surplus of labor
in preference to laying off men, and the Pennsylvania shops
at Harrisburg and Altoona, and shops on the Baltimore &
Ohio, Hocking Valley and other roads in the Eastern region
have been placed on a 40-hour a week basis. While the
number of employees has been reduced at various shops on
many roads, there is still a shortage of men on a large number of roads, and efforts are being made to transfer men from

An Attachment

ALL

for

Car Replacers

MEN are familiar with the difficulties
experienced in holding a car replacer in position
while endeavoring to return derailed wheels to the

track,

OPERATING

and various means have been suggested for eliminating

the necessity for spiking the replacer to the

tie,

as this

is

a

places where there is a surplus to where there is a demand
It is stated that places are being made for all
for them.
returning soldiers and that in some cases they are replacing
inexperienced men who were employed during the war.

Not

in Position to

Finance Extensive Improvements

Director General Hines explained the attitude of the Railroad Administration toward railroad improvements involving large capital expenditures at a conference at Washington
on February 8 with a group of Chicago aldermen and business men who had called upon him to urge the importance
of the immediate carrying on of railroad improvements in
the city of Chicago outside of those involved in the Union
Mr.
Station project, which have already been provided for.
Hines said he did not think there is anything in the country
of greater importance at this time than to resume the improvement work which was held up by the war. Not only
do the public need the improvements, but it is of the high-

importance to give labor the employment, he said. The
Railroad Administration will do everything in its power to
co-operate in promoting that policy, but when it comes to
what the Railroad Administration can do it is confronted
with uncertainty. If there is no extension of federal control
anything the administration plans for the railroads could
not be carried out because there would be a change of management before the plans could be carried out. But the Railroad Administration, even in the face of that uncertain situation can and will use whatever moral suasion it can to get
the railroad corporations to consent to going ahead with improvements, and whenever it can finance the work it will be
glad to go ahead with it. But, in the face of the uncertaintv.

est

The Replacer Clamp

in Position

and Detached

when attempted
underneath a car. The photograph shows the latest development for overcoming this difficulty with a clamp to hold
the replacer against the rail by means of a wedge.
This
device consists essentially of a long slotted bar with a grip
on each end, a perpendicular one on one end to take hold of
the replacer and a beveled one at the other end to engage the
wedge. A movable block is free to slide back and forth in
the slot and is used as a filler between the rail flange and the
inner side of the wedge.
A rivet passing through the large
opening in the center of the wedge, keeps it from becoming
detached and lost when not in use and offers no interference
with the tightening or loosening of the wedge. This device
is manufactured by the Reading Specialties Company, Readrather difficult and time-consuming operation

ing, Pa.

:

Rail^vay Business Association's Recommendations

— Centralization of
— Independent Railroads

Conditions for Transportation Progress

Authority and Responsibility
AFTER THE WAR of the
of which W. W.
Salmon, president of the Railway Signal Company, is
chairman, has filed with the Committee on Interstate Commerce of the United States Senate a statement of which the

COMMITTEE ON RAILWAYS
THERailway
Business

Association,

following is an abstract
The part which our industry performs in the national economy is to furnish the physical facilities with which translook with disfavor upon any
portation is carried on.

We

which would end AmeriOne of
can leadership in mechanical progress in this field.
the conditions of such progress is that the discoverer, the inventor, or developer of improvements, no matter how poor or
obscure, may carr\' his device, project or system from one
railway to another until he finds a road willing to make a test
project for a transportation system

of

it.

This essential condition becomes less favorable as the number of railways decreases and would actually or in effect be
a single system in which design, specification and purchase
are centralized, since the discoverer or developer whose plea
for trial is rejected by the one man or the one board representing such a unified railway system would have none other
It is well to remember that
to whom or to which he could go.
certain of the discoveries and inventions which have contributed most vitally to the economy and safety of railway operation have been refused a trial by leading personages in
transportation history.
The above observations apply also to commodities
or less generally used and to staples not patented.

now more
Quality

new concerns coming
a place for themselves by demonstration of some kind of superiority over the older companies.
The selection of goods and of dealers is an administrative act,
of output

and

of service improves if

into the field can

make

an exercise of judgment, in which able and honest men may
and do differ. It is therefore in the public interest that
the rejection of tenders by one road shall not close the door
and that if rejected by one road there may be many roads
to which a maker or dealer may go until one is found willing
to give him a trial in the course of which he may demonstrate
the quality and the character which in time will attract buyers
who at first were indifferent and hostile.

Standardization

common

whether the standard locomotive or
produced under government control is a good
locomotive or a good car.
It is also frequently asked whether
it was wise or unwise for the railroad administration to attempt standardization under the conditions as they existed.
From our point of view these are past questions which all con:emed can well afford to ignore. The problem which should
It is

to inquire

the standard car

seriously concern us

is

the future.

Whatever merits the

standard locomotive and the standard car

made up

may

have, these

which were developed
under a system of independent competing railroads. There
is nothing to indicate that under unified purchase mechanical
progress would continue. It is our judgment that it would
not.
We believe that if standardization had been adopted
10 or 15 years ago the standard locomotive of today or one as
We are convinced
good could not have been constructed.
vehicles are

of ingredients

if central standards should be adopted now either
under government control or through co-operation among railroads, 10 or 15 years from now the locomotive of that day
will be little if any in advance of what we have now.
One of the conditions under which manufacturers of equip-

further that

409

ment can

best perform the service which the public rightfully
expects of us is that in whatever adjustment Congress adopts
the individual railroad shall remain clothed with full discre-

and purchase, and that there
shall be as little consolidation of lines as may be consistent
with the financial strength and stability of the several roads.
tion as to design, specification

Government Leases

for

Operation

In advocating the preservation of numerous indep>endent
railway organizations we would lay stress upon the word "independent." Various recommendations are under public discussion which, in our judgment, would tend to defeat such
independence.
One of those recommendations is that while leasing railroads to private operating companies the government should

own the properties.
As furnishers of railway

necessaries, we assure you of our
conviction that dealing with a railroad owned by the government would be dealing with the government, even though
the government were to go through the form of delegating
operation to a company nominally private.
would expect

We

production of equipment to be centralized in due course. We
would look upon such an arrangement as the beginning of the
end of mechanical progress, and as the signal that inventors
and developers of invention had better seek other occupations.

Government Guarantee
Another recommendation which

is

before you

is

government

guarantee.

Guarantee, like ownership, portends government directors
on railroad boards. The guarantor as well as the owner has
a stake in supervision over expenditures. The hour when you
sanction government guarantees, that hour you place the hand
of government on the management and give every employee
an occupational interest in elections.

Strong and

Weak Road

Another recommendation from which we apprehend injury
to the railway system and to the public is that excess income
collected in a fund for improvements upon weak roads should
be administered by the Interstate Commerce Commission, or
some other branch of the government. Here once more we
would have the hand of the government in management.
This particular proposal aims to solve a problem which
must be solved in any workable adjustment. That problem,
as it has been defined in questions asked of witnesses, particularly by Senator Cummins, is the dilemma where a strong
and a weak road serve common termini. They take the same

They serve points not common. One of them is so
impoverished ^that an increase in rates sufficient for it to give
reasonably adequate service would merely enrich the other
road, which is giving reasonably satisfactory service on existrates.

ing rates.

The question has been asked whether the credit of the
weaker lines will ever be strengthened with consent of any
government authority so long as the result would be the unnecessary enrichment of the stronger competing roads.
The
proposal is to establish a fund from excess income.
This is
in essence a proposal to mobilize railway credit and diffuse
the surplus income of roads which have any over the traffic
needs of populations at present ill served.
Our point is this: If such diffusion of surplus income is to
be employed, Congress should exhaust every other expedient
before deciding that such a fund is to be administered bv the

:
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Hut if the government is
to jH'rform the function, wlio will do the regulating?
In this as|K\ the (juestion is not dissimilar from the phases

revenue polity (jf the government will Ijc adecjuate and stable
through an indei'mile future.
'I'o us it has long been obvious that regulation affecting
revenue must be unified.
Our resolution on this point is as

pn-viously

follows

goveniiiuiU

ment

slunild

itself,

wi-

not agree that any .such arrange-

under rcguhition?

1)0

t

Why
their

tion

.set

not

forth in this brief.

let

or

make

the railroads themselves administer

own imi)rovement fund? By a ])rovision for
among the corporations for this and jjerhaps

for oilier

puq)oses Congress would at a stroke rid the government of a
The simplest
cloud of eml)arrassments and complications.
method, and the method growing most naturally out of experience, would be for the statute to lay down the duty which
the common carriers arc to jxTfonn in this particular and
authorize some governmental agent to see that the law is
carried out.

A

broader question, of which the weak-and-strong-road
is a part, is that of adequate revenue.

problem

Many

Millions Affected

"'"We have alread\- remarked that concerns the whole or a
large part of whose product was for railways, including everything from raw material to finished products, have employed
about as many men as the railways employ or upwards of
one million and three-quarters. We have seen that those looking to these industries for livelihood largely increased in
number since that estimate was computed. With those dependent upon them the number directly affected aggregates many
millions. Add to these the people of the manufacturing com-

—

who are engaged in trade and in making articles
which are bought for consumption by those on the industrial
payroll, not to mention the stockholders in all these industrial
and commercial institutions, and it is evident that the rise and
munities

fall of activity in

railway supplies

is

a barometer of the whole

national prosperity."
The occasion for addressing this communication to the
Director General was that unemployment has been rapidly
spreading in our industry and apparently the proposed expenditure for additions and betterments in 1919 was to be
very much less in what the dollars would buy and in the
employment which those dollars would give to working men
than actual outlays of previous years when enlargement of
railway plant had been regarded as woefully insufticient.
That particular question is before the Appropriation Committees of the Congress.

Facilities at

Exclusive Federal Rate Regulation

co-oi)era-

Highest Cost

Provision of facilities by fits and starts is the most exBy that process a very much
pensive possible process.
larger amount of plant and size of organization in the railway supply industries is required than if the production
could be equalized through all the years of every decade.
Somel^ody has to pay for the idle weeks. Who is it that
pays? On the one hand the public, either in rates unnecesOn the other
sarily high or in service unnecessarily poor.
hand our employees pay in a loss of working days which is
never more than partly made up in the wage-scale and in
demoralization which is never made up.
By deferring orders for equipment and improvements to
a ^time when traffic is becoming large and earnings are on
the mend, the railways enter the market at the one time when
everything they buy will be at top prices.
To spread the
production equally over the years would make it possible to
do business with a smaller industrial plant and would mean
the acquirement of the facilities at a lower average price.
The provision of transportation facilities could be carried
on more advantageously to all concerned if the railway companies were placed in position such that when traffic is large
the}- may accumulate a surplus and in time of light traffic
employ such surplus in the confidence that the rate and

"We

favor the adoi)tion by Congress of a policy under
which regulation of maximum and minimum rates of carriers engaged in interstate commerce would be federal only."
This resolution involves two changes in the existing situaIt proposes that the regulatory authority shall have
tion.
power to order rates raised, which is not now a power
The other
granted under the Interstate Commerce Act.
feature is that Congress shall formally announce its supremacy over all rates of all instrumentalities of interstate
c(jmmerce.
Congress, we believe, should not alone declare rate regulation federal only, but should define the aim of federal rate
regulation so as to include the development of transportation
facilities and create such administrative functionaries as
will assure the accomplishment of that purpose.
Those for whom I speak advocate the creation of some
functionary other than the Interstate Commerce Commission
The committee of
for the task of restoring railway credit.
which I am chairman, not having been in the confidence of
the railway executives, put into type for consideration of our
general executive committee a questionnaire to be sent to the
One of the propositions upon
railway supply industry.
which the recipient could vote yes or no was as follows:
"Congress should adopt a policy of federal rate regulation
under which a separate functionary would consider carriers'
estimates of future railway traffic needs and, subject to abatement of discriminations by the Interstate Commerce Commission, would fix rates designed to yield revenue sufficient
for future operations and credit."
At a meeting when this document was considered it became
known that a similar idea was contained in the plan at that
time, December 18, in process of concurrence by the railway
executives.
Our questionnaire went out as originally
drawn, and upon the proposition above quoted those replying
cast 280 votes in favor and 6 against.
When the results of this questionnaire and the details of
the railway executives' plan were before us at our annual
meeting in Chicago in January, it was decided to adopt in
our tentative draft of suggestions to Congress the expression,
"Secretary of Transportation."

Even if the function of promoting transportation development were one which could be effectively performed by a
commission, this particular commission was born and bred
another type of task.
If men of the requisite calibre
could be found willing to accept a one-ninth part of the
power so to serve the public it might take years before men
chosen for development instead of restriction would come
into control unless a ripper bill were passed.
But how many
men in the United States who have demonstrated executive
capacity would accept appointment in what is virtually an
appointment to attempt executive accomplishment through an
agency which by its composition is adapted rather to delib-

to

eration than to action.

The new functionary proposed by us would be expected,
as set forth in the resolution adopted by our association, "to
consider carriers' estimates of future expenditures, including
labor costs; to exercise exclusive supervision over security
issues

and

to fix rates designed to yield revenue sufficient

for future operations

and

credit."

& Great Northern will move its general
from Houston. Texas, to Palestine on May 1. Arrangements are now being made for office and housing faciliThe

International

offices

ties at Palestine.
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News Department

Views of business men on the relation of the government
the railroads, as gathered by the New York Evening Post,
:ontinue uniformly to show opposition to government own;rship or operation.
At St. Paul, the correspondent finds
:ommercial interests "thoroughly alarmed over the state of
iffairs in the transportation world."
:o

Coal loading for the week ending January 25 amounted to
95,529 cars, as compared with 222,582 for the corresponding
veek of 1918. Loading for the following week is estimated at
78,641 cars, as compared with 207,499.
Grain loading for the
ive weeks ending February 1 amounted to 119,871 cars, as comlared with 97,033 for the corresponding period of 1918.

Three long established coastwise steamship

lines

have been

liscontinued, the reason given being inefficiency of labor
nd high cost of operation. These lines are the Clyde Line,
view York to Wilmington; the Clyde Line between Philalelphia and Norfolk, which has been in business half a cenury, and the Mallory Line between New York and Mobile.

The sailing day plan, which was introduced in Chicago some
ime ago to apply on 1. c.
traffic to destinations on western
ines, will be extended next month to include all eastern lines
1.

s well.
The plan not only includes the movement of merhandise on specific shipping days, but also the consolidation
business over certain lines for designated destinations to seure full car loads.

if

Curtailment of expenses, in all departments where curtailnent is practicable, is reported as having been ordered by
he railroads in the anthracite coal region and also on the
Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona. Shipments of anthracite
re now only about one-half the regular movement a few
I'eeks ago.
At Altoona considerable numbers of shopmen
vere notified that their services would no longer be required.

The Engineering Experiment

Station of the University of

announces that eight research graduate
ssistantships will be open to graduates of approved Amerian and foreign universities and technical schools at the conlusion of the current academic year. These positions carry
n annual stipend of $500 and freedom from all fees except
Applications will be
he matriculation and diploma fees.
llinois,

Urbana,

eceived until

The

111.,

March

1.

oil, gas, etc., deposits on the public
omain, as reported to Congress by the conference committee
n February 11, includes a provision that no railroad or other
ommon carrier shall be permitted to take, or acquire
hrough lease or permit, under the act, any coal lands or
eposits of coal in excess of such area or quantity as may be
equired and used solely for its own use; and may be perlitted to take, under the provisions of the bill, not to exceed
ne lease for each 200 miles of its line.

bill

for leasing coal,

Protests against the dismissal of women einployed as
heckers in the parcel rooms of the Union Station at Washigton have been made by the Women's Trade Union League
1 a statement filed with the director general, which indicated
belief that a general order for the dismissal of women
workers had been issued. At the office of the Railroad Adit was explained, however, that the women had
een removed from the baggage work because the work was
DO heavy for them, on the strength of a report made by inpectors of the Women's Service Section.

linistration

The conferees appointed to reconcile the differences between
House and the Senate to validate the
"informal" war contracts for munitions and supplies have
reported an agreement eliminating the section proposed by
the Senate which was seriously objected to by the reprethe bills as passed by the

sentatives of the manufacturers because it provided for a
review of settlements made by the War Department by representatives of the Department of Justice.
This provision
the manufacturers feared would result in interminable delays.

Alaska railroads need an additional appropriation of $13,800,000 to carry them to completion
and this sum has been
asked of Congress by Secretary Lane of the Department of the
This
Interior,
includes $4,000,000 of the $35,000,000 originally
estimated as the cost of the construction of the road, and a
deficiency appropriation of $9,800,000, representing the unexpected increase in the cost of labor and materials.
It is now
estiiTiated that the road can be finished for $44,800,000 in three;
season? more of work.
;

Ohio Mine Workers,

declaring that

the

representatives

of

Railroad Administration are using every possible effort to
reduce the price of railroad coal to less than the price set by
ihe President for the duration of the war, have sent a resolution
to Congress, and it was presented in the House on February 6
The resolution declares that if
by Representative Sherwood.
the policy of reducing the price of railroad coal is adopted it
The miners ask the
will cause many of the mines to close.
authorities at Washington to insist that the railroads pay the;
the

price fixed by the government.

"No-Accident Week"

in the

Southern Regioff

the railroads of the Southern Region which
was begun by the safety supervisors of the roads in that region
with a view to seeing how low the list of deaths and injuries o£
employees could be carried for a single week, January 19-25,
resulted in a record showing three employees killed and 85 in-

The campaign on

compared with ten killed, and 394 injured in the corresponding week of 1918.
This movement, as was noted in the Railway Age of January
17, page 186, was ordered by the regional director in emulation
of the ''no accident week" on the Central of Georgia in December, when, among the 9,000 employees of that road, none
were killed and only one was injured, and that very slightly.
Of the fifty railroads participating in the regional campaign,
32 show safety records of 100 per cent. Eight reported only one
Of all the 85
injury and only four reported over ten each.
persons injured, only four cases have been reported as "serious."
jured, as

Four-fifths of the accidents are classed as "avoidable."
Of the 230,000 employees on the roads in the Southern

Region
about 90 per cent signed the pledge to do their best to make
no-accident week a success. However, the one road, a small
one, which had the lowest percentage of signatures to pledges,
reported 100 per cent safety for the week.
Classifying the roads according to the proportion of injuries
employees to the total number of persons in service, the road
standing at the head of the list is the Nashville, Chattanooga
Of the
St. Louis; one employee injured to 10,356 in service.
to

&

other five roads employing more than 10,000 persons each, the
standing is as follows: Illinois Central, one in 4,400; Southfirn
Railroad, one in 3,412; Louisville & Nashville, one in 2,908;
Seaboard Air Line, one in
Atlantic Coast Line, one in 1,874
The roads reporting fatal accidents were the Atlantic
1,486.
Coast Line, the Southern and the Blue Ridge, one each.
;

The American Railway Engineering Association

has creted a committee on standardization whose function will be to
o-operate with the other committees of the association in
lacing the recommendations of the association in effect on the
ailroads and among the manufacturers of engineering and mainThe personnel of the committee consists
:nance equipment.
1 the main of the chairmen of those committees of the assoiation which are interested in the preparation of standards.
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Chamber

of

Commerce Transportation Conference

transportation conference called by the Railroad Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, held its

The

second meeting at Washington on February 13.
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meeting of chamber of commerce and industrial

traffic

commissioners and managers was held at the Hotel Statler,
Cleveland, Ohio, on February 10, for the purpose of organizing
the Ohio State Traffic League.
Memberships in the new association

will be limited to traffic representatives of commercial
organizations and industries in the state of Ohio.

The Western Freight

"Sis

Traffic Committee will hold a hearing
the Transportation building, Chicago, on February 18, on
proposed increased minimum weights on a considerable number
of commodities in carloads, the minimum weights of which
have been fixed heretofore by the U. S. Food Administration.
As the Food Administration regulations have been withdrawn,
it is believed by the railroads that the minimum weights now
shown in tariffs should be increased.
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The Traffic Managers' Committee of the Omaha (Neb.)
Chamber of Commerce, consisting of about 75 industrial traffic

^

men, held
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Chamber

and
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Childe,

line traffic
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Wheat Crop

in Sight

In a statement made before the Agricultural Committee of
the House of Representatives on February 5, J. H. Barnes,
president of the Food Administration Grain Corporation, predicted that the wheat crop of 1918 will not complicate next year's

rorooap^^

3 g

30.

to protest against the limited "sailing days."

Disposal of 1918

J,

on January
of

road Administration the re-establishment of foreign
offices

OOJOO

annual

man and W.

Ti-^rs.o\ <*>on

O ro fN

its

manager

Commerce, was elected chairF. Crosby, traffic manager of M. E. Smith & Co.,
was elected secretary. Resolutions were adopted opposing government ownership and operation of the railroads and the express company and advocating the return of these properties to
their owners as soon as the passage of necessary legislation will
permit.
The chairman was instructed to urge upon the Railtraffic

Tj-

MO

problems by any material carryover or surplus. Roughly, the
total crop of 1918 was 918,000,000 bu.
deducting 100,000,000 bu.
for seed and 470,000,000 bu. for home consumption, a balance
of 348,000,000 bu. remains available for export. Of this balance
180,000,000 bu. had already been shipped abroad by February 1.
For the remaining 170,000,000 bu. the Grain Corporation has
commitments, definite and estimated, for 165,000,000 bu. to be
;
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Solutions of the Railroad Problem Proposed

Resolutions recently adopted by the Illinois Manufacturers'
Association and the Traffic Club of Cleveland offer detailed
recommendations regarding the solution of the railroad problem in this country. Both organizations are opposed to government operation or ownership and ask the prompt return of
the railroads to a condition of regulated competition. While
the Illinois Manufacturers' Association recommends that the
Interstate Commerce Commission be relieved of executive
and administrative duties, except those relating to accounts
and the valuation of railroads, and that its activities be confined to judicial functions, the Cleveland Traffic Club asks for
an enlargement of the commission and for equal representation of industries and railroads in its membership; it also would
extend the jurisdiction of the commission to cover disputes re-

•£^03

>£

c c c c°
-

t-

.-a

rt

(LI

garding wages and working conditions of railroad employees.
The Illinois manufacturers propose the creation of a department of transportation, the head of which would be known as
the secretary of transportation and they also advocate the creation of regional commissions, composed of one member from
each state, which would hear and determine all complaints for
causes arising in their respective regions and would make reports thereon to the Interstate Commerce Commission as in
The Cleveland
the case of reports by Masters in Chancery.
Traffic Club, on the other hand, is opposed both to regional
commissions and a secretary of transportation.
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The projects named should aflford trade opportunities for
American manufacturers of steel products, railway equip-
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Foreign Railway Ne\vs

ment, road building and other machinery, hardware, implements, cement, lumber, and building materials.
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Plenty of Rolling-Stock in

The railways

of France on October 1 next, says a Havas
despatch, are to be aRain put on a peace footing except for
certain minor restrictions.

The Spanish Minister
tlie

.senate a

of Public

Works

lor ilie cdiistruction

liili

is

introducing in

by the stale of an

railway from tlic Imciu-Ii frontier
extreme south of Spain, direct.
tric

to

Algcciras

elec-

in

the

Germany

The London Times'

special correspondent at Berne telegraphed to his paper recently that in view of the German
"shrieks" about shortage of rolling-stock it is interesting to
learn from a leading German railway magazine of December
4 that, in spite of the congestion of the railways with military trains, the transport of food and coal is being carried

on without

difficulty.

The Federal railway

authorities in Australia have had
for their consideration no fewer than 126 different

offered
devices to meet

break of gage dilTiculty, but none lias
found favor. They are of the following types: Sliding wiieel,
23; double or multiple wheels, 40; telescopic and divided
wheels, 9; adjustable truck frame, 3; changing truck, 7; transference of bodies, 13; treble or multiple rails, 6; unclassitlie

fied 25.

Belgium Asks

State Department at Washington has received through
the American Legation at Brussels a request from the Belgium government asking the United States to lend it 400
locomotives and 2,000 cars in addition to returning all of the
359 locomotives which were placed at the disposal of the

American Expeditionary

The railways of India on March 31, 1914, had 170,444 freight
cars.
The number laid up for repairs at present is about
or about 6 per cent, of which 1,860, or about 1 per
cent of the total, were laid up for want of materials. The
number is lower than in normal times, owing to the efiforts
the railways were making to keep every available freight car
on the road. The number of cars sent overseas was 4,251;
all of these except 56 were of metre or 2 feet 6 in. gage.
10,290,

—

Return of Locomotives

for

The

The communication from

forces.

Minister of Railways Renkin, sets forth the urgent need for
additional

rolling

stock

in

Belgium

to

replace

mandeered or destroyed by the Germans.

army has returned
remaining 172

A

still

that

com-

The American

187 of the Belgian locomotives, but the
are in use by the Expeditionary forces.

Railway Line from Vigo, Spain
press, says Consul Edward I. Nathan,

The Spanish

Cars for Japanese "Thirds." It appears that
there is a good deal of overcrowding on the long-distance
railways in Japan, and even on an important trunk line like
the Tokaido passengers suffer considerable inconvenience.
In order to improve the condition, the Imperial Government
Railways have designed a type of sleeping cars for thirdclass passengers and the scheme is included in the budget
for next year.
According to the Railway Times of Tokyo,
the sleeping car is an ordinary day coach, the seats of which
are convertible into lower berths while the upper berths are
attachable at night. On the upper beds, which are located
along the direction of car, passengers can sleep in the usual
Japanese manner, and on the lower, which are located crosswise, they can lie on their sides and can stretch their feet.
The fare will be about 1 yen (50 cents) per day, including the
extra fare for the high-speed train, and it is hoped that
fairly good rest may be enjoyed by third-class passengers,
which is the most important class in local passenger traffic.

writing
from Vigo, Spain, has recently been publishing articles concerning an alleged project of .American financiers to build a
direct railroad line from Vigo (on the Atlantic Ocean) to
Irun on the Franco-Spanish frontier on the Bay of Biscay
side, and to run steamers from New York to Vigo.
The advantage of this port arises from its geographical position
which permits the distance from ocean travel between Europe
and the United States to be considerably shortened. While
there is at present a railroad line from Vigo to Irun, it makes
many deviations and the service is far from adequate for
heavy passenger traffic.
The projected line to Irun will be
only about 450 miles in length and with a good roadbed and
heavy locomotives this distance could be covered by express
trains in 10 hours. The project is a revival of plans that had
been previously considered, but which the Spanish authorities had not acted upon.

The British Military authorities, says a Reuter despatch,
have taken over the administration of the Bagdad Railway,
while the French have taken charge of the Oriental Railways
of European Turkey. M, Huguenin, the Swiss general manager of the Bagdad Railway, has been relieved of his functions and is proceeding to Western Europe. As regards the
railways in the Aidin Vilayet, the British have assumed control of the Aidin Railway, which is a British concern, while
the French have taken over the Kassaba Railway, which is
The newspapers announce the arrest of
a French enterprise.
Fesmei Bey, ex-Deputy for Diarbekr, who is accused of having taken an active part in the massacre of the Armenians.

Sidelight on the Swiss Railway Situation
of Switzerland are reported to be showing a big deficit in spite of increased fares and a great curtailment of train services, including, toward the end of 1918, the
total abolition of Sunday and express traveling.
Private railway and steamboat companies, despite government aid, also are
Switzerland
her
in sad straits.
The war has brought home to
dependence upon foreign countries for coal and most kinds of
raw materials. She hopes and expects to remedy this weakness
by electrifying her railways, developing her internal waterways
and securing cheap access to the North Sea, Mediterranean and
Adriatic by way of the Rhine, the Rhone and the Po. This, of

Sleeping

Railway Improvements
The approaching termination

course,
cerned,

in

of the

Jamaica

Levis from Kingston.
A foreshore railway to link up the government railway
system with several miles of the harbor front, with its many
warehouses and piers accommodating the seagoing traffic
of the island, is one of the important measures considered
in addition to the floating-dock project lately reported.
The proposal of the government to issue a $1,500,000 loan
to be expended for public improvements, such as new branch
railway lines, public roads, etc., is expected to be consum.

shortly.

.

.

.

requires

the

but they are

co-operation
fully

alive

con-

of

the

other countries

to

the

importance of water

transport.

war sees Jamaica's

government and progressive business interests taking up
projects of public benefit and service which have been delayed
by the existing circumstances, writes Vice-Consul Davis B.

mated

A

The Federal Railways

The Rhine is already navigable from Basel, where new docks
and wharfage are under construction. Connection between Geneva and Lyons is being promoted, as also the linking up of the
Rhine and Rhone systems.

Railway Extension

in

Peru

noted in last week's issue, the Peruvian Congress
has passed a law authorizing the construction of a railroad
from Paita to the Maranon river, with a branch to Ferrenfe
and another to Hualgayoc. The government guarantees to
the capital invested a subsidy of 7 per cent per annum for
39 years, fixing as a maximum on which this subsidy is to be
Further details concerning
paid the amount of $30,000,000.

As

briefly

:

:

.
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this project are to the effect that the subsidy shall be

obtained

from the duties and taxes which the grantees must pay as
follows: (a) Import and export duties on articles consumed
either directly or indirectly by the concessionaire in the mines
or mountain lands, which have been granted to him for
exploitation,
(b) Taxes on the profits and revenues which
are obtained from the exploitation of the railroads and other

419

railway material except the three per cent ad valorem duty
which is paid at the port of landing by the importer and levied
on the invoice value of goods, including cost of packing, freight,
insurance, and all other charges up lo the time of the arrival
of the goods in port.
Communications may be addressed to the respective railways,
the offices of which are all located in Bangkok.

associated enterprises, as well as the direct exploitation of

mines and mountain grants, (c) Revenue stamps and registry fees on the contracts made,
(d) Taxes on the mines
•which are conceded by the law.
If in any one year these
•duties and imposts do not amount to the interest agreed
upon, the State shall not be responsible for the difference;
on the other hand, if the taxes should exceed the interest,
the grantee must pay the excess.
The subsidy mentioned
.above shall be paid until the line is finished, only in the proportion corresponding to the number of kilometres opened
to public traffic. The guarantee for the carrying out of this
contract or bid for the construction of this work shall be
the sum of $50,000 in cash or its equivalent in bonds of the
internal loan, which will be refunded as soon as 100 kilometres (62 miles) of the railway have been completed. This
railway shall enjoy all the benefits and concessions conferred
by existing laws on railways and by the law of March 7,
1889, on docks.
.but,

Siam's Purchases of Railway Material
Praclically

all

of

the

railway-

material

used,

both

for

the

Siamese government and for private railways, is imported from
foreign countries. The government railways now open to traffic
consist of 588 miles of standard gage lines and 838 miles of
meter gage lines, the former being known as the Northern and
the latter as the Southern line.
The total length of the four
private lines open to traffic is 66 miles, namely, the Paknam Railway of 12 miles, the Tachin Railway of 20 miles, and the Meklong Railway of 21 iniles, meter gage, and the Phrabad Railway, 12 miles, 2 ft. 6 in. gage.
The supplies imported for these railways and landed at the
port of Bangkok are listed by the customs under the heads of
"railway material" and "cars and trucks for railways or tramways and parts thereof."
The origin and value of the imports into Siam of railroad
material and cars and trucks for railways, etc., from foreign
countries during the four fiscal years ended March 31, 1917, was
as follows
Imported from—
RAILROAD M.MERIAI.

United States
United Kingdom
Belgium
British North Borneo

Denmark
Germany
India
Netherlands,
Singapore

1913-14

1914-15

1915-16

1916-17

$228,382
124,199
28,008

$106,705
195,861
86,783

$25,796
74,212

$117,519

8,931
111,897
7,433

'85,'l76

""iis

3,'574

8,582

1,082

$508,920

$475,014

$123,192

$137,183

$3,033
16,353

$1,952
86,071
14,767

'

'

660
478

Germany

60,970
50

Singapore

$81,544

'

'

will

be the

First Day, Thursday, April 24
Convention called to order at 10 a. m. by James A. Farrell,
chairman of the National Foreign Trade Council.
Organization of convention Election of presiding officers,

—

address of president of convention; appointment of general convention committee. Session topic: America's
Need of Foreign Trade, from the viewpoint of production,
secretaries,

etc.;

and imports.
Afternoon session, 2.30 p. m.

finance, labor

—

Session topic: Post-War Foreign Trade Problems, a series of addresses dealing with general
foreign trade matters.

—

Evening session, 8 p. m. Group sessions.
Group I. Commercial Education for Foreign Trade.
Group II. Foreign Trade Merchandising, in co-operation with
the American Exporters' and Importers' Association.
Group III. Financing Foreign Trade, in co-operation with the
American Bankers' Association.

Group IV.

Advertising for Foreign Trade.

Second Day, Friday, April 25
Morning session, 10 a. m. Session topic:
The American
Merchant Marine, in which will be considered American shipbuilding, provision of cargoes, establishment of trade routes and
return cargoes, inland waterways. American and foreign navigation systems and the formation of an American maritime policy.
Afternoon session, 2.30 p. m. Group sessions.
Group V. Foreign Credits, in co-operation with the National
Association of Credit Men.
Group VI. Direct Selling, in co-operation with the American

—

—

Manufacturers' Export Association.
Group VII. Export Combinations, describing the
in actual

Webb Law

operation.

Group VIJI. Ocean Service, in co-operation with the American Steamship Association.
Friday evening, 7 p. m. Banquet, Congress Hotel.
A number of speakers of national prominence will present
several highly important foreign trade subjects.

Third Day, Saturday, April 26
of

general

session,

—

m. Reports of group sessions, report
committee, miscellaneous business ad-

10 a.

convention

journment.
764
$131,982

$192,487

The customary method of buying railway material for the government railways has been through public tender, while for the
private railways the supplies are bought through their respective
directors.

reported that the Northern line of the government railsometimes as much as 400 wagons short per day, and
is 200 wagons, while on the Southern line the shortage occasionally reaches about 100 wagons.
The need for rolling stock is likely to become still more acute
as new sections on both lines yet remain to be opened up for
It is

ways

Foreign Trade Essential to American Industry
theme of the convention.
A tentative program is announced as follows

Morning
$2,943
188,780

V.S29

$104,319

Farrell, chairman of the National Foreign Trade
Council, has issued the formal call for the Sixth National Foreign Trade convention to be held in the Congress Hotel, Chicago, on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April 24, 25 and 26.

—

10,981
4,746
3,768

70

CARS AND TRUCKS, ETC.
United States
United Kingdom
Belgium
France

Total.

i

489

India

Total

'

Sixth National Foreign Trade Convention
James A.

is

that the usual shortage daily

•freight traffic.

The old Siamese system of weights and measures is still in
general use, although it was decided some time ago to adopt the
^metric system.
There are no local government restrictions on the imports of

The work of organizing the convention is being handled by
O. K. Davis, secretary of the National Foreign Trade Council,
1 Hanover Square, New York.
Requests for hotel reservations
should be addressed to H. H. Merrick, chairman of the Hotel
Committee, Chicago Association of Commerce, 10 South La
Salle street, Chicago.
This year the convention has assembled a large amount of
valuable technical information, which is available to all deleThis information will be furnished
gates who wish to use it.
by the volunteer trade advisors of some of the most experienced business houses and by the representatives of the government trade agencies. A number of prominent business men of
long experience in every branch of foreign trade have offered
The information they can
their services as volunteer advisors.
give is based on personal experience, and as such is doubly
In addition, the Department of State will co-operate
valuable.
by assigning to the convention some members of the Consular
Service, who will just have returned from Europe, Latin America

and the Far East.

The Department

of

Commerce

will

send
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its expiTis from the Hurcau of Foreign ami iJoCommerce. The Sliippin^j Hoard will he rci)rcsciiled.
The ran-Amcrican Union will he present lo give information
on Latin-American relations.
These men are thoroughly fa-

a mimlii-r of
niestic

miliar with their respective fields and can supply a great
of \ahiablc information if called upon.
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The Chicago Executive Committee

is in
charge of all local
arrangements. It is composed of the following: John J. Arnold,
chairman, vice-president First National Bank; Charles A. Munroe, vice-chairman, Chicago Industrial Club; M. A. Gracttinger,
secretary, Illinois Bankers' Association; John R. Washburn,
treasurer and chairman of l'~inance Cominitlce, Continental and
Commercial National Bank; Harry II. Merrick, chairman of
Hotel Committee, president Chicago Association of Commerce;
George R. Meyercord. chairman of Publicity Committee, Illinois
Manufacturers' Association; II. G. P. Deans, chairman of Entertainment Committee, vice-president Merchants' Loan & Trust
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Acting Secretary of State Polk Announces Acceptance
of Trans-Siberian Plan
Acting Secretary of State Frank L. Polk on Wednesday announced that the United States Government had now ac-

cSOO^ "0!S

cepted formally the proposal of the Japanese Government
for a plan to secure the restoration of railway traffic in

dSOduou

i-:m<;q<PHpL,

Siberia.

"The agreement," said Mr. Polk, "is the result of discussion
begun last August, before the signing of the armistice. It
has been accepted because it offers an eflfective means to
assist the Russian population of Siberia, which has been suffering for many months from a gradual collapse of railway
transportation. Not only have the people lacked many necessities of daily life, such as shoes, clothing and agricultural
machinery, but they have been wholly unable to return to
their normal occupations of marketing their own considerable
stores of dairy products and grain.
"In May, 1917, John F. Stevens was sent to Siberia, and a
few months later was followed by the Russian Railway Service Corps, composed of American railway engineers, who
were to assist the Russian railway administration, and thus
contribute in carrying out the expressed purpose of the
United States to aid Russia in tangible form. The arteries of
life in Russia, as elsewhere, are the railways.
The problems,
especially in Siberia, are similar to those in America, where
the long haul is almost the rule and certainly not the excep-
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to be efifected,
the Siberian railway system, which includes the Chinese
Eastern Railway, is to be supervised by an interallied committee, the chairman of which is to be a Russian. In addition
to Russia, Japan and the United States, the countries asked to
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Italy and China.
The technical and economic management
of the railways will be in the hands of the technical board,
under the presidency of Mr. Stevens.
military board will
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be represented on the committee are Great Britain, France,

co-ordinate matters affecting military transportation arising
from the presence in Siberia of military forces of the United
States, the Allies, and Russia.
"The purpose of the agreement is to assist the Russians
in Siberia in regaining their normal conditions of life and
has been reached upon a definite understanding that the railways are to be operated for the interests of the people of
Siberia. The United States and Japan have expressly voiced
their disinterested purpose not to infringe on any existing
rights either of Russia or, where the Chinese Eastern is concerned, of China.
The associated governments have been
unanimous as to the urgency of the situation.
"The understanding was broached before the conclusion
of the armistice, but the problem of aiding the people in Siberia remains the same and has become even more urgent.
Russian railway officials have repeatedly urged the assistance
of Mr. Stevens and expressed their cordial and special desire
that they should be helped.
Their co-operation is relied
upon as a vital factor for success in assisting their fellow
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Equipment and Supplies
Locomotive Deliveries

Road

Lieut.-Col. R. P.

I

I

I

Chic, R. I. & Pac
Mobile & Ohio
Penn. L.

6
2

W

C,

3

Mocking Valley

& N'w
Grand Trunk
Total

&

H.

2

USRA
USRA

1

Mallet

I

Mikado

2

USRA

6 \V.

USRA

Mikado

5

Chic.

V

Santa Fe
10 W. Sw.
Santa
Santa

1

..........

&Q

B.

Type
l-SRA Mallet
USRA 6 W. Sw.
USRA 6 W. Sw.

3

American.... -jCj^&O,^....

I

Number

O

C. S

Fe
Fe
Sw.

26

O

8

Gre.nt Northern ....
lU. Cent. R. R
.\tchison. Top. & St.
Phila. & Reading...

Penn. R. K
Richni. Fbg.

& Poton

Southern

1

Consols

1

Mikado

2

6

1

Total

Grand

1

Mikado
Mikado
Mikado

1

2

total

Milwaukee &

St.

Paul.

— The

planning to build in

is

its

made between February

to be

s

cago, February

1.

William G. Denney, treasurer of the Standard Truck Car
Company, Chicago, died on February 7, at his home in
Millerton, N. Y., at the age of 65 years.
Mr. Denney had
been with the Standard Car Truck Company since its organization.

The Browning Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has reopened a
Chicago office in the Peoples Gas building in charge of R. C.
Forbes. The Chicago office has been closed for the duration
of the war, as the company's entire output was taken over by
the government.
The Barber-Greene Company, announces the following appointments
W. A. Buell, sales engineer, formerly conveyor
engineer of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company; H. W.
Cudding, auditor, formerly general auditor of the Lyon Metallic
Manufacturing Company.

Fred M. Egolf, who has been associated with the Acme
Railway Supply Company and the Acme Steel Goods Company, has been appointed western railway and inarine sales
representative of the Glidden Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

Bettendorf Company,

Milwaukee shops.
15 and March 1.

The

delivery

Canadian National Railways.—The order for 3,000 freight
180 passenger cars given in the Railway Age of January 31
vas shown slightly incorrect.
The order is correctly given as
:

750 box cars
!00

stock cars

from the N.-itional Steel Car Co.
OO stock cars
50 refrigerator cars
150 ballast cars
from the Canadian Car & Foundry Co.
100 flat cars
'50 general service
from the Eastern Car Company.
50 colonist cars from the Pullman Co.
00 colonist
30 baggage
from the Canadian Car & Foundry Co.

with headquarters in Chicago.
Lieut. W. W. Glosser, of the Production Division of the
Air Craft Board, who has been in France for the past year,
has been appointed general sales agent of the Madden Company, with headquarters at Chicago. Before entering military
service, Lieut. Glosser was sales representative of the P. & M.
Company at Cleveland, Ohio.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has
lished a branch office at St. Louis, Mo.,

The Hershey Cuban Railway

advises that it is in the market
or a number of light passenger cars for branch line service,
ither storage battery or gasoline, with a seating capacity of
rom 30 to SO passengers. H. L. Hill is manager of the comany, with headquarters at Prado 33, Havana, Cuba.

Trade Publications

—

Threading Machines. The complete line of threading mahines for bolts, nuts and pipe, manufactured by the Greeneld Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass., is described
nd illustrated in Catalogue 41, which also gives the specificaons for the machines and detailed information regarding
arts for threading machines.
Insley Derricks.

—The

Insley

Mfg. Company, Indianapolis,

has issued bulletin No. 110 containing 20 pages descripve of the steel guy and stiffleg derrick manufactured by that
ampany. The booklet is illustrated with wash drawings of comTables are also prelete derricks and various details of them.
;nted, giving principal dimensions and properties of this equiplent.

estab-

under the management

of H. W. Buker, who succeeds J. D. Corby as district manager
of sales. A. stock room and service station will be maintained
at St. Louis, as well as the district office.
Announcement of
Mr. Corby's resignation appeared in the Railway Age of Febru-

ary 7 (page 376).
P. C. Cady, office manager of the mechanical department
of the New York Central at New York, has been appointed
assistant secretary of the International Railway Supply Company, New York, which is the purchasing agent for the
American Railroad Company of Porto Rico and the Trinidad
Government Railways, and also the export department of

the Pyle-National

Passenger Cars

tid.,

ordnance de-

17

md

ollows

chief of

with headquarters at Washington, resumed his
duties as president of the American Steel Foundries at Chi-

43

Bettendorf, Iowa, has received an order from the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for 1,000 steel center sills for use in the
:onstruction of 1,000 40-ton capacity box cars which the St.

Paul

Lamont, division

partment,

:

W. Sw.

Mallet

Freight Cars
Chicago,

News

Supply Trade

The following new locomotives were shipped to railroads
under federal control during the week ended February 1:
Works

421

fective

February

Company. His appointment becomes efMr. Cady has been in railroad service

IS.

since 1893, when he
of the Lake Shore

entered

&

the

Michigan

mechanical department
Southern at Cleveland,

Ohio.
E. S. Nicholas has been appointed traveling engineer for
American Arch Company, with headquarters at Detroit,
Mich. Mr. Nicholas was formerly boilermaker foreman of
the Missouri Pacific shop at Kansas City. M. R. Smith has
been appointed traveling engineer, with headquarters at St.
Mr. Smith was formerly master mechanic at
Louis, Mo.
Coxton, Pa., on the Lehigh Valley. H. Darby has been appointed traveling engineer of the company, with headquarters
Mr. Darby was formerly motive power
at St. Paul, Minn.
inspector at the Transcona shop, Winnipeg, of the Grand
Brandon has been appointed traveling
D.
Trunk Pacific. J.
engineer of the company, with headquarters at Montreal.
Mr. Brandon was formerly general foreman at the Brightwood shops, Indianapolis, of the Big Four. E. T. Mulcahy
has again assumed his duties as traveling engineer of the
the

American Arch Company after having been honorably discharged from the United States Army. Mr. Mulcahy's headBefore coming with the
quarters will be at Denver, Col.
.\nierican Arch Company Mr. Mulcahy was connected with
the

Union

Pacific at its

Cheyenne shops.
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Railroad Administration

been filed with the MassaBoston
chusetts Pul)hc Service Commission seeking authority to consolidate its leased lines with the company in accordance with
reorganization plans agreed upon by a majority of the stockA hearing was set for February 21.
holders.
petition

Officers
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Railway Financial News
& Maim:.— A
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Central

lias

—

Chicaw) & North Western. This road has applied to the
Public Utilities Commission of Illinois for authority to issue
first mortgage gold bonds of 1987 in the aggregate amount of

D. E. Brown, licretoforc manager of the Accounting Section
of the Division of Public Service and Accounting, has been
appointed assistant director of the Division of Accounting.
J. G. Walber, secretary of the Bureau of Information of the
Eastern Railroads and a member of Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1, has been appointed labor assistant to the director
of the Division of Operation, with office at Washington, D. C.

$1,000,000.

Illinois

Central.— Kuhn, Loeb & Co. are

offering at 97'/2

5^

about 5^ per cent, $16,000,000 l.S-year
cent secured gold bonds.

interest, to yield

and
per

—

The stockholders on February 4, authorized
an increase in the company's indebtedness of $8,216,000. The
amount expended, and not yet funded, at the close of 1918, was
about $5,000,000. Allowance is made in the present provisions

Northern Central.

for future requirements.

Ocklawaha Valley. — This

50-mile

road

operating

between

Ocala, Fla., and Palatka, was sold at public auction on February
3, under an order in chancery on a suit brought by the bondholders. The complainant bought the property for $225,000 for

dismantlement.

Southern Railway.

— See

editorial elsewhere in this issue.

—

C.

A. building at Hulbert,

by 80

ft.

ft.

and two

George

F. Atkins, Jr., heretofore assistant to the director of
Division of Public Service and Accounting, has been appointed assistant to the director of public service, in charge of
rates.
E, C. Niles has been appointed assistant to the director
of public service, in charge of service.
Mr. Niles also retains
his duties and title as inanager of the Short Line Section.
Eugene H. Lamb has been appointed acting chief of the Bureau
This bureau will report to
for Suggestions and Complaints.
the assistant to the director of public service, in charge of
the

Regional

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. T. S. Leake & Co., Chicago,
have been awarded a contract for the construction of a frame

M.

Washington. In addition, Mr. Spens will continue his
present duties as manager of inland traffic. United States
Food Administration.
Mr. Spens was vice-president in
charge of traffic of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

office at

service.

Railway Construction
stucco railroad Y.
building will be 80

C. E. Spans has I)een appointed assistant director. Division
of Tratlic, in charge of export and import traffic matters, with

Ark.

stories high,

The

costing

approximately $40,000.
The Rock Island has also awarded a contract to the Railroad
Water & Coal Handling Company, Chicago, for the construction of a 150-ton coal chute at Ola, Ark., to cost approximately

E. H. Banker has been appointed executive assistant to
H. A. Worcester, district director of the Ohio-Indiana district of the Eastern region, to succeed Hugh McVeagh, who
has been appointed assistant to E. M. Costin, federal manager
of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis; the Cincinnati Northern; the Central Indiana; the Detroit, Toledo &
fronton; the Central Union Depot, and the Cincinnati, InMr. McVeagh's headquarters will be in
dianapolis Union.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

$10,000.

Federal and General Managers

— Preliminary

surveys are
now being made to build an electric line from Shelbyville, Ky.,
to Frankfort, about 22 miles. Two steel bridges, one 150 ft.
long and the other 90 ft. long will be required on the proposed
F. H. Ffankland, president and chief engineer, 35 Nasline.

Frankfort & Shelbyville

sau street.

New York

-Electric.

City.

—The

Railroad Water & Coal Handling
Company, Chicago, has been awarded a contract for the inThe
stallation of puinping facilities at Dalton Springs, Ky.
work includes the construction of a pump house and the
installation of two 25-hp. oil burning engines, a 100,000-gal.
Illinois Central.

tank and a

10-in.

discharge

line.

—

George W. Stevens, federal manager of
Ohio; the Ashland Coal & Iron; the Sandy
Valley & Elkhorn, and the Long Fork Railroad, has been extended over the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad of Indiana, which
road has been released from the jurisdiction of E. M. Costin,
federal manager.

The

jurisdiction of

the Chesapeake

&

Operating
A. C. Hartley has been appointed supervising safety agent
the Chicago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw
of the Michigan Central
and the Detroit Terminal Railroad, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.
;

Pacific. Bids for the construction at Brainerd,
Minn., of a two-story, reinforced concrete and brick passenger
station and office building, 40 ft. by 160 ft., costing approximately
It is planned
$65,000, are to be received in February or March.
to start work on the building in the spring.

D. O'Connell has been appointed chief special agent of the
Southern Pacific, the Western Pacific, the Tidewater Southern
and the Deep Creek, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.,
to succeed P. J. Kindelon, deceased.

Sand Springs.— This road, which now connects Tulsa, Okla.,
and Sand Springs, will be extended to Pawhuska within the
next year. No contracts for the work have been let as the

agent, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind. of the Cleveland,
St. Louis and other roads under the
Cincinnati, Chicago

Northern

road expects to complete the extension with

its

own

forces.

T.

McCampbell

has

been

appointed

supervising

safety

&

jurisdiction of E.

W.
Building Military Camps.— Stone & Webster, Boston, Mass.,
have published a 12 in. by 14 in. album of photographs and
plans of the cantonments and camps built under the direction of
that company during the period of the war. In addition to matter descriptive of the camps there are several large folded inserts
containing panoramic views and maps. Floor plans are also
given of the buildings occupied by officers and enlisted men.

R.

M.

Costin, federal manager.

D. Baker, federal auditor of the Norfolk

&

Portsmouth

the
Belt Line, at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed assistant to
&
federal manager of the Virginian Railroad; the Norfolk
the
Portsmouth Belt Line; the Norfolk Terminal Railroad, and
HaiTipton Roads Rail Terminals.

has
A. D. Rosecrans, trainmaster of the Arizona Eastern,
division,
been appointed acting superintendent of the Globe
resigned;
with office at Globe, Ariz., vice J. W. Williams,

February

14,
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New York

master mechanic, at Phoenix, has been appointed
rainmaster, with office at Globe, vice Mr. Rosecrans.

freight agent of the
quarters, succeeding

J. B. Stewart, general superintendent of the Bangor &
Aroostook and the Van Buren Bridge, with office at Bangor,
Vlaine, has resigned to go to another position and W. K.
iallett, superintendent, succeeds Mr. Stewart as general
luperintendent; F. A. Andrews, trainmaster at Millinocket,
las been appointed superintendent of the Southern division;
>oth with offices at Bangor.
George W. Mayo succeeds Mr.
Vndrews.

F. R. Dalzell, assistant general freight agent of the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe, with office at Galveston, Tex., has been
appointed general freight agent of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe, the Texas Midland and the Houston Belt & Terminal Railroad, with headquarters at Galveston, Tex.

i. Weitzel,

Central, with the

same head-

James L. Clark, deceased.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
L. Starkie has been appointed assistant chief engineer, with
headquarters at Dallas, Tex., of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe,
and other roads under the jurisdiction of J. S. Pyeatt, federal
J.

Charles A. Plumly, whose appointment as superintendent
telegraph of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Baltinore, Md., has already been announced in these columns,
)f

was born on October
1876, at Big Run,
Ohio, and was educated
15,

the
schools.

in

elementary
He
in

learned
the office

of his father

who was

telegraphy

agent and operator at
Stewart, Ohio, and in
November, 1887, he began railway work on
the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern, serving
as an extra operator
during week ends and

summer

vacations.

manager

W.

at

Dallas.

Wilson, supervisor of subdivision No. 12, Pittsburgh
division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Trafford, Pa., has
been appointed division engineer of the Allegheny division,
with office at Oil City, Pa., succeeding C. M. Wisman, who
has been granted a furlough; C. W. Montgomery, supervisor
at Gallitzen, has been transferred as supervisor to Altoona
Yards, succeeding J. M. Kinkead, promoted; W. S. Johns, Jr.,
supervisor at Bowie, Md., has been transferred as supervisor
to TrafTord, succeeding Mr. Wilson; F. H. Bently, supervisor
at Titusville, Pa., has been transferred as supervisor to Gallitzen, succeeding Mr. Montgomery; C. F. Miller, assistant
supervisor, succeeds Mr. Bentley, and T. M. Woodward, superS.

visor in the office of the division engineer, Philadelphia di\ision, at Philadelphia, has been appointed supervisor, with
office at

Bowie, Md., succeeding Mr. Johns.

In

June, 1903, he was appointed train despatcher

Plumly

same

place.

On

July
was ap-

31,
1910,
he
operator at Cincinnati, Ohio, and in March,
912, became trainmaster at Seymour, Ind.
In January, 1913, he
/as appointed assistant superintendent of telegraph, at Cincinati. and the following June became assistant to the general
uperintendent at the same place. On January 1, 1914, he was
ppointed inspector of transportation at Cincinnati, and since
September, 1914, served as assistant superintendent of teleraph, at Baltimore, until his recent appointment as superinendent of telegraph of the Baltimore & Ohio, eastern lines;
he Coal & Coke; the Wheeling Terminal Railroad; the Westrn Maryland; the Cumberland Valley, and the Cumberland

ointed

:

Corporate

at Chilicothe, and in September, 1907, was made
chief despatcher at the

division

Traffic

Henry Hilare Melanson, who has been appointed passenger traffic manager of the Canadian National Railways, with
headquarters

at

Toronto, Ont., as has already been announced
in these columns, was
born on March 9, 1872,
at Scoudouc, N. B., and
was educated at the
public schools and St.
Joseph's University. He
began railway work in
November, 1889, with
the Intercolonial as a
clerk in the mechanical

department at Moncton.
In August, 1892, he was
transferred to the general passenger agent's
office and subsequently

Pennsylvania.

Financial, Legal and Accounting
T. L. Shelton, auditor of station accounts of the Southern
l.ailroad, has been appointed assistant auditor of the Southern
!.ailroad and other roads the accounts of which are audited in
le Washington office, in charge of government transportation
ccounts, and T. H. Seay succeeds Mr. Shelton, both with offices
t Washington. D. C.

W. G. Sims has been appointed auditor, and D. F. Callahan
as been appointed federal treasurer, of the Wichita Union
"erminal, with headquarters at Wichita, Kan. The jurisdicion of L. J. Hensley, federal auditor of roads under the
jrisdiction of J. A. Edson, has also been extended over the
Vichita

Union Terminal.

served as chief clerk in

same office.
He
was appointed general
baggage agent in 1901
and in 1909 became asthe

sistant general passenger agent. In AugTist,
1913, he was promoted
to general passenger agent and since June, 1917, was passenger traffic manager until his recent appointment as passenger traffic manager of the Canadian National Railway
H. H. Melanson

System

J. A. Robinson, assistant auditor of the Southern Railroad,
nd temporarily assigned as auditor of its subsidiary railroads,
'ith office at Atlanta, Ga., has resigned to accept service else'here, and the jurisdiction of H. W. Oliver, auditor of the
Georgia Southern & Florida Railroad, has been extended over
perating accounts of the Blue Ridge Railroad; the Tallulah
alls Railroad; the Danville & Western; the Hartwell Railroad,
nd the Lawrenceville Branch Railroad, with office at Atlanta,
la.

Traffic
E. L. Whitney, chief clerk to the resident traffic assistant
f the Eastern region at Chicago, has been appointed division

as above noted.

Operating
H. C. Riddle has been promoted
tana,

Wyoming &

ceeding

W.

Southern, with
E. Ogden, resigned.

to trainmaster of the
office

at

Belfry,

Mon-

Mont., suc-

Andrew McCuUoch, chief engineer of the Kettle Valley,
has been appointed acting general superintendent, with offices
in Penticton, B. C, to succeed J. W. Mulhern, resigned.
R. Wilson, auditor of the Pacific Great Eastern, with headquarters at Vancouver, B. C, has been appointed acting manager to succeed G. L. Courtney. Mr. Wilson's office will be
in Victoria, B. C.
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The Canadian National Railways have made the fcdlowiiiK
appointniciils in addition to those previously announced'.
D. R. Campbell, assistant general manager of the I'acific
district of the Canadian Northern, witli headquarters at Vancouver, IJ. C, has been appointed general superintendent of
the Pacific district, Canadian National, witii ollices at Vancouver, H. C. W. T. Moodie, division engineer at Winnipeg,
Man., on the Canadian Nortlicrn, has been appointed superintendent of Division No. 1, Central district, Canadian National, to succeed J. E. Nelson, who has been appninii'd
superintendent of the Pacific district, Canadian National, with
heacUiuarters at Kaniloops Junction, B. C. W. I. Munro, chief
dcspatclier on the Canadian Northern at WinnipeR, Man.,
has boon appointed acting superintendent of Division No. 2
on the Prairie district of tlie Canadian National, to succeed
T. J. Brown, assigned to other duties.

Vol. 66, No. 7

chanic, Central district of the Canadian Northern, has been
appointed master mechanic of the Central district of the
Canadian National, at Winnipeg, Man. L. G. Roblin, general

master mechanic, ("an.idian Government Railways, western
lines, with olliccs at Cochrane, Ont., has been appointed
master mechanic of the Prairie district, Canadian National,
with odiccs at Saskatoon, Sask.
T. J. Lowe, fuel agent,
Canadian N(jrthern, western lines, has been appointed fuel
agent, Canadian National, western lines, with headquarters
at Winnipeg, Man.
J. A. Sutton, fuel and tie agent. Transcontinental division of the Canadian Government Railways,
has been api)ointed district fuel agent of Divisions No. 1 and
2 of the Central district, Canadian National, western lines,
with headtiuartcrs at Cochrane, Ont.

Obituary
Engineering and Rolling Stock
A. M. Bouillon, resident engineer on the Grand Trunk
at Regina, Sask., has been appointed assistant engineer, with headquarters at Prince George, B. C.
Pacific,

Andrew McCowan, supervisor of car works of the Canadian
Northern system at Winnipeg, Man., was appointed master car
builder of the Canadian National Railways, western lines, with
the same headquarters,
at the time of the recent

of the forthe latter.

assimilation

mer road by
Mr.

McCowan was

born

on
December 5, 1867, and
was first employed by
Perth,

at

Scotland,

Que.

1890, he

quently he was assist-

at

In

was pro-

moted to car foreman,
and seven years later he
was appointed shop foreman at Farnhani, Que.
a. McCowan
From September, 1903,
to April, 1910, he was car foreman at Cranbrook, B. C, and
on the latter date left the Canadian Pacific to become general
He
car foreman of the Canadian Northern at Winnipeg, Man.
was promoted to supervisor of car works, western lines, in September, 1915, and in May, 1916, had his jurisdiction extended
over the entire system.

The following appointments were recently made on the
National Railways: Thomas Turnbull, assistant

Canadian

chief engineer of the Canadian Northern, has been appointed
engineer maintenance of way of the Canadian National,

western

lines,

with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man.

in

entered

Pennsylvania,

experience in May, 1888,
as a carpenter on the

March,

was born

the employ of the Mexican National ConstrucSubsetion Company.

between 1881 and 1887.
He began his railroad

Montreal,

1918.

and, after graduating from the Polytechnic College of

Perthshire Carriage
(Scotland), as an
apprentice car builder,

.

in

Lieut.-Col. Hiram J. Slifer, commander of the 21st regiment of railway engineers, American Expeditionary Forces,
died in France on February 3, of pneumonia, and was buried
at
February
S,
on
LieutSorcy, Meuse.
1857,

Works

Pacific

connection with that road

Col. Slifer

the

Canadian

Walter T. Aylesbury, formerly superintendent of car servTerminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, died at
iiartlesville, Okla., on February 4, after an illness of two
months. Mr. Aylesbury was long associated with the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and was in the employ of the
Terminal Railroad Association for 16 years, terminating his
ice of the

A. V.

division engineer of the Transcontinental division,
Canadian Government Railways at Cochrane, Ont., has been
appointed district engineer of the Central district. Canadian
National, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man. H. L. Vercoe, special engineer at Winnipeg, Man., on the Canadian
Northern, has been appointed district engineer, Prairie district, Canadian National, with offices at Saskatoon, Sask.
T. W. White, assistant engineer in the bridge engineer's office
of the Canadian Northern at Winnipeg, Man., has been ap-

Redmond,

pointed district engineer of the Western district, Canadian
R. M.
National, with headquarters at Edmonton, Alta.
Mitchell, right of way agent of the Canadian Northern, has
been appointed right of way agent of the Canadian National,
western lines, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man. H. G.
Reid, assistant superintendent of rolling stock Canadian Government Railways at Transcona, Minn., has been appointed
general master mechanic Canadian National, western lines,
with offices at Winnipeg, Man. H. A. English, master me-

engineer of the
ant
Philadelphia division of
the Pennsylvania,
principal assistant engineer of the Milwau-

Lake Shore &
Western, division engineer on the Chicago
& North Western, supkee,

erintendent of the Iowa
division

of

the

same

Lieut.-Col. H.

J.

Slifer

road at Boone, Iowa,
general superintendent of the Eastern district and later the
Central district of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, rail^
way expert and business manager of the construction department of J. G. White & Co., at New York, general manager and assistant to the president of the Panama Railroad
& Steamship Lines at Colon, Panama, and general manager
of the Chicago Great Western at Chicago. In 1912 he became a consulting civil engineer, specializing in railroad practice, with headquarters at Chicago.
His death was due inA gas motor indirectly to a railway accident in France.
spection car on which he was riding to inspect road beds
and
blown
up, jumped the
which the Germans had mined
track near Buzancy, throwing Lieut.-Col. Slifer down an
into a small stream. He was carand then was transferred to a
base hospital at Neufchateau where he suffered an attack of
bronchial pneumonia.
He was later sent to a convalescent
camp at Cannes. In a letter to a friend he stated that he intended to rejoin his regiment on January 16, at Conflans.
Until the announcement of his death by the Adjutant General at Washington, no further information concerning the
He enlisted in
colonel's condition had been received.
August, 1917, as a major in the Twenty-first Engineers
fLight Railways) and was commissioned lieutenant-colonel
in October, 1917, sailing for France in December of the same
eight-ft.

ried to a

year.

embankment and
nearby

field hospital,

:

/

Natural Light in Roundhouses

of 1918 than in the last six months of 1917.
The statistics
of earnings, expenses, etc., of these roads during these two

^NE

OF THE OBSTACLES to efficient roundhouse operation
poor lighting. From the very fact of its shape and
occupancy an enginehouse is difficult to illuminate satisfactorily by natural light.
With locomotives 80 ft. or more
in length and having large, high boilers occupying most of the
available clearance the problem today is much more difficult
than it was with the short, low engines of 30 years ago. Even
with the outer wall almost entirely of glass and with generous
window areas in the doors, or in transoms over them,
light in the aisles between engines is far from adequate, and

^^

must be had to the use of both stationary and extension-cord lamps.
With stalls 100 ft. or more in length
obviously some intermediate source of light is necessary, and
in most cases an attempt is made to obtain additional dayresort

by the use of monitors, clerestories, etc.
But many
designers despair of success in this, saying that the additional glass is of little use since those who use the buildings
cannot or will not keep it clean. The roundhouse of the
light

Duluth, Missabe

&

Northern, described on another page of
a new idea in the lighting of such
buildings.
A saw-tooth roof is introduced with one unit
over each stall.
In a sense the application is unscientific
since saw-tooth roof construction, as ordinarily used, implies north exposure for all the glass, to avoid direct sunlight while securing an abundance of diffused light.
However, this objection is negligible in a roundhouse; the removal of a heavy fall of snow would seem to be a more
this

periods are as follows

is

issue,

illustrates

difficulty.
But considering the opportunities for
improvement in the lighting of roundhouses over its present
stage of progress the success of this saw-tooth roundhouse
will be watched with interest.

practical

Six Months' Earnings and
Expenses Under Existing Rates

A

VERY INTERESTING and important question is, whether
present freight and passenger rates are high enough
to yield earnings which will cover present wages and
other expenses and taxes and leave enough net operating income to pay the guaranteed standard returns of the
railway companies if government control is continued, and
fixed charges and reasonable dividends if the railways are

'*

returned to private operation.
Very large increases of operating expenses occurred in the
first six months as well as in the last six months of 1918.
On the other hand the advanced passenger rates were in
A
effect only during the last six months of the year.
considerable advance in freight rates was made on the
eastern lines in March, but the 25 per cent advance in
freight rates on all lines was in effect only during the last

months of the year.
All the advanced rates having been in effect only during
the last six months of the year, it is interesting and instructive to consider the effects which the increases in rates and
in wages and other expenses had during these six months.
Statistics which have just become available show that the
net operating income of large roads having 233,000 miles of
line was almost $4,000,000 greater in the last six months
six
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Six

Months Ended December

Total operating revenues
Total operating expenses
Net operating revenue

Taxes
Uncollectible

railway

revenue

Railway operating income
Equipment rents (debtor)
Joint facility rents (debtor)
Net operating income

Operating ratio
Mileage operated

31.

1918

1917

$2,831,549,935
2,190,940,218
640,609,717
94,391,854
303,972
545.913,891
1,378,857
5,817,169
538,717,865
77.38
233,383

$2,152,533,078
1,504,200,501
648,332,577
97,378.400
381,920
550,572,257
9,864,885
5,97b,313
534,728,459
69.88
233,263

The Railroad Administration incurred a deficit of over
$200,000,000 in 1918. These statistics show it was all incurred in the six months of the year before the rates were
advanced.
Superficially, this looks encouraging.
It might
be inferred that with a net operating income of almost $539,000,000 in the last six months of 1918 the railways could
be operated by the government in 1919 without incurring
a deficitj or could be returned to private control at once
without any danger of serious trouble resulting.
There
are, however, several important facts, consideration of which
make it very doubtful if this conclusion can be drawn.
First, there has been an increase of property investment
since 1917 and the increase in net operating income in the
last six months of 1918 was not sufficient to pay five per
cent on this increased investment.
Second, over two-thirds
of the net operating income earned in the last six months
of 1918 was earned in the first three months of this period.
Because of rapidly increasing expenses the net operating
income reported declined steadily month by month from
$137,000,000 in July to $25,000,000 in December. Third,
other large advances in wages are still to come.
The imrpending advance in the wages of train service employees is
estimated at $60,000,000 to $100,000,000 a year, which
would make a difference of $30,000,000 to $50,000,000 in
net operating income in six months. Fourth, traffic and gross

—

earnings are declining.
Now, the net earnings difference
between total earnings and expenses in the last six months
of 1918 were $7,700,000 less than in the last six months of
1917, the increase in net operating income being due entirely
to a decline of equipment rents, which is mainly a bookkeeping matter. The ratio of expenses to earnings in the last
six months of 1917 was less than 70 per cent, while in the
last six months of 1918, in spite of higher rates, it was over
77 per cent. Therefore, it would require a relatively much
smaller increase of expenses or decline of earnings seriously
to deplete net operating income now than it would have
required toward the end of 1917; and yet we know how
quickly the advance of operating expenses in the first six
months of 1918 almost completely swept away the net operating income.

—

The

net operating income earned in the last six months
is larger than in the first six months, and
the railways under private operation should now earn at
least $1,150,000,000 net operating income a year in order
to meet their fixed charges, pay reasonable dividends and
of each year usually

have an adequate surplus to invest in necessary but unproductive improvements.
Relatively, the net operating income
earned in the last six months of 1918 was too small.
It
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was only 19 per ccmU of the total revenues, wiiile the net
income of the last six months of 1917, although
absolutely smaller, was almost 25 per cent of the total
revenues.
When net operatinj^ income is less than 20 per

opcratinj»

cent of the total earnings of the
affairs will

railways, their

financial

a state of unstable equilibrium, and any
sharp retluction of earnings or increase of expenses is likely
lie

in

have serious results.
Considering all the pertinent conditions, it cannot be concluded that the net operating income of the last six months of
1918 makes a showing that is satisfactory.
The margin
between total income and outgo mu.st be made wider, whether
we are to have government or private operation. Possibly
it can be made w'ide enough by reductions of expenses.
But
any reductions of expenses made should be real, and not
nominal.
In other words, they should not be accomplished
by more deferring of maintenance at a time when the deferred
maintenance already accumulated is so large as it is now.
Furtlicmiore, they should not be accomplished at the cost of
to

further deterioration of the .service.
The war is over, and
is now an entirely ju.stifiable public demand for the
restoration of many of the conveniences, comforts and luxuries
there

of service which the public cheerfully gave up during the
war, but which it now wants restored. If the margin between
income and outgo is to be widened by reduction of expenses,
this should be done by more efficient operation, and by that
alone.

Whether much more

efficient operation actually can
be secured under the present system of centralized government management is very doubtful. If more efficient operation cannot be secured the margin between income and outgo
should be widened by advances in rates.
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done their work. Tho.se who ship freight and travel on passenger trains know this.
The enormous increa.se in operating expense shows it.
Therefore, the \)u\>Uc lielievcs that

many

railway employees have taken advantage of war condiand government operation to get as much money as they
can and to give as little in return as they can. The public
thinks that while a policy which has these results may be
gO(Kl for railway employees, it is not good for the public.
In
consequence, the employees need feel no sur[)risc that the
plan for government ownerships which their representatives
have proposed, is being very coldly received. The public's
coldness toward it will increase the more the plan is examined.
The plan contemplates the purchase of the railways by
the government
in other words, by the public
and payment by it of the interest on the bonds issued to make the
deal.
A board of nine members would be created to operate
the roads, three to be appointed by the President of the
United States, three by the railway officers and three by
the railway employees.
Under permanent government operation, the word "officer" would be merely a euphemism for
an employee of high rank. Therefore, the proposal is that
the employees should take over and run the public's railtions

—

—

roads.

said the employees would have an incentive to operthe railways efficiently under their plan because it is
proposed that all net earnings in excess of the amount reIt is

ate

quired to pay interest on the government's investment should
be divided equally between the employees and the government.
But, obviously, there never would be any surplus.

Wages are, and always will be, the major part of expenses.
The plan of the unions contemplates that salaries and wages

railways.

fixed by boards composed of equal numbers of
and employees that is, in effect, entirely by the employees.
Suppose, now, that on a given scale of wages a
surplus of $100,000,000 a year would be earned.
In that
case, the employees would get a bonus of $50,000,000.
Suppose, on the other hand, that the wage board should advance
wages $100,000,000. In that case, the employees would get
the entire $100,000,000.
Would they get it? Or would
there be a surplus?
Will a duck swim?

been converted to

Commission would
it
would have no

be

shall

Ownership
DEPKESENTATIVES
^
ployees have

Interstate

of

Railways

of Several large unions of railway
to the Senate Committee

presented

Commerce a plan

for

emon

government ownership of

A. B. Garretson, head of the Order of Railway
Conductors, told the committee that many railway employees
who formerly were opposed to government ovraership have

by a year's experience of government
were refeired to all the railway
employees of the country many, and perhaps most of them,
would vote against government ownership. It is unquestionably true, however, that government operation has caused
many of them to favor government ownership.
The views of most people on important questions of politics and economics are strongly influenced by the way they
believe the decision will affect them.
Probably most of the
railway emplo3'ees who, within the last year, have decided to
favor government operation have done so mainly because
of the large advances in wages they have received.
But in
advocating government ownership they are not acting in
accordance with their own permanent interest.
While the results of government operation are causing
many railway employees to favor government ovraership,
operation.

it

If the question

they are causing a vastly larger number of persons who formerly were in favor of, or undecided about, government
ownership, to become vigorous opponents of it.
They also
are being influenced largely by what they regard as their

The advances

in wages have been the prinenormous increase in railway expensp.<;
which has made it necessary greatly to advance freight and
passenger rates, and has resulted in the government incurring
a railway deficit. Those who pay railway rates and taxes
dislike increases in them as much as railway employees like
advances in their wages. The advances in wages have not
been accompanied by increases but, on the whole, by decreases in the efficiency with which railway employees have
selfish interest.

cipal cause of the

—

officers

Labor and Government

But,

it

may

be said again, at least the Interstate Commerce
fix the freight and passenger rates.
But

control over wages or other expenses.
Therefore, if it held the rates down while wages and other
expenses advanced, the result would ].ie that the taxpayers
would have to pay a railway deficit as they did under
government operation in 1918 and probably will under government operation in 1919.
The plan of the railway labor unions has no chance of
adoption.
It is significant chiefly as a naive expression of
the employees' desire to retain and even increase their present
high wages, and as an illustration of the false economic
philosophy which prevails widely among working people and
even among business men. The desire of the employees tokeep their present wages, and even increase them, is eminently human.
It is easy to understand and sympathize with
it.
But they have no more right to high wages than other
people doing equally hard and useful work, and how can
to maintain the present
it be made economically possible
high wages in the railway and other industries, much less
increase them?
The thought which seems to be in the
minds of many working people is that wages can and should
But the advances in
be advanced at the cost of capital.
the wages of railway labor within the last year exceeded the
largest amount of interest and dividends ever paid to capital
upon the entire capitalization of the railways of the United
Labor cannot take from capital more
States in any year.

—

than capital has. Most of the advances in wages which
have been made are being paid, not by the rich capitalists,
but by the "common people" in higher freight and passenger
rates.

February
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And yet there is a way by which almost unlimited advances
in the wages of labor may be made possible.
Furthermore,
there is absolutely only one way in which this can be made
possible.

This

is

by increasing the

had been increased last
year as much in proportion as the average wage per employee was, the advances in wages would have caused no
increase in operating expenses at all.
But it may be said
that the efficiency of railway labor does not depend entirely
on the employees that it also depends upon the officers.
Sometimes the representatives of labor say this, and sometimes they say the opposite.
Mr. Garretson implied in his
testimony before the Senate committee last week that the
decline of operating efficiency had been due to the officers.

—

Another representative of labor estimated that if labor's plan
were adopted, the employees would cause a reduction in
operating expenses of a billion dollars a year.
If the employees could do that in future under government operation, why didn't they do it in 1918 when the
<:ountry was at war, and needed an increase of efficiency in
all lines as it probably never will again ?
And, on the other
hand, if the efficiency of operation in 1918 depended upon
the officers, why would it not in future ?
decline in the efficiency of operation and the increase

of expenses in 1918 occurred largely because neither officers
nor employees worked as efficiently as they formerly did
under private operation. The officers could not, and never
would be able to, work as efficiently under government as
imder private operation, because government operation
denies them opportunities and incentives which private
operation affords them.
The employees have not worked,
and could not work, as efficiently under government as
under private operation, because the efficiency of the employees depends both upon the ability of the direction they
receive from the officers and upon their own willingness
and industry; and government operation does not afford
them as competent direction or stimulate their industry as
much as private operation. As has been tacitly conceded
by the very spokesmen of labor who have appeared before
the Senate committee, the amount of wages that railway
labor can and will be paid in the long run will depend
upon the efficiency with which the railways are operated.
The rendering of railway service is merely a part of the
entire industrial process of production.
Upon the efficiency
of production depends the amount of things of all kinds that
are produced.
Now things food, clothing, houses are the
real wages of labor, and in the long run the only way in
which labor can get more and better food, more and better
clothing, better houses to live in, is for more and better
food, clothing, houses, etc., to be produced.
Since the efficiency of railway operation will be greater
under private than under government management, and
since
in the long run
the wages of labor depend upon the
efficiency of production, it necessarily follows that labor, in
advocating government ownership and management, is actBefore
ing directly contrary to its own permanent interest.
the war the railways of the United States, under private
operation, were paying relatively higher wages than any system of government railways in the world. Railway labor
knew this, and it was one of the main reasons why a
majority of railway employees were opposed to government
o\vnership.
During the war under government operation
railway employees have been given huge advances in wages;
but this proves nothing as to the relative advantages to the
employees of government and private operation in time of
In advocating a policy the direct tendency of which
peace.
would be to reduce the industrial efficiency of the United
States, railway employees are advocatmg a policy the effect
of which would be not to maintain or advance their wages,
Labor has everything to gain and
but to keep them down.

—

—

—

hard to understand why it so often favors policies which
would reduce industrial efficiency.

efficiency of production.

If the efficiency of railway labor

The
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—

nothing to lose by industrial efficiency

;

and therefore

it

is

Adequate Depreciation Rates
Should be Established
In the present discussion

of railroad matters

little

at-

has been given to the important question of
providing adequate depreciation rates both for equipment
and for structures. Commissioner Woolley, in his supplement to the statement of the Interstate Commerce Commission, expressed the opinion that the carriers should be required to set aside fixed portions of their gross annual
incomes for depreciation, the percentage to be determined
in each case by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
This
is an acknowledgment of the inadequacy of the present
depreciation accounts, but why Commissioner Woolley should
wish to change the method now in use and base the depreciation funds on the gross incomes rather than on the cost of
tention

the equipment and the structures is not quite clear.
C. A. Morse, speaking before the New York Railroad
Club, advocated the establishment of freight and passenger
rates sufficient to take care of depreciation as well as to

meet the cost of operation and maintenance, for the purpose of replacing all wastes concurrently and thus keeping
in a healthy condition.
Some of the worst
experienced during the war was due to the fact
that obsolescence and depreciation had not been properly
cared for. It is from this viewpoint that the problem should
be approached at the present time.
In the Interstate Commerce Commission system of accounting no fixed percentage has been specified for the depreciation reserve.
In fact, until 1915 no provision was
made for accumulating a depreciation fund for structures.
It has been charged that the commission had no definite
purpose in mind when the depreciation account was established, but included it merely as a convenience for roads
that wished to use it.
At the present time, depreciation
rates on locomotives and cars vary from two per cent to six
per cent. Very few roads have depreciation accounts for shop
equipment, road equipment or structures.
The low rates of depreciation, and the entire absence of
depreciation reserves in some cases cause many roads to
charge a large percentage of the cost of retirements to operating expenses.
While the more prosperous carriers have
I^een able to meet these heavy charges and have kept the
properties in efficient condition by frequent replacements,
the poorer roads have continued to use old and uneconomical
equipment as they were not financially able to make extensive renewals and have postponed improvements in the
hope that future years would bring laiger earnings.
Accrued depreciation not taken up in the depreciation
account is a liability that will ultimately be reflected in
the earnings of the carriers and in ihe efficiency of operation.
If too low a rate is carried and renewals are inadeIt requires courage
quate, the net revenue will be high.
on the part of railroad officers to increase the depreciation
rate, while net income is stationary or decreasing. The remedies for the evils resulting from inadequate depreciation
rates is to be found in the fixing of depreciation rates within

the railroads

trouble

narrow limits by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Railroad Administration has taken the first step
towards standardizing depreciation rates by specifying that
4^ per cent per annum shall be used for all equipment
If a fixed rate could be
placed in service during 1918.
applied not only to equipment but' also to roadway and
structures, the carriers' accounts would more nearly reflect
the true financial condition of the roads and the railroad
industrv would stand on a sounder economic basis.
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the Roitu, House

Unusual Concrete Roundhouse

at Proctor, Minn.

Saw Tooth Roof Applied to Circular Building; Cantilever
Beams Support Walls Over Entrance Doors
By Wm.

E.

Hawley
& Northern,

Assistant Engineer, Duluth, Missabe

TYPE
ANEW
completed and put

of reinforced concrete roundhouse has been
into operation by the Duluth, MisThe building,
sabe & Northern at Proctor, Minn.
which was designed by the writer, introduces several novel
Briefly these are sawfeatures in roundhouse construction.
tooth roof construction applied to a circular building, the

elimination of all beams which can form dead gas and smoke

Ground Plan

around the circle; unit construction of each stall so that the
forms may be used over again in the construction of additional stalls, and cantilever construction to support the roof
at the front entrance to the stalls, thereby

reducing the colthickness at doors to mere I-beams to carry the door
guides and give maximum clearances at the door entrances.
With these features an effort was made to include the best

umn

of the

pockets on the underside of the roof; large ventilation areas
over each stall throughout their length; large lighting windows over each stall; all roof drainage towards the rear and
conducted by interior downspout pipes so as to remove the
concentration of water at entrances to stalls; steep roof slopes
which remove the importance of absolutely tight roof coverings; expansion and contraction provisions in each stall in
order that expansion and contraction will not accumulate

Duluth, Minn.

Roundhouse

points of previous designs of roundhouses of other railroads
permanence and satisfactory operating service.

to give

The importance

ample daylighting, electric lights
smoke removal, resistance to
complete piping service, and substantial

of good,

at night, fresh air ventilation,

corrosion

and

fire,

construction were kept in
cost

428

mind during

the designing.

The

have fully justified the choice made although the first
might have been kept lower by a simpler and less gen-

results

^
February

21,
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Concrete was used to pave the bottom of the pits.
pipe tunnel 4 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 6 in. with a lower extension or drainage channel 16 in. by 16 in. extends around
the building at the inner end of the pits and connects with
a tunnel leading to the boiler room. Branch conduits are constructed between every pair of stalls to provide for branch'
piping. The floor consists of six inches of concrete.
The foundation was a clay hard pan and required no piling. Four-inch drain tile, and 6-in. and 12-in. vitrified sewer

As the railroad uses large and well equipped
erous plan.
shops for the heavier engine repairs, it is not necessary to
provide for any but the lighter repairs, upkeep and cleaning
Excepting the saw-tooth roof windows
in the roundhouse.
and louvers, wood slat roller doors, and conduit covers of
Wood
floors, fire resistant materials were used throughout.
was used for windows and doors because of its resistance to

tions.

A

gases.

The

plans were laid out for a 60-stall roundhouse with an
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Longitudinal and Cross Sections of one of the Stalls
entrance track and an exit track when the development of the
terminal is completed, but only 30 stalls were built with the
At the center of the layout there is a
first construction.
100-ft. turntable designed for a 304-ton Mallet or a 233-ton
Mikado type locomotive. The table is of the through plate
girder type on a 500-ton center, designed by the American

Bridge Company.

The
on a

inside face of the inside curve of the roundhouse is
and the inside face of the out-

circle of 150-ft. radius

View
side curve on a circle of 2S0-ft. radius.
stall

tracks

is

5 deg.

44 min., giving

The

of the Special

angle between

15-ft. center to center

of door I-beams and 25-ft. center to center of columns on the
outer circle with a stall length of 100 ft.

The 30

divided as follows: 20 with pits 64 ft.
long, 7 with pits 71 ft. long and three with pits 71 ft. long,
crossed by one driver and one truck drop pit.
All pits have
concrete side walls 30 in. thick, giving good jacking foundastalls are

pipes were installed to carry off the seepage and roundhouse
waters.
The drain channel in the pipe timnel was laid
without any grade and serves the purpose of catching cinders
and waste matter, the water overflowing through screens to
the sewers. Roof drainage is carried inside the building by
4-in. wrought iron pipes to the pits and discharged therein.
Between each stall there are five columns 17^ in. square
supporting the main roof girder beams. These columns are
in. in diameter, wrapped
reinforced with four steel rods

^

Roof Construction
with American Steel

& Wire Company

triangle

mesh No. 23

(old style) in 48-in. widths, cut 62 in. long, using the 34 iowires as circumferential reinforcement.
The main roof gir-

der beams are
1 1 steel rods 1

Company

wide by 54 in. deep, reinforced with
diameter and American Steel & Wire
triangle mesh No. 23 (old style), laying the longi-

tudinal wires

beam

17^

^

in.

in. in

down

the sides and across the bottom of the

for sheer reinforcement.

:
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cntninn- iiul of the stall a cantilever beam 9 ft. 9 in.
an extension of the main roof beam, supports the
Each of these
front roof and front walls over the doors.
front walls over the doors is in effect two cantilever beams
balancing against one another and leaving expansion and

At

long,

tlie
u.s

o;Mol. $6^JN/».ft

radiation surface per pit, and in 30 stalls, 13,013 sq. ft. of
In addition tiicrc is distributed in cast iron wall
radiation, 7,776 sq. ft., making a total radiation of 20,789
radiation.

The Webster system

sq. feel for tlie liuilding.

of steam cir-

culation, using live .steam under reduced pressure

The
contraction joints over the center of each stall d(X)r.
roof slal) over this part has expansion joints and this provision with expansion slots in the main girder Ijeams for roof
rafters gives a complete line of expansion and contraction

cuum pumps

As the building has an outside
for the roof of each stall.
perimeter for 30 stalls of over 750 ft, it was deemed advisable to di.stributc contraction and expansion by providing
The adoption of the above cantilever
for it in each stall.
construction, in addition to allowing narrow door posts, also
reduces the damage which might be done because of anyIt also brings one main
thing on engines fouling the doors.
column foundation wholly inside the building, away from

are ])hued on each of the interior columns aljout 15

to

maintain circulation,

is u.sed

and va-

for this heating

system.
All electric wiring

is

in.stalled

pipe conduits and cast
Forty-watt Mazda lights

in

iron Ijoxes i)laced in the concrete.

ft. al>ove
the floor with shallow reflectors to give distriljuted light along

Suitable outlets are also provided

the sides of the engines.

frost conditions.

uneven

is supported by a simple set of concrete rafters,
with ?4 in- diameter rods and designed rigid
enough to carry strains to the expansion joint at the valley
By using rafters and providing
between roof slopes.
ventilation slits at the top, all dead air and gas pockets were

The

rcx)f

reinforced

eliminated, a feature which is not secured in beam and joist
This design is expected to remove the
designs for roofs.
trouble of corrosion of imbedded steel by locomotive gases

and consequent shortening of life of structure. This design
with the ample ventilation provided at the top has also eliminated the condensed moisture problem which has developed

m

other types of concrete roundhouses.
large ventilation provided throughout the length of
conditions in
the saw-tooth roofs has improved the smoke
glass
the building and no difficulty has developed from the
becoming covered with soot. The roof windows can all be
swung out and washed by a man working in the valleys of

The

the roof.

a 3 ^4 in. concrete slab, reinforced with No. 23
laid with length wires spanning from rafter
The covering on the saw-tooth roof slopes is one
to rafter.
and one
layer of three ply Black Diamond prepared roofing
to 1 in.
layer of 3 ply double sanded Amazon roofing nailed
sleepers brush treated with Barrett grade one liquid

The

roof

triangle

by

is

mesh

Interior of the

to give chances for extension cords

The Naable I-beam support the rails over the cross-pits.
with
tional boiler washing system is installed throughout
main, washout and filling mains. The space for
blow-off

washing plant, steam boilers, and steam and
vacuum pumps is provided in an adjacent building which
emalso has office, locker, wash and toilet rooms for the
the

lights for

work-

The

following

is

a part estimate of the material and work

for one stall
Approximate earth excavation
Concrete in substructure
Concrete in superstructure
Stee! rods in superstructure
Triangle mesh in superstructure
Concrete floor, 6 in. thick
Brick wall, 13 in. thick

2 in.

Ample ventilation sections
glazed with )4-in. wire glass.
Dickinson cast
are installed in each of the large windows.
eyeiron smoke jacks of standard design are suspended from
bolts placed in the concrete roof rafters.
The engine drop pits are provided with Watson Stillman
hydro-pneumatic pit jacks using 45-ton 60 in. lift for the
driver pit and 15-ton 54 in. lift for the front truck pit. Mov-

and hand

ing under the engines.

hot Barcreosote oil. The roofing was laid and sealed with
The roof valleys and flat roofs at
rett specification pitch.
specifithe entrances to stalls are covered with 5 ply Barrett
used
cation tarred felt and pitch with gravel. Sheet lead was
outside metal
to make connections to downspouts and the
flashing was galvanized sheets of No. 20 gage of Keystone

copper bearing steel.
Standard roundhouse wooden slat roller doors were furnished by the J. G. Wilson Corporation. All small service
and
doors in the roundhouse, office, boiler, boiler wash room,
winlocker room are Dahlstrom steel doors and frames. All
dows except the saw tooth roof sash are Fenestra steel sash,

Roundhouse

Steel sash and glass
Downspouts, 4 in. W.

Steel

I.

pipe

beams and connections

Small steel angles, bolts, plates, etc
Roofing
Drain and sewer tile.
Electric conduit, wiring and fixtures.
Pipe radiation
Cast iron wall radiation

300 cu. yd.
150 cu. yd.
97 cu. yd.
10,586 lb.
2,921 lb.
1,300 sq. ft.

204
344

sq.

ft.

sq.

ft

103
1,400
2,090

lb.

ft.

lb.

22 squares

440

sq.

ft.

180

sq.

ft.

preliminary work was started in December, 1915.
Bids for the roundhouse, boiler and wash house were called
for in May, 1916; the contract was signed on June 10 and
work started in July, 1916. The contract was finished in
November, 1917.
The designing work was done in the engineering office of

The

first

Missabe and Northern by William E. Hawley
under the supervision of H. L. Dresser, chief engineer and
W. H. Hoyt, assistant chief engineer. The construction contract for the buildings was let to MacLeod and Smith of
Duluth and was supervised by F. C. Baluss, engineer bridges
and building of the railway. The National Boiler Washing Company installed the boiler washing system, and D. R.
Black Company of Duluth had the contract for the heating
the Duluth,

system.

boiler

ployees.

All engine pits are heated by coils of five lines of 2-m.
pipe of 140 lineal feet in each run, giving 440 sq. ft. of

A

at the Seaboard Air Line terminal, near Savannah,
on February 14, destroyed large quantities of cotton,
turpentine, rosin, nitrate of soda, and other freight, together
with 30 or more freight cars; estimated loss $4,000,000.
Ga.,

fire

:

Railroad Appropriation Bill Before the House
Needed

to

Enable Railroad Administration to Discharge

Obligations

— Director

Its

General Hines' Testimony
Wasiiincton, D. C.

appropriations on Monday
reported favorably a deficiency appropriation bill appropriating the $750,000,000 asked by the Railroad Ad-

HOUSE COMMITTEE on

THE

ministration to enable it to discharge its obligations as an
addition to the $500,000,000 revolving fund provided in the
federal control act and "subject in all respects to the same
authority for, and restriction of expenditure as the said $500,000,000. On Tuesday a unanimous consent agreement was
reached providing for the consideration of the bill in the House
fortification bill is passed on, which will probably be this week.
Senator Cummins has announced that when the bill gets
into the Senate he will propose as an amendment the bill he
had previously introduced to take away the power of the
President to relinquish railroads in less than 21 months
after the proclamation of peace unless Congress specifically

after the

autnonzes

it.
^
^

The

^

director general has estimated that the bill will pro-

vide $381,000,000 necessary to settle accounts with the
railroad companies for 1918 and $368,000,000 for advances
to railroads and waterways for capital expenditures in 1919,
including $286,000,000 to pay for equipment ordered by the
Railroad Administration last year, $20,000,000 for financing
the Boston & Maine reorganization, $12,800,000 for inland
waterways and a margin of $50,000,000.
New capital
J./
r
iUii
1
(T/tni r>r\r\r\r\f\
expenditures
for this year are estimated at $491,000,000,
which includes $290,000,000 for additions and betterments
<.

and $201,000,000 for equipment of which $109,000,000
is for equipment ordered by the railroads before 1918 and
•_
cm r\Ar\ r\r\r\ r
i
r
i
:t>92,000,000 is tor new equipment Ot special types, such as
cabooses and passenger cars, and for rehabilitation of existing equipment. It is proposed to deduct $150,000,000 from
the compensation of the companies to be used for capital
expenditures and it is estimated that they will be able to
•

•

j.

i

finance themselves about $290,000,000 in addition to meeting about $200,000,000 of maturities for this year.

Before reporting the bill the committee made public the
printed report of the hearings in executive session before
its subcommittee on deficiency appropriations, giving the
testimony of Director General Hines, Secretary of the Treasury Glass, and Eugene Meyer, Jr., a director of the War
Finance Corporation, which includes some interesting facts
regarding the financial operations of the Railroad Administration heretofore unpublished.

May Be
The

Deficit for 1919

1919 was admitted
by Mr. Hines in his testimony on February 5, in reply to a
question by the chairman of the committee as to whether it
is

possibility of another deficit for

likely the railroads will be able to earn the guaranteed
"That is a particularly difficult question this year,"

rental.

Mr. Hines

said,

factors as to the

"on account of the unusually disturbing
volume of business and also because we are

going through these processes of readjusting operating expenses. The outlook is that in the first six months there will
be a considerable falling off in business. On the other hand,
the outlook is for an extraordinarily large crop which could
readily make an unusually large business in the fall.
I
should say that, everything considered, it looks now as if we
could not reasonably expect any substantial surplus over
the rental. We may find a moderate deficit under the rental,
but I do not think it will be enough to affect the estimate
one way or another for the appropriation. That may be very

much

upset unfavorably if there is a very radical falling off
in business.
On the other hand, it may turn out very much
more favorably if tliere is in the latter part of the year a
substantial increase in business."
In explaining the $200,000,000 deficit for 1918, Mr. Hines
said the expenses were abnormal for various reasons aside
from the increases in wages "made because of the competition in other lines of industry."
He mentioned the expense
of cleaning up the congestion, the inefficiency of inexperienced labor, the large amount of overtime, and,the necessity
for repairing cars in foreign line shops.
He said it was
impossible to segregate the parts of the wage increase due to
overtime and the inefficiency of labor, but he filed a state'ment estimating the payroll for 1918, excluding the increases,
at $1,822,793,000, and the^ increases at $583,552,000, or
3 2 per cent. The statement is as follows
Statement Showing Estimated Pay Roll Charges, Excluding Increiases
Due to Increase in Rates of Pay for the Year 1918, and Showing
Estimated Increases Due to Changes in Rates of Pay and
Collateral Increases Made Necessary Thereby
•

total"*

Estimated pay
rou charges,

Operating expense account
-vlaintenance of
Maintenance of
Traffic

way and

structure.

.

eqiupment

expenses
...•.•.•.•.•..•..•.....•..

cTcneraT"expc°nse
Total, all operating expenses

„,

^

.

Total

'"ov*?r^'
rates of

tncreasef
$321,791,000
433,594,000
24,508,000

!nc™ase

ber^m?

$96,290,000
201,898,000

3620000

29.9
46.6
14 8

^VdfXo

'fs'^OMO

fil

I,822!793io00

583is52i00O

32.0

,

,
statement does not include
the effect of increases covered by supplements 12 and 13, which were promulgated in December, 1918, with regard
'° "^^''"^ '"''"'''^ <^^*^ ^'"'^ "°' available.

'"'^

A

previous estimate had placed the increase in payroll
for the year at $642,000,000.
Mr. Hines said he was satisfied that if federal control had not intervened there would

have been a serious strike to force higher wages. He thought
the real cost of the increased wages would be reduced in the
future by rearrangement of the work so that a large part
of the men will
new wage scales

not have to work on Sunday as under the
they are paid for their time,
Another statement estimated the increase in revenues ou
account of the increased rates during the last half of the
year at $145,731,178 in passenger revenue and $414,773,352
in freight revenue, a total of $560,504,530.
G. H. Parker,
assistant to the director general, estimated the standard return
^°^ ^^^ ^°^^^ ^'^^^ federal control at $928,000,000 and for
the Class I roads and large terminal companies at $900,904,552.
The expenses of the Railroad Administration, which
are not included in the returns of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, were given as $3,528,946.
Mr. Hines said that for 1918 it had been estimated that
$214,000,000 could be taken from the guaranteed rental to be
used for capital expenditures without impairing the payment
of interest and dividends, but that for 1919 it was estimated
that only $150,000,000 could be so deducted, because of th»
probable increase of war taxes the companies must pay.
Chairman Sherley asked why the government should appro^
priate money to loan to railroads while allowing them to
continue paying dividends.
Mr. Hines replied that if the
administration should deduct against dividends there would
be a general feeling that it involved a disregard of a veiy
strong moral obligation on the part of the government and
that the suspension of dividend payments would cause
a.
state of disturbance.
He expressed the opinion that by the
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ciul

of

the

year

(he

companies,

witli

comparatively

few

exceptions, will be able to linance themselves.
"Is that predicated on the belief that the increased rates
will remain peniianeiit ?" asked tiie chairman.

No

Prospect of Reduced Rates

"The que.>^tion whether those rates can be reduced will be
dependent largely upon the volume of business and the e.xtent
to which readjustments of operation will reduce operating cost
"I
notwithstanding the increased wages," said Mr. Hines.
certainly do not make any prophecy that those rates are
likely to be reduced in the near future, but on the basis of
these rates my judgment is that when this year is -passed
the companies will be able to finance their additions and
bettcnncnts; that this appropriation, while it is badly needed
now and without it there would be very unfortunate consequences, will put the situation in shape where, even if federal
control continues,

it

will take care of itself this year."

Appropriation Needed to Pay Bills
If

.

Congress

fails to

make

said, the consequences, aside

ment would not be meeting

the appropriation, Mr. Hines

from the
its

fact that the govern-

obligations,

would be as

follows

"In the first place, not being able to settle with the railroad
companies, they would be at once thrown into confusion in
carrying on their own affairs with their bondholders and
their stockholders, and it would be a most disturbing factor.
It would be so at any time, but particularly so at a time immediately preceding the raising of another government loan.
"In the second place, it would very greatly interfere with
the payment for this equipment, which is being constructed
right along and being delivered very rapidly, the bills for
which are due as equipment is delivered, and it would very
seriously upset the ability of these manufacturing enterprises
to make their settlements with their employees and to make
their settlements with people from whom they have bought
materials, and it would set in motion a general tightening of
the situation which would be most prejudicial to the general

said that as far as he knew, practically every com|)any whose
road has ijeen taken over is relying on the making of the
contract and the Railroad Administration is assuming the
.standard return will be paid to all of them.
He suljmittcd a
statement of the contract situation as of January 26, showing
that 101 contracts, providing for $599,190,646 of compensa-

had been drawn Jjy the Division of Law, 30 had been
executed l)y jjolh parties, .58 had Ijeen approved i)y the
Division of Law and circulated among memljers of the administration staff for their opinion, 19 had i)cen approved and
tion,

sent to the companies to print

and 14 had Ijcen drawn, but
were awaiting the determination of special claims, etc. Since
the statement was compiled four more had been signed.
Of
the total, 51 were with Class I roads, lx;sides which probably
20 or more Class I roads were parties to the contracts as
affiliated companies.
In addition 13 short line contracts
had been executed. The compensation provided for by the 34
signed contracts amounts to about $360,000,000.
No contracts had l)een executed, Mr. Hines said, which
include any allowance for compensation in addition to the
standard return, except in the case of the Missouri & North
Arkansas, which had a very heavy abnormal loss in one of
the three years of the test period and which had been allowed
$161,230 in addition to its standard return of $13,146. No
contract had been executed for less than the standard return.
Eighty-two companies had made claims for excess compensation, amounting to $75,538,832 and claims amounting to
$1,316,538 had been tentatively allowed. The director general filed the following statement of the claims for additional

compensation
Summary of Special Claims

for Compensation, in Addition to the
Standard Return, Filed with United States Railroad
Administration to February 6, 1919

Number
Status

Allowed
Denied

"Now,

government

at

any

time.

another very important consequence, and
that is tliis: If we got no appropriation or got an inadequate
one, in addition to having to stand off the railroad companies
on what we owe them, and the equipment companies on what
we owe them, we would at once have to cut right down to
the bone what we should expend for additions and betterments.
Now, that would be at a time when the general government
policy, evidently, is in favor of enlarging rather than cutting
down the amount of work done, so as to help stabilize the
industrial situation.
It is perhaps not very bad yet, but it
promises to get worse.
"There promises to be more unemployment, and to have
that situation, which inevitably is unfavorable, accentuated
by the Railroad Administration having to contract instantly
and cut everything it does right down to the bone would be an
exceedingly unfavorable factor.
On the other hand, the
prompt making of this appropriation would create a feeling
of encouragement, and they would realize that the Railroad
Administration was thereby put in a position to go ahead
with a reasonable amount of improvement work and furnish
additional employment and to develop a purchasing power
which would be in the public interest.
"Even if the government should release the railroads this
fall, and I doubt very much if there could be a relinquishment earlier than that," he said, the expenditures which he
had indicated would be required in the interest of safety and
obvious public convenience.
there

Situation

The number of standard contracts signed, Mr. Hines said,
was 34 and 44 more were about ready to sign, while 23 others
had been drawn and were in process of consideration. He

Amount

of

of

claim

allowance

11

$1,316,538.71

36

$6,419,875.82
22,593,184.45
321.635.38
46,204,136.44

82

75,538,832.09

30
5

Total

'

'

0)

"

Not yet determined.

Recapitul.'Vtion of Claims

is

The Contract

Amount

of claims
part

in

Withdrawn
Pending

1

interests of the
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Allowed to February
Standard Return

1919,

6,

Chicago, Milwaukee &-St. Paul
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, approximate
Missouri & North .Arkansas
New York. New Haven & Hartford, estimated
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient
International & Great Northern

Excess op

in

$440,082.39
250,000.00
161,230.00
150,000.00
140.026.61
129,259.18
19,885.50
15,000.00

Cumberland & Pennsylvania
Northern

Salina

Van Buren Bridge Co

11,055.03

Trinity &. Br.-zos V.nlley
Gulf, Texas & Western

(i)
(i)

Total

$1,316,538.71

;

'No compensatior..
Claims Filed to February

1919

6.

Denied:

New York

Central
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
St. Louis-San Francisco
Great Northern

$5 339,941.20
5 ,193,045.34
4 971,520.73
1 ,426,320.00

,
'

Minneapolis & St. Louis
Boston & Maine

Union

1

Pacific

Chicago, Indianapolis

Northern

&

Louisville

; .

Pacific

Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern
Louisville & Nashville
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf
New Orleans, Great Northern

'.

& Western
Philadelphia & Reading
Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern
Norfolk

Louisiana & Arkansas

Ann Arbor
Bangor & Aroostook
Hudson & Manhattan
Lehigh & New England
Kansas City Southern
Toledo Terminal Co
Port Reading
Galveston Wharf Co
Vicksburg. Shreveport &

Pacific

Detroit. Bay City & Western
Galveston, Houston & Henderson

Catasauqua & Fogelsville
Atlantic City R.

Total

R
; .

;.

.

;

.

.

,073,680.75

809,624.34
595,079.00
470,808.12
437,579.28
392,856.95
341,776.40
216,054.32
155,192.21
189,700.09
128,059.50
123,410.94
120.695.30
109,721.01
107,170.24
89,224.00
57,520.45
57,447.11
47,000.57
42,288.86
32,479.41
28.780.00
18,000.00
9,458.00
8,107.52
642.81
$22,593,184.45

February
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21, 1919

Withdrawn:
Elgin, loliet & Fastern
Nashville, Chattanooga
Coast Line
Ocean .Steamship Co
Centra! of Georgia

&

St.

$115,736.01
7S,J30.47
44,361.84
43,818.97
39,468.09

Louis

Atlanti'.-

Total

$321,635.38

Pending.
Missouri, Kansas

& Texas Systom

(3 claims)

Southern
Missouri Pacific
Baltimore & Ohio

Western

Pacitic

&

Chicag(,

Eastern Illinois

Wheeling & Lake Erie

Wabash
Seaboard

Air

Line

Western Maryland
Carolina,

Clinchfield

& Ohio

Erie
Gulf

Coast Lines
Connecting
Louis Southwestern
Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern
St. Louis Terminal Association
Evansville & Indianapolis
Illinois Central & Y. & M. V
Norfolk Southern
Old Dominion Steamship Co
Chicago Great Western
Atlant.i, P.irnnngham S. .Atlantic
New York, Susquehanna & Western
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Sle Marie
Port Townsend & Puget Sound
Ulster & Delaware
Farmeis Grain j'i Shipping Co
Escanaba & Lake Superior
WrightsviUe & Tennille
Pacific Coast

New York
St.

.'.

Wildwood & Delaware Bay
Louisville & Wadley
Piedmont & Northern

$5,559,539.61
4,771,398.97
4,383,736.12
3,685,022.00
3,344,916.01
3,244,463.00
2,828,314.63
2,731,368.00
2,538,726.00
1 ,883,478.94
1,758,227.53
1,547,698.39
1,487,722.75
1,469,758.80
1,335,185.29
154.164.39
696,593.66
622,504.69
524,736.84
476,595.43
325,000.00
171,513.49
134 8^3 16
98.461.02
86,U84.99
74,863.06
71,722.32
53,647.33
46.31 1.99
38,407.17
35,2^2.28
15,562.75
5,760.60
2,605.23

$46,204,136.44

Total

Mr. Hines also filed with the committee a list of the Class
have been relinquished and are not being
operated by the Railroad Administration, as follows: Arizona & New Mexico Railway Co., Bingham & Garfield Railway Co., Canadian Pacific Lines in Maine, Colorado &
Wyoming Railway Co., Colorado Midland Railroad Co.,
Cripple Creek & Colorado Springs Railroad Co., Duluth,
Winnipeg & Pacific Railway Co., Nevada Northern Railway Co., Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern Railroad Co.,
and Spokane International Railway Co., also a list of the
Class II and Class III roads and switching and terminal
companies that have been retained. The list included 96
Class II roads, 73 Class III roads and 136 switching and
I railroads that

terminal companies.

Efforts to

Resume Normal Basis

Since the armistice was signed, Mr. Hines said, the Railroad Administration has been trying to get the transportation service back to the normal basis and, realizing the probability that in the reasonably near future the railroads may
go back to their owners, is endeavoring to give more consideration to individual railroads than during the war period,
and to pursue a policy of considerateness so as not to interfere needlessly with the sort of traffic that would be handled
by the corporation if it were in control of its own lines.
Asked whether it was proposed to adjust passenger service
and rates back to normal, Mr. Hines said there is no thought
of reducing the three-cent passenger rate, but that the three
cents has no more purchasing power than the two cents before
the war.
The surcharge for Pullman passengers has been
abolished and it will be the policy to give special rates
where they will encourage an additional traffic that is profitable to carry, he said.
that

it

As

to freight rates,

will be the policy to

make

Mr. Hines said

rates that will develop

but that it must be remembered that to a large extent,
the increase in rates merely reflects the universal diminution
traffic,

purchasing power of money.
Mr. Hines said the railroad companies have a great many
maturities to meet this year, but although they want assistance
in the

~-

for that purpose, his policy is going to be that they will
have to meet their own maturities as well as to finance largely
the additions and betterments for 1919, but that until the
next government loan is out of the way they would have

433

borrowing money to pay the $290,000,000 advanced to them for additions and betterments in 1918 and
the $100,000,000 of temporary advances.
Charles B. Eddy,
difficulty in

who had been assistant general counsel, was recently appointed associate director of the Division of Finance and
charged with the duty of taking up the accounts of the companies for the purpose of finding out their ability to finance
themselves and of endeavoring to collect various amounts
due the government.
Accounts With Corporations
As

illustrating

some

of

the

administration's

financial

methods, Mr. Hines described the loan made to the New
Haven, and the relations with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe and the Illinois Central. On December 31 the administration owed the Atchison $38,000,000 on account of its
rental, none of which had been paid, but it had expended
for the company $22,385,000 for additions and betterments
and the company owed it on open account $1,828,236. The
administration cannot deduct the entire indebtedness of the
company from the standard return, under the terms of the
contract, because that would impair its ability to pay its
interest, taxes, etc., but it can deduct $8,211,328, and after
it has paid the balance, $30,000,000, it can require the com-

pany

borrow part of the money to pay it. The rental of
is $16,282,000, of which $2,000,000 was
unpaid, and $24,830,199 of expenditures for additions and
betterments had been made for its account, while the company owed the government $7,311,365 on open account. The
total deduction that may be made is $1,125,144 and the
net amount due the company was $932,230.
At the request of the committee Mr. Hines put into the
record a statement of the accounts between the director general and the companies as of December 31, 1918, showing the
net amount due the companies as $381,806,904, which is
reproduced herewith.
He also filed an estimate of the capital expenditures made
during 1918 which will have to be financed by the government, amounting to $290,918,283. The capital expenditures
for the year for the Class I roads were $573,000,000, and it
was estimated that $214,000,000 of surplus, after fixed
charges and dividends had been paid from the standard
return and other income, could be applied to their payment.
As $68,000,000 was due the companies on open account this
to

the Illinois Central

left

a balance of $290,000,000.

Mr. Hines explained that the figures of $750,000,000 had
been arrived at by taking the $381,000,000 required to settle
accounts, $20,000,000 for the Boston & Maine, $12,800,000
for the inland waterways, and a margin of about $50,000,000.
On this basis the companies will be required to finance
about $291,000,000 of the program for 1919 in addition to
$150,000,000 deducted from their compensation, and as they
will have to finance something over $200,000,000 for maturities this year, this contemplates that the railroads during 1919
will be able to borrow in the open market something like
$500,000,000. He thought that is all it is possible to hope they
can do. In reply to questions, he said he hoped that in the
latter part of this

calendar year, if financial conditions are
reasonably good, the government will begin to get back some
of the money, l:)ut the administration will be needing it in
the meantime.
Mr. Hines said that the economies effected by unified operation in 1918, so far as it has been possible to estimate them
in money, have amounted to about $91,000,000 a year, which
served in part to offset the abnormal costs that the railroads
were subject to in time of war.
"Have you gotten to the point where you believe you are
shaking down your organization into any greater efficiency
than has heretofore existed?" asked the chairman.
"We are just getting to the point where processes of
readjustment can be undertaken," said Mr. Hines, "and thi?
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iiKHitli

at

the icj;ion;il directors

work on

and

know something defmite

soon as we can

managers arc hard
might say, with a great

federal

that proposition and, I
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as to

what

is

to

hai)i)cn to the railroads.

They arc trying to adjust
deal of co-operation from hibor.
things to the basis that ouglit to exist after the cessation of

In connection with questions asked about the status of the
short line railroads which were relinqui.shed, Director Gen-

hostilities."

eral

C'liainnan Shcrlcy said there seems to be a general imprestliat there is a complete demoralization existing in all
brandies of the railroad service. Mr. Hines said he thought
the state of relaxation that came about after the signing
of the armistice and the natural state of inquiry as to what
would happen to the railroads have tended to produce a
situation of that sort which will be cleared up largely as

sion

Hincs filed a .statement giving an estimate of the amount
of the probaljle ol)ligation of the Kailroud Administration
in connection with the co-ojjerative short line contracts as
$2,500,000. This includes $500,000 for adjustments of per

diem and $2,000,000 for adju.stments of traffic.
Mr. Hines said the appropriation was imperatively needed
to meet current payments for equipment and additions and
betterments.

On

account of the shortage in
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cash, the Rail-
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Duo_
compani'cs

on open
account

Balance due

on compensation.

Due
companifs
on open

.Vmouiits

Total clue

companies.

at't'oimts.

wlii

-li

Ciin

be ileducted
from income.

(column

2)

whitli can
Iw ap()lied to

additions

and

Due
Government
on open
account.

Credit for
material and
supplies.

betterments.

.Mabama & Vicksburg

$259, 854
1,430,513
170,083
1,242,475
38,366,042
2.52, 995
238,058

.Vlabama Great Southern
Ann Arbor
^
Arizona Ea-stem
Atcliison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Atlanta & West Point
Atlanta,
Atlantic

Birmingham

&

St.

&

Atlantic

Lawrence

At iintic City
Atlantic Coa-st Line
Baltimore & Ohio, including coal
Bangor & .\roostook

222,066
8,980,915
5,469,215

and coke

%2,775

Beaumont. Sour Lake & Western
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Boston & Maine
Buffalo & Susquehanna

4,674,714
7,211,075
592, 628
976,410
1,585,157
2, 500, 903

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio
Central of Georgia

Central New England
Central R. R. of New Jersey
Central Vermont
Charleston & Western Carolina

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chica.?o & Alton
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago & Erie
Chicago & North Western
Chicago, Burlington <t Quincy
Chicago, Detroit A Canada, G. T. junction
Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chica(?o, Peoria ct St. Louis
Chicago, Rock Island * Pacific and Chicago,
Rock Island iGuIf
Chicago, St. Paul, Minoeapolis & Omaha
Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern
Cincinnati, Indianapolis A Western
Cincinnati, New Orleans <t Texas Pacific
Cincinnati Northern
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
Colorado & Southern
Cumberland Valley

Delaware

& Hudson

Delaware, Lackawanna

Denver & Rio Grande
Denver & Salt Lake
Detroit & Mackinac

& Western

Detroit, Toledo Shore Line
Detroit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton

Duluth

4

Iron

Range

Central
International & Great Northern

Illinois

Kanawha & Michigan

$137,9.56

526, 121

868,387
145,769
180,836
8,211,328
78,715

2.176,1
1,842,;

482, 869
3,174,035

"96i,'i87

20,022,551
127,540

14,183,891
2,484,790
.'i34,873

272,213
2,821,690
317,628
2,988,597
996,212
1,228,967
1,119,600
11,749,477
2,319,377
292,290
235,664
356,512
146,644

90,654
1,393,321

77,780

14,183,891
2, 488, 790
534,873
362, 867
4,215,011
317,028
2,988.597
1,623,429
1,228,967
1,119-, 600
11,749,477
2,319,377
292,290
235,664
434,292
146,644

m,9si
1,291,447
843,500
156,717

3, 646, 589
5,965,551
601,354
2, 862, 177

1,754,316
7, 898, 264

1,868,243

5,899,418
9,402,203
2, 192, 842
3,453,263
1,000
3,230,645
549,622
231,457
929,385
2.181,237
21,866,681
397,456
2,824,174
158,338
1,637,167
1,717,506
375,566
1,933,114
2,057,374
917,731
995,141

1,,593, 396
2,823,163
8,876
47,863
481,360
807,320

2, 649, .591

267,547
2,182,363

333,684
358,721

20,2.59

1,996,961

158, 122

239,939
77,843
4,036,238
7,909,481
48,980
47,863
2,658,008

397, 496

4,2.58,645

271,092

158, 122

239,939

224,272

,

978, 124

,

Hudson 4 Manhattan

8,018,395
643,478
200, 082
1
1,585,157
2, 500, 903

$116,916

342,

8,102,301
194,098
738,013
5,176,983
1,718,315
4,271,344
225,129
14,201,016
23,671,870
195,203
1,772,790

177
102
503, 939
1
2,192,842
1,272,386
1,000
3,230,645
549,622
231,457
929,385
312.994
21,866,681
397, 456
2,824,174
158,338
1,637,167
1,717,506
375,566
1,933,114
2, 057, 374
917,731
995,141

Great Northern
Gulf & Ship Island
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
Gulf, Mobile & Northern
Hocking Valley
Houston & Texas Central
Houston East & West Texas

Salt Lftke

224,272

.5,156,074

$21,1

978, 124

4, 145,

Grand Trunk Western

&

.50,8.tO

2, 862,

Fort Worth & Denver City
Fort Worth & Rio Grande
Galveston, Harrishurg & San Antonic
Georgia RaUroad
Georgia Southern <5i Florida
Grand Rapids & Indiana

Lehigh & Hudson River
Lehigh & New England
Lehigh Valley

2,823,163
8,876
68,477
481,360
807,320

»747,.-)76

2,046,602
170,083
1,.W3,S07
38,366,042
252,995
396, 180
348,128
222,066
10,574,311
8, 292, 378
971,651
68,477

8,102,301
194,098
466,921
5,176,983
I,718,3Io
2,274,383
225,129
14,201,016
22,710,683
195, 203
1,772,790
20,259
20,022,551
127,540

2,355,142
5,123,051
444,637

Erie
Florida East Coast

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient (including K.
M. & O. of Texas)
^
Kansas City Southern
Lake Erie & Western

1,.593,.396

m,9si

Duluth, Missabe & Northern
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
El PasoA- Southwestern

Long Island
Los Angeles

S487,722
616,089

2.50,104

250, 104
!5H,J,T,
467,

156,474

mo

457, 860

2,434,672
2,400,937

8,696
224,272
397,496
047
358,721
4,258,645
2, 516,

434,671
t,S32,196

S,

1,996,961

36,063
2,612,838
1,128,742
1,996,961

1.57

765, 157

3.168,354

S,WH,SS4

499,110
9.33, 436
0, 300, 097
318,269

4»9,U0
93S, iSd
6,300,697
ISO, 778

1,021,880
948,950
114,531
197,718
1,430,957

10,618,594
1,669,282
282, 617

282,617

110,8,54

67, 573
1,799,247

67,573
1,799,247

66,626
1,523,839
6,231,774
803,976
55,578
198,831

66,626
1,523,839

198.831

912
109,460

328,917

262,324

134, 368
722,578
1,366,593
77,485
797,984
2,030,248
4,942,667

765,

4,093,412
1,.579.

651

4,209,151
372,910
547, 838
1,465,313
3, 628, 602
1,319,426

912
109,460

67,775
722,578
1,366,593
77;,

984
275,932
4,942,667
992,958
162,811

S'.S,976

421,858
'i,'7M,'3i6

992,446

87,380
139,963

5U

%,852
11,782,978

532,892
708,510
157,835
29,352
1,125,144
'484|369

1,848,192
948,950
114,531
288,372
1,806,890
110,854
4,209,151
372,910
547,838
1,465,313
9, 880, 376
1,319,426

55,578

485

•797,

64,

4,093,412
Col
105, 682
531,441
482,869
3,174,035
187,491

11, .579,

105, 682
.531,441

992,44s

992,9581
162,811

4,0U

95,745
87,380
139,963
64,511
96,852
1,324,309
11,782,978

99,789
10,887
114,388
241,732
501,295

241,731
601,295

4,726,355
127, 340
1,624,380

4,726,365
in, 340
1,624,380

10,526
5,091
91,600
591,289
7,311,365
227,719
140,358

10,525
6,091
91,600

10,

mi

1I4,'!88

,311,365
227,719
140, 358

532,892
708,510
157,835
29,352
591,289
1,125,144
484,360

C.

50,000
2,131,698
1,078,542
446,371

8,590

610, 761

9,321,233
2,611,949
2,245,417

71,090
2,131,698
1,078,542
454.961
610, 761

129,' 595

828
2,611,949
2,245,417
9, 450,

750,597
748,481
157,057
155,236
2,384,172
282,622
892,117

1,107,565
709,823

8,590
i29,'595

2,656,593
821,250

11,064
1,858,162
748,481
165,647
603,822
2,513,767
2, 919, 213
892,117

February
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appropriation to avoid disturbance of the financial operations

road Administration, he said, was able to pay only about
$25,000,000 on equipment in January, whereas it ought to
pay at the rate of about $50,000,000 per month so that it is
holding back bills that ought to be paid. The whole amount
of $286,000,000 ought to be paid by the month of June and
the current program for additions and betterment work would
run at the rate of about $50,000,000 per month.

which might result if the railroads were
required to attempt to finance themselves and failed to do so.
The Treasury Department, he said, was very earnestly in
favor of the appropriation because it thinks that if the railof the government

Appropriation Approved by Treasury Department
Carter Glass, Secretary of the Treasury, testified as to the
general financial situation, urging the necessity for the

roads were compelled to go into the open market it would
have a disturbing effect on the next Liberty loan and that
if the appropriation is not made it will have a very distressing
and demoralizing effect upon business generally.
Eugene Meyer, Jr., a director of the War Finance Corporation, expressed the opinion that if the appropriation is

Approximate Statement of Account Between the Director General and the Railroad Companies as of December
Due companies.

31,

1918

Due
companies
on open
account

Amounts

Due
companies
on open

Total due
companies.

accounts.

(column

2)

which can
which can
be deducted be applied to
from income.
additions

Due

Credit
Government
material and
on open
supplies.
[or

Total
J
deductions.

Net amount
due
companies.

account.

and
betterments.
(3)

Louisiana
Louisiana

&

Arkansas

t3S7,987
895, 178
14,310,495

W«stem

Louisville & Nashville.^
Louisville, Henderson & St. Lonis..
Maine Central

326, 41&
l,9a5,-697

Minexal Range
Minneapolis <t St. Louis
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
Missouri & North Arkansas
Missouri, Kansas -<fe Texas
Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas
Missoufi Pacific
Mobile & Ohifl (including Southern
Mississiopi)
^

&

174,346
147,432
744,857
7,648,523
13,146
3,795,303
621,773
9,673,883

,

Railway

&

St:

1,699,203
283.086
1,188,526
3,182,089
811,631
455.952

Louis

New Orleans & Northeastern
New Orleans & Great Northern
Naw Orleans, Texas & Mexico
New York Central
New York, Chicago A St. Louts
New York, New Haven & Haj-tford
New York, Ontario & Western
New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk
New York, SiLsquehanna & Western

2,552,631
1,209,082
14,917,128
1, .528, 589
82fi,061
600, .587

163
453,991
24,557,760
1,235,101
10,196,750
4,519,352
1,330,482
10, 996. 785
2,673,495
7,844,094
15, 284,

Northern Pacific
Northwestern Pacific
Oregon Short Line
Oregon-Washington R. R. & Navigation Co
Pan Handle <t Santa Fe
Pennsylvania, lines west^
,
Pennsylvania, lines east
Pittsburgh, Cmcinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
Pere Marquette
Philadelphia & Reading

2, 893, 196

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
Pittsburgh & Shawmut
Pittsburgh & West Virginia
Port Reading
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac

Rutland
Joseph & Grand Island
Louis, Brownsville & Mexico
Louis-San Francisco
St. Louis, San Francisco <t Texas
St. Louis Southwestern
St. Louis Southwestern R. R. of Texas
San Antonio & Aransas Pass
Seaboard Air Line
Southern Pacific
Southern
Spokane, Portland & Seattle
St.
St.

,

,

Staten Island Rapid Transit
Tennessee Central
Tcxarkana & Fort Smith
Texas & New Orleans

Texas & Pacific
Toledo & Ohio Central
Toledo, Peoria & Western
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Ulster

&Delaware

Union

Pacific

Vicksburg, Shreveport
Virginian

&

_
Pacific

Wabash
Washington Southern
Western Maryland
Western Pacific
Western Railway of Alabama
West Jersey & Seashore
Wheeling A: Lake Erie
Wichita Falls & Northwestern
Wichita Valley

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley
Hiscellaneoiis

Total
Depreciation and retirements, all companies.
Dia^rence account of use of round figures in credit
for materials and supplies

Grand

total.

51,534
713,853

-42,673

Norfolk <Si Western
NorJolk Southern

.

i46,93i

$374,159
895, 178
14,538,220
326,416
1,947,089
197,873
321,277
147,432
744,857
7, 648, 523
226,540
3, 795, 303
621^773
9,673,883

»9,394

(9)

(7)

(5)

$23,253
572,419
5,172,801
123,501
309,516

$13,859
$543,244

29, 175

4,945,076
123,501
288,124
1,860,857

'227,725

16, 165

iiejgsi

21,392

466,575
1,744,308
916,424

411

1,740,396
2,595,815
9,123,659

2,367,618

t2, 638,149

1,860,8.57

m

163,096
204,537
2,004,303
789, 088
19, 490
1,290,536

916,

l,7iO,S9S
2,595,815

'1,491,277

$350,906
322, 759
9,365,419
202,915
1,637,573
2,058,730
158,181

57,105
1,259,446
6,859,435
207,050
2,504,7«7
621,773
1,817,394

in

Texas

Nashxiile, Chattanooga

St

21,392

l»T, S7S

Michigan Central
Midland Valley

Monoogatiela
Morgan's Louisiana

116, 172
'227,'725

(4)

9,778,331
5,880,219
4S,6»S
237,010
235, 698
1,077,374
782,883
373,811
983, 890
9,440,213

2,840,310

1,699,203
408,163
1,188,526
3,233,623
1, .525, 484
455,952
1,324,675
3, 273, 622
1,209,082
14,917,128
2,273,561
921,280
600,587
18, 124; 473
4.53,991
24,-557,760

147,752
4,280.888
38, 730, 527
1,910,367
1,921,148
170, 642

137,772
234,385

1,235,101
10,196,750
4,519,352
1,478,234
15.283.673
41,404,022
9,7M,4'61
4,814,344
9,778,331
6,050,861
92, 089
471,395
2?5, 698
1,077,374
782,883
373,811
983,890
9,440,213

2,085,749

2,085,749
555, 165

555, 165

320,052
1,822,025
22,021,038
14,435,980
1,871,083
358, 857

320,052
1,822,025
22,021,038
14,435,980
1,871,083

147, 734

714, 1.39
147, 734

318,729

318,729

715, 135

3,198,182
516,651
149,740
994,294
58.009
10,200,009
95, 948
2,347,603
2,212,772
428, 433
1,521,593
1,900,350
178,238
952,682
886,037
145,245
352,367
3,862,318
2,684,959

531,575,499
100,000,000

631,575,499

467,177
1,048,384

174,377

74,496
31,681
13, 122, 120

720,991
1,039,767
6,920,884

98,605
3, 639, 354
210, 558
274,377
225,071
7,395,555
151,454
10,876,765

80,468
165,967
4,126,335
299,495
2,946,819

169,853

31,927
5,951,722
12,726,912
854,899
770, ,599
4,070,7,58
404

331,127
-758,866
108, 646
169j948
19,198
6,144,569
141,331
2, 535, 340
376, 145
119,323
2,903,073
8,089.161
9,850,294
716,446

137,512
371,083
138,969
41,598
401,859

1,011,808

302,392
5,376,977
3,545,233

2,525,0,58

428, 4.33

73,463
586,733
1,202,259
8,491
76, 518

886,037
145,245
424,806
3,862,318
2,684,979

620,152,360
100,000,000

720,152,360

108,646
169,948
19, 198

5,680,038
141,331
1,016,627
376, 145
119,329

2,903,073
8,089,161
9,850,294
716,448

126,582

2,212,772

209,858

127, 105

227,-4O0

227,400

110,711
1,898,649

110,711

342,610

342,610

'498,'667

'W,607

22,547
'

4,811,057
276,699

2,520,521

302,392
5,376,977
3,545,233
481,864
82,753

28,689
2,450,778
1,008,527
26,141
22,547
7,622,831
112,593
2,707,269
7,336,115
104,582

1,668,178
26.5,496

20,639
1,721,583
11,336,857

2,030,886

68,204,646

10,238.610
51,457,439
2, 705, 266
2,691,747
4,070,758
2,650,404
336,870
.589, 799
331,127
896,378
371,083
138,969
41,598
866,390

1,546,5,36

521 , 203

214,211,190

245,580

958,803
465,919
257,004

1,531,156
7,619
170,417

214,211,190

169,853
4,182,628
179,.679

94,609

75,730
1,048,384

2,366,2,59
435, 242
952, 682

151,4,54

10,876,765

2, 650,

7,622,831
36,863
1,658,885

2,480,396

165,967

299,495
2,^46,819

147,752
4,286,888
38, 730, 527
1,910,367
1,921,148

242,261
589, 799

388,834
295, 593
313,759
872,911
799,068
255, 004
31,681
13,843,111
98,605
3,639,354
210, 558
274,377
225,071
10,235,865

4,m,3S5

3,906,7.79

27.5,849

563, 125
3, 395, 987

803

88, 576, 861

426, 061

582,840
10,275

3,198,182
1,099,491
257,165
994,294
80,556
10,200,009

465,919
257,004

9.58,

299,331,

28,689
2,450,778
425, 687
15,866

715, 135

582,840
107,425

388,834
170,516
313,759
821,377

157,320,724

1,310,389
,112,570
874, 767
2,360,712
726,416
200,948
1,292,994
10,569,489
1.110,477
11,277,774
2,063,003
646,903
375, 516
7,888,608
302,537
13,68^,995
1,235,101
10,026,897
?36.724
1,298) 555
5.045,063
10,053,417
6,989,195
2,122,597
5,707.573
3,400,457
ii4, 781

118,404
95, 429
180,996
411,800

234,842
942,292
8,573,823
134,772
555,105
320,052
1,619,633
16,644.061
10,890,747
1,871,083
232,275
64,981
318,729
686,.446

747,401
90,964
231,024
994,294
58,009
2, 577,

178

450,532
688,718
S,123,SiS
323,851
934,860
698,091
169, 747
655,022
364,834
8,744
404,167
109,849
22,932,373

14,330,515

1,607,704
521,203
130,501
20,639
3,752,460
25,667,3b2

100,000,000

339,736,560

1,391,104

1,991,104

1,391,104

101,391,104

338,345,466

381,806,904

7,619
S3, 916

280,415,800
100,000,000
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passed the railroads will
tlie money than they will

i)C

in a better position to

do without

not passed i)ccausc the approHe said it is
]iriation will restore credit to the railroads.
well known among investors and bankers that the Railroad
if it is

Administration faces a difficuUy in carrying out its contracts
with tlie railroads and that the credit of the .securities of the

"In
railroads is im]>aired by knowledge of that condition.
other words," he said, "the ability to get the money from
tlie government will make it easy to get the money from the
investors and that is a very important factor, not only as to
the (luaiitity of money tliat the railroads may call for from
the government, i)Ut also the rate of interest to the railroads,
lie tliought that a fair

market by the

amount of money can be had from the

better railroads, provided the Railroad

Admin-
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istration is in a proper position to live

In Sepfemijer, Mr. Meyer

was
and

.said,

up

to its contracts."

the matter of railroad loans

called to the attention of the War Tinancc Corporation
it passed a general resolution undertaking to help the

Up to that time the railroads had not applied to it
any help, but sul>scquently a numjjer of roads applied
for assistance and the corporation has loaned aljout ?70,000,000 to railroads. Some of the money was used to repay
advances which they had oljtained from the Railroad Administration, some was used to meet current corporate needs,
and some to meet maturing oi)ligations. The Baltimore &
Ohio had recently asked for $14,750,000 and the War
Finance Corporation agreed to take the loan, but the offer
railroads.

for

of assistance enabled

it

to get the

money

elsewhere.

Acute Railway Situation Demands Prompt Action'
New

Revolving Fund Should Be Provided; Extra Sessions of

Congress Should Be Called to Pass Needed Legislation

By Samuel

O.

Dunn

Editor of the Railway Age

THE BRIEF ADDRESS

I shall

make

I shall try to outline

INthe present situation in the railway field,

and also show how

the way in which it is handled will affect the workers
and the industries of the country, both during the period of
readjustment we are in, and after it has passed.
For more than three years, beginning in the fall of 1915
and ending in the fall of 1918, the available traffic taxed,
and even overtaxed, the facilities of our railways. Since
the armistice was signed there has been a sharp reduction
of traffic.
This is still going on, and tliere is now a nominal
surplusage of railway facilities and capacity.
During the period when the movement of traffic was so
large there occurred an enormous increase in the cost of
operating the railways and of providing new facilities. Most

The increase in
of this increase occurred in the year 1918.
expenses last year was partly due to advances in the prices
of fuel and materials, and partly to a decline in the efficiency
of operation, but mainly to very large advances in the wages
Since January 1, 1918, under government operaadvances in wages amounting to over $800,000,000 a
Advances amounting to $350,000,000
year have been made.
Therefore, the
a year had been made in 1916 and 1917.
advances within these three years amount to approximately
$1,150,000,000 per year. This is more per year than the
largest net operating income the railways have ever earned,
and exceeds by at least SO per cent the largest amount of
interest and dividends they ever paid on their capitalization.
The average annual wage of a railway employee in 1915 was
approximately $850; in 1917 it was over $1,000. It is now
of labor.
tion,

close to $1,500.

The enormous increase in the cost of making additions
and betterments on the railways, and even of maintaining
them, would tend to cause their owners to hesitate to make
large expenditures at this time, even though the management
But the management is
of the roads were in their hands.
now in the hands of the government.
This combination of extremely high costs, vdth private
ownership and government operation, is aggravated by complete uncertainty as to how long government operation of
If it were certain that they
the railways will be continued.
*An

address

February

11.

delivered
.

before the Union

League Club of Chicago on

would be returned soon to the management of their owTiers,
and the terms on which they were tc be returned were settled, the companies would have an incentive to encourage
and help provide funds for needed maintenance and improvement work. If it were settled that government operation was going to be continued for a long period or
indefinitely, the government would have an incentive to proceed with an adequate program of maintenance and additions
and betterments. But the government doesn't know how
long it is going to keep the properties; the companies don't
know when or whether they are going lo get them back; and
both, as long as there is such uncertainty and divided responsibility, are disposed to keep expenditures down as much
as practicable.

The result is, that the maintenance work being done
or prepared for is not sufficient to keep the properties in
As to addition
their present condition, much less improve it.
and betterments, no program for 1919 is in preparation, or
is contemplated, which would cause as large an expansion
of railway facilities as occurred annually during the years
immediately preceding the Great War, in spite of the fact
that in those years the expansion of facilities had declined
greatly as compared with that of earlier years.

Situation Causing

The

state of affairs

I

Unemployment

have outlined, as long as

it

lasts,

must have the effects of depressing American industry in
general, and of substantially increasing unemployment. The
There has
railways normally employ about 2,000,000 men.
been a marked decrease in the average efficiency of their
employees and a large increase in the number of them under
government operation. The heavy decline in traffic which
has been occurring since the armistice was signed ought to
result in a sharp reduction in the number of employees engaged in handling traffic. The public has to pay the cost
of railway operation, and to keep on rhe payroll men whose
services are not needed would be to impose upon the public
an indefensible burden of expense. If, besides discharging
men who have become unnecessary because of the decline of
traffic, the railways shall also refrain from doing maintenance and improvement work which is needed, it is evident
that,

being

such very large employers, the railways will
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largely toward causing unemployment.
by following this course, contribute indirectly
even to a larger extent toward causing unemployment. The
railways, beside employing approxiriiately 2,000,000 men
themselves, normally make purchases of equipment and supplies amounting to about $1,000,000,000 annually from concerns which are themselves large employers of labor.
Probably the railway equipment and supply manufacturers
normally employ almost as many men as the railways. The
equipment and supplies the railways buy are used in operation; in the maintenance of their permanent way and
structures and rolling stock; and in making additions to
and improvements in their facilities. By curtailing their
outlays for maintenance, and for additions and improvements, the railways will curtail their purchases of equipment
and supplies; and by curtailing their purchases, they will
render it necessary for manufacturers of equipment and supplies to restrict their purchases of materials and to reduce

contribute

directly

They

will,

number

the

of their employees.

•

Thus, directly and indirectly, the policy of drastic retrenchment which is being adopted on tiie railways tends very
strongly to cause general industrial depression and to increase unemployment, not only in the railroad business,
but in

many
Is

other important lines of industry.

Railway Retrenchment Justifiable?

There are certain arguments which might conceivably be
advanced in defense of the present policy of retrenchment.
One is that railway properties are now in a good state of
repair and do not need large expenditures for maintenance,
and that present railway facilities are sufficient to handle,
not only present business, but to develop and handle all
the business which the welfare of the country may demand
that they shall develop and handle in the comparatively
near future.

Everybody familiar with conditions in the railroad indusand in business in general knows, however, that this
argument would be without foundation. The railroads are
Some of them were not being
not in a good state of repair.
normally or adequately maintained when government operation was adopted, and, as a whole, although there has been
an enormous increase of expenses, they have not been normally or adequately maintained since government operation
was adopted. The amount of new lail laid has been millions of tons less than was normally laid before the war.
The renewals of ties have been tens of millions less annually
than they should be. As a result of these and other things
try

many

railways are not up to
It is fortunate for the Railroad
their normal condition.
Administration and the public that we have had a mild
winter.
If we had had such severe v/eather this winter as
we had last winter, we probably should have had a very bad
series of wrecks due to rail breakages and other failures of
of like nature, the tracks of

track.

general condition of freight cars is relatively worse
of new cai's has not been bought
for several years, and the normal number of old cars has
not been retired. In consequence, there are at least 100,000
freight cars that are reported as "in service" which, under

The

still.

The normal number

the war, would have been
"scrapped" because it would have been, cheaper to have
Furthermore,
replaced them than to have operated them.
there has been a serious deterioration of freight cars in general, and there are hundreds of thousands of them that need
heavy repairs.
Not only are existing railway facilities not in a satisfactory condition, but there has been an abnormally small
Formerly we built
increase of facilities for several years.
During the
about 5,000 miles of new railway annually.
entire last five years we have built only 5,263 miles of new
line; and in 1917, and again in 1918, more miles of railway
the conditions existing before
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Now, there
were torn up or abandoned than were built.
are some parts of the country in which, as a result of competitive construction, there is more railway mileage than is
needed.
But there are much larger parts of the country
which have not enough railway mileage, or none at all. The
resources of those parts of the countiy can never be fully
developed, they can never be inhabited by the number of
people they are potentially capable of sustaining, until they
are provided with a larger mileage of railroads.
The needs of the public with respect to the railroads are
not confined to the adequate maintenance of those existing
and the construction of new lines. Experience has demonstrated that the present productive capacity of the country
exceeds the transportation capacity of the existing railways,
and that therefore extensive improvements in and additions
to the facilities of the existing lines must be made to enable
them to handle the country's traffic in periods of heavy
business.
In 1915 and 1916, before this country entered the
Great War, the freight traffic overtaxed the facilities of the
railways.
In 1917, after we entered the war, the railways,
under the Railroad's War Board, tried, by better co-ordina-

and

tion of their efforts, to handle all the available business,

they succeeded in handling a largely increased amount, but
still they were unable to handle all that was offered to them.
It was expected by many that, under unified government
operation, there would be a very large increase in the business handled, but the number of passengers carried in 1918

was only 8 per
moved was only
an increase of

and the
more than

cent greater
2 per cent

amount of

freight

in 1917, in spite of

at least $1,250,000,000, or over

40 per

cent,

in the operating expenses incurred.

Railway Rehabilitation and Expansion Needed
In view of all this experience, we are amply justified in
reaching the conclusion that our existing railway facilities
are incapable, under any system of operation, of satisfactorily handling all the business that our existing productive
industries
agriculture, manufactures, mining, forestry, etc.
can give them when these industries are being run at their

—

—

maximum

capacity, or, at any rate, approaching it.
At present, many of our productive industries are not
being run to their maximum capacity. This is the case because we are in a period of transition from a war to a
There is an enormous potential demand at
peace basis.
home, and a world-wide potential demand abroad for things
If we pass through
that America can and should produce.

period of transition without disaster, our great productive industries should within a comparatively short time
be operating at full capacity again.
Suppose that there should be no improvement in or expanSuppose
sion of the facilities of our railways before then.
the railways should be so managed meantime that even the
large amount of maintenance work which has been deferred
should not be done. The result would be that the railways
would increase depression and unemployment during the
period of transition; that they would cause the period of
transition to be prolonged and the resumption of full production by the country's industries to be delayed; and that
when capacity production by other industries was renewed
the railways would be unable satisfactorily to handle the
increased traffic and even unable to handle a large part of

this

it

at all.

Should Large Expenditures Be Made

Now?

an extensive program to make
up deferred maintenance and to increase the facilities of

The need

the railways

for carrying out
is

clear.

But,

it

may

be said, the prices of

equipment and materials, and the high wages of labor, make
this a very bad time to carry out large programs of expendiRailway men are not the only business men who are
tures.
reasoning thus. Most American business men are. This is
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one of
down.

tlio

nuiin ii'asons wliy iiulu.stry in general

is

slowing

private management, raise capital on their credit as owners
and managers of railways, and their credit as such depends
chiefly upon the amount of net operating income the railways

make. In the three years ended on June 30, 1917, the railway companies earned an average of $950,000,000 net operating income a year, and in the year ended on December 31,
In June,
1917, they earned approximately $1,000,000,000.
1918, under government operation, passenger rates were advanced 50 per cent and freight rates 25 per cent; and yet, in
the year ended on December 31, 1918, the government, as
a railway manager, earned only about $^50,000,000 net
operating income, or about $250,000,000 less than the companies earned in 1917, and about $200,000,000 less than
the average amount they earned in the three years ended on
June 30, 1917.

New
Now,

maintenance which has been deferred since
control, for

Now tlic r;uhva).s are citlior going lo he kept l)y tlie government, or tliey arc going to be returned to tlieir owners.
If it were settled that they were going to be ke|)t by the
government, it would he tiie duty of the government to consider this entire matter from the standpoint of the long-run
interests of the industries and
workers of the country.
Nobody knows how long present prices and wages will last,
or how great the reductions will be when they come. Therefore, considering the long-run interests of industry and the
workers as a whole, it undoul)tcdly would be better if the
government were going to retain the roads, for it to make
large expenditures for the maintenance and expansion of
railway facilities, so that they would be ready for service
when they were needed, than for it to postpone these expenditures, at the risk of not having the facilities ready when
they were needed.
In other words, it would be better for
all concerned for the government to provide needed facilities now, even if the cost should be so high as to make it
necessary to advance rates in order to pay a return upon the
new investment, than for it to so manage that it would
intensify and lengthen the depression during the period of
transition, and at the same time fail to provide facilities
tliat will be needed when business again becomes good.
Would the argument for going ahead with needed expenditures be any less strong in case the railways were returned
to private operation? No; and, yes.
The reasons why, from
the standpoint of the public, it would be desirable to go on
with them would be equally cogent.
But the companies
would be in a very different position from the government.
The government does not require a certain amount of net
operating income to enable it to raise capital for railway
purposes. If it did, it would be very hard put to it to raise
capital for railway purposes just now, since, from the railway point of view, it is bankrupt. In 1918 it incurred a
deficit of over $200,000,000 in operating the railways; and
if goverimient control continues and the present disparity
between income and outgo is not reduced, it will lose at
The government can continue to
least as much in 1919.
raise capital for railway purposes only because it does not
raise it on its credit as a railway manager, but on its general
credit as the government of the people of the United States.
The railway companies, on the other hand, must, under

Revolving Fund Needed

and the immediate future, the
Railroad Administration is being obliged sharply to limit
all its expenditures, including those for maintenance, because the revolving fund of $500,000,000 granted to it by
Congress has been almost exhausted by the deficit incurred
The
last year, by loans to needy railway companies, etc.
Railroad Administration has asked Congress for another
If it should be promptly
revolving fund of $750,000,000.
granted this, there would be no good reason why it should
not enter at once upon a vigorous program for making up
as to the present
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it

has been in

returns the roads to the companies, it must,
under the law, return tlum in as g(X)d i)hysical condition
as it received them.
From every standpoint, it is desirable
that ('ongress, at its present session, should provide this
new revolving fund. The Railroad Admini.stration needs
if it

it now, and will need it, whether tlic railways are soon returned to private operation or not. The Railroad Administration must be provided with this new revolving fund in
the near future, if it is to do merely the maintenance work
on the railways, which conditions imperatively demand shall
be begun at once.
Looking farther into the future, it is plain that if the
government cither should long postpone its decision on
whether the railways are to be returned to private operation, or should return the railways to private operation without having first adopted remedial legislation, the consequences would be very serious. If a decision is postponed,
the needed expenditures for permanent improvements and
additions will also be postponed. On the other hand, if the
railways should be returned to their owners without remedial
legislation, many of them would find themselves in a situation where they would not only be unable to raise capital
for extensive improvements but would be forced to adopt
a policy of the most drastic retrenchment.
This would be
due to two things: First, under government operation much
traffic has been diverted from some lines to others and the
earnings of the lines from which it has been diverted have
been unfavorably affected to a very serious extent. Second,
in spite of the large advances in rates made last year the net
operating income of the railways, as a whole, is at present
very unsatisfactory.
The net operating income of the Class I (large) roads
during the last six months of 1918, when the higher freight
and passenger rates were in effect, was $539,000,000, which
was actually $4,000,000 more than in the last six months of
1917.
This might seem to indicate a satisfactory condition
of affairs.
The fly in the ointment is that in every month
of that six months the net operating income was lower than
preceding month, and that it
it was in the immediately
declined from $139,000,000 in July to about $25,000,000 in
December. The heavy decline in operating income during
the last few months of the year 1918, and especially in
December, was largely due to the fact that big retroactive
advances in wages were charged into the accounts for those
months, and, therefore, the financial position of the railways is not as bad as might be inferred from the statistics
for these particular months.
On the other hand, their
financial position is far from being as good as might be
inferred from the results showTi during the entire last six
months of the year. The net operating income now being
earned by the railways as a whole would hardly be sufficient to pay their fixed charges and normal dividends on
their existing investment, and much less would it be sufficient to enable them to raise the new capital necessary to
make a large amount of new investment. On the other
hand, it is altogether probable that if the railways were
managements would
returned to private operation, the
speedily effect large economies in operating expenses which
cannot and will not be effected under government operation.
Therefore, it is .not probable that under private operation
very large advances in rates would be needed in order to
make the net operating income of the railway companies

adequate.

Needed Constructive Measures May Speedily
Be Adopted
It is by no means impracticable, then, to adopt within a
short time, measures under which the railway companies
could safely resume the operation of their properties, and
could spend enough to make up any deferred maintenance
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the Railroad Administration had not made up and also enter
upon an extensive program of additions and betterments.

Now, if this could be done, it is clearly desirable that it
should be done. It is desirable because if government operation should be continued much longer
for example, for
five years as some contend it should be— the organization
of the railways would be so completely destroyed, and the
financial relations between the government and the companies would become so entangled, that it probably would
be impracticable to restore the railways to private operation
at all.
Another potent reason why private operation should
be restored as soon as practicable is that experience has
shown that, on any given basis of prices and wages, private
management is more efficient and economical than government management, and, therefore, even without any reduction of prices and wages, the companies would carry out the
needed program of railroad rehabilitation and expansion
at a smaller cost than the government would.
In consequence, the burden of rates which would have to be imposed upon the public to enable the railway companies to
carry out this program would be less than the burden of
taxes, or both, which would have to be imposed upon the
public to enable the government to do it.
The crux of the matter then is that the present railway
situation demands, both for the immediate good and the
future good of the nation, that legislation for the settlement of the railway question shall be passed and put into
effect as soon as practicable.
As I have indicated, I believe
that this legislation should provide for the early return of
But
the railways to the management of the companies.
even if it should be decided that government operation
should be continued a decision which now seems wholly
improbable it would be desirable thai this decision should
be reached and announced within the very near future.
But how can an early solution of the problem be arrived
It cannot be done at the present session of Congress.
at ?
But, from every point of view, it is extremely undesirable
that it should be postponed until the next regular session
of Congress, which would not begin until December.
Nothing could be done with respect to the railways that
would be more contrary to the welfare of the country during
this period of transition from a war to a peace basis than
needlessly to prolong the present uncertainty as to their

—

—

—

This point is emphasized as forcibly
future management.
by those who, such as Director General Hines, favor a
five-year extension of government control, as by those who
favor an early return to private operation.

The Solution

of the

Problem

nothing in the present railway problem which
•would render it impracticable for Congress to pass legislation for a satisfactory solution of it within a few months,
Therefore, the situation deif Congress was in session.
mands that an extra session of Congress shall be called at
an early date, if for no purpose but to settle what we are
Of all of our important
going to do with the railways.
.

There

is

problems of reconstruction at home, the railroad problem
President Wilson, in the mesis easily the most important.
sage he sent to Congress soon after the armistice was signed,
indicated that he had no well-formed views on the subject,
and that he wished Congress to take the lead in dealing
A special session is necessary to enable Congress
with it.
to do this; and I venture to suggest that it would be appropriate and expedient for clubs and other organizations that
believe there should be no avoidable delay in settling the
railroad question one way or the other, to memorialize the
President in favor of an extra session.
I shall venture to suggest certain steps I
essential to take in order that our railways may
soon be restored to a footing on which they will become
once more one of the chief agencies in promoting the

In conclusion,

believe

it

is
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and prosperity instead of a growing
progress and prosperity.
First, Congress should pass at its present session legislation granting the Railroad Administration a new revolving

country's

menace

progress

to

its

fund of $750,000,000, in order that it may immediately
begin carrying out an adequate program of maintenance and
renewals.
Second, while continuing the government guarantees of
standard return until legislation for the financial protection

may be passed, the government should
railways to actual operation by the companies
that own them as soon as practicable.
This is necessary in
order to give the companies opportunity to rebuild their
organizations and to direct traffic back into its normal channels before the government guaranties are withdrawn.
It is
also necessary in order to enable public authorities to determine what changes in rates should be made to protect the
solvency of the companies.
Third, the railway companies should be authorized by
legislation passed at an early extra session of Congress to
make such consolidation or agreements between lines operof the

companies

restore the

ating in the

mission

same

territory as the Interstate

Commerce Com-

may

hold are not prejudicial to the public interest.
This is necessary in order to bring about needed coordination of the organizations and facilities of the railways and
to eliminate the wastes of competition without, however,
eliminating such competition as is both stimulating to the
railways and beneficial to the public.
Fourth, the Interstate Commerce Commission should be
authorized to regulate the issuance of all railroad securities.
This is necessary to protect both the investor and the public.
Fifth, all state regulation of railways which directly
or indirectly burdens or interferes with interstate commerce or
with Federal regulation of interstate commerce, should be
forbidden.
This is necessary to prevent state regulation
from rendering federal regulation nugatory.
Sixth, the principle should be established by legislation

by the Interstate Commerce Commission

that the rates fixed

must be not only

fair to the public ]jut such as to enable

the railways as a whole in each of the large sections of the

country to earn upon their aggregate property investment an
average return which shall be sufficient to enable them to
raise enough capital adequately to develop their facilities.

One

of the best

methods of establishing

has been suggested

is

this principle

which

that of fixing at 6 per cent the average

return which the roads of each territory shall be allowed
on their property investment, and providing that
anything in excess of this earned by any individual road
shall be divided, part being retained by the company, part
going to its employees as a bonus, and part being paid into

to earn

the public treasury.

Seventh, we should provide by statute for arbitration of
labor disputes on railways either by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, or by tribunals which .shall be composed
equally of representatives of the companies, of the employees, and of the public, and forbid any strike or lockout
until the report of the arbitration board has been

my

made.

providing for these
things should be passed soon, the railways could be returned
to the management of the companies with a reasonable certainty that there would be a marked improvement in their
operation and service and an important and salutary renewal
of the development and expansion of their facilities.
It

is

belief

Grain cars loaded
ary,

that

in

if

legislation

Western region in Janucompared with 27,500 cars

the Central

1919, totaled 32.432 cars, as

Coal cars loaded in
last year, an increase of 17.9 per cent.
January decreased 12.1 per cent, 135,589 cars, as compared
with 154,254 last year.

from 48,277 cars

The loading

to 65,048,

of live stock increased
an increase of 34,2 per cent.
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Forty-foot Automobile Cars for Illinois Central
Single Sheathed
for

Type with

Steel

have bcen made by many roads
during the past few years to secure freight cars which
are adapted for many kinds of lading.
This policy,
if consistently followed out, would undoubtedly bring about
a reduction in the empty car mileage and an increase in the
average carload. The growing tendency to design cars built
for a special traffic, so that they are adapted for various
kinds of lading is well exemplified by an order of 500 40-ft.
automobile-furniture cars of 80,000 lb. capacity recently
delivered to the Illinois Central by the Standard Steel Car
Company. While designed primarily for automobile and
furniture loading, these cars are suitable for almost any
commodity that is handled in box cars, excepting grain.
These cars have a light weight of 48,000 lb. They are
40 ft. 3^ in. long and 8 ft. 6J/^ in. wide inside. The height
from the floor to the under side of the carlines at the side is
10 ft. %. in. The cubical capacity of the car is 3,435 cu. ft.

PERSISTENT EFFORTS

Illinois

length over the comer post is 40 ft. 6>^ in. and over the
striking plates 41 ft. 11^ in. The width at the ends is 8 ft.

and between the

steel side door posts 10 ft. 5}i in.
height to the top of the brake mast Js 15 ft. 3
and to the top of the running board 14 ft. 8 1/16 in.
top of the floor is 3 ft. 8 1/16 in. above the rail.
in.,

inner side of the center sill web plate and to the cover plate.
The web plates are also reinforced between the bolsters by

by 3-in. by Y^-in. angles, which
are spaced approximately 3 ft. 6 in. apart and serve also cis
supports for the floor beams.
Malleable iron cheek plates
vertical stiffeners of 4-in.

of the double pocket type are riveted inside the draft sills.
The couplers have a 5-in. by 7-in. shank and Sy^-in. butt.
cast steel yoke having an ultimate strength of 450,000 lb.

A
is

used.

with one

attached to the coupler by a key
C. B. class
draft spring and one

It is

M.

tion spring.

G

The Carmer

The body bolster is of a box section. The diaphragms are
of 34-in- pressed steel plate with 3-in. flanges all around and
are spaced 8 in. back to back. At the outer end of the diaphragm

there is a spacer made of a 7/16-in. bent plate. The
spacers between the center sills at the bolsters are of cast

Y

steel.
The top bolster cover plate is 14 in. wide and
in.
thick extending from side sill to side sill. The bottom cover
plate is 14 in. by 7/16 in. and extends the full width of the

The

car.

in.,

bottom cover plate and
angles on the center

is

of the fishbelly type.

The web

plates

24^

in. deep at the center, and
extending continuously from
end sill to end sill, being spaced 13^^ in. apart. Along the
bottom of each web plate is riveted a 5-in. by 4-in. by ^-in.
angle, with 'the long flange horizonal.
The top chord angles
are 3^ in. by 3^/2 in. by 5/16 in., and to them is riveted a
top cover plate 5/16 in. thick and 21 in. wide, extending

5/16
10 11/16

are

in.

in.

thick

and

and Imperial cen-

tering attachment are used.

The extreme

The
The underframe

release rigging

and is fitted
Harvey fric-

Central Single Sheathed Automobile Car

The

9^

End, Especially Designed

Carrying Various Kinds of Lading

at the draft sill,

the full length of the sills. From the inside of the end sill to
a point 21 in. beyond the center line of the body bolster, the
center sill web is reinforced by a plate 5/16 in. thick extending the full depth of the sill, having at the top flanges 3 in.
wide extending inward. These stiffeners are riveted to the
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cast steel

body center plate
is

is

fastened under the

riveted through the bottom chord

sills

and

the

center

sill

spacer

casting.

The end sills are
lack of these channels
angle by which the end

8-in.,
is

18.75-lb.

riveted a 5-in.

channels.

by

3-in.

To the
by ^-in.

fastened to the top of the center
steel casting riveted to the end
.^ill and to the webs of the center sill.
There are two cross
bearers on each side of the car, spaced 10 ft. apart.
The
sill.

The

sill is

striking plate

is

diaphragms are of ^-in.

a

plate with a 3-in. flange all
around, reinforced at top and bottom by 3-in. by 2i/2-in.
by 5y'16-in. angles. A pressed steel filler made of /^-in.
plate is fastened between the center sills at each cross
bearer.
The top cover plate is ^4 in. thick and 8 in. wide,
and extends out almost to the side sill, while the bottom

-
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cover plate
the side

is

7/16

in.

by 8

in.

and

is

fastened directly to

sill.
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^-in. plate 12>^ in. wide flanged in the center to a channel
There are six floor beams on each side of the car
made of 4-in. Z-bars riveted to the center sill stiffeners and
to short sections of 4-in. by 3-in. angles riveted tcj the side
section.

The side sills arc made up of a 6-in., 16.67-lb. Z-bar of
a special section incorporating a grain lock, extending from
end sill to end sill. This Z-bar is reinforced under the door
opening and for a short distance beyond at each end, by a
4-in., 8.2-lb. Z-bar riveted to the lower flange of the 6-in.
Z-bar.
The two sections thus form a channel which fits

5ecfion at Crossbaarer.

sills.

The

corner posts are 4-in., 8.2-lb. Z-bars and the side
and braces are 3-in., 6.7-lb. Z-l)ars, with the exception
of the door posts, which are of the same section as the comer
posts

Secfi'on af Bo/sfer.

SzcVion of Crossfie.

30 lOg

-s(<

Underframe for the

Illinois Central Single

over the end of the crossbearer, the crossbearer bottom cover
plate being riveted to the lower flange.
The bottom cover
plate of the body bolster is likewise fastened to the outwardly extending flange of the 6-in. Z-bar and a malleable
iron jacketing casting is placed beneath the cover plate. The
side sills and end sills are riveted together at the comers
and are reinforced by a 5/16-in. plate. There are diagonal
braces extending from the corner of the underframe to the
intersection of the center sill and body bolster made up of

Truck Centers

Sheathed Automobile Car

The posts and braces are joined at the top to
1414-in. by %-in. side plate girder which extends from
end post to the door posts and is riveted to the web of
The side plate is reinforced at
4-in. Z-bar side plate.

posts.

the
the
the

the
center by a 3-in. by 3-in. by 7/16-in. angle riveted to the
web of the Z-bar and overlapping the side plate girder for

The end posts are braced
ft. at each end.
by 2yi-m. by ^-in. diagonal end straps and by flanged

a distance of 2

comer angles

of 5/16-in. plate.

February

21,
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The end

is of the Murphy pressed steel type, the two lower
being of %-iii. plate and the upper sectioiis of
3/16-in. plate.
The bottom section is flanged inward, and
is riveted to the 5-in. by 3-in. angle on the inner side of
the end sill.
Five transverse furring strips are provided to
hold the end lining.
The floor of the car is supported on yellow pine stringers
Between the body bolster and
4J/2 in. wide and 4 in. high.
the end sill there is but one stringer on each side, but in the
center of the car there are two.
The stringers are continuous over the floor beams, but end at the crossbearers to
which they are attached by short sections of Z-bars riveted
The flooring is 2^ -in. yellow pine,
to the upper flange.
shiplapped, bolted to the side sills and nailed to the stringers.
The siding is lj4-in. by 5^4 -in. yellow pine, tongued
and grooved, bolted to the posts and braces. The lower
course of the siding fits over one of the ridges on the side
sill, thus forming a grain lock.
The siding extends to the
steel end sheet and an angle iron is fastened in the corner
where it meets the 1-in. end lining, this angle being bolted
through the side lining and the web of the corner post and

sections

also to the

comer board

The door

in the

end

posts are spaced 10

5^

in.

apart,

and are

staggered, the distance from the center line of the car being

End View and
3

ft.

and

7

ft.

5)4

in.

respectively.

There

is

a movable

housings, one on the side plate and the other in the floor.
When the center post is moved over adjacent to the door
When
post, there is a clear door opening of 10 ft. 1^ in.
it is brought over to the point where the two doors meet it
is automatically locked in position and can be bolted to the
frame of the smaller door leaving an opening 6 ft wide.
The doors have steel frames made up of Z-bars at the top
and bottom and angle irons at the sides with a transverse

The
reinforcing angle across the center.
in. and the sheathing is 13/16
braces are
door fixtures are used throughout.

steel

is

supported on

plate

and

13

riveted

carlines

to

the

'

Orders of Regional Directors
RECONSIGNMENT OF COAL. —The Southem regional
rector in circular letter

the

Fuel

Administration forbidding the

ment of bituminous

coal,

and

di-

No. 423 quotes the order of
reconsign-

calls for careful attention to

thwart the natural tendency to ship coal for purposes of
speculation.

Administration Passes Not Good Over Non-Federal RailThe Southern regional director, file 1557-6, calls
attention to the fact that inadvertently several Railroad Administration 1919 annual passes were made good over the

—

Section of the Illinois Central Automobile Car

center door post of white oak, 4 in. by 5j4 in., -with top
and bottom shoes of malleable iron engaging malleable

%

made of j4 -intop flange Of the
side plate Z-bar.
The roof is of the all-steel type with
galvanized sheets of No. 16 U. S. gage.
The trucks are
of the Vulcan cast steel type with cast steel truck bolsters
equipped with Barber lateral rollers and a drop forged truck
center plate.
Brake beam safety bars made of 3-in. by 3-in.
angles are attached to the spring plank.
The air brake is
the New York Air Brake Company's schedule CF-C-10
with J. M. expander ring.
roof

pressed

roads.

lining.
ft.

The
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stiles,

and
Camel

rails

in. thick.

Fort Smith & Western, which is not under Federal controL
Fire Losses.
The Southem regional director, file 158558-6, refers to the director general's circular No. 67 relative
to action to be taken in case of loss or damage to property
by fire. It is necessary to secure the approval of the director
of the Division of Capital Expenditures only for work
chargeable to capital account costing more than $1,000.
Use of Great Seal. The Southern regional director, file
1848-6, says that the Great Seal of the United States has
been used on the business card of an employee of one of the
western railroads, and reminds all concerned that it is unlawful to use this seal on any stationery except that printed
for the use of government departments.
It is not desired
that the seal of the director general of railroads be used on

—

—
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busincivs cartls of railroad
diri'itor

has

men.

The Southwestern

regional

is.sued .similar instructions.

—

The Southern regional director,
841-0, advises that the dirivtor general has ajjproved the
Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's AssoSimilar orders have been issued by the Southwestciation.
ern and Northwestern regional directors.
Motor Liasolcne. The regional director, Eastern region,
As.soiialions Approird.

file

—

2SOO-11-27A514, ha.s promulgated the circu'ar of C.
B. Young, manager of the Inspection and Test Section, emby

file

bcxlying

a

specification

for

railroad

puqioses.

gasolene

for

general

—

CancdUition of Permit System. The regional directors.
Eastern and Allegheny regions, announce the discontinuance
February 15 of the embargoes placed as a war emergency
January 15, 1918, against carload domestic freight for Manhattan Island, the Bronx (New York City), and station deliveries on New York harbor, including Brooklyn terminal
companies, which freight is now being moved under permits
issued by the Freight Traffic Committee, North Atlantic
Such freight may now move without permits, subject
ports.

embargoes of the delivering railroads. No change is made
in the method of rccjuiring permits for e.vport carload freight,
and carload domestic freight must not be accepted for other
than regular station deliveries. Reconsignment for export or

to

lighterage deliveries will not be allowed.
Supplement
Secrecy in the Movement of Troop Trains.
4 to Circular 22 of the Northwestern regional director is
similar to Order 159 of the Southwestern regional director,

—

abstract of which appeared in the

Railway Age of February

14 (page 392).

Weighing Shipments of Forage Consigned to Army
Camps. The Northwestern regional director, in a circular
dated February 14, calls attention to the fact that the war department has amended Purchase and Storage Notice 73, issued November 21, 1918, by striking out the words "within

—

100 miles of destination" in paragraph 2 in order to eliminate the necessity for reweighing shipments of forage either
at camps or at other points, and requests that instructions be
issued to weigh shipments of forage, either at points of origin
or en route, for the assessment of freight charges, in order
eliminate the requirement that these shipments be weighed

•to

camps.
Adherence to Restrictions on Administration TransportaIn Order 161 the Southwestern regional director re.tion.
at

—

quests that administration passes, limited both as to territory
and trains of various railroads, be checked carefully when
presented for passage, to determine whether or not they are

good on the road and particular train upon which they are
presented.

Organization of the Southwestern Regional Association
In Circular 173 the Southwestern reof Fire Prevention.
gional director announces the organization of the Southwest-

—

em Regional Association of Fire Prevention. All fire prevention inspectors in that region are to be identified with the
Meetings will be held quarterly. The next one
association.
is at Dallas, Tex., on March 19.
J. L. Durland, general fire
prevention inspector at Houston, Tex., for lines under the
jurisdiction of W. B. Scott, is chairman; W. R. Barton, general fire prevention inspector at St. Louis, Mo., of lines under the jurisdiction of A. Robertson, vice-chairman, and G.
L. Ball, superintendent of fire prevention at St Louis of lines
under the jurisdiction of L. Kramer, secretary.
Club and Association Memberships. Supplement 2-A to
Circular 61 cancelling Supplement 2 to Circular 61 of the
Northwestern regional director states that during the period
of federal control lines of railroad and steamships under
such control should be permitted to become members of
chambers of commerce, boards of trade, cotton exchanges,
traffic clubs and similar organizations; but such memberships
should be limited to organizations in communities reached

—

Vol. 6€, No. 8

by their lines, and such lines .should not assume dues or contributions greater than are borne by the average industry in
such community.
Only c^ne meml)ersliip should lie taken
liy any one line in chaml)ers of commerce, etc., and as a
general rule but one memi)ership in any traffic club. A maximum of four memberships representing one line in any particular traffic club is autliorized, but where more than one
memi^ership is desired full details should be submitted to the
out

office of the regional director.

—

Operation of Over and Short Bureaus at Common Points
In Order 163 the Southwestern regional director outlines rules
for the establishment and operation of bureaus for the pur-

of matching "over" and "short" reports at points having
from two to five freight stations and also at points having
more than five stations where, according to the judgment of
superintendents such bureaus .should be establi.shed.
The
l)o.se

rules are as follows:
(a)
Agents will promptly exchange legible copies of all "over" reports
issued and a copy of joint reports of freight delivered on proof of ownership.

Upon receipt by agents of "over" and "joint" reports (referred to
paragraph (a) they will promptly check against their own "short"
Agents should maintain in alphabetical order by roads a permanent file of these two reports.
(b)

in

reports.

Vki'hen
(c>
"over" reports match "short" reports, the agent holding
"over" freight must be furnished full revenue waybill reference and accordingly arrange for distribution of freight.
"Revenue waybill" and "short"
report reference must be noted on matched "over" report.
Freight received
on "deadhead astray" waybill and delivered on proof of ownership should
l)e handled in accordance with joint report of freight delivered on
proof
of ownership.

(d)
A matching bureau consisting of representatives of each agency
(with one of the agents as chairman who will serve in this capacity for a
period of not less than three months) should be organized.
This bureau
should hold meetings semi-monthly on a designated day for the purpose of
comparing records of "over" and "short" freight.
(e)
A permanent secretary should be selected who will record in the
minutes, attendance, number of "overs" and "shorts" listed, number of shipat meeting and the number of shipments matched in previous meeting.
A copy of the minutes should be furnished each agent and
freight claim agent of each member road within three days following the
meeting.

ments matched

(f)
Each agency should present at the meeting
of all "over" and "short" reports which have
Freight warehouses should be checked on the day
and all over freight should be included in the list
in this paragraph.
list

a complete alphabetical
not been disposed of.
preceding the meeting
previously referred to

—

Method of Handling Telegrams. Circular 71 of the
Northwestern regional director similar to order 156 of the
Southwestern regional director, abstract of which appeared
in the Railway Age of February 14, (page 393).
Complaint Bureau. The regional director, Eastern Region, announces that there is to be issued a new edition of
the posters, informing the public about the Bureau for Suggestions and Complaints, which are displayed in passenger
cars and stations.
Federal managers are called upon to see
that no suitable place for these posters is neglected in the
distribution.

Exchange

passes.

The

regional director of the Eastern

2100-41A518, calls the attention of managers
to the rule regulating annual or time exchange passes requested by one road from another.
These are to be issued
only for regular daily travel of employees between their home
Region, by

file

work, or (secondly) for employees for regular daily
between home and work outside of regular suburban
territory; or on railroad business where frequent trips of this
This "local" travel rule is to apply
kind must be made.
Exchange tran.sonly for distances not exceeding 50 miles.
portation other than that here described must be secured
from the director of operation, Washington.
Stored cars.
The regional director, Eastern Region, by
file 1'801-22A524, gives notice that freight cars which are
ancl their

travel

stored

must be included

in the daily records, either as serv-

iceable, or as awaiting shop.

If stored cars are not included

in the records the averages

showing

sent the true facts.

—

efficiency \vill not repre-

.\. H. Smith, regional director,
Bills Before Legislatures.
Eastern region, February 13, announced the names of five

:
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who have been instructed to keep in
touch with proposed legislation in the several states and to
confer, where necessary, with local representatives of emdistrict representatives

ployees' organizations.

Where

bills which are proposed aflabor the matter should be at
once reported to Washington, as there is an understanding
between the Railroad Administration and the chiefs of the
brotherhoods to deal with all such questions at Washington.

fect the

interest of railroad

Standard Specifications
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In the matter of bills not affecting the interests of railroad
labor federal managers are to see to the presentation of opposition, before the legislature or the committees, if opposition seems to be desirable.

All such action must be promptly
chiefs of the four principal
brotherhoods have sent out circulars explaining the arrange-

The

reported to Washington.

ment which has been made for co-operation between the
administration and the brotherhoods.

for

Timber Preservation

The Forest Products Section, Division of Purchases, U.
Has Drawn Up Uniform Requirements
STANDARD

SPECIFICATIONS

five processes

for

commonly used

treating

timber

by

the

in injecting creosote oil,

or zinc chloride, or a combination of the two, have been
prepared by the Forest Products Section of the division of
Purchases, United States Railroad Administration.
These
specifications will apply to the treatment of all ties and
other timber used by the railroads under federal control.
This is a second step toward standardization of railway
practice with respect to construction timbers and ties, since
the Forest Products Section had previously promulgated a
set of specifications for the purchase of ties, thereby simplifying the requirements under which the tie producers were
A similar result will be obtained in
required to operate.
the timber preserving processes since previous efforts at
standardization have not met with an appreciable degree
The specifications which are reproduced below
of success.
cover three processes involving the use of creosote oil and
creosote coal-tar solutions, the bpmettizing process for the
use of zinc chloride and the Card process for the use of
zinc chloride with creosote oil.

For Treatment With Creosote Oil by the Full-Cell
(Bethell) Process
( 1 )

Except when ordered otherwise by the railroad's rep-

resentative, the material to be treated shall be air-seasoned

judgment any moisture in it will not prevent the
amount of preservative; it shall be
restricted in any charge to woods into which approximately
€qual quantities of preserving fluid can' be injected, and
shall consist of pieces approximately equal in size and sapwood content, on which all framing, boring, or adzing shall
have been done, so separated as to insure contact of the
steam and preservative with all surfaces.
The preservative used shall be the one most suitable
(2)
and available of the following standards of the American
until in his

injection of the specified

Wood-Preservers' Association
"Creosote Oil, Grade 1, for Ties and Structural Timber"
"Creosote Oil, Grade 2, for Ties and Structural Timber"
"Creosote-Coal-Tar Solution for Ties and Structural

Timber"
"Creosote Oil, Grade 3, for Ties and Structural Timber."
The material shall retain the amount of creosote
(3)
oil necessary to permeate all of the sapwood and as much of
the heartwood as practicable.

The

quantities specified

may

vary from 10 lb. per cu. ft. for material from needle-leaved
trees from which most of the sapwood has been removed, to
24 lb. per cu. ft. for piling which has wide sapwood. The
quantity of creosote oil retained shall be calculated, on the
basis of 100 deg. F., from readings of working-tank gages
or scales or from weights of at least one-tenth of the material

on a suitable track

checked as

may

scale before

and

after treatment,

be desired by the railroad's representative.

S.

R. A.

(4) After the material is placed in the cylinder, a vacuum
of at least 22 in. shall be maintained until the wood is as

dry and as free of air as practicable. The creosote oil shall
then be introduced, without breaking the vacuum, until the
cylinder is filled.
The pressure shall be gradually raised
and maintained at a minimum of 125 lb. per sq. in. until
the required quantity of preservative is injected into the
material or until the railroad's representative is satisfied
that the largest volumetric injection that is practicable has
been obtained.
The temperature of the preservative during
the pressure period shall be not less than 170 deg. F., nor

more than 200

and shall average at least 180 deg. F.
completed and the cylinder emptied of
preservative, a vacuum shall be maintained until the material
can be removed from the cylinder, free of dripping predeg. F.,

After the pressure

is

servative.

(5)

At

least once each

day the railroad's representative
by sampling ties at the middle
sections; from other material samples shall be taken

shall determine penetration

and

rail

Any holes that may be bored shall be filled
with tight-fitting creosoted plugs.
(6) The treating plant shall be equipped with the thermometers and gages necessary to indicate and record accurately the conditions at all stages during the treatment,
and all equipment shall be maintained in a condition satisfactory to the railroad.
The owner of the treating plant
shall also provide and keep in condition for use at all times
the apparatus and chemicals necessary for making the
analyses and tests required in this specification.
(7) When permission is given to prepare material for
treatment by steaming instead of seasoning by air, it shall
not be subjected to pressures or temperatures for periods sufficient to injure the wood.
as desired.

For Treatment With Creosote Oil by the EmptyCell Process With Final Vacuum (RcBPiNo) ^
( 1 )

Same as Par.
Same as Par.
The material

1

,

full-cell process.

full-cell process.
shall retain an average of at least 6
(3)
lb. of creosote oil per cu. ft. for cross-ties and 10 lb. per cu.
ft. of other material, and no charge shall retain less than
90 per cent nor more than 110 per cent of the quantity per

(2)

2,

foot that may be specified.
The quantity of preservative retained shall be calculated, on the basis of 100
deg. F., from readings of working-tank gages or scales and
from weights of at least one-tenth of the material on a
suitable track scale before and after treatment, checked as

cubic

may

be desired by the railroad's representative.
(4) After the material is placed in the cylinder, the preservative shall be introduced, at not over 200 deg. F.,- until
the cylinder is filled.
(5)

The

pressure shall be raised, and maintained until
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,

there

ohtiiincd the largest ])r;>ctical>le vohinn'tric injection

is

reduced to tlie re<niired retention by a quick
high vacuum.
Tlic pressure and temjieraturc within the
cyhnder shall he so controlled as to give the maximum
After
penetration by the quantity of preservative injected.
the pressure is completed tiie cylinder shall l)e speedily
emptied of preservative and a vacuum of at least 22 in.
promptly created, and maintained until the quantity of preservative injected is reduced to the rtxiuired retention.
that can

l>e

Same
Same

(6)

(7)

as Par. 5, full-cell process.
as Par. 6, full-cell process.

For Treatment With Creosote Oil by the EmptyCell Process With Initial Air Pressure
AND Final Vacuum (Ijswry)
"

(1) Same as Par. 1, full-cell process.
(2) Same as Par. 2, full-cell process.
(3) The material shall retain an average of at least five
pounils of creosote oil per cu. ft., which shall permeate all
of the sapwood and as much of the hcartwood as practicable,
and no charge shall retain less than 90 per cent nor more

than 110 per cent of the quantity per

cu.

ft.

may be

than

be
on the basis of 100 deg. F., from readings of
working-tank gages or scales or from weights of at least onetenth of the material on a suitable track scale before and
after treatment, checked as may be desired by the railroad's
specified.

The amount

of

preservative

retained

shall

calculated,

representative.
it shall be
(4) After the material is placed in the cylinder
subjected to air pressure of sufficient intensity and durapreservative
tion to provide under a vacuum the ejection of
For example:
necessary to insure the required retention.
With red oak, pressures of 40 to 60 lb. for 30 min., while
with pine having a large percentage of sapwood pressures
The preof 70 to 90 lb. for 30 min., will be required.
servative shall then be introduced, the air pressure being
maintained constant until the cylinder is filled. The presin.,
sure shall be gradually raised to at least 150 lb. per sq.
of
and maintained until all of the sapwood and as much
until the
the heartwood as practicable are saturated, or
largest
the
that
satisfied
is
representative
railroad's
volumetric injection that is practicable has been obtained.
temperature of the preservative during the pressure

The

than 200
period shall be not less than 170 deg. F. nor more
After the presdeg. F., and shall average at least 180 deg. F.
emptied of
sure is completed the cylinder shall be speedily
of at least 22 in. be promptly
removed
created, and maintained until the material can be
from the cylinder free of dripping preservative.

preservative and a

(5)
(6)

For

vacuum

Same as Par. 5, full-cell process.
Same as Par. 6, full-cell process.
Treatment With Zinc Chloride
Process)

as Par. 1, full-cell process for creosote.

(1) Same
and shall
(2) The zinc chloride used shall be acid-free
chloride
not contain more than 0.1 per cent iron. Dry zinc
and
shall contain at least 94 per cent soluble zinc chloride
chloride
in anv solution purchased the percentage of zinc
specified shall be the amount of soluble zinc chloride required.

The material shall retain an average of 0.5 lb. of dry
the
zinc chloride per cu. ft., which shall permeate all of
sapwood and as much of the heartwood as practicable, and
no charge shall retain less than 90 per cent nor more than
110 per cent of this quantity.
stronger than neces(3) The treating solution shall be no
with the
sary to obtain the required retention of preservative
and shall
largest volumetric absorption that is practicable,
Its strength shall not exthoroughly mixed before use.
be

.Np. 8

ceed

Jivv ,i)er cent and .'?h:iU be de.termiued by analysis,
chemical titration, using, a silvcr-niiratc solution with potassium-thromate indicator, will usually jje satisfiictory.
For example: With red oak, the strength shall not exceed
4 per cent and the volume injected shall lie not less than
20 per cent, wliile with pine having a large percentage of
sapwood, it shall not exceed 2 per cent and the volume injected shall be not less than 40 per cent.
The amount of
solution retained shall be calculated from readings of
working-tank gages or scales or from weights of at least
one-tenth of the material on a suitable track scale before and
after treatment, checked as may be desired by the railroad's

representative.

(4) Air-seasoned material shall be steamed in the cylinder for not less tlian one hour nor more than two hours,
at a pressure of not more than 20 lb. per sq. in., the cylinder
being provided with vents to relieve it of stagnant air and
insure proper circulation of the steam and being drained to
prevent condensate from accumulating in sufficient quantity
to reach the material.
After steaming is completed, a
vacuum of at least 22 in. shall be maintained until the wood
is as dry and as free of air as practicable.
Before the preservative is introduced the cylinder shall be drained of condensate, and if the vacuum is broken, a second one as high
The preservative shall be inas the first shall be created.
troduced, without breaking the vacuum, until the cylinder
The pressure shall be gradually raised, and mainis filled.
tained at a minimum of 125 lb. per sq. in. until the required
quantity of preservative is injected into the material, or
until less than 5 per cent of the total quantity required has

been injected during the latter half of one hour throughout
which the rate of injection has persistently decreased while
the pressure has been held continuously at 165 lb. or more
per sq. in. The temperature of the preservative during the
pressure period shall be not less than 130 deg. F., nor more
than 190 deg. F. and shall average at least 150 deg. F.
(5) At least once each day the railroad's representative
With woods
shall determine the penetration by analysis.
on which potassium ferro-cyanide and uranium acetate will
produce color reaction, the penetration may be determined
by its visibility. From ties samples shall be taken at the
middle and rail sections; from other material samples shall
be taken as desired. Any holes that may be bored shall be
filled

(7)

with tight-fitting treated plugs.

Same

as Par. 6 for full-cell process for creosote.

For Treatment With Zinc Chloride and Creosote Oil
(Card Process)
( 1 )

(2)
(3)

(Burnett

Vx)l. ft^,

Same as Par.
Same as Par.
The creosote

1

,

full-cell process for creosote.

2 for treatment with zinc chloride only.
oil

shall

meet the

standard

of

the

American Wood-Preservers' Association for "Creosote Oil,
Grade 3, for Ties and Structural Timber," amended as
follows: The specific gravity of the oil at 38 deg. C, compared with water at 15.5 deg.
nor more than 1.07.

C,

shall be not less than 1.03,

(4) The material shall retain an average of 0.5 lb. of
zinc chloride and 3 lb. of creosote oil per cu. ft., which
shall permeate all of the sapwood and as much of the heartwood as practicable, and no charge shall retain less than 90
per cent nor more than 110 per cent of these quantities per
dr\'

cu.

ft.

The preserving mixture shall be composed of the
volumetric proportions of creosote oil and of zinc-chloride
solution of the necessary strength which are required to
obtain the specified retention of the preservatives with the
(5)

largest volumetric injection that is practicable, and shall be
agitated in the working tank and cylinder so as to insure

thorough mixing before and while the cylinder
filled with preservative and while the preservative

is
is

being
being

February
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injected into the ^naterial.

The

strength of the zinc-cliloride

exceed 5 per cent and shall be determined
Chemical titration, using a silver-nitrate
solution with potassium-chromate indicator, before the zincchloride solution is mixed with the creosote oil will usually
For example: With red oak, the proporbe satisfactory.
tions shall not exceed 77 per cent of 5 per cent zinc-chloride
solution and 23 per cent of creosote oil, and the volume injected shall be not less than 20 per cent, while with pine
having a large percentage of sapwood they shall not exceed
88 per cent of 2.5 per cent zinc-chloride solution and 12
per cent of creosote oil, and the volume injected shall be
The quantities of preservatives
not less than 40 per cent.
retained shall be calculated from readings of working-tank
gages or scales or from weights of at least one-tenth of the
material on a suitable track scale before and after treatment,
checked as may be desired by the railroad's representative.
(6) Same as Par. 4 for treatment with zinc chloride only.
(7) The temperature of the preservative during the pressure period shall be not less than 170 deg. F., nor more
solution shall
by analysis.

riot

Doings

of the
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than 200 deg. F., and shall average at least 180 deg. F.
After the cylinder is emptied of preserving mixture, a
vacuum shall be maintained until the material can be removed from the cylinder free of dripping preservative.
(S)
Same as Par. 5 for treatment with zinc-chloride only,
except that plugs are required to be creosoted.
(9)

Same

(10)

When

shall

as Par. 6, full-cell process for creosote.

water-gas tar instead of creosote

is

used,

it

meet the following requirements:

It shall not contain more than 2 per cent of water.
It shall not contain more than 2 per cent of matter insoluble in benzol.
'I he
specific gravity of the tar shall not be less than 1.03 nor more
than 1.07.
The distillr.te, based on water-free tav, shall be within the following

limits:

Up
Up
Up
Up

— none.
— not more thnn 8
cent.
— not more than 20 per
per cent.
— not
than 50 per cent.

to 170 deg, C.
to 210 deg. C,
to 235 deg. C.
to 355 deg. C.

(11)

When

less

water-gas-tar

creosote instead of coal-tar
used, it shall meet the requirements of the National Electric Light Association for "C-Specification covering water-gas-tar creosote oil."

creosote

is

United States Railroad Administration

Director General Confers

With

State Commission Representatives

—Cars to Be Returned to Owners
Washington, D.

THE DIRECTOR GENERAL

desires to

harmonize the

rela-

tionships between the Railroad Administration and
the state railroad and public service commissions and
to agree with them on a plan of constructive co-operation under peace conditions. With this object in mind, and at his in-

vitation, a conference was held on February 19 between the
director general. Max Thelen, and E. C. Niles, of the Division of Public Service, and members of the executive committee, and the special War Committee of the National

Association of Railway and Utilities Commissions, headed
by Charles E. Elmquist, president of the association.
The conference developed the earnest desire on the part
of both the representatives of the Railroad Administration
and of the state commissions to work in the most complete
The director general and Mr. Elmquist both
harmony.
voiced the desire to co-operate in this direction. As a result
the meeting, the director general plans to put into effect
:the following policy, involving police regulations of the several states, other than those affecting the transportation of
troops, war materials or government supplies, or the issue
With this
of stocks or bonds or rates, fares and charges.

•of

policy the representatives of the state commissions expressed
themselves as being in entire accord:
"Transportation systems under federal control continue
subject to the lawful police regulations of the several states
in such matters as spur tracks, railroad crossings, safety
appliances, track connections, train service, the establishment,

maintenance and sanitation of station
tion of accidents

and equipment.

facilities, the investiga-

and other matters of

local service, safety

be the policy of the director general
to cause the orders of the state commissions in these matters
to be carried out.
The attention of the state commissions,
however, is invited to the present status of the railroads
It will

under federal control, and the responsibility of the federal
treasury for any deficiencies in revenue, and it is assumed
that expenditures will be ordered only in the light of this
status

and

after full consideration of the bearing of the par-

ticular case
."States

The

upon the needs and

difficulties

of the United

in operating the railroads."

director general also

announced the following policy

C.

with regard to investigations and reports on the part of the
state commissions and with this policy also the state commissions' representatives expressed approval:
"The director general earnestly desires to accord to the
public the best possible service.
He requests the assistance
of the state commissions in investigating and reporting to
him the facts, with recommendations, as to the existing
service.
All state commissions are requested so far as

they can conveniently do so to investigate the character of
freight and passenger service, the physical condition of track
and equipment, the prompt loading and unloading of equipn
ment, and the general efficiency of the service, in their re-

and to file reports with the director general,
sending a copy to the regional director."
The conference was to be resumed on Thursday with the
object of discussing questions involving rates and other subjects of interest to the railroad administration and the state
commissions, the object of both being to bring about a perfectly clear understanding on all these matters.
spective states,

Cars to Be Relocated

in

Accordance with Ownership

W.

T. Tyler, director of Division of Operation, has issued
Circular No. 27, which states that present conditions with
respect to car supply present an opportunity for:
(a) Relocation of equipment more in accord with ownership than has been practicable during war conditions, under
which each unit has been used with the sole purpose of
meeting the then existing traffic demands.
(b) Providing to a greater extent for use by the ovraer of
equipment of its accepted standards.
Providing for the return to the owning road when
(c)
desired for rebuilding or application of betterments, cars
which can be put in safe condition for movement at reasonable cost.

To

accomplish the above, regional directors are instructed
managers and all concerned in the proper
handling of cars in accordance with the following, without
abandoning the principle of common use of cars:
1. In general, cars should be loaded to or in the direction
of the home road.
This will not apply to cars handled
to direct federal
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uiuUt dinxTtion of tlic Refrigerator and Tank Car Department of the ("ar Service Section at Chicago, or those handled
under <lirection of tlie Ivistem Railroads Coal Car Pool at
Pittsburgh.

The Car

2.

may be agreed upon
eciuipment according to own-

Service Section will, as

witii regional directors, relocate

ership by regions so far as praticable.
.V The regional directors will then relocate the same cars
between owners (in the l)asis of ownership so far as practicable.
4.

Any

accept

will

railroiid

its

own equipment empty

at

any junction point.
5. Any cars already placed on storage tracks because of
surplus will not l>e moved so long as relocation orders placed
as provided in paragraphs numbered 2 and 3 can be filled
from other availaiile supjily; or as may be specially directed.
6. When roads desire to rebuild their cars, regional direc-

8
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l'"reight revenues increa.scd $616,000,000, passenger revenues were $204,000,000 greater than in 1917, and express
revenues were $19,000,000 greater, while mail revenues decreased from $58,79.3,64.^ to $5.3,502,591.
Of the increa.se in expenses $208,000,000 wa-s in the maintenance of way and structures account, $417,000,000 in the
maintenance of equipment account, and $517,000,000 in the
cost of conducting tran.sporUUion, while traffic expenses decreased $17,000,000 and general cxpcn.ses increased $15,The report covers 180 Class I roads and 15
000,000.
switching and tenninal companies, making a total operated
mileage of 232,561 miles.
For December the operating revenues were $440,100,165,
an increa.se of $103,000,000, expen.scs were $395,034,562,
an increase of $144,000,000, and the net operating income
was $28,237,190, a decrease of $36,000,000. The statistics

are as follows:

R.MLWAY REVENUES AND EXPENSES, DECEMBER, AND TW^ELVE MONTHS ENDING WITH DECEMBER
December

Calendar year 1918

Per mile of

Amoii nt

Per mile of
road operated

'

Amount

road operated

Item
1.

.\vcrac:c

number

1918
232,561.23
Dollars
309,034.271

of miles operated

Revenues:
2.

FreiRbt

3.

Passenger

4.

M.iil

5.

Express

6.

.-Ml

7.

other transportation
Incidental

— Cr

8.

Toint

facility

9.

Joint

facility— Dr

10.

Railway

revenues

operating

1917

92,595,741
4,607,888
12,827,445
10,211,679
10,404,553
581.638
164,060

233,103.64
Dollars
221,657,204
80,985,621
4,515.450
10.268,250
9.692,384
9,680,534
447,257
147,644

440,100,165

1918

1917

1918
234,022.91
Dol'lars
Dollars
951
3,450,094,040
347
1,031,229,266
19
53.502,591
126.059,306
44
42
124,157,423
42
124,033,427
2
6,014,508

1917

1

1

1,760,957

232,694.53
Dollars
2,834,119,707
827,216,574
58,793,643
106,924,818
115,344,764
105,288,617
4,384,489
1,609.033

337,099,055

1,892

1.446

4,913,319,604

69,505,405
108,797,067
3,357,995
200,661,472
3,557,299
10,070,453
915,129

23,809,674
60,703,369
5,568,480
150.636.618
3,133,884
8,818,298
1,368,177

299
458

102

260

395,034,5'52

Dollars
1,329

398
20
55

44
44
3

1918

1917

Doliars
14,743
4,407

Doilars
12,179
3,555

229
538
530
530

459
496
452

2S3

26
8

19

4,050,463,579

20,995

17,406

445,735,253
690,826,898
65,099,358
1,534,221.310
34,008,525
95,876,352
8,555,486

2,794
4,735

1,916
2,969

7

E.xpenses:
11.
12.
13.
14.

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

17.

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for investment

18.

Railway

19.

Net revenue from railway operations

20.

Railway tax
Taxes")

1

5.

16.

expenses

operating

(excluding

accruals

railway

Uncollectible

22.

Railway

23.
24.

Joint

25.

Net of items

26.

Ratio of operating expenses
revenues, per cent

operating

income

Equipment rents (Dr. Bal.)
facility

should

rents
22,

make

(Dr.

Bal.)

23 and 24
to

15

14

43

38

4

6

653,868,469
1,108,030,395
48.702,051
2,051,193,850
39,107.149
112,048,955
6,056,118

251,302,145

1,698

1,078

4,005,894,752

2,858,212,210

17,122

12,283

45,065,603

85,796,910

194

358

906,424,842

1,192,251,369

3,873

5,123

14,142,960
64,937

18,458,477
112,155

61

79

182,778,423
697,093

797

785

1

186,652,095
613,206

3

3

30,857,706

67,226,267

133

288

719,159,540/

1,008,775,853

3,073

4,335

2,040,880
579,635

1.449,237
1,215,652

9

6

*1

3

5

5,080,404
13,660,358

*20,322,069
13,674,847

•65
58

•87
59

28,237,190

54,551,378

121

277

690,418,778

974,778,937

2,950

4,189

89.76

74.55

81.55

70.57

208

280

8,765
167

6,593
146

479
26

416
37

"War

revenues

21.

tors

— Cr

863

24
646

14

operating

application through the mechanical depart-

ment of the Railroad Administration, and upon its approval
the Car Service Section will authorize the owners to call upon
holding roads (as determined from car records) for the
return of the cars in such numbers and at such times as
These cars to move on billing
their shop operations require.
stating the authority and that they must not be diverted.
carrying out the policies here indicated caution
7. In
should be observed by regional directors so as not to bring
about burdensome empty car mileage.

Railway Returns

for 1918

Net operating income of the railways in 1918 as reported
by the Interstate Commerce Commission was $690,418,778,
or about $210,000,000 less than the standard return guaranand $284,000,000 less than the net in

teed by the government

1917.
Operating revenues for the year amounted to $4,913,319,604, an increase of $863,000,000, or 21 per cent, while
operating expenses were $4,006,894,762, an increase of
Taxes amounted to $186,$1,148,000,000, or 40 per cent.
652,095, an increase of about $4,000,000.

The Railroad Administration has

issued a statement com-

piled by the Operating Statistics Section, giving the returns
for the Class I roads, which places the net federal income
for the 12 months at $688,200,083, representing a deficit
of $202,135,602 as compared with the standard return for
This is the first of a series of
those roads, $890,335,685.
monthly statements to be issued covering both earnings and
expenses and also the statistics of freight train movement and
It is stated that the commission's summary
car performance.
The
includes a few railroads not under federal control.
statement explains that in December there are ordinarily
many adjustments in the accounts correcting over-estimates
or under-estimates in previous months based on those accounts which are conducted monthly on a basis of accruals.
These adjustments in December, 1918, particularly in charges^
for retroactive wage payments, have resulted in disturbing
the figures in comparison with December, 1917, but the re-

months as a whole are comparable. The
statement also says:
"In considering the results for 1918 it should be borne in
mind that that year was almost wholly one of war conditions.
sults for the 12

:

February
It
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was necessary

to

move

many

freight expeditiously, in

cases

regardless of cost.
Preference had to be given to munitions
traffic, and this naturally militated against economies.
In
addition, the railroads were compelled in many instances to
employ inexperienced and inefficient labor. The railroads
had to supply the demands of the military service generally,
just as other industries did, but also liad the special

made upon them
ways

of supplying the

in France.

The wage

.

.

meu

demand

for the military rail-

had the

effect of increasing

had been no increases in 1918. This does not give
wage increases if applied to a full year, because many of them did not become effective until the latter
The increased cost of materials also added
part of the year.
there

the effect of the

heavy burdens, locomotive fuel alone accounting for $125,It is also pointed out that the 1918 results were
000,000.
adversely affected by the extreme weather conditions of January and February and the traffic congestion which obtained
In January operating expenses took 95 per
at that time.
cent of the revenues and in February 90 per cent.
In commenting on the statistics for ireight operation, which
were published in our issue of last week, the statement
points out that notwithstanding the heavy losses during the
first two months under federal control the summary for the
year shows that 228,729 miles of railroad produced 435,000,000,000 ton miles in 1918, an increase of 1.8 per cent. The
decrease in the percentage of loaded to total car m.iles is
attributed principally to

empty car miles

tlie

relatively greater proportion of

as the result of the policy of the Railroad

Administration of moving empties in solid trains to the
regions where they would be needed for prospective traffic.
This policy had the favorable result of ameliorating the car
shortage and of expediting movement of traffic.
The passenger traffic for the year, it is estimated, will show
an increase in passengers carried one mile of approximately
The complete figures for the 12 months are not
9 per cent.
Those for the 1 1 months, which are published
yet available.
herewith separately, show an increase of slightly over 9 per
These figures include the movement of troops. It is
cent.
estimated that the passenger train miles for the year were
approximately 9 per cent less than in 1917 as the result of
the policy of curtailing passenger train service.

Passenger Traffic for November and Eleven

Months
The number

la

Carte Service in Dining Cars to

Be Resumed

Director General Hines has sent the following instructions
to the regional directors

"Commencing March

1

next,

may

a la carte service

be

resumed on trains where, in the opinion of the federal manager, this can be done and avoid congestion in dining cars
with the resulting delays to passengers.
On trains where
is continued, it is desired that a wellprovided of not to exceed five courses,
exclusive of relishes and l)everages, of good food, well cooked
and served, appropriate to the occasion. The price of all
table d'hote meals to Ije $1.25, and be made worth the price.
It is required that a prompt and thorough inquiry be made
as to the trains on which table d"hote service should be
continued with the first purpose of rendering the most ef-

tabic d'hote service

."

increases altogether

the 1918 operating expenses by approximately $583,000,000,
or about 32 per cent over what the payrolls would have been
if

A

449

by die

of passengers carried one mile

rail-

roads under federal control during the month of November,
1918, decreased 7.1 per cent as compared with November,
1917, according to the monthly report of the Operating
For the eleven months' period there
Statistics Section.
was an increase over the corresponding period of 1917 of
The Allegheny and Pocahontas regions con9.2 per cent.
tinued to show increases in November.
regions follow:

The

figures

by

balanced meal

ficient

to

and

Ije

satisfactory service to the traveling public.

be clearly understood that the a la carte service

is

It is

not to

be substituted for the table d'hote service on trains where
such action would result in overcrowding the dining cars and
resultant delay to passengers in obtaining service."
The table d'hote service was put into effect as a war
measure because of heavy passenger travel during the war
and a shortage of passenger equipment due to the necessity
of using a large amount of passenger equipment in the transportation of troops.
As these conditions disappear, it is desired to return to the a la carte service, which it is believed
will be

more

satisfactory to the traveling public.

Exports Control Committee Discontinued

The Exports

Control Committee, formed by agreement
between the secretary of war, the secretary of the navy and
the director general of railroads, will be disbanded on March
1 in accordance with a suggestion frum the members of the
committee that its continuance is no longer necessary. Following the signing of the armistice on November 11 there
was a large amount of export war freight enroute to and
The disposition of this tonnage has
at the several ports.
progressed very satisfactorily, either by storage at the ports
There remains a heavy food
or diversion to interior points.
program for overseas, which is well under control by the
respective port committees, i. e.. Freight Traffic Committee,
North Atlantic ports, covering the northern range; Southern
Export Committee, covering the South Atlantic and Gulf.
The congestion at Pacific ports is now under control through
die committees recently appointed as follows: North Pacific
Export Committee, Portland, Ore., having jurisdiction over
Puget Sound ports, and California Export Committee, head-

The comquarters San Francisco, over California ports.
mittee recommended that with the view of preventing port congestion hereafter, the committees of control mentioned shall
be continued, with authority to regulate the flow of traffic
under the present permit system.
The director general has announced the appointment of
Conrad E. Spens as assistant director, Division of Traffic, in
charge of export and import traffic, in addition to his present

PASSENGER TRAFFIC, NOVEMBER, AND ELEVEN MONTHS ENDING WITH NOVEMBER
Pass :ngers Carried

One Mile

Eleven months ended November 30

Month of November
Average

Grand

1918

Increase
or decrease

cent

Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Region
.•!7,348
Southern Region
46,387
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region.... 51,168
31,349
Southwestern Region

251,907,238
430,870,211
205,927,848
888,705,297
545,324,800
78,631,059
457.865,476
311,637,392
486,334,161
273,477,030

d 68,873,625
49,827,201
18,285,441
d 5,064,689
d 75,237,674
d 121,742,377
d 29,824,585

dl9.5
d20.0
d9.8

228,578

3,041,975,215

3,274,605,523

d 232,630,308

d7.1

New

England

Di.strict

Central District
Ohio-Indiana District
Eastern Region

total,

all

d Decrease.

regions

14,504
44,623
12,919
4,784

d 27,215,619
d 18,072,300

d 23,585,706

Increase

Per

1917
279,122,857
448,942,511
229,513,554
957,578,922
495,497,599
60,345,618
462,930,165
386,875,066
608,076,538
303,301,615

Railroad
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

operated
8,160
21,959

A

'

miles

d9.8
d4.0
d 10,3
d7.2
10.1

30.3

d

1.1

or decrease

Per'
cent

d 58,779,039

dl.9

7,837,391
70,991,449
20.049.801
1,032,060,545
192,373,906
1,370,961,950
d 147,355,578
362,730,365
442.014,063

0.2
2.8
0.2
18.1

3,444,628,670

3,153,507,662
5,280.926,519
2,554,430,030
10,988.864,211
5.686,141,282
617,261,608
4,485,017,026
4,344,814,384
6.589,350,805
3,002,614,607

38,986,898,975

35,714,063,923

3,272,835,052

1918
3,094,728,623
5,288,763,910
2,625,421,479
11,008.914,012
6,718,201,827
809,635.514
5,855,978,976
4,197,458,806

6.952081,170

1917

31.2
30.6

d3.4
5.5

14.7
9.2
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duties as manager, inland
tion.

Mr.

Si>en.s will

traffic,

U.

S.

Food

Adniini.stra-

co-ojieratc very closely with the

De-

partment of Commene, the State Department, and the Shipping Board, also with import and export commercial interests, to enable them to compete succes^fully in foreign fields.
In co-operation wilii the Shij)ping Board, assistance will he
given in establishing new steamship service in American bottoms to foreign countries that will best serve the commercial
interests in tliis country, and also give complete information
as to inland and ocean freight rates and other necessary
transportation data that will assist in developing foreign
commerce. Particular attention will be given to port conditions and the routing of import and export freight to prevent congestion at our ports.
For the time being, the present permit system on export
Necessaiy improvements at the
freight will be continued.

various ports will be made a special study. Under the Webb
act, consolidation of competing industrial concerns for the
purpose of developing their export business is permitted. It
is expected that consolidated interests, formed as a result,
will make for the larger export of manufactured goods from
the countr}'.

George D. Ogden, chairman of the Exports Control Commanager of the Pennsylvania Railroad, witli office at Philadelphia, and R. L.
McKellar, secretary, will continue in charge of the foreign
commerce service of the Southern Railway System, with office
at Washington.
mittee, will continue as freight traffic
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"This represents our general policy, which is actuated by
our earnest desire to protect the general situation.
The
Railroad Administration has a very important selfish interest
to accomplish this, because whatever will j)rotect the general situation will help general business, and this is of vital
imjiortance to the Railroad Administration.
"It is very important, however, to bear in mind the fact
that the Railroad Administration's part in these matters is
much more restricted than is generally a.ssumed. Only about
oiu'-fourtli or a little more of tlic total bituminous coal production is consumed by the railroads.
To a very large extent the mines whose output can actually be used for railroad
purposes is restricted on account of the quality of coal
needed. A further important point is that at the request and,
indeed, at the insistence, of the Fuel Administration, the
Railroad Administration has made contracts for a large part
of its coal, with the result that only about 20 per cent of the
coal used by the Railroad Administration is not covered by
contract.
Naturally the contract coal cannot be modified except with the consent of the operators.
"Moreover, the very large amount of storage coal which
the railroads have accumulated was accumulated at the request of the Fuel Administration, and while we are endeavoring to use this storage coal in such a way as not to embarrass the situation the fact remains that the coal is there
and must be consumed.
"It must also be remembered that the volume of coal which
the Railroad Administration consumes is limited by the vol-

ume
Coal Purchasing Policy Outlined
Director General Hines, in a conference on February 18
with J. L. Lewis, vice-president of the United Mine Workers
of America, and Warren E. Pippin, of the Labor Bureau,
United States Fuel Administration, representing the organized coal miners of the country, discussed the coal purchasing policy of the Railroad Administration and requested the
co-operation of the officials of the United Mine Workers in
getting specific instances in which it can assist the general
coal mining labor situation, having in mind the limitations
necessarily surrounding the Railroad Administration.
The director general outlined the policy of the Railroad

Administration in this respect as follows:
"The policy of the Railroad Administration is to avoid
any action calculated to depress wages of coal miners or the
amount of coal produced. Some time ago our attention was

was a concentration of orders for
the Railroad Administration in certain fields so as to leave
promptly met this
other fields without railroad orders.
called to the fact that there

We

by giving instructions that coal should be bought
as far as possible by each railroad on its own railroad. The
point was also made that we were using our storage coal to
such an extent as to reduce very largely the current production.
We promptly met this by giving instructions that we
should diminish our withdrawal of coal from storage and use
a large amount of current production.
"It was also claimed that the Railroad Administration
was trying to force down prices to such an extent as to bring
about a decrease in the price of labor. We met this point
not only by requiring the wider distribution of purchases already mentioned, but also by providing that we should not
suggest any prices to the operators, and to stipulate that any
prices named by the operators must be based on existing
situation

wages.

"The point has also been made that publicity ought to be
provided in the obtaining of bids and making of contracts.
We have met this point by providing that any prices which
are established will be available to representatives of the
mners or others who may be interested, and who may request
the information, both as to prices and as to the names of
the sellers.

of business, and as business is now falling off this
operates to reduce the volume.
It seems to me we have met
substantially the various needs that have been presented to
The only other possibility that occurs to me is that if
us.
the operators with whom we have made contracts for about
80 per cent of the coal are willing to release us from those
contracts we will be glad to distribute that coal among the
various mines which can produce the necessary quality of
coal and which will be willing to sell at the same prices we

have under the contracts."

Weekly

Traffic

Report

Director General Hines has announced the cancellation
effective February 15 of requirements to obtain permits on
carload shipments of domestic freight to New York City
except for local lighterage.
Embargoes against domestic
freight to Philadelphia and Baltimore as well as to New
York were materially modified on February 15. According to the weekly traffic report for the week ended February
17, the condition at the various ports was in fairly good
shape, 4,920,000 bushels of grain having been exported
during the week, and a number of ships are now loading.
This affords considerable space in the elevators and permits
are being issued freely for the movement of freight from
The movethe west to both the Atlantic and Gulf ports.
ment of principal fruits and vegetables so far this seasen,
greatly exceeds that of last year.
Cattle and hog receipts
at the Union Stock Yards, Chicago, decreased 12 per cent
under the same period of last year, although sheep receipts
showed an increase of 11 per cent. Passenger travel from
practically all parts of the country continued unusually
heavy, this being particularly noticeable to Florida points.
A summary of the report follows:
Eastern Region: The automobile business is reported
as being extremely prosperous, and one large concern has
acquired 300 additional acres in order to enlarge its plant.
During the week permits were issued covering about 25,000
cars of export freight, of which 10,000 were commercial

—

freight.

—

Allegheny Region: A new plan for the delivery of
perishable freight at New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore was established on February 15, which should greatly

February
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improve the service. On account of heavy export movement of grain from the elevators at Atlantic seaboard, permits are being issued freely on grain from the West.
Pocahontas Region: The movement of coal and coke
continues very light, showing a decrease of 3,000 cars under

—

the previous week, while local loading of general freight also
Twelve pig iron furnaces and
slight decrease.
steel plants are reported out of blast, some for repairs, and
Dumping of coal at tideothers account lack of orders.
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It is announced that the food administration will purchase
within the next 10 days about half a million barrels of flour,
and probably an additional half million barrels within the
succeeding 10-day period. Permits will not be requested on
any of this material for about two weeks.

Automatic Train Control Committee

shows a

Passenger travel
water showed a decrease of 98,846 tons.
continues very good, requiring extra equipment on regular
trains, as well as the operation of forty-four extra passenger
trains.

Southern Region:

—The

number

of

cars

loaded and

received from connections showed an increase of 56,027 cars,
as compared with the previous week, although the increase
was only 5,473 cars greater than the same period of 1918.

There are no accumulations at terminals, or embargoes, but
box cars still continues. Movement of fruits
and vegetables from Florida shows about 25 per cent increase over last year, and the demand for refrigerator equipment is heavy; however, no difficulty in filling requisitions.
The low price of cotton continues to retard the movement of
The domestic demand for lumber conthis commodity.
Passentinues light, but European bookings are reported.
ger business was very heavy, and tourist hotels in Florida
are having an exceptionally good season.
Northwestern Region: The general strike situation
at Seattle has cleared and all laborers have returned to their
the surplus of

—

work, with the exception of the shipyard workers, who will
During the
doubtless resume operations within ten days.
week 101,118 cars of freight were loaded in the Northwestem region, which was a decrease of about 1 per cent under
the corresponding week of last year, but an increase of 17
per cent over the corresponding week of the previous month.
The elevators at Duluth and Milwaukee are filled to capacity, retarding the movement of grain to primary markets.
Live stock loadings continue to show increases as compared
with the previous week, as well as with the same period last
year.
Passenger traffic is heavy throughout the entire
region.

Central Western Region:

—During

the

week 103,680

cars of freight were loaded, a decrease of about 11 per cent
under loading for the corresponding week of last year,

accounted for by heavy snows, sleet and high
winds throughout Nebraska, Kansas and Colorado. The
export freight on hand at San Francisco is being gradually
reduced, and at the present time is equivalent to 890 carloads.
Passenger travel has been about normal, although

The Committee on Automatic Train

Control devoted its
meeting in Washington, February 14, to clearing the decks
by eliminating from consideration about 180 plans for automatic train control systems which had previously been passed
on and condemned by the Interstate Commerce Commission as having no merit.
The committee had before it approximately 250 plans, most of which had never been submitted to any practical test, and most of which had previously been submitted to the commission, but including some
15 new ones proposed to the committee.
At the next meeting on February 28 the committee will devote itself to the
consideration of 50 or 60 plans which include those that
possess a greater degree of merit with a view to reducing
the number to those which are worthy of careful investigation.
These will be taken up one at a time alphabetically
with the persons interested, and from them the committee
will probably select one of each type for test.

Rate Policies

The

director general has instructed the freight traffic

com-

mittees that they are not to docket or send out for consideration by the public any case involving a general advance or a
general readjustment, as to rates, fares, charges, regulations
or practices, in a territory or district, on one or more commodities, until the matter has

and approved

The

first

been submitted to him

for consideration with the public.

existing policy of the Railroad Administration as to

on rail and water routes was
war conditions and to meet a war

differential freight rates

estab-

lished on the basis of

situa-

tion,

and now

consideration

that the armistice has been signed very careful
is

being given to a revision of this polic}' to

meet peace conditions and
just

and equitable basis

to

make

certain that an entirely

for these rates

is

established under

Much complaint has been made because
peace conditions.
the Railroad Administration has fixed water rates at so near
the level of the rail rates as to make the cost of water transportation practically the same as by rail.

partially

movement

Thirty-four
California continues heavy.
number of extra cars were operated durPassenger
ing the week to move discharged soldiers.
schedules are being revised with a view to giving improved
service, and observation and buffet cars are being restored

the

to

troop trains and a

on some of the through

trains.

Export

general has signed compensation contracts
with the Union Pacific, covering also the Oregon Short Line,
director

Oregon-Washington Railway & Navigation Company, Des
Chutes Railroad, Green River Waterworks Company, Rattlesnake Creek Water Company and Union Pacific Water Company, for $38,552,928 yearly; with the Central New England, for $1,468,123; with the Washington Southern, for
$468,482; and with the Trinity & Brazos Valley, for
$100,000.

Traffic

A

considerable improvement in the movement of overseas
the week ended February 1 1 over the week previous
is shown in a report from the Exports Control Committee.
The total number of cars on hand at North Atlantic ports
for the week ended February 13 was 31,436, while for the
traffic for

week ending February 4 there were 32,343, a decrease in accumulation of cars for the week of February 13 compared
The deliveries of export
to the previous week of 907 cars.
freight at the various ports for the months of August to December, 1918, inclusive, amounted to 260.488 cars; apportioned as follows: North Atlantic range, 234,428 cars; South
Atlantic range, 4,991 cars; Gulf range, 21,069 cars.
The
average monthly deliveries for the same period amounted to
52,097 cars.

Contracts Signed

The

Seniority Rights for Russian Railway Service Corps
In supplement No.

1

to

General Order

No

51, issued

by

the director general, the provisions of General Order No. 51
are extended to include employees in the service of the Russian Railway Service Corps.

The Train Despatcher's Relaxation

— The

train desrequired to keep
the Information Bureau posted at all times on the prospective
arrival of trains, in order that proper time may be posted
on all the bulletin boards this applies not only at terminals,
but also at all stations on the line where the trains stop. It
is not a case of do it if you have time; the law says we must.
We do. It's part of the day's work. /. A. Shockey. S. P.

patcher, in addition to his other duties,

—

—

(?)
is

Railroad Hearings Before Senate Committee
Transportation Problem to Pass to Next Congress

Committee Decides Not

to

— House

Hold Hearings
Wasiiinoton,

THEanyFACT

THAT

prucUcally no prospect for
railroad legislation at this session of Congress,
beyond the appropriation of ilu addition to the revolving fund asked for by the Railroad Administration, was
Tiii-.UE

is

emphasized when the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce on Monday decided not to hold any
hearings on the proposal to extend the period of federal
Chairman Sims of the committee had introduced
control.
a bill providing for an extension for five years, and had
planned to begin hearings on Tuesday with Director General Hines as the first witness, but when the committee met
on Monday it was decided to "table" the subject, as there
is not sufficient time for even committee action at this session.
The Senate committee, which has been holding hearings
almost daily since January 3, and has listened to a variety
of plans for the solution of the railroad problem, has also
indicated a loss of interest in the subject as far as this
is concerned, and decided last week to hold only two
It also began to limit the time of the
hearings a week.
witnesses. After holding a session on Tuesday and Wednesday this week it was decided to bring the hearings to a close
session

on Thursday.
Immediate

interest in the prospects for the railroads is
centered in the attitude to be taken by President Wilson when he returns to Washington next week from the peace
He is planning to leave again for Europe in a
conference.
few days, but during his stay he is expected possibly to

now

decide regarding an extra session of Congress, which would
give an opportunity to work out a new plan of railroad regulation, and also as to the relinquishment of the railroads.
There has been some expectation that he might issue a
proclamation setting a future date for the return of the
roads during his stay here, but there are no indications that
the date has been decided.
Director General Hines, in testifying before the House
appropriations committee, referred to the possibility of releasing the roads this fall, and doubted very much if there
He also told
could be a relinquishment earlier than that.
the committee that the Railroad Administration is working
on a policy of restoring transportation to its normal basis
in view of the probability of a return, and the administration is preparing in many ways to facilitate the transition

The purpose of the appropriaenable the administration to settle its accounts
with the railroads and to assist the roads in financing during
the transition period.
"And there is a possibility that shortly before the actual
relinquishment, the roads will be restored to the corporate
organizations for operation under the general direction of the
back

tion

to private operation.

is

to

director general.

Testimony before the Senate committee during the past
week has included statements by Daniel Willard, president
of the Baltimore & Ohio; S. Davies Warfield, president of
the National Association of Ovmers of Railroad Securities;
G. M. Freer, president of the National Industrial Traffic
League, and N. L. Amster, president of the Investors' Protective

Association.

Statements by

Howard

Elliott, president

and chairman of

the Northern Pacific and chairman of the committee on
intercorporate relationships of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, and by Samuel Rea, president of the Pennsyl-

Senator Undervania, also were filed with the committee.
wood filed a statement by E. D. Kenna, formerly vice-president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and Senator

D.

C.

Ciininiins lias also jmt into the records of the hearing plans
for tiic disjjosition of the railroads proposed by Paul M.

Warl)urg and Jules

S.

Bache.

Daniel Willard's Statement
Mr. Willard said

in part:

"My

experience convinced me that it was desirable, in
fact necessary, that in time of war or unusual emergency, all
of the more important agencies of transportation should ije
so co-ordinated that, taken together, and as a whole, they
might be said to form a national system of transportation.
But unified control, like all things else of real value, must
be paid for in some manner, and the price is the sacrifice
of competition of service.
There cannot be unity of control
and competition of service at one and the same time the
two things are incompatible.
Competition of service has
probably done more than any other one thing or influence
to raise the standard of equipment and performance of
American railroads, and as a policy it should not be lightly
given up, and in no event should it be abandoned unless
something else of equal or greater value be obtained in its
place.
I do not, however, share the views of the director
general that unified control, when desirable, cannot be had
under private ownership with governmental regulation, and
the information which Mr. Kruttschnitt has laid before this
committee concerning the results of unified control of the
steam railroads obtained by the so-called Railway War
Board, for a period of nine months preceding federal control,

—

my belief. That a condeveloped which the voluntary organization

affords a most substantial basis for
dition

finally

created by the railroads, subject as it was to many statutory
restrictions, was unable to deal with promptly and effec-

must be admitted, but we have the direct statement
from the director general that he also would have been
unable to deal effectively with the same situation had it not
been for the fact that he was authorized by law to ignore
the restrictions which applied to the railroads under private
tively,

operation.
I

doubt

if

there has ever been a proper appreciation, of

was caused in this country in connection
and transportation matters, incident to
the sudden change in 1917 from a peace-time to a war-time
basis, and much was required besides the mere unification
the confusion that

with

all

industrial

of the railroads to bring order out of the confusion so resulting.
As time went on, however, the necessary remedies were

discovered and then applied, the war-time basis became
normal basis, and order was gradually re-established.
was not possible at that time, or in any event did not seem

first

the
It

wise, for the railroads to place such restrictions

upon

the

ordinary peace-time commerce of the country as were found
to be necessary and practicable later on.
The congestion of freight at the eastern terminals in the
fall of 1917 was due largely to an unprecedented condition
of commercial and industrial readjustment which the railroads were obliged to deal with, while at the same time

having some regard for the existing rules and regulations
established by law.
These questions were not primarily and entirely matters
of railroad control and operation, although closely related
thereto, but were problems that developed, and naturally
so, out of a condition of world war, and later on were dealt
with more or less effectively by the different governmental
agencies established for that purpose.
It has frequently been asserted that the steam railroads
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in the United States under private ownership had broken
down, and that it became necessary on that account for the
government to take possession and assume control of the

physical properties.

I

cannot agree with those

who hold

that opinion, nor can I find anything in the record of performance of the carriers under private control and operation, or in the record of

performance during twelve months

and operation that gives support to that
the contrary, the record of actual performance
under federal control with almost exactly the same facilities
and with substantially the same official staff, is the best and
of federal control
assertion.

On

most convincing evidence

that the railways, both as to
physical properties and personnel, had not only not broken
down, but were in fact most efficient agencies of transportation.

was not opposed to the taking over of the railroads by
the President in December, 1917.
Congress itself had foreseen the possible necessity for such action as a war measure
and had provided for it by suitable legislation passed 18
months before, and at a time when the railroads were carrying a greater volume of traffic than ever before, and when
no one ventured to suggest that they were even threatened
I

with breakdown.
A policy of enforced competition did not and could not
readily adapt itself to the unforeseen situation.
Further,
the control over railroad rates and practices which had been
vested in the state and interstate commissions could not be,

was not, so exercised as to promptly and
amply satisfy the changed conditions brought about by the
war, and consequently the financial condition of many of
the carriers, because of rapidly mounting cost of operation,
became critical. In short, a policy of regulation designed
or in any event

with peace-time conditions, failed to satisfy the requirements created by war, and we are now confronted with
the problem
if private ownership is to continue
of providing such a system of regulation as will not only properly
protect and promote the interests of the public and the
carriers in times of peace, but which will also quickly and
easily adjust itself to the requirements either of peace-time
or war-time emergency.
Private ownership and operation of the railroads as a
policy have not failed.
Regulation as a government policy
has not failed.
It has been clearly shown, however, that
a system of regulation designed for peace-time conditions
might not, and, in fact did not, properly function in time
of war, and as it was necessary to act promptly, the government assumed control of the railroads and proceeded
to run them as if there were no restrictive laws and regulato deal

—

—

tions.

"Actual experience now leads to the conclusion, so it
seems to me, that the railroads under private ownership,
and subject always to governmental regulation, should be
lawfully authorized to do whatever would be done in the
public interest under government ownership and operation,
or is actually being done in such interest at the present time
under governmental control and operation.
"I am familiar with the recommendations that have been
submitted on behalf of the Association of Railway Executives, and I approve and endorse the general plan so outlined, because I believe that if adopted and put in effect
with a firm desire to make it succeed, it would provide such
method of procedure and such agencies of control as would
enable the railroads in the future under private ownership
to deal promptly and effectively with any probable emergency
which might arise, and, if in connection therewith Congress
will establish a definite and adequate rule for rate-making
as related to the invested capital, the credit of the carriers

which has been seriously disturbed by the uncertainties of
the past will again and in time be sufficiently restored to
attract the large sums of new capital constantly required
for the additional facilities and equipment necessary to keep
pace with the growing commerce of this country.
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"I have listened to the report and recommendations submitted by Mr. Clark on behalf of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and I believe they also would go far toward
meeting the requirements.
The two plans have much in
common, but the one suggested by Mr. Cuyler would give to

Commerce Commission exclusive authority to
deal with all rates and security issues, would have Congress
provide a definite rule for rate-making, and would create
a new Department of Transportation, the head of which
would have a seat in the President's Cabinet. Such a department, in my opinion, is desirable primarily in order to
bring about that co-operative development and use of the
different agencies of transportation which are needed in the
public interest.
the Interstate

"Mr. Warfield on behalf of the National Association of
Owners of Railroad Securities, has proposed a definite rule
for rate-making.
His recommendation, as I understand it,
contemplates that rates shall be established in each of the

so-called rate regions so as to yield, as nearly as may be, a
fixed percentage return upon the combined value of the
property devoted to the public use by the railroads in that
region, with the limitation that if any individual carrier in
such region shall be able to earn from rates so fixed a

greater return upon the value of its property than the rate
per cent fixed for the region, two-thirds of such excess shall

go

to the government.
While this plan does not contemplate a positive guarantee of any fixed amount, it would
afford a definite guide or measure and would in my opinion

be a decided improvement upon the methods of the past.
He suggests that 6 per cent be the fixed rate of return upon
the value of the property as shown by the book investment
account of road and equipment.
I think there can be no
difference of opinion concerning the soundness of the principle underlying his recommendation,

and I firmly believe
no less a rate of return than 6 per cent upon no less
an amount than the combined book property investment

that

account of

all the railroads

ficient to establish

own study

leads

taken as a whole, will be suf-

and sustain the

me

credit of the carriers.

My

to the conclusion that a rate oi

6^2 per
cent upon the combined property investment account, and a
rate of 6 per cent, I fear, may prove to be too small, and
it may be fairly said that the success or failure of private
ownership of the railroads as an economic policy, rests upon
the wise and correct determination of this particular phase

of the problem.
"All are seemingly willing that railroads should be permitted in the public interest to pay a fair return upon the
fair value of their property devoted to the public use, but
I am convinced that it has now become necessary that some

one speaking with authority should say definitely what is
a fair rate of return and upon what definite amount.
Congress undoubtedly has authority to fix the rate of return on
property devoted to the public use, and until some fairer or
more accurate basis is found for determining the value of
the railroad properties so used, I respectively submit that
the book investment accounts of the cairiers as a whole afford
the best evidence of such value.
"It would, of course, be the duty of the Interstate Commerce Commission or some other agent of Congress to see
that an adequate rate structure was established and maintained, and in that connection it would be a mistake, I believe, to minimize the difficulties growing out of our present
dual system of rate regulation. It seems clear that Congress
has ample authority to deal with this matter if it chooses
I am in favor of leaving the states as free as
to do so.
possible to deal with all matters affecting transportation,
subject only and always to the one qualification that they
shall not seek or be permitted in the interest of any particular state to place an undue burden upon the commerce
of all the other states.

"The labor phase of the railroad problem is indeed mr-^t
important as has already been pointed out, but, as has !,ccn
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shown by Mr.

Garn-t.-^on.

is

it

a

common

factor to be dealt

with under any form of control or operation.

Clearly

it

the pul)lic interest that those wiio man the trains and
engines or whose duties are in any way related to tlie safe
and proper operation of the roads, sliuuld be a selected and
is

in

reliable class of

men, and

it

is

al.so

in

the public interest

that they should

jje well paid and provided with safe and
working conditions, and furtiier, after they have
become incapacitated for the more exacting duties Of tiie

suitable

railroad service, they should be provided if possible either
with work more suitable to their pliysical condition, or with
a pension or annuity based u{)on their average earnings over
a period of years, and the expense incident to this reason-

able arrangement should

be

included

in

the

cost

of the

service rendered to the pul)lic.

"I am not in favor of such a division of excess profits
with labor as Mr. W'arfield suggests, because such a plan
in my opinion would be extremely difficult of fair application and does not rest upon the right principle.
I believe
thoroughly in good wages, and if a man does work of
unusual value he sliould receive unusual reward, l)ut the
two should go together, and that would not necessarily
follow under Mr. Warfield's plan.
I agree fully with the
idea advanced by Mr. Plumlj on behalf of the four brotherhoods, that the best results will be obtained when men are
actuated by hope of reward, and not by fear of punishment,
and in no line of gainful endeavor has there been greater
opportunity for advancement and reward than in the rail-

road service. Trivate ownership will preserve the conditions
which have made such advancement possible.
The very
great majority of the railroad officers today have reached
their present positions through well established lines of
promotion and because they were believed to be fitted for
the enlarged responsil)ilities placed upon them.
Having
entered the railroad service as an unskilled laborer when
only eighteen years old, I have seen and know the things
of which I speak.
Private ownership and operation will
preserve and enlarge the opportunities to which I have referred.
Government ownership and operation, in my opinion, would in a large degree destroy them.
"Director General McAdoo referred to a number of reforms which he recommended be continued under whatever
form of control might ultimately be decided upon. I agree
fully with his recommendations in thai connection with two
or possibly three exceptions.
I am opposed, however, to
the

extension of the period of federal control,
the director general, because I believe that
if such extension is granted, that by the end of that period
it would he practically impossible to restore the roads to the
owners, and government ownership would be the only alternative, and I am opposed to the policy of government ownership and operation of the railroads.
The occasion which
justified the taking over of the railroads having passed, it
is now, so it seems to me, the clear and peremptory duty of
the government to restore, as soon as may be, the properties
so taken, to the rightful owners. This should be done as
^oon as Congress can provide, by suitable legislation, for
In the meantime, it
the relinquishment of federal control.
is certainly the moral duty of the government to protect the
ipropert}' from unnecessary harm or disarrangement, in order
that it may be restored in 'as good repair and in substantially as complete equipment as it was in at the beginning
five-year

recommended by

of federal control.'
"I have carefully considered the plan submitted by Mr.
Plumb on behalf of the four brotherhoods. Aside from the
fact that I believe his conclusions are erroneous concerning
the possible savings to be effected in cost of capital, it seems
to me that his plan has all the objections which in my mind
are associated with government ownership and operation.
He proposes that the government should furnish the facilities
and capital needed, and that the railroad officers and em-
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ployes should operate the properties, and, having
a twothirds majority of the jjoard of directors, they
would evidently be in a position to manage the properties as
they

might elect, and while I have no doubt it would be their
honest purpo.se to operate the roads efficiently, I simply
do
not believe that efficient operation wfjuld be possible
or
prol)ai)le under the plan tiiey propose
"If Congress, as a minimum program:
Will provide .1 <lcfinitc and work.il.lc rule for rateniakinR an
related to
hy (ixiDR an a<l.(iuatc percrntaKc ratio of railway operating
income
comhincd property investment account of the railroads as a whole
'
.liong general lines such as I have di-scussed; and
2.
Will affirmatively authorize the railroads to combine their properties
and operations, subject to eovernmental approval, as and when shown to
be
1.

ca|)it,il.

the

to

desirable in the public interest; and
3.
Will affirmatively authorize the carriers to issue securities for
construction, equipmcni, enlargement of their properties, and for the refunding
of oblisations, subject to exclusive supervision of the federal commission; and
4.
Will provide for the extension, for a reasonable period, of the indebtedness of the carriers to the United States for advances and loans made by

any governmental agency during federal control; and

5.
Ill addition thereto,
will cither create the new agci.cies which have
lictn sugjicstcd, or enlarge .mil extend the existing regulating agencies so that
matters rc<iuiriiig govcrnincital detcniiin ition may be promptly disposed of;

"Congress will then have dealt with the matters fundamentally essential at this time.
With such legislation, I
believe that the difficulties which have confronted private
ownership and operation of the railroads in the past will
be very greatly reduced, if not entirely eliminated, that the
railroad credit will be re-established, and that the public
will lie provided with ample transportation facilities at
reasonable rates and at lower rates than they would be required to pay under government ownership or control."

Corporations Should Be Reinstated

Cummings asked whether

would be wiser, asextended, to turn the
railroads Ijack immediately or to hold them until Congress
acts.
Mr. Willard replied that he was not sure either alternaSenator

suming that federal control

is

it

not

was necessary. He would like to see the Baltimore &
management of its own company as soon as
possible and would not like to see the period indefinitely
tive

(Jhio under the

extended.

If

Congress thought

it

could

legislate

in

six

months or a year he did not see why the corporations could
not be put back in charge of the properties subject to the
direction of the director general so they could begin again

own way. Asnecessary to set
aside the corporation organizations, he said, that occasion
is now past.
There is now no congestion, no car shortage,
no shortage of engines or shortage of labor and no reason
why the railroads should be managed today differently than
n\ the past.
If the corporations were reinstated, the director
general could still issue any instructions he considered necessar}- to meet any particular situation.
Senator Pomerene
remarked that if the railroads were not competent to manage
their own affairs they could probably employ most of the
men who have been connected with the director general's
organization.
"I assume they could," replied Mr. Willard,
the development of their properties in their

suming that the war emergency made

it

"as they had most of them before."
Senator Cummins said it is obvious that there will be no
general railroad legislation this session nor until after next
December and that if the President and the director general
carry out their announced intention the railroads will have
been returned before that time.
Mr. Willard said he was
not in a position to know exactly what position his road
would be in under such circumstances because he had not been
in charge of its operations and did not know whether the
present rates would be sufficient under normal conditions
because some of the road's traffic has been diverted to other
Moreover, lawyers differ radically as to whether the
I'nes.
state rates would remain in effect; if rates were reduced,
he said, the railroads could not get along if returned
immediately.

"We

know," he

said, "that

wages have been increased by

:
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If
the government by substantially $900,000,000 a year.
the government having put on that increased charge should
turn the railroads back with lower rates than the director

general got, the effect would be so serious that I cannot conceive that the government would treat private property that
way. I hate to accept the conclusion that the President would

do that. I cannot believe that any administration would do
what has been suggested."
"If they believe what they say, they intend to turn the
roads back very soon," said Senator Cummins.
Senator Pomerene remarked that in view of the fact that
the director general still has 21 months, if he asks for a five
year extension and cannot get it and then turns the roads
back precipitately he would not be acting fairly toward either
Senator Cummings thought that
Congress ought to do something to prevent such a contingency.
When Senator Kellogg declared that it was useless to speculate on that subject because if the administration made up
its mind to do so it could turn the roads back before Congress could pass a bill, Senator Cummins said he at least
proposed to make an attempt.
He proposed to offer as
an amendment to the appropriation bill his bill to take away
from the President the power to relinquish the railroads until
authorized by Congress.
Chairman Smith of the committee
remarked that that would look as if Congress were afraid
the public or the railroads.

the President and the director general would not do the right
thing.

would look as if we were afraid they would do exactly
what they have said they would do," said Senator Cummins.
Mr. Willard said that the two fundamentals of the problem are the money that the railroads owe the government and
the rate question.
In view of the prospective government
financing the companies would be unable to pay their loans
to the government but doubtless an extension of time could
be arranged. The railroads, however, like any other institution, must have money to pay their bills and he pointed out
that general commodity prices have increased to a far greater
extent than railroads rates. For instance, he said, from 1914
to 1919, the price of wheat had increased 117 per cent and
the freight rate on wheat 53 per cent, lumber had increased
119 per cent and the rate 38 per cent, steel rails 89 per
cent as compared with 53 per cent, stone ballast 107 per
cent as compared with 40 per cent and dressed meats 87 per
cent as compared with 53 per cent.
Senator Pomerene asked
"It

whether Congress ought to authorize the additional appropriation of $750,000,000 for the Railroad Administration or
should attempt to arrange things so that the railroads can
finance themselves. Mr. Willard said that it seemed to him
there was no alternative, in view of the prospective Liberty
loan, because unless the government could finance the railroads in part they would be unable to carry out an improvement program.
It might be possible for them to borrow
money at 6, 7 or 8 per cent, Ijut this would have to be taken
care of eventually in the rates and it would be cheaper for
the government to advance part of the money.
If Congress should accept the five year plan now, Mr.
Willard declared, it might as well recognize that it would
be merely accepting government ownership under another
name. If the plan succeeded the government would naturally
want to continue the operation and if it were unsuccessful
the railroads would hardly want their properties back.
He
pointed out that the Baltimore & Ohio corporate organization now includes only 70 or 80 persons, whereas the 70,000
employees of its operating organization have been taken over
by the government.
If the director general should carry out
the policy that Mr. McAdoo indicated, expending $2,000,000,000 or $3,000,000,000 on the roads for conimon purposes, it would practically require the government to take

over the roads.

Mr. Willard objected to the plan of consolidating the
railroads into regional companies, but suggested that they
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be allowed to be consolidated along natural lines into about
25 large systems.
This would preserve competition and
would take care of the problem created by the weak roads.
Senator Cummins asked why the Interstate Commerce Commission should not be authorized to require such consolidations.

Mr. Willard said that the railroads have made such
do this very thing, sometimes to the extent of run-

efforts to

ning against the law, that he thought the only thing necessary
was to remove the restrictions and let natural laws work it
If they did not work out the plan could be made comout.
pulsory.
Mr. Willard said he had endorsed the plan for a
secretary of transportation proposed by the Association of
Railway Executives, but did not think it was so fundamental
as to whether the cabinet officer or some other agency were
created for the purpose.
The important thing was to have
some agency to study the whole transportation problem, not
for the purpose of administering the railroads, but for the
purpose of establishing a national transportation policy.
Senator Underwood asked to what extent the executives were
Mr. Wilin favor of the principles of Mr. Warfield's plan.
lard said the executives had recommended that Congress
establish a definite rule of rate-making which would provide
an adequate return but did not attempt to state the rule. He
was authorized to say that Chairman Cuyler of the Association of Railway Executives had endorsed the fundamental
principles of the Warfield plan, but he did not know to what

would agree to it.
In connection with Mr. Willard's testimony, S. T. Bledsoe
of the law committee of the Association of Railway Executives filed with the committee a statement comparing the
state and interstate passenger fares in effect on December 31,
1917.

extent the executives generally

Howard
An

abstract of

Mr.

Elliott's

Statement

Elliott's statement follows

The Interstate Commerce Law was passed in 1887. Not
unnaturally, after 30 years, some defects have been developed
in a plan created out of the thought and opinion of people
30 to 40 years ago, and it has been found lacking under the
conditions of today, and this is also true of restrictive and
conflicting state laws

We

and regulations.

Probably
none of our great economic problems can be actually solved
permanently.
We can, and always will, improve on past
practices, and we should approach this matter with that idea
in mind and not with the idea that an absolutely perfect plan
can be developed and put into effect.
Congress in its wisdom
can surely take the accumulated information and the best
thought obtainable on this important matter and produce a
law that will make better the present situation and provide a
basis, perhaps, for another 30 years of railroad operation
during which period, no doubt, new men, new minds, and new
conditions will make it clear that some other arrangement
is more desirable for the general welfare of the nation.
What has been accomplished under private ownership and
operation in the past is good evidence of what can be accomplished in the future if private energy and initiative are encouraged and repressive and conflicting regulation removed.
The war produced conditions which showed clearly that
the then existing regulatory system was not adjusted properly
talk about

solving the railroad problem.

for that emergency.
The demands of many classes of employees for heavy increases in pay could not l)e dealt with
successfully by the owners and managers of the railroads.
It also showed that in the part of the United States east of
Chicago and north of the Ohio river the sudden and rapid
increase in the volume of business necessary for carr}'ing on
the war was greater than some of the railroads could handle.
There was little or no trouble confronting the railroads in
handling the business in other parts of the country. This
was not a breakdown of the American railroad system anv
more than the inability of the steel companies to furnish all
the steel wanted, the cotton mills all the cotton wanted, and
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the shipyards all the sliips wanted,

was a breakdown of these
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telligent.

If

is

it

once seen that the government

In these cases immediate steps were taken to increase capacity, some of winiii steps are only riiiislicd now,
when the war is over. Similar stojjs were undiTtakcn to tiic

of

extent of the al)ility of the railroads to f^et money, men and
material, but they, too, have l)ccn delayed in completing their
work just as other industries have been. The real trouble

service

was that under the regulatory system not enough latitude or
margin was given to the railroad business to pennit it to
There
kcej) its plant ahead of the demands of the country.
should be a "factor of safety" in the tran.sportation machine
so it will at all times be "ready to serve" and aijle to carry

tions governing the business.

industries.

the "]K'ak" load.
To obtain the results needed for the protection

and developchange and modify

ment of the nation it will be necessary to
The
some practices and ideas that have long prevailed.
owners should assent to a very large measure of federal control, Imt they should also have federal protection and encouragement.

The

great labor organizations should assent

some orderly way of settling disagreements over wages and
working conditions so that the railroads will continue to
The
serve the public pending the adjustments of disputes.
government in its regulating practices should be more responsive to changing conditions, there must be less interference
by states in the national regulation and development of the
railroads, and there must be protection as well as regulation.
to

Present Great Systems Should Be Preserved

The

present great systems of railroads have been built up
and they have developed
along certain lines and are now a part of the industrial and
They are co-ordinated to
financial structure of the nation.
themselves, to the communities they serve, to their connections
and competitors as to tracks, terminals, equipment and other
physical facilities, and their financial structure is very complicated; and they should be allowed to preserve their idenSmall, unsuctity and integrity physically and financially.
cessful and so-called "weak lines" that are dependent upon
their connections with the great trunk lines must gradually
be absorbed and become a part of some of the larger systems,
in the last 40, 50, even 70 years,

has been done in the past.
Regulated competition, especially as to service, should be
Without reasonable
continued between the great systems.
competition, development and the introduction of the most
improved and advanced methods for giving service to the
just as

public will be checked.

It

will

be better for the general

growth of the territory between Chicago and the Atlantic
seaboard if the New York Central is maintained in its entirety, the Pennsylvania System, and the Baltimore & Ohio;
in the West, the Burlington system, the Union Pacific, and
North Western in the Northwest, the Northern Pacific and
Great Northern; in the South, the Southern Railroad, the Atin the Southwest and Pacific coast,
lantic Coast Line, etc.
the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific, and other examples could
;

;

The continuation of these great systems will debe given.
velop a greater spirit of effort on the part of officers and employees than if all competition were eliminated, and this spirit
means much for the future development of the railroads and
greater satisfaction to the public.

Credit to

By means

Be Maintained

reflect promptly
wages and taxes, and higher cost
of new capital, the credit of the railroads and the stability
of their securities should be protected because they form so

changing

of

adequate rates that will

costs, increasing

large a part of the assets of banks, insurance companies,
t-'st funds, etc., and because so many people are interested
(
"tly in insurance policies and deposits in savings banks.
/ "
further, because more capital must be put constantly
'

into the business,

and

investing public.

Capital

it

should be made attractive to the
may be timid, but it is also in-

business instead of confining

tiic'ir

nor will

and

the

railroads

justify the capital in

The man who

so largely to the

no huk of adequate capthemselves fail to give good

restraint of activities, there will
ital,

itself

going
conduct

is

to su.slain constantly the railroads in the legitimate

lie

its

investment.

a dollar of his savings into the transportation i)usiness does .so knowing that his dollar is subject
jjuts

power of the government

to the

his dollar by

to make the rules and
The man who decides

regulato earn

working for the railroad sliould be willing to
wages and regulations just as much

sul)mit to reasonable

man who puts in his dollar already earned. In
a complex civilization like ours there must be continuous
service l)y the transportation agencies, just as much as a
continuous supply of water.
To bring this about there must be some method devised
for reasonable federal supervision and regulation of wages
and working conditions, and such regulation .should eventually receive the final approval from the same power that is
as does the

responsible for the rates of fare and freight charged by the
transportation agencies so that the question of income with
which to pay will be considered at the same time and by
the same final deciding power as the outgo to be paid.

Federal Power Supreme in Cases of Doubt

The power

of final decision as to rates

and practices must

with the federal government, and when it is to the interest of the nation as a whole to have a given basis of rates,
or to adopt a given practice, rules and regulations of states,
counties and municipalities must give way and must be subordinate to federal power.
rest

Any

from the management of the diwhere it is reasonably clear
that such benefits are of a permanent character and in the
benefits

resulting

rector general should be retained

interest of the public in peace times.

The

director general

names 17 reforms that he thinks should be continued.
Those that prove of permanent value can be carried out sucunder private operation if the platform outlined by
Mr. Cuyler and Mr. Thorn is put into effect.
Railroads and water carriers should be permitted to make

cessfully

agreements between themselves covering such practices, as

making of rates and the division of earnings,
the purpose of saving waste and giving better service
to the public; but such agreements should be subject to close
well as the

all for

and approval by federal authorities.
commented on some of the difficulties being encountered in keeping up the organization and
morale of the service, and intimated that unless the roads
inspection, supervision

The

director general

could be kept for a 5 -year period they ought to be turned
back promptly to their owners because of the difficulty of
handling the intricate business satisfactorily under present
laws and conditions for a shorter period. I can well understand the difficulties confronting the director general and his
administration in view of the centralization of detailed management and operation.
There is, however, a method of
helping that situation that can be utilized very promptly.
If all the information accumulated in the so-called "Newlands inquiry" and that to be obtained from the Interstate
Commerce Commission, state commissions, railroads and
from other students of the situation, is utilized, does anyone
believe that some conclusion cannot be reached within the
period fixed by the present law— that is, 21 months after
peace ?

Let Companies Help the Director General
While

this

work

is

going on the President should continue

the central organization in Washington under a director general, who will supervise the whole situation, direct policies,
and make those adjustments with the various railroads that
will be required after governmental control

ceases.

The
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present contracts between the government and the railroad
companies should continue until the new protective legislation
is passed.
But this central organization should direct the
operation of the railroads through the companies themselves
rather than through a system of regional directors.
In other
words, say to the boards of directors and executive officers of
each company that from and after a given date they are to
take charge of their properties and manage, maintain and

operate them for account of the United States and as may be
ordered by the President through the central organization in

Washington.

At once there will begin to be a better feeling
and men, and less uncertainty about the future;
the intricate and delicately adjusted organization on the great
systems of railroads will begin to function better and work
more smoothly and effectively; there will be less lost motion
and crossing of wires than under the very highly centralized

among

officers

system now in existence with regional directors.
Most, if not all, railroad managers have reached the conclusion that what is known as the "divisional system" of
operation is better than the "departmental."
In other words,
that someone must be in the driver's seat on a small enough
unit of property to control the ordinary maintenance and
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and complicated problems presented to the director general
and to those of the corporation charged with the duty of protecting the property rights for which they are responsible.
As a matter of fact, outside of a very proper desire to
scrutinize the purchase of equipment at the very high war
prices, I think there

has been very little difference of opinion between the corporate officers and the federal officers.
Some objection has been made to the distribution of
charges for betterments and improvements, and in some
cases objections have been made to the work actually undertaken, but these have been small in number and amount.
It would seem to be right and proper to those
the ownership of the property to point out to
general that if capital is used for the purchase of
cars and engines, that reduces the ability of the

to

make

other improvements that

the departmental system has been tried it has not
proved effective because of conflict of authority between heads
of different departments

at

long distances from a central

In making this suggestion

I,

no criticism
Washington,

of course, have

make

of the director general, or of the staff in
or of the various regional directors and their assistants
(nearly all of whom I know personally), and they are all

good and experienced men, loyal to the country, to the director general, to the railroads, and all have worked unceasingly.
I believe the plan of operation adopted for the war
period had advantages and helped to produce the results
needed during the critical time, but the present methods in
my judgment are not the best for peace times, either now or in
the future, whatever system of regulation is finally adopted.
I am perhaps freer to make this suggestion than many others
because any change does not affect me personally for the
reason that

my work

may

be found more desirby keeping existing cars and engines in first-class order, and large
terminal and track improvements that increase the ability of
the railroads to make better use of existing cars and engines.
In fact, the director general comments on this in his general
statement.

The Future
In a growing and still undeveloped country like the United
States, and with a future before it more wonderful even than
its past, any system of internal transportation should
provide
for:

directing authority.
to

unnecessary
corporations

able, like repair shops, in order to serve the public

operation subject to a central directing authority as to general
methods, standards of work, maintenance and accounts.

Where

representing
the director

is

of such a character that

it

will not be

by the proposed change, dealing as it does with the
corporate, financial and general questions of policy, organization, finances and management, and not with the detailed
affected

operation of the roads.

Morale Can Be Improved
very strongly that a new basis of regulation can
be worked out within the 21 months' period, and that if the
management and operation of the properties is returned to
the directors of each company, subject to the orders of the
director general, there will be an improved esprit de corps,
less unrest, and that greater efficiency will be obtained; that
all of the plans about unification, economy, etc., that the
central administration may wish to carry out can be made
effective by the corporate organizations promptly.
Under
this plan there will be some saving in money because there
is now more or less unavoidable duplication of effort, and a
better preparation will be made for carrying on future constructive work under whatever plan Congress may adopt.
I believe

Fear of 5-Year Plan
There has also been some suggestion by the director genby the corporations, and that
this is one of the difficulties in the situation that might be
cured under a 5-year extension of time. On the contrary, I
believe that a 5 -year extension would make the companies
hold back because of fear that the properties would never
be restored to the owners. There may have been some differences of opinion, which is not unnatural, in the very large
eral of lack of co-operation

1.
Inducement for the individual citizen to engage in the business by
perniitting reasonable rewards for brains, energy, industry and
the capital
employed, suDstanti.ally equal to the same kind of rewarcis in other forms

of

human

effort.

Constant developments of the transportation machine so as to keep it
times ahead of the needs of the growing country.
3.
Adoption of improved and improving methods of carrying on the
business so as to obtain the maximum of efficiency and economy.
4.
Reasonable and regulated competition and co-operation for tiie purpose
of producing development of different sections of the country and improvement m the methods employed by the transportation agencies serving the
2.

at all

country.
5.
Continuity of service so that the transportation machine will always
be in a position to serve the country unless prevented by act of God or
by war.
6.
Regulation by the United States through suitable government agencies, which regulation must be of such a form as
(a) To attract capital and permit a steady improvement in, and
expansion of, the facilities;
(b) Which must protect tlie interests of the public using the
railroads and promote the comfort, convenience and safety of that
public;
(c)
Which m.ust protect
tain and operate the road,

the officers and employees who mainand which must work constantly in the
working and living conditions; and which
must provide some method of adjustment of any controversies
about wages and working conditions;
(d) And which also must protect the interests of those who
have invested money in the securities representing the railroads,
and who are also directly interested because of their insurance
policies, savings bank deposits, etc.
direction

of improving

The suggestions outlined by Mr. Cuyler and Mr. Thom,
representing the crystallized opinion of the principal railroad
men in the United States, point the way to a system of ownership and regulation which will, in my judgment, produce
the results desired by the majority of the people. Mr. Kruttand Mr. Willard have pointed out how much was
under war conditions during 1917 by the
united action of all the railroads, hampered as they were by
restrictive laws.
Much, if not all that can be accomplished
by government ownership and operation can be obtained
under the plans suggested and the value of individual initiaschnitt

accomplished

tive retained.

very gratifying to find that the Interstate Commerce
its experience, makes many suggestions
that are in line with those made by the railroad executives.
Whether to put all the regulatory power in the hands of the
It is

Commission, out of

Interstate Commerce Commission, or to relieve the pressure
on that body somewhat by giving it help in the form of regional commissions, who will be nearer to the people and
to the state commissions, and whether to recognize the great
importance of the transportation business by having a cabinet officer to take charge of some of the executive work connected with regulation and to watch and protect the trans-
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portation

an-,

iiRoiuii-s,

jud(;mcnt.

I

nation will

l)e

of

i(>iir.>^c,

of

(lucstions

and similar approval for im|xjrtant
expenditures for extensions, branches and terminals.
I'hese duties are exceedingly important from a financial and
traffic standpoint, and they will require promi)t action in
tlieir disdiarge, for which some executive officer of the government should be responsil)le. The termination of federal
control will again imrden the commission witii the stui)endous work of handling numerous rate cases and tariffs, railroad accounting, safety ajjpliance acts, hours of service laws,
railroad valuation, traffic congestion and car distril)ution.
The suggestions in the plan i)resented by us to relieve it from
executive and administrative duties, and constitute it a judicial l)ody to pass uixin complaints concerning the reasonal)le-

individual

])rovide for tiieir needs,

on the whole, better results for the
secured by the ])hin suggested by the railroads.
believe,

caf)it;il

Secretary of Transportation

An

effivtive tran.>iiH)rtatii)n

maihinc

is
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vital lo tin- iiitcn-sts

of the nation in war and peace; its importance justifies having a man in the cabinet to confer on an e(|uality with other
cabinet officers dealing with great national questions and
resources, and to present the transportation needs of the na-

He will not
tion directly to the President and his advisers.
manage and operate the railroads any more than the Secretary of Agriculture manages and operates the farms of the

ness and adeciuacy of rates and traffic i)ractices, and to deal
with discriminations, but retaining the supervision of railroad accounting and railroad valuation, are demanded in the

Ho will not exercise the vast powers conferred
director general as a w^ar measure, and he will not
have (as some have suggested) 2,000,000 or more railroad
He will
employees reporting to him, directly or indirectly.
have powers of sujiervision, of correction, and, what is
country.

upon the

interests of

good

l)usiness,

and the welfare of the public and

the railroads.

To undertake the administrative and executive duties of
the commission with reference to the railroads, the suggestion is made for the creation of a department of transportation with a Cabinet officer called the "Secretary of Trans-

equally important, of protection to the largest single business
With his aid, that of the
of the country after agriculture.
interstate and regional commissions, and the state commissions, and with changes in laws as suggested, I believe government ownership and operation can be avoided, and that

its head, and such administrative assistants
be essential to properly observe the transportation
needs, and adequately provide for the same by such orders
as he may be authorized to make, by suggestions and cooperation with the carriers, and by representations to the

portation" as

may

the railroads will enter on another period of stability, and
that they will be able to serve the country wisely and well
and give to their owners reasonable rewards for their in-

as

vestments.

He
Interstate Commerce Commission and the President.
would also be responsible for the approval of adequate rates
and revenues to provide and maintain such proper service
and facilities, and create railroad credit sufficient to meet
public demands.
He would also be required to protect
the just interests of employees, shippers and the traveling
public.
He would recommend to the President such measures and policies as would promote the public interest and
He would deal
the adequacy of the transportation service.

Statement by Samuel Rea
Samuel Rea, president of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, said

in part:

The records demonstrate that the American railways under the system of ownership by the people and their institutions, and private management and operation as distinfrom government ownership and operation, have
produced the most efficient and cheapest transportation
service, have paid the highest wages, and, I have little
guished

with suggestions of the railroads as to traffic distribution,
and the joint use of terminals, distribution of equipment,
and also a proper car supply for shippers. His approval
should be essential to new issues of securities, and important
capital expenditures for extensions, branches and terminals.
He would have power to approve or disapprove decisions
of the wage regulation board on questions respecting wages

Therefore, the sysdoubt, the highest taxes, in the world.
tem that has achieved this for the country should, as a matter of national policy, be continued, suitably modified to

meet changing conditions.

The

necessity for exclusive national regulation of interfrom the many state and federal regu-

state carriers arises

and working conditions.
To my mind, if there has been one helpful situation during the war to prevent delay and secure results, it was the
power of the director general to decide transportation questions promptly.
The railroad companies and the secretar}'
of transportation, charged with executive and administrative

laws and the numerous separate and independent
commissions created have naturally resulted in multiple and
confusing regulation and policies that have seriously restricted the development of the railroads and the country's

latory

The conclusion, after many years
business and resources.
of experience, is that sound railroad credit and improved
facilities can be systematically secured only by concentrating
the regulatory power and responsibility in the federal government, administered, however, through agencies conveni-

duties, should be left in relatively
to

state

and new railroad construction has been brought to
and

a standstill, notwithstanding the increase of population
traffic.

The railroad question is chiefly one of national transportation facilities, national traffic and national finance. Therefore,
in a complete system of federal regulation, the exclusive
power

to supervise

interstate

carriers

government.
secretary

tion necessities

government

The

and authorize the

issue of securities

by

should be the function of the national
railroads should have the approval of the

of transportation,

for

the

issue

of

securities

to

would become the

direct responsibility of the

to the country at large, but this officer

operate the railroads nor appoint any of
.

lack of responsibility behind such multiple
regulations, with the resultant insufficient net profits, has
caused capital to be reluctant to enter into new railroad

The waste and

Commerce Commission if the public interests are not
Through this officer, the transporta-

properly safeguarded.

confusing laws and
regulatorv policies, with no single governmental body responsible for final results, may be illustrated by the financial condition of most of the roads for several years prior
to the war.

an equally strong position
promptly and decisively in executive and adminis-

trative questions, subject, however, to appeals to the Inter-

ent to the public of the several states.
The necessity for relief from such

projects,

act

its

would not
em-

officers or

ployees.

Suggestion is made that the Interstate Commerce Commission may divide the United States into such number of
regions as it may deem wise and as the President mav approve, and regional commissions should be created, consisting
of one member for each of the states embraced in such
region, to provide some regulating agencies convenient to
Decisions of the regional
the people of the several states.
commissions should be final unless the Interstate Commerce
Commission shall otherwise order.
The state commissions, however, should continue to deal
with the regulation of state public utilities, and to perform
.such other duties as may be imposed upon them by their
respective states, but as to interstate commerce their powers
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should only include the rej^ulation of such of the intrastate
duties of interstate carriers as do not affect other states, or
the relative burden of furnishing and sustaining the facilities and instrumentalities of commerce
on which other states
are likewise dependent.
It seems quite clear that no
state

should possess the power, or be willing for any other state
to possess the power, to create discriminations
between the
traffic in one state and the traffic in
another, or by inadequate rates to make a smaller contribution than their sister
states to the

support of the transportation facilities on which
both states are obliged to rely for the carrj-ing of their
traffic.
No matter how able, or just, the state commissions may be,
they are of themselves unable to relieve
interstate
carriers

from the

conflicts

or

burdens imposed by their own and

other state laws.

The ability to promptly initiate reasonable rates would be
helpful to Ijusiness, and would remove the uncertainty that
has hurt railroad credit in the past.
The

Interstate

Commerce Commission should

also have

decide minimum as well as maximum
rates, and to determine the relations of rates and differentials

the final

power

to

whenever necessary.
No scheme of railroad regulation can be successful unless
there is provided in the statute itself an assurance that the
returns from railroad operations will be sufficient to pay
operating expenses and taxes, to give a proper return on the
investment, and to furnish a basis of credit adequate to provide for the public needs for improved and extended facilOtherwise we will see a rapetition of restricted railities.
road credit with its disastrous consequences of limited facilities, inadequate for the commerce of the country.
Practical
experience demonstrates that only by accommodating the
public is it possible for the carriers to be successful, and
continue a sound system of finance for any period of time.

public interest, and equitable to both
labor and capital, that there should be no impairment or
Accordingly the
interruption of the movement of trains.
secretary of transportation should have a wage regulatory
board on which the public, the employees and the employers
Its conclusions should
should have equal representation.
go to the secretary of transportation, who should be the final
Pendauthority to decide wages and conditions of service.
ing such investigation there should be no lock-outs and no
interruptions of service.
The scale of wages and the expense incident to any change in working conditions recommended by the wage board, and approved by the secretary of
transportation, when put into effect should be recognized in
the making of rates as a legitimate expense in transportation
in the public interest.
It is clearly in the

It is clear from the experience of the past and from the
testimony already before this committee by the director general, and from the suggestions of the President of the United
States to Congress, that existing laws should be modified to
bring about further railroad unification and co-operation
among the carriers. In the Pennsylvania System there are
140 active corporations constituting the railroad system.
While these 140 companies represent what were originally
about 600 separate small companies, further unification is
desirable on equitable terms, and could be accomplished betTherefore, as I
ter and cjuicker under national legislation.
assume the conditions ofl the Pennsylvania System to be

typical of

many

of the larger systems, the interstate carriers

should be given authority to acquire the property, stocks and
securities of feeding and connecting lines in their territory,
including lesser companies, and to accomplish consolidations
and mergers subject to the approval of the secretary of transportation.
In view of the manifest tendency of public
opinion toward proper and useful consolidation of railroad
properties, it is necessary to remember that the laws of many
of the states, in their conflicting stat'iton,' provisions,

and

in
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their prohibitions against consolidations, constitute an insuperable obstacle in the way of carrying out any such policy
unless national authority is obtained for it.
Subject to his approval, the carriers should also be able
to enter

into agreements and understandings in respect to
any co-operative arrangements based upon experience, which
may he found in the public interest, and consistent with
efficiency and economical railroad transportation.

As a safeguard against delay or uncertainty that may
ensue in making final financial settlements between the railroads and the government when released from federal control, and to avoid any disruption of the
financial structure
it may be essential that provision
should be
fund the indebtedness of any carriers to the United
States growing out of federal control.
Federal incorporation of the existing interstate carriers

of the country,

made

to

may

be essential to more effectually carry out the foregoing
All contract rights, assets and all powers and franchises, as far as possible, of the existing corporations should
be preserved, in addition to such general powers as may
be conferred upon the corporations by such federal incorpoplan.

ration act.

Under such

a general system of responsible national regucontaining statutory provisions that will insure reasonable and adequate rates, the railroad companies should
be self-sustaining and able to properly serve the public, and
they should not become an obstacle to industrial and commercial progress, nor weaken the financial and credit stabillation,

ity of the nation.

Many

different plans

have been referred

to in the public press as a basis for future railroad relations

with the public and the government, but I believe that the
principles of the plan suggested by the railroad executives
should form the basis of future Congressional legislation,

and

will prove

more

satisfactory,

and

less costly

than any

other system of public regulation, control or ownership so far
suggested.

Benjamin C. Marsh, executive secretary and director of
and the Farmers' National Committee on Transportation, entertained
the
committee with an argument for government ownership and
legislation of the Farmers' National Council

operation of the railroads, proposing that they be paid for
by inheritance taxes and the taxation of profiteers.
Pending
the death of the rich men, he proposed a Lil:)erty Loan
to
obtain $11,000,000,000 or $12,000,000,000 by popular subscription to buy the railroads.
He oljjected to the proposal
that railroad officers and employees should elect two-thirds
of the directors of a government corporation and suggested
five groups of directors, consisting of
representatives of
farmers, employees, merchants and manufacturers, non-commercial municipal associations and one-fifth to be selected

by

the President.

one

woman

He

suggested that there should be at lea.st
He opposed a five-year extension

in each group.

of federal control.

Mr. Warfield's Statement
Davies Warfield, president of the National As.sociation
of Owners of Railroad Securities, submitted a supplemental
statement on February 13 regarding the plan which he had
previously presented and regarding the suggestions for a
permanent solution made by Director General Hines. Mr.
Warfield said in part:
"The question has narrowed down to the well-recognized
fact that a measure must be applied by one method
or another, by which a given return to the railroads is assured
whether guaranteed or not, that is sufficient to attract capital
S.

for their legitimate purposes; at the

same time earnings are
and reasonable return. Whether you
make this measure the bonds or stocks, guaranteed by the
government, or unguaranteed, of new and fewer regional
corporations to be formed, to be exchanged for the bonds
or
stocks of present railroad companies m such amounts to
the
to be limited to a fair

'
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owiu-rs of each railroad as may represent their
proportion of property and earnings of the company issuing
them; or whether you make the measure a fixed reasonable
return on tlie aggregate of the investment in railroads taken

security

groups by adjusting rates to produce this return, the
amount eacli railroad receives being dependent entirely
upon its competing actively for business and as the result
excess earnings beyond
of efficient methods of operation
is the real
this return being used in the public interest
For, after all is said,
question now before your committee.
one method or the other must be adopted sooner or later,
unless you decide to turn the railroads back under the regulator)- methods of the past, and without defining what a
"reasonable" or "fair" or "adequate" return to them means.
This leaves the Interstate Commerce Commission to define
it, without instruction as to policy, which has not been satisin

—

—

factory or successful in the past.
"Under the regional method guaranteed bonds or stocks
of the new and larger regional companies to be formed are

exchanged for the bonds or stocks of each of the
existing companies, in the proportion that you scale down
Under the second
the securities of each or adjust them.
or the method we propose, present outstanding bonds or

to be

stocks remain, but the value of the securities of each railroad
is dependent upon the actual property they represent and

the percentage of return each railroad earns entirely through
its own efforts, earnings in excess of the reasonable return
being taken from it and under rates adjusted to the require-

ments of the plan we have submitted.
"The regional method means government ownership, for
in any event, if a governmental guarantee on railroad securities is to be thought of, it must necessarily carry with it, if
not at first, eventually, the complete control and management of the companies, whose securities it guarantees.
Incentive and initiative cannot be continued under this
method of dealing with the subject. For as you exchange
your bonds or stocks for bonds or stocks guaranteed by government, of larger regional companies organized under federal incorporation, whether permissive or compulsory or
under a federal franchise, with federal management, in
whole or in part, we have entered government ownership.
Experience has proven that the return on such bonds or
stocks would be limited to the guaranteed bonds or other
senior securities issued in exchange and intended to represent the main part of the supposed value of your property.
What would represent so-called equity would likely never
be reached in the distribution of earnings.
"The concentration of railroad facilities in the larger
regional companies managed by the government defeats real
Incentive, initiative and service will
competitive service.
shrink in the proportion that you concentrate facilities. The
readjustment of business and financial enterprise must
await the settlement of the railroad problem under the
regional method. The realignment of railroad values would
The
be necessitated in the formation of new companies.
uncertainty attending the exchange of securities would disastrously affect general credit.
"To endeavor to enforce consolidation of existing railroad companies into fewer larger regional companies is not
Enforcement of consolidation could
in the public interest.
be secured only through the operation of law of extremely
Enforced or voluntary, it would involve
doubtful validity.
•waiting

until

valuations are

made

of the properties,

now

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, or another valuation body must be established, now hardly pracin progress

ticable.

"If consolidation is not enforced but voluntary, the larger
corporations become holding companies, and unless and until
owners of billions of underlying bonds consent to exchange,
which would be unlikely, you would have great companies

organized issuing collateral trust securities.

Their credit
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would consc(|uentIy not be iiigli, even though the government should guarantee their securities for exchange and for
sale for improvements to railroad properties.
Any plan to
the exchange of .securities that jjcrmits underlying
bonds of individual railroads to remain outstanding, or parts
of other securities to stay undisturbed and hopes to secure
the voluntary exchange of securities, whether Ixjnds or stock,
under valuation to be determined, and contends this can
be done fairly rapidly is misleading. To institute consolidation into larger (holding) companies with issues of .securities
for exchange and for sale subject to underlying bonds, would

secure

not be attractive or calculated

to

give

financial

credit

to

Voluntary exchange
of securities would not get you anywhere.
An offer to exchange a collateral trust security to be issued by the larger
companies secured by such bonds and stocks as may voluntarily be turned in for exchange, would not attract investors.
The proportions of this class of investment required to be
given to induce exchange would likely result in small reduction, if any, in capitalization.
We have had the experiences of the past in security exchanges of a single corporation, with the usual
'hold up.'
Do you not think this
would become universal when the whole country would be
future

is.sues

of

railroad

securities.

with 'protective committees' and similar 'helpful'
agencies? It might constitute a harvest for the bankers, but
at the expense of the shippers, the public and the security
owners.
"For years past we have seen the general railroad situation dominated by the managements of a few of the larger
and more favorably situated railroads; for, through their
filled

influences in respect to the rate-making gateways of the
country, in division of rates, and through their power, they
have been able to favor certain seaport cities, certain local-

and railroads

in the disposition of freight.
This policy
continue only in more aggravated form under this
method.
In the exchange of securities of present corporations for those of the larger divisional corporations the same

ities

will

would necessarily control the larger corporations,
would receive the greater amount of new securities
The advantages expected to be secured by dominat-

influences
for they

issued.

ing railroad interests through compulsory federal incorporation of railroads, will be just as well attained through the

control of the

larger corporations.

Foreseeing this would

not government take full control and complete management
contend, therefore,
to prevent these things happening?

We

method means government ownership. There cannot be worked out practically a partnership between government and the owners of the railroads, both in ownership
and management, and it should not be. Any enterprise, the
people, through government, guarantee, through government
And if we are to have government
also should be operated.
ow'nership, let us have it unconcealed, 'naked and un-

that this

ashamed.'
"If present federal control and operation is continued
during the period when the proposed new companies are
forming, securities guaranteed and present securities scaled,

you head the railroads directly into permanent
government ownership. It is idle to say, as has been stated,
that present federal control and operation can be extended,
with definite purposes in the minds of those in control of
it, and at the same time state that you do not favor government ownership, when, perforce, you bring it about
whether you favor it or not. Give me the direction of extended federal control and operation of the railroads for
five years, or even three years, and under my direction they
could be so operated that at the end of the period they would
as suggested,

find themselves in the position of being forced to accept the
larger company proposition, or government ownership, if
it was my belief that it was desirable to eventually land
them in one or the other direction. The attitude of one man,
so placed, could determine and control the policy of the

:
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nation in respect to these great enterprises.
His political
power, if he chose to exercise it, would be dangerous in the
extreme.
The power to enforce the payment of goverimient
loans to railroads is, in itself, an effective means to an end.
One man wielding this great financial power alone, with
the government back of him, can do many things to accom-

461

operation because it is convinced that necessary legislation
can be enacted to permit the return of the properties to the
owners within the time now fixed by law, and that diligent
efforts be made to effect the return at an earlier date if
necessary legislation can be had so that the return may be
accomplished in an orderly way and with due regard to the

plish his aims.

interests

neither fair nor economically sound for the army
of railroad employees to be placed under the control and

Pending the return to corporate control and operation the league recommended that Section 10 of the federal
control act be amended to provide that during the continuance of government operation, all rates, fares, charges, rules
and classifications of the railroads under federal control, as
shown in tariffs on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission, shall remain in full force and effect until changed
by authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission. After

"It

is

under the political influences possible of being exercised by
any such system. To say that it will not be so exercised by
an appointee under a government as partisan as our own is
not in accordance with the facts.
And the higher in the
councils of the administration that appoints him you place
the man at the head, the greater political power you give
him and the more he will exert it. If representatives of
labor favor an extension of this system then they are misguided.
It is unsafe for either employees, shippers, the
public or the owners, notwithstanding the fact that the rail-

road executives have recommended the continuance of this
system in even a more aggravated form.
"The federal control act did not anticipate the operation
of these individual railroad properties for the purpose of
carrying out the theories of any one government official or
set of officials.
If Congress should unfortunately determine
that larger regional companies shall be organized, then
Congress at that moment ought to direct the federal official
who will continue to operate the properties during the 21
months remaining, just what he is to do with them in order
that their owners and the country may promptly know the
final result.
But to extend the time for such operation with
the power to continue to divert traffic and 'unify' railroad
systems or parts of systems, so that under a war measure
the business of the railroads, and in fact, part of their property, may be gradually absorbed, one by another, until you
reach the point where it will not be possible to return them,
is not what your act said, nor is it fair to the owners of the
If Congress by act, will
properties for this to be permitted.
remove the legal barriers to the regulated combination of
railroads, and will let the railroads of the country work out
their own combinations along natural lines, not enforced
lines, you will eventually secure service by such combination,
as may be desirable, and such as the public interest demands. But this should proceed orderly under the supervision of the Interstate Commerce Commission (and under
the corporation we have proposed).
"By the use of the means you have at your command,
supplemented as proposed in our plan, early action can be
secured without disturbing the existing railroad structure
or financial credit, which the present situation, if nothing
Things are at a standelse, demands should not be done.
still.
Revolutionary policies, such as government ownership
carry
profound dangers.
or compulsory consolidation,
Congress might set in motion movements that it could not
check."

Shippers Oppose Government Operation

Guy M.

Freer, president of the National Industrial Traffic
League, said the league had adopted resolutions unalterably
opposing government ownership or long-continued governof the railroads and expressing the belief that,
prior to the return of the roads to corporate control and
operation, some legislation should be enacted in the interest
of the railroads as well as for the benefit of the public.
Realizing that the time remaining will not pennit thorough

ment operation

consideration of the subject and the passage of necessary
legislation at this session,

he offered recommendations for

followed by a general outline of the
program proposed for future legislation.
For immediate action the league recommended definite
rejection of the proposal to extend the period of government
early

consideration,

of the public,

including the investors in railroad

securities.

return to corporate operation jurisdiction over such rates,
fares, etc., should be the same as prior to March 21, 1918.
It was also recommended that provision be made requiring
the director general to pay final judgments in suits for recovery of claims

for

losses,

damages, overcharges,

etc.

Mr.

Freer said that shippers never were convinced as to whether
the director general has the authority to set aside state rates,
but that the power has been exercised and they want it
made certain during the remaining period of federal control.
He then gave an outline of the suggestions of the league
with respect to future legislation, which will be expressed
more specifically at a later date if the committee desires, as
follows
"We suggest repeal of anti-trust and anti-pooling legislation as affecting railroads, and the enactment of legislation permitting, encouraging and, in proper cases, requiring co-operative activities among common carriers, such as
the pooling of cars, locomotives and other equipment; the
joint use of terminals; also the merger of railroads within
reasonable limitations and when approved by the commission
as in the public interest.
"In permitting pooling of traffic and of the revenue derived
from such traffic it should be provided that the approval of
the commission be first obtained, and that the service of
the carriers to the public be not impaired by such pooling,
and that the commission be authorized to dissolve such pools
whenever the public interest may so require.
"The commission should be given clear and complete authority to fix the divisions of joint rates, whether or not such
were prescribed by the commission.

joint rates

"Amend

fourth paragraph of Section 15 of the act to
commerce eliminating the provision that the commission may not, without the carrier's consent, embrace in a
regulate

through route substantially

less

than the entire length of

its

railroad, etc.

"Amend Section 15 of the act to regulate conomerce to give
the commission authority to prescribe minimum rates, where
the commission finds such action necessary in order to remove unjust discrimination or to correct rates found to be so
low as to place an undue burden on other traffic.
"Give to the commission authority to regulate the issuance
of railroad securities, and supervise the expenditure of the
proceeds thereof.

"Confer upon the commission power to authorize or require
additional facilities and equipment of common
carriers and to exercise general supervision over service,
operation and maintenance.
"Authorize the Interstate Commerce Commission to cooperate with state commissions, and to utilize, where practicable, the services and facilities of such state commissions.
"Enact such further legislation as may be necessary to
give the commission jurisdiction to fully control interchange
of traffic between rail and water carriers, the establishment
of joint routes over such carriers, and to prescribe joint rates
and the divisions thereof, or proportional rates where desirable, in order to encourage the development and use of water
extensions,
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transportation wIkti' cconoiniial and in llic j)ul)lic interest.
"We do not favor rontinuance of tlie amendment of Au^u.st
y, I'M 7, to Seetion 15 of the act to rej^ulate commerce, which
re([uires that schedules of rates must be apjjroved by the commi.ssion before iilin.n by carriers.

We

advcxate initiation of

rates Ijy the carriers, sul)ject to the suspension

commission as now eml)odied

in

power of the
In connection

Section 15.

with the initiation of rates i)y the carrier, we recommend that
the commission be authorized to establish such machinery or
prescribe such procedure as may be deemed desirable to provide l"()r jniblicity by the carrier of contemplated rate changes,
and for conferences between the carriers and the interested
public before tariffs arc liled, in order to prevent unnecessary
litigation before the commission, and minimize demands upon
the commission for the exercise of its suspension power.

"We

earnestly

insist

that

federal

regulation of

common

be vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission
exclusively, and protest against legislation investing federal
regulatory authority in whole or in part in any other governcarriers

mental department or agency."
Mr. Freer recommended that no legislation should be attempted at this session to interfere in any way with regulation
by state authorities, saying that the shippers hope it will
be possible to work out a plan of co-operation between tlie
state and the federal commissions.
The league, he said, is substantially in accord with the
recommendations presented before the committee l)y the
Interstate Commerce Commission and with the features of the
Warfield plan that deal with regulation. As to the financial
features of the plan the shippers felt that that represented
a field which they should not enter into. Mr. Freer declared
that the committee should give no heed to the suggestion that
The
the Railroad Administration has not had a fair test.
people of the countr}' never authorized it to make any test
and never would have consented to government operation
It undoubtedly could show
except for the war emergency.
an improvement over the first year's operation, but the system
If the step of
is all wrong and ought to be abandoned.
extending it for five years is taken, Mr. Freer declared, it
The Cincinnati Chamber of Comcan never be retraced.
merce, with 3,000 members, had taken a referendum vote
which was ten to one against government ownership or continued government operation and he thought that reflected
the sentiment throughout the country.

State and Interstate Rates

W. Bunn,

Commerce Commission power

to

harmonise

state

and

inter-

No

system of regulation will be successful, he
contains the elements of a power in the federal
government, to be quickly and effectively exercised, to control
He did not suggest that state comthe whole rate situation.
missions be abolished nor any limitation of their functions,
except that their rates from time to time ought to be reviewed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission and if necessary
state rates.

said, unless

it

The rate
brought into harmony with the interstate rates.
subject, he said, is essentially a unit and cannot be dealt
He spoke with great
with piece-meal or by state laws.
respect for the state commissions, but insisted that the weakness of the state situation is that no state authority can look
beyond its own borders and cannot regulate with reference
He submitted a plan comparing the
to the entire system.
Minnesota intra.state rates with the interstate rates in the same
territory as of January 1, 1918, which, he said, showed that
the state rates are approximately two-thirds of the interThese represent cases of plain discrimination
commerce, he said, but no lawyer can
say what a court or a commission will hold to be discrimina-

state rates.

against
tory.

interstate

The

Shreveport decision does not provide an adequate
to determine what is

remedy without long proceedings and

reasonable rate ought not require three or four years of

litigation.

The plans which liave Ijeen proposed for co-operation between the state and interstate commissions, Mr. liunn declared, represent a weak .solution of the i)roi)lem because each
compromise is to .some extent a surrender of federal authority
and, moreover, would be ineffectual because a large proportion of the state rates arc made, not by commissions, Ijut by
tlie
legislatures, and the state commission is, tiierefore,
jjowerless.
As an examy)le, he said the North Dakota legishiture had recently passed a new rate bill making drastic
reductions on all rates in the state.
"No general and consistent policy can possibly be pursued
and no deiinite aim can be realized," Mr. Bunn said, "if
the federal government and the states as heretofore are all
free to act on the subject of rates within the field occupied
i)y each under the old system.
The closer one comes to a true
appreciation of the prol)lems of railway regulation, the more
apparent it l)ecomes that a railway is a unit; that it can no
more be divided by state lines than by county lines; that any
attempt to parcel out its regulation is doomed to failure, and
that it cannot successfully serve several masters."
He proposed that the commerce act be amended by striking
out the proviso in section one which excepts state rates and
inserting the following:

"and also

to the extent hereinafter

stated to the transportation of passengers or property wholly

within any state," and by adding to Section 13 a new paragraph providing that the Interstate Commerce Commission
may after due notice and hearing establish such rules, orders,
-ates and practices applicable to transportation wholly within
any state as it may find necessary to bring into harmony and
to the same basis that the rates, orders, rules and practices
applicable from time to time to commerce among the states.

N. L. Amster Makes Suggestions

Nathan

L. Amster, president of the Investors' Protective

Association, filed with the committee a discussion of the railroad problem and a plan for the future management and

operation of the railroads. Mr. Amster included a long discussion of railroad financial scandals and declared that his
association is unalterably opposed to having the railroads
return to pre-war conditions.
Asked how many security
holders his association represented, Mr. Amster said that
he could probably claim 50,000 or 60,000 stockholders
through his membership in protective committees of New
security owners.
He declared that
a repetition of the financial scandals cannot be prevented

Haven and Rock Island

general counsel of the Northern Pacific, testified briefly on February 13 advocating giving the Interstate
C.

a
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unless the management and financing of the railroads is
forever put out of reach of the Wall street banking interests
and he presented a plan providing for the incorporation of a
national transportation corporation to absorb the stocks of
the railroads now operated under federal control and
possibly others, with an authorized capital stock of $15,000,000,000, to be managed by a board of governors composed
of seven members named by the President to hold office for
all

four members to be selected from the stockholders, one
from the employees, one from the commercial or shipping
interests and one to represent the government.
The stock of the federal corporation would carry cumulative dividends up to 5 per cent and be limited to 6 per
cent, all earnings in excess of the 6 per cent dividend to be
distributed as follows: 40 per cent to be distributed among
the employees on a percentage basis in proportion to their
wages, 30 per cent to be set aside as a fund to be knovm
as a bonus or merit fund as an incentive to employees for
unusual service or inventions, and 30 per cent to be used
for property improvements.
Mr. Amster also proposed the
creation of a permanent valuation adjustment commission
appointed by the President to determine the fair value of the
stocks to be acquired by the federal corporation.
The board
of governors under his plan would select its own chairman

life,

:

February

annually and would employ a
cal
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staff of five of the best techni-

and practical railroad engineers obtainable

scales.

Employees Representatives
E. H. Morton, president of the Order of Railway Station
Agents, which has a membership of about 4,000, endorsed the
plan for an extension of federal control for three or five
years, but said that if such a plan is not adopted the railroads should be returned by July 1, in order to relieve the

He opposed permanent government ownership
uncertainty.
or the profit-sharing plan proposed by the brotherhoods, saying that either would destroy initiative and incentive and that
the profit-sharing plan would be conducted at the expense of

He also cited figures which he said
the great middle class.
he had seen in the Railway Age to show that the American
railroads perform their service with a much smaller number
of employees per mile of line than the government-owned
railroads in Europe.
P. J. Coyle, president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Station Employees, which he said had a membership of aljout
15,000 baggage men, freight handlers, etc., endorsed the plan

would afford time
Asked his opinion
in which to work out a permanent plan.
as to government ownership, he said he had not made up
his mind definitely, but that he would prefer government
He
ownership to the former plan of private management.
for a five-year extension, saying that this

said the attitude of railroad employees

who

Central

to co-operate

with the board in all matters pertaining to the technical
For the purpose of economic
operation of the railroads.
operation the railroads would be divided into five regional
The plan
systems, each managed by a regional director.
also provided for a trust and finance corporation with a
capital of $500,000,000 owned by the federal railroad corporation to do the financing for the railroad corporation,
also a labor adjustment commission to settle labor disputes

and adjust wage

are in favor of

Commissioner Woolley's Standard Rate Structure
Robert W. Woolley, member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, who testified before the committee in January
recommending that the period of federal control be extended
for five years in order, among other reasons, that a standard
rate structure based upon a uniform mileage rate plus terminal charges might be substituted for the numerous rate-making plans now in effect, has filed with the committee a plan
giving a general idea of what, in his judgment, would form
a sound basis for such a standard rate structure, based on
Ascost of service, including a return upon the investment.
suming 6 per cent to be a fair return, he finds the total
transportation cost borne by the public, based on 1916 figures, assumes 25 per cent of this to be assignable to passenger service, estimates that approximately one-third of the
cost assignable to freight is required to meet the terminal
expenses and finds that the average cost per car mile for
the road haul service was approximately 11.37 cents.
Estimating the carloads of freight originated by dividing the car
miles by the average haul, he gets an average terminal cost
per car of approximately $15.75.
Using as units 12 cents
per car mile and $16 per car to be generous, Mr. Woolley
has worked out a series of mileage scales, compared with the
rates in effect on June 30, 1916, on certain selected commodities for varying distances.
"Where the rate is uniform,"
Mr. Woolley said, in explaining his plan, "and available
alike to all shippers of like commodities, there can be no
unjust discrimination, undue preferences and rate inequalieither voluntary or involuntary
such as the present
statutory regulations aim to eliminate, but with which the
present rate structure nevertheless is saturated."

—

Western Region;
First Annual Report

REPORT
THEby ANNUAL
Hale Holden,
Western

suljmitted to the director general
director for the Central

regional

the

gives

region,

following

statement

of

economies effected

(A) Unification of Terminals and Stations
Estimated
saving
per annum
$284,018
507,421
447,653
228,484
435,937
1,360,196
1,886,602
174,696
272,151
291,900
29,171
198,182
326,204

Stations consolidated, passenger
Ticket offices consolidated (25 cities)
Stations consolidated, freight
Stations consolidated, joint passenger and freight
Rearrangement of service into terminals
Consolidation of car-inspection forces
Consolidation of switching
Consolidation of mechanical forces and facilities
Rearrangement of freight-train service
Consolidation and abandonment of railroads
Telegraph deoartment consolidations

Rerouting of freight trains
Consolidation of general

office forces

and miscellaneous

$6,442,620

Total

(B) Elimination of Passenger-Trains
Passenger trains eliminated made a reduction of 15,500,784
passenger-train miles per annum, resulting in an estimated
annual saving of $11,231,317. In addition there was a reduction in Pullman car service of 38,703,614 passenger-car
miles, the saving resulting from which has not been translated into terms of money.

(C) Reduction in Organization
General

officers.

Amount
Under
Under

of salaries:
corporate control, 1,466 officers
federal control, 1,174 officers

$7,7 14, 120
5,415,981

Saving
Elimination of off-line offices, saving
Reduction in valuation expenses chargeable to operating-expense
accounts, amount
Discontinuance certain \ew York executive offices, amount

government operation is influenced mainly by the fear that
if the railroads were returned to private management their
wages would not be maintained.

ties,

463

Total

2,298,138
2,674,256

100,449
860,000

$5,932,844

(D) Miscellaneous Economies
Folders
deneral advertising
Discontinuance of membership in various associations
Increased use of railroad wires for telegraph messages
Miscellaneous
.Total
^
.>aving through economies by reason
between federal-controlled lines

X"'a'

Grand

total,

A. B, C, and

D

$1 19,376
i

345 343
'lll|661
45,523
J07 2O8

$1,729,612

of

simplified

accounting
475,118
$2,204,730
$25,811,512

Intangible Economies
Since April, 1918, 124 Baltimore & Ohio locomotives have
been received for general repairs, 95 of which have been repaired and returned.
During the past six months 95 locomotives have been in service on ea.stem lines, and 39 are
on foreign
Rerouting of

still

lines.

—

Many shippers have adopted direct
traffic.
routing of traffic as a policy of their own besides what the
roads have done.
An average of 4,672 cars per week are now saved by means
of the sailing-day plan.
Especial attention has been given
most economical and direct routes in the handling of
between San Francisco territory, southern California
points on the one hand and northwestern territory on the
other, and middle west terminals and junctions.
In consequence, as an important illustration, the movement of California deciduous and citrous fruits has been handled with
better general satisfaction than ever before.
From September 1 to December 21, reports from lines in
this region show a total of 29,137 cars rerouted by railroad
direction, with an aggregate saving of 3,977,844 car miles,
or an average of 137 miles per car, but the voluntan,- action
of shippers has resulted in a larger saving of car miles in
the aggregate than that accomplished by the railroads.
to the
traffic
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Movement
Not

any time

of Business

crease of

been a congestion or accumulation of freight traftic of conse([ucnce, l)ccause the loading and
movement were closely policed and when necessary the proper
regulating measures were enforced, as evidenced by the grain
permit system adopted and in effect since September 18, which
action was necessary on account of the unprecedented heavy
grain movement during the months of July and August,
at

lias then-

resulting in all available storage facilities at primary markets being rapidly filled.

The

influenza epidemic incapacitated a very large

of operating

inter-

fered to a certain extent with the free movement of traffic,
but no serious congestions or delays resulted.
The car supply
generally was ample to meet requirements, with the exception
of short periods during the peak movement of seasonable
commodities.
Some difficulty was experienced in fully meeting the car
requirements for early movement of range cattle and sheep,
due primarily to the desire of all shippers to move at the

same time, and it was impossible to protect all loading upon
demand, but the business was moved with general satisfaction and consistent with facilities at primary markets to
receive.
In November and December the offerings of hogs
for shipment have been greatly in excess of capacity of markets to absorb, which has made necessary the adoption of
the permit plan.

During six months 581 solid trains of California fruit were
run to the Missouri River and Chicago, with a total of 22,561
cars, an average of 38 cars per train; also 147 special trains
from Colorado, containing 4,514 cars, an average of 31 cars
per train.
All special trains have been operated upon conand the

trains filled to reasonable ton-

nage with non-perishable freight. The growers and distributors have expressed general satisfaction with the service rendered.

Since July 1, 1,037 special oil trains have moved over
roads within this region from the mid-continent field, with
a total of 30,821 cars, an average of 29 cars per train. In
addition to this, 124 special trains were operated from
Wyoming and California, with a total of 3,983 cars, or an
average of 33 cars per train.
Troop movements to the Atlantic seaboard have aggregated,682 trains and 301,869 men, averaging 443 men per
With but few exceptions, all trains were operated
train.

upon schedule and without any

serioub accidents.

Wherever

possible special trains have been run for all commodities
moving in volume for certain destinations (fruit, oil, grain,
etc.), enabling us to route the trains so as to avoid congested

A total of 1,969 trains, with 63,939 cars, an
The
average of 32 cars per train, have been so handled.
sailing-day plan has been made effective at 106 points in this
region, resulting in a saving of 261,508 cars per year.
Some complaint has been made by the shipping public in
connection with the sailing-day plan, due to alleged disI feel that these
crimination from a competitive standpoint.
complaints will be eliminated when the plan is more generally adopted in the other regions and is put into effect as
between the eastern producing centers and the western conterminals.

suming

137 locomotives repaired over Deceml)er 14 last
Total men employed in locomotive department July
13 was 61,870, and on December 14, 65,867, an increase of
3,997 men.
The number of revenue freight cars on lines June 22 was
352,484, of which 5.5 per cent were on shop tracks for light
and heavy repairs. Comparing June 22 with December 14,
shows that while there were 16,179 more revenue cars on
the region, the percentage of total bad orders to revenue
cars on lines was 4.9 per cent.
year.

number

and mechanical department employees,

servative schedules,
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Maintenance and Construction
Railroads in the Central Western Region have been well
maintained, although the full quota of rail and ties, because
of war conditions, has not been received by all lines. Labor
supply likewise has, for the same reasons, been subnormal
during mo.st of the year, but by reason of the favorable
climatic conditions during the fall and the late arrival of
winter weather in the territory east of the Rocky Mountains,
it has been possible to overcome a great deal of the delay

which existed in the earlier part of the season.
All lines have reported that their general maintenance conditions compare favorably with a year ago, particularly as
far as track and roadbed are concerned.
Marked progress

made in specially authorized work during November
and December. With an improved supply and delivery of
rail, ties, and other material, which is now anticipated, it
may be confidently predicted that before the year 1919 is
far advanced such maintenance work as has been delayed
will be fully completed and all new work authorized, excepting where delayed or deferred for special reasons, will be
has been

well on toward completion.
The regional purchasing committee has attended to the distribution of ties reaching this region on the north bank of
the Ohio river, and in addition there was shipped between

August 15 and December

15 to railroads outside of this
region approximately 1,000,000 ties. The tie-treating department has been productive of much benefit and the quality of
tie treatment has been improved.
Investigations have been
made under the direction of the committee toward the location of one or more tie-treating plants in the Rocky Mountain
territory so as to utilize vast supplies of native timber available for tie manufacture in that general territory. The organization of the stores department is expected to develop material saving in the handling of stores and reduction in the
amount of stock necessary to be carried.

Fuel Conservation Section

A

supervisor of fuel conservation has been appointed and
good results are already in evidence. The fuel practices of
each line have been examined; locomotives in service are
ridden and aid given to firemen in improving firing practice.
Staff meetings on each line have been held, attended by all
officials concerned in the problem of fuel conservation, and
enthusiasm to accomplish results has thereby been aroused.
On all roads fuel departments have been organized with a
man in charge, with necessary assistants to ride locomotives
instructing engineers and firemen.

Safety Section

A

points.

Engines and Cars

The number of locomotives on lines in this region July 13
was 12,364, and the number out of service was 1,907, or
16 AS per cent of power. The number of locomotives on line
Decfp-ilier 14 was 12,454, with 2,150 out of service for
The number of locomotives turned
repa'>~-. or 17.2 per cent.
out cf shops during the week of July 13 was 856, against
811 December 14. This decrease of 45 engines was due to
shops going on eight hours December 9, but shows an in-

regional supervisor of safety has been appointed, and
active work has been carried on throughout the region.
Safety supervisors are now employed on each line, devoting
practically all their time to intensifying safety work.

There

has been an appreciable decrease in accidents during the
past four months and further improvement in results is
certain to occur from the ample support which the movement
General, division,
is securing from all lines in the region.
shop, terminal and local committees, aggregate 362 committees, representing a total of approximately 6,800 committeemen.

February
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Freight Claims

A

supervisor of loss and damage has been appointed and
conferences have been held with officials in charge of this
work at various points. Rapid progress is being made

465

toward uniform methods of handling claims and for prevention work, and meetings are being held at local points
with officers and employees connected with the handling of
freight.

A Suggestion Concerning Today's
Railroads Cannot Eat Their Cake and

Railroad Problem'

Have

It;

Government

Guarantee and Private Operation Irreconcilable

By Otto H. Kahn
IS

ITcan

ONE OF THE CHARACTERISTIC QUALITIES of the Ameripeople to learn quickly.
One year's experience has

sufficed to demonstrate to the people at large that govern-

ment operation

of railroads

means

deterioration in service,

higher cost, lessened eagerness to please the shipper and
study his convenience not to mention the menace of politics becoming a determining factor in the fixing of wages,

—

in

new construction, betterments, etc.
The program, in support of which I

believe public opinion

more and more, is:
Let the government exercise strong and comprehensive
control, but fair and constructive, not punitive or

crystallizing

strangling.

Let those features of operation, which under govern-

ment management have proved advantageous and convenient to the public, be preserved and those features
of legislation and administration, which experience has
shovm to be unduly and imwisely hampering, be
abolished.

Without eliminating

state commissions, let their func-

tions be so adjusted as to avoid conflict with the federal

commission

in

matters

of

rate-making

and

security

issues.

Let railroading then be thrown open to private
tive
it

and

an

enterprise,

and competition

attractive field for capital, and,

of ability
If there

and

is

in service;

above

all,

initia-

make
men

for

vision.

one thing

less desirable

than outright govern-

ment operation, it is government control so minute, hampering and all-pervasive as to be tantamount to government
operation without corresponding responsibility. Most of the
plans which have been put forward within recent weeks from
Their
individual quarters, would mean this very thing.

upon such minute and exacting safeguards as to amount
government operation.
Personally, I am wholly opposed to the timid opportunism
which would barter away the reality of private initiative
and enterprise for a permanent governmental guarantee of
earnings.
If we cannot as citizens be convinced that bureauinsist

to

cratic

management

is

preferable

to

individual

effort,

we

must not as stock or bondholders permit ourselves to be
bribed into making a compromise with our convictions. And
I am optimistic enough to believe that by deserving the goodwill and confidence of the people, and making adequate
efforts to keep them correctly informed, the railroads will
get a square deal from the people.
I think, indeed, that public opinion has come to recognize,
not from tender regard for the railroads, but from enlightened self-interest, that the roads must be given such treatment henceforth and permitted such opportunity as will
attract a free flow of capital; because, otherwise, one of
two things is bound to result: stagnation in the railroad
industry, which means inadequate and insufficient service
for a growing and developing country, or government ownership and operation.
If we are agreed that what we want is real private management under strict but fair, workable and constructive
government supervision and regulation, with no permanent

guarantee of earnings (but rather profit-sharing with the

government and perhaps with labor), it seems to me that
the framing of appropriate legislation presents no extraordinary difficulty, provided that an equitable basis of ratemaking is established and defined with sufficient preciseness
to enable the railroads to obtain actually, instead of merely
theoretically, as heretofore, the protection of
against the imposition of unduly low rates.

the

courts

If they are not willing to do that, if
for a square deal.
they ask the people to protect them by giving them a permanent guarantee of minimum earnings, the people will rightly

rate-making is an impossibility. A mathematiuniformly applicable formula for rate-making might
have been possible when the railroads started to come into
being.
It is no longer possible now.
The rate structure is
the product of a great many years of testing, experimenting,
adapting, bargaining between the railroads and shippers,
consumers, ports, etc., in short, of evolution. It is of infinite
intricacy, of manifold and subtle inter-relationship.
Even the true value of railroad properties, as ascertained
by valuation (to the extent that it can be so ascertained)
can merely be one of the factors in rate making.
As a
matter of fact, I believe that from the practical point of view
a valuation of railroad properties such as the Interstate Commerce Commission has been engaged in for several years at
the expense of prodigious labor and of many millions of
dollars, will prove largely futile, because I think a fair
appraisal on such principles as the courts will uphold, will
show that the railroads on the whole are not over-capitalized

• An abstract of a paper read before the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce, February 18, 1919.

giving more than a fair return.

authors start by declaring themselves utterly opposed to
government operation, and then devise a set of provisions,
which to all intents and purposes, are equivalent to government operation, or would necessarily lead to it. A feature

common
defect

to all such plans, and, in

my

and largely the explanation of

opinion, their fatal
their self-contradic-

character, is that they are based upon a permanent
government guarantee of minimum earnings for the railroads.
The two things, i. e., private management and permanent
government guarantee of earnings, are simply not reconcilable.
The railroads cannot eat their cake and have it.
You cannot rent your house to some one and then expect
If the railroads want to
to be master in your house.
have private management in fact, instead of merely in name,
they must take their chances and rely upon public opinion

tory

Scientific

cal,

and

that existing rates certainly

do not

err

on the side of
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Hut
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I

n-ali/o tliat to satisfy puljlic oijinion, a large jKirtioii

pay

.suspects the railroads of taxinu; the people to

vvliicli

liiviilends

on watered stixk, an authoritative appraisal of
must be had.

the true values of railroad properties
I'lUil

the valuations arc completed,

other authority
in

(having

rate-making)

l)e

as prima facie fair

first

directed

the

C.
been granted exclusive
let

to consider

and reasonable on the

I.

the existing

C

or

power
rates

ba.sis of existing

such adjustment of inequalities
or injustices between localities and shippers as the I. C. C.
may determine (or better .still, a committee of railroad presidents and shippers .subject to the I. C. C.'s casting vote in
case of disagreement).
If wages and cost of materials decrease, let rates decrease
proportionately (as determined, say every six months), l)ut
in no event, pending the completion of the valuation, below
tlgurcs whicli would i^roducc as near as may be an aggregate
return equivalent to the rental now lacing paid by the government for the use of the railroads, plus a fair return upon
such new money as may be put into the properties.
In the new railroad legislation about to be framed by
Congress let it be precisely defined, instead of having merely

wages and

costs, .sul)ject to
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This arstand commonly used in tiie liriti.sh Isles.
rangement enaiiles the use of operating rolls of smaller
diameter and liiereby overcomes the difficulty of obtaining
|)late

'i'hese operating rolls are .54 in. in
the large chilled rolls,
diameter and have a working face of 204 in. with 27-in.
ne( ks.
They weigh ai)OUt 30 tons each. The SO-in. diameter
l)acking rolls are made of cast steel with 36-in. necks and

weigh aliout 60 tons each. Sjjccial provision was made for
removing the .smaller chilled rolls for grinding, which is
done in a special grinding machine l)uilt by the Norton
Company. This is the largest grinder ever constructed for
this class of work.
It was necessary to use a housing of a built-up type as it
is .so large that the machining and transportation of a housEach housing
ing cast in one piece would be impossible.
weighs 400,000 lb.
The mill will handle ingots up to 60,000 lb. in weight.

When

is

it

will roll

operated to full capacity it is estimated that it
to .=5,000 tons a week. With the other fur-

from 4,000

and unenforccal)le formula as heretofore, what items
are to be considered by the I. C. C. (or such regional l)odics
The principal ones
as may be appointed) in fixing rates.
among.st those items are, of course: Wages, cost of materials,
a return on the fair value of railroad properties at a sufficient
It is
rate to attract new capital and stimulate enterprise.
surely not beyond the capacity of language to define with

a vague

what items enter into the cost of a product. The product which railroads are selling is transportation of passenThe price of the product is the rate.
gers and goods.
I should like to add that, whilst I believe the numl)er of
separate railroad corporations could with advantage be
greatly diminished and the absorption of the weaker lines
by the strong lines should in the interest of good service to
the public be facilitated and encouraged, I am opposed to
the suggestion that the number of independent systems should
be so reduced as to give the countr}- over to a very few great
regional combinations. My antagonism to this proposal rests
on the ground that I believe it would diminish competition
to the vanishing point and soon lead to government operation

clarity

in fact, if not in name.

rhe

The Largest Plate

THE

Mill in the

LUKENS STEEL COMPANY,

World

Coatesville, Pa., has for

the fourth time in its history the largest plate mill in
This company, at whose plant the
the United States.
first boiler plate in America was made in about 1820, had
in 1890 a 120-in. plate mill which was later rebuilt to the
134-in. size; in 1903 a 140-in. unit was placed in service,
and now with a 204-in. No. 5 mill it has for the fourth time
the largest mill in the United States. This mill also exceeds
anything in any other country, exceeding the 178-in. mill of
the Witkowitz Works in Austria and the 168-in. mill in the
British Isles.
This new mill

is capable of rolling plates up to 192 in. in
width and circular pieces a few inches wider, with comparatively little variation in the gage at the center of the plate.
When the construction of this large mill was contemplated
attempts were made to build a 180-in. three-high mill after

When it came to obtaining
the accepted American practice.
the chilled rolls of the size and weight desired, however,
there was no manufacturer to be found in this country who
Such a mill
could be persuaded to undertake the contract.
required chilled rolls 50 in. in diameter, which was larger
This
than anything the roll makers had ever attempted.
new mill is built on the principle of the two-high reversing

New

No.

5 Mill for 192-in. Plates,

Lukens

Steel

Company

naces in operation and an additional two more which are
contemplated, the Lukens Steel Company will have an estimated annual capacity of about 500,000 tons of finished
plate.
This company furnishes the greater part of the railroad locomotive boiler steel used in this country.

Abolition of the office of comptroller of the currency, held
by John Skelton Williams, who is also director of the Division of Finance and Purchases of the Railroad Administration, which has been under discussion in the Senate, was
taken up in the House last Saturday by Representative McFadden, of Pennsylvania, who introduced a bill and a joint
resolution to abolish the office of comptroller of the currency and to provide for an investigation of the official conduct of Mr. Williams in his capacity as comptroller and also
in his capacity as director of finance and purchases.
Mr.
McFadden presented a letter stating that the comptroller of
the currency had notified a bank in Pennsylvania that unless
steps were taken to convert the company into a national
bank the railroad deposits would be removed to a national
bank. He also said that Mr. Williams had refused to grant
advances to railroads in certain cases unless the trusteeship
under a mortgage was changed to some other trustee that
was acceptable to Mr. Williams.

I

Illlllllllllllllll

General

News Department

The Rivers and Harbors bill, containing appropriations
aggregating $33,000,000, was passed by the Senate on Wednesday of this week.
It
contains amendments calling upon
the International Joint Commission to ascertain what improvement of the St. Lawrence river from Lake Ontario to
the sea is necessary to make the stream navigable for oceangoing vessels, and instructing the United States Board of
Engineers to report what water routes are practicable between the Great Lakes and the Hudson river for ocean-

sisting of letters from officers and employees, and other
original matter.
There are departments for men in the operating, the mechanical, the accounting, the engineering, the
The
traffic, the claim, the marine and the safety departments.
personal matter relating to employees has evidently been
prepared with great care and there are numerous portraits.

going vessels.

In last week's issue of the Railivay Age, page 412, total
operating expenses of the Denver & Rio Grande were erroneously shown as $2,955,559. A 9 was substituted for a 4
and the correct figures are $2,455,559.

Engineering Council, New York, has sent a letter to the
Governors of all States urging the appointment of a reconcommittee in each State, a proper proportion of
whose members shall be engineers of prominence, to study
struction

means whereby employment may be provided for skilled men
of various trades in constructive work. The large number of
men now returning from military service makes it possible
to recruit organizations of

men

they can be employed to good
works which must be done.

of above average ability and
advantage on the large public

The Secretary of War has announced that the President
has approved the sending of two companies of American railway troops to Murmansk to facilitate the prompt withdrawal
of American and Allied troops from North Russia. The desire for the railway troops is based on the fact that supplies
and reinforcements for Archangel during the winter have to
go by railroad south from Murmansk to a point near the
southern extreme of the White Sea and that the operation of
this railroad is believed to be absolutely necessary to guarantee the prompt movement of reinforcements and supplies to
Archangel and the movement of troops south of that point.

The running

of freight trains on Sunday has been partially suspended on the main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
On February 8, and again on February 15, orders
were issued at Altoona to send out no slow freight between
6 p. m. on Saturday and 12:01 on Monday morning, except
This arrangement is similar to
for coke and limestone.
that which was in force several years ago. The Youngstown
(Ohio) Vindicator of Monday, February 17, reports that,
for the first time since 1907, the switching crews in that city
were idle on Sunday, the 16th, except in the yards of the
Baltimore & Ohio and the Pennsylvania, where also there
was considerable shrinkage of traffic. It was estimated that
more than 500 men were enjoying an unusual Sunday rest.

Gustav Lindenthal, designer of the Hell Gate bridge, has
before the New York-New Jersey Port and Harbor
Development Commission an elaborate plan for the improvement and enlargement of transportation facilities in and near
laid

New York

city involving an estimated expenditure of $211,-

The plan
front improvements.
includes a single span bridge across the North river, a belt
railroad in New Jersey laid on a semi-circle of 15 or 20 miles
radius; a tunnel under the North river and another to connect
with Staten Island; an elevated freight railroad on the west
side of Manhattan; a freight classification yard on the
meadows between Jersey City and Newark, a passenger
station in New York, subway connections to the Grand
Central Terminal, and other facilities. Mr. Lindenthal does
not overlook the high prices now prevailing, but says that
the preparation of plans and the studies preliminary to doing
actual work should be begun at once.
000,000, not including river

I

I

I

I

The New York Central Magazine, announced several weeks
ago, made its initial appearance on February 10. It is a book
of 100 pages, 8 in. x 10^ in., and about 40 pages are filled
with advertisements; and, says the editorial announcement,
the advertisers are to pay the cost of producing the magazine.
The reading pages are filled with a great variety of matter,
of interest to different classes of employees, much of it con467

Denver & Rio Grande

Railroad Club of Washington
One hundred and twenty employees of the Railroad Administration in the city of Washington have organized the
Railroad Club of Washington. W. C. Kendall, manager of
the Car Service Section of the Railroad Administration, was
elected president.

Lehigh

& New England

In last wreck's issue of the Railway Age, page 416, the operating revenue of the Lehigh & New England was shown as
$2,989,895, although freight revenue alone was shown as $3,679,107.
Total operating revenues should have been shown
as $3,989,895.

American

Institute of Consulting Engineers

of the American Institute of ConEngineers the following members of council were
S. Whinery,
to take the place of those retiring:
Desmond FitzGerald and J. Parke Channing.
officers
following
At the council meeting on February 5, the
were elected: L. B. Stillwell, re-elected president; A. M.
Hunt, vice-president, and F. A. Molitor, secretary and

At the annual meeting

sulting
elected

treasurer.

Association of Railway Executives
S. Lovett, president of the Union Pacific; R. M.
president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
and W. H. Finley, president of the Chicago & Northwestern,
have been elected members of the standing committee of
the Association of Railway Executives to succeed to the
places temporarily held by C. B. Seger, who recently resigned as president of the Union Pacific; A. J. Earling, who
recently resigned as chairman of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, and E. M. Hyzer, vice-president of the Chicago

Robert

Calkins,

&

Northwestern.

Automatic Train Control
we think the U. S. Railroad
Administration is to be commended is the recent appointment

One

of the things for which

of a committee reviving the study and testwork looking to the
In
possible adoption of automatic train control apparatus.
every accident investigation for many months made by the
Bureau of Safety of the I. C. C, in which it has been feasible
to imagine how an automatic stop would have been a sure
preventive, the report has intimated that the failure to have
If what
the automatic stop in use was a matter of neglect.
Mr. Borland says holds water, i. e., that such devices are now
available for use, Mr. McAdoo would have ordered their

The fact that he ordered standardization of
locomotives showed, and showed only, that he was ready to
go any length to make the newspapers talk of the great improvements he was bringing about, away in advance of anyinstallation.

—
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thing the private nianageincnts liad ever done. As a publicity
value, autom;itic train control would have beaten standardization
of
locomotives all hollow.
Why didn't McAdoo
ThiMC is still no report of any dclinilc action.
order it on?
Study, study; test, test, is all that is contemplated.
not
immediate action? Railroad Herald.

Why

Michigan Central Has Good Showing
The

tabic in the January 31 issue, page 323, "Revenues and
Expenses of Railroads," showed a net operating income for
the Michigan Central for 11 months of the calendar year,

Through a typographical error, tlie
of $13,533,030.
column of the table showed this as a decrease of
$2,362,331, as compared with the net operating income of the
corresponding 11 months of 1917. .As a matter of fact, this
was an increase of $2,362,331 over the corresponding 11 months
of 1917.
The Michigan Central is among the enviable mi1918,

next

noritv

of roads that

did

better in

net

in

1918 than

it

did in

1917.'

Government Price Adjustment
Following a series of conferences between members of the
Cabinet and others, a meeting was held in Washington on
February 5, called by the Secretary of Commerce, to consider
with particular reference to unemployment and the prospect of resumption of active buying.
the

industrial

situation,

The establishment of a satisfactory level of prices at this
time offers particular difficulties, because war prices, as fixed,
are recognized as abnormal; on the other hand, there is no
prospect in the immediate future of the restoration of prewar prices. It was felt that wages would remain on a higher
level than before the European war and that no readjustment
in the true wages of labor, as measured by purchasing power,
should be attempted now. It was the sense of the meeting
that the fine spirit of voluntary co-operation in industry
which had proved such a valuable factor in the conduct of
the war should be availed of to ease and expedite the processes of readjustment and that the manufacturers of the country would be willing to take the first step.
Carrying out the spirit of this meeting, the Secretary of
Commerce, acting with the approval of the President, will
organize a Board to confer with representatives of the basic
industries of the country to examine conditions in industry
with a view to the formulation of a scale of prices at which
the government departments and other buyers would be
justified in buying freely and at which the manufacturers
would be willing to sell with a view to maintaining or
restoring business activities to a full volume.
George N. Peek
of Moline, 111., a former member of the War Industries Board,
is to be chairman of the new board.
He will select six associates,
one of whom will be named by the Railroad Administration. W.
M. Ritter, formerly head of the hardwood section of the War
Industries Board, has been appointed to supervise organization
executive work.
Secretary Redfield has announced that neither
price-fixing nor price maintenance is contemplated but that immediate action is proposed to suggest proper price levels.
If this conference results in reductions of prices in basic
industries, it is probable that the Railroad Administration
will place some large orders for railroad materials and
supplies, provided Congress makes the $750,000,000 addition
The Railroad Administration has
to its revolving fund.
been in negotiation with the steel companies regarding orders
for rails, but there has been a disagreement on the price

A

lively

which

way
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it

of

discussion

followed

their

presentation

during

was suggested that as so much had been done in the
making repairs, jiarticularly by the railroads during

two years, the time was ripe for bringing the
welding processes permanently into the field of construction.
It was pointed out that there are many variables to be determined in order to secure a good weld and that successful
welding is dependent upon uniformity of results. For this
reason it was stated that the welding operator must be both
skilled and conscientious, and a diversity of opinion was exthe

past

pressed in the discussion as to whetiier the operator should
be a skilled engineer or whether the average worker could
be taught to do good welding work.
The particular significance of the presentation of the papers
and the discussion lies in the fact that welding is demanding
so much of the attention of our best engineers.
This in itself
is sufficient indication that the constantly increasing use of
welding is to be expected. Conclusions indicated by the discussion were that both gas and electric welding had come to
stay and that we may prepare for the time when the average
mechanic must learn the use of the welder, just as he has
had to learn the use of the hammer and chisel.

Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund
The Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund, to which 146 railway supply companies contributed, made seven shipments of
tobacco, amounting to approximately eight tons, to railway
regiments in service in France. Owing to the congestion in
the transport service during the summer on account of the
great number of troops going over, it was found that this
tobacco was not being delivered to the regiments to which it
was consigned, and shipments were, therefore, postponed
until the transport service could be organized to the point
where delivery was assured but the movements of the various railway regiments were so uncertain that it was finally
The total
decided not to make any further shipments.
amount subscribed to this fund was $16,129.94, of which
$10,056.05 was spent for tobacco, leaving $6,073.89 still in the
hands of the committee handling the fund. This sum is approximately 37.5 per cent of the amount subscribed, and the
committee, in making arrangements for the closing of the
fund, has decided to return to the contributors 37.5 per cent
of each subscription received. This will amount to practically
all the funds available, with the exception of a few dollars,
which will be utilized to defray expenses. In requesting subscriptions it was specifically stated that they were only to
be made up to the end of the year 1918, and accordingly, all
checks received since December 31, 1918, are to be returned.
;

The Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund was initiated by
& M. Company, Chicago, and

F. A. Poor, president of the P.

order to raise the necessary funds, a committee, composed
of Mr. Poor, as chairman, and R. P. Lamont, president of
the American Steel Foundries; George A. Post, president of
the Standard Coupler Company and of the Railway Business
Association (1918); E. H. Bell, president of the Railway
Supply Company and of the Railway Appliances Association
(1918); J. M. Hopkins, president of the Camel Company, Chi-

in

cago, and A. C. Moore, vice-president. Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company as members, was organized. Samuel O.
Dunn, editor of the Railway Age, was secretary of the committee, and John R. Washburn, vice-president of the Continental Commercial Bank, Chicago, acted as treasurer of the
fund.

question.

American
Future of Gas and Electric Welding
At a joint meeting of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers and American Institute of Mining Engineers, on
Wednesday afternoon, February 19, five papers were presented on the subject of welding, as follows: Microstructure
of Iron Deposited by Electric Arc Welding, by G. F. Cornstock; Path of Rupture in Steel Fusion Welds, by S. W. Miller; Welding Mild Steel, by H. M. Hobart; Electric Welding
in Shipbuilding, by S. V. Goodall, and Fusion in Arc Welding,
by O. H. Eschholz."

Electric Railway Association

Arrangements are progressing rapidly for the dinner in
connection with the annual meeting of the American Electric
Railway Association to be held at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York, March 14. The speakers for the evening are announced

Warren G. Harding, United States Senator from
Ohio; Lindley M. Garrison, former secretary of war, and
now receiver of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit System, and
B. A. Hegeman, Jr., representing the manufacturer members
of the association. J. H. Pardee, president of the American
Electric Railway Association, will preside.
as follows:

:
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Coal loading for the week ended February 1 was 178,688
compared with 207,547 in the corresponding week
Loading for the following week is estimated at
165,716 cars, as compared with 215,867.

cars, as
of 1918.

Major Gen. W. M. Black, chief of engineers of the United
Army, has been elected chairman of the Port and
Harbor Facilities Commission of the United States Shipping
States

Board, succeeding E. F. Carry,

who

resigned recently.

War

time regulation of the coal trade virtually will cease
on March 1, according to an announcement of the Fuel AdThat date has been tentatively fixed for the
ministration.
abrogation of the order prohibiting the shipment of coal for
reconsignment and also the order under which all shippers
of coal at tidewater were required to consign their coal to
the Tidewater Coal Exchange.

Counting

barges

already

built

or

in

course

of

construc-

and twenty new power barges soon to be ordered, the
United States Railroad Administration will have for service
on the New York State barge canal a fleet of 95 barges; three
wooden, 50 of steel, 21 concrete and 20 self propelled steel
It is said that the aggregate carrying capacity of
barges.
tion

these vessels will be 50,000 tons.

At a representative meeting of shippers, wholesalers and
consumers of coal held recently at the oflSce of the National
Coal Association, at Washington, resolutions were adopted
declaring that the present demurrage regulations on coal are
unreasonable and in contravention of the law in that the free
time allowed at tidewater is insufficient and the per diem
charge is excessive and discriminatory. The Fuel Administration was asked to abrogate at once its order requiring all
shippers of coal to tidewater to use the tidewater coal exchange.

Gratifying results of co-operation of the shippers of the
Minneapolis district in the intensive loading of flour and mill
products are shown in the following report to the Railroad
Administration:
1916

Number
Number

of tons shipped
of cars used
Average tons per car

2,624,549
102,289
25.66

1917
2,546,462
75,058
33.9

1918
2,577,295
62,180
41.4

A

comparison of the 1916 and 1918 figures shows a decrease
of 1.8 per cent in tonnage with a decrease of 39.2 per cent in
number of cars used.

Wooden

barges plying on the Mississippi river have greatly
strain on railroads in that section, according to
claims of A. W. Mackie manager of the Mississippi river
section of the Mississippi-Warrior Waterways of the United
Mr. Mackie estimates that
States Railroad Administration.
the saving for the railroads for the 94 days that the service
operated out of St. Louis before ice closed the port, was
About 17,430 tons of grain were moved for
7,274 car loads.
the Food Administration by these lines, which operated belessened

tween

the

St.

Louis and

New

Orleans.

Secretary Redfield of the Department of Commerce has
authorized the employment of the service of the department's
legal staff in behalf of a private litigant, the Solvay Process
Company, of Syracuse, N. Y., in a case in which the company
seeks to have the Interstate Commerce Commission reduce
freight rates on its products and order the return of $60,000
"The farmer has the Department of
alleged over-charges.
Agriculture to represent his interests," Mr. Redfield said,
"and the laboring man has the Department of Labor. I believe the business man should have the proper assistance of
the Department of Commerce."

Addresses at Chicago Traffic Club
editor of the Traffic World and the Traffic
Bulletin and William Gourlay, general agent of the American
Railway Express Company at Chicago, addressed the Traffic

Henry A. Palmer,

:

469

Club of Chicago at a noonday luncheon at Hotel La Salle on
February 11.
Mr. Palmer's subject was "The Patriotism of
Peace," and Mr. Gourlay's "Better Express Service."
An abstract of Mr. Palmer's speech follows
"It is unfortunate that the whole subject of what we ought
Such
to do with our railroads had to be taken up at this time.
problems as the relative powers of the Interstate Commerce
of
question
Commission and the state commissions and the
whether there ought to be regional commissions were problems
before the war was ever thought of and are no more so now
than then * * * and should have gone over until the immediate question of whether the railroads should be returned
It is also unfortunate
to private ownership or not, was settled.
that those who are appearing before the Senate committee could
not have reached some sort of agreement as to fundamentals
before they appeared to confuse the lawmakers with their
*"
remedies, no two of which contain the same ingredients * *
Mr. Palmer emphasized the fact that the great mass of the
American people, who have no intimate knowledge of transportation, nevertheless control legislation through their votes
and may fall into the error of favoring government ownership
unless those who are well informed concerning the railroads
take it upon themselves as a duty to spread the truth.
If the traffic clubs of the country could unite on some general
plan for the regulation of our railroads they would be doing a
service that no one else could do. Representing both the industries and the carriers, their united opinion would carry weight
The New York Traffic Club, the Transportawith Congress.
tion Club of Maryland (Baltimore) and the Traffic Club of
Newark, N. J., have already adopted identical resolutions.
While the industrial members of the Traffic Club of Chicago
seem favorable to similar action, some of the railroad members
seem to think that their participation in such resolutions would
prove a source of embarrassment. On this point Mr. Palmer
said

"Carried to its logical conclusion such a theory means that
every employee of the Postoffice Department should think as
Mr. Burleson thinks about public ownership * * *; every employee of the telegraph or cable companies should think as Mr.
Burleson thinks and every employee of every railroad and every
employee of the express company should think as Mr. Hines
thinks. A fine state of affairs that would be, wouldn't it? That
there is any danger of its prevailing is the very best argument
that could be furnished against government ownership or government operation of anything. If it is to produce a race of
spineless individuals afraid to express their own opinions or
to vote for what they believe to be right, the sooner we know
it the better, that we may choose between an absolute monarchy
and a republican form of government * * * "
Mr. Gourlay began with a discussion of claims. These cause
a constant waste in time and money and they engender ill feeling.
The American Railway Express Company has inaugurated a
campaign to reduce loss and damage and is anxious to secure
the hearty co-operation of shippers.
If those claims could be eliminated which result from improper or insufficient packing, wrapping and marking, a con;

siderable part of the difficulties of the company and the public
would be overcome.
During the past few years the poor
quality of paper, twine and containers has resulted in much

damage

to goods.

The nature

of express service is such that
shipments are handled much more
frequently than are freight shipments. Every express car must
be loaded to its maximum capacity with articles of all sizes, and
weights. All packages cannot ride on the top of a load and the
loading of the car cannot be postponed until the entire lading is
arranged on the platforms so that the heavy articles can be put
in the course of transit the

in first.

The use

second-hand containers is a fruitful cause of
do not break open they can almost
certainly be depended upon to send shipments astray on old
marks. It is important that the marking on packages whether
written, nailed or pasted thereon, should be done in crayon,
lamp-black or ink. The express company has to maintain 19
"No Marks Bureaus" throughout the country. From July 1, to
November 30, 1918, these bureaus received 127,859 shipments,
or an average of over 25,500 shipments a month.
Automobile tires or shoes found without marks average about 1,400
a month.
claims.

of

If these containers

—
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Foreign Railway

News

Exports of locomotives throuph tHe port of New York
ncHcmher. 1918, anioimtcd to $1,755,891, according

dllriIl^r

to

pivcn

li^juri'.s

in

the inoiitliiy foreign trade record issued

by tiie National City Hank. The report also shows rails
exported to the value of $1,354,795 and car wheels and axles
valued at $413,720. Freight cars are not separately shown in the
tabuialion.

The

influence of the influenza epidemic upon tlic Soutli
Railway Iraflic necessitated tlie curtailment of the
service as llie result of disorj^ani/cd conditions.
At one time
there were 15.660 employees, including 8,369 Europeans, off duly.
It may he mentioned that there arc approximately 39,000 employees in the railway service, so that the department has
been seriously handicapped, and the fact that there has been
no marked restrictions in the service is a tribute to efficiency
and organization. Johainicsbiirg Correst'ondcnt.
.African

Chilean Railroad Loan Passed
.•\merican

Ambassador Joseph H. Shea, cabled from Santiago,

8, that the Chilean Senate on that day passed a law
authorizing a loan of 89.000,000 pesos at 18 pence value for the
purpose of supiiiyini' the necessary expenses of the State Railroad. Further, an increase of 20 per cent on the passenger and
freight rates has been agreed upon.

February

Increased Railway Rates in Jamaica
Consul Davis B. Levis, at Kingston, Jamaica, has reported
that the governor of Jamaica has approved the recommendation of the advisory board of the Jamaican Government Railways that freight rates should be advanced 15 per cent and
passenger fares 25 per cent, and the new tariff has been operative since

December

1.

The increases allowed were found to be imperative in view
of the higher operating costs of the railway and the further
necessity of purchases of additional rolling stock and other
equipment during the coming j^ear, the present equipment
being deemed inadequate for the movement of the anticipated
increase of the sugar production.
Serbia's

Railroads Ruined

of transport through Serbia, and
the ruinous condition of the country's railways as a result
of wanton destruction wrought by Bulgarians and Austrians
in their forced retreat, is strikingly shown, says an Associated Press despatch, by the fact that the American Red
Cross, in order to get relief supplies to the Nish section, has
had to route its shipments by rail east froin Salonica to Dedeagatch, then north to Adrianople, then west to Sofia, and
finally across the Bulgarian border to Pirot, a total distance
of more than 800 miles.
The regular railroad route north from Salonica to Nish
is only about 275 miles, and can be travelled in ordinary cirRed Cross supplies have taken
cumstances in 24 hours.
ten days to reach their destination.
From Uskub to Belgrade, nearly 300 miles, the railroad
at points is wholly destroyed and dozens of bridges and
It is estimated that the work of retunnels are in ruins.
construction will require more than a year.
The food and clothing situation in northern Serbia is reported to be very acute.

The extreme

difficulty

Mexican Railways

in

Bad Shape

Pescador, general manager of the National Railways of Mexico, including the old Mexican Central system.
has just issued a frank statement in the City of Mexico of
He says:
the physical and traffic conditions of these lines.
"To pretend that railroad service in Mexico is given with
the accommodations of former days would be a statement
Felipe
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devoid of reflection. Many passenger coaches are lacking in
the usual interior e(|uipment; in some the window glass is
l)r(d<cn, in many the scats arc worn out, and it is impossible
to get pr(jni|)t repairs.
Coaches which have been used in
the military service are in a dilapidated condition.
Train
schedules are difficult to maintain as (jrecautions have to be
taken against rebel bands. Generally speaking, however, the
service is normal and accidents arc not frequent.
"On the Interoceanic we have not been able to control the
situation.
The rebels have frequently torn up the rails and
attacked the trains.
They have been very bad between
I'uebia and Jalapa, destroying the road, thus requiring guards
of 100 or more soldiers to prolccl each repair gang.
Often
we liiid newly repaired track again destroyed before a train
can he gotten over it.
"The Mexican Central from Mexico City to La Colorado
in Zacatecas may be said to be open.
North of the latter
point repairs of the road have been made only as the military
situation would permit work to be done.
Between Torreon
and Chihuahua City and north of the latter place there have
interruptions
been frequent
of that line by Villa rebels.
"On the old Mexican Central's Gulf line, which runs from
Monterey to Tampico. the roadbed is in bad condition and
This
repair work has been effected only with great difficulty.
on account of the scarcity of laborers and danger from
is
.\
rebels which infest that section.
tri-weekly service is
maintained, however.
Also, tri-weekly trains are run each
way between San Luis Potosi and Tampico. This last is
also a part of the old Central system.
"Construction work on the projected line from the city of
Durango to Mazatlan, Sinaloa. continues, but the completion
Laborers and money are needed in
of it is very remote.
Over 100 kilometers
large amounts and are both lacking.
of this line are in operation and material trains are being
run over it.
"A part of the revenues of the National Railways is being
used to rebuild stations and other structures as well as for

renewing

rails."

The Damage

to the Belgian

Railways

Press despatches from Paris on Saturday last report that
the Supreme Council has appointed a special cominittee to
study the claims of Belgium for an indemnity. The American members of the committee are Charles H. Haskins and
Col. S. D. Embick.
The Belgian cominission which is investigating the damage done by the Germans to railroads in occupied territory,
while it has not yet finished its work, is in a position to give
interesting figures relative to the destruction caused by the

Germans.

The figures show that nearly 690 miles of railroad tracks
were destroyed and nearly 260 miles made useless out of a
total standard gage mileage of approximately 2.600 in Belgium, This destruction was mostly in the Mons coal valley
in the region of Tourmal and around Ghent, Bruges, Ostend
and Courtrai.
Seventy per cent of the destruction was carried out during
the period from the start of the Belgian offensive on September

28. 1918, to the signing of the armistice.

The Germans appropriated

2,614 locomotives out of a
total of 4.534. or about 57 per cent; 9,062 passenger coaches,
out of a total of 10,812. or 93 per cent, and 80.568 freight cars,
out of a total of 94.737. or 86 per cent.
The block signal system in Belgium was destroyed and
replaced by a German system with which the Bel.gian locoIt will have to be
motive engineers are not acquainted.

removed and the Belgian system again

installed.

The com-

not able to make public yet the number of bridges
or stations destroyed.
All the bridges leading in and out of Ostend and Bruges
have been destroyed and virtually all in West Flanders, as
well as those over the Meuse at Liege, Namur. Huy, Dinant
and Enseremme. Eight bridges over the Ghent-Terneuzen
Canal were blown up.
Two of the bridges, at Salzaete, near the Dutch frontier,
weighed 1,500 tons each. It is estimated by the Commission
that more than 50,000 tons of steel will be required to rebuild the bridges in Flanders alone.

mission

is

February
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The Commission estimates

the damage to railroad material,
bridges and other equipment at more than $1,000,-

tracks,
000,000.

France is faced with a most formidable task in reconstructing the important coal and industrial districts of the Department of the Nord and the Pas de Calais, and it will cost
$15,000,000,000, according to a statement made to the French
Senate by Louis Loucheur, minister of industrial reconstruction.
The Germans destroyed 101 coal pits. The French,
he said, might be able to produce 3,000 tons daily by the
end of 1919 instead of 75,000 tons, the output before the war.
Repairs will cost more than $400,000,000, and cannot be accomplished in less than ten years.
The factories in the district have no raw material and the
machinery has been destroyed or carried away to Germany.
M. Loucheur said it would take several years and 40,000
freight cars to bring back the machinery.
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the Proposed Chilean Electrification.
and the
broken

and

is 116 miles in length.
It is a part of the first zone of
state owned Central Railway and consists in reality of
an imortant branch from Valparaiso inland to La Calera, 43
miles, connection being made at La Calera over the main
line itself to Santiago, making the other 7i miles.
The line
is of 5 ft. 6 in. gage.
It is double tracked from Valparaiso
inland to Llai-Llai and single track only from there to San-

the

As shown on the profile there are four heavy grades.
highest point on the line is at Cumbre, about 2,400 ft.
above sea level. To surmount this there is the Tabon grade
against traffic towards Santiago, 16 miles in length and of 2.25
per cent. Traffic towards Valparaiso on the other side meets
a grade of 1.7 per cent on the S. Ramon grade, about 11 miles
long.
Just inland from Valparaiso are the Paso Hondo and
Lebo grades against traffic from and to the seaport, respectiago.

The

The

both
traffic

acter and

is

1.7

Umadt*

Quiihtti

Ihl-Oai

Cumbn

Proposed Chilean

Tilfil

Baiuca

Santiago

Electrification.

Tabon grade

to Cumbre. The locomotives used are Consolidations weighing 62 tons on drivers, and Mikados weighing
72 tons on drivers.
The principal reason for the proposed electrification is the
high cost of coal and to a lesser extent to increase the capacity of the stretch of single track from Llai-Llai to Santiago, physical conditions very largely preventing double
tracking.
Bituminous coal at present costs $24 a ton in
Chile, and even in normal times costs as high as $12 to $14.
For the proposed electrification water power is available
from the .'\concagua river, which parallels the railroad for
a considerable distance.
It is proposed to put the generating
station at a point on the river about 30 miles from Llai-Llai.
It is hoped that electrification will permit of 500 ton trains
with a speed on the heavy grades of 16 to 18 miles an hour.
Passenger trains will make a speed of about 30.

Japan's Growing Influence in Chinese Railway Affairs
special Cm rcspoiidencc from Peking.
With one exception, all of the reports made in these columns of rumored Japanese railway enterprises in China are
now confirmed and one more is added. The Industrial
Bank of Japan opened for subscription between October 19
and 23 an issue of bonds in the amount of Yen 50.000,000
($25,000,000) at 94.5, bearing interest at the rate of

\
!

The keavy line shows the portion which it is proposed to electrify,
light lines the connecting lines of thf State Railway system.
The
line ea'-tward from I.os Andes is the Transandine Railway.

tively,

SaHo

Profile of the

—

\Sanii<jgo

s^.%^x_

Valparaiso

1

1

\

c

Valparaiso the average daily freight train tonnage handled
amounts to 4,316 inland and 4,127 towards Valparaiso. Between Llai-Llai and Santiago the traffic is less, 3,832 tons
being handled towards Santiago and 3,175 towards Llai-Llai.
The trains average about 450 tons. All trains over 300 tons
are double-headed. Trains from Santiago to Valparaiso require pusher locomotives from Batuco to the top of the S.
Ramon grade at Cumbre and between Quillota and Valparaiso. Those inland from Valparaiso require pusher service
inland as far as Llai-Llai, with additional assistance up the

Electrification

Further details are now available concerning the visit to
this country of two prominent Chilean engineers to continue
their investigations of the proposed Valparaiso and Santiago electrification, briefly noted in this column in the issue
of February 7, page 2)7Z.
The two engineers are Rafael Edwardrs and Ricardo Solar.
Mr. Edwardrs has been connected with the Chilean State
Railways for several years as a consulting engineer in electrification.
He is a professor of electrical engineering at the
Catholic University at Santiago.
Mr. Solar is a civil and
electrical engineer and is the head of the laboratory of electrical engineering in the State University at' Santiago.
They
are expected to arrive shortly and will have their headquarters at the office of the Chilean State Railways, 141 Broadway, New York.
The line which it is proposed to electrify is that from Valparaiso.
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per cent.

handled over the line is of miscellaneous charfairly evenly balanced.
Between Llai-Llai and

5.5.

The

payment of interest and principal is guaranteed by the JapanThe purpose stated is "to cover the new
ese Government.
investment made by the bank in China in the form of four
railways in Mongolia and Manchuria and two others in Shantung and Kiangsu." ''The proceeds of the loan will be employed in refunding the temporary loan made to the amount
of Yen 40,000.000 ($20,000,000) from the Imperial Treasury
and the Bank of Japan of that amount to China as part of
the loans contracted for."
While not a foot of earth is turned nor a pound of rail is
at hand to show for the Yen 40,000,000 already officially said
to be advanced to China, it is interesting to know that the
above is only part of a loan of $320,000,000— according to the
Manchuria Daily News, which is the official mouthpiece for
the Japanese owned South Manchurian railway. This paper
continues the report as follows:
"It may be added that the cpiestion of financing China for the construcof the six railways in project in
Rtanchuria and Mongolia and
Shantung has been long pending, and the Chinese side has conducted sur-

tion

veys of the proposed routes on their own account.
"The four railways in Manchuria nnd Mongolia are: 1, ChangcliunTaonanfu Line: 2. Taonan-.fehol Line: 3, Kirin-Hailungcheng-Kaiyuan
Line; 4, a line from a point of Taonanjehol Line to- a seaport.
The two
railways in Shantung are: 1. Tsinan-Shunte; 2, Kaomi-Hsuchow.
"In each case, excepting the Kirinllailuncheng-Kaiyuan F.ine. the proposed route runs through
comparatively level country, and bridging work
is the only f.-ature tnxint' cmjinecring skill.
"On the Kirin-HailungchengKaiyuan Line, the Kirin-Hailungcheng Section traverses a hilly country in which the preponderance of rocky structure
,-i

.
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connlniition work

and second of these lines is a direct invasion of
under contract with Kuhn, Loeb & Co., dated Oc1909.
tober 2,
Ijut since held in abeyance on account of presThe fourth of
sure brought by Russia and Japan jointly.
these is no doubt intended to run to llulutao, a harbor about
150 miles north of Chiiuvantao, and will cross tlie Peking
Mukden only seven miles away. Tiiis certainly violates the
agreement vvitli the Peking Mukden bondliolders that "the
construction of any new railway within a distance of 80
miles of any portion of the existing lines * * * shall not be
undertaken by the Administrators-General of the Imperial
Mukden)."
Northern
railways
(Peking
The KaomiHsuchow line is very effectively counter to the French agreement concerning the Lung-IIai line which permits it to
choose its maritime port north of the Yang Tze river and to

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Equipment and Supplies

first

a route

Prices for the steel castings used on cars and locomotives
purchased by the Railroad Administration were discussed at
a conference between tiie manufacturers and the price-fixing
committee of the War Industries Board at Washington, on
Wednesday. It was agreed to leave the decision to the board.

Locomotive Deliveries
The following new locomotives were shipped during
week ended February 8:
& Q

^C. B.

...
...
...
...

O

&

C",

has been pointed out in former notes how the lines in
will not only confirm the control of this province
to Japan but will also make Tsing Tau the outlet for all
interior China north of the Yang Tze basin. The Manchurian
and Mongolian lines v\'ill wrest away the remainder of the
Taken
vanishing sovereignty of China in those regions.
together, the two Japanese spheres will nearly surround
the
Peking.
position
of
islands
ofT
Besides, the
Japanese
This
coast give the situation a decidedly military aspect.
will make these agreements a very live topic at the peace
conference. There are but two turns which the subject may
take.
One is to let matters take their course, which will
require Great Britain to set up as rigid a control in South
China as Japan does in North China, with French and American interests playing a subordinate part to either party, depending upon whichever district they wish to enter. The
other is for all railway operations in China to be surrendered
by all parties to an international board or syndicate to be
administered in trust for the Chinese Government until it is
in a position to maintain its own rights vis-a-vis any power.

Number

Road

Works

build branches.
It

Shantung

The former procedure

will

Undoubtedly,

if

any program of internationalization is to
will have to be championed first of all by

be considered, it
America. The spirit of Great Britain may be sympathetic,
but she is probably under such promises to Japan with
respect to the war that she cannot more than passively enter
into such discussions as this would involve.
China herself
has always relied upon trading one nation against another,
and her thinking in the conference will most likely follow
that tradition somewhat.
Besides the dominance which
Japanese interests now have over her officialdom will probably be able to prevent any constructive program from emanating from railway quarters. Particularly is this true because
even the most forward of Chinese public men have for some
years past had a nightmare of the "Egyptization" of China.
Such a powerful organization as an international syndicate to
administer her railways would appear to them as falling not
far short of putting China into the same financial category
as Egypt.
Italy's Railroads

American

Crand Trunk
C. & O

"

Total
^Atch., Top.

Not Prepared

for Tourist Traffic

recent despatch to the New York Times is authority for
the statement that the Italian Government has assigned
$360,000,000 to urgently needed reorganization of the State
railways, $200,000,000 of this being devoted to purchase of
new rolling stock, considerable orders for which have been
placed with the United States.
The single Milan-Rome daily express takes up hours in
making the journey, and the railway directorate warns intending foreign tourists that a return to anything like normal
conditions cannot be expected until at least the end of next

Baldwin

"i

1

4
2
1

2
2
2

Total

...

15

Grand

1

Mikado

USRA

Mikado

Mikado
Mikado
Pacific

Consol.

Mikado
Mikado

... 26

total

constructed for the Chicago & Northwestern
as shipped to Potomac Yards, Va., to be stored as part of an emergency
locmiiotive

pool

Car Deliveries
The Railroad Admin istration has given the following statement of new standard cars accepted by roads for the week
ended February

1:

Total accepted for

NumRoad
A. C. L..
C. & W.
c. c. c.

c
68
& St. L.. 45

c. c. c.

&

111.

111.
111.
111.
111.

40
40
40
40
50
50

.

Georgia R.
111.

Type

ber
.136

St.

L.. 51

R

134
73
38
146
335
ISO
45
100
52

Cent.
Cent.
Cent.
Cent.
Cent.
Cent.

Cent.
111.
Cent.
Mich. Cent
Mich. Cent
T. & Q. C.
111.

55
55
50
55
55
55

50
50

111
111
141

Total

50
40

ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton

Manufacturer
given road4
D. S. Box. .Am. Car & Fdy. Co... 183
D. S. Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co... 203
D. S. Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co... 750
D. S. Box.. Am. Car. & Fdy. Co...
91
S. S. Box.. .Haskell & Barker
300
Comp. Gond. Am. Car & Fdy. Co... ISO
Steel Hop.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co...
38
Steel Hop. Pres.scd Steel Car
200
Comp. Gond. Pressed Steel Car
500
Steel Hop. Pullman Car Co
250
Steel Hop. Ralston Steel Co
200
Steel Hop. Standard Steel Co
200
H. S. Gond. Standard Steel Co
300
S. S. Box... Am. Car & Fdy. Co... 3S4
S. S. Box.. .Pullman Car Co
Ill
D. S. Box... Am. Car & Fdy. Co... 141
.

.

.

.

1,736

The following new standard
week ended February 8:
C. &
W. C
& 0. C
C. L

T.
A.

&
&
&
&
&

L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
111.

St.

L...
....
....

C

N. Y.

cars

Number

Road
C. C.
C. &

....

N
N
N
N
N

.

.

.

.

57
41
109
133
146

209
238
19
59

213
....

40

Cent

94
112

Total

1,470

were accepted during the

Type
40-t.
40-t.
40-t.
40^t.
50-t.
50-t.
50-t.
50-t.
50-t.*
50-t.
55-t.
55-t.
55-t.

D.
D.
D.
D.
S.
S.
S.

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

Manufacturer
Car & Fdy. Co.
Car & Fdy. Co.
Car & Fdy. Co.
Car & Fdy. Co.
Car & Fdy. Co.
Haskell & Barker
Pullman Car Co.
Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
Pressed Steel Car
Standard Steel Car
Pressed Steel Car
Am. Car & Fdy. Co.

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.
Am.

Dox
box
box
box
box
box
box

comp. gondola..
comp. gondola.
comp. gondola.
steel hopper...
steel hopper...
steel hopper.
.

Locomotives
The Canadian National Railways have

ordered 25 Pacific
type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company, these
locomotives to have 23J/2 by 28 in. cylinders and a total weight
in working order of 260,000 lbs. each.

Freight Cars

year.

has lately undertaken to provide prompt facilities for
demobilization of the allied armies from Macedonia and bases
in the Orient.

Mikado

11

...

Valley

& Reading
R. R
C L

I'liil

*Onc Mikado

1

3

2

Cent.
Atlantic

I.c-liigli

111.

A

Italy

R

IVnn, R.

Type

1

1

...
...
...
...
...
...

& Santa Fe

O

&

B.

the

USRA SanU Fe.
low. Sw.
USRA 6W. Sw.
USRA 6W. Sw.
USRA Mallet

3

...
...

& N'w

•Chic

undoubtedly lead to a situation

not unlike the Balkans prior to the great war with a corresponding depression in China and discouragement to all
progress. The latter would insure the upbuilding of China
into a great nation of power and wealth which seems to be
contrary to the policy of at least one interested party.

iiMiiiiiMMiiiiiiiriin
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The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,
in the

air

market for

dump

cars.

10,

30 cu.

yd.,

Philadelphia, Pa., is
SO-ton capacity steel automatic

February
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automatic switches, signals and other railroad specialties.
W. Hubbard is president and general manager.

J.

News

Supply Trade
MMIIIllllllNllllli;

The Menasha Filtermass Company, Menasha, Wis., manufacturer of paper mill and pulp-making machinery and equipment, has added a new type of railroad car-mover to its line
of products.
shipment of these devices has been made to
a customer in Japan and orders have also been booked from
domestic buyers.

A

The eastern branch of the Independent Pneumatic Tool
Company, will be removed on March 1 from 170 Broadway
to larger quarters at 1463

The

Broadway,

Patterson Sargent

New

Company

York.

A.

now

represented by
L. J. McComb as railroad paint and varnish salesman, with
ofifice at 201 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.
Mr. McComb
succeeded F. Howard Childs, who died December 15, 1918.

W. W.

is

Butler, vice-president of the Canadian Car

&

Foun-

dry Company, Montreal, Que., has been appointed president.
Mr. Butler is also president of the W. W. Butler Co., Ltd.,
and a director of the Page-Hersey Iron Tube & Lead Co.

Ezra

Taylor, assistant to the vice-president of the Pullhas been elected assistant to the president,
office
in
the Pullman building, Chicago.
Mr. Taylor
was born at Chicago in
S.

man Company,
with

When 17 years old
entered the employ
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe as a
member of a surveying
1880.

he
of

gang

Texas.
After
years
this
in
work, he came to the
Chicago ofifice of the
in

three

Santa Fe as a clerk in
the freight department,
and in 1900 he entered
the

employ of the Pull-

man

Company

clerk

in

S.

Preikschat, formerly assistant to

Pullman Company, and

W. S. Quigley, president of the Quigley Furnace Specialties
Company, Inc., sailed for Liverpool on the Baltic, February 15, for the purpose of further developing European connections of his company.
Mr. Quigley will spend several
weeks in England, France and Italy, and visit the plants
installing the Quigley system for preparing and burning
pulverized coal and lignite.
Captain John M. Taylor has been made publicity manager
the Ferguson Company.
He was the first uniformed
officer on the grounds at Camp Devens, Mass.
There he was
assigned to the construction division, Quartermaster Department, for six months and for the balance of the war remained
in the south in the Military Intelligence Department. Captain
Taylor had considerable experience in the work in which
he will henceforth be engaged prior to his entrance into
for

military

service.

C. C. Farmer, until recently assistant western manager and
resident engineer for the Westmghouse Air Brake Company, has
been advanced to the position of director of engineering in

same company. Mr.
Farmer has been con-

the

a

auditing
From 1902

nected

1905

February

6,

born

W.

who has been connected with the Navy
Bethlehem Ship Yards, Quincy, Mass., for
the past year and a half, has been appointed special railroad
representative of the Mark Manufacturing Company, ChiLeslie

Department

Millar,
at

cago, with offices in the

The United

States

Conway

building.

Switch Company,

Eau

Claire,

Wis.,

originally incorporated with a capital stock of $1,750,000 in
Delaware, has been reorganized as a Wisconsin corporation
with an authorized capital of $300,000, divided equally into
preferred and common stock.
The company manufactures

in

education.

number

California,

Pacific,

1891,

action

his

After

of years as

a

ma-

on the Southern

chinist

he

began,

in

a study of brake
and train con-

in
the Westinghouse Air Brake Company instruction car. on
various roads through-

trol

out the country. In the
same year, the Missouri,
C. C.

W. W. Hayward, secretary and treasurer of the Butler
Drawbar Attachment Company, Cleveland, Ohio, died of
pneumonia on February 12. Mr. Hayward had served as
secretary and treasurer of the company since its organization.
He will be succeeded by W. B. Waggoner.

air

where he received

1919.

William M. Ryan, president of the Ryan Car Company,
Hegewisch, Chicago, has been elected president of the Calumet Manufacturers' Association, organized last month to
promote the business interests of the Calumet district,
Chicago, which comprises 300 factories.

the

many

Lines at Chicago. The
following three years he was assistant purchasing agent for
the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, at Anniston,
Ala., and later at the Hegewisch (III.) plant.
To increase his
knowledge of the steel business, Mr. Taylor subsequently
entered the employ of the Illinois Steel Conipany at its open
hearth plant in South Chicago, where he remained for one
year. In 1909 he returned to the Pullman Company as chief
clerk in the sales department, and was subsequently general
eastern agent at New York and assistant to the vice-president, which position he held until his appointment as assistant
to the president on

with

brake company for
years.
He was

he was assistant to the storekeeper,
and later to the operating superintendent of
the Chicago Elevated

Taylor

the engineer of

later special representa-

purchasing department of the Steel Tube Company of America, has been appointed sales representative of
the Liberty Steel Products Company, Inc., with offices in
the McCormick building, Chicago.
tive in the

the

department.
to

E.

as

W.

tests, of the

Kansas & Texas
him the posi-

offered
tion of

Farmer

supervisor

of

air brake repairs, from
few months to air brake inspector of the entire road. In 1896 he became general air
brake instructor of the Central of New Jersey and soon after
became an inspector for the Westinghouse Air Brake Company. Not long after his second association with the W^estinghouse Air Brake Company, he was transferred to the
Chicago district as mechanical expert. Then he was appointed resident engineer, and later, with the understanding
that he would still retain the title of resident engineer, he
was made assistant western manager, from which dual position
he has now been advanced to that of director of engineering.

which he was advanced

in

a

L. F. Phipps, president of the American Frog & Switch
since its organization, has retired
from the presidency and has been appointed chairman of the
board of directors. C. E. Hooven, president of the Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg & Aurora Electric Railway; vice-president of the Dayton Rubber Manufacturing Company, and
president of the Hooven Automatic Typewriter Company,
has been appointed president to succeed Mr. Phipps. Don

Company, Hamilton, Ohio,
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Hooven, secretary and treasurer of tlie Cincinnati, LavvrenccburR & .\urora Klcctric Railway and a director in the Dayton
Ruhher ManufafturinR Company, has been appointed secreE. S. Griffis lias been re-elected treasurer, and W. H.
tary.
Rabbe, cliiof cnsinecr. The control of this company has
passed to the llooven estate.

John S. Y. Fralich has been appointed resident engineer
of the western district for the VVestinghouse .^ir Brake Conipany, succeeding C. C Farmer, promoted to director of engineering. Mr. Fralich has
been with the Westing-

19.

in

has already commercially demonstrated its adaptability for
not only steam locomotives and steamships, but for central
power station and other direct and waste heat stationary
boilers, and for metallurgical and chemical furnaces and cement and other kilns. Many such installations are now in use
and in i)rocess of construction in connection with public
utility properties and large industrial and manufacturing
plants.

The officers of the Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corporation will be: J. S. Coffin, chairman; J. E. Muhlfeld, president;
H. F. Ball, vice-president, executive; H. D. Savage, vicepresident, in charge of sales; V. Z. Caracristi, vice-president,
charge of engineering; Samuel G. Allen, secretary-

house Air Brake ComHe
pany since 1904.
was born at Harris-

in

treasurer.

September
was educated
the grade and high

burg,
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Pa.,

1880,

Pressed Steel Car

schools of Philadelphia,
and received his engineering training at WilHe
School.
liamson
then served a regular
three years' apprenticeship as a machinist anil

was employed

for

and

taxes, amounted to $3,950,785, equivalent after the deduction
of preferred dividends to $24.60 a share on the $12,500,000 common stock. In 1917 the surplus was $2,130,308, equivalent after

two

years as a machinist in
the Altoona shops of
the Pennsylvania RailHe became conroad.
nected with the WestJ.

s.

Air Brake
Company in June, 1904.
having been hired as a machinist and shortly thereafter asHe was then respectively
signed to the inspection force.
shop inspector, special inspector, with the experimental test
department, supervisor of shop tests, acting assistant to meHe did special engineering work in the
chanical engineer.
Chicago office from March to December, 1913, was appointed
assistant resident engineer in December, 1913, and resident
engineer of the western district February 1, 1919, as above

inghouse

noted.

New York
The gross

sales of the

Company

The annual report of the Pressed Steel Car Company for the
year ended December 31, 1918, shows a big increase in earnings
over the report for 1917. The surplus last year, after charges

Air Brake

New York

Company
Company

Air Brake

preferred dividends to $10.04 a share on the common.
The profit,^ for 1918 after federal tax deductions were $4,350,785, an increase of $1,920,477 over the preceding year.
Depreciation charges were $400,000, as compared with a depreciation
charge in the preceding year of $300,000. The surplus for last
year, after preferred and common dividends, was $2,107,035, as
compared with $380,308 in 1917. The profit and loss surplus now
stands at $12,704,412. The inventory at the close of 1918 stood
at $3,364,479, only a trifle more than half of the inventory item
in the balance sheet of the preceding year.
Unfilled orders on hand January 1, 1919, including the business of the Western Car and Foundry Company, amounted to
$73,000,000, and of this only about 15 per cent was for the ordnance department and subj-ect to termination. All other business was covered by contracts containing no cancellation clauses.
About 25 per cent of this business was for the military railways
overseas and about 35 per cent for the United States Railroad
-Administration.

Railroad Administration Takes Over Superheater
for

year ended December 31, 1918, totaled $10,380,584, as
compared with $10,157,038 in 1917. Xet profits for the year
after the deduction of charges, were $2,052,553, an equivalent of $20.52 a share earned on the $10,000,000 capital stock,
as compared with net profits of $1,893,825, or $18.94 a share
earned in 1917.In his remarks to stockholders, accompanying the annual
"It will be
report, President C. A. Starbuck said in part
noticed that the net earnings for the year are more than
sufficient to continue the payment of the dividend at the rate
However, the board of directors decided to
of 20 per cent.
pay at this time a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, being
of the opinion that the past earnings and future prospects
justify the belief that this rate can be permanently maintained and still permit the company to continue to enlarge
its working capital to enable it to take on some special business now under consideration."
the

:

The Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corporation
The Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corporation has recently
been organized for the purpose of taking over the business
of the Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company, and to broaden
the activities of the latter to cover the central power staThe head offices
tion, metallurgical and industrial fields.

are at 30 Church street. New York, with Canadian office in
the Transportation building. Montreal.
This corporation installs and delivers in operation complete plants of its 'Lopulco" system for the preparation, distribution, storage, feeding and burning of pulverized fuel
for any steam generating or heating purposes whatsoever.
The development by the Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company of its "Lopulco" system for the burning of anthracite
and bituminous coals, lignite and peat in pulverized forms.

Company
Director General Hines announced on February 18 that
the U^nited States Railroad Administration, at the instance of
the alien property custodian, had purchased more than 51
per cent of the stock of the Locomotive Superheater ComAccording to Mr. Hines' statement, this stock
pany.
originally belonged to German interests. The alien property
custodian suggested that the interests of this government
could be best protected through some govermental agency
acquiring the stock. The purchase by the Railroad Administration will prevent efifectively the passing of the stock back
to

German

control.

Locomotive Superheater
Company, held at the office of the company, 30 Church street.
New York City, the following directors were elected: J. S.
-At

the

annual meeting of the

George L. Bourne, H. B.
N. Wallace, F. W. Scott,
T. C. Powell and Henry Morgenthau. Five of these, Messrs.
Spencer. Freund, Wallace, Scott and Powell, are representatives of the Railroad Administration.
It was announced that as the affairs of the company have
been satisfactorily managed by its officers, no change was
made in the management. George L. Bourne, R. M, Osterman, F. A. SchafiF, and S. G. Allen were re-elected, respectively, president, vice-presidents and secretary; Henry Morgenthau was elected treasurer, and T. C. Powell, director of
the Division of Capital Expenditures of the Railroad Administration, was elected an additional vice-president.
(chairman), S. G. Allen,
Spencer, Sanford H. E. Freund,
Coffin

J.

The hearing on regulations for the transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles by freight and express,
assigned for February 24, has been reassigned for hearing
March

25.

at

Washington.

—

February
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Railway Financial News

Railroad Administration

Denver & Rio GRANDE.^See item in General News about Denver
& Rio Grande operating expenses.

Hocking Valley.— This company has

sold $7,500,000 five year 6
per cent notes to Kuhn, Loeb & Co. The notes will be offered
at 98J4 and the proceeds will be used to meet $5,000,000 6 per
cent notes which matured February 1 and were extended for

Central
Sanford H. E. Freund, formerly assistant general counsel
of the Great Northern, has been appointed assistant general
counsel of the Railroad Administration, with office at Washington, D. C.

Operating

a month.

Lehigh & New England.
General News.

— See

Michigan Central.
months

— See

item about operating revenues

in

item on net operating income for 11

General News.

in

—

New

York, New Haven & Hartford. An application for the
appointment of a limited receiver to prosecute suits against
certain of the former directors of this company was made to
Judge John C. Knox in the United States District Court in
New York City on February 13 by a stockholder's committee
(Harold Norris, secretary), representing 1,738 shareholders

D. M. Driscoll, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific, with
office at Duluth, Minn., has been appointed assistant superintendent of
Duluth.

Financial, Legal

office

—

the steel to be used in their construction.
It
the project will soon afford employment for

men, and the applications of

is

to be given preference.

—

Illinois Central. This road has awarded a contract to the
Railroad Water and Coal Handling Company of Chicago for
the construction of a complete pumping installation at Bois, III.
The pump house will be of brick and concrete and the pumping

equipment

consist

will

of

duplicate

installations

of

30-hp.

oil

engines with centrifugal pumps.

—A

Quebec & Ungava.
bill has been introduced in the Quebec
legislature to authorize this company to build a railway from
a point near Seven Islands on the north shore of the St.
Lawrence river, Saguenay county, Quebec, north to a point
at or near Lake Menihek, thence west or northwest to a
harbor between the mouth of Big river and Nastapoka sound
on Hudson Bay; also to build branch lines. The provisional
directors include W. Perceval, E. S. Holmwood and H. C.
Thomson, all of London, England. The head office of the

company

be

will

in

Quebec.

& Ungava. — A

bill has been introduced in the
legislature to incorporate this company. The plans
for building a railway from St. Felicien, Lake St. John
county, Quebec, north to a point on Lake Mistassini, thence
in a northeasterly direction via Lake Nichikun to Lake
Petitsikapau, or from St. Felicien direct to Lake Nichikun.
thence to Lake Petitsikapau; also to build branch lines. The

Felicien

St.

Quebec

call

provisional directors include H. C. Thomson. London, England, and J. T. Ross, Quebec.
The head office of the com-

pany

will

be

in

Quebec,

Pullman employees, taking a straw vote, have decided that
government management of the railways is a good thing.
Note The governinent has increased their salaries three

—

times.

I.os

Angeles Times.

with

headquarters

at

car service,
car service
Valley, and
at Chicago,

and Accounting

Dowell, cashier of the Atlantic Coast Line, with
at Savannah, Ga., has been appointed paymaster, with
at Wilmington, N. C.

J. H. Conley, auditor of the Georgia & Florida and the
-Augusta Southern, with office at Augusta, Ga., has been appointed federal auditor; W. Blanchard, treasurer, has been
appointed acting federal treasurer, and Barrett & Hull, general counsel, have been appointed general solicitors; all with
headquarters at Augusta, Ga.

Traffic

W.

F. Griffiths, assistant general passenger agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, has been appointed general passenger agent, with headquarters at New York.

Purchasing

estimated that

more than 5,000
discharged soldiers for work are

division,

W. W.
office

Chicago Union Station Company. The John Griffiths & Son
Company, Chicago, has been awarded a contract for the construction of the foundation of the head house of the new Chicago
Union station. Approximately 100 men began work on that part
of the project on February 17. The contract for the construction of the Harrison street viaduct substructure has been awarded
to the W. J. Newman Company and work is to be started immediately.
The American Bridge Company, New York, which was
awarded a contract some time ago for work in connection with
the Polk street and Taylor street viaducts, is now fabricating

Lake Superior

C. B. Dugan, assistant superintendent of dining
has been promoted to superintendent of dining
of the Illinois Central, the Yazoo & Mississippi
the Chicago, Memphis & Gulf, with headquarters
succeeding W. C. Francis, deceased.

holding 51,959 shares of stock.

Railway Construction

the

G. E. Scott, purchasing agent of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, and the St. Louis-San Francisco, has been appointed
a member of the southwestern regional purchasing committee, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., to succeed J. L.

Cowan.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W.

Peck, signal inspector on the Chicago Great Western,
at Chicago, has been promoted to assistant signal engineer,
with headquarters at the same point, and W. J. Mullins,
recently discharged from the army, has returned to his former position as general signal inspector of the same road.
J.

James M. Kinkead, who has been appointed

division en-

Trenton division of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
with office at Trenton, N. J., as has already been announced
in these columns, was born in Altoona. Pa., and was educated
.gineer of the

Lafayette College, graduating with the class of 1895.
After graduation he entered the maintenance of way department of the Pennsylvania and has since been constantly in
its employ.
He served successively as chainman. rodman,
transitman. assistant supervisor and then as supervisor at
York, Pa.; Parkton, Md.; Baltimore; Huntingdon, Pa., and
Altoona.
His appointment as division engineer became
at

effective

on February 1.
Vogt, mechanical engineer

of the Pennsylvania
with office at Altoona. Pa., on FebHe
ruary 1, retired under the pension rules of the road.
was born on January 19, 1849, at Christianstad. Sweden, and
work
He
began
railway
the
public
schools.
was educated in
in June, 1874. with the Pennsylvania Railroad, and remained
in that position until 1882, when he went with Schutte &
In November. 1883. he reGoehring, Philadelphia, Pa.
turned to the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad as asOn September 1. 1886. he was apsistant engineer of tests.
pointed assistant engineer, and since March, 1887, served

Axel

S.

Railroad.

Eastern

lines,
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as inoclKiiiiial cMiKinciT, until liis retirement under
rules i>f the road as above noted.

tlic i)eiisiun

William Frederic Keisel, Jr., assistant mechanical engineer
ol the i't-nnsylvania ivailroad, Eastern lines, has been appointed acting mechanical engineer, with office at Altoona,
Pa., succeeding A. S.
Vogt, who has retired
under the pension rules
of the road. Mr. Keisel

was born on September

1,

1866, at Scranton,

and was educated
in Lehigh Preparatory
School; and in 1887
graduated from Lehigh
Pa.,

University with the degree of mechanical engineer. He entered the
service of the Pennsylvania
Railroad as a

Vol. 66, No. 8

McLcod,

assistant engineer on the Pipestone extension of the
Pacific, resident engineer of the Ontario & Rainy
river at I""ort Arthur, Ont., locating and divi.sion engineer on
the Canadian Northern, with head<iuartcrs at Winnipeg, and
assistant district engineer of the National Transcontinental
In 1905, Mr. Fraser entered the employ of
at Ottawa, Ont.
the McDonald & McMillan Company, which held a Grand
Trunk Pacific contract for work frtim Portage La Prairie to
the Touchwood Hills. The following four years he spent in
mining and prospecting in Northern Ontario.
In 1910 he
returned to the Canadian Northern as locating and division
engineer at Edmonton, Alta., and in 1911 lie was appointed
district engineer at Edmonton, in charge of the location and
construction of the main line and branches in Alberta. In
1915 he was promoted to district engineer of the Western
district of the same road, which position he held until his
appointment as chief engineer.

Canadian

Purchasing

draughtsman, in the office of the mechanical

A. E. Cox, general storekeeper of the Canadian Northern,
western lines, has been appointed general storekeeper of the
Canadian National, western lines, with headquarters at Winni-

engineer, in April, 1888,

peg,

and
chief

was promoted
draughtsman

Man.

to
in

March, 1899. On July 1,
F. Keisel, Jr
1900, he was appointed
assistant engineer, and
in September, 1902, he became assistant mechanical engineer,
in which capacity he also had charge of the test department
at Altoona. until the separation of the two departments.
Mr. Keisel's appointment as acting mechanical engineer of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern lines, became effective
on February 1.

Corporate
Operating
D. C. Smith, general manager for the receivers of the
Georgia Coast & Piedmont, with office at Brunswick, Ga., has
been appointed also general manager of the Savannah &
Statesboro Railroad, succeeding S. T. Grimshaw, resigned
to go with the Seaboard Air Line.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Albert H. Eager, assistant superintendent of rolling stock,
Canadian Northern, western lines, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed mechanical superintendent
of the Canadian National, with office at Winnipeg.
Mr.
Eager was born at Waterloo, Que., in 1868, and entered railway service as a machinist apprentice with the Canadian
Pacific at Farnham, Que., in 1885.
He remained with the
Canadian Pacific until 1910, being successively machinist,
locomotive foreman, general foreman at Cranbrook, B. C,
and at Calgary, Alta., district master mechanic at Kenora,
Ont., and again locomotive foreman at Calgary.
In 1910 he
went to the Canadian Northern as superintendent of shops at
Winnipeg, and in 1915 became assistant superintendent of
rolling stock of the Canadian Northern, western lines at
Winnipeg, which position he held until his appointment as
mechanical superintendent of the Canadian National.

Alan T. Fraser, district engineer on the western district
of the Canadian Northern, has been appointed chief engineer
of the Canadian National, western lines, with headquarters
at Winnipeg, Man.
Mr. Fraser was born at Pembroke, Ont.,
in 1872.
He was educated in the public and high schools of
Pembroke and graduated from the School of Practical
Science at Toronto, Ont., in 1892. He immediately entered
the employ of the Gatineau Valley, at Wakefield, Que. From
1893 to 1895 he was successively chainman, rodman and
leveller for the Canadian Pacific and the Lake Timiskaming,
at Mattawa, Ont.
Subsequently he was timekeeper on the
Ottawa-Montreal Short Line at Vankleek Hill, Ont., transitman and resident engineer of the Crows Nest Pass at Fort

Obituary
W. C. Francis, who was for seven years assistant superintendent of dining car service on the Illinois Central, at Chicago, died in the Illinois Central hospital, at Chicago, on
February 9, at the age of 65 years.
Bruce W. Duer, traffic expert for the Public Service Commission of Maryland, at Baltimore, died, on February IS, of
pneumonia. He was born on February 17, 1867, at Princess
Anne, Md., and was educated at Princess Anne Academy.
He began railway work in 1884, with the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, serving consecutively as agent, operator
and despatcher. In 1888, he went to the Baltimore & Ohio
as agent and operator, and was steadily promoted until he
became superintendent at Pittsburgh, Pa. In February, 1913,
he was elected vice-president of the Georgia & Florida, and later
became

traffic

of the

specialist

Public

Service

Commission

at

Baltimore.

—

Feminine Curiosity. A young lady operator working at the
summit of Blue Mountain reported a train out at 5 p. m. and
then asked:

was going

"What

did the conductor

to steal

twenty minutes?"

mean when he said he
The despatcher then

ascertained the exact time the train did leave [5:20]. This
train went down the hill about eight miles, where it was
derailed on account of making excessive speed.
Well, they
did not find out at the investigation until the conductor and
his entire crew had nearly slipped out of the responsibility,
when the despatcher remembered the conversation with the
operator.
Comparing the time the accident happened with
the time the train left the last station it was plainly shown
that the cause was excessive speed.
That's the reason we
require all operators to tell the despatcher all conversations and anything that happens at their respective stations.
/. A. Shockey, S. P., before Pacific Railway Club.

—

—

Absolute Confidence. The train and engine crews receiving
on tissue paper from an operator, have
absolute confidence in what that train order tells them. If
If you
they didn't have, the system would break down.
received a messenger boy with a note to go down and jump
off Pier 13 into the bay, would you do it?
I don't think you
would; but train and engine men, receiving train orders, in
efTect do that very thing.
They ramble through the night
at any speed you might wish them to make, pick up a train
order by hoop in the crook of the arm, then read it before
they get to the switch past which they must not go until it
has been read. They know the operator has gone through
certain requirements and rules before the train order can be
delivered to them and they trust the life and limbs, not only
of themselves, but of the passengers in their charge. /. A.
Shockey, Southern Pacific Train Despatcher.
a train order written

—

Those who attended the meeting of the New York Railroad
Club last Friday evening and who had any doubts in their
minds as to the practical value of the
The Value of
standard operating statistics, must have
the Standard
left the meeting with these doubts pretty
well cleared away.
Professor William
Statistics
J. Cunningham, manager of the Operating Statistics Section of the Railroad Administration, told
of the purposes of these statistics and of their advantages;
in

addition,

he outlined the more

salient

features of the

During the discussion reasons were addifferent forms.
vanced as to why the standardized statistics were of importance and value from the operating and engineering deviewpoints.
The new forms were severely
partments'
criticised by two of the speakers, but Professor Cunningham
met their objections so fully at the close of the discussion
While he
that the meeting gave him quite an ovation.
emphasized the value of the standard operating statistics
for the purposes of administrative control, he showed clearly
their great importance in securing improved results when
properly used by the local officers. While they in no way
interfere with initiative on the part of these officials, they
furnish, with more or less promptness, an accurate measurThat the forms
ing stick with which to gage their efforts.
were not developed on a theoretical basis, but are eminently
practical is indicated by the fact that similar data have been
used to a greater or less extent on a number of roads with
Because they are based upon sound fundaexcellent results.
mental principles and are logically arranged, they make
possible an intelligent and thorough analysis of operating
conditions, thus helping to locate and eliminate lost motion
and friction, and to develop the most economical and efficient
Not a few operating officers have been startled
methods.
when the facts concerning the performance of the equipment
and of operation were clearly and accurately placed before
Another advantage of these statistics is that they
them.
make possible the setting of a definite goal toward which
the men may be encouraged to aspire and which intelligent
efforts on their part will make it possible to achieve.

The New York

State report on the South

Byron

collision,

a thorough and complete document. It
is very long, but the author found, no
Report On
doubt, that completeness and brevity
This report
could not be combined.
South Byron
should be specially useful to railroad
Collision
directors, state commissioners and other
persons in responsible positions who are inclined to evade
the duty of reading a report like this because of their unfamiliarity with the details of signalling and train running.
noticed elsewhere,

is

this country has so large a train-accident
the division of the responsibility for the safety
of trains among such a large number of individuals from
railroad directors and congressmen down to repairmen and
and a report intelligible to all classes has
track-walkers
The outstanding feature of this
a distinctive usefulness.

•One reason

'death list

why

is

—

—

the discussion of automatic train stops and audible
South Byron was a notable example of the class
of collisions in which these expedients constitute the onlv
"indicated" remedv, and the situation is here fearlessly and
report

is

signals.
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trenchantly analyzed.
It could not be dealt with exhausof course; that would require a treatise; but Mr.
Vanneman has set forth the principal issues very clearly,
and any state or federal or railroad officer who has felt that
he was in the dark on this subject can here find light for
his path.
Discussing the question of the cost of providing
tively,

a safeguard to supplement our best visual signals, Mr. Vanstates the obvious fact that during the past few
years even our richest railroads
most of them would have
found it difficult or impossible to get the necessary money;

neman

—

—

which reminds us that the government has a very definite
responsibility for the safety of passengers' lives, for it is
the government that has limited the railroads' income.
railroad president who would spend a half million dollars

A

for automatic stops has before
tion.

How many

years shall

Congress or commission to

him

the very definite ques-

have to wait for an unwilling
permit me to recoup this expenI

diture?

After a fairly thorough trial of the table d'hote dining car
service by the Railroad Administration, it has been decided
to discontinue it except where there are
Change in
special and important reasons for not
so doing.
Dining Car
In many respects this action
'^ to be regretted, although the adminisService
tration is doubtless forced to take it because of the numerous complamts which it has received.
One of the principal advantages of the table d'hote system
is

that

it

makes

it

possible

to

serve

the

meals quickly,

with a fairly good variety of food, and at considerably less
expense than under the a la carte system.
The very fact
that the service is quicker has been criticised by those
making long journeys, who feel that the slower service under
the a la carte system is a distinct advantage in helping to

break the monotony of the trip.
On the other hand, the
quicker service is a ver}- distinct advantage when the trains
are crowded and it is advisable to serve the diners as
quickly as possible in order not to force some of them to
wait an unreasonable time. A studeni of psychology claims
that the greatest objection to the table d'hote system is the
fact that Americans as a class insist upon receiving individual attention and do not like to be forced to do anything.

He suggests that if a choice could be given of the table
d'hote and the a la carte systems at tlie same time, very few
people would order a la carte. The most serious objections
to the table d'hote system were made by mothers traveling
with small children.
It is rather pitiable to watch a small
child served with a regular course, a large part of which
may not be suited to its needs or tastes. While the dining
car conductor is given a certain latitude in cases of this
kind, he is told to stick as closely as possible to the table
d'hote meal and not to allow any variations unless, in his
The result has been that
judgment, it is really necessary.
most of them have made no allowance for the children. Several dining car conductors who were interviewed, admitted
that the table d'hote system made it possible to serve the
people more quickly and more satisfactorily and at less cost
than the a la carte system, but that they would be greatly
relieved to go back to the a la carte .system, because it would
relieve them of many arguments which were not at all pleas-
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ing.

While some

much

tliey

spend

of tliose truvelers who do not care how
their meals nuiv be glad to welcome

for

back the a la carte system,
meal at a reasonable price

tiiosc

who enjoy

a well-balanced

will greatly miss the tal)le d'hote

meals.

The

effects the.se

road
preparing and putting into

effect

standard specifications

and for tlieir treatment, and other measures
railtending to improve the ([uality of the tics used by the
These measures should be retained permanently, reways.
adopted.
gardless of the form of railway control ultimately
However, the primary function of this department is the semeet the
curing of an adequate supply of tics and timbers to
This it is failing to do. The
requirements of the roads.
tiie year
production of ties has fallen to such an extent during
for crass

standing in
designed to eliminate certain practices of long
Principal among these was the order eliminatthe industry.
organization
ing the tie contractor, which destro)ed the
secured in
through which a large part of the ties had been
organization to repast without building up any other
the

will

is evident.
Imi)ortant as are the imjjrovements which the !• ore.'it ProdU( ts Section is endeavoring to make, it is even more es>ential that the roads Ije i)rovi(led with the ties neces.sary for their

and .safe maintenance.
development of theories.

No

further time can be lost
Ties are needed and needed

at once.

Vast Increases

of

Due

ties

exi.^tcnce that
since the Fore.st Products Section has been in
genmaintenance men, particularly in the east, are becoming
uinelv alarmed over the outlook.
A falling off in tie production last year would not have
and the unbeen surprising, owing to tlie shortage of labor
But the manufacture of
settled conditions in all industries.
with by the promulties was even more seriously interfered
Section,
gation of several "reforms" by the Forest Products

measures

future years

in the

in

and treat them properly.
have on msintcnance costs in

out of track long enough to season

jiroper

The Situation Becoming Desperate
I'RonucTS SECTION of the United States RailTHE FORKST
Administration has done highly constructive work

Vol. 66, No, 9

As

THE STATISTICS

Expenses Not
Advances in Wages

to

of the Interstate

Commerce Commis-

and of the Railroad Administration regarding the
operating exjjenses of the railways in 1918 tjiecome more
complete they grew more startling. The Railway Age estimated that when complete statistics were available they
would show that the total increase in expenses over 1917 was
$1,250,000,000, and that two-thirds of this would be due to
advances in wages and one-third to other causes. The final
summary of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the
\ear 1918 which has recently come out, and which covers
railways operating 234,000 miles of line, shows an increase
sion

in operating expenses for these railways of $1,149,000,000.

Director General Hines, in testifying before a committee of
Congress last week, estimated that the advances iu wages
which actually had been charged into the accounts for 1918

amounted

to

$583,550,000.

The

conclusion must be drawn

that the increases in expenses in 1918 attributable to causes

other than advances in wages were about $565,000,000, or
In view of the "economies"
almost one-half of the total.

contractors and
place it. While we hold no brief for the tie
withm
do not overlook certain abuses which had grown up
advisability of introtheir organizations, we do question the
many other
ducing such radical changes at a time when so
conditions were tending to restrict the output.
last
As a result of these conditions the production of ties
Drastic
years.
year was not much over half that of normal
full effects were not
as such a curtailment in supply was, the
with their
evidenced on many roads which entered the season
These have since been used
usually large stocks on hand.
the
and in large part have not been replaced. As a result
regions,
roads, particularly in the Eastern and Allegheny
season of
few- ties on hand at the opening of their

which Mr. McAdoo anticipated would result from unification, and which the advocates of government ownership predicted would result from government operation, it will prob-

renewals when they should normally have their largest

has Ijeen understood that further advances of $60,000,000 to
$100,000,000 are yet to come. Why the discrepancy between
It is
these figures and the one which Mr. Hines gave?
largely explained by the following note w-hich is given in
Mr. Hines' table regarding the estimated advance in wages
in 1918: "The statement does not include the effect of increases covered by Supplements 12 and 13 which were promulgated in December, 1918, with regard to which reliable
data are not available." Presumably, therefore, the increases

now have
tie

supplies.

u
in the
At a meeting of representatives of the railroads
that the
.A.neghenv region a few days ago, it was ascertained
of the seven, were
road's in 'that region, one of the smallest
Conditions in the Eastern region are
ties short.
.,

J

•

11,000,000
the countryeven worse, while the roads in almost all parts of
have less than their normal supplies on hand.
Ties are a primary necessity for track maintenance. Their
deterioration is continuous. Their replacement should thereRailway men are familiar with these facts.
fore be uniform.
Facing this shortage, they are resorting to measures w-hich

ably astound the public to learn that the increase of expenses during the year would have greatly exceeded a half
billion dollars without any advance of wages at all.
This showing accentuates the uneasiness that must be felt
It has been estias to the future of railway net earnings.
mated that the advances in wages made under government
control have amounted to over $800,000,000 annually, and
much discussion in our own columns and elsewhere has been
predicated

on

the

understanding

amount was charged

that

into the accounts

substantially
for

1918.

It

this

also

instances are worse than those which it is aimed to
Rumors are frequent of the lax inspection and incorrect grading of ties produced along the lines of the purchasing roads. The acute shortage is also leading to greatly

covered by Supplements 12 and 13 to telegraph operators and
some other classes of employees, some of which are retroactive, are not included in the operating expenses for 1918
as reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Therefore, either part of these advances will yet have to be charged
back into the 1918 accounts, thereby increasing the operating
expenses shown for that year, or charged into the operating

increased prices. Only a few days ago the purchasing agent
of an eastern road accepted without hesitation the offer of a
shipment of Douglas Fir ties from the Pacific Coast (one of
the few regions now producing a normal supply) at a cost of
over $1.80 each, delivered at New York. Roads which have
used treated ties in large measure or exclusively are now using untreated ties because of their inability to hold the ties

expenses for 1919.
In any event, the amount of wages paid in 1919, unless
there should be a drastic reduction in the number of emplovees, will be far larger than the amount included in the
operating expenses for 1918, as reported by the Commission.
Assuming the same number of employees, if the wage advances made under government control should prove to run

in

many

correct.'

February

28,
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1919

$800,000,000 a rear, the total wages paid in
1919 would be over $200,000,000 more than in 1918, while
if they should prove to run at the rate of $900,000,000 a
year, the total wages paid in 1919 would be over $300,000,000 more than in 1918.
This $200,000,000 to $300,000,000 additional wages must
be included in operating expenses at a time when the traffic
handled and, in consequence, the total earnings made, are
declining.
To estimate with any confidence what future
earnings and expenses will be when both earnings and expenses are being affected by such influences is impracticable.
Theoretically, it ought to be possible to effect large economies,
but as a practical matter it will be very difficult, especially
under government operation. The railways are overmanned
in certain departments, and there ought to be a shai-j) reduction of the number of employees in those departments,
accompanied by a marked increase in efficiency of tliose reIt is, however, very difficult substantially to reduce
tained.
forces under government operation, because it is naturally
assumed that under government operation there should be
a large measure of consistency and uniformity in the methods
used on all the railways, and the varying conditions existing
on different railways are not adapted to consistent and uniform reductions of employees.
Besides, there is a large
amount of deferred maintenance, and there ought to be an
increase of expenditures for maintenance.
Nobody familiar with railway conditions in general can
study the available statistics regarding earnings and expenses
without being driven to the conclusion that regardless of the
advances in wages government operation has been more exWhat is
pensive than private operation would have been.
even more pertinent to the present situation is that nobody
can study the figures without being driven to the conclusion
that with existing rates, prices and wages it will be difficult
for either the government or the railway companies to operate
the railways and earn a reasonable net operating income in
at the rate of

1919.

These two conclusions once reached, there should be little
it would seem, in deciding upon the general policy
of dealing with the railways which should be adopted. They
difficulty,

should be returned to private operation as soon as practicable
may benefit by the more economical
management which the companies will provide. Before they
are returned, however, there should be adopted legislation
in order that the country

which will protect the companies from financial disaster due
which have occurred under
government operation. The public wants the railways reto the vast increases of expenses

turned to private operation.
is

the

ment

The

great difficulty in the way
for which the govern-

enormous increase in expenses
itself is responsible.

We

frequently hear it said that if the railways are returned to private operation the government will not give the
companies guaranties of net return in any form that they
will have to take their chances with the regulating commisBut why should the companies be told
sions and the courts.
they must take their chances with increased expenses the
government itself has piled up ? The railway companies took

—

"chances" with the regulating commissions and the
war with the result that the expansion of
If the railways should be
railroad facilities almost stopped.
turned back to their owners, and existing rates should prove
insufficient, the result might be the bankruptcy of many
companies and a financial panic before the regulating bodies,
even though disposed to do so, could make readjustments of
It would be the
rates which might prove to be necessary.
public as much as the companies that would be taking
"chances," and very dangerous chances, if a policy which
did not recognize actual conditions should be adopted.
The railways should be returned soon to private operation
^v;cause under private operation they will be run more ecotheir

courts before the
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nomically and give the public more satisfactory service, provided they are fairly treated. They should be protected from
financial disaster either by specific government guaranties of
net income or by legislation such as that proposed in the
Warfield plan requiring the regulating bodies to so fix rates
as to yield an adequate return, because if this is not done
they may and probaijly will be unable to accomplish for the
public the results which the public wishes accomplished, and
failure to accomplish which will hurt the public as much as
it will the companies.

Government Operation An
Unauthorized Experiment
M. FREER, president of the National Industrial Traffic
^J' League, gave a pointed answei to some of the arguments advanced by Mr. McAdoo and Mr. Hines in favor
of another five years of government operation of the railroads
when he urged the Senate committee not to heed the suggestion that government operation has not had a fair test. He
made the point that the people have never authorized any
test of government operation, and further, that they never
would have consented to such a test as has been made of it
had it not been for the war emergency. He expressed the
opinion that the Railroad Administration might, if given
further opportunity, show an improvement over the results
of its first year, but declared that the whole system is wrong
and should be abandoned as soon as practicable.
The primar)- purpose for which the railroads were taken
over has been accomplished and in a fairly successful manner, considering the matter entirely from the standpoint of
meeting the war emergency. In doing so, however, the Railroad Administration has made itself more unpopular than
the railroads have been for a long time, and the former
director general and the new director general who has assumed the accumulated load, naturally would like to have an
opportunity to vindicate the policies that have been followed.
Mr. Hines has sought to explain the flow of criticism that
has been unloosed since the signing of the armistice removed
some of the restraints upon free speech, by attributing it
to the natural reaction from the restrictions and inconveniences experienced during the war.
It might be more correct
to attribute these criticisms to the fact that Mr. McAdoo persisted in ignoring the emergency character of the autocratic
powers conferred upon him and in taking advantage of
them to conduct an unauthorized experiment in railroad
unification and standardization in the midst ot a great
/->

war.

He seemed to regard not merely government control, but
government operation as a desirable thing in itself, not as a
necessary evil forced upon the countr}' by the short-sightedness of its former policies of regulation. The railroads had
been shackled and throttled until they could no longer function properly under the difficult conditions confronting them,
which, as Mr. Willard has pointed out, were not all matters
of railroad operation, and the government, having got them
into such a situation, had to step in and assume the burden
of responsibility.
If Mr. McAdoo had been content to confine himself to the object for which he was placed in charge
or the officially stated object
of the railroads
he might now
ht receiving congratulations upon his success, in spite of any

—

—

inconvenience to the public or increased expense, instead of
being put in a position to demand five more years in which
to allow his policies an opportunity to make good.
But the task of conducting transportation to win the war
was not big enough for him. He must also conduct an experiment, which he was so confident would be successful, that
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"cnonnous economies"
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year hv

he was
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iinitiod operation.
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These economics, so
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Efficiency in Telegraph Service
A SAVING of several thousand dollars a year by a properly
Is
censored telegrapli service worth consideration?
In the
handling of railroad liusincss, three meth(xls of communication

may

Ijc

said to exist, viz., the telegraph, the traingram

If Mr. McAdoo had not laid such great emphasis on the
comparatively trivial economies that were being effected, or
if they had been regarded merely as a slight offset to the
war time cost of railroad operation, the increase in expenses

.service.
The telegraph is used for
quick action; the traingram for important matters on which
delay of a few hours will not be serious, and the mail
.service is used for routine correspondence.
Unless a railroad has a properly supervised telegraph
service the wires become congested with messages which
should properly have been carried by train.
As a conse(luence, the most efficient use cannot be made of the railroad
wires and there is a corresponding decrease in the efficiency
of the system, as delays are experienced in the transmission
of important messages, while the increased number of mes-

might now

sages re(|uircs a large force of operators.

and they also include such items

saving of $4,000,000
or $5,000,000 in officers' salaries by charging them to the
coq)orations or to the revolving fund while the expenses of
the central and regional organization built up by Mr.
McAdoo have been $3,528,946 for a year, and for several
months have been running at the rate of $6,000, (){)() for the
as

tiie

year.

By

attract less attention.

mounting expenses, and by referring
to the rate increase as a war emergency measure to be followed later by reductions, while promising to maintain the
high wages that chiefly made the increase necessary, Mr.
McAdoo succeeded for a time a time during which the
slightest criticism of the government was regarded as proGerman in creating a popular impression that he was
Neither
"showing up" the former railroad managements.
he nor Mr. Hines should resent the criticisms that are now
being made as the results for the year become known, or regard them as representing a lack of appreciation of the
airily ignoring the

—

—

creditable things that the Railroad Administration has done;

they should attribute them mainly to the wide discrepancy
between the results which actually have been secured and
the results

which

it

was predicted the unauthorized

"test"

would produce.
From an operating point of view, the principal purpose
for which government control was adopted was to enable
the railways to handle a large amount of essential traffic
Mr. McAdoo
during the war, and to handle it better.
deserves full credit for having placed in direct charge of
operation railway men whose experience and abilit}' were
beyond question. It would have been difficult, on the whole,
to have made better selections for the operating positions at
headquarters in Washington, for regional directors, for dismanagers and for federal managers, than he made.
trict
Furthermore, it would be impossible to express too strongly
the appreciation that the nation should feel and show for the
loyalty, energ}- and ability with which the railway men who

and the railroad mail
;i

The traingram service (some fonn of which is in use on
most railroads) should be effective in order to retain the
confidence of officers and employees.
But it is often
remarked that business may as well be handled by
ordinary correspondence as by traingrams because little
more attention is given to the proper handling of such letters
than to ordinary mail. Consequently, it is felt that more consideration will be given to a telegram; and as handing a
message to the operator is the easiest way to handle the
Another reason for the reduced
matter, a message is sent.
efficiency of traingram service is the fact that the traingram
envelopes are allowed to be used by every employe, and when
traingrams are employed little or no check is obtained on
the sending or receipt therefore, they are tcx) often considered
as of little importance, and the recipient is liable to be slow
in acting on the contents.
Rather than permit these conditions to exist this service might better be eliminated. However, a proper censoring of messages and supervision of traingram service can readily correct these conditions, allowing a
more efficient use of both classes of service, with a saving
in the number of employees needed.
Elsewhere in this issue there appears an article outlining
the methods employed in handling this class of service on
one railroad. The methods used there give to each class of
service the importance it deserves, with the result that an
estimated saving of approximately $10,000 a year is accomplished, in addition to greatly increased efficiency in operaticn.
The methods employed are worth careful consideration by other roads having this class of service in use.
;

took important positions in the Railroad Administration did
They did not create the organization; Mr.
their work.
McAdoo created it; but they did their best to make it a success; and in spite of its inherent faults the railway men did

make

it

work well enough

to

move

the

traffic.

Unfortunately, the system adopted by Mr. McAdoo was
obviously designed far more to conduct an experiment to
prove the correctness of his theory of "unified government
The
operation" than merely to meet the war emergency.
result was the development of an over-centralized departmental organization, under which, even with the ablest personnel, the railways could not be operated efficiently and
economically, and which, with a less able personnel would

have been absolutely ruinous.
The nation has good reason to thank railway officers
trained under private management for having prevented Mr.
McAdoo's "experiment" from causing all the calamitous results it might have produced; and at the same time it has
good reason for condemning him for having undertaken, in
the midst of a great national emergency, an experiment which

many

very bad results in spite of all the antidotes
the able and experienced railway men in his organization
have been alle to administer.

has had

New

Books

Lining and Loading Cars of Potatoes for Protection From Cold.
By H. S. Bird, investigator, and A. M. Grimes, scientific assistant, 26 pages, 22 illustrations, 6 in. x 9 in. Published by
the United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of
Markets, Washington, D. C, Markets Document 17.

Approximately 75 per cent of all cars prepared to protect
potato shipments from cold during the winter months are
Protection from cold
either lined or loaded incorrectly.
depends largely upon a constant current of warm air from
the heater directly to the ceiling, spreading between the ceiling and the top potatoes, thence through openings at the
opposite end of the load down to the space beneath the false
floor and from there under the false floor back to the heater
again.

The pamphlet

explains methods of lining and loading pota-

and
under favorable shipping

toes in the four principal types of cars with heaters,

refrigerator cars without heaters

conditions.

I
I

A New Station
Handsome

for the

Santa Fe at San Bernardino

Structure Affords Accommodations for Passengers,

Railway Eating House and Division Officers
Atchisox, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines have
completed a new passenger station, eating
house and division headquarters building of unusual
design at San Bernardino, Cal.
In accordance with the

THE

recently

Santa Fe's policy to erect stations typifying the spirit of the
locality, the new San Bernardino 'Structure has been built
in the mission style, which is so expre'-sive of the Southwest.
The project had its inception with the destruction of the old

Layout

by fire in November, 1916, and
involved a change in the arrangement of facilities, including
a new site for the passenger station, and the movement of
the local freight station to another location.
These changes,
including the preparation of the site, occupied about two
years and involved a total expenditure of about $850,000.
The construction of a Ijuilding adequate for present and

tance of 1,875

to secure the vacation of this street for a disft.,

location west of the passenger station.

As shown in the photographs, the building presents an
unusually pleasing appearance.
The predominating feature
in the design is a group of four flat domes surmounting the
central portion of the structure.

a change which was permitted by the city
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These domes receive minor

Grounds

repetition on the west wing of the building and also on a
shelter structure at the east end.
In place of a canopy or
train shed, the track side of the structure is embellished by a

covered arcade consisting of a succession of semi-circular
arches extending each way from the track entrance to the
waiting room. The roofs are of red terra-cotta tile.

Passing into the station from the Track side the passen-

Station from the Track Side, Eating

estimated future needs necessitated this change in site, and
the only available location that seemed to meet the situation
v;as one on the other side of Third street bordering the railroad right-of-way.
In order to make this site available it

was necessary

of sufficient property to permit of a relocation of the street south of the new station site.
The
Ireight house has also been moved to this new property on a

of the Station

station building at that place

The

upon the purchase

ger enters the

House End
main waiting room, 80

ft. long, 40 ft. wide
Directly opposite this entrance is a 24-ft.
corridor leading to the street door, while on either side of
this corridor are separate accommodations for men and
women. The walls of the waiting room and the entran e
lobby are paneled in art tile wainscot to a height of 9 ft.

and 22

ft.

high.
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TIu'

tlm)r.s

arc of iiiiarrv

tile,

in lioavv

beamed panel work.

dling the

l)U.>;iness

of the

wliilo tin-

(ciliiij/.s

known

arc laid off

is

west end of the waiting room,
room, so that it was |K).ssil)le to phue
the l)a,a,nai;e counter immediately -Kljacent to the tiiket
counter.
The pa.s.sen.ners arc served at the latter witlioul any
ticket

adjacent to

grill or

ofl'ue

at

the

llie ha,L;,^a^;c

One
tlie

l.yth-

ireek,

wliidi

later

!iad

Ijecn

diverted

into

i>;

top enclosure.

At the end of the waitintr r(H)m opposite

as

another channel. To hrin^ the site to grade re(|uire(l 75,000
cu. yd. of earth I'lllinK.
It also introduced a tomplication in
the buildinp of the central part of the structure and entailed
the e.xtcndini,' of the foundations to a depth of 28 ft. iielow
the first tloor level.
The building
heated iiy a vacuum
'team-heating system.

coiivenienrc in hanafforded hy the position

S|)cci.il

of the |)assenncr
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respect

ti(ket office

of the drawings siiows the location of the station with
to the tracks and tlie new kH.-ation of Third street.

.1^
\Sptcial
\Ofr,cer

I

-84-0'-

I
^

'

'

4-j7.',#"-4^

First Floor Plan of the Station Building

double door leads to the lunch room which occupies a space
ft. by S3 ft., with an additional entrance direct from the
This room has an interior finish similar to that of
arcade.
the general waiting room, while the lunch counter has a tile
front with a white glass top.
An alcove adjoining this lunch
room provides space for dining taijles. A news stand occupies space between the waiting room and the lunch room adjacent to the track side of the building.
Beyond the lunch
room a space 30 ft. by 53 ft. is devoted to the workrooms
of the restaurant, including kitchen, manager's office, kitchen
yard, storeroom and bake oven.
The entire space above the
a

30

Vievtr of the

of this

ters for the

express employees.
building is of permanent construction, being largely
of reinforced concrete, although a structural steel frame is
used under the central portion to support the four domes.
Originally a large part of the site was the bed of what was
;'.nd

The

the building and tiie nearest passing track,
57 ft., has been laid with white paving brick, and between
each passenger track five platforms averaging 1,100 ft. long
have been laid with paving bricks. The city side of the station has also been laid out with paved driveways and enclosed parking spaces, so that altogether 280,000 sq. ft. of
street paving, 17,870 sq. ft. of cement sidewalks and 3,457
lin. ft. of cement curbs were required.
The project also
entailed the construction of a steel viaduct for vehicle traffic
and a viaduct for foot traffic over the tracks.

This structure was designed and

Building from the Street, Office

wung of the building is used as living quaremployees of the eating house.
Ample space is provided in the building for the division
railwa}" offices.
With the exception of the eating house wing,
the entire second floor is equipped for office use, while additional office space is provided on the first floor of the west
wing for a committee room, storage vaults, telegraph office,
conductors' and brakemen's room, two additional office
spaces, an emergency hospital and a Toilet room for baggage
first floor

The space between

Wing

in

built

under the direction

the Foreground

W. H. Mohr, architect for the Santa Fe Coast Lines, and
under the general supervision of G. W. Harris, at that time
chief engineer of the Coast Lines, and now chief engineer
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe corporation.
of

Return of telephone and telegraph properties to private

management by June

30

is

recommended

in a letter to Presi-

dent Wilson by Charles E. Elmquist, president of the National
Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, made
public last week. "The net results of six months of operation
by the Postmaster General of these wire systems," said the
letter, "is inferior service and very substantial increases in
charges to the public. No military necessity can now be
pleaded in support of government control" * * *.

Why Test Should Be Made of Government Operation*
Suggestions Also as to

What

Necessary to Give

By
Director of Public

22 YEARS
FORregulation
of

I

Prouty

C. A.

United States Railroad Administraticjn

Service,

have been associated with the federal

and never

time
has the railroad problem been in such utter confusion
as today.
It is highly desirable and perhaps possible that
out of the present uncertainty may come some permanent
disposition of this

railroads,

question.

To

in

end

that

all

it

that

is

desirable

that all phases of the subject shall be fairly presented

and

fairly considered.
I have never been an advocate of government ownership
I have, however, always realized
or government operation.
that this was the only possible answer to many of the diffi-

As I
surrounding our so-called railroad problem.
read the papers and observe what is transpiring before
Congress, it rather seems to me that there is a disposition
upon the part of unthinking persons, fostered with great
skill by those interests which profit by private ownership,
It
operation.
to eliminate the possibility of government
seems to be assumed that government operation has lieen
tried and failed and that no further consideration need be
culties

given to this subject.
A majority of the world's railways outside the United
States of America are owned or operated, one or both, by
In recent years there has been a conthe government.
tinual progress in favor of government operation, and in
no well-considered case has any nation ever gone from public
England in the past has been unalterto private ownership.
ably opposed to every suggestion of public ownership, but
I am told that, as a result of the war. public sentiment will
I feel that the
insist upon the nationalization of railways.
question

is

one for serious consideration, and as an insig-

nificant contribution to the discussion

1

desire to affirm three

propositions:

Government operation in the United States under war
1.
conditions was not a failure, but a success.
There has been up to the present time no fair test
2.
of government operation under peace conditions.
3.
Advantage should be taken of the present situation
to

make such

ment

a

test,

and the public should suspend
is known.

its

judg-

until the result of that test

railroads for two purposes.
the financial condition of the railroads.
war produced a most serious and unfortunate effect
As a rule, the rates of such utilities
all public utilities.

The government took over our
First,

The
upon
•

to stabilize

were fixed and could not be immediately increased. Their
The result was
operating expenses enormously advanced.
to bring upon all financial disaster and to produce in many
The three great express comcases absolute bankruptcy.
panies which were not taken over liy the government all
operated for the first six months of the year under a heavy
deficit.

The Adams company

lost

in

that

$6,000,000, more than one-half the value of

ever known in the history of these properties.
Broadly
speaking, interest has been paid upor. every security and a
dividend declared upon every stock which had been regularly paid for the last three years.
The first purpose of

government control has been abundantly accomplished, and
}'et these railroad gentlemen are virtually
saying to the
country that the government which has protected them from
bankruptcy in the hour of their financial stress and is
today paying them a most liberal return upon the value of
their property is no better than a ravening wolf which is
seeking to mutilate and destroy those properties.
The second purpose was of a different character. This
government was engaged in a deadly war.
It must act

its

As a part of that action certain transportation
was imperatively needed. Food must be taken from

speedily.

by

rail

the point

of

production to the port of emljarkation

with

which to feed our starving allies and maintain our own
troops.
Raw materials must be carried to the munition factory and the completed product transported to the port.
Supfor the erection of cantonments, troops' to those cantonments and from those cantonmenis to the port must be
handled.
The railroads under private ownership had broken
down. They were not rendering and they could not render
plies

service.
To obtain that service by rail which must
be had, the government was compelled to take over these
agencies of transportation.
Now, the government did those things which must be
done.
I spend no time in detail, but I simply say that the
things were done
the food was carried, the munitions were
and all this never could
produced, the troops were handled
have been done by railroads operated through private ownership.
This is a fact which can not be disputed. The second
purpose of government operation was therefore accom-

this

—

—

plished.
II.

You

say that the methods of the government were autocratic.
Of course they were. War is not a pastime. Ever}'
military operation to be effective must be autocratic, and
the operation of these railroads for the time being was part
of a military scheme. What had to be done under war conditions is no indication of what might be done under peace
conditions.
of

There never has been, up to the present time, any fair test
government control in times of peace. Immediately after

the signing of the armistice the director general resigned.
With that, the enthusiasm of his administration vanished.
The director of operation, next in importance to the director
The director of capital expenditures
general, also resigned.

brief period
all

Additional Features Are
It a Fair Trial

oper-

ative property.

The railroads alone were taken care of. Their security
'holders are being paid a sum equal to the largest earnings
•From an address at the annual meeting of the .\tlanta Freight Bureau,
-Atlanta. Ga., January 17, 19t9.
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and the director of inland waterways followed suit. There
was a letting go all along the line at the top, and this perUnder these conditions
meated the whole administration.
it is impossible, as every one must know, to maintain morale
You must
or discipline or to secure effective operation.
agree with me, therefore, that up to the present time there
has been no fair test of the ability of the government to
render a satisfactor}' and an efficient service in times of
peace and that my second proposition is well taken.
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III.

This

l)rinKs

mc

to niv

third

wliiih

that

is

passes jiKi.mni'nt upon this railroad j)rol)~
lie an actual test of government operation uiidiT pciue (onditions, for the reason that the doubtful
lii'forc

tlu"

piililic

lem there ought

to

unneded with government ojieration can only be
answered by an actual test. To make this plain, I must say
a word as to government operation itself.
And first of all 1 desire to impress it upon you and it
should never i)e forgotten in all these discussions -that the
thing itself about which we are talking, the rendering of a
transportation service by rail, is in essence a function of the
government.
This has been so declared by the .Supreme
Court of the United States, and the principle is accepted in
all our present-day treatment of the railroads.
Why, if this
is a government
function and if the government fmds it
necessan' in case of private operation to exercise this measure of supervision and control, should not the government
iiui'stion-

—

discharge that function itself?
Tt would not be possible today, under present world conditions immediately following the onclusion of the war,
to finance the railroads of this country upon a 4 per cent
basis; but if the past is to be taken as any guide to the
future, if our experiences even of the present are at all convincing,

it

would be possible for the government

in the

im-

mediate future to convert the securities of our railroads into
a 4 per cent government bond or a 4 per cent railroad bond
guaranteed by the government. The net revenue, therefore,
which the government requires, and the only revenue which
it requires, is a sufficient income to pay 4 per cent upf^n the
value of these properties.
Turn, now, to the private side and listen, as I have listened for many days, to the pleas of these railroad gentlemen for additional revenues. They will assure you that it
is not possible to maintain their credit, to provide for the
development of their properties, which must be done if the
public is adequately served, without a return of substantially 9 per cent; and I am bound to admit that what they
say is not without force.

The

railroad

finances

of

this

country- are

not

in

satis-

shape and they have l^een continually growing worse
But little money hat been raised by the
in recent years
New money has been provided mainly by
issue of stock.
The margin between value and the
mortgage security.
amo;mt of the mortgage has been continually shrinking.
The time ha? already come when many of our railroad companies can no longer borrow additional funds, and the time
factor\-

will

come sooner

or later

IS

It

proposition,

when nearly every company

will

Additional railroad facilities
must be provided, and if those facilities are to be furnished
by the railroads themselves, they must, in my opinion, either
receive direct assistance from the government or be granted
find itself in that condition.

the right to impose rates which will yield an income beyond
a fair return upon the value of their property and beyond

what they have been receiving in the past.
If it be assumed that 9 per cent is the correct figur-^ you
have the difference between 4 per cent, which the government
must pay, and 9 per cent, which must be paid to the private
owner, or 5 per cent. The value of our railroads upon the
basis of pre-war prices is somewhere between $15,000,000,000
and $20,000,000,000. Five per cent means, therefore, beThe
tween $1,000,000,000 and $750,000,000 annually.
people of this countr\' start out, thcTcfore, by paying the
private owners of this property that sum to discharge for
this publ'C function.
Upon the conI do not sav that this mav not be best.
trary it mav even be a good investment, but I desire to call
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true

.imeliorated

thai
in

effeit

liie

various ways

might be xjmewhat
have myself elsewhere

of

this

as

I

out, l)Ut I know of no way v/hicii d(X's not involve
handing over to the j)rivatc owner of many millions each
year wliicii the government itself might save.
Another question which must be solved if these railroads
are to be passed back to their owners is that presented by
l)()inlc(l

tile

— the

the short line

weak

si.ster.

.Ml over this country, but

perhaps especially in the Southeast, are railroads from 25
to 150 miles in length which arc known ordinarily as short
lines.
They are independent properties, having no connection with any larger system.
They connect with some trunk
line, but there is no financial relation between the two.
In the past these lines have managed to eke out a precarious existence, but the recent increases in operating costs
which they have shared along with larger systems have
brought them to the pass where earnings are no longer sufficient to pay operating expenses.
Almost every day there

comes

to

my

sold,

\)0.

its

at Washington a suggestion that some one
must go out of business. Its equipment is to

desk

of the.se lines

rails

are to be taken up,

for the reason

that

under the highest rates which can be applied revenues will
not equal the cost of operation.

These lines are a vital part of the existence of the communities which they serve, and which can not normally exist
rt'ithout them.
Some way must be devised by which their
operation can be continued.
I have always believed myself
that the railioads of a given section, and perhaps of the
entire country, must be considered as a whole.
This little
railroad transports the cotton grown along its line for but
50 miles, but that cotton is subsequently transported over
other railroads 1,000 miles to the mill where it is consumed
The supplies which that mill uses, the cloths which it produces, are all
articles

this

(he subject of transportation

which are consumed

little

railroad,

in

the

the fertilizer, the

by

Thf

rail.

community served by
boots and shoes, the

handled a few miles by thai
road, but they have all involved before they reach that road
a great amount of transportation by rail.
Now', it is not
possible to shake this short line free from every other railroad in that section or in the country and say that the rates

groceries, everything, are only

upon

it

should be sufficient to maintain

essence your short line

is

the

property.

In

a part of the railroad system of

and must be taken care of as such. The diffibe in a degree mitigated, but the only perfect
answei which leaves nothing to be desired is that the government operate these railroads as a whole, applying just
and reasonable rates, and that every part of the transportation system of this country shall contribute properly to
every other part.
this nation

culty

may

Another matter which must be dealt with is this general
question of unified operation. It has just dawned upon this
country that competition is wasteful and ought to be rePeople are beginning to realize that unnecessary

strained.

trains have been operated, that freight has been carried by

circuitous routes

and

in

most extravagant ways without any

and that for all this foolishness
the public has been required to pay.
It has become perreal benefit to the public,
fectly

apparent both by reasoning and by actual demonstra-

tion that if the railroad facilities of this country could be

used as a whole, if equipment and joint facilities could be
employed to the best advantage, if all duplication of effort
could be avoided, the same amount of transportation might
i.>e
accomplished, the same service rendered to the public

them

with a saving of millions of dollars annually. It is generally
conceded, therefore, that when these roads go back the law
ought in some way or other to permit of the restraint of

your attention clearly to the fact that the government could
save upon the face of things annually by operating these
properties itself this enormous sum.

competition.

While

it

has always been

betw-een carriers might to

my own

belief that competition

some extent be eliminated

w-ith-

:

February
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out injury to the public,

it is apparer.i that this can not Ije
a high degree unless we are prepared, not
only to permit but to compel.
This administration has
provided in the city of Chicago an ideal joint ticket office.
While our joint ticket offices are not in all cases perhaps
satisfactory, that Chicago office is complete and meets the
approval of every one.
I recently asked the traffic representative of one of the large lines using that facility whether
it would be continued if government
control were to end.
His reply was that the stronger lines would probably favor
its continuance, but that the weaker lines would be likely
to withdraw and establish offices for themselves and that
this might lead to a disruption of the whole project.
It has
usually been the competition of the weak line which has
disturbed the situation, and unless some way can be found to
check that competition but little will be accomplished.

made

effective to

For my own part, I do not feel that
that competition ought to be eliminated.

my mind

it

is

at all certain

The

great objec-

government ownership has always been
that competition would be and must be thereby destroyed.
I have doubted whether the same service could be rendered
without competition which was rendered under the competitive spur.
If the government can render a satisfactory
service, then a great saving can be made by unified control
and the only perfect unification is under the government
Can the government and will the government render
itself.
tion in

to

a satisfactory service?

have already said to you that up to the present time
no trial of government operation under
Plainly stated, the first purpose of the
peace conditions.
Railroad Administration hitherto has been to win the war,
not to serve the public.
As a result the service has not
The principal complaint of the public
been satisfactor}'.
is that its wants are not properly respected and its complaints not properly heeded by the railroads.
The off-line
solicitor has been called in and there is no one to give the
information and render the service which he formerly supplied.
It is difficult to obtain information of any sort
either as to the location of your freight or the movement of
trains.
Even the abounding time table of the past has
largely disappeared and the public is left without means
These and many other things have
of self-information.
I

there has been

created the impression in the

minds

of the public that the

operators of these railroads who ought to be the servants
of the public are entirely disregardful of the wishes of the
public.
I can not deny that these allegatior? are true to an extent,
but I do most earnestly insist that the conclusion ought not
to be drawn that a proper and satisfactory service can not
That question can only
be rendered by the government.
What the conditions of
be answered by an actual test.
that test ought to be to make a satisfactory one will be con-

sidered later;

what

I

desire to emphasize

question, can the government render a

now

service

is

that this

satisfactory

answered except by actual experiits judgment until the
under fair, nonual working conditions

to the public, can not be
ence.

The

an actual
known.

result of
is

public

should suspend
test

tion.

After being with this problem for 22 years, I feel that
whether government ownership should be tried in this
country of ours can only be determined by actual experiment.
In the absence of that experiment, I would myself
vote against it, but I do think that advantage should be

Today

the operation of the properties largely in the hands of the
owners under his control.
That plan would not have in-

volved in any proper sense government operation. The railroad official would have continued to direct the operations
of his road, acting under the direction of the government
and accounting to the government for the result.

Or the director general could affirmatively take over the
operation of the properties and appoint his men, responsiBle
to him alone and acting for him alone, to perform that oper-

The latter course was adopted. It was, in my
opinion, necessary to adopt it.
So far as I can see, it would
be impossible for the governm.ent to more completely take
over the operation of these properties than it has done.
ation.

Many things necessary to a unified control have been
accomplished, often at considerable expense.
Joint ticket
offices have been established.
In some cases freight offices
have been consolidated. Methods of unified operation have
been put into effect.
From my viewpoint most of those
which must be done in order to give government operation
D fair test have been done.
This being so, what additional is necessary to give government operation a working test?
and principally,

First,

make

the

test.

the United States government is in the operation
Under the federal-control act two
of these railroads.
He might leave
courses were open to the director general.

it

is

necessary to

know

the period

during which these properties are to be retained by the government. Today it is uncertain whether this period is to be
6 months or 21 months or 5 years, and this uncertainty per-

meates and paralyzes the whole railroad operating force from
top to bottom.
The first thing which should be done in any
view of the situation is to definitely fix the term of govern-

ment control.
Mr. McAdoo has stated that five years were needed for
this purpose, and I understand that Mr. Hines will take the
same position. I do not in anywise desire to set my own
opinion up against theirs, but before Mr. McAdoo testified
I had already expressed an opinion that three years would
be about the proper time.

The

matter rested in

my mind

as

follows

take six months for the director general to formuplans and reorganize his forces. The point of view
has entirely changed.
In the past we have been operating
these railroads to win the war, and public convenience has
been largely sacrificed to that end.
In the future they are
to be operated to serve the public.
This change in the
point of view requires many operating changes.
Trains
must be restored, schedules must be revised, rules for the
receipt, routing and transportation of freight and passengers
must be recast.
One of the most important things, from my viewpoint, is
It will

late his

working out of some co-operative arrangement with the
commissions.
Many of my railroad friends have insisted that the state commission should be eliminated, but
this opinion I have never shared.
Assuming that it would
be possible to establish any system of operation or control
which ignored the state commissiois it would be, in my
opinion, most unwise.
The local commission has a kind of
knowledge and experience which can not be supplied by
any federal tribunal and which should be recognized and
the

state

perpetuated

Let it be distinctly understood, however, that I am not today advocating government ownership or government opera-

taken of the present opportunity to

485

my

in

an-\-

solution

of this

railroad

problem.

It

and still is, that it ought to be possible
to work out under government control some plan of co-operation which should demonstrate the ]30ssibility of obtaining
results from proper collaboration between the federal and
has been

belief,

the state authorities.

But

takes time, and I have felt that it would be
months before the new director general could
be fairly ready for action, before he could formulate his
plans, organize his forces, and get hi.^ machine into working
shape under peace conditions.
The ensuing year should
show whether the government c?n render a service with
which the people of this countn- will be satisfied and at a
all this

at least

six
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cost

which they can allunl

By

to pay.

I'liis

would bring us

Congress would have accumulated and digested the necessary information from
which to formulate legislation. If as seems probable t(Kiay,
government ojieration was not satisfactory, then a plan for
private ownership could be worked out; but if by chance
the e.xjieriment should disappoint the common exijcctation,
goveniment oi)cration might be continued under some proper
It will require from a year (o a year and a lialf to
plan.
get these properties back into the hands of their owners
and arrange for the termination of government control.
I also call your attention to the fact that in- the first of
Jul\-, 1920, the valuation work of the Interstate Commerce
Commission will have gone far enough so that a definite
:dea of the general result can be had. No proper disposition
of this railroad problem can be effected until we know what
to

July

1,

1920.

that time

<hese properties are worth.

Orders of the Regional Directors
EXCHANGE
LOCAL
Supplement

—

In Order 109,
Southwestern regional director
has issued instructions concerning the issuing of
local exchange passes between carriers, the same as those
published in the Railway Age of January 3 (page 105).
In Circular 174, canSurgeons Appearing as Witnesses.
celling Circular 131, the Southwestern regional director calls
attention to the fact that surgeons for one railroad under
federal control are appearing in court as witnesses against
Such action is inconother railroads under federal control.
There is no objection, however, in cases where the
sistent.
surgeon has actually attended the injured person and who
testifies from his knowledge of facts acquired in his proThe intention of the order is to forbid
fessional capacity.
a railroad surgeon from appearing as an expert witness in
proceedings against another carrier under federal control.
In order 164 the SouthRejected Scrap Iron Shipments.
western regional director issues instructions to watch closely
and report promptly any cases where shipments of scrap
iron are rejected by consignees or where cars containing
scrap iron are not promptly unloaded because of the present
unsettled market conditions. This will guard against serious
delay to cars.
In Order 175 (excepFire Loss, Capital Expenditures.
tion to director general's Circular 67) the Southwestern
12,

TRANSPORTATION.
the

—

—

—

regional director advises federal managers that in cases of
fire damage, where a charge to capital account for rebuild-

ing is less than $1,000, the work may be done without
obtaining authority from his office or from the director of
the Division of Capital Expenditures.
In
Mechanical Department Circulars of Instructions.
Order 166 the Southwestern regional director orders the
issuance of all circulars to date pertaining to repairs to
freight cars.
The circulars so far issued which refer particularly to freight equipment are Nos. 1, 4, 7 and 8 of the
mechanical department and 7 and 20 (revised) of the
In cases where roads reissue such
Division of Operation.
circulars they must be issued in their entirety, no portions

—

being left out.

—

Mileage on Pullman Cars Moved Deadhead. In Cir176 of the Southwestern regional director, Public
Service and Accounting Circular 58, abstract of which was
published in the Railway Age of January 17 (page 223),
A. Prouty,
is augmented by quoted^ instructions from C.
T)irector of Accounting, which states that mileage charge
should be made against the Pullman Car Lines for Pullman
cars moved deadhead on the request of the Pullman Company, where no return haul was due or intended. This particular feature was not covered by P. S. & A. Circular 58.
Return of Cars to Non-Federal and Canadian Roads.
cular

—
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In I'rciglu Car iJi.-tribulion Notici
regional director directs the return to

.i

the

Northwestern

Canadian roads and

roads not under federal (ontrol of all freight cars on federal
roads on which per diem payments are being made.
The
home movement of these jjer diem cars should be under
load, if possible, or empty where the movement can be
made in the direction of light tonnage and without serious
empty mileage.
In Supplement 1 to
Senders' Symbols for Telegrams.

—

("ircular

71,

the Northwestern regional director states that

for the purpose of securing brevity, all telegrams from regularly established offices (not applying in cases of trainmen, officers or agents when traveling, etc.), must bear

symbol numbers as prescribed below:
Where but one person files telegrams over one signa1.
ture, messages shall be numbered consecutively commencing with No. 1 (number to be written at end of telegram),
on the first day of each calendar month, the number to be
prefixed by the letter A.
2.
Where more than one person files telegrams over the
same signature and separate files are kept, such person will
numbf-r his telegrams consecutively, commencing with No. 1
(the number to be written at end of telegram), on the first
day of each calendar month, prefixing the number by a
letter to be assigned him.
In answering a telegram the number of the message being
answered shall be quoted at the beginning of the body of
the message and no further reference made, the symbol
The letters E, L,
identifying the date and subject matter.
P and T should not be used as prefixes and I, H, V and X
;

may

be used only to avoid duplication.
Supplement 2 to Circular
Posthig Notices in Stations.
112 of the Southwestern regional director describes signs
advertising the United States employment service (Department of Labor) which are approved for display in station
waiting rooms.
In Supplement 1 to
Intensive Loading of Fertilizers.
Circular 67 the Northwestern regional director announces
that all shippers of fertilizer who are members of the
Chemical Alliance, Inc., and all shippers of agricultural
lime who are members of the National Lime Association will
furnish the railroad agent an extra copy of the bill of lading
for each carload of these commodities sent on the seventh,
Thts
fourteenth, twenty-first and last days of each month.
copy, which is to be forwarded by the local freight agent to
the Car Service Section, at Washington, will be used in
Statements are
compiling data for comparative purposes.
to be furnished to each shipper showing the average loading
of these commodities, the object being to educate local dealers and farmers to order in maximum carload lots or, when
necessary, to club together for this purpose.
Appeals Concerning Out-of-date Wage Questions. A. H.
Smith, regional director. Eastern Region, by a circular of
February 21, number 1200-4-90A535, cautions federal managers against too ready acquiescence in appeals to the boards
of adjustment concerning questions of pay which were not
properly pending under the terms of the agreements between
It appears that many very old
the roads and employees.
cases which
cases have been appealed to the various boards
had been officially dead for a long period before the government took control of the railroads.
General Foremen's Association. -The Northwestern regional director, file 61-1-20, advises that employees who are
members of this association be allowed to attend the annual
convention, which will be held in the fall of 1919, where
they can do so without detriment to the service; transportation should be furnished and necessary expenses allowed.
Crain Embargo Primary Market. In Supplement 19 to
Circular 34 the Northwestern regional director announces
that permits are no longer required for shipments of com and
oat? to Milwaukee, Wis., when billed from country stations.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Government Standards

for Freight

Car Repairs

Railroad Administration Requirements Ambiguous

Will Be Costly

If

Rigidly Enforced

By A Mechanical Engineer

A

STUDY of the effort to establish "Material
Standards for Freight Car Repairs," as outlined in
U. S. R. A. Mechanical Department Circular No. 8
cannot but serve to convince the unprejudiced reader that
CLOSE

many

ambiguities which are difficult of interpretation, that in many cases its observance is impracticable,
and in other cases if followed would accomplish the introduction of the specified standards only at an expense totally
unwarranted by the actual benefits realized.
The introductory clause of this circular reads: '"When renewing parts
or applying betterments to freight cars owned by railroads
under federal control, if suitable material, either new or
second-hand, that is standard to the car, is in stock, it shall
Where such material is not in stock, material
be used.
standard to United States standard cars should be used, if
it

contains

Interpreting the above clause

in

strict

accordance with

would appear that should parts "standard to
the car" not be in stock they may not be manufactured or
purchased even if readily available by manufacture or purchase, and regardless of all considerations of economy of
reading,

it

standard to the United States standard
Just what does "if available" mean, and to permit the observance of the most elementary principles of economy should not the conclusion of
these general instructions have read, "j'/ readily applicable to
the cars to be repaired?"
Some of the rules set forth appear to be particularly impracticable of application and unwarranted.
Rule No. 3 reads: "Side bearings If body or truck side
bearings require changing or renewing, frictionless type
should be used, interchangeable in capacity and dimensions
with those used on United States standard cars."
repairs

"material

cars should be used, if available."

—

The committee appointed

to consider the general subject

accordance with
its best judgment in deciding to extend the use of a device
standardized for new cars by adopting it for repairs to cars

of

freight

freight cars.

—

Rule No. 4 reads: "Side truck frames When necessary
renew side truck frames, cast steel U-shaped section.
United States standard car type, with separable journal
to

boxes, to be used."

The

superiority of the cast steel side truck frame to the

arch bar type

built-up

durability

no doubt

in

ultimate

rigidity,

justified

its

and

strength

United
standpoint of supply

selection

for

the

States standard cars, Ijut from the
available for quick repairs there are many who will question the propriety of designating the U-shaped section to
the exclusion of the several T-shaped section designs that

have given satisfactory

service.

With

available."

its

be maintained in working condition at minimum cost under
the maximum side bearing loads obtaining under modern

car repairs doubtless

acted

in

in service.
Nevertheless, it would seem that frictionless side
bearings had not received a sufficiently strong majority

respect to the specified exclusive use of the cast steel
truck side frame for renewal of side frames in service: The
intent

and purpose

of rule 4 evidently

is

the gradual elim-

and

ination of all arch bar side frames

their replacement
U-.shaped section I'nited States standar<^
car type.
A rigid adherence to this rule would obligate all
railroads to immediately secure and carry a stock of the
standard cast steel frame.
Further, the wording of this
rule is so indefinite that it seems necessary that supplementary instructions be issued stating the extent of failure
which would constitute sufficient cause for renewal; that is,
what proportion of the several members of the arch bar side
frame should fail to warrant complete replacement with the
cast steel side frame in preference to inaking easy and quick
repairs by renewal of one or more of the individual parts.
The very extensively used M. C. B. arch bar side frame,
being a built-up structure composed of solid rectangular
bars, columns and column bolts, is very seldom subject to

by the cast

steel

and

component parts
years and as such
are carried in stock by all railroads, this type of side frame
lends itself to quick and economical repairs.
The quite extensive adoption and use in recent years of
cast steel side frames of the pedestal type, requiring a design
failure

in

its

have been

M.

entirety,

as

all

C. B. standards for

of

its

many

of journal box differing from the strictly M. C. B. standard
type, presents an obstacle to the use of the standard side

endorsement by railroad mechanical department heads to
warrant anything more than their recommended use m
freight car repairs where conditions permit application withAny one with
out radical change in body or truck bolsters.
a knowledge of the varying side bearing conditions obtaining on the multiplicity of freight car designs in service today can appreciate the problem involved in replacing the
ordinary rub side bearings with the frictionless type interchangeable in dimensions with those used on United States
standard cars.
In many cases such replacement could not
be effected for lack of space between the bolsters at the
point of attachment of the side bearings; in other cases because of the rub side bearings being cast integral with the

frame required by rule No. 4 in making renewals that
could be overcome only by entire disregard of all consideraIt can be readily seen that in
tion of economical repairs.
replacing a failed side frame of this pedestal type with the
United States standard car type it would necessitate scrapping the journal boxes or assigning them to storeroom stock
for a possible future need which might never develop.
If the foregoing criticism is pertinent it would seem that
rule No. 4 requires the issuance of supplementar}- instrucits
tions or the exercise of consider?ble judgment in
observance to avoid unwarranted expense and unnecessary

bolsters.

delays in

capacity" with
frictionless side bearings used on United States standard
cars, an investigation will show that frictionless side bearings have not been and are not rated in accordance with
capacity, the efforts of each individual designer being all in
the direction of the development of devices whose several
parts would continue to function properly and which could

As

to the stipulated "interchangeability in

487

Rule

making
No.

6

repairs.

reads:

"Draft

gear.-

— (a)

Friction

draft

gears, either Cardwell, Miner, Murray, Sessions Type "K,""
Westinghouse, or similar gears, to be of not less than

150,000 pounds capacity with a maximum travel of 2>4
"(b) Spring draft gears, if used, to be at least equal

in.
in-

capacity to two M. C. B. Class "G" springs, interchangeable with friction gear without change in car construction.
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"(i)
ini;

('l«;ii-.iiii('

he

to

.>

lii'lwccn

ciiiiplcr

limn

and

>trikiiin

(

;ist-

reading

"interchangeable with friction gear witliout change in car construction" effectually
nullifies this seeming concession, as the most casual investigation will show that no known nKKlorii arrangement of draft
stipulation

for tandem or twin M. C. B. class "G"
springs can l)e designed so as to likewise provide the length
and width of the standard pcxket rc(|aircd for friction draft

castings suitahle

gears.

This qualification being present in rule No. 6, the use of
draft gears becomes ol)ligatnry on steel reinforcements (either draft arms or through center construction)
applied to wood underframe cars, or in the replacement of
.<^pring draft gears on steel cars where suitable draft attachments standard to the car are not in stcKk.
The difficulties and expense incident to replacing spring
draft gears, either tandem or twin, on the many steel cars
so equipped, by friction draft gears :tre too obvious to dwell
upon, and if investigated would convince operating officials
of the entire impracticability of this clause of rule No. 6
and the enormous expense which would eventually result in
friction

observance.
Metallic draft arms in the past ten years have been
found a very satisfactory, adequate and economical means
of reinforcing wood underframe cars, but under rule No. 6
such draft arms must now be used in conjunction with fricThis brings about the concentration of
tion draft gears.
the entire buffing shock on the center line of draft, with a
resultant moment of force about the neutral axis of the section
of draft arms above the bolster (which is limited b\' the design
its

of the car) of such magnitude that stresses will be set up in
This conthe metal that are in excess of its elastic limit.

does not

dition

draft gear

with

obtain

and a

a 60,000-lb.

2-in. coupler

capacity spring

horn clearance, because the

huffing shock delivered on the center line of draft
to the spring capacity,

is

limited

after which, with the coupler

in contact with the striking plate the eccentricity of

horn
shock

In other words, in using spring
is very materially reduced.
draft gears with metallic draft arms and two-inch coupler
horn clearance it is possible to keep within the M. C. B.
maximum ratio of unit stress to end load of .15, while in

many

cases

it

is

not possible to meet this requirement with
Are we to eliminate an altogether

friction draft gears.

and economical method
underframe cars which, when used
satisfactory

of

reinforcing

wood

conjunction with
spring draft gears can be designed to meet a very essential
M. C. B. requirement, but which in many cases cannot be
so designed when combined with a friction draft gear in an

underhung draft

in

rigging.

The

foregoing is predicated in the case of spring draft
gears on a clearance of two inches between the coupler horn
Clause (c) specifies a three-inch
and striking casting.
coupler horn clearance, but when and how this is to be
the ingenuit}' of the railroad making repairs.
On many existing designs of underframes its reduction to practice would result in overstressing the center or

obtained

is left to

between end sill and bolster.
The statement is ventured that in the opinion of many
mechanical department heads spring draft gears are entirely
satisfactory on any design of adequate steel reinforcement
for wood underframe cars and that the greatly increased
cost of applying friction draft gears tc equipment of limited
life and value is not justified.
Rule No. 8 reads: "Doors Side doors on box or stock cars
(except double deck stock cars) will be bottom supported,
and the attachments uniform with those on United States
standard cars."
draft

there

may

be but (cw raiiroiJd

tion the sujjcriority of the l)ottom

in.

"(d) Coupler lo he key loiuiei ted to draft .year.'"
Clause (h) of rule 6 .seeminj^ly peimit.s the use of sprino;
•draft Rears of a iniiiinmm capacity vi 60,000 11)., hut the
qualifviiiR

While
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sills

—

men who

will <|ues-

hung

side drwr to the top
hung door, it is difficult to understand the viewpoint of the
committee on car repairs in making the bottom hung door

an absolute reciuircment for repairs.
In many cases this
would necessitate extensive alterations at the side i)late and
side sill, and possibly involve rebuilding the doors themselves at a cost many times greater than that involved in
merely replacing all the original door fixtures.
In fact, the
design of bottom support attachments for many existing
designs of freight cars which would at the same time be
"uniform with those on United States standard cars" is a
problem which will be found impossible of solution.
It
would seem imperative to waive this rule for cars with side
sill construction which docs not readily lend itself to the
application of the bottom track with its supporting brackets.
Rule No. 9 reads: "Ends Box cars with weak constructed ends requiring two-thirds of end to be renewed
should be reconstructed as follows:
"(a) Horizontal corrugated steel ends (two or threepiece) having top section three-sixteenth inch thick, and
bottom section or sections one-fourth inch thick and corrugations 2^4 in. deep.
"(b) Vertical reinforced ends with 4 or 5 in. 'Z' bars
securely fastened to place on end sills and end plates.
End
plates to be diagonally braced on in.side of car, under roof,

—

to side plates, or with reinforcements equivalent in strength."

While a certain latitude is permitted in renewing weak
constructed ends because of the two different methods stipulated, an analysis of clause (a) of this rule discloses the
fact that it becomes necessary to use one proprietary strucnotwithstanding the fact that the U. S. R. A. specificanew cars permit the alternate use of three different
types of steel ends.
To those railroads to whose cars another design of steel end might be more economically applied
the injustice of this very narrow restriction is most apparent.
Rule No. 12 reads: "Roofs When roofs are changed
or renewed, outside flexible type metal roof made of 22 or
24 gage galvanized iron with mullions between roof sheets
and with flexibility at eaves and ridges, will be applied.
Roofs should be interchangeable with United States standard
cars having same length and width sheets.
To permit the
use of standard sheets, the following changes may be made:
"(a) Increase or decrease in thickness, or omitting eave
molding, fascia, or both.
"(b) Increase the width of roof flashing at eaves.
"(c) Where cars are equipped with all metal roofs, such
construction may be continued when renewals are necessary,
if considered desirable to do so."
The effect of this rule on freight car repairs and its
practical application is largely a question of interpretation.
Taken by itself its observance is required only "when roofs
are changed or renewed," but when linked up, with the
ture,

tions for

—

introductory clause of the circular, which requires that when
material standard to a car is not in stock material standard
to United States standard cars should be used, it apparently

becomes necessary to remove without regard to expense a
partly worn-out roof (all wood or inside metal) and apph'
one particular design of patented outside flexible type metal
roof.

There are many who endorse the benefits and economy to
he derived from standardized freight cars and locomotives
building and hereafter built, while there are also many who
oppose such rigid standardization as has been adopted for
United States standard cars, but tho-e who advocate standardized new equipment could not pursue a plan better calculated to discredit their views than by acquiescence in the
enforcement of Mechanical Department Circular No. 8. If
held to be mandatory and put into execution, it would add
such a burden of increased cost of freight car maintenance
as to rival the increase in direct labor operating costs already
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It is an abortive attempt
imposed by government control.
extend standards never originally contemplated for anything but new cars of one general predetermined design to
some two million (2,000,000) cars of a multiplicity of
designs now in service without regaid to the enormous cost
involved, and it would seem that the Railroad Administra-

to

The

489

in approving
it
had acted with a very indefinite
knowledge of what its actual reduction to practice would
mean. The statement is ventured that thus far it has but
served to confuse and delay the nonnal schedules of individual railroads for freight car reinforcements and main-

tion

tenance.

Central Western, the Largest Railroad Region'
Comprising Two-Fifths of Country's Area,

It Includes but

One-Fifth of Operated Mileage

THE

Central Western region

of the seven railroad

districts

is

by far the largest

in the United

States,

approximately 40 per cent of the area
is more than
twice as large as the
Northwestern region, the second district in point of size,
but despite that fact it contains about the same operated
With two-fifths of the area of the country and
mileage.
comprising

of

the

country.

.about one-fifth

It

of the total

operated mileage, the Central

Western lines own about one-sixth of the equipment in the
United States and produce slightly more than one-quarter
of the net revenues from railway operation.
Roughly speaking, the Central Western region includes
the states of Nebraska, New Mexico, Colorado, Nevada,
Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, California, one-third of Oregon,
two-thirds of Idaho, one-sixth of Montana, one-half of
South Dakota, two-fifths of Iowa, one-half of Missouri,
thost of Illinois and Kansas and small portions of Indiana,
Oklahoma and Texas, or approximately 1,220,000 square
miles.
The operated mileage under government control in
about 53,000 miles, or about 21 per cent
of the total mileage in the United States. With a relatively
large area in comparison with its mileage, the region is not
so generously supplied with railways as other sections of the
United States. The territory contains even a smaller share
of the equipment of the country, for the Central Western
lines own about 360,000 freight cars, 11,000 locomotives
and 9,100 cars in passenger service, or between 16 and 17
per cent of the total equipment of those respective classes in
the United States.
Like the roads in the Northwestern region, the Central
Western lines compare more favorably with the roads in
the more thickly populated sections of the United States
from the standpoint of operating income. According to
statistics compiled by the Interstate Commerce Connmission for the fiscal year 1916, the operating revenues of these
lines amounted to about $639,000,000, or between 21 and 22
per cent of those of all roads; operating expenses were
$401,000,000, or about 19 per cent of those of all American
lines, while net revenues from railway operation were $238,000,000, or from 27 to 28 per cent of those of all lines.
Similar percentages for the same period show that the
Northwestern region produced 18 per cent of the operating
revenues, incurred IS per cent of the operating expenses and
made net revenues from railway operation equal to 24 per
cent of those of all railroads.
this territory

A

is

Region

of

Strong and

Weak

Lines

The Cential Western region contains both strong and
weak lines. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, developed under the able leadership of E. P. Ripley; the Southern Pacific,
Union Pacific, Los Angeles & Salt Lake and Oregon Short
the fourth of a series of articles describing the characteristics
The article on the Southwestern
of the seven railway operating districts.
region appeared in the Railwav Age of August 9, 1918, page 235; that on
-the Allegheny region, August 23, 1918, page 331; and the discussion of the
Northwestern region, September 13, 1918, page 483.

•This

is

Line, built up under the guidance of E. H. Harriman; and
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, reoiganized and strength-

ened under the supervision of James J. Hill, are among the
best managed railway systems in this country, not to exclude
the world.
The Illinois Central, although only a portion of
it is included in the region,
is also a well-managed line.
Some of the other important roads, however, have suffered
severely from unwise financial manipulation.

Fourteen Roads Over 1000 Miles Long
Fourteen railroads in the Central Western region operate
more than 1,000 miles each, and together constitute 91 per
cent of the entire mileage of the territory.
Four of these
railroads penetrate other regions; about 32 per cent of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 35 per cent of the Illinois
Central, 18 per cent of the Southern Pacific and 45 per cent
of

the

Taking

Wabash

are

outside

the

Central Western

district.

into account only the mileage within the region, the

14 large lines rank as follows with respect to length: AtchiTopeka & Santa Fe (including ihe Panhandle & Santa
Fe), Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Southern Pacific, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Union Pacific, Illinois Central,
Denver & Rio Grande, Oregon Short Line, Wabash, Los
Angeles & Salt Lake, Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Colorado
& Southern, Chicago & Alton and the El Paso & Southson,

western.

The Trend and Character

of Traffic

The dominant direction of the Central Western lines is
The Santa Fe and the Harriman lines coneast and west.
nect the Mississippi valley with the Pacific coast, and, under
old competitive conditions, the Burlington in conjunction

with the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern constituted another avenue of transportation from the Central
West to the Pacific; likewise the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific had traffic agreements with the El Paso & Southwestern and the Southern Pacific which gave it a share of
trans-continental passenger and freight business, while other
traffic moved through Denver and over the Denver & Rio

Grande and Western Pacific. The westbound freight movement consists mainly of manufactured products and merchandise required by the fanns and mines and the transPacific trade.

Considerable coal

is

also shipped to western

points.

As in the Northwestern region, the heaviest traffic in
In
the Central Western territory is in products of mines.
the fiscal year ending July 30, 1916, the 14 large lines in
the region moved over 92,000,000 tons of this class of freight,

By way of comparison,
or 45 per cent of their total tonnage.
mine products constituted 37 per cent of the tonnage of the
nine largest Northwestern lines constituting 88 per cent of
While ore alone made
the operated mileage of that region.
up 17 per cent of the business on those Northwestern roads
in 1916, it accounted for but 8 per cent of the total business
of the Central

Western carriers

for the

same

year.

Despite
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this (liltVniUf tlic ('cnlral Wesli-rn lirrilorv is a prolific [)ro-

(iucor

ort-s

»>f

metals,

l)riYious

W liereas

and

very

wliitii

little

and that

Illinois

|)artiiularly

coal

not

surprising,

lu-arint;

tin-

more

do not move in large (juantities.
mined in the Northwestern region,
Indiana included

strip of

moved

in

the Central

rich Ijituminou-S coal fields.

therefore, that

fourth of the tonnage

ihosc

is

Western region contain very
is

of

soft

It

coal constitutes one-

in the territory.

Agriculture is second to mines as a source of tonnage in
In the I'l.scal year 1916 the 14
the Central Western region.
largest lines hauled nearly 40.000,000 tons of agricultural
jiroducts, or 19 per cent of the entire

tonnage handled during

('ontaining a large portion jf the Mississipj)! val-

the year,

B.

Assistant

B. Greer
Regional Director

Clarity

H. R. Safford

F.

Engineering Assistant

Transportation

territor}'

which are
is

E.

Assistant

on the globe, the 'Central Westincludes lines originally built to serve the farms
"granger" roads. The Burlington
still called

the heaviest carrier of

and the Santa Te

The Santa
.system,

I'"e

and

Harriman

for the California perishahle traffic.
Refrigerator Despatch, affiliated with the latter
tiie
I'acific Fruit Kxprc.'-s, whidi served the

provided the latest and most improved types
for this business and maintained
prompt and exjjeditious service between points of origin and
Eastern markets.
Manufactures are third in importance as a source of traffic,
over .j2,000,000 tons having been moved in 1916, or about
15.5 per cent of the total traffic handled.
In the same period
the nine large lines in the Northwestern region moved a tonnage in manufactured products equivalent to 1.3 per cent of
all the freight handled b} tluni.
Forc'-t products rank fourth
lines,

of refrigerator

equipment

Hale Holden
Regional Director

ley, the largest fertile region

ern

lines
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farm products, with

a

tonnage of

7,650,000 in 1916, and the Santa Fe, the Union Pacific and
The Central
tJie Southern Pacific are next in importance.
W'estem lines enjoy a large fruit and vegetable traffic. In
1916 the 14 important roads moved i/pproximately 10,500,000 tons of this class of freight; this was five per cent of
The Southern Pacific, the Santa Fe, the
their total tonnage.
Union Pacific, the Rock Island and the Illinois Central are
Under competitive
important fruit and vegetable carriers.
conditions there was a keen rivalr}' iDctween the Harriman

H.

A.

Scandrett

Traffic Assistant

L. N. Hopkins
Chairman Regional Purchasing
Committee

William Sproule
District Director

tonnage in the Central Western region; in
1916, 17,400,000 tons of this class of freight were moved on
the 14 important lines in the district, or about 8.5 per cent
It will be noted that
of the total business handled by them.
as creators of

from
Western than in the
Northwestern region, where the nine largest lines handled
a tonnage in this business equivalent to 16 per cent of their
forest products hold

a relatively

less in.portant position

the standpoint of tonnage in the Central

entire traffic.

Although products of animals ratnk fifth as producers of
tonnage, accounting for about 10,500,000 tons in 1916, or
five per cent of the business handled by the 14 large lines,
the Central Western region is undoubtedly the most impor-

'
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tant live stock territory in the country.
The great packing
industries at Chicago, Kansas City and other points in the
Middle West receive the major portion of their cattle, sheep

and hogs from the Central Western lines.
Oil is rapidly assuming greater importance as a source of
traffic in the region.
The Oklahoma-Kansas and the California oil fields now produce more petroleum than any other
districts in the United States.
These two sections are relatively new as oil producers, and will undoubtedly show a
steady increase in output for some time to come.
Traffic Density of

Region

Low

Like the Northwestern, the Central Western region is one
of great distances and of long hauls.
The average haul of
revenue freight on the Union Pacific in 1916 was 412 miles;
that of the Santa Fe (exclusive of the Panhandle & Santa
Fe) was 293 miles, while that of the Burlington was 275
miles.
The traffic densit)" is low compared with that of

The ton mileage of revenue freight per mile
of road averages about one-iifth of that on roads in the Allegheny region.
Under competitive conditions there was keen rivalry for
eastern roads.

traffic

in

the

As previously pointed out, transwas shared between the Santa Fe, the
Hill lines, tlie Goald lines and the Rock

region.

continental business

Harriman lines, the
Island and El Paso & Southwestern
Southern Pacific.

In the passenger

m the operation of exceptionally
rally

some duplication

in conjunction with the
field

competition resulted

well-ec|uipped trains.

The Regional Director
Hale Holdcn, regional director
lines, is like the director general, a

the Central Western
lawyer by training. He

of

was born at Kansas City, Mo., on August 11, 1869, and was
educated at \\'illiams College and the Harvard Law School.
After practicing law at Kansas City h>' entered railway service on July 1, 1907, as general attorney for the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy.
From January 1, 1910, to November,
1912, he was assistant to the president.
In the ensuing two
years he was vice-president, and on August 27, 1914, was
elected president.
Mr. Holden has the distinction of being
a former protege of James J. Hill and, although an attorney,
acquired a broad conception of the best operating principles
through his close association with the "empire builder."
During the early days of the war Mr. Holden was a member
of the Central Department District Committee of the Railroads' War Board, and when the carriers were taken over
by the government in December, 1917, he was appointed a
member of the temporary advisory committee of the director
general.
In June, 1918, when the Western railroad region
was divided into three parts, Mr. Holden was appointed
regional director of the central portion which was designated
the Central Western region.
When he assumed these duties
he resigned his position as president of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Colorado & Southern, the Ft. Worth &
Denver City and the Wichita Valley.

Natu-

of train service obtained because of

the sharp struggle for business, and this was one of the first
conditions to attract the attention of the Railroad Administration during the war when the conservation of power and

equipment was highly important. Accordingly, quite a number of trains were removed from service and likewise combusiness was prohibited.
The Central Western region, however, is an exceptionally
fertile field for the development of passenger traffic.
Containing both winter and summer resorts and some of the
petitive advertising for passenger

most important national parks and monuments, it is in a
position to maintain a high class passenger ser\'ice the year
round.

A
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Region of Promising

Possibilities

New

THEondNEW

traffic.

The Central Western region has no serious terminal problems such as exist in the East. Although lines of the territory operate into the Chicago and St. Louis switching districts, those terminals are under the jurisdiction of the
Northwestern and Southwestern regional directors respectively.
The only terminal of consequence is the Kansas City
district, which is under the immediate authority of W. M.
Corbett, terminal manager, who was formerly president of
In the past, when congestion
the Kansas City Terminal.
has appeared on lines in the Central Western territory it
has generally constituted a reflection of operating difficulties
in Chicago, St. Louis or other gateways to the East.
The region has one subsidiary district roughly constituting
William Sproule,
the area west of the Rocky mountains.
who is district director in charge of this section with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., has jurisdiction over all
lines west of Ogden, Utah, and Salt Lake, Albuquerque,
N. M., and El Paso, Tex., and south of Ashland, Ore. Mr.
Sproule was formerly president of the Southern Pacific, and
is therefore thoroughly familiar with ihe district over which
he has supervision.

YORK STATE Public

Scrvicc Commission, sechas issued a report, signed by C. R.
Vanneman, chief of the division of steam railroads, on
the circumstances and causes of the rear collision of passenger trains on the New York Central at South Byron,
N. Y., at 3:42 o'clock on the morning of January 12, when
westbound passenger train No. 1 1 ran into the rear of westbound passenger No. 17, second section, killing 22 passengers and injuring as many more.
district,

The
Like the Southwestern and Northwestern regions, the Central Western territory is rich in possibilities for further development.
Undoubtedly new oil wells and mines will be
opened and new famis and industries created more extensively as time goes on.
This will mean additional mileage
for the Central Western roads and consequently additional

York Report on
South Byron Collision

present report gives the facts substantially as they

were shown in the Railway Age of January 17, page 212,
except that the testimony of the flagman concerning his
action

is

quite different as regards distances;

some additional

and there

are

details.

The stopping of the train at this place to have a helping
engine attached is not usual; it was necessary in this case
because the engine was not steaming well. The ascent westward to Batavia, 7 miles, is at about 44 ft. per mile. The
helper was just backing toward the train at the moment
the train was struck by No. 11, and thus there was a double
collision; and this, says the report, no doubt accounts for
the completeness of the destruction of the steel sleeping car
at the rear of the standing train.
The train was pushed forward about 250 ft.; and when it had thus moved about ten
feet it met the pushing engine, moving backward.
No. 11
had been running at about 60 miles an hour and its speed
was not appreciably slackened; the inspector believes the
engineman did not apply brakes until within about 700 ft.
of the standing train.
He believes that the engineman "for
a tcmporar\' period was not in possession of his full senses,"
although l:)oth engineman and fireman claimed at the hearing, that the runner was wide awake.
The engineman of No. 11, John Friedley, is 61 years old,
and has been running a locomotive since 1885, all of the time

passenger service. In his testimony he said that he never
slept while on a locomotive.
The flagman of the standing train, Thomas Groves, has served in that capacity on
the New York Central 28 vears. His first statement was that
in

had
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he had gone back about 2,200 ft., and had used torpedoes
and a fusee; but he afterward changed his story, and the
insiKitor lielieves tliat he luid got back not more than 700
ft.; had not used eitlier torpedcx'S or fusees; but had lighted

been known to permit clear failures of signals ciiiefly because they were imjjroperly set up or have been removed
from their proper normal positions.
Such an accident might
occur in the case of tlie automatic stop, and then we should

liad passed him.
1 1
Friedk-y had been out of bed about 17 hours 42 minutes.
His fireman. David Hrill, had fired on passenger trains only
two trips before tliis one. He claimed that the signals were
clear (as the engineman had said) and that he called them
properly to the engineman. The line of the road is straight
for three miles, and, from tests made after the collision, the
inspector believes that anyone looking forward from the

have a stop inoperative at the crucial time. Of course, such
occurrences are remote, clear failures of signals resulting
from all causes occurring about once in every 1 ,000,000
movements of a signal. * * *

locomotive must have seen tlie l)lock signal lights and the
on the standing train. The engineman claimed to
have had liis attejition attracted by a lantern or lanterns on
or near the ground; but he could not huve seen these without
The weather was clear. The
also seeing the tail lights.
temperature was about five degrees below zero.
In his conclusions as to the cause of the collision the in-

This is the roundhouse mainfor the signal is introduced.
tenance; and in considering it, it seems well to point out that
the introduction of an automatic device on any part of a
railroad system means that maintenance of the motive power

a fusee after No.

tail lights

spector discusses rule 99. the flagging rule, which was modified in October last when a new code of rules was issued.

Formerly, on the passenger tracks, a flagman going back to
was required to remain out until a following
train arrived, but this has been abrogated, and whistle sigAfter
nals are now provided for calling in the flagman.
considerable discussion of the reasons for and against this
change the inspector concludes that it is not open to criticism.
No other railroad, so far as he knows, has a rule under
which a flagman must not return to his train.
protect his train

Another change

in the rules discontinues the practice of

carrj'ing a red tail light

on the platform of the car

at the

rear of a passenger train, and in the top of the caboose on a
The inspector believes that these lights should
freight train.
have been retained; but that this question has no real bearing

on the collision under consideration.

Automatic Train Stops
Under

the head of

automatic train stops.
trical

engineer,

"The Remedy" the report discusses
Frank J. Sprague, an eminent elec-

who has

devised an automatic train stop,

was called by the representative of the Interstate Commerce
Commission,' and testified at the hearing on this collision;
he said that he had tried to secure the adoption and test of
About two years
his apparatus on the New York Central.
ago plans apparently had been nearly perfected for installing
the apparatus, between Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and Peekskill,
but the railroad company deferred taking final action, and
when this country entered the World War, everything was
Mr. Sprague has reported these facts to the didropped.
rector general of railroads at Washington.
Continuing, the report says:
principle on which an automatic device
must be evolved is that it should act when
and only when the engineman fails to properly control his
In other words, the control of the train should remain
train.
with the engineman at all times, until he fails to do that
thing which in the regular operation of his locomotive he
would normally do. If on approaching a section of track
which is occupied by another train or which is in some ether
way obstructed, the engineman reduces his speed to such an
extent that he will stop short of the obstruction, then com-

"The fundamental

of this character

plete control of the train should be left in his hands, with a
further provision that this control shall be removed ?.t the
instant when it becomes unsafe for him to longer retain it.

"Obviously, the obstacles in the nay of such an accomTo eliminate them requires the
plishment are numerous.

employment of intricate and somewhat delicate instruments,
among which must be the track relay, a highly developed
and wonderfully efficient instrument now used in the operaThese instruments have
tion of automatic signal svstems.

"Since all automatic stop or train control 'Icvices developed up to this time require the use of certain apparatus
on tile locomotive or train, it becomes immediately obvious
that an additional factor of maintenance over that necessary

apparatus must be provided for at all engine terminals at
which locomotives are housed which may operate on the part
It can readily l>e seen what
of the railroad so equipped.
this means for a railroad of the character of the New York
Reduced to the minimum, there are but two
Central.
alternatives; viz., either the whole railroad must be provided
with the device, or unequipped locomotives from branch
lines must not be permitted on that portion of the railroad
on which the device may be installed.
"At best the stop must be an adjunct of the signal system,
It
unless the design replaces the signal system entirely.
seems to be entirely obvious that the roadside portion of the
stop may be developed in the laboratory from an initial point
of perfection equal to that of the present signal systems, but
there are no criterions by which the locomotive apparatus
may be measured. Hence the questionable propriety of development under service.
I believe that this difficulty can
be surmounted if it is concluded that this is the course which
should be pursued; but I am not yet fully convinced that
there is the necessity for an automatic stop for a train control
device.
I dislike very much to see the installation of anything which in the least interferes with the supreme authority
of the engineman, or which directly or indirectly may be
the cause of any relaxation of his normal vigilance.
"In view of the catastrophe under consideration this state
of mind leads to inquiries as to what may be done without
It is
providing such a device.
I know of but one thing.
certain that something must be provided which will restore
the engineman to the proper mental condition if he be other
than dead, and in the latter case, the fireman must be impressed into service.
To accomplish this there seems to be
but one means available; viz., by conveying audibly to the
engineman or fireman a notice of the fact that he has failed
The most effective
to do that which is required of him.
audible signal so far devised which does not introduce complicated mechanisms on the locomotive in addition to the
already complicated but highly developed roadside signals
Such devices in a crude state
is the explosion of a torpedo.
have been used in England and on the continent, with conIn England, the
siderable success, as I am informed.
laborious method of requiring track men to place torpedoes

on the rails at signals to warn the engineman of his location
in foggy weather has been employed with marked success.
On one of the French railroads, it is stated that there have
been no accidents resulting from the failure of enginemen to
observe signals for many years, during which time the
Devices have been under detorpedo has been in service.
velopment in the United States for some time but I am not
aware that any have been perfected sufficiently to warrant
I believe they can be developed and furtheir installation.
ther that they can be installed at much less expense than a
I am also of the opinion that since such a destop device.
vice need not involve a further distribution of responsibility,
bevond the relativelv small amount of additional mainte-

February

28,
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ance which would fall upon the signal maintainer, the efforts
of those charged with securing greater safety of operation on
the railroads should be directed to its development.
"It is entirely obvious that it has been necessary, especially within the last few years, for executives to give the
utmost consideration to every item of expense, and those
items in the annual budget covering the future existence of
the property as well as the necessities with which to render
service to the public have rightly been given first consideraThe dwindling difference between income and expense
tion.
has left little for the consideration of such items of additions
or betterments as the automatic stop, especially when installations estimated to cost upwards of $14,000 per mile
have been urged. Of course systems designed to cost much
less have been patented and partially developed, but the
efficiency of these less expensive devices has been seriously
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It seems doubtful therefore, if censure
on the executives for not having proceeded with
extensive trials, irrespective of the expense involved.
"I do not believe that the problem of perfecting an automatic train control device is impossible, assuming that such

open

may

to question.

rest

a device
*
*
*

is

essential to the safe operation of the railroads.

is fortunate that the Railroad Administration
has appointed a strong committee to consider the matter, and
it is to be hoped that the many recent developments of the
electrical art have produced features which will soon place
the automatic train control in the realm of an unquestioned
possibility, provided of course it is concluded that such a
device is absolutely essential.
The committee should include within its investigations the subject of audible signaling, a relatively unexplored field but one in which I believe

It

the real solution lies."

Second Track Construction on the Hocking Valley
Improvements Undertaken Where Work Was Lightest
Constitute Typical Example of a War Project
SECOND TRACK now being
THEValley
between Columbus, Ohio,

by the Hocking
and Toledo, clearly
falls in the class of war work, not only from the standpoint of the results obtained for the amount of work done
but from the nature of the auxiliary facilities that are being
built

provided simultaneously at various points along the line.
The work has also been conducted in a way that was designed to make the results
available as rapidly as posbut an unavoidable
circumstance, also a result of
sible,

the war, interfered seriously
with the program as planned.

There are few localities in
the country where an equivalent
amount of doubletrack line with a 0.2-per cent
grade opposing the traffic

could
be
obtained
at
a
smaller cost.
By selecting
those portions of the line
where conditions were most

was possible to
miles of second
track involving a total of only
478,000 cu. yd. of grading
or about 12,000 cu. yd. per
mile, while the bridge work
involved
is
almost negligible.
A further evidence of
the favorable character of
the original location is indicated by the fact that the
0.2-per cent grade was obtained without any change
in alinement and only one
change in grade.
favorable,

it

plan 39y2

Location of the

New

Track

Second

In accordance with the
urgent needs of the times,
this work was completed in
sections so that portions of
the new track could be placed
in service as rapidly as pos^i^le and thereby relieve the
single track.
That this pro-

1,'ram could not be carried out in full resulted from an
inability to obtain rail in adequate quantities.
Therefore,

although nearly all of the grading is completed, only about
15 miles of track has been laid and placed in service to date.
Simultaneous with the construction of the second track,
terminal improvements have been carried on at several points
on the line which are designed to increase the capacity without the necessity for radical changes.
The most important
ones include the addition of several tracks to the yards and
additions of 12 stalls to roundhouses at Parsons Ave.

(Columbus) where

exchanged with the Chesapeake
Walbridge where the road trains
from the south are classified and coal cars are turned over
to transfer crews for delivery to the Hocking Valley coal
dock at East Toledo.
The business of the Hocking Valley is primarily coal from
mines on its own lines in the Hocking valley in southeastern
Ohio, and from West Virginia mines tributary to the Chesapeake & Ohio.
Coal from the latter is delivered by the
Chesapeake & Ohio Northern at Columbus.
In 1918 the
coal hauled from Columbus to the lake aggregated 5,300,000
tons, all of which was moved between April 15 and December 12.
traffic is

& Ohio Northern and

at

The present line has a ruling grade of 0.3 per cent against
northbound movements except for a grade of 0.5 per cent
extending most of the distance from Columbus to Powell (14
miles) which is operated as a helper grade.
The ultimate
plan

to provide a 0.2-per cent grade against northbound
and a 0.4-per cent grade against southbound movements for the entire distance from Columbus to Toledo.
In pursuance of this plan the second-track work undertaken
in the stretches shown on the map has been constructed to
conform to these limits of grade. It will be noted that the
double-track work undertaken thus far does not include the
section between Columbus and Delaware.
The elimination
of the pusher grade within these limits will require a more or
less complete change of location and this has been deferred
imtil some later date.
One unique feature of the plan for the work is the manner
in which it is proposed to operate the double track to suit
the peculiar nature of the traffic.
Coal trains moving northward loaded and coming back light constitute the buik of the
traffic; the remaining train movements comprise two passenger trains and a local freight in each direction.
Since
is

traffic

the greatest capacity of a single track can be secured with
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all trains nioviuj; at a

planned to

unifonu speed

one direction

iu

it

is

track exclusively to the northliiuiiul toniKi.ue trains.
I'lic west track will I)e used by tlie
nortlihiiund lii.uli speed trains, ixUh passenger and freiglit, in
addition to all of tlie soutiilxmnd traffic.
To this end an
assiijn

the east

adiKjuate nunil)er of lOO-car ])a.ssing tracks are l)eing provided on the west side of the .soutiil'ound track witii no
passing tracks on the northbound side and only a limited
numl)er of cross-overs lietween the two main tracks.
Tonnage trains are now l)eing hauled l)y Mallet locomotives
rated at alwut 5,000 tons (northbound).
This rating will
be increaswl appreciably with the completion of the 0.2-per
cent gratle line.

Grading

The grading

is

priniaril)'

fill

made from

borrow.

'J'liere

are very few cuts.
\\'ith one exception tlie fills are low.
just north of Delaware an embankment al)out 1,000 ft. long
with a maximum height of 38 ft. was widened for second

from a shovel pit east of the right-ofway near Troy, operated by N. K. Sneed of Huntington, W.
^'a., who has the general contract for the work from Delaware to Prospect. This same j)it was also used to supply
track, with material

material for building the smaller embankments that could
not l)e made readily by team work from side borrow.
The
material was handled in Kilbourne & Jacobs cars, unloaded
from the main track and pushed into place with a Jordan
spreader.
Between Prospect and Marion the work is under contract
to the J. T. Adams Company, Columbus, who conducted the
work in a manner similar to that above described. A shovel
j)it was opened at Owens, this being over a limestone quarry
where an arrangement was made with the owners to remove
the stripping.
About 150,000 cu. yd. were taken out to a
depth vaPi'ing from six to eight feet.
The grade change
mentioned above is located at Owens, extending from about
south to a half a mile north and with a maximum
r. mile
depth of fill near the station of about seven feet.
While this work is of limited proportions, the manner

which it is done is of interest. The embankment was
widened to the level of the existing track by unloading from
A construction track
the main track and using a spreader.
was laid on this new embankment which was then completed
to the new grade by raising the track with material from the
It was proposed to transfer the traffic to the newly
pit.
raised track and repeat the operation under the old track
in

but the possibility of interrupting

traffic
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Here two passing tracks
.soul!) of Carey.
provided i)etwfcn the two main tracks, each with a
At about the mid-lengdi of
capacity of two lOO-car trains.
tiie passing tracks a Fairbanks, Morse & ('ompany reinforced concrete coaling station of 500-ton storage cajiacity
Water cranes will
will be provided to serve all four tracks.
also l)e installed, water being |)ipcd from the city water supl)ly at Carey.
At Wailiridge, tlie additional engine terminal facilities
include a nine-stall addition to the existing roundhouse.
Eight of the
Tliis is of timl)er construction with brick walls.
The center line
stalls will l)e 110 ft. deei) and one 90 ft.
of the ninth stall is on a line with the approach track on
the other side of the turntable, so that this stall can Ijc used
The extension to the
as a push-in track for dead engines.
and water station
will

lie

roundhouse

is

of the

same construction

and
and along the

as the old part

will be heated i)y direct radiation in the pits

back wall.
In addition to the roundhouse extension, a 500-ton coalMorse & Company reinforced
concrete type and two Robertson ash hoists are also being
ing station of the Fairbanks,

installed, while adjoining the roundhouse is a new toilet and
washhouse. Considerations of sanitation in the absence of a
sewer system in the vicinity led to the provision for a com])lete sewage disposal plant consisting of septic tanks and

settling basins.

Another improvement of largely local
engine terminal

utility

is

curtain walls.
All of the

between Carey and Toledo including
being done under a contract with the
In conformity with
A. S. Hecker Company of Cleveland.
the custom on most work undertaken during the war all
contracts in connection with this work have been conducted
on a cost-plus-percentage basis. The work has been handled
under the general direction of William Michel, chief engineer of the Hocking Valley and under the supervision of W.
L. Roller, resident engineer, both with headquarters at
'Columbus, Ohio.
w'ork

the building work

is

through soft condi-

new embankment

coarseness of the material caused some difficulty in handling
it.

The raises were made in depths of about one foot,
averaging from 1,500 to 2,000 ft. in length per day. The
grade change at Owens included the elimination of a highway grade crossing just north of the station through the use
of an underpass of 24-ft. span with 13 ft. vertical headroom.
The structure consisted of two concrete abutments with a
longitudinal steel through deck.

North of Alveda some light work is being done with
rather unusual equipment for railway grading, a Thew revolving shovel being used to load lJ/2-cu. yd. Koppel cars
operating on a track of 2-ft. gage. Strings of these cars are
pulled by a Koppel steam locomotive for the long hauls and
by a horse for the shorter hauls.

Terminal

One

Facilities

of the most important featuies of the auxHian fathe way of an entirely new installation is a coal

cilities in

new

This comprises a five-stall
freight engines.
with a 100-ft turntable and a. Roberts & Schaefer coaling station.
The engine house is of reinforced concrete with brick

led to the discarding of this
plan in favor of one requiring the raising of the operated
track under traffic, using blast furnace slag for the filling
This plan worked out very well except that the
material.
tions in the

a

and local
roundhouse

IVIarion for the use of switch

at

Turkish Troops and Refugees at Seidler

Standards

for the

Keeping

Maintenance

Classification of Repairs

By H.
Equipment

L. Shipman,

Inspector, Atchison,

THE PAST YEAR the maintenance of freight cars
has been influenced by new conditions, due to the
general pooling of equipment.
This change is par-

DURING

box

Formerly there was a
normal percentage of from 35 per cent to 40 per cent of the
box cars on the home lines. At the present time this percentage has fallen as low as 7 per cent to 1 2 per cent. Thus
each road has less control over the maintenance standard of
its own equipment.
It would seem that some standard of
maintenance should be established and all roads compelled
to keep all freight cars on their lines up to that standard.
This percentage should undoubtedh' be higher than the
standard now maintained by many of the smaller railroads,
but some method should be devised to force all roads to
come up to this standard. Unless this is done, under present
tlie

car.

conditions, the average standard of all cars will fall considerably lower, and those roads, which under normal conditions
it

would maintain

this standard, will be helpless to

keep

up.

There
which it

is
is

a limit to the maintenance of equipment
not practical or economical to go.
If

beyond
were

it

possible to maintain all freight equipment in 100 per cent
condition, it would not be economical because there are
many commodities that can be handled just as efficiently and
a

car in

per cent condition.

Since

satisfactorily

in

fnir condition
all

as in

one in 100

cars in service are continually

wearing out, or deteriorating, all th;it can be hoped for is
to maintain in good condition a sufficient number of cars to
handle the commodities that require a first-class car.
There are certain kinds of freight that require a box car,
others a refrigerator, stock car, tank car or gondola and other
freight may be handled just as well in several of the differSome ladings require the cars to
ent kinds of freight cars.
be in first-class condition and others only in fair condition.
For example, a box car to handle grain, flour, sugar, or groThe siding
ceries, should be in the best condition possible.
must be tight, the roof non-leaking, and the floor and lining
level and smooth, so as not to chafe or injure the contents.
Wool, raw cotton, hay, brick, etc., ma> be handled in a car
A leaky roof or open
in fair condition without damage.
siding will not injure these articles, and they cannot fall
through cracks in the floor as would bulk grain. The only
essential for cars handling the last mentioned articles

and

A

is

that

work

of the car be strong enough to hold the load
that the trucks and draft gear Iw in good condition.

the frame

refrigerator car

order to protect

its

must always be

in

good condition

in

lading, due to the fact that the require-

ments of this service are ven,- rigid. A stock car should be
in good condition in order to handle live stock without damage, but the same car in fair condition will haul barreled
goods, rough lumber, ties, lump coal, and many other
A gondola must be in very good
articles, very satisfactorih-.
condition to hold slack coal without loss, but will hold lump,
coal, coke, scrap iron, etc., if in only lair condition.

On a typical western road there was a total of 1,240,324
car loads of revenue freight handled during the year 1917.
This freight was subdivided under five general headings,
namely. Products of Agriculture, Products of Animals, Products of Mines, Products of Forests, and Manufactured and
'From

a

Equipment*

Up the Condition of Cars to Meet Demands of Traffic;
Uniform

ticularly noticeable in

of Freight

Paper Presented Before the Western Railway Club.
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Topeka & Santa Fe

Miscellaneous Articles.
of these classes of freight

The number

of car loads of each

was as follows:

Products
Products
Products
Products

of agriculture
of animals
of mines
of forests
Manufactured and miscellaneous articles

298,717
172,836
385,836
99,301
283,634

A close analysis of this freight as a whole shows that 72.6
per cent should be handled in cars of first-class condition in
order to avoid possible loss or damage due to die condition
of the cars; 27.4 per cent of the freight could be handled
just as satisfactorily in cars of fair. condition.

An extended investigation in the tram yard and in a large
repair shop of the causes of repairs Cu freight cars disclosed
the fact that only a very small percentage of freight car
repairs become necessary due to "time and the elements," or,
in other words, rust and decay.
To make this study, the
repairs to freight cars were subdivided into four general headings representing the principal parts of the car, as body,
draft gear, truck and air brake repairs.
The investigation

showed that most of the repairs required by the bodies of these
cars became necessary due to time and the elements, and the
next important cause of repairs to the body was starting,
stopping and switching or load shift under shock. The draft
gear and truck repairs became necessary chiefly due to the
starting, stopping and switching of the car.
Load shift
causes the ends of the car to be pushed out, and posts broken
and the siding and lining broken. A very small percentage
of the repairs to draft gear or trucks was necessitated by
time and the elements.
Nearly all of the repairs to draft
gear was caused by starting, stopping and switching.
The
draft gear is broken or weakened by shock in switching and
the trucks need repairs because of stopping, as well as shock.
The items of the greatest expense in truck repairs are brake
shoes, brasses and wheels.
It is very seldom a truck has a

broken side frame or bolster. The air brakes need repairs
because of running and stopping the car. These parts seldom
are renewed because of rust.

Combining the causes of repairs oi the several parts of
the car, the results showed that 47.2 per cent of the repairs
to cars became necessary due to the running of the car, and
time and the elements; 52.8 per cent of repairs to cars was
by starting, stopping and switching, and the
loading and unloading of the car.
The 52.8 per cent in
.=;tarting, stopping and switching and loading and unloading
should be again subdivided to show the repairs due to the
necessary' wear of starting, stopping and switching and the
unnecessary' wear or abuse of the car.
The subdivision
^hows that 33 per cent of the repairs to freight cars would
be eliminated if there were no draft gear, no end sills, posts,
siding or lining broken by shock or cornering the car, and no
slid flat wheels or cut journals.
The next question to be considered is what percentage of
the freight equipment can economically be maintained in firstclass condition.
As mentioned above, 72.6 per cent of the
freight equipment should be in first-class condition to carry
the freight of this trunk line without damage or loss due
Is it feasible or practical to
to the condition of equipment.
maintain this percentage as a standard of condition?
In a recent survey of bad order cars on several of our
\\'estern roads, it developed that the higher the percentage

necessitated
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of revenue cars bad order on uii) lire, tlic more men were
emjiloyed per 1 ,000 revenue cars on the line, and the greater
was the percentages of revenue cars th;it were repaired each
month. Conversely, tlie lower tlie percentage of revenue cars'
bad onler on the line, tlie smaller was the percentage of cars
Comparing four of these roads, and
repaired each month.
averaging two of the higher and two of lower percentages, the
results were as follows:
NuiiiIki-

I'ri iiiit

I'tT cciil

ot
ri'\

eiuie

c.irs,

bad order

Two
Two

higher
lower

...

8.-»

Tot.-il

i»f oars
c*ir men cmminiNumber
repaired to
ployt-d per
her cars
revenue
revenue cars on 1,000 rev. repaired
cars on
line per month cars on line per month the line

per cent

I3.'i.4

per cent

53,248
25,909

76.8
37.7

59.4 per cent

3.0 per cent

These

figures simply

mean

that different

roads have different standards of maintenance, and that a
road with a high standard will endeavor to keep the condition of freight equipment to a higher standard than the
In order to .accomplish this end, the one road
other road.
hires more men and consequently bad orders and repairs
more cars than the other. These roads with the high standards of maintenance have found thai the old saying "a
stitch in time saves nine" is just as true when applied to a

and that the net

freight car as in its original application,
results will

A

show up on

the credit side of the balance sheet.

road with a high standard will cut

down

train delays

and damage claims due to defective equipment, and as a
result will pay a greater dividend than the road with the
low standard of maintenance. A shipper prefers a road with
a high standard of maintenance brcause he knows his
products will receive better attention than on a road with
low standards. There will not be the delays en route due
to defective equipment and the goods will arrive in better
condition.

One

step toward distributing repair

work among

all rail-

roads so as to overcome the present practice of one road
making only light repairs and another doing the substantial
work, would be to have a standard classification of repairs.
This would make it easier to judge work done and the outI would recommend the following outline as a reasonput.
able and satisfactory classification for the subdivision of
repairs:
Classifications of Ret.mrs to Freight and

HEAVY REPAIRS

One
Two

pair draft timbers.

or two
or more sills renewed or spliced.
or two end sills.
or more side or door posts.
One-half or more outside sheathing

One

Two

renewed.
Entire roof relaid or renewed.
Flooring renewed or repaired.
Door rehung or new doors applied.
Car trussed up and body tightened.
Two trucks given general over-

Work

Cars

MEDIUM REPAIRS
One or two pair draft timbers.
One end sill or new end and siding.
One pair draw sills spliced.
Koof relaid or new roof applied.
Door rehun^ or new door applied.
Trucks repaired.
Cars trussed.

new work painted.
(Any five or more of above
medium reconstitute

All

items

pairs.)

hauling.

Cars repainted and stenciled.
(Any seven or more of above
items constitute heavy repairs.)

RUNNING REPAIRS

One

or

LIGHT REPAIRS
more pair wheels renewed.
tightened and new

Uncoupling attachments repaired.
Grab iron renewed or repaired.

Draft

Brasses applied.

Side door rehung.
Couplers renewed.

Brake shoes renewed.
Running boards, repaired.
Brake connection and lever.
Side door rehung.
f.\ny

one

items,

or

stitute

or more of above
similar thereto, conrunning repairs.)

timbers

bolts.

or

similar

thereto

con-

stitute light repairs.)

opinion that such a classification will be more
satisfactorA' than to have heav}', medium, light and running
The objecrepairs subdivided on a money or hourly basis.
tion to the hourly or money basis of subdivision of repairs
is that no record is kept of the cost of either labor or material
on individual cars. It would be impossible to keep these
It

is

my

lje

to the overhead expense.
used without any addition to our

present clerical force.

In conclusion, the question of freight car repairs may be
as follows: Freight equipment should be maintained in ajjproximately 75 i)er cent condition in order to
handle freigiit without danger of loss or damage due to
the condition of the freight equipment: this percentage condition cannot be maintained without the co-operation of all
roads, because the freight car today is common property so
far as service is concerned.

summarized

Discussion
H. H. Harvey (C. B. & Q.): The statement is made in
Mr. Shi|)man's paper that 72.6 per cent of all freight cars
should
it

is

1)C

kept in first-class condition.

nece.ssary to

have that figure quite

I
.so

question whether
high.

It

would

vary greatly on roads in different localities and will even
vary on the different divisions of a single large road. There
are many commodities that should never be loaded in a
first-class car.
One of the worst abuses prevalent on our
railroads today is loading hides, fertilizer, immigrant outfits
and similar material in first-class equipment. Car men in
general are dilatory about calling attention to the abuse of
cars.
Since cars have been loaded up to the capacity of the
a.\les there has been a great deal of overloading of light cars,
and I think the sooner we get back to the 10 per cent overload, the better it will be for the equipment.
J. H. Milton (C. R. I. & P.): The only way that a car
can be kept in service with the heavy tonnage handled at
When we can get a
the present time is by reinforcing it.
system in force throughout the United States that wall make
all the roads reinforce their cars we will get good equipment.
Until that is done we will simply repair the cars from time
The majority of
to time and get nothing from our labor.
railroads are spending $50 to $75 to repair cars which only
move off the repair track to become bad order again within
By spending $400 cr $500 on these cars
a week or two.
The equipment
they could be put in first-class condition.
is getting worse every day, particularly on the Eastern lines.
F. P. Schultz t^viiicago Car Interchange Bureau): The
designs of cars are so varied that it is practically impossible
to keep a stock of the proper material for reinforcing these
cars away from the home road. The Railroad Administration
is now moving cars in bad order to the owning roads, and
when they get home it is to be hoped that some rules will be
formulated that will keep the car on the home road if it is
not up to a certain standard. As far as the box car is concerned, I think as long as it is of a design that is kept in
general service, it should be maintained in 100 per cent
condition.
A rough freight car may be given a load that it
will carry, but when it is unloaded it may be in a district
w'here there is nothing but grain loaded and the rough
freight car will bring back the load of grain which it is
The proper way to handle the rough
not fit to handle.
freight car is to mark it bad order if it is sent out under load.
W. G. Wallace (American Steel Foundries) W^e have
heard a great deal about what has been accomplished by
the united efforts of the men in the different regions in
:

Would it not be a good idea to have the
men keep more closely in touch with the
mechanical men and to prevent car repairs, instead of having
so many cars bad ordered? There are a good many things
handling

Body tightened.
Deadwoods repaired or renewed.
Brake beams repaired or renewed.
CAny one or more of above
items,

records without a great addition

The proposed plan can

43,303
37,443

Verj' few roads have a very high percentage of their own
The freight car is common property tocars on their line.
day, therefore, it cannot be supposed that there is any very
great difference in the physical condition of the cars on

these four roads.
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traffic.

transportation

that could be done

by getting the transportation

officers

more

interested in the mechanical department problems.

Mr. Milton: I believe the tvpe of underframe required
under cars depends largely on the type of draft gear. If a
friction draft gear is used the entire shock is thrown on the
After a spring gear has traveled 1)^ in. the
draft sills.
coupler strikes the dead wood and the shock is distributed

—
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This takes the load off the draft sills to a
and for that reason I think it is useless to
have a heavy underframe under cars equipped with spring
on

These rules provide that when the cost of repairs
exceeds the major portion of the cost of the car to the carrier,
the equipment must be retired.
With the present high cost
of labor and material the cost of repairs often exceeds 50
per cent of the book value, particularly when equipment has
been acquired second hand or through receivership. To get
such cars back into service requires additions and betterments which are chargeable to the corporation. It seems
that the only thing to do in such cases is to put the cars on
a side track until the Railroad Administration or the corporation can agree on the distribution of cost.
F. C. Kroff (Pennsylvania Lines)
We have filed the inspection report on a considerable number of cars and have
them set aside awaiting disposition. Up to the present time
we have received no instructions from the Railroad Administration regarding this equipment.
C. J. Juneau ( C. M. & St. P. )
We are holding about
200 cars between Minneapolis and Milwaukee awaiting dis-

all the sills.

observed.

certain extent,

gear.

G.

Goodwin

(C. R.

&

P.):

agree entirely with
it might be of
interest to note that mechanical department Circular No. 8
provides that draft sills must be constructed to accommodate
friction draft gear, and also that the coupler shall be applied
with 3 in. clearance between the coupler horn and the deadwood. The circular permits the application of two class
draft springs which have a travel of about
in.
That
means that the spring gear must take all the shock, since the
in. away from the dead wood.
It
horn of the coupler is 1
is easy to see what will happen under those conditions.
E.~H. Hall (C. G. W.): I do not see how there can be
much improvement in the condition of equipment as long
Order No. 12 states that
as the present rules are enforced.
Interstate Commerce Commission accounting rules must be
S.

what Mr. Milton has

I.

said.
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Incidentally,

G

1%

:

^

:

position

and many more are coming

in.

Conservation of Material by the Store Department'
Care

in

Ordering and Handling Will Prevent Waste;

Systematic Methods Needed in Reclamation

By

J.

G. Stuart

General Storekeeper, Chicago, Burlington

CONSERVATION" LIKE MANY Other good things should beThe storekeeper should begin his congin at home.
servation when he is ordering material. In many cases
he orders material which is not really needed and thereby
builds up a condition which will call for conservation later.
Too much care cannot be exercised in ordering supplies
whether they be for store stock or for special material which
Once an article is ordered
is not ordinarily carried in stock.
that is not really needed we are very fortunate indeed if we
are able to get 100 per cent of the value out of it, but if we
can prevent the ordering of the article we have surely saved
100 per cent right at the beginning and have also saved the
labor of ordering, handling and hauling.
Often the work of ordering material is delegated to someone else. This is bad practice, as there is no more important
work in the store department than looking after the ordering
of material.

Proper Handling as Important as Intelligent Ordering
of Material

The

next step in conservation and really one of very great
A
importance is proper care and handling of material.
great deal of money is lost to railroads every year by breakage, leakage and marring of material in various ways, which
These sources of loss can be materially
unfits it for service.
reduced if supplies are properly handled and cared for.
Ever}- man having to do with the handling of material
and particularly those who are handling it after it is unpacked should be instructed, so far as it is possible, as to
the nature of the material, the use to which it is to be put,
the way in which it may be damaged, so that it loses its
usefulness entirely, or at least is injured so that only partial
ser^'ice may be had from it.
A little rough treatment, in
most cases entirely unintentional on the part of the man
handling the material, causes expense away out of proportion to the value of the article itself.
*From a paper presented at the annual meeting of the Railway Storekeepers' Association in Chicago on January 25.

& Quincy

A great many articles, many of them of considerable value
are left exposed to the weather and thereby rendered almost
valueless, or they are handled roughly and must be scrapped
because of broken threads or other damage.
A carton of
light bulbs is given a little rough handling and a
lot of the lamps are spoiled
although there may be no great
difference in the appearance.
Iron or steel castings are
often finished and then left exposed so that finished surfaces become rutsy.
Oil applied to the finished part will
preserve the casting.
Rubber hose and all kinds of rubber naturally deteriorate
after they have been on hand any great length of time.
This
should be thoroughly understood by those handling them
so the sheet rubljer, packing and hose which have been on
hand longest will be used first. Proper care should be taken
so that rubber is not stored in the bright sunlight or in some
unusually dry place; when rubber hose is dated, these dates
should be observed by mounting and using the oldest first.
Oil is sometimes shipped from oil houses in cans, barrels
and transportation tanks which have not been properly
cleaned or have previously contained oil of a different kind.
Occasionally illuminating oil is put in a container that has
contained lubricating oil and the oil is contaminated so that
it is not fit for use.
In other cases containers are not properly
inspected and after being filled and shipped, leaks develop
which cause considerable waste of oil and often damage to
other freight in the same car or perhaps makes the floors oil
soaked and prevents the use of the car for high grade shipments.

electric

;

Exposure of Material Causes Waste
Finished lumber is often stored out of doors and considerable loss is occasioned by warping and splitting. It is a common sight to see a railroad lumber yard where practically all
of the lumber is stored outside and only a short distance away
a commercial lumber yard where the lumber of the same kind
is

under cover.
Track bolts are often piled outside and the nuts rust in the
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bolts to such ail extent that i(insiileral)le e.xtra hibor

is

needed

necessary to store
when purchased they c;ui
be easily oded iiy iniinersinji tiie ke^ in an oil bath at time the
I'he oil bath and Uie extra handling does
bolts are received.
not amount to more tlian a couple of cents per keg.
Track .spikes as well as bolts are often piled outside in such
a way that the kegs are ai)t to fall apart and a great deal of
extra labor is necessary to IkiiuIIc the .spikes although the con-

when

are put in the trat k.
outiioors and tlic bolts are not oiled
the

l)olts

If

it

i.s
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one brake beam, so far as (ould be ascertained, necdi-d only
one nut to make it lit for service.

Redamation
ful

attention

is

a subject that requires constant and careis given we

and unless most careful attention

are apt to lind that instead of
incurring additional exjjense.

Two

making

a saving

we

olijectives .stand out clearly in reclamation.

are only

One

is

bolts and all kinds of rods and forgings having
thread comicclions are often left piled in such a way the
threads are exposed and in many cases entirely spoiled or if
not there is extra work in getting the nuts on and off, which
woulil not bo nccessar\- if the threads were properl\ cared

material after it has been reclaimed, and the
other the fact that material can be reclaimed for less money
It is true that it often pays us
than it can Ijc purchased for.
to reclaim material even though it costs decidedly more than
it can be purchased for, but this can only be practiced in
emergencies or when the item reclaimed is such as will enFor
alde us to put a far more expensive item into service.
example, it might not ]xiy to reclaim brake heads under cer-

for.

tain conditions,

Frogs and switches are generally piled outside and often
A little oil applied to the bolts and nuts will in
rust badly.

also out of brake heads,

most cases prevent the rust.
When packages reach the destination with the contents
broken or damaged, it not only means that the value of the
material has been lost but perhaps a further loss will be en-

As stated alcove, howus to put brake beams into service.
ever, such cases should be the exception.
The constant danger in reclamation is that, unless stock
is very carefully watched, material will be reclaimed even
though it is not needed, merely because it has been the practice to reclaim it.
The maintenance of accurate and reliable records is essential to prevent the reclamation of material which will
One thing should be
cost more than its purchase price new.
borne in mind at all times that records must be correct.

tents

may

not be injured.

Machine

tailed waiting for a duplicate .shipment.

Even though material has

deteriorated to

some extent the

department can charge it out at its stock value. But
even though we do charge it out at its original value someIn order properly to conserve material
thing has been lost.
every man on the road must look at it from the standpoint of
the railroad and not from the viewpoint of his department
store

alone.

attention to the housing of material large
be avoided and while there are perhaps no figures
to show that these losses are, anyone who has ever been
around a storehouse realizes that they are really serious.
A storekeeper is always in a position to call attention to

With proper

losses can

Many times a
defects in large amounts of material used.
design is not as good as it should be, or there is a weak spot
in a certain casting or for other reasons an unusually large
number of the items are being used. By carefully watching
the stock book the storekeeper will note this unusual consumption and is in a position to report to the department
interested so it may investigate and correct the design or
strengthen the casting so as to prevent excessive breakage.

Reclamation
conservation that has come to the front
Notwithstanding the exvery prominently is reclamation.
for
ercise of every possible care in the ordering and caring

One phase

of

material, there is still a great deal of material that is available for reclamation; material that has been used once and
by repairs or reworking can be made fit for service again,

or material that has been used and by a change in form may
be made fit for other purposes.
Some may still question the need of reclamation on railroads, but if these had visited a certain scrap dealer's yard
in Chicago, where railroad scrap is handled, a short time
positive they would be convinced that reclamation
In this particular yard there
is needed and needed badly.
were several thousand tons of scrap and in the scrap were
many nuts, bolts, washers, small parts of couplers, knuckles

ago, I

am

and other smaller items which were perfectly good or could
have been made so with very little work. In addition,
there were many couplers that did not require any work; in
fact, the scrap dealer wanted to sell a carload of good coupIn addition to the couplers which should have been
lers.
saved and which did not need any repairs whatever there
were a great many which could have been repaired in any
There were many brake
up-to-date reclamation plant.
beams, some needing heads, some fulcrums and some other
small parts, but in the great majority of cases very small
In fact.
repairs would have made them fit for use again.

the need of

extra

tiie

money

and

we were short of brake beams and
might pay us to spend considerable
reclaim brake heads so as to enable

yet, if

in order to

it

—

There may be some justification for a man endeavoring to
fool someone else, but it hardly seems possible that there is
any justification for his fooling himself, and the man who
makes false entries in his reclamation record is simply practicing self-deceit.

To

maintain a proper cost record we should have the

different articles reclaimed, accounted for separately.

It is

not at all wise to group a lot of items; for, even though we
may be making a saving on the group as a whole, some of
the items may be costing too much to reclaim and therefore
should not be reclaimed.
The saving made by reclamation will, of course, be the
difference between the market value and the total cost of the
reclaimed article (including its value as scrap, plus the value
of any additional material used in reclaiming it, and the
cost of labor, including supervisory and clerical forces and
shop expenses). This cost should be checked up often enough
to reflect the changes in market conditions or labor costs.
A scrap dock is usually located at a point which will
provide good shipping facilities to points where scrap is
sold.
Generally the reclamation plant is located close to the
scrap dock. In many cases a better location for the reclamation plant could be found, but on account of the extra
handling which would be necessary on the material it is
generally found better to have the reclamation plant at the
scrap dock.
In most cases material which is fit for further use should
be reclaimed at the point at which it is released
that is, as
much of it as can be used at that point. Strict attention
should be given to this to prevent long hauls to scrap docks
and back to the point where the material will be used. Of
course, all of the material cannot be reclaimed at the point
at which it is released, therefore plants with larger capacity
and better facilities should be established at central points
where the minimum haul will be obtained.
Material can be reclaimed more cheaply and in a great
majority of cases better at large centrally-located points, as
in this way it is possible to get laborers who specialize on
reclaiming work with special machinery and therefore do
this work better than regular mechanics, although they are
In
in many cases not as highly paid as mechanics would be.
fact, until recently a reclamation plant was a splendid place
in which to use handy men.

—

;
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In establishing or maintaining a reclamation plant it is
important to get the co-operation of the other departments
There seems to be
in using the material that is reclaimed.
a natural prejudice against using second-hand material or
material that has been worked over and it seems that even
workmen prefer to work with new material. We must secure the aid of the foremen of the other departments so they
will be firm in their insistence that reclaimed material be
used wherever it is suitajjle.
It is certain that some material will come to scrap or reclamation plants which should not have been scrapped. If the
store department makes a great stir over this and perhaps
brings down criticisms on those who send it in, such action
will, to a great extent, defeat our object.
Other departments should not l)e allowed to become careless in sending
in a great deal of usable material, but where there are occasional slips the matter may be called to the attention of those
who are to blame as a matter of information, rather than
I heard one man remark that he would spend $10
censure.
in sorting over his scrap rather than have ten cents' worth of
usable material found in the car which his men had loaded.
Let us endeavor to keep away from such uneconomical
practices.

Learn from Reclamation Methods

of

Other Roads

go over various roads and investigate
the different practices and to note that one road effects
large savings on certain items while on another road the
same things are not reclaimed at all. No two roads seem
to be reclaiming all of the same kind of material, so there
is something for each one to learn from every other road.
Recently an inspector was sent to a road when they
were loading out scrap couplers and knuckles to pick out
such couplers and knuckles as in his opinion could be
reclaimed.
He was instructed not to take anything until
the employees of the road had decided that the article was
scrap.
Out of one carload of scrap which was shipped he
picked out 131 couplers and 263 knuckles which in his
opinion could be reclaimed. After allowing for the expense
of repairing them and also allowing for their value as scrap,
It is interesting to

the net saving amounted to over $1,500, considerably more
than the entire carload of scrap was worth. This is not an
exception the same thing was tried on another railroad with

—

almost the same results.
Our reclamation men must be broad minded. Those who
stay at home generally lag behind and the men of small
minds who go to other places, not with the idea of learning
anything but to satisfy themselves that their own methods
are best, usually are the ones who v/ill fail on reclamation
work. The men having to do with reclamation must be broad
minded and constantly on the lookout for improvements,
Many
constantly searching for additional items to reclaim.
items were legitimately scrapped five years ago which can
now be reclaimed by the use of acetylene. Constantly keeping
up to date on methods is necessary in reclamation work.

Items Reclaimed with Profit
do not wish to give an entire list of all material that
can be reclaimed on the railroads. Such a list would be
almost endless.
In making mention of the few cases of
reclamation which follow I have picked out those which
are not so common and those which have come to my notice
I

within recent months.
Steam hose gaskets usually costing about 35 ct. each may
be reclaimed for 6 or 7 ct. and put back into service. Bolts
of one inch diameter and larger, where the head is good, may
have an end welded on for threading at a saving of perhaps
50 per cent of the cost of new material. Cast iron wheeLs
may have the flat spots ground out of them by grinding the
entire tread of the wheel and making them perfectly round
again.
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and sign posts may be made from
scrap pipe and short pieces of new pipe
nipples.
Several railroads are welding
six-foot lengths on flues which would otherwise be scrapped.
Long time burners usually costing about 35 ct. may be
reclaimed and put back into service for not to exceed 3 ct
One road has been saving all of the scrap stay bolts and
double refined iron, rattling the lime from them and making
slabs of this scrap which are forged into driving rods.
Track spikes are reclaimed on most roads. One road has
been reclaiming them and sorting them into No. 1 and No. 2
the better to be used in yard and other tracks where there
is no great speed and the No. 2 which are a poorer grade, to
be used on tracks around shops, rubble car tracks and storage
Cattle guards, gates

Good
may be made into
scrap

flues.

tracks.

Old track shovels, when worn to such an extent as not to
be serviceable on sections, can be used for stations, way cars,
watch shanties and other places where a coal shovel or small
shovel is needed.
Second-hand scoops not fit for firing
engines are perfectly good for handling cinders on sections.
All kinds of sheet iron as well as scrap flues may be used
for making washers.
Tie plates, after having been in service, may be repunched and used with lighter rail.
Frogs,
crossings and switch points may be built up, either in the
track or at scrap rail yards.
Cement sacks in all cases are returnable to the shippers.
The great question is, does the store get back all of the
empty sacks? To accomplish this one road is keeping a very
careful check on all of the sacks of cement sent out, showing
the car number, date of shipment, consignee, and point to
which shipped and is tracing to see that the same number
of empty sacks are returned after the cement has been used.
Each individual job must be followed up or the best results
will not be obtained.
A large number of roads are upsetting their larger car axles
and making them into the next smaller size. This accomplishes a large saving.
Most roads are insisting that old
material be turned back when new material is issued. This
has the effect of bringing back to the store many articles
which can be reclaimed. One road has made a saving by
numbering each lantern issued, charging it to the individual
and insisting that the old lanterns be turned in.
There is room for a great saving in the use of secondhand
lumber.
Roads are constantly taking out old bridges and,
though the lumber may not be good enough for use in
bridges again, it is satisfactory for other purposes. A resaw
established in a lumber yard will generally pay 200 per
cent per annum on the investment.
In addition to cutting
up and getting second-hand lumber in service it enables the
lumber yard to furnish any odd size pieces that may be
called for.

Wonderful results have been obtained by welding and
building up couplers, knuckles, bolsters and other steel castings by the use of acetylene.
In many cases a rerolling mill will give excellent results.
I do not think that the returns are nearly as large from
a
rerolling mill where large sizes can only be reduced "to smaller
ones, as from a rolling mill where scrap iron may be piled
and rolled into any size bars needed. A rolling mill, of
course, can only be worked to good advantage on a large
road where there is a great deal of scrap of the proper kinds
for rolling obtainable and where there is a large demand for
bar iron.
To get the best results from a reclamation plant the work
should be kept up to date. If large quantities of reclaimable
material are allowed to accumulate it is almost certain that
the road will buy new material when other material might be
reclaimed and put back into use.
A reclamation plant has
many other advantages. One is that it enables a road to
help itself in emergencies as it can generally get from the
reclamation plant a few of almost any article needed.
It
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also has the advantage of cutting dmvn the investment in
sto»k as material is immediately available after reaching the
reclamation plant; in fact in many ca.ses it can be reclaimed

and put hack into sen'icc on the same day on which it is
received and in mast cases witliin two or three days.
I have not attempted in any way to exhaust this subject;

The Elimination

of
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in fact the subject is inexhaustible.
I have merely tried to
point out .some of the fundamentals of conservation and some
few particular items. I believe that it is a work that should
be given a great deal more attention than has been given to it
in the past and if tliis attention is given I am sure we will
.get

results that

will

make

gcxxl

returns to the railroads.

Unnecessary Telegraph Messages

Traingram System

in

Use on the

St.

Louis-San Francisco

Prevents the Abuse of This Service
By

J.

Superintendent of Telegraph,

H. Brennan

St.

DESPATCHING
THKmail

Louis-San Francisco, Springfield, Mo.

of important communications by train
provided envclo{)es to distinguish
them from ordinary railroad mail is not a new idea.
railroads have had in effect such a service in one form

was assigned a sub-letter, to be followed by a number, the
numbers to run consecutively on each desk. These letters
and numbers are preceded by the telegraph call of the
oftice at the point of origin.
For example, assuming that

or another for several years.
The St. Louis-San Francisco,
prior to the inauguration of the present traingram system,
had a standard mailgram envelope, which was originally
designed for mailgrams, but because of the lack of proper
supervision and restrictive instructions it became so commonly and indiscriminately used that the purpose for which

the office of the superintendent of transportation at Springfield is assigned the letter S, and the chief clerk in that
department is assigned the letter
the telegraph call for
Springfield being S, his first traingram on the first of each

in

Most

it

specially

was designed became

The

nugatorj-.

present traingram plan on the

St. Louis-San Franoutgrowth of a campaign to eliminate
unnecessary telegraphing. The stereot3ped explanation that
the wire was used because the mailgram service (or railroad

cisco

is,

in part, the

"his

Envelope

will

be uied only for forwardlnK

^m TRAINGRAMS

Form 3407

SuniJar<}

B. T,.to a..

tiK

Tim.

«..

B—

month bears the following symbol: "S-S-B-1."
Consolidating offices were established at the more important points and placed under the authority of the managers of the relay offices; or, where there was no relay office,
under the division operator or agent. At these points out-

going traingrams are delivered, open, to the consolidating
office, where they are consolidated and their numbers entered
in duplicate on a form provided for that purpose which
shows the envelope number, symbol, destination, train, date
and time. The duplicate copy of this record is enclosed
with the traingrams in an envelope.
This envelope is delivered by special messenger to the train baggageman, who
is required to receipt for it.
At the receiving stations, the
contents of the envelopes are checked against the forwarding record, and if any discrepancies are found they are
adjusted with the forwarding office by wire.
All traingrams addressed to individuals at a point where
is a consolidating office are, as
far as practicable,
placed in one envelope and addressed to the consolidating
office, instead of being addressed to the individuals direct.
All traingrams are "tied out" by the train baggagemen.
This method of handling eliminates delays that might occur
if these envelopes were to pass through the regular railroad
mail channels.
At consolidating offices messengers meet all passenger
trains on which traingrams are forwarded, delivering outgoing traingrams and receiving incoming ones.
The latter
are taken immediately to the consolidating office, where they
are checked with the forwarding offices' record; and they
are then time-stamped and delivered.
It will readily be
seen that with the traingrams listed at the originating station,
together with the number of the envelope in which such
traingrams are forwarded, and a check of the forwarding
record at the receiving office, it is possible to trace a traingram from the sender's desk to the addressee's desk.

there

flftc«

1

mail) could not be depended upon, especially for deliveries,
made it apparent that the objectionable features must be
overcome if the wires were to be relieved of the correspondence that did not actually require telegraph service. Recognizing that a dependable traingram service was a necessary
adjunct to a campaign to abolish unnecessar}^ telegraphing, a
circular was issued by the chief operating officer inaugurating the system under the supervision and control of the
telegraph department.

The Application

of the

System

Traingram blanks and envelopes of a distinguishing color
(blue) were provided, and their use restricted to the traingram service. For the purpose of identifying and maintaining a service record on traingrams, each department was
assigned a letter or a combination of letters, and each desk
in the department that was authorized to send traingrams

Numbering and Checking the Traingrams
Traingram envelopes between consolidating offices are
numbered consecutively. Where there are several trains a
day between these offices, as is the case between St. Louis
and Springfield, certain trains between the two points are
designated as the ones on which traingrams will be for-

February

28,
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warded.
If traingram envelopes are forwarded on other
than designated trains, the receiving office is notified by wire
of such irregular forwarding.
Numbering the traingram envelopes consecutively enables
the receiving office to check failures.
If the sequence of the
numbers is broken, the forwarding office is immediately
notified by wire, and the senders of the traingrams in that
envelope are immediately advised.
Traingrams addressed
to individuals at points where there are no consolidating
offices are recorded at the sending but not at the receiving
stations.

The term "traingram," as describing this service, is used
The service covers only communications that are
be forwarded by train.
Interchange of memos and cor-

advisedly.
to

respondence between

offices located

in the

same

city is not

contemplated.

This system has been

on the St. Louis-San
Francisco for over four years, and has proved entirely satisfactory and dependable.
The loss of a traingram is as rare
as is the loss of a telegram, and as explained above, when
necessary, the service of a traingram can be investigated and
determined as accurately as that of a telegram. On a railroad situated as is the Frisco, where practically every
division headquarters can be reached from operating headquarters by overnight train service, the service can be used
as an auxiliary to the telegraph, with a resultant improvement in the preferred service by wire and a decrease in the
in

effect

cost of operation.

the

month of December, 1918,

a total of 33,418

traingrams, or an average of 1,078 a day, were handled
between consolidating and the more important offices. While
it is true that not all of these communications would have
been forwarded by telegraph had there been no traingram

may

be stated that 75 per cent of this
business, or an average of 809 messages a day, would have
been filed for transmission by wire.
The telegraph service may, therefore, be credited with a
This number of messages
saving of 809 messages daily.
reduced to operator hours (one sending operator and one
receiving), means that seven operators would be required to
handle this business, at an average monthly salary of $159
each, a total of $13,356 per annum.
From this should be
deducted $3,000 yearly for additional messengers and clerks
employed to handle the traingram service, leaving a net
theoretical saving of $10,356 per annum, made by the trainservice,

gram

it

safely

The Belgian Railwaymen
and German Oppression*
BELGIUM

HAS, IN PROPORTION to her sizc, the greatest
length of railway of any country.
There are 2,859
miles of line, representing 30.29 miles for every 100
square miles, as against 22.38 in Great Britain, 15.72 in Germany and 11.72 in France.
These railways are state property, and besides them there
are 2,091 miles of light railways worked under the control
of the National Society for Local Railways, administered by
a council of members, two appointed by a council of four

members, two appointed by the
the shareholders.

service.

A

further feature of value of this service is the absence
of any restriction in the length of the traingrams, such as
In the above
obtains under a censored telegraph service.

approximately 300 traingrams handled daily between local points, of which no record is maintained, were
not taken into consideration.
The traingram blank, on blue paper, is like a telegraph
blank, with a note at the top to the effect that it must not
The
be used for any purpose except traingram service.
traingram envelope shown, reduced in the engraving, is 9
The record, form 1214, filled out to be eninches long.
closed with the traingrams in each envelope which is sent
from a consolidating office, is on a sheet 814 in. wide and
10% in. high. The headings of this .sheet are shown at the
bottom of the page.

The

state

and two elected by
chairman and

state also appoints the

general manager, and the shareholders elect a supervising
committee of nine members (one from each province).
Though these light railways are partly state controlled, the
employees are servants of the company, whereas service on
the main railways is government work arid ranks with the
posts and telegraph as "civil service."

Drivers Refuse to Work for Germans
At the time of the invasion (August-September, 1914)
the engine-drivers whenever possible took the engines into
France.
Many of their engines, not being immediately required there, were dismantled and sent to Russia where the
transport crisis was most
chanics, however, escaped

Comparatively few me-

acute.

and owing to the
by no means all the engines,
so that the invader would have soon been able to use the
lines and rolling stock left.
The Belgian railwaymen, however, refused to carry on the service, and German employees
had to be introduced, who, owing to their lack of experience,
especially of the lines constructed on an inclined plane, were
terrible congestion

The Saving Accomplished
During

501

on the

in this way,

lines,

the cause of many accidents and the dislocation of urgent
military transport.

After their failure to break through to Paris or Calais,
their defeats of the Marne, on the Yser and before Ypres,
the Germans began to organize for a long war and to draw

and
all

fit

men

As many Germans

into essential services.

when

the

Germans

estimate,

tried force instead of persuasion.

Bribery and Threats Useless

By

the spring of 1915, after six months' vain attempts
bribe the railwaymen, finding the rolling stock badly
in need of repair and being unable to spare mechanics to deal

to

with it, Germany began her policy of force.
At Luttre
(where the great Belgian repair works are) a deputation
of 30 workmen was called and formally offered 5s. to 7s.
per day for ordinary workmen and £l per day for drivers.
They refused on behalf of all their comrades. They were
then shut up in railway carriages and threatened with de'Froin the Railway G.-zette CLondon').

TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT

RECORD OF TRAINGRAMS
Forwarded
Envelope
No.

SYMBOL

i

TO

to

Office

.

TRAIN

1

1

D.'\TE

|

1

TIME

as

were required for an army corps were employed on the
Belgian railways, and, in order to free them for military
service, the occupying government tried to persuade the Belgian railwaymen to return to work, pointing out to them that
the railways were still of service to the civil population when
not required by the military.
The Germans offered an allround increase of wages and specially high rates to drivers
(at Liege £2 ($10) per day was offered to drivers accustomed to the inclined plane of Haut Pre). All the railwaymen refused these offers, and resisted with the same courage

Envelope

1

SYMBOL

19
1

TO

1

TRAIN

DATE

TIME
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Germany, wIktc tlicv would l)e obliged to work,
without payiiu'iit. 'I'liiir families were told the .same thinj^,
and a^ked to per.suade them. Next day a lar^e crowd gathered at the station, and when the train containing the .still
resolute workmen moved off it wa.s loudly cheered, the prisAfter
oners replying witli si\outs of "N'ive hi Belgique."

portutioii to

men were liberated at Namur.
100 men were* collected in a canteen and iiaraiigued
by a German ofticer, who promiseil them a certificate stating
"Let
that thev had only gone to work when forced to do so.
all,

the

Ne.xt,

All the
thase wiio agree to work step forward," he ended.
men stepped backward, shouting "Vive la Belgique, Hurrah
After the men, the master, M. Kesseler,
for our soldiers."
manager of the Luttre Railway workshop, was arrested and
On April 12, 1915, he was sent
kept two days in prison.

and had each been served with a written threat of imprisonment in Germany if they refused to work. The German
charge ordered M. Kesseler to persuade his men.
that both he and the foremen had taken the
oath of allegiance to their King and could not do anything
On being again urged and threatened, he
contrary to it.

He

in

replied

He read aloud the German communiconsented to speak.
cation, adding: "I leave you to judge what your duty is."
The men cheered and refused to work. M. Kesseler and
two of the staff men were imprisoned, 190 men were immediately sent to Germany, and 60 more were arrested on
June 5.
Another typical instance took place at Malines the same
month. Under pressure from the military the burgomaster
placarded notices stating that the

upon the railwaymen

German

authorities called

to present themselves at the office of

No one rethe German engineers in charge of the works.
sponded. The Germans then secured the names of the men,
arrested

them singly

in

their

homes and

escorted

500

to work,

of

they

to the works, where, on
were incarcerated. Finding the men stubborn, the Germans
penalized the town. No one was allowed to enter or leave
m.
it, and the population had all to be indoors by 6:30 p.
Still the men would not give way, and eventually the Germans were obliged to raise the embargo without having
their refusal

them

achieved their object.

Railwaymen Deported
in Belgium took
unemployment, with a view
to forcing the men, through distress, to work for Germany.
The two main features of this policy were the requisitioning
of raw materials and refusal to allow the communes to carry
out public works on which they might have used the unem-

Throughout

1916

the

administration

ever)' step calculated to increase

ployed.
By the

autumn there was an enormous number of unemand the Germans made this an excuse for introIn October began the deportation to
ducing forced labor.
Germany of Belgian workmen, whereby, during a few
months, between 150,000 and 200,000 men were enslaved.
Some of the railwaymen from Nivelles were among the first
victims. No discrimination was made between employed and
ployed,

unemployed. At Quaregnon, for instance, 1,000 men were
called up and 304 chosen, of whom 227 were employed.
After quoting this and 19 similar instances, the senators and
deputies of the district of Mons, in a written protest to the
German government, add, "Is this the effect of chance? No;
generally the choice of men who have work in Belgium is
The recruiting officers seem to have a marked
deliberate.
predilection for the most experienced workmen of certain
industries; foremen, men from machine shops and rolling
mills,

glassmakers,

and instances of pre.s.sure brought to bear on them, and which
amounted to a regular persecution, are too numerous to mention.
At Tournai the railwaymen were condemned to four
months' impri.sonment for refusing to work on German engines.
Finding them ecjually ojjdurate at the end of their
sentence, it was in December increased to a year's imprisonment, during which time they were nearly dying of hunger.
During 1916 in Brussels some mechanics were summoned to
drive (German trains, and were kept three weeks at Kommandantur, alternatively threatened and cajoled.
Finding
them still determined to give no assistance to tiic enemy, the
Germans ordered the banks to cease any payments of money
to their wives and families.
The mechanics, still resolute,
were deported to Germany, leaving their families either to
live

on

ciiarity or to starve.

men, who were also guarded

uniler military escort to meet his

officer
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shoemakers,

fitters,

electricians

and

farmers."
As regards the railwa}Tnen, the Germans were really more
anxious to use their services in Belgium than in Germany,

Workshops and Plant Destroyed
In 1917 the occupying power increased its demands on the
factories and workers of Belgium.
It sequestered every workshop for which it could find the personnel, cither Ijy importing German or prisoner labor, or by Ijribing a few of
the former workmen.
But the majority of the factories could
not be worked for lack of laljor, and the Germans determined
to get what use they could out of them, either by taking the
machinery to Germany or smashing it up for shrapnel. At
Thy-le-Chateau a lot of railway material, including the castiron pillars for the Nord-Midi junction in Brussels, a number of buffers, grease boxes, etc., were thus reduced to scrap
iron.
Some light railway material had been contracted for at
Bruges before the war to the Argentine government, and was
all seized.

At the same time they

tore

up many hundreds of miles

of light railways in Belgium and seized the material and
rolling stock belonging to the companies.
It is supposed

Western front. Rails were
one of the main prcxluctions of the flourishing Belgian iron
and steel factories, but most of the heavy machinery employed
in their manufacture was removed to Germany or broken
that the lines were relaid on the

up.
in

The names are on record of 42 factories thus destroyed
1917, among which are the railway shops at Malvourt,

while others, chiefly in Hainaut, are mentioned in groups of
10 or 20.
From this list it can plainly be seen how the
owners and men of factories whose production might be
useful to the enemy preferred to see their property destroyed
or to suffer distress caused by unemployment rather than
to put themselves under German guidance.

Railvi^aymen Resist to the

End

Passive resistance in its various forms was still carried
on in the occupied provinces during the earlier part of 1918.
Life was hard everywhere, but especially in the zones imme-

which were under military rule,
and where compulsory labor was enforced drastically on
all who could in any way be useful to the armies.
diately behind the front,

Transport was, there especially, a

vital question

for the

Germans, and no one with any knowledge relating to it was
exempted from the trial of enslavement under threat of German machine guns, often within range of Allied shell fire.
Even in this zone of horror patriotism still lived, and the
railwaymen were not unworthy of their 10,000 comrades
serving with the colors the other side of the Yser. In February, 1918, at Mouscron, a small town in West Flanders,
two guards and a railway laborer were sentenced by a militar\-

court for "acts opposed to

was condemned

German

interests."

One

of

and immediately executed, the two others were sentenced to 15 years' hard labor.
In order to terrorize the population the town was placarded
with their names and punishments.
We may be grateful
thus far to Germany for giving us their names to honor,
Achille Debacker, executed; Henri Debavoy and Jules Leuri-

the guards

dan, imprisoned.

to death

:

:

Railroad Prospects Are
Five-Year Plan Side-Tracked

Still

— President

Uncertain

May

Postpone

Decision as to Relinquishment of Roads
Washington, D.

WITH

FORMER DIRECTOR GENERAL McAdOO'S plan

for a five-year extension of federal control finally
side-tracked as far as this session of Congress is
concerned and with the prospects for an extra session of the

new Republican Congress

uncertain, the question as to
the disposition of the railroads is still an unanswered one.
still

There has been a strong expectation that President Wilson,
who is spending this week in Washington, might reach some
decision as to a future date for the relinquishment of the railroads before leaving next Wednesday on his return trip to
It was also thought that he
would decide on the question of an extra session of Congress
which would afford an opportunity for the consideration of
permanent railroad legislation, but it was announced on Tuesday that he had decided under no circumstances to call an
extra session until after his second return from Europe, which
may be as late as June, and it is said to be quite possible
that no decision as to the relinquishment of the railroads will

the peace conference at Paris.

be reached during his present stay.
In his address to Congress in December the President said
"The only thing that is perfectly clear to me is that it is not
fair either to the public or to the owners of the railroads to
leave the question unanswered and that it will presently become my duty to relinquish control of the roads, even before
the expiration of the statutory period, unless there should appear some clear prospect in the meantime of a legislative solution."
If there is yet any clear prospect of a legislative solu-

by no means apparent to a casual observer and there
in Washington who have believed that the roads
would be returned as of June 30, but Director General Hines,
who is expected to confer with the President on railroad matters before he leaves, although he has said the roads must be
returned soon unless there is an extension, testified before the
appropriations committee of the House that he doubted very
much if there could be a relinquishment earlier than this fall.
tion

are

it is

many

The

principal concern of the Railroad Administration at

C.

by the President, it is believed
that the amendment might also remove the ground on which
the Railroad Administration has asserted its independence

mission of

all rates initiated

of the rate authority of the states.

The committee also reported favorably a bill introduced
by Senator Poindexter of Washington, to amend the fourth
section of the commerce act.
Senator Poindexter's bill, S. 313, proposes to amend the
fourth section to make the long and short haul clause of the
federal act absolute, that is, to prohibit the charging of a
higher rate for a shorter distance than for a longer distance,
eliminating the authority granted to the Interstate Commerce
in the present law to permit exceptions.
The
of course, directed against the practice of the railroads

Commission
bill is,

which has been permitted by the interstate Commerce Commission of making lower rates to the Pacific coast terminals
than to the intermediate points. The subcommittee to which
the bill was referred had taken 700 pages of testimony, but
the bill received only a few minutes' consideration by the full
committee and it is recognized that it stands no chance of
passage in the few remaining days of the present session.
Its enactment would cause a revolution in the rate structure,
upsetting the thousands of adjustments authorized by the
commission in its fourth section relief orders. It would
the present section to read:

amend

"It shall be unlawful for any common carrier subject to
the provisions of this act to charge or receive any greater

compensation in the aggregate for the transportation of passengers, or of like kind of property, for a shorter than for a
longer distance over the same line or route in the same direction, the shorter being included within the longer distance,

any greater compensation as a through rate than
the aggregate of the intennediate rates subject to the provisions of this act, but this shall not be construed as authorizing any common carrier within terms of this act to charge or
receive as great compensation for a shorter as for a longer
or to charge

this time is to get the additional appropriation of

distance.

000

"Whenever a carrier by railroad shall, in competition with
a water route or routes, reduce the rates on the carriage of any
species of freight to or from competitive points, it shall not
increase such rates unless after hearing, and an order granting permission therefor by the Interstate Commerce Commis-

for

its

$750,000,revolving fund, which was passed by the House on

February 21, and which is still pending in the
Senate.
Director General Hines and Secretary of the Treasury Glass appeared before the appropriations committee of
the Senate on Tuesday, urging the necessity for the passage
Friday,

of the bill at this session in order that the administration may
its obligations as they come due.
The committee is expected to report the bill as a rider to the general deficiency

meet

appropriation bill which is one of the measures that must be
passed before Congress can adjourn, and the President is
using his influence to insure its passage.
The Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce concluded
its hearings on Friday, February 21, and at an executive
session on Tuesday of this week decided to make no recommendation to the Senate either as to the five-year plan or as
to any permanent plan for the solution of the railroad problem.
The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce had previously decided not even to hold hearings. The
Senate committee did order a favorable report on Senator
Cummins' bill, introduced immediately after the armistice
was signed, to amend Section 10 of the federal control law.

The purpose of the bill is to restore to the Interstate Commerce Commission its former authority over increases in rates
by eliminating the provision which authorizes the President to
initiate rates without suspension by the commission, but as the
section now provides for a final review by the interstate com503

sion.

"This act shall take effect 60 days after its approval by the
President."
No action was taken on Senator Cummins' bill to prevent
the President from relinquishing the railroads short of the 21
months period after the proclamation of peace unless authorized by Congress.
The senator announced that he would
press the measure on the floor of the Senate either as an independent measure or as an amendment to the $750,000,000

appropriation bill.
After his hearing before the Senate appropriation committee Mr. Hines gave out the following

"While the committee gave no indication

of its attitude,
that I have succeeded in demonstrating to the committee
the absolute necessity for the entire appropriation and its extraordinarily urgent character. The Railroad Administration
I feel

needs practically the entire appropriation inside of the next
60 to 90 days to meet obligations which it assumed in the
calendar year 1918, partly for rentals to the railroad companies and partly for equipment and other additions and
betterments. The appropriating of this money at once will be
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of iniinon.se value

govemnient

in

(

I.irilvin>,'

llie

.situation,

enabling; the

any delay whatever all its obligations as they fall due.
'I'his will greatly improve the financial situation of the railroad companies and of the e(|ui])ment
companies and therefore will have an im|)ortant bearing on
to jiay witliout

the financial conditions generally.

It

will

government as the railroad companies liquidate from time to
time their indebtedness to the government.
I believe that this
process of liquidation will go forward with greater and
greater rapidity.
This fact of reimbursement of the government for nearly all the money appropriated for the railroads
differentiates this appropriation from nearly all other apprcn
priations made by the government.
The fact that these
moneys are largely due now and that the rest will become due
so rapidly differentiates thf appropriation from the ordinary
supply bills which will not begin to l>e needed until July l.st
next, and makes the appropriation a peculiarly urgent one."

Appropriation Bill Passed by House
appropriating a $750,000,000 addition to the
revolving fund of the Railroad Administration was passed
by the House on Februar)- 21 by a vote of 311 to 14, but
not until after a strenuous effort had been made to tie a
bill

•string to it by amendments to prevent the relinquishment
of the roads by the President before Congress has had an
opportunity to enact remedial regulatory legislation.
An

amendment

offered by Representative Raybum of Texas
proviso that the roads should not be returned
until December 31, 1919, was defeated by a vote of 103
to 51, and a similar amendment by Representative Esch
fixing the date as July 1, 1920, was defeated, 91 to 73.
Another amendment, to limit the amount to $381,000,000,
was also lost. The debate, which covered five or six hours,
brought out a storm of criticism of the government's handling of the railroads from the standpoint of expenses and
service, and most of the representatives who spoke in favor
of the bill took occasion to express their opposition to government ownership or continued government control beyond
the time necessary for Congress to enact permanent legislation.
The amendments were only defeated after strong
appeals had been made to the Democrats by Chairman
Sherley, of the appropriations committee, and to the Republicans by Representative Cannon, a member of the committee, to disregard collateral issues and grant the appropriation necessary to enable the Administration to discharge
its contract obligations.
Many of the speakers indicated
their disinclination to vote for the bill except for the necessity for paying the amounts owed by the Railroad Administration to the railroad companies and to the car and
locomotive companies for the equipment ordered.
Many
added the amount of the two appropriations, $1,250,000,000,
to the amount of the increase in freight and passenger rates
as representing the cost of a year's experiment with government operation, in spite of the promises that most of
the appropriation represented temporar}' advances to be
repaid to the government.
Representative Fess of Ohio and Dyer of Missouri said
that members of Congress were being bombarded with letters from railroad employees urging them to vote for government ownership or operation, and Representative Dyer
read a letter which he and others had received reminding
them that they had been elected by the votes of railroad
employees and saying that if they wished to remain in office

adding

a

the continuation of government conbore a notation "carbon copy to John
Scott, A. F. of L. Huilding, Washington, D. C," and, Mr.
Dyer said, indicated that tlie propaganda was organized

trol.

This

vote

for

letter

Washington.

at

Chairman

also enal)le the

Railroad .'\dministralion to go ahead without question on its
conservative program of maintenance and improvements.
I
believe I made it clear to the Senate committee that this entire
api)ro]-)riation is really needed merely on account of capital
temporarily tied up in the government's control of the railroads; and indeed that of the entire $1,250,000,000 which
will have l)ecn appropriated if this appropriation shall be
granted, practically $1,000,000,000 will be returned to the

The

they sliould
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Sherley, of the committee, in

propriation, said he

ownership and

was unalteraldy

urging the ap-

oi)|)osed to

government

favor of turning back the roads at the
earliest ])o.ssii)le date, but that the question of government
ownership is not involved in meeting the condition with
which the Railroad Administration is faced.
Wliile Mr. Cannon was s[)eaking for the bill, Mr. Juul
asked if the two appropriations rcpre.sent the entire cost to
the nation for its first year's experiment in railroad management, or if there were more that Congress had not been
informed about.
Mr. Cannon replied that he was neither
a prophet nor a son of a prophet.
Mr. Denison wanted to
know if the appropriation can be used in any way as an
argument for continued government operation.
"On the contrary, I think the bill itself, connected with
all that has been done, is a very strong argument against
government ownership," replied Mr. Cannon. While Mr.
Cannon urged the appropriation, he said that unnecessary
expenditures had been made "in hiring people to be good."
Mr. Raybum in advocating his amendment said: "This
lesson in government operation has been a co-stly one and a
bitter one, but I believe we will be at least partially compensated for all the money that we will lose by an actual
demonstration of the heresy of the whole idea of government
ownership.
I believe that it is the death knell, at least for
a generation, of government ownership of the railroads."
He thought, however, that the roads ought to be retained
at least until Congress has had an opportunity to enact
remedial legislation.
Representative Esch thought a little longer period ought
to be provided because of the uncertainty as to whether there
will be an extra session.
in

Senate Committee Hearings

The Senate Committee hearings on proposed railway
begun on January 3 were concluded on Friday,
February 21.
S. H. Cowan, representing the Texas cattle raisers, testified on February 20, strongly urging legislation at this seslegislation

sion to restore the legal remedies of the shippers such as
the commission's power to suspend rates.
"If Congress is
asleep at the switch," he said, "the only course left to the

public is an appeal to their public-spirited representatives
in the Railroad Administration."
Mr. Cowan vigorously
opposed both government ownership and continued government operation and demanded that Congress put a stop to
the "saturnalia of useless expense."
He filed a statement
entitled "What Shall We Do to Be Saved?" "The people
tired of having their rights relegated to Washington
some man to determine," he said. "This ought to be a
government of law and before it adjourns Congress ought

are
for

Now the shipper has
only by the grace of the Railroad Administration.
The farmers and the shippers generally want the roads
turned back to their owners and they want this business
of government operation ended just as soon as it is practicable to do so.
"They talk about their economies of unified control. There
have been no such economies. There has been a veritable
riot of extravagance.
They have given wage increases and
back pay to men who, knowing they were not entitled to
them, have donated their pay back to the Red Cross. The
power to initiate rates and to get appropriations simply invites inefficiency and extravagance, but there is a limit to
the amount of increased rates the traffic can stand and the
roads ought to be put back in the hands of the men who

to restore the remedies of the law.

rights

February
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know how to get economical operation." Mr. Cowan de- a season ticket on which he had ridden for 45 days for $27.
clared that the loss and damage to perishable freight during
Senator Robinson said he thought that was a discrimination
the past year has exceeded the amount of the rates paid on
against the ordinary passenger, who, Mr. Todd said, paid 3.1
that class of traffic.
cents per mile, because the season ticket rate must be below
On February 21 Thomas C. Atkeson, representing the the cost of service and he thought that represented a poor
National Grange, which he said included 1,000,000 farmers,
presented a statement and resolutions supporting the Cummins bill to prevent the President from turning back the roads
until Congress has had an opportunity to legislate. He said
that he had never been very strong for government owenrship,
but had been converted against it during the past year and
thought that the majority of the farmers do not favor government ownership.
"There are some who do," he said,
"but there are fewer of them now than 18 months ago because the government's handling of the roads had not been
satisfactory."

A. M. Todd, president of the Public Ownership League,
objected when the committee limited him to 10 minutes because he said 90 per cent of the time of the hearings had
been taken up by opponents of government ownership. He
spent most of his 10 minutes in displaying photographs of
expensive tunnels, passenger stations, etc., on the Swiss
government railways and filed his prepared statement. The

photographs, he said, were to show that the Swiss railways
cost five times as much as American railways to build, yet,
he said, their rates were lower. To prove this he showed

argument for government ownership.
Theodore Prince, of New York, a financial writer, outlined a plan for the creation of a finance corporation, with
a capital stock of about $500,000,000 to be subscribed by
the railroads, to assist in financing the weaker roads, to
liandle co-operative improvements, and to finance the debts
of the railroads to the government at the end of federal
control.
He also had a plan of railway regulation.
T. H. Condon, vice-president of the American Federation
of Railroad Workers, advocated a continuation of government control or government ownership, because, he said,
if the railroads were restored to their owners wages might be
reduced.

Thomas F. Blunt, a "private citizen," of Washington,
D. C, presented "a 14-point plan" for the ownership, operation and control of the railroads under a government guarantee.

The committee

decided to receive briefs from Luther M.
counsel for the National Association of
Owners of Railroad Securities, Bruce V. Crandall and Benjamin Catchings.
Walter,

general

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General and Short Line Association Reach Agreement
for Revised Short

Line Contracts
Washington, D.

C.

American Short Line Railroad Association have reached an
agreement on a revised form of contract to be executed
by short line railroads which are not being operated by the
federal government as an amendment to the fonn approved by
the director general on October 30 which has been the subject

purchasing agencies of the director general in the purchase of
materials and supplies and shall have repairs done in the
shops of the director general upon the same terms as were
enjoyed before federal control.

of protracted negotiations as to the interpretation of some of
its features.
W. M. Blount, assistant to the president of the
short line association, has devoted several months to the
special work of inducing the Railroad Administration to

federal control.

DIRECTOR General

Hines and a committee

of the

stop diversions of traffic from the short lines and to make
reparation for the traffic that has been diverted and Mr.
Hines announced on February 26 that he had approved
two standard forms of co-operative short line contracts which

are satisfactory to the short line association. The two forms
are the same, except that the first covers roads having no
competitive traffic and the second covers roads having competitive traffic.
In this a clause has been added providing
for reparation for diversions of competitive traffic from the
short lines between April 1 and November 1, 1918, and for
giving to the short lines subsequent to November 1, 1918,
the same proportion of competitive traffic as they had in the
This makes the effective date
years 1915, 1916 and 1917.
of the contracts April 1, 1918, a question which has been
somewhat in dispute after the approval of the previous form.
The contracts provide:
That all joint rates shall be fairly divided between
( 1 )
the director general and the company.
That the short lines shall receive an equitable al(2)
lotment of cars.
That short lines having a length of 100 miles or
(3)
less shall be allowed two days' free time for cars owned by
u road under federal control and used by the short lines.
That the short lines shall have the right to use the
(4)

That in the publication of tariffs and routing, the
(5)
short lines shall be treated in the same manner as roads under
(6)

That

if

in the opinion of the director general,

it

becomes necessary for him to operate the short line railroad,
he shall have the right to do so upon the payment of compensation as provided by the federal control act.
For the purpose of finally removing the impression which
the short line representatives stated to exist widely over the
country, that the Railroad Administration was unfriendly to
the short lines, the director general announced that he would

make appropriate arrangements

to

make

certain that all of-

and employees of federally controlled railroads give
fair, just and friendly consideration to questions affecting
the short lines which may come up for consideration in conficers

nection with the application of the contracts.
Edward Chambers, director of the Division of Traffic, has
written a letter to Mr. Blount, requesting the members of the
short line association to prepare claims for the diversion of

upon blanks to be supplied by the administration and
place the claims through the office of the association so that
they may be analyzed and prepared in accordance with the
direction of the association.
This will avoid extra handling
and permit of the preparation of the claims in proper form
while the execution of the contract is receiving attention. The
matter of per diem will be handled by the Division of Operation, which will provide proper forms upon which claims
should be presented and will be prepared to handle the matter with reasonable promptness when contracts are executed.

traffic

In a letter to Bird

M. Robinson,

president of the

Amer-
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Short

icaii

l.iiu-

Uiiu'.s I'.xprcs.scd

Railroad

gratilkatiou

As.six ialion,
tliat

Director

a complete

(iencral

agreement has

birn reached on the form of contract to he executed.

He

which sij,'n the contract secure all the advantages of railroads which arc under
federal control, including increases in rates and freedom
In addition,
from levy of attachment on their property.
they will secure the specific advantages as to reimbursement
for diverteil traffic, two days' free time, and otherwise, speciShort line railroads which do not sign
fied in the contract.
the contract, of course, will not receive these advantages and
al.>^o

stated that the

while

it

."^hort

line railroads

will he the policy of the Railroad Administration to

deal justly and fairly with non-signatory as well as signatory railrcwds, Mr. Hines said, those who do not sign the
contract hut who accept the special advantages of two da)s'
free time and reimhursements for traffic diversions in accordance with the terms of the contract will do so with the understanding that they waive all claims against the government
and will execute appropriate papers.

The representatives of the short lines had also called attention to the fact that the Railroad Administration has not
heretofore rendered financial assistance to short lines and
that thev contemplated asking Congress when considering the
appropriation of an additional $750,000,000 for the Railroad Administration, to provide express authority for the
Railroad Administration to use $50,000,000 of the amount,
in its discretion, in making advances to meritorious short line

Mr. Hines said in his letter that careful estimates
$750,000,000 as a minimum and probably
more would be needed to carry through the year 1919 the
various capital expenditures, advances to corporations and
working cash capital, which must be carried in respect of the
He,
railroads which the government is directly operating.
therefore, hoped that any such request would be coupled with
railroads.

indicated

that

a request for a corresponding addition to the appropriation.
In transmitting a copy of jMr. Hines' letter to the members
of the association and other interested short lines, however,
Mr. Robinson advised that after conference with the director
general it had been decided to withdraw the request that Congress set aside a part of the fund for the benefit of the short
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lowing the conference he issued the foiiowing General Order
No. 58, providing that;
"In order to clarify the relationshij) between the United
Slates Railroad Administration and liie .state railroad and
j)uijlic service commissions, all officers and employees of the
United States Railroad Administration shall Ije governed by
die policies and regulations herein .set forth, as follows:
"1.
Transportation systems under federal control continue subject to the lawful police regulations of the several
states which were and are applicable to privately operated

transportation systems, in such matters as spur tracks, railroad crossings, safety ap])liances, track connections, train
service, the establishment, maintenance and sanitation of
station facilities, the investigation of accidents, and all other
matters of local service, safety and equipment.
It will be
the policy of the director general to cause the orders of the

commissions

in tlie.se matters to be carried out.
proceedings of the character specified in paragraph 1 hereof, formal or informal, officers and employees of
the United States Railroad Administration shall recognize

state

"2.

In

all

the jurisdiction of the state commissions

and
same with the Interstate Commission,
and empowers said commission to review the justness and

having tlie short line contract, any funds that he would
advance to such a line in the event a part of the fund was

their jurisdiction

purpose.

he was convinced that the majority, if not practically all, of the short
line railroads should definitely secure their legal rights by
entering into a contract with the government and he recommended that this be done. He said the director general's let-

Mr. Robinson said

to the short lines that

was most gratifying as

a definite recognition of the status
of the short line railroads and of the work done for such
roads by the association.

ter

Relations with State Commissions
The Railroad Administration and the state railroad commissioners have agreed to disagree as to the jurisdiction over
intrastate rates during the period of federal control, and
efforts will be made to expedite a test case so that the question
may be passed upon by the Supreme Court. As to matters
pertaining to service an understanding was reached at a conference last week between Director General Hines and Max
Thelen and E. C. Niles, of the Division of Public Service,
and the executive and special war committees of the National
Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners by which
the authority of the state commissions is restored to a large
The terms of the understanding as to all matters
extent.
The rate
except rates were reported in last week's issue.
subject was taken up on the second day of the conference,
on February 20, and Mr. Hines insisted that the federal conFoltrol act does not preserve the jurisdiction of the states.

them

'nitiate rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations

reasonableness

set aside epecially for that

shall assist

practices by filing tKe

lines because the director general has advised that he will
advance out of the $750,000,000 to any meritorious short

line

and

developing the facts and in applying such remedy as may
be necessary and shall fully co-operate with them.
"3.
In all formal proceedings of the character specified
:n paragraph 1 hereof, to which the director general may be
a party, he will consider service as having been made on him
if made on the federal manager or general manager, as the
case may be, of the transportation system affected, or on such
official as the federal manager or general manager, respectively, shall designate and whose name he shall file with the
The federal manager, or
state commission for that purpose.
if none, the general manager, shall designate to each state
commission an officer conveniently located on whom such
scr\'ice may be made.
The legal officers of the United States
Railroad Administration are directed to appear in such proceedings and to present fully the facts.
"4.
The federal control act empowers the President to
in

thereof.

The

state

commissions take the

position that the intrastate rates are nevertheless subject to

and it will be the policy of the director
general to expedite in every way a final decision by the
appropriate tribunal of the question thus raised.
"5.
The directors of traffic and public service of the
United States Railroad Administration are directed, before
authorizing advances of any importance in rates, fares or
charges either interstate or state, to submit the same to the
state

commissions in the

states affected for their advice

and

suggestions.
"6.
It is important that the records of the state commissions be continued intact. Transportation systems under
federal control shall file with the state commissions, for information, all their rate schedules heretofore or hereafter
issued during the period of federal control, and annual and
other reports and information as to matters within the scope
of federal control requested by state commissions according
to the provisions of state statutes.

"7.
All officers, agents and employees of the United States
Railroad Administration are directed to supply information
and render assistance as requested by state commissions, in
accordance with the provisions of this order.
"8.
This order shall be effective on and after its date."

Barges Ordered for

New York

The Railroad Administration has

let

Canal

contracts for 20 steel

self-propelled barges for service on the New York Barge
They wall be of
Canal, to be delivered in four months.
400 h. p.. and will each haul 75 tow barges.

February
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Taxation of Railway Materials

A

difference of opinion

managements

has arisen between the federal

of the railroads

and the

state authorities

of

Indiana regarding the taxation of railway materials and
supplies.
A. H. Smith, Eastern regional director, issued a
circular last November to federal and general managers asking them to call the attention of their tax representatives to
and supplies on hand are the property

the fact that material
of the United States
taxation.

Ihe

government and therefore not subject to
circular stated that where tax reports hereto-

have been prepared listing such items the notation "none
subject to tax" should be inserted, with any further explanation deemed necessary. The state board of tax commissioners
referred the matter to the attorney general of the state, who
fore

has recently given an opinion that all property which under
private control would have been exposed to taxation should
be regarded as subject to taxation under federal control.
This was based on the statement that "the active operation of the railway systems was left in the hands of the
organizations which existed and had control thereof" before the period of federal control.
The opinion also stated,
however, that property "not in the possession of a given railway system for its use but merely moving in due course for
use of some other system would not properly be assessed to
the company so possessing said property at the taxing period"
and it is understood that the position taken by the Railroad
Administration that the materials and supplies taken over by
the
government are government property was based
on the fact that such materials have been pooled
and are being used in common so that the location
supplies on one road temporarily does not
the property of that road.
State officials
the
federal
of
government officials have
been slow to recognize the fact that the railroads are not
being operated by their former organizations but as a single
system by the government. The assessing officers in Indiana
have been referred to the attorney general's opinion and instructed to list this property as formerly with a possibility of
correction at a later date.
of

certain

made them
and many

Coastwise Steamship Situation
Appreciating the conveniences furnished in the past to
various communities by coastwise steamship lines, the Railroad Administration, for some time past, has been seeking

means

of protecting this service.

On

April 12, 1918, the President took over the boats and
other property of the Clyde Steamship Company, the Mallory
Steamship Company, the Southern Steamship Company, and
the Merchants and Miners Transportation Company, placing them under the direction of the director general of railroads.
Such action appeared necessary in view of the fact
that during the stress of war requirements these coastwise
steamship lines were needed to relieve congestion on rail
lines then under federal control and because there appeared
to be danger that at least some of the ships in this service
would be transferred by their owners to trans-Atlantic service.
Following the signing of the armistice it was decided that
the maintenance of these lines under federal control was no
longer necessary, and therefore Director General McAdoo
issued an order on December S releasing them.
Assurances

having been repeatedly given those lines by the Railroad Administration of liberal treatment in the division of traffic
and in the division of joint rates, the Clyde Steamship Company, the Mallory Steamship Company and the Southern

Steamship Company, accepted this relinquishment and are
maintaining service except on a few routes where the combination of light business and high operating expenses have
caused temporary suspension pending the return to normal
tonnage movement.
One element operating for the benefit of the coastwise
steamship lines has been the cancellation of permit require-

507

ments which were necessary during the war in the shipment
of coastwise freight through ports handling overseas traffic.

The

permit requirements have been cancelled on account of

North Atlantic ports.
further aid to restoring normal conditions, announcement was made by the director general on February 17 that
very careful consideration was being given to a revision of
the war policy of the Railroad Administration as to differential freight rates on rail and water routes.
Differential rates
via rail and water routes between the Eastern states and the
relief of congestion at

As a

South and Southeast were not withdrawn during the war
period and are still in full force.
Because of the return to
peace conditions differential rates via rail and water between New England and Central Freight Association territory. Southeastern
Mississippi Valley territory, the West
and Southwest, are now being considered and some change
in this situation should become effective during the month of
March. Some time is necessary to work out details of this
contemplated readjustment.

—

The Merchants and Miners Transportation Company,
however, has not so far accepted the relinquishment.
In
order not to inconvenience the communities served by this
company, the Railroad Administration as a temporary measure has been operating the ships since December 5 for the
account of the company. But it has been decided to deliver
company

the boats of this

definitely to

it

at

various

home

ports

on March 1. There have been intimations that the Merchants
and Miners Transportation Company is giving consideration
to the discontinuing of its service, but

it is announced, the
Railroad Administration will do everything reasonably in its
power to facilitate and encourage the continuance of the

service

by the company.

Automatic Train Control Committee to Inspect Devices
The Committee on Automatic Train Control is planning a
some time next month for the purpose of examining the operation of automatic train control devices
which are now in service. At its meeting in Washington this
week the committee expects to dispose of a considerable number of devices which will not meet the requirements, after
which it will be free to devote more attention to those which
have already demonstrated their practicability. The western
trip will include an inspection of the operation of the automatic train control systems on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois
between Chicago and Danville, on the lines of the Washington Water Power Company near Spokane, Wash., on the Key
Route, out of San Francisco, and on the Western Pacific.
trip to begin

Later the committee will visit installations in the east, including that on the Chesapeake & Ohio and one or two in
New England.

Post Office

The
orders

May

postoffice

recently

Object to Handling of Railroad
Business Mail

department
issued by

may

contest the legality of the

Railroad Administration
through the regional directors providing for the carriage of
railroad business mail without payment of postage via lines
under federal control. Under the laws giving the postoffice
department a monopoly in the handling of mail railroads
have been allowed to handle as railroad mail matter to or
from connecting lines, that is mail in which each carrier has
an interest, but have not been allowed to route such mail
over an intermediate carrier. The question whether the railroads under federal control came within this limitation came
up last year and in August W. H. Lamar, solicitor for the
postoffice department, gave an opinion to the second assistant
postmaster general that it cannot be assumed that it was the
intention of Congress to relieve railways of expense for postage.
The federal control law, he held, has not changed the
status of the railroads as regarding their legal entity and
therefore where it would have been a violation for a railroad
the
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to

earn

mail prior to

I)rocc(luri' at llii> tiinr

tlii'

would

passage of the control act such

constitute a violation of the
iiartoii I'aync, f,'cn(.'ral counsel for the
still

Siiuc then John
Railroad .\ihiiini>lralioii, has given an opinion tiiat the railroads under federal control are one .system and that therefore there are no intermediate carriers among the roads in
liie federal .system.
As has recently been noted in our columns
the regional directors have given instructions for the handling
of railroad mail provided it is not routed over a line not
under federal control and while the postoftice department has
as yet made no protest it is said to be considering the matter.
In case of a difference the matter would naturally be referred to the attorney general for a decision.
The action of
the Railroad Administration will cause a considerable reduction in the revenues of the ])ostofficc.
hiw.

Accounting Circular No. 74

Army

regulations

forbid

the

payment

of

transportation

charges on a shipment covered by a government bill of
lading when a part or all of the shipment has been lost
or damaged, until such loss or damage has been adjusted.
In order to avoid delay in settlement of accounts for transportation of War Department material and supplies, the
following jilan will be made effective immediately, according to Accounting Circular No. 74:
The transportation and telegraph section, quartermaster branch, central disbursing division, office of director of
finance, is authorized by the Railroad Administration to
deduct the amount of any claim for loss or damage from
the freight charges due in connection with a bill of lading
covering the shipment, a part or all of which has been lost
or damaged.
Under this arrangement, however, no deduction will be permitted from transportation charges due on
other shipments.
When payment is made by the quartermaster's department there will be forwarded a statement explaining the
deductions, and a claim will be presented for investigation
by the carrier.
If such investigation develops no liability
on the part of the carrier supplemental bill for the amount
deducted in previous settlement will be paid.
The War Department in presenting claim will give all
available data regarding the loss and damage in lieu of
forms and documents required by paragraph 2 of General

Order No. 41.
This plan supersedes any arrangements which may have
been entered into by individual carriers.

Government

Still

Entitled to

Land Grant Rates

Federal control of the railroads has brought up many interesting questions as to the relation between the railroads
as a government institution and the regular government de-

U.

S. R. A.
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partments. Acting on an opinion by Judge I'ayne the Railroad Administration took the jiosition tliat railroads under
federal o|)eration were not l;ound by the provisions of the
to certain railway companies which require them
to give reckiced rates on government business.
With the

land grants

large volume of government traffic moving during the war
period tliis would have meant a considerable in( rease in the
revenues of the railroads.
The controller of the trea.sury,
however, took the ojjposite jxjsition and declined to approve
the payment of the freight bills on the basis of regular rates
and as there is i)ractically no appeal from his rulings the
matter was dropped.

Contracts Signed

The Railroad Administration has

Arizona Eastern; Houston & Texas Central;
& San Antonio; Houston East &
West Texas; Houston & Shreveport Morgan's Louisiana &
Texas Railroad & Steamship Company; Louisiana Western;
Lake Charles & Northern; Iberia & Vermillion, and Texas
& New Orleans. A compensation contract with the Chicago River & Indiana providing for an annual compensation of $108,525 has also been executed.
subsidiaries:

Galveston,

Harrisl)urg

;

The Export

Situation

Commercial exports continue to show an increase at North
Atlantic and Gulf ports, while South Atlantic ports show a
slight decrease, according to a report from the Exports Control Committee for the week ended February 18.
Total export commercial freight on hand was 259,520 tons as
compared with 241,160 tons the previous week. The average number of cars handled at New York per day February
1 to 18 was 381 cars as against 253 for January.

The report states that there are 9,640 cars of food for
export on hand, exclusive of bulk grain, at the North Atlantic
ports.
It is announced that the grain exchanges at Boston,

New

York, Philadelphia and Baltimore have been notified
may now be filed with the Grain Corporation for permits for the shipment of grain and grain products
by the various dealers on account of sales made directly by
them for foreign markets. In this connection the report
states that there is due at Hampton Roads between now and
March 5 on account of the Wheat Export Company a total
of 51,000 tons of vessel space which will be distributed
among the North Atlantic ports. There is a total of approximately 40,000,000 bushels of grain for the food administration and the Wheat Export Company which it is expected
will be forwarded prior to April 1.
that applications

Standard Heavy 2-10-2 Type Locomotive

iption of this locomotive

was published

executed a compensation

contract with the Southern Pacific, providing for the annual
payment of $47,959,898. The contract covers the following

in the
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The English Channel Train Ferry
CHANNEL TRAIN FEKKV
THEvelopments
It

was

One of the interesting de-

is

in transportation brought out by the war.
instituted in 1917 to meet the demands of the

British military authorities and plies between certain French
and the newly created Port of Richborough, on the River

ports

509

barge loads of ammunition were despatched from Richborough to the battlefields of France, the deadweight tons
of guns, ammunition and ordnance stores conveyed in this

way reaching

the total of 784,741, while the

Army

Service

Corps supplies amounted to 70,877 tons. On a single day
in August last no less than 6,374 tons of material were
towed across tlie channel and thence despatched by means

Freight Cars on Board the Boat

The Weigh Bridge

at

Richborough

Stour, near Sandwich, in Kent.

The rise of Richborough
as a great forwarding depot is one of the romances of the
war.
Its creation as a port and the institution of the crosschannel barge and ferry services for the conveyance of

of the French canal system to depots established at no great
distance from the firing line.
The train ferry came into existence in January, 1917,
the French ports of Calais and Dunkirk being equipped

military requisites has played a very important part in the
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Locomotives With Their Loads

conduct of the campaign on the western front. Wharf construction on the Stour was begun in June, 1916, and so well
did it progress that by December a regular service of barges
was in full operation. From first to last upwards of 4,000

in

the "Well"

borough.
The steamers employed are 363 ft. 6 in. long
and 61 ft. 6 in. broad and their draft, when loaded, is 9 ft.
forward and 10 ft. aft. They have a speed of 12 knots and
displace 3,654 tons. The average load carried is about 900
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and up
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numbers of

lo tlu'

end of

uirk t-ndinj; Orlolur
amounted to 5iS,'>!>l.

ilir

im|H)rti'd

2.5

the

Train Accidents in January'

l/^T^^^;

triuks. hrake vans, locomotives, tanks,

iail\va\

were larried aert)ss, tlie work of loading liaving proceeded with tile utmost smoothness, the engines being taken
over on their own wheels and the tanks on the special railway trucks on which they had traveled from the works. By
this means an immense saving was effected, in time, labor
and e.\j)ense, and there is no doubt that the ferry to ([uotc
the words of one of the man)' correspondents wlio liave lately
written about it
"added enormously to our facilities for
cjuick transport during critical months of the present year

Till,

—

—

and it will proliably continue
the coming demobilization."

service in

Kind of
Te.xarkana

112

New York

.Soiiili

tl3

Phila.

7

under the direction of Secretary Redfield of the DepartCommerce, with the approval of the President, "to put
into direct effect a program for the readjustment of prices for
basic materials," to meet post-war conditions in the hope that
this will result in the stimulation of industry. The board is
to be composed of representative men from industry, labor and
the government who are being selected under the chairmanship of George N. Peek, formerly vice-chairman of the War
Industries Board.
It is understood that Hugh Frayne, who
represented labor on the War Industries Board, also will
represent it on the new board and that T. C. Powell, director of the Division of Capital E.xpenditures of the Railroad
Administration, will also be a member.
Secretar)' Redfield has given out a statement regarding the
conditions to be met and the purpose of the committee, in
which he says:
"It will be the endeavor of the board to act promptly by
consulting and interchanging views with these representafreest

manner

possible,

with a view to aiding and assisting industry in general to
resume activities to the fullest practicable extent. The immediate object is to bring about such reduced prices as will
bring the buying power of the government itself, including
the railroads, telephones and telegraph, into action and make
possible for the government to state that
If these conits needs at the reduced prices.
ferences result in such an understanding on the part of the
government with respect to the important basic industries
it

Uyron
Washington

Philadelphia
Irving Park

VV.

it

is

willing to

be a buyer for

concerning proper prices and bases for prices at which purchases may be made by it, and these are approved by the
board, it is believed that upon announcement thereof to the
country in general the public will feel justified in promptly
begirming a program of extensive buying.
"Such a procedure will in substance establish immediately a basis upon which to resume activities, and in this
way the law of supply and demand will be enabled to come
into play and from that time forward it will control the
changes and readjustments in selling prices of materials
and the trend of prices, it is believed, will be upward and
not downward."
Secretary Redfield also says it is felt that the proper
basis of selling prices will be found to be upon a scale higher
than those of the pre-war days, but on the lowest plane possible, having due regard for industry, labor and government,
in an effort to wholly eliminate the abnormal unbalanced
stimulation that business has had and the inflated prices
that have resulted and to start anew upon a normal level.
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The trains in collision at Texarkana, Tex., on the 7th
were a through passenger train, switching at the station, and
a freight engine which had become uncontrollable and had
run some distance unattended, and collided with the passenger train.
One fireman was killed and one engineraan
injured.

of

and
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accident
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occurred on the railways of
States in the month of January, 1919:

7
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Foi,i,o\vi.\(i is a

dents

etc.,

in France,
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The

trains involved in the rear collision at South Byron,

N. Y., on the 12th were westbound passenger No. 17, second section, and westbound passenger No. 11, which struck
No. 17, which was at rest, at full speed. The rear car of
No. 17 was crushed, and the car next ahead of it was
wrecked; 22 passengers were killed and 20 or more injured.
Train No. 11 had run past automatic distant and home
block signals set against it; and also had disregarded a
flagman's red light. This accident was reported in the Railway Age of January 17.
The trains in collision at Fort Washington, Pa., on the
evening of the 13tli were northbound local passenger train
No. 381 and northbound express No. 319, the express running into tlie rear of the local, which had been stopped
because of a freight train, delayed, ahead of it.
Fourteen
passengers were killed and 30 injured.
Train 319 had run.
past distant and home automatic block signals set against
it; also had disregarded the red light of a flagman who was
back 1,500 feet. The engineman of No. 319 had had twonights' rest since his last trip, and had been on duty only
three hours.

The trains in collision at West Philadelphia, Pa., on the
18th were an eastbound freight train, consisting of fourteen
cars of coal, a caboose and two locomotives, the locomotives
The
at the rear, and a following passenger train. No. 20.
freight had become stalled in the tunnel beneath the southbound tracks of the New York Division. The caboose,
and one baggage car were damaged. The
who was in the caboose, was fatally
injured, and three passengers and one employee on the pas-

three locomotives

flagman of the

freight,

senger train were less severely hurt.
The trains in collision near Irving Park, 111., on the
morning of the 20th were a northbound passenger, carrying

and workmen to the Great Lakes Naval Training
and a following train of empty coaches. There was
One sailor and one brakeman were
a dense fog at the time.
The empty
killed, and twelve passengers were injured.
train had run past distant and home automatic block signals
sailors

Station,

set

against

it.

lAbbreviaticns and marks used in Accident Ust:
o.
xc, Other collisions
be. Butting collision
collision
unx. UnexUnforeseen obstruction
unf.
Defective
d.
ace.
ms, Misplaced switch
derail, Open derailing switch
plained
malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obst., Accidental obstruction
fire. Cars burned while runboiler, Explosion of locomotive en road
F, or Ft., Freight train (includning P. or Pass., Passenger train
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
destroyed by fire
re, Rear
Broken

—

February

The

28,
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train derailed near Melrose,

was a
descending Salute Mountain.
The

•of

the 7th about 4 o'clock

X. C, on the morning
freight train of 22

cars

became uncontroland the engine and five
cars were thrown off the track at safety track No. 2, the
engine being overturned.
One trainman was killed and
two were injured.
The train derailed near Hardware, Va., on the night of
the 7th was an eastbound freight.
The engine was thrown
off the track by the breaking of a rail, and, with eight cars,
fell down a Ijank.
The engineman and fireman were killed.
The rail had been weakened by a transverse fissure.
The train derailed near Mooresboro, N. C, on the 25th
was an eastbound freight. The tender of the locomotive
train

lable soon after passing the summit,
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swinging are controlled by three levers and a foot brake
which are handled readily by one man. The boom is 19 ft.
6 in. long and the dipper handle 16 ft. long, thus affording
a maximum reach from the center luie of the dipper to the
center line of the occupied track of 28 ft. 6 in., or enough
to permit the wasting of material beyond an adjoining track.
These machines are used according to the usual plan, with
the ditcher mounted on a flat car placed Ijetween two dump
cars.

On

the Chicago, Burlington

of this type cleaned

up

& Quincy

ditching machines

side ditches in light cuts, loading

ran off the track while crossing a trestle, and, with nineteen cars of coal, fell into Sand Creek. The engineman was

four 20 cu. yd. cars about half full of material per hour.
one division a machine averaged 560 cu. yd. per 10-hr.
day. In similar work on the Renovo division of the Pennsylvania Railroad one machine loaded 10 60-cu. yd. hopper cars
in a 12-hr. day.
Eight of these machines were used on the

injured.

Pennsylvania Railroad

The

train derailed near Fulton, Mo., on the 31st

was a

southbound conilMned passenger and freight. Eighteen passengers were injured.
The cause of the derailment was a
defective truck.

—

Electric Car Accidents.
Near Strasburg, Ohio, on the
10th an interurban car was derailed at a bridge and plunged
20 ft. to the creek below; of the 25 persons in the car
nearly all were injured.
On the Third Avenue Elevated,

On

last season.

Some information was

also obtained from the Pennsylvania Railroad on cleaning up slides. One maintenance officer estimated that the machine was equivalent to 50 men,
and would do the work in one-third the time. In one place
a slide was cleaned up in IJ/^ days at a cost of $20 for labor,

New York City, on the 30th, a rear collision of passenger
trains resulted in the death of one passenger and the injury
of 20 or more.

New Type
SOME

DAT.A

of Ditcher Effects

Economies

COMPILED RECEXTLY on

the rcsults secured by
several railroads in using power ditchers to clean out

remove

and do miscellaneous excavating,
equipment
over hand methods.
In the cases cited the machines were
the Erie power ditchers, manufactured by the Ball Engine
Company, Erie, Pa. These machines differ from othei" types
cuts,

slides

clearlv demonstrate the advantages of this type of

Ditching on the Fennsylvania Railroad

and depreciation, while experience in a similar
hand labor indicated that it would have taken
20 men at least six days to accomplish the same results. At
the rate of pay then prevailing, $2.40 per day, this would
have amounted to $288.
On the Canadian Pacific in the province of Quebec the use
of one of these machines for excavating a depressed ash pit
coal, interest

location with

illustrates

how

they

In this
as in ordinary
depth of about
loaded on cars
work.

Dump

Cars

was 90

be adapted to such miscellaneous

machine was mounted on a flat car
ditching.
The excavation was carried to a

12 ft. below the surface, the material being
spotted on a track alongside on the original

The average performance under

surface.

Operating a Ditcher Between

may

case, the

100

common use in that the dipper handle is attached to the
boom in the same manner as on the ordinar}' steam shovel;
that is, it may be advanced or withdrawn through the boom

teeth to a certain fixed level.

with the aid of crowding engines mounted on the latter.
No
craneman is employed, however, since the three engines provided for the separate functions of hoisting, crowding and

ditcher.

in

this

arrangement

cu. yd. of material

per liour.
A special feature sometimes provided with these ditchers
is an automatic crowding device which may be applied to the
boom, and has the effect of limiting the position of the dipper
to

By this means the bottom of
the excavation can be maintained automatically at a certain
depth below or above the level of the track occupied by the

General

The Chamber of Commerce, of Cincinnati, Ohio, hy a vole
(il its inoniluMs, has jj;onc on record as opposing governnuMit owncrsliip of railroads, the vote being 1,030 to 100.
ol l,Li(l

An

appropriation of $2,500,000 for continuing the valuation
of tlu' Interstate Commerce Commission is included in
the sundry civil appropriation bill now before Congress. Last
year's appropriation was $3,500,000.

work

The Senate on February
until July

ton act,

March

1,

Department

Ne^A/'s

22 passed a resolution extending
1, 1920, the efTective date of Section 10 of the Clayexcept that the section will become effective on
1919, as to any corporations hereafter organized.

Traveling railroad auditors, to the number of 141, met in
Cincinnati on February 23 to prepare a program for beginning negotiations with regional directors for improvement in
salaries and w-orking conditions.
It appears that similar
meetings were held on the same day in a dozen other cities,
throughout the country.
Corcoran, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Paul, at Beloit, Wis., was killed on February 23 in the
derailment of passenger train No. 301, at Latham Park, III.,
eight miles north of Rockford. The cause of the wreck has
C. E.

St.

not been determined.
One passenger was killed, and two
seriously and 20 slightly injured. Three coaches rolled down
a 20 ft. embankment.

The Minnesota legislature has before it two bills concerning railroads: the Hubert bill, requiring adequate and safe
plank crossings, and the Swanson-Hitchcock joint resolution,
advocating the reduction of rates on iron ore from !Minnesota iron mines to Lake Superior ports from $1 to 63'^ cents
per gross ton.
The Swanson-Hitchcock resolution refers
to General Order 28 (June 25, 1918), and declares that the
higher rate on iron ore can only result in the closing of Minnesota iron mines and at the same time aiding the mines
and mills of Alabama, Pennsylvania, and other states.
The shipper who loads bulk freight to the full capacity of
every car assigned to him by the railroad is doing a good
thing for himself, for the railroad and for other shippers:
but there is such a thing as carrying; a good thing too far.
This is the substance of a notice that has been sent out by
the. Car-Service Section of the Railroad Administration, calling attention to the excessive enthusiasm of certain shippers
of news print paper who insisted on having 30-ton cars, even
when they had to wait for the cars to be brought from some
distant point. Cars of higher capacity were available, but to
use them for 30-ton lots the paper shippers would have had
to lovver their record for full-capacity loading!
The proposed restriction of immigration to the United
States for four years is the subject of a resolution which has
been adopted by the general executive committee of the
Railway Business Association, in which all members of the
association are urged to use their influence, in every direction
possible, against the proposed legislation.
The bill pending
in Congress is opposed to the prosperity of the L'nited States;
desirable immigration should be fostered and not restrained.
The satisfactory solution of the railroad problem may be in
a measure dependent on immigration: proposals to build new
lines or lay additional tracks might fail because of a famine
in unskilled labor; and skilled labor has no job until the
track is laid.

The vital importance of an early settlement of the railroad question, is the subject of a resolution adopted by the
executive committee of the Railway Car Manufacturers'
Association on February 18.
This association, embracing
the 19 principal car builders in the country, represents an
industry employing about 100,000 men, and the resolution

1

upon all members to make every possible effort to secure the authorization of the addition of 7.S() millions to the
rcvohing fund, asked for by the director general of railroads,
and to use their influence to bring about an extra session of
Congress as a means toward early settlement of certain questions, which early settlement is necessary to the revival of
business in the car building industry. Without business the
car shops cannot co-operate with other agencies in giving
calls

work

to idle

men.

Fourteen bales of silk were thrown f)ut of a car of a westbound freight train of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,
west of Stroudsburg, Pa., on the morning of February 20,
about two o'clock, and some thieves were waiting to carry
off the freight in automobile trucks; but it is said that the
railroad police and employees thwarted the plan of the robbers and recovered the silk; and one man is under arrest. It
appears that the car containing the silk was watched all the
way from Paterson, N. J., 69 miles, to a point beyond
Stroudsburg, and that the theft occurred within a section of
three miles between the point where the watchmen left the
train and where other watchmen were to board it.
The
.Scranton Times, which reports the occurrence, believes that
one robber had secreted himself in the car before it started
from Paterson and that other robbers followed the train all
the way in automobiles.
Among the measures taken to
capture the robbers was the sending out of locomotives to
stand on highway crossings and thus interfere with the

movement

of automobiles.

Audible Signals on the Great Western of England
a

The Great Western Railway of England, as appears from
statement in the Great Western Railway Magazine, now

torpedo-placing apparatus at several hundred signal
cabins, or about 2,000 placers in all; and from 30 to 40 per
cent of these instruments have been installed during the past
two years. The Great Western has in operation several hundred locomotive cab signals, but the torpedo-placers, we may
has

assume, are on those sections of the company's lines where
the cab signals are not used.
Some additional interlocking
signaling have been installed during the past year and the
total number of signal levers in service now, on the company's 3.000 miles of line, is 47,339. The number of cells of
storage battery charged during the year 1918 in the signal

department was

54,000.

Railroad Y. M. C. A.

men

of the Chicago district and Young Men's Christian .^ssociation secretaries who are interested in railroad activities held a conference on February 20 and 21 at Chicago for the
purpose of promoting a nation wide campaign to increase the

Railroad

membership of the railroad Y. M. C. A. This conference for
the Northwestern and Central Western regions is the last of a
throughout the country. Among
important changes that are contemplated are the adoption
of a standard program in each railroad Y. M. C. A. throughout
the country; the establishment of a rigid standard for the officers who are in charge of these departments and the adoption
of a continental membership program. The latter contemplates
the adjustment of the expiration dates of membership so that
the dues of all members will be renewable annually, the country
over, on the same date. The plan further contemplates a standard membership fee with a universally exchangeable membership ticket among railroad associations. It is proposed to increase
the Chicago association membership from approximately 114,000
near
to 200,000 by this campaign, which is to be started in the
Jackson, federal manager of the Chicago &
William
future.
series of regional meetings held

the

J.

Eastern
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Illinois,

presided at the Chicago meetings.

February
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Sidell

&

Olney Railroad

to

be Sold

decision given by Federal Judge George W. English at
Danville, 111., ordering the sale of the Sidell & Olncy railroad
operated
now
by the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and the
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western has been confirmed. Accordingly the road which operates between Sidell, 111., and Olney, a
distance of 85 miles, will be sold at public auction on April 15,

The

111., although an appeal has been entered in the United
Slates Court of Appeals.
The court has set the sale price at
$200,000 with the understanding that the road from Sidell to

at Casey,

Kansas be operated with a privilege of junking the southern end
of the road, from Kansas to Olney.
If there is no bid above
$200,000 the property will go to Frank H. Potter of Chicago, who
that
amount.
has bid

Snow Blockade

in

Kansas and Nebraska

A

heavy fall of snow accompanied by a high northwest
wind demoralized traffic in Nebraska and Southern Kansas
for three days, February 13, 14 and 15. Telegraph and telephone wires were down and communication between many

was suspended. A train of the Union Pacific was
caught in a drift west of Salina, Kan., and held for 48 hours.
The passengers had nothing to eat but eggs, and the men on
the train were forced to plow through snow drifts to the
points

nearest town for food.
at various points until

Many Union Pacific trains were held
snow plows cleared the road. Missouri

Pacific trains in this section had to be annulled, but the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific maintained an irregular servThe Golden State Limited of the latter road was 30
hours late before it was finally delivered to the road's southern lines. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe had to send its.
California trains over the Santa Fe southern lines.
ice.

Nine Passengers Killed

at Pittsburgh

In an accident to the "Versailles local" passenger train on
the Baltimore & Ohio, near Swinburn street, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
on the evening of February 22, nine passengers were killed,
and 70 or more were injured. The train was moving at about
40 miles an hour when its three passenger cars were struck
on one side, and partially wrecked, by a locomotive which
had been derailed while running on the adjacent main track.
This locomotive appears to have been thrown of? the track
at a point where repairs were in progress and where a rail
was not securely spiked. It was running at low speed. The
local reports indicate that this engine had passed a block
signal set against it. The foreman in charge of the repairs
to the signal apparatus is quoted as saying that he waved
a white lantern to stop the locomotive, but that after waving
the light a few minutes the flame went out.
He says that
the engineman acknowledged this hand signal by two blasts
of the whistle.
The engineman is said to have claimed the
block signal showed clear and also that he had not been
flagged.

Trans-Mississippi Readjustment Congress
The Trans-Mississippi Readjustment Congress with

2,000 delegates from 18 states west of the Mississippi river passed resolutions opposing government ownership and operation of railroads
at the closing session of a three-day convention at Omaha, Neb.,
on February 18, 19, 20. The purpose of the conference was to
discuss the readjustment problems of the trans-Mississippi
section.

The convention was divided into 18 groups, each of which
considered questions pertaining especially to the industry represented by that group and resolutions passed by each of these
groups were presented to the general congress for action. Practically all of the groups advocated private ownership and operaof the railroads, subject to governmental regulation and
supervision.
The composite resolution concerning the disposition of the railroads adopted by the general congress was as
tion

"We

are opposed to government ownership and operaThe roads now operated by the government should be returned as soon as possible to former private
ownership and management, subject to governmental regulation

follows

:

tion of the railroads.
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and supervision which

and secure
good to be derived from economical,
efficient and co-operative
management, eliminating restrictive
legislation which has heretofore hampered much needed improvements."
Harry A. Wheeler, president of the United States
will prevent abuses of the past

to the public the greatest

Chamber

of Commerce in his address before the congress stated
that "there has been a sluffing of enthusiasm, ingenuity and initiative

under government control."

Getting Trains Over the Road

You

are called and

ready to leave at 10 p. m., but the
tells you they are going to throw
out a car on account of being crippled, and you pick out the
bill for this car and go back to the office with it and get out
fifteen minutes late; you have received a message from the
despatcher to pick up a car of stock and two cars of powder
at Newark and couple a second helper-engine in behind

brakeman comes up and

foi ty cars
the powder has to be cut in in a certain place in.
the train to comply with the law. Now you are at Redwood
and have a time order to make Newark against a manifest
train, but you find you must brass a car that is running hot,
so you find after you are ready to go that you have not
enough time to make Newark and you go to the first siding
and side track.
Finally you arrive at Newark, get your
powder and live stock picked up and your second helperengine in the train air-tested and ready to go; but a shorttime stock train has shown up which must be given preference, and you are again delayed.
On the way up the grade
you find that the tonnage in the train is in excess of the
figures shown and one of your engines has run out of water,
so you cut it off and send it to the water tank for water, and
wait its return.
Several other things are liable to happen.
Are j-ou ready to quit?
Probably "yes." Does the conductor who ordinarily handles this train quit? Not much.
He will probably show up at Tracy not over thirty minutes
late, because he has had all the assistance the despatcher can
give him in the way of additional helpers, cutting out cripples
and giving him help on opposing trains. /. A. Shockey (S. P.)
before Pacific Railway Club.
;

—

Automatic Audible Warning for Trackmen
tunnel of the Metropolitan Railway, in London, which
much of the time is filled with smoke or steam, has been
equipped for its 2.200 ft. of length with an iron tube for giving notice of the approach of trains, the tube to be agitated
so as to produce a noise, by means of treadles, and being so
arranged that it can be put out of service when no men are
.\

work in the
was found

tunnel.
that horns or gongs could be heard not over
700 ft. in a clear atmosphere and a much shorter distance
when the atmosphere was filled with smoke or steam.
in, internal diameter, is
galvanized iron tube, of about
slung along the side of the tunnel at the height of a man's
Hammers, to strike on this tube, are fixed, one at the
ear.
middle of the tunnel and one on either side of it, each about
two-thirds of the distance to the mouth, so that the distance
at

It

A

^

is about 367 ft. from each
The hammers are actuated by electro magnets enclosed in waterproof iron boxes, and the electrical energy is
supplied by six two-volt storage cells; twelve volts, 60 ampere hours. The depression of a bar, at the entrance of the
tunnel, opens an electric contact, and this causes the hammers
to produce the desired sound in the tube; not very loud, but
easily recognized. When the track bar is in its normal posiThe vibration of the tube may be
tion no sound is made.
felt, so that even a deaf man could avail himself of the warning by putting his hand on the tube. Any defect in the elecAs the train
trical circuit causes the warning to sound.
passes out of the tunnel it depresses a second bar. which
energizes a relay and opens a contact, silencing the

which the sound must be conveyed

hammer.

hammers.

The apparatus has received the approval of the Board of
Trade. It is patented, and is made by the McKenzie. Holland & Westinghouse Power Signal Company, London.
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Sauce for the Goose
I

I'loiii

tlic

—and

for the

Gander

that when the government is the owner of
victim of the accident had no business being
private corporation is the owner, then the
business being there!
Mr. McAdoo's administration has also enlightened the
Many articles
public in regard to the freight-car robber.
have appeared, the keynote of which was that now, since the
government is the proprietor, railroad property will come
in for a brand new form of protection against the trespasser
and the thief. As if the government upon assuming the
operation of the railroads entered upon a duty that did not
already devolve upon it, to protect this property against any
violation of law, and as if some new reason had arisen for
the penalty of the car thief to be more severe!

Interesting Railroad Library for Sale
Galleries, Park avenue and 59th street.
on the afternoons of March 10 and March
England, America
11, about 450 volumes of railroad history of
and other countries, are to be sold at auction. These books
and other documents were selected by an Englishman and
include dates from very early in the nineteenth century down
to 1880. Included in the list are numerous important manuManuscript journals of I. K.
scripts, drawings, and prints.
Brunei and autograph letters of George Stephenson, and others,
are among the curiosities. There are large numbers of colored
drawings, including a volume of Robert Stephenson's work
Among the American mafor the London & Birmingham.

the

Anderson

New York

city,

terial is a colored plate of the first train crossing the Humboldt river, original reports, charters, etc. There are many
minor volumes as, for example, the train rules of the Concord
Railroad, and of the Grand Trunk, the latter dated 1857.
There are six volumes of Herapath's Railway Magazine,
and a book about subways (proposed) for London dated 1835.
There are numerous original early advertisements and early

passenger tickets and a collection of 21 medals commemorating the opening of various railroads. French, German, Dutch,
Australian, Italian and Russian railroads are covered by publications dated in the thirties and forties of the last century,
and other European countries, as well as Asia, Africa, Australia and South America are represented by very early publications.

Among the American railroads named in the index to this
library are the Baltimore & Ohio, the Boston & Lowell, the
Boston & Worcester, the Buffalo & Pittsburgh, the Central
Pacific, the Chicago & Aurora, the Corning & Blossburg, the
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western, the Eastern, the EuroNorth American, the Galveston, Houston & Henderson, the Great Western (Canada), the Hudson River, the
Providence & Bristol, the Reading, the Rutland & Burlington,
the Southern Pacific, the Troy & Greenfield, the Union Pacific, the Vermont Central, the Virginia & Tennessee, and the
Western. The dates on these documents range from 1830
to 1852, and a few later.
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Traffic

Kovi-rmiiciit, in taking

of an accident,
the railroad, the
there, and, if a
railroad had no

At
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Railroad Herald]

charge of the railroads, deferred
grade-crossing improvements, so far as possible, until after
tlie war, retiuesting state, county and municipal authorities
The way is now clear to resume
also to withhold action.
Two considerations arc involved. The one is to
this work.
abolish the jjrade crossing danger. The other is to safeguard
the danger until it can be abolished.
We have so far noticed but one press comment excited by
Mr. McAdoo's action; and it is amusing to note that all the
criticism of the matter is now turned against the stupid oxcart driver and the impatient motorist, whereas the editors
used to gather up the faults in one and lay it all at the door
Not a fragment of it ever fell elsewhere.
of the railroads.
This menace that neither city nor rural life could escape
was everywhere solely an evidence of the bold schemes of
Must we conclude that the "freedom of
corporate greed.
the press" means that under government ownership one
opinion as to a given set of facts should be moulded in the
public mind, and a diflferent set when railroads are owned
by private companies? This newspaper critic commits himself, apparently, to a policy which amounts to saying, in case
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of Commerce announces the
bureau under the direction of George

The Kalamazoo (Mich.) Chamber
estal)lishnient of a trafiic
J.

liolcndcr as traffic manager.

Tile traffic bureau of the Sioux City (Iowa) Commercial
Club has adopted resolutions urging on the President and
Congress the enactment of legislation that will permit the
early return of railroads to their owners.

Coal loading for the week ended February 8 amounted to
165,183 cars, as compared with 215,832 during the corresponding period of 1918. The estimated loading for the following
week was 157,215 cars, as compared with 239,261 for the corresponding week of 1918.
J. L. West, formerly traffic manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, is now at the head of the Transportation Bureau
of the Dallas (Texas) Cotton Exchange. This bureau, which
has just been established by the Exchange, will be conducted
under the direction of a transportation committee.

The number of railroad tickets required for occupancy of
drawing room for seat service on day rides is now three
instead of five; and three, instead of four, is the number rea

fiuired for the

occupancy of

on day

The number

rides.

a compartment for seat service
of sleeping or parlor car tickets

required remains unchanged.

The Western Freight Traffic Committee has requested the
various district freight traffic committees to docket for early
consideration the question of cancelling all rules requiring
the equalization of loaded and empty mileage on privately
owned cars moving between points in western territory.
This is not, however, to affect the charges on new or newly
acquired cars.
Com.mercial organizations and corporation traffic managers in
Cleveland and other points in Ohio, have created a temporary
organization looking lo the establishment of the "Ohio State
Traffic League." The temporary officers are C. M. Andrus of the
Otis Steel Company, Cleveland, Ohio, chairman; L. C. Macomber
of the Toledo Commercial Club, Toledo, Ohio, secretary, and H.
G. Brentlinger of the Standard Register Company, Dayton, Ohio,
treasurer. A permanent organization will be formed at a meeting to be held in Columbus on March 24

The Senate Committee on agriculture has favorably reported the Kendrick bill to place the distribution of refrigerator cars owned by the meat packers under the jurisdiction
of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The bill also provides for the licensing of packers' facilities and would require the packers to dispose of their interests in stock yards
within two years. The committee disregarded recommendations of the Federal Trade Commission that ownership of
refrigerator and stock cars be acquired by the government.

A meeting of the livestock interests of the United States
(shippers and receivers) for the purpose of agreeing to rules
governing the presentation and adjustment of claims of loss
and damage to livestock in transit and also to give consideration to necessary accessorial service in the transportation of
livestock in the interest of shippers and carriers alike will be
The meeting was called
lield at St. Louis, Mo., on March 18.
l)y T. S. Walton, chairman of the livestock committee representing all railroads under federal control, at the direction
of John H. Howard, manager of the Claims and Property
Protection Section of the Railroad Administration.
Tidewater Coal Shipments Freed
The Fuel Administration has suspended its order

requiring

shipments of coal to tidewater to go through the Tidewater
Coal Exchange, and also suspending an order prohibiting reconsignments of coal. Suspension of the governmental requirements in nowise afifects the continued operation of the
Tidewater Coal Exchange through voluntary arrangements
made by shippers and the Railroad Administration.
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Commission and Court News
State

|

be

sufificient to

complete the work.

The New York

State Public Service Commission, Second
connection with the publication of the report on
the disastrous rear collision which occurred at South Byron,
N. Y., on January 12, announces its purpose to hold an informal inquiry on the general subject of the prevention of
collisions, the sessions to be held probably in New York City
in the near future.
The Commission expects to invite to
District, in

participate in this inquiry prominent railroad officers and signal engineers, both from within and without the state of New
York, the purpose being to seek authentic facts and wellinformed opinions on the whole range of questions relating
to the possible solution of the problem.

Court

The Illinois Appellate Division holds that a checker employed by a railroad company is engaged in interstate commerce when checking freight out of a car which had been
loaded in another state and brought therefrom into Illinois
by the company. Connelly v. Michigan Central, 207 111.
App. 25.
The New York Appellate Division holds that a laborer,
fatally injured while cleaning soot from a boiler in a railroad's power plant, generating electricity for operation of
trains on one railroad wholly in New York state and on
another partly in New York and partly in New Jersey, was
engaged in interstate commerce within the act. Guida v.
Pennsylvania, 171 N. Y. Supp 285. Decided July 1, 1918.
The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that where lumber
is loaded in a box car in one state and is shipped to another
state to be used in the manufacture of doors for grain cars
designed for the handling of interstate shipments of grain,
an employee who unloaded the lumber in the latter state was
engaged in "interstate commerce." Gulf, Colorado & Sante
Fe V. Drennan (Tex.) 204 S. W. 691. Decided June 29, 1918.
A yard brakeman was a member of a crew attached to a
switching engine, and his day's work was in switching cars in

—

—

—

and intrastate commerce.

He had

just assisted in

switching a string of 50 or 60 cars, some of which were
loaded with interstate shipments and was returning to his
engine when he was struck and injured. It was held he was
engaged in interstate commerce. Erie v. Downs (C. C. A.)
250 Fed. 415. Decided April 10, 1918.
The Maryland Court of Appeals holds that a freight brakeman, who is a member of a crew taking a train from a point
in one state to a point in another state, is within the act.
Two companies had an agreement whereby each had the
right to use the tracks of the other. It is held that an employee of one road who was killed while working on the
tracks of the other road, was not at the time of his death an
"employee" of the latter road, under the federal act, although
the agreement specified that train employees should be subject to the regulations and orders of the company owning
Hull v. P. & R. (Md.).
the tracks on which they worked.
Decided April 3, 1918.

—

\
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News

Paris for civilians was intro-

Folkestone on February

3.

The Nyassaland Government is proposing to spend $4,000,000 on a new railway, to serve the country bordering on
Lake Nyassa.
All French mobilized reservists who are railway employees,
with the exception of those belonging to the active army,
are to be immediately placed at the disposal of their respective railways.

The Belgian Government, on February 5, took over the
management of the whole Belgian State Railway system, which
has hitherto been
States armies.

A new
Italian

run by the

Italian port

government

to

British,

French and United

result from the decision of the
establish a great commercial port at
the Adriatic, with a view to improving
will

Varano Garganico, on
communications with Southern Dalmatia.
terminating at Varano will place the port in
cation with Rome and Naples.

A new
direct

railway

communi-

The British railway supply export figures for the whole
year 1918 are given in the Board of Trade returns for DecemThey are as follows, the corresponding figures for 1917 being given in parentheses. Locomotives, $5,377,435 ($8,147,270);
ber.

rails,

News

Recent Decisions Under Federal Employers' Liability
Act

interstate

London and

duced over the route

State Public Service Commission, first
district, has asked the legislature of the state for an appropriation toward the abolition of dangerous grade crossings
on the Long Island Railroad between East New York and
Jamaica, about four miles. On this section of the road trains
are very frequent and there are 21 crossings. The commission desires to authorize the expenditure of $1,000,000, of
which one-fourth should come from the treasury of the state,
one-fourth from the city of New York, and the remainder
from the railroad company. It does not appear that this
will

Foreign Railway

|

Service between

Commissions

The New York

sum
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$2,421,000 ($3,452,375); carriages, $2,807,380

($825,880);

wagons, $1,644,055 ($2,215,120); wheels and axles, $1,722,340
($783,165); tires and axles, $3,098,795 ($2,697,645); chairs and
metal sleepers, $820,450 ($368,410); miscellaneous permanent
way material, $2,785,165 ($2,472,210); total permanent way,
$6,105,475 ($6,319,630). The weight of rails exported was 26,335 tons (38,900 tons), and of chairs and metal sleepers, 10,173 tons (5,650 tons).
Of the locomotive exports $147,950*
($1,138,850) in value went to South Africa and $1,237,050
(,$882,965) to British India.

The International Railway Congress has resumed its headquarters at Brussels with the return to that city of M. L.
Weissenbruch, the general secretary. The Congress, before
the war, held its meetings every five years, meeting in 1895
in London, 1900 in Paris, 1905 in Washington, 1910 in Berne,
and the 1915 meeting was to have been held in Berlin. TheCongress, before the war, also proved of service to railway
men the world over by the publication at Brussels of a
monthly

bulletin.

Daily Train Service from Nogales, Mexico
Consul Bartley F. Tost, at Guaymas, Mexico, in a recent
issue of Commerce Reports says that he is reliably informed
that after March 1, the tri-weekly passenger train service of
the Southern Pacific Railroad of Mexico between Nogales
and Guaymas, Sonora, will be converted into a daily service,,
except Sundays.
From Guaymas south to Mazatlan a triweekly service will l)e maintained.

Books on World Trade
view to guiding business men as well as general
readers "who take an interest in ships and the sea, and other
lands," the LInited States Shipping Board has recently issued
several interesting booklets giving a bibliography of books
on world trade in its various aspects. The lists were com-piled for the Shipping Board by the Free Public Library of
Newark, N. J., and include a list of books on world trade;
a list of books on foreign languages; a list of books on foreign countries, including a list of 100 of the best books on
modern travel, and a list of books on ships, commerce and
the merchant marine.
The Board is also issuing a table
entitled "Tonnage Explained," describing the five kinds of
tonnage in use in the shipping business.
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Locomotive Building
ncardmore

&

in

Glasgow

Glasgow, wliicli
during the war period and previously played an important
part in the construction of ships, armaments, and munitions,
has now added to its works at Dalmuir a locomotive
building department. The work of constructing; the locomotives is to he undertaken in the department which. durinR
the past four and a half years, has been devoted to the m.ikinp of Kuit-carrianes and Run-mountings, as there were no
workshops set apart for locomotive construction at Dalmuir
previous to the war. A new plant of an up-to-date design is
being installed and the necessary alterations carried out. It
is understood that the firm have already on hand a number
of contracts, including one from the government to build
.Mthough the firm
35 locomotives for an Indian railway.
has not hitherto undertaken locomotive building from start
to tinish, it has manufactured certain important parts of locomoti\cs lor many years.
Tlic

t'irm

London

of William

to Jerusalem:

The

Co., Ltd.,

New

Orient Express

Germany's much-advertised Balkan express ceased

to run

the Serbians re-occupied their invadjed country, but the
International Sleeping Car Company intends to re-establish
the Orient express from Ostend to Constantinople at the
earliest possible date. Plans are also being considered for the
running possibly next winter of a service from London

when

—

—

to Jerusalem, with a

through train from Calais.

The com-

services from Paris direct to Mayence
via Strasbourg, and from Paris to Treves via Metz and
Luxemburg. Restaurant cars are also now running between
Paris and Lille and Paris and Brussels. Naturally the prewar time schedules have not yet been restored. The Brussels
train, for instance, leaves Paris at 7:30 a. m., reaches Lille at
2:50 a. m., Tournai at 4:45 p. m., and Brussels at 9:20 p. m.
Before the war the journey could be covered in 4% hours.

pany

is

now running

train leaves Paris at 8 p. m., and reaches its
Over 16
p. m., the following afternoon.
also allowed for the journey from Paris to Treves.

The Mayence

destination at 12:52

hours

is

New

Light Railway Projected for South Korea

of July 5, official permission was granted by
the Government-General of Korea, for the establishment of
a light railway starting at Masan and connecting with the
Honam line at Songchyonli. A branch line will also run
from Wanchom to Chonju, the capital of North Chonia

Under date

three main lines, three secondary lines and a tramway. The
contrast is significant, and shows that the whole economic
activity of the annexed provinces under German domination
was compelled by the law of the conquerors to turn toward
(iermany. Now the three departments of Alsace and Lorraine look to the west. As soon as possible new lines must
be opened which will admit of a transformation in economic
activity.
It will be necessary now to establish easy means
of communication between the iron and steel basin of Briey
and the coalfields of I-a Sarrc. By the union of these two
important mining regions a matchless metallurgical center
should be developed which would place France in the front
rank of the great nations producing iron and steel.

Proposed Electrification of Swedish State Railways
According to a report issued by the Administration of the
Swedish Railways, the plan of electrifying the whole of
Sweden's railway system is now approaching its realization,
says the Railway Gazette of London. In 1915 the Railway
.Administration found it necessary to make a closer inquiry
into this question, as it appeared that the high cost of fuel
made it advisable to adopt electrical power. It is estimated
tliat if the transition had been made in the year 1913 it would
not have cost more than the actual cost of fuel in 1915. As
the war proceeded it was found necessary to have recourse
to wood instead of coal for firing the engines, and this naturally considerably reduced the speed.
That, however, was
not the worst of the matter. In the year 1917 40,000,000 cubic
meters of timber were consumed, whereas the annual increase
supply of timber was only 25,000,000 to 30,000,000 cubic
meters, and at the same time a large quantity of coal was
also used. The steady increase in the time of the train journeys
was also a serious matter. A journey from Stockholm to
Kiruna (Lapland) now occupies 39 hours; with electrical
working the journey could be done in 18 hours. The journey from Stockholm to Gothenburg now occupies, even in
the most favorable circumstances, 11 hours, whereas an elecThe Railway
trically-driven train could do it in Syi hours.
Administration estimates that fhe electrifying of the railways can be carried out in about 10 years. There is plenty
of water power in the country, and already several large
power works are in existence. It is also suggested that cables
strung along the railway lines will be able to supply power
for agricultural purposes.
in the

Bagdad Railway

in

Good Condition

the elimination of Turkey from the control of Mesopotamia and Syria great developments may be expected in
those regions in which the Bagdad Railway will take a comcorrespondent of The London Times says
manding part.
of the section of the railway including the Taurus tunnels:
"The railway between Bozanti, in the Taurus range, and
Aleppo, is, on the whole, in first class condition. Some exThe organization near the
cellent work has been done.
Trains can run
Taurus tunnel is extremely interesting.
all the way, but the tunnels need lining with masonry. This
is urgent, otherwise they will fall in after the heavy rains;
indeed, some of the new cuttings have already fallen. The
scenery is magnificent in the tunnel area, and there is a very
fine bridge with piers 220 feet high.
"On the Amanus range the tunnel work has been finished,
though there are many difficulties owing to the sinking of
The track is laid and well ballasted for
the high banks.
heavy trains to run at forty-five miles per hour. There is
ample rolling stock and materials to meet present needs.
"The most striking feature of the railway construction
work has been the survey. Owing to the precipitous nature
A
of the mountains, ordinary methods were impossible.
special stereo-photographic theodolite was invented for photographing the mountain passes, and tunnels of a total length

With

Province.

The main line measures 157 miles and the branch line 46
miles, making a total of 303 miles. The gage of the railway
will be 2 ft. 6 in., and the building expenses are estimated
at 6,000,000 yen ($3,000,000).
According to the plan as it now stands, the building of the
railway will be started during autumn of 1919, and finished
as follows:
First period
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— Songchyonli to Tamyang and

puk; from autumn 1919

till

Second period—Tamyang

won and Kumpuk

Masan

to

Wanchon, Wanchon

to

Kun-

spring 1921.

to
to Chinju;

from spring 1920

till

Nanautumn

1921.

The Value of the Railways of Alsace-Lorraine
The financial correspondent of the Daily Telegraph (London\ dealing with the return of Alsace and Lorraine to
France, said recently that just before the war 40,000 railway
this system, and the traffic was estimated at
2,800,000 tons of merchandise and 48,000,000 passengers.
However valuable this acquisition may be, he said, this railway system cannot be allowed to remain in the condition in
which it was delivered to the French by the Germans. It
is arranged in such a manner as to multiply communications
between Alsace and Germany to the serious disadvantage of
The first are
those existing between Alsace and France.
assured by 17 lines, of which 11 are double tracked, whereas
the second, that is, with France, have to be satisfied with

men worked on

A

.

of eleven kilometres

.

.

were plotted and planned from maps

made from photographs."
Concerning the economic possibilities of the region touched
by this part of the railway, the correspondent says:
"Adana vilayet has an extremely rich soil and two or three
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crops are possible every year. At present, owing to the unUnder- good
settled state of the country, land is very cheap.
go\ernment, labor should be plentiful, and it is probable that,
other things being equal, more progress could be made there
than in Palestine and Syria.
"There are many mines in the Taurus area. Coal also is
found in the vicinity, but the quality has not yet been proved.
Forests are plentiful and magnificent, and all the requirements of Egypt could be supplied if cutting were organized
and the necessary shipping could be provided."

Japan's Growing Interest in Chinese Railway Affairs
The details given in this column last week, page 471, by the
Railway Age's correspondent in Peking, concerning the six
Japanese railway enterprises in Manchuria, Mongolia, Shantung and Kiangsu, China, have also been covered in an Associated Press despatch from Paris, Tuesday.
The despatch gives a translation of the notes exchanged
between China and Japan in September, 1918, granting to
Japanese financiers the privilege of making loans to China
for the building of railways in China proper and to Japan the
right to participate in the operation of the railways now constructed in Shantung province.
These notes, which are now before the Peace Conference,
supplement the treaty and notes of May 25, 1915, between
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German owned

lines with the other principal railway lines in

The third set stipulates
which Japan may participate with China
north China.

the conditions under
in

Shantung province

affairs.

The Associated Press despatch follows with the translations of the three sets of notes, but lack of space and the
fact that full details were given in last week's issue makes
it unnecessary to reproduce them here.
The railway lines in question are shown on the map.
The four in Manchuria include: (1)
line from Kaiyuan
northeast to Hailung, thence to Kirin, a total of about 180
miles; (2) one from Changchun, north of Mukden, northwest
to Taonan, in Mongolia, a distance of about 200 miles, and

A

(3) from Taonan southwest toward Jehol, in Chili province,
north China, with (4) a spur extending to the sea at a point
still undetermined, but probably Hulutao.
The proposed new railways in Shantung province include
(1) a line from Kaomi, 20 miles west of Tsingtau, runnin.g
southwest to Suchow, about 250 miles, connecting with the
partly constructed Belgian line from Lanchow, in Kansu
province, to the sea, and (2) a line from Tsinan, in Shantung
province, directly west to Shunte, a distance of about 150
miles.
This would connect with the railway operating from
Peking to Hankow, on the Yang-Tse river and connect
Tsingtao with all the important railways in north China.

The

British Import Restrictions

George Ed. Smith, president of the American Manufacturers' Export Association and president of the Royal Type-

Company, discussing the

British import restrictions,
statement issued by the associatipn Monday:
"From information which has reached the association since
it was announced that the British import restrictions would
be resumed on March 1, it would appear that the imposition
of these restrictions is simply a temporary expedient rather
From
than an indication of a permanent English policy.
statements of government officials as well as well informed
business men in England there is no reason to believe that
Great Britain intends to erect a permanent wall against the
manufacturers of other countries.
"What has happened is that England has determined to
get back upon a normal basis, and is readjusting her business
affairs more quickly than we are. She has felt the necessity
for giving her own people a chance to put their house in order
before opening up her markets to the world. This means
that for a certain period a certain percentage of goods manufactured in other countries will be kept upon a restricted
list, and that until these restrictions are removed any attempt
to expand the sale of these products in England is imprac-

writer

said, in part, in a

ticable.

The Railways

in

China Showing

in

the Cross-Hatched Lines

the Railways Mentioned in the

News Despatches

Japan and China, in which the Chinese government engaged
to recognize all agreements between the Japanese and Germans respecting the disposition of German rights and interests in Shantimg province.
Baron Goto, the Japanese minister of foreign affairs, and
Tsung-Hsiang Chang, Chinese minister to Japan, signed the
three sets of notes exchanged on September 24 last year.
One set outlined the new railways which Japanese capitalists
may finance in Manchuria, Mongolia and Chile province,
north China.
The second set outlines the railways Japanese capitalists
may finance in Shantung province, to connect the existin.g

"The American manufacturer realizes that England is
under the necessity of readjusting her domestic affairs. It
is true that this readjustment will work considerable hardship on American firms which have a large investment in
Great Britain and which cannot supply their English branches
with stocks for some time to come. On the other hand, it
does not mean that the American manufacturer must abandon his English branches because we are assured that within
six months or at most a year, England will once more resume
importation upon normal lines. Prior to the war we were
England's best customer and she was ours. Excluding the
raw materials exported from the United States to Great
Britain, the total manufactured exports from us to England
and from England to us were approximately the same. We
need English markets and England needs American markets,
and it is not likely that England would seek to delay longer
than necessary the resumption of a mutually beneficial trade.
"While no market could possibly compensate the American
exporter for the permanent loss of his English markets, he
can make the best of the present situation by devoting himself, heart and soul, to developing his other export fields.
He will never have a better opportunity for establishing himself in these new markets than he has at present when there
is an abnormal demand for the things which he can supply.
"The manufacturer who promptly adopts this policy under
the spur of present necessitj' should be able to rebuild his
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\asl coal lields in .Northrrn Mexico, wiiile the DurangoC'ienegas road will shorten the rail distance between Durangoand the capital about two luindred miles and will give a
to some rich mining districts.
a rich mining stale and this railroad construction will be important in adding t(j tiie wealth of the nation.
The government has enough money to undertake all these
works and, in addition, it has establisiied many commercial
(lutiet

siiii)ping

"Durango

France Needs 3,000 Locomotives and 100,000 Cars
l'"ranci',

as a rcsnit of the war, linds itself siiort of 3,000

locomotives and 100,000 cars, says an .Associated I'rcss
despatch, while the transportation material tliat is still nominally on the active list is badly out of repair. The shortage
of rolling stock has become \ery acute lately, for the number
of locomotives and cars out oi commission for various defects has increased since July last by 10 and 30 per cent
respectively. To meet tlie Rrowing difticulties in tlie matter
of repairs, the State munition factories at Lyons, Toulouse
and Roanne have, since the armistice, been turned with all
speed into railway repairing sliops.
The French Government has long hesitated to place orders
in the United States, the despatch continues, where alone
new rolling stock could be procured, for fear of depressing
the French rate of exchange unduly; but the country's needs
became so pressing that orders have now been given, it is
understood, for purchasing 800 locomotives and 32,000 cars,
while 27,000 American cars that were to have been shipped
to France for the use of the American Expeditionary Force
have also been acquired. Perhaps the biggest task before
the French transportation experts is the restoration of the
destroyed railway tracks in the invaded part of France. An
army of 75,000 workers will be engaged on this great work
It includes the reconstruction of fourteen tunfor months.
nels and 16.000 bridges for which 50,000 tons of metal are
required.
In addition, hundreds of miles of

main and branch lines
have been temporarily "borrowed" for military purposes
from elsewhere, and must now be relaid. The departments
affected have been divided up into sections, for each of which
Each of them has
a "chief reorganizer" has been appointed.
been required to give an undertaking that he will have his
section in proper working order, as regards transportation,

An

appropriation of 120,enable
000,000 francs has been made by the government to
the railway companies to purchase rolling stock for urgent
The Minister of Public Works has declared
public needs.
and
that, in his view, the restoration of France's Northern
Eastern railway systems should be made a first charge upon
in the course of the present year.

the

war indemnity

to be paid

by the enemy.

museums

is

to

which natural and manufactured products arc

Tiien, besides, the government is expending money
to bring all kinds of agricultural implements for the farmers,
these implements being distributed along the goverimientconlrolled railroads to the farmers at cost price on long-time
Ijrought.

been done while there has been soMexico! It is obvious that if we
were in such a shape as has been represented the government
could not do these things.
"It is very probable the railroads in the state of Yucatan
will be bought by the government, financial arrangements
now under way having assumed such shape already, the tendency is to shortly take control. The money will be founi
liayments.

much

This has

all

talk of distress in

buy these railroads.
am aware of the fact that many persons in the United
States are misinformed about the real conditions in Mexico.
They hear that a train has been blown up or a bridge has
been burned. Perhaps life has been lost.
"Take the railroad from Mexico City to Vera Cruz, the
line from San Luis to Tampico, or that on the Isthmus of
Teiniantepcc, to Salina Cruz. These railroads cross a counTwo or three men can approach to
try densely wooded.
within ten or fifteen yards of the railroad track with no one
aware of their presence. They easily can reach the track,
place a bomb, and the train, when it passes, is blown up.
"When the people of the United States read of this they
think Mexico is not settled and they pass judgment on the
entire country. They do not know that those bandits or train
Inwreckers exist mainly due to topographical conditions.
rugged mountains and practically trackless forests they have
their hiding places and it is almost impossible to pick up their
to

"I

once they have disappeared. They are not a force, the.je
They are in small groups, and evenviolators of the law.
tually must succumb to the law.
"It is simply a question of time before Mexico will take
her place as a big producer. As soon as the world is ready
to trade, then the great nations will bring to Mexico what
we need in raw materials and the finished products, and
trail

export to them what they need in all those maabundant here. As our custom house receipts
increase the local commerce in the various states also will
increase. Profits of the merchants will grow larger from the
stimulated business and more money will be in the country.
"Our budget heretofore has been nearly 75 per cent higher
than formerly, due to the great demands of the reconstruction program, yet the revenues are almost meeting it and
soon we shall not only be able to cover it but will have a surplus, a certain amount of cash. There is this to be considered:
Many of the mines are not working, the owner is not getting returns and the government is not receiving its share,
but despite the fact that there is no paper money in circulation, the country for two years having been on a strictly coin
basis, there is enough gold and silver for all transactions.
Right now coinage of gold and silver is necessary and. say,
six months from now, we will have not only sufificient money

Mexico

will

terials so richly

Railway Construction

in

Mexico

Manuel Aguirre Berlanga, Secretario de Gubernacion of
that conthe Mexican Government, has officially announced
miles
struction is now in progress on about seven hundred
in the City of
of new Hnes of railway, says a correspondent
the
Mexico. This work is being done at the joint cost of
traversed by the
federal government and the respective states
extensive
roads. While the primary purpose of inaugurating
steady employrailroad construction at this time is to give
ment to thousands of laborers, the new lines will also afford
distransportation outlets to rich mineral and agricultural
All of the materials
tricts, it is pointed out by Mr. Berlanga.
in Mexico.
for the building of these railroads are obtained
The cross-ties come from the native lumber mills, and the
are manufactured at the Monterey Iron & Steel
steel rails

Company's plant at Monterey. Mr. Berlanga said:
"The railroads now under construction by the government
of Coahuila,
are to run between Cuatro Cienegas. in the state

of about 4oO
to Chihuahua, via Sierra Mojada, a distance
Mazatlan, a dismiles; from Durango to the Pacific port of
Canitas, a
tance of about 135 miles; and from Durango to
important.
distance of about 130 miles. All of these lines are
The building of a railroad from Durango to :Mazatlan has
surbeen under consideration for 30 years or more. Many
made to locate a feasible route across the Sierra

veys were
road
Madres. This has been finally accomplished and the
new transwill be finished in due time, thus establishing a
continental line across Mexico. The Cuatro Cienegas-Chihuahua line will be the means of opening to development

coined but a surplus.

"Though many of the mines are not working. Mexico produces much gold and silver and. from those mines that are
working, a percentage comes to the government as revenue.
At our customs house gold is paid. All this is brought here
and coined. Then, too, many persons buy silver bars that are
bought in by the government.
"If things continue on the same footing as now, very so'm
we will be able to cover our budget, and, if so. we will begin
paying part of the overdue interest on our foreign debt. Tt
months, I believe,
is only a question of a little patience, six
Just now, we're a little short of
is all that will be required.
money but we're progressing fine. If we could get financial
necassistance we'd be glad; however, it is not absolutely
essarv."

——
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Locomotive Deliveries
new locomotives were shipped

The following'
week ending February

Number

\ireinian

r

•!

2

p

&

B.

>

Ga

Cent, of

I

1

I

Oregon

S.

L

f

Atch. Top.

&

2

Total

Fe

R

Penn. R.

i

&R

Phila.

!

St.

Lehigh Valley

f
I

Norf.

[

Great

& West
Northern

Total

Grand

The annual meeting

4

USRA

1

Mikado

1

Mallet

1

Pacific

1

Mallet

1

Mikado

Mikado

The

new

were constructed

cars

The

in

railroad

of .the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Com-

Company,

Indianapolis, Ind.,

is

erecting

Stetl

center

iinderframe

sills

Dive

J.

is

in

charge.

At the organization meeting of directors of the Air Reduction Company, Inc., New York, held on February 19, the following officers were elected: A. S. Blagden, president; A. R.
Ludlow, vice-president; C. E. Adams, treasurer; M. W. Ran-

Steel

Class of cars

Interstate Car

George
shops

during January:
Steel

designers and

a steel car and tank car repair shop and fabrication plant at
The building will be of structural steel,
Indianapolis, Ind.
83 ft. by 245 ft., and 40 ft. high, costing approximately $50,000.

Cars Constructed in Railroad Shops
following

Inc.,

of hydraulic dredges and ship yard machinery,
announces the transfer of its offices from the Denckla building, Philadelphia, Pa., to its plant at Fifth and Ellis avenues.
Darby, Pa.
l)uilders

pany, Chicago, scheduled for February 24, in Jersey City,
N. J., has been postponed until March 17. On account of a
recent reorganization of the company's auditing department,
the annual report is delayed.

Mikado

3

12
24

total

Geo. N. VanSweringen, sales representative, has been appointed assistant to the vice-president of the Chicago Railway
Eijuipment Company, with headquarters at Chicago.

The Norbom Engineering Company,

Type

12

&

B.

!

Baldwin

tiie

USRA Mallet
LOW. SW.
USRA Santa Fe
Mountain
USRA 6W. Sw.

5

&

C.
C.

'

American

during

15:

Road

Works

News

Supply Trade

Equipment and Supplies

secretary; C. L. Snow, assistant treasurer; C. E.
son, assistant secretary.
dall,

Passenger
Sleeping
Parlor

Lieutenant Sherman C. Amsden, formerly connected with
Co., Chicago, has been appointed assistant to
president, in which position he will have charge of publicity,

Dining
Parlor observation

Emer-

Mudge &

.

Dining observation
Passenger coach ....
Passenger baggage
Passenger and mail.
Mail
Baggage and mail..

special

sales

plans,

Express
Express and refrigerator.

and investigations. Mr.
.\msden was born at
Manchester, Mich., in
1889, and was educated

Horse express
Milk

in

the public schools at
the
and
high schools of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Detroit,

Manchester

Total

passenger

equipment.

Treight
Stock

82
112
24

Hopper
Gondola
car

4

Miscellaneous freight cars
Caboose

Co.,
72
381

"

Box

147

... 158

404

717

Total passenger and froiglit 158

404

718

Total freight

equipment.

.

Lieut.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,
Pa.,

is

in

the market for

1420 Chestnut
a second-hand,

standard gage locomotive weighing 15 to 20 tons.

Freight Cars
The United

Navy Department, Washington,
dump cars.

States

quiring for 4 rotary

The An.\conda

Copper Mining Company,

New

York,

is

is

in-

in-

quiring for 4 50-ton ore cars.

The Marquette Cement Manufacturing Company, La Salle,
has ordered 100 mine cars from the Lincoln Steel & Forge

111.,

Company,

St. Louis,

Chestnut
street, Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for 2 second-hand
ibox cars, equipped preferably with automobile end doors.
1420

wholesale

&
dry

he entered the
service of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, at
Topeka, Kans., as chief
clerk to the division
freight agent, later becoming assistant editor

S.

C.

Amsden

of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Mr. Amsden entered the employ of
Mudge & Co. in 1914, and on Novemlier 1, 1917, enlisted in
the air service, taking ground training at. the United States
School of Aeronautics at the Universtiy of Illinois, and flying training at Carruthers Field, Love Field and Langley
Field, receiving a commission as lieutenant on July 1, 1918.
Upon his honorable release from the service he returned to

of the

Pacific,

Employees' magazine
Chicago.

at

Mudge &

Co. to

become

assistant to president.

Fred Mathews, sales representative of the Union Metal
Products Company at Chicago, has been appointed southern
manager of the Standard Railway Equipment Company, the
Pressed Steel Manufacturing Company, the Imperial Appliance Company and the Union Metal Products Company, with
headquarters

Mo.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

a

in

of

later

Locomotives
Philadelphia,

busi-

goods firm at Detroit.
One and one-half years

Refrigerator

street,

first

experience was

employment
Burnham, Stoepel

Coke rack

Work

His

Mich.
ness

the

Flat

W.

in the

Candler building, Atlanta, Ga.

B. Gibson, manager of the mining machinery department of the Allis-Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee, Wis.,
has been appointed manager of the small tank department.
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R. C. Huntington, niaiiaK<^r i>l sales promotion of tiic
Rubber Company, liumptun, CJiiio, lias been placed
charge of department of sales, i)romotion and advertising

iiiul

I'liller

in

of the Win. (iraver

Tank Works

at

CliicaRo.

Emerson Knoff, sales agent for the United States Steel
Product Company for a number of years at Seattle, Wash.,
has been appointed vice-presidc-nt and general manager of the
Gerrard
Wire Tying
Machines C o
Inc.,

m

p a

with oflices

in

ii

y.

the

Century building, ChiMr. Knoflf was
cago.
born in 1882, at Clieyenne. Wye, and received his early cducation
in
the public
schools of Seattle.

Upon

his

^^^^
^^^^^j^p^
^^

r>\

^IMk

>l

graduation

from a Seattle business
college at the age of 17
years, he entered tiie
employ of tiie Seattle
Hardware Company as
office
boy, remaining
with that company in
positions for
three years.
In 1900,
Mr. KnofT entered the

"When

the greatest production had been reached the armistice
was signed and $68,400,000 of contracts were cancelled. The prior

contracts received and set aside to give precedence to government orders had been taken when c<js1s were lower than at pres-

The completion of these delayed contracts will undoubtedly
email a reduction of profits, and in many cases considerable loss.
The uncancelled government contracts are now largely completed

ent.

and there are no immediate prospects of further government
orders. The railroads of the United States, whose needs would
naturally tend to relieve the present situation, are under control
and operation of the L'nited Stales Railroad Administration,
which is pursuing a policy of retrenchment of expenditures.
"So long as this curtailment of domestic business continues the
foreign markets must be the chief source of orders. But in view
of ilie political unrest abroad and the time it will take for readjustments to be made so that business can be obtained from
foreign sources," Mr. Johnson says, "the board of directors have
adopted the conservative policy of strengthening the company's
finances, believing that the interests of the stockholders were best
served by placing the company in the strongest financial position
to meet the uncertainties of the future. For this reason they have
continued the policy of omitting the dividends on the common
"

stock

minor

Emerson Knoff

employment of the
American Steel & Wire

Company as clerk in the sales department, and four
years later was appointed sales agent at Seattle. The American Steel & Wire Company became a subsidiary of the United
States Steel Corporation in 1901, and when the United States
Steel Product Company formed a Pacific coast department
in 1911 to handle the Pacific coast business of the United
States Steel Corporation, Mr. Knofif continued as sales agent,
until his recent appointment.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works
The

highest gross sales ever recorded in the history of the
Baldwin Locomotive Works are shown in the annual report for
the year ended December 21, 1918, the total amounting to $123,179,251, compared with $98,263,865 in 1917, the previous record
year. The business of the company last year was largely confined
to government orders, 11 railway mounts for 14-inch guns and
16 caterpillar mounts for 17-inch guns being constructed as well
as 3,532 locomotives, the total having a value of $109,515,970;
other regular work was completed amounting to $13,663,281.
Operating costs totaled $105,322,455, and gross profits were
$19,760,441, from which deductions for taxes and interest left
$18,262,112.
From this was deducted reserves for depreciation,
amortization of buildings and machinery and reserves for taxes,
along with other charges, amounting to $12,509,816, leaving a net
profit before preferred dividend payments, which amounted to
The surplus, after the preferred divi$1,400,000, of $5,752,292.
dend payments, was $4,352,295, equal approximately to $21 a
share on the $20,000,000 common stock; but as $2,500,000 has
been appropriaied for plant improvement, which is still unexpended, the surplus for the year was reduced to $1,852,295, equal
to about $9 a share on the common stock. The amount set aside
for taxes, $6,500,000, was unusually large when compared with
$1,750,000 set aside for that purpose last year.
The Eddystone Munitions Company, controlled by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, and which was formed in 1917 to manufacture munitions, last year completed contracts aggregating $14,Contracts have been suspended subject to adjustment
636,479.
amounting to $6,179,620. Owing to the ending of the war the

Vol. 66, No. 9

J. W. Hackett has become associated with the Okonite
Company, New York, as sales engineer, effective February 17.
Mr. Hackett was connected with the signal department of the
New York Central until 1913, when he became sales engineer
of the Federal Signal Company, with office at New York,
with which company he remained until January 1, 1918. On
October 1, 1917, he was commissioned first lieutenant of

engineers in the United States army, and ordered into active
ser\ice on January 5, 1918. After spending three months at
the Engineer Reserve Officers' Training Camp at Camp Lee,
Petersburg, Va., he was ordered to the office of the chief of
engineers at Washington, D. C. He was put in charge of the
production, inspection and transportation of sound and flash
ranging apparatus.

H. A. Jackson, president of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Company, Chicago, returned February 19. from England,
where he has been inspecting the foreign plants of the corporation. The Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Company, Ltd.,
and the Pneumatic Tool Company (respectively the selling
agency and the manufacturing corporation), subsidiaries of
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company in England, were
found to be in excellent condition. During the war the company has made some profit manufacturing bayonets for the
British government while carrying on its regular tool busithe

ness to capacity.

News

of the disposition of the Internaof Berlin,

Compressed Air & Electric Company
Germany, which the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

tional

Company

owms, has not yet been received, although Mr. Jackson has
been striving for a year to get word of this property.

Trade Publications

—

Electric Industrial Trucks. Three types of electric indusdustrial trucks designed for different services including a
carrying truck, an elevating platform truck and a tractor,
manufactured by the Buda Company, Chicago, are described
in its bulletins 327, 328 and 329.
These give a general description of the construction and specifications for each type
as well as illustrations and drawings.
Bulletin 326 contains
a brief description of the mechanical features common to all
three types.

Rust Preventives.

— The

Dearborn Chemical Company, Chi-

The Standard Steel
of $24,912,467 and net profits of $934,600. Bills payable of $2,500,000 were paid off during the year. Government contracts canBills
celled after the signing of the armistice totalled $2,500,000.
payable of $8,250,000, which the Baldwin company had outstanding at the end of 1917, the report showed, had been paid off last

has issued a booklet entitled The Prevention of Rusting
or Corrosion of Iron and Steel, for the purpose of presenting evidence of the success that has followed the use of No-Ox-Id, a
rust preventive developed by the Dearborn Chemical Company,
well as to describe other Dearborn products, including Dearboline, a preparation for cleaning machined parts of emery or
grease, Klean-Kleen, for use in cleaning metal during varioui

year.
In reviewing

oils, etc.

report stated that this

company is now undergoing liquidation.
Works, another subsidiary, had gross sales

cago,

111.,

M

stages of manufacture, and cutting, quenching and drawinij..
operations,

President

Alba

B.

Johnson says:

February
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Traffic
R. Wells has been appointed assistant general passenger
agent of the Southern Railroad, with office at New Orleans,
La.
J.

Railw^ay Officers

A. L.

Railroad Administration

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Morgan has been appointed chief engineer

Regional
G. McEwan, superintendent of dining cars of the Louisville & Nashville, has been appointed a member of the InterRegional Dining Car Committee, representing the Southern
region, to succeed W. C. Francis, deceased.

W.

Federal and General Managers
B. Yohe, general manager of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie,
the Lake Erie & Eastern, the Monongahela Railroad, the
Pittsburgh & West Virginia, and the West Side Belt Railroad, has been appointed federal manager, with office at
Pittsburgh, Pa.
J.

Moines, Iowa.
C. L. Bunch, shop superintendent of the Southern Railroad,
Spencer (X. C.) shop, has been promoted to master mechanic of the Memphis division, with office at Sheffield, Ala.,
vice J. W. Gibbs, resigned.

at

George W. Rink, mechanical engineer of the Central of
Jersey, has been appointed assistant superintendent of
motive power, with office at Jersey City, N. J. Mr. Rink
was born on September
4, 1875, at New York,
and
graduated
from

New

'

^^^^kM||k

W.

m
.1

«

\

<F

Northern

22.

1873,

15,

at

Fredericton, N.

B.,

and

was

in

the

schools.

He

educated

grammar

began railway work on

November

11,

1893,

with the Canada Eastern,

now

a part of the

Canadian

National

station
Railways,
as
agent. He remained in
that position until July
of the following year,
and then went to the
Bangor & T^roostook as
a

from June,

telegraph

operator

and agent, and has
been in the continuous
road
service of that
ever since.
In January, 1896, he was appointed despatcher, and

was

chief clerk to superinassistant
superintendent
until
March,
and was then appointed division
1905,
superintendent, which position he held until January 1, 1919,
when he was promoted to general superintendent of the same
road, as above noted.

tendent.

1898,

He

to June,

then

1903,

served

Financial, Legal

as

and Accounting

T. S. Ford has been appointed federal auditor, and C. H.
Hueston has been appointed acting federal treasurer and
paymaster of the Des Moines Union, the Iowa Transfer, the
Des Moines Western and the Des Moines Terminal, with
headquarters at Des Moines, Iowa.

1896,

to

he served

Pacific.

He

then entered the service
of the Central of New
Jersey, as a draftsman

the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Pasco, Wash., on

March

Railroad.

1899,

draftsman

C. Sloan, having returned from service overseas rehis duties as superintendent of the Pasco division of

K. Hallett

Erie

as a machinist and shop
draftsman, and then to
September, 1900, as a
on the

transferred.

W.

He began railway work
on March 14, 1892, as a
machinist apprentice on
March,

William K. Hallett, who has been appointed general superintendent of the Bangor & Aroostook, with headquarters at
Bangor, Maine, as has already been announced in these
columns, was born on

New

City, with the degrees of B. S. and M. E.

From March,

S. T. Grimshaw has been appointed trainmaster of the Seaboard Air Line, with office at Hamlet, N. C, vice C. L. Sauls,

February

I

Institute,

York

the

Operating

W.

Cooper

^^^^^\

E. Williams, general superintendent of the Missouri,
& Texas, has been promoted to general manager of
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas (exclusive of the Trinity
branch, the Beaumont & Great Northern and lines west of
Whitesboro, Texas), the Union Terminal of Dallas and the
Houston & Texas Central, with headquarters at Dallas, to
succeed W. A. Webb, who has resigned.

Kansas

sumed

of the

Des Moines Union, the Iowa Transfer, the Des Moines Western and the Des Moines Terminal, with headquarters at Des

G.

new equipment.

and from 1901 to 4902,
was roundhouse foreman and inspector of
Later he was engaged in road testing of

W. Rink

locomotives and as draftsman, until 1903, when he was proto chief draftsman.
From April, 1904, to January,
1909, he was instructor of apprentices, and then was appointed mechanical engineer, which position he held until his
recent appointment as assistant superintendent of motive
power of the same road, as above noted.

moted

J. E. McQuillen, mechanical superintendent of the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe, the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, the
St. Louis-San Francisco & Texas, the Texas Midland, the
International & Great Northern (from Spring to Fort Worth
and the Madisonville branch), the Fort Worth Belt, the Fort
Worth Union Passenger Station, and the Houston Belt and
Terminal, has also been appointed mechanical superintendent
of the Fort Worth & Denver, the Wichita Valley, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas (west of Whitesboro), the Wichita
Falls & Northwestern, the Abilene & Southern and the
Quanah, Acme & Pacific, with headquarters at Galveston,
Texas.

William S. Wilson, who has been appointed division engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at Oil City,
Pa., as has already been announced in these columns, was
born on March 12, 1880. at Philadelphia, Pa., and graduated
in June 1899, from the Central Manual Training School,
Philadelphia. The following August he began railway work
in the construction department of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and in 1900 was transferred to the ofifice of the engineer maintenance of way, at Philadelphia. In November,
1902, he was promoted to assistant supervisor on the Trenton
division, and later was transferred to the Pittsburgh division.
He subsequently served as supervisor consecutively on the
Bellwood division, the Erie division, and the Pittsburgh division until his promotion on February 1, 1919, to division
engineer of the Allegheny division, with headquarters at Oil
City, Pa., as above noted.
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of the Northern Paeilie

Corporate

when he entered

military service in

October. 1917.

Operating
J. J.

Horn

<livisii)ii

nora,

til

has hccn appointed
the

Canadian

Oiil., lo .suceeeil J.

.siipcTiiitciulciit

I'acitic,

witli

of the

headquarters

at

KePollok H. C. Remone, personal injury claim agent for the
Railroad, with headquarters in St. Louis, died on
17, at his home in Hinsdale, III., at the age of 44

L. Jamieson.

Wabash
Kenora

division of
J.
the Canadian I'acilic, with headquarters at Kenora, Ont., lias
been ai>poiiUed superintendent of tlie Vancouver division cf

L. Jamieson, superintendent of

the

Obituary

Kenora

ttic

same road.

h'ebruary
years.

John

F. Livingston, jiresident of the
olumbia, Newberry
Laurens, died in a hospital at (olumbia, S. C, on February
24, at the age of 50.
(

&

Traffic

Frank Tremble, superintendent of telegraph of the Texas
I'acilic, and associated lines, at Dallas, Texas, died on February 20, from the effects of injuries received in an accident
while making an inspection in a motor car on the line near
Weatherford, Texas.
Mr. Tremble was born in 1865, at
Mattoon, III.; he had been in railway service since 1881, and

F. A. Mitchell has resigned as general trafiic manager of
the Manistee iV North Eastern, and that office has been abolished. D. Riely, general freight and passenger agent, will
handle matters pertaining to traftic, witii headquarters at

&

Manistee, Mich.
A. C. Albertson has been api^ointed general agent of the
passenger department of the Canadian Pacifi"c, with ofticc al
Minneapolis, Minn., succeeding R. S. Elworthy, who has been
transferred to Chicago, as general agent of the Canadian

since June, 1903, served as superintendent of telegraph until
time of iiis death.

tlie

ment

Charles B. Compton, freight traftic manager of the Louis& Nashville, with office at Louisville, Ky., died at his
home in that city on February 24. He was born in 1854, at
New Albany, Ind., and was educated in the high schools. He
began railway work on .\ugust 1, 1871, with the Louisville
& Nashville, and previous to January, 1882, was general
agent of the same road at liirmingham, Ala. He was then
promoted to general freight agent, and since April 1, 1901,
served as freight traffic manager of the same road.

A, E. Cox, w-hose appointment as general storekeeper of
the Canadian National, Western Lines, with headquarters at
Winnipeg, Man., was announced in the Railway Age of February 21 (page 476),

Carl Stradley, chief engineer of the Oregon Short Line,
died on February 11, at Salt Lake City, Utah, of pneumonia.
He was born in Indiana, where he recei\ed his education, and
later moved with his parents to Colorado, and in 1886 began
railway service on construction surveys for the Union Pacific.
In 1889-90 he was engaged in surveys for the Pacific Short
Line, between Lander, Wyo., and Ogden, Utah.
In 1890 he
was en.gaged in engineering work for the city of Ogden and
later engaged in mining in Colorado, but returned to railroad
service, becoming identified with new construction work on
the Union Pacific. In 1901 he was engaged in location work
for the Oregon Short Line, until appointed chief engineer,
April 15, 1911, succeeding William Ashton, who resigned.
Mr. Stradley was appointed assistant chief engineer of the
Union Pacific System, including the Union Pacific, the St. Joe
& Grand Island, and the Oregon Short Line when the government took over the railroads.

Pacific

Ocean

ville

Services, Limited.

E. F. L. Sturdee, general agent of the passenger departof the Canadian Pacific, at Boston, Mass., has been
transferred to Seattle, Wash., and L. R. Hart, general agent
at Buffalo, has been transferred to Boston to succeed Mr.
Sturdee. Captain George O. Walton, formerly city passenger agent at New York, who has been serving in the ordnance department and has been connected with the supply
department of the artillery branch, at Washington, has just
been relieved of military duty, and has returned to the service
•of the Canadian Pacific, as general agent at Buffalo, to succeed Mr. Hart, effective March 1.

Purchasing

was born

at

Hudders-

Eng., in 1863, and
received his education
in
private schools at
field,

Hamburg, Germany, and
college at Huddersfield.

Mr. Cox first entered
railway service in 1883
as time keeper on the

Canadian Pacific West-

E.

Cox

ern division, with headquarters at Moose Jaw.
Sask.,
which position
he held for four years,
when he was appointed
chief clerk in the stores
department of the Manitoba & Northwestern.
In 1893 he was appointed storekeeper
when the Manitoba &

IT^
s

1

•

Northwestern was aband the following two years

bj- the Canadian Pacific,
assistant to the superintendent of construction of the
Ontario and Rainy River section of the Canadian Northern.
Since 1912 he has been storekeeper of the same road, until
his
recent appointment as general storekeeper of the
Canadian National.

sorbed

was

Railway Officers

in Military Service

Major B. O. Johnson, now in the Russian Railway Service
Corps, engaged in reorganizing the Trans-Siberian Railway,
has been promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel.
LieutenantColonel Johnson was superintendent of the Montana division

.-inu-ri,-a,i

R.-d

The Y. M.

O

Cras

<j

''.

I:

'

•

•

:

:::istyatinr,

Ser-Ace

Headquarters at This Point on the Archangel Front Are in a Box Car

C. A.

Director General Hines, on February 18, at a conference
with the vice-president of the United Mine Workers of
America and a member of the Labor
Labor and
Bureau of the United States Fuel AdRailway
ministration, representing the organ'zed coal miners of the country, made
Purchases
the statement that "The policy of the
Railroad Administration is to avoid any action calculated
to depress wages ©f coal miners or the amount of coal produced." Any possible action that might be taken by the
Railroad Administration in the interests of the public could
not very greatly affect the wages of the miners or the amount
of coal produced, and it is rather strange that the director
general should have gone on record in this way, particularly
since the policy of the Railroad Administration in curtailing
purchases for the railroads has resulted in a greatly decreased production of the railway supply companies, who,
of course, employ more men than do the coal mines.
This
has resulted in throwing thousands of men out of work at a
time when every department of the government should do
all that it can to keep up production.
This was done in
the face of the fact that the Railroad Administration is responsible for a large amount of deferred maintenance which
must be accounted for when the railroads are returned to
their owners.
Is it conceivable that the railway supply
companies, in appealing to the director general, could have
secured better results had they been represented in their
requests by representatives of organized labor in their

employ ?

If so, it would spell an end to progress since it
that if records are to be done away with and all
incentives are to be removed for doing good work, then it

roads.

means

is only a matter of time when the magnificent railroad
system that has been developed in this country would fade

away and become a

The

third-rate institution.

executive committee of the American Railroad Assoadopted the following resolution at a meeting on

ciation

February 21: ''Resolved, That the ex-

June
Convention

ecutive
committee,
recognizing
the
educational value of the manufactur^rs' exhibits, is in favor of the conExhibits
tinuance of these exhibits at the conventions of the various sections of the American Railroad Association."
The railway supply industry has
made a number of important and far-reaching improvements in its products since the last exhibit at the
mechanical department conventions at Atlantic City three
years ago.
Moreover, the railroad situation has changed in
respect to the greater need for capacity increasing and labor
and time-saving devices. The exhibit this year, therefore,
promises to be of even greater educational value than in
years past.
This fact must be kept clearly in mind by the
exhibitors and special efforts should be made to arrange
the exJiibits in such a way as to show clearly the construction, application and advantages of the various methods and

Moreover, special attention should be paid to
having thoroughly trained men in charge of these exhibits
devices.

and analysis of railroad operation and its
various details have been largely responsible for the remarkable improvements in efficiency and
"
economy in recent years. So great
Long Step
have been these improvements that the
roads up to the opening of the war
Backward
were able steadily to improve their
Scientific study

in order that they

may

who

are

road

officers

be properly explained to those
seeking practical information,

rail-

and

particularly to the younger men, who are attending the conventions for the first time.
The railroad companies should

service in spite of greatly increased expenses without a propoitionate increase in rates.
To make these improvements

also specially delegate different men whom they send to
the conventions to study various classes of the exhibits in
order that they may report back and bring to the attention
of the higher officers those things that seem to possess the
greatest merit and which are specially suited to the peculiar
conditions on the roads with which they are connected.

has been necessary to prepare accurate records, and, on
the basis of these, to improve detail methods and operations
by cutting out unnecessary movements or awkward opera-

The rearrangement

it

and making every move count for the most. In the
locomotive and car repair shops, piece work was intrcxiuced
in order to secure the hearty co-operation of the men by
rev>'arding them in proportion to the greater interest and
effort displayed by the individual.
Piece work has now
tions

been eliminated because the Railroad Administration, in
raising the wages, has made the guaranteed day work rate
so high, without increasing the piece work prices, that any
incentive has been removed on the part of the men for
remaining on a piece work basis. This was bad enough,
but where the railroad shops, in reorganizing to meet the
new conditions, have attempted to make studies of the time
used on the different jobs, the government inspectors have
interfered and have advised the officers that while they
could not order the discontinuance of these studies, the cost,
if they were continued, would have to be paid by the railroad corporations. Doubtless, this is a fair example of what
might be expected under government ownership of the rail-
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of the lines in the Southwestern region to
restore the units of the original systems to the jurisdiction of

Rearrangement
of Lines in

the Southwest

one federal manager is a big step preliminary to the ultimate restoration of
these properties to their owners. While
t^ie breaking up and regrouping of the

component parts of the different railout in varying degrees in most of

way systems was followed

the regions, the most radical rearrangement occurred in the
Southwestern region.
Its abandonment here follows similar
steps in several of the other regions; the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie has been transferred from the Allegheny to the Eastern
region, in which is located all the remaincler of the New York

Central system; the Western lines of the Pennsylvania and
& Ohio have been transferred from the supervision of the Eastern to that of the Allegheny region, which
controls the parent lines the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana
has been transferred from the Eastern to the Pocahontas
region and placed under the jurisdiction of the federal man-'
the Baltimore

;
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ager of the eastern lines of tliat system, etc. These restorations bring to an end, in hirgi- measure, one of the exjieriments
which was hcraldod as affording hirge opportunities for
operating economies. There has been bitter complaint from
the owners of many of the properties affected which have been
broken up and merged with their competitors with results
wliicii they will not recover for many years.
The railsystems of this country have been developed along the
lines of traffic movement, comjicting for business at its source
and endeavoring to transport it as far as possible before turning it over to connecting lines.
The radical rearrangement
of the roads in the Southwestern region largely ignored the
traffic consideration, while the confusion incident to the rearrangement largely neutralized any operating economies
which might have been secured. As in other instances, the
Railroad Administration is finding that many of the condi-

from

way
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on June 20, and the first locomotive on July 4, but uj) to
February 1, 1919, almost a year after the standardization
program was announced, out of 2,030 locomotives ordered
by the Railroad Administration only 880 had l>een delivered, and of the 100,000 cars ordered for delivery last year,
and which we were assured would be ready for handling
the heavy business of last fall, only 19,037 had Ixjen delivered.
This could hardly be called "quantity production."
The volume of traffic during the pa.st two months has
not been large enough to tax the facilities of the railroads.
Weather conditions have been unusually favorable and there
is now a surplus of locomotives and cars.
These conditions
exist not because of, but rather in spite of, the director genIt is interesting to speculate what would have

eral's policy.

tions

which it criticized at first are the result of natural
economic developments, the justification for which becomes
more evident with increased knowledge of the properties and

war had not ceased, if traffic had continued
and if the weather this winter had been as
severe as it was last winter.
Locomotive standardization
has escaped the test. Under more severe conditions it would
have proved one of the worst blunders that America made in

experience in their managment.

tlie

happened

if

the

to increase,

conduct of the war.
policy of standardizing equipment was adopted because a superficial examination by jiersons unfamiliar with
practical railway matters led to the conclusion that it had
great advantages, while the great disadvantages were not so
apparent. The outcome has vindicated, and more than vindicated, the stand taken by the Railway Age, that if an
attempt to standardize equipment were made, the result
would be not "quantity production," but a postponement
and decline of production. We emphasize this point now
because this paper was severely criticised in some quarters
last year for opposing standardization.
As it has slowed
down, instead of speeding up, the production of equipment,
so in the long run it would increase rather than reduce operating expenses; and the sooner the program entered upon
by Mr. McAdoo is completely abandoned the better it will
be for the railways and the country. It is easy to conceive
of a program of reasonable standardization which might
result in good; but his program of wholesale over-standardization was adapted to do much more harm than good.

The

Who Was Right About Standardization?
"i'EAR AGO Mr. McAdoo announced his
intention of standardizing the equipment of American
railroads.
In an interview the director general stated that

JUST ABOUT ONE

was one of the greatest reforms that could be accomplished in the railroad business. The committee on locomotives and cars appointed by the Council of National Defense
was delegated to recommend standards, which were then
referred to a committee of railroad mechanical officers.
Mr. McAdoo stated that the principal reasons for adopting standardized locomotives were, first, to reduce to a minimum the time required to prepare drawings, patterns and
dies, and thus expedite deliveries; second, to secure the increased production resulting from quantity methods of manufacture; and, third, to provide a supply of equipment which
would be available for use in the event of congestion without the trouble which results when repair parts must be
ordered from some distant owning road. The advocates of
this

standardization claimed that it would result in a tremendous
increase in production and made extravagant promises regarding the advantages which would accrue.
The standardization project was opposed by the great
majority of railroad men, and the Railway Age published
numerous articles setting forth the disadvantages that would
Our opposition was based largely on the ground
result.
that any increased production that could be secured by
standardization would come too late to be of any benefit
during the war. We also pointed out that efficiency of operation would be sacrificed if standard equipment was introduced, as the motive power could not be adapted to the
grades, clearances, weight of rail and character of fuel
found on the individual lines; that standardized locomotives
would require the making of new drawings, patterns and
dies on every road on which they were introduced; and that
the necessity for a liquid reserve of power could have been
met by building a comparatively small number of locomotives of some type already in existence, which the builders
were prepared to turn out without delay.
In spite of the opposition, not only from the Railway
Age but also from other sources, the director general perThe first
sisted in his plan for standardizing motive power.
orders for cars were placed on April 25 and for locomotives on April 30, quantity deliveries being promised in
July. From time to time the Railroad Administration issued
optimistic reports concerning the progress of the standard

equipment.

The

first car, it

was announced, was completed

Justice for Officers of
ATTENTION WAS
during the

DIRECTED

Lower Ranks

REPEATEDLY

latter part of last

in these COlumnS

year to the injustice done to

and the serious menace
from the failure to advance

the supervisory forces on the railroads
to effective

management

resulting

the salaries of railway officers in proportion to the advances
accorded the men in the ranks. The situation resulting was
particularly unfortunate with respect to the technically trained
men, not only those classed as officers but also those in minor
positions.

Comprising a rather small

class of employees, their

was seemingly overlooked by the wage board in dealing
with the demands of the large bodies of railway men. While

plight

certain classes of lower officers, such as roadmasters, received

a measure of recognition early last fall, the technical men in
most classes, from rodmen and draftsmen to division engineers and higher, were not specifically mentioned in any
of the supplementary wage orders.
On some of the eastern
roads liberal interpretations of Supplements 7 and 8 afforded
moderate advances to most of these men, but in the West
this position was not so generally taken and as a result the
men suffered keen disappointment and humiliation. Fortunately this situation

is

now

rapidly being overcome.

Com-

mencing about the first of the present year the railways
have been granting advances in salaries to the supervisory
forces and technical men, and while this action is by no
means complete on all of the roads, there is promise that
all these

men

will soon be granted just compensation.

One

March

7,
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of the causes for the long delay in making tiicse salary
advances has been the complexity of the problem involved.
Owing to the variations in the degree of responsibility and
the duties imposed on positions carrying the same titles on
different roads

was impossible

to provide for these various
a blanket order covering the entire country
The only equitable solution was
or even an entire region.
to deal with the matter by individual roads, a method naturally causing considerable delay.
it

men by

classes of
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within the last fifteen months against government ownership

and operation.
It

always has been argued against government ownership

and operation

that,

nPHE PAiLURE
^

or CONGRESS

new
Ad-

to pass the bill to create a

revolving fund of $750,000,000 for the Railroad

ministration

the

leaves

It

is

adapted to cause disastrous consequences.
Railroad

money and without any
get

it

Administration

without

almost

source from which to get

it.

It

cannot

corrupting politics

effect of

The Railroad Adminis-

standard return to the companies.

may be

tration

forced to

make

the most drastic economies

maintenance, regardless of future consequences.

in

would

once, directly

at

and

indirectly,

This

throw hundreds of

thousands of men out of employment at a time when government bodies and officials are urging private industries to
give all the employment they can.
In spite of any retrench-

ments

it

may

effect,

the Railroad Administration will con-

this

railroad

pay their bills to the railway supply
companies.
It may become unable to pay the railway companies enough of their standard returns to meet their interand normal dividends.
There is but one remedy

of Congress has created.

new Congress

for the condition the non-action

This

is

Wilson

for President

in extra session immediately.

It

to

has

been reported that Congress will not be reconvened until
June.

Conditions affecting the transportation and related

industries are such that to postpone providing a

new

revolv-

ing fund until June or later might be disastrous, not only to
these industries, but to the industries

Congress

country as a whole.
to create a

Wilson

new

is

and workers of the

responsible for the failure

revolving fund at this session.

will be responsible if

an extra session

is

President

not promptly

convened at which the needed legislation can be enacted.
An extra session is needed at once, not only to provide
the Railroad

Administration with funds

it

is

essential

it

should have for the welfare of the country, but also to
enable Congress to proceed immediately with the framing of
legislation

under which the railways can be returned to

private operation.

The Railway Age
part of

its

is

not

a

political

paper.

It

is

no

function to attempt to say whether the Republi-

cans or the Democrats in Congress should be blamed for the
failure of the railroad appropriation bill to pass and for
the consequences to

which

this

may

lead.

But

it is

our func-

tion as a journal devoted to transportation to call attention
to the fact that this incident affords one of the

of the

many

of the rail-

ma-

itself.

The

appropriation

failure of Congress

bill,

all

It is a peculiarly fine sample of the kind of thing
which would occur over and over again under permanent
government ownership and operation. The welfare of the

and especially of

nation,

disregarded, while

laboring people, has been utterly

its

members of Congress have engaged in a

struggle which has been carried on largely from political

motives.
If the

record

made by

the government in handling the

railways during the last fifteen months, including the failure
to pass this vitally
ficient

to

convince

needed piece of

legislation, is not suf-

American people that permanent

the

ownership and operation

is

wholly undesirable, we cannot

conceive what kind of evidence could be required to convince

them.

Wherein Government
Operation

Has "Failed"

to

est

call the

management

ship.

tinue to be unable to provide the railways with sufficient

funds with which

the

whose enactment
hands as necessary for the welfare
of the country, is the best evidence yet afforded of the soundness of the political argument against government owner-

to pass

from railway earnings because the railways are not

earning enough net operating income to pay the guaranteed

it,

detriment of industry and the people, and with the

terial

was recognized on

Early Extra Session Vitally Needed
to Pass Railroad Legislation

under

roads would become a football of politics, to the great

most powerful

strong arguments the govenmient has forged

BEING CHARGED that thosc who are criticising the regovernment operation are trying to take unfair
advantage of effects produced by abnormal conditions ta
discredit the entire cause of government ownership and operaIT

IS

sults of

It is

tion.

even alleged that such criticism

reflects

unfairly

on the patriotism and work, not only of former Director
General McAdoo, but of the railway officers who accepted
places in his organization as directors of divisions, regional
directors, federal managers, and so on.
The point needs to be emphasized that systems and not
men are being discussed. Everyone knows that under one

kind of system a certain personnel will get one kind of results in any line of human effort, and that under another kind
of system, the same personnel will get a different kind of
There have been wide differences of opinion and
results.
much discussion regarding the relative advantages of the
system of private operation of railways and the system of
govermnent operation of railways. On January 1, 1918, the
United States changed from the former to the latter.
Director General McAdoo showed his confidence in the

and patriotism of the higher officers of the railways
trained under private operation by giving to
them most of the important places in his organization. Thereability

who had been
fore,

while there were radical changes in the positions these

men held, the official personnel of the railways under the
new system was much the same as under the old. That the
men who consented to serve under Mr. McAdoo supported
him with energy and ability has been recognized by Mr.
McAdoo himself in the most generous and unreserved lanFurthermore, nobody familiar with the facts questhe ability, energy and patriotism with which Mr.
McAdoo did his work. The Railway Age has said before,
guage.
tions

and repeats now, that if government operation was to be
adopted, it was desirable that a public man should be put in
charge; that Mr. McAdoo probably was the best man in the
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pri'.'^ent

national ailniinistrafion for director general; and that
worked the i)articular system he adopted as well
as any other man in the country could have.

critics of private operation that

he

gant,

The system which Mr. McAdoo adopted was fundamentally and in detail ilifferent from that which preceded it.
It was the very system whicli advocates of government ownership had contended would enable the government to get
better re.-^ults tlian could he obtained under private operation.
They had advocated consolidation, unification, and standardMr. McAdoo adopted consolidation,
ization of the railways.
unification and standardization as the fundamental prin-

McAdoo made

prol)al)ly

ciples of his policy.

Can it be said truly that under the system Mr. McAdoo
adopted the operation of the railways has been a "failure"?
That depends on what is meant by "failure." Government
control was specifically declared by President Wilson in his
Railroad Control message, and by the Railroad Control Law,
Regarding it
to have been adopted solely as a war measure.
One
solely as a war measure, it accomplished its purposes.
of its principal puq)Oses was to save the railway companies
from bankruptcy and thereby prevent a collapse of the
Another of
It did this.
financial structure of the country.
its principal purposes was to enable the railways to handle
the traffic which it was essential should be handled during
This was done and done well. Another object of
the war.
government control was to enable the government to so deal
with the labor situation on the railways as to prevent strikes
during the war. This was done. These things could and
would have been done, and probably better done, under private operation, if the government had done the things necessary to make this possible; but the fact is that the purposes
mentioned were accomplished under government operation.
How, then, can it be said that government operation has
been a failure? It is true operating expenses have increased
greatly, but they would have increased, although probably
not so much, under private operation. It is true freight and
passenger rates have been increased, but they would have had
It is true railway
to be increased under private operation.
service deteriorated, but it would have deteriorated under
The necessities of war were paramount.
private operation.
Those necessities could not be met without increasing expenses, advancing rates and making radical changes in
freight and passenger service.
Wherein, then, has government operation been a failure?
It has been a complete failure in that it has utterly failed to
justify the criticisms which for years have been heaped upon
private operation of railways in this country or the claims
which for years have been made regarding the great improvements which could and would be effected under government operation. These unjust criticisms of private operation
and extravagant claims regarding government operation continued to be made, not merely up to the time when government operation was adopted, but after it was adopted. They
are still being made.

The critics of private operation repeatedly have said that
"the railways under private ownership had broken down."
Judge Prouty, director of accounting of. the Railroad Administration, made this assertion in a public address as recently as January 17, 1919. It was claimed that under government operation the railways would be able to handle a vastly
The outcome failed to support this claim.
increased traffic.
Under government operation, with all the important lawmade advantages the government had over the companies,
the railways handled only two per cent more freight than in
It was claimed
1917, and nine per cent more passengers.
that under government operation the facilities of the railways
would be largely increased. The results failed to support
this claim.

The traffic handled under government operation in the year
1918 was moved almost entirely with facilities the railways
had provided under private operation. It was charged by

it was inefficient and extravaand claimed that under government operation vast
Director General
economies could and would lie effected.

claim after he took office. On the con1
roads increased $1,150,000,000 in 1918, of which about one-half was due to advances in wages and one-half to other causes. It was claimed
that under government operation much better service could
and would i)e rendered than had been rendered under private
this

trary, the expenses of the Cla.ss

This was not done.
have the predictions which the advocates of government ownership made regarding the outcome of government
Is it
operation been completely discredited by the event?
l)ecause the conditions under which government operation has
been conducted have been abnormal? Government operation
was adopted solely because the conditions under which the
railways had been operated for months had been abnormal,
and would continue to be abnormal; and the.se extravagant
operation.

Why

The
predictions continued to be made in face of that fact.
real rea.son why the results predicted have not been produced
is that it was humanly impossible to produce them, under
any system of operation, private or government. The advocates

of

government operation grossly underestimated the

efficiency of private operation.

the

efficiency

operation.

that

This

is

parity between their

could

be

They

grossly overestimated

attained

under

government

main reason for the very wade disclaims and predictions and the actual

the

outcome.

But the defenders and advocates of government operation
They continue to descant upon the
are not discouraged.
enormous savings which could be made under government
ownership.
Judge Prouty recently made the astounding estimate that the government could raise the capital required
to buy the railways at 4 per cent; that the railway companies
would have to pay an average of 9 per cent, the difference
being 5 per cent; and that, therefore, the saving in the cost
of capital under government as compared with private ownership, would be from 750 million to one billion dollars annually
This particular saving might possibly be one-fifth as great
as Judge Prouty estimates it, and that it would be far more
than offset by increases in operating expenses all experience
Which recalls that a little over a year ago a man
indicates.
named Brookhart from Iowa estimated before a Congressional committee that the saying in operating expenses under
government operation would be over $400,000,000 a year.
His estimate and the actual outcome of the first year of government operation differed by one and one-half billions of
dollars; while Mr. McAdoo missed his guess on the same
In spite of the enormous inpoint by about $800,000,000.
crease in operating expenses which has occurred, the advo!

government ownership still have the hardihood to
how much more economical permanent government operation would be than permanent private operation.
As long as the defenders and advocates of government

cates of

try to tell us

operation persist in making such extravagant claims, it vnU.
continue to be necessary, however invidious, to recall their
past claims and predictions, and the tremendous discrepancy
between these claims and predictions and the actual record

This must be done in order to
enable the public to form a rational opinion as to how much
weight it should give to their present and future claims and
of government operation.

predictions.

Government control did not fail as a war measure. It accomplished the purposes for which it was adopted. On the
other hand, government operation has utterly failed to justify
a single one of the claims which have been made regarding
the economic results it would produce, and it will continue to
fail to justify them in future.
And it is as an economic
measure, and not as a war measure, that its continuance is
being advocated.

Railroad Appropriation Defeated by Filibuster
Government's Financial Program Seriously Embarrassed
quishment Not

—Relin-

Under Consideration
Washington, D.

BETWEEN

and nether millstones of a
political contest between the President and tlie Republican senators, the bill to appropriate an addition of
$750,000,000 to the revolving fund of the Railroad Ad-

CAUGHT

the Upper

ministration failed of passage at the final session of the
Sixty-fifth Congress, which adjourned at noon on March 4.
As a result the Railroad Administration is confronted with
a situation very similar to that found by Old Mother Hubbard when she went to the cupboard. Along with many other
important appropriation bills and other measures the bill

needed by the Railroad Administration to enable it to pay
tlie railroad companies their guaranteed rental for 1918, to

pay for the cars and locomotives

it

had ordered and

to as-

the railroads in financing their improvement program
for this year, was sacrificed to a filibuster conducted by a
number of Republican senators who resented being asked to

able to pay a larger proportion of the rentals.

Republican Congress in extra session at an early date. No
opposition was manifested to the appropriation itself, which
had passed the House almost unanimously and which it was
generally assumed would be allowed to pass in the Senate, but
almost every time-killing expedient known to parliamentary
practice was brought into play to prevent its consideration.
It has been suggested that the Railroad Administration and
the Democratic leaders may have overplayed their hand by
their insistence that the passage of the bill was absolutely
necessary to avoid a panic, because the purpose of the Republicans was to create a situation which would make an early
extra session imperative.
The railroad appropriation

was favorably reported by the
Senate committee on appropriations as a rider to the general
deficiency bill and after an all-night session of the Senate
Saturday night the bill was made the unfinished business for
Monday. Speeches on the league of nations and the consideration of minor matters which were allowed to intervene
took up most of the Monday session and the bill was not
even reached until early Tuesday morning.
About 3 a. m.
Director General Hines was called to the Capitol to use his
influence to help the bill but by that time only the President
could save it and he preferred to attempt to place the responsibility on the men who had caused the filibuster rather
than allow Congress to stay on the job while he is in Europe.
The President left Washington and sailed for France
insisting he was taking the proper course in refusing to call
Congress in special session during his absence from the
country'.
He declared that "a group of men have deliberately chosen to embarrass the administration of the government,"
and "to imperil the financial interests of the railway system
of the country."
Director General Hines saw the President before his departure and later conferred with the Secretary of the Treasury
and the managing director of the War Finance Corporation.
On Wednesday he gave out a statement indicating that the
question of relinquishment is not being considered but that
an effort will be made to tide over the situation by private
financing and the co-operation of the Treasury Department
and the War Finance Corporation. The latter has available
some $300,000,000, some of which it is believed might be
loaned to railroad companies on their ov«i application and
some of which might be loaned to equipment companies. If
some of the railroads can in this way or from the banks raise
527

It is evident,

however, that tlie Railroad Administration will not be in a
position to order any equipment or to make any capital expenditures except such as can be financed by the companies
and the latter in proposing improvement work for this year
It is
are to be asked to state whether they can finance it.
not the policy of the Railroad Administration to cut off any
improvement work now under way if it can be avoided by
private financing but it had been hoped to avoid the necessity
for private financing during the time the government itself
will be trying to sell its own securities.

sist

vote for important administration bills with little opportunity
for consideration in the last few days of the session and
who were endeavoring to force the President to call the new

C.

money to repay to the Railroad Administration advances
made for capital expenditures the administration would be

Director General Hines' Statement

"The adjournment

of Congress without the passage of the
railroad appropriation leaves the United States Railroad Administration confronted with the necessity for the adoption of

radically different methods of dealing with its financial problems, than it had contemplated when the adoption of the appropriation was expected," Mr. Hines said.

"The Railroad Administration had
upon

felt justified

in count-

This is true because the money asked for was necessary to meet government
obligations duly incurred and because also it promised to
improve and stabilize the general industrial situation through
enabling the Railroad Administration to go forward confidently in carrying out its policy as to improvements and also
ing

the passage of this appropriation.

as to maintenance.

Confidence in obtaining the appropria-

was confirmed by the fact that the House Appropriations
Committee after extensive hearings reported the appropriation favorably without any dissent, the House passed it by
a vote of 272 to IS, and the Senate Appropriations Committee, after hearing, likewise reported it favorably vwthout any

tion

The recognized urgency of the matter brought the
appropriation before the Senate for debate, but the debate
was not concluded before the session adjourned.
"This unexpected result puts upon the director general the
necessity for devising radically different methods of dealing
with the extremely difficult situation.
I approach the matter in the spirit and with the purpose of finding ways to
meet the requirements and to avert financial embarrassments
and industrial depression. It would be improper, however, to
minimize the difficulties of the situation; but I believe that
the very difficulties themselves will result in obtaining patriotic co-operation of all the business interests involved including the railroad corporations and equipment companies
and other producers of material and the bankers. At the
moment, there is no occasion to discuss the question of relinquishment of the railroads.
first purpose is to try to
solve the problem in other ways.
"I am not prepared at the moment to outline specific plans
because numerous methods must be devised for dealing with
different phases of the subject and each will require its separate study and perhaps a separate plan of co-operation. But
I believe that on the part of all responsible interests affected
there will be prompt response to my own definite purpose of
finding a way to meet the difficulty, and I do not believe anyone should give way to alarm on account of the condition
which has been so unexpectedly produced.
dissent.

My

"The Treasury Department and

the

War

Finance Corpora-

tion are co-operating in the matter with the utmost cordiality.
"In connection with the consideration of this question there
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has hivn no discussion of raising rates, cither passenger or
freight, because tlie momy derived from rates goes into
operating revenues wliich primarily are not affected by the
present situation.
"Gcjierally speaking it will be my object to solve the problem facing the Railroad Administration through financial
means, ratlier than througli interfering with work involving
I consider it important that there
tlie employment of lal)(>r.

be no industrial disturbances.
"In connection with necessary financing which will have
to be done by the railroad corporations it is the rule that no
such corporate financing be undertaken excei)t on certificate
of the Railroad Administration, and therefore the Railroad
.Administration in a sense acts as a clearing house for such
financing, thus minimizing the danger of financial confusion."

The failure of the appropriation will not only embarrass
the government in its jirospective Victory loan campaign but
also creates a serious situation for the Railroad Administration, which has exhausted its original revolving fund, and
owes several hundred millions more, for the railroad companies that have not received their rental for 1918, and for
the car and locomotive builders and the supply companies
that are looking for payment for the cars and locomotives as
they are delivered.
According to the estimates of the Railroad Administration, the $750,000,000 was required to pay the $381,806,904 which the government owed the railroads for 1918, and
to provide $368,193,096 to meet capital requirements for
1919, including $12,840,000 for inland waterways, $20,000,-

000 for the Boston & Maine reorganization, $286,000,000 for
equipment ordered in 1918 and $49,353,096 for financing
other necessary capital expenditures in addition to the amount
which could be financed by the railroad companies. Mr.
Hines has stated that the entire amount for equipment will
be due by the end of May and ought to be paid at the rate of
about $50,000,000 per month whereas on account of the
shortage in cash only about $25,000,000 was paid in January.
The money for the Boston & Maine was expected to be
required almost at once, that for the inland waterways will
be due about May 1 and money for improvements to the railways is needed throughout the year. Before the appropriations committee of the Senate he said that $700,000,000 of
the amount would be needed by June 1.

A

statement of the accounts between the director general

and the railroad companies as of December 31, 1918, which
shows how the item of $381,000,000 is made up, was published in the Railway Age of February 21, page 434.

Other

Bills

Senator Cummins' bill to restore the Interstate Commerce
Commission its former authority over rates by authorizing
it to suspend rates initiated by the director general was also
lost in the shuffle.
The Senate Committee had reported the
bill favorably and Senator Cummins made a strong effort
to have it considered on the floor as an amendment to the
appropriation bill.
Senator Cummins received some support, particularly from Senator Pomerene and Senator Trammell, but was unable to get a vote on his amendment.
Appropriations for the next fiscal year for the expenses
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, including its valuation bureau, and for the continuation of work on the Alaskan railway, were included in the sundry civil bill, which was
passed by the House but was also held up by the filibuster
in the Senate.
The appropriation for the valuation was $2,500,000, which is $1,000,000 less than has been appropriated for this work in recent years. The reduction was made
by the commission in asking for the appropriation. The appropriation for the Alaska railway was $4,002,380, representing the balance of the $35,000,000 originally appropriated for the construction of the road. A deficiency appropri-
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ation of $9,800,000 wliich the Interior Department asked as
beiog necessary to complete the road becau.se of the greatly

increased costs was not approved by the appropriation committee of the House.
A resolution to extend until July 1, 1920, the effective
date of Section 10 of the Clayton law, which had been pa.sscd
by the Senate for the benefit of the short lines, failed of
passage in the House after it had been favorably reported
by the judiciary committee.

No Sudden Relinquishment
A

continuation of federal operation of the railroads for
at least the remainder of this year and possibly for a longer
period was thought to be assured by an announcement issued
by Director General Hines on Feljruary 28, after a conference with the President, which indicated that the President
had decided to give the new Republican Congress a chance
to try its hand at working out a permanent legislative plan
for the future regulation of the railroads before relinquishing his present control.
Mr. Hines addressed the following
letter to Chairmen Smith and Martin of the Senate committees on interstate commerce and appropriations and to
Representatives Sims and Sherley, chairmen of the House
committees on interstate and foreign commerce and appropriations

:

"As you

are aware, there has been some inquiry as to
whether there might be an immediate or precipitate return
of the railroads to private management.
The Railroad Administration has indicated whenever this inquiry has been
made that it would not recommend that any such step be
taken.

"For your further information, I am glad to say that I
have now discussed the matter with the President, and he
has authorized me to state that not only will there be no
sudden relinquishment of the railroads, but further, that it
is not his purpose to relinquish the railroads until there has
been an opportunity to see whether a constructive permanent
program of legislation is likely to be considered promptly
and adopted within a reasonable time."
Some of the Senators who conferred with the President
after the failure of the appropriation bill urged him to take
this opportunity to return the roads to their owners and
wash his hands of the whole affair, but he gave no indication
of assent to the proposal, and Mr. Hines' later statement
indicated that such a plan is not yet being considered.
The letter was sent to the chairmen of the Congressional
committees because a strong effort had been made in the

House and a similar effort was to be made in the Senate to
amend the bill appropriating the $750,000,000 addition to
the revolving fund by a provision taking away the President's authority to relinquish the roads before the expiration

of the 21 months' period without the consent of Congress.
As the new Congress does not meet until December, unless
called in extra session. before that time, and as the President
has stated he will not under any circumstances call a session
until after his second return from Europe, probably not before

June or July, there

is little

likelihood of any permanent

of the year and a much
longer time might be required. How long would be required
to convince the President of the likelihood of a program
being adopted and what he would consider a reasonable time
were left for surmise.
It is assumed that the new Congress would at once take
up the study of the railroad question as soon as it is
assembled, and the extensive testimony already taken by
the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce would represent that much progress made, although the House committee did not get around to the subject at the session.
A bill prepared by the attorneys of the National Owners
of Railroad Securities, embodying the features of the Warfield plan for the return and regulation of the railroads, as
legislation

much

before the

first

submitted recentlv before the Senate Committee on Interstate

March

7,
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Commerce, was introduced in the Senate at four o'clock in
The
morning of March 4 by Senator Underwood.

the

Senator stated that in consequence of the great importance
of the subject, this bill was introduced that it might be
printed and given wide circulation among the members of
He also requested that the bill
Congress and the public.

appear in the Congressional Record, which was agreed to by
the Senate. Senator Watson also introduced a bill to provide
for the regulation of the railways after their relinquishment

and

to enlarge the

powers of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission.

Final Report of Joint Committee on Interstate

Commerce
Shortly before the adjournment of Congress, Chairman
E. D. Smith presented the final report of the Joint Committee on Interstate Commerce, generally known as the Newlands Committee, as follows:
"The joint subcommittee, created by public resolution No.
25 of the Sixty-fourth Congress, made its report to Congress
on January 9, 1917, and recommended therein that the time

making a complete report be extended to the first Monday
in December following. Congress approved the recommendation, and in public resolution No. 44, Sixty-fourth Congress,
for

approved January 15, 1917, so provided.

529

was the purpose of the joint subcommittee to enter upon
upon the adjournment of Congress
on March 4 of that year. However, war with Germany was
declared in April of the same year, and conditions became so
abnormal that no investigation conducted would elicit in"It

this investigation actively

formation affording a safe basis for a comprehensive revision
of existing laws and methods of railroad operation believed

improvement under normal conRecognizing the difficulties and importance of the
task, Congress, in an act approved October 6, 1917, extended
the time for the making of this report until the first Monday
in December, 1918.
"Notwithstanding the work incident to the war, your committee has taken a large amount of testimony and devoted
much time to the study of the questions covered by the resolution.
Since the creation of the joint subcommittee the Government has taken over the railroads and operated them as a
to be susceptible of material
ditions.

war

necessity.

"In view of the fact that the appropriate committees of the
Senate and of the House of Representatives, respectively,
have the whole subject under consideration the Interstate
Commerce Committee of the Senate having just concluded,
for the time being at least, exhaustive hearings
it is deemed
inadvisable that the said joint subcommittee resume its activities, and it is so recommended.''

—
—

Railroad Administration Faces

New Situation'

Will Be Approached in Spirit of Trying to Secure Co-operation
in

Providing the Necessary Finances

By

Director General Walker D. Hines

you have come here
THE PROBLEMS
Railroad Administraexceedingly

to discuss are, of

that

course,

close to the

The Railroad Administration

not only has the
promote general industrial prosperity that every
other agency of the government has, and it not only has that
motive accentuated by the tremendous scale on which it has
to conduct this important industrial business, but it has a
further distinct motive and perhaps a motive peculiar to
itself, that if it can encourage general business prosperity
through the management of its own industrial activities it
thereby improves its own situation by stimulating the general
business and consequently increasing its general revenues.
So, from every standpoint I approach this matter with the
liveliest interest and sympathy and with the desire to do
everything that is practicable to promote the important objects which you have assembled to consider.
In studying this matter we felt that we had a promising
program which would go far toward meeting the important
necessities of the present situation.
We contemplated that
we would go ahead and could go ahead without any difficulty, keep up our maintenance of ihe railroads and their
equipment to the standard which the railroad companies
themselves had established during the three years ending
June 30, 1917, which are generally spoken of now as the
three-year test period, that we would also be able to. go
ahead on a substantial though conservative scheme of improvements and that through ability which we anticipated
we would have to pay the amounts due the railroad companies, equipment companies and other creditors we would
establish a general credit situation which would enable the
railroad companies to borrow substantial amounts of money
tion.

same motive

to

•Address before the Governers' and Mayors' Conference, Interior Department Building, Washington, D. C, March 5, 1919.

upon a larger improvement proprogram we had fixed upon. So,

for the purpose of engaging

gram than

the conservative

from every standpoint we felt encouraged to believe that
see our way clear at the outset to be a very im-

we could

portant factor in this development.
When I accepted the
invitation which was extended to mc to speak to you this
afternoon, I hoped to be able to tell you the way was clear
to do that without any difficulties whatever.
But our program as originally planned rested upon our anticipation
that we would get the appropriation of $750,000,000 for
which we had applied to Congress.
Therefore, yesterday at noon we were confronted with the
problem of endeavoring to remake our program in the face
of radically different conditions from those we had anticipated, and I come before you today to tell you in a very
few words what I now see is the outlook for the Railroad
Administration in dealing with these important problems.
I approach the matter in the spirit that it is my clear dut)'
from every standpoint to try, notwithstanding the failure
of this appropriation, to find a way to accomplish the things
which you gentlemen want to accomplish. It might be exceedingly easy, under the circumstances, to approach it in
the spirit of trying not to find a way, but it is in exactly the
opposite spirit that I come before you, and my belief is that,
in view of the very difficulties of the situation which has so
suddenly confronted us and the business interests of the
country, there will be an impulse toward a patriotic cooperation to contrive ways and means to carry forward the
rea.sonable program of the Railroad Administration despite
I have this further guiding
the failure of the appropriation.
principle in dealing with the matter: There would be two
general ways in which we might attempt to adapt ourselves
One way would
to this new situation so suddenly created.
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ilown cxpi'iiditiircs as rapidly as possible in ever)'
even tliouj-h the.se expenditures were highly de.siraMf.
Tiie other way would be to try to resort to every
pob.siblc expedient to prevail on the railroad companies and
the other business interests affected to borrow the necessary
money to enable us to go forward with these expenditures,
and I am emi)liatically in favor of ihc plan which contemplates financing these matters so we can go forward with the
expenditures rather than of the plan of cutting off tlie
expenditures so we can avoid the financing.
From every
standpoint it seems to me this is the proper and expedient
course to pursue, and in addition to the other reasons which
actuate me in appro;iching the matter in this spirit is the
reason which is a controlling consideration with me that I
am absolutely out of sympathy with any policy which contemplates the slowing down of industries for the purjiose
of throwing men out of the employment with the idea in mind
that therel)y the rates of wages may be cut down for the
dircLtii)n,

future.

Approaching the matter along these lines it is going to be
policy and with the most cordial co-operation of the
Secretary of the Treasury and of the War Finance Corpora-

my

to try to find every way we can to reimburse the
Treasury and the Railroad Administration through getting
the corporations to borrow the money to pay back advances
which have been made and which it will be necessary to
make to carry out our program. It would be unwise to
create the impression that that is going to be an easy task.
It is going to be very difficult, but we are approaching it
with tlie determination that we will make it succeed in a
vcr)' large extent, and that we will get a large measure of
patriotic co-operation from all the interests which are
tion

affected.

That

states

I

10

conic here from all parts of the country and try to make
clear to you that an important factor in undertaking to

administer tliis tremendous task which rests ujxjn me is
not to try to Ijring ajjout one solution of the railroad question rather than another, not to impose my own notions

upon the i)ul)lic in any respect in that regard, but to confine
myself to the job of rendering the best possible and most
adequate possible public service.
I am as fully appreciative as any one in this audience of the fact that during
the war the railroad .service of the country in many respects
was cut down to a basis where a citizen did not get the
same amount of service and consideration which he got before the war.
I would like to impress upon you the thought
that that was not due to this temporary federal control of
the railroads, but due to the war, and that now that the
war is over my own idea is during the remaining period of
federal control to do everything in my power to bring back
the railroad service of the country lo the more favorable
conditions that existed prior to the war, and, where the opportunity appears to arise, to make the service even better
than that.
I do not say this in any idle spirit of promising.
I know the difficulties in the way, and I want to ask you
ladies and gentlemen to realize the spirit in which I am
approaching this difficult task and to give me the benefit of
your s)mpathetic support in enabling me to do what I am
do in
Not long ago

trying to

that regard.

had a very satisfying conference with the
who came
here and discussed this whole problem with me, and as the
result of the discussion, continuing over two days, I got the
I

representatives of the state railroad commissions,

distinct impression that those highly important public agen-

were going as a general thing to aid me in improving
by inspecting how the public service is
being rendered in their respective states, and giving me the
benefit of their suggestions from time to time as to what
ought to be done in order to get back to the more favorable
conditions prior to the war and in order to improve those
I want as far
conditions where the opportunity presented.
as I can to carry that message throughout the United States
of a desire on my part and on the part of my associates in
this tremendously important short period of government control to give the public the very best service possible and of
cies

this public service

the situation as to the general policy with
undertaking to face the new problem. The
specific proposition which you gentlemen have had much in
mind, and which I, too, have already been considering with
care, is the question as to what ought to be done by the
Railroad Administration withj reference to the rates on
There has been the feeling which
road-building materials.
has been conveyed to me from various quarters entitled to
tlie most careful consideration that the advances which were
made in rates effective last June to meet the conditions of
increased cost growing out of the war had borne too heavily
on road-building materials, and that, in order to encourage
a program of resumption of road-building, which everybody
now appreciates is the thing to be done in the public interest,
The
there ought to be a substantial reduction in those rates.
matter is having the most careful and expeditious consideration in the Railroad Administration, and I am approaching
it in the most sympathetic spirit to do everything that is
reasonably practicable to meet the expectations in that regard
and to accomplish thereby a reasonable encouragement so
far as it is possible in view of the veiy great limitations that
rest upon us to bring about the encouragement of the resumption of road-building. I hope very shortly, perhaps
in the next week or ten days, to get a final report on that
matter upon the basis of which I can take definite action,
and while it is impossible to forecast at the moment the
action that I can tjike, I do want to assure you that I am
fully alive to the importance of the object which you gentlemen seek to accomplish, and of the fact that not only do
we want to help in general, but we have a distinct selfish
interest in encouraging the resumption of this industry at

which
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the earliest possible moment.
The only other matter that I wanted to mention to you
is one which perhaps does not primarily concern the object
of this meeting, but I am selfishly taking advantage of this
opportunity to mention it to you; and that is, to tell you
my general feelings as to what my job is. I welcome an
opportunity like this to sneak to representatives who have

my

earnest desire to get the benefit of the greatest possible
making that policy a
of public support in

measure
success.

When you find things in the railroad service which are
not comfortable, which are inconvenient, which fall short
of what you think the service ought to be, I hope you will
not form in your own mind the impression that that is what
I want you
the Railroad Administration is trying to do.
to realize that that is what the Railroad Administration is
trying to avoid, and it is looking for all the help and all
the suggestions it can get, and I do earnestly ask you to do
what you can to help, through making suggestions to me,
to my associates in Washington, or to the federal managers
or regional directors, bearing in mind that they all are direct
representatives of the government of the United States, and
the watchword of the Railroad Administration is to

that

render an adequate and convenient public service.

The Missouri House

of Representatives has adopted a resoCongress to return railroad, telegraph and
telephone lines and cables to their owners as soon as possible.
The resolution also states that private ownership should be
lution petitioning

safeguarded by federal regulation of service, capitalization,
income and disbursements. The Denver Commercial Traffic
Club on February 19 directed its officers to prepare a memorandum to be submitted to Congressmen from Colorado statreturned
ing the view of the club that the railroads should be
to their owners at the earliest possible date.

A

Suspension Bridge on the Southern Railroad of Pern.

This and the other photographs in this article are used thiough the courtesy of the

Pan-American Union

Peru's Railways

Need Many Connecting Links

Unrelated Short Lines of Different Gages and Inadequate

Mileage Characterize Country's Transportation
NOT POSSESS, Strictly speaking, a railway
but rather only a number of unrelated short
railways which follow inland along the river valleys
and which lack a connecting longitudinal system. The moimtainous character of the country, the fact that it is not well
knit politically, and its poor financial condition have all
helped to retard a comprehensive scheme of transportation
development.
Peru needs railways and it seems a logical
DOES
PERUsystem,

Geography
Peru consists of three distinct sections each of which extends from the extreme northern part of the country to the
extreme southern. The first of these sections is the narrow,
western coastal belt, arid except for its numerous river valleys.
These river valleys are the avenues by means of which
civilization is slowly pushing inland; a very large per cent
of the white population live in them; the country's chief
ports are located at their mouths; they produce the country's
foodstuffs, in short, they are the centers of the industrial

and

commercial life of Peru. The second distinct section is composed of the two and some times three ranges of the Andes
which reach some of their most forbidding heights in Peru.
In the high Andean plateau between these mountain ranges
lies hidden the mineral wealth of the country.
The third
section

consists

montana

as

it is

of the eastern slope of the
called, a wild jungle still

Andes or the

unexplored except

along the upper Amazon and its tributaries. The principal
product of this montana region is rubber which is taken down
the Amazon and exported through Brazil.
The impenetrability of the Peruvian Andes is directly responsible for the fact that Peru, with an area of nearly 700,000 square miles, has only 1,700 miles of railway or only
about 2.5 miles of railroad per thousand square miles of
area.
Indirectly, railway development has been retarded by
other factors; more than half the population is Indian and
a very large per cent is illiterate; political unity has been
lacking and the government has been involved in a long
series of border disputes which has kept the treasury drained.

Southern Railway of Peru on the Road to Cuzco

Railways

conclusion that American engineers and supplies will probably play a leading part in supplying them.
These are some of the features of a report issued this week
by the Latin-American Division of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce in Latin-American Circular No. 53.

The

report follows similar reports on Colombia, Mexico and
two of which have been abstracted in the

Brazil, the latter

Railway Age.

The Peruvian

report follows:

Peru does not possess,

Operation

speaking, a railway system.
railways are slowly pushing their way across the coastal
belt and already two lines, the Central and the Southern,
scale the coastal mountain barrier and tap the mineral region
of the Andean plateau but no railway has yet penetrated

The

The montana on the east of the Andes
unconnected with the coastal region on the west except by

farther east than this.
is

difficult

531

in

strictly

mountain

trails

over wiiich

it

is

impracticable to

.
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transport freight.
'Iherc an.- only tlircc .sliort .stretches of
longitudinal railroad in Peru; one in the southern j)art of
the plateau section; one in the central part of the ])lateau

and one from the

section;

The ocean

coast.

travel

from north

i.s

i)()rt

highway available

Peruvian government granted that organization

return the

certain concessions including the control of all state railways
for a period of 66 years.
The Peruvian ("orporation was
then created l)y the Corporation of I'oreign Bondholders to
administer these concessions.
In 1907, a new contract was
effected between the Peruvian Corporation and the Peruvian

of Callao north along the

the only

still
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for

to south.

With the exception of the two lines which penetrate the
Andean plateau and the three short stretches of longitudinal
rc)ad, the railways now in operation are short, isolated lines
extending from Pacific ports short distances up the river valle\s and have hut a single function, the connection of in-

government by which certain disjjutes were adjusted and
under wliich the railway lease was extended for an additional 17 years during which time the government was to receive
50 per cent of the net profits resulting from the operation of

terior points of a special river valley with its ocean port.

bonds had been met.
The Peruvian Corporation controls some 1,300 miles of

the railways after the service of the corporation's

The following tal)le li.^ts the railways now in operation
and gives a few details of each location, length, gage, chief
products of the area served, and ecjuipment.
Some interesting deductions may be drawn from each of these columns
regarding conditions of the lines throughout the whole country.
There are some thirty lines listed and only six of this
number are over 60 miles in length. Practically all of the railways begin at a Pacific port and follow the course of a river
inland.
The gages vary from standard to only 2 ft. In
every case the roads are dependent on the success of a few
plantations or mines for the bulk, of their export freight. The
figures for equipment which were purposely taken for a prewar year show the meagemess of the equipment of most of
the roads even in normal times.
In 1890, the entire foreign debt of Peru was taken over
by the London Corporation of Foreign Bondholders and in

Name

cf railroad
Tumbes Ry. (Gov't)
(Peruvian
Paita to
Piura
Corp.)

railway

Peru's 1,700 miles of railways.
As the following list of
roads controlled by the corporation indicates, this 1,.300 miles
includes all the more important lines of the country with the
exception of the Cerro de Pasco Railway.

Railways Controlled by Peruvian Corporation
Pacasmayo

Central Railway
Southern

Pisco to lea

Trujillo

Chimbote

Paita

The extensions of the Central to Huancayo and of the
Southern to Cuzco were constructed by the corporation. According to the 1907 contract, the government is to provide the
necessary state land for further construction work and is to

I ength,
Location
(Port inland to
miles
)
Pizarro to Turabes, chief town of Tumbes vallev
7
Paita up Chira valley to Sullana; south to Piura
v.nlley; down this valley to Piura
60

^

Chief
items

Gage
2

4

6

ft.

in.

S'A

ft.

1

expt. frt.

in.

-Equipmen
.ocomo
tives

-

Pas.
cars

Freiglit

cars

Petroleum
Cotton,

6

7"

43

petroleum

Piura

Town

Catacaos

to

of Piura

down Piura

valley to Catacaos.

2

6

6 in.

ft.

Cotton,

3

11

14

2
2

'4

24
24

80

petroleum

Bayovar-Reventazon

(pri-

vate)

Pimentel-Chiclayo
Eten, Chiclayo, Ferrenafe

Eten-Cayalti

Pacasmayo Ycnan (Peruvian

Bayovar

30

Pimentel

15

sulphur mines at Reventazon
towns of Chiclayo and Lambayeque
Pimentel to Chiclayo, Lambayeque
and Ferrenafe
Branch: Chiclayo to Patapo
Branch: Pimentel to Pomaloa

Main

to
to
line:

F.ten to Cayalti
Main line: Up

Sana

in

to

Railway

(Peruvian

Pampas

(private)

C^orp.)

Chicama

Trujillo-Laredo-Menocucho

8!4 ia
8^^ in.

ft.

ft.

17

3

ft.

2

4
4

64

to Guadalupe..
line:
Huanchaco north to Tres Pales
Branch; up Chicama valley to Roma
Salaverry north to Trujillo, Chicama and Chocape hence inland to Ascope

Branch: North from Calasnique
Trujillo

4

IS

in.

ft.

Rice

Rice
Rice
Rice
Rice

8

15

"3

"2

"2

"\

22

13

20

170

16

Yonan &

Main

Huanchaco Tres Palos

4

37

8H

ft.

22

valley

Jequetepeque valley

Chilcte

Corp.)

Sulphur

metre
4

Chicama up Chicama valley to Pampas
Trujillo up Santa Catalina valley to Laredo...
Branch
Laredo to Menocucho
Chimbote up Santa valley through Tablones to
La Limona
Supe north to Barranca in Supe valley and to

17
9

ft.

S'/z

it.

S'A

3
3

ft.

3
3

ft.

-'8

16

3

ft.

33

47

•

in.
in.

Rice,

Fruit

Sugar
Sugar

ft.

Sugar
Sugar
Sugar

ft.

(Inc lu'ded in Trujillo Railway)

:

(PeruChimbote-Tablones
vian Corp.)
Supe-Barranca Pativilca

Pativilca

in

Pativilca

metre

64

2

7

valley

ft.

Sugar

3

3

Cotton,

1

3

8

3

1

2

2

13
4

24

sugar

Rio

Pativilca

to

Paramonga

Supe-San Nicholas
Reparticion to Alpas

Short extension to hacienda, Paramonga
Supe to hacienda of San Nicholas

Huaral
Playa

16
87

Ancon north to Huacho
Up Huara valley to Sayan
Huacho to port

Northwestern

Chica-Salinas

to

34

Lima Rys. Co
(Peruvian Corp.)

Cerro de Pasco

Carmen

3

ft.
ft.

3

8

ft.

metre
metre

6

16

25

4

through Lima up Rimas valley and
138
coastal mt. range to Oroya
Oroya south along Andean plateau to Huancayo 77
9
Ticlio on Oroya section to Morococha
14
Lima north along coast to Ancon
Oroya north to copper mines of Cerro de Pasco
109
Co

4
4
4

cities

El

ft.

3

1

Chancay

Huacho to salt works
Chancay up Chancay valley to hacienda of Palpa
Callao to Lima and short branches from both

Chancay- Palpa (private)

Casapalca

3

(pri-

vate)

Central

metre
metre
metre

4
4

S'A

ft.

Callao

4

ft.
ft.
ft.

ft.

4

ft.

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

El

Carmen mines

to

station

2

2

on Central

4

ft.

8A

Cerro Azul to town of Canete in Canete valley

6

3

Tambo de Mora-Chincha

Tambo

7

metre

(Peruvian Corp.)

Southern (Peruvian Corp.)

•
•

de

Mora

to

Ensenada Parapa Blanca
(private)

,•

•

•

town of Chincha

^

^

'5

24

38

30O

Copper

55

62

520

Copper

10

7

230

'5

'4

2
6

3
9

8
18

50

41

347

4

32

3

8

in.
in.

in.

Copper
in.

Cotton,

ft.

sugar
Cotton

46

4

ft.

SA

in.

Cotton,
grapes

Mollendo through Arequipa and Juliaca to Puno
325
on Lake Titicaca

4

ft.

8

A

in.

Wool,

4

ft.

ZA

in.

hides
Minerals,
sugar

Pisco to town of lea in lea valley

Juliaca north along

Ilo-Moquegua (Gov't)

in.

ft.

Lima-Atacongo
Cerro Azul Canete

'4

20

in

(pri-

vate)

Pisco-Ica

Salt

Cotton
in.

Ensenada,

town

Tambo valley
Ho up Moquegua

on

Andean

plateau to Cuzco..

Southern,

to

hacienda

211

in

12

valley to town of

93

Moquegua..

62

2

4

ft.
it.

6 in.

SA

in.

wine,'"
grapes, o'ives

3
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allow the corporation to imix)rt construction and repair machinery free of duty. According to this contract, the corporation also has the right to construct and own in perpetuity a
railway which shall extend from any point on one of the state
lines to a point on one of the navigable rivers of the interior.
The government is to furnish the land for this line and to
give the corporation 6,000 hectares of land for each kilometer
completed. Tariffs are fixed by this contract.
The Peruvian Corporation has a capitalization of $80,190,-

533

quired by debenture resolution, making 6 per cent for the
year.

The government owns and operates on its own account
three short lines which have been built since the 1890 agreement with the Peruvian Corporation. These lines are as
follows: Tumbes Railway, Ilo-Moquegua, Lima-Lurin (in
operation for most of its projected length).
According to
the state budget for 1918-19, the net receipts of the Tumbes
for the coming year are estimated at $2,430; of the Ilo-

Moquegua at $16,524; and of the Lima-Lurin at $17,496.
The Lima Railways Company and the North Western
Railway Company are English; the holdings of the former
are operated by the Lima Light, Power & Tramways Company. The Cerro de Pasco Railway is owned and operated

Switch Back on the Cerro de Pasco
000, of which $43,740,000 has been issued as ordinary stock
and $36,450,000 as 4 per cent preference stock. In addition,
debenture bonds have been issued to the amount of $26,244,000. No detailed statement of the 1917-18 accounts of the
corporation are available but according to a short item in
the London Economist of December 7, 1918, the net revenue
account (after provision for amortization and interest on

The Railways
111

addition

authorizing
river

"Mount Meiggs," Under Which the Central Railroad of Peru
Passes.
The Elevation of the Peak is 17,775 ft. and
the Elevation of Tunnel at Summit, 15,665

tlie

shown,

of Peru

governn_ent has passed a law
construction of a line from I'aita inland to the Maranon

to

tlie

(see the Railway

lines

Age

of

the

February

14,

page 418.)

by the American mining company of the same name. The
Chicama to Pampas Railway is owned by the Casa Grande
Company and is the only German owned railway in Peru.
The other railways are owned by local companies or individual planters.

Fuel

ft.,

the Highest Point Reached by Any Standard
Gage Railroad in the World.

debenture issue) amounted to $2,206,979 which amount included $240,672 brought forward.
The directors propose
to apply in respect of income tax and other items $351,237;
to declare a dividend of 1]^ per cent on preference stock;
and to set aside an additional 2 per cent on debentures as re-

The Peruvian

railways are not dependent on imported fuel
as the Brazilian railways are and hence have not been
affected by the curtailment of the exports of coal from Europe
and the United States since the beginning of the war, but
the Peruvian railways are facing a fuel famine nevertheless.
The coal deposits at Jatunhussi, Oyon, Recuay and other
points are sufficient to supply Peru with all the fuel she
needs, but these fields are still inaccessible and consequently

'
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undeveloped,

and

i

railway.-^ is

Internatimuil

lie

for

fiul

Peru's industrial establi.shments
.single foreij;n corporation, the
oriioratitm, \vlio.se holdinj;s are

hy a

.';u|>i>lieil

relroleuni

(

near ruini)e.s in tlie extreme northern corner of the country.
As a result of tlie dispute between tiie Peruvian government
and this corporation, no tankers are now operating hetween
Talara and the central and southern ports, which are consequently without fuel.
The railways depend almost entirely on oil from Talara
for fuel and are ccjuipped with oil-l)uming locomotives.
The Central alone ctmsumcs nearly 3,000 tons of oil monthly
and consecjuently last fall the fuel shortage became so acute
that the Peruvian Corporation petitioned the government for
permission to reduce its passenger service on this road and
others using oil for fuel until such time as oil shipments from
Talara should be resumed. This request was refused.
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The 1913 statistics demonstrate the successful introduction
of American locomotives, cars, rails, etc., into Peru i)rior to
the cutting off of the Kuroi)e;in sources of supply liy the war.
The Central has well equipped and up-to (late shops at
Guadelupe where necessary repairing is done and also a small
amount of new construction work. The Soutiiern lias small
l)Ut

well equipped repair shops at Arequii)a.
Native Indian
employed by both organizations.

lai>orers are successfully

Construction

Work

Peru, like most South American countries, has many railways "proycctados," l)Ut has only the following three extensions actually under construction at the

f)r(

1

1*

'

-

Equipment
The

following table, taken from the official Peruvian statistics, gives imports of railway equipment for tlie pre-war
year 1913 and for the last three war years for which figures
are available. Since quantities were only available for a few

.IS^^^
'"
•

^. ''^iS^-i^-:

"Infernillo" Bridge on the Central Railroad

—
—
—

Chimbote Railway kilometer 104 to Recuay.
Central Railway
south from Huancayo toward Ayacucho.
Southern Railway Cuzco toward Santa Ana.
The Recuay extension will tap an important coal deposit
which the government is especially anxious to open up in
view of the present fuel shortage. The Huancayo-Ayacucho
extension will

Scene on the Central Railroad
of the articles included, values have been used throughout,
Figures are for calendar years, and are given in Peruvian

pounds

(official

value $4.0665).

Articles by country of origin

Rails and tools
United States

Belgium
Locomotives and portable engines

United States

Germany
Great

Britain
Freight cars for railways

Passenger

cars

—

tramway)
United States
Belgium
Great

Britain

Germany

Hand

cars

United Slates
Belgium

(railway

1913

1915

1916

$631,892
448,938
135,468

$444,826
388,397
50,734

$310,894
275,611
31,216

272,865
191,008
37.869
33,097

56,189
46,787
9,404

111,863
103,431

258,362
140,767
92,853

108,874
77,595

132,906
123,765

88.680
36,528
12,203
39,944
5.944

18,920

1917
$527,718
525,862

62,383
55,992

the coal deposits at Jatunhussi accessible

of $1,500,000 for the extension to the Jatunhussi coal fields.

The Cuzco-Santa Ana line will be 168 kilometers in length
when finished, will cost $2,500,000 (estimated), and will
The Urubamba valley, which this road
be narrow gage.
produces coca leaves, rubber, cacao, and
of the enterprise is being partly defrayed
Federal Government and partly by the government
Department of Cuzco, which is devoting the proceeds
internal revenue tax on coca leaves and alcohol to this

traverses,

fruits.

The expense

by the
of the
of the

under-

taking.

or

tramways
United States
Belgium

make

and will open up a country suitable for the raising of wheat
and other grains. Congress has recently authorized a loan

211,488
211,488

or

1

,001

4,257

18,920
4,044
3,383

9,647
3,946
5,701
9,730
9,730

'l'8,662

18,662

A law was passed by the Peruvian Congress early in 1918
which provided for an annual appropriation of $2,500,000
to be used for railway construction, but this law was vetoed
by the President and a law providing for $1,000,000 for one
year substituted by the Minister of Fomento. No information is available as to whether this amount was written into
the budget or not.
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The construction work is under the direct charge of the
Director General de Obras Publicas, Ministerio de Fomento,
Lima.

The plans of the Peruvian Government for a comprehensive railway system which shall unite the east with the
west and the north with the south are slowly beginning to
These plans include two longiassume definite outline.
tudinal railways and one or more railways connecting the
western coast with the navigable rivers of the eastern frontier.
One of these longitudinal railways is to extend along the
coastal belt and will include the present line from Lima
north to Huacho. The second will extend along the plateau
section and will include the lines from Cerro de Pasco south
to Huancayo and from Puno north to Cuzco.
Three possible
routes across the Andes have been discussed; one from a
point on the Southern Railway to the Rio Madre de Dios,
a second from Oroya to the Ucayali river, and a third from
Paita or Chimbote to the Rio Maranon and down the Maranon valley. The route from Paita to the Maranon is generally conceded to be the most practicable.
Commerce
Reports for November 27, 1918, published the text of a decree authorizing this railway from Paita to the Maranon,
with extensions south to Ferrenafe and Hualgayoc. (See also
the Railway Age of February 14, 1919, page 418.)
Among the extensions likely to be built in the near future
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Sayan to the Oyon coal
Chilete to Magdalena, Chuquicara toward ("ajabamba.
Government engineers have recently surveyed this last ex-

may

be mentioned the following:

fields,

is part of the proposed longitudinal railway
along the plateau and have estimated the cost of construction.
Their report to the Minister of Fomento is technical and
quite unemotional, but presents a most vivid picture of the
difficulties attendant on the construction of a Peruvian railway.
These engineering difficulties and the almost prohibitive
cost of construction have been directly responsible in the past
for the slowness with which the railways have pushed up the
river valleys and preclude any chance of a rapid development in Peru such as seems likely to occur in Brazil now
that construction materials from the United States and
Europe will be once more available. However, the hidden

tension which

Andes and the unknown riches of the
plains beyond are beckoning as they never did before; the
Peruvian Government is on a sounder financial basis than
ever before and anxious to weld its people, isolated in the
various river valleys, into a united nation, and hence it
seems probable that Peru will slowly push to realization her
dreams of a comprehensive railway system and it seems likely
that American engineers and supplies will play an important
part in this future development as they have in the past.
riches of the Peruvian

Mechanical Section of American Railroad Association
•*

Rules of Order; Program of Atlantic City Meeting and

Personnel of the General Committee

THEwithFORMATION
its

of the

American Railroad Association

five sections covering operating, engineering,

mechanical, traffic and transportation was announced
January 17 issue of the Railway Age on page 194,
and is considered in detail in another article in this issue.
Circular S-3, No. la has been issued by the American
Railroad Association giving the personnel of the general
committee which will be in charge of the convention at
Atlantic City next June, together with the rules of order
and a list of the committees which will report at the conin the

vention.

The

general committee

W.

is

made up

as follows:

Chambers, mechanical assistant, Allegheny Region, chairman.
Tollerton, general mechanical superintendent, Rock Island Lines,

C. E.
J.

vice-chairman.

Frank McManamy, assistant director, Division of Operation, U. S. R. A.
C. B. Young, manager. Inspection Test Section, Division of Operation,
U.

S.

F.

R. A.
F. Gaines, chairman.

Board of Railway Wages and Working Condi-

tions.

Downing, general master car builder, C. C. C. &
J. S. Lentz, master car builder, Lehigh Valley.
M. K. Barnum, assistant to general superintendent,
I.

S.

St.

L.

maintenance

equipment, Baltimore & Ohio.
J. R. Gould, superintendent motive power, Chesapeake & Ohio.
A. Kearney, superintendent motive power, Norfolk & Western.
C.
E.
Fuller, superintendent motive power and machinery.

of

Union

Pacific.

H.
Western.
T.

Goodnow,

superintendent

car

department,

Chicago

&

North

W.

Small, mechanical assistant, Southern Region.
C. F. Giles, superintendent machinery, Louisville & Nashville.
J. E. O'Brien, mechanical superintendent, Missouri Pacific.
A. P. Prendergast, mechanical superintendent, International
J.

&

Great

Northern.

H. R. Warnock, general superintendent motive power, Chicago, Milwaukee

&

St.

Paul.

James Coleman, superintendent car department. Grand Trunk.
W. H. Winterrowd, chief mechanical engineer, Canadian Pacific.

Rules of Order

The

following are the rules of order which will govern
the conduct of the section:

3—

—

1.
(a)
The membership of Section
Mechanical shall
consist of three classes representative, affiliated and life.
(b)
Representative members shall be those officials of rail;

roads above the rank of general foreman having charge of the
design, construction or repair of motive power or rolling stock,
who shall be designated by the federal manager or executive
official of the member of the association to serve in the section.
(c)
Any person having such knowledge of science or practical experience in matters pertaining to the construction of motive
power or rolling stock as would be of special value to the section
may become an affiliated member on being recommended by three
representative members. The name of such candidate shall then
be referred to the general committee which shall report to the
section on his fitness for such membership.
He shall be elected
by written or printed ballot at any regular meeting of the section
held not less than six months after the candidate has been proposed and five dissenting votes shall reject. Affiliated members
shall be entitled to all the privileges of representative members
excepting that of voting and being elected to office in the section
and may serve on committees on appointment by the general
committee, in addition to the regularly elected members of such
committee.
Such membership shall continue until written resignation is
received by the secretary or the membership is terminated by
the general committee or by the members becoming engaged in
business which, in the judgment of the general committee, would
impair his usefulness to the section or discriminate against others
similarly engaged.
Affiliated members shall not be subject to
dues or assessments.
(d)
Representative members who have been in good standing twenty years, or members who have served as chairman of
the section may become candidates for life membership on the
recommendation of the general committee. The names of such
members shall be referred to the section in convention for election by written or printed ballot at any regular meeting of the
section and five dissenting votes shall reject.
Those persons, active or representative members, who
(e)
have been in good standing in either the Master Car Builders'
Association or the American Railway Master Mechanics' As-
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for twenty years, or members who liavc served as
president of cither association or as cliairman of tlie section
may also heroine candidates for life membership. 'I'hosc now
carried by tlie Master Car liuildcrs' Association as life members
or by tlic American Railway Master Mechanics' Association as
sociatioit

honorary members will be continued as
Three Mechanical.

—

life

members

of Section

In extending the privilege outside of the
families of members, preference shall be given to employees or
the sons of employees or the sons of deceased employees of the

mechanical departments.
Candidates for tliese scholarships shall apply to the secre(c)
tary of this section and if found eligible shall be given a certificate

This

be elected.
The general committee sliall consist of sixteen elected
(b)
members including tlie chairman and the vice-chairman of the
section, and, in addition, during the period of federal control, of
three representatives of the United States Railroad Administration to be designated by the director of the Division of Operation.
The elected members during federal control shall consist of
two representatives from each region and two representing the

tion,

Canadian
3.

The

railroads.

duties of

their offices or as

shall be such as shall pertain to
be delegated to them by the general com-

all officers

may

mittee of the section.
4.
(a)
The general committee shall exercise general supervision over the interests and affairs of the section, call, prepare for and conduct general conventions.
(b)
The general committee shall exercise such supervision
over the standards, recommended practice, or rules of this section as may be necessary to meet any emergency that may arise
during the year in the conduct of the affairs of the section.
(c)
It shall make a report at each convention which shall
cover the action it has taken on such general or emergent supervision and make such recommendations as it may deem necessary on questions of importance to the section.
The general committee shall select and appoint the mem(d)
bers of the several standing committees and of such special
committees as may be found necessary from time to time for
conducting the business of the section and for investigating such
matters as may be referred to the section or the committee may
deem expedient to carry out the purposes of the section. It
shall make appointments in the membership of any of the committees that may be necessary to fill any vacancies which may
occur.
The general committee shall receive, examine and ap(e)
prove before public reading all communications, papers and reports and it shall decide what portion of the reports, papers and
drawings shall be submitted to each convention and what portion
shall be printed in the annual report.
It shall also determine
which, if any, of the subjects presented at the convention or by
members shall be referred to the executive committee of the association.

The general committee shall offer to the convention the
of ten representative members not officers of the section
as candidates for the committee on nominations.
The general committee may call special meetings of the
(g)
section to be held not less than thirty days after the notice there(f)

names

of has been mailed to each member of the section.
(h)
Nine members of the general committee shall constitute
a quorum for the transaction of business.
5.
It shall be the duty of the committee on nominations
(a)
to offer to the convention the name of one representative member as a candidate for chairman and one for vice-chairman, and
the names of seven representative members as candidates for
the general committee.
When twenty or more members desire to propose the
(b)
name of a member for any office, in addition to the names suggested by the committee on nominations, the secretary shall
place the name or names of such persons for said office on the
printed ballot, making a statement to the effect that such name
or names has been proposed by a certain number of members.
6.
(a)
It shall be the duty of the secretary to issue a
circular annually, intimating the date and place when and where
candidates may be examined for the scholarships of the
section.

Acceptable candidates for the scholarship shall be first,
(b)
sons of members or of deceased members of the section.
If there is not a sufficient number of such applicants for the
June examination, then applications will be received from other
railroad employees or the sons of other railroad employees for
the fall examination. The secretary shall issue a proper circular

10

in this case as before.

lu addition to the chairman, vice-chairman and tlie
general committee of the section, a nominating committee shall
(a)

2.
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that effect for presentation to the school authorities.
candidate to attend the iireliniinary examinathe preliminary examina-

to

will entitle the

tion. If

more than one candidate passes

the

entitled

applicant passing the highest examination shall be
the scholarship, the school authorities settling the

to

question.

(d)
The successful candidate shall be required to take a
course prescribed by the general committee.
7.
The officers, excepting as otherwise herein provided,
(a)
shall be elected at the regular meeting of the section held in June
of each year and the election shall not be postponed except by
unanimous consent.
The chairman and the vice-chairman of the section shall
(b)
be elected by written or printed ballots alternately every second
year, the candidate receiving a majority of the votes cast shall
be declared elected and shall hold office for two years or until his
successor shall be elected.
Members of the general committee and the committee on
(c)
nominations shall be elected by written or printed ballots. Seven
members of the general committee will be elected at each regular
session to serve for two years. Five members of the committee
on nominations will be elected annually.
(d)
In the election of members of the general committee and
the committee on nominations each representative member is
entitled to

one vote.

At the first session of the annual meeting the report
of the committee on nominations announcing the names of the
nominees for officers and the general committee of the section
shall be read.
Elections shall not be held before the day after
8.

(a)

such announcement except by unanimous consent. Votes may
be cast for any member eligible to serve as chairman, vice-chairman, members of general committee or members of committee
on nominations by adding the name to the printed ballot.
(b)
In all ballots for chairman, vice-chairman, members of
general committee and committee on nominations or for affiliated
or life members at the meetings of the section, the following
form of voting shall be adhered to
An envelope shall be provided on which there shall be a blank space for the name of the
railroad, and the name of the official voting; smaller envelopes
shall be provided on which shall be printed the words "For
Officers," "For Members General Committee," "For Members
Committee on Nominations," "For Affiliated and Life Membership," and otherwise unmarked.
In these envelopes the ballots shall be placed by those voting them and they shall then be
placed within the larger envelope and presented to the general
tellers.
When a ballot is to be taken the chairman will announce the names of all required tellers. Three general tellers
shall have charge of receiving and recording the ballots cast.
When all ballots have been cast these tellers will announce that
They shall then remove the smaller enthe polls are closed.
velopes, count and announce the vote for officers and shall
deliver the envelopes marked "For General Committee" to two
tellers, who shall count and announce to the general tellers the
vote for general committee and those marked "For Committee
on Nominations" to two tellers who shall count and announce
to the general tellers the vote for the committee on nominations,
and those marked "For Affiliated and Life Members" to two
tellers who shall count and announce to the general tellers the
:

vote for affiliated and life membership.
(c)
The general tellers shall record and aimounce the total
number of votes cast, the result of the vote, and shall be the
judges of eligibility of any ballot presented.
(d) When a ballot for officers or membership on committees
shall be announced as having eventuated in a tie vote, or be
otherwise undecided, upon such announcement the final result
shall be determined by the majority of the members present.
Unless otherwise provided herein, a vote in the ses9.
(a)
sion of the section may be taken viva voce, by arising, or by
written or printed ballot in any of which only representative
members and representatives of the United States Railroad Administration shall participate. Letter ballots may be ordered to
be taken in such manner and under such conditions as the section
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may by resolution from
may direct.

time to time or the general committee

Printed ballots for use in the election of officers, mem(b)
bers of the general committee and the committee on nominations, and for affiliated and life memberships to be of the
form as prepared by the committee on nominations.
10.
(a)
At each annual meeting, the chairman shall appoint
a committee on subjects whose duty it shall be to report at the
next annual meeting subjects for investigation and discussion,
and if the subjects are approved by the section, the general committee as hereinafter provided, shall appoint committees to report
on them. It shall also be the duty of the committee on subjects
to receive from members questions for discussion during the
time set apart for that purpose. That committee shall determine
whether such questions are suitable ones for discussion, and if
so, it shall report them to the section.
(b)
When the committee on subjects has reported and the
section approved of subjects for investigation, the general committee shall appoint individuals or special committees to investigate and report on any subject which a majority of the
members present may approve; or individual papers may be
presented to the section after approval by the general committee.
Papers and reports shall be presented by abstracts, which shall
not occupy more than ten minutes in the reading unless otherwise ordered by the section.
Any proposition recommending the adoption of standard
(c)
construction or practice shall be in writing and be accompanied
by drawings, if the latter are necessary for a clear understanding
of the subject. Such proposition shall then be submitted to the
section for discussion, after which a vote shall be taken to decide whether the proposition shall be submitted for decision by
If decided in
letter ballot to all the members entitled to vote.
the affirmative, the secretary within two months from the time
the vote of the section is taken on such measure, shall send by
mail to each member a blank ballot, and a copy of the proposed
recommendation, with a report, to be approved by the general
committee of the discussion thereon; such ballot to be returned
to the secretary, who will count all the ballots received within
thirty days from the date they were sent to the members, and
he shall then announce the vote in such manner as the general
committee may prescribe. Any recommendation securing twothirds of the votes cast shall be adopted by the section.
(d)
All reports, resolutions and recommendations involving
the use, or proposed use, by railroads, of any device or process
which forms the subject matter of any existing patent, shall
first be submitted to the general committee, and shall be submitted to the section only by the general committee.
11.
(a)
The regular annual meeting of the section shall be
held in June of each year. The dates of such meeting shall be
fixed by the general committee.
(b)
The regular hours of session shall be arranged by the
general committee and published on the program for each meeting.

The place for each annual meeting shall be fixed at least
(c)
four months before the annual meeting by the general committee.
At any regular meeting thirty or more members entitled
(d)
to a vote shall constitute a quorum.
The business of the meetings of the section shall, unless
(e)
otherwise ordered by a vote, proceed in the following manner:

4.

Address by the chairman.
Acting on the minutes of the last meeting.
Report of secretary.
Appointment of resolutions and other committees.

5.

Unfinished business.

6.

New

1.

2.
3.

7.

business.

9.

10.

Election

11.

Adjournment.

of officers.

revision of the rules of interchange shall be the
special order of business at 10:00 a. m. on the second day of
each annual convention, unless otherwise ordered.
13.
Unless otherwise ordered, the discussion of questions
12.

ters

Matthe section, unless otherwise ordered.
is required after approval

shall be submitted to the executive committee of
the association, through the general secretary.
15.
(a)
The reports of all committees must be in the office
of the secretary not later than April 1 in order that the same

can be printed and advance copies issued 30 days prior to the
opening date of the convention.
(b)
Committee reports which do not reach the secretary as
provided for in paragraph (a) will be referred to the general
committee to decide whether the report shall be submitted to the
convention.

An abstract of the report of each committee will be
(c)
read to the convention, together with whatever additional data
of the reports.
individually or
collectively submit a minority report must prepare the same so
that it can be issued with the report of the majority to substitute for the majority report in the event the section shall so
may have been accumulated after the publication
(d)
The members of committees who may

decide.

(e)
Each member of a committee must approve either the
majority or a minority report.
16.
These rules of order may be amended at any regular
meeting by a two-thirds vote of the members present provided
that written notice of the proposed amendment has been given
by the general committee at least four months before.

Reports of Committees
Thirty-one committees will report at the convention. The
first
20, ordinarily considered as Master Car Builders'
committees, will report from June 18 to June 20, and 11
committees which would be considered strictly as committees
of the Master Mechanics' Association will report from the
period of June 23 to June 25. The election of officers will
take place on Saturday, June 21.
The list of committees
is

as follows:
June

18-20, 1919, Inclusive.

Hennessey

3.

(C. M. & St. P.), chairman.
Standards and Recommended Practice (M. C. B.), T. H. Goodnow
(C. & N. W.), chairman.
Train Brake and Signal Equipment, T. L. Burton (N. Y. C), chair-

4.

man.
Brake Shoes and Brake Beam Equipment, B. B. Milner (N. Y. C),

1.

2.

Arbitration, J. J.

chairman.
5.

Couplers, R. L. Kleine (Pennsylvania), chairman.

6.

10.

Loading Rules, J. J. Burch (N. & W.), chairman.
Car Wheels, W. C. A. Henry (Pennsylvania Lines West), chairman.
Safety Appliances, C. E. Chambers (U. S. R. A.), chairman.
Car Construction, W. F. Keisel (Pennsylvania), chairman.
Specifications and Tests for Materials (M. C. B.), F. M. Waring

11.

Car Trucks,

12.

Prices

7.

8.
9.

13.

14.

15.
16.
17.

18.

19.

20.

man.
Nominations, F. W. Brazier (N. Y. C), chairman.
Tank Cars, A. W. Gibbs (Pennsylvania), chairman.
Draft Gears, R. L. Kleine (Pennsylvania), chairman.
Welding Truck Side Frames, Bolsters and Arch Bars, W. O.
Thompson (N. Y. C), chairman.
Standard Blocking for Cradles of Car Dumping Machines, James
McMuUen (Erie), chairman.
Revision of Passenger Car Rules of Interchange, H. H. Harvey
(C. B. & Q.), chairman.
Depreciation for Freight Cars, M. K. Barnum (B. & 0), chairman.

23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.

23-25,

1919,

Inclusive.

Practice (A. R. M. M.), W. E.
chairman.
Mechanical Stokers, A. Kearney (N. & W.), chairman.
Fuel Economy and Smoke Prevention, William Schlafge (Erie),
chairman.
Powdered Coal, C. H. Hogan (N. Y. C), chairman.
Specifications and Tests for Materials (A. R. M. M.), F. M. Waring
(Pennsylvania), chairman.
Design and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers, C. E. Fuller (Union
Pacific), chairman.
Locomotive Headlights, H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.), chairman.
Superheater Locomotives, W. J. ToUerton (C. R. I. & P.), chairman.
Design, Maintenance and Operation of Electric Rolling Stock, C. H.
Quercau (N. Y. C), chairman.
Train Resistance and Tonnage Rating, 0. P. Reese (Pennsylvania
Lines West), chairman.
Subjects, M. K. Barnum (B. & O.), chairman.

Standards

Dunham

22.

~

(Pennsylvania), chairman.
J. T. Wallis (Pennsylvania), chairman.
for Labor and Material, P. F. Smith, Jr. (Pennsylvania
Lines West), chairman.
Train Lighting and Equipment, J. R. Sloan (Pennsylvania), chair-

June
21.

The

proposed by members shall be the special order at 12:00 noon
of each day of the annual meeting.
14.
The votes of a majority of the members present shall be
required to decide any question, motion or resolution which

come before

upon which authoritative action

by the section

Reports of committees.

Reading and discussing questions propounded by members.
Routine and miscellaneous business.

8.

shall
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An

Analysis of the Locomotive Terminal Problem'
Considerations of Location and Size Affecting the Design of a

Well Balanced and
By Gustave
Layout Kiigiiuvr,

ENGiNK

'I'lic

Unit

Lemmerich

Austin Conij)any, Cleveland, Ohio

TERMINAL CONGESTION, low motive powcr

ef-

and unusually severe weather conditions are
said to have been important contributing causes for
Engine terminal congestion
tlie traflic tie-up of last winter.
was due both to insufticient accommodations and to antificiency

It is said that
quated facilities in the existing terminals.
most railroads, due to circumstances beyond their control,
were about 10 years behind their normal improvement
As the logical conseschedules at the beginning of 1918.
quence, first consideration was given by the federal managemejit to relieving these sources of trouble.
Almost every
budget for the railroads in the congested districts contained
a large item for engine terminals, and mucli work was underThe large number of engine terminals under contaken.
struction has created much interest in economical layout and
As a contribution to the information on this subdesign.
ject, the following data has been assembled representing

the best practice at this time.

General Conditions

An

economical engine terminal is one so located and designed that it will function continuously under the severest
weather conditions, and clear the maximum number of locoIt is obviously necessary to
motives in the minimum time.

Pl(i>i

E.

Efficient

take into account the amount of grading necessary and the
drainage possibilities.
The proximity to an unfailing and
adequate source of go<xl water is also a point to investigate.
In large cities, and sometimes small ones, it is also important to determine the relation of site cost to ultimate
operating economy.
An investigation may show that a
saving can be made by moving the terminal to less expensive outlying property.

The Layout
In the track layout, an easy and flexible entrance to the
terminal should be provided.
The track facilities will be
governed somewhat by the time necessary at the ash and inspection pits, each requiring an average of about 20 min.
A factor which also may effect the layout is the location of
the roundhouse, so that the doors will not face the prevailing
winds.
Still another is the grade at the entrance to the
terminal. While this should be an easy one, it is important
that the yard grade be approximately level from the inspection pits to the roundhouse. The engine terminal should
also be properly equipped with machine tools, power, etc.,
to expedite the handling of engines in the preparation for
their next run.

Assume

a temiinal for about

100 engines a day in the

(ppyrighted by the Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Typical Engine Terminal Layout

make

thorough preliminary investigations before a layout
can be adopted. For the sake of this discussion a hypothetical case will be used and it will be assumed that the proposed site for the new engine terminal is at an existing division point.
With the matter of location decided, the present and future
importance of the terminal should be thoroughly investigated.
If it is located on a main trunk line, is there a possibility
that it might be selected as a principal passenger or freight
route? What is the amount and character of traffic?
Is
there a predominance of passenger trains or of through
freight or local freight transferred to other roads?
All of
these questions have a bearing on both the location and the
size of the terminal adopted.
Exact size is expressed in the
number of engines tributary to the terminal, that is, the
average number of engines handled per day and the anticipated increase in that number over a period of years.

The site selected should be as near as possible to the points
where the engines are released or required, and to which they
may have access by the most direct routes. A second consideration is that of the topography of the site.
This will
*This

is

the

first

in the next issue.

of two articles on this subject.

The second

will

appear

eastern or central district.

After the engines have entered

the terminal, they are inspected, ashed, turned,
the house.

and run

into

In general, the outgoing engines take coal, sand and water,
but quite often incoming engines do the same.
As soon
as the locomotives have received the necessary attention,
they should be sent to the storage yard ready for ser\'ice
under orders of the engine despatcher.
Double track leads to this terminal are desirable if traffic
conditions warrant the expense, but occasionally existing conditions will not permit such an installation.
Where these
caimot be had, the storage yards for outbound locomotives
should be as close to the terminal entrance as possible. The
least that should be provided at any important terminal is a
double track leading over the inspection and ash pits, past
the coaling station and to the turntable.
Double tracks
should also be provided for outbound locomotives and they
should lead direct from the turntable.
As shown in the
layout, one of these may lead direct to the locomotive storage
yard, while another may also lead to the yard by way of the
coaling station. Separate tracks should be provided wherever
possible, for sand storage, the removal of ashes and for
handling loaded cars to the coaling station.
In providing
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all of these track facilities, it should be borne in mind that
every switch is a source of expense during the winter.

Inspection

Pits

At present most of the locomotive inspection pits are loThis location may
cated near the entrance to the terminal.
be changed, however, in cases where washing pits are also
Facilities of this nature have been installed by
provided.
the Lackawanna and the Erie, where engines are cleaned
with a spray of water and oil, applied by air, after they have
dropped the ashes and cleaned the fires. This washing is
done to afford better inspection, hence, the ash pit should be
located in advance of the washing pit, and it, in turn, precedes the inspection pit if they are all arranged in their proper
sequence.

While there

is

no doubt that the washing and cleaning of

a locomotive before
means that the ash

it

is

pit,

inspected facilitates that work, it
particularly in the colder climates.

The

539

logical place for the service building

is

near the in-

Such a building should contain rooms for the
inspectors, the engine despatcher, and engineers, lockers,
If this
toilets, and space for tools for the engine crews.
building be located at some other point, say near the machine
shop or roundhouse, a smaller building should be provided
for the inspectors beside the pits.
A pneumatic tube, connecting this service building with the roundhouse foreman's
office is a facility for handling reports which is well worth
spection pits.

the cost of installation.

The Ashpit
Inasmuch
clean fires

as the average time rcfjuired to drop ashes

about 20 min., the ashpit

and

a dominatiiag influence in arriving at an efficient layout. In climates with long
cold winters, the ashpit should be located as close as possible
is

is

Approximately 500 ft. seems to be about
being gaged by the distance a locomotive safely can

to the turntable.
right,

I'lm ropvrighted by the Austin Company. Cleveland, Ohio

Suggested Layout for a Large Terminal with

may

It is possible, howbe located too far from the house.
that a thorough study of the arrangement of these
several facilities may result in providing them all, without
this disadvantage.
On the other hand, it is possible to do
the inspecting in the roundhouse. This has many drawbacks,
however, besides that of adding greatly to the fixed charges
for inspection, owing to the higher cost of the roundhouse
as compared with the inspection pit.
In the latest designs of terminals, the lengths of inspection pits have been increased to 90 and 100 ft.
As a rule
they are placed in the open, but at all the terminals being
constructed by the Pennsylvania Lines in the past year,
fully enclosed shelters of reinforced concrete have been provided.
No attempt will be made to heat these buildings,
as they are only intended to shelter the inspectors from the
weather.

ever,

Two

Turntables

run without a fire on the grates. Cold air has a detrimental
action on the flues.
In tliis case the ashpit is assumed to be of the water type,
serving two tracks, and should be about 180 ft. long, which
is sufficient to serve three engines, except Mallets, per track.
It may be operated either by a large locomotive crane, or by
a gantry crane.
Local conditions, however, may make it
advisable to install a small additional ashpit for yard engines.

The

floor

should be reinforced and quite often rails are

laid with their heads projecting about
tect the concrete

rails

and the

from the bucket.

cast iron pedestals, if

two inches to progirders carrying the
they are used, should be

The

of liberal dimensions to allow for considerable loss of section
from the acid action of wet cinders.

The tanks

are filled with water and provided with drainage
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Watir supply

pipes, liltid with sufficient plugs
should be iiistalleil along the sides of the
ashpits.
The large tanks should have barriers at the ends,
removable series grates between tracks, and danger signals
The pits should be arranged
or lights to j)revent accidents.
in pairs and sloped at about 50 deg. beneath the ashing
tracks toward a large tank between tlie tracks. The bottom
of the tank should be at lea.st 18 in. below the tojis of this
slope, and it should have sufficient width to allow for turnfacilities.

for

the

hose,

ing a large clam-shell bucket.
Other types of cinder handling equipment may be applied
to terminal.^ of the size in question, including those in wiiich
the cinders are handled in hopper pits or in buckets placed
in the pits and from which they are hoisted by various means.
For unimportant and smaller terminals the depressed track
type of ash pit has been found quite satisfactory. While the
metliod is simple, and no mechanical equipment is required,

a pit of this type has
pressed type of pit

is

its

limitations.

In some cases the de-

installed for one track,

and

in others for

In either case, all the work has to be done by manual
two.
When labor
labor, and the cinder storage space is limited.
was plentiful and cheap this type of pit was not so obAside from these disadvantages, the depressed
jectionable.
track occupies space which might be utilized to better advantage.
In order to increase the storage space, it is necessary to lengthen the pit, which is not always economical,
because it may seriously delay engine movements to the
house.

The Coaling

Station

coaling station should be of the transverse type, and
have a pocket capacity for at least one day's supply.
station serving several tracks is preferable to the longitudinal
type because it facilitates engine movement to and from the
The loaded coal car tracks should have a down
pockets.
grade toward the track hopper to permit easy feeding of the

The

A

Lately a good many coaling stations have been built
of concrete with bucket type conveyors, the coal being lifted
or elevated to the top of the pockets. Under certain ground
conditions, a belt conveyor has also been found to be very
For any type a demand has
satisfactory and economical.
cars.

developed recently for a coal weighing or measuring device.
At very busy terminals, a second track hopper may be
desirable to obtain continuity of service and greater capacity.
shelter over the track hopper is also advisable, as it permits the unloading to be done in all kinds of weather. Moreover if there is an increased demand (which appears certain),

A

for the

new 100-ton

coal cars, the lengths of the coal track

hoppers should be lengthened accordingly in all future coaling stations.
Many railroads are providing for coal storage, close to the
coaling station, at all important terminals. At least a month's
supply should prove of great value in most cases. Where a
storage of about 20,000 tons is provided, a large locomotive
crane is an economical appliance for loading and unloading
purposes. This crane is also useful at even moderately imInasmuch as a crane of this type can
portant terminals.
switch and unload about 75 tons of coal per hour from cars,
Such
it can do this work when it is not otherwise employed.
equipment can also be used for handling ashes.
In the case of all coal storage, the fixed charges per ton
of coal stored, resulting from the cost of the plant, should be
fuUy considered. Coal stored in the open loses heat value,
and it may have to be fired differently from the regular run
of coal.

10

by steam shovel in tiu- fail, the storage, of course, has to
accommcxlate the entire winter supply.
The sand house should be large enough for the easy
handling of the wet sand (o the top of the stove. The dry
s;iri(! is usually delivered from the stove to a large tank or
pit, from wliich it is forced by air pressure to .smaller tanks
located ai)ove the track in the coaling station, or to tanks
From these tanks the dry
I)laccd on a i)ridge over the tracks.
sand is spouted by gravity to the engines.
The oil house sliould i>e of a firc{)roof construction, and a
reinforced concrete frame with brick walls is preferred
If
a Bowser-type oil system is used the design should be based
accordingly.
The importance of the terminal fixes the oil
tank capacity, and correspondingly the size of tlie building.
The outside platform beside the oil delivery track should be
of liberal dimensions, and the basement for the storing of
tanks should extend under the platform. This arrangement
gives an economical design and provides a liberal storage
capacity.

The location and number of the water columns will depend on the importance of the terminal and local conditions
in the terminal and yard.
Water supply for yard engines
should be especially considered.
The storage tanks should
be of very liberal proportions, and for the layout under consideration, the water columns should be 10 in. or 12 in.,
depending on the distance away from the supply tanks. The
size of the tanks depends entirely on local requirements,
particular attention being given to prevent failure of the
supply through breakdown.
The location and size of the
water storage tanks is not shovm on the layout, because they

depend on local conditions.

The Turntable
The

lengths of turntables on some roads in the eastern
district have now been increased to 110 ft., while the maxiat practically all other new terminals is 100 ft.
At new
important terminals, where over six Mallets are handled per
day, it would be more economical and save time and delays
for this class of engines to install a 125-ft. table instead of
one of 100 ft. usually employed. At terminals with a preponderance of passenger engines and where a house of about
40 stalls is required, it would be advisable to study the question of two tables.
As a matter of fact, new layouts for all
important terminals, requiring more than 40 stalls, should
take the question of two turntables under consideration.
A 100-ft. turntable will accommodate a car and a switching
engine. This feature will absorb the extra cost over a 90-ft.
table for a new engine terminal, where the building of the
table precedes that of the roundhouse.
125-ft. turntable
will make possible a roundhouse based on 72 stalls in the
full circle, without the use of frogs.
It will also greatly extend the balancing sphere for a larger number of locomotives
of various types.

mum

A

Twin Turntable

Installation

accompanying layout, with twin roundhouse
facilities, there are two 125-ft. turntables installed in connection with two 120-ft. roimdhouse sections.
One of the
roundhouses contains a 125-ft. Mallet section. A layout of
this kind is practical and economical where the terminal
handles 150 to 350 engines per day. The need for two tables
with 150 engines depends entirely on prevailing traffic conditions.
The tendency toward consolidation of terminals
In

the

should greatly increase the demand for terminals of this
The arrangement of the two 125-ft. turntables makes
a very flexible and efficient layout possible. By utilizing the
extension of the center or cinder track, a clearing track is
created in case both tables should be out of commission at
kind.

Other

Facilities

rule the sanding facilities are installed in
This permits both
conjunction with the coaling station.
coal and sand to be taken with one spotting of the locomotive.
The amount of storage dei>ends entirely on local conditions.

As a general

Where

Vol. 66, No.

the sand required for the winter months

is

taken out

the

same

time.

The plan shows one roundhouse

of twenty and one of
twenty-five stalls, and they will accommodate between 200

——
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250 engines per day.

The

cost of these 125-ft. turntables,

and two houses of twenty and twenty-five stalls, is about
the same as a combination of 100-ft. tables with the same
number of stalls. The extra cost of the 125-ft. turntables
about equal to the saving in construction of the two houses,
from the reduction in floor area and the length of
In addition there is the greater advantage
the rear walls.
of the turntable in better balancing and accommodating the
The greater distance between the table
largest locomotives.
and the house also has many advantages; one of these is that
in case of fire every other track will clear an engine.
Wheel removals will be made in the machine shop, by
means of a crane of 75 tons to 200 tons capacity, instead
The drop pits inof raising the locomotives with jacks.
stalled in the roundhouse are only intended for emergency
purposes.
For the Mallets, one pit could be provided with
is

resulting

an

electric hoist.

A

10-ton crane section is provided in each house and the
proportions of the shop are such that these house crane
runways may extend into the shop proper. The shop plan
shows six pits, but this number could be increased to eight
and the machine shop extended as indicated. The blacksmith shop is connected to the machine shop by an enclosed
passageway which also contains rooms for lockers and toilets.
The power house is of liberal proportions, and space is
provided in the boiler room for a fire pump. There is also

Developments

in

541

indicated a tentative location for an auxiliary water tank of
150,000 gal. capacity. This is intended as a reservoir for
all

water service, boiler washing,

A

etc.

liberal estimate at present prices for this engine terminal

complete and fully equipped is approximately $1,400,000.
This would result in fixed charges at 10 per cent, of $140,000
a year, and in a fixed charge for 250 engines of $1.55 per
engine per day.

The

details of this estimate are as follows:

Grading and drainage
Track

Four inspection

pits

including covered shed.

Service building
Coaling station, sand house, etc
ashpits gantry crane
Two 12S-ft. turntables in place
Oil house and equipment
Two roundhouses, 25 and 20 stalls,
10-ton cranes
Boiler washing
Machine shop and blacksmith shop

.

..

—

Four water type

$40,000
90,000
20,000
7,000
105,000
50,000
50,000
12,000

and 2
405.000
40,000
105,000
80,000
45,000
40,000
170,000
50,000
30,000

Power house
75-ton crane, electric hoist
Electric equipment

Power house equipment
Shop equipment
Miscellaneous
Total

$1,400,000

American Railroad Association

Committees Appointed, Tentative Rules of Order Adopted
and Meetings Held or in Prospect
DEVELOPMENT OF PLANS in Connection with the
reorganization of the American Railway Association
has been progressing rapidly in order to comply fully
with Circular 70 of the director general to provide a responsible channel through which he might obtain recommendaThe new
tions for the advancement of railroad practice.
organization consists of five sections, viz., Operating; Engineering; Mechanical; Traffic and Transportation (the articles of organization, the reorganization chart and by-laws
appeared in the January 17 issue of the Railway Age, page
In the development of the organization it has been
194.)
necessary to hold meetings of representatives of each of the
various sections to arrange for the proper amalgamation of
the different societies with the association; to draw up tentative rules of order and to transact any other necessary
Three sections of the association have now been
business.
organized, these being the Engineering, Mechanical and

THE

Transportation sections. The Operating and Traffic sections
have not been organized as yet, although steps have been
taken in this direction.
The tentative rules of order adopted for those sections already organized cover the membership requirements for each
section and the number of members which shall make up the
general committee and outline the duties of the general comThe general
mittee and the chairmen of the sections.
committee selects and appoints the members of standing committees and special committees for conducting the business
of the sections and for investigating such matters as may be
referred to them. The methods to be employed in the election
of officers are outlined and the manner in which the order of

business shall be handled at the annual sessions is covered.
The tentative rules of order for the various sections will
remain in force until the first meeting of each section takes
place. At this meeting the members present will either ratify

rules

these

or

make such changes

as

may appear

to

be

desirable.

Committee Appointments
Temporary general committees have been appointed by
the executive committee of the association for each of the five
The temporary general committees will handle such
sections.

business as comes before them until the first meeting of the
sections take place at which time permanent general comThe temporary general committees
mittees will be selected.
appointed for each of the sections are as follows i
Section

I

Operating

Fripp, general manager, New York Central (chairman).
Young, senior assistant director, Division of Operation, United
J.
States Railroad Administration.
A. F. Duffy, manager. Safety Section, United States Railroad Adminis-

W.

J.

H.

tration.

C. G. Burnhara, federal manager, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
A. D. MacTier, vice-president, Eastern Lines, Canadian Pacific.
R. E. McCarty, general manager, Pennsylvania, Lines West of Pittsburgh.
C. L. Bardo, general manager, New York, New Haven & Hartford.
M. H. Clapp, manager, Telegraph Section, United States Railroad Administration.
J. F. Caskey, superintendent of telegraph, Lehigh Valley.
G. G. Yeomans, member, Advisory Committee, Purchasing Section, Division of Finance and Purchases, United States Railroad Administration.
E. J. Roth, manager, Stores Section, Division of Finance and Purchases,
United States Railroad Administration.

Section II

Engineering

Karl Stimson, general superintendent maintenance of way and structures,
Baltimore & Ohio (chairman).
C. A. Morse, assistant director, Engineering and Maintenance Department, Division of Operation, United States Railroad Administration.
H. R. Safford, engineering assistant, Central Western Region, United
States Railroad Administration.
C. F. W. Felt, chief engineer system, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
R. S. Parsons, chief engineer, Erie.
J. A. Atwood, chief engineer, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.
George Gibbs, chief engineer of electric traction. Long Island.
E. B. Katte, chief engineer of electric traction, New York Central.
R. E. Trout, signal engineer, St. Louis-San Francisco.
Elliott, signal engineer, New York Central.
F. P. Pateuall, signal engineer, Baltimore & Ohio.

W. H.
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SrcTioN III

Mhchanical

a statement

iiirclinniol nuiiixnnt to rcRional director, Allegheny
Slnte* Knilrond Admiiiistrntion (chairman).
l-'rnitk McMaiiniiiy, assistant iliiecioi, Mcehanical Drparlnient, Division of
Oixralion, I'niteU .Stales Rnilrnail Administration.
C. U. Young, manager. Inspection and Test Section, Division of Operation, United Slates Kailroad Administration.
F. F. Ciaines, rhairninn. Hoard of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions, United Sl.Tle.s Knilrnad Administration.
T. H. Cioodnow, superintendent car department, Chicago & North Western.
H. R. Warnock, general superintendent motive power, Chicago, Mil
waukee & St. Paul.
K. O'Urien, mechanical superintendent, Missouri Pacific.
.1.
A. V. I*rei,deigast, mechanical superintendent, Texas & Pacific.
J. W. Small, mechanical assistant. Regional Director, Southern Region,
United States Railroad Administration.
C. F. Giles, superintendent of machinery, Louisville & Nashville.
W. J. Tollerton, general mechanical superintendent, Chicago, Rock Island

C.

E.

Reiiioii,

&

('haiiit>or4,

I'lutcil

Pacific.

C.

E.

Fuller, superintendent niolivc

power and machinery, Union

Pacific.

Downing, general master car builder, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
Louis.
J. S. Lentz, master car builder, I.^high Valley.
J. R. Gould, supciintendcnt motive power, Chesapeake & Ohio.
A. Kearney, supcrintcTulent motive power, Norfolk & Western.
M. K. Barnum, assistant to general superintendent maintenance of equipment, Baltimore & Ohio.
James Coleman, superintendent car department. Grand Trunk.
W. H. Winterniwd, chief mechanical engineer, Canadian Pacific.
S.

1.

&

St.

Section IV

Traffic

R. C. Wright, assistant iirector, Division of Traffic, United States Railroad Administration (chairman").
Tr.tffic assistants of the seven regional directors of the United States

Railroad Administration
J. H. Howard, managei. Claims and Property Protection Section, Division
of Law, United States Railroad Administration.
H. C. Pribble, general claim agent, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
H. C. Howe, freight claim agent, Chicago & North Western.

Section

*

V

Transportation

George Hodges, chairman.
C.
M. Sheafler, general superintendent transportation, Pennsylvania
Railroad.
H. G. Kelley, president. Grand Trunk.
E. J. Pearson, federal manager, New York, New Haven & Hartford.
K. H. Coapman, federal manager. Southern.
J. J. Bernet, federal manager. New York, Chicago & St. Louis.
G. E. Evans, staff officer, Operation, Louisville & Nashville.
W. L. Park, federal manager, Chicago Great Western.
G. E. Simpson, general supervisor transportation, Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul.
W. C. Kendall, manager, Car Service Section, Division of Operation,
United States Railroad Administration.
J. W. Roberts, superintendent freight transportation, Pennsylvania, Lines
West of Pittsburgh.
J. W. Nowers, car accountant, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
J. A. Wagner, general manager, Des Moines Union.

These Committees will organize
and serve as provided in the rules

their respective

sections

of order until their suc-

cessors are elected.

E.

H. Fritch, secretary of the American Railway Engi-

has been appointed secretary of the
V. R. Hawthorne, secretary of the
Master Mechanics Association and the Master Car Builders
Association, has been appointed secretary of the Mechanical
section.
H. S. Balliet, formerly secretary-treasurer of the
Railway Signal Association, has been selected as secretary
of the Signal division of the Engineering section, and J. E.
Fairbanks, general secretan,' of the Association, is acting for
the present as secretary of the Transportation section.
neering

Association,

Engineering section.
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was

j)i(|)an(l

up

for

ilic

members

10

outlining briefly

amalgamation of the R. S. A.
witii the AnuTitaii Railroad .'\>s(Kiati(>n
the Railway Signal
AsstK-iatioii, in toinpliaiuf with Order 70 i.ssued by the
till-

steps leading

to

tlic

;

director general of railroads, will be

division of the

known

as the Signal

American Railroad Association

effective

at

The

midnight l'\'bruary 28.

necessary details in connection
with the transfer of the activities, funds and securities of the
Railway Signal As.sociation were consummated by the Board
of Direction and the interests of the association will be
The statement further says that the
I)roperly safeguarded.
work will be handled as in the past and that the .status of
the as.sociation has in no way been modified while the scope
of its activities will be greatly enlarged.
All memberships in
the Railway Signal Asscxiation are transferred to the Signal
division of the American Railroad Association.
Various committees of the Transportation section held
meetings in Chicago during the week of March 3 to 8. On
March 3 the Committee on Handling Railroad Business Mail
discussed problems pertaining to this branch of the service;
on March 4, the Committee on Methods was in session; on
March 5, the Committee on Demurrage and Storage considered subjects pertaining to this field while on March 6, the
Committee on Car Service held a meeting.
The reports
drawn up by these committees are to be submitted to
the Transportation section at its meeting in Chicago on

March

25.

Annual Meeting

of the

The annual meeting

of the

Bureau

of Explosives

Bureau of Explosives of the
American Railroad Association was held in Chicago on Tuesday, March 4, and Colonel B. W. Dunn, chief inspector for
the bureau, submitted a report which was discussed at this
time.
This meeting is the first held by the Bureau of Explosives since 1917.

members and

The

executive committee consists of nine

ordinarily three

members are

elected

at the

annual meeting each year but owing to the failure to hold a
meeting in 1918, six members were elected this year. Those
elected to the committee were: J. W. Meredith, general superintendent. Central Railroad of New Jersey; W. B. Storey,
federal manager, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; A. Robertson, federal manager, Missouri Pacific; N. D. Maher, reggional director, Pocahontas region; W. J. Fripp, general
manager. New York Central Lines East, and F. N. Pease,
chief chemist, Pennsylvania Railroad. Those members holding over were: J. E. Gorman, federal manager, Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific; A. D. MacTier, vice-president. Eastem Lines, Canadian Pacific; C. H. Ewing, federal manager,
Philadelphia & Reading.
Following the annual meeting N. D. Maher, regional
director of the Pocahontas region, was re-elected president;
W. J. Fripp, general manager. New York Central Lines East,
was re-elected vice-president; J. E. Fairbanks, general secretary, American Railroad Association, was re-elected secretary-treasurer

and Colonel B. W. Dunn was

re-elected chief

inspector for the bureau.

Meetings Held and Contemplated

Information concerning the Mechanical Section will be
found in this issue on page 535.

A

meeting of the Committee of Direction of the Signal
tlie Engineering section will be held in Chicago on
March 16. The stated meeting of the Signal division of the
Engineering section will be held at the Auditorium Hotel in
Chicago on March 17. The Transportation section will hold
its first meeting in Chicago on March 25.
At this time
various committee reports will be submitted for consideration.
The Telegraph and Telephone division of the Operating section will hold a meeting in Chicago on June 11, 12 and 13
while the annual meeting of the Mechanical section will be
held at Atlantic City, N. J., on June 18 to 25 inclusive.
At a meeting of the board of direction of the Railway
Signal Association held in Chicago on February 24 and 25,
division of

The Automatic Straight Air Brake is the subject of an exhaustive report by the Bureau of Safety of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, covering its investigation of the
brake in the early part of 1918, which was submitted to Congress by the Commission on March 4; but the record indiwas not officially received by Congress,
was prevented by the filibuster during the
final session.
The investigation was made at the request of
Congress, and the report makes a volume of some 2,000 pages.
This brake was described in the Railway Age of July 26,

cates that the report
as

its

1918.

introduction

:

A

Stretch of Tangent Sliowt7ig

Farm Land Along

the Chickaloon

The Progress

Branch

of the

Alaskan Railroad

Detailed Explanation Regarding the Cost of Construction

and Present Condition of the
By

THE

FOLLOWING MEMORANDUM by

Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane
the Secretary of the

Interior regarding the progress on the construction of

the Alaskan Railroad, was filed in the Congressional
Record on February 26 by Representative Kettner of California, in connection with the debate on an appropriation of
$4,002,380 to continue the work on the road. This appropriation was included in the sundr}' civil bill which was
passed by the House but was among the bills the Senate
failed to pass before adjournment and the lack of appropriation will delay the work.

The Alaskan

under construction from
It has been
built without graft; every dollar has gone into actual work
or material.
It has been built without giving profits to any
large contractors, for it has been constructed entirely by small
contracts or by day's labor.
It has been built without touch
of politics; every man on the road has been chosen exclusively
for ability and experience.
It has been well and solidly built
as a permanent road, not an exploiting road.
It has been
built for as little money as private parties could have built
it, as all competent independent engineers who have seen the
road advise.
In the summer of 1918 I sent Edwin F. Wendt, of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, in charge of valuation of
the railroads of the United States from Pittsburgh to Boston,
to make an investigation into the manner in which the
Alaskan Railroad was constructed and its cost. He reported

Seward

to

me

Railroad, which

Work

is

to Fairbanks, is about two-thirds done.

as follows

"In concluding, it is not amiss to again state that after the
full study which was given to the property during our trip
we are satisfied that the project is being executed rapidly and
efficiently by men of experience and ability.
It is believed
that it is being handled as cheaply as private contractors
could handle it under the circumstances."
The road has not been built as soon as expected because
each year we have exhausted our appropriation before the
work contemplated had been done. We could not say in
October of one year what the cost of anything a year or more
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and we ran out of money earlier than anhas not been built as cheaply as expected because it has been built on a rising market for everything
that went into its construction from labor, lumber, food
supplies, machinery, and steel to rail and ocean transportation.
I believe, however, it can safely be said that no other
later

would

ticipated.

be,

It

piece of government construction or private construction
carried out during the war will show a less percentage of
increase over a cost that was estimated more than four years
ago.

The men have been well housed and well fed. Their
wages have been good and promptly paid there has been but
one strike and that was four years ago and was settled by
Department of Labor experts fixing the scale of wages. The
men have had the benefit of a system of compensation for
damages like that in the Reclamation Service and Panama
They have had excellent hospital service, and our
Canal.
camps and towns have been free of typhoid fever and malaria.
That the men like the work is testified by the fact that hundreds who "came out" the past two years attracted by the high
wages of war industries, are now anxious to return to Alaska,
and for them and in the interest of the Territory, I think
we should have a large enough appropriation to speedily com;

plete the road.

There has been but one set-back in construction and that
was the washing out of 12 miles of track along the Nenana
river.
This is a glacial stream which, when the snows melt,
comes down at times with irresistible force. In this instance
it abandoned its long accustomed way and cut into a new
bed and through trees that had been standing for several
generations, tearing out part of the track which had been
laid.
But this damage has been repaired and the road relaid in what is thought to be a safer place.
Such accidents
may be expected on any road laid through the western mountains.
There is not a single railroad from the Copper River
road in Alaska to the Southern Pacific in Arizona which has
not been closed for weeks, and sometimes months at a time,
because of such washouts.
Nor is there a western railroad

7
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wliirli ha.s not l)i"in

coinpilkil lo relocate scores

and scores of

up

for

tlie

work done

is

to he given to the

men

Alaskan Engineering Commission who have had
'I'iiis commission consisted of Mr.
charge of construction.
Edes, Lieut. Mears, United States Army, and Mr. Riggs.
Tile work of locating and constructing the road has been left
in their hands entirely.
The only instruction which they
received from me was that they should build the road as if
they were working for a private concern, selecting the best
men for the work irrespective of politics or pressure of any
kind.
I have not asked them to appoint one man.
As a
result we have a force that has been gathered from the construction camps of the Western railroads, made up of men of
experience and proved capacity. That they have done their
work efficiently, honestly, and at reasonable cost is my belief.

and

mainline track and 30 miles of siding.
tlie road (onslructed and j)urchased is

statement of

full

of loail toiiHlri'.ctril

.\Iilis

credit

10.

as follows:

Alaskan Engineering Commission

The

of 244 miles of

A

miles of track.
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Mills of yaril trackii, i-tiNorihcrn, imrcliast-d

Al.isK.i

to the

'I'.iiiiiiia

I

X'.'iIIt-y,

i>iirt:ha!«e(l

244.0
30.0
70.9
44.4
389.3

iital

Cost Per Mile
It
tell

not possible during the construction of a railroad to
what it costs per mile, because all the foundation work,
is

the construction of bases from which to work, the equipment
for construction, and much of the material is a charge which
must be spread over the entire completed line. If the cost
per mile is figured when but a few miles of road have been

Road Constructed
The road

to run from Seward to Fairbanks,
In addition there is a line to the
Matanuska coal fields (completed) of 38 miles. The southern end of the road is the old Alaska Northern, running for
71 miles north of Seward, which was bought.
The northern
end of the road is a part of the old Tanana Valley Road (
miles), leading directly into Fairbanks, which was also
bought.
(This was part of a line 44}4 miles long running
out of Fairbanks, but 37 miles of this road is not counted in
any mileage figures here given.)
Between the 71 miles of the Alaska Northern on the south
and the 7 miles of Tanana Vallev road on the north there was

as projected

is

a distance of 471 miles.

Approaching Tunnel on the Seward Division

This
it might be said to cost a million dollars a mile.
road four years ago could be said to have cost ten times as
much per mile as it could be said to cost to-day. So that as
to an uncompleted road the best estimate of cost is one that
is approximate.
The best estimate that can be made to-day as to the newly
constructed road is that it has cost between $70,000 and
$80,000 per main-line mile, or between $60,000 and $70,000
per mile of track.
This cost per mile includes the building of the most difficult and expensive stretch of line along the entire route from
Seward to Fairbanks that running along Turnagain Arm,
which is sheer rock rising precipitously from the sea for
nearly 30 miles.
There are miles of this road which have
Even to blast a mule trail in one
cost $200,000 per mile.
portion of this route cost $25,000 a mile.
This cost per mile is increased by reason of the fact that
it includes the expense of 48 miles of clearing and grading
new right of way and of 30 miles of additional clearing and
30 miles of yard tracks, sidings, and switches.
The basis for the estimated cost of the main-line mileage
above given is a table prepared by Mr. Wendt, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, as an expression of the correct
deductions from total expenditures that should be made in
arriving at cost exclusive of equipment and terminals which
are necessary to the road as a going concern and whose cost
should be spread over the whole road when completed.
built,

—

A

Natural Water Tank Used to Water Locomotives

a stretch of 393 miles to be built through a waste. Of this
there has been built 206 miles of main-line track, leaving
187 miles of this direct road from Seward to Fairbanks to

But of this stretch 48 miles have been
cleared and graded, ready for track, and 30 miles have been
cleared.
In addition, the Matanuska line running into the
be yet constructed.

Matanuska

coal field, 38 miles, has been completed.
total of road projected of 509 miles, there

So that out of the

has been fully constructed all but 187 miles. And of this
78 miles of right of way have been either cleared and graded
There has also been constructed 30 miles of
or cleared.
yard tracks, switches, sidings, etc., not included in the mainline mileage given above.
The total of track built amounts to 274 miles, this is made

The new

construction exclusive of sidings, as we have seen,
244 miles. The total which has been appropriated for the
road is $31,086,684. Of this amoimt there was a balance
on hand December 31, 1918, of $1,214,407, thus making the
amount expended $29,876,277.
But all of this has not gone into new construction. Much
is

::
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it has gone into the purchase of the old roads referred to
(Alaska Northern and Tanana Valley) and their partial rehabilitation, to the construction of two permanent towns
(Anchorage and Nenana) as temiini, for rolling stock,
material, and supplies on hand, etc.
The full table of deductions made by Mr. Wendt is as

of

follows
Purchase Alaska Northern Railroad
Its

repair,

rehabilitation,

etc

Purchase Tanana Valley Railroad
Its rehabilitation,

etc

Material and siipi)lies on hand and in transit
Opciation and maintenance expense
Town site expenditures (reimbursable in part)
Rolling stock for use in operation, consisting of locomotives,
freight cars, passenger cars, etc.
Construction equipment, consisting of steam shovels, ditchers,

$1,157,839
2,403,564
300,COO
46,407
2,889,249
628,627
304,731
570,741

'

.

unloaders,

scrapers,

etc

Marine equipment
mines
wharf at Anchorage
Shop and plant machinery
Machine shops, engine houses, etc
Plants at Ancliorage and Menana, consisting of office buildings,
storehouses, quarters for employees, mess houses, hospitals,
heating and lighting plants, freight-handling machinery, etc...

Coal

New

1,382,137
244,058
193,725
124,618
126,703

218,314

1.538,947

$12,129,662

if

now we deduct

this

amount, which should be e.xcluded

as not properly chargeable to construction cost of

Trestle
line road

from

tiie

total

amount expended,

new main

Work

the result

Much of it would have had
maintenance of the road after completion.
\\hether it will be worth what it cost or how much less at
This is also true
that time is a question no one can answer.
as to marine equipment.
'l"he two termini which have been built at Anchorage and
Nenana arc permanent towns. They were built not as construction camps, but with a view to the necessities of the road
in the future, as permanent parts of a working railroad, and
would have had to be built after construction was completed
It is
in order to properly operate and maintain the road.
to l)e noted that this work has been undertaken in a region
where it was necessary to build through a forested wilderness,
where there were no wharves at the water's edge (where, indeed, a way had to be dredged from the channel to the
wharf) where there were no roads, no towns, no experienced
labor, and where everything had to be imported a distance of
from 1,500 to 5,000 miles. And it was thought best to build
not a mere pioneer road like those that are driven into our
western forests for the bringing out of lumber or for the reaching of some coal or gold mine; but a road that would attract
passenger travel for its scenic beauties and be alwa\s the
main connecting line between tiie interior of Alaska and the
would

liave

had

it

as salvage.

to be Ijought for the

;

on the Seward Division
is

as

reason the work has been done not with
many miles of road built but of having
a complete road with all the equipment for its operation,
which includes not only cars, locomotives, and tracks, but
complete and well-supplied bases and developed miles for

ocean.

P'or this

the end of having so

follows

Amount expended
Less

545

deductions

Cost of newly constructed road
Cost per main line of track

$29,872,277
12,129,662

$17,742 615
72,716

fuel.

and yard tracks are included, the cost per
mile of track would be approximately $64,754. (No allowance is made for the 78 miles of grading and clearing.)
In arriving at his cost per mile Mr. Wendt has deducted
as part of his cost construction ecjuipment which cost $1,-382,-

Two estimates were made in 1914 by the Alaskan Engineering Commission as to the cost of the road: (1) From
Portage Bay to Fairbanks, at an estimated cost of $59,742
per mile; (2) from Seward to Fairbanks, in which the figure
estimated for the road from Kern Creek, or mile 72 north,

137, consisting of steam shovels, ditchers, unloaders, scrapers,
This was in large part bought in the first
tools.

where

If the sidings

and other

year of the work partially from the Panama Commission, and
is in the opinion of Mr. Wendt worth as much today as when
purchased, owing to the increase in values since the war.
Its value evidently is what it would bring on the completion
of the road.
Had private contractors built the road they

all of the new construction has been done, was $55,340
per mile.
The only government-built railroad that across the
Isthmus of Panama cost $221,052 per mile. The only two
recently built railroads in the United States are (1) the Virginian, built by H. H. Rogers, which cost, exclusive of equipment, $151,000 per mile, with labor at from $1.35 to $1.75

—

—
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all niaihiiuTy, fuel, rails, and sui)plics at its
door, and (2) the Milwaukee line to Tuget Sound, which is
estimated as having cost $130,000 per mile, exclusive of

per day, and

equipment.

Present Condition
witii its main base at AnchorCooks Inlet. This point was
chosen as the nearest point from which to construct a railroad
into the Matanuska coal fields. That was the primary ol)jectivc
of the railroad, to get at the Matanuska coal. From Anchorage it was also intended to drive further nortli through the
Susitna Valley and across Broad Pass, and to the south along
Turnagain Arm toward the Alaska Northern track. To seSo, in addition
cure ccKil for Alaska was the first need.
to Anchorage as a base, one was also started at Ncnana, on
the Tanana River, from which to reach the Nenana coal fields
If these two fields were open one would
lying to the south.
supply the coast of Alaska and one the interior. This pro-

The work has

age,

which

is at

gram has been

been conducted
the head of

acted upon, with the result that the
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—

antee against lo-ss from the government
what we now know
as a "cost plus contract"
and as this would involve a large
staff of government superintendents and checking officials,
with no guarantee of a minimum cost to the government, but

—

every reason to believe that a maximum cost would be
reached, it was thought wise to follow the course we have
pursued.
As the price of labor, supplies, and other things
have risen, we have not had to pay a contractor a percentage
on the increasing cost.
In 1918 the wage employees numbered 3,329 and the
salaried employees 725. The road has 1,982 wage employees
and 441 salaried employees, as estimated for in the book of
estimates for 1920.

Rates
It

is

difficult to

such a railroad as
ing,

know what

rates should be charged on

which

as yet in the process of build-

this,

which originates so

is

little traffic

as to be negligible, and

Matanuska

down-grade road all the way.
The Nenana road has been pushed far enough south to
touch a coal mine near the track, which may obviate the
immediate necessity for reaching into the Nenana field
proper. From Seward north and from Anchorage south the
road has been built, so that last fall there was through communication from Seward to Anchorage, Matanuska, and the
open

field is

to tidewater, with a

Susitna Valley.

There is an open stretch across Broad Pass to connect the
Susitna Valley with the road coming down from Nenana,

Some

of the Traffic Possibilities

some years pay operating and
maintenance charges, without any return on investment.
Plainly, the traffic can not be made to bear charges that
would be reasonable from the standpoint of making the railroad pay its own way. To do this would be to retard the
growth of Alaska and of the railroad itself. The freight
rates on the Alaska Railroad are from 25 to 50 per cent of
the rates charged by other Alaska roads. The Copper Rivei
and the Skagway roads charge from twice as much to foui
If, therefore,
times as much as does the government road.
there is anything in the test so often applied by the Interstate Commerce Commission in judging of the reasonableness
of a rate by the rates charged on similar traffic on neighboring roads, the rates on the Alaska road certainly meet thai
will not in all likelihood for

Rock Cut and Tunnel on

the Seward Division

test.

and another reach of a few miles on the north of the Tanana

Tanana Valley road

outside

River before connecting with the
of Fairbanks. These gaps closed there will be through connection between Seward and Fairbanks.

Overhead

The rates now in force on the Alaska road are approximately the same as those which the Railroad Commission ol
the State of Washington approved on the Seattle, Port An^
geles & Western Railroad between Maynard and Majestic
a distance of 60 miles, as the following comparison fumishe<
by the Interstate Commerce Commission shows:

The road has been built by men on the job in Alaska, not
by men in Washington. The only bureau maintained in
Washington consisted
rest of the force is in

All the
of four clerks in one room.
Alaska with the exception of the pur-

Government
Commodities

Per ton

Household poods
Canned goods

$6.40
9.80

Flour

9.80
13.80
9.80
16.20
9.80
11-40
9.80
16.20
13.80
13.80

$13.80
9.30
9.30
11.50
10.50
13.80
9.30
10.50

F.egs

the system of construction approved by the most competent engineers consulted at the beginning of construction a combination of letting out the
•work to small contractors and of day's labor. The only con-

F.esh fruit
Meat, cured
Kerosene
Sugar
Vegetables
Butter

—

tractor

who

ever talked of building the road asked a guar-

Seattle, P. A.
R. R.

& Western

Per ton

chasing division in Seattle.

The commission adopted

railroads

Dned

fruits

Hardware

9.30

20.70
11.50
11.50
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It would hardly be regarded as unfair to say that on the
Alaskan road the rates should be twice as high as on the main
line of the Northern Pacific in Washington, considering the
fact that the Northern Pacific has several hundred thousand
times the density of traffic per mile that the Alaskan Railroad
has.
Yet a comparison of the two rates shows that the rates
on the Alaskan road are not that high by from 25 to SO
per cent. They are, indeed, but a small percentage higher
than many of the rates on the Southern Railway running immediately out of this city, which carries in any one hour more
traffic than the Alaskan road carries in a year.
I am satisfied, however, that the rates in existence on the Alaskan road
are not those which will best promote the interest of the Territory and in the end that of the road. And last summer I
asked E. O. McCormick, vice-president of the Southern Pa-

charge of traffic, to make a study of the actual conditions in Alaska with the purpose of devising a simpler tariff
which would induce whatever traffic could be induced to
move over that road and still preserve some justifiable relaThis is not an easy task. And
tion between commodities.
there must be some experiments tried before anything like
a stable schedule can be arrived at.
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Population

The

population of Alaska has fallen off during the war.
She sent, I am told, 5,000 men into the Army, the largest
proportion to population sent by any part of the United
States.
The high cost of labor and materials closed some of
the gold mines, and the attractive wages offered by war industries drew labor from Alaska to the mainland.
All prospecting practically closed. But with the return of peace there
is evidence of a new movement toward that Territory, which
should be given added confidence in its future by the completion of the Alaskan railroad.

Interstate

Commerce Commission

cific in

Water Transportation
One

of the serious disadvantages that any new enterprise
in Alaska suffers under is the long distance by water which
all machinery and supplies must be carried.
During the war

has been particularly embarrassing in the carrying on
of this work.
Because of the highness of the rates charged
and the uncertainty of the movement, the commission gave
over employing the regular lines and chartered a transport
from the War Department which ran from Seattle to Anchorage for two seasons. This service is invaluable to the railroad.
While we were without it last season, some such
arrangement must be renewed if the railroad is to be completed at as fair a figure as has been thus far maintained.
Some months since negotiations were entered into with the
Shipping Board looking to the establishing of a line between
Puget Sound and Alaskan ports which would serve the
railroad, or at least to the putting on of a single boat to
Anchorage and Seward. The board offered to charter to the
commission a new steel ship at $25,000 per month, which
was thought to be too high a figure, and negotiations are
still under way in the hope that this offer can be bettered.

Accident Bulletins

ACCIDENT BULLETIN

ND. 66 for the quarter and the year
ending December 31, 1918, and Bulletin No. 67 for
the quarter ending March 31, 1918, have just been
published by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The annual bulletin differs in numerous respects as to size, contents
and arrangement from prior yearly reports. The present report,

and the two

Year ended

.

I

Killed Injured

Killed Injured

4,460
3,914

111

212

180

3,651
4,357

141
142

3,850
4,529

343

8,374

291

8,008

283

8,379

439
167
95
470

357
136
63
435

1,445

4,214
2,555
1,572
14,634
29,261

2,616

52,236

2,959

12

131

Total

In train accidents
In couplinK accidents

Overhead obstructions, etc.
Falling from cars, etc...
Other causes
Total

Total

passeneers

3,731

304

2,440

123

59
384

1,219

1,538
14,084
26,517

1,102

3,352
2,194
1,310
12,196
23,374

2,210

48,310

1,972

42,426

60,610

2,501

56,318

2,255

50,80S

75

91

9

60

...
15

...
5

...

and

employees on duty...

Employees not on duty
In

accidents
In coupling accidents
Overhead obstructions,
Falling from cars, etc
Other causes
train

etc.

Total

law a number of claims must be
The field was surveyed and
reserved to the government.
some of the most promising portions of the field have been

Trespassers
In train accidents
Other causes

so reserved.

Two leases have been entered into by the government.
Neither of these parties have any other interests of any kind,
so far as is known, in Alaska or any connection with any railroad, and neither of them have been successful in developing
any large amount of coal. There are many thousands of
for lease

-f^

.

...

13
...

4

5

4

22
127

173
291

224

300
405

57
230

292
361

165

544

303

811

301

726

62'

13

ing

this

which are open

'^
,

Employees on duty

In train accidents
Other causes

acres in this field

Year ended
June 30, 1916

Dec. 31. 1916
,

Killed Injured

Passengers
In train accidents
Other causes

decisions of the Commissioner of the Land Office all
of the claims in the Mantanuska coal field were set aside,
and by act of Congress a leasing bill was put into effect over

By

Under

*
,

Other persons not trespass-

Matanuska Coal

field.

summarized as follows:
Year ended

Dec. 31, 1917

Item

this

the entire

last preceding, are

Casualties to Persons, 1916 and 1917

and which

will

be leased to any responsible parties who will undertake their
There is no possibility of monopolizing this
development.
field, even if some one wished to do so, for the government
reserves are kept to be operated in case such monopoly should
Thus far, however, the government in operating its
arise.
own mine has been no more successful than the private
lessees, for the coal is so badly broken and faulted that exploration work to follow the seam must be undertaken before
development work can be wisely done. And this is being

Government experts who have examined this
undertaken.
field do not promise without further exploring a larger output of coal from this field than 150,000 tons a year.

109

473

73
4,987

92

5,514

9
1,735

11

2,091

1,464

4,347

2,2C«

5,987

1,744

5,060

1,475

4,439

68
4,175

76
3,753

72
4,856

151
4,642

84
4,763

119
4,990

4,243

3,829

4,928

4,793

4,847

5,109

70,970
520 123,835

9,476

8,878

52-5

66,982
129,740

10,087 194,805

10,001

196,722

9,364 180,375

Total

Total
Total in accidents involving train operation.
Nontrain accidents

9,567

.

Grand

total

Annual

61,079
486 119,296

table No.

61, dealing only with train accidents
(which term here includes crossing accidents, where trains

shows for the year 131 passengers,
451 employees and 109 other persons killed, and 4,460 passengers, 4,289 employees and 473 other persons injured; a
total of 691 persons killed and 9,222 injured.
The term
"other persons" does not include trespassers; these are shown
in another table.
Annual table No. 104 is a summary of highway grade crossing accidents, showing by states with reference to Class 1
roads the number of such accidents and the resulting casualties.
The total number of highway grade crossing accidents involving non-trespassers was 3,673; number of
persons killed, 1,777; injured, 4,356.
The summary by states of accidents resulting in casualties
strike automobiles, etc.,)

:

.
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to tresijas.sers shows the trcspas.sers chis-sified as between employees, per.'^ons uiuler 14 years of age, from 14 to 21 years
of age, ami adults, wliiih are further sulxiivided between

This tal)le covers 7,813
otlier adults.
and train service accidents, and of the trespassers
no less than 149 were employees. Of trespassers walk-

hob(KS or tramps and
train
killed

ing along the track, hSO were hoboes, while 991 were "other
Of th(),se killed riding on trains, 259 were hoi)oes,
adults."

ANNUAL TABLE

Vol. 66, No.

10.

while 422 were other adults. Annual tal;lc No. 00 sliows that
the nun)l)er of train accidents per million hxomotive miles
was 10.22 and that the damage to cars, engines and roadway,
was $15,181,810.

First Quarter, 1918
Bulletin 67,

shows

for train

NO. 61— TRAIN ACCIDENTS,

the quarter ending with March, 1918,
accidents and train service accidents, 109

for

YEAR

1917

Employees on duty

Persons
carried

under
Passenger

Other non-

contract

trespassers

i_*

Class

KiPd

Inj'd'Kil'J

Inj'd

'

Kil'd

Inj'd

Collisions:

Rear
Butting:

Kroken-train

Side or raking
Trains with cars not
Crossing
•
Switching
Miscellaneous

in trains.

Total

Derailments:

Due to—
Defects in roadway
Failure of power-brake apparatus
Failure of couplers
.

Other defects

equipment

in

2,07.'

$1,727,
124, 670
63, 350

24

141

4,646

4.283 670

832
346
447

27S

Accidental

Negligence
Acts of nonemployees
Other ascertained causes
Unknown causss
Total

9

198
173
239

843
547

710
972 079
67, 910
380
930

15

220

12

71
73

9,991

$8,966,920

176

3,214

139

1,111

obstructions

535,

1.070

65

Locomotive boiler accidents:
Boiler explosions and defects..

535
138
128
45

34

16

2

2«

2

2
5

14

1

1

210

16

1

13

1

12

120
1,722

3

11

1

1

122

5

37

...

6

$176,690

Failures of

Tubing and piping
Other boiler appurtenances...

68
137

1.290

Tola!

690

138

$178,670

327

Other locomotive accidents:
Cylinders
Driving gear and machinery.

Wheels and axles
Tenders

24

$10,390
46.550
25,700
590
6,830

267

$90,060

59

1

l.:64

$525,390

170

7

131

40,300

I

1,870
1,170

140
76
1

Miscellaneous
Total

Miscellaneous train accidents:
To locomotives or cars
Caused by striking trolley cars,
automobiles, etc.,
public
at
highway crossing
Fires, floods, landslides, etc

Others
Total

Grand

Summary

total

1,398

$568,730

106

521

3

112

10

19,435

$15,181,810

691

9,222

395

3,719

495

of .^ccIDENTS on Steam Roads ik

Quarter Ending March

the United States
31,

for the

Injured
Persons carried under
^

In trainIn train
iccidcnts

service
accidents

339

47

...

7

100

345

4,136

18

324

109

473

Passengers:
Killed

1918

Casualties to persons

Item

113

100

58

100

1,137

1.798

Killed

6

Injured
Other nontrespassers:
Killed

Total

Injured

Trespassers

114

347

372

1,085

1,238

762
617

773
645

243
2,748

1,107
13,804

1,350
16,552

254

1,869
14,421

2.123
17,197

25
153

Recapitulation
Total trespassers:
Killed

28

762
617
15

15

"i

24

25

Killed

11

Injured
Nontrespassers

27

747
593

758
620

Injured
Employees:

11

Killed

Injured
Other persons:

773
645

Total trespassers:
Killed

Injured
Total nontrespassers:
Killed
Injured
Total persoi:s:
Killed

Injured

Item

Total nontrespassers
Killed

Injured

243

1.107

2,748

13,804

1,350
16,552

153
1,334

667

820

11,816

13,150

138
1,196

305
10,786

443
11,982

15

362

377

138

1,030

1,168

Employees on duty:
Killed

Injured
(o)

Trainmen:
Killed

(b)

Injured
Other employees:
Killed

Injured

Employees not on duty:
Killed

Injured

2,776

Industrial employees:
Killed

Injured
Other persons:
Killed
Injured
Total persons:
Killed
Injured

Number
Number

of train accidents
of train-service accidents

Total

Number

of nontrain accidents.

Casualties to persons in
nontrain accidents

132
27,602
31

586
163
28,188
5,637
15,687

21,324

28,326

——

March

7,
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passengers, 869 employees and 1,145 other persons killed,
and 2,008 passengers, 13,306 employees and 1,883 other
Of the 109 deaths of passengers 61 were
persons injured.
due to train accidents. The details, including also 163 killed

and 28,188 injured

in "nontrain accidents,"

are

shown

in

the table on the preceding page.
Both of the bulletins have appendices containing reports

549

train accidents which have been investigated by the
Bureau of Safety.
Bulletin No. 66 has 30 pages of this
Among the prommatter, and Bulletin 67 has 24 pages.

of

inent accidents included in this list are Spartanburg, S. C,
1918; Frost,

Octoiaer 17, 1917; Caribou, Me., February 5,

C, February

S.

25,

1918;

Elizabethtown,

Pa.,

March

1918.

15,

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration

—

Regrouping of Lines to Restore Pre- War Conditions Automatic
Train Control Committee Makes Progress
Washington, D.

DIRECTOR
THEMarch

GENERAL has

issucd a circular, effective

transferring the St. Louis-San Francisco line
1
(between Memphis and Birmingham) from the Southern to the Southwestern region, the Illinois Central line (north
of Cairo and Paducah) from the Central Western region to the
Southern region, also the following railroads from the Southwestern to the Central Western region:
Chicago, Rock
Island & Gulf, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (from St.
Louis to Kansas City, Herington to Salina and all lines
south and east of main line between Herington and Tucumcari), Ft. Worth & Denver City, Wichita Valley, Wichita
Falls & Oklahoma, and Abilene & Southern.
These changes are being made in the interest of restoring
pre-war conditions.
Hale Holden, regional director of the Central Western
region, is placing the part of the Rock Island Lines transferred from the Southwestern to the Central Western region
under the jurisdiction of the federal manager of the Rock
He is also placing the Ft. Worth & Denver City,
Island.
the Wichita Valley, the Wichita Falls & Oklahoma, and
Abilene & Southern, under the jurisdiction of the federal
manager of the Colorado & Southern.
B. F. Bush, regional director of the Southwestern region,
is regrouping some of the lines in that region as mentioned
elsewhere in this issue.
,

Rules for Disposition of Grain Claims
Director General Hines has issued General Order 57-A
modifying General Order No. 57, referring to the disposition
of claims for loss or damage of grain loaded in bulk, which
had aroused opposition on the part of many shippers.

The

general states in the order that the rules
established by General Order No. 57 were adopted as administrative regulations and were not intended in any way
The original
to change or alter any existing rule of law.
order is modified by eliminating reference to a number of
director

disputed questions including payment for the installation of
grain doors, liability for leakage through grain doors and
the use of the hammer test in determining whether a car is
grain tight.
These matters are left to the Interstate Commerce Commission for decision in a pioceeding now pending
before the commission.
The new order is as follows:
Rules Governing the Inspection, Selection and Coopering or Rejection of
Cars for Bulk Grain Loading, the Recording of Loss of Grain from
Car by Leakage (if any) During Transit, and the Disposition of Claims
for Lops and Damage of Grain.
General Order No. 57, issued November 28, 1918, is hereby amended
to read as follows;
Qaims on grain shipped in bulk constitute a large proportion of loss
and damage claims. Some of tlie widely varying practices of both shippers and carriers with respect thereto are of doubtful propriety, and in
many cases result in undue preference and unjust discrimination.
condition may be attributed largely to the great number of intricate factors entering into the grain business; the condition of scales and
weighing practices, which, in many instances, result in weights of doubtful accuracy.
Grain in bulk is sometimes loaded at large terminal elevators
Tliis

C.

where

so-called official weights are obtained; in other instances, at country
elevators where weights ;ire obtained on small scales in many drafts; and
in other instances where scale weights are not used but loading weights
obtained on measurement basis; and at some points where no elevators
are located, grain is weighed ever wagon scales, loaded into cars and
the surn of tlie wagon scale weights used to represent the amount shipped.
Destination weights are arrived at in as many different ways as the
loading weights, but, as a general rule, the bulk of the grain shipped is
destined to terminal markets where official weights are secured, and the
differences between those loading and destination weights constitute the
basis of claims, although losses resulting from the taking of samples for
inspection purposes and the failure of consignee to unload all the grain
and other wastage, over whicli the railroad has no control, are not taken
into consideration or accounted for.
.\t the present time there is a lack of uniformity in the disposition of
grain claims.
It is intended to clear up this situation and to dispose
promptly of such claims as come within the rules hereinafter set forth.
The following rules shall apply until superseded by others that may be
adopted as a result of investigation and study of the subject now being
carried on by carriers and shippers in connection with the Interstate

Commerce Commission.
These rules are adopted as administrative regulations, and they are
not intended in any wpy to change or alter any existing rule of law;
Rule \. —Selection of Cars for Loading. Suitable cars will be furnished
for bulk grain loading.
(See definition.)
Definition.
A suitable car for bulk grain loading is one that is grain
tight and fit. or can be made so at time and place of loading by ordinary
and proper care in use of cooperage material and by a reasonable amount

—

—

of cleaning.

Rule
suitable

—

—

Rcieclion by Shipper.
While carriers are expected to furnish
equipment, the shipper should reject a car which is manifestly

2.

unfit for the loading intended.

Shippers should not load bulk grain in a car with door post shattered
or broken, or with other defects of such character as to render car obviously unfit, or with inside showing the presence of oil, creosote, fertilizer,
manure, coal^ or other damaging substance of like or kindred character.

—

Rule 3, Cooperage. Grain doors, or grain door lumber of proper quality
and dimensions, to cooper side and end doors and other openings of cars
used for bulk grain loading, and accessories such as nails, paper, cheese
cloth, burlap or similar material for caulking or lining cars, required
to
prevent loss of grain by leakage, shall be supplied by the carrier, installation to be in accordance with existing rules and practices until changed
by competent authority.

—

Note 1, Carrier's agent at loading station will ascertain the
of temporary sectional grain doors, or the number of feet
(board measure) of grain door lumber used to cooper the car and
the approximate weight thereof, and note same on waybill.
Note 2. Should the carrier's supply of grain door material
run short, local agent will promptly notify his superintendent,
who will immediately send the required material or authorize
local agent to purchase a supply to take care of the emergency.
Note 3, Shippers or consignees must not appropriate carriers'
grain doors or grain door material, neither shall they use the
same without specific authority from the carrier.
Rule A.— Consignor, Consignee or Owner Reqnired to Load and Unload
Carload Freight.
Except as otherwise provided by tariff, owners are required to load into or on cars, grain carried at carload ratings, and consignee or owner is required to unload the car, which includes the removal
of entire contents, including sweeping of the car.
Loading includei
adequate securing of the load in or on car; also proper distribution of the
weight in the car by trimming or leveling.
Rule 5, Shipping Weights. Where shipper weighs the grain for shipment, he shall furnish the carrier with a statement of the car initials and
nun',ber, total scale weight, the type and house number of the scale used,
the number of drafts and weight of each draft weighed, the date and
time of weighing, and state whether official Board of Trade, Grain Exchange, State or other properly supervised shipping weights; also state
number and .ipproximate weight of grain doors used. This information
shall be furnished as soon as practicable, forwarding of car not to be
delayed for this record.
Rate 6. Destination Weights. Consignee shall furnish the carrier with
a statement of the car initials and number, the total scale weight, the type
and house number of the scale used, the number of drafts and weight of
each draft weighed, and date and time of weighing, and state whetlier
official Board of Trade, Grain Exchainze, State or other properly supervised unloading weight.

number

—

—

—

—

—

R

.
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damaRc lo or Icakngc of
grain U dctcclrd while in carrier's pouciiion, the nrcoiary repaira muit
bo inaile to prevent further loss or damaRC, and a complete record made
In case of a disputed claim, the records of both carrier and
thereof.
claimant on said car thall be made available to hoth parties.
If .shipper, consiKnee, owner or his or their representative should diicover IrnkaRC of Rtain from car, he must immediately report the facta to

the movement was very slow on account of congestion and
severe wcatiicr.
Tlic taljlc shows a summary of the report

ond offord reasonable opportunity for verification.
Rule S.— Claims for Loss. (a) Clear Kecord Cars. If, after thorough
investigation by the carrier, no do feet in eciuipmcnt or seal record is
discovered, such record shall be aciiptcd as prima f.icie evidence that the
If,
carrier has delivered all of the groin that was loaded into the car.
however, evidence is produced by the claimant showing a defective record,
car
shall
sustained,
the
where
such evidence .shall he investiRatcd, and
(See paragraph b.)
be considered a defective record car.
Record Cars. Where investigation discloses defect in
(1)> Pefective
equii>ment, seal or seal record, or a transfer in transit by the carrier of
a car of grain upon which there is a di (Terence between the loading and
the unloading weights, and the shipper furnishes duly attested certificates
showing correctness of weights, and the carrier can find no defect in scale
or other facilities and no error at points of origin or destination, then,
the resulting claim will be adjusted subject to a deduction of one-eighth
of one per cent of the established loading weight as representing invisible

Automatic Train Control Committee Makes Progress
The Committee on Automatic Train Control at its meeting

Kulf

1.

or

Pair.agt

carrier

Record.— If

of freiglit traffic

—

—

in Wa.shington on February 28 continued its work of passing
on the various devices which had previously Ix'cn sul)mitted
to the Interstate Commerce Commission and a few new ones
submitted to the committee; and eliminated from consideration about 40 which are not considered to possess sufficient
merit to warrant further study.
The committee still has
before it about 40 devices, of which many have been passed
on and will receive no further consideration unless the proprietors wish to submit additional information.
The committee has now reached a stage where it can give more detailed consideration to the devices which have been developed
and given an experimental or service test, and its next
meeting will probably be in connection with a western trip
for the purpose of examining on the ground several devices
It is proposed to examine the systhat have been installed.
tem in operation on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois between
Chicago and Danville on March 21 or 22, after which the
committee will inspect the system in (operation on the Wash-

—

loss

and wastage.
Note 1. Transfer

—

this rule,

is

in transit, as referred to in Section "b" of
a transfer for which the railroad is responsible, and

not a transfer because of a trade rule or governmental requirement, or because of orders of consignor, consignee, owner or
their representative.

Freight Traffic

Movement and Car Performance

Net ton miles of

freiglit

movement and car performance compiled by

the Operating Statistics Section.

handled by the railroads under

federal control during January amounted to 30,383,169, an
increase of 10 per cent as compared with January, 1918, when

Net ton miles

year

Eastern Region
Total. Allegheny Region
Total, Pocahontas Region

Ciand

Total.
Total.
Total.
Total,

total,

Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region

Grand

total, all

regions

2,133 ,243

Last
year
716,387
4,739,402
991,086
6.446,875
4,733,242
1,619,585
3,482,404
3,691,736
5,397,018
2,249,007

30,383,169

27,619,867

Last
year
8,147
22.480
7.114
37,741
19,687
,1'''^

Tliis

Railroad
Total, New England District
Total, Central District
Total, Ohio-Indiana District

8,142
2^,398
7,132
37,672
19,795
4,776
37,304
47,16^1

Nel ton miles per
mile of road per day

revenue and non-revenue
(thousands)

Average miles
of road operated

,600
5.577,,221
1,023,,146
7,428 ,967
5,882,,036
1,625,,660

3/ .41

3,611 ,898

y.'?^

4,196 ,435
5.504,,930

51,149
31,426

51.239
31, /OS

229,286

229.753

Last
year

This
year

Last
vear

3,283
8,032
4,628
6.361
9.5S5
10.980
3.123
2,870
3,472
2,190

2.837
6,801
4.494
5,510
7,756
10.941
3,002
2,524
3,398
2,288

1,959
7,487
1,473
10,919
7,892
1,548
7,184
7,137
9,243
4,540

'2,123

4.275

3,878

48,463

This

change

\'c;ir

15.7
17.7
3.2
15.2
24.3
0.4
3.7
13.7
2.0

dS.2
10.0

Train miles
(thousands)

Per cent
change
d7.7

6,861
1,590
10,574
7,238
1,638
7,770
7,022
9,473
4,819

9.1

d7.4
3.3

9.0

dS.S
d7.5
1.6

d2.4
d5.8
dO.l

48.534

Freight car miles (thousands)

Net ton miles
per train mile

Total, New England District
Total, Central District
Total, Ohio-Indiana District

Grand
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

total. Eastern Region
Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region

Grand

total, all

Last
year
337

This
year

Railroad

regions

This
year

Last
year

Per cent
change

This
vear

Last
year

31,921
156,675
30,464

8.4
23.0
10.
19.2
30.8
5.2
2.8
10.6
6.0

d3.9

14,380
107,001
17,882
139,263
102,636
27,255
65,131
72,666
93,440
35,667

13,169
67,756
14,727
95,652
74,277
25,254
60,850
45.062
70,710
31,205

11.8

536,058

403,010

470

989
448
526
570
467

11.5
13.9
6:2
12.3
11.8
4.6
0.6

34,617
192,750
33,658
261,025
170,727
39,753
137,733
152,565
201,559
85.884

627

569

10.2

1,049,246

423
745
695
680
745
1,050
503
588
596

Empty

Loaded

__A
Per cent
change
25.5

691
623
610
654

7.8

11.6

219,060
130,485
37,805
134,049
137,936
190,216
89,334

938,885

Average number of freight cars on

Grand
Total.
Total.
Total.
Total,
Total,
Total,

total, Eastern Region...
Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region....
Central Western Region.
Southwestern Region

Grand

total,

all

regions.

.

.

Year

90,165
389,617
76,344
556,126
451,417
84,354
286,182
344,116
330,559
195,829

103,744
464,116
89,752
657,612
471,288
82,754
277,106
280,39^
306,034
190,121

95,378
417,620
81,602
594,600
485,155
90,234
300.284
368,774
349,375
202,852

108,626
489,363
95,949
693,938

>348,583

2.265,307

2,391,274

Year

Per cent loaded
Railroad
Total. New England District.
Total, Central District
Total, Ohio-Indiana District
<;vand total. Eastern Region...
.

To'.al,

Total.
Total.
Total
Total,
Total,

Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region.
Southwestern Region....

Grand

total,

all

regions.

.

.

Last

Year

Year

Total, New England District..
Total. Central District
Total. Ohio-Indiana District....

This

This
year
70.7
64.3
65.3
65.2
62.5
59.3
67.9
67.7
68.3
70.7

d

0.1

This
year
5.5
6.7
6.4
6.5
7.0
6.5
4.7
6.7
5.4

Last
year
4.5
5.2
6,5
5.2
6.4
5.8
3.9
6.4

3.5

6.0

Last
vear
13.4
14.8
15.2
14.6
13.1

74.1

70.0

21.4

18.1

70.8
69.8
67.4
69.6
63.7
60.0
68. S

75.4
72.9

Per Ct.
change
d

d

d
d
d
d

0.1
7.9
3.1
6.3
1.9
1.2
1.3
10.2
6.3

33.0

1,585,304

1,341,895

Per cent
change
8.7

33.6
14.0
27.2
33.5
6.3
4.1
23.1
13.0
0.8

18.1

23.1

26.2'

4.2

27.5
27.3
24.8

26.8
28.4
25.2

5.4

29.0

29.4

5.1

Per Ct.
change
6.7
4.6
6.5
3.1

5.0
4.4
0.8
2.6
3.9
1.6

d

1.4

Net ton miles per car day

Per Ct.
change
23.9
56.8
34.2
48.6
38.9
3.9

21.8
19.7
26.1
19.6

loaded car mile

This
year
23.9
28.9
30.4
28.5
34.5
40.9

Last
year
22.4
30.3
32.5
29.4
36.3
42.8
26.0

Car miles per car day
This
year
16.6
23.2
20.4
21.7
18.2
24.0
21.8
19.7
27.2
19.3

Last
year

Last
year
45,090
224,431
45,191
314,712
204,762
63,059
194,899
182,998
260,926
120,539

Per cent Unsvble.

87,895
288,387
299,450
322,425
198,489

to total car miles

57.9
21.4
45.6
38.2
7.9
7.0
61.2
32.1
14,3

48,997
299,751
51,540
400,288
273,363
67,008
202.864
225,231
294,999
121,551

9.2

Net ton miles per

503,328

2,393,912

This
year

line daily

Total

Last

This

Railroad

Total

Per cent
change

4.2
1.5

This
vear
280

388
367
508
339

Last
year
213
312
333
300
303
594
390
398
540
366

410

372

431

404
403
391
581

Per Ct.
change
31.5
38.1
21.3
34.3
29.0
0.5
7.8
5.9
7.4

March

7.

ington Water

Power Company's

Key Route

that on the

'
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line near Spokane, Wash.,
interurban line near San Francisco,

the test installation on the Western Pacific at Oroville, Calif.,
and possibly others. Train control systems installed in the
east will be visited on a later trip or trips.

quired by the Interstate Commerce Commission annual report except by special permission from the director of
accounting.

Handling
The Division

Rules Governing Issuance of Passes

W. T.

Tyler, director of the division of operation, has
issued the following instructions governing the issuance of

551

of Clairns

of Accounting has issued Accounting Cir-

cular No. 76, which provides that in order to bring about
uniformity in investigation, checking and apportioning overcharge and agency relief claims, in compliance with General

transportation to corporate officers, employees and their fam-

Order No. 55, the following rules and practices shall be

ilies

put in effect at once:

:

Federal managers are authorized to issue annual or
employees and their
families, over the railroad with which they are connected,
upon request from the chief executive officer of the corpora1.

trip transportation to corporate officers,

tion.

The

federal

executive officer

managers upon request from the chief

may

also request off line trip transportation

employees and their families direct
from federal managers of the line over which they desire
for corporate officers,
to travel.

Off line annual transportation desired by corporate
employees and their families should be requested
of the director, division of operation, Washington, D. C,
by the chief executive officer of the corporation.
The following instructions will govern the issuance of
2.

officers,

transportation to directors:
1.
Annual transportation for directors, good only over
line or lines of which they are directors, will be issued by
director, division of operation, Washington, upon request of
chief executive officer of the corporation.
2.
It is not permissible for federal manager to issue trip
transportation for directors on home line.
3.
It is not permissible for federal managers to request

or secure

from other federal managers

off line

trip passes

for directors.
4.

As passes

for dependent

members of

the families of

directors cannot be furnished, requests should not be

Monthly

Traffic

made.

Report to Be Compiled

The Railroad Administration has taken

steps

to

keep

and accurately posted this year regarding the
tendency as to the volume of freight traffic and the revenues
therefrom.
To the end that the Division of Traffic may
be fully advised. Director General Hines has issued General
Order No. 59, providing that effective with waybills settled
after the close of December, 1918, accounts. Class I carriers
shall compile and render during the period of federal control monthly reports showing the number of carloads separately as to the 58 principal classes of commodities and all
1. c. 1. freight, also the number of tons and the total revenue.
Special blanks have been provided for this purpose, and
the order gives specific definitions and instructions as to
Shipments moving
reporting the information called for.
under any-quantity rates are to be counted as carloads when
they weigh 10,000 pounds or more. The tonnage and revenue to be reported are the tons and total revenue shown on
the waybills compiled by each carrier from the audited records.
In addition to showing the volume of traffic and the
revenue, the reports are also to show the movement of the
traffic by points of origin and of destination, between points
within the same state, between each state and the District
of Columbia and each other state, and between each state
and the District of Columbia and Mexico, Canada and all
itself

fully

To serve as a corrective, a special
other foreign countries.
report will be required from carriers accepting and forwarding carload grain from terminal elevators. The reports are
to be compiled monthly and forwarded to the Bureau of
Commerce Commission on or beday of the second month succeeding that for

Statistics of the Interstate

fore the last

which they are compiled. No other freight traffic statistics
are to be compiled by accounting officers except those re-

Overcharge claims incident to refining, milling, stopping,
fabricating, and other similar service in transit should
be presented to the carrier granting the privilege for investigation and settlement. No apportionment is to be made of such
claims, except that where non-federal carriers participate in the
service the adjustment shall be made with such non-federal carriers on the basis of established divisions.
Where waybilling
and accounting methods, such as waybilling from transit point
at balance of through rate, are in effect for the handling of this
class of traffic and which protects the proper charges without
the presentation of a claim, such practices may be continued.
If the amounts assumed under this paragraph constitute a substantial proportion of the revenues of any carrier, the particulars should be brought to the attention of this office.
2.
Overcharge claims shall be registered against records in
such a manner as will indicate that claim has been presented,
and in addition thereto when an initial carrier refunds an overcharge on a collect shipment, or when a destination carrier
refunds an overcharge on a prepaid shipment, or when either the
initial or destination carrier refunds on account of double collection, a notice giving full waybill reference, claim number,
name of claimant, amount paid, and date of payment must be
sent to either the destination or initial carrier, as the case may
be.
The carrier receiving notice shall register on its records
necessary information to prevent duplicate payment and to properly adjust Account No. 778, Unrefundable Overcharges.
3.
Agency relief claims covering charges on all freight short at
destination shall be carefully investigated, and if delivery can not
be shown and charges collected, the charges shall be assumed by
the settling carrier; provided, however, that carriers not under
federal control shall be charged with amounts due from them.
4.
Agency relief claims covering charges on freight damaged
in transit, refused, or unclaimed, and deficits on account of
freight sold shall be carefully investigated, and if amount outstanding is not due from shipper, consignee, or owner of freight,
it shall be assumed by settling carrier; provided, however, that
amounts due from carriers not under federal control shall be
charged in accordance with responsibility.
5.
Payments for special services performed, purchases of
property, payment of heat, light, and water bills, and other similar items do not in the application of this order come within
the meaning of "Relief Claims."
6.
Agency relief claims covering charges resulting from the
misrouting of freight shall be carefully investigated, and if the
charges are not collectible from shipper, consignee, or a carrier
not under federal control, they shall be assumed by carrier whose
agent is outstanding.
7.
When overcharge claims in which non-federal carriers are
interested are settled by a federal carrier, the apportionment to
non-federal carriers shall be made on the basis of established
1.

storing,

assuming the entire amount
due from or to all federal carriers. When such claims are adjusted by a non-federal carrier, the amounts due to or from all
federal carriers shall be settled with the destination carrier.
If such carrier be not under federal control, settlement shall be
made with the federal carrier that handled the shipment nearest
divisions, the settling federal carrier

to the non-federal carrier in the direction of destination.

Freight confiscated in transit (paragraph 14) does not refer
8.
to coal or other freight taken by carriers for their own use,
but to freight confiscated by government health departments,
revenue officers, or others. Waybills covering such shipments
should be reported in interline accounts with freight charges
and advances and prepaid, if any. If charges prove to be uncollectible, they should be assumed by settling carrier, except
that carriers not under federal control shall be charged with
amounts due from them.
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W'lu-n III tlu- m\»'siin.ilii>n uf ovcTiliarnc riauiis il
9.
necessary to ohiaSii rates frum dIIht carriers under federal roiitin- eoniiminieatitiii sliall in all cases lie addressed tn liie
lri)l,
account iiij; ulVicer liaiidlinn overcliarne claims, wlu) shall lie responsililc for the fiiriiisliinK of siicli information.

Through Service Expenses Need Not Be Apportioned
Accoimtini; Cinular No. 75 proviclc^ tliat, effective I'el)ruar\' 1, it will l)e no longer necessary to apportion among
interested carriers the expense of heating, lighting, cleaning,
in
tiirough
of pa.^senger train equipment employed
under federal control. A fair proj)ortion
of the expenses .-iliould i)e charged against any non-federal
road wliicli participates in tlie through .'Service.
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li\
.iiid under the direction of tiie Bureau ol Sup|)lies
and Aciounts by Navy personnel exclusively. The circular

dled

says the division has l)een of great assistance in reasonably
securing the neces.sary transi)ortation ior the successful prose(Ulion of tin- Navy war program, and pays a tribute to
the

hearty

co-operation

of

departments

various

the

and

l)ureaus as well as the transportation lines.

Comparison of Maintenance Work to Be Required
The engineering and maintenance section of the Division
and

smd

etc.,

of Operation has prepared,

service over railroads

foims calling for a comparison of the expenditures for maintenance of way and
structures to measure tlie amount of upkeep during the
])criod of federal control as compari.l with that during the
The preparation of the.>c forms has liccn under
test period.
discussion for several weeks as to the amount of information
required to fully measure the amount of work performed;
taking into consideration the difference in unit casts.
The
accounting section is also preparing to collect somewhat similar data from the accounting standpoint.

Division of Inland Traffic

H. r. Anewalt, manager of inland

traffic

of the

Xavy

Department, has issued a circular .staiing that the division
of inland traffic is about to discontinue its functions under
the management of a representative of the Railroad AdminTransportation matters v, ill continue to lie hanistration.

printed, a circular

and

will

out as sfX)n as

it

is

five i)lank

Reorganization of the South^A/'estern Region
Extensive Restoration of Former Conditions
of

AT

THE DIRECTION

of

B.

F.

Bush,

Many

Southwestern

Officers
re-

gional director, the lines under his jurisdiction have
been re-grouped, placing the constituent properties
Eviof the old systems under the same federal managers.
dently this is the first step in returning the roads to private
The re-grouping was effective March 1.
control.
LeRoy Kramer has resigned as federal manager of the

Clinton & Springfield, the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas, the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, the St. Louis-San
Francisco and the Paris & Great Northern, on February
28, to become vice-president in charge of production of
the Willys-Overland Company at Toledo, Ohio, effective

Kansas

March

City,

1.

federal manager of the Abilene & Southern,
Worth & Denver City, the Fort Worth & Rio Grande,
the Fort Worth Belt, the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the
Houston Belt & Terminal, the International & Great Northem (Spring to Fort Worth and the Madisonville branch),
the Quanah, Acme & Pacific, the Houston & Texas Central,
the Texas Midland, the Union Terminal of Dallas, and the
Wichita Falls & Northwestern now has under his jurisdicJ.

S. Pyeatt,

the Fort

tion the St. Louis-San Francisco; the St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas; the Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield; the

Fort Worth & Rio Grande; the Brownwood North & South;
Paris & Great Northern; the West Tulsa Belt; the
Quanah, Acme & Pacific and the Rock Island-Frisco Terminal. Mr. Pyeatt's headquarters will be in St. Louis, Mo.
C. N. Whitehead, general manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at St. Louis, has been appointed federal manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas (including the
Trinity branch and the Beaumont and Great Northern), the
Wichita Falls & Northwestern, the Oklahoma Belt and the
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf.
Alexander Robertson, federal manager of the Arkansas
Central, the Louisiana & Arkansas, the Memphis, Dallas &
Gulf, the Missouri Pacific, the Natchez and Louisiana
Transfer, the Natchez Southern and the St. Louis-Southwestern, now has jurisdiction over the Arkansas Central,
the Coal Belt Electric, the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, the
the

—Jurisdiction

Changed

Missouri

Pacific,

the Natchez

the

Natchez

&

Louisiana

Transfer and

&

Southern.
William Neff, general manager of the St. Louis Southwestern at St. Louis, has been appointed federal manager
of the St. Louis Southwestern system with headquarters at
Tyler, Tex., and his jurisdiction extended over the Dallas,

Terminal, the Eastern Texas, the Southern Illinois
souri Bridge, and the Louisiana & Arkansas.

& Mis-

J. L. Lancaster, federal manager at Dallas, Tex., of the
Dallas Terminal and Union Depot, the Denison & Pacific
Suburban, the Galveston, Houston & Henderson, the Gulf,
Texas & Western, the Houston & Brazos Valley, the International & Great Northern (excluding the line from Spring
to Fort Worth and the Madisonville branch), the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas of Texas (Trinity branch), the St. LouisSouthwestern of Texas, the Texas Pacific, the Trans-Mississippi Terminal and the Weatherford, Mineral Wells &
North Western now has jurisdiction over the Denison &
Pacific Suburban, the Fort Worth Belt, the Galveston,
Houston & Henderson, the Gulf, Texas & Western, the
Houston & Brazos Valley, the International & Great Northern, the Texas & Pacific, the Trans-Mississippi Terminal and
the Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern, with offices

at Dallas.

The
and

F.

office of district director at

E.

Dallas has been abolished

Pettibone, district director, has been appointed

manager of the Pauls Valley, Lindsay and Sulphur
Topeka & Santa Fe, the Galveston
Wharf Company, the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the Texas
Midland, the Union Terminal of Dallas and the Ft. Worth
Union Passenger Station, with headquarters at Dallas.
W. B. Scott, federal manager of the Galveston Wharf
Company, the Gulf Coast Lines, the San Antonio & Aransas
Pass, the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf, and the Southern
Pacific, Louisiana and Texas Lines, has been appointed
federal manager of the Beaumont, Sour Lake and Western,
the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, the Houston &
Shreveport, the Houston Belt & Terminal, the Houston &
Texas Central, the Houston East & West Texas, the Iberia
St. ^larv's Eastern, the Iberia & Vermillion, the Lake Charles
federal

districts of the Atchison,

March

7,
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&
&

Northern, the Louisiana Western, the Morgan's Louisiana
Texas, the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, the St. Louis,
Brownsville & Mexico, the San Antonio & Aransas Pass,
the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf, the Southern Pacific Terminal, the Texas & New Orleans and the Trinity & Brazos
Valley. Mr. Scott's headquarters will be in Houston, Tex.
J. A. Edson, federal manager of the Joplin Union Depot,
the

Kansas

City,

Mexico

&

Orient, the

Kansas

City,

Mexico

&

Orient of Texas, the Kansas City Southern, the Midland
Valley, the Missouri & North Arkansas, the Houston East
& West Texas, the Texarkana & Fort Smith and the Vicksburg, Slireveport & Pacific, becomes federal manager of
the Arkansas Western, the Joplin Union Depot, the Kansas
City, Shreveport & Gulf, the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient,
the Kansas City Southern, the Midland Valley, the Missouri
& North Arkansas, the Poteau Valley, the Texarkana & Fort
Smith, the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific and the Wichita

Union Terminal.

Consequent Changes

The change

in

Subordinate Positions

in grouping of the lines in the Southwestern

region consequently meant changes in

subordinate officers
under these federal managers, and immediately upon their
appointment each of the six men named issued circulars
appointing subordinates for the roads under their respective
jurisdiction.
J.

S.

Pyeatt mjjde the

following appointments:

B.

T.

Wood, assistant to the federal manager of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas and the St. Louis-San Francisco, to be
assistant to the federal manager of all lines under Mr.
Pyeatt's jurisdiction; J. M. Kum, general manager of the
Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield, the Paris & Great Northem and the St. Louis-San Francisco, has had his jurisdiction extended over the West Tulsa Belt, and the Rock IslandFrisco Terminal, with headquarters at St. Louis; O. H.
McCarty is appointed general manager of the St. Louis-San
Francisco & Texas, the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, the
Brownwood North & South and the Quanah, Acme & Pacific, with offices at Fort Worth, Tex.; A. Hilton, assistant
traffic manager at St. Louis for the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, and the St. Louis-San Francisco, is appointed assistant traffic manager of the St. Louis-San Francisco, the
Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield, the Paris & Great Northem, the West Tulsa Belt and the Rock Island-Frisco Terminal; P. O. Jackson, general baggage agent at Dallas for
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, is appointed general
passenger and freight agent of the St. Louis-San Francisco
& Texas, the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, the Brownwood

& South and the Quanah, Acme & Pacific; W. F.
Evans, general solicitor for the Paris & Great Northern and
the St. Louis-San Francisco, is appointed general solicitor
for all lines under Mr. Pyeatt's jurisdiction, with headquarters at St. Louis; F. G. Jonah, chief engineer of the
Katy-Frisco lines, retains jurisdiction over the St. Louis-San
Francisco, the Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield, the Paris
& Great Northern, the West Tulsa Belt and the Rock IslandFrisco Terminal with headquarters at St. Louis and also the
St. Louis-San Francisco & Texas, the Fort Worth & Rio
Grande, the Brownwood North & South and the Quanah,
Acme & Pacific, with headquarters at Fort Worth; G. E.
Scott, purchasing agent of the St. Louis-San Francisco, and
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at St. Louis, is appointed purchasing agent for all lines under the jurisdiction of Mr.
Pyeatt; H. J. Comin, auditor of the St. Louis-San Francisco at St. Louis, is appointed federal auditor of the St.
Louis-San Francisco, the Kansas City, Clinton &: Springfield,
the Paris & Great Northern, the West Tulsa Belt and the
Rock Island-Frisco Terminal, with headquarters at St. Louis;
C. S. Snow, assistant auditor of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas of Texas at Dallas, is appointed auditor of the St.
Louis-San Francisco & Texas, the Fort W'orth & Rio Grande,
North

the
E.
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Brownwood North & South, with offices at Fort Worth;
M. Smith, auditor of the Kansas City, Clinton & Spring-

field at

Springfield, Mo., continues in that position; T.

K.

Hawkins is appointed auditor and federal treasurer of the
Quanah, Acme & Pacific, with headquarters at Quanah,
Tex.; F. H. Hamilton, acting federal treasurer of the St.
Louis-San Francisco, is appointed acting federal treasurer of
the St. Louis-San Francisco, the Paris & Great Northern,
the West Tulsa Belt and the Rock Island Frisco Terminal,
at St. Louis; L. C. Wilds is appointed acting federal treasurer of the St. Louis-San Francisco of Texas, the Fort Worth
& Rio Grande and the Brownwood North & South, with headquarters at Fort Worth, and R. F. McGlothlan continues as
acting federal treasurer for the Kansas City, Clinton &
Springfield at Springfield.
For the roads under the jurisdiction of C. N. Whitehead,
the following appointments are announced
W. E. Williams,
auditor of the Mississippi Eastern at Quittman, Miss., is
appointed general manager of all roads under Mr. Whitehead's jurisdiction, with headquarters at Dallas; C. Haile,
:

manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and the
Louis-San Francisco, is appointed traffic manager of
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the Oklahoma Belt, the Mistraffic
St.

souri,

Oklahoma &

Gulf, with headquarters at

St.

Louis,

and also traffic manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of
Texas, and the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, with headquarters at Dallas; Joseph M. Bryson, general attorney of
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, is appointed general solicitor
of all roads under Mr. Whitehead's jurisdiction, with headquarters at St. Louis; E. L. Martin, engineer of maintenance
of way of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at Parsons, Kan., is

appointed chief engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
Oklahoma Belt and the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf with
headquarters at St. Louis and also chief engineer of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, and the Wichita Falls
& Northwestern, with headquarters at Dallas; G. E. Scott,
purchasing agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the
St. Louis-San Francisco at St. Louis, has been appointed
purchasing agent of all lines under Mr. Whitehead's jurisdiction, with headquarters at St. Louis;
J. G. Livengood,
general auditor of the St. Louis-San Francisco and the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas at St. Louis, is appointed federal
auditor of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the Oklahoma Belt
and the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, with headquarters at
St. Louis; O. H. Bower, general auditor of the Fort Worth
& Denver City, and the Houston, Belt & Terminal and
federal auditor of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, is appointed auditor of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas,
with headquarters at Dallas.
O. B. Womack continues to
act as auditor of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, with
headquarters at Wichita Falls, Tex.; C. T. Carson also retains the position of auditor of the Missouri, Oklahoma &
Gulf, with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla.
F. Johnson,
acting federal treasurer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at
St. Louis, is also appointed acting treasurer of the Oklahoma
Belt; W. O. Hamilton continues as acting federal treasurer
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas at Dallas; A. W.
Eichenberger, local treasurer of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, is appointed acting federal treasurer of the Wichita
Falls & Northwestern, with headquarters at Wichita Falls;
W. P. Dewar, corporate treasurer of the Missouri, Oklahoma
& Gulf, is appointed acting federal treasurer of the same
road, with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla.; V. G. Hopkins
is appointed special assistant, with headquarters
at St. Louis,

the

;

of all lines under the jurisdiction of Mr. Whitehead.
W. N. Neff has organized the control of roads under his
jurisdiction as follows:
J. E. Callahan, superintendent of
the Pine Bluff division of the St. Louis Southwestern, is
appointed general manager of all lines under Mr. Neff's
jurisdiction, with headquarters at Tyler, Tex.;
J. P. Park,
general freight agent of the St. Louis Southwestern at
St.'
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Louis
is appointed Ront-rul freight agent of the St.
Southwestern and the Soulliern Illinois and Missouri Bridge,
with lu\uUiuarlers at St. Louis; E. W. LaBcaume, general
passenger agent of tlie St. Louis Southwestern at St. Louis,
agent of the Southern
is al.-^o appointed general passenger
appointed general
Illinois & Mis.'^ouri Bridge; J. F. Lehanc is
Southwestern of
freigiit and passenger agent of the St. Louis
Terminal and
Te.xas. the Eastern Texas and the Dallas
Union Depot, with headquarters at Tyler; B. S. Atkinson
agent of the
continues to act as general freiglU and passenger
UptheLouisiana & Arkansas at Texarkana, Ark.; Daniel
Southwestern, with
grove general solicitor for the St. Louis
extended
headquarters at St. Louis, has had his jurisdiction
and the Louisiover the Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge
B. Perkins,
ana & Arkansas, with offices at St. Louis; E.
of Texas is
general attorney of the St. Louis Southwestern
Texas
appointed in addition, general attorney of the Eastern
A. A. Mathews
Depot;
Union
and
Terminal
Dallas
the
and
under the
appointed chief engineer at Tyler of all lines
i<^
agent at
of Mr. Neff; C. A. How, purchasing
Loui.'^,

jurisdiction
the Arkansas CenSt Louis for the St. Louis Southwestern,
Memphis, Dallas &
the Louisiana at Arkansas, the
tral
Southern and the
Gulf, the Missouri Pacific, the Natchez 8:

American Refrigerator Transit Company,

is

appointed pur-

Mr. Neff,

chasing agent for all lines under the jurisdiction of
auditor of the
with headquarters at St. Louis; R. D. Cobb,
is appointed federal
St Louis Southwestern at St. Louis,
Southern Illinois
auditor of the St. Louis Southwestern, the
& Missouri Bridge and the Louisiana & Arkansas; A. R.
Wood, auditor of the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas at
over the Eastern
Tyler,' has had his jurisdiction extended
Depot; W. J.
Texas' and the Dallas Terminal and Union
at
Wright, auditor of the Louisiana & Arkansas Railroad
Texarkana, Ark., continues to act in that capacity; C.
Southwestern at
Messick, federal treasurer of the St. Louis
treasurer of the
St. Louis, is also appointed acting federal
local
Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge; J. W. Hogan,
Tyler, is
treasurer of the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas at
appointed acting federal treasurer of the St. Louis South-

Terminal
western of Texas, the Eastern Texas and the Dallas
W. F.
and Union Depot, with headquarters at Tyler.
Wright continues as acting federal treasurer of the Louisiana

& Arkansas

at

Texarkana.

following appointments are made by F. G. Pettibone,
W. E. Maxson,
to cover all lines under his jurisdiction:
Fort
general manager of the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, the
Worth Belt, the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the Houston
(Spring
Belt & Terminal, the International & Great Northern
the Texas
to Fort Worth and Madisonville branch), and
Midland, is to be general manager, with headquarters at
S. Hershey, general freight agent of the
Galveston, Tex.;

The

J.

Gulf, Colorado

&

Santa Fe and the Texas Midland,

is

to be

freight traffic manager, with offices at Dallas; W. S. Keenan,
general passenger agent of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
is to be passenger traffic manager
at Galveston; J. W. Terry, general solicitor of the Fort Worth
& Denver City, the Fort Worth Belt, the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe, the International & Great Northern (Spring to

and the Texas Midland,

Fort Worth and Madisonville branch), the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas of Texas, the Quanah, Acme & Pacific and the
Texas Midland, is to be general solicitor, with headquarters
at Dallas; F. Meritt, chief engineer of the Fort Worth &
Denver City, the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, the Colorado,
Gulf & Santa Fe, the International & Great Northern (Spring
to Fort Worth and Madisonville branch), the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, and the Texas Midland, is to be chief
engineer, with headquarters at Dallas; R. L. Irwin, purchasing agent of the Galveston, Houston & Henderson, the International & Great Northern (Spring to Fort Worth and
Madisonville branch), the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of
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Texas (Trinity branch), the St. Louis & Southwe.stem of
Texas and the Texas & Pacific, is to be purchasing agent,
witli lK'ad(|uarters at Dallas; W. D. McLcod, auditor of the
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe and the Houston Belt & Terminal,
is to i)c federal auditor, with headciuarters at Galveston;
T. E. Corley continues to act as auditor and acting federal
treasurer of the Texas Midland at Terrell, Tex. A. C. Torbert, local treasurer at Galveston for the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe, is appointed acting federal treasurer of the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe, the Fort Wortli Union Passenger Station, the Union Terminal of Dallas, and the Galveston
Wliarf Company.

Tiic re-grouping of roads in this region has made necessary the issuing of instructions to the superintendents of the
I*"ort Worth, the Galveston and the San Antonio terminals,

who

will report respectively to J. L. Lancaster, F. G. Petti-

ijone

and W. B.

Scott.

Fort Wortli & Denver City, the Wichita Valley, the
Wichita Falls & Oklahoma and the Abilene Southern have
been placed under the jurisdiction of Hale Holden, regional
director of the Central Western region, who in turn has extended the jurisdiction of Robert Rice, general manager of the
Colorado & Southern over all departments of these roads. No
further changes in connection with these lines have been

The

announced.
In accordance with the regrouping of the lines of the
Southwestern region, W. B. Scott has mad^ the following appointments with jurisdiction over the Trinity & Brazos Valley, the Houston Belt & Terminal, the Houston & Texas
Central, the Houston East and West Texas and the Houston
& Shreveport; G. F. Waid to be general manager; Messrs.
Botts, Parker and Garwood to be general solicitors; Gentry
Waldo to be traffic manager; I. A. Cottingham to be chief
engineer, M. P. Randolph to be purchasing agent and G. R.
Cottingham to be federal auditor. L. H. Attwell, Jr., is appointed auditor and G. A. Gandre, acting federal treasurer
of the Trinity & Brazos Valley.
M. Eckert is appointed
anditor and J. H. Lauderdale is appointed acting federal
treasurer of the Houston Belt & Terminal.
C. B. Udell
is appointed acting federal treasurer of the Houston & Texas
Central, the Houston East & West Texas and the Houston &
Shreveport.
The offices of all of these men will be at
Houston, Tex.
The St. Louis-San Francisco line between Memphis and
Birmingham has been transferred from the Southern to the
Southwestern region effective March 1. The Illinois Central
lines nortli of Cairo and Paducah are transferred from the
Central Western to the Southern region and the Chicago,
Rock Island & Gulf, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
(from St. Louis, Mo., to Kansas City, Herington, Kan., to
Salina and all lines south and east of the main line between
Herington, Kan., and Tucumcari, N. M.), the Fort Worth
& Denver City, the Wichita Valley, the Wichita Falls &
Oklahoma and the Abilene & Southern are transferred from
the Southwestern to the Central Western region.
The part of the Rock Island Line transferred from the
Southern to the Central Western region has been placed
under the jurisdiction of J. E. Gorman, federal manager of
the Rock Island Lines in the Central Western region.

The Brotherhood

of Railway Clerks held a southwestern

district

convention at Houston, Texas, on February

district

is

Missouri,

composed
Kansas,

of the

New

states

Mexico,

Morgan, of

22.

This

Oklahoma,
Louisiana and

of Arkansas,

Arizona,

Texas, president of the
Southwestern Federation, presided. The next semi-annual
southwestern district convention will be held at New Orleans
on August 23.

Texas.

J.

E.

Dallas,

March
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Orders of Regional Directors
SHIPPING DAY

GUIDES.

—The regional

director of the Alle-

governing the
preparation of consolidated shipping day guides of different roads together with an outline of the procedure which
should be followed in analyzing tonnage statistics preparatory
At
to fixing "sailing days" for less than carload freight.
larger stations the traffic movement should be studied for
at least twelve days, and at smaller stations thirty days, in'
order to get reliable data concerning the aggregate volume
A consolidated guide for New York city has
of tonnage.
This
already been issued, to go into effect on March 10.
in. by lOyi in.
is a book of 235 pages,
With this book
a shipper has before him in compact form all the data for
For example, freight will be
all of the roads of the city.
taken for Los Angeles on Monday by the Lehigh Valley,
pier 34, or the Erie at Harlem Transfer; on Tuesday by the
Baltimore & Ohio, at pier 22; on Wednesday, by the New
York Central at 37th street; on Thursday by the Lehigh
Valley, at pier 34; on Friday by the Baltimore & Ohio, at
pier 22, and the Erie at the Harlem Transfer; and on Saturday by the New York Central at 37th street. The delivering
road, whichever route is taken, will be the Atchison, Topeka
& Sante Fe. For Long Beach, Cal., the instructions are the
same except that the delivering company is the Southern
Pacific.
For San Francisco, shipments may be made every
day by three different roads, two of them delivering to the
Southern Pacific, and one to the Santa Fe; and on two days
in the week the Santa Fe has another route.
Back Pay as Affecting Monthly Comparisons. The
regional director, Eastern Region, by his circular of February
21, numbered 1801-22A536, conveys to federal managers the
request of the Operating Statistics Section (Washington) for
monthly statements for this year, made out to show true comparisons with the same months of 1918. Statements should
show actual expenses in each year, but a supplement should
be attached giving a restatement of general accounts with
In reporting unit cost of train
allowances for back pay.
service the seven primary accounts must also be restated.
J'or example, for January, 1918, the expenses actually accrued in that month must be given, plus the January proportion of back pay which was paid subsequent to June 1, 1918;
while the expenses for these later months should be those
actually accrued in that month minus all back pay which is
Where the
included but is applicable to previous months.
comparisons cannot be given with accuracy, close estimates
will be accepted.

gheny region has

issued

instructions

4^

—

Grain Embargo

—Primary

Market.

— Supplement

555

11

to

Circular 161 of the Central Western regional director similar
to Supplement 19 of Circular 34 of the Northwestern regional director, abstract of which was published in the
Railway Age of February 28 (page 486).
Circular 178 of the SouthL. C. L. Sailing Day Plan.
western regional director directs representatives of railroads
who come in contact with shippers and consignees to post
themselves as to the merits of the sailing day plan and to
overlook no opportunity to discuss it with patrons of the
road.
Traffic men in particular should keep in touch with
the local conditions at local points and co-operate to the fullest
extent. This action is to offset adverse agitation by shippers
which is due principally to unfamiliarity with the plan. It is
the duty of all concerned to give particular attention to
the working out of this plan and the handling of merchandise in general at all points to insure, (a) tliat freight is
properly loaded in accordance with the sailing day plan,
(b) that cars leave originating terminal on day scheduled
to depart, and that under no circumstances must cars be
held over for additional tonnage, (c) that shipments move

—

on schedule time to destination.
Relations Between the Federal Administration and State

Commissions.
In a letter to Northwestern railroads dated
February 27, the Northwestern regional director calls attention to general order 58 of the director general and suggests
( 1 ) the selection from the staff of employees of one or more
persons in each state whose duty it shall be to frequently
and not less than once a week call upon the commissioners
of that state for the purpose of advising witii them, learning
whether or not there are complaints as to service or efficiency
and adjusting any of those minor matters which intelligent
personal attention can ordinarily satisfy; (2) that an agent
of the Federal Administration, ordinarily the state attorney,
general manager or superintendent, be designated in each
state, filing his name and address with the commission,
upon whom service can be made as to any pending proceeding; (3) that all officers, agents and employees of the
United States Railroad Administration be directed to supply
information and render assistance as requested by any state
commission. In all matters of doubt or unusual importance
advise with the regional director.
Copies of all notices and
reports of complaints and the progress of same must be
furnished to the regional director who desires to keep in
touch with all proceedings before the state Commissions.
Stored Equipment.
The Northwestern regional director
File 57-1-27 calls attention to the necessity for such action

—

as seems appropriate to protect from fire empty cars standing
in storage yards.
letter is quoted from Charles N. Rambo,

A

manager

and protection
and Purchases, citing the

of the fire loss

of Finance

section, of the Division
article in the

"Manual

of Fire Protection on Railroad Property" on pages 34 and 35
entitled "Fire risk in connection with storage or concentration of cars on sidings, in yards, or at terminals."

—

United States Employment Service Posters.
File 3-1-21
of the Northwestern regional director similar to Supplement
2 to Circular 67 of the Southwestern regional director, abstract
of which was published in the Railway Age of February 28
(page 486).
Telegrams Sent Over Railroad Wires. Circular 242 of
the Central Western regional director similar to Order 156
of the Southwestern regional director, abstract of which was
published in the Railway Age of February 14 (page 393).
Transportation of Directors, Corporate Officers and Employees.
Order 109 Supplement 13, Cancelling Supplement
11 of the Southwestern regional director similar to Supplement 14 to Circular 29 of the Central Western regional
director, abstract of which was published in the Railway Age
of January 10 (page 159).
Carloading Efficiency.
Circular 177 of the Southwestern

—

—

—

regional director calls attention to the practice of shippers
ordering small capacity cars and insisting on such cars being
furnished, notwithstanding empty cars of larger capacity

are available for their loading.
This involves additional
switching and empty haul.
Shippers should be encouraged
to continue to load heavily but extraordinary switching serv-

and empty car movements are not warranted.
Car Efficiency Intensive Loading.- By Circular 179 the

ice

—

—

Southwestern regional director calls attention to the importance of continuing the campaign which brought about successful loading of freight cars.
Agents or others who receive
orders from shippers for cars should inquire as to the weight
of the freight which is to be shipped and if below the maximum try to induce the shipper to load to the maximum. If
the amount ordered does not provide for the maximum
loading, try to get the consignee to increase the order.
Lettering of Locomotives.
The Eastern and the Southwestern Regional Directors have announced that on locomotives ordered by the director general for individual roads,
and which are paid for by the roads, the letters "U. S." need
not be shown on the engines or tenders.
Freight Claims.
The regional director, Eastern region, by
circular 600-1 9A544, calls attention to the necessity for
prompt reply to communications from the freight claim de-

—

—
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paitiiii'iit.

crl\'

J.

Huu.iid, niaiiam'r of the ihiims

II.

sfilion,

protit tuii>

tluil

vvlierc

;iiul

chiiius

piop-

are not

dflay, in a larj;e percentage of case.s
found to he due to the inal)ility of llie frei^lit ilaim de-

dealt witii piDinptly,
is

ri'ports

tlu-

and .sitisfaitory replies to inciuirie.s
Mr. Howard also calls attention to the
addre.>*.seil to agents.
fact that sonic freight claim officers do not promptly advise
the "special agent" (police) in regard to shortages which
There shouUl he close co-operation l)e
iniiicate jiilferagc.
Iween the freight claim olYicers and the special agents. The
Northwestern Regional Director's circular No. 24-1-44 covers
The Southwestern Regional Director, in
the same subject.
order No. 168, gives instructions on pilferage for all freight
jKUtnient to

i>ronipl

j;et

claim offices.
Passenger Train Performance. The regional director of
the Eastern region, liy circular 1801-14A5S3, gives instructions for making daily reports of passenger train performance, to be sent by telegraph both to Washington and to the
Besides the usual data showing the numregional director.
ber of trains, minutes late, etc., all unusual operating diffiTrains
culties such as storms must be briefly explained.

—

of less than 50 miles are to l)e omitted, also
branch trains dependent onaiiain line connections; and delays
of ten minutes or less are not to be considered. The circular
prescribes a cipher to be used to economize telegraphing. The
Northwestern Regional Director, by circular No. 95-1-12
gives instructions on this sul)ject.
The regional director of
Requests for Statistical Data.
the Eastern region, by circular No. 1801-118AS43, promul-

making runs

—

gates the instructions of the director general to the effect
that when requests are received from governmental depart-

ments, not a part of the Railroad Administration, asking for
statisical information, they should be referred to C. A. Prouty,
It is
director of the Division of Accounting, Washington.
believed that these matters can be handled with more expedior
tion and economy at Washington than by the regional
local offices.
2-6..

and

the

regional director, by file 1831Southwestern Regional Director, by circular

The Southern

No. 182, give similar instructions.
Journal Box Packing. The regional director of the Eastem region, by circular No. 500-13-14A540, advises federal
managers that journal l)0x packing for locomotives and cars
may be bought under the individual roads' specification, the
Railroad Administration specification R-94-A not being

—

compulsory.

llie

in

Car

at

where necessary

the i>resent

the railroad service

make

further investigation.

Dr.

says:

"If .smoke consists merely of liquid and solid particles,
with some hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide and some
irritant gases, it would be possible to use an ordinary army
gas mask: if, on the other hand there is more than .05 per
cent of carbon monoxide present the mask will be more of a
danger than an assistance. Further, the Hayward respirator
which has been purchased by one road, is not designed for
*."
eliminating gases: it simply protects against particles * *
Car Distribution—Use 'of Open Top Cars.— In Freight

Car Distribution Notice No. 4 the Northwestern regional
director states that notwithstanding the present car surplus
there are roads which are forcing the restrictions on the use
of open top cars for materials other than coal, coke or rawmaterials used in blast furnace operation, formerly in effect
under Circular CS-13 and Supplement 1 thereto issued by

it

should be understood
still

and iron ore traffic,
time such an abundant sujiply tliat
for coal

tliat

is

re-

there
there

—

reau,

Louisville

Demurrage and Storage

liureau,

and

St.

Louis Demurrage and Storage Bureau, within tlie boundaries
of the Southern region.
The new bureau will enforce the
regulations dealing with freight car demurrage, freight storage, descriptions of carload and le.ss than carload freight,
carload and less than carload weighing, milling and other
transit
arrangements (where specifically arranged for),
packing and marking regulations, stowage of carload freight,
and veterinary inspection. In in.stances where the railroads
?re now individually performing any of the stated duties,
they will either ])e supervised or taken over by the new
bureau.
I. G. Markey is appointed manager, and F. M.
Hardin, assistant manager, of the bureau, with headquarters
at Atlanta, Ga.
Storage I. c. I. Shipments. -The regional director. Eastern
region, by file 600-2-46A554 suggests that where freight
houses are not being used to capacity, 1. c. 1. shipments should
be stored in freight houses in.stead of being sent to public
warehouses.
Storage is to be charged in accordance with
Agent Boyd's Tariff No. 139, I. C. C. No. U. S. 1.
Rental Rate for Locomotives. The regional director,
Eastern region, by file 500-1 -3 A5S5, prescribes the rental
rate for locomotives as one mill per pound of tractive power
per day, with a minimum of fifteen dollars a day.
This
cancels' circular, file 3000-42, of March 12, 1918.
The
Norchwestem and the Southwestern regional directors have
:

—

—

issued similar orders.

The Use

Railograph in
Valuations for Taxation Purposes

—

the army are not effective against poisonous constituents of
Dr.
coal smoke or coal gas, as found in railroad tunnels.
D. Z. Dunott, chairman of the Committee on Health and
Medical Relief, of the Division of Operation, has advised
the regional directors of this fact, and it is suggested that
roads which have bought gas masks with a view to using

V\'liile

10

can hardly be any occasion for failure to su])i)ly all such
lars required for any class of loading.
Southern Freight Inspection Bureau. Tlie Southern
I'reight Inspection liureau has been cstal)li.shed to take over
tile duties of the following existing organizations:
Southern Weighing and Inspection Jiureau, Virginia & We.st Virginia Demurrage and Storage Bureau, North Carolina Demurrage Bureau, Soutlieastern Demurrage Bureau, Alaljama
Demurrage and Storage Bureau, Tennessee Demurrage and
Storage liureau. East Tennessee Demurrage and Storage Bu-

Gas Masks. The Eastern regional director by circular
No. 1800-10-5 A541, and the Southern regional director by
masks used in
file 1S62-6 call attention to the fact that gas

them in
Dunott

.Service Section.

the use of this class of e<|ui|)ment |)rcference

(|uired
is
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of the

By Cuthbert
Ellsworth, Barrows

&

E. Reeves

Reeves, Engineers,

Buffalo, N. Y.

has been used
THE RAILOGRAPH
determine the wear

increasingly of late years
of rail under various conditions
and the necessity of renewals, but, so far as known
to the wnriter, it has not heretofore been employed as a
test of value for taxation.
In the State of New York the
to

courts have held that the measure of value for local assessment of railroad property, in the case of a paying railroad,
During the
is the cost of reproduction less depreciation.
trial of a recent case to determine the proper assessment of
section of its four-track main line in a taxing district
of this state, one of the trunt line railroads introduced testimony as to the value of the rails in its main tracks and
side tracks based upon the theoretical condition of it under
the application of the "Straight Line" theory of depreciaIn brief, a life of eight years was allotted all rail in
tion.

a

the passenger or high-speed tracks, at the end of which time
they were assumed to be equivalent to relayer; an additional
life of eight years in the low-speed tracks was then allowed,
at the expiration of which their value was predicated to be
scrap.

Rails in sidetracks were considered to have reached

a condition equivalent to scrap

when

laid.

March

7,
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For purposes of taxation

it

is

of course desirable to arrive

a valuation fair to both the owner of the property assessed
and to the community at large, and, in the case of a property
involving special construction beyond the ability of the ordinary assessing body properly to appraise, it is especially
to be desired that such valuation shall be applicable over a
In a given taxing district the present value
period of years.
of some elements of such property may vary somewhat from
year to year, but it is beyond the powers of the ordinary
assessing board to follow up these changes, such as rail renewals, repainting of bridges and buildings, repointing of
masonry, etc.
It is well known that the practice of our railroads in general is to maintain their properties at a uniformly high
standard of efficiency, and in so far as track, bridges and
other items classed as "Road" are concerned, there will be
little change in value from year to year aside from that
occasioned by additions and betterments. In valuations for
the purpose of equalizing such assessments our practice has
been for years to use the "Average Condition" theory in
determining the present value of many items of construction.
at

557

the original laying to a face.
Side-track rail was taken to
be in a condition half-way between cost to lay as relayer

and value as scrap.
While the application of these rules

in certain cases, such
as that of a stretch of new rail recently laid, or, a section
about to be renewed, would fail to give a technically correct
value as of a given date, we believe that over a period of

years the result would be eminently fair to both parties.
Although it is not recommended as being practicable or
considered desirable, ordinarily, to ascertain the exact condition of rail for purposes of taxation, the necessity of introducing evidence as to the same in this action, and the
adaptability of this section of the railroad to such a

test,

owing to the numerous different brands and years of rail
and the freedom from curvature and excessive grade, led to
the decision to take exact measurements by means of the
railograph. The field work was carried out under the direction
of the writer. Sections were taken on both rails of each of
the four main tracks at uniform spacing, no effort being

made to select or to miss certain rails.
They were all inscribed directly upon

standardized cards,

sample of which is shown. All data as to location, weight,
brand, etc., were noted in the field. The space provided for
cross-sectional areas new and as found in the field was filled
in later in the office, the present areas being run three times
with a planimeter and the average result used.
From this
the percentage of loss was computed and listed, being rea
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solved later into terms of percentage of the loss allowable to
reduce the rail to relayer condition, to wit, three pounds per
yard, the standard of the railroad involved.
This was computed for the head of the rail, as it was found that the sections were practically

Tl*a31iT..+

CUHVB
BHAHB

'/^

in

fg

loch
R01LE6"^-^X

unchanged

in

web and

many instances over-ran the theoretical
The loss in 100-lb. rails was found to

and

flange,

original area.

be 2.83 per cent,
averaged by the number of rails measured and 2.99 per
cent averaged by the mileage of the various brands and

SECTIOH l^^fi
K&kl BO.
:

years.

The

loss of the 80-lb.

by the number of

rails

meas-

ured proved to be 5.43 per cent and by mileage 5.63 per
cent.
The average loss of head in the 100-lb. rails after an
average use of 6.75 yr. was but 35.8 per cent of that required to reduce them to relayer condition, being remarkably
uniform and very much less than that which an application
KAUE OF RAILROAD.

GEH3RAL LOOATIOB..
CLIKST

A

Typiccd Record Sheet

where the age is but
Replacements
of breakages, varying degrees of wear on curve and tangent,
excessive wear at stations, water plugs and other stopping
places, standard of roadbed, and many other considerations
entering into the finding of an exact result.
The condition of fencing is subject to much the same determination.
Posts are renewed here and there and wire
patched in other places. In fact, all articles which are constantly renewed in kind lend themselves much more to the
"Average Condition" theory of depreciation than to the
better known and commonly accepted "Straight Line."
In the case referred to in this article we were retained by
This

especially applicable to rails,

is

one of

many

factors affecting its condition.

the taxing district to report

property,

and

upon

the value of the railroad

to assist in upholding the assessment.

As

in

such cases, our valuation of the rail was based upon the
"Average Condition" theory. For example, all main track
rail was considered to have reached a point half-way between its cost as laid new and its value as relayer when
removed from main track. On roads with good standards
of maintenance the percentage of rails too poor to be classed
as relayer is ordinarily very low, and offset by the superior
condition of those replacing breakages, etc., subsequent to
all

of the straight line depreciation from new to relayer in eight
The 80-lb. rail in the freight tracks
years would imply.
showed an average loss of 62 per cent of that allowable, in
spite of their average length of use of 7.9 yr. under heavy
traffic.
The average condition of all main track rail proved
to be slightly better than half-way between

While other

new and

relayer.

factors than loss of section enter into the classi-

fication of rail as relayer, etc., for this discussion they

may

under consideration being well maintained, straight, free from surface bends, no curve wear,
and ends free from battering.
Examination of some of the first sections taken disclosed
a width of head in some cases 3/64 in. greater than the
theoretical, and check measurements taken with a mibe neglected, the

rails

crometer caliper corroborated the railograph prints, the extra
width probably being due to variations in the rolls. Deviations from the standard were also noted in the fillets of the
flanges and in the angles of the under side of the heads, these
probably being due in part to wear in the rolls and in part
to excess shrinkage.
Data are not available as to the tonnage passing over these
tracks during the period involved, and it is regretted that
comparison with the data disclosed by other railograph obConclusions as to wear based
servations is not possible.
solely upon the factor of length of use are of course reliable
only when taken in conjunction with the tonnage borne and
other factors entering into such an analysis.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

General New^s Department
W. H. Finlcy, president of the Chicago & North Western
Railway Company, will present a |>apcr on the design and
construction of the large grain elevator recently built by
that company, at Chicago, before the Western Society of
Engineers, Chicago, on Monday evening, March 10.
Charges of grand larceny were preferred against nine employees of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Youngstown, Ohio, last
week one chief clerk, one general yard master, one roundhouse foreman, two freight conductors and four brakemen.
One conductor was also charged with carrying concealed
weapons. These arrests follow the investigation of a large
number of robberies of freight cars.

—

A

boatmen in New York harbor paralyzed local
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of this week,
the passenger ferries of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western being the only railroad craft which were kept running.
Embargoes were placed in all directions against freight for
New York over routes which have to use ferries or floats to
reach the city, and the outbound freight stations on the
docks refused practically all shipments. Passengers crossed
the river, with some delay, through the tunnels. As we go
to press it is expected that the Railroad Administration will
grant the eight-hour day and other demands of the strikers;
but the attitude of the owners of other boats has not been

Initial Air Pressure and Final Vacuum, should have
been designated as the Rueping instead of the Lowry process.

with

Black

Tom

Verdict Stands

The Supreme Court

of the United States on March 3
refused to review the decision of the lower court holding
the Lehigh Valley Railroad liable for damages resulting from
the explosion in New York harbor ("Black
Island") in
While this case involves a judgment of only
July, 1916.
$23,687, claims for nearly $12,500,000 have been made against
the company and the outcome of the majority of them was
said to depend upon the result in this case.

Tom

strike of

traffic

disclosed.

Major C. W. Cochran has been appointed assistant professor of military science and tactics at Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.
Until March, 1917, Maj. Cochran
was engineer of maintenance of way of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Galion, Ohio, at which time he
received leave of absence to take a three-months' course at
the Officers' Training Camp at Fort Meyer, Va., after which
he was commissioned a captain. He was assigned to duty
in the office of the chief of engineers, U. S. A., where he
served from September, 1917, to February, 1918.
He was
then assigned to the 32nd Engineers and assisted in organizing that regiment, which was a special railway and bridge
unit.
Shortly after he was ordered to France, where he was
placed in charge of work on lines of communication and of
In July, 1918, he was
a number of construction projects.
promoted to the rank of major of engineers and was ordered
back to the United States to assist in organizing regiments
for oversea service, but just before returning to America he
was sent to the front lines for a period of observation and
study. Soon after Major Cochran reached the United States
the armistice was signed and the new regiments were disbanded. He was then assigned to the 2nd Engineers, from
which he was assigned to his present duty, as stated above.

Railway Troops Coming

A

Home

of the railroad units of the army in France have
been assigned for early return to the United States, accordannouncement
issued by the War Department. The
ing to an
list of organizations assigned to early convoy includes com-

number

panies 20, 60,

81. 82, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 98, 102, 104, 106, 107, 108,

lis, 129, and 137 and casual companies No. 5 and No. 9, of the
Transportation Corps, also the Twelfth Engineers' regiment.

director general of railroads, has accepted an invitation to address the American Railway Engineering Association at its annual dinner at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, on Wednesday evening, March 19. The Railroad Administration will also be well represented among the
guests at the dinner. C. A. Morse, assistant director, division
of operation, is president of the association, and W. T. Tyler,
director of the division of operation, and possibly one or two
of the other directors will be present, as well as several of
the regional directors.

Program
Programs

Engineering

for

Week

at

Chicago

meetings of the American Railway
Engineering Association and the Railway Signal Association
to be held in Chicago in the week of March 17, are assuming
definite form.
The Railway Signal Association will hold
its stated meeting at the Auditorium Hotel on Monday, the
17th, and the American Railway Engineering Association
will hold a three-day convention at the Congress Hotel on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. The National Railway
Appliances Association's exhibit in the Coliseum will continue through the four days. An outline of the program of
the signal meeting appears below:
for

Report
Report
Report
Report

A

the

—Mechanical Interlocking.
— Power Interlocking.
— Signal Practice.
— Contracts.

by Committee II
by Committee III
by Committee X
by Committee XII

paper on Concrete Trunking will be presented by B. A. Lundy, assistant
engineer. New York Central, and Kurt C. Earth, of the Barrett
will present a paper on Treated Timber Trunking.

signal

Company,

Three other organizations will hold meetings during that
week which will be of interest to men attending these conventions and through a coincidence three meetings will be
held on Monday evening.
The Western Railway Club will hold its monthly meeting
in the Louis XVI room of the Hotel Sherman, at 7:45 p. m.
following a get-together dinner in the Italian room at 6:15
The program will include papers as follows:
p. m.
"U.

S.

Buell,

U.

Naval Batteries in France," by Lieutenant Commander D. C.
N. R. F., now director of the Railway Educational Bureau,

S.

Omaha, Neb.
"The Mechanical

Stoking of Locomotives," by W. S. Bartholomew,
president of the Locomotive Stoker Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Western Society of Engineers will hold a meeting
rooms in the Monadnock block for the presentation

its

Correction

Owing

to an error in the article entitled "Standard Specifications for Timber Preservation," published on page 445 of
the issue of February 21, the process for Treatment with
Creosote Oil by the Empty Cell Process, with Final Vacuum,

This should have
been the Lowry process. On the following page the process
for Treatment with Creosote Oil by the Empty Cell Process

was designated as the Rueping process.

Director General to Address A. R. E. A.

Walker D. Mines,

in

of

a paper on the Railway Terminal Situation in Chicago, by
Edward J. Noonan, chief engineer of the Chicago Railway
Terminal Commission. This will cover a general discussion
of the terminal policy of the Railroad Administration and
an enumeration of some of the difficulties of the larger problems with special reference to the solution of the Chicago
"down town" problem. It is the intention to ask several
prominent railway men to discuss the paper.
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Another activity of that week is the Railroad Conference
the American Association of Engineers to be held on
Monday, March 17, both in the afternoon and evening in
The following prothe Gold room of the Congress Motel.

of

gram has been arranged:
Afternoon Session—
Willard Beahan, eiiuipment engineer,

2

o'Clock.

New York

Central Western Lines,

presiding.

"Shall Engineers be Paid Overtime"? by H. P. Gillette, editor, Engineering & Contracting.
"Principles and Procedure in Classification and Salaries of Railroad
Engineers," by J. L. Jacobs, Professional and Special Branch, United
States Employment Service, Chicago.
"Schedules of Pay," preliminary report by a sub-committee of the "Rail-

road Committee."

Evening Session

—

7.30.

Finley, president of the American Association of Engineers and
president of the Chicago & North Western, piesiding.
"How Shall Proper Recognition be Obtained"? by W. W. K. Sparrow,
corporate chief engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
Application of Order 27, and Supplements 7 and 8 to the Railroad

W. H.
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accidents of all kinds occurred in the transportation of explosives during the year. One life was lost and four persons
were injured; total property loss, $33,238. The fatal accident
occurred in Canada. This excellent record was due primarily
to the general use of standard, approved packages and standard methods of loading, blocking and placing the packages
Losses in transportation of other dangerous and
in cars.
semi-dangerous articles, including the explosives (just mentioned), amounted in the year to $1,642,730; persons killed,
Sixteen of the deaths are recorded in
18, and injured, 106.
connection with fires arising in the transportation of gasoline.
The total number of boxes of high explosives condemned
as unsafe for transportation was 2,971, as compared with
The total number of cases of
2,291 in the preceding year.
black powder condemned was 194 as compared with 397 in
1917.
Total number of inspections, 10,734.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS
The foilowins

Engineer.

names

gives

'ist

dates of next or regular

of secretaries,

meetings and places of meetings:

Report of the Bureau
The bureau

of Explosives

for the safe transportation of explosives

and

other dangerous articles, 30 Vesey street. New York City,
has issued the annual report of Colonel B. W. Dunn, chief

The enormous and abnormal movement of exinspector.
plosives by railroads during the past year has been carried on
with remarkable freedom from disaster. The military program of the government for the year 1918 called for the production of about two billion pounds of explosives for military
use, and for two hundred tons a day of poisonous liquids and
For most of the year, up to November 11, shipments
gases.
amounted to more than two thousand carloads a day, so
that it is estimated that during the busy months the railroads
of the country had at all times not less than 50,000 cars in
transit, on government business, and bearing the explosive
placard. This was in addition to the average of 5,000 cars in
transit

to

meet normal commercial demands.

Only eleven

— F.

165 Broadway, New York City.
Ne.\t convention. May 6-8, 1919, Chicago.
American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, Supervisor of Demurrage and Storage, C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.

Air Brake Association.

M.

Nellis,

—

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents.
St.

.\.\ierican

—

E. H. Thayer,
Louis-San Francisco R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
AbSociATiON OF FREIGHT Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,

—

Chicago.

American Association of General Baggage Agents.
Huron, Mich.
.\merican A.^sociation

—

J.

Port

Quick,

E.

—W. C. Hope,
143 Liberty
R. R. of X.
New
.\merican Association of
Railroad Superintendents. —
Rothschild,
Louis, Mo.
Union Station,
.American Electric Railway Association. — E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th
New York. Next annual meeting, March
1919, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. —
C.
50 E. 42nd
New York.
C.

of

Passenger Traffic
St.,

J.,

Officers.
York.

J.

St.

St.,

14,

F.

J.

Dell,

St.,

Railkoad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Association.— Otto E. Schlinck, 485 W. 5th St., Peru, Ind.
American Railroad Association. T. E. Fairbanks, 75 Church St., New
.\merican

—

York.—

Operating Section (including former activities of Association of
Railway Telegraph Superintendents and Railway Storekeepers'
Association).

Engineering Section (including former

activities of Railway Signal
Association).
Section (including former activities of MasVer Car
Builders' and Master Mechanics' Association).
TraiSc Section (including former activities of Freight Claim As-

Mechanical

sociation).

Transportation

Section

(including former activities of Association

of Transi'ortation and Car Accounting Officers).
C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W. Ry., 319 N. Waller Ave., Austin Station, Chicago. Next convention, October 21-23, 1919. Cleveland, O.
American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 910 Michigan
Ave., Chicago.
Ne.xt convention, March 18-20, 1919, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association (see American Railroad Associ.Ttion, Mechanical Section). Acting Secretary, V. R.
Hawthorne, 735 Transportation Bldg., Chicago.
Next annual convention, June 23-25. 1919, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Railway Pfrishable Freight Association. E. F. McPike, 13S
E. 11th Place, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Wednesday in March

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.

—

—

—

—

and September.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. R. D. Fletcher, 6202
Gieenwood Ave., Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials. C. L. Warwick,, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Next meeting, June, 1919, Atlantic

—

—

N.

City,

J.

American Society of Civil Engineers.
St.,

except

-American

—

Charles W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month,
and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

New

39lh

York.

Ji-.ly

St.,

New

—
—

York.

American Short Line RAILR0^D Association. ^T. F. Whittelsey,
Union Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.
American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angler, B. & C,
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting

—

—

708

Mt.

W.
with

M;.ster Car Builders' Association.
Association or Railway Claim Agents. Willis H. Failing, C. R. R. of
N. J., Jersey City, N. JAssociation of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W., Room 411. C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Next meeting. Oc-

—

—

tober,

1919,

Association of

Chicago.

Railww Telegraph Superintendents

—

—

—

—

From

—

the Albmny JourntU

Still

Up

In the Air

(see

American

Rail-

road Association. Operating Section). W. L. Connelly, N. Y. C.
R. R., Gibson, Ind.
Association of Transportation and Car AccouNriNc Officers (see American Railroad Association, Transportation Section).
G. P. Conard.
75 Church Si., New York.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's .Association. M. J. Trees, Chicago
Bridge & Iron Comppnv. Giicago. Next annual convention, October
21-23, 1919, Cleveland. O.
Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, 46 Aberdeen Ave., St Lambert
(near Montreal). Que.
Next meeting, 2d Tuesday in May, 1919,
Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Oue.
Car Foremen's Association of (iiiiCACO. Aaron Kline, 841 I..awler Ave..
Chicago.
Regular meetings. 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, New Morrison Hotel. Chicago.
Central Railway Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in November, and 2d Friday in January, March, May and September, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
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iNTmclHNr.T 1"XK iNHI-riTOm' AND (ah I'dKEUHn's ASSOCIATIUN.
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Inikki. iianlk (ak lN>ri(icius' and ^'a» KukkmenS Siipi'Ly Mkn's
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66,

No. 10
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W.
Chief

Traffic

(.'Iiicavo.

Kasitirn

Kailkoaii

.\»»ociation.

iiiiminl

iiucliiiK.
(lAiM .Vssoi

May

8,

Sliinrl.

Ci.

I).

K«ilion<l

l')l'J.

Wiisliiiiglnn,

L).

C.

Next

News

.New York.

Cliil).

lATioN (*iT .\nicricnii K.iiliuad Aviocialion, Trnflfic
Fatir.iiT
Section). -l-r»>« I'ilcluT. K. K. S 1'.. Kicliriioii<l. V.i.
Genkrai. .SurtmNTtNDKNT!.' .AssiiciATiON oi til i< AGO. A. M. Ilunter, 321
Cirnnd Central Sin., I'liirniio.
KnKxIor meeliiiKn. Wednesday precedI'liday in nidiitli, Kooin
Insiirnncc Kxchange Hldi;.,
ing .<d
856,
ClucaKo.
International Kaiihoab Mastkk Hlacksmitiis' Association. A. L. Woodworth. 11. & U., I.iira. O.
Internaiionai. Railway I-uel Association. J. Ci. Crawford, 702 E. Slsl
Chicago.
Next meeting. May 19-22, 1919, Hotel Sherman,
St.,

IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMirillllMIIIIIIIIIMIIIMIII

S1IIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIMIII1IJ

IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

—

—

—

Chicago.

KaU.WAV (UlNRRAL 1'oREMEn'S ASSOCIATION. WlU. Hall,
1061 \V. Waiiasha Av<-., Winona, Minn.
Mainte.sance of Way and Masthk 1'ainters' .\ssociation.--I". W. Ilagcr.
lliirlcy
Ave., Ft. Worth, Tex. Next annual convention, Octoi)cr
13J3
2\Zi, 1919, St. I.oui-s, Mo.
Master Uoiler Makers' .Association. Harry i). Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Next meeting, May 26-29, 1919, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Master Car and I-ocomotive Painters' AsssoriATiON of the United States
and Canada. .\. V. Dane, H. St M., Keading, Mass. .Next meeting,

InTERNAI lONAL

—

—

Stptonibcr,

Chicago.

1919,

(see American Railroad .Association,
R.
Hawthorne, 746
Mechanical Section). .Acting Secretary, V.
Next annual meeting, June 18-21,
Transportation Bldg., Chicago.
Atlantic City, N. J.
National Association of Railway and Utilities' Commissioners.
Next annual conJames I!. Walker. 49 Lafayette St., New Y'ork.
vention, October 14, 1919, Indianapolis, Ind.
National Foreign Trade Council. O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New
convention,
April
24-26,
Congress
Hotel,
Chicago.
Next
York.
National Railway .Appliances -Association. C. W. Kelly, Kelly-Derby
Next meeting, March 17-20, 1919,
Co., Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago.
inclusive. Chicago.
Nrw England Railroad Clcb. W. E. Cade. Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., BosRegular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting
ton, Mass.
months of June, July, Augtist and September.
New York Railroad Club. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
29 W. 39lh St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. tieor^e A. J. Hochgrebc, 623
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in
Brisbane BIdg., Buffalo, N. Y.
each month, Tcnjost Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
Pacific Raiiwav Club. W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.
Railway .Accounting Officers' Association. E. R. Woodson, 1116 Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C. Ne.xt annual meeting, June 11, 1919,
Hotel Commodore, New York.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon. 30 Church St., New
York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave., PittsRegular meetings, 4th Thursday in month except June,
burgh, Pa.
July and August, Colonial Annex Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway Developmitnt Association. D. C. Welty, Missouri Pacific R. R.,

Master Car Huilders' Association

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

St.

Louis,

Mo.

—

Electric Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner.
Annual meeting with Association of
General Electric Co., Chicago.
Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association. D. L. Eubank, Galena
Next annual meeting, SeptemSignal Oil Company, Richmond, Va.
ber. 1919, Hotel Sherman, Oiicago.
Railway Fire Protection Association. G. L. Ball, St. Louis-San Fran-

Railway

—

—

Mo.

cisco Ry., St. Louis,

Railway Real Estate

Associ.ation.

Richmond. Va.
Railway Signal Association

—James

P. Nelson, President, C.

&

O.,

American Railroad Association, EngiH. S. Ballii't, Ass't Terminal Manager, Grand
neering Section).
Stated meeting, on Monday, before
(Central Terminal, New Y'ork.
3d Tuesday in March, Chicago.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Box C, Collinwood, Ohio.
J. D. Conway, 1841 Oliver
R.\iLw.AV SuPFLY Manufacturers' Association.
Next annual meeting, June 18-25, 1919, AtBldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

(see

—

(iraiii

loading this year, up to l'"cbruary 8, amounted to
comiiarcd witli 117,563 fur tlie torrfsiionding

1.57,202 cars, as

period of 1918.

According to iicwspaiicr reports the ^jrain growers in
Idaho, ()rcnoii and Wasliington have organized an "Inland

Empire .Shippers' League," and have filed witii the Interstate
C'miniicrce (commission a protest against the 2.S per cent
increase in freight rates on grain and grain products made
last June by the Railroad Administration.
J. E. Wellcr, Chicago resident traffic assistant for the Allegheny region, has issued a supplement to routing circular
103 stating that efifective March 1, the provisions of this
circular will apply to shii)ments of copper, lead and zinc.
Exception "C" on the first page of the original circular is
canceled. These rules are not to apply when in conflict with

current einbargoes.

The

State Public Utilities Commission of Illinois has issued a
against the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul to appear
before the commission at Chicago on March 11, to show cause
why the work of elevating and reconstructing tracks in Chicago
should not be completed at an early date. Work on the elevating
of the St. I'aul tracks was postponed approximately two years

citation

ago due to the high cost of labor and of material.
The Minnesota State Railroad & Warehouse Commission
has filed protests on behalf of Minnesota shippers against the
proposed reconsignment charges on grain and hay. Adoption of the reconsignment tariff has been recommended to
the Interstate Commerce Commission, following recent hearings.
The State Board charges that the assessment of a reconsignment charge of $2 on grain and hay held for state
inspection is unjust because this inspection is required by
state law and therefore should not be the basis of a special
charge by the railroads. It was also pointed out that authorization of such charges will mean that cars now inspected
by the state at outside points would be forwarded for inspection in terminals which would become so congested as
a result that the railroads would oppose the rule.
The recommendation for authorization of a $5 charge in cases where
a commission merchant, after a car is placed on a team track,
gives an order for it to a purchaser who will unload the car
is also believed to be unjust.
The state officers maintain
that this is not a reconsignment but simply a delivery order
requiring no service from the railroad.

—

lantic

City, N.

—

J.

Railway Teiegraph and Telephone Appliance Association. G. A. Nelson, Walerbury Battery Co., 30 Church St.. New York.
Ro.^dmasters' and Mjmntenance of Way Association. P. J. McAndrews,
Next annual convention, September
C. & N. W. Ry.. Sterling, 111.

—

16-18.

1919, Chicago.

—

B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis.
Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June. July and
August.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. West Nyack, Rockland
County. New York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. L. W. Cox. 1217 Commercial
Trust Bldg., Philadelphia. Pa.
ijouTHERN and Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, P. O. Box
Regular meetings. 3d Thursday in January.
1205, Atlanta. Ga.
March, May, July, September and November, Piedmont Hotel,

St.

Louis Railway Clue.

Mo.

—

—

—

Atlanta.

Southern Assochtton of Car Service Officers.

— E.

W.

Sandwich. West-

ern Ry., of Ala., Atlanta, Ga.

—

Supply Association of American Railw.ay Tool Foremen's Associ.ation.
C. N. Thulin, Duff Manufacturing Company, 935 Peoples Gas Bldg.,
Chicago.

Track Supply Association.
N. Y.
Hotel.

Next annual

—
W. C. Kidd, Ramapo
convention, September

Chicago.

Iron Works. Hillburn,
16-18, 1919, Auditorium

—

—

—

A. F. Steubing, 750 Transportation Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings 3d Monday in month, except June, July and
Augiist.

Western Society of Engineers.
Block, Chicago.

and August.

— Edgar

Regular meetings,

Industrial

Hotel Grunewald, New Orleans, La.,
12, has been announced in Circular 107 of the
league.
The principal subjects to be discussed are: Report by
Rethe President on the recent Rivers and Harbors congress.
port of the Executive Committee on (1) recommendations to
unicongress with respect to the railroad situation (2) proposed
form telegraphic code; (3) proposed mileage scales; (4) sailing
day plan; (5) passing reports on 1. c. I. freight; (6) restoration
of commercial offices of the railroads; (7) uniform hour for
opening and closing freight houses; (8) re-establishing shipper's

League
March 11 and

Traffic

to be held at

;

right to route freight.

Reports of committees on car demurrage and storage; on
transportation instrumentalities; on bills of lading; on proposed
packing rules for express shipments and on tracing express shipments and on rate construction and tariffs. Reports of baggage
Reports of special
committee and freight claims committee.
claims committees on concealed loss and damage; on grain; on
packinghouse products on coal and coke on ore and on fruit
;

—

Train Despatchers' Association of America. J. P. Finan, A. T. & S.
Fe Ry., Needles, Cal.
Traveling Engineers' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Cleveland. O
Next annual meeting, September, 1919, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Western Association of Short Line Railroads. Clarence M. Oddie,
Mills Bldg., San Francisco.

Western R.ailway Club.

National Industrial Traffic League
The program for the spring meeting of the National

S. Nethercut, 1735
1st Monday in month,

Monadnock
except July

;

;

Report of weighing committee on (1) charge
for testing industrial track sales; (2) moisture tolerance on coal
and coke; (3) claims for loss of coal; (4) action of Railroad
Administration with respect to national code of weighing rules.
Report of classification committee. Report of special committee
on railway leases and sidetrack agreements.

and vegetables.
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hand wagons of all types are still war material within the
terms of Regulation 30a of the Defence of the Realm Regu-

Foreign Railway

News

lations.

Central
Advices to the State Department state that the allied railrepresentatives were called to an informal conference in
Vladivostok on February 25, all the seven countries being
represented, Mr. Stevens and Mr. Smith representing the
United States and the American Ambassador to Japan, Mr.
Morris, also had been invited to the conference.
Gen. Horvath attended as the representative of the Chinese
Eastern Railway.

way

In England it is customary for the strong
tions to run candidates for Parliament.
In
tion the National Union of Railway Men ran
for Parliament in 24 constituencies, of which

labor organizathe recent elec-

such candidates
those at Derby,

Wakefield, Middlesboro, Newcastle
(West), Manchester
(Ardwick) and Cardiff (East) were "official" candidates. Two
only were elected, viz., at Derby, where J. H. Thomas was
not officially opposed, and at Kettering, where the contest
was "three cornered." The Railway Clerks' Association ran
5 candidates, and the Society of Locomotive Enginemen and
Firemen one without success.

Uruguay Railway Not

to

Change Hands

.According to press reports, which are not, however, official, the contemplated purchase of the properties of the Central Uruguay Railway Company by the Uruguayan government will not be carried out, says Consul William Dawson
at Montevideo, Uruguay, writing under date of December 9.
It is stated, he says, that the price demanded was considered
too high.
Little or nothing has been heard of this projected change
of ownership during the past months, he continues.
The
purchase of the Central Uruguay lines by the government
was under serious consideration as a means of stabilizing
exchange. The system comprises 987 miles of track, or about
63 per cent of the total mileage of the country. The purchase
price mentioned at the time was 60,000,00 pesos ($62,040,000').

British

Government Asks Rail Control

Press despatclies from London dated February 28 say that
the government's transport bill introduced in Parliament will
give the Minister of Transport complete control over every
conceivable form of land transport.
The bill provides that complete management of the railways of the United Kingdom is to be conducted by the state
for two years, partly to enable the government to make the
railways pay dividends and partly to facilitate the movement
of men and material during reconstruction.
Complete power is given to the minister to settle rates and
charges, salaries and wages and conditions of employment
and to make any alterations in policy and accounts that he

may deem

desirable.

The minister

is authorized to purchase by agreement or by
compulsion, in whole or in part, any railway, light railway,
street car company, canal, inland waterway or harbor and
dock undertaking.

Photo from Paul Thompsoyr

During the London Tube Strike the Government Carried
Thousands of War Office Clerks in Military Motor Trucks

Free Admission of Railway Supplies Into Mexico

A

cablegram of February 21 from the .American Consulate
General in Mexico announces that a presidential decree in
effect from February 20 permits the importation of the following railway supplies into Mexico free of duty for a period
of six months: Switch points, iron and steel ties, turntables,
The duties thereby
iron and steel rails, frogs, and tie plates
remitted amount to 0.03 peso per kilo gross weight, or $0.68
per 100

lb.

Modifications in British Railway Supply Restrictions

The

British Board of Trade Journal of February 20 announced additional relaxations in the British export restrictions.

The following

articles are transferred ,to list

C and

The Trans-Balkan Route Through Otranto and Valona,
Proposed by Italian Engineers, Would Reduce the
Distance

Between Rome and Constantinople from
and Permit a 48-Hour Journey.

1905 to 1260 Miles

may

therefore be exported freely to American countries:
Boiler tubes, iron and steel tubes, railway locomotives and

component parts.
The Minister of Munitions has suspended,

their

as from Febru-

further notice, the Railway Material (Second1916, except in so far as relates to freight cars
of all types.
Dealings in second-hand railway locomotives,
rails, chairs, fishplates, fastenings, signal apparatus, ties and
the like may now take place without a permit; but second-

ary

7,

until

hand) Order,

Brazil Railway in French Control
Financial reorganization of the Brazil Railway Company,
in receivership since 1914, has been completed except for
some minor details with regard to subsidiary lines, according
to the New York Tribune.
The discharge of W. Can^cron
Forbes, of Boston, as receiver of the property, is expected
to be ordered by the court within the next month.

RAILWAY AGE
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French interests, representing the bondholders of the road,
are now in control and new ofiicers liavc already been elected,
consisting of Louis Wibratte, of Paris, president; A. Roudy,
of Brazil, vice-president and general manager, and Einil
Petit, of

Paris, secretary.

New money to the amount of approximately $4,000,000 has
been raised by a syndicate of French bankers, in accordance
with the terms of the reorganization plan, which, in brief,
the issue of 21,060,000 francs of new prior lien
bonds. More than two years have been required in working
out the reorganization, the progress of which was greatly
hampered by dirticulties arising out of the war.
Important English interests which held a large amount of
the securities of the company when it went into receiver's
hands at the outbreak of the war have retained possession of
their equity in the property and have joined hands with the
French in bringing about the successful reorganization.
Since the beginning of the war the Brazilian system has
been starved so far as obtaining new rolling stock and other
equipment was concerned, so that in order to put the property in first class operating condition large expenditures
would have to be made. It is estimated that 200 new locomotives are needed, as well as thousands of freight cars.
At the same time a large tonnage of steel rails is needed.
called

for

Railroad Notes from China
Special Correspondence

from Peking (Delayed)

The

organization of the through traffic bureau as a part of the
Ministry of Communications was effected during September.
The bureau consists of four sections, general afifairs, domestic
through traffic arrangements, foreign through traffic arrangements, and the clearing house. The appointment as head of the
bureau of Kuan Keng Lin, who is also director of the railway
department of the ministry, serves to make clear that it is the
intention of the ministry to take a more active part in the management of the railways than has hitherto been the case. This
point is accentuated by the further fact that C. S. Liu (a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania) who is now chief of the
traffic division in the ministry, has been placed in charge of the
general affairs section of the bureau.
Chinese also head the
two arrangements sections. But the clearing house has been
placed in charge of J. E. Foley, the veteran traffic manager of the
Peking-Mukden line. Mr. Foley began his railway life in the
clearing house in Dublin in 1876.
He has been in China some
20 years. For 16 years prior to joining the Peking-Mukden staff
he served with the Australian railways, except for one year,
1894, spent on the Pennsylvania Lines. As director of the clearing house Mr. Foley will be responsible for the devising of
methods of control of car interchange, inspection, and interline
repairs. It is apparent therefore that the ministry has an aggressive policy of unification of the various lines which it expects
to have worked out along practical lines. The accounting work
of the clearing house has been placed in charge of another foreigner, J. Lockhart, who up to October 1, had charge of the
same matters on the Peking-Mukden line. Mr. Lockhart began
railway work with the Caledonian Railway in station service in
1896.
After working up through the clerical ranks of the Western division superintendent's office, he came to China in 1909 as
revenue audit clerk of the Peking-Mukden line. He was given
particular charge of through traffic audit when that service began in 1913. The nature of these appointments has given rise
to a very definite impression that the Chinese government expects to lake from now on a very marked control of her rail-

ways, and will make use of the technical ability which will make
such control adequate.

Further Details Concerning Japan's Concessions

in

China

Report was made in these columns several weeks ago that
work was to be resumed upon the Lung Hai line from Suchowfu
to Haichow, with the remark that where the funds were to

come from was

a mystery, for

it

was known

that the syndicate

this concession had allowed its funds to be used by
Shi Kai to further his monarchical ambitions. The mysThe funds are to come from Japan
tery is now cleared up.
and be furnished by the group who have been purveying to the
Chinese government throughout the past year. The line, however, will not be continued to Haichow, but to Kaomi, near

which has

Yuan

'
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Tsinglau.

If this line is built it will divert the bulk of the
delivered to the Tientsin Pukow destined to Pukow.
haul to Tsingtau will be of about the same length as that

iraflic

now

The
to Pukow and

the harbor at Tsingtau is much superior.
This
project, taken in connection with the extension of the Shantung
Railway to Shunte, indicates a very definite plan lo gather as
much of the traffic of northern interior China for shipment

through Tsingtau as

it is possible lo get.
The commercial inand Shanghai are immediately threatened,
and the disposition of Tsingtau and the Shantung Railway at
the peace conference is raised to paramount importance.
The
peace of the Far East will probably hinge upon the decision
made on that question. The Japanese who at first were not
satisfied with the extension to Shunte, preferring either Taokow or Chentingfu, have apparently been satisfied. It is said
that certain privileges for civil courts under Japanese authority in Shantung have been granted in connection with the
railway concession, and it is possible that this is the price.
Another line is also granted to the Japanese group, according
to report.
This will consist of an extension of the SsupingkaiChengchiatun line through Jehol to Peking. Roughly this line
will parallel the Peking-Mukden line.
But it will be located
on the opposite side of a mountain range difficult of passage,
and so will compete with it only for business originating beyond
Mukden destined to Peking, and vice versa. Publication of the
terms of these concessions has aroused no little feeling, and is
said to have caused the resignation of Yeh Kung Cho, viceminister of communications, who was charged with making the

terests

of Tientsin

terms public. Others give a similar interpretation to his resignation by saying that Japanese influence caused his downfall because he was thought to be susceptible to American influence.
*

*

>»

The Tientsin-Pukow Railway has been

interrupted

much

of

Shantung.
Still further south the
line was cut for some days by order of the military governor
of Nanking, who refused to allow northern troops to pass
through his territory.
late

by bandit

activities

in

*

*

*

The shortage

of cars on the Tientsin-Pukow has placed
Shanghai and the government railways running out of that
point at the mercy of Japanese coal dealers. These in turn have
As a result those railways will
to wait upon shipping space.

probably have to pay between $16 and $17 per ton for fuel during the coming year.
*

The
tinues.

*

menace on Chinese Government Railways conDuring the past few weeks the Tientsin-Pukow has

soldier

been broken again. This road, in an effort to minimize trouble
from soldiers, changed the time of its through express between

Peking and Hankow so as to pass the infested district in the
This has resulted in an improvement. But some days
ago at an intermediate terminal, two officers left a soldier guard
with the engine while they went into the town for a leisurely
breakfast, returning after they had delayed the train one hour.
night.

*

*

From October 21

to 29, inclusive, occurred the Third Conference of the Standing Committee on the Unification of Railway
Accounts and Statistics. This committee is composed of the

of the several lines, and accounting officers
Its sessions dealt princiof the Ministry of Communications.
pally with questions of practice under the still new uniform
All accountants having doubts as to
classification of accounts.
correct practice refer such cases to this committee for discussion.
Similarly, exceptions to practices upon the lines taken by the
chief accountants

auditors from the ministry are brought up for discussion. Decisions taken by the committee are passed to the ministry for
approval, after which they become binding rules. Beyond these
routine questions, a start was made toward the promulgation of
uniform station accounts and forms. At present there are two
distinct varieties followed upon the lines using English as the
foreign language, and another upon the so-called French lines.
Upon the French lines there are no traveling auditors, reliance
chief station accountant from
being placed upon daily reports.
the head office makes surprise examinations of such stations as
come under suspicion. It is proposed under the new system to
put more of the accounting work upon the stations and to increase the force of traveling auditors. The monthly system of

A

reports will then be followed.

.
.
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Locomotives
Gillespie Brothers & Co., 11 Broadway, New York, are inquiring for one or two second-hand, standard gage locomotives,
weighing from 90 to 100 tons. Letters should be addressed to
Miss M. Moody, of the West India department.
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Locomotive Deliveries
The following locomotives were shipped during
o o o o

week

the

ended February 22:
Works

Road
& Q.

'C. B.

American

Number
1

2

I

•

CO e>

©o

.L.

B.

Phil.

17
5

R

2

St.

Fe

USRA
USRA

Mikado.
Mikado.

F.

St.

Pacific.

1

&
& Read

Atch., Top.

6W. Sw.

Mallet.

1

Vail

USRA
USRA

Mikado.
Mikado.

1

Read

S:

Lehigh
-Phil.

1

N

&
&

Penn. R.
III. Cent

F.

St.

Santa Fe.
Mountain.

_

J Central of Ga
Chic. Great Western
Erie R. R

Type

USRA

3

W

Penn. L.

1

Mikado.

1

Consol.

12

Grand

'

°^

o
o o o
"^ o o o

o

cj

<->
.

37

Freight Cars

<

Q
z

total

The

J.

G.

The

E.

I.

White

New

Co.,

Du Pont

de

York,

is

Nemours &

inquiring for 20 tank cars.

Co.

is

inquiring for 15 cars.

Anderson, Meyer & Co., New York, are inquiring for 100
high-side gondola cars for export to China.

2 -

Car Deliveries

New

standard cars were
February 15 as follows:

during

accepted

the

week ended
Total
accf pted for

oo

L
L

A. C.
A. C.
><

Number

Road
C. & W.
C. C. C.
P. McK.

.

97
131

C
& St. L.
& Y

.

ISl

N. Y. C
Mich. Cent
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.

Q =3^

154
151
178
29
187
154
216
50
216

& N
& N
& N
& N
& N

& N
&

N

Total

New

40
40
40
40
SO
50
50
SO

T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

T.
T.
T.

SOT.
50 T.
50 T.
55 T.
55 T.
55 T.

Manufacturer
given roads
D. S. Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
413
D. S. Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
131
D. S. Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co. 290
194
D. S. Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
S. S. Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
151
Haskell & Barker.
363
S. S. Box.
S. 8. Box.. Pullman Car Co
500
Comp. Gon. Am. Car & Fdy. Co. 237
Comp. Gon Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
48
Comp. Gon. Pressed St. Car Co. 400
Comp. Gon. Standard St. Car Co. 154
St. Hopper. Pressed St. Car Co.
310
St. Hopper. Pullman Car. Co
SO
St. Hopper. Standard St. Car Co.
256
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

1,806

22, as follows:

«3u" :"

Manu-
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"O "O "a -0
fa

•C T3
fa (In

bbh

'-'

-ra

•*

(i,

n

„

Road

_

"

•a c3 ii (3 ii

!/5

fa fa -H

a a

uu
s E E ™

< < < W

s;

2

(1,

C/2

a
"u
"S « S «
M E 2 "o

E E S

?

•< fa

CL,

<

-3
05

2
t/2

•U "O T3 T) X) TS

K K X X
u o o o o

an n
'^

pq m
W OT W OT
QdQQ

B B C C C C

X K K

o o o

nnn
(/i t/i

OT

c/i t/i t/i

oououo
o o o o
ucjuuuo

A.
A.
A.

Pittsb.,

N. Y.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.

ti!

m

V)

SSXS
t/i

t/>

<n vi

6 o o

<i

6 6

<i

6 o

Number

L
L
C
& St. L..
McK. & Y.
C

N
N
N
N
N
& N
&
&
&
&
&

N. Y.

K

C

Total

Type

131

40
40
40
40
40
50

115

SOT.

8

50 T.
50 T.
50 T.
55 T.
55 T.
SS T.
70 T.

37

116
52

10
23

10
25

90
150
144
33

T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

lurer

Total
accepted for
given roads

Box. ..Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
\m. Car & Fdy. Co.
Box... Am. Car & Fdy Co.
Box... Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
Box... Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
S. S. Box... Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
S. S. Box. ..Haskell & Barker...
Comp. Gon.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
Comp. Gon.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
Comp. Gon..Std. Steel C. C
St. Hopper. Pressed St. C. C
St. Hopper. Pullman Car Co
St. Hopper.. Std. Steel C. C
L. S. Gond.. Pressed St. C. C...
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.

S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

Box

.

.

450
247
52
300
217
282
478
245
58
179
400
200
400
33

944

The Railroad Administration has given out

the statement
the table in the opposite column showing the delivery
of U. S. R. A. standard cars as of February 1.
in

o oo o

C.
C.

C. L
C. & W.
C. C. C.

.

.

Standard cars were accepted during the week ended

February

o o o o

46
46

Type
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Mnchiiicry and

Engineering Supplies

Held by

War

Department

authorizes the following statcinciU
from the office of the director of purchase and storage:
The stock of machinery and engineering supplies on hand
as of b'cbruary 1 is shown by a summary compiled hy tiic
statistical division of the office of the director of purchase
and storage. The report includes stock on hand at inland
storage and at ports, and gives the estimated value of the
supplies as follows:
KMini.-itcl

Sot

loiuplctc

up.

Knocked
Knocked

down, complete
down, incomplete

value

\2

$450,000

IJO

20

paits

Sp.irc

Quantity
paRc:

l.ot'niiu>itvcs, st.indflrd

tons

125 horsepower gas
Locomotives narrow KaRc:
60 C. M. steam
'

60 C. M., 50 horsepower.
Cars, standard R.itiRe;
Box (complete)

Ras

891.9

•!.

•167.000
740. OCO

6

44,387
1J3.000

26

292..^00

1

7.150

250

650.000

Low

Rondola

150

.123.850

Hat
Tank

artillery

454

306.450
480.000
454,024
350,000

(complete)
(complete)
(complete)
Ballasts (complete)
Refrigerator (complete)
Push (complete)
Box (incomplete)
L.

gondola uncomplete)

S.

Tank

(incomplete)
Repair parts (incomplete)
Flat cars
Cars, narrow Raee;
trucks (complete)
.\rtillerv

tons

Box

(complete)
(complete)
Truck materials .iiui fastenings:
Rails (80 pounds. 67 !i pounds, 50 pounds,
tons
35 pounds and 25 pounds)

Dump

Spikes,

do

bolts

Angle and splice bars
Turnouts and switches
Angle plates, ties, stands, guard rails,
Track material, narrow gage rail and fit.
Pipe and fittings

do
do
do
do

.

150
152
100
112
300
200
100
578

350
100
65
219

48,300
76,050
28.032

65,426.38
1,027.2
1.167.74
2.639.56
221.3

13,144
19,086.7
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opening ol
City,

Mo.

ol'llce.s

E.

in

the

headquarters at that

757
18

Dump
Tools, spring
Sprinkler
Escort

Auto

;

and tractors

trucks, trailers

Miscellaneous
Explosives

auto

tons

feet

Miscellaneous

do
do
m.

trucks

Lumber
lumber

b.

tons

55
101
167
994.4
4.606.2
1,139.2'

978.6
6,572.317
18.391.91

11.

^
61

engines

do
do

55
298.1
306.4
11,614

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

644.8
513.4
2,218.2
369.4
595.5
780.2
101.2
7.638.8

41,912
43,639
177,456
29,552
297,750
66,317
7.590
496,522

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

980.2
5.656.4
587.1
691.6

53,913
^5?'59?
56,362
55.328

2

2

Boilers

42
30

Derricks

Road

rollers

Sawmills
Gantry cranes and equipment
Shears, crushers, lathes, planes
Miscellaneous

tons

Engineer supplies:
Paints, oils, turpentine, etc
material
Electrical

Roofing paper and
Wall board
Copper wire
Carbide
Floating derrick
Miscellaneous
Steel products:

felt

Beams
Sheets,

corrugated
wire
wire

Barbed
Plain

Angle posts
Screw posts
shelters

Steel

Bars

Wire

retting

Tanks, water and

Expanded
Steel
Steel

gas

metal

and hangers

plates

rope
Miscellaneous

Hardware:

Hand

tools
Bolts, nuts

and washers

jfaiis

Boat "sp.kes

.:;.

Staples

do
do
do
do
do

Compasses
Levels

SaXV

y.

Shovels

Tape
Miscellaneous'

Grand

.'

total

'.'.'.'.

spools
tons

462
96
661.5
253.2
518.2
845.1
980.1
1.839.3
104
22,233

,.,,

545.6
559.3
1.774.5

119
307.4
290.233
17,926
120.410
530,300
982.981
50.000

'15^2
,^^00
49,613
16,458
36,274
5?'i^^

,5^?°f
^}?'5?5
14,560
1,667,475
„„.,

n»,.^

272,800
.^J'nii
133,087
8,925
24,592
757,508
215,112
240.820
483.786
216.255
12,500.000

$45,661,129

their

The bill validating informal war contracts, many of which
were held by companies engaged in the railway supply field,
which has been pending before Congress for several weeks,
was signed by the President on March 3.
Wilson W. Butler, whose appointment as president of the
& Foundry Company, Ltd., the Canadian Steel
and the Pratt & Letchworth Company, Ltd.,
Canada, was announced

Canadian Car

l'"oundries, Ltd.,

the Railway Age of
February 21 (page 473),
was born at Danville,
Ohio, on December 9,
1862, and received his
in

education in the
Danville Select School.
Mr. Butler began his
business
career
with
early

the

John

pany,
Ohio,

Shillito

at

and

Com-

Cincinnati,
later

was

appointed western manager of the Sterlingworth Railroad Supply
Company, at Chicago.

757,000
16,830
10,313
35,350
61,790
144,188
3,454,650
797,440
587,160
197,170
275,879

87,230
16,000
18,400
7,600
24,780
90,000
192,500
89,430
91,920
3,484,200

16

Locomotive cranes
Steam shovels

make

office.

3.729.304
87.312
50,446
131,978
11,065
657,200
1,431.503

3,375

hairlanli will

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company announces the removal of its Cleveland dislricl oHk e from room 81.3 to
room 406 Engineers building, effecti\e March 1. Rf>os Watson
is district manager at this office.

W. W.

Subsequent to his appointment as president
of the Canadian Car &
Foundry Company. Mr.
Butler

Machinery:
Hoisting
Engines

the

('onimerce Trust building, Kansas

M. Masscn and W.

Wagon

transportation:
Pontoon trains
Limber and caisson

10

Miiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiuin-

The Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago, annrmnces

3,920

690,000
400,000
290,000
37,570
196,000

mill

Illll

Supply Trade News

The War Department

Arbde
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Butler served as western sales agent of the

American Car & Foundry Company,
president

at Chicago; second viceand director of the Simplex Railway Appliance

Company, at New York; second vice-president and
of the American Steel Foundries, at New York; in

director
1901, as
vice-president and director of the Simplex Railway Appliance
Company, he established the manufacturing plant of that
company in Montreal, Que. He was also vice-president and
director of the Doininion Steel Car Company, near Montreal,
where the first steel car manufactured in Canada was built.
Mr. Butler was instrumental in the organization of the
Canadian Car & Foundry Company. Ltd., composed of the
Dominion Car & Foundry Company, the Canada Car Company and the Rhodes Curry Company. Since shortly after
the beginning of the war, the plants of the companies of
which Mr. Butler is president have been engaged in the
production of steel, and the forging and machining of shells,
Mr.
for the American, British and Russian governments.
Butler succeeds Senator N. Curry, who has retired from
the presidency of the companies, and now holds the position
of chairman of the board of directors.

O. E. Berggren has been appointed northwestern representative of the A G A Railway Light & Signal Company,
Mr. Berggren's headquarters
vice H. E. Gilford, resigned.
are at 857 Peoples Gas building, Chicago.

Frank G. Wallace, vice-president of the Canadian LocomoCompany, has been elected president to succeed the late
Dr. J. J. Harty, who died in London on February 23. J. L.
Whiting succeeds Mr. Wallace as vice-president.
tive

H. H. Morgan, who has been connected with the Chicago
Robert W. Hunt & Co., for 15 years as head of the
cement department and physical laboratory, has been trans-

office of

March
ferred

to
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7,

tlie

Naugher, who

Pittsburgh office as assistant to D. W. Mcis the Pittsburgh partner of this company.

Millard F. Cox, assistant superintendent of iViachinery of
the Louisville & Nashville, at Louisville, Ky., has become
associated with the Louisville Fire Brick Works, Inc., of
Louisville, as vice-president and consulting engineer.

W. S. Moore, formerly with the Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed assistant
to the president and general manager of the Greenville
Gravel Company, with headquarters at Greenville, Ohio.
The Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo,
Mich., has recently let a contract for the erection of an
addition to its plant at Kalamazoo. The building will be of
brick, 50 ft. by 135 ft., with a saw tooth roof, and will cost

565

I'ieisman Advertising Company.
Later he became associated
with Mudge & Company as sales manager, which position
he held for nearly two years until the Deeming-Endsley
Company was incorporated.

C. W. Johnson has been appointed assistant manager of
works of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.
After graduating from Ohio State University, Mr.
Johnson entered the employ of the Steel Motor Company of
Johnstown, Pa. A year later he became associated with the
Bullock Electric Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and in 1904
was made superintendent of Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd.,
of Montreal, Can.
In 1907 he entered the employ of the
Westinghouse company, being appointed chief inspector of
works, in which capacity he served until his recent appoint-

ment.

approximately $10,000.

Malcolm L. Maclean, formerly manager of sales, miscellaneous department, of the American Steel Foundries, with
headquarters at Chicago, and until recently a major in the
infantry, has been appointed manager of sales of the Duquesne Steel Foundry Company, at Pittsburgh, Pa.

The controlling interest of the Carroll Foundry & Machine
Company, Bucyrus, Ohio, manufacturers of locomotive
cranes, has been purchased by Cleveland interests, and a
temporary organization has been perfected which will be

taken over later

when

the

company

is

reorganized.

Seal & Appliance Company, Lyon
Block, Albany, N. Y., has recently been reorganized and has
changed its name to the Universal Seal Corporation. It has
moved its offices and manufacturing headquarters to 270-276
Hudson avenue, Albany, N. Y. The new officers are as follows: C. R. Martineau, president; Gardner C. Leonard, vicepresident; Edward J. Fitzsimmons, Jr., treasurer; Wm. C.
Martineau, secretary.

The Universal Car

Interstate Iron and Steel

report of the Interstate Iron & Steel Company,
Chicago, for the year ending December 31, 1918, shows net
earnings of $490,338.45 after the deduction of $60,590.83 for
the dividend paid on preferred stock, the adjustment in respect of 1917 federal taxes, ample provision for depreciation,
appropriations for the preferred stock sinking fund and the
paying of all operating expenses, taxes and sick charges.
These net earnings are approximately half of the net earnings reported for the year ending December 31, 1917.
The company's balance sheet for the last fiscal year is as
follows:
Assets
Land, buildings, plant, machinery, furniture and good-will...
Current assets
Deferred charges: Insurance, interest, etc

Capital

is

Horace

composed

Common

stock

— per cent cumulative,
...........
— authorized
issued
7

mortgage 6 per
and outstanding

First

Current

r'nd
cent serial

issued

The

company
the

2,017,800.00
1,742 887 26
454,578.15
1,635,536.96

liabilities

Surplus

Shows Increased Earnings
for the six
a

new

Mr. Deeming was born
in England on April 16.
1880,
and began his
as

a

stenographer and clerk
in the general passenger department of the

Freemont,

Elkhorn

H.

Deeming

&

October, 1897.
at
From
July, 1899. to September he was with the .American E-xpress
Company at Omaha, and from the latter month until January, 1900, he was employed in the general superintendent's
office of the Fremont, Elkhorn & Missouri Valley.
He was
then promoted to secretary to the general freight agent of
the same road, and in July, 1902. went to Chicago, where he

Missouri Valley

was employed

Omaha,

Neb., in

in the auditor's office of the

Chicago & West-

In January, 1903, he was promoted to a position in the office of the president and general manager. From
July, 1903, to February, 1916, he was secretary of the General Managers' Association, at Chicago, and fi^om November,

ern Indiana.

1907, to February, 1916,
of Western Railways.
director of the Railway
and seven months later

semi-annual statement of operations to the stockholders

new high records of production made at the larger
plants of the company, together with the addition of the
production of the Richmond and Montreal plants which, in
the six months of 1917, were being reorganized and converted from munitions to locomotive manufacture.
The
remainder of the report follows:
"The profits for the six months were $8,244,352 before
deductions for taxes in comparison with $i5,010,0O9 for the
six months' period ending December 31, 1917, an increase of
$2,234,343.
The percentage of profit to gross was 13.9 per
cent as compared with 16.7 for the same period of 1917. A
large proportion of the locomotive production was for the
United States Railroad Administration, and was sold on a
smaller margin of profit than was obtained for the output of
the 1917 period.
"There has been reserved for United States income and
excess profit taxes and Canadian income taxes $3,148,884,
which amount is $1,108,126 in excess of the allowance for the
similar period of the previous year. .After deduction of taxes
an available balance of $5,095,468 net profits remained.
"During the six months two quarterly dividends, each of
1-K per cent., were paid on the preferred stock and two quarterly dividends, each oi l]4 per cent, were paid on the common stock. A reserve of $1,000,000 out of the net profits
has been set aside for additions and betterments, continuing
the policy of the management to improve the physical conto the

other railroad devices.

career

American Locomotive Company
months ending December 31, 1918, according to
of the

by Andrew Fletcher, president of the company, amounted
to $59,480,026 as compared with $35,959,126 for the same
period of the previous year.
This large increase was due

Point Hold-Down and

business

$860,200.00
4,000,000.00

sinking fund bonds, issi-ed

g^^-r^"

The gross business

handle
Switch-

will

Morrison

out-

American Locomotive Company

Herbert Deeming, D. D.
Glass, H. M. Barney,
O. P. Morrison, A. L.
Knowles and Eugene
Landers.

and

$10,711,002.37

of

Endsley,

F.

8,662.07

liabilities:

Preferred stock
standing

treasand
The board of di-

rectors

4,669,753'.06

$10,711,002.37

secretary
urer.

$6,032,587 24

Liabilities

The Deeming-Endsley Compcmy has been organized with
headquarters in the Transportation Building, Chicago, with
Horace F. Endsley, president; Herbert Deeming, vice-president and general manager; H. M. Barney,

Company

The annual

was

also secretary of the Association
In March, 1916, he became assistant
Educational Bureau at Omaha, Neb.,
he became associated with the H. E.

—
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and for balancing the pioiluctivc cllicicncy of the
various plants, atui the rciiiaininR .surplus of $2,595,468 for
the six months period was carried to the general surplus
account, making such account as of December 31, 1918
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Financial and Construction

$20,423,975.

"The value

of stock materials on hand as of

December

31,

been written down to the present day market prices.
"The amount of inventories of materials and supplies on
and
work in progress December 31, 1918, was $21,432,hand
377, as compared with $25,411,834 on June 30, 1918.
"The net current assets of the company on December 31,
1918, were $29,652,742.
"Shortly after the signing of the artnistice orders were
received from the government to suspend work on a contract
received in October for 190 trench locomotives for military
service in France, the contract price for which was $1,873,400.
Negotiations are now under way to effect an adjustment of
same. The company should not sustain any loss in the settlement.
On November 1, 1918, the company received from
the United States Railroad Administration a contract for 500
standardized locomotives, which are now in process of con-
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Illlllllllllllllllll

Ill
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1918, has

struction.
"The unfilled orders on December 31, 1918, amounted to
$54,517,373, and since that date approximately $4,200,000 of
orders have been received for Canada, South Africa and
Argentine Republic.
anticipate in the near future a moderate amount of additional foreign buying, but the prospect
for domestic orders is very poor. The Pittsburgh plant will
be closed at the completion of its schedule the latter part of

We

March.

The company has

other plants at

June

a

sufficient business to operate the
reduced rate of production until about

30, 1919.
is vitally

Condensed Income Account of the American Locomotive Company and
Its Subsidiaries for the Six Months Ended December 31, 1918,
AS Compared with the Six Months Ended December 31, 1917
Six months

Six months
to Decernber 31, 1918

ber31, 1917

Increase

$59,480,026

$35,959,126

$23,520,900

50,986,284

29,851,294

21,134,990

$8,493,742
249.390

$6,107,832
97,823

$2,385,910
151,567

$8,244,352

$6,010,009

$2,234,343

3,148,884

2,040,758

1,108,126

$5,095,468
875,000
625.000

$3,969,251
875,000
625,000

$1,126,217

Dividends on pref. for six months.
Dividends on com. for six months..

$3,595,468
1,000,000

$2,469,251

Reserve for additions and betterments

$1,126,217
1,000,000

$2,595,468

$2,469,251

$126,217

Gross carnin.^s
Mfg., niaint.
and

adm.

Interest charges

Net
on

profit

for

U.

S.

to

—

Missouri Pacific. Maithcw C. Brush, president of the American International Shipbuilding Corporation, and John G.
Lonsdale, president of the St. Louis National Bank of Commerce, have been elected directors of this company.

New York

Profit available
.

— The

Railroad

Administration,

through

finance, has authorized the

New York

Central lines to accept the bid of the Bankers
for $17,500,000 equipment trust certificates.
Vanderbilt, of the New York Central lines, announced on Tuesday that the director general of railroads had
authorized the acceptance of bids made by the Bankers Trust
Company, the Union Trust Company of Pittsburgh, and Hallgarten & Co., on approximately a 6 per cent basis, for equipment trust certificates, as follows
$7,410,000, principal amount,
New York Central Railroad equipment trust of 1917, Ayi per
cent certificates; $7,800,000, principal amount, Michigan Central Railroad equipment trust of 1917, 6 per cent, certificates;

Trust Company
President

$2,133,000, principal

profit

Trade Publications

—The

Osgood Company, Marion,
describing the Osgood No.
manufactured by that company. The infor-

Osgood Railroad Ditcher.

Ohio, has issued an eight page
18 railroad ditcher

leaflet

is presented in the form of a descriptive article illustrated with half tones and line drawings.

mation

Switch-Point Hold Down.

amount. Big Four Railway equipment trust

of 1917, 6 per cent certificates.

—

New

York, Chicago & St. Louis. The New York Public ServCommission has issued an order authorizing this company
to execute to the First Trust and Savings Company of Cleveland and Walter J. Riley, trustees, a mortgage to secure the
$25,000,000 issue of second and improvement mortgage bonds.
ice

authorizes at the present time the issuance of
The proceeds are to be applied to the
$4,135,000 in bonds.
payment of a note held by a Cleveland bank, to indebtedness
to the director general of railroads, to reimburse the com-

pany's treasury for capital expenditure and pay current

—The

Deeming-Endsley Company,

Chicago, has issued a 12-page folder describing the results secured with a device manufactured by that company for safeguarding switches against the tendency for the switch points to
"cock up." It is illustrated with photographs of actual installations.

—

The Insley Idea. The Insley Manufacturing Company has
just issued the first number of a bi-monthly publication to appear
under the above name. It consists of eight illustrated pages, 9 in.
in., and is devoted to descriptions and expositions of
construction work of interest to contractors, industrial plants
others
that are prospective users of Insley equipment.
and

lia-

bilities.

New

York,

New Haven &

—

Federal Judge Manton,
Court of New York, on Feb-

Hartford.

ruary 28, reserved decision on the motion of the minority
stockholders' committee for the appointment of a limited
receiver to prosecute pending litigation to recover $150,000,000

by 12

Central.

John Skelton Williams, director of

in the LTnited States District

and Can. taxes

profits

Surplus

&

Weeks and William Salomon & Co. are ofTcring $6,070,000
consolidated mortgage 6 per cent bonds, due June 1, 1930, at
106J4 and interest, to yield 5'4 per cent. These bonds will be
secured by a first mortgage on about 1,589 miles of line, and
by a si'cond mortgage on about 80 miles additional, total of
about 1,660 miles, on which the mortgage debt averages $17,150 jier mile.

The order

Decem-

expenses

and depreciation

Resei"ve

Railway Financial News
Paul, Minnkapoms & Omaha. — Ilornblower

St.

:

important to the prosperity of the locomotive
industry and all industries connected with the building and
equipment of railways, that a prompt and definite settlement
be made of the questions before Congress of the disposition
and financing of the railroads of this country; such settlement
will aid materially in the readjustment of general business
from a war to a peace basis."
"It

Chicago,

from former directors of the road.

Railway Construction
Burkeville Railway.

—

Incorporated in Texas, to build a 20mile railroad connecting Burkeville, Texas and Wiergate. The
incorporators include K. Johnson, T. R. Dickerson and H. C.
Knight, all of Burkeville.

—

Tanks. Bulletin 259 of the Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo., contains a revised list of new and used
tanks of all kinds and sizes that are for sale by this company.
Railroad Building Book.
road department, Chicago,

— The

Truscon

Steel

Company,

rail-

has issued the cover and first
leaves of a loose-leaf compilation of various data of use in railroad concrete construction. The book is made of a size that will
fit
the ordinary letter file and in addition to an introductory
sheet, three sheets have been included to indicate the character
of material to be expected in later issues.
One concerns concrete and cement mortar quantities, another gives the sizes and
weights of the various reinforcing bars and a third gives properties of collapsible column hooping and the dimensions for

column

footings.

111.,

March

7,
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J. F. Murphy, general manager of the Missouri Pacific, the
Arkansas Central, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific (lines
from St. Louis to Kansas City), the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf,
and the Natchez & Southern, has had the Illinois division
of the Missouri Pacific and the Coal Belt Electric returned to

his jurisdiction.

The

Railroad Administration
Central
Oscar A. Price, assistant to the director general of railroads, has resigned, effective on April 1, to become president
of the United Artists Corporation.
Luther M. Walters, assistant director of the division of
public service and accounting, at Washington, D. C, has
returned to active practice as a member of the law firm of
Borders, Walters & Burchmore, at Chicago.
Mr. Walters
will handle railroad
and public utility cases.

Regional

The

Southwestern Region have been regrouped,
effective March 1, and changes have been made in the jurisdiction of the federal managers, as mentioned in this issue
on page 552.
lines in the

Federal and General Managers
E. E. Calvin, federal manager of the Union Pacific, the
Oregon Short Line, the Los Angeles & Salt Lake and the
Gilmore & Pittsburgh, has had his jurisdiction extended
over the St. Joseph (Mo.) terminal, with headquarters at

Omaha, Neb.

LeRoy Kramer, who has resigned as federal manager of
the Frisco-Katy lines north of Texas to become vice-president in charge of production of the Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, O., was
born at Wichita, Kan.,
in 1875.
He was educated in the Wichita
grade and high schools
and
entered
railway
service in 1897 as stenographer and clerk
ihe

in

Louis-San

of the St.
Francisco.

From

time

1907

offices

this

he

H. E. Byram, federal manager of the
St. Paul, the Escanaba & Lake Superior, the Taconia Eastern, the Seattle, Port Angeles &
Western, the Port Townsend & Puget Sound, the Ontonagon,
has been discontinued over the Port Townsend & Puget
Sound as this line has been relinquished from government
jurisdiction of

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

control.
C. G. Bumham, federal manager of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Davenport, Rock Island & Northwestern,
the Hannibal Union Depot, the Illinois terminal, the Missouri
& Illinois Bridge & Belt, the Paducah & Illinois, the Quincy,
Omaha & Kansas, the Rapid City, Black Hills & Western,
the Rockport, Langdon & Northern, and the Toledo, Peoria
& Western, has had his jurisdiction extended over the St.
Joseph, Mo., Union Depot, with headquarters at Chicago.

Operating
B. McLaughlin has been appointed inspector of agencies
of the Southern Railroad, Richmond division, with headquarters at Richmond, Va.
J.

J. Cannon, general superintendent of the Eastern division,
of the Missouri Pacific, has had his jurisdiction extended over
the Illinois division of that road and also over the Coal Belt
Electric.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W.

Duffee, acting chief engineer of the Gulf, Mobile &
Northern and the Meridian & Memphis, has been appointed
chief engineer, maintenance of way department, with headquarters at Laurel, Miss.
L.

Lieutenant Walter L. Lewis, 163rd Artillery Brigade, who
recently returned from France, has received his honorable
release from service and has resumed his work in the engineering department of the Great Northern.
E. W. Pratt, assistant superintendent, motive power and
car departments of the Chicago & North Western, with headquarters at Chicago, retired from active service on March 1,

and has been granted
an extended leave of
absence. Although not
50 years of age, Mr.

until

was consecu-

tively in various clerk-

ships in the division office and
later became
chief clerk to the general superintendent of

W. A. Winbum, federal manager of the Central of Georgia;
the Louisville & Wadley; the Sylvania Central; the Wadley
Southern, and the Wrightsville & Tennille, has been appointed
federal manager also of the Gainesville Midland Railroad, with
office at Savannah. Ga.

the

Western
years,

for nearly 30
starting as
a

message boy and telegraph student when 14
years old, then work-

From

mobile industry.

served

Chicago & North

transportation, to the
general manager and
vice-president and to
the
assistant
the
to
Le Roy Kramer
vice-president.
1907 to 1908 he was superintendent of the Kansas division and from 1908 to 1909
superintendent of the Central division of the same road. In
1909 he went to the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific as assistant to the vice-president in charge of purchases and
stores.
In 1910 he was promoted to assistant to the vicepresident of the same road and in 1912 was appointed assistant to the president of the Pullman Company, being elected

vice-president of the same company at Chicago in March,
1915. Following the taking over of the railroads by the government, Mr. Kramer was appointed federal manager of the
Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield, the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, the St. Louis-San
Francisco and the Paris & Great Northern, which position he
held until his resignation on February 28 to enter the auto-

has

Pratt

ing in the engineering
department and on construction work to earn
money to enable him to
complete a course of
mechanical engineering
at Lehigh
University,
where he also specialized
E.

W.

Pratt

in

chemistry and

metallurgy.

Having

had practical work in
both civil and mechanical engineering, Mr. Pratt specialized in electrical engineering for one year with the Western Electric Company of Chicago, and again entered the employ of the Chicago & North
Western as general air brake inspector and instructor, being
promoted successively to engine house foreman, general foreman, master mechanic and assistant superintendent of the
motive power and car departments, in which latter capacity
he has remained ten years. Mr. Pratt has been active in railway association work, having been president of the Western
Railway Club, Chicago, in 1914-15; president of the American
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Railway Master Mechanics' Association in 1915-16 and presillic Inlcrnatiiiiial Railway Fuel Assuciation in 1917-18.

dent ol
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\alk-y; the Susquehanna & New York, and the Buffalo
reek Ixailroad, with hea<l(piarlers at New York.

liiKh
t

R. H. Ford, onKinecr of track elevation of tlie Chicago,
Island & raiilic, at Cliicago, has been appointed principal assistant engineer, with headiiuarters in the same city,
and the olVice of engineer of track elevation lias been abol-

Rock

Corporate
Operating

ished.

B. Hall, assistant superintendent of the Wisconsin
division of the Chicago & North Western, witii headquarters
at Milwaukee, has been appointed assistant superintendent of
the motive power and car departments of the road, with
headquarters at Chicago, to succeed E. W. Pratt, who is on

E.

leave of absence.

Captain L. C. Dodge, Engineers, U. S. A., with headquarters in the office of the director general of military railways
at Washington, D. C, has received his honorable discharge
from the army and has been appointed assistant engineer of
bridges of the Baltimore
at Cincinnati, Ohio.

&

Ohio, western

lines,

with otfices

E. B. Ford, office engineer of the Great Northern, with
headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed assistant
engineer of the Northwestern region, with office at Seattle,
Wash., to succeed T. G. Hastie, who has resigned to become
resident engineer of the Great Northern, with headquarters
at Great Falls, Mont.
T. O. Sechrist, general master mechanic of the Louisville
Nashville, with office at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed
assistant superintendent of machinery and the position of
general master mechanic has been abolished. C. J. Bodemer,
division master mechanic, with office at .\lbany, Ala., has
been appointed assistant superintendent of machinery, vice
Millard F. Cox, with headquarters at Louisville. Ky., resigned
to engage in other business.

Andrew McCulloch, whose appointment

as acting general
Kettle Valley, with offices at Penticton,
Railway
in
the
Age
of February 14,
11.
C, was announced
page 423, was engaged in engineering work on both the Eastem and Western lines of the Canadian Pacific for a number
of years until iiis appointment as chief engineer of the Kettle
V^alley on June 1, 1910, in which capacity he had charge of
the location and construction of the road, later taking care
of engineering matters on maintenance as well. On December 16, 1918, Mr. McCulloch was appointed acting general
superintendent, combining the duties of that office with those
of ciiicf engineer.

superintendent of

tiic

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Harry

Sargent, formerly valuation engineer and later assistant to the chief engineer of the Boston & Maine, with
office at Boston, Mass., under federal management, has been
appointed corporate engineer, effective March 1*
J.

Obituary

&

H. Knowles, whose appointment as chief engineer in
charge of construction and maintenance of way and structures of the Western Pacific, the Tidewater Southern, and
the Deep Creek was announced in the Railway
Age of February 7
(page 379), was born
on December 15, 1875,
J.

at

In

Chicago.

1899

Mr. Knowles graduated
from the University of
Wisconsin as a civil engineer, and entered the
employment of the government in survey work
and irrigation in the
western states. In 1901,
he began his railway
as

draftsman

in

Utah.

Lake

Two

years later he was

City,

J.

H. Knowles

appointed an assistant
division
engineer on
the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, which position he
held for seven years. From 1910 to 1912 he was a division
engineer on the Western Pacific with headquarters at Elko,
Nev., and the following six years he served in the capacity
of bridge engineer of that road at San Francisco, which position he held until his appointment as chief engineer of the
Western Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.,
to succeed T. J. Wyche, who has resigned to become chief
engineer of the Western Pacific Railway Company.
Traffic

The
freight

of R.
agent to

title

Rochester

&

W.

George R. White, auditor of the Louisville & Nashville, for
the corporation, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., died
on February 26, at his home in Louisville, at the age of 40.
He was born in JefTersonville, Ind., and in 1900, entered the
service of the Louisville & Nashville as a stenographer. He
subsequently was appointed assistant auditor of disbursements, and since the L. & N. has been under government
control, served as auditor for the corporation.

Frank F. Robb, formerly superintendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, died on March 3, at his home in Philadelphia,
Pa., at the age of 60.
He began railway work in 1879, as a
rodman on the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Altoona, and subsequently served successively as assistant supervisor, supervisor and assistant engineer. In June, 1893, he was appointed
superintendent of the Bedford division, and subsequently
served in the same capacity on different divisions of the
until

December,

1903.

George Pope Furber, claims attorney of the Boston &
Albany, died on February 27, in Eliot Hospital, Boston,

a

Salt

steel car construction.

road,

structural
the chief
engineer's office of the
Oregon Short Line, at

career

George Wesley Scott, consulting engineer, Chicago, died
Mr. Scott was formerly
3 at Battle Creek, Mich.
with the Pullman Company, and was one of the pioneers in

on March

Davis has been changed from general

freight traffic manager of the Buffalo,
Pittsburgh, with office at Rochester, N. Y.

F. J. Wonlfe, assistant general freight agent of the Lehigh
Valley, has been appointed general freight agent of the Le-

Mass., at the age of 55. He had been in the continuous service of the Boston & Albany since December, 1892, having
served in various capacities in the law department until he
became claims attorney, and remained in the same position
since the road was placed under government control.
At
the time of his death he was also a counsel, secretary and
clerk for the directors of the corporation.

Colonel William Bender Wilson, formerly an officer of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, and author of an elaborate history
of the company, died at his home in Holmesburg, Pa., on
March 27 at the age of 80. He was born at Harrisburg, Pa.,
April 5, 1839, and was a telegraph operator at an early age.
In 1861 he entered the military telegraph service and was
manager of the government office at Washington, where he
enjoyed the friendship of President Lincoln. He has been
one of the leading spirits in the Old Time Telegraphers'
-Association, and was president of the Society of the United
States Military Telegraph Corps. In the railroad service he
was an officer in the transportation department. He retired
about twenty years ago. He was the author of numerous
books, besides the railroad history, and had received from the
legislature of the state of Pennsylvania a gold medal, awarded
for patriotic services.

i

.c

The Grand Trunk
the hands

of

a

Receivership for
the

Trunk

ha* apparently been put into
without having defaulted on its
The interest
outstanding obligations.
due March 1, was paid, but on March

Pacific

receiver,

Grand

6,

the

Trunk

Pacific

vice-president
Pacific

of

notified

the
Sir

Grand
Thomas

\\hite, acting premier of Canada, that
would, nwin::; to the lack of funds, huve to
An application for
discontinue operation after March 10.
a receiver in the ordinary way, could not be made, but

the compai!}-

acting under the
passed,

War Measures

appointing

D.

J.

Keid,

Act, orders in council were

Minister of Railways,

some check was being ])!aced upon his performance and that he would secure credit for giving the best pos-

realized that

The leaders of the more progressive industries
and corporations have awakened to the necessity for training
their employees more thoroughly and one of the most promising developments which is to be expected in the railroad
sible service.

field in the

period immediately before us

is

in extending the

that has already Ijecn so well started in a few departments of some roads and has been carried forward to a

work

greater or less degree by

many

of the larger industrial

com-

panies.

as

Grand Trunk Pacific. At present the Grand
Trunk, which is a parent company to the Grand Trunk
Pacific, and guarantor of its second mortgages and Lake
receiver for the

Superior branch bond?,

is

seme settlement of the
Grand Trunk Pacific situation. The first mortgage bonds
of the Grand Trunk Pacific are guaranteed by the Canadian
Government and some of its branch line bonds by the
Advocates of government ownership in Canada
provinces.
have been urging the government to take over both tlie
Grand Trunk Pacific and the Grand Trunk, and the present
of the

to

Grand Trunk

Pacific

is

apparently a

countermove on the part of the government to a threat of
its discontinuance of operation in the game which is being
played out in Canada.

One

of the most interesting stories that will be written about

the participation of the United States in the

A

Lesson
in

Efficiency

few weeks ago suburban towns tributary to Chicago were
holding meetings to denounce the proposed increases in the

conducting negotiations with the

Canadian Government, looking

receivership

A

World War

will

be the rapidity with which large numbers of our soldiers were given practical
instruction in different vocations.

An

important part was taken in this work

by several men who have been

inter-

cost of

in

tickets.

A

short

time later a serious grade crossing acPork
cident in one of these towns led to repeated and emphatic expression of the
Barrel
need for separating the grades of the
streets from that of the railway supplying the rapid transit
service.
Of course it did not enter the minds of any of these
indignant citizens that there could be any relation between
such a non-income-producing investment and a fair rate for
suburban tickets. Whether a public utility is controlled by
government or by private parties the viewpoint of the average
cit'zen is the same
that it is an opulent institution that can
well afford to spend unlimited amounts for local improvements.
^^'hethe^ the desired end is a palatial post office or
an extensive track elevation project, the doctrine of the pork
barrel functions exactly the same.
Under private management of the roads there is at least one obstacle to the unlimited operation of this demand for expenditures, namely,
the "selfishlv" interested owners, and any plan for the solution of the railway problem which does not introduce some
factor vitally interested in the economical management of the

education in the railway and railway
supply field. Railroad managements can well afford to
study this development with a viev/ to making use of it
within their own organizations but to a much greater extent
than was possible under the emergency conditions that confronted the upbuilding of the army.
The Railway Age
has, for a number of years, consistent!)- advocated the necessity of giving more attention to the education and training
of employees in all departments.
The railroads of this
country can well aft'ord to he proud of the class of service
they have given to their patrons in the past, and at fairly
low rates compared with those of other countries. The
higher wage scales, the greater cost of materials and a more
exacting public promise to interfere with the continuance
of this record unless steps can be taken to secure better
service from each one of the individual employees.
There
is no question but what railroad men as a class want to do
their work in a way that will reflect credit upon their performance.
The difficulty is that the)' are so scattered and

ested

commutation

The Same Old

industrial

have had so little detailed instruction as to the best methods
The remarkable results that
of performing their duties.
have been secured by safety first, loss and damage and conservation campaigns of various sorts give some promise of
what might be accomplished if ever\- man understood thoroughly and exactly how he was expected to do his work and
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—

properties, will lead to financial disaster.

However valuable may be any measures which

the Railroad
adopt to enable it to get along temporarily without another appropriation,
No Palliatives
the facts will still remain that these
Will Solve
measures will be but palliatives and
that there will continue to be great
the Problem
need for an early extra session of Congress to provide the Railroad Administration with funds
and to find a final solution of the entire railroad problem.
In spite of all tlie eftorts the Railroad Administration is
making, it is an indisputable fact that the existing railway
situation is depressing industry and causing widespread
unemployment.
Railway purchases are very small while,
for the welfare of the nation, they ought to be very large,
and the amount of maintenance and improvement work
being done is far less than it should be.
A protraction of
present conditions will be disastrous to the countr)- durmg
the period of readjustment, and perhaps even more disastrous when the time for a resumption of active Ijusiness
comes.
There have been great mistakes made and great
offenses committed under private operation of railways;
but never did the private managements commit offenses so

Administration

may
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iniinii.il

that lia\f

undi-r

A

llu-

liicii

puMic

novfiniiuMit

series

ol"

as

vvell\irc

ami some

iloiu^

are

tlial

some of

liavi-

not

llir

liccn

tliinjjs

doiu-

lontrol.

and

interesting

luMter locomotive was

[irai tiial

made

l)\

road tests

vvitli

a super-

fuel supervisor V. V. Roe.scli

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault
to determine the fuel loss
Superheater
CKcasioned by .stopping up superheater
A Consolidation type locomotive,
Hues.
Flues Clean
having an evajiorating surface of .i ,()()()
By
S(|. ft. and a 30-unit superheater, was used for tlie tests.
means of an electric pyrometer with the thermo-couple inserted in the outside steam pipe al)out six inches above the
steam chest, the amount of sujicrheat in the steam was deVarious tests were made with different numbers
termined.
of superheater flues plugged and the amount of superheat
The results showed a constantly decreasing amount
noted.
of sujierheat obtained for various numljers of flues plugged,
amounting to as great a loss as 95 dcg. superheat with 18

on

Keep

ste.

tlie

Marie

and showed that in general for every 10 dcg.
was an accompanying 2^/2 per cent
With seven flues plugged there was a fuel loss
loss in fuel.
of ncarlv three per cent and this increased at a nearly constant rate to about 25 per cent when 18 of the flues were
plugged. These tests show quite clearh- the losses occasioned
bv improperly maintained boilers and indicate the necessity
flues i)lugged,

loss

in superheat there

The engine men operatfor keeping superheater flues clean.
ing locomotives equipped with pyrometers may readily determine the loss in fuel when the superheat is not being
maintained to the proper degree. This information should
be brought to their attention and to the attention of the
roundhouse men, that they may

l>etter

realize

what dirty

superheated flues mean.

Tendency

to

Reduce Centralization

FIRST of the Year, it has been apparent that the
Railroad Administration has been trying to restore railway operation and service to a normal condition. In his
recent testimony before one of the House committees, Director General Hines stated that this policy is being followed, and indicated that it is being done largely because

SINCE THE

the railways may in the near future be restored to their
Director of Operation Tyler has ordered the reowners.
location of equipment more nearly in accordance with its
The purchase of coal has been largely decenownership.
tralized by putting it principally in the hands of the officers
Many of the inspectors who were
of the individual lines.
sent out in such large numbers from Washington last year and
who went behind the backs and over the heads of responsible

operating officers, have been withdrawn or required to pay
more regard to the wishes of the regional directors and fedThe regional directors are being given
eral managers.
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governnunt (ontrol

(ounlry immediately after it was
warning in our issue of Janu:ir\
II, 1918, and an editorial .supplementing it in our issue
of January 18, 1918.
The polity wiiich siiould have l)ecn
(arcfull)' avoided was the very one
which Mr. McAdoo
adopted.
.Seldom was even a small railway system given a
mori- over-(cntralize(l (jrganization than that which Mr. Mc.\(1(X) estal)lished on the railways of tlie United States.
The
results speak for tliemselves and speak loudly.
Now that
railway men are in practically comjjlete charge, they naturally are trxing to imjjrove results by reducing ccntralizali( n.
Tiiey can do a great deal more decentralizing yet with
great advantage.

We

adopted.

It

Might Have Been Worse

THEhave

OEF of railway traffic and the open winter
produced such a marked change in the relation
Ijetween the amount of business offered the roads and their
ability to handle it, that any representations made at the
present time regarding the inadequacy of railway facilities
m this country are somewhat discredited. In contemplating
our part in the successful prosecution of the war, the demonstrated aJjility of the railroads to haul goods to port faster
than they could be taken away by the shipping tends to
bolster up a feeling of complacency.
We muddled through
all right, and, as we won't have another war for a long
time, why worry?
Our experience in the European war failed, in a measure,
as an object lesson on the need of larger railway transportation facilities from the fact that the emergent burden of
war imposed on the railroads differed only in terms of magnitude from that of peace times. Points of maximum traffic
density in pre-war times remained points of great traffic
movement under war conditions. The business imposed was
It
just the kind that the roads were best able to handle.
called

for

the

least

train haul

flexibility

in the

use of the

The

was

far shorter than to

any other border of the

country.

How

would be the situation if we were compelled
an enormous war traffic to any of our other fronSome idea of the differences between the transportatiers!
tion facilities available on the Pacific coast or the Mexican
border, for example, and on the North Atlantic seaboard
may be gained from the table below showing miles of main
line in the three groups of border States:
different

to despatch

North Atlantic Coast
Mileage

Area

of lines

sq. mi.

Massachusetts

8,404
2.139

47,654
8,039

Rhode Island

206

1,067
4,820

State

New York

Maryland

year.

Washinyton
Oregon

had been less bent on carrying out his theorv of "unification" and more bent on getting the best possible results by the use of tested and practical methods, the
operating expenses of the railways in 1918 would have been
Lord
some hundreds of millions less than they were.
Shaugbnessy, chairman of the Canadian Pacific, issued a
warninu regarding the danger of over-centralization under

possible

machine.

principal destination of all
war traffic was the North Atlantic seaboard, which is far
better provided with rail lines from the interior than any
Moreover, the center of manufacture is loother frontier.
cated closer to the Atlantic than to any other coast, so the

transportation

of the probable return of the railways to private operation,
it would also be wise if government operation were to be
continued. It would have been as wise last year as it is this

Mr McAdoo

liiis

lAi.i.iNG

Connecticut
Pennsylvania

If

in

|)uljlished his

more complete authority in their respective territories, and are
turn giving more authorit)^ to the district managers and
While this general policy is wise because
federal managers.

m

11

New

Tersev
West "Virginia
\-irpnia

Miles of line
per 100 sq. tni.
17.6
26.6
19.3
20.8
25.9
31.2
16.7

1 .000
11,619
2,344
4.0O8
4,792
1.418

44,832
7,514
24,022
40,262
9,941

14.3

35,930

188,151

19.1

5,686
3,226
8,439

66.836
95.607
155.652

8.5
3.4
5.4

17.351

318,095

5.5

15,832
3,038
2.416

262.398
122,503
113,810

^2J

21.286

498.711

4.3

1

1.9

Pacific Coast

California

Mexican Border
Texas

New Mexico
Arizona

6.0
2.5
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tributary to the ports between Boston and
Norfolk, inclusive, has 19.1 miles of rail lines per 100 miles
of territory, while the Pacific Coast States have only 5.5
miles,

territory

and those on the Mexican border only 4.3 miles. But
whole stor>'. Most of the trunk lines running

this is not the

to the Atlantic

Coast are multiple track lines with extensive
trackage in sidings and yards, while the lines leading to
other frontiers, with but few exceptions, are single track lines
with but limited terminal development.
Moreover, the delivery of the average ton of freight to these termini would
entail an average haul many times as long as that for the
war materials shipped to France or England last year.
clear from these considerations that the ability of
the American railroads to handle the traffic of a militar>'
campaign of first magnitude to any other border of this
It

is

country than the Atlantic seaboard cannot be measured by
the ability they showed in handling the traffic of the European war. Under the policy to which the railroads of the
country have been subjected, whereby they have not been able
to earn reasonable returns on their investments, except during
periods of great prosperity, the expansion of railway facilities has necessarily been limited.
The Eastern lines have
much greater capacity than the Southern or Western lines
because they had reached a high state of development before
the policy of restrictive regulation was adopted; and yet
they still need a great enlargement of facilities. The capacity
of the Western and Southern lines will be slow indeed, Ijecoraing equal to that of the Eastern lines under a studied
policy of restriction; and yet failure adequately to develop
them might prove some time to have been a colossal blunder
from a military as well as an industrial point of view.

Railway Labor Under Private Operation
IS EVIDENT that if needed legislation can be secured the
railways will be restored to private operation in a comIf the welfare of the nation is given
paratively short time.
paramount consideration they will be restored to both private
In anticicontrol and operation before the end of this year.
pation of this change the Railroad Administration is adopting
important measures to restore normal conditions of traffic

IT

movement and of operation.
Some of the most important and difficult problems which
will have to be solved when private management is resumed
by the necessity of establishing good working relations between the managements and the employees of
the railways. Most of those who are now in direct charge of
operation for the government will be continued in direct charge
by the companies. It should be the policy of the operating
executives, with the approval and support of the Railroad Administration, to take steps while the railways are still in the
hands of the government to make it as easy as practicable after
private operation is resumed for the managements and the employees to work together hannoniously and in such a way as
will promote the best interests of the companies, the employees
and the public.
When government control was adopted only a part of the
employees were organized. Under government control practiThis is a change which nocally all have become organized.
body should regret. The labor union is just as characteristic,
as desirable, and even as necessary a development of modem
industry as the corporation.
One is an organization to promote the interests of labor; the other an organization to promote the interests of capital. In each case organization gives
power. This power can be abused in either case with results
that will be harmful to the public, or so used that it will promote the welfare of the public. If in either case the power
IS abused the results will in the long run be harmful to the
public and to those who possess and abuse it. Recent develwill be presented

571.

opments throughout a large part of the world have indicated
that strong and ably led labor unions will prove to be civilization's principal safeguard against the ruin and crimes of
ix)lshevism.
In any event, almost all classes of railway eml)loyees have become organized and their unions probably
have come to stay. Future efforts of railway managements
should be directed, not toward destroying the unions, either
old or new, but toward reaching understandings with them
which will protect and promote the interests of all concerned.
Labor on railways, like labor in other industries, is going
to

demand

shorter hours of work and better working condigoing to demand a voice in the settlement of all
questions the determination of which will affect the welfare,
and even the sensibilities, of working people.
And why
tions.

It is

should

it not have a voice in their settlement?
The employing class, including both the owners of capital and the officers

who have managed

industries on behalf of the owners, has
taken too narrow a view of the rights of labor in the past.
Doubtless at the present time a large part of the workers have
an exaggerated view of their rights and mistaken opinions regarding what will promote their welfare. But the employed
class as well as the

employing class is vitally affected by the
which industry is managed. It is benefited if industry
is well managed and injured if industry
is ill managed; and,
as a matter of fact, the principal criterion of whether an industry is well or ill managed should be the effects produced
upon the workers in it, since they greatly outnumber those
who own industry and those who represent tlie owners in the
management.
Labor's demands for a more influential voice in the management of industry will have to be heeded in the long run whether
employers wish to heed them or not.
The exact means by
which labor shall be given a more influential voice in management remain to be determined. Its representation may take
the form of members of boards of directors.
It may take the
form of works committees representing the various unions.

way

in

One

of the principal tests of the ability of the manager of an
indu.stry in future will be the success he has in taking labor
into the management, in getting its point of view, in distin-

guishing between what

reasonable and what is unreasonitself distinguish between the reasonable and unreasonable, and in gaining its
confidence and support in carrying out policies which will
inure to its benefit as well as to that of the owners of the industry.
Perhaps in the long run labor itself will become the
owner of many or most industries through the initiation of
jirofit-sharing or other plans.
Who knows?
The difficulty of solving the problem of restoring the railable in

its

demands,

in

is

making labor

ways to their owners is largely due to the immense advances
wages which have been granted under government control.

in

The opposition of many employees to the restoration of private operation is chiefly due to the fear that the present wages
will not be maintained.
We have never known any representative of the owners of the railways to advocate, either in
public or private, general reductions of the existing wages.
It would appear, however, from the statistics of current earnings and expenses, that wages must be reduced, or rates must
be advanced, or there must be a great increase in the efficiency
of operation.

From

the standpoint of labor, which of these
Certainly not a reduction of wages.

policies is preferable?

Also, certainly not another advance of rates.
Advances of
rates, like advances in prices, increase the cost of living
of
all classes of the people, including railway employees.
The
welfare of railway employees as well as of all other classes,
will be best

promoted by increased efficiency, and consequent
increased economy, of operation.
In the past the securing of increases of efficiency has been
regarded as solely the function of the managers that is,

—

of the owners and of the officers placed by them in charge of
the properties.
No such increases of efficiency as have been
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gaiiutl
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tin-

|);i.st

oft'ucrs alone.

laii \>v ^.liiuil in

future hy

li>r lluni to attonipl to

llu-

owners and

gain thcni alone would

he constantly to antai;oni/,e lal)or, and lal)or is betoming so
strongly organized that nietluKls to increase effu iency will become increasingly difficult to introduce over its opposition.
The co-operation of lal)or must be siiured, and this is the
best of all rea.-^ons for adt)pling plans for giving it a voice in
management. Labor d(KS not understand the essentials of
VUv main rea.son why it does not is that
efficient operation.
it has never had oi)portunity to take part in or study manage-

ment and therel)y learn the essentials of efficiency. Labor
must be given ()])portunity to be taught these things by its
own leaders and representatives, and its leaders and representatives can be equipped to teach them onl\' l)y being brought
in close contact w ith the prol)lems of management and getting
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llu- (iirf(t(»r genera!

was

(oiifroiili

(I

already

Ijy

a multi-

The uncertainty regarding
tlic future of the railways was destroying the morale of the
railroad organizations.
Operating expenses were rapidly inTi'asing, largely Ix^cause of policies adopted by Mr. Hines'
predecessor, while traffic and earnings were declining.
In
()iise(|uen(e, net earnings had fallen to a very low basis. The
train service employees, one of tlie strongest and mo.st im|)ortant groups of the employees of the railways, were i)ressing for a large advance in wages and for a settlement of the
(|uestioii of time and ;i half
for overtime.
Even if the railroad ai)])r()j)riati()n liill had been jiassed, the director genplicity of very difti(ull j)r()l>lems.

(

(

eral's task of operating the railways satisfactorily

same time carrying out even a small program
Ijetterments

would have been extremely

and

at the

of additions

and

difficult.

The

long nin there will be only one way to prevent such results.
This will be to give labor an opportunity to learn by actual

failure to pass the railroad appropriation bill, coming
time when, even without this, the problems presented to
the Railroad Administration were so numerous and so difficult, would result in a national calamity unless the dircK:tor
general should show enough ability and courage to meet the
crisis presented and could get the support from various
sources that he imperatively requires.
He needs the support
of railway labor, wliicli has been very generously treated
under government operation. He needs the support of every
railway officer, for with prices and wages so high, the efficient
operation of the railroads is almost as essential to the national
w'clfare now as it was during the war.
He especially needs
the support of all the large financial interests of the country.

experience.

The government

e.xperience in their actual solution.

Labor has been given a larger part in railway management
under government control than it formerly had under private
control.
It cannot be said that the results thus far produced
have been good. The abolition of piece work and other measures have been adopted, which have tended to reduce effiBut undoubtedly these things
ciency and increase expenses.
have been mainly due to the fact that because of the want of
study and experience labor has not understood the essentials
of efficient operation or the injurious effect? which in the long
run inefficient operation must have upon labor itself. In the

years ago the "safety first" movement was started on
the railroads by the organization of committees of both officers and employees to study and remedy the conditions

Some

The results gained were not as
which caused accidents.
great as could have been desired, but that substantial results
were gained, and that they were good, is beyond question.
Equallv harmonious and energetic co-operation between the
officers and employees to promote efficiency must he obtained
if

greatly increased efficiency

is

to be secured.

The main prob-

lem of railroad management in the future will be to secure
the harmonious and energetic co-operation of officers and emThe owner? and managers
ployees in increasing efficiency.
of the railway? and the leaders of the employees cannot begin
too soon, for the good of all concerned, to confer with each
other regarding the best means of bringing this co-operation
to pass.

Mr. Hines' Immensely Difficult Task
PUBLIC OFFICIAL in the United States deserves and
needs the assistance of all classes of people more, or
perhaps so much, at the present time as the director
general of railroads. Walker D. Hines. He deserves the support of all, because, at great personal sacrifice and in an
effort to render a public service, he is trying not only with
ro

N'

but with rare courage and resolution, to carry the
railways through a most trying and difficult period.
Mr. Hines needs the support of all, because without their
support in the present emergency no man could perform successfully the task imposed upon him and for the developments
of which he has not been responsible.
Mr. Hines expected, and had reason and a right to expect,
that Congress would pass at its last session the bill creating
a new revolving fund of $750,000,000 for the Railroad AdNobody seriously questioned that that fund
ministration.
ought to be provided. It was needed to enable the government to fulfill obligations which the Railroad Administration
had assumed in conformity with law. The bill was defeated
in an attempt to accomplish certain purposes which had no
ability,

relationship to

its

intrinsic merits.

at a

is obligated to pay the railroad companies
the standard returns guaranteed by the law.
If the financial

institutions will advance to the railroad companies the money
required to provide for betterments and additions and the
railway companies will in turn advance it to the government
it will be possible to go on with the program of improvements
which has been outlined and thereby prevent the railways
from becoming a greater cause than they already are of industrial depression and unemployment.

But will the financial institutions advance the railroad
companies the needed capital? They \vi\\ advance capital
to those whose credit is strong.
The case of those whose
credit is weak is more dubious.
If the companies can and
do borrow the needed money they will have to pay interest
on it, and, in many cases, a high rate of interest. Will the
government be willing to pay to the companies as high a rate
of interest for advances they may make to it as the companies
will have to pay to the banks?
There has been a lot of
squabbling about the rate of interest that the government
should pay to the companies. It would be manifestly unfair
for the government, under the peculiar conditions now existing, to ask the railway companies to borrow money and then
loan it to the government to carry on the government's work
at rates of interest less than the railway companies must pay
for

it.

The government

took control of the railroads to solve the
pressing railroad financial problem.
It certainly is a striking fact that the companies probably will now have to go into
the market and borrow money to enable the government to
handle the business.
Since the railways are under government control, and since
the problems presented are so numerous and difficult, the
country is fortunate in having in the position of director gentral a man of Mr. Hines' resourcefulness, courage and ability,
and with his valuable experience under private railway conIf he does not
trol in "handling railway financial matters.
succeed in solving all the problems presented in a way satisfactory to the public he will be entirely justified in saying
If
that no man could have satisfactorily solved all of them.
he does succeed in solving them in a measurably satisfactory
way it wnll be a great achievement, for which he will deserve
the applause and thanks of the nation.

March
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abuse and no praise will in time discourage the most loyal
Would it not look, better to give the weather

co-operator.

Letters to the Editor

i

man

his

Observer.

due?

BinniniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiaiiijiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriNiiiiiiiriMiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHr.

Give the Weather

Man

A

His Due
Chicago,

London, Eng.
111.

To THE Editor:
Under

the heading

Disclaimer

"Annual Reports of the Regional DiRailway Age of February 14,

rectors" there appears in the

page 393, the annual report of the regional director of the
Northwestern region for 1918 as made public by the Railroad Administration. In this report, under the subhead "Cooperative Action" is the following paragraph: "A manager
was placed in charge of the Upper Lake Michigan and Lake
Superior ports to supervise the handling of ore, grain and
coal and to co-operate with a committee representing vessel
and ore interests. Rerouting by this organization made a
saving of 3,577,434 miles. The steaming of ore was almost
entirely eliminated; saving, it is estimated $197,000."
On what hypothesis this estimate oi $197,000 was based,
It
or who did the hypothecating is unknown to the writer.
seems probable from the amount, $197,000, that the estimator
took the total amount expended in 1917 for steaming of ore
at the head of the lakes as a basis of comparison.
The steaming of ore means the thawing of ice from ore
frozen in cars, by means of steam, in order that the ore may
The steam
be unloaded into the pockets of the ore docks.
used is obtained from locomotives held in ore yards for this
purpose, the steam usually being piped into the loaded cars
by means of lines of steam hose ending in perforated pipes,
which pipes are thrust into the ore loads as steam is turned
This process of steaming is expensive because it reon.
quires locomotives, fuel and crews, but special steaming
plants for this purpose can only be erected and maintained at
very considerable cost. Like snow handling equipment, the
special steaming plant would he in use for only an uncertain
few days per year, depending entirely on the weather.
It is obvious that if there is no frost during the season of
navigation sufficiently severe to freeze ore in transit, there is
no steaming of ore necessary. In case any ore freezes in
pockets of the docks, hot water from locomotives is used to
flush and clean the floors.
Steaming is only needed for ore
to be unloaded from cars.
Now it happens that the worst season in many years in this
particular regard was experienced in 1917.
Due to war
needs, to the late date of beginning ore transportation and
to strikes at the ore docks, a great traffic in ore was carried
on at the head of the lakes in the late sum,mer and autumn.
This traffic was increased from week to week and kept going
until the latest possible date in the autumn in order to fill
war orders. In consequence a great deal of ore was frozen
in cars toward the end of the season, and had to be steamed.
In 1918, however, no iron ore in cars was frozen or steamed
by either of the two principal ore carriers at the head of the
lakes on account of the uniformly mild weather which continued long after the close of navigation. The same or nearly the same conditions apply to all railroads carrying ore
at the head of the lakes in 1918.
The expense of steaming ore has been a matter of anxiety
and investigation with a view to betterment by officers of
individual railroads under corporate control for years.
It
seems that the federal management has at last solved the
problem, by a method of co-operation with a committee of
ore and vessel representatives, and by the mysterious and unacknowledged co-operation of Him who tempers the wind to
the shorn lamb.
Only Private Bill Brock, of "Dere Mabel"
fame, so far as is known, has been able to so camouflage a
horse as to really make him look just like a picket fence. All

To THE

Editor:
In the Railway Age for Januar} .il, I find Clifford
Thome reported as having stated before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce that "he had analyzed the
rates on fifty commodities for representative hauls in Great
Britain which had been selected by W. M. Acworth, and
that on four-fifths of them the rates were lower than the
rates in Official Classification Territory in this country."
I

Mr.

am at a loss to understand to what
Thome can allude. I have never,

statement of mine
so far as I know,

except on one occasion nearly thirty years ago, selected rates
for purposes of comparison between

England and America.

On

the contrary, I have for years past publicly asserted again
and again that representative hauls do not and cannot exist.
Only last year in an official report to the government on the

railways of Rhodesia I wrote, "Particular cases in my judgment prove little or nothing. * * * Jt can hardly be
that among half a million rates there are not a dozen or twenty
*
*
*
or a hundred that can be impeached.
Jt q^^
hardly be but that.a general manager can counter each case of
alleged hardship with a dozen favorable rates."
It is true that in the year 1891 in my book The Railways
and The Traders, which w'as, as I stated in the preface, a
sketch of the railway rates question from the railway point
of view, I inserted comparisons between certain English and
American rates. I introduced them, however, by saying, "Let
it be frankly confessed that in one sense the rates which
follow cannot be asserted to be typical of American rates.
*
*
*
They are rates actually in force. If they prove
nothing else they at least prove this, that it is as easy to
produce figures to .show the moderation of English charges
as it is to find others to convict them of being excessive and
extortionate."
Is

that
a

it

to this thirty 3'ears old statement of

Mr. Clifford

Thome

mine so qualified

alludes, or has he fathered on

me

comparison made by somebody else?

W. M. Acworth.

Returning

to a

La Carte Service
Chicago.

III.

To THE

Editor:
The resumption of a la carte dining car service recently
ordered by the director general of railroads, as noted in
the Railway Age of February 14, page 408, will be a matter
for congratulation and relief on the part of the traveling
public, who loyally "stood for anything" during the world
war: who gave and saved and were inconvenienced in a
thousand ways without any serioui^ murmur.
Beyond a
shadow of doubt the traveler had, and still has, cause for
complaint of the railroad administration's table

d'h(*)te

dining

car service.

Traveling on heavy traffic trains west of Chicago the
found the table d'hote dinner offered for one
dollar to be equal to that obtainable in the better class
cafes for two dollars.
The service east of Chicago, tliough
not quite so good, is still worth the money.
In the sequel
lies the cause of discontent.
On lighter traffic lines extending northward from Chicago, with the same general menu, there is worse than wartime service today. Is there any reason why a traveler should
writer has

pay $1

for a

"compartment" plate of half portions of coarse

—
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^lrmu\, \v;itery iiinncd Ijuans, and ;i tliin dal)
roUowiiiK as .scant a fish course of
cn-ameil cod fish spread on a l)it of cohl to;ist, when
traveling on a light traffic train; whereas, for the same price
he can l)uy oysters on the half shell, turkey and cranlicrry
sauce and all else that gcx-'s to make Lip a first-class $2 dinner, served in first-class style and in jjenerous portions on
1m)i1((I

of

Ik-i r.

nia>lu-d

potato,

a heavy traffic train?
It

would seem

that

the individual railroads have
dining car services for better or

litiier

been allowed to alter their
for worse at will, or that
o'f courses only have i)ecn
of food provided in return

prices

and

profits

and numbers

standardized, while tlie standard
for the dollar has not l)een taken

It is to l)e hoped that the light traffic
which have undoulitedly made poor jjrogrcss with the
table d'hote .-ier\'ice and the I'lnancial returns therefrom, will
at once reinstall their a la carte dining car service which
before the war was in most cases admirable.
Traveler.

into consideration.

lines

The Prevention

of Collisions
New

^c)RK.

To THE

Editor:
Readers who are interested

in the

problem of reducing the

disgraceful collision record of the railroads of this country
must have taken fresh heart from your issue of February 28.
Mr. Vanncman, of the New York State Public Servic(Commission, sweeps away some of the deadwood which has
clogged most of the discussions on this subject. That feature

in

\>vvi\
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constant service on (oii^iderajjle numbers of hxomoMr. N'aniuinan go over and spend a

W'liy should not

tives.

few weeks

and France?
can shut his eyes to the visual signals; he

I'lnglaiid

in

An engineman

can even shut his mind to the signals when his [)hysical
eyes are wide oi)en; jjut simtting his ears to an audible
Query: Do we fully appreciate
signal is far more difficult.
the i)rinci|)le of the audiitlc signal?
We have l)een using
lor])ed()es for half a century, but have we not neglected some
Mr. Vanneman refers to
of the lessons wliich tiiey teach?
the torpedo arrangements in Europe as "crude"; but some
things that arc crude still conduce powerfully to the safety
of railroad operation— for example, i)roken stone ballast.
Your cold and condensed editorial on this report leaves
out a lot of things which American railroad men ought to
take to heart.
You sympathize with the railroad president
who has had difficulty in getting all the money needed to
introduce necessary safeguards on his road. This .sympathy
is all right; everyone of us shares in it; but in the last
analysis the railroad president must take the risk
as indeed
he mu.st with his whole financial problem. Is not this true?
Congress does not intend to allow the railroads to increase
their incomes until they actually starve.
If this is mere
pessimism and grumbling, you may make the most of it.
Plain facts may as well lie faced.
Mr. Vanneman, in his full report, printed since your
paper came out, discusses the flagging rule, the practice of

—

New York

of the general question of safety

Central in the management of tail lights,
This is useful matter for railroad men
who need it, but the dominant impression is. Why do railroad men need it? Why is this past history useful? Why
are we still discussing ways of perfecting the flagging rule
when many years of experience have demonstrated that the
task is hopeless?
The New York Central has changed its
arrangement of tail lights, and the decision to do this was,
no doubt, the result of much time spent in careful discussion;
but we ought to be spending our time in discussing modem
improvements", rather than ancient canal-boat methods. The
real desideratum is to run trains (by means of the space
interval) under such circumstances that they will be safe
even though no tail light should be visible more than 500

New York

feet

tiie report which may be more important than all the rest
found only by turning to the obscure item on page 515,
which tells us that a general inquiry is to be held. This
Investigations of particuinquir\- ought to be of great value.
lar accidents always leave much to be desired, for railroad
officers are on the defensive and remain as reticent as the\
know how to be. The investigators or any parties adverse
to the railroad company often seem to fall far short of a
judicial frame of mind, and anything like a broad treatment

of
is

The
is almost impossible.
commissioners have here a fine opportunity to do
some constructive work.
On one point Mr. Vanneman adopts the excessively cautious attitude of the railroad signal engineers (which caution
has greatly retarded true progress). He says that an automatic stop' (or a cab signal), if used, must be installed on
the whole road.; otherwise locomotives from branch lines, not
equipped, must be kept off from those divisions on which the
This ol^jection is not so important as it
device is installed.

The frequent use of engines off their regular divisions
it should be made unnecessary, even at conunnecessary
siderable expense; but when such use does become necessary
the thing to do is to make use of the absolute manual block
system; and temporarily to keep trains two blocks apart,
Every railroad
if necessary to afford the needed confidence.
seems.
is

liable to have to run trains against the current of traffic,
and should be prepared for the suspension of automaticA road which is not
block-signal protection at any time.
prepared to protect trains by the space interval at any time,
on the shortest notice, without any apparatus except the
telegraph or the telephone, is very far from being an ideally
is

equipped road.

the

and other

things.

away.

New York inquiry ought to be the starting
Nearly or quite
point for a really progressive movement.
all of the informative discussion on the collision problem
which has been promulgated so that the public could really
get the benefit of it has been available only in fragments.
We have various deliverances from the Interstate Commerce
Commission, but none of them furnish an adequate view
of the railroads' side of the question.
If our railroad managements agree with the Interstate Commerce Commission no
If they disagree, there has been no clear
one knows it.
There ought to be a public debate,
setting forth of the facts.
The signal manuwith strong men to present both sides.
facturers are supposed to be able to remedy all of our
troubles, but they, as well as the Interstate Commerce Commission, seem satisfied to stand off and wait. Why do they
Or, if
not induce the railroads to make better progress?
they have tried to do this and have failed, what is the reason
This proposed

All public questions of real importance are
the subject of thoughtful public discussion in Congress, or in a legislature, or a court, or the pulpit, or some
free forum.
Is it or is it not correct to call this question of
safeguarding passengers' lives an important public question?
for the failure?

made

And it may not be unfair to urge Mr. Vanneman to greater
courage in another direction. He says that to instal locomotive apparatus it will be necessary to enter unexplored fields;
though he refers briefly to English and French experience.
But why not investigate thoroughly what Europe has

York Central

done?

tickets

The Great Western Railway

of

England has used cab

sig-

nals for a dozen years; and for five years these signals have

V. P. O.

Five

men

arrested at .\lbany, N. Y., last week, by New
police are believed to have stolen mileage

from 75 small stations in New York state. More
than 20 stations in the immediate vicinity of Albany have

been broken

into.

Heavy Standard Mallet Type Locomotive
The

First of the

Government Order

Over 100 of These
& Western

for

Engines Delivered to the Norfolk
FIRST
THEUnited

uKDER

of

1,025

locomotives

placed

Ijy

the

Railroad Administration included an
This
order of 20 heavy (2-8-8-2) standard Mallets.
was later increased to over 100, 65 to be built by the American Locomotive Company and 41 by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. The American Locomotive Company has within the
States

past month made the first deliver}- of these locomotives.
While they were scheduled and lettered for the Virginian
Railway they have been assigned for duty on the Norfolk
& Western. These engines are the largest of the standard

locomotives Ijuilt for the Railroad Administration and represent the limit to which a locomotive can be built to come
within the maximum clearance limitations set by the Railroad

Administration (15 ft. 9 in. high and 10 ft. 9 in. over cylinThese locomotives are smaller than those which can
be used on the Virginian Railway, as evidenced by the
2-10-10-2 type Mallet locomotives which were recently built
for that road by the American Locomotive Company.
These
latter engines have a width clearance of 12 ft. and a height
clearance of 16 ft. lYz in. On the other hand, the clearance
limitations of these standard engines compare very favorably with the 2-8-8-2 Mallets recently built by the'Norfolk
& Western to that company's own design. Being limited by
these clearance restrictions a very careful design had to be
made to provide a locomotive of the power required.
In the matter of power these standard engines may be
compared with locomotives of similar wheel arrangement
built by the Norfolk & Western in its own shops, and for
the Western Maryland by the Lima Locomotive Company.
A table comparing the principal dimensions of these two
ders).

plainly

trates

575

standardiza-

to

The standard 2-8-8-2 Mallet locomotive has a total engine
weight of 531,000 lb., of which 28,000 lb. is on the leading
truck, 237,000 lb. on the front or low pressure unit, 241,000
lb. on the high pressure unit and 25,000 lb. on the trailing
truck.
It is built for a permissible axle load of 60,000 lb.,
Table of Compariso.v of

Name
When

of road

2-8-8-2

U.
comijound,

Weight,

lb

total,

drivers,

lb

Diameter of drivers,
Cylinders,

Western

diameter

in

and

in.

25

56

and 39
by 32
240

24J^and38
by

U

230

6,120
1,475

t96
-=-

1915

106,000
493,000
445,000
52
26 and 40
by 30
210
5,669
1,264
80

104,300
535,000
472,000

57
stroke,

Steam pressure, lb., per sq. in....
Total heating surface, sq, ft
Superheater heating surface, sq, ft.
Grate area, sq. ft
Weight on drivers

1918

106,000
531,000
478,000

lb

Western
Maryland

Norfolk &

1919

Tractive effort,

Weight on

Type Locomotives

S. Std.

built

6,316
1,510
96

tractive effort,

(compound)
Tractive effort X diameter drivers
equivalent lieating surface*...
-fEquivalent heating surface* -^ grate
area

4.7

4.5

4.2

695.

68C.6

726.3

86.6

89.4

94.9

*

Equivalent heating surface rr total evaporative heating surface
times the superheating surface.
t, Gaines combustion chamber is used on this locomotive.

which

is

the

same

-|-

1.5

limit prescribed for the standard 2-6-6-2

The

and 39

by 32

and

cylinders are 25
a working pressure of 240 lb.

The

distribution of the weights amongst the various drivers

locomotive.

is

shown

Standard 2-8-8-2 Type Locomotive for the U.
locomotives is included.
A description of the Norfolk &
Western locomotive was published in the Railway Age of
From this table of comparison it
July 12, 1918, page 59.
will be seen that the standard locomotive is 6,000 lb. heavier
than that built by the Norfolk & Western, and 3,300 lb.
heavier than that built for the Western Maryland.
The
working pressure on the standard locomotive is also 10 lb.
greater than that of the Norfolk & Western locomotive and
30 11j. higher than that used on the Western Maryland locomotive.
The boiler proportions of the standard locomotive
and those of the Norfolk & Western compare very favorably.
However, the Norfolk & Western design provides about 200
sq. ft. more heating surface and about 35 sq. ft. greater
While these two engines are ver}^
superheating surface.
nearly alike in proportions, they are of an entirely different
class as far as the construction details are concerned, which
will necessitate a different line of repair parts and illus-

one of the chief oijjections

tion.

in the weight

S.

in.
is

in.

carried on the

diagram, which was prepared

l)y

in.,

l^oiler.

F. P.

Railroad Administration

Pfahler, chief mechanical engineer of the Mechanical Department, United States Railroad Administration.
The
clearance diagram, also prepared by Mr. Pfahler, is included in the illustrations.
The boiler of these locomotives has an outside diameter
at the first ring of 98 in.
It is of the straight barrel type

and has shell plates 1 1/16 in. thick. The dome is located
on the third course and on account of the clearance limitation is only nine inches high.
The boiler is equipped with
a Gaines combustion chamber.
The length of tubes is 24
ft.
There are 274 2j4-in. tubes and 53 SJ^-in. flues, which
are of No. 8 gage, being one gage heavier than the general
standard practice in the construction of Mallet locomotives,
due to the fact that a working pressure of 240 lb. is carried
The firebox is 170% in. by 96 J4 in-.
on the boiler.
having an effective area of 96.2 sq. ft. The firebox sheets
are
in. thick and the back tube sheet is j4 in. thick.

^
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The

tube spacing is similar to that used on the standard
2-6-6-2 type Mallets.
The frames for these locomotives are 6 in. in width, the
same as for the 2-6-6-2 locomotives and are
in. deep
over the pedestals, having a minimum thickness of S^ in.
in. deep, with a minimum thickness
The lower rails are
of 4 in. The frames for the high and low pressure engines
are connected with the Baldwin type of frame hinged casting.
From the standpoint of design they are, with the

6^

4^

577

in. in diameter for the 2-8-8-2 locomotive and 3J4
The pistons
diameter for the 2-6-6-2 locomotive.
have a dished .section and those fcr the liigh pressure cylinders are intcrchangcaljle with those used on the light standard Pacific and the Eight-wheel switchers.
The specifications require ihat they be made of rolled steel or cast
steel.
They are provided with packing rings of Hunt-Spiller
gun iron. The pistons for the low pressure cylinders are,
of course, not interchangeal)le with any others used on the
standard locomotives, altliough they are of the same general
standard design.
They are made of cast steel and are of
dished section, having, as in the case of the high pressure
cylinders, two packing rings of Hunt-Spiller gun iron.
The
piston rods for both the high and low pressure units are
4J^ in. in diameter. Paxton-Mitchell piston and valve rod
packing is used on these locomotives.
The main rods of both the high and low pressure cylinders
are precisely the same.
They are 118 in. long from center
to center and are of I-section, being 3 in. wide and 6 in.
deep, with lyi-in. flanges and a 3^-in. web.
They are of
the same design as the main rods used on the 2-6-6-2
standard locomotive, the only difference being that they
are one inch longer between centers and the flange is 5^ in.
deeper.
Thus it will be seen that rods for both these locomotives can be manufactured from exactly the same size
of stock material.
The design of the strap end is exactly
the same, the only difference being that the rods for the
2-8-8-2 type are a little heavier than for the 2-6-6-2 type

is 41/2

in

in.

locomotive.

Among the interchangeable
may be mentioned the dump
Clearance
exception
duplicates

of
of

same as that used on the light and heavy Santa Fe locomowhich is standard for all except the switchers; tires, which are common to the 2-6-6-2 and the light
Santa Fe; and engine truck and trailer axles, which are

Diagram

tives; the pilot,

in dimensions, practically exact
frames built for the standard 2-6-6-2

differences

the

common

to

all

of

the standard

The

locomotives.

As in the case of the 2-6-6-2 standard locomotive, both
the high and low pressure cylinders are provided with piston
valves.
A larger diameter of valve is used, however, it
being 14 in. The travel of the valve for the high pressure
cylinders is 6J^ in. and it is given a lap of 1 in., a lead of
ys in. and an exhaust clearance of J4 in. In the low pressure

on

all

is

the

locomotives except the switchers.
In addition to this
many other details which are common to the 2-6-6-2.

there are

The

specialties used

on these locomotives as well as on

aOQ

OiQ

'V-,-L

-sb'o-

:t::::T:
S9,e00

SA300

£9,700

S8,400

n^

?/-"-J<----

-42 4-

:l:::::t

engine

same as that used on both designs of
Mikado and Santa Fe and the 2-6-6-2. The front bumper
is the same as that used on all except the switchers and the
frame pedestal shoe, wedge, and wedge bolt are the same

truck box

locomotive.

L?C ^^li< •^•*''i ^^"x ^^" L ^^" L ^^"
*^T t"i^i:::x:::x^Et::::

of these locomotives
grate rigging, which is the

details

^

--H

-A

-i-

-.T-:v-t"-!:r-::::t
00,100

00,000

Wheel Spacing and Loading

60,700

00,200

104^00

1^9

cnn I u

'

Heavy Standard Mallet

for the

standard engines were enumerated on page 91
issue of the Railway Age.
The following is a list of the general dimensions of these
locomotives with the principal data:

cylinders the valve is double ported and has a travel of 6
in. with a lap of
in., a lead of 3/16 in. and an exhaust
clearance of 7/16 in.
As in the case of all the standard
locomotives the valves and cylinders are bushed with HuntBoth cylinders are spaced 84 in. between
Spiller gun iron.
centers, whereas in the lighter Mallets the spacing is 85 in.
As in the case of the 2-6-6-2 Mallet the Mellin type of

the

by-pass and intercepting valve is used.
In the matter of general design the crosshead for the
2-8-8-2 locomotive is the same as that of all standard locomotives.
The dimensions are also practically the same,
with the exception of the piston fit, the diameter of the
boss in the body of the crosshead being made eight inches
instead of seven, on account of the heavier piston rod, which

Tractive
Tractive

1^

...t..

ZSJOOO

other

of the

January 3

General Data

nase

4

ft.

in.

Bit coal

Fuel
effort
effort

(compour.d)
(simple)

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading trucl<
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender
Wheel base, driving

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

81.4

Freight

Service

base, rigid
base, total
base, engine

in

working order

101,300
121,600
531,000
478,000
28,000
25,000
740,100
42 ft. 1

tender

1b.
lb,

lb.

lb
1b
1b

ft.

6 in

57

ft.

93

ft.

4
3

15

and

lb

in.

in.
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'^''""''

|)(irtitti(>n

r:^lZ>^'X^":.c^.c':^n mc^^':"!"". ::::::;::::::::::::;: ±1?
Tractive effort (compound) X fiinm. drivers
c<iiiivaicnt iicatiiiu
-7-

'•

.'...............
..'."
'86.6
iratV arci
.'i
heatinK siirface.' per cent..
5 2
WiiKlit oil driver.'i -r- equivalent heating surface*
57.5
Total weiKlil H- equivalent heating surface'
63.8
Volume ciniivalenl. simple cylinders, cii. ft
22.2
vol. cylinders
Equivalent heatinu surface*
375.
Cratr ar.a -r vol. cylinders
^.33
Kqiiiv.iient lieating" ^'r'f ice
Kircbox tieating aiirface H:

'4-'

.'

eqiiivalent

>

Cyiiiidrrs
j^l""'

,

—

f""'"!'""!"'

25 in. and 39 in. by 32
,.

,,.

,••

•••.•

,

iJiaiurtcr aiul stroke

iti.

,

„.

,

.

Piston

Kinel
Dianicti-r

1-1

in.

ii'iircis

.....

Driving, diameter over tires.
Driving journals, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
T"u'iinB'^Tu''c'k^«i'eeK'
Trailing truck, journals

by

in,

.s7
l.i

111.

30

in.

12

in.

..98

in.

170H m. by 96^i

«

in.
in.

53— 5;k^

in.

1

1

111.

di'a^^^^^

6;/^

in.

ijy

Boiler
'.!'.'.'.'.'.!;'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.y. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Wor1<ing'pressiiiV'!y.
Outside diamrter of iirst rins
I-irebox, k-ngth and width
Firebox plates, thickness

240

Tub^''r'nr>berTn"ouis.dediameVoV'.:;;;;V
Flues, number and outside diameter
Tubes and flues, length
HeatinB surface, tubes
:

24
3,860 sq.

..•.•.:..•... .....•.•..•..... ...•..•.......'.43'5

Healing surhce, fireLx.
Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*

ft.
ft.

^i

It.

6,120 sq.

ft.

sc|.

"

8,333 sq.

ft.

t^^t^}t^''^:^^:::::::::::::::::::::::::::As-iu'8^

t

Center of boiler above

in.

1.4

10

rail

.t

4

ft.

Tcndcr
.''..'..'...\\\'.'.'.\'.'.\\'.'.y.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.^^*Xast°stc"!

Jj!^^,^

Weight

:09,ioo_

Wafe'^r^'capadtV'^-Coal cap acity

.'.".'.'..'....

lb.

.!'..'..................... .......12,660

gal

16

tons

hiisiiios

t'» .»>'^

i^^^

(l()r>
\>^

i'"^^^--

knowiiij^

>((

Kovcrnni.-nt

^''^

regulations fjovcTninK
Cam liis dollar l.v

tlic

wiHini^

reasonable

to

sul.mit

to

to

iiusincss.

Working for

".

.

that
t<,
'1

lii»

dollar

11

i^

.>-iil)-

make uie mies and
lie man who dccidcs

tlic

WUKeS,
"

should be

railroad

and rCKula-

ruleS
•

1

•

1

11

tlOHS, JUSt aS mucll US (UK'S tllC man who pUts in hlS dollar
i^
^i
it •_!.
*
*
.1
already eamcd.
It IS in the puhlic interest to have the
invested dollar regulated reasonably, and it is eciually in
^),^. public
intcre.st tiiat the dollar paid for service and the
coiuiitions of service should be rcculated reasonaljlv.
j
/•
,,.i.i
And it employees can once be sati.sfied that a fan and
oinimpartial tribunal is in existence to hear iinportani
,
,,,
plaints that Cannot be .settled pronijitly on the "home road
between employees and employer, there should be no need
(,f strikes, which are simplv a form of war.
The world has
.it
r
'it
just lost millions of men and billions of treasure in a strugg^^^ whcthcr forcc rather than justice and reason were to
settle the affairs of the world.
Surely the United States,
the most enlightened and progressive nation in the world,
Can, if it takcs up the fjucstion scriou.sly, work out some
p].in f^ adjusting industrial disputes that will carrv out
^
."
the doctnnc of livc and let live and save the loss, sorrow
anguj.sh that coiiics to thou.sands of innoccnt people
^'"'1
who liavc no part or voicc in the contrcvcrsv or its .Settlement.
'
„
,
•
1.
,•
111'
i.i.
i
Capital may be timid but it was bold enough
the last
It
^0 >ears to Create our great American railway .system.
^,xi\\ be willing to go on with that work if it can be assured
,1
.1
^
.,
^
1
r Ii
-ii
that the policv oi the government Will be to sustain the rail^ads in the legitimate conduct of their business and aiiow
reasonable liberty of action instead of repressing and hampering the work.
The credit of the roads will come back
when people understand that Congress has laid down the
rule that a reasonable rate is also an adequate rate, suf&cient to reflect changed costs, increased wages and rates for
^^ ^g^ ^j moncy when Congress insists that some reasonable method of adjudicating Controversies about wages and
Working Conditions shall be WTitten into the law of the land;
and when the nation insists that it is the duty of a President
to preserve, protect and expand the transportation facilities
of the country, just as much as agriculture, banks, manufacturers, commerce, or other forms of individual activity.
"Whether to put all the regulator}' power in the hands of
^^^ Interstate Commerce Commission, or to relieve the presp^j.e on that overburdened body bv giving it help in the
f^^m of Regional Interstate Commerce Commissions which
^yju ^g nearer the people and to the state commissions, and
whether to recognize the great importance of the transpor^^tion business bv having a cabinet officer to take charge of
^^^^ ^f ^^e executive work connected with regulation and
^^ ^^^^.^ ^^^ protect the transportation agencies, are, of
course, questions of individual judgment,
"^n effective transportation machine is vital to the interpsts of the Nation in war and Deace.
Its importance justi^^5 having a man in the cabinet to confer on an equality
^jth other cabinet officers dealing with great national questi^ns and resources, and to present the transportation needs
^f the nation directly to the President and his advisors,
"xhg charge is made that this plan injects the manage^^nt of the railroads into politics—unfortunatelv vou cannot divorce politics entirelv from the situation if' vou admit
the principle of regulation by the government, but in the
long run with the President and the Secretan- of Transportation directlv interested in giving the countn- good service
it has seemed to us that the highest standard of political
action would be obtained."
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Equivalent heating surface
times tie super ea ing sur ace.
*

Howard

Elliott

total

evaporative heating

surface

+
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on Needed Regulation

AX ADDRESS before the Commercial Club of Chicago on
INMarch 8, Howard Elliott, chairman and president of the
Northem

Pacilic

Railway Company, said

m

part:

"It has been urged that government control and operation
should be continued until January 1, 1924, instead of being
limited to 21 months after the ratification of the treaty of
peace, as fixed in the present law.
that better results can be obtained

This

is

on the theory
and the

for the nation

railroads under such long time plan than to return the roads
But does the record of governto the owners for operation.
ment operation give any great promise of such better results?
"Certainly private ownership and operation, while not
perfect,

have produced

unusual

results.

Private

owners

created a system of railroads with less investment of capital
for the service rendered, and had up to December 28, 1917,

furnished better service to the public and at lower rates and
has paid higher wages to employes, than in any civilized
This was done when the citizen had for a concountry.
siderable period "liberty" to exercise his "tireless energy"
and his "individual responsibility and initiative."
"What is called the labor question is, of course, one of
the most serious and difficult confronting the whole world,
the railroads in particular, and there must be a broad view
of it and a spirit of give and take by all classes of people,
All good citizens desire to see the wages and living conditions improve, but there is a limit to what commerce and
industry can pay, and survive.
It is surely better to have
reasonable wages and continuous employment rather than
to force wages so high that industry languishes, for then
the wage earners themselves will suffer most of all.
"The man who puts a dollar of his savings into the trans-

The movement of freight last Sunday over the Pennsylvania Railroad was continued at full pressure. The expected
order to send out no trains on Sunday except for live stock
and perishable shipments was not issued, a number of derailments last week having: caused serious congestion at several
points.

Will the Mexican Railway System "Come Back"?
The Carranza Government Has Established Railway Purchasing
Agents at New York and Houston
By

P.

Harvey Middleton

Executive Assistant,

ON THE THIRTY-FIFTH FLOOR

Up

of

the

Railway Business Association

Woolworth

New

York, you will find Senor F. P.
de Hoyos, general purchasing agent of the Mexican
government railway administration, who has recently resumed
the buying of equipment for the bandit-wrecked railroads of
Carranza's New York office has already spent
Mexico.
$764,581 for railway supplies, paid for with bank credits
established in New York, all purchases being made f. o. b.
There is constantly on hand in New. York a Ixmk credit of
On the
$150,000, which is renewed as funds are used up.
second floor of the Gulf building, in Houston, Texas, G. B.
Aleman is also acting as purchasing agent for the Mexican
government railways, but I am unable to learn the extent of
his purchases to date.
building,

in

Of course, three cjuarters of a
way supplies spreads out pretty

million dollars or so in railthin over 9000 miles of railways which have been systematically shot full of holes in
revolutions, counter-revolutions and bandit raids for over five
years, but the important thing is that
rehabilitate her railways, and that she

Mexico has

started to

is able to finance purchases of railway supplies through New York banks.
Senor Rafael Nieto, acting Minister of Finance for Mexico,
visited New York the second week in February to arrange
for the extension of a bank credit to Mexico, secured by
customs revenues, to cover orders for railway supplies. It is
understood that these orders will include 25 locomotives, 500

Senor Nieto
freight cars and a large tonnage of steel rails.
has engaged Lindley M. Garrison, former Secretar}' of War,
and receiver of the Brookhn Rapid Transit Company as
counsel.

At 25 Broad street, New York, the dispossessed officials of
the National Railways of Mexico Company, ejected by the
Carranza decree of December 4, 1914, and denied access to
their offices and archives in Mexico, sit around in the same
uncomfortable ease that for a time afflicted some of our best-

—

known American

with the
railroad corporation officers
rather important difference, however, that the National Railways of Mexico Company have not received any financial return from the Carranza government op its seized properties,
a system comprising the National Railroad of Mexico, the
Central, the Mexican International, the Hidalgo &
Northeastern, the Vera Cruz & Isthmus, the Pan American,
in
the Mexican Southern, and, under lease, the Interoceanic
all, 8,038 miles of line, 51 per cent of the stock being controlled by the Mexican government, and the balance owned
by Americans. The investment in road and equipment of
the National Railways of Mexico at the time of their seizure

Mexican

—

damaged or utterly destroyed on the Interoceanic alone.
During 1911-1917, 9,250 cars were lost on
the National Railways, which would represent about 40 per
cent of the rolling stock.
It was reported from Tampico in Septeml)er last tliat the
railroad equipment was so short in that region that when the
single daily passenger train from Monterey was delayed there
was no outgoing train the following morning. The line from
stations were

San Luis to Potosi at that time was unsafe on account of
roving bandits, who had frequently blown up sections of the
track and dynamited trains.
All crossties and much of the
steel will have to be renewed before safe, fast and regular
service can be relied upon.
Practically none of the rolling
stock

ciofa

in the

Secretario de GubernaRailway Age of February 28,

Repairs Temporary
Recent reports indicate that the Mexican National is at
present in a reasonably good condition, so, too, the lines from
Matamoras to Monterey, Paredon to Saltillo, Tampico to
San Luis Potosi, and Mexico to Toluca, Irapuato, Guadalajara and Aguascalientes.
The Railwa}s of Yucatan, the
Southern Pacific of Mexico, the Vera Cruz, and the Mexican
Railway are likewise reported as having been brought into
fair condition.
It is important to note, however, that so far
much of the repairing that has been done is necessarily of a
temporary nature, wooden bridges being substituted for steel
structures.

Accidents provoked by rebels have diminished in number
on the Tehuantepec, Pan American, and .A.lvarado lines.
How much capital the Mexican government will actually devote to the rehabilitation of the railways is still undetennined.
The Mexican Congress has, however, authorized the placing
of three loans amounting to 300,000,000 gold pesos (al)out
$150,000,000), for the purpo.se of reorganizing the finances
of the railroads and establishing a new bank of issue.
It is estimated that it will be necessary to spend at least
$50,000,000 to rehabilitate the railways of Mexico, if they
are to be brought back to the state of efficiency existing under

to Railroads

idea of the field for railway supplies in Mexico may
be gathered from the fact that during the revolution the

tracks and roadbeds in almost every part of the republic were
damaged or destroyed. The line of the Mexican Northwest-

em

Manuel Aguirre Berlanza

which appeared

page 518.

Some

the

suitable for first-class traffic.

to that of

was $853,073,281.

Damage

is

Attention should also lie drawn to the statement of Felipe
Pescador, general manager of the National Railways which
appeared in the Raihvay Age of Februarj' 21, page 470 and

In some places on
almost a wreck from end to end.
Mexican Central the rebels used scrapers to obliterate

is

the roadbed.
From 35 to 40 per cent of the railroad bridges
throughout the countn' were destroyed, and numerous stations
between Monterey and Mexico City were burned.
Fifteen
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the American operating officers prior to the revolution. Under
the Diaz government concessions granted to private com-

panies for railway construction provided for the automatic
return of the railways to the government after a stated period,
usually 90 years, upon the payment by the government of
compensation for rolling stock, buildings and material on
hand at the date of the transfer.
When Carranza took over the National Railways of Mexico in 1914 the decree provided that an indemnit}- should be
paid based on the average earnings for five vears, plus 10
per cent, but up to the present time the Mexican government
has been unable to meet the interest on its state bonded debt,
interest in default on Januarv 1, 1918, l)eing $12,047,807.
In addition to this, interest is in default on $50,747,925 general mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds of the National Railways
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of Mexico, and on $7,(J00,()()() \vr.\. Cm/, k Pacilk first 4J/^
per conts.
The mileage of U»e lines of liic National Railways of Mexico consists of 6,410 .standard gaj^e and .588 narrow page.
Siding.s and yards, 806 miles standard gage and 45 narrow
In addition, the National Railways system owned or
gage.
controlled, prior to the Carranza edict, 162 miles of the
Texas-Mexican line and 12 miles of Decauvillc construction.
It had in 1014 15,700 standard gage freight cars of a total
capacity of 521,957 metric tons; 1,779 narrow gage freight
cars of a total capacity of 38,244 metric tons; 454 standard
gage passenger cars, and 113 narrow gage passenger cars;
670 standard gage locomotives, and 92 narrow gage
locomotives.

New
New

Lines Built or Under

Way

Iw the Mexican National Railway administration include a line along the Gulf of Mexico from
Matamoras on the border to Vera Cruz via Tampico and
Tuxpam, with a branch to Honey which will afford connections to Mexico City, and an extension of the line on the
A line is now
Pacific side from IJano Grande to Mazatlan.
under construction from Canitas to Durango, of which 250
miles have been completed. Another line is being built east
of Saltillo. A line is also being built from Cuatro Cienagas,
State of Coahuila, to Chihuahua, via Sierra Mojada, approxiAnother line is under construction from
mately 450 miles.
Durango to Mazatlan. about 135 miles, making a new
The Cuatro-Cienagastranscontinental line across Mexico.
Chihuahua route will tap large coal fields in Northern Mexico.
The Durango-Cienagas road will shorten the distance
to the Mexican capital by some 200 miles and will open up
rich

lines projected

mining

Mexico City on December 19,
construction work will shortly be commenced on a
wa.^

made

in

1918, that
railway connecting the city of Merida, capital of the State of
Yucatan, with Mexico City. A contract has been prepared
v.ith the Development Company of the Southeast for carrying
The road will run from Merida through the
out the work.
southern portion of Yucatan, passing through the State of
Campeche and Tabasco, and effecting a junction with the
Pan -American Railway at the station of Santa Lucrecia,
State of Vera Cruz.
This route will traverse a very rich
agricultural region which is at present without rail communication.
A large amount of rolling stock and other material
for this line has already been landed
at Progresso by
steamer.

Newspapers in Mexico City have during the past month
announced a great revival of interest in railway development.
The steel works at Monterey have already made one delivery
of 5,000 tons of steel rails for the line between Monterey and
Tampico. Orders are in hand at the same plant for all lines
under government control. Preparations are under way for
the completion of the line of the Southern Pacific Railway of
Mexico from its present terminus south of the city of Tepic
with the existing lines from Guadalajara west, and thence to
Mexico City, thus giving direct rail communication with all
the cities of the states of Sinaloa and Sonora, as well as with
the Pacific coast of the United States.
Application has been made to the Mexican Government
by a Briti.sh syndicate for a concession to construct a railroad from San Geronimo on the Ishmus of Tehuantepec, to
Campeche, a di.stance of about 450 miles. At San Geron'mo
the proposed road will connect with the National Tehuantepec Railroad, and at Campeche with the United Railways
of Yucatan.

The

application really seeks to revive a con-

was granted by the Government several years
ago for a railroad that was to be built along the same route
as i? now in view.
Under the original concession the route
for the proposed railroad was surveyed and was found to

cession that

feasiljic

from an

engineering

11

and construction stand-

point.

America's Stake
Over one

jjillion

dollars of .American capital

invested in

is

Mexico, of which $235,464,000 is in railway stocks and
$408,926,000 is in railway bonds. For this reason the ability
of Mexico to "come back" is of vital interest to Americans,
and especially to the American railway supply interests, for
it is one of the few countries in the world where American
railway investments far exceed those of Great Britain
a po-

—

In the past Mexico has shown surprising ability to recuperate quickly from
internal troubles.
Since the beginning of 1918 real progress
has been noted. The mines and smelters with a few important exceptions are running to capacity, the oil wells are producing freely, farms are being worked extensively, the govtent factor in securing orders for supplies.

ernment

distril)uting agricultural

is

implements

at cost,

and

condition of the railroads is receiving serious .study,
although in certain sections bandit raids are still of frequent
occurrence.
the

Existing Railways InadequaU'
spread over ioi,vw
square miles, the existing railway development of Mexico is
entirely inadequate, and there are immense areas, rich in minerals or with very productive soil, practically isolated from
the rest of the countr)'. The present railways have come into
existence to meet the needs of special interests. Mineral railways for the conveyance of ore from mines to convenient shipping points, for instance, have developed into important lines.
Of all the railways in Mexico those making up the Na-

With

a population of 15,000,000,

Railways group are l)y far the most important, for
they have four points of entry on the United States border,
tional

area.s.

Announcement

be
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running south from Matamoras, Laredo, Eagle
Pass and El Paso, and connecting with the important harbors
of Tampico and Vera Cruz on the east coast and with Manzanillo on the Pacific.
At San Geronimo, on the Tehuantepec Railway, there is a
l)ranch line called the Pan American Railroad, which is a
part of the National system.
It runs along the Pacific
coast to Tapachula on the borders of Guatemala, and is
part of that great dream of .American statesmen
a direct
railway route from the United States to the southerimiost
republics of South America. It is hoped that when the world
settles down to business again this project will be carried out,
and then we shall be able to take a train from New York for
Chile and Peru via Mexico, Guatemala, Salvador, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica and Panama.
Other important lines include the British owned Mexican
Railway, operating 402 miles of line between Mexico City
and Vera Cruz, which has been twice confiscated, and is now
operated by the Mexican government. It runs from the lowlands of Vera Cruz up through the mountains, and is a marvel of engineering, at one point reaching an altitude of 10,000
feet.
In some places it runs along the mountain side on ter-

their lines

—

races

hewn

out of the solid rock.

was $125,000 per

Then

there

is

the

cost of construction

Mexican Central, which has
and which follows part of

severely from the rebels,

mountain

The

mile.

suffered so

the ancient

used b}- the looting Spanish conquerors in
passing to and fro between the oceans, from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific.
The Tehauntepec Railway, with 305 miles
of line, running across the isthmus from the .Atlantic to the
Pacific, spans the narrowest neck of land on the American
continent with the exception of Panama, and has recently
been brought complete!}' under the control of the Mexican
government.
In northern Mexico is the .American owned Kansas City,
Mexico &: Orient, with 340 miles of line in Mexico, which
trail

March

14,
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has so far not been disturl)ecl by the Mexican government.
This was the first direct line to cross the frontier between the
United States and Mexico, extending from Kansas City to
the Bay of Topolobampo, on the Mexican Pacific coast, opening up a magnificent country of immense area, rich in mineral and agricultural resources.
The Mexican Northwestern
Railway, a British enterprise, controls 496 miles of line between El Paso and Chihuahua and the Southern Pacific of
Mexico, still in the hands of its American owners, with 1,246
miles of line, runs from Nogales on the border to Culiacan
and Orendain. Part of the main line and several of the
branches are out of business temporarily.
The urgency of the need for American railway supplies in
Mexico is emphasized by a cal^legram sent by the American
Consul General in Mexico on February 21 announcing that
a presidential decree in effect from February 20, 1919, permits the importation of the following railway supplies into
Mexico free of duty for a period of six months Switch points,
:

iron

and

steel ties, tumtalDles, iron

tie plates.

The

and

duties thereby remitted

steel rails, frogs,

amount

and

to 0.03 peso

per kilo gross weight, or $0.68 per 100 lb. According to the
report submitted by the assistant director general of the Mexican Government Railways, total receipts for the last week
in December, 1918, amounted to 1,607,680 pesos.
This is a
marked increase over the weekly receipts for the first six
months of 1918, when the average was only 1,217,027 pesos.
This refers only to the lines under government control.

Mexico

Report Progress

to

At a meeting arranged by the Council on Foreign Relations
in the Hotel Astor, New York, on March 11, prominent
Mexican business men gave accounts of the progress of Mexico
in the last three years since the overthrow of the Diaz regime.

The speakers included Ramon Prida, former President of the
Chamber of Deputies of Mexico; 0.scar Braniff, landowner;
Garza Aldape, former Secretary of the Interior of Mexico,
and Jose Castellot, Jr., .son of a former Mexican senator.
Meanwhile Rafael Nieto, acting Secretary of
Finance of the Mexican govermnent, and Dr. Alfredo Caturegli, fiscal agent of the Mexican republic in this country, are
conferring with American bankers regarding the retiring of
the Mexican national debt,
.\ccording to the official statement of President Carranza, the amount of this debt in 1910
was about 450,000,000 pesos, Mexican currency, to which
should be added the loan contracted by the Madero government in New York amounting to 100,000,000 pesos. No
payments of interest have been made since May, 1914, when
they were suspended by order of President Huerta.
It is
significant that National Railways of Mexico 43-'2 per cent
bonds due 1957 sold on the New York Exchange on March
H at an advance of 15 points over the last sale in December,

1918.

Bankers' Committee to Study Mexico

Morgan &

Co. announced on February 24, that an
international committee had been appointed for the purpose
of protecting holders of securities of the Mexican Republic
J.

P.

and of the various railway systems of Mexico, and to study
conditions in Mexico with a view to evolving a plan to rehabilitate that country.
The committee will number 20,
10 representing the United States, five Great Britain and five
from France. The members of the committee are as follows:
J. P. Morgan, chairman; John J. Mitchell, president Illinois Trust & Savings Bank, Chicago; Walter T. Rosen, of
Ladcnburg, Thalmann
Guaranty Trust Co.,

&

Charles H. Sabin, president
York; Mortimer L. Schiff, of
Kuhn, Loeb & Co.; James A. Stillman, chairman of the
board. National City Bank, New York; James N. Wallace,
president Central-Union Trust Co., New York; Albert H.
Wiggin, chairman of the board, Chase National Bank, New
Co.

New

;
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York; Roljert Winsor, of Kidder, Peabody k Co., Boston;
Laurence Currie, of Messrs. Glyn, Mills. Currie & Co., London; Sir Clarendon Hyde, of Messrs. S. Pearson & Son, Ltd.,
London; E. R. Peacock, chairman of the Bondholders' Committee of the Mexico Tramways and the Mexican Light &
Power Group of Companies, London; Vivian H. Smith, of
Morgan, Grenfel & Co., London; \'incent W. Yorke, chairman of the Mexican Railway Co., Ltd., London; William
d'Eichthal, of Mirabaud & Co., Paris; Georges Heine, director of the Banque de I'Union Parisienne; Andre Honnorat,
member of the Commission for tlie Protection of French
Holders of Mexican Securities; Jaques Kulp, auditor of the
Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas, Paris; Joseph Simon. in«
spector of finance, general delegate of the Commission for
the Protection of French Holders of Mexican Securities.
The Mexican government will appoint a committee to treat
with this international bankers committee and it is believed
that Robert Pesqueria, financial agent at El Paso will head
the group.

Senor Nieto after several conferences with
J. P. Morgan
said to feel very optimistic as to the outcome of the negotiations.
Although final power rests with President Carranza, Senor Nieto may tentatively reach an agreement with
the financiers.
A well known banker whose name cannot be
mentioned in discussing the situation is quoted as follows:
"I believe Carranza is in the same position as a man who
has backed the wrong horse and is trying to recuperate
liis losses by playing the favorite.
From all advices, he
undoubtedly was playing with Germany, who is now put
out of the running, and he plainly sees that the United
States is now the only nation in the world that can finance
him through his present difficulties.
"What Mexico needs is some definite financial plan.
What she needs most is some Alexander Hamilton to lead
her out of the financial wilderness into which she has wandered.
I believe the Carranza officials are at last looking
into the future and are beginning to realize that without
the co-operation of foreign capital the countn' can never
prosper, even with all her potential wealth.
"At present she is almost the pariah among nations. No
other country in the world has enacted such atrocious legislation nor any other ruler dared to issue the confiscatory manifestoes and decrees that Carranza has put forth.
Ilowever,
this will all be in the past if the present government can
give some form of guarantee that vested rights will be recognized and the interests of citizens of the United States given
adequate protection.
It is a consummation devoutly to be
wished, not only for the benefit of the proletariat c^f Mexico,
but for the enrichment of the world in general.'"
The new developments on the part of the present Mexican
ernment has ordered the establishment of 23 commercial exis

ment of Industry, Commerce and Labor of the Mexican Government has ordered the esablishment of 23 commercial exhibits in North, South and Central America and Europe,
and has appointed four commercial agents, who will be
stationed in St. Louis, New Orleans and San Francisco and
Barcelona, Spain. The exhibits will be housed as adjuncts

Mexican Consulates in San Francisco, New Orleans,
Tampa, New York, Los Angeles. Philadelphia, the West

of the

Indies, Central

and South America and European

cities.

The Bangor (Me.) Chamber of Commerce has adopted
resolutions calling on public service commissioners to see
that all public utilities are properly and efficiently run and
declaring that every community should support commissions
seeing that public utilities have sufficient revenue to give
safe service, and to make all needed further developments. All Boards of Trade are urged to agitate this
question of the relations of the public to the welfare of
in

good and

essential

utilities.
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Railway Freight Transference
and Handling
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ground plan of the

station or of

tlu-

11

|)lalloin)> or thi' layout

of the tracks or the general luethods of operation.

Inbound Freight Station

By H. McL. Harding"'
I

M\i.;

N"
that

HAS

iH'ij;lit at

railwu)' terminals will

lie

pcrfornu'd

nu'(

lumi-

the ps)chol()jj;ical time should arrive;
as soon as there is a sulTuieiilly insistent demand,

lally,

is,

mn'iiii;!) I)ut that tlu- niovciiK'nts of |)a(ka)^i'

a.-*

.<(X)n

a.s

with eonditions favoralile in res|)eet to education and finanee.
analysis of these movements based upon enj^inccring e.xperience they can i)e divided into inbound freight
movements, outbound freight movements, a coml)ination of
In addithese two, and the movements at transfer stations.
tion, there are the transfer movements at the coml)ined marine
All of the al)0ve stations can be
and railway terminals.
combined, but it is preferalde to have the transfer stations

From an

separate.

The following movements refer to the outl)ound and inTo the
station movements, chiefly for l.c.l. freight.
present time, improvements in these freight movements have
consisted in refining existing methods of hand or motor truck
conveying. To accomplish this, cars have been placed so as
to reduce the length of the freight transference and the design
of the freight station has lieen modified so as to make the
These are all most
travel .shorter and the handling easier.

bound

praiseworthy, l)ut it may l)e said that now there is little
opportunity for further improvement in the design or in the
operation by making further similar changes or a more intensive use of the congested floor areas.
It seems as though the usual operating facilities have been
perfected as far as ]iossible, and it is now necessary to look
to other mechanical appliances or to other combinations of
standard appliances to make any great and marked advances
in this l^ranch of railway terminal engineering.
From man\'
sources there come inquiries as to whether it is not possible to
increase the freight transferring capacity of existing freight
stations; that is, an increased tonnage moved per hour so
as to ol)viate the necessity of purchasing additional land, and
to reduce the time of car detention at the terminals and to
save manual labor for a higher class of railway service.
The stations, platforms and trackage spaces at the loading
and unloading terminals have been worked to their limit
and passageways on the surface are tilled by an almost continuous line of trucks of various descriptions.
It will be advantageous first to enumerate the freight movements at the various simple and complex railway freight
stations, and then to see what proven types of machiner\-

manufactured by large companies in the United States can
be readily and easily adapted to the various movements. By
utilizing standard types of machinen-, there is avoided any
experimenting, and by installing the machinery of the largest manufacturers, adapted under the advice and the direction of experienced consulting engineers, there

is a certainty
of contract fulfilment and of commercially successful operation.
Too often this latter has been neglected.

The movements

at

inbound freight stations consist

foll(/W (-ne
ity

also

parallel

Ik.'

These mechanical movements should be applicable to
various designs of stations whether for through track or stub
track stations.
It should not l^e necessary to change the
en-

movements of

inadiiner)- should be of sui

different freight loads.

The

type that there can be an excess
of transferring capacity; that is, that the freight can be moved
from the cars as fast as it can be ready for the machinery

and yet

ii

depend upon crowded floor surface si^aces.
injjound stations the freight can be piled by the
mechanical appliances so as to be most conveniently arranged
for the draymen of the consignees, or .segregated for any form
In

n(jt

tlic

The freight can be delivered by the same
machinery upon the drays or upon the tailpiece of the drays.
The drays are thus more quickly loaded, more drays can
ijack up and can be loaded in a given time.
Better service
can thus be given to the consignees.
of transshi])ment.

Outbound Freight Station
At the outbound freight station, tiie movements are from
tile dray to the outijound freight station, from the outbound
station to the cars.
In some cases the freight may be
taken directly to the cars from the drays. As team freight
is unloaded directly from car to dray at the inbound station,
.so
at the outl)ound station cars are loaded directly from
dray to car. The inljound station is in width from 00 ft. to
70 ft. and the outbound in width is about 30 ft.
At the
outljound station all movements can he performed mechanically.
These consist in lifting from the dray, transferring
to the floor of the outbound station, lifting mechanically
from the floor and transferring upon the open cars and to
the closed cars.

There should also be included within the scope
movements the inspecting, the weighing and the
Often

of these

routing.

may

not be necessary that certain classes of l.c.l.
freight should pass through the outbound shed.
The ancient methods of operation can supplement the
it

The old and the new can be operated simulShould it be desired to combine the inbound
and the outbound stations, either together or at different places
at the same station, then the same machinery can be u,sed at
the inbound as well as at the outbound station.
At a
transfer station, the number of strings of cars and number
later system.

taneously.

of cars in each string

may

be as desired.

and twenty cars in
each string, it is possible to transfer mechanically from any
one car to any of the other 179 cars by a continual succession
of rapid movements without congestion or confusion or rehandling by manual labor.
It is, however, necessary to have engineering advice as
to the adaptation and adoption of the machiner}- so as to
avoid possible mistakes.
Such mistakes have too often occurred and in all cases are due to lack of engineering advice.
If there should be nine strings of cars

(in

general) in lifting the freight mechanically from within the
sides of open cars or from the doors of closed cars and
transferring the freight to within the inbound shed, and there
assorting, distributing and tiering.
By mechanical tiering a
greatly increased temporary holding capacity is attained.
The transference should be in the most direct line possible
and then a longitudinal movement for the distributing and
tiering according to the names or marks of the consignees.

/For iiier President. !>ocietv of Terminal Engineers.
Consulting
Sineer of the State of Xew York on barge canal terminals.

lie in l(M)ps so that many loads can
another lonlinuall}' without congestion, with rapidand witiiout rehandling hy manual labor. There ^liould

movements should

Ik

Conclusions
At railway freight stations, all kinds of miscellaneous
freight can be successfully transferred and handled mechanically, thereby more than doubling the transfer capacity
of a given station area, reducing the time of car detention
with a corre.sponding reduction in terminal expenses.

Attaining commercial success of such a terminal installaupon a knowledge of the operating conditions
and the performance of different t\pes of machinerv. This
knowledge should be combined with experience with all the
various conditions of railway freight terminals. Its success
is therefore not a manufacturing problem, but one of terminal
tion is based

engineering.

The Plans

New

for

Railroad Legislation

The Transportation Problem Will Not Be Lost Sight
Congress

Is

LEADERS IX CoNGRESS are already making
plans for the extra session, which some of them say
will he called by May IS, at which the question of
permanent railroad legislation, as well as the appropriation
for the Railroad Administration, will occupy an important
place.
It is assumed that the appropriation, along with the
regular supply l:)ills, will receive first consideration, but the

REPUBLICAN

committees on interstate commerce are planning early action
on the problem of the disposition of the railroads after their
relinquishment from federal control, and it is possible that
Senhearings will be held l^efore the Congress assembles.
ator Cummins, who will be chairman of the Senate Committee, has left ^^'ashington, but expects to return soon, and
Representative Esch, who will be the chairman of the House
Mr. Esch has
Committee, has remained in Washington.
given out an outline of a bill which he says represents his
ideas as to what should be done, and which is in essentials
the same as one he introduced in Congress a short time ago.
It follows closely the suggestions made by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and it is reported that it was drafted at
the commission's oftices.

A

similar bill

by Senator Pomerene during the session.

was

also introduced

The fundamentals

of the bill are as follows:
The return to private control of the railroads as soon as

Government control would cease automatically on the enactment of the bill.
Increases in the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission, especially in the power to initiate and fix maximum
and minimum freight rates, including the power to determine
This is derates on water transportation from port to port.
signed to prevent railroads from destroying water competition.
Pooling of traffic and equipment under control of the Inthe financial world.

terstate

the

issuance

railroad

of

securities.

Joint terminals wherever desired, compensation for owned
terminals to he determined upon a fair and reasonable basis

by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Retention of state railway commissions, with power to

sit

with the Interstate Commerce Commission upon rate hearings, but without a vote upon decisions fixing rates.
Special designation of privately owned cars as common
carriers, with especial reference to refrigerator cars owned by
packing companies.
"The provision making private cars common carriers is
far reaching in its effect," said Mr. E.sch. "By making the re-

of,

arising out of the

management

frigerator cars by the packing concerns.

would seem
could adjust

to

me

that the Interstate

Given

it

Interstate

liighly desirable that

regulations."

A bill introduced by Senator Watson just before the adjournment of Congress (S. 5677) provides for rate making
by the Interstate Commerce Commission on a basis to yield
a return of 6I/2 per cent on the property investment of the
carriers by groups with a provision for sharing with the government earnings al)ovt 7 per cent, for the avoidance of conflicts between state and interstate jurisdiction as to rate
making, and for the enlargement of the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission, to authorize it to compel joint
use of railway properties where desirable, and to regulate the
issuance of securities and to supervise the expenditure of the
proceeds. The bill also provides for pooling and consolidations subject to the regulation

of the

Interstate

Commerce

Commission.

The

provides that the rates

bill

now

in effect at the ter-

mination of federal control shall continue to be the lawful
rates until changed by order of the commission, both in re-

commerce
and in respect of service wholly within one state in cases
where the relation between the intrastate rates and the inter-

may

commerce, or subunreasonable prejudice or disadvantage.
As soon as practicable after the termination of
federal control, the commission would be authorized to prescribe and cause to be put into effect rates which may not be
changed or departed from except by order of the commission.
At the same time, the bill provides that the commission shall
see to it that the rates for service within one state are not
such as to injuriously affect interstate or foreign commerce
state rates

ject

it

affect interstate or foreign

to discrimination,

and to that end the commission is authorized, whenever it
deems necessary or proper, to prescribe the lawful rates for
service wholly within one state.
The commission is also required to make such changes in rates as w'ill maintain the 6 5^
per cent return and to that end is authorized to prohibit rates

which it shall find to affect injuriously interstate commerce,
or which it shall find to be unreasonably low or unremunerative, and to prescribe minimum rates.
The commission is
also authorized to prescribe regulations to

make adequate

pro-

carrier of just compensation l)ecause the property investment

it

Commerce Commission

all

mandatory upon the

is

power,

this

matters relative to that situation."
Mr. Esch explained also that his proposed legislation will

make

Congress be reconvened at the
provide for financing the $750,000,000 revolving fund which failed in the last
Congress, but to define a permanent policy of government
"It

earliest feasil)le day, not only in order to

of the re-

owned by the packing companies common carone stroke this would Ijring within the jurisdiction
of the Interstate Commerce Commission all the alleged abuses
at

complained

Adjourned

and obsolescence of property.
Section 2 provides that whenever the net railway operating
income shall for any fiscal year exceed 7 per cent, the commission shall within three calendar months ascertain the
amount and the carrier shall within three additional months
pay o\^er to the treasury two-thirds of the amount so certified.
Whenever the commission shall find that as to anv carrier
the income so fixed is or will be unfair or will deprive the

frigerator cars
riers,

While

spect of the service specified in the act to regulate

it

can be accomplished without undue shock to the roads and

Commerce Commission.
Complete federal control of

of

Commerce Commis-

sion to take into consideration all labor costs in determining
rates.

"I am clearly of the opinion that the state commissions
should have unreserved control over what are tenned police
powers, and that on matters of purely local character their
jurisdiction should outweigh the federal power," Mr. Esch
said.
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vision for depreciation

account does not adequately represent the value of the property, or for
ju.st

any other reason, the commission shall
income, it being the purpose of the

maximum

fix

the

act to

raise and stabilize the credit of the carriers as a whole, I)ut
neither to raise nor to impair the financial standing of carriers whose credit is ample to furnish adequate facilities and
service for the needs of the public.
It is provided that no

carrier shall from railway operating income increase the rate
of dividends above the rate estal)lished prior to federal control

unless it shall have expended or appropriated out of railwav
operating income for additions, betterments or improvements
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on an average of the preceding two years subsequent to December 31, 1917, an annual sum equal to one-half of one
per cent of its property investment account, and beginning
at the termination of federal control and averaging by threeyear periods, no additions to property investment account
shall l>e considered by the commission in establishing rates
or in certifying excess income, except in so far as the sum
applied to such additions, from such income, shall exceed
one-half of one per cent on the property investment, nor shall
such sums be capitalized except in so far as they exceed onehalf of one per cent. The purpose is to establish and enforce,
so far as practicable, the policy of paying out of income the
cost of necessary additions, betterments and improvements
to road and equipment that do not directly produce or increase income and thereby avoid increases in the bases of
rates or in the capital charges.
Section 3 authorizes the pooling of equipment or traffic
or consolidations after having received the approval of the
Interstate Commerce Commission as necessary or desirable
in the public interest, to prevent unnecessary additions to
the property investment or to avoid unnecessary duplication of facilities.

Section 5

makes

it

the duty of each carrier to provide

its

equipment, measured by its
and the number of cars required to make
its average ton mileage movement.
This section also authorizes the commission to require reports regarding the movement of freight cars, etc., and whenever congestion
fair relative share of freight car

freight ton miles

is threatened to designate an agent or agents to co-operate
with the carriers in order to remedy the conditions by eml^argo license, diversion or other efficient means.
Section 7 provides for the establishment of regional bureaus subordinate to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Digest of Proposed Solutions of the Railroad Problem

The Equitable Trust Company of New York has prepared the accompanying digest of the principal plans proposed at the hearings before the Senate Committee, regarding
which it says:
"The digest, when analyzed, yields a composite plan, which
may be regarded as a combined solution evolved by the best
brains of the country.
"In the first place, we find that government ownership is
almost altogether without support, except from the railroad
brotherhoods as represented by their counsel, Glenn E.
Plumb. Tlie predominance of opinion is for private control

under

restrictions,

designed to promote better, more

efficient

service than was possible under the old system.
The extension of government control to the five-year period proposed
by ex-Director General McAdoo likewise meets with little
favor. In opposition thereto, it is argued that it would merely
postpone the date of determining a problem which must
come up for solution sooner or later; that it would tend to
make the return of the roads to their owners more difficult;
that it would place them in such heavy debt to the government that liquidation or refunding would be practically impossible, and that there is nothing in the railway problem
which cannot be solved in 21 months as well as in 60.
"There is substantial unanimity that mergers should be
permitted when in the interest of the public, and that the
issuance of securities should be subject to federal control.
The latter subject is closely related to the question of government guarantee of capital,
for
if
the
government
is to undertake the assuring to the roads of a specified
minimum return, it is only logical that it should have something to say as to the creation of new securities, and accompanying new capital investment.
The plans of the
Association of Railway- Security Owners, of Paul Warburg,
and of Director General Hines, all contain provisions for
such guarantee. The railway executives do not suggest any-
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thing quite so specific,
as well as reasonable.

l^ut insist

that rates shall be adequate

"The

rate question, which is perhaps the most difficult of
determine, is variously approached. There is a tendency to concentrate the rate-making power in federal authority without, however, entirely destroying the power of
the state commissions.
This is in line with the sensible
policy of eliminating, so far as possible, the conflicts which
are inevitable where there is dual authority, or where the
federal authority may be hampered and its orders nullified
all to

by state action. There is, moreover, a sentiment in favor of
an attempt to arrive at some precise figure which will represent equitable compensation to the security holders.
Several
of the plans contain suggestions for profit sharing with labor,
with the government, or with both, in case profits shall exceed
this figure.
Here we have the community of interest idea,
which has received widespread application in industry, proposed for a new field transportation.
The justice and
economic soundness of its adoption will scarcely be questioned, though there will doubtless be conflicting ideas to be
reconciled in working out precise details.
From the stand-

—

point of the security holders, the important features of a
guaranteed minimum return, together with a division of
profits above a maximum, means at the same time the elimination of uncertainty as the possibility of reduction of one's
income below a certain feature, and the loss of opportunity
for very marked appreciation.
"In other words, it would greatly stabilize railway securities

and minimize

"The views

their speculative features.

in connection with

methods of financing the
roads are not at all in agreement.
Particularly interesting
is the novel proposal of Mr. Morawetz, who advocates the
refunding of all existing securities by means of a fixed and
continuing proportion of debentures and bonds. This would
apparently give the debentures a high investment standing,
and would still leave the stock sufficient equity, together
with the minimum guarantee of $2.50 per share by the government, to assure it of an investment character onlv moderately tinged with speculation.

"The successful features of government operation are not
to be lost with the return of the roads to private control, if
the ideas of several of the authors of the various railway
plans are carried out.
The joint use of terminals, the
elimination of competitive features which yield no additional
public service, such as separate ticket offices, almost identical
passenger train schedules, etc., may be eliminated in the
interest of economy.
"Some thought has also been given to methods of settling
wage disputes. Three of the plans quoted aim to set up permanent organizations for the handling of these questions.
Presumably a regular line of procedure for obtaining hearings and appeals would be instituted.
If found workable,
this would provide the machinery for proper consideration
of, and decisions upon, this ver}- vital matter."

The National Association of Railroad Tie Producers, St.
Louis, Mo., has issued a circular callinj^ attention to the fact
that never in the history of the industry have weather conditions been more ideal than have prevailed for the last
90 days. There has been a minimum of snow and rain in
the Southwestern region, thereby permitting not only the

making of ties, but their hauling, the latter being an extremely important item for the producer with limited capital.
These conditions account for the large production of ties
which ordinarily would not come out in this region at this
season of the year. The labor surplus prevailing in many
parts of the country, however, has not helped conditions in
the tie camps where there still exists a shortage of experienced tie makers, although many producers have offered
increased wages.
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Merchants' Association of New York
Against Government Ownership

Till
of

Mi'.Ki. ii.\N is'

tlic largi-st

ASSociAiioN of

organizations of

Ncw

tlie

kind

Yoik.

(

ity,

one

in tliu country,

a special coniniittcv recently
appointed, has reaffirmed its position, taken on Novemi)er
15, 1<M(), in o])]K)sition to government ownership of railroads
a(l(>i)ting

tin.'

report

of

The special committee consisted
and other puldic utilities.
Frank K. Chaml)ers, chairman; James G. White, Otto H.
Kahii, Francis H. Sisson, H. H. Porter and Professor J. F.
Copies of the full rejjort may be had on appliJohnson.
cation to the secretary of the association, Woolworth building.
New York City. Following arc characteristic extracts:
E.xcept under war conditions the sole plea that can be advanctxl to justify the operation by governments of public
utilities is that governments can provide better service at less
that is to say, the assumpcost than can private operators
tion that government operation is more efficient and less
We do not believe that this
costlv than private operation.
The fields of politics and
contention can be sustained.
economics are dissimilar and separate. The field of politics
(meaning thereby the art of government) is mainly the
regulation of conduct and the protection of rights. The field
of economics is the production and utilization of material
The principles, the methods and the machinery of
things.
political administration are wholly different from those of
economic activities and not adapted nor adaptable to the
The differences are fundamental and cannot be
latter.
No business, whether public or private, can be
reconciled.
operated efficiently and without great waste, under the constant injection at the top of new, untried and often unfit
executives and managers; nor with the rank and file deprived, by lack of opportunity for advancement, of the incentive to zeal and energy.
of

—

In the case of private operation we find continuously
and the conditions
into
play the qualities
brought
which tend to maximum business efficiency experience,
arising
zeal
the
and
training,
special
knowledge,
from opportunity and self-interest. The successful management of any large business undertaking requires that the utmost freedom of action be granted to the executive. It is as-

—

sumed as a condition of his employment that his experience,
training and special .skill will enable him to exercise a wide
discretion so wisely as to promote the welfare of the business.
His initiative is given full play and he is enabled, whenever
occasion requires cjuick action, to do whatever is necessary
to be done.

Pul)lic service plants publicly operated are frequently
starved by reason of the failure or refusal of the public
officials to approve the outlays, without which a high degree
of efficiency cannot be maintained nor adequate service supLong experience by this Nation in the distribution of
plied.

money

for public improvements has demonstrated l:)eyond
any question that the outlays for that purpose are largely
determined l)y political influence, and but little by economic
utility.
Seven hundred million dollars have already been
spent by the United States Government for the improvement
of internal waterways, but there is no complete system; and
most of the money has been expended for unrelated local
improvements, entirely unwarranted by the possible benefits.
In New South Wales with the nationalizing of its railroads,
employees, by reason of their organized political power, so
far over-reached in their demands that a widespread public

reaction w'as created, resulting in the disfranchising of gov-

ernment railroad employees, thus destroying entirely their
political power by depriving them of their voting power.
Wage-making for political rather than economic conThe
siderations is fraught with danger for all concerned.
multiplication of needless offices and superfluous employees is
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universal in every l^ranch of government service.

subdivision and

less

tlic

ini

No

The

n-ase in officials in puijlic

11

u.se-

man-

is mainly due to pcjlitical causes, tlie oijvious motive
being to provide additional plans for political henchmen.
Hccau.se of these conditions the cost of performing the work
Under the present railis largely and wastefully int reased.
road control more than eleven iuiiidri'd new officials are employed in the central administration at Washington in addi-

agement

tion to

an even greater number distributed

in

the offices of

The

aggregate expen.se of the present
railroad administration has ijcen increased by many millions
of dollars annually, desj)ite the widely heralded consolidation
the regional directors.

and unification whose purpose was

With

to effect eiontjmy.

the single exception of Prussia, State-owned railroads

In general, their rates are
have been financial failures.
higher and their service poorer than those of privately operTlie French State-owned railroads embody
ated railroads.
The Frencli Government
all the abuses referred to above.
After five
took over the Western systert: January 1, 1909.
years of government operation, the gross revenue had inDuring the same period the opercreased by $6,556,000.
ating expenses had increased by $13,090,000.
As a result of their disillusioning experience several hundred American municipalities have discontinued their attempts to save money by carrying on a business undertaking
There are in America,
through the machinery of politics.
apparent exceptions to the general rule of municipal inefficiency; but they are only apparent and not real.
Seemingly
excellent showings are frequently made. These usually cover

They generally only cover obonly a short initial periocl.
vious current costs, and omit important factors of future costs.
Loss in taxes, interest on investment, depreciation, amortization, extensions and betterments, rents and maintenance of
public buildings whose costs are borne by other departments,
are commonly ignored.
By these omissions an apparently
favorat)le financial showing is made, while a true accounting
would show the reverse. ^lunicipal operation has been successful in various European municipalities, notably Glasgow, but politics, in the American sense, does not enter into
these municipal undertakings; municipal activities are in
those cities regarded solely as business matters to be managed by business methods.
We are not unmindful of the defects that characterize the
operation by corporations of public utilities, but we do not
believe that those defects can be cured by substituting another
method which in every respect of efficiency is much below the
.standards that generally prevail under private management.
Other remedies than the substitution of methods abounding
in greater evils should be found.
We believe that the public can best be served by utilizing
and energ}' of private corporations
operation of public utilities, under such
public control as .shall protect the public in its right to efficient service and fair rates; and at the same time assure to
private capital invested in public utilities a fair return upon
such capital.
do not find any change of conditions
resulting from the war which warrant or require the previous
position of The Association, in opposition to government
ownership and operation, to be modified.
the efficiency, enterprise
for the continued

We

The Pacific Railway Club, San Francisco, Cal has decided
by unanimous vote to retain its present standard of mem.

bership, as set forth in
to

its

constitution: the chib will admit
in railroad

membership only persons actually engagred

service, or those in the service of railroad reRulatory bodies
years of actual railroad service,

who have had at least three
and members of the faculty
ing.

of colleges of recognized standPacific Railway Club

Imposing these requirements the

continues to be the only club in the United States
exclusively of railroad men.

made up

Modern Tendencies

Design of Roundhouses^

in the

Increased Size of Locomotives Is Effecting

Changes

in

Marked

Engine Terminal Structures

By Gustave

E.

Lemmerich

Layout Engineer, The Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio

ROUNDHOUSE

CONSTRUCTION during the past year has
varied almost with every road.
The trend has been
toward reinforced concrete construction, although
wooden frame, brick-wall houses have predominated. The
delay in getting authority to proceed and the need for getting
construction under way promptly did not permit as careful
a study to be

made

of

new

200 tons, installed in a back shop, to which rank the
chine shop has been raised.
to

Size of the

The

types of construction as has been

Another feature of engine terminal progress has been the
impetus given the roundhouse standardization idea. One or
two important roads have designed standard stalls and applied them to houses of different sizes at as many as 12 locaThis greatly reduced the time required to produce
tions.
working drawings and permitted construction to get under
way at all terminals at about the same time. Practically all
tlie newer designs have increased head room to improve
ventilating and daylighting, and the continuous monitor type
being more generally used.
The depth of the house has now been increased to practicalOn the Pennsylly 120 ft. on several important railroads.
vania Lines West the new roundhouses have a depth of 118
is

ft.

Typc of loccmolive

is

also

an increasing tendency

A

Mallet,

2-8-8-2

2-10-1O-2

Richmond, Fiedericksburg & Potomac
Erie Triplex,

as follows:

2-8-8-8-4

Pacific tvpe

£6
70

ft.

ft.

86
about 99
about 103
102
108
85
103

9 in.

ft.

82
&2
87

in.

in.

ft.

ft.

4
4

ft.

Sin.

ft.

5

ft.

ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.

in.
in.

in.

10 in.
10 in.
7 in.

4

in.

10 in.

There is hardly any doubt that the limit of the length of
locomotives and tenders has not yet been reached.
This is
especially true of the length of the tender.
This fact should
be carefully considered for new roundhouses, where the
status of the power in the engine district has not been fully

for starting the fires.

These deep roundhouses, combined with the heavier and
larger motive power will surely lead to a more careful analyThe unused area and the
sis of the roundhouse situation.
expensive roof construction will result in giving more consideration to the rectangular house. The heavy engines will
also compel the more general replacing of the present method
of raising engines with jacks, by the more up-to-date applicaAt more important points it is postion of electric hoists.
sible that this work will be done by cranes of capacities up
the second of two articles on engine ter linals.
in the Railivav Aae of March 7.

ment appeared

Considering the foregoing points, the character of the road

Three-Section Roundhouse with a Single-Section Monitor

—

is

Virginian

to equip houses with

bridge cranes and a number of roads have installed smoke exhaust systems. These serve two purposes to eliminate the
smoke nuisance and provide draft (in place of other means)

"This

Western Maryland Mallet,

is

Length over all, locomotive and tender

developed.

3 in.

There

Roundhouse

length of some of the latest locomotives

U. S. Standard, 6-wheel switch
U. S. Standard, 8-whee1 switch
U. S. Standard, light Mikado type
U. S. Standard, heavy Mikado type
U. S. Standard, light Santa Fe type
U. S. Standard, lieavy mountain type
U. S. Standard, tentative Mallet 2-6-6-2
U. S. Standard, tentative Mallet 2-8-8-2

the case in the past.

ma-

The

first

install-

and the terminal in question, the following tentative stall
lengths are recommended: 90 ft., 100 ft., 110 ft., and 120 ft.
(a) For short line roads, branch lines where no heavy power is required
and where locomotive not much over 70 ft. in length are used the stall
recommended is 90 ft.
(b) At utiimportant -teiminals for smaller roads with
comparatively
light power and handling locomotives not over 80 ft. in length, the stall
length recommended is 100 ft.
Fur more important terminals, handling Mikado, 2-10-2, and a few
(c)
2-6-6-2 Mallet locomotives, the stall length recommended is 110 ft.
(d) For engine terminals, handling few 2-8-8-2 Mallets, besides the ones
mentioned under paragraph (c), a combination of a 110-ft. house, with a
few stalls of 120 ft. for the Mallets, is recommended. The section of the

length

house should be such that extensions can be made readily.
(e) For imi)ortant engine terminals, where a crane installation is desired
for locomotives under 85 ft. in length, a 110-ft. stall length is recommended.
For locomotives over 85 ft. in length or where more working space is found
desirable, a 120-ft. house is suggested
(f)
At terminals where a few of the largest 2-10-10-2 type Mallets are
handled, a similar combination to that outlined under (d) is suggested.
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Fur
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tr at'lk and other condition.s existing at the
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tin-

ratio of the average iuinii)er of engines

handled

Ccpyrighted by The Austin Com/'any. Cleveland, Ohio

A

lOO-ft.

Roundhouse Without

a

Vol. 66, No.

value of a well-healed and ventilated house

power is needed Ijadly.
At imi)ortant terminals
ity

should

aj)pliance

ful

As

scarce.

each

stall.

Col'} righted

A

Crane

per da)- to the number of stalls in the roundhouse varies, say,
from three to five or even seven to each stall.
The roundhouse should not be a storage place for engines.
It is not designed for this purpose; it is too expensive; it
is not in the right place nor under the right jurisdiction for
If covered storage should be found desirable.
this purpose.

provided

Ik-

in

a traveling

at

times

11

when

crane of 10-tons capac-

work .section. It is a very usetimes when reliable man power is

in the

these

substitute a jib crane could

be installed in
small self-propelled electric crane, designed

a

A

by The Austin Coinf-any, Cleveland, Ohio

110-ft.

Roundhouse With Provision

for a

Crane

to a wrecking crane, and of about three tons
would certainly prove to be a very economical appliance for transferring tools and machine parts between the
roundhouse and the machine shop.
The pit walls should be three feet wide in the area where
an engine is likely to be raised by jacks, and at other points
In case tracks should be exa width of two feet will suffice.
tended beyond the pits, the rails should rest on concrete
As a general rule
walls, to prevent breaking the pit walls.
the pit length is made about the same as the locomotive for
which the house was designed.

on lines similar

capacity,

Wooden swinging

doors are generally preferred, although

number of recent houses have been fitted with steel or
wooden slat rolling doors. At present doors are made about
a

14

ft.

wide and 17

substantially-built

House
Type Recently Built

Interior of a Rectangular Engine

ft.

high in the clear. Failure to provide
to withstand the rough handling

doors

of the Longitudinal

can be provided in or near the engine storage tracks, in
a partially open shed, designed for tliis function and of a
cost in harmony with the purpose it has to fulfill.
it

Appurtenances
be provided with as much glass
and it
surface as possible to provide liberal daylighting
should be well heated and ventilated. For all practical purposes, the hot blast system seems to be best adapted to cope
with roundhouse conditions.
It will thaw out the engines
quickly and provide a forced ventilating system, which is
also desirable and economical. Such a heating plant must be
installed on broad lines, with the full understanding of
roundhouse conditions, and bearing in mind the immense

Exterior of Rectangular Engine House

The roundhouse should

which they are subjected has resulted in larger repair
This latter point is responsible for
than necessary.
limiting the glass area to 35 per cent in these doors, and on
some roads no glass is used at all. A three inch door, heavily
reinforced and trussed with steel angles and long strap hinges,
Another small but important feature is
is recommended.
to

bills

In a reinforced
good economy to design the girder

the latch post for holding the door open.

concrete round house,

it

is

March

14,
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supporting the roof over the dcxjrs, so that if one post is hit
by a derailed engine, the roof will be carried safely.
The rear wall of the roundhouse should be practically all
windows. A height of at least 1 7 ft. from the top of the rail
to the under side of the girder should be provided to clear a
loc(<motive in case it should run through the rear wall.
This
wall as a rule is about 3 ft. 6 in. high and 9 in. thick.

589

Generally a transverse house is preferable to a longitudinal
one, but local conditions may make the former out of the
question.
The rectangular house, owing to the parallel
spacing of the pits, is much easier and cheaper to build
than a roundhouse. A track spacing of about 20 ft. is recommended, and this will permit a large, high window to be
placed between each set of doors. These windows will throw

Design of a Rectangular Engine House of the Transverse Type, Showing Relation to the Other Terminal

On

the light in the working aisles

a

in the doors,

some roads this wall is replaced in the center 12 ft. by
wooden or asbestos wall to simplify and reduce the cost of

where

repairs.

and

all glass

may

be omitted

does not belong.

The Machine Shop
Rectangular Houses

In some layouts the shape of the property makes a rectangular house fit better than a roundhouse.
This is true
for small as well as for large and important terminals.
In
small layouts a rectangular house is frequently selected, because a "Y" is already in place or easy to put in, thus saving
the expense of a turntable.
At large important layouts, the transfer table may be
located between two transverse engine houses.
In such a
convenient and compact arrangement, it is possible to confine the very light overhauling to one house and place the

A

The importance

of the terminal

and

local conditions are the

determining factors for the machine shop. There is a tendency toward a more liberally equipped shop and the size
has been increased accordingly.
Experience has shown
that at least 3,200 sq. ft. of floor space should be provided at
even small terminals. This should be divided about as follows:

Machine shop
Tool and store room
Office

Blacksmith shop

•

1,600 sq.
600 "

300
700

ft.

"

"

"

"

"

Four-Section Roundhouse with a Two-Section Monitor

ruiming repairs and the back shop in the other
In a layout for some important terminals, the rec-

pits for the

house.

it

Facilities

tangular house will, in most cases, require the installation of
both a turntable and a transfer table.
One disadvantage of a rectangular house layout lies in the
number of switches required when a transfer table is not provided.
These switches are objectionable on account of their
high first cost and expensive maintenance.
As the track
entrance to the house is longer than one over a table, it also
increases the running mileage of engines per year, but with
proper design of the layout this may be greatly reduced.

The shop should

be back of the drop and removal pits and
should be directly connected with the roundhouse by a
passageway. At more important points the shop should consist of a light and heavy machinery section. The latter should
be served by a 10-ton traveling crane, or by jib cranes
placed where most needed.
The electric locomotive hoist
should also be located in this part of the shop. The light
machinery section could also contain the tool and store room.
At important terminals the store room is frequently housed
in a separate building.
A good location for the engine terminal foreman's office is adjoining the tool room, so that on
it
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The proper loca- from some outside approach leading to the storehouse and
tlic rear bays of
office is also desirable. In locating the driveway the question
Some provision should also be of fire protection should also be taken into account.
facilities, either in the machine

shifts um- m;ui could attend to InUli.

tion for the blacksmitli siiop seems to be in

the niarhine shop l)uildinp.
made for locker and toilet
shop or in a separate i)uilding.

General Plans

The Power House
In

the

new

larger

and higher roundhouses, especially

those equijjped with cranes, a better appreciation of good
heating and ventilating and the increased application of air
have added greatly to the importance of the power house.
Constxjuently, the power house should be liberally dimensioned, as it is expensive and inconvenient to enlarge, and
the surplus room for future needs is but a small percentage
The boiler room should be served by an
of the total cost.
elevated track or a track hopper for coal delivery, and the
plant should be located conveniently to the roundhouse fan

room. At some of tlie more important points, it may be a
paying proposition to install automatic stokers and coal
There should also
hauling machinery to save man power.
be an ash conveyor, with a hoist to an ash storage bin, from
which the cinders can be dumped into a cinder car.
The terminal should be well lighted, and an installation of

Interior of a Reinforced Concrete

tentative

—

—

electric lines for lighting.

A layout plan is prepared for construction purposes,
analyzing the full scope of the work in all its phases. This
should give quantities, the number of carloads of the different
materials needed, the material tracks required at the different
stages of the work, and the sheds and storage places required.
On one of the plans the construction program could be indicated, giving the number of men to be employed on the different buildings in the consecutive stages of the work. This
plan should also cover the grading, showing the quantities,
overhaul, etc., the underground work, that is, the quantities
of piping, etc., and the concrete work, buildings, etc.
If a
record of the progress is shown on these plans and prints
are issued at regular intervals it will serve as a check on the
work and indicate where adjustments in the pre-arranged
schedule should be made.

Roundhouse

high-ef&ciency incandescent lamps of the larger sizes

A

After the general layout and details have been approved,
general plans should be prepared, covering:
Drainage.
This embraces such facilities as inspection and
ash pits, washing pits (if installed), water columns, the
track hopper of the coaling station, turntable pits, oil house
basement, roundhouse pits, including drop and truck pits,
heating duct, power house pits, tunnels, etc. It also includes
the sanitary sewage system.
Other facilities. This covers the complete water pipe line
system for locomotive supply, sanitary purposes, fire protection, etc.; also air and steam lines; a pneumatic tube line
from the inspection pits to the roundhouse office and all

is

sug-

scheme for lighting a roundhouse equipped

with a crane, as illustrated in this

article, is as follows:

Lamp
Size
So.

1

8

75
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

Location
Front section.
Second section.

Crane section.
Rear section.
Passageway.

Fan and

boiler

washing room.

Office.

Tool and storeroom.
Light machinery section.

Heavy machinery

section

.

Blacksmitli shop.

In front of doors for a 20-stall house.
sufficient number of portable 40-watt lamps for the pits, machine
S

A

in watts

tools,

etc.

The yard should be provided with a sufficient number of
500-watt lamps for flood lighting.
As a finishing touch to all engine terminals, convenient
walks should be provided between the roundhouse, oilhouse,
A driveway
Storehouse, powerhouse and other buildings.
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It Doesn't

Happen

to

the N.
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of
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Animal

The Development

of the Refrigerator

Unified Control Instituted

a

Boon

By

the Car Service Section Proves

to Shipper

THE PURPOSE of
FOKeconomical
handling

promoting more expeditious and
of the refrigerator equipment required for the movement of perishable commodities and
with "elasticity of equipment" as the proposed remedial
measure, the Refrigerator Department of the Car Service
Section of the Railroad Administration was established on
July 1, 1918. W. L. Barnes, assistant manager of the Car

Car Pool

and Carrier

and are suitable for handling beer and ice or
for the protection of commodities from frost.
Several of the
lines mentioned have developed this class of car.
The St.
ventilators

Louis Refrigerator Car Company especially operates thistype of car in the beer traffic of the middle west. The dif-

due

ference in these types of cars

is

and vegetables not only require

refrigeration, but also a

to the fact that fruit

good
meat and pack-

Service Section and formerly superintendent of transportation

circulation of air, whereas in the handling of

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, was placed in charge
of the new bureau with headquarters at Chicago and he
immediately introduced a system whereby all refrigerator
cars were placed under unified control for distribution.
The pooling of ordinary freight equipment has long been
advocated by many transportation and operating men, but
owing to the varying degrees of protection required by different commodities and the independent railroad ownership

ing house products the reverse is the case and little other than
is required for such commodities as beer and ice.
There are at the present time in the United States approximately 20,000 standard brine tank refrigerator cars, 95,000
standard refrigerator cars suitable for handling shipments

of refrigerator cars by comparatively few railroads their
pooling has been deemed impractical in the past. Separate
refrigerator lines have been developed to handle specific

frost.

commodities produced in certain localities and these
private lines have taken care of these special districts well.
However, there are other producing quarters which have
constantly been retarded in their development by the lack of
suitable transportation facilities for their commodities,
where the carriers serving them have been forced either by
their financial status or the seasonal character of the commodities to forego developing adequate means for bringing
these commodities to the market.
classes of

At the time the refrigerator car ppol was established sevwere in operation, each one of which

eral important lines

operated one of the three types of refrigerator cars used in
the handling of perishable commodities.
The most highly

developed type of refrigerator car was used by the packing
industry for handling fresh meats and similar commodities
requiring low temperatures and no ventilation.
These cars
are equipped with brine tanks, highly insulated throughout,
but there were no means of ventilation.
These cars were
therefore not suitable for handling shipments requiring ventilation and accordingly were used wholly between the various packing plants and eastern markets.
The second type of refrigerator car other than those operated by the packers is equipped with ice bunkers and ventilators, making it suitable for handling perishable freight
(other than fresh meat) either under refrigeration or ventilation.
Among the private car lines which developed and operated refrigerator cars of this type are the Pacific Fruit Express whose cars operated from California, Oregon, Washington,

Idaho and Texas

to all points, particularly in central

and eastern territory; the Santa Fe Refrigerator Despatch
whose cars operate principally from California, Colorado,
Arizona, New Mexico and Texas to central and eastern territory; the American Refrigerator Transit whose cars operate from points in Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana,
Kansas, Missouri and Colorado to central and eastern territory; the Fruit Growers' Express, operating from southeastern and eastern territory to central territory in the fruit
and vegetable service; the Union Refrigerator Transit, whose
cars operate out of New Orleans, La., and Mobile, Ala., in
the banana traffic; and the Frisco Refrigerator Line, operating principally from Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma and
Texas to central and eastern points.
The third and lowest type of refrigerator cars are insulated only, not being equipped with ice bunkers, tanks or

591

insulation

under refrigeration and ventilation and

21,000

insulated

refrigerator cars suitable for handling such commodities as
beer and ice or for the protection of commodities against

Problems Confronting the Refrigerator Department
The problem confronting the new bureau was substantially
the

eradication of certain obvious defects in the existing

methods of handling refrigerator cars. These defects fall
into three general classes, all of which are the result of competitive conditions.
The first of these and perhaps the most
glaring from the viewpoint of efficient operation is the empt}'
haul.
Refrigerator cars loaded to distant markets over foreign lines had to be returned promptly to the owner roads
under the old car service rules. For example, if the route
of the loaded car was in the form of a zig-zag or if it included a wide detour to reach some particularly attractive
market, the car

if returned empty, had to pass over the
same line which it followed in the loaded haul. If loading
was available for the car at destination it had to be loaded
to some road on the home route of the car.
These restric-

tions necessarily limited the use of equipment.

Closely related to the empty haul problem is that of the
availability of equipment.
Under the old plan a railroad
was not vitally interested in any shortage on other lines

except possibly on its immediate connections; neither was a
road under any obligation to render assistance in the way
of equipment to other carriers.
Cars returning empty over
foreign roads to their owner roads might pass around localities

where freight was waiting for shipment in the general
direction and this equipment might not be available

home

for such business because of the necessity for following a
specified route.

Another defect in the old system of operating refrigerator
was the complex and inefficient method of handlingthe routine of car distribution.
Cars unloaded on a foreign
road had to be reported to the car accountant of the owner
road who checked against the records to determine its return
route and after an unavoidable delay issued orders for the
disposition of the car, its route home and the instructions
for getting it there.
Meanwhile the per diem expense continued and the car was out of service.
This was the general status of refrigerator car distribution
in all parts of the United States prior to February 21, 1917,
when the car service rules were modified to some extent.
cars

The

principle of the car pool, however, was not applied to refrigerator equipment until the creation of the Refrigerator Department of the Car Service Section. The establishment of unified control materially reduced the amount of empty haul.
Railroads ovming refrigerator cars no longer have their cars
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owmrship,
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furni.sli

to

till

aim
all

i)l

llu'

Rtfiij^crator

Dc-

nnuls with enough cars,

their loadinj^ rc(|uircmi;nts at

the (.•quipmi'iit then

on

their

own

lines is not

suftkicnt for their needs, the department has diverted enougn
In the re-locars from adjaeeiu lines to euver the shortage.
cation and i(|iiali/.ation of e(|iiipment, wiiicii is unavoidahle
under any scheme because of the seasonal character of some
commmlities, there .still remains the problem of emjity mileage, but these empty movements have been confined to thi'
most direct route, thereb)' saving time and increasing the
The problem of the empty haul
availability of equipment.
was still further met by the issuing of an order l)y the
Refrigerator Department rccjuiring the holding road to make
not only such minor repairs to foreign ecjuipment as were necessary to keep it in service, but to repair cars as the owner
road would do had they been returned to it under the old
plan.
It can readily be seen that with the elimination of
these two sources of delay, the work of the Refrigerator Department has proved advantageous to i)oth the shippers and

In the execution of orders for the elimination
of these two factors by the roads under federal control it
was found that empty haulage was still further decreased by
the removal of some of the chief causes for the inid ordering
Yard
of cars and their consec^uent removal from service.
the carriers.

Espeswitching and classification have been minimized.
cially in the handling of empties in yards had this badordering been prevalent, and any reduction in the necessity
for such switching has consequentl)- meant a proportional
decrease in the number of cars injured.
In discussing this added availability under the new plan
the points already stated, namely, the elimination of the
empty haul due to the necessity for the return of cars to the

owner road and the reduction in the bad-ordering constitute
two of the main points in favor of centralized refrigerator
Obviously the enforcement of these measures
for the carriers with which they
could handle such increases in production of certain commodities as the producer might effect. Added to the increased
availability already brought about by these changes was the
car control.

meant more cars available

ending of the delay incident to the reporting of cars to the
owner road and the subsequent waiting for instructions as to
Instead, upon being unloaded, cars are
their disposition.
immediately made available for further use according to
If no
rules promulgated by the Refrigerator Department.
loading is available at destination the cars are moved immeThe car service
diately to other sections in need of cars.
representative at the unloading point has them reloaded
promptly, providing commercial freight suitable to be placed
in the car or a perishable commodity which the cars were
Under all conditions they are
suited to handle is available.
kept moving in the general direction of a section in which
commodities they are especially suited to handle are produced, for standing instructions sent out by the refrigerator bureau provide for the movement of specific types of
Exceptions to these rules
cars in certain general directions.
are made from time to time by the bureau to meet certain
conditions of supply and demand which arise.

The whole subject of car distribution was simplified and
Agents of the car service seccleared by these directions.
tions know the probable time of the arrival of cars and
either load them immediately or order them moved empty
in the direction of their usefulness.
It can readily be seen that by the elimination of these
operating losses it has been possiljle to give the shipper

throughout the United States improved service in so far as
Data compiled by the Car Service
car supply is concerned.
Section showing the percentage of cars supplied on loading
orders during 1918, as compared with the previous year indicate that, since the organization of the Refrigerator Department in Tulv, even- railroad under federal control has been
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able with few ixteption> to (jffer its .shi])pers all the cars
they nei'ded, whereas in tiie previous year in many cases the
shippers were able to get but a .small percentage of the
netessar) lars.
Only 21 of the 105 roads covered in the
report showed decreases in the percentages of (ars sujiplied

on loading ordiTS during any month t)f this ])eriod and these
ilecreases totaled but 42 road months or an aviTage of two
months i)er road for the 21 roads. These figures show merely
tiie tars sui)))lied on loading orders and do not sikjw the
relation jjctween the

number

of cars ordered

and those actu-

often the case that the estimates of
etiuipment retiuirements arc in excess of the number of cars
loaded.
all)-

utilized,

for

it

is

in car supply has jjcen made in the face
increased pnwluction of perishable product in nearly every
])art of the country.
Eor example the jjroduction of a[)ples in

This improvement

(if

Northwest was 25 per cent heavier than before, the New
'entral traffic in jjerishable commodities was the heaviest in tiie history of the road, the Great Northern has hanilled 4,000 cars of potatoes and 2,000 cars of fruit in excess
of the jjrevious year's record, the production of Georgia
peaches increased greatly, 1,000 more cars being handled
than last year, and the Wisconsin lines have had an exceptionally heavy movement of cabbage and other perishables;
yet the roads in these territories have been able to handle
this added traffic easily.
tiie

N'ork

(

The Opinion

of Shippers

and Carriers

Associations of shippers, at first skeptical of the pooling
plan, have Ijeen convinced of its efficiency and have repeatedly complimented the Refrigerator Department. A majority
of the carriers have also been pleased with the new plan and
have co-operated with the refrigerator car bureau to the
On the other hand there is a legitimate argufullest extent.
ment against the plan on the part of the larger railroads
owning refrigerator cars for they have invested large sums
in these cars and in creating an organization to handle them
and they have pledged themselves to provide the producers in
those parts of the country served by their lines with certain
t_\'pes of refrigerator cars and with a certain class of service.

advantage

competitive conditions are to return
To avoid criticism
from this source the Refrigerator Department has endeavored
to keep certain types of cars in the same service they were
formerly in, for instance, the cars of the Santa Fe Refrigerator Despatch and the Pacific Fruit Express, which have
always been engaged in the moving of California and Colorado fruits are now loaded to or in the direction of or billed
empty to California when they are released at their destinaIt is to their

if

to observe these understandings strictly.

tion.

How
The

the Refrigerator Department

Works

records of the Refrigerator Department

show

that

approximately 136,600 refrigerator cars under
While the routine work
their control in the United States.
in keeping track of these cars in one bureau appeared large
at first, not only have accurate records of every movement of
these cars been kept by a comparatively small force, but they
have been so kept that the location of any types of cars can
Telegraphic reports are received from
be told at a glance.
there

are

terminals showing the types of refrigerator cars loaded, dePassing reports are
livered or received from day to day.
also made by divisions on the movement of cars through
dieir territories and these reports are entered on large sheets
which show the location of each type of car by roads.
On another large sheet, the information sent in by agents
of the bureau

is

summarized weekly by showing under the

heading, "Preceding Week," the cars required by different
roads and the cars loaded and under the heading, "Succeeding Week," the cars required (estimated on loading orders at
the terminals) and the estimated cars available to fill these

March

By

orders.
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intelligent study of these charts, orders for relo-

and equalization of equipment are issued from the
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frequently fail to meet the specific requirements of the roads
may be released, whereas if refrigerator cars

on which they

it would allow the arbitrary movement of
equipment from roads which have a surplus,

v/ere standardized,

central office.

The Future
The maintenance

of the

New

all refrigerator

Plan

to those originating traffic.

toward the
standard refrigerator car, applicable for the handling of any
perishable commodity. In the past railroads have purchased
refrigerator cars generally to suit the commodities in which
they were principally interested and when loaded to various
points throughout the country become badly scattered. Being
equipped only for certain classes of perishable freight, they
of this system leads logically

Whether this new plan will be retained by the United
States government direct or through the Railroad Administration or under the direction of a department created by the
railroads themselves after the readjustment period cannot be
foretold; nevertheless the

problem and

its

solution is vitally

interesting to the producer, the distributor, the carrier

and

even to the ultimate, consumer.

Southern Region—Operating Conditions
The Only Region Which Earned Net Income
to Meet the Government's Guarantee

THE

CHARACTERISTIC of the south

in

normal times

the high proportion of railroad mileage to the
of traffic to be carried.

perity in the south

A

and increased

is

amount

period, therefore, of prostraffic

movement has gen-

erally been reflected in comparatively large increases in net

operating revenue of the southern railroads.
The Southern
region of the United States Railroad Administration which
is under the direction of B. L. Winchell, is a natural unit.
It includes the roads south of the Ohio and Potomac rivers
and east of the Mississippi, with the exception of the three
coal roads, the Norfolk & Western, Chesapeake & Ohio and
Virginian, which were logically formed into a separate region,
Of
the
Pocahontas.
the roads placed under Mr. Winchell's diAtlantic
rection,
the
Coast Line, Louisville
& Nashville, and Nash-

Chattanooga &:
St. Louis and the Illinois
Central
were
ville,

strong

financially

and

have the reputation of
having been particularly

well

operated.

The Southern Railway
was by no means as
strong
great

financially,

but

improvements
have been made, both
in operation and in the

B.

Regional

physical condition of
the
property,
within
recent years.

L.

Winchell
Southern

Director,

Region

in 1918 Sufficient

of Rentals

with maximum curves of four degrees and with a maximum
grade of six-tenths of one per cent. This line is completed
with the exception of a comparatively few miles near Toccoa,
Ga. It would be hard to exaggerate the importance of the
part played by it in the operation of the Southern region.
It is probable that it would have been physically impossible
to have handled the amount of traffic which the Southern
region was called upon to handle in 1918 had the Southern
Railway's double track line to Atlanta been much less nearly
complete.
Charles H. Markham was appointed regional director of
the Southern region with office at Atlanta, on January 18,
1918, and was succeeded, when he was transferred to the
Allegheny region, June 1, by B. L. Winchell. The operating heads of the roads, under private operation, were in

most cases made federal managers of the property, under
government operation. Thus, E. H. Coapman, vice-president in charge of operation of the Southern, was made federal manager of the Southern Lines; C. M. Kittle, vicepresident of the Illinois Central, was made federal manager
of that property; W. J. Harahan, president of the Seaboard
Air Line, was made federal manager of that property; T- P.
Beckwith, vice-president of the Florida East Coast, was
made federal manager of that property; W. L. Mapother,
vice-president of the Louisville & Nashville, was made
federal manager of that property and of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. The Atlantic Coast Line was placed
under Vice-president Lyman Delano as federal manager.
B. L. Winchell has had a very long career both as an
operating and traffic man and, prior to his appointment as
regional director, had been director of traffic of the Union
Pacific.

The South has been

The Seaboard Air Line

is

the weakest of the

a land of camps.

them situated south of the Ohio

river

and

There were 22 of
east of the Missis-

larger southern roads financially, but has been particularly
well and economically operated since W. J. Harahan has

sippi.

been president.
The Southern Railway has been engaged for a number
of years on one of the largest railroad improvement schedules
undertaken by any road in the countr}' in recent years. This
is the double tracking and, in large part, relocating of the
main line from Washington to Atlanta, Ga. The work has
been going on for so many years and had at times to proceed so slowly that comparatively few people fully appre-

plying troops located therein, but it also disrupted the ordinarv- flow of traffic to a tremendous extent.
There was, of
course, a great troop movement and this was done on very
short notice and, necessarily, absolutely regardless of cost.
An order would be given for the movement of 25 troop trains,
and 25 freight trains would be immediately placed on sidings or in yards and the locomotives so released would be
used to move the troop trains.
Passenger equipment had
to be gathered up from all parts of the countn,-; Pullman

ciate

the

magnitude

of

it.

From an

old,

single-track

crooked line, with innumerable six-degree curves and 1
per cent grades, this main trunk line into the south has
been converted into a double track, rock-ball a.sted line

Not only did

movement
camps and then for sup-

this necessitate a very large

of materials, first for building the

and tourist sleeping cars were by no means sufficient to
supply the needs of such movement and it was necessan- to
send,

in

some

cases,

as

far

away

as the north we,«t to' g?t

;
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increases

tiiey

dinarj-

per cent; on

through the commandeering of freight locomotives.
The Southern region as a whole paid a lower scale of
wages than did .some of the otiier regions prior to the wage
The increases, thereincrea.ses made by the government.
fore, in tlie soutii were greater in proportion than they were
on many nortliern and western roads. Notwithstanding tliis
fact and tiie expenses incident to troop movement, the region
earned more than $12,000,000 in excess of the guaranteed
standard return.
Some saving from the short routing of freight undoubtedly
Was made and some friction was caused to shippers by rerouting, hut in general an attempt was made to give the
shipper what he was accustomed to where this was not inconsistent with the general scheme of operating the region
as a unit.
The fact that the Southern region had no great complicated
problem such as each of the other three regions in the eastem part of the United States had, permitted concentration
on operating problems which it is safe to say goes far toward
explaining the success which the roads in this region had
in holding down operating expenses.
It may appear slightly
fanciful to ascribe a large part of the increased net earnings
to so intangible a thing as the state of mind of the operating
forces of the southern roads, but, nevertheless, there is an
inescapably large amount of evidence to this effect each
item, small in itself, but large in the aggregate, pointing to
greatly increased efficienc}- due to more fully aroused interest in employees and officers.
Especially is this so on the
There is a really remarkable general
Southern Railway.
attitude of being up on their toes among operating men on
the Southern.
One phase of this deserves mention; the
lengthening of schedules of passenger trains permitted and
encouraged a drive for trains being on time. In times past,
the south has suffered probably more than its share from
trains being late.
At present, a fine record is being made
in this respect.
What applies to passenger train movement
;

expen.ses

tran.sportation

proportionate

dom

as profitable as freight business and besides the extraorexpenses that are connected with troop movement
there was the added expense of delays to freigiit trains

in

were no more

the increased wage scales and the
larger volume of business. Thus, on the Atlantic Coa.st Line

than

amounted

to

45 per cent; on the Southern Railway to 53
& Nashville to 55 per cent; and
on tlie Seaboard Air Line to 50 jjer tent.
Wiiat will happen in the Southern region in 1919 is an
to

tiie

Louisville

The

interesting jjroblem.
.so

largely on

tlie

The

uncertainty.

depending for

.soutli,

price of cotton,

is

now

its

prosperity

in a state of great

for cotton has taken

a rather
owners of cotton
with grim determination. At times the

i>id

fjrice

startling drop, but, on the other hand, the

are holding on to

buyer and

it

seller of cotton are

1

5

cents apart in their esti-

mate of the j)roper market price. When we think that up
to 1916 the difference in price per j)ound of cotton between
10 cents and 15 cents made the difference between a year of
depression and a year of great prosperity in the south, it is
easy to realize the extent of the uncertainty which is reflected in a bid price of 20 cents and an asked price of 35
Sales at present are taking place at Saabout 27 cents, but it is estimated that only a very
small part of the cotton crop for 1918 has actually moved
to market.
Although cotton carries a high freight rate, the importance

cents for cotton.

vannah

at

as a commodity to the railroad companies is much
than the importance of the buying power which highpriced cotton gives the south, or lack of buying power beNevertheless, the tonnage of
cause of low cotton prices.
cotton which the railroads can still count on having to move
If this
is considerable and will be a factor in 1919 earnings.
cotton is sold at high prices, there is a good prospect of the
south enjoying a continued period of prosperity which should
be reflected in railroad earnings; but even great prosperity
passenger and freight
will hardly take the place of the traffic
which was furnished by the military camps. The railroads of the south, like those of the rest of the country, have
no immediate prospect of any important reduction in costs
of labor or materials. The Southern region made an extraordinarily fine showing in 1918; the prospects for 1919 are
of

it

less

—

—

not so good.

also applies to the elimination of delays in freight service.

Engines are turned more promptly less time is lost in yards
it is apparently just a combination of all the little things
that go to make up better railroading which explains the
showing made by. the Southern region.
;

By

far the largest increase in gross earnings, proportion-

is in passenger earnings.
The Illinois Central passenger earnings increased 20 per cent in 1918 over 1917;
the Atlantic Coast Line 43 per cent; the Louisville & Nashville 50 per cent; the Southern Railway 68 per cent; and
the Seaboard Air Line 69 per cent.
While it is true that
troop movement has to be carried out regardless of expense,
nevertheless, such very great increases in passenger revenue,
as was shown by these roads in 1918, were sufficient to offset pretty heavy increases in expenses and still carry over
some contribution toward net earnings.
Freight revenue showed substantial increases but on no
such scale as passenger revenue.
The Seaboard Air Line
freight revenue increased 14 per cent; the Atlantic Coast
Line 26 per cent; the Illinois Central 26 per cent; the Louisville & Nashville 28 per cent; and the Southern Railway
30 per cent.
Maintenance expenses on all of the roads increased
heavily, and especially was this so with maintenance of
equipment.
On the Louisville & Nashville, for instance,
the increase in maintenance of equipment expenses in 1918
as compared with 1917 was 57 per cent, and on the Southern
Railway it was 67 per cent.
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Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General Hines Is Using Every Effort to Arrange
for Financial

Aid to the Roads
Washington,

THE
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until the President sees
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to call

general would
the warrants.
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session oi
an extra

,

require

no

specific
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to
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The situation of the equipment companies, to which the
administration is obligated for $286,000,000 for cars and
locomotives ordered last year, payable as the equipment is
delivered, was to be discussed at a conference with the manufacturers on Thursday.
The warrants might also be used
to pay for the equipment, as equipment trusts cannot be
used until after the equipment is turned over to the

''"^^^"!':'"^".^?°"'.'!''."'f.^^!'°"'..'.^^..**"'°^'!

i83,68i,965

for indispensable additions and betterments, including
equipment ordered by railroad companies
Jo meet maturities of the railroad corporations

110,000,000
100,948,965

'^°ov';\"\*h:''p?d.abl'^fecei'iru7To"Ma^xh''Y.^"::'"*.:^°"''"'

101,000,000

'^°A3',f,t^i,^tV"a"'ion'

To pay

^%iS^^^^_^::;:i^%-^J'^^^fJ^^^^:^^'^^^^

40.000.000

$70i.697,692

'^"'''

The item of $166,000,000 includes dividends and is an
estimate of what will be required in addition to what the
companies can provide from other sources,
It was made clear that to a large extent it will be necessary for the railroad corporations to meet their requirements
by obtaining loans from bankers, the resources of the War
Finance Corporation to be reserved to protect special cases,

The War Finance Corporation has some $300,000,000
and it is reported that the banking
had been inclined to take the position that these

available for loans,

in-

terests

re-

sources should be taken advantage of before private financing is resorted to, but the Shipping Board and other govem-

ment departments also want some of the money, and moreover the ability of the War Finance Corporation to make
loans is limited by the statutory requirements as to security,
While some of the stronger railroad companies might be able
to meet the requirements, the roads which are less able to
borrow on their own account in many cases could not furnish
the security required by the corporation,
Eugene Meyer, Jr., manager director of the War Finance
Corporation, assured the director general and the conference
that the corporation was desirous of doing everything possible to assist in meeting the situation, having in mind the
interests of the government in protecting loans and the legal
limits placed upon the corporation.
The director general and the conference generally proceeded on the view that it was highly desirable to devise
ways to provide for payment of bills and have the situation
met through financing rather than by a general suspension
of work which would have a deterrent effect upon business
generallw
Following the morning conference, the railroad executives
met in the afternoon and adopted the following resolutions:

Resolved
1.
That

:

it is the sense of this conference of
railroad
executives that the railroad companies will, in the present
financial emergency, co-operate in every practicable and rea-

sonable

way with

the Railroad Administration in

to provide for financial requirements

railroads.

its

efforts

pending an appropria-

tion by Congress to relieve the situation;

That, while the problems to be met are largely matbetween the individual roads, the Railroad Administration, the War Finance Corporation and the bankers, it is
deemed wise to have the general subject supervised, on behalf of the railroad companies, by a central committee, with
power to consider the questions involved and to give such
aid and co-operation, and to make such suggestions, as may
2.

At the invitation of Mr. Hines a conference was held on
Tuesday between the director general and a group of representative

C.

to June 30
For interest and other corporate requirements of the railroad
corporations
$i66,066,762

Congress at which the difficulty may be remedied has
time since March 4,
given Director Generai Hines a busy
^ ,.
•
f
.Jbut progress has been made on expedients tor tiding over
the situation until Congress can act, and it is hoped that a
After a
definite plan may be announced in another week.
series of conferences with the secretary 01 the treasury, tne
directors of the War Finance Corporation, members of the
Railroad Administration Advisory Committee on Finance
and a number of prominent bankers, a partial solution was
suggested at a meeting with a committee of railroad execulives «n Tuesday when Mr. Hines announced that he was
considering the advisability of having the Railroad Administration issue, under reasonable conditions and limitations, warrants for amounts due the railroad companies for
their rental for 1918, in such a form as would serve as collateral
for railroad companies desiring to make loans
through '»anks, the warrants to be taken up by the Railroad
Administration when Congress makes the appropriation
needed to meet the situation.
The administration owed the railroad companies on account of their rental as of January 1, $381,000,000, after
making such deductions toward the cost of capital expenditures as it is authorized to make under the compensation
contracts and after deducting sums due the government on
open account, but outside of the 35 roads whose contracts
are signed, the companies have nothing to show for it except a law which authorizes the government to guarantee
them an amount "not exceeding a sum equivalent as nearly
as may be" to their average net operating income for the
three pre-war years.
They know that the Interstate Commerce Commission has certified the amount of this "standard return" and they know that the contracts that have been
executed provide for the payment of the full amount of the
standard return in each case, but it is believed that an
acknowledgment of indebtedness on the part of the government will afford them a more substantial basis of credit,
Such warrants would not be discountable or negotiable, but
they would be assignable as collateral, and the director
,

D

Amount Needed Up

along without $700,000,000

tO get

railroad

corporation

executives,

members

of

the

War

Finance Corporation and members of the Advisory
Finance Committee of the Railroad Administration to discuss the financial situation facing the Railroad Administration and the companies as a result of the failure of the
Congress to pass the $750,000,000 appropriation requested
by the Railroad Administration.
In order to get the problem before the conference, the
director general outlined the immediate necessities of the
situation as follows:
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ters

be possible, to the individual roads, to the director general,
to the War Finance Corporation and to the bankers; it being understood that such committee is not to have power to
commit any individual company without its assent;
3.
That the chair be, and hereby is, authorized and requested to appoint such committee, to consist of seven meraRailway Age, March

14,

1919
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bcrs, of

shall

111"

which Howard KUiolt,
c.\-offici(i,

llie ciiair

Howard

\\n-

iliainnan of this imrtinj^,

ihairinaii.

thrri'uix)!!

KUiott, Alhirt

apjxiinU'd
11.

tin-

following committer:

Harris, Robert S. Lovctt,

Samuel

Rea, Henry RuhUnder, Henry Walters, Daniel Willard, Alfred I*. Thoni, counsel; George M. Shriver, in charge of
accounts, and K. G. Huckland, secretary.
This resolution was presented to the director general, who
held a brief conference with the meml)ers of the committee
and expressed his gratification over the attitude adopted by
the executives, adding that he was very happy to have the
committee to co-operate with the Railroad Administration.
A further meeting was arranged for Thursday between the
director general and the meml)ers of the committee of executives, and on \N'ednesday Mr. Hines discussed the subject
further with the secretary of the treasury, the War Finance
Corporation, the Federal Reserve Board and the comptroller
of the currency.

The

conference on Tuesdax' was attended by the follow1). Hines, director general of railroads; Howard
Elliott, chairman, Northern Pacific; R. S. Lovett, president,
Union Pacific; Daniel Willard, president, Baltimore &
Ohio; Samuel Rea, president, Pennsylvania; Woodward
Hudson, president, Boston & Maine; Harry Bronner, president, Missouri Pacific; vice-president and general counsel,
Great Northern; H. Walters, chairman, Atlantic Coast Line;
Charles B. Perkins, president, Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy; F. D. Underwood, president, Erie; W. H. Williams, chairman, Wabash; W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., president.
New York Central; A. H. Harris, vice-president, New York
Central;
Charles A. Peabody, president, Illinois Central;
E. G. Buckland, president. New York, New Haven & Hartford; Agnew T. Dice, president, Philadelphia & Reading;
William H. Findley, president, Chicago & Northwestern; L.
E. Johnson, i)resident, Norfolk & Western; representative
and counsel. Seaboard Air Line; Henr}- Ruhlender, president, St. Louis-San Francisco; Charles E. Schaff, receiver,
Missouri, Kansas & Texas; Fairfax Harrison, president.
Southern; Alfred P. Thom, general counsel, Association of
Railway Executives; Franklin Q. Brown, chairman. Finance
ing:

Walker

Advisory Committee; Frederick W. Scott, member Finance
Advisory Committee; James N. W'allace, member Finance
Advisory Committee; Eugene Meyer, Jr., managing director, ^^'ar Finance Corporation; Clifford M. Leonard, director, War Finance Corporation; Angus W. McLean, director,
War Finance Corporation.

Division of Finance and Purchases Reorganized

John Skelton Williams has resigned as director of the
Division of Finances and Purchases of the Railroad Administration, effective March 15, and the division will be
divided into two new ones, the Division of Finance and the
Division of Purchases.
Swagar Sherley, chairman of the
House Committee on Appropriations in the Sixty-fifth Congress, who had charge of the railroad appropriation bill
which passed the House, has been appointed director of the
Division of Finance, effective about April 15, and Henry B.
Spencer, now chairman of the Central Advisory Purchasing
Committee, has been appointed
of Purchases, effective on

March

director

of

the

Division

For the time being,
himself direct the work of the
15.

Director General Hines will
Division of Finance with the assistance of the associate director of the Division, Charles B. Eddy.

Mr. Williams will become chairman of an advisory
finance committee, which will be expected to submit to the
director general from time to time its advice on matters of
financial policy and also to make to the director general
preliminary reports on any proposed reorganizations which
may require his approval. He will also become chairman
of an advisory committee on purchases which will be charged
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with aulhorit)' to investigate and advi.sc on imjjortant questions of po]i(y involving the purchase of materials and sup-

He

plies for the railroads.

will also

remain on the

staff of

Director General Hines and will continue to preside at staff
conferences in the ajjsence of the director general.
Mr. Sherley is a native of Louisville, Ky., and is a lawyer
profession, having begun practice in 1891 in Louisville,
following his graduation from the University of Virginia.

tiy

He was

a

5<Sth, 59th,

member

of the House of Reiiresentatives in the
00th, 61st, ()2nd, 63rd, 64th and 65th Congresses.

F'or a numlx-r of years he has been a meml)er of the House
Ajjpropriations ("ommittec and succeeded Rejjrcsentative

Fitzgerald

Through

of

New York

as

chairman of that committee.

his long service on the Approjjriations ("ommittee,

he has become unusually familiar with government finances
and has become an expert in extricating the essential facts

from a great mass of financial details.
In announcing tiie appointment Director General Hines
said:

"I have known Mr. Sherley personally for many years
and have always had an unusually high regard for him as a
lawyer and as a man. I deem myself very fortunate in having succeeded in persuading him to accept the appointment
as Director of the Division of Finance of the Railroad Administration.
I have been
in intimate contact with him
recently during the consideration before the Congress of the
appropriation requested by the Railroad Administration and
have been deeply impressed by his knowledge of financial
and legal problems, the thoroughness of his methods and the

He strips away the unimportant
accuracy of his insight.
and deals with the very heart of his problems."
Mr. Spencer was appointed chairman of the Central
Advisory Purchasing Committee on its organization last year
and has retained his office as vice-president of the Southern
Railway System, which

^^m^^^^

he

^^^^K^^^^^
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16,

his

Elgin, Joliet

1897,

&

In January,

he was

made

chief clerk to the super-

intendent and in December, 1897, he
appointed assistant superintendent
the
of
Alabama Great South-

em.

H. B. Spencer

He

graduation from Harv a r d University in
1895 he entered railway service as a clerk
to t h e superintendent
Eastern.

^^^mmvtamr^ ^^B^

resigns.

bom December
1872, and after

of the

^^

^^^^^^K

now

was

From September

1898, tO January 1,
1901, he was superintendent of the Louisville division of the Southern Railway,
from January 1 to February 1, 1901, assistant general manager of the St. Louis-Louisville lines and from February, 1901,
On
to April 1, 1905, general manager of the same lines.
April 1, 1905, he was appointed general manager of the
Southern Railway System and on November 1, 1906, he was
Director of the

Division

of

Purchases

1,

elected vice-president.

Correspondence between Mr. Williams and the director
general regarding this change was made public by the Railroad Administration.
Mr. Hines, in his letter to Mr.
Williams accepting the resignation, testifies in the most unqualified terms to the patriotism, integrity and self-sacrifice
with which Mr. Williams has discharged the duties of his position and expresses satisfaction that he will still be able
to give him the benefit of wise counsel, long experience in
high standards of public service in an advisor)- capacity.

March

14,
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Mr. Williams' letter of resignation says the time has now
come to put fully into effect changes in the organization
which he had discussed with Mr. Hines on February 12, at
which it was agreed that the business of the Division of
Finance and Purchases had reached proportions to justify
separation into two divisions, each receiving the entire time

The letter says that while arrangements were being made for the working out of this

of an administrative head.

adjustment. Representative McFadden had introduced in the
House of Representatives a resolution for the investigation of
Mr. Williams' work, both as comptroller of the currency and
director of the Division of Finance and Purchases.
After
discussing Mr. McFadden's charges, Mr. Williams says that
as Congress has adjourned without further attention to the
McFadden resolution, it is now possible for him to tender
his resignation.
Mr. Williams' reappointment as comptroller
of the currency was not confirmed by the Senate, but he continues to hold the office through a Treasury Department
appointment.
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2,801,358.
Of this number 45,882 did not travel over railroads under the control of the United States Railway Administration, due to the fact that they reported at mobilizacamps within the immediate vicinity of their local boards.

tion

The remaining number, 2,755,476 men, were handled by
the United States Railway Administration.
The average
number of miles per man traveled to a mobilization camp was
388;

the
entire
mobilization,
therefore,
involved
the
equivalent of 1,069,124,688 miles of travel by one passenger.

"The

relation of this mileage

local boards to

Appreciation of the excellent work performed by the railroads and the Railroad .Administration in handling the large
troop movement when the work of mobilization was at its
height, is included in a report of the Provost Marshal General
to the Secretary of War on the operation of the selective
service system.
The report says the nationwide distribution
of the camps to which the selectives were to be sent complicated the entraining problem and required the most careful handling.
Before a call could issue the Railroad
Administration required 14 days' notice, of which eight days
were used for the compilation and printing of train schedules,
and si.x days were needed by the local boards to notify registrants and to allow them sufficient time to arrange their
affairs before leaving for camp.
The schedules compiled
and published by the Railroad Administration provided as
carefully for a contingent of one man as for a contingent
of 100.
By working out every detail in advance the mobilization proceeded in a smootli and orderly manner.
The report continues:
"It is a matter of duty and pleasure here to express admiration of the work of the United States Railway Administration in transporting selectives.
No more difficult transportation problem could be conceived, involving as it did the
simultaneous movement of small detachments in variant numbers fr^m thousands of county seats and the concentration

of their delivery at several hundred posts and stations. The
arrangements for transporting and feeding these men were
made by the railroads, and this work was so satisfactorily

performed that less than a dozen complaints were received
during the entire year. They have been called upon to handle
as many as 50,000 selected men in one day; and to transport within a single month over 400,000 men for the selective
service system alone.
Their hearty co-operation at all times
was one of the main assets of this office in the work of mobilization.

Special attention

is invited to their performance on
1918. the day on which the armistice was
signed and hostilities ceased.
Calls had issued and all arrangements had been made for some 250.000 men to be
entrained during the five-dav period beginnmg November 11.
The United States Railroad .'^dministrn+'m was advised by
telephone at 10:25 a.m. on Monday. November 11, of the
cancellation of these calls by order of the secretarv of war.
In ,35 minutes they had notified all the railroads of the
country'
had stopped further entrainments; had reversed
such contingents as were en route: and were restoring the
men to the original points of entrainment. This achievement
stands out as a man'el of efficiency, and is but an indication
of the co-operation which thev constantly tendered.

November

11,

;

"The number

of

men

called,

to

October 31, 1918, was

movement

of selectives

from

mileage for war departkinds, and to the total passenger

to the entire

ment troop movements of

all

mileage in the United States for the same period,
tlie following table:

is

shovm by

Mobilization by Mileage
Per cent
of
-.

....

.,

,^

passenger

mileage

September

1,

Number

in

1917,

mileage mileage

United
No-

to

3.

vember 1, 1918 (estimated)
51,494,683,000
For War Department troop movements of all kinds (estimated)
4,440,000,000
ror movements trom boards to camps

4.

I'or

2.

War

Per cent Departof total
ment

Mobilization, by mileage

Total

1.

States,

Railroads Aided Mobilization

camps,

(estimated)

movements intercamp and
camps to seaboard (estimated)

100.00
8.62

100.00

1,069,124,688

24.08

3,370,875,312

'5 92

from

"It thus appears that the movements required for mobilization under the selective draft represented about one-fourth of
tlie entire troop movement for the war department."

Deficit as

Compared with Standard Return

in

January

The

railroads started the year 1919 with a failure to earn
the standard return, according to preliminary figures.
Returns of 193 roads to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
or only two roads less than are included in the commission's
monthly tables, earned a net operating income of $18,841,000,
whereas the standard return for January for the Class I
roads alone was something over $55,000,000.
The same
roads in January, 1918, had an operating deficit of $4,006,000.
The operating revenues were $394,974,000 as compared with $284,371,000 in January, 1918, and the expenses
were $359,579,000, as compared with $270,719,000, and this
figure includes only a very small amount of back pay, as most
of the back pay for 1918 was cleaned up in the December

accounts.

Wage Demands

for 1919

Now

that most of the back pay for 1918 has been taken
into the accounts, the processes which are expected to result
in a new series of retroactive payments for 1919 are still
Ijeing continued.
The January accounts included no back
l)ay except in the case of .a few roads, but the request of the
train service brotherhoods for an upward revision of their
wage scales and time and one-half for overtime is still pend-

ing,

on

a

recommendation of the Board of Wages and Work-

ing Conditions which
decision.
active to
a

new

is

before the director general for a
issued is expected to be retro-

The award when
January

increase to

1, and the shop employees have asked for
become effective as of the same date.

It is understood that the Railroad Administration is holding out against the demand for a penalty rate for overtime in
train service, but the brotherhood executives have been in

^^'ashington for some time making vigorous efforts to have
it granted, and the subject has been discussed at length at a
conference of the regional directors and federal managers
which began last week. Most of the regional directors left
on Saturday, but the federal managers remained over this
week, going over the matter in detail to studv the effect of

such a change and possiJile alternatives.
A letter addressed to the director general by B. M. Tewell..
acting president of the railway employees' department of the
American Federation of Labor, and the executives of the in-
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dividual Drgaiiizations, .say.s that gn-at dissatisfartion lias liccn
manifostcd by the marhinist.s, blacksmiths, boilinnakcrs,
sheet metal workers, electricians and car men, regular and
helper apprentices and helpers, "due to the present inadequate wage rates," as contained in the awards made in 1918,
and thev desire to present a re(|uest for further increa.se "to
place them

in a ix)sition to

mcvt the ever-rising cost of living

more et^ual differential between classes of
railroad emjiloyees and th(>.st> engaged in a similar capacity

and maintain

a

in otluT industries."

have bivn very
the re(iut'St has
sistent

that

their wishes.

it

The

letter states that these

demands

membership

information to cJiable them to advise their
the full provisions of the award, thereby insuring you, also
our people, against the very unpleasant expressions of protest
made by wire, letter and through newspapers, none of which
are for the best interests of the service. Matters of this kind
under private control have been handled in a very orderly
as to

still be handled in the same way if we
are but permitted to understand the exact provisions of the
award, being allowed sufficient time to advise our people
through regular channels of their recognized organizations

manner by us and can

the best course to pursue regardless of whether or not the
"
award is considered satisfactory to them

The new scale of rates requested provides for a minimum
hourly rate of 85 cents per hour, as compared with the present
minirnum of 68 cents, for machinists, blacksmiths, sheet
metal workers, electrical workers, car men and boilermakers,
hourly rate of 60 cents an hour for helpers, and
differentials above the minimum hourly rate for certain
Machinists working on valve motion
classes of employees.
work, tool room work, rod work, heavy machine operators,
layers out, air men and federal inspection men ask an excess
of 6 cents an hour above the machinists' rate. Certain classes
of boilermakers ask an excess of 6 cents above the boilerBlacksmiths employed as hammersmiths ask
makers' rate.

minimum

an excess of 25 cents above the blacksmiths' rate. Electricians
employed as armature winders ask an excess of 25 cents
above the rate for electrical workers.

The

request provides that general foremen, foremen, asand leaders shall be paid on an hourly basis

sistant foremen,

and receive overtime compensation for

rendered
hourlv rate
of $1 for general foremen, 95 cents for foremen, and 90 cents
for assistant foremen, gang foremen and leaders; provided
that all rates in excess of these shall be continued and monthly rates now in effect shall be the basis for establishing the
hourly rates, the monthly rates to be divided by 200 to obtain
the hourly rate.
The request also provides that operators of electric, acetylene, thermit or other improved welding processes or machines
shall receive an hourly rate of 91 cents, that all employees
performing the recognized work of any craft who have had
one year's experience or less shall receive 67 cents an hour,
who have had one year or less than two years' experience
shall receive 70 cents an hour, two years' and less than three
years', 74 cents an hour, over three years 'and less than four
years', 79 cents an hour.
This does not include regular and
It is provided that should any of the
helper apprentices.
in excess of eight hours per day, with a

less

years' experience shall be a.ssigned to their positions

the

minimum

rate.

in connection with the

work

of their respective crafts are to

receive as a starting rate 35 cents per hour, with an increase
of ly^ cents per hour for each six months up to and including

the

first

and an increase of 5 cents per hour for
months of the fourth year and T^/i cents per hour
six months of the fourth year.

three years,
six

tlie first

for the last

Improvements

to

Be Financed by Companies

for

eral the necessity of arranging a conference with the representatives of the shop crafts for the purpose of arriving at a
thorough understanding of the award to be issued covering
this request, prior to the issuance of the general order.
"If this is not done," the letter says, "you can but expect
a repetition of the situation as it has existed after the issuance
of each wage order thus far. We are sure that if the recognized
representatives of the employees are permitted to have such
a meeting with you they will be in possession of the necessary

a

than four
and paid
Regular and helper apprentices assigned

above leave the service, employees with not

employees

some time, but
lx>cn withheld until they have become so perhas bivn deemed advisable to comply with
The letter also urges upon the director geninsi.stcnt in their
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all services

minimum

For the purpose of emphasizing the fact that capital expenditures for this year must be financed generally by the
railroad companies, T. C. Powell, director of the Division of
Capital Expenditures, has issued D. C. E. Circular No. 19,
wliich

is

sent to regional directors,

managers, as follows:
In conferring with corporation

with copies to federal

officers

and securing from

tliem a definite statement for or against contemplated addi-

tions

and betterments chargeable

to capital account, you, of

understand that it is not our purpose, generally
speaking, to make such improvements unless the company
course,

finances the project.

Before forwarding to this office, therefore, D. C. E. Forms
which carry the approval of the corporation, and before permitting the federal (general) manager to start work on any
project costing more than $1,000 chargeable to capital ex])ense, please be careful to develop the exact scope of said
corporate approval.
The corporation officer noay desire to express general approval of the project without committing himself as to

finances

and

in that case such projects should be submitted

comments of the corporation officer and
your recommendations.
There appear to be four other phases in this matter:
Those improvements which are approved by the
(1)
corporation, and which the corporation is prepared to finance
on its own credit without calling upon the Railroad Administration in any way.
separately, with the

Those items which the corporation approves, but not

(2)

l)eing able to finance

on

its

own

credit, is

prepared to furnish

Adminisby means of which the director of finance will be

security to the Division of Finance of the Railroad
tration,

able to assist in securing funds.
Those projects which are approved by the corpora(3)
tion, but which cannot be financed by the corporation on its
own credit in the open market, and for which the corporation

not prepared to furnish securitj' to the director of finance,
for which, therefore, the corporation must call upon the
Railroad Administration to furnish all the funds on the notes
of the corporation without security.
Disapproval by the corporation.
(4)
To simplify the handling, please state the exact obligations by endorsing upon D. C. E. Form 4 any one of the
notes described below which fits the case:
Work covered by this form is approved by (corporate
(1)
name of railroad company), which also agrees to finance
from funds other than those received from the Railroad
.\dministration the charges to its capital account required
is

and

to complete the work.

(2)

name

Work

covered by this form

of railroad

is approved by (corporate
company), which also agrees to finance the

charges to its capital account required to complete the work,
l)y furnishing to division of finance satisfactory collateral.
Work covered by this form is approved b)' (Corporate
(3)
name of railroad company), but the corporation is not prepared to finance from its own funds or to furnish the
collateral whereby it may assume the charges to its capital
account required to carry out the work.
Work covered by this form is not approved by (cor(4)
porate name of railroad company).

:

March

:

14,

1919

—

:
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Mr. Powell has also issued the following Supplement 4 to
D. C. E. Circular No. 1
Since the issuance of Supplement 3 to D. C. E. Circular
No. 1, dated December 31, 1918, it has developed that large
expenditures were made during the year 1918 in connection
with improvements chargeable to capital account which were
not authorized nor the expenditures reported on D. C. E.

Form

5.

necessary that any such expenditures shall be reported
accurately and that D. C. E. Form 5 shall reflect not only
expenditures for work specifically authorized, but all expenditures properly chargeable to capital account.
It is

Supplement 3 to D. C. E. Circular No. 1 is hereby
rescinded and effective as of January i, iQiQ, the following
instructions should be observed:
I.
Paragraph "Sixth" of D. C. E. Circular No. 1, dated
March 27, 1918, relating to the preparation of D. C. E.
Form 5, a monthly report of authorizations and expenditures,
is revised so as to read hereafter as follows:
Sixth.
A monthly report, commencing with the month of
January, 1919, should be made on D. C. E. Form 5 Revised.
This report should include all unexpended balances in
connection with uncompleted work contracted for or commenced prior to January 1, 1919, and all work authorized or
commenced after that date which involves a charge to capital
account.
The report should divide the work into classes according
to the classification outlined in D. C. E. Circular 2, and
printed on D. C. E. Form 5 Revised.
In preparing this statement, the following rules should be
observed
In columns 2 and 3 should be reported the unex(a)
pended balance in connection with work authorized or commenced prior to January 1, 1919; and so far as the amount
chargeable to capital account is involved should agree witli
column 14 of the subrecapitulation "Uncompleted work" f T
the "carry-over."
The figures reported in these colummust not be changed during the year 1919 without previ'

—

..

approval of this office.
In columns 4 and 5 should be reported onh the
(b)
work specifically authorized during the year 1919 on D. C. E.
Forms 2 or 4. No work except that reported on D. C. E.
Form 2 should be included in these columns unless the approved D. C. E. Form 4 has been received.
In column 6 should be reported the sum of columns
(c)
2 and 4, and in column 7 should be reported the sum of

columns 3 and 5.
(d)
In columns 8 and 9 should be reported all expenditures made during the month in connection with work chargeable to capital account whether specifically authorized or not.
In columns 10 and 11 should be reported the cumu(e)
lative expenditures made in connection with work chargeable
to capital account whether the work has been specifically
authorized or not.
In column 12 should be reported only the aggregate
(/)
of the unexpended balances in connection with work specifically authorized.
In column 13 should be reported
(g)
1.
The aggregate of the expenditures made in excess of
work specifically authorized.
2.
Total expenditures made in connection with all work
which has not been specifically authorized on D. C. E. Forms
2 or 4.
II.
In preparing D. C. E. Form 5 Revised for January,
1919, it will be necessary to report the "unauthorized expenditures" made to December 31, 1918, as reported on special statement provided for in D. C. E. Circular 14, paragraph "Sixth."
This should be done by reporting the
amounts in columns 9 and 11, and the operating expenses
Unless
in connection therewith in columns 8 and 10.
D. C. E. Forms 4 were approved for any of this work during
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January, the entire amount should be also reported in column
13 (unauthorized expenditures) as provided for in para-

graph

(e).

again wish to emphasize the necessity for the
this statement, and for the accuracy of
Its preparation.
The statement should be mailed not later
than the 25th of the succeeding month.
In the event any
federal manager finds it is impossible to mail the statement
on the 25th day of the first succeeding month, he should
telegraph the director Division of Capital Expenditures, to
that effect, giving the leason therefor and the approximate
date on which it will be sent.
III.

I

prompt rendition of

Rental Charges for Dining Cars, Locomotive Cranes,
Lidgerwood Unloaders, etc.

The director general has approved the following as rental
charges to be applied between railroads for dining cars,
locomotive cranes, Lidgerwood unioaders, etc., effective as
of

March

1

Rate
per day
$40.00

Dining Cars: Furnished ^except provisions)
Locomotive Cranes;
Five tons capacity or less

Over 5 tons capacity and less tlian 20 tons capacity
Over 20 tons capacity
\\ iJECKiNG Cranes:
Steam wrecking cranes, 75 tons capacity and lass
Steam wrecking cranes, capacity more than 75 tons
Lidgerwood Unloaders:
Without cable and plow
Including cable and plow
Ditching Machine

15.00
20.0C
25.00

40.00
55.0C

,

7.00
10.00
10.00

Drivers;

I'lLE

Drop hammer
Steam driver
Self-propelled

Steam Shovels;
With dipper
Will) dipper

Work

CiiiER

1

0.Ofl

15.00

steam d

i

ci

2^ cubic yards capacity
cubic yards capacity or greater

less thar
2^/^

Ecvip.meni

22. iO
i-.^iO

2^00

:

Self-cleanino

tillas' cars
1.S0
.n
tool ^ars
1.50
waiei cart)i
1.50
_i.Mng,
bbunk, commissary, or camp cars
1.50
(Frovule,! Ihat in no case shall the rates for "Other Work Equipment"
"p '' '' ti.uji the per diem rates.)
.\oie.
When necessary to jiaul this t'-quipment over read owning it for
delivery to borrowing road, or intermediate carrier, the following rates to
apply:
t'ars enumerated under "Other Work Equipment"
3'Ac. per mile
I lining
cars
lOc. per mile
Locomotives, Lidgerwood unloaders, pile drivers, steam «hcv.;is, unless
otlicrwise provided by special arrangement.
Tariif rates to apply.

tquipmei

'i

niil'

—

Final Report of Exports Control Committee

The

E.xports Control Committee, established June 11,
1918, for war purposes to control the flow of export traffic
has just made its final report, the committee having been dis-

banded March 1 at its ovm suggestion. The report, vi?hich
for the week ended February 28, shows that in the South
Atlantic and Gulf districts the permit control on all bulk
grain, both export and domestic, and all sacked grain forexport destined to or via the Gulf port elevators has been

was

removed.
In the future, carriers will not require permits
for grain moving to or via any of the Gulf ports.
The
embargo restrictions calling for permit system on iron and
steel articles when destined
to South America, Central
America, Mexico, Cuba and the West Indies have also been
withdrawn, so that the only movement subject to permit
control will be on iron and steel articles moving overseas.
The movement of overseas traffic for the week ending February 25 shows that receipts have again exceeded the de-

North Atlantic ports.
There are 10,823 cars of food for export on hand at North
Atlantic ports, which is 1,183 cars more than last week.
The report shows that there were 28,000,000 bushels of
grain at Buffalo afloat for the Food Administration and
Wheat Export Company, in addition to the grain in elevators.

liveries to the extent of 1,737 cars at

Applications will shortly be presented covering a movement
of approximately 6,000,000 bushels of grain a week via
Nortli Atlantic ports, divided according to conditions at the
ports, an ample shipping program being available to promp.l
take care of grain on arrival.
•
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As to Gulf ports, tlie .sttnk of gr;iin at New Orleuns is
4,J45,000 bushels, willi only one ship in port and six overciuo
with total grain allocations of 9.>6,U00 l)uslu'ls.
Passenger Traffic
continues to show increa.ses in various
parts of tlie country, according to the latest weekly report
of traflic conditions is.sued l)y tiie Railroad Administration,

Passenger

traffic

accommodate tiie travel tlie passenger ser\'ice is gradubeing restored to pre-war conditions in many i)laces.
Arrangements have been made to place several suhurl)an
dub cars in service between New York and PlainfieUl, N. J.
The New York Flyer between New York and Harrisburg,
Pa., will shortly be re-estal)lished by the Philadelphia &
Tri-wcekly sleeping car service was established
Reading.
between ^^a.shington, D. C, and Hot Springs, Va., on March
Some additional passenger
3 by the Chesapeake & Ohio.
On March
service has been put on by the Missouri Pacific.
1 all lines in the Central Western region, except the Atchison,
Topcka &: Santa Fe on its California Limited, resumed a la
A change in the special car tariff
carte dining car service.
reducing the minimum requirement for use of a special car
from 30 to 25 fares is to be made effective al)out March 15.

and

to

alh-

Maintenance Program for 1919
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and selects a month under federal control in which unusually
dear weatiier prevailed, when l)usiness was moving freely
and wlicn it was possilde and advisable to go forward with
maintenaiue of way and also witii car repairs.
Of itself
the wide (lisi)arify between tiiese two months prcKluces an unfair c()mi)arison and accounts for a suljstantial part of the
increased number of em|)i()yees ui)on whidi Mr. Elliott
(Iwdl.s.
]}ut in addition there arc two fundamental mistakes
of treatment which vitiate Mr. Elliott's argument and cmijhasize its unfairness to the

"Mr.

Elliott first

Railroad Administration.

makes

the mi.stake of treating the Penn-

sylvania Railroad as typical of the entire country.
This is
not the case.
Taking the railroads under federal control
as a whole, the number of employees in January, 1919, as
compared with Decemi)er, 1917, shows an increase of only

much less than
The increase

the increase on the Pennsylin the number of emi)loyees
under government control as compared with the number of
emjjloyees when the roads were under private management
is almost negligible except
in the regions of intense war

per cent,
vania system.
8.2

and the most .striking of these was the Allegheny
(which includes the Pennsylvania Railroad), where
the essential coal and the steel were produced, and where
many shipbuilding \ar<ls and otlier war industries were
activity,

region

located.

A

maintenance of way and structures program for 1919
which will be sufficient to make the average upkeep for 1918
and 1919 equal to that of the three-year test period before
federal control, is to be made up by the federal and general
managers and submitted to the Railroad Administration at
Washington for approval by April 15, according to instructions issued to regional directors by C. A. Morse, assistant
director, division of operation, in charge of engineering and
maintenance. With the instructions was sent a special form
to be filled out with the average amount expended during
the three-year period under each subdivision of the maintenance of way and structures accounts equated on the basis of
the increased wages and material prices, together with similar
information for 1918 to show whether the amount expended
in 1918 was greater or less than during the test period after
making an allowance for the higher wages and prices in 1918.
The program for 1919 will then be made up by taking the
average for the test period and adding or subtracting the
difference between that average and the expenditures for
Extraordinary expenses and expenditures on account
1918.
Acof renewals rather than upkeep are to be separated.
cording to the Interstate Commerce Commission's figures for
1918 the expenditures for maintenance of way and structures
in 1918 were $654,000,000 as compared with $446,000,000
According to an estiin 1917, an increase of $208,000,000.
mate made by the Railroad Administration, the increase in
wages in the maintenance of way and structures account was
$96,290,000, or 29.9 per cent, and the estimated pay roll
excluding increases was $321,791,000.

Increased

Number

of

Employees Due

to

War

Conditions

Walker D. Hines, director general of railroads, has authorized a reply to a statement by Howard Elliott, president
of the Northern Pacific, in a recent address, that the Peimsylvania Railroad System had nearly 40,000, or about 16 2/3
per cent more employees on December 31, 1918, under federal
control than on December 31, 1917, under private control.
Mr. Hines' statement incidentally makes public the fact that
number of railroad employees in January of this
was 8.2 per cent greater than in December, 1917.
"For this comparison," the statement says, "Mr. Elliott
selects a month of private control characterized by extraordinarily bad weather when maintenance of way and other
outside work was at a standstill on the Pennsylvania System
and when blockading of traffic largely diminished car repairs.
the total

year,

"Mr.

Elliott

makes

the further mistake of charging

up

as

a necessary characteristic of federal control under peace
conditions temporary features which were really due to war

During the year 1918 the United States Railroad
.\dministration organized the railroads of the country on a
war basis to do the railroad part of the work of defeating

conditions.

Germans.

There was an extraordinary 'turnover' of
due to the constant loss of employees
to the military and naval service, to the service of operating
the American railways in France and to other lines of work
which were paying higher wages. This necessitated the employment of many untrained and inexperienced men and in
the nature of things involved the necessity for having more
men to do the same amount of work. Again, the transportation service under war conditions was in many respects much
more burdensome than is indicated by the mere number of ton
the

railroad employees,

miles hauled.
A vast number of special trains, both passenger and freight had to be run and an unusual empty car
mileage had to be made.
"Again, the Railroad Administration had to keep organized
up to its maximum capacity so as to be ready to put forth a
constantly increasing effort and be ever ready, even if there
might be an exceedingly severe winter, to do everything that
ought to be done to carry on the work on an increasingly
extensive scale and under an increasingly heavy strain. Thus
the Railroad Administration had to be in a state of preparedness for the maximum war requirements in spite of the difficulties in securing trained employees; it, therefore, had to
put forth every effort to have its forces sufficient as winter
came on to meet any emergency.
"The armistice came so unexpectedly that it was imj^ossible
by the end of the year to readjust the organization so as to
get rid of these war conditions and get down again to a peace
Ijasis.
The problem was taken up promptly and has ever
since been pursued with vigor in order to get back to a peace
basis, but several months will still be required for that
purpose. To seize on the war conditions which still existed
in December, 1918, as an argument against the efficiency of
the Railroad Administration even after readjustment to peace
conditions is calculated to confuse, and is most unfair to the
railroad officials of all ranks who have been trying so loyally
and intelligently to bring the railroad conditions back to a
normal peace basis.
"Nothing else in public or private control was conducted
on a normal basis during the intense period of the great war.
In all other sorts of enterprise it is assumed on all sides as

March
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14,

a matter of course that neither the war results nor the rereadjustment period are to be taken as typical of

sults of the

Yet
peace results after readjustment can be accomplished.
Mr. Elliott singles out the Railroad Administration and treats
conditions and
it as an enterprise whose results under peace
after an opportunity for readjustment can fairly be tested
on the basis of what had to be done for the public safety under

and

the stress

"The very

difficulty of the greatest

facts that

Mr.

war

in history.

Elliott cites strongly

emphasize

that federal control has important opportunities under peace
conditions to improve the situation through eliminating the

We

are enextra costs which were due to war necessities.
deavoring to take advantage of all these opportunities and to

bring about a readjustment in the public interest, having at
the same time due consideration of the necessities of the
I welcome and am aided by
general industrial situation.

understanding and discriminating criticisms of the situation,
but I deprecate criticism which seeks to fasten on the Railroad Administration as a permanent characteristic of its
policies and methods after readjustment to peace conditions,
the things which were not due to federal control but which
were due to the necessities of the war."

Back Pay

to

Be Reported

Several requests have been made upon the regional directors and federal auditors for information respecting the
amount of back pay charged to operating expenses for the
year 1918 arising out of the application of the provisions of
Federal
General Order No. 27 or supplements thereto.
auditors were required to estimate a good portion of the data

on this subject.
The estimates, in many cases,
were not comparable with the actuals subsequently determined, so that the results received were far from satisfactory.
In order that the accounting division may properly answer
reported

many

inquiries

made upon

respecting the subject of
back pay, Accounting Circular No. 77 directs that federal
auditors shall prepare a report showing the amount of back
the

it

pay included in the operating expenses of each month of the
year 1918 that is applicable to other months of that year, the
amount in each month applicable to each other month to be
shown in the month or months in which it is properly includable.
After showing the full amount of back pay included in each month and the proper apportionment of that
amount between the months to which it is applical^le, a classi-

amount
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of back

pay

to the

month or months

to

which

it

is

such amount shall be apportioned among the
appropriate months on some reasonable basis of estimate, and
a note shall be made on the report that the distriliution
was made on an estimated basis.
applicable,

Investigation of

Wm.

The William H. Wood

H.

Wood

Firebox

corrugated locomotive firebox

is

the subject of a report recently made to Frank McManamy,
assistant director. Division of Operation, United States
Railroad Administration, by a sub-committee of the Com-

mittee on Standards

and published by the Railroad Admin-

a thorough investigation
of the service records of the five fireboxes of this construction actually applied to locomotives and examined the fireIts
l)oxes, now all replaced by others of standard design.
conclusions are "that the Railroad Administration should
not apply any of these fireboxes for the following reasons:
"That the economy claims have not been proven.
istration.

The committee made

"That the life to be expected, based on the best performances is very much less than that of the ordinary form
of box.
"That the time out of service will be very much greater
than with the ordinary box."
The committee does not believe that there is sufficient
advantage in this form of construction to compensate for
the added difficulty and expense involved in its repair and
renewal.

Board

of Referees to

Determine Compensation

In accordance with provisions of the federal control act
the Interstate Commerce Commission has appointed Commissioner Aitchison, M. O. Lorenz, statistician, and A. G.
Hagerty, attorney examiner, as a board of referees for the

purposes of determining the just compensation of the Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern and the San Antonio,
Uvalde & Gulf, which have petitioned for the appointment of
referees, because their compensation has not been adjusted
as provided in Section 1 of the act.

Trackmen's and Shopmen's Working Conditions

fication of the total

Two representatives of each regional director and an
equal number of representatives of the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees and Shop Men began a meeting
at Washington on March 10 for the purpose of recommending to the Board of Wages and Working Conditions

fected thereby.

tentative draft

amount assigned to each month is to be
shown among the general accounts of operating expenses afIf

it

is

not reasonably possible to accurately assign the

A
uniform rules governing working conditions.
was submitted to the board by the brotherhood some time ago.
a

set

of

Copvrinht bv Commlltce on Public Information

One

of the

Railway Receiving Yards of the United States Railway Engineers

in

France
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Orders

of

cars shall be thoroughly cleaned before loading, and every
effort must l>e made to prevent any metal sul)Stance being

Regional Directors

LocoMoiiVE DicTioNAKY Qiid Master Car Builders' Dictionary. A. H. Smith, regional director, Eastern region, by flic S00-8S.\58.>, advises tliat the director
general has authorized a continuance by the railroads of ])ast
practice with respect to tl>e furnishing of the Locomotive
Dictionary and tiie M;ister Car Builders' Dictionary to their
The Southern regional
mecluuiical and purchasing ofticers.
director, fde 1701-2-6, issues the same notice.
International Railway Fuel Association.
The regional
director, Eastern region, by file, Io01-28AS84, advises that
the director of the division of operation desires a large attendance of railroad fuel men at the International Railway Fuel

—

Association's annual meeting, at Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
May 19, 20, 21 and 22. The convention will discuss the conservation of railroad fuel coal, and railroad fuel men ought

whether or not tiiey hold membership
Federal managers are asked to see that
their lines are properly represented, more particularly by men
connected with the transportation and mechanical dcinirtments such delegates to go prepared, as far as possible, to
The
take an active part in the work of the convention.
Southern regional director, file 520-6, and the Northwestern
to attend regardless of

in the association.

;

director

make

the

same

request.

Interchange of Freight on Sundays.

—A.

H. Smith,

re-

gional director. Eastern region, by file 1200-2-29 AS 76, calls
for advice as to how far it has been possible to discontinue
the interchange of "dead" freight on Sundays, and as to
whether any further work of this class can be eliminated.
Automatic Train Control Devices. The regional director,
Eastern region, by circular 500-87AS71 calls for a statement

—

of all automatic train control devices

and
tions

now

in use or installed;

managers to see that no new installaare authorized until approved by the Automatic Train

instructs federal

Control Committee.
Unsanitary Condition of Toilets. The regional director,
Eastern region, by circular 1600-1 11 A572, advises federal
managers that complaints are being received concerning unThis
sanitary' toilets in coaches and in passenger stations.
matter must be given attention so as to reduce to the lowest
possible point all just grounds for reasonable criticism. The
Northwestern region, by file 100-1-4, and the Southwestern,
by Circular 183, receive the same notice.
Monthly Report of Fire Protection. The regional director,
Eastern region, in circular 1801-97AS70, says that this report is to include only the activities of the inspectors attached
to the fire protection and inspection department; it must not
include things done by shopmen and other employees.
The
Issuance of Passes to Non-Government Roads.
Southern regional director lays down the rule concerning the
issuance of trip transportation to independently operated
railroads:
Trip transportation may be furnished to independently operated railroads on the basis of that furnished
in 1917; in addition, trip transportation is furnished to
Washington when necessary on account of railroad business
with the United States Railroad Administration or other
governmental department (not to include passes for families).
These Washington passes will be issued by the director of the division of operation, but it will be proper for the
railroads to continue past practice with reference to furnishing other trip transportation to such lines.
The Eastern

—

—

—

regional
notice.

director,

by

file

2100-26A578,

—The

Failures of Mechanical Stokers.
director calls the attention of federal

issues

a

similar

Southern regional

managers to numerous
delays and failures of locomotives equipped with mechanical
stokers, due to iron bolts, and other metallic substances, as
well as rock and other foreign material, left in bottoms of
Instructions should be issued through purchasing
department and fuel inspection forces to insure that empty

coal cars.
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Supervi.sors and foremen in charge of
loaded with coal.
coaling stations must be instructed that sjjccial effort l>e
made to eliminate foreign matter, destructive to stoker equipThe i^stern
ment, when coal is loaded on locomotives.
regional director, by file 500-1 -54AS8S issues similar orders,

and Order 170, Southwestern region, covers the same suljjett.
Wages Due Operators from IVeslern Union. The Eastern

—

200-4-56 A-582, calls attention to a
complaint that on one railroad the Western Union Telegraph
Company has withheld payment of Ijills for back pay due
The director of the
joint employees, linemen and others.
Division of Operation advises that the federal managers
should take a positive stand that the telegraph company be
expected to pay its proportion of the increased wages granted
by the Railroad Administration; that the contract between
the telegraph company and the railroad docs not require
any previous agreement as to increases.
Movement of Army Medical Corps. Circular 188 of the
Southwestern regional director requires cars belonging
to the United States army medical service to be returned
promptly to Jersey City, N. J., and Newport News, Va.
Fires Resulting from Derailments.
The Southwestern
regional director in Circular 189 calls attention to fires resulting from derailment of trains containing gasoline or
other highly inflammable commodities. He cites the case of a
freight train in which three freight cars were destroyed
at an estimated loss of $12,500, and the principal cause was
regional director, by

file

1

—

—

violation of rules.

—

War Saving Stamp Notices. Circular 112, Supplement 3,
of the Southwestern regional director gives authority for the

War Saving Stamp notices in stations, shops, etc.
Report of Classified Locomotive Repairs. The Southwestern regional director in Order 172 announces the adoption of
Form MD-34 for uniform reports of locomotives receiving
classification repairs.
This report is mailed monthly to
Frank McManamy, Washington, and a copy is sent to the

posting of

—

regional director.
Industry Tracks.

—Order

185, cancelling Circular 102,
102, Circular 119 and Circular
146 of the Southwestern regional director, abstracts all letters
of interpretation of General Order 15 issued on March 26,

Supplement

1,

to Circular

1918, and Supplement 1 thereto covering the practice to be
followed in the construction, maintenance and operation of
industry tracks.
Freight Cars; Cost Limit of Repairs.
Supplement 1 to
Circular 23 of the Northwestern regional director, in complying with paragraph 8 of Division of Operation Circular
20, includes a model for the report of inspection and esti-

—

mated cost of repairs to freight cars recommended for retirement or application of betterments and states that after cars
are inspected and reported on this form the federal manager
of the using road will transmit the original and two copies,
with his recommendation, to the federal manager of, the owning road, who wll transmit one copy to the corporation, securing its approval; retain one copy and return the original to
the federal manager of the using road, notifying him of the
action taken.

Second-Hand
by

Rails.

—The

regional director. Eastern re-

500-8-8A562, prescribes, for convenience in
acounting, prices for different qualities of second-hand rail
which may be carried in stock, to avoid the difficulty of
following the fluctuations in market prices.
Except where
there is some ver)' serious objection to the contrary, the
new rail is to be charged at the invoice price at which purchased, and stock is to be calculated at the average price
paid for such rail on hand or being purchased; and secondhand rail, for stock purposes is to be valued as follows: Relayer, $28; Sidings and Yard, $25; Scrap, $14.
When material of this kind is to be sold, the sale is to be made at the

gion,

file

March

14,
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highest price obtainable; and periodically, say semi-annually,
the Auditi-ng Department can readjust the operating accounts

with the monthly accruals.
Sheds for Protection of Car Repairers. The regional
director, Eastern region, by Circular No. 1800-133A567
to reconcile tiie actual situation

—

information concerning laws requiring the construction of sheds for this purpose.
The director general has
been asked by the brotherhood to adopt a policy and is
anxious to pass upon the matter with as little delay as
possible.
Federal directors are asked to advise what States
now have car shed laws, and their provisions; what railroads
have adopted the policy generally of providing car sheds
at the more important car repair points, and to recommend
what the practice should be.
Army Medical Cars. The regional director. Eastern region, by Circular No. 2000-38-86AS63 calls attention to the
importance of promptness in returning to their headquarters
the cars belonging to the U. S. Army, Medical Service, when
the wounded men and invalids have been removed therefrom.
The personnel of the Medical Corps is attached to each
car, and a necessity exists for moving the Army Medical
trains upon passenger schedule back to the point of origin
as soon as relieved at destination.
These cars have their
headquarters at Jersey City, N. J. (Pennsylvania Railroad),
and Newport News, Va. (C. & O.)
Development of Coal Mines. Order 173 of the Southwestern regional director cancels Order 134 relative to
applications for coal mine tracks.
Hereafter such applications should be handled the same as applications for incalls

for

—

—

dustrial tracks.

—

Freight Car Distribution.
Supplement 8 to Circular 70
of the Northwestern regional director directs that cars at
a junction point with the home road will only be delivered
Approval
to owner as approved by the regional director.
will be given where such delivery is not contrary to the
current trend of empty movement.
Care must be exercised
to avoid diverting the movement of empty cars from proper
channels.
Ordinarily, where there is a definite movement
of traffic through certain gateways the empty return movement should be made via the same gateways. By Notice
No. 6 the Northwestern regional director calls for better
movement of automobile cars to eastern territory. Shortage
of cars for loading, particularly in Michigan, is growing
All such cars east of the Missouri river should be
acute.
moved east at once, empty if necessary; but so far as possible, some should be loaded for destinations west and north
of a line drawn through Detroit, Cleveland and Indianapolis.
Automobile cars that are in storage mixed with
ordinary' box cars and not readily accessible will be switched
out only when convenient and economical.
A canvass, however, must be made of stored cars with a view of getting
such cars in service with the least possible delay consistent
with economical operation.
Automobile cars in bad order
should be given preference over ordinary box cars in making
repairs.
On account of being less serviceable, 36-ft. cars
will not be moved empty on this order; but should be supOrders will not be accepted
plied for eastbound loading.
from other roads for empty automobile cars, with the exception of cars for loading by short line roads, or in switching
service, where the loading road has no car supply.
These instructions will not interfere with giving full distribution of
available cars on local orders for automobile loading.
Stored Equipment.
Circular 184, of the Southwestern regional director is similar to 557-1-27 of the Northwestern

—

was published in the
(page 555).
Taxation of Material.
A. H. Smith, regional director.
Eastern region, by circular 2002-4A252, quoting the general
counsel of the Division of Law advises that government
property not in use by a railroad is not taxable locally. The

regional director, abstract of which
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general counsel says:

7

—
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"Material and supplies of roads under Federal control on
hand December 31, 1917, were taken over by the United
States Railroad Administration and payment for the same
made by the Government through credit entry on the books
in favor of the corporation.

In

my

opinion, such material

and supplies became the property of the government; likewise material and supplies acquired since that date have
been paid for by the government, thereby being the property
government and not subject to taxation
any more than army camp or post office supplies. Where
material and supplies have been allocated to any particular
road and used for maintenance, same became a part of the
physical property of that particular road, and immediately
subject to tax as such.
Or, where material and supplies
have been allocated to a particular road for use in connection
with extensions or improvements, and charged to the corporation making such extensions or improvements, same became a part of the physical property of the road and subject
to tax as such.
Manifestly, it would be unfair for a state
or community to assess taxes against a particular road for
material and supplies, the property of the government, temporarily located at such point but perhaps designed by the
Administration to be sent to some other state to be used by
the government, in its operation of the railroads on an
entirely different road at a distant point.
"It is impossible for me to determine in each specific instance the status of ownership of material and supplies, but
there is no reason why this cannot be done in every instance
by the proper officers of the road and the question of taxaof the United States

tion

handled accordingly."
of Passes with

Exchange

—

Steamships.
The Southern
1557-53-6, directs that past practice
regarding the exchange of trip transportation with independently operated steamship companies be continued.
regional director,

file

Atlas Safety Guard and

Third Point
SOME TIME PAST

the

American

FORcago, has been manufacturing

Support

Steel Foundries, Chi-

a safety device for brake
as the Atlas safety guard.
This consists of a bar of I-section fastened beneath the spring plank

beams known

in such a position as it will support the brake beam in case
the brake hanger should fail or the pins fall out.
further
improvement has been made in this device by providing an
additional support for the brake beam to insure even brake

A

shoe v/ear.

This

is

accomplished by extending arms up-

Atlas Safety Guard and Third Point Support

ward and outward from the safety bar support on the spring
plank and fastening the brake beams to these arms by short
links.
In cases where one safety bar is used on each truck,
these links are attached to the end of the brake beam strut;
when two safety bars are applied the links are fastened to
the tension member.
The safety bars, as in the previous
design, are held in place by flat springs and can readily be
slid through the supports under the spring plank when it is
desired to remove the brake beam.
The arm and links being
above the beam do not interfere with it in any way.
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war times

Mileage"

O. E. Fisher

oiii[)tii)llir,
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"Man

We

we have

have increased the
suljstituted

(heaper

materials that seem to answer the purjjose as
well as the more expensive kinds useil in the past; we have
decreased the train mileage, but what about decreasing the

man

dil'lerent

mileage?

Are we

sufficiently

interested in increasing

the "efficiency lading" of officers

and employees?
Railway operation is essentially dificrent from other commercial operations whose volume of business handled may
be fully as large.
It is necessary to maintain strict discipline and perhaps handle many things in a more exacting
manner than would be required in most commercial enterprises, but in our ardor have we not sometimes sacrificed
efficiency instead of adding to it?
Look at a few instances
coming under actual observation on different railways.
A young freight conductor, just promoted, in figuring a
close meet delayed a comparatively unimportant pas.senger
train five minutes
a loss that was made up within the
next fifty miles
and by so doing saved thirty minutes' time
for the slow freight he was handling.
The letter he received
the next morning fairly scorched the paper it was written
on, with its burning invectives; and after two or three suc-

—

—

ceeding occurrences of a similar nature he quite naturally fell
into the habit of losing an hour at meets, if necessary, rather
than take any chance of getting similar criticisms.
How frequently we see an operating officer glance over a
morning report and say to a clerk, "Run down those delays
and let me have the result." Forthwith a series of letters
of the following tenor go out: "Let me have at once the
cause of the disgraceful delay at Pumpkin Centre yesterday.
What do you mean by such work as this?" Or, "I want to
know at once what was the reason for an hour and ten
minutes' delay at Hoop Pole Junction yesterday; see that it
In many cases there is a perfectly
doesn't happen again."
Why not say, "I notice
plausible reason for the delay.
you were delayed thirty minutes yesterday at Pumpkin
Centre; what was the reason, please; and how could it have
This, quite likely, would bring out some
been avoided?"
constructive information and the criticism could then have
been applied if it were required.

The phrase, "Please let me have your explanation," is
much overworked. In many cases, there is no explanation
A common style of
other than an admission of the fault.
letter to agents reads, "Please explain why you failed to
unload a case of canned goods for your station from car
36245 on the 7th," and the reply runs, "I have impressed on
Warehouseman Jones that this must not happen again." Yet,
Why
Jones perhaps knows nothing about the affair.
not write, "Your failure to unload a case of canned goods,
etc., last Friday was the occasion of some inconvenience to
Look into the
our patrons and may result in a claim.
matter." A little softening of this kind is worth a hundred
times

On

its

cost.

another road an officer, with several officers reporting
to him, required that every detail should be submitted to him
This killed all initiative in the
for personal approval.
subordinate officers, giving them first-class training for
This was carried to
office boys, instead of railway officers.
the point that a section crew of several men was delayed
two hours waiting for this "personal approval" to get
seventy-five cents' worth of powder from the store to clear
a rock from the track that was in danger of delaying an
A lineman was delayed an
approaching passenger train.
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hour getting

"personal approval" to his requisition for
gasoline before getting out to repair a l)reak in the telegraph line, when the ajjproval of his immediate superior
could have been secured in a few minutes.
On a certain railway, where, following the usual practice,
it
is necessary to .secure a formal authority jjcforc doing

any work charged to the cost of the road, a superintendent,
who had been having considerable trouble with a water tank
and had expended a considerable sum for maintenance, was
in danger of losing the w'ater supply and delaying imjjortant
trains; and he hit u])on a i)lan of ending the trouble for all
time by an ex|)enditure of $16.50, which he properly charged
to additions and betterments.
He was severely censured
for doing this work in advance of a proper authority and,
occupied his mind for
work.
It is because
of instances like this that we still find cases of an officer
having saved (?) a substantial amount by some subterfuge
of passing a charge on to another department (and probably increasing the amount substantially in so doing).
One of the most vital questions in railway economics is
the relations of the employees to the company; almost all
Ijranches of labor are becoming strongly organized, and
in many instances their demands art quite unreasonable.
In order to secure coal or other needed material we have
to pay the market price and, once we purchase it, we try to
conserve it and make it go as far as possible; surely we
ought to give the conservation of man power no less attention.
Some of the unreasonable demands of labor organizaI could name
tions take root in the defects of our methods.
two general offices, each employing a number of clerks. In
the one, pay and advancement are governed purely by
ability
the men start on a minimum basis, and if a clerk
develops ability along special lines and handles his work
better than ordinary, he will in due course find an increase
in his pay check
perhaps the check itself being the first
There is nothing but team work in
advice of the increase.
that office and the relative unit of cost of work turned out
is very much lower than the average; and everybody is satisfied.
It is not an infrequent occurrence to see three or four
clerks working a half hour after quitting time because they
In
are interested in finishing a particular piece of work.
the other office, the head of which is an officer drawing a
salary of several thousand dollars a year, there is a fixed
rate of pay for each desk, which can only be changed by
an extensive process of approvals and super-approvals. At
six o'clock, quitting time, an observer would think that a
fire alarm had been sounded, making it necessary to get out
of the building quickly; and at thirty seconds past six the
fjeing of a sensitive nature, this letter

days

.several

to the exclusion of other

;

—

The head of this office said that he
empty.
were possible to dispense with ten men and take
half the money and divide it among those remaining; by so
doing, he felt sure that 20 per cent of the cost of running the
room

is

wished

it

could be saved.
can hear a chorus to the effect that this would not be
uniform; it would break down our system, and so forth.
But, granted this were the case, would not the system improve with a little breaking, or at least bending? As for
uniformity, not many men are uniform.
office
I

If a man is really capable, the only way that capability
can be developed is by giving him increased authority;
holding him to a circumscribed path tends to petrify him.
A closer understanding between officers and the men in the
ranks (where we all came from) will, without doubt, result
in an improvement in our man mileage.

Altoona Northern, at Altoona, Pa., were
on the morning of March 5 the estimated
including damage to one locomotive and two cars, was

The shops
destroyed by
loss,

$75,000.

of the
fire

;

:

General

News Department

The Southern Pacific reports that it has carried 46,346,228
revenue passengers during the past year without the loss of
a single life in a train accident, and in the last ten years has
transported 380,837,002 revenue passengers 14,480,042,394
revenue passenger miles with safety average such that a
passenger may travel the equivalent of 579,000 times around
the world without loss of life in a train accident.

also enlarged by the addition of Carl R. Gray, president of
the Western Maryland.
The Association of Railway Executives took under its general direction the Bureau of Railway Economics, the Association of Corporate Accounting Officers; and the Association
of Railway Corporate Engineers.

Slack

The East Bay Terminal is now the busiest railroad center
on the Pacific Coast. Because of the shipbuilding activities
and Bay Point, and the joint use of the Oakland Pier by the Southern Pacific, the Western Pacific and
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, there has been a great
increase in traffic. Six passenger trains, with 72 cars, leave
Oakland Pier within a 30-minute period in the morning and
at night 11 trains, with 96 cars, arrive within one hour.
There
are three workmen's trains, not shown on the time table, that
carry over 2,000 men night and morning between Oakland
and Bay Point, and 1,400 men between Oakland and the Mare
Island navy yard.
at Vallejo, Cal.,

The conference of governors and mayors Iield in Washin.gweek adopted resolutions recommending that the

ton last

railroads be retained by the government for 21 months after
the proclamation of peace and that they be used during that
time, so far as possible, to furnish "bufifer" employment.
"The government should not only provide for transportation
necessities of property, but it should use the railroads as the
means of helping private industry." The resolutions also
recommended that the Railroad Administration immediately
reduce the freight rates on all building material, especially
road building material, and the Railroad Administration has
announced that some reductions are contemplated.
strike of boatmen and longshoremen at New York
was settled, so far as the railroad boats are concerned,
on March 8, the Railroad Administration making large con-

The

City

cessions to the strikers; but the non-railroad interests held
and a number of important steamships, ready to sail to
European ports, were delayed several days by their inability
Some of the liners proceeded with a partial
to get coal.
supply, expecting to take coal at Halifax. On Wednesday of
this week the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, using
about 2,000 tons of coal daily, had on hand only four days'
supply. Officers of the road appealed to the federal governout,

ment

at

Washington

for relief.

A. R. E. A.
Because of the pressing nature of the problems imposed upon
him by the failure of Congress to pass the railroad appropriation bill. Walker D. Hines, director general of railroads, has
felt obliged to recall his acceptance of the invitation to speak
at the annual dinner of the American Railway Engineering
Association at Chicago next week.
Senator Atlee Pomene of Ohio, member of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce who has taken active part in
the recent hearings on the railroad question, has accepted an
invitation to speak at the dinner of the engineering convention

next Wednesday.

Work

in

Shops

In the large repair shops of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, the working time has been reduced to forty hours
About 4,000 persons are affected. The Pennsyla week.
The
vania has reduced the working time at many shops.
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has made a reduction of
ten per cent in the forces of its large shops.

Railroad Library Sold
consisting of 450 volumes

containing early
railroad history of England, America, and other countries,
which was noticed in the Railway Age of February 28, page
514, as about to be sold in New York City, was disposed of,
in a single lot, on the first day of the sale, to George D.
Smith, of New York City, dealer in rare books, for $5,500.
The books are now at Mr. Smith's store, No. 8 East Forty-

The

library,

fifth street.

Officers to

Attend Engineering Convention

T. Tyler, director of the Division of Operation, has
written to the regional directors regarding the twentieth
annual convention of the American Railway Engineering
.Association to be held in Chicago next week, saying he will
be glad to have officers and employees who can be spared
from their duties attend the convention, take part in the discussion and see the exhibits. B. L. Winchell, regional director for the Southern region, has written to federal and general managers a similar letter saying: "These meetings
always develop matters of interest and value. In view of
the necessity at this time of utilizing in the most efficient
manner both materials and labor, it is expected that this com-

W.

ing meeting will bring up matters of
importance."

more than ordinary

"Railway Supply Men's Night"
unique program has been arranged by the New York Railroad Club for its meeting at the Engineering Society's building
in New York at eight o'clock on Friday evening, March 21. The
club, like other railway clubs, includes in its membership a large
number of railway supply men and it was felt by the subjects
committee that it would be quite fitting to set aside one meeting
which would be entirely devoted to a consideration of subjects
of prime interest to the railway supply men but of hardly less
interest to the railroad men because of the intimate relationship
which must necessarily exist between the two parties. With this
in mind, the following program has been arranged
The practical value and importance to the railways of
(1)
the service departments maintained by railway supply companies
will be discussed by A. L. Humphrey, vice-president of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.

A

(2)

The

great contribution, in the direction of increasing the

and capacity of railway operation, made by the engineering departments of the railway supply companies will be
discussed by William F.. Woodard, vice-president of the Lima
efficiency

The Association

of

Railway Executives

charge the presentation of this
association's recommendations to Congress, consisting of
Julius Kruttschnitt, Daniel Willard, Samuel Rea, Howard
Elliott, Alfred P. Thom, and Thomas DeWitt Cuyler, has
been enlarged by the addition of Judge Robert S. Lovett,
president of the Union Pacific. The standing committee was

The committee having

in

605

Locomotive Works,

Inc.

of taking some steps looking toward inrate of production of railway supplies
suring
Goss, president of the Railwill be considered by Dr. W. F.
wav Car Manufacturers' Association.
(3)

The desirability
a more uniform

M
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Board

Industrial

of the

Department

of

Commerce

The personnel of the Industrial Board of the Department
of Commerce, which is seeking the co-operation of basic
industries in an effort to readjust prices, is as follows: George
N. Peek, formerly vice-president of Deere & Company, chairman; Samuel P. Bush, president of the Buckeye Steel Castings Company; Anthony Caminetti, commissioner general of
immigration, Department of Labor; Thomas K. Glenn, president of the Atlantic Steel Company; George R. James, president of the William R. Moore Dry Goods Company; T. C.
Powell, director of capital expenditures. Railroad Administration, and William M. Ritter, president of the W. M. Ritter

Lumber Company.
The Railroad Administration

understood to be ready to

is

place an order for 500,000 tons of rails if the price is adThe railroads are now receiving
justed to its satisfaction.
about 40,000 tons a month on orders placed before the period
of federal control, and at that rate deliveries will be comSecretary Redfield has indicated that
pleted about July 1.
the first purpose is to reduce prices at the expense of excess
profits without disturbing wages for the present.

American Railway Engineering Association Program
The following program has been prepared for the Twentieth
Annual Convention of the American Railway Engineering Assoroom

of the Congress hotel,
Thursday, March 20, inbe held from 9:30 to 12:30 and
At the first session on Tuesday
will be followed by reports of
of standing and special committhe various regular committees

ciation to be held in the Florentine

Chicago, on Tuesday,

March

Morning

18,

to

sessions will
afternoon sessions from 2 to 5.
the president's opening address
the secretary and treasurer and
tees after which the reports of
will be taken up in the order indicated below.
As announced in last week's issue three meetings of interest
to members of this association will take place on the evening of
Monday, March 17, the day preceding the convention. The Railclusive.

way Signal Association
on Monday. March

will hold its

meeting

at the

Auditorium

17.

TUESD.W
Signals
Si'»ns.

Records and Accounts.
Rules and Organization.
Economics of Railway Labor.

and Interlocking.
Fences and Crossings.

Conservation of Natural Resources.
Track.

Tuesday Evening

Use of Labor-Saving De

Illustrated

Developments
in
the
Transverse Fissures.

vices.

Study

of

flight. The A-1070 was piloted by Ensign Souther, and the
A-4036 by Ensign Irvine. Wireless telegraph and telephone communication was maintained between the two ships and with the
shore stations throughout the flight.
These airplanes each
measure 103 ft. 9 in. across the wings, and have an overall length
of 74 ft. 3 in.
Each is equipped with two twelve-cylinder 400

hp. Liberty motors.

men

dent,

all

American

Uniform General Contract Forms.
Economics
Economics

Masonry.

Water

Service.

of
of

Railway
Railway

Operation.
Location.

Trestles.

Aviation Records
Washington

to

New York

in

one hour twenty minutes

is

This speed is said to
the latest 200-mile airplane record.
have been made on March 6 by Col H. A. Dargue and Lieut.
Philip Lucas, army aviators. They flew at a height of about
6,000 feet., in an airplane equipped with a 400 hp. Liberty
motor.

On March

7,

Major Fleet and Captain White

flew from

Day-

N. Y., in 4 hours 33 minutes. Mineola
is 20 miles east of New York City. This is the time deducting
a stop of about two hours for repairs at Newburgh, N. Y. The
air-line distance between Dayton and New York is about 540
miles, but the distance flown can be stated only approximately
as the flyers were driven 100 miles oflt their course by a storm.
By reason of the snow and the fog they had to ascend to a
height of about 10,000 ft., and they steered all of the way
ton, Ohio, to Mineola,

by compass.

Two

large United States naval flying boats, of the F-5-L type,
from Hampton Roads, Va., to New York City (Rockaway),
on March 12, without a stop, in four hours thirty minutes, each
machine carrying seven passengers with a gross load of about

flew

Brake

Shoe

&

Foundry Company.

The

secretary of the association in a recent bulletin says that
the number of new members acquired thus far during 1919
is 43, which brings the roll up to 338, the greatest number
yet reached by the association.
The secretary also quotes a telegram which President
Alba B. Johnson of the association sent to Director General
Hines.
The telegram is as follows: "Congratulations on
your courageous and manly spirit in facing difficult situation
created by failure of revolving fund bill.
You are quoted
as expressing confidence in patriotic co-operation of equipment companies. Please regard the Railway Business Association as ready to name conferees to participate on behalf
of the railway supply industry in development and execution
of measures to stabilize employment."
Steps are under way, in which the Railway Business Association will participate, for co-operation among representatives of the several interests to meet the serious transportation and industrial situation immediately confronting the

Track.

Structures.

Wooden Bridges and

that chair-

standing committees of the association for the
present year have accepted appointment as follows:
Railways After the War, W. W. Salmon, president, General
Railway Signal Company; Government Purchasing Policies,
Knox Taylor, president, Taylor- Wharton Iron & Steel Company; Action, A. H. Mulliken, president, Pettibone-MuUiken
Company; Finance and Administration, W. G. Pearce, presiof

Thirteenth Engineer (Railway)

Rail.

Steel

of eight hours' sustained

Railway Business Association
The Railway Business Association announces

Thursdai'
Iron and

They are capable

flight.

Ballast.

Roadway.
Railroad

of her 400 hp. Liberty motors.
While the huge machine continued in the teeth of the stiff breeze Chief Mechanic Sacks overhauled the defective engine, and succeeded in repairing the fault
in midair.
After this the flight proceeded without further incident.
Each of the two boats carried photographic apparatus,
and photographs and moving pictures were taken during the

Buildings.

Preservation.
Yards and Terminals.
Electricity.
Ties.
Stresses in

13,000 lbs.
The distance is about 300 miles. During the flight
the A1070, one of the two flying boats, developed trouble in one

country.

Wednesday

Wood

607

The

Regiment Sees Active Service
composed of railway men

13th Engineers Regiment,

on roads running west from Chicago, which has been operating military railroads back of Verdun was scheduled to leave
Fleury-sur-Aire on March 7, on the way to an embarkation
port preliminary to its return home. According to a cable
published in the Chicago Daily News, on March 6, it has
the distinction of being the first American Engineer Regiment to enter active service in the war, and has an excellent
record for the handling of men and supplies, and for the
assistance given in the preparation for the American drive
on the Meuse-Argonne.
Although engineer regiments are generally classed as noncombatant units, the 13th has been classed as a combat unit
in orders from the American and French headquarters, with
the instructions that on the discharge papers of each officer
and man the words, "Took part in the Champagne, St.
Mihiel and Meuse-Argonne offensives," be inserted. Another
distinction of the 13th is the insignia of a blue square cloth
patch with a red engineer castle in the center, surrounded by
a circle of 13 white stars, which indicates the beginning of the
American nation and the start of the American expedition.
Usually a division is the smallest unit that has its own

shoulder insignia.

On October 18, 1917, the 13th took over the operation of
the railroads in the French advanced zone and- was relieved
on February 28, 1919. At the end of 1918 it had moved 1,777

—
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Ions of freight, as well as the private
riciicral IV-rsliiiiR, Secretary

I'oincare,

i)tlH'rs,
The 13tli was operatiiiR, on the day the
was signed, 229 kilometers (1.38 miles) of track
snpplyinn the Argonne. Verihm and St. Mihiel fronts.
.\s part of the railroad was witliin range of the German
artillery and all of it within range of heavy explosives and
machine guns of airplanes, the men were obliged to run the
trains and repair the track under constant lire. Twenty-four
immense railroad guns were firing along this line. One
track
was used for amnnniilion and the other for sup-

Traffic

Hakor and

UMIIIIIIIIIIIItJ

News

armistice

plies.

.Several
nition.

members

In

his

Pershing said:

of this regiment received special recogletter forwarding the decorations, General
"The clieerfulness, adaptability, loyalty and

self-sacriticing devotion

to duty uniformly displayed under
trying circumstances by officers and men from the regimental
commander to the most recently arrived private have added
a new luster to the traditions of our railway service."

An

American Welding Society to Be Organized
association known as the .\merican Welding Society

be organized at the Engineering Societies building, New
York, at 10:30 a. m., March 28, 1919. This society will merge
the welding committee of the Emergency Fleet Corporation
and the National Welding Council, and its purpose is to
provide a disinterested and dependable source of information
on welding, not only for the benefit of the manufacturers
of welding apparatus and supplies, but also to aid those who
use welding in their production and those who purchase
welded goods. The society will bring together in the manner
usual for scientific societies persons from all branches of
the industry, who may be interested in any of the welding
will

It is proposed that the society will create and
maintaining a Bureau of Welding which will be a
separate organization designed to take advantage of the
principle of co-operation in research and standardization.

processes.
assist in

The American Bureau of Welding will consist of a joint
board of directors, 30 from the x\merican Welding Society
and one each from the various scientific and engineering
societies, including the American Railway Association, and
one each from the United States Commerce, Navy and War
Departments and the United States Shipping Board.
Membership in the American Welding Society is divided
Class A, sustaining members, annual dues
into five classes:
$100; open to one or more representatives from each corporation interested. Class B, annual dues $20; open to individuals
who may or may not be employed by corporations, and to
consulting engineers, college professors, etc. Class C, annual
dues $10; open to members of existing societies which will
become affiliated with the new society through the proposed
Bureau of Welding. Class D, annual dues $5; open to weldClass E, open to trade associations, putting
ing artisans.
them in the same category as corporations. Class F, honorary members. Class C and D memberships do not carry
the privilege of voting or holding office.
The activities of the society will include the promotion of
research work on problems of common interest to all or
groups of the membership, including the financing of such
projects; the consideration of questions of standardization,
which it is proposed shall be handled in co-operation with
the American Engineering Standards Committee through the
agency of the Welding Bureau: the exertion of a steadying
and unifying influence on legislation affecting welding by
supplying law makers with authentic information, and the
study of proper methods of training autogenous welders.
It is reported that already a large number of corporations
and engineers are interested in the project, including officers and members of many of the national technical and
engineering societies, universities and engineering schools,
government departments and bureaus, gas and electric welding companies, and shipbuilding, steel and automobile comThose interested in the proposed organization should
address H. C. Forbes, secretary, American Welding Society
Temporary Association, Engineering Societies building, New
panies.

York

City.

Coal loading for the week ended February 22 amounted
compared with 230,599 for the corresponding week of 1918.
Estimated reports for the week ended
March 1 show a total of 162,666, as compared with 241,073.
to 155,935 cars, as

.\ decrease of 33.9 per cent is reported in the number of
cars loaded with grain during the month of February on the
roads comprising the Central Western region, as compared
with the records for the same period last year. During this
period in 1919 29,668 cars of grain have been loaded, as compared with 44,907 cars during the corresponding month last
year. There was also a decrease of 33.7 per cent in the number of cars of coal loaded, the cars totaling 82,219, as compared with 124,040 cars during the month of February, 1918.
During the same period this year, 51,342 cars of livestock
were loaded, as compared with 51,181 cars last year.

Hon. F. K. Lane, Secretary of the interior, announces
further progress during the month of February in the classification of public lands by the Geological Survey. Under the
stock-raising homestead law, permitting entries of lands
chiefly valuable for grazing and the raising of stock in
tracts of 640 acres or less, lands were designated during February as follows: Colorado, 87,540 acres; Idaho, 46,215 acres;
Montana, 390,791 acres; Oregon, 92.686 acres; Wyoming,
525,662 acres. The total area designated for the month was
1,142,894 acres.
Over a half million acres of land were
designated under the enlarged-homestead act, permitting
entry in areas of 320 acres or less.
These areas lie in
Colorado and North Dakota. By this action the total area
classified as nonirrigable and designated for entry under this
act was increased to more than 285,000,000 acres.

The Western Freight Traffic Committee has docketed with
the St. Louis, and New Orleans district freight traffic committees the question of rates on packing house products and
fresh meats in peddler cars from Oklahoma City, Okla., to
Southern Pacific points in Louisiana. The action is taken
on the request of interested shippers. The committee has
also docketed with the Denver, Kansas City, and Dallas committees the question of rates on slack coal from Colorado
and New Mexico producing points to El Paso, Tex. The
request is for 75 per cent of the lump coal rates. Acting
again on the request of interested shippers the committee
has also docketed with the St. Louis committee the question
of revising the rates on petroleum from the Ardmore-Lawton, group to northern destinations to the basis of 35^ cents
instead of 5 cents over the rates from northern Oklahoma.
The St. Louis District Freight Traffic Committee, in announcing synopses of its dockets of March 6 to be considered by
the committee, includes one which provides for rates on
steel rails, cross ties and track fastenings, in straight or
mixed car loads. This committee will also consider the
cancellation of loading, unloading and weighing charges on
livestock at the Independent Stock Yards at St. Louis, Mo.
Activities of the Traffic Clubs
of the Traffic Club of Omaha, Neb., have
been taken over by the Traffic Managers' committee of the
Traffic Bureau of the Chamber of Commerce of Omaha and
the former organization has ceased to exist.
The Traffic Club of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce
has unanimously elected the following officers: P. J. McLaughlin, traffic manager for the Charles Boldt Glass Company, Cincinnati, chairman; E. H. Smith, vice-chairman, and
H. B. Rubey, secretary.
At the meeting of the Akron Traffic Association on February 25, E. V. Conwell, counsel for the American Express
Company at Akron, Ohio, spoke on "The Packing and Marking of Freight"; C. W. Barber, agent of the Akron, Canton
& Youngstown Railway at Akron, Ohio, on "The Payment of
Freight Charges"; R. A. Higham, traffic foreman of the In-

The

activities

March
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Commission and Court News

I

Restoration of Export and Import Rates Asked
Restoration of the pre-war basis of export and import
rates through Pacific ports was asked by a delegation of representatives of the Pacific coast cities, Seattle, Tacoma, Portland, Los Angeles and San Francisco, at a conference with

Edward Chambers, director of the Division of Traffic, at
Washington, on March 10.
They pointed out that while
during the war the cancellation of the rates had little effect,
the effect since the signing of the armistice has been to
divert a large amount of traffic for the Orient to
and the Panama canal. Mr. Chambers promised
in 10 days.

New York
some

relief

Chicago Traffic Club Advocates Private Ownership
The

Club of Chicago at a special meeting held on Febadopted resolutions opposing government ownership or
operation of railroads and favoring their return to private ownership as soon as possible, with legislation to protect the interests
of the public and of the carriers. The resolutions also "favor
the enactment of suitable legislation which will continue in effect,
after the return of the railroads to their owners, the existing
rales, fares, and charges pending, their change by the carriers
or by proper authority."
The resolutions were prepared and
submitted by a committee composed of F. B. Montgomery, traffic
manager of the International Harvester Company (chairman)
Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age; H. C. Barlow,
traffic director of the Chicago Association of Commerce; Oscar
ruary

Traffic

25,

;

F.

Bell,

traffic

manager

of the

Crane Company; E.

L.

Dalton,

traffic manager of Montgomery Ward & Company; Luther M,
Walter, of the firm of Borders, Walter & Burchmore; H. A.
Palmer, editor of the Traffic World
F. B. Houghton, traffic
manager of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe F. Zimmerman,
traffic assistant to the Chicago terminal manager; W. A. Terry,
assistant traffic manager of the New York Central
S. H. Johnson, traffic manager of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and
O. A. Constans, traffic manager of the Baltimore & Ohio.
In order that these resolutions maj' be properly presented to
Congress and to complete arrangements to co-operate if possible
with other traffic clubs in this matter a committee on public
affairs has been appointed, with F. B. Montgomery as chairman,
;

;

;

and Samuel 0. Dunn and Oscar

F. Bell as

members.

Freight Rates to the Orient

A

Commerce Commission

Interstate
E.

Morris and E.

commission

commodity

B. Boyd, agents, have filed with the
a fifteenth section application for a revision of
rates from all points in central territory, includ-

ing Illinois and Mississippi river east and west bank pro-rating points; also Madison and Beloit, Wis., and points grouped
therewith, published in tariffs of individual carriers, to points
in eastern trunk line and New England territory, including
the Virginia cities and points in Canada subject to Boston
rates, in order to restore relationships and differential bases
existing prior to the issuance of General Order No. 28.
In Commercial Club of Omaha v. Baltimore & Ohio, et al., the
commission finds that the 1917 summer excursion fares between
Omaha, Neb., and eastern points gave undue preference to Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo., whence the Chicago & Alton reduced its fares below the normal basis from Kansas City and
St. Louis to Chicago and other carriers met the reduction.
The
commission finds that there is nothing to show that the
Omaha rates were unreasonable in themselves. No summer
excursion fares were made in 1918, but the decision is expected to deter the carriers from a re-establishment of the
unlawful adjustment in the future.
In the case of the Chicago Live Stock Exchange vs. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, et al, the Interstate Commerce
Commission holds that the Union Stock Yard & Transit
Company of Chicago is a common carrier subject to the provisions of the act to regulate commerce, and that the notice
of cancellation of its tariff of charges for loading and unloading live stock in carloads at the Chicago Stock Yards has
not been justified. The commission finds that the loading
and unloading of livestock is the duty of the shipper, but
may be assumed by the carriers in those instances in which
their convenience is aided and their equipment conserved
by so doing. In the absence of a showing of undue prejudice,

how much,

if any, of the loading and unloading charges at
the Chicago Stock Yards may properly be absorbed by the
haul carriers is dependent upon the degree to which their
interests are conserved in any particular instance; and the
failure to absorb all of the charges at the Chicago yards,
while absorbing such charges at certain other markets, has
not been shown to produce undue prejudice.

line

delegation representing Pacific coast ports, Chicago business
establishments and inland waterway cities held a conference
last week at the Chicago Association of Commerce for the purpose of enlisting the aid of the Railroad Administration in promoting Ainerican competition with England in the matter of
oriental trade.
Resolutions adopted at the meeting urged the
United States shipping board to put into effect the rates announced for trans-Pacific business by placing upon the Pacific
ocean the vessels of the Emergency Fleet Corporation to carry
cargoes at these rates and that the Shipping Board co-ordinate
its work with that of the Railroad Administration.
Another set
of resolutions calls attention to the need of restoring the business
of the nation to normal and urges the discontinuance of tiie
"stringent permit system." Under the rates in effect before the
government took possession of the railroads, Chicago shippers
could send many commodities to the orient at $1.50 per 100 lb.
and it is the restoration of this rate that is now asked for.
H. H. Merrick, president of the Chicago Association of Commerce, and H. H. Carver, head of the association's Foreign Trade
Bureau directed the course of the meeting. Among those who
attended the session were Robert Bridges, president of the Port
of Seattle, Wash., Harr\- Y. Saint, secretary of the Foreign Trade
Bureau of the Chamber of Commerce and Commercial Club of
Seattle, Samuel J. Wettrick, special counsel for the Seattle Chamber of Commerce, and the following Chicago men
Frank T.
Bentley of the Illinois Steel Company, R. R. Hargis, of Wilson
& Company, T. T. Bradford of the International Harvester Company. A. C. Owen of Swift & Company, and M. B. Howell, of

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, holds that
an engine regularly hauling interstate passenger trains was
used in interstate commerce when taken out of a train in
order that a bolt might be repaired, being placed in the shop
and sent out the same day on its regular run. and the employee injured in doing the work was injured while employed
in interstate commerce.
A. C. L. v. Woods, 252 Fed. 428.

Montgomtry Ward & Company.

Decided

:

State

Commissions

A

"service bureau" has been created by the railroad commission of Texas, at Austin, Tex., in order that individuals,
firms and cities may be rendered direct assistance in securing satisfactory railroad service, both freight and passenger.
of New York has recommended and the
expected to pass a law abolishing the Public

The governor
legislature

is

Commission of five members for the first district
(New York City), and establishing in its stead a commission
member for the regulation of railroads and public
utilities and another commission of one member to super\ise the construction of new subwavs.
Service

of one

Court

News

Employers' Liability Act

—

May

7,

1918.
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number

of passengers carried by the five coniby tlic l.oiuloii Electric Railway Company
incliuliiiK llic Metropolitan District, and the General Omnibus Company last year, is estimated at 901,000,000. This
is exclusive of passengers booked through from otiier railways.

panits

total

oi>iiin)llcil

—

France.

International Control of Railroads Proposed

The question

French Railway Striker Sentenced

to

Railwaymen's Union of the ParisLyons-Mediterranean Railway, who, on January 25, caused
a strike of one minute's duration on the entire system, has
been sentenced to one year's imprisonment, with benefit of
First Offenders' Act.

Rebuild Serb Railroad

vices to the

in

Cuba

Cuba has spread, according to adState Department at Washington, last week, until
strike in

transportation in fully half of the country is tied up. Pracreported at a standstill.
The latest demands of the unions, the advices said, are
that all non-union railroad employees be discharged. In the
Havana docks, 500 convicts now are employed as stevedores.

Greece Wants Steel Ties
The Greek government is in the market for
official

drafting

The

British

desire

to

have

the

and especially to new states.
The Czechoslovaks and the Poles are disposed to resist
the international use of their communications unless reciprocal privileges are allowed to them.

Equipment

ties of 242 pounds weight
announcement made by the Canadian Trade

their

Co.ti-

mission, Ottawa, Canadian firms contemplating bidding, the announcement says, must take immediate action as the demand is
American firms are known to be already in the field.
urgent.
The Trade Commission has reason to believe that this may give
Dominion manufacturers a chance lo use surplus steel and the
forging presses which were installed for munitions making, pos-

than their competitors.

Swiss Ocean Projects
minister for public works has approved a
program adopted by the Superior Council for public works
in connection with the improvements to be introduced in the
and ocean
Switzerland
between
communications by
rail
This program includes especially the establishment
ports.
of a new line between Limoges and St. Germain des Fosses,
the improvement of the present express service from Bordeaux to Lyons by the strengthening of the line between
St. Germain des Fosses and Lyons, and by the electrification and double tracking of the lines on the Paris-Orleans
Railway, and, finally, the electrification of the difficult sections on the Tulle-Clermont-Ferrand line.

The French

Military Railways in France
Replying in the Senate recently to interpellations in regard to supplies, M. Claveille, minister of public works and
transports, stated that he had informed the British and
United States Governments that the French Government
intended to maintain the railway works which their allies
had carried out on French territory, under financial condi-

for

Mexican Railroads

According to advices from the City of Mexico, the Carranza government has ordered the purchase of 200 passenger
cars for the National Railways of Mexico.
The cars will
be bought in the United States and will be used to replace the
equipment that was destroyed during the protracted revolutionary period.
The government also plans to place a
large order for freight cars in the United States in a short
time.
The shops of the railroad are building and repairing
freight cars as rapidly as possible, but the additions do not
begin to meet the demands of traffic. It is reported that the
government will prohibit the operation of private freight
trains upon the railroad lines of the country as soon as the
shortage that now exists in equipment is filled.
Several
mining and other industrial companies have been operating

own

500,000 steel
each, according to the

sibly at better rates

committee.

waterways used without discrimination, while the Americans,
realizing tlie effect the application of this principle might
have upon their great railway systems, are insistent upon

ated,

tically all industries are

railway

tile

its

confining the application of the principle of international
use of such communications to special cases to be enumer-

Rapid progress is being made in the repair of the main
Serbian railway which runs from Belgrade through Nish to
Salonika, says a French wireless despatch from Salonika.
It is hoped that the first trains will be able to run between
the northern frontier and Nish before the end of March. All
the bridges and many miles of rail were destroyed by the
Germans and the Bulgarians. The repair of the telegraph
lines paralleling tlie railway is nearly completed.

Another Strike

of the internationalization of railways and
waterways has come into sudden importance,
despatch from Paris, through a report made
Commission on Waterways, Ports and Railways by

international
says a press

Mitk)l, secretary of tlie

The general

11

tions wiiich remain to be fixed.
The minister also hjioke
of the work of restoring roads, of which it would be necessary to remake 65,fX)0 miles, and waterways, on whicli 115
locks and 450 bridges have to be rcionslructcd, while 60
miles of canals have been entirely destroyed. He added tliat
the Germans had delivered up to the middle of h'cbruary
between 36,000 and 37,000 freight cars and between 1.400
and 1,500 locomotives, or one-half of the material due to

—

tlie
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trains for

some time

past.

Chinese Railroad Problems
Associated Press despatches from Peking Monday report
that influential Chinese interests w-hich have been opposed
to the plan for unification and internationalization of the Chinese
railways are relaxing somewhat in their opposition to the
plan.
The Japanese official opposition, however, is still in
evidence.
It
was announced Monday, says the despatch, by the
Chinese Minister of Communications that the government
would agree to the internationalization of the Shantung and
South Manchurian (Japanese); the Chinese Eastern (formerly Russian), and the French Yun-Nan railways, but would
object to the internationalization of the railways under
Chinese government control. Another suggestion is that
China be admitted to the banking group, being credited with
a certain proportion of the advances made as were Russia
and Japan when they were first admitted to the coalition of

interests.

Danish Railways Need Equipment
railroads have been built in Denmark during the
and no new lines or extensions planned, says Consul

No new
war,

B. L. Agerton, writing from Copenhagen on January 8.
Additional tracks are being laid in some places, but materials
The
are not available for very much work of this kind.
track and roadbed of the Danish railways are in fairly good
condition, but the rolling stock is insufficient and in bad

During the summer and fall, when traffic is heaviest,
there is a great shortage of rolling stock, both of cars and.
of locomotives. These are normally purchased abroad, but
during the war no deliveries have been possible. In November the State railway ordered 700 freight cars and 9 parcelrepair.

March

14,
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post cars from the

Danish factory "Scandia," of Randers,
This factory, however, is not yet in a position to
complete any of the cars, because of a lack of materials. The
railroads themselves have undertaken to purchase the wheels
and axles elsewhere.
[The railways of Denmark are almost entirely state owned.
The State Railways operate about 1,300 miles, all of standard
gage. The equipment consists of 625 locomotives, 2,234 passenger train cars, and 10,361 freight cars, as well as marine
equipment in the form of 24 steam ferries and 7 steamboats.]

Denmark.

Hoover

to

611

The crossand the continent has been too long delayeii
channel train ferry service now running with success constitutes some little endeavor to improve the means of communication, but, even under the best conditions, a train ferry
"
is a very poor substitute for a physical connection

London

to Gibraltar via Spain

Considerable interest is being manifeste<l in Spain, says
a correspondent to the Times (London) in two great railway projects. The first, already voted as a Bill by the .Spanish

Be Made Director

rect

General of Austrian

can

army engineers

for execution.

in

English Channel Tunnel Project Revived
driving of the tunnel under the English Channel to
is being considered by the government as among its
projects for after the war, according to announcement by
Bonar Law, who speaking in the House of Commons Monday, said he was discussing the matter with Premier Lloyd
George as a means of finding employment for discharged

France

soldiers.

The Daily Mail claims to have definite information that
the British and French governments have agreed to the construction of a tunnel under the Channel, and that the details
are now being discussed by a special commission in Paris,
which also is considering the building of tunnels under the
Bosporus and the Strait of Gibraltar.
The engineering plans for the Channel tunnel, according
to the Daily Mail, are so far advanced that work could be
begun immediately.
"It is proposed," says the Daily Mail, "to start the tunnel
some distance inside both countries, instead of near the coast,
as was originally intended, so as to avoid the risks of a fall
of the cliflfs, such as already has occurred on the British side
near the point where the work would have been begun.
"In addition to tracks, the tunnel will carry telephone and
telegraph wires, superseding the present sea-bed cables, and
also pneumatic tubes for carrying letters and parcels.
The
French and British railroads concerned are willing to finance
the scheme, but the two governments wish to exercise control and some sort of joint state finance for the work may

be adopted."

Speaking of the tunnel the Railway Gazette (London"), a
few weeks ago, said
"Estimated to cost $80,000,000, a mere
trifle in these days of gigantic expenditure, there is no possible doubt that the capital would speedily be forthcoming on
the project receiving government approval.
It is to be
hoped that constructional operations will soon commence,
for this essentially important traffic link between England
:

and

French
and

ments,

for a diin

Governform

will

a link in the g-reat rail-

way from London
tlie

to

Cape, the comple-

tion of which is now
only a matter of time.
This line across Spain

the hands of .Ameri-

The

is

from Dax,

France,
to
Algeciras, near Gibraltar.
This line is a
project of the English

be of the internaand not of the
Spanish gage; it will be

will

The engineers have been

detailed by General Pershing.
The decision of the council amounts in efifect to making
Mr. Hoover director general of the Austrian railway system
in the carrying out of relief work.
Five new states have arisen within the area of old Austria,
and all have agreed, says the despatch, to place the entire
question of the distribution and management of the railway
rolling stock in Mr. Hoover's hands.
Later despatches say that Col. Ryan of the .American Armj'
has been appointed executive officer in charge of the work.
He formerly was a railway manager in the L^nited States.
Col. Ryan will be assisted by liaison officers of various
allied nationalities and will cooperate with the allied food
mission at Triest.

line

Southern

Railroads

The Supreme War Council, according to despatches from
Paris Saturday, has decided to give Herbert C. Hoover, director general of Allied relief, practical control of all the
railways in the old Austrian Empire and to make him the
mandatary of the council in demanding locomotives and
freight cars from each of the new states of old Austria with
which to create a food and relief service. The relief train
will run over all lines without political or military interference.
The service will be under the relief administration,
headed by Mr, Hoover.
Mr. Hoover has placed the matter

Senate,

tional

worked
traction,

and

by

electric

will take the shortest possible
route.

Many schemes have been

prepared, says the Times'
correspondent, but, although the final decision
has not yet
been made on many points of detail, the
broad principles
have been agreed upon. The northern
section of the line,
'° Madrid, to avoid unnecessary competition with
"^^

u '"xT
the
Norte Railway from Irun, will not touch the points
of
junction from which that line draws its chief
goods traffic,
and will pass direct through Pamplona and Soria.
The southern section, in the plan which seems most
likely to be approved, will for similar reasons take a straight
course through
a practically uninhabited part of the country.
It is proposed to make only one
stop between Madrid and
Algeciras, at Cuenga, where— as the line will
be, at first at
any rate, a single one— the trains from the north and south

cross.
The northern journey will be made in six to
seven hours, as against the present 13 from Irun to
Madrid.
The other line is designed to run from Vigo to the French
frontier, probably at Hendaye. and is part of
a great American project for developing the port of Vigo by
the building
of docks, warehouses, and all the equipment of a great commercial harbor.
By this scheme, the journey from New
York to Paris can be shortened by 24 hours, and its importance can be measured by the fact that its realization
will give America a commercial entrance to Europe.
It is
being warmly supported by Spanish capitalists and the industrial interests of the north.
The vast contracts connected with these schemes are already the subject of rival studies and investigations, and
English firms, proposing to take a part, the correspondent
says, should lose no time in getting into touch with the conditions on the spot.
will

[Further details concerning these projects
Railway /Ige.—Edhor.]

will

be given

in early issues of the

Revival of International Services

The re-establishment

of the Paris-Bucharest and Parisaddition to those between France and
Belgium, not to mention the service now maintained to and
from Cologne, for the use of the allied armies, serves, says
the Railway Gazette (London), as a graphic reminder of the
extent to which international routes which have been suspended for the duration of the war are now being brought
into use again.
Germany and Austria, from their central
position, aflforded the shortest and most convenient routes
for many of the international European expresses running
between west and east, and, as in the case of Switzerland,
the international transit traffic represented an important
source of revenue to their railways.
The f'Jture of these

Warsaw

services, in
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services represents a problem of the greatest interest, on
whieli (letinite jirediction would he danneroits at the moment,
since so very mui-Ji depends not only on the territorial adjustments, re-drawing; of l)oundaries, and emerRence of new
slates i-ominn under the purview of the Peace I'onfcrencc,
hut also on the future forms of RovernnuMit adopted hy the
Oerman and Austrian States, which liave hitherto enjoyed
so\ereinn powers. One prediction seems, however, safe to
make, and that is that within the next few years Italy will
iiandle a lartjer proportion of the international transit traffic
than lias been the case in the past.
from the very
.'\i)art
oh\ inus reasons for Kivini? preference to an allied nation,
one has to bear in mind the emergence of new routes to the
near oast, and the schemes for electrifying and otherwise
iinpiii\ iiip; tratVic conditions on tlic !t:ilian railways.
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Germany was not able to deliver a single locomotive during
December, although the number of hands employed had been
materially increased. A number of new firms have taken uj)
the repair of locomotives, but seem to have to contend
against a considerable amount of technical diflicnlties.
The
Prussian Department for Public Works has placed contracts
for an amount of 1,600,000,000 marks (about $320,000,000), and
altogether 3,300 locomotives and 71,000 wagons have been
ordered.
The
Berlin
Tramways have
recently
contracted
for
large number of cars and trailers, principally with the
Hannover Wagon Conipany which, being outsifle the comiiine, accepts loweT prices than the works within the ring.
These works have orders for 100 driving cars and 100 traila

ers,

the former being about 250 per cent and the latter 100 per

cent dearer than before the war.

Inter-Allied

Committee

for

Trans-

Siberian

Formally

Organized

.Mlied control of the trans-Siberian railway has been effected, says an associated press despatch from Vladivostok,
by the formal organization of interallied, technical and
military committee, the result of negotiations of more than
six

the

months. M. OustrougofF, minister of communications m
Omsk government, heads the interallied conmiittee, and

John

F. Stevens, the

committee.

American railway expert, the

teclinicil

The United

States is represented on the intcrcommittee by C. II. Smith, once of the Missouri Pacific
railroad, and on the military committee by Col. Gallagher,
quartermaster of the American expeditionary forces.
(Jther representatives on the interallied and technical committees follow:
Great Britain, M. Elliott, commissioner at
Omsk, and Col. Jack; France, M. Bourgeois and Col. Le
Veuvre; Italy, Signor Gasco Mater and Signer Garibaldi;
Japan, acting, Matsudaira, and Hampei Nagao; China, liu,
former minister to Petrograd, and Dr. Jeme Tien-you.
The authority of Mr. Stevens is absolute concerning actual
operation of the railroad. He is at liberty to employ .American, Russian and allied operatives at his discretion and has a
free hand in technical matters.
The interallied committee
is to control the rates and the economic policy.
The military
committee is charged solely with the co-ordination of mihtary transportation and policing the line. It has no voice in
the local management.
Advices to Washington report that American Ambassador
Morris, who lias been attending the sessions of the InterAllied Committee on the Supervision of Siberian Railways at
iillied

Vladivostok, has returned to his post at Tokio.
Despatches to the State Department announcing his return
said that Col. Emerson, inspector-general of the American
engineers, had installed an improved system of telephone
communication on the Siberian lines.

Traffic and Rolling Stock Conditions in Germany
The same unsatisfactory, retrogressive conditions which
at present prevail in most German industries manifest themselves in locomotive and wagon construction, says an article
in

Engineering (London).

The main and auxiliary workshops of the Prusso-Hessian
railways employed before the war 70,300 hands, which number gradually was doubled during the war, amounting in the
beginning of 1918 to 140,140 hands.
In spite of this increase
in the number of employees, the capacity of the works has
materially decreased. It is stated that during the summer of
1918 as many as 950 locomotives were delivered duly repaired per week, while the number had receded to 680 per
week in the beginning of 1919. The shortage of materials
is not so pronounced at these works as at the private concerns, since the Railway Department still has considerable
stocks.
The lack of copper caused much difficulty during
the war in the repair of locomotives, and certain parts which
were formerly always made of copper had to be made of

(The above will supplement information given in this
colunm in the Railzi'ay Aiie of January 17, 1919, page 228.]
Speaking more particularly of traflic conditions, another
item in the same issue of Engineering says:
From all acccjunts the rolling-stock of the German State Railways is in
a deplorable condition, which applies both to the engines,
the passenger carriages and the goods wagons, and the
revenue is at the same time dwindling down. For Novemlicr, 1918, the passenger traffic certainly showed an increase
in
receipts of 10,485,000 marks, compared with the same
month of the previous year, but the rates had in the meantime been raised 10 per cent. The receipts from the goods
traffic showed a decrease of 40.9.'.0,0(X) marks, or 24.16 per

compared with November, 1917, in spite of the rates in
meantime having been raised 15 per cent. As a result,
liie receipts were, on the whole, 30,465,000 marks, or 12.86
per cefu lower than for the corresponding month the previous
year.
Some minor receipts from other sources reduced the
deficit, as compared with the same months the previous year,
cent,

the

to 27,890.000

The

marks, or 10.49 per cent.

British

Railway Labor Situation

The agreements which ended

the strike on the London
tube railways, on February 8, by no means settled the labor
disputes on those lines and still less on the rest of the
British railways. They were only temporary devices, says the
Times (London), to bridge over the period between Februarj'
when the railwaymen's eight-hour day came into opera1.
tion, and the time when a more permanent plan can be
effected.
What that permanent plan will be, no one can
say.
It has yet to be discussed, in connection with other
far-reaching questions affecting the conditions of service and
wages of railwaymen, at joint conferences between the Railway Executive Committee and the Executive Committees of
the Railwaymen's Unions.
Though the cabinet has laid down that the eight-hour day
which it conceded was to be a working day of eight hours,
exclusive of meal times, the railwaymen's leaders still believe that the whole question of the exclusion or inclusion
of meal times can be reopened.
Apart from the question of working hours, there are other
issues of first importance which the railwaymen are raising
in the conferences.
They can best be stated in the form of
summaries of the national programmes formulated by tlie
three great unions of railway employees, the N. U. R. (with
400,000 members), the Locomotive Engineers and Firemen
(40,000), and the Railway Clerks' Association (70,000).
The following summaries, taken from the Times (Londo:!/,
will outline the railwaymen's demands:
National Union of Railw.wmen
advances given as war increases (originally called "bonuses"
wages") be converted into permanent wages;
That eight hours constitute a w^orking day, and 48 hours a working

That all
(1)
later "war

and

(2)

week;

That double time be paid for all overtime and for Sunday duty,
(3)
and time and a half for night duty:
That the period of rest between each turn of duty be not less than
(4)

iron.

12 hours;

Demobilization has, to a great extent, mended matters and,
besides, a fair amount of copper is said now to be available.
The private concerns have had greatly to reduce their output. One of the largest undertakings in this branch in North

That 14 days' holiday with pay be allowed annually;
(5)
That conditions of service be standardized on all railways in the
(6)
United Kingdom; and
That there be equal representation, both national and local, for the
(7)
union on the management of all railways.

—
March
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Locomotive Engineers and Fikemen
That the standard rates of pay be: Enginemen and electric motormen, 14s. a day; firemen and electric trainmen, lOs,; cleaners and electric

613

(1)

train gatemen, 7s.
That 10 per cent be added to the standard rates of every 10 per
(2)
cent increase in the cost of living from June, 1917. and reductions to be
on the same basis; but no reduction if the cost of living falls below the
figure for June, 1917.
That a special rent allowance of 5s. a week be granted to men in
(3)
London and other expensive centres.
Eight hours a day.
(4)
That time and a quarter be paid for overtime and night duty, and
(5)
double time for Sunday duty.
At least 12 hours' rest between turns at home station; nine hours
(6)

when booked away from home
(7)
(8)
service.

station.

Lodging allowances of 2s. or 3s. a day away from home.
That 14 days' annual holiday, with pay, be allowed after 12 months'

Railway Clerks' Association
(1)

A

38-hour week for

day workers and a 34-hour week for night

workers.

A

scale of minimum salaries beginning at £70 a year for a boy of
16 and rising by regular increments to £230 for a man of 28, with an
additional £20 throughout the scale for clerks employed in London.
further scale, ranging from £250 to £1,000 a year, for station(3)

(2)

A

masters, goods agents, and others holding positions of

more than ordinary

responsibility.

It should be explained, says the Times, that had the war
not intervened, the hours, wages, and conditions of service

of

railwaymen would have come up for revision

in the

normal

course four years ago. In October, 1914, however, a truce
agreement was entered into by the N. U. R. and the Locomotive Engineers with the railway authorities, providing
for the continuance of the 1911 Conciliation Scheme and
a stereotyping of "all existing contracts and conditions of
service" during the suspensory period. The truce agreement
has now been determined. The position of the Conciliation
Scheme is obscure, but presumably it has ended with the
truce, and the Railway Executive Committee, under the
authority of the Board of Trade, is to embark on the negotiation of the railwaymen's programs on a national basis.
The outstanding item in the programs, of course, is the
demand of the N. U. R. that "war-wage" advances shall be
made permanent. Those advances now aggregate 33s. a
week.
As they were made imder the truce agreement, it
could be contended by the Government that they cease with
There is, however, a clause in the agreethe agreement.
ment made on August 8, 1917 (when "war bonus" was converted into "war wages") which provides that the additional
wages "are to be regarded as a war advance intended to
assist in meeting the increased cost of living, and are to bo
recognized as due to and dependent on the existence of abnormal conditions now prevailing in consequence of the war."
The following table shows the various stages by which
the "war wage" was raised to 33s. a week
case of employees under 18 years of age):

('16s.

6d.

Men
s.

October,
1914
October,
1915
September. 1916
April, 1917
November, 1917
April, 1918
September, 1918
November, 1918

s.

the Pullman Company.
At the conference, Director General Hines gave assurance
that there was no cause for alarm and that the situation would

be met, but he was not prepared to state just what plan would
be adopted. Several of the representatives will stay over to
discuss the matter with him later. While warrants could be
issued to equipment builders, it is possible that an effort will
be made to have the banks carry them so they can pay for
the materials, labor and specialties.

Reduction in Steel Prices

A

reduction in price of 4 per cent below the prices agreed
upon last summer by the government and the American
Iron & Steel Institute has been fixed for the steel castings
used on the cars and locomotives ordered by the Railroad
Administration, by the price-fixing committee of the War
Industries Board, after negotiations with the steel casting
manufacturers.

The

prices as fixed are as follows
Bolsters

Capacity car

the

d.

$87.50
99 50
108.50
118.50
130.00
165.00

10

5

2
2

6

3

5
5

2
2

3

1

16

$84.00
95.52
104.16
113.76
124.80
158.88

$3.50
3.98
4.34
4.74
5.20
6.62

TuucK Side Frames

6
6

FREIGHT C\RS AND LOCOMOTIVE TENDERS
Revised price
Reduction
Quoted price

6
6

'Tar'

^

'~A'
$118 50

30-ton
40-ton
50-ton
5754-ton
62>4-ton
70-ton

6

*June, 1915.

On the occasion of the last advance a scheme was adopted,
with the concurrence of the Board of Trade, under which
the war wage should thereafter be regulated by a sliding
scale based on the cost of living as shown in the official
Board of Trade returns. The program of the Locomotive
Engineers' Society, it will be noted, provides for a continuance of this scheme, and is a less extreme demand than that
of the larger union.

:

(Body or Truck)
Quoted price Reduction Revised price

30-ton
40-ton
SC-ton
57!^-ton
62'4-ton
70-ton

16*

5

33

Representatives of car and locomotive companies who attended a conference with Director General Hines on Thursday morning included Andrew h'letcher, president. American
Locomotive Company; S. M. Vauclain, vice-president, Baldwin Locomotive Works; Mr. Dixon, vice-president, and Mr.
Larson, treasurer of the Lima Locomotive Company; W. W.
Woodin, of the American Car & Foundry Company; J. W.
Bettendorf, president, Bettendorf Company; D. B. Gehly,
treasurer, Cambria Steel Company; C. A. Liddle, vice-president, Haskell & Barker Company; E. S. S. Keith, of the
Keith Car & Manufacturing Company; J. E. Johnson, vicepresident, Laconia Car Company; H. W. Miller, vice-president, Lenoir Car Works; Mr. Joyce, of the Liberty Car &
Equipment Company; R. J. Magor, of the Magor Car Corporation; W. C. Arthurs, of the Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Company; Mr. Pigett, president, Pacific Car & Foundry Company; J. E. Ralston, president. Ralston Steel Car
Company; J. N. Hansen, presiden't. Standard Steel Car
Company, also representatives of McGuire, Cummings Manufacturing Company; the Pressed Steel Car Company, and

Boys

d.

3
2

Total

in

Equipment and Supplies

129.50
139.50
154.50
170.00
175.50

•-Andrews design.

pT~^
$124.50
135.50
151.50
166.50
181.00
201.50

a*

Pf

A*

Pt

$4.74

$4.98
5.42
6.06
6.66
7.24
8.06

$113.76
124.32
133.92
148.32
163.20
168.48

$119.52

5.18
5.58
6.18
6.80
7.02

tPedcstal design.

Locomotive and Car Deliveries

New

week ended March

cars were accepted during the
as follows:

Num-

Australia

Bars

Importation

Road

of

Goods Not

of

British

Origin
March 8,

Press despatches from Melbourne, under date of
report that the minister of customs of the Commonwealth
of Australia has issued a proclamation prohibiting the importation into the Commonwealth of all goods other than those
of British origin. The reason for this action is not explained
in the despatches.

130.08
145.44
159.84
173.76
193.44

C. L
C. C. C.
P. McK.
C. C. &
.\.

& St.
& Y

&

L.

&

N. C.
N. Y.

N
N

&•

C

Total

her
157
33
148
61

N. V. C
L.

I

St.

L

147
33
21
58
112

770

Type
40
40
50
50
50
50
50
50
70

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

Manufacturer

D. S. Box...Am. Car
D. S. Box... Am. Car

&
&

Fdy.
Fdy.

Box... Am. Car & Fdv.
Box. .. Bettendorf Co. ...
Box. .. Haskell &- Barker..
Comp. Gond. Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
Comp. Gond. .Std. Steel Car
Comp. Gond.. Am. Car & Fdv. Co.
L. S. Gond. .Pressed St. Car
S.
S.
S.

S.
S.
S.

.

1

Total
accepted
for given
roads
456
Co.
Co.
250
Co. 430
61

625
336
200
58
145
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Tlif foIlowiiiK new lucnnintivcs were shipped
week ended March I:

Work*

Ro»i1

U

Krie R.
I'rnn.

American

I.

Type

4

USRA Santa Fe
S.ni.la !•>
USRA Mikado
T'SRA 6W. Sw.
USRA 6W. Sw.

W

5

Mononijnhcla
drrat Western

10
"

2

Trunk

iraiid

1

of Georgia

lent,

1

Mallet

X

A. T.

St.

F

.1

3

Pacific

2

8VV.

3

Mikado

O

a

n.

& Ucadinu

Total

Sw.

2

USRA

1

Consol

I

1
1
1

1

Mikado

Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
Mikado

41

127 locomotives were delivered during February to the
railroads under federal control, in addition to eight miscellaneous domestic and 164 foreiRn locomotives.

Freight Cars
The Liberty Steel Products Company, New York, is inquiring for 100 small industrial flat cars for 18 in. gage.

I
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Gilford, president of the Giflord-Wood Company,
s
of ice harvesting niaciiincry and elevator

Iron and Steel

is

in

Edwin Besuden has been appointed eastern district manager of the railway department of the Chicago Varnish Company, in charge of steam and electric railway sales.
His
headquarters are at 50 Church street. New York. Mr. Besuden was formerly sales manager of the Jewett Car Company and was connected with that company for 16 years.
O. Edwin Berggren, whose appointment as Northwestern
representative of the A. G. A. Railway Light & Signal Company, with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the
Railway Age of March
7,

it

1,

the

education in the
grammar
Chicago
schools and a business
college at Chicago. Mr.

Berggren

mained for two years
and then entered the
freight department of
the Wisconsin Central,

—

This company has ordered from the GenRailway Signal Company, a mechanical interlocking, 16
Vosburg, Pa., and a smaller machine for Carney, Pa.

at

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of the Province of
Ontario, Canada, has placed an order with the Union Switch &
Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., for the installation of a comThe Power Complete electro-pneumatic interlocking plant.
mission is excavating for a canal to carry water from the Niagara river above Niagara Falls to a hydro-electric plant twelve
miles away. The rock and earth from this excavation is being
carried away by trolley trains, and it is on the trolley line that
the interlocking is to be placed. It is estimated these trains will
run through this interlocking at the rate of one every 90 seconds.
Signal indications will be displayed by means of color light
signals.

Chicago.

From

1904

to 1907 he was in the
sales department of the

The Monongahela Southern

The United Railways & Electric Company, Baltimore, Md.,
has awarded a contract to the Union Switch & Signal Company
for the installation of an electro-pneumatic interlocking at Sparrows Point, Md., at a junction of its own lines and a crossing
of one of these lines with the Pennsylvania. The machine will
have a total of 11 levers for controlling 21 functions. Alternating current track circuits will be installed. The Electric Company's lines will have color light signals and the Pennsylvania
will be equipped with position light signals.

his

passenger department
of the Northern Pacific
at Chicago in March,
where he re1900,

levers, for

has contracted with the Union
Switch & Signal Company for the erection of two electro-pneumatic interlocking plants, one a 27-lever frame for controlling
40 functions to be located at Wilson, Pa., the other a IS-lever
frame for controlling 18 functions to be located at Clairton
Junction, about one mile from Wilson.

began

business career in the

is

Lehigh Valley.^

Chicago on August
1881, and received

his

Signaling
eral

(page 564), was born

in

interesting as indicating the transportation expansion and rehabilitation which is to come about in the most
populous of British possessions.
firms,

Hudson, N. Y.

J. E. Slimp, who has for many years been connected with
the sales department of the Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield,
Ohio, has resigned to become associated with H. C. Dodge,
of Boston, who is at the head of several manufacturing companies in New England.
Mr. Slimp will remain with the
Ohio Brass Company until approximately April 1.

market for 800,000 tons of rails,
also splices, bolts and angles, to be delivered in 1919, 1920
and 1921, according to a cable received by the Canadian
Trade Commission in Ottawa, from the Canadian Mission
in London, with which it is in co-operation.
While this
order will doubtless be filled largely by British and Canadian
India

at

American Crane & Engineering Company, with headquarters
in the Nasby building, Toledo, Ohio.
Mr. Jablinski was
formerly with the Browning Company, of Cleveland, Ohio.

Philadelphia, Pa.,
the market for 2,500 tons of 4S-lb. relaying rails.

British

5,

A. G. Jablinski has been appointed chief engineer of the

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,
is in

f

i

conveyances, died on Wednesday, March

Mikado

Valley

I'hila.

iiiiiiiiiMiii>

manuf;utiirei

Northern
Car. Clinchf. & Ohio..

Crrat Northern
Chic. Hurl. & Quincy.
III.
Cent
Penn. R. R

iiiiiiiiiiiiMMi

Ill

Supply Trade News
Malcolm
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Berggren

Pullman Company, and
the following five years

was connected with the John Peirce Company, Chicago, in
the construction of buildings, resigning from that company
to enter the employment of the H. W. Johns-Manville Company in the railroad and contract departments, at Chicago.
Later he became associated with the International Refrigerating Manufacturing Company as traveling representative, in
which capacity he continued for two years, after which he
was employed by the Ford Manufacturing Company in the
same capacity. Previous to his appointment as Northwestern
representative of the A. G. A. Railway Light & Signal Company, Mr. Berggren was in the service of the Construction
Material Company at Chicago as traveling representative.

John B.

who since March 1 has been associated
Company of Springfield, Mass., as special
and counsel, commenced work in mechanical

Canfield,

with the Harley

representative
lines with the Boston & Albany, at Boston, M-ass., in 1885,
He continued with the railroad as
as machinist apprentice.
foreman machine shop, general foreman locomotive department and master mechanic of the Albany and Boston divisions,
severing his connection with railroad work in 1916, after a
continuous service of 30 years. In 1906, while in the railroad
service as master mechanic at Boston, Mass., Mr. Canfield
enrolled as a law student in the Boston Evening Institute,
now the Northeastern College of Law, graduating in June,

March
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degree of LL.B., and was admitted to the Massachusetts bar September 23, 1910. At the time of his coming
to the Ilarley Company, he was actively engaged in the pracDuring the war
tice of his profession at Springfield, Mass.
he served as major of engineers, and was commanding officer
0t the Sixth Battalion, 21st Engineers, being honorably discharged in January of this year.
1910, with the

George K. Heyer is the new assistant telephone sales manager of the Western Electric Company, having been advanced
from the position of railway sales engineer. He has been
an employee sf the company since 1902, and always has been
He will remain there as his headquarters will
in New Tork.
be at 195 Broadway. E. V. Adams succeeds G. K. Heyer as
railway sales engineer of the Western Electric Company.
He has been a Western Electric man since 1910, when he
began in the railway sales department of the Chicago house.
He was transferred to St. Louis in 1912, and the following
year went to New York, where his headquarters will remain.

W. Matthews

has been elected a director and a viceJoseph Richards Company, advertising
York.
Mr. Matthews was graduated from
Stevens Institute of Technology in 1908, having obtained
some business experience by spending his summer vacations
in the office of the principal assistant engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Jersey division. From 1908 to 1910 he was
an assistant engineer in connection with the building of the
Belmont Tunnel in New York. For the two following years
he was connected with the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., as advertising and sales manager of the
•engineering instrument department. The next year he was
advertising manager of the Keuflfel & Esser Co., Hoboken,
N. J., and in 1913 joined the service staff of the SimmonsBoardman Publishing Co. During this period, Mr. Matthews
made the best of an opportunity to study the economic
utility of various railway supplies from an advertising and
sales standpoint, especially machinery and shop equipment,
Tiis studies taking him into some of the largest industrial
plants and railroad shops in the United States. In February. 1917, Mr. Matthews joined the staff of the Joseph
Richards Company. In the analysis and plan for the advertising of almost any kind of product, the need of a trained
Mr. Matthews'
technical mind is now generally accepted.
•education and business experience has been very largely
along these lines.
B.

president

specialists,

of

the

New

per cent a year ago and the accumulated unpaid dividends
thereon aggregated 25 per cent at the same date after deducting the dividend payable January 2, 1919.
W. W. Coleman in his statement to the stockholders said
in part:
"The high prices of materials, the relatively large
volume of business and the necessity of financing the gold
note issue authorized by the Board of Directors on May 29,
1917 (maturing June 15, 1918) at its maturity required the
use of considerable sums of money and introduced larger
problems of finance than the company has had occasion to
deal with in previous years; the conservation of cash resources which has been the policy of this company made it
possible to meet the requirements of the situation by current borrowing at favorable interest rates * * * The
total shipments for the year were slightly in excess of those
of the previous year."
The company has been extensively engaged in war work,
especially in the building of "mobile derricks" and locomotive cranes for the U. S. Engineer Department, and in the
machining and assembling of light artillery for the government. The cancellation of government contracts after the
signing of the armistice found most of the contracts held by
the Bucyrus Company practically completed or in such condition that no extremely difficult complications or serious
disorganizations of working forces were involved and therefore the claims for adjustments to be presented to the government are not considerable in amount.
The balance sheet is as follows:
Assets

Cash
Accounts and

Company

Sold

$212,744
bills

receivable

1,704,760
3,158,603

Inventories

Payments made on company and employees' subscriptions to Fourth Liberty Loan, other Liberty Bonds and
War-Savings Certificates
$147,977
Less bank loans therefor
104,160
43,817

Dominion of Canada Victory Loan Bonds
Land, buildings, machinery, patterns, securities, patents, etc....
Total

-24,525

6,700,554
$1 1,845,003

Liabilities

payable

Bills

$985,000
373,045
89,028
40,000
537,872

Accounts payable
Advance payments received
Preferred dividend payable January
Accrued taxes and sundry reserves

2,

1919

Capital Stock:

•Preferred

Common
Surplus as

LaSalle Portland Cement
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at

(Auth. $5,000,000)
(Auth. $5,000,000)

December

31,

issued
issued

$4,000,000
4,000,000

8,000,000
1,820,058

1918

Total

$11,845,003

The
111.;

was

plant of the LaSalle Portland Cement Company, LaSalle,
formerly the German-American Portland Cement Works,
sold on March 11 by representatives of A. Mitchell Palmer,

alien property custodian.

The

controlling interest in the stock
was bid in by a group of cement manufacturers headed by A. C.
Dustin of the Sandusky Cement Company of Cleveland, O.,
plants and including other successful bidders were A. Y. Gowen,
vice-president of the Lehigh Portland Cement Company, Chicago,
Charles Voettcher, president of the Cement Securities Company,
Denver, Col., and C. H. McNiden, president and general manager of the Northwestern States Portland Cement Company,

Mason City, la. The German-American Portland Cement Works
was organized on December 5, 1899, with an authorized capital
stock of $450,000.
The book value of the stock, as determined
on January 31, by certified public accountants is about $983,000
while the total value, according to the price paid at the sale is
$1,287,000 or about one third more than the book value.
Of the
4,500 shares of stock, Mr. Dustin and the interests he represents

purchased 3,687 shares.

The Bucyrus Company
According to the annual report of the Bucyrus Company
of South Milwaukee, Wis., the net earnings for the year
ending December 31, 1918. were $658,403, after the deduction of a sum approximating the probable tax requirements under the war revenue act. During the year a one
per cent dividend was paid quarterly on the preferred stock
or a total paid during the year in dividends of $160,000. The
earned surplus at the end of the year was approximately 42
per cent of the preferred stock issued as compared with 30

Good

Field

Abroad

for Electrical

Machinery

M. Herr, president of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, believes that a reduction in the
present high scale of wages to make possible a reduction in
E.

prices is necessary if the manufacturers of this country are
to retain and to expand their foreign trade.
He says, in a
statement issVied Monday by the American Manufacturers'
Export Association, of which he is a director, that in his
industry the development of a large export business would be
rapid if it were not for the high prices which must now be
charged for electrical machinery.
"•It is encouraging to note," Mr. Herr says, "that there
have been some very substantial decreases in the cost of a
few of our raw materials, and if some yielding in the very
high labor costs can also be obtained we would soon find
an expansion of the export demand for electrical machinery
that would more than compensate labor for any sacrifices
in hourly rates by the longer hours and more continuous

work which would

result.

"Plans are already matured for the development of larger
central electrical power stations in some of the more important industrial countries, and extensive projects for the
electrification of some of their railroads are under way. The
smaller and less economical steam plants will in this way be
displaced by larger ones, and the demand for transmission
devices and electrical machinery will be greatly increased.
"The largest electrical manufacturing companies abroad
are in Germany, and it will be some time before they can
operate advantageously. This gives American companies an

.
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tiiuisual opportunity, if promptly sei/cd, to bring our exi)orts
of electrical machinery to an amount and value which might
not have been possible under normal conditions.
also
have the financial situation in our favor, for whereas before
the war countries such as South America, South Africa, Australia, Inilia. and China looked to London, Berlin, and Paris
for crcilits and loans, now these facilities of commerce must
be obtained in the United States. And unless we arrange
to invest our capital in those countries, we cannot command
our fair share of their trade, even though our prices may be

We

competitive.
"In seeking electrical machinery business in export territory our agents must make their principals rcali/e that the
machinery we sell these people must l)e designed and built
for their requirements and not, as has in the past too often
been the case, as we are accustomed to build it. Much effort
has been expended in trying to convince the foreign buyer
that our styles and con.struction were best and should be
satisfactory to him. instead of making an effort to ascertain
what he desired and then furnishing it.
"In addition to adapting our goods to export requirements
we must arrange to give service in this trade at least as good
as in our domestic market. Too often export shipments have
been delayed and foreign customers disappointed on account
of the domestic demand becoming suddenly unusually active,
when export orders were made to wait while the rush of domestic orders was worked off."

latter part of the year that action

Westinghouse Electric

Sells British

Holdings

that the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company has sold to British interests for approximately $7,000,000 its lioldings in Electric
Holdings, Ltd., a concern which was organized in London
in May, 1917, to take over the British Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company.
In return for stock control of the latter the Westinghouse
Electric received about half of the common stock of the
Electric Holdings, Ltd., and $6,500,000 of its ten-year 5 per
These securities were sold in the
cent prior lien bonds.
transaction just completed as a result of negotiations conducted by Guy E. Tripp, chairman of the Westinghouse
board, and a group of the company officials who sailed for

England about a month ago.
The agreement of sale of control of the British Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company to the London
Interests was based on an alliance whereby the American
concern was restricted to conducting business in the Western hemisphere and the Far East, while the European territory, Africa and Australia was given to the British.

American

Steel Foundries

report of the American Steel Foundries for the
year ending December 31, 1918, shows net profits of $2,695,727 after deductions for depreciation of $426,412 and interest charges of $136,497. The gross sales were $49,113,098
The
as compared with $49,369,584 for the previous year.
earnings after the deduction of manufacturing, selling, administrative, head and district office expenses, were approximately half of those of the previous year, or $4,442,-

The annual

The federal
as compared with $8,718,296 for 1917.
taxes for 1918 were $1,357,200, whereas for 1917 they were
The undivided surplus now stands at $7,182,846
$2,287,600.
as compared with $6,429,228 in 1917. Capital additions during
the year totaled $670,747 which consisted chiefly of extensions made to the Alliance, Ohio, and Indiana Harbor,
Dividends on the basis of
Ind., plants of the company.
seven per cent annually were paid, involving a total of
237.21

and there was made in the third and fourth
quarter an extra disbursement of $429,600 in Liberty Loan
bonds on the basis of IH per cent for each quarter. Substantially the entire product of the company's plant was for
$1,202,880

government work.
R. H. Ripley, acting president,

in his report states: "Great
our financial statement since that issued for the
nine months ending September 30, 1918, were made by
It was not until the
events occurring subsequent thereto.

changes

in

on war

profit

and income

taxes took definite form, upon which conclusions could be
based and our statement reflects this situation. The armistice
in November resulted, as was to be expected, in cancellation
of large tonnages of our products, preparation for the production of which had already been made.
The basic materials and all stores became uncertain as to price and value
and it, therefore, appeared the part of wisdom to make
drastic reduction of our inventories, which were abnormally
large by reason of the condition brought about by tlie state
of war and the necessary preparation for our continued
participation therein.
cannot say what the year 1919
may Iiold for the company. It was not to be expected that
the i)ace of business could be maintained, and curtailment
of operation and earnings are to be expected for the present
and perhaps until such time as some of the vital questions
now pressing for settlement be disposed of definitely. The
tonnage now on our books would under pre-war conditions
justify the hope of a satisfactory year.
A large volume of
repair and renewal business has been held back during the
war which if now released would favorably affect our situation.
If, however, the plan under which the railroads are
to be operated is not soon and wisely determined, we can
look for little buying from this source and a correspondingly quiet year."
The balance sheet is as follows:

We

Keal

Announcement was made Monday
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buildings,

estate,

patents and
depreciation

good

will,

plant,

plus

Assets
machinery,
tools,
equipment,
during the year —less

additions

$21,302,455

reserve

Miscellaneous sicurities, inventories, accounts and
able

(less

bills

reserves) and cash
to operations

receiv-

15,127,168
53,571

Deferred charges

$36,483,194
Ll.\BILITIES

$17,184,000
Capital stock (arthorized and issued)
1,372,800
Four per cent debentures
.Accounts payable and payrolls accrued, provision for war profits.
4,633,144
income and other ta.'ies and accrued interest on debentrres.

Reserves
Appropriated surplus
Undivided surplus

797,000
5,313,403
7,182,846
$36,483,194

Trade Publications

—

Graphite Products. The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,
Jersey City, N. J., has issued a new pocket catalogue covering
the various products handled by this concern. Several pages are
devoted to lists of articles for special use in mills, on railroads,
automobiles, etc., these lists being intended for reference to various subjects for which special pamphlets will be supplied.

—

AiRCO Service. The .A.ir Reduction Sales Corporation, New
York, has issued small folders illustrating and describing the
work done by its equipment in repairing or building up
broken or worn equipment used on railroads. Illustrations
show the manner in which a broken locomotive cylinder
casting has been restored and how worn track frogs are built
up.

Blaw Forms.—The Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa,,
has issued a 24-page booklet describing and illustrating the
forms manufactured by that company for use in building
Special
curbs, gutters, concrete pavements and sidewalks.
designs are illustrated for each purpose named and illustrations show the adaptation of this equipment to dififerent
pieces of actual construction.

Bascule Bridges.— The Strauss Bascule Bridge Company,
has issued a 70-page catalogue on the Strauss
bridges, which contains a detailed exposition of the bascule
and direct lift bridges developed by this company. The book
also contains a partial list of the railway and highway bridges
Chicago,

according to these designs in various countries of the
world and a Hst of 30 steam railways that have used the

built

Strauss service.

Graphite Products.— A new pocket catalogue has been issued
by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.,
entitled "Dixon's Graphite Products." While not a complete
catalogue, it furnishes a good idea of the variety of products

March

14,
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Financial and Construction

—

Wrenches. The Coes Wrench Company, Worcester, Mass.,
has issued a 14-page catalogue dealing with the line of screwwrenches and accessories made by this company. These
include steel, knife and hammer handle wrenches. Information is given regarding their construction, manufacture and
strength compared with other wrenches, as shown by tests
made at the Harvard University testing laboratory. The
catalogue contains a number of illustrations.
Flanging. — An attractive catalogue entitled "A Solution of
Your Flanging Problems," containing 30 pages, 9 in. by 12 in.,
McCabe Manufacturing Company, Law-

has been issued by the

rence, Mass., illustrating and describing the wide range of work
that can be done on the McCabe flanging machine, and showing
economies that may be effected by its use. The greater part of

book is given over to illustrations showing finished products,
such as various kinds of tanks, locomotive firebox and boiler

the

sheets, steel car parts, etc.

—

Cranes for Shops, Roundhouses and Yards. The Whiting
Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey, 111., has recently issued
This catacatalogue No. 135 superseding catalogue No. 127.
logue describes electric, pneumatic and hand power traveling
cranes, jib
gantry
traveling
cranes, locomotive and coach hoists,
cranes and pillar cranes. It gives a general description not only
of the cranes but also of the details such as cabs, trucks, brakes
and electric equipment and discusses the field where the various
types may be used to advantage. The illustrations show numerous typical installations on railroads.

Lakewood Clam Shells.

— The

Lakewood Engineering Com-

pany, Cleveland, Ohio, has published bulletin No. 26 containing
24 pages illustrative and descriptive of the Lakewood clam shell
buckets. The first seven pages are devoted almost exclusively
to large photographs showing a wide variety of the applications
of these buckets to excavating and rehandling of material. Following this are several pages of drawmgs and tables showing
the details of these buckets, the principal dimensions, etc. Two
pages illustrate and list various classes of construction equip-

ment manufactured by

this

company.

—

Lighting. The National X-Ray Reflector Company, New
York-Chicago, has issued a 246-page book, 8 in. by 10 in., bound
in cloth, which is an exposition of the manner of lighting all
kinds of interiors by the use of the X-Ray reflectors. This matter
is divided into chapters dealing with such subjects as illumination
from concealed sources, control of light, indirect lighting, direct
In each case general principles of illumination
lighting, etc.
involved are presented first and followed by an explanation of
the special application of the X-Ray equipment. A considerable
portion of the book is devoted to descriptions of a large number
of actual installations.

Disposal.— The American Steam Conveyor CorporaYork, has issued a 160-page book on modern
methods used in handling ashes in power plants. The first
32 pages are devoted to an exposition of the various methods
in common use for the handling of ashes, including manual
labor and the various mechanical and "current" methods.
The remainder of the book is devoted to an explanation of
the steam-jet conveyor method and its application to various
types of boilers and furnaces together with a large number of
descriptions and illustrations of actual installations of this
equipment for office buildings, factories, railroads, etc.
.'\SH

tion,

New
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tliis company.
Pages are devoted to lists of articles
especially for mills, railroads, automobiles, etc., with brief
Pamphlets dealing in detail with any one
descriptions.
product may be had upon request.

made by
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Railway Financial News

—

& Pittsburgh. This company has appliea
Public Service Commission for approval of
in 4}^ per cent bonds, and authority to
pledge the bonds, if not sold, as collateral to loans for extensions, betterments, improvements within the past five years.

Buffalo, Rochester

New York

to the

an issue of $1,500,000

—

Following a meeting of the executive committee. President F. D. Underwood announced that the company had concluded negotiations with the Railroad Administration by which
In
it
is assured
an annual standard return of $15,729,000.
addition the road will have an estimated non-operating income
during 1919 of $4,250,000, making its aggregate gross income
for the current year $19,974,000. On the above basis, after
deducting interest charges, rentals, sinking fund requirements
and other income, there should remain a surplus of $5,320,000.
With regard to the payment of $15,000,000 Erie notes falling
due April 1, Mr. Underwood stated that there were several
plans under consideration with the Washington authorities
and that a decision would probably be reached this week when

Erie.

it

would be made

public.

Coast & Piedmont.—The United District Court of
Savannah has ordered the sale of this road May 6 on petition
A minimum price of
of David Loewenlhal, of New York.
The road, extending 100 miles from
$300,000 has been set.
Collins, Ga., to Brunswick, has been in the hands of receivers

Georgia

since July 14, 1916.

Grand Trunk Pacific—The

receivership of this
noticed in an editorial elsewhere in this issue.

company

is

—

Lehigh Valley. Henry S. Drinker, president of Lehigh University, who served as general solicitor of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad from 1885 to 1905, has been elected a director to
succeed William R. Butler, deceased.

—

York, Chicago & St. Louis. This company has sold William A. Read & Co. $4,000,000 second and improvement mortgage series A 6 per cent gold bonds. The new bonds are
dated May 1, 1918, and mature on May 1, 1931. This is the
first issue out of the total amount of $25,000,000 authorized.

New

Interest

is

payable semi-annually.

.\n application will be

made

on the New York Stock Exchange, and the company
agrees to pay the normal Federal income tax up to 2 per cent
The new bonds
if exemption is not claimed by a bondholder.
are secured by direct mortgage lien upon the entire property
of the company, subject to $18,350,000 first mortgage sinking
fund 4 per cent bonds due in 1937, outstanding, which cannot
be increased in amount.

to

list

Pennsylvania Railroad.— Stockholders of this company at their
annual meeting on March 11 authorized an increase in indebtedness of $75,000,000 and the acquisition of the Cumberland
Valley Railroad.

Directors of the railroad previously had ap-

proved the new issue, and while the stockholders ratified it,
they also provided thai a stock vote upon the increase in debt
shall

be taken

officers.

The

March

date of the annual election of
proposed, will be raised in gendirectors already had authority to

25, .the

$75,000,000,

it

is

mortgage bonds. The
that
increase the indebtedness of the company $46,000,000, so
total
the action at this meeting and March 25 will raise the

eral

to $121,000,000.

Belt Fasteners.— "The Crescent Principle of Belt Joining" is
title of a four-page bulletin issued by the Crescent Belt
Fastener Company, New York, describing the fasteners made
by this company for joining all kinds of belting. These are
claimed to give a flush joint, allowing the belt to have continuous contact with the pulleys. Several illustrations show
completed joints with the various kinds of fasteners. The
method of making the joints is also explained and illustrated.
A ready reference chart, by means of which a belt man or
machinist can readily determine the correct type of belt fastener to use for any condition of service, is included in the

Railway Construction

the

bulletin.

Te.xas Roads.— O. B. Colquitt, president of the Eastland,
Wichita Falls & Gulf Railway Company, and associates, have
a
link
raised $156,000 for the purpose of financing the first
of
railroad which they plan to build through the oil fields
be
will
The first link of seven miles
central west Texas.
the purpose
built between Eastland, Texas, and Mangum for

m

district.
of relieving existing traffic congestion in this
proposed road will afford a connecting Hnk between

Texas

&

Pacific

and the Missouri, Kansas

&

Texas.

The
the
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Railroad Administration
Regional
Louis, Troy & Eastern has been relinquished from
Federal control according to an order issued by A. S. Johnson, terminal manager at St. Louis, Mo., and approved by
B. F. Bush, regional director of the Southwestern region.

The

St.

Federcd and General Managers
William N. NefF, who has been appointed federal manager
tiie St. Louis Southwestern System, the Dallas Terminal,
the Eastern Texas, the Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge,
and the Louisiana &
Arkansas, with headof

quarters
Tyler,
at
Texas, as was announced
in
our issue of last
week, was born in 1874
at Lawrence, Kan.,
where he received a
public school education.
He entered the employ
of the Missouri Pacirtc
in 1889 as baggage master and was consecu-
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sippi Valley and the Chicago, M-emphis & Gulf, with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the Kailway Agt of
l'"cbruary 21, page 475, was born in Owcgo, N. Y., on June 2,
1865, and received his education in the public schools and
high schools of Owego. In 1900, he entered railway service
as a dining car conductor with the Pullman Company, in
which capacity he served three and one-half years, when he
was appointed inspector on the Erie, whicli position he held
for nine years.
In 1912, Mr. Dugan entered the service of
the Illinois Central as inspector in whicl; capacity he served
for six years until his promotion to assistant superintendent
of dining car service which position he held until his recent

appointment.

Financial, Legal and Accounting
Charles H. Hueston whose appointment as acting federal
treasurer and paymaster of tiie Des Moines Union, the Iowa
Transfer, tlie Des Moines Western and the Des Moines
Terminal, with headquarters at 'Des Moines, Iowa, was announced in the Railway Age of February 28 (page 521), was
born at Spring Valley, Minn., on August 11, 1864, and received his education in the public and high schools of Spring
Valley. Mr. Hueston entered railway service with the Chicago & North Western on April 8, 1886, where he remained
for 17 years. The following sixteen years he served in the
capacity of general superintendent of the Des Moines
Western and the Des Moines Terminal, which position he
held until his recent appointment as acting federal treasurer
and paymaster.

tively to 1891 assistant

S. Ford, whose appointment as federal auditor of
Des Moines Union, the Des Moines Western, the Des
Moines Terminal and the Iowa Transfer was announced in
Railway Age of
the

agent and operator. In
1891 he was promoted

February 28, page 521,
began his railroad

to chief clerk to the division
superintendent
and in 1893 became
clerk to the roadmaster
of the same road. From
W. N. NefF
1895 to 1896 he was a
road clerk in the superintendent's office of the Great Northern.
Subsequently he
entered the employ of the Montana Central as telegraph operator and in 1897 again became a road clerk in the general
superintendent's office of the Montana Central. In 1897 he
returned to the employ of the Great Northern as clerk in
the general superintendent's office and in the same year was
appointed chief clerk to the superintendent. In 1898 he became chief clerk to the general superintendent and in 1899
assistant superintendent of the same road.
In 1900 he bcr
came superintendent of the St. Louis Southwestern, later becoming superintendent of the St. Louis Southwestern of
Texas, which position he held with the exception of one year
during which he was chief clerk to the president of the same
road until 1911, when he was appointed first vice-president
and general superintendent of the St. Louis Southwestern of
Texas and also general superintendent of the St. Louis Southwestern. In 1914 he was granted a leave of absence but was
later appointed superintendent of the Northwestern Pacific
at Sausalito, Cal.
In 1917 he was again appointed vice-president and general manager of the St. Louis Southwestern of
Texas and general manager of the St. Louis Southwestern,
with headquarters at Tyler, Tex., in which position he continued after the railroads were taken over by the government.

career with the Iowa
Central in 1885. After
eight years of service
with that road, he enaccounting
tered
the
department of the Oregon Railroad & Naviga-

Trace

the

Operating
John L. Wilkes has been appointed superintendent of the
Washington division, Washington Terminals, with office at
Washington, D. C, vice Robin W. Farrell.
F. Wccir has been appointed superintendent of the Butte
division of the Great Northern, with' headquarters at Great
Falls, Mont., to succeed D. F. Dixon, who has been assigned
to other duties.
C. B. Dugan, whose appointment as superintendent of dining car service of the Illinois Central, the Yazoo & Missis-

tion

Company,

later

serving in the same departments of the Chi-

cago & Alton and the
Chicago Great Western
as clerk and chief clerk.
Later he became connected with the New

York

City Street Rail-

way, where he was engaged for two years on
S. Ford
special accounting
work. In 1910 he was
appointed auditor of the St. Paul & Des Moines, and when
that road was absorbed by the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, he became auditor of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern at Wichita Falls, Tex., and reorganized their accounting departments. When the Wichita Falls & Northwestern were taken over by the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
he entered the service of the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf
as auditor, with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex., where
he remained for three years. The following two years he
served in the capacity of auditor and treasurer of the Pittsburgh, Lisbon & Western, resigning at the end of that time
to accept the appointment as auditor of the Des Moines
Union in September, 1918, which position he held until his
recent appointment as federal auditor of the Des Moines
Union, the Des Moines Western, the Des Moines Terminal
and the Iowa Transfer.
Traffic
T. L. Peeler has been appointed industrial agent of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
of Texas, the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, the Oklahoma
Belt and the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, with headquarters
at Dallas, Texas.

March
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D. M. Goodwyn, assistant freight traffic
& Nashville, has been promoted
manager, with headquarters at Louisville,
The office of
C. B. Compton, deceased.
traffic manager has been abolished.
Louisville

manager of the
to freight traffic
Ky., to succeed
assistant freight

M. J. Powers, formerly general passenger agent of the
Delaware & Hudson, has been released from military service,
and has resumed his duties with the title of assistant general
passenger agent of the Delaware & Hudson; the Greenwich
& Johnsonville; the Schoharie Valley; the Champlain Transportation Company, and the Lake George Steamboat Company. Walter C. Harden, assistant general passenger agent,
has been appointed district passenger agent in charge of
dining car service, and performing such other duties as may
be assigned to him; both with offices at Albany, N. Y.
R. B. Robertson has been appointed general freight agent
of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, with headquarters

Mr. Robertson was born in Milwaukee, Wis.,
Chicago.
on April 18, 1879, and began his railway career in the traffic
department of the Wisconsin Central in 1898. In 1901, he entered the service of the Monon as soliciting agent, and the following ten years he served in the capacity of traveling freight
agent and commercial agent with headquarters at Milwaukee
when he was appointed general agent at Chicago on July 3,
1912. On January 1, 1915, he was promoted to division freight
agent, and on March 1 of the same year he was appointed
assistant general freight agent of the same road. Mr. Robertson was furloughed to the war department on May 1, 1918,
at

receiving the

title

619

The jurisdiction of A. H. Yocum, signal engineer of the
Philadelphia & Reading, the Atlantic City Railroad and the
Port Reading, has been extended over the Central of New
Jersey and the New York & Long Branch, with office at
Philadelphia, Pa.

W.

&

St.

L. Webb, district engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee
Paul, with office at Chicago, has been assigned to

work in connection with the Chicago Union Station,
and Lieutenant C. F. Urbutt, formerly in the construction
quartermaster's department of the United States army, succeeds Mr. Webb as district engineer.
special

C. W. Mathews, master mechanic of the Cincinnati Terminals and Kentucky division of the Louisville & Nashville,
with office at Covington, Ky., has been transferred to the
Albany (Ala.) shops, vice C. J. Bodemer, assigned to other
duties; W. E. Hunter, master mechanic of the Knoxvilleand Atlanta divisions, at Etowah, Tenn., has been transferred
10 the Cincinnati Terminals and Kentucky division, which office at Covington, vice Mr. Mathews, and G. H. Berry, succeeds Mr. Hunter.

Robert H. Ford, whose appointment as principal assistant
engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age of
March 7 (page 568), is
a graduate of Norwich
University, Northfield,
Vt. He began his railway career with the
Central Vermont with
which road he was engaged in various road-

of assistant chief of inland traffic service,

with headquarters at Chicago. In this capacity he had jurisdiction over the movement of troops and war department
property in the middle west. He succeeds J. A. Simmons,
who will confine his attention to freight traffic matters on
the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western as general freight
agent, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind.

way,

engineering and
construction capacities.
In 1906 he went with
the Missouri Pacific as

Norman W. Pringle, assistant general passenger agent of
the Lehigh Valley, has been promoted to general passenger
agent, with headquarters at New York.
He was born on

maintenance of way inspector and the following year he was ap-

August 11, 1881, at
Huntingdon, Que., and
work
railway
began

November
the

1,

Rutland

pointed

principal assistant engineer of the

system.
In 1910 he resigned from the above

with
Railroad

1902,

the freight house
Rutland, Vt.
Six
months later he entered
the passenger depart-

become chief
of the
Hodges-Downey Con-

road

in

ment, and subsequently
was traveling passenger
the
same
agent
on
road.
In May, 1909,
he went to the Lehigh
Valley, and served as
New England agent at
New Haven, Conn.,
until

December,

1914,

when he was appointed

division
N.

W.

Pringle

passenger
with office at
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
In
October, 1916, he was

agent,

struction

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W.

Y. Scott, assistant signal engineer of the Boston &
Maine, with office at Boston, Mass., has been appointed
signal engineer, with the same headquarters, succeeding J.
V. Young, deceased.
O. H. Frick, field engineer on valuation work with the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been appointed district
engineer of the Middle district, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding Charles Lapham.

Company,

general railway contractors, in which capacity he served for"
years.
He then entered the employ of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific as special engineer. Previous to hisrecent appointment as principal assistant engineer he was
engineer of track elevation in charge of general constructionand special work, principally in the Chicago district.

two

Purchasing
George W. Snyder, assistant engineer of maintenance of
way on the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Philadelphia, has
been appointed to the newly created position of general
storekeeper for the Pennsylvania, lines east, with office at:
Philadelphia, Pa.

transferred in the same capacity to Ithaca, from which position he was promoted in December, 1917, to assistant general passenger agent, with office at New York, and now be-

comes general passenger agent of the same road, also the
Susquehanna & New York, and the Buffalo Creek Railroad.

to

engineer

Ford

at

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

W.
ville

Kennedy has been appointed auditor

F.

&

of the Louisfor the corporation, and R. J. Wagoner
appointed assistant auditor; both with offices at

Nashville,

has been
Louisville,

Ky.

Operating
Walter T. Moodie, whose appointment as superintendent of
Division No. 1 of the Central district of the Canadian National, was announced in the Railway Age of February 7, 1919,
page 424, was born at Glasgow, Scotland, on March 10, 1882,
and received his education in the Allen-Glen School at Glasgow and Scotland Technical College. He began his railway
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service on Marcii, IW.i. as assislanl ciiniiiccr, witii llic Caleduiiiaii railway.
I'Voin 1905 to 19(W he was ciigaKed as assistant ciiKiiieer on the location and cunstruction of the Cen.South
tral
African Railway, and the following three years
ser\c(l as assistant cMi^jinccr on the Canadian Nortlicrn, iniiil
lie was appointed en.t;inccr of maintenance of way, in wliicii
In October, 1915, hecapacity he continued for four years.
was promoted to tlic office of district engineer in which position he remained until his recent appointment as superintendent of the Canadian National.

Traffic

W. T. Marlow lias been appointed general freight agent
of tlic Canadian Pacific Ocean Services, Limited, in charge
of freight traffic, Atlantic and Pacific services. G. D. Robinson has been appointed European freight agent, and G. C.
Dew lias been appointed Asiatic freight agent; all witii offices
at

Montreal, Que.

George Stephen, who has been appointed freigiit traffic
manager of the Canadian National Railways, with office at
Toronto, Ont., as has already been announced in these columns,
was born on July 5, 1876, and began railway work in June,
1889. as a junior clerk in the foreign freight department of
the Canadian Pacilic, at Montreal, Que. He remained in that

department at Montreal and later at St. John, N. B., until
August, 1899, and was then appointed chief clerk in the genFrom July, 1900, to
eral freight office at Winnipeg, Man.
the following January, he was traveling freight agent in the
western provinces, and subsequently served as contracting
From
freight agent, in British Columbia on the same road.
June, 1901, to December, 1906, he was chief clerk in the
general freight office of the Canadian Northern, at Winnipeg, and then was assistant general freight agent. He was
promoted to general freight agent in May, 1909, and in November, 1916, became freight traffic manager of the same
road, in charge of the territory from Port .\rthur to Duluth,
west to the Pacific Coast, with office at Winnipeg, which
position he held at the time of his recent appointment as
freight traffic manager of the Canadian National Railways,
as above noted.
R. E. Larmour, general agent of the freight department of
the Canadian Pacific, with office at New York, has been promoted to general freight agent with headquarters at Mon-

He was
Que.
born on September 26,
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Obituary
division freight agent of the New York
with headcjuarters at Youngstown, Ohio, died on
at Santa he, N. M., at the age of 49.

Frank D. Hurst,
Ceriir.il,

March

8,

Balkwill, superintendent of the Canada division of
the Michigan Central, with headquarters at St. Thomas, Ont.,
died suddenly of heart disease while traveling from h'argo,
N. D., to St. Thomas. Mr. Balkwill was 51 years of age.

James

A. F. Page, trainmaster of the Illinois' Central, with office
Louisville, Ky., died on March 8, from the effects of injuries received when he juni|)cd from a fast moving automobile which he thought was about to collide with a locomotive.
at

Sir Guy Calthrop, Bt., general manager of the London &
North Western Railway of England, and (since 1917) controller of coal mines under the British government, died on
February 23, in London, at the age of 49. In 1886 he began
railway work as a junior at Euston Station, becoming in
1892 outdoor assistant to the superintendent, and in 1901,
In 1902 he went to the
assistant to the general manager.
Caledonian Railway as general superintendent, and later until
1910 was general manager of that road.
He was appointed
general manager of the Buenos Ayres & Pacific Railway in
1910, and four years later returned to the service of the London & North Western as general manager.

John J. Harrower, for many years secretary of the Eastern
Railroad Association, died at his home in Washington, D. C,
on January 9, 1919, at the age of 78. His service began with
the organization of the association, on February 6, 1867,
and extended over more than 50 years. At that time, Mr.
Harrower was a clerk in the office of Daniel L. Harris, president of the Connecticut River Railroad and the first secretary
On January 1, 1879, when the office of
of the association.
the association was moved to Boston, he severed his connection with the Connecticut River Railroad and became an
exclusive employee of the association.

May,

retary in

1887,

and

telegraph

1869, at Brantford, Ont.,

Pennsylvania
the
Lines.
He remained
with that road until
being

February,

1903,

a clerk in the office of

employed

respectively

his father, who was a
division superintendent.
He served on that road

as

ber,

signed

to

Canadian
chief

Novemwhen he re-

until

1898,

go

to
Pacific

clerk

in

freight office at
He
peg, Man.

the
as
the

Winni-

subsequently served consec-

utively

as

acting

agent,

general clerk in the suR. E. Larmour
perintendent's office at
Ft. William, agent at
Port Arthur, freight claim agent at Vancouver, B. C, and
Man., and as general agent at Ft. William.
at Winnipeg.
From July, 1908, to June, 1909, he served as general freight
agent of the Kootenay and Boundary districts, at Nelson,
B. C, and the following June was transferred to the Central
In June, 1911, he was appointed didivision, at Winnipeg.
vision freight agent, at Vancouver, B. C, and in July, 1914,
was appointed assistant general freight agent at the same
place.
Since October, 1915, he has served as general agent
of the freight department at New York, and now becomes
general freight agent, with office at Montreal, of the same
road, as above noted.

1918.

for

on the Grand Trunk as

Detroit,

elected sec-

May,

operator

a

consecutively at London, at Windsor and at

He was

that position until

Edward Francis Kearney, president of the Wabash, died
at his home in St. Louis, Mo., after a few days' illness of
He was born on March 27, 1865, and began
pneumonia.
railway work in 1882 as

treal,

and began railway work

filled

freight

operator

in

clerk, chief
the superin-

tendent's office, train
trainmasdespatcher,
ter's clerk, chief clerk
to

superintendent

and

The

fol-

trainmaster.

lowing year he was suthe
perintendent
of
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis
and the St. Louis MerTerchants'
Bridge
minal Railway, going to
E. F, Kearney
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific in FebFrom April to October
ruary, 1904. as supervisor of mails.
of that year he was superintendent of transportation on the
In April, 1905, he was appointed
St. Louis & San Francisco.
superintendent of terminals of the Missouri Pacific at St.
Louis and in February, 1908, was promoted to superintendent
of transportation of that road and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.
He was made general superintendent of
transportation in January, 1913, and three months later was
elected first vice-president of the Texas & Pacific, with headMr. Kearney held the latter
quarters at New Orleans, La.
ofifice when he was appointed receiver of the Wabash in
1915, and was later elected president of that road, which position he held until the time of his death.
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first meeting of the Signal division of the American
Railroad Association was successful to the point of exceeding the most earnest hopes of
The
those in charge, in so far as attendSignal Division ance was concerned. Perhaps this
success might be attributed to the
Attendance
recent amalgamation with the A. R.
A. and the desire of signalmen to see the actual results
of this change perhaps it was due to the shifting of personnel in the signal field during the past year or it may be
the result of the uncertainty as to the fate of the railroads
themselves, or the natural desire of all railroad men to
exchange views on the subject. Whatever the cause, the
fact remains that signalmen of all classes are taking an
active interest in the conduct of the old Railway Signal
Association this year and its new relations with other
associations and with the railroads. Definitely, the registration yesterday showed there were 319 members of all
classes in attendance as compared with 198 last year, an
increase of 121 members.

to the railways and the country by giving the conventions
and exhibits its powerful support.

At

time a year ago the Railway Signal Associathe Signal division of the American Railroad
Association, held its meeting under
The A. R. A. decidedly different conditions than
Signal Division exist at present.
The winning of
and the War
the war was then the all-impor-

;

The higher officers of the Railroad Administration have
taken a very broad and intelligent view of the value of
the conventions of railroad associations and of the exhibits of equipRailroad
Administration ment and supplies made in connecHelps Conventions tion with them. The regional directors, with the sanction of DirectorGeneral Hines and Director of Operation Tyler, sent out
managers instructing them
of their engineering and maintenance
officers to attend this year's Railway Engineering Association convention as could be spared from their other
duties.
Director-General Hines intended to be a speaker
at the association's annual banquet on Wednesday evening, but will be prevented by pressure of work in Washington. Director of Operation Tyler intended also to attend the dinner, and it is still hoped that he will do so.
It is probable also that some of the regional directors
Formerly, under private operation, the
will be present.
executive officers of the railways did not take as much
interest in and give as much encouragement to the meetings of the important association and the exhibits in connection with them as was desirable in the interest of the
greatest efficiency of operation. The greater recognition
given to the conventions by the higher officers under government control should cause gratification and it should
be continued after the railways are returned to private
Never in the history of America was there
operation.
such need of the greatest attainable efficiency and economy of railway operation as there is now. The increased
circular letters to the federal
to cause as

many

tant

and economy needed must be attained, if at all,
by means of the use of methods and devices which

The conventions

of the technical asso-

and the exhibits given in connection with them
afford among the very best means available for developing methods and seeing devices intended to increase efficiency, and especially to increase it by saving labor.
The Railroad Administration is rendering a good service
621
ciations

Practically

factor.

no

one

time believed that the enemy could be forced to
lay down his arms as soon as he did.
Every thought,
every act, in fact, everything that was done had therefore the one purpose in view
that of making victory
possible.
The R. S. A. did its bit its records show that
a number of its members joined some branch of the
military or naval service.
These men, some of whom
have already returned and again engaged in their former
occupations or other civil pursuits, have had experiences which they can look back upon as mile stones in
their lives, which bear inscriptions of service and of
which they can justly feel proud.
The railways of France, Belgium, Italy and the other
countries in the fighting zones had to be operated and
maintained in order that military operations could be
In that connection the
carried on to the fullest extent.
signal engineer is as essential as he is in civil life, likewise the men under his leadership. In that capacity at
least three of the R. S. A. honor roll men have served
as officers or in the ranks of engineer companies in the
field
still others in supply units, and in the forces at the
fighting front.
On another page is an article describing
the activities of various members in the war. However,
the struggle is over now and these men are returning
with only a memory of the past. Some will undoubtedly
renew their former activities and re-establish their standAs far as association work
ing under new conditions.
is concerned they will have to adjust themselves to the
newly created Signal Division of the American Railroad
Association, which adjustment will depend largely upon
the spirit with which all members enter into the reorganized A. R. A., and must assume the responsibility for

efficiency

will save labor.

now

at that

;

chiefly

this

tion,

—

;

;

the success of

all activities

relative thereto.

In the reorganization of the American Railroad Assomany of the technical railway associations are
being merged with it. The discusThe A. R. A. sion of the reorganizations at the
meeting of the Railway Signal Assoand Other
ciation yesterday was one of many
Associations
illustrations of the fact that there is
by no means entire unanimity among railway officers regarding the effect on the work of the various
railroad associations that tRe merger with the American
Railroad Association is going to have. The determination of whether the change will have a good or a bad
effect will be made chiefly by the American Railroad
Association itself. The old American Railway Associaciation
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was

leged,

it

perform

criticised

did not
its

duties.

The way

just.

a

(^icat

assume
in

To

deal

because,

as

was

al-

ies])onsibilities

and

a large extent this criticism

was

its

proper

which the American Railway Asso-

ciation conducted its business rendered it impossible for
it to be an efficient and effective organization.
Almost
all its work was done by its various committees, including the executive committee.
Its semi-annual meetings
usually were perfunctory alTairs.
They ordinarily did
not last more than three or four hours, and there was
almost no discussion on the floor. The disposition of the
reports reconnnended by the executive committee almost

always was adopted in steam roller fashion.
In consequence, there was not the full and intelligent
consideration of the various problems with which it was
the duty of the association to deal that there should have
been. Furthermore, the association ignored many problems with which it should have dealt. Finally, it failed
to adopt means of giving general effect to the standards
and recommended practice which it adopted.
If, after having assumed a wide control over the work
of organizations in the engineering, mechanical, signaling, transportation and other fields, the American Railroad Association should transact business in the same
way that the American Railway Association has in the
past it will not only fail to accomplish anything substantial itself, but it will also prevent the organizations over
which it has taken control from accomplishing as much
as they have in the past. The members of the new American Railroad Association must make it an organization
worthy to exercise the suzerainty over the other organizations which it has adopted. In order to do this it will
be necessary for the American Railroad Association to
meet at least twice a year, to continue its meetings
through at least two days instead of through only three
or four hours, and to adopt effective means of getting
the railways to carry out the standards of practice which
the association shall adopt. While the railways are under
government control it will be the function of the director
general to give effect to the association's decisions, but
probably the A. R. A. will outlive the Railroad Adminis-
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Comparing the analysis of the single track with that
of two or more tracks, it is evident that the problems
are quite difl'crcnt even though lime in both cases is the
controlling factor in determining the number of trains
that can be operated between two points.
In the first
case opposing trains are dealt with, while in the second
case the i)rcdominating factor is following trains, with
occasional layouts of opjwsing traffic on one or more
tracks.
The problem of the proper location of passing
tracks resolves itself into an analysis of the particular
layout under investigation, and the quantity and type of
traffic involved.
However, fundamental formulae can be
applied to the various conditions and simple rules can be
followed which will aid in the work of increasing the
capacity of the roads.
For instance, it is quite evident that the location of
passing tracks which will result in the minimum amount
of delay to freight trains which are to be passed by passenger trains, will be their location so that the spacing
between freight trains will be equal to the difference in
running time of the freight and passenger trains between
sidings.
Other factors, of course, enter into a study of
the capacity of the roads, such as signaling, and interlocking, additional main lines, etc.
comprehensive
study was made of a piece of existing road in accordance
with the prescribed method of analyzing multiple track
lines, which would result, if proposed plans were adopted,
in a reduction of 30 to 70 per cent in the interference on
main tracks for freight service and an increase of 35 per
cent in the number of freight trains that could be handled
at exceptionally restricted points, besides a considerable
reduction in the time required in moving over a division
owing to a reduction in delays. The decided effect that
the proper location of passing sidings, as well as proper
signal and interlocking conditions, may have upon the
capacity of main tracks is worthy of the most careful
consideration by the railroad officers in charge of operation and if the analysis shows that a material increase
can be effected at a cost that can perhaps be compensated for, in a reasonable length of time, the cost should
be incurred.

A

tration.

By co-ordinating the work of the various technical
organizations much good can be accomplished, but
whether the good that can be accomplished actually will
be accomplished remains to be seen.

Effect of Passing Sidings on Capacity

A MONO THE PROBLEM.y that confront many of the rail'*• roads today is that of increasing their capacity. Some
are experiencing serious delays in moving trains,
if the facts were known, a large portion or all of
In connection with
the difficulty might be eliminated.
such problems Committee 10 of the Signal division of
the American Railroad Association has made extensive
investigations.
Several years ago this committee, then
lines

when,

known
tion,

as Committee 1 of the Railway Signal Associawas assigned the work of making a study of the

problems of signaling single track roads and of determining the influence of the proper location of passing sidings on the capacity of lines. As a result of such investigations, the committee one year ago, then known as
Committee 10 of the R. S. A., submitted its report on
the above subject to the association as information. Since
then it has continued its study with a view of amplifying
and analyzing the same problem when applied to two or
more tracks. These studies have been combined into the
report that was submitted at yesterday's meeting of the
Signal division of the A. R. A.

The Future

of the R. S.

A.

FUTURE OF THE Signal division of the Engineering
section of the American Railroad Association will
depend largely upon the attitude assumed by those com-

THE

prising its membership.
The old Railway Signal Association retains its original membership, among whom are
those who have in the past been instrumental in advancing the association to its present high plane.
Excellent work has been done by the R. S. A. in the development of standards and practices for the signal field
a field assuming greater importance each year. It will be
essential that the same or greater enthusiasm exist among
the members in future in order to accomplish as good
or better results as they have in the past. The Railway
Signal Association having been a voluntary organization,
has had its work largely carried on by voluntary efforts
of the members, who have devoted to it such time as their
duties permitted. Under the new organization the members, as representatives of their roads, will feel free to
give the time required to committee work. This should
tend to cause more and better work on their part. As
the business of the Signal division will be carried on in
the future as was the business of the R. S. A. in the past,
the affiliated members will still have an important voice
in the affairs of the division through committee assignments, and on the floor of the meetings, although they
The enwill not be privileged to vote by letter ballot.
thusiasm and activities of the affiliated members in the

—

:

March

18,
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future will depend to a great extent upon the attitude of
If the affiliated
the representative or voting members.
members find that their suggestions and activities are received with indifference their enthusiasm will be reduced
and eventually killed, and the good results obtained from
their work during the last 24 years will be lost.
Much good may be accomplished if more definite specifications are adopted in the future than has been the case

623

For the first time in the hisfor the convention.
tory of the association all of the 19 members of the board
of direction were present.
l)lans

Secretary Fritch's

Two

Sons in Service

Secretary Fritch was much gratified to receive a message last Thursday from his son E. J. Fritch, announcing

In order to accomplish this each member
should consider carefully what will be of the most benefit
There
to all the railways, and not merely to his railway.
may be a tendency on the part of the members to restrict
the expression of their views under the new organization
because, as part of the American Railroad Association,
they will be governed largely by the wishes of their superiors, while under the old R. S. A., as a voluntary
association, they were not under this restraining influence.
When a man gets up to voice an opinion in future he is
apt to reflect the policy of his road, and for that reason
he may be ultra-conservative. It is to be hoped, however, that the members will continue to express their
personal opinions on their experience.
The dues of the members entitle them to the literature
digest of the proceedings
published by the division.
has been issued each year in the form of a bound volume.
Such a digest is of great value to all interested in this
branch of railroad work and should be continued, as the
information so presented is in handy form for quick and
ready reference.
very spirited discussion took place after an outline of
the work in connection with the amalgamation was presented to the meeting yesterday. It would appear desirable that signaling should be given a separate section of
the A. R. A. instead of being made merely a division of a

Among the recent members of the American Railway
Engineering Association are T. C. Hu, chief technical
secretary of the Chuchow-Chinchow railway, Peking,
China, and Da-Chang Wu, formerly structural draftsman
with the Santa Fe, who has recently returned to China.

section.

sented as follows

in the past.

A

A

Newport News from service overseas.
a sergeant in the 75th regiment. Coast Artillery.
Mr. Fritch has the distinction also of having had another
son in the service, L. C. Fritch, who was in the medical
department and who has received his discharge and
his safe arrival at

He was

returned to school.

Hu

and

Wu

The A. R. E. A. Convention Program
The Twentieth Annual Convention of the American
Railway Engineering Association was called to order at
9 :30 this morning and will continue in session until
Thursday afternoon. The sessions will convene at 9:30
Following the address of the presia. m. and 2 p. m.
dent and the reports of the secretary and treasurer, the
reports of standing and special committees will be preTuesday, March 18—
First
Signals and Interlocking.
Signs, Fences and Crossings.
Conservation of Natural Resources.

Day—

The Annual Dinner
Tickets for the annual dinner of the A. R. E. A. will
be on sale in the corridor in front of the convention hall
In view of
at the close of the morning session today.
the expected large demand for tickets those planning to
attend are urged to secure their tickets as early as possible.
They are sold at $3.50 each. In view of the long
program a special effort will be made to seat the guests
promptly at 7 o'clock.
The speakers at the dinner will include United States
Senator Atlee Pomerene, of Ohio, who will speak on
"Some Phases of the Railroad Question ;" Dr. George
Adam, pastor of Emmanuel Congregational Church,
Montreal, Quebec, who will speak on "Language and
Ideals ;" Hon. Clarence N. Goodwin, of Chicago, whose
subject will be "Americanization in Connection With
Maintenance of Way Labor on Railroads," and Robt. J.
Cary, general counsel New York Central Lines, at ChiOur
cago, who will take for his topic "Noblesse Oblige
New Nationalism." Senator Pomerene is a member of
the Senate committee on Interstate Commerce and has
been present at all of the recent hearings at which the
various solutions of the railroad problem have been presented.
He is, therefore, particularly well qualified to
discuss the subject.

—

Track.

Records and Accounts.
Rules and Organization.
Economics of Railway Labor.

Evening Session-^
Illustrated

Second Day

—Wednesday,

March 19—

Preservation.
Yards and Terminals.
Electricity.

Ties.

Stresses in Railroad Track.

Buildings.
Ballast.

Roadway.
Rail.

Annual Dinner
Third

at

6:30

p.

m.

Day—Thursday, March 20—

Iron and Steel Structures.

Masonry.
Service.

Wooden

A meeting of the board of direction of the American
Railwav Engineering Association was held in the English room of the Congress Hotel at 10 o'clock yesterday
morning where a four-hour session was spent in the
transaction of routine business and the completion of

of Labor-Saving Devices._
Study of Transverse Fissures.

in

Wood

Water

A.R.E.A. Board of Direction Meeting

Use

Developments

Bridges and Trestles.

Uniform General Contract Forms.
Economics of Railway Operation.
Economics of Railway Location.

New

Business.
Election and Installation of Ofificers.

Adjournment.

—

Sioiuil Dirixioii

in

:

Session

Stated Meeting of Signal Division of the A. R. A.
Held Under the Changed Conditions
Abstracts of Reports With Discussion

First Session

March stated meeting of
Tin:Signal
division of the American

the newly-created

Railroad Association was held in the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, on
Monday, March 17. The morning's session was called
to order at 9:55 a. m. by President R. E. Trout, signal
engineer, St. Louis-San Francisco, and adjourned at
The meeting re-convened at 2 p. m. and
12:45 p. m.
continued until 7 p. m.
The first order of business was the approval of the
minutes of the last meeting. As there was no unfinished
business the new business before the Association was
taken up. In this connection the circular letter covering
the conditions leading up to the change, dated February
24, which had been forwarded to all members of the
Association,

was

read.

Secretary stated that beginning April 1 new memwould be classed as affiliated members.
Members who are railroad men and who have not been
appointed by their railroads as members of the Signal
division of the American Railroad Association will be
required to pay $3 per annum as dues. Others not railroad men who are admitted as afifiliated members will be
required to pay $6 per annum. Up to April 1 the dues
will be as they were formerly and members will be accepted in the association under the old arrangement until
midnight March 31, 1919. The secretary stated that the
securities of the association and the loving cup had been
transferred to the care of the secretary and were held in
trust.
The secretary stated that the Committee on Direction, at a meeting held March 16, decided that the
June meeting of the division will be held at Atlantic
City, June 26 and 27.
This time it was also decided to
hold the annual meeting in Chicago on September 17,
18 and 19, 1919.
The regulations for the Signal division of the A. R. A.
as of March 16, 1919, were then read. It was moved and
seconded that these resolutions be accepted and this motion carried.
The handling of committees in the future
will be the same as in the past except that, on proper

The

bers

enrolled

be present in person or assign
to act as recording secretary for the meetings.

notice, the secretary will

some one

A

resolution was presented before the meeting that it
was the sense of the division that they be organized as
a separate section of the American Railway Association.

After reading this resolution a number of points were
brought out by members with reference to the effect the
proposed change would have on certain meetings and
upon the actions of the division. The resolution and the
discussion covering these points is given below.

The secretary submitted the following resolution
Whereas, The Signal Division of the American

Rail-

road Association desires to be of the utmost value to the
United States Railroad Administration and the railroads,
and,

Whereas, The Division includes
many officers occupying positions in

in

its

membership

the Signal departments of the railroads which are distinct in character
from those of any other department, and,
Wherea.s, The inclusion of the activities of the Signal
Division with those of any section of the association will
prevent the rendering of the most efficient and valuable
services, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Committee of Direction of the Signal Division be instructed to bring to the attention of the
executive committee the necessity and desirability of the
creation of a separate section to cover the activities of
the Signal Division.
Whereas, The Signal Division of the American Railroad Association desires to be of the utmost value to the
United States Railroad Administration and the railroads,
and.
Whereas, The division includes in its membership
many officers occupying positions in the signal departments of the railroads which are distinct in character
from those of any other department, and,
Whereas, The inclusion of the activities of the Signal
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Division with those of any section of the association will
prevent the rendering of the most efficient and valuable
services, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Committee of Direction of the Signal Division be instructed to bring to the attention of
the executive committee the necessity and desirability
of the creation of a separate section to cover the activities
of the Signal Division.
(On a motion, duly made and seconded, the resolution
was adopted.)
Wouldn't it be well to say
L. R. Mann (Mo. Pac.)
what the alternative would be, in case this does not come
:

into effect?

T. S. Stevens (A., T.

&

S. F.)

:

There

is

no

alter-

native possible.
It means, of course, that there will be
The President
will be
a signal section instead of a signal division.
a separate section.
Frank Rhea: It seems to me that this resolution was
passed before you had time to conIt occurred to me that the
sider it.
status of railroad men, and possibly of the United States Railroad
Administration, was in doubt. What
is the status of railway men in Canada in this Signal Section? Do they
have any status at the present time,
other than affiliated railway mem:

We
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railroads.

Now, does

chat eliminate

dues, and

do not want the proceedings, can you

member ?
The Secretary
members of the

still

if

you

continue a

All members of the R. S. A. are now
Signal Division automatically, whether
they are active, junior, associate, life or honorary members.
A member in the circular spoken about is an appointee of an American railroad, a member of the A. R.
:

A. from a certain specific railroad, which specific railroad
has appointed one or more men from its railroad as

That
of the signal division, as signal experts.
a detail that has not been developed, because a railroad
might appoint a signal engineer, assistant signal engineer,
inspector, supervisor, and assistant supervisor, and another railroad might only appoint a signal engineer.
Those men are non-producing members in the signal division, for thev do not pay dues, because the parent rail-

members
is

road who appointed them as representative members pays
dues for them, so they are deadheads. That leaves on
-ipfythe active and junior list of the R.
S. A. a certain number of employes
who are not members or representative members, as we call them.
Those people, if they desire, to continue in the Signal Division, are privileged to continue as affiliated members, because they are employed on
railroads, international railroads, if
you please, and they will pay $3, as
they have in the past, for the privilege of membership, and receive the

bers?

The Secretary: Answering Mr.
Rhea direct, any employee of any

The $3 is nominal, to reimburse our treasury for printing a
lot of additional copies, which rvm
into something like $4,000 beyond
our regular quota.
The next affiliated member is a
non-occupant of a position on a railroad not necessarily a supply man,

railroad in the world, which railroad
belongs to the A. R. A., we hope
will be an appointed member by the
railroad, which means that that individual, or as many individuals as
are appointed by any one property,
will be what are termed representa-

literature.

members.
Mr. Rhea That is, for the United
States Railway Administration ?
The Secretary For the universe,
if you please.
Mr. Rhea
How will they be appointed for anybody that is not under the jurisdiction of the Railway
tive

;

for instance,

:

may

Mr. Rhea himself.

He

member

of the
signal division by paying $6 per annum. This is after December 31,
All of
1919, I am speaking about.
these people that we have spoken of,
Trout
whether they are R. S. A. tagged or
of R. S. A.
Administration ?
signal division A. R. A. tagged, will
The Secretary Any one property
come to our meeting, and they will
which belongs to the A. R. A., which is international, bebe on the floor doing everything that they have done in
comes automatically, without the U. S. R. A. attached to
the past, and they will do as they did in the R. S. A.
it, a member of the Signal Division of the A. R. A.
Mr. Rhea: Can there be such a thing as anyone joinMr. Rhea: Are there other railroads that are mem- ing as an affiliated member in the future?
bers of the A. R. A. ?
The Secretary:
hope that there is not one man
The Secretary There are, including Canada and for- who is today a member who will drop out, and we hope
eign countries.
that we shall be able to bring in at least 10,000 more.

be an

affiliated

:

:

:

We

:

Mr. Rhea
Under Order 70?
The Secretary
No, sir.
Mr. Rhea
I don't appreciate then how they can be.
The Secretary: Without hearing all the documents
:

:

:

Mr. Rheat is speaking about the American RailAssociation, and not the newlv organized American
Railroad Association. There is a difference in the technique of the two.
Mr. Rhea Of course, I am not a mind reader.
The Secretary
I do not desire it understood that
there is any secret code in the arrangement. The cards
are all on the table, and if Mr. Rhea has not all the documents, we will be glad to produce them for him.
Mr. Rhea: This may be not pertinent to the situation,
but there is another question I would like to ask now.
This says that members are appointed by their respective
available,

way

:

:

Mr. Rhea

have had a peculiar interest in this situa52 on the membership list. I have had a
feeling in the past that I had somewhat of an equity in
the R. S. A. That may have been visionary and optimistic.
In the proceeding which has taken place I have
tion.

I

:

I

am No.

somewhat of a feeling, as a non-railroad member,
there has been some equity removed from me. I feel

that
that

my

property has been confiscated.
The Secretary: I hope Mr. Rhea will disabuse his
mind of any such feeling, or anyone who has a similar
Under the new conditions, when we adopt
feeling.
standards, we are in a position now to have them accepted bv the higher authorities in the railroad business,
which in the past has been a thing almost impossible of
careful analysis discloses not one
accomplishment.

A
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cli;iiif.je is not {<< tlio ;ulvaiUa)4C of tlic
tluMO is anNoiic wlio sees any indication for tlic modification or for the lircakinjj down, instead of huildinf^ nj), we will certainly welcome the expression of that opinion, in any way that it may conic

thiuj^'

wliicli

ill

a.ssociatioii,

tlii-^

and

if

to us.

Mr. Stevens: .\s 1 analyze this tliiiij;', in the old K.
A. we had certain tyi)es of memhcrslii]) who had certain privileges and then we had representative mcmhcrsliijis.
it is true, I think, on a letter hallot the repreS.

sentative vote could carry the standard.
The members
came to the meetinji^ just as they will do now, and presented matters for letter ballot on the floor, and if we
dill not atjree to them we did not approve them, and we
will be able to carry out the same action now.
In the
old days, if the membership thought well cnou.gh of the
standard to submit it to letter ballot, the representative
vote carried it, just as the membership, appointed by the

W.
Mr.

J I.

Vol. 66, No.

I'lliott

(N. Y. C.)

:

I

will state in

Ua

answer

to

(lanlt's question that the corporation niembershii) in

the A. R. A., and that the re])rccentative ajipointed to cast
the vote of the railroad on the basis of one vote for each
l.CXX) miles, will be aiipoinled l)y the railroad subject to
the control of the Railroad .Administration.

Mr. .Stevens:

I

feel

somewhat

the

same

as

Mr. Mock

with regard to the action of the R. S. A. joining the A.
R. A. You have heard the circular read today jjutting
the matter before you, and it has been ai)]>roved.
think,
however, so far as the R. S. A. is concerned, the matter
would he in better standing if the same circular was
approved by the annual meeting and finally approved at
the annual convention.
I do not believe that the board
of direction should have done anything so radical on its
own initiative. The submission of this circular to the
eastern meeting and the annual convention will bring out
more good points than bad ones. It will be a goorl thing
I

will carry it, if it is to be carried, or disotherwise.
As I view the situation, we will have no direct connection with the Railroad Administration, but the Railroad Administration will have sufTficient confidence in
what the Executive Committee of the A. R. A. does, if
they arc requested so to do, to make certain appliances
standards of the railroads in the country, and that is the
only function that the Railroad Administration intends
to use in connection with our activities.
will go
along recommending standards just as we have done.
The members who were voting on the floor will still have
t!ie vote, and the only difference will be when a letter
ballot is put out, those members will not have a vote,
and that is practically what they have not been doing
since we established the representative vote.
The Secretary The railroads will appoint the representative member, and all other members are active members as thev were in the R. S. A.
that is their status.
W. H. Arkenburgh (Can. Nat. Car. Co.) Under the
old plan, representatives of manufacturers have been
privileged to come to the meetings and pay our dues, but
not vote on anything except the place of meeting. Under
the new arrangement do we have the rights of members ?
The Secretary: You have the right of voting on the
floor
you have all the privileges of active membership.
You have not said anything about
P. M. Gault (I. C.)
company members. There are still a certain number of
the members in the association who are employed by

to do.

companies, and I would like to know what their status is.
The Secretary Companies are corporations and corporations are members of the American Railroad Association, the same as in the case of the U. S. R. R. A.
I want to ask whether all the
J. C. Mock (M. C.)
formalities in the change of name have been properly
gone through with? Ordinarily a change of name, a
change of organization, including a change of dues, responsibilities, etc., would be a matter for the membership
to decide rather than the board of direction.
The President The board of direction did meet, and
they called in as many members of the Association as
they could get together. I believe Mr. Mock was invited
but did not come.
tried to get as many members
together as we could to pass on this subject.
Mr. Gault
Who is going to have the representative,
the railroad administration or the owner ?
You cannot

Under the new organization, every member of the old
association has acquired a membership in a much larger
and stronger association than was true before.
As a
member of the Signal division of the A. R. A. he is going
to have a great deal better status than was true under
the old conditions. The findings of this Signal division,
if you please, are going to have the force of executive
adoption and approval, and the recommendations of the
Signal division, when so approved, will be obligatory, not
optional.
are going to be in a very much stronger
I
position in the future than has been true in the past.
feel very sure that the Signal division is going to receive
very cordial support from the A. R. A. and in a short
time we will find ourselves very much better situated than
has ever been true in the past.
A. G. Shaver (Consulting Engineer)
I have been a

now,

railroads

pose of

it

We

:

—

:

—

:

:

:

:

We

:

have both.

My

The Secretary
understanding is that all corporate
organizations which choose to be, are members of the A.
R. A. All of the Administration railroads that desire to
become members of the A. R. A. are m^embers. Now,
there cannot be anv conflict.
:

Mr. Rhea:

I have studied the constitution and cannot
board has the authority for this action. Mr.
Camp and Mr. Stevens also know that the active membership of the association had no voice in what has happened. I am of the opinion that this matter should have
been submitted to the whole association for a vote before
any action was taken.
Mr. Stevens
I want to take issue with that statement.
The R. S. A. has not been confiscated by the A. R. A.
They have not made any effort to do that. They formed
a new association, the American Railroad Association,
and they asked the R. S. A. to join, and the board has
taken the best action it could so far as details are concerned.
What I would like to see done is to have approval of the membership in our proceedings.
I move
that the R. S. A. circular presented at this meeting, dated
February 24, be presented both at the Atlantic City meeting and the annual convention, for the approval of the
members of the Railway Signal Association.
I feel called upon to disC. A. Dunham (G. N.)
agree with what Mr. Rhea has said. As a member of

find that the

:

:

the-

Board I fail to
was available.

find

where any

may

alternative proposi-

under the old R. S. A.
constitution, that the Board has perhaps gone a little far
in making the amalgamation or transfer, if you please, of
this association as the Signal division of the A. R. A.
But I feel this meeting is not disposed to criticize the
board for doing the only thing that it could do.
tion

It

be,

We

:

member

of the R. S. A. a number of years, and it has
always been the practice, so far as I have been aware,
when there has been in contemplation change of any kind,
to let it be known to the membership of the association
and the matter acted on as the constitution provides. I
have not understood that the change now made at the
whim, in a measure of a few railroad officers in this
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country, has been submitted to the membership as the
constitution provides.
It is my understanding- that the
R. S. A. is an incorporated body, workin;,^ under a constitution, and if that is so, the constitution provides the
method of procedure, and unless such proce(hu-e has been
followed, the R. S. A. still exists.
I have been interested in the proceedings of the R.
S. A. for many years, and I dislike exceedingly that any
change in its name or activities should be brought about.
Primarily you are now providing something to accomplish what a few people in the country want, and it may
be only temporary. You probably will have to make a
change again later on. I am bringing this matter up, in
the hope that some means may be found whereby an
affiliation of the R. S. A. with the A. R. A., in some way,
will accomplish what the Railroad Administration would
like without taking too radical a step towards a consolidation with the A. R. A.
Mr. Dunham
Mr. Shaver struck a responsive chord
in the hearts of a good many members.
It is unquestionably true, as a matter of personal privilege, we would
like to haX^e retained many features of our old association.
But that is not the question under the situation
the R. S. A. had no alternative.
You will remember in
1917, through the American Railway Engineering Association the A. R. A. laid the foundation .stone, if you
please, of an amalgamation of all of the voluntary associations and we thought that ultimately we would be consolidated into the A. R. .\.
As President of the association at that time it was
my privilege to present the situation for the R. S. A. to
the governing board of the A. R. E. A., and that association in turn transmitted the reports from all of the voluntary associations to the A. R. A.
I make this statement
rather with the idea we should be prepared to feel that
we are not going back to the previous conditions. I believe I am violating no confidence when I state that the
railroad executives of this country have felt for a long
time that the activities of the various voluntary associations, while desirable in many respects, were not well
:

—

co-ordinated, and that it was desirable to draw them
into a closer and better working organization.
Mr. Rhea
Mr. Dunham made some of the points I
had in mind. This has been a voluntary association and
we had a constitution and an equity in the association.
Under compulsory action the change was made, apparently the members had no vote in the matter
the board
of direction, to save the situation, as he apparently puts
which they thought was necessary,
it, has taken action
but it has not been done in conformitv with the constitution of the R. S. A.
One of the reasons we have in America the great transportation machine which we have all been proud of is
that we have had our voluntary associations and have
had the benefit of the individual initiative of the members of those associations, and God help us if we lose
that in whatever form it may come up.
A. G. Shaver I agree with what Mr. Rhea has had to
I
say.
I still think the R. S. A. .should be continued.
can see we are forced into a scheme of some kind to get
the affiliation that certain individuals want, but the af:

—

:

filiation

might come,

it

seems

me,

to

in

some manner

leave the R. S. A. as it has been in the past,
with the membership having the right and privilege to
express its will which it cannot do under the arrangement
now proposed. The membership of the R. S. A. as part
of the A. R. A. is going to kill the individual initiative
as I see it.
W. M. Camp (Railway Review) The board is pleading that it did this thing under pressure and had no althat will

still

:
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I do not know whether that is true or not.
proposition was put up to the A. R. E. A. and
they took a vote of the membership on it, and the membership voted it would not go into the proposed amalgamation on the terms submitted. The American Railroad
Association has submitted new terms and the expectation

ternative.

The same

now

that the A. R. E. A. will come in.
But I want to
your attention to the fact that the A. R. E. A. did
take a vote and turned it down. This association, apparently, did not have the grit to do it.
Mr. Dunham: I think the action taken by the meeting
this morning ratifies the action already taken by the
board. There was a difference between R. S. A. and the
A. R. E. A. The latter association was purely voluntary
and was composed wholly of members who paid their own
dues, with a few exceptions.
There was no railroad
is

call

Now, that was not disof the R. S. A.
The railroad companies,
through their representative membership in the R. S. A.
had authority to adopt any standard or other proposition
submitted to them, and that may be, in a sense at least,
a direct representation of the railroads, as it was in fact,
because the railroads paid for the representative voting
power according to their mileage. It seems to me that
that difference brought the R. S. A. well within the scope
of the A. R. A.
The board does not lack courage in any sense of the
word. There is not a signal engineer on the railroads
who has not had a difficult time of it for the Jast 20
years, largely because he has not had proper backing,
either through the railroads or through an association.
I submit that that weakness has been removed by this
change of organization.
are now going to be affiliated with a strong railroad organization that is going to
give us a backing, and we will find that our recommendations will receive more careful attention and be
given greater recognition.
are not going to be hanging to a shoe string as in the past.
membership

in that association.

tinctly true

We

We

W.

J.

members

Eck (Southern)

I

:

would

like to assure

that they have not been tricked.

The board

the

of

direction has not put anything over anybody and it has
not been a matter of lack of courage or anything of that

About a
sort.
It has proceeded in an orderly manner.
year ago the subject of the amalgamation of the various
associations was discussed by the board for a long time
and a report was presented and approved by the association by a viva voce vote, that should occasion come,
where a universal railroad association should be established, the R. S. A. would become a part of it.
It is possible

tion as

there are others

Mr. Mock, who

who

same posiwhat was
was open and above

are in the

said he did not realize

going on, but as a matter of fact, it
board, and when it came about that the Director-General
of Railroads asked that the American Railroad Association be formed, the board of direction of the R. S. A.
not only had the constitution to back them, but they also
had the approval of the association to enter into such
an arrangement. In case the arrangement should terminate the securities of the old R. S. A. are held intact by
the board of direction and all the machinery is preserved
so that the R. S. A. could be resurrected tomorrow if it
was necessary.
F. W. Pfleging (U. P.)
I object to any insinuation
that the board of direction had the big stick held over
them. In fact, the board put up the proposition, and outlined the work, and submitted it to the A. R. A. for
adoption. I know that the committee of direction put up
everything and no one told them to do it.
Mr. Fugina
I was notified of the original conference
the board of direction had witii reference to this mat:

:

:
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tcr
wa.*;

about a year aj;o. SiiiCf tliat time until ri'cciilly
violently opposed to tiic action the l)oar(l contcni-

plateil.

Tlicrc

same way.

wore other signal

We

enj^ineer.s

who

ter in the future than in the past.
I do not believe that
the board of direction has had any lack of courage, after
they told me what they had done I felt they had a great

members of

deal of courage, and I believe the
tion can thank them for it.
to other points,

the associa-

do not believe

it is imperative for
believe that the board
of direction had power to handle the matter
and I believe if the members will go into the matter fairly, they
will be convinced that it is really a great thing for the

I

this association to take action

—

I

—

advancement of the association.

At the same time, I
of the association should have
an opportunity of ratifying the plan we should give them
the privilege to vote on it.
The Secretary
Section IV of the constitution reads
as follows
"The board of direction shall manage the affairs of
the association and shall have full power to control and
regulate all matters not otherwise provided for under
the constitution, except to make the association liable
for debt to an amount greater than that which, at the
time of contracting the same, shall be in the secretarytreasurer's hands, in cash, and not subject to prior liabelieve that the

members

;

:

bilitv."

Report of Committee
jects
tric

a rethe following subSpecification for Elec-

on

port
:

Motor Switch Operating

and Locking Mechanism, Specification

for

Electric

Inter-

locking Machine. Only such
sections of the specifications
as have not been presented
before are printed below. Regarding section 1-g.
Tests
made by various members of
the committee and checked
by other interested members
of the association indicate the

J I.

sired

on

this point.

Section 2-e provides for R. S. A. lock and operating
Section 2-1
rods, which as yet are not standardized.
also provides for an R. S. A. switch layout as regards
centering of lock and operating rods.
Section 2-h with reference to unauthorized movement.

The committee desires criticism on this
The adoption by the association of

point.
this specification

change the following sections of the
Electric Interlocking specifications now in the Manual.
300.
Switch mechanisms.
will automatically

that

fact

there

is

nothing

the constitution

in

M. Sperry

If

:

we review

a

few facts we may

minds on this subject. (1) The railroads are
in the possession and control of the federal administration
(2) the R. S. A. was a railroad organization, as
shown by its representative members, and, therefore, differs from the ordinary voluntary organization; (3) the
change was a necessary change as a part of the railroad
program, that is, the Administration program (4) the
action has been ratified by your board of direction and
the ])lan put through and it was actually ratified at this
meeting, and, therefore, in any action taken now you
nuist upset your previous ratifications.
As to the position the directors were placed in in deciding this, they had a very difficult proposition. They
were faced with precedent, and no one likes to go against
precedent, but they had the courage to do what they had
to do and did it well, and as we stand today the R. S. A.
is not changed and put on the shelf, but it has changed
its name and is a bigger and stronger association, and
;

;

the proof

is

the attendance at this meeting.

Mr. Stevens

want

I

:

(.Applause.)

to support everything that has

been said with reference to the approval of the board's
do not think we will ever go back, even voluntarily, to our old status.
I have always been an advocate
of co-ordination of the voluntary associations in this
country, because we are connected together in a way,
and the standards of one association will overlap with
those of the others, and we cannot do the work we should
do unless we have some co-ordination. I wish to withdraw my motion.
On motion by Mr. Elliot, discussion was concluded.
action. I

—Power

Interlocking

operating and locking mechanism
conform to R. S. A. specification for Electric
Motor Switch Operating and Locking
Mechanism.
(b)
Switch motor shall conform to R. S. A.
specification for Electric Switch Motor.
Sections 301 and 312 will be eliminated.
The committee recommended that the specification for
electric motor switch operating and locking mechanism
and that the one for electric interlocking machine be ac(a)

Switch

shall

cepted for presentation to the annual meeting for approval and submission to letter ballot for inclusion in
the Manual.

Specification

proposed specification will ordinarily provide a factor of
safety of two, at the present
maximum switch loading.
Other structures along railroads which must withstand
shocks without failure ordinarily have factors of safety
from three to six. The views of the members were de-

a

clear our

III

HE COMMITTEE SUBMITTED

is

to ])rovide for such a transfer.

felt tlic

(hscnsscd the matter at various times

ann>ng ourselves and were much inclined to criticize the
action of the board of direction. When a mnnber of the
members were told by the board of direction exactly
the arrangement that was to be effected, they won over
every one of us, and I believe the R. S. A. will fare bet-

As

it

I

Vol. 66, No. 11a

Electric Motor, Switch Operating
and Locking Mechanism

for

First and
1.

Second Range Voltage

Operating Requirements

(a) Mechanism shall perform its normal operation in the
following sequence: (1) Throw detector bar one-half stroke,
and unlock switch. (2) Throw switch. (3) Lock switch and
throw detector bar one-half stroke. (4) Indicate.
1919.
(b) Mechanism shall be so constructed and equipped with
an efficient friction clutch that it can be stopped, reversed, or
obstructed at any point of its movement without damage.

Mechanism shall be so constructed
movement of the controller at the

(c)

the

1919.
will follow
of control.
1919.
that indication

that

it

point

(d) Mechanism shall be so constructed
cannot take place nor locking device complete its movement,
unless the lock rod has moved to the full normal or full

reverse position and the position of the

sponds thereto.

mechanism

corre-

1919.
(e) Circuit controlling device shall be so constructed that
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for proper operation, be dependent upon the moveof the lock rod.
1919.
Normal operating voltage for; (1) First range voltage
mechanism shall be 20 volts, and time of operation at this
rating shall not exceed 30 sec, nor shall it exceed 40 sec.
1919.
at a voltage 20 per cent below normal.
(2) Second range voltage mechanism shall be 110 volts and
time of operation at this rating shall not exceed four seconds,
nor shall it exceed five seconds at a voltage 10 per cent below
it

will,

ment
(f)

normal.

1917.

(g) Mechanism shall normally be capable of delivering to
either the operating rod or detector bar connection, an operating efifort of not less than 4000 lb. at any point of the
1919.
stroke.
2.

Mechanism

\
(

^i^

not^

11

shall

f
j

be provided.
'

Such switch box

shall be

housed

compartment with circuit controlling device. The contact terminals shall be marked by stencilled imprint to correspond to the marking on the mechanism of the terminal
the

1919.

board.

(e) Mechanism and case shall be designated for use with
and operating rod,
lock rod, R. S. A. drawing
Ends of plungers or locking
R. S. A. drawing
dogs and holes or notches in lock rod shall have square edges.
Such holes or notches shall not be more than 1/16-in. larger
than the plunger, measured on a line parallel to the travel
1919.
of the lock rod.
(f) Mechanism, circuit controlling devices and terminal
board shall be enclosed in a substantial metallic weatherproof case, designed for two tie supports, the cover of which
shall be equipped with suitable fastenings for application of
purchaser's padlock, and when opened, shall provide access
Means for readily draining oil and water acto all parts.
1919.
cumulations shall be provided.
(g) Mechanism case shall be provided with wire opening
for all wires entering case and equipped with couplings,
adapter casting and armored hose connection, R. S. A.
,

1919.

1410.

(h) Mechanism shall be designed to prevent an unauthorized movement due to (a) unauthorized derangements;
(b) external force applied to connections; (c) mechanical
vibration.

1919.

(i) Mechanism shall be designed to permit an emergency
operation by use of a hand crank which shall be furnished
when specified as a part of such mechanism.
1919.
(j) Provision shall be made outside the mechanism case
The
to hold hand crank and secure same against theft.
opening through which the crank is to be applied for hand
operation shall be provided with a metallic weather-proof
cover attached to the mechanism case, and equipped with
suitable fastenings for application of purchaser's standard
padlock. The location of such cover shall be conspicuously

marked.

Bearings

6.

Bearings shall be of ample dimensions to insure rea1919.
sonable durability.
(b) Means shall be provided for necessary lubrication of
1919.
bearing surfaces.
(c) All exposed oil holes shall be provided with weather1919.
proof oil cups or covers.
Paint
8.
(a)

(a) Mechanism and case, except finished parts, shall be
painted one coat of red lead and raw linseed oil and two
1919.
finishing coats of purchaser's standard paint.
(b) Finished parts shall be coated with manufacturer's rec1919.
ommended rust preventive.

Tests

9.

(d) Switch mechanisms shall be subject to, and withstand
without injury, the following tests:
Insulation test at place of manufacture of 3000 volts
1.
a. c. applied to the assembled electric apparatus for
one minute. The potential shall be obtained from
an a. c. generator or transformer of at least five
1919.
k. w. capacity.
1919.
(a) Windings to ground.
1919.
(b) Between windings.
(c) Between any terminal post, or circuit controller
1919.
and ground.
1919.
(d) Wiring to ground.
2. The application of sufficient power to motor connection of gear train so that a push or pull of 5000 lb.
will be delivered throughout the stroke of the throw
1919.
rod during normal time of operation.
The application of sufficient power to gear train so
3.
that a push or pull of 5000 lb. will be delivered
throughout the stroke of the detector bar driving
1919.
connection during normal time of operation.

Specification for

Power Interlocking Machine
3.

Drawings

Drawings shall accompany the
(a) Purchaser's drawings.
1919.
specifications and form an essential part thereof.
4.

Design

(a) The machine frame and locking bed shall be composed
of sections, each containing not more than 15 lever spaces,
and shall be so designed that additional sections may be
1919.
added on either end.
(b) Like parts of the machine shall be interchangeable.
1919.
5.

Locking

(b) Locking required for insuring the proper sequence in
the operation of working levers shall be installed with the

machine.
(c)
shall

2.

(d)

1919.

.

For each spare lever and each spare space, provisions
be made in the locking bed to accommodate either:
One locking shaft with one cross locking bar and
1.
one longitudinal locking bar for the full length of

1919.

1919.

Dielectric Tests

(b) Surface leakage space of not less than j4-in- shall be
provided between any exposed metallic part of the apparatus
1919. _
carrying current and any other metallic part thereof.
(c) Windings shall withstand a potential test of twice their
rating at a suitable frequency without an excess current in1919.
dicating a short circuit.

Mechanism and

case shall be so designed that they
will be applicable to right or left-hand switch operation and
can be readilv changed from one to the other in the field.
(k)

(o) Mechanism case and motor assembled as applied to a
switch, the tics of which have been adapted not more than
two inches, shall not extend more than two inches above top
1919.
of rail (A. R. A. clearance diagram).
3.

shall

1919.
used.
(b) Circuit controlling device shall be housed in a nonsweating, dirt-proof compartment within the mechanism case
and be provided with a separate metallic cover. Four contacts shall be provided in addition to those necessary for the
control of the mechanism, so designed that they will be
positive in action and each can be adjusted to open or close
Contact terminals
at any part of the operation as required.
shall be marked by stencilled imprint to correspond to the
1919.
marking on the mechanism terminal board.
(c) Contact springs shall be made of non-corrosive material of sufficient mechanical strength and current carrying
capacity to satisfactorily operate in connection with the cir1919.
cuits used.
(d) Switch box in accordance with R. S. A. specification

in

(1) Mechanism and case shall be so designed that the centering of the lock and operating rods and the location and
kind of fastenings to switch ties will conform to switch layMechanism operating rod
out, R. S. A. drawing
1919.
shall have six-inch throw.
(m) Mechanism and case shall be designed for operation
of detector bar R. S. A. 1098, and mechanism shall provide
1919.
nine-inch total stroke for driving such bar.
(n) Mechanism case shall be designed so all unused open1919.
ings may readily be securely closed.

General Design

be equipped with a terminal board
constructed from moulded insulating material (approved by
the purchaser) on which all wiring in the case, including
motor wires, shall terminate. Such terminal board shall be
readily accessible and be housed in a weather-proof compartment within the mechanism case and provided with a
separate metallic cover.
Each terminal thereon shall be
marked by stencilled imprint or other equivalent method.
The wiring, neatly arranged, shall be placed in fiber ducts
or chases of ample capacity and shall form an integral part
of the apparatus. R. S. A. rubber-insulated wire not less than
No. 14 A. W. G. provided with eyelets, at each end, shall be
(a)
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1919.
the machine.
tappet with one longitudinal locking bar for the
1919.
full length of the machine.

One

The machine

guides or brackets.

shall be

equipped complete with locking
1919.
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(K^o

I.ockiiiK

((•)

in

1)0

.sliall

tlistiiblitcd

and so

the lockitiK bid

as uniformly as possihlt:
he easily accessible.

li.ill

arran(s'»'d as to

beeotiir the proi)erty of the purchaser
Track and location plan.
J.
Locking sheet.
Dog chart.
.y

1919.

Levers
be niiinbtnd from

Levers shall
lell lo riKlit, and be
accordance with reiiiiisite sheet.
1919.
(b) L(vers shall be arran^'cd so that they can be removed
without inte^ferin^; with the operation of other levers.
1919.
(c) Spare levers shall be furnished in place complete with
magnets, standard circuit controllers, locking; shaft and driver,
or tappet, antl connections and tappet complete for the operation and control of their respective units.
1919.
(d) All levers shall be equipped with reverse latches. 1919.

('()nd)in.ition wiring.

4.

in

.Manipulation chart.

,T.

Track diagram.
Cable and wiring

(i.

7.

1

Signal
.Switch

Spare levers,

Signal.
.Switch

Spare spaces

8.
Painting
Painting of the machine and case shall be
with R. S. A. specification.

Total
1919.

fg) Machine shall be designed for the control of circuits,
the maximum voltage of which will be
volts
^--''-'''t.

accordance
1919.

Dielectric Tests

Separate windings, which arc insulated from each other,
withstand a potential test of 3000 volts a. c. for one
minute between their terminals and other metal parts from
which the windings are insulated.
1919.
(d) A potential of twice the normal operating requirement
at a suitable frequency shall be impressccl across the windings
w^ithout any excessive flow of current indicating a short cir-

f
„i ,,,

„
shall he
1

•

J

provided rfor
1

I

i

(i)

Electric

f

,

)

cycle, alternating

,„.„

,

^""^"t-

'^l''"

(

indicators

Indication.

1919.

(b) Levers for the control of signals shall be equipped with
devices to prevent hte release of the mechanical locking until
the_ signals directly or indirectly controlled have assumed

move between

cating positions.

1919.
their indi1919.

13.
Terminal Board
Machine shall be provided with a terminal board, constructed from insulating material, approved by the purchaser,
and provided with terminal or binding posts for making all

connections to the machine.

f

direct

1919.

11..

)

(a)

Lever

front

.

machine

required, shall be located
immediately above or below the

S.

lamps for lever indicators

shall

be

in

A. specification.
15.

accord1919.

22.

Contacts

Requisites

(c) Machine shall be designed to operate in accordance
with track and location plan
dated
1919.

shall

,,

,

.

be provided

l

(m) Auxiliary
^

1919.

circuit controllers of the] ^P""'!"^

.-if
mechanical stick
j

(

.

type shall be provided for the' following levers

and

have
contacts.
1919.
(n) Automatic time release providing
seconds
retardation in lever movement shall be provided for the following levers
1919.
(o) Insulation of coils and windings, if not enameled wire
or fabric covered wire, impregnated, shall be as follows
shall

1919.

(p) Case:
f

Case

shall
f

with

-i

be of

purchaser's
cabinet

-i

steel,

enamel

1

wood

!•

}

standard

finish
finis

and equipped

1

!

locks.

J

be as shown on
dated

contractor's

general

,

or catalogue reference
(e) Upon the completion of the

(P.

&

B. Wicgand (N. Y.
L. E.), vice-chairman; F.
F.

Sub-Committee

"A."

— F.

W.

C), chairman;

W.

Pfleging,

I.

S.

Pfleging (U. P.),

chairman;

F.

J.

Ackerman (K. C. T.). Daniel Cushing, A. B. DuBray (I. C.
C), N. S. Lynch (M. P.). J.
MacCormack (K C. T.). O. R.
Unger (M. P.), J. B. Weigel (L. & N.). G. A. Ziehlke (U. P.).
Sub-Committee "B."— B. J. Schwendt (T. & O. C). chairman; E. T. Ambach (B. & O.). S. J. Dewev (C. C. C. & St.
L.), H. L. Kilian (N. Y. C), T. H. Oppelt (N. Y. C. & St. L.),
H. H. Orr (C. & E. L). T. C. Seaman (N. Y. C), T. C. Seifert
(C. B. & Q.), W. C. Sibila (N. Y. C).
Sub-Commitee "C." L S. Ravmcr. chairman; G. H. Burnctte (Monongahcia). W. D. Carrol (B. & O.), G. A. Motry.
Sub-Committee "D." Jacques Stoltz (N. Y. C). chairman;
L. E. Carpenter (P. R. R.), C. G. McCaulev (W. T. Co.),
Charles Sopcr (L. I.), Walter Tvler (L. I.), G. C. Whitney
(N. Y. Mun. Ry.),
Discussion

—
—

,

work

called for
f

specification the following contractor's

Committee;

Raymer

W

(a) Contact springs shall be made of non-corrosive metal,
or shall be protected against corrosion, and of sufificient
strength and current carrying capacity to satisfactorily operate in connection with the arrangement of interlocking
units for which the machine is furnished.
1919.
(b) Contact springs shall make sliding contact.
1919.

Machine
drawing

'

'

-,

with lever indicators.

vice-chairman.

1919.

(b) Electric

current.

}
)

Levers controlling signals

1919.

when

levers.

ance with R.

imn
1919.

^

Lever Light Indicators

light indicators,

of the

{

volts

]

cycle, alternating

f

I

14.

the

of

shall

^'^^^

type for normal operation at

(I)

control of switches, derails, movable
drawbridge locks and bolt locks shall
be equipped with devices to insure the locking of the units
in a position corresponding to the position of the levers before the release of the mechanical locking can be effected.

free to

Lever

'"'^'^'^'"^

}

(a) Levers for the
frogs, crossing bars,

normal position.
Switch levers shall be

1919.

arranged for normal

volts

direct

fj)

shall

12.

special

.

,

lock magnets shall be

operation at

Circuit Controllers

11.

be equipped with manufacturer's standard
circuit controllers necessary for the control of the circuits
shown on drawings listed on requisite sheet.
1919.

(d)

'

1919.

Machine

where

section locking.
approach locking,
"^
check locking.
locking.
'

t

I

cuit.

in

•"'"d

'.'!'.".'...
cycle, alternating}
i
requirements are to be met
amperes.
1919.
(h) Electric locks together with normally open latch circuit controllers in addition to the indication locks (magnets)
.

in

(c)
shall

their
(c)

.ever frame;
levers,

Working

Case

Afachine shall be enclosed in a case, which shall have separate removable doors or panels for each section to give
access to all parts of the machine, and shall be provided with
locks as provided for on requisition sheet.
1919.

9.

plans,

Levers:

(f)

(e) .Ml levers, except those of the horizontal slide type,
shall be equipped with normal latclies.
1919.
(f) Levers shall be designed to permit the application of
electric locks independciil of indication locks.
1919.
7.

1919.
1919.
1919.
1919.
1919.
1919.
1919.

1.

6.

(a)
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{
[

1919.
by this

tracings
blueprints
\'an Dyke prints

1
!

J

F. B. Wiegand (Chairman), presented the preliminary
part of the report and B. J. Schwendt (T. & O. C.)
presented the portion of the report regarding the specification under operating requirements.

March

18,
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1919

W. K. Howe (G. R. S.)
are using friction clutch, in

While

:

all

signal

That being the

case, I suggest (g) be eliminated entirely,
think (b), under Section 1, will impost all the
stresses that are necessary to insure that you have a sufficiently strong mechanism.
I am positive in switching
mechanisms that the track-resisting phases of the mechanism are of great importance, and it is well known that
impact tests are required for wheels that are subjected
to shock as well as tests of tensile strength, and it does
not seem to me that the report you read is any criterion
on which to build a general specification for switch mak-

companies

my

because

opinion that paragraph
would be fully complete if the words "with an efilicient
friction clutch" were omitted.
It is conceivable that
something other than a friction clutch might be used to
equal or possibly better advantage. I would like to have
inserted the words "or other suitable means" after the

words "friction clutch."
Mr. Wiegand: The committee will accept that addition of the words "or other equivalent means."
Mr. Schwendt presented Sections (c), (d), (e) and

Mr. Schwendt

We

Why

:

(Mr. Schwendt then submitted the portion of the report as to second range voltage mechanism.)
Mr. Reichard: I understand the paragraph about to
be read now under g is going to be tied with the first and
second range voltage times. Is that so?
are simply going to tie them with
Mr. Schwendt
an operating effort not exceeding that specified in 1-g.
Mr. Reichard
I think that the committee is of the
opinion that the switch machine should develop then an
operating effort of four thousand pounds through a stroke
of six inches, as we will ultimately develop, in four seconds of time; is that so?
Shall be capable of doing that as a
Mr. Schwendt
strength requirement.
Mr. Reichard
I think the horse power output of that
effort is far beyond the present practice of any switch
mechanism with which I am acquainted. It seems to me
that is a very impracticable designation.
It is not brought out in this specificaMr. Schwendt
tion.
The committee has not considered as part of the
assignment the design of the motor, and made no specification regarding the motor. This leaves the switch machine then standing by itself, as far as strength requirement is concerned, and attempts to establish a factor of
safety.
It does not necessarily follow that the motor
would have to be of equal strength if it is not required.
If it is required, the same switch machine will really do.
Mr. Reichard: It would seem to me if there is no
motor connected in this specification, the design of operation and the voltages expressed arc inconsistent with the

We

:

:

:

:

:

specifications.

Mr. Schwendt The two necessarily have to be tied together on account of strength requirements, and that
was the thought of the committee in putting in such
:

things that

would indicate the motor was included.

Do I understand this is
L. F. Howard (U. S. & S.)
merely a specification to insure the stresses of the switching movement without the stresses imposed by the motor ?
:

—

about what the different machines were doing it did not
attempt to break any machines, but in making those investigations we found a number of cases where 2,150 lb.
thought a
were actually required on throw rod.
factor of safety of two would not be too great, and we
suggested the 4,000 lb. minimum.

:

:

The committee before attempting to
made a number of tests to ascertain

:

establish these figures

:

tion.

I

ers.

(f-1) of the report regarding operating requirements.
It seems to me that it is
W. H. Reichard (F. S.)
necessary to add to paragraph F-1 the circumstances
under which- these times and voltages should apply, and
I would suggest that there be appended "when connected
to reasonably free working switch," and the size specified.
T. S. Stevens (A. T. & S. F.)
I notice that in 1-G
not
there is a maximum operating effort provided.
make this time dependent on the operating effort, being
not greater than as provided for in 1-G.
Mr. Schwendt: That is what the committee had in
mind, and the point brought out by Mr. Reichard was
talked over. It w^ould be pretty hard to say what would
be a reasonably free working switch, and to specify the
conditions, so we tried to confine it to the maximum

operating effort.
Why not tie them both together in some
Mr. Stevens
way by including in f-1 that fact, a voltage 20 per cent
below normal when the operating effort is not greater
than in 1-g, or some sentence of that kind?
The committee accepts the suggesMr. Schwendt
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At this point the discussion became lively as to the
items in the specffication covering the strength of the
apparatus and various points were brought out by the
members on the floor, and the manufacturers took issue
with certain paragraphs presented on this subject. The
type of insulation used was also discussed and suggestions made for the rewording of such paragraphs.
(Mr. Schwendt then read Par. (b), under general design, and several members offered criticisms that were
submitted to the committee.)
Mr. Reichard (Fed. Sig. Co.)
As to General Design 2 (d), I think that is another reason for the requisite
sheet.
"Switch-box in accordance with R. S. A. Specification." How can anyone tell to-day what that is going
switch-box, I believe, should properly be termed
to be ?
It is in committee at the
a switch circuit controller.
may be able to conveniently house such
present time.
a mechanism in the switch machine house. If this paragraph is left in, then every switch machine which is
built in accordance with these specifications will have to
have sufficient room in which the switch-box may be used.
It would seem to me, perhaps, that more definite information should be given concerning the switch circuit con:

'

A

We

troller.
It was the t^iought of the committee
2
'(d) to make provision
placing that as it has infor the switch box in the mechanism case, so that it all
can be self-contained. By making this provision, all the
wires will go into just one point.
I would say that in the switch circuit
Mr. Stokes
controller the R. S. A. specification would answer whether
it was operated from the point or to the point and the
lock.
It seems that it has not left anything to the imagination as to whether this space is to be provided in the
housing of the switch machine, or as to whether or not
it shall be installed when the machine is ordered.
Mr. L. H. Howard: As to 2 (g), I would suggest the
There are many cases
elimination of R. S. A. 1410.
where that connection would not be suitable.

Mr. Schwendt:

in

:

The committee had in mind hose
Mr. Schwendt
couplings in fixing it so it would be an easy matter to
connect up to a movement from any angle in order to
meet that condition and make it more universal.
Mr. Reichard: With regard to 2 (m) I would suggest the elimination of all reading matter after R. S. A.
1098, without the additional information that the mechanism shall provide nine inches total stroke.
1 (a) provides that
C. F. Stoltz (C. C. C. & St. L.)
the movement under the sequence in which the mechanism performs shall operate the detector bar one-half inch
stroke. If the detector bar is to operate but one-half inch
stroke, whv should the mechanism move nine inches?
:

:

:
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Mr. Rcicliaid:
cific

witli

1

don't think

it

is

necessary to be spetake that.
3 (b) unless
to be considered as

Tlio coniniiltcc will

:

I

could not

I am advised wliollier the
part of this specification.

like to ask Mr. Howe if it would be satisfactory if
include a clause reading that the painting of the mechanism shall be in accordance with the R. S. A. specification for shop painting?
Mr. Howe
I don't believe I know what that is.
Mr. .Saunders: At the time that R. S. A. specification
was under discussion, the question of dipping castings
was discussed, and I believe it was agreed that that was
the preferred method, of dipping them in paint, not red
Specification 8 (a) as it now reads covers too
lead.
much to be covered in one clause. I think you will have
to split it up to cover various parts, and in all probability
apply the R. S. A. specification for painting a majority
of them.
(Mr. Weigand read R. S. A. Specification 1198.)
Doesn't that refer principally to
Mr. Howard:
great many of these mechanwrought iron and steel ?
isms are cast iron, which is one of the most rust-resisting
Personally, I believe a dipping coat
materials there is.
is absolutely as much as you ought to put on cast iron.
Mr. Schwendt: The committee will consider the suggestion made.
(Mr. Wiegand submitted specifications for power interlocking machine and after receiving suggestions from
several members, the committee was
excused with
thanks.)

would

we

rcjjard to nine inclics.

Mr. Schwcmlt
Mr. Rcicliard:

comment on

motor

is

I assume eventually the motor will be
Mr. Schwcndt
considered as part of this specification, and I think remarks should 1)0 made on the assumption that it will.
Then I think we should have the exMr. Roichard
ception of J4 in- vvith respect to motor commutators.
Mr. Schwendt: Any objection to 8 (a) ?
W. K. Ilowe: These machines arc painted with this
red lead and linseed oil, and it takes three or four days
It is very expensive, and do you think
for them to drj-.
it is necessary that all of the parts that you have mentioned be painted with red lead?
What would you suggest on that, as to
Mr. Schvvindt
the inside?
W. K. Howe: There are many mechanisms that are
now being coated with linseed oil only,-and cast iron parts
seem to stand up pretty well when so treated. The thing
that I have in mind is to get rid of that red lead and linseed oil that takes so long to dry.
Mr. Schwendt: The Signal division of the A. R. A.
now has the A. R. A. specifications for painting, and I
:

:

:

Report of Committee

II

:

A

—Mechanical

a report on unit specifications for
mechanical interlocking machines having S. & F. locking,
and recommended that they
be accepted for presentation
to the annual meeting for approval and submission to letterballot for inclusion in the

Manual.

The

specifications

follow
1.

General

Machine

shall
be arranged for (vertical horizontal)
1919.
leadout.
Machine shall have
(b)

levers and

spare spaces,
1919.

total
(c)

Levers shall be numbered and arranged in accordance with a track and signal
plan, dog and locking sheet approved by the purchaser.
1919.

Levers
(d)
weight of

shall be equipped with counterpounds, to assist in moving them to

normal

1919.
position.
Machine legs, bottom girders, lever shoes, lever num(e)
front
quadrants,
plates,
rocking
links,
back,
plates,
top
ber

blocks, bearings and locking
1919.
brackets shall be made of cast iron.
Latch shoes, latch handles, latch nuts, universal links,
(f)
link blocks, drivers for end of locking shafts, locking shaft
drivers for longitudinal locking bars, bottom girder caps,
swing locking dogs and driving pieces for longitudinal lock1919.
ing bars shall be made of malleable iron.
Levers, tail levers, latch rods, end strips and locking
(g)
1919.
bracket caps shall be made of open hearth steel.
(h)
Locking shafts, longitudinal locking bars, cross-locking, locking dogs and stops, driving piece blocks and all pins
1919.
shall be made of cold drawn steel.
(i)
Latch springs shall be made of spring steel wire.

and intermediate

(j)

(k)
tions.
(1)

rails,

and

Trunnions shall be made of forged steel.
Machine shall consist of four and eight
Levers shall be spaced

five

inch centers.

1919.
1919.
lever sec1919.
1919.

Interlocking

Height of machine for vertical leadout shall be 2 ft.
from bottom of leg to top of finished top plate. 1919.
(n)
Height of machine for horizontal leadout shall be
ft. 5% in. from bottom of leg to top of finished plate. 1919.
Like parts of machine shall be interchangeable.
(o)

(m)

HE COMMITTEE presented

(a)
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8J^
3

in.

1914.

(p)

Each spare space

shall be

equipped with lever shoe,

pin and cap.
Bolts and screws shall have U.
(q)

1919.
S.

standard threads.
1919.

(r)
Nuts, bolt and cap screws shall be hexagonal unless
otherwise specified.
1919.
Bolts and cap screws shall be provided with spring
(s)

1919.
lock washers where practicable.
(t)
Taper dowel pins shall be standard taper one-fourth
1919.
inch per foot.
When necessary to hold parts in fixed relation to
(u)
each other, dowel pins or finished bolts shall be used. 1919.
(v)
Moving parts of machine shall work freely without

lost motion.

1919.

Machine painting

(w)

shall be in

accordance with R.

specifications for painting.

S.

A.

1919.

Machine Legs

2.

Legs for vertical lead-out machine shall be 2 ft. 7J4 inheight and base of leg shall be provided with four holes

(a)
in

1919.
for 34-in. bolts.
(b)
Legs for horizontal lead-out machines shall be 3 ft.
5 in. in height and base of leg shall be provided with four
1919.
holes for ^-in. bolts.

Bottom Girders

3.

be fastened to legs with two
1919.
square head finished bolts.
shall
fastened
to bottom girders with two
(b)
Caps
be
1919.
yi-in. square head bolts.
(a)

Bottom

girders

shall

J4-in. thin

4.

(a)
Top
six i^-in.

T

Top

Plates

fastened to machine legs with
head bolts, one 5/2-in. cap screw and four 7-16-in.
plates shall be

taper dowel pins.
(b)

^-in.

End

T

1919.
strips shall be fastened to top plates with two
1919.
bolts.

head

S.

(a)
(b)

to

Levers

Levers shall be numbered
Levers shall be S ft. lOJ^

1916.

left to right.
in.

from center

of fulcrum

end of handle.
Levers shall have equal and uniform throw.

(c)

Cd)

1911.
1919.

Tail levers shall be drilled to provide 8^-in., 9?4-in-.
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10J4-in. stroke

and shall be interchangeable as front or back

tail levers.

1919.

Lever shoes for vertical lead-out machine shall provide approximately equal stroke above and below horizontal
and so arranged tliat connections can be made to front or
back tail levers.
1919.
Two-position levers shall he latched in normal and
(f)
(e)

reverse positions.
(g)

1914.

Three-position levers shall be latched in normal, cen-

and reverse positions.
1914.
Levers and tail levers shall fit sungly into lever shoes
(h)
and be fastened thereto with two -^^-in. finished bolts. 1919.
Lever shoe pins shall be 1-in. diameter.
(i)
1919.
Latch shoes shall provide for 4!l^-in. opening for latch
(j)
springs and shall be fastened to levers with two Yi-'m. tap
bolts and one 7-16-taper dowel pin. The hole for dowel pin
to be located below the hole for the lower tap bolt.
1919.
Quadrants shall be fastened to top plates with three
(k)
tral

^-in. bolts.
(1)

1-in.

1919.

Rocker links shall be fastened to quadrants with one
diameter pin, pin to be held in place in quadrant with

one -5^-in. headless set screw.
1919.
(m) Latch rods shall be straight % in. by 24^ in. from
end of block to end of thread, thread to be S.A.E. standard
2% in. long and supplied with hexagon check nuts. 1919.
Latch nuts shall be designed with -^^-in. ofifset, to be
(n)
3 in. long from center of hole to end of nut and to be
tapped with S.A.E. standard ^-in. tap.
1919.
Latch springs shall be 11-16 in. inside diameter and
(0)
shall be of proper strength to operate the locking bars when
the lever is at either end of quadrant and the latch is free
to drop.

1919.

Latch handles shall be 12 in. long from center of
holes to end of handle and shall be connected to lever and
latch rod with two yi-in. cheese head pins.
1919.
Lever number plates shall be fastened to levers with
(q)
one yi-in. cheese head pin.
1919.
Universal links shall be 5^ in. center to center, and
fr)
connected to rocker links with one 1-in. flat swivel pin and
one ^-in. cheese head pin.
1919.
Link blocks shall be 1 in. by 1^ in. by 1^ in. with
(s)
1919.
a sliding fit, and to have 5-16 in. by 5-16 in. lip.
(p)

6.

Locking

and shall be fastened to rails with four
l4-in. straight dowel pins.

without crowding

in

1919.

1919.
7.

Material and

Workmanship

(a)
Material and workmanship shall be first class in every
respect.
(G. P. 9-a.)
1911.
The contractor shall replace, at his own cost, any
(b)
part or parts of the apparatus and material furnished by him,
which shall, within a period of one year from date of acceptance of the installation, fail to perform its proper function because of any defect in the design, construction, application or erection of such apparatus. (G. P. 9-b.)
1915.

Inspection

8.

(a)

Purchaser

make such

will

inspection of the completed
product as to assure him that the requirements of the specification have been met.
(S. S. I.-a.)
1917.
Purchaser may make desired inspection at all stages
(b)
of manufacture.
(S. S. I.-b.)
1917.
(e)
The manufacturer shall make such tests as may be
necessary to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the purchaser
that the apparatus is in accordance with the requirements of

and contract.

1918.

Packing

9.

Material shall be packed to permit convenient han(a)
dling and to prevent loss or damage during shipment.
(S.
10.

pins.

1919

(S. S. M.-b.)

Chappell

&

Jacobs (C.

1919.

be interchangeable. 1919.
Intermediate rails shall be wide enough to accom(g)
modate two standard locking brackets.
1919.
(h)
Front, back and intermediate rails shall be provided
with one way cajjs.
1911.
(i)
End blocks shall be fastened to rails with one ^-in.
cap screw.
1919.
Ends of locking shafts shall be square and of like
(j)
dimensions.
1914.
(k)
Drivers for end of locking shafts shall be fastened
to locking shafts with one J/2-in. bolt and connected to universal link with one ^-in. cheese head pin.
1919.
Drivers for longitudinal locking bars shall be of the
(1)
clamp type with filler blocks and fastened to locking shafts
with one 5^-in. bolt and nut through end of driver.
1919.
(m) Eight and 12 way locking brackets only shall be
used.
(n)

1919.

Locking brackets shall be planed out for longitudinal
bars to a depth of 1 37-64 in. below finished top of bracket
and shall be 1 1-16 in. wide and for cross-locking bars to a
depth of 25-32 in. by 49-64 in. wide.
One ^-in. and two
7-16-in. holes shall be drilled with jig through end of bracket

1916.

C. J. Kelloway (A. C. L.), chairman; G. W.
(N. Y., N. H.
H.), vice-chairman; Samuel MisR. L
P.), vice-chairman; Larsen Brown (A., T.

end.
rails shall

1916.

Committee:

&

Front and back

P.)

(a)
Purchaser's order and requisition number, name of
consignor and name and address of consignee, shall be plainly
of package.
(S. S. M.-a.)
1916.
(b)
Detail list of loose pieces, containers and their contents shall be furnished for each shipment.
Where carload
shipments are made, show routing and car identification.

Bearings for machines having locking beds wider
(e)
than 24 way shall be provided with supports under outer
(f)

S.

Marking

marked on outside

Bearings for front, back and intermediate rails shall
be fastened to machine legs with four j4-in. bolts and two

dowel

1919.

tion.

(d)

7-16-in. taper

cap screws and

(o)
Longitudinal locking bars shall have 1^-in. stroke
and shall be provided with stops for normal and reverse positions of the bar.
1919,
Splices in longitudinal locking bars shall be made
(p)
by means of two channel clamp splices and fastened together
with two J4-'n- bolts with nuts and cotters.
1919.
Trunnions for swing dogs shall be reversible and
(q)
shall be provided with washers and cotters.
1919.
(r)
Swing dogs shall be straight and reversible.
1919.
(s)
Straight locking dogs, Nos. 2 and 5 only, shall be
used, and shall be drilled so that a normal drive dog can be
made a reverse dog by turning it end for end, or a reverse
dog can be made a normal dog in the same manner, or a
double end dog, No. 5, can be made to take the place of
either a normal or reverse dog.
1919.
(t)
Locking drivers, dogs, swing dog trunnions and stops
shall be riveted to longitudinal bars with l4-in. rivets.
1919.
(u)
Latches when locked shall have not more than 1-16-in.
lift for direct locking between levers and an additional lift
of not more than 1-64 in. for each special in the combina-

the specifications

the locking bed and so arranged as to

be easily accessible.

J^-in.

two

Machine
type which

shall be provided with mechanical locking
will be effective prior to the application of
of a
energy to the unit controlled.
1919.
Machine shall be fully equipped with cross-locking
(b)
brackets and locking shafts with cranks and drivers.
For
each spare lever and each spare space, one cross-locking bar,
and one longitudinal locking bar for the full length of the
machine shall be provided with operating connections complete.
1919.
(c)
Locking shall be distributed as uniformly as possible
(a)
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kelly (C,
S.

&

O. H. Eichblatt

F.),

Morrison

& W.

I.),

&

(S.

P.,

Atlantic System),

W. McClelland

J.

(P.

&

R.),

F.

W.

E.
B.

Relph (N. P.), R. W. Taylor
(B. & O.), Wm. Dawson (N. Y. C), Oswald Frantzen (N. Y.,
N. H. & H.), H. F. Lomas (I. C), E. E. Mack (C. & E. I.)
E. K. Post (P. R. R.), Chas. Stephens (C. & O.), J. I. Vernon
(N. v., N. H. & H.), W. F. Zane (C, B. & Q.).
(D., L.

W.), E.

J.

Discussion
E. J. Relph (N. P.)
In connection with (d) this is
for vertical, how about horizontal?
Mr. Kelloway (Chairman)
One could be provided
if a weight is found necessary.
There are only a few
cases where counter weights are necessary, and the committee has provided for those few cases.
Mr. Relph: In (f) I propose they be made of cold
drawn steel, the same to be held in place with a cotter
:

:

pin.

Mr. Kelloway: That is a o-ood point,
tee will take that into consideration.
P.

M. Gault

(I.

C.)

:

and the commit-

In regard to the latch spring
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tliat

.\lr.

I\c'l|ili

iiKMitiiiiu'd,

and when you turn

ti>

s|iirirK;ili<iii

tlio

i^

iiidfliiiiU',

levers, the size of tlie wire u.sed

for (lie .sjiriiij^ is not mentioned. I tliini< llie spriiij.; sliould
be so designed that we would get the same sprint; from
each manufacturer and they would he iiUerchan)j;eahle.
I ask the committee if it
C. A. Dunham (G. N.)
has jjiven consideration to the question of increased lever
ratios.
If 1 am not mistaken, paraj^raph (n) contemplates practically the present-day machine, with a leverIt has been my cxratio of al)out 1 to 5, 1 believe it is.
]ierionce that an increased lever-ratio would be a p^ood
believe some of the members would be interthini;.
I
ested in knowing- that the practice abroad provides for a
ratio of 2 to 7, giving the tower man more power and
making; a mechanical machine wliicli works easier than tfie
standard machine here.
Mr. Kclloway: That has been considered. Some of
the companies manufacture such a machine today, and
they arc bcin"^ used on the Pennsylvania Railroad and
the Atlantic Coast Line, but we decided four years ago
to go back to the standard machine, believing that the
increased length of lever was not advantageous.
Caleb Drake (C. & N. W.)
I think tlicre should be
something provided to take care of the end pin on each
end of the machine from working out. I have looked iit
the detailed specification and cannot find it.
:

•

:

We have had these
A. Peabody (C. & N. W.)
come out. There should unquestionably be some
provision made for taking care of them. It can be done
by means of tap screws or otherwise.
Mr. Kellowav The committee will consider that mat:

J.

pins

:

ter,

Nut locks should be added to that clasp,
frequently have these come loose.
I would suggest in (c)
G. H. Dryden (B. & O.)
"levers shall have equal and uniform throw" the addition
of, "and shall be in true alinement."
Mr. Kelloway The committee will accept that.
Mr. Relph
Is the committee figuring on designing
The present
a new lever shoe for the horizontal step.
lever shoe does not fit in the lever and is held in place
by three bolts and a dowel pin. According to (h) a new
lever shoe would have to be designed.
Mr. Kelloway The committee did not deem it necessary to provide a new lever shoe for new horizontal machines, as you lead your pipe connections off from the
horizontal, and therefore the old lever shoe was considered a proper design.
have had occaA. J. Kelly (C. C.
& St. L.)
sion to change our latch shoes and the dowel hole did not
run up, and we should specify just how much below that
Mr. Gault

as

:

we

:

:

:

:

C

is

:

We

to come.

Mr. Kelloway We will consider that point.
Mr. Gault The specification by inches does not give
an exact specification to dowel pins. That is something
with which many of the section men have had trouble.
They measure one end and the fellow who slips them
out measures the other end, and if thev were ordered
by number, we would get what we wanted.
Mr. Kelloway: We simply state how the latch shoe
is to be latched to the lever.
We refer to dowel pins
later on, and give specifications for them.
The committee has spent considerable time on the matter of
latch springs. Perhaps Mr. Howard will give us a statement on this subject.
:

:

L. F.

Howard (U.

S.

&

S.

Co.)

:

I said that

the specifi-

appeared at the time of the annual meeting,
was not sufficient. That is, if you w-ant to draw up a
specification of a spring you should specify the general
cation, as

it
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dimensions, and specify the compression to be given by
and get something you want. In order

dilTercnt voltages
to

do

you will have to first make exi)criinents to
what load you want to liamlle, and knowing the
you can specify the compression.
You can then
that,

find out

load,

determine the dimension of the latch shoe.

We

agree the
by
I)Utting in fillers where you want to get increased tension
for the machines.
W. II. ]<:ilintt (N. Y. C): I think the latter part of
this specification should be revised along the lines stated
by Mr. Howard, and between now and the time it is
put to letter ballot, to make a positive recjuirement instead
of leaving it to general investigation.
have made
tests to determine what we believe is a proper load for a
spring for the levers.
Mr. Kelloway: The committee will be glad to consider

way

it

is

specified

now

will lake care of the situation

We

that matter.

expresses the consensus of opinion at
Mr. Christofferson suggested,
and it
the association that we would
have all locking brackets in the machine, and crosslocking bars, drivers and shafts for the spare levers and
spare spaces, and we got it out in that way.
C. A. Christofferson (N. P.): I do not think there
will be much trouble in fitting up a lock on our own
machine. It might be that we might have to make a few
changes, but it is much better to have a bar in and provide for it, than to have a lot of short bars in that you
might have to take out.
Mr. Howard: I would suggest that in par. (m) that
the words "not more" be inserted, so that it will read,
"and not more than 12."
Mr. Kelloway The committee will be glad to go into
Section
the New

(b)

York meeting.
was approved by

:

this matter.

Mr. Kelloway
The committee has given the matter
of straight swing dogs (par. (r)) further consideration,
and is prepared to recommend the present type of dog,
except that it shall be }i in. thick, and each dog shall be
interchangeable.
Mr. Gault: Referring to paragraph (s), at the meeting in New York last fall, I believe Mr. Kellowav stated
the number of dogs had been reduced to five or six.
Mr. Kelloway The committee will re-write this paragraph and include additional dogs that we have found
it is necessary to have, in respect to some of the larger
:

:

machines.

Mr. Ralph I don't think the size of the machine should
determine what dog should be done away with.
I see
no reason why we should not use 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9,
11, and 13, doing away with 10, 12 and 8.
Mr. Kelloway: We can lock up all machines with the
number of dogs that we have recommended. It may re:

additional labor in making up dog charts.
I suggest the elimination of par. 7, and
the addition of the warranty clause as provided in the

quire a

little

Mr. Stevens

:

power specification.
Mr. Kelloway We accept
Mr. Relph: Mr. Chairman,
:

that.

I have a clause: "All parts
of machines that can be knocked down shall be marked
with steel figures, and given the numbers which they
take in the assembling machine. Locking brackets, crosslocking, longitudinal locking and swing dogs shall be
marked to read from the back of the machine. Longitudinal bars shall have their letter numbers marked directly over their drivers.
Swing dogs shall be marked
with letter numbers at the trunnion end. and space bars
at the nose end.
(The committee was dismissed with thanks.)

:

:
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Automatic Block Signaling

C.

Sectuni 5
Section 6

— White

e

— Various

k untreated.
old ties in

si)ccics

—

place

for several

years.

(c)

Ballast resistance

may

be determined by the

fol-

lowing formulae in which

E—Volts

—battery end.
—Volts at — relay end.
— Amperes flow from battery,
— Amperes flow through relay.
Y — Ballast resistance
ohms.
at rail

e

rail

1
i

y

— Ballast

total in

resistance per 1,000
2(E e)

Y=

ft.

+

y

of track.

=

2000(E-)-e)

L

(1-i)

INC TREATED
used more

TIES

are

being

in signaled terri-

tory than formerly. In this
connection
committee
the
presented the following report and recommendations
relative to the use of zinctreated ties in track circuits.
1.
As the electrical conductivity of zinc-treated ties
decreases with age during the first year, better results
may be had by allowing the ties to season for a period
of from two to six months before using in a circuited
track, thus avoiding the use of the tie while its conductivity is greatest.
2.
For good results, the number of zinc-treated ties
installed per year in any track circuit should not be
greater than 15 per cent of the total number of ties in
that circuit.
3.
(a)
It is recommended that a maximum rail resistance not to exceed .1 ohm per 1,000 ft. of track be
maintained. Ordinarily it will be lower. This resistance
can and should be reduced to a minimum by using bonding wires of high conductivity or increasing the number

of bonding wires per joint.
Rail and bonding resistance
(b)
by the following formulae in which

E— Volts

at rail

— battery

may

be determined

relay.

Because of a low ballast resistance in track circuits
5.
where zinc-treated ties are used, a 2-ohm relay should be
used, as it will operate satisfactorily when a relay of
higher resistance will not.
Committee: C. F. Stoltz (C. C. C. & St. L.), chairman; G. H.
Dryden (B. & O.), vice-chairman; F. H. Bagley (L. & N.), M. A.
Baird (Erie), E. E. Bradley (W. M.), J. H. Butridge (L C),
T. N. Charles (Southern), J. J. Corcoran (N. Y. C). A. R.
Fugina (L. & N.), R, E. Green (M. C), E. Hanson (G. C. &
S. F.), Leroy Wyant (C. R. I. & P.), G. W. Hulsizcr (C. & A.),
Geo. A. Kirley (B. & A.), G. W. Kydd (B. & O.), B. A. Lundy
(N. Y. C), E. B. Pry (Penn. Lines West), G. W. Trout (P. M.),

end.

—Volts
— relay end.
—Amperes flow from battery.
— Amperes flow through relay.
R— Rail and bonding resistance
ohms,
— Rail and bonding resistance per 1,000 of
e

at rail

E. L. Watson
Worthing (S.

I

(P. R. R.), E. P. Weatherbv (T.
P. Lines Atlantic System), R. B.

i

r

ft.

of track circuit in

R=

(I

(a)

+

L(I

i)

+

i)

The

Ballast Resistance in

April

May
June
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

Ohms

per 1,000 Ft. of Track

12

Section Section Section Section Section Section Temper- Humid4
6
ature
ity
3
5
40° F.
12.... 4.27 5.36 48.02 44.5.S 24.87 13.37

Date, 1917

17.... 2.28
8.... 1.91
6.... 3.48
14.... 2.56
25.... 4.85

3,22
2.76
6.42
3.15
6.06

34.52
15.66
32.82
14.64
28.92

24.68
15.72
26.99
14.27
28.92

21.19
9.50
12.65
9.67
15.96

12.42
5.82
16.05
6.55
1.11

82°
58°
78°
77°
41°

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

40%
73%
50%
46%
56%
75%

Average. .3.23 4.49 29.09 25.85 15.64 10.33
Key: Section 1 Zinc-treated red oak.
Section 2 Zinc-treated red oak soaked and scrubbed.

—
—
— Red

oak treated with 25 per cent creosote, 75
per cent gas oil.
Section 4— Red oak treated with 10 per cent creosote, 90
per cent gas oil.

Section 3

&

&

There are a number of
N.)
things in the report that I believe should have further
consideration.
I refer more particularly to Par. 1, in
which it is stated that the period of seasoning ties should
be from two to six months.
I don't believe that two
months is sufficient time for seasoning. I believe that the
minimum should be six months. Par. 2, it seems to me.
should be further qualified; that is to say, 15 per cent of
the total number of ties in a circuit may be renewed each
year.
That depends a great deal upon the length of the
track circuit, and it depends upon the track circuit conWith certain track circuits, under good track
ditions.
circuit conditions, you may be able to use more than 15
per cent, and on other track circuits it would not be practical to use as much as 15 per cent.
In other words, the
rail resistance and the ballast resistance of the track circuit will determine the number of zinc-treated ties that
can be used in the circuit.
Under 4-e, I don't think that 115 milamperes is sufficient.
In other words, that we would require at least 130
milamperes flowing through the relay. For that reason
it may be that the information given is somewhat misleading.
A. R. Fugina (L.

2000 (E-e)

length of track circuit should be determined by the ballast resistance or the resistance from
rail to rail through ties, ballast, and track insulation.
The following table expresses in ohms per 1,000
(b)
ft. of track readings on various kinds of ties
4.

P.), E. E.

Discussion

track in ohms.

feet.

2(E-e)

&

Arnold (C.

N. W.).

total in

L —Length

(I-i)

(d)
Unless the ammeter with which the current readings are taken is of an extremely low resistance, such
readings should be taken only for the purpose of determining the resistance of the unit and relay. The current
flow should then be calculated from these resistances and
the voltage drop across them, otherwise the error due to
the resistance of the instrument will affect the results.
(e)
When the rail resistance is equal to .1 ohm per
1,000 ft. of track, a 2-ohm relay used, and the ballast
resistance per 1,000 ft. of track as determined by the
above formulae is as shown below, the track circuits
should not exceed the lengths shown opposite the following resistances
1 ohm —2,200 ft.
3 ohms—4,400 ft.
2 ohms— 3,400 ft.
4 ohms— 5,200 ft.
The lengths as above shown provide for the operation of
the relay at 150 deg. F., under which condition, with
.6 volts at the battery, 115 milamperes flows through the

:

:

;
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W'c will now call for the report of Mr. C. F. Stoltz,
Chairman.
The coniinittec'.s idea wa.s
Mr. Stoltz ((.hairinan)
:

slionld not reciuire that
months before heinji: installed.
that

it

all ties

It

sliould wait for

how nnich zine is put into the lies,
that railroads will have to settle for themselves.

Report

of

.six

depends altogether on
and that is something;

There

Committee

Vol. 66, No. 11a

is another ihinp I want to lay emphasis on, and that is
bonding; lesistancc. The success, (jr rather the failure of
the track work, is nvjrc often due to had rail bonding
that it is to bad ballast, and anythinfi; that can be done to
increase the conductivity of the rails will help a great
deal more than anything else, and it can be done.
(The committee was dismissed with thanks.)

X — Signaling

Practice

The neces.sary stops for
sume to be 12 min. at mile

the freight train we will aspost 32 for water; 33 min. at
mile post 50 for coal and water, and 12 min. at mile post
80 for water; total time for stops being 57 min., so that
the total time consumed on the division, as before as-

HE COMMITTEE SUBMITTED

re-

ports on the problem of signaling railroads with reference to the eiTect of signals
and proper location of passing sidings on the capacity
of the line and on automatic
train control,

on which

it

has

made

considerable investigation and reported progress,
and in addition submitted a
brief summary of some of the devices which are showing
promises of development.
These devices are:
The
American Train Control System
Shadle Automatic
Train Control; National Safety Appliance Company, and
Shweyer Automatic Train Control.
The committee recommended that the matter on location of sidings and that on automatic train control be
accepted and presented to the association as information.

sumed, would be 390 min.
The accompanying diagram shows a freight train
leaving terminal A at 12 midnight and arriving at terminal B at 6 :30 a. m., and a passenger train leaving terminal A at 4 a. m., arriving at terminal B at 6:30 a. m.
It is quite evident from an inspection of this diagram that
if there were no passing tracks on the division, no freight
trains could be operated between midnight and 4 a. m. In
other words, the passenger train occupies the line for four
hours. This time of four hours is equal to the difference
between the running time of the freight train and the
running time of the passenger train or if we let T represent this interval of time, and tF and tP represent the
total running time of the freight and passenger trains,
respectively, we would have T
tF
tP.
If there were no passing tracks on the division, but
one freight train could be operated during this interval
;

^

—

;

Effect of Siding on Capacity of

Two

or

:

;

Proper Location of Passing Tracks
In order that we may have a concrete example on
which to base the formulae and methods which we intend to produce, we will take a lOO-mile division on
which only two classes of trains are operated. First,
freight trains whose running time over the division, including necessary stops for coal and water, is 6^^ hr.
and second, passenger trains whose running time over
the division is 2j4 hr. The running time of the freight
train we will assume to be as follows
terminal A to mile post 20
mile post 20 to mile post 2i2
mile post 32 to mile post 50
mile post 50 to mile post 80
mile post 80 to terminal B

Total

3

/ oo

More Tracks

In the study of the effect of signaling (block signaling) and the location of passing sidings on the capacity
of a track with traffic in one direction, we have
quite a different problem
from that of a track
with traffic in both directions, for while in both
cases time is the governing feature in determining how
many trains can be operated between two points, in the
case of a track with traffic in both directions it is the
time of opposing trains which controls; whereas on a
track with traffic in one direction it is the time of following trains. The subject naturally divides itself into two
parts First, a proper location of passing tracks second,
capacity of a line without passing tracks.

From
From
From
From
From

TirmtfTaf

66 min.
30 min.
54 min.
105 min.
78 min.
333 min.

Tirmmol A

O

Graphic Method of Locating Passing Tracks on Double
Track Lines

of time. If there was one passing track on the division of
only one train capacity, then only one more freight train
could be operated, and if there were two such passing
tracks, then only two more freight trains could be operated.
So, the number of trains that could be operated
during this interval of time would be one more than the
number of passing tracks. It is also quite evident that
the maximum delay which could occur to a freight train
if there were no passing tracks would
at terminal
in
be four hours, lor if it could not leave terminal
time to reach terminal B before the passenger train, it
until after the passenwould have to wait at terminal
ger train had left that terminal. Consequently, the maxitP.
delay would also be equal to tF
It is quite
evident that the proper location of passing tracks would
be one that would cause the minimum amount of delay to
the freight trains when they are passed by the passenger
train.
In order to show the conditions under which such

A

A

A

mum

—

:

March
a

18,

minimum
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delay will occur,

gram (Fig 2)

we

present the following dia-

:

This diagram

a portion of the usual train diagram,
trains being passed by a passenger train at adjacent sidings. Freight train No. 1 arrives at siding B at such a time in advance of the passenger train that it can clear the main line in accordance
with any rules that may be in effect relative to this particular train movement. Freight train No. 2 also arrives
the same amount of time in advance of the
at siding

and

is

shows two freight

it

A

These would be the conditions under
which the minimum amount of delay would be caused
to the freight trains, and that delay would be only the
actual time which it is necessary for a freight train to
lose due to its entering a siding to be passed by another
train.
This loss of time, which we will call a, may be
divided into three parts, as follows: (1) The time lost by
the freight train due to stopping for switch and starting
again and getting into clear on the siding, which time
we will call b (2) the time the freight train must remain
at rest on the siding in order to be passed by another
train, which time we will call e; and (3) the time lost
by the freight train in starting from the siding and repassenger train.

;
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siding B in advance of the passenger train in accordance
with the rules which may be in effect, and in consequence
thereof it has to wait at siding A until the passenger train
had passed that siding, in which case the freight train
would arrive at siding B on the time shown on the diagram for train 2. The time lost by such a delay to freight
No. 1 would be as shown by the diagram, equal to S,
which, as heretofore shown, is F
The maximum
P.
delay is then the difference between the running times of
the freight and passenger trains between the sidings and
this maximum delay will be found on a division at the

—

where

point

F— P

this

Coming back now

is

the greatest.

diagram of our concrete
example, it is quite evident that the maximum F
P will
be the smallest when this F
P is the same for the space
between each of the passing points or, in other words,
the passing tracks should be so located that the difference
between the running time of a freight train and passenger train between them would all be equal, or, what is
the same thing, the spacing between freight trains which
are to be passed by the passenger train should be all
to the train

—

^

—

;

equal.

As there
ing tracks,
tF

5==

is

always one more space than there are pass-

we can

— tP

,

N-f

in

construct the

which

N

following

equals the

formulae

number of passing

1

tracks.
For example, if there were to be three passing
tracks on the 100-mile division of our concrete example,
the proper spacing between freight trains would be

=

S

390—150
,

or,

S

^ 60 min.

4

The proper

location of this number of sidings can
determined graphically by laying out on
the diagram freight trains leaving terminal A one
hour apart, or at 1 o'clock, 2 o'clock and 3
o'clock,
and the points where they intersect the
passenger train line would be the proper location of the passing tracks, or on the diagram at mile
posts 32, 50 and 80. It will be noted from this diagram
with such a location of passing tracks that the running
time of a freight train between each of the passing tracks,
plus the time that it is either taking water or coal, minus
the running time of the passenger train between the same
sidings, is in each case equal to 60 min. We can, therefore, establish the general rule that the proper location of
passing tracks on a double track line would be such that
the difference between the running time of the freight
trains, including necessary stops, and the running time of
the passenger trains, including necessary stops, between
them should all be equal. This analysis does not take into
consideration the use of the second main track for pass-

be

Figure

2.

Location of Passing Tracks for

Minimum Delay

gaining its normal speed, which time we will call c. The
time e which a train must remain at rest on the siding is
again divided into two parts.
(1) The time which it
must be into clear before the arrival of the passenger
train as per rules which may be in force, and (2) the
time which it must remain at rest after the passenger
train has passed the siding. This time also being in accordance with rules which may be in force. These two
subdivisions of the time e we will call d and d^, respect-

+

we would have a=:b-|-c-|-d
d^.
Representing the running time of the freight train
between sidings by F, and the running time of the passenfer train between the same sidings by P, we would
have from the diagram S
F c-}-d^ P d^ c.
Or, S
F b-f-d P d b. Or, in either case,
F P. S in this case being the spacing in time beS
ively, so

=
= — +

=
— — —+

tween the two freight

From

— — —

trains.

learn that the minimum delay will occur
to a freight train when the spacing between freight trains
is equal to the difference in running time of the freight
and passenger trains between the sidings. The maximum
delay would occur to a freight train when, for example,
freight No. 1 arrived at siding
just too late to make
this

we

A

easily

ing trains.
From the foregoing it follows that the capacity of
a division is increased as the value of the time F
P
is decreased.
The value of this term may be decreased by
either decreasing F, which would be increasing the speed
of the freight trains, or by increasing P, which would be
decreasing the speed of the passenger trains, and it is
quite evident that the actual maximum capacity can only
be reached when the value of this term is zero, in which
case passing tracks would not be needed and the spacing
of trains would usually be governed only by the longest
time which the train is obliged to remain at rest at any
point upon the division.
When all trains are running at equal speed the capacity
of a division can be expressed by the simple equation,

—

f

Z

=—

,

in

which Z equals the number of

trains,

T

an

T
interval of time

and / the interval of time between

trains.

—

,
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If
is

111)

of hldik

I'uiiii

iloU'iininoil

hy

sif^iialiii},'

is

ciiiployfil,

tlii.s

lime /

inaxiimim length of time a train is
any point on the division for any pur-

llic

ohiijjcd to stop at

pose, such as for takinj,' coal and water, in which event
the time / is equal to the amount of time wliich the train
remains at rest for sucii a purjjose, and the equation for

may

of

have
and

the

/

under these conditions becomes 7.-

,

in

which

D

of time consumed at the stop.
or a form of block si^^nalinj; is used which
re(|uires a defmite time interval between trains, then the
equals the

lenjjith

If the rules

f

capacitv

is

determined bv the simple equation

Z

=—
T

no case can / be

than D.
In neither of these cases is the speed of trains or their
lens,^th a factor in determining: the capacity of a division,
i)ut in

less

tiic

fi)i-

its

at

tiaiu in miles ])vr

+

—— T

:^

(M

D

normal speed.
Representing the
minute by Lv, we would
tlu'
\.iiuc
of
f:
f — ; h -|- Mv
d -}- Lv,
equation
for
capacity
would
become

conlinue

s])ee(l

T
capacit\'
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If for

.

any reason there

+ L)y + h + d

is

a

necessary stop in any block, such as a stop for coal or
water, then the time lost by a train on account of such a
stop must be included in the time /, and if the time /
for which the block in which the slop occurs is the maximum / for the division, then this stop becomes a factor
in determining the capacity of the division.
In this case
h
we would have f
Mv d -)- Lv D. In this
equation
is not the maximum length of block, but it
is the length of the block in which the delay represented
by I) occurs.
The equation for capacity now becomes

= +

M

Z

+

+

T

=

.

(M

+ L)v + h + d + D

To

illustrate the use of

these formulae, let us determine the capacity of two pieces
of road, over each of which only one class of trains is
operated. One of these roads being equipped with manual and the other with automatic block signaling. Let it
be assumed that the trains are y^ mi. long, and that they
run at the rate of speed of 3 min. per mile on both roads.
On the manual block road assume that the maximum
length of block is 7 mi., and for the automatic block
territory assume that the maximum spacing of signals is
1 mi., so that the maximum length of block for trains
running under proceed signals would be 2 mi. In both
min., and in manual block let c? be 5
cases let h equal

^

We

%

min. and in automatic block
min.
would have then
For manual block
as the capacity in trains per day
1440
3-|-.5-|-5
Z
5L For automatic block
:

=

=

(7

Z

+ .5)
1440

=

3

(2

+ .5)

+

.5

-f .25

= 174.

Analysis of Line Having Mixed Traffic

A

Figure

3.

Diagram Showing Maximum Length
with

Minimum

of Block

Train Spacing

D

unless it should happen that
or / is less than the time
it takes a train to
travel its length.
When, however,
either rules, or a form of block signaling is used which
requires a definite space between trains, then the term /
depends not only upon the speed and length of trains,
but also upon the length of time it requires the train to
tra\el through the required space, and also upon two
other factors which we will point out.

Capacity of a Line Without Passing Tracks
Figure 3 shows two trains running as close together
as it is possible over a block signal territory.
In this,
figure
represents the maximum length of block in this
territory and L represents the length of train. The time
d is the time that must elapse after the rear end of the
preceding train has passed block B before the signal at
block A can be made to indicate "proceed." This time
may be fixed by rule, in manual block operation or in
automatic block operation it would be the time required
to assume a proceed position
for the signal at block
after the rear of a train had passed into the block governed by the signal B. The time h, which is commonly
called "sighting time," is the time that must be allowed
for the following train to observe the signal A after it has
assumed the proceed position in order that the train A

method of analyzing the capacity of a double track
line where mixed traffic is operated is to consider the
passenger schedule as fixed and then determine the
amount of time these passenger trains occupy the line, the
remaining time being that which is available for freight
traffic.

e/ockA

eioch B

M

A

Fig.

4.

Diagram

of

Mixed

Traffic

W

represents a freight train, N^ W*
In Fig. 4, N
and N- W^ representing other trains of equal speed. N^
X^ represents a passenger or other train running
at a greater speed.

train

N^ X^

is all

It is

obvious that / for the passenger
main track capacity is reduced

that the

;

:
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W

for freight purposes and that

\\ - N"
i^ara'. .clogram N'
reduction in capacity due to a single
high speed train. In Fig. 5 as in Fig. 4, N
represents
a freight train N^ W^ and N- \V- representing other
trains of equal speed.
N^ X^ as in Fig. 4 represents a
passenger train and N* Xrepresents
second
a
one.
From this it is obvious that when the time
between two passenger trains N^ N- is less than / for a
freight train which in this case equals N' N^, there is
no time in which a freight train can enter the block
therefore, the total time that the main track capacity is
reduced for freight purposes is passenger train time f,
which equals N'' N- plus the time between the passenger
trains N^ N4 or N^ X" and the amount that the main
track capacity is reduced for freight purposes, may be
represented by the parallelogram X^^ W^ W^ N-.

will represent tliis

W

Application of Formulas for Analyzing a

Two

or

More

Track Line
report also included information concerning the
application of formulce on a double track line 122 mi. long
having a heavy passenger business, with 36 regular passenger trains in each direction at the east end and 19 regular passenger trains in each direction at the west end.
The line is equipped with automatic block signals.
The complete analysis includes a number of charts and
explanatory matter concerning the present conditions and
proposed changes, which included the addition of third
and fourth tracks at certain points.
In order to obtain free use of the third and fourth
tracks, 39 mi. of automatic signaling and 5 new interlocking plants besides the enlargement of some others

THE

of

year
lowing

covers

among

the committee
things the fol-

to

other

:

Prepare standard designs.
(2) Prepare stand(1)
ard designs of switch fittings.
(3) Check and criticize
drawings which other committees are authorized to prepare, givitig to each drawing a title and number.
(4) Revise standard plans to meet unit specifications as approved.

The committee presented eight drawmgs, four of which
are revisions of previous issues, two drawings are new,
and tw^o are presented for information and further discussion if found necessary
R. S. A. 1014, One-Way Horizontal Pipe Compensator
revised. Compensator base has
(Details and Assembly)

—

been strengthened to avoid breakage

in

shipment and

in

service.

R. S. A. 1015, One-Inch Signal Pipe and Coupling (Deand Assembly) revised. Rivet holes at one end
transposed, to obtain more economical shop practice, and
note "Slightly bevelled to remove burrs," added, after
"ends faced."
R. S. A. 1070, Binding Post (Details and Assembly)
revised. Washer changed from X^o. 14 to Xo. 18 A. W.
Note changed from "Edges rounded" to
G. brass.
"Sharp corners removed."

—

tails

—

A. 1220, Cross-arm Bolts (Through and Double
Arm) revised. Sqviare washer added, together with
reference numbers.
R. S. A. 1409, Cotters (Size— Drilling— Location).
Data Sheet new.
R. S. A. 1459, Stafi:' Tip Adapter— new.
R.

S.

—

—

The
.30 to

effect of the

70 per cent

change would be a
in the interference

from the use of main tracks for freight service
and an increase in the number of
freight trains that could be handled at the most restricted
point from 21 to 29 trains, or 35 per cent.
In addition,
the time of trains over the road would be considerably reduced on account of the reduction in delays the capacity
of the yards at three jjoints would-be greatly increased and
resulting

in various territories,

;

the lost time of locomotives at these points greatly decreased on account of greater freedom and better distribution of time when trains could be received and dispatched from these points.

&

Committee: J. A. Pcal)ocly (C.
N. W.), chairman; W. J.
ICck (Southern), vice-chairman; C. C. Anthony (Santa Rosa,
Cal.), H. S. Balliet (Grand Central Terminal), C. A. Christof-

&

lerson ( N. P.). C. E. Dcnncy (N. Y. C.
St. L.), C. A.
(G. N.), W. H. Elliott (N. Y. C), G. E. Ellis (I.
t\ C), J. V. Hanna (K. C. T.), J. G. M. Lcisenring (111. Traction), H. K. Lowry (C. R. 1.
P.), J. C. Mock (M. C),
!••.
]'.
Patenall (B.
O.). A. H. Rudd (P. R. R.), W. B.

Dunham

&

Scott (Gulf Coast Lines), T. S. Stevens (A. T. &
Stradling (C. L & L.), B. Wheelwright (G. T.).

S. F.),

E. G.

Discussion
A. Peabody (chairman) presented the report.)
The report is made as information, and your committee
recommends that this matter on the location of sidings
be accepted by the association as information, and I so
(J.

move.

(Motion carried.)

The second

subject, report on automatic train control.
This is also submitted as information and I move that it
be so accepted.
(Motion carried.)
(The committee was excused with thanks.)

Committee VI

OUTLINE OF WORK assigned

this

would be required.
reduction of from

&

The

Report
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—Standard

Designs

Drawings S. K. 20, Movable Point Frog, and 21, Double Slip Switch, are submitted for reference and information, as confirming the discussion at the annual meeting in 1918, showing method recommended by Committee II as to disposition of rods

The committee would

and

like to

fittings.

have further discussion

on the subject of "Fittings for Interlocked Switches,"
exhibits of which have been submitted to the association

from time

to time since 1914.

The committee was

instructed by President Trout to
follow up the matter of the standardization of lamps and
in co-operation with the representatives of regional directors, meetings have been held with very satisfactory results, and it is thought that plans covering our recommendations will be presented at the next meeting.
Committee: F. P. Patenall (B. & O.), chairman; J. C. Mock
(M. C), vice-chairman; W. A. Hanert (N. Y. C), C J Kelloway (A. C. L.), B. H. Mann (M. P.), F. W. Pfleging (U. P.),
W. N. Spangler (P. R. R.), M. E. Smith (D. L. & W.), R E.
Trout (St. L.-S. P.).
Manufacturers' Representatives: J.. J. Hubbard (F.
Neubert (U. S. & S. Co.), H. B. Taylor (H. S. &
S. N. Wight (G. R. S. Co.)
VV. P.

S.

Co.),

S. Co.),

Discussion
In connection with the one

way

horizontal pipe com-

changes were sup-gested by some
The same was true regarding the other
designs submitted. The chairman of the committee was
desirous of having the members discuss at length the
fittings of interlocked switches as a guide in connection
with future work on this subject.

few
of the members.
]iensator a

slight

:
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Report of Committee XII

—Contracts

roiitrart and of said plans and specifications, and the
location where said work is to be done, and such investigation of the work required to be done, and in regard to the
material required to be fumislicd, as to enable him to thoroughly understand the intention of the same, and the requirements, covenants, agreements, stipulations and restrictions
contained in this contract and in said plans and specifications,
and distinctly agrees that he will not hereafter make any
claim or demand upon tlie Company, based upon or arising
out of any alleged misunderstanding or misconception on
his part of the said requirements, covenants, stipulations and

tills

restrictions.

HE COMMITTEE Submit-

Plans and Specifications.

ted as a proj^ress report
tlie

THIS AGREEMENT,
in the year

following proposed

form of contract for
block signal and interlocking work:
made this
day of
by and between

party of the first part, hereinafter called the
"Contractor," and
party of the second part,
hereinafter called the "Company":
WITNESSETH, That, in consideration of the covenants and agreements hereinafter mentioned, to be performed by the parties hereto, and of the payments hereinafter agreed to be made, it is mutually agreed as follows
The contractor shall furnish all materials, superintendence, labor, equipment and transportation, except as hereinafter specified, and shall execute, construct and finish,
,

:

an expeditious, substantial and workmanlike manner,
and acceptance of the
of
the Company, hereinafter called the "Engineer"
in

3.

The work

to be

Bond
The Contractor

agrees, at the time of the execution
and before the taking effect of
the same, to furnish and deliver to the Company a good and
sufficient bond of indemnity to the amount of
dollars, as security for the faithful
performance, by the Contractor, of all covenants and agreements on the part of the Contractor contained in this contract. The security in such bond of indemnity must be satisfactory and acceptable to the Company.
This bond shall remain in force and effect in such amount,
not greater than that specified, as shall be determined by the
1.

and delivery of

this contract

Engineer.

Understanding of Plans and Specifications

The Contractor hereby

distinctly and expressly declares and acknowledges that, before the signing of this
contract, he has carefully read the same, and the whole
thereof, together with and in connection with said plans and
specifications, and that he has made such examination of
2.

fully described

in

the

contract.

Work

that may be called for in the specifications but not
the plans, or shown on the plans and not called for
the specifications, or anything not expressly set forth in
either plans or specifications but which nevertheless is obviously necessary or implied, shall be furnished and performed the same as if specifically shown or mentioned in
both.
Rights of Various Interests

shown on

in

4.

other

Wherever work being done by Company forces or by
contractors is contiguous to work covered by this

contract,

the respective

rights of the various

interests

in-

volved shall be established by the Engineer, to secure the
completion of the various portions of the work in general

harmony.
Consent to Transfer

The Contractor

shall not transfer this contract, nor
sublet any part of the work without the written consent of
the Engineer and such consent shall not relieve the Contractor of his liabilities under this contract.
5.

The work covered by

described herein, and the fulfillment of all stipulations
of this agreement to the satisfaction and acceptance of
the Engineer of the Company, the said Company shall
pay, or cause to be paid, to said Contractor, the amount
due to the Contractor, based on the following prices

more

and the following plans:

Inspection

within

,

is

which specifications and plans are hereto attached and are
hereby declared to be, and arc accepted, as a part of this

to the satisfaction

this contract shall be commenced
days after the execution of this contract
and shall be completed on or before the
day
of
,19..
In the event of failure to complete the work within the
time specified, there shall be deducted from the contract
price the sum of
which amount is agreed upon not as a penalty, but as liquidated damages.
And in consideration of the completion of the work

done

specifications dated

All work and material shall be at all times open to inspection, acceptance or rejection of the Engineer or his duly
authorized representative. The Contractor shall provide reasonable and necessary facilities for such inspection.
6.

Defective Work or Material
omissions or failure on the part of the Engineer
to disapprove or reject any work or material shall not be
construed to be an acceptance of any defective work or material.
The Contractor shall remove, at his own expense,
any work or material condemned by the Engineer, and shall
rebuild and replace the same without extra charge, and in
default thereof the same may be done by the Company at
the Contractor's expense, or, in case the Engineer should not
consider the defect of sufficient importance to require the
Contractor to rebuild or replace any imperfect work or material, he shall have power, and is hereby authorized, to make
an equitable deduction from the stipulated price.
7.

Any

Indemnity
indemnify and save harmless the
Company from and against all losses and all claims, demands,
payments, suits, actions, recoveries and judgments of every
nature and description brought or recovered against it, by
reason of any act or omission of the said Contractor, his
8.

The Contractor

shall

agents or employes, in the execution of the work or in consequence of any negligence or carelessness in guarding the
same.
Settlement for Wages
Whenever, in the opinion of the Engineer, it may be
9.
necessary for the progress of the work to secure to any of
the employes engaged on the work under this contract any
wages which may then be due them, the Company is hereby
authorized to pay said employes the amount due them or
any lesser amount, and the amount so paid them, as shown
by their receipts, shall be deducted from any moneys that
may be or become payable to said Contractor.
Liens
10.
If at any time there shall be evidence of any lien of
claim for which the Company might become liable, and which

March
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chargeable to the Contractor, the Company shall have the
right to retain out of any payment then due or thereafter to
become due, an amount sufficient to completely indemnify
the Company against such lien or claim, and if such lien or
claim be valid, the Company may pay and discharge the same
and deduct the amount so paid from any moneys which may
be or become due and payable to the Contractor.
is

^jg^g
, ,

11.

~,

J
The work under

,,

,

.

this

,

contract

m
•

.

i_
11
every respect shall

be at the risk of the Contractor unti finished and accepted,
except damage or mjury caused directly by Company s agents
or employes.
•
j r»r
Urder and
discipline
12.

The Contractor

enforce strict dis-

shall at all times

cipline and good order among his employes, and any employe
of the Contractor who shall appear to be incompetent, disorderly or intemperate, or in any other way disqualified for
or unfaithful to the work entrusted to him, shall be discharged immediately on the request of the Engineer, and he
shall not again be employed on the work without the Engineer's written consent.

Compctnj^s Employes
13.
The Contractor shall not employ or hire any of the
Company's employes without the permission of the Engineer.
Intoxicating Liauors
^

-'

/The Contractor,
rr.!

,

•

,

r

.,

,

.J

,

in so far as his authority extends,
permit the sale distribution or use of any mtoxieating liquors upon or adjacent to the work, or allow any
such to be brought upon, to or near the line of the railway

14

shall not

ot the

Company.
^

Company

to Amplify Plans
have the right, during the progress
of the work, to amplify the plans, to add explanatory specifications and to furnish additional specifications and drawings.
Power of Engineer
„
_,
,^
,
11
J
-J
V
The Engineer shall
16.
decide controversies arising between the parties hereto as to the meaning or intent of the
plans and specifications. He shall give such instructions and
directions as may be necessary for the Contractor to properly
carry out the work, and his interpretation of the plans and
specifications shall be final and binding. The Engineer shall
have power to reject or condemn all work or material which
is imperfect, defective or unworkmanlike, or which, in any
way, does not conform to this contract; to direct the application of forces to any portion of the work, which in his judgment requires it; to order the force increased or diminished

Right of

15.

The Company

shall

.

•

1

to decide questions which may arise
relative to the execution of the work.

and

•

•

between the parties

Order of Completion. Use of Completed Portion
The Contractor shall complete any portion or portions
of the work in such order of time as the Engineer may re17.

The Company shall have the right to take possession
of and use any completed or partially completed portions of
the work, notwithstanding the time for completing the enquire.

tire work or such portions may not have expired; but such
taking possession and use shall not be deemed an acceptance
of the work so taken or used or any part thereof.

18.
The Company shall have the right to make alterations in, additions to, or deductions from, the work, without
in any manner affecting or making void this contract.
No changes, additions or deductions shall be made except
upon written order of the Engineer and the value of the
work so changed, added or deducted, shall be agreed upon
and added to or deducted from the contract price.

Unavoidable Delays
in

19.

of the

.
/Tr .L
.
t11
If the Contractor shall

work by reason

of

fire,

t,
J 1
J
be
delayed

•

^1

in the

<•

performance

flood, strikes or other causes
Company shall be delayed in

beyond his control or if the
the performance of its covenants and agreements by causes
beyond its control, then the time for completion of the work
may be extended, as may be agreed upon, without in any

way

affecting the conditions of this contract or the liability
ot sureties on the bond.

Suspension of Work
at any time stop the work, or any
days notice to the
The work shall be resumed by the
Contractor in
days after the date fixed in
the written notice from the Company to the Contractor so
20.

work done during the interval of suspenhowever, pay the Contractor for expense_ of
men necessarily retained during the interval of suspension,
provided the Contractor can show that it was not reasonably
practicable to move these men to other points at which they
could have been employed. The Company will further pay
the Contractor for time necessarily lost during such suspenstopped, or for any
sion.

The Company may

part thereof, by giving
Contractor in writing.

The Company shall not be held liable for any damages or anticipated profits on account of the work being

It

will,

sion at the rate of
per cent per annum on the
estimate value of materials, equipment and fixtures furnished
^y the Contractor on the work which are necessarily idle
^^^^^^^y^ suspension, said rate of
per cent
p^^ ^^^^^ ^^-^^ understood to include depreciation, interest
^"^ insurance, but if the work, or any part thereof, shall be
stopped by the notice in writing aforesaid, and if the Company does not give notice in writing to the Contractor to
resume work at a date with
of the date fixed in the written notice to suspend, then the
Contractor may abandon that portion of the work so suspended and he will be entitled to the estimates and payments
for such work so abandoned, as provided in Section 25 of this
contract.

Forfeiture

any time the work

is not progressing to the satisfaction of the Engineer, he may so notify the Contractor in
writing, and if the progress of the work fails to show an
immediate improvement satisfactory to the said Engineer, he
rnay, at his discretion, for the failure to prosecute the work
^j^^ an adequate force, for non-compliance with orders as
^^ ^^e manner of performing it, or for any omission or
^^-^^
„
j^^^ ^f ^^ f^jl^^^ t^ ^
^
^f ^^^ requirements
^f ^^is agreement, on the part of the Contractor, declare this
contract forfeited, which declaration of forfeiture, made in
writing and served upon the Contractor, shall exonerate the
Company from any and all liabilities and obligations arising
under this contract, and any balance due the Contractor on
account of work done shall be forfeited to the Company, and
^^^ Engineer shall have full power to enter upon and take
possession of the work, and to contract with any other person
^^ ^^^^^^ f^^ jt^ completion.

21.

If at

22.

The Contractor

•

-d

i
t
t>
Replacement
Defective
ofc t\
Parts
shall replace promptly

at

own

his

expense any part or parts of the apparatus and material
furnished under this contract which within a period of one
year after the date of final acceptance of the work shall fail
to perform its proper functions because of any defect in the
design, construction or installation of said apparatus or material.

Patents
23.

The Contractor hereby covenants and agrees

to in-

demnify and save harmless the Company of and from all loss,
damage, claims, suits, recoveries or judgments, which may
^"^^ O"" ^e made, had, brought or recovered by reason of
^^ »" account of the material, tools, implements, machinery,
fi'^tures, or anything used in or about the work to be performed under the contract, being infrmgements, or being
'« be infringements, of letters patent issued by the
^J^'."^^/
United States or any foreign country.
24.

made

Changes
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Payments
work covered by
following manner

Payments
in

the

for

\

Final

this contract shall

be

Payment

Upon

the completion of the work, the Engineer shall
certify that all of the work comprehended under this contract has been completed and accepted by him under the
terms and conditions thereof, whereupon the entire amount
found to be due the Contractor shall be paid to the Contractor at
within
jays after 'date 'of said' certificate', provided, howevVr, ihat
before final payment is made, the Contractor shall submit
evidence satisfactory to the Engineer that all payrolls, ma25.

'

'

'

and outstanding indebtedness in connection with
^orj^ have been paid
jhis agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding
j,pQ„ tj^e j^g^j representatives and successors of the parties
^^^-^^ ^ills,
^j^j^

respectively.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed
agreement in
the day and year
above written.
Witness:

this
first

to do.

Committee: R.

C.

Johnson (B. R.

T.),

chairman; H. F.

:

:
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.SduIIiw I •^lllM Kinioii), vici'-cliainiian
C. (.". & St. L.). H. .S. Hallict ((}raii(l
Hoycc (C. St. P. M. & ().), k. J..
C). W. H. F.lliott (N. Y. C".), .A. U. IniRina (I.. «;
Himtliy {{'. 1'.), .1. H. l.atiiiur ((^ 15.
Q.), lolin
(III. Traction). \\. i". I.onias (I. C), I. ,\. I'laN. \V.). K. H. I'lv (I'nina., Lines West), I. M.
\\.

A,,

Maill.v

H.ildwiii

(C.

(..tiiial

Tir.),

ll;i;iK

S.

Davis (M.
H.), K.

;

(loornr

&

1..

I.cisi tiriiiv:

&

lunlv (C.
Wal.lroii

T).

K.

(I.

Discussion
I'lu:i

.'^t'l-irtary

.\t his re(|uest

ent.

comiiiillcc on coiitrads liiis onl}'
make, and the cliainnan i.s not ])rcs-

I'lic

:

pfofjress report to

sngjjcst every

member

of the association who has any sugfjjcstions wliatsoevcr on the ])roposeil contract- a jjood many legal ciiiestions are involved
and in the ah.sence of practically all of the leading
members of this committee, write to the chairman of the
committee directly, and to the vice-chairman, forwarding
a carbon coi)y, between now and not later than March
I

—

•

/.Cn

Vol. 66, No.

Ua

with any suggestions, objections or criticisms
any of the members have to make to this report.
W. H. I'.Uiott (N. Y. C.)
I oi)ject to the form of contract, for the reason that it represents only one side, the
engineer or railroad comjjany, leaving out any consi(lera\')\'),

I'K

that

:

lion for the contractors' interest.
L. !•'. Howard (LJ. S. & S. Co.):
Are the iiianufaclurers to have an oi)portunity to have a conference with
the committee before the June meeting?
'liie .Secretary
careful study has been made by a
:

A

number of gentlemen who have thought

tiie matter over,
and they felt they had not sufficient time to digest such
a document.
Now, the opportunity is given to every
one interested to present their views between now and
March 29, and immediately after that date the committee will hold another meeting and it is their desire to
have present every one they can get hold of to assist in
the di.scussion and develop these contracts into final form.

Report of Committee IX

—Wires

and Cables

and the tape shall not ravel continuously when unwound
from the original roll.
1914.
4.

HIS COMMITTEE SUBMITTED the
following changes in specifi-

)},Vf

cations

now

in the

Manual

That the term A.

^
!&

submitted for B. &
That section 6 of specifica-

,

;

'^-.^

HK*.

i

I

"'

,y

I

E^^Hi
^^^^r

-^ii^,

0Ht

for armored submarine
cable for 660 volts, armored
submarine cable for 2,200
"^'olts,
lead-covered cable for
*^*^^ volts, lead-covered cable
tions

^„„^
'

^m
^^B^j5

^

^'^^^ ^°^^^' ^^ changed
sheath, consisting
to read
^^ '^^ alloy of lead and anti<,
approxicontaining
mony,
.^|^» mately 99 per cent pure lead
and 1 per cent antimony, shall
be applied over the assembled and taped conductors, etc.
That the specification for friction tape be revised to
read as follows
\i

^^K
^^^B

^^^^9

l^Kw
I^Bb

^^^^^f

m^^B'^'

(a)

The

A

^

'

tape

sliall

be

L General
made of cotton sheeting which

is

thoroughly impregnated on both sides with a friction rubber
compound. The edges of the tape shall be straight and the
width even. No pin holes should be observable when the
1914.
tape is held before a strong light.
(b) Unless otherwise specified, the tape shall be 54-in.
width.

1919.
2.

Friction

The compound

3.

roll

not to exceed 2 ft. per minute upon a 54 in. mandrel
under a tension of 7^ lb. for ^-in. width.
1919.
(b) Tape shall then be unwound under a tension of 3 lb.
at a rate

for 54-in. width.
(c)

Cotton Tape

in.

the plies shall be such that the

have been unwound shall not
1919.

Tensile Strength

6.

The

tensile strength of the tape shall be not less than
1914.
for 3^-m. width.
The test for tensile strength shall be made on a piece
of tape 12 in. in length between grips and stretched at the
1919.
rate of 10 in. a min.
(a)

30

'

lb.

(b)

7.

Heat Test

(a) Strips of tape 18 in. in length, taken from the original
roll, shall be exposed to a dry heat of approximately 210
1919.
degrees F. for 16 hr.
(b) Immediately upon removal from the heat, the strips
shall be wound in concentric layers for a distance of 12 in.
upon a y^-'in. mandrel at a rate not to exceed 2 ft. a min.
1919.
under a tension of lYz lb. for Yn-'m. width.
(c) Tape shall then be unwound under a tension of 1^ lb.
1919.
for 54-in. width.
(d) The adhesion between the plies shall be such that the
rate of separation after 2 in. have been unwound shall not
1919.
exceed 10 in. in 3 min.

Electrical Test

8.

(a) The tape shall stand a potential strain of 1000 volts
(effective value) 60 cycles applied for 1 min. by placing^ a
section of tape between two brass ball electrodes each Y^^-m.
The electrodes shall be spaced so that tape
in diameter.
1919.
will just move between them.
(b) The voltage shall be gradually increased, after tape
has been placed between electrodes, until limiting value is
1919.
attained.
_

The

cotton tape shall be cut from sheeting well, evenly
and firmly woven from good cotton and free from defects,
dirt, knots, lumps and objectionable irregularities of twist.
The warp of the fabric shall extend lengthwise of the tape

1919.

The adhesion between

rate of separation after 2
exceed 10 in. in 3 min.

Rubber Compound

shall have a rubber base and be of the
strength and insulating qualities required to meet the speci1914.
fied physical and electrical tests.
(b) The compound shall be free from active sulphur or
other substances which will act injuriously on copper or the
cotton tape.
1914.

(a)

The finished tape shall be unwound from the original
and wound in concentric layers for a distance of 12 in.

(a)

^°''

:

Physical Tests

5.

W.

G. be
S. gage.

Tests

Manufacturer

shall give the purchaser sufficient notice
of time when material will be ready for testing.
1916.
(S. S. T.-a.)
(b) Manufacturer shall provide, at point of production, apparatus and labor for making the required tests under the
supervision of the purchaser.
1916.
(S. S. T.-b.)
(c) Tests may be made at point of production, or on samples submitted, and may also be made at destination.
1916.
(S. S. T.-c.)
(d) Tests shall be made from samples taken from any part
of any roll.
1919.

(a)

9.

Inspection

Purchaser will make such inspection of the completed
product as to assure him that the requirements of the specifi1916.
(S. 5. L-a.)
cation have been met.
(a)

:

:

March
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1919

(b) Purchaser may make desired inspection at all stages
of manufacture.
1916.
(S. S. I.-b.)
(c) If, upon arrival at destination, the material does not
meet the requirements of this specification, it may be rejected
and returned to the manufacturer, who shall pay all freight

charges.

(S. S. I.-c.)

(a) Material shall
to permit convenient
handling and to prevent loss or damage during shipment.
1916.

(b) The tape shall be furnished in rolled strips having the
following dimensions and weight:

Width,
Inches
Va,

1

\Vi

2
(c)

Approximate Minimum Length Weight per
Thickness
per Pound
Roll, Pounds
.015
.015
.015
.015
.015

Vi

135

ft.

0.33

90

ft.

0.5

67.5

ft.

0.67

45
33

ft.

1.0

ft.

1.34
1919.

Each roll shall be enclosed in a tin box or wrapped in
and enclosed in a box to secure and fully protect the

tin foil

contents.

1914.

Creosoting

Wood

(d) Each package shall contain the full specified weight of
tape, exclusive of wrapping and boxes, and shall be marked
with the manufacturer's name, the width of the tape and its
weight.
1914.
11.

Marking

1916.

Packing
be packed so as
10.

(S. S. P.)
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Purchaser's order and requisition number, name of consignor and name and address of consignee, shall be plainly
marked on outside of package.
(S. S. M-a.)
1916.
Committee: W. H. Elliott (N. Y. C), chairman; C. D.
Cronk (N. Y. C), W. L. Dryden (S. I. Rap. Trans.), B. F.
Oler (P. R. R.), A. H. Rice (D. & H.), D. W. Richards (N.
& W.).

Discussion

W. H. Elliott (Chairman) presented the report. On
motion, the substitution of the term "A. W. G." for "B.
& G. gauge" in the specification was approved, and also
the specifications for armored submarine cable, for 2
voltages, and lead-covered cable for 2 voltages.
The
specifications for friction tape was then put to vote and
carried, and the committee was excused with thanks.

Signal Trunking to Extend Its Life

The use of creosote for preserving trunking has been
considered by the association in the past and the question is one requiring more attention at the present time.
In this connection a paper was presented before the association by Kurt C. Barth, technical representative of the
Barrett Company, Chicago.
Several samples of trunking and capping treated as recommended were submitted
at the March meeting of the association, together with
the paper. This paper follows
The purpose of this paper is to submit this subject for
consideration and discussion to make a brief mention of
the available information, and particularly to suggest to
the Railway Signal Association further careful study.
No effort has been made to support certain statements or
data, as it is expected that will be developed during committee sessions.
Briefly, the premises for discussion are
First
It is known that wood trunking, capping and
posts decay rapidly, obviously resulting in increased
The average physical life of untreated
maintenance.
trunking can be said to approach four to five years for
Douglas fir; two to six years for Southern yellow pine,
depending upon grade, and as regards cypress, I would
prefer to leave the value of its "eternal" qualities to the
judgment of those who have used it.
Second
I have been informed that the average mechanical life of high grade signal wire is said to be about
12 years, varying from four to five years at interlocking
plants, where laid adjacent to rails, from 18 to 20 years
where not exposed to severe strain. Thus, it is obvious
that an increase in the natural life of trunking to about
that of the average mechanical life of wire is very desirable, and would mean a considerable saving.
Third
The logical remedy is to employ preservative
treatment. The preservative to be considered is coal-tar
creosote oil.
The available methods are both pressure
and non-pressure, although the latter is more adaptable
because a refined oil is used and lighter treatments given.
Fourth
The use of coal-tar creosote oil has been
seriously objected to because of the belief, based on experience to a certain extent, that creosoted trunking
bleeds, and the free creosote oil which thus exudes will
rapidly deteriorate the insulation of the wire, causing interruption to service, etc.
;

:

:

:

:

If this fact is substantiated, and no remedy found for
the condition complained of, then the preservative treatment of trunking may be impracticable. I believe, how-

ever, that a surface treatment with refined coal-tar creosote oil would increase the life of the trunking and parts,

without the slightest threat of injury to insulating compositions of

good

quality.

Fifth
Extracts of expressions from various sources
are appended as appendix "A."
It is evident that there
exists considerable difference of opinion regarding this
matter, but none sufficiently serious to preclude arriving at a practical solution. It is hoped in this connection
that the co-operation of the wire manufacturers will be
had, and that they will endeavor to aid rather than obstruct efforts which may be expended to solve the
:

problem.
Sixth

Surface treatments with refined coal-tar creo(conforming to specification No. R-828A, U. S.
Railroad Administration) should be employed for signal
trunking, capping and support posts, and when properly
conducted, bleeding should not occur.
Such treatment
should consist of immersion of the trunking, after having been completely manufactured, in refined coal-tar
creosote oil maintained at a temperature between the
minimum and maximum limits of 150 degrees F. and
200 degrees F. for from 15 min. to 30 min., depending
upon species and the grade of wood used. (Steam coils
to be used for heating oil.)
Where strictly permanent work is under consideration,
and the type of construction warrants the cost, and a
more thorotigh impregnation of the trunking is desirable,
and in that event treatment with refined coal-tar creosote oil by the open-tank process (hot and cold treatment) is recommended. The trunking should then be
pitched, as heavy treatments may result in a slight bleeding, even of refined oil, although it is to be understood
:

sote oil

that refined creosote

is far less likely to cause trouble or
injure the insulation than when the commercial grades
of creosote are used for trunking treated by the pressure
process. The primary danger is not the treatment in itself, but the possibility that the lower boiling fractions of
coal-tar creosote oil will bleed from the trunking as the
result of supersaturation during treatment, and collect in
sufficient quantities to act as a solvent on the insulation.
As these lower boiling fractions are largely removed
from the refined creosote, which is herein recommended
for treatment of trunking, and as surface treatments do
not thoroughly impregnate the lumber, but merely coat,
the surface, the danger of deterioration is minimized,'
while if the treatments recommended are properly con-

:
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We

From Proceedings
Page

find a

will

has never been proven to our satisfaction lliat there
exuding from creosoted trunking or
conduits to damage the ordinary insulation on signal
wires, and on account of this fact wc find the prevalence
of this impression may he due to unwarranted statements
made by competing firms of conduit.
It

sufficient free oil

is

Opinion of an Electric Illuminating Company
Question: Do you fear that the insulation of cable or
wire would be aiTected by coming in contact with the creosoted conduit?

Discussion

81.

I am told that it is almost
impossible to obtain creosote oil at the present time in
sufficient quantities to take care of all ties that are to
be treated, and I wondered if the zinc treatment that is
being used for preservation would in any way afifect

G. A. Guyer (N. Y. C.)

Mr. B. H. Mann: In connection with Mr. Stevens'
I would like to ask if some one has not had
some experience with treated conduit. My experience is
that a conduit where it was not treated, particularly
where it crosses a track and must be in the ground four
or five years, that when renewing trunking you will have
to handle the wire, that is, you will have to take your
rubber tube out and bend it, which is not a good thing
for that rubber tube at that age. Has not some one had
some experience with creosoted conduits or some other
remarks

do something with Mr. Stevens on

this

:

:

Mr. Rosenberg: For Mr. Mann's information I would
say that I have had considerable experience with creosoted trunking and will say that as it ages, it gets harder
and firmer, the only objection that I find with it is, that
after eight or ten years, when you undertake to take it
apart, to get inside of the trunking, it is a hard matter
to nail it together again; it will split, gets to be the
nature of bone, but if it is left to remain without taking
or longer.
it out, it will never rot and will last fifty years
had one time an installation that reMr. Mock:
quired an impregnated trunking. I am sure that it was
creosoted, but we took it up with a wire manufacturer
and he advised that he would not guarantee the wire, if
we used that trunking, explaining that it would act on
the rubber insulation in such a way as to reduce its life
It is possible that there is something on
considerably.
the market now that would be better than treated lumber.
I believe the experience of the LackaThe President
wanna was that the creosoting did interfere with the rubber insulation made it punky.
Mr. Stevens: That is, if the wire was not protected

tion,

;

pitch.

The

President

:

Yes,

if

and then pitch your wire

you put creosoted trunking m
you ought to have a good

in,

piece of work.

Mr. Stevens
heavy enough

Underground trunking properly treated,
to stand mechanical strains, and the v^rire

:

laid in properly, the

trunking pitched before the wires

and the trunking afterwards filled up with
pitch will be the ultimate wire construction for all electric work, but I do not look to see that now.

are laid

in,

and

it

present time.
O. R. Unger (Mo. Pac.)
'

I wish to state that the
Missouri Pacific have renewed 42 miles with creosoted
lumber, and practically used all new wire, and in eight
months the result was that you could strip it ofif with
your finger.
We have been using a
C. R. Hodgdon (C. P. R.)
refined creosote oil, putting it on with a brush. We have
had some in service about two years, and we have seen
:

:

no

effects

ill

The

from

President

Mr. Barth for

:

it.

I

wish to extend a vote of thanks to
(Applause.)

his paper.

Santa Fe Signal Supervisors' Reunion

We

:

United States Railroad Administracan be obtained in reasonable quantities at the

specification of the

trunking

proposition ?
The Northwestern are using a great
The President
deal of the bituminous conduit.

:

the insulation on our wires.
Mr. Barth I don't see why there would be any objection to using zinc as long as it does not interfere with
the operation of your apparatus.
That is a question I
cannot answer. As far as procuring creosote, you will
understand that I have recommended surface treatment,
of which I am primarily speaking, that oil meeting the

treatment, particularly in connection with the rubbercovered wire, that we may have the advantage of it and

by

No.

of R. S. A. for 1908

Appendix "A."

still

Letter Written by Commercial
Creosoting Plant

very ])rcvalent im|)ression that the insuladeteriorate in contact with creosoted lumber,
and it is, of course, a fact that rul)b<'r suffers in cnntact
with li(|uid creosote oil.
tion

Answer:
Extract

From

Quotation

W'licro treatment is
ducted, this is ciitin-ly eliminated.
given in the field, a refined creosote shall be liejnid at
ordinary working temperatnre, and as it is i)raclically
non-volatile the usual difliculty of solidification of the oil
and evaporation are removed. It is my belief, furthermore, that when the cut ends of the truiikin.u; arc brushtreated in the field, and a little oil is accidentally splashed
or dropped on the trunkiufj, no harm will result, because
of the exceptional purity of a proper refined creosote.
In conclusion 1 suggest that this matter be referred to
a standing committee, or a special committee for further
careful study, as it is quite self-evident that the economy
resulting from preservative treatment with refined coalIn fact, the
tar creosote oil is decidedly worth while.
First, extension of the
benefits are at least two-fold.
period of service of trunking, of the wire, and practically
everything else involved. Second, it is much cheaper to
use refined creosote than the cheapest paint.

Ua

annual luncheon of the past and present memFe Signal Supervisors Committee was
held in the French room of the Congress Hotel Monday
noon. Those present were T. S. Stevens, signal engineer; L. Brown, Sr., assistant signal engineer; G. K.

The

fifth

bers of the Santa

:

and E. Hanson,
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Ve G. R. Cowherd, signal engineer, El Paso & Southwestern B. T. Anderson, assistant signal engineer, DelaHarold K. Ferguson,
ware, Lackawanna & Western
Austin Company, and J. S. Hobson and J. E. Saunders
of the Union Switch & Signal Company.
On the second page of the souvenir menu was a photo-

Thomas,

Jr.,

assistant signal engineer,

signal supervisor,

all

;

;

;

graph of H. Hobson, signal supervisor of the Santa Fe
at Topeka. The last page contained the following poem
"What we have we'll hold," meant lands and gold.
When we strove in the days gone by.
But now we fight for freedom's right.

And

we'll hold the right or die.

March
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18,

Signal Division Registration
The registration of signal men at the meeting of the
Signal section of the American Railroad Association yesterday aggregated 319, the largest in the history of the
Association. It compares with 198 for the same day last
year.
*

Members

in

Military and Naval Service.

Active

Members

F. J., Sig. Engr., Kansas City Terminal
216, Union Station, Kansas City, Mo.
Alexander, A. F., Sig. Supr., C. M.
St. P. Ry.,

Ackerman,

Ry.,

Room

Room

&

8,

Milwaukee Depot, Minneapolis, Minn.
Allan, T. A., Chf. Sig. Inspr., Grand Trunk Ry., Room 514,
Canadian Express Bldg., Montreal, Que.
Allen, G. H.
Ambach, E. T., Engr. of Sigs., B.
O. R. R., Western Lines,
Room 400, Central Union i)epot, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Anderson, B. T., Asst. Sig. Engr., D. L.
W. R. R., Ho-

&

&

boken, N.

J.

Anderson, James, Sig. Inspr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo, 2525 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ashley, Robin D., Sig. Inspr., I. C. R. R., Central Sta., Chicago, 111.
Bagley, F. H., Asst. Sig. Engr., L. & N. R. R., Room 805,
L. & N. Bldg., Louisville. Ky.
Baird, M. A., Sig. Engr., Erie R. R., 50 Church St., New
York, N. Y.
Baker, N. E., Supt. Tel. and Sigs., Grand Trunk Ry. System, 23 Quincy St., Detroit, Mich.
Baldwin, Hadley, Asst. Chf. Engr., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Ball, Frank L., Supr. Sigs., D. L. & W. R. R., 33 Burnett
St., Maplewood, N. J.
Balliet, H. S., Secretary-Treasurer, Asst. Term. Mgr., Grand
Central Terminal, Room 1612, G. C. T. Bldg., New York,
N. Y.
Baxter, H. H., Supt. Constr., Sig. Dept., C. & N. W. Ry.,
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Beaumont, J., Sr. Tel. & Sig. Engr., Valuation Board, I. C.
C, Karpen Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Beck, Geo. E., Asst. Sig. Engr., Val., N. Y. C. R. R., West
of Buffalo, Cleveland, Ohio.
Bell, W. I., Supr. Sigs., W. J. & S. R. R., Camden, N. J.
Bennett, C. H., Sig. Supr., L. & H. R. Ry. Co., Warwick,
N. Y.
Black, E. A., Sig. Supr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo,
118 Prospect St., Ashtabula, Ohio.
Boland, W. E., Sig. Engr., Sou. Pac. Co., 1116 Flood Bldg.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Borland, W. P., Asst. Chief, Bureau of Safety, I. C. C, 1806
Kenyon St., Washington, D. C.
Bolin,

W.

C.

Edgar.
Breecher, A. T., Sig. Supr., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Box 705,
Savanna, 111.
Brown, Chas. W., Supt., L. & N. E. R. R., Bethlehem, Pa.
Buchanan, F. H., Sig. Engr., Penna. Lines West, Pittsburgh,
Blitz,

Pa.

Wm.

Burns,

G., Asst. Circuit Engr., N. Y. C. R. R., East of
Buffalo, Albany, N. Y.
Burrell, C. F., Engr., M. of W., K. & I. Term. Ry. Co., 2910
High St., Louisville, Kv.
Byers, Dwight, Sig. Inspr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo,
9501 Cedar Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Caley, Glenn H., Elec. and Sig. Engr., N. Y.
Ry

O &

Middletown, N. Y.

W

Camp, W. M., Editor, "Railway Review," Ellsworth
Chicago,

.'•'

Bldg.,

111.

Canavan, Chas.
Kan.

E.,

Asst. Sig.

Supr., U.

P.

R.

R.,

Topeka

'

Carpenter, L. E., Inspr. Sigs., P. R. R., Broad St. Sta., Philadelphia, Pa.
Case, D. M., Sig. & Elec. Engr., Sou. Ry. Lines West, Cincinnati, Ohio.

W.

Childs,

L.

Champlin, E. F., Sig. Supr., Erie R.
Elmira, N. Y.
Charlton, Robt. C, Supr. Sigs., O.
Portland, Ore.
Christofferson, C. A., Sig.

Mmn.
Connors,

Long

L., Asst. Sig.

W.

R.

W.
R.

& Nav Co

Nor. Pac. Ry.,

&

St.

Paul

Ave.,

Du

W

Cooper, S. F., Sig. Supr., Erie R. R., Jersey City, N. J.
Corcoran, John J., Asst. Engr., N. Y. C. R. R., East of Buffalo, care of Sig. Engr's Office, Albany, N. Y.
Cormick, James H., Director, Sig. Engr., Can. Nor. Ry.,
Union Sta., Winnipeg, Man.
Cotton, Chas. A., Div. Sig. For., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chillicothe.

111.

Cowherd, G. R., Sig. Engr., E. P. & S. W. Ry., Room 704,
Southwestern Bldg., El Paso, Texas.
Crantford, H. B., Sig. Supr., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Deer Lodge,
Mont.
Cronk, C. D., Asst. Sig. Engr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo, Cleveland, Ohio.
Dahlstrom, A. H., Supr. Sigs., U. P. R. R., Room 19, Union
Depotj Denver, Colo.
Dahlstrom, H. R., Sig. Supr., U. P. R. R., Cheyenne, Wyo.
Darrow, B. O., Supr. Sigs., Sou. Pac. Co., 1144 Dolores Way,
Sacramento, Cal.
Dawson, W. A., Supr. Sigs., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo,
Ashtabula, Ohio.
De Bolt, A. L., Asst. Sig. Supr., U. P. R. R., 625 S. 11th St.,
Salina, Kan.
De Meritt, E. B., Asst. Engr., Central of Georgia Ry., Savannah, Ga.
Deming, J. H.
Douglas, H. I., Jr.
Darstein, H. J.
Denton, Don., Sig. Supr., U. P. R. R., Ill S. 9th St., Manhattan, Kan.
Dorward, Oliver F., Sig. Supr., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R.,
132nd St. & Willis Ave., New York, N. Y.
Dryden, G. H., Prin. Asst. Sig. Engr., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Dryden, W. L., Sig. Supr., S. I. R. T. Ry., St. George, S. L,
N. Y.

Du Bray, A. B., Sen. Sig. Engr., I. C. C, Kansas City, Mo.
Dietlow, W. H.
Duffy, C. M., Act. Asst. Sig. Engr., C. R. I. & P. Ry., El
Reno, Okla.
Dunham, Chas. A., Past President, Sig. Engr., Great Northern Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Earhart, C. E., Sig. Engr., A. & V. R. R., Vicksburg, Miss.
Eck, W. J., Past President, Sig. and Elec. Supr., Sou. Ry.,
Lines East, 1300 Penna. Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Elliott, W. H., Past President, Sig. Engr., N. Y. C. R. R.,
East of Buffalo, Albany, N. Y.
Ellis, G. E., Director, Div. of Safety, I. C. C, Washington,
D. C.
Elsworth, R. B., Engr. Maint. of Sigs., N. Y. C. R. R., East
of Buffalo, Albany, N. Y.
Eisele, R.
Eller, E. T.
Falkenstein, Oscar, Supr. Sigs., T. & O. C. Ry., 1776 W. 3rd
Ave., Grandview, Columbia, Ohio.
Foale, H. J., Sig. Engr., Wabash Ry., Decatur, 111.
Foster, Franklin C, Sig. Supr., L. & N. R. R., Evansville,
Ind.

Frank, Samuel D., Asst. Supr.

Sigs., P. R.

'

Wilmington,

Miffin St., So. Madison, Wis.
Fugina, A. R., Sig. Engr., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky
Galleher, J. M., Sig. Supr., Erie R. R., Deposit, N. Y.
Gardiner, E. I., Asst. Sig. Engr., B. & A. R. R., 6 Forest
St., Natick, Mass.
Garrabrant, J. R., Sig. Supr., Erie R. R., 310 Swallow St.,

Warren, Ohio.
Gault, Paul M., Asst. Engr., Sig. Dept., 111. Cent. R. R.. Room
900, 111. Cent. Sta., Chicago, 111.
Gensheimer, J. S., Supr. Sigs., N. Y. P.
N. R. R., Poco-

&

moke, Md.

C.

20th St., Mattoon, 111.
Garagan, E. R.
Goings, C. E., Inspr. Sigs., P. R.

&

St. L.

R. R., 716 N.

R., Sig. Engr.'s Office,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Grant, E. C, Supr. Sigs., U. P. R. R., Omaha, Neb.
Green, R. E., Asst. Sig. Engr., M. C. R. R., Third St. Depot,
Detroit, Mich.
Grewe, E. H., Sig. Supr., C. St. P. M. & O. Ry., Eau Claire,

Broad

'

R.,

Del.

Frantzen, Oswald, Supr. Sigs., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., Room
458, South Sta., Boston, Mass.
Frazee, A. M., Elec. Engr., D. M. & N. Ry., 401 Wolvin
Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
Fultz, James.
Fairbanks, J. E.
Frederick, D. J.
French, E. E., Engr. Sig. Val., C. & N. W. Ry., 340 W.

Gilbert, A. M., Sig. Supr., C. C.

Clinton St

Engr., B. R.
P. Ry. 511
Bois, Pa.
C. J., Sig. Engr., Detroit United Rys., 82^ TireAve., Detroit, Mich.

Conway,

man

Wm.

Engr.,

R., 315

645

Wis.

St.

Sta.,
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Grave,

SIr. Enn''.,
City, Mo.
l"".,

2.^J.S

Kinion,

R. A., Soiiilnvcstirn

S.

L'-

Minn.

Siipr. Si^s., Nor. Pac. Ky., .St. Taiil,
Sin. I'^nnr., U. S. R. A., Soiitliwcstirn
O., Galveston, Texas.

C,

Haiisiii, T.

Hanson,

McPherson,

M.

IC.

HnuK, 11.
Kansas

!•'.,

.\vi'.

RrKion,

Harlow, R. E.
Hastings, K(1k. M., Res. En^'r., R. l'. & I'. K. R.. M(U I'irst
Nat'l Bank IHcIk., Riclnnond, Va.
Hawkins, K. G., Cor. Asst. Kngr. Sips., N. Y. C. R. R., East
of BulTalo, New York, N. Y.
Haves. M. M., Supr. Siks., N. Y. C. R. R., East of HiilTalo,
Room 307. N. Y. C. Depot, Rochester, N. Y.
Heanl, Reginald, Supr. Sit;s., I'. 1'. R. R.. Box 233, Green
Heilnian,

Room
Hiles,

C. Draftinp; Engr., Sig. Uept., C.
La Salle St. Sta., Chicago, 111.

L.'

809.

Wm.,

Inspr. of Sigs., C. C. C.

&

R.

I.

&

P. Ry.,

Ry., Cinein-

E.

St.

Ohio.

iiati,

Asst. Engr. Sigs., B. & O. R. R., Western
Lines, Cineinnati, Ohio.
Hinton, K. A., Sig. Snpr., C. \. & W. R. R., Indianapolis,
Ind.
Hix, A. P., Director, Sig. Engr., T. R. R. Assn. of St. L.
and St. L. M. B. T. Ry. Co., Union Sta., St. Louis, Mo.
Hobson, Harry, Sig. Supr., A. T.
S. F. Ry.. Topeka, Kan.

Himes. A.

B.,

&

Hesler,

D.

J.

C. R., Sig. Engr., Can. Pac. Ry., Winnipeg, Man.
S. C, Sig. Inspr., I. C. R. R. Co., 616 Term. Sta.,

Hodgdon,
HofTman,

MeiTiphis, Tcnn.

Hough, W.

A.,

Paterson, N.

Sig.

Draftsman, Erie R.

R.,

117

Park Ave.,

J.

Hull, S. P., Sig. Supr., N. Y. C. R. R., East of Buffalo, 383
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Hulsizer, G. W., Supt. Tel and Sig. Engr., C. & A. Ry..

Blooniington, 111.
Hurst, A. A., Sig. Supr., T. H. & B. R. R.. 413 So. Dundurn
St., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyatt, Thos.. Sig. Supr., Wabash R. R., 4 Harvard Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.
Ireland, E. E., Sig. Inspr.. C.
Irwin, J. C, Asst. Valuation
230,

South

I.

&

L. Ry.,

Engr., B.

&

Monon,

Ind.

A. R. R.,

Room

Boston, Mass.

Sta.,

James, W. A.
Kearton, T. H., Gen. Sig. Inspr., Nor. Pac. Ry., St. Paul,
Minn.
Kearton, W., Sig. Engr., Minn. R. R. & Warcliouse Com.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Kellenberger, K. E., Editor, "The Railway Signal Engineer,"
Transportation Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Kelley, Arthur J., Sig. Supr., C. C. C. & Si. L. Ry., 201.^,

Hoyt Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
Kean, H. P.
Kelly, I. T.
Kellowaj-, C. J., Vice-President, Sig. Engr., Atlantic Coast
Line, Wilmington, N. C.
Kilian, H. L., Supr. Sigs., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo,
748 Redwood Ave., Toledo, Ohio.
Kinch, L. E., Supr. Sigs., P. R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kirley, Geo. A., Sig. Engr., B. & A. R. R., Room 398, South
Boston, Mass.
Kocher, W. J.. Gen. Inspr. Mech,

Sigs., L. Y. R. R., Bethle-

J.

B., Sig.

and Elec.

&

P. Ry., Rochester, N. Y.
Engr., Sou. R. R. Lines, Char-

lotte, N. C.
Waltz, E. L.
*Law, Stanley W., Asst. Sig. Engr., Nor. Pac. Ry.,
Minn.

Lehman,

E. H., Supt. Material, Sig.-Tel. Dept., T.

II.

R.

II.

.'<:

R.,

New

H., Supr. Sigs.. N. Y. C. \<. R., Ivast of BufTalo,
BufTalo, N. Y.
O'Brien, John C, Sig. Supr., N. Y. N. II. it II. K. U., 11
De<'rficld Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Nelson, L. O.
Nichod, C. A.
O'l.aughlin, W. M., Sen. Sig. Engr., I. C. C, 914 Karpcn
Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Oppelt, J. H., Sig. Supr., N. Y. C.
St. L. R. R., 524 Columbia Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
Orr, H. H., Sig. Engr., C.
E. I. R. R., 6600 Union Ave.,

Carroll

St.,

&

&

Chicago,

111.

Parnell, Loy, Sig. Inspr., Wabash Ry., Montpelicr, Ohio.
O'Neil, W. J.
Passel, H. H.
Pattison, W. D., Sig. Supr., Sou. Pac. Co., 816 Flower St..
Bakersfield, Cal.
Perkins, G. O., Supt. Tel. & Sigs., C. G. W. R. R., 303 W.

Harrison

St., Chicago, 111.
Engr., N. C. &
Ave, North, Nashville, Tenn.
Pfleging, F. W., Vice-President, Sig.
Omaha, Neb.

Pflasterer, G. S., Sig.

Theo. A., Asst. Supr.
Wilmington, Del.

Pletz,

L

St.

Ry, 112 Tenth

Engr., U.

Sigs., P. R. R.,

R.

R.,

2606 Market

St.,

P.

Porter, L. B., Asst. Sig. Engr., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Milwaukee Shops, Wis.
Peck, J. W.
Palmer, Frank H.
Price, H. C, Gen. Sig. Inspr., Erie R. R., 903 Ave. C,
Bavonne, N. J.
Price, W. F., Chief Draftsman, Sig. Supr.'s Office, A. T. &
S. F. Ry., Los Angeles, Cal.
Rapelye, E. F. D., Asst. Engr. 111. Cent. R. R., 135 Park
Row, Chicago, 111.
Relph, E. J., Mech. Sig. Engr., Nor. Pac. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Rumous, T.
Rice, A. H., Director, Sig. Engr., D. & H. Co., 58 N. Pearl
St., Albany, N. Y.
Robison, Harry O., Sig. Supr., Mo. Pac. Rv., Osawatomie,

Kan.
Ross, Robert, Supr. Sigs., Pere Marquette Ry., Union Sta.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Saunders, W. K., Supr. Sigs., R. F. & P. R. R., Box 55, Ashland, Va.
Schwendt, B.
bus, Ohio.
Scott,

Sigs., T.

&

O. C. Ry., Colum-

Y., Asst. Sig. Engr., B.

&

M. R.

J.,

Warren

Supt. Tel.

&

R.,

Boston,

Mass.

Sampson, H.
Scott, S.

W.

J. C, Chief Sig. Inspr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of
Buffalo, 897 Evangeline Road, Cleveland, Ohio.
Seemuth, W. F., Sig. Inspr., C. M.
St. P. Ry., Milwaukee

Shops, Wis.
Seifert, C. O., Sig. Supr., B.

Chicago,

&

O., C. T. R. R.,

Grand

Cent.

111.

&

St.

Paul,

&

O. C.

111.

S., Supr. Sigs., Mo. Pac.
MacKay, W. M., Relay Inspr., Sig.
West of BufTalo, Cleveland, Ohio.

Lynch, N.

McArthur, F. E.
McDonald, J. E.
McKeen, A. H.,

N. Y. N.

luigr.,

Newman, W.

Sta.,

Ry., 382 Kimball St., Columbus, Ohio.
Leonard, Geo. T., Sig. Supr., Houston Belt & Term. Co.,
2505 Texas Ave., Houston, Texas.
Lomas, H. F., Asst. Sig. Engr., I. C. R. R., 12th St. Sta., Chi-

cago,

Chicago, 111.
Morrison, C. II., Sig.
Haven, Conn.
Minert, A. A.

&

hem, Pa.
Kolb, E. W., Sig. Engr., B. R.

C. J.

Meisel, Benjamin W., Asso. Editor, "Ry. Signal Engineer,"
Transportation Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Mock, J. C, Sig. & Elec. Engr.. M. C. R. R., Detroit, Midi.
Morgan, H. G., Sig. Engr., 1. C. R. R., Room 900, Ccn. Sta.,

Seaman,

Sta.,

Lamb,

Vol. 66, No. 11a

Rv., Kansas City, Mo.
Dept., N. Y. C. R. R.,

Selke, F. A., Sig. Supr., C. I.
L. Ry., 1318 Greenbush St.,
La Fayette, Ind.
Sharpley, H. F., Jr., Prin. Asst. Engr., Central of Georgia
Ry., Savannah, Ga.
Sibila, W. C, Office Engr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Sicht, J. C, Sig. Supr.,
City, Neb.

Mo. Pac.

Ry., 721

McLane

St.,

Falls

Simmons, H. H., Business Mgr., "Ry. Maintenance Engr.,"
Transportation Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Smith, Chas., Gen. Sig. Foreman, Can. Pac. Ry., care of Sig.
Engr., Winnipeg, Man.
F., Sig. Inspr., M. P. & M. Dept., U. P. R. R.,
3323 Grand Ave., Omaha, Neb.
Spangler, W. N., Asst. Sig. Engr., P. R. R., Broad St. Sta.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Stahl, L. R., Chf. Draftsman, L. & N. R. R., 9th and Broad-

Smith, Chas.
Sig.

Engr., O.-W.

R.

R.

&

N. Co., Port-

land, Ore.
B. A., Sig. Supr., Can Pac. Rv.. Winnipeg, Man.
E. I. R. R., Salem, III.
Mack, E. E., Supr. Sigs., C.
Mann, L. R., Gen. Sig. Inspr., Mo. Pac. Ry., 1084 Ry. Exchange Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
N. Depot,
N. R. R., L.
Mossie, T. F., Supr. Sigs., L.

McSweeny,

&

&

Knoxville, Tenn.

&

way, Louisville, Ky.
Starkweather, Frank E., Asst. Sig. Engr., Pere Marquette
R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Stecher, C. G., Sig. Instr., C. & N. W. Rv., 605 S. Wenonah
Ave., Oak Park, 111.

March
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Stephens, Chas., Sig. Engr., C. & O. Ry., Richmond, Va.
Stevens, Thos. S., Sig. Engr., A. T. & S. F. Svstem, Topcka,

Kan.
Stewart, A. W., Supr. Sigs., Atlantic Coast Line, Petersburg,
Va.
Stanley, Geo.
Stoltz, C. F., Sig. Engr., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., 600 Big Four
BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Storms, W. S., Chief Sig. Inspr., Eric R. R., Jersey City,
N. J.
Stradling, E. G., Director, Sig. Engr., C. I. & L. Ry., Salem
St. Office, La Fayette, Ind.
Sutherland, M., Supt. Sigs., Maine Central R. R., Brunswick, Me.
Taylor, R. W., Asst. Sig. Engr., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore,

Md.
Tegcler, F. A., Sig. Supr., C.
K., Asst. Sig.
pcka, Kan.
Toft, Guy, Supr. Sigs., P. R.
Trout, Geo. W., Supt. Tel. &

B. & Q. R. R., Brookfield,
Engr., A. T. & S. F. Ry,

Thomas, Geo.

Mo.
To-

East Liberty, Pa.
Pere Marquette Ry.,

Sig. Engr.,

Detroit, Mich.
E., President, Sig. Engr., Frisco System, 709 Frisco
Bldg., Springfield, Mo.
Uhr, L A., Inspr. Elec. Sigs., St. L. & S. F. R. R., Room
320, Frisco Bldg., Springfield, Mo.
Unger, O. R., Gen. Sig. Inspr., Mo. Pac. Ry., 1719 Del Norte
Ave., Richmond Heights, St. Louis, Mo.
Turner, A. C.
Underwood, O. C.

W. M.

Vieillard, L. F., Elec. Sig. Inspr., L. I. R. R., Jamaica, N. Y.
Wass, F. E., Supr. of Sigs., Grand Central Terminal, Room
1612, G. C. T. Bldg.,
York, N. Y.
Weatherby, E. P., Sig. Engr., T.
P. R. R., Dallas, Texas.
Weigcl, J. B., Sig. Inspr., L.
N. R. R., 7.^7 S. 32nd St.,
Louisville, Ky.

New

&

&

Vernon, N. D.
Walz, E. L.
Weatherbee, W. B.

W.

Warchtler,

Wood,

G.

R. R.

Whitcomb,

L. L., Supr. Sigs., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo, Elyria, Ohio.
White, Gerald H., Asst. Sig. Supr., P. R. R., 1010 S. Frazier

West

Philadelphia, Pa.
R., Office Engr., Sig. Dept., I. C. R. R., Room
900, Central Sta., Chicago, 111.
Wiegand, F. B., Sig. Engr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams, James T., Sen. Sig. Engr., Sou. District, Bureau
of Val., I. C. C, Chattanooga, Tenn.
White, A. R.
St.,

Whitehorn, A.

White,

W.

F.

Walters, H. N.

Worthing, E. E., Director, Sig. Engr., Sou. Pac. Lines, Atlantic System, Houston, Texas.
Yewell, J. E., Chief Draftsman, B. & L. E. R. R., Greenville,
Pa.

&

Yocum, A.

H., Sig. Engr., P.
R. Ry., 427 Spring Garden
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Zahner, J. P., Sig. Constr. Engr., C. R. I. & P. Ry., 815 La
Salle St. Sta., Chicago, 111.

Junior

Hadlow, W.
South

St.,

HoUway, M.

R.,

Members

Maintr., N. Y. C.

West
A.,

West

R. R.,

of Buffalo,

Park, O.
Sig.

Draftsman, N. Y.

C.

R.

East of

R.,

Buffalo, Rochester, N. Y.
Mills, C. E., Sig. Maintr., G. R.

&

I.

R. R.,

107'/:.

Howard

St.,

Petoskey, Mich.
Parrell, E. E., Sig.

Draftsman, C.

C. C.

&

St.

L. R,

Schindler, Geo. C, Draftsman, Sig. Engrs. Office,
195 Lane Place, Downers Grove, 111.

R.,

&

3rd

S. F.

Associate

I.

C. R. R.,

Members

Eastern Rep., Chicago Ry. Sig. & Supply
Co., 30 Church St., New York.
Allen, L. W., Salesman, Hazard Mfg. Co., 533 Canal St., New
York, N. Y.
Allen, W. P., Res. Mgr., Union Switch & Signal Co., 165
Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Ames,

Gray

&

Sons, Inc., Cambridge C, Bos-

Deems, Ed. M., Pres. and Mgr., Eastern Signal & Supply
Co., 30 Church St., New York, N. Y.
Dodgson, F. L., Cons. Engr., General Railway Signal Co.,

Downs, Loren N., Pres., United Electric Apparatus Co., 1529
Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
Edmunds, Frank W., Gen. Eastern Sales Mgr., Schroeder
Headlight & Generator Co., Room 551, 50 Church St.,

New

York, N. Y.

Emery, E.
Ertz, T. B.

Ferguson, Harold K., Pres., The Ferguson Co., 6523 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland, O.
Fox, M. J., Rep., Railroad Supply Co., 203 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
Garrity, P. A., Salesman, Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Primary
Battery Div., 750 Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Gillingham, W. J., Jr., Vice-Pres., Hall Switch & Signal Co.,
Garwood, N. J.
Gort, Godfrey, Rep., L. S. Brach Supply Co., 127-129 Sussex
Ave., Newark, N. J.
Graber, Geo. A., Rep., Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co., Peoples
Gas Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Gray, Geo. M., Peter Gray & Sons, Cambridge C, Boston,
Mass.
*Hackett, J. W.
Harwig, C. G., Elec. Engr., Hall Switch & Signal Co., 440
Summit Ave., Westfield, N. J.
FIcnzc, C. D. A., Res. Mgr., Federal Signal Co., 1129 Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.
Hobson, J. S., Western Mgr., Union Switch & Signal Co.,
917 Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Hollister H. L., Sig. Engr., Hall Switch & Signal Co., Garwood, N. J.
Howard, L., Frederic, Chief Engr., Union Switch & Signal
Swissvale, Pa.
K., Chief Engr., General Railway Signal Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Holden, A. C.
Hudson, E. E., Vice-Prcs. & Gen. Mgr., Waterbury Battery Co., 30 Church St., New York, N. Y.
Jacobs, Harry M., Sig. Accessory Dept., General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Keefe, T. A., Salesman, Hazard Mfg. Co., 2213 First Nat.
Bk. Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kyle, W. T., Sales Agt., Page Steel & Wire Co., 30 Church
St., New York, N. Y.
Lepreau, F. J., Vice-Pres. & Div. Mgr., Thos. A. Edison,
Inc., Primary Battery Div., Bloomfield, N. J.
Lorenz, J. M., Salesman, Central Electric Co., 4425 Ellis
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Moriarty, T. O.
Milhoan, F. B.
McCarthy, D. J., Chf. Engr., Chicago Ry. Sig. & Supply Co.,
Co.,

Howe, W.

Carpentersville, 111.
W. N., Rep., Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
Miller, Chas. A., Salesman, The Okonite Co., 501 Fifth .\ve..

New

Office, A. T.

F. J.

Ahrens, C.

vale, Pa.
Curtis, R. H., Peter
ton, Mass.

Manuel,

and Smith Sts., Cincinnati, O.
Ramage, R., Sig. Draftsman. Sig. Supr's
Ry., La Junta, Colo.
*Ryan,

Co., Ltd., 18 Wendell Ave., Schenectady, N Y.
Beck, H. M., Engr., Electric Storage Battery Co., 1720 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Blackmore, Geo. A., Vicc-Pres., Union .Switch & Signal Co.,
Swissvale, Pa.
Boylan, Thos. H., Inspr., Iowa R. R. Co., Des Moines, la.
Brincy, M. R., Eastern Mgr., Federal Sig. Co., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., New York, N. Y.
Brown, E. W., Salesman, Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Primary
Battery Div., 68 Amherst St., East Orange, N. J.
Cameron, F. C, Rep., Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
Coleman, J. P., Cons. Engr., Union Switch & Sig. Co., Swiss-

Rochester, N. Y.
R.,

Trout, R.

*Vandersluis,
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R., Act.

Azel.

Arkenburgh, W. H., Salesman, Canadian National Carbon

York, N. Y.
W., Rep., Kerite
St., New York, N. Y.
Marloff, Geo.
Miller, P.

Ins.

Wire

&

Cable Co., Church

McCune, C. A.
Nelson, G. A., Spec. Rep., Waterbury Battery Co., 30 Church
St., New York, N. Y.
Neubert, Walter P., Mech. Engr., Union .Switch & Signal
Co., Swissvale, Pa.
Newcomb, E. W., Pacific Coast Rep., Thos. A. Edison, Inc.,
Primary Battery Div., 1205 Hobart Bldg., San Francisco,
Cal.
Pflasterer, C. S., Ry. Signal
Tel. Depts., National
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Pflastcrer, W. R., Rep., National Carbon Co., 1415
Bldg., Chicago, 111.

&

Carbon

Conway
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Pliillips,

Cliurch

J. L.,
St.,

Fed. Sig. Co., Hall S. & S. Co., Room 3.UK, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Small, E. A., Jr.
Talbcrt, W. W., Resident Mgr., Union Switch & Signal Co.,

Sales F.ngr., General Railway Sinnal Co., 30
York, N. Y.

New

Pratt, Alfred K., Sales Dept., National Carbon Co., 10015
VVestclu-ster Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Keicliard, \V. H., Asst. Gen. Mgr., Federal SIkhuI Co., .\\-

Peo|>les Gas Bldg., Chicago, 111.
TurcfT, S. J., Ofiicc I'.ngr., Federal Signal Co., 52 Vandcrbilt
Ave., New York, N. Y.
Underbill, J. Uelmar, Salesman, The Okonitc Co., 501 Fifth
Ave., New York, N. Y.
Van Steenbnrgh, \V. R., care of The Okonite Co., Box 140,
G. C. P. C). Sta., New York, N. Y.

bany. N. Y.

Rensliaw, Paul.
Roberts,
tady.

lolin,

^I.

Rodman,

I.

Railwav Dept., General

I-^iectric ("o.,

Sdienec-

Y.
P.,

Sales Engr., Tlios. A. I'.dison,

Ine.,

lUlnionl

Ave., Bloonifield. N. I.
Saunders, J. E., Asst. Chief Engr., Union Swilcli & Sin'ial
Co., Swissvale, Pa.
Sig. Engr., Room H-i7, Peoples
Shaver, .'\. G., Cons. Elcc.
Gas Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Shccne, Henry R., Res. Mgr., Union Switch & Signal Co.,
Ry. Exchange Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Simincn, P. J., Prcs., Simmcn Automatic Ry. Sii.-. C'o., IS?.")
Niagara St.. RulTalo, N. Y.
Sperry, H. M., Pub. Rep., U. S. & S. Co., General Railway

Vogel, K. W., Pres., Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Co.,
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Wliall, F. R., Gen. Mgr., C. H. Whall Co., 170 Summer St.,
Boston, Mass.
Wucrpel, M., Asst. to Prcs., General Railway Signal Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Young, J. W., Rep., Kerile Ins. Wire & Cal)le Co., 30 Church
St., New York, N. Y.
Zieglcr, A, A., Jr., Elec. Engr., United Electric Apparatus
Co., 36 Grecnough Ave., Boston, Mass.

&

Signal

Company.

Men Engaged in the War

Rail^A/ay Signal Association
A

Comparative Statement and

Who

signed on November 11,
74
of the Railway Sig1918, there
nal Association in various branches of the miliThese men on the R. S. A.
tary and naval service.
honor roll who responded to their country's call represented about 5 per cent of the present membership of the
association, which is approximately 1,250. At the present time the Railway Signal Association has 706 active, 202 junior
The
and 332 associate members.
honor roll of 74 names inckides 33
active, 22 junior and 19 associate

These men have served
committee chairmen
or vice-chairmen and as members of
various committees and have aided
in other ways to promote the intermembers.

in the past as

Their participation in the war has been none
the less active, and the high quality
of the service they have rendered is
characteristic of their conduct in the
R. S. A. A brief outline of the acests of the association.

of those men in the war
whose records we have received is
of interest and is given below.
Capt. E. L. Adams, formerly
senior signal engineer, Bureau of
tivities

Major Azel Ames,

• •
•
• 74 •
• •
• • •
• •

state Commerce Commission, with
headquarters at Chattanooga, Tenn.,

called into military service as

a captain of engineers in the EngiThe R. S.
neer Officers Reserve Corps on September 3, 1917. He was ordered to
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., for training and on December
5 of that year was attached to the 112th Engineer Regiment at Camp Sheridan, Montgomery, Ala. In January,
1918, he received orders for overseas duty and arrived in
France about one month later. He has since traveled
over a large part of France in connection with his official
duties and says, "I have been handed around to various
outfits ever since I came over, making short stops with
each." During his travels from place to place he had a
chance to observe some of the signaling on part of the
roads in central France. He says that the signals are op-

Members

Some

crated by wire with very elaborate compensating arrangements and that the switches are operated by pipes, but
with no facing point locks or switch and lock movements.
They also operate cross-overs from one end with nothing
to indicate the movement of the switchpoints. All trains
are operated on absolute block, and a rather simple and
ineffective lock and block instrument is used.

• • •

Valuation, Southern district, Inter-

was

Classification of

Served, With Activities of

was
WHEN THE ARMISTICE
were
members
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Jr.,

who

re-

cently resumed his associations with
the Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable
Company at New York after receiving his discharge on January 17,
1919, was called into military service on July 15, 1917, with the 8th

Coast Defense Command, National
Guard, New York. The following
month he was transferred into the
United States army and served at
Fort Wadsworth, New York Harbor, until the end of the year, following which he attended a coast
artillery school at Fortress Monroe,
Va., during January and February,
1918, and helped organize heavy artillery
regiments located at Fort
Screven, Ga. Fortress Monroe, Va.,
and Camp Abraham Eustis, Va. He
served with the 61st, the 75th and
the 41st Artillery, C. A. C.
Major R. F. Morkill, formerly sig;

nal engineer of the Grand Trunk at
Montreal, Que., enlisted in the Canadian army as a supernumerary secA. Service Flag
ond lieutenant in the Canadian Engineers early in October, 1914. He
had served previously in the South African war as lieutenant with the Canadian Mounted Rifles. Immediately
following his enlistment he was sent to England and during the winter of 1914 and 1915 he helped build the camp
at Salisbury Plain and did searchlight work along the

English coast. Early in 1915 he was ordered to France
and took part in the second battle of Ypres on April 2224. Two months later he became a captain and was transferred to the Royal Engineers, following which he was
ordered to England to command and train a company,
and was so engaged until the latter part of December of

:

:

March
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18,

same year, when he again returned to the front with
company. In the New Year's honors of January,
Later
1917. he was presented with the Military Cross.
he was promoted to Major of the Royal Engineers and
the

his

attached to the staff of the Director General of Transportation and given charge of the signaling with the title
of signal engineer on the British railways in the occupied
In this connection he
portions of France and Belgium.
put in something over 700 levers besides restoring and
afterwards maintaining many plants which had been

damaged by

shell fire.

Lieut. Robert H. Phinney, formerly assistant engineer
in the signal department of the Chicago & North Western, enlisted in the 415th Railway Telegraph Battalion
in December. 1917. The battalion was mobilized in January, 1918, and was stationed in Chicago until the latter
part of February, at which time it sailed for France via

England, arriving there about the second week in March.
He was in charge of supplies for the battalion and the
latest reports indicate that he still serves in that capacity.
The work of the battalion consists of building and maintaining military telegraph and telephone lines.
Lieut. C. D. Symes, formerly signal inspector on the
Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific, at Virginia, Minn., entered
military service immediately after the United States declared war.
Previous to coming from Great Britain to
the United States in 1911 he had had considerable training in the London Volunteers, and when he offered his
service in the United States army he received a commission as first lieutenant and was ordered to Fort Leavenworth for training. In February, 1918, he was sent overseas, where he soon became engaged in active service. He
was awarded the Croix de Guerre and has twice been
mentioned in divisional citations, these citations being as

includes the positions they held before entering the
service

list

Active
E.

Adams, senior

L.

Members

Commerce

Interstate

signal engineer,

Commission, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. G. Atwood, assistant district engineer, Interstate Commerce Commission, Chattanooga, Tenn.
A. M. Bears, signal supervisor, Canadian Pacific, Winnipeg,
Man.
Angus Beaton, acting signal supervisor, Canadian Pacific,
Winnipeg, Man.
P. A. Bliss, signal supervisor, Southern Pacific, Ogden, Utah.
E. N. Bousquet, signal inspector.
land, Ohio.

New York

Central, Cleve-

C. W. Cochran, engineer maintenance of way, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Gallon, Ohio.
William Crawford, signal engineer, Oren Electric Lines, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
A. C. Everham, terminal engineer. Union Pacific, Kansas

Mo.

City,

Gage, signal supervisor, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
La Crosse, Wis.
R. C. Gardner,
M. L. Goehringer, signal supervisor, Missouri Pacific, Nevada,

W.

P.

Mo.

Wm.

C. Lancaster, electrical engineer, Canadian Northern,
Montreal, Que.
W. Landesberg, assistant traffic manager, Moscow-Kazan

Moscow, Russia.
W. Law, assistant signal engineer, Northern Pacific,
Paul, Minn.
E. R. Lindsey, signal inspector, Chicago & Eastern Illinois,
Railroad,

Stanley
St.

Chicago.

M. Loud, signal engineer, Public Service Railway, New-

F.

ark, N. J.

New York

Lyon, general signal inspector,
Louis, Nashville, Tenn.

C. A.
St.

Central

&

P. Martin, signal inspector, Illinois Central, Chicago.
R. F. Morkill, signal engineer, Grand Trunk, Montreal, Que.
B. Nichol, assistant engineer, Boston & Albany, Boston,

M.

Wm.

follows

Mass.

First Lieut. Clarence D. Symes, Company "D," 1st Engineers, displayed absolute disregard for personal danger in
assisting in saving an ammunition dump that was burning.
It was by his splendid example that the men worked fearlessly and succeeded in saving a great amount of ammunition.
Between the Argonne and the Meuse.
First Lieut. Clarence D. Symes, Company "D," 1st Engineers, displayed splendid qualities of leadership and good

judgment
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in

handling

his

men and showed

absolute disregard

for personal danger throughout the advance, going ahead of
the tanks in several instances in the face of heavy enemy
machine gun fire. St. Mihiel Salient.

In the early part of this year Lieut. Symes was transferred from the 1st Engineers to the Inter Allied Railway Commission and was appointed signal engineer to
the commission (American sector), American Army of

Occupation.

Major W. M. Vandersluis received his commission as
captain in the Engineer Officers Reserve Corps on June
13, 1917. He was ordered to the Fort Leavenworth training camp on September 5, 1917, and in December, 1917,
he was attached to the 35th Engineers at Camp Grant,
Rockford, 111. The following month he was ordered to
overseas duty and arrived in France on February 18,
1918. Most engineering officers received further training
in a school operated by the 116tli Engineers at Angers,
France, and Major Vandersluis was stationed there for a
time.
For about two weeks in March, 1918, he was
placed in charge of a casual company at Blois, France,
and on April 2 he was assigned to work under the Chief
of Utilities in the Motor Transport Corps, where he
served continuously until his discharge on February 20,
1919. He also served about six weeks as signal engineer,
in November and December, 1918, with the Transportation Corps. He received his appointment as Major in the
Motor Transport Corps on October 7, 1918.
The following list of members are serving or have
served in some branch of military or naval service. The

E. T. Owens, associate editor. Railway Signal Engineer, Chicago.
G. C. Parsons, superintendent building construction, Twin

City Rapid Transit Company, St. Paul, Minn.
engineer. Interstate Commerce
J. Patterson, junior signal
Commission, Washington, D. C.
L. M. Perrin, senior signal engineer. Interstate Commerce
Commission, San Francisco, Cal.
R. M. Phinney, assistant engineer, Chicago & North Western,
Chicago.
G. A. Rodgers, chief draftsman, Wabash, Decatur, 111.
N. Roginsky, assistant superintendent telegraph, MoscowKazan Railway, Moscow, Russia.
O. B. Ruggles, signal supervisor, Boston & Maine, Salem,

A..

Mass.
Charles

Stebbins,

Jr.,

assistant

supervisor,

Richmond

&

Chesapeake Bay, Richmond, Va.
C. D. Symes, signal inspector, Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific,
Virginia. Minn.
W. M. Vandersluis, signal engineer, Illinois Central, Chicago.
A.

J.

Yarrell, signal inspector, Chicago, Indianapolis
Bloomington, Ind.

&

Louis-

ville,

Junior

Sam

Members

Black, signal shop foreman, Chicago

& North

Western,

Madison, Wis.
E. Bouchet, signal foreman, Chicago,
.A^very,

Milwaukee

&

St.

Paul,

Idaho.

Wm. H. Claus, draftsman, Illinois Central, Chicago.
D. K. Crawford, draftsman. Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.

Homer Dunn,

draftsman, Santa Fe Coast Lines, Los Angeles,

Cal.
C. L. Falk,

maintainer, Wabash, St. Louis, Mo.
Groth, maintainer, Chicago, Milwaukee

Theo.

Tacoma, Wash.
John S. Hall, transportation student, Canadian
Que.
Heard,

&

St.

Paul,

Pacific,

Mon-

treal.

Wm.

signal

foreman. Union

Pacific,

Green River,

Wyo.
H. E. Johnson, signal foreman, Toledo & Ohio Central,
Columbus, Ohio.
C. B. Keers, signal construction foreman, Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.
Roy Kimple, draftsman. New York Central, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Earl I'frkiiis, wiri-man, St. l.iniis, Iron Mountain v't .Soiilinrn,
Mineral Point, Mo.
S.
Rollins, draftsman, Illinois Central, Chicago.
1'".
.U Ryans, siK'ial draf Ionian, Illinois Central, Chicago.
D. A. Scarnickia, ilraftsnian, (Irand Trunk, Montreal, Que.
W. A. Schrader, Wabasli, Decatur, 111.
A. M. Smith, signal niaintcnanee foreman, Erie, Hnffalo, N. Y.
L. C. Smith, assistant foreman, l.on^ Island, Jamaica, N. Y.
W. G. Stansel, draftsman, EIki", .loliet & I'.astern, Joliet, 111.
G. Stevens, construction foreman, Union I'acific, (I'licvenne,
I'"..

Wyo.
E. Trimble, maintainer, (!rand

J.

Associate

Trunk, Lansing, Mich.
iS:

Cable tUmpaiiy,

pany.
P. 11.

New

1'',

l^leclric Specialties

Kelly, electrical engineer, I'edcr.il Signal

Company, Swissvale,

Signal Company, RochesN. Y.
P. P. Williams, eastern representative, Chicago Railway Signal tHi Supply Company, New York.

engineer,

General

Railway

Signal

of the N. R. A. A. at the

The Post War Show Proves Attractive
Visitors to the A. R. E. A.
(('I'V'T'E WILL I'LAY TO A cfowded liouse this year,"
\\/ said C. \\'. Kelly, secretary of the National
Railway Appliances Association and stage
manager of the 11th annual exhibit of the association at
This
the Coliseum, which opened yesterday morning.
was a week ago and during the seven days intervening
wonders have been accomplished. Another show had
been playing in the Coliseum, namely, an organization of
Chicago's soldiers recently returned from overseas, which
used the building during its sojourn in Chicago as a reception hall. x\ccordingly. Stage Manager Kelly had to
literally "roll

up

his sleeves

and

fall to."

He

marshaled

stage hands and decorators to the
converting of the drab interior of the Coliseum into a
spotless buf¥ and old ivory stage and at the same time
helped the principals in the four-day show in work on
their convention costumes and in the rehearsal of their reThe whole was welded into a co-ordinspective parts.
ated production for the exhibition of appliances used in
steam and electric railway operation, construction and
forces,

set the

maintenance.

There was no hitch in the official opening, as was sometimes the case in the past. The total registration of supply representatives at noon yesterday was 75 more than
At the close of the
last year's total registration of 921.
first day this year there were 160 additional registrants.
All exhibitors had their exhibits in place with the exception of one. This has not been the case in the past.
The show in its entirely is, as P. T. Barnum might
The number of
say. "Bigger and better than ever."
active exhibitors continues to increase, five additional appliance companies being added to the total of last year,
yet the N. R. A. A. still clings to their re-edited golden
The
rule of "quality and not necessarily quantity."
exhibits themselves are mostly active service appliances,
educational rather than showy and all a bit more tastefully arranged, perhaps, in order to show the busy railroad visitor the salient points of the appliances with the
Needless to say,
least possible expenditure of time.
the devices exhibited are ones which have proven their
efficiency and success in actual service.

No

Pa.

ter,

Annual Exhibit

his

Company,

1'".

Signal

York.

Chapman, manager, National

pany, Toledo, Ohio.
C. M. DeardorfF, sales
Com])any, Chicago.

C'.

W. W. Wenholz, General Railway

Page Woven Wire

Company.
E. Carter, sales engineer. General Railway Signal

\V. Ilackett, sales engineer, h'cderal Signal Company, New
York.
N. Johns, sales agent, Page Woven Wire Company.
R. B. Johnson, assistant engineer. General Railway Signal
C'ompany of Canada, Lachine, Province of Quebec, Canada.

J.

Com-

Company.
P.

I-'inney, manager. Aluminum Company of America,
II.
Washington, D. C.

Com-

New

York.

sales representative,

J.

Albany, N. Y.
Kingsley, associate editor, I'^lectric Railway lournal, New
York.
Win. J. Payne, inspector, Saxby & Earmcr Company, Ltd.,
Montreal, Que.
Paul Renshaw, signal engineer, Federal Signal Company, New
York.
E. A. Warner, Jr., commercial department, Union Switch &

C. C. Bailey, signal accessories dei)aittnent, General I'Mectric

\Vm. H. lUeecker,

E. B. Doane, sales representative, Chicago Railway Signal &
Supply Company, New York.
John l''eatherston, sales department, Union Switch & Signal
Company, Swissvale, Pa.

John

Members

Ames, Kerite Insulated Wire

.\zel
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radical changes have been

made

in the

arrangement

Coliseum

to Delegates and

Convention

management of the N. R. A. A. show, the acclaim
which greeted the handling of last year's exhibit being
sufficient to prove the success of the arrangement instituted at that time. However, there has been some change
in spirit, due almost wholly to extraneous circumstances,
from that of last year. The changes in railroad organor

ization, especially in the personnel of railroad construc-

and maintenance of way departments, which began
with the taking over of the railroads by the government
has, of course, continued. Furthermore, the uncertainty
of what is to become of the railroads eventually and the
admitted precarious financial condition of the railroads
has tended to instill in the minds of the engineering executives attending the convention the necessity of making what purchases they are able to make with extreme
care.
This in turn means a more rigorous investigation
of the comparative efficiency and usefulness of different
appliances which are necessary to railroad operation and
tion

maintenance and which the railroads must buy to a cerAll of this reverts
tain extent to maintain operation.
to the N. R. A. A. in increased attendance and interest
Continuing the successful
in the products exhibited.
practice of last year, the main entrance to the show is
through the annex, which in turn is an integral part of
the exhibit. The floor plan of the Coliseum is substantially
the same as in previous years, with many firms occupying practically the same space as last year.
Mr. Kelly's statement concerning the expected attendance is not amiss, for the changes in railroad personnel
already mentioned and the conditions back of the railroads and the railway supply fields accurately foretold the
success of the N. R. A. A. show this year. The opinion,
which has been developed during the past two years, that
the appliances exhibited at the Coliseum are equally attractive to the executive and the subordinate is now profair percentage of the visitors at the
ducing results.
Coliseum yesterday were men who hold subordinate
positions and certainly their interest in the appliances of
the different supply companies is no less than that of
the executive who is searching for the best means of extending the money allotted to his department, for it is the

A

sitbordinate

who must

use the appliances and whose

effi-

March

18,
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Oflicers of the National

P. C. Jacobs, Vice-President

E. H. Bell,

G. C. Isbester
L. W. Shugg

Merle
A. P.

J.

Van Schaich
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Railway Appliances Association

Honorary Director
Trees, President
T.

W.

C.

W.

Kelly, Secretary-Treasurer
J.

Aishton

Alexander Brown
E. E.

Hudson

—
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dependent upon their aiipropriate selection.
usual, open every moininjj at
8.00 a. ni., closin>j at 10:00 p. ni., with the exception of
the closing clay, Thursday, March 20, when the closing
hour is set at 6:00 p. m.
A new plan has been instituted this year in the issuing
of tickets. This i)lan, which is essentially the placing of
tickets in the hands of those who will be able to distril)ule
them to the greatest advantage, is intended to weed out
those who are really not interested in the N. R. A. A. exhibit or who arc not in any way connected with the railway or railway supply business and consequently will
give more opportunity to the representatives of the supply
firms to devote their time to those who are vitally interested in their products.
It is believed that before the
convention opens tickets were placed in the hands of
practically every railroad man who could possibly attend
the show and who in any way would be interestecl in railway appliances and their use.
cicncy

is

The

cxliil)ition will, as

The officers and members of the Board of Directors
of the National Railway Appliances Association for the
pa.st year were:
President, Merle J. Trees, Chicago
Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago; vice-president, P. C.
Jacobs, H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Chicago; secretarytreasurer, C. W. Kelly, Kelly-Derby Co., Chicago; honorary director, E. H. Bell, Railroad Supply Company,
Chicago. Directors: J. Alexander Brown, Pocket List
of Railroad Officials, New York; G. C. Isbester, Rail
Joint Company, Chicago E. E. Hudson, Waterbury Battery Company, Waterbury, Conn.; T. W. Aishton, National Malleable Casting Company, Chicago; A. P. Van
Schaick, Lackawanna Steel Company, Chicago; L. W.
Shugg, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Merle J. Trees, president of the association, is vicepresident and general manager of the Chicago Bridge &
Iron Works, Chicago. He was born at Mayview, 111., on
June 14, 1883. After graduating from the University
of Illinois in 1907, Mr. Trees entered the employ of the
Chicago Bridge & Iron Works and his whole business
career since that time has been with this company.
In
1909 he was appointed sales engineer and in 1911 he became manager of the Chicago sales office. In 1913 he was
appointed general sales manager and in June, 1917, was
appointed vice-president and general manager, which
position he holds at the present time.
;

List of Exhibitors
is a list of the firms presenting exwith the devices on display and the names of
the representatives present at their booths:
Adams Motor & Manufacturing Company, Chicago. Gasoline
inspection motor cars.
Represented by W. E. Adams, R. A.

—

Harris, L. Gerhardt and A. P. Grenier. Spaces 218 and ZISJ/^.
Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago. Signal lamps long
time burners; switch locks; lanterns; railway station and platform lamps. Represented by W. H. Baldwin, A. S. Anderson,
C. B. Carson, W. J. Piersen, H. G. Turney, J. F. Stender, Wm.
S.
and G. L. Walters. Spaces 87, 88, 106 and 107.
A. G. A. Railway Light & Signal Company, Elizabeth, N.
J.
Railway grade crossing signal; highway danger signal; daylight
signal unison flash signal.
Represented by J. K. Howard, A. G.
Shaver, O. E. Berggren and H. J. Johnson. Spaces 39 and 40.
Air Reduction Sales Company, New York. Oxy-acetylene
generator; oxy-acetylene welding and cutting torches and apparatus
welding and cutting supplies
special apparatus for
frog welding. Represented by E. L. Mills, A. S. Kinsey, R. A.
Sossong, J. A. Warfel, B. N. Law. Fred VVvman, Sam Shayken,
C. Wallin, M. M. Weist, W. W. Howard and F. G. Gorke.
Spaces 7 and 8.

—

;

Hamm
;

—

;

;

—

The Alexander Milburn Company,

Baltimore, Md. Portable
oxy-acetylene welding and cutting apparatus.
Represented by J. A. Schreiber, C. R. Pollard, E. C. McNutt
and D. Bartlett. Space 14.
Alger Supply Company, Chicago. Kerosene snow melting outfits
switch fittings trunking supports signal devices.
Reprelights

;

—

;

;

Miitid

and
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i)y

O.

S.

Flath and

J.

M. Fitzgerald.

Spaces

K)8.

;

167,

167^4

—

Abrasive Metals Company, Chicago. "I-'craliin"
anti-sli]) treads for passenger coach steps.
Keprcseiited by H.
VV. Mowery, C. A. Barker, L. A. Hale and K. L. Brown.
Space LS.
American Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn. "American" railroad ditcher.
Represented by F. J. Johnson, W. O.
VVashlnirn, Edward Coleman and C. J. Hook.
Space 88^2.
AniiTican

—

American Kron Scale Company, Chicago.

— Kron

dial

freight

Represented by
OInull, W. W. Camp, C. F.
Kirk Kowell, E. M. Abramson, J. Sykcs, F. M.
Franklin, J. Bjornson and John Kelly. Space 125.
y\nicrican Malleable Castings Association, Cleveland, Ohio.
Malleable iron castings with machines for demonstrating
the twisting test and tensile strength. Reprcsent<'d by S. H.
Standisli, J. S. Llewellyn, W. A. Draves, A. O. Buckius, Jr.,
G. A. Faitz, D. J. Mahcr and F. A. Kavanaugh. Spaces 221

house

scale.

Larson,

]•'..

J.

—

and 222.
American Railway Bridges and Buildings Association, ChiRepresented by C. A. Lichty. .Space 226.
Anchor Company, New York. Efficiency rail anchor.
Represented by T. B. Bowman, G. H. Chadwell and O. Metcalf.
Space 192/2.
American Railroad Signal Supervisory Association, Chicago. Represented by R. R. Baker, C. Drake and H. R.
Bills.
Space 226.
American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago. Right-of-way
cago.

—

—

—

—

fencing; galvanized steel fence posts; steel gates; wire rope;
rail bonds; electrical wires and cables; switching ropes; telephone wire; railroad spikes; nails; staples and tacks; barbed
wire; concrete reinforcement; springs; screw stock; wire; pole
steps.
Represented by L. A. Dietrich. J. W. Meaker, A. W.
Froude, M. A. Evans, J. W. Collins, J. F. Alexander, L. P.

Shanahan and

B. H. Ryder. Spaces SlVz, 52, 70, 70'/^ and 71.
American Valve & Meter Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Poage
columns with telescopic spouts
Anderson economy
switch stands
Anderson interlocking switch stands.
Represented by J. T. McGarry, D. J. Higgins, F. C. Anderson and J.
DePinal. Spaces 130, 131 and 132.
American Vulcanized Fibre Company, Wilmington, Del.

—

water

;

;

Vul-cot fibre for track insulation. Represented by C. C. Bell,
H. C. Hackett, John Barron, Wm. Maxwell and H. M. Dexter.
Space 126.
Armco Iron Culvert & Flume Manufacturers Association, Middletown, Ohio. Represented by Fred Milhoan and G. W.
Jenkins.
Spaces 99 and 100.
Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Photographs and details
of ten types of standard buildings and special railroad buildings.
Represented by G. A. Bryant, W. L. Bailey, B. Hopkins,
W. F. Chambers, P. W. Swern and E. M. Haas. Spaces 158
and 158/.
The Balkwill Manganese Crossing Companj', Cleveland, Ohio.
Articulated cast manganese crossings. Represented by S. Balk-

—

—

will.

Space

115.

—

The Barrett Company, New York. Barrett's specification
roofs and waterproofing; Tar Rok sub floors; Everlastic shingles
and prepared roofings
Elastigum plastic cement
Nox Aer
Leek boiler covering; semaphore roofing; Holt roof connec;

The following

hibits,

carbide

—

;

and paving pitch filler; Carbosota grade one liquid
creosote oil. Represented by W. S. Babcock. C. T. Bilyea, John
J. Ross, G. R. McVay, F. W. Freeman and K. C. Barth. Spaces
107/ and 108.
Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago. Industrial lighting fixtures
water tight, steam tight, and vapor proof
fixtures electrical lighting specialties water tight, weather proof
conduit fittings.
Represented by C. B. Harlow. G. B. Weber,
A. E. Lubeck, O. L. Johnson and W. J. Goodrich.
Spaces 157
and 157/.
Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa. New Century
switch stands Steelton positive switch stand U. S. Army and
Navy standard switch stand for heavy and light rails switch
stands.
Represented by E. S. Knisely, R. W. Gillespie, N. E.
Salsick, R. E. Belknap, G. S. Vickery and John F. Hennessy.
Spaces 199 and 216.
Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. —-Models of Clamshell buckets and steel forms for concrete construction; concrete mixers; plate and structural steel work; water cooling devices for open hearth furnaces. Represented by R. L.
Grannis, R. B. Randall and O. B. Pulis. Space 170.
Boss Nut Company, Chicago. Boss lock nuts. Represented
by J. A. MacLean, J. W. Fogg and W. G. Willcoxson. Spaces
1 and 2.
Bryant Zinc Company, Chicago. Highway crossing signals;
batteries; bells; relays; signal accessories.
Represented by
Stanley C. Bryant, Jerre P. Costigan, Jno. Hensel and Theodore
Cole.
Spaces 154 and 155.
tions; Tarvia

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

'
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The Buda Company, Chicago. Electric industrial trucks;
"Hyduty" Paulus track drill Buda-Wilson bonding drill, with
Liberty clamp; car replacers; journal jack; Liberty tool grinder;
switch stand; electric gate post; motor section cars; motor
velocipedes; inspection car; ratchet jack; bumping post. Represented by J. L. Artmaier, H. C. Beebe, A. L. Bliss, Vaughan
Y. Bell, G. E. Bryar, C. H. Bull, E. Conant, W. C. Dyer, M.
A. Evans, R. B. Fisher, J. J. Card, L. R. Griffin, H. J. Harkless, W. F. Hebard, G. W. Hoover, W. P. Hunt, Jr., H. L.
Miller, P. G. Pendorf, F. E. Place, M. A. Ross, F. C. Tarns, E. A.
Thiele and L. M. Vilcs. Spaces 61, 62, 63, 64 and 65.
The Burden Irorf Company, Troy, N. Y. Staybolt iron; eniron boiler rivets.
gine bolt iron
Represented by John C.

—

and 163^.

;

—

Camp

culvert

for

Represented

construction.

by

Space 225.
Carbic Manufacturing

form
Camp.

M.

—

Company, Chicago. Carbic cakes;
generators, oxy-acetylene cutting and
welding equipment. Represented by D. C. Duncan, G. B. Van
Buren and T. J. Hegland. Space 18S.
Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 36-in. passenger
train car wheel; 36-in. engine truck wheel with large diameter
portable acetylene lights

;

—

;

—

^^^l—

;

&

—Steel

E.

—

Cleveland Railway Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Switch
stands; guard rails; "Safety" foot guards for guard rails and
switches
malleable tie plates
flangeway guards for highway
crossings and station platforms; automatic industrial track
couplers.
Represented by F. A. Peck, J. S. Peck and E. G.
Deucher. Spaces 207 and 208.
Crerar, Adams
Company, Chicago. Calumet track
drills; Calumet die starter; shovels; jacks; Hercules and
Standard trucks; waste; hammers; railbenders; chain blocks.
Represented by J. Arthur Martin, G. D. Bassett, W. I. Clock,
C. W. Gregory, R. M. Bullard, E. C. Poehler and W. L.
Reidell.
Space 28.
Detroit Graphite Company, Detroit, Mich.— "Superior Graphite
Paint" for structural iron "Sta-white" for storehouse interiors,
freight car paint.
Represented by T. R. Wyles, L. D. Mitchell,
W. C. Bradford, A. H. Kuerst. H. L Miller, L. F. McFarland,
W. D. Waugh, J. J. Hogan and Capt. A. B. Edge. Space lOSyi.

;

Space 10.
Culvert Form Company, Denver, Colo.
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of sprinkling train. Represented by R. N. Chipman and E. D.
Jackson. Space 135.
Clark Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Pictures and literature covering the Clark extension side dump cars.
Represented by H. E. Chilcoat and H. G. Doran.
Spaces 163

;

Kuhns.

;

'

>—Ikji—

n„^4„.„}-i

L_Ji^l

Restaurant.
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2 3
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6

7

8

mi

\

8i/

^
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9

10

II

13

12

1

186*187 I88i -^

14

H8i

15

139 i 190 191 i

Free
yCloak

E.a't'rance

\^

l^abash

1

Room,

Ai^em/e

Floor Plcin of the Coliseum
hub rolled steel piston blanks and piston center blanks gear
blanks for cranes and other shop uses; steel cross ties; splice
bars; Braddock joints; electrical tool steels.
Represented by
N. M. Hench, Samuel Fray, E. S. Mills, C. B. Friday, H. Van
Zandt and G. W. Landrus. Spaces 52'^, 53, 71^ and 72.
Cast Iron Pipe Association, New York.^Cast iron pipe. Represented by R. C. McWane, F. E. Hutchins and J. F. McClure.
;

;

Space 200.
Chicago Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago. Model steel tanks.
Represented by Merle J. Trees, George T. Horton, H. B. Horton, H. B. Murphey, K. I. Small, F. L. Cook, H. C. Brown,
C. M. Ladd, C- H. Scheman, L. McDonald, R. C. Campbell,
S. A. Poyer, F. E. Lee, W. R. Manock and O. A. Bailey.
Spaces
51 and 70.
The Chicago Flag and Decorating Company, Chicago.
Bunting signal flags; U. S. and foreign flags; tourist luncheon
equipment. Represented by Geo. L. Glendon, Walter Glendon, Thos. Glendon, J. McArdle, L. G. Magnusson and L. C.
Bergeron. Spaces 187 and 188.
Chicago Malleable Castings Company, Chicago. Thomas rail
anchor tie plates. Represented by J. S. Llewellyn and W. M.
Osborn. Space 142.
Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company, Chicago. Mechanical and electrical railway signaling devices.
Rrepresented by
E, W. Vogel, E. K. Brashears, A. C. Dunne, W. C. Martin, Carl
Suhr, C. R. Ahrens, D. J. McCarthy, Wm. C. McClintock and
W. H. Dayton. Spaces 77 and 78.
Chipman Chemical Engineering Company, Inc., New York.

—

—

—

Atlas

"A" method of

killing track vegetation, including

method

—

Deeming-Endsley Company, Chicago. Morrison switch-point
Represented by Herbert Deeming, Horace F. Endsley and P. O. Morrison.
Space 184.
Diamond State Fibre Company, Chicago. Rail insulation
fibre receptacles.
Represented by Theo. Herbert, C. N. Reeves,
H. P. Wilson and J. Esch. Space 13.
Paul Dickinson, Inc., Chicago. Smoke jacks; ventilators and
chimneys for engine house, shops, and small buildings. Represented by A. J. Filkins, E. B. Filkins, M. Carney and H. Knut»
son.
Space 98.
The Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Lifting
jacks; high speed ball bearing for car and locomotive work.
Represented by T. A. McGinley, E. A. Johnson, C. A. Methfessel and C. N. Thulin.
Space 91.
Edison, Inc., Thos. A., Bloomficld, N. J.— Models of 1918.
batteries; switchboard illustrating various methods of lighting automatic signals.
Represented by L. W. McChesney,
F. J. Lepreau, A. J. Loughern, I. P. Rodman, P. A. Garrity,
E. A. Brown, E. W. Newcomb, O. P. Rose, R. I. Frost,
B. F. Hines and Mr. Constable.
Spaces 18 and 19.
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J. Edison alkaRepresented by H. G. Thompson, F. V.
line storage batteries.
McGuiness and E. T. Sawyer. Space 636.
Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.^ Chloride accumulator "Ironclad" and "Exide" batteries for car lighting; interlocking and signal service; batteries used by Government during the war. Represented by G. H. Atkin, J. Lester
Woodbridge, T. Milton, H. M. Beck, W. E. Dunn, W. Heritage
and H. E. Hunt. Space 60.
hold-down.

—

—

—

—

—

;

—
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Corporatiuii

l-.iliiipimiit

industri.il KMsoliiu- ir;u-|<ir.

H.

Ht)()pir. C.

('.)mail. A.

.Amcriiii, CliicaK""Sliop miiU"
UipicsiiiU'il l>v W. F. IIi'IiiikI, H. C.
Sloss. II. D.'Cninippir, II. I". Rich,

oi
('.

I). Moscl)y, H. M. Caproii and I.. I'". Mi-ail.
Sparc UA'/j.
Tlu- i^vmoii I'rossiiiK ('ompany, M.arioii, Ohio.
Coiitimioii'i
maii^aiH-M' iiossitiK- Rrpii'si'iili-d hy IJyroii l-". Wilson and
.laiiu's II. Ivynioii.
SpaiH- \W/j.

A.

rail

l-airliaiiks,

Morse

vt

Ciomiiaiiy,

ChicaRO.— Oil

cilRiiu',

cintri-

fuRal pumps, steam

pumps; motor cars; locomotive water crane;
motors, generators and scales.
Represented hv L. H.
I-:.
C. (iolladay. 1). K. Lee, F. J. Lee, C. R. 'Skelton,
H. S. SpaldiiiK', I-'. M. Condit. W. F. Sinpcr, A. A. Tavlor, S.
Smith, !•. I'. Drinker, J. F. Flanagan, H. K. Vogel, V.. J." ("overdale, O. Tharle, C. W. F. Witter, G. T. Akcrs, F. M. Gardner,
K. Jurnensen. (;. Howard. E. Lang, C. H. Wilson, H. G. Haike,
K. F. Pendray. H. E. Vergosen, I. D. Daggett, M. J. Kochcndorfer, J. W. Ferguson and I<". .'\. Moselcv.
Spaces 73. 74, 75,
76, 02, 93, 94 and O.S.
electric

Mat-hews,

The Fairhank^; Company. Chicago.— Fairbanks trucks and barFairbanks valves; Star engine lathes; Louden overhead
carrier system: electro magnetic portable drills, hammers and
Canton crane. Represented bv N. Lansing De Long. Spaces 196
row.s;

and 1961^.
Fairmont Gas Kngine & Railway Motor Car Company, Fairmont, Minn. I-"eatlierweigIit inspection cars; standard section
motor cars; motor car outfits. Represented bv Harold E. Wade,*
W. v. Kasper, Ward G. Dav, R. T. Sawvcr, R. B. Ballard, C. S.
White and H. D. Fitz. Spaces 41, 42 and 4.1
Federal Signal Company, Albanv, N. Y.— Represented by Paul
Renshaw. Carl Henze, M. R. Brinev, H. C. Ware, C. N ' Beckner, W. H. Reichard and S.
Spaces 47 and 48.
J. TurrcfF.
Federal Sign System (Eicctric). Chicago.— Federal Safety
F'irst electric railroad lantern; Federal electric siren; Federal
electric renewable fuse.
Represented by F. T. Baird O S
Burke and F. J. Ffrench. Space 228.
H. K. F'erguson Company, Cleveland, Ohio,— Represented bv
H. K. F'ergiison, A. J. Hollingshead, H. S. Jacoby, O. C. F
Randolph and J. M. Taylor, Spaces LS2 and 153.

The

Boston, Mass.— Frictionless rail for
track curves.
Represented by F. A. Barbcv, S. W. Simonds,
T. F. Dwyer, Jr., and J. T. Chamberlain. Spaces 133 and 134.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Turbo-generator headlight sets; battery charging sets; switchboards; resistance units; lantern slides and photographs of installations of
electrical equipments
lead burning transformer.
Represented
by John Roberts, H. W. Stewart, H. M. Jacobs, W. H.
Sigourncy, C. Dorticos, A. P, Jcnks, A, T. Francis and L. W.
Shugg. Spaces 35, 36 and 37.
The General Railway Signal Companv, Rochester, N. Y.—
Represented b.\- F. L. Dodgson, W. S. Henrv, W. K. Howe,
H. W. Lucia, L. Thomas, J. R. Wills, M. Wuerpel and W. R.
Young. Spaces 45 and 50.
Gilbert & Barker Manufacturing Company, Springfield,
F'rictionlcss

Rail,

—

;

Mass.— Combination pump and tank

oil

storage outfits.

Bat-

tery "T 29" back geared lubrication outfit; "T 31" cabinet
lubricating tanks; "T 6" gallon stroke lubricating pump.

Represented by J. E. Ham and J. R. Field. Space 169.
Gould Storage Battery Company, New York. Full sized
submarine battery; 40 ampere hour R. S. A.; 400 ampere
hour R. S. A.; plates; separators. Represented by T. Entz,
T. O. Moriarty and G. Berger.
Spaces 149 and 149i^.
Wm. Graver Tank Works, Chicago. Model of Graver type
"K" water softener; water filters; steel, oil and water storage

—

—

tanks; general steel plate work construction.
Represented by
W. R. Toppan, W. C. Curd and J. J. Felsecker. Spaces 144

and

145.

Grip

Nut Company,

—

Chicago. Grip nuts.
Represented by
W. E. Sharp, B. H. Forsyth, H. E. Passmore, Albert Roberts,
Spaces
J. E. Weatherford, H. J. Tierney and C. J. Wymer.
190 and 191.
W, & L. E. Gurley, Troy, N. Y. Engineering and surveying
instruments
Gurley precise transits with patented one-piece
truss standard.
Represented by H. M. Dibert and Malcolm

—

;

Butement. Space tOyi.
Hall Switch & Signal Company, Garwood, N. J. RecepRepresented bv W. J. Gillingham, H. W. Wolf,
tion booth.
J. A. Ritter, H. L. Hollister, C. J. Harvig, D. R. Day and
O. B. Frink. Spaces 85 and 86.
The Hatfield Rail Joint Manufacturing Company, Macon,
Ga. Hatfield rail joints and Hatfield rail joint fastenings.
Represented bv V\'altcr T. Johnson and U. R. Hatfield. Space
166HHayes Track Appliance Company, Richmond, Ind, Hayes
derails.
Represented by S. W. Hayes, R. W. Slautterback, W.
Harding Davis, Arthur Gemunder, E. L. Ruby, F. C. Stowell,

—

—

—
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C. S. Drilhll, R. H. (iausepohl,

V. I. Harris. R, S. Carson and
M. Kendall. Spaces 14() and 141
Hazard Mamif.uturing Company. \\ ilkes-Barre, Pa.— Rubber
insulated signal wires and cables; lead encased wires and
cables; steel tape armored cables; circular loom cables; wire
().

rope; galvani/.ed slran<l.
Represented bv A. W. (iabriel, (}co.
P. Cady. Leroy VV. Allen, H, I?, Pflaslerer, Thomas A. Kccfc
and (!arl P, Hrodhun. Spaces 3 and 4.
llegeman-Castlc Corjjoration, Chicago.— Clapp fire resisting
paint; C". & C. electric welders; Anglo-American target enamel;
tool steel gears and pinions.
Represented by Chas. IL McCormick. Space 137.
Ilulibard & ("ompany, I'ittsburgh, Pa. Track tools and shovels.
Represented by O, W. Young(iuist, J. V. Smith and W. H.
Remmel. Space 143.
Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York. "Imperial" pneumatic
tie tampers; portable compressor cars; pneumatic spike-driving
hammer; screw sjiike drivers; portable pneumatic emery grinders; wood borers and drills for rail bonding.
Represented by
W. H. Armstrong, Charles Dougherty, C. W. Melcher and J. N.
Thorpe. Space 206.
International Steel Tie Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Steel twin
ties for paved street track; steel crossing foundations and international paving guards.
Represented by Wm. P. Day, W. C.
Mahon, T. J. Lavan, V. E. Heglaw and W. S. Godwin. Space

—

—

189.

—

International Marine Welding Company, New York. Roller
lock nut.
Represented by Cortlandt F. Ames and W. Craig
Stone. Spaces ITl'/z and 172^.
H. W. Johns-Manvillc Company, New York. Asbestos roofing; asbestos shingles; asbestos smoke jacks; pipe and boiler
insulation.
Represented by J. E. Meek, T- C. Younglove, G. A.
Nicol, P. C. Jacobs, P. R. Austin, J. M. P.orrowdale, FI. M. Butters, H. Flannagan, D. L. Jennings, W. H. Lawrence, C. E.
Murphv, H. G. Newman, L II. Trent and E. H. Willard. Spaces
174, 175, 176 and 177.
O. F. Jordan Company, East Chicago, Ind, Jordan spreader
and ditching attachment. Represented by Walter J, Riley, Robert
E. Bressler and Joseph A. Adley. Spaces 56 and 57.

—

—

—

The Joyce-Gridland Company, Dayton, Ohio. Railroad jacks.
Represented by Chas. D. Derby. Space 27.
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Hand, push and velocipede cars, motor cars, track drills, valve
grinders, gauges, levels railway appliances. Represented by Jno.
McKinnon. Spaces 22, 23, 24 and 25.
Kaustine Company, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. Kaustin'^ waterless
toilets.
Represented by G. W. Hambrook, F. B, Shalters and
David A. Evans. Space 29.
Kelly-Derby Company, Inc., Chicago. Ten H. P. oil-burning
engine; Kaustine waterless chemical toilets; warehouse trucks;
cast iron and semi-steel wheels.
Represented bv F. W. Adams,
H. L. Bachman, W. H. Dav, O. K. Fischer, W. B, Holcomb,
C. W. Kelly and F. G. Koehler.
Spaces 11 and 30.
The Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company. Inc.. New
York. Insulated wire and cables. Represented bv R, D. Brixey,
Azel Ames, J. W. Young, P. W. Miller, J. A. Rcnton, C. R. R.
Harris, B. L. Winchell. Jr.. G. A. Graber. W, H, Fenley and
Spaces 68 and 69.
J. A. Hamilton.
Keystone Grinder & Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh,
Pa. Railroad tool grinders. Represented by S. S. Newman and
Space 193.
J. S. Wincrantz.
The Kilbourne & Jacobs Manufacturing Company, Columbus,
Ohio. "K. & J." automatic air dump car. Represented by J. S.
Mossgrove and David Greene, Space 97.
Knickerbocker Roofing & Paving Company, Chicago, Standard bridge water-proofing; pitch and felt roofing for railroads.
Represented by Mark A. Cronin and Geo. W. Pulfo'rd. Space
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

183.

—

Lackawanna Steel Company, Buffalo. N. Y. .Sections cases;
rail joints; splice bars, hook shoulder tie plates; Abbott rail joint
Represented bv A. P. Van
plates and safety head angle bars.
Spaces
Schaick. J. L. Hench, G. O. Benson and F. E, Abbott,
33 and 34.

—

The Lehon Company. Chicago. Membranes for reinforcing
waterproofing; composition roll roofing and asphalt
shingles; mastic floors, waterproof insulating fabrics and papers
for refrigerator cars; plastic car roofing; canvas coach and

concrete

Represented by Tom Lehon. D. B. Wright,
caboose roofing.
Chas. V. Fades and Edward Leonard. Space 109,
Lipman Refrigerator Car & Manufacturing Company, BeWis. Refrigerator compressors; special refrigerating
loit.
equipment for railway cars. Represented by C. E. L. Lipman. E. Lipman and T. E. Lipman. Space 116.
Chas. R. Long. Jr.. Company, Louisville, Ky. Paint films;
sample panels, sample plates. Represented by Chas. R. Long, Jr.,

—

—

;

•
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Harry Visserin, G. S. Turner, M. E. Keig, W. H. Heckman
and Samuel W. Russell. Space 90J/2.
John Lundie, New York. Lundie tie plates, Represented by
Space 165J/2.
C. Z. Moore and John Lundie.
The Lufkin Rule Company, Saginaw, Mich. Measuring tapes;
Represented by S. B. McGcc, Frank G. Brown and Fred
rules.
HoUingworth. Space 121.
Macomber & White Rope Company, Kenosha, Wis. Wire
Represented by R. E. Jacobs,
ropes for all railroad use.
Spaces 89y2 and 90.
E. E. Roibirds and J. Boope.
M. W. Supply Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Vaughan switch
heaters; Vaughan rail benders; Vaughan guard rail clamps;
Anchor guard rail clamps tie plate guard rail fasteners. Represented by David L. Vaughan and Chas. Z. Vaughan. Space 101.
MacRae's Blue Book Company, Chicago. MacRae's Blue
Book. Represented by Albert MacRae, T. H. MacRae, Lloyd
Sirnonson, L. R. Rollins, E. B. Cooks, C. H. Hill, R. S. Lundy,
Alex Smith, W. F. Miller and J. A. Walsh. Space 91/2.
The Madden Company, Chicago. Three men rail laying ma-

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

chine; derrick truck car; "Red Top" steel fence post; Richter
blue flag derail; Blair tie spaces; Harris-Muff ballast screen;
Wagner switch point straightener Veerac motor car; Perfect
rail brace.
Represented by Wallace W. Glosser, R. V. Dawney
and H. C. Holloway. Spaces 194 and 195.
Marsh & Truman Lumber Company, Chicago. Bloxonend
flooring.
Represented by F. L. Broncz, C. J. Carter, L R. GarSpace
retson, A. B. McHenry, Mr. Mellier and M. G. Truman.
;

—

213.

—

Reinforced
Represented by C. F. Massey, F. V. Shannon,
Paul
Alexander,
Eliel,
E.
C.
J.
Kircher, Charles Gilman, J. E. Higgs, Jr., W. I. Creese, P. E.
Longstreet and H. E. Burns. Spaces 54 and 55.
McGraw-Hill Company, New York. Technical publications.
Represented bv Wm. Buxman. Space Sj/l.
Mercury Manufacturing Company, Chicago. Electric storage
battery tractors.
Spaces 117 and 118.
Metal Hose & Tubing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. Gasoline,
oil and paint spray hose and connections.
Represented by J. M.
Oden, R. S. Westcott, P. L. Tolerton, R. Berkowitz and U. J.
Edwards. Space 96.
Metal and Thermit Corporation, New York. Welded samples
of rails and heavy sections; pipe welding by thermit process;
carbon free alloys produced by thermit process. Represented
by Henry S. Mann, C. D. Young, W. H. Moore and T. B.
Skilton.
Space 185i^.
Miller Train Control Corporation, Danyille, 111. Full size
Represented by W. B.
train-control equipment in operation.
Murray, H. B. Miller, J. N. Garber and P. E. Herren. Spaces
197 and 197i^.

Massey Concrete Products Corporation, Chicago.

concrete products.

Lee Frank,

E.

Moody, R. G.

—

—

—

—

—

Monroe

Machine

Calculating

Company,

Chicago.

— Monroe

Represented by Henry H. Doty, R. W.
D. McElhiney and R. U. Preble.

calculating machines.

Peck, Jerome Kennedy, T.

Space

9.

—

Mudge & Company,

Chicago. Mudge motor cars. Represented
by Burton Mudge, Robert D. Sinclair, Karl J. Eklund, Jean K.
Vanatta, Karl H. Leedom, Clyde P. Penning, Lloyd O. Stratton,
Charles M. Mudge, George W. Bender, Loren Buchanan, W. J.
Behlke, Jr., V. Pagett, Sherman C. Amsden, Fay E. Posson,
Arthur L. Pearson, Albert C. Force and William B. Ross. Spaces

and 147.
National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. Columbia
track batteries
Columbia R. S. A. signal batteries Columbia
storage batteries; Columbia dry batteries; Hot Shot batteries;
carbon brushes; lighting, moving picture and photographic carbons
welding and searchlight carbons
Columbia flashlights
and flashlight batteries carbon telephone specialties and special
forms in carbons. Represented by Chas. S. Pflastcrer, W. H.
Arkenburgh, J. M. Spanglcr, W. R. Pflasterer, A. E. Pratt, R T
127, 128, 146

—

;

;

;

;

;

Cox,

W.

G. Waitt, R.

W.

Erwin, C.

W.

Wilkins, L.

W.

Fischer

and Wallace O'Connor. Spaces 150, 150^ and 151.
National Concrete Machinery Company, Madison, Wis. Concrete posts, molds, reinforcements and signal signs The Toohey
timber dapper. Represented by S. T. Walker, Victor Rogers and
A. H. Anderson. Space 164.
National Lead Company, New York. Dutch Boy red-lead;
Dutch Bov white-lead. Represented by F. M. Hartley, Jr. and
Chas. B. Field. Space 113.
The National Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J. Lock
washers and Hipower nut locks. Represented by C. H. Loutrel,
F. B. Archibald, J. H. Horn, A. T. Thompson and R. L. Cairncross.
Space 192.
The National Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Track devices. Represented by T. W. Aishton. Space 102.
National Surface Guard Company, Chicago. Tie tongs;
combination tie and rail tongs; rail saws; cattle guards. Rep-

—

;

—

—

—

—
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resented by C. C. Zimmerman and H. A. Smith. Space 210.
Nichols & Bros., Geo. P., Chicago. Gas engine power
plant for turntable tractor; electric tractor; transfer table
model; two electric collector devices; air motor.
Represented by Geo. P. Nichols, S. F. Nichols, R. M. Gaston and
N. Fries. Space 173.
North American Engine Company, Algona, Iowa. Section
motor cars and engines. Represented by E. A. Adams, C. W.
Nicoulin, C. H. Cretzmeyer, J. Edward Murphy and Mrs. C. H.
Cretzmcyer. Spaces 170}^ and 171.
Ogle Construction Company, Chicago.— Models, photographs
and designs of locomotive coaling stations and coal handling
machinery.
Represented by R. A. Ogle, C. F. Bledsoe and
M. W. Powell. Spaces 12 and 31.
The Okonite Company, New York.— Rubber-covered wires and
cables.
Represented by H. Durant Checver, J. V. Underbill
F. J. White, W. R. Van Steenburgh, H. A. Hamilton, Charles A
Miller and J. W. Hackctt. Spaces 16 and 17.
O'Malley-Beare Valve Company, Chicago.— Globe, angle and
check valves; medium and extra heavy; special valves; Duplex
blow-off cocks; Perfection gauge cocks.
Represented by Edward O'Malley, Thomas O'Malley, J. N. Gallagher,
J. E. Brown
M.
Pigott,
W. H. Morris. F. A. Hitcsman. Space 114.
J.
The P. and M. Company, Chicago.— P. & M., Vaughan, Henggi,
Ajax rail anti-creepers; bond wirep rotcctors. Represented by
F. A. Poor, P. W. Moore, Fred A. Preston, F. N. Baylies
D T
Hallberg, S. M. Clanccy, George C. Clifford,
J. D. Griswold,
P. H. Hamilton, George E. Johnson,
E.
Mahoncy,
John ReaJ.
gan, W. H. Reaves, John Ritchie, P. V. Samuelson, L. S. Walker
and William A. Maxwell. Spaces 122 and 123.

—

—

Page

Steel

& Wire Company, New York.— Armco

iron bond
Armco iron and "Copperweld"
wire, single and strand, for electrical transmission;
Armco iron
welding wire. Represented by W. T. Kyle and C. A. McCune
Spaces 81 and 82.

wires;

'Copperweld" bond wires;

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Steel
railway service tanks; railway bridges; signal bridges
Represented by Max Whitacre, W. W. Hendrix, M. P Cogswell

W

Mershon, W. R. Workman, J. E. O'Leary,
Ford'
A. DaLee, C. L. Todd, A. C. Pearsall, Herbert Miller!
Spaces 83 and 84.
The Pocket List of Railroad Officials, New York—The Pocket
List of Railroad Officials. Represented by
J. Alexander Brown,
Harold A. Brown and Charles L. Dinsmore. Space 26.
Positive Rail Anchor Company, Marion, Ind.— Rail anchors;
guard rail braces and plates tie plates rail braces combination
tie plates and rail braces.
Represented by A. H. Told, J. A.
Shoulty, L. C. Ferguson, E. A. LeBcau, W. H. Davis and
c'
Webb. Spaces 178, 179 and 180.

H

E. J.

W.

;

;

;

;

H

The

Protective Signal Manufacturing Company, Denver,
Colo.— Highway crossing and electric signaling equipment. Represented by Will C. Neahr, Raymond Ramage and Walter E
Wegner. Spaces 165 and 166.

Pyrene Manufacturing Company, New York.— Hand chemical
extinguishers; hand drawn chemical fire engines; fire pro-

fire

tection and prevention supplies.
Represented bv R. G. Henderson, B. K. Cosby, H. M. McCullcn, R. M. La Barr,
L
Krause, C. I. McCarthy, R. C. Houghton and Jirah D. Cole.

W

Space

The

186.

Q &C

Company,

New York.— Bonzano

step joints; derails; replacers

and clamps;

joints; rolled steel

rail

benders; guard

clamps. Represented by J. V. Westcott, E. M. Smith F F
Kister, E. R. Packer, C. M. Brennan, R.
J. McComb and C F
Quincy. Spaces 120 and 139.
The Rail Joint Company, New York.— Continuous standard,
insulated and step joints; Weber standard and insulated joints;
100% joints. Represented by V. C. Armstrong, W. P. Thomson',
B. G. Brainc, J. A. Greer, R. W. Payne, McLeod Thomson, R. R.
Seward, E. F. Schermerhron, E. L. Van Dresar, F C Webb
E. A. Condit, Jr., W. S. Boyce, J. N. Meade, H. C. Hickey',
Chas. Jenkinson, R. W. Smith, C. B. Griffin, L H. Larson, Alex.
Chapman, J. C. Barr and J. G. Miller. Spaces 79 and 8o!
Railway Review, Chicago. Railwav publications. Represented by Willard A. Smith, Harold A. Smith, W. M. Camp,
C. W. Parks, J. E. Gougeon, C. L. Bates and L. H. Lozier!
rail

—

Space

44.

The Railroad Supply Company, Chicago.—Tie plates; derailwig wag signals relays crossing bells lightning arresters

ers

;

;

;

;

;

annunciators
channel pins
electric measuring instruments
crossing gates; relay boxes; time relay; ground plates; terminals; cable posts; connectors.
Represented bv E. H. Bell Paul
W. Kohnen, H. M. Buck, M. T. Fox, R. S. Prentice
G Van
Nostrand, F. M. Hill, A. H. Smith, W. C. Irwin, Geo. T. Cook,
F. C. Webb, Geo. M. Kcnvon and R. D. Hawlev.
Spaces 104
;

;

H

and

105.

Ramapo

Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.— Manganese switch
points; switch stands; guard rail clamps; double shoulder solid

—

—

;;
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Represented by Thomas K. Akers,
Arthur (n-mnndcr, W. C. Kidd, William
Spaces 109^ j and 110.
U'ait Snow and janu-s H. Strung,'.
UeadiuK Specialties Company, ReadinR, Pa. Car and engine
n placers; compromised rail joints; Rnard rail clamps; rail

bottom switch
J.

riser plates.

Davidson,

lulfjar

—

tic spacers;
derails; Kii.ird rails; rail straiRhtcners
Represented by H. J. Hnell. Space 4.S.
replacer d.imps.
Rice MamifacturiuK Conii)any, Indianapolis, Ind. Red Devil
Represented by A. G.
rivet cutler; Habv Devil rivet cutter.
Space 172.
Rice. L. I-:. Miller and A. Ryder Dyer.

lienders;

;

Company, Aurora, III.
doors; door hanRcrs; firedoor hardware; grindstones and hoists. Represented by J. V.
Wise, I. H. Wise, A. T. Eggleston and E. T. G. Phillips. Spaces
Richards-W ilcox

Maniifactnrinn

"Overway" coiiveyinR systems;

159 anil U.O.

lift

—

Rich Tool Company, Chicago. High speed drills
Represented by James L.
countersinks
rivet sets.

reamers
Crowley.

;

;

Space
Roadniastcrs and Maintenance of Way
America, Sterling, 111. Represented by P.
182.

Association

—

Space

of

McAndrcws.

J.

227.

Rogers' Journal Packine Company, Inc., Chicago.— Rogers'
Stecos journal packing for locomotives, passenger and freight
Represented by E. C. Hall and C. A. Elsy. Space 156.
cars.
Roberts and Schacfer Company, Chicago.— Photographs of
reinforced concrete locomotive coaling plants; "RandS" gravity
Represand plants and cinder handling plants for railroads.
sented by Clyde P. Ross, M. V. Bailliere, C. C. Brackett and
H. S. Shimizu. Space 89.
Safe Lock Switch Machine Company, Lexington, Ky. Safe
Lock switch machine. Represented by C. Daugherty, D. M.
Case, C. F. Jones and Leo Jones. Space 168'/4.
Sellers anchor botSellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
tom wrought iron tie plates. Represented by J. M. Sellers, G. M.
Hogan, R. A. Van Houten, T. D. Crowley and R. J. Piatt. Space

—

—

124.

J.

—

;

;

G. Little, A. F. Stuebing, K. E. Kellenberger, B.

W.

Meisel,

H. Parkes, N. H. Crossland and T. E. Grossman. Space 46.
Southern Pine Association, New Orleans, La. Structural
yellow pine of interest to engineers; methods of prolonging

—

of ties and piling by preservatives; rail fastenings;
model of unit of railroad shop; model of creosoted pine
water tank; model of timber span; model of highway bridge;
moving pictures showing various phases of lumber manufacturing.
Represented by Alfred L. Kammerer. Spaces 203
and 212.
T. W. Snow Construction Company, Chicago, Railway water
life

—

railway coal hoist.
Represented by
crane
railwav oil crane
T. W. Snow and R. E. Gurley. Space 50^.
Squire Cogswell Company, Chicago. Volkhardt valves and
hydrants Hauck thawing burners and oil burning equipment.
Space
Represented by Willis C. Squire and C. P. Cogswell.
;

Represented by H. O. Hem, C. H.
Ilapgood and Geo. W. Bollinger. Space 136.
Torch weld l^iuipmcnt Company, Chicago.— Welding and cutton automobile scale.

ting apparatus; oxy-acctylene regidators
welding torches; cutRepresented by C. J. Nvquist, W. A. Slack, H. R.
ting torches.
Fenstemaker, W. L. Sehnert and N. Robel. Space 181.
;

Underwood Typewriter Company, New York. — Bookkeep-

Represented by 1'". A. Robinson
ing and billing machines.
and F. W. Blake. Spaces 200. 201, 214 and 215.
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. Represented
by A. L. Humphrey, G. A. Blackmore, L. F. Howard, W. P.
Neubert, J. P. Coleman, J. E. Saunders, C. O. Harrington, H. A.
Wallace, J. F. Talbert, W. P. Allen, Aaron Dean, H. W. Griffin,
J. J. Cozzens, J. L. Brastow, J. S. Hobson, W. W. Talbert, S. E.
Gillespie, V. K. Spicer, J. L. Loucks, Geo. MarlofT, J. D. Roett
and H. R. Shecne. Spaces 66 and 67.
U. .S. Wind Engine & Pump Company, Batavia, 111. Railway
water columns; pumps; tanks; watering devices for locomotives;
spouts
valves
switch stands.
Represented by L. E. Wolcott,
C. E. Ward, James P. Prindle, E. B. La Salle and F. E. Pearson.
Spaces 111 and 112.
United States Switch Company, Eau Claire, Wis. Automatic
railway switch lock. Represented by J. W. Hubbard. Space 6.

—

—

;

;

—

Verona Tool Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Track

tools; track jacks;
by H. S. Paul, E.

gauges
nut locks.
Represented
Woodings, H. C. Mull and E. L. Ruby. Spaces 129 and 148.
Volkhardt Company, Inc., Stapleton, N. Y.— Railroad water
hydrants.
Represented by Wm. Volkhardt, Chas. P. Cogswell
and W. C. Squire. Space I6OJ/2.
The Walls Frogless Switch & Manufacturing Company, Kansas City, Mo.
Complete railway frog. Represented by C. E.
Ennis, J. J. Lutz, O. Leamon and J. J. Schimmel.
Spaces 219,
2191^ and 220.
The Watcrbury Battery Company, Waterbury, Conn. Waterbury unit cylinder primary batteries
Waterbury plate type
primary batteries
Waterbury separate cylinder type primary
batteries
Gordon primary batteries Waterbury track batteries.
Represented by E. E. Hudson, G. A. Nelson and S. T. Hough.
Space 38.
Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Pumps for handling oils, gasoline, naphtha, lubricating oils and
Reprefuel oils; storage tanks; measuring devices and gauges.
sented by B. F. Geyer. Space 138.
West Coast Lumbermen's Association, Seattle, Wash.^Douglas
fir, Sitka spruce, western hemlock and red cedar lumber.
Represented by C. J. Hogue. Spaces 204 and 211.
Western Electric Company, Inc., New York. Telephone
train dispatching equipment; shop lights; electric drills and
track tampers; incandescent lamps; storage battery power
and light units; safety switch and steel towers; signal and
Represented by John C. Binning, Geo. Hull
code wires.
Porter, G. K. Heyer, E. V. Adams, R. M. Campbell, A. L.
Crater, W. O. Turtle, F. M. Evans, W. J. Davis, Jr., Geo.
Sherry, T. J. Rider, G. E. Cullinan, Walter P. Hoagland, C.
H. Wharton and L. A. Muttart. Spaces 58 and 59,
Woolery Machine Company, Minneapolis, Minn. Railway
motor car and engines for railway motor cars. Represented by
H. E. Woolery. Space 5.
The Wyoming Shovel Works, Wyoming, Pa. Shovels. Represented by G. E. Geer and H. C. Emery. Space 103.
levels

;

;

—

—

;

;

Signal Accessories Company, New York. Signal material.
Represented by F. C. Lavarack and C. R. Ahrens. Space 119.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York and ChiRailway Maintenance Engineer Railway
cago. Railway Age
Signal Engineer; Railway Mechanical Engineer; Railway ElecRepresented by E. A. Simmons, L. B. Sherman,
trical Engineer.
Henry Lee, C. R. Mills, F. S. Dinsmore, H. H. Simmons, H. H.
Marsh, T. M. Rutherford, R. H. Smith, F. W. Lane, F. C. Koch,
Samuel O. Dunn, R. V. Wright, E. T. Howson, W. S. Lacher,

—
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;

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

161 /2.

Standard Asphalt and Refining Company, Chicago.— Sarco
mineral rubber mastic floors Sarco mineral rubber refrigerator
compound Sarco waterproofing Sarco mineral rubber roofing
materials Sarco mineral rubber coatings. Represented by R. F.
Trumbull, E. L. Hedrick, George A. Thornton, E. P. Shipley,
Charles Muller, J. M. Woodruff, H. C. Riehle and C. L. Gauthier. Spaces 161, 162 and 162^.
The Stuebing Lift Truck Company, Chicago. Lift trucks
platform systems. Represented by Albert O. Kraemer. Space

Western^Railway Club Meeting

;

;

;

;

—

230.

Templeton, Kenly

& Company,

Ltd., Chicago.

— Simplex

track,

and bridge jacks; Simplex emergency jacks; Simplex
pole pulling jacks; Simplex auto and truck jacks. Represented
by W. B. Templeton, H. B. Burlow and A. G. Lewis. Space 32.
ballast

Track

Specialties

Company,

Inc.,

New

York.

— Guard

rail

clamp; guard rail brace; compromise joint; switch plate and
brace; anchor plate; rail joints; tie plate; rail brace; derailer;
track shim bender. Represented by W. B. Lee. Space 205.

—

Train Control Appliance Company, El Paso, Tex. -Automatic
by M. B. Bulla, H. S. Campbell and

train control.
Represented
E. C. Monroe. Space 209.

—

Toledo Scale Company, Toledo, Ohio. Scales; automatic
self-contained automatic dormant; section of 25

portable;

W.

S.

Bartholomew,

president' of

the

Locomotive

Stacker Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., made an illustrated
address at the monthly meeting of the Western Railway
Club last evening on the use of mechanical stokers in
locomotives. He emphasized particularly the importance
of the stoker in increasing the capacity of the locomotives
and the advantages from an operating standpoint.

Lieutenant-Commander Dexter C. Buell of the United
States Navy Bureau of Ordnance gave an illustrated address on the construction and use of the batteries of 14in., 50-caliber naval rifles which were placed on railway
mountings in such a way that they could be moved almost
anywhere on the railways of France. These were assembled in record-breaking time and rendered good service
at the front as early as last September. Lieutenant-Commander Buell is known to railway men as director of the
Railway Educational Bureau

at

Omaha, Nebr.

—
March

18,
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in the

Gold

Room

A

of the opinion that the designer or supervisor of important work never ought to hold himself or be held to a time
He
unit as a basis for payment for services rendered.
doubted, however, if it was just to require men holding
positions of semi-mental, semi-muscular duties, such as
ordinary drafting or surveying, to be oblivious to the
length of the working day in the hope of being rewarded
by advancement to the supervisor class.
After calling attention to the fact that there is no
logical dividing line between subordinates and supervisory positions a practical way of meeting the difficulty
suggested was to use the highest wage or salary paid
All
to union labor employes on the line as a standard.
technical engineers receiving more than the sum determined as above would then be placed in the supervisor
class and receive no pay for overtime.
This discussion was followed by a paper entitled "Principles and Procedure in Classification and Salaries of
Railroad Engineers," which was presented by J. L. Jacobs
of the Curtis Publishing Company. He said in part:
Essential features and underlying principles for sound
classification and salary standardization have been developed as a result of intensive studies, experiences and
observations of employment situations in many services.
These essentials and principles are set out as measuring
standards for the classification and standardization of the
railroad professional engineering positions as well as for
other professional engineering groups.
As the plan proposed for the railroad professional engineers measures up to these standards so will the broad
purposes be attained. The program of service and standardization of all the professional engineers should be the
program of the railroad professional engineering group
and that program should include the following 14 es:

Equitable and logical basis for fixing and adjusting
(1)
salaries in relation to duties and qualification requirements
and cost and standard of living.
Definite wage differentials for different positions
(2)
based on special work and qualification requirements, location and other special employment conditions.
Classification of positions into functional classes, all
(3)
positions being placed into classes according to general character of duties and into grades according to responsibility
and difficulty of work.
Standard and distinctive titles for all positions hav(4)
ing similar duties and work requirements.
Definitions of duties and responsibilities for each posi(5)
tion.

Definitions

of

qualification

requirements

for

each

position.

Definite and equitable plan for recognition of effi(7)
cient service and seniority through periodic advancement
particularly applicable to the lower grade positions.
Definite lines of promotion for employees in the
(8)

various groups and grades.

Engineers

at the Congress Hotel

RAILROAD CONFERENCE Under the auspices of the
American Association of Engineers was held yesPrimarily the conterday in the Congress hotel.
ference was called to discuss means of promoting the
social and economic welfare of the railroad technical engineer and to formulate principles for the direction of the
Both afternoon
railroad committee of the association.
and evening sessions were held.
The discussion, in the afternoon, was begun by H. P.
Gillette, editor Engineering Contracting, who spoke on,
"Shall Engineers Be Paid Overtime?" Mr. Gillette was

(6)

657

of the American Association of
A Report of the Railroad Conference Held Yesterday

Meeting

sentials

:

for the determination, adjustof salaries and working conditions.
Standards of service for use as a basis of advance(10)
ment, transfer and increases based on efficient service and
seniority.
Basis for the establishment of co-operative rela(11)
tions and measures between employees and management to
improve social, economic and industrial conditions.
Definite plan of administrative machinery for insur(12)
ing equitable and orderly handling of problems of classification, salaries, working conditions and other matters of
(9)

Definite

regulations

ment and control

mutual

interest.

Definite formation of effective and fully representaassociations for studying, developing and advising on
the industrial, economic and public matters which are of
common interest to all and for mutual support.
Definite proposals for the next steps in the improve(14)
ment of the status of professional engineering and the development of positive methods and ideals for service and
(13)

tive

employment.

The following general procedure could be successfully
applied in connection with the broad program of classification and salary standardization for railroad professional engineering positions as well as for the other
professional engineering groups
Establish co-operative relations with representatives
(1)
of professional engineering groups and associations, employers and governmental agencies, with a view of obtaining common understanding, full-hearted consideration and support
in the development and establishment of the standardization

program.
Determine the divisions of professional engineering
(2)
groups and the order in which classification and salary
standardization for the same are to be developed.
Collect for analysis, information and data from re(3)
ports and documents containing laws, rules and regulations
and descriptions of the organization, work and qualification
requirements of the positions under consideration.
Collect for analysis information and data on cost and
(4)
standard of living, hours of work and other working conditions for the respective positions by districts and for the
country as a whole.
Develop groups of occupations setting forth standard
(5)
and distinct title designations, definition of duties and qualification requirements; character of occupations, and lines of

advancement and promotion.
Establish factors and standards for the determina(6)
tion of basic salaries and differentials dependent on educational requirements, cost and standards of living, working
conditions and special qualifications.
Develop standards of service as a basis for selection,
(7)
assignment, transfer and advancement according to service
and seniority.
Prepare code of regulations and conditions as part
(8)
of the general standardization plan.

Hold conferences with representative of engineering
(9)
groups and employers with a view of obtaining suggestions
to changes in classification standards and factors, and
approval of the general plan.
Prepare regulations and procedure on the manner
(10)
and method of applying and administering the standardization program.
as

Mr. Jacobs' paper was followed by an open discussion
of the schedule of monthly salaries for technical engineers
In submitting the schedule the committee stated
that it had proceeded on the basis of fixing minimum
rates for tapemen, division engineers, and chief engineers,
considering that these positions were basic. The fixing
of the intermediate rates was then largely mechanical.
:

Adjustments were made, however, to ensure that the rate
fixed for a particular position was commensurate to that

men

of similar rank in other departments.
my views as to the three prime requisites
to obtaining greater recognition for the engineering pro-

paid to

Summarized,

:

:
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may

be slated as follows
(1 ) Organization, (2)
(3) broader education, interest and activity in
otlier than purely teclniical matters.
The movement of the day appears to be in the direction
of orijani/.ation by classes, and the engincerini; profession
ought to be, and 1 trust is, alive to the movement. Therefore, let us invite the co-operation of all and use our
inllueiice in every direction to build up a national as.sociation which will embrace all branches of the profession
and have as its object not only the advancement of technical research, but the economic, social and political welfare of the profession as a whole.
W. W. K. Sparrow, corporate chief engineer of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, presented a paper enti
tied, "Mow Shall Proper Recognition of the I'-ngineering
Profession Be Obtained?" He said in part:
While I understand the question most of us are perhaps most interested in at this time is the economic welfare of the engineer and how to secure more adequate
compensation for his services, yet I feel that we should
not confme our discussion or energies to this phase of
the question only, but should also endeavor to secure
greater application and recognition of the profession socially and politically and in the problems of reconstruction, with which not only this country, but the whole
world is today confronted.
After citing several striking instances of this lack of
recognition and some of the causes contributing to this
condition, he continued
During the day the following schcduleof monthly salfession

:
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New

Signal Committee

Chairman

licoiisinj,',

aries

of one new committee chairman appears
upon this year's list of the standing committees of the
A. R. A. Signal Division. Committee IV, Direct Current Automatic Block Signaling, is headed by C. F. Stoltz,
signal engineer of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
Under the direction of Mr. Stoltz, it will be
St. Louis.
the duty of this committee to prepare unit specifications
for direct current motor operated signal mechanisms, including in such specifications the requirements for the
maximum energy in watt-seconds to operate, and the
minimum watts to hold the signal and minimum torque in
lever arm foot pounds required to return the mechanism to the stop position with and without sjjcctacle and
Instructions will also be prepared for making
blades.
torque tests of electric motor signals, and unit specifications will be drawn up covering signals and their in-

The name

was adopted

Minimum

salaries

per annum, de-

pending upon extent and importance of duties

Chief Engineer
Assistant Chief Engineer
District

$15,000
9,000
6,000

Engineer

Assistant District Engineer
Division Engineer
Assistant Division Engineer
Resident Engineer, Chief Engineer

5,400
4,800
3,600

or

District Engineer
Field Engineer
Office Engineer
Engineer of Bridges
Assistant Engineer of Bridges

—

Signal Engineer
Assistant Signal Engineer
Building Engineer

Valuation Engineer
Assistant Valuation Engineer
Chief Pilot Engineer
Pilot Engineer
Engineer Accountant
General Superintendent of Motive Power.
Assistant General Superintendent of Motive

Power

Mechanical Engineer
Assistant Mechanical Engineer
Engineer of Tests
Electrical Engineer
District Electrical Engineer

Shop Engineer
Chief Draftsman

$9,000
7,200
4,800
4,200
4,200
2,750

5,400
7,200
4,800
6,000
8,400
6,000
4,800
3,600
3,600
15,000

3,000
3,600
6,000
4,800
4,200
3,000
3,000
7,200
4,800
3,600
3,000
3,000
9,000

9,000
7,500
4,800
7,500
6,000
3,600
4,800
3,600

7,200
6,000
3,600
6,000
4,800
2,700
3,600
3,000

4,200
5,400
7,.500

Leading Draftsman or Designer
Draftsman
Junior Draftsman
Tracer

200

to
to
to
to

150
125
100

Minimum
per

Engineer Inspectors
Instrument Man

Rodman
Tapeman

150

200
125

100

salaries

month
250
200
ISO
120

salaries

month
to
to
to
to

225
225
150
120

Committee Chairman, Signal Division

stallation; rail

bonding; wire lines; switch circuit con-

and resistance units.
Mr. Stoltz became a member of the Railway Signal
Association in 1913 and in 1914 he was appointed a
member of Committee IV, on which he has served continuously to date. In 1918 he was appointed vice-chairtrollers

man

Minimum
per

C. F. Stoltz

New

of the committee.
In 1916 he was appointed to Committee VII, Direct
Current Relays, and has served continuously on this committee to date. As a member of Committee VII, Mr.
Stoltz has helped in the preparation of unit specifications for direct current relays; standard relay resistance
table and recommended minimum allowable drop away
point for relays of resistances named in the standard
resistance table. The outline of the work for 1919 covers the preparation of specifications for coils, cores, armatures, etc., on relays and provides for the interchangeability of the parts.
After Mr. Stoltz graduated from Miami University in
1906 he entered the service of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis as a draftsman and served in this
He was then appointed assistant
capacity until 1910.
signal engineer for the Big Four, which position he held
until November 20, 1913, when he was appointed signal
engineer for the system, the position which he now holds.

:
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The Amalgamation of the Railway Signal Association
Its Relation to the

Manner

in

American Railroad Association and the

Which

Its Activities Will

THE Railway
WHAT RELATION WILL
American

Signal AssociaRailroad Association?
activities be curtailed or increased and

tion bear to the

Will

its

what benefits will the members derive from the new arrangement? These are typical of many questions which
are being asked by the members of the Railway Signal
Association and indicate the wide difference of opinion
which exists as to its future. Many members view with
regret the loss of its indentity, and rightly so, as this reflects the enthusiasm and esprit dc corps existing among
them which has been the means of placing the association on the present high plane it occupies today.

A

History of the Change in Status

In view of the above a brief history of the steps taken
in the amalgamation plan may not be out of place at this
time.
The old Railway Signaling Club was founded on
March 11, 1895, by George Basford, now president of
the Locomotive Feed Water Heater Company of New
York. At the March meeting of this organization in
1903, held in the Wayne hotel at Detroit, Mich., C. C.
Rosenberg made the motion which resulted in changing
the name of the Railway Signaling Club to the Railway
Signal Association. At midnight on February 28, 1919,
the afifairs of the Railway Signal Association were terminated and the activities of the organization were transThus
ferred to the American Railroad Association.
there lacked but a few days of completing a period of
24 years of progress by the former association.
C3n January 28, 1918, the director general issued General Order No. 6 directing that carriers' operating revenues should not be expended for the payment of expenses of persons or agencies constituting associations
of carriers unless such associations were approved in advance by the director general.
The Railway Signal
Association made application and received temporary
approval for the use of funds already on hand to pay the
current expenses of the association until April 30, 1918.
The director general on April 26, 1918, approved the R.
S. A. until further orders, and authorized the carriers to
pay the necessary assessments needed for the current expenses of the association. On May 2, 1918, a conference
of the presidents of some of the larger voluntary railroad
organizations was held in New York on the call of Acting President Thompson of the American Railway Association, to comply with the suggestion of the director
general that the several associations be amalgamated to
form one congress of associations.
meeting of the Board of Direction of the R. S. A.
was next held at Chicago on May 9 and 10, 1918. In
addition to the members of the Board of Direction, C. A.
Christofferson, R. B. Elsworth, P. M. Gault, F. B. Patenall, J. A. Peabody, F. B. Wiegand, G. E. Ellis, A. R.
Fugina, J. Leisenring, H. K. Lowry and B. H. Mann
were present.
plan was outlined at this meeting which
was later submitted to the joint conference of the several railroad organizations.
On January 10, 1919, the director general issued Circular No. 70 stating that during the period of Federal control and in order to provide a responsible channel through
which the director general may obtain recommendations
for the advancement of railroad practice, the American
Railway Association has revised its articles of organization and by-laws and will change its name to the American Railroad Association. This association consists of

A

A

five

sections,

Be
viz.

Affected
:

operating,

engineering,

mechanical,

and transportation. Its scope was enlarged to
cover the former activities of a number of the associations, including the Railway Signal Association. This association becomes the signal division of the Engineering
section.
Railroads under Federal control may become
members of the American Railroad Association and are
directed to be represented and participate in the activities

traffic

of each section through their proper officers.
On February 24, 1919, the Board of Direction of the
R. S. A. held a meeting at Chicago, to comply with Circular No. 70 and arranged that the R. S. A. will be known
as the Signal division of the Engineering Section of the
American Railroad Association as indicated in the following resolutions
Resolved, That in pursuance of Article VII. Section 4, of the
Railway Signal Association constitution, reading "The Board
of Direction shall manage the affairs of the association and
shall have full power to control and regulate all matters not
otherwise provided for in the constitution, except to make the
association liable for debt to an amount greater than that which,

—

time of contracting the same, shall be in the secretarytreasurer's hands in cash and not subject to prior liabilities."
the affairs of this association are transferred to the Signal
division of the American Railroad Association.
Resolved, That in pursuance of Circular No. 70 of the Director
General of Railroads of the United States, issued under date
of January 10, 1919, the affairs of the Railway Signal Association, effective midnight, February 28, 1919, are hereby terminated
and the activities of that organization transferred to the American Railroad Association.
at the

—

The necessary details in connection with the transfer
of the activities, funds and securities of the R. S. A.
have been consummated by the Board of Direction and
the interests of the R. S. A. properly safeguarded.

The Membership and Committee

of

Direction

The membership of the Signal division will consist of
representative members and affiliated members. The representative members are appointed by their respective
railroads and the affiliated members will consist of
the former active, junior, associate, honorary and life
members. All present memberships of the various classes
as outlined above are transferred to the Signal division
either as members, if they were representative members
before, or as affiliated members. Future affiliated membrs may be appointed by the Committee of Direction.
Each railroad affiliated member (the former active, other
than those appointed as representative members, and junior members) will pay $3 per annum and other affiliated
members (the former associate members) will pay $6
for such printed matter as may be provided by the Com-

mittee of Direction of the division.
The present organization provides for a chairman, two
vice-chairmen, a secretary, a committee of direction and
standing committees for the division. The chairman and
vice-chairmen of the division will be elected annually by
the section. The Committee of Direction will consist of
16 members, and its chairman and two vice-chairmen
will be elected from among its members.
R. E. Trout, signal engineer of the St. Louis-San
Francisco, was elected chairman of this committee, and
C. J. Kelloway, superintendent of signals, Atlantic Coast
Line, and F. W. Pfleging, signal engineer, Union Pacific,
were elected the vice-chairmen. The other members on
this committee are W. J. Eck, signal and electrical superintendent. Southern Railway C. A. Dunham, signal engi;

:
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Noithern \V. II. Jilliott, signal engineer,
Central, Lines East; A. II. Rice, signal engineer, IX'laware & Hudson; J. II. Cormick, signal engineer, Canadian Northern; K. K. Worthing signal engineer,
Southern Pacific Lines, Atlantic System; A. P. Ilix,
signal engineer, Terminal Railroad Association of St.
Louis L. G. Stradling, signal engineer, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville; G. E. Ellis, Division of Safety, Interstate Commerce Commission
H. K. Lowry, signal
engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Barton Wheclwrigiit, engineer maintenance of way, Grand Trunk New
luigland Lines, and F. P. Patenall, eignal engineer, Balnccr, Great

;

New York

;

;

;

timore

&

Ohio.

The Committee of

Direction will conduct the business of the division and it will be its duty to fix the number of and appoint the members to the committees that
may be necessary to properly investigate and report on
such subjects as may be assigned. It is proposed to hold
regular meetings of the Committee of Direction in March,
June and September, respectively, of each year, the date
and place to be decided on by the chairman. These meetings will likely be held in advance of the stated meetings
of the division.
Special meetings may be held at the
call of the chairman.
The annual meeting of the division
will be held in September of each year, the time and the
place of meeting will be announced approximately three
months in advance by the Committee of Direction.

The Standing Committees
For the present the standing committees of the

division

are as follows
Committee on Committees
Committee on Annual Meetings
Committee on EditingCommittee on Mechanical Interlocking
Committee on Power Interlocking
Committee on Direct Current Automatic Block Signaling
Committee on Maintenance and Operation
Committee on Direct Current Relays
Committee on Standard Designs
Committee on Alternating Current Automatic Block Signaling
Committee on Wires and Cables
Committee on Signaling Practice
Committee on Batteries and Switchboards
Committee on Contracts
Committee on Electric Testing
Committee on Lightning Protection
Committee on Valuation
Sectional Committees
the standing committees may conof both representative and affiliated members of the
division as no change in practice is contemplated from
the methods followed in the past.
This allows those
especially qualified in scientific and engineering lines to
be appointed to such committees. The reports of these
committees will be presented to and open for discussion
by all representative and affiliated members at the stated
and annual meetings. The only change in practice made
is in connection with the adoption of the recommendations made by the committees by letter-ballot.
In the
past all representative and active members voted on these
recommendations. In the future only those representative members appointed by the railroads will vote by letter-ballot on recommendations for final adoption, but
indirectly this vote will represent the consensus of opinion of the division as the views of the majority will likely
be reflected in the letter-ballots of the representative
members. Both representative and affiliated members
can vote on subjects handled by the committees and presented before the meetings. The representative members
will vote in the future as they have in the past, the number of votes depending upon the mileage and also upon
the signals on their respective roads.
road may dele-

The membership of

sist

A
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gate one man or a number of men as representative members to cast the number of ballots to which it is entitled.

Roads Not Under Government Control

The

question is often asked "Will railroads not now
under government control or of less than 100 miles in
length have the opportunity for proper representation in
the work of this division?" It is the feeling among members of the R. S. A. who are on roads not under government control but who have given their time and efforts
to the advancement of the association in the past, that
they should be given an opportunity to continue their
activities and to receive the benefits of membership in
the division. As outlined above these members will have
an opportunity to take part in the activities by serving on
committees and by taking part in the discussions at the
meetings. Furthermore, the railroads not under government control may appoint these men as their representative members and they will then be accorded the full
privileges of such members.
The status of the railroads not under Federal control,
including the Canadian and Mexican railroads, is exactly the same as in the past.
No distinction will be
made, as far as the American Railroad Association is
concerned, between those roads under Federal control
and those that are not.
In the past some railroads have sent their supervising
signal officers (as the supervisors, inspectors, etc.) to
the meetings of the R. S. A. and have paid their expenses.
In the future the railroads can follow their past practice
Those members of the division in the
in this regard.
military and naval service of the country whose dues
were remitted while in the service will not be required
to pay their dues for the time so employed, and on return
to civil life they can resume their standing as representative or affiliated members, as the case may be. Regional
committees of the Signal division will be continued in the
future as in the past. In the future the Signal division
will handle exclusively all work pertaining to signaling
and rules for signaling. The recommendations made by
this division can be made mandatory by order of the
Director-General should he so desire.

Signal Division Regulations

The

division shall include those actively connected
in official or supervisory capacities with the design, construction, maintenance and operation of railway signaling devices. Affiliated members may be appointed by the
1.

Committee of Direction.
There shall be a committee of direction, which shall
2.
consist of 16 members, including the chairman and vicechairmen, and a committee on nominations of five members to be elected annually by the division.
The Committee of Direction shall conduct the business
of the division, and shall authorize, order, define duties,
fix the number of and appoint the members of such committees as may be necessary to investigate and report
their findings and recommendations upon any subject
considered by them.

For the present there

shall be the following

commit-

tees:

Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee

on
on
on
on
on
on

Committees.

Annual Meeting Arrangements.
Editing.

Mechanical Interlocking.

Power

Interlocking.

Direct Current Automatic Block Sig-

naling.

Committee on Maintenance and Operation.
Committee on Standard Designs.
Committee on Direct Current Relays.

March

18,
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Committee on Alternating Current Automatic Block

Rest in Peace

Signaling.

Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee

on
on
on
on
on
on
on

Wires and Cables.
Signaling Practice.
Batteries and Switchboards.
Contracts.
Electric Testing.
Lightning Protection.
Valuation.

Sectional Committees.

Regular meetings of the Committee of Direction
shall be held in March, June and September, respectively,
of each year, the date and place to be decided, by the
Special meetings of the committee may be
chairman.
held at the call of the chairman.
An annual meeting of the Signal division shall be held
in September of each year, the time and place to be
designated by the Committee of Direction, approximately
three months in advance. Special meetings may be held

WE HAD

(?)

no Manual for our needs

IF Or Digests with

their lengthy screeds,
standard circuits, cranks or studs.
We'd all be unexploded ,"duds."
If it wasn't for the R. S. A.

No

We'd clutter up the right o' way
With experiments and hobbies punk

And spend

a million bucks for junk.

3.

at the call of the

Committee of Direction.

II

For

And

this signal

game's no easy graft

would now engulf the craft
son had tried
To all his skill and knowledge hide,
But R. S. A. (our worthy dad)
Collected "kinks" both good and bad,
Culled out the worst and kept the best,
Adopting those that stood the test.
grief

If every mother's

The Committee

of Direction shall offer the names
of 10 representatives of members, not officers of the division, as candidates for the Committee on Nominations.
5.
It shall be the duty of the Committee on Nominations to offer to the annual meeting of the division the
names of one representative of a member as candidate
for chairman and one for first vice-chairman and one
for second vice-chairman, and the names of four representatives of members as candidates for the Committee
Every third year five representatives of
of Direction.
members to be nominated as candidates for the Committee of Direction.
Nominations for officers or membership on the Committee of Direction or Committee on Nominations may
be made by any representative of a member at the annual
meeting at which such officers or members of committees are elected, provided such nominations have been
endorsed by 25 representative members.
6.
Officers, excepting as otherwise herein provided,
shall be elected at the annual meeting of the division
held in September each year, and the election shall not
be postponed except by unanimous consent.
The chairman and the first and second vice-chairmen
of the division shall be elected by printed ballot each
•year, the candidate receiving the majority of the votes
cast shall be declared elected and shall hold office for one
year or until his successor shall be elected.
Members of the Committee of Direction and the Committee on Nominations shall be elected by written or
printed ballots; four members of the Committee of Direction shall be elected to serve for three years. Every
three years five members of the Committee of Direction
shall be elected five members of the Committee on Nominations shall be elected annually.
4.

Ill

Since way back there in ninety-five.
He gathered hombres who were live.
flock of green and vernal rubes.
Strong and husky untrained boobs.

A

Some

brains mixed in; yes, quite a lot
all in the melting pot.
The alloy of this motely clan
Produced the present signal man.

And

poured

IV
the good he's done
if his race was run.
It seems at times there's no escape,
must go out and order crepe.

In spite of
It looks as

all

We

We're

a "step-dad" (A. R. A.)
right in, prepared to stay.
In line "us orphans" then must stand
And jump sidewise at each command.
told,

Has moved

If our real Pater is laid out.
Let us romp in and stand about
And shed a salty, briny tear.
As we gang around his somber bier.
Go tell the bunch let each one make
An effort to attend the wake,
For in the future, life will be
Dry (two ways) for you and me.
;

VI

;

President's
C.

Annual Dinner

A. Morse, president of the American Railway En-

gineering Association, was host to the members of the

board of direction, the past presidents of the association and the members of the committee on arrangements
at a dinner in the English room of the Congress Hotel
The party numbered 26 and
at 7 o'clock last night.
included ten past presidents of the A. R. E. A., John
president of the association, Wm. McW. C. Cushing and Charles S.
Churchill, in addition to the five past presidents who are
members of the board of direction. Three past presidents
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, John F.
F. Wallace,

first

Nab, Hunter McDonald,

Wallace,

among

Hunter McDonald and A. N. Talbot were

the guests.

Our

step-dad will feed us hash galore
On handling scrap down at the store.
He'll teach us how to ballast track,
And high explosives how to pack.
We'll read of weights, airbrakes and claims
'Till our mind gets like a pair of hames.
And warped and bent we'll lose our grip,

—

Our

interest

and our membership.

VII
buck up and keep our goat,
And dodge that wooden overcoat.
We children might be raw and crude.
But to drown us now would be real rude.
If time and thought to work we give.
Old A. R. A. may let us live.
And say and point to us with pride,
"Them's some bright brats, dcdgast their
Let's

all

hide.

1
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Sometime

tlie

1

Standard Signal and Marker Lamps

1

"Hi}; Hoss' U. S.

A.

the Railmads in and say,
transpDitation joh'.s no snap.
For the love of Mike take hack your scrap.
And on that jt)yful jutfKinent day,
We'll resurrect old R. S. .\.
So cheer ye up, don't sit and mope,

Will

call

Tiii.s

This hunch

is
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};ood, let's live in ho])e.

N. R. A. A. Annual Meeting
The annual nK'ctin<; of the Xational Kailuay .Vjjpliances Association will he held in the dininj; room of the
Coli.seum at 11 o'clock this morning-.
Reports of the
otlicors will ho nrcsentcil and new officers elected.

Comnaittee Meetings of the Signal Division
Several conunittces of the Signal division are to hold
sessions to-day and to-niorrovv.
Committee No. 8, Alternating Current Automatic Block Signaling, will meet

9 a. m. to-day, in Room 260, Auditorium hotel. Committee No. 4, Direct Current Automatic Block Signaling, W'ill convene in Room 1303 of the Blackstone hotel
at

Ia.ndi.a.n-Buck Manui-ac TUkl.Nc; Co.vii-a.nv of
Louis, Mo., has placed on the market a number of new lamps in which all the parts are interchangeable, with the same size oil pots and lens, and with
one length oi shaft on all burners. The marker lamp
brackets are adjustable to any location on the train. The
series of new lamps includes semaphore and train order
lam])s. a switch lamj) with or without enamaled lens targets, engine classification markers with interior steel lens
shields operated from the outside and a rear-end marker.
The signal lamp conforms to the Railway .Signal Association standard, while the other four lami)s have been designed with the signal lamp as a basis. All the lamps have
been designed to save space and to reduce the number of
repair jiarts.

TIM.

1

.St.

A. G. A. Railway Light

Company's

86

Signal

New and Improved

Devices

iiiciiwAY dan(;ek .sicxai, shown in the illustration consists of a flashing red light projected
through 8^-in. lenses located in the center of the
disc on each side of the signal head.
The same burner

Tiir.

which

produces the illumination
through the lenses also illuminates
the white letters of the sign on the
signal head so as to permit them be-

9:30 a. m.. The new Committee on Valuation will
meet at 9 a. m. in Room 312 at the Auditorium hotel.
Committee No. 2, Mechanical Interlocking, will meet Mr.
Kelloway in the lobby of the Congress hotel at 10 a. m.
On Wednesday, March 19, Committee No. 3 on Power
Interlocking will hold a meeting at 10 a. m. in Room
312 of the Auditorium hotel.
at

ing seen

from a distance

at night.

The source

of light consists of dissolved acetylene gas in a steel cylinder located in the housing which
also supports the signal head. One
cylinder of gas will operate the signal, flashing continuously from 5
to 10 months, at a reasonable annual cost, depending upon the adjustment of the burner. The height
of the flashing signal can be varied
by introducing pipe of the proper
size between the housing and the
signal head.
The particular signal
illustrated shows the signal head on
top of the housing without any pipe
extension. This design is used on
highways traveled largely by auto-

Weather-Proof Switch Adjustment
In order to provide protection against an accumulation of ice, snow, sand, or other extraneous substances
between the sleeve shoulders and bracket of switch operating rod adjustments, the Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., has designed a bracket with a cover

shown in accompanying phantom illustration. This
switch adjustment bracket and cover are intercheangeable with the standard bracket supplied by this company
as

mobiles where

it

is

necessary to

have the flashing signal
to

low-

enough

permit the operators of automo-

biles

to

see the flashing light un-

The Flashing Signal derneath an automobile top.
An improvement has been made
in the highway grade crossing signal lamp manufactured
by this company, which consists in the adoption of an
8^-in. lens, which gives a beam spread of 30 deg. and
through which light is projected so that it can be seen
at a distance of 400 to 600 ft. in bright sunlight.
This company has developed also a new electro-acety-

New

Switch Adjustment Bracket

for a number of years, so that no difificulty will be experienced in replacing the older brackets by the new
one wherever trouble has been experienced, or is anticipated, due to various substances becoming attached to
switch connecting rod adjustments. The sheet steel cover
fits snugly over the sleeves and the nuts which limit their
stroke.
It is held in place by a tempered steel spring
bent at both ends to latch over the shoulders of the

bracket.

lene color light signal for railway purposes.

The

lights

are projected through 8^-in. lenses and may be operated with either a flashing or steady light. Electro-magnets are provided for controlling the gas supply to the
burner. It is claimed that the indications of the signal
are plainly visible in the day time and that the red light

be seen 1,800 to 2,000 ft. in bright sunlight. The
electro-magnetic valve operates on about 1.8 volts and
the resistance of the magnets is such that this voltage
will permit a caustic soda battery to operate one valve for
nearly two years.

may

DAILY EDITION
The twentieth annual convention of the American Railway Engineering Association promises to be the most

makers. Engineers have too often been prone in the past
to disregard shop problems in preparing their designs,

successful meeting ever held by this
One indication of this
is the record attendance for the first
day as evidenced by a registration
of 368 members and 125 guests, and
in the Florentine room during most of

with the result that their work has been needlessly expensive. If unit costs can be reduced without sacrificing
quality this should by all means be done.
Other committees of the association can well aliford to follow the
practice of the track committee in this respect.

Record for
Convention
Attendance

association.

a capacity crowd
the committee reports. The fact that so many more railway men are present this year is explained in part by the

The

results of the instructions issued by officials of the
Railroad Administration to federal managers to have as
many of their engineering and mainLarge Attendance tenance of way officers as could be
at Conventions spared from their usual duties to attend the conventions and visit the
and Exhibit
exhibit this week were very apparent, both in the convention hall and at the Coliseum yesterday. The attendance at the sessions of the American
Railway Engineering Association crowded the room
throughout the day. At the Coliseum there were more
railway officers inspecting the exhibit than probably ever
was the case in any past year. Furthermore, it was evident that the railway men took a keener interest in the
convention proceedings and in the exhibit than they probably ever did before. The large attendance is due not
only to the support given by the Railroad Administration,
but also to the fact that the amount of work being done
by the engineering and maintenance of way departments
is unusually small at this time.
The best time for railway
officers to attend conventions and examine railway appliances is when the demands on their time at home are the
least, and the ultimate outcome cannot fail to be an increase in the efficiency with engineering, and maintenance
work will be handled when more of such work is to be

way

of attendance at the two
preceding conventions. Last year war conditions, war
improvements and war labor shortages kept many at
home. The year previous, the prospect of a nation-wide
serious obstacles in the

However, no little
railroad strike had a like influence.
credit for the presence of larger numbers is due to the
Railroad Administration in encouraging attendance at
the meeting and inspection of the supply exhibit.

One unfortunate circumstance introduced by the large
attendance at the meetings is the bearing it has on the
unsatisfactory acoustics of the convention hall. Knowing the faults of
Problem
the room, seasoned members have
in
discovered the portions of the hall
Acoustics
in which the difficulty is least pronounced. But when it is filled nearly to capacity the
auditor has no choice in the matter he must take a
seat where he finds it, which may or may not be in one
of the "dead spots." Just what the solution is, cannot
change in the
be determined without some study.
arrangement of the seating or the position of the rostrum from the side to the end of the room might imOne thing is certain, however, the
prove matters.
speakers, presiding officers, committee chairman, and
others shauld pay more attention to their manner of
speaking. Engineers as a rule are not orators, but they
might try harder to make up for their shortcomings in
This is one problem resulting from the
this regard.
growth of the association and as such it should be
recognized.

A

—

A

C. A. Morse touched upon an important point in his
presidential address yesterday morning when he referred
to the importance of co-operation
Cooperation
with the manufacturers in the development of standard designs for
With

maintenance of way materials. This
subject received further emphasis in
the discussion of the report of the track committee yesterday afternoon when that committee presented designs
for switches and frogs which had also received the approval of committees and manufacturers. The preliminary purpose in the preparation of designs of this character is, of course, to develop those plans which will best
meet the demands made on them. If these plans can
at the same time be made so as to afford maximum economy of production in the plants of the manufacturers,
this is to the mutual advantage of the railways and the

Manufacturers

done.

One of the chief benefits to be derived from the preparation of statistical records is that they provide the measuring stick for determining progress.
They afford the best means which a
Important
department head can utilize in keeping in touch with affairs throughout
Assignment
his entire organization. And they go
farther.
They enable him, by comparison, to determine
accurately the actual state of his organization and to ascertain whether it is progressing or standing still.
In fact,
is rapidly becoming recognized that without proper
it
regard for records and accounts a commercial concern
cannot prosper. In consequence the old comer grocery
methods are a thing of the past. The railroads are no
exception to this rule and in their case they have a right
to look to the A. R. E. A. for guidance in the matter of
standard methods as well as standard forms. In consequence of the new conditions now obtaining in railroad
matters as a result of which it is essential to know definitely just what is entering into the property, in both labor
and materials, it seems that the development of the best
means for the collection and tabulation of information,
particularly insofar as the engineering departments of
the railways are concerned, is the most important work
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which

thi'

(

"(iiiimillcc

of Kocoiils and Accounts

is

faced.

Development

of Unified Standards

idea has .m'ticially |)rcvail<.'d aiiioii^ cii
I\ llic
* gincors tliat one of the diicf rc(iiiisitos of any cnfiinccr
was the ahihty to dcsifjn. 'J'hore is no question as to the
importance of sudi al)ility, but in hvinjj up to what lia.s
past

till"

been the ideal the practical side of their work has been in
In railway work
a degree lost sight of by the designers.
this lias led to a nuiltiiilicity of designs for similar articles
and the placing of an undue burden on the manufacturer
who must, in furnishing supplies, make the necessary
prc>vision in the e(piii)ment of his i)laiit to meet the requirements of tiic various designs. To the manufacturer
this practice results in large sums being tied up in equipment which is idle for long periods of time with consequent increased costs of production. The railroads in
purchasing supplies, arc recjuircd to abs(jrb these inFrom any angle
creased costs in the purchase ]irices.

While new dcsifjns are, of
the practice is wasteful.
course, encouraged by the American Railway hmgincering
Association, it goes further. It furnishes the means for
unifying design while yet allowing for modifications
The development of
that constitute real improvements.
these unified designs is important both to the railways
and the manufacturers and the Association should have
the best co-operation of both in their development.

A

Service for the

Young Man

/^NE

OF THE DISTINCTIVE signs of the timcs is the in^-^ creased consideration given by the various associations of professional and technical men to the welfare
of the younger men. A large part of this has been directed to what might be termed material considerations
wages, working conditions, etc., subjects which have been
of special interest during the last year or more because
the advances in compensation accorded to the great mass
of labor have necessarily exerted an influence on conditions in the lower ranks of the technical forces on the
railroads.

However, there are other phases of this subject than
The
those involving compensation and employment.
leaders in the professions are charged with certain responsibilities to the younger men in matters of technical
attainment. In conformity with this thought, some associations have provided for junior memberships in order
that the men in subordinate positions may derive certain
of the benefits of memberships without need of any reduction in the qualifications for entrance for the corporate
member. Tlius the organization can perform a real service without detracting in any way from its high standards
of personnel.
Are there no opportunities for the American Railway
Engineering Association along these lines ? Since its activities are limited to those of a technical association, it
must be generally conceded that the matters of material
welfare are rather outside of its province, although the
development of studies in the economics of labor might
lead eventually to that end. For the present, however,
it would seem that the association could be of real help to
the younger men from the educational standpoint. The
high regard with which the work of the association is held
by the outsider is demonstrated by the extended use recently made of the Manual by the federal government.
The proceedings and bulletins are also standard works of
reference.
This raises the question as to the possibility of providing some form of subordinate, limited qualification, mem-
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bership that would enable the men in the ranks to reThe advantages accruing from
ceive the publications.
this ai rangeinenl would be limited by no means to the
men themselves, for the railrcjads would also derive bcnelils through the wider dissemination of the best practices.
.Supplemental to the wider use of the pujjlications, it
might be feasible to encourage attendance at the meetings, an arrangement that would be of further benefit
to the subordinate technical men through the Inspiration
of contact with the leaders in their chosen branch of
railway service.

A
'T'jiE

^

is

Wise Decision

American Railway Engineering Association
to be congratulated on the wisdom and ability dis-

played by ^ts officers during the past year in their negotiations relative to the amalgamation of the leading railway technical societies into one composite organization.
As the matter was originally presented by the American
Railway Association, an organization of railway executives, it required courage for the officers of the engineering association to stand out for what they thought was
The
best, contrary to the suggestions of their superiors.
spirited discussion at the meeting of the Railway Signal
Association on Monday showed the resentment which
many members of that association bear to the amalgamation even after that society has consented to the plan.
Similar opposition has also been evidenced among some
of the members of other organizations involved.
The amalgamated organization has possibilities for constructive work beyond those possessed by any of the individual organizations. At the same time it remains for
that association to demonstrate that it will utilize these
opportunities. The associations which have been invited
to amalgamate have long records of constructive work behind them. The record of the American Railroad Association which fathers the new arrangement is not so
favorable.
Furthermore, as we have pointed out previously in these columns, the very nature of the amalgamation, including the official character of its management
and of its conclusions, will naturally result in a certain
loss of freedom in expression and in action which will
detract from the value of the work done.
The arrangement which the American Railway Engineering Association suggested last spring and which it has
been able to effect with the American Railroad Association, whereby harmony of action is assured while the
engineering association retains its individual identity and
inntiative has much to commend it. After all, the value
of association work is measured by the work of its individual members and this is promoted in a large measure
by professional pride and interest rather than from direct assignment as a routine duty. The result of the twofold experiment which is now being inaugurated
complete amalgamation in some instances and co-ordination
and co-operation in the engineering section will be
watched with much interest.

—

—

Record^Breakingj-Attendance at Coliseum
The attendance
hibit yesterday

Railway Appliances exrecords for a single day's gathOver 6,000 railway men visited

at the National

broke

all

ering at this exhibit.
the display yesterday as compared with approximately
4,900 on the same day one year ago. Among the visitors
yesterday were a number of foreign railway representatives, including men from Japan, France and Dutch East
Indies.
This large attendance was recorded in spite of
an unusually large attendance at the convention.
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Mr. Hooley on Engineers

made
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besides th' tunnel that shticks out bot' sides av

mountain?" asked Dennissey with interest.
"I cud, but I won't," answered Mr. Hooley,
proceeded to close up the place.
th'

Willi apologies to Dniinc

"D'ye mind

me

tillin'

/•'.
(

1'.)

and Dunn (S. O.)

ye, Dinnissey, 'twas

some years

tli' engineers that has a convintion ivery year
Congress Hotel?" asked Mr. Hooley last evening
when Dennissey, as usual, came into his place to see if
there was anyone standing around who was likely to

as

he

ago, about

Today's Program

at th'

loosen.

The program

for today will include the presentation
of the following reports

Wood

about th' min that run th'
were gittin' more pay thin ann\other relrod imployay they was goin' t' try to get more
pay thin th' orfcers av the road. D'ye mean that time?"
"I

mind ye

sid somet'ing

inquired Dennissey, with only a mild show
"Ye're incapacity f'r takin' in th' manin' av me remarks putts ye in one class by ye'rself," rejoined Mr.
Hooley. "Ye'r thinkin' about th' min what drives th' injines, 'nd I'm talkin' about th' min that build th' thracks

Preservation

Yards and Terminals

thrains, 'nd that as they

Electricity

Ties
Stresses in Railroad Track
Buildings
Ballast

of interest.

(

Special)

Roadway
Rail

The annual dinner

is

scheduled in the Gold room of

the Congress Hotel at 6:30 o'clock.

what

th' injines runs on.
"I told ye thin that whin I'm talkin' about th' injineers
that's holdin' a convintion at th' Congress, I'm manin' th'
min that me old frind Jerry Sullivan called th' aljaybray
min. Thim's th' wans that figure out on paper what th'
min what do th' work's got to do. They lay out th' thracks,
'nd th' stations, 'nd th' switches, 'nd th' side thracks,
'nd th' bridges, 'nd kape watch av thim t' say that they're
f'r t' run thrains over."
"I had a frind wance, I mind me now, what they called
a sicticn boss, 'nd another what walked th' thracks by
night," interrupted Mr. Dennissey, brightening up as he
fit

thought he had caught his friend's meaning.
"O, Dinnissey, Dinnissey, wuU ye niver learn anything
afther arl me indeavors t' insthruct ye? I towld ye, 'twas
tin years ago, in riference t' these same min how they
laid out th' thracks 'nd built th' tunnels, 'nd I made ye
an illustration av a tunnel through th' Rocky Mountains

where

f'r that th' injineer'd miscalculated, th' tunnel
hole through th' mountain
was made too long 'nd
shtuck out av th' mountain at both inds.
Th' injineer

—

th'

av that road covered up his mistake by buildin' snowshids over th' ind av th' hole where it shtuck out.
T'
make mistakes 's human, Dinnissey, but t' know how t'
kiver 'em up requires spicial talent 'nd take-a-nickel ijication.

"Th' injineers
say they're

's

arl ijicated

human by

of the American Railway Engineering Association will be held in the Gold Room of the
Congress Hotel tonight. The speakers will include .Senator Atlee Pomerene of Ohio, Dr. George Adam; Judge
Clarence N. Goodwin and Robert J. Cary.
Senator Pomerene is a member of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce which has conducted the
recent hearings on the railroad situation. He is a close
student of the railroad problem and will speak on "Some
Phases of the Railroad Question." Dr. Adam is pastor
of the Einannuel Congregational Church, Montreal, Que]\Ir.
bec, and will speak on "Language and Ideals."
Goodwin was formerly a judge in Chicago and has made
a close study of the immigrant and naturalization problems.
His subject will be "Americanization in Connection With Maintenance of Way Labor on Railroads."
Mr. Cary is general counsel of the New York Central
Lines at Chicago and will take for his topic "Noblesse
Obligee Our New Nationalism."
Tickets for the dinner were placed on sale in the corridor outside the convention hall yesterday noon and the
rapidity with which they were taken indicated an unusuallv large attendance.

—

min, Dinnissey, 'nd ye c'n

number av thim

that's bin in
these last years. They're human 'nd
they're ijicated, 'nd what's more, they 're pathriotic. The
prisidint av this association what's holdin" th' convintion
th' opera's bin in th' service av his counthry directin'
tion av th' relrods av th' counthry, 'nd he's made good at
it, too.
He's bin in charge av th' maintenance av the
relrods 'nd th' injineering av arl av thim.
'Nd th' rigimints that wint t' France f'r t' build th' roads there.
Thim was brave min, Dinnissey, 'nd was arlways a little
ahid av th' front line."
"But what's arl this got to do wit' th' convintion that's
on at th' Congress?" inquired Dennissey, yawning.
"I don't know," answered Mr. Hooley.
"But 'tis these same min that's got togither f shtudy
th' problims of thrack, 'nd roadway, 'nd bridges, 'nd th'
like av that.
I towld ye they was human, 'nd they make
mistakes, 'nd they're arl th' time corrictin' th' mistakes
that's bin made by thim that's gone before, rist their
sowls, whither they're did or not.
Whin they get togither, as now in a convintion, wan man tills av th' misthakes another man has made, 'nd it serves 's a warnin' t'
that man t' ijicate himsilf some more so as t' learn to
civer thim up, 'nd t' th' others not t' make th' same."
"Cud ye till me av some av th' other misthakes that's
th'

Prominent Speakers at Dinner Tonight
The annual dinner

Wood

th' milit'ry service

Preservers

Meet

of the American Wood Preservers Association, -which spent all day Monday in conference at the Hotel Sherman, will reconvene at noon
today to conclude the business before it. The principal
topic for consideration will be the change of the location
and the date for the next convention, which is now scheduled to be held in Chicago the fourth week of January,
1920. Owing to the fact that the Automobile Show will
be held in Chicago during the saine week, difficulty is
being found in arranging" for satisfactory hotel accommo-

The executive committee

dations.

F.

J.

Lepreau Resigns

Frank J. Lepreau, vice-president and general sales
manager of the Primary Battery Division of Thomas A.
Edison, Inc., has resigned, effective April 1. Mr. Lepreau
has been connected with Thomas A. Edison, Inc., since
1909, and with the Batteries Supply Company, now a
part of the Edison company, since 1905. Prior to that
time he was associated with the Western Electric Com-

pany and the Stromberg-Carlson Manufacturing Company.
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Convention

American Rail^vay Engineering Association
Proceedings
Report of Tuesday's Sessions, Including President's Address and
Abstracts of Several Committee Reports and Discussions
ANNUAL Convention of the A. R. E.
THEA. TWENTIETH
order
the Florentine Room of
was
called to

in

the Congress Hotel, at 10 o'clock yesterday morning
by the president, Charles A. Morse, assistant director,
Division of Operation, Engineering and Maintenance of
the United States Railroad Administration. An unusually large number of men were present at the opening ses-

Address

of President Charles A.

the twentieth annual convention of this Assoif we look back over the period covered by
the life of the Association, and see the changes that have
taken place in the physical character of the railroads
of the country, we recognize that this covers a period of
general reconstruction of our railroads and of maintenance methods and requirements. This has been caused
by the effort upon the part of the railroads to satisfy the
demands of the public for better passenger service, more
prompt freight service, better station facilities and, coupled with this, greater safety to the traveling public, and

This

ciation,

is

and

to employees.
In this reconstruction the

and many members and guests registered during the
As the minutes of last year's meeting had been
printed and distributed, their reading was dispensed with
and the convention passed immediately to the president's
address. Following this the reports of the secretary and
treasurer were presented, after which the Association began the consideration of the reports of committees.
sion
day.

American Railway Engineer-

ing Association has played an active part. Its organization, covering as it does the whole American continent,
has been able to bring together men of a great variety
of experience and to put out recommendations from time
to time for the guidance of those having this work to do,
based upon this experience.
That its efforts have met with success is shown by the
fact that its manual of recommended practice is to-day
the ready reference book of all railroad engineers and
maintenance officers, and during the late war was so
recognized by the government, which ordered over 2,800
copies for the use of its railroad and engineer officers.

666

Morse

The Association now has about 1,400 active members,
about 1,000 of whom are in the employ of railroads, the
balance comprising ex-railroad officers, professors of engineering, consulting engineers, and engineers employed
by companies manufacturing or handling railroad supplies.

We have,

attempted to give recomcould through some means insure
the carrying out of these practices great results would
be secured. The arrangement by which this Association
is to work in closer connection with the American Railroad Association should assist in securing more uniform
practice by the railroads which are members of that
Association.
It would be a great step forward if that
Association would establish standards that would be compulsory instead of recommendatory.
have only started on the work that should be done
by the American Railway Engineering Association.
are to have a
have the big end of it ahead of us.
report from the Track committee at this convention, giving recommendations for standard frogs and switches,
which report has been approved by a committee of manufacturers.
In other words, the engineer and the manufacturer have gotten together and agreed upon a plan
that combines the manufacturer's point of view and that

mended

up

to this time, only

practice.

If

we

We

We

We
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I hope this will lead to a more extended
of the user.
practice of bringing the manufacturer into the conference,
for it must mean greater economy in the manufacture of
We, as engineers, have been too prone to
the articles.
make plans without reference to shop practice, the result

should be secured and who could properly analyze the information and tabulate it for the use of the railroads.
Our committee is best qualified to handle this matter
properly, and when it has reached its conclusions we
should ask the Interstate Commerce Commission to add

being unnecessary cost, with nothing to show for it.
It is to be regretted that many of the larger railroads
do not follow all of the recommendations of this Association, notwithstanding the fact that the engineers of these
roads have taken an active part in perfecting such reccampaign should be started to
ommended practices.

to its instructions, so as to give the results that the

A

get our recommendations adopted by all
of the railroads, and especially by those whose engineers
are members of the Association.
The chief engineer, as a rule, recommends the standsee

if

we cannot

ards for maintenance of roadway and structures, and if
we can get them interested in A. R. E. A. standards it
will be an easy matter to have them adopted.
In the matter of forms for reports and records in connection with maintenance of way and structures, there is
at present no uniformity of practice among the dififerent
Our committee on Records and Accounts has
railroads.
prepared certain forms for recording maintenance of way information,
some are used by some railroads,
but I doubt if they are all used on
any railroad. I have had occasion
during the past six months to try
and secure various maintenance of
way information from the railroads,
and have been surprised at the lack
of such information, in shape to be
furnished readily by the majority of
Upon looking into the
the roads.
matter I have found that the rules
of accounting as issued by the Interstate

com-

mittee on Records and Accounts decide desirable.
With the increase in the cost of labor there must be
an awakening on the subject of maintenance methods.
There should be a carefully worked out maintenance program prepared by every railroad, and followed, instead
of the haphazard manner in which it is handled at this
time.
There are many things in the way of talk of uniformity in practices of railroads that should be corrected, and
one of these is the rail section. The subject of a properly
designed rail section has been a live one for 30 years, it
having been the subject of a study and report of a committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers, later
of a committee of the American Railroad Association,
and it has been a subject of special study by the Rail
committee of this Association for the past ten years.

~

—
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Recommendations were made to, and
approved by, the American Railway
Association about two years ago for
sections
between the
but
seven
weights of 70 lb. and 130 lb. per
yard, and yet there are being ordered
and rolled to-day about 50 different
sections of rail between these weights
and there are 12 different sections of
being rolled.
another practice that is,
if anything, more absurd and unnecessary than the variety in rail sec100-lb. rail

There

tions

Commerce Commission were

;

ing of

prepared from an accountant's point
of view, and they evidently consulted
no one familiar with maintenance of
way matters, the result being that
they stop in their instructions before

is

that
rail.

is

the variation in drill-

We

should

effort to get the drilling

all

make an

recommend-

ed by this Association adopted by the
railroad with which we are connected.
The Rail committee has
been investigating the vertical location this year.
The spacing longitudinally was recommended
several
years ago.
Variation in drilling of

they get down to enough detail to insure such uniformity as will give a

proper comparison between dififerent
rails also affects the joints, making
railroads of the various items that
it
necessary to have joints drilled
would be of great value in analyzing
dift'erently for each railroad's needs
maintenance expenditures. A study
C. A. Morse
and thus requiring them to be made
of this matter should be made by
President of the A. R. E. A
to order.
With standard rail secour committee and forms and intions and uniform drilling, joints
structions compiled that will give
could be carried in stock by the manufacturer and supsuch information. Much has been printed regarding deplied as required, thus permitting them to be manufactails of cost of maintenance of equipment, and costs are
tured in bulk at odd times the same as other standard
fairly well known for certain items but when we get beshapes.
low the cost per mile for maintenance of way we find
The events of the past four years have brought about
nothing, and when we see the variation in accounting
another change that will be farreaching and will affect the
details we realize that the figures given out of cost of
engineer and his work. The gathering together of nearly
maintenance per mile are absolutely valueless for comparison as between railroads. With the maintenance of
four million soldiers from all stations in life, and the
way and structures costing from 14 per cent to 20 per fact that, when these men were put in uniform and
cent of the total cost of operation, there should be such
trained for soldiers, it was not a question of education,
records kept as will permit of greater study of detailed
family connections or financial conditions that counted,
;

costs.

Of the information now called for by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, little or no use is made, it is not
even tabulated, and if one wants to use any of it, he has
to go to the individual railroad reports filed in their office
and dig it out, one railroad at a time. There should be
some one in the employ of the commission to handle
this information, who knows something about maintenance matters, and who could say what information

but the man, and when it was shown that there were
equally good men measured by courage and manliness developed from one class as another, it opened the eyes of
all to the fact that, measured by the standard of red
blood and physical ability, class disappeared, with the
result that they will all return with greater respect for

mankind.

The very fact that, when clothed, housed and fed alike,
they produced the same results is j^roof that if paid fair

— —— —
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wages,

furiiislKHl

willi

pnipcr

liviiij; (iuarlci> .iiul
surfood, properly cf)()kc<l and
served, tliey will be c(iually jjood citizens.
iMivironiiient
is wliat ^ives a man or takes from liim liis self-respect.
When lie loses his self-respect he loses liis ambition, and
with thai jjonc he becomes only a macliinc.
Presiilent Beatty of the Canadian Pacific, in a talk
to a class of student api)rentices, recently stated liiat a
man from his head down was worth $2.50 per day, anrt
whatever more he was worth depended ujion what he had
in his head,
.'^elf- respect is one of the things thai is located in a man's head and makes him ambitious and takes
him (Hit of the mere machine class. Many of these men
are liandicapped by not being able to read the English

it>iiiulinjjs,

incluilinj;

,i,'oi)cl

language and having little or no education in any language. There is a popular movement under way to arrange night schools for these men, whereby they may improve themselves. It is felt that if they can be provided
comfortable quarters, where they can keep clean and
have a place to read or amuse themselves after work, that
many will gladly take the opportunity if offered them.
This is a part of what is known as the Americanization
scheme, and as so large a proportion of the floating labor
clement is employed on public works, and as to-day the
engineer is the one who plans all of the large industrial
plants, this problem of Americanization of foreign laborers is being checked up to the engineers.
We have made some advances during the past two or
three years toward improving this situation on the railroads. We must go at it on a much larger scale, not from
a humanitarian point of view only, but from a business
point of view. The high wage has come to stay, and it
should be the aim of every one to try and give as much
for the high wage as can be given.
Whatever is given
cheerfully is, as a rule, a benefit to the giver rather than
an injury. What we must try to do is to improve the
surroundings, the frame of mind and the physical condition of the worker, so that he gives in increased efficiency, because he wants to do so and because he is interested in the work he is doing.

The following

report

Number

of

members

on the general

year

last

Total membership
in

affairs of the Asrespectfully submitted

annual report

Admitted during the year
Deceased
Withdrawals

Members

is

military service
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ment on

A

liberal discount

was given the govern-

this large order.

Financial Statement for Calendar Year Ending
December 31, 1918
li.ilaiK

on

.

li.iiid

January

1,

I'MH

$30,894.48

Receipts
.Mcmbcrsliip

Account—

I'jitrancc fees

$

Dues
.Subscription to bulletin
liinding Proceedings and
iiadges
.Sales of Publications

1,387

97

.S.^O.OO

f>,(m.SO
6,694.50
707.31
26.00

Manual

Proceedings

.Specifications

1,089.20
724.75
8,665.83
88.55

Leaflets
(ieneral Index

1,286.75

I'.ulletins

Manual

44.20

Advertising
Publications

2,281.00

Account

Interest

Investments

1,601.01

Bank balance

98.04

Annual Meeting
Sales of dinner tickets

786.00
266.09

Miscellaneous
.\merican Railway AssociationRail

Committee

5,957.15

Total

$37,540.88

Disbursements
Salaries

$ 6,038.00
4,830.54
6,983.97
1,728.55
26.00
473.15

Proceedings
Bulletins

.

Manual
General Index
Miscellaneous stationerv and printing
Rents
Light
'.

1,165.01

26.10
125.27
25.80
286.69
438.32
904.27

Telephone and Telegrams
I-'quipment
Supplies

Expressagc
Postage

Exchange
Taxes
Committee expenses
Annual Meeting expenses

Reports of the Secretary and Treasurer
.sociation for the past

1

.

47.1

18,45

100.00
1,108.95
100.00
324.00
250.00
175.69
6,000.30

Audit

Refund of dues account military

War work campaign

service, etc.

contribution

Miscellaneous
Rail

Committee

13

Total

22

— 35
—

$31,176.17

_

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements

$ 6,364.71

62
1,449

Balance on hand, December
Consisting of:

Cash

Loan.

The usual number of bulletins and the annual volume
The
of the proceedings were issued during the year.
demand for the various publications of the association
shows a gratifying increase. It is especially gratifying
to record that the war department of the United States
Government during the year purchased 2,818 copies of
the Manual of the Association for the use of the United

&

in S. T.
S. Bank
in Secretary's office...

Petty cash

By reference to the financial statement it will be noted
that the total receipts during the calendar year ending December 31, 1918, were $37,540.88; disbursements, $31,176.17; excess of receipts over disbursements, $6,364.71.
of members in military service were remitted by
The
the Board of Direction to the amount of $1,739.
association has participated in the various war loans to
the extent of $12,000— $11,000 being invested in United
States Liberty Loans and $1,000 in the Canadian Victory

$37,259.19

Bonds

137

The dues

1918

31,

$35,065.65
2,168.54
25.00

$37,259.19

Stresses in Track

Fund

Balance on hand, January 1, 1918
Received from interest during 1918

$2,688.97
58.42
$2,747.39

Disbursements
Salaries

$1,055.47
48.33
85.30
3.00
77.59
10.00

Transportation
Hotel and meals
Telephone and telegrams
Supplies

Postage
Expressagc

6.35

1,286.04

Balance on hand in Standard Trust
Bank, December 31, 1918

&

Savings
$1,461.35

.
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19,

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET

Report of the Treasurer
$30,894.48
Balance on hand, January 1, 1918
Receipts during 1918
$37,540.88
Paid out on audited vouchers during 1918.. 31,176.17
Excess of Receipts over Disbursements
Balance on hand, December
Consisting of:

31, 1918

$37,259.19

Bonds
Cash

T.

in S.

Petty cash

&

S.

$35,065.65
2,168.54
25.00

Bank

in Secretary's office.

.

6,364.71

.

$37,259.19

Stresses in Track

Fund

Balance on hand, January 1, 1918
Received from interest during 1918

$2,688.97
58.42

Total
Paid out on audited vouchers during 1918

$2,747.39
1,286.04

Balance on hand, December

The

31, 1918

669

December

from members
from sales of publications
from advertising
from A. R. A. (rail committee)
Furniture and fixtures (cost)
Gold badges
Publications on hand (estimated)
Extensometers
Investments
Interest on investments (accrued)
Cash in Standard Trust & Savings Bank
Petty cash fund
Total

1918.

1917.

$ 2,495.35

$ 2,817.85

1,823.94

1,421.17

400.00
470.98
997.40
51.00
6,000.00
500.00
35,065.65
711.96
2,168.54
25.00

440.00
431.66
997.40
67.50
6,000.00
500.00
29,065.65
828.15
1,803.83

25.00

$50,709.82

$44,398.21

$ 2,053.50
285.46
120.00
48,250.86

$ 1,371.50
285.46
75.00
42,666.25

$50,709.82

$44,398.21

Liabilities

$1,461.35

Members' dues paid
Impact test fund on

in

advance

.Advertising paid in advance

pany, Chicago.

Surplus

Respectfully submitted,
Geo. H. Bremner, Treasurer.

1918

Due
Due
Due
Due

above are in a safety deposit box
of the Merchants' Loan & Trust Safe Deposit Comsecurities listed

31,

Assets

electrified railways.

Total

Report on Records and Accounts
The committee reports progress on the subject of
DurCost-Keeping Methods and Statistical Records.
ing the year the committee has received from the Bureau
of Railway Economics and leading publishing houses information on the subject of cost-keeping methods as
applying to railroads.

In reply to a circular letter, sent
on this subject, 35 answers were
received, of which one-third were accompanied with information in the nature of blank forms used in accounting records another third indicated interest in the subject, and the remaining third stated their records were
kept in accordance with the L C. C. classification.
In view of the changes taking place in the railroad situand we are still in the midst
ation during the past year
of this transition period the committee suggests that this
and all other subjects except that on the use of small
cardboard or other suitable material for field men be reassigned to it for the coming year.
to the different railroads

;

—

—

Committee: W. A. Christian (I. C. C), chairman; M. C.
Byers (W. M.), vice-chairman; F. L. Beal (L. & A.), Lester
Bernstein (B. & O.), H. Bortin (Cons. Eng.), J. W. Fox
(C. of Ga.), B. B. Harris, R. C. Sattley (C. R. I. & P.), H. M.
Stout (N. P.), G. D. Hill (N. Y. C), G. T. Kuntz (U. P.),
Henry Lehn (N. Y. C), J. H. Milburn (B. & O.), J. C. Patterson (Eric), Huntington Smith (N. Y. C. & St. L.), W. D.
Wiggins (Pa. Lines).

Discussion
Christian (Chairman)
It will not be worth
while for me to read all of these, because I wish to submit this report as one of progress only. I move that this
be accepted as a report of progress only.
Before that motion is
J. L. Campbell (E. P. S. W.)
put, perhaps it would be proper to say ju.st at this time,
particularly within the last year, some new qtiestions
have arisen in connection with this matter of accounting, brought about primarily by the relations that exist
between the railways and the government. In the agreement by which the government took over the railways
there was a provision that the roads should be returned
in as good condition as they were received.
It developed
immediately that the relative conditions of the roads in
the two periods could not very well be measured in terms

Mr.

:

:

of dollars and cents on account of the great change in
the unit prices for labor and material.
It may be well
for this committee to consider some form of reporting
units of material and units of labor going into the property.
They will always be exact measures of what is being done with the property, as far as the record covering
these two points is concerned.

There are a good many
R. C. Sattley (C. R. I. & P.)
railroads that are trying to get out of furnishing this to
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
:

As to keeping a record
W. H. Courtenay (L. & N.)
of ballast, I took occasion some twenty years ago to ascertain how much ballast there was on a line of railroad
completed in 1868. The L. & N. had kept very good accounts, that were instituted originally by the late Albert
Fink, showing the quantities of materials used and the
various expenditures.
By merely ascertaining the
amount of ballast purchased for this operating division
I ascertained it was sufficient to provide a four-foot
depth of ballast under the ties for the whole length of
the division.
I had known that division since 1879, and
to my certain knowledge there had never been at any time
:

put under the ties.
impossible to tell how much effective ballast you
have at any one time on railroads such as ours. Ballast
and to maintain a division
is lost
it becomes dissipated
properly you tnust have it ballasted every year, and every
time the track is resurfaced a certain amount of ballasting is required.
It is impossible for the railroads to give you the coinIt cannot be done.
plete details about the ballast.
I say
In
that with a good deal of emphasis, because I know.
the first place, if you have all these reports, you have to
rely on them, primarily, on the unfortunate section foreman, who must act as the original bookkeeper. I hope
this matter of getting detail statistics, particularly with a
view to determining whether the U. S. R. A. maintains
the track as well as the corporation did in the three test
years ending June 30, 1917, can be reached in some pracThere can be a great deal said on that
ticable way.
sufficient ballast
It is

—

subject.

—

:

:

.
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In-ni
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VDU wtTi'

.\s

tliinj;:.

ti'lliu),'

lliroiii^li

ahoul

tlic

alMHil

llic

same

four iVrl of hallast

I
wa.s wondi-rin^j how many inolu-s of Icatlicr we would
have on our .shoes if we added all that we had worn out
in our lifetimes.
This i)a!last is worn out, and, according to my notion we have to decide on a certain depth
of standard hallast- the Pennsylvania Lines have decided i>n 21 in. 'i'his you may say
an arhitrary ])roposition, and no one has any rij^^ht to do lliat, hut there
are many arhitrary thiiifjs which are necessary, and if
you are gointj to jjet comparisons you must have some
arhitrary rules, and have the comjiarisons conform to
these rules, iii^lead of having 50 or 100 difTcrent standards of comparison.
.My thought is that you must get
figures in some certain way in order to make comparisons.
In regard to Mr. Sattley's remarks, T have received profiles for 2.^0,000 miles of road, and I found it
i.'^

would
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l.iUe

me

years to go over that and dig out

2.^{),(KX)

the information.

R.

II.

I'"ord

cfU of the

(C. K.

&

I.

I'.j

1

:

think the greatest hen-

work of this as,s()cialion would accrue to
we could get rid of a lot of records and

this

country if
accounts now heiiig jirepared hy our maintenance people,
have hecn impressed with the tremendous numher of
r
useless accounts that are heing promulgated.
It seems
to me if the committee would devote its attention to a
simijlification of accounts and records that seem to have
hceii gradually accumulating on railroads for many years
they could do more real benefit than sjjccifying some particular form of accounting or what some particular item
of accounting means.
(The motion made by the chairman of the committee
was then put to vote and carried and the committee dismissed with thanks.)

Report on Signals and Interlocking
KKi'OKT

was submitted by the

committee on

^2.

U"

"t^

the

following

subjects

The problem

of signaling railroads with reference
to the efifect of signaling and
the proper location of passing
sidings on the capacity of the
line.
3.

The

specifications

adopted by the Railway Signal Association which warrant
endorsement, conferring with
Committees 5, 6, 15, or other
ai)propriate
committees,
on
appliances

affecting track or

structures.

viding
(a)

4. The desirability of proconnection with an automatic signal system:
overlap,
(b) Approach restricting speed indi-

in

An

cations.
5.

The various

types of light signals for day and night

indications.
8.

Automatic

train control.

Progress reports were submitted on other subjects
which had been, assigned the committee.
Under item (2) the committee submitted its report in
three parts.
In the report of 1917 it stated that "our
work on this subject will be in applying and testing
formulas and methods on pieces of road with actual

movements of

trains."

In accordance with the above statement the committee
submitted a report on a single track railroad (published
on page 598 of March 19. 1918, issue of the Railway
Age). Further work was done in the development of a
method of analysis of two or more track railroads, and
this method was tested on a piece of railroad (see March
17, 1919, issue of the Railway Age).
Recommendations
of the committee are given under the heading of conclusions.

Under item
ters acted

(3) the committee submitted a list of matat the Railway Signal Association con-

upon

vention in 1918 and adopted by letter-ballot.
Recommendations on this subject are given under the heading of
conclusions.

Under item

(4) the committee reported as follows:
(a)
Overlaps are not desirable for following movements, as adequate advance information can be provided
in the signal system.

(b)
(Overlaps are necessary for opposing movements
where adequate advance information cannot otherwise be

provided.
The action recommended will be found under the heading of conclusions.
In Appendix C the committee submitted a report on
item (5) and recommendations on this subject are given
under the heading of conclusions.
Item (8) on automatic train control is covered in Appendix D, while recommendations are given under the
heading of conclusions.

Conclusions

The committee recommended

that the report on subject
2 be accepted as information.
That the list of Railway Signal Association specifications and standards submitted by this committee in its
report in 1918 be published in the Manual as supplementary to the list heretofore inserted for the information of the members.
Also that the submitted list of
Railway Signal Association specifications and standards
published in Appendix B be published in the Manual as
supplementary to the list heretofore submitted or inserted
for information of the members.
That the report on subject 4 be adopted and published

Manual.
That the report on subject

in the

5 submitted in Appendix C
be accepted as information.
That the report on subject 8 given in Appendix
be
accepted as information.

D

&

N. W.), chairman; W. J.
J. A. Peabody (C.
(Sou.), vice-chairman; Azel Ames, C. C. Anthony, H. E.
.\stley (N. Y. N. H. & H.), H. S. Balliet (N. Y. C), A. M.
Burt (N. P.), C. A. Christofferson (N. P.), C. E. Denney
(N. Y. C.
St. L.), F. L. Dodgson,
A. Dunham (G. N.),
W. H. Elliott (N. Y. C), G. E. Ellis (I. C C), Paul Jones
(Pcnna. Lines), I. R. Lcighty (M. P.), J. G. M. Leisenring
(I. T. S.), H. K. Lowry (C.'.R. I.
P.), J. C. Mock (M. C),
F. P. Patentall (B.
O.), A. H. Rudd (P. R. R.), C. L. Ruppert (C. R. I.
St. P.), W. B.
P.), Mott Sawyer (C. M.
Scott (S. P.), A. G. Shaver (Cons. Engr.), Thos. S. Stevens
(A. T. & S. F.), W. M. Vandersluis (I. C), B. Wheelwright
(G. T.), R. E. Woodruff (Erie).

Committee:

Eck

C

&

&

&

&

Appendix C

&

— Light

For the purpose of

Signals for

this report,

Day

Indications

the following defini-

tions apply

A

signal on which the var1
Position light signal
ious indications are given by positions of white lights.
signal on which indications
Color light signal
2.
:

:

A

are given by colored lights only.

:

March

19,
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Signals on which the
Position color light signals
3.
indications are given by the position and color of lights.
The report covered color-light and position-light signals for day and night use.
Three types of light signals have been designed to meet
the requirements of railroads and traction lines satis-

671

Conclusions

:

and economically.
long-range signal for high speed traffic. This
(1)
requires a concentrated light source, very efficient lenses
and considerable care in installation and alignment.
The majority of traction lines and interurban
(2)
railways can use a light-signal of medium range, relatively inexpensive construction and having considerable
factorily

A

spread to projected beam.
There is another class of signaling where very
(3)
short ranges are required, and where medium size and
expense is the deciding factor.
In referring to these signals they were designated as
long-range, medium-range, and short-range.
In broad daylight, under unfavorable sun and background conditions, there are two alternatives open for the
light source for long-range signals.
Either a very high
wattage lamp must be used, or a lower wattage with a
concentrated and accurately located filament. The longrange signal has a very small beam spread, on account of
the concentrated filament employed. Consequently, these
signals have been designed to facilitate accurate alignment by providing separate horizontal and vertical adjustments.

Colored Light Signals

For long-range

signals it has been found advisable, in
order to increase efficiency and reduce the size of signals, to employ a double lens, by which means a large
angle of the spherical candlepower of the lamp is intercepted. The outer lens used at present varies from 8^
in. to 10 in.
For medium-range signals the double lens
is still employed to secure high efficiency, but standard
lamps are used. The construction is relatively simple, as
no accurate location of filament has to be provided. For
short-range signals, to reduce cost, the double lens is
omitted and a small lens, usually 5}i in. in diameter, has
been substituted. In practice a 40-watt lamp with filaments of different resistance, so that one will burn out
before the other, or two 25-watt lamps in multiple, are
used. If fixed lights are used, so as to locate the signal
if the active light is extinguished, the second lamp might
be dispensed with but would be used in the fixed light.
In any event, on account of the colors cutting down the
range, 35 to 50 watts per light are required.

Position Light Signals

Only two ranges are provided
Long range, 4,000 to
5,000 ft. for high signals, and short range, 1,000 ft. more
or less, for dwarf signals.
As colors are eliminated, the elTective range per candlepower at the lamp is greatly increased, but special provisions have to be made for elimination of sun reflection
and phantom lights this is taken care of by special
conical cover glasses, arrangement of reflectors and treatment of the inverted toric lenses, and by use and position
of the spherical lamp bulb.
The short-range signals are not hooded, but are provided with chiffon screens and frosted cover glasses.
These require two 20-watt lamps, burned under voltage,
or a maximum of 34 watts per signal. Experiments are
now being made with the view of using same type cover
glass as the high signals and reducing the wattage per
:

;

signal to 10.

The high

:

signals are equipped with S^-^-in. lenses
cover glasses, and the dwarfs with 4 in.

and

Colored and position-light signals, for day and
(1)
night use, by elimination of all moving parts except the
control relays, reduce the number of failures.
Light-signal aspects have greater visibility and
(2)
range vinder adverse weather and background conditions
than the semaphore, while the close indications compare
favorably.

(3)
times.

Light signals give uniform indications at all
Other types of signals give the indication by posidaylight, by color at night, and by both during

tion in
transition periods.
The various aspects of the positionlight signal are equal in intensity, range and visibility.
In general practice, the number of aspects of any
(4)
one arm of a semaphore is limited to three. With the
position-light signal, four distinctive positions may be
used, while the number of indications given by coloredlight signals is limited only by the colors available.
Where power is available, the cost of operating
(5)
light signals is less than for operating motor signals.

(6)

Current consumption under normal automatic

signal conditions
Position-light signals

—

45-watt lamps 20 watts.
colored light 35 to 50 watts.
For interlocking signals, consumption is increased depending upon the number of lights displayed, but the

One

:

:

ratio holds.

Cost of maintenance of light signals is consider(7)
ably less than that of motor signals, and, as the coloredlight signal has less lights to renew, it has an advantage
in this respect over the position-light signal.
The field for the economical use of light signals
(8)
is limited, as noted above, to points where power is available.
In this field the light signals have advantages over
other types. The position-light signal can be installed at
any location where clearance will permit the present
The colored-light
standard semaphore to be erected.
signal can be used in more restricted clearances.

Type

of Signals

There are two general types of colored

light signals
(a) Indoor or tunnel type; (b) outdoor type.
The indoor type is comparatively simple, as it is used
in dark or semi-light locations and only a limited range
is required, hence the optical problem involved is easily
solved. The outdoor type of colored light signal presents
much greater difficulties from the optical standpoint, as
it must give a distinctive indication under bright sunlight
conditions. This must be discernible at a range of about
3,000 ft. for steam road or high speed interurban electric
The indoor type of signal units are made up in
service.
2 or 3-lens units to give the aspects required for twoposition or three-position signaling.
two-arm signal is
obtained by combining two 3-lens units.
There are two classes of outdoor type of signal units
(a) Long-range class
3,000 ft. range; (b) short-range
class
1,000 ft. range.
The short-range class uses the same cast-iron case as
the indoor or tunnel signal, but has a special lens arrangement known as the doublet lens combination and requires
higher wattage lamps than the indoor signal.
The long-range signal has larger doublet lenses than
the short-range signal and takes a larger size and larger

A

—

—

wattage incandescent lamp.
The short-range class of outdoor colored light signal
unit comprises two lenses, one mounted behind and close
This is known as a doublet lens combinato the other.
The outer doublet lens receives the light from the
tion.
inner doublet and refracts it so as to give parallel rays,
as the rays of light from the inner doublet lens are not
parallel.

:

:
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cl;iss

of ouldnor typo oi colored
employed. The outer

unit (loul)lct lenses are

lens is S-Vx in. in diameter and 4-in. focus, and
m.ide of clear ^lass. The inner doublet lens is 5'/j in.
in diameter and has a focal lenj^lh of '1. in.
The color
is as .s])ecified.
The outer douMet lens can he furnished
of half toric design if increased spread in one direction is
iloultlet
is

re(|uired.

In the installation of colored

lii^ht

sit,ni;ils

luunhers of indoor and short-ranije outdoor colored lii^ht sitjnals have been furnished to the
New York l\lunicii)al Railways.
(b)
Lonji-raiige outdoor colored light signals have
been furnished to the Chicago, Milwaukee t^- St. Paul for
use on its electrified divisions, and to a number of highspeed interurban trolley lines in Indiana. Colored light
signals have not been used to any extent on steam roads,
being required by trolley lines or electrified steam roads
where alternating current power and jiower transmission
lines are usually available.
(a)

l.arjje

Appendix D.

Automatic Train Control

1.

Mechanical

5.

Electric contact rail.
Insulated track rail.
^lagnetic inductive.
Inductive.

6.

Hertzian wave or wireless.

3.
4.

trip.

Devices Tested

—

RowELL-PoTTER Safety Stop. This included an automatic signal system, with signals operated by power
stored by a jxissing train, and a mechanically operated
train stop, tested

on the C, B.

&

Q.

—

Harrington' Train Control and Alarm. An overhead mechanical trip, and audible cab signal, tested on
the Erie.

—

LaCroix Train Control System. An automatic stop
and cab signal system of the intermittent contact rail
type, tested on the Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway.
Warthen Cab Signal and Train Control System.
A cab signal and automatic train stop of the intermittent overhead contact type, tested on the B., R. & P.

—

Railway Automatic Safety Appliance Company.

An

—

.\mii;i(a.\ 'I'kain Control System. — 'J'his has been
on the C. & O. on seven miles of its single track
main line between ( Jordonsville and Cobhrmi, \a., and
])ractically all the engines have been e(|ui|)pc<l that operate ovi-r that district.
Plans are being made for some
extension of the system. This is a rani]) or intermittent
contact tyi^e, and is a development of the Jones System
tested by the Interstate Commerce Commission on the

Maryland & Pennsylvania.
SiiADLK Automatic Train Control.

—

This is a ramp
or intermittent electrical contact type of train control,
and was tried on the C, I. & W.

National Safety Appliance Company.- This company has made a small installation at Oroville, Calif., on
the W. P., and is of the induction type.
SciiwEYKR Automatic Train Control. This system
is an induction scheme on rather a different principle
from the other schemes of this nature which have been

—

proi)ose<l.

Discussion
,\.

Peabody (Chairman)':

It

is

recommended

that

matter be accepted as information.
I so move.
(The motion was carried.)
(Air. Peabody then presented .Subject 3.)
Mr. Peabody: You understand that this matter which
we are reporting now was submitted to this association
a year ago and turned back for further consideration on
the part of this association.
C. E. Lindsay (U. S. R. A.)
In the interest of the
committee on Outline of Work, I want to ask if any
conclusions have been arrived at by the Signal Association which would modify the work for next year.
Mr. Peabody: All we submit here has been passed on
and approved by letter ballot by the Signal Association.
I move that the first half of this matter (as given above
under "Conclusions") be approved.
this

:

(The motion was carried.)
(Mr. Peabody then read the latter portion of this matter (under "Conclusions") and moved the adoption of
that portion of the report.)

A

number of members objected to the fact that the
plans are not available for examination so that there is
not an adequate opportunity to investigate them. Others
contended that the lists of drawing numbers with references to the Signal Association Manual were valuable as
information and could be of greater use if published in
the Alanual of the A. R. E. A. than if given only in the
Proceedings.

(Mr. Peabody's motion to insert the information in
.\ppendix B in the JNIanual was carried.)
(Mr. Peabody then read the matter relating to .Subject
4 and moved its adoption.)
H. R. Safiford (U. S. R. A.)
Would it not be better
if the second clause of that recommendation could be
expanded to contain a little more to indicate the character and conditions under which other types of advance information can be substituted for this condition ? It says
"Overlaps are necessary for opposing movements, where
adequate advance information cannot otherwise be provided." Is that capable of being a little more definitely
:

automatic stop device, of the mechanical trip type,

controlled electrically, tested on the P.

—

M.

Jones Signal System. An automatic train stop of
the mechanical trip type, electrically controlled, tested on
the N. Y. C.

Gray-Thurber Train Control System.

— An

auto-

matic train control system using a short section of insulated track and an insulated portion of the train, tested

on
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installed

J.

following data in regard to classification of devices
and reports of official tests made by the Block .Signal
and Train Control Board and by the' Bureau of Safety,
Interstate Commerce Commission of train control devices, was given as information.
The train control
devices that have been tested and those that have been
developed to the extent that models have been made or
patents issued may be divided into the following classes
or type:
'J'he

2.

r^GV.

P., Ft.

W. &

C.

—

Americ.a^n Train Control Company.
An automatic
train control .system of the intermittent electrical contact
type, tested on the Maryland & Pennsylvania.
GoLLOs Railway Signal Company. An automatic
train control system of the intermittent electric contact

—

on the C, B. & Q.
Wooding Train Control System,

type, tested

—An

on the D., L.

& W.

?

The conclusion was reached
C. Mock (M. C.)
after the consideration of the problem of protecting the
train with proper advance information by using a second
distant signal for some special cases for double track
operation. For the single track operation it is a question
whether the traffic will permit of a proper advance incannot
formation of approach to the home signal.
always move the trains over the road as we should like
to do with a single track, and the overlap is quite necessary under those conditions, and about the only place
J.

:

We

automatic

train control system of the intermittent electric contact
type, tested

specified

:

March

19,
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where we feel an overlap would be justified as against
approach information. The committee does not advocate
As you will understand from our concluthe overlap.
sion, the overlap as we regard it is the distance between
home signals, plus the allowance beyond the second home
signal for the stopping of a train under unusual conditions where the engineer cannot see far enough ahead of
him in the same direction to stop the train. In single
track that would be merely the distance between two opposing home signals it is an overrun, really, beyond the

—

stop signal.
Is not the distant signal
W. C. Gushing (P. L. W.)
indication or advance signal indication sufficient for that
:

purpose

?

Mr. Mock:
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sion of ideas, so Mr. Mock and A. G. Shaver (con. engr.)
gave detailed explanations, using objects on the table to

represent the trains, signals, etc. However, further difference of opinion developed and on a motion by Mr.
Safford the subject was referred back to the committee.)
Mr. Peabody
Section 5, "Report on the Various
Types of Light Signals for day and night indications."
The report on this subject is submitted in Appendix C,
and we move that this be accepted as information.
:

(The motion was carried.)
Mr. Peabody: "Report on automatic

train control."
that this be accepted as information.
(Motion carried.)

I

move

Mr. Lindsay
I think it would be in order for the
chairman of the Block Signal and Train Control Board
:

We

think so, and ordinarily the overlap is
used in single track and formerly was used very extensively in double track signaling as a matter of economy,
but it is regarded as poor practice to give only home signals
a home signal means stop, and it is realized that
the home signal locations were so arranged that it is physically impossible for the trains to stop on that indication.
Then they permit the train to overrun and protect them
from the rear home signal by the overlap, which is simply the extension beyond the usual distance between two
home signals which enables the train to hold the second
home signal behind the engineer for a certain distance
into the next block.
Mr. Gushing: I believe a stop signal, for the proper
enforcing of discipline, should be used as such.
clause
like this should not be put into our Manual without very
careful consideration.
(This matter seemed to result in considerable confu-

—

A

to

make

a statement as to the organization of that board,

which has occurred since our last convention. The last
train control board was in existence several years ago,
and has been revived by the action of the United States
Railroad Administration. That fact is not recorded in
our proceedings.
The President It seems to me that it is up to the committee to find out and report the fact that there is one
in existence.
It has just started to do some work, and
:

is all that could be said for it.
It has simply been
appointed and organized, and is starting into work along
the line of proving, if possible, the practicability of automatic train control. Probably the Signal committee will
be very busy before another year.
Mr. Peabody: On the other subjects the committee

that

reports progress.

(The committee was discharged with thanks.)

Report on Economics of Railway Labor
.»''<«?-

'

labor-saving devices with short
their purposes.

descriptions

of

these

machines and

Conclusions

The committee recommends
That the report on methods of equating track sections
be accepted as information and printed in the Proceedings.

l)e

HE coMMiTTEi: has

considered plans and methods for
organizing to obtain labor
for railways and finds that
under present circumstances it seems advisable to continue investigation before
presenting any set plan of organization for your consideration. The committee reports progress on this subject.
The committee presents in Appendix "A" its report
on the methods of equating track sections now in use.
The committee presented in Appendix "B" tentative
outline plans for boarding cars and boarding houses for
railway laborers, with a view to criticism before taking
up detail drawings.
The committee presents in Appendix "C" a study of the
problems of establishing proper relations between units
of track expenditure and units per mile of line, for different classes of road for the purpose of determining a

normal maintenance expense and to obtain, as far as
possible, uniform conditions involving (a) separation of
expenses as between road, signal and bridge and building
departments; (b) the determination of the ratio of the
labor cost to total cost as a progress report.
The committee presented in Appendix "D" a list of 60

That the report on methods of equating track sections
accepted as information and printed in the Proceed-

ings.

That the report on typical plans for boarding cars and
boarding houses for railway laborers be received as a
progress report.
(To be considered further at the next
convention.)
That the study of relations of units of track expenditure to units of mile of line with view of determining
a normal maintenance expense and to obtain, as far as
possible, uniform conditions involving (a) separation
of expenses as between road, signal and bridge and building departments; (b) the determination of the ratio of
labor cost to total cost, be received as a progress report.
Committee: E. R. Lewis (D. S. S. & .A^.), chairman; C. H.
Stein (E. R. R. of N. J.), vice-chairman; W. J. Backes (N. Y.,
N. H. & H.), R. A. Baldwin (C. N.), ]. Q. Barlow (Cons. Engr.),
A. F. Blaess (L C), W. M. Camp, W. R. Dawson (N. & W.),
R. C. Falconer (Erie), R. H. Ford (C, R. L & P.), W. R.
HiUarv (Pa. Lines), C. B. Hoyt (N. Y. C. & St. L.), W. H.
Hovt (D., M. & N.), E. D. Jackson, C. M. James (A. C. L.),
C. E. Johnston (K. C. S.), A. C. Mackenzie (C. P. R.), John C.
Nelson, C. A. Paquette (C, C. C. & St. L.), T. W. Pfau (N. Y.
C), H. R. Safford (U. S. R. R. A.), Lieut-Col. H. J. Slifer.

Appendix

A— Equating

Labor constitutes the
ance of way

Track Sections

largest single item of maintenexpense; in fact, it is larger than r>l! -""tV-

:

:
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approximately 50 per
of this departineiit. i'loiii its nature it is
tlie expemlilure in wliicli there is tiie jjrealest opportunity
lor the display of economy and likewise the greatest danger of waste and elliciency.
It would, therefore, naturally
he expected that the distribution of this expenditure,
''KR''^'K''''"K over one-half million dollars a day, would he
surrounded with elaborate safeguards to insure the greatest return.
Yet investigation shows that the reverse is
true.
As a result, the allotments arc commonly ma<lc on
an arbitrary basis of so many men per section, with
only very general consideration of the relative amounts
of work to be done.
In the discussion of labor distribution the gang is the
unit in the maintenance of way organization.
As the
larger part of the employees in this department are engaged in track maintenance and are employed in section
gangs, the committee has confined its discussion to this
class of work, although the general principles apply
equally to other maintenance work.
In general, section limits have been established by giving each gang an equal mileage of main line with whatever auxiliary tracks come between these limits.
The
gangs are then allowed an equal number of men. The
result is that some gangs have much more work to perform than others because of unequal mileages of sidetracks and special local conditions.
With an unequal
distribution of the work, it is evident that the greatest
return is not being secured from the total expenditure
and loss occurs.
The importance of equating sections on a more equitable basis has been recognized for years and some study
has been given to its solution. As a result, certain more
or less arbitrary ratios have been established on a few
roads, and while perhaps crude and inaccurate, are a
step in advance of the common practice.
Thus, on the New York Central two miles of sidetracks, or 15 switches, are considered equivalent to one
mile of main track. Allowance is also made for special
local conditions, such as soft subgrade, high rock cuts,
excessive curvature, character of traffic, etc. An ordinary section is given about six equated miles of main
i'\iH-iuliliiri-s loiiihiiR'd, aji};iOfj;itin>(

leiit tif all cliaif^es

track.

On

the Southern Pacific two miles of branch lines, or
four miles of sidings, are considered equivalent to one
mile of main line. Sixteen switches are also considered
equivalent to one mile of track of the kind in which the
switches are placed. Consideration is also given to the
nature of the rail, ballast, curvature, density of traffic, etc.
On the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
track sections have been equated where the line has been
double-tracked, the length of such sections being made
equivalent to six miles of single track on the following
basis: Second track, 85 per cent of main track; passing
track, 50 per cent of main track yard tracks in heavy
terminal yards, 50 per cent other sidetracks, 30 per cent
turnouts, each equivalent to 300 ft. of main track.
On the New York, New Haven & Hartford a mile of
main track has been taken as a unit. Two miles of sidetrack, or 15 switches, are considered equivalent to one
mile of main track. The various lines of this road have
;

;

;

been classified between main line, secondary main line,
and branches, partially on the basis of the tonnage passing
over them and in part on the importance of the lines
from a passenger standpoint where the tonnage alone is
not sufficiently heavy to bring them into what is considered the proper class. Different allowances of men per
equated track mile are made on the lines of these different
classes, consideration being given to the fact that on divisions of two and four tracks the shorter distance sectionmen have to go compensating them slightly for the
heavier

trafific.
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.\n iquation was worked out on one division of the
Michig.in (>nlral .ibout live years ago, covering 300 miles
of single main track and 500 miles of branch tracks and
sidings.
As the result of a 12 months' study of the
actual distribution of work on this division, the following
relations were established, one mile of single main track
being considered as the unit

I'dCt.

One mile of single m;iiii main track, This-; "li"
OiU' mill' of sinjjli- liraiuli track
OiR- mile of pas^iiiK track
( )nv
mile of yard track
One mile of industrial track
( )mc
main track turnout
( )nc
--idc track turnout
One railroad crossing (one track crossing only)
One liiKliway crossing (highway over one track)
One mile of fence (one side)
(^ne mile of right-of-way (1()0 ft. wide)
One farm crossing (over one track only)

1(X)

65

46
32.4

24
3.4
1.4
3.1

2.0
2.7
4.2
0.4

On the Toledo division of the Pennsylvania Lines west
of Pittsburgh, consisting almost entirely of single track,
with only a small amount of second track, one mile of
main track is considered equivalent to three miles of sidetracks, four miles of yard tracks, 20 main line turnouts,
40 turnouts in side and yard tracks, 25 railroad crossings,
40 public highway crossings and 60 private crossings.
The Baltimore & Ohio has given careful attention to
the subject of equating track sections in connection with
the development of its standard track work system, as
the determination of standard performances is essential
to the computation and payment of bonuses.
The details
of this system, including the determination of units of
track work, were described in a monograph by Earl .Stimson, published in the proceedings of this association for
1916.
The Grand Trunk has given

careful consideration to
problem. Based upon its extended studies, the following basis has been approved for equating track forces
this

=
=
=
tower
=

13

miles of passing track
miles all other sidings
switches

24

single derails connected with

12
15

single track railway crossings
single highway
crossings
(public

2
2]/,

or

switch

stand

=

roads)
single
highway
streets)

10
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=

crossings

B —Typical

(city

=

1

mile of main track
"

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

'

"

"

"

"

Plans for Housing Labor

The committee prepared and presented for consideraa number of tentative typical plans for housing
maintenance of way labor, including bunk houses, camp
cars, knockdown camps and permanent camps.
The camp car outfits are for gangs moving frequently.
The question of ceiling or lining the cars will depend
tion

upon the class of labor and the locality, but the committee feels that the prevailing idea should be to make the
quarters for the men comfortable and as attractive as
consistent.

The knockdown portable camps are intended for use at
points where large gangs will be required for a year or
two, after which time they may be moved to other points.
These camps may be provided with electric lights and
sanitary sewage facilities where available.
These features will, however, depend on the advantages and ordinances of the particular

locality.
In general this construction consists of building sections bolted together.

The bunk house plans do not show lockers. These
can be provided, however, as shown in the plan for a permanent camp. The floors of these buildings, as well as
the permanent camps, are placed about two feet above
the ground for ventilation, and it is suggested that during

:

March

19,

:

:
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the winter months, if necessary, the opening be banked
up with earth in order to make the building warmer.

—

Relations Between the Unit of Track
Expenditure and the Unit Per Mile of Line

Appendix C

The

necessity for a study of this kind

is

increasing

rapidly, because standards of maintenance are constantly
being more closely scrutinized and made the subject of

discussion,

problem

and

in the

development of the entire railway
be a more and more important

this is getting to

feature.

One of the roads represented on the committee has
attempted a study of this subject as related to its own
zone, and the committee presented an abstract of the re-
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Being a double track, heavy traffic density
on which the standard of maintenance provided for
the laying of 100-lb. rail, and carrying a high speed passenger traffic and a heavy freight traffic with locomotives
equivalent approximately to Cooper's E-50 loading.
Class A-1.

line

Class A.
Single track line handling similar traffic, except passenger train service was local, but engine loadings were the same. The standard of maintenance on this
class of line called for the use of 90-lb. rail.
Class B.
Medium light branch line, well ballasted and
laid with relaying rail, and handling locomotives equivalent to about E-40.

In this study it was noted that
The ratio of road department expense to total
(1)
maintenance of way expense varied from 76 per cent to
79.2 per cent.
The ratio of bridge and building expense to total
(2)
maintenance of way expense varied from 18.2 per cent
to 22.5 per cent.
The ratio of signal expense to total maintenance
(3)
of way expense varied from 1.5 per cent to 2.6 per cent.
The ratio of road department labor to total labor
(4)
expense varied from 77.9 per cent to 79.1 per cent.
The ratio of bridge and building department la(5)
bor to total labor varied from 18.5 per cent to 19.8 per

Class C.
Very light branch lines handling a limited
not exceeding three or four passenger trains and
three or four freight trains per day.
Certain assumptions had to be made for the purpose of
equating track values, which were as follows
One mile of main track is equivalent to 2 miles of passing track, 2y2 miles sidetrack, 15 switches.
In this analysis the period under consideration was five
years from 1912 to 1917, inclusive, during which period
costs generally increased, but fairly stable proportions
were maintained throughout the period.
Of course, this analysis does not cover other important
features of the work, such as bridges and buildings, signals, etc., but any study of this kind necessarily must be
progressive, and track expenditure being the larger proportion of total expenditure, logically should be taken

cent.

first.

sults of that study.

The ratio of signal department labor to total
(6)
labor varied from 2.2 per cent to 3.5 per cent.
The ratio of road department labor to total road
(7)
department expense varied from 54 per cent to 54.8 per
cent.

The ratio of bridge and building department la(8)
bor to total bridge and building department expense
varied from 46.8 per cent to 56.2 per cent.
The ratio of signal department labor to total
(9)
signal department expense varied from 68.2 per cent to
74.5 per cent.
These ratios, of course, are without regard to classification of line, and the figures cover the system as a
whole.

The analysis extended over a three-year period during
which time important and erratic increases occurred in
the cost of labor and materials, and yet it is interesting to
note that the relative percentages were not changed materially thereby.
is the basis for all material costs, and
labor in all classes of industrial development increases
in about the same ratio, and if a normal program of work
is maintained, it follows that the proportions should not
differ materially, but it was somewhat surprising that during the period under discussion, with all of the violent
fluctuations in material costs, these relations were not

Labor, of course,

if

vitally affected.

Of course, during the year 1918 it is quite probable
that a similar analysis would establish different proportions as between labor cost and material cost because of
the rather heavy increases in wages put in effect during
the year in railway service, and yet it may be found that
material costs followed about the same curve.
further analysis of this data reflects a suggested
method for attempting to establish a normal maintenance
first, class
cost, having regard to two major conditions
of road, and second, equated track units the basic unit
being one mile of main track of first-class railroad.
The railroad under consideration occupies a northern
latitude and is subject to extremes of climate ranging
from 20 deg. below zero to 100 deg. above zero, and embraces about 1,000 miles, which were divided into four

A

—

classes, as follows

—

traffic,

Discussion
E. R. Lewis (Chairman)
Your committee was instructed first to report on plans and methods for organizing- to obtain labor for railways.
Last year there were reported three resolutions which
are practically accepted today as the sense of the committee upon this subject and progress is reported.
(Vice-President Stimson in the chair.)
The Chairman I think from the manner in which
the committee presents the subject of the method of
equating track sections, and the fact that they have not
asked for instructions to consider it for next vear, that
they consider the matter fully covered and closed.
I
think there are many of the members present here who
probably have some ideas, and it might be well to get an
expression from them.
W. H. Courtenay (L. & N.) It seems to me an improvement on the method suggested by the committee is
to assign a given number of men to the operating division, and let the roadmaster exercise his discretion as to
where they should be working. There may be one section where less men are required than another, and if
the roadmaster is a good and intelligent man with discretion, do not tell him arbitrarily to put 1 or Ij^ or 2
men on each mile, but give him the number of men for
the whole division and let him distribute them as he
pleases.
It would be an intelligent solution of the
problem.
Mr. Lewis The practice of giving the roadmaster a
little latitude in that matter, I think, has obtained for a
Probably most of
good many years on many roads.
them have left it to the judgment of the roadmaster.
Now, his judgment may be particularly good, or not so
good, and it has been found in manv instances proper
results are not obtained.
When the Committee on Track
first started this subject, the idea was to get it reduced
to a science, which I think it should and can do.
I will say further in reE. T. Howson (Ry. Age)
sponse to the point raised by Mr. Courtenay, that it was
The sub-committee
one the committee had in mind.
working on this endeavored to assist the roadmaster by
studying the effect of the various physical conditions of
:

:

:

:

:
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liis track, tlic MUinbcr of turnouts, etc.. fjiviiij,^ liini llic
heuelit of tliat data, so tliat Uv could distribute tliis force
allotted to liim between the difTcront sections to equate

tbe inunber of

men more

nearly to the

work

to be per-

formed.

Mr. Courtcuay

In answer \vc have prc])are(l data
in the report.
Tile Chairman: While this equation s;iven is a p[uide,
it cannot always be followed in the distribution of the
force.
The actual condition of the track to be maintained is quite a vital determining: feature in connection
with this ec|uation. so in addition to this factor of equivalent niileai;e there is what mii^ht be called "condition
per cent" that ous^hl to be considered in determining' the
])roper distribution of the force.
The point brought out by Mr.
C. C. Cook (15. & O.)
Stimson is essential. There should be a condition per
cent.
If your condition on every section was the same
to begin with, your equated mileage would be a proper
basis, but that does not prevail.
So in figuring up the
amount of force that each section should have, it is necessary to take into account its condition.
I think that
it can be scientifically w^orked out.
It only means a very
close and detailed study of the actual track and structure
conditions.
I don't think we could establish it to the
fraction of a per cent, but in working out the detail for
certain conditions per cent, and taking the sum of the
whole, we arrive at a better conclusion than by arbitrarily
fixing a force for the roadmaster, or for each section
gang. I think it is a subject that deserves more attention and detailed study.
W. M. Camp (Ry. Review) This has been a very
practical question with the roadmasters for a good many
years, if you look through the proceedings of the Roadmasters' Association for 30 years back. I think the roadmasters would be gratified to have these studies made
through the engineering department. I don't think it is
intended that they should be an exact guide in distributThere are a great many things in the maining men.
tenance of way department that are very useful if they
can only serve as a rough guide or rule to go by.
:

very similar to that given

:

:

This is a problem that every man must
for himself, taking into consideration the peFurthermore, percentculiar factors on his own road.
ages will vary to some extent from year to year. The
committee has given percentages here that may be exact

Mr. Lewis:

work out

on some roads
at

;

on other roads they might not apply

all.

The equating of
Baldridge (A. T. & S. F.)
is something that every roadmaster ought to
find by some rule other than by his own judgment, and
an outline of this kind would unquestionably be a great
advantage, especially to a new man.
(The report on the method of equating track sections
was accepted as information. Mr. Lewis then presented
the matter "Typical plans for housing labor.")
This phase of the
J. L. Campbell (E. P. & S. W.)":
subject suggests an element of the problem that lies
somewhat outside or beyond the obvious field of physical
activity, and a solution of the physical problems in connection with the maintenance and operation of railways.
Quite apart from the economics of railway labor, there
is another field that I am sure will, if comprehended reasonably well by the association, add a great deal to the
C.

W.

:

track values

value of this organization.
The laborer is much more than a physical machine
that we use in carrying out this part of the work. When
we consider the housing of these employees, we at once
face the human element, and there, whether we recognize it or not, and whether we are prepared to admit
that which is before us, we then have the wonderful ele-

Vol.

(.0,

human

No, lib

heart, wUh all of its longings and
noble or ignoble.
In so far as we can comi)rehen(l the human clement;
in so far as we can handle and cultivate it
in so far as
by proper treatment of the man as a huiuan, as a man
like ourselves; in so far as we may properly and legitimately satisfy his ambitions, you will readily see that we
arc building up an esprit de corps, and any organization
that will do that will find that it is a wonderful help, a
wonderful strength, in the organization as a whole, in
working out these physical prol^lcms and getting physical
results.
In so far as we can get together employers and
employees, as directors of work and as those who obey
directions, the clo.ser we can get together as human beings on a common ground of understanding, the nearer
we are going to get the solution of the really great problems before us.
I recognize we are not going to do that in a day.
I
don't know whether it will ever be accomplished or not.
That element of the future is quite obscure to me. and I
presume it is to you, but regardless of what we think of
it now, of our preparation or lack of preparation to meet
and handle it, there is the great problem of the future.
There is the great problem that might be covered in a
general way by the word .socialism.
Aside from all those large questions, we can make a
little beginning here in the matter of the housing of these
employees, in the treatment that we can give them, and
To the
in the human touch that we can bring to them.
extent that we do that we will be contributing something
to the solution of the really great problem of the future,
not only in the problems of business, but in all the conditions in this country and Europe and all over the world.
The war has developed this great problem to an acute
stage, and we must, whether we wish to or not, recognize
the fact that we do not stand today where we stood yesterday on this question. It is becoming more and more
acute every day, and I believe that it will be profitable
to this association to think seriously about these things,
as I have no doubt you are thinking, because in that
common thought finally, perhaps, some solution will be
found.
The Chairman
I think the manifestation of this human interest is shown in the designs that have been presented for providing these men with decent places to live
in, and the committee certainly has provided some very
satisfactory and adequate means to serve this end.
R. H. Ford (C. R. I. & P.)
I think perhaps it may
be of some interest to the convention to know what has
been done along the line of Mr. Campbell's remarks by
the railways generally.
Of course, as we all know, we
have gone from the 10-hr. to the 8-hr. day. I have no
doubt but what all railroad men have endeavored to take
care of their employees, and we have got to accomplish
more work in the 8-hr. period or in the 10-hr. period.
The great trouble with our laborers is that the ratio of
efficiency is very low, and the cause of it is due to the
wretched housing and feeding that we as railroads have
permitted our men to continue in. There isn't any gainsaying the fact that as a business proposition we have not
given attention to the fact that the old style methods of
housing and feeding were bad.
There has been more progress made, I think, collectively, on the railroads during the past year in housing
and caring for their men than there has been in the previous 10 years, but we have only made a very slight beginning. I look at this thing purely as a business proposition.
There is no doubt that the humanitarian idea and
element is an important factor, as I think some of us begin to understand
I do not believe that we have appre-

ment

its

III

the

asi)irati()ns,

;

:

:

)

:
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ciated the benefit of caring for the

common
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The committee recommends

Mr. Lewis:

laborer.

The committee received very little information from
If the
the members generally as to this labor question.
committee is to do the work that I believe is so important
they have got to hear more from the general body of the
members than they have in the past year or two. I think
Mr. Campbell is absolutely right. We have got to take
up the matter from an entirely different angle. We have
got to make an intensive study of the common labor
problem from an altogether different angle than heretoAs you all know, the result of the last year or
fore.
two has changed the condition so that some action that is
positive and direct will be necessary if we are going to
continue.

that this re-

port on typical plans for housing labor be received as a

proper report.
Mr. Stimson

If there

:

is

no objection,

it

will

be so

re-

ceived.

(Mr. Lewis then presented Appendix C, which was
accepted as a proper report.
Mr. Lewis
present Appendix D as a progress report, and desire its reassignment for further considera:

We

tion.

The Chairman

:

If there is

no objection, that

will be

the course taken.

(The committee was then excused with thanks, and the
meeting adjourned.)

Report on Rules and Organization
A large amount of work has been done on "Manual
of Rules for the Guidance of Employees of the Maintenance of Way Department," but the data are not in
shape to be presented at this meeting, and hence the
committee asks for further time in which to complete
Progress is also reported on the other subthis topic.

The committee recommends that the same subjects
be reassigned for the coming year.
Committee: W. H. Finley (C. & N. W.), chairman; F._ D.
Anthony (D. & H.), vice-chairman; O. F. Barnes (Erie),
E. H. Barnhart (B. & O.), W. C. Barrett (L. V.), H. L.
Browne (C, R. I. & P.), J. B. Crothers (C. F. & F. W.),
S. E. Coombs (N. Y. C), C. Dougherty (Soo), H. M. Edgerton (C. G. W.), B. Herman (Soo), A. T. Himes (N. Y. C. &
St. L.), F. D. Lakin (Erie), B. M. McDonald (N. Y. C),
Jos. Mullen, E. T. Reisler, W. H. Rupp, P. T. Simons, R. E.
Warden (M. P.).
jects.

Discussion
(In the absence of the chairman,
sented the report.)

Report
N

W. H. Rupp

pre-

:

ticular department.

This matter

is

in

a state of tran-

are changing from time to time, and
think that this subject should also be reassigned.

sition, as the rules

we

Subject 6: "Prepare rules for the inspection of bridges
and culverts" is a very broad subject, and we recommend
that you reassign these subjects for another year, and
we will report progress over the whole subject. I move
that this report be accepted as a progress report and the
subjects reassigned to the committee.

(The motion was carried and the committee excused.)

of the

Committee on Track

A

the committee
of
a
changes in the Manual made
necessary by changes in plans
for turnouts and crossovers,
proposed in Appendix B.
In Appendix B the committee submitted typical plans
of turnouts, crossovers, slipswitches and double crossovers and detail plans for
.A.PPENDIX

Mr. Rupp
The committee decided to make no recommendation in regard to rules and regulations because
of the large number being put into effect by the Federal
Management. With regard to fire protection, you probably know the government has taken over the insurance
of the property, and the large force of inspectors put
out by the government has made the rules for this par-

presented

number

such work and recommended
their adoption.

In Appendix C the committee reported on the reduction of taper of tread of wheel
to 1 in 38 and on canting the
rail inward and submits the
matter as information, in addition to the report the committee made on the same subject in 1918.
The committee has continued its investigations of tieplates subject to brine drippings, but on account of the
unsettled conditions during the past year has been unable
to obtain reliable data in connection with its tests now
being made on the tracks of the Chicago Junction Railway at Chicago. The committee expects to start new
tests during the current year.
The committee has prepared a specification for relayer

rail for various uses, but it is not ready to submit it to
the Association.
In Appendix
the committee reports on reducing the
allowable flat spots on freight car wheels, and recommends that the report be received as information and referred to the Master Car Builders' Association with the
recommendation that the allowable limit of flat spots be
fixed at lj4 in.
The committee reported progress on the effect of fast
trains upon cost of maintenance of way and equipment.

D

Conclusions

The committee recommended
cation in the Manual plans for
follows
Sixteen

for adoption and publifrogs and switches, as

16 ft.
ft. 6 in. split-switch with uniform risers
in. split6 in. split-switch with graduated risers; 11 ft.
in. split-switch with
switch with uniform risers; 11 ft.
graduated risers; details of split-switch fixtures (general)
details of split-switch fixtures (special features)
detail of split-switch fixtures, heel plates and turnout
plates; illustration bills of material for 11 ft. and 16 ft.
6 in. split-switches, in accordance with the above plans
plans for No. 6, No. 7, No. 8 and No. 10 rigid frogs and
No. 10 spring rail frog.
Committee: W. P. Wiltsee (N. & W.), chairman; M. C.
Blanchard (A. T. & S. F.), Geo. H. Bremner (I. C. C), Gar;

;

;

Davis (C. R. I. & P.), P. D. Fitzpatrick (C. V.), G. W.
(C. J.), T. H. Hickey (M. C), T. T. Irving (G. T.),
B.
Jenkins (B. & O.), H. A. Lloyd (Erie), J. R. Lcightv
J.
(M. P.), F. H. McGuigan, Jr. (G. T.), J. V. Ncubert (N. Y.
rett

Hegel

;
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Manual

plans sliown in .\i)])rn(li\
li, it will 1)0 necessary to eliminate the i)l:\ns on pages ]b').
170 and 171 in the 1915 Manual. The speciiications for
fro},'s. crossinfjs and switches, on paj^es 172 to IHl, will
need revisions in paragraphs 10, 11, 18, 38, 43, 4S, 52, 53,
The most important of these changes are. in
()1 and 02.
the throw of the switch, the tie spacing at the heel of the
joint, the angle of planing chamfer cut, the size of switch
itli

till'

;i(l(>|)lii»ii

of

till-

rods, tlie lengths of No. 6 and No. 8 rigid frogs, and
material of fillers, riser blocks and spring covers.
The revision of the tie-plate specifications was carefully considered in connection with the specifications now
being i)re])ared by the American Society for Testing Materials, but as that tentative specification has again been
revised, it was thought advisable to delay this matter and
recommend that the next committee consider these specifications as well as other specifications in the Manual in
connection with the committee of the American Society
for Testing Materials, and if possible decide on a specification that has the approval of both associations.

—

B Typical Plans of Turnouts, Crossovers,
Slip-Switches and Double Crossovers

Appendix

The plans were made

for 100-lb. rail, but the plans
and specifications will apply for any standard rail section
No patented features have
weighing 80 lbs. or over.
been specified, and all details shown are recommended
as being good practice established by use in service on the
Where alternates are detailed
railroads of America.
the parts have been made interchangeable in so far as
possible by giving the essential dimensions. All alternates
detailed are in extensive use by preference in some parts
of this country.
The plans as submitted have the approval of both the
Track committee and the switch and frog manufacturers
It has been found
of the Manganese Track Society.
that there are in use at the present time not only a great
variety of styles of switch fittings, but a variety of dimensions for the same style of fittings used on the railroads
of America. The adoption of these plans will not only
make the dimensions uniform for the same style of fittings, but will make the different styles of fittings largely
interchangeable.
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onnniiide<i for congested traffic conditions, but the lighter
(j-in. uidtli is desirable for use where there arc less congested traHic conditions. The switch plates, in any case,
i)eiiig longer than standard tie plates as used for tangent

This
tr.'uk, should preferably be of heavier section.
should be taken into consideration in making up bills of
material, esi)ecially for tie-])laled turnouts.
Switch rods as si)ecified in the 1915 Manual are recommended of rigid style when the throwing fixtures arc
provided with adjustment for wear and other causes.

However, as there are a large number of throwing fixtures in use that do not provide these adjustments, three
and clips are illustrated.
the switch points being the same, any of
the switch rod and cli]) details can be applied.
Two styles of split switches are shown, one of uniform
risers and one witli graduated risers. For tie-plated turnouts, where equivalent plates and fixtures are used, the
weight of material is approximately the same for the
two styles of switches.
The split-switch with uniform risers is a development
of the lO-ft. 6-in. switch shown on page 178 in the 1915
Manual. The elevation of the switch rail is run ofif in
The heel plates have been detailed not
the lead rails.
only to provide for the run-ofif of the switch elevation,
but also for shoulders for both the lead rails and the stock
variable tie spacing is given so that the same
rails.
detail of plates will apply to turnouts No. 7 to 10 indetails of adjustable switch rods
riie drilling in

A

This construction provides shoulder tie plates
from the heel of the switch back to where there is sufifi-

clusive.

cient spread to permit the use of standard shoulder tie
])lates.
With this style of switch the splice bars may be

up tight, and the play between the shoulders back
the switch heel allows sufficient flexibility for the
tlirow of the switch.
The plan of the split-switch with graduated risers details a 16-ft. 6-in. split-switch with a vertical bend in the
switch rail so that the heel joint is level with the stock
heel block is illustrated with the bolts tightened
rail.
on pipe thimbles, permitting a hinge motion for the throw
of the switch. With this style of switch, the heel joint
being level, additional heel or turnout plates are not required except when further tie plating is desired, as in a
Also, with this style of switch the
tie-plated turnout.
equipment can be cut down to a minimum by omitting the
heel block and heel plates for a cheaper switch for emergency or light traffic requirements.
l)olted
f)f

A

Slip-Switches

Rigid Frogs

The Committee on

Signals and Interlocking has suggested a change in the drilling of the first holes in the
switch point to read 2}^ in. by 5 in. by 5 in. by 5 in., but
after a conference we were advised that the Committee
on Signals and Interlocking is not unanimous on this
question and can work to the present drilling, which is
better suited to hand-thrown switches, and the interlocking details can be worked with the present drilling satisso our committee has decided not to recomfactorily
mend any change in the spacing of holes from the end
of the rail specified in the present Manual, page 179.
The height of the holes, however, is not specified in the
Manual.
height of 1^ in. above base of rail, measin-ed on the face of reinforcing bar, is recommended so
that the height may be uniform and the switch slips
interchangeable.
Switch plates are detailed in two widths, 6 in. width and
7 in. width the riser plates in two styles, solid base riser
In the 6-in. width the
plates and pressed riser plates.
pressed riser plates are shown of 5/^ in. by 6 in. stock
the solid base riser plates of y^ in. by 6 in. stock, under
in. by 7 in. stock.
base of stock rail the 7-in. width of
The 7-in. width as specified in the 1915 Manual is rec;

A

;

;

^

style of rigid frogs is detailed for No. 6, 7, 8 and
10 frogs, in which the flare in the wing rail is machined

One

from the head of the rail. This is recommended in preference to the bent flare, as it allows the use of shorter
The detail of point
bolts and more rigid construction.
planing conforms to the 1915 Manual. The diameter of
the bolts is specified to vary according to the height of
the

rail.

Tw^o approved methods of plating are illustrated. The
shorter three-tie base plate with tie plates beyond is recommended rather than the long base plate as illustrated in
the 1915 Manual. For well-ballasted track individual tie
plates throughout are recommended as good practice.

Spring Rail Frogs

The
the

spring

main

line.

rail

frog

A

16-ft. 6-in. switch.

is

not customarily used except on
is detailed to go with a
details, however, will apply in

No. 10 frog

The

general to Nos. 8 and 11 frogs.

General Notes

The throw

of the switch
center line of switch rod No.

is
1.

specified 4^ in. on the
This will make the throw

March

19,

1919
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approximately 5

in. in practice, or, theoretpoint of a 16- ft. ()-in. suitcli.
Tlie tie s|Kicin|.; at the lieel joint for the switdies is sliown
as IS in. which is to l)e recommended rather tli.ni the
wilier spacinj,' shown on the plans in the l')l.S Manual.
The anjjle of i)laninjj the chamfer cut is specified as 7S
dejj., as the /O-dej,'. anj,de specilicd on pa^e 17'> in the
l')15 .M.'mual is ),'enerally consideied too alinii)! and is

at the
ically,

not in

The

|H)iiii
\

15-1() in. at

common

llie

use.

switch rods arc

si)ccificd in

two

sizes,

1

in.

by 2)^

and >4 in. by 2,',1> in., as the ^^-'m. by 2^4-1". roils, as
specified on pa^e ISO in the 1015 Manual, are considered

in.

too light to meet heavy congested traffic conditions.
The No. 8 rigid frog has been detailed 13 ft. long, instead of 13 ft. () in. long, as s])ecifie(l on jiage 1X4 in the
1915 Manual, so that it may be substantially built and
The 6 in. difference in length is
cut from 33-ft. rails.
made on the heel end of the frog, and will not interfere
with theoretical alignment data for the lead.
The No. 6 rigid frog has been detailed 10 ft. long, as
longer
this length provides ample room for splice bars.
frog is considered objectionable for a sharp turnout.
It will be noted that the frogs recommended in the
Manual are Nos. 8, 11 and 16. While the committee is

A

Vol. CO. No. lib

iini^t

rail

amouiil

give the projter contact to provide the least

sliding friction.
past it has been the general practice of the railroads to place the vertical axis of the rail perpendicular
However, some roads have
to the i)lanc of the track.
deviated from this i)ractice and canted the rail inward.
With the standard Master Car I'luilders' wheel taper of
1
in 20 and the vertical axis of the rail at right angles to

In

iif

liu-

the plane of track, the point of contact with the rail of
A. ]\. A. .section and 14-in. top radius is 45/64 in. inside
of the center of the rail toward the gage side and for
wheels having a 1 in 38 taper and the same section of
rail,

of

the [Kjint of contact

is

23/64-in. inside the center

rail.

The proceedings

of the Master Car Builders' Associaconcerning wheel tapers:
"A jiange thicker than the present standard has some
distinct disadvantages.
One of the .strongest arguments
offered for the adoption of the present taper of tread of
1 in 20 was the opportunity afforded a pair of wheels to
move laterally until both run upon a common diameter,
this condition tending to keep flanges away from the rail,
thereby not only decreasing the flange and rail wear, but
train resistance as well. Unless the whole track structure
tion for 1916, states as follows

No. 10 Spring Rail Frog
not reconsidering this recommendation,

it

is its

intention

is

changed, a thicker flange would reduce or eliminate

to submit, as well as plans for frogs of those angles, also

entirely this opportunity for lateral motion."

plans of Nos. 6, 7, 10 and 20 rigid frogs and No. 10
spring frog, as there is considerable demand for frogs
of these numbers.

There are also several disadvantages of heavy coning,
one being that the surface of the rail gradually wears to
an inclined surface similar to cone of wheel. In this
condition, the abrasion of metal and slippage resistance is

Appendix C
to

1

— Reduction

in 38

of Taper of Tread of Wheel
and on Canting the Rail Inward

Prior to 1878 the amount of coning in car and engine
wheel varied.
At that time, a ratio of 1 in 38 was
adopted by the Master Car Builders' Association and this
remained standard until 1907, when the association revised the taper to 1 in 20, the present standard. Twentysix railroads in the United States and Canada have reported to the committee on this subject and 22 of the 26
state that the standard coning of 1 in 20 is used on all
their equipment.
Two roads use a coning of 1 in 38 on
all steel and steel-tired wheels and 1 in 20 coning on castiron wheels.
One road uses a coning of 1 in 38 on all
equipment. Another using a coning of 1 in 20 states that
it is about to change to 1 in 38.
One road uses no taper
on engine and tender wheels and a taper of 1 in 20 on
passenger and freight equipment.
Experience has shown that a certain amount of taper
of tread of wheels is necessary to reduce rubbing or slipping friction between the wheels and the rails w^hich is
the cause of loss of metal from the flange and tread of
the wheel and from the rail, instead of from rolling contact.
For economical wearing to both wheel and rail, the
wheel must roll on the rail with the least amount of rubbing and slipping and the wheel travel parallel to the rail.
The coning of the wheel and the contour of the head of

considerably increased.
that the amount of taper for minimum
not the condition which results in economical wear and least stress in rail. In view of the fact
that rail must be designed for the heaviest wheel loads,
while the wdieels are designed for a definite car capacity, it may be expedient to sacrifice some degree of
service of wheel to favor the factor of safety and life
of rail.
The committee at this time has not received sufficient
information, nor is it satisfied, to recommend whether
or not the rail should be canted and to what extent.
However, it does feel at this writing that the canting of
rail 1 in 20, which is the same as the taper of tread of the
Master Car Builders' standard, is too much. Therefore,
from these general conditions which are cited, it would
indicate that if the rail was installed and maintained in
this position so as to provide a uniform bearing and wear
on the head of the rail, which of course in turn would
give the best area of contact of the equipment, the best
results would be obtained from wheel wear and rail wear.
In recent years, the slightly extra length, or extra bearing, of the tie plate on the shoulder or outside of base
of rail was the largest factor in this respect.
The report was accompanied by a tabulation of the
replies received by the committee to its circular letter
It

would appear

w-ear of wheel

is

—
March

—

19,
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asking for information concerning the wheel taper and
inclination of the rail.

D — Reducing

Allowable Flat Spots on
Freight Car Wheels

Appendix

The committee

unanimously of the opinion that a
modern heavy freight car creates
a severe damaging stress in the rail and that the present
allowable limit of flat spots is excessive.
Forty years
ago, in 1878, when the average freight car wheel load
was but 8,250 lb., the Master Car Builders' Association
fixed the allowable limit of flat spots at 2^ in., and
although wheel loads have increased to 18,750 lb. (100,000-lb. capacity car) and as high as 30,000 lb., and the
speed of trains is now much greater, the present Master
Car Builders' rules retain the allowable limit at 2i^ in.
In 1916 the committee endeavored to confer with the
Master Car Builders' Association, but was informed that
their executive committee were unanimously of the opin23/4-in. flat

is

spot under a

ion that

(a) Although maximum car capacity has greatly increased, there has been a corresponding increase in the
strength and durability of cars and rails, so that relatively
the 23/2-in. limit remains quite safe.
(b) The corners of a 2^-in, flat spot .soon become
rounded so that the actual impact therefrom is much less
than the theoretical also the force of the blow is greatly

681

While it is true that the strength and stiffness of
has more than doubled (if we assume 60 lb. and
100 lb. A. S. C. E. section as the standards of 1878 and
1917 respectively) and as contended by the Master Car
Builders' Association has almost kept pace with increasing wheel loads, it is a fact that this added stiffness of
the rail and track structure actually augments the impact
from a flat wheel, and this is especially true in winter.
Recent tests on the Pennsylvania Railroad show that the
average load from a flat wheel recorded on frozen roadbed was from 15 to 25 per cent greater than in warm
(b)

rails

weather

tests.

Increasing the rigidity of the track structure reduces
the distance in which a rail may deflect and absorb the
energy of a blow from a flat wheel and consequently
increases the impact.
Questionnaires were sent to 55 railroads for the purpose of securing data as to damage done to rails and
opinions as to whether the present allowable limit should
be reduced. Replies were received from 26 roads and
may be summarized as follows:
Favor Less Than
Miles.

214" Limit.

51,.V)3

Yes.

26,485

No.

Remarks.
Three roads (5,395 miles) report several hundred rail failures due wholly
to 25-^-in. flats spots. The remainder
favor a reduction of limit, but have
no specific data as to failures.
Have no data to indicate that present

3,705

No.

Regard present

;

diminished by the elasticity of car springs and roadbed.
(c) The reduction of the limit would mean tremendous
expense for changing and scrapping flat wheels, and for
these reasons the Master Car Builders' Association has
steadfastly refused to consider suggestions from the
American Railway Engineering Association that the allowable limit be reduced.
On the other hand, American Railway Engineering Association committees, while admitting the lack of accurate
corroborative evidence, has consistently contended for
reduced limit, because-

The impact from

a flat spot under the modern
times greater than the impact from the
car of 1878,
the present 2i/^-in. limit was fixed, due
to much higher speeds and the fact that the maximum
wheel load is now nearly four times heavier than in 1878.
(b)
Actual tests have indicated that a 2j/^-in. flat spot
delivers a serious blow to the rail.
(c) It is a fact that rails are broken by flat spots,
though specific cases have been difficult to cite, because
often the rail, while badly damaged, may not break vmtil
some time after the passage of the flat wheel.
(d) The reduction from 2y2 in. to 1^ in. would not be
very expensive, for the reason that very few additional
car miles can be obtained before a 1^4 in. flat has become
2^ in., and, further, the greatest damage to the track
occurs while the wheel is making these last few miles.
The committee, as the results of studies during the past
two years, offers the following additional reasons why
the allowable limit of flat spots should be reduced from
2y2 in. to 1>4 in.
(a) Ordinarily, wheels having 2^/2 in. flat spots are removed from the axle and scrapped, whereas if the limit
were fixed at Ij^ in., it would be possible to reclaim such
wheels and replace them in service by grinding out flat
spots without removing them from the axle and at a cost
of about $0.60 per pair. Grinding is being done with excellent results on a number of roads and is recognized
by authorities as good practice, provided, of course, that
the wheel has not been burned during the process of flattening.
Therefore, a reduction of the allowable limit
from 2y2 in. to 1^ in. would not only lessen the impact
and damage to the rail, but should prove economical
from the standpoint of service in life of wheels.

(a)

heavy car

is

many
when

limit should be changed.
limit as O.

K.

Conclusion

The committee

of the opinion that the allov/able
be reduced from 2^ in. to 1^/2
means of securing greater service life of both
rail and wheels.
We, therefore, respectfully suggest that
the Association refer the above-mentioned facts to the
Master Car Builders' Association, with the recommendation that the allowable limit of flat spots be fixed at
is

limit of flat spots should

as a

in.

vy

in.

Discussion

W.

(Chairman)
The committee has reported progress on a number of subjects and the principal one is No. 2, "Report on Typical Plan of Turnouts,
P. Wiltsee

:

Crossovers," etc.
(Mr. Wiltsee then read the matter under subjects 1
and 2 from the report, as found in appendices A and B.)
Since this report was prepared the committee has continued its work, and has prepared tentative plans for 22
and 30-ft. .sM-itches Nos. 11 and 16 rigid frogs; Nos. 8
and 11 spring frogs; 8-ft. 3-in., 11-ft. and 16- ft. 6-in.
guard rails, and also have considered plans for a No. 20
frog.
They are not in shape to present at this meeting.
It has been necessary to make plans that could be used
;

under

We

all traffic conditions.
have endeavored to keep
the standards down to a minimum.
This report is the
report of practically the whole track committee. I move
the adoption of these plans.

.\. Montzheimer (E. J. & E.)
I notice this report
does not show the clamped frog.
have been using
the clamped frog for over 12 yrs. and it has been very
satisfactory.
It would be a good thing if this report was
so made that we could use the clamp frog and still be in
line with this practice.
I second that suggesC. W. F. Felt (A. T. & S. F.)
tion, and it has occurred to me a good way to cover
that would be to prepare an alternate plan.
Mr. Wiltsee: The committee had tentative plans
drawn tip on that matter. Because of the recommendations of some members of the committee we did not
:

We

:

include clamped frogs.
A. H. Mulliken (Pettibone,

MulHken Co.): Standard
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We

plans have hvvn pri-jiaifi! for i-lam]H'(l frofjs.
have
alternates im swilclies and on sprinfj rail froj«!. and it
wonUl seem lair to the ()tXO(X) miles of road that are usinR
tliis clamped frojj that there should he this alternate.
arc using this frog.
L. Vaj.:er (N. P.)
R. S. I'arsons ( I"'. R. R.): I don't think the (picstlon
at tlie present time is whether a clampid frog is a good
one.
'I'he (piestion is whether we shall adoi)t the report
of this committee, and emhody the essentials in the shape
of this standard plan. This committee has spent a good
deal of time on these jilans, and they have taken into
This is a peculiarly excellent
consideration other ideas.
time to have standards adopted throughout the United
States. The whole tendency of the Railroad AdministraIf we had these plans
tion has heen to adopt standards.
ado]>ted and included in our Manual, the track man would
find something tangible on this particular question, which
The clamped frog can be
is sometimes so troublesome.
developed and introduced at the next meeting, if that is
considered desirable.
In the matter of
C. W. I'.aldridge (A. T. & S. F.)
adopting the bolted frog as recommended practice, and
not showing any alternate plan, or permissible plan, such
as the clamped frog, I remember a year or two ago there
was great criticism of various railways for not conforming to the recommended practice which is published in the
:

We

:

has been shown that a large mileage of the
using successfully and satisfactorily a
clamped frog, and unless there is some real good reason
for recommending against it. the committee should be
instructed to select an alternate plan.
I do not believe
there is any argiunent which justifies a ruling against
that tvpe of frog.
(A. C. L.)
What governed the
J. E. Willoughby
committee in determining the length recommended for
the frog and switch point?
Mr. Wiltsee: The length of the frog is governed by
The different lengths of frogs
the cutting of the rail.
work out better for a 33-ft. rail and there is no waste in
material.
The length of switch points was adopted by
the association a number of years ago.
Mr. Willoughby: Is it the idea of the committee that
the cutting of the rail is more important than any other
feature of the design?
met all other features of
Mr. Wiltsee: No, sir.
the design, such as length, width, yield, and every other
point we could think of, and still saved the cutting of

Manual.

It

railways

are

:

We

the

rail.

I looked into this question
John V. Hanna (K. C. T.)
a few years ago. The manufacturer was asked what the
advantage would be to the company in using 16.5-ft.
I
points instead of 15-ft. and he said there was none.
would like to have information as to how the purchaser
:

economy

in cutting up the rail.
In cutting rails and making frogs and
switches the material is handled by machinery more rapidly than you gentlemen imagine.
It is a great economy
and convenience to cut a 33-ft. rail through the center.
I do not think it is fair, in making 15-ft. switches, to
charge the roads for 16.5-ft. of rail, because if it is necessary to make a 15-ft. switch, we could get 30- ft. rails
from the mills.
Mr. Wiltsee: The association adopted a 11-ft. and a
15-ft. switch a number of years ago.
It seems to me the
advantage is purely with the railroad company. If you
get a 16.5-ft. switch you get a better one with a better

gets the benefit of

Mr. Mulliken:

angle.

Naturally, the length of a frog, a
or a switch point depends on the merchantable
In the days of the 30- ft. rail we
rail that it is made of.
used a 7.5-ft. guard rail. When wc used a 33-ft. rail it
was divided into four pieces. In our frogs we used a
10-ft. switch j)oint, 3^ of a 30-ft. rail.
My idea is you
want good merchantable stuff, as there is no advantage

The

guard

in

I'resident

:

rail

getting odds and ends.

The

from the mills show that they roll
750 tons a week for frog and switch manu-

dilferent rejiorts

from 350

to

factmers.
Mr. Mulliken
Twelve concerns are making frogs and
switches in the United States, and when they are running
full time they will u.se over 400,000 tons of rail in 12
months for this purpose.
I have no objection
J. L. Campbell (E. P. & S. W.)
whatever to these plans or anything that they contain. I
think the committee has submitted a very excellent set of
plans as far as they go. My objection is on account of
believe before
some of the things they do not contain.
we get through with the plans and consider the matter
settled for the time being, that they should include a plan
:

:

I

for the clamp frog, and I believe, also, some additional
adjustments of the connecting rod.
If the committee would consent to an addition to that
motion, and have it include a direction to them that for
the next year's work they recommend a plan for a rigid
frog and make an additional study of the adjustment of
the connecting rod, all of my objections to the matter as
it now stands will be removed, and I would like to see the
matter disposed of in that way. I would like to see these
plans adopted at this time, as far as they go, with the
understanding that the subject is not closed and we will
have an additional report along these lines including the
points I have mentioned, next year.
Mr. Wiltsee: The subject is not closed by any means.
If it is the desire of the convention that we include a'
clamped frog, the committee is only too willing to do it.
Mr. Campbell
I move that the motion before the
house, which is on the adoption of these plans, be amended to include a direction to this committee to bring in
at the next annual convention a recommended plan for a
clamped frog, and an additional report upon adjustments
of the connecting rods.
(This motion was carried.)
Mr. Wiltsee: I move that the convention adopt the
:

plans.

(Motion carried.)
Mr. Wiltsee: I move. that Appendix

How much advantage is there in the
be that the manufacturers now figure a
little diflferently on the waste, but they told us we did not
really make anything by taking the longer point.
It

:

may

C

be received as

information.

(Motion carried.)
Mr. Wiltsee: I move that the subject matter in Appendix D be accepted as information and referred to the
Master Carbuilders' Association.
C. E. Lindsay (U. S. R. A.)
I want to emphasize the
fact that the weight on the wheel cuts a very great figure.
A 1-in. flat spot on a locomotive or on a locomotive tender
does more damage than we have any appreciation of, and
I think that fact should be emphasized in presenting the
matter to the Master Carbuilders' Association, or the
mechanical section of the American Railroad Association.
Their attention should be called to the fact so that
they might differentiate if they consider it necessary in
determining the limit of the flat spot under different
:

loadings.

Mr. Wiltsee:

The committee

modify the report
Master Carbuilders'

will

to agree with the instructions of the

Mr. Hanna

angle?

Vol. 66, No. lib

Association, and if they make a report limiting the
spot to y'2-m. I think that will cover it.
(Mr. Wiltsee's motion was then put and carried.)
(The committee was excused with thanks.)
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Report on Conservation of Natural Resources

AT THE MOMENT

wlieu OUT couiUiy was engaged in
supreme effort of its lifetime to "make the
world safe for democracy," when it was speeding
up its war industries to the limit and straining every
nerve to deliver a maximum of men and equipment to the
While the
battle line, there came a shortage of coal.
the

signing of the armistice will relieve to a certain extent
the demands abroad, the requirements at home will be as
persistent as ever, for there must come a period of reconDuring this period the leading industries will
struction.
simply change their product from a war to a rehabilitation
basis and continue as active as they were before the
Those industries not necessary
armistice was signed.
to the winning of the war that were obliged to curtail
their production to economize on fuel will now seek to
recuperate their interests by a speed-up program of production.
On account of the shortage of coal brought
on by the exigencies of war and which, no doubt, will
continue on account of the reconstruction needs, the

committee

felt that it should confine all of its attention
year to a study of the conservation of fuel.
Of the total amount of coal used in the United States
in 1917, 544,000,000 tons were bituminous and 77,000,000
were anthracite. As the i-ailroads consumed 175,000,000
tons of this, or nearly one-third of the total output, their
fuel question becomes one of huge proportions and demands the most serious thought and attention that they
are able to give it.
There are three ways of relieving the situation: (1)
By getting a better grade of coal from the mines. (2)
By increasing our facilities for transportation. (3) By
practicing conservation.
If the mines will see that better and cleaner coal is
delivered to the railroads it will save them transporting
thousands of tons of slate, rock, and other impurities
commonly found in bituminous coal. These surplus
materials are an additional burden, not only to the railroads that haul them, but also to the consumers that use
them, for they decrease the efficiency of the power-plant
and increase the size of the ashpile.
The Railroad Administration is ordering new equipment and is repairing that which it already has; but even
then it cannot cope with the situation, for the roads must
handle a heavier tonnage than they have ever handled
before. They must haul raw material to the industries,
they must carry foodstuffs and provisions for the Army
and Navy, and they must move soldiers from the camps
and the water-front.
The greatest possibility seems to lie in conservation.
Statistics show that during 1917 the total equipment for
handling coal constituted about one-third of all the trafhc
of the country. The transportation of fuel becomes then
a problem of extraordinary magnitude and offers enormous opportunities for saving by the railroads and other
industries of the country.
As the railroads use nearly
one-third of the total amount of coal consumed, a heavy
responsibility rests with them in meeting the nation's
need.
One-fifth of all coal burned in locomotives is used
when the engines are not moving trains. Some of this
is consumed at engine terminals and some on passing
tracks waiting for trains to meet.
Most of this coal is
necessary, but it does present to the despatcher, yardmaster and roundhouse foreman a splendid field for study in
the economy of the use of fuel.
They should see that
trains move promptly, spending no more time in yards
and on sidings than is necessary for safety in operation.
The trainmen should see that equipment and material
entrusted to their care is handled to the best advantage

this

and they should put fcjrth every effort to expedite train
movements. Four-fifths of all the coal burned in locomo-

consumed while they are actually moving trains.
For the use of this fuel the engine crew is largely responsible.
If they could save only one per cent they would
use 1,600,000 tons less a year. Their efforts would be
greatly enhanced, however, if the equipment were in good
tives is

condition.
The stationary boilers in shops, pumping stations and
heating plants require a large amount of fuel, and present
a great opportunity for saving in their construction and
operation. This allows the maintenance of way and shopmen to serve in this great conservation program. Tele-

graph operators and towermen should be
their trains as soon as it is possible to do

alert to clear

so, for every
stop a train is obliged to make requires an additional
amount of fuel. Conductors and brakemen should see
that passenger trains do not become overheated and that
cabooses do not burn more coal than is necessary for the
comfort of the crew. Station agents can add their mite
by saving a little each month. The efforts of each might
seem insignificant, but the sum total would represent an
amount that would well merit consideration.
For one reason or another, railroads are often obliged
to store out-of-doors a great deal of the coal they use.
Sometimes it is done to equalize traffic by using coal cars
at a season when they are not in demand by the public,

sometimes it is done to forestall shortage due to strikes
or other interruptions at the mines but unless proper
care is exercised in the storing of such coal serious loss
may result from physical and chemical deterioration.
As the Fuel Conservation Section of the Division of
Operation of the U. S. Railroad Administration has given
the subject a great deal of special study and attention and
has prepared in condensed form a most thorough outline
of the methods for conserving coal, the committee feels
that it can do no better than to embody some of its rec;

ommendations

in this i-eport.

The

report concludes with abstracts of these suggestions and discussions of the fuel situation in Canada and
the possibilities of peat as fuel.
Committee: R. C. Young (L. S. & I.), chairman; S. N.
Williams, vicc-cliainnan R. H. Aishton (U. S. R. R. A.), W.
K. Barnard, C. B. Brown (Can Govt. Rvs.), Moses Burpee
(Ba. & Ar.), C. H. Fisk, E. E. King (la. State Col.), William McNab (G. T.), W. F. Ogle (C. R. I. & P.), T. L.
Pickles (D. W. & P.), J. W. Voter (Univ. of Va.), W. C.
;

Willard.

Discussion
R. C.

Young (Chairman)

was obliged

change

:

This committee

this year

report several times, because of
the changes in existing conditions, but it has prepared a
short report on conservation of fuel, thinking that was
one of the most important things before us at this time.
Prof. King is responsible for this report, and I will ask
him to say a few words to the convention about it.
Prof. E. E. King (Univ. of 111.)
The matter that the
committee presents is based and taken largely from recommendations of practice of the Fuel Conservation section of the Division of Operation, United States Railroad
.\dministration. The committee felt that it could do no
better on this occasion than to recommend, or simply incorporate in its report, the recommendations of this comto

its

:

mittee.

Wm. McNab (G. T.) The convention should understand that this report is merely one prepared and furnished gratuitously to the convention as information.
Mr. Young: I move that the report be accepted.
(The motion was carried, and the committee was excused with thanks.)
:
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Report of Committee on Signs, Fences and Crossings
.\i.\KMi>
\irui)\i;.Mi;N r lias |)fcii iiulcd during;
past tun or tlircc yeans in tin.- inattcT of hclttT
protection of fjiadc crossings. Tlic great evolution

A\i

ivV

I

till-

highway traHk which has taken place dining the past
15 or 20 years, in which the horse-drawn vehicle has been
largely supplanted by the much faster motor vehicle, has

inscripluins,

design arc

less conlusi(jn

;

this

movement was New Hampshire, which was

later

followed by Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maine,
California, Oklahoma and Illinois.
Bills providing for
similar laws have been presented to the legislatures of a
number of other states, upon which action is still pending.
Most of the laws that have so far been passed contemplate locating these signs about 300 ft. from the tracks,
when, in the judgment of the commission, the crossing
involves such hazard as to require the installation of a
"stop" sign at the crossing; and, with the exception of
those of Connecticut, imposes the erection and maintenance of warning signs outside of the railroad right-ofway on the highway commissioners who have authority
over the ground upon which the signs are installed, while
the installation and maintenance of "stop" signs in close
proximity to the tracks and therefore usually inside the
right-of-way is imposed on the railroad.
In Connecticut the cautionary signs must be furnished
by the railroads, but installed by the state, county or city
authorities.
In California the law requires vehicles approaching grade crossings of railroads to run at a speed
not exceeding 15 miles per hour. Tennessee has a law
requiring automobilists to come to a stop before crossing
railroad tracks.
Texas laws require them to reduce
speed to 6 miles per hour at all crossings except those
protected by gates or flagmen. The state of Washington
has a law requiring automobiles carrying passengers to
stop before crossing railroad tracks.
The order of the Public Utilities Commission of Illinois, issued on July 31, 1918, in the execution of statutes
passed by the state legislature in June, 1917, prohibits
the installation of any other signs or signals, such as
advertising notices, within 300 ft. of any railroad grade
crossing, to prevent any possibility of confusion with the
regular crossing protection signs.
This is an excellent
provision, but does not go far enough. Rigid restructions
should be placed on the erection of unnecessary signs
anywhere on the public highways. The motorist's attention is too often jaded by signs containing misleading

until

such

and signs ui f.inlastic
of necessity, be more or

ncjliccs

with actual warning signs.

The commission's order included

in

greatly complicated the grade crossing problem.
The
greater speed of the highway traffic to-day calls for a
more conijjrehensive form of signal than was necessary
under former conditions for, as in train movements,
there is need of definite early warnings.
The motorist
needs to be advised of the necessity of a stop in time to
afford him amjile opportunity to reduce his speed before
reaching the point of danger. The old signs, calling upon
the public to "stop, look and listen'' before crossing
tracks, are no longer adequate.
In providing the necessary warning, the railroads have been confronted with a
definite obstacle, since they must be installed at considerable distance from the track, and therefore usually outside
the railroad property. They have therefore been without
right to erect the signs or authority to maintain and protect them from injury.
The rational solution of this vexatious problem, therefore, seemed to be to place the responsibility for the cautionary signals on the state, county or municipal authorities, and this has been done in eight states.
There
should be no controversy as to the justice of this decision,
as the matter of safety on pubUc highways should be as
carefully guarded by their properly constituted authorities
The pioneer state in
as that provided by the railroads.

and

proiiiiiited, tiiere will,

exjilicit specifications

and drawings for both the "stop" and "approach" signs.
They must be made of No. 16 gage i)orcclain-enameIed
metal, crimjjed backward at least '/2 in. around the i)criThe letters must \)e black on a white field and
meter.
the rear of the sign is painted black.
The supporting
post may be either wood or iron, but must be of sufficient
strengtii to make a solid and substantial support.
The
posts nnist be designed to permit a bracket or attachment
to be installed for tiie purpose of supporting a light or
signal at night, wherever, in the opinion of the commission, this may be necessary.
The painting of black and white diagonal stripes on
crossing gates and the use of circular disks instead of
flags by crossing watchmen have now become common on

many

railroads.

Over 110,000 grade crossings were reported by the
National Association of Railroad and Utility Commissioners in the 22 states from which replies to a circular
letter were received.
Basing calculations on the above
data, it is estimated there are about 200,000 grade crossings in the United States and that there are about 2,000
persons killed annually at these crossings. It further ap-

pears from the reports that in the above 22 states only
about 10 per cent of the crossings are protected by gates,
flagmen or bells.
In the matter of grade crossing elimination, considerable progress has been made in Connecticut, Illinois,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina and Wisconsin. Massachusetts, with
only about 2,000 miles of railroad, has spent in the past
30 years about $42,000,000; Illinois, in a much shorter
period, has done work involving an expenditure of over
$55,000,000, much of it in the city of Chicago; New
York, with about 8,000 miles of railroad, has spent about
Estimates of the cost of elimination of
$44,000,000.
grade crossings have been prepared in a few states running into hundreds of millions of dollars. In California
the average cost is estimated at $30,000 each in Colorado
at $40,000
in New York at $48,000, and in Wisconsin
;

;

at $25,000.

Considerable information has already been presented
this association bearing on the division of cost as
between the railroads and the public. It occurs to the
committee that the most equitable plan for the division
of cost is that of New York, where the burden is imposed
to

equally on the railroads and the public.

Types of Manufactured Posts
Early in September a circular letter was addressed to
the officers of about 30 railroads soliciting information on
concrete and steel posts. Only 19 replies were received
which were to the effect that no concrete posts
were used during the year and 10 to the effect that no
steel posts had been used.
From the remaining replies
only two companies used concrete posts to any extent
and that only one company used steel posts in quantity.
This was, no doubt, due to the high price of steel in the
case of steel posts, and to the high price of labor and
material entering into the manufacture of concrete posts.
This condition is likely to continue until normal prices
are restored.
So far as the committee is able to judge from the replies received, those companies which have adopted concrete posts as standard, and have been large users of
them, are continuing their use. Comparatively few steel

— 14 of

;
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Those roads on
posts have been used during the year.
'vhich wood posts are standard are not inclined to change
In general, those roads
to other types at present prices.
using concrete and steel posts report satisfactory service.
One chief engineer, on whose road steel posts are
standard, recommends that all steel posts should be set
as other posts, and not be driven, in order to avoid damage to the tops of the posts. While the committee is
aware that the tops of some steel posts are more or less
crimped or battered in driving, it is believed to be due
to some extent to careless driving, and to the use of a
cap not properly designed. Especially large driving caps
are now being furnished, which are claimed to be giving
The committee therefore feels that the
satisfaction.
proposition to set all steel posts, except in the case of
rock or other obstructions, would defeat the whole plan
of economy in the use of certain types of steel posts, besides the difficulty of setting

Co-operation of this character has contributed largely
the attendance at the meeting of the A. R. E. A.
as it did for the meeting of the Signal Association
U)

Monday.

American Railway Signal
Supervisory Association
The American Railroad

Supervisory Associameeting in the Elizabethan
Room of the Congress Hotel at 9 o'clock this morning.
The first hour will be devoted to an open meeting, following which the remainder of the day will be spent behind closed doors. Some of the subjects to be discussed
will be the proposed rates of salary and definition of
title.
Election of officers for the next year will also take
place.

Fifty roads are at present represented.

them with any degree of

Strouse (B. & O.), chairman; Arthur
Crumpton (G. T.), vice-chairman; F. D. Batchelder (B. & O.),
H. E. Billman (M. P.), C. G. Brjan (I. C.), G. F. Black (Me.
C), A. S. Butterworth (G. F. & A.), B. J. Dalton (M. K. & T.),
F. T. Darrow (C. B. & Q.), G. N. Edmonson (N. Y. C.). R. C.

W.

.Signal

tion will hold its first annual

Division Foremen to Hold Meeting

rigidity.

Committee:
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F.

Gowdy (F. W. &
Maro Johnson (I.

D. C.), Paul Hamilton (C. C. C. & St. L.),
C.), L. C. Lawton (A. T. & S. F.), S. L.
McClanahan, L. A. Mitchell (Un. Tr. Co.), T. E. Rust, A.
Swartz (T. & W.). W. D. Warren (N. Y. N. H. & H.), K. G.
Williams (M. V.).

Discussion

Arthur Crumpton (Vice-chairman)
Owing to war
conditions, the committee has not reached any conclusions this year, but submits progress reports on two subjects, grade crossings and fence posts.
No conclusions
having been reached, the committee recommends that
:

these reports be received as information.

division signal foremen of the Chicago & North
will hold a meeting on Wednesday, March 19.
This meeting is a get-together for the foremen on the
various parts of the system to permit them to become
better acquainted and talk over their work.

The

Western

Personnel of

New

Committee

Signal Division

Subsequent to the amalgamation of the R. S. A. with
the A. R. A., a committee on valuation, to be part of the
signal division, was appointed with T. M. Carley as chairman and P. M. Gault, assistant engineer in the Signal

department of the Illinois Central, Chicago, as vice-chairman. The other members are as follows F. H. Bagley,
:

assistant signal engineer, Louisville

&

Nashville, Louisville, Ky.
G. E. Beck, assistant signal engineer in the
valuation department. New York Central (West), Cleveland, O.
P. F. Canfield, signal pilot. New York, New
Haven & Hartford, New Haven, Conn. J. C. Finch,
signal inspector, Missouri Pacific, St. Louis, Mo. E. E.
French; Caldwell Homewood, assistant supervisor of
signals, Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
W. F. Hudson,
assistant engineer in the valuation department. New York
Central (East), New York; George W. Kydd, signal
pilot engineer, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.
F. F.
Schaller, signal engineer. Bureau of Valuation, Interstate
Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C. T. E. Smith,
supervisor bridges and buildings. Southern Lines West,
Tuscaumbia, Ala. G. K. Thomas, assistant signal engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.
C. H. Wiegand, supervisor of signal construction, Atlantic Coast Line, Jacksonville, Fla., and E. E. Worthing,
signal engineer. Southern Pacific (Atlantic System),
;

(The committee was excused.)

;

The Evening Session

;

A

continuation of the report of the Committee on
Economies of Railway Labor took place last evening
when a series of slides illustrating the use of labor saving devices was presented by R. H. Ford, principal assistant engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Chicago.
This was followed by a talk on transverse fissures by
H. M. Wickhorst, expert of the Rail committee. In the
discussion which followed, J. E. Howard, engineerphysicist of the Interstate Commerce Commission, gave
illustrations to indicate that such failures are the result
of fatigue of the metal.
number of other speakers
questioned this theory and cited a number of examples
which demonstrated that the quality of the material was

A

at least partially responsible.

Railroad Administration Approves Convention

;

;

;

;

;

Houston, Tex.
This committee has been instructed to: (1), report on
the average life in years of the important units of the
dififerent types of signal installations,

The United

States Railroad Administration has indicated its approval of the American Railway Engineering
Association and encouraged the attendance of railway
men. Circulars have been issued by the regional directors
to this efifect, the following from the Northwestern region
being typical of those issued by the other directors

considering depre-

and obsolescence separately; (2), report on the
government Bureau of Valuation method of applying
ciation

American Railway Engineering Association will be held at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, March 18, 19 and 20, 1919.
On account
of the educational benefit accruing to employees attending
these conventions, will you please arrange to have the members of this Association, as well as other officers and employees interested in the maintenance of way department,
who can, be spared from their duties, attend this convention,
take part in the discu.ssions, and see the exhibit of railway

depreciation; (3), prepare tables for the different types
of signal installations which will show the percentage of
material to be added to cover waste, contour, sag, loss,
breakage, etc.; (4), prepare a typical construction program which will include the various types of interlocking, automatic signals, etc., for a single track railway
following with additional tracks to increase the road to a
double track, three-track and four-track railroad, and
(5), extension of the joint Signal Committee of the
President's conference committee study of labor costs to
establish percentage to be added to material to arrive at

appliances."

total cost.

:

"The twentieth annual convention

of the

Twenty Years

of Progress in

Railway Engineering

Some Facts About the Origin and Growth of This Body
Railway

Men

During the Last

Ai.iTTi.K MOKi: I'liAN 20 \r;n> aj;i), ()cl()l)i'r 2\, IS'W,
to l)e exact, a little tjroui) of men met in the Auditorium Motel, (."liicajjo, ami set on foot the preliminar\- arrangements for the orjijanization of what is
now known as the American Railway ICngineering Association.
Because of the important position which tlie
association has since achieved and its present widespread
intluence in railway engineering affairs, it seems fitting lo
call attention to some of the earlier items of its history
and to recall the names of its founders for the henefit of
those who have hecomc memhers of the association during the succeeding years. This, the twentieth annual convention, seems a peculiarly opportune time for gathering
up some of these links that connect its present history
with

its

past.

&

W.

St. Louis Terminal Association.
Emery, roadmaster, Chicago & North Western.
E. C. Macy, division engineer, Iowa Central.
W. M. Duane, roadmaster, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

&

J.

L.

Taylor,

E.

St.

Louis.

B. Dickson, roadmaster, Chicago & North Western.
C. Fritch, superintendent, Baltimore & Ohio South-

western.
C. A.

Wilson,

chief

engineer,

Cincinnati,

Hamilton

&

Dayton.
G. S. Cheyney, general roadmaster, Indianapolis, Decatur

&

;

President, John F. Wallace, assistant second vice-president,
Central;
I'irst
vice-president, P. Alex. Peterson, chief engineer,

Illinois

Canadian Pacific;
.Second vice-president, W. G. Curtis, engineer maintenance
of way. Southern Pacific;
Treasurer, W. S. Dawlcy, chief engineer, Chicago
Eastern Illinois;
Secretary, L. C. Fritch, superintendent, Baltimore & Ohio

&

Southwestern.

— Augustus Torrey,

chief engineer, Michigan Cenchief engineer, Pennsylvania Lines West
of Pittsburgh; D. J. Whittemorc, chief engineer, Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul; F. H. McGuigan, superintendent.
Grand Trunk; W. K. McFarlin, chief engineer, Chicago, Rock
Nland & Pacific; Hunter McDonald, chief engineer, Nash-

Directors

tral;

ville,

tral.

G.

cM'iltd considerable iiilluence in matter^ pertaining to
lailway track maintenance.
However, at its annual
meeting at Denver, in .September, 1898, the Roadmasters'
.\ssociation by a close vote decided that it would remain
a roadmasters' organization and not by a change of name
constitute itself a jjossihle luuleus for the pro|)oscd I'.ngiiieering Association.
At the i)reliminary meeting a temporary organization
was effected with the late Augustus Torrey, chief engineer of the Michigan Central, as chairman, and L. C.
I'ritch, then superintendent of the I'altimore & Ohio
.Southwestern, as secretary.
The chairman appointed,
as a committee to prepare a constitution and by-laws,
John F. Wallace, then assistant second vice-president,
Illinois Central, chairman P. Alex. Peterson, then chief
engineer, Canadian Pacific
Thomas Rodd, chief engineer, Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh; C. H. Hudson, chief engineer, .Southern Railway, and W. G. Curtis,
engineer maintenance of way, Southern Pacific.
At a meeting held in Buffalo on March 30, 1899, a permanent organization of what was then known as the
;\merican Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
.Association was effected with these officers:

Thomas Rodd,

Chattanooga

&

St.

Louis.

:

H. A. Kennedy, general superintendent, Cleveland, Canton
Southern.
F. E. Paradis, chief engineer, Chicago Terminal Transfer.
C. Dougherty, roadmaster, Illinois Central.
G. W. Merrill, roadmaster, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
W. S. Kinnear, principal assistant engineer, Michigan Cen-

W.

of

Decades

;

probable that few even of the most far-sighted of
the founders of this association appreciated the magnitude of the movement which they were setting on foot.
As a matter of fact, some hesitancy was expressed, not
as to the need of such an organization, but as to whether
engineers in sufficient number would join its ranks to
enable the association to assume that place in railway
work which the importance of its interests demanded.
Owing, however, to the indefatigable energy and competence of those who were elected to guide its destinies
in the early years, the association almost immediately
assumed an important position and at once assured its
founders that they had made no mistake in shaping the
preliminary organization and outlining plans for future
work. From the very beginning the work of the association was directed along the same broad lines which have
since characterized its course.
Even though their names form a part of the permanent
records of the association, it is well to call especial attention to those pioneers to whom the association as at present constituted, owes so much. Those who attended the
preliminary meeting on October 21, 1898, were the folIt is

lowing

Two

Western.
H. W. Church, roadmaster. Lake Shore

&

Michigan South-

ern.

G. H. Bremner, assistant engineer, Chicago, Burlington
Quincy.
A. Torrey, chief engineer, Michigan Central.
Harry P. Robinson, editor The Railway Age.

&

The circular calling for this preliminary meeting was
issued from the office of the Railway Age. It is a rnatter
of some interest that it was the original expectation to
graft this engineering association upon the existing Roadmasters' Association, which had formerly and has since

The

first real convention of the association was held
Chicago on March 14 and IS, 1900. The success of
this meeting is probably unparalleled in the history of new
organizations and no small measure of the success with
which the association started off is due to the great ability of John F. Wallace as presiding officer.
The association has in succeeding years honored itself
as well as the chosen members in the selection of its presiding officers.
Its earlier leaders were: Wallace, Kit-

in

tredge, Kelley, Johnston, Berg, McNab, Fritch, Cushing.
Several of these have held office for two terms Johnston declined re-election and Berg was removed by death
McNab was
less than two months after his election.
In the more recent years the
elected to succeed him.
office has been ably filled by E. F. Wendt, W. B. Storey,
;

Robert Trimble, A. S. Baldwin, J. G. Sullivan and now
by C. A. Morse. The last named has had even more than
ordinary opportunity to demonstrate his capacity, having
been selected by the United States Railroad Administration as assistant director of operation in charge of engineering and maintenance.
At the convention in March of 1911 the name of the

was changed from the American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association to the
American Railway Engineering Association, the old name
The old
having proved too awkward and unwieldy.
name, however, has died hard and even to this day one
association
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The Past-Presidents

of the

American Railway Engineering Association

John F. Wallace

Hunter McDonald
Walter Berg

G.

H. G. Kelley

E. F.

Robt. Trimble

W.

Kittredge
A.

W.

Johnston

Wm. McNab
W.

L. C. Fritch

687

C. Gushing

W.

Wendt
A.

S.

Baldwin

C. S. Churchill
B. Storey
J. G. Sullivan

:
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still

lio.irs

rcfoioiice

li>

llir

" M.-iiiiU'iiami.'

of

Way

Asso-

stand;iii| car, but

Vol. CJ, rJo. lib

they arc only two feet wide and sub-

ciation."

ject to derailmenl.

manual of tiu- association, uliiili, wlicn it was first
proposed was dcscrihcil as a means of "I)ottlinjj up" tincoucciilralcd wisdom that had been sc|ucc'zcd out of a
\ast amount of individual invosti^alion and the intciwas first proposed by
chanj^c of i^crsonal oxpciicnccs

of these cars during October ;uid November, .'nid never
li.id ,111 .iccident, although many of our men were injured,
but my turn came on November 13. 'i'he car was derailed
near the town of Buzancy, at the jKjint where the Germans had mined the embankment and track, and I was
thrown down the bank, about eight feet high, and into
a stream (jf running water, with the car on to]) of me.
hriM- always niade a habit of running inspection cars
in duplicate, that is, running two cars, (jne following the
other, so that in case one car gives out I will have the
other to use, and I was very lucky to do so on this particular day, for the reason that the men on the second
car discovered my absence and got me out of the water
just in time and before I was drowned.
"I worked my way back to a field hospital and was
later sent to an evacuation hospital, and I have been in
Base Hospital No. 66 at Neufchateau since November
18.
Was getting along very nicely when I was attacked
with bronchial pneumonia, wliich affected every part of
my system and my heart was very low. In fact, the
doctors had .some doubt as to whether I would pull
through, but thanks to my constitution I am again on the
mend, and am leaving here on January 2 for Cannes, on
the French Riviera, where I will be at a convalescent
camp until I get enough strength to rejoin the regiment,
of which I am now in command, as our colonel has been
relieved and is chief engineer of the First Army. I shall
expect to join the regiment at its headquarters at Conflans and go back home with it, but I do not look for
orders much before April or May.
"(Signed)
Hiram J. Slifer,
"Lieut. -Colonel, C. of E., U. S. A."
The following letter by Capt. John R. Thompson, addressed to J. Beaumont, of the division of valuation. Interstate Commerce Commission, Chicago, contains an impressive account of Col. Slifer's death and funeral

Till-

A. \V. Sullivan, then general superintendent of the lUinois Central and later general manager of the Missouri
Pacific.
This first tentative consideration was cryslalized at the fourth annual convention into a resolution
presented by Mr. Berg, which, promjjtly adopted, became
the foundation upon which the manual has grown to its
present proportions and importance.
The first edition
was published in 1905. That this work has received widespread recognition as an authority is indicated by the
purchase of over 2,800 copies of the last edition by the
United States Government during the war. The association's specifications for steel bridges, the study of the
effects of

moving loads upon

bridges, the

committee and the investigation now
stresses in track are matters covered

work

in

of its
progress

in the

rail

on

Manual or

other publications of the association worthy of special
mention. For much of this work the association has been
indebted to representatives from the faculties of engineering schools who have from the first closely associated
themselves in its work to the benefit f)f the association and
with an influence upon their own work whose value can
scarcely be overestimated.

The Last Days

of

Hiram

J.

Slifer

of the death of Col. Hiram J. Slifer at one of
the base hospitals in France on February 4, 1919, was a
shock to his many friends and acquaintances. Dying in
the active service of
country at the
his
mature age of 62,
'^^h.
after an active railway career in this
country, Mexico and
the Canal Zone, his
life was not one that
ever placed him under Roosevelt's classification of the "men
who lead soft lives."

News

His

name

wall

go

the records of
the association as one
who did it honor.
Because of his wide
into

acquaintance

among

fellow members
the
association,

welcome

of

we

Col. H.

J.

Slifer

opportunity to present a few facts concerning his last days, in
the form of three letters received from France, one of
which he wrote himself to his friend, G. E. Greer, which
This gives in Col. Slifer's own
is abstracted below.
words a detailed account of the accident which eventually caused his death.
"Neufchateau (Vosges), France,
this

"December 30, 1918.
two days after the Armistice was
signed, I went into the German territory to make an
inspection of some track where the Germans had mined
and blown up an eight-foot embankment every couple
hundred feet for possibly a quarter of a mile. I went
on the inspection trip on one of our usual six-men gasThese are just as high as the
oline inspection cars.

"On November

13,

I

iiad i)ractically

been living on one

I

"Commercy (Meuse), France,
"A. P. O. 747,
"February 5, 1919.
"Last Saturday I was in Conflans, headquarters of the
21st Engineers, and heard that Col. Slifer was in town.
I went to his quarters and had a long visit with him.
You probably know that he has been in the hospital since
he was injured last fall, and he told me Saturday that it
was a great burden to him to be in Conflans, but he
wanted to see his old friends with the 21st Engineers,
and he thought he could stand it, but the strain was telling
upon him badly, and when I left him he said that he
knew that he had made a mistake in making the effort.
He stayed in Conflans over Sunday and on Monday
started for the southern part of France, but got only as
far as Neaufchateau and was compelled to return to the
hospital at that point.
This morning Col. Howard, of
the 13th Engineers, came into the office and told us that
Col. Slifer died yesterday and the funeral would be at the
hospital near Vertuzey at 12 o'clock today.
"I attended the funeral, and to me it was the most impressive ceremony I have ever attended. It was military,
and, considering the circumstances, there was a large
attendance. In addition to the prescribed military escort
consisting of a firing squad of about 100, a full band,
honorary pall bearers of lieut. -colonels and colonels and
active pall bearers of captains, there was a large gathering
of officers, both from his own regiment and friends. As
the body was lowered into the grave in a casket in a
large American flag, the firing squad fired three rounds
and then the bugler blew taps. Occasional explosions of
damaged ammunition in the distance, together with the
surroundings, made the ceremony most impressive, and
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always remember it. Among the oftlcers present
will kncjw were Capt. Rowland, Capt. Stonp and
Capt. J. V. Brown.
"From all I have heard of Col. Slifer's experience in
France, he has made an excellent officer both from a milHe is well liked by all
itary and railroad point of view.
his men, and his death was a great blow to them, as I
have heard those who live in Chicago often speak of the
time when they could parade through the Loop on their
return to the States with their colonel.
"(Signed)
John R. Thompson."
Some details of the service which Col. Slifer rendered
to his country from the time that he was commissioned
as major in the Engineer Officers Reserve Corps until he
was incapacitated by the accident that caused his death,
and a tribute to his ability as an officer of the National
Army, are contained in the following letter by M. E.
Pumphrey, captain of engineers, United States Army,
addressed to the Railway Age:
"Headquarters 21st Engineers, A. E. F.,
1

will

that

you

"February 11, 1919.
friends of the late Lieut. -Colonel Hiram
the
J. Slifer will no doubt be interested in his part of
Great War. Colonel Slifer was commissioned as Major
E. O. R. C. on August 15, 1917, and was assigned to
active duty with the 311th Engineers at Camp Grant,

"The many

Rockford,

111.,

September

12.

On

September 20 he was

transferred to the 21st Engineers, Light Railway, with
which regiment he was connected until the time of his
death.
On September 28, 1917, he was commissioned
Lieut. -Colonel, Engineers, N. A.
"During the two months that this regiment was at
Camp Grant he took charge of the picking of the special
trained men for the work which this regiment was to do
and ably assisted Col. E. D. Peek, regimental commander,
in perfecting the organization of the regiment.
He left
the states with the regiment and arrived in France on
January 10, 1918, and proceeded to Challuy (Nievre),
near Nevers, France, where regimental headquarters were
During the few weeks that he was located
established.
at this place he assisted in the preparation for construction of important works in this vicinity.
"On February 27 he proceeded with the regiment to
Sorcy (Meuse), where he was located until July. It was
here that Col. Slifer's experience and ability was to come
into play.
Sorcy was designated to be made into an important railhead for the American troops, which occupied the Toul Sector.
It also was the headquarters of
the American light railways in the Advance Zone., In
April Col. Slifer was made chief engineer of the light
railways, 21st Engineers, and inaugurated plans of construction, maintenance and operation which later proved
to be of inestimable value.
"During the month of July, Col. Slifer was engaged in
superintending and planning a light railway system to
serve the American sector to the south of Luneville.
TJpon completion of this work he returned to Sorcy to
find that preparations were in progress for an action
which was afterward known as the St. Mihiel offensive.
During the period of preparation Col. Slifer was at his
office or in the field every day, working from 12 to 18
hr. out of the 24.

"After the close of the

St.

to Vraincourt,

sector. On November 1, the date of the beginning
of the final drive, Col. Slifer spent several hours visitmg the varifnis detachments which were working under

gonne

and encouraged and helped them very mateDuring the period from November 1 to November 13 he was constantly with his men under the most
trying and dangerous conditions, and it was due primarily to him that the Services of Supply bore up under
the strain in the Advance Zone. On November 13, while
traveling on a light railway motor which was derailed,
He was taken to a near-by hospital
his arm was broken.
and in the course of a few days evacuated to a base hosUpon his partial
pital, where he develcjped pneumonia.
recovery from this sickness, he was evacuated to a hospital at Cannes (Mediterranean), where he rapidly recovered his strength. In the middle of January a medical board decided that he be sent home, as it was considered that he would be unable to stand the work under
the trying climate where his regiment was located.
"In order to say good-bye to his men, he made a trip
to Conflans (Meurthe et Moselle), where he arrived
January 31 and on February 2 he started to Bordeaux.
Upon arriving at Neufchateau (Vosges) his condition
was such that the doctor ordered him to a hospital, where
Due
it was found that he had pneumonia a second time.
to his enfeebled condition, he was unable to survive the
second attack, and expired in one of the base hospitals
on February 3. On February 5 he was buried at the American Cemetery near Sorcy (Meuse) with the rest of the
members of his command who had been killed in action,
or who had died in France.
"While Col. Slifer had had no previous military training before entering the National army, he was in every
respect a soldier. His remarkable ability was of invaluable help in the transportation service of the advance
zone.
For practically eight months he lived within 10
miles of the front and spent considerable time within one
or two miles of "No Man's Land." It is probable that
no commanding officer of any unit in the A. E. F. was
more respected or beloved by his officers and men than
His loss is felt most keenly by all, and the
Col. Slifer.
Army lost the services of one of the finest types of
shell fire
rially.

;

Americans.

"(Signed)
M. E. Pumphrey,
"Captain Engineers, U. S. A."
Col. Slifer was one of the earliest members of the
A. R. E. A., being the twenty-first member. He had been
active in its work throughout its history and was a member of the Committee on Economics of Railway Labor at
the time of his death.

An

Inspection of Steel Ties

The Tri-City

Steel Tie Corporation, St. Louis, is arranging to conduct a party to inspect an installation of
306 of its ties in a high speed main track of the Chicago
& Alton, at Robey St., Chicago, leaving the \'an Buren
These
St. Station of the Illinois Central at 12:15 today.
ties were installed on this track over three years ago and
an opportunity is now afforded to inspect them after
The party will return to Van
this exacting service.
Buren St. by 1 o'clock. All interested railway men are
invited to

Mihiel offensive Col. Slifer

Meuse, northwest of Verdun,
with the regiment where they took station on October 12.
At that time the light railways of that sector were in a
deplorable condition and practically no service was being
rendered to the combatant troops. By November 1 an
immense amount of work had been done on the light
railways and the ammunition and rations were being
placed within one mile of the front on the Meuse-Ar-

was ordered
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make

Many

this trip.

Erie

Men

Attend Convention

The officers of the Erie have arranged for every division engineer and almost every supervisor on the system
to visit the convention and exhibit for at least a day.
Half of the division engineers and supervisors were present at the meeting yesterday and the remainder will come
to-day.
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New
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22 rt\i;iilar and 2 si)i'cial commitUcs
Kailuay l*'.nfjiiu'criii}f .As.sociation liavc
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.Xnu'iiiaii
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Committee Chairmen

In

tlic

piosont cliainiian, W I'. W illsci', is romplotiiij;
uiioxpirod portion of llu- u-nii of John R. l,oi>,dily,

'J'rack, tlio
llio

.

last sprinj^, and who roMr. W'iltsoo was vico-chairman
llo has lakon an aotivo intoiost in track
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ioiisly.

W. H. Hoyt
W. P. Wiltsee

G.
B.

New Committee
work on the Norfolk
assistant to the chief

&

J.

H.

Western, on which road he

is

His interest to track
matters extends to the Roadmasters' and Maintenance
of Way Association, in which he has taken an active
part for some time.
During the last two years he has
served as an officer in that organization.
Mr. Wiltsee
has given considerable time to original studies of track
matters, one of which has been to arrive at an analytical
determination of rail renewals through measurements of
rail wear.

of the A. R. E. A.

Kay, the now chainnan of tho Committee on
and one of hi.s particular
liohliios is improvomont in the (jualily of rail.
Conse(|uonl!y his soloction as chairman of this important comniilli'c is a lof,ncal ono.
As chief on).;inoer of the Dclauaic, Lackawanna & VVostern, ho has hocn responsible
for a larj^o amount of constrnclivo work in the study of
(ioorj^'o J.

Rail,

is

essentially a slndont

wear and rail failures.
which ho is ros])onsil)Io on

rail

One
that

practice in particular for
is tho sof^rof^ation of

road

W. H.

Ray

Mann

Chairmen

engineer.

Vol. 66. No. lib

C.

Finley

M. Taylor

of the A. R. E. A.

the rails laid in the track according to heats, so that it is
possible to keep a careful history of each heat of rails
Under his supervision the Lackarolled for this road.
wanna has been a pioneer in the use of screw spikes and
heavy tie plates, his studies along this line having been
the subject of an important bulletin published by the association.
Although track matters seem to have taken a
very large part of his attention, Mr. Ray commands no
little distinction as the chief engineer of the Lackawanna
during the inception, prosecution and completion of the

:
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At the present
world famous Tunkhannock viaduct.
time he is on leave of absence in order to serve as engineering assistant to the director of the Eastern region.
Aside from the important part he has taken in association
committee work, he has served a term as director.
The appointment of C. M. Taylor as chairman of the
Committee on Wood Preservation is another illustration
of the close co-operation between the American Railway Engineering Association and other organizations
specializing in different branches of work carried on by
Mr. Taylor has been an active and
this Association.
valuable member of the American Wood Preservers'
Association for a number of years, being one of its vicepresidents at the present time. His position as superintendent of treating plants for the Central Railroad of
New Jersey and the Philadelphia & Reading at Port
Reading, N. J., makes him eminently fit for leadership
of the Committee on Wood Preservation at a time when
that industry is passing through a marked transition.

The Committee on Yards and Terminals

is

headed

this

year by B. H. Mann, signal engineer of the Missouri
Pacific.
While his training has been largely along the
line of signaling his railroad experience has been so
varied, covering Eastern and Western roads both large
and small, and he has always been given to studying his
problems from a broad viewpoint, that he is in fact well
chosen for leadership of this committee. He has, however, taken a very active interest in signal matters, having
served as a member of the Railway Signal Association
of which he was president in 1912.
The chairmanship of the rather prosaic Committee on
Rules and Organization is held this year by W. H. Finley,
formerly chief engineer of the Chicago & North Western,
and now president of the corporate organization of that
road.
Mr. Finley's interests are varied and this is only
one of a large number of activities in which he plays an
important part.

The new chairman

of

the

Committee on Wooden

Bridges and Trestles is W. H. Hoyt, who succeeds to
the leader.ship of the committee from the position of
vice-chairman. He is assistant chief engineer of the Duluth, Missabe & Northern, where he has had an opportunity to obtain an extended experience in trestle work in
connection with the design, construction and maintenance
of large ore docks.
Mr. Hoyt is an active member of
the association, but his interest in engineering society
matters is not restricted to this body, since he is also
active in the work of the Duluth engineering societies.

Orders for Steel Rails
The committee

in

Prospect

representing the steel manufacturers

hold a conference in Washington on Wednesday
with the Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce, which is seeking the co-operation of the industries
in an effort to readjust prices.
If a satisfactory price is
agreed upon, the Railroad Administration will place an
initial order for 500,000 tons of rails.
Steel companies
have already offered a reduction of $5 under tlie prices
$55 for Bessemer and $57 for open hearth
set last year
but the Railroad Administration wants lower prices.
Director-General Hines held a conference in New
York on Monday with the regional directors and also
with some of the bankers regarding the plans for financing the Railroad Administration's debts to the railroad
companies. A further conference will be held with the
railway executives in Washington when the directorgeneral is expected to announce definitely the plan for
issuing warrants for part of the amounts due to the
railroad companies.
will

—

—
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A. R. E. A. Registration
is the registration of the members and
guests at the convention of the American Railway Engineering Association on yesterday, the opening day

The following

Members
Abbott, F.
N. Y.
Allen, L.

J.,

Ambrose,

J.

Insp.

E.,

Eng.,

Lackawanna

Steel

Co.,

Buffalo,

Ch. Eng., Ann Arbor R. R. Co., Owosso, Mich.
R. W., Chief Eng., Toronto Term. Ry., Toronto,

Ont., Canada.

Azel (in military service).
Angerer, Victor, Prcs. Wni. Wharton
.'Vmes,

Jr.

&

Co., Inc., Easton,

Pa.

Angler, F. J., Supt. Tim. Pres., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore.^
Armour, Robert, Mas. Eng., Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal, Can.
.Armstrong, H. J., Asso. Prof. C. E., Armour List., Chicago,
111.

J. A. (Director), Chief Eng., P. & L. E. R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Auten, J. C, Prin. Asst, Eng., Penna. R. R., Wilmington, Del.
Bailey, A. R., Asst. Prof., Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, Mich.
Baldridge, C. W., Asst. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago.
Baldwin, A. S. (Past-President), Vicc-Pres., I. C. R. R. Co.,
Chicago.
Baldwin, Hadley, Asst. Ch. Eng., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., Cincinnati, O.
Baldwin, R. A., .'\sst. Eng., C. N. R., Toronto, Canada.
Ballard, E. E., Asst. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago.
Balliet, H. S., Asst. Term. Mgr., Gr. Cen. Ter., and Sig. Eng.,
N. Y. C. R. R., New York.
Baluss, F. C, Eng. B. and B., D. M. & N. Rv., Duluth, Minn.
Bardwell, R. C, Asst. Eng.. M. P. R. R, St Louis, Mo.
Barnes, O. F., Div. Eng., Erie R. R., Jersey City, N. J.
Barrett, J. E., Supt. Trk. B. & B., L. & H. R. R., Warwick,
N. Y.
Barrett, W. C, Div. Eng., Lehigh Valley R. R., Sayrc, Pa.
Barry, G. R., Div. Eng., Penna. Lines. Chicago.
Barry, H. B., Dist. Eng., St. L.-S. F. R. R., Springfield, Mo.
Bates, Onward, Con. Eng., Chicago.
Beahan, Willard, First Asst. Eng., N. Y. C. R. R., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Beall, L. L., Chief Eng., A. B. & A. R. R., Atlanta, Ga.
Beckett, F. T., Eng. M. of W., C. R. I. & P. Rv., El Reno,
Okla.
Bell, Gilbert J., Eng. Western district, A. T. & S. F. Ry.,

Atwood,

Topeka, Kan.
Beugler,

&

Co.,

Edwin

New

J.,

Con. Eng., Westinghouse, Church, Kerr

York.

Beye, John C, Oak Park, 111.
Blum, Bernard, Div. Eng., Nor. Pac. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Boardman, Francis, Div. Eng., Elec. Div., N. Y. C. R. R., New
York, N. Y.
Bond, F. L. C, Chief Eng., G. T. Rv., Montreal. Can.
Boyd, G. E., Div. Eng., D. L. & W. R. R., BufTalo, N. Y.
Breckinridge, W. L., Chief Eng., C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago,
111.

Bremner, Geo. H. (Treasurer), Dis. Eng., Bureau of Valuation, I. C. C, Chicago.
Brown, A. V., Eng. M. W., Lake Shore Electric Ry., Sandusky, Ohio.
Briggs, Z. M., Asst. Eng., P. R.

R..

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Brown, E. H., Supcrv. B. & B., N. P. Ry., Minneapolis, Minn.
Brown, H. C, Jr., Chicago.
Brown, H. W., Asst. Div. Eng., Penna. Lines. Cleveland, O.
Brumley, D. J., Chief Corp. Eng., I. C. R. R. Co., Chicago.
Brunner, John, Asst. Insp. Eng., 111. Steel Co., Chicago.
Buehler. Walter, Con. Eng. Wood Pres., Barrett Co., Chicago, 111.
Burgess, G. H., Chairman \'al. Comm., D. & H. Co., .\lbany,
N. Y.
Burke, M. 1., Asst. Eng., Big Four Rv., Indianapolis, Ind.
Burns, J. F., Asst. Eng. M. W., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.
Burpee, Moses, Ch. Eng., B. & A. R. R., Houlton, Me.
Burrell, Chas. F., Eng. M. of W., K. & I. T. R. R., Louisville, Kv.
Burton, W. J., .\sst. Eng., Mo. Pac. R. R., St. Louis. Mo.
Campbell, J. L. (Director), Ch. Eng., E. P. & S. W. R. R.,

El P3.SO Tex
Carpenter,' H. R., Chief Eng., M. P. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Chandler, Charles, Asst. Bridge Eng., I. C. R. R., Chicago.
Christian, W. A., Senior Civil Eng. in charge of Track and

Roadway,

I.

C.

Churchill, Chas.

Western Ry.

C, Chicp^o,
S.

Co.,

111.

(Past-President), Vice-Pres., Norfolk
Roanoke, Va.

&
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I'liin.. U. & I. K.
K. K.. Diiliitli. Minn.
HiidKc F.iiK., Nor. Pac. Ky., St. Paul, Minn.
CKviland, G. C. Chief Eng., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buf-

W.

Chirk,

A.. Cliiif

iKiiunls. M.

I'"..

C'levclaiul, t >hio.
Manrii'i', Siipcrv. Kng., Pi'nna. Lines, Indianapniis.
Codiran, C. W. (In Military Service).
Conner, F. K., Chief Kng., L. E.
W. K. I\., hHJi.iiiaiiolis.
( ).
Cook, C. C. Chief Dept. of Per.soim.l, I!.
i^ k., liallifalo,

Coliurii,

&

&

niore,
Coon, C.

Md.

I., Eng. Gr. Cen. Terminal, N. Y. C. R. R., New York.
Corthell, A. B., Chief luig., B. & M. R. R., Boston.
W. H. (Director), Chief Eng. L.
N. R. R.,

&

I.onisvillc, Ky.
Cox, J. B., Cons. Eng., Chicago, III.
Coyne, C. S., Asst. Eng., Grand 'I'nmk Ry., London, Ont.,
Canada.
Cninipton, Arthur, Val. Eng., G. T. Ky., Montreal, Canada.
Curd, W. C, Chicago.
Curtis, L. G., Chief Eng., B. & O. R. R. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Curtiss, L. B., Asst. Eng., Nor. Pac. Rv., St. Paul, Minn.
Cushing, W. C. (Past-President), Ch. Eng. M. of Way, Pa.

Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
harden. W. L., Eng. Bldgs., S. A. L., Norfolk, Va.
Davidson, Geo. M., Chemist
Eng. Tests, C. & N.
1

&

W.

Ry.,

Chicago.
Davis, A. L., Office Eng., I. C. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Davis, Garrett, Asst. Eng., C. R. 1. & P. Ry., Kansas City,

Mo.
Doiniling, T. F., Ch. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Delaniere. C. T., Eng. Const., C. P. R., Montreal, Canada.
Dick, H. B., Dist. Val. Eng., B. & O. R. R.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Didicr, Paul, Prin. Asst. Eng., B. & O. R. R.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dillenbeck, Clark, .\sst. Ch. Eng., P. & R. Ry., Philadelphia,
F.

L.,

Con. Eng., Gen. Rv. Sig. Co., Rochester,

N. V.

Donahcv,

Dorley, A.

Eng. M. W., East. Lines, M.

F.,

P.

R.

R.,

St.

Mo.

Louis,

Dorrancc,

W.

T.,

Chief Dr., N. Y. N. H.

Haven, Conn.
Douglas, H. T.,

&

H. R.

R.,

New

&

A. R. R., Chicago.
Jr., Chief Eng., C.
L., Chief Surveyor, C. P. R., Winnipeg, Canada.
L. A. (Director), Asst. Gen. Mgr., I. C. R. R., Chi-

Doui)e,

I.

Downs,
cago,

111.

Draper, E. S., Eng. Str., B. & A. R. R.. Boston, Mass.
Dunham, Chas. A., Signal Eng., G. N. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Dvke, R. L.. Div. Eng., N. Y. S. & W. R. R., Elmira. N. Y.
Eaton, W. T.. Eng. Dept, St. L. S. W. Ry., Tyler, Tex.
Eck, W. L. Signal and Electrical Supt., Sou. Ry., Washington, D. C.
Edgcrton, H. H., Asst. Eng., C. G. W. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Edwards, W. R., Sen. St. Eng., I. C. C, Washington, D. C.
Ehrke, John, Supt., Grand Trunk Ry., Battle Creek, Mich.
Elder,

T.

M. C. R. R., Niles, Mich
H., Signal Eng., N. Y. C. R. R., Albany, N. Y.
Eng., Div. of Safctv, I. C. C, Washington,

D.. Div. Eng..

W,

Elliott.
Ellis, G.

E., Sig.

D. C.
Ellsworth, F. H., Div. Eng., N. Y., N. H.

&

H. R.

R.,

New

Haven, Conn.
Entwisle, E. D., Ch. Eng., J. & S. C. R. R., Johnstown, Pa.
Ericson, E. G., Prin. Asst. Eng., N. W. Sys. Pa. Lines, Pittsburgh.
Evans, W. T., Asst. Eng., C. & A. R. R., Chicago.
Fair, J. M., Asst. Supr.. Penna. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.
Fairbairn, J. M. R., Ch. Eng., Can. Pacific Ry., Montreal,

Canada.
Fairchild, Dennison, Div. Eng., Nor. Pac. Ry., Duluth, Minn.
Faucettc, W. D., Chief Eng., S. A. L. Ry., Norfolk, Va.

W. F.. Chief Eng., Santa Fe Ry. System, Chicago.
Ferguson, H. K., President, Ferguson Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Fitzpatrick, P. D., Ch. Eng., Cent. Vt. R. R., St. Albans, Vt.
Ford, C. F., Supr. of T. & T. Dept., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Ford, R. H., Prin. Asst. Eng., C. R. I. & P. Ry.. Chicago, 111.
Fox, J. W., Corp. Ch. Eng., Cen. of Ga. Ry., Savannah, Ga.
Frink, E. A. (Director), Principal Asst. Eng., S. A. L. Rv.,
Norfolk, Va.
Fritch, E. H. (Secretary), Chicago.
Fulks, E. B., Vice-Pres., Amer. Tar Products Co., Chicago, 111.
Gardner, \V. H., Jr., Ch. Eng., G. & S. I. R. R.. Gulfport, Miss.
Garman, H. O., Con. Eng., Ind. R. R. Com., Indianapolis, Ind.
Garner, R. D., Eng. Const., S. N. E. R. R., Providence, R. I.
Felt, C.

Supt. B. and B.,

Grand Trunk

Rv., Chicago.
Co., Chicago, 111.
Gersbach, Otto, E. M. W., Ind. Harbor Belt R. R., Gibson, Ind.
Glass, R. G., Asst. Insp. Eng., 111. Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

Gaut,

J. B.,

(joing,

S.,

.'\.

Jr., Asst. Eng., A. 'I'. &• S. 1-. Uy., Chicago,
Kwfi- Const., Granil Trunk Ky., MoiUreal, Can.
Div. Ijig., S. A. L. Ry., Savannah, (Ja.

Gold, .\l. !!.,
Ciold-daw, Waller, Asst. Architect, (Jrand Trunk I'iy., Montreal,
(irinie, K. M., .Supv. I!. & B., Nor. Pac. Ry., Dil worth, Minn.
(Iriswold,

II.

C,

Louisville,

Ky.

The Austin Co., fMcveland, O.
(!onf. f'om.. New York f!ily.
Paul, Eng. Tr. & Roadway, Big Four Ry., Cincinnati.
Hand, (i. F., Asst. Eng., N. Y. N. 11. & II. R, R., New Haven.
Hanna, John V., Ch. Eng., K. C. Tcr. Ry Kansas City, Mo.
Mannaford, A. R., Asst. Eng., Grand Trunk Rv., Hamilton, Ont
llarnian, II. II., Eng. Bridges, B. & L. E. R. R., Greenville, Pa.
Harris, G. H., Asst. Ch. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Harris, G. W., Stall of President, Ch. Eng., A. T.
S. F.
Rv. Co., Chicago.
Harsh, H. H., Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Harvev, W. C, First Asst. Eng., C. G. W. R. R., Chicago, III.
Hastings, E. M., Res. Eng., R. F. & P. R. R., Richmond, Va.
Hawk, A. T., .Architect, Rock Island Lines, Chicago, 111.
H.iydon, J. D., Roadmaster, L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.
Haves, Reuben, Str. Eng., Southern Ry., Washington, D. C.
Hazen, H. T., Eng. M. Way, C. N. R., Toronto, Out., Can.
Hcgcl, G. W., Ch. Eng., Chicago Junction Ry., Chicago, III.
Hemenway, E. O., Asst. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago.
Hench, N. M., Eng. Tr. Appl., Carnegie St. Co., Pittsburgh.
Hendricks, V. K., Asst. Ch. Eng., St. L.-S. F. and M. K. & T.
Rys., St. Louis, Mo.
Hewson, E. G., Div. Eng., G. T. Ry., Toronto, Out., Can.
Hickcy, T. H., Insp. Maint. of Way, M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Hillary, W. R., Supervising Eng., Penna. Lines, Toledo, Ohio.
Hillegass, E. B., Eng. Roadway, A. C. L., Savannah, .Ga.
Holmes, R. L., Eng. Water Service, T. & P. Ry., Dallas, Texas.
Houghton, E. R., Contract Eng., Union Pacific R. R., Omaha.
Hovey, M. H., Con. Eng., Madison, Wis.
Howard, C. P.. Senior Civil Eng., Bureau of Val., I. C. C,
ll.ias,

I',.

Il.dc,

II.

M., Railroad Spec.,'
E.,

Group

I'-UH.,

I'res.

Gennct, C. W.,

Tr.,

Eng., R.

,

&

Chicago.

Cleveland. Ohio.

A.,

T.

(Jodlove, Geo. W.,

Ilaniilioii,

Conrtenay,

Doduson,

Vol. 60, No. lib

W. Hunt &

Howson,

E. T., Engineering Editor, Railway Age, Chicago, 111.
B., Supt. Tr. Maint. and Const., N. Y. C. & St. L.
R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.
Hoyt, W. H., Asst. Ch. Eng., D. M. & N. R. R., Duluth, Minn.
Ibsen, Hans, Bridge Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Irving, T. T., Ch. Eng., Grand Trunk Ry., Western Lines.
Detroit. Mich.
Irwin, A. Chas., Portland Cement Association, Chicago.
Irwin, J. C, Asst. Val. Eng., B. & A. R. R., Boston, Me.
James, W. A., Asst. Ch. Eng., Can. Pac. Ry., Winnipeg, Man.
Johnson, Maro, Care Eng. Dept., I. C. R. R., Chicago.
Johnston, T. S. (In Military Service).
Jones, Paul, Supt., Penna. Lines, Toledo, Ohio.
Kammerer, A. L., Consulting Timber Eng., St. Louis, Mo.
Katte, E. B.. Ch. Eng. Elec. Trac, N. Y. C. R. R., New York.
Kcnnev, E. F., Met. Eng., Cambria Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kent, A. S., Chief Eng., C. L & L. Ry. Chicago, III.
Kimble, W. P., Div. Eng., Erie R. R.. Marion, Ohio.
King, E. E., Prof, of Ry. Civil Eng., Univ. of 111., Urbana, 111.
Kircher, Paul, Ch. Eng., C. F. Massey Co., Chicago.
Knowles, C. R., Supt. Water Service, 111. Cent. R. R, Chicago.
Kuehn, A. L., Genl. Supt., American Creosoting Co., Chicago.
Lacher, W. S., Asst. Eng. Editor, Railway Age, Chicago.
Lahmer, J. A.. Dist. Eng., M. P. R. R., Little Rock, Ark.
Laird, H. G., Eng. Roadway, A. C. Line. Jacksonville, Fla.
Lakin, F. D.. Div. Eng., Erie R. R„ Meadville, Pa.
Larsson, C. G. E., Asst. Chief Ene., Am. Bridge Co.. New York.
Leatherbury, F. W.. Div. Eng., G. C. & S. F. Ry., Temple, Tex.
Leckie, A., Loc. Eng., K. C. S. Ry., Grandview, Mo.
Lee, E. H. (Director), Prest, C. & W. I. R. R. Co., and Belt

Hoyt, C.

Ry. of (Chicago, Chicago.
Lee, Frank, Eng. M. of Way, Eastern Lines, C. P. R., Montreal.
Lefifler, B. R.. Eng. Bridges, N. Y. C. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.
Lemond, J. S., Asst. to Ch. Eng. M. of Way and St., Sou. Ry.,
Charlotte, N. C.
Lewis, C. M., Div. Eng., Erie R. R., Dunmore, Pa.
Lewis, E. R., Ch. Eng., D. S. S. & A. Ry., Duluth, Minn.
Lindsay, C. E. (Director), Member Board of Railroad Wages
and Working Conditions, U. S. R. A., Washington, D. C.
Little, J. G., Asst. Eng. Editor, Railway Age, New York City.
Lloyd, H. A., Asst. to Supt. Maint., Erie R. R., Jersey City, N. J.
Long, M. A., Asst. to Ch. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
MaCFarland, H. B., Eng. of Tests, A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago.
Mackenzie, A. C, Eng. M. Way, C. P. R. R., Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Macomb, J. de N., Office Eng., Santa Fe Ry., Chicago.
Maischaider, A. F., Eng. M. of Way, Big Four Ry., Mattoon, 111.
Mann, B. H., Signal Eng., Mo. Pac. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Masters, F. H., Div. Eng., E. J. & E. Rv., Gary, Ind.
McBride, J. S., Eng. Val., C. & E. I. R 'R., Chicago, 111.
McComb, R. J., Supt. Tracks, W. & L. E. R. R., Brewster, Ohio.
McCooe, David, Supt. of Track, G. T. Ry., Toronto, Ont., Can.
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McGuigan, Francis

H., Jr., Asst. Eng.,

Grand Trunk

Ry.,

Mon-

Can.
McLeod, H. W., Asst. Eng., C. P. R., Winnipeg, Man., Canada.
McNab William (Past-President), Chairman, Val. Com., G. T.
Kv. System, Montreal, Canada.
treal,

M. K.,
Scotia.
C. M., Eng.

McQuarrie,

Nova
McVay,

Eng.,

Dominion

Atlantic

Ry.,

Kentville,

M. of W., K. & M. Ry., Charleston, W. Va.
Meade, J. M., Special Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Topcka, Kan.
Michel, Wm., Ch. Eng., Hocking Valley R. R., Columbus, Ohio.
Mills, A. L., Receiver, Ft. S. & W. R. R., Ft. Smith, Ark.
Mitchell, Geo. A., Supt. B. & B., G. T. Ry., Toronto, Ont,, Can.
Mitchell, L. A., Supt. Roadway and Bldgs., Union Tr. Co. of
Anderson, Ind.

Ind.,

Mock,

C,

J.

Modjeski,

Sig.-Elec. Eng.,

R.,

M.

C. R. R., Detroit,

Con. Engineer, Chicago,

Mich.

111.

Montzhcimer, A., Ch. Eng., E. J. & E. Ry., Joliet, 111.
Morgan, O. K., Eng. in Charge, C. C. & 0. Ry., Johnson City,
Tenn.
Morphy, L. G., Des. Eng., B. & A. R. R., Boston, Mass.
Morrison, E. C., Div. Eng., Sou. Pac. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Morrison, W. W., Eng. M. W., P. S. & N. Ry., Kittanning, Pa.
Morse, C. A. (President), Asst. Dir. of Operation, Engineering
and Maintenance, U. S. R. A., Washington, D. C.
Motley, P. B., Eng. Bridges, C. P. R., Montreal, Can.
Mountain, G. A., Ch. Eng., Can. Ry. Commission, Ottawa, Can.
Murr, L. A., Asst. Eng., S. A. L., Portsmouth, Va.
Murray, W. A., Div. Eng., New York Central R. R., Albany.
Nagel, John R., Gen. Roadmaster, Mo. Pac. R. R., Nevada, Mo.
Neubert, John V., Eng. Track, N. Y. C. R. R., New York.
Newbegin, P. C, Maint. Eng., B. & A. R. R., Houlton, Me.

Ncwhouse,

C.
Ind.

E.,

Asst. Div. Eng., B.

&

O.

S.

W.

R. R., Sey-

mour,
Newton, A. W., Ch. Eng.,

—

Haven.
E. H., Ch. Eng., C. T. H. & S. E. Ry., Chicago, 111.
H. J., Ch. Eng., St. L.-East St. L. Term. Dist., St. Louis.
H. C, Presidents' Conference Committee, Chicago.
Pickles, J. L., Ch. Eng., D. W. & P. Ry.. West Duluth, Minn.
Quigley, C. N., Ch. Eng., Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena R. R.,
Boyne City, Mich.
Ramage, J. C., Supt. of Tests, Sou. Ry., Alexandria, Va.
Ramsey, F. R., Ch. Eng., T. St. L. & W. R. R., Frankfort, Ind.
Pfafflin,

Pfeifer,

Phillips,

J.,

Eng. Asst. to Reg.

New York

& H. Co., Albany, N. Y.
H., Oakland, Cal.
S. >¥., Div. Eng., Mobile & Ohio R. R., Murphysboro, 111.
Rys, C. F. W., Met. Eng., Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Safford, H. R. (Second Vice-President), Eng. Asst., Reg. Director, Cen. Western Region, U. S. R. A., Chicago.
Sattley, R. C, Val. Eng., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago.
Saunders, J. E., Asst. Ch. Eng., U. S. & S. Co., Swissvale, Pa.
Schall, F. E., Bridge Engineer, L. V. R. R., So. Bethlehem, Pa.
Schmitt, F. E., Associate Editor, Eng. News-Record, New York.
Schultz, W^ F., Consulting Engineer, Memphis, Tenn.
Selby, O. E., Prin. Asst. Eng., C. C. C. & St. L., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sexton, J. R., Div. Eng., Erie R. R., Huntington, Ind.
Sharpley, H. F., Prin. Asst. Eng., Cen. of Ga. Ry., Savannah, Ga.
Shaver, A. G., Con. Elec. and Sig. Eng., Chicago.
Shaw, B. B., Div. Eng., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Little Rock, .^rk.
Ruhl, H. T., Eng. M. W., D.

Rupp,
Ryan,

W.

Shurtlcff, A. K. (Assistant Secretary), Chicago.
Silliman, Chas., Group Eng., Pres. Conf. Com., Washington, D. C.
Sills, J. M., Prin. Asst. Eng., St. L.-S. F. R. R., St. Louis.
Silliman, J. M., Div. Eng., D. & H. Ry., Onconta, N. Y.
Simons, P. T., Senior Drainage Engineer, Moorhead, Minn.
Sisson, F. P., Asst. Eng., Grand Trunk Ry., Detroit, Mich.
Slibeck, G. J., Ch. Eng., Pettibone, Mulliken Co., Chicago, 111.
Sloggett, L. O., Val. Dept., 111. Cent. R. R.. rhicago.
Smith, D. W., Val. Eng., Hocking Valley Rv., Columbus, Ohio.
Smith, E. W., Asst. to Ch. Eng., S. A. L., Norfolk, Va.
Smith, F. A., Civil Engineer, Chicago, 111.
Smith, G. L. G., Rail & Track InsD., N. P. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Smith, Huntington, Div. Eng., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R., Cleveland.

Snow,

J.

P.,

Con. Eng., Boston, Mass.

&

A. Rv., Atlanta, Ga.
Spell, W. A., Asst. Eng., A. B.
York City.
Splitstone, C. H., Eng. Const., Erie R. R.,

New

Stansbury, H.

C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Nicholson, F. L., Ch. Eng., Nor. Sou. & Virginian Railroads,
Norfolk, Va.
Norris, W. H., Bridge Eng., Maine Central Ry., Portland, Me.
Nusz, W. G., Asst. Eng., I. C. R. R. Co., Chicago.
Ogle, W. F., Chief Draftsman, C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Owen, A. E., Chief Eng., C. R. R. of N. J., New York City.
Palmer, G. P., Div. Eng., B. & O. C. T. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Palmer, H. A., Asst. Land Com., Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal.
Parker, W. A., Marvsville, Kan.
Parsons, R. S., Chief Eng., Erie R. R., New York Citv.
Passel, H. S., Chief Eng., C. I. & W. R. R., Indianapolis, Ind.
Patterson, F. M., Interstate Commerce Commission, Chicago, 111.
Peabody, G. A., Ch. Eng., Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Peabody, J. A., Signal Eng., C. & N.-W. Ry., Chicago, III.
Pence, W. D. (Director Editor of Publications), Member Eng.
Board, Interstate Commerce Commission, Chicago, 111.
Perkins, C. D., Asst. to E. M. W., N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., New

Ray, G.
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Dir.,

Eastern Region, U.

S.

R. A.,

City.

Ray, W. M., Asst. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.
Reagan, J. H., Supt. Track, Grand Trunk Ry., Chicago.
Reamer, R. V., Eng. M. W., C. R. R. of N. J., Jersey City, N. J.
Reichmann, Albert, Div. Eng., Am. Bridge Co., Chicago.
Rcimann, Robert, Asst. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Relay, Md.
Reinholdt, J. H., Ch. Eng., M. & St. L. R. R., Minneapolis, Minn.
Rhea, Frank, Com. Eng., Bureau Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Pulaski, Va.
Rice, S. B., Eng. M. W., R. F. & P. R. R., Richmond, Va.
Richards, C. A., Div. Eng., Rock Island Lines, Haileyville, Okla.
Richardson, C. P., Eng. Water Serv,, C. R. I. & P. Rv., Chicago.
Richey, C. W., Asst. Div. Eng., P. R. R„ Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rickert, O., Gen. Roadmaster, Mo. Pac. R. R., Monroe, La.
Riegler, L. J., Asst. Eng., Pennsylvania Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Riggs, H. E., Prof, of Civ. Eng., Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor.
Riley, D. A., Eng. Dept., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Roberts, S. S., Staff Officer, Engineering, U. S. R. A., Atlanta.
Robbins, O. B., Senior Str. Eng., Bur. of Val., I. C. C., Chicago.
Roliinson, A. F., Bridge Eng., Santa Fe Ry. System, Chicago, III.
Rodcnbaugh, H. N., Eng. Asst., Reg. Director, Southern Region,
Atlanta, Ga.
Rohbock, W. L., Chief Eng., W. & L. E. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ronev, T. G., Asst. Eng., Texas & Pacific, Marshall, Texas.
Roof, VV. R., Bridge Eng,, C, G. W. R. R., Cliicago.
Rossiter, L. P., Div. Eng., L. V. R. R,. Buffalo, N. Y.

Stedje,

W.

Res. Eng., E. P. & S. W. Rv., Tucumcari, N. M.
Res. Eng., M. St. P. & S. Ste. M. Ry., Superior,

E.,

H.-,

Wis.
Man., P. & R. and C. R. R. of N. J.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Timber
Pres., St. L. & S. F. R. R.,
Steinmayer, O. C, Supv.
Springfield, Mo.
Sterling, Paul, Maint. Eng., Lines West, N. Y. N. H. & H.
R. R., New Haven, Conn.
Stern, I. F., U. S. Shipping Board, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Thos. S., Signal Eng., Santa Fe System, Topeka, Kan.
Stewart, Geo. T.. Asst. Engr., C. R. I. & P. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Stimson, Earl (First Vice-President), Gen. Supt. M. of Way
and Str., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Stocker, J. A., Ch. Engr., Toledo & Ohio Cen. Ry., Columbus, O.
Stone, L. I., Engr., Grand Trunk Ry., Toronto, Ont., Can.
Strong, J. B., Vice-Prcs., Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Sullivan, John G. (Past-President), Consulting Engr., C. P. R.,
Stein, C. H., Asst. to Gen.

Winnipeg, Man., Can.
Swartout, W. C, Asst. Engr., Mo. Pac. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Swartz, F. P., Dist. Engr., St, L.-S. F. R. R., Springfield, Mo.
Swisher, H. H., Asst. Engr., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Sykes, Vance, Div. Engr., S. A. L. Rv., Atlanta, Ga.
Talbot, A. N., Prof. Mun. & San. Engr., U. of 111., Urbana, 111.
Taylor, C. M., Supt. Creos. Plant, Phila. & Reading Ry., C. R.
R. of N. J., Port Reading, N. J.
Taylor, E. B., Jr., Div. Engr., Penna. Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Tavlor, F. J., Div. Engr., Nor. Pac. Ry., Livingston, Mont.
Temple, E. B., Eng. Asst. to Reg, Dir., Allegheny Region, U. S.
R, A., Philadelphia, Pa.
Temple, H. H., Ch. Eng., P. & W. Va. Rv., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Thompson, F. L., Ch. Eng., I. C. R. R., Chicago.
Thrower, D. W., Val. Eng., I. C. R. R., Chicago.

Tratman, E. E. R., Wheaton, 111.
Trenholm, J. B., Eng. Roadway, A. C. L., Rocky Mount, N. C.
Trimble, Robert (Past-President), Ch. Eng. Constr., Pennsylvania Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Turner, W. F., Div. Eng., Sou. Pac. Co., Ogden, Utah.
Turneaure, F. E., Dean, Col. of Engr., Univ. of Wis., Madison.
Unger, J. S,, Man. Research Lab., Carnegie Steel Co., Duquesne,
Pa.

A. M., Cost Eng., Val. Dept., C. B. & Q., Chicago.
K. L,, Chicago, 111.
Vandersluis. W. M. (In Militarv Service).
Wagner, S. T., Ch. Eng. for Corp., P. & R. Ry., Philadelphia, Pa.
Walker, WiUiam, Act. Div. Eng., Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal.
Wallace, W. A., Division Eng., Rock Island Lines, Eldon, Mo.
Walter, J. W., Shattuck, Okla.
Warden, R. E., Asst. Eng., M. P. R. R., Little Rock, Ark.
Warren, W. D., Eng., Lines East, New Haven R. R., Boston.
Welty, H. T., Eng. of Struct., N. Y. C. R. R,, New York, N. Y.
Wendt, Edwin F. (Past-President), Member Eng. Board, Bureau of Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C.
Wheeler, F. S., Div. Eng., Erie R. R„ Buflfalo, N. Y.
Wickhorst, M, H,, Eng. of Tests, Rail Committee, Chicago.

Van Auken,
Van Auken,
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Wilklns-.n.

I.

W..

WiUi.ims.

.\.

I'.,

Willi, im-i,
Kail.

(".

C'.,

Williams.

W.

()I1k<-

Div.

Imik.

I'.nn..

II.

N
&

of Ry.

I'ruf.

V,
C).

I'liiK.,

(

.

R.

\

.St,

R.,

I'liiv.

!..

R. k..

(\)iiiulls\

(

|,\<l;m(l.

illc,

I'a.

of Kaiisav, Lawrence,

Ch, Eng,. C, N. K. R., \ an Wert. O.
Ch. Imir.. a. C. L., Wilininnton. N. C.
Div. Imik,. S. A. L., Cliarkston. S. C.
Willsie. W. P.. Asst. to Ch. Eng.. N. & W. Ry.. Roanoke, \a.
Wirth, .\. A., Slipr. Kua., I'enna. Lines. I'itlsl)ur;;h, I'a.
Wishart, J. C... OlVice Imik., C. R. I. & 1'. Ry.. Chicago.
WoodrtilT. R, I'".., Snpt. Trans., Eric R, R., \'ounnslo\vn, O.
WorthinR, l-'. E„ Sig, Eng., Sou. Pac. Co.. Houston. Tex.
Yager. Louis, Eng, M. of Way, N. P. Rv., St. Paul, Minn.
Yates, J. I., Bridge Eng., Central R. R. of N. I., New York City.
Young, D. R., Asst. Eng., 1). L. S: W R. R.'HulTalo. N. Y.
I).,

W illoiiKliby. J.
W ilson, .\. O..

I':..

.

Young, R. C.

Cli.

E.ng..

L.

S.

& L and Munising

Kys..

Mar-

Mich.

(luette.

Guests
Allen.

(',.

Anderson,
Hutts.

.\.

11.,
I'.

K,.

London.
I'.

I'..,

Dist.

1'.

l-.iig.,

R\-.,

C.

&

I'asco, Wis,
C). Ry.. lluiuinnton. \V. Va.

Bebbs. J. E.. Asst. Bridge Engr., M. C, Detroit, Mich.
Benson, G. L., Superv., Eric R. R., Kent, Ohio.
Bishop. F. L, Marciuettc. Mich.
Bronson. C. B.. M. E.. N. Y. C. R. R.. New York.

Brown. G.

H., P. R. R.. Altoona. Pa.
Boclunur, A. J., Youngstown, Ohio.
Boehnic, .\. J., Youngstown, O.

Bohn, W. C, Pilot Engr., B.
Boone, J. E., St. Louis, Mo.
Borland, \V.

P.,

Interstate

&

O., G. C. Sta., Chicago.

Com. Com,, Washington.

D. C.

Bovd, fas. K., Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Brownson, C. B., N. Y. C, New York, X. ^'.
Bucll, D. C. Lt. Conidr.. Ry. Educational P.u.. Omaha, Neb.
Buzick. J. W.. Conlcy Frog & Switch Co.. Memphis. Tenn.
Cameron, A. B., Superv. Sig. Dcpt., Soo Line, Superior, Wis.
Chevalier, C. R., Roadmaster, Portland Tenn., Portland, Me.

W. T., Chicago.
Clough, A. M., N. Y'. Cent., Batavia, N. Y.
Cochrane, R. L., Chief Clerk, Chief Eng. Svs., A. T. & S. F.
R. R., Chicago, 111.
Codcrre, J. H., in charge Wood Preservation. Forest Prod.
Lab. of Canada, Montreal.
Copeland, R. D., .\sst. Eng., Wabash R. R., Mobcrly, Mo.
Copcland, G. B., Asst, Eng., A. C. L. R. R., Rocky Moun-

Christan,

tain. N. C.
Coycnolly, W. H.. Superv.. Erie R. R.. Wellsvillc, N. Y.
Curtis. Allen. B. & A. R. R., Worcester, Mass.
Disbrow, C. A., Rail Joint Co., N. Y. C.
Dodd, E. B.. Sig. Superv., Soo Line, Minneapolis, Minn.
Eddington, C. R.. Galesbury, la.
Elliot, H. S., Erie R. R., Marion, Ohio.
Flynn, W. J., Superv., Erie R. R., Elmira. N. Y.
Fitzpatrick, R., Res. Eng.. Erie R. R., Buffalo. N. Y.
Foley, J. J. Superv. of Track, G. T. R. R., Portland, Me.
Freygang, C. M., B. & O., Cincinnati, O.
Frill. G. H.. G. T. R., Belleville, Ontario.
Frith. G. H., Grand Trunk. Belleville, Ont.
Fitzsininions, W. E., Fargo. N. D.
Gibson, James M., Supt. B. & B. Dcpt., G. T. R. R., Port-

land,

Me.

Genl. Roadmaster, G. T. R. R., St. Thomas, Can.
Gongall, O. C, Asst. Supt., B. & B.-Soo Line, Minneapolis,
Grills, A.,

Minn.
Goos, Julius H., Insp. Eng., G. N. Ry., St. Paul. Minn.
Gordon, H. G.. Secy, to Ch. Engr.. G. T. Ry.. Montreal.
Gutelieus. F. P., Jr., Asst. Engr., D. & H., Albany, N. Y.
Gutelius, Wm., Tr.. Asst. Engr.. D. & H., Albany, N. Y.
Hall. F. D., B. ife M. R. R.. Boston. Mass.
Hall, T. D.. Boston & Maine. Boston, Mass.
Hanley, Thos. L., Chief Eng., Indianapolis Switch & Frog
Co.. Springfield. Ohio.
Harris. J. H., P. A. E., P. R. R.. N. Y. C.
Holden. U. S., Field Eng., B. & O.. Baltimore, Md.
Hood, J. M., A. Coy. Ry., Akron, Ohio.
Hyle, A. W., St. Louis.
Insley, H. H., H. V., Columbus, O.
Johnson, John. N. Y. C. Newburgh. N. Y.
Johnson. Paul H.. Asst. Engr.. C. I. & N. Ry.
Keggan, J. J., M. C, Erie R. R., Marion, Ohio.
Keig, J. R.. Chief Treatment Insp. Cent. West. Reg.. Purchasing Com.. U. S. R. R. A., Chicago.
KaufTman. H. H., Reading, Pa.
Kerr, H. H., V. P., Westinghousc Church, Kerr & Co., Chi.
Klumpp, G. J., N. Y. C, Rochester. N. Y.
Kowal, Joseph, Roadmaster, N. P. Ry., Washington.
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L.itul, I'.eiinell, Jr., Div. I-'.ng., S. A. L, Ry., I'lanI City, Fla.
Lees, Thos., C. P. R., Winnii)eg.
Liehly. C. A., (;enl. Inspr., C. & N. W., Chicago.
Lowe, I. D., Roadmaster, S. P. R. R. Co., Sierra Blaiua, Tex.
Lyers, Win. J.. Siipr., B. & H,. Belleville. Cana<la.
MaeArthnr, F.
Sup. Sig., C.
R. R., St. Albans. Vt.
McAelcrius, M. B., C. U. I. & P. R. R., Tishoning, Okla.

W

!•"..,

McKean,
Miller,

Y.,

J.

Melhoare,

I'".

W.

]•'..

East Tarvas.
Chicago.
Supvr. No. 1.

B.,

P,

R.

R..

W,

Pliiladdpliia. Pa.

Toronto, Canada.
Moscrip, A. L., h'rance Stone Co., Toledo, ().
Nagel, I. R.. Genl. Roadmaster, Mo. Pac. R. K.. Nevada. Mo.
Nolte, C. B.. Robt. W. Hunt & Co.. Chicago. 111.
O'Keefe. Thos., Asst. Isiig.. B. & A. R. R.. Springfield, Mass.
Pease, B. S., .'\mer. Steel & Wire Co., Chicago.
IVpinsky, B., C. C. C. & St, L. Ry., Cincinnati, O.
Pierce, R., Master Carpenter, Erie R. R., Elmira, N. V.
Phelan, P. J., G. T. R. R., Montreal.
Morell,

.\la.\,

C, V. P., Indianaijolis .S. & F. Co,, .Siiringfitld, Ohio.
Puthiam, S .H., B. & O., Cliillicotlie, O.
Redding, G. H., Div. I'.ngr.. P. R. R., Altoona, I'a.
Reeves, W. T., Robt. W. Hunt Co., Chicago, 111,
Roi)son, T. B., Roadmaster, L. & N., Evansville, Iiid.
Rodman, Geo. A., Genl. Supt., B. & B., N. Y. N. H. & H. R.
R., New Haven, Conn.
Salisbury, E. F., Asst. Eng., St. L. S. W., Tyler, Tex.
Sanbourn, H. E., Asst. Superv. B. & B., Boston & .Mbany,
Siiringfield, Mass.
Seeburger, F". F., Sig. Insp., C. M. & St. P., Tacoma, Wash,
Seelv, S. A., N. Y. C. R. R., Utica, N. Y.
Sevatosh, W. R., Res. Engr., Eric R. R., Passaic, N. Y.
Sexton, J. W., .\tlanta, Ga.
Shcafc, I. S., Pres. Sheafe Engr. Co., Chicago.
I'rice, K.

Wm., Asst. S. B. & B., L. & N.. Evansville, Ind.
Shields, H. A., Roadmaster, L. & N. R. R., Evergreen, Ala.
Sipple, L., Supt. Track, Eric R. R.. Gowanda, N. Y.
Skellmare, Thos. J., Div. Engr., P. R. R., Jersey City, N. J.
Smith, A. G., Elec. Eng., Boston
Albanv.
Smith, I. C, Superv., P. R. R., Bedford, Pa.
Stark, P. W.. Roadmaster, L. & N., Evansville, Ind.
Stoll, H. E., Bethlehem Steel Co,. Bethlehem, Pa.
Strciff, H. F., C. F., Commissioner of Education, Netherlands, East Indies.
Strobel, Charles L., Chicago.
Swartz, W. G., Asst. Eng., G. T. Ry., Montreal.
Swartz, W. G., Asst. Eng.. G. T. Rv., Montreal.
Swartz, H. C. Master B. & B.. G. T. Ry., St. Thomas, Ont.
Swatish, W. K., Passaic. N. J.
Tayner, F. B., Jos. E. Nelson & Sons.
Taylor, Thos. B., Amer. Creosoting Co., Louisville, Ky.
Thrall, W. H., Office Engr., San. Ry., Wash., D. C.
Tyers,
L. G. T. Ry.. Belleville. Canada.
Valentine, H. S., Supt. Effinger & Russell Co., Tacksonville,

Sheley,

&

Wm.

Fla.

A. M., C. B. & Q. Ry., Chicago.
\'crnon, N. D., Supor., P. R. R., Oil City. Pa.
Walters, H. N., Div. Engr., C. & O. Ry., Covington, Ky.
Warnsley, Cale, Asst. Engr.. C. M. & St. P. Rv., Chicago.
Webster, J. W., Val. Engr., E. J. & E., Joliet, III.
W'eedon, R. E., Suot. Rdy. Shop. So. Ry., Charlotte, N. C.
Wehner, A. W., Rd. Master, S. P. R. R., Lake Charles, La.
West, O. R., Asst. Engr.. A. T. & S. F.. San Francisco. Calif.
Weymouth, H., Bethlehem Steel Co., Baltimore, Md.
Weymouth. F. A.. Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.
Whitney, T. W., Supvr., Blanstown, N. J.

Van Auken,

Wilson, Byron E.. Marion, O.
Wiseman, E. B., Div. Engr., P. R. R., Buffalo. N. Y.
Winship, L., Sr., Asst. Engr.. Mo. Pac, St. Louis, Mo.
Woemer, A. H., Div. Engr., B. & O. R. R.. Wheeling, W. Va.
Woodbury. W. H., Val. Eugr.. D. & I. R. and D. M. & N.,
Duluth, Minn.

Work, W.. Resident Ent^r., G. T. R. R., Montreal.
Wright, W. C, Supvr., B. & O., Moundsville, Ala.
Zeidler. Jno. L., St. Joseph, Mo.
Zenk, Paul, Youngstown, Ohio.
Miscellaneous

& Angier, Chicago, 111.
Engr. M. of W., So. Rv.. Knoxville, Tenn.
Botts, A. P., Div. Engr., C. & O. Ry.', Huntington, W. Va.
Bishop, F. J., Asst. Engr., L. S. & D. Ry., Marquette, Mich.
Bone, J. E., Rd. Master, Mo. Pac, St. Louis, Mo.
Cornell, W. E., Transitman, L. St. L. & W. Ry., Frankfort,

Angier, W".
-Agers,

J.

E.,

Meidjiski

B.,

Ind.

Cook, H. H., Div. Engr.,

St. L.

G.

&

M.

Rv., Kingsville, Tex.
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D., Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Ry.,
Riclimond, Va.
Ericson, Chas. I)., Mgr. R. W. Hunt & Co.
Eggers, C. H., Master Carpenter, R. I., Little Rock, Ark.
Edwards, W. H., Pilot Engr., B. & O. Ry., Wheeling, W. Va.
Furguson, H., Supt. of Track., G. T. Ry., Toronto, Ont.
Gardner, E. F., Master Carpenter, Erie Ry., Buffalo, N. Y.
Gilmorc, L. E., Bethlehem, Pa.
Herndon, R. E., Rd. Master, C. R. L & P., Little Rock, Ark.
Hovey, O. E., Hm. Br. Co., New York, N. Y.
Hockman, H. M., Asst. Engr. M. of W., T. St. L. & W.,
Frankfort, Ind.
Hanson, E. S., "Concrete," Chicago.
Hertzbarg, A. L., Dist. Engr., C. P. R., Toronto, Can.
Inskof, A. H., Hocking Valley, Columbus, O.
Kirby, K. E., Valuat. Engr., Dallas Terminal, Dallas, Tex.
Kauffman, H. H., Supvr., P. R. R., Reading, Pa.
Milhoan, F. B., A. R. M. Co., Chicago.

Duke, W.

Miller,

Wm.,

Supvr., P. R. R.,

West

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Thirteenth Engineers (Railway)
officers and men in the 13th Engineers (railway), which was organized at Chicago early in 1917 and
which inckides a number of A. R. E. A. members, will
be interested in the following account of the experiences
of this regiment and the part it played in the great
war. This was prepared from a memorandum written by
Major W. G. Arn. The regiment is composed of men
from roads running west and south from Chicago.
The 3d Reserve Engineers, afterwards the 13th Engineers (railway), was organized at Qiicago and received
preliminary training on the Municipal Pier in that city.
On arrival in France the regiment was located in Chalons-sur-Marne for one month, where a preliminary study
of French track maintenance of way methods was made.
In September, 1917, the regiment was transferred to the
Second French Army in the Department of the Meuse,

Friends of

with headquarters at Fleury-sur-Aire, to take over the
maintenance and operation of the 6 Bis line of military
railroad.
The maintenance of this line was assumed in
a period of very heavy rainfall, which caused a flooding
of the Aire and other valleys in the territory covered by
the 6 Bis line, and caused numerous washouts.
The 13th Engineers having been organized without
track laborers, the French assigned to this service under the 13th Engineers two companies of Indo-Chinese
troops from the French province of Tonkin.
Being intelligent, these men quickly learned the various features
of track maintenance and made an excellent force. They
are very sober, industrious and amenable to discipline, but
small of stature.
The personal and camp cleanliness of
these troops was remarkable.
At the time the 13th Engineers took over the 6 Bis line
it consisted of a main line 60 kilometers long from Sommeille-Embranchment to Dugny-Grand-Vaux with 13 kilometers from Fleury to Souilly double tracked, and two
single track branches, one from Fleury to Clermont-enArgonne and the other from Souilly to Dombasle. At
that time the work of constructing second track from
Sommeille-Embranchment to Fleury was under way, this
work being handled entirely by the 5th French Engineers.
The amount of railroad construction work in the Second French Army sector having increased to such an extent that the force of the 5th French Engineers in that
territory were inadequate for all of the supervision, the
13th Engineers were assigned to take charge, under the
direction of Commandant De Lastours of the 5th French
Engineers, of some of the work, the labor to be furnished
by the French Second Army.
For building an artillery loading and unloading yard at
LaCousance, Madagascar negro labor troops of the
French Colonial Army were assigned, the work being directed by experienced officers and men of the 13th Engi-
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neers. The Madagascar negroes were of very low intelligence, extremely lazy and inefficient.
After the work
had partially completed the French Army found it necessary to take the Madagascar troops for other service and
the job was finished by the band and all men of the 13th
who could possibly be spared from other service.
Other construction work of a like nature carried on
was the grading and construction of tracks for the ammunition yard at Evres, the grading for a railroad yard
at Pierrefitte, the completion of grading for a military
railroad between Gimecourt and Pierrefitte, and the erection of a station and camp buildings for the railroad from
Loxeville to Pierrefitte.
The grading and track work on that part of the line of
railroad from Loxeville to Pierrefitte, which was handled
under American supervision, was performed by the IndoChinese troops, with the exception of the building erection, which was done exclusively by members of this regiment. At the time the 13th Engineers were asked to take
charge of the completion of this work there was no force
in the French Army available for the service, so it was
decided to transfer the two companies of Indo-Chinese
who had been serving on maintenance of way work on
the 6 Bis line to this work and replace them on the 6 Bis
In the meantime legislation having
line with Americans.
provided for increased strength in railway regiments, the
13th Engineers was increased to the extent authorized
and from the increased force sufficient men were obtained
to provide a maintenance force on the 6 Bis line.
During the period of training preliminary to taking
over the 6 Bis line the members of the maintenance of
way force assisted the French force in repairing cuts in
the track caused by enemy shell fire, there being considerable activity of the German artillery and aeroplanes at
that period which followed the French attack and advance of the August immediately preceding. During the
fall and winter following there was a limited amount of
shelling along the line, but in very few cases was the
track cut.
The railroad operated and maintained by the 13th Engineers was increased from time to time by the addition
of the old lines of the Est Railway from Clermont-en-

Argonne to Verdun, from Clermont to St. Menhould,
from St. Menhould to the trenches north of Vinne-laVille, from Ancemont to Verdun, from Verdun to Conflans, from Ancemont to Lerouville, from Verdun to
Sedan, and the 19 Bis military line which, in connection
with existing Hues of the Est Railway, formed a belt line
around the city of Verdun and its suburbs.
Immediately preceding and during the period of the
American advance in the territory between the Argonne
forest and Verdun the line was cut repeatedly in various
places, especially in the Verdun terminal, where there
were six separate places that the track was cut in one
morning. The general rule in cases of shell fire was that
repairs were not made until shelling ceased, except in
cases of very urgent need for the track, and in such cases
it was necessary to make the repairs under shell fire.
A letter from another member of this regiment, dated
Feb. 24 and received last Saturday, indicated that this
regiment would be moved from Fleury-sur-Aire about
March 15. The record which this regiment has made for
itself is indicated by the fact that 9 officers and 22 enlisted men have received the French Croix de Guerre.
Since the departure of Col. N. L. Howard recently for
America (he arrived in New York on March 12), Major
Arn has been in command. Recent press reports indicated that the Thirteenth regiment itself may be expected
to return within a few weeks for demobilization after an
active service of nearly two years.
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Trees, president of the association, in openinj,' the meeting, sjioke brielly of tiie work of the past \ear and reviewed the dovolo])monts of the ])ast year.
K> ,aid
]

:

President Trees' Address
The

annual exhibition opened wilii every
This would seem fully to justify the change
in the floor plans made last year which gave 31 additional
exhibit spaces. The registered attendance, including only
those visitors who presented passes or railroad transportation cards at our exhibit on Monday, 1918, was 2,942,
and on Monday, 1919, was 3,612. This would seem to
indicate a large attendance of railroad men this year.
In further patriotic support of the government, your
board of directors during the year authorized the purchase, from the surplus, of $3,000 Third Libertv Loan
Bonds and $3,000 Fourth Liberty Loan Bonds.
It was decided best that the charge for exhibit spaces
for this exhibition should remain the same as last year,
notwithstanding the present higher cost of all commodities that enter into a display of this kind.
This naturally
resulted in ab.sorbing a part of our surplus. In this connection your board of directors, after passing through the
eleventh

sjiace tilled.

uncertain times of the last two years, is of the unanimous
opinion that a substantial Ihiancial surplus should always
be maintained to assure the stability of our organization.
Our director of exhibits will explain to you briefly how
you, as exhibitors of this association, can help to reduce
the operating expenses and thus obviate the necessity of
establishing abnormally high rates on exhibit spaces.
It has been suggested that some distinction be made
between an exhibiting and a non-exhibiting member of

our

would necessitate an
amendment to our present constitution and by-laws which
is to be presented for such action as you may wish to
association.

This

change

take.

Our

secretary mailed out this year more than 10,000
and passes to railroad men and others who
might be interested in our exhibition. The principal reason for using passes is to restrict the attendance as much
as possible to those who may have some interest in the
products of our exhibitors. In the past there has been
some needless expense and duplication in the distribution
of passes, due to a few of our members mailing a large
number broadcast to lists of railroad men who, no doubt,
have already been officially invited and furnished passes
invitations

own secretary.
Invitations were also sent this year to a list of the foreign consuls located in Washington, as well as to a number of foreign commissions who are now traveling in
this country studying railroad problems.
In closing, permit me to express to you the appreciation
of your board of directors for the earnest co-operation
that our members have shown during the past year.
I
also wish to thank personally the members of the board
of directors and our most efScient secretary, Mr. Kelly,
for the splendid w-ay they have all worked together in
handling the affairs of the association for this exhibition.
by our

Treasurer's Report
C. W. Kelly, the secretary-treasurer, made the following report
While this year wall be operated at an esti:

mated

loss of $5,000,

it

is

not unexpected, because while

and membershi]) remained the .same, the expenditures have been greatly increased in ijractically
every channel. There is a marked advance on labor, on
decorations and installation.
There were also some exhibits which came in at a late hour which had to be handled on over-time and were further belated <\ui: tr) rainy,
bad wi-athcr.
With the general high prices which arc ntnv in existence and have been during the formation and construcllnor sjjace

tion

of this exhibition,

the treasurer

feels

deed to be able to make a report with as

gratified
little

in-

loss as

herein indicated.

Secretary's Report

Mr. Kelly also presented a report as secretary of the
Xational Railway .Appliances As.sociation, in which he
referred to the changes which had been made at the
Coliseum this year in the handling of exhibits. He said,
in part

At

awarding space, the floor contained, as
267 spaces, of which all were awarded with the
exception of some 36. The entire floor plan, however, was
filled by January 2.
There were a few necessary changes
which were occasioned due to business conditions and the
the time of

last year,

was completely filled, as is now represented on
the floor of the exhibition building, about the first of

floor plan

March.
There are at this time 36 non-exhibiting memberships
and some 41 requests for space which do not hold either
membership or space contracts. This is a very unusual
showing to the credit of the association in the light of existing conditions.
^^"e were successful this year in securing the Coliseum
building so that we could locate the exhibits and fixtures
on Tuesday, March 10, but due to lateness of shipment
by a number of exhibitors, together with the lateness of
the arrival of Chicago exhibits, there was received at the
Coliseum building very few exhibits until Thursday noon,
a greater part of these being exhibits which had arrived
early and w-ere held in storage for delivery to the Coliseum.
The great bulk of our exhibits arrived Saturday morning and up to a late hour Sunday night. This occasioned
a great deal of confusion and has been responsible for
much additional unnecessary expense.
The enrollment has been carried out exactly along the
lines of policies established last year and at noon on
?^Ionday we had registered and delivered badges to 65
more of our members than for the total enrollment of
last year.

We

have inaugurated this year a new style of door
pass for checking incoming exhibits, which has been very
successful, indeed, in handling the exhibits at the door.
will inaugurate a new exit pass w'hich will allow the
exhibitor to give a complete list of his several packages
and parcels, and enable him to secure a receipt for his
exhibit, and at the same time give to the association an
original receipt with an attached coupon which may be
used by the exhibitor in case some cartage company
should have to call for the exhibit.
The arrangement for bills of lading, both for freight
and express, will be handled exactly as heretofore, and
the J. M. Taft Cartage Company, as well as the express
ofificials, will occup}' the present office of the secretary,

We
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where way bills for both freight and express may be
properly filled out.
The secretary feels that the operation of our restaurant
this year has been up to the standard of previous years
and that the management has tried to render us favorable service. It must, however, be borne in mind that because of the few exhibitions held in the Coliseum this
year it was necessary for the catering company to move
in every article for this service on short notice.

Report of Director of Exhibits
director of exhibits Mr. Kelly made a number of
suggestions as to how the handling of the exhibits at the
Coliseum could be improved. Much trouble is now experienced by the fact that the exhibitors do not ship the
The bills-of-lading should be
exhibits in sufficient time.
sent to the secretary's office and local exhibitors should
be more prompt in getting their exhibits to the Coliseum.
The delay in shipping the exhibits causes a heavy extra
expense in delivering- them and setting them up. Much
expense could be avoided if exhibitors could study them
out carefully in advance and advise the Association as
to the exact amount of work that would be required. To
improve the appearance of the exhibit it is important that
standard signs be adhered to the height of these should

As
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A. R. E. A.— A. R. A.
The American Railway Engineering Association

is the
only one of the seven associations in the railway field
which participated in the negotiations leading to the
amalgamation of the primary* organizations into the
American Railroad Association, which still retains its individual identity. At the same time it is cooperating in
the organization and work of the newly-formed composThe fact that this
ite association in every way possible.
has been accomplished successfully reflects to the credit
of the officers of the engineering association who have
represented that organization in the negotiations.
The suggestion that the leading organizations in the

steam railway field coordinate their activities through
one common association is not a new one. Three or four
years ago a committee of the American Railway Association approached the American Railway Engineering Association in common with a number of similar societies
with a plan leading to their voluntary affiliation with
that association, but nothing came of the suggestion.
Early last spring, following the passing of the roads under government control, the suggestion was revived and

Arthur W. Thompson, acting president of the American
Railway Association, called a conference of representa-

;

not exceed 5 ft. 4 in.
In closing his report Mr. Kelly directed attention to
the fact that the Coliseum must be turned back "broom
clean" for other occupancy on Saturday night, March 22.
As the exhibit closes at 6 o'clock on Thursday evening,
the management will require about one-half hour to
remove the columns, floors and wires for electric work,
after which the boxes will be furnished and work may
proceed in crating as late as the exhibitors care to stay.

Change

in

seven of the leading railway associations, including the A. R. E. A. and the R. S. A., at which it was
stated that the government waS favorable to the organization of one central railway association to which it
could refer matters for expert information in diversified

tives of

fields.

Although the American Railway Engineering Associawas not the only organization approached on this
subject whose membership was individual as contrasted

tion

with representative or

By-Laws

The

action of the board of directors was approved in
certain changes to the by-laws defining the difference between associate and active members and
recommending that the word "active" be inserted at
various places in the by-laws.
For instance, it is provided that the directors must be active members active
members shall be entitled to one vote 25 per cent of the
active members shall constitute a quorum and the constitution may be amended by affirmative vote of the majority of all active members.
Article III relating to membership was changed to
read as follows
The membership of this association shall
Section 1.
be divided into two classes, active members and associate
members, who shall be corporations, firms and individuals engaged in the manufacture or sale of railway
materials, engineers or contractors engaged in railway
construction and publishers of the technical press and
others interested in railways.

making

;

;

;

:

official

constituency,

its

officers

emphasized the fact that they had no power to go into
any arrangements which would merge their activities
with those of any other association and take away its independence of action without expressed authorization
Accordingly on July 25, C. A.
from the members.
Morse, as president of the American Railway Engineering Association, referred the question of the proposed
amalgamation to the members of the society for an expression of opinion. Up to September 5, 1918, when the
replies were tabulated, out of 668 replies received 577, or
over 87 per cent, voted against the amalgamation, while
among the 83 who voted in favor of the measure were
several who qualified their votes with the notation "for
the duration of the war."
With this expression of the attitude of the membership
before it, the board of direction replied to^ the American Railwav Association renewing the suggestion which
it had made on May 14, 1918, that the associations now
in existence constitute sections of a proposed American
that each section
Railway Association or Congress
should be responsible for work assigned and should report through its regular officers to the congress that the
congress should be organized with a director representing each section that the president be either appointed
by the Director-General or elected by the boards of direction, and that there be a general secretary of the conIt was
gress with such assistance as may be necessary.
further pointed out that as the American Railway Engineering Association is an individual organization, maintained from the dues of its members and from the sale
of its publications and therefore self-supporting, no savings to the railway companies would be effected by the
;

Section

Active membership can only be held by an

2.

individual, firm or corporation who has applied for and
has been assigned space for the annual exhibition of this
association.
3.
An associate membership shall have all the rights
of members except that of voting and holding office.

Election of Officers

The nominating committee,

of which H. C. Holloway
was chairman, reported the following nominations for
the nominees were unanimously elected
President, P. C. Jacobs, H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Chicago;
vice-president, J. B. Strong, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y. treasurer, C. W. Kelly, Chicago, 111. direc-

officers

;

:

;

tors,

Pa.
and Lieutenant
Joint Co., Chicago.
;

;

E. A. Johnson, Dufif Mfg.

Commander

Company, Pittsburgh,
G.

C.

Isbester,

Rail

;

;

proposed amalgamation.
The plan which was suggested is in a general way the
one which has been adopted in so far as the .American
Railway Engineering Association is concerned. In the

;
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to participate in tlie prupo.sed aiiialgaiualioii.

limi
tlu'

li.iil

l)i'i'ii

Director (leiieral issued

ircidar No.

(

llic

As

a result

70 on January

10, 1'>1'>. creating; tlie .\yiericaii Kaih'oad Association for
the period of the war, "to provide a responsiljle chainiel
through which the Director-Cleneral may ohtain recommendation for the advancement of railroad practice."
i'he activities of the other organizations were merged

with and made sul)sidiary to the American Railroad Association by the i)rovisions of this circular.
Membership in the amalgamated association is by roads.
Active
membership is limited to roads under federal control and
100 miles or over

A

length.

in

line

is

entitled to

one

membership for each 1,000 miles of road or fraction
thereof.
The American Railroad Association is divided
into

five

traffic

operating,

sections,

and transportation.

engineering,

The engineering

mechanical,
section

is

further subdivided into three divisions, (I) location, construction and maintenance, (2) signalling, (3) electrical

working.

Thus

The Chicago Terminal

(|ut'S-

\villiii{.;ncss

the American Railway Engineering Asand the engineering section of the American
Railroad Association are entirely separate.
However,
officially

sociation

while the engineering section has been organized along
the lines of the other sections, the personnel of its officers
duplicates that of the American Railway Engineering
.Association to such an extent as to insure unity of work
and to secure for the American Railroad Association the
benefit of the united committee and association work of
the A. R..E. A.
The by-laws of the American Railroad Association
provide that each section shall be governed by a chairman, a vice chairman and a general committee. At a
meeting of the engineering section in New York on February 20 a temporary organization was effected to function until the annual meeting of the American Railroad
Association in November. At that meeting the following
officers were selected
Earl Stimson, superintendent of
maintenance, B. & O., chairman R. E. Trout, signal
engineer, S. L.-S. F., vice chairman members of general
:

;

;

committee, H. R. Safiford, engineering assistant to regional director, Central Western region R. E. Parsons,
chief engineer, Erie C. A. Morse, assistant director, division of operation (in charge of maintenance and engineering), U. S. Railroad Administration; C. F. W. Felt,
chief engineer. A., T. & S. F. J. T. Atwood, chief engineer, P. & L. E.
F. P. Patenall, signal engineer, B.
& O. W. H. Elliott, signal engineer, New York Central
George Gibbs, chief engineer electric traction. Long Island, and E. B. Katte, chief engineer electric traction,
New York Central. Messrs. Stimson, Safiford and At-
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Situation *

One of the important factors contributing to the failure
of terminal o])crations to show the same degree of ef
ficieiicy that has characterized .scjme of the other de]jartments of railroad operation has been the ai)plication of
the comi)etilive princijjle to terminal developments and
operations.
The railnjad .systems of our country have
been built up on the competitive princi|)!e. It was the ef
fort of each railroad conijiany to place itself so that it
would be on a jjarity with its competitors in terminal develoi)mcnts as well as in other matters.
I'.ut the application of such a princijile as api)lied to large
centers like Chicago falls of its own weight, since it is obvious that each of the railroads cannot secure, maintain
and operate adequate terminal facilities in each and every
section or district within metropolitan terminal areas
where important freight traffic is to be had. The eflfort
to do so has resulted in complications which have increased the cost of terminal oj)erations and in developments which have retarded or placed obstacles in the way
of the logical development of the city.
With the entry of our country into the European conflict and the necessity of coordinating all our resources in
a manner to obtain a maximum of efficiency, it was early
seen that it would be necessary to remedy the very serious
condition presented in the competitive operation of our
railroads.
sincere effort on the part of the railroads
to cooperate on their own initiative was inefifective because of the limitations of existing laws and other conditions. It, therefore, became necessary for the government
to take over the operation of the railroads during the

A

emergency.
Theoretically, with all restrictions removed, the government should have been able so far as existing facilities would permit
to approximate the ideal consolidation of our railroad properties.
That this has not been
done has been due to many factors, principal of which
were the war conditions which had very much disturbed
the normal orderly flow of business and traffic.
Nevertheless, out of the temporary control and in the
absence of legislation to the contrary we must assume it
is temporary control
has grown a recognition of the de-

—

—

—

—

;

sirability of retaining at least those particular features of

;

;

;

;

wood were selected to represent the American Railway
Engineering Association Messrs. Parsons, Morse and
Felt to represent the maintenance c ommittee of the
American Railway Association Messrs. Trout, Patenall
and Elliott to represent the Railway Signal Association,
and Messrs. Gibbs and Katte to represent the Electrical
Working Committee of the American Railway Association.
Incidentally all of the members of the committee
are members of the American Railway Engineering As-

cooperative operation that are consistent with
Certainly today
tion of applying the cooperative principle to
of terminal problems is no longer received as

private conthe proposithe solution
visionary or
impractical, and the fact that railroad officers are accepting this principle is in evidence.
trol of railroad properties.

From discussions so far published it would seem that
the railroads would emerge from the present governmental control under one of the following forms of management

:

;

;

sociation.

As an

indication of the close cooperation which will
between the American Railway Engineering Association and the engineering section of the American Railroad Association, E. H. Fritch, secretary of the former
exist

organization, will also become secretary of the engineering section of the composite association and will consolidate his office force with that of the larger organization
in the Transportation Building, Chicago.

A. The management of the entire transportation facilities
of the country as a unit, somewhat after the manner the railroads are now being operated.
The forming of group managements within natural
B.
geographic or traffic divisions or regions with or without a
central governing board to facilitate interchange between
groups.
The return to the original individual managements, but
C.
with provisions for pooling earnings and expenses under
some form of governmental regulation.
D. The return of the railroads to their individual managements with the pre-war status unchanged.

—

The

alternative treatments of the general transportaset down above, not in the order
of personal preference, but in the order most desirable
from the terminal standpoint. The theoretical correct
tion

problem have been

'Abstract of a paper presented on March 17, 1919, before the Western
E. J. Noonan, Cnief Engineer, Chicago Terminal

Society of Engineers by
Commission.

:

March

19,
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solution of the terminal
would only be possible

problem at Chicago
under a condition

in
in

its

entirety

which the

system of the country was being operated
form A given
as a whole under a central management
above because only under such a condition would it be
possible to exercise control over a shipment from point
entire railroad

—

—

of origin to point of destination.
By exercising control over a shipment from origin to
destination it is possible to consolidate and route ship-

ments so that a minimum of delay will be incurred in intermediary terminals, and in many instances the shipments may be consolidated and routed so as to entirely
avoid large congested terminal areas like Chicago. This
of course only applies to commodities which are handled
in large volume and particularly to shipments originating
in the West and Central West and destined to Atlantic
Seaboard points. Where such traffic could not be routed
around the Chicago terminal, it could be consolidated so
that it would pass through the terminal in solid cuts with

minimum

of delay. Even with such a method in operawould still be a vast amount of freight originating in and destined to Chicago which would have to
be handled within the terminal district and the proper
coordination and interchange of facilities within the ter-

a

tion there

minal district for the handling of this character of freight
is a problem of the very greatest importance.
Should the ultimate treatment of our general transportation system take the form of either "B" or "C" outlined above, it would seem that only through the formation of a terminal company or the pooling of all terminal
facilities under one management could a solution of the
Chicago terminal problem be obtained. Even then, the
same theoretical efficiency that would be possible under
form "A" could not be obtained. Should the roads be returned to their individual managements on the pre-war
status, it is believed that the impetus given to the idea of
cooperative terminal operation has been such that the individual railroads will be willing to take advantage of the
mutual benefits to be secured in jointly working out terminal developments especially in the more congested districts.

The railroads approach Chicago from all points of the
compass except the Lake Michigan side and within the
district there are terminal facilities from some twenty-six
railroads which enter the district and some thirteen railroads which lie wholly within the district.
During the
past few years there has been in operation, at the southwest corner of the terminal area, one of the largest freight
yards in the country, and the only yard that acts as a
clearing between different railroads.
This clearing
yard is reached by both the Indiana Harbor Belt and the
Western Indiana, over either of which it is possible to
reach

of the railroads entering the terminal area. Intwo belts the Chicago Junction Railroad acts as
a partial belt for handling traffic to and from the stock
yards and the manufacturing district.
It is believed that with these facilities and the existing
facilities of the individual railroads there is sufficient
all

side these

trackage if properly coordinated and used efficiently under unified operations to meet immediate requirements for
handling carload freight. Future yard developments on
the separate lines entering the terminal district should be
located along the outer margin of the terminal area and
should be planned for an operation that will simplify
switching movements and consolidate as much as possible both through freight and freight destined to points
within the Chicago terminal.

Less Than Carload Freight
[The speaker described the area and facilities occupied
by the railroads for handling L. C. L. freight and re-
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ferred particularly to the area between the I'nion loop

and Twelfth

street.]

All of the railroad freight houses in this area are of
an antiquated type, have practically reached a point
where their reconstruction is required in order to afford
increased shipping facilities and their operation and construction is such as to cause a maximum of congestion on
the streets leading through and to this area. Another thing
which impresses one in observing the railroad facilities in
this area is the small area occupied by buildings as compared with the great area occupied by tracks. This emphasizes the necessity for a more intensive use of this
valuable real estate.
Public interests, shipping interests and economy in railroad operation demand that this entire terminal area be
revamped and modern freight house facilities be constructed that will provide adequate shipping facilities
that can be operated without undue congestion on the
city streets.
Such a development would result in a saving in operating costs to the railroads and a utilization of
property now superficially occupied. To bring this about
it is necessary for the
facilities to be constructed and
operated along cooperative lines in fact, it is practically
imp>ossible otherwise to bring about the improvement that
is necessary in this area.
;

River Straightening

[The speaker outlined the plan for accomplishing a rearrangement of railroad property in connection with a
project for straightening the Chicago River. He also described the progress

made

in

passenger terminal improve-

ments with particular reference to the

Illinois

Central

project.]

Corrections in Report of American
Association of Engineers
In the Daily Railway Age of Tuesday, March 18, in
the report of the meeting of the American Association
of Engineers, J. L. Jacobs, who presented a paper on
"Principles and Procedure in Classification of Railroad
Engineers," was referred to as being connected with the
Curtis Publishing Company. This is wrong; Mr. Jacobs
is a consulting industrial engineer with offices in Chicago.
In reporting the remarks of W. W. K. Sparrow on
page 658 of the same issue, two paragraphs were
omitted, thus making the report incomplete. These paragraphs follow
I am a railroad man and am speaking, I presume,
largely to railroad men and, of course, that is the branch
of the profession which, as railroad men, we are most interested in.
While urging complete organization of railroad engineers, I do not want anyone to go away with
that as the goal in view.
small organization of one
section of the profession will not accomplish the desired
result.
must have an organization which, when it
speaks through its duly elected representatives, will speak
for the whole engineering profession of the United
States. That voice, gentlemen, will be heard and listened
railroad engineers can, however, set the necesto.
sary example and strive to organize the railroad section
of the National Association in such a manner that it will
serve as an incentive to other branches of the profession

A

We

We

to

do likewise.

The movement

of the day appears to be in the direction
of organization by classes, and the engineering profession
ought to be, and I trust is, alive to the movement. Therefore, let us invite the co-operation of all and use our
influence in everv direction to build up a National Association which will embrace all branches of the profession
and have as its object not only the advancement of tech-
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A Member

sinial

ami

pcilitiial

whole.

iiKifissi.ni as a

of the French

High Commission

\'amK'ul'\ illo of tlio ['"rriuli lli(.;li C'oniinis.sioii, buyer of railway sui)])lie.s for all I''rencli railways,
visited tlie National Railway Appliances exhibit yesterday

laiitain

(1.

He

afternoon.
will

remain

in

is

the IJlackstonc Hotel and

slo])pinf,' at

town

for a

day or so only.

He

is

accom-
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millcc .111(1 the chairm.-m of a sub committee on foreign
ediualional affairs.
In that capacity he was sent by tlic
governor to the United .States, arriving at .Seattle on
I'Vbniary 10. After visiting the leading engineering universities in the Central West he will visit several colleges
in the i'.ast and return to his country via .San l'"rancisco

ami

llic

I'liilippiiu's.

A New

panied hy C". V. Sanhurijand, consnltinfi;- and inspectinjj^
eiif^ineer of London, and I'.dward Lee, who is represcntinj; .Mr. .'^;inhnr<jand's

interests in

New

^'ork.

Method

of

Plants to
Mudge &

Applying Power
Section Motor Cars

Co., Chicago, has developed

and is using a
of api)lying the "IC" and "G" power ])lants
in the lCS-2 and (iS-2 section motor cars, which affords
unusual accessibility to the entire jiower plant. This construction is i)atented and known as the sub- frame construction.
The frame consists of a 6-in. iS-lb. channel
in front and a 2-in. by 2-in. by j4-ir'- angle in the rear,
both of wdiich are riveted to 2-in. by 2-in. by 34-'"- longitudinal angles. At the corners where the cross members
join the side members, strength and rigidity have been
secured by the use of gusset plates which are rivelctj to
the cross and side members by four %-in. rivets in each
corner of the forward end and five ps in. rivets in each

new method

New

Signal Appointments

McCanley. formerly sui)ervisor of sij^nals and
track for the Washins^ton Terminal Company, W'ashinjjton, D. C, has been ap])ointcd enja^ineer of sip^nal conC.

(I.

struction on

March

1.

the Jacksonville,

of the terminal
struction w^ork.

company

in

terminals, effective
to the sit^nal engineer

Fla.,

Mr. McCauIcy reports

connection

with this con-

American Railroad Signal Supervisory
This association held

its first

annual meeting yesterday

the Elizabethan room of the Congress Hotel.
The
morning session opened at 10 o'clock with a total registration of 85 members from 28 roads.
Among the questions considered were the nomination of officers for 1920
to be elected by letter ballot.
The adjustment of the
wage situation was discussed in considerable detail with
the thought of assisting in straightening out the differences which apparently exist.
in

Roadmasters Executive Meeting
The executive committee

of the Roadmasters and
Maintenance of Way Association will meet at the Auditorium hotel at 10 o'clock this morning to discuss the
work of the association and to make plans for the convention which will be held in Chicago next September.

View

of the

Sub-Frame Construction

Supply Man's Son Received Croix de Guerre
Frank Lepreau, vice-president, Thomas A. Edison,
Inc., Primary Battery Division, who is in attendance at
the exhibit at the Coliseum, was greatly pleased yesterday to receive word that his son. Sergeant William N.
Lepreau, with the U. S. Marines in France, has just been
awarded the French Croix de Guerre with two palms.
This honor was bestowed by Gen. Petain. The honor is
the more unusual because of the fact that the recipient
is

only 18 years old

at the

present time.

corner of the rear. The cast iron base is then bolted to
the power plant frame, the entire arrangement being designed so that the greater part of the weight of the engine is carried directly on the channel.
The advantage of this construction is the distribution of
the entire load on the Hyatt roller bearings and boxes
which are bolted to the longitudinal angles by four bolts
in each bearing.
This is a safeguard against bending
strain on the driving axle.
Another advantage is the

power plant, as, by removing the six
and nuts which attach the power plant frame to the
car frame and disconnecting the throttle, timer controls
and fuel lines, the cylinders, carburetors, wheel, axles,
etc., can all be taken out from under the car in the same
manner as a pair of trucks are removed from a box car.
accessibility to the

bolts

Studying American Technical Universities
Streift', a civil engineer from the Dutch East
Indies, visited the convention yesterday and was much

H. F.

He

is now engaged in a deinterested in its activities.
tailed study of engineering colleges in the United States
for his government. Mr. Streiff is a civil engineer graduate of the University of Delft, Holland, who went to

the Dutch West Indies on the completion of his college
course. After spending five years in the Bureau of Construction of the engineering department of the Government Railways in that country he was made an instructor
in civil engineering in the Technical School at Batavia.
In
In 1914 he was appointed director of this college.
March, 1918, the government appointed him to study the
advisability of establishing a high grade engineering
Mr. Streiff was made a member of that comcollege.

A New
One

Type

of Storage

Tank

of the shortcomings of the steel storage tank for
the handling of bulk materials such as coal, ashes or
sand, is the difficulty of maintaining the plates exposed
to the contents since such materials, as a rule, have the
effect of abrading the interior surfaces, making it practically impossible to maintain a coat of paint.
As a result there is little or no protection against rusting and the
life of the plates is considerably less than that of the rest
of the structure. To overcome this difficulty the Green

March

19,
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Engineering Company, East Chicago, Ind., has developed
a plan for combining structural steel with cast iron whereby the steel is used for the frame or. load-carrying members, while the cast iron is applied in the form of plates
and other parts that make up the container. By this
means the load-carrying ability of structural steel is combined with the greater resistance to corrosion of cast iron.
There is also the further advantage that the cast iron

701

made

so that the parts exposed to the contents of the tank
of cast iron. It is equipped with an easy rolling
slide operated with a rack and pinion from a wheel and
chain.

are

all

Eor economy of manufacture and rapid delivery these
tanks are made on the standard unit construction basis,
but with provision for three sizes one 9 ft. 8 in. square,
one II ft. 8 in. square and one 13 ft. 8 in. scjuare. The
height of each size may be varied by increments of 2 ft.
and provision is made also for combining these unit tanks
in batteries, so a large latitude of capacity is available.
The lengths of the tower legs may be made to suit the
requirements, while the height of the tank may be varied
from minimum of II ft. for the smallest size to a maximum of 22 ft. 6 in. for the largest size. For railway installations, these tanks have special application for coal
bunkers and ash pockets in power plants and for wet

—

sand bins,

etc.

Disposing of Locomotive Cinders
One

of the most recent developments in engine terminal
is the application of equipment used for handling concrete to the disposal of cinders.
The Insley
Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind., producers
facilities

Close View of the Hopper Gate
is

used for these portions of the structure, namely, the

where in the steel erection is the most difficult.
the other hand, the erection of the simple structural
steel angle frame and the assembling of the cast iron
members is relatively simple.
The character of the construction and the method of
erection are shown in the photographs.
Structural steel
is used for the tower and for the frame of the tank.
Cast
iron separators having an H-section are hung at proper
intervals on horizontal members of the tank frame and
form the vertical supporting members for the cast iron
plates,

On

Side and

Assembling the Plates

A Tank Complete

plates W'hich are slid down into the grcjoves formed by
the H-section of these separators.
Adequate allowance
is made for the horizontal lap of the cast iron plates so
that the tank is sufficiently tight to hold common dry
materials.
The design provides for a cover of similar

construction, but this may be omitted if the use to which
the tank is put does not make this necessary or desirable.
Another feature of this form of construction is the
gate provided at the bottom of the hopper. This is also

End

Elevation of the Cinder Plant

of towers and spouting for the transportation of concrete, has devised a combination of a track hopper pit
with a steel hoisting tower and an overhead storage bin
for handling cinders.
The plan provides for a cinder pit about 20 ft. long
with a sloping bottom terminating in an opening leading
into a hoisting pit of greater depth where a controllable
gate is installed to discharge the cinders into a hoist
bucket of the Insley roller hoist type. In the installation
shown this bucket has a measured capacity of 30 cu. ft.
or a net ash capacity of about
cu. yd.
steel tower
approximately 77 ft. high elevates the ashes to an overhead storage bin of 75 cu. yd. capacity, this bin being
carried on a frame the legs of which straddle the pit
track.
This bin is provided with a suitable gate and a
pivoted chute for discharging cinders from the bin into
a car on an adjoining track.

^
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An

Interesting Application of
the Concrete Atomizer

How
Icakv

a \vatci"])n)of

masomv

mulcr a

ci-iiu'iil

siirt'arc

consi(loral)le

mortar may he

tliroiif,'li

wliicli

liydiostatic

head

ai)i>llc(l

watt-r
i.s

is

to a

s(.-ci)in|.;

illustrated

by

the results secured with the concrete atomizer in lining
the .softit of a stone arch carryinj; a douhle-track line of
the Pennsylvania Railroad as well as the Raritan canal
over a brook near the passen)j;er station of the Pennsylvania at Trenton, N. J. The situation was so serious as
to require the rei)air work to be undertaken at a time
when the <jovernment, which was using the canal, found
impossible to shut off the water. In consequence, the
it
work had to be done under the head of water.
The concrete atomizer is a device for the application of
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der the arch would interfere with the visibility of the
work, esi)ecially on days when there was no wind, but by
iiulining the jet toward one end of the arch a current
was produced which kejit the work in sight of the operator, although it was invisible to bystanders.
One difficulty encountered in the work was th.it whereas it was intended to use a (juick setting cement throughout this work, one shipment of cement received was oi
a kind that refused to set under the conditions iniiujsed
This cau.se<l considerable trouble for .some time. Othci
difficulties encf)untered in the conduct of this work included several rises of the creek level to such an extent
as to submerge the float. Many stones in the arch had a
vitreous surface of great smoothness, but this did nol
prevent the mortar from adhering and the work has beer
made waterproof except at the oi)cning in the arch ncai
the south end where an outlett had been provided foi
emptying the canal. y\.ll of the work was done by Harolc
P. Brown, New York, who was the originator of th<
concrete atomizer.

A New

Side Clearance Telltale

ci.iCAKANCE telltale shown in the illustratioi
has been in use on the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern fo
.some time as a medium for warning trainmen anc
others, who happen to be on the sides of cars, of ob
structions between or at the side of tracks. This device

TiiK

The Arch

Soffit

sn)i£

with the Concrete in Place

concrete, while in suspension in a stream of superheated
steam. The concrete is mixed by means of paddles revolving in a steam-tight drum, from which it is discharged
through a piston valve into an adjoining chamber, where
blast of steam and discharged
it is combined with a
through a hose to a nozzle at the point of application.
complete description of this device appeared in the RailcL'ay Age Gazette of March 19, 1915, page 675.
On the arch at Trenton, the concrete was applied to
a thickness varying from four to six inches. No attempt
was made to trowel or finish the surface, the finished
appearance being as illustrated in the photograph. Owing to the presence of water in the creek it was necessary
35-hp. boiler, steamto conduct the work from a float.
ing at about 100 lb. per sq. in., was placed on the bank
near the bridge and from this steam pipes were run to
Superheatthe concrete atomizer mounted on the float.
ing was accomplished by a salamander with a 50-ft. coil

A

A

of 2-in. double extra heavy pipe. The mode of operation
was to apply a jet of steam to a few square feet of the
stone surface for a sufficient time to heat the stones to a
temperature that would vaporize the water leaking
through. As soon as this condition was obtained the hot
concrete was jetted on the surface with a pressure of
about 50 lb. per sq. in.
In the course of the work it was found that if the pebbles were omitted from the jetted concrete, the material
would not adhere to the surface through which the water
was leaking. In other words, the small pebbles hammered the hot mortar into the crevices and checked the
Before the work was started it was
flow of water.
feared that the steam released in the inclosed place un-

A New

Side Clearance Telltale

which is manufactured and sold by Gifford & Co. of Ch:
cago, consists of a vertical staff, at the top end of whic'
are two flexible blades, similar to those used on dwar
The stai
signals, fastened at right angles to the staff.
is mounted on a metal frame, which serves as a base an
also as a fulcrum, from which the staff swings like
pendulum. That portion of the staff above the stan
consists of wood, while the part below is a metal ba
provided with a counterweight which holds the staff noi
This counterweight
mally, in the vertical position.
adjustable so as to permit a variation in the swingin

i
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meet the requirements of the
can be used to give warning of
the presence of bridges, girders, elevators, coal sheds and
other obstructions, portions of which come within the
clearance line formed by men hanging on the sides of
The flexible blades are intended to be of the same
cars.
qualities of tiie telltale to

purchaser.

This

telltale

length as the portion of the obstruction within the clearance line; so that a man hanging on the side of a car will
If his body comes in contact with the staff
hit the blade.
be deflected toward the horizontal, but will imit will
mediately assume the vertical position as .soon as it is
clear

from contact with the man.

Recent Improvements
Air Compressors

in

large photograph shows a new model of steamjperated air compressor of a type applicable to installa-

The

supplying air to air-lift pumps, locomotive sanding
Diants, cinder conveyors, train charging pipe lines and
)ther purposes for which a permanent installation is apIt w^as developed from an earlier type through
)licable.
he introduction of a number of improvements and the
;ions

The Type WB-3 Air Compressor
ipplication of

some new

features.

It is

of the straight-
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protect the valves and prevent excessive lifting from the
seats they are covered by steel guards having the same
general shape as the valves, but made of a thicker material
and given a definite curve away from the valve seat. In
opening, the fingers impinge against these guards with
a sort of rolling motion from which the name, "rolling
finger valve," was derived. Advantages ascribed to these
valves include rapidity of action, wide port opening with
minimum wire drawing and a reduction in the number of
moving parts. The end rolling effect also eliminates the
hammering or slapping commonly occurring in the operation of air valves.
These pumps are made in two sizes, one with 12-in. by
14-in. steam cylinders and the other with 16-in. by 16-in.
steam cylinders. They are designed to operate to a maxi-

mum

air pressure of 100

tor of safety for a

The compressors

lb. per sq. in. with an ample facsteam pressure of 150 lb. per sq. in.

are

known

as the "Sullivan

WB-3"

air

compressors manufactured by the Sullivan Machinery

Company, Chicago.

A Wye

Level
who

With New

Accessories

some time in their experience have
done any appreciable amount of surveying have develEngineers

at

oped certain well defined ideas on the requirements of
surveying instruments for accurate and efficient work.
Aside from the necessary refinement of construction, a
matter wherein the user is dependent on the reputation of
the maker, the accuracy of the instrument is dependent
on certain features which are readily subject to the buyer's observation, while the facility with which the instrument may be used in accomplishing rapid work is contingent in a measure upon certain accessories developed
from time to time or upon the methods by which these
accessories are applied to the instrument.
For this rea-

steam cylinder and two air cylinlers for two-stage compression and is suitable for air
:onsumptions ranging from 400 to 940 cu. ft. of free air
)er min. compressed to a maximum pressure of 100 lb.
ine type with a single

)er sq. in.

One

new

features is a speed and pressure govfor three adjustments, namely, maxispeed, minimum ."^pced and air pressure, each inde-

of the

:rnor providing

num

The

Sterling

Model 16M Level

son a description (or what is commonly termed the 'specifications") of an instrument are always matters of considerable interest to men who have used levels or transits or are responsible for their use by others.

The
The

Sullivan

End

Rolling Finger Valve and Guard

The speed-controlling element is
)endent of the other.
nclosed in a casing to protect it from dirt.
Another new application is the use of "end-rolling finThe
der valves," as shown in the smaller photograph.
'alves, which are in the air cylinder heads, consist of
hin flat steel sheets cut to form four finger-like blades,
rhese are bolted to the cylinder heads so that the fingers
ake seats over long, narrow ports, the ports being opened
)r closed according to whether the fingers are laid flat
To
igainst the seats or bent backward away from them.

Sterling engineer's

wye

level.

Model 16M, recently

developed by the Warren-Knight Company, Philadelphia, embodies a number of features which warrant a
The imrather detailed account of the specifications.
provements consist in the use of a hardened steel center
fitted in a socket of annealed iron, secured to a ribbed
The leveling screws are fitted
level bar of hard bronze.
into replaceable bushings, the leveling head being so designed as to insure an absolutely non-cramping center.
The telescope is set low in the wyes, and the entire instrument is said to be extremely rigid and well balanced.
The reflecting mirror on the far side of the telescope,
shown in the illustration, may be detached or used on
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rij^lil or k-i'l .siilc of llu' iiislniim-iU. ;is (k-siicd.
Tlic focusiiifj slide and fvcpiccc an- provided witli dust
),Miai(ls and tlio telescope collars are of liard bell metal.
.\ new type of lock screw for securinj,' wye clips is used,
and tlie claniji and tan(,'enl screws rotate with tiie level bar
and are alwavs in tlie same relative jxjsition to the oi)ei"-

I'illuT tlic

ator.

A

Pneumatic Rivet Cutter

"Rivet busting" with a siedj^e and a cold cut or "buster" will "take the sap out" of a man about as cjuickly
as anythinfj, for it is very hard work. On the other liand,
cutting rivets with a chisel bit in a pneumatic riveter is a
slow job that has been compared to cutting down a big
In other words, there has been a
tree with a hatchet.
real need for a tool to cut out rivets quickly, cheaply

and

safely.

One device which lays claim to tiiis distinction is the
Red Devil rivet cutter manufactured by the Rice Manufacturing

Company,

Indianapolis, Ind.

This tool

is

in-
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i')' ri'jdacing the valve in position to admit air to
the rear of the tube, the plunger is driven swiftly against
the chi.sel then if the lever is given a (juarler turn, air
admitted through the by-pass returns the jjlunger to the
rear end of the tube, while the air behind the plunger
escajies through an o])en p(;rt.
After a little piactice the
workman can ojjerate the rivet cutter either fast or slow

!e\er.

;

or strike heavy or light blows. This enables him to give
a light blow when the rivet is almost cut off to prevent
Springs in each end of the tube
the head from flying.
.ibsorb all the shock of the plunger other than that given
to the chisel, so it is not difficult to hold the device when
in use.
The rivet cutter weighs 65 lb. in an operating
condition and has a total lengtli of 58 in. Under average
conditions three men operating the tool are said to cut
from 25 to 2i?> times as tnany rivets as they could cut in
smaller tool known as the
the same time by hand.
I'aby Devil is manufactured by the same company for use
in. diameter and less, this machine being
on rivets of
handled by two men instead of three.

A

^

More Efficiency in Lighting

Installations

One

of the perplexing phases of the gradual introduction of high power illumination since the invention of
the electric lamp was the long continued use of shades
and reflectors of unscientific design. For many years
these devices were constructed with little or no consideration of their efficiency in light distribution or of the
detrimental effect upon the eye of the bright glare of the
unshaded filaments. But gradually the closer study of illumination resulted in the introduction of lamp fixtures
that effected a maximum use of the light available and
whereas these principles were first applied only to the
more expensive installations, consideration was given
eventually to the improvement of fixtures of a type suit-

Using the Red Devil Rivet Cutter on Structural Steel

Work

tended for removing defective rivets in connection with
structural steel erection or repair work as well as for cutting apart old structural steel that is to be saved for reerection at some other point. This rivet cutter is said
to cut a lyi-'m. rivet in 10 sec. and to dispose of %-in.
and 1-in. rivets with from three to five blows. An air
pressure of 90 lb. gives the best results with this tool,
although it can, if desired, be used with pressures as low
as 40 lb.
The mechanical features of the device are simple. It
consists essentially of a cold drawn, seamless tube about
5 ft. long with suitable fittings hydraulically pressed onto
The rear end is fitted with a valve by
it at either end.
means of which air may be admitted into the rear end
of the tube, while it is permitted to exhaust from the
forward end of the tube through a rubber tube by-pass,
or, by giving the valve a quarter turn, the air may be
admitted through the by-pass to the forward end of the
tube and exhausted from the rear end. The forward end
of the tube is equipped with a bushing designed to give
The interior of the tube is
a good fit for a chisel bit.
occupied by a plunger ground to fit the tube with just
enough clearance to enable it to slip readily from end to
end, yet allowing a minimum of air leakage.
As shown in the photograph, three men are required
One stands at the forward end to
to operate the cutter.
guide the bit while two carry the rear ends by means of
suitable handles, one of them manipulating the valve

An

Industiolite

Fixture

for industrial installations and other applications
where efficiency had to be combined with moderate first
cost and economical maintenance.
As an example of a type of lamp fixture adaptable to
use in shops, roundhouses, freight houses, etc., the lamp

able

shown in the illustration indicates how efficiency may be
obtained in a moderate priced fixture. This is an all-steel
porcelain enameled shade design for use with type "C"
lamps.
It consists of a shade over the lamp having a
relatively flat reflecting surface with a guard suspended
around the globe to shut off the brilliant glare of the
filament.
But the light thus intercepted is not lost, since
it is reflected either to the shade above or to the working
surface below the lamp. The open construction of the
All of the light from
fixture also provides ventilation.
the lamp in a fixture of this kind is directed at angles
below 90 deg. This fixture is known as the "Industrolite"
and

is

Louis,

manufactured by the Luminous Unit Company,

Mo.

St.
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Tliere are
in

many

carrying their

difficulties to

work

be overcome by committees

Probably as great a problem as any is
to a successful conclusion.

of

Difficulties

that

of Report

standard

deciding

definitely,

when

practice is to be recomMaking
mended to the convention, what
shall be the scope of the report.
There is always the possibility, in arriving at this decision, of flying too high or too low.
If the first is the
case, the recommendation becomes theoretical and the

man

seeking guidance becomes discouraged when he finds
that the suggestions cannot be applied to his difficulties
in a practical manner.
It is obvious that the results of
the second alternative are even worse.
The association
is to be congratulated on the fact that the reports submitted are so universally free from either of these extremes.

One

of the most formidable problems ever imposed on
was the establishment of standards for
what we are wont to call "clearWhat Do
ance diagrams" for roadway struct-

this association

We

Mean by

ures.

Difficulties

a large measure. If the committees to be appointed make
as much of their opportunities during the coming year as
have those of the present, the association may well look

forward

unusually high grade reports at the next

to

convention.

The

investigations

made by

the

Committee on Ballast

as

to the use of reinforced concrete slabs in railroad road-

beds brought out interesting and
widely differing opinions from more
Possibilities for than 25 chief engineers. While it is
Concrete
true that adverse opinions were expressed by some, the fact that interest was expressed by the great majority is evidence that
the studies into this problem should be continued.
The
use of concrete for this purpose is not new by any means,
but its application has been localized largely to tunnels,
etc.
The investigations, however, indicate its possible
adoption for more general use and the conclusions
reached by the committee as to its possible field will be
received with much interest.

Further

have been encoun-

tered largely through a lack of co-ordination of the work of this and
other organizations of railway men.
Thus there are
clearance diagrams for bridges and buildings, for third
rails and for clearance diagrams for locomotives and
cars, each without any relation to the other. As a i^esult
the real "clearance"
the actual space between the outside limits of the rolling stock and the nearest projection
on the adjacent roadway structures is a rather indefinite
quantity, when, as a matter of fact, it is this clear space
that is so important. Is not this objectionable condition
caused in part by the inadequacy of the present terminology?
"Clearance diagram" does not adequately express what we have in mind.
"limiting dimensions"
diagram is awkward and does not express the full meaning.
Some better term should be evolved.

Clearance

One element

The strenuousness

responsible for the eminent success of this
the fact that C. A. Morse, president of
the American Railway Engineering
C. A. Morse,
Association, is also the chief engiDirector of
neering officer of the United States
Maintenance
Railroad Administration.
In the
course of the discussion on many of
the subjects submitted by the committees on Tuesday
there were not infrequent references to various dealings
of the Administration with the railroads matters concerning which there may have been some misunderstanding.
Mr. Morse has evinced a happy faculty for explaining the Administration's point of view.
In several
cases by a straight forward statement, coupled perhaps
with one or two homely illustrations, he was able to demonstrate the nature of the problems with which he is confronted as assistant director of the division of operation
in a way that has cleared up the difficulties.

As a result, the excellent reof the committees have prepared have
been due to unusual eflforts. It was the experience of
several committees that it was necessary to curtail the
number of subjects reported on, while in at least three
or four instances little or no progress was reported. Now
that the war has ended, and the members of the association in military service are returning rapidly to their
former positions, these handicaps should be removed in

Railway maintenance men are now facing the problem
of Americanization to an extent never before realized.
It is becoming evident that the railThe
roads, in justice to themselves, and
Americanization for the welfare of the country as a
Program
whole, must do their share in helping the foreigner to gain a real conception of American ideals and to enroll him as a substantial and creditable citizen.
The events of the past
three years have awakened the nation to the vital necessity of doing this and of the grave danger of neglecting
the foreigners among us and allowing them to live by
themselves, and according to the traditions and ideals of
their native countries
ideals which in many instances
are at direct variance with those of this nation.
The

—

—

A

of the times through which we have
been passing during the past year has been reflected in
the committee work of the AmeriThe War and can Railway Engineering AssociaCommittee
tion.
The withdrawal of many men
Work
from civil into military service has
deprived the committees of their
services while the demands made upon the time of those
remaining at home have been so many and so urgent as
to curtail their activities.

ports which

many

convention

lies in

—

—
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seriousness of tlic prohlcm has been emphasi/cd in no
uncertain manner since the world war started in 1914,
hut tlic danj^er is tiiat the necessity of improving conditions in this respect will he overlooked and forgotten,
now that active warfare has ceased. Many of the large
industries have made great strides in Americanizing their
foreign-horn employees; this they have done from husi
ness as well as patriotic motives. It has paid so well in
the elimination of friction and misunderstandings, and
in the hetter and more orderly government of the industrial communities in which they are located that they
are being encouraged to go forward with still more
The Pennsylvania railroad has made
elaborate i)lans.
excellent progress with its schools for Italian and other
foreign-speaking employees and with its instruction in
better citizenship; the results have been worth while and
other roads can well afford to develop similar programs.
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Mr. Hooley on the Coliseum Exhibit
By
ii'

i

^"'

I

KXYiUT

F.

W. Lane

Collyseeum 's ixciptionally good
this year," casually remarked Mr. Hooley as he
wiped off the bar and noticed that he was alone
at th'

with his i)arasitic friend Dcnnisscy.
"I'lxybit, what it is?" inquired Dennis.sey, desirous as
ever of showing Mr. Hooley that sjjecies of gratitude
which is a lively expectation of favors yet to come. "Ye
towld me th' other day that Ikirnum & P>ailey and Ringling's was consollyda-ated.
'S th' show at th' Collyseeum
agin now?"
" 'Tis

no circus, Dinnis.sey, iv we ixcii)t th' times when
riprisinting compating lines are manoeuvrin' t'
atthract th' fav'rable attintion av th' same man t' th' matarial they've got on exybition," replied Mr. Hooley, re-

two min

flectively.

A

"No, Dinnissey,

Service to the Country

Yakds and Ti^k-minals committkh rose to the ocTm:casion
prein a splendid manner last summer when
it

pared and issued several re])orts of timely value for imThat on unit operation of terminals in
mediate use.
large cities was of si)ecial service at the time when the
Railroad .Administration was endeavoring to co-ordinate
such facilities in order to increase their effectiveness and
capacity for the handling of the tremendous traffic of
the country at a time when delay in the movement of a
large proportion of the business could not be tolerated.
The preparation of a series of fundamental principles by
this committee whose members had given this subject
special consideration for a considerable time, was highly
valuable to men who had the new problem thrust upon

them with

little

chance for preparation.

The

association

published this report as soon as it was available. It can
well afford to follow the same practice with respect to
reports of other committees whenever early need for the
information arises. The association can be of the greatest value to the railway industry by giving first consideration to the problems of greatest importance, arid then by
making the results of its investigations available at the
earliest practical date.

More Work

to

'tis th' exybit av relrod thrack supingineers that's havin' a convintion at th'
Congress hotel are supposed t' be inthrusted in, 'nd
some of thim do go t' say it, iv they don't have nothin'
'Twould pay ye t' git a tickut fr'm somebetter to do.
body that wud take ye f'r a thrack man 'nd go down 'nd
see ut. 'S I towld ye tin years ago on a sim'lar occasion,
ye might be able t' tell a simmyfor fr'm a watherspout, or
But ye cud shine in
a whalebarrow fr'm a hand car.
discussin' th' merits av th' picks 'nd shovels, f'r, 's far's
my knowledge goes, them's th' only tools ye've more thin

plies that th'

Be Done

A. R. E. A. LS NOW twenty years old and has
brought forth more than a "three-foot bookshelf" of
proceedings, bulletins and manuals during the two decades
of effort. In view of these results it has been questioned
whether there is enough work left to keep twenty or more
committees busy for the next twenty years. After listening
to yesterday's discussions the answer is unreservedly
The discussion of the Tie Committee's report_ on
yes'

THE

screw spikes is a most eloquent confirmation of this view.
Air. Ray's lucid demonstration of the excellent results
secured with screw spike track construction as opposed
to the data accumulated by the committee and as borne
out by the extended investigation made by officers of the
Pennsylvania, goes to show that there are two schools
of thought on this subject, each group being equally sincere in its views. In scientific matters such a divergence
of opinion is not the result of prejudice, but shows a
lack of complete data or a failure to appreciate the full
More time and
significance of all the evidence at hand.
further study are necessary for an adequate correlation
of the facts that will permit a sufficiently accurate anSuch matters as these
alysis to disclose the real truth.
will keep the association busy for many years to come.

a

passin' acquaintance wit'.

"I wudn't advise ye t' thry t' get int' th' inthricacies
av th' signal systems, f'r that ye'er knowledge av such
things, as dishplayed by ye whin I was tillin' ye about th'
signal min indicates t' me obsarvin' mind that there's
manny things thats beyant th limmuts av ye'er philosophy, Horatio, t' quote me frind th' bard av Avon agin.
But they's switches 'nd frogs not th' kind ye eat the ligs
av
'nd iverything th' relrod min use on th' right av way,

—

—

ixcipt dagoes.

"But I stharted in t' till ye why th' exybit this year's
betther than iver before. Ye see, 'tis this way: F'r sivral years th' relrods 've bin too poor to spind money on
such things as kapin' th' thrack in first class shape, or iv
they've had th' money they had to spind it in kapin' up
Ye mind what I've
th' wages av th' other departmints.
towld ye about th' raises in wages av th' injinemin 'nd
firemin. Will, ye see, iv th' relrods don't have money to
spind f'r thrack maintenance they don't buy thrack tools,
'nd thrack supplies, 'nd that, I asshume, is wit'in ye'er
comprehinsion.
riprisinted

at

th' manufacturin' companies that's
Collyseeum exybit have had time t'

wSo

th'

—

up new 'nd timptin' appli'nces that's what they call
'gainst th' time whin th' roads
thim, relrod appli'nces
begin again t' buy thim.
get

—

"It shtands t' rayson, Dinnissey, that th' thrack can't
go on foriver wit'out some woruk bein' done on it,
whither th' guv'mint kapes th' roads or not. F'r that
f'r no other, th' min that make th' tools th'
relrods ought to use have got together a fine colliction.
'Tis a grea-at show, Dinnissey.

rayson, iv

time now, Dinnissey," observed Mr. Hooley,
way of a snapper to his previous observatime now f'r arl good min t' come t' th'
Only, Dinnissey, th' parthy an't th'
aid av the parthy.
wan that ginerally nades our assishtance. 'Tis th' thrue
pathrite that putts th' good av his counthry above mere
parthy consid'rations. Now whin we've licked th' Boshe,
th' thrue pathrite's thryin' t' hilp th' counthry out av th'
hole th' Boshe got it into, 'nd wan av th' bist ways to do
" 'Tis th'

reflectively, by
tions, " 'tis th'

;

:

March
us

is

t'

20,
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on

hilp th' relrods get

my manin',
"Wud ut

their bote fate.

D'ye get

Dinnissey?"
hilp

anny

iv

I

go

t'

the Collyseeum ?" in-

quired Dinnissey, with some show of feehng.
"It might show ye've got some pathriotic spirrut in ye,
as well's th" other kind," answered Mr. Hooley, pushing
forward the tools of his trade.

Automatic Train Control
Committee on Western Trip
TRAIN CONTROL COMMITTEE, appointed
THEbyAL^TOMATIC
the Railroad Administration on January 14

to investigate devices for automatically stopping a train
in the event of failure of the engineer to obey signal indications, and so far as possible when the signal fails to indicate a condition requiring a stop, is beginning this week
a trip to inspect several such devices which have been
installed on western railroads, with a view to making
recommendations to the Railroad Administration for
further installation on a large scale of such devices as it
deems practicable. The committee will leave Chicago
Friday afternoon to inspect on Saturday the operation of
the Miller Train Control System in service on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois between Chicago and Danville,
111., and it will again leave Chicago on Sunday for Spokane, Wash., for an examination of an automatic stop on
the
Washington Water Power Company's railway.
Thence it will proceed to San Francisco, where such a
device is in service on the line of the Key Route Electric
Railway, and to Oroville, Calif., where an installation has
been made on the Western Pacific. Later it will look at
other devices on eastern roads, including one in service
on the Chesapeake & Ohio.
The committee's instructions from the Division of
Operation of the Railroad Administration were "to proceed at once to make a study of, and report upon, the
automatic train control devices now undergoing test upon
various lines of railroad or available for test, with their
recommendations for the installation and further practical test of any devices now or during their investigation
made available for that purpose, which they may consider
practicable and reasonably conforming to the purposes to
be accomplished.
The report of the committee will include recommendations upon the requisites of automatic
train control and conclusions upon the mechanical or
economic features of such of Jie devices as the committee may find available for practical use."

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois was a pioneer in the
development of an automatic stop and now has the most
extensive installation of the kind in the country. It has
in regular and satisfactory operation on the double
track line from its Dolton Yard, in Chicago, to Danville,
a distance of 106 miles, since the fall of 1914. after 3 or
4 years had previously been spent in experimenting, testing and developing the train control system. During the
4 years since the device was put in regular service particular attention has been given to perfecting its operating eflficiency under all weather conditions and service
requirements.
The first action of the Automatic Train Control Committee was to draw up a list of requisites for the design
and construction of an adequate automatic train control
system and at its meeting in Washington the committee
passed on about 250 plans for automatic train control
devices submitted to it, most of which had previously
been examined and reported on by the Interstate Commerce Commission. After an examination of the plans
the committee has eliminated all but 36 of the devices as
not meeting the requirements, and it is now concentrating

been
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on those that have proven their merit in service or which
are regarded as worthy of more careful consideration,
with a view to selecting one or more different types for
further practical

test.

The chairman of

the committee is C. A. Morse, formerly chief engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Chicago, now assistant director of the Division of
Operation of the Railroad Administration and president
of the American Railway Engineering Association. The

members

other

are

W.

P. Borland, chief of the Safety

Bureau of the Interstate Commerce Commission C. E.
Denney, assistant to the federal manager of the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis H. S. Balliet, signal engineer,
;

;

electric division of the

New York

Central

Henrv Bart-

;

chief mechanical engineer, Boston & Maine J. H.
Gumbes, general superintendent of the Western Pennsylvania grand division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and
R. W. Bell, general superintendent of motive power of the
Illinois Central.
G. E. Ellis, heretofore signal engineer
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, is secretary.
The members of the committee are attending the convention.
lett,

;

Today's Program
The program

of the American Railway Engineering
Association convention for today is as follows
Iron and Steel Structures.
Masonry.

Water

Service.

Wooden

Bridges and Trestles.

Uniform General Contract Forms.
Economics of Railway Operation.
Economics of Railway Location.

Pennsylvania Railroad Recognizes A. R. E. A.
For the

first

time in the history of the American Rail-

way Engineering Association, the Pennsylvania Railroad
has sent a number of its officers to attend the meeting.
Thirteen officers of the maintenance of way departinent
arrived yesterday morning to spend several days in attendance at the conventions and the exhibit at the ColiWhile officers of this road have attended the
seum.
meetings in past years, they have done so as individuals
and without official instructions this year thev are here
under orders from their superior officers. Those composing the general managers' committee representing the
Pennsylvania Railroad, Lines East, at the convention include J. B. Baker, supervisor, general managers' office
J. C. Auten, principal assistant engineer. Southern division
J. H. Harris, principal assistant engineer. New
Jersey division
G. H. Brown, principal assistant engineer. Eastern Penn.sylvania division J. O. Hackenberg,
division engineer, Maryland division T. J. Skillman, division engineer. New York division
H. H. Garrigues,
division engineer, Philadelphia terminal division
J. H.
Reading, division engineer. Middle division E. B. Wiseman, division engineer, Buffalo, division E. J. Ayars,
division engineer, Williamsport division C. W. Richeyj
assistant division engineer, Pittsburgh division
J. M.
Fair, supervisor engineer maintenance of way office, and
George Ehrenfeld, supervisor, Pittsburgh division.
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Japanese Officer Visits Convention
Baron Chuzo Mori, civil engineer with the Imperial
Government Railways of Japan, with headquarters at
Tokio, Japan, and temporarily stationed at New York
City, has been

and the exhibit

an interested attendant
at the Coliseum.

at the

convention

:

American Railw^ay Engineering Association
Proceedings
A
•

Report of Wednesday's Sessions Including Presentation of
Nine Committee Reports With Discussions

day's SESSION
TiiKR. SF.COND
E. A.
called

was

of the convention of the A.

to order at 10 o'clock

by Vice-

President Stimson in the absence of President
Morse, who was confined to his room by illness. The
room was unusnalh- well filled thronHiout the entire dav.

Reports were presented by the committees on Wood PresYards and Terminals, Electricity, Ties, Stresses
in Railroad Track, Buildings, Ballast, Roadway and Rail.
These reports and the discussion which they brought out

ervation,

arc iriven below.

Wood

Report of Committee on

Preservation

N APPENDIX A the committee
submits changes and addi-

In Appendix C, the committee submits as information
an improvement of the Bateman method as proposed by

tions on the following items

the Forestry Service.
The committee reports progress on subjects (3) Water
gas tar as a preservative; (4) Uniformity of practice and
specifications with other associations; (5) Douglas Fir
preservative treatment.

and recommends their adoption under the heading of
Conclusions.
(a) Revised specifications
for creosote oil.
specification
(b) Revised
for creosote-coal-tar solution.
(c) Revised title to include creosote-coal-tar solution with creosote oil under
methods for determining absorption.
(d) Revised wording and fuller details in the analysis

of creosote oil.
(e) Revised specification for zinc chloride.
(f) New specification covering the method for determining the strength of zinc chloride solution.
In Appendix B the committee submits information concerning creosoted water tanks. The committee also submits the results of a very thorough investigation of the
Burnettizing treatment and submits for information general conclusions relative to the value of zinc chloride and
creosote oil and a mixture of the two. It submits a revised specification for the treatment of ties by the Burnettizing process, which is recommended for adoption

under the heading of Conclusions.
708

Conclusions

The committee makes

the following recommendations

to the Association

For Adoption and Publication in the Manual
1

— (a)

sote

Proposed revision of specifications for creo-

oil.

(b)

Proposed revision of specification for creosote-

coal-tar solution.

Proposed revision of

title to include creosotesolution with creosote oil under methods for
determining absorption.
(d)
Proposed revision of wording and fuller details
in the analysis of creosote oil.
(e)
Proposed revision of specification for zinc
chloride.
(f)
Proposed specification covering method for determining the strength of zine chloride solution.
2 Proposed revision of specification for treatment of
ties by the Burnettizing process.

(c)
coal-tar

—

March

20,
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Accept as Information
Report on the creosoting of water tanks.
Report on the question of the treatment of ties with
zinc chloride and the general recommendations and conclusions in connection therewith.
Report covering improved method for determining
visually the penetration of ties treated with zinc chloride.
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the standard methods of the American Railway Engineering Association.
In addition to the oil conforming to the above standard
specification, the two grades specified below may be used
when the higher grade oil cannot be procured. The specifications are the same as the standard except as noted below.

Specification for Grade 2 Creosote Oil

The

distillate, based on water-free oil, shall be within
following limits:
to
210
deg. C. not more than 8 per cent.
Up
Up to 235 deg. C. not more than 35 per cent.

4.

Recommendations for Future Work
Your committee recommends for next year's work the
continuation of the subjects now assigned, and as new

the

subjects:
Availability and use of
(1)
servative for cross-ties.

distillate, based on water-free oil, shall be within
the following limits:
Up to 210 deg. C. not more than 10 per cent.
Up to 235 deg. C. not more than 40 per cent.
It is urged that when Grades 2 or 3 are used, consideration
be given to the injection of a greater ciuaitity of creosote oil
per cubic foot.

sodium fluoride as a pre-

Creosote treatment to be used in the protection
(2)
of piles in teredo infested water.
Committee: C. M, Taylor (P. & R.), chairman; Dr. Hermann von Schrenk CCons. Timber Enjjr.), vice-chairman; F. J.
Angier (B. & O.), F. L. C. Bond, E. H. Bowser (I. C), W. A.
Fisher, C. F.

Ford

(C. R.

I.

&

P.), C.

Graff (N. Y. C). R.

T.

H. Howard (Wab.), C. H. R. Howe (B. & O.), J. E. Johnson
(M. C), G. E. Rex (A. T. & S. F.), Lowry Smith (N. P.),
0. C. Steinmayer (S. L. & S. F.), H. Stephens, E. A. Sterling,
C. H. Teesdale (Forest Products Lab.), J. H. Waterman (C.
B.

&

Q.).

Appendix

A — Revision

Manual

determined for all conditions.
after a study of the specifications for
creosote oil and creosote-coal-tar solution, finds that the
This
specifications adopted in 1912 should be revised.
revision is necessary because increased safe-guards have
The
been developed for enforcing the specifications.
specifications herewith recommended are the result of
several years' work of committees of the American Railis

definitely

The committee,

American Wood-Preservers' Association and American Society for Testing
The three revised specifications differ from
Materials.
the specifications now printed in the Manual only in the

way

Engineering

Association,

addition of certain clauses

to

make

the

specifications

more workable.

Standard Specification for Creosote Oil
The
shall
1.

2.

oil shall

be distillate of coal-gas or coke-oven

tar.

It

comply with the following requirements:
It shall contain not more than 3 per cent of water.
It shall contain not more than 0.5 per cent of matter

insoluble in benzol.
The specific gravity of the
3.

Specification for Creosote-Coal- Tar Solution
oil shall be a coal-tar product, of which at least 80
per cent shall be a distillate of coal-gas or coke-oven tar,
and the remainder shall be refined or filtered coal-gas or
coke-oven tar. It shall comply with the following require-

ments:
2.

A

oil at

38 deg. /15.5 deg. C.

be not less than 1.03.
The distillate based on water-free oil, shall be within
the following limits:
Up to 210 deg. C. not more than 5 per cent.
Up to 235 deg. C. not more than 25 per cent.
shall
4.

The specific gravity of the fraction between 235 deg. C.
5.
grade and 315 deg. C. shall not be less than 1.03 at 38 deg.
/15.5 deg. C.
The specific gravity of the fraction between 315 deg. C.
and 355 deg. C. shall not be less than 1.10 at 38 deg. /1 5.5
deg. C.
6.
The residue above 355 deg. C, if it exceeds 5 per cent,
shall have a float test of not more than 50 sec. at 70 deg. C.
7.
The oil shall yield not more than 2 per cent coke
residue.
The foregoing test shall be made in accordance with
8.

The

The

1.

of

joint committee consisting of representatives of the
Preservative Committee of the American Wood-Preservers" Association and of this committee conducted a
further investigation on the question of "Water in Creosote" with special reference to the water content of oil
shipped in tank cars and the sampling of such cars before
being unloaded. The work to date strengthens our belief
that the Zone Sampling Method, adopted as standard
practice (see Vol. 18, A. R. E. A. Proceedings, page
1271), is correct in principle, but that it needs a further
The committee sugrefinement for actual application.
gests that this co-operative work be continued until the

method

Specification for Grade 3 Creosote Oil
4.

It
It

shall contain not
shall contain not

more than 3 per cent water.
more than 2 per cent of matter

insoluble in benzol.
The specific gravity of the
3.

oil at

38 deg. /IS. 5 deg. C.

nor more than 1.12.
based on water-free oil, shall be within

shall not be less than 1.05
4.

The

distillate,

the following limits:
Up to 210 deg. C. not more than 5 per cent.
Up to 235 deg. C. not more than 25 per cent.
The specific gravity of the fraction between 235 deg. C.
5.
and 315 deg. shall not be less than 1.03 at 38 deg. /15.S
deg. C.
The specific gravity of the fraction between 315 deg. C. and
355 deg. C. shall be not less than 1.10 at 38 deg. /15.5 deg. C.
The" residue above 355 deg. C, if it exceeds 26 per cent,
6.
shall have a float test of not more than 50 sec. at 70 deg. C.
The oil shall yield not more than 6 per cent coke
7.
residue.
8.

The foregoing

the standard
Association.

tests shall be

methods

of the

made

in

accordance with

American Railway Engineering

The committee recommends that the precaution pertaining
to inspection and precautions in the use of the creosote-coaltar solution, as now appearing in the Manual, be changed to
read as follows:

Precautions to Be Followed in the Purchase and
Use of the Creosote- Coal-Tar Solution

The specifications for a creosote-coal-tar solution
1.
are submitted for the guidance of those desiring to use
the coal tar addition to creosote.
There should be a distinct understanding between
2.
all concerned that a mixture is specified and used.
The refined coal-tar used shall be subject to inspec3.
tion or analysis by the railway company at any time, such
examination to be permitted upon request prior to the
mixing of the

solution.

In case the railway company makes its own solution of coal-tar and creosote, using crude tar for this
purpose, it shall specify clearly as to the quality of the
tar.
Only low carbon coal-tar should be used, the amount
of free carbon not to exceed 5 per cent.
The coal-tar may be added to the creosote at treat5.
ing plants when suitable facilities for properly mixing
the solutions are available, otherwise the solution should
be mixed by the manufacturer, but subject to the inspection or supervision of the railway company. The coal-tar
and creosote should be thoroughly mixed at a temperature of approximately 180 deg. F. before being applied
The mixing should be done in tanks other
to timber.
than the regular working tanks, and the tanks containing
the mixture should be heated and agitated thoroughly
4.

:
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results obtained with zinc chloride treated ties were due
fad that many ties were more or less rotten before

tanks.

to the

b.
In troatiiifi with tlic mixture tlie tcmpcratuiT of
the sohiiiDii ill the cvliiuler shoiihl not he less than 18()

they were treated. Decayed timber can never be cxpctcd
to give good service.
It is frequently stated that ties can

be

The

coiuniiltee further reconinieiul,s that

tlie

title

on

page 54S of tlie I'M.S Manual, dealing with methods for
(letermiuing al)soii)tion, now reading "Methods of Accurately Determining the Absorption of Creosote Oil," be
changed to read "Methods of Accurately Determining
tiie .\l)Sorpti(>n of Creosote Oil and Creosote-Coal-Tar
Solution."

Analysis of Creosote Oils
Since the adoption of the revi.sed standard methods for
analysis of creosote oil, as printed in the Supplement to
the Manual for July, 1917, Bulletin 197, and as a result
of co-operative work between committees of this Association, the .\merican Wood-Preservers' Association, and
the American Society for Testing Materials, certain slight
corrections, changes and additions have been made. The
committee recommended that these be embodied in the
standard specifications for creosote analysis.

Zinc Chloride

The

specification of zinc chloride appearing in the 1915

Manual, page 551, is not present practice.
revised to conform with present usage, and

mended

that

the

It
it

has been
is

recom-

following revised specification be

serted in the Manual
The zinc chloride shall be acid-free and shall not
tain more than 0.1 per cent iron.
Fused or solid
chloride shall contain at least 94 per cent soluble
chloride.
Concentrated solutions shall contain at
50 per cent soluble zinc chloride.

Appendix B

— Service

in-

conzinc
zinc
least

Test Records

The committee reported progress on

work and
work that has

this

submitted for information this year the
been done by the Illinois Central in using creosoted water
tanks as its standard. (Railway Age, Oct. 18, 1918, page
The committee feels that other railroads could
709.)
well afford to investigate the matter of creosoting water
tanks, as the life of a water tank depends almost entirely
on the prevention of rot, and if the tank and supports
are properly framed and treated a very long life can be
reasonably expected.
The sub-committee was also asked to make "A critical
study of the records of service given by the zinc chloride
treatment and state definitely the results which may be
obtained from that treatment. The question as to what
might be expected from treatment with zinc chloride is
of very general interest, particularly under the present

emergency conditions.
In the following report the committee presents such
records as have been found available, together with discussions, and the conclusions drawn from track experience. It has formulated definite recommendations as
to methods to be followed in order to obtain the best results with zinc chloride treatment, with general conclusions as to what may be expected of zinc chloride treated
ties when treated and used according to these recommendations.

A

careful study of the track records and personal conferences with those familiar with the use of zinc treated
ties lead to the conclusion that proper treatment will, at
least,
double the life of an untreated tie in the
same situation.
The experience of roads which
have used zinc chloride treated ties clearly shows
that the best results are obtained only when thoroughly
sound ties are treated. Undoubtedly, many of the poor

seasoned along the right-of-way or where
any deterioration can easily be detected by
careful inspection. It has been demonstrated beyond all
doubt that visual inspection of ties .several months after
cutting is not only imi)ractical but frequently very misleading, because of the internal decay not evident on the
outside.
The successful preliminary preparation of ties
is one of the most vital factors in obtaining successful
service, and it is necessary that ties in all stages before
treatment be kept in well-ventilated piles, free from every
j)ossii)lc kind of infection.
To help prevent these conditions, all lies should be shipped promptly after cutting to
the seasoning yard at the treating plant.
This means
that all yards should be kept free from weeds, decayed
wood and standing water.
The best results from the use of zinc chloride treated
ties can only be obtained when the ties are thoroughly air
seasoned before treatment. This calls for carefully constructed tie piles, care being taken to keep the stringers
as far out towards the ends of the piles as possible and
with sufficient air spaces between the piles.
Careful records should be kept of the ages of the tie
piles, for it has been found far better to treat ties on the
basis of age rather than on visual inspection. The time
necessary to properly air season will vary, but in general
the best results have been obtained by seasoning red oak
ties tw^elve months and pine ties about four months.
In order to assure proper information as to the age of
ties, the committee finds that some railroads have adopted
the admirable system of end-branding the ties as they
are taken up by the inspector, with a figure or paint mark,
indicating the month of the year in which the ties were
i)roi)erly

cut,

and

cut,

which practice we strongly recommend.

that

The committee

finds that the life of zinc chloride
treated ties is greatly influenced by geographical factors,
conditions of ballast, the amount of traffic, weight of rail,
etc.
The service obtained is to be ascribed more to these
factors than to the kind of timber or the zinc chloride
treatment.
In other words, while softwoods like pine
have generally given shorter service than hardwoods like
oak, this difference is due to the fact that the pine ties
rail-cut more rapidly than oak, thereby giving an opportunity for water to lodge under the rail bearings and leach
out the zinc salt with the consequent more rapid decay of
the pine ties.

Climatic influences undoubtedly have a large bearing on
the possible length of life.
study of the tables clearly
shows that in regions of low rainfall and dry atmospheric
conditions, longer life has been obtained than in regions
of high rainfall and high humidity.
It is also true that
the same holds for regions of low mean temperatures as

A

compared with regions of high mean temperatures.
One of the most striking
Influence and Treatment.
conclusions obtained, from the study made, is that the
quality of treatment has the most direct bearing on the

—

ultimate life obtained. It has been clearly demonstrated
that poorly treated ties give short service and well-treated
ties give longer service.
The committee finds that poor
treatment has been caused by
Excessive steam(1.)
ing of green or partially seasoned ties, in order to obtain
any absorption at all. In many cases the absorption even
The
after such steam treatment was very poor.
(2.)
injection of an inadequate amount of zinc chloride.
(3.)
Paying no attention to the relation between the strength
of the solution and the duration of pressure, resulting in
a large amount of the zinc chloride solution being compacted in the outer layer of wood, when it should have
:

:
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permeated the entire tie.
and thorough supervision.

One

(4.)

The

circumstances there should be absolute assurance that
only sound ties are treated.
2.
Treatment. All ties should be treated according
to the standard specification by the Burnettizing process,
as follows

lack of intelligent

of the criticisms of the zinc chloride treatment

all

—

is

that the preservative, being soluble in water, leaches out
and, therefore, can not be expected to give permanent
general investigation of the results clearly
protection.

A

Specifications for the Treatment of Ties by Burnettizing

indicates that the leaching process does not take place as
have determined from
rapidly as has been assumed.
an examination of ties which have been in the track for
a number of years that they still retain zinc chloride well

Process

We

distributed throughout the
in drier climates.

tie.

This

The committee

more

is

—

Seasoning.
No ties shall be treated unless they are
thoroughly air seasoned.
The railway's representative
shall at all times be the judge as to whether ties are seasoned sufficiently to obtain the required absorption of the

noticeable

finds that while zinc

preservative.
Only the same kind of
Classification of Timbers.
wood, and, as far as possible, only the same sizes shall
be treated in the same charge, unless permission is obtained from the railway's representative to treat certain
specified kinds of wood or certain specified sizes in the
same charge.
Absorption.
The amount of zinc chloride absorbed
shall be on the basis of an average of 3^ pound of dry
zinc chloride per cubic foot of wood. In any one charge
the minimum absorption allowed shall be 0.45 lb. per cu.
ft.
If the average absorption falls below this quantity,
the charge will have to be retreated.
The maximum
absorption allowed in any one charge shall be 0.55 lb.

chloride is a water soluble salt, it leaves the wood very
slowly and that sufficient is retained in the wood fiber to
give protection that will at least double the life obtained
from the untreated wood.
One of the results found by actual track inspection is
that many zinc treated ties were taken out because of
checking. The extent of checking varies with the climate,
ballast conditions and the kind of wood, and appears to
be peculiar to zinc treated ties and does not prevail with
creosoted ties.
As already indicated, zinc chloride treated ties have
failed because (1) partially decayed or improperly sea-

—

—

soned before treatment; (2) improperly treated, either

from excessive steaming,

insufficient absorption of pre-

(3) poorly protected against mechanical
wear; and (4) for lack of careful supervision of the
entire process of treatment.
These factors have undoubtedly contributed much to
the severe criticism of zinc chloride treatment. The committee feels that too much stress cannot be placed upon
thorough study
a proper recognition of these facts.
has convinced us that many of the records of short life
are unquestionably to be ascribed to either one or more
of the reasons given above.
Lack of proper mechanical protection stands out
strongly as another reason for frequent failure of zinc
chloride treated ties. While proper mechanical protection
is essential on any treated ties, it is especially important
on those treated with zinc chloride. Very slight mechanical abrasion or injury permits the preservative to
leach out of the tie.
Hundreds of thousands of zinc
chloride treated ties have been removed from track in
which the ends and middle were perfectly sound, but
which failed immediately under the rail base.
Improper inspection and supervision of treatment is
frequently responsible for the failure of zinc chloride
treated ties. The solution is colorless and gives in iteslf
no indication of its strength, nor is it easy to determine
penetration by borings. Visual inspection of penetration
is difficult, and more reliance must be placed on volumetric absorption.
Slight errors in determining the
strength of the solutions may have serious results. Zinc
chloride treatment, furthermore, requires judgment of
the condition of the wood before treatment, and a complete appreciation of the many variable factors making
for good treatment require technical inspection and
supervision at all stages.
tie;

A

General Recommendations

—

ft.

made up

—

As

a result of the study made, we submit the following
recommendations with reference to zinc chloride treatment and the use of zinc chloride treated ties. The specification submitted takes the place of the one given in
1915 Manual, page 551, headed Zinc Chloride Treatment.
1.
Handling Ties Before Treatment. Ties should be
promptly brought to the seasoning yard. All piles should
be marked showing the age of the ties, and the fitness of
ties for treatment should be based on the number of
months seasoned rather than on visual inspection. Under

Deficiency in absorption in any one charge
Under no cirin subsequent charges.
cumstances shall the actual solution used be stronger than
5 per cent.
In all cases the solution shall be as weak as
possible with the highest possible volumetric absorption.
For red oak ties the solution shall be approximately
4 per cent, or less, and at least 20 per cent by volume
For pine and other
of the solution shall be injected.
coniferous woods, the strength of the solution shall be
not more than 2 per cent, and at least 40 per cent by
volume of the solution used shall be injected. For woods
other than oak and pine the volumetric absorption shall
be as high as possible. The exact figure to be used shall
be determined by the railway's representative. After determining this figure, the solution to be used shall be as
weak as possible, consistent with obtaining an absorption
of Yz pound of dry zinc chloride per cu. ft. and the necessary volumetric absorption. The amount of solution absorbed shall be determined by calculations based on the
gage readings of the working tanks. The gage or gages
should frequently be tested as to their accuracy. This
absorption should be checked occasionally by weighing
an entire charge of ties before and after treatment on a
suitable track scale. The weighing of one charge in ten
shall be considered sufficient.
The strength of the solution at all times and at all stages shall be carefully controlled by chemical titration, using a silver nitrate solution
with potassium chromate indicator.
Treatment. All ties after being placed in the cylinder
shall be subject to a preliminary steam treatment for at
least one hour and not more than two hours, at a pressure
not exceeding 20 lb. After the steaming, a vacuum shall
be drawn for one to two hours, and where it is necessary
to break the vacuum in order to empty the cylinder of
condensed water, a subsequent vacuum shall be drawn
following the emptying of the cylinder. In all cases the
most complete vacuum, consistent with the elevation of
the treating plant, shall be obtained.
The zinc chloride solution shall then be introduced into
the cylinder at a temperature not less than 130 deg. F.
nor more than 180 deg. F., and a temperature of at least
150 deg. F. shall be maintained throughout the entire
pressure of approximately 125 or more lb.
operation.
per sq. in. shall be applied for a sufficient period to obtain
the proper volumetric absortion.
Any ties, regardless of the amount of preservative in-

per cu.
shall be

servative, or unequal distribution of preservative through-

out the
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hitler

InMli'd wlicii, ;il
prcssiiic iicriod,

iiiiiipk'U'ly
ii;mI

of

llie

;iiiy

llic

lioM al 1()5 or more II). eonlimiously
for a half lioiir period, tlie al)sorplion duriiij,' siidi a
period is less lliaii 5 per cent of the total volume of zinc
chloride solution which is to he injected into the charge.
3.
Ilaudlimj Suhsi'ijuoii to 7>c«/;»c«/.- -Cross-lies
treated with zinc chloride should he air seasoned, jjreferably at the treating plant after treatment, for al least
60 days before insertion in the track.
W'c base this
reconiniendation on the following factors:
1.
Thorough air seasoning of treated ties will give
increa.scd strength to cross-breaking and increased .s])ikcholding power. It will also result in reducing plate rail
prcssiirc

liavinj,' Ik-oii

wear.
2.

Air seasoned

ties

will

show a saving

in

shipping

weight.
3.
By air seasoning ties either at the treating plant
or at distributing yards a better distribution will be obtained than if they are scattered on the right-of-way.
4.
Air seasoned tics will show a reduced tendency to

leaching.
5.
It is essential to air season zinc treated ties to prevent signal disturbance.
6.
By air seasoning ties at storage yards, a shipping
reserve will be established, to be drawn on when cars
are available.
4.
Supcn'isio>i and Inspection.
All stages of the
handling of ties both before and after treatment require
careful supervision.
It is strongly recommended that
provision be made for the thorough supervision of all
stages of the treating process by a competent technical
man, preferably of chemical training, at the treating
plant, under the direction of the railroad of^cial in direct
charge of w^ood preservation.

—

Where and When Zinc Treated

Can Be Used
The geographic region in which zinc chloride ties could
be recommended was made the subject of study by the

AGE

too optiniislic conclusion as to what could be e.xiiected

on an average over the whole

where under nromal conditions it would not be used, a
meeting was called at Madison, Wisconsin, on October
10th to determine the best possible procedure, with the
result that the following resolutions were unanimously
adopted
1.
"That the line of demarcation for the present emergency practice as between zinc chloride and creosote oil
in the treatment of cross-ties, north and west of which
zinc chloride should be used, follow the line of 45-in.
rainfall, starting on the coast of Texas and going north
to the point where the south side of the extended line of
the state of Tennessee would intersect the 45-in. line,
follow the south side of Tennessee to the ridge of the
Alleghenies, thence following the ridges of the Alleghenies until it intersects the 40-in. rainfall line and thence
along the 40-in. line to the Canadian border."
2.
"That where due to emergency conditions the supply of creosote oil is not available for ties in region south
and east of this line, zinc chloride be used."
The committee recommends that these resolutions be
submitted to the association for approval while the present emergency conditions prevail.
The basic line upon
which the vise of zinc chloride treated ties has been drawn
was developed from information submitted to the committee by the United States Forest Service and from information collected by the committee covering actual
track service.

General Conclusions
The committee, recognizing that the conclusions to be
drawn from track records and track tests may lead to a

field,

and perhaps obscure

the possible result to be obtained from other preservatives, feels that misleading conclusions may be drawn,
unless we jiresent the general aspects r)f the whole situation after the study we have devoted to it, so we, therefore submit the following conclusions:

That creosote

is the best timber i)reserving agent
for a41 pur])oses, and by reason that its comjKjsition is not affected by either rainfall or temperature, and
in addition has a lubricating effect on the wood which
diminishes the injury due to mechanical wear, and this
combination of qualities places it at the head of all treating preservatives.
1.

known

2.
That where for economic reasons creosote oil is
not available, or other conditions of maintenance will not
justify the expense for creosote treatment, the adoption
of zinc chloride is without question justified in the treatment for tics. Climatic conditions will go further in determining the economy of this treatment than in any
other, and as one can unquestionably figure on doubling
the life of the untreated timber by its use, and in dry
climates this life will undoubtedly be extended.
That in localities where the rainfall is excessive
3.
and with a humid atmosphere, where good zinc chloride
treatment would be unfavorably influenced by leaching,
and in any climate where checking of the timber is likely
to be excessive, or the mechanical abuse of the fiber is
extreme, and it is not considered possible to secure a
straight creosote treatment, the introduction of some
lubricating agent with zinc chloride will have a beneficial
effect in retarding the destruction of the timber from the

above causes.

Appendix C

— Indicators

for

Determining the Bur-

nettizing of Ties and Timbers

Ties

committee.
Realizing that the present emergency conditions warrant the use of zinc chloride, in many regions
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The basis for the investigation was the work done by
E. Bateman, chemist on forest products, and his report
issued by the United States Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service, Circular 190, entitled "A Visual Method
for Determining the Penetration of Inorganic Salts in
Treated Wood."
In his method a representative disk of the treated wood
cut as a test piece. The freshly cut surface is dipped
for an instant in a 1 per cent potassium ferrocyanide
solution. The entire surface should be moistened, but the
disk should remain in the solution not more than 10
seconds.
After the disk has been thus moistened, the
excess of the solution is removed from the face by blotting paper.
The moistened block is then dipped into a
1 per cent solution of uranium acetate and allowed to dry.
At first the whole block may have a reddish tinge, but, on
drying, the untreated portions will have a dark red or
maroon color, while the treated portions will be slightly
whiter than the natural wood."
While this method has been in use for several years,
many operators have found that the method of applying
the test was not satisfactory, and also that the line of
demarcation between the treated and untreated areas was
The committee has therefore
not clear and distinct.
developed another method (described in the report)
which continues to use the same chemicals as given by
Bateman. The committee feels that these changes in the
application of Mr. Bateman's method constitute a very
decided improvement and should be used by all operators in checking the penetration of the preservative
is

The committee is working
on a method for determining the penetration of zinc
chloride in red oak and hopes to have this ready for
in the Burnettizing process.

next year.

;
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Discussion

The
was

C. M. Taylor (Chairman)
fore the committee this year

particular work bethe revision of the
creosote oil standards up to the present time. The revised
specifications for creosote oil are given in Appendix A.
The basic changes in the old specifications as now appearing in the Manual are not very great. Section 5 of
each specification for creosote oil covers a new refinement for determining the purity of oil which says that
"The specific gravity of the fraction between 235 deg. C.
and 315 deg. C. shall not be less than" a certain gravity.
That clause has been added in order to tie down the high
boiling point fractions.
Further there has been added
the process given under Sec. 6 of each specification.
This is another guarding point to take care of high boiling point fra-ctions, likewise, Sec. 7 of each specification.
These specifications are proposed for adoption and
publication in the Manual.
I move their adoption.
As a matter of inJ. L. Campbell (E. P. & S. W.)
formation, I would like to ask the committee if in the
preparation of these specifications it had any consultation
with the manufacturers of creosote to ascertain if there
would be any material difficulty or objection to compliance with the provisions of the specifications ?
not
infrequently run up against strenuous objections of the
manufacturers to furnishing material according to the
specifications for various reasons which they set up.
:

713

quently, what one might consider a factor of safety
might not appeal to another engineer.
(The motion was carried.)
(Mr. Taylor then presented for adoption and publication in the Manual the following
Specifications for
creosote-coal-tar solution precautions to be followed in
the purchase and use of the creosote-coal-tar solution
that the heading in the Manual which covers the point,
"Methods of accurately determining the absorption of
creosote oil," be changed to read, "Methods of accurately
determining the absorption of creosote oil and creosotecoal-tar solution" extra instructions in the actual analysis of creosote oil
standard specifications for zinc
chloride a new method for determining the strength of
zinc chloride solutions
the specification for the treatment of ties by the Burnettizing process.)
:

;

;

;

;

;

(The

was favorable

action on the above

in

each

in-

stance.)

specifications, so that we will have two oil specifications alike under which people may work, and they will
both be the same if they are both adopted.

Mr. Taylor
In connection with the report on zinc
chloride treatment, the committee went into the discussion of it primarily from a war standpoint. The conclusion was that because of the scarcity of creosote oil there
were certain territories where at that time it was not
advisable to use anything but creosote oil if it was available, and that in the other parts of the country zinc
The line of demarcation bechloride should be used.
tween the territories that should use the zinc chloride
and those which should use the creosote oil follows very
closely the 40 in. rainfall. It starts in Texas and goes up
to the Canadian border at a point very close to Maine.
That line is one that possibly by future committees will
be advanced further north and further west, and coincide
with what has been the line previously between the roads
In
that use zinc chloride and those that use creosote.
connection with this study they came to the conclusion
that there were three general conclusions that should
guide any railroad in determining what treatment should
be used in their particular locality. These conclusions are
merely submitted to you for your information.

C. E. Lindsay (U. S. R. A.)
Can the committee give
us any information as to what increased quantity of
creosote oil per cubic foot should be injected when grades
2 or 3 are used.
Mr. Taylor The committee is not prepared tc5 propose
any standard for that. When you use grades 2 and 3,
you are not using the best grade of creosote oil conse-

part of our report is in connection with
"Report on indicators for determining the
Burnettizing of ties and timbers." There is nothing new
about this indicator for determining the penetration of
zinc chloride in timbers, except we have taken what has
been done bv the Forest Service and improved it some.
(The committee was excused with thanks.)

:

We

Mr. Taylor: The manufacturers assure us there
reason
lowed.

why

is

no

the specifications given here cannot be fol-

The Chairman:

ask the committee if these specificasame as adopted by the American
Wood Preservers' Association ?
Mr. Taylor They are the same as proposed for adoption by the American Wood Preservers' Association, so
the two associations are proposing to have exactly the
I

tions as revised are the

:

same

:

:

;

:

The

subject

final
5,

Progress Report on Stresses in Track
DURING

THE YEAR

the data of the tests to find the

counterweight of locomotive drivers made
late in 1917 on the track of the St. Louis-San Francisco have been worked upon with very interesting results.
Tests were also made on the track of the Illinois
Central to find the effect of counterbalance of the Mikado
locomotive. Other tests were made on the Illinois Central and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul to determine
the distribution of pressure immediately under the tie
effect of

and

also the stresses in the tie, and considerable work
has been done in reducing the data.
The committee plans to study the results of the experimental data now available and to take up the preparation of a report upon the part of the subject so covered.
It is believed, too, that sufficient information has now
been accumulated to begin the discussion of the relation
of the results to the principles governing the design of
railroad track.
It is expected also that the test work
will be continued during the coming year.
Committee: A. N. Talbot (Univ. of III), chairman; W. M.
Dawley (Erie), vice-chairman; A. S. Baldwin ( I. C), G. H.

(I. C. C), John Brunner (111. Steel Co.), W. J. Burton (M. P.), Chas. S. Churchill (N. & W.), W. C. Cushing
(Pa. Lines), Dr. P. H. Dudley (N. Y. C), H. E. Hale, Robt.
W. Hunt, J. B. Jenkins, George W. Kittredge (N. Y. C), P. M.
LaBach, C. G. E. Larsson (Am. Br. Co.), G. J. Gray (U. S. R.
R. A), Albert Reichmann (Am. Br. Co.), H. R. Safford (U. S.
R. R. A.), Earl Stimson (B. & O.), F. E. Turneaure (Univ. of
Wis.), J. E. Willoughby (A. C. L.).

Bremner

Discussion
A. N. Talbot
Frisco last year

(Chairman)

show

:

The

tests

made on

that stresses in the rails

the

under the

main drivers were on the average nearly four times as
great at a speed of 50 mi. an hour, as at 5 mi. an hour
The stresses
with the Santa Fe type of locomotive.
found in the rail under the Pacific type of locomotive
ranges from 60 to 70 per cent more at a speed of 60 mi.
an hour than the stresses at 5 mi. an hour. Tests made
on the Illinois Central during the summer with the
Mikado type showed that at 45 mi. an hour a speed materially higher than is permitted on the road, stresses
were about twice as great as at a speed of 5 mi. an hour.

:

all

111

:
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ca^rs

tlu-

irailrr

ami

rvcii

tlio

irmit

triick.s

locomotive sliowcil an increase in stre.s.s at times
correspon(lin)»- to the position of the conntcr weight on
of

tlu"

the drivers which gave the higiiest stress.
Under the
main driver the maximum effect was reached when the

connter weights were down.
In addition to this work with the locomotives and the
elTect of counterweights, tests have hecn made on ties
in the track to determine from the llexure of the tics
the elTect jirodnced in them of the distribution of pressure upon the ballast lengthwise of the tie.
While it
is a very dif^cult matter to get these bending movements
antl the distribution very closely, we shall have some
information on these points.
can only say that the
I
(Mxlinary wooden cross-tie seems to be subjected to all
kinds of stresses by bending in different directions.

The committee was disappointed last year because
members to study the

there was no opportunity for the
report and to discuss it.
C. E. Lindsay (U. S. R. A.)

I would like to ask the
committee if in their experiments they have used 8-in.
by 8-in. ties, and whether they have considered the use
of a 7-in. by 9-in. tie with the long axis vertical at the
:

joint

?

Prof. Talbot

The committee has used

6-in. by 8-in.
with the wide dimension horizontally, but not the 8-in. by 8-in.
It has not been
proven so far I think that a greater vertical dimension
would be of advantage. There is nothing to indicate that
a decrease in the amount of bending would be of advantage to the track. It mav be that it is desirable.
ties

and

7-in.

:

by 9-in.

tics

Vol. 66, No. lie

C. P. Howard (I. C. C.)
I would like to a.sk Prof.
Talbot if the increa.se in the static pressure developed
by these experiments docs not coincide closely with what
was found to be tl)e case in short spans of bridges.
:

J'rof. Talbot:
presume that the results would be
I
nnich alike, but the conditions are considerably different.
In the case of the short spans another element enters,
namely the dellection of the structure. If a bridge has
a solid floor, it may be expected that the condition then,
aside froiu the deflection on the structure, will be very

much
VV.

same as in the track.
M. Camp: Prof. Talbot touched on two

the

or three

matters that seemed to mc to be a very practical application of those stresses in the track. One was the fact that
where the end of a tie is not well supported by a bank
outside, the flexure is greater than it is where there is a
good bank to support the end of the tie and the ballast,
should think another very practical study would be
f
economical length of ties.
Another question which
comes up is in regard to the weight of rail in relation
to the length of tie.
Prof. Talbot: The committee has had in mind the
study of the effect of the length of ties upon action in
the track.
These tests should be made some time after
the tamping is done to see what the
then, because it is quite evident that
which the tie is subjected immediately
may be far different from those which
after a considerable time has elapsed.
(The committee was relieved with
association.)

conditions become
the conditions to
after the tamping
come upon the tie
the thanks of the

Report of Committee on Roadway
COMMITTKF SL'BMITTEn aS
information eight profiles of
specific instances of shrinkage
of embankments on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, giving the percentage of material
required to restore the several

IIF,

embankments

to their orig-

of

traffic.

In water pockets the ballast has generally been
(3)
beaten down into the roadbed and formed troughs under
the track, the sub-ballast and roadbed being pushed out
laterally

and sometimes raised, forming walls,
from under the track.

to prevent

the water draining

width after a lapse of
four years' time.
The prevention or cure of
water pockets is a subject
which has been before the

Water pockets exist in fills as well as cuts, but
(4)
more generally in cuts of a clayey nature.
They exist in localities where soil conditions are
(5)

committee for several years.
In 1914 a circular letter was

Method of surfacing and tamping track has no
(6)
particular effect in forming water pockets, but the class
of material used as ballast does have considerable effect.
Water pockets can be prevented in many cases by
(7)
proper formation of roadbed and use of proper kind and
depth of ballast, as follow^s

inal

sent to the different members
of the association, asking certain questions in regard there-

A large number of replies were received to this
to.
inquiry and the sub-committee of that year made a progress report.
The committee at that time was not ready
to form conclusions either as to the best method of preventing water pockets or the best method of curing water
pockets that exist.
do not find that anything of particular interest along these lines has been developed since
that report, except that of specially preparing the roadbed before laying track by means of rolling.
It is desired, however, to report on this subject, and
we have condensed and tabulated the replies made to the
circular letter above referred to, and attach a copy of
the replies. From these replies and our own experience
along this line, we would recommend the following conclusions be adopted for inclusion in the Manual

We

(1)

They have increased and become more noticeable
(2)
since the use of heavier equipment and greater density

Conclusions
Water pockets have existed

certain localities since construction.

for

many

years in

unfavorable to satisfactory maintenance, particularly in
clay.

(A)

Where

the roadbed, in either cuts or

fills, is

com-

posed of a more or less clayey material, after the work
has been brought to a sub-grade all construction tracks
should be removed and the sub-grade rolled with a road
roller weighing about ten tons, to a uniformly smooth
surface with either sufficient crown or side slope to shed
water; any resulting depressions below sub-grade being
loosened up with a plow and brought up to sub-grade
by the addition of material of the same kind as that comAfter several
posing the roadbed and then rerolled.
years' use under traffic it may be necessary to cut through
the shoulder of the sub-grade at frequent intervals to
afford drainage, as the sub-grade under the track will settle several inches lower than the shoulders.
(B) Sub-ballast should be of engine cinder, screenings or other similar material, so as to prevent the roadbed working up into the ballast proper. Stone ballast
;

:

March

20,

;
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should not be used directly on top of clay or loam roadbed.
Sufficient depth of ballast should be provided to
(C)
insure even distribution of the load on the roadbed.
(D) Construction trains should not be run, if possible to avoid, over track laid on new roadbed without balThis drives the ties into the roadbed and forms delast.
pressions, which later on develop into water pockets.
(E) In wet cuts, sub-soil drains of vitrified bell and
sewer pipe should be laid on a 4-in. well-tamped bed of
engine cinders in deep ditches, with uncemented joints,
and the trench then back-filled with same material as

removed

if at all

porous, otherwise back-fill with engine

cinder.

cuts of clay should have sufficient crown
and the surface should be smooth. Any
back-filling necessary to make a smooth surface should
be made of the same material as exists in the cut.
(G) In building new roadbed alongside existing

(F)

Wet

to drain properly,

tracks on

same grades, care should be taken not

to

form

new roadbed

of impervious material at a higher elevation
than the original roadbed, but the new roadbed should
be kept at or below this level so as to provide an outlet
for the drainage through the existing ballast. This is particularly important on hillside construction. If change in
existing gradient is to be made, new roadbed for both
tracks should be on same level.
In curing water pockets the principal object is to
(8)
provide proper drainage. This may be accomplished, according to localities, in several ways, as follows
(a)
In cuts, by means of sub-soil drains of vitrified
bell and sewer pipe, laid in ditch or between tracks with
uncemented joints. They should be laid at such depth as
to be below any movement of the sub-grade and below
the water to be drained. They should be below the frost
Lateral drains of pipes or of cinder or stone may
line.
be made to tap the pockets if necessary. Pipe should be
covered 12 in. or more with porous material, and then
the trench should be back-filled with the same material as
removed, if at all porous, otherwise use engine cinders
for back-filling.
In cuts where material is very soft to a consider(b)
able depth, a drain about 3 ft. square may be provided
of large stone, either in the ditch line or between tracks,
and of sufficient depth to take the drainage.
In cuts where material is soft to a great depth,
(c)
old ties or bridge timbers may be driven just outside the
ends of the ties. These serve to hold the roadbed in
place and to some extent lower the water level, leaving
the top surface of the roadbed more firm.

On

water pockets should be tapped by lateral ditches and filled with porous material so as to drain.
In many cases the material will have to be ex(e)
cavated and a bed of old timber, cinder or other material
spread over the surface to provide sufficient area to pre(d)

fills,

vent the further penetration of the ballast into the roadbed, and the ballast should then be replaced with good,
clean material.
Coniiiiittee: W. M. Dawley (Erie), chairman; J. A. Spielmann (B. & O.), vice-chairman; J. R. W. Ambrose (Tor.
Term.). H. E. Astley (N. Y. N. H. & H.), C. W. Brown (L.
& N. E.), S. P. Brown, B. M. Cheney (C. B. & Q.), C. W.
Cochran. W. C. Curd, Paul Didier (B. & O.), S. B. Fisher
(M. K. & T.), W. C. Kegler (C. C. C. & St. L.), H. W. McLeod (C. P. R.), C. M. McVay (K. & M.), F. M. Patterson
(I. C. C), W. H. Petersen (C. R. I. & P.), P. Petri (B. & O.).
W. F. Purdy (Mon. Sou.), R. A. Rutledge (A. T. & S. F.),
W. H. Sellcw (M. C), T. M. Sills (St. L.-S. F.). W. P. Wiltsee (N. & W.),

Discussion

W.

Five
P. Wiltsee (representing the committee)
subjects were assigned to the committee and we have
:
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It is the intention of the committee
reported on two.
I
that the profiles presented be received as information.

so move.
I would like to call attenC. P. Howard (I. C. C.)
tion to these profiles, that nothing is said about subsidence, and, therefore, we will assume that all the diminution in the size is shrinking and not subsidence. I wonder if the committee has found any of the settling was
due to subsidence, and also if it made any effort to find
:

out how the embankment was formed down toward the
bottom. I ask if the committee knows how much matethe banks, and
rial and excavation it took to make
whether the banks as finally shrunk were greater or less
than the amount of material in the excavation.
I do not think those points were conMr. Wiltsee
sidered, but the committee will consider them this year.
Before we receive these
R. H. Ford (C. R. I. & P.)
profiles, I would say that the amount of subsidence shown
I think they are open to some question
is very small.
as to their thoroughness of preparation.
This profile shows shrinking and not
Mr. Wiltsee
The matter of subsidence does not enter
subsidence.
:

:

:

into that.
I will substitute shrinkage for subsidence
The shrinkage of these banks
applies in either case.
much less than the experience of the average man.

Mr. Ford
it

is

:

These fills have been
W. H. Hoyt (D. M. & N.)
brought up to their original level by adding more maNow, apparently that provides not only for
terial.
shrinking, but also for any subsidence that may have
occurred in these fills. As this question is an important
one, and as these profiles do not show the class of material and many other points that might have an important
bearing on the accuracy of the statements in the report,
I do not think we will be justified in publishing them.
I think it is imporGeorge H. Bremner (I. C. C.)
tant to indicate the part of the country to which these
profiles apply, so that we would better understand the
conditions surrounding them.
(After further discussion, the motion that the profile
be received as information and published in the proceedings was carried. Mr. Wiltsee then read the matter
on the curing of water pockets, including the conclusions, and moved its adoption and printing in the Manual
:

:

of the association.)
I think that practically everything the
J. G. Sullivan
committee has said there is thoroughly good practice. I
would like to see it amplify one feature if possible, and
experience has
that is the crowning of the roadbed.
been that after we started crowning roadbeds \ve were
getting a great deal better results in countries where
material will hold water. There is some objection to it
in a country where you lay track in the frost, but that
is offset by the benefit you derive from the condition of
:

My

the track afterwards.
One other feature that

should think might be added,
and that is the time at
which you lay track. If you lay track in the spring with
the frost in the ground or just going, it causes more
trouble in forming a pocket after the track is laid than
any other one thing.
I think we all realize the force of what
Mr. Ford
Mr. Sullivan has said about this. There is one thing
which he has not alluded to, which I do not see covered
in here.
As an investment, it is very often desirable if
the road can be graded a year previous and left to
weather. The interest on the money that is expended for
grading and letting it lie a year is a good investment.
Some of the paragraphs which have been alluded to here
might not be necessary, but I notice that they are not

although

it

is

:

hard

I

to control,
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UdiU
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tluil

lliry (.niistilulc

;i

iikmIioiI wlicrt-

done.
1''

:

the ballast is jilaced."
The last word in the |)ara},nai)h
is chanj^ed to "roadbed."
It seems to nie that
C. W. Baldridse {A. T. & S. F.)
Art. v., under (7). should be made to a.i,Mee with Art. A,
under (8). The object is exactly the same. Art. V. does
not provide for covering;; the |)ipe with positively i)orous
material, and T would suj^gest that both articles be made
to read: ".\il pipe should be covered 12 in. or more with
engine cinders or ec|ually porous material," and tlicn the

"cut"

:

Vol. 66, No.

Irencli be
if

riir (.'liairm.iii
I'ar.
lias been cliaiijjjed to read "All
roadbed .should have sui'iicieiit crown to drain properly,
and the surface should be smooth." Docs that cover it?
Mr. Sullivan: .And it should be maintained in this
condition until ballast is placed on it.
The Chairman: It now reads: ".\11 roadbeds should
have suHicient crown to drain properly, and liie surface
should be smooth, and maintained in this condition until

AGli

at

all

.Mr.

back

lilled

with

llie

same material

11,

as remcjved,

])orous, etc."

Wiltsee:

The

coMunillee will accept thai amend-

ment.
I

(

'ollowing this there was an extended discussion as

lo the praclicability of api)lyinjj these conclusions in actual
work, it being the contention that they were too the-

oretical.)
.S.
:\.
Baldwin (I. C.)
It is a very discouraging
thing to a committee to submit a report of this kind, and
not secure publication. I am (piitc sure that a number of
years ago when I was doing such work, such information
as is given in this report would have been very valuable.
cann(jt exiJcct to have a ])erfect report under any
conditions, and, therefore, I would like to sec this report
included just as it is written and ])rintcd in the Manual.
(After some further discussion Mr. Wiltscc's motion
was put and carried.)
The committee was tlicn dismissed witli thanks.
:

We

Report of Committee on Rail
si'KciFicvTioNs
.steel
for
in the Manual arc in
need of revision in the light
of knowledge gathered in recent years, and specifications
were submitted in Appendix
for consideration and discussion during the coming
year.
A number of changes
have been made from the
present specifications in the
Manual, all of which should
be given careful thought, but
mention may be made of the

!;

rails

A

"

rails,

making

^w^
^^

a.

Ihe manganese

is

raised

10 per cent in both lower and
upper limits in open-hearth
the proposed requirement 0.70 to 1.00 per

cent.

For open-hearth rails of 111 lb. per yd. and over
b.
the carbon is made 0.67 to 0.80 per cent, an increase of
0.05 per cent for the heaviest class of rails.
For open-hearth rails the acceptance analysis is
c.
made on a sample from the finished rail instead of the
ladle test ingot.

The bending of the rail in the physical testing may
d.
be accomplished by either the drop test or the quick bend
test (hydraulic bender), as agreed upon in the contract.
The elongation is required to be at least 8 per cent
e.
in 1 in. instead of 6 per cent.
Three test pieces for bending are selected from
f.
each heat of open-hearth rails and all three are required
to meet the requirements.
In order to decrease the pressure required to gag a
rail, Dr. P. H. Dudley has been making experiments at
several mills with the supports in the gag press increased
from the usual spacing of 42 in. to spans up to 60 in.
Curves of the relation between the distance between supports and the load required to produce permanent set
show that the load decreases as the span increases, and
consequently the local pressure of the bending die and
the distortion of the metal at the point of pressure would
Some experimental work has been done in
decrease.
gagging rails with the longer spans and we hope to have
some developments to report at a later date.
A standard method of testing rail joints is desirable

to enable the results of different laboratories to

be com-

pared with each other, which cannot now ordinarily be
done, due to differences in the details of conducting the
tests.
The Committee submits in Appendix B a method
of testing rail joipts with the recommendation that it be
adopted and included in the Manual. This method proposes a span of 4 ft. between supports, which is longer
than has been used in most investigations of rail joints,
but is done for the purpose of allowing the test to be
made with a lighter load and thus allowing it to be made
in a greater number of laboratories.
This is also the
span used in the hydraulic bend test of rails and in the
drop test of sections of rail 111 lb. per yd. and over.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has continued work with
the hydraulic or quick bend method of testing rails. This
method seems to be preferable to the drop test, in that
it gives more complete information, is cj^uicker of operation and the breaks also are practically always normal
tension breaks of the part in tension, which is frequently
not the case in the drop test. For these reasons it has
been included as an alternative method of testing rails
in the proposed specifications for steel rails submitted
with this report.
Another method that is being tried for the examination of the interior condition of rails is the process of
deep etching of longitudinal sections, in strong acid. The
Altoona Laboratory has examined some longitudinal slabs
about J4 in- thick, cut from the interior of the head of
transverse fissure rails, by keeping them for two hours
in a hot mixture of hydrochloric and sulphuric acids.
The committee has modified this method by taking a
^-in. slab consisting of the top part of the head. This
slab is etched or pickled for 30 to 45 min. in strong commercial hydrochloric or muriatic acid in a large porcelain dish and kept at a temperature of about 180 deg. F.
The committee expects to have some results from these
examinations to report at a later date.

Recommendations
The committee submits
tions

the

following recommenda-

:

1.
That the method of testing rail joints submitted
with this report be adopted by the Association and included in the Manual.

2.
That the revised specifications for steel rails submitted with this report be printed in the Proceedings for
consideration and discussion during the coming year.

:

March
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Committee: G. J. Ray (D., L. & W.), chairman; H. B.
MacFarland (A., T. & S. F.), vice-chairman; E. E. Adams
(U S R. R. A.), J. A. Atwood (P. & L. E.), A. S. Baldwin

C), W. C. Barnes (S. P.), Chas. S. Churchill (N. & W.),
C Cushing (Penn. Lines), G. M. Davidson (C. & N. W.),
Dr P H. Dudley (N. Y. C), J. M. R. Fairbairn (C. P. R.),
L.C. Fritch (C, R. L & P.), A. W. Gibbs (P. R. R.), J. D.
Isaacs (S. P.), Howard G. Kelley (G. T.), R. Montfort (L.
& N.), A. W. Newton (C, B. & Q.), J. R. Ondcrdonk (B. &
O ), H. R. Safford (U. S. R. R. A.), T. P. Snow (Cons.
Engr.), F. S. Stevens (P. & R.), E. Stimson (B. & O.), R.
Trimble (Penn. Lines), F. M. Waring (P. R. R.), M. H.
Wickhorst.
(I.

\V

Appendix B.

Standard Test for Rail Joints

In order that comparison of results of different types
of joint bars may be made, the uniform method of procedure for laboratory test shall be as follows
General Assembly. Complete rail joints, full bolted, shall
Before joints are bolted the loose scale shall be
be used.

removed from the contact surfaces of rails and joint bars so
that there may be clean, dry surfaces for surface contact.
Rail joints shall be then subjected to tests that will show
the strength and deflection of the joint under transverse load
with head up and also with head down. The results are to
be compared with a test of a continuous rail of the same
span for determination of rail joint efificiency and rigidity.
The joints are to be bolted with heat-treated bolts, or if
other bolts are used the quality and kind of bolt shall be
stated. The rail used for test of joints shall be cut from the
same piece of rail as rail for continuous span. Rails used
for test pieces shall be preferably from the same rail, or at
New rails and joint bars
least from the same heat of rails.
shall be used for test.
Quality of Material. Material for both rail and joint bars
shall be subjected to standard tension tests, to hardness tests,
to chemical analyses and, if heat-treated material, to microscopic examination. Measurements to be recorded for joint
bars of the area sketch of section, moment of inertia, length,
weight, location of bolt holes, camber if any. Measurements
of rail section include area sketch of section, moment of
inertia, weight per yard, location and size of bolt holes.
Joints are to be bolted up so that there shall be a space of
Bolts are to
3/^ in. between the ends of the adjoining rails.
be applied so that they shall not be in contact with the sides
If necessary ends of
of the bolt holes through the rails.
rails to be faced off to give required spacing and bolt clearance.
The supports shall be solid, flat bearing surfaces with vertical faces 48 in. apart, with the inner edges rounded ofif to
in. radius.
The load to be applied midway between the
J/g
supports by a block, having a radius of 16^/4 in., and a width
not less than the width of the base of the rail.
Loading. An initial load of 3,000 lb. shall be made at
which load the deflectometer shall be set at zero. Uniform
increments of load of such magnitude shall then be applied
Maximum deflection
to accurately define the elastic limit.
and set to be determined for each increment of loading.
Deflections and permanent sets to be measured to one-thousandths of an inch. Loading to continue until adjacent rail
ends meet. Note is to be made of readings of the load at
which the joint bars or rails commence to scale.
Number of Tests. Three concordant tests shall be made,
and results shall be recorded in detail. Abnormal tests to be
discarded.
Efficiency. The efficiency of a rail joint is expressed as
the ratio of the elastic limit in pounds of the rail joint divided by the clastic limit of the continuous rail; this efficiency
to be given first with head up, second with head down, using
Rail joint effidata to correspond to conditions imposed.
ciencies shall be expressed in per cent.
Rigidity. The rigidity of a joint is a comparison of the
deflections of the rail and the joint under the load that develops the elastic limit of the joint. It is the ratio expressed
in per cent, of the deflection of the rail to the deflection of
the joint at this loading; that is, the deflection of the rail
divided by the deflection of the joint at the elastic limit of
the joint.
The rigidity shall be expressed for the two conditions of
test,

with head up and with head down.

Appendix

I.

By Dr.

Transverse Fissures
H. Dudley

P.

Government investigators class interior transverse fissures as fatigue fractures of metal while railroad officers
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have facts from their service records of

rails

which prove

that they are not fatigue fractures of metal. The government investigators do not explain the origin, time and
place of occurrence of the nuclei, nor the variation in size
from -^fi to
in. in diameter of the type of interior
transverse fissures classified by me as intergranular. All
fractures of this type show nuclei of considerable area,
and that they are not points. These areas constituting the
nuclei, rupture as a unit and not in detail, showing positively and conclusively that fracture was caused by the
application of a rapidly applied blow of a pressure beyond
the elastic limit, or even ultimate strength of this interior
core of inferior metal.
The government investigators conclude that the fracture of the nucleus and the subsequent development constitutes a fatigue fracture of metal, but as they occur
only in an occasional rail head of like design, under the
same traffic conditions, railroad officers do not accept
this statement. There is, however, no difference of opinion between the railroad officials and the government investigators about the growth in the track of the specular
surfaces which start from and around the nuclei of interior transverse fissures.

^

I have mentioned in previous communications to the
Rail committee that rails rolled from reheated blooins did
not develop as many interior transverse fissures in the
track as rails rolled direct from the ingots. I have collected the service records of eight railroads.
These reported 559,644 tons by direct rolling for the years 1909
given in detail per year and 1054 interior
to 1915
transverse fissures were developed.
The railroads also
reported 322,593 tons from reheated blooms which developed only 59 interior transverse fissures. The rails

—

—

were

rolled at 11 different mills.

The

railroads are to be congratulated that the Rail
statistics of the service records of rails show
at the present time a remedial method of manufacture
of rails which at least reduce the interior transverse fissures 90 per cent in the output.

committee

Appendix

Frictionless Rail

J.

The committee made an

investigation of the extent to
on steam roads and the
results following its installation.
The committee ascertained that 27 steam and 7 electric roads had installations of this fonn of rail and presented abstracts of reports made to it regarding the service which this rail was
rendering.

which

frictionless rail

is

in use

Discussion
Ci.

J.

Ray (chairman) submitted Subject No.

1

and

"Revision of Manual" and said: It is the recommendation of the committee that the revised specifications for steel rails, submitted with this report, be printed
in the proceedings for consideration and discussion, during the coming year.
I want to ask the chairman to
grant rail manufacturers the privilege of the floor if
they desire to discuss this matter at the present time.
I move you that these revised specifications be accepted
and published as information and for discussion.
(1)

The Chairman If there are any members of the rail
manufacturers present who wish to discuss this question, we will be glad to hear from them.
M. A. Weymouth: As secretary of the Manufacturers'
"To
Rail Committee, I have been asked to present this
The
the American Railway Engineering Association
manufacturers have had no opportunity to properly
consider the requirements given in this specification.
Thev, understand, however, from Recommendation No.
2, of the Report of the Rail Committee, that these specifications, as presented, are to be considered as a study
:

:

:

:
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only and nut as i)ractical siu-cifications to l)c nsrd lOr
commercial i>iir|)oses.
It seems tiiat in order to hrinjj
the rail si)ecilicali(>n into a practical form which can
he used hy tiic railroads in cuntractinj^ for their rail reiinirements, it will he highly desirahle for the Kail committee to have a consultation with the rail mamifactnrers."

Mr. Ray:

It

is

the inleiilion of the Kail

committee

ask the manut'actiner^ to a meeting, probably,

in

to

the near

future.
'I'he

Chairman

:

The motion

is

that the revised specifi-

cations for steel rails submitted with this report be
printed in the proccciling-s for consideration and discussion during the coming year.
(Motion carried.)
Mr. Ray: Subject 5, assigned to the committee, is
as follows: "Make critical study of joint bars from the
standpoint of design and material, together with laboratory tests, including strain-gage measurements after having established a uniform method of comparative testing."
The committee asks that the association adopt
the method of testing rail joints submitted with this report, and included in the Manual.
In order to get this
matter before the house, I move you that the proposed
matter be adopted by the association and printed in the

Manual.
:

I

do not know what
"general

in

And I also feel that the length of rail should
You would get different results if you use

is

assembly."
be specified.
a full 33-ft.

rail.

The transverse load
H. B. MacFarland (Santa Fe)
refers to the load or application in a vertical direction.
You possibly had in mind that it should be in a horizontal direction ?
:

W.

the end, to be rounded off slightly, before the joint is
assembled for the test.
Mr. Macl'arland: It is not practicable, on account of
there not being testing machines of various types
throughout the country to take care of such a test. That
would have to be a special test.
Mr. J'.aldridge: (^ne rea.son I suggested the rounding
off of the lower edge is that I think it would pay to
have a man with a file to take off the feather edge on the
lower side of the head of the rail at the end.
Mr. Ray: As a matter of information, I believe the
trouble Mr. Baldridge speaks of can be overcome in an
easier way by making some ])rovision in the angle bar.
There has already been done, and tests are under way
at the present time, which indicate that there may be
something in that.
The motion before the convention
The Chairman
is that the method of testing rail joints submitted with
this report, be adopted by the association and included in
the Manual.
(The motion was carried.)
Mr. Ray: In connection with subject No. 7 I want to
call the attention of the association to the data headed
:

"special investigations."

(Mr. Ray then read from this section of the report.)
Mr. Ray
It is well for the association to bear this
matter in mind, and any information that can be given
that will either substantiate that argument or will change
the results the other way, will be much appreciated.
Mr. Ray: At the time the report was gotten out, the
report of the sub-committee on Intensity of Pressure
due to wheel loads and resistance of rail steel to crushing and deformation had not been received. Since that
time it has been received, but the chairman of the subcommittee is not here and he requested Mr. Bronson
to say a few words, and I will let him tell you what has
:

Lindsay (U. S. R. A.)
meant by "Transverse Load"
C. E.

C.
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Baldridge (Santa Fe)

:

I

found

in

examination

of failed joints that there is an idea among track men at
least, that a good many joint failures or bar failures
in the head of the bar are started by the wire edge on
the under side at the head of the rail in the end. In the
matter of testing it might be advisable in the assembly
to provide for the underside of the head of the rail at

been done.
(C. B.

Bronson (N. Y. C.) then described the

made during the
The Chairman

tests

past year.)
In excusing this committee, with the
thanks of the association, I will ask the members to send
to the committee any data they may have on this subject.
:

Report of Committee on Buildings
HE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS
its

m

1.
That the matter under
"Revision of Manual" be approved.
2.
That the conclusions
under the heading "Design
and merits of high and low
platforms at passenger stations" be approved and pub-

lished in the
3.

That

Manual.
the

conclusions

under the heading "Umbrella
versus Butterfly sheds" be approved and published in the
Manual.
The committee recommends
that the same subjects be reassigned for the coming year.
Committee: M. A. Long'(B. & O), chairman; G. H. Gilbert
(Southern), vice-chairman; G. W. Andrews (B. & O.). D. R.
W. H. Cookman (P. R. R.), C. G. Delo (C. G. W.), W.
(N. Y. N. H. & H.), K. B. Duncan (G. C. & S.
F.), C. H. Fake (M. R. & B. T.), A. T. Hawk (C. R. I. & P.),
F. F. Harrington (Virginia), E. A. Harrison (A. T. & S. F.), A.
Collin,

T. Dorrance

W. Orrock (C. P. R.), S. B. Phillips (U. P.), R. V.
(C. R. R. of N. J.), C. W. Richey (P. R. R.), John
Schofield (C. N.), Z. H. Sikes (N. Y. C), W. J. Watson (Cons.

Larsen,

J.

Reamer

report

Engr.).

Appendix
Definition of

A— Revision

Terms Published

of

Manual

in the

Manual and

Supplements Thereto

—

An established location for the accommoStation.(Manual 1915,
dation of passenger and freight traffic.
page 187.)
Transfer Platform (Freight). A platform approximately level with freight car floors used in transferring
(Manual 1915, page 207.)
freight from car to car.
Shop Buildings. Various structures for the construction and repair of locomotives, cars and other railway
equipment. (Manual 1915, page 188.)
Engine House. A structure for housing and the gen(Manual 1915,
eral maintenance of engines in service.
page 188.)
Turntable. A revolving structure for turning locomo(Manual 1915, page 188.)
tives or cars.
Transfer Table. A traveling structure with a track
on which a locomotive or car can be run and transferred

—

—

—

—

—

:
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from one parallel track to another. (Manual 1915, page
page 188.)
Coaling Station.- An established location for the storing and delivering of coal to locomotives. (Manual 1915,
page 192.)
A building for the storage and distribuOil House.
(Manual 1915, page 194.)
tion of oil and waste.
A building for housing of secSection Tool House.
(Manual 1915,
tion cars, tools and small track material.
page 195.)
Power House. A building for housing apparatus for
supplying light, heat and power for various purposes.

opening; the operation of which is practically automatic. When the trap door is down the opening of the
vestibule door causes the sliding portion to extend beyond the side of the car. Closing the door returns it to
its normal position.
When it is necessary to raise the
trap at stations not equipped with high platforms it is
not desirable for the trap to be extended. To provide
for this feature a handle is set flush in the eijd of the car
body by means of which a connection between the door
and the trap may be disengaged. It is designed with a
uniform extension to take care of a gap at platforms
built on curves as sharp as 6 deg.

(Manual 1915, page

There are platforms in use in subways that have mechanical extensions moving out until they are practically
touching the side of the car, so that there is practically
no space between the side of the car and the platform.

—

—

—

—

189.)

—

Rest House. A building for the accommodation of
employees, usually containing rest and recreation rooms,
(Mansleeping quarters, lunch room, lockers, bath, etc.
ual 1915, page 208.)
A type of structure erected over platButterfly Shed.
forms for protection from the weather with a central
line of supports and roof sloped towards center for drain(Manual 1915, page 208.)
age.
Umbrella Shed. A type of structure erected over
platforms for protection from the weather with a central
line of supports and roof sloped to the sides for drain-

—

—

—

Pits.
A structure into which cinders are deposfrom locomotives, for subsequent removal. (Sup-

Ash
ited

plement to Manual 1917, page 35.)
Inbound Freight House. A building for the handling

—

of

freight

for delivery

to

page 201.)

consignee.

(Manual 1915,

—A

building for the receivOutbound Freight House.
(Manual
ing of freight by the railroad for shipment.
1915, page 201.)

this

Platforms are built either of wood, concrete or Steel,
or a combination of these materials. At important points,
where traffic is heavy, they should be roofed over.
Where high platforms are used it is necessary to use a
special design of baggage truck. One road having in use
a great many high platforms is considering the construction of trucks on small wheels on which the baggage will
be stored until the arrival of the train, the truck will then
be pushed into the baggage car and left there with its
load to be assorted while the train is traveling from one
station to another.
The baggage to be taken ofif at the
next station will be loaded on this or a similar truck, so
that an entire load can be taken out of the car as soon
as the train stops. In this scheme the time consumed for
handling baggage, express and mail at stations will be

reduced considerably.
Low platforms are more universally used and consist
of cinder fill, with or without wood or concrete curbs.

Following Additions to the Manual
Coaling Stations.
use in locomotive

—Where coal

is

stored in

summer

for

winter and where the
amount stored is less than 75,000 tons, no special mechanical device is recommended, it being more economical
to store it by unloading cars by hand or crane and reclaiming it by the use of tools that can be put to other
use when not handling coal, such as locomotive crane,
ditcher or steam shovel.
stations

in

—We

wish to add an additional cut and deAsh Pits.
scription as follows
scheme for conveying and disposing of cinders
through pipe by vacuum created by steam. In order to
handle them by this method cinders must not be wet

A

down.

—

Scales.
At terminal stations where scales can be given
proper attention and where the volume of business will
justify, dial scales are preferred for weighing mail, baggage and express.

Appendix B

— High

and Low^ Platforms

at

in this

tjfcCTOR. 5Y5te.n

Plan and Section of an Ash Disposal System

Passenger

Stations

While very few railroads

Steam ash

country have adopted
they have always been

platforms level with the car floors,
the standard in use in Great Britain.
One of the chief
recommendations for raised platforms is the saving of
time required for passengers boarding and leaving cars
over that required for walking up and down steps at low
platforms.
As the interchange of equipment is extensive, clearance
must be provided for the widest equipment on the road
involved.
As passenger equipment is narrower than
freight equipment, this arrangement leaves a void or
space between the car and platform that might cause
accidents to passengers who carelessly enter and leave
trains.
Some railroads are equipping their passenger
cars with an extension flap to the trap door to bridge

brick with concrete curb, concrete with concrete curb,
and concrete with a wearing surface of asphalt mastic.
In comparing high platforms with low platforms, the
advantages in favor of the high platforms are as follows:
1st
Facility, rapidity and safety with which trains
may be loaded or unloaded.

—
2nd — The prevention of the public crossing the
3rd —Where platforms are below the

tracks.

a
saving of about 3 feet in the vertical height to be traveled by passengers.
4th
Passenger, baggage, express and mail can be handled more rapidly, which means a reduction in the time
of station stops.
They afford convenient space for the housing of
5th
street

level,

—
—

ducts, cables, signal equipment

machinery.

and sometimes elevator
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passenger

\\l\fii'

hill

permit

riifv liavo certain
riie

1st

tralVic is lii'avy laisrd ])lall'i)rms

eost

of

passeiij^er

eciuipnicnt

to

lii^li and low jilat forms, and tlie eost of consnhways oi- luidtjes for passenj^ers exjjress and

serve both
struelinj;

baggage.

2nd -Where freis,'lit trains must use tlie tracks adjacent to liigli platforms the restricted clearances may prevent the operation of certain cars and cause heavy
expense for transfer of freight.
3rd The necessity for special form of baggage truck

—
4th —

having a low
limits

It

of

Uc

with picks and slio\els reuKJving snow

it

ice.

A

disadvantages:
elian^iiij;

digging into

and

use of adilitional doors.

tlif

Vol. 66, No.

floor.

a switch within
lack of clearance

is

imjiractical

to

i)lace

the

the

platform.

Auc

to

for

equipment.
By can\ass of various roads it is found that low platft. (> in. from the center of
forms vary from 5 ft. to
track to the face of platform curb, and level with the top
of rail to 6 in. above it.
ft.
It is recommended that low platforms be built to
6 in. from center of track to face of curl) and lo be 4 in.

canvass of the representative roads shows that the
cost of umbrella and butterfly .sheds is very similar, an
average i)rc-war cost being $1.10 per sq. ft., exclusive of
the paving and curb.
The average height from curb to eaves is 16 ft. The

average spacing center to center of supports is 30 ft.
The above average \mcc covers the cost of various
types of sheds, including the following:
.Steel supi)orling structure covered with wood
(1)
sheathing and com])f)sition roofing.
I'ramc su|)porting structure covered with wood
(2)
sheathing and com])osition roofing.
Pre-cast concrete columns and roof slab covered
(3)
with composition roofing.

Conclusions

.^

.S

above top of

rail at

curb.

Recommendations

for the

—Umbrella

Versus Butterfly Sheds at

Through Stations
no choice between the umbrella shed and the
so far as protection from the elements
is concerned, the edge of the gutter being in the same
Neither one successfully
relative position on both types.
accomplishes what they are designed for, as the edge of
the roof must be kept outside of the clearance diagram,
and this places the protective feature so far from the

There

is

butterfly shed,

coaches that the benefit to passengers is limited.
Where no waiting room is provided in connection with
umbrella sheds, it is recommended that partitions be built
between supporting columns; these partitions to be located at every third bay where traffic is heavy, and every
fifth

bay where

traffic is light.

the umbrella shed type, two gutters and two
leaders from the gutters to the central post are necessary.
With the butterfly type no gutters are required. This
eliminates the first cost for gutters and means lower

With

maintenance

Discussion

Manual

On account of the existence of high platforms at important terminal stations and the desirability of interchange of passenger equipment throughout tlie c(nuitry,
the committee suggests that the .Vssociation recommend
to the M. C. B. Association that all passenger equipment
in the future be so constructed that they can be used at
either high or low platforms.
It is recommended that high platforms be provided
only in connection with tracks devoted exclusively to
passenger business.
Appendix C

In that part of the country where heavy snow occurs
the umbrella type of shed is preferable, though somewhat more expensive in first cost. In that part of the
country where heavy snows arc not a factor, the butterfly
type of shed is preferable.

cost.

Some railroads use circular supporting columns for
the butterfly type, making use of this column for the
regular down-spout.
On account of the prevalence of
cinders the drains at the bottom of the columns are likely
to be stopped up and in cold weather the columns will
freeze and burst.
In either type of shed it is recommended that at or
below the platform level of the down-spouts a trap with
It is considered preferable to
clean-out be installed.
place the dow^n-spouts outside the supporting column.
At umbrella sheds in some parts of the country snow
collects in such quantity that it becomes necessary to
Consideration should be given roofing
shovel it off.
sheds in such localities, with a roof having a hard surface, as a composition roof is easily ruined by laborers

M. A. Long (Chairman)
The work covers a review
of the Manual.
The first work was to give a definition
of terms published in the Manual and supplements thereto.
1 move that these be accepted and published in th»
:

Manual.

(The motion was

Long

carried.)

The committee has decided

to add an additional item with reference to coaling stations.
great
Air.

:

A

deal of consideration has been given to the storage of

and a number of roads have gone to much expense
The committee considered
at what point it would be economical for the railroad to
go to this expense. I move that this matter be published
in the Manual.
R. S. Parsons (Erie)
I think the recommendation
should be modified somewhat and made to read, ''Unless
coal,

for mechanical equipments.

:

said coaling storage site shall be in connection with the
In many inhandling of coal from cars to hopper."
stances if you use the same hopper for unloading the
coal and practically the same machinery, you can with
very little expense store the coal, providing you have
the space.
The only additional expense is that of reclaiming machinery which in some cases is simple an(^
have some such plants on our line
inexpensive.
where, while the entire coaling station is an expensive
one the additional expense of permitting us to store some
30,000 tons of coal is very slight, the advantage of being
able to free cars and store what coal you do not put immediately into your coaling pockets and then reclaiming
it from the storage pile is very great in the releasing of
cars in keeping at the coaling station an adequate supply of coal to save the transportation department the
difficulty of keeping a large amount of coal in the yards,
and the advantage of having the coal there for use whenever you want it.
Mr. Long: The committee considered that point,
but we did not have anv figures showing what the operWe were told the cost
ating costs for coal would be.
would be about 25 cents a ton, which made it look high,
and we thought that we could reach the same end by
recommending the use of a ditcher or locomotive crane.
You can store a maximum of 20,000 tons, which could
be reached by a locomotive crane boom and taken from
the storage pile and put into the hopper of the coaling
station.
The question is one of cost per ton handled.
Mr. Parsons
I personally feel that reclaiming \yill
not cost over five or six cents a ton from the storage pile.

We

;

:

—
March
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The best device is the
R. H. Ford (C. R. I. & P.)
modern coaHng plant with an auxiliary, a larfje storage
pile so arranged that locomotive cranes can do the loadSo far as the cost of
ing and the propelling as well.
25 cents a ton is concerned, I don't know where the gentleman got his figures, but that is enormous. Ten cents
:

ought to cover the operation
sonable distance, that
coaling plant.

is,

the coal is within a reathan half a mile from the

if

less

721

Mr. Ford
As I understand the ipurport of llic chairman's remarks, it is suggested by the committee that all
platforms at important terminal stations be made high
platforms, and that we recommend that the M. C. B.
Association change their passenger equipment to conform with that. That may be all right, but it occurs to
me it will be better if this committee would confer with
:

M.

C. B. Association before making this as a sjjecific
this association.
I don't think we
are in a position to take a definite stand on it with the
information that the committee has given us.
Mr. Long: The committee will withdraw that paragraph and recommend that the last one only be published in the Manual, and that the lialance of the report

the

recommendation from

Mr. Long: That cost is brought about by tlie investment in a special plant for distributing coal to the
That may be exaggerstorage pile and reclaiming it.
(Mr. Long's motion was put to a vote and carated.
ried.)

We would like to add to the Manual a
Mr. Long
paragraph with reference to scales. A question came up
in regard to the report that is now in the Manual, stating
Mr.
that it did not cover scales for handling baggage.
Lindsay raised the question as to why we preferred the
That is simply because we can handle so
dial scale.
much more over a dial scale than over a beam scale, so
tliat we felt it was proper to recommend the dial scale in
preference to the beam scale. That requires a whole lot
(Mr. Long's motion was put to a vote and carried.)
We recommend with reference to ApMr. Long
pendix B that the two paragraphs on platforms be accepted by the convention and published in the Manual,
and that the balance of the report be published in the

be published in the proceedings.
(Mr. Long's motion was put to a vote and carried.)
Mr. Long:
recommend that the report on Appendix C be accepted and published in the proceedings,
and that the conclusions be published in the Manual.
C. E. Lindsay (U. S. R. A.)
It has been my experience that the principal essential to the proper operation
of either type is a down-spout of ample dimensions, durable material, and provided with some means of cleaning and thawing it out when it becomes frozen. With
such ample down-spout arrangement and such conveniences, the butterfly type is always preferable to the
umbrella type.
(Mr. Long's motion was put to a vote and carried.)
(The committee was relieved with the thanks of the-

proceedings.

association.)

:

of attention, but

it

is

more

efficient in the end.

:

We

:

Report on Yards and Terminals
T

of the members that, on account of the
war conditions and because of
the Federal operation of railroads, "Unit Operation of

WAS THE FEELING

Railroad Terminals in Large
Cities," was of such importance that it could well engross the best efforts and
thought of the committee. It
was agreed that each member
of the committee should familiarize
himself with the
work, methods and information obtained by the local unification
committees in his
vicinity,

and from

this

and

own

experience be prepared to unite in proposing a complete, logical and practical general method for the proper unification of terminals, as useful as the Committee's Catechism of last year
on "War Emergency Yard Improvements." (This catechism was published in the Raihvav Ape of Sept. 27,
his

1918, page 595.)

"
'

Intermediate Sorting Yards

The committee

is not able to offer anything new on
the general subject of classification yards, but has made
some inquiry as to practices and given the time of one
meeting to the discussion' of the particular subject of
switching from classification yards to departure yards
especially as regards the use of a small sorting yard located between the classification yard and the departure
yard.
The committee finds some conflict of opinion as
to the advisability of providing such an auxiliary yard,
but in so far as it has information, up to this time, provision for such an intermediate vard has seldom been

made

in

yard designs or

at

any rate

in the actual con-

struction of yards.

In

some

classification

yards the sorting of cars into

station order or into other similar secondary

groupings
accomplished more or less completely by the construction and use of a sorting yard tributary to the liump
with its ladder next to the outside track of the main
yard and with its short body tracks diagonal thereto.
Another method of accomplishing the same thing might
is

be the subdivision of a few of the main classification
tracks at one side of the yard by means of intermediate
ladders.

The committee thus far is impressed with the thought
that generally the secondary sorting of cars into station
order, etc., can be accomplished satisfactorily by supplementing the classification accomplished via the hump
switching performed by trimmer engines either
hump or in the departure yard, thus
saving the additional investment, the increased length
of tertainal district, and the delay to cars that would
attend their delivery to and removal from the sorting
yard, if such an auxiliary facility were provided.
Nevertheless, there may be situations where the construction of an auxiliary sorting yard will be necessary,
because it may be impossible to provide sufficient tracks
in the classification yard, or because the number of the
cars requiring" classification into "set out" or placement
order may be too great to allow their switching at the
departure end of the classification yard, or in the departure yard, without undue interference with the flow
of traffic.
Such an auxiliary yard should have a sufficient number of tracks of length to conform with the
particular requirements of the situation, and where practicable, with assisting grades.
In order to minimize the
backward movement of cars this yard might be located
between the classification yard and the departure vard
at one side of the regular current of traffic between these

with

flat

at the foot of the
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some cases

In

would

1)1'

i)n)bal)le

is

it

aloiif^'sidf tlu"

an allcrnalc location

F. E. Lanipherc, II. J. Pfcifcr (T. i<. K. of .Si. L)
Roberts (U. S. R. R. A.), C. H. Spencer ( 1. C. C). E. B
S. R. R. A.), E. E. R. Tratman, K. P. Wcathcrly
W. L. Wehb (C. M. & St. P.), A. J. Wharf (P. & P. V.). J. G,
Wishart (C. R. I. & I'.).

Lines).

S. S.

di-parttiro yard.

Temple (U.

Conclusions
Tlic coininfttce concliidos

Vol. 66, No. lie

:

That tlic |)ioIimiiiaiv ri-poit on I 'nit ()|)c'ration of
Railroad icnninals in Larijc titics inohidinjj; tlic Calecliisin on Init (Operation of Railroad Terminals he i)nl)lished in the Manna! of Reoonmu-nded Practice.
2.
I'hat the matter nnder .Snhjects
and (> he received

Discussion

1.

.S

as a proi^ress report.

The committee recommends

that

(lie

suhjects of

year he contimied for next year.
t'ominittciU. H. Matin (M. P.), chairman

tliis

:

A.

&

H.), A. E. Clift (I. C), L. G. Curtis (B. & O.),
Jr. (C. & A.), A. C. Everham, E. M. Hastin^'s
P.). KciibcM Hayes (Pa. Lines), H. H. lohnston (Pa.

(D.

Buries.';

H, T. DouRlas.
(R. F.

&

Report
iiF.

last

year submit-

ted to the Association a list of
technical definitions and the

Association tentatively adopted and published them in the
Proceedings with the understanding that the membership
would have an opportunity to
consider and offer suggestions
to the committee.
The following list of definitions has
been revised and is now submitted for adoption and printing

in

Manual.

the

These

definitions, so far as possible,

tion Electrical

jirocecdinfj^s a skeleton
unified terminal.

(II.

,S.

of a

sanii)Ie

orf^anization

of a

I'feifer (T. R. R. of St. L.) then read the plan

Mann moved

its adoption.
After considerable
discussion, none of it relatinj^ to the subject matter of
the rejjort, hut rather on the disposition to be made of it,

Mr. Mann withdrew his motion and the report was received as information.)
rriu' committee was dismissed with thanks.)

Committee on Electricity

of

COMMITTEE

II.

and Mr.

Monl/hcinier (E. I. & K.). vice-chairman; VV. G. Arn, Hadlcy Baldwin (C. C. C. & St. L.). Miles Bronson (N. Y. C), G. II.
:

Mann (Chairman): The

snhjcct has hcen included in ai)proximately 150 questions under ahont 57
suh-heads. it has hcen rcc|uested to include in this year's
11.

conform with those in use by
the U. S. Bureau of Standards and printed in the NaCode and those of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers. It will be noted that the definitions are arranged in alphabetical order rather than in
logical sequence.
This has been done with the view of
conforming to common usage in the Manual. Words in
parentheses after each definition indicate new definitions
by the word "proposed" or the source of existing defini-

tem other than the

traffic

rails

which

is

in

immediate

contact with the circuits of the cars or locomotives. (A. I. E. E. 706.)
Contact Rail.
rigid contact conductor. (A. I. E. E.
767.)
Contact Rail (Overhead).
rigid contact conductor
above the elevation of the maximum equipment line.
(A. I. E. E. 768.)
Cross-Span Support. Overhead wire or cable supporting the trolley wire or cantenary. (Proposed.)
Direct Suspension.
Any form of overhead trolley
construction in which the trolley wires are attached by
insulating devices directlv
to the main supporting sys'
tem. (A. I. E. E. 780.)
Distributing System.
That portion of the conductor
system which carries current of the kind and voltage received by the cars or locomotives. (Proposed.)
Duct Line.
structure consisting of one or more
tubes and chambers for the housing of wires or cables.
electrical

—A

—A

—

—

—

—A

(Proposed.)

—A
—

(Proposed.)
Bonder. An employee assigned to install or maintain
bonds and their appurtenances. (Proposed.)
Bracket Support. An arm supporting the trolley wire
or catenary.
(Proposed.)
Bridge Support. A rigid overhead structure supporting the trolley wire or catenary.
(Proposed.)
Cable Conductor.— Wires bound together acting as a
conductor.
(Proposed.)
Catenary Suspension. Any form of trolley construction supported by a longitudinal wire or cable.
(Pro-

cable used to connect the ends of two
Jumper.
contact conductors. (A. R. E. A. Vol. 18, page 145.)
Patrolmen.
Employees assigned to inspect track and
third rail structures, cables and wires. (Proposed.)
Pulling Chamber.
chamber in a duct line provided
for pulling cables and wires into ducts. (Proposed.)
-Splicing Chamber.
chamber in a duct line, in
which cables are spliced and inspected. (A. R. E. A.,
Vol. 18, page 144.)
Substation.
structure and its contained group of
apparatus or machinery which receives current from a
transmission system, changes its kind or voltage and delivers it to a distribution system. (A. I. E. E. 762.)
Third Rail.
contact conductor placed at either side
of the track, the contact surface of which is located a
few inches above the level of the top of the track rails.
(A. I. E. E. 769.)
Third Rail Gage. Distance measured parallel to plane
of top of both running rails between gage of nearest running rail and inside gage line of third rail. (A. R. E. A.

posed.)

Manual.)

tions.

Electrical Definitions

Bond.

—A

means

metallic

for connecting conductors

to permit passage of electric current.

—

—
—

—

—The
no part of the equipment
project.
Clearance Line (Third Rail). — The
Clearance Line (Equipment).
shall

no part of the third
E. A. Manual.)

rail

—

line

beyond which

(Proposed.)
line

beyond which

structure shall project.

(A. R.

Conductor. A metallic path for the flow of electricity.
(Proposed.)
Contact (Conductor. That part of the distribution sys-

—

—A
—A

—A

—A

—

—

Traction Linemen. Employees assigned to install or
maintain wires and cables and their appurtenances for all
railroad voltages. (A. R. E. A. Manual.)
Lineman (New). Employees assigned to install or
maintain wires and cables and their appurtenances.
(Proposed.)
Transmission System. That portion of the conductor
system carrying current of a kind or voltage different

—

—

;
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Transmission Line. A system of towers or poles and
or wires carrying current from the source of
power to the substations. (Proposed.)
A flexible contact conductor customTrolley Wire.
arily supjiorted above the cars. (A. I. E. E. y77 .')
The sub-committee on water power has to some extent investigated the utilization of water power for electric railway operation and has collected some data to
indicate to what extent water power is now used to genIn
erate electricity for the operation of steam railroads.
the table below are shown the principal steam roads
which have been partially electrified, the source of power,
In
and the approximate annual current consumption.
the case of those roads using current generated by steam,
the reason why water power was not used is given so

plying the figures obtained from steam and electric operation of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad to
all of the roads electrified, would result in a saving of
1 ,890,000 tons of coal per annum, had it been possible to
produce all of this electrical energy by water power.
concrete example of fuel saving, where coal is used
to generate electric power, is furnished by the Norfolk
& Western electrification of about 90 miles of track between Bluefield and Vivian. During the year 1917 there
was generated 56,652,000 K.W.H. for the operation of
trains, using 87,160 tons of coal at the power house.
Based upon records of coal consumption on steam locomotives on the Norfolk & Western, 147,600 tons of coal
would be required for an equivalent steam service. Applying a similar saving to the 2365 miles of electrified
steam railroads would show a saving of 720,000 tons of
coal per annum if all electric energy had been generated

far as obtainable.

by steam power

from

tliat

received by the cars or locomotives.

posed.)

(

Pro-

—

cables

—

Electrified

Line

3,2

^

--

P

T

R R, N Y

R. R., N. Y.. 208
95
R. R., Phila
VV. J. & Seashore. 150

L
P

I

Grand Trunk
Nor.

12

& Western...

90
Central. 253
N. H. & H. 530
25
Detroit

New York
N. Y.,

M. C,
Hoosac Tunnel
B.

& C,

Baltimore.

21
8

C, M: & St. P.R.R. 600
"0
B. A. & P
38
Erie (Roch. Div.)
10
Great Northern
Southern Pacific... 138
.

Total

Steam Railroads

>

'V.r

=
H

-=^-

650
650
11000
650
3300
11000
650
11000
650

M

M

DC
DC
AC
DC
AC
AC
DC
.A.C

DC
DC
DC
DC
AC
AC
DC

llOOOAC
650
3000
2400
11000
6600
1200

P
P
P
P

P&F
F
P

P&F
P

P&F
P&F
P&F
F

P
P&F
P

^

-

2

tH

I

g^t

Ph

The

— 1917

^

»

„:

CMfc

S|s
(a

64,290,840 None available
97,382,970 None available
23,100,360 None available
"
32,825,600 None available
"
3,913,300 None available
"
56,651,700 Coal cheaper
"
102,585,000 None available
"
90,500,000 Some water pr.
"
7,431,000 None available
Both
7,727,000
Water 6,200,230
"
124,600,000
"
23.408,270
"
1,804,860
"
4,080,000
••
27,844,000

Coal
"
"

675,000.000

2365

The development

of any water power for a certain
kilowattage should require that the combination of
stream flow and reservoir capacity is capable of developIn the
ing the same kilowattage throughout the year.
Middle Atlantic and New England states, within a reasonable distance not to exceed 200 miles of any railroad
having a dense traffic and excluding Niagara Falls the
streams where an appreciable head is available are ersmall amount of power can
ratic as to stream flow.
be developed economically, but to develop an amount
reasonably to be expected from a central station requires
The
either a reservoir or an auxiliary steam station.
result of this is usually a plant in which the capitalization is so excessive that, in spite of the low operating
cost, electrical energy cannot be produced at a price to
compete with that generated in an all-steam station of

—

—

A

like capacity,

A

A

and economy.

concrete example of fuel saving by the substitution
of electric for steam operation where comparable statistics are available is the electrification of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul between Avery, Idaho, and Harlowton, Montana, a distance of 440 miles and comprising
an electrification of 600 miles of track. During 1917,
124,000,000 K.W.H. (equivalent to approximately 3,900.000,000 ton miles) were generated by water power for
the operation of trains. Based upon actual records taken
prior to electrification, 220,000 tons of coal and 453,000
barrels of oil (equivalent to a total of 350,000 tons of
coal) were burned under locomotives for an equivalent
steam service. In 1917 there were 2365 miles of steam
railroad under electric operation in the United States
and it has been reported to the committee that during
the year there were 675,000,000 K.W.H. generated for
the operation of trains over these electrified tracks. Ap-

plants.

developed water power of the United States
is reported by the Secretary of Agriculture in 1916 as
6,500,000 H.P.
The undeveloped water power is reported in Senate Document 316, dated 1916, as 53,900,000 H.P., of which 39,200,000 H.P. is within the
limits of the Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast states.
Calvert Townley in a statement to a committee of the
United States Chamber of Commerce on January 14,
1918, made in behalf of the Engineering Council, calls
total

attention to the fact that the federal government still
retains as proprietor more than two-thirds of the total
area of the 13 western states in which the bulk of the undeveloped water power is located. If any parts of the
public lands are needed for reservoirs, dams, transmission lines, etc., a permit of the Secretary of the Interior
is required, which is revocable at any time, without cause.
Other water powers are on navigable streams, and require an Act of Congress for their development.
revision of these laws is under consideration.
Outside of
the western water power states and the territory tributary to Niagara, water power generally should be developed with auxiliary steam power.

A

Conclusions
important to reduce the use of coal where
possible by the development of water power.
( 1 )

It is

Water power will show the greatest economy in
(2)
the West on account of the higher cost of coal and minimum cost of water power development, but may .show
economy in other districts at present or future coal prices.
In general, auxiliary steam plants should be
(3)
built, to develop the water power beyond its minimum
capacity, and to secure reliability of service.
Laws should be modified to permit the develop(4)
ment of water power on public lands and on navigable
streams, under reasonable restrictions.
In its studies and investigations of this subject
(5)
the committee have been impressed with the failure of
some of the carriers to so keep their records as to permit
the proper segregation of data which is necessary to calculate the tons of coal consumed in steam locomotives
separated from coal consumed for other purposes on sections or divisions where electricity has been substituted
for steam.

Recommendations
The committee recommend the following

for

your

action

The adoption and

publication in the Proceedings
the electrical definitions, and continue the examination of the subject-matter in the Manual pertaining to Electricity.
Continue collecting statistical data relative to
(2)
clearances of third rail and overhead working conductors,
and submit revised tables at the next annual meeting.

(1)

and

in the

Manual of

—
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(3)

lontiiiuc

the siil)jccl ui tlic rcvi.sioii of joint
transmission line crossings over railioacl
companies' rijjlit of-way and send delegates to co-opiTatc
witli con\mittei-s of tlie American Railroad Association
and of the American l-Mcctric Railway En},Mneerinf,' .Association anil the United States liurean of Standards.
Continue the subject of electrolysis and insula(4)
ti^on and send delc};ates to co-operate with the American
Committee on l'".lecln>lysis in the preparation of its future report.
.siK'cilications for

(,5)

tion

and

Continue the subject of maintenance orc^anizarelation to track structures.

Accept as information and publish in llio Procceilinss the report on water power.
In this connection
the committee desires to call attention to the fact that it
has fotmd but little data bearing; on the cost of steam
(6)

railroad operation applicable to divisions where electric
operation has been established, ^and urge upon engineers
and accounting- officials the desirability of so arranging
the accounts as to accurately show the cost of steam

operation and that such accounts be available before attempting to compute the cost of electric operation.
Accept as information and publish in the Pro(7)
ceedings the report on Electrical Interference, and continue the subject.

Accept as information and publish in the Pro(8)
ceedings the committee's report on the National Electrical
Safety Code, and continue co-operation with the United
States Bureau of Standards in the preparation of Safety
Codes.
The acceptance and publication in the Proceed(9)
ings of the report as a whole.
Committee: Edwin B. Katte (N. Y. C), Chairman; A. G.
Shaver (Cons. Engr.), Vice-Chairman; A. H. Armstrong (Gen
Elec), H. M. Bassett (N. Y. C), Z. M. Briggs (Pa. Lines),

Report

of

the
of ties over that obtained with cut spikes was the
opinion on 27 out of 29 railroads that reported in 1914.
Three years later a committee
for the Pennsylvania Railroad
finished an investigation on
this subject, which it had conducted for 9 years, and agreed

life

upon the following statement
Screw spikes have no advanused

with

clips

Vol. 06, No. lit

Hniniify (I. ('.),
(N. & VV.), K. I).

J.

M. Churcii (B. & 0.>, C S. ChurchEngr.), Walt Dennis

11.

Coombs (Cons.
K. I. & I'.),

VV. 1\ Graves. (J. W.
Kiilrcdne (N. Y. C). C. E. Lindsay (U. S. K. K. A.;, 11. K.
l.owry (C, k. I. & v.), VV. L. Morse (N. Y. C), VV. .S. Murray
(Cons. Ennr.), linuk Kiica, J. K. Savage (L. 1.), M. Sclirciher,
11. U. Wallace.

K.

(VVal).),

11.

lord (C,

_

Discussion
(E.
it

]!.

Katie

was accepted

(Chairman)

intr(jduce(l

tlie

rcjiort

and

as a whole for publication in the pro-

ceedings.)

(Mr. Katte then introduced Mr.
of Standards.)

Wagner

M. W. Wagner (U.

of the I'urcau

S. P.ureau of Standards)
I would
have everyone here today familiar with the present
status of the National Electric Safety Code.
We have
a proposed revision of it, which deals with overhead and
imderground circuits of all kinds. We have submitted
it from time to time to those who are vitally interested
for suggestions as to positive changes to be included in
this revised copy and we are receiving suggestions which
are of great value.
This proposed revision has been
submitted to a number of conferees who are to go over
it
and give us the benefit of their criticism. We are
about to receive these criticisms and comments, and as
soon as they are in and the various suggestions have been
boiled down, it is likely there will be a conference held
in Washington or New York, or some other' easily accessible place, where further discussion and criticism
will be given.
After that, a lithographic copy of the
revision will be issued, which will .show wherein changes
are made. We hope to submit this to a general conferee
list.
If there are any members of this association who
would like a copy of that report, we will send it.
(The committee was di.smissed with thanks.)
:

like to

Committee on Ties

HAT SCREW SPIKES prolong

tage over nail spikes.

IJ.
ill

:

When

without

tie

the cutting of the rail
into the tie permits the rail to
slip under the clip, thus widening the gage." As a result of these diverging opinions,
the committee has tried to find the present general opinion among railroads on this subject, in the hope that
it
could summarize the practice and distinguish the
plates,

conditions under which either form of track connection
was the better as regards the durability of the ties.
For this purpose, a list of questions was sent to 75 railroads. From these, 58 have replied, and of these 58, 52
stated either that they had never used any screw spikes,
or else that their trials had been so limited that no conclusions could be formed. Of the other 6 replies, 2 railroads believed that screw spikes permitted a longer life
Three railroads reported that
of tie than cut spikes.
screw spikes did not permit longer life of tie than cut
One electric elevated and subway road reports
spikes.

that screw spikes do prolong the life of ties. Two railroads believed there was no reason for using screw spikes

unless the ties were bored and treated before the screw
spikes were applied. Six railroads considered this unnecessary. Eight railroads believed that a screw spike should
not be used as an anchor, and that it should be kept free
from the slots in the angle. Five railroads considered
that it should be used as an anchor and put in the slots
in the angle.
One railroad used some device to put in
the spike hole to make the screw spike secure again after
it had become loose, or after the chamber around it had
decayed. Eleven railroads used no such device.
As a result of these diverging opinions, it is the opinion
of the committee
That there is not sufficient data available, due
(1)
to lack of general use, to show that the use of screw spikes
will increase the durability of ties, except under special
conditions.
That there may be specific forms of track con(2)
struction where screw spikes prolong the life of ties such
as on elevated structures, and so-called permanent track
where there is a more substantial foundation provided

than on ordinary

Methods

Our

tie

and

ballast track.

for Controlling Tie

Renewals

study of the replies to inquiries in

last year's investigation of methods for controlling tie renewals indicates a wide divergence of methods under apparent similarity of orgaaization and physical conditions.
This suggests the possibility of developing a uniform
method of determining the essentials necessary to control tie

renewals, namely

March
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ties in track
standard.
the preliminary inspection in

(1)

Preliminary physical inspection of

(2)

Field

—based on a predetermined renewal
whole or

checks of

in part.

Utilization of statistics as a further check on tie
final allotment.
Checking results obtained.
(4)
The tabulations of replies received from 100 railroads
with an aggregate mileage of 223,000 would indicate that

(3)

renewals and the determination of

there are three general methods for determining the number of ties to be renewed.
Field inspection by section foremen, supervisor
(a)

or roadmaster.
Inspection by tie inspector.
(b)
Determination by statistics.
(c)
Evidence should be obtained to disclose which method
is best suited to local conditions and the type of organization to insure following predetermined standards of renewal and avoid divided responsibility for safe mainteThe information at hand does not indicate the
nance.
best methods of obtaining effective field checks to secure
economy and safety. The question arises as to the relative importance of statistics as compared to field inspection as a further check on tie renewals. The best methods of final allotment of tie supply should be further developed. It is evident that an inspection of ties removed
from track affords the best means of checking extravagance and placing the responsibility for same. This leads
to the determination of the best method for making an
independent check and devising means for determining
and avoiding inadequate renewals.
The usual report on trials of substitute ties was included.

Conclusions
that forms Nos. M.
(1)
301, 302, 303, 304 be withdrawn from the Manual.
That the report on the effect of the design of
(2)
tie-plates and track spikes on the durability of cross-ties
be received as information.
That the report as to methods in use by various
(3)
railroads for controlling tie renewals be received as information.
That the report on substitute ties be received as
(4)
information.

The committee recommends

W.

Committee:
Wilgus (P. S.

&

F.

&

R. Layng (B. & L. E.), chairman; H. S.
N.), vice-chairman; W. C. Baisinger (A. T.

M. S. Blaiklock (G. T.), F. T. Beckett (C. R. I. & P.),
E. Bonrdman (N. Y. C). W. J. Burton (M. P.), W. A. Clark
<D. M. & N.), S. B. Clement (T. & N. O.), E. L. Crugar
(I. C), L. A. Downs (I. C), G. F. Hand (N Y. N. H. & H.),
E. D. Jackson, A. J. Neafie (D. L. & W.), G. P. Palmer (B. &
O.), Louis Yager (N. P.).
S. F.),

Discussion
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screw into wood and extract it immediately and insert
another screw of the same diameter of shank but with
a different thread, you immediately spoil the threads in
the wood and after this has occurred a couple of times
you can pull the screw out with your fingers. Some of
the errors made in connection with the screw spike are
due to that very cause, and some of the opinions expressed on its efficiency which this committee must pass
on are based on such information. Two main points
are whether screw spikes will increase the durability of
the ties, on which there is not enough information available, and on the second point there is some doubt in the
mind of the committee whether on a more or less yielding
roadbed the screw spike is not a failure.
In the fall of 1911 the Lackawanna put into service
what was known as the Hopatcong cut-off, 30 mi. of
double track over which the main line traffic of the Lacka\yanna is hauled. The rail was laid on creosoted pine
ties, red oak, maple, beech, gum, and a little of everything.
We have taken out possibly 30 or 40, or perhaps 100 ties.
We had ties in which we could remove the spikes with
our fingers as they had a shell of a half inch and were
rotten in the center.
Outside of these cases there were
no screw spikes that were loose after eight years of
service.
I do not feel that we will be able to give much
definite information on the effect of the screw spike on
the other ties for a matter of five or seven years.
When we first considered creosoting ties, the problem
was to get the full benefit out of the additional expense
of treating. From our experience with bridge ties and
all sorts of flange plates, we came to the conclusion there
was no use in putting a creosoted bridge tie on our railroad with a flanged plate. We would have torn the ties
all to pieces before they were worn out, and we felt we
must go to the flat-bottomed plate.
have a lot of
curvature on the road and did not want to take any
chances with the flat-bottom plate unless we had something else to hold the plate in place, and hold the rail,
and we went to the screw spike to save the tie from
mechanical wear. We put in machines and adzed and
bored the ties before they were treated, to insure this
protection beforehand and prevent the destruction of
the timber by cutting wood which is not propei;.ly treated.
We believe we are getting good results from using the
screw spike.
On this particular line that I speak of we laid part of
the line with 91 -lb. Lackawanna rail, rolled in 1910. The
rest of it was 101-lb. section rolled in 1911. We have had
less rail failures on that line than on any other part of the
railroad, notwithstanding the fact that we have settlements as great as three feet on some parts of this road.
The question of settlement so far has not had any serious

We

on the results on that particular line. Our present
maintenance is the best evidence in the world that
we have made no mistake on the screw spike. During
the first 10 months of the year 1918, figures given out by
effect

cost of

The first subject which we
F. R. Layng (Chairman)
report on is the effect of the design of tie plates and track
spikes on the durability of cross-ties.
The second subject is the methods in use by various railways for controlling tie renewals.
Committee No. 6 gives a report on
trials of substitute ties.
This is offered as information.
I move that these reports be received as information and
published in the proceedings.
went into the screw
G. J. Ray (U. S. R. A.)
spike proposition for the primary reason of saving ties.
thought we would be able to treat a certain class of
ties and establish good long life.
One thing which I
mentioned in my report is that the use of an inferior class
of pine tie is not advisable on a heavy 'traffic road, and
the screw spike does not materially lengthen the life of
that tie. The standardization of the thread on the spike
is another important thing.
You realize if you put a
:

:

We

We

the Administration show that the Lackawanna was the
only road which had not very materially increased its
maintenance expense. That may not have been due to
the screw spike altogether, but I am very sure it did not
have any bad effect on the result.
F. Boardman (N. Y. C.)
The committee was confronted with an almost unanimous report from the roads
of whom they asked these questions that thev did not
believe in screw spikes. They had, on the other hand, the
very successful installation on the D. L. & W. and on one
or two other roads. In making these adverse criticisms
in the report, there were a number of specific reasons
given. It was the opinion of the committee that with the
information before them, it was not proper to make a
general statement that screw spikes were desirable in
:

:

:
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siiikiiij.^ down tics unless staiidanls of construction and
niaintrnancc were also spocilied.
.\nionp; oilier tliinjjs
we asked for was a dolaiii'd report from the 1). 1.. & W.

road,

which

is

now

heinj;

t,'^otten

to

\\]i

answer these

sjiecilic objections.

Mr. Ray: I did not intend in wiiat I said, anv cril
icism of the committee's work.
I
expected just such a
report.
How are you pfoinp; to plug a rotten tie, and
that is one of the vita! questions we have to face.
If for
any reason a spike tlocs j^ct loose we have two more
holes in which to replace it.
Our only difficulty has
developed with reference to curved conditions.
have ah.solutclv none on straight track.
C. W. ]laI(iri(Ioe (.'\. T. & S. F.)
The Santa l-e
has put in probably 100 miles of track with screw spikes,
and if you ask Mr. Rex of 'the tie department what results you get, you will get one answer, and if you ask
me you will get another. This question has been pretty
well handled by the committee up to the present time,
and from their study there is nothing to prove that the
screw spike is of any benefit in protecting the tie.
C. E. Lindsay (tj. S. R. A.)
The committee has
submitted a report on methods in use which are comprised in field inspection and post-mortem examination.
Certainly the conditions of the present season will necessitate an even greater use of preliminary field inspection
if railroads are to be maintained in proper condition to
approach the succeeding winter.
I have always advocated preliminary field inspection, coupled with an arbitrary rule that no section foreman should be allowed to
put in more than a designated number of ties per rail
length without asking for inspection by his superior
and I have had most excellent results from that method.
The ordinary foreman will open up his track where he
has a tie which he considers proper to remove, and will

We

:

:

Report

of

1919,

we recommend

the

following

proper
Report
on
(1)
depth of ballast of various
kinds to insure uniform distribution of loads on the roadl)ed, conferring with the spe-

committee on Stresses in
Track and the committee on
Roadway.
Report on methods
(2)
and comparative cost of aprial

plying ballast, giving special
attention to the organization
of the ballast gang.
Study and report on
(3)
the design of gravel washing plants.
Study and report
on the design of stone crushing plants.
The use of reinforced concrete slabs or other de(4)
vices to assist the ballast in distributing the load on soft

roadbed.

Methods and Comparative Cost

of

Applying Ballast

Realizing the stress under which all railroad men would
be working, the committee confined itself to the organization of the ballast raising gang, only touching incidently upon cost or work preparatory for and subsequent
to the putting in of the ballast.
circular letter was sent out to the roads represented
in the association to which letter was attached the ten-

A

that the tie alongside

it is getting .soft, and while
he might as well take out the two
lies instead of one, imless sonic check is placed upon his
action.
would seriously urge upon the committee the
I
study for the succeeding report of the subject of definite
methods that should be followed of preliminary inspection, rather than post-mortem examination.
(Mr. Layng's motion was then put to vote and car-

lie

is

at

it

will think

ried.)

Mr. Layng: The committee last vear canvas.sed the
association and found that forms 301', 302, 303 and 304
were not being used by the members and it was further
stated in these replies that there was no prospect of their
being used. The committee therefore recommends that
these forms be withdrawn from the Manual. Mr. Chairman, I so move.
Mr. Lind.say
I would like to ask if the committee
:

discovered from their replies received what the objection
was to these forms?
Mr. Layng: One reply that I recall suggested that it
would be necessary to have a clerk on each section, in
order to keep up the forms. Most of the replies simply
said that they were not being used.
Mr. Safiford
I would certainly vote no on that.
I
don't believe we should withdraw forms from the Manual that have been developed after some years of study
by the committee, merely because we find that they are
not in general use.
The Chairman: If that same principle was applied
generally, we would not have much of our Manual left,
:

I

am

afraid.

Mr. Lindsay
I move you that the forms be referred
(Motion carried,
to the committee for reconsideration.
and the committee was relieved with the thanks of the
:

association.)

Committee on Ballast

OR SUBJECTS FOR the consideration of the Ballast committee
in

tind
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tative diagram presented to the association at its last
annual meeting in March. Representatives of the carriers were requested to furnish the committee with a diagram similar in form showing their typical ballast gang,
together with a brief narrative description of the method
of using the gang to the best advantage, and any cost
figures they might have available. Some few replies have
been received and they have led the committee to modify
the tentative diagram, principally in the way of increasing the number of jackmen, forkers and tampers and

restating the flagging requirements.

Notes have been added calling attention
matters,

among

commercial

service,

to

certain

upon old track
another gang would be required

others the fact that

in

to

prepare the way for the ballast-raising gang. It is understood, of course, that a finishing gang will follow the ballast gang, after the ballast has been consolidated under
traffic, to put the track in proper surface and line, dress
the ballast section, dress shoulder, etc.

Some

suggestions in the

way

of detail methods have

been made, as follows
It is helpful to number the men and chalk their numbers on the rail over the particular ties these men are to

tamp. The New York Central and the Santa Fe both
say it pays in the quality of work obtained.
The Norfolk & Western suggests that the head flagman, whose duties will be light, can tighten bolts and in
some instances dig jack holes. The rear flagman can
put on rail anchors and tidy up without interfering with
his job. This presupposes that the flagging will be done
by one of the ballast gang as would be the case on a new

:

March

20,
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If regular trainmen are used on an operated line,
such work presumably could not be required from them.
Several comment that a tamping spade, heavy and narrow, is better than a pick or bar for the first tamping after

The

a raise.

The space between

line.

Agreement is pretty general that on an operated track,
an advance gang digging out spent ballast, widening
shoulder, renewing ties and making general preparation
for the spreading of the new ballast, should be handled
as a separate unit well in advance of the ballast gang.
If track has to be lowered under overhead obstructions,
bank widening is required or similar work has to be done.
This preliminary work may require a large force and
special facilities.

Opinion seems to be divided whether the lifting jacks
should be worked in a bunch or in two sets a short distance apart as recommended by the committee.
The Pennsylvania Railroad suggests that on new construction the tampers should be spread out more than indicated on the diagram.
Suggestions have been made that the head jacks should
be heavy No. 6's, which weigh 99 lb. and would require
two men to a jack instead of one. The committee has
accepted the suggestion and modified its diagram accordingly.

The committee

realizes that circumstances must govtypical organization must be modified to
meet local conditions. The diagram is submitted as a
guide and as representing good practice under average

ern,

and any

conditions.

Conclusion

The diagram as presented should be published in the
Manual as representing good practice in the organization
of a gang to raise track on new ballast under normal conditions.

Gravel Washing and Stone Crushing Plants
it was thought possible to design a general plan
brief description or specifications for several
typical stone crushing and ballast washing plants; but
when local conditions were taken into consideration, it
was found practically impossible to design such typical

At first
and give

plants

which would

fit all

local conditions.

was, therefore, decided that probably the most helpful method of handling this subject would be to include
in the Proceedings a general plan and brief description
or specifications of any successful plants which could
be obtained. Therefore, some 30 carriers were circularized with regard to the design of these plants, and 14
answers were received; but due to the conditions prevailing during the war, it was impossible to get much
information upon this subject.
Five plants were described and illustrated, which, together with other gravel
washing and stone crushing plants, previously described,
the committee considers the nucleus to which additional
similar data may be added as acquired.
It

Method

of Cleaning Stone Ballast

The committee was

fortunate in obtaining from W. C.
Gushing, chief engineer of maintenance, Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh, a copy of the descriptive instructions of two methods of cleaning stone ballast, which
were issued in 1915 to certain division engineers to be followed as a part of the regular ballast cleaning program of

Mr. Gushing advises

due to unsatisfactory labor conditions, conclusions have not yet
been
reached, and until the supply of labor permits the railroads to return to a more normal condition, it is probable that very little can be learned from a comparative
that year.

test of these

methods.

that,

instructions in question follow

Instructions for Cleaning Ballast

Not

in

Connection with Tie Renewals
the ties (cribs)

is

to be cleaned to the

bottom of the ties, the space between tracks to be cleaned to
6 in. below the bottom of the ties, and the shoulders outside
of the ties to be cleaned down to the top of the sub-ballast,
where any. Where there is no sub-ballast, clean to the subgrade. Every 50 ft. one crib to be cleaned out to a line, on a
uniform grade between the bottom of the center ditch and
the sub-grade outside the track to form a cross drain from
the center ditch.
Under the ordinary fork method, the ballast is to be cleaned
in the usual manner by shaking the ballast on forks and
throwing the cleaned ballast remaining on the forks back
into the track, and the small particles of ballast and dirt
which pass between the tines of the forks to be disposed of
by throwing it over the bank, or by any other way that may
be expedient. When the dirt can be disposed of by throwing
over the bank, its cost may be included in with the cleaning.
When it is necessary to move the dirt any distance it shall
be thrown into piles and the cost of doing so included with
the cost of cleaning, but the cost of removing it afterward
shall be kept separate and not made a part of the cleaning
cost.

Under this method of cleaning it will not be necessary to
use a definite number of men in the gang, but it should not
be extra large, nor very small. On double track there should
be three men in each sub-gang; one on each berme and one
in the center.
The man in the center to work to the right or
left as needed, and those on the sides to work in through the
cribs to meet him. The sub-gangs to be started about 100 ft.
apart.
Thus, with a gang of 12 men they would be spread
out over about 300 ft. of track. When starting, the ballast
removed will have to be piled up until a space about 3 ft is
cleaned, after which the shaken ballast can be thrown directly back in the 3-ft. space.
For the Trench-Zepp method 3 screens are to be used with
a force of 12 men and a foreman, distributed as follows:
men to shovel from each shoulder to their respective screen;
two from the center into the center screen, and one man in
the center of each track shoveling into the screen most
available; one man with a pick working ahead to loosen
hardened ballast, and three men, one for each screen, to
dress down the ballast on the center and shoulders, form a
uniform ballast line and dispose of the dirt. When the dirt
can be disposed of by throwing over the bank, its cost may
be included in with the cleaning. When it is necessary to
move the dirt any distance it shall be thrown into piles and
the cost of doing so included with the cost of cleaning, but
the cost of removing it afterward shall be kept separate and
not made a part of the cleaning cost. When necessary, a
water boy in addition to the twelve men can be employed.
In operation, the center screen will work ahead of the side
screens, and the man attached to this screen will work ahead
of the side screens, and the men attached to this screen will
clean out the cribs, to about one foot inside of the inside
rails of the double track.

Two

In Connection with Tie Renewals

Under

the ordinary method such ties as are spotted are
to be renewed in the ordinary manner with the ordinary sized
force, but a record of the cost to be kept, for use in comparing this method with the screen method.
By the screen method such ties as are spotted are to be
renewed by a force of eight men and a foreman with one
screen, and a water boy if thought expedient. The force is
to be distributed as follows:
One man picking ballast loose ahead of the bank.
Three men digging the ballast out of the track and throwing it onto the screen.
One man removing the refuse and straightening up the
ballast.

Two men

removing the spikes, taking out the old
new tie and spiking.

tie,

put-

ting in the

One man

following up about 300 to 400 ft. in the rear, putting ballast in around the tie and trimming up the track.
All the ballast on the shoulder and in the cribs is to be
taken out, but not from the center between tracks (this can
be cleaned at another time). Where only one tie is to be
renewed clean out the cribs on both sides of the tie. When
two ties are to be renewed clean out the crib between the
two ties and one crib on the outside of each tie or three cribs.
When three ties are to be renewed clean out four cribs, etc.
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work

to progress as follows: Tlic first man willi :i
prococ-d to pick loose the l)allast where ties are
three nun eleanin^ onl the hallast from track
will follow ahout 1-' ft. hehiiul anil .shovel onto the screen.
The one man in clLir^e of the screen will sec that the hallast
falls onto the track, into ])ans, or on the ontside shonlder,
as may he deemed hest in each case, for re-iise in tampin);
the new ties.
It is left in this shape until the two men who
are putting in the ties come along. They will take out the
spikes, remove the old tie, i>iit in the new tie and tamp immediately, leveling; oil' enough hallast into tlie crihs to make
the track safe.
The man who follows up in the rear is not
startetl until the other force has procei'ded far enouuli to
allow as many trains to go over as may he deemed necessary
by tlie foreman to settle the ties and i)ermit of proper retamping, the idea being that the rctamping after traffic has
gone over it will all be done before the ballast is filled in to
its proper section, so that it will not be in the way of lam])'I'lic

piik

will
spolliil.

The

ing.

A record of progress and cost
the foreman.

is

to be kepi

and signed by

E. Hale, chairman; J. M. Meade (A. T. &S.
vice-chairman; C. B. Baldridge (A. T. & S. F.), (. S. HasI.Bergen (N. Y. C. & St. L.), Theo. Bloecher, Jr. (H.&
O.), H. E. Boardman (N. Y. C), C. J. Coon (N. Y. C), T. W.
Fatherson, G. H. Harris (M. C), F. A. Jones ( M. P.), J. S.
McBride (C. & E. I.'), William McNab (G. T.), S. B. Rice
(R. F. & P.). H. L. Ripley (N. Y. N. H. & H.), Paul Sterling
(N. Y. N. H. & H.), B. B. Shaw (C. R. I. & P.), F. J. Stimson (Pa. Lines), D. W. Thrower (I. C), D. L. Sommervillc
(N. Y. C), W. K. Walker, R. C. White (M. P.), W. D. Williams (Cin. Nor.).

Committee: H.

F.),

sctt, \V.

Discussion

The diagram gives an outH. E. Hale (Chairman)
line of a proposed ballast gang.
It is recommended that
this diagram be published in the Manual as representing
good practice in the organization of the gang to raise
I inove
track on new ballast under normal conditions.
the adoption of the diagram as a guide.
The diagram provides
J. E. Willoughby (A. C. L.)
for a force of 71 men, and a total force of 77 all told.
That seems to be a pretty large force. We have got
fairly good results out of a gang of 25, and I do not
know whether the committee ascertained the fact that
71 men would be an economical gang to operate. I have
no objection to the report, or the diagram, if the com:

:

mittee has ascertained that that number is the proper
number, although I do not think it would be altogether
suitable to some sections of the country.
Mr. Hale The committee could not obtain data giving
the most economical gang, largely due to the effect of
different local conditions, and the methods of accounting
made the figures such that it was difficult to compare
them, but the committee felt that this size gang was in
its opinion an economical gang, felt that it could be
reduced if it was desirable to do so.
Does the committee recR. H. Ford (C. R. I. & P.)
ommend a total force of 71 men, irrespective of the
weight of rail or track conditions?
have made no difference as far as
Mr. Hale:
weight of rail is concerned, but we feel that local conThe
ditions would vary the conditions to some extent.
diagram is to be a guide or recommended practice. Probably local conditions will affect it materially.
Mr. Ford
I think the committee might change the
title and make it
"A suggested diagram for a force
of 77 men," without leaving the inference that a force of
77 men is the proper force for raising track.
Mr. Hale The committee will accept a change in the
title
a suggested diagram is what the committee really
:

;

We

—

:

—

had

in

:

:

I

would ask the members

if it

is

deor-

sirable to put into the Manual a chart for a gang
ganization such as this, or should it not be adopted when
it becomes a number of a series.
Mr. Hale
The suggestion of Chairman Stimson is
:

in liie right direilion,
in

but in the absence of any diagram
the Mantial, the committee would like to see at least

one diagram put there.
C. JO. Lindsay (U. S. R. A.)
Tlie instrtictions to the
committee were: "Report on methods and comparative
cost of applying ballast, giving special attention to the
organization of the ballast gang."
They have merely
taken the organization and reported on that, without
giving accomjianying data of costs and nu-thods.
I believe one should not go into the Manual without the
:

other.

Mr. JIale: The committee made an endeavcjr to get
costs without nuich success.
ai)i)reciate tiie fact that
the subject is not completed. This is in the nature of a
progress report, and we want to carry it over.
The

We

committee felt there were two separate propositions, organization and cost.
While they are related, they are
distinct parts of the question referred to. The coinmittee
felt they had at least studied the subject enough to recommend one organization of a track gang.
(Motion to accept the recommendation of the committee carried.)
Mr. Hale
Two other subjects were assigned to the
committee study and report on design of gravel wa.shing plants and study and report on design of stone crushing plants. Your committee thought at first they could
probably design a typical plant, but as soon as we started
we were confronted with the fact that the local conditions were so important we were unable to design anything along that line, and we thought possibly it would
be more helpful to the association to pick out efficient
plants, which were in operation, giving photographs or
drawings sufficient to describe them and. if possible, the
original cost and the cost of washing the gravel.
Mr. Ford A more comprehensive study of the question of ballast is desirable, and we should have a specifi:

:

:

what

is and what it consists of.
were able to get from Mr. Cushing
of the Pennsylvania Lines West, in.structions for the
cleaning of ballast.
The committee thought they were
interesting enough to bring to the attention of the association.
We were also able to get information in con-

cation as to

Mr. Hale:

ballast

We

nection with reinforced concrete slabs to assist the ballast
supporting the track on soft spots.
in
are
indebted to Mr. Bowser of the Queen Sr Crescent for a
copy of his report.
The committee recommends that
this be assigned as one of the subjects for further con-

We

sideration.

(The committee was

relieved with the thanks of the

association.)

Trade Acceptances for
Railway Supply Companies
(From Our Washington Editor)

Representatives of the Railway Executives Committee have been conferring with the Railroad Administration regarding the form of the proposed warrants to be
issued for money due to the railway companies the subject will be considered further at a conference between
Director-General Hines and the Railway Executives'
;

Committee on Thursday, when it is hoped that a definite
decision will be reached. This meeting was to have been
held on Wednesday. Arrangements for paying for the
$286,000,000 worth of equipment ordered last year are
practically complete.
committee headed by F. N.
Hoffstot, president. Pressed Steel Car Company, is working on the details of trade acceptances to be given by
the Railroad Administration and is arranging for the
presentation of drafts by the equipment builders and spe-

A

mind.

The Chairman
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cialty

manufacturers.

:

:

Banquet of the American Railway Engineering Association

Annual Dinner

of the

Engineering Association

Abstracts of Addresses at the Twentieth Annual Dinner Held in the
Gold Room of the Congress Hotel Last Evening

TWENTIETH ANNUAL DINNER of the American
THERailway
Engineering Association was held
the
in

Gold Room of the Congress Hotel last evening with
Vice-President Earl Stimson presiding in the absence of
President C. A. Morse, who was confined to his room
with a cold. The speakers included United States Senator Atlee Pomerene of Ohio Dr. George Adam of Emmanuel Congregational Church, Montreal, Canada, and
Robert J. Cary, general counsel, New York Central Lines,
Chicago.
Hon. Charles N. Goodwin of Chicago, who
was scheduled to speak on the Americanization Problem
of the Railroads, was detained at his home at the last
minute by illness. Abstracts of the addresses are given
below.
;

Some Phases
Senator I'omerene,

of the
in

The
of

per-ton-mile cost to the shipper was cheaper
country than in any other country in the world.
4.
The wages of the employees, though they were too
low, were higher than the wages paid by any government-owned roads anywhere in the world. And lest this
statement may be misunderstood, I want to make it perfectly clear that, generally speaking, the railway men
were justified in asking the raise in their wages which
they demanded prior to the period of government control,
and which were given to them after government control
began.
Whether we shall hereafter have government
ownership or private ownership, the same rate of wages,
relatively speaking, as compared with living costs, should
be maintained.

Salary Reductions

Railway Problem

speaking on this subject, said

in part
ity

The

3.

in this

ramifications of the railroads run into every activThe public cannot do without them, and they

life.

cannot do without the public. The prosperity of the one
the prosperity of the other; the crippling of one,
the crippling of the other. Vitally they are a part of us.
They are the veins and arteries through which course
the blood of commerce.
When we come to treat with
them, I submit that they should have the best thought,
and the best skill, of the best-trained experts in the land,

means

whether

in the field of transportation, finance or legislaPractical men are needed for the job
not dreamers, not the theorists, not the reactionary who always
looks backward and never forward.

—

tion.

Legislation
In considering what ought to be done with the raillet us bear in mind the following well-established

roads,
facts

1.
The three years preceding government control
were the most prosperous in the history of our railroads.
2.
Before the war period the railroads of the L'nited
States gave the public the be.st service in the world.

One

of the sops to Cerberus which has been handed
to the public is the fact that among the economies of
government ownership the director-general's office has
saved $6,115,000 in salaries to officials and to counsel.
are told that many officers in the great campaign for
economy were separated from their high salaries. That
may be so. I assume it to be so. But I also know that
the director-general has on his staff, among others, 72
officials drawing from $10,000 to $50,000 each per annum. Five draw $50,000, two draw $40,000 each three
$35,000 each, two $30,000 each, eight $25,000 each,
eleven $20,000, and the 72 draw salaries aggregating
$1,398,000, or an average of $19,418.05.

We

Some General Orders of the Director-General
The Railroad Control Act provides

that

"actions at

law and suits in. equity may be brought by and against
such carriers, and judgments rendered as now provided
by law and in any action at law or suit in equity against
the carrier no defense shall he made thereto upon the
i^round that the carrier is an instrumentality or a^^encv
The Congress believed
for the Federal Government."
this language was about as clear as it could be made.
;

Nevertheless, the director-general of railroads issued the

729

:
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fammis, or

infaiiioiis, ordi-r, tlu' oficct oi wliicli,
aside this act of tlu- .\inerican Congress,
as woll as tlie Cannack Act.
Anotlicr order, No. 50, is
0(|ually reprehensible.
Let me call yonr attention also to another order, No.
57, relating to the shipment of grain.
It is a i)rinciplc of
law, not to say of common sense, that when a shipper
calls for a car in which to ship grain, it will be reasonably fit for the purjiose for which it is intended. There
can be no doubt about that principle. Every railroad and
every shipper have acted upon it and yet the directorgeneral's office issued Order No. 57 placing upon the
shipper the burden to inspect the car and ascertain
whether or not it has any leaks.
(iranting that the director-general had the power to
issue all of these orders, I submit that it was bad policy
to issue any of them.
Not one of them was issued out
of regard for the convenience of the public. Not one of
them helped to win the war. All of them added to
I
arousing a spirit of discontent among the people.
denv that the director-general had the power to issue
these orders repealing statutes, but if he had the power,
This is a democright policy should have forbidden it.
do not live in Russia,
racy.
^\'e live in America.
and we will not submit either to the rule of the Czar or
the Bolsheviki.
if lc>;al,

is

ratlicr

to

.set

;

We

Government Control
submit, irrespective of whether you are a believer
in government ownership or private ownership, to ask
the right to hold the railroads five years without giving
to the owners any assurance of what will be done, lacks
the one fundamental principle that should control a government in all its actions, namely, to deal honestly and
fairly with its people.
The following changes during government control seem
to be generally approved
The general advance in wages.
1.
2.
The joint use of terminals.
Greater interchange in use of equipment.
3.
Greater control over the routing of freight.
4.
Greater unification in the control and operation of
5.
the roads, or, to put it in another way, fewer railroad
I

companies.
I believe the public recognizes these general changes
They have been advocated for
necessary and proper.
several years by all students of the subject and, speaking
especially of greater unification of operation and control,
believers in government ownership expect this result to
follow if the roads are absorbed by the government.
Those who are opposed to government ownership likewise believe it is necessary in order to bring about greater
economies and better service for the shipping and traveling public.
So far, then, as these particular changes in
operation are concerned, government control under the
director general has proven nothing new.
Every one concedes that the last year of government
control has not been a fair test of government ownership, and every fair-minded man will admit that the last
year of private operation, hampered as the railroads were
by restrictive legislation and demands of the w-ar, was
not a fair test of the capacity or efficiency of private
ownership and operation. I recognize the fact that there
is revolution in the air.
I know there is a very general
feeling of unrest but I submit that after the transportation systems have been developed to their present state
under private ownership, and we have created a plan
of regulation through the Interstate Commerce Commission and the various state commissions, common prudence
will suggest that because its railroads do not properly
function we should not tear down over night the old
Rather we should take
structures, stone from stone.
;
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counsel loj^ellier and where the present regulations do
not sullicc, amend them, drastically if need be; but don't
destroy them and adopt some plan wholly new and untried in this country.
ICxcepting those who have their
])ers()nal advantages to gain, whether consciously or unconsciously, or theories which they want to reduce to
practice, very few want it.
It does not have the support
of the |)ractical men of to-day.

New

Legislation

may

be of interest to say a word on the subject of
proposed changes in the law. On January 21, 1919, Congressman I'.sch in the House, and I in the Senate, introduced a bill to make certain changes in the "Act to Regulate Commerce."
The principal changes are:
First.
To extend its regulations to any common carrier or carriers engaged in the transportation of passengers or property, not only wholly by railroad, but also
to those engaged in such transportation "wholly by boat
between points on the rivers and lakes of the United
States, and in such carriage of persons and property,
partly by railroad and partly by water, whether or not
both are used under a common control, management, or
arrangement for a continuous carriage or shipment."
Second. That hereafter, in reaching its conclusions as
to the reasonableness of any rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation or practice, the commission shall take
into consideration the increased cost of labor and other
operating costs, in so far as they become material, in
any case under investigation.
Third.
The commission is authorized and directed to
require carriers to interchange and use all engines, cars,
and other facilities owned or used by them in such manner as shall best serve the public interest in times of
shortage of equipment in any section of the country, upon
just and reasonable terms as between the carriers as the
commission may prescribe and the commission is authorized and directed, to provide by order for the use, in the
public interest, of all terminals of carriers, upon such
terms as between the carriers as the commission may find
It

;

and reasonable.
The Commission is authorized, from time to
time, upon application by carriers, or others, or upon its
own initiative without such application, to permit, upon
order, the pooling of traffic and facilities and the consolidation of two or more carriers, under such rules and
regulations and under such terms as shall be just and
reasonable, as in its opinion shall conduce to the public
good which arrangements shall continue so long as in
the judgment of the commission the public interest may
just

Fourth.

;

require.

The Commission

is authorized not only to fix
heretofore, but in case it finds
such action just and reasonable, prescribe the minimum
rate, fare or charge to be published and maintained by
the carriers.
Sixth.
Provision is made for doing away with the
so-called twilight zone which exists between the federal
and state authorities, and with a view to the preservation for the public welfare of the functions and efficiency
of both federal and state commissions.
Seventh. The issuance of all securities by a common
carrier is subject to control and regulation by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and is very carefully

Fifth.

the

maximum

rate

as

;

guarded.

There is nothing in the Commerce Act fixing the
Assuming
standard of return on the capital invested.
that the standard of return is fixed at 6 per cent, one
plan proposed may be outlined in brief as follows Let
the country be divided into regions, fixing the traffic
rates sufficiently high so as to yield a net return in each
:

—

:

March

20,

;
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r^ion of 6 per cent on the combined railroad property
This, of course, would not be sufficient
in that region.
to yield 6 per cent on the new or poorly located or
equipped roads, and it would yield more than 6 per cent
on the better class roads. It is proposed that the surplus
thus earned, over and above the 6 per cent on the total
property investment, shall be applied in the public interest as follows

(1) One-third for the benefit of the employes of the
(2) One-third to be retained by the railroad companies for such uses as they may determine.
(3) One-third to be held in a fund to be devoted to
the purposes provided under the plan and under the
direction of the Interstate Commerce Commission, or
some other public agency.
I do not commit myself to the details of this suggestion, but I believe that out of it Congress can devise a
plan which will at the same time prevent excessive earnings by some of the more prosperous roads, encourage
bv increased rates of fare some of the weaker mads, and

Speakers

fix

will

Adam

Sen. Atlee

me

conclude by saying

am

unalterably opposed to any extension of
government control.
(2) Government control was intended for war purposes, and it ought not to be continued for peace purposes, unless some assured, not speculative or conjecI

advantage can be gained thereby.
I deny the legal or the moral right of any man,
or set of men, to ask that the government hold private
property during peace for a period of five years in order
to attempt experiments in management.
(4) If government ownership is desired, a spirit of
fairness and of common honesty would seem to suggest
that the property be returned to its owners, and the issue
made thereafter. In any event, the change from private
ownership and operation under proper restrictions, or
government ownership and operation, should be undertaken, if at all, in normal times, and not during this
period of social, financial, and industrial unrest.
(5) Corrective legislation along the lines discussed
tonight should be attempted first, rather than to adopt
tural,

(3)

Noblesse Oblige, Our

our coun-

Robert

J.

Cary,

in

New

Nationalism

speaking on the above subject, said

in part:
in discussing the League of Nasays that we are to create 20 nations where there
were but 4. All of these people, in whom sense of selfreliance, initiative and decision has been stifled by generations of repression, will greet liberty with wild eyes
and fly apart as do molecules of gas when relieved of
pressure.
Imagine our trade relations, our economic intercourse with such an undisciplined force imagine regulating immigration among masses of such humanity;
imagine a plague of such vast dimensions, unquarantined
imagine the menace to the world's .society, and particularly to our own institutions, in the unguided activities of
.so large a portion of the world's population.

Ex-President Taft,

;

;

Can the issue then, be, as the short-siglited would have
us believe, between an altruistic League of Xations, in

Dinner
Judge Clarence N. Goodwin

Conclusions
(1)

this crisis in

try's afifairs.

at the A. R. E. A.

Pomerene

a standard of return on the property invested which
induce new capital to embark in railroad enterprises.

Let

any revolutionary policy during

tions,

railroads.

Rev. Geo.
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Robt.

J.

Cary

which we surrender our sovereignty for the universal
brotherhood of man, on the one hand, and this country in
splendid isolation wrapped in

its

own

nationality for the

purpose of saving and developing its material prosperity,
on the other hand ? I, for one, protest against the position in which the advocates of a League of Nations are
permitting themselves to be unwittingly maneuvered.
The primary issue is not now a question of avoiding entangling alliances, of refusing to embark on a voyage of
idealism, but rather the highly expedient one of concluding a half-finished job to keep intact that for which we
primarily entered the war, our own free institutions and
our own prosperity.
We, of this generation, have been awkward patriots
for patriotism has always come to us with the impersonal
touch at best it has been recognized as a worthy abstraction taking concrete form in the romance of past
achievement. But the material mobilization of this country, as the result of the war, tells only half of our recent
story. The dynamic force of our progress in Europe, and
by reflex in our own afifairs, is found in the unlooked for
spiritual mobilization of one hundred millions of people.
The government, whether rightly or wrongly, is disintegrating the army, the air forces, the material resources
of the war. Shall we also abandon, as no longer required
in our national afifairs, this greatest safeguard of liberty.
;

:
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till-
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piisi'iii

States;

kcrii

|i;iti

ioiisin nf (In- iiiillioiis

of

tlic

I'liili-cl

r

Tlie .Xn-IiliisliDp of ^'o^k lias lold of hard j.^ray days in
of few doors lliat liad not hccn visited l)y tlic
AiiR'cl of I^cath, of inni i,niin}j to and fro with set faces
and dry eyes, of thousands without resiliency, and then
of the tremendous reaction sweejiint; throuj.;li l''.nt;iand,
not alone hecansc .\nierica hail entered the war, lint from
the tremendous moral force of a nnited .America enterinj;
This land he pictured with its hnndreds of
the war.
millions in future i^enerations as the cliief world force to
perpetuate human liherty, not hy the old process of empire Iniildinj^, i)Ut hy the reaction of its iiislitulions
throuf^hout all other lands.
Our controversy is not whether we shall take our place
in an international council. This is already predetermined
by circumstance. Our insistence should he that criticism
of the constitution of such a council shall be constructive,
as comin_sj from men ca^er to co-operate, but disputing;
only over ways and means of proper co-operation. This
world's forces are put in play by unanimity of sentiment.
not unanimity of opinion, .\bsence of controversy sus^gests the dead hand, but unanimity of sentiment is tlie
moral force that has won the war. Millions, in response
I'jifjlaiid,

have already eajjerlv kept "Their Rendezvous with l")eath." It remains for us, the livins;, to finisli
the work.
to this force,

"Language and Ideals"
Another speaker was Dr. (ieorj^e Adam, pastor of
the Emannuel Conijregational Church of Montreal, Que.,
whose subject was "Lanj^uaf^e and Ideals." Dr. Adam's
theme was the bond of languas;'e between the peoples of
America and Great Britain. He paid a glowing- tribute
to the languag:e which, he said, derived its worth from
It took poetic feeling from
the best of other tongues.
the Greeks, law from Latins and democracy from the
Angles. Much has been added to the language in forceDr. Adam
ful and direct speech by the Americans.
touched also on the bond of friendly relations brought
about by the participation of these two nations in the
great war, with its sacrifices for common ideals of democracy and regard for the rights of smaller nations.

Revision of Capital Expenditures
(From Our Washington Editor)

VIEW of

the financial situation imposed upon the RailIN road Administration and the railroads by the failure of
the $750,000,000 appropriation bill, the entire program
of capital expenditures for this year is to be reviewed.
The Division of Capital Expenditures has given the railroad corporate ofScers an opportunity to reconsider under
existing conditions any approvals which have heretofore
been given by them for additions and betterments,
whether carried over from last year or new work.
T. C. Powell, director of the Division of Capital Expenditures, after conference with Howard Elliott, acting chairman of the Railway Executives Committee, has
issued D. C. E. Circular No. 20 directing the regional
directors to instruct each federal manager to afford the
proper corporate officer, upon application, full opportunity to review all projects chargeable to the capital account whether in progress or contemplated. If the cor-

porate officer withdraws or withholds approval of any
project for financial reasons or otherwise, the instructions
are as follows
"1
Work not started shall not be commenced without
further approval by this division.
"2 As to projects already started and actually under
way, please see that no further work is done except, (a)
when necessary to insure safety; (b) where the project
is so far complete that to stop work would be more ex-

—
—
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pensive lii.in to continue it; fc) where the job is covered
by bona tide contract and to slop the work would seriously demorali/.c conditions, cs])ccially as to the working
forces.

"In all cases where the federal manager and the regional director believe the work should be done, whether
as to new work or as to continuing work now in i)rogress, 'even though the railroad com|)any withholds or
withdraws this approval, a full re|)ort should be ])romptIy
made to the Division of Capital I'.xpenditures with a copy
to the president of the com])any slating the objections or
disagreements that cannot be overcome, with the defmile
recommendation of the federal manager ant! regional
Pending further approval by this division no
director.
such work .should be started and exce])t as provided in
Section 2 above no such work in progress shouUl be carried on."

A, R. E. A.

Men

as

Corporate Executives
oi-

ONI'.
year

Till'.

has

neers,

ican

Railway

iNTEKK.STiKc; (level()])mcnts of the past
been the induction of railway engi-

many

of

members of the AmerAssociation, into the corthe
roads,
not alone as
as executives, namely, pres-

them

Engineering

porate organizations of
engineering officers, but

idents,
vice-presidents and chairmen.
The creation
of separate federal and corporate organizations on
the roads, together with the selection of many presidents and vice-presidents of the various railroads for
government positions as federal managers or as officers
of the central or regional organizations of the Railroad
Administration created many vacancies in the corporate
organizations of the roads, and several members of the
American Railway Engineering Association were named
to fill such vacancies.
Among these may be mentioned
A. S. Baldwin, vice-president of the Illinois Central L. C.
Fritch, vice-president of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, and Charles S. Churchill, vice-president of the
Norfolk & Western; all three of them are past presidents of the A. R. E. A. Others on the list are E. H.
Lee, president of the Chicago & Western Indiana; W. H.
Finley, president of the Chicago & North Western, and
Ralph Budd, chairman of the Executive committee, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. While it may not have been
entirely clear at the time that the separation of the corporate from the government managements of the railroads took place, subsequent events have clearly demonstrated the distinct need of strong corporate organizations to protect the interests of the properties and their
;

owners.
In attempting to analyze the reasons for some of the
appointments of railway engineers to corporate
executive positions, it was seen that there was a special
need for engineering rather than operating talent in fulfilling these important stewardships because of the necessity for a check on the character of additions and betterments undertaken by the government as well as for a
study of the degree to which the roads are being maintained according to the standards prevailing previous to
the advent of government operation. The fact that valuation work was being continued was cited as a further
reason for the need of officers in the corporate organizations who were thoroughly conversant with this problem.
But as pointed out recently by one corporate officer, such
engineering ability could very readily have been retamed
in the corporate organizations without need of appointments to executive positions. More than this, exactly the
same qualifications for executive officers are demanded
today as were required of men In like positions under
earlier
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private managements of the roads. As a matter of fact,
the only bearing which the present state of separate government and corporate organizations has on the matter is
the fact that this separation created a large number of

vacancies at one time.
number of the men mentioned above were occupying
executive or operating positions at the time that they
were placed in the corporate organizations. Mr. Lee
had been vice-president and chief engineer of the Chicago & Western Indiana; Mr. Budd, those training had
been largely in engineering, was executive vice-president
of the Great Northern, and Mr. Fritch, who was formerly
chief engineer of the Chicago Great Western, had more
recently occupied operating positions on the Canadian
Northern and the Seaboard Air Line. On the other
hand, Mr. Finley, who had been chief engineer and for
a long time bridge engineer, of the Chicago & North
Western Mr. Baldwin, who was chief engineer of the
Illinois Central, and Mr. Churchill, formerly chief engineer and recently assistant to the president in charge of
valuation on the Norfolk & Western, were occupying
engineering rather than executive positions at the time
of their advancement, although the fact that they were

A

;

called into a broader field is positive proof that their
duties as engineers had been demanding activities not

limited to a narrow interpretation of the tprm "engineering."
Appointments like those above mentioned testify
to the ability of the engineers to develop along the broad
lines and for the high standards set by the American
Railway Engineering Association for its members and
officers.
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for Corp., C. & S. Ry. Co., Denver,
Colo.
Fritch, L. C. (Past-President), V. P. and Corp. Eng., C. R.
St. Louis R. R. Co.,
I.
P. Ry. Co. and Minneapolis

Gowdy, R. C, Chief Eng.

&

&

Chicago.
Grant, E. W., Asst. Eng. Val., Santa Fe Ry., Topeka, Kan.
Gwyn, J. G., Chief Eng., D. & R. G. R. R., Denver, Colo.
Hadley, E. A., Engr. Asst. to Reg. Dir., U. S. R. A., St. Louis,

Mo.
Haggander, G. A., Bridge Eng., C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Hamilton, H. F., Res. Eng., G. N. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Harris, L. G., Div. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., San Marcial, N. M.
Harrison, E. A., Architect, A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Hartlev, L. C, Chief Eng., C. & E. I. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Hcidcnthal, W. C, Eng. M. W., N. Y. O. & W. Rv., Middletown,
N. Y.
Hewes, John, Jr., Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Flora, 111.
Hogeland, A. H., Chief Eng., Great Nor, Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Hunley, John B., Eng. Bridges and Str., Big Four Ry., Cincinnati, O.
Huntlev, R. L., Chief Eng.. U. P. R. R., Omaha, Neb.
Hynes, M. V., Gen. Supt., C. I. & W. R. R., Indianapolis, Ind.
Jacoby, H. S., Cleveland, Ohio.
Johns, C. W., Eng., Branch Lines, C. & O. Ry., Richmond, Va.
Johnson, Noah, Val. Eng., Wabash R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Johnston, D. B., Div. Eng., Pa. Lines, Louisville, Ky.
Johntz, H. H., Div. Eng., M. K. & T. Ry., Parsons, Kan.

Khuen, Richard, Gen. Man.

Erect.,

Am. Bridge

Co.,

Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
Eng. M. of Wav, Big Four Ry., Mt. Carmel, 111.
Kittredge, George W. (Past-President), Chief Eng., N. Y. C.
R. R.. New York Citv.
Lane, H. A., Chief Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Larsen, Albert, Div. Eng., Miami Con. Dist., Dayton, Ohio.
Layng, F. R., Eng. Track, B. & L. E. R. R., Greenville, Pa.
Leisenring, J. G. M., Sig. Eng., Ill, Trac. Sys., Springfield, III.
Lonnbladh, L. F., Special Eng., Brier Hill Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
Manson, E. F., Master Carpenter, Rock Island Lines, Manly, la.
E. I. R. R., DanMarkley, A. S., Master Carpenter, C.
Kissell, J. E.,

&

A. R. E. A. Registration
Following is the registration of the members and guests
convention of the American Railway Engineering
Association on Wednesday
at the

:

ville,

111.

McKey, D. M., Loc. Eng., S. A. L., Plant City, Fla.
Merwin, C. F., Chief Eng., Detroit Ter. Rv., Detroit, Mich.
Milburn, T. H., Chief Draftsman, B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
F. E., Chief Eng., C. & W. I. R. R., Chicago, 111.
A., Div. Eng.. N. Y. C. R. R., Albanv, N. Y.
O. R. R., Eastern Lines, BalJ. B., Eng. M. of W., B.

Morrow,
Miirrav,

Members

Myers,

Allen, Andrews, Consulting Engineer, Chicago.
Allee, O. P., Prest., Railway Concrete Supply Co., Kansas
City, Kan.
Andrews, Geo. W., Asst. to Eng., M. W., B. & O. R. R., Balti-

more, Md.
Asst. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Barnhart, E. H., Asst. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Blanchard, A. M., Val. Dept., Grand Trunk Rv., Montreal, Can.
Bloecher, Theo., jr., Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R.,' Philadelphia, Pa.
Boardman, H. E., Asst. Eng., Val. Dept., N. Y. C. Lines, New

Andrews,

J. T.,

York, N. Y.
Bohland, J. A., Bridge Eng., G. N. Ry.,
Boots, E. W., Asst. Eng., P. & L. E. R.

St.

Paul, Minn.

R., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bowser, E. H., Supt., Timber Dept., L C. R. R., Memphis,
Tenn.
Brown, J. M., Corp. Eng. Maintenance and Construction, C. R.
I.

&

P. Rv. Co.. Chicago,

Browne, H.

111.

&

Asst. Eng., C. B.
Q. R. R., Galesburg, 111.
Buck, C. M., Div. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Topeka, Kan.
Butterworth, A. S., Chief Eng., G. F. & A. Rv., Pensacola, Fla.
Cassil, H. A., Eng. M. of Way, P. M. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Clapper, Leland, Eng. B. & B., D. & I. R. R. R., Two Harbors, Minn.
Clarke, A. C, Asst. to Chief Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Clift, A. E., Gen. Mgr., I. C. R. R., Chicago, 111.
L.,

Connor, E. H., C. E., Mo. V. Br. & I. Co., Leavenworth, Kan.
Cook, R. A., Val. Eng., C. & A. R. R,. Chicago, 111.
Copland, A. C, Office Eng., C. & O. Ry., Richmond, Va.
Cronican, W. P., Asst. Eng., Illinois Cent. R. R., Chicago.
Cunningham, A. O., Chief Eng., Wabash Ry., St. Louis, Mo.
Darrow, F. T., Asst. Chef Eng., C. B. & Q. R. R., Lincoln, Neb.
Delo, C. G., Chief Eng., C. G. W. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Dewey, S. J., Asst. Sig. Eng., Big Four Ry., Cincinnati, O.
Dixon, J. M., St. Paul, Minn.
Dovle, T. L., Asst. Div. Eng., Pa. Lines, Logansport, Ind.
Edmondson, G. N., Div. Eng., N. Y. C. R. R., Rochester, N. Y.
Fisher, W. A., New York, N. Y.
Flora, G., Insp. Track Val., Grand Trunk Ry., Durand, Mich.
Goodell, John S., Asst. Eng., Santa Fe Ry., Hollyrood, Kan.

W.

&

timore, Md.
Nuelle, J. H., Gen. Man., N. Y. O. & W. Rv., Middletown, N. Y.
Nve, C. M.. Prin. Asst. Eng., G. N. Rv., St. Paul, Minn.
Oison, E. H., Asst. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago, 111.
York.
Patterson, J. C, Prin. Asst. Eng., Erie R. R.,
Paul, C. E., Prof, of Mech.. Armour Inst, of Tech., Chicago, 111.
Pederscn, H., Asst. Eng., M. St. P. & S. S. M. Ry., Minneapolis,

New

Minn.
Peterson, W. H., Eng. M. W., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Des Moines,
Iowa.
Piftman, T. M., Jr., Asst. Eng., 111. Cent. R. R., McComb,
Miss.
Puder, F. R., Asst. Eng., C. T. H. & S. E. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Ravmond, W. G., Dean. Colo. Appl. Sc, State Univ. Iowa, Iowa
City, Iowa.
Reid, J. W., Str. Eng., Robins Conveying Belt Co., Chicago.
Rex, George E., Mgr., Treating Plants, Santa Fe Sys., Topeka,
Kan.
Ringer, Frank, Vice-Pres., Joplin Union Depot Co., Dallas, Tex.
Roach, T. H., Val. Eng,, N. Y. C. R. R., New York City.
Robinson. J. S., Div. Eng., C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Rose, L, S., Asst. to Fed. Man., Big Four Rv., Cincinnati, O.
Schmid, R. L., Asst. Eng., N. C. & St. L. Rv., Nashville, Tenn.
Schnacke, A. D., Asst. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Topeka, Kan.
Scribncr, C. J., Asst. Scale Eng., C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago.
Sessions, O. H., Asst. Eng., G. T. Rv., Battle Creek, Mich.
Shaw, W. T., Tr., Div. Eng., M. C. R. R., St. Thomas, Ont.
Shillingcr, I. G., Chief Eng., Rutland R. R.. Rutland, Vt.
Simmons. I. L., Bridge Eng., C. R. I. & P. Rv., Chicago, III.
Skcels, E. B., 875 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago.
Smith, Lowrv, Special Engr.. Nor. Pac. Rv., Brainerd, Minn.
Soete, F. X..' Val. Eng., N. Y. O. & W. Ry., Middletown, N. Y.
Sperry, H. M., New York.
Stimson, F. J., Sunt., Pa. Lines, Richmond, Ind.
Storev, W. "B. (Past-President), Federal Mgr., A. T. & S.
F. Ry. System, Chicago, 111.
Strayer, L. W., Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R., New Castle, Pa.
Teal, J. E.. Asst. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Tuthill, G. C, Acting Br. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
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Vail

II;iK;in,

W.

\\';ilkir,

WallmK.

\'.

W .itrrmaii,
InirK.

Asso. Prof.. U. of Wis,, Miidisuii, Wis.
miiitarv siTviciO.
Asst'. ].x^^^., C. Sc
1.
U. K., CliicaKo, 111.
H., Supt. Timber I'n-s., C. 1!. & Q. R. R., (laics

I..

K.

K..
I.

F.,

(ill

W

frill.

.

III.

West fall,

C. C, Eng. Bridges, I. C. R. R., Chicago, III.
WlKRins, VV. n., Val. Kiik., Pa. Lines West, PiltslnirKli, P.i.
Williams, H. (.'., Chief Kiig. Con., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.
Williams, K. d.. Res. Kn^., Union Ry. Co., Memphis, Tenii.
Williamv, S. N.. Professor-F.meritus of Civ. Eng. (Cornell Collese, Iowa). Oak Park. 111.
Wilson. C. A., Consulting Engineer, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Wiirzer, E. C, Div. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Zinn, A. S., care Chief Eng. Office. M. P. R. R. Co., St. Louis.

Mo.
Zook. M.

A.. Res. Eng.,

Bureau of Valuation,

I.

C.

C, Washing-

ton, D. C.

Guests
Anderson, Burt T., Asst. Sig. Eng., D. L.
N.J.
Artmann, H. L., Asst. Engr., S. A. R. R.

& W.

R

.,

R. R., Ilohokcn,

Atlanta,

(Ja.

Atwill, A. L., Asst. Engr., C. & W. 1. R. R., Chicago.
Ayars, E. J.. Div. Eng., Pa. R. R.. Williamsport, Pa.
Barber, H. E., Gen. Mgr., M. & E. R. R., Marion, 111.
BeauvvhccI, A., Roadmaster, Ottawa, Ontario.
Bibbs. J. E.. Asst. Bridge Engr., M. C. R. R.
Brctschneidcr. Win.. Div. Engr. Dt. E. & W. T. Ry., Houston. Tex.
J. T., Roadmaster. Maine Central R. R., Brunswick, Me.
Rusch, H. F., Springfield. Mo.
Cartwright, H. B., Asst. Engr., S. A. L. R. R., Jacksonville,

Brooks.

Fla.

E A., Supt. Mo. Pac.
Clark, A. M.. Asst. Br. Engr., N. Y. C.
Cheverv,

&

St. L.,

Cleveland, O.
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l"ook, t)srar I'., Metallurgical Engr., Tenn. Coal, Iron &
R. R. Co., Hirminghani, .Ala.
Correll, 11. i;., Supt. C. R. I.
P., Eldon, Mo.
Cowell, II. E., Supt., C. R. I.
P., Eldon, Mo.
Dwyer, lulw. J., Supvr. Track, Erie R. R., Croxion, N. J.
Eddington, C. R., Calesbiirg, 111.
Fithian, E. B., Mo. Pac, Poplar BlufT, Mo.
Mall, W. IL, Supt. Tel., M. K.
T. R. R.
Harting, O. F., Asst. Ch. l-.ng., T, R. R. A. of St. L., St, Louis,

&

&

&

Mo.
Hcs.sclbusch,
D. C.

H. W.,

.\sst.

C.

E.,

Southern R.

R.,

Washington,

Morton, W. D., Patton Paint, Chicago.
Howe, Woodbury, Locating Eng., A. T. &

S. F. Ry.. Chicago.
Jndd, l<Vank R., Engr. of Bldgs., I. C. R. R., Chicago, III.
Keig, I. R., Chief h'rt. Insptr., Central Region, Purchasing
Conini., U. S. R. R. R. A.
King, Coleman, Long Island R. R., Jamaica, N. Y.
LaRoy, H. A., Div. Engr., Portland Cement Assn.
Malloy, G. J., Asst. Div. Engr., Erie R. R., Jersey City, N. J.
Malone, J. F., Insptr. M. of W., Cincinnati, O.
Meriwether, David, Jr.. Asst. to Ch. Eng. Const., Southern
R. R., Washington. D. C.
Miner. K. S.. Superv. B. & B., N. Y. C. R. R., Ottawa, Ontario.
RatlifT, C. M., Asst. Engr., K. & L, Louisville, Ky.
Shcrmerhorn, A. D., Div. Engr., U. P. R. R., Omaha, Neb.
Van Antwerp, Eugene, G. T. Ry., Detroit, Mich.
Scldcn, M. C, Asst. Supt., C. & O. R. R., Newport News, Va.
-Smith, R. M., Asst. Engr., Mo. Pac. R. R., Falls City, Neb.
Snyder, J. A.. Roadmaster, M. C. R. R., Jackson, Mich.
.Stewart, Frank J., Supvr. Track, Eric, Podjcrvis, N. J.
Viclland, L. F., Jamaica, N. J.
Wagner, W. H., Elcc. Eng., Bur. of Standards, Washington,
D. C.
Walker, John, Asst. Eng., (i. T. Ry., Alandale, Ontario.

Railroad Administration Collects Maintenance Data
iTRPOSE OF afifordiiig a comparison of the exfor maintenance of way and structures to
measure the amount of upkeep during the period of
federal control and during the three-year test period, as
well as to set the program of maintenance for 1919, the
Division of Operation of the Railroad Administration has
issued Circular No. 28, accompanied by five blank forms
calling for information as to each property under federal
control regarding the expenditures in the years ended
June 30, 1915. 1916 and 1917 and December 31, 1918.
The contracts betw-een the government and the railroad
companies specify that such an analysis of the maintenance of way and structures expenses may be made at the
end of each year of federal control. It is also considered
necessary to call for this data in order to set the program
of maintenance which will be required during the current year. An explanation of the forms and instructions
for furnishing the information, which is to be forwarded
by May 1 to C. A. Morse, assistant director of the DiviTiiF.

F>Rpenditures

sion of Operation,

is

given in the circvdar as follows:

Explanation of Forms to Be Used in the Analysis of
Yearly Expenses

Form

EM?— Analysis

of Total Maintenance of
Structures Expenses

Way

and

This form is designed to show an analysis of total
maintenance of way and structures expenses for the purpose of comparison between the test period and the federal control period.
A report upon this form should be
rendered for each year of both the test and federal control periods, by accounts and for each operating division

Where the
as well as for the total operating property.
expenses are kept by accounting divisions instead of operating divisions, the expenditures of the accounting divisions embracing the operating division shall be combined.
No separation of the expenses of an accounting division
shall be made where it is included in two or more operating divisions, but it shall be included as a whole in the

operating divisions in which it has the greatest mileage.
For the railroads having accounting divisions a sketch
map should be furnished showing the relation of the accounting divisions as combined to the actual operating
divisions, together with the mileage of the operating divisions as combined from the accounting divisions, for
each year under consideration.

Column

1

Accounting Number.

This

is

self-explan-

atory.

Maintenance of Way and Structures Ex—Primary
Accounts.
Contains the maintenance

Column 2
penses

way and

structures accounts classified under groups.
is for the purpose of equating expenses
in the test period to correspond to the basis of cost of
labor and material during the federal control period. The

of

This classification

have been omitted from this colshowing for each railroad the
gross amount expended by it for the maintenance of way
and structures upon the property covered by its contract.
The account "No. 275 Insurance" has also been omitted
in accordance with section 5 (a) of the contract.
Column 3 Total Maintenance of Way and Structures
Expenses. The items to be included in this column should
correspond with the railroad's report to the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
Column A Labor {Including Contract Labor Force
Account). Under this head include the labor charges
which are made directly from pay roll distributions and
contractor's force account vouchers.
Column 5 Net Material Charges. Include under this
head the amounts charged from material distributions and
joint facility accounts

umn

for the purpose of

—

other sources, suitable deductions to be made to cover
credits on account of material recovered, including scrap
material.

Column 6

Ledger Value of Property Retired and ReInclude in this column charges to maintenance
of way and structures expenses, representing the ledger
value of property retired and replaced, as defined in Paraplaced.

—————
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20,

graph 7 of General Instructions, page

Equipment

13,

Road and

Classification.

7
Charges for Property Retired and Not ReInclude in this column any charges which have
been made to maintenance of way and structures expenses representing the value of property retired and not

Column

placed.

replaced.

Column 8 Depreciation. Include in this column any
charges which may have been made to the depreciation
accounts in the Interstate Commerce Commission Classification of Operating Expenses, where same has been
kept by any road.
Column 9 Miscellaneous Charges and Credits.
Include in this column all miscellaneous charges or credits,
such as work train expenses (including labor and material when not directly distributed to primary accounts
from pay roll and material distributions), miscellaneous
vouchers, lump sum contracts, bill credits, etc.
Form EM3 Comparison of Labor Costs for the Test
Period with the Federal Control Period. This form is for
the purpose of obtaining the factors for equating the
amount of labor (including contract labor) for the test
period upon the basis of labor costs for the federal control period.
It will be prepared by operating divisions
and total operating property.
Column 1 Group. Contains the groups under which
the accounts are classified, as published in Column 2 of
Form EM-2. Only groups which include labor charges
are here shown.
Column 2 Occupation. Show the principal occupations of employees engaged in work classifiable under the
respective groups.
Opposite the designation "Others"
give information for all occupations not specifically
named in the form, it only being essential that opposite
this caption there shall be included items for labor which
are relatively large and will materially affect the general
averages.

—

—

Column 3 /. C. C. Classification of Employees NumThe number shown in this column corresponds to

bers.

schedule 561, "Employees and their compensation" as reported to the Interstate Commerce Commission. There
the items are prefixed with the word "All," both the units
and compensation as reported to the commission should
be taken. The items prefixed with the word "Part"
should be distributed so as to include under each group
only the units of service and compensation properly assignable.

Column

— Units of

In this column the units
of service should be given in hours.
The service of
monthly employees should be reduced to hours upon the
basis of the assigned number of hours constituting a
year's work.
Column 5 Compensation. In this column should be
shown the compensation properly assignable to the units
included in Column 4.
Note. There should be included in Columns 4 and 5,
the units of service and compensation for labor covered
in vouchers when the amount of such labor is sufficiently
large to materially affect the "Equation Factor" of any
group.
Column 6 Average Compensation Per Unit of Service.
Under this head show the quotient obtained by dividing items in Column 5 by those in Column 4.
Note.
In Columns 7, 8 and 9 show for the federal
control period information similar to that required in
A

Service.

—

—

Columns

and 6 for the test period.
6, 9 and 10 require no entry except on
the lines designated "Totals and Averages."
Column 10 Equation Factor. Show under this head
the quotient obtained by dividing Column 9 by Column 6.
Form EM-4 Comparative Cost of Principal Items of
Maintenance of Way and Structures Materials. This
Note.

4, 5

—Columns

—
735

form is designated for the purpose of obtaining the factors for equating the net material charges for the test
period upon the basis of the cost of material during the
federal control period.
To be prepared only for total
operating property.
Column 1 Description of Material. In this column
should be listed, under the groups, the more important
items of material properly assigned.
list of such maImportant items
terial is at end of these instructions.
not included in the list are to be considered by individual
railroads.
In this column is also shown "Equation factor."
Information for this item is only to be shown in
Column 10. Group (3) "Rails," should be sub-divided
(a) New Rails, (b) Second-hand Rails, (c) Scrap Rails.
Column 2 Unit of Measure. In this column should
be included the appropriate units for the several classes
of material shown.
Column 3 Quantities Used for Three Years. This
column is provided to show the total quantities of the
several classes of material used in maintenance during
the test period.
Column 4 Total Cost for Three Years. Show the total costs of material used, the quantities of which are

A

shown in Column 3.
Column 5- Average Quantity Per Year. The total
quantity of each item of material should be shown in this
These quantities are obtained by dividing quan-

column.

Column 3 by three (years).
Column 6 Average Total Cost Per Year.

tities in

The

infor-

column is obtained by dividing the informatioxi in Column 4 by three (years).
Column 7 Quantities Used Year ipi8. The total
mation

in this

quantity of each item of material used during the year
1918 should be shown in this column. For the purpose of
this return the quantity of each class of material charged
to accounts, "Ties," "Rails" and "Ballast," should be
shown. With respect to other accounts it is intended that
only the quantities of the important items of material
should be shown.
general description of these items
is given at the end of these instructions.
Column 8 Total Cost Year ipi8. Show the total cost
of material the quantities of which are shown in Col-

A

umn

7.

Column 9 Average Unit Prices.
In this column
should be shown the average unit prices at which the material of the several classes used for maintenance was
charged in the accounts for the year. Where but one
grade or kind of material is included in an item, the average disbursement price should be shown. Where an item
includes several different grades or kinds of material
divide the total charges for the material issued during
the year by the number of units.
Column 10 Cost Based on Average Quantities for
Test Period.
The information required is obtained by
multiplying the quantity shown in Column 5 by the prices
shown in Column 9. In addition to the cost there is also
to be shown in this column the equation factor.
This
factor is obtained by dividing the total for the group
under Column 10 by a similar total in Column 6.

Form EM-5 Comparison of Maintenance of Way and
Structures Expenses (2 Sheets). This form is designed
to show by accounts the labor, material and miscellaneous
charges (Columns 4, 5 and 8, Form EM-2) for the test
period (average), the year of federal control, the equated
expenses for the test period and the increase or decrease
in expenses in federal control period, compared with
equated expenses for test period. This form is to be
prepared by operating divisions and total operating ])roperty.

Sheet

— Column

1
Account Numbers.
Maintenance of Way and Structures ExPrimary Accounts. The accounts shown in this

1

Column 2

—

penses

—
—

—
—— —— —
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a^ oil I'tirm I.M 2, uitli llic fxci'i)
Accnuiil 214, Kails, i.s siil)-(liviclc(l to
.show sci)aratcly new, second hand and scrap rails.
This
separation is made for the purpo.se of more accurately
equatinj; tiie expenses for rails used in maintenance during the lest period to the basis ct)sl of such material for
tiie federal control period.
This separation is not con
sidered necessary on Sheet 2.
Column ^ Avcratjc Expenses for Test Period Labor.
The labor expenses shown in Column 4, Form I'",M-2, foi
each year of test i)eriod is to be totaled and divided i)y
three to arrive at the average for test period.
Column 4 luiuation Factors. The equation factors
shown in Column 10, luirm l'',M-3, are those to be shown
in Column 4, the factor for the group being inserted oj)positc the various accounts of the group.
As group 10
has no equation factor or Form FM-3 the factor :or this
group is obtained after the equated expenses for groups 1
to •) have been totaled in column 9, sheet 2.
The sum
total of groups 1 to 9, column 9, sheet 2, should he divided by the sum total of these same groups for the
"average of test period," column 8, sheet 2, which gives
you the equation factor for group 10.
Column 5 Equated Expenses Test Period. This information is obtained by multiplying cokimn 3 by colcnliiimi ;iio

lion

tli;it

till'

on

s;inu'

Slicct

1,

—

—

—

umn

4.

Column 6
tion

is

Federal Control Expenses. This infcjrmataken from column 4, Form EM-2, for the year of

federal control.
Column 7 Increase or Decrease in Federal Control

Expenses.

column

5

This information

from column

6.

is obtained by deducting
Increases to be shown in red,

decrease in black.
Columns 8 to 12

Material Expenses. The informais prepared from the same sources
as columns 3 to 7. The equation factors, column 9, however, is taken from column 10, Form EM-4, except for
group 10. These factors, while for total operating property, will be applied the same for each operating division.
Sheet 2 Column 2 Maintenance of Way and Structures Expenses Primary Accounts. The accounts shown
tion for these

columns

— —

'

in this column are the same as on Form EM-2.
At the
bottom of this column, after the sum total is shown for
groups 1 to 10, items are provided for the totals of columns 6, 7 and 8, Form EM-2, showing "Ledger Value of
Property Retired and Replaced," "Charges for Property
Retired and Not Replaced" and "Depreciation." The information for these three items are only to be shown in
tlie total columns 8 to 11, as they are not subject to equation.
In columns 8 and 9 show the same amounts, being
the "average for test period."
Columns 3 to 7 Miscellaneous Charges and Credits.
The information for these columns is obtained from
same sources as columns 3 to 7 in sheet 1. The equation
factors, however, are composite and obtained from the
labor and material results on sheet 1 as follows
Divide
the sum of columns 5 and 10 (sheet 1) by the sum of
columns 3 and 8 (sheet 1) for each group except group
:

10.

—

Columns 8 to 11 Totals Labor, Material and MiscelThese columns are the totals of the preceding

laneous.

3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12 (sheet 1) and
6 and 7 (sheet 2).
Form EM-6 Extraordinary Items of Maintenance of
Jl'ay and Structures Expenses.
It is the object of this
form to segregate each year those items of an extraordinary nature which impair a true analysis of the maintenance expenses of the property for the purpose of
measuring the standard of upkeep. From an operating
and engineering standpoint we are concerned with the

columns, namely,

3,

5,

fair distribution of the expenditures over the property

and the return of the property

in

good repair and for

Vol. 66, No. lie

that reason we separate in this analysis the
by divisions and try and arrive at those
which reflect the comparative maintenance
erty during the test i)erio(l and period of
trol.

exi)enditures
exi)en<liturcs

of the propfederal con-

period use ecpiated ex])enses.
/Iccounl Numbers.
2
Maintenance of Way and Structures ExPrimary Account. The accounts in this column

l'"or test

Colunm
Colunm
penses

—

are the

1

same

Column

as

Form KM-2.

3

Maintenance Expenses Incidental to Additions and Betterment Work.
In all improvement work
there arc maintenance of way and structures expenses incidental thereto, such as demolishing the property, rearranging or relocating existing tracks and structures (including in some instances a charge of line), maintaining
iraflic during the work, etc.
As these expenditures have
no direct bearing on the ordinary ui)keep of the property,
it is necessary that we set them aside in this column.
The
estimate for authority for capital expenditure will show
these items and in many cases the estimate can be used
in arriving at these incidental expenses
but for large
impnnements these estimates are, of course, often materially changed in the actual work done and should be
checked in such cases.
;

Colunm 4 Extraordinary Maintenance of Way and
Structures Expenses From Floods, Explosions, Train
Wrecks and Accidents. These expenses when extraordinary are readily obtainable; the ordinary expenditures
should not be accounted for in this column.
Column 5 Salvage Credits in Connection with Prop-

On Form EM-2, column 6, we show the
"Ledger Value of Property Retired and Replaced," but
the salvage credits are included in column 9.
These
credits where they are sufficiently large to affect the
erty Retired.

yearly expenditures should be stated in this column.
Columns 6 to 9 These columns are left blank for the
convenience of the individual roads for use in setting
forth any other expenses entering into the yearly expenditures which are extraordinary, such as large adjustments, large credits not previously separated in this analysis, etc.
Fire losses during federal control should be
shown on this blank by accounts if they enter to any degree into the expenses, and in any case should be stated
in total for the year.
General The foregoing forms should bring out a true
indication of the upkeep of the property, but the reporting official should supplement them with any additional
information of conditions of which he is familiar that
may aid in arriving at the correct situation as to the maintenance of the railroad.

—

—

Extracts

From

—

Contract

— Section —"Upkeep"
5

During the period of federal control
Section 5
(a)
the director general shall, annually, as nearly as practicable, expend and charge to railway operating expenses
such sums for the maintenance and repair of the property
as may be requisite in order that such property may be
returned to the companies at the end of the federal control in substantially as good repair as it was on January 1,
1918: Provided, however, that the annual expenditure
and charges for such purposes during the period of federal control on such property and the fair distribution
thereof, over the same, equal an amount in the aggregate
to the average annual expenditure during the test period,
less the cost of fire insurance included therein, except so
far as the amount expended is subject to the adjustments
provided in paragraph (c) of this section relating to the
difference in cost of labor and material and the provisions
of paragraph (e) of this section in regard to the destruction of property by fire.
The director general may expend such sums, if
(b)
any, in addition to those expended under paragraph (a)
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of this section, subject to adjustments paragraph (c) as
may be requisite for the safe operation of the property
assuming a similar use to the use during the test period,

and not substantially enhancing the cost of maintenance
over the normal standard of maintenance of railroads of
like character and business during said period, and the
amount of such excess expenditure during federal control shall be made good by the companies.
In comparing the amounts expended under par(c)
agraphs (a) and (b) of this section with the amounts
expended during the test period due allowance shall be
made for any difference that may exist between the cost
of labor and materials and between the amount of property taken over and the average for the test period, and
as to paragraph (a) for any difference in use between
that of test period and during federal control, which, in
the opinion of the commission, is substantial enough to
be considered, so that the results shall be, as nearly as
practicable, the same relative amount, character and durability of physical reparation.

At

(d)

the request of the director general or the

company, there shall be an accounting of the amounts
due by or to any of the parties under paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section, at the end of each year of federal
control and at the end of federal control.
If during federal control any of the property is
(e)
destroyed or damaged otherwise than by fire or public
enemies, and is not restored or replaced by the director
general, he shall reimburse the companies the value of
the property destroyed or the amount of the damage at
the time of the loss, and the cost of restoration or replacement, or said value or damage, as the case may be, shall
be charged to annual railway operating expenses, it being understood that extraordinary losses caused by floods,
explosions, train wrecks or accident are included in the

A. R. E. A.

Men

Identified
to

appointment of

its officers

and members

to

impor-

tant positions in the central and regional organizations
of the United States Railroad Administration is a striking evidence of the high standing of the association.

While these appointments have been made on the individual merits of the men selected, it is no reflection on them
to say that identification

ciation exerted
these positions.

with the activities of the asso-

no small influence

matters covered by this paragraph, while ordinary losses
due to such causes are included in the matters covered

by paragraph (a) of this section.
If during federal control any of the property is destroyed or damaged by fire, and is not restored or replaced by the director general, he shall reimburse the
companies the value of the property destroyed or the
amount of the damage at the time of the fire; and the
cost of restoration or replacement of said value or damage, as the case may be, shall be charged to annual rail-

way

operating expenses, but the same shall not be considered a charge to stich expenses for the purposes specified in paragraph (a) of this section.
If any addition, betterments or road extensions
(f)
are made to the property taken over at the expense of
the companies and with the approval or by the order of
the director general during federal control, he shall expend and charge to railway operating expenses such
sums for labor and materials as may be requisite for the
proper maintenance and repair of such property until end
of federal control.
The circular also quoted from section 5 of the standard
form of compensation contract between the Railroad
Administration and the railroad companies, which governs the matter up upkeep.
Because the preparation of the forms has required
more time than was expected, Mr. Morse recently issued
instructions in the form of a letter to regional directors
for the preparation of the data required to make up a
maintenance program for this year so that the average
upkeep for 1918 and 1919 will be equal to that of the
test period after equating for the increased prices for
labor and materials, but the information required for
that purpose is in much less detail than that called for by
the circular and is to be submitted for approval by April
15.

With

the AmerMEASURE OF recognition given
THEicanLARGE
Railway Engineering Association through the

in their selection for

Of particular significance from the
standpoint of the association was the selection of its president, C. A. Morse, formerly chief engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, for the position of assistant
director of the division of operation in charge of maintenance, with headquarters at Washington. In this same
connection attention is also directed to the fact that H. R.
Safford, second vice-president of the association, is also

737

Railroad Administration

Railway engineers were first used in a strictly engineering capacity in connection with the organization of
the Railroad Administration in passing upon the budgets
presented by the individual railroads for additions and
betterments, work to be done as war measures during
This work was con-^
the construction season of 1918.
ducted largely by E. E. Adams as assistant to the director
of the division of capital expenditures. The director of
this

department was

until

recently

Robert

S.

Lovett,

Union Pacific, under whose direction Mr.
Adams had worked for several years as consulting engineer for the Union Pacific system. Approval of addi-

president of the

and betterments budgets in the Eastern region was^
for a considerable period subject to the review of an
engineering committee of which F. L. Stuart, consulting
engineer, and H; A. Lane, chief engineer, of the Baltitions

more & Ohio, were members.

government service, having been called from Canada, where he was chief engineer of the Grand Trunk, to
the position of engineering assistant to Hale Holden,
director of the Central Western region.
Probably the most important position held by any

Following the promulgation of wage order No. 27, a
Board of Wages and Working Conditions was appointed
which has been largely responsible for the supplemental
orders on wages, and this board includes in its members
C. E. Lindsay, a director of the A. R. E. A., who was

member

formerly division engineer of the New York Central at
Albany.
While the Railroad Administration availed itself of the

in the

of this association

is

that of

director of

the

Northwestern region, occupied by R. H. Aishton, formerly president of the Chicago & North Western, who is
member No. 237 of the A. R. E. A. and one of the first
members to be identified with the Railroad Administration, when, as regional director of the Western region,
later divided into three regions, he Was in direct charge of
all railways in the Western section of the United States.

services of engineers early in the period of government
control in connection with capital expenditures, it was
not until quite late in the season that any steps were
taken to centralize the supervision of maintenance of
On July 1, following the organization of the
way.

:
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ri'jjioii, 1".. .\.
IhuUcv, cliii-l enniiiecr of
the Missouri l';ici(ic, was api)oiiUc(l ciij,'iiifcrin(jj assistant to B. F. Hush, director of tin- Soutluvcslcru region,
tins Ihmujj the first rcooj,milion of tlie necessity for an
otVicer of tliis kiiul in tlie rejiional or{;ani/alions.
The
jjreat step for tlie unification of the achiiinistration of
maintenance was not taken until late in Auj^ust, when

.Sniiiliui-stoiii

Mr. Morse was given supervision over maintenance work
ihrougliout the entire country.
Other regional maintenance oflicers were appointed about the same time to
serve in advisory cajiacitics under the regional directors
and as a committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Morse
on matters of national import. It is a significant fact
that all of these regional maintenance ofificers with one
exception are members of the .American Railway Engineering Association. This list includes G. J. Ray, engineering assistant to the director of the F.astern region;
E. 15. Tem])]e, engineering assistant to tlie director of the
.-Mlegheny region; J. !•". Crawford, engineering assistant
to the director of the Pocahontas region; H. R. Rodenbaugh, engineering assistant to the director of the South-

The
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ern region, and

.\lr.

.Sufford

;iiul

Uc

lladlcy, previously

.\lr.

mentioned.
In addition

lo tho^e iiiembers of

tiie

association spe-

mentioned above as carrying out certain particular branches of the work of the Railroad Administration, (luite a few of the members were retained indicifically

vidually for certain specific activities of a diversified nature that are incai)able of definite grouping. This list includes the following: 1-. W. Baldwin, operating assistant to the regional (brector of tlie.Mleglieny region A. T.
Hardin, assistant regional director, b'.astern region Howard IClliott, mem])er Joint I'uel Zone Committee; H. B.
;

;

Spencer, chairman, Advisory Committee, purchasing

.sec-

tion; Major Edward C. Schmidt, Fuel Conservation Section
A. W. Gibbs, member committee on mechanical
standards, division of operation W. J. Cunningham, manager, operating statistics section; S. S. Roberts, staff
;

;

officer,

engineering, Southern region

G. D. Brooke, on
Allegheny region, and Lester
of the regional director, Eastern
;

staff of regional director,

Bernstein, on the

tafif

region.

A. R. E. A. Elects Officers

iiKi-()RK the close of the afternoon session
yesterday. Secretary Fritch announced the results of
the balloting for officers for the ensuing year. The
selection was as follows

R.

W. Ambrose,

chief

engineer,

Toronto Terminal

SiioRTi.v

J.;

Pri'sick-nt, Karl Stiiiison, gctu-ral superintendent maintenance of way, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore.
First vice-president, H. R. Safford, engineering assistant

Stimson, the new president of the American Railway Engineering Association, is not a rolling stone.
Nevertheless he has gathered no moss on his back. While
his entire engineering experience has been accumulated

J.

Railway, Toronto, Ont.

Earl Stimson, President
]'"arl

to regional director.

Central Western region, Chicago.

American Railway Engineering Association
Earl Stimson, President
H. R. Safford, First Vice-President
J. A. Atwood, Second Vice-President
Officers of the

Second vice-president, J. A. Atwood, chief engineer, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, Pittsburgh.
Treasurer, George H. Bremner, district engineer. Division
of Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, Chicago.
Secretary, E. H. Fritch.
Directors, Charles F. Loweth, chief engineer, Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago; F. L. Thompson, chief engineer, Illinois Central, Chicago; Hadley Baldwin, assistant
chief engineer, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,
Chicago.

Nominating Committee, C. F. W. Felt, chief engineer,
Topeka & Santa Fe, Chicago; G. J. Ray, chief
Lackawanna & Western, Hoboken, N.

.\tchison,

engineer, Delaware,

in the course of the long period of employment with a
single railway system, the Baltimore & Ohio, this fact
has not curtailed his development into an engineer of

broad views capable of appreciating the problems to be
encountered under a wide variety of conditions.
As regards his relations with others he is of a quiet,
retiring demeanor, ungiven to advertising his own merits,
and above all extremely conscientious with regard to
This trait of his character can be illustrated no
facts.
About
better than by relating the following incident:
six months ago there appeared in these columns a sketch
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of his career, published in connection with the announcement of his appointment to the position of general supeThis
rintendent maintenance of way and structures.
sketch contained an error as will be noted from the following excerpt from a letter received from Mr. Stimson:
"I wish to call your attention to the fact that there is one
mis-statement, which I would be very glad, indeed, to
have you correct, and that is with reference to my
While I
graduating from Cornell University in 1895.
attended Cornell University in 1893, 94 and 95, I did not
graduate, and although 1 would consider it a great honor
to graduate from that institution, I do not care to seemthat honor unearned."
a hard worker and is universally liked by his
men. His long years of service are the best proof of his
ability, as the position of engineer maintenance of way
is most tedious and not only requires the exercise of engineering ability but also a capacity for handling detail.
He is also head of an interesting family, consisting of his

ingly

assume

He

is

wife and six children.
at Cincinnati, O., on September
educated at Cincinnati University and
attended Cornell University during 1893, 94 and 95. He

Mr. Stimson was born

2,

1874.

He was

The
ALTHOUGH
ciation
tion,

is

entered railway service in June, 1905, as a

rodman

in the

maintenance of way department of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern, with headquarters at Cincinnati. In 1896
he was promoted to assistant engineer, being transferred
In 1899 he was promoted
to Chillicothe, Ohio, in 1898.
to resident engineer of construction, with headquarters
at Osgood, Ind., where he remained until 1901, when he
was advanced to the position of assistant division engineer at Chillicothe. His promotion to division engineer
took place in April, 1902, when he was placed in charge
of the engineering work of the Springfield division at
He was transferred to Washington, Ind., in
Flora, 111.
May of that year where he remained until 1905, when he
was made engineer maintenance of way of the Baltimore
further promotion to the posi& Ohio Southwestern.
tion of chief engineer maintenance of way of the Baltimore & Ohio was given him in April, 19l0. The title of
this position was changed to engineer maintenance of
way in 1912, and he held this position until August, 1918,
when he was made general superintendent of maintenance of way for all lines grouped with the Baltimore &
Ohio Eastern Lines, under the jurisdiction of C. W.
Galloway, federal manager.

A

Service Record of the Appliances Association

THE National Railway Appliances Assoessentially a cold, businesslike organiza-

composed of companies banded together for

the purpose of exhibiting railroad appliances to the proper
representatives of the various railroads, the personality
of the companies constituting this association is in reality
the spirit of its existence. The personality of these component parts is in turn dependent upon the character of
their executives and the men in their respective em-

Hence a story of the National Railway Appliances
Association in the war is the history, or service records,
of its members.
The war records of the past year have served to a
large extent to classify all humanity and endeavors into
those that did and those that didn't. The National Railway Appliances Association did. The various railroad
supply firms which constitute the association did. And
This is
in turn the men forming these companies did.
the record in general.
The National Railway Appliances Association, being an
intangible thing with a list of officers and directors and a
treasury substantial but once a year before the annual exploy.

and as regularly emptied a few weeks later after the
close of the exhibit, could consequently do its bit as an

hibit

association only by purchasing an allotment of Liberty
Loan Bonds by dint of stringent economy. The records of
the association's companies and the individual record of
their employees is a record, too, of the N. R. A. A.

The

contributions of different companies to the winmay be expressed in terms of their
blue and gold starred service flags, the records of their
purchases of Liberty Bonds, their contributions to the
various charitable organizations and the converting of
their producing plants to the filling of government conUnfortunately, no record has
tracts for war materials.
been kept of the war activities of members of the association nor have many of these activities been published
during the past year, nevertheless, bits of their work are
brought to light in their annual statements, in the reports
of the charitable organizations and now, with the relinquishing of many plants from war material fabrication in
the return of these plants to the production of their usual
products.
few examples of the war records of the railway sup-

ning of the war

A
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ply trade firms will suffice to show the character of the
assistance rendered the government during the period of
hostility.

The Chicago Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago, of whicn
M. J. Trees, president of the National Railway Appliis vice-president, has turned its three
plants to the making of war materials for the government to the exclusion of its own products. Its service
flag contains 183 stars and among those who have made
enviable records in the service of the government are
George P. Horton, president, who was assistant general

ances Association,

the Submarine Boat Corporation until JanuRobert Murray, vice-president and manager of

manager of
ary, 1919;

who is now a lieutenant-colonel in the 21st
Engineers, 77th Division, a part of the Army of Occupation, and Charles S. Pillsbury, assistant general sales
manager, who is now overseas in the Construction Department of the Signal Corps.
The Manganese Track Society, when the need arose
for standards for special track work for "use on the railways which the United States forces in France had taken
over, assisted S. M. Felton, director general of railways
of the United States army, in their preparation, A complete set of standards for special track work, including
frogs, switches, crossings and crossovers, was developed
and the magnitude of the requirements is indicated by
the fact that 5,000 turnouts alone were specified in the
A. H. Mulliken, president of the Manganese
first order.
Track Society, and other members of the society were
operation,

actively engaged in this work.
As stated before, these examples illustrate the work
that members of the N. R. A. A. have done as their bit.
Practically every member of the association could boast
of a similar record and to enumerate them would be to
simply repeat with slight modifications. Of special interest in connection with the

work

of the railway supply

companies is the history of the Railway Regiments Tobacco Fund, instituted in October, 1917. The list of contributors to this fund to provide "smokes" for the members of railway regiments in France is replete with the
names of N. R. A. A. firms. No doubt, if lists of the
contributors to other funds of a similar nature were compiled the N. R. A. A. would have an equally good representation.

;
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was stationed in Paris and connected with the
Section of the Air Service of the American Exl)edilion;iry force, being commissioned a major before his
return to the United Stales in December, 191K.
He received his honorable (fischarge at Washington on DeceinSu|)i)ly

toral active service.
ineinher oi tlie board of directors ol tlie .Xalional Kail
way .Appliances .Association and district sales agent of the
Kail Joint Company, Cliicago, entered the navy in Jnne,
1017, with the rank of lieutenant-commander and acted as
paymaster at the lireat Lakes Naval Training Station,
(

with headquarters

in

Commander Ishester
Reserve.
He served

Chicago.
has been a

I

manv years
number of the
"or

i)er 2'>,

in

iJeut.
N.ival

this

to

with tlie building of several of the
the United States.
Later in 1918
the rank of lieutenant-colonel and
ciiases. Stores and Traffic Division
with headcjuarters at Washington.

more

Chicago.

Tom
either

R. W'yles, prominent for the past ten years as
officer or a member of the board of directors

of the National Railway Appliances As.sociation, entered
the Quartermaster Corp of the United States army in
May, 1917, with the rank of captain and was stationed
at i\Iadison Barracks, N. Y.
He resigned from the army
in September, 1917, to become director of the Central
district of the Military Training Camps Association, with
headquarters at Chicago.
This association under Mr.
W^yles' direction came to be recognized as the best means
of obtaining proper material for officers fitted to serve
in the army during the emergency.
Army authorities
were at first skeptical of the efficiency of this plan, but
before the signing of the armistice complete recognition
had been given to Mr. Wyles' committee and its jurisdiction extended to the examining and recruiting of men fit
to become officers in all branches of the army.
Much
of the credit for the success of this jjjan is attributed to

men prominent

N. R. A. A. and
are Fred A.
Poor and Fred A. Preston, president and vice-president,
respectively, of the P. & M. Company of Chicago.
Mr.
Poor for three months from September to December,
1918, was assistant director of personnel of the American Red Cross at the American Red Cross headquarters
in Washington, in which position he had charge of the
selection of Red Cross workers for overseas duty and
also the representatives of the American Red Cross in
the United States.
Mr. Preston w^as commissioned as
captain in the Air Service of the Signal Corps in October, 1917, and. sailed for France in the same month.
other

in the

actively engaged in

war work

;

The Railway Engineering
ROLL of
American Railway EngineerTHEingHONOR
Association contains
names of 137 memthe

the

who joined the armed forces of the United
Canada or Great Britain. Coming as they did
from a body of men whose training and experience fitted
them especially for leadership and technical attainment,
bers

States,

the service rendered by this group of men proved invaluable in the various lines of special activities to which
they were assigned. Nor is the record of the association
to be judged by mere number of its roll of members who
joined the colors, for with repeated admonition regarding
the extreme importance of transportation at home as a
part of the military machine there is no question but that
many of the members were deterred from action which
their patriotism prompted by the demands made upon
them for service in this country. Be that as it may, there
is no substitute for the sacrifices of military service.
The
men who suffered loss of position and home and income
to serve their country deserve special recognition to which
no others can lay claim.

he was promoted to
attached to the Purof the General Staff,

;

his efforts.

Among

large cantonments in

Ivicts concerning the activities of individuals connected
wilh the N. R. A. A. are hard to obtain and doubtless
there are many men whom tlie older members of the as.sociaticm will remember as having been actively engaged in
government work and whose records have never been
chronicled. A summary of the work of these men would
be highly interesting yet almost impossible to obtain at
the present time.
Others of whom notice has been received of their entry into active service are: Azel Ames,
Jr., of the Kerite Insulated Wire Company, and until a
few weeks ago a major in the 63d Regiment of Coast
Artillery, stationed at Fort Screven, Savannah, Ga.; C.
H. Wilson, St. Louis railway representative of Fairbanks,
Morse & Co., and formerly a first lieutenant in the Tank
Corp; T. E. Carthers and C. M. Deardorflf, formerly sales
engineers with the General Railway Signal Company,
N. Y. R. P. Johnson, assistant engineer, with the General
Railway Supply Company of Canada at Lachine, Que.
E. A. Warner, Jr., of the Union Switch & Signal Co.;
Captain John M. Taylor, formerly with the H. K. Ferguson Company of Cleveland, Ohio; Major O. F. C. Randolph, with the same company, who has been an ofificer
in the 16th Engineers (Railway) in France since August, 1917; Lieutenant .Sherman C. Amsden, formerly
sales manager of the Mudge & Co., Chicago, and now
assistant to president of the same company Lieutenant
W. W. Glosser, who has been associated with the P. &
M. Company and the Madden Company, both at Chicago,
and Captain A. Fletcher Marsh, of the Marsh-Truman
Lumber Company, Chicago, who was connected with
the Lumber Production Division at Washington.

an

who have been

1918.

Soon after the declaration of war, Warren R. Roberts
of the lirni of Roberts & Schaefer, C"hicago, was commissioned a major in the construction division of the
Cniled Stales army, in which work he was identified

capacity until July, I'.'hS,
active duty on the staff
of Admiral .Sims in London.
Word recently received
from him indicates the possibility of his early return to

when he was assigned

Uc

riiere he

man

hiliind tlic- j^nn and en
I'or instance,
leor>,'e C. Ishesler, a

lK'ii\j,f
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Association in the

War

Two members

of the association made the supreme
Lieut. Colonel Hiram J. Slifer, who died in
France, will be remembered by his many warm friends
and it is with no little satisfaction that we present on another page of this issue some detailed information concerning his military service and the accident leading to
his death, together with .some notes on the last days
sacrifice.

of his

life.

The first member to die in the service of his country
was Capt. Louis Vincent Manspeaker, wdio died of pneumonia on February 9, 1918, while in training at Camp
Lee, Va.
Capt. Manspeaker had been commissioned on
January 1, and was expecting early assignment to active
service on the other side at the time of his death.
He
was buried with military honors at his old home in Champaign, 111.
Before his entrance into the service he had
been an assistant engineer on the Chicago & Alton, with
headquarters at Bloomington, 111. His previous railway
experience extended to the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf
and the Madeira-Mamore Railway of Brazil. Capt. Man-

;
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speaker was an engineer of ability, energy and high
regard for duty. He had a pleasing i)ersonaHty that won
him many devoted friends, who keenly felt the loss occasioned by his death.
The most conspicuous service rendered by any member of the association and which will go down in history
with greatest emphasis is that of S. M. Felton, director
general of military railways, whose energy, resourcefulness and wide knowledge of railway matters, coupled
with his executive ability in organizing railway troops
and assembling and forwarding railway supplies, were
largely responsible for the success of the American railway transportation system in France. The remarkable
feature of Mr. Felton's military career is the fact that
he carried on the great work in close contact with the
military establishment in the capacity of a civilian, for he
persistently refused to accept a commission.
Linked with Mr. Felton's name is that of William J.
Wilgus, who was a member of the commission that went
to France in May, 1917, to investigate the transportation
needs of the American expeditionary forces. Later he
collaborated with Mr. Felton in determining the equipment requirements and upon the perfection of a permanent organization was given a commission as colonel
in the capacity of senior deputy to Brig. General W. W.
Atterbury, the director general of transportation, in the
Services of Supply.
It is interesting to note that seven other members of
the association were ofificers in Gen. Atterbury's organization.
In this number were included all three engineers

of construction, namely, Col. H. C. Booz, now corporate
chief engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad; Col. H. M.
Wait, formerly city manager of Dayton, Ohio, and Lieut.
Col. A. W. Hudson, formerly engineer of construction
on the Hell Gate bridge. Others on this list are Maj. W.
M. Vandersluis, signal engineer of the military railways,
who was formerly signal engineer of the Illinois Central
Lieut. Col. B. L. Bugg, one of the general superintendents, formerly general manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Col. F. W. Green, one of the port terminal superintendents and formerly assistant to the
president of the St. Louis-Southwestern, and Lieut. Col.
E. B. Gushing, director general of army transport service,
who was formerly assistant general manager in charge of
the maintenance of way department on the Sunset Central Lines.
;

Later Col. Gushing saw service in Italy and more recently with an important American commission appointed
by Gen. Pershing for service in the Rhine valley, the
North sea ports and other points where the possessions
of the allies come in contact with the states of the German
republic.
In addition to the men mentioned above whowere identified with the transportation forces of the
Services of Supply, not a few members of the association were, and many of them still are, connected with
various other branches of the service in important positions.
Some of them, like Col. George H. Webb, formerly chief engineer of the Michigan Central, and Col.
J. F. Jonah, who has recently returned to his position as
chief engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco, were officers in the various railway regiments organized early in
1917 to form a portion of the advance guard of the
American troops that landed in France early after the
declaration of war.
Some facts concerning Col. Jonah's experience are mentioned here as illustrating the nature of the services performed by American railway men in military activities
somewhat more remote from railroad work than that connected with the operation of the military lines under the
Services oi Supply. Commissioned as a major on January 23, 1917, he was ordered into active service with
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the 12th l-'ngineers
June, and landed at Liverpool on
.\ugust 12, taking part in the memorable parade of the
four engineer regiments in London on August 15. Upon
landing in France he was immediately assigned to duty
back of British lines in Picardy on the location and construction of light railways serving the British. On October 17 he was detached from the 12th Engineers and
appointed chief engineer. Department of Light Railways
This service
for the American Expeditionary Forces.
occupied the greater part of the winter of 1917 and the
early months of 1918 and involved the examination of
trains, light railway systems, shops, etc., on the front
from Verdun to the Swiss border, in addition to considIn September 10, 1918, he
erable construction work.
was promoted to the rank of lieutenant-colonel and when
the signing of the armistice removed the necessity for
any further construction of light railways he was relieved
from active duty and returned to the United States,
where he arrived in January, 1919.
An account of this kind must not be restricted to men
who were in the United States army. Among Canadian
members who distinguished themselves in the war is Col.
C. W. P. Ramsey, C. M. G., of the Canadian Overseas
Railway Construction Corps, who was a member of the

construction battalion to leave Canada.
This organization left Canada in June, 1915, and after
some time in England reached France in August. It was
later attached to the English army and was engaged in
The corps disall manner of railway construction work.
tinguished itself especially during the retreat in the spring
of 1918, being turned into demolition parties to destroy
first

the lines of communication in the face of the German
advance. Col. Ramsey was awarded the C. M. G. (Commander of the Order of St. Michaels and St. George)
and was promoted to colonel in April, 1917. Before entering military service he was engineer of construction of
the Canadian Pacific and in association affairs was iden-

with the work of the committee on Economics of
Railway Location. Colonel Ramsey has returned to Canada and has resumed his duties with the Canadian Pacific.
Maj. F. L. C. Bond, recently made chief engineer of
the Grand Trunk, saw extended service in France. F. W.
Thornton, general manager of the Great Eastern Railway of England, was commissioned a brigadier-general in
the British army and served in a capacity somewhat analogous to that of Gen. Atterbury in the American army.
tified

Fifty Millions to Railroad Administration
(S/^ccial

"The

Telegram to the Rail'u.'ay Age)
Wasjiington, D. C, March

19,

1919.

War

Finance Corporation has loaned fifty million dollars to the Railroad Administration, which is to
be used to replenish working capital in the hands of
One
Federal treasurers to meet current requirements.
of these is for a large number of cross ties now being
received, which are to be paid for on delivery. A large
number of Federal treasurers have been in Washington
This sum represents all that the Administrathis week.
tion itself can get from the War Finance Corporation,
although individual railroad companies may make loans."

Wood

Preservers

Change Convention Date

Owing to the fact that the Automobile Show will be
held in Chicago during the fourth week of January,
1920, the Executive committee of the American WoodPreservers' Association, at a, meeting held in the Auditorium hotel yesterday, decided to postpone its convenIt -will,- therefore, meet at the- Hotel
tion two weeks.
Sherman, Chicago, the second week" in' February.'
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of a shallow j)it counterbalanced bucket for
handling coal from the track hopper to storage, this design being known as the "Rand.S" shallow pit elevating
In this design the lioisting bucket, instead of
bucket.
slruction

Railroad Administration Closes Contracts
Tlu'

Vol. 06. No. lie

Ohio Luncheon
&

held a

the

IJaltiinore

the

Congress hotel yesterday,

(

)liio

wliich was attended l)y ahout 55 nienilins of tlie eastern and western organizations.
L. d. t nrtis. eori)<)rate
engineer. Baltimore & ( Jhio, presided and a lunnbir of
tliose i)resent resjionded to toasts.

Concrete Freight Car on Exhibition
car witli reinforced c nicrcle Hoor. sides and
has been designed and jiatented by Joseph li.
Strauss, president of the Strauss llascule Bridge Company, Chicago, and is on exhibition at the Central Station, at 12th St. and the Illinois Central tracks, during
The first car built to this design was
the convention.
placed in service with appropriate ceremonies on Monday.
.\

freigiit

ends

Enlarged View of the Incline Under the Track Hopper

Roadmaster's Committee Meeting
The members of the Executive committee of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association spent
most of vesterday at a meeting in the Auditorium hotel,
The work of the
planning for the next convention.
committees was reviewed and other problems facing the
association were discussed.

descending into a ])it vertically below the hoisting tower,
down an incline to a point underneath the track
hopper, where the coal may be received through a gate
direct from the ho{)per.
After receiving its load of coal
])asses

Correction

The statement was made in our Daily
March 19 that General Petain had bestowed

Edition

on

the French

Croix de Guerre with two palms on Sergeant William N.
Lepreau, son of Frank Lepreau, vice-president of Thomas
A. Edison, Inc.. Primary Battery Division. This statement was incorrect with respect to the bestowal of this
honor by General Petain, as he confers such honors on
commissioned officers only.

A New

Development

in

Coaling Station Design

THE

COUNTERBALANCED bucket has been recognized

for years as one of the most economic and efificient
methods of hoisting coal. It has one disadvantage,

however, the necessity for a deep pit placed beside the
track hopper that is, it is necessary to have a pit deep
enough so that the coal deposited in any part of the track
hopper pit will reach the bucket in a well adjacent to one
side of the pit in addition to the vertical height occupied
by the bucket itself. Whenever difficult foundation materials are encountered in the construction of a pit of this
;

kind, the cost of a substructure for the station may be
excessive.
To meet the needs of difficult situations of this kind
coaling plants have been built in which the coal was delivered to the hoisting bucket by means of an incline
from a hopper imder the center of the track pit at an
angle of about 30 deg. from the horizontal. This plan
necessarily involves the use of a separate feeding bucket

with

its

added operating and maintenance

costs.

To

eliminate this extra feature the Roberts & Schaefer Co.,
Chicago, has perfected and patented the design and con-

jJ-Ton bucket

Sectional

m loodi'^ poiffta

End Elevation

of the Station

from the track hopper the bucket starts upon its upward
journey along the incline, drawing with it the undercut
gate until the aperture from the track hopper is completely closed when the gate is released and the bucket

March
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continues on an incline until clear of the track hopper,
as shown in the cut. At this point in the bucket travel,
the ball-bearing rollers which guide the bucket in its
vertical travel gradually glide into their guides and the
rollers which guided the bucket in its inclined travel beThe bucket continues on its vertical
coriie disengaged.

sq.
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The absence

of wood or other material subject
reduces maintenance charges to the minand the heavy steel binder on the edges prevents

ft.

to deterioration

imum

damage

to the

While these

frame from trucking.
fire doors and fire shutters have been on

travel until it comes to the top of the plant, where the
is released, allowing the bucket to discharge its

apron
load.
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A Recent Development
TO
THE IMPORTANCE
annually evidenced

in Fire

Doors

railroads of fire prevention and
in the reports of the
control is
Railway Fire Protection Association. In a recent
report of this Association the fact was disclosed that the
average annual loss to railroads from fires closely approximates $7,000,000. In buildings one of the principal
methods for the prevention and control of fire is in the
installation of fire doors in the division walls.

Vl'"^''liir
,

iiiM

The photographs shown with this article are two of
many types of fire doors manufactured by the Merchant
& Evans Company of Philadelphia, Pa. These types are
particularly applicable to railroad structures. The hinged
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doors operate with non-automatic hardware, but

if

deSliding

Door

of Automatic

Type

the market but a short time, they are in use extensively
by railways, including the New Haven, the Pennsylvania
and the Reading.

Bench Saw

for

Woodworking Shops

A

PORTABLE BENCH SAW, SO designed that the
saw can be raised or lowered and tilted
to any angle up to 45
deg. with the table
always remaining in a horizontal position, has recently been placed on the market.
This machine is
adapted for use in carpenter, cabinet and pattern shops.

Hinged Fire Doors

may be used. The sliding door
of course, automatic.
In construction the doors shown and other types manEssentially they consist of a
ufactured are similar.
double panel of heavy corrugated galvanized steel, lined
with sheet asbestos and bound in a rigid, continuous
frame of 3/16-in. by 2j/2-in. bar steel. The frame is reinforced on all edges by an extra heavy binder of galvanized steel, forming a box for the panel and thus preventing damage to it. Provision is made for expansion
and contraction, so that distortion and warping of the
door is impossible and the radiation of heat is reduced to
a minimum by means of a series of regular air spaces,
properly insulated, covering the entire area of the door.
The absence of a wood core reduces the weight of the
doors, the average weight being not more than 5 lb. per
sired automatic hai'dware

shown

is,

Electric Driven Portable
It

can be operated on an electric

taining sufficient

wood, making

it

Saw

light circuit

still

main-

power

to take a 2-in. cut through hardpossible to utilize it on at least 80 per

cent of ordinary carpenter work. By its portable feature
the time ordinarily lost in taking material from the bench
to a saw located some distance away is saved.
The table is 17 in. by 20 in. and the saw is 7 in. in
diameter. The saw may be tilted by means of a hand
wheel and screw on the side of the machine. It is driven
hp. motor fitted with a ball
through cut gears from a
bearing to take up the thrust when the saw is tilted for

^

:

cuttinp at an
tilting'

over

aiij^lc.

tlu-

of this method of

Tlic advaiitajjc

ordinary

tiUiiifj

lal)Ic

is

ai)parent, espe-

which may 1)C done without
danger of hroakinp the angle hy the stock coming in conThe saw may he raised or lowered so
tact with the floor.
as to cut or groove any depth up to 2 in.
The cross cut frame is adjustahle to a 45-deg. angle
and is an integral part of the machine, being swimg under
cially in cnttin)^ Ion;,' stock

not in use. The rip fence is of the box
to the table by means of an eccentric
It is finished on both sides so that it may be used
lock.
on either side of the saw. The saw is protected by a
shutter guard which is held in place by a spring but slips
back as the stock is fed into the machine.
This saw is a recent addition to the line of bench machines manufactured by J. D. Wallace & Co., Chicago.
the tabic
type and

when

is
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THE

clamped

Roof Connection Fixture

some designs

this

coniuctioii itself,

slip

!)ut in

joint

forms a part of the roof

others

it

is

located in a separate

under the roof. The latter form is of more
gciK-ral api)lication and is illustrated in the drawing.
This shows the arrangement for a concrete roof or floor,
but other arrangements provide for other forms of roof
and roofing.
It will be seen in the drawing that a section of copper
tubing is connected to the roof or floor by means of a
flanged fitting and is covered with a cast iron strainer.
The lower end of this tube fits into a special cast iron
expansion joint. This fitting is arranged to connect at
its lower end with bell and .spigot cast iron pipe or with
screw pipe, while its upper end provides the slip joint
with the copper tube.
The type of roof connection
shown is available in 3-in., 4-in., 5-in., and 6-in. diameter
pipes and other types are to be had in diameters as great
as 8 in. Instruction sheets are issued which show how the
joints may be applied to various forms of construction.
fitting just

MOST EXPENSIVE and

carefully placed roofing is of
value if the connections of the roof or roofing
to the outlets for vents and down spots are
Especially
faulty or develop defects during service.
serious conditions arise when down spouts which occasionally carry a considerable volume of water are carried
down inside the building. On source of trouble with
such roof connections is the settlement of the building,
or the expansion and contraction of the riser pipe which
tends to destroy the union between the roofing and the
little

Value of Special Rail
Inspection Demonstrated

THE

MANUFACTURER

of a particular device, the inventor of a special design, or the originator of some
particular method of doing a piece of work, all
strive for opportunities to demonstrate the particular efficiency of their own methods or devices as compared to
those produced by others. But as a rule results are only
comparative and it is not often that conclusive statistics
may be compiled which demonstrate the proposition in
actual figures. As a striking exception to this rule the of-

Robert W. Hunt & Co. have been able to demonadvantages of the special system of rail inspection instituted by this company through statistics compiled
by others, namely, the rail statistics compiled by the
American Railway Engineering Association. As these
statistics show the results secured on the different railroads for the different makes and ages of rails it is a simple matter to segregate the statistics covering rails known
to have been rolled under the special inspection from those
rolled without it and compare the results secured from

ficers of

strate the

both classes.

Comparisons prepared

in

this

manner from

the rail

failure statistics published in 1918, giving the returns
on rails rolled in the United States in the five years 1913
In
to 1917, inclusive, give some interesting results.

show that there were 30 per cent more failures
per 100 miles of track laid with rails that did not receive
the special inspection than on those which did have it.
These comparisons are summarized in the table given

brief they

below
Open Hearth Steel Only — Rails Made in U.

A

Holt Roof Connection Fixture

in Place

flanges of the roof connection, or even pull apart the
riser pipe at the joints.

One means

designed to overcome difificulties of this
the Holt roof connection, handled by the Barrett
Company, New York. Since its introduction several
years ago several modifications of this device have been
developed so that it has been made applicable to a variety
of conditions and roof details. The essential feature of

kind

is

this device is a slip joint in the pipe,

formed by a

S.

Only

Total track miles reported
37,862.33
17,154.65
Total track miles covered by special inspection
45.3
Per cent of miles reported covered by special inspection
31.13
Number of failures per 100 track miles (all rails)
Number of failures per 100 track miles covered by
26.67
special inspection
Number of failures per 100 track miles not covered by

special

asbestos graphite gasket surrounding a copper tube.

In

special inspection

34.83

To

those unfamiliar with the nature of special inspection the following explanation defines the difference between so-called "special" inspection originated by Robert
W. Hunt & Co., and what may be termed the ordinary
inspection.

"Special inspection is, in short, inspection applied to
the whole process of manufacture, while ordinary inspection consists especially of an examination of the finished
rails to prove the accuracy of the section rolled, the me-
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chanical finish and the final classification into first or second quality, etc., while, of course, the physical tests speSpecial inspection, wherecified are also given attention.
by inspectors are located in all important parts of the mill
during manufacture, is supplemental to ordinary inspection and obviously requires the employment of more inGenerally speaking, the
spectors than does ordinary.
actual number of men employed on special inspection is
three times that of ordinary, but this feature depends
on mill conditions and especially on its size and tonnage."

A

Recent Type of Air

Dump

Car

AN

AIR DUMP CAR in which the locking and
unlocking and the position of the bed of
the car are controlled absolutely by air without the use of side chains and without any fixed
the
connection between
bed and the underframe

;

AUIS

74i)

By engaging directly with the bottom of the car, the
piston rods utilize the total power of the air pressure in
the cylinders in dumping or righting the car, thus eliminating all losses due to cables and sheaves. The thrust
of the piston is applied near the outer edge of the car
bottom, giving the greatest possible leverage and reducing
the amount of power needed.
This simplified form of dumping device has also been
applied to cars fitted with side chains for controlling the
position of the bed. This type of car was used extensively in war construction in France, where nearly 1,000
have been supplied. It is furnished in four sizes, 12-yd.,
16-yd., 20-yd. and 30-yd. capacity.

The Morrison Switch Point Hold Down

A

WHICH IS SAID to insure an easy throwing
switch while at the same time always holding it in
surface and eliminating all vertical motion in the
points has recently been introduced by the Deeming- Endsley Company of Chicago.
The device is known as the
Morrison switch point hold down and consists of 4 parts
two attaching clamps which fit over any standard switch
plate, a bolt, and a horizontal guide rod 1 in. in diameter,
which is secured at one end to the attaching clamps, extends through a hole 1% in. in diameter, drilled in the
web of the switch point and turns up under the ball of the
DEVICE

running

rail.

applied readily, the work consisting of drilling
a hole in the web %. in. above the flange and 18 to 21 in.
from the toe of the point then the plate is raised on the
inside of the point and a slot
in. deep is made in the
It

is

;

^

Automatic Compression Lock Type
has recently been introduced by the Western Wheeled
Scraper Company of Aurora, 111., for use in classes of
work where it is desirable to employ cars without side
chains. The dumping and righting of the bed are accomplished by the use of two short, vertical cylinders, one
on each side of the car, so placed that their piston rods
engage with the underside of the bed through hinged connections, called push rod extensions. The strut or post
is hinged at its bottom end to the body bolster.
Its upper
end moves in a guide attached to the floor of the car, so
that the motion of the strut is controlled positively.

The Switch Point Hold Down

Type

of Air

Dump

Car Used by the A. E.

F. in

France

To lock the car in the carrying position, a brace has
been pivoted at the upper end of each strut which the
lower end engages with a cam fastened to a rack shaft,
which in turn is operated by the movement of the piston
in the cylinder. By this method all the parts between the
bed and the frame are in compression.

in Service

tie the width of the attaching clamps; the lower lips of
the clamp are then set under both sides of the tie plate and
the curved end of the horizontal rod is inserted in the
switch point and the other end is pressed down until it
rests on the upper lips of the clamps.
The application
of the bolt completes the operation except for driving a
small spike in a slot provided in the clamp to hold the
rod firmly against the rail. These spikes permit of adjustment of the device as required.
Although this device has been on the market but a
comparatively short time it is in extensive use on steam
roads. Among the roads using the device are the Dallas
Union Terminal, the Kansas City Southern and the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe. It is claimed for the device that
it prevents derailments at switches and insures additional

life to

switch points.

Some New Pipe Threading
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clianj,'inj^
is

working

a

iii;t-iia.m>i.i;i)

units

for

convenient

pipe

ciiltrr

(liftVreiU

recently
on pipes

tool

of I'/j in. and adjustable bearings.
All the
small jiarls are hardened steel, ground to interchangeable

dianieliM

Tools
willi

sizes

of

(luick
\i\\)v

developed

for

ranginj^
from
to 1
illin
size.
i"The device is also aj)Jk
plicable to bench work.
As siiown in the illustration,
it consists of a scries of six die heads of J^-in., ]4-\n..
in

tiglit

places

The Ratchet Handle and
Heads
}'4-\n.

and

oil

pump

is

gear.

The

oil

phmger lyi)e, taking oil from the
through the sight feed glass in the

of the
it

Hows from

this j)oint to all interior parts,

automatically lubricating them.
It is removable by dismounting the discharge pipe union.
The engine is fitted with an Atwater-Kcnt ignilor or
magneto and is wired uj) comi)lele with sjjark plugs when
shipped. The pump has a 3-in. discharge and a 4-in. suction and is e(|uipped with a ball thrust bearing to take
tlie end thrust of the runner.
It is connected to the engine fly wheel by means of an arm coupling. The pump
can be fitted with a foot valve .so it may be primed.

A

1-in. size, wliich

a socket containing a ratchet

Pumping

The

base and i)umi)ing

the Six Die

arc fitted into
and also fitted with a liandle. These heads can be changed quickly and have bosses
on the sides that engage slots in the sides of the socket
to keep them from turning independent of the socket.
The ratchet is completely inclosed so that it is readily
kept free from dust and grease and also eliminates possible loss of any loose parts. This device is manufactured
by the Borden Company, Warren, Ohio, and is known as
the No. 3 Beaver Junior ratchet.
;H-in-. y.

size.

A

Cylindrical Telephone Booth

CONCRETE TELEPHONE BOOTH

of Cylindrical form has
been developed recently as a substitute for the
square or hexagonal shapes more commonly used
in the ])ast and over which it is said to have a number of
advantages. The idea in developing this design was to
supply the demand for a moderate priced booth of perma-

Outfit for

Railway Water Supply
Universal type F

centrifugal pumping outfit defor use in railway installations where a full head
capacity is desired the University Motor Company of
Oshkosh, Wis., has made a practical application of a gasoline motor direct connected to a centrifugal pump. The
outfit has a capacity of 265 gal. per min. with a 55-ft.
head. The important feature of this plant is the fact that
the engine is designed and constructed to operate continuously with practically no attention or trouble.
It
will pump 150,000 gal. in a 10-hr. day, with a fuel consumption of about 9 gal. of gasoline. It is of the fourcylinder balanced type capable of operating at a normal
speed of 1,000 r. p. m. It has a removable cylinder head.
ITS

Ixsigned

Two Views

A

Full-Head Three-Inch Centrifugal Pumping Outfit

high tension ignition, automatic oil pump and generator,
all parts being enclosed and running in oil.
The governor controls the speed, holding it to 1,000
r. p. m. regardless of the load, so that the water can be
shut off at any time without adjusting the engine. The
cylinders are 2^ in. by 4 in. and the crank shaft has a

of the

Booth

nent construction that can be transported readily, and will
not be damaged when being shifted from place to place.
As seen in the illustration, the booth consists essentially of
a section of concrete pipe of three feet inside diameter
with holes cut for a door and (if desired) for windows.
The conical roof is cast separately and fits down over the
cylindrical body.
Both the barrel and the roof are designed for the
stresses occurring during transportation and erection.
Owing to the cylindrical shape of the barrel of the booth,
rolling is a most convenient method of moving it about.
The booth has no floor since there seems to be a demand
for a house in which a cinder floor can be placed. When
used as a sentry box two windows are provided, but
these are ordinarily omitted when it is used as a telephone
booth and when used for this purpose a hole of one inch
diameter is provided in the back for the entrance of a
telephone cable and a ring is inserted in the roof to hold
the slack in the cable. This type of concrete booth was
developed and is being manufactured by the C. F. Massey Company, Chicago.

<J(f

in the Railway Age of March 14, the high
wages to railway employees can only be maintained by either
raising the freight and passenger rates,
How High
or by increasing the efficiency of the
The problem
individual employees.
Wages Can
presented should be solved as far as
Be Maintained
The
possible by increasing efficiency.

As suggested

Railroad Administration is therefore face to face with a
tremendous problem which can only be solved by a thorough
and intensive educational program. First and foremost, the
managements and the men must be made to realize the vital
This may
necessity for cordial and hearty co-operation.
sound academic, but it is a fundamental principle on which
any sound solution of the railway problem must be based.
It can be inspired by a large, broadminded expression and

toward this end on the part of those at the head of
the Railroad Administration and its various subdivisions. In
the second place, educational campaigns must be conducted
in all departments and among every class of employees to
show them exactly how they can best do their various tasks.
In these days of highly specialized work, many of the men
lose interest because of the monotony of their work, and look
with fear and distrust upon any further tendency in that
direction.
This fact must be recognized and the training
of the men must be broad enough so that they may occasionally be shifted and thus maintain their interest in the work.
Good work, either as to quality or quantity, cannot be done
by men who are not interested in it, and who are not working
at it in the spirit of playing a game.
attitude

The brakeman,
home at the end

who wanted a pass to go
week was rebuffed by the cold-hearted

in the old story,

of the

with
the
question
whether he would expect a farmer to
hitch up a horse and buggy on Satur^^y night to carry home a hired man.
"No," said the brakeman, "of course
not; but he would be a darned mean farmer if he should refuse such a small favor when he had the team all hitched
up and was going in that direction." The lumber dealers
who are now demanding the reduction of demurrage charges
on freight cars present to the railroads the same argument:
Your cars are standing 'round earning nothing; why charge
us for delaying them when you continue to delay them
(empty) yourselves? It is the old question of maintaining a
system, for the promotion of regularity and broad economy,
even when the immediate evidence of economy is lacking.
A demurrage charge is necessary to insure economical use
of track room, regardless of the value of the car. To suspend
or modify the charge every time the value of the car service
changes, tends to defeat the main purpose of the rule.
Experience has demonstrated this.
Uniformity of rates is of
value in itself in spite of minor or temporary unfairness. If
the lumbermen could have the full benefit of the brakeman's
argument their traffic sharps would soon be proposing that on
descending grades as, for example, from Altoona to Harrisburg, lumber should be carried for nothing
at least in cases
where a car might be needed to fill out a train to the standard
length!
The interesting feature about this request of the
lumbermen is that in Washington it comes before Max
superintendent

Reduced
Demurrage Rates
Called For

—
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Thelen, director of the division of public service. Mr. Thelen formerly was a railroad commissioner in California,
where a high demurrage charge has been in force for nearly
ten years, producing marked economy in the use of freight
cars; and in his answer he may be expected to set forth the
true principles of demurrage rates, high or low, regular or irregular.

are now about 5,000 locomotives equipped with
mechanical stokers in this country. The rapid rate at which

There

^T

,,,.

the stokers have been applied during

.

WhatLocomotivesthe

last few years is due to the necessity for increasing the capacity of the

Should Be
Stoker Fired?

individual

locomotives and thus the
traffic that can be handled
over a division in a given time.
The question as to the
dividing line between the hand-fired and the stoker-fired

amount of

locomotives has been one of much debate and discussion.
The size of the locomotive, within the questionable limits, is
not nearly so important a factor as the capacity to which
the locomotive is to be worked for long periods.
W. S.

Bartholomew, president
pany, gave

it

of the Locomotive Stoker Comas his opinion at a meeting of the Western

Railway Club on Monday evening

that, in general, locomoshould be equipped with stokers which weigh 200,000
lb. or more on the drivers, have a tractive
effort of 50,000
lb., a grate area of 60 sq. ft., and which require
more than
4,000 lb. of coal per hour for long periods. Of coutrsfe, there
tives

are cases where it is desirable to use mechanical stokers
on
locomotives below these limits.
Lighter and less powerful
locomotives, for instance, may be stoker fired to advantage
when they are worked to the limit of their capacity for sustained periods. While stoker-fired locomotives may use more

—

coal per locomotive mile
and undoubtedly they will if the
best use is made of them— it does not follow that the rate

per ton mile will be any higher, and even if it is the cost of
freight per ton mile will be decreased because
of the larger tonnage per train or the more rapid rate
at

moving the

which it is moved over the division.
It is true that the
higher the rate of combustion the lower the efficiency of
combustion. We must pay the price in fuel economy if we
are to get the greatest horsepower output from a locomotive,
but the increase in the train load and the greater amount of
lousiness that can be handled over a division in a given time
will far more than offset any loss in this respect.
As Mr.

Bartholomew suggested, the important thing

maximum amount
amount

to

move

the

minimum

of time.

The government has announced
amounts to due
_.

is

of tonnage over a division in a

.

,

intention of issuing

what
companies for amounts
owing on rental and accepting 90day drafts for amounts owed for
its

bills to the railroad

Financingthe
Needs of the

equipment.

In this way the money
received
from freight and passenger revenues can be so conserved
as to permit of the continued operation of the
railroads
until such time as Congress meets and passes a bill
providing
an additional $750,000,000 or more for the Railroad
Ad-

Railroads
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mini.stiiitionV

of

ri'volv iiiu

fall JK-liind in

that

will

I'lajisi'

hoforo Conjjre.ss

The railroad corporations
to

resourei'S

t(»l;ii

of

.iinomil

^lu

li

|)r«)li;il)l\

tlio

iiollar.>i.

Tiu'

riiiid.

rim up to soiur humlri'ds of inillioii.s
exact amount ik'|K'iulin); on liow far tlic roads
i-arnintj tiu- rentals iluc and tlu' k-nntli of lime

will

l>ills

iliii'

is

railed

are, therefore,

in

extra session.

thrown on

their

own

finance their corporate needs.
Tlic (hie Kills
lie assi^nalde and could |)reused as collateral for railroad coriioratioiis' note

will not he ne.m)tial)le, hut will

sumaiily

Ik'

The

however, hy the i^overimient of the N'ictory
ahout to begin and the strain on govi'rnment
credit will at i)est he .severe, without having the added difficulty of comjieting with railroad collateral notes secured hy
government promises to pay. Hankers, railroad men and the
now in conference.
Administration
are
A
Railroad
wliidi
l)\
the
plan
is
heing worked out
due liilU
government and the accepted drafts can lie
of the
taken hy the railroads and equipment companies to their
hanks and discounted just as commercial i)ai)er would lie
discounted.
It then should Ije possible for the banks to rediscount these due bills with the Federal Reserve banks,
which in turn can issue currency against them. Under ordinary circumstances this would be an expansion of credit
that migiit not be justifiable, t)ut under present circumstances
issues.

Loan

iionds

sale,

is

it
wtmld appear to l)e the best solution of a most difficult
and complicated problem. There is, of course, the question

of the legality of such a proceeding as here suggested, but
the law giving the President the right to take over the rail-

roads

so broad that, to the

is

layman

at least, its

provisions

Railroad Administration ample authority
to issue due bills which will be legal obligations and, therefore, acceptable for discount by the banks and re-discount
by the Federal Reserve banks. Such an arrangement would
interfere in the smallest possible degree with the successful
flotation of the Victory Loan bonds.

appear

to give the

OF THE CHIEF

private

CRITICISMS of the railroads under
that during periods of

management has been

now applies most decidedly to the railroads under
government operation. It is doubtful if the general conditionof
the more than 2,500,000 freight cars was ever as bad as it is
While the government's statistics show a bad order
today.
car situation of a little over five per cent, they by no means
criticism

represent the true condition of all the freight cars.
off

Traffic

tremendously and quantities of freight cars

Naturally, those cars that
are stored all over the country.
are in the worst condition are the ones chosen for the storage
tracks

and those which are

The

service.

better able to run are kept in
percentage of cars in bad order refers only to

those cars that are in service and therefore the figure
If,

on the other hand,

quire the use of

all

is

low.

conditions were such as to rethe cars the country would be in bad
traffic

shape for equipment.
It

is

known fact that the cars are in a deplorable
One federal manager has ventured the statement

a well

condition.

them to be in worse condition. It is
necessary that something be done and l)e done quickly to
A general reduction in working
improve the situation.
hours and in labor forces is being made in the car departments all over the country. Such a policy is extremely shortsighted and does not adequately protect future business. Car
Service Section Circular CS-S3 and Circular No. 27, recently issued by W. T. Tyler, director of the Division of
Operation, indicate that the bars are down now for returning
Every step should be
the cars home to the owning lines.
that he has never seen

cars, <lue jirimarily to the fact that Ijusiness

was

ex(e.ssively

heavy and that a very .small percentage of cars was on the
honu' rails.
If the Railroad Administration is out to make
a showing in operating exjienses in the same manner as the
private corporations have done in the past, the cars will not
lie repaired, but if, on the other hand, it recognizes the excellent opportunity now, with traffic light, of getting these
cars into the shop and putting them into first-dass condition,
our railways will be in shape to lietter handle any large increase in business which is very liable to come after [R-ace
negotiations have lieen closed.

Advance of Rates Needed Under
Either Government or Private Operation
THE SENTIMENT of the public and of Congress undoubtedly
has crystallized in favor of the return of the railways to
private operation.
The continuance of government opera-

government ownership will not be
can be avoided.
But every month's statistics of earnings and expenses emphasize with increased force the fact that the return of the railways to private operation will be no simple and easy matter.
In no month since the armistice was signed have the railways
earned anywhere near enough to pay the standard returns
guaranteed to the companies. In November their net operating income was $57,000,000; in December, $28,000,000; and
The
in January, $19,000,000; a total of $104,000,000.
average operating net income earned in the same three months
the years on whose
of the fiscal years 1915, 1916 and 1917
income the guaranteed standard returns to the companies
are based
was over $215,000,000. In other words, during
tion or the adoption of

seriously considered

if it

—

the last three months for which statistics are available the

depression, it has been common practice to curtail expenses materially, thereby accentuating non-employment
conditions and not using the opportunity for bringing the
rolling stock up to a gocxi condition of repair.
This same

has fallen

taken to get the cars home in order thai they ma_\ be jjrojK'rly
repaired and the betterment jirograms wliidi have been susju'iided for such a long pericKl (ontinued.
The war, of
course, has been responsible for the present condition of

—

Freight Car Situation Serious
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government's guarantees to the companies were approximately
$215,000,000; the net operating income actually earned was
$104,000,000; and the deficit incurred by the government
was about $110,000,000.
The statistics for January are relatively the worst of all.
The total earnings made by railways under government conThe
trol were $109,826,000 more than in January, 1918.
freight business moved was 10 per cent more than in the
The weather conditions were as
terrible January of 1918.
favorable to economy of operation as were ever known in
Nevertheless, the increase in the operating expenses
winter.
although only a small
of the roads over January, 1918
amount of retroactive advances in wages was included was
$88,200,000, with the result that, as already shown, the net
The average
operating income made was only $19,000,000.
net operating 'ncome earned in January in the three years
en which the returns guaranteed to the companies are based,
was $5 5, 31,"000. Thus, in the first month of the year the
Railroad Administration shows a deficit of over 536,000,000.
It does not seem reasonable to assume that either the freight
movement will remain as small as it is now, or that operating
expenses will remain relatively as high as they are now.
Business will surely begin soon to show signs of recovery
from the slump which followed the signing of the armistice.
The operating officers, from Director of Operation Tyler
down, are making the most energetic efforts to control and
But under the present system of governreduce expenses.

—

—

,5

ment operation there

are certain big special obstacles to the
reduction of expenses which are extremely difficult to overBesides, the train service employees are still to be
come.
given a large advance of wages, and the expenditures for
maintenance must be increased, if the properties are to be
kept in even as good condition as at present.

'
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Undoubtedly

if

the

railways

were

returned

to

private

would he more economically operated than
But it is impossible
they can be under the present system.
to believe, in view of the statistics of earnings and expenses
for recent months, that, with existing wages of labor, prices
of fuel and materials and passenger and freight rates, they
can l)e so operated under government control as to avoid
another large deficit, or under private control as to enable
them to earn enough to pay their interest and reasonable
dividends.

There is no prospect of a reduction of wages. Prices of
and materials are weakening some, but not much. In
the circumstances, there seems to be but one method available
for restoring the balance between earnings and expenses, and
that is to advance rates again.
It is impossible to see how, without another advance of
fuel

railways could be restored to private operation without bankrupting many companies and forcing many others
It is also impossible to see how
to suspend their dividends.
the government, without another advance of rates can avoid
Its deficit in the year
piling up a larger and larger deficit.
1918 was about" $225,000,000. This was increased to about
$260,000,000 by the deficit incurred in January, 1919.
The public must pay in taxes the entire deficit incurred
But there ought not to be any
in operating the railways.
deficit
incurred.
Those who use transportation service
should pay the entire cost incurred in rendering that service.
The taxpayers should not be required to pay any part of it.
The Railroad Administration ought to advance the rates at
once enough to prevent any more deficit from being incurred.
With the rates high enough to cover all railway costs, including the standard return to the companies, they would be
high enough to enable the railways to be safely returned to
private operation.
Would public opinion permit another advance in rates?
We believe it would, if the facts were presented to the public
clearly and fully.
The price the public will have to pay if
the railways are not returned to private operation will be
greater, either in rates or taxes, or both, than the price it
will have to pay if they are not returned to private operation,
for our own experience, like that of every other country that
has had experience, has shown that government operation
inevitably is more expensive than private operation.
Public sentiment has crystallized in favor of returning the
railways to private operation.
But if this is to be done
without endangering the entire financial fabric of the nation,
the return must be made under conditions which will enable
the companies to live.
If the effect of the return of the railways to private operation is to be to increase the prosperity
of the country, the return must be made under conditions
w-hich will enable the companies to prosper.
Perhaps after
the railways had been under private operation for some
time rates no higher than "those now in effect would be
sufficient.
But it will take months after private operation is
resumed to restore operating conditions to normal and effect
the improvements in operating methods which are needed to
secure the greatest practicable economy.
During this period
of readjustment the companies will need higher rates to
enable them to prosper, or even to live, almost as much as
rates, the

the government

now needs them

in order to stop the increase

its deficit.

It will

ways

not cost the public near as

to private operation as

it

would

much

to return the rail-

to continue

government

operation; but it will cost something.
Will the public
willingly pay the price necessary to restore private operation,
or will it refuse to pay it, and thereby in effect force itself to

pay the much higher price that it will have to pay if it continues government operation?
The public must answer this
question.
It is one of the most important and pressing
questions

The Public Learns

When

they

operation

of
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now

confronting

it.

It

Pays the

Bill

THE

PRESENT SYSTEM of government management of the
is sometimes described as "puiilic" management, while the former system of corporate management is
referred to as "{private," but some of the important facts
railroads

regarding railroad affairs are rather less public now than
they were before. Railroad wages have been enormously increased during the pa.st year.
An estimate of the aggregate
amount of this increase has received considerable publicity
with some assistance from those who were interested in letting it be known that government operation has been rather
expensive.
But only a very few people have much of an

—

as to how the money was distributed, what relation
increase in wages bore to the increase in the cost of
living, or the facts which determined the decisions which

idea

the

produced the wage awards. Wage orders, revisions, supplements, addenda and interpretations, expressed in terms of
increases, percentages, minimum rates, or rates per month in
place of former rates per hour, or vice versa, have followed
each other with such bewildering rapidity that no one not
in close touch with the facts knows whether or not to believe
the stories that are passed around of call-boys receiving
more than technically trained engineers, of sudden advances from $65 to $185 a month, of green "car knockers"
being paid more than experienced passenger enginemen, etc.
Doubtless it is as yet too early for the complete statistics
to be available, but in comparison with the amount of public
discussion which accompanied the campaign of the brother-

hoods for a basic eight-hour day in 1916, the wage increases
of 1918 have passed almost unnoticed.
The eight-hour day
demand, which resulted in an increase of wages amounting to
about $65,000,000 a year, became a matter almost of public
debate.
Not only were its pros and cons fully discussed in
the newspapers and on public platforms, but the conferences
between the representatives of the employees and of managers
were held in open session and were fully reported.

Most

of the proceedings relating to the

wage

increases of

1918 have been conducted behind office doors.
The very
fact that large demands have been made by the employees'
organizations, such as that of the brotherhoods last summer
for further increases and time and one-half for overtime,
which is now in the process of reaching a decision, and the
recent demand of the federated shop crafts for a third increase within a year, are not made public.
They are discovered b}' reporters weeks afterward.
It is true that public
hearings were held before the Railroad Wage Commission

winter and because a newspaper got a "scoop" on its
findings they were later given out, but the recommendations
of the commission were merely the prelude to the series of
last

wage orders that has followed. The Board of Wages and
Working Conditions also holds hearings in the preliminary
stages of a wage controversy between the organizations and
the Railroad

—
—

Administration there are still controversies,
although they are managed with less propaganda than was
used on both sides in 1916
but the boarcl merely recom-

mends and
Seme of

the settlements are the result of negotiation.
the facts pertaining to the public operation of the
railroads have been made public in the form of replies to
the critics who have made what the Railroad Administration
considers an unfair statement of them. For instance, Howard
Elliott,

by referring

to the fact that there

were 16 per cent

more employees on the Pennsylvania after a year of government operation than in December, 1917, has brought out the
fact that the increase in the number of employees on the railroads as a whole was only 8.2 per cent, whereas an impression had been created that there was a shortage of labor.
Whether or not it was fair to point to the number of employees at the heg-nning and at the end of 1918 as an example

:

!
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of the oflivt of govcrnimnt o]KT;iti()n, after the railroads liad
been obliged to take on almost any kind of men they could

such a comparison was needed to keep the government
ownership advocates from claiming that labor has been more
efficient under government operation and higher wages than
it would have l)een uniler other circumstances; just as it has
been ncTcssary for some people outside of the Railroad Administration to call attention to the increa.sc of $1,140,000,000
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Letters to the Editor

get,

in ojierating expenses in a }ear in order to

let

the public

and standardizing

its

jxiyroll,

consolidating ticket offices

loi-omotives.

Salaries of Railroad Officers
New York

TMK Editor
The editorial on

'Fo

.VKE

MANY

Ki'ASONS

why

to

reason
its

is

that the government reached

war expenditures

in

the

April.

peak

load

One
of

Fourth Liberty Loan funds had
Another is that the Victory Loan bonds

after the

all been exhausted.
or notes will be an especially desirable investment.

The government will have to borrow about six billions
from the public in order to fund its present floating indebtedThe treasury has been forced to issue
ness to the banks.
$300,000,000 a week in Treasury Certificates in order to meet
the extremely heavy outlays incident to liquidating the war
machine. The governmental expenditures reached high tide
in November, December and January, as shown by the table
September

$1,557,264,285
1,664,862,261
1,935,249,309
2,060,975,854
1,962,350,949
1,189,913,903

October

November
December
January
February

February should not be the cause of too much
an estimated $2,500,000,000 in informal contracts awaiting disposition through Act of Congress.
The government's real need of funds, therefore, is obvious.
As regards the investment merits of the new bonds or notes,
their short maturity will make them the most popular secur-

The drop

in

gratification, as there is

on the list for the investment of cash reserve funds. It is
argued that their short maturity and the extremely active
market that they will enjoy will protect the bonds or notes
from market vicissitudes, and that they will be regarded
everywhere as a cash asset.
The passage of the Victory Liberty Loan law by Congress
creates an additional $50,000 tax exemption that will prove
Under the new act it will be
valuable to many investors.
possible for an individual who buys $6,650 of the new bonds
or notes, to hold a total of $160,000 in war bonds in addition
The
to the First oJ^s, with entire exemption from surtaxes.
new exemptions are to carry, moreover, for five years and
not for two, as in former bond acts.
ity

New

Books

By Arthur C.
Tests of Douglas Fir After Long Use.
Alvarez, University of California Publications in Engineering, Vol. 2, No. 2, pages 57 to 118. Published by the Uni-

Some

versity of California Press, Berkeley, Cal.

Price, 70 cents.

This comprises a report on a series of about 1,200 tests of
Douglas fir timbers taken from the old City Hall of OakThe conclusions
land, CaL, after about 36 years' use.
reached are that Douglas fir, properly housed, does not decay and that the strength of this material is not appreciably
changed by this long use. However, the modulus of elascompression parallel to the grain is nearly doubled,
while the strength of beams under impact is only about 86
per cent of that in new timber.

ticity for

in the transportation field.

offi-

Sober thinkers knew, then

as now, that such criticism could not be justified on

readers of the Railway
large subscriptions

Age should prepare now to make
the
Victory Loan to be offered

recent resignations of high railway

Railway Age of January 24, recalls an agitation of several years ago, at which time some people were
complaining of the large salaries paid to the more important

cal

THERii

City.

:

cers in the

men

The Victory Liberty Loan

I
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know

that the government has not accomplished the legerdemain of
increasing wages $800,000,000 a year merely by cutting

railroad presidents off
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any

logi-

grounds, or with any due regard for the bigger and

l)roader issues involved.
I once told a newspaper editor that a good railroad president was easily worth $100,000 a year to any company that
Nothing has occurred since then
expected to get anywhere.
to change my view of the matter, but many things have tended
The man who is worth a big salary will not
to confirm it.
work for a small one and would be a fool to do so.
With regard to the political view of the salary question,
there is one point that has never been sufficiently stressed.
This is the fact that the average public office-holder seeks
a political career because he cannot earn a living in any
of the recognized businesses or professions.
To such a man,
the petty salaries attached to the ordinary run of political
"jobs" seem like a fortune, and it naturally follows that he
has no idea of relative values in the business world. Impecunious himself, his view of the really big men of the country is narrow and envious, and his desire is to use his political position to injure them, if possible.
Instead of reducing the compensation to railroad officers,
it
should be greatly increased, and the liberality should
go dovm at least as low as the office of division superintendent.
A tactless or incompetent division superintendent
In fact,
can do the best of roads a great deal of damage.
this office is entitled to far better men than it often receives,
but the railroads, like other concerns, will only get what
they pay for.
The day of the "rough-cut diamond" is over, and the
managers of railroads must be gentlemen as well as officers.
A man does not have to be a boor in order to be a railroad
expert.
As a matter of fact, most of the ill-mannered men
that I have come across in the railroad field were of a
distinctly inferior type even when judged by what they
knew or didn't know of their chosen business. So much

for that

When the railroads are returned to their owners, the
stockholders of the more prominent and prosperous lines
should insist upon the election of capable general officers,
pay them adequate salaries and instruct them to discharge
every minor officer who does not measure up to the proper
standards of his position.
Peremptory and drastic treatment is the only cure for insolence and incapacity among
divisional organizations. When we start reform, let us leave
the $100,000 president where he is, and "get after" the
pugnacious young mischief-makers who antagonize the pubLet us visit the top lofty young "super,"
lic out on the road.
and make him take his feet off the desk or get out! Needless
to say, there is more in this remark than meets the eye.
Arthur Curran.
The International Railway Fuel Association will hold its
eleventh annual meeting at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on

May

and 22. The work of the convention will, as
be directed exclusively to the conservation of

19, 20, 21

heretofore,

railroad fuel coal.
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Compensation of Railroads Under Federal Control
Less Than Justice Done by the Administration in
tation of the

Law Taking Over
By

Solicitor,

w

HAT MIGHT BE CALLED

J.

control are five in

M. Souby

the of&cial documents dealing
federal

number and

It will

be of interest to take

up

consist of

1918.

the various provisions of

to what extent the promises
these live documents and
and recommendations of the President contained in the first
three were sought to be made good by Congress in the Federal
Control Act; and, second, to what extent the director general
and his representatives have undertaken in the contract to
give the railroads the full benefit of all that is granted or
For convenience, this inquiry will
permitted by that act.
be conducted under separate, specific headings which are
suggested by the subject matter involved and more particularly by the arrangement of the contract, as follows the measure
of the compensation itself, the question of maintenance of
tangible and intangible
the property
during federal control, additions and betterments made thereto during such control, and miscellaneous matters which may be suggested in
the course of our investigation.
see, first,

:

—

—

Its Interpre-

Roads

Kansas City Southern

with the compensation of railroads under

The President's proclamation of December 26, 1917.
The President's statement accompanying his proclamation.
The President's message to congress of January 4, 1918.
The Federal Control Act of March 21, 1918.
The standard form of contract, final draft of September 22,

the

The Compensation
The proclamation

states that the basis of compensation for
each railroad will be "an annual guaranteed compensation
*
*
*
equivalent, as nearly as may be, to the average
of the net operating income thereof for the three-year period
ending June 30, 1917." The statement contains a promise
to recommend this basis to Congress, and the message does
make such recommendation. The basis was adopted by
Congress, and is embodied in the Federal Control Act (first
paragraph of Section 1), with modification only (second
paragraph of Section 1) with respect to the definition of
operating income to include hire of equipment and joint
facility rents and the requirement (third paragraph of Section 1 ) that the so-called war taxes accruing during federal
control shall be paid by the railroads.
The Contract provided (paragraph (d) of the preamble and paragraph (a)
of Section 7), for the basis of compensation stipulated in
the Act, with the additional modification (paragraph (f) of
Section 4), which requires the railroads to pay all salaries
and other expenses necessary to preserve their corporate

paragraph of Section 1 of the Act, it is provided "that any
railway operating income accruing during the period of
federal control in excess of such just compensation shall remain the property of the United States." Such "operating
income" is defined throughout the act to mean the same thing
and to embrace the same items of receipt and expenditure
during federal control as it is made to mean and embrace during the test period, with the exception of the single item of
"war taxes." Still more clearly, however, it is provided in
Section 12 of the Act:
"That moneys and other property derived from the operation of the carduring federal control are hereby declared to be the property of the
Unless otherwise directed by the President, such moneys
United States.
shall not be covered into the Treasury, but such moneys and property
shall remain in the custody of the same officers, and the accounting thereof
Disburseshall be in the same manner and form as before federal control.
ments therefrom shall, without further appropriation, be made in the same
manner as before federal control and for such purposes as under the Interstate Commerce Commission classification of accounts in force on December
27, 1917, are chargeable to operating expenses or to railway tax accruals
and for such other purposes in connection with federal control as the
President may direct, except that taxes under titles one and two of the act
entitled 'An Act to Provide Revenue to Defray War Expenses, and for
Other Purposes,' approved October 3, 1917, or any act in addition thereto
or in amendment thereof, shall be paid by the carrier out of its own funds."
riers

One of the guarantees which the President in his statement
says he will recommend to Congress is that the railroads,
while under federal control, "shall receive a net operating
income equal in each case to the average net income of the
June 30, 1917."
was the congressional

three years preceding

presumed that

it

It

is

fairly to

be

intent, expressed in

.

existence during federal control, to protect their rights and
carry out their obligations under the contract (paragraph

(b) of Section 3), except such as may be specifically authorized by the director general, and the discretion of the
latter in the premises is absolutely unlimited by the contract
except as to a few specified expenditures which may be in-

curred in connection with the valuation of their properties

under Section 19 (a) of the Act to Regulate Commerce.
This reduction of the stipulated compensation by the
amount of expenditures which may be made by the railroads
during federal control for corporate expenses of a character
authorized by the commission's classification of accounts to
be charged to operating expenses, and such as were actually
incurred and so charged in their accounts during the test
period, is contrary to the clear implication of the Federal
Control Act, as well as being violative of all the utterances
of the President dealing with this subject.
In the second

751

the Federal Control Act, to provide for this guarantee, exAny
cept only as specifically otherwise provided therein.

sum

money paid

as compensation during
own regular operating
expenses remain yet to be paid, falls short by that much of
being "net operating income."
of

to a railroad

federal control, out of which any of

its

In view of the complete separation of the railroad corporafrom the operation of their properties which has been
brought about by the director general, which, while permitted
by both the proclamation and the act, seems yet to have been
actually contemplated by neither, the necessity is undoubtedly
presented for the exercise of some discretion by the director
general as to what expenditures made by the corporations
shall be allowed as expenses of operation to be borne by the
government; but the contract, by failing completely to limit
that discretion, fails by that much to guarantee to each railroad the full compensation which the proclamation and the
act warrant it in expecting.
Moreover, the bare "standard return," without modification, is not held out by any of the first four documents referred to above as the maximum compensation which any
successfully operated railroad may hope to receive while
under federal control. The proclamation, after stating the
general basis of compensation, adds:
tions

"But nothing herein contained, expressed or implied, or hereafter done
or suffered hereunder, shall be demed in any way to impair the rights of
the stockholders, bondholders, creditors, and other persons having interests
in said systems of transportation or in the profits thereof to receive just
and adequate compensation for the use and control and operation of their
property hereby assumed."

The

statement also contains the following expressions:

"Investors in railway securities may rest assured that their rights and
interests will be as scrupulously looked after by the government as they
*
*
could be by the directors of the several railway systems *
I am
entirely confident that the Congress will be disposed in this case, as in

:
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dirrction or cine »iifter

acciirity ni»iiie>l to the uwtirrt
the iinvrrniiirni inii>t now uic
ciiibarrnsMiicnl."

the period

as

liis

message

to Congress, the President states:

"It is,
am siirr you will aurcr willi inc. riKlit anil ncicssary that the
owners and creditors of the railways, llir lioMrrs of tlicii storks ami boniU,
•
•
•
Ciiotild ricei^'f from the Rovrnnifnl an untiualitird guarantcf
I

that the several riLicU will receive uniler fciUrnI iiianaiienicnl .niuli inTiipenkalion ak is eiuiitaliU- and jnst nlike to their owners .ind to the (jcneral public.
would suuKCRl the avcrnne net railway opcr.itinR inc imc for the three
I
earnestly recommend that these Kiiarantees
1
years eiidinn June 30, 1917,
he (liven hy a|ipro|>riate legislation."

was apparently in an effort to make good
and to justif}' liis confidence in it

jironiise

provided, in

tlie si.xtli

jjuragraph of Section

tlie

President's

that

Congress

of the act:

1

"If the President shall lind that the condition of any carrier was during
all or a substantial portion of the period of three years ended June thirtieth,
nineteen huiulrcd and seventeen, because of non-operation, receivership, or
where recent expenditures for additions or improvements or equipment
were not fully reflected in the operating railway income of said three
years or a substantial portion thereof, or because of any undeveloped or
abnormal conditions, so exceptional as to make the basis of earning.^ hereinabove provided for plainly inequitable as a fair measure of just conipen.sation, then the President may make with the carrier such agreement for
such amount as just compensation as under the circumstances of the par
he shall find just."

licular case

Of

course, a matter of this kind cannot be expected to be
covered by a standard form of contract which is intended for

generally, and until each inagreed upon we cannot know
definitel}- to what extent the director general has given each
railroad the full benefit of the foregoing provision of the act.
If anything is to be inferred, however, from the attitude heretofore manifested in his negotiations with the railroads and
from the contracts which have actually been entered into up
to the present time, the standard return, as defined and
modified b)- the standard form of contract, is the maximum
which can be expected by any railroad which was in successful (i. e., solvent), operation during the test period.
Of the various facts mentioned in the foregoing cjuotation
from the act which might be taken into consideration in detennining whether the standard return affords a fair, equitable and just measure of compensation, viz. non-operation,
receivership, recent capital expenditures not fully reflected
in the earnings during the test period, and exceptional undeveloped or abnormal conditions aft'ecting the earnings during
that period, it is only the first two, non-operation and insolvency, which have as yet gained any special considera-

application to all
dividual contract

railroads

is

federal control in as good repair
the Government."

and as complete eiiuipmenl

finally

:

hands of the government representatives. Nonoperation is mentioned because it is only in connection with
property actually under construction and not yet in operation during the test period that recent capital expenditures
seem to be regarded as "not fully reflected" in the earnings
of such period. Where such expenditures have been made on
property that was actually in solvent operation during such

tion at the

j>eriod, they seem to be regarded always as so reflected,
whether made prior to or during the test period or between
the end thereof and the beginning of federal control.
(See
paragraph (c) of Section 4 of the contract.)

President says in his message:

am Mire you will agree with me, right and necrsnary that the
owners and creditors of the railways, the holders of their stocks and bonds,
should receive from the government an lui./nu/iVicJ nuaranler that their
"It

It

of

when taken over by

nrrioiiii

The
in
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is,

I

properties
as

good

will

rei-air

he maintained

throughout the period of federal control
and as conipleie rciuipnient ,is at present "

The
l)art

fourth paragra{)h of Section
as follows:

1

in

of the Act reads in

"Kvery such agreement shall also contain aileipiate and appropriate provisions for the maintenance, repair, renewals, and depreciation of the
property, for the creation of any reserves or reserve funrls found necessary
ill connection therewith, and for such accounting and adjustments of cbargCi
and payments, both during and at the end of federal control as may be
requisite, in order that the property of each carrier may l)e returned to it
in substantially as good repair and in substantially as complete equipment at
it was in at the beginning of federal control."
If Congress had been content to permit the foregoing to
stand without (|ualification as its disposition of the question
of maintenance during federal control, it would thus have
given the railroads not a whit more than was i)romised and
recommended tjy the President. It went further, however,
and made indefinite the otherwise definite guarantee contained in the quotation, by adding a proviso as follows:
"In making such accounting and adjustments, due consideration shall be
given to the amounts exjicnded or reserved by each carrier for maintenance,
repairs, renewals, and depreciation during the three years ended June
tliirtieth. nineteen hundred and seventeen, to the condition of the property
at the bcf^inniug and at the end of federal control and to any other pertinent facts and circumstances."

The

contract,

on the other hand, goes a long way toward

restoring the certainty destroyed by the foregoing proviso of
the act, but such result is purchased wholly at the expense

Disregarding entirely "the condition of
of the railroads.
the property at the beginning and at the end of federal control" and giving no consideration whatever "to any other
pertinent facts and circumstances," or regarding all other
facts and circumstances as wholly impertinent, it makes "the
amounts expended or reserved by each carrier for maintenance, repairs, renewals, and depreciation during" the test
period the absolute measure of the government's obligation
in the premises.
Reference is made to paragraph (a) of
Section 5 of the contract, which reads as follows
"During the period of federal control the director general shall, annually,
as nearly as practicable, expend and charge to railway operating expenses,
either in payments for labor and materials or by payments into funds, such
sums for the maintenance, repair, renewal, retirement, and depreciation of
the property described in paragraph (a) of section 2 hereof as may be
retiuisite in order tliat such property may be returned to the company at
the end of federal control in substantially as good repair and in substantially as complete equipment as it vvas on January 1, 1918: Provided, however, That the annual expenditure and charges for such purposes during
the period of federal control on such property and the fair distribution
thereof over the same, or the payment into funds of an amount equal in
the aggregate (subject to the adjustments provided in paragraph (c) and
to the provisions of paragraph (e) of this section) to the average annual
fxpenditure and charges for such purposes included under the accounting
rules of the commission in railway operating expenses during the test
period, less the cost of fire insurance included tlicrein, shall be taken as a
full compliance with the foregoing covenant."

The adjustments provided

Maintenance During Federal Control

—

In giving the first quotation from the
Tangible Property.
proclamation, in order to confine it to the specific subject
under consideration, we purposely omitted the very sigThe full text at the
nificant wcrd* relnt'ntr to maintenance.
place in question reads:
"The
session

looking
session,

annual
tenance

director shall, as soon as may be after having assumed such poscontrol, enter upon negotiations with the several companies
to agreements for just and reasonable compensation for the posuse. and control of their respective properties on the basis of an
guaranteed compensation above accruing depreciation and the mainof their properties equivalent, as nearly as may be. to the average,"

and

etc.

following is one of the "definite guarantees" which
the statement promises will be recommended that Congress
give the railroads:

The

'First,

of course,

that

the railway

properties

naintained during

in paragraph (c) of the same
which reference is made in the above quotation,
are that in comparing the expenditures during the two periods
allowances are to be made for any differences in the cost of
material and labor obtaining therein. Paragraph (e) of the
same section, to which reference is likewise made in the quotation, as that paragraph is apparently sought to be applied
by the representatives of the government at the present time
section, to

(see P. S.

&

A. Bulletin

5 of

July 10, 1918), presents a

much

more serious qualification of the guarantee with respect to
the maintenance of the property during federal control and
its restoration to the railroad in as good condition as when
taken over by the government than is contained in the above
After providing that where railroad property is
quotation.
damaged or destroyed during federal control, otherwise than
by public enemies, the director general shall have the option
of restoring or replacing it or of reimbursing the railroad for

:

March
its

21,

value or
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tlie

amount

of

its

damage

at the

time of the

loss,

such paragraph goes on to provide
"The foregoing; parts of this paragraph are subject to tlie proviso that in
case of loss or damage any additions and betterments made in connection
with or as a part of the restoration or replacement of property damaged or
destroyed and cliargcable under tlie accounting rules of the connnission in
force December 31, 1917, to investment in road and equipment, shall be
charged to and paid iy the company."

seems to be sought to apply the foregoing provision
in the accounting bulletin referred to above, the obligation
of the government for property destroyed has no reference
whatever to the value thereof at the time of its loss, but,
whether the director general chooses to replace it (in kind

As

it

or otherwise), or declines to replace it, the extent of his
in the premises is the book value of the property,

liability

which means the amount charged to investment account on
the books of the company, less any depreciation reserve which
might be carried in its accounts, with respect to the property
in question.
On the other hand, it is sought to charge the
company for the property used in replacing that which was
destroyed at the actual cost of same at the time of the replacement, regardless of what its value may be relative to
In other words, it is sought to credit
that which it replaces.
the railroad for property destroyed on the basis of pre-war
prices and to charge it for all replacements of same at war
prices.
It seems hardly conceivable, however, that such a
construction of the contract can prevail.
The contract, in one particular, however, even undertakes
to go a step beyond what the President promised, or Con-

with respect to maintenance during federal
control, and opens up to each carrier the possibility of having
its property maintained during such period,
and perhaps
turned Ixick to it at the end thereof in better repair and in
more complete equipment than the company maintained it
theretofore or might be al)le or willing to maintain it thereThe pleasure with which this possilnlity might otherafter.
wise be viewed by the railroads, however, is very materially
mitigated by the certainty that it must be realized, if at all,
at their own expense; for paragraph (b) of Section 5 of
the contract provides:
gress

"The

granted,

director sceneral

may expend such sums,

any, in addition to those
expended and charged under paragraph (a) of this section (subject to the
adjustments provided in paragraph (c) of this section) as may be requisite
for the safe operation of the property described in paragraph (a) of section
2 hereof, assuming a use similar to the use during the test period and
not substantially enhancing the cost of maintenance over the normal standard of maintenance of railroads of like character and business during said
period: and the amount, if any, of such excess expenditures during federal
control shall be made good by the coinp.^ny as provided in paragraph (b)
of section 7 hereof."

Intangible Property.

—To

if

a successful railroad, the

most

the possible effect

upon

serious aspect of federal control

is

business of the manner in which its property may be
operated by the government. Except perhaps by implication in
some of the quotations which we have already given, we find
nothing in any of the first four documents under consideration with reference to the maintenance of the intangible property of a railroad during federal control.
The contract,
however, as if with the purpose, generally laudable, of leaving absolutely nothing to implication, provides in paragraph
(a) of Section 3, that the rental stipulated in paragraph (a)
of Section 7 shall be accepted by the carrier as full compensation not only for the use of its property during federal
control, but also for any and all loss and damage to its business or traffic by reason of the diversion thereof, or otherwise,
which may be caused to it by the manner in which its property may be operated by the government.
The standard return of a particular railroad reflects, of
course, the use of both its tangible and intangible property
its

during the test period, and it might be willing to accept
such operating results as fairly indicative of the proper
amount to be received by it for the loss of the use of all of
its property during federal control, but it would be actually
plunging into the dark to accept such sum as also including
fair and just compensation fpr losses which might result to
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it from the abuse of its property during such
period.
The
government is interested in the intangible property only in so
far as it may have contributed to the increased efticiency of

the physical property at the time same is taken under federal
and a wholly proper use of the physical property as
a part of the unified system of all the railroads under federal
control,

control might well prove to be an abuse of the intangible
property from the standpoint of the railroad when it comes

back into possession.

During the test period, the railroad not only received the
amounts used in computing the standard return, but at the
end of such period may have been in the possession of a better
property than it had at the beginning, as reflected in the
increasing earnings during the last year of the test
period.
Is it fair to ask it to accept the standard
return as full compensation for all lo.sses which may be sustained during
federal control before it is possible to know what
the conditian
of its property, both tangible and intangible, will
be at the end
of that new indeterminate period? The contract
has undertaken to the extent which we have already shown, to take
care
of this uncertainty so far as the physical
property is concerned, but refuses absolutely to give the carrier
any assurance with respect to the maintenance of its intangible
property, at the same time precluding it from
making any

claim

for loss on account of a failure on the part
of the
to provide for such maintenance.

government

Additions and Betterments
Neither the President's proclamation nor his
statement
contain any reference to the question of additions
and betterments made to the railroad property during federal
control,
one of the most important and troublesome of all
the questions involved in the projiosed contract
between the govern-

ment and the
It

railroads.

His message

to

Congress refers to

only very briefly, in the following words:
"Only under

that authority (i. e., government administration)
can new
terminals be constructed and developed without regard
to the requirements
or limitations of the particular roads."

The second paragraph of Section 6 of the
provides specifically that:
"The President may

also

make

or order

any carrier

to

act,

however

make anv

'

additions,

betterments or road extensions, and to provide terminals, motive power,
cars and other equipment necessary or desirable for war purposes
or in
the public interest or in connection with the property of any carrier.
He
may from said revolving fund advance to such carrier all or any part
of the expense of such additions, betterments," etc.

Section 4 of the act provides for additional compensation
way of reasonable interest on the cost of all additions
and betterments made by the railroads with the approval or
by order of the President. These provisions of the act are
in the

embodied in the Contract, in paragraph (c) of Section 4, and
paragraph (d) of Section 7.
The third paragraph of Section 6 of the act provides:
"Any loss claimed by any carrier by reason of any such additions, betterments, 01 road extensions so ordered and constructed may be
determined
by agreement between the President and such carrier; failing such agreement, the amount of such loss shall be ascertained as provided in section
three hereof."

This important and valuable right given the railroads to
of additions and betterments
of the director general, and
have such claims determined in accordance with the proced-

make claims for loss on account
made at their expense by order

ure provided in Section 3 of the act, is materially affected
restricted by various provisions of the Contract.
For instance, in paragraph (e) of Section 5 of the contract, as we
have already seen, the railroad is required to pay for any
additions and betterments made by the director general in
connection with or as a part of the restoration or replacement
of property damaged or destroyed, which are chargeable to
investment account under the commission's accounting rules.
Paragraph (h) of the same section then provides:

and

"If any question shall arise, either during or at the end of federal control, as to whether the covenants or provisions in this section contained
are being or have been observed, the matter in dispute shall, on the appli-

:
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aflei
cation nf cither i>urly. be rcfrncd to the cominl.Hsion, which,

Imll

make luch

ami

liiiiluiKii

order

n»

iimtice

iiiiil

riKlit

bk to the .iiieMi.uis .Hiibiiiitletl ai»i b<observed by both parties herelo. except thnt_ either party
question of hiw to the courts, if it «o desires."
whiili

shall be

hiinl

hrariiiK,

require,

ii>»y

on and
take any

l>iiulii>K

may

Obviously, one of tlie main grounds upon which a railroad
claims a loss on certain additions and betterments may well
happen to be tliut they are for war purposes, and not for the
normal development of the company, yet, instead of giving
the railroads the benefit in such cases of the proceedings
provided in the act, the contract provides in paragraph (b)
of Section 7
whether additions and better•'In the event of a difference as to the fact
the
ments are for war purposes and not for the normal development of
road extension, the question
is
addition
a
company, or as to whether an
the
may, on application of either party, be referred to and determined by
commission."

,In paragraphs (b) and (c) of Section 8, while it is provided that in case of failure of the piiities to the contract to
agree with respect to any claim of the railroad for loss accruing to it by reason of expenditures for additions and betterments charged to it during federal control, resort may be
had to the procedure provided in Station 3 of the act, there
which materially modifies
is an additional proviso, however,
the rights of the railroad and limits its recovery in all such

This proviso

cases.

is

that:

claimrd bv the company and no money shall be due to
and betterments upon the ground that the
it in respect of such addition's
was greater than under
actual cost thereof at the time of construction
purpose of deterother market and commercial conditions; and for the
addition or betterment
any
for
paid
amount
mining such controversy the
thereof and shall be taken as
shall be deemed the fair and reasonable cost
the basis for such determination."

"No

loss shnll be

to it
If an assertion by a railroad that loss has resulted
by reason of abnormal prices paid by the government for the
additions and betterments under consideration would not
afford a valid basis for a claim under Section 6, paragraph
is
four, of the act, then the above provision of the contract
On the other hand, if such assertion
w-hoily unnecessar)'.
does furnish ground for a valid claim under that section,

then the contract undertakes to give the railroads something
than is guaranteed them by the act. No one appreciates

less

more than do the railroads the advisability and

desirability,

in writing contracts, of avoiding so far as may be possible
all probability of litigation thereunder, and of stipulating so
far as possible the amount of damages to be recovered in
At the same time, no one better realizes
case of litigation.
the impossibility, in the case of ordinary contracts voluntarily

the parties, of securing such results
expense of one party to the contract. So far
as the provisions in question, of the proposed contract, accomplish these results, they do so wholly by concessions re-

entered

always

into between

at the

quired on the part of the railroad.
From the foregoing discussion, it will be observed that
about the only material provisions of the act for the railroads' benefit which are not sought in the contract to be
modified outright to its disadvantage, or reduced to the very
narrowest limits permitted by the terms of their grant, are
those of Sections 2 and 3, which relate to the situation preStated in another way,
sented when no contract is made.
it will be difficult to find any substantial right or benefit

accruing to the railroad under the Contract which is not, to
some extent at least, less than that which is specifically
granted or is clearly permitted by the act.

The attitude of the government which is reflected by the
standard clauses of the contract, seems to be maintained
likewise with respect to the provision of Section 2 of the act
to the effect that, pending the making of a contract or in case
of failure of all negotiations for a contract, the President
may, nevertheless, pay the railroad up to 90 per cent of its
This provision is, of course, merely perstandard return.
missive in its terms; but if, as seems to be obvious, its purpose
is to save the constitutionality of the act, then it should be
regarded as mandator}- in cases where the railroad would
otherwise, for lack of funds, be unable to contest its claims
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be coerced into signing the contract
Thus far, however, the representatives of the government have declined to offer assurance
to any railroad that if it declines to execute the contract
for tompiii.^ation

offered

offered,

by

it

tlie

will

and

tlius

government.

receive

any compensation whatever

for the

property pending a proceeding under Section 3
of the act to determine whetiier or not it is justified in refusing to execute the document offered.
We do not propose to discuss the constitutionality of the
act, but merely remark that such may well be doubted if full
effect is given to the final sentence of Section 2, which provides that the acceptance of any of the benefits under that
section shall constitute an acceptance by the railroad of all
use of

its

A railroad which finds it.self
provisions of the act.
unable to contest the validity of any of the provisions of the
act without accepting benefits under Section 2, immediately
finds itself precluded from sucii contest by its waiver of all
claims of invalidity through its acceptance of such benefits.
At least one other matter of interest in connection with
the act and the proposed contract is the question of the status
of things after a railroad has originally declined to execute
the agreement offered, has proceeded under Section 3 of the
:ict and had its just compensation determined, we shall say
finally, by the Supreme Court on an appeal from a decree of
It doubtless will still remain for the
the court of claims.
railroad to secure a contract with the government into which
shall be incorporated the amount of compensation thus determined in lieu of that originally offered. The question is
whether, except for their ability to supply these figures in the
blank spaces remaining in paragraph (d) of the preamble
and paragraph (a) of Section 7 of the contract, the parties
will be any nearer an agreement than they were before re-

the

was had

to the courts.
only in two instances that the act provides for resort
to the procedure outlined in Section 3 to determine differences
arising between the railroads and the government with respect to federal control.
One is in Section 3 itself and the
other is in Section 6. The latter refers to the disposition of
claims for losses on additions and bettermeiits made during
such control, most of which must await the end of federal
control for their determination.
The first has reference only
to the claim for just compensation, and while in the broad
sense the question of just compensation embraces all matters
covered by the contract, such as maintenance, additions and
betterments, etc., as used in Section 3, it seems to be confined
to the amount of rental per se.
It is "all claims for just
compensation not adjusted (as provided in section one),"
that are to be so tried out. This would seem to refer only to the
first two and the sixth paragraphs of Section 1, since other
matters treated in that section, such as war taxes and maintenance, are dealt with therein as separate and distinct from
the just compensation referred to in the first paragraph. Also,
in Section 3, after providing for the proceedings before certain boards of referees, it is said:
sort

It is

"The President is authorized to enter into an agreement with such carrier
for just compensation upon a basis not in excess of that reported by such
board, and may include therein provisions similar to those authorized under
section one.
Failing such agreement, either the United States or such
carrier may file a petition in the Court of Claims for the purpose of determining the amount of such just compensation, and in the proceedings
in said court the report of said referees shall be prima facie evidence of
the amount of just compensation and of the facts therein stated."

From the above quotation it would appear that after the
finding has been made by the board of referees, the matters
referred to in Section 1, other than the single one of just
compensation, still remain the subject of negotiation between
the parties, and it seems certain that nothing is to be litigated
before the court which has not already been tried out before
such board.
It thus results that, as to some of the most
important matters for consideration between the railroads
and the government in the making of their contracts, no
procedure is provided in the act for settling the differences
that may develop between the parties.

New

Plan

for a

Union Station

at Cleveland

Ohio

Terminal Ordinance Project Ratified by People of That City
Is Subject to Railroads'

THROUGH THE RATIFICATION of an Ordinance by a popular
referendum the city of Cleveland has signified its approval of a new union station plan. This project is being promoted by the Cleveland Union Terminals Company, a
corporation financed by local capital for the construction of
a passenger station and freight terminal to be leased to the
While neither the railroads nor
railroads entering the city.
the Railroad Administration are parties to the agreement,
officers of the terminal company have assured the people of
Cleveland that the railroads are favorable to the plan, and
that it is expected to conclude agreements which will permit
work to proceed soon on the fulfillment of the plan proposed.
The plan of the terminal company contemplates a passenger station for all through and local passenger trains of all of
the steam railroads and interurban lines now entering the city.

Approval

vania Lines had previously entered into an agreement with
the city.
In 1903 plans were submitted to Tom L. Johnson,
mayor of Cleveland, for the Mall, a municipal center involving a group plan for public buildings, with a recommendation
that a plan including a railroad station on the lake front be
adopted. In 1904 designs in conformity with this idea were
started for a new courthouse and shortly afterward for several other public buildings.

However,

it

was not

until

No-

vember, 1915, that a popular referendum, passed by a vote
of 68,357 to 17,153, approved a contract ordinance for a
union station, to be built in conformity with the city's plan
for a civic center.

Under this contract the city agreed to sell to the railroads
for $1,400,000 certain land at the north end of the Mall and
to grant the railroads permanent easements over certain adja-

Suggested Design for the Passenger Station with a Two-Level Street Entrance
in addition to facilities for considerable further development
of electric interurban service in co-operation with the steam
roads. It is proposed to place the head house of the station at
the southwest corner of the Cleveland Public Square, with the
station tracks forming the base of a great "U," the two legs
of which will form the approaches to the station on the opposite

sides

of the

Cuyahoga

valley

The

fulfillment of this

plan involves a 3,500-ft. bridge with eight tracks across the
Cuyahoga valley just west of the proposed station.

cent city-owned lake front property. The city agreed to spend
the $1,400,000 to improve portions of the Mall, to pay a pro-

portion of certain other expenses, and to acquire additional
Mall lands. The railroads agreed to erect the station, to begin the construction of the station within six months after the
deeds to the property had been delivered, and to complete the
station within three years after the work was started.
The
city and railroads also agreed to co-operate in acquiring from
the federal government rights in submerged lands and ease-

Supersedes Lake Front Plan

ments on government owned property.
The fulfillment of these conditions has been delayed and

This project is an alternative for the plan for a passenger
on the lake front for which the New York Central, the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Pennsyl-

the only tangible evidences of progress are the completion of
some public buildings and vacation of property for the Mall

station
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site.

The new ordinance

for the

new terminal provides

that

RAILWAY AGK
tlicsc tlirii- railroacl.s an- to
till"

Ilk! lotitratt

as

.s(x)n a.s

lie

n-iiMM-d of all ohlination^ uiulci

thry avail tlu'm.sclvcs of

ac(()iiiin()

sijuan' tfrininal.
l)i- provided in tin- |)roi)().srd puhlii
propoM'd luillil'iratioii of tlii.'^ I'arliiT plan was tlic
Tin.' fad
lausi' of toMsidiTahli' opposition to tlu- new ijrojirt.
liail niado considcraldc i'.\|K'nditurc's alonjj tintiiat tlif
it\
ivic
liiu's of tlu- old project was pointed out liy a nuniher of
Ixxiies who opjtosed the new plan, and by Bion J. Arnold,
consultini; enj^ineer, Chica.yo, who was retained to make an
investigation liy the Cleveland ('hanii)iT of Commerce.
He
argiKxl that the new jdan should not he ai)|)roved without
(latii)ns to
Till'

(

i

studyins.; the |)ossil)ilitics of |)roviding aci()mmo<lations for all

However, notvvithstandinj,'
the railroads on the lake front.
this opi)o>ition the ordinance was ratified by a larjje majority.
The interests back of the new terminal j)lan are heacled by
O. l\ Van Swearinijen, president of the New York, Chicago
St. I.iiui- and head of the Cleveland & Youngstown, which

&

']
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he idea of the I'nion Terminal jirojett vva^ ion(eived in
further plans for the use oi the

the (ourse of developinj^

Cleveland & Youngstown as a lead to freight and passenger
terminals for the railroads enti'ring Cleveland by way of the
Cuyahoga valley. A common freight terminal was proi)osed
in the vicinity of Broadway and Central avenue, with a stubin ai)j)ro.\imately the hxalion now i)ronew station of the Union Terminal Company.
plan was submitted to the Railroad Administration

end passenger station
po.sed

for the

When

this

it was suggested that a through station with accommodations for all the railwa)s would be jireferable, and
work was accordingl)' started on such a |)lan.

early in I'M 8

The Railway Layout

at Cleveland

Seven steam railroads enter the city. The New York Central, the IJig Four and the Pennsylvania Lines use a station
on the lake front at the foot of Ninth street. The New York

Central occujjies a location along the lake front thrcjughout
The Big Four enters
from the west, a mile or more south of the New York Central,
descends to the Cu)ahoga valley and reaches its local freight
terminal and the Union Depot on the lake front by way of this
practically the entire length of the city.

The Pennsylvania approaches the city from the
south and crosses through a highly developed part of the
business and residence section, aljout two miles east of the
All of the
jusiness center, in order to reach the lake front.
other railroads have passenger stations as well as freight
The Nickel Plate
terminals in the Cuyahoga river flats.
crosses the city in a location about two miles or more inland
from the lake, being about one mile .south of the center of the
city, while the Wheeling & Lake Erie, the Erie, and the Baltimore & Ohio occupy the Cuyahoga valley for considerable
distances ini reaching their terminals.
In addition to the lines above mentioned and one or more
local plant facility lines, the Cleveland Short Line, a New
York Central subsidiary, makes a detour around the city,
running south from the New York Central at a point about
six miles northeast of the business center and rejoining the
New York Central some eight miles southwest of the old
valley.

union

The

station.

intensive industrial

Map

of the

Proposed Passenger and Freight Terminals
with the Approaches

projected in 1912 to afford rapid transit to a conA portion of the
siderable suburban area east of the city.
last named line has been constructed, the most important
feature being the $4,000,000 high level freight terminal built
is a line

for the New York Central at Orange avenue and Broadway,
which involved a 3>^ mile approach line over the right-ofway of the Cleveland & Youngstown from a connection with
the Cleveland Short Line Railway, a belt line owned l)y the

New

Y'ork Central.

and commercial development

in

confined primarily to the lake front along the
New York Central, to the line of the Pennsylvania across the
As in the case of practicity, and to the Cuyahoga valley.
cally all other growing cities in the United States, railroad
In
facilities have not kept pace with the growth of business.
Cleveland this has been unusually rapid, the value of manufactured products increasing from $140,000,000 in 1900 to
$270,000,000 in 1910, a growth of 94 per cent. Owing to
the inadequacy of railway facilities the roads have been unable to develop suburban traffic, as a result of which an undue burden has been placed upon the electric interurban lines
which are ineffective because of the slow speed made on the
city streets. A total of 157 passenger trains enter and leave the
city on the steam roads in 24 hours, of which 50 are on the
New York Central, 24 on the Pennsylvania, 29 on the Big
Four, 16 on the Baltimore & Ohio, 12 on the Wheeling &
Lake Erie, 6 on the Nickel Plate, and 20 on the Erie. All
of the existing downtown passenger stations are antiquated
and most of them inadequate for present traffic.

Cleveland

is

March

21,
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Access to the Proposed Terminal

In

longer.

Under the plan of the Union Terminals Company, access
to the pro[)osed freight and passenger stations will be obtained by the use of about three miles of approach line to be
constructed by the terminal company, in addition to the rerouting of trains over existing properties of the various railThe Erie, the Nickel Plate and the Big Four will
roads.
have virtuallv direct communication with the terminal tracks,

ing

is

757

the

other ca.ses the distance

all

same as the old or

The contemplated

\iy

the propo.sed rout-

shorter.

development provides
steam roads on
three of the routes of entrance as shown by dotted lines on the
electric interurban

for additional tracks adjoining those of the

By the construction of these lines all of the existing
interurbans could be removed from the city streets and still
[)rovide for considcraljle further interurban development and
thus increase the use of territory adjacent to Cleveland for
Another pertinent feature
residence and industrial purposes.
of the ordinance is that the railroads w'ill be required to use

maj).

electric

power

for the operation of their passenger trains over

Where

Roufing of Steam Passenger Trams Thus

it is

entirety

New

Construction^

—

Routing of Steam PassengerTrains Inciicatecl
Over fxisting Lines
by Heavy Lines. Thus
Routing of flecfnc Lines Indicated by
Ootted Lines. Thus

Passenger Stations Under Proposed

Scheme Shown Thus

Proposed Routing

Trucking

are placed in service.

Tracki

Formidable Engineering Problem

Proposed Plan for the Main Floor Level of the Passenger

physical layout of the location of the terminal company's tracks and station is such as to present a formidable
engineering problem. The east leg of the approach develop-

The

Station

while the Pennsylvania and the Wheeling & Lake Erie will
use a route approximately four miles long over the Erie, but
shortening their present routes from one-half to one and oneThe New York Central will use the Cleveland
half miles.
Short Line and the Nickel Plate tracks from the east and

Profile of the

ment, the freight terminal and the passenger station will occupy the rim of the bluff overlooking the Cuyahoga flats. The
west leg consists largely of the 3,600-ft. bridge with the remaining portion depressed below the ground surface to afford

Proposed Terminal and Approaches

the Big Four from the west, involving a total detour of 22
miles.
The Baltimore & Ohio will use the Big Four for a

distance of three miles, which will give the Sterling branch
of the Baltimore & Ohio direct access, but will require the

Akron

Roads Entering Cleveland

the terminal lines within five years after the terminal facili-

Fassaae

ties
future

of the Various

line to operate in a reverse direction over about

33^

miles of the Sterling line.
In the case of the Nickel Plate the new route will be about
one mile longer than the old one, for the New York Central
it will l)e about 2^ miles longer than at present, and for the
Akron line of the Baltimore & Ohio it v;ill be about 3 V2 miles

overcrossings for the city streets and the tracks of the Nickel
Plate and the Big Four. Notwithstanding the adverse location, the plans provide for approach grades to the station not

exceeding 0.3 per cent, which is considerably less than the
grades of some of the existing lines to be used as main routes
to the tenninal.

The plans

for the viaduct over the valley contemplate sepa-

The former
above the normal water
necessitating provision for bascule spans
and
some 64

rate structures for the steam

electric lines.

will cross on a grade of

ft.

level

in the river,
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requirements. For
till" river irossing to satisfy navigation
the electric lines structure the river crossing is placed at an
elevation of 100 ft. above the river to permit of the use of a
fixed span, hut this necessitates appro;ich grades on either
at

plan provides for a building many
stories in height, serving not only as a station structure, but
also as an »)ft"Re building, retail shop, arcade and hotel. One
The
unit, that of tlie hotel, is already completed and in use.
main entrance to the building is to be at the .southwest corner
of the Cleveland Public Square and will utilize a considerable portion of the southwest quarter of this area for developJiie passaiger station

ing the portal and approach ramp. Advantage of the topography will be taken to get a two-level entrance. The lower
end of the square permits of a descending ramp to the main
station floor level which is one story below the level of the
At the corner of the square there will be direct street
streets.
entrances to the second floor level of the station building, but

with ample provision for stairways down to the main floor.
Another entrance to the second floor level is provided from
Prospect avenue, which cuts through the station layout.
The main waiting room, about 100 ft. wide by 240 ft. long,
will occupy the center of the block between Prospect avenue
and the Square, with ticket offices, cab stand, restaurants and
shops surrounding it. From this waiting room a main corridor will lead south on a 10 per cent descending ramp to a
passenger concourse occupying the space directly under ProsFrom this, three other concourses will extend
pect avenue.
to the south and occupy a level midway between the steam

road tracks, which are to be located on an upper level, and
The
the suburban tracks, which will occupy a lower level.
central concourse is to be used for passengers departing on
the steam roads, and w-ill have stairs on each side leading up

The two side concourses are to be
used for access to and from the interurban level. The interior areas on the concourse level will be devoted to space for
a smoking room, a women's waiting room and toilet facilities,
To the
as well as a considerable number of arcade shops.
east and west of the concourses, areas will be provided for
mail and baggage rooms, respectively, with elevators commuto the steam-road level.

nicating with the two track levels.
The "ultimate development for the station tracks of the
steam lines will be 30 tracks, but half that number is considered adequate for the needs of the present and immediate
The average length of platform is about 1,000 ft.,
future.
of which about 200 ft. at each end will be on the approach

The development on the interurban level
somewhat smaller than on the steam road level.

will be

The Freight Terminals
As

in the case of the passenger station, the plans for the

The
freight terminals provide for an elastic development.
ultimate provision is for a series of multiple story freight
houses, express buildings and warehouses extending along the
west side of Broadway from the passenger station to the
The
vicinity of the New York Central high level station.
track layout for the freight station is shown on the map.
Freight houses for the various roads are to be located between
Central avenue and Fourteenth street. These will be provided
with tracks and driveways on the level of Broadway with a
team track to the south on this same level. Between Eagle
avenue and Central avenue a series of multiple-story warehouses are planned, to be served with tracks about 20 ft. below the level of those for the freight houses. One unit of this
group has been completed and is now in use. The lead to
is on a level with the proposed electric line tracks
on the extreme outside of the layout, while the lead to the
station for the steam roads will occupy a level midway between those of the surface freight houses and the subsurface

these tracks

tracks.

the direction of

Station

curves.

and immediately adjacent to Broadway. Provision for
handling express is (ontemplated along Broadway near Fourteenth street, witli tracks leading off the pas.senger approach
levels,

Tile plans for the projjo.sed terminal were developed under
W. K. Pease, ciiief engineer of the Cleveland

side of nearly 1 per cent.

The Passenger
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Union TiTminals Com])any, Cleveland, Ohio, subject to criticism and suggestion liy a committee of engineers apjxiinted
at tile direction of A. H. Smith, regional director of the ICastcrn region, by each of the roads involved in the plan.

Orders of Regional Directors

—

Fki:K
to

Supplement 14
I'ASSES TO STEAMSHIP COMPANIES.
Order 109 of the Southwestern regional director gives

authority for continuing past practice in the issuance of

exchange trip transportation with independently operated
steamship companies.
The Northwestern regional director,
by Supplement 46, issues the same notice.
Order 174
Prohibition of Smoking in Mail Storage Cars.
of the Southwestern regional director quotes a postal regulation issued by the postmaster general, applicable to railroad
employees when their duties require them to be in mail
storage cars, which states that no person shall smoke or
carry lighted cigars, cigarettes or pipes in mail storage cars
while cars are being loaded or unloaded or while in transit.
Freight Car Distribution.
Order 175 of the Southwestern

—

—

regional director gives instructions for the relocating of cars
in accordance with Circular 27 of the director of the Division

These instructions are
dated February IS.
similar to those of the Northwestern director, noticed last
week.
Railroads desiring the return of certain cars for rebuilding or application of betterments must submit request

of Operation,

who will arrange the necessary dewith the Mechanical Department and the Car Service
Section of the Railroad Administration.
Rental Charge Locomotives.
The Southern regional director in Circular letter No. 429 says that from February 20,
the rental charge for locomotives will be one mill per pound
of tractive effort per day, with a minimum of $15 a day.
Color Blindness.
The Eastern regional director has sent
to the federal managers, for the benefit of the surgeons of
the railroads, copies of Public Health Bulletin No. 92, entitled "Color Blindness," prepared by Dr. George L. Collins,
and issued by the Treasury Department. Dr. Collins says
that the classes of color blincl persons which should not be permitted to serve as trainmen are ( 1 ) those possessing a color
perception containing three or less units; (2) those possessing a greater number of units than three who have the red
end of the spectrum so shortened as to prevent the recognition
of a red light at a distance of two miles; and (3) those with
a central scotoma for red and green.
Standing Orders from Consignees. The Eastern regional

to the regional director,
tails

—

—

—

—

director,

file

5600-19A600,

directs all federal

managers

to

adopt, if not already in force, the rule that freight shall be
delivered only to the consignee, or to the person or persons

named

in a written order.

From

business houses, the local

freight agent should have a standing order containing the

name

or

names and signature

or signatures of the

whom

drayman

goods are to be delivered.
Similar orders have been issued by the Central Western and
the Northwestern regional directors.
Loss and Damage. The Eastern regional director, file
5600-1 9A596, sends to federal managers the result of a
study, on one of the Eastern roads, of the freight claim
situation in the year 1918.
Unlocated loss of entire packages accounts for 25 per cent of all freight claim payments,
an increase of over 100 per cent over the preceding year. The
principal causes are named.
At points common to two or
or other person or persons to

—

March

21,
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more roads, the agents should maintain a regular exchange
Furniture, glass and certain
of over and short information.
other commodities are constantly subject to excessive damage;
damage to these and to perishable commodities is a matter
The duty of getting shippers to
requiring constant study.
pack goods more securely ought to be attended to by the
freight agent at the time of shipment, rather than by the
Failure to attend to reicing, when cars
claim department.
are behind time, and failure to take special care at times of
extreme low temperature, are among the causes of loss to
Many other details are discussed. Federal
perishables.
managers are requested to take such action as may be deemed
necessary and to send to the regional director copies of any
instructions which they may issue.
The Eastern regional diStudies of Traffic Conditions.
rector, file 2000-16-201A598, calls on federal managers to
supplement their reports of traffic conditions made last December, with advice as to how actual conditions have con-

—

firmed the estimates then made; and

if at

variance,

how and

A

new report is called for at this time,
to what extent.
outlining the prospects as to business up to July 1, next, and
months next following

also for the six

—

thereafter.

Locomotives in Service. The Eastern regional director,
file 1200-4-S6A597, calls for a statement showing the number of locomotives in service on October 1, 1918, showing,
for each class, the different weights on drivers.
This is
wanted for the Board of Railroad Wages and Working
Conditions.

—

Chinese Alien Passengers. The regional director, Eastern
by file 1600-1 15A599, advises federal managers that
carriers under federal control need not furnish the bond heretofore required as a condition precedent to transporting Chinese aliens through the United States.
The carrier must
strictly comply with the regulations of the Bureau of Immigration, and evidence that the passenger has made his
trip within the prescribed time must be laid before the immigration officer at the proper port in due season. If a Chinese
alien passenger should escape while in transit the fact must
be reported at once, and any officer or employee permitting
such escape will be disciplined.
Shipping Day Arrangements. The regional director,
Eastern region, by file 2000-7-9A604, advises that shipping
day plans have been made out for the principal common
points, and that federal managers should now appoint committees to work out these plans for local stations. These committees should consult freely, as may be necessary, with district chairmen, or with G. C. Woodruff, regional chairman.
region,

—

New York

City.

by

file

—

1

ful personal inspection of the track so as to see that no tie«
are replaced which can be carried over another year, while

keeping the tracks in safe condition.
Free Lighterage, New York.
Beginning April 1, the free
lighterage of domestic carload freight at New York harbor
will be resumed; but shipment can be made only under the
system of permits now in force. Permits will be issued bv
the Freight Traffic Committee, 141 Broadway, New York
still

Citv.

—

Lighters are

still

month, with the number of days or hours worked, the compensation, the class
which of the 68 classes prescribed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission
and figures by which
to make comparison with the same month of the preceding

—

—

year.

—

Posters of the Complaint Bureau.
The Southwestern regional director, in order 176, instructs that posters relative
to the bureau for suggestions and complaints should be dis-

played in waiting rooms, consolidated ticket

offices, smoking
and wash rooms in Pullman cars, and in coaches or chair
cars where smoking and wash rooms are provided, but not
in coaches or chair cars having neither smoking rooms nor
wash rooms apart from the toilets. These posters must not
be displayed in the body of any car nor in the toilet rooms.

The new

posters are to be substituted for those previously
provided for distribution.
Daily Situation Report. Circular 190 cancelling circular
29 of the Southwestern regional director, requires all roads to

—

SWD

furnish a daily telegraphic
No. 2 report to cover only
loads delayed or held 48 hours or more.
This report will
take the place of the CD-I report. Code letters are given for
the number of loads on hand awaiting movement on account
of disability of the owning road, principal cause of delay,
prospects for reducing accumulation in the next 24 hours,
number of loads held for export and coastal boats, number of
loads held at destined points on own line on account of
formal embargoes, number of loads held for connections on
account of their inability to accept, and any important general
conditions on the line not included in the above.
Unless
there

is a total accumulation of 200 loads or more on any
one road, no additional information other than the first item
for which there is a code letter need be sent.
Eastern Car Pool Gondolas. The Northwestern regional
director in Freight Car Distribution Notice 8, cancelling
Notice 2, states that roads which are members of the Eastern
Coal Car Pool will now accept current home delivery of open
top cars of their ownership from roads not members of the
pool. Flat bottom coal cars of pool ownership may be con-

—

tinued in local service where convenient. Self-clearing hoppers
and mill type gondolas should be sent home, but may be
loaded as convenient to or in the direction of the home road.
Protection of Cotton from Fire.
Order 178 of the Southwestern regional director discusses the question whether roads
using oil burning locomotives need apply stripping to cars

—

for the protection of cotton, or whether this protection should
be applied by a coal burning road upon receipt of the cotton

from an

burning road.
It is held that the originating
do whatever is necessary to cars to protect
cotton and similar commodities in transit, as it would not
be practicable to depend upon a connecting or intermediate
oil

carrier should

New Ties. -The regional director, Eastern
800-83 A605, calls attention to the fact that
the requirements of the several roads for new ties for 1919.
as received at Washington, indicate renewal programs far in
excess of the average renewals during the test years; this, presumably, because of the necessity for restoring the normal
stock on hand. Roadmasters, or supervisors, must make careEstimates for

region,

759

in pressing

demand

for export traffic

and consignees, to get the benefit of the new arrangement,
must be prompt in unloading.
Number of Employees to Be Reported Monthly. The regional director, Eastern region, by file 1801-1 24A606. gives
instructions for the sending of monthly reports, beginning
with February, to W. T- Cunningham, Washington, showing
the number of employees in service on the 16th day of each

—

road to furnish such protection.
Distribution of Automobile Cars.
Supplement 1 of
Freight Car Distribution Notice 6 of the Northwestern regional director directs that 36-ft. automobile cars shall hereafter be moved east empty (except from territory west of the
Missouri river) the same as automobile cars of larger size.
If is imperative that the east-bound movement of automobile
cars be expedited as much as possible, and the situation
followed vigorously to prevent misuse or delay.

—

—

Uniform Method for Handling Hog Shipments. Circular
191, cancelling Circular 149 of the Southwestern regional
director states that on March 12, the embargo and allotment
plan governing the movement of hogs to various markets was
entirely lifted, therefore Circular 149, issued on December
24,

outlining

the

method of handling hog shipments,

is

cancelled.

—

Storehouse Devices and Practices.
The Northwestern
regional purchasing committee in bulletin 125 calls attention
to a list of the special appliances, devices, profitable practices,

reported by the various regions to the stores section of
the Central .^idvisor}- Purchasing Committee.
etc.,
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Large Consolidation Type Locomotive for the P.
With Tractive

Effort of 61,260

Are Adapted

from
and Reading
now
THEThePhiladelphia
Baldwin Locomotive Works a consignment

and Small Drivers, They

CO.MPARISON

receiving

is

lb.

Heavy Drag

to

OF

Service
P.

K.

&•

CONSOLIDATION

Tractive effort,
Total weight,

Consolidation type locomotives which are notable for
their weight and hauling capacity, and also because they are
the only engines built to a railroad company's design to be
included in the 1,430 locomotives ordered last year by the
Railroad Administration.
In the table will be found a comparison of the leading dimensions of these locomotives with the first Baldwin Consolidation type built for the Philadelphia & Reading:

lb

lb

Weight on drivers, lb
Diameter of drivers, in
Cvlinders, diameter and stroke, in
.Steam pressure, lb. i)cr sq. in
Heating surface, total evap., sq.
Heating surface, equivalent, sq. ft

>

.

The
type,

20x24

.

25 X 11

50
55/.

<Sl

5

120
200

94.9

76

H
1,.«7
2.655

575

90,000
250,800

104,000
281,100

19,600
61,200

locomotives built in 1884 had boilers of the Wootten

equipped for burning

fine

anthracite,

and

this

same

type of boiler in a somewhat modified form and of greatly
The fuel
enlarged dimensions, is used in the new design.
generally used today consists of a mixture of fine anthracite
and bituminous coal, and this is burned on a rocking grate.

Heavy Consolidation Type Locomotive
instead of on a combination of water tubes
as applied to the earlier locomotives.

and pull-out

many

in.

at the throat.

Built for the Philadelphia

6.2
6.4

The

5.2

middle of the barrel,

79^

in.

at the first ring

firebo.x

& Reading

is

The
and

cylinders are cast separate from the saddle, the right
hand cylinders being interchangealile. They are
without bushings, and have barrel walls 2J4 in. thick.

left

made
The cylinder

castings and central saddle are made with suitable recesses through which the frames pass. The frame at this
point has a single .section, 5 in. wide by 13 in. deep
and

—

the cylinder, frame

units and 20 less tubes, which are 4 ft. 2 in. shorter than
those in the ^Mikado type boiler.
The difference in grate
area is less marked.
For heaw drag service, however, high

and saddle, are held together on each

side by a total of 59 horizontal bolts, \y^ in. in diameter.
saddle and cylinders are keyed to the frames at the
front by vertical keys.
The valve motions are of the Wal-

The

schaert type, and are controlled by the Ragonnet power re-

tractive effort at slow speeds is the controlling factor rather

than high sustained horsepower capacity.

669.7

.S.4

comparatively short, and is equipped
front end arrangement, patented by I. A.
Seiders, superintendent of motive power and rolling equipment of the railroad. A special feature of this arrangement is a breaker plate, which consists of a slotted plate
fitted with deflecting vanes.
This plate is placed under the
superheater damper and in front of the tubes, and is very
effective in breaking up the large sparks before they strike
the netting. The netting frames are most substantial in construction, and the device has proved effective in preventing
the setting of fires due to escaping sparks.

locomotives are designed for heavy drag service,
respects similar to a group of Mikado type
locomotives which preceded them.
In consideration of the
kind of fuel used, however, and the relatively small diameter
of the wheels, a firebox of sufficient depth can be placed
above the rear drivers without raising the boiler center to an
excessive height.
In the new Consolidations, the boiler
center is placed 9 ft. 7 3^ in. above the rail.
In one of the tables will be found a comparison of the principal dimensions and ratios of the Consolidation and Mikado
types.
It will be seen that the new locomotives have smaller
driving wheels and lower boiler pressure than the Mikados,
but the cylinders are one inch larger in diameter and they
have a starting tractive effort almost 4,000 lb. greater than
the Mikados.
It is evident that there is a considerable sacrifice in heating surface, there being eight less superheater
in

94.9
966.5

2,655
3,518

ft

boiler has a conical ring in the

The smokebox
with the Economy

bars,

The new

and are

61 }4

24 by 32
225
4.224
5,264
108

has a combustion
chamber 39 in. long, and a brick wall 26 in. high is built
across the throat of the chamber.
Fle.xible bolts are used
almost exclusively in the water legs, and four rows of expansion stays support the front of the crown.
The firebox
has two oval fire-door openings, and the doors are power
operated.
A Standard stoker is applied. The mud ring is
single riveted, except at the corners, where it is increased in
depth to take two rows of rivets. A four-hopper ash-pan is
applied with the two rear hoppers back of the wheels outside
the frames. The equipment includes a power grate shaker.
to

1880...
1918...

55!/2

~

85 j^

2-8-2

57.320
329,300
246,600

25 by 32

Grate area. sq. ft
Tractive effort x dia. drivers -^ equiv. heating
surface
Firebox heating surface
equiv. heating surface, per cent
Grate area -^ vol. cylinders

The

2-8-0

61,260
281,100
250. 800

200

which increases the diameter from

a

AND MiKADO TYPE LOCOMOTIVES

Type

of

& R.

verse gear.
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The frames
have

are of mast

a deptli of 7Jl. in.

l)iiuli-r,>.

.sul).stantial

above

tlie

They

construction.

pedestals,

and the pedestal

are held in i)lace l>y llirci' liolts in cacli end.
Tiie
are self-adjusting.
Strong transverse

Vol. 66, No. 12

Total weight
X'oliimc txilh
l'.<|uivalcnt

area

(Iralc

eniiivalent

-:-

heating mirface*

cylindem
-j-

vol.

cylindem

The

cal),

in

accordance

witli

the most recent practice for

W(X)tten boiler locomotives on this road, is placed at the
rear end instead of over the middle of the barrel. The sides
of the cab are cut away in front in order to permit easy
access to the stay-bolts.
Further particulars are presented in the following table
of dimensions and data:
(General Data

Gage

4

i".

8'/j

ft,

Freight

Service
Fuel

Hard and

Ti.->ctivc

soft coal,

mixed

61,260
281. lOO
250,800
30.300

effort

Wcisht in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on Iciding trnck
Weight of cnuine and tender

in

working order

462,000

base, driving
base, total
base, engine and tender

17

63

ft.

lb.
lb.
11).

lb.

lb.

liuiMKlcr and stroke

25

in.

Simple
by 32 in.

Valves
'•^i""'
I

Piston
13 („.

>ianu l<r

Weight on drivers

-=-

ft.

11

in.

tractive effort

4.1

4.6

in,

by 13
33

7

in.

by

11

jn.

in!
in!
In.
in.

Woollen

•^tyle

Working pressure

conical

200 lb. per sq.
first ring
791/
Firihox, length and width
126'/^ in, by 108!4
iMrcbox plates, thickness
Sides, back and crown,
in,; tube,
I'irebox, water space
Front, 5 in,; sides and back, 4
Tubes, number and outside diameter
239 2
ITucs, number and outside diameter
36
5j^
Tubes and flues, length
13 ft. 6
Heating surface, tubes and flues
2,359 sq.
Heating surf,ice, fireboxf
296 sq.
Heating surface, total
2,655 sq!
Superheater heating surface
575 sq.
Equivalent heating surface*
3,518 sq.
Grate area
94.9 sq.

Outside diameter of

M

^

—

—

in.
jn.
in!
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
ft.
ft.

ft
ft
ft
ft

Tender

Tank

Water bottom
35 in.
6 in. by 11 in.
9,500 gal.
15 tons

,

Water

capacity
Coal capacity

966.5
37.1
8.4
71.3

•Equivalent heating surface =: total evaporative heating surface
times the superheating surface,
t Includes combustion chamber.

+
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European Railways
Physical Condition of British and French Lin^— Service Has
Deteriorated — Great Crowding of Trains

Situation and Service of

By Samuel
!Exlitor

THE

551^
6'A
)l

Boiler

Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length

Total weight -^ tractive effort
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -r- equivalent heating surface*
Equivalent heating surface* -^ grate area
Firebox heating surface -^ equivalent heating surface.* per cent
Weight on drivers 4- equivalent heating surface*

War

Driving, diameter over tires
Driving, tliickncss of lirea

Driving journals, diameter and length
Kngine IriicU wheels, diameter
Kngine truck, journals

ft.

27

Ratios

WAR IMPOSED

O. Dunn,

of the Railway

heavy new burdens on the railways

Age

impossible to maintain the physical prop-

there just before the armistice was signed, and been there
several weeks after it was signed, he had opportunity to observe the effects of the war upon the British and French rail-

had been done before. It caused the private railways
Great Britain and France as well as of the United States

ways, and also to compare and contrast railway service in
Europe both in time of peace and in time of war wdth rail-

of all the countries involved

time

made

it

in

it,

and

at

the

same

erties as

of

l'^'"<l

Wheels

plate.

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

79.9
cu. <L
193.5
5,2

Cylinders

main pedestal wedges

braces of cast steel are applied to the frames Ijetwcen adThe brace back of the main
jacent pairs of driving-wheels.
drivers supports sliding Usirings, whicii carry the front end
of the mud ring. The rear end is sui)ported l)y an cxjiansion

1H,2

heating surface* 4- vol. cylinders

It caused many of
to be taken under government control.
their most efficient employees to volunteer or be drafted for

military service. These things produced marked effects upon
the service and the physical condition of the railways.
To most of those who have used the service of American
railways the deterioration of their physical condition has
hardly been perceptible. There have been complaints regarding the service and regarding the decline in the efficiency of
their employees.
For several weeks after the armistice was signed the writer
traveled somewhat extensively upon the railways of Great
Britain and France. While motoring along them, as well as
riding upon them, he had opportunity to observe the effects
of the war upon their physical condition. Since Great Britain and France were in the war much longer than the United
States, and since a large part of the mileage of the French
lines was actually within the zone of heavy fighting, the service and physical condition of the railways of Great Britain
and France, especially the latter, show the effects of the war

much more than have

the service and physical condition of
the railways of the United States.
The writer was in both
England axid France, as well as in Germany and Switzerland,
in 1914, having sailed from Liverpool for home only two
weeks before the war began in Europe.
Having returned

way

service in the United States.

Comparison of European and American Service
Before the war the service of the railways of the leading
countries of

some respects

Europe was in some

respects superior

and

in

inferior to that of the railways of the United

The

writer remarked after his first experience as a
Europe that the most effective means the railwavs
of the United States could adopt to cause the American people to stop criticising their service would be to give them gU a
States.

traveler in

free ride through Europe.

The

first-class service of the rail-

ways of Great Britain, France and Germany before the war
was quite comfortable.
The third-class service in Great
Britain and the second-class service in France and Germany
were about equal to our ordinary day coach service. But the
-American traveler missed many comforts and luxuries to
whicli he was accustomed at home.
There were no observation cars or buffet smoking cars. !Many of the European passenger cars were without vestibules, making it impossible on
many trains to move from one car to another. In such cases
if the traveler wished to go to a restaurant car he had to wait
until the train stopped, run along the platform to reach the
dining car, and then when he had finished his meal wait until
the train stopped and run back along the platform to the car

March
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in which he had been
was not pleasant.

riding.

No Heat

In rainy or cold weather this

Practically all the European passenger cars are divided
The so-called "corridor" cars are deinto compartments.
signed like our compartment sleeping cars. The passenger

end of the car and goes down the corridor to the
There is always a toilet at one end
of the compartment car. These cars are quite convenient and
satisfactory. There are many cars in Europe which are divided
into compartments that extend clear across the width of the
car, there being doors into the compartments on each side of
When the traveler gets into one of these compartthe car.
ments and the train starts he is locked in and cannot leave his
compartment until the train stops. There are no toilet accommodations in compartments of this kind, which ordinarily
seat six to eight people, and to the American they seem
enters at the

door of his compartment.

extremely inconvenient.
What seemed inconvenience and discomfort before the war
would have seemed like convenience and comfort during the
war and since the signing of the armistice. The writer on his
recent trip was in a party whose members were guests of the
British government.
The government, being in control of
the British railways, spared no effort to provide good service
for the members of this party.
Seats on the trains in Great
Britain always were reserved, and in some cases special cars
Even in France the British, French and
were provided.
American army officers who took care of the wants of the
party, spared no effort to provide every comfort and conTherefore, nothing that is said herein is
venience for it.
said in a spirit of complaint, because we had nothing to complain about and were placed under lasting obligations; but
we took note of conditions, and the conditions of travel for
those who were not especially favored were far from pleasant.

Great Overcrowding of Trains
During the war it was necessary, and during the subsequent period of demobilization it has continued to be necesgovernments to use a large part of the passenger
train equipment for handling troops. Furthermore, thousands
of individual soldiers on leave were constantly traveling to
and from their homes. Finally, during the war, the civilian
population, especially in Great Britain, took to traveling more
than ever.
In France a substantial part of the mileage of the railways
became entirely unavailable for ordinary passenger service.
About 45 per cent of the mileage of the Northern, one of the
principal lines, was at one time in the hands of the Germans.
Literally hundreds of miles of railway was partially destroyed by bombing and shelling.
For example, before the
war the Eastern railway rendered good service on its direct
line from Paris to Rheims. This line was so largely destroyed
that in order to go from Paris to Rheims it became necessary
to go over the main line of the Eastern railway to Epernay
and thence over a branch from Epernay to Rheims. Of course,
there were periods of heavy troop movements when commercial passenger traffic on the northern and eastern railways of
France had to be practically or entirely suspended.
The result of the various conditions was that in Great
Britain the passenger trains became terribly overcrowded. All
the people who could be put into them were put into the comsary, for the

partments, and oftentimes the corridors of the corridor cars
had people standing in them. The conditions in this respect

were worse in France.
The crowding on most passenger
was almost as bad as it is during rush hours on the
elevated railways of Chicago and the subways in New York.
It was not uncommon to see all the compartments in a French
train crowded with people and the corridors jammed with
them, either sitting on their baggage or lying on the floor.
Those who have complained about the crowding of trains in
the United States have complained about conditions which to
those who have recently been in Europe seem by comparison
anything but imperfect.
trains

763
in

Passenger Cars

One

thing which every traveler from the United States
noticed as soon as he entered a train in Great Britain was

was no

The

owing to the deand to the necessity for shipping a large part of that produced to the Continent, was so
serious that it was necessary as a war measure to operate the
trains entirely without heat. A passenger from America who
got into a British train and took off his overcoat soon found
it expedient to put it on again, and soon became accustomed
to keeping it on.
It was still more comfortable to wear not
only an overcoat, but a sweater in addition.
Many Europeans traveled with rugs which they spread over their legs
and feet. Even with all this protection one's hands and
that there

heat.

coal shortage,

cline in the production of coal

feet often got very cold.

This absence of heat was also noticed in every hotel bedroom and private house. It is a notable fact that although
the British were sending to France a substantial part of the
coal they produced, there was more heat in trains and hotels
in France than there was in Great Britain.
Even on trains

and in
was no heat.

in Scotland

there

tomed

hotel

To

rooms

in

Edinburgh and Glasgow

the American

who has been

accus-

and houses, the absence
of heat at first was very uncomfortable and disagreeable.
However, travelers soon got used to it and after returning to
the United States found the superheated trains and hotels
in this country even more disagreeable than the unheated
trains and hotels of Europe.
The slowness of the trains in France as compared with
their speeds before the war was at once noticed.
There had
been a marked reduction of train speeds in Great Britain,
and an even greater reduction in France. Before the war
it was possible to leave Paris at about noon and reach London at about seven o'clock in the evening. As a result of the
war it took about this long to go from Paris to Boulogne.
This reduction of speeds was made partly to enable the
locomotives to haul more cars and partly, in France, because
to steam-heated trains, hotels

deterioration of the physical properties rendered it desirable.
operation of all trains at something approaching uniform

The

speed rendered

it

possible to handle a larger

traffic.

Remarkable Passenger Train Loads
The number of passengers carried per train on some of the
French and British railways during the war would make an
American railway manager open his eyes. It became nothing
uncommon for the principal British railways to carry 800
passengers in a train, and there were cases where as many
as 1,500 passengers were carried in a single train running
as two sections.
Troop trains on the railways of the United
States during the war often handled 500 men, but it is
doubtful if there have been any instances where so many
persons have been carried on single trains in this country as
have been carried on single trains in Europe.
Of course,
the trains which have carried these large numbers of passengers have not only been crowded but have contained large
numbers of cars. It was not uncommon to see trains containing 15 to 20. cars.
The passenger cars in Europe are much lighter than in
the United States, both because they are smaller, especially
narrower, and because comparatively little steel is used in
their construction.
Those who have advocated, and even attempted to force by law, the universal use by our railways
of all-steel cars may be surprised to learn that the all-steel
car is practically unknown in Europe.
All-steel cars have
been advocated and generally adopted in this country a? a
measure of safety. The railways of Europe continue to use
wooden cars, and at the same time many of them, especially
those of Great Britain and France, have an accident record
which the railways of America may well envy. Of course,
when there is a serious accident over there the wooden cars
are often crushed and sometimes catch fire with disastrous
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hut

'I'liis

principally diu' to
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Iho

ploviTS.
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fa.^t
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s|u-als

l-"nglanil
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and France

li-.s.s

l)cforc

a.s

I

ln'

rail\\a\s of dreal
tlie

war

licri'.

tlie

tlu'

war wen-

vm-

(|iiiti'

tlieir

outlays for

maintenance of track and eciuipment, and very little new
Neither the materials nor the labor
ei|ui|inient was houijht.
reiiuiretl for adetjuate niaintename and re])lacements were
The effects of these drastic economies are plainly
available.
In Great
visible, especially on the railways of France.
Britain stations, cars, and so on, look ([uite dilapidated as
This is
com|)ared with their apjx-arance before the war.
partly due to the fact that it has i)een imjjracticable to get
enough labor to keep things clean. In I'rance tiie evidences
of the destructive effects of war and of the inability to get
labor and materials for maintenance and replacements are
In large areas the Germans destroyed
visible on every hand.
the railwa}- bridges, and these have Ijeen replaced only with
It
was impossible to get
temporary wooden structures.
enough glass, and many car windows which have been
broken have not been repaired. The Germans bombed and
shelled many railway lines which they were unable to take,
and along such lines as that of the Northern from Boulogne
to Paris, and that of the Eastern from Paris to F^perna)-, one
constantly sees shops which have been partly destroyed by
bombs, pieces of track which have been destroyed by bombs
and repaired, and stations which have been hit.
The most remarkable thing about the condition of both
the British and French railways is not that they show some
of the effects of war, jjut that outside the zone of actual fighting the}- show the effects of it as little as they do. While the
of inadequate maintenance of tracks and equipment
are visible, the tracks ride remarkaljly well and the equijjment is in remarkably good condition considering how little

effects

has been done to maintain them.

The

fact that they are in

good condition as they are bespeaks the skill
with which they were originally constructed and with which
they were maintained up to the time of the war. The British
use the tenn "permanent way"' where we use the term "roadwav and structures." The manner in which their track has
stood up during the war justifies the use of that term.
Nevertheless there has been great deterioration in the railwavs of both countries which it will take years to offset.
While the British and French people bore patiently with
the deterioration of railway service during the war there has
been no lack of complaint since the signing of the armistice
The
because the ser\-ice has not been restored to normal.
complaints in Great Britain have been especially numerous
and loud. It has been explained, however, that it will be
months before the service can possibly be restored to normal.
In. the first place, the railways are short of equipment and
it will take a long time to provide the needed additional equipment. In the second place, the railways ever since the armistice was signed have had to handle many thousands of
troops which have been in process of demobilization.
relatively as

Advances

in

Passenger Rates

Both the British and French governments made special
railway rates for soldiers who were traveling "on their own."
In France these special rates were allowed to American
Therefore, the soldiers from the United States who
soldiers.
have traveled in Europe probably have not thought much
As a result of
about the passenger rates they had to pay.
advances in rates during the war, however, the rates which
have to pay are relatively high. The firstGreat Britain averaged before the war about

civilian travelers

class rate in

railways are returned to jirivate
passenger rates in< ri'ased. |)assenger earnings, but there has i)een no advance in freight
rates, and the increase of operating ex[X'nses, mainly due
to advances in wages, has l>een so much greater than the
increa.se of earnings that at the present time, although no
detailed official figures are available, it is safe to say that
the British railways are paying out one dollar in ojierating
expenses for every dollar they are earning.
Premier Lloyd
George said recently in a speech in the House of Commons
that the increa.se of operating expenses of the Briti.sh railways during the war was i90,000,000, or ajjpro.ximately
Since the net earnings before the war were
$450, ()()(), 000.
only $250,000,000, it will be easily seen that British taxl)a)ers already are l)aying a large deficit on the operation of
the railways, and that to restore passenger rates to the old

The advance

operation.

I'ranee were oliliged

niiiiinunn

January 1, \')\1, made the first-class rate about four and a
half cents and the third-cla.ss rate about two and a half cents.
It is impossible to .see how these rates (an be reduced exicpt at the exjiense of the ta.xjjayers, whether government
()wnerslii|) is adoj)te(l or the

Up Well

Britain and

to reduce to

tliaii

in the I'niti'cl Static.

Railways Have Stood
diirinu

fri'(|uiMil

supi-rior disripliiif of the
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three cents, and the third-class rate, on which a large majority of the people travel, about one and a half cents.
Therefore, the advance of 50 per cent, which was made on

basis

in

would largely increase

this deficit.

There have

fjeen

large increases of both passenger and freight rates in France.
The service of the Eurojx^an railways before the war, as

already indicated, was in some resy)ects equal or superior to
that of the railways of the United States.
The trains in
France and England were scheduled to make as good speeds
as our trains and they were more regularly on time.
With
their lighter passenger equipment passengers were less frequently given violent shocks in setting and releasing tlie
brakes on stopping and starting.
The dining car service
was table d'hote and many persons thought that the meals
were better than the a la carte meals w'hich were served under
private operation in this country or the table d'hote meals
which were served here under government operation. Most
persons also liked the European system of issuing to passengers tickets giving the hour and the table at which they
were to get their meals. The British sleeping cars, with their
small compartment for each passenger, rendered a more satisfactory service than can be obtained on our sleeping cars,
except in compartments and drawing rooms, and a passenger
on the British railways can get a compartment by buying
one railway ticket.
In many respects, however, our passenger sen-ice was superior to theirs before the war, and mainly because they went
through four years of w-ar while we went through only a
year and a half of war, their service has deteriorated much
more than ours. Probably it will take years to restore it to
what it was before the war.

Will Government Ownership Be Adopted?
Whether government ownership

actually will be adopted
The British government has announced
not yet settled.
that it intends to keep the railways two years longer at
least, and that meantime a solution of the problem will be
is

worked

out.

who

It

has

been

positively

stated

by

Winston

member

of the Cabinet, that the government has decided on nationalization. On the other hand.

Churchill,

is

a

Lord Claude Hamilton, chairman

of the Great Eastern Railway, recently issued a statement, saying that he had conferred with officers of the government and that they had
assured him no final decision regarding the government's
railway policy has been reached.
All reports indicate that
there is less probability of the adoption of a pennanent
policy of government ownership and operation in France
than in Great Britain.
The French got some experience
when the government took over the Western railway in 1908
and assumed its operation, and they have not relished the
effects either on expenses or service.
The five large private
railways in France are still under government control, but
apparently an attempt is being made to work out a program
of readjusting their expenses and rates so that they can be
restored to private operation.
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Paul Elcctriticath

The Real Problem
Exponents

of the Railroad

By
NO^^•

PERFORMS

Are Learning

of Electrification

Eyes

ELECTRICITY

Railway

of

ever}' railroad service pre-

rendered exclusively by steam locomotives and
in ever}- case does it better than it was done before.
But in order to use electricity a large investment in equipment
and installation must be made and electrification has proceeded slowly because railroad executives were not convinced
that the advantages to be gained are always worth the cost.
The progress of electrification has also been impeded,
first, before the war by the difficulty in financing, due to
conditions other than the merits of electrification, and second,
since the war began, because every one has been too busy to
consider an\- work that could be deferred and because the
government's taking over the railroads has created an unsettled situation not conducive to the investment of new
Now, however, there seems to
capital for future returns.

to See

With

the

Man

Townley

Calvert

viousl}'

Electrification

natural for the electrical man to ask the railroad man for a
It was
statement of the conditions he was expected to meet.
equally natural for the railroad man to prescribe the condi-

upon which his steam service was predicated. Under
these circumstances the problem became largely one of replacing one sort of locomotive with another, and of balanctions

ing hoped-for economies in operation and maintenance on
the one hand, against fixed charges for the additional inRight there comes the
vestment required, on the other.
A perfectly natural but a fundamental mismistake.
take, for which no individual or class should be censured

but for which the unusual development of the art is recannot blame railroad men for not being
sponsible.
electrical engineers nor electrical engineers because they are
not railroad men, but the progress of electrification has had
to lag until both should be able to see, each with the eyes of

We

be ground for hoping that these bars to progress will be removed in the not distant future so that electrification can be
again studied on its merits, therefore our consideration of

both. It is only by combining the railroad man's knowledge
of the fundamental requirements of his service with the elec-

the subject

trical

is

timely.

In reviewing the past twenty years' history of this question,
I cannot escape the conclusion that we electrical men, and not
our steam road colleagues are responsible for the slowprogress made. We have not known enough about either the
Our belief in, and our zeal
science or the art of railroading.
for our own profession has led us, albeit with entire honesty
of purpose, to make more or less extravagant claims as to
what we could do and to underestimate the cost of doing it.
The inevitable reaction of mind which followed an accurate
determination of facts of course disturbed confidence in our
judgment.
But if at times we have injured the cause of
electrification by claiming too much, strange as it may sound,
we have injured it a great deal more by not claiming enough.
Electrical engineers not having always been railroad men
have been unable to study railroad problems as they should
have been studied, that is to say with only real and not
with any arbitrary limitations before them.
It has been
*A paner presented
Klectrical Engineers,
A. I. E. E.

at

the

.148th

Boston. M,t;s..

ineelinpr

Mmch

man's

skill in

applying

electricity to

ice that all the possibilities of

any

perform that servproblem may be

specific

developed.

The electrification of a railroad is not simply the substiIt is far more
tution of one kind of locomotive for another.
It is the adoption of a fundamentally different
than that.
method of

It is conservative to say that,
train propulsion
within the bounds of ordinary practise, electricity can furnish
every train with all the pulling power that can be used. The
limitations of the steam locomotive in this respect disappear
and ruling grades rule no longer. A strictly limited motive
power is replaced by one that is practically unlimited.

of the .American Institute of
1919.
Copyright, 1919 bv

14,

765

Kind

of

Equipment Not Important

There are a numljer of so-called "systems" of electric
traction and heavy emphasis has been laid by the advocates
So
of each upon its points of difference from every other.
much has been said about these differences and so little about
the points of similarity as to create an entirely misleading
It is a fact that there are more kinds and types
impression.
of .steam locomotives in use

manv

times over than there are
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except for the storage
a limited field of application, all electric systems have many more common features
than differences. It is a fact that tiiey agree on fundamentals

as in freight traffic tlie ability to do something tliat could not
be done i)eforc, rather than to do the same thing at a lower

Their costs may not be the same,
do their work and do

of additional tracks.
It is not my purpose to make an exhaustive comparison of
the relative advantages of steam and electric operation. That

ek'ctric

systi-nis.

It

a

is

and

differ in detail only.

their efficiencies
it

successfully

may

and

that

fact

battery hKomotive, which has

l)Ut

vary, but they all

well.

The

possibility of unlimited elec-

any one system l)ut of all.
between steam and electric
\ steam locomotive is a complete independent
e(iuipment.
unit which not only generates but also utilizes its power.

tric
It

power
is due

is

a cliaracteristic not of

to

liasic

differences

The

It is only
electric locomotive generates no power at all.
a translating device receiving energy from an outside and a

remote source.

'I'he electric

power house always having much

greater capacity than any one locomotive, can supply ample
power for the heaviest train on the steepest grade. The

own power house with
By the multiple
boiler.
locomotives as may be needed

steam locomotive, which carries
it,

is

limited to the capacity of

unit principle, as

many

its

electric

its

one

can be coupled together and operated in synchronism by one
crew from any cab. Any required tractive effort can thus be
exerted without slipping the wheels, without imposing undue
strains on the rails or bridges and without increasing the

number

of engine crews.

Track Capacity

Is

Increased

The

business of a railroad is to transport freight and pasI put freight tirst because on the average it produces
73 per cent of the revenue. Unlimited motive power permits
On the Elkhom
longer trains and higher schedule speeds.
grade of the Norfolk & Western the schedule speed was
It cuts the operating cost by hauling more cars
doubled.
with the same or a smaller crew. The Norfolk & Western
uses two electrics to do the work of three Mallets. These new
sengers.

opportunities at one fell swoop banish many of the railroad's
The traffic possibilities must be
time honored traditions.
studied from a new angle and advantage taken of every
facility.
It is a new thought to realize that train length is
limited not by motive power but by the yard tracks and length
of sidings, or that all the trailing tonnage that the draw

Nor are these new limits
bars will stand can be hauled.
fundamental.
Sidings can be extended, draw bars can be
made stronger, if it pays to do it. In a word electrification
opens up tremendous possibilities of increasing the freight
capacity of a road and without it being necessary to build
additional tracks.

Aerial Rights

Made Valuable

While not as important as freight, passenger traffic likewise comes in for its share in the widened horizon and the
vanishing tradition. Unlimited powder of course is available
but the absence of combustion is another basic advantage.
Smoke and cinders disappear. Tunnel operation loses its
terrors.
Unobscured signals permit normal speeds with undiminished safety. Projects like the Pennsylvania terminal
in New York, depending entirely on submarine tunnel operation and previously impracticable, become immediately possible.
Railroads owning valuable realty in cities can erect
buildings thereon, where before smoky locomotives made any
structure above the ground level impracticable.
The aerial
rights are now valuable.
Multiple unit operation has in fact
made suburban traffic. The rapid acceleration made possible
by electric traction has directed attention to the equal value
of rapid retardation and has quickened the study of braking
accordingly; also of modified coach design to bring about the
more efficient loading and discharge of passengers. These
combined possibilities secure increased schedule speeds and
attract patronage.
The people not only get over the line
in a shorter time but as a corollary more people get over it in
the same time,
.\gain it is seen therefore that in passenger

is the most valuable attribute of electrification, and
again we find a greatly augmented capacity without the need

cost

has been done often and well by otliers. What I have said
about the expanding opportunities for electrified service is by
way of illustration to emi)hasize my plea that the question
should always be viewed in its broader aspect and not hampered and restricted within any narrower limitations than
properly belong to it.

Complete Electrification

of All

Roads Impossible

am

going to assume, then, the broadest po.ssible treatment and to suppose that every electrification project is to
have its pros and cons most fully examined. The real and
vital question then is, "How far will this lead us?"
"To
what extent may we expect complete electrification of all our
roads?" Parts of a number of them have already been
equipped. Many of these are numbered among our prominent
roads, successful corporations which have had the advice
of the most highly skilled executives and engineers, and
I

which are progressive.
fied

The

service

performed on the

electri-

comprises practically every kind of railroad

sections

The

division of the Norfolk &
an example of an important
coal road operating through the mountains.
The Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul 440-mile main line, through Idaho
and Montana, demonstrates what can be done by a transcontinental carrier on a large scale with through traffic, both
freight and passenger.
The New York, New Haven &
Hartford 7 3 -mile stretch between New York and New^
Haven shows how through freight and a heavy passenger
traffic can be taken care of on the most congested four track
section of an important eastern carrier and what is possible
for complicated freight yard operation, while the New York
Central and the Pennsylvania out of New York city are
splendid examples of our greatest modem passenger terminal
transportation.

Western

in

Bluefield

West Virginia

electrifications.

There

is

are, of course,

many

other electrifica-

but even if there were not, those named are of a
character to command the respect and attention of the railroad world. Now, every one of these projects has been sucEvery one has justified itself. Nearly every one in
cessful.
its present scope represents an extension of the zone initially
electrified, the most convincing evidence possible as to what
views the operating companies hold regarding these several
projects.
Railroad officials are generally glad to give others
the benefit of their experience so it is reasonably safe to say
that operating statistics are available covering long enough
periods so that the results to be expected from any proposed
undertakings may be predicated on establi.shed facts and not
upon theories. In the light of present day knowledge, theretions,

fore,

what answer can we make

to the question,

"Should

all

railroads be electrified?"
Taken together in 1910 there were in the United States
240,000 miles of railroad main line regardless of the number

Of this mileage approximately 1,250, or one half
of one per cent, has been electrified or is today in process.
The remaining 99J4 per cent comprises of course, roads perThey range from the
forming every variety of service.
of tracks.

back country branch line built by some over enthusiastic
promoter and now perhaps, operated as part of a large system,
only because operation cannot be avoided and regularly
contributing its annual deficit, up to the most important
through arteries of travel upon which the commerce and inEvery sort of community is
dustry of the nation depend.
served; every kind of railroading has its place in this vast
aggregation of effort and the variables in the problem are so

March
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multitudinous and their nature often so profound as to well
daunt the courage of one who seeks to formulate them for
incorporation in a general statement.
fortunately or unfortunately, depending on the point of
view, it has been my lot to have to deal with the electrification
problem from both sides. At one period from tlie standpoint of

with the development and manufacture
apparatus and at another from that of one
charged with official responsibility on the railroad's behalf. 1
am a thorough believer in the virtues of electrification and an
enthusiast about the wonders which it can accomplish but I
also have a keen appreciation of the almost infinite variations

an intimate
of

affiliation

767

in the United States and Canada.
All of those discussing the
paper heartily endorsed Mr. Townley's attitude toward the
jjroblem and W. F. Murray of the Connecticut Light &
Power Company outlined a plan for electrifying a large section, including lines on six eastern railroads.
This plan has
been given serious consideration at Washington.
The substance of Mr. Murray's discussion was as follows:

electrical

problem and a very wholesome respect for the
do not believe that all railroads will ever be
•electrified.
I am not sanguine even that all the tracks of any
one really big system will be so equipped in our time. It is
a question of economics, and the results will not justify the
in the railroad

dollar.

I

expenditures even when considered with such broad vision as
that which guided the Pennsylvania in spending millions to
put their passenger terminal in New York City without the
Electrification will increase the
prospect of a direct return.
track capacity. But there are thousands of miles of railroad
that have sufficient capacity now,

over,

and where the wildest

frequently several times

stretch of imagination fails to

Electrification works
I
wonders in suburban and interurban passenger service.
have ridden for hours across the western prairies without
seeing a single town, much less a city where these advantages
Electrification effects marked economies in
would count.
fuel, in maintenance, in labor and otherwise through a long
list; but electrification calls for a heavy investment and unless
these economies bulk large enough, the interest on such investment will wipe them out and turn the enterprise into a
losing venture.
I do not believe the cause of electrification
is helped by undue optimism on the part of its advocates.,
Rather should there be an enlightened partisanship, enthusiastic where enthusiasm is justified but tinged with the sober
conservatism of the man who has to put his own dollars to

picture a future need of this kind.

work.

Plenty of

Work

for

There need be no discouragement

Engineers
to the electrical engineer

man who has
looked toward the new motive power for salvation.
There
are so many cases where electricity should be used, where its
advantages are clear and conclusive, that once the railroads
escape from the financial slough of despond in which they
are now wallowing and are again able to get capital for their
needs, there will not be enough engineers, there will not be
enough electric factories in the country to serve them. Every
big system has need of electricity somewhere.
For some
small roads it may mean the difference between solvency and
bankruptcy.
I electrified a short derelict line for the New
Haven Road between Meriden and Middletown, long before
given over into the one-train-a-day-annual-deficit class, and
turned it into a good earner.
There can be no rule established. Generalities are sure
to be misleading but electrification is now firmly intrenched
and successful. It is recognized by railroads generally as an
effective agency with great possibilities and one which is
particularly valuable for certain specific purposes.
Time
alone will tell how broad its application is to be but I am
confident we can await developments with tranquility assured
that the art is in a healthy condition and that progress will
be along the right lines.
in the views just given, nor to the railroad

Discussion

The paper was

discussed by representatives of the General
Electric Company, the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, and a number of men representing railroads

Plan for Electrification Proposed

We must not selfishly think of the electrification of one or
two large roads. It is very true that we may reap a great
money interest from that electrification, but it seems to me
that this is not the right way to go after this matter.
We
must, if we are going to make electrification a success in this
country, get after many roads, and we must do that on a
district basis.
In 1914, I had the pleasure of discussing with
one of our prominent electrical engineers, a plan for electrification which I think will appeal to you.
It involved
six roads, Hudson River, Lehigh Valley, Central New Jersey,
West Shore, Erie and Pennsylvania.
It seems to me that there was at that time a magnificent
opportunity of what may have been called the formation of
a power and equipment company with the idea in mind that
a standard equipment be used on these railroads for service
in the metropolitan districts, for freight service and for
switching service in the large terminal yards in that section
and for the distribution of power to that district for those
railroads.
At that time the railroads were tremendously
embarrassed as they are now in the matter of finances. Yet
if a standard equipment could be produced, the finances
could be taken from the embarrassed railroad hands and
smoothed out by bankers who would have jumped at the
opportunity, and taken care of the purchase and equipment.
Of course, the power house which would furnish the power

would be compensated for by their contract for power and
such profits as they would make would easily put them in a
position

for the bankers to finance these buildings.

shifts that

would be necessary

The

to take care of this

equipment
could also be taken care of in a financial scheme, and so the
proposition could be financed.
In fact, I have discussed the
matter with several people in New York, who were very much
interested in it and it seemed that a serious consideration
would be possible when the war broke out in 1914. Naturally,

it

was then impossible

to talk of these things.

Government's Investigation for Transmission Line

We

have been doing a

ver\' wonderful work for the governconnection with the investigation of a superior
150,000 volt power transmission line which would extend from
Boston to Washington.
The opportunity offered itself for
development of large power stations at the mouths of mines,
tidewater steam stations and water power stations.
Into this
transmission trunk line system therefore would be fed this
highly economic power.
You might say right away "what
would be the advantage of such a line, and could we not
on account of the very large stations we have developed produce power as economically, and therefore why go to this
expense of investment of money in a superior power transmission line?

ment

in

Our investigations show that with units of from 25,000 to
40,000 kw. we can safely figure on being able to produce a
kw.-hour with something between ten and fifteen pounds of
steam, and be sure of it. I venture to say that in the district
between Boston and Washington the amount of steam required to produce a kw.-hour as applied to the railroads and
to the factories, will average 25 to 30 pounds, and consequently there is offered an enormous saving in production.
This, however, is not to pre-empt any stations in central
districts that are merely contributing their quota.
This was seriou.sly considered in Washington, and I do not

•
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know
plan

1)111

what )ou may have

wliici)

Iirattiially

Lane

Sivn-tary
wliat

I

all

imliicd in the p.ipii-

lias iiroiiosfd

lia\f tried

to cU'si

wliii h

rilic.

ilic

(omiiriiuiKls

Tlu-rt'

was

siih-

mitttd tlirouuli the set rctary-treasuriT to the Approiiriatioii
Committir of the Senate, a hill lallin^ for the inve>ti,tjation
of this matter
a hill reading; "This amount of nione\ to he
ajipropriated for the investij^ation of the economies to he

—

ohtaiiutl hy a power fioneration and transmission system
covering the district hetween Boston and Washington." On
account of the ureat nuniher of hills heinj^ held up in Congress, this, together with others, has heen laid over, hut it is
to he hoped that the new Congress will a|)])ropriate a sufficient amount of funds to make this investigation.
1 want to leave with you tliis tliought.
In discussini.' tliis
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1

say that the idea

for

IM.MEDI.ATE I'KoisLEM of tem])orarily t'lnancing the
of the Railroad Administration to the
railroads and to the c(juipment companies appears
now to be solved except for the working out of details. Conferences have been held between the administration, Howard
Elliott as head of a committee of the railway executives, and
the bankers.
The Railroad Administration is to issue warobligation.s

rants to the railroad companies for j)art of the amounts due
them to enable them to meet interest and dividend payments,
and it is proposed that the Ijankers loan railroad companies
money on the security of these warrants. The railroad companies' own credit, where this is good, will also be used.
This would leave the A\'ar Finance Corporation free to help
the weaker roads.
The War Finance Corporation has loaned $50,000,000 to
the Railroad Administration to replenish working capital in
the hands of federal treasurers.
This $50,000,000 represents all that the administration, itself, can get from the 'VVar
Finance Corporation, but individual companies may secure
loans.

The Navy Department has made a payment of $10,000,000
on account of the money it owes the Railroad Administration.
The War Department owes the administration about
$100,000,000. Efforts are being made to collect some of this.

Be Financed by Trade Acceptances

the ecjuipment builders and those who
furnished the materials and specialties are to receive their
pay for the cars and locomotives ordered by the Railroad
Administration last year, in the form of trade acceptances
running for 90 days and bearing interest, has been practically
completed except for the arrangement of details which is in
charge of a committee headed by F. N. Hoffstot, president
of the Pressed Steel Car Company and including J. E. Dixon,

The plan by which

vice-president of the Lima Locomotive Works, W. H. Woodin,
president of the American Car & Foundry Company, and Mr.
Pigott, president of the Pacific

Car

& Foundry Company.

reported last week. Director General Hines
conferred on !March 13 with a group of representatives of
the car and locomotive companies to which the Railroad
Administration owes money for equipment already delivered

and

briefly

will

all

is

(oiifess there

is

investigation and find out.

Do

us get hehind Kngland, wlio is doing just tlii.s
have as much area in this regional district a.s
I'.ngland has.
If we have got to compete with the world's
markets and maintain a world standard we must have some
superior scheme hy which these powers can he made and u.sed.
thing.

not

let

We

owe additional amounts

—

Arrangements
Warrants and Acceptances Being Worked Out

THE

As

numher of criKincers,
Some one may

voice.

imagination, hut that is wrong.
I
imagination in it:
I
think the man
who has no imagination needs a guardian. Let us admit
that there is .some imagination.
You must imagine a jiatent
hefore you can make it.
I claim that the scheme is jiradical.
There is nothing in it that is imprat tical. Let us make the

must

Railroad Administration Borrows $50,000,000

to

line with a

have not found a single dissenting

Toward Financing Railroad Requirements

Progress

Equipment

power

luatlir of a superior

for cars

and locomotives

to

be delivered during the current year. A preliminan,' meeting
was held in the morning and a second one late in the afternoon, which was also attended by H. B. Spencer, director
of the Division of Purchases, and C. B. Eddv, associate
director of the Division of Finance, after which the Railroad

.Administration issued a statement Thursday evening in
sub.stance saying that the director general is considering giv-

ing permission to the ecjuipment companies to
the director general for

draw

amounts due, the drafts

drafts on
to be ac-

by the director general. The Federal Reserve Board
holds that such drafts, running for not more than 90 days,
are eligible for re-discount by the federal reserve banks at
the prevailing rates of discount for trade acceptances.
It is estimated that the amount which will fall due to
equipment and specialty manufacturers to June 30 will be
$183,681,965. The question of whether the specialty manufacturers should draw direct on the director general or on the
locomotive builders has not been decided.
A statement of the contractual obligations of the Railroad
Administration to the car and locomotive builders as of December 31, 1918, which, incidentally, gives the unit prices
paid for the various types of locomotives and cars ordered,
is given in the following table, which has been filed in the
record of the hearings before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce and appears in the printed reports of the
hearings, having been inserted following Mr. Hines' testimony before the committee on February 3, 4, 5 and 6. It
shows' the make-up of the $286,000,000 which
Hines
has explained will l^ecome payable to the equipment companies during the year as fast as the cars and locomotives
are delivered.
A large part of this amount is payable in
turn by the locomotive and car builders to the companies
furnishing the materials and the specialties for the equipment.
The statement is as follows:
cejjted

Mr

T.HE

Standard Locomotive Orders
r<ECAPITT.'LATION.

Xuiii-

Type

l)er

i50
50
150
150
43
-\5

530
150
20
35
217
50
5

150
?0
50
5

inn
30
n)

75

30
.'.055

r.ight

Light

Heavy
Heavv
Light
Light
Light
Light

Heavy

switchers
switchers
switchers
switchers
Pacific

Mikado
Mikado
Mikado
Pacific

Light mountain
Tlcavv Mikado

Heavv Mikado
Heavv inoiintpin
Light
right

Santa
Santa

Fe
Fe

Heavv -Santa Fe
Heavy Santa Fe
Light Mikado
Light

mallet
mallet
mallet
Consolidation

Heavy
Heavv

Price

Amount

$36,029.00
38,416.33
43,966.00
46,199.03
50.867.00
57,178.25
53,619.00
60.613.27
53.924.00
56.995.00
56,761.00
63,686.90
61.929.00
62,277.00
68.918.16
67.543.00
73.395.81
60.486 00
78,339.00
92,195.00
98.155.60
53,619.00

$5,404,350.00
1,920,816.50
6,594.900.00
6.929,854.50
2.187,281.00
1.429,456.25
28.418,070.00
9,091.990.50
1.078,480.00
1.994,825.00
12,751,137.00
3.184.345.00
309.645.00
9.341.550.00
1.378.363.20
3.377.150.00
366.979.05
6.048.600.00
2,350.170.00
1.843.900.00
7.361.670.00
1.608. 570.00

$114,972,103.00

—

—

March
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1919

21,

Ublications, December 31, 191S
100, COO Standard Cars

Contkactual

Contbaits

hik

Capital Expenditures

The

000
25^000
25,000
25,000

r.

'0

Hopper
D.

S.
S. S.
70-toii

5,000

Amount

Price
$2,697.20
2,916.67
2,918.88

G
box
box

$53,944,000.00
70.416,750.00
72,972,000.00
76,251,250.00
15,869,450.00

3,0!;0.O5

3,173.89

i;;ilance due on
Balance due on

car.s

and the Division of Capital Expenditures but work
already under way will be discontinued, except with their
approval, except where necessary to insure safety or where it
would cost more to stop it than to continue. This plan was

$286,637,860.99

Total

Obligations

Co.ntractc/al

Dec.

31,

Contracts

1918

for

Standardized Locomotives

1,930

NumName and type
American Locomotive ('o.:
Light Mikado
Light

Heavy

ber

Liuht Pacific
Light Miltado

Heavy

Pacific

Light mountain

Heavy Mikado
Heavy mountain
Light

3

Mallet
Mallet

Light

Heavy

,029.00
,966.00
,867.00
.619.00
,924.00
,995.00
,761.00
,929.00
,277.00
.54 3.00
,339.00
,195.00

$1,429,456.23
4,683,770.00
3,297,450.00
508,670.00
15,388,653.00
539,240.00
1,139,900.00
7,638,930.00
185,787.00
4,670,775.00
2,701,720.00
1,175,085.00
460,975.00

$60,613.27
63,686.90
68,918,16
73,395.81
38,416.33
46,199.03
98,155.60

$9,091,990.50
3,184.345.00
1,378,363.20
366,979.05
1,920,816.50
6,929,854.50
7,361,670.00

$57 ,178.23

75
40

Santa Fe

Heavy Santa Fe

15
5

Less payment
on account

.\mount

i-rice

25
130
75
10
287
10
20
130

switchers
switchers

Be Reviewed

officers

$74,370,918.62
212,266,942,37

iocomotivcs

to

entire

the light of the financial situation caused by the failure of
the railroad appropriation bill, and not only will new work
not be started without further approval both by the corporate

$289,453,450.00

100,000

Program

program of capital expenditures for this year,
including the carry-over from last year, is to be reviewed in

Recapitulation

lyre

Number

769

$43,820,411.25 $30,488,037.22 $13,332,374.03

American Locomotive Co.
Light Mikado
Heavy Mikado
Light Santa Fe
Heavy Santa Fe
Light

(1919

contract)

:

150
50
20
5

50
150
75

switchers

Heavy Switchers
Heavy Mallet

30,234.018.75

30,234,018.75

Baldwin Locomotive Works:
Light

Heavy
Light
Light

switchers
switchers
Pacific

Mikado

Heavy

Pacific

Light

mountain

Heavy Santa Fe
Light Mallet
Heavy Mallet
Consolidations

50,867

$720,580.00
3,297,450.00
1,678,611.00
9.812,277.00
539,240.00
854,925.00
5,112,207.00
123,858.00
4,670,775.00
675,430.00
1,175,085.00
1,382,925.00
1,608,570.00

43,966,
53,619.
53,924.
56.995,
58,761,

61,929
62,277,

67,543
78,339

15
15

92,195,
53,619.

30

Lima Locomotive Woiks:
Light Mikado
Light Mikado

60

$53,619.00
60,486.00

100

Balance uncompleted

Contractual Ohlh

Number

Foundry
Foundry
Foundry
Foundry

Co
Co
Co
Co

The Bettendorf Co
Cambria Steel Co
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Keith Car S: Manufacturing Co
Laconia Car Works
Lenoir Car Works
Liberty Car & Equipment Co
Magor Car Corporation

9,000
11,000
5,000
6,000

S. S.
D. S.

Hopper
S. S.

I).

Pressed Steel Car Co
Pressed Steel Car Co

Pullman Co
Pullman Co

6,000
2,000

Ralston Car Co
St. Louis Car Co

4,000
1,000
2,000
5,000
5,500
2,500

box
box

C. G.

3,000
3,000
6,000
2,000
1,500
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
4,000
2,000
6,500
5,000
2,500

Mount Vernon Manufacturing Co....
Pacific Car & Foundry Co
Pressed Steel Car Co

Pec.

Type

box

Hopper
S. S. box
C. G.

box

S.

D. S. box
D. S. box
D. S. box
G.
D. S. box
D. S. box

C.

C. G.

Hopper
70-ton

31,

22,651,933.00

9,265,740.00

2,112,147.16

,152,592.84

81,202,105.24

1,415

Name

8,000,000.00

$114,972,103.O0 $40,601,184.38 $74,370,918.62
33,769,997.76
33i769.997.76

640

Less units completed and delivered

31,651,933.60

$3,217,140 00
6,048,600.00

2,055

Total

&
&
&
&

33
183
10

87
2
75
10

Light Santa Fe

Car
Car
Car
Car

$36,029

15

Heavy Mikado
Heavy Mountain

American
American
American
American

20
75

1918— Contracts for

Price

Amount

$3,050.05
2,918.88
2,697.20
2,816.67

$27,450,450
32,107, 68«
13,486,000
16,900,02*

3,050.05
2,816.67
3,050.05
2,697.20

100.000

6,831,186.62

74,370,918.62

Freicit Cars
Less payment
on account

$89,944,150.00
9,150,150.00
8,450,010.00

526,069.876.83
1,622,220.42
285,634.68

$63,874,273.17
7.527,929.58
8,164,375.32

23,694,700.00
4,378,320.00
2,918,880 00
5,837,760.00
2,918.880.00
2,697,200.00
11.675,320.00
5,837,760.00

6,848,149.38
1,022,653.46
853,522.96
1,303,771.81
447.763.72
587.681.53
1.172.396.20
1.217.693.32

16,846,550.62
3,355,666.54
2,083,357.04
4,533,988.19
2,471,116.28
2,109,518.47
10.503.123.80
4.620,066.68

23,933,640.00
11,266,680.00
3.050,050.00

5.539.212.94
3.847.869.47
93,744.21

18,394,427.06
7,418,810.53
2,956,305.79

$289,453,450.00
26,736,451.55

$77,186,507.63
26.736,451.55

$212,266,942.37

$262,716,998.45

?;50,45O,O56.OS

$212,266,942.37

18,300,300
5,394,400

2,918.88
2,918.88
2,918.88
2,918.88
2,697.20
2,918.88
2,918.88
2.697.20
2.816.67
3,173.89

39,549,875.00

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Steel Car
Steel Car
Steel Car
Steel Car

Co
Co
Co
Co

McGuire-Curamings Manufacturing Co.

500

100,000
Total
9,524
Less equipment complete and delivered.

Balance

uncompleted

"

S. S.

box

Hopper
Hopper
S.

D.

S.
S.

box
box

Hopper
G.
70-ton
C.

1).

S.

box

3,050.05
2,816.67
2,816.67
3,050.05
2,918.88
2,816.67
2,697.20
3,173.89

5,837,760
14,083,350
14,834,600
7,934,725
30,413,266.15
1,003,040.01

2,918.88

—
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ngrcid upon at a confert-nce held last week between T. C.
I'owcll, director of the Division of Capital Expenditures,
and Howard I'.lliott, cluiirman of the railway executives
committee, wiiidi iuid previously conferred with Director
GcJieral Hines.
Mr. rowcll, in his D. {". E. circular No. 20, addressed to
regional directors, dated March 13, says in part:
"Will you ]dease instruct each federal manuRer to afford
the proper corporate officer upon ap])lication full opportunity
to review projects chargeable to capital account, whether in
progress or contemjilatcd, including not only the items in the
1919 budget and on D. C. E. Eomis approved since January 1, 1919, but also all uncompleted items in the carry-over
from 1918.
"If the corporate officer withdraws or withholds approval
of any project for financial reasons or otherwise, please proceed as follows:
1.

Work

not stirtcd shall not be coninicnccd

without further approval

by this division.
projects already started and actually under
that no further work is done, except:
(a)
When necessary to insure safely.
Where the project is so far conipkted that to stop
(b)
2.

As

to

please

see

work would

be more expensive than to continue it
Wlieie a job is covered by bona fide contract and stopping the
(c)
work would seriously demoralize conditions, especially as to working
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shown by the following table which
mate of immediate and future needs:
as

1.

Uenlals

where the federal manager and regional
director believe the work should Ijc done, whether as to new
work or as to continuing work now in progress, even though
the railroad company withholds or withdraws its approval, a
full report should be promptly made to the Division of
Capital Expenditures (with a copy thereof to the president
all

cases

of the company) stating the objections or disagreements that
cannot be overcome, with the definite recommendation of
the federal irtanager and regional director; and, pending
further approval by this division, no such work should be
started, and, except as provided in Section 2 above, no such
work in progress should be carried on."
In addition to the temporary requirements, there are others

for

unpaid

I';I8

S.

6.

I-ess i)orlion of

3.
'I.

esti-

.

$38a,(X)O,000

.

286.01)0.000

To pay (or expenditures im
To nnancc Honton & Maine

inland waterways..
reorganization
Kmiipinent ordered in 1918 for delivery In 1919.
Otiier additions and lielternicnts for 1918

2.

1.1, 000,000
20,W)0,000

491,000,000
$I,190.fJOO,000

191'>

reiilal

apply on No.

to

5

150.000,000

.

Sl.O-IO.OOO.OOO
7.

To

8.

Kstimated

1919

finance

maturities
1919

220,000,000
240,000.000

for

deficit

1 1,500.000,000

Less No.

can be

wliich

7,

.'"uianccd

by renewals,

220,000,000

etc....

$1,280,000,000

Director General Hines has filed with the Senate ComCommerce to be printed in connection
with the report of his testimony before the committee in
February the following approximate statement of cash receipts and disbursements for the year 1918, which .shows
that the amounts actually paid to the railroad companies on
account of their compensation during the year was $253,000,000, of which $138,000,000 was taken from the revolving
fund and $115,000,000 from income from operation.
mittee on Interstate

Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements ior the Year 1918

forces.

"In

railroad

tn

an unofficial

is

Revolving
fund

—

Receipts

Original ajjoropriation

Operatic

Total

$500,000,000
$42,157,416
4.759,000
785,397,956

$500,000,000
42,157,416
4,759,000
785,397,956

$500,000,000

$832,314,372

$1,332,314,372

$110,317,500
15.500.250
138,331,660

$34,185,460
34,932,863
114,946,140

$144,502,960
50,433,113
253,277,800

American Railway Express Co...
Wells. Fargo Co. Express
Net operating income (note)
Total

—

Disbursements
Loans to railroad companies:
Secured
Unsecured
Advances on compensation

Payment of corporate

liabilities in

excess of corporate assets received or collected
Additions and betterments expenditures
Purchase of standardized equip-

ment
Advances
Advanced

$631,759,562

$1,085,214,372

$46,545,190

$200,554,810

$247,100,000

—-This

the income was actually colpartly because substantial
freight and passenger fares were not actually paid in cash,
materials and supplies have necessitated the employment of a
cash.
The inclusion of the item of ($6,436,980) (in parenrough way of reflecting these and other similar factors.

statement presupposes that
cash; this is not actually the

amounts of
and in part
part of the
theses) is a

(6.436,980)

$453,454,810

Balance

in

114,514,400
4,361,486

4,361,486
(74.791,000)
(6,436,980)

74.791,000

.

Total

Note.

68,743,883

455,817,710

114.514,400

to inland waterways...
to Federal managers.
Miscellaneous (note)

lected

68,743,883

455,817,710

Statement of Account with

Were
Compensation

in

all

case,

Railroad

Companies Whose Properties

Federal Control as of December
Credit to Companies

— standard

return

31,

1918

$928,314,372

Less

Advances
Loans, excluding

New Haven

loan..

$253,277,800
143,461,073
396.738,873

$531,575,499
Balance due on compensation
Deductions
Other items in account with the corporations
which may be retained in payment of balance
of compensation:
Surplus income which can be applied to addi$214.21 1,190
tions and betterments
Balance due companies in open account which
is estimated can be retained from compensation

on settlement thereof

55,929,620

$270,140,810

Less
Balance payable to companies
open account
Depreciation accruals payable
.'
companies

on
$20,372,215
to

100,000,000

$120,372,215

Net amount

to

$149,768,595

be retained

Balance payable to companies in settlement of compensation
for the year 1918, and on open account, and for additions
and betterments to the companies' property to the extent
$381,806,904
that compensation suffices therefor

—

From the Philadelphia Record

Note. The figures with reference to open account are based on report
as of September 30, 1918. the latest available; it is believed that those
All other figures
figures will not be materially changed December 31, 1918.
shown are of December 31, 1918. The date as to amounts which can be
retained

Changing Engines

from companies' income

are, of necessity, estimated.

to

apply

on additions and betterments

119

Roads Earned Less Than Standard Return
Comparison of Net Operating Income
Pre- War Results

A

Shows

TOTAL OF 119 RAILROADS out of a list of 184 Class I
roads under federal control earned less than the
amount of their standard return during the calendar

year 1918, while 65 roads earned net operating income greater
than their standard return and so contriljuted some $80,-

000,000 toward
standard return
was a deficiency
compared with
$890,335,685.

The

making up

the

deticiency in meeting the

Last Year With

for

Striking Changes

maintenance work, would affect the comparison.
In one
case the increase in wages alone was twice the amount of
the standard return.
Therefore an analysis of the earnings

and expenses

1918 as compared with those in the

in

CosiPARiso.N OF 1918 Earnings

With Siandard Return

for all the Class I roads of

the

standard

return

for

which net

$202,135,602 as
those roads of

operating

'ncome was

Net

"standard return" is approximately the
average net operating income for the three years ending
June 30, 191.7, and, as certified by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, is the basis for the rentals to be paid by the
government for the use of the railway property.
Thirtyseven of the roads had actual operating deficits for 1918,
w'hile only six of the 184 had average deficits during the
three-year period.
Most of the 37 are included in the 119,
but two are not because their deficits were less than their
average deficits for the three-year period.
In the eastern district 22 roads earned more and 52 less
than their standard return; in the southern district 18 earned
more and 17 earned less; in the western district 25 earned
more and 50 less, while of the roads having deficits 15 were
in the east, four in the south and 18 in the west.
The accompanying table, showing a comparison of the
net operating income for 1918 with the standard return, has
An
been compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics.
examination of the figures shows some interesting facts regarding the effect on the net operating income of the changes
in the character of traffic in

1918 as well as of the policy

of the Railroad Administration in treating the roads as a

and

lines either for the

and from various
purpose of securing more direct routes

in diverting traffic to

or in order to confine certain lines largely to certain classes
In some instances the net operating income for
of traffic.

1918 greatly exceeds the standard return

— frequently

it

is

more than double; in other roads that had a large net operating income during the three-year period earned only a
small percentage of the amount in 1918. The Erie is probably the most conspicuous example of the effect of a change
in the character of its traffic, because whereas its standard
return was $15,503,939, it had an operating deficit in 1918
of $1,079,618 or a reduction of $16,583,557. The Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul earned only $3,643,192, or $23,511,-

359 less than its standard return of $27,154,551. The Baltimore & Ohio, which had a standard return of $25,611,892,
earned net operating income in 1918 of only $7,187,683, or
a reduction of $18,424,209, and the Pennsylvania Railroad
earned only $18,317,171, as compared with a standard return of $51,361,262, while the Pennsylvania Company
earned $4,284,827 as compared with a standard return of
On the other hand, the Southern Railwav
$14,992,785.
earned for the government $29,291,870 or $10,695,890 more
than its standard return, while the Union Pacific earned
$35,616,554 as compared with a standard return of
$23,700,009.
The discrepancy between the net operating income for
1918 and the three-year average does not necessarily mean a
diversion of traffic because increases in the case of roads
serving the ports are frequently attributable to the increase
in exports, and an unusually large increase in expenses,

which might have been caused by an unusual amount of
771

District

Amount by

so-called

single system

— Eastern

of the other roads, although the net result

test

operating

less than

return

income

standard
return

1918

Ann Arhor
Atlantic

$526,883
222,066

City

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal
Baltimore & Ohio
Baltimore Chesapeake & Atlantic.

Bangor S: Aroostook
Belt Railway of Chicago
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Boston & Maine
Bufl'alo
& Susquehanna R. R.
Corp
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburijh.
Central New England
.

Central

R.

R.

of

New

Central \'ermont
Chicago & Eastern
Chicago and Erie
Chicago,

Jersey..

Illinois

&

Indianapolis

Delaware & Hudson
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

& Mackinac
& Toledo Shore Line..
Toledo & Ironton

Detroit,

East

St.

Elgin,

Louis

Joliet

&

Connecting
Eastern

Ry.

Erie

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloverstown.
Grand Rapids & Indiana
Grand Trunk Lines in NewEngland

Grand Trunk Western
Hocking Valley
Indiana Harbor Belt

Kanawha &

Michigan
Lake Erie & Western
Lehigh & Hudson River
Lehigh & New England
Lehigh Valley

Long Island
Maine Central
Maryland, Delaw-are &
Michigan Central

Virginia.

Monongahela
Monongahela Connecting
Newburgh & South Shore
New York Central

New
New

York, Chicago & St. Louis.
York, New Haven & Hart-

ford

New
New

York, Ontario & Western..
York, Philadelphia & Nor-

folk

New

York, Susquehanna
ern
Pennsylvania Company
Pennsylvania Railroad

Pere

Philadelphia & Readine
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
Pittsburgh & Shawmut
Pittsburgh & West Virginia
Pittsburgh, Cincin., Chicago

Staten Island Rapid Transit
Toledo & Ohio Central
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Ulster & Delaware
Union R. R. Co. of Pennsylvania

We.stern Maryland
West Jersey & Seashore
Wheelinu' & Lake Erie

796,413

1.254,546
25,611,892
86,647
1,555,775
869,442
4,674,714
9,478,075

d 158,175
7.187,683
d 21,323
592,229
1.581,682
4,913,766
1,733.008

592,628
3,276,410
1,468,124
9,352,301
779,098
2,946,001
225,129

104.570
1.027.518
53,036
6.268,096
d 647,358
1,539,112
d 1,189,262

— 1.415,088
—3,084.205
— 1,426,456
— 1,406,889
— 1,414,391

1,620,259

746,739

—873.520

922,785
422,213
317,628

766,068
d 165,412
255,971

—156,717
—587.625
—61,657

9,938,597
1,228,967
7.409,600
15,749,477
310,664
456,512
210,169
127.220
2,862,177
15,503,939
359,583
929,385

14,688,938
1,846.859
2.446,556
16,011,656
31,289
460,195
d 722,551
d 385,023
4,717.973
d 1,079.618
321,183
247,581

d 4,271

d 1,088.669

1,354,841
2,637,167
296,054
1,295,141
1.548,542
519,371
1,135,761
11,321,233
3,221,949
2,955,697
49,543
8,052,127
583,086
33,620
75,831
55,802,631
2,218,857

188.792
2.718.733
d 1,603,434
1,651,579
379.653
357.550
1.178.658
6,683,313
3,891,092
d 595,895
d 76.025
13,606,480
648,042
139,827
215,626
48,291,878
3,834,512

16,867,128
2,103,589

7,534,334
548,583

—18,424.209

^107.970
—963,546
712,240
239,052

—7.745.067

—488,058
—2.248.892

4,750,341
617,892

—4,963,044
262,179

—279,375
3,683

—932,720
—512,243
1.855,796

—16,583,557

—38,400
—681,804

— 1.084,398
—1.166,049
81.566

—1,899,488
356,438

—1,168,889
—161,821
42,897

—4,637,920
669,143

-3,551,592

—127,568
5,554,353
64,956
106,207
139,795

—7,510,753
1,615,655

—9,332.794
—1.555,006

996,051

972,603

—23,448

800,387
14,992,785
51,361,262
3,748,196
15.868,331
8,980,219
482,817
237,010

419,034
4,284,827

-381,553

18.317.171
3.814,052
8,847,389
9,839,555
130,256
d 328,012

—10,707,958
—33,044,091
65,856

—7,020,942
859,336

—352,561
—565.022

&

.

Wabash

—$351,749

— 1,412,721

& West-

Marquette

Louis
St.
Port Reading
Rutland
South Buffalo

$175,134
1,018,479

Louis-

ville

Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern
Chicago, Indianapolis & Western
Cincinnati Northern
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis
Cumberland Valley

Detroit
Detroit

greater or

Standard

11,334,094
235.698
1.023,883
141,160
356,824
1,086,651
994.294
1 28,009
1,370,290
5,857,772
3,079,593
952,682
1,586,037

2,973,777
489,964
35.559
125.016
31,042-

738,970
1.241,182
d 57,850
1,455.665
3,721,029
d 492,469
d 168,966
1,048,583

—8.360.317
254,266

—988,324
—16,144
—325,782
—347,681

— 246,888
185,859
85,375

—2,136,743
—3.572,062
—1.121,648

—537.454

.
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|mii(hI

to a.-iirlain

riiiuirni

i,s

from the prt'-war

liow nuicli of

lliu

(lilU-riiiu'

was afftrtid I))' diannfs in traflu-.
riu' Soulliirn distriil was tlio only one in wliirli liic nuniIkt of roads faming tlii' amount of tlicir standard rrturn or
niori' rxrirdi'd tlu- miinlicT that failed to do .so.
Tlu' Atlantic
Coast Line larned $1,445, 2
more than its .standard return
of :j;i(),KS0.')15.
ihe Chesapeake &: Ohio earned $,^S15,4_'_'
more than its .standard return of $l.>,2i(), <>«,>, the Louisville
& Nashville earned $2,057, 1,)7 more than its standard
return of $17,,nO,495.
The Richmond, Fredericksburg &
result.^

!.•;

CoMi'AHi.soN

111

K

|<)IS

\H.MXi;.-i

WiTii Si\\nAr(r)

Kkhun

Wkstern Uimkui
Amminl by
which net
tilKTiitiim

income was
Ntt
K(Mil

.\rizoMa l.a^-tirn
AtchiM)!!. T'.ptka & Santa Fe...
lU-aiimont. Sour I. ;ikc & Western.
C'hicaRo vS; -Alton
Ji

Cliicauo J\inction
I'hicago. Milwaukee & St. I'aiil..
rhica.«o, Heoria S; St. Louis
Chicago, Rock Island & C'.ulf
Chicago, Rock Island & Tacific.
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis

& Omaha
Southern

rLliirii

income

standard

1918

vi-iiirn

4,934,790
2,481.212
8,319.377
353.290
2,355.242
5,122.051
594,637
4,145,102
82,194
1,891,386

Col.irado

Denver &• Rio Crande
Denver & Salt Lake
Duluth & Iron Range
Huluth, Missabe & Northern
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic.
El Paso & Southwestern
Fort Smith & Western
Fort Worth & Denver City
Fort Worth & Rio Grande
Galveston, Harrisburg & San An-

1,301

tonio

Galveston Wharf
Great Northern
Gull", Colorado & Santa Fe
Houston & Texas Central
Houston. Ka.st & West Texas. ..
International & Great Northern.
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient..

li-ss tliaii

d 33,489
3,178,315
23,201,016
33,360,683
2,953,450
916,804
27,154.551
127.540
971,512
14,912,379

Northwestern
Chicago, jtnrlington & Ouincy..
Chuago, ("ireat Western
Chicago

oiifialinK

38,443,7,25

.

.

1

3,230.645
526.070
28,666,681
2,828,218
1,717,506
375,566
1,394,946
o 077

CitV Southern'.

Kau-'as

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

3,216,698
1,998,642
3,420.417
407,987
357,353
895,178
444,346
147,432
2,639,857

'.

Kansas Citv Terminal
Los Angeles & Salt L.ike
Louisiana & Arkansas
Louisiana Rv. & Navigation Co.
Louisiana Western

Midland

N'alley

Mineral Range
Minneapolis & St. Louis
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault

Morgan's Louisiana
R,

& Mexico,.
Northern Pacific
Northwestern Pacific
Oregon Short Line
Oregon-Washington R. R. & Nav

Louisville,

Louis,

Brownsville

Merchants

San Antonio & Aransas Pass
Southern Pacific
Southern Pacific Steamship Lines
Spokane. Portland & Seattle
Terminal R. R, Ass'n of St. Louis
Texarkana & Fort Smith
Texas & New Orleans
Pacific

Toledo, Peoria & Western
Trinity & Brazos Valley

Union Pacific
Utah Ry.fe

& Pacific.

Pacific

Wichita Falls & Northwestern...

—330.689
791,290
104,538

—145,506
—62,893
2.117,112

—298.755
—16,687.890
—4,072
568,801
28.451

—22,665
itrr-1^04:922

—423,721
185,782

—673,782
—330,350
—158,607
928,401
306.542

—137,692
—2,404,075

—6.714,569
—260.340.

621,773
d 83,603
14,206,814

d 800,095
d 470,167
11,764,562

—1,421,868

1,188,526

10,196,750

2,357,330
445,112
28,209,373
1,498.908
10,703,193

4,519,352
1,330,664
306.514
373,811

4,488,494
d 8,171
d 105.315
d 106,527

983,890

1,245,345

412.428
13.690,213
d 327,035
3,355,749

d 106,556
11,199,410
d 117,556
3,672,695

555,165
373,052

d 343,124

)

J

38,021,938
1,871,083
2,574,511
318,730
715,136
4,107,432
159,740
d 238,905
23,700,009

337,948
1,900.350
145,245

d 129,476
33,970,453
.4,034,653
2,679,866
1,856,682
310,033
964,627
3,707,266
d 10,955
d 387,752
35,616,554
589,157
322,495
2,575,300
d 489,516

Road operated as a lessor company prior to December
d Indicates deficit.
b

1.448.378
7,343,197

—130.192
—640,033
—386,564
—2,442,252
1,168,804
226.339

—1,848.387
:63,807
506,443

—30.858
—1,338,835

—411.829
—480,338
261,455

Bridge

Te-xas

Western

460.534

—2.885.056
—1,314. ,48

&

Terminal

Vicksburg, Shreveport

—2,310,070

no

21782,977
2,184,424
2,746,635
77,637
198,746
1,823,579
750,888
9,740
235,782

trooji

1,

handled an
earned

vvliith

traffic,

hoth

e.xce.ss of their pre-war averane.
In the east more than two-thirds of the roads failed to
tarn tlie standard return, and in the west ju.st two-thirds had
a similar result.
Some of the more con.s|)icuous examples of

roads that exceeded the amount of the guarantee in the
were the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicaj^o & St. Louis,
the Klgin, Joliet & ICastern, the Michi^^an Central, and the
New York, Chicago & St. Louis, while the iJoston & Maine
earned only $1,7.5.>,()(JX or $7,745,067 less than its standard
return of $9,478,075; the Delaware & Hudson earned only
$2,446,556 or $4,96.^,044 less than its standard return of
llie

east

New York

$7,409,600 and the
C.iMi'AHi-i.\

"i-

Central earned $7,510,753

Kmixincs With Standa«i>
DisTRin

I'll.'^

Ketikn

—518.984
—2,490,803
209,479
316,946

—898.289
—502,528

—16.832
808,783

—717,829
—8,697
249,491

—400,166
—170,695
—148,847
11,916,545

—15,453
674.950

—634,761
1917.

Soi-thern

Amount by
which net
opei atinK

income was
Net
Ro.ttI

Standard

operating

return

income
1918

Alabama & \icksburg
Alabama Great Southern
Atlanta & West Point
Atlanta, Birmingham &

$322,854

$323,995

1,703,180
252,995

2,038,471

.\tlantic.

358,058
10,180,915
138.815

d 584,761
11,626,128

Carolina, Clinchficld & Ohio,,.
Cxntral of (ieorgia
Charleston & Western Carolina..

1,585.159
3,450,903
466,921
13,226,983

309,612
1,098,306
3,905,339
548,532
17,042,405

3,541,040
282,323
2,842,842

3,047,946
d 101,522
1,601,838

858,622
511,457
597,456
558,338
16,282,374
17,310,495
343,916
2.578,203
3,182,089

2,246,569
347,861
363,665
191,160
12,907,466
19,367,632
640,222
247,368
4,119,127

1,007,931

975,440
409,221

Atlantic

Coast

Line

Birmingham Southern

Chesapeake

&

Cincinnati,

New

Ohio

647,348

greater or
less than

standard
return
$1,141
335,291

394,353
— 942-,819
1,445,213
170,797

—486,853
454,436
81,611
3,815,422

Orleans & Texas

Pacific

Coal & Coke a
Florida Fast Coast
Georgia R. R. Lessee

—493,094
—383,845
—1,241,004

Organiza-

tion

Georgia Southern & Florida
Gulf & Ship Island
Gulf, Mobile & Northern
Illinois Central

& Nashville
Henderson & St. Louis
Mobile & Ohio
Nashville, Chattanooga & St, Louis
New Orleans & Northeastern...
Louisville
Louisville,

New

Orleans Great -Yorthern.
Norfolk & Western
Norfolk Southern
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac
Seaboard Air Line
Southern
Southern Ry. in Mississippi...
Tennessee Central
.

,

Virginian

Washington Southern
Western Ry. of -Mabania
Yazoo & Mississippi ^alley

575,952
20,534,163

18,256,481

1,166,991

289,942

1,137,374
6,497,025
18,595,980
d 75,843
162,734
3,247,603
468,433

3,016,827
3,636,725
29,291,870
d 40,794
d 4,745
1,848,259
1,721,555
614,106
4.499,956

288.238
3,862,318

1,387,947

—163,596
—233,791
—367,178
—3,374,908
2,057,137

296.306

-2,330,835
937,038

—32,491
—166.731
—2,277,682
—877,049
1,879,453

—2,860,300
10,695,890
35,049

—167,479
—1,399,344
1.253,122

325,868
637,638

a Returns for 1918 cover nine months to Se;>temher 30; road merged with
Baltimore & Ohio on (October I.
d Indicates deficit.

than

standard return of $55,802,631. In the western
Topeka & Sante Fe earned $3,114,578
more than its guarantee of $38,443,725, the Duluth & Iron
Range and the Duluth, Missabe & Northern earned amounts
greatly in excess of the standard return while the Chicago
& North Western earned only $12,441,437 as compared with
$23,201,016, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy earned
$25,016,100 as compared with $33,360,683, the Chicago,
Great Western earned only $21,457 as compared with $2,953,450 and the Great Northern earned $11,978,791 as
compared with $28,666,681.
The total standard return for the Class I roads amounts
to $890,335,685. Forty-three of the roads have executed contracts with the Railroad Administration providing for a
Some
total compensation of approximately $485,000,000.
A
of these contracts include several other Class I roads.
statement recently made by Director General Hines shows
that $253,277,800 was actually paid in 1918 on account of
compensation, of which $138,000,000 was taken from the
revolving fund and $115,000,000 from operating income. A
total of $214,000,000 was deducted from the rental to apply
on capital expenditures and after various other adjustments
between the companies and the Railroad Administration it
owed the companies on January 1, $381,806,904.
less

its

district the Atchison,

;

St.
Louis, San Francisco
St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas
St. Louis Southwestern
St. Louis, Southwestern Ry. of

Texas &

—2.790
—6.700,696

3,858,722
d 57.885
d 117,046
5,213,798

1,235,101

Mexico
St.

—783,291
—23,511.359
—656,794

10,573,291
202,455
13,146
5,853,831

218.773
30.057,760

Co
Pan Handle & Santa Fe
Peoria & Pekin Union
St. Joseph & Grand Island
St.

5,347,757
227,315
11,978,791
2,824,146
2,286.307
404,017
1,372,281

of

greatly in

— 8,344,583
— 2,931,993

Texas Pa-

R. & Nav
Orleans, Texas

cific

New

Gult

S;

&•

iiertfiitane

—1.401,566
-10,759,579

of

T».\as

Missouri, Oklahoma
Missouri Pacific

2,624,720
2,941,746
5.434,321
(1961.458
3,803,620
12,465,248
263,948
4,936.392
186,732
1,745,880
d 61,592

j it/i

lar^je

$229,817
3.114,578
278,251

Ste.

-Marie

Minnesota & International
Missouri & North Arkansas
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Missouri,
Kansas & Texas

$1,472,292
41,558,303
244,762
1.776,749
12,441,437
25,016.100
21,457
133,513
3,643,192
d 529,254
968.722
8,211,683

d36t;531

''f^L^.'!!'..^.'.".'".^.°':"".'.°'/

and the Washington Southern,

I'otoinai

unusually

Kriati-r or

Mniiclaiil

$1,242,475
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Unification of

Car Inspection and Maintenance

Backing of Operating Officers Needed by Car Department to
Perform Its Functions Effectively
By

J. J.

Tatum

General Supervisor of Car Repairs, United States Railroad Administration
continued in service, no one should be permitted to cause such
car to be placed back in service until the repair.^ for which
the car was shopped have been made properly, or improper
repairs corrected.
One giving or assuming Luch authority,
will by his act, become an enemy to safety and a promoter of
disaster that may result in loss of life or limb and destruction

railroad managements that
and maintenance of car equipment is not
uniform and they have frequently urged unification of inspection and repairs, deeming it to be an important factor of
safety, good performance and economical operation.
Unification of inspection and repairs to equipment was
found by the United States Railroad Administration to be
such an important requirement of good railroad performance
that it soon began to lay plans and make instructions effective
that would unify inspection and repairs, as well as to

HAS GENERALLY been found by

IT

the inspection

of property.
It should be considered just as serious and dangerous for
one to remove a shop card from a defective car and permit it
to go into service without necessary repairs being made, or
permit a car to go into service with a shop card on it without
the repairs being made, as it would be for one to change a red
signal to white before an approaching train, without knowing
whether or not the block into which the train is to move issafe and clear.
In my opinion, one act is just as serious and

standardize equipment.
For this reason Circular No. 7 was issued, June 8, 1918, by
C. R. Gray, former director of the division of operation, to
insure that inspection and repairs would be properly made to
car equipment. Mechanical Department Circular No. 7 was
issued October 17, covering repairs to refrigerator cars for
the purpose of standardizing the repairs to refrigerator cars
to such extent that they would be suitable for the service they
Mechanical Department Circular
are intended to perform.
No. 8 was issued November 1, 1918, for the purpose of
standardizing materials for freight car repairs in order that
repairs could be made promptly and uniformly.
Knowing that certain things must be done and issuing instructions to do them does not always mean they will be done,
or that the instructions issued will be complied with. Something more is required. The men in charge should be capable
not only of issuing instructions but capable of knowing when
instructions are being complied with.
They should also be
capable of issuing workable instructions and selecting men
who are capable of complying with their instructions.
If this statement is true then we should have thorough,
capable and efficient men at the head of car departments, who
know when a car is properly inspected and how to inspect it.
They should know when a car is properly repaired and how to
repair it. If they are capable of doing this, they should then
be capable of selecting the right men to see that this work is
properly performed.
They should know that the foremen
they have placed in charge of their repair shops are not only
capable of repairing cars and knowing that they are properly
repaired but that they are also capable of seeing that the men
doing the work do it properly.
When selecting a man as foreman car inspector or leading
inspector, it should be known that the man selected is not
only capable of inspecting a car and knowing when it is
properly inspected but that he is capable of selecting men as
inspectors who are able to inspect cars properly.
After these requirements are met, we may look with confidence for unified inspection and maintenance of equipment,
but not until then.

just as liable to cause disaster as the other.

Therefore, Mr. Railroad Manager, it is with^you to see
it that your car inspectors are given your trains to inspect,
with the time to make needed inspection and repairs. If this
is not done you should be responsible for the failure of such
cars and not the head of the car department or his inspector.
It also l-'es with you to see that the car inspector's action^
when shopping a car out for repairs, is given your full support, to the extent that, should anyone remove a shop card
from a defective car and permit it to go into service before
necessary repairs are made, or place a car in service with a
shop card on it, such person should be relieved from the
service for the good and safety of all concerned.
If this is
not done, then the motto we have established
"Safety First"
is only a mockery and you are deceiving yourself as well as
the public, in your efforts to promote such a doctrine.
The protection of millions of passengers using the railroads of our country, as well as railroad employees, and the
protection of billions of dollars' worth of railroad propertv
and billions of dollars of freight hauled in cars operating
over our railroads depends upon the thorough and careful
inspection made to our cars. There also depends upon their
careful inspection and the repairs to equipment the protection

to

—

—

of foodstuffs needed to feed

With

Even after this is done there will still continue to be improper inspection and maintenance of equipment and a
variance from the unification requirements if those in charge
of these men do not respect their action.
I mean by this
statement that inspectors should be given all trains to inspect
and they should be permitted to hold them a sufficient length
of time to give each car the needed inspection and repairs, or
to shop the defective car out for repairs.

has shopped a car for defects which

After a car inspector

make

it

unsafe to be

*Abstiact of a paner read before the Central Railway Club at

N. Y., March

14,

1919,

Buffalo.

hundreds of millions of people.

upon the inspectors, their value
cannot be discounted.
To bring about these desired conditions it is necessary that
we first select for the heads of our car departments men who
have been thoroughly trained and well experienced. They
should see to it that inspectors selected are capable of making
safe and proper inspection of car equipment. This can only
be established by requiring inspectors to pass an examination
that will insure that after once passing the examination they
are capable of performing the work assigned to them.
They should also see that inspectors are given all trains to
inspect and permitted to hold them until inspection is made.
Cars once inspected and passed as being fit for service should
be in such condition that, when in.spected again at next inspection point, they will not be sliopped out for defects that
existed at the time of the previous inspection; neither should
they fail while in movement due to such defects.
In other
words, should an inspector pass a car as being safe and fit
for loading at St. Louis that car should be in condition to
continue through to New York or any destination without
being shopped out or breaking down in movement, due to

77Z

this great responsibility
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di'lVils

c'xisiiiiji

when

ilic

When a car rq)aireil im
New York for h)adinn

lar was inspected at

shop

it

St.

truck.s at (liicaj.;!) is

siiouid not

when

l)e

was

Louis.

moved

necessary to

.siiop

to
it

on tiie siioj)
tracks, or for inipro])er repairs made at Ciiicano, on or l)efore
No car should be placed for loadits arrival at New S'ork.
inj: until iirst inspected and j^iven needed rejjairs.
Unless we are aide to oljtain these desiralile conditions
our ins|>ection or our repairs are not uniform, or our supervisors arc not capai)le and efficient, or someone is removing
shop cards or causing cars to leave inspection points or
repair yards before they are in proper condition for service.
Unless such practices are corrected (if they exist) we cannot expect to estai)lish the unified re(|uirements which would
Unified inspection
result in safe and economical operation.
and repairs will mean to our railroads less loss of life and
limb of passengers and trainmen, greater car mileage, fewer
accidents, less destruction of equipment and property, less
repeated shopping of cars, greater car supply, less need for
purchase of new equipment, decrease in cost of operation, less
maintenance cost, prompt handling of l>usiness, greater satisfaction to shippers, better earnings for railroads and a more
satisfactory dividend for the stockholders.
for

defects

tiiat

existed

it

jjlaced

Discussion
In presenting his paper Mr. Tatum referred to the fact that
of the more than two and a half million freight cars in the
country about 125,000 cars are being held for repairs and
more than 100,000 cars are being repaired per day. There
are on SO railroads, or about 57.6 per cent of the railroads

reporting to the Railroad Administration, less than four per
On February IS there were 141,000
cent bad order cars.
men cmploxed in car repairs on 139 Class I railroads, which
were holding an average of slightly over five per cent of their
cars in

bad order.

Brazier, superintendent rolling stock. New York
Central, questioned the significance of the figures given by
jNIr. Tatum as to the number of cars actually in bad order
condition, owing to the fact that instead of giving cars
thorough repairs too many of them had only received suffiF.

W.

He
cient repairs to get them temporarily back into service.
endorsed the requirements for uniiication outlined by ]SIr.
Tatum, stating that the instructions are clear enough, but that
little attention is paid to some of them; when business is rushing there is a great demand for equipment and only such repairs are made as will keep the cars running, instead of giving
them the thorough repairs they need, when they are empty and
on the repair track. ^L C. B. Circular 4-A, now in effect, was
quoted to show that it is not so much instructions that are
needed as some way of securing their full observance. This
circular alone, if carried out, would greatly improve the condition of equipment not now suitable to meet modern service
In this connection Mr. Brazier stated that the
conditions.
New York Central on August 1, 1918, had 7,000 cars yet
Since that time only
to be equipped with safety appliances.
eight cars have been reported as being equipped with the
safety appliances on foreign lines, as compared with 370
foreign cars which have had the appliances brought up to
The need of
standard on the New York Central Lines.
adequate force behind instructions, if they are to be carried

was further emphasized by ]Mr. Brazier, who cited the
case of the safety appliance standards now adopted and enforced by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The ISIaster
Car Builders' recommendations for the ladder location were
complied with by about 85 per cent of the railroads, but the
other 15 per cent of the roads persisted in applying their
out,

ladders

in

exactly

the

opposite location.

Commerce Commission did not formulate new

The

Interstate

standards, but

required the force behind the Safety Appliance Acts to
bring about 100 per cent compliance with the standards
formulated bv the association.
it
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lie need of the higiiest tyj)e of sujH-rvision in tiie car department was em|)iiasi/,ed, its inijjortance being indiiated by
the fad tliat in 1917 the New ^'ork Central spent $«,000,000
in tiie maintenance of locomotives, wiiereas the car department's expenditures totaled :i;i 7,000,000.
But laljor conditions liave lieen such during tiie past year that it has been
(iilTicult to keep men in tiie service long enougii to develop
1

giMKl insjiectors.

Commenting on Mr.

Tatum's remarks as to

iioiding trains for thorough in.spection,

tiie

need of

Mr. Brazier advocated

no car be placed for loading until it has passed a
Such in.spection should apjiiy jjarticularly to the running gear, Ijrake rigging and draft gear, which
must be in first-class condition on all cars, while .some other
liiat

tliorough in.sj)ection.

parts of

tlie

car need not necessarily be in perfect condition to

receive certain clas.ses of lading.

Mr. Brazier called attention to the air brake situation,
which is one of the most serious conditions affecting the proper
operation of freight cars. He suggested as a subject for investigation how many railroads have proper yard facilities
for testing the brake equipment and making necessary repairs
Referring to this matter, Mr. Tatum mentioned an
to it.
distance in which a railroad was endeavoring to economize in
llie purchase of material by reclaiming old cylinder gaskets,
no new ones being purchased. An inspection was made of
some of the ])rakes thus overhauled after the work had been
completed and the brakes stenciled ready to return to service;
tiie fact was disclosed that the lirakes leaked off so fast that
it was
impossible for the inspector to read the gage quick
enough to say whether they had applied or not. A question
as to the proper life of air hose in its relation to brake conditions was raised by H. C. Woodbridge, regional supervisor
o{ the Fuel Conservation Section of the Railroad Administration, who stated that it costs as much to stop a train as to
renew an air hose. This was cited as an indication of the
false economy of attempting to retain air hose in service
Ijeyond the period during which they may reasonably be
expected to remain tight. It was suggested that if road foremen and enginemen would report excessive train line leakage
these reports might serve as a means of keeping the car
department advised as to tendencies in the condition of air
brake equipment. L. D. Gillette, inspector of the Canadian
Dominion Railway Commission, also referred to the question
of porous hose as being a source of great danger to the safe
movement of traffic, the proper place to locate the porous
hose being in the yard and not on the road. In reply, Mr.
Tatum stated that he considered the safe life of an air hose
to l)e about one year, and referred to the fact that the Master
Car Builders' Association is now considering the formulation
of rules covering the question of air brake maintenance.
R. S. Miller, master car builder of the New York, Chicago
&: St. Louis, raised the question as to what constitutes a
serviceable car. Various interpretations of this expression are
being adhered to in different localities, which causes difficulty

—

under present conditions in the free movement of equipment.
If a uniform interpretation were available it would materially
Mr. Miller also advoassist in securing unified inspection.
cated the universal use of the Master Car Builders' rules for
the examination of car inspectors rather than the individual
sets of such rules instituted by various car department heads.
In answer to the question as to what constitutes a serviceable
car, Mr. Tatum stated that he considered a car serviceable

when

it

was

in condition to carry the class of freight for

which it was built, but that this did not preclude the use of
box cars not in serviceable condition for first-class merchandise to carry rough freight.
W. H. Sitterly, general car inspecter, Pennsylvania Railroad, emphasized the air brake situation, stating that the
The
brakes contribute very largely to bad car conditions.
one difficulty is that time enough is not given to the car inspector to properly do his work, and it is also necessary that

—
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adequate time be given to making the needed repairs disclosed
Cars should not be delivered in interby the inspection.
change witn a clean bill of health merely to get rid of them.
There
Facilities should be available for repairing the cars.
should be only about one and a half times the day's work
ahead of the car repair forces and to keep within this figure
adequate facilities and enough men must be provided. Great
assistance in securing proper compliance with rules relating
to car repairs in interchange has been rendered by the Railroad Administration in holding the individual responsible for
failure to

make needed

repairs or for

making improper

re-

instead of the matter being, as it formerly was, a
subject for adjustment between the railroad companies involved. Mr. Sitterly referred to an analysis of 787 box cars

pairs,

which had been made at Buffalo to ascertain their suitability
to be coopered for grain. Of these cars only 55 per cent were
found fit to carry grain. He stated that this situation could
be improved by using cars which were not suitable to be
coopered for grain for loading such commodities as fertilizer,
hides, oil, etc., which leave the car in a condition unsuitable
for grain service.

775

repairs exceeds $200 and that cars on connecting lines
can be sent to the home road for repairs. It is the policy of
the Administration, however, that repairs be made wherever
the cars are located when such repairs can be made in kind.
P. J. O'Dea, chief car inspector of the Erie Railroad, inquired as to what conditions had actually been found throughout the country and what might be expected in the future in
the carrying out of betterment programs for equipment not
now fully able to meet modern service conditions. In reply-

making

ing,

Mr. Tatum called attention

an improvement

In this connection he emphasized
Operating officers and managers
often complain about the condition of the equipment, but
they seldom offer to furnish shop facilities adequate to carry
out the amount of work which must be done to keep the cars
from returning frequently to the repair tracks. It is not conducive to an ideal condition of rolling stock when a shop
becomes somewhat congested with bad order cars to relieve
the congestion by taking off the bad order cars without
performing the work required.
T. J. O'Donnell, chief joint inspector, Niagara Frontier

The Problem

the need for

more

war had

It is, howreinforcement programs on thousands of cars.
ever, unreasonable to expect immediate results, as little of
this work can actually be carried out witliin less than a year.
Under present conditions it takes from three to six months to
get together the material, such as center sills, bolsters, truck
side frames, steel ends, etc., for a single lot of 1,000 cars.
At the present time some 20 roads are preparing to reinforce
about 20,000 to 25,000 cars, which will eventually result in

In referring to JNlr. Brazier's discussion Mr. Tatum called
attention to Circular No. 20, which specified that when a car
is repaired it should be put in service to give two years'
service, barring accidents.

to the fact that the

taxed the equipment as well as the other railroad facilities
far beyond what has been considered its normal capacity.
.\t the present time preparations are being made to carry out

in conditions.

of the British

Railways

facilities.

Car Inspection Association, referring to ^Ir. Tatum's statement that it should not be necessary to shop a car for defects
that existed prior to the time of the last shopping, said that

the Buffalo gateway had at least 1,000 loaded cars every
morning, loaded from 24 to 48 hours earlier, which it was
necessary to condemn, as high as 150 pairs of wheels having
It is the endeavor at Buffalo to
to be changed in one day.
get cars through the terminal in three hours, but to do this
the equipment must be in first-class condition.
A. R. Ayers, superintendent motive pow'er. New York.,
Chicago .& St. Louis, advocated the adoption of a regular
periodical program of general overhauling of cars similar
to that followed in the maintenance of locomotives. He also
considered it best to allow the owning roads to handle the
heavy repairs and betterments to their own equipment, as
they are in a position to live up to the requirements of
Circular No. 8. Furthermore, they are in a position to lay
out the program for bettennents to a whole class of their own
equipment and then carry it out on a quantity basis rather
than one car at a time. Mr. Ayers emphasized the need of
carrying out such betterments by referring to a study which
had indicated that steel cars or cars with steel frames came
on the repair track on account of the draft gear less than once
a year, whereas wood underframe cars appear on the repair
track for the same class of repairs about two and a half times
a year.
In other words, it is a physical impossibility to
repair a wood underframe car so that it will run two years, on
account of draft timbers.
A question was raised if the Railroad Administration had
any program in view for returning cars to the owner for such
work. The difficulty of carrying out this work was indicated
by the situation on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,
which had less than six per cent of its own cars on its line,
where formerly the average was 60 to 65 per cent. In answer
to this Mr. Tatum called attention to the fact that cars can
now be sent home at the owTier's discretion when the cost of

SALIENT FACTS AS TO THE PLIGHT of the English roads
are given by Frank H. Fayant, assistant to the chairman of the Association of Railway Executives, who
recently returned from Europe where he made an investigation of the effect of the war on the railways of England and
France.

"The English railway employees, including workers
coal mines

and industries supplying materials

in

to the roads,

have, in effect, confiscated the property," said Mr. Fayant.
"The whole English railway system today is potentially

The burden of meeting the deficit in operation
and paying the rental to the owners is being carried by the

bankrupt.

public treasur>'; that is, the increased labor cost is being
met by the English people through taxation.
"When the English government took control of the railways for war purposes in 1914, guaranteeing as rental to
the owTiers the pre-war net income, the annual receipts were

$680,000,000 and the operating expenses were $430,000,000
which $250,000,000 was the payroll, $25,000,000 covered taxes, and $155,000,000 paid for coal and materials.
This left a net income of $250,000,000 to pay interest and
dividends on invested capital giving a return to the owners
of less than 4 per cent.
"English railway wages before the war were ver)' low
At that time the
too low for decent living conditions.
average annual wages earned per employee were less than
$350, while in this country our average was then more than
$800. The rapid rise in the cost of living and in wages paid
munition workers created great unrest among the English
The government attempted to deal with the
railway men.
problem by giving 'war bonuses' based on the rise in the cost
The workers gladly accepted the money but they
of living.
objected to the way it was tagged. They wanted wages that
would continue after the war and not bonuses. The government accordingly dropped the word.
"Instead of giving the larger increases to the less well
paid men and smaller increases to the better paid as our
Railroad Administration has been doing, the English government gave identical increases to all emplo}-ees. Beginning in October, 1914, and running to November, 1918,
there were eight successive wage increases van-ing from 3
shillings to 6 shillings a week, and totaling 33i shillings, or
$7.90. These increases in the weekly wage added $275,000 000 to the payroll. Then at the end of the war, when LloGeorge appealed to the country for a vote of confidence, the
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railway uiiioii.s madi' a renewed demand for an eight-hour
I.luyd (norm- i;rantcd tlu- demand, and this added
day.
$r25,O00,6()() more to tlu- payroll, making the total increa.se
in

wages $400,000,000 or
'

per cent.

1()()

up

to $650,000,000, as comwith total railway revenue l)el"ore the war of $680,There was also, as in this country, a very large
000,000.
increase in the cost of coal, steel and other materials, which
added $14t),000,000 more to the operating expen.^es. The
greater part of this item, of course, is made up of increa.ses
in wages to coal miners and steel workers.
The increase in
the cost of materials added to the increase in wages l)rings
the operating expenses of the English roads up to $970,000,000 a year; including the rental, or the interest on the
investment, the total cost of producing transportation is now
$1,220,000,000 a year as compared with $680,000,000 before the war
i'licre has
an increase of about 80 per cent,
been no increase in freight rates in l^ngland to meet the great
luoiigiit

ri\i.s

the i)ayroll

pareil

—

increase

in

the

cost

of

operation.

Passenger

fares

were

per cent early in the war, more for the purpose of
reducing travel than for producing revenue.
The increase
in passenger rates, together with the increase in freight traflic,
has probably added $100,000,000 to the revenues, bringing
raised

vSO

them up

to $780,000,000.

"The

gross receipts of the English roads therefore are
$190,000,000 less than the operating expenses and $440,less than the total cost of producing transportation
return on capital included.
It is this $440,000,000.
amounting to about one and one-quarter million dollars a
dav. that Sir Eric Gedde? referred to in Parliament in his

000,000

—the

.s|R-e(li

on
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.\Ioii<i;iy,

wliiii iu- >liow((l liial the

war (ontrol had

virtually bankrujilcd the roads.

Included in this defuit met
l)y the Treasury is, of course, the value to the government of
carrying government traffic, which, before the end of the
war, was estimated at $150,000,000 a year.
This item is

now much less.
"The lOnglish government must continue under

the war
control act to operate the roads for two years more, and pay
the rental to the owners.
If returned to the private (ompanies on their present basis of rates and costs, they could

earn neither dividends nor interest, and most of tiiem ccjuld
not even earn their ojjcrating expcn.ses.
A freight rate increase of 100 per cent would be necessary to enable the

companies

to

and the feeling

survive,

in

England

is

that

with rates already high, no government would have the
courage to grant such a large increase to the private companies.
Eor this reason it is lielieved that nationalization of
the Engli.sh roads will l)e the only way out of the muddle,
and the general pul)li( through taxation, will then make up
the revenues unprovided l;y shippers and passengers.
"Eortunately, the American railways are in no such plight
as the English roads.
While ICngland, at the beginning of
the war, had high freight rates and low wages, we were
fortunate in having low freight rates and high wages. In this
country we were not obliged to make such an enormous percentage in wages, although our labor cost has risen greatly and
we could raise freight rates.
Since 1915 the annual average earnings of .American railway workers have been advanced
from $800 to $1,400; in England thcv have risen from $.550
to $900."
,

.
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Gondola Car of Reinforced Concrete Construction
Design Incorporating Steel Center
Sides and

Ends

Ax

ixxoNATiox in railway equipment is a reinforced
concrete car of the gondola type, invented and designed by Joseph B. Strauss, C. E., president of the
Strauss Bascule Bridge Co., and recently built by the R. F.

Conway Company, Chicago. The plans for the car were
drawn up several years ago and patents were secured cover-

The

ing the important features of the design.
struction

due

was

started during the

to the shortage of steel,

it

war when

it

Sills

With Concrete

— New Aggregate

Floor,

Used

over-all width of 10

ft.

The

of the underframe consist only of the
of two 12-in. 3S-lb. ship channels, with

steel

center

sill,

members
which

is

iy%

in.,

with sides 4

ft.

lOj/2 in. high.

a J4 ii^- by 20 J^ in. cover plate, and the body bolsters and
diagonal corner braces, which conform to the U. S. R. A.
standard design.
There are six reinforced concrete cross

actual con-

was thought

that,

might be possible to relieve

the car shortage materially by developing concrete construction.

The fundamental feature of the design
body mounted upon the standard center

is

a steel skeleton

sills

and

bolsters

of the U. S. R. A. 40-ft., 50-ton gondola car.
Concrete
walls and floors are contained within the skeleton steel frame
and together with the reinforcement in the floor are connected
to the underframe in such a manner that the buffing and

pulling stresses are distributed throughout the car body. The
car was designed for a capacity of 100,000 lb. plus the usual
10 per cent overload. The encl load was assumed at 200,000
lb. with an allowance of 25 per cent for impact, equivalent

an end load of 250,000 lb. The unit stresses in the steel
were limited to 16,000 lb. per sq. in., and in the concrete to
1.000 lb. per sq. in. The gondola type was chosen for this
experimental concrete car because equipment of this type
is subjected to the severest handling.
Dumping devices were
omitted merely to simplify the construction, but this feature
can be incorporated in the car without any difficulty of
to

design or construction.
The car has an over-all length of 41

Interior of the Car

6^

in. apart.
bearers in the car spaced approximately 4 ft.
The size of the section varies from 4 in. by 1 2 in. at the sides
The floor is 2 J4 into 4 in. by 1 ft. 4^4 in. at the center sill.
in.
thick, reinforced with longitudinal and transverse rods

^

Along the outer edge of the floor is a 3 J^ in. by 3 3^
angle and at the top of the sides there is a 4-in. channel.

in diameter.
ft.

6J4

in.,

and

Body

in.
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This steel frame serves as the tension members of the truss
and also furnishes a means of attachment for the reinforcing, the side reinforcing rods extending through holes drilled
in the angles and channels.
The sides are 1
in. thick and

^

are strengthened at the bolsters

and

at the cross bearers

by

777

manufacturing process developed by Stephen

J. Hayde, of
Kansas City, Mo.
The concrete sections in this car are
thmner tlian have ever before been attempted in similar
work and for that reason it was decided to use the cement
gun for the walls and floors. The cross bearers, however,

were poured in the usual manner. The forms were placed
on the outside of the car and the skeleton frame and reinforcing were put in position as shown in the illustration. The
concrete was then shot on from the interior.
The resulting
concrete was exceedingly dense and the finish remarkably
smooth on the surface which was against the form.
The
interior surfaces were left practically as produced
by the
cement gun.

The use of the cement gun increased the specific gravity
of the concrete al;ove that computed. This fact, together
with
the necessity for using heavier steel sections than required
in

some cases brought the total weight of the car up to 53,600
or 3,600 lb. more than the computed weight.
It
is

lb.,

evident, however, that with proper facilities for construction
another car of this size and design can be made to weigh

between 46,000 and 48,000 lb. The conditions under which
first car was built did not permit of
certain refinement
of design and details of con.struction, but the plans
as now
developed for commercial production of such cars have been
so advanced in these refinements that future cars
will repthe

resent a reduction in weight, simplification of manufacture

and lower cost.
This car was

Brake Staff End of the Reinforced Concrete Car
reinforced concrete posts,
.\cross the end of the car there is
a reinforcing rib 6 in. by \y^ in. located 1 ft. 11^ in. from
the floor.
There is also a diagonal rib extending up to the
end from the lower end of the body bolster.
The concrete work on this car represents the first com-

built with the sanction and co-operation of
the United States Railroad Administration, and
it was inspected during construction by
J. J. Tatum, supervisor of car
repairs.
It was turned over to the Illinois Central

Railroad

on March

17, to be used on that line 30 days, after which it
will be delivered to the United States Railroad
Administration for such service as it may be desired to
place
it

Meantime

Skeleton Steel Frame and Reinforcing
mercial application of a new light weight aggregate known
as Haydite.
This material produces a concrete having a
y^i'fn lu

4,450

lb.

P^""

per

sq.

in.

'^^^

in

^^' ^^^ ^ compressive strength of

28-day

tests.

It

is

the result of a

in

in.

the further development of the concrete car will

Position in the

Forms

be handled by the Concrete Car Company of America Chicago, which has plans completed for the various classes of
cars with a view to manufacturing concrete cars on a commercial scale.

,

Doings

of the

United States Railroad Administration

Director General Will Issue His

Own

Statements of Earnings

and Expenses With Explanation of Changes
Wa»iiin.,i.^n,

Till

I'

INTKRKST wliicli luis recently Ijeen disphi) ed
monthly statistics of railway revenues and expenses

srKCiAi.

in tlie

has led to a sort of three-cornered competition in staInterstate
tistics between the Railroatl Ailministration, tlie

Commerce Commission and the unofficial estimators. The
commission gives out its monthly statement usually about six
The commission has no
weeks after the close of the month.
press a.gent and its statement is in the form of a larfj;e table
containing ttx) many details for newspaper publication and
As a result, the idea which the
without any interpretation.
newsjniblic gets from these figures varies widely with the
As it is
papers which the public reads the next morning.
to get a pretty accurate estimate before the
returns of all the roads are in, the newspaper reader may
have received his impression from a preliminary estimate
and not see the complete returns at all.
In an effort to improve this situation, the Railroad Administration recently decided to give out its own statement

always possible

and expenses with some explanation thereof, and
As
for the month of December we had two sets of statistics.
these reached the newspapers on different days the result was
For the month of
merely an addition to the confusion.
January the commission gave out its figures at four o'clock
inin the afternoon of ^larcli 13, showing a net operating
of earnings

of $18,783,702, after preliminar}- estimates of approximatelv $19,000,000 had been widely published. The Railroad Administration thereupon got out its own figures about
eight o'clock in the evening and included with them the

come

Interstate

Commerce Commission

ing public or the newspaper
might take their choice.

The commission's

(omparid with

as

federal control

is

as follows:
Increase or Decrease

revenues

Operating
Operating

e-tpenses

figures cover 1.81

January,
1918
$280,919,510
266,102,459

36,439,160
17,088.806

14,817,051
18,387,350

$109,825,565
88,203,456
21,622,109
(d) 1,298,544

19,350,354

(d) 3,570,299

22,920,653

55,331,013

55,331,013

90.7

94.7

.^

.\mount

Percent
39.1
33.1

145.9
(d) 7.1

Governmcut
.Standard return applica-

Jauuaiy
Operating ratio
ble to

fd) 4.0

(d) 4.2

(d) Decrease.

The

commission's statement includes the following:
Per mile of

Amount
-A

,

Item
Average number miles oper-

^

operated
^road
1919
/

1919

1918

233.054.74

233,482.93

$277,914,392
86,851,823
4,346,037
6,334,779
9,452,933
11,468,937
580,867
163,232

$188,753,476
66,493,870
4,574,891
8,797,331
7,606,611
8,867,084
389,849
123,769

$1,192
373

Railway operating revenues. 396,786,536

285.359,343

1,703

1,222

288

17.

40.882,750
67,221.222
4,917,663
147,476.406
2,980,890
8,464,949
422,288

250
427

Transportation
185,720,069
Miscellaneous operations ...
3,607.543
General
10,225,466
Transpn. for investment Cr.
400,776

2

36
2

IS.

Railway operating expenses. 360,465.815

19.

Net

20.

Railway

ated

cludes switching and terminal companies, representing a
mileage of 230,262, as compared with 233,055 miles covered
The Interstate Commerce
by the commission's statistics.
Commission figures, which are published herewith because
they give the subdivisions of revenues and expenses not included in the Railroad Administration's statement, show a
net operating income comparable to the standard return
guaranteed by the government of $18,783,702, as compared
with a deficit of $4,097,117 for the same roads in January,
The term "standard return" does not apply to the
1918.
roads included in this statement which are not under federal
control, but the commission appends a note saying that the
average railway operating income for the month of January
in the three years 1915, 1916 and 1917 included in the test
period of three years ended June 30, 1917, was $254 per mile
Multiplying this by the operof line for the United States.
ated mileage gives an item roughly corresponding to the
standard return for the month of about $60,000,000. The
net operating income of the Class I railroads under federal
control, representing approximately 95 per cent of the net
revenues of all properties in federal operation, was $19,350,-

,

Net federal income comparable
to
standard
return guaranteed by

1.

Class I roads, (those

'

January,
1919
$390,745,075
354,305,915

.N'et
operating revenue.
Taxes, rents, etc

so that the readedited the statements

having annual operating revenues above one million dollars)
and 17 large switching and terminal companies. This includes a number of Class I roads and switching and terminal
companies which are not under federal control. Ten of the
On the other hand, the
Class I roads were relinquished.
statement does not include a large number of Class II and
Class III roads and small switching and terminal companies
which are under federal control. The Railroad Administration's statement, compiled by the Operating Statistics Section,
covers the Class I railroads under federal control and ex-

c.

a dclicit of

statistics,

man who

\).

$3,570,299 for the same
roads in January, 1918.
The standard return applicable to
January was $55,331,013, .so tiiat the government's deficit
as compared with its guarantee to the railways was approximately $36,000,000. Tlie standard return for January is less
than one-twelfth of the standard return for the year JK-causc
traffic is usually lighter in Januarj' than in several of the
other months, and expenses during the winter are likely to
lie higher than in .some of the other months.
The standard
return for the Class I railroads for a year is $890,000,000.
For the Class I roads and large terminal companies, or approximately the list of roads covered by the Interstate Commerce Commission statistics, it is $904,000,000. For all the
roads under federal control it is $928,000,000. The Railroad
Administration's compilation for the Class I roads under
.i54,

1918

I\cvenucM
2.

Freight

5.

Passenger
Mail
Express

4.
5.

All other transportation
Incidental
Joint facilitv— Cr
Joint facility— Dr

b.

7.
8.
9.

10.

$808

49

285
20
38
32
38

3

2

19

27
41

1

1

Expenses:
11.

Maintenance

12.

Maintenance

13.
14.
15.

Traffic

of

wav

structures

16.

and

'

of

equipment.

58,274,720
99,546,390
3,492.403

—

175

15

21

797
16
44

632
13

271,521,592

1,547

1,163

operations

36,320,721

13,837,751

156

59

15,325,889
58,056

14,784,037
42,815

66

63-

21.

accruals
(excluding "war taxes")
Uncollectible ry. revenues..

22..

Railway operating income..

20,936,776

*989,101

90

*4

2j.
2).

Equipment rents

*824,613

*1, 946, 604

*3

*8

Joint facility rents (Dr. Bal.)

1,328.461

1,161,412

6

5

25.

Net of items

18,783,702

*4,097,117

81

'17

26.

Ratio of operating expenses
to operating revenues. ..

90.85

95.15

rev.

from

ry.

tax

22, 23

and 24.

%

*Debit item.

The Railroad
comparing the

Administration's

statement

says

that

in

1919 and 1918, it should
be borne in mind that the 1918 results were very adversely
affected by the extreme weather conditions and the serious
traffic congestion which obtained at that time;
also that
neither the increases in freight and passenger rates nor theincreases in wages made effective during 1918 are included'
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results for January,
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21, 1919.
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in the January, 1918, figures, while both of these factors are
Furthermore, the
present in the January, 1919, figures.
expenses for January this year included approximately
SI, 500, 000 back pay applicable to prior months.
The Railroad Administration's statement also gives a sum-

mary

of the

monthly reports of freight

traffic

movement and

car perfonnance compiled by the Operating Statistics Section
for the month of January, showing an increase in the net ton
miles of revenue and non-revenue freight of 10 per cent. The
detailed statistics were published in the Railway Age of
March 7. The statement notes that on account of better
weather conditions and the relief in traffic congestion it was
possible to handle 10 per cent more ton miles with no increase
There was an increase in the average train
in train miles.
load of 58 tons, or 10.2 per cent. There was a slight decrease
in carloading from 29.4 tons to 29 tons, which is attributed
to the fact that there was a decrease in the percentage of the
heaving loading coal tonnage to the total tonnage handled.
The decrease in the percentage of loaded to total car miles
of 5.4 per cent is ascribed to the freer movement of returning
empties this year on account of better weather and traffic
conditions.

Railroad Administration and Department of
Disagree on Rates

Commerce

Contending that the Railroad Administration is operating
a public service and is not organized for profit, Secretary
Redfield of the Department of Commerce has filed a brief
with the Interstate Commerce Commission intervening in behalf of the Solvay Process Company in a complaint against an
increase in rates on limestone from Jamestown, N.Y., to Solvay on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. The brief, which
establishes a precedent of one government department intervening on behalf of a private litigant against another government
department, attacks the increased rate on the ground that it
is excessive for the railroad and for the shipper, although
authorized by the Railroad Administration because of the
general need for greater revenues. On ^May 16, 1918, the IS
On June
cent rate per gross ton was increased to 17 cents.
25, 1918, at the time of the general increase in rates, it was
further increased to 40 cents, and on September 16 it was reduced to 30 cents per net ton. Secretary Redfield declares
in the brief that the 15 cent rate per gross ton was profitable
to the railroad, which, he says, has long been one of the most
profitable in the United States, and that no complaint appears
from either party to the transaction to the effect that the rates
were not just and reasonable, and that the only possible reason for more than doubling the rate and the reason definitely
stated to the Department of Commerce by the Railroad Administration was the need for greater revenue on the part of
the railroads of the countr)- as a whole.
It is urged that the
action of the administration in doubling a rate "which, in my
belief, the testimony shows to be profitable, is an oppressive
act, injurious not only to the parties directly concerned, but
to the commerce of the country through its normal reactions;
that it cannot be justified by the need of general revenues for
the entire federal railroad system, and that it should be revoked and a rate substantially the same as the original rate
should be established."
The secretary' declares that it is the department's duty to
foster transportation facilities as well as commerce, and that
it is clearly its normal dut}- to take such steps as are within
its power to insure that transportation is not encumbered with
unjust and unreasonable restrictions and is facilitated as

much

as

possible.

The

brief

declares that the

secretary

appears for the whole people of the United States, and he
says
"It cannot be argued that it is the obligation of the Railroad Administration to operate at a profit. It has the support
-of public funds and has, as have other public services, the
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It has, as a matto rest.
a large sum from the public treasury.
Its relation, therefore, to the commerce of the country is that
of a servant of that commerce, and in so far as for the purpose of revenue it may take steps injurious to the commerce
of the country it departs from its essential duty and it becomes the obligation of that branch of the government which
is charged with the fostering and promotion of commerce to
point out the facts and ask for their correction.
It may not

basis of the taxing

power on which

ter of fact, received

be justly pleaded on behalf of the Railroad Administration
in the present cause that a sufficient reason for the act complained of is the need for revexiue.
The essential purpose
of the Railroad x'Vdministration as a public .service is not to
get revenue, l)ut to serve the commerce of the country."
Railroad Administration officers believe that Secretary
Redfield has failed to read the provisions in section 10 of the
federal control act, whicli authorizes the President to initiate
rates, that in determining any question concerning rates initiated by the President the Interstate Commerce Commission
"shall give due consideration to the fact that the transportation systems are being operated under a unified

and co-ordi-

nated national control and not in competition," and "that
when the President shall find and certify to the Interstate
Commerce Commission that in order to defray the expenses
of federal control and operation fairly chargeable to railway
operating expenses, and also to pay railway tax accruals other
than war taxes, net rents for joint facilities and equipment,
and compensation to the carriers, operating as a unit, it is
necessary to increase the railway operating revenues, the Interstate Commerce Commission in determining the justness
and reasonableness of any rate, fare, charge, classification,
regulation, or practice shall take into consideration said finding and certificate by the President, together with such recommendations as he may make."

Statement to Clerks Threatening Strike
Director General Hines issued a statement on March 13
regarding the threatened strike of clerks in the Southeast,
saying in part:
"I regret to learn that efforts are being made to prevail
on various railroad employees in the Southeast to quit the
service of the government and thereby hamper the operation
of the railroads because of a dispute which has arisen between
I call attention of
certain clerks and their superior officers.
the employees to the fact that adequate machinery has been
provided by the United States government through the Railroad Administration to deal with all cases of disputes and
grievances and that employees ought to submit their grievances in accordance with this machinery and not otherwise.
"The trouble arose through certain local organizations of
clerks on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis demanding
the immediate discharge of the federal auditor of that railroad.
These clerks did not resort to Board of Adjustment
No. 3 in Washington, which consists of four representatives
of the employees and four representatives of the management, and which has been created to deal with all such grievThey refused to resort to this machinery notwithances.
standing the fact that the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks of
which they are members agreed to submit all grievances to
that board and has a representative on that board.
"It is indispensable that these problems shall be handled
in an orderly way.
It is of the liighest importance to the employees themselves that this orderly procedure shall be
adopted in all cases and that they shall exercise the patience
and self-restraint necessary to permit of the carrying out of
If this is not done the effort which
these orderly practices.
the United States Railroad Administration has made to recognize and promote the just interests of labor will be rendered
unsuccessful and the employees who are responsible for interfering with these orderly processes will put themselves in a
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pay adjusted

to (unfoiiii

with the rates of pay in other de-

|)artments.

"I l)rlicvo tliat any cniployir wlio will tliiiik over this
mattiT will aurci- that during!; tlic last 10 months mori- progress has Uvn made toward improving tlie wages and working
conditions of railroad emjiloyees as a whole than was ever
made before. This has heon [)ra(tirable l)e(ause the railroads
have hirn under a unified management, which has had as
one of its leading purjioscs tlie recognition of tlie just interests of the employees and the pr()\isi()n of reas()nai)le wages
and conditions for them. Necessarily, conclusions must lie
reached in cases of dispute by the machinery thus provided.
While in specific cases there may i)e some delay in dealing
with such matters the delay is far less than would liave been
involved under former conditions.
In fact, in the past labor
movements have in many cases taken from one to two years,
have involved enormous costs to the lal)or organizations, and
even then have frequently produced exceedingly small benefits.
Whatever delay is incident to the method of the central
administration is relatively small compared with the delays
which would have been experienced under other conditions.
No business can be successfully conducted without the exerThis is true particcise of proper authority and discipline.
Amjile machinery lias l)een
ularly of the railroad business.
created by the central administration to correct instances of
abuse of authority or the exercise of disciplinani" measures in
an unfair way. It is indispensable that these orderly methods
of settling the.se questions .shall be followed pending disposition of these matters in the reasonable ways which have been
There must. l)e a recognition of aucarefully worked out.
thority and a submission to discipline.
Otherwise the railroad business would become chaotic and the public, which in
the last analysis has to pay the bill, would resent the resulting
excessive costs and inefficient service and the reaction would

The
liour

order |)rovides

and

a

maximum

a

minimum

hourly rate of 45 cents per

of 55 cents per hour for patrolmen

are assigned to a restricted territory, with a

minimum

who

of eight

hours per day and overtime at the jiro rata rate for the ninth
and tenth hours and time and one-half thereafter. These
men formerly received monthly wages ranging from $60 to
Under the new rate these men receive j)ay ranging
.flH).
from ;f;85 to $112 a month on an eight-hour day Ijasis. Projiortionate increases, liut on a monthly basis, are provided

and for sergeants whose duties refjuire traveland whose hours cannot be regulated. The regional directors will have autliority to apply the monthly wages
for lieutenants

ing

according to the responsibility of the individual positions.
The order will apply to approximately 7,000 patrolmen
and 1,000 lieutenants and sergeants.

Signalmen Ask

Wage

Increase

A

request for further increases in wages and improved
working conditions was submitted to Director General Hines

on March 14 by representatives of the Brotlicrhcxxl of Railroad Signalmen, claiming to represent 15,000 employees,
after a convention held in Washington attended by about
100 delegates.

Contracts Signed

The Railroad Administration has

signed a compensation

contract with the Central of Georgia providing for an annual
rental of $3,444,158.

Contracts have also been executed this week with the
Louisville & Nashville providing for a compensation of
$17,310,494, the Pennsylvania Lines West for $15,154,719,
the Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis for $343,915, the

Salina Northern for $15,000 and also co-operative short line
contracts with the South Manchester and the Greene County.

be exceedingl}- unfavorable to the employees themselves."

Passenger Traffic Statistics

The Operating

Statistics

Section

has

also

compiled

Purchasing Division to Be Reorganized
its

monthly statement showing the number of passengers carried
one mile for the month of December and the calendar year
1918. The passenger mileage for December shows a decrease

Following the resignation of John Skelton Williams as
director of the Division of Finance and Purchases and the
creation of two new divisions, the purchasing organization

Passengers Carried

Month
Average
miles
operated

Railroad
Total. New England District
Total. Central District
Total,- Ohio-Indiana District
Total, Eastern Region
Total. Allegheny Region
Total, Pocahontas Region
Total, Southern Region
Total. North Western Region
Total, Central Western Region....
Total, South Western Region

Grand

total,

all

regions

8,143
21,928
7,767
.17,838

19,593
4,776
37,308
46,353
51,170
31,683

228.721

One Mile
munths ended December

of December, 1918

31,

1918

'

1918
289,164,888
491.657,970
90,687,405
871,510,263
745,9?2,7?6
82.740.530
605,074,525
363,141,850
606,363,669
327,796,287
3,602,559,850

1917
299,520,945
491,035.144
99,456,807
890,012,896
702,396.451
74,010,541
594,172,894
421,650.311
706,531,284
364,023,394
3,752,797.771

cent

d 10,356,057

d3.5

O.I
622.826
d 8,769,402 d8.8
d2.1
d 18,502,633
6.2
43.536,275
11.8
8.729,989
1.8
10,901,631
d 58.508.461 d 13.9
d 100,167,615 d 14.2
d 36,227,107 d lO.C

d 150,237,921

Increase or

Per

Increase or
decrease

d4.0

1917

1918
3.383,880,976
5,780.421,930
1,064,725,085
10,229,027,991
9,112.978,679
892,376,054
6 471,0.'3,501

4.560,600,656
7.558,445,439
3.781,440,028

4^.605,902,348

decrease-

Per
cent

3,453,028,601
5.771,951,663
1,061,986,025
10,286,966,289
7,979,091,979
691,272,153
5,073,165,885
4,771,663,459
7,296,193,588
3,381,843,921

d 69,147,625
8.470.267
2.739,060
d 57,938.298
1,133.886,700
201.103,901
1,397,867,616
d 211.062,80.!
262,251,851
399,596.107

d2.0

39,480,197,274

3,125.705.074

7.9

0.1

0.3

dO.6
14.2
29.1

27.6

d 4.4
3.6
11.8

d Decrease.

For the year there was an increase of 3,125,The figures by
000,000 passenger miles or 7.9 per cent.
regions and districts are as shown in the double-column table.

of 4 per cent.

Wage
The

Increase for Railroad Police

director general has approved the

An
of the Railroad Administration is being reorganized.
advisory committee on purchases will be created with Mr.
Williams as chairman and R. S. Lovett, president of the
Union Pacific, and Henry Walters, chairman of the Atlantic
Coast Line, as the other members.

recommendation of

Board of Railroad W^ages and Working Conditions pertaining to patrolmen and others of the police department, effective as of January 1.
A variety of police organizations on
the railroads under federal control having been in effect, the

Campaign Against Car Thefts

the

problem confronting the administration was to work out
uniform organization in order that adjustments in pay
misjht be arrived at for corresponding positions: and also in
order that the employees in this department might have their
first

a

Railroad Administration in its campaign against car thefts is indicated in a report showing
that in the 10 months ended February 1 a total of 14,114
arrests for car thefts were made by the railroad secret service.
Of these, 5,475 were of railroad employees. There were
9,891 convictions and $838,000 of the $1,120,000 worth of

The

activity of the

stolen property

was recovered.

—

General

News Department
Seeger), in charging tht jury, said that Blewitt was charged
with the responsibility of securing competent motormen by lawful means, but that a mere violation of the company's rules in
this respect was not to be interpreted as a violation of statute.
If the jury found that the passenger upon whose death the indictment was based, was killed because of Blewitt's failure to
exercise the utmost care, so far as foresight could go, Blewitt

The Fourteenth Engineers, a railroad regiment composed
men from the Boston & Maine, the Boston & Albany, and
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, is expected to reach
home from France about April 1.

tice

of

The

American

Train Despatchers' Association, D. L.
secretary-treasurer.
Northern
Railway,
Pacific
Spokane, Wash., will hold its annual convention at the Hotel
Darling,

La

Salle,

Chicago, June

17,

18,

19

and

Blewitt was responsible for knowing
should be found guiUy.
whether Luciano (the motorman who ran at excessive speed,

20.

Thirteen new passenger trains appear on the timetables of
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, which are to
be put into effect on April 6. It is said that these trains will
increase the annual train mileage by 412,224 miles.

causing the derailment at a sharp curve) was competent, but
could not be held responsible if Luciano, though generally comEvidence adduced
petent, had been careless on this occasion.
by the prosecution to show that other motormen put on as strikebreakers were incompetent or inexperienced could not be taken
into account in judging Luciano's competence.

a token of respect to the memory of Edward F. Kearpresident of the Wabash, all trains on that road
were stopped for five minutes at 2 p. m., on March 13, at
which hour his funeral was held at New Orleans, La.

As

ney,

late

Folkestone lo Paris in 74 Minutes
According to a press despatch of March 18, Major General
John E. B." Seely, of the British War Office, on March 16,
flying with a favorable wind, made an airplane trip from
Folkestone, England, to Paris, France, 172 miles, in one

By

a fire at the Inman yard of the Southern Railway, near
Atlanta, Ga., on the night of March 16, eighty loaded cars,
twenty empty cars, the freight transfer shed, and other

property were destroyed; estimated

loss, $1,500,000.

car repair shops of the Delaware & Hudson at Carbondale. Pa. two buildings known as No. 18 and No. 20
were destroyed by fire on March 15. About 200 men are out
of work temporarily.
These buildings were of brick, 400 ft.
long and 40 ft. wide.

hour, fourteen minutes.

Three hundred workmen, engaged in laying a second track
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, near
Winchester, Ind., were dismissed by the contractors on
March 13, for the reason, it is said, that the Railroad Ad-

mission of the State of Washington has decided to bring
suit at once against the Railroad Administration to test the
legality of the administration's control of purely intra-state
freight rates. W. D. Tanner, attorney general of the State of
Washington has resigned from his office to take charge of

The

—

State R. R.

for

ministration has held up the appropriation for the work.

this

Better looking uniforms will be required of the passenger
trainmen on the Pittsburgh Division of the Pennsylvania
Railroad this season; in other words, according to a notice
which has been issued by the trainmaster, inferior grades of
cloth, which were tolerated last year, will not be acceptable

The

State

Tax Commission

of

litigation.

Railroad Clocks to Be Set Ahead March 30
Director General Hines has issued General Order No. 61,
similar to that which was issued last year, ordering all railroad clocks to be set ahead one hour at 2 a. m. on Sunday,
March 30, in accordance with the Daylight Saving Law.

this year.

Minnesota reports that raillaw a

roads operating in the state, paying under the state
tax of 5 per cent on gross earnings, in lieu of other
earned in 1918 a total of $150,548,762 and are assessed
of $7,527,438, as compared with $124,505,394 earnings

Commissions

Following a conference of the railroad commissioners of
Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, the Public Service Com-

taxes,

instructions for making the change are so
to provide a standing rule for both Spring and

a tax

long as federal control continues.

and

The

worded

Autumn

as
as

a

tax of $6,225,270 in 1917.

Employment

for Soldiers

Excessive demurrage charges is the subject of a letter
which has been sent to the Division of Public Service, Washington, by the National Bureau of Wholesale Lumber Distributors, C. W. Campbell, secretary, Washington, D. C.',
recommending the abolishment of the present demurrage
charges, as promptly as possible, and "a reduction of the
The lumbermen
rates to the normal pre-war condition."
believe that 75 per cent of the delays to cars are chargeable
to inefficiency on the part of the railroads, or to embargoes,
congested terminals, etc. They say that when cars of lumber are delayed the consignee frequently has to supply his
needs in some other market, and then has to refuse the car;
and the wholesale distributor has to dispose of it at a great
disadvantage. These protestants submitted to the high rates
during war wholly from the motive of patriotism; and they
feel sure that now all other lumber interests will join them in
the present requests.

For the purpose of meeting the emergency caused by the
radical curtailment of the machinery of the LTnited States

Thomas F. Blewitt, division superintendent of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., tried in the Supreme
Court of the Stale on a charge of manslaughter in connection
with the derailment on that road in Brooklyn, on November 1,
last, when 92 passengers were killed, was acquitted on March 18,
the jury having deliberated about three hours. The court (Jus-

merce on February 25. The meeting was attended by about
1,750 railroad men and members of their families. There were
three or more delegates from each of the 25 safety commitS. M. Novvell. superintendent
tees on the associated lines.
of the Wabash-Pere Marquette Joint Terminals, presided.
Addresses were made by F. H. Alfred, federal manager, A. F.

Employment
of

National

Emergency

Service because of lack of funds, the Council
Defense has announced the formation of an
Committee on Employment for Soldiers and

Sailors, including representatives of the various government
departments. The chairman of the committee is Col. Arthur

the secretary will be E. H. Greenwood, who
has been associated with the Department of Labor in its
employment work. A representative of the Railroad Administration probably will be added to the committee.

Woods, and

Safety Rally at Detroit
Officers and employees of the Pere Marquette, the Grand
Trunk, the Wabash and the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line
had a safety rally at the Detroit (Mich.) Board of Com-
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DulTy, iiiannKcr of tho Safety Section of tlie Railroad .\(iiiiiiiistralioii, K. S. Jariianin, regional siii)iTvi.sor of safety,
aiul

Mtlirr

olViifi-i

aiiil

iMiipldycos of the al)ovc-naiiic(l lines.

General Foremen's Association
'Ilio

aiimial coincntion of the

liitcniatioiial

Railway Gen-

In- lu-ld at tlic Hotel Sherman,
TIu- topics lo be disami .^.
Chicago, Septeniher 2. .!,
cussed arc as follows:
1.
WeldintJt of locomotive cylinders and other autogenous
welding.
Safcty-lirst in shop and engineiiouse service.
2.
Draft gears.
3.
The association lias received permission from the Railroad Administration to hold this convention and a large attendance is to be desired from both the locomotive and the

eral Forenu'ii'.s Association will
-1
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at the desk.
Keeijing guard over her are several plainclothes men, and backing her up in her stand is the Southern
railway.
Wednesday and Thnr.sday when there were no
ticket agents, no train callers and no gatekeepers as a re.sult
of the walkout, hundreds of worried passengers groped ho])eIcssly about in the resulting chaos; and the little information
l.idy. the only employee in the station, stood serenely behind
her ilesk. directing, advising, assuring the masses who
crowded about her. On ! riday, though her face betrayed the
fact that the extra work had wearied her, she was still directing anil siill smiling.
The new workers who had been
gathered Ironi the passenger service tp take tlie places of
the strikers were in strange surroundings with strange tasks
to perform and the only one to turn to for advice was the
little woman at the information desk.

call

Pointers for the Yard Master
I'rom a Paper by H. O. MtK.c

car (icpartments.

I

Space for June Convention Exhibit Well Taken
The Railway Supply Manufacturers' Asst)ciation announces
that at the assignment of space in Pittsburgh, February 14,
The
there was sold and assigned over 80,000 square feet.
available space is a trifle less than 89,000 square feet, leaving
exhibitors as will come in.
less than 10 per cent for such
This available space includes all of the space heretofore used
with
a number of additions, which
in previous years together
The committee is
the committee found possible to use.
looking over the pier with view of providing additional space
if possible, as indications are that it can be sold to exhibitors
Edmund IT. Walker, president of the association,
if provided.
in announcing the above, says that "the success of the June
meeting from an exhibition standpoint is assured."

Rock Island Outlines Railroad Legislation
Charles Hayden, president of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, has sent out, on behalf of the Board of Directors of the
road, a circular letter calling on stockholders to embrace
the present opportunity for the enactment of favorable railroad legislation and asking that they co-operate with their
congressmen for the passage of legislation based upon the
principles contained in Mr. Hayden's circular.

These principles are

1

Be reasonable, respectful and considerate with your men
and they will respect and obey you.
Have no favorites and permit no one to cater to you; and
thereby avert petty animosities.
Beware of the man that
kow-tows and scrapes his feet; he can't be trusted.
There is no more itnportant factor in the yard than your
call boys.
The call boy is frequently in position to add to or
lessen your troubles.
Respect the boy and make him feel
that he is of some importance to you, and instead of being a
boy he

will

prove up as one of your best men.

See that the

men treat him in like manner.
Make a big effort to cultivate

friendly relations between all
the members of your force and the roadmen entering your
yard.
You may wish a car picked up or set out after the
is made up and in charge of road crew at a time when
yard engine is unavailable; it is at this particular time that
trainmen are either your best or your worst friends.
Get on the inside with the roundhouse foreman and his
men, particularly the car inspector; try to get your men inIf you succeed you will get your power
side with you also.
faster and have fewer cars to throw out of the middle of

train

made-up trains.
Be good to the engineers; many of them are good workmen and fine fellows; besides, you need them in your business.

briefly as follows:

necessity for extension of the present control beyond 21 months
1.
after the final declaration of peace, which should be ample time for the legisNaturally,
lators of this country to pass such legislation as is necessary.
peifecting legislation should be passed from year to year thereafter, just
as perfecting legislation lias been passed in respect to the Federal Reserve
Bank Act.
Private operation and ownership of the railroads rather than govern2.
ment ownership, but such private operation to be under efficient regulation,
that shall be constructive rather than merely punitive.
3.
The railroads should not be returned to their owners without new
legislation looking to improved conditions.' including:
To avoid unnecessary and wasteful competition, the Sherman law
(a)
should be amended to i>eriint mergers, consolidations and the pooling of
facilities, cQuipment and traffic, under supervision of the federal gov-

No

,.,,,,

...

ernment.
Federal control over rates and regulations should be in the same
(b)
hands as control over wages, and the law should require that wages be
taken into account in fixing rates.
The federal government should have exclusive jurisdiction over
(c)
the issue of securities necessary for improvements and refunding purposes; also over rates and other matters affecting carriers, leaving only
strictly local matters to state regulation.
Ovners of railroad securities should have representation on the
4.
federal governing body.
If private capital is to be depended upon for developing and extend5.
ing the railroads, any scheme of legislation must be so framed that sufIt is necessary
ficient incentive will be offered to such private capital.
not only to protect private capital that already is invested, but to make it
In order to
attractive for additional capital to seek railroad investments.
accomplish tliis double object it will be absolutely necessary either to
guarantee a fixed interest return on investments or to establish and maintain a rate structure which will permanently assure an ample return on
property investment of the railroads as a whole.
Federal government supervision sliould extend to '^ater routes and
6.
other trade routes that compete with the railroads.

Mrs. Calhoun
[Atlanta Constitution,

March

15]

Defying alleged threats of strikers who Tuesday morning
at 10 o'clock laid down their pens and closed up their typewriters when the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks walked out,
Mrs. Lowndes Calhoun, the pretty

little

golden-haired clerk

at the information desk at the Terminal station,
the job, directing thousands of puzzled travelers

is

still

who

on

daily

Strike of Clerks

on the N.

C.

&

St. L.

Clerks in the employ of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis, und the Tennessee Central, members of the Brotherof Railway Clerks, several hundred in number, left
their work on Tuesday, March 11, at 10 a. m., striking because
of the refusal of the federal manager to dismiss the federal
auditor, A. P. Ottarson, who, the clerks claimed, had dealt
unfairly with them in the interpretation of orders respecting

hood

Freight service was seriously interrupted
live stock and perishable
freight.
Officers of the road employed new men in place of
the strikers so far as they could, and on Friday it was reported that many of the vacancies had been filled. At Nashville conditions were reported "improving."
In Atlanta the clerks of other roads struck in sympathy
with those of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis; but
on Monday, the 17th. it was reported that these other clerks,
They had been
1,500 of them, had returned to their desks.
out, however, two or three days and had caused serious disImportant
well
freight.
traffic,
passenger
as
as
turbance to
ticket offices were without attendants for two days.
W. L. Mapother, federal manager of the road, issued a
statement to the effect that the action of the clerks on his
road was not approved by the chief officers of their brotherhood. A statement by Director General Hines admonishing
the clerks to abandon their irregular proceedings and attend
to their duties is printed in another column of this paper.
At some small places strikers were reported as returning to
work, but as to how many heeded Mr. Hines' appeal no information is available. On Wednesday and Thursday of this
week representatives of the clerks were in conference with
the director general and his lieutenants at Washington.
increases in wages.

and embargoes were issued against

c

March

21,
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Central,

Illinois

was reversed,

Commission and Court New^s

Decided July

Fed. 900."

151

— Norfolk
15,

Judgment

& Western

v.

for the plaintiff
Birchctt, 252 Fed. 512.

1918.

Telegraph Lines on Right of

Way

nllllllllllllllllllll

The

Commissions

State

The North Carolina Corporation Commission has filed
with the Interstate Commerce Commission a complaint asking for the readjustment of freight rates in the southeastern
territory, on the ground that North Carolina towns are disNearly two hundred different railroad
criminated against.
companies are made defendants in the suit.

Personnel of Commissions
Harold M. McClure, member of the Pennsylvania State
Public Service Commission, died at his home in Lewisburg,
Pa.,

on March

1,

at the

age of

Circuit Court of .\ppeals, Sixth Circuit, holds that
where the Western Union Telegraph Company, after terminating the arrangement under which it maintained lines
on the Louisville & Nashville's right of way, was denied the
right of condemnation in Alabama, preliminary injunction
against the railroad's interference with telegraph lines would

not be granted because the government has assumed control
of the railroads.
It appeared that the Secretary of War had
requested that nothing should be done to interfere with the
operation of the telegraph system until he approves, and the
railroad company had promised full observance of this re-

quest.— L. & N.
June 4, 1918.

V.

Western Union, 252 Fed.

Safety Appliance Act

59.

29.

Decided

— Grabirons

The

Clyde B. Aitchison has been elected chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission in accordance with the custom
of that body of rotating its members in the chairmanship in

Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, holds that
section 4 of the federal Safety .\ppliance Act was not violated by using a car having a grabiron at each side at one

order of seniority.
Mr. Aitchison was appointed a member of

corner for use while operating the pin-lifting lever, and grabirons on each end of the car on the side opposite to the
pin-lifting lever.
A railroad's failure to warn either an experienced brakeman or a green man that some cars of an
older style had grabirons on only two corners, while others
were equipped on all four corners, was held not negligence,
as such warning would have added nothing to their observation, and as the railroad might assume either that they would
not act without looking or had already learned that they
could not rely on a safe support. ^Boehmer v. Pennsylvania,
252 Fed. 553. Decided May 10, 1918.

the

the

commission

President

Wilson

September

29,

by
on

1917, for

term ending in 1921
as one of the two additional commissioners
authorized by the law
a

of

August

9,

—

1917, to in-

membership

crease the

from

seven to nine.
Mr. Aitchison was born

February
Clinton,

22,

He

la.

law

ticed
Bluffs.

la.,

1875,

at

United States Supreme Court
Employers' Liability Act

at

prac-

A

Council

from

1896

and at Portland.
Ore., from 1903 to 1907.

to 1903

He was a clerk of the
State Tax Commission
of Oregon from June,
1905, to July 1. 1906, and

^-

B.

Aitchison

was one of the joint authors of the
Railroad Commission law, adopted February 18,
1907.
He was appointed a member of the Railroad Commission of Oregon at that time for a short term, was elected
a member in June, 1908, was elected chairman in January.
In 1916 he re1911. and re-elected on November 5, 1912.
signed from the Oregon commission to become solicitor for
the valuation committee of the National Association of Railway Commissioners, and in that office he maintained an office in Washington and took an active part in representing
the interests of the state commissions in connection with
the valuation of railroads being made by the Interstate Com-

Oregon

merce Commission.

Court
Injury to Passenger

News

— Lurching

of Train

The

Circuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, holds that
the fact that a passenger on a fast train fell from her chair
in the dressing room of a sleeping car from the mere movement of the car does not make out a prima facie case of
negligence or of unskillful and careless handling of the train.
The mere characterization by the passenger of the movement as a "terrific" or "violent" lurch adds nothing from
which negligence can be legitimately inferred. After reviewing the cases on the subject, which contain no authority supporting the plaintiff's contention, the court said that "it was

simply one of those unfortunate accidents which sometimes
happen for which the law holds no one responsible. In our
opinion a verdict should have been directed for the defendant, as was done in the almost identical case of Azaune v.

trackman on the New York Central was struck and killed
by an engine attached to a passenger train moving along the
main track, the man being engaged in shoveling snow between the track and a platform in Camden, N. Y. At this
point the company's tracks are used for the purpose of
transporting both interstate and intrastate cars and both
interstate and intrastate commerce. On appeal from an award
of compensaion under the New York Workmen's Compensation Law the Supreme Court of the Lhiited States holds that
when killed the deceased was employed in interstate commerce, and judgment affirming the award was reversed. N.
Y. C. vs. Porter. Decided March 3. 1919.

Moving Lumber to Mill; When Interstate
an appeal in a freight tariff case the question arose
whether shipments of rough lumber from the forest to the
milling point, followed by the forwarding of the finished
product to points outside of the state, constituted interstate
commerce. The Supreme Court of the United States holds
that, upon the facts shown, the movement of the rough lumber from the woods to the milling point was intrastate, and
not interstate, commerce.
It was not merely ttot there
was no continuous movement from the forest to tlie points
without the state, but that when the rough material left the
woods it was not intended that it should be transported out
of the state, or elsewhere beyond the mill, until it had been
subjected to a manufacturing process that materially changed
In

character, utility, and value. The raw material came to
and after the product was manufactured it
remained stored there for an indefinite period manufacture
and storage occupying five months on the average for the
purpose of finding a market. Where it would eventually be
sold no one knew.
And the fact that previous experience
indicated that 95 per cent of it must be marketed outside of
the state, so that this entered into the purpose of he parties
when shipping the rough material to the mill, did not alter
the character of the movement. Hasty vs. St. Louis Southwestern and St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. Decided
its

rest at the mill,

March

3,

1919.

—

—
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.Such ;in ;i\vard would undoubtedly offset Japhraiuc.
anese projects in that province.
The .American Siems-Carcy Company'.s possession of
rights for tlie extension of the I'ekiiig-Suiyuan Railway,
which antedates the Japanese contract, will be insisted upon,
says the despatch. -America will also insist, when further
lines are neeiled in Manchuria, that the Kulin, Loeb & Co.
contract of 1909 shall have priority. Such a program would

or

giniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMii

Foreign Railway
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiiriiMiiiiiiiiMii
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News
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The reports of an Australian embargo on all imports not
The order
orijjinatinK in Cireat Britain liavc proved untrue.
which was at the base of tiie report, referred merely to dyestuffs and not to merchandise in general.
Exports from the port of New York in January, 1919, acto fiiLiures compiled hy the National City Bank, included steam locomotives to the value of $751,865. car wheels
to the value of $112,651 and steel rails valued at $1,456,012.
cordiii).;

confine Japan to the l.iaotung Peninsula.

Besides America, Britain,

it

is said,

will decline to recognize

China under the 21 demands of
1915.
Consequently, if Japan does not yield the South Manchurian Railway to the consolidation scheme, China will be
put in a position to redeem this line in 193.3 according to
the original agreement.
the treaties extorted

frotn

A

French commission which was appointed last Septeml)er
the siilijcct of the Channel tunnel has IjeRUu its
meetings to frame definite plans for a Franco-British agreement. Albert Claveille, French Minister of Public Works,

American Machinery

to study

presided.

Germany has completed the delivery to the Allies of 5,000
locomotives and 150,000 cars as provided for in the armistice,
according to Associated Press despatches quoting from the
The value of the rolling stock,
The Prussian railways
3,000,000,000 marks.
three-fourths of the locomotives and cars.
Tages Zeitung.
is

The

British

Labor

it

is

said,

furnished

Difficulties

between the Board of Trade and the
Railway Executive Committee on the one hand and the National Union of Railwaymen and the associated Society of
Locomotive Engineers and Firemen on the other are continuing in London, but as yet without definite results,
Press despatches from London on March 15 referred to a
statement by J. H. Thomas, general secretary of the National
Union of Railway Men. to the effect that a serious situation
had arisen in the negotiations. Mr. Thomas said, hovv-ever,
He also anhe was still working to reach a settlement.
nounced that so-called triple alliance representatives were to
meet Friday for final decision as to co-operation of miners,
transport workers and railway men.

The

negotiations

Personnel of Boards on Siberian Railroads
Complete lists of the members of the InterrAllied Committee and the Technical and Military Boards, which have
undertaken the rehabilitation of the Siberian Railway, were
received by cable Wednesday by the state department. The
American members are Charles H. Smith, on the InterAllied Committee; John F. Stevens, president of the Technical Commission, and Colonel Hugh J. Gallagher, on the
Military Board. The work will be mainly in charge of Mr.
Stevens.
Following is the complete personnel of the committees:
Inter-AIlicd Committee, to supervise the railway system: Oustrougoff.
Russia (chairman); Charles H. Smith, United States; Liou Tsin Jen,
China; G. Bourgeois, acting for De Martel, France; Sir Charles Eliot,
Great Britain; Consul General Gasco, Italy, and Matsudaira, Japan.
Technical board in charge of the technical and economic management of
the railways: John F. Stevens, United States (president); Dr. Hama Tien
Ycu, Chiim, Colonel Leverve, France; Colonel Jack, Great Britain; Major
Garibaldi, Italy; H. Nabso. Japan, and Danielevsky, Russia.
Military board, to co-ordinate transportation matters concerning military
forces of' the United States, the Allies and Russia: Lieutenant Kia Tsien
China; Colonel Tessier, France; Colonel Jack, Great Britain;
Chich
Captain Schonrolli, Italy; General Takeuchi, Japan; Major Vladimiroff.
Russia, and Colonel Hugh J. Gallagher. United States.

Differ on China's Railways
disapproval of the contemplated internationahzation of the Chinese railways, which has been recommended by other allied legations and the Chinese Government, is responsible for the development of a new plan aiming at the isolation of the Japanese railway interests in
China according to a copyright despatch to the New York

Japanese

official

Times.
It is expected that the Shantung Railway, together with
the German interest in the Tientsin-Pukow line, will be considered as indemnity and awarded either to Great Britain

in Australia

The Far Eastern Division of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce has issued Circular No. 13 on American
machinery in Australia. The report is of particular interest
to readers of this paper because of the fact that as brought
out in Frank Rhea's report on markets for American railway
materials in Australia, the railroad shops represent an important part of the market for American machine tools.
Australia, the circular says, is rapidly becoming a manufacturing country, and the demand for certain .American
machinery and machine tools is increasing. As a majority
of the engineering establishments are also jobbing shops, the
engineers in charge are averse to buying from catalogues,
but desire actual demonstrations, especially of new machines,
and the majority of sales are accordingly made after a
sample machine has been received by the agent or importer.
A substantial additional discount on introductory orders
should be allowed, particularly in highly specialized lines, as
otherwise there is not sufficient incentive to warrant the importer taking the risk of the machine not being a success.
Types of American machines, which have subsequently enjoyed exceptional sales, have been kept off the Australian
market for years because the manufacturers did not put a
sample machine into the hands of a good agent and were
finally introduced by the importer who took a chance on their

success.

Exclusive Agency Most Accept.able

The exclusive agency is accepted as the most satisfactory
method of selling inachinery and accessories in Australia.
Some of the established agencies have a certain circle of
customers, but progressive agencies make themselves of
general service to

all

customers. Moreover,

in a

country

like

where vast distances must be traveled in seeking
orders and where modern machinery is just being introduced,
it is only fair to the agent who has stocked a machine, which
may sometimes prove unsalable, that he be protected by an
Australia,

If proper care is taken in the selection
exclusive contract.
of a progressive house there is little fear that such an arrangement will be used to stifle competition, such firms generally being as anxious to develop business as the manu-

facturer.

Method

of Financing Orders

Since the war, Australian importers have arranged for cash
payments against documents in New York, and there is little
probability of an early return to the old method of sight
drafts with documents.
The price list in almost universal use in Australia is made
on a small loose sheet punched with three %-ln. holes at 3-in.
centers. The advantage of conforming to such styles of price
lists and insuring the maintenance of complete files of prices
is apparent.
This same suggestion holds good with reference
to delivery information sheets and sheets showing machines
in stock.

American

War

Deliveries

to have legitimate
with the American manufacturers' optimism in
making delivery promises. It is, of course, open to question
whether under the abnormal war conditions any industry can
function with the same precision as in peace times, and now
that peace is at hand, American manufacturers will be quick

The Australian import agent seems

fault to find

i

March

21,
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to convince Australian importers that they are as ready and
willing to make as satisfactory deliveries as other countries.
All the Australian agent seems to request is that orders be
delivered in the same rotation as received, any other treatment is not only unfair but a source of embarrassment and
expense to the importer who has given his customer a speciPerhaps the importers would not comfied date of delivery.
plain if they were quoted definite dates of delivery even
three times as long as those given, as they would then know
what to expect and could explain to their customers, but a
short-sighted policy of accepting all orders at delivery dates
impossible of execution is to be avoided.

iNrORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS WANTED

Foundation plans, instructions for setting up, and informaworking of machines are all greatly desired. Such information is usually the sole guide of employees
who work the machines, and in many cases newly introduced
types of machines can be satisfactorily set up in no other
way than by following printed instructions. In one instance
a fairly intricate automatic gear cutting machine was ordered
and instruction specifically requested, but no attention was
paid to the request, and when five more of the machines were
ordered the same thing occurred, so that the matter could

American Imports Increased

The following

Advertising and Catalogues

The Australian importer

is

a

Naturally the importer who writes
of these advertisements.
for a particular machine is interested in other types and a
sale of some other machine might be effected at once if
other catalogues were sent, whereas the order for a similar
machine is placed with a competitor of the manufacturer
This situation
because of this lack of business foresight.
is better appreciated when it is realized that under present
conditions it requires 10 weeks for a letter to reach Australia
and a reply be received. For this reason it is sometimes
advisable in case of unstable price conditions to state that
prices will hold until a definite date so that the Australian
merchant will be able to cable his order in case the letter is
delayed.
Practically all machinery is subject to customs tarifif in
Australia and must undergo inspection, and for this reason
it is preferable to leave one board on the top of the case
not hoop ironed and nailed, but simply screwed down. This
board should be located so as to allow a good view of the
machine.
The loading and warehousing facilities in Australia are not the best and few cranes are employed, so that
strong packing is desirable.

Lathes in Demand
Lathes are the most important essential in the machine
shops which are springing up in Australia. As the majority
of the work of these shops is jobbing, the machine tools
Gap lathes, for instance, permit one
should be universal.
machine to cover a large range of work and are very popular

One American machine of this universal type
has enjoyed a very large sale. Most of the American gap
lathes before the introduction of this one were cheap, and
Another popular lathe of
light tools are not in demand.
English manufacture has very large bearings and a rugged
headstock which appeals strongly to the Australian market
and is in more universal favor in large mining shops than
any other tool.

in Australia.

Planers, Punches, Shears and Rolls Too High Priced
as compared with that of
disproportionately high. Though the Amerwith
grade
a number of automatic
ican planers are very high
and convenient feeds, these conveniences have made the
price too high for the Australian market, and at present there
are not half a dozen of these machines in use in that counA moderate-priced simple planer could be introduced
try.
to advantage. This is equally true of punches, shears, rolls,
and other tools used in shipbuilding and structural work,
our price of which is out of all proportion to the prices of

The

price of

English makes

British makes.

American planers

is

show

the increase by countries in

Imported from
United Kingdom
United States

1914

Geimapy
Sweden

All

otiier

9,081
6,964
4,993
1,153
3,236

countries

Total

The

1916-17

$424,846
407,618

$265,039
226.307

Belgium
New Zealand
Canada

1,883

346

5,767
4,803
8,370

$517,119

$853,287

given with the circular also give figures as
to imports of locomotives as follows:
statistics

1912
1913
1914
1915-16
1916-17

$2,280,306
2,070,185
1,620,228
534,609
381,976

Of the total of $381,976 imported
came from the United Kingdom,

worth

in 1916-17, $315,018

$64,608 from the United
States, and $2,351 from other countries.
Of the total of all kinds of machinery amounting to $15,317,304 in 1916-17, 50 per cent came from the United States,
36 per cent from the L^nited Kingdom, 8 per cent from
Canada, and 6 per cent from other countries.

close reader of the leading

American machinery trade journals and information regarding new types of machines is often requested on the strength

statistics

imports of machine tools since the beginning of the war:

tion regarding the

not be attributed to oversight.

787

Promising Outlook for American Trade

The United

States is, therefore, the report concludes, the
leader in the machinery market of Australia, according to
latest available statistics.
Whether this leadership is maintained will of course depend upon a great many considerations, not the least important of which are closely related
to the suggestions made above.
The Australian machinery
merchant is fully alive to the advantages and good points
of American machinery, just as he appreciates most keenly
the weakness in our export methods, the brunt of which
eventually must be borne by him.
The closest attention
should be paid to his wishes if we are to encounter a full
measure of success.

Ministry of
The

Ways

and Communications Proposed

in

England

British Cabinet on February 27 introduced in Parliament,

as briefly noted in this

column

in

the issue of

561, a bill providing for the establishment of a

and Communications,

March

7,

Ministry of

to have entire charge of all

page

Ways

means

of

transportation in the United Kingdom and providing for an
extension of the government control of railways for an additional two years during which time their ultimate status
may be considered. In introducing the bill in the House
of Commons, Mr. Shortt explained the reasons for the bill.
He contended that the day for unfettered railway competition had gone, and that the introduction of mechanical
traction had inade the highways essentially a national
question.
These were among the considerations which
had weighed with the government in deciding to set up a ministry to co-ordinate the whole of these important means of transport.
He made it clear at the start that the ministry would
maintain for the two years during which the government guaranteed ihe receipts of the railways the control which they had
during the war, and would be given power during that period
to consider the whole question and to make such changes as
and when it thought desirable. "Does that mean," he was asked
by Sir Edward Carson, ''that they can nationalize the railways?"
"Not without the consent of this House," Mr. Shortt replied.
One of the important provisions of the bill gives the Ministry
control over the supply of electricity.
Mr Shortt admitted that there might be a considerable difHe suggested, however,
ference of opinion on this proposal.
that as transport was the greatest customer for electricity, and
as it depended entirely for its successful management upon the

development of the industries of the country, the House would
recognize how important it was that the Ministry should have
control of electricity.
Sir Eric Geddes, Minister without portfolio, speaking in favor

:

:

—

:
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ilic

i>f

cially

to

1)11

liill

March

was

in

lack of

to

face

oi the

men and

the

said

witli

lliai

the cxicplioii of

the

iraiispnriatioii

ilic

meet the strain

to

1",

^ysiem of the country liiiaiia scini-paraly/eil .state, and physically ill-ciiuippcd

railways

sticei

fact

demands made upon them partly owinn
The country had
the war.

capital dtirinn

toilay

that

with

the

railways

there

would he

a loss of o\er a (piartcr of a iniiliun pounds daily, while the
noveniment was pledged id runtinue its unarantecs for two years.
If transportation was noi lo continue to run at the cost of
the taxpayer, then- nnisi he a real transportation policy, and the
government had come lo ilic conclusion that some measure of

control was necessary. There must be some body which
should be responsiiite for the transportation policy.
In the present coniiitions, it would be criminal to permit
the old system o! competition. The government must have a
say in the conditions under which labor worked and with regard to the discipline to be expected in trade unions. The state
must step in at once and make possible an economic balance,
which was impossible in the present condition of things.
unil'ied

In order lo get rid of einply haulage, continued Sir l'>ic, the
would take (wer the power to acquire privately
owned cars on the railways, which constituted nearly half the
During the next two years the same organizacars employed.
tion would be continued that existed during the war, but there-

govenuneni

after there

was certain

be some central control

to

— commissions

on which the goverimient and labor would be represented. It
would also be necessary to have a central control over docks
Nationalization of railways might care for the
and canals.
present conditions— he did not know. He looked upon nationalization as a means to an end, which might have to be
adopted finally.

Text

ok

the

Bii.i.

text of the bill is given in the London Times
are as
28, and some of the important sections of it

The complete
of February

follows

J
lathe purpose of improving the means ot, and the
lawful for his
cilities for, locomotion and transport, il shall be
Majesty to appoint a Minister of Ways and Comnumica1.

r

1

.•

For

tions.

.

.

.

Powers

.\ni)

Duties

the duty of the Minister to take steps to
from such
carry out the purposes aforesaid, and there shall as
Order determine,
date' or dates as his Majesty in Council may by
of any
transferred to the Minister all powers and duties
2.

(

1)

It

shall

1)6

be

Government Department

in

relation

to—

(a) railways;
(b) liglit railways;
(c) tramways;
(d) canals, waterwavs, anil inland navigations;
and traffic thereon;
(e) roads, bridges and ferries, and vehicles
(f) haibors, docks and piers;

(g)

the supply of electricity;

including any powers and duties of any Government Department
inland
in relation to any railway, light railway, tramway, canal,
navigation, harbor, dock, pier, electricity, or other undertaking
powers
concerned with any of the matters aforesaid, and any
appointment
of any Government Department with respect to the

Comof members or the procedure of the Railway and Canal
mission or of any commissioners, conservancy board, or other
body having jurisdiction with respect to any such matters as
aforesaid

Power

to

Control Tempor.\rilv Railways, Etc.

a view to affording time for the consideration
and formation of the policy to be pursued as to the future posifollowing
tion of undertakings to which this section applies, the
provisions shall have effect for a period of two years after the
3.

(1)

With

passing of this Act

passing of this Act possession has been taken of any
sixteen of the
railroad undertaking or part thereof in pursuance of section
may
Regulation of the Forces Act, 1871. or otherwise, possession thereof
Secretary of
be retained without any renewal of the warrant granted by the
as
payment
as
to
terms
same
State in pursuance of that section upon the
such
all
those heretofore in force, and the Minister may exercise over
Board
the
by
exercised
undertakings all such powers as have hitherto been
of Trade under the said Act or with the consent of the owners of the
(a.)

Where

at the

undertakings or otherwise, and such other powers as may be conferred by
this section or agreed to by the railway companies concerned:
vb) The Minister may take possession in the name or on behalf of his
Majesty of the whole or any part of any other railway undertaking or of
any light railway, tramway, canal, inland navigation, harbor, dock or pier
undertaking, or of any plant belonging thereto or used thereon, and of the
railway wagons of any private owner required for use on any railway of
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taken, and of any l)arKca, lugn, and other craft
canal of which po»>ie«»i<>n hri» Ikcii taken.
and servantu, of any undertaking of which, or
III
(he plant whereof, ponHriiiiun in ret lined or taken nhall ol>ey the direcliiinii
of the Minister as to the user thereof and any direcliniiH of the

which

po)<Krii»iiiii

for u^c

i<'<|iiireil

(c)

The

liii*

on

lircn

.iiiy

(lircclorn, oflicern,

.MiniHtrr -

an to the rate<i, fares, tolln, dura, and charKca to he cliarKcd:
as to the nalaries, wage*, and rrinunrralion and conditions of
|)craons employed on or in connection with any undertaking of which poaseasion has been taken:
(iii) as
to the working or diacontinuancc of the working of the
undertaking or any part thereof including directions as to keeping open
ur closing of any stations;
(iv) for .securing that the permanent way, rolling stock, plant, appliances, or eiiiiipmeni, whether fixed or moving, are satisfactory in type
(i)

(ii)

employment of

and design:
(V) as lo the carrying out of alterations, improvements, and addition!
which the Minister considers necessary for the public safety or for the
T);ore efficient and economic working of the undertaking:
fvi) for securing cooperation between undertakings and for securing the common user of facilities, rolling stock and equipment whether
fixed or movable:
(vii) for affording running powers over their system, or any part
thereof, to the owners of any other undertaking:
tviii) tor securing that manufacturing and repairing facilities, and
auxiliary and ancillary services shall be used, and the piircha<ie and
dstribution of stores shall be conducted, in such manner as may be
most conducive to economy and efTiciency;
(ix) as to the preparation and submission to the Minister at such
times and in such form and manner as the Minister may require of
statistics and other returns, and of accounts at such times and in
such form anil manner as the Minister, with the consent of the treasury, may, by ice;ulations, prescribe:
(d) For enabling any directions given by the Minister as to alterations,
and improvements and additions to be carried into effect the Minister may,
by order, authorize the owners of any undertaking to acquire any land
aiid to construct any works, and the order may incoi porate the Lands
Clauses Acts, subject to such modifications as may be specified in the

Older, being modifications of those acts made or authorized to be made
tiy the Development and Road Improvement Funds Act, 1909, or any other
may incoiporate or apply any of the provisions of any enact)rient relating to the construction, maintenance, or working of railways,
light railways, tramways, canals, harbors, docks and piers:
(e) Any rates, fares, tolls, dues, -ind other charges directed by the
Minister shall be deemed to be reasonable, and may be charged, notwithstanding any statutory provisions limiting the amount of such charges or
increases therein.

enactment, and

Where by

reason of the exercise of the powers under
any undertaking has been depreciated
or enhanced, the owners of the undertaking shall, so far as any
loss is not provided for by the payments mentioned in paragraph a, be entitled to be recouped or liable to pay the
amount by which that value has been so depreciated or enhanced, and if any question arises as to that amount or otherwise with respect to the financial relations between the Minister
and any person affected by the exercise by the Minister of any
of his powers under this section, the question shall be determined by the Railway and Canal Commission; and without
prejiidice to any other form of payment or satisfaction, the
Treasury on the recommendation of the Minister may, as or
as part of the consideration for exercising any powers of control under this section, guarantee the payment of any dividends
on any stock or other securities issued by the owners of an
undertaking up to such amount as may be agreed, or the payment of any working expenses of the undertaking, and any sums
required to fulfill any such guarantee shall be paid out of
moneys provided by Parliament.
4.
(1) His Majesty in Council may at any time after the
passing of this Act by order authorize the Minister
(a) to purchase tiy ?.greement or compulsorily and work the whole or
(4)

this

section the value of

any part of any railway, light railway, tramway, canal, waterway or inland
navigation, harbor or dock undertaking the acquisition of which is, in the
opinion of the Minister, expedient for improving facilities for locomotion
and transport:
(b) to enter into and carry into effect agreements with the owners of
;.ny sucl: undertaking for tlie placing of the undertaking or any part
t'lereof under the control of the Minister to such extent and subject to
such hnancial arrangements as with the consent of the Treasury may be
at,reed:
(c) himself to establish any such undertaking and to work and maintain
the same and for that purpose to acquire any lands either by agreement
or compulsorily, and the order may incori>orate the provisions of the Lands
Clauses Acts, subject to such modifications as may be specified in the order,
being modifications of those Acts made or authorized to be made by the
Development and Road Improvements Funds Act, 1919, or any other enactment, and the Order may incorporate or apply any of the provisions of
any enactment relating to the construction, maintenance, or working of
railways, light railways, tramways, canals, harbors, docks and piers:
(d) to lease the whole or any part of any undertaking so acquired or

established:
(e) to purchase or take on hire and lease railway wagons belonging to
any private owners:
(f) to establish, maintain, and work transport services by land or water:

and it shall be lawful for the owners of any undertaking to
which any such Order applies to enter into and carry into effect

—
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any agreement auihcrized by or required for the purposes of
the Ordei.
(2) An order in Council under this section authorizing the
purchase of any undertaking or part thereof may provide for
vesting the undertaking or part in the Minister either subject
to any mortgages, debentures, debenture stock, or other charges
and obhgations affecting the undertaking or discharged therefrom, or from any of them, and tor preserving the rights and
security of the persons entitled to such charges, or for giving
them a substituted charge on the consideration paid for the
undertaking.
(3) The consideration for the undertaking or property so
acquired shall, in default of agreement, be determined by a
court of arbitration constituted in accordance with the provisions of the Order authorizing the acquisition.
(4) Any capital sum payable under an agreement or award
may be discharged in whole or in part, if the Treasury so direct,
by the issue of securities, and the amount of such securities
equivalent to such" capital sum shall, in default of agreement, be
determined by a court of arbitration constituted as aforesaid.
For that purpose the Treasury may create and issue securities
the interest on which shall be charged on the revenues of the
undertakings transferred after the payment thereout of working
expenses, and if and so far as such revenues are insufficient
on the Consolidation Fund of the United Kingdom, or the growing produce thereof, and which shall bear interest at such rate
and shall be subject to such conditions and regulations as to repayment, redemption, or otherwise as the Treasury may direct
or prescribe, and the regulations may apply with the necessary
modifications and of the enactment relating to Local Loans

Equipment and Supplies
mIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIII

The committee representing the steel interests conferred
with the Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce,
Washington, on Wednesday, in an effort to reach an agreement on steel prices. No definite agreement was reached
at the first day's conference, but it was hoped it would be
possible to announce a schedule of prices on Thursday.

Locomotive Deliveries

to

March

f
I

i

Road
Maine Central

Type

R. R
Penn. L.
Central R. R.

Santa Fe.

Erie

USRA
USRA

W

of

Ga

Ches.
A. C.
I

Pacific

& Q

B.

USRA
USRA

Pacific

Union

Pacific.

.

Cent
Great Northern

Council is made under this section,
before each House of Parliament
than 30 days during which that House
of those Houses before the expiration
of those 30 days presents an address to his Majesty against the
draft, or any part thereof, no further proceedings shall be taken
thereon without prejudice to the making of new draft order.
5.
(1) The Minister may, subject to the approval of the
Treasury, make advances out of the moneys provided by Parliament to any authority, company, or person, either by way of
grant of by way of loan, or partly in one way and partly in
another, and upon such terms and conditions as he thinks fit
for any of the following purposes
:

The

(a)

construction,

impruvement,

or

maintenance

of

railways,

light

railways, or tramways:

c.

c.
P.
P.

laid

Mikado.
Mikado.

Power To Require Statistics and Returns
be the duty of the owners of any railway,

It shall

railway, tramway, canal, inland navigation, dock, harbor, pier
or electricity undertaking, and the authority or person liable
to maintain any road or bridge, to furnish to the Minister at
such times and in such manner and form as he may require
for the purposes of his powers and duties under the Act.

Staff and Remuner.\tion.
8.

— (1)

The Minister may appoint such

secretaries,

offi-

and servants of the Ministry as the Minister may, subject to the consent of the Treasury as to number, determine.
There shall be paid out of moneys provided by Parlia(2)
ment to the Minister an annual salary not exceeding five
thousand pounds, and to each of the Parliamentary secretaries of the Ministry an annual salary not exceeding fifteen
hundred pounds, and to the other secretaries, officers, and
servants of the Ministry such salaries or remuneration as
the Treasury may from time to time determine.
10.
The office of Minister of Ways and Communica(1)
tions, or of the secretary in the Ministry of Ways and Comcers,

—

munications, shall not render the holder thereof incapable
of being elected to or sitting or voting as a member of the
Commons House of Parliament, but not more than two such
secretaries shall

sit

as

members

of that house at the

same

The person who

appointed to be Minister shall
not by reason of such appointment, if a member of the Common House of Parliament, vacate his seat as such member.
(2)

is first

Consol.

Total

35

Freight Cars
The United

States Government
for the Navy Department.

is

inquiring for one

flat

car

Lage, New York, are inquiring for four to eight 20type E. S. T. platform cars for France.

Mayer &
ton,

The Deschanel International
quiring for
for France.

10-ton and 20-ton

Corporation, New York, is instandard French type box cars

Iron and Steel

War Department

The

director general of military railways has 45,000 tons of
steel rail, both Bessemer and open hearth, with the necessary
angle bars, bolts, spikes, tie plates, rail braces, frogs, switches
and crossings for sale. The rail is of the A. R. A. Type "B"
80 lb. section.
The specification for the Bessemer rail is
not given, but that for the open hearth is substantially the
same as the A. R. E. A. specification as given in the 1915
edition of the manual.
About one-third of this material is
stored at New York (Kearney, N. J.), and the remainder at
Norfolk, Va. Regional directors are asking the federal managers to see if any of the roads under their jurisdiction can
use any of this material.

Miscellaneous
Commerce Reports

in a recent issue contained the

trade opportunity
28712. An .\merican

following

:

—

company about

open up an industry
in Honduras proposes to reconstruct the present wharf of reinforced concrete, to reconstruct and maintain the roadbed of
a railway, to build a new railway line, to erect one steel bridge,
and to open up new lands. It desires to purchase machinery
and supplies for this work. Quotations should be given f. o. b.

New

tiine.

Sw

Mikado.
Mikado.

Rail for Sale by
light

8-w.

.

& o

R
& R

R.

and the power of the Treasury on the recommendation of the
Development Commissioners to make advances for any of the
purposes aforesaid shall cease and determine.

6.

6W. Sw.

Pacific.

.

Valley
A. T. & St. Fe.

to

Sw.

Pacific.

Mikado.

Lehigh

Stock.

Fe.

Mikado.
10-W. Sw.

L

C.

week

Mikado.
St.

USRA 6W.

& Ohio

Texas &

the

Mallet.

Chicago & North Western.
Chicago & North Western.

111.

(7) Before an Order
a draft thereof shall be
for a period of not less
is sitting, and if either

8

The following new locomotives were shipped during
ending March 8:

Orleans.

to

References.

Further details may be obtained from the district or cooperative offices of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or from the head office in Washington.
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until

his
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in

the

(ilTicc

of

service

manager.
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Nelson B. Gadch has been aiipointcd district manager of
sales for the Cliicago Pneumatic Tool Company, with headqiiarters in the Metropolitan Hank building, Minnea|>oli8,
Minn.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
opciu'd

ami warehouses

i>lVicf!.

at

CliicaRo,

has

Tulsa, Okla.

Clyde P. Benning, service manager of Mutlgc & Company,
Chicago, has been appointed assistant general manager with
headiiuartcrs at (.liicago, in which ijositimi
railroad companies in
developing motor car
organizations. Mr. Ben-

lie

will assist

the

ning was born at Atchison, Kan., on September 20, 1888, and
received his education

1905,

promoted

to

A. N. Willsie has resigned from the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, with which company he has been connected for the
past 29 years, to accept the position of district engineer ot
the Locomotive Stoker

maC. P.

Benning

In
1910 he
resigned from the Missouri Pacific in order to accept a position with the Tool &
Railway Specialty Company at Atchison, Kan., with which
concern he remained until December 15, 1914. leaving at
that time to enter the employment of Mudge & Company as
shop inspector. Previous to his recent appointment as assistant general manager. Mr. Benning was service engineer
and in 1916 western manager, with headquarters at San
Francisco, Cal., and during the latter part of 1918 held
the position as service manager, with headquarters at Chicago, until his appointment as stated above.

Company, with headquarters
at
Chicago.
Mr. Willsie was born
in Galesburg, 111., where
he received his primary
school education.
He
entered the service of
Burlington
o n
the
April 20, 1880, as an
errand boy in the master

and

who

are

at

Colorado

Springs, Colo., on June
1888, and received
2,
his
education in the

Colorado Springs High
School and the University

road

when he
foreman
Willsie

California,

of

where h e graduated
from the College of
Engineering

He began
career

engineman

mechanic at Brookfield, Mo.,
Aurora, 111., and Omaha. Neb. Mr. Willsie left the mechanical department to take the position of division superintendent in the operating department, and for two years filled
this position at St. Joseph, Mo., and three years at Hannibal,
Mo. Since June, 1912, Mr. Willsie has been permanent chairman of the fuel economy committee and superintendent of
fuel economy of the Burlington, with headquarters in Chicago, reporting direct to the general superintendent of
motive power, and vice-president in charge of operation.

the counas well as the developing of the service
try,

Mr. Vanatta was

was

of engines, from which
position he was promoted to division master

throughout

born

In
lo-

comotive fireman, and
then

became

railroads

idea.

office,

same office.
became a

1890 he

for six years

working with the motor car men on the
various

mechanic's

later filled the posi-

tion of chief clerk to
the master mechanic in
this

Jean K. Vanatta, mechanical engineer of Mudge & Company at Chicago, has been appointed service manager in
which capacity he will have charge of the company's service
engineers,

A. Farris,

Foundry and Equipment Company,

he

chinist.

company.

who

has been connected with the Whiting
at Chicago, as crane
engineer in the engineering department for the past ten
years, has entered the employment of Scully-Jones & Co.,
at Chicago, as special sales engineer on cranes.
J.

apprentice, later be-

injr

Edwards has been appointed manager of the Rock
Sales divisiun of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Comi)any,

I.

the interest of that

entered the shops of
that road as a machinist

)rill

succeeding E. Eklund, who has been appointed special foreign representative, and who will leave shortly for Europe in

until

when

has resigned.

John W. Foyle, vicc-i)resident of the Gustin-Bacon Manufacturing Company, Kansas City, Mo., who has been a major
in the United States Army, has been released from service
and returned to his duties with his company on March 1.
J.

schools of
that city. His business
career dates back to
1903, at which time he
entered the employ of
Missouri
Pacific,
the
serving in
several
clerical positions witli

company

who

1

in the public

that
April.

Fred H. Waldron, Minneapolis representative of the Chicago Pneumatic 'WxA Company, has been appointed manager
of the iincumatic tool sales division, to succeed J. D. Osgood,

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, in its
annual report for the year ending December 31, 1918, shows

1910.

in
his business

immediately

after his graduation as
apprenticei of
special

Washington Air
Brake & Machine Company.

J.

K. Vanatta

the

During the year 1914 he was
supervisor of the engineering and development work of the
Great Western Mining and Milling Company at Hayman,
Colo., and the following year he was in the employ of the
Bell Telephone Company on outside construction work. Mr.
Vanatta joined the forces of Mudge & Company as shop
and material inspector in September, 1916, which position he

net earnings of $535,833.56, which is equal to 8.32 per cent
on the stock. The report for the year previous shows net
earnings of $1,169,390, or 18.3 per cent on the stock.
In discussing the financial status of the company, H. A.
Jackson, the president, said in part:
"The great volume of business of an imperative nature
which had accumulated on the company's books because^ of
the country's war activities, produced a condition disclosing
certain deficiencies which the directors took steps to correct.
An entire reorganization was effected and was practically

completed

in June, 1918.

:

March

21,

—
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"In the meantime, the Emergency Fleet Corporation called
upon the company for increased production. An inspection
of the plant by the new management revealed that in order
to obtain the additional output required, the equipment must
be scientifically balanced, further facilities provided, and
improved shop management applied. Considerable quantities
Moreof material, found to be obsolete, were disposed of.
over, an investigation of the company's accounting methods
made by the new management indicated the desirability of
certain substantial changes, especially in the basis of writing
off depreciation.
".An immediate and general re\ision of the old methods of
production was undertaken, resulting in a greatly increased
volume of output, which more nearly met the requirements
of the industry concerned in the government's war program.
The company's cost and accounting systems were revised.
There has been charged off on account of depreciation in
inventories, machinery, etc., together with bad debts and
shrinkages due to discrepancies in cost accounting and other
items, an amount of $872,413.16.

"Though

production has been marketed
earnings have been affected

a heavily increased

at prevailing prices, the resultant

by the substantial increase

in

the

cost

of

labor and

ma-

terials.

"On account

of depreciations necessary because of the
from a war to a peace basis, the British and
subsidiary companies are not showing a large
return for the year. The British subsidiary was heavily involved in Russia, and the unfortunate developments in that
country have made necessary the setting aside of relatively
large reserves on the books of that company.
"The balance sheet of the company is as follows:

transition

Canadian
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Financial and Construction
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Railway Financial News
Ruck Island
change on March 12

Chic.\go,
cent

preferred

.-\ssets

Lands, buildings, machinery, equipment, etc.. plus additions
during the yeai less reserve for depreciation
$7,662,177
Investment in foreign subsidiary company
58,309
Special funds for redemption of 6 per cent bonds
31,161
Current Assets:
Inventories, accounts and notes receivable, etc., cash
9,073,885
Deferred Charges:
Discount on bonds, interest, insurance, etc.. prepaid
393,306
.

Liabilities
Capital Liabilities
Capital stock
First mortgage bonds

Cunent
Notes

$6,448,800
3.250,000

Liabilities:

payable,

liabilities,

accounts

payable,

including payrolls,

accrued

etc

2,329,771

Reserves:
For contingencies and for first mortgage bond sinking fund..
Appropriated Surplus:
For investment in additions to iiroperty and working capital..
Unappropriated surplus

408,162
2.000,000
2,782,107

Trade Publications
Blaw-Knox Products.— The Blaw-Knox Company,
burgh, Pa., has issued a diminutive booklet on

its products,
in. by 3J4 in. in size.
There are eight pages printed in
three colors illustrating and describing the fabricated steel
work, plate work, transmission towers, furnace equipment,
Blaw buckets, Blavv forms and Blaw mixers produced by this

2}/2

company.

The Best Y.\rd AI.\ster is the man who knows human nature
and who can do the things he would have his men do just a
little better than they can, and do it just a little quicker than
they can; also he is considerate of his men.
Kind when
kindness

is

needed, severe

when

it

is

necessary to be severe,

and absolutely a tyrant when nothing else will bring results.
The best yard master is one that instead of telling his men
how to do switching or to handle certain trains in and out
of his yard, will ask them how they are going to do it, prefacing his request for knowledge with some pleasant remark,
evidencing good will. If he is a good yard master he will
listen to what his men propose to do, especially if it is a
difficult task, and will carefully weigh what they suggest.
If
he knows no better way he will let them do it their way,
though it may differ somewhat from his. By so doing he can
feel assured that he has encouraged individuality in his men
and will reap the benefit, as it becomes a matter of personal
pride with the yardmen to make good their suggestion. Such
a yardmaster gains the good will and loyalty of his men.^
H. D. McKee. Bemvood. W. Va.

listed

this

Stock Excompany's $29,422,100 7 per

$25,108,100 6 per

cent

preferred

stock

stock.

—

J. P. Morgan & Co. have announced a new offering of
$15,000,000 three-year 6 per cent notes to refund an equal
amount of two-year notes maturing April 1. Holders of the

Erie.

maturing notes

will have the privilege of exchanging them
notes at 98 and interest, a price which will bring
the owners a return of 634 per cent. The War Finance CorI'oralion stands ready to take any amount of the notes which
are left after the exchange privilege is closed and after the
public offering has been concluded.
The price to the corporation will also be 98 and the funds will be used to pay off
holders of the two-year S per cent notes who elect to receive
cash.
The railroad company agrees to maintain collateral
behind the issue with a market value of 125 per cent of the

for ihe

new

amount of

the notes.

—

Gr.and Trunk. The directors have derided that, owing to immensely increased expenses, caused by war conditions, the
company was unable to earn any dividends on guaranteed or
preference stocks for the past year. These dividends have not
been paid since the first half of 1917.

—

Illinois Central. Robert S. Lovett has been elected a director
to succeed R. W. Goelet.

Pennsylvania

— President

directors of the

Samuel Rea has announced that the
company had authorized him to borrow $22,to be used in the payment of overdue

000,000 from bankers

federal vouchers for expenditures incurred in governmental
operation of the Pennsylvania system, including purchases of
fuel, materials and supplies, and expenditures for improvement
and betterment work. The funds will be used exclusively in
paying these vouchers.
.Arrangements have been made for
immediate payment of the more pressing of these debts. Director General Hines has approved of the foregoing plan and
is willing, upon appropriation by Congress of funds available
for that purpose, to promptly make payment of the $22,000,000,
if then
due the companies in the Pennsylvania system on
account of compensation.

—

Pacific. The stockholders have elected a new
board of directors consisting of Henry A. Bishop, Harry
Bronner, B. D. Caldwell, Kingdon Gould, George G.
Haven, Alexander J. Hemphill, C. C. Huitt, A, A. Jackson,
Alvin W. Krech, J. H. McClement, N. S. Meldrum, Dunlevy Milbank, S. T. Morgan, Wm. Church Osborn, Finley J.
Shepard, John I. Waterbury and Wm. H. Williams.
The election of a new board is the first step in a plan
to effect a financial readjustment and release the property
from receivership. -Vlthough a majority of the new directors have affiliations with the Missouri Pacific, the board is

Texas &
Pitts-

stock,

& Paciiic— The New York

and $75,000,000 common

.'\SSETS

Capital

i

the result of a compromise of all interests. Of the Texas
& Pacific's $25,000,000 second mortgage income bonds, the

Missouri Pacific owns $23,703,000.

Railway Construction

—

Quebec Central ILvilw.vy. This road has awarded contracts
for a car shop with concrete substructure and a brick and
It will
steel superstructure to be built at Newington, Que.
be 75 ft. by 225 ft. and one-story high, cost about $42,000.

—

Points for the Yardmaster, If the company will afford a
good wardroom for your switchmen, arrange for laborers to give
it a good cleaning occasionally; have it provided with a stove,
during cold weather, and have a good fire going when the men
come to lunch. This requires but a little effort and the majority
of the men will appreciate it; furthermore, they will have no
occasion to leave work to prepare a fire H. D. McKee.
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Paul, willi heaibpiarters

at

Heloit. Wis., vice C. E.

Corcoran,

deceased.

Rail\vay Officers

George E. Johnson has been appointed assistant to genmanager of tlie Denver & Kio Grande, the Rio Grande
Snulhern. the Den\er I'nion Terminal, the I'neblo Union
Depot K- Railroad, and the Salt Lake City Union Depot .ind

eral
IIIMMIIIIIIIIItllMIII

ItlliiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiMiMmitnii

Railroad Administration
Central

W.

A. Webb, heretofore general manager of the Missouri,
Kans.is ^i I'exas of Texas, has been ai)pointeil a luenihcr of
Railway Hoard of .Adjnstnient No. 1, with ollice at Washington, vice John G. Walber, who was recently appointed labor
assistant to the director of operation.

U.iilroad, with headtpiarters at

Denxcr, Colo.

William Elmer, acting superintendent of the Philadelphia
division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines, with
oltice at llarrisburg. Pa., has been .ippointcd superintendent
of the same division, and C. D. Young, acting superintcn<lent
of the Schuylkill division, with office at Reading, has been
ippointed superintendent of the Schuylkill division.

Traffic

Federal and General Managers
George E. Johnson has been appointed assistant to the
manager of the Denver & Kio (irande, the Rio
Grande Southern, the Denver I'nion Terminal, the Pueblo
Union Depot and the Salt Lake City Union Depot, witli headgeneral

quarters at Denver, Colo.
S. Hawkins has been appointed federal manager
Norfolk Southern, the Carolina Railroad and the
Kinston Carolina Railroad, with office at Norfolk, \'a., to
succeed J. H. Young, who has been appointed senior as-

Morris

for

the

sistant

director of the division of operation,

Washington, D.

with office at

C.

Charles N. Whitehead, general manager of the Northern
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, who has been appointed federal manager of the Katy system, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,
was born at Princeton,

William Warner, assistant general freight and passenger
anient of tlie Los Angeles & Salt Lake, has resigned, efTecti\e .\pril 1.
Mr. Warner's entire business career has been
I'efore joining the
in the railroail service, beginning in 1900.
forces of the San Pedro, Los .\ngeles & Salt Lake, which is
now the Los Angeles & Salt Lake, he was wMth the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, and later with the Kansas City Southern as contracting agent. He was general agent of the San
Pedro. Los Angeles & Salt Lake, with headquarters at Chicago, for several years prior to his appointment as assistant
general freight and passenger agent of the same road, with
headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah. Mr. Warner has accepted a position with Lederer & Dickson Company, grain
commission merchants, Chicago.

lines

111.,

in

1876,

and

re-

ceived his early educapublic
the
tion
in
schools of that city. In
1893 he entered the
employ of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas as a

Louis Warren Duffee, whose appointment as chief engineer
& Northern, with headquarters at Laurel,
been announced in these columns, was
born in 1884, at Mobile, Ala., and was educated in the Alabama Polytechnic Institute. He began railway work in
.August, 1904, with the Bay Minette & Ft. Morgan Railroad.
The following year he was appointed an assistant division
engineer on the Louisville & Nashville, and then after three
years of varied engineering work in Alabama and Indian
Territory, he entered the service of the Mobile, Jackson &
Kansas City, now part of the Gulf. Mobile & Northern, as
resident engineer on maintenance and construction. In 1911,
he was appointed locating engineer on the same road, which
Mr.
then became the New Orleans. Mobile & Chicago.
Dufifee was engaged in conducting new surveys and carrying
out some construction work until 1917. excepting about two
years, 1912 and 1913, when he was chief engineer of the
Meridian & Memphis.
In 1917. he was appointed special
engineer of the Gulf, Mobile & Northern and had charge of
federal valuation work and special engineering projects on
of the Gulf, Mobile
Miss., has already

messenger, after which
he was consecutively to
1905 clerk and stenogin
the freight

rapher

and ticket office, stenographer and clerk to
the superintendent, stenographer and clerk to
the
freight
general
agent, stenographer and
clerk to the general
attorney, chief clerk to
the superintendent, ste-

nographer and clerk

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Lieutenant William H. Hobbs, 332nd Field Artillery, U. S.
.\.. has returned from France and received his discharge from
the arn:y.
On March I, he resumed his position as assistant engineer on the Louisiana division of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at Monroe, La.

Whitehead.

to

the general counsel. In 1905 he was appointed assistant secretary, becoming secretary in 1909. and soon after secretary
and treasurer of the same road. In April, 1913, he was appointed assistant to the president of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, and in 1914 was elected vice-president, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
When the railroads came under government control, Mr. Whitehead was appointed general
manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, Northern Lines,
with headquarters at St. Louis, which position he held until
his recent appointment as federal manager of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas
(including the Trinity branch and the Beaumont & Great
Northern), the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, the Oklahoma
Belt and the Wichita Falls & Northwestern.

Operating
G. Fitzhugh has been appointed superintendent of safety
and fire protection of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe and
associated lines, with headquarters at Galveston. Texas.
J.

John Connors has been appointed trainmaster of the Racine
and Southwestern division of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

that road.
On December 1. 1918, he was made acting chief
engineer, which position he held until his recent appointment
as chief engineer of the same road as above noted.

E. Bruce Ford, whose appointment as assistant engineer
the Northwestern Region with office at Seattle. Wash., was
announced in the Railzi'cy Age of March 7 (page 567). was
born at Laceyville, Pa., on August 21. 1881, and received his
education in the high school of that place and the State Normal School at Mansfield, Pa., later attending Lafayette College. Mr. Ford began railway work in July. 1902. as a tapeman and rodman on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,
and one year later he entered the employ of the Pittsburgh,
Shawmut & Northern and the Buffalo & Susquehanna as a
draftsman. In 1905 he became a draftsman and masonry designer with the Syracuse Railroad Construction Company, at
Syracuse, N. Y.', and in 1906 was appointed assistant division
engineer on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,
with headquarters at Middletown. Ohio. The following year
he was emploj'ed on the Chica.go. Milwaukee & Puget Sound
in

March
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21, 1919

as a resident engineer, and in 1909 he went with the Grand
Trunk Pacific as a construction foreman. From 1910 to
March 1, 1919, he served consecutively on the Great Northern; as draftsman and assistant engineer, on the Marcus
division; assistant engineer at Vancouver, B. C, on terminal
developments at that place; and office engineer in the principal assistant engineer's office at Seattle, Wash., which latter
position he held prior to his appointment as assistant en-

gineer of the Northwestern Region.

Warren Y. Scott, who
& Maine, with

has been appointed signal engineer of
office at Boston, Mass., as has already
been announced in these columns, was born on September 23,
1877, at South Boston,
graduated
Mass., and
the Boston

Hyde Park High
From
in 1894.

from

School

spring

the

of

1895

to

he worked for the
Union Switch & Signal
Company, on the New

793

these columns, was born at Pottsville, Pa., on
and was educated in the public schools of
Pottsville and at Lehigh University. Mr. Snyder began railway work with the Pennsylvania Railroad on November 1,
He was appointed
1884, as rodman on the Renovo division.
assistant supervisor of the same division on January 1, 1886,
and in August, 1890, was promoted to supervisor. On June
10, 1897, he was appointed supervisor on the Northern Central at Baltimore, and three years later was transferred to
the Altoona yard. He was promoted to division engineer of
the Monongahela division in January, 1901, and in June, 1903,
was transferred to the Pittsburgh division. On April 1, 1907,
he was appointed principal assistant engineer of the Western
Pennsylvania division; in October, 1917, he was made assistant engineer, maintenance of way, in charge of bridges and
structures, and served in that position until his recent appointment as general storekeeper of the Pennsyhania Railroad, eastern lines, as above noted.

nounced
January

in

9,

1866,

1896,

"li'ork,

New

Hartford,
cl'.anges,

the

New

ing

from

Haven

&

Corporate

during signal
on account of
Haven changleft

to

Operating

right

On Janhe entered
the service of the Boston & Maine as a helper.
He subsequently served
consecutively as general
helper, signalman, maintainer, foreman and genY. Scott
In April,
eral foreman.
1907, he was appointed
supervisor of electric signals, and in October, 1911, was apSince September 1. 1916,
pointed general inspector of signals.
he has served as assistant signal engineer until his recent appointment as signal engineer of the same road and subsidiary
hand running.
uary

Horn, whose appointment as superintendent of the
Kenora division of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters
at Kenora, Ont., was announced in the Railway Age of
February 28 (page 522),
was born at Carleton
Junction, Ont., on November 26, 1873, and
work
began
railway
on January 12. 1892,
with the Canadian
J.

13, 1896,

lines.

E. L. Martin, engineer of maintenance of way of the MisKansas & Texas, at Parsons, Kan., who has been
appointed chief engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
the Oklahoma Belt and the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf,
as was announced in the Railway Age of March 7 (page 553),
graduated from the Agricultural and Mechanical College of
Texas in June, 1899, and began his railway career as an
axman on location work with the Texas & New Orleans.
In September, 1899, he went to the Southern Pacific and
served in various capacities in the engineering department
In 1902, he was apuntil he became assistant engineer.
pointed assistant engineer on the Kansas City Southern, at
Pittsburgh, Pa., and left that position in 1905 to become
division engineer and assistant engineer on construction for
In 1912 he was
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, in Texas.
appointed assistant superintendent of the Southern Pacific
at Lafayette, La., and the following year was made division
engineer on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at Denison,
Texas.
Later he was appointed engineer of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas in charge of the construction of the San
Antonio terminals, which position he held until his appointment as engineer of maintenance of way for the same road
in April, 1917.
As chief engineer of the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas, the Wichita Falls & Northwestern and the Missouri,
Oklahoma & Gulf, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas, Mr.
Martin succeeds F. G. Jonah, chief engineer of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas and the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, and
F. Merritt, chief engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Railway of Texas and the Wichita Falls & Northwestern,
both of whom were assigned to other lines in connection
with the regrouping of roads in the Southwestern Region,
souri,

J.

Pacific in the capacity
of agent and operator
on the Lake Superior
and Manitoba division.
Previous to his recent
appointment as superintendent of the Kenora
Horn
division,
Mr.
to
served from
1895
1911 as train despatciier
of the Fort William and
Kenora division; from
1911 to 1912 as chief
despatcher of the KeJ. J. Horn
nora division and from
1912 to 1913 as inspector of transportation, with head(|uarters at Winnipeg, Man.
From 1913 to 1915 he was chief despatcher of the Kenora division; then to 1916 was trainmaster, and from 1916 to the
date of his recent appointment was chief train despatcher of
'

the

Kenora

division of the

same

road.

F. A. Rutherford has been appointed trainmaster on the

Grand Trunk, with

office at

London. Ont.: H. R. McLennan,

chief despatcher at Brantford, has been appointed trainmaster with office at Brantford, succeeding R. E. Newcomer, resigned, and W. K. Rogers has been appointed chief des-

patcher with

office at

Brantford. succeeding Mr.

McLennan.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Colonel E. M. Heigho, president of the Pacific & Idaho
Xorthern, has resigned on account of ill health. Mr. Heigho
was born at Grays, Essex, England, on October 23, 1867, and
began railway work in 1882 as an office boy in the general
freight office of the Michigan Central at Detroit, Mich., since
which he was employed consecutively to 1886 in various

store-

the local offices of the Erie & North
Shore Dispatch, the Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific, and the
Michigan Central, all at Detroit, Mich. In 1887 he was made
chief clerk to the assistant freight claim agent of the Union
Pacific at Kansas City, Mo., and later clerk in the freight
auditor's office of the same road at Omaha, Neb. From 1887

keeper of the Pennsylvania Railroad, eastern lines, with
headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., as has already been an-

to 1890 he served as chief clerk to the superintendent of the
Idaho Central at Boise City, Idaho. In 1892 he was a rate

as mentioned in our issue of

March

7,

on page

552.

Purchasing
George W. Snyder, who has been appointed general

clerical capacities in

—
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of the Missouri
position to hi-coinc
ciiicf bookkcepor lor a (oiiiulry company at Detroit, Mich,
lie returned to railway service as clerk in the freight trallic
ilepartnu'iit of the Oregon Short Lino at Salt Lake t'ity,
Utah, in 1890. Early in 1904 he was made auditor of the Pacific & Idaho Nortliern.
Tn July of tliat year he was elected
\ icc-presideni,
,i;eiicral manager and treasurer of the same
road, and in ncioinlier. 1909, he was elected president, general manager and trallic manager.
In September, 191.S, he
was ai)pointcd receiver of the Pacific & Idaho Northern, at
which time he combined tiie duties of the offices of the general manager, traffic manager, treasurer and purchasing agent,
with those outlined above.
Mr. Ileigho suffered a severe
stroke of paralysis in November, 1917, but continued in intimate touch with his duties as president and general manager
until October, 1918, when lie rcsi.giied as general manager,
but retained the presidency.
clerk

tiic

ill

i'aciCii'

at

St.

trallic

fri'iK'lit

I.oiiis,

iiiaiKincr'.s

Mo., IfaviiiR

otl'icc

tiial

Purchasing
J. M. Velasco,
ways of Mexico,

purchasing agent of the National Railat New York, has been appointed assistant
to the general purchasing agent, with office at Mexico City,
Mex., and F. P. de Hoyos, general agent of the traffic department, at New York, is now also local purchasing agent,
with office at New York.
local

Railway Officers

in Military Service

C. P. Stembel, who was general superintendent on
the Vir.ginian Railway during 1917 and 1918, is now American
delegate of a sub-commission, with head(|uarters at Saar-

Major

brucken. Germany,

in
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vision of the

New York

Central

& Hudson

and from

190.?,

July,

Thomas Fletcher Oakes, formerly president of the Northern Pacific, died at Seattle, Wash., on March 14, at the age
of 76 years.
Mr. (Jakes was born at Boston, Mass., on July
16, 1843, and entered railway service on June 1, 1863, as purchasing agent on the Kansas Pacific, which position he held
for two years when he became purchasing agent and assistant treasurer.
The following six years he was general
freight agent of the same road when he was elected vicepresident, in which capacity he served one year, until his
appointment as general superintendent. From April, 1879,
to May, 1880, he was general superintendent of the Kansas
City, Fort Scott & Gulf and the Kansas City, Lawrence &
.Southern, and from May, 1880, he was vice-president and
general manager of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company for one year. The next two years he acted in the
capacity of vice-president of the Northern Pacific, and the
following five years he held the position of vice-president and
general manager of the same road. On September 20, 1888,
he was elected president of the Northern Pacific, combining
the duties of the general manager with his office from the
On August 15,
date of his appointment to May 16, 1889.
1893, he was appointed receiver of the Northern Pacific in
which capacity he acted until October 25, 1895.
George Hodges, manager
of the Division of

died

suddenly at

the French zone of occupation.

of the troop

was general
secretary of the Railroads War Board, and
was also in general
charge of the troop
movement for the railroads.
He has also
been for several years
chairman of the Committee on Relations between Railroads and

Greeney, supervisor of the Lehigh Valley, with office
on February 28, at the age of 55. He
was born at Reading, Pa., in June, 1864, and entered the
service of the Lehigh Valley as a water boy at White Haven,
Pa., in 1880.
He was appointed roadmaster, at Sayre, in
1896, and
since 1899 served as supervisor of track at
J.

at Buffalo, N. Y., died

affiliated

P. Bradfield, formerly assistant general manager of the
Central, died in Bufifalo, N. Y., on March 12 at
the age of 66. He was born at St. Catharine, Ont., and previous to November, 1882, served as despatcher on the Wallkill Valley, now part of the West Shore, and as agent and
operator on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. He was
then to March, 1885, train despatcher on the Hudson River
division of the West Shore.
In March, 1885, he was appointed superintendent of the same division and held that
position until November 1890.
He later served as superintendent of the New York, Ontario & Western and in February, 189S, was appointed superintendent of the Western di-

committees of

American Railway
.A.ssociatioii, and he was
the

BufTalo.

J.

section

Hodges

William H. Pleasants, president of the Ocean Steamship
office at New York, died on March 18, at
the age of 56.
Mr. Pleasants served several years as general freight agent at Jacksonville, Fla., on the Florida Central & Peninsular, now a part of the Seaboard Air Line.

New York

movement

Operation of the Railroad Administration,
Washington on March 14, of pneumonia.
Before the taking over
of the railroads by the
government, Mr.

Company, with

V. T. Kissinger, formerly superintendent of telegraph for
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and later connected with
the Western Union Telegraph Company, died, on March 13,
of heart failure at his home at Siloam Springs, Ark., at the
age of 60 years. Mr. Kissinger was connected with the Western Union for many years as chief operator at St. Paul,
Minn., and in 1890 he was appointed general wire chief and
electrician, with headquarters at Chicago.
In 1904 he entered the service of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy as
assistant superintendent of telegraph, at Lincoln, Neb., and
later was advanced to the position which he held at the time
of his death.
He was retired on a pension by the Western
Union Telegraph Company on last October.

From Janu-

he

1903,

Obituary

M.

River.

was assistant general superintendent,
to June, 1906, was general superintendent.
He was promoted to assistant general manager of
the same road in June, 1906, remaining in that position until
March, 1907. lie had been in poor health since his retirement from active service.

ary to July,

recently

appointed

chairman of a temporary war committee of
the transportation section of the reorganized

Hodge

American Railroad AsMr. Hodges entered railway service in 1886, with
and remained with that road until 1903, when he
entered the service of the Baltimore & Ohio. In 1908 he was
appointed assistant agent for the receivers of the Seaboard
Air Line, and in 1910 he became connected with the Special
Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to Legislation,
of which he became secretary and later chairman.
In 1912
he was also appointed assistant general agent of the American Railway Association, with headquarters in Chicago, and
in April, 1916, he was elected chairman of the Committee on
sociation.
the Erie

Relations between Railroads.

—

Pointers kor the Yardmaster. Train your men to keep their
eyes open for cars of perishable or important freight when moving about the yard. They often can spare a few minutes to place
or switch out an important car when you are not about and
when they do so give them credit for it. If they should ever
make a mistake and get out the wrong car don't look wise and
raise trouble, but pass it over in a tactful manner; there are two
sides to the ledger.
H. D. McKne.
;

i

DAILY EDITION
It is to be hoped that the American Railway Engineering
Association will not adopt the suggestion which has been
made that it follow the practice of
the old American Railway AssociaThe Value
tion in the appointment of small
of Large
Much of the success
committees.
Committees
of the committee work of the Engineering Association has resulted from the exchange
of ideas between the relatively large number of men on
the committees incident to the consideration of their sub-

and the preparation of their reports. It has been
said that it is generally the case that a few members of
Even though this
a committee do most of the work.
jects

may be true the detrimental
is much greater on a small

results of inactive

members

than on a large committee.
Furthermore, the active identification of a large proportion of the members of an organization doing committee
work is a source of great strength to that organization.
It is also of educational value to the members who have
the opportunity of serving on the committees and participating in the discussions.

'

reports submitted to the convention year after year
by the Committee on Water Service are the best possible

The

evidence of the necessity for a radi-

Water
Service

change in attitude towards this
department on the part of many of
cal

Each year the rethe railroads.
ports are evidence of the fact that
they are the work of experts and that experts must necessarily be employed if the railroads are to derive the
benefits that should accrue to them as a consequence of
In the face
the work and findings of the committees.
of these facts it is surprising to note that the common
practice of railroads is to organize the water service department as an addition to some other department or
liranch of the service, and without a responsible directing head. When the importance of the water service to
the other departments, notably the motive power and
operating departments, is considered it seems that common prudence would suggest the placing of this department on the plane its importance warrants.
Organization

discussion of the report of the Committee on Iron
and Steel Structures developed emphatic opposition to

The

Lov\^

Unit
Stresses

the continuation, in the new rules,
of the prevailing method of proportioning structures through the use
of low unit stresses in combination
The
with moderate live loadings.

committee made very clear what its reasons were for
adhering to this practice, namely, to avoid setting up a
high unit stress as standard usage by persons who may
or may not be qualified to assume the responsibility
thereby incurred. This position is probably justified by
the committee's realization of the exceedingly wide use
which its specifications have received in the past. However,

it

is

well to call attention to the fact that the prac-

making due allowances for future ultimate loadnot uncommon among railway bridge engineers in
their individual practice, and as regards the specific
method suggested by Messrs. Irwin and Motley, it is
but just to recall that the late C. A. Cartlidge, once chairman of this same committee, put this idea into actual use
on his greatest work, the Metropolis bridge.
tice of

ings

is

of Railway Operation presented an interesting and valuable discussion of the economic length of operating districts
in
its
report submitted yesterday.
The Length
By implication it approves districts
of Engine
Districts
considerably in excess of 100 miles
in length.
This is in contrast with
the marked tendency towards the shortening of engine
runs. In the early days of railway operation, particularly
on the W^estern prairie roads, runs of 200 miles were not
uncommon. The passage of the 16-hour law, the increasing density of traffic and resulting delays to trains
and other influences have tended to shorten these districts until on many of the lines built in recent years,
such as the Western Pacific and the Pacific Coast extension of the St. Paul, the average length of district is
approximately 110 miles. The present tendency is distinctly towards the shortening of hours of work and this
in turn leads to shorter engine districts.
For this reason
the attitude of the committee is somewhat surprising.

The Committee on Economics

of specifications for maintenance of way
is one of the most important and
valuable functions of the American
Railway Engineering Association.
Prompt
At the same time it is one which the
Publication of
association must perform with the
Specifications
utmost care, for many of the specifications tend to establish fundamental principles of pracFor this reason
tice whose influence is far-reaching.
every efifort should be made to secure the most complete
discussion and consideration of specifications before their
This in turn requires that the memberfinal adoption.
ship be given an adequate opportunity to study the specifications before they are required to pass upon them.
The association was called to pass upon no more important question this year than the specifications for steel
bridges presented by the committee on Iron and Steel
Structures, yet many members of the association were
unprepared to pass upon them yesterday owing to the
fact that they had received these specifications only a few
days in advance of their departure for the meeting, and
in many instances they had no opportunity to consider
them at all. This is a mistake which has led frequently
in the past to action by the as.sociation referring the recommendations of committees back for reconsideration
and resubmission the folloivving year, owing 'to the desire
of the members to play safe and take no action which
further consideration might show to be unwise.
Some
associations require all matters on which action by the

The preparation
practices
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distrilmti'd
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wise,

Id

iiui.liiijf.

l)nt

year presented

it

iiuuihri
Siidi a pro

llu'

has nnidi to

many

com

difficnlties

to

committees in the conchict and comjjletion of tlieir work
and an nnnecessarily lieavy load has l)een tlniist upon

public o|)iriion .ind with jiubiic opinion what it is now,
there is good grounds for holding that a satisfactory solution of the railroad problem will sf)on l)e found in spite
of the fact that the situation existing at this particular
lime is the worst, as a whole, that has existed for 2.i
years.

the secretary's ofHcc liecansc of the late receipt of reports.

The committees can promote tiie interests of the associa
tion in no more elTective way tlian l)y conipietinij their
reports in ample finie for their dislrihulion to the
ad\ance of llie annual meelin;.;.

mem

l)crship well in

Senator Pomerene's Address
wiiicu has heen made within recent years
education of Icadinf,^ puhlic men regarding the
raihvay question was very well illustrated by the address
which Senator Pomercne of Ohio delivered at the dinner
of the American Railway I'.ngineering Association on
Wednesday evening.
With some criticisms of the Railroad Administration
which Senator Pomerenc made, it is impossible to agree.
The senator evidently had ])laccd too much reliance upon
alleged information regarding the advance in rates which
had been furnished to the Senate committee by Clifford
Thorne. He evidently had also accepted Mr. Thome's
well known views regarding the purpose and effect of
some other things the Railroad Administration has done.
The public man who takes either Mr. Thome's information or views at their face value is pretty sure to go
wrong regarding the particular matters to vi^hich they
TTiii', i'KOGKi:ss

in the

relate.

Senator Pomerene's address made

it

clear,

however,

that he has got a comprehensive grasp of the railroad
problem and if the minds of the majority of the members
of Congress are moving in the same direction that his is,
a satisfactory solution of the problem should be reached
in a comparatively short time in case Congress is conSenator Pomerenc very
vened early in extra session.
properly criticised the attempt to continue government
operation for the purpose of making an experiment when
government control was adopted, not to prove or disapprove the advantages of government operation, but solely
as a war measure. He recognized the fact that the laws
to be changed so as to permit such agreements and
consolidations between the railways in the same territory as the Interstate Commerce Commission may deem
not prejudicial to the public interest.
He advocated government regulation of the issuance of
railway security issues, a policy which all students of the
subject now favor. He implied that he would favor similar provision which would establish a definite standard by
which the regulating bodies in fixing rates should be required to measure their reasonableness and adequacy and
seems reasonable to infer from his address that he
it
would be in favor of requiring the railways to be permitted to earn an average of six per cent upon the investment of their properties. There was little criticism
of private management of the railw-ays in his address
and much criticism of government management.
Senator Pomerene is a Democrat, but he and many of
the other leading Democrats in Congress agree with the
leading Republicans in opposing government ownership
and in favoring the return of the railways to private operation under legislation which will enable them to render
better service and operate more efficiently and at the same
time adequately increase their facilities. There is a striking
difference between the addresses on the railroad question
which were being made by leading public men a few years
ago and the addresses which are being made now. This
change must, and in fact does, reflect a great change in

need
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Automatic Train Control
T"")!!;

.XuroMATic Train Contkoi. c'ommittkk

ajii)ointed

the Railroad Administration has been in attendance at both the stated meeting of the .Signal division of
the ,'\. R. A. and the annual meeting of the A. R. I'". A.
I'he instructions to the committee were to make a study
of and report upon automatic train control devices which
have been installed or which may be ])racticable. The
work of the committee includes among other things the
study of plans covering such devices; the drawing up of
requisites as a guide for such study
the inspection of
such devices as have been installed, and the making of
recommendations covering the installation and further
test of such ai)paratus.
Certain rccjuisites in the past have
been so drawn that they have hampered the development
of devices of this character, but it has been realized to
be a mistake to attempt to draw up stringent requisites on
theoretical assumptions which are not backed by practical
experience.
The tentative requisites presented by the present committee are along more proper lines and instead of restricting should tend to encourage development work. They
may perhaps not include all that is desired and may appear to be conflicting in certain instances, but they are
good as a basis for a start and can be revised or added to
as occasion demands. The committee inspected the automatic train control exhibits at the Coliseum yesterday
afternoon and to-day it starts on the first of its inspections of the automatic stops already installed.
l)y

;

Progress in Scientific Kno'wledge
'X'liE M.vTERiAL prcscutcd by the Committee on Masonry
on considerations affecting the strength of concrete,
when considered in the light of other information brought
forth during the past 20 years, drives home the fact that
the pioneers in the use of concrete were compelled to
in their work with extremely limited knowledge
of the materials with which they were dealing.
As the
result of facts developed from time to time, practices in
construction have gone through numerous transitions.

proceed

We

have turned from dry concrete to wet concrete
and now appear to be turning again to dry concrete.
In view of some of the startling developments brought

course of experimentation, one is inclined
courage of the early builders in concrete.
Perhaps they enjoyed a condition of blissful
ignorance.
At any rate most of their structures have
withstood the tests of use and time, but the large factors
of safety which their caution (in the absence of exact
data) urged them to use, may be largely responsible for
their success.
This raises the question of the justification for proceeding with such limited information that
Has an economic
efficient designs were not practicable.
waste resulted from the use of what we now consider
The answer is that more economic
wasteful designs?
waste would have resulted if engineers had refrained
from using concrete until more of its real properties
were known. In fact, the properties would never have
become known had men been too cautious in the use
Progress comes from using the reof the material.
sources at hand, however imperfect, since the ideal will
never be attained.
out

to

in

the

wonder

at the

:

American

Rail^A^ay Engineering Association

Proceedings
A

Report of Thursday's Sessions, Including the Presentation of
Seven Committee Reports and Closing Business

Twentieth Annual Convention of the AmerT.iE
ican Railway Engineering Association drew to a
called

Water Service, Wooden Ihidges and
Uniform General Contract Forms, Economics
of Railway Operation and Economics of Railway Loca-

order at 10 o'clock by Vice-President Stimson, President C. A. Morse still being confined to his room by
il'nes:;.
Reports were presented on Iron and Steel Struct-

These were followed by routine business and the
of the new president, Earl Stimson.
Abstracts of the reports and the discussions are given below.

close on Thursday.

The morning

session

was

to

Report

COMMITTEE lias no recomenmake at this time.
The cjuestion of revising the
definitions in the Manual has
r.

consideration and it
was decided to completely revise this ])ortion of the Manual
next year.
A report on different methods of depositing concrete under water is given in Appendix r>.
received

rejjort

on

specifications

for slag aggregate

-\pi)endix

A

is

given in

D.

re])()rt (in

:

(

1

)

The

effect

upon the strength and durability of concrete not having a
moisture present throughout the period of
hardening as compared with concrete fully supplied with
moisture. (2) Methods of providing moisture during the
period of hardening and (3) Remedy for concrete hardened with insufficient moisture, is given in .\ppendix E.
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Appendix B

— Depositing

The committee does not

T.

E.

Smiih (Univ. of

111.),

Concrete Under Water

that any definite conclusions can be presented at this time. There is, however,
some data which it believes desirable to present as representing its opinion as to the best practices to be followed
in depositing concrete under water.
In general, where it is possible, the depositing of concrete under water should be avoided, even if such action
feel

results in aditional expense and possible delay to the
work. The need of close supervision by men competent
to handle this class of work is of the utmost importance,
and concrete should never be deposited under water without experienced supervision. Many failures which have
occurred in concrete deposited under water, especially
where the structure is located in sea water, can be directly
traced either to ignorance or lack of supervision.
Oi the methods used, the following seem to give the

best results
1.
The concrete is lowered in large buckets having a
hinged bottom which sets sufficiently far above the lower
edge of the bucket so that it may open freely downward
when the bucket reaches the surface upon which the
concrete is to be deposited.
The top of the bucket is
left open, and care is taken to see that the bucket is completely filled before lowering.
2.
The concrete may be passed through a vertical
lube or tremie reaching down to the surface upon which
the concrete is to be deposited.
Jute or cloth bags, from two-thirds to three-fourths

:

lillid,
;i

li,i\i'

Tlu-si' ;nc placi'd
used succes.s fully.
system so lli.it llu- wliolr iii;i^s

lirrii

JR-ailor .iinl strcti'luT

in

waUr

is

iiRlhixl

iiili'ilocki'd.
-I.

W'lu'ie

monolithic
i)loeks of

it

is

ilirticiilt

to ronslruct

;i

i-olTiTd.ini

or

not raiuiicd, lucmoldcd romrilc
is
dimensions have been used successfully.

work

larj,'c

concrete dei)ositing bag made of canvas or other
material is a variation of the bucket system.
This is lilled and the mouth of the bag closed by one turn
of a line so looped that a pull on the line will release it.
The bag is lowered mouth ilown to the surface upon
which the concrete is to be deposited, and a sharp pull on
the line ojieiis the bag and permits the concrete to be deposited. This method does not have the disadvantage of
5.

:
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A

suitable

the closed top bucket, since the bag will collapse as the
concrete flows out.
There are a number of other methods that have been
used, such as depositing directly through the water; depositing a portion of the concrete by one of the above
methods in the corner of the form and the balance progressively from wheelbarrows or buckets on the sloping
surface, thus gradually filling the form; allowing the
concrete to partially set in air and then depositing it in
a plastic condition; depositing the concrete dry without
the use of water; attempting to grout a foundation composed of riprap or coarse gravel by means of pipes sunk
.Mthough occasionally
at intervals into the foundation.
fair results have been obtained, all of these methods are
dangerous, as they almost uniformly result in segregation of the materials or the washing out of the cement.
In depositing with drop bottom buckets, the drop bottom bucket should be so arranged as not to discharge the
load until the bucket reaches the surface upon which the
concrete is to be deposited. In low^ering the bucket, care
should be taken that unnecessary wash is not produced.
This may be avoided by slowing up the operation when
The bucket,
the bucket is passing through the water.
when the load is discharged, should be withdrawn slowly
In depositing concrete under
until clear of the concrete.
water by this method it is imjierative that the work be
continuous and sut^ciently rapid to insure bonding of
the successive layers.
In de]X)siting through tremie or vertical tubes the device should be about 14 or 16 in. in diameter, made up in
sections so that the length may be adjusted to the depth
of the water. The joints should be made flanged and the
tube put together with gaskets, in order to avoid leakage
of the water into the tube. The top should be flared, in
order to receive the concrete properly. The tube should
be suspended in such manner that it may be moved laterThe upper end is placed near the level
ally as required.
of the working platform, while its lower end rests on the
surface upon w'hich the concrete is to be deposited. When
the operation starts the tube should be filled in such manner that the concrete is not permitted to drop down
through the water. This is accomplished in several ways
One is to place the bottom of the tube in a box, partially
tilling it with concrete so as to seal the bottom, then
lowering the box into the position in which it is to be
used. One requisite of this method is that the tube must
at all times be kept filled with concrete and the greatest
care exercised to see that the charge is not lost in moving it about the bottom.
While the bagging method insures good concrete and
will prevent the formation of laitance, it is open to the
objection that a monolithic foundation is not secured.
Where the walls of the foundation formed by the bags
will not be exposed to scour, the opinion is that the
method will give satisfactory results. This method can
be used to advantage in sealing the foundations of cofiferdams where it is impracticable to prevent inflow of
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bollnm.

In

using this

that satisfactory results

cannot be obtained unless the bags are carefully placed
by hand.
I'lemolded concrete blocks can be used to advantage
on a pre])ared foundation in any heavy construction
where the units can be large enough not to refpiire boiult'oncirte to be de])osited in water should be of a richer
mixture than when dei)osiled in air, and a leaner mixture
than 1-2-4 should not be used. It is the opinion of the
committee that only so much water should be used as

make

the concrete of a plastic consistency. It is the
committee that washed gravel of somewhat
smaller size than used in the o])en air concrete will give
the best results. The aggregate should be capable of producing dense concrete.
will

o])inion of the

In depositing concrete under water it is imperative that
the water be still and that the concrete shall not be exposed to current until it is fully .set. One of the essentials of depositing concrete by any of the above methods
is that the concrete be disturbed as little as practicable
during the depositing, thus avoiding the formation of
When a job is started the concrete should be
laitance.
deposited continuously until the finished surface is
reached or the concrete brought above the water level so
that the laitance may be removed in the air. The formation of horizontal construction joints under water should

be avoided. Concrete should be thoroughly mixed before
in water and, therefore, hand mixing
it
is deposited
should never be permitted.

Appendix

D — Specifications

for Slag

Aggregate

After a study of the data available on the properties
of slag and of specifications for slag as an aggregate in
concrete, your committee does not feel warranted in
submitting a specification for adoption by the AssociaThe following discussion of this subject is subtion.
mitted as information. This applies to the use of slag
as the coarse aggregate only.
The committee believes that the general requirements
for coarse aggregates for use in concrete as specified in
paragraph 4, page 282, of the Manual, may be applied to
blast furnace slag without modification.
Further requirements for slag in current specifications
examined cover such matters as origin, method of coolAt
ing, age, weight, strength and chemical limitations.
the end of this report a table is presented which lists the
requirements of ten specifications for slag to be used
in concrete and which demonstrates a marked lack of uniformity. We offer the following comments

As

to origin, only

two

specifications definitely called

for blast furnace slag, all others read so as to permit the
products of the steel furnace as well as the blast furnace.
Air cooling is general and represents the type of material desired.
This can be required without causing any
commercial difficulties. When it comes to the matter of
age or time of seasoning, the case is not so clear and the
requirements vary. Some specifications demand a year's
seasoning, others permit the use of the material after
two or three weeks. The necessity for this depends on
the nature of the slag. According to San ford E. Thompson, a limestone slag (one containing only 1 to 2 per cent
of magnesia) is not stable until seasoned for considerable periods, while a magnesia slag (one containing 4
per cent or more of magnesia) is commonly used within
two or three weeks after banking, as no chemical change
is

apparent on exposure.

The weight

is the most definite requirement and concerning which there is the greatest uniformity. Seventy
pounds per cu. ft. would seem to be a conservative yet
reasonable figure.

f

.

March

21,
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Strength requirements arc considered as impractical

and without adequate precedent. Those discovered apply
only to materials to be used in pavements where resistance to abrasion or surface impact is important.
Chemical limitations are placed in specifications for
slag presumably to exclude materials containing unstable

compounds or elements of

a disintegrating or corrosive
The content of sulphur receives the widest atnature.
tention in this regard and the limitation has been variously stated at from 1 to 2 per cent where it is covered
in the specification.
The presence of unslaked lime seems to be of more
vital importance since the presence of this material would
obviously tend toward unsoundness of the slag on exposure to moisture unless neutralized by acid ingredients.
It is because of this that some specifications place the
limitations on the lime content and specify a minimum
amount of silica to insure that enough of the SiO,
radical shall be present to stabilize the CaO.
As some
users of slag are of the opinion that the seasoning of the
material in a bank exposed to the weather would insure
the elimination of any free lime and as there appear to
be no test data available tending to demonstrate the
adequacy and efficacy of these chemical requirements for
sulphur, lime or silica, the committee does not feel qualified to make any definite recommendation in this regard.
In using slag in concrete it is necessary to include a
requirement in the specification for the concrete that will
insure proper proportions.
Very strong concrete may
be made with slag if the proportion of cement and fine

and coarse aggregates are such as to provide high density, but owing to the porous nature of most slags, somewhat larger quantities of cement and fine aggregate will
be required to obtain the desired density than is the case
of most ordinary materials used as coarse aggregates.

ful to the strength and wearing cjualities, while provision for moisture for several weeks will produce re-

sults almost equal to those which would be obtained with
continuous favorable storage conditions.
While the results on small specimens only approximate
the results to be expected where large masses of concrete
are used, it is not unreasonable to assume that particularly where the concrete is to be used as a wearing sur-

great improvement in the strength and wearing
can be obtained by providing moisture to the
hardening concrete for several weeks after the concrete
is mixed and placed.
In mass concrete, while provision
for moisture is desirable and should be encouraged where
practicable, it is not absolutely imperative as mass rather
than high stregnth is sought.
In all reinforced concrete structures, however, some
provision should be made to prevent the rapid drying out
of the concrete, which almost invariably occurs during
the summer months.
All concrete should be protected
from the direct rays of the sun and unless the expense is
absolutely prohibitive, sprinkled for from several days to
several weeks, depending upon the character of structure.
Moisture can best be provided to hardening concrete by
covering the concrete with earth, sand, straw or other
moisture-retaining material and sprinkling this covering
at least night and morning for from one to two weeks
after the concrete has been placed. If the days are real
hot, additional sprinklings during the day will be required and the covering should be thicker so that drying
out will take place less rapidly.
face,

qualities

Concrete which has hardened with insufficient moisture
can be improved somewhat by sprinkling even after it is
several weeks old. The most serious result from faikire
to provide moisture occurs with sidewalks, floors, station

platforms,

Sulphur Lime,

Strength

Origin

New York

Blast

Central
Sanford E

Furnace

Air

Age

Cooled

Yes

2

mo.
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Weight

Not

lb.

per

Over

Not
Over

cu.

ft.

Per
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Per
Cent

70

1.7*

48

65t

17

48

Silica,

Lot
Less
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Per
Cent

33M

Central of

lyr.
Viaduct Cuyahoga County,

Ohio

74

t

.

Bldg. Spec.
Philadelphia

Blast

Furnace
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75

13

Toughness

A

Ohio State

not

less

than five
Toughness

Ohio State B
Highways
Ohio State

70

15

45

32

65

2

45

32

2.0

45

30

C
Yes

Lime slag
3 months

68

Mag. slag
less

U. S. Departof

Ag-

culture

*No

70
free sulphur,

chemical analysis every 2,000 cu. yd.

t.^tter shaking to refusal.
tAbrasion loss not more than ten.
Factor of toughness not less than si-\.

Factor

of

hardness not

less

than twelve.
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Appendix E Effect of Quantity of Mixing Water
and Curing Conditions on the Strength and Wear
of Concrete
of tests made by Professor D. A. Abrams at
the .Structural Materials Research Laboratory, Lewis
Institute, Chicago, show the importance of proper storage
during the early hardening period, both on the wearing
qualities and strength.
The results of these tests indicate
that with small specimens a few days' moisture is help.K series

(F. L. Thompson (chairman) presented the report.)
Prof. A. N. Talbot (U. of 111.)
Concrete is a complex
material.
There are many elements entering into its
:

strength and quality.
I have jotted down a few^ items
concerning some of the elements which go into the making of concrete at the beginning, and I want to present
them to you. They may seem elemental to some, and vet
it does seem to be worth while to give consideration to
the question as to why additional water gives reduced
strength, why voids in the aggregate reduce strength.
why surface area of the aggregate itself, a larger amount
of that, will tend to reduce strength. Here are the items.
1.
The cement and the mi.xina; water may be considered together to form a paste, which becomes the glue that holds the
particles of aggregate together.

The volume of the paste is approximately equal to the
of the volume of the particles of the cement and the volume
of the mixing water.
3.
The strength given this paste is dependent upon its concentration; the more dilute the paste, the lower its strength;
the less dilute, the greater its strength.
4.
The paste coats or covers the particles of aggregate partially or wholly and also goes to fill the voids of the aggregate
partially or wholly.
Full coating of the surface and complete
filling of the voids arc not usually obtained.
.1.
The coating or layer of paste over the particles forms the
lubricating material which makes the mass workable; that is,
makes it mobile and easily placed to fill a space compactly.
6.
The requisite mobility or plasticity is obtained only when
there is sufficient paste to give a thickness of film or layer of
paste over the surface of the particles of aggregate and between
the particles sufficient to lubricate these particles.
Increase in mobility may be obtained by increasing the
7.
thickness of the layer of paste this may be accomplished either
by adding water (resulting in a weaker paste) or by adding
cement up to a certain point (resulting in a stronger paste).
Factors contributing to the strength of concrete are then
8.
the amount of cement, the amount of mixing water, the amount
of voids in the combination of fine and coarse aggregate, and
the area of surface of the aggregate.
2.
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More thorough mixing not only mixes the i)asle and lu tier
coats the particles, hut it makes the mass mobile with a siii.illcr
percentage of mixing water and this results in higher strength.
.\iiy improvement in method of mixing which increases the
niohilit\- of the mass will permit the use of less dilute paste and
therel)\' -ecine increased sirength.
11.
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Report on
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mendations

ii.vs

lo

no recom-

make

as to

tiie

subject-matter in the Manual
except in the way of intensive
revision and re-writingf of the
entire chapter on
Wooden
Bridg-es and Trestles.
It is
not thoutjht expedient to advise such revision at this time
or at least until a new edition
of the Manual is issued.

The

especial

consideration
of cxpandinq- the table of allowable stresses on page 244
to include treated timber has
been given extensive studv
during the past year. An investigation of experiments for
determining the comparative strength values of untreated
and treated timber in large sticks discloses the fact
that there are extant only two published records of such
experimental tests.
One of these is to be found in
Bulletin Number 286 of the United States Department
of Agriculture, and the other consists of a monograjih by
H. B. McFarland, engineer of tests for the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, beginning on page 281, Volume 17,
of the Proceedings of the Association.
Until further experiments have been conducted in the
way of comparing treated and untreated timber in large
sticks, it is perhaps best for each engineer to use his own
judgment as to the lower values of allowable stresses
which should be applied in the design of treated timber
trestles, keeping in mind that such values may be as much
as one-third lower than for untreated material.

Specifications for

We

of the opinion that a separate chapter to be headed "Timber and Luinber," which should contain general specifications and classification and grading rules for all kinds
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(i. \V. Kiltridjje (N. Y. C.
want to say a vvorrl in
commeiidation of the report and tlie discussion by I'rof.
'rali)ot.
I
tliink such a discussion as Prof. Talbot has
^iven is what makes the ])roceedinfi;s of this association
of such jjreal value lo its members and the public gen1
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erally.

('Hie committee

was dismissed

.witii

thanks.)

Bridges and Trestles
of timber and lumber l(j be used for each of the different
classes of work on railways, inight well be published in
the Manual.
To this end the committee submitted tentative general
specifications and classification and grading rules developed during the study of this work for the pa.st year.
These specifications have been drawn up after careful
consideration and a thorough study of the work now
standing in the Manual; recommendations and reports of
committees as published in the Proceedings, especially the
.Special Committee on Classification and Grading Rules
the specifications of the American Society of Testing Materials
the work of the United States Forestry Board
reports of laboratory studies from various scientific institutions
a detailed study of the Standard Specification
and Grading Rules of all the lumber manufacturers' associations, and various other sources.
;

;

It has been the attempt to draw up such general specifications that they might be referred to as standard for
material of this kind under all circumstances.
Special

attention has been given to standard manufacturing processes so that no decided changes will be necessary in the

now

followed by the manufacturers, yet
may be obtained by the railways at
reasonable prices.
(These suggested tentative .specifications were then presented as information.)
best practices

satisfactory material

Committee: W. H. Hoyt D. M. & N.), chairman; A. O.
Ridgway (D. R. & G.), vice-chairman; H. Austill, F. Auryansen (L. I.), A. D. Case, E. A. Frink (S. A. L.), W. L. Dardcn
(S. A. L.), E. A. Hadley (U. S. R. R. A.), G. A. Haggandcr
(C. B. & Q.), F. F. Hanlv (B. & O.), H. T. Hazen (C. N.),
C. S. Heritage (K. C. S.), F. S. Schwinn (I. & G. N.), C. S.
Sheldon (P. M.), I. L. Simmons (C. R. I. & P.). U. W. Smith
(H. v.), A. M. VanAuken (B. & O. C. T.), W. H. Vance (St.
I.. S. W.), D. R. Young (D. L. & W.).
(

Timber and Building Lumber

investigations and studies during the past year
lead us to believe that an entire rearrangement of the
chapter on W^ooden Bridges and Trestles, as now pubalso are
lished in the Manual, would be profitable.

Our

Vt'.. cc

Discussion

W. H. Hoyt (Chairman)

:

With regard

to the report

sub-committee considering the question of unit
stresses for treated timber. I wish to bring out the fact
that there have not yet been at this time any extensive
tests made anywhere u]ion large-sized sticks, comparing
the treated timber willi iiitreatecl timbL'r. We found we
of the

_
1.

—
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sets of tests and these varied considerably.
Jn the matter of a unified form of specifications for construction timbers and building lumber for use on railways, the question was raised as to just what was meant

had only two

The committee
or how this question should be handled.
attempted to draw up a general specification that might
be used as a basis for drawing up any particular specifiThis was for the purpose
cation that might be needed.
of trying to keep down in volume the size of the specifiIn other words, we
cation as published in the Manual.
The thing that we
tried to standardize the specification.
wanted to do was not to draw details that would be hard
to manufacture, or would be subject to and require
arrangements, and consequently higher cost.
special
Therefore, we consulted carefully the specifications of all
the manufacturers' associations and tried to embody in
this general specification a basis from which we could
draw any particular specification required. One can very
easily see that if we attempted to draw up a special specification for every kind of timber and lumber being used.

Report

of

/.CC

801

a specification com]jIcte in itself, it would
larger book than our present Alanual.

make

a

much

W. H. Courtenay L. & X.): The committee points
out that some railways use one kind of timber, supposed
to be convenient to them, and have specifications for that
particular kind of timber.
)ther railroads may use various kinds of timber.
Mr. Hoyt
Of course, that is true. In ditferent parts
of the country different kinds of timber are used on dif(

(

:

ferent railroads.
If we were to attempt to draw up a
detailed specification of each kind of timber, it would not
only be bulky, but would only cover particular locations.
It was that point of view that the committee had in, mind
in trymg to concentrate and draw a general specification
that might be used as a basis from which detailed specifi-

cations could be drawn to cover particular locations and
particular roads.
The committee simply submits this report for this year as a progress report and study, and
hopes to continue it next year.
(The committee was dismissed with thanks.)

Committee on Water Service
&

R. C. Bardwcll (M. P.), I. M. Brown (C. R. I.
P.),
Bucholtz (Erie), E. M. Grime (N. P.), W. C. Harvey
O.),
(C. G. W.), C. R. Knowles (I. C), E. G. Lane (B.
G. L),
E. H. Olson (A. T. & S. P.), W. A. Parker (St. J.
H. N. Rodcnbaugh (Sou.), R. W. Willis (C. B.
Q.).
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Appendix
Pages 450 and 451

A — Revision

of

Manual

Suggested Revision

:

Foaming

AND Priming
HE COMMITTEE REQUESTS:
1.
That the changes in subject-matter on Water Service
under the heading "Revision
of the Manual" (Appendix
A be adopted and substituted for matter now given
)

,

the Manual.
That the report on progress of regulations with
reference to purity of drinking water furnished on trains
and premises of railroads (Appendix B), be received as
in

2.

information.
3.
That the final report on impounding reservoirs
(Appendix C) be received as information.
4.
That the matter of plans and specifications for
typical water station layouts be given more definite title.
5.
That the report on meters (Appendix D) be re-

ceived as information.
6.
That the report on locomotive flue failures and
methods of correcting water conditions (Appendix E)
be received as information.
7.
That the report on rules and examination questions for care of pumping stations (Appendix F) be
adopted by the association and inserted in the Manual.

Suggested Subjects for Next Year's Study and
RtPORT
1.
Report on suitable methods for chemical storage at
water softening plants.
2.
Report on progress of regulations and methods
for supplying pure water for drinking purposes on trains
and premises of railroads.
3.
Study of economies to be derived from impounding

reservoirs.

Report on methods of supplying drinking water
passenger equipment with smallest possible opportunities for contamination.
Coinniittee:
A. F. Uorley (M. P.), chairnian; J. L. Camp4.

to

bell

(E.

P.

&

S.

VV.), yice-chairnian;

J.

T.

Andrews

(B.

&

"Foaming" is the term applied to the action of a boiler
when the steam bubbles up over the surface of the water
to such extent that the steam space and dome are filled,
is started which causes water to
be carried over with the steam into the engine cylinders.
Under these conditions steam loses much of its expansion
properties and the efifective operation of the locomotive is
thereby materially impaired.
This action is due primarily to the presence of suspended matter in the water. The suspended matter gives
a mechanical strength or tenacity to the liquid in the thin
films over the steam bubbles, which, rising to the surface,
It is agretain their films and collect to produce foam.
gravated by the concentration of alkali salts present in
the natural waters or added by the process of water softening, which increases the viscosity of the surface films.
The concentration of foaming salts reaches a critical
point between 100 and 200 grains per gallon, depending
upon the character of the alkali salts and the amount of
suspended matter in the water. To prevent foaming the
The best
concentration must be kept below this point.
results are obtained by the systematic and frequent blowing off of the boilers, and occasional complete blowing
down and washing boilers at terminals. The cost of maintaining the concentration below the critical point equals
the cost of pumping, treating, and heating to boiler temperature the amount of water necessary to be blown out.
When the unavoidable concentration of foaming salts is
so great that the required amount of blowing off is impractical or uneconomical, anti-foaming compounds can
be used with good results.
"Priming" is the sudden evolution of steam from a
heating surface which throws water in sudden, large

and syphoning action

volumes up into steam space, and is due either to poor
design of the boiler and to its being worked beyond capaWhile the
city, or to the sudden opening of the throttle.
effect upon the locomotive is temporarily the same, priming is different from foaming and can be mechanically

:
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— Design

Conditions Under

of

inopcM-

liimilliiit,'

of

llu-

Impounding Reservoirs and

Which They Are Economical

Reservoirs used for supplying w.'iUt iDr i.iihnad pur
lK)ses

geiUTally

aii'Ms

.1111!

coniparativi-ly small drainagi'
llow opiTatious arc very
liniiifil and probably in llu' niajorily of cases culirely
lacking, consequently tlic application of some method
rctiuiio

()l)\iously

stream

based on other obtainable physical data is highly desirable hut this should l)e supplemented by at least .some
short term stream How records,
(lenerally impounding
water su])ply reservoirs are economical and justilied at
such points or places where the cost of the water so furnished does not exceed that of any other usable and
eipially dependable supply.
They are the chief .source
of water supply in localities where the surface streams
have intermittent How, where the water in surface
streams is too bad for treatment, where the sub-surface
supply is insufficient or untreatable. and where there is
;

sullicient

rainfall

to

produce an adequate surface run-

otV.

The

impounding reservoirs referred to in
to those situated in draws or small
valleys supplied by surface run-olT only and having comparatively small drainage areas, and where the watershed
contains no bodies of water other than the reservoir.
this

classes of
relate

article

If possible a site should be

chosen for the reservoir
higher than the point at which the water is to
be delivered, thereby securing the much-desired gravity
pipe line.
The gravity feature of a reservoir is worth
the capitalized value of pumping which can either be
put in pipe line or reservoir.
In general no site should be selected which has a drainage area of less than 2.50 square miles, with a deep and
steep storage basin permitting a water depth of at least
25 ft. However, local conditions may vary this.
The
ratio between the land area of a watershed and the high
water contour in a proposed reservoir should be not less
than 35, preferably not less than 40. The surface character of the watershed should be such that a maximum
surface run-off is secured.
This condition in general
calls for a drainage area of rather steep slopes of impervious material and non-cultivated surface and of principally short grass vegetation, thereby reducing silt to a
minimum. Matters of watershed jurisdiction, possible
water pollution and water diversion should be carefull)considered, as w'ell as favorable dam and spillway sites.
The capitalized value of the co.st of furnishing water
should be ascertained both for present consumption and
twice and three times present supply, being sure to take
all cost items into consideration, the following being suggested items, viz. Cost of present plant and equipment.
Interest on cost.
Renewals.
Cost of future additions.
Maintenance. Operation (includes treatment). Cost of
water when purchased. Economical benefits from im-

which

is

:

proved quality.

Knowing the actual total present cost of water and
having estimated the cost of double and three times the
present consumption, we will then have figures serving
as guides in determining the approximate limiting permissible expense that might be profitably invested in an
impounding reservoir.
Approximate estimates should now be prepared and if
the project is found to be feasible, more detailed study
should be made of all contributary factors in somewhat
the following order
The maximum present and near future demands should
be known. The history of the increase in traffic on the
particular line on which the water station is to be located
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should be known. If traffic history is nr)i available, it is
reasonably legitimate practice to design the reservrjir for
at least twice the immediate or near future demands for
intermediate main line stations and at least three times
for terminals.
On some main lines the terminals or
dixision i)oints double their water rccjuirements about
e\ery ten years, while at intermediate points this occurs
every 20 to 25 years.
No reservoir (even on branch
lines) shoidd be constructed that is not cajjable of suj)plying at least twice the ])resent or near future demands.
The size and character of the drainage area will necessarily be largely governed by the local topograjthy and
precii)itation.
The surface should be of non-|)orous soil
and steep slo])es, as previously mentione<l, thereby securing a high rate surface run-off.
The watershed should
include no closely inhabited area. The sub-surface runoff is neglected in this discussion as far as it jierlains to
the furnishing of a water su])ply to the reservoir,
h-xcessive drainage area .should be avoided as this is conducive to lack of control or jurisdiction, thereby increasing liability to pollution; also an excessive watershed
may entail a large and costly spillway. The size of the
drainage area should be carefully ascertained. The elevation of the water table should be determined at several
places, including a point near the dam site.
The site should be as close as possible to the point of
consumption. Its shape should be such that a minimum
water surface is exposed to evaporation. It would be
desirable to have it surrounded with timber to break up
the winds and throw a maximum amount of shade on
the water surface.
The reservoir should be carefully
examined as to the impervious character and dip of the
strata of material that constitute its bed and banks-, having in mind the securing of as nearly as possible a watertight storage basin.
Its shape should be deep and contracted with steep banks and flat bottom, generally the
minimum water depth should be three times the water
evaporation plus the seepage, but in no event less than
25 feet. This gives a little leeway for silting.
One of the first things to do is to establish a relation
between rainfall and surface run-off to serve a check on
the computations. Some method of gaging the discharge
from the particular drainage area should be maintained
during at least several successive rains. Get the average
and the annual rainfalls from the oldest weather station
in the district.
Examine for occurrences of two successive or single drought years and whether they were
preceded by one or two or more years of average rainfall, then do likewise for several of the nearest surrounding weather stations. Then compare the monthly rainfalls at the same stations for the prospective period to
be studied. Now select from the data collected two successive years having average rainfall and succeeded by
one or two drought years and if there is reasonable agreement between the several stations get the daily rainfall
records from the one nearest to the watershed and most
likely to be in the path of the rainstorms reaching the
drainage area for the two average years and the drought
period. It is generally a good plan to go back one extra
year and to include the year succeeding the drought
period.

The evaporation from land areas usually is the most
important factor in determining run-off from a watershed.
It varies with the rainfall, season, temperature,
slope, humidity, vegetal cover, wind, topography, surface
and subsoils. Of these, temperature is the most important factor governing the rate of evaporation, as the rate
of evaporation from land varies closely with the temperature.

Frequent

light

tation moist, thus

keep the surface soil and vegefavoring greatest evaporation, while

rains

;
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Torrential
slow, steady rains favor ground percolation.
All forms of vegetation
rains favor surface run-ofif.
reduce the rate of evaporation of free moisture, parThe annual land
ticularly due to the shading produced.
evaporation loss varies from about one-c|uarter to twothirds of the yearly rainfall.
Transpiration is a process of evaporation of water
from the breathing pores of leaves and other vegetable
surfaces. It is practically limited to daylight hours and to
the growing season. The amount of water used by plants
during the growing season depends mainly on the quanIn estitity available within reach of the root system.
mating the transpiration loss from a watershed the exact
character of the vegetation is not as important a factor
as it might first appear except for lands in arid and semiNearly all watersheds have mixed vegetaarid regions.
tion and consequently it does not vary between considerable limits.
For tentative purposes 6 to 10 in. may be
used for the entire area for the season.
Heavy rates of precipitation cause large surface flow.
Substantially all of the rain falling upon frozen, ice-covered ground will run off into the water course and when
carrying ice and snow with it in sufficient quantities the
surface flow may exceed the rainfall.
In spring and fall when the land evaporation and transpiration losses are small all soils, as a rule, carry substantially the entire possible amount of capillary water,
between rains. Under such conditions the capacity of
sand for gravity water is about four in. per vertical ft.,
while the capacity of heavy clay is but a little more than
one in. per vertical ft. In consequence of which clay
soils quickly become .saturated and thereby permit large
surface flow. Tilled land will facilitate ground absorption of the rainfall, thus reducing the surface flow.
Surface flow resulting from moderate rains is retarded and
to some e.xtent diminished by lakes, ponds or holes no

how small they are.
the Mississippi River watershed (except possibly
near the Gulf of Mexico) and throughout the greater
part of the United States, the normal rainfall is insufficient to supply the needs of transpiration and land e\aporation at the ])revailing tem])eratures consequently, a
large portion of any increased rainfall goes to supi)ly
unsatisfied needs of transpiration and land evaporation
and hence a comparatively small portion of the increased
rainfall, within certain limits, appears as run-off.
The water contributed to streams as seepage flow consists of ground water supplied by percolation.
Not all
the percolating water, however, reaches the streams
portions are lost through evaporation, transpiration and
a small varying amount to deep seepage.
When the
capillary water has become wholly or partly depleted
through evaporation and transpiration, percolation must
first replenish the capillary water before the soil will permit gravity to draw water down into the ground water
reservoir which supplies the seepage flow of streams.
Ca])illary water amounts to about
in. sand and 3 in.
in heavy clay per foot in depth.
Clay .soils retard percolation and facilitates surface run-off.
When the rainfall is insufficient to keep the ground
continually moist, which is usually the case, the character
and rate of rainfall are the factors which most largely
influence seepage flow,
\\lien there is no frost in the
ground, or the ground was relatively dry when it froze,
slowly melting snow permits of the greatest percolation.
On the whole, a greater proportion of snowfall than rainfall eventually percolates into the ground to supply seepage flow. Next to snowfall in effectiveness in replenishing the ground water supply are the slow, drizzling rains
that occur over large portions of the country during
spring and fall, when both evaporation and transpiration
demands are relatively small.
matter

On

;

^

80.^

The increase in seepage flow which will result from
a given increase in the ground water supi)ly, through percolation, will- depend upon the slope of the ground water
surface and the resistance of the subsoil to the flow of
water.
Fine grained subsoil will maintain a steeper
water table than coarse grained material, due to the difference in resistance to flow.

D — Suitable

Appendix

Use

in

Types of Water Meters for
Railway Water Service

Many devices have been proposed for measuring water.
.Some devices measure water by volume, that is to say,
a chamber of a given size is filled and emptied continually,
and the number of times it is filled and emptied. A second class of meters is that known as "current" meters.
These meters measure water by recording the velocity of
the fluid as it flows through a passage of a definite size,
this velocity being indicated by a recording device.
A
third class of meters is that known as "proportional" meters. These meters measure a definite portion of the main
stream by passing it through a measuring device, and by
thus measuring a percentage of the total flow, the whole
is known and recorded on the counter.
Each of these various classes of meters has advantages
peculiar to

itself,

and no one

class will

meet the require-

kinds of service; therefore, they are each
used largely for those conditions of service for which
they are found to be the best adapted. The displacement
In
type of meters may be divided into several classes.
one class the displacing member is a reciprocating piston,
while in another the piston has a continuous or rotary
motion in another the piston has a motion of oscillation,
and in another class the displacing member is a disc and
has a motion called one of nutation.
The placing of meters on private fire service lines
should be avoided if possible, where such lines are used
exclusively for fire protection, as there is danger of interrupted service if a meter is installed with any mechanism whatever that will obstruct the free flow of the
water.
It is assumed that there will be no charge for
water used for extinguishing fires therefore, if the service is used for fire protection alone there is no necessity
for installing a meter, imless the owner of the private
fire service is suspected of using the water dishonestly.
The illegitimate use of water through private fire lines
appears to be the exception rather than the rule, and
should be controlled by proper inspection.
Meter reading is the foundation of water bills and too
much emphasis cannot be placed upon the importance of
knowing that the meter readings are correct. Only familiarity with the work and with the appearance of the
dials under various conditions of moisture, dirt, etc., will
enable the meter reader to do his work accurately, and
accuracy is of the greatest importance in meter reading.
Whenever possible or practical to do so a railroad
should standardize its water meters, as by so doing employes are enabled to familiarize and perfect themselves
in the knowledge of the mechanical construction which
is necessary to maintain a system of meters at least expense, and greatest efficiency. It also permits of carrying
a smaller stock of repair parts than would be the case
where different types of meters were used.

ments of

all

;

;

Appendix

E — Flue

Failures

Due

to

Improper Water

Conditions

The operating efficiency of the modern locomotive is
largely de])endent upon the condition of its boiler, and tt)
derive full service from the boiler it is necessary that
water of such quality be used as will permit no liability
of flue failures.
The arbitrary limit of time now allowed between flue
renewals by the Federal boiler inspection regulations has

-
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and Middle West Icnitory.
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t'ciitral

Willi the iiuTcase in size of |)o\ver and (lie larger eva|)oraliii).;
capacities per unit of licatiiij,' surface willi tlie
fjreatcr water consuniplion, tlic iluc failures caused l)y
luiueral and other ajjencies in the water have heconie
more pronounced. Not only are the immediate effects
of file failures serious with respect to the increased cost
for boiler repairs and overtime to crews, hut the intan^i-

expense due to delay.s to traffic,
route, are considerable.

hle

immediate and en

The most conunon

failures experienced are those due
These are caused principally by scale collect
injj at the joints of the flues and the tlue sliect and hardening while the metal is hoi and expanded. C"onse(|uenlly
when cooling; takes place and the sheets contract, there
will be no contraction in the hard scale and the joints
arc opened. Other failures which are l)ecoming increasThese
ingly fre(iuent of late arc those due to pitting.
to leakinjj;.

are usually the result of "scab-pitts" or local corrosion
working through the metal in spots. As a rule they are
not sufhciently serious to cause a complete failure on the
line, but the expense of delays and inconvenience to
traf^c is considerable.
In the case of water tube boilers
at stationary ])lants the most common flue failure is the
This is usually caused
result of bagging and blowouts.
by sludge or sediment settling into the lower rows of
tubes, baking on the bottom section, and causing a mud
burn or blowout through overheating of the metal.
In general, all waters contain similar substances in
solution, although varying considerably in amounts and
proportions. These are usually divided for identification
In
purposes as incrusting and non-incrusting solids.
occasional instances from mine drainage regions, free
acid waters may be found.
At times surface supplies
carry sufficient mud and suspended matter to cause trouble.
In some waters the dissolved gases, usually carbon
dioxide or oxygen, but occasionally hydrogen sulphide,
demand attention. However, the common constituents of
the incrusting solids, namely, the carbonates and sulphates of calcium and magnesium, are those responsible
for the large majority of flue failures attributed to water
conditions.
The scale formed on the flues is of considerably varying quality, depending upon the total amount of incrusting solids and the ratio of the component radicles, together with the rate of evaporation. It is known that if
the incrusting sulphate content is high, especially with
a large magnesium ratio, the scale formed will be, as a
rule, hard and tenacious, and very destructive to the
boiler.
If, on the other hand, the predominate part is
calcium carbonate, especially with slow evaporation, the
scale will be soft and porous and more easily removed
by mechanical means with less damage to the flues and
boiler.
A muddy water or one high in suspended matter causes trouble from baking and mud burning, but
in cases of high mud and suspended matter the visible

evidence of prospective trouble is continually present,
urging suitable corrective steps of either filtration, sedimentation, or abandonment of the supply. High rate of
evaporation will tend to bake any incrustants into a hard
scale.

The cure

of boiler troubles is, in a great measure, simcure of diseases, in that each problem has a
specific remedy and it is impossible to lay down general
directions which will fit all cases.
Boiler compounds
of all natures have been exploited, some acting mechanically, others supposedly mechanically, while others are
definitely chemical. A few manufacturers of boiler com])ounds have gone into the matter on a scientific and legitiilar to the
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mate basis and have had considerable success in alleiiiij;
the scaling solids into loose non-crystalline, non adhering
sludge.
However, except in exceptional instances, it is
poor |)ractice and uneconomical to make a sludge tank
out of the boiler.

Where Hue failures are common the water conditions
should be thoroughly investigated, and it is a good gen
cral rule that at ])oints where trouble originates the water
should be ])ro])erly softened and the objectionable constituents absolutely removed before the water is delivered
to locomotives for steam pur])oses.
At ])resent jirices
it
has been found that lime and soda ash are the least
expensive chemicals which can be used to advantage, and
with a water treating ])lant, pro])erly o])erated, the harm
ful im])uritics can be ])'reci])itate(l and removed as sludge
in the softener with a clear, soft, safe water delivered
for steam pur|)oses.
It has been found generally advisable to so adjust the
treatment that a slight excess of hydrate alkalinity due
to caustic soda be maintained in the boiler at all times.
This precludes the formation of any hard sulphate scale;
neutralizes any acid tendencies; assures absence of magnesium comjjounds due to the insolubility of magnesium
hydrate neutralizes carbon dioxide, and minimizes the
effects of galvanic action.
;

Appendix F

— Instructions

for the

Care of Water

Stations

The committee presented a detailed set of instructions
for the care of water stations.
These were practically
the same as those submitted last year and published in the
daily edition of the Railway Aye for March 20, 1918,
page 634. They were followed by a series of examination
(juestions on the care of boilers, internal combustion
engines and electrically operated pumps.

Discussion
A. F. Dorley (Chairman)
There is one paragraph in
the Manual which the committee wishes to revise, and
The
that is the section on "Foaming and Priming."
committee feels that the explanation of the phenomenon
commonly called foaming, which causes so much trouble
in locomotive boilers is not quite satisfactory, and there
is a revision given under "Appendix A."
In addition to this, this section of the Manual is unsatisfactory, in that it does not differentiate between
what is called "foaming" and "priming." I move, Mr.
:

Chairman, that this revision of the Manual be adopted.
Motion carried.)
Mr. Dorley: The report on subject 3 will be found in
Ap]iendix C: "Design of impounding reservoirs and conditions under which they are economical."
The committee feels that there is great need of information on the subject of the design of reservoirs. There
is a great amount of data available in the literature on
the subject of rainfall and run-off and percolation and
transpiration, and other factors that have to be considered in designing a reservoir, but the committee does
not know of any definitely outlined method for assigning
^'alues for these various factors and an attempt is being
made by the sub-committee, to work out such a method.
This report is one of progress and we consider it a splendid start in that direction. We hope to have the report
in final shape for next year.
Subject No. 4, "Plans and specifications for typical water station layouts," will be assigned during the coming
This
\ear to the Committee on Yards and Terminals.
(

is

a progress report also.

The
is simply a report of progress.
of this subject is "Suitable types of meters for use
in railroad water service, methods followed in testing
Subject No. 5

title

:
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and reading meters, and checking the consumption of

city

water.

Subject No. 6 is: "Locomotive flue failures which may
be due to improper water conditions and metliods of
The committee
treatment to correct such conditions."
feels that there is need of some information on this subAs we all know, flue failures are becoming an inject.
creasingly troublesome and expensive part of locomotive
maintenance. As a matter of fact, there is an epidemic
of flue failures on practically all roads.
part of these failures which really result in the reduced life of flues, is undoubtedly due to the change
from the old style charcoal iron flue to the spellerized
steel flue, which is now in use, part of it due to the higher
steam pressure that is being carried in modern locomo-

A

805

as compared with the lower pressure in smaller
locomotives; but the committee is prepared to admit that
a part of this reduced life is undoubtedly due to harmful and deleterious impurities in the water, and the
present epidemic is probably due to these three causes
combined.
Mr. Bardwell, who has had charge of this
sub-committee, has given us the chemistry of these flue
failures, so far as they are due to water conditions.
The Chairman: If there is no objection, the report
on subjects 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 will be received as information, as a progress report.
Mr. Dorley: I move that the report on instructions for
the care of water stations be inserted in the Manual.
(The motion was carried and the committee was dismissed with thanks.)
tives

Report on Iron and Steel Structures
HE Association's General Spe-

ive with the presentation of this report to the convention,

Railway

and the committee requests that this subject be discontinued by the Board of Direction.
On account of war conditions the committee has been
unable to make any further tests on columns, and the
committee rec|uests the Board of Direction to continue the

cifications

for

Steel

Bridges were adopted in 1906,
and are printed in the Manual,
pp. 482 to 505, inclusive. The
Erection
1912 and are
the Manual, pp. 508
for

Specifications

were adopted
jirinted in

in

A

to 513, inclusive.

The

revised

subject in order that further study may be made when
the conditions will allow it.
report on the principles for detailed design of flashing, drainage and reinforcement for waterproofing purposes is being worked upon by the sub-committee and
is expected to be ready to present to the convention with
the report of 1920.
In the report of the Committee on Yards and Terminals to the 1918 convention the Committee on Iron
and Steel Structures was asked to approve the data of
scale superstructures contained in Tables 1 and 2 on pp.
330 and 331 of the Proceedings, Vol. 19. These tables
contain the data for designing and the resultant recommended girder section for weigh-bridge girders and transverse floor beams for track scales of three dififerent standard sectional capacities.
After conference with the Yards and Terminals committee and careful study of the sections proposed, the
committee approves the recommended sections.

specifications

A

(Appendix
to this report)
are submitted by the commitbe
tee as a conclusion, to
printed in the Manual in place
of the specifications referred
to above.

The rules and unit stresses
for classifying and rating the
capacity <il' existing bridges are given in the Manual, pp.
506 and 507. The committee is not ready to report any
changes, but expects to be able to report at the next convention revised rules for rating based upon the live load
diagram used in the specifications and with details of unit
stresses, impact, etc.
The committee invites suggestions
from the members of the association and others on this

Recom mendations
The committee recommends

subject.

The committee has under observation some
mental applications of plastic compounds for the
tion of structures of steel

and concrete exposed

experii)rotec-

to direct

action of the blast from locomotive stacks, but has no report to make to this convention.
Specifications for movable bridges were submitted to
the 1918 convention and printed in the Proceedings, Vol.
The committee is engaged
19, pp. 814 to 866, inclusive.
in a revision of these specifications and expects to submit them to the 1920 convention for adoption and printing
in the Manual.
The committee invites suggestions and
criticisms of these specifications for movable bridges in
order that the revision, when submitted to the convention,
may be as satisfactory as possible.
The conclusions of the committee with reference to secondary stresses are embodied in the specifications. No
experimental work on impact has been done during the
past year and none is contemplated.
The conclusions
from the experimental work already done have been presented to the association from time to time, and the association has adopted an impact

formula based upon them.

The conclusions already reached have been based upon a
large amount of experimental work, and are not likely to
be modified by any further work of that kind which the
committee might be able to do in the near future. The
sub-committee on

this subject

has been discharged, effect-

That the Revision of the General Specifications for
Railway Bridges, be adopted and the Specifications,
Appendix A, printed in the Manual.
2.
That the approval of the sections for track scales,
weigh-bridge girders, and transverse floor beams recommended by the Conmiittee on Yards and Terminals be recorded in the Proceedings.
1.

.Steel

O. E. Sclby (('. C. C. & St. 1..), chairman;
E. Turneaure (Univ. of Wis.), vice-chairman; F. .'\iirvansen (L. I.), T. A. Bohland (G. & N.), W. S. Ronton (B. &
O.), A. W. Carpenter (N. Y. C). Charles Chandler (I. C),
W.), F. O. Dufour. W. R. Edwards
J. E. Crawford (N.
(I. C. C), A. Chas. Irwin, B. R. I.effler (N. Y. C), W. H.
Moore (N. Y. N. H. & H.). P. B. Motlev (C. P. R.), C. D.
Purdon (St. L. S. W.), Albert Reichmann (Am. Br. Co.),

Coinmittce:

F.

&

W. Reid, A. F. Robinson (A. T. & S F.), H. N. Rodcnbaugh (U. S. R. R. A.), H. B. Seaman (Cons. Engr.), C. E.
Smith (Cons. Engr.), I. F. Stern (Cons. Engr.), H. B. Stuart
J.

(G. T.), G. E. Tebbettg, L. F. VapHagan (Univ. of Wis.),
A. L. Waddell (Cons. Engr.), H. T. Wclty (N. Y. C).

J.
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Proposals and Drawings
Definitions of Terms. The term "Engineer" refers to
the Chief Engineer of the Conii)an> or iiis subordinates in
1.
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authority. The tcriii "Iiispi-ctor" refers to the inspector or
inspectors rcpreseiiliiiK the Coinpany. Tiic term "Company"
refers to the Railway Company or Kailroad Conii>any party
'riic term "Contractor" refers to the nianto the contract,
nfactiirin^ or fahricatiiin contractor party to the conlract.
The term "h.reetor" refers to
the ereetiiiK eonlraitor party
to the contract.
2.

U

Proposals.

shall

i

il <l

proposals

siiiimit

c

r s

to

dimensions necessary for
designing the strncture, the
stresses and the general or
eral

typical

_.

7-g

Skew
16.

rofR\

as

to

far

Structures shall be designed so
Stress.
as iiracticable, ambiguity in the detcr-

Loads
17.

parts.

Drawings. After the contract has been awarded and
5.
before any sho]) work is commenced, the Contractor shall
submit to the luiginecr for approval duplicate prints of
stress sheets and shop drawings, unless such drawings shall
have been prepared by the Ccwnpany. The tracings of these
drawings shall be the proi)crty of and be delivered to the

Company after the completion of the contract. Shop draw'ings shall be made on the dull side of the tracing cloth, 24
by 36 in. in size, including margins. The margin at the left
end shall be 1^ in. wide, and the others ^j-in. The title
shall be in the lower right-hand corner.
No changes shall
be made on any approved drawing witliout the consent, in
writing, of the Engineer.
The Contractor shall be responsible for the correctness
6.
of his drawings, and for shop fits and field connections, although the drawings may have been approved by the Engineer.
Any material ordered by tlie Contractor i)rior to the
7.
approval of the drawings shall be at his risk.

The dead load.
The live load,
The lateral load.

a.

c.

Stresses due to these loads, as hereinafter specified, shall
shown se])arately on the stress sheets.
Members shall be proportioned for that combination
18.
of stresses which gives the maximum total stress, except as
otherwise provided.
10.
Dead Load. The dead load shall consist of the estimated weight of the entire suspended structure. Timber
shall be assumed to weigh 4^ lb. per foot B. M., ballast 120
lb. per cu. ft., reinforced concrete 150 lb. per cu. ft., waterproofing 150 lb. per cu. ft., and rails and fastenings 150 lb.
If ballast is used, it shall be asper linear foot of track.
sumed level with the base of rail and the weight of ties
neglected.

be

n

1^

5

9' l5

1

6 5

ID

e\a 5

IS

« «

5 5

95655
Fig. 3

Fig. 2

Live Load. The minimum li\e load
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
The loading that gives the larger stresses

for

each track

shall be as

Structures shall be made wholly of
Materials Used.
8.
structural steel except where otherwise specified. Cast steel
may be used for shoes and bearings. Cast iron may be used
only where specifically authorized by the Engineer.
Types of Bridges. The different types of bridges maybe
9.
used as follows:
Rolled beams for spans up to 35 feet.
Plate girders for spans from 30 feet lo 12,^ feet.
Riveted trusses for spans from 100 feet to 300 feet.
Fin-connected trusses for spans from ISO feet to 300 feet.
Unless otherwise specified,
Number of Trusses.
10.
double-track through bridges shall have only two trusses or
girders, and four-track bridges three.
11.
Dimensions for Calculation. The dimensions for the
calculation of stresses shall be as follows:

Span Length
For trusses and girders, the distance center to center of
end bearings.
For floor beams, the distance center to center of trusses
or girders.
to center of floor

structures shall he i)roportioned for the

20.

General Features of Design

For stringers, the distance center

The

Loads.

following loads:

to

ilifTer,

Depth

as

to

Patented Devices.

Company

void,

^jk^-p'^

Govern. Where the drawings and the
the drawings shall govern.
The Contractor shall protect the
against claims on account of patt'ntcd devices or

Drawings

Ambiguity of

mination of the stresses.

I).

specifications

In skew bridges without ballasted
Bridges.
backwalls for each track shall be square with the

track.
(>,i

Vj

etc.
3.

than

of the curve.

covering work to be erected
Fig. 1
by the Contractor shall state
general
conditions al
the
the site, such as character of foundations, traffic conditions,

4.

than one-twentieth of the efTective span, and not less
is necessary to |)revenl overturning under the assumed
Panel lengths shall not exceed 1 J^ times
lateral lo.iding.
the width c. to c. of trusses or girdiTS.
\S.
Clearances.
If the alinement is straight, clearances
sli.ill
be not less than shown on th<' diagram, h'ig. 1.
If
(he alinement is curved, the width of the diagram shall be
iiHicased so as to jtrovide the same minimum clearances for
a car KO ft. long, 14 ft. high :md 60 ft. center to center of
trucks, allowance biiiiK made for curvature and sniierelevaThe heiuhl of rail shall be assumed as 6 in.
tion of rails.
14.
Deck Spans on Curves. Deck spans on curves shall
have the center line of the span placed, usually, so as to
bisect the middle ordinate of and be parallel with the chord
less

floors, the

Invitations

details.

^

/S'O"

with the terms in
the letter of in\ilation. The
proposals i)referal)ly shall he
hascd upon plans and specifiirnislied
by the
(ications
Company showing the ^en

conforn\
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beams.

•

For riveted trusses, the distance between centers of gravchord sections.
For pin-connected trusses, the distance center to center of
chord pins.
For plate girders, floor beams and stringers, the distance
between centers of gravity of flanges, but not to exceed

ity of

the distance back to back of the flange angles.
Spacing of Trusses, Girders and Floorbeams. The
12.
width center to center of girders or trusses shall not be

21.

Heavier Loading.

Heavier

shall be used.
loadings shall be propor-

tional to the specified minimum loadings with the same wheel
spacing.
22.
In calculating the maximum stresses due to live load
and centrifugal force when two, three or four tracks arc
simultaneously loaded,' use the following percentages of the
specified live load:
For two tracks loaded, 05 per cent.
For three tracks loaded, 00 per cent.
For four tracks loaded, 85 per cent.
Floors. Wooden tics shall be designed for the maxi23.
wheel load specified distributed over three ties and
with 100 per cent impact added. The fiber stress shall not
exceed 2,000 lb. per sq. in. Wooden tie floors shall be secured to the stringers or girders. The ties shall be not less
than 10 ft. in length. They shall be placed with openings
not to exceed 4 in. in width and shall be secured against

mum

bunching. The maximum dap of ties shall be 1^ in.
24.
Floors consisting of beams transverse to the axis of
the structure shall be designed for a uniform live load of
15,000 lb. per linear foot for each track, when the minimum
When heavier loadings are used,
live load specified is used.
this uniform load shall be increased proportionately. Floors
consisting of longitudinal beams shall be designed for the
wheel loads specified.
25.
In ballasted floor bridges, the live load shall be considered as uniformly distributed laterallv over a width of
10

ft.

Ballasted floors shall have at least 6 m. of ballast un26.
der the ties.
Reduced Dead Load for Solid Floors. In bridges with
27.
ballasted floors, only three-fourths of the computed dead
weight of the floors shall be considered.
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Impact. Tlic dynamic increment of the live load shall
28.
be added to the maximum computed live load stresses and
determined by the formula,
be
shall
I

300

=S

,

300
/

+

L

in

which

/

live-load stress.

following values in feet:
For spans, the distance center to center of end
bearings.
For stringers, the distance center to center of
b.

beams.

and similar suspenders, floor
beams, and transverse girders and their supverticals

ports, the sum of the adjacent panel or span
lengths.
For floors with transverse beams, zero.
d.
29.
For bridges designed exclusively for electric locomotives, the impact stresses shall be taken as one-half of those
given by the formula in paragraph 28.
Impact shall not be added to stresses produced bj30.
longitudinal or lateral forces.
For bridges on
Eccentricity of Load on Curves.
31.
curves, provision shall be made for the increased load carried by any truss, girder or stringer due to the eccentricity
of the load.
Lateral Forces. The lateral force shall consist of a
32.
moving load equal to 30 lb. per sq. ft. on \]/2 times the
vertical projection of the structure on a plane parallel with
its axis (but never less than 200 lb. per linear foot at the
loaded chord, and 150 lb. per linear foot at the unloaded
chord), and a moving load of 600 lb. per linear foot applied
8 ft. above the base of rail.
In calculating the stresses in viaduct towers due to
33.
lateral force, the viaduct shall be considered as loaded on
either one or both tracks, with cm]jty cars weighing 1,200
lb. per linear foot.
34.
If a moving load of 30 lb. per square foot on lyi times
the vertical projection of the unloaded structure on a plane
parallel with its a.xis produces greater stresses than the lateral force defined in paragraph 32, it shall be provided for.
The bracing between chords or flanges shall be capa35.
ble of resisting a transverse shear in any panel equal to 2
per cent of the total axial stress in the two chords in that
panel.
Centrifugal Force.
36.
On curves, the centrifugal force
(assumed to act 6 ft. above the rail) shall be taken equal to
a percentage of the live load according to the following
table:

Degree

of

Curve..

0°

0°

20'

40'

Percentage of live
load

Speed in miles per
hour

r

5

80

80

80

2°

3°

4°

5°

6°

7°

8°

9°

10°

11°

12°

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

65

53

46

41

38

35

33

31

29

28

27

37.
Longitudinal Force. Provision shall be made in the
design for the effect of a longitudinal force of 20 per cent
of the live load on one track only, applied 6 ft. above the
top of the rail.
Where, by reason of continuity of members or frictional resistance, the longitudinal force will be
largely absorbed before it reaches supporting members, its
effect on such members shall be taken as one-half that specified above.
Applications of Live Load.
38.
The stresses shall be
shown for the following applications of the live load:
a.
.\s a dynamic load acting vertically, the static stresses
and the dynamic increments or impact stresses being shown
separately and designated as the live-load static stresses and

the live-load impact stresses respectively.
b.
.^s a state longitudinal force, due to tractive effort or
braking, the stresses being designated as longitudinal force
stresses.
c.
As a lateral force on curves, the stresses being shown
separately for this force acting as a static load and designated as the centrifugal force stresses.

39.

1

f

/

4

'
|

~

I

I

(

r

J

in inches.

Tension

a.

floor

inch

16,000
13,000

length of the member in inches..
least radius of gyration of the

member

L^the

For hip

= the

''=the

stress.

c.

sq.

Axial tension, net section
Axial compression, gross section

=

or dynamic increment to be added to the live-load

5:= computed maximum

Pounds per

-

100

= impact

807

Unit Stresses and Proportioning of Parts
The several parts of structures shall be so propor-

tioned that the unit stresses will not exceed the following,
except as modified in paragraphs 47 and 48:

in extreme fibers of rolled shapes,
built sections and girders, net section. ... 16,000
Tension in extreme fibers of pins
24,000
Shear in plate girder webs, gross section
10,000
Shear in power-driven rivets and pins
12,000
Bearing on power-driven rivets, pins, outstanding legs of stiffner angles, and other
steel parts in contact

24,000
values for shear and bearing shall be reduced 25 per cent for countersunk rivets, hand-driven rivets,
floor-connection rivets, and turned bolts.
Bearing on expansion rollers, per linear inch
600d
rf^the diameter of rollers in inches.

The above mentioned

Pounds per
sq, inch

Bearing on granite masonry
Bearing on sandstone and limestone masonry
Bearing on concrete masonry

800
400
600

For cast steel in shoes and bearings, the above men40.
tioned unit stresses shall apply.
41.
The diagonal tension in webs of girders and rolled
beams at sections where maximum shear and bending occur
simultaneously, shall not exceed 16,000 lb. per square inch.
42.
Effective Bearing Area.
The cff'ective bearing area
of a pin, a bolt or a rivet shall be its diameter multiplied
by the thickness of the piece, except that for countersunk
rivets half the depth of the countersink shall be omitted.
In
proportioning
Effective Diameter of Rivets.
43.
rivets, the nominal diameter of the rivet shall be used.
Reversal of Stress. Members subject to reversal of
44.
stress under the passage of the live load shall be proportioned as follows:
Determine the resultant tensile stress and the resultant
compressive stress and increase each by 50 per cent of the
smaller; then proportion the member so that it will be
The
capable of resisting either increased resultant stress.
connections shall be proportioned for the sum of the resultant stresses.

Web

Members.
In proportioning web
in
of trusses, use two-thirds of the dead load stress
plus one and one-sixth times the live load stress, including
impact, where this sum is greater than the sum of the dead
load stress and the live load stress, including impact.
Combined Stresses. Members subject to both axial
46.
and bending stresses (including bending due to floor beam
deflection) shall be proportioned so that the combined fiber
In memstresses will not exceed the allowed axial stress.
bers continuous over panel points, only three-fourths of the
simple
beams
stress
computed
for
shall
be
added
bending
as
to the axial stress.
Members subject to stresses produced by a combina47.
tion of dead load, live load, impact and centrifugal force,
either
lateral or longitudinal forces, or bending due to
with
lateral action, may be proportioned for unit stresses 25 per
cent greater than those specified in paragraph 39; but the
section shall not be less than that required for dead load, live
load, impact and centrifugal force.
48.
Secondary Stresses. Designing and detailing shall be
clone so as to avoid secondary stresses as far as possible.
In ordinary trusses without subpanelling, no account usually
need be taken of the secondary stresses in any member
whose width measured in the plane of the truss is less than
one-tenth of its length. Where this ratio is exceeded, or
where subpanelling is used, secondary stresses due to deThe specified unit
flection of the truss shall be computed.
stresses may be increased one-third for a combination of
the
stresses
with
axial
stresses.
secondary
the
Compression Flanges. The gross area of the com49.
pression flanges of plate girders shall not be less than the
gross area of the tension flanges, but the stress per square
45.

Stresses

members

inch shall not exceed
/

14,000

= the

— 200—,

in

which

/)

length of the unsupported flange, between lateral connections or knee braces.
the flange width.
b
/

=
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Details of Design
.SO.

Liminng Lengths

of

Members.

Tin-

i.iiii)

oi

IiukiIi

to least radius of n\r;iti<)ii >liall mil i \C4 rd 100 for iiiaiti
coniprrssion iii»'mt)i-rs nor 120 for wiiul and sway ijracinn.
.SI.
The Irnvitlis of rivttcd tension nicnihcrs shall not exceed JOO times llieir least radius of gyration.
^2.
Depth Ratios. The depth of trusses i)referal)Iy shall
he not less tli.in one-tenth of the span. The depth of plate
K:irders preferably shall he not less than one-twelfth of tlie
span.
The depth of rolled beams used as n'rders and the
depth of solid floors preferably sliall be not less than onefifteenth of the span.

Details shall be designed so lliat
Parts Accessible.
will be
accessible for inspection, eleaiiin>; and
t losed sections shall be avoided wherever possible.
paintiiiKI'ockets or depressions which would hold
Pockets.
>4.
water shall li.ue ellicient diain holes, or shall be lilled witii
.'i,?.

all

parts

concrete.
.S.T.
Members shall be connected
Eccentric Connections.
so that their gravity axes will intersect in a point.
Kccentric
connections shall be avoided if practicable, but, if unavoidmembers
able, the
shall be proportioned to resist the additional stresses so iirodnced.
Counters. Riveted counters arc preferred. If counters
56.
are subject to reversal of stress, their end connections i)rcferably shall be riveted. .Adjustable counters shall have open
turnbuekles.
Strength of Connections,
("onnections shall have a
^7.
strength at least equal to that of the members connected,
rejiardless of the comijuted stress.
Connections shall be
made, as nearly as practicable, symmetrical about the axis
of the members.
Limiting Thickness of Metal. Metal shall not be less
38.
than i^-inch thick, except for fillers.
Metal subject to
marke<l corrosive influences shall be increased in thickness
or protected aKaiusl such influences.
59.
Effective Area of Angles. The effective area of single
angles in tension shall be assumed as the net area of the
connected leg plus 50 per cent of the area of the unconnected leg.
The etYcctive area of double angle members
connected by both legs shall be assumed as 90 per cent of
the net area of the angles. Single angles connected by lug
angles shall be considered as connected by one leg.
60.
Sizes of Rivets.
Rivets shall be %-in. in diameter
unless otherwise specified.
61.
Pitch of Rivets. The minimum distance between centers of rivet holes shall be three diameters of the rivet, but
the distance preferably shall be not less than ^yS-in. for 1-in.

rivets,

3

in.

for

Vs-in.

rivets

and

2]/;;

in.

for

The maxinuiin pitch in the line of stress
composed of plates and shapes shall be 7
rivets,

6

in.

for

J^-i"

for

rivets.

members

in.
for 1 in.
rivets and 5 in. for }^-\r\. rivets.
lines and rivets staggered, the
each line shall be twice the amounts

%-in.

For angles with two gage

maximum

pitch in

If two or more web plates are used in con12 in. in gage and pitch shall be provided
to make them act in unison.
In tension members composed
of two angles in contact, a pitch of 12 in. may be used for
riveting the angles together.

given above.

tact, stitch rivets

62.

Edge

Distance.

The minimum

distance from the cen-

ter of any rivet hole to a sheared edge shall be:
1-34 in.
for 1 in. rivets, 1"^ in. for %-in. rivets and 154 i"- for ^-iirivets; to a rolled edge l;4 in., 1^4 in- and 1]/s in., respectively.
The maximum distance from any edge shall be eight
times the thickness of the plate, but shall not exceed 6 in.
63.
Size of Rivets in Angles. The diameter of the rivets
in any angle whose size is determined by calculated stress
shall not exceed one-fourth of the width of the leg in which
they are driven. In angles whose size is not so determined
1
in. rivets may be used in 3J/2 in. legs, '/s-m. rivets in 3
in. legs, and M-in. rivets in 254 in. legs.
64.
Long Rivets. Rivets which carry calculated stress
and whose grip exceeds four diameters shall be increased
in number at least one per cent for each additional tfe-in.
of grip.
If the grip exceeds six times the diameter of the
rivet, specially designed rivets shall be used.
65.
Pitch of Rivets at Ends. The pitch of rivets at the
ends of built compression members shall not exceed four
diameters of the rivet for a distance equal to one and onehalf times the maximum width of the member.
Compression Members. In built compression mem66.
the webs and
bers, the metal shall be concentrated in
flanges.
The thickness of each web shall be not less than
one-thirtieth of the distance between the lines of rivets connecting it to the flanges. The thickness of cover plates shall
be not less than one-fortieth of the distance between the
nearest rivet lines.
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67.
Outstanding Legs of Angles. The width of the outstanding legs of angles in compression (except when rc'iiiforced by plates) shall not exceed the following:
times the thickness.
I'"or stringer flange angles, ten
a.
1).
l'"or main members carrying axial stress, twelve times

thickness.

the
c.

times

l'"or

th<-

other secondary

br.icing and
liiickness.

numbers, fourteen

The open sides of compression memStay Plates.
bers shall be provided with lacing bars and shall have stay
Slay plates shall
plates as near each end as practicable.
the lacing is int)e provided at intermediate points where
terrupted.
In main mendiers, the length of the stay i)lates
"4 times the distance between the
shall be not less than
nearest lines of rivets connecting them to the flanges, and
6X.

1

the length of intermediate stay i)lates shall be not less than
Their thickness shall be
three-(|uarters of that distance.
not less than one-fiftieth of the same distance.
69.
Tension members composed of shapes shall have
The stay plates
their separate segments stayed together.
shall have a length not less than two-thirds of the lengths
specified for stay plates on compression members.
Lacing. ']"he lacing of compression mend>ers siiall
70.
be proi)Ortione<l to resist a shearing stress of 2 per cent of
the direct stress. The minimum width of lacing bars shall
be 3 in. for 1 in. rivets, 2^ in. for ^-in. rivets, 2'/: in. for
The thickness shall
•><4-in. rivets, and 2 in. for ^-in. rivets.
be made as required by paragraph 39, in which "1" shall
be taken as the distance between connections to the main
sections.
In members composed of side segments and a cover
71.
plate, with the ojicn side laced, one-half the shear shall be
considered as taken by the lacing. Where double lacing is
used, the shear in the plane of the lacing shall be equally
distributed between the two systems.
72.
In connecting lacing bars to flanges, -Mi-in. rivets shall
be used for flanges less than 2;4 in. wide, ^-in. rivets for
flanges from 2^ to i'A in. wide, and ^-in. rivets for flanges
Lacing bars with at least two rivets
3'/^ or more in. wide.
in each end shall be used for flanges over 5 in. wide.
73.
The angle of lacing bars with the axis of the member
shall be not less than 45 deg. for double lacing, and 60 deg.
If the distance between rivet lines in the
for single lacing.
flanges is more than 15 in. and a single rivet bar is used,
the lacing shall be double and riveted at the intersections.
/

74.

Lacing bars

^hall be so

spaced that the

—

of the portion

;-

of the flange included between their connections will be not
greater than 40.
Abutting joints in compression members
Splices.
75.
faced for bearing shall be splied on four sides. The gross
area of the splice material shall be not less than 50 per cent
of the gross area of the member.
joints in riveted work not faced for bearing, whether
76.

tension or compression, shall be fully spliced.
77.
Net Section at Pins. In riveted tension members in
pin-connected trusses, the net section across the pin hole
shall be 135 per cent and the net section back of the pin
hole 100 per cent of the net section of the body of the member, and there shall be sufficient rivets to make the material
in

effective.
78.
Net Section Defined. The net section of riveted
members shall be the least area which can be obtained by

deducting from the gross sectional area the areas of holes
cut by any plane perpendicular to the axis of the member
and parts of the areas of other holes on one side of the
plane within a distance of 4 in., which are on gage lines 1 in.
or more from those of the holes cut by the plane, the parts
being determined by the formula:

p^

r

A
A = the
P = the

1
1

I

I

4

,

in

which

J

area of the hole.
distance in inches of the center of the hole from the

plane.
79.

In

determining the net section, the diameter of the
% in- larger than the nominal diam-

rivet hole shall be taken
eter of the rivet.

80.
Pin Plates. Where necessary to give the required
section or bearing area, pin holes shall be reinforced on
both sides of each segment by plates, one of which on each
side must be as wide as the outstanding flanges will permit.
These plates shall contain enough rivets to transmit and
distribute the bearing pressure uniformly over the full cross
section.
.M least one full-width plate on each segment
shall extend to the far edge of the stay plate and the others
not less than 6 in. beyond the near edge.
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If si>licc phitcs arc
Indirect Splices.
not in direct
81.
contact witii tiic ])arts vvhicli they connect, rivets shall be
used on each side of the joint in excess of the number i^<|nired in the case of direct contact to the extent of two
extra lines for each intervening plate.
Fillers.
Where rivets carrying stress pass througli
H2.
tillers, the fillers shall be extended beyond the connected nicnitiie
extension
sctired by additional rivets sufficient
and
ber
to develoji the value of the filler.

Forked Ends. Forked ends on compression members
8.i
will be permitted only where unavoidable.
Where forked
ends are used, a sufficient number of pin plates shall be
provided to make the jaws of twice the sectional area of
the member and they shall be extended as far as necessary
in order to carry the stress of the main member into the
jaws, but shall not be shorter than recpiircd bv paraKrapii 80.
Pins.
Pins shall be long enough to secure a full
84.
bearings of all parts connected upon the turned body of the
They shall be secured by chambered nuts or be proI)in.
vided with washers if solid nuts are used. The screw ends
.shall be long enough to admit of burring the tlireads.
85.
Pin connected members shall be held against lateral

movement on

the

])ins.

86.
Bolts.
Where members are connected by bolts, the
InnuHJ bodies of the bolts shall be long enough to extend
througii tlie metal.
A washer at least "I in. th.ick shall be
used under the nut.
Bolts shall not be used except by
special Dermission.
87.
Upset Ends. Bars with screw ends shall be upset
so that the area at the root of tlie thread will be at least 13
Iter cent larger than in the body of the bar.
88.
Sleeve Nuts. Sleeve nuts shall not be used.
8'),
Expansion. Provision shall be made for exoansion
and contraction at the rate of 1 in. for every 100 ft. in
length. The expansion ends shall be secured against lateral
movement. In spans over 2.S0 ft. in length, provision shall
be made for expansion in the floor.
W. Expansion Bearings. Spans 70 ft. or more in length
shall have turned rollers or rockers at one end.
Spans of
less length shall be arranged to slide on smootli surfaces
Exnansion bearings shall be designed to permit longitudinal

motion only.
'1\.
Fixed Bearings. Fixed bearings sliall be firr.ily anchored to the supports.
02.
Rollers.
Expansion rollers shall be not less than 6 in.
in diameter.
They shall be coupled together with substantial side bars, whicli shall be so arranged that the rollers
can be cleaned readily. Rollers shall be geared to the upper
and lower plates.
O.V
Pedestals and Shoes. Pedestals and shoes shall be
r^i.-ul
of plates and angles, or cast steel.
The difference between the top and bottom bearing widths shall not exceed
twice the depth.
For hinged bearings, the deuth shall be
rieasured from the center of the pin. The web plates and
the angles connecting them to the base plate shall be not
.

less

than

%

in. thick.
If the size of the pedestal permits,
shall be rigidly connected transversely.
The minthickness of the metal in cast steel pedestals shall
be 1 in.
Pedestals and shoes shall be so constructed that
tiie load will be distributed uniformly over the entire bearing.
Spans 70 ft. or more in length shall iiave hinged bearings at each end.
94.
Inclined Bearings. For spans on an inclined grade
and without hinged bearings the sole or masonry plates
shaH be beveled so that the masonry surfaces will be level.
95.
Name Plates. There shall be a name plate, showing
ir,
raised letters ;ind figures the name '^f the manufacturer
and the year of construction, bolted to the bridge near each
'nd at a point convenient for inspection.
th,^

webs

imum

Floors
96.

Types

of

The

Floors.

floors

may

consist

of

steel

lloor-bcams and stringers, with, timber cross-ties supporting
the rails, or of one of the solid floor types with ballast.
97.
Floor Members. Floor members shall be designed
with sp.ecial reference to stiffness, and, the depth of floorbeams and stringers shall, as a rule, be not less than oneeighth of their length.
98.

Specifications

for

jilate

girders

shall

also

apjily

to

floor-beams and stringers.
99.
Spacing of Stringers. Stringers usuallv shall be
snaced 6 ft. 6 in. center to center.
If four stringers are
used under one track, each jiair shall b( spaced symmetricallv about the rail.
100.
Stop Angles. Stringers which frame into floorbeams shall lia\'c an angle riveted to tlic top flange at each

809

end

to space the end ties at least 1 in. i'rom the flanges of
the floor-beams.
101.
1-Beam Girders. Rolled beatus suiiiiorting timber
decks shall be arranged with not less than two nor more
than four beams under each rail. The beams in each group
shall be i)laced symmetrically about the rail, and shall be
spaced sufficiently far apart to permit cleaning and painting.
They shall be connected by solid web diai)hragms near the
ends and at intermediate points, spaced not over twelve
times the flange width. Bearing plates shall be continuous
under each group of beams.
End stif'feners shall be used
if required l)y the jirovisions of paragraph 39.

Floor-Beam

102.

shall

be

riveted

Connections. Floor-beams
preferably
square to the girders or trusses.
They shall be

directly

to

the

girders

or

through and deck truss spans.
used in square end bridges.
103.
End Connection Angles.

between

the

End floor-beams

i)Osts

of

shall

be

The legs of stringer connection angles shall be not less than 4 in. in width, and not
less than j^ in. in thickness.
Shelf angles shall be provided
fo support the stringers during erection, but the connection
angles shall be sufficient to carry the whole load. Stringers
preferably shall be riveted between the floor-beams. Rivets
in connection angles shall be spaced closer at the bottom
of the angles than at the top.
104.
Stringer Frames. Where two lines of stringers are
used under each track in panels more than 30 ft. in length,
tliey shall be connected by cross frames.
105.
Solid Floor Connections. Solid floors shall be connected to the girders or trusses by angles not less than
'A in. thick; one angle on each side of tlie web of I-beams
and one on each of the vertical men;bers of troughs.
lOr).
Proportioning Solid Floors. Solid floors shall be
prpijortioned by tlie moments of inertia of the sections,
using the net areas of the component parts.

Bracing
Design of Bracing.

Lateral, longitudinal and transverse bracing shall be comi^osed of shapes with riveted connections.
Lateral bracing shall have concentric connections
107.

to chords at end joints, and preferably throughout.
The
connections between the lateral bracing and the chords shall
be designed to avoid, as far as practicable, any bending

stress in the truss members.
108.
When a double system of bracing is used, both systems may be considered simultaneously effective if the members nieet the requirements, both as tension and com|)ressio!i

109.

members,
Lateral

Bracing.

Bottom

lateral

bracing

shall

be

]irovided in all bridges except deck plate girder spans less
than 70 ft. long from which it may be omitted.

Top

lateral bracing shall be provided in deck spans
through spans having sufficient head room.
111.
Portal and Sway Bracing. Deck truss spans shall
liave vertical sway bracing at each panel point.
They shall
also have bracing in tiie planes of the end posts, proportioned to transfer tlie end reaction of the top lateral svstem
to the masonry.
112.
Through truss spans shall have portal bracing, with
knee braces, as deep as the specified clearanre will allow.
113.
Through truss spans shall have sway br.-^cing at each
intermediate panel point if the height of the trrsses is such
as to permit of a de|)th of 6 ft. or more for the bracing.
Wh' n the height of the trusses will not permit of such
dcptii, the top lateral struts shall be of the same depth ;;<
the chord and shall have knee braces.
114.
Cross-Frames. Deck plate girder siians shall be
lu-ovided with cross-frames at each end Droi>ortioned to
resist centrifugal and lateral forces, and s'mH hav- intermediate cross-frames at intervals not exceeding. 18 ft.
11.5.
Laterals. The smallest angle to be used in lateral
bracing shall be 3^ by 3 by -Vg in. There shall be not less
than three rivets at each end connection of the angles.
.\ngles shall be connected at their intersection by plates.
116.
Clearance. Lateral bracing beneath the track shall
be low cnoiigh to clear the ties.
110.
in

and

117.

Tower

The

Struts.

struts

towers shall be strong enough to
when tlie track is unloaded.
'

;'t

the base of vi.>duct
the movable shoes

slide

Plate Girders
Spacing of Girders. The girders of deck bridges'
shall be spaced 6 ft. 6 in. between centers, except that;
In single-track deck spans 75 or more ft. in length, the
a.
girders shall be spaced in accordance with paragraph 12.
but not less th.-^n 7 ft. 6 in. between centers.
In bridges -on curves, the girders shall be spaced as
b.
shown on the ]>lans.
118.

KAll.WAY

sit)

Design of Plate Ginlcrs.

I'!;ilc nirdcis sli.ill In- imdof iiicrtiii of tlu-ir net .s<ctioM iiu'lii(lii)K I'oiiipii s'.iiMi siilr; or l>y assmiiiiin tli.it the
In the
dailies arc coiiccntratiil .it their centers of gravity.
latter case, one-eighth of the uross section of the \vel>, if
properly spliced, may he nseil as ^an^;e section.
IJI).
Flange Sections. The llan^je angles shall form as
l.ir^;e a part of the ^loss area of the llan^;e as practicable.
.Side plates sli.ill not he used exci-pt when llaiiKe angles exceeding 1 ii\. in thickness otherwise would hi' required.
121.
h'lan(;e plates shall be etpial in thickness to the flange
angles or shall diminish in thiclvuess from llie flange iinnles
outward. No plate sli.ill li,i\e a thickness greater than that
of the llaufje au^les.
Where llaiine co\er plates are used, one cover plate
IJJ.
of the lop flange shall extend the full length of each girder.
plate< shall extend at least 18 in. beyond the
(lan^;e
Other
theoretical eiul.
ihickuess of web
I'lu
Thickness of Web Plates.
12.V
i

!''.

put'tioiii'il

fillii'i'

l>v

iMotiHiit

llif

1

1)1.

lie-

sh.ill

be not less than

V D, where "7^'

-

ri

preseiils the

20
inches.
distance between tlanges
124.
Flange Rivets. The flanges of i)hite girders shall
be connected to the web with a sulTicient numl)cr of rivets
to transfer to the flange section the horizontal shear at any
point combined with an\ load that is applied directly on
tlie flange,
(^nc wheel load, where tics rest on the flange,
shall be assumed to be distributed over 3 ft.
12.^.
Flange Splices. Splices in flange members shall not
be used except by special permission of the Engineer.
members shall not be spliced at the same cross-section and,
if practicable, splices shall be located at points where there
The net section of the splice shall
is an excess of section.
exceed by 10 per cent the net section of the member spliced.
F"lange angle splices shall consist of two angles, one on
in

Two

each

side.

Web plates shall be symmetrically
Splices.
The splice plates for shear
spliced by plates on each side.
shall be the full depth of the girders between flange angles.
The splice shall be equal to the web in strength in both
126.

Web

shear and moment. There shall be not less than two rows
of rivets, staggered, on each side of the joint.
End Stifleners. Plate girders shall have stifTener
127.
angles over end bearings, the outstanding legs of which
will extend as nearly as practicable to the outer edge of
These end stifTcners shall be proporthe flange angles.
tioned for bearing on the flange angles, and shall be arranged to transmit the end reaction to the pedestals or disThey shall be contribute it over the masonry bearings.
nected to the web by enough rivets to transmit the reacEnd stifTencrs shall not be crimped.
tion.

Intermediate StifTeners.
of plate girders shall
stiffened by angles at inter-

128.

The webs
be

/H

vals not greater than:
Six feet.
(a)
The depth of the
(b)
(c)

web.

The distance given by

formula.

= the

f^the
k

= the

the

—

d=50t

d

^5fi^=>^ensr-

Fig.

4

+

k (4k
[6
\)], inwhich
distance between rivet lines of stiiifeners in
thickness of the web in inches.
ratio

M
—

,

shown

in Fig. 4, but

never

less

than

in.

0..i.

L
129.
For girders in which the load is applied to the
girders at floor-panel points, the stifFener intervals in any
panel shall be uniform and based on the value of "k" at the
end of the panel toward the nearer support.
130.
If the depth of the web between the flange angles
or side plates is less than .^0 times the thickness of the web,
intermediate stifTeners may be omitted.
131.
StifTener angles shall be placed at points of concenSuch angles shall not be crimped.
trated loading.
Intermediate stiffeners shall be riveted in pairs to
132.
The outstanding leg of each angle
the web of the girder.
shall not be less than 2 in. plus one-thirtieth of the depth
of the girder, nor more than 14 times its thickness.
133.
Gusset Plates in Through Girders. In through plate
girder spans, the top flanges shall be braced by means of
gusset plates or knee braces with solid webs connected to
the floor-beams and extending usually to the clearance line.
If the unsupported length of the inclined edge of the gusset
plate exceeds 18 in. the gusset plate shall have one or two
The gusset plate
stiffening angles riveted along its edge.
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I'lifrrbe ri\it<il to a stirfiiier angh' on the girder.
shall form no part of the floor-biam web.
134.
In through plate girder si>ans with solid floors there
shall be knee-braces with ^ii-in. webs, extending usually to
Each kneethe clearance line, at intervals of about 12 ft.
brace shall be well riveted to the lloor and the girder, esits
edge
reinforced
the
top,
and
shall
have
by
pecially at
one or two angles.
13.^.
Ends of Through Girders. If through i)late girders
project two fe<'l or more above the base of the rail, the
upper corners shall be rotmded to a radius of about one-,
third of the depth of the girder, but not less than 18 in.,
In multiide span bridges
the ladius to be a uniltiple of 6 in.
If adjacent s|)ans
only the extreme ends shall be rounded.
have (lifTerent depths and the dilTercncc in depth does not
exceed 18 in., the top flanges of the deeix r girders shall be
curved at the ends to a radius ecpial to one and one-iialf
times the depth of the girder, so that the deijth of the ends
If the
will be the same as that of the adjacent girders.
difference exceeds 18 in., the corners of the higher girders
shall be rounded to a radius not greater than the difference in depth and not greater than one-third of the depth
Exjjosed ends of through girders shall
of the deeper girder.
be neatly fmislied with end plates.
girder spans
|ilate
)( el<
Spans Shipped Riveted.
136.
less than .SO ft. in length shall be sliiiiind riveted complete,
unless otherwise specified.
Central Bearings. Plate girders .SO ft. or more in
137.
length shall be designed with central bearings.
sli.ill

ably

it

I

Masonry Bearings. End bearings on masonry shall
138.
preferably be raised above the coping by metal pedestals.
13').
Sole plates shall be not less than Yx in. thick and
not less in thickness than the flange angles plus "4 'n.
Anchor Bolts. Anchor bolts shall be XYa, in. in
140.
diameter and shall extend 12 in. into the masonry. There
Anchor bolt holes in pedshall be washers under the nuts.
estals and sole plates shall be Ij^ in. in diameter, except
that at expansion points the holes in the sole plates shall
be slotted.

Trusses

Type

of Truss and Sections of Members. Trusses
shall have single intersection web systems and, preferably,
inclined end posts. The lop chords and end posts shall be
made usually of two side segments with one cover plate
and with stay plates and lacing on the open side. The bottom chords of riveted trusses shall be symmetrically made,
Web
usually of vertical side plates with flange angles.
members shall be made of symmetrical sections. In pinconnected trusses, the tension chords shall be non-continuous for bending at pin joints.
142.
Camber. The length of members of truss spans
shall be such that the camber will be equal to the deflection
produced by the combined dead and static live loads.
143.
Riveted Members in Pin-Connected Trusses. Hip
verticals (and members performing similar functions) and
the two end panels of the bottom chords of pin-connected
trusses shall be riveted members.
144.
Eye-Bars. The cross sectional area of the head
through the center of the pin hole shall exceed that of the
body of the eye-bar by at least 40 per cent. The thickness
of the bar shall be not less than one-eighth of the width
nor less than 1 in., and not greater than 2'/^ in. The form
of the head shall be submitted to the Engineer for approval
before the bars are made. The diameter of the pin shall be
not less than seven-eighths of the width of the widest bar
attached.
Packing. The eye-bars of a set shall be packed
145.
symmetrically about the plane of the truss and as nearly
parallel as practicable, but in no case shall the inclination
of any bar to the plane of the truss exceed 1-16 in. per
foot.
They shall be packed as closely as practicable and
arranged so as to produce the least bending moment on the
They shall be held against lateral movement, and arpin.
ranged so that adjacent bars in the same panel will not be
in contact.
Gusset Plates. The thickness of gusset plates con146.
necting the various members of the truss shall be proportionate to the stress to be transferred, but shall not be less
141.

than

Yi

in.

The end pins of trusses shall
Facilities for Jacking.
a sufficient distance outside of the faces of the
chords to permit making attachments for jacking the span.
Masonry Plates. Masonry plates shall not be less
148.
than 1 in. thick.
147.

project

Viaducts
Tyi>e of Viaduct. Viaducts shall consist usually of
alternate tower spans and free spans of plate girders or
149.
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riveted trusses supported on bents.
shall be not less than 30 ft. long.

The tower spans

usually

Viaduct bents shall be composed preferably of two supi)orting columns, and the bents
Towers
usually shall be united in pairs to form towers.
shall be braced, both transversely and louEcitudinally, with
diagonal
towers,
riveted
In double track
riveted members.
bracing in a horizontal plane shall be used at the top.
Single Bents. Single bents shall have hinged ends,
151.
or else have their columns proportioned to resist the bending stresses produced by changes in temperature.
Bottom Struts. The bottom struts of viaduct towers
152.
shall be proportioned for the calculated stresses, but in no
case for less than one-fourth of the dead load reaction on
one pedestal.
Batter. The colunms usually shall have a batter
153.
transversely of one horizontal to six vertical for single
track viaducts, or one horizontal to eight vertical for double
150.

Bents and Towers.

track viaducts.
154.

Spacing of Girders.

In

track

single

viaducts,

the

spacing usually shall be uniform throughout, and
shall be determined by the spacing for the longest span in
the viaduct, according to the rules specified for deck plate
girder

girder spans.
In double track viaducts, the girders under each
155.
track shall be spaced 6 ft. 6 in. between centers,' and the
inner lines of girders shall be supported by cross-girders
framed between and riveted to the posts.
Girder Connections and Bracing. Girders of tower
156.
spans shall be riveted at each end to the tops of the posts
or cross-girders.
Girders between towers shall have one
end riveted, and shall be provided with an efficient expansion joint at the other end. No bracing or sway frame
shall be common to abutting spans.
157.
If neither of the girders under a track rests directly
over a tower post, bracing shall be provided to carry the
longitudinal force into the tower bracing without producing
lateral bending stress in the cross-girders or posts.
158.
Sole and Masonry Plates. Sole and masonry plates
shall not be less than

thick.

in.

.}4

Anchorage for Towers. Anchor bolts for viaduct
towers and similar structures shall be designed to engage
a mass of masonry the weight of which is at least one and
159.

one-half times the

uplift.

Anchor

bolts,
washers * and other
grillage materials shall be furnished by the
time for them to be built into the masonry.
160.

anchorage or
Contractor in

These specifications were followed by detailed specifications for materials, including structural and rivet steel,
cast steel and cast iron workmanship weighing and shipping painting inspection full size tests and erection.
;

;

;

;

;

Discussion
E. Selby (Chairman)
The secretary tells me there
is a great deinand for these specifications for steel bridges.
It has become known, of course, that they are under revision, and naturally people will demand the revised
C).

:

For that reason we ought to have the
specifications as revised adopted in form to promulgate.

specifications.

Furthermore, there is every probability that the Engineering section of the A. R. A. will, under the relations newly
established, be calling upon this association through this
committee for specifications for the use of the U. S. R. A.
I move the adoption of the conclusion, which includes
the specifications printed.
I find the old specifications had
F. E. Schall (L. V.)
163 paragraphs, and that the new ones have 317 paragraphs.
It is impossible to form a correct idea of the
great number of changes that were made in the specifications bearing on the sections required or the design of
the bridges. It seems to me there are some things which
must be changed before we adopt them. I move as an
amendment that the specifications be discussed on the
floor as long as possible, and that the rest be handled by
correspondence, and the whole matter laid over until the
next annual meeting.
Mr. Selby I might give briefly the features in which
the specifications proposed diflfer from the old ones.
In
the first place, they have been greatly amplified, as pointed
out by Mr. Schall, and the number of paragraphs has
:

:

811

aljout doubled.

The

ani])lification consists largely in parts

covering workmanship and details of design. Those are
not adequately covered in the old specifications.
Specifications for erection have been added, so that the separate
specifications for fabrication and erection which the association adopted at different times have been combined
into one complete specification.
In the matter of loads,

there has been no change in the form of the loading, but
we have specified E-60 loading as the miniinum. In the
column formula there is a change.
have introduced
a parabolic column formula which is not self-limiting,

We

and which has many advantages over the straight line
formula in use in the old specifications.
The iinpact
formula is the one adopted by the convention a year
ago.
The clearance diagram is the general clearance
diagram adopted by the convention two vears ago. Those
are the principal features that I think of which have
been radically changed.
Aside from that, however, a
great many details have been amplified and some have
been changed.
A. C. Irwin (Port. Cem. x\ssoc.) The specifications
for steel railway bridges of the American Railway Engineering Association have had a wider and more universal use than any other specialized work produced by
the association.
However, the fact that we have never
had a bridge failure is not proof that our designs have
been economical and of the best.
Very few railway
bridges erected 25 or 30 years ago are now in service
where they were originally constructed.
Wheel loads
in that time have so increased on main lines that the
:

safe carrying capacity of parts of the structures was
surpassed long before the physical condition of the bridges
required their relegation to the scrap heap.
This situation has brought about a very thorough investigation of
the strength of what we choose to call old bridges.
It
was desired to retain the bridges in service at their
original locations as long as practicable and we therefore began to apply to them maximum, safe unit stresses
and the heavy loading which it was desired to run over
the line.
And indeed for what ultimate purpose was
the bridge design in the first place?
say to carry
safely the heaviest loads that would be allowed to pass
over it. Truly, but what was this load, and the answer
is Cooper's E-40, 50 or 60, as the case may be.
And
what was the unit stress which was used in proportioning the various parts? The reply will range anywhere
from 12,000 to 18,000 lb. per sq. in. with an "explanation" to the effect that this low unit stress was used to
allow for a very considerable future increase in the live
load.
Then, after all, the bridge wasn't designed in the
first place to fulfill the ultimate purpose of carrying
safely the heaviest loads that were expected to pass
over it.

We

The

practical

result

of

this

logical

or psychological

almost humiliating to the engineering profession.
You have had to move, scrap or sell many bridges whose
chords were amply strong to carry the augmented loads,
simply because of weakness in some web members or
the absence of counters or because the floor beams or
stringers or connections were not equallv strong with
the chords.
In other words, you evolved an unbalanced
error

is

design.

Now there is a cure for this, but the specifications presented here for your adoption do not give it. That cure
is to design the bridge in the first place for the fulfillment of its ultimate purpose, namely, to carry maximum
load, that is. use the maximum loading and the maximum
unit stress in proportioning the various parts of the
bridge not two-thirds of the e.xpected load or two-thirds
of the ma.ximum unit stress, but all of them.

—
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It hardly seems that we should
lake Ihese as tentative specifications, for they have no
st.niding in the association for that term.
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heller pit-pared to

rented
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ti-ll

wiiy

llu'

>pecilications w
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pre

lornr

llii--

.\. i..
Tlicre are a nunilier of thinj^s
the specilication that do not sccni to he rij,dil, the principal one heini; the loadiiiff.
The coniniitlee has pro
posed as a niminunn live loadinjj Cooper's I''.-()() loading;.
If we use an l.-dO ioadin,^: for tlie en^nnes that are in use
to-day, we L;el too much metal in the super-structure,
and too little metal in proportion in the lloor system for
structures of fairly \ou'^ sjian the Coojjer loadinj; is so
entirely ditVerent from the enj,nnes in use to-day that it
!•'..

.\.

l''rink

)

l-'^.

:

in

;

is

no

loni,'er

a

fair

measure hy which

to

desij^n

the

strength of our hridjjes.
It seems to me that the time
has come when this association should attempt at least to
devise a standard load.
Perhaps that is more of a ])robleiii th;ni
it
miyht seem, hut still I think we ought to
attempt il.

As

to

bridges

prescribing a

when

minimum

this specification

of Cooper's I'.-bO lor
goes into our Manual, it

Any company which dea law.
parts from this specification materially in designing its
bridges might find the after-effects decidedly adverse.
Therefore, we should be very cautious what loading we
.specify for our bridges.
It is only fair to
J. R. Ambrose (Toronto Ter. Ry. )
the members that they have sufficient time to express
their views before you ask them to vote.
I think it
wt)uld be very interesting if you should ask Mr. Motley
to let us know if there is any great difference between
this specification which you are i)ro])osing now and the
one which v.as i)ro]):)secl in the l''.nginecring Institute of
almost has the effect of

:

Canada.
P. B.

Motley (C. P. R.

The Canadian

Society's attempts at a specification are considerably different from
thi> in various ways, in general principles.
It is different in its order; it has completely revised its previous specifications in order of proceeding. For instance,
loadings are mentioned first after general clauses, and
then each process of design is allowed to rule in using the
order of the various clauses. This specification does not
rpparcntly do that completely.
In detail, it differs in
many points,' and I do not think it necessary to lake up
the time of this meeting in going into too many of those.
As fnr as p inciples are concerned, T must .say that I
nvA in f'li accord, or mostly in full accord, with Mr.
Irwin. \\\.' are not yet down to brass tacks in the method
of applying our design. The Cooper's system of loading
scarcely answers the condition of all locomotives to-day,
auf if we change to something like a Mallet, for instance,
in

10 years

we

will

my

)

have something

different.

—

It

seems

personal opinion only
that we will
have to lean towards the European system of using a
wisely arrived at uniform load.
It seems to me that
that is the tendency of our various thought:-, and discussions.
Probably the committee wi'l discuss that in the
next year's work.
Prof. A. N. Talbot (U. of III.):
Mr. Chairman, it
seems that all members of the .Association and engineers
generally will agree that it would be very undesirable to
adopt specifications which have been in the hands of the
members only two or three days. I feel the motion made
bv i^Ir. Schall is. therefore, one that should be adopted,
tlic first part of it at least.
As I understand, he i)ut in at
to ifie^-this

is
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.Schall

.Mr.

Talli'il

II

fi'is

Chairman, with your permission,
stcmid part of the motion that I'rof.
with llir iiiii-.(iii of my second.

.Mr.

:

withdraw

will

I

that
to,

ruriRaure
C. of Wis.):
.\lr.
Irwin's
Miggestion goes to the point of designing structures, having ill mind more exactly the ultimate safe stress to which
bridges may hi' ^.ihjected, and in ])ro|)ortioniug the .structun- So that it will he what is called a balanced d(-sign
I'rof.

when

!.

1m;i(K-(1

11.

(

to its iiiaxiiniim safe load.

for the examination of old slntctiires
adopted hy the association some years ago ;m ultimate
sate stress of 20,0(X) Ih. was suggested as the slnss u]) to
which a structure might he loaded if the details were in
salislactory condition, and if the bridge showed no signs
of over-stress.
In accordance with that idea of ultimate
.safe stress, the committee discussed this particular m'ethod
of arriving at a design, assuming tiiat 24,000 Ih. might
Ill

the

rules

be considered a safe stress with details

all

satisfactory

and the load a perfectly static load. Should such a method he adoi)ted, it would amount to this, that for a dead
load we would design for that stress of 24.000 lb. ])er .sq.
in., or possibly 22,000 lb. ])er s(\. in., and that for the live
load we would take, not the load as indicated in the s|)ecification that is now- passing over the structure, or that is
anticipated in the near future, but the load that we would
estimate might ])ass over the structure 30 or 40 years
hence, and use 24.000 !h. for that live load, increased by
the ])roi)er amount for im])act, and in that way get a
structure which would carry that load .^0 vears hence,
say with a stress of 24,000 Ih. per sq. in.
Is 24,000 lb. per sq. in. a satisfactory stress to i)ut hefore the association, before engineers generally and before the public as a safe stress for all kinds of structures
subjected to static load only? At the present time 16,000
11).
per sq. in. is the common ordinar\' stress used in a
great variety of .structures.
I
think any experienced engineer would be perfectly willing to design a structure,
if he had supervision of all the details for a load perfectly
static, which never would increase, using an ultimate safe
stress of 22,000 to 24,000 lb. ])er sq. in., and he able to

sleep nights.

The committee

did not feel that it was desirable to set
sq. in. as a safe stress for dead loads.
argument was carried on in the committee
with reference not only to 24,000 lb. per sq. in., but with
reference to 18,000 to 20,000 lb. per s(j. in. as a basic
dead load stress. The result that the committee ari-ived
at after a good deal of discussion is indicated in the specifications.
The difficulty, of course, arising from that
method of design is well known, and many structures
have been analyzed for increased live loads which have
shown that the web members are the weakest elements
in the structure when it comes to permitting the paissage
of an extremely heavy live load.
That difficulty is met
fairl\- well, in the minds of the committee, hy Article 45,
which provides just this: If w-e take 24,000 lb. as the
ultimate safe stress for an overloaded structure, this rule
will provide precisely 75 per cent overload capacity for
That is practically the
the live load part of the load.
same percentage of overload capacity that is provided in
the chord members of a 200-ft. span.
forth 24,000
That line of

P).

lb.

per

R. Lcfder (X. Y. C.

)

:

Mr. Chairman,'

members of

I

wish to

the association to
the first line in this specification, "These specificatibns are
One of the realimited to spans of less than 300 ft."
sons for that was, that it was recognized that when long
call

the attention of the

K

*
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spans are to be designed some method of using higher
unit stresses must be used, and such long spans also reAnother paragraph
quire special engineering features.
that has not been mentioned as tending to make a balanced structure is paragraph 27. It was recognized that
in heavy ballasted floor bridges this load was of such
great importance that some adjustment should be made
to take care of it.
Mr. Irwin: I agree entirely with Mr. Leffler that
these are steps in advance.
They are attempts to cure
of an unbalanced design that have
this proposition
met every man who has had to figure out whether or not
such and such a locomotive could pass over such and
such portions of the line, and it is an attempt to relieve
him of the embarrassment that he meets when he finds
that because of certain small weaknesses in this bridge
the large expense incurred in building it in the first place
must be largely thrown away, because the man who designed the bridge did not have in mind the fulfillment of
the things that that bridge was supposed to do with the
biggest load that ever came upon it. These are steps in
the right direction, but if you consider the fact that your
bridges will have spans from very small ones up to 300
ft. according to this specification, you will have a perfectly enormous problem. There is just one way to do it,
that is to consider and proceed from the fundamental
proposition of designing the bridge for the maximum

maximum

load and

(The

original

unit stress.

motion as amended by Mr. Schall was

put to a vote and carried.)
The Chairman
The report
:

is

received as a progress

report.

Mr. Selby

:

I

talked with a

member

of the

Bureau of

813

Standards yesterday and asked him what the prospects

were

for a continuation of the column tests in the Bureau of Standards now that the war conditions have
passed.
Mr. Brooks told me he was in touch with that
part of the work of the bureau and he felt sure that some
progress could be made this year on those tests.
The
work of making the tests is in the hands of the subcommittee, headed by W. H. Moore, and we are only
waiting for an opportunity to conclude the tests.
(Mr. Selby then read the matter on design of turntables and recommended that the subject be dropped.)
Mr. Frink: Why should the subject be dropped?
Mr. Selby
For the reason that the principal materials for turntable rollers and disc bearings are steel for
the rollers and phosphor bronze for the disc.
The phosphor bronze specifications have been carefully considered
and adopted by the association and the matter of steel for
the rollers is included in the movable bridge specifications which have been printed in the proceedings and will
be offered next year for adoption.
(Mr. Selby read the matter on ballast floor bridges.)
Mr. Selby
The details under this heading are expected to be presented to the convention in the report of 1920.
(Mr. Selby read the matter on track scales.)
Mr. Selby
The committee will ask that this subject
be continued, for the reason that the track scale question
is a very live one and has been referred to this association by the Railroad Administration, and this committee
would like to keep in touch with the structural features,
at least, of the track scale.
I move the adoption of Sec. 2 of the recommendations.
(The motion was carried and the committee dismissed
with thanks.)
:

:

:

Report on Uniform General Contract Forms
HF,

COMMITTEE CONSIDERED the
form of agreement for rail-

wa\- crossings at several meetings.
The Form of Agreement
for
Railway
Grade

Crossings herewith submitted
the result of action taken
at these various meetings. No
attempt has been made to
is

specify a basis upon which
the expense for construction,
maintenance and operation
shall be divided.
In this respect the submitted Form of
Agreement conforms with the
h^orm of Agreement for Interlocking Plant, submitted by this committee and approved by the Association at the last annual meeting.
Similarly while articles covering liability and arbitration
are incorporated in the submitted form in order to complete, the same, it is recognized that these two articles
will doubtless be modified in many cases to meet local
conditions and the views of various legal departments of
railroads.
It will be noted that seniority as between companies
has been given no specific recognition in the submitted
form.
The committee has assumed that seniority will
be given due weight in concluding the bargain which will
be made in each case. The committee further assumes
that in general the senior company will prefer to retain
the actual work of constructing, maintaining and operating the grade crossing in its own hands.

Committee: E. H. Lee (C. & \V. I.), chairman; C. A. Wilson
(Cons. Engr.), vice-chairman; C. Frank Allen, O. P. ChamberA. O. Cunningham (Wabash), Thos. Earle (Beth. Steel Br.
Corp.), W. D. Faucette (S. A. L.), G. E. Gifford, J. C. Irwin
(B. & A.), R. G. Kenly (M. & St. L.), A. S. Kent (C. I. & L.),
H. A. Palmer (G. T.), C. J. Parker N. Y. C).
lain,

(

Appendix A.

Agreement

THIS AGREEMENT, made
in the

year

for

Grade Crossing
day of

this

by and between

party of
hereinafter called
and
party of the second part, hereinafter called
(Note.
During Federal control terminology should
conform to requirements of Federal Administration.)
the

first

part,

,

—

Historical.

Whereas

—

(Note.
Include brief description of conditions, including the location of existing or proposed grade crossing, an enumeration of all existing agreements, if any,
the name of the companies between which agreements
are made, their dates, their purpose, et cetera.)
Whereas,
desires the right to construct, maintain, use and operate a grade crossing across
the tracks and right-of-way of
to permit the
passage of its trains over and across the right-of-way
and tracks of
and
is willing to
grant said right the location of said crossing and its
proposed arrangement being shown upon a blueprint
marked "Exhibit A," dated
identified by the
signature of the
of
and of
of
hereto attached and hereby made
a part of this agreement and
Whereas, The parties hereto have agreed upon the
;

,

;

:
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Icniis

"h..\iiiliil

A"

>liall

ln'

shown

tion of tr.uks rf(|uire<l or brought about by laws or ordi-

inaiiil.iincd

nances of i)roi)erly constituted ])ublic authorities.
Improxements or devices which may be neces(d)
sary in order to conform to the standard jiractice of the
Company shall ite provided as re(|uired by
that Company, and the expense shall be borne in accordance with tlie provisions of .Section No. 4 hereof.
(e)
The jirivileges hereinbefore granted are granted

said cidssiiij; as

I'diidilidiis u|>(iii uliicli

.'Mill

said

u])oii

cinslnnlcd,

and operated.
N'ow, TiiKKKi'DKi., In consideration of the preniises
in linther coiisideralion of tlie inutnal covenants and
a,i;ieenients lieieinafter stipniated to l)e kept and per-

and

formed,

is

it

mutnall}' aj^reed l)et\veen the parties

liercti),

for the inn'pose of delniinj,' the terms and conditions n|)on
uliidi said ciossin},' sliall he constructed, maintained, re
neued and oper.ited. ;is lollovvs:
Hki'i N rrn).\.

1.

I'lic

term crossini^

;is

iierein

con

include rail, crossin}^ froj^s, track fasleninf;>.
crossinfj limhers, and other track appliances, included hetwecn tlie outer joints of one or more crossinjjs installed
or hereafter installed; to^^'ther with ballast, drainage,
side ditches, suhdrainajie, and other substructure api)li
ances, devices or sup])orts on the right-of-way
Company in so far as affected by said crossing all necessary buildings, including flagmen's houses, shanties or
toweis gates, semaphores and other safety devices or
a]>pliances all as may be re(iuirc(l to keep said crossing
in safe and suitable condition for the operation of trains.
C"om])an\' or by lawfully con
as recpiired by
slituted ])ublic authority.
hereby grants to
CiuANT
2.
subject to the conditions and stipulations of this agreement, the right to construct, maintain, renew and operate
track
of the
at grade
Railroad, over ;ind across the right-of-way and tracks of
at the ])oint of crossing, as shown on "I'"xlaincd

sliall

;

:

;

A."

hibit

The

Construction.

3.

Company

agrees

grade crossing as shown u])on said "Exhibit A" and according to detail plans and specifications,
ICngineer
which have been approved by the
signature.
and identified by
of the
to construct a

The

Company

agrees to begin the condays after
struction of said crossing within
the execution of this agreement and to carry the same
forward continuously to prompt completion.
AiTORTioNMENT OF CosT. The cost of Construct4.
ing, maintaining, renewing and operating said crossing
shall be borne by the respective parties hereto as follows:
said

In the cost of maintaining and renewing said crossing
be included the expense for taxes, asses.sments, and
insurance any losses by fire, floods and other damage
caused by the elements also any change made necessary
by an act or ordinance of a lawfully constituted public
authority, except as herein otherwise provided.
shall

;

;

The
(a)
Company reserves the right to construct, maintain, renew and operate upon its right-of-way from time to
time such other additional track or tracks as it may deem
necessary or desirable crossing the track or tracks of the
Company, the right to construct which is
herein granted, and all the provisions and stipulations
herein contained shall apply to such other additional track
5.

Extensions and Changes,

or tracks.
The
(b)

Company reserves the right to
track or tracks as shown on said
"Exhibit A" not to exceed
feet, and the grade
of the crossing shall be changed to conform thereto. The
expense of so changing shall be borne as follows:
change the grade of
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its

upon the further exjjress condition that whenever anything may be done or may be re(|uired to be done by the
Chief I'.ngineer of
("om])any, or under and
in pursuance of any of the laws of the .State of
or of any lawful action of |»roper ])ublic authorities in
,

res])ecl to the said crossing,

including the installation of

gates, signals or interlocking, the

Comiiany
changes at said crossing and in ])resent or
future tracks of both com])anies and their api)liances,
necessary to comjily with f)r carry out the requirements
of the Chief ICngineer of the
Com])any or
of law, or action of such authorities, and the cost thereof
shall be ai)i:)ortioned in accordance with Article 4 hereof.
further understood and agreed that the
(f)
It
is
Company will ])ay the cost of any connecting
or transfer track or tracks that may, at any time, be re([uired at or near the point of the crossing afore.said,
whether such track or tracks be ordered by competent
authority, or put in by agreement between the ])arties
shall

make

all

hereto.
If the junction switches of the said connecting
track or tracks in the main track or tracks of either of
the parties hereto shall be or come to be within the limits of an existing interlocking plant, said junction switches
shall be taken into the protection of said interlocking
plant and the cost shall be borne as follows
6.

Maintenance and Renewal.

be maintained by the

The crossing
In
Company.

shall

case
tracks or any of
them at said crossing, the track or tracks of the ........
Company
Company shall be restored by the
to their original condition, to the satisfaction of the Chief
luigineer of the
Company, and at the sole
Company.
cost and expense of the
7.
Control. The maintenance, renewal, operation
and protection of said crossing shall be under the sole
Company, and it
charge and control of the
shall employ competent persons to maintain, renew and
protect the same, and such parties from time to time so
employed shall be removed for good and sufficient reason upon request in writing of a general managing officer

Company

.

.

,

shall

remove

its

Company.

of the

the parties hereto, through its authorized employes and representatives, shall have the right at all
times to inspect said crossing, as well as the accounts
covering the construction, maintenance, renewal and operation of the same and in the event that the
Company in writing
Company shall notify the
of renewals and repairs that may be necessary for the
safe and proper operation of said crossing, and if the
Company neglects for a period of thirty days
to make said necessary renewals and repairs, then the
Company shall have the right to make such
Company shall,
renewals and repairs, and the
upon presentation of proper bills, and within the time
provided in Section 11 hereof, pay its proportion of the

Each of

;

amount
(c)

company shall have the right at
make minor changes in alinement

Either

its

own

at said
expense to
crossing, provided that this shall not materially interfere
with the tracks of the other party, but nothing herein
contained shall be interpreted to cover major changes in
grade or alinement, such as separation of grade or eleva-

so expended.
Protection. During construction and thereafter,
flagmen or signalmen shall be furnished for the proper
protection of said crossing, and such persons from time
to time so employed shall be removed for good and suf8.

ficient reasons, ui)on request in

aging

officer of the

writing of a general man-

Company.

The expense
I
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for their wages, together with the cost of materials and
supplies required in connection with their work, shall be
apportioned as herein in Article 4 provided. Until interlocking protection shall have been provided, all trains
shall approach said crossing under full control, and shall
feet from said crosscome to a full stop within
ing, and shall not proceed until the receipt of a proper
signal so to do.

Precedence. In the use of said crossing, passenand express trains shall have precedence over
freight or work trains and light engines, and freight or
work trains shall have precedence over light engines. The
Company shall have
trains and engines of the
precedence over the trains and engines of like class of
9.

ger, mail

the

Company.
Ownership. Each

of the respective parties
hereto shall participate in the ownership of the crossing
in the proportion which the payments made by it for construction of same bear to the total cost of construction.
Payment of Bills. The payment of all bills un11.
der this agreement shall be made not later than the twenty-fifth day of the month following the month in which
The bills for expense of consaid bills are rendered.
struction shall be made as a final bill, unless otherwise
10.

mutually agreed and understood.
Bills covering maintenance, renewals and operation,
taxes and assessments shall show total expenditures, and
proportions chargeable to each of the respective parties
hereto, and shall be rendered monthly those covering insurance, taxes and assessments annually.
Should any dispute arise as to the correctness of any
of the items included in bills rendered, under this agreement, the party against which any such bill is rendered,
shall pay as herein provided, an amount equal to the sum
of all items in said bill, the correctness of which is unThe remainder, covering disputed items,
questioned.
shall be paid promptly as herein ])rovided, upon an adjustment of the dispute.
12.
Added Percentages. In making bills for the
cost and expense of constructing, renewing, maintaining,
operating and protecting said crossing, all labor and material shall be charged for at actual cost, plus
,

;

per cent added to material, and
per cent to
labor to cover freight charges or accruals, handling,
superintendence, use of tools and accounting, except that
work done by contract shall have no percentages added.
Such of said bills as are based upon payroll cost of labor and stock prices of material shall include a fair arbitrary charge to cover supervision, inspection, handling,
transportation, accounting and similar undistributed items
of expense.
Such fair arbitrary charge shall be agreed
to by the parties, or determined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
The provision as to actual cost herein contained shall
not be considered or held as a warrant for charging excessive prices or freight rates on material, for hauling the
same unreasonable distances, nor for the payment of unreasonable arbitrary charges of any kind.
13.
Liability.
Each party hereto assumes for itself
the responsibility and risk of using and operating its own
trains and engines over the space covered by the said
crossing, and also responsibility for the negligent acts
and omissions or the alleged negligent acts or omissions
of its own officers, agents, servants and employes engaged in connection therewith and in i)erformance of
any of its separate duties under this contract and will
pay to the other party and to third persons all damages
which may arise and for which it may be liable arising
from such negligence and in such operation.
The party having special charge of the management
and operation of said crossing shall not be liable to the
;

815

other party for the negligent acts or the omissions, or
the alleged negligent acts or omissions of any person
employed in the operation, maintenance or repair of said
crossing, but all per.sons so emjjloyed shall, as respects
any injury cau.sed by such negligence, be regarded and
treated as the agents or servants of each party hereto,
and each of said parties hereby as.sumes the responsibility
for all damages resulting from the negligence of such
agents or servants in the operation of its own engines,
cars and trains, and those of its tenants, lessees and
licensees, at the said crossing, and shall indemnify and
save each of the other parties harmless therefrom. Any
expense caused or growing out of the injury of any
workman or employe engaged upon the construction of
said crossing shall be held and considered to be a construction expense, and shall be divided as herein in Section 4 provided.
14.
Arbitration. In case of any differences or dispute arising under this' agreement or concerning the subject matter thereof, the parties hereto agree to submit
such difference or dispute to three arbitrators, one of
whom shall be appointed by the
Company.
and another by the
Company, and each party
shall give to the other jjarty written notice of appointment of its arbitrator, together with his name and address. The two arbitrators so chosen shall select a third
arbitrator.
If either party .shall fail to choose an arbitrator as herein provided, the arbitrator selected by the
other party hereto, at the expiration of
days
after the date of its said written notice, shall select a second arbitrator, and the two arbitrators .so chosen shall
select a third arbitrator.
If within
days
after the appointment of a second arbitrator, as herein
provided, the two so chosen shall have failed to select a
third arbitrator, either party hereto may apply to any
judge of the District Court of the United States for the
District which shall then include
or who shall thereupon appoint the third arbitrator. The
three arbitrators so chosen in any manner as herein provided, or a majority of them, shall hear and decide said
difiference or dispute, and their decision, or that of a
majority of them, shall be final and binding on the parties hereto.

The expense

of an arbitration under the terms hereof
be borne by the parties hereto in the proportions
fixed by the arbitrators.
shall

15.
Cancellation of Conflicting Agreements. It
mutually understood and agreed that any and all agreements relative to said crossing, existing between the paris

hereto or their predecessors, .so far as they conflict,
or are inconsistent with the terms and provisions of this
agreement, are hereby annulled, but in all other respects
they shall continue in full force and effect.
ties

16.

shall

Duration
remain

and Succession.

in full force

and

This

agreement

effect as long as the tracks

of the res]iective ])arties cross at grade at the location

shown upon "Exhibit A."
The provisions of this agreement

shall be

binding ui)on

and inure to the benefit of the ])arties hereto, their successors, lessees and assigns.
In Witness Whereof, the parties have caused these
presents to be executed in duplicate by their respective
officers as of the day and year first above written.

.\ttest

Company

:

By

;

Secretary.

Attest

:,

(Title)

:

Company
Secretarw

\\\
'

(Title)

:
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upon

Discussion

(Ia\ s

written noiuc in

com-

ilif

sai<l
eunipany aurees to furnish,
maintain and install sticli electric appliiuices, fixtures and appurlenanees at said point of crossing as many be necessary for
llie safe and convenient opcr.ition of said crossinR, and lo the

pany, the
v..

II.

Lee

(CliainiKiii)

cominiltoc offers lo

llic

The

:

association

agn-ciiiciit
is

wliirli

tin-

sliouii in .KpiKiidix

A, and we wish to add two additional sections to that
ajT;reenient.
^'onr coniinitlce feels that nnder all the conditions, taking tlie idnnlry over, a really nniforni contract form is ditVunil lo jirovide, one which will adccinately meet all liie various conditions in the various sections
of the country.
Some of tiie jirovisions must be su^'jL^ested anil wilh that in mind, these two additional i)araj^rajihs which we wish to offer, are to be incor])()nited in
the ajjreement as shown in .Appendix A, as .sections '^
and 10, covering two matters which should be covered
in certain cases.
It mi.e^ht be well to nui throuj^h the
"Agreement ft)r grade crossings," which is submitted.
(Mr. Lee then read Appendix A, down to and including "Protection.")

Mr. Lee: At this point we wish to offer to the assotwo additional paragra])hs, one to cover the cattle guards and fence, and another to cover the question of

ciation

electrification of lines as follows

Section 9

— The

Company

rcsi rvcs

the

so

ri>,^ht

lon>,'

it

of this contract) electrify

its

railroad at the said crossing,

Report on Economics

there

is

I

:

some

reason why that should come after "Theremutually agreed" than to j)ut it in one of the

legal
it

is

whereases.
Mr. Lee: The committee would like to take this under consideration.
The Chairman
The motion before the house is the
adoption of this tentative form of report, and insertion
:

in the

Manual.

(The motion was carried and the committee was

—

life

company's engineer.

llie

no objection, that will I)e incorjiorated. With
tliose two additions, and with the further sti])ulati()n
to 16. inclusive, be set fm-ther back so that
that .Articles
they shall be II lu IS, inclusive, yinir committee wishes
to offer the form submitted in .\])])endix .\.
move that
this form be adopted by this association for incori)oralion in the Manual.
(i.
VV. Kittridgc (X. Y. C.)
I
have been making
contracts a good many years.
The day before I left
home to come here I had submitted a contract which
read the same as this one does, in one particular, and it
came back. They told me that if I wanted to make a
blue ])rint and have it identified by signature of the blue
print hereto attached, it should not appear in the whereas, but after "It is mutually agreed.''. There may be
If

fore

maintans Iciico up to the point of intersection of the
company's track with the respective houndary lines
company's premises, to require the
of the
company to build and maintain in f^uod order,
proper cattle guards at the point of intersection aforesaid, for
the purpose of preventing trespass upon said company's premises from the track or grounds of said
company.
Section 10 If the
company shall (during the
as

of

salisfaction

dis-

missed with thanks.)

of

Railway Operation

^y^m:^-^HOROUGH

STUDY

how

actual work done by employees handling different kinds
of business, and no expense is spared to make the results
accurate and complete. General expenses are distributed

applicable they
are to the soluspecial
of
tion

on the basis of the other apportioned expenses. This
method has been widely used in rate cases.
With these complete investigations, there were col-

of

existing cost data

determine

to

problems
which this

m

w

t h
comi

is
con1 1 e e
cerned would rei

quire a large
force and a mateexpenditure,
rial
and the committee

feels

that

it

should study the methods of analyzing costs rather than
the costs themselves.

The Minnesota Rate Case made an epoch in cost accounting by insisting on more accurate information as a
basis for rates. The "'Arkansas Formula" was developed
as a result of the decision, and was first used to find the
cost of handling intrastate freight business.
The "Formula" is a detailed method of assigning operating costs
Records are kept of
to the dift'erent services performed.

lected various operating statistics, as well as cost figures
statistics which will be of value even though the cost
data may not be applicable under present conditions.

—

may

We

find these figures of value

problem

when we have

a definite

in view.

Since these studies were made, an attempt has been
made to develop simpler and less expensive methods, and
formulas have been prepared which, while they cover
only about one-third of the primary accounts, take care
of about 85 per cent of the expense. The items which
are omitted are mainly the unimportant ones which cannot be easily classified and which can fairly be divided
on the basis of other costs.
New operating statistics are being prepared under the
direction of the U. S. Railroad Administration. It seems
probable that the methods adopted will lead to valuable
results, and it is to be hoped that the work may be continued and where found to be an improvement over old
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should be adopted by the Interstate Commerce
It is not thought necessary here to discuss
these new statistics. Reference is made to the article by
William J. Cunningham, in the Raihvax .Ujc of January
3, 1919, page 43.
Economic Length of Operating Districts

methods,

it

Commission.

—

()|'i:ratin(; District
The section of a railroad extending between terminals where yard and enginehouse
facilities are provided which is covered by slow freight
trains in single runs, trips, turns or days work.
The economic length or lengths of operating districts
of a given railroad are those with which the sum of interest on first cost, depreciation and maintenance of road
and equipment, and cost of operation, may be the mini-

mum.

On account of varying speeds tiie economic length of
engine districts for (a) through passenger trains, (b)
local passenger trains, (c) preference or quick disijatcli
freight trains, (d) local and pick-up freight trains, and
(e) slow freight trains handling full engine rating, are
not always the same, and for this reason it is essential to
draw a distinction between engine districts and operating
districts.
To a large extent the present practice is for
passenger engines and engine and train crews to cover
more than one operating district in a turn or day's work,
either by longer straight-away runs or by doubling one or
more operating districts or portions thereof. To a considerably less extent the same is true of fast freight
trains, and local and pick-up freight trains frequently
have runs shorter than the operating districts. Therefore, in determining the economic length of operating districts it will be sut^cient to consider the term "oj)erating
district" as applying only to slow freight trains.
The factors affecting the length of operating districts
of existing lines are:
Location of existing yard and enginehouse fa(1)

tlie length of operating districts on an existing
has been justified alone by the resulting economies,
and it is not possible to establish any rules or formulas
which can be followed with any degree of certainty.
Aside from the questions of i)roviding facilities for increased business, the i^rincipal items of operating and
maintenance exi)ense affected by the length of operating
districts are: (1) Wages of train and engine crews.
(2j
l'"uel and supplies for engines.
(3) Cost of dispatching
terminals.
engines.
(4) Cost of switching at additional
(5) Train dispatching and telegraph expenses.
(6)
Maintenance of yards an<l engine terminals. (7) Maintenance of locomotives (locomotives required, both road
and yard, increase as the number of operating districts increase).
(8) Inspection and maintenance of cars, as affected by switching at additional terminals.
Take as a simple example a railroad of 500 miles operated under
.s'cheme A
Four operating districts of 125 miles each.
.Scheme B Five operating districts of 100 miles each.
1
Under favorable conditions many freight trains
will cover the 100-niile districts in from six to eight
hours and a part of the wages of train and engine crews
will be for "constructive" hours, and hence unproductive.
With 125-mile districts this will not be so, or there will be
less of it, and the wages of train and engine crews will
be reduced accordingly, excepting as to such overtime
as might be made on a longer district.
Then if freight trains move at an average speed
(2)
of \2y2 miles per hour between terminals it will take a
locomotive

ciiange in
rcjad

—
—

(2)
(3)
(4)

Topographical conditions affecting the construc-

new yards and enginehouse

500
.Scheme

500
.Scheme Bto

move
70

Density of (a) passenger traffic (b) fast freight
slow freight traffic.
Location of labor supply and of housing facilities
(6)
of employees.
Location of connections with important feeders
(7)
where there is heavy transfer of traffic from one to another, commonly termed "gateways."
All of these except No. 1 apply equally to new lines io
be constructed except that the quantity of traffic frequently has to be estimated rather than determined from
;

traffic; (c)

actual records.

The change

1-

6

X

4 := 64 hours

12.5

+ 6 X 5 = 70

12.5
a train over the 500 miles,

— 64

^.09375

to be

moved.
(5)

x\

hours

one way.

It will

there-

fore require

facilities.

Character of grade line.
Capacity of railroad for handling business

)

(

cilities.

tion of

817

on existing
lines has in the past been brought about by existing yard
and terminal facilities being outgrown and on account of
their inadequacy causing serious congestions of traffic
rather than by any other cause.
There are very few
cases, if any, of new terminals on existing lines having
been established solely for the purpose of changing the
length of operating districts to promote economy. Usually a terminal becomes congested and topographical conditions are such that it is not practicable to increase its
capacity. After a study of the situation it is found advisable to build a terminal in a new location, and this
changes the lengths of the operating districts.
in length of operating districts

The disposal of existing terminal properties, the cost of
new terminals and the breaking-up of established places
of residence of employees are questions of such importance that it is rarely the case that any considerable

=

10 per cent (approximately)

64
more road locomotives with Scheme B.

Switching at the
additional terminal will require at least two switch engines, so that if 60 road engines are required with scheme
A, then 60 -{-.10x2
8 additional engines will be
required with scheme B and the cost of fuel and supplies for these engines will be additional expense with

=

this

scheme.

With scheme B there will be 6 terminals, 4 in(3)
there will be 5 terminals,
termediate, while with scheme
The number of engine dispatchments
3 intermediate.

A

under scheme B will be approximately one-fifth more
than under scheme A and an additional supervisory and
working force will be required, embracing ashpit, engine house, coal dock, power house and miscellaneous
labor.

(4)

Incident to the additional intermediate terminal

under scheme B there will be a certain amount of switching and a force of yardmasters, yard-clerks, switchmen,
etc., recjuired, adding to the expense of operation vmder
this

scheme.

On account of there being an additional operat(5)
ing district another set of train dispatchers will be required under scheme B and the additional terminal will
add at least one telegraph office.
The yard tracks, buildings and appurtenances
(6)
of the additional terminal under scheme B will have to
be maintained and will add to this expense approximately
one-fifth.

:
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There will bo, as (levclopid al)()vc, 6 road and 2
(7)
yard locomotives nion- rciiuired under schenic 15. These
will have to be maintained at approximately the averaRC
cost of mainlenanco of all locomotives under scheme A.

Discussion
\. K. Ilindricks
\ ice-t'hairman
'I'lie
rejjort of
the connniltt-e is merely a re])()rt of |)rogress on subjects
I
mcthixls of increasing the ca])acity of a railrH\it of speed of trains u|)on cost of track
road,
.^
maintenance, and (5) allocation of maintenance of way
t'xpenses to i>assenger and freight service.
The in\estigation on the collection of data on operating
costs indicates that a thorough study of existing cost
data would l)e a very expensive pro])osition. It would
re(|uire a paid force to make it, and while the committee recommended last year that such study should
be made, it feels that the cost data would be of questionable value, on account of the changing in unit
])rices, and that it would be better to study the methods and analyzing costs, rather than to study costs
themselves, and on this subject merely report

This indicates briefly tiie result on the cost of operation of the establishment of additional terminals, so \(m^
as the lenjjths of the operating districts are held within
However, the exerci.sc of care and
practicable limits.
good judgment is necessary in making the decision between very long or moderately long districts. If the disvery long, the average time of the crews on
the road will be too great and there will be great likelihood of having to relieve them to avoid violations of the
Hours of Service law. Moreover, the factors affecting
the length of operating districts Nos. 2 to 7, inclusive,
have such an important bearing on the location of terminals and the economic length of operating districts that
it is plainly evident that each case presents a problem in
itself, which can be solved correctly only after a careful
study of its own peculiar conditions. There are, however, certain principles which should be kept clearly in
mind in determining the economic length of operating
These may be stated as follows
districts.
tricts are

The number of terminals at which trains are
(a)
switched and engines dispatched has a direct bearing on
the cost of operation and should be a practicable mini-

mum.
(b)

It

is

advantageous to so locate terminals that
full tonnage rating over the entire

locomotives will haul
operating district.

It is advantageous to locate terminals at the in(c)
tersections of natural railroad routes which will develop
into important gateways.

Conclusions

The committee recommends

the acceptance of this
report as information, it being considered unnecessary to
insert any portion of the report in the Manual at this

The committee recommends
coming

the assignment for the
year of four subjects, as follows:

Report on methods for increasing the capacity
(1)
of a railroad, collaborating with the committee on Signals and Interlocking.
Report on method of analyzing
(2)
solution of special problems with which
is

costs,
this

for the

committee

concerned.

Efifect of speed of trains upon cost of operation.
(3)
(This year's subject covered efifect upon track maintenance only.)
Report upon the allocation of maintenance of
(4)
way expense to passenger and freight service.

V. K. Hendricks
F. W. Green chairman
vice-chairman; H. H. Brewer (G. T. P.), G. D.
Brooke (B. & O.), Ralph Budd (G. N.), M. Coburn (Pa. Lines),
C. E. Dennev (N. Y. C. & St. L.), J. M. Epan (L C), L. C.
Fritch (C. R. I. & P.), U. E, Gillen (G. t.), M. V. Hynes
(C. L & W.), C. M. Himmelberger (C. R. R. of N. J.), W. J.
Jenks (N. & W.), P. M. LaBach, Frank Lee (C. P. R.), T. de N.
Macomb (A. T. & S. F.), Jos. Mullen, H. A. Osgood, R. J.
Parker (A. T. & S. F.), J. H. Prior (Cons. Eng.), W. G.
Raymond (Univ. of la.), H. E. Riggs (Univ. of Mich.), S. S.
Roberts (U. S. R. R. A.), L. S. Rose (C. C. C. & St. L.), E. F.

Committee

;

:

(St. L.-S. F.),

Robinson (B. R.

&

P.),

Mott Sawver

C. Schmidt, J. E. Teal (B.
Williams (Univ. of Kan.).

&

(C.
O.), G. S.

& St. P.), Edward
Ward (S. P.), C. C.

M.

;

)

(

)

progress.

On

.Subject No. 4, "Report on the economic length
operating districts," the question has been gone
into at some length, but it seemed that this question
was dependent on a full consideration of all the varying features enterinc- into it, and the application of
good judgment, and no definite recommendation is

of

made.
It is doubtless
J. L. Camj)bell (E. P. & S. W.)
true that this is a subject in which the association
should have the benefit of the co-operation and experience of distinctly operating men, and I suppose
that they are properly represented on this committee.
If they are not, the committee might be enlarged .so
that the strictly operating men who are members of
the association could work on this subject. I believe
that it is going to be recognized by this association
that this is perhaps one of the very important, perhaps the most important, of committees.
:

Mr. Hendricks: In this connection the personnel
committee does include a good many operating
men, but unfortunately during the past year the conditions have been such that they could not devote
time to this work, and I am sure that we all regret
that they have not been able to do so to a greater ex-

of the

tent.

Col.

time.

)

(

(

A force of car inspectors will be required at the
(8)
additional terminal and there will be a certain amount
of dama>fe to equipment in switchinfj there, rcquirin^j
repairs to the cars. This will add to the cost of repairs
to cars under scheme 1?.
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F.

W. Green (Chairman)

:

The speaker

re-

grets that his military obligations were such that he
has had no time to give consideration to these matters heretofore. It seems to him that just at the present time the work of this committee is going to be
especially difificult, for several reasons First, we are
in a period of flux, as we all know, labor costs and
material costs are reaching unheard of figures and it
is almost impossible for anyone to estimate today
with any degree of accuracy what these costs will be
tomorrow, or a year from now, or three years from
;

now.

The

true

significance

of the

term "economics of

railway operation" is, of course, to secure that combination of facilities and the operating organization
which will result in the least total expenditure of
money. Both of these items will be variable and uncertain, and it seems to me for the next year or two,
possibly, the work of this committee will have to be
confined to the establishment of principles, rather
than the development of any definite method for
ascertaining costs.
I
move that the report be reMr. Hendricks
ceived as information.
:

(The motion was carried, and the committee
missed with thanks.)

dis-
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Report on Economics of Railway Location
Sub-committees were appointed to consider each of the
subjects assigned to the committee for study, but
four of the chairmen of the sub-committees asked to be
relieved and only one advised that he would undertake
As a result, only one sub-committee did any
the work.
This committee made a study of the effect of
work.
curvature on the cost of maintenance of way and equipment. A letter of inquiry was addressed to the officers
of a few lines asking for information bearing upon this
Several replies were received, but the only insubject.
formation obtained was from the Pennsylvania Lines
(published in the Raikvay Age, November 8, 1918, page
813). This data showed that the average increase in rail
wear on curves as compared with tangent is about 100
per cent for a 6 deg. curve, 25 per cent for a 3 deg. curve,
etc., or approximately as the square of the degree of
The importance of this information is evident
curve.
when it is remembered that heretofore it has been customary to estimate curve expenses directly with the central angle or with the degree of curve when a given
five

length

is

considered.

R. N. Begien (B. & O.), chairman; C. P.
F. H. Alfred (P. M.),
(I. C. C), vice-chairman;
(I. C), Willard Beah^n.(N. Y. C), E.
Baldwin
A. S.
I.
Beugler, Ralph Budd (G. H.), W. J. Cunningham (U. S. R.
n. A.), C. F. W. Felt (A., T. & S. F.), R. D. Garner (Soo
N. E.), A. S. Going (G. T.), A. J. Himes (X. Y. C. & St. L.),
H. C. Ives (Wov. Pdy. Inst.), W. A. James (C. P. R.), J. A.
Lahmer (M. P.), Fred Lavis (Cons. Engr.), E. H. McHenry,
G. A. Mountain (Can. Ry. Cons.), Edward C. Schmidt, A. K
Shurtleff (Asst. Secy.), C. H. Splitstone (Erie), M. F. Steinberger (B. & O.), A. F. Stewart (C. N.), L. L. Tallyn (D.,
L. & W.), Robt. Trimble (Pa. Lines). \V. F. Tye (Cons.
Engr.), W. L. Webb (Cons. F.ngr.), H. C. Williams (L. &
N.), M. A. Zook (L C. C).

Committee:

Howard

Discussion
C. P. Howard (Vice-chairman)
Five subjects were
assigned to this committee, but only one sub-committee
submitted a report
Subject 3 (a) "Effect of curvature
on cost of maintenance of way."
(Mr. Howard here read the report of the committee.)
I would like to call attention to the fact that though
the text of this report is brief, the conclusion indicated by
the data submitted is entirely new and altogether different from the theory heretofore accepted, that curve expenses, including rail wear generally, vary directly with
the degrees of central angle, irrespective of the degree of
curve. It has been known a long time that sharp curves
were very objectionable, Wellington to the contrary notwithstanding; but this is the first time as far as known
that any data has ever been submitted tending to show
that excess rail wear on curves and perhaps some other
curve expenses, vary with the square of the degree of
:

—

curve.

This data and the conclusion that might be drawn from
would necessitate a radical change in the ordinary rules
for the negative value of curvature, and it is hoped that
discussion of the subject and especially the submission
of additional data from the railroads will throw further
light on the subject and enable us to reach a positive
it

conclusion in the matter.
G. J. Ray (U. S. R. A.)
I would like to ask whether
in considering the data received any attention was paid
to the question of elevation in the curves in making comparison.
That has a very vital influence in considering
the matter for this reason.
In the case of all freight
traffic you would have very low elevation.
In the case
of combined freight and passenger traffic, if you have a
high elevation with freight trains, probably moving at a
slow rate of speed, which is the worst possible condition,
:

we know

wear has a very damaging effect.
This does not give the elevation on
curves. It covers two divisions of the Pennsylvania, and
I suppose the elevation is such as is usual.
We have only
been able to get data from one railroad, though we have
that the rail

Mr. Howard

:

circularized various roads.
C. E. Lindsay (U. S. R. A.)
I happen to know that
these particular tracks are used for both freight and passenger, and are probably elevated for about forty miles
:

per hour.

Mr. Howard

not so much the amount of wear
increases as the square of the degree

It is

:

as the fact that
of curve.

it

W. H. Courtenay (L. & N.)
I appreciate the very
great value to all railroad men of getting as precise data
as is possible pertaining to the wear of rails on different
curves, but in the ordinary maintenance and operation of
a railroad it is difficult to get data which is scientifically
precise for the simple reason that rails are sometimes
renewed on a given railroad in a less state of wear than
they are on another railroad. Our experience on coal-carrying lines with 10-deg. curves is that the rail on the
curves ought to be renewed at intervals of about four
years. On 6-deg. curves we can count on a life of eight
years, and for straight track about twelve or thirteen
years. W^iile those are very rough figures, I apprehend
it will be very difficult to get figures which are so nearly
correct as to be reasonably scientifically precise upon
which this association could base any general conclusion.
:

E. B. Katte (N. Y. C.)
In studying this question of
wear I should think that co-operation with the motive
power engineers might be helpful.
know that the
flange wear on certain types of electrical locomotives is
very much greater than on other types.
:

rail

We

Mr.

Courtenay:

There

is one other thing that
I
the curves was so great that we
went to oiling the flanges, and at certain curves we actually oiled the gauge of the outer rail.
That is a laborious
undertaking, but it apparently reduced the wear.
To

omitted.

The wear on

what extent I cannot say.
Mr. Howard
I might say for Mr. Courtenay's information that this report from the Pennsylvania was
originally made on just that subject, to find out whether
or not it paid to oil rails, and this data and the study of
the rail wear was gotten from that investigation.
All
:

that part about oiling the rail has been left out of this
report.
As to ascertaining the time a rail has lasted in

a curve, the Interstate Commerce Commission is doing
that now every day. They go over miles of railroad and

look at the brand on the rail to find out how long it has
been there on a curve or on a tangent. And it is not a
difficult matter to find out how long it has been there.

Mr. Ray
It is difficult to tell exactly how long rail
wear on a curve. It must be remembered that you
must have the same identical kind of rail on the curves
that you are comparing.
On the Lackawanna we have
several curves that we use as test curves, and we make
comparison by laying alternate rails around the curves,
10 of one kind, 10 of another and 10 of another. We
find, for example, that 10 rails of one sort will wear off
about half as fast as the next 10 rails, and you can
readily see, if you are going to make a fine calculation,
the rate of wear on different degrees of curvature. You
have got to have the conditions the same, you have got
to have the same kind of rails.
Mr. Howard
We did not intend to offer that as a
:

will

:

We

simply stated that the data submitted
conclusion.
by the Pennsylvania Railroad seemed to indicate that.
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A. R. E. A. Registration

wr

have, and that is what it seems to indicate.
I
I'..
don't helievi- that
& S. W.)
j. 1.. ("ampbell
the case for this dia),'rani is quite as uncertain or had as
nn<ler
Mr. Kay seenjs to think, for the reason that, as
stand, it is the result of observations on two operating
divisions and a \ariety of ciu"ves, and no douht ;i variety
of rails and (|uality of rails; hut in so far as this dala
has heen correctly jj^athered and studied it hcl|)s to get
the residt of tlu- whole thing, conse(|uenlly it does have
(
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:

lollowing is the registration of the members and guests
at
he convention of the .American Railway i-lnginecring
Associ.itii in on Thursdav:
I

Members

I

l!:uhrl(lti
li.-Ul.-,

value.

When I was making a little study of
Sullivan:
J.
curve resistance and tried to find out about what jicrcentage of ordinary freight car wheels were removed
from the cars for sharp flanges, in cases where one flange
only was sharj), I got that information and it averaged
In connection with that study, it
about 75 ])er cent.
would lead me to believe that the friction wear is a little
less on high elevated track than on lower, contrary to
what a good many of us, at least what I had in mind,
there was not sutficient coning of the wheels to take up
the difference in length say of a 12 or 14 or 16 deg. curve.
Mr. Campbell
Just as a inatter of information, I may
say on the subject of lubricating the rail that wc have
a branch line going up a mountain about 4,000 ft. in 26
miles.
It is built on a 5 per cent grade and has about
That road was built twenty years ago,
2v30 curves in it.
Ci.

I

W

!•'

(

,

iiiisiiliinj;

liii-ili,

llairv

Daw Icy, W.
law

ihoriii-,

W.

lli(.;nK',

DisUict

!•..

I-jir.,

l.oiiis.

St.

S.,
]'.

That original rail is still
the road was put into operation tlie
rail began wearing so fast that it attracted attention.
Since that time, the rails of that track have been lubricated with water. After that had been in operation for
perhaps ten years, the management ordered the lubricaImmediately the wear of the rail betion discontinued.
came aggravated with constant derailments. The result
was that we put the lubricator back on the engine, and it
is working there today with very satisfactory results.
(Mr. Howard's motion was then put to a vote and
carried, and the committee was excused with the thanks
of the association.)
were

60-lb. rail

in the track.

laid there.

The Chairman

I<\„ Marshall,

St. I..-S.

!•

(i.,

Otiicc

R\

,

SpriiiRriild,

Mo.

.Mo.

KtiKinccr,

diand

l,iiii-s,

I'ittslnirKli,

Tnmk

Ry.,

Pa.

VVcstcni

Detroit, Mich.
A, T., l-'idd Imk. \:i1. Dipt.. M. ('. R, k.. Detroit,
Mich.
Sarvey, A. L., Val. Kiig.. M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mi.h.
(In military service.)
Sinitli,
K.
(In military service.)
Sii\(ler, (•. D.
Str.KliiiiK, D. W., Asst. Val. Eng,, D. T. &• I. R. R., Springfield,
LItu's,

C

Oliio.

M., Asst. Val. Kng., W. & L. E. R. R., Cleveland, O.
Br. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
hite. R. ("., Asst. Ch. Eng., M. P. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
V\ onson, S. L., Bridge Eng., M. P. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Wood, 15. A., Chief Engineer, M. & O. R. R„ Mobile, Ala.

Tavior,

Tnthill,

I

).

(„ Acting

(i.

W

Guests
Austin, IL, Br. Engl., M. & O. R. R., Mol.iic, Ala.
Stewart, Geo. H., Supvr., P. R. R.. Greenshurg, Pa.
Andrews, A. G., Supvr., Penna. R. R., Osceola Mills, Pa.
TefTt, J. P., Asst. Eng., P. M. R. R., Saginaw, Mich.
.Mirams, D. A., Lewis Institute, Chicago.

:

The

Record Breaking Convention Attendance
President Stimson announced at the close of the session yesterday afternoon that the total registration of

This is the largest number
509.
which has ever been present at a convention, the pre-

members aggregated

vious record being 425.

Coliseum Attendance
The attendance

at the Coliseum aggregated 23.295, by
far the largest in the history of the Appliances AssociaIt

was divided as follows: Mondav, 2,612; TuesWednesday, 7.246; Thursday. 5.980.

day, 6,457;

chair will announce the ballot

Webb on Board

of Adjustment

W.

A. Webb, until recently general manager of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad of Texas, has been
appointed a member of the Railroad Administration
Board of Adjustment with ofifice in Washington.

Col. F.

W. Green Returns

was added to the presentation of the report
Committee on Economics of Railway Operation

Interest

of the
yesterday, when its chairman, Col. F. W. Green, presented the report. He has been overseas 19 months and
only landed in this country on March 7. In the course
of his remarks he took occasion to comment on the prestige which the American Railway Engineering AssociaHe stated that in
tion has built up for itself in France.
his talks with French engineers he used to ask them if
they read any engineering literature published in
America, and he did not find one who was not a regular
In their
reader of the proceedings of the association.
estimation the A. R. E. A. is the outstanding and promi-

nent association

C.

Conference on Steel Prices

A

III

I'iuIIk

Hopkins

tion.

(The Chairpreliminary to the installation of officers.
man then read the result of the ballot.)
The Chairman: I will ask Mr. Wendt and Mr. Sullivan to escort the newly-elected president to the plat(Applause.)
form.
^
Mr. Stimson was then escorted to the chair and inconvenremarks,
he
declared
the
few
After a
stalled.
tion adjourned.

A.

K

When

Closing Business

W.

('liici^n,

M., Assl. Div. KriK., I'cim

:

and

I'.iigiruir,

Koa<lni;i>tcr, 'i'.xa^

(,(11

.

lex

1

some

I'

,

&

in

the United States.

N. W. Division Signal Foremen Banquet

States

On Wednesday evening 21 division signal foremen of
the C. & N. W. participated in a banquet and get-together
meeting at the Winter Gardens, Chicago. Many of these

negotiations

heretofore unknow-n to each other, so that the
meeting was planned for the purpose of enabling them to
become acquainted with one another and discussing problems of mutual interest.

committee representing the

steel

interests

was

in

with the Industrial Board of the United
Department of Commerce at Washington on
Wednesday and Thursday in an endeavor to reach an
agreement on steel prices. No definite agreement was
reached on Wednesday, but an early conclusion of the

conference

is

expected.

men were

o

1j

Americans have assumed for many years that the application
much more general in this
country than in Europe.
In fact, they
Freight
have been inclined to take this condition
House
for granted, assuming it to be a natural
consequence of American progressiveEquipment
ness in overcoming the higher cost of
American labor. It will, therefore, be a matter of no little
surprise to most railway men in this country to note, as outlined on another page of this issue, the extent to which power
freight handling equipment has been applied in a new
freight terminal in Glasgow, Scotland.
Obviously, that
station has been designed to meet British conditions, and there
is probably much in the installation that would not apply
to an American freight house.
Nevertheless, the article
should give food for thought on the character of equipment
that would be applicable to the needs here.
In this country,
the pioneer work in freight terminal facilities has been confined to a few roads, the others being content to adopt what
the few have perfected.
As a consequence, power devices in
freight houses are restricted to one or two types of transportation or lifting equipment.
More independent thinking and
of labor-saving equipment has been

experimentation along these lines may bring forth other laborand time-saving machinery that will repay the development
costs many times over.

bound

to his stockholders, required to protect, he could not
a full, frank statement of his opinion to the general
public.
There is another thing of great importance; where

make

a property has been under the management of one man for
a number of years, the annual reports naturally reflect something of the way in which this man views the operations of
the property.

Furthermore,

it reflects the conditions which
outcome of the will and desire
of the board of directors and the president.
Now, however,
we have had a year of operation of railroad properties without this artificial molding of conditions. Of course, there are
numerous temporary conditions which affected a particular
railroad property because of the war, which must be allowed
for, but the fact remains that this year a security holder who

are, to a certain extent, the

studies the statistics of operation of his railroad will get a
view of the property from an entirely new angle. He has a

chance to apply new tests unhampered by any desire on the
part of the compiler of the annual report to follow traditions.

It is
Host unfortunate that the Railroad Administration
should have been forced, by the failure of Congress to pass
the revolving fund appropriation, to

Important
Reduction in

issue orders for drastic curtailment of
improvement work just at the time that

the steel manufacturers announced important reductions in the prices of their
railways are among the largest users of steel,

Steel Prices

The

I\'nns\lvania,

some weeks ago,

to

stockholders

a brief financial statement for the year, 1918,

accompanied

sent

by an announcement that the customRailroad
ary complete statistical report for the
Annual Reports year was not within the province of the
owning corporation since the road was
for 1918
being operated under lease by the government.
The Boston & Maine has now followed with a
somewhat similar announcement, and it may be that there
are compelling reasons which will prevent the corporations
from obtaining and compiling the usual statistical statements
which are sent to the stockholder with the annual report.
If this is so, however, it is most unfortunate for railroad
security owners, and a holder of securities of a railroad corporation owes it
to himself to make ever}- effort to obtain
a knowledge of the detailed operating expenses, the average
train and car loading, the ton and passenger mileage handled,
tonnage of commodities carried, etc., of the roads in which
he is interested.
Never has it been more important for the
individual investor to study the figures showing the character of maintenance, cost of handling freight and passengers,
and efficiency of operation than it is now. The corporate
officers of the railroad companies have, to the best of their
ability, been watching out for the interests of the security
holders and for this purpose have been keeping in close touch
with the federal managements of their properties; but it
should be borne in mind, however, that in many instances
there has been shovwi, on the part of the Railroad Administration when under Mr. McAdoo, a suspicion of the corporation officers.
The administration has pursued a policy of
secrecy about many matters, especially in regard to labor,
and even if a corporation officer had good reason to believe
that certain unfavorable developments had taken place in
the management of the property which he was, in duty
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products.

The

and under ordinarj' conditions reductions in the costs of
these materials such as those made last week would
have
led to greatly increased activity.
For instance, it has been
understood that the Railroad Administration has been prepared for some time to place orders for over one-half million
tons of rails as soon as its demands for concessions
in price
have been made. Similarly large tonnages of track fastenings, bridge materials and other steel products
are urgently
needed.
The problem of reconstruction is now
a

critical

one for the entire countrj-.
At the same time the railways
are urgently in need of repair and improvement
work. It is
therefore to be hoped that the Railroad Administration
may
find some way of overcoming its financial
difficulties so that
the roads may take advantage of the lower costs
of construction and at the same time provide employment
directly and
in the plants of the supply companies for
the surplus' labor

now

availalile.

TJie elaborate series of tests of the Automatic
Straight Air
brake system conducted by the Bureau of Safety of the
Inter-

p
Keport on
A. S. A. Brake
Tests

'^tate

Commerce Commission,

cording to the report

has,

ac-

abstracted else-

where in this issue, demonstrated to
the satisfaction of the Bureau the substantial accomplishment of the
functions for which the equipment was
designed.
There were
several features of the equipment as
furnished for these tests
which were not considered ideal for the best
results
None
of these, however, was considered
inherent in the principles
of the design or functions of the brake.
Among these are the
ratio of cylinder pressure rise to brake
pipe reduction which

—
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sliould

lie

tc.>itr(l;

tlif

pipe

liinluT

tli.in

llic

luo-to-oiu- riitio of

tlu'

i'(iiii|)m(iit

rniuirciiuiit ol pnutically full (Irjjlftioii of

pri'.<sur»> hcfori' olitainin;;

hnikc

the automatic I'mtTgoiKy a|)pli-

lation; tho iliflirulty of soiurinjj proper rincrf^cncy action uitli
the rompensatiiij^ valve, ami the desij^n of tlu- e(|uipiiHiil.
'I'lie

l"ir.<t

two

ineiitioned

difricultie.';

were

loii.sidiTid

to

matters of adjustment, and their elimination is eonteni
plated In a simplified design.
A modification of the enj^inc
e«|uipment durint; the tests removed the tiiird difficultv, and
with the reilesij;ned e(|uipment it is propo.sed to demonstrate
lie

the ai)ility to i)erform

its

functions without the

u.se

of the

compensating valve on the locomotive.

Aside from the comprehensive nature of the tests, they are remarkable from the
fact that a complete graphic record was taken of the ])crformance on the brake on ever\' car in each of tiie trains
tested, and when its formal presentation to Conjjrcss makes
the entire report availalile it will offer an unusually complete
fund of tlata on the suliject of train control.
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widely varying harac teristics.
Any imprcjvemcnt that may
be suggested by .special conditions at one place can be followed up and studied critically.
It may Ije found wi.se to
itKorporate the new feature as a |)ermanent im|)rovement
c

ill

thus making
ordinary conditions.

the device,

iiiKJir

well that railroad

it

more valuable

for use even

men should understand

the value
exceedingly important
that those in charge of jjurchasing should realize what these
things mean to the railroads and should take them into
consideration.
There is an impression on the i)art of many
of the railway .supply men that tho.se in authority, had they
thoroughly understood these matters, would, in many cases,
have adopted a somewhat different attitude in dealing with
the railway supi)ly men during the past year.
It is well,
is

It

and extent of these

.services.

It

is

New

York Railroad Club focused attention ujion the matter as well as on the necessity of a claser
therefore, that the

the railroads and the supply comtoward a more uniform ])roduction of material,
thus aiming to make it jiossible to maintain more uniform
and stronger manufacturing organizaticjns, increasing the

co-operation

ix'tween

|)anies looking

Contributions to Railroad Efficiency
by the Railway Supply Industry

THE Xkw

York

K.-\il\\.av

tant service at

and

its

week

in outlining clearly

forcefully the intimate relationship that

must necessarily

managements and

the railway sup-

ply interests in the matter of imj^jroving the efficiency and
It is well that the important
econom\- of railway operation.
contributions which have
indeed, almost immeasurable
l)een made by the railway supply companies toward tliis end
should be more generally and more fully appreciated.
']"he railway supply companies are in sharp com])etilion,
To live and prosper they must conone with another.
stantly strive to produce better products than their comThis requires
petitors and at the lowest possible prices.
them to keep in intimate contact with the requirements of

—

—

minimum.

the ec|uipment to the railroads to a

Ci.iu performed a most im|)or-

meetins^ last

exist betw'een the railway

efficiency of production and, of course, reducing the cost of

the roads and with the development of that phase of railroading in which they are particularly interested. Not only
is it necessary to build up strong engineering departments
in many cases, it has been found desirable and even
absolutely necessary to install service departments to follow
the devices or equipment after they have been placed in
service and see that they are properly operated and mainThese service departments have had to carry on
tained.
but,

extensive and intensive educational programs; this fact is
It is not unnot sufficiently appreciated by the railways.
common, for instance, for a railway supply engineer or

expert to be called upon for advice on problems which have
if anything, to do with the devices or equipment in
which he is specially interested. The air brake expert is
not infrequently called upon for advice as to train operaquestions which are not always directly related to the
tion
little,

—

use of the air brakes but which he is usually competent to
answer because of his broad experience and his contact with
Experts having to do with
the practices on other roads.
devices to produce better combustion often make valuable
practical suggestions as to factors involved in combustion as
a whole which have little, or nothing, to do with the particular device in which they are specially interested, but
which do contribute to the securing of better results.
The engineer on a railway must necessarily cover a wide
range of activities; there are comparatively few railway designers or experts that can give an unlimited amount of time
The railway
for concentration on one particular problem.
supply engineer or expert, on the other hand, can give his

undivided attention to the development or improvement of
one particular device and may even find it necessary to
This staff
build up a strong staff of experts about him.
finds it necessary to study conditions on many roads having

Railroad Men's Terms of
Subscription to the Victory Loan

THE

R.A.iLRo.'^D Administk.atic)n has announced that railroad officers and em{)loyees may subscrilje to the Victory
Loan through the federal treasurers of their companies on a
Walker D. Hines
10 per cent per month installment i)lan.
director general, has issued a circular (No. 63) urging officers and employees to sujjscribe to the loan either through
the railroad federal treasurers or through any local bank.
Interest will be allowed on installments at the same rate as
the interest carried on the Victory Loan.
The railroad organization for handling the loan consists
of a general committee headed l:)y the federal manager for
each road, assisted by a general office committee, divisional
committees, terminal committees, and shop committees. The
committees are to report daily to the general committee,
which in turn is to report to the regional director. Every
officer and employee of the roads under federal management will be solicited personally, but the director general
especially cautions against allowing any employee to feel
is influenced by fear of coercion or of critiloan drive begins on April 21 and lasts until

that his action
cism.

May

The
10.

As previously announced,

the loan is to be divided into
four classes, presumably bearing different rates of interest,
the lowest rate being for a class of notes entirely tax free,
except for inheritance taxes, while the highest rate of interest, the fourth class, is for notes tax free from income taxes
only, and from these taxes only up to $40,000.
Secretary
Glass recently said, "We are not going to approach the last
popular war loan strictly in a commercial spirit.
must and will appeal to the patriotism of the American
."
people.
It is well to remember that our country's obligations are our obligations and that the raising of
the Victory Loan is merely carrying out obligations already
entered into.
Put purely on a commercial basis, however, the Victory
Loan should appeal particularly to railroad men. There
are thousands of railroad employees and probably hundreds
of junior officers of railroads who have been successfully
and systematically saving money becoming capitalists
for the first time in their lives through their purchase, on
the installment plan, of the various issues of Liberty Loans.
The terms offered In' the Railroad Administration are very
.

We

.

.

—

.

.

March
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28, 1919

When a man stops to think how large a proportion
liberal.
of his first premium payments on life insurance goes to pay
commissions to
the cost of soliciting the policyholder
solicitors
he can appreciate better the liberality of the Rail-

fully,
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both

in

the four-year period of

road Administration now, and of the railroad companies in

initial experiments
during which the apparatus
has been perfected in actual service on a complete engine
district.
Not only has the road lent its sympathetic support
to this development, but
it
has suffered interferences to

the past, in undertaking, free of all charge or commission,

traffic

—

—

this

work of

solicitation.

and

in the four years following,

and other conditions inherent

Every subscriber to the Liberty Loans on the installment
plan knows that, except for emergencies, the regular saving,
month by month, of a fixed percentage of his pay is a habit
not hard to acquire and one which gives a feeling of satis-

tion

C.

to the science

&

E.

I.

of

and self-respect that is priceless.
making the first four Liberty Loans

the great successes
that they were, certain classes of citizens gave of their time

and energy more than others, but no amount of giving on
the part of bankers and a few other restricted classes would
have made the bond sales the success that they were had not
consciously or unconsciously, aided in
the distribution of these bonds.
There were 21,000,000
sub.scribers to the $7,000,000,000 Fourth Liberty Loan, and
it cost the government just $8,727,658 for the campaign, a
cost of less than ^A of 1 per cent of the total amount.
Such a great majority of all the railroad men in the country were subscribers to one or more of the Liberty Loans
that the work of introducing the investment to them should,
in the case of the Victory Loan, be almost nil.
It is rather
a question of arousing enlightened self-interest and yet this

New
American Methods
Sice Syi

The Price

of

Development

ONE WILL QUESTION the statement that the path of
the promoter of automatic train control devices has
been a hard one.
Each recurring collision has brought a
demand for devices which will make their repetition impossible, but up to the present time the devices of this kind
have with few exceptions received scant recognition and
support from railway men.
Instead, the general attitude
has been such as to discourage the development of such
devices rather than to lend sympathetic co-operation sufficient to demonstrate their possibilities or weaknesses.
It is
true that many of the devices have been so evidently impracticable as to render demonstration unnecessary, but on
the other hand the railways have set up requirements so
rigid as to be almost if not entirely impossible of fufillment
with a new and necessarily imperfect device.

No

The Railroad Administration

is

to be

commended

for

its

recent action appointing a committee to investigate the de-

which have been developed, while the committee itself
has shown a laudable desire to accomplish real results by
drawing up a set of requirements, which, while rigid, are
within the possibility of attainment in the present state of
development of automatic train control apparatus. The
committee has also indicated that it does not expect to find
a perfect and practical form of control at once, but it is
looking for those systems which most nearly approach this
vices

ideal.

With

this in view,

it

is

now making an

inspection

of those systems which are in actual use.

In connection with

its

first

inspection,

which was made

of the installation on the C. & E. I. last week, attention
may also well be called to the necessity of complete co-operation on the part of the railways, for this support is essento the development of a device the practicability of
which must be demonstrated, not in the laboratory or shop,
but under actual service conditions in the track.
In this
instance the management of the C. & E. I. has co-operated

tial

For

this contribu-

management

of

in.

in

the

by 8

Books
By George
Bound in cloth.

Foreign Trade.

in.,

205 pages.

Vedder.
Published

C.

by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 239 West 39th Street,
York. Price, $2.00.

all classes of citizens,

should not be difficult.
Systematic saving is an absolute
requirement for success in life whether a man be earning
$100 a month or $1,000 a month. Never before has there
been such an opportunity to save on such advantageous
terms, or in so easy a way.

railroading the

deserves commendation.

faction

In

in the early .stages of

important developments of this characer.

New

If this book did nothing more, it would make itself worth
while for the emphasis it places on the idea that the American
manufacturer who engages in foreign trade will make the
most of his opportunities by following out the same policies
that brought him success at home.
When all is said about

German or other competition, says Mr. Vedder, the fact remains that the successful American manufacturer in foreign
trade has come out the better because, unlike his competitors,
he has sold not on a price or quantity basis, but on the basis
of quality and service which characterizes the most successful businesses in domestic industry.
Mr. Vedder in his book
has outlined in readable fashion the best methods to be followed in developing a foreign tr;«de.
He is more or less iconoclastic in his views, but most of
his readers will agree with him that most of the obstacles
that have been alleged to exist against American export trade
are chimerical.
Mr. Vedder, in particular, demolishes the
idea that the Germans were excellent exporters.
He says
that many American concerns were competing successfully
aga'nst German merchants before the war.
He has no
respect whatever to express in favor of the much vaunted
German foreign l)anking system which he says made rnore
ill-feeling than good will with those with whom it dealt.
"There will be those who will disagree, however, with some
of Mr. Vedder's ideas, and particularly with his views on
the

Webb-Pomerene

trade.

He

says that

permitting combination in export
contrary to our own beliefs as ex-

bill
it

is

pressed in the anti-trust laws in this countrj-.
"That two
measures (this and the Sherman Law), so contradictory
morally can long remain on the books and be effective, is incredible."
In his chapter on this subject, Mr. Vedder seemingly misses the point that the reason the Webb-Pomerene

was pased was not so much to relieve exporters from the
operation of the Sherman law, although that, of course, was
intended, as to clear up the darkness and uncertainty surrounding the operation of that bill.
Mr. Vedder also apI)arently misses one of the big points of all our anti-trust
bill

legislation.

He

will

admit that

it

has been directed at re-

straint of trade but apparently forgets that one of its biggest

monopoly.
He does not see
has much in common with this
legislation.
It is aimed to encourage, not restrain export
trade, by permitting the manufacturer to go out into the
markets of the w'orld fully armed in an organization of
manufacturers like himself not hindered at every step by
fear of persecution under a statute of very uncertain interpretation.
As for monopoly, America cannot achieve
monopoly while England, France, and other countries are
selling in the same market, no matter if the American manufacturers are all combined.
And does Mr. Vedder forget

aims has been also to

that the

the fact that before the

a

restrict

Webb-Pomerene

Webb-Pomerene

bill,

bill

war for lack, among other things, of
the copper market was controlled out-

side instead of in the country?

—
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lull would !)«• (omjietent to take up his work.
Any man who
knows the (onditions would say tliat this offuer would Yx:

I

Letters to the Editor

unsafe with that limited exjierience; he could not
lamps of the semaphores
ill .several times two weeks.
In the winter the running and
repair of a maintainer's motor car is a job tliat no green man
can take uj).
I have run a motor car over my territory for
four summers and five winters without accident; but I am
il)S()lutely

1

UiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniH

Wages

iiniiihimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKn

in the

Signal Department
Wfsi

To THb; Editdk:
How is tliat in
it

<)1 -1

iiK

.Mississirn.

sonic departments of the service very

good

railroads pay very poor wages? I have worked for several railroads in tile West and at present am working for one of the
best lines in the Pacific Northwest; it is a road with the best
co-operation lietween officers and employees that I have seen
anywhere; it has better cars and locomotives, tietter safety
efforts, better harmony between the railroad and its patrons,

have boasted about the
good men to come here
and then promoted the
passenger to take a long
Nevertheless I do not get enough pay.
trip over its lines.
The increases which have been granted, and which are so
thoroughly enjoyed by most everybody else in the service have
not hit the signal department to amount to anything. A year
ago last spring I received, as maintainer, $92.50 a month,
with 10 per cent bonus. About a year ago I was appointed

and good conditions all around. I
road and its service; have got some
from other roads, and I have now
business of the company by getting a

acting signal inspector at $110, with 10 per cent bonus. Now
I get but little more than a maintainer. They receive $123.25,

while I receive $146. There is some talk of an increase, but
I cannot find anybody who will tell me what it is to be, or
anytliing definite.

Among

the powers that be there seem to be none

who

appreciate the difference between an inspector and a maintainer.
Tlie maintainers live in small towns where expenses are not
so high as in cities. Some of them even live in dwellings made
from old box cars, furnished by the company. In these small
places a maintainer can go out after working hours and get
in his wood, old ties and old building material being plenty;
and in the timber country logs are exceedingly cheap. The
maintainer who prefers to buy his fuel, instead of wielding
the axe after hours, can usually buy from the farmers at
$1.50 to $1.75 per rick; but I, living in a city, have to pay
$10 a cord for four-foot wood and $11.50 a ton for coal. A
five-room house fit for a decent family to live in costs $22.50
a month. I have to have a telephone, which costs $2.50 a
month on a two-party line. The high prices of food are
already familiar to you and I need not make the comparisons;
but it is proper to remark that, even when working, I have to
wear presentable clothes and shoes, a point which is not important with many employees who get much higher pay, proportionately, than I do. My wife is a marvel of economy, while
at the same time she maintains a neat house and presents a
reasonably stylish appearance. I have to forego some things
which I really need, but I cannot lay this condition to my
mfe. This winter she is wearing for the third winter a plush
coat, fur trimmed, that cost us $45.
I do not object to the payment of high wages to the maintainers, but I do think that the inspector should at least be
allowed enough to take care of the unavoidable extra exFrom the employer's viewpenses incident to his position.
point it is no more than fair to say that he ought to take into
consideration the extra effort which a careful and conscientious inspector ought to be expected to put into his work.
I am tempted to listen to the fellows who are
time saying, "Get into something else." Speaking generally, it seems to me that the signal department employees
do not enjoy as good treatment as those in other departments.
There seems to be an impression among some officers that
anybody can be a signal man. A railroad officer was men-

Sometimes

all the

tioned to

me

lately

—

by name

I

do not know

that he could go around with a maintainer for

him— who

said

two weeks and

\<ii

learn to take proper care of the

free to confess that to

do

this implies a

good deal of (arc as

well as experience.

Tlie maintainers in this territory are a conscientious lot of
workers.
They have to hop onto their gas car at any time,

and chase trouble
not really chargeable to their

da}' or night, regardless of the weather,

many

times trouble which

is

I have had charge of twenty of these men now
department.
for about a year; have assisted the officers at investigations,
have helped clear up wrecks, and have attended safety committee meetings, where I found officers who, with regard to a
great many questions, lacked many kinds of information.
I
spent three years as a locomotive fireman and thereby ac-

I believe, many points which the signalman coming
from outside does not understand.
And when payday comes around and I get my pay and deduct the necessary expenses I have less money to put in the
bank than does the maintainer.
Pete Bogc.

quired,

The Railroad Question
Chicago.

To THE Editor:
The main thing is to have transportation furnished. Without question, transportation, next to the monetary system, is
the most important facility that is in civilization.
Before rail transportation was well developed, people
could only live in communities along the edge of water. Rail
transportation has developed the interior of whole continents,
resulting in millions of people being able to carry on their
activities and develop their resources wherever they might
be.
Cheap and plentiful rail transportation has resulted in
these people being able greatly to extend their markets and
enlarge their activities.
Without a constant growth in railroad facilities, and a constant increase in their efficiency, the life of all the people
is seriously affected.
It may be that there is a way to keep
an activity of this kind in advance better than with the constant spur that rivalry and profit provides, but no such a better way has been brought out yet.
No human activit}' of a
large kind has so far been carried forward strongly without
the spur of rivalry and profit, and there is no rivalry in the
operation of all the railroads in a country as one unit.
This reasoning and this conclusion are either correct or incorrect. If they are correct, then the rivalry should be extended
as far as practicable to the point where it will not produce destructive effects on those involved.
There is no good thing
but that can be carried to the extremes that result in death.
If the reasoning is incorrect, then all the railroads should
be operated together by one man, and some means presumably
will have to be found eventually to have some control over
him.
If there is to be a proper and healthful rivalr}-, it should
be carried on with organisms that exist, and any radical
changes in such organisms should not be made. They could
only result in loss to the people.
An immense number of theories are being indulged in now,
as to what should be done with this most vital of our material activities.
It is not something to be experimented with.
The life of the nation depends upon it. Surgical operations at
the present time to remodel this body are not needed simply
because it is stretched on the operating table at the mercy of
those who have knives and somebody has not been well
pleased with the appearance of the bodv in the past.
F. H. R.

—

—
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nc Sranisli Lines

An Important Development
With an Account

of a Project for a Proposed

from France

MANY years
FORtrunk
line ffom

Railways
New Trunk

of

Spain

Line

to the Straits of Gibraltar

By
Ix

in the

Three Parts:

the project has been talked of

F. Lavis *

PART

I.

for a

France through Spain, with a connec-

tion by car ferry or otherwise across the Straits of
Gibraltar to Africa and thence through Morocco to Dakar,
from whence a short ocean trip would enable connection to

General Description.
This ambitious project is hardly likely to be realized in
the immediate future, but the northern section of the line
from Madrid to the French frontier was studied by the writer

and some account of this is given farther
In connection with these studies, data in regard to the
existing railways and the country generally were obtained,
and these with some account of the topography and the ina year or so ago

on.

-Masonry Viaduct

made with Pemambuco, in Brazil, and from that city
eventually, through railroad connections, with all points in
Brazil, the Argentine and Chile -in fact to all South
be

Fig. 2

—

America.

— Masonry

Retaining Wall and Culvert at Jaca on the
Line to Canfranc

dustrial development of Spain will be briefly touched on to
some idea of the general railway situation.

give
•Consulting engineer. 120 Broadway, New York City.
This article has
been prepared by Mr. Lavis at our request, and is a resume of a report
by him, printed in Spanish, entitled "El Ferrocarril Directo, de Madrid a
la frortera dc Francia," which was specially prepared for the king of
Spain, for members of the Spanish government and for private circulation.
Editor.
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Topography
Generally speaking, the interior of Spain is an elevated
plateau, about 1,500 to 2,000 feet above sea level, crossed
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an

an

mountain

itli-ntitl

ran^i'S

terrain,

and

not

ilfcp river vaik-v.s.

very

lUn.'^oly

iin-xntmn

populatal.

Tlu-

transportation |)ri)l)Uin is, tliorcforc, diftuult and tlu- to.st
of transportation iii^li, l)y reason of tlu- noii'ssarily liij^li
cost of railway (onstruition (oinparod with tlie voliinu- of
traftu'.

Most of

im|)ortant

tlu-

cities

of

Spain,

the

mo.st

densely poi)ulate<l districts, and the niaiuifacturinn centers
are on or near the coast, so that distrilmtion by water is
natural and convenient; hence there has been little if any
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and small capacity cars and Uxomotives, were abunable to meet the emer^eniy.

f^radicnts
.solutely

Industries
Skctdied very roughly, the

jjrini i|)al industries of Spain
Manufacturing of textiles in
Catalonia around Harcelona, and iron and steel alonj; the
nnrlli oast near IJilbao.
Mining; of (oal and iron principally
in the north, near Bilbao, Santander and Gijon, and iron all

;ire

distributed

as

follows:

(
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Cari'agena

The Direct Line ( ProposedI

Central Aragon

and Tajuria

Norl'e

Madrid-Zaragoza-Alicanfe
Andaluces
Madrid- Caceres -Poriugal
Olher Railroads

scale in Spanish Leagues.

^A^lgeciras

Scale in Kilometers

Scale in Miles

Fig. 3

— General

Map

of Spain

Showing Railways and Coal Areas

need for lines adapted to heavy freight traftic. It will be remembered that Spain is almost entirely surrounded by water
and has a coast line with many good harbors.

Coal Supplies
These features have a considerable bearing on one imitem of tran.sportation, namely, coal.
Spain has
many mines of coal of good quality but it is, or was
with some few exceptions, before the war, as cheap or
cheaper to bring coal from England to the coast towTis
than to mine it in Spain and transport it by rail. Of a total
consumption of about 7,000,000 tons per annum, about
2,500,000 were imported from England.
The Spanish coal
was largely distributed by sea, and when the effect of the
war on shipping was realized, the railroads, with their heavy
portant

along the south coast to a smaller extent. Large mines of
copper, iron pyrites, and cjuicksilver in the southwest, around
Seville.
Fruits and vegetables on the east coast in the
vicinity of Valencia,

Wine

and wines

in

many

parts.

to the value of

$12,000,000 to $15,000,000 is exported annually to France; Valencia, among other things,
exported in 1912: onions, 140,000 tons (16,000 tons to the
United States); oranges 87,000 tons, etc., besides olives,
olive oil,

almonds and other nuts. The values of the prinfrom Spain in 1915 were, roughly:

cipal minerals exported
Iron 01 e
Iron pyrites
Iron metallic

Copper
lead

Mercury
Silver

$12,000,000
7,000,000
8.000,000
9.000,000
13,000,000
1,500.000
500.000

:
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Generally speaking, Spain

and probably manufacturing

is

not a manufacturing country,

will not play a large part in

the development of the country in the near future.

Agriproduces wines and fruits for export;
could, but does not quite, produce enough cereals for its own
use; has a large and only partially developed mineral wealth.
The country has recovered rapidly under the enlightened
and progressive guidance of the present king, Alphonse XIII,
and since the war with America relieved her of the drain of

Spain

culturally,

men

both

and

mone}'

in

her

The

colonies.

following
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and with no burden of a large war debt. With the continuance in power of a steady and progressive government, which
now seems reasonably well assured, Spain today seems likely
to be well along the road to resume her place among the
important nations of Europe before many decades.
The population of Spain was about 20,000,000 in 1910,
and the principal

cities are as follows:
Population
1910
599,807

.Madrid

Rarcelona
Valencia

587,411
233,348
158,287
136,365
125.027
111,704
93,536
80,511

Seville

Malaga
Murcia
Zaragoza
Vizcaya

Granada

Valladolid
Palma de

Population
1910
71,066
67,544
67,174

Mallorca

Cadiz

Cordova
Santander

66,831
65,046
55,300
53,269
49,008
48,407

Alicante

Oviedo
San Sebastian
Almcria

The Railways
During

the latter part of 1917 the railway transportation
system practically collapsed under the added burden of the

Fig.

4

—A

—

on the Central Aragon Typical of the
Ordinary Station for Small Towns

Station

show its progress previously to the war, and since
1914 Spain has materially benefited from the high prices
received for her mineral products, which have been vitally
necessary to the Allies.
The values of the imports and exports before the war were as follows:
figures

Imports

P-xports

$195,200,000
283.000,000

f

189,200,000
2.19,000,000

&

Freight Train on the Madrid, Zaragoza

Alicante

distribution of coal, made necessary on account of the interruption of maritime traffic, and there was a general demand
for more railways, double tracks, more rolling stock, etc.
It

was known that the commerce of Spain had increased 50
per cent or more during the preceding ten years, and the railway mileage less than 5 per cent during that period, and this
was considered to be all that was necessary to show the need
of new lines and more tracks on the old ones; interest was
also revived in the proposed "Direct" line to France.

^\A
w^^

1.

*^n

It may be worth noting in this connection that European
engineers do not seem to give that consideration and study
wliich American engineers and traffic men do. to the possibilities of increasing the capacity of railways by introducing
heavier or different motive power, or the better utilization of

^ i5poo_
l5

ill
Fig.

5

— Passenger

|;t

1

Train Leaving Cadiz on the Andaluces

_^/

10,000

^

spoo

/^
^

^

1

1

5

Railway
)^8r

During

war the imports of gold and silver bullion and
up the trade balances have been as follows

1915
1916
1917

$41,000,000
55.000.000
117.800,000

Sjjain, therefore, finds herself, at the

in

actual cash,

rolling stock,

end of the war, over

richer

still

in

— Progress

of

90

80

1900

Railway Construction

and double tracking

is

credits

diagram

in Fig. 7.

19/6

20

Spain

advocated long before

track lines have in the United States.
The progress of railway construction in Spain
the

10

in

the single track lines attain the capacity which

$223,800,000

$200,000,000 richer

Fig. 7

70

BO

IS4S

the

coin to even

many
is

single

shown by
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railway cK-vclopincnt in Spain has
con.sicii-rahlc coninHTcial dcVflopnu-nt, it is to In- noted also that it is less than that of
any country of im]M)rtaiue in the world on the basis of poj)ulation ami area, as is siiown by llie following table:
lU'siilts

not

ki'|)t

tlic

fiut

pace

CouPAiiiMN

witli

Kaiiwiv

ni

iIkU

tlit-

really

Mii.K.M.K

oi

Various CotiNTmns on

IIasis

of

\Vr\ AND I'onilATION
Kilonicti ea of railway

Per 1,000
loiiiitiy

»(|iiarc kiloinctrcit

Belguini

298

France

120
119
118
117

(ircal

Itril.Tin

Germany
Switierland
Holland

i)er 10,000
population

12.3
16.8

10 3
5.6

Portugal

Sweden

32

29.5

Spain

30

8.6

United States

45

Canada
Mexico

13

Argentine

11

59.4
92 4
20.6
71.1
15.3
16.9

3

Chile

8

in

5.8

5

Brazil

raphy

9.(i

96
69
62
34

Italy

railway develojinient, are the difruulties of the topogthe interior, making construction difficult and expensive, and the character of the (ommeriial development.
I'his latter has been largely along the coast where water
transportation is available, thus making the need of interior
lines of communication less necessary in Spain than in many
other countries.
A third reason has been an ajjparent lac k of appreciation
on the part of the government of the economic principles
governing the construction and operation of railways, which
ne.ss of

12.2
16 3
6.9
16.3

99

Denmark
Aiistriallungary
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There are several reasons for this lack of railway development in Spain besides the generally accepted, off-hand one,

Fig. 9

— Water

Tank and Water Softening Apparatus

has resulted in the construction of unnecessarily expensive
even for the somewhat difticult country in which they
have been built, and especially, in view of the comparatively
small volume of traffic, many of them are called upon to
handle, and expensive in ways which do not result in correslines,

Fig.

8— Transfer

that Spain

is

in matters of
to

some

Tables for Shifting Freight Cars

one of the most backward countries in Europe
modern commercial development. This was,

extent, true

— One

Fig. 10

at Stations

up

to the

end of the 19th century, but

of the Locomotives Recently Built

The

efficiency of operation.

railways in Soain were of 5 ft. 6 in. gage and this
and the type of rolling stock used, caused regulations to be
first

by the American Locomotive Company

awakening and a very considerable increase in commercial activity and a general development along certain lines as has been indicated above.
The two most important of these reasons for the backwardsince then there has been an

ponding

for the

Northern Railway

adopted limiting the curvature, and requiring stone ballast
structures which considerably
increased the cost without adequate, compensating advantages.
This caused the usual reaction to a narrower

and certain expensive types of

March

28,
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cost, and although the first cost of
narrow gage lines has been decreased by the use of
sharp curvature and steep gradients, these have so increased

gage * to decrease the

cars with bogie trucks, but many are of the rigid 3 axle type.
transfer tables shown in Fig. 8 are used for shifting the
Fig.
cars from one track to another in the station yards.

these

The

the cost of operation that the resulting ton mile cost is as
There
great or even greater than on the lines of wider gage.

at

is also the great disadvantage of not only two different gages,
but also that of two gages, both different from the general

European standard (4

The

ft.-S^^ in.).

and the
appreciation of the economic
cost and cost of operation, have led to

829

shows an "express" train ready to pull out of the station
Cadiz on the Andalusian Railway, but Figs. 10 and 11
show the modem American locomotives built for the Norte
and M. Z. A. during the last 3 or 4 years, their principal
dimensions being as follows:
5

realization of the difficulties of this situation

desire for a

more

intelligent

relation between first

M.

Norte

Engine weight
Tender weight

in
in

working order tons metric
working order tons metric

87.5
55.8
57.00
4.20
6.40
6.50
161.00

Driving wheel base, milimetres
Cylinders hp. diam., milimetres
Cylinders l.p. diam., milimetres
Cylinders stroke diam., milimetres
Tractive power, kg

Z.

A.

85.3
46.7
49.50
5.84
6.40
150.60

The two most important systems

are those of the "Norte"
Hierro del Norte) and the

(Compania de Caminos de
M. Z. A. or Mediodia (Compania de los
Madrid a Zaragoza y a Alicante).
The Norte covers practically the whole

Ferrocarriles de

of the territory

and west of Madrid, and has also an important
line running from Miranda down the valley of the Ebro to
Zaragoza and from there, by a line through Huesca to Jaca
and Canfranc, where connection will eventually be made to
France by the Somport tunnel, a line through Lerida to
Barcelona, and another line from this latter city to Tarragona and from there all along the coast to Valencia.
The M. Z. A. has a main line from Madrid to Barcelona,
with a line to the west from Ariza to Valladolid through the
valley of the Duero, towards the southeast a line from Madrid
to Valencia, Alicante and Cartagena, and towards the south
the main line to Linares, Cordoba and Seville and another
to Ciudad Real and Badajoz for Portugal.
These two systems, therefore, cover practically the whole
of Spain except the extreme south, in which the Ferroto the north

Fig. 12

— Passenger

Coach on the Central Aragon

b}- certain engineers and others for the adoption
of the European gage and the desire for the introduction of
American methods of design and operation for the railways

the proposal

of Spain.
Generally

—

speaking,

the

track

—

is

well

built,

the

better

heavy traffic with rails of 80 to 90 lb.,
using screw spikes and tie plates on untreated oak ties. Ties
are of about the same dimensions as ours, but usually a little
thinner and with wider face. They are quite expensive and
The rolling stock is much lighter than
so fewer are used.
ours, but the usually heavier rail compensates for the fewer
ties (1,500-1,800 per mile).
Stone ballast is used almost
invariably.
The bridges, stations and structures are generally of stone masonry, which costs very little.
(See Figs.
Where steel bridges are used they are usually
1, 2 and 4.)
designed for lighter loadings, (E3S to E40 about), than is
customary in the United States.
Photographs of typical passenger and freight train equipment are shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 8. The freight cars, as will
lines

of

Fig.

fairly

11

— One

of

the American

be noted, are of the usual European type of 10 to 15 tons
Some of the passenger trains have fairly modem
•There are now 4,000 kilometres (2,480 miles) of metre gage out of a
kilometers

(9,610

miles)

of

Both

were

capital

—

originally

railway,

the

rest

being

all

quite

largely

developed

the Norte through the Periers

by

and the M.

through the Rothschilds, but since the war, control
have been obtained by Spanish interests.

is

French
Z.

A.

said to

The Northern Railroad
The

lines of the Norte,

which are of most

interest in con-

nection with the study of the "Direct" line to France, are:
the main line from Madrid to Irun and the branches from

Santander and Gijon (Oviedo).
Leaving Madrid, (elevation 2,000 ft.), the main line of
the Norte runs directly towards the west and almost immediately crosses the Guadarama Mountains by two lines, which
this to Bilbao,

Locomotive Company's Engines Built

capacity.

total of 15,500
5 feet 6 inches.

carriles Andaluces, a comparatively small system, operates.

unite at

for the Madrid,

Medina

del

Campo.

Zaragoza

&

Alicante

These crossings are at elevaThis moun-

tions of approximately 1,350 meters (4,460 ft.).

barrier which separates the "Plains of Old Castile"
from Madrid and all the east and south of Spain, must be

tain
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in miiul in fompariiii; tin- route of

tin.-

Norte

wiili

i'lateaii

ili:it

"Dinvt" line.
From Medina del Canipo the N'orte follows across the
plains through N'alladolid and Hurfjos with j^ood alinenient
and easy work uinil iu>l before reachinj; the valley of the

of

tlic

Fig.

13— In

— Another

\
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!I-^'^

Palen<i^

'"^

faadei

'I'lii.s

llie

coast,

and

View on

for

(onveiiiciit

the Line Between

referen( e

the

Pamplona

..nd

San Sebastian
heights of the passes are given in feet as well as in meters
in the following table:
Metres

Main

line to
1

inc to

Line

to
Lint- to

San Sebastian

607
629

Bilbao

Santander
(Oviedo)

Gijon

1.172

Typical scenes showing a line

in

Feet
2,0C3
2,076
3.237
3,868

the Cantabrian

\
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.
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140

130

IZO

110

lOO

30
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40

30

Ki/ornefers.
S.nc

tita:

the lines aie

shewn from the coast inland

Fig. IS

—Profiles of the

to

Moun-

IZTOm

lefi-^
^.

is shown liy the comparative
four lines of the N'orte across the

soutli.

15, of

Fig. 14

Ebro, but from there on to ihe frontier the work is fairly
heavy.
The ])lains of Old Castile are separated from the North
Coast of Spain by the Cantabrian ^fountains, which are a
Both ranges are generally
continuation of the Pyrenees.
much steeper and the elevation to be overcome greater on
their northern sides, on account of the elevation of the Central

Q-4

tlic

I'l^.

mountains to the

Mountains Between Pamplona
and San Sebastian

000

on

profiles,

the Cantabrian

~jiy^
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points 170 km. distant

Lines of the Northern Railway Across the Cantabrian Mountains

1
1

^^a 1

March
tains are

Bilbao

shown
is
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in the

photographs

in

Figs.

13

and

14.

the center of the steel industry of Spain, the blast

Much iron
furnaces and rolling mills being located there.
ore is exported from Santander, and Gijon and Oviedo are
There is also a large
the centers of the Asturias coal fields.
steel plant at Mieres near Oviedo.
only line of the M. Z. A. which is of much interest
connection with the investigation of the "Direct" line to
France is the line between Madrid and Zaragoza, at which
latter place connection is made with the line of the Norte to
Beyond Jaca the new line across the
Huesca and Jaca.
Pyrenees through the Somport tunnel is nearing completion
and this will open up a new route to France by connections

The

Pau and Tarbes.
Madrid

distance from

to the frontier

by

this route

is,

however, some 555 kilometers and the connections on the
French side are not very good. The elevation of the Somport

A

is 1,200 metres (4,000 ft.), and the gradients on the
French side are 4 per cent (3.4 per cent in the tunnel). It
seems unlikely, therefore, that this route will ever be a serious
competitor for through travel and will have only a local
benefit.
The gage is 5 ft. 6 in. on the Spanish side and

4

8^/^ in. in

ft.

France.

tunnel is 8 kilometers long and
almost in the center of it. The international
station at Canfranc is wholly in Spain, and the French are
to operate through the tunnel into the international station.
Figs. 3 and 4 show some of the masonry structures on this
the frontier

in

The

tunnel

The Somport (Canfranc)

The Madrid, Zaragoza & Alicante

through

831

is

line.

On

the main lines of both the Norte and M. Z. A. some
class express trains are operated, with diners and sleepers
of the Wagons Lit Co.
The Andalusian Rys. are, however,
first

generally speaking, rather poorly equipped and maintained,
with light rails and rolling stock adapted only for a light
traffic.
The daily express leaving Cadiz for Seville is shown
in Fig. S and is typical of the rolling .stock of this system.

Possible Solution of the Railroad

Problem

Weak and

Strong Roads Combined End to End So as to Increase
Competition and Greatly Strengthen All Railroad Credit

By

F.

J.

Lisman

PLAN IS INTENDED to accomplish the following:
Provide for the immediate return of the railroads to
the companies on a basis which will protect the
companies.
2. Assure the government of a return within a reasonable
time of any advances made by it to the railroad companies.
3. Provide for supervision of all railroad securities.
4. Provide for proper railroad regulation.
5. Provide for fair valuation which is just to the public
and to the companies.
6. Provide ample competition; in fact, more than 7)reviously existing, but will prevent same from being wasteful.
7. Very important, it will put all the railroads immediately on a basis of excellent credit.
8. Stimulate rehabilitation work on part of the railroads
and thus stimulate l:)usiness in general.
To accomplish these results, it is proposed that an act of
Congress be passed providing that railroad companies agreeing to consolidate with other railroad companies, in accordance with the instructions of the Interstate Commerce Commission, as explained later, shall receive back their proper-

and to have a mandate authorizing the
railroad companies to fix rates so as to enable them to earn
not less than 6 per cent on their legitimatized value.
The

ties and shall receive a federal charter which will protect
them against rate regulation of any kind on the part of the
states, and which will provide that they shall be entitled to

help in the rehabilitation of business. The new national railway systems will promptly strengthen the weak part of their
properties and will want a large amount of material and labor for that purpose.
The public's position will be greatly
improved because all communities now located on weak roads
will hereafter be on strong roads.
The plan provides for
competition and creates some new through routes not now

THIS

1.

earn 6 per cent on their legitimatized value, when this is ascertained, and, in the meantime, to receive the present standard return.
To arrive at a valuation it is proposed to create a valuation
commission, with headquarters at Washington, which can
determine on broad principles of valuation to be carried out
by regional valuation boards. These regional boards should
be composed of representatives of the different interests of
their respective sections; that is, farming, labor, etc., and are
to determine promptly the "legitimatized value" of properties
in their district on a basis of fair, physical value and earning

capacity.

The Interstate Commerce Commission's functions should
be made largely judicial and six regional commissions should
be created, each to be composed of representatives of different

interests in the region,

Interstate Commerce Commission, through a separate bureau
on which there should be representatives of the railroad companies, would determine which railroad companies are to be
consolidated so as to form from six to twelve national railroad systems.
It is proposed that a new United States Railroad Court of
Appeals be created to deal with all litigation under the railroad control law of March 25, 1918, as well as that arising
under the new laws.

Consolidation

By

consolidating the various railroad companies and merging the weak companies with the strong systems, the credit
of all railroad companies as a whole, as well as in detail, is
promptly rehabilitated and put on a very sound basis. Practically all railroad .securities, especially bonds, will as a se-

quence become readil}- marketable. This will help not only
with the financing of government loans, but will also greatly

existing.

Companies taking out federal charters must consolidate
with such other companies in accordance with instructions of
a

special

bureau of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Companies on consolidating

shall issue certificates of bene-

and junior bondholders of
the corporations which join in a consolidation.
These holders of certificates of beneficial interest are to be entitled out
of earnings to the same payment of interest and dividends
which they have received as the standard return under the
ficial

interest to the stockholders

law of March 25, 1918, and after the necessary valuation of
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property has been completed they are to be entitled to
in the tonsolidatfd company in accordance witli the
To give an cxam])le,
le>iitimali/cd value a> tlicn di'termined.
if the Chicaj;o, Uurlm^;t()n & Ouincy, the Great Nortliern and
Erie should be mergitl, the stockholders of the Great Northern would receive for their stock hcnet'icial certil'icatcs of
interest and would he entitled to a continuance of 7 per cent
If
dividends out oi earnings the same as received hitherto.
their ocjuity as represented by $250,000,000 of Great Northern preferred stink now outstanding should, when valuation
is completed, he certilied as representing a legitimatized value
of 3150,000,000, then the Great Northern .stockholders would
be entitled to 60 per cent in the capital stock of the consoliIf, on the other hand, the legitimatized
dated corporation.
value should l)e $.500,000,000, then the .stockholders of the
Great Nortliern would l)ocome entitled to 120 per cent in the
eaili
st(K

k

stock of the

new company.

interest charges of which require more
than 70 per cent of the standard return shall be exchanged

Bond

issues the

for l)cneticial certificates of interest, so that their status

may

be changed in case the valuation of the property on which
they are a lien shall be found to be insufficient to cover such
issue, and also that money spent for rehabilitation of the
property may be given priority in lien to such an issue.
The holders of stock of the Erie Railroad, as well as junior

bond

would also have to exchange their
certificates, and if, after the valuation

issues,

beneficial

securities for
is

completed,

shall be determined that the properties are worth less than
the entire bonded debt, then the junior mortgage would receive only its pro rata of stock of the consolidated company.
it

on the other hand, the physical value should be in
of the entire bonded debt, but less than the total
amount of capital stock outstanding, then the bonds shall
be left undisturbed and the proportion which each class of
stock should receive of the new stock shall be left to an arbitration committee which shall be composed as follows: A
member of the Interstate Commerce Commission and a repreIf,

excess

sentative of each of the different classes of stock involved.
If this committee cannot agree on the distribution the matter
is

United States railroad court of apwhich shall be final.

to be submitted to the

peals, the decision of

Any money

spent for the rehabilitation of a

weak company

between the time of the organization of the consolidated com-

pany and the

final determination of legitimatized value shall
be an obligation of the new consolidated company and a lien
prior to the junior securities of the weaker company, which
The
will be represented by certificates of beneficial interest.
intent of this is to protect the consolidated company for expenditures for prompt rehabilitation of its weaker parts, so
as to encourage it to proceed with this work promptly, thus
stimulating industries and assuring better transportation facilities to the public located along the weak lines.

Valuation

The

public and Congress still want a physical valuation,
as they have the idea that railroads are over-capitalized.
Physical valuation will therefore have to go on; but it should
be on fair basis. The valuation problem is such an important
one that a special board of valuation should be created with
headquarters in Washington. The country should be divided
into, say, twelve districts, to be in charge of regional boards,
which should be selected very much in the manner in which
the board of the Federal Reserve bank is selected; that is,
each valuation board should consist of, say, seven members, to
be selected in the following manner. Each one of the following interests shall submit three names to the president:
1. The wholesale and retail merchants of the region, say,
through the chambers of commerce.
2. The manufacturers of the
region, say, through the
manufacturers' associations.
3. The farmers, say, through farmers' alliances.
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4.
The banking interests, through the Federal Reserve
bank or the Ininkcrs' asscx:iations.
5.
().

Tile lai)oring interests, tiirough the laljor unions.
Tlie railroads themselves, say, through the presidents of
in jjrojjortion to mileage, with the

the corjiorations, voting
jiroviso that the roads

having 1,000 miles or more should

Im?

entitled to cast a vote for not exceeding 1,000 miles.

to

7. The state railroad commissions within the district.
The president shall nf)minate one from each of these classes
The regional valuation board is
act as a valuation l)oard.

value the companies' ])roperties in each region, taking all
The central valuation Ijoard
in Washington shall be selected in a similar manner from the
country at large.
It shall i)e the function of the central
valuation i)oard to lay down rules for the regional valuation
boards, pass on doul)tful (|uestions, and to see that the valuation boards carry on everywhere the valuation work on the
to

factors of cost into consideration.

same

principles.

The

present valuatir>n act of Congress provides that the
Ik- valued on a l)asis of what it would cost

railroads should
to

reproduce same as of July

1,

1914, plus cost of additions

Large sums of money have l)cen expended
under this act, and there has been much friction over the
valuation of the few properties where this work has been
since that date.

completed.

Under
pay a

the right of eminent domain the government must
A determination of a fair
for property.

fair value

value for railroad property as of July 1, 1914, has no bearing
on the fair value of this property at this time. The new valuation work should be entirely separate from the work of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, because the commission is,
under this proposed plan, to have a mandate permitting the
railroad companies to earn fair interest on their value, and,
therefore, should not, at the same time also, determine that
The present officials in charge of the valuation work
value.
have construed the law very literally and have, for example,
refused to allow the railroads for the cost of cutting down
trees because there were no trees on the right of way on
July 1, 1914, on the theory that if the road were to be rebuilt
on July 1, 1914, no trees would have to be removed. Similarly, there have been cases where a railroad moved a highway from one side of the right of way to the other side in
order to avoid two grade crossings of the same highway. The
valuation engineers have refused to allow the railroads for
the cost of this work because these highway crossings did
not exist as of July 1,1914. In another case a railroad which
was being valued had erected a heavy overhead bridge and
passed underneath in order to avoid a crossing with an important line.
The valuation engineers would not give the credit
to the railroad which built this bridge, stating this was part
of the property of the other company.
Valuations of real
estate have in many cases been on a par in intelligence and
breadth of view with these decisions. It certainly is not surprising that the companies have objected. No business man
would think of valuing properties on this basis.
Final legitimatized valuation should be the mean or average between the developed earning capacity, capitalized at 6
per cent, and the fair physical value; that is to say, that if
a company's physical property is determined to be worth
$125,000,000, and it is earning 6 per cent interest on $100,000,000, it should be taken over on a basis of $112,500,000.
If, on the other hand, it is earning 6 per cent interest on
$140,000,000 and its physical valuation is $125,000,000 it
should be taken over on a basis of $132,500,000. Companies
which have no earning capacity whatsoever shall be taken
over at one-half of their physical value, provided the valuation board and the Interstate Commerce Commission deem
the property necessary in order to serve the adjacent communities.
Future earning capacity shall also be taken into consideration by the valuation board, provided that no company which

:

March

28,
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bring its total legitimatized value to a sum in excess of its
If the valuation board should determine that
physical value.
a company has a certain undeveloped earning capacity which

Each railroad company should have nine directors, of
which five should be nominated by the stockholders and two
by the government and two by the employees of the railroad
companies, the same as in the case of the regional valuation
board and commerce boards.

it will take ten years to develop, such company should be
allowed an increase of one-tenth of this expected development
For example, if a property has
for each year for ten years.
a physical valuation of $10,000,000, and its standard return
should be $400,000, and if it should be determined it has an
undeveloped earning capacity of $100,000 additional, the
company should be entitled to issue securities as follows:

two each of these classes from the six names suggested to be
directors to represent the government and the employees. Any
director representing the employees must have been a railroad
employee continuously for at least ten years, except for absence on account of the war or ill health, and an employee
of the company for which he is to be a director for at least

heretofore has failed to earn 6 per cent interest on its cost
shall be allowed for earning capacity an amount which would

$40O,00rr capitalized at 6 per cent would be a valuation of
Average of earnine; and physical value

Interest on this

amount

at

6 per cent

$6 666.fOO
8, 333, .133

500,000

If the valuation board should find that the company has
strong probabilities of developing its business sufficiently to
develop a net earning capacity in excess of $500,000, say, up
to $580,000, then this $80,000 expected increase in earnings
might be represented by an additional stock issue of $1,333,000, which shall be issuable to the stockholders of the existing company at the rate of $133,000 per annum.
Differences of opinion as to valuation between companies
and valuation boards shall be submitted to an arbitration
committee, consisting of two railroad officials, two members of
the regional valuation board, and a United States district
judge.
Either side, however, should have the right of appealing from this arbitration committee to the central valuation board, and also to the railroad court.
The valuation board shall go out of existence as soon as the
work of valuing and appraising the various railroad properties is completed.

Regulation

The

function of the regional interstate commerce commissions shall be as follows:
To approve of capital expenditures and of all future security issues.
To regulate competition between the railroad systems, preventing an
excess of competition but at the same time securing ample competition in
and

service

facilities.

Tooling among the systems shall be permitted, but any pooling agreeto the approval of the regional interstate commerce
commission.
-Appoint arbitrators whenever questions arise between the railroad companies; for instance as to the rental payable by railroad companies for
terminal facilities belonging to each other and to terminal companies, or
for trackage rights which railroads may rent from each other; divisions of

ment must be subject

rates,

etc.

Listen to and pass on appeals of rates whenever arbitration committees,
hereinafter mentioned, cannot agree on rates.
They shall have a mandate in accordance with which the general rate
structure must provide a revenue which will be sufficient to enable the
companies to earn the standard leturn, and after valuation is completed
not less than 6 per cent interest on the legitimatized value, plus a
reasonable amount to take care of depreciation and obsolescence.
Arrange the settlement of questions arising between the railroad companies and state authorities.
Deal with other problems as same may arise from time to time.

The

function of the Interstate
Washington shall be:

Commerce Commission

in

To

pass on appeals from the rulings of the Regional Commissions.
Pass on questions arising between the state commissions and the regional
commissions.
Pass on all questions where more than ore region is involved.
I^ay down general rules so that all r-;gionaI commissions will deal with
their problems in a similar manner.

The

special bureau of the Interstate

which

Commerce Commis-

which railroad companies are to
consolidate with each other is to be composed of seven members, of which three shall be appointees or members of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, three shall be appointees
of the railroad companies, and the seventh member shall be
from time to time selected by the other six, or be nominated
by the United States railroad court of appeals.
sion

is

to determine

Other Provisions

A

United States railroad court of appeal does not need any
elaboration.
It might be pointed out, however, that the court
of claims will rapidly become clogged with suits arising out of
the war, and the new court would, on the other hand, soon
familiarize itself with railroad matters.

The

five directors representing the stockholders shall select

five years.

Each director shall be entitled to an annual salary of
$2,000 as long as the company pays only the minimum dividends guaranteed by the government, and shall be entitled
to $1,000 additional salary for every 14 per cent increase in
dividend which the company may disburse to stockholders.
Provisions should be made under which the companies
must keep separate accounts of all earnings and expenses in
each region.
Provisions should also be made for the joint use of terminals of all the systems under the regulation of the regional
and federal commerce commissions. Independent terminal
companies in each of the various cities should be consolidated
and the interest on their bonds and dividends on their stocks,
according to the proper valuation, shall be paid pro rata by
the various railroad companies, according to their use.
For
instance, in the Chicago district there might be a consolidation of the 'Chicago terminals of the Chicago & Western
Indiana, the Chicago Junction Railway, the terminal property of the Baltimore & Ohio, and some of the other lines
and included therein might also be some of the outer belt
lines, like the Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary, and the Elgin,

& Eastern.
In congested cities like Cincinnati and Pittsburgh the construction of a proper belt line should be promptly taken up,
existing lines to be used as far as possible.
Disputes as to the fairness of rates should be submitted to
arbitration.
Parties interested in rate reduction should select
from their line of business two men to represent them, the
Joliet

railroad companies to select two men, who shall endeavor to
If they are unable to do so they shall select
as a fifth man some member of the regional commerce com-

settle the matter.

mission and

if they fail to agree on some man the United
States district judge shall select a fifth man.
Any decision of such an arbitration committee, however,

may

be appealable to the regional commerce commission, to

commerce commission in Washington and to the
railroad court of appeals.
Labor disputes as to wages should be settled in a similar
the federal

manner.
A pension system for all employees is to be established at
once and is to go into full effect within five years; the cost of
this system to be fairly prorated between the companies and
the employees.

Net earnings above 6 per cent on the legitimatized value,
amount for non-productive improve-

after allowing a proper

ments or obsolescence, to be used as follows
One per cent per annum may be set aside in a reserve fund
to meet any deficiency below 6 per cent during any subsequent
year; any surplus above that to be divided to the extent of
one-third to the company, one-third to the employees and onethird to the government.
After a surplus fund of 5 per cent has been accumulated,
all earnings above 6 per cent are to be divided on the
basis
of one-third each to the company, the government and the
employees.
If the earnings in any one region have averaged above
7 per cent for two years in succession, but not before then,
the regional commission may at its option take up the matter
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of

rodurtion so as to

rati'

companiis to 6 [ht rent.
On till' otluT hand, if

ndiuc

tlic

aviTa^t' incomes of

tlie

companies
two years in succession
If
the railroads mav at tiuir own initiative advance rates.
the income >h()uKl fall below 5 per cent in any one year the
companies need not wait two years, but may advance rates
slioulii

fall

i)elo\v

tlu-

avi-raRO return of the

per cent

for

after the exjiiration of one year, so as to be sure of

come

of

f>

an

in-

JUT cent.
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tank cars is canceled.
The Oil Division of the Fuel Administration advises necessity for this service no longer exists.
Cotton Embargo.
Order S. I). No. 21 of the Southern
regional direttor, which cancels Order S. D. No. 14, jjrovidcs

—

that

cotton

hereafter,

portation orders of the
of

Cliattan(X)ga,

(except when moving under transWar I)e|)artment), from points west

Hirmingham, Montgom<'ry and

I'ensacola,

destined to Jacksonville, I'la., lirunswick, Ga., Savannah,
Ga., Charleston, S. C, and Wilmington, N. ('., j)ro|)er, or for

export through these |>orts, will not i)e moved except under
permits from the Southern I'-xport Committee.
Handling of Automobile Cars. In C!ircu!ar Letter No.
4.U), the Southern regional director calls attention to the
universal scarcity of freight cars for automobiles.
Special
care must be taken on each railroad to conserve the use of
automobile cars for the purpose for which .they were built,

—

Orders of Regional Directors
Ciii.M

si;

.m.ikn i>,\sskn<;i:ks.

—

File 60-1-12 of the North-

western regional director simibr to file 1600-1 15A5y9,
of the Eastern Rej;;ional director, abstract of which was
])ublished in the Kail'iVay Age of March 21 (page 759). The
Southwestern regional director, in Order 180, has issued
similar instructions.

—

Consignees.
Order 177 of tiie
Southwestern regional director similar to file 5600-1 9-A600 of
the Eastern regional director, abstract of which was published in the Railway Age of March 21, (page 758).
Order 182 of
Regulatiotis for the Movement of Cotton.
the Southwestern regional director cancelling Order 82 and
St(i)nliiig

Orders from

—

supplements, gives instructions for the handling of cotton
accumulation at compresses and to secure [)roper
loading of cars.
on-Government Roads. SuppleIssuance of Passes to
ment 15 to Order 109 of the Southwestern regional director,
quotes a letter from W. T. Tyler, director of the Division of
to avoid

—

N

Operation, to the regional directors, abstracted in the Railway
of March 14 (page 602), and adds that it is the intention of the latter order that independently operated railroads
shall obtain trip transportation over other than their own
connection in accordance with past practice.
Northwestern Regional PurClassification of Material.
chasing Committee Circular 66 contains the material classification which has been adopted for use on roads under
Roads which now use a classified form of
federal control.
accounting for material should substitute this classification
for the work now in use before taking the next material inThere is in course of preparation a standard form
ventor}".
of monthly classified stock report or balance sheet for use in
connection with this classification of material, w-hich can be
supplied railroads to serve as a guide in the making of

Age

—

monthly

.stock reports.

and to get them into the territory where most needed.
In
loading these cars in their return movement care must be
observed to i)ermit loading only when it will serve the [purpose
of ex])e(liting the return

loading
to

])oints.

If

any

movement
(|uestion

of the car to automobile
exists

as to the territory

which empty cars should be forwarded, information should

be re(|uested of the regional director.

Return of Cars

to

Non-Federal and Canadian Roads.

regional director in F>eight Car Distribution Notice 7 cancelling Freight Car Distritjution Notice
3, augments the later notice, abstract of which was published

Railway Age of February 28 (page 486) by .stating
under an arrangement between the Canadian War Board
and the Car Service Section, Canadian roads will accept the
home delivery of any Canadian owned freight car of any kind
at any junction point, regardless of home route.
And in a
similar manner, railroads under Federal control will accept
from Canadian roads at any junction point any cars belonging in the United States or Mexico, including both
federal controlled and non-federal controlled cars.
Cars so
in the

that

received belonging to non-federal or

moved home

in

Mexican roads will be
accordance with the above instructions.

—

Intensive Loading of Fertilizer and Agricultural Lime.
Circular 192 of the Southwestern regional director cancels
a letter of February 17, similar to Supplement 1 of Circular
67 of the Northwestern regional director, abstract of which
was published in the Railway Age of February 28 (page
486), relative to securing a copy of the bill-of-lading covering fertilizer and agricultural lime shipments from manufacturers to be forwarded by railroad agents to the Car
Service Section. Where it is not possible to secure an extra
copy of the bill-of-lading from the shipper, the railroad agent
should forward direct to the Car Service Section at Wa.shington on the 7th, 14th and 21st and last day of each month,
beginning March 21, either a copy of the way-bill, bill-oflading or abstract giving the following infomiation covering
every carload shipment of fertilizer and agricultural lime
when not loaded to the minimum of 60,000 lb.; date, car
initial, number of consignor, consignee, destination, contents,
Aveight and car capacity.
Loading and Unloading of Tank Cars. Order 181
cancelling Order 123 of the Southwestern regional director,
states that instructions regarding switching service Sundays,
holidays and Saturday afternoons for loading and unloading

—

The Northwestern

—

From
—"Never

the Louisi'iUe

The Railroader

Again"

Cour

Pocahontas Region

—Study of

Operating Conditions

Converted a Condition of the Acute Coal Famine Into a

Ample Reserves and Growing Surplus

Condition of

THERE WERE

FOUR immediate tasks that were undertaken
by the roads now in the Pocahontas region when war
was declared. New England was in direst need of
coal, and this need was becoming more unendurable ever)day; materials and supplies had to be brought to Hampton
Roads for the construction of the great naval base established there; troops had to l;e moved to Norfolk, Va., the port
of embarkation next in importance to New York, and materials and supplies brought for an embarkation camp; and the
United States Navy in home waters had to be coaled.
When the Pocahontas region was created it was felt both
in

New

England and

at

Washington that

New

if

England

could Ije
1919, the
for such
plenty of

furnished with a sufficiency of coal by January,
situation would be saved, but there was a hope only
a happy ending.
By October, New England had
coal, and was full up with coal by January.
The Naval Base at Sewalls point on Hampton roads was
constructed to have a capacity of 20,000 sailors, this being on the site of the
old
tion,

coal fields to Norfolk,

Newport News and Hampton

roads.

The

Virginian, having no western outlet for its coal, and no
western connections for the interchange of other traffic, was
before the war almost exclusively a carrier of tidewater coal.
Nearly all of this coal has to be hauled up over Clark's Gap,
a very heavy grade which, with its numerous single track
tunnels, limited the capacity of the whole road.

the

summit

of Clark's

Gap, however, the grade

East from
is

slightly

descending.
It was obvious that the western side of Clark's
Gap must be double-tracked if the full capacity of the mines
on the Virginian was to be developed.
There was presented here a clear-cut case of capital
expenditures recjuired Ijy war conditions, and which would
be required in the course of time under the ordinary condiof the development of the country.
The work was
undertaken iw the administration and the necessary funds
tions

Jamestown exposiand afterwards

the government authorized

an extension to a
of
30,000

capacity

The work

sailors.

be-

ing done there by the

making

government,
this a

permanent naval
required a large
of construction

base,

The Norfolk & Western and

the Virginian East of

Roanoke

amount

Permanent
have been laid

material.

tracks
into

it,

connected with

and the
Portsmouth

the Virginian

Norfolk"

Regional

N. D.
Director,

Maher
Pocahontas

Regii

&

A large
Belt Line.
termiquartermaster's
nal on Hampton roads
waterfront, with large

well equipped warehouses, docks, and open piers, has also
been constructed, with classification yards inside and a classification yard outside into which the railroads delivered the
construction material for the piers and warehouses, and
which will be used for the war department's supplies so
The Norfolk navy yard
long as forces are kept in France.
was large increased in ca])acity, and considering all of the
war activities at Hampton Roads on the north side from Old
Point Comfort to the upper end of the Elizabeth river, and
on the south side from Willoughby Spit to Norfolk, Hampton roads has been established as one of the best land-locked
harbors on the Atlantic coast, with every facility for shipping, including coaling facilities.
The Pocahontas region was carved off from the Eastern
region in June, 1918, and was placed under the jurisdiction
of N. D. Maher, formerly president of the Norfolk & Western and federal manager.
A. C. Needles, vice president
(operation) of the Norfolk & Western, succeeded Air. Maher
as federal manager, and George W. Stevens, president of the
Chesapeake & Ohio continued as federal manager of the
Chesapeake & Ohio. The region includes the Norfolk &
Western, the Chesapeake & Ohio, and the Virginian the
three carriers of bituminous coal from the West Virs;inia

and

—

835

were advanced to the corporation. The greater part of this
double track work has now been done, but after the signing of
the armistice further expenditures stopped.
The corporation
is left, therefore, with the burden of interest charges on capital expenditures made to meet war conditions, and presumal)ly without the credit to complete the double track work and
thus derive the full operating advantages and economies of
completed improvement. The case well illustrates how necessary it will be for the government to take a broad and generous attitude toward the corporations when tlie roads are
returned to them. The Railroad Administration was entirely
justified in making the capital expenditures it did on the
Virginian in view of the paramount importance of increasing
the coal output, but in so doing forced the corporation into
a difficult financial situation.

Both the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk & Western
were very highly developed trunk line railroads capal)le of
carrying coal either west or to tidewater at remarkaJjlv low
cost
three to four mills per ton mile.
The Chesi;peake &
Ohio had spent large sums for double tracking, heavier rail,
etc., and especially for reducing the cost of hauling coal west.
When the European war broke out, hauling coal east !:)ecame
of first importance, and a certain amount of readjustment
ijecame necessary, but this was soon made.
It was only
necessary for the Railroad .-Administration, when it took hold,
to complete the new coal pier at tidewater, which it did.
The Chicago line of the Chesapeake & Ohio was taken
away from it and placed in the Ohio-Indiana district of the
Eastern region. This line from Cincinnati to Chicago is not
of very great importance and it is probable that the Chesapeake & Ohio did not greatly need it under war conditions.
However, the reasons for separating it from the main lines

—
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fast arc not very ohx i(iii> and the stparation worked a hardIt lias now i)Oon restored to the
ship on the corporation.
Chosa|H'aki' &; Oliio and is, thrri'forc, in tlie I*(k ahontas

region.

The Norfolk

first

operator's coal.

Under the

arrangement a few telegrams and a hookkeeping entry
permitted the coal on the ground to be delivered to the purhaser, the (om|)letion of the transaction and the immediate

&:

240

just

The [lowcr to do this sort of thing
tidewater and the lakes almost 1(K),0()() cars to the
car capacity of the country.
l'cK)ling of coal necessitated
the mi.xing of coals and
regrading.
While the war lasted the coal operators .stood it
release of ten coal cars.

added

at

fairly patiently from a sen.se of patriotism.
Pressure is now
being brought to put an end to this great economy.
The
point of view of the coal ojjcrator is easy enough to understand.
To get an order in the open market he must convince
the buyer that his coal is better than that of his competitors
at the same price.
He cannot do this under jjre.sent conditions where the buyer may have his order filled from any of a

dozen different operators'

coal.

/80

I90

B30

Railway.

Virginian

zso

of destination of the

jioint

|)(M)ling

(

Wostern had

lomplctcd a fiftecn-year
program of divolopniont and improvcnu-nt when the United
It was one of the most evenly develStates entered the war.
oped |)ro|iertie.^ in the country, comparing in this respect with
the Atchison, ro|)ek a & Santa Fe and the Union Pacific.
Its ore diK'k was the first of its kind Imilt at Norfolk, and it
has proved thoroughly satisfactory, and the indispensahility
of some sui h dock is now everywiiere recognized.
Not onl)did the government find in the Norfolk & Western a perfected
tool of enormous cajjaiity, hut it found even some of it.s own
extraordinary needs forestalled.
Tiie company had just
completed two large docks and warehouses outside of Norfolk.
These were taken over as part of the storage plant

zso
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Comparative Profiles

which the army built under the direction of Colonel Samuel
Felton.

Here, then, were as gcx)d tools as could be asked for by the
regional director; nor was there any elaborate superstructure of organization that had to be created. Mr. Maher
took jurisdiction without getting up from his desk.
The
new power to pool facilities, cars, and, above all, coal,
increased the potential capacity of the roads brought into the
new arrangement to an extent that can hardly be appreciated.
A glance at a large scale map of the region will show the
great number of tendril-like branches of the railroads into
different coal fields, but will hardly give an adequate idea of
the number of separate mines operated by independent operators and by a multiplicity of companies.
The so-called zone

new

restricted the field in which these mine operators
could seek a market for their coal. There still remained the
fact that while one operator might have an order for ten
cars of coal at a certain point which would be unloaded immediately on arrival, but which coal he was just beginning to
load onto cars at his mines, another two or three operators
would have an aggregate of ten cars within a few miles of

orders

The most important and most

interesting joint use of

the Pocahontas

main

region is the routing of
freight trains, principally coal trains, over the Virginian
from Roanoke to Abilene, eastbound, and the routing of
empties, westbound, over the Norfolk & Western.
The map
and profile show plainly the advantages of this arrangement.
The distance is about 105 miles on the Norfolk & Western
and a little shorter on the Virginian. When the Norfolk &
Western was originally built it was carried through Lynchburg, the most important city in that section of the country,
and the junction with the main line of the Southern Railway.
There is a big dip down at Lynchburg into the valley of the
James river. Later a freight cut-off was mide Ijetween Clay
and Phoebe, and it is the profile of this freight line which
is shown herewith.
Later, also, a freight line was built
from Pamplin through Abilene, rejoining the old main line
near Burkeville.
The Virginian, built with the primary purpose of getting
the best possible grade from the coal fields to tidewater, was
run slightly south of east from Roanoke, crossing the main
line of the Southern at Altavista, thus leaving Lynchburg
line

facilities

in

March

28,
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far to the north.

The

joint use of the

two main

lines

makes

They are just the right
economy.
length for a freight-train crew run and deadheading can be
The difference in grades against
very largely eliminated.
eastbound traffic is very large. Such a cut-off as this could,
of course, have been built by the Norfolk & Western, but it
would have been difficult to have justified so large an
expenditure to give the Norfolk & Western additional and
more economical facilities alone; but, actually, the line is a
part of a through road from the coal fields to tidewater, the
existence of which and the expenditures on which are justified by reasons other than that simply of bettering the grades
for a very considerable

837

between Roanoke and Abilene. The joint use of it is a pure
gain in the economy of railroad operation. 'About ten trains
of the Norfolk & Western eastbound are now being sent each
day over this piece of the Virginian.
As we look back now with the coal bins of industrial New
England full, the needs of the army at Norfolk completely
satisfied and the coaling of the navy no longer a war problem,
the operation of the Pocahontas region, with its three lowgrade bituminous coal roads, seems a comparatively simple
piece of railroading; if we go back to the state of m'nd of
a fuelless Monday last January we get a clearer conception
of how successful operation of the Pocahontas region has been.

National Industrial Traffic League Spring Meeting
Max

Thelen, Director of Public Service, Tells Delegates of

Plans of the Railroad Administration
National Industri.al Traffic League held its
spring meeting at the Hotel Grunewald, New Orleans,
La., on March 11 and 12, with R. D. Sangster, vicepresident, presiding in the absence of G. M. Freer, president,
whose new duties as secretary of the Central Coal Association
would not permit him to attend. Mr. Freer, however, will
The meeting was attended
complete his term as president.
by 200 representatives from the largest boards of trade and
chambers of commerce in various parts of the country.

THE

Max Thelen

Speaks

Max Thelen, director of public service, was the principal
speaker at the convention, addressing the delegates at the
Tuesday morning session. He stated that though he might
not always be able to do for them what they wanted, he
wanted them to tell him their troubles, and that he could at
least promise them sympathetic attention. He said the function of the Railroad Administration had changed, now that
the war was over, and its purpose should be to give the pubIn his explanation of the veto
lic the best service possible.
power in the matter of rates now held by the director of
public service, he stated that, while it could not give shippers
the rates they wanted, it could at least prevent rates they do
not want from going into effect, unless overruled by the
director general himself, and that the making of general advances or readjustments that might disturb business conditions at this critical time was against the policy of the Railroad Administration.
Using the changes that have recently been made in General
Order No. 57 as reference, he informed the members that
other general orders were also under scrutiny, and that other
Consideration was now being
changes might be expected.
given to the matter of import and export rates, and that of
differentials between water and rail rates, and that some conclusion might be expected soon. He advised the shippers that
whatever plan they might present as to off-line agencies would
be considered carefully; that the so-called "sailing day" plan
would l)e a subject of further study wdth the view of forming
a definite plan that would be satisfactory, and to accomplish
this he suggested the appointing of a committee by the league
to assist the Railroad .Administration with advice as to what
should be done.
Referring to the freight traffic committees, he stated that
his mind was open on the question of whether this plan of
making rates ought to be continued, and he pointed out that
there might be consideration as to whether the representation
of the shipper of these commodities ought not to be increased
50 as to give them an even chance.

In his statement regarding the recent action by the Railroad
Administration to improve conditions he brought out especially the proposed reform in the policy of handling claims,
and asked the league to give him their constructive suggestions, that the work of the committee, of which he is chairman, charged with the duty of working out a new policy, may
luive the best possible results.

Sailing

Day Plan

The

"sailing day" plan was the subject of a lively discussion, which finally resulted in the adoption of a resolution,
a substitute for the executive committee resolution on the

same subject, and offered by C. E. Childe, of Omaha, Neb.,
which stated that the attitude of the league was opposed to
the plan as at present administered, and, in accordance with
the suggestion of Mr. Thelen to work in co-operation with

made provisions for the appointment of a committee to
present the views of the league on this subject to the proper
The Childe resoofficials of the Railroad Administration.
lution was an attempt to satisfy the delegates from all sections
Mr. Childe's
of the country whose views were divergent.
sailing day resolution stated that the sailing day plan is a
him,

restriction

upon commerce and causes

their legal obligations of

the carriers to fail in
receiving and forwarding freight

all reasonable despatch; that this failure lays a heavy
burden of extra expense upon the shipping public, and that
the operation of this plan causes undue discrimination between markets. The resolution further stated that the league
endorses the establishment of through package car service on
schedule days throughout the country whenever traffic and
commercial conditions reasonably warrant it; provided, however, that the lawful right of the shipper to deliver freight
to any carrier for transportation on any day during business
hours be in no way curtailed and that the committee to be
appointed be instructed to take up immediately with each
member of the league and obtain all possible information as
to the working of the "sailing day" plan throughout the country and the practicability and necessity of providing through
package car service where such is warranted.
Continuing the report of the executive committee, Mr. Barlow, on the subject of passing reports on the 1. c. 1. and c. 1.
freight and transfer records at junction points said that the
plan of the Western Freight Traffic Committee for off-line
His
representation liad just been approved at Washington.
motion that the subject be referred to the special committee
to be appointed on the "sailing day" plan was adopted. That
committee was also made the agent of the league to take up

with
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at Wa.sliinnton a luinilur of otlicr iiuittris treated

in

tlie

re-

executive eommittee.
Four otIuT resolutions were i)resenteil l)y Mr. Harlow and
adopted liy tlie leai;iie. I )i> tlie matter of elosiiifi of freiylil
|H)rts t)f the

were adopletl asking tliat tlu- Railroad
to issue an order immediately
retiuirin^ a restoration of the jire-war opening and closini;
time at all freight stations, and that investiyations he initiated
l)\
tlie Railroad .\<lministration at points where coni^e.'ition
of less than carload freight obtain, and where it is found that
teriiiinals are not heini; used to maximum efticieney and capaeitv, that the lu)urs for the delivery and the forwarding of
freii;ijt he increased so as to utilize such frei.uhl stations to the
nia.ximum capacity and furnish maximum facilities for the
convenience of the jiuhlic.
The resolution adojUed with res[)ect to the shipper's riijlit
statiKiis,

be

re(|ue.>'ted

to route freight stated that the director general of railroads

lie

requested to withdraw, cancel and annul any and all in.structions or restrictions as to the routing or diversion of freight
shii>ments that are at variance with pulilished tariff provisions.
A copy of these resolutions will lie presented to the
Director General of Railroads, with the urgent request that

he give the matter his promjit consideration. The resolution
maintains that there is no longer any necessity for the arbitrary routing and diversion of freight traffic by the Railroad
Administration, and that it is of vital importance to the shipper that he should have control of the routing of his shipments so as to be al)le to direct the movement of them.

Rates on Export Traffic
subject of export rates

was handled by the league by

the adoption of resolutions which indorse the principle of
making lower rates on export traffic than are made on domestic traffic when such rates are necessary to enable industries
in the

to obviate the neiessity

for future inter|)retations

sure uniform ajiplic ation, but
iiKMJifv

tile

(if

;iii\

it

is

not intended to

and to inhange or
(

jiriiuiples in the present rules.

Mr. Ripley's Resolution

re.>iolution.s

Ailiuinistratioii

The
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United States to compete

in foreign

markets.

Mileage Scales
In regard to mileage scales, INIr. Barlow said that in the
western and southern territories not much vitality had been
observed in the last two or three months though they might
As to trunk-line territories, where mileage
still be alive.
scales have also been out, he said it might be advisa]:)le to conMr. Willsolidate the half-dozen distance tariffs into one.
iamson, chairman of the committee on rate construction and
tariffs, moved that this resolution as offered by the executive

committee be deferred until after his committee had reported.
After some discussion Mr. Williamson's motion prevailed.
Mr. Barlow's committee offered a resolution opposing the submission of any further mileage scales, either class or commodity, for consideration by regional or district committees,
or the adoption of any such scales by the Railroad Administration which will increase charges now in effect.
;Mr. Barlow closed his report for the executive committee
by stating that 59 new members had been received since the
meeting last November, and re[)orted, as a member of the
Western Freight Traffic Committee, that the whole subject of
increased minimum waste on foodstuff had been removed

from docket, but that there would be some consideration given
to the suljject in individual cases.

Demurrage Rules
Charles Rippin, traffic commissioner of the IMerchants Exchange of St. Louis, Mo., and chairman of the committee on
car demurrage and storage, submitted a report of his committee
on the recodification of demurrage rules. The report shows
the result of much work by this committee in conjunction with
a committee representing the American Railroad Association.
The league adopted the report with slight exceptions. The
purpose of this recodification is to bring the existing instructions, explanations and interpretations into the rules themselves, to clarify the rules in

accordance with lawful practice,

manager of the American Sugar RefinYork, offered resolutions bearing on the
league's attitude with respect to the railroad jiroblem, which
had liecn presented li\- ['resident Freer (after action by a special ccnimittee approved by the executive committee) to the
Senate ('(iinmittee on Interstate Commerce.
Mr. Rijiley's
I'aul Riiiii)

(ompany

ing

Iraft'u

,

of

New

proposal did not agree, in some resjiects, with the action of the
league, esjiec ially with respect to pcxjling.

A

meeting to consider the subject will be called
when Congress will \k called into session.
This meeting is to be called in time .so that its clelilierations
can lie presented to the proper committee of Congress.
Mr. Ripley's resolution stated that the National Industrial
'I'raffic League has recorded uncjualified opposition to government ovvnershi[), management or ojieration of railroads, has
special

when

it

is

learned

any extension of federal control benow prescriljed jjy law, and has
declared itself in favor of the jiromjjt enactment by Congress
of such legislation as will provide a uniform svstem of reguexprcs.sed disa])]5roval of

yond the limited

jjcriod

lation in essential matters, safeguard the jmblic interest,
ensure adequate revenue to provide for e(|uitable treatment of

wages and working conditions of emmaintain and develop
transportation facilities which shall meet the necessities of the
commercial, manufacturing and agricultural interests of the
country and proposed the following plan of procedure be
all

cjuestions affecting

])loyees

and

attract sufficient capital to

recommended
Ill
•iie

That

in regard to the future status of railroads.

policy of the Government shall be manifested by restoring
organization of each system to operate the property for

tlic

iiKlividual

of the Government, sniiject only to such supervision by the
.Director General of Railroads as may be necessary to protect the interests
of the Government.
That the final relinnuishment of the properties should not he delayed
(2)
Iciigcr than is absolutely necessary for the enactment of remedial legislalion. and that such legislation should be expedited by an extra session of
the Congress to be convened at the earliest practicable date.
(i)
That remedial legislation to be enacted should lecognize the fol-

.'.ccount

lowing principles:
That all rates, regulations and practices of carriers under Federal
(a)
control which shall have been filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission, whether on interstate or intrastate traffic, and which have not
been superseded by aciion. of the Interstate Conmierce Commission or of
the, Director General of Railroads on the date on which Federal control of
.said carriers shall be relinqu'shed, shall remain in effect on the lines of
;.I1 carriers subject to the
Interstate Commerce Act until changed by action
.subsequently tai<en according to law.
(h)
That a guarantee to the carriers of a specified return upon either
Capital or investment should not he undertaken because it would discourage individual initiative, stifle incentive to efficient management and
destroy competition, but that the regulating agency shall take into consiJeratior. the cost of labor and other operating costs in reaching a conclusion as to the reasonableress of rates, and that the carriers shall be
permitted to earn sufficient revenue to provide safe and sufficient service,
•o protect existing investment and to attract new capital necessary in the
[ublic interest.
fc)
That any undue discrimination between state and interstate rates,
rules, regulations or practices, that places an undue burden upon Intei"state traffic shall be declaied unlawful and that the Interstate Commerce
Commission shall be authorized and required, upon complaint of shipper.
State Railroad or Tublic Utility Commission, carrier, or any other interested party, to determine the propriety of the relation existing or conti niilated
between the rates, rules, or practices upon traffic wholly within
one State and upon interstate traffic, and make final decision with respect
thereto.

(d)
That the carriers .shall be authorized to make such agreements for
the co-ordination of their practices and facilities as may be in the public
interest when approved by a national governmental agency.
(e)
That the ejcclusive jurisdiction over the issuance of securities shall
be vested in the same national governmental agency by which rates are

controlled and regulated.

On Tuesday night an informal dinner w^as given by the
Among the speakers were
league at the Hotel Grunewald.
Francis B. James, of ^^'ashington, D. C, who gave a talk
on the interpretation of laws in general bearing particularly
on common law, and M. J. Sanders, of New Orleans, federal
manager of the ^Mississippi-Warrior River Section of the
Inland Waterway Section of the Railroad Administration,
who spoke on

the developments of river

traffic.
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General Pershing Compliments

Work

of the

Men

Railvs^ay

Congratulations Expressed in Letter to Brigadier General

Atterbury

— The

Latter's Reply

France, February 20, 1919.
Brigadier Gener-AX Wm. W. Atterbury,
Director General of Transportation,
Headquarters, S. O. S., American E. F.

General John

My

My

J. Pershing,
Commander-in-Chief,
American Expeditionary Forces,
General Headquarters, France.

Dear General Atterbury;

Dear General Pershing:

Permit me to take this opportunity of expressing to you, to
your officers and soldiers of the Transportation Corps my appreciation of their services to the American Expeditionary

a pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of vour
of February 20th.

Forces.

I

From its inception in September, 1917, I have watched
You
with the greatest interest the progress you have made.
have been called upon to organize base ports and to operate
them in connection with the terminal yards and the necessary
road train service connecting these yards; to instruct and
assign railway transportation officers at all important stations
in France; to erect cars and locomotives; to arrange and perfect details for troop movements and to maintain through all
a most varied and difficult liaison service with the French.
All this you have done with a shortage of personnel, equipment, and with facilities that were lacking, due to unavoidable delays in construction.
Please convey to your officers and enlisted men my personal congratulations and appreciation, and that of their
comrades of the American Expeditionary Forces for the
splendid work they have done.
Each member of the Transportation Corps, whether stationed at a base port or at an advanced railhead, has contributed to the victory of our armies, and I want each man
to understand my full appreciation of this.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) John J. Pershing.
24 February, 1919.

Corps as a whole, each of whom will be furnished a copy of
your letter to note the generous terms in which you speak
of the service that has been rendered by the Transportation
Corps toward the success of the American Expeditionary
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It is

Needless to say,

am

it is

highly gratifying to

sure, to the officers

and

me

—

as

it

l.'.l

r

will be,

soldiers of the Transportation

—

Forces.

To know
the

that their Commander-in-Chief is familiar with
work they have done, and gives due credit to the part

have played in helping to win the war, will be to both
and soldiers
full
reward
for
their
efforts,
and at the same time will stimulate them to maintain during the remainder of their service in France the
zeal and energy that uniformly has characterized their
tliey

officers

performance.

No

body of men has worked harder, nor with a keener
energy and patriotism, and I am more
proud to have been in charge of such an or-

spirit of intelligence,

than

ganization.

and on behalf of the entire Transportation
desire to express to you our grateful appreciation of
the tribute that you have paid the Corps.
Personally

Corps

I

Yours very

sincerely,

(Signed) W. W. Atterbury,
Brigadier General, U. S. A.

Report on the Automatic Straight Air Brake
Now

Synchronous Operation With Brake Apparatus

Use Secured
Tiir:

Intkkstatk

Commerce Commission

suhniittod to Congress

tlie

in

on Marcli 4

report of a scries ol tests

conducted by the Bureau of Safety of tlie air brake
system of the Automatic Straight Air Brake Company of
New York, as a result of which the bureau submitted the
following conclusion: "In the tests of the automatic straight
air brake system, both Westinghouse and automatic straight
air locomotive apparatus was used with trains made up of
various arrangements of Westinghouse and automatic straight
air triple valve equipment, and the tests were made under
varied operating conditions.
Synchronous operation of the
automatic straight air brake system with l^rake apparatus
now in common use was secured in all of tiicse tests. On
trains equipped entirely with automatic straight air triple
valves the reliability and flexibility of the automatic straight
air brake system were sufficientlx' demonstrated."
This conclusion, together with a report submitted to Congress June 29,
1916, is the result of a studv and te.st of this system during
a period of several years, beginning in 1910, when the triple
valve was presented to the Block Signal and Train Control
Board, and including experimental tests on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe in 1915 and extensive rack tests and
service tests on the Virginian Railwav during the period
from March to July, 1918.
The apparatus recently tested is a development of that formerly controlled by the California Valve & Air Brake Company of Los Angeles, Cal., tests of which were made In' the
bureau in November, 1915, which were the subject of the report to Congress in 1916. The tests which are the subject of
the new report were made first with the apparatus installed on
a 100-car test rack in New York City and later on the Virginian Railway with the same brake apparatus installed on
cars used in coal service between the mines in West Virginia
and the docks at Sewalls Point, Va.
As presented to the commission for test, the apparatus comprises a triple valve, a high volume feed valve and a compensating valve.
The triple valve tested is of the 3-unit
type,* the three units being a service section, an emergency
section and a change-over section the equipment also includes
a quick action reservoir and a service reservoir in addition
to the present auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder.
This apparatus is designed to produce essentially the following operating results:
;

(1)

Rapid

serial

action in service applications

and in

quick release.

The maintenance of uniform and constant brake
(2)
cylinder pressure, irrespective of piston travel or cylinder
leakage.
The cylinder is fed from the brake pipe, the pressure in which in turn is maintained by the compensating
valve while the brake valve is in lap position.
Graduated release, permitting a variation of brake
(3)
cylinder pressure at the will of the engineman.
Quick release when desired.
Emergency applications of the brake available at any
time during or after any service application, and an automatic emergency application on depletion of train pipe pres(4)
(5)

sure to approximately five pounds.
As is suggested by the name, the design of this system combines features of the automatic air brake and the straight
air brake.
Apart from its use to obtain quick release of
brakes, auxiliary reservoir air is used only in emergency
application.
In service application brake cylinder air is

Extensive Tests

Age Gasette

from the

()l)taine(l

auxiliary

Ijrake

pipe

and

.service

reservoir,

reservoir serving as a constant pressure

the

(hamher

and govern brake cylinder pressure in pro[)ortion
brake pipe reduction. The design of the triple valve is
.such that in a service application the build-up of brake cylinder pressure as compared with the reduction of brake pipe
to regulate

to

pressure

is in

the ratio of 2 to

The high volume

1.

feed valve

and the compensating valve

of this system form a part of the l^rake equipment installed
on the locomotive. The high volume feed valve performs

the functions and takes the place of the feed valve

commonly

used, the purpo.se of this valve being to remove any restriction

between Ijrake valve and brake pipe when brake pipe pressure is below the pressure for which the feed valve is
adjusted. The compensating valve is designed to compensate
for brake pipe leakage during service application, as well
as for depletion of l)rake pipe pressure by action of the triple
valves in automatically compensating for brake cylinder
leakage; its function is to maintain brake pipe pressure equal

D

pressure.
It may
to the equalizing reservoir or chamber
also be used to perform the functions of the equalizing dis-

charge valve.

The

Tests on Virginian
and analysis of standing
on the Virginian Railway from June 4 to

report includes a description

and running

tests

1919.*
In the first
cars were used and tests were
July

9,

tests,

series A, the entire

100

made

before the brake equipment was changed in any respect. When the A. S. A. equipment had been installed on 10 cars, standing and running
tests were made, series B, writh a train of 50 cars, 40 equipped
with the original Westinghouse equipment and 10 with A. S.

equipment in blocks of four Westinghouse and one
A.
In series C, standing tests only were made with
90 cars, 81 equipped with Westinghouse triple valves and
9 with A. S. A. equipment, in blocks of nine Westinghouse
and one A. S. A. In series D, E and F a 50-car train was
used, 25 cars having each type of triple valve equipment.
In series D the cars were arranged in blocks of five Westinghouse nnd five A. S. A.: in series E and F, the cars of
each kind were grouped together, in one case with the
A. S. A. ahead and in the other with the Westinghouse
ahead.
For the standing tests, series G, a 100-car train
was used, 81 cars equipped with A. S. A. apparatus and 19
with Westinghouse, with the latter on every tenth car and
In series H all cars were
on cars 20 to 30 inclusive.
equipped with A. S. A. triples, and standing tests were
made with two trains consisting of 50 and 100 cars, respectively, and running tests were made with a SO-car train.
In series I, 100 cars were equipped with A. S. A. apparatus;
standing te.sts were made and the train was run from Princeton to Roanoke.
At Roanoke the A. S. A. triples were
removed from 50 cars and replaced by the original Westinghouse K-2 triples for the series K tests, which consisted
of a test trip from Roanoke to Victoria with the first 49
cars and the rear car equipped with A. S. A. apparatus.
Series L consisted of a trip from Victoria to Sewalls Point
In all, the
with the Westinghouse cars on the head end.
schedule included about 70 tests, standing, terminal and
A.
A.

S.

running.
In series A, brake cylinder leakage tests and retaining
valve tests were made for the purpose of securing a record
*For

*For a detail description of this equipment see the Railway
for October 19, 1917, page 697.

Common

in

,-!

test runs
26. 1918,

840

de'crintinn of the test equioment and an account of the final
from Princeton to Sewalls Point, see the Railway Age for July
page 173.

March

28,
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The purpose of
of the condition of the brake equipment.
was to demonstrate
the tests in series B, C, D, E, F and

G

the operation

of both types

of triple valves

in

trains

mixed brake equipment, with and without the A.

S.

was notably

free

on un-

No

difficulty was experienced in
and the operation of the train

from shock.

Kelleysville

condition

from Kelleysville to Whitethome.

New

Approaching

River bridge as the brakes were being released
following an application, the train parted between the 66th
and 67th cars on account of a broken knuckle. The emergency brake application brought both portions of the train
Again, approaching
to a stop without damage or shock.
Rich Creek the train parted between the 89th and 90th
cars, due to a broken knuckle, while the brakes were being
released, and the brakes on the head end back to about the
Brake pipe pressure having
60th car had been released.
been restored at the head end, higher brake cylinder pressure on the cars at the head end was built up in the emerNotgency application than on the cars farther back.
withstanding this emergency application originated near the
rear end, serial action of the brakes from that point to the
head end was so rapid that the higher brake cylinder pressure developed on the head end stopped that end of the
train first, causing a rather severe run-in of slack.
However, the shock was not severe enough to cause any damage
and when the coupler had been repaired the train proceeded.
At Whitethorne the brakes of all cars were again placed
in graduated release.
After passing Merrimac the first two
applications of the brakes which were made on the grade
east of that point were heavy, and each time the train was
stopped before the brakes were released.
Subsequently
lighter brake applications were made and the speed of the
the

train

was controlled properly.

was made up

49 test cars and the rear test car equipped
apparatus and cars SO to 99, inclusive, were
Westinghouse triple valves; from Victoria to
the first 50 test cars were equipped with
Westinghouse triples and the last 50 with A. S. A. The
purpose of these arrangements was primarily to determine
what, if any, slack action there would be between cars with
different types of brake apparatus grouped together in large
numbers in different parts of the train and whether proper
synchronous and serial action would be obtained under
varied braking conditions encountered.
The trip from Roanoke to Victoria was made on July 8.
Leaving Roanoke the brakes on 49 A. S. A. cars were
On the grade between Goodoperated in graduated release.
view and Huddleston very light brake pipe reductions were
made for the purpose of controlling speed, the reductioiis
varying from two to four pounds each.
At Stone Mountain
approximately half-way down the grade the train was
From that
brought to a stop to meet an opposing train.
point it proceeded to the bottom of the grade without a
stop, the operation being remarkably smooth and free from

the brakes on all cars were placed in
quick release and the train was operated with brakes in that
.At

to Victoria the train

the trip

Leaving Princeton, the A. S. A. locomotive apparatus was
service, and on all cars the brakes were operated in
In making the first brake application
graduated release.
after starting down the grade, three brake pipe reductions
were made, the total reduction being from 87 to 70 pounds,
as indicated by gages on the locomotive; as a result brake
cylinder pressures of 36, 29, 35 and 38 pounds were deFollowing
veloped on the 1st, 29th, 60th and 95th cars.
these reductions, the brake valve was not moved to release
position in time to restore brake pipe pressure quickly
enough and the train stopped before the brakes were released.
As soon as pressure was restored the train was
again started and a speed of 10 or 11 miles per hour had
been attained when an emergency application occurred, due
The
to an air hose being blown off from the 94th car.
train did not part, and was stopped without shock on either
end.
\Mien the hose had been replaced and pressure restored, the train was started and a reduction of brake pipe
pressure from 86 to 70 pounds was made for the purpose
Following this application, as the
of controlling speed.
brakes were being graduated off when speed had been considerably reduced, the train parted, due to the coupler on
the 85th car slipping over the top of the coupler on the
This caused an
84th car, the carrier iron having fallen.
emergency application, and although the speed was very
low both portions of the train stopped without shock. Repairs were made and the train proceeded to Kelleysville
without stop; the brakes were applied and graduated off
and on as required to control the speed, which varied from
16 to 22 miles per hour.

from Roanoke

of

in

controlling the rate of speed,

At Roanoke the A. S. A. triple valves were removed from
50 cars and the Westinghouse triples were replaced. On

A.

engine equipment.
The purpose of the test run from Princeton to Roanoke
was to demonstrate the ability of the A. S. A. brake equipment to control a long train on heavy grades, as well as
the flexibility of the system for controlling a train
dulating and level grades.

841

with the first
with A. S. A.
equipped with
Sewalls Point

shock.

At Taber, 54 miles east of Roanoke, the brakes on the
A. S. A. cars, except the first 25, were placed in quick release and the trip from Taber to Victoria was completed
with the brake apparatus in that condition.
Near mile post
129, about 9 miles west of Victoria, while running at a
speed of about 20 miles per hour, the train parted between
the 99th and 100th test car, due to a short knuckle pin and
the top coupler lug being broken off.
Before the break-in-

two the brakes were not applied.
plication brought

it

The emergency brake

to a stop without

damage

ap-

or shock.

The run
A
July 9.
hauled next
on the rear

from Victoria to Sewalls Point was made on
box car loaded with equipment and tools was
to the locomotive, and there were four cabooses
end; the brakes on the cabooses were not used.
Approaching Purdy, approximately 40 miles east of Victoria, there is an ascending grade eastbound of .2 per cent
followed by a descending grade of .21 per cent for a short
distance and then by a descending grade of .5 per cent.
Approaching Purdy an application of the brakes was made
and before the rear end had reached the crest of the ascending grade, the head end being on the descending grade, the
brake valve was placed in full release position for a period
of nine seconds and then returned to running position. The
train parted between the 82nd and 83rd cars, the knuckle
on the rear end of the 82nd car being broken. Trainagraph
charts indicated that prior to the break-in-two the brakes
had been released back to about the 50th car, and it is

apparent that the contour of the

and a bad flaw

line, together

with the short

knuckle caused the
break-in-two.
After the knuckle had been repaired the trip
to Sewalls Point was completed without noteworthy incident.
release period

in the

Discussion
In the discussion of the tests, the report says the A. S. A.
brake equipment is considered, first, as used in mixed trains
with other types of brake apparatus now in common use,
and, second, when A. S. A. brake equipment exclusively
was used in the test trains. In mixed trains, in both standing and running tests, synchronous operation with the
Westinghouse apparatus was obtained, and the control of
mixed trains having a large percentage of A. S. A. triple
valve equipment under varied braking conditions, including
heavy, undulating and level grades, was, with but one or
two exceptions, notably free from shock.
Tlie design and construction of the A. S. A. triple valves
used in the Virginian tests provided for low brake cylinder
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spi-eds more than double the maximum authorized
before the brakes were applied, necessitating a heavy brake
The pre.s.surc developed in the
ap|)lication to control them.
brake cylinder was comparatively uniform except on the
head end, where high brake cylinder pressure resulted from

pressure for a Riven luiikc pipe reduction, as compared with
the Wc.ttinKhouse triple values, particularly in view of the
In
short piston travel ni;iiiit;iiiie(l on the Virginian Railway.
mixed trains better hrakin^ conditions would be provided
and me e harnuinious (i|)eratit/n with other types of iirake

attain

if
the A. S. A. brake provided higher brake
It
cylinder pressure in proportion to brake pipe reduction.
is noted that tiiis is nierel)- a detail of construction and an
increa.se in the present ratio can easily he obtained.

an overcharge of the brake

In nii.\e<l trains with the A. S. A. triple valve equipment
on the head end the functiiins of graduated release were acconiplislied and tests deni(;nstrate<l that the graduated release
feature of the A. S. A. triple when used on the head end
of niixixl trains is very desirable under operating conditions similar to those encountered on the Virginian Railway, also emergency operation of the A. S. A. cars on the
head end of mixed trains was ol)tained following a service

uniform.
In the two cases when the train parted lK;twecn Kelleysville and Rich Creek the brakes had been released on the
forward portion of the train and the break-in-twos occurred
between cars farther back in the train on which the brakes
In neither case was there any noticewere still apj^lied.
able .shock or slack action at either end of the train prior
At the time of these break-in-twos all
to the break-in-two.
of the triple valves were operated in quick release and no
None of the emergency operaretaining valves were used.
tions on the 100-car train on the trip from Princeton to
Roanoke, originating at different points in the train, caused
exces^sive shcKk and no damage to train or equipment resulted, notwithstanding the low rate of speed in the first
After turning the summit of the grade at
two instances.
Merrimac, all cars being in graduated release, an excessive
brake pipe reduction was made; in attempting to release
the brakes the brake valve was held in full release position
long enough to fully release the brakes on the head end,
but the train was stopped before release on the rear end was

apparatus

application when the initial reduction was not too great.
The use of A. S. A. triple valves in mixed trains on account
of locally reducing and increasing brake pipe pressure results in .^omc degree in more positive operation and an im-

provement

in serial action

Ijotli

in a])])lications

and

in releas-

ing the brakes, the degree being dependent upon the number
and location of the A. S. A. triple valves in the train.

On

cars equipped with A. S. A. apparatus, the A. S. A.
uniform brake cylinder

triple valves supplied comparatively

pressure which was not affected by piston travel, brake
cylinder leakage or pressure retained in the brake cylinder
at the beginning of an application; but under present practices of controlling trains the brakes ordinarily are not held
applied long enough to obtain the full advantage in mixed
trains of the feature of compensating for brake cylinder
leakage.

In the standing tests with trains having all cars equipped
with A. S. A. triple valves, practically all the intended
In general, proper serial
functions were accomplished.
action in both application and release was obtained; when
operating in graduated release the brakes were graduated
on and off as desired, being fully released as intended when
Comparatively
normal brake pipe pressure was restored.
uniform brake cylinder pressure was obtained regardless of
piston travel or of pressure retained in the brake cylinders
by the retaining valves, and it was maintained notwithstandEmergency operation
ing ordinary brake cylinder leakage.
following a service application was net secured in every
case

when

desired;

after

the

installation of the

special

emergency valve on the locomotive, emergency operation was
secured when the initial service reduction was 20 pounds or
less.
The emergency tests demonstrated that after a full
service reduction followed by a full release period as short
as 10 seconds emergency operation of the triples throughout the train can be secured. The automatic emergency feature of the triple valves tested, which becomes effective when
the brake pipe pressure had been depleted to five pounds
or less,

was so much delayed

as to be of little or

no

practi-

brake system useful the
period of time required before the automatic emergency
operation occurs must be materially decreased, which can be
accomplished by making this function operative at a liigher
In the test providing for an angle
brake pipe pressure.
cock on the rear end of the train to be opened with the brake
valve in running position, the emergency operation carried
to the head end of the 100-car train.
In the running tests on the grade between Princeton and
Kelleysville with SO and 100-car trains equipped exclusively with A. S. A. triple valves the operation of the brakes

cal value; to

make

this feature of the

and uniform and the control of the slack action
during application and release of the brakes was practically
The speed restriction for freight trains on this grade
ideal.
is 12 miles per hour, but was not observed in common

was

precise

practice.

The

test trains

were in several cases permitted to

in

full

release position.

pi])e

The

while the brake valve was

release of the brakes even at

as low speed as two miles per hour resulted in no bad
eflects from slack action, but, on the contrary, was very

This resulted in slack running out, and a comparatively severe shock on the rear end, but this shock was
When the breaknot severe enough to cause any damage.
in-two occurred at Purdy the brakes had been released on
the first half of the train only and the rise in brake pipe
secured.

pressure had barely reached the first A. S. A. car when
the train parted; this break-in-two was also clearly due to
improper manipulation of the brake valve rather than to
any arrangement or feature of the triple valve equipment.
The A. S. A. feed valve and the compensating valve in-

cluded in the A. S. A. locomotive equipment operated as
designed and intended. The tests demonstrated that it was
not necessary to use any special locomotive brake equipment in order to secure proper action of the A. S. A. triple
valve, but the maintaining and compensating functions of
the A. S. A. triple valves can be more fully accomplished
and utilized when the compensating valve on the locomotive
used.
Some alteration in the detail arrangement of the
compensating valve on the locomotive as used in these tests
is necessary in order not to interfere with emergency operaWhen the compensattion following a service application.
ing valve is in service in case of the train parting or a break
in train line the engineer's brake valve must be placed in
emergency position in order to prevent depletion of the main
is

reservoir pressure.

In the

tests of the

A.

S.

A. brake system particular atten-

was devoted to principles of design and the functions
accomplished.
Some improvements, particularly in regard
tion

emergency operation following a
and the construction of
An
the A. S. A. triple valve can be materially simplified.
application of the principle of automatic straight air brake
valves to meet the conditions of passenger train breaking
was not considered in connection with these te.sts, which
were entirel}- with freight equipment.

to the feature of securing

service application, can be effected

of the purchasing office of Morgan's LouisiRailroad & Steamship Company from New
Orleans, La., to Houston, Texas, "smacks of inexcusable
favoritism" by the Railroad Administration, according to a
telegram sent by Martin Behrman, mayor of New Orleans to

The removal

ana

& Texas

the director general of railroads.

Exterior View of the Station Before Completion

North British Railway Improvements at Glasgow
The New

Central Freight Yard and

House

Is the Largest

and

Best Equipped Terminal in Scotland

By

Frederick C. Coleman

TRANSPORTATION

FACILITIES throughout the Glasgow
Scotland have been materially improved by
the opening by the North British Railway of a new

district of

and warehouse at High street, Glasgow. This
development utilizes mechanical equipment
such a large extent to handle the freight that it provides

freight yard

large
to

and

modem

interesting precedent for similar freight house design in this

For that reason it is described in detail below.
This project involved an outlay exceeding $3,400,000 and

country.

tions as well as the facilities for handling the general daily
freight traffic.
Half a million tons of traffic are now being
handled monthly at the new station, the total number of
cars in and out being approximately 400 each way daily^
while 600 cars are exchanged daily with the Glasgow & South
Western railway.
The building, the location of which is shown in the map, is
499 ft. long and 315 ft. wide. It consists of three floors and
basement.
The two upper floors and the basement are re-

^^^-^

DUKZ

fyTRE£T

Layout of the Freight House and
comprises the entire reconstruction and the considerable extension of the old freight station and terminal yard at that
point; the establishment on an adjoining site of a new coal
yard, and the widening for a distance of two miles of the approach lines to the new terminal; that is to say, as far on
the Coatbridge line as Parkhead station.
The new freight
station,

which

is

the largest

and

best equipped freight ter-

minal in Scotland, provides extensive storage accommoda-

Team Yards

served for storage purposes, while the track level floor is used
solely for the general daily station traffic. This floor is served
by 10 tracks inside the warehouse, as well as 5 double-sided
loading platforms, with a standing capacity for 160 cars and
having a superficial area of about 31,950 sq. ft., and three

roadways providing 2,340 lin. ft. of standing room for the
loading and unloading of trucks. The iK)adway area exceeds
one

843

acre.
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The Storage acconuncKlations on the two upper floors and
the bascniont are on the ."^ame lilieral lines, the area of tlie
second fl(K)r being l.iO,,i5o sq. ft., wlrilc that of tlie third
The l)asement
floor is 142, 8,U) sq. ft., or nearly S 1/.^ acres.
is more exlen.sive, as it has lieen carried beyond tlie east
end of the warehouse projx'r liy means of arched vaults
tracks. The area of this floor is 185, .310 sq. ft.
In ortler to facilitate team traffic to and from these storage
floors special driveways, independent of the general station
That to the basement is
accesses, have been provided.
brought in on a descending grade from Duke street, at the
east end of the wareliouse, wliile that to the upper floors enters

under the yard

junction of Duke and High
streets to the required level, and l)eiiig continued along inside the north wall of the wareliouse for its full lenglli on
A series of large openings in
the level of the second floor.
these upper floors serve to give light and ventilation over
at the west end, rising

from

tlie

the entire area of the building.
For the purpose of comparison
area occupied by the new yard

it

may

be said that

and warehouse

is
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to ra(

paralK-l

and

otliir

ii

right

at

angles to

tlie

railway

wlienever tlie necessity arises a number of
cranes may be concentrated on one line of cars, insuring a
I",ach
rapid di.sciiarge with a minimum number of cranes.
crane consists of a traveling gantry of 24-ft. 10-in. span,
from which is su.spended the balancing revolving jib, having
Lateral, vertical and horizontal movea radius of 23 ft.
ments are j)rovided in the cranes and each movement is controlled iiy separate electric motors at the following speeds:
so

tracks,

tliat

Tlircc-ton Cranes.

Wi

motor
min.

;

400

at

lip.

2->4

lip.

r.

at

motor 7}^

— Lifting
m.

p.

670

r.

p.

hp. at 625

One and one-hatf-Ton

3 ions at 50 ft. per min.
Horizontal, 3 tons at two r.
m. Traveling, 3 tons at 300
r.

;

p.

Cranes.

motor
p.

m.;

ft.

per

ft.

per

m.

— Lifting

1J4 tons at 100

tlie total

16 acres

as against 12)1. acres occupied l)y the old yard and warehouse; that in the old building there were only 18,000 sq.
ft. of loading platform area as compared with 155,070 sq. ft.
provided on the track level floor of the new warehouse and
that the old yard provided capacity for 56 cars only while
in the new one provision is made for 81 cars.

outstanding feature of this warehouse is its equipment
and the unusually large electrical
plant which is provided with a view to the rapid and easy
disposal of a heavy volume of freight. The tracks inside the
building arc arranged in sets of three, the two outside tracks
of each set being used for loading purposes, while the center
track is used for removing the empty cars from or feeding the
loaded cars to the outer tracks.
As no locomotives are permitted inside the warehouse
building the cars are handled by 30 electric capstans, each

The

for the handling of traffic,

The Goliath Yard Crane
min.; motor 17>2 hp. at 400 r. p. m. Horizontal, IJ^ tons at 2.3
motor 2 hp. at 800 r. p. m. Traveling, 1^ tons at 360
r. p. m.
motor 4^ hp. at 650 r. p. m.
ft. per min.
;

;

is

The framework of the cranes, including the jib and gantry,
of steel. The jib is connected to the gantry by means of a
in the steel center framing

steel center pillar rigidly fixed

The dead weight

is carried on a ball
bearing fixed at the bottom of the pillar, while the horizontal
thrust is taken on the rollers located at the top of the jib
framing.
A cage for the operator is provided immediately
in front of the pillar, where he has an uninterrupted view of
the operations and is within easy reach of the various conThe lifting and traveling motions are fitted
troller handles.
with automatic limit switches. By means of a series of trap
doors in the loading platforms, freight arriving by rail for
storage in the basement can be lowered readily by the cranes,
while freight in the basement requiring shipping by rail can
be similarly handled.
Facilities are also provided on the upper floors for the
rapid handling of freight by means of electric traveling
cranes mounted on a runway suspended from the roof
The loads are lifted from the railway trucks in the
girders.

on the gantry.

loading

The Revolving

Electric

Crane

by the

way through

of the jib

wells in the

and are distributed
by the reThere are four
long.

flcx)rs,

travelers over the area of the floor covered

Each track is 280 ft.
of these cranes for each floor, each capable of lifting 3,000 lb.
The hoisting speed under full load is 100 ft. per min., accelerating to about double this speed for light loads, and the
The height of lift for
traveling speed is 350 ft. per min.
the cranes on the first floor is 34 ft., and for those on the
spective tracks.

capable of exerting a pull of one ton and hauling about
100 tons on the level at a speed of 250 ft. per min. Each
capstan is worked by a 26-hp. motor running at 400 r. p. m.,
driving the capstan head through a worm gear reduction.
An automatic solenoid brake is fitted on the armature shaft,
capable of stopping the capstan instantly when the current
The controller, of the capstan type, is
has been cut off.
worked from the ground level by means of a foot plunger.
Thirteen IJ^-ton and two 3-ton overhead revolving cranes
have been provided, all arranged to work over the ground
floor, and used for loading and unloading both cars and
trucks and for general lifting and transport purposes about
The cranes are placed
the various loading platforms.

second floor 50 ft.
series-wound type,

The motors
of

17

and

are of the totally enclosed
2

hp.

respectively.

The

under the control of an operator, who is accommodated in a small cage attached to one end of the framework.
An emergency switch is provided in each operator's
The framework of the travelers consists of rolled steel
cage.
channels and angles.
The vertical motion is fitted with the Royce patented autotravelers are

March
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matic governor lowering gear, a safety device by which the
speeci of lowering of all loads is automatically prevented from
exceeding a safe limit, and which thus provides an additional
safeguard in the event of an accident occurring to the solenoid
brake provided on the first motion shaft of the hoisting moThe normal position of the brake is always "on" and
tion.
An oil dashpot is
is released only when the motor is started.
provided for the brake to regulate its rate of operation. A
special hand release device is provided for the brake by
which it can be released Ijy hand by the operators from the
cage, thus allowing loads to he lowered by gravity without
the expenditure of current.
The hoisting motion is fitted with an overwinding safe-

One

of the Electric

Capstans

guard, consisting of a striker rod connected to a circuitbreaker, by which, in the event of the load being lifted too
high, the circuit is broken, the hoisting motor is stopped,
and the brake applied. A further safeguard is provided by
the fitting of one of the wheels on the hoisting motion with
a special slipper device, which permits the hook being lifted
against a dead stop on the crane framework, although at the

same time

prevents any load on either the hoisting motor or
if the hook, when being lifted, catches in the
side of the wells in the floor, no damage to any part of the
crane results. This device is also fitted on the traveling mogearing.

it

So

845

able for use on all the floors, communicating directly with the
loading tables on the rail floor. Two other hoists of the same
capacity have been added for the use of the portion of the

Ijasement lying to the east of the building proper under the
}ard; they communicate directly with two loading platforms
apart
accommodations,
provided
with
special
siding
All
altogether from the warehouse platforms and sidings.
of these lifts are arranged to carry the maximum load at a
speed of 150 ft. per min. and are each driven by 26-hp.
motors running at 400 r. p. m. The cages are steel framed,
lined with timber, and kept in position by suitable guides
fixed to the sides of the lift shaft.
Automatic safety gear is
provided and so arranged that in the event of the lifting
rope breaking, the cage will be held in the guides safely.
The lifting gear is driven through machine cut spur gear, and
is provided with an automatic solenoid brake and a mechanical brake to control the lowering speed, either brake
being capable of holding the full load independently. The
dead weight of the cage is partly counterbalanced by the cast
iron weights which run in separate guides fixed in the shaft.
The controllers, which are of special lift type, can be worked
from the cage in any position.
Originally, the movement of cars from the outer road to
the center road and vice versa was effected by means of
electric traversers running on rails
laid at right angles
to the tracks. The cars were placed on to the traversers by
means of the electric capstans, one at a time, and traversed
across to the required track, where they were then run off,
the traverser thereafter being removed back out of the way.
Eleven of these machines were provided at the rail level, but
experience proved that the electric crane ecjuipment was able
to deal with all loads from cars inside the warehouse.
The traversers were of the surface type, 12 ft. long exclusive of the ramps, and were arranged to travel on three
lines of rails.
The traverser frame was constructed entirely of steel, and mounted on nine cast steel wheels.
The
driving gear consisted of two sets of enclosed worm gears
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tion, so that in the event of the traveler getting "jammed"
through any cause, the motor and gearing will not be damaged by overload.
To prevent the over-running of the travelers a circuit
breaker is used which is actuated by stops fixed at each end

of the tracks at a safe distance from the end.

The

circuit

breaker is fixed immediately over the operator's cage, so that
after over-running it can be reset by the operator and the

machine

restarted.

Six jiggers or short-travel cranes, also of 3,000-lb. capacity, are provided on the upper floor.
These serve the
roadway on the floor below along the north side of the warehouse, through the trap doors in the floor, while three others
placed in outside walls on the south side of the building
are used for raising gocxis from the yard to either floor, and
conversely.
The general design of these is similar to that
of the travelers, with the exception that the controllers are
fixed on the warehouse flioor near each track, and the
operator's cage is thereby dispensed with.
Furthermore, the
travel is only 10 ft., and the height of lift 50 ft.
The hoisting speed for the full load of 3,000 lb. is 100 ft. per min.,
and the traveling speed 200 ft. per min. The motors are
similar in size to those in use on the cranes.
In addition to these appliances, nine electric hoists, each
of 3,000 lb. capacity, have also been provided, four at the
west and five at the east end of the building, and are avail-

One

of the Traversers

driven direct from the motors and provided with an automatic
solenoid brake. The return pulleys, situated under the opposite platforms, were fitted with straining and adjusting gear.
Suitable means were provided to enable the traverser to be
stopped readily in line with the rails on either side.
The
traversers were capable of carrying loads of 20 tons at a
speed of 100 ft. per min., and they were driven by 10-hp.

motors, running at 400 r. p. m.
Structurally the warehouse building is of steel, and the
floors are constructed of concrete.
The danger of fire has
thus been minimized but as a precautionary measure, a
system of hydrants complete with hose and nozzles has been

^
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tlinniKlioiit tlu' liuildinn,

litU'tl

and

a lihcnil supply of water

extinguishers has been provided.
In addition to tlie warehouse, which is the outstanding
feature of this improvement selieme, extensive facilities have
iKvn provide*! in the yard for dealing with other than warel)Uikols

and clu-mual

fin-

I'he general loading platfonii, capable of
traflu.
aeeoninKKlating more than 60 cars at one time, is kxated
A considerable portion of
to the south of the warehouse.
this platform is roofed over, so that to all intents and purA 40p(xses it forms an extension of the warehouse proper.

house

ton Goliath electric traveling crane has lx;en provided for
dealing with heavy machinery and special loads, while small

requiring

IcKids,

means of hand
downwards.

use of crane power, are handled by
cranes having capacities of from 5 tons
the

The Cioliatli r.uie is of tlie 4-mot()r t)i)e witli a s|)aii ot
The height from the floor to the underside of the
50 ft.
crane girders is 22 ft., and the length of track 200 ft. The
hoisting speed with the full load of 40 tons is 7 ft. per min.,
i

accelerating to 14 ft. for light loads, and the hoisting .speed
on the auxiliary barrel for 6 tons is at the rate of SO ft. per

The traveling speed for the full load is 150 ft. per
min.
min. and the traversing speed 100 ft. per min. Both hoisting
motors are of 31^/2 hp., while the traveling and traversing
The full load
motors are of 21 and 6'/' hp. respectively.
speed of all the motors is 400 r. p. m. The spjecial feature
of the crane is that it is provided with one leg only, the end
of the crane being carried on an end carriage similar to what
is adopted for an ordinary overhead traveling crane.
The crane is driven by a motor fixed in the center of tlic
span of the crane girders, thus giving an equal driving power
The bottom traveling carriage is connected to
at each end.
the cross shaft by means of cast steel bevel bearing enclosed
The traveling wheels are of rolled
by cast iron covers.
wrought steel and have a diameter of 39 in. They are forced
on their axles under pressure, and turned on their threads to

.<,()()()
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11).

and

lifts,

freight car traversers,

by ("owans, Sheldon

&

were constructed

Co., Ltd., of ('arlislc, England,

and

the eiglit 3,000-li). traveling cranes, the six 3,000-11). jiggers,

40 ton overhead Goliath crane were supplied by
tillKoyce, Ltd., of Manchester, Kngland. The writer is indebted
to James (alder, general manager of the railway company,
for the information given above and for the illustrations.

and

Exhibition of Automatic Train
Stop on the Chesapeake

&

Ohio

wi-.KN GoKiioNSViLLK and ('harlottesville on the main
Bi;iline of the Chesapeake & Ohio on Tuesday, March 25,
the automatic sto]) and cab signal of the American
Train Control (Company, of Baltimore, Md., was demonstrated Ijefore a jjarty of railroad men, bankers and other
This portion of the line is single-track and is
visitors.
o])erated
tlie

l)y

manual block system, but

the

installation

of

the

train

control

in connection with
apparatus, three-posi-

(light signals) have been
track circuits and control wires, as developed
by Charles Stephens, signal engineer of the road (and
patented by him) are arranged on the "absolute permissive

tion automatic visual block signals
installed.

The

exact diameters.

\

shed has been provided at the east end of the yard
This has a track
traffic.
pacity for 40 cars and ample loading platform space for
Access is had by
handling and sorting of vegetables.
the accommodation of potato

for

ca-

the

an

entrance from Hunter street.
In order that this new yard and warehouse might be reserved exclusively for merchandise, a new yard, known as
Barracks Yard, occupying the site of the old barracks at
Glasgow, has been provided for the mineral traffic. Public
entrance to this yard is by way of Gallowgate.
This scheme for the improvement of its freight terminal
facilities in the city of Glasgow has been in hand by the
North British Railway for more than 30 years, the land to
the old college warehouse facing Duke street, now taken up
by the new building, being acquired in 1875. The design
and con.«truction of the plant were carried out under the di-

/«7
T

leaz

oc^

oo<>
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1073
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Automatic Train Stop and Cab Signal, Chesapeake & Ohio

block" plan and the test runs which were made were designed to demonstrate the adequacy of the apparatus for all
required conditions.
Two trains were used, each consisting of a Pacific type
The first test was to
locomotive with one passenger car.
show the behavior of the apparatus in the case of one train
following another, the runs being made from signal 1732

/70

169

168
/084

Ramps

I69Z

OCX>

^

/704
ooo-<

^OOO

KX)0

168/

/69I

Visual "Light" Roadside Signals: Rantf>s for Cautionary

Visual Indications

James

Bell, the late engineer-in-chief of the rail-

The contractors were Robert McAlpine &
Sons of Glasgow. The details of the electrical plant in the
yard and warehouse were worked out by A. W. Stewart, of

way company.

Glasgow, under whose supervision the various machines
were constructed. The electrical equipment of the new warehouse buildings, including the revolving cranes, capstans,

T /73Z
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Cab, and for Atplvii^g Brakes nt Stop Signals

Automatic Block Signals, Chesapeake
rection of

77/

noz

& Ohio

eastward to Coi)ham.
The second demonstration was to
the behavior of the apparatus with the locomotive
running backward. The third was to demonstrate absolute
protection through the block section from meeting point to
meeting point.
The fourth test was with two trains running toward each
other so timed that they would meet at Campbell.
Each

show

March
train
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was instructed

to pass the roadside signal indicating

approach to the passing track at Campbell, and
each was stopped by the automatic apparatus at the ramp
stop, at the

adjacent to the visual roadside stop signal.
All of the tests went off in satisfactory shape. The length
of road which has been equipped aggregates about six
miles, and the number of locomotives fitted with the
apparatus is 32, half of them freight and half passenger.
The system is being extended westward to Charlottesville.
This apparatus was first developed on the Maryland &
Pennsylvania Railroad and was brought before the InterIt was not fully
state Commerce Commission in 1907.
developed, however, until the apparatus was installed on
The first complete tests made on
the Chesapeake & Ohio.
The committee
that road were carried out in March, 1916.

847

current is carried by the shoe to the apparatus on the locomotive; and by controlling electric magnets it prevents the
application of the brakes at the stop ramps and the giving
of the cautionary signal in the cab at cautionary ramps.
With the ramp de-energized, the lifting of the shoe opens a
circuit, de-energizing a magnet; and thus air is exhausted
from the train line so as to apply the brakes. The bottom
of the contact shoe is in the form of a circular disk, and is
arranged so as to make contact even when a little out of
line.
The ramp rail is of inverted
shape.
Two of the locomotives have automatic
equipment,
1 7 have ET 5 equipment, five have combined automatic and
straight air equipment, five have New York air brake. No. 6,
and three have the ET 6 Westinghouse equipment.
The
train stop apparatus was connected to all these different designs without difficulty.
A vibrating bell in the cab is arranged to sound whenever
the shoe rises as much as Y^. inch, so that the engineman
thus receives notice ever)' time a shoe goes over a ramp,
without regard to whether the indication is or is not against

T

AD

movable member of the shoe

If the vertical

iiim.

there

is

provision

made

j)lying the brakes; if

will tend to cause

it

it

for opening the train line
is

bent the

to stick

first

in its

is

broken

and ap-

contact with a

upward

ramp

position, thus

causing a continual ringing of the bell in the cab. If the shoe
should Ije broken off completely the electrical connections
would be broken so as to cause application of the brakes.
To provide for running in either direction and also to
provide for using the left hand apparatus in place of the
right hand, or vice versa, all of the wires on the locomotive
are run through a box containing circuit reversers.
Thus
in case either shoe is lost or disabled the engineman, by a

can change all of the circuits and subshoe for the other.
The cab signal has a proceed light and a cautionary
light, but none for stop; but always on the dropping of the
stop valve both lights go out, thus indicating that an automatic stop contact has been made.
After the brakes have been applied the apparatus can
be restored to normal position only by lifting the armature
of the stop valve; and this must be done by pushing a knob
which can be reached only by a person standing on the
ground.
single

operation,

stitute either

& Ohio

Light Signal, Chesapeake

appointed by the president of the road to take charge of the
matter, drew up a list of requirements, the first one of which
was that a satisfactory service application of the brakes
should be made, either on a passenger train or a freight,
and up to train lengths of 100 cars. In the cab these requirements call for both an audible and a visual signal.
Following the tests of three years ago numerous modifications

The

from the engine are fed from an Edison storof eighty ampere hours capacity.
The
normal voltage is from 10 to 12 volts, furnished by 10 cells
age

circuits

battery,

B4,

of this batten-.

and improvements were made by the railroad company;
and the officers appear to be satisfied that their requirements
Tests have been made under service conhave been met.
ditions of all kinds and during cold weather. The apparatus
has worked well when the shoe on the locomotive was encased
in ice, and on three occasions broken rails have been detected.

The system is of the "intermittent contact" or ramp type.
The ramp is fixed to the ties 27^ in. outside the gage line

On the right hand side of the track all
ramps are arranged to apply the brakes (when the
while on the left hand side all
block ahead is not clear)
of the ramps are arranged to give only the cautionary inof the running rail.

of the

;

In connection with each three-indicatwo ramps, one on the left hand side
corresponding to the cautionary indication of the signal and
one on the right corresponding to the stop indication of the
dication in the cab.

tion signal, there are

signal.

The engine apparatus

or "shoe"

the front truck of the tender, each

movement of

the "shoe."

A

is

fixed to the

frame of

ramp causing an upward

batter\'

on the roadside con-

veys current to the ramp, and, with the

ramp

energized, this
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In this Accident at

Because

of

Weesp

in

Holland a Dyke Gave

Heavy Rains and Resulted

Way

in 50 Fatalities
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way ought to be open for
more friendly aj>preciation of the earnest efforts which my
ass(Kiales and I are making to discharge to the satisfaction
of the pui)lic the heavy responsibility temporarily placed upon
liable conditions understood, the

a

By Walker D. Hines
Director General of Railroads

wish to assure this audience that I am doing all in my
power to promote a good and adecjuate service, and to stimulate efficiency on the part of jjoth officials and employees,
and I am encouraged to hope for im|)ortant imprcjvement?

u.s.

Bv

TiiK

(lovKRNMENT taking possession

of the railroads

as a war emergency in December, 1917, three important results were accomplished:
The eliminalion of contlictinij; priorities and the iinit'icd
control of traffic even to the extent of preventing shipments
exvt'pt when they could i)e dispo.-^ed of at destination averted
Desj)itc the enormous volume of traffic
serious congestion.
in the fall of 1918 there was j)ractically no congestion and
in this respect the condition was radically different from
what it had been in previous years. This was of material
assistance in the conduct of the war, and prevented tremendous delay and injury to commerce and industry.
In December, 1917, railroad lalwr regarded itself as
grossly underpaid because of the tremendous increase in the
cost of living and because of the very high wages paid in
nearly ever}- other industry. The demand was insistent for
radical increases in wages and improvement in working conditions.
No adequate machinery existed to deal with these
demands.
Suspicion and distrust on the part of railroad
labor towards railroad companies was at its high water mark.
There appeared no reasonable hope of getting an adequate
solution of this fundamental problem without government
control.
By means of government control and the assurances
which were given to labor and later carried out, uninterrupted
carr\-ing on of the work in a cordial spirit was assured.
The financial situation of the railroads was most unfavorable.
Their costs were mounting rapidly and any
possible solution of the labor problems under private management would have created an enormous additional burden.
At the same time the difficulties in obtaining corresponding
increases in rates were almost insurmountable on account
of the different jurisdictions, interstate
to deal with the subject

and on account

distrust of the necessity

and

state,

which had

of the general public

for substantial

increases in rates.

This financial situation was restored by government control
and the consequent guaranty of adequate rentals.
I believe there will be general assent that these three
important objects could not have been adequately dealt with
But even if there is
except through government control.
dissent on that proposition it is still true that government
Moreover, the railroad wages
control has become a fact.
which have been established as a result of the war constitute
a fact which will exert a continuing influence upon the railroad situation.
Nobody can deny that, broadly speaking,
the wage increase and also the eight-hour day would have
Industries under pritaken place under any circumstances.
vate control were not immune from heavy increases in wages
and great improvement in working conditions. These were

things toward which the world was moving and the war
merely made the world move faster in that direction and
brought about in 1 2 months what otherwise might have taken
a longer time.
I believe thoughtful people, no matter what they think
about the abstract principles of permanent government ownership, will realize that it was fortunate in the extreme for
railroad investors that the government was in position to
step into the breach and temporarily stand the shock of this
great and inevitable improvement of railroad wages and
working conditions.
My appeal is for support and understanding in the vastly
difficult task of rendering an adequate public service during
I believe that supthe temporary period of federal control.
port and understanding will be forthcoming more completely
if the public appreciates the important respects in which the
government control promoted the objects of the w'ar and also

protected temporarily railroad investors.

With

these inev-

"Abstract cf address befure the Traffic CTub, Pittsburgh, Pa., on

March

26.

in

I

the.se

Our

directions.

efforts in this direction are

being pressed to the limit

of our strength regardless of the emljarrassment which sud-

dently confronted

by the failure of tlic railroad appr(;
we are temporarily meeting this difficulty does not, however, mean that the apjjropriation is not
sorel\ needed, and everyone who has an interest in the welfare of tlie railroads or in the welfare of the country should
sujjport tlie necessary appropriation so that it will be passed
at the earliest possible moment after Congress meets.

priation.

'J"he

Meanwhile

;js

fact that

the financial situation resulting

from the

fail-

ure of the appropriation is jjeing dealt with as adequately
as ])ossible and every effort is being made not to interfere
with the industrial and financial equilibrium. Unfortunately
the impression has gone out that the Railroad Administration has decided to cut off all improvement work, including
additions and betterments and maintenance.
This is not a
fact.
What has happened is that we are taking steps to
give the railroad corporations full opportunity to determine
whether they should assent to the work which they must
finance.
It is the intention of the Railroad Administration
to carry forward just as much additions and betterments
and maintenance work as possible in order that labor may
not be thrown out of employment unnecessarily and in order
that the railroads be kept in good repair and extended to meet
the needs of the situation.
I wish to submit the following suggestions bearing on the
subject of a permanent solution of the railroad problem:
I do not believe in government ownership as a permanent
policy and I wish to see a policy adopted which will preserve,
if possible, the advantages and economies of private initiative
while meeting the public necessities for adequate control.
A great many arguments on this subject seem to proceed
on the assumption that we have an unlimited choice of methIt
ods and that it is easy to find a satisfactory solution.
requires only a little thought to realize that this is not the
case.
We cannot go back to unrestricted private management
and we ought not to go back to a method of regulation that
proved unsuccessful.
The condition of railroad regulation
prior to federal control was so far from satisfactory as to be

This indicates that there was something
fundamentally wrong and therefore we carmot expect an
adequate solution without fundamental changes.
The object which any successful plan of regulation must
accomplish is to attract adequate capital for the great development which must yet be brought about in order to meet
the wonderful expansion which the commerce of this country
is likely to have.
No plan which fails to accomplish this
There is no
result will successfully deal with the situation.
use in urging some makeshift treatment when we are forced
to admit that such treatment will fail to accomplish the
almost hopeless.

result.

We cannot accomplish this by resorting to the old method
with merely a series of patches put upon the especially
Under the
noticeable holes which have been worn in it.
old method there is the difficulty that no standard whatever
is prescribed by which to measure the return to be given upon
The question of return
capital invested in the railroads.
was always subject to dispute. There was no agreement as
to the investment, not even an agreement as to a proper rate
of return, and what would produce an ample return on one
railroad meant poverty or bankruptcy for another. Morover,
under the old form of regulation, there was no sufficient contact between the regulating body and the business regulated.

.

I

H

March
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The managers would see adverse conditions develop and
would appreciate the necessity for prompt action. But the
regulating body was not in position to have a corresponding
insight into the situation and could not act until after the
conditions had been developed and then proved in a formal
controversy and then argued and briefed and conferred about
and decided, and perhaps by that time conditions had begun
to change so that the relief which had been badly needed
and not accorded might be denied because not still needed
Such uncertainties defeated any adequate
for the future.
assurance to the capital in the railroads. All the conditions
favored delay and hesitation and non-action except in extreme cases.
We must not deceive ourselves as to how things worked
in the past and as to how they will work in the future unless
Consider the public utilities
there is a fundamental change.
throughout the country. Doubtless in every city the pul:)lic
has a reasonably good intention and the people in office do
But there is suspicion
not desire to destroy the utilities.
as to capitalization, di.strust as to the necessity for the expense, extreme hesitation on the part of the people to increase
their own expenses by making the necessary increase in

and consequently there is non-action. This illustrates
way the same conditions which operated in the
Unless
country as a whole with respect to the railroads.
there can be fundamental changes which will change these
conditions, there can be no reasonable and continuing assurance of an adequate return for capital.
One of the fundamentals is a standard of return so that
the regulating body will have a definite statutory protection
Whenever you get to
for any action taken on this subject.
the point of prescribing a standard of return which must
be realized, you have created a sort of government guaranty.
To my mind, the great problem is whether to have this guarrates,

in a small

849

anty certain or uncertain.
Of course the more certain the
guaranty, the less initiative on the part of the management.
On the other hand, while a less certain guaranty stimulates
initiative, it also is less promising to capital and tends to
defeat the ultimate objective which is the attraction of adequate capital into the business.
The coml)ination of these great factors is the thing to be
accomplished. It is far from easy. It cannot be dealt with
by a reproduction of the old conditions with a few palliating
amendments. We have got to decide upon how definite we
shall make the governmental assurance of an adequate return and how we can accomplish this to a sufficient extent
while preserving a sufficient measure of private initiative.
My own view is that a moderate guaranty on capital
should be prescribed, so as to give a reasonable assurance
and that there should be a right to participation
to capital
in any profits made in excess of that guaranty so as to furnish
;

the needed stimulus to private initiative.
I further believe that the government should be strongly

represented on the boards of directors and that these government directors should constitute an important part of the
regulating body v.'hich prescribes the rates so that this regulating body will know as necessities develop that the necessities are developing and will be able to meet the needs of
the situation

than

is

much more

nearly at the time the needs arise

possible at present.

do not believe these fundamental changes can be successcomparatively few great railroad corporations each of which
will so combine the prosperous and unprosperous roads as to
present a fair average result and get away from the hopeless
diversity in earnings which has existed in the past; and
upon each of which it will be practicable to have ample
I

fully carried through except by the construction of a

governmental representation.

Waterproofing Railw^ay Ties to Preserve Them'
New Method

of

Treatment Contemplates Thorough Drying

and Then Sealing Against Moisture
By H.

K. Wicsteed

Chief Locating Engineer, Canadian National Railways
are almost indestructible by

OR CELLULOSE
DRYanyWOODS
ordinary agency such

exposed to. The
bacterial growth requires moisture and oxygen for its
development.
It would appear, therefore, that if we thoroughly dry a piece of timber, and keep it dry, it will last inas a tie

is

We

know from actual experience that this is so.
Ever>-one has used or seen old timber in the form of beams
and joists taken from buildings two or three centuries old and
In these cases moisture has been excluded.
perfectly sound.
Again, every one has seen, or at any rate read, of piles and
foundation timber many centuries old in a perfect state of
preservation.
In these cases oxygen has been excluded.
definitely.

We

all

know

when
some waterproofing material. The

that exposed timber will generally last longer

coated with paint or tar or
exceptions are where the timber has been waterproofed before
it was seasoned, with the effect of retaining the moisture already in the stick and preventing its evaporation.
Timber,
even when air-dried for a considerable length of time, still
contains 1 5 per cent or more of moisture, the percentage varying with the nature of the material and the size of the stick.
Another point not so well recognized or understood is that
*.\b.<;tract

Canada.

of a pape

read before the Canadian Railwny Cluh. Montreal,

seasoning timber increases its strength by as much as 80 to
100 per cent in some cases over that of the green stick. It
will be seen at once that, consistent with reasonable expense
and loss of time, it is well worth while to dry not only ties,
but timber of any kind used as a beam or strut, where
strength is necessary.
If we increase the strength by even 60
per cent, we require only 62 per cent of the amount of material, and, as this percentage is dry, while the other contains
a very large amount of moisture, the saving in freight is very
much more than the apparent 38 per cent. In Eastern Canada, at any rate, transportation is a very large item in the cost
of our timber and is compelling us, as a matter of expediency,
to use steel and concrete where we should use timber if it

were readily available.
It being granted that drying or seasoning is extremely desirable, the question is as to the means.
In the case of ordinary lumber, air-drying supplemented by a few hours in a
kiln is fairly satisfactory.
In that of dimension timber this is
not so.
First, because the air-drying in the case of large
sticks takes years to accomplish, because the temperatures
used in the ordinary kiln are so high as to injure the strength
of the timber; third, liecause, even when carried on with the
greatest care and delilieration, the outside laminae drv first
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and shrink before
tliis .>;hrinka}{c

|u)ses,

tlu-

causes

i

rciitlir tlie .-^tick

liiait of the stick has any chance, and
lucks and cracks which, for many puru.sele.ss.

Wlien the "wiHKlen walls of England" wire a reality, the
seasoning,' of ]ar).;c sticks was carried on by immersion in sea
water for a pericnl of three years, more or less, the saps and
resins were tlis.solved and washed out, and the pores of the
'J'he subscciucnt
wcKxl left open and Idled only by water.
dryinii was then easily, cjuickly and uniformly carried on
throu.qliout the stick, and the resultant deposits of salt acted
as antiseptics just as the creosote docs in the modern prcKCSs.
This was perhaps the most perfect seasoning possible, or ever

accomplished.
In experiments

made in the last two years involving an cnnew ])rcKess of drying timber an effort was made to use
the same ]>rocess that nature docs, and dissolve, neutralize or
wash out the sap and other liquids or semi-liquids which obstruct and close tlie pores, and to do this within a reasonable
time, much faster than nature unassisted can accomplish the
work. Hot water is more effective than cold water, and hot
In the new
vapor of water is. in some cases, still more so.
tirel\

which is simplicity itself in theory, although the best
form of mechanical application took much time and thought

process,

warm

to stud\- out.

vapor, or in other words,

warm

air,

satu-

rated with moisture, is circulated among the ties. This opens
and cleans the pores of the wood just as a Turkish bath does
The liquid components of the saps and
in the case of a man.

expand with the heat
be diluted and carried away by
After some hours of this treatment, the
the warm vapor.
amount of moisture is reduced by very slow degrees, until, at
the end. it is practically dry and the timber is removed with
not more than 5 per cent of moisture left in it. The rapidity
resins filling die vesicles themselves,

and force

their

way

out, to

with which this is done depends upon the size of the sticks
and the nature of the timl:)er. just as it does in other methods,
but no sul^jcct has yet been found which did not. in the end,
Care is taken not to let the temperature
yield to treatment.
of the kiln get above 160 deg. F. so that no injur}' may be

done to the

filx>r

of the wood.

is. I believe, indestructilile. except by
Even without further treatkept dry.
ment, it will undoubtedly long outlast unseasoned material.
It is, in this shape, in pre-eminently good condition to receive creosote, but we believe that creosote is absolutely unnecessarv and that the elements of decay being altogether
removed from the inside, all that is necessan,' is to keep them
Some waterproofing coating is
from entering the outside.
desirable, and in the case of ties a cheap one is the only one
In the experiments conwhich can be used economically.
ducted a heav}- oil tar was found which is an almost worthless
bv-product of refineries. The ties were merely dipped in a
hot bath of this material for a few minutes and, on coming
out, were sanded by a sand blast to absorb any superfluous
stickiness and make them easier to handle.
As a result of our experiments with these ties we concluded
that thev were in the right direction in the main, but that
They melted
the asphaltic waterproofings were imperfect.
and ran under a strong hot sun; and when abraded, as was
inevitable in the case of ties, the waterproofing was gone.
Some of the more tarn,- products which penetrated the grain
of the wood were much better, and we believe them to be

Timber so

fire,

treated

so long as

it

is

very good.

We

are unable to give accurate

figures

on the cost but
could be
be much

It may be that this
about ,30 cents.
brought down, but the cost of the plant would
One of the
higher now than before the war.
items of cost is for fuel for drcing and we all know

estimate

't

whether or not we ould successfully waterproof the tie and
keep it dry. We tried asphalt, also coal tar pitch. We found
Some poplar
lliat the asphalt was u.seless in many ca.scs.
lies treated with it are rotten now, but poplar ties that had
pitch a|)|)lied are all right. The pitch has a jx'netrating qualThe ties now under
ity which the asjjhalt does not possess.
After 8 months
test have been over three years in service.
ties examined had increa.sed in weight about 2^2 per cent.
The next tie, taken out after 14 months, had been treated
It had increased 13 per cent, while two pitchwith asi)halt.
treated ties taken out at the same time had increa.sed 1^
per cent and 7 per cent. This last was a spruce tie. When
in for two years two pitch-treated ties had increased 7^ per
<ent and 2.9 per cent, while a couple of asphalt-treated ties
had increased 14 per cent and 16 per cent, showing the differ(

ence in the two treatments.
In November, 1917, one pitch-treated tie had gone up 7
per cent and another 17 per cent, but in this last case there
iiad been a strip of bark left on one side of the tie. which
In May, 1918, one had inallowed it to become exposed.
Ii\
creased 12 per cent, one 5 per cent and one 10 per cent.
our kiln dried ties the moisture is down to 5 to 8 per cent,
so that apparently we have, up to the present, kept most of
tile ties down below 15 per cent moisture, which we figure is
required to even start bacterial action.
The prospect which is opened up by this process is something more than merely getting the ecjuivalent of the creosoted
It is, besides, the potentiality of using
tie at a less cost.
for ties timbers which are now useless for the purpose, or

nearlv

so.

The

northern birch, for instance,

is

a strong

wood, used by the Indians for every purpose requiring a hard wood, but unavailable for ties or bridge timbers
on account of its superabundant sap and its consequent
tendency to rot rapidly. The poplar and balsam are others
These
for which there is at present practically no demand.
timbers are particularly interesting to us just now on account of the recent opening up by the railways of thousands
of square miles of northern forests, of which, with spruce
and jack pine, these are the main constituents. The use of
these woods for commercial purposes means millions of dollars to the railways in reduced cost of ties and in freight.
A number of these ties have been put in the Canadian
Northern track. Some of them have been taken up and tested
I have one
for absorption of moisture and for signs of rot.
sample of a tie dus up only a few days ago which has been
under the track in the Trenton yard for over three years, and
I have also another sample of a birch tie which has never
l)een under the track at all, but which shows how perfect
the drying part of the process is and what a valuable timber
birch is.
.All of vou probably know what an absolutely
worthless timber it is if used in outside work without seasoning, and the reason is unquestionablv the amount of sap
which it contain.s. Tf this is dried out and the wood sterilized
it is as strong and lasting as most other hardwoods and better
than some. It is incidentally the only hardwood in Northern
Ontario and Quebec.
reliable

of Commerce of the State of New York h^s
resolutions asking Congress to have the railroads

The Chamber
adopted
returned
to allow
order to

owners as soon as it will be safe to do so;
private capital to earn more than a minimum in
preserve the spirit of enterprise, and to provide
federal regulation of wages as well as of transportation rates.
The resolution recites seven principles which Congress is
urged to adopt. The Chamber also went on record in favor
to their

principal

of increasing fares

the price

Club of

I have some figures of the tests made at
Trenton to show the weight of the ties and the amount of
The whole problem was
moisture that has been absorbed.

of coal at present.
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New York

on

New York

city has

City railroads.

The

Traffic

adopted a resolution disapproving

government ownership, management or operation of railroads, and has sent copies of it to traffic interests throughout the country.

:

Railway Supply Industry and the Railroads
What

Equipment Companies Have
Improve Railway Operation

the Railway Supply and

Done

to

UNIQUE and interesting program was provided at the
March 21 meeting of the New York Railroad Club.
An innovation was introduced in the form of an
opportunity for the '.'Railway Supplymen" to tell what they
have done and are attempting to do in improving the service

A

and

Abstracts of the papers pre-

efficiency of the railways.

sented follow:

The Work

of the Supply Engineer

By W.
Any

Woodard

E.

Lima Locomotive Works,

Vice-president,

Inc.

attempt adequately to review the contribution of the

engineers of the railway equipment and supply companies
to the railways of the country leads into all branches of enEngineers and specialists in every line
gineering activities.

have aided in the wonderful advance of the past few years,
from the steel makers, who have worked upon the problem
of improved rail production, to the electrical engineers who
have given us electrical locomotives, train lighting, signal
One single development
apparatus, and even train wireless.
alone, that of the air brake, has been so far-reaching in its
influence that the steps in

very

evolution and perfection have

its

progress

controlled

largely

in

heavier

trains,

larger

locomotives and higher speeds.
Steel car developments have come so quickly and so far
as the general public is concerned, with such apparent ease,
that the vast amount of engineering work involved is apt to

be overlooked.

With

it

worthy development in
wheels,

the

all-steel

came

itself,

electric car lighting, a note-

the introduction of rolled steel

car trucks,

vestibules,

and improved

brake beams and shoes.
The debt of the public to the art of railway signaling is
Signaling
almast equal to that it owes to the air brake.
has more than doubled the capacity of many roads in this
A
country, to say nothing about the element of safety.
signal engineer of wide experience has said that the Grand
Central Terminal without interlocking and signals would
require ten times the number of tracks it now has simply
to accommodate the traffic without any consideration of the
safety element.

No

branch of railroad engineering has had a more noteadvance than that of locomotive designing, and prolj-

wortliy
al)ly a

greater

number

of individual organizations contributed

than in any other single field of railroad work.
This development is the best example of a group of supply and
equipment companies working together to refine and perfect
one of the most essential elements in railroad operation. To
the locomotive builder belongs the credit for improved deto the results

signs and increased capacity of locomotives as a whole.
To
them is also due the credit for starting some of the improvements made for increased capacity and for improved
economy. But to the supply concerns is due a larger degree
of credit for the patience and courage which has been required to put many individual improvements in the position
which they now occupy. A review of the advance in locomotive building will show that the engineering work of the
builders has been most closely related to and dependent upon
the engineering activities of the supply and equipment

and the use of
supply and
equipment companies no longer simply building and selling
accessories, but occupying a much broader and more imSome of the railway supply concerns have
portant field.
spent enormous sums of money to build up fine engineering
organizations, with a view not only to refine their developments to the highest degree, but also to forward the art from
an entirely scientific standpoint. There is a question whether
the public appreciates the spirit and energy back of the majority of these large supply companies.
Both the builder
and the supply companies have been working toward one
increased safety of operation; improved efficiency and
end:
panies, as for example, the locomotive stoker,

pulverized fuel.

Thus we have come

to see the

greater capacity for our locomotives.

A measure of what has been accomplished is a history of
Weights of
locomotive developments in the past few years.
typical passenger locomotives have increased 50 to 75 per
cent since 1900 and freight engines in about the same proportion.
Such advances would have been out of the question
had it not been possible to have taken advantage of engineering developments effecting increased economies which have
more than kept pace with the increase in the size of the engines.
Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that the
engineering developments in the past few years have effected
such economy of operation as to make possible these increases
in size.
This is the real measure of the advance: it is due
to the combined engineering experience and work of the supply and equipment companies and locomotive builders.
Let me illustrate my statement by some test plant figures
obtained from a good design of Consolidation locomotive of
about 1904, and a modem design of Mikado locomotive built
in 1915.
We may regard 5,000 pounds of coal an hour as
about the limit of a fireman for continuous work I will take
this as a basis for comparison.
The Consolidation required
4,700 pounds of coal per hour to obtain an output of 1,050
hp. and this was about the limit of the engine. With the same
amount of coal, the Mikado engine produces 1,900 hp.
These are actual test plant figures, but the everyday experience of the railway men bear them out. It is because of
this that railroads recognize that it pays to scrap light and
obsolete locomotives or to reconstruct them on modem lines,
usinc the refinements and developments which have lirought
about these improvements.
This class of developments can be grouped under three
general heads:
Improvements affecting the combustion of
the fuel, steam generation, and cylinder performance.
The
improvements under these heads are as follows

—

Combustion of Fuel.
of wide fireboxes with grate areas sufficiently
large to keep the rate of combustion within economical figure.^.
Provision of proper air openings into the ash pan an item
which was for many years given little attention, but one of vital

Introduction

—

importance.

A
knowledge of the principles of combustion which has
wide use of the brick arch and the proper proportioning of combustion sjiaces to grate area, the latter item involving
the use of combustion chambers.
Better draft conditions largely made possible by the use of
outside steam pipes, which caine in with the superheater.
Improved front ends, stack and nozzle designs.
better
led to the

Ste.\m Generatton.

Greater care

companies.
In certain lines entirely

proportioning boilers to suit the cylinder horse
power._ The boilers of many older locomotives under normal
operating conditions were overta.xed and were consequently

jected

InefTicient.

new developments have been proand carried out by the supply and equipment com8.S1

in
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Improved design of w;itor spaces which insure good circulation
of water in the boiler, in which result arch tuhcs are a material
help.

A

better

understandiiiK

of

the

relation

of

tube

lengths

to

diameters which has eliminated ineniciiiu tube heating surface
and promoted the use of combustion chambers.
Feed water heatinn, which is just now being introduced upon
locomotives, the saving from which is not included in the test
figures

mentioned above.
Cyi.indkr Pkrkorm.\nck.

Superheating, the most important single element in the list.
Mallet locomotives.
SuperheaiiiiK aided very iiuiicrially in bringiiiR Mallet locomotives into favor.

Valves and valve motions.
Better proportions of sieam and e.Khaiist passages, particularly
the latter.

The importance of these iiiiproveraents is evident by the
following figures taken from the same engines as mentioned
For every 5,000 Uj. of coal the Ijoiler of the typical
above.
Consolidation of 1904 delivered to the cylinders 26,000 lb.
The Mikado locomotive, for the same amount of
of steam.
The Consolidation lococoal delivered 38,000 lb. of steam.
motive, to develop 1,500 lip. in the cylinders, required 2(),()()0
lb. of steam per hour, whereas the Mikado developed the
same horsepower with only 19,000 lb. of steam.
Even with these improvements there was a well defined
limit to locomotive capacity set by the physical limitations of
the fireman. The stoker and pulverized fuel gave the answer.
Both of these developments have had and will have a farThey have made
reaching influence on locomotive designs.
possible sizes of locomotives not thought of before their
introduction. At no distant date the importance of pulverized
fuel will become more evident as this country is forced to
practice greater coal conservation.
Locomotives having a tractive power of 147,000

lb.

com-

simple have been built and several
designs are in operation in road service having a tractive
power of over 100,000 lb. Such work calls for coal, the
demand at times running as high as 12,000 lb. per hour.
Locomotives of the latter class are hauling 3,100-ton trains
over a division of 113 miles having 1.2 per cent grades at an
average running speed of 18.7 m. p. h. These figures prove
better than any amount of argument the vital importance of

pound and 176,000

lb.

the stoker on locomotive design and the possibilities of pulverized fuel.
Along with these developments, directly affecting economy
of operation and increased capacity, comes another class of
improvements of no less importance, i. e., those which aim

and ease of operation and reducing
developments in this class also more
For exor less directly improve the economy of operation.
ample; power reverse gears which permit the engineman
easily to adjust the cut-off at any speed, while with the old
style of reverse gear he would not dare to make a change.
Also, automatic firedoors and grate shakers contribute directly to improving the firing conditions and thus promote
the economy of coal. In the safety class of developments may
be mentioned electric headlights, improved connection between engine and tender, flexible stay-bolts, bell ringers, low
In
water alarms, water glasses and improved cab fittings.
the class directly affecting maintenance are improved lubrication for cylinders and journals, self-adjusting driving box
wedges, throttles, drifting valves and the application of
at increasing the safety

the maintenance.

Many

The use of cast steel has been extended to
elements in the locomotive which were previously
For example: truck frames,
built up of a number of parts.
both engine and tender, engine frame cradles, tender frames
and bumpers, and even the two main engine frames have
Cast steel cylinders were probeen made in one casting.
duced some time ago. This extended use of cast steel is not
only working toward the betterment of maintenance on ac-

cast steel parts.

cover

many
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count of the reduction in the number of parts and connections,
but also means a saving of weight. Every pound of material
which can be taken out of the running gear goes into the

where it is of the maximum u.se.
In about 1900 apparently the limit of i)crmissible rigid driving wheel base had been readied and progress by the addi'I'his was met in two
tion of driving wheels seemed stopped.
ways: by the articulated locomotive and Ijy the lateral motion driving i)OX used with engine trucks capable of large
disijlacements, but with sufficient resi.stance properly to guide
boiler

tlie

heaviest engines.

Thus one l)y one limitations have been removed, and one
bv one new elements effecting economy of operation, promoting safety or reducing maintenance have been intrtxluced.
To some the commercial side of these developments may
seem to have ojjscured the engineering side l)ut without the
spur of comj>etition and the possibilities of a fair recompense
The same is
the results would never have been obtained.
true of every great industrial development and does not
detract from the engineering significance of what has t)een
done.

The same

is

true of railroad building.

In the light of what has been accomplished, what are to be
I have already mentioned the
the future developments?
possibilities of pulverized coal, but in addition to the economic side it permits of certain design developments not
The firebox can be
possible with coal fired locomotives.
placed over the drivers, the ash pan space reduced and a
driving wheel arrangement secured which for coal-burning
engines would lie unsatisfactory if not entirely impracticable.
In the matter of boiler capacity, we have available the
economy which the feed water heater offers by its conservation of heat that is now wasted. We will always have limitations of wheel loads, but so far as driving wheel loads are
concerned there are certain possibilities which so far have
only been touched.
These limitations have always been
stated in terms of the allowable static weights, without reference to the effect of the rotating and reciprocating parts due
This question is beginning to receive some of the
to speed.
attention which it deserves, and enough has already been
to show that we can materially increase the power of
the locomotive by the use of reciprocating and rotating parts,

done

and still keep the dynamic weights within the limitations
which now obtain. Ten per cent increase is a conservative
figure for heavy freight locomotives.
Consider what this
means in increased capacity of locomotives and in conservation of track and bridges.
The railway companies have contributed much to these
developments, broad-minded and far-seeing railway men
have pointed out the requirements to be met.
They have
given their time and facilities for experiment and trial, but
the major credit is due to the inspiration, the perseverance
and the courage of the men who kept pushing the developments on to the point where the railways of the country have
seen their importance and could not afford to be without
them.
They had to meet discouragements and sometimes
even opposition, but they never lost faith in what they were
i^triving

to accomplish

for the betterment

of the railways.

These men say little about obstacles, about discouraging
3'ears and about the almost superhuman efforts which were
required to bring a new idea to
What have been the impelling
ments? The absolute need on
railroad companies to meet the

mands

fruition.

back of these improvepart of the individual
increasing transportation deforces

the

of the country and not "go broke"; on the part of the
supply companies, a group of men of highly specialized
experience, many of them with railroad training, who are
devoting their lives and energies to aid in the solving of these
problems.
Are the advances to stop because of the lack of
incentives or because the demands for economy from the
railroad companies may not lie so insistent as in the past?

—
March

28,
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The

situation requires a broad-minded, clearly defined policy
which will encourage the trial of new devices, the perfecting
of those under development and will justify venturing the
money which is needed.

New

conditions confront the transportation interests of
the country. The help of the same men who have been active
in the developments of the past is needed now as never be-

They have contributed

brains, time and money to the
Their contributions should be recognized
and acknowledged and the same relations between the railroads and the supply companies which have produced the developments of the past should be continued and greatly
strengthened. In this way only will the experience and energy
of these men be made fully available in solving the problems
fore.

art of railroading.

of the future.

In the opinion of your speaker the steam locomotive has
means reached its limit of capacity or economy.
The wonderful improvements of the recent past themselves

not by any

suggest further possibilities that will put past and present
achievements in the shade. Like a deposit in a strong bank
these prospective improvements lie ready to hand.
These
are the means wherewith to meet the transportation problems
of the future, the like of which have never before been faced.

The Consulting
By

Specialist

A. L.

and Service
Brake Company

Prior to the opening of the War in August, 1914, the
railroads of the United States were able to demonstrate, and
had demonstrated for many years, their ability to operate at
a lower cost per ton mile than the railroads of any other
country in the world.
It is with this enormously important
fact that I wish to begin, for beyond any question the low
co.st of transportation which prevailed prior to the war
an

—

economic fact of the greatest influence and value to every

—

business interest in this countr}'
was largely the result of
factors.
First:
railroad managers of enterprise and
ability, with vision, initiative and courage, on the one hand;
and, second, the tireless energy, persistence and understanding of conditions limiting development on the part of the
railroad man's greatest ally, the so-called railroad "supply-

two

man."
In analyzing the problems that attach to railroad operation,
we touch upon more principles vital to our national pros-

and we influence and affect a larger proportion of the
population than in any other line of business activity
agriculture alone excepted.
Successful railroad management and operation is a complex and highly specialized
business in itself, requiring long experience, training and
skill.
It has been true always, but more so today than ever
before, that railroad officials have full use for all their
resources of mind and body to carry the responsibilities arising exclusively in connection with freight and passenger
traffic handling.
But a thousand separate and independent
perity

arts and sciences enter into, and are absolutely essential
the most successful solution of railroad problems.

Nothing

to,

more striking than that business and human
form grows constantly more complex -and
with a larger and more intensive specialization. The natural
and inevitable result is and this has been emphasized in
is

—

activity in even,'

recent years

—

ing appreciation on the part of both the railroad man and
man of their mutual and reciprocal functions and
responsibilities
in improving railroad practice,
railroad

the supply

railroad costs, and railroad revenues.
On the one
hand we must have the trained, skilled, experienced and
specialized railroad man, and on the other, the trained,
skilled, experienced, and specialized railroad supply man, or
manufacturer, whose part is indeed that of the "Consulting
service,

Specialist."

There is in fact no department of railroad work to which
the consulting specialist has not contributed large value, and
my experience as a railroad executive for long years has
convinced

me

man

of understanding and
utmost i)(;ssil)ilities of
his opportunities, has been first and foremost to take advantage of what the consulting specialist has to offer as applied
to his own local conditions and the first to express his appreciation and to encourage the specialist to further progress in
vision,

that the railroad

wide-awake and

alert

to the

his line.

Speaking from the standpoint of the consulting specialist
I mention a few of the concrete forms of service

—may

rendered the railroads:

Wheels: One of the most important evolutions in railroad
practice during the past 20 years has been to produce cast
iron and steel wheels capable of standing up under tre-

mendously greater loaded car weights, when subjected to
heat developed from brake shoe friction on long mountain
grades.

Humphreys

Vice-president, Westinghouse Air
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—

the physical impossibility of the railroad man
acquiring on his own account the same detailed specialized
knowledge, practical experience and research information
that the manufacturers possess in their respective lines of
business.
If this conception of the situation is accurate, it follows
absolutely that if transportation efficiency in this country is
to continue to lead the world as was the case prior
to 1914,
there must also continue to be a comprehensive and
far-reach-

Brake Shoes: A vast amount of research and endless experiments have been made by manufacturers of brake shoes.
The making of brake shoes, simple as it may appear to the
uninformed, is a fine art requiring a precision of process
few appreciate, to produce shoes for different brake pressures
and service conditions.
Air Brake and Block Signals: The development in these
two separate but related arts has gone far to expand old
limits of operation, referring particularly to traffic density.
Economy of operation and safety in handling life and property are insured by modern braking and up-to-date block

signal equipment, entirely beyond what was previously possible.
A hint of what is involved in the art of braking, for
example, is contained in the simple statement that acceleration of a heavy railroad train from rest to 60 m. p. h.
in

—

—

about six minutes of time
is due to an enormous flow of
energy (from heat to motion). The modern brake is required
to return this train to rest in 20 seconds.
To do so, the flow
of energy, from motion to heat, must be eighteen times faster.
Superheaters: In recent years the rising cost of fuel has
led to the development of superheaters by which locomotive
horsepower is materially increased for a given fuel consumption.
The fuel bill for the railroads of this country is the
largest single item of expense and second only to the cost
of
labor.
Savings possible by the use of superheaters are there-

enormous in the aggregate.
Automatic Stokers: This is another illustration of a development which has contributed largely to railroad tonnage
capacity through ability to develop the maximum tractive
power of the locomotive.
I have selected these particular illustrations,
out of many,
fore

show the inter-dependence and inter-relation of
separate developments. Wheels make possible modem
large capacity cars; superheaters increase locomotive
horse
power per unit of fuel consumption; mechanical stokers insure maximum capacity of the locomotive as designed;
l)oth
are required to haul long trains of heavy cars
chiefly to

many

at

high speed, passenger.

—

freight,

and

The necessity of co-operating with the railroads on some
systematic basis has brought about naturally and
inevitably
the organization of service departments by some
of our larger
consulting specialists.
These departments are made up of
men tramed in the particular business in which they
are

—

;
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with

engaged,
study of

diitio

.scrv'ico

lonrincd

to

in.s|)ation,

;inal>si.s,

tin-

and developing ways
general l)y a close and

coiulitions, sugncsting

and nican.s for imi)rovenu'Ht, and in
.specialized study of railrcxid j)r()l)K'nis, denion.strating to the

man how

make

use of his equipThe possil)ilities that attach to a properly
ment in .service.
trained and organized service department arc witliout limit
as to tlie value to tlie railroad.
If vou will |)ardi)ii wliat may appear to he a personal
railroad

reference
cau.se

it

— but

is tlie

to

tlie

most

efficient

mentioned l)y way of illustration simply bewith which I am mo.st familiar
I would

—

t'leld

some of the activities of the service organizations of
tlie companies with which I ain connected.
The companies to which I refer have deOri^atiizittioii.
refer to

veloped an organization of trained specialists who are not
onlv thoroughly familiar with designs and construction, but
who are exjierienccd in the very much larger and more important proi)lcm of the practical application of the apparatus
we manufacture to the control of moving trains. The value
of this organization to the railroads lies not alone in the
fact of their long and experienced training in an important
industry and art, but in the ability to assist the railroads in
securing the most efficient and therefore the most economical
results possible from train control as accomplished by the
air brake and kindred devices in both freight and passenger
The personnel of such an organization and this
ser\'ice.

—

—

any properly developed service department must
not only include a scientific and expert practical knowledge
of the business concerned, but must have the further vital
faculty of being able to teach others and to secure a friendly
interest and co-operation in attaining the results desired.
is

true of

permissible to state that this organization
is not commercial in any sense; that is to say, the specialists
attached to the service departments do not approach their
problems from the cominercial point of view, but primarily
and first of all on the basis of the facts involved and what
can be accomplished by scientific or mechanical ingenuity to

Imlruitioui: Not the least important work of our service
organization as distinguished from the commercial side, is
the division devoted to the preparation of jjrinted instruction
matter, isometric diagrams, charts and other guides to the
study of e(|ui|)ment and the proper use of such e(|uipment in
Prior to 1914 the practice was becoming general
service.
on the part of the larger roads of issuing instruction matter
In this,
in tlieir own way and under their own authority.
our educational division has collaborated to such extent as
desired by the railroads.
Government control of railroad operation has of course
Whatever
Itrought changed conditions in many respects.
else may be said by fair minded critics, we believe temporary
government operation during the war period has resulted in

improve conditions.
Laboratory and Experimental Equipment:

In any engi-

neering organization that is a pioneer in a particular field, a
very considerable element of expense is involved in laboraThe
tory and experimental organization and equipment.
facilities comprised in this division of our organization are
both directly and indirectly at the service of the railroads;
is, directly in that individual inspections, demonstrations and tests can be made at any time by arrangement; and
indirectly, because the invention and development originating
in this department are adding betterments constantly to our

that

product as a whole.
The service department of the comField Equipment:
panies to which I refer also includes, as an extension of these
other divisions of the organization, special forms of service;

example:

An instruction car completely equipped w^ith brake
apparatus and related devices and arranged for the purpose
of instructing railroad employees, not so much in the details
of construction, but in the broad principles of train handling
to avoid break-in-twos to eliminate damage to rolling stock
and lading; to get trains over the road on time, etc., etc. This
instruction car has been over practically every railroad in
and on many roads more than once and is
this country
credited with a record of 150,284 miles travelled and nearly
400,000 railroad employees instructed.
A dynamometer car completely equipped with the
(b)
most intricate and modern apparatus for recording stresses
in buff and stretch draw^bar pull brake pressures and action
in both application and release; and other information invaluable to the railroad man who is making a scientific study
This car has been used
of his own particular conditions.
in developing data and establishing proper tonnage ratings
for locomotives on many of the leading railways of the
(a)

;

—

—

;

countrv.

;

'

emphasis on standardization, on
on the value of interchange, on the necessity of

benefit in the direction of

simplicity,

co-ordinating not only the efforts of the railroads them.selves,
but the relations to the railroads of the army of consulting
specialists.
The world war was won by unity of purpose and
co-ordination of material forces, and present railroad problems will not be solved satisfactorily until and unless the railroad man and the consulting specialist combine and cooperate as in the days of the past; and every education
of all of us along that line, every written article, every meeting of this kind, cannot fail to be helpful and constructive in
the direction desired, and which is important not only to the
railroads, not alone to the business of the consulting specialist, l)ut to our whole people.

Irregularities

in

Rate of Purchasing

Equipment

I believe,

It is,

as, for
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W.

Goss, president of the Railway Car Manuspoke of the difficulties encountered
In' the railway equipment manufacturers because of the unscientific way in which railway purchases are made.
The
railways flock to the market in times of prosperity and in
times of depression orders for equipment very materiallj
decrease.
He referred to this particular feature as waves of
business and illustrated the amplitude of these waves by
saying that, considering the crest as 100, the trough would

Dr.

facturers

not

¥.

M.

Association,

amount

to

more than

30.

fl

|

Such fluctuations in volume

business disrupt the organization of the manufacturers
affect the employment situation.
It is a case of
feast or famine, and under such conditions maximum efficiency in equipment manufacture cannot be obtained.
The car and locomotive builders are primarily assembling
concerns.
The ramifications of the business are extensive
of

and greatly

and many industries draw from the equipment manufacturers.
Therefore variations in rates of purchase not only
affect the companies directly related to the railroads, but
all the allied mdustries, such as steel manufacturers, lumIjer merchants, etc.
Doctor Goss emphasized the harmful
effect of all this on the development of business, on the
relations to labor, and on the educational and social service
that every employer should supply.
While it is difficult to suggest a remedy for this irregular
flow of business, Doctor Goss said there are some constant
factors that have a very large bearing on the subject.
The
two most important factors are depreciation and increased
needs of the country. It has been found that in the neighborhood of 100,000 freight cars must be built each year to make
good the depreciation losses and, further, that there is a need
for new cars each year to meet the increased demands of the
countn-.
While it is hard to say just what number of cars
will take care of this increased demand, it is believed to be
between 100,000 and 150,000 cars per year. Inasmuch as
both of these factors are constant and have become fairly
well established, it is easy to determine that there should
be a demand which would average, say, 16,000 cars per

month.

If

it

were possible to

let

the

car manufacturers

I

!
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proceed with the construction of cars at this as a minimum
program, it would do much to improve working conditions.
It would permit greater efficiency in the operation
of the car building plants and the allied industries and
industries in
it would maintain the organizations of these
effective operation, so that

any sudden increase

in

demands

It is to be hoped, he said, that
could be well taken care of.
with changed conditions some solution of the problem will be
found in order to accomplish these ends.

Discussion
G. Besler, president and general manager of the Central
Railroad of New Jersey, said railway men should be willing
to give credit and praise to the railway supply men for what

W.

they have done to improve and investigate methods for more
They have done a great deal to improve
railroad conditions and the more progressive roads have like-

efficient railroading.
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wise been of great assistance to them in trying out their devices in actual service.
He said that the railway supply
companies have done all that the speakers have said and
more; they have spent a large amount of money in developing their particular devices, and in a number of cases only to
find their inventions or materials impractical for railroad use.
In commenting on the cycles of depression and prosperity in
the supply business he said that this was common to all industries.
When the roads needed equipment, business was
good and they had money to spend, and many times when
they did not need equipment they did not have the money to
spend. Those roads that could spend money in times of depression made some very profitable purchases, as the equipment companies were glad of the opportunity to keep their
organizations together and their shops going. He spoke particularly of the Philadelphia & Reading and the Central Railroad of New Jersey as having followed this practice.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General on Trip of Inspection
cates of Indebtedness

— Issuance

of Certifi-

Begun
Washington,

DIRECTOR General
staff left

of

Hines and several members of his
Washington on March 25 for a week's trip

inspection over several railroads and
the regional and local officers at

for

confer-

Pittsburgh,

with

ences

Chicago and Atlanta. Mr. Hines addressed the Pittsburgh
Club on Wednesday and was to reach Chicago on
Friday. He was accompanied by W. T. Tyler, director, and
Traffic

Frank McManamy,
Operation;

assistant

of

director,

Edward Chambers,

director,

the

assistant director, of the Division of Traffic;

director of the Division of Labor;

Max

Division of

and Gerrit

W.

S.

Fort,

Carter,

Chesapeake & Ohio

.Uabama

Thelen, director of

^'^"^[oi-

J -D
L^ assistant^
the Division oi Public c
Service, and
Brice n-i
Clagett,
apnpnl
tn
to the
tne Hirprtnr
airector general.
.
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Certificates Issued for April
^

1

,.

for

.';;;.;;.

475,000

177000
3,125,000
SIO^OOO

475000
7,875.000
138 000

.

Administrahave been issued this week to the railroad companies
for part of what is due them on account of rental and other

fan ln\lt"o\^Mrnf^^ ¥°ss:\::\:\\:\y.:::::::.:\

transactions arising out of federal control sufficient to take

(;c"rg°a

Certiticates of indebtedness of the Railroad

1

1^1

railroad companies

up

1

'^^''" ^'''"'^'^°
p«ik''°n
Central of if ew jersey.'.'.'.'.'.'...'.

to

March

21 and additional applica-

were made from day to day this week as the necessanformalities were complied with.
Up to Wednesday certificates had been issued to the Boston & ISIa'ne for $910,000,
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis for $250,000, the
Philadelphia & Reading for $500,000, the Maine Central
for $.n 2,000, the New York Central for $2,500,000, the
Missouri Pacific for $1,400,000, the Atchison, Topeka &
tions

RSrofd'\^^

Mississippi,

Louisiana Railroad

Bait'imo'l-e ^Si

Ohio

.'^.'!^
.

Chicago, Rock island

•

&

...'.'.'.

Pacific

^iffioo
i.s^siooo

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.,'.'.

.'^!"!'!'.''^'!:::;

Milwaukee & st Paul
^'-'iT'
\ icksbura, Shreveport & Pacific

•

'200,000

Anjostook

.\:

Requirements
^

1
requirements of the companies for in....
V
tereSt, dividends and other corporate needs.
(Jn the security
of these certificates the War Finance Corporation is making
advances to the railroad companies payable at the Federal
Reserve Bank at New York on demand notes of the railroad
companies at 6 per cent for 80 per cent of the face of the
certificates or 100 per cent if acceptable collateral is added
for the amount of the difference, and a number of roads
were expected to receive thcir money on Thursday. This is
in accordance with a plan announced by Director General
Hines after a conference with the committee representing
the Association of Railway Executives on March 20.
The
April 1 requirements are estimated at approximately $70,000,000.
The certificates are payable "when and as soon
as the director general shall have funds available."
Applications amounting to something over $44,000,000
had been received by the Railroad Administration from

C.

$1000000

Mcksbiug

&
i;

(oioradc & .Souihe.n
L'^'^'^'i Valley
Minneapolis, St. Paul
Sault Ste. Marie
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico
Southern Pacific
(Jcean Steamship Co

tion

care of the April

D.

Santa Fe for $6,625,000, the Northwestern Pacific for
$675,000,
Western Maryland $1,165,000, Washington
Southern $100,000, Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac
$180,000 and Chicago, Burlington & Quincy $4,972,000.
Certificates were ready to be issued to the Lake Erie &
Western for $78,000, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis $425,000, Michigan Central $1,240,000, Great Northem $480,000 and Erie $3,125,000. In addition, applications
had been received from the following roads:

;:: ;;:;::; :::::
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

& Transfer Co

969*000
388'ooo
a.ooolooo
197,000
52,000

'.'.'.\'.['.['.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

750000

:...'.:.;;:

3:332:000

5

The matter of preparing applications, resolutions to be
passed by the directors of the various railroad companies,
and infonnation as to obtaining certificates from the director
general of railroads is in charge of Alfred P. Thom, secreexecutives' committee.
A form of
acceptable to the War Finance Corporation was prepared by Alfred A. Cook, Esq., special counsel
for the War Finance Corporation, and this form has been

tary

of

certificate

the

railroad

which

is

approved by the railroad committee and by the general
counsel for the director general.
A statement issued by the
War Finance Corporation said in part:
"As each application is presented to the War Finance
Corporation it will be considered by the directors of that
corporation upon its merits and in strict compliance with
the provisions of the War Finance Corporation act as to

adequacy of

security,

margin of security and

in

all

other

The policy of lending money to railroads is by
no means a new one for the War Finance Corporation. As
early as March, 1918, when the bill to create the War
respects.

Finance Corporation was pending in Congress, the Secretary
Mr. McAdoo, expressly pointed out in his

of the Treasury,
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loans to railroads would
Kinance Corporation.
In fait, ."I'Ction '' wliii li was passed on April 15, 1918,
e.xpressly (.ontemplales tiiat advances will be made by the
War Finance Corjioration to railroads while in the ixxssestestiinuMN

anuiiii;

(>e

sion

Ik lorr tintlu-

idinmittee

tliat

furntion^ of the

War

and uniler the control of the President. In pursuance
War Finance C'oqjoration, beginning

of this authority the

with the autumn of 1018, i)egan to lend money on a large
scale to railroads on their offering of adequate security, and
in this way a material part of the War Finance Coqioration
was engaged in railroad loans, even before January 1, 1919.
"The policy, therefore, which is now being pursued in
loaning funds for the operation of railroads is entirely in
line with the original intention of Congress, as expressed by
the statute, and also in line with the settled procedure of
the Finance Coq)oration throughout the course of its brief
The number of applications from railroads for
history.
advances has been greatly augmented by the failure of
Congress to provide the appropriation asked by the director
general just before the adjournment of Congress."
The form of application states that the advance is required for the purpose of enabling the company to meet its
obligations and other pressing corporate needs in amounts
approved by the director general of railroads, that the railroad company is unable at this time to obtain the funds
requested on reasonable terms through banking channels or
from the general public and the railroad company agrees to
repay the advance as soon as it can obtain funds elsewhere
on reasonable terms without any demand for payment by the
War Finance Corporation. The form also states that any
and all sums that shall be paid by the director general upon
or with respect to the certificate are to be collected by the
W'ar Finance Corporation and applied by it in reduction
of the principal; also that the War Finance Corporation

panies

on
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Jjy

tile

this subject

western

trij)

use of trade acceptances.
No announcement
was made by Mr. llines before he left for a
Tuesday evening, and the committee repre-

•senting the e(|uii)n)enl

matter with oH'k

iais

market for rails or
other steel products in spite of the agreement reached between the Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce
activity in the direction of entering the

and the representatives of the

steel industry on reduced
theory of the agreement was that prices
should be fixed which should apply to purchases by the
government and set a precedent for general application but
the Railroad Administration, which represents the largest
consumer of steel, is not in a position to do much toward
starting a buying movement.
T. C. Powell, director of the
Division of Capital Expenditures, was a memt:>er of the
Industrial Board which accepted the revised steel prices and
presumably consented to the price fixed for rails, which is
$10 a ton less than that of last year, but $10 a ton above
the prices of the last railroad orders.
It has been understood that the Railroad Administration would at lea.st place
an initial order for 500,000 tons and the matter is under
consideration but no decision has been announced.

prices for steel.

The

tion service to the

The most

instructions to the railroads for filling out applica-

"The company should

if

possible give as security certifi-

of 125 per cent of the sums
If certificates to the amount of
requested as an advance.
125 per cent of the advance requested are not available, the
balance should be supplied by additional collateral, preferably in the form of bonds or other securities with a quoted
market value, so as to make the total collateral worth, accepting the certificates at par and the additional collateral

cates to the principal

amount

market value, 125 per cent of the advance desired.
"Market value should be construed as the latest bid price,
or in the event of recent sales, one or two points under the
at

In case securities without quoted market are
on market quotations for
securities of similar character should be given.
"The additional collateral furnished by the company
should be worth not less than the price used in valuing it,
and the belief of the company as to such worth must be
last

sale.

offered, the estimated value based

stated.

"Applications

and resolutions of the board should be

filed in triplicate."

The question of meeting the further requirements of the
railroads after April 1 needs have been met will be considered later and consideration is still being given to the
details of the methods to be adopted for meeting obligations
due from the Railroad Administration

to the

equipment com-

negotiating on the
and with
.some of whom are

still

I

company.

The

is

the s|)ecialty and material companies,
understood to have expres.sed some reluctance to receiving
their ])ay in acce])tances from the Railroad Administration,
with which they had no contracts, instead of in cash fnjni
he ecjuipment companies who had the contracts.
The cash situation of the Railroad Administration has
been materially improved by the receipt of $10,000,000
from the Navy Dei)artment and $100,000,000 from the War
Dei)artment on account of bills for freight and passenger
tran.sportation and by the loan of $50,000,000 from the War
Finance (Corporation. This money is being apportioned by
the Railroad Administration among the federal treasurers
and will put them in a better position to meet their current
bills, with some of which they had fallen behind.
The Railroad Administration has as yet displayed no

shall have the right to sell the certificate through banking
channels or in the general market at its option, at not less
than the principal amount and accrued interest, retaining
from the proceeds an amount sufficient to pay the principal
of the note and paying over any excess to the railroad company and delivering to the company the collateral remaining,
if any.
A certificate of approval of the director general is
appended and the statement also includes a form of resolutions of the executive committee or board of directors of the

tions for advances were as follows:

companies

of the Division of Finance

Progress Toward Restoration of Normal Conditions
Considerable progress has been made in many directions
by the Railroad Administration in restoring the transporta-

normal basis which existed before the war.
noticeable changes naturally are in the way of increased and improved passenger service, because during the
war it was necessary to subordinate the comfort and convenience of passengers to a considerable extent to the de-

mands of the freight traffic. In his testimony before the
House Appropriations Committee in February, Director
General Hines stated that since the armistice was signed it
had been the policy of the Railroad Administration to try
to get the service back to normal as to convenience and
adequacy, the purpose being to meet the necessities of the
situation.
While the purpose still is to view the operations
as a whole, he said, and to try to get the best results, it is
necessary to give more consideration to what is done on a
Also, he
particular railroad than during the war period.
said, realizing the probability that in the reasonably near
future the railroads may go back to their owners, the administration is endeavoring to pursue a policy of considerateness
so as not to needlessly interfere with the sort of traffic that
would be handled by the corporation if it were in control of

own lines.
The statistics published in
way Age, comparing the net
its

last week's issue of the Railoperating income of the railroads in 1918 with the standard return representing the net
operating income for the three years before the war, indicated some marked changes in the volume or character of
the traffic of many roads after they were taken over by the
government, although a part of the difference between the
results for 1918 and those for the pre-war period must be

!
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28,
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Apparently the Railattributed to increases in expenses.
road Administration, while not taking active steps to restore
to a railroad traffic which might have been diverted from it
during the war period, is doing little in the direction of
further diversion and is rather letting the traffic follow its
own channels. At the hearing a question was addressed to
Mr. Hines as to vv'hether the shippers are being left free in
C. A. Prouty, then
the matter of routing their freight.
director of the Division of Public Service and Accounting,
who was present, was called upon to answer the question

and said that theoretically they are not, but as a practical
matter in most cases they are.
While the Railroad Administration has announced no
change in the instructions to route freight by the most direct
routes, it is understood that shippers are being given more
discretion than they were last year as to the routing of their
freight and where a preference is expressed it is not interThe volume of
fered with except for some special reason.
export traffic is now in some cases greater than it was during the war and it is still necessan- to exercise supervision
Mr. Prouty said that usually all the
to prevent congestion.
shipper asks is a certain terminal delivery and when that is
In some cases, as in the
given he is usually satisfied.
routing of perishable commodities, such as vegetables, citrus
fruits, etc., from Florida, the shipper has insisted on routing
the traffic through a certain Ohio river gateway and in one
Subsequently, the subject was reconcase that was denied.
In some
sidered and the shipper was given the privilege.
instances the fact that terminals have been unified has made
it unnecessary for the shipper to route by certain lines in
A number
order to secure the desired terminal delivery.
of roads that formerly increased their proportion of the
traffic by solicitation have lost traffic by the discontinuance
of solicitation to some other road and many railroads apparently are worrying as to the condition they would be in if
the railroads were restored to their owners without any steps
having been taken to restore the former traffic conditions,
because after shippers have acquired the habit of routing in
a certain way great efforts would have to be exerted by some
roads to recover the traffic which they had enjoyed under the
former competitive condition.
The reduction in the amount of expedited traffic required
for war purposes has of itself restored more normal conditions in the freight service, particularly as to the service
accorded to kinds of frerirght which were classified as nonessentials.
Many of the restrictions formerly enforced by
the embargo and permit systems have also been gradually
withdrawn, as has the zone routing system for coal shipments.
In the passenger service the principal change in
the direction of the restoration of normal conditions has
consisted of putting additional trains in service, restoring
observation, lounge and club cars, and increasing the amount
of service to winter resorts such as Hot Springs and Florida.
A limited campaign of advertising for winter tourist traffic
was inaugurated on January 1 and the director general recently announced the intention to engage in a limited advertising campaign in newspapers and national magazines for
the purpose of promoting travel to the national parks and
principal health and pleasure resorts.
This will be accompanied by the restoration of reduced summer tourist rates to
mnny points where they were not in effect last year. The
a la carte dining service was restored on a large number of
trains in various parts of the country during the month of
March replacing the table d'hote service which was put
into effect as a war measure.
The use of special and private
c-'rs which was discontinued during the war has again been
permitted and the minimum requirement for a special car
has been reduced from 30 to 25 fares.
Passenger schedules
in many parts of the country have been readjusted in view
of the new conditions and service has been increased in many
in.stances where it appeared necessar}'.
Additional lines of
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sleeping car service has been put on.
Some of the recent
changes in this direction, include the restoration of a special
parlor car with an extra fare of $1.00 between New York
and Atlantic City, the restoration of observation lounge cars
on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy train between Chicago
and Lincoln and Chicago and Denver, the restoration of
observation cars on the Burlington and Northern Pacific between Chicago and St. Paul and St. Paul and the Pacific
Coast, the restoration of the New York Flyer between New
York and Harrisburg, club cars being placed in service between New York and Plainfield, replacing of parlor cars on
through trains between Richmond and Norfolk, additional
dining car service on the Pennsylvania Limited between

New York

and Pittsburgh, and in many other places where
a specific announcement has not been made.
The winter
tourist travel to Florida resorts has been unusually heavy

and appears

to have been well taken care of and passenger
has been generally heavy in most parts of the country.
Aside from matters of service, the Railroad Administration has taken several other steps in the direction of restoring former conditions.
The Division of Capital Expenditures had given up a large amount of its control over capital
expenditures and had announced a general policy of not
undertaking capital improvements without the approval of
the corporations before the failure of the railroad appropriation bill and before the acute financial condition of both the
railroad companies and the Railroad Administration caused
by the inability of the latter to meet all of its obligations
promptly had developed.
There has been some "unscrambling" of railroads by
transferring parts of systems from one region to another so
as to bring the entire system into the same region in several
instances.
The most noteworthy changes of this kind were
in the Allegheny and Eastern regions and the transference
effective on March 1 of the Illinois Central line north of
Cairo to the Southern region and of several other railroads
from the Southwestern to the Central Western region, accompanied by a regrouping of the lines in the Southwestern
traffic

region.

A circular recently issued by the director of the Division
of Operation providing for a relocation of equipment more
in accord with

ownership than has been practicable during

war conditions and providing to a greater extent for use by
the owner of equipment of its accepted standards was also
in the direction of restoration of

pre-war conditions.

Passenger Fares

A
fares

large part of the general revision ot local passenger
which has been in progress for several months was

completed with tariffs filed to become effective on March 15
or on April 1.
When the general advance of passengei
fares to 3 cents was put into effect last June temporary
tariffs were used at first and the more permanent tariffs
have been filed from time to time, using the new distance
table which was worked out last summer.
In the new rates
less attention is paid to the competitive influence which
affected passenger fares before the period of federal control
and rates via circuitous routes which were formerly made to
meet the short line fares have in a large number of instances
been increased in proportion to the mileage, although between common points where the difference in mileage of
various lines is slight the rates are made the same.
The
Railroad Administration has announced its intention of
making a campaign to cultivate passenger traffic, particularly during the summer, now that passenger equipment is
more plentiful than last year and, as announced in last
week's issue, reduced summer tourist rates will be made to
the Pacific Coast and to summer resort points.
However, the
former practice of publishing special convention fares, which
was gradually being eliminated by the railroads even before
federal control, is not to be re-established this year, although
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S5S
trawlers to convention.- will

summer

rates.

tourist

.\

l)e

given the advantage of

tion fares were fornieily allowed because

saw an opportunity
agree to

make

to

one railroad which

develop a considerable business would

a reduced rate

Under government
should be no discrimination
in

tiie

large numi)er of reduced conven-

and the others would follow
control

line.

it

is

felt

that

tliere

ijetween the various organiza-

tions or classes of organizations which petition for special
fares and to grant a special reduced iiasis of fares for all

conventions would unduly deplete the passenger revenues.
This is an important consideration because the cost of operation has not l)een materially reduced since the cessation of
the war.

Railroad Administration has Ijcen l)esiegcd i)y
reductions in rates on the theory that the

Tlie

pers

shii)traffic

for

cannot stand the increases imposed as a war necessity and
some reductions in rates have been allowed, as in the case of
the export rates to the Orient via the Pacific Coast, to meet
particular situations, but the administration has naturally declined to give consideration to any idea of reducing the
general level of rates, taking the position that the higher
rate level impo.sed during the war is necessary to meet the
The extra fare
decreased purchasing {x)\ver of money.
charged for Pullman passengers was taken off shortly after
the signing of the armistice, but apparently no consideration
has been given to an\- idea of reducing the general level of
pa.ssenger fares.

Reorganization of Divisions of Finance and Pixrchases
As previously announced, the Division of Finance and
Purchases is being reorganized as two divisions.
John
-A finance committee has l)een appointed consisting of
Skelton Williams, chairman; Franklin Q. Brown, Harry
Bronner, Frederick W. Scott and James N. Wallace. This
:

committee will submit to the director general from time to
time its advice on matters of financial policy and will also
make to the director general preliminary reports on any propased railroad reorganizations which may require his apMr. Brown, Mr. Scott and Mr. Wallace have hereproval.
tofore been meml^ers of an advisory committee in the finance
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the dclilu-rations.

The problems

to

come before

the gathering

will include tho.se of marketing, agricultural extension

more and

meth-

and poultry, dairying, fruit growing, information for homeseekers, Ixrst methods for assisting new settlers, farm credits, and co-operation
ods, raising of

livestock

Ijetter

of local organizations.
During the war railroad agricultural agents were engaged

principally in helping to increase the fcxxl pro<luction of the
When hostilities cea.sed the Railroad Administracountry.
tion arranged for a reorganization of the forces of the individual roads which did so much to help in building up the

country before the outbreak of the war.
A more thorough
co-operation with the Department of Agriculture than previously had obtained was also Ijrought about.
Reports from chambers of commerce, bankers, associations
of farmers, newspapers, and l)usiness men received by the
Railroad Administration indicate that there is a strong sentiment manifest throughout the country toward better farming,
which means heavier and more economic production, with improved marketing conditions.
At the Memphis meeting a program will be adopted for
utilizing this sentiment to the best advantage in order that
the general development of the agricultural resources of the
country may be carried on with even greater energy than was
displayed before the war.

Advertising Campaign and Reduced Fares to
Promote Passenger Travel
Director General Hines has announced the intention of
the railroads under federal control to engage in a limited
advertising campaign in newspapers and national magazines
for the purpose of promoting travel to the National Parks
and principal healtli and pleasure resorts. This campaign,
which will be nation-wide in its scope, will be supervised in
every detail by the three Committees of Passenger Traffic
Officers, located in New York, Chicago and Atlanta, respectively.

Reductions in Rates on Road and Building Materials

March

In a statement issued on

20, the director general

section.

said:

Also an advisory^ committee has been appointed consisting
John Skelton Williams, chairman; Robert S. Lovett and
Henry Walters. This committee will submit to the director
general from time to time its advice regarding matters of
policy with respect to purchases and for that purpose is au-

"Various inquiries have been received as to whether the
Railroad Administration contemplates a reduction in freight
rates on materials used in construction of buildings and
therefore it becomes important to make it clear that no such

of

reductions are in contemplation.

thorized to make the necessary investigations.
Circular No. 1 of the Division of Purchases announces that
Samuel Porcher and George G. Yeomans, heretofore members

sideration to the question of making reduced rates on crushed
rock, stone, sand and gravel for road construction when con-

of the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee, are appointed
assistant directors of the Division of Purchases, and William
W. Morris, heretofore secretary of the Central Advisory Purchasing Committee, is appointed assistant to the director.

signed to and
county, parish
"Before the
is intended to

Division of Purchases.
H. C. Pearce, manager, Procurement Section; M. E.
Towner, manager. Forest Products Section; E. J. Roth, manager, Stores Section; and B. P. Phillippe, fuel distributor
heretofore reporting to the chairman of the Central Advisory
Purchasing Committee, will report to the director of the Divi-

sion of Purchases.

Agricultural Section Plans Development

Work

The Railroad

Administration's agricultural section, in cooperation with the Department of Agriculture, is making
plans to resume its agricultural development work throughout the country, which, on account of the war, was, of necessity,

A
some

curtailed to a great extent.
been issued for
call has

200

representatives

of

general meeting of
a
this
railroads engaged in

particular class of endeavor, who will assemble at Memphis,
Agents of the
Tenn., on April 2, for a three days' session.
Department of Agriculture have been invited to take part in

"The Railroad Administration

the freight thereon

is,

is

however, giving con-

paid by a federal,

state,

or township government.
matter can or will be definitely determined,

it

any, reduction necessary to
establish a stable price, will be made in the price by those
producing and supplying the materials."
ascertain what,

Four Standard Forms

if

of

Waybills Prescribed

General Orders Nos. 11 and 21 provide for the adoption
A standard form of wayof universal interline waybilling.
bill was prescribed in General Order No. 11, which is now
amended, and General Order No. 60 has been issued prescribing four forms of waybills.

—
—

\

.Single

consignments.

B — More than one consignment.
r Astray freight.

D—-Live

Fomi AC No. 506

stock.

1. or 1. c. 1. consignments, local or interline; but a single waybill may be made
for a special train moving at a lump-sum charge or for shipments which, on account of their length, require more than
one car. The size of this waybill is SjA ins. by 11 ins., but

is for all single c.

for special classes of traffic

may

be

8^

ins.

by 22

ins.

Paper

:

March
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manila,
be equal to 60 lb. (or heavier), No. 1
by 36 in.
Form AC No. 507 is for blanket waybilling of more than
one consignment of 1. c. 1. freight, local or interline, sizes same
as preceding; paper equal to 40 lb. (or heavier), No. 1
manila, 24 in. by 36 in.
Form AC No. 508 is for waybilling astray freight; size
8^ in. by 11 in.; paper equal to 40 lb.
Form AC No. 509 for livestock c. 1. when special stub is
required at destination stock yards; size 8j/2 in. by 11 in,, to
be printed in two parts, the additional part for the use of

must
24

in.

destination agents at livestock centers in collecting
portation charges; paper equal to 60 lb.

trans-

Necessary copies of waybills may be made on forms like
those or on plain paper, but on paper of lighter weight. All
waybills must be prepared with typewriter, pen and ink, or
The practices and blanks used by carriers
indelible pencil.
forms at the time of making the waymust be adjusted to meet the arrangement and requirements of the new forms.
in preparing underlying
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iron and steel are moving in the heaviest volume,
February permits totaling 9,594 cars to New York.
A change in the shipping conditions with the assignment
of ships for commercial export business has resulted in a
rapid increase in commercial export shipments, 18,719 cars
of commercial export freight being permitted during January
and 20,709 in February for movement through the ports of
New York and Boston. Through the re-routing of carload
traffic to eliminate circuitous routes for the period from January 1 to February 7, 4,531 cars have been diverted, resulting
in a saving of approximately 301,714 car miles in the region.
A shipping day guide for New York City was issued to
take effect March 10, the plan having received the unanimous
approval of the Merchants' Association of New York. Pre-

stuffs,

liminary figures indicate that at New York alone approximately 1,000 tons per day formerly loaded transfers will
be loaded direct to destination with attendant saving in transfer expense and improved service.

bill

Regulations are prescribed for notations at transfer stations.
Paster scale tickets must not be larger than 2 in. by
4

in.

These new forms must be used not
but

may

Ijegin earlier.

The

later

than June

1,

1919,

astray freight waybill must be
1919.

used not later than June 1,
Stocks of old waybills on hand may be used after June 1
in waybilling local 1. c. 1. shipments.
Where weight of a carload shipment cannot be given at the
time of making waybill, and it is not desired to complete waybill by using an estimated weight, 110 per cent of marked car
capacity should be used; and in proper space show the point
where car is to be weighed.
This order does not discontinue the so-called mani-bill,
uni-bill, or the consolidated billing and abstracting plan.
These forms of billing when they are economical and efficient
in their operation, may, until further advised, be continued in
use for

1.

c.

1.

local traffic.

Conditions in Eastern Region
In marked contrast to conditions which prevailed in the
Eastern region during the month of January and February,
1918, when the most severe winter weather in history was experienced, the railroads in this territory during the first two
months of 1919 were in a position to handle a much larger
traffic than was oft'ered, according to a report from A. H.
Smith, regional director for the Eastern region, to Walker D.
Hines, director general of railroads. While there was a falling off in business, due to the signing of the armistice, 1,105
special export trains were handled from western termini
during the first two months of 1919, containing 28,116 cars
During the month of January 15,092 cars
of export freight.
of export freight were delivered to steamers at New York,
and in February 12,590 cars, a total of 27,682, of which
5,802 were flour.
The movement of livestock, dressed beef, provisions and
other perishables from the west was heavy, the average daily
movement for the first 20 days of January being 1,118 cars,
the highest average for any similar period except October,
1918.
On February 13, 1,146 cars were handled east from
Chicago, the largest day's movement of which there is any
record.

Mr. Smith reports that 100 per cent car supply was furall business offering in the two months mentioned.
He also states that approximately 85 per cent in January and
96 per cent in February of all passenger trains arrived at
terminals less than 30 minutes late. .Applications for export
permits have been heavy throughout February, particularly
on provisions and foodstuffs, and a total of 16,341 cars of
foodstuffs were permitted, the indications being for a connished for

tinued heav\-

movement

of this character.

Outside of food-

Accounting Circular
In Accounting Circular No. 81 the Division of Accounting
says that consideration is being given to the need for establishing a uniform date for stating operating revenues, operating expenses and other income accounts, and for closing the
accounts monthly, so that reports of results shall reach the
division and be tabulated within the month succeeding that
for which the reports are made.
To the end that such a date
may be ascertained and fixed, federal auditors of Class I
loads are directed to promptly make reply to the following
queries

What is the earliest date after the end of the month
( 1 )
that revenues, expenses and other income items can be stated
from the accounts as they are now kept?
(2) What is the earliest date after the end of the month
that revenues, expenses and other income items can be stated
from accounts built up from estimates based on data reason-

ably consistent and safe for making such estimates?
(3) If .statements of expenses, revenues and income items
are required to be reported to this division by the tenth of the
month following that for which they are made, what is your
opinion of the reasonableness and feasibility of basing such
statements upon accounts, closed if necessary, at the end of
the month upon estimates and adjusting the difference between estimates and regularly ascertained figures in the subsequent months' accounts and reports?
(4) What changes in your system of accounting will be
necessary if you were obliged to state the accounts and determine the revenues, expenses and other income items by the
10th of the month following that for which the report is

made ?
(5) What would be the additional cost, if any, to close the
accounts in time to submit therefrom a statement of income
not later than the 10th of the month following that for which
the report

is

made?

Are you now making for the information of your federal manager or other officers, estimates, either weekly or
monthly, of revenues, expenses, and other income items, and
how do such estimates compare with the recorded figures
when ascertained? If you were making such estimates prior
to January, 1918, and have since abandoned them, what was
the reason for so doing?
(6)

Freight in Central Western Region Moves Freely
to a report from Hale Holden, regional director
Central Western Region, to the director general,
conditions generally were favorable to all railroad operation
during the month of February and all traffic moved currently.
The equipment of all classes in this region was plentiful
during the month and a surplus of box and coal cars has
Mr. Holden states that the hog movement in
accumulated.
the region is rapidly returning to a normal basis, which will

According

for

the

—
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possible the rituoval of embargoes ;it all primary
markets within the luar future. The Kansa.s City market
handled a total of l(t/J()0 cars of livestcxk inl)ound, an inA total
crease eompan-*! witli l\'l)ruary, 1918, of 769 cars.
of .\jyO cars moved outbound, an increase of 72,i cars for
February, I'M'J, over tlie corresponding month last year.
Four hundred and tliirty-six special oil trains were operated
from tlie Mid-Continent field during the month with 10,904
One hundred and six
cars, an average of 25 cars per train.
special trains were emplo\ed in the transportation of troops,
a total of 45,790 men being handled.

make

Tenninal managers report favorable conditions with a
movement and interchange of traffic through all ter-

free

minals.

The

Illinois Central railroad

made

several readjust-

in its passenger train schedule in Illinois during the
in the interest of "on time" service, and was authorized

ments

month
to add an additional

train

between Clinton,

and

Illinois,

St. Louis, Mo., which resulted in an increase of 105,850
passenger train miles per annum.

Export Rates to Orient

to

Be Reduced

Director General Hincs has announced the purpose of the
Railroad Administration to put into effect as soon as the
tariffs can be prepared and filed, new rates on export traffic
to China, Japan, Australia and Philippine Islands, applying
from territory adjacent Missouri River and east through

The new rates are reductions from the
Pacific Coast ports.
existing rates, but somewhat higher than those in effect before the export rates were cancelled last year. The proposed
rates follow:
Rate per

Rate per
100

Commodity
Articles

60
iron pipe
60
iron pipe
-60
Roofing iron
Machinery, including grading
and road making machinery. 1.00
1.10
.Sewing machines
90
Oil, lubricating
Cast

Wrought

well

Oil

:

•

l-OO

supplies

(axles,
equipment
Railway
beams, couplers, etc., comb.)
Railway equipment (cars, pas-

equipment

75

etc.)

tives,

....

1.20
1.10

as

to

measurement

not exceeding
1.40
united inches

120
Iron, pig
Iron castings
Lime, acetate of
Milk, condensed
Paint, etc

55
70
65

70
90
"5

Paper, etc
Pig lead
Plumbers' yoods

RooFng.

Snap
Soda

1-35
1.40

3.75
3.00

100

?0
70

100
60

etc

75
90

Spelter

Steam or hot water healing

ap-

paratus

1.25

110
Wheelbarrows
Wood pulp and wood pulp board .75
80
Zinc plates and sheets
Vehicles

Wax,

tlie

11.

paraffine

1-40

"0

War Department Pays $100,000,000 on Account
The Railroad Administration on March 21 received from
War Department $100,000,000 on account for freight
and passenger transportation services heretofore rendered by
the railroads under federal control for the War Department.
In ordinary course these payments would have been spread
over the next three months. While ordinarily such payments
would have been made directly by the War Department to the
federal treasurers of the various railroads which rendered
this service, it was arranged in order to meet more conveniently the present financial situation that the money be
paid directly to the Railroad Administration at Washington.
The sum thus received will therefore in substance be subtracted from what the railroads would otherwise have received

approximately the next three months, and hence must be
distributed by the central administration to meet the current
cash requirements of the federal treasurers.
in

The

offices of

of Inland Traffic Being
Discontinued

Managers
manager

Aiifwalt,

Navy

who

lias

lieen

Department,

manager of inland

traffic

been appointed assistant
diicclor ol' the Division of Traffic, succeeding (;. H. liuxton, resigned to return to his former position as viceI"'.
M.
president of H. L. Edwards & Co., of Dallas, Tex.
VVhittaker, manager inland traffic of the Fuel Administill'

tration,

will

lias

return to his office of traffic

manager

& Ohio; H. M. Adams, manager
War Department, has been appointed

Chesapeake

of

the

inland traf-

traffic assistfic of the
ant to the regional director of the Southwestern region, at St.
Louis, succeeding W. li. liiddle I). L. Gra\-, manager inland
traffic for the Shipping Board, will l>ecome traffic assistant
to the regional director of the Eastern region at New York;
(). M. Conley, manager inland traffic of the oil division of
:

tile Fuel Administration, has returned to his former position
on the St. Louis-San Francisco; C. E. Spens, manager inland
traffic of the Food Administration, became assistant director
of the Division of Traffic on March 1, and T. C. Powell,
manager of inland traffic of the War Industries Board,
became director of the Division of Capital Expenditures in
January.

Contracts Executed
The Railroad Administration has executed compensation
St. Joseph & Grand Island, $373,contracts as follows:
811; Louisiana & Mississippi Railroad & Transfer Com$41,689; Georgia, Florida & Alabama, $57,637;
Bangor & Aroostook, $1,575,171, and Detroit, Bay City &

pany,

Western, $85,967, also cooperative short line contracts with
the
ern,

&

Randolph & Cumberland, Ironton, the Oneida & WestWilliamsport & North Branch, and St. Louis, Kennett

Southwestern.

Conditions During February in Allegheny Region
According to a report from C.

of inland traffic in the various gov-

ernment departments, created by the appointment of

traffic

H. Markham, regional

director for the Allegheny region, transportation conditions
in that region for the

month

Owing

to the

showed continued
mild winter experienced, coal
loadings in the region decreased 61,804 cars compared with
February of last year. Tidewater coal dumped amounted to
1,660,730 tons, an increase of 104,494 tons compared with
February, 1918.
This region was practically clear of all embargoes on
domestic freight by the end of February, and permits were
freely issued for grain coming from the West on account of
the resumption of overseas movement.
improvement.

the

Offices of

I'.

of

1.50

etc

ash, caustic ?oda.

tlie Railroad Administration last year for
purpose of (o-ordinating the traffic reciuirements of the
government, have now been discontinued, and the officers
have JK-i'ii assigned to other positions in the Railroad
.Administration or are returning to their former positions.

ri|)rosenta lives of

l-OO

Starch

(locomo-

Tobacco, manufactured
Tobacco, unmanufactured
Automobiles and parts
Passenger
Freight
Canned goods

otton piece goods
Glass, window, etc
Glass, plate, no limit
C

Wire rope
.75

75

senger and freight)

Railway

100 lb.
$1.50

Chocolate

Tariff
Trans-Contine ntal
$1-73
29-B
1.00
Agricultural implements
mixture)
.60
(general
Iron articles
Car wheels and axles attached. .60
60
Boiler iron

•

Commodity

lb.

Item

described
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The
in their

of February

railroads in this region received 10 locomotives built
own shops during February, 1919, 13 from the loco-

motive builders to be applied against the 1918 program and
15 from builders to be applied against the 1919 program, a
total of 38 locomotives during the month.

Posters to Illustrate Firing Methods

The Fuel

Conservation Section has prepared two colored
posters showing the interior of a locomotive firebox for the
purpose of illustrating the effects of irregular firing methods,

be posted in roundhouses, foremen's offices, Y. M. C. A.
buildings and other places where they may readily come to
the attention of railroad enginemen.
The method of illustration was employed in the presentation of a paper by D. C.
Buell on "The Proper Method of Firing Locomotives" at
the fourth annual convention of the International Railway
Fuel Association and was amplified and enlarged upon by
the University of Illinois engineering experiment station in

to

a circular from which the illustrations were taken.

The

British Transport Bill Severely Criticized
Proposed Establishment of Ministry of
tions

THE

BILL to establish a ministry of ways and communicawhich was introduced in the British House of
Commons on February 27, as noted with the abstract
of the bill in last week's issue of the Railway Age, page 787,
has resulted in an amount of discussion in the British press
in keeping with the broad provisions of the bill and its

will,

somewhat striking proposals.

in

tions

discussion of the bill, at least in the papers that have
reached the office of the Railway Age, shows that much oppoOpinion
sition by iniluential interests has already developed.

we think, disclose to the reader that the interests of the
railways and the interests of the roads are very far from
being identical, and that in all probability, if they are controlled by one single authority, the interests of one will be
sacrificed to those of the other.
It may not prove to be so;
but it is certainly desirable to bear the probability

The

divided as to the general idea of combining under one head
means of transport in the United Kingdom, but all
those who treat of the subject bring out points in the measure
that they think need correction.
is

all the

Sir Eric

Geddes Expected

to

Be Minister

who

discuss the matter agree that the first minAll recognize
ister to be chosen will be Sir Eric Geddes.
his ability as an organizer, but several doubt whether as a
railroad man he will not treat the other means of transport

All those

with a railroad man's point of view only, while others fear
that a change of government may result in the appointment
as minister of ways and communications of a man of much
smaller calibre.
Sir Eric Geddes was formerly deputy general manager of
In the early part
the North Eastern Railway of England.
of the war he was engaged in organizing the supply of muniThereafter he became director-general of military
tions.
In
railways, and then director-general of transportation.
March, 1917, he was appointed inspector-general of transportation in all theatres of war, following which, in May,

1917, he became vice-admiral and controller of the Navy, and
is at present

in July, 1917, first Lord of the Admiralty.
He
in the cabinet as Minister Without Portfolio.

The

thing in the

sideration, of course,
trol is vested

in one

bill
is its

that

has received the most con-

all-inclusive nature,

man, the Minister

of

whereby con-

Ways and Com-

munications over railways, light railways;
tramways;
canals, waterways, and inland navigations; roads, bridges
and ferries, and vehicles and traffic thereon; harbors, docks
and piers; and the supply of electricity.

Drawbacks Likely

to

Be

Ways and CommunicaMany Interests

Meets Strong Opposition by

Serious, Says the Statist

"Theoretically there is a verj- great deal to commend such
a proposal as that the whole transportation traffic of the countr}- should be supervised l)y one instead of by many 1)odies,"
"But, the drawsays the Statist in its issue of March 8.
backs in practice are likely to prove very numerous and very
serious.
It is not surprising that very considerable opposition
has been aroused to such a sweeping proposal, which may
be counted upon to have far-reaching consequences, whether
for good or for ill.
If one could imagine such a department
being under the control of a passionless, absolutely impartial
being, possibly the placing of the control of the whole transport business of the country in one hand would be an ideal
solution of an admittedly difficult problem.
It has to be
remembered, however, that such a Board has to be administered by human beings very much like the rest of us;
and, consequently, absolute impartiality, however honestly
it may be aimed at, is not likely to be attained in practice.
"The most serious objection so far raised has been the
placing of the control of the railways and the roads under
•one single authoritv.
A careful examination of the facts

mind."
Bill Said

Not

to

Be

Inclusive

Enough

The Railway

Gazette (London), takes an entirely opposite
view as to the scope of the bill, but it is one of those that
fears that a less able man than Sir Eric Geddes may become
minister before the expiration of the two years provided as
the term of the bill's provisions. "The one serious omission,"
it says in its issue of March 7, "appears to be that, whilst
the cross-channel steamship services of railway companies
come under its control, coastwise shipping is not included.
In an island country such as this coastwise shipping has had
a greater effect on railway policy and the flow of traffic than
is generally realized.
But despite this apparent omission,
the powers vested in the proposed new ministry are tremendous.
To accomplish all that could be achieved under the
wide powers it is intended to vest in this ministry will require not only a great staff, but many men with big brains,
practical experience, much tact and much imagination as
consultants and directing heads of departments.
"If the bill is not spoiled in its passage through Parliament by whittling down its scope, much may be accomplished
with Sir Eric Geddes as Minister of Ways and Communications.
He has big ideas, much courage, and can get things
done.
He is a keen judge of men and will select his staff
with a single eye to their suitability for the posts he wishes
them to fill. One danger to be faced is that, as a result of
opposition by those who are temperamentally incapable of
taking big views of anything, the Act may be such an
emasculated edition of the bill, and the powers of the proposed ministry so crabbed and confined, that Sir Eric Geddes
may see that there is no possibility of 'delivering the goods'
and, at the eleventh hour, refrain from embarking on this
great adventure.
But even if Parliament does not spoil the
measure, there is the ever present danger that a change of
government may mean a less progressive Minister of Ways
and Communications. The task is so great and its possibilities so tremendous, that to have this office filled in a year
or two's time by a small-minded politician would be
calamitous.
can only hope that these risks will not
materialize.
The greatest danger lies in a change taking
place in the early j-ears before the new Ministry had got
Once a concern is organized and runproperly to work.
ning smoothly it is easier to find others who can carry on.
Nevertheless, there will be difficulty in the avoidance of the
bureaucratic
environment which stifles enterprise and

We

initiative.

"To remove such transport, docks and harbors, or tlie
generation of electrical power from the control of the new
ministry, would at once frustrate any attempt to co-ordinate
and improve the country's transportation facilities. If canals
were not included they would be the greater losers. Much
has been written about the wasteful competition between
To avoid a repetition of this with
railways in the past.
mechanical road transport is presumably one of the reasons
for placing roads and road transport under the Ministry of
Wavs and Communications. We understand that great de-

861
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in the

volopmcnts arc conliniplatnl

extension of electric trac-

and the super-jjower plants can be utilized for supplying
electric power to tlie railways, to the factories adjacent
thereto, to barges for the canals, and for charging electrically-
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vantages

witli

its

favored neighbor.

less

(ompanies must remember

Yet another jjoint
the two-year

tion,

the

jjropelled road vehicles."

the minister is not bound to take them over.
A comwhich may have been .set on its feet during the twoyear peri(xl may not wish to be taken over, and, a|)i)arently,

Bill

Will Encourage

New

Kng'iii'i'''

shall be surprised indeed if various modifications are not
intHKluced In-fore it finds its way to the statute book."
"The
Ill speaking of the good points of the bill it says:
In 1913
situation of British railways today is hopeless.
the railways of the United Kingdom distributed fifteen million pounds in interest on debenture stock and other miscellaneous fi.xed charges, and thirty-five millions in dividends
on guaranteed, preference and ordinary .stock. As last year,
the exjx-nditure was about sixty millions more than in 1913,

we

It must be obthe whole surplus is more than wiped out.
ser\-ed, too, that before the war, capitalists had little sympathy
for the railway market, and the companies were, therefore,

embark on necessar}- new works, and consequently
It is
waited for the Ix'tter days that have not materialized.
obvious then that the companies cannot return to the status
afraid to

quo.

"The bill cannot be said definitely to propose nationalization.
The minister may, under clause a of sub-section 1
of section 4, purchase any railway or part of a railway, but
under clause d of the same sub-section he may, on the
other hand, lease the whole or any part of any undertaking

so acquired or established. Thus a similar condition to what
prevails and is admittedly successful, in India, would be
brought about. Our deduction that the railways will not be
nationalized in the usual acceptance of the term is further
confirmed by section 5, which authorizes the minister to make
grants for the construction, improvement and maintenance of
raihvays other forms of transport are mentioned similarly,
but here and elsewhere we allude to railways in particular,
Yet another
as they are the principal means of transport.
gleam of hope is seen in the opening words of section 3,
wherein we find the words: 'With a view to affording time
for the consideration and formulation of the policy to be
pursued as to the future position of undertakings.' These
are features that should appeal to the railway interests,
which may find also some comfort in the paragraphs V,
VI, VII and VIII of clause c of sub-section 1 of section 3.
The railways are instructed there to obey the

—

directions of the minister as to alterations, improvements

and

additions for the more efficient and economical working of
the undertakings; for securing the common user of facilities,
rolling stock and equipment; for securing running powers
over other undertakings, and that the purchase of stores shall

may be most conducive to
These betterments begin at once
after the act is passed
and may be continued for the twoyear period during which the government guarantees the net
What a splendid opportunity
receipts on the 1913 basis.
is thus offered for getting necessan,- new works done, obtaining improved equipment for goods stations, electrifying busy
passenger sections, and so on. Again, clause IV would allow
the permanent way, rolling stock, plant, appliances and
equipment to be modernized, seeing that the railways have to
take any directions of the minister as to these things being
satisfactory' in type and design.
It is true that many of
these concessions have to be bought at a price.
No longer,
be conducted in such a manner as

economy and

efficiency.

—

for instance, will directors be able to appoint, promote, or

advance the salaries of
these things for their
as to route or in

its

officers,

staff.

nor will

officers

A company

station

facilities

be able to do

in a favored position

must share these ad-

after

|)erio<l

|)any

if

Construction

(London), finds much of value in the bill
iiut is much op[)osed to the great power that is given to the
minister, and also expresses its belief that a minister less
"Opposiable than Sir l'>ic Geddes might do much harm.
tion to the bill IS a])pcaring in many (|uarters," it says, "and
The

that

is

the minister

disturbed.

dws

not insist in ai)Sorbing

Lastly, there

is

the sharelioldcr.

it.

it

He

will not be

has no

new

ause for comj)laint. \iy the ])resint bill In- gt'ts for two years
tile same guaranteed net recei|)ts as in I'M.i. and should his
undertaking be absoriied he will be I'lititied to just as much
Were the purdiase made under
as iitidiT the ad of 1844.
that act, the terms would, no doubt, be the amount awarded
by arbitration; under the new bill they would be fixed by
agreement, or, failing agreement, by arbitration."

c

To Rush Mkasukk

Unji'stikiabi.e

(London), finds much to o[)])ose in the l)ill.
"To rush through Parliament a measure which not only
ICiiginceriiig,

confuses control with jjurcliase. but

is calculated to extend
governmental bureaucratii inetliccls ti, the transport iiulustr}-,
is, in our opinion, wliolly unjustifialjle," it says.
"Wc have set out this series of j)owers in detail. They are
extremely far reacliing.
If exercised
and Sir I'>i<' Geddes
the first result will be
is not the man to leave power unused
to reduce railway boards of directors to the position of

—
—

ciphers .so far as the control of the shareholders' property is
concerned; the Minister of Ways and Communications

would be in the position of managing director of the railways,
harbors, etc.
A company's line might be closed wholly or
in part; its engines and rolling stock, and even fixed appliances and equipment might be inextricably mixed up with
those of other lines; its organization might be upset; in short,
the value of the undertaking might be seriously affected.
All this on a guarantee for two years of the same terms as
to payment as during the past four years, while at any time
the minister might decide to force a purchase of the whole
or any part of the undertaking, in the manner to which we
.shall

refer later.

"We

quite agree that

is

it

necessan.-

promptly to deal with

and charges which need

the question of railway rates

to be
overhauled not only with the object of raising revenue to
meeting the enormous increase in the cost of working the
lines, due to concessions granted by the government to the
employees, but to remove anomalies and to improve the system
of charging.
Power might also be given to facilitate and
co-ordinate inter-railway working, and to authorize and
finance works for the more efficient and economic working
of the railways, but so long as there is the possibility of a
complete return to private ownership there should be some
respect for the property and corporate existence of the systems
which have been built up on the basis of Acts of Parliament.
From this point of view we regard the provisions of the bill
as excessive.
In this we are supported by the Federation of
British
Industries,
etc.
These bodies have
placed on record their opinion that in any form of control
which it may be decided to adopt, the government should
not in any case be concerned with the detailed administration
of the railways.
The bill certainly provides for ver\' considerable interference in administrative matters, and should
it emerge as an act in anything like its present form there
will be an enormous extension of the civil service.
The
Ministr}' of Munitions
with whose organization Sir Eric
Geddes was associated expanded to enormous dimensions
.

.

.

—
—

largely on borrowed staff,

and

it

is

significant that the bill

with which we are now dealing contemplates the transfer to
the minister of any officer or ser\-ant of an undertaking of
which possession is taken whose serv'ces the rn'm'ster may
require, 'either permanent!}-, with the consent of the officer
or servant, or temporarily, with the consent of the undertakers.'
Moreover, the bill is far from specific as to the
payment of staff transferred to the Ministry. During the

war hundreds

—

if

not thousand.s

—

of

men have worked

in

March

28,
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various departments of the state but have been paid by
What may have been justirailway and other companies.
fiable in war time should not be tolerated in future.
"We now come to the question of State purchase. As has
Ijeen }X)inted out, there is the astonishing proposal that so
important a matter shall be done by an Order in Council.

bark on a scheme of nationalization until the whole matter
has been threshed out in a much more complete manner
than has, so far, been the case."

Mexican Railway Executives
Visit

We cannot think that this will be sanctioned by Parliament,
The bill provides that the
but it is seriously proposed.
minister may purchase by agreement or compulsorily and
work the whole or any part of any railway, light railway,
tramway, canal, waterway, or inland navigation, harbor or
The only limitation is that a tramway, belonging to
dock.
a local authority, shall only be acquired with the consent of
Railway companies will doubtless have nothe authority.
ticed that the basis of any purchase is not defined; the minister is to have the right to specify the financial arrangement,
the only appeal being to a court of arbitration 'constituted
in accordance with the provisions of the Order authorizing
Railway directors and shareholders may
the acquisition.'
well contemplate this scheme with misgivings.
But in addition to purchasing railway and other undertakings, the
minister may establish new ones, for which purpose he may
compulsorily acquire land; he may lease the whole or any
part of an undertaking which he acquires or establishes; he
may purchase, hire or lease railway wagons belonging to
private owners; and may establish, maintain and work transport services by land or water
all by Order in Council. Over
undertakings acquired or established the minister would
have absolute control. 'He shall be entitled to fix such rates,
fares, tolls, dues and other charges as he thinks fit, notwithstanding any statutory provision limiting the amount of such

—

charges or increase therein affecting the undertaking, and
shall have all such other powers of management as may be
necessary for the purpose,' and he may 'discontinue the working of any part of the undertaking where he considers such
discontinuance is expedient in the national interest.' When
it is remembered that railway companies own large engineering works, manufacturing anything from furniture to locomotives; o|5erate steamboat services; run hotels, motor cars,
and goods and parcels road services; such diverse branches of
industry as laundries, printing establishments, gas works, etc.,
the potentialities of this project for nationalization, and
state competition with private enterprise will be apparent.
"In our opinion, the association of roads and the supply
of electricity with railways is wholly unjustifiable.
It is the most unconvincing special pleading to suggest that
the control of electric supply should be vested in the Alinistrv
of Ways and Communications because the railway property
might be used for lines of overhead high-tension wires, while
as regards railway electrification we are far from sharing
the opinion of a labor correspondent of a non-technical
journal that 'railways will in the near future be electrified
and canals will carr>' electrically driven barges.'
"What has to be secured is that the financial position of
the railway companies shall be restored.
This can be done
by reducing expenditure or increasing the revenue, and it
might be facilitated by a well-considered form of government

The Board of Trade have always had considerable
powers over the railways, and there is no harm in transferring
those powers to a new authority, especially if that authority
proves to be broader minded and less bound by red tape
than the Board of Trade. It is also necessary to invest some
department of the state with the power of varying railway
rates and charges and simplifying the present basis of charging.
Further, as the railway companies will not be in a position to raise capital, it is necessary that, under certain conditions, the state should finance schemes of improvement,
but having said this, we hold strongly to the opinion that the
control.

detailed administration of the railways should be vested in
the individual companies, and that the state should not em-
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By

P.

New

York

Harvey Middleton,

Executive Assistant, Railway Business Association

THE

\isiT to

New York

City on

March 26

of

two of the

principal operating officials of the Carranza Railway
Administration, M. Munoz, general superintendent of
the National Railways of Mexico, and Rafael Zerecero, assistant general manager of the southwestern lines of Mexico,
afforded an opportunity of obtaining at first hand a few facts
to

supplement

"We

my

article in the

Railway Age

of

March

14.

said Mr. Munoz, "16,000 tons of
About 7,000
freight daily on a 3 3^ to 4 per cent grade.
tons of this is on the Interoceanic route from Mexico City
The principal
to Vera Cruz, Puebla, and branch lines.
are handling,"

commodities carried are sugar, flour, oil, coffee, com, rice,
We export all our
cattle, lumber, rubber plant and tobacco.
high grade lumber such as mahogany to the United States.
"Our locomotives are principally from the Baldwin LocoWe have a number of Mallet compound
motive Works.
locomotives and also some double header Fairlie engines of
English manufacture. We are fairly well supplied with
At present only 5 per
equipment, but we need tank cars.
cent of our tonnage is export or import, the rest of it being
Our tracks are in first class condition with good
domestic.
solid beds.
We use principally hardwood ties, but we have
some steel ties, although I don't like them. Some of our
roadbed is ballasted 5 meters deep; it is good and solid.
"Senor Pontes, our general manager, is doing everything
possible to encourage traffic into Mexico through the Pacific
ports, and English steamers are making regular calls at the
It may interest you to learn that it takes an
Gulf ports.
average of only 68 hours to unload a 5,000 ton steamer at
Salina Cruz on the Pacific and carry it across the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec to Puerto Mexico on the Gulf coast.
"The Mexican government has recently acquired by purchase from the Pearsons of London the National Railway
of Tehuantepec, and this railroad, on the narrowest part of
the continent with the exception of Panama, has been put
in first class condition.
W'e have two steamers running from
Vera Cruz to Puerto Mexico making three trips a week carr}-ing passengers and express packages.
We have an ice
plant at Salina Cruz and we have refrigerator cars for perishable freight like fish and fruit.
The Tehuantepec Rail-

way

furnishes the electric light service in Salina Cruz and
Puerto Mexico and we are going to establish competitive
rates from Salina Cruz to Mexico City to meet the same
rates as those from Manzanillo, which is the port of entry
for traffic from the western ports and from Asia.
"Through our purchasing offices in America we buy rolling stock, cars, locomotives, rail fasteners, bridge material,
lirake equipment and tires.
We make our own rails and we
also operate machine shops at Orizaba, Mexico City, Vera
Cruz and in several other places. We are now building
hospitals at different points on our lines and we are getting
prices from American firms for the necessary equipment.
There are now no rebels on our lines, for we have just captured the town of Cauatla, in the state of Morelos, which
was Zapata's former headquarters, and we have daily passenger service there.
There is, of course, an occasional bandit
raid in an out-of-the-way place, but I am told that even in
New York City there is an occasional holdup. Generally
speaking, Mexico is today normal and business is proceeding
briskly.
American manufacturers are sending their repre-
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in increasing numbers, and a party of several
hundred American business men representing the Mississippi
N'allev is leaving tor Mexico in a few days to l)e the guests
of President Carranza on a trip to Mexico City, Vera ("ruz
and Telniantepec. We are most anxious to liave American
niaiuifai Hirers come to Mexico and see for themselves the

sentatives

Vol. 66, No. 13

we

are making.

can assure you that foreign
('arranza Administration.
One of the great oiistacles at present is tlie delay on the
part of the American government in granting pa.s.sports.
Everything should he done to facilitate commercial intercourse I)etween Mexico and tlie United States."
progress
capital

will

I

be protected by

tlie

Railw^ay Developments in Foreign Countries
Proposed

New

Railway

of Exports

in Para, Brazil

Concession Granted for Railway to Be Built

in Para,

Brazil

A

CONCESSION has receutl)- been granted to Antonio
.\morin do Amaral for the building of a railroad from
Amapa to Oyapock, both in the State of Para, Brazil,
the latter town being located on the boundaries of French
Guiana and called San Antonio, according to a report from
Consul George H. Pickcrell, Para. The region covered by this
concession, which also embraces a strip of land estimated to be
9}i miles on either side of the line, is said to be rich in lands
suitable for cattle raising, and to possess immense forests of
timber of

all kinds, especially that

— Interesting

Figures

from United States by Countries

containing essences.

The

The railro.ui shall have, besides, a branch line to the last navigable
port of the Calcocne River, thus bringing great advantages to all the vast
and rich region above the falls which is at present inaccessible to exploration. This undertaking will be, as may be easily noted, one of the most
gigantic steps toward the progress of this Stale.

The plan for the railroad lines reaches all the latitude of Brazilian
Guiana, crossing the richest and most fertile regions of Brazil, the same
that old explorers used to refer to as the El Dorado of the New Continent.
In an article publislicd in the Joinal do Brazil, in
Rio de Janeiro.
Scnlior Otto Prazercs says:
"In those Brazilian regions can be found
enough gold to serve as security to numberless issues of paper currency."
Three ports have been constructed by France at her old colony, viz,
Cayenne, l.ourcnijo, and Oyapock, which arc the outlet of all products
from the Amapa (Guyana), causing thus considerable loss to our budget.
According to the statistics rmljli^hcd in the "Association Fran^aise," for
1917, products worth 24,719,302 francs were exported through these ports,
liefore such splendid results the French Government which has already
spent 1,000,000 francs in improving the harbor at Cayenne, is prepared
to continue this work, its conclusion being estimated at 8,000,000 francs.
The Revista Commercial do Para says: "The export of gold from the
French Guiana for 1916-17 came to the stupendous total of 177,000,000
francs.
also other products which are its equivalent, valueless
through lack of transport, have their outlet through the French ports.
ease our financial condition, and to acquire a good security for our
it would suffice to explore or to give an outlet to the gold and other
products accumulated in our territory and which are being exported to
foreign countries through foreign channels.

Not gold aione. but

to us

To

issues,

Cayenne

What

the South African Railways

Buy

railways in normal years purchase in
the neighborhood of $63,000,000 of supplies yearly, but in the
last two years their purchases have amounted only to about
$20,000,000. These figures are taken from an article in the
February issue of the British and South African Exjwrt
Gazette, which contains the following interesting infor-

The South African

mation

:

factors contributed to make the volume of stores
bought by the South African Department of Railways and
Harbors during the 12 months ending March, 1918, smaller
than in preceding years, particularly in regard to imported
in normal years
goods. The total purchases from all sources
were valued at
thev have amounted to over $63,000,000
$19,619,300, as compared with $19,676,800 in 1916. Out of
this sum the High Commissioner's "list," representing purchases made through his office in London, amounted to no
more than $3,041,820, against $6,155,270 in the previous
fiscal period, and between $15,000,000 and $20,000,000 in

Many

—
—

Approximate Line

of the

Proposed Railway

in

Para

the years before the war.
The extent to which the war reduced the proportion of purchases from overseas and correspondingly increased that of
goods obtained locally may be judged from the fact that in
1913, 49 per cent of the purchases were of oversea origin
and 51 per cent were bought in South Africa, whereas in

famous gold mines of the Guianas which have produced so
alluvial gold in the past are crossed by this line, and
a branch line that will touch the
it is proposed to build
famous French Guiana mines, which are still producing
large amounts with the most primitive machinery.
The consul quotes from the Estado do Para of December
15, 1918, commenting upon the benefits to be derived from

1917-18, 15 per cent of the purchases were made overseas
in South Africa; but as the general manager
of the South African Railways states in his report, "The present position has been influenced in some measure by deferred
For example,
deliveries of material unobtainable locally."
it has been exceedingly difficult to obtain rails, as they have
been in demand for the various theatres of war in quantities

the concession:

l^eyond the present output.

State congress of Para voted and made public the law which grants
to Mr. Antonio Amorim de Amaral, or the company organized by him, the
concession for the construction of a railway line starting from the left
bank of the Amazon River from a port, accessible at all times to ships of
deep draft, near the town of Macapa, and continuing by the right bank
of the Oyapock, in the neighborhood of a settlement known as Santo
Antonio, crossing the Araguary River below the first waterfall from its

case, there can be no wonder that South
Africa has been unable to obtain delivery of goods long ago
on order in the United Kingdom. Indeed, the purchases of

much

The

mouth.

and 85 per cent

Wide Range of Purchases.
Such being the

—
March

:
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through the High Commissioner's Office in London during the year 1917-18 amounted to only $2,740, comparing
with $1,022,500, 1916, and with amounts ranging up to half
a million sterling in the years before the war. That is an exrails

treme case, but it does not stand alone. Cement worth $16,335 was purchased through the High Commissioner in 191718, against $257,950 worth in 1916; electric gear to the extent of only $1,155, against $40,485; iron and steel, $26,475,
against $77,750; locomotive, carriage, and wagon spares
$359,620, against $552,450; machinery, $11,200, against
$37,870; oils, $6,300, against $31,315.; piping, $1,385,
against $9,810;
and uniform clothing, $43,970, against
$139,410.
On the other hand, rolling stock was represented by a
figure which stood out among the rest, viz., $1,210,435,
which though it showed a decrease on the $2,550,820 for

1916 and on the amounts for other years, was more comparable with them.
Some items actually showed increased
purchases, as, for example, brake gear, $26,425, against
$11,445; copper, $49,320, against $36,625; fencing material,
$6,400, against $975; and rope, $26,545, against $19,615.
There were no oversea purchases of galvanized iron, timber,
telegraph material, cotton and wool waste, and signal material, though all of these showed amounts in previous years.

Big Purchases

When Normal

Conditions Are Resumed

from overseas and

sense.
It is hardly to be expected that Congress will
pass the schemes, in view of the formidable deficit, accumulated during the past five years, which must be liquidated
by the 1916 budget. The cortes will surely recognize that
if money is to be spent on railways there are plenty of blanks
in the map without duplicating existing lines and creating
a question of different gages.
If a second line of railway
is required between Madrid and Valencia, this could be obtained at relatively small cost, by connecting Cuenca and
Utiel.
Possibly the new schemes simply mean that the
Minister wants to make a show of doing something during

his brief term in office."

Exports of Locomotives

Italy received 19, valued at $931,000.

A

Madrid- Valencia Direct Line

Following upon the Bill for the proposed direct line from
the French Frontier to Algeciras (See the Railway Age of
March 14, Page 611), a "Project of Law" has been published in the Gazette of February 15, by the Spanish Minister

of

Public Works,

talked of direct line from

Pasajes
standard 4
to

in

Asturias.

for

the

Madrid

construction

of

the

much

to Valencia, with a

The proposed

line

is

branch
to be of

8^

ft.
in. gage, and in other respects is to follow
the scheme authorized by the Royal Order of December 13,
1917, under the law of December 18, 1914, for the construc-

"The most extraordinary
which mean spending $100,000,000

tion of various secondary railways.

feature of these proposals,
in second tracking existing

railways," says the Railway
(London, "is that they should come from a man
like the Marques de Cortina, who in private life is a lawyer and banker, and who showed himself, on the occasion
of his visit to England in connection with the 'Cortina'
convention, to be endowed with the average amount of com-

Gazette

The

figures in detail

follow
United States Export

OF

Steam Locomotives, by Countries. During
January, 1919

Number

Countries.

France

1

Italy

of this great

$98,725; clothing, $504,025; catering, $53,500; stationery,
$84,915; signal and telegraph material, $12,825; harbor and
lighthouse material, $54,120; vacuum brake gear, $84,650;
steam-heating gear, $2,870, and other goods, $96,285. These
indents make a total of no less than $9,855,225, or two and
a half times as much as the actual deliveries through the
High Commissioner's Office in the same year.
[The South African Railways have been large buyers in
the American market in the past three years.
In 1917 they
ordered 8 Mallet and 30 Mountain type locomotives in this
country; in 1918, 20 Mountain type locomotives, and in February additional orders for 70 more were reported.
Editor.]

January Total $3,076,543

in

During the month of January, 1919, there were exported
from the United States 87 steam locomotives, valued at
$3,076,543, according to figures prepared by the Special Statistical Service Section, Division of Statistics of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Well over half, both
from the standpoint of number and value, were destined for
eastern Asia, namely, 28, of a value of $1,077,898 for Russia in Asia, and 17, valued at $959,260, for Japanese China.

locally, these returns are of

value to manufacturers as indicating the varied recjuirements
Government buying department, while they also
suggest how much leeway will have to be made up when normal commercial and industrial conditions return.
Indeed,
the indents placed through the High Commissioner during the
year under review are in themselves proof of this. They include rolling stock to the extent of $7,791,025; permanentway material, $29,400; materials for tarpaulins, $426,140;
locomotive spares and tires, $327,835; tin and metals, $72,525; carriage and wagon spares, $216,385; new machinery,

865

mon

Quite apart from the interest attached to such figures as
revealing the effect of the war on South Africa railway buying
respectively

.

19

Spain

1

Canada

4

Nicaragua
Mexico

5

Cuba

6

5,000
52,805
110,650
23,200
959,260
10,927
1,077,898

1

Colombia
Japanese China
Japan

1

17
i7
1

Russia in Asia.
Australia
Philippine Islands
.

!8

.

2

Total

$7,050
731,000
30,700
53,213

1

11,615
3,225

!7

$3,076,543

Exports of railway track material during January included totals of $4,221,563 in rails, $189,408 in spikes, and
$543,330 in switches, frogs, etc. In the case of rails, France,
Japan, Russia in Asia and Cuba were the largest buyers.

The

figures in detail follow:

United States Exports of Railway Track Material, by Countries,
During January, 19 19
Rails of

Railroad spikes

steel switches, frogs, etc.

Tons

Pounds

Countries

Belgium
France

422.920
1,016,800

$16,606
75,427

1,271

$113,590

25,848

1,539,257

$10,850
102,765

293
373

18,196
20,079
107,338

31,390

Italy

Netherlands

England
Canada

587,840
800
2,000

Costa Rica

Honduras

.....''

Nicaragua
Salvador
Mexico
Barbados

1,300
500
98,545
14,118
6,000

Jan-.aica

Trinidad and Tobago..
Other British W. Indies

Cuba

'

"3,000

542.669

French West Indies...

16,965

2,638
11
7

33
6,241

20

1,949

40O

101

10,365

800
416

81
33

8,845
7,626
2,066

210
24,124

14
5,125

906
324,318

1,200

500

800

65

14,850
75,200
151,160
12,300
20,000

1,547
6,428
9,405

56
105

4,000
7,860

950

545

30,239

38

Haiti

Dominican Republic

.

Brazil

Chile

Colombia
Ecuador
British Guiana
Peru

103,900

1,340
7,157

294

5,082
19,379

420

22
899

1,580
61,169

Uiuguay
British India
Straits Settlements

East

355
773
10,074
20,945
1,240
81
13,455

Philippine Islands

.

165
10,358
168
3,550
14,727
44,936
43,469

18,817

1,124

99
372

13,161
3,312

7,533
5.538

6,778
36,277
627,748
363,638

3,290
51,126

285
3.124

663

46,023

44,328
3,160

...3,509,054

$189,408

65.024 $4,221,563

$543,330

.

French Oceania
.

.

.

Belgian Congo
Total

338
1,350
2,164
27,444
73

257,823
100,890

.

Indies....

Russia in Asia

The

1.296
104

47

Venezuela
China

Dutch
Japan

385

68
100
100

Special Statistical Service Section has also compiled
figures showing that in the same month there were exported
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car whwls and axlo to tlic value of $278,393, of which
The figures follow:
nearly half wont to Canada.
Kxi-otiK or (AH WiiKSi?

.\XIK». BY COUNTIIIES.

$26.17J

EngUnd

2.789
119,566

Canada
llonduraii

Kciindor

17,606
55
18.507
192

Islands

Argcntioa

Japan
Asia
Islands
South Africa

Kiis.sia in
riiili|ipinr

lintish

-46.001

Braiil

878

Rritish Guiana
I'eru
Hiitish India
Ihitch Kast Indies

2,031

Mexico
Other Br. W. Indies
Cuba

$1,070

('i>li>inliia

1.76.'

Virgin

JanUARV, 1919

follIltlifS

Couiitric*

France
Greece

3,480
857
2,400
9,435
2,997
17,384

645
3,500

1.0(.?

Tol.il

British Railway Supply

.$278,393

Firms Secure Foreign Orders

The railway supply field in the United
parently husily engaged in getting jjack on

Kingdom
its feet in

is apexport

The Railway Gazette (Lonl)i.isiness in suuply materials.
don), in a recent issue notes the following items, representing orders placed principally Ijy railways in India:
The East Indian Railway has recently placed an order
for 14 locomotives, 0-6-0 tyj>e, broad gage, with the Vulcan
Foundry Company, Newton-le-Willows.
The Rohilkund & Kumaon Railway (India) has placed
an order for two engines, 4-6-0 type, metre gage, with Kerr,
Stuart & Co.
The South African Railways have, we understand, placed
an order with the Gloucester Railway Carriage & Wagon
Company, Ltd., for 16 second class bogie carriages, and 25
day and night sleeping saloons.
The Great Eastern Railway (England) is considering

stcii (a.stings;

iron,

Railway Development in Ecuador
Commerce Reports, issued by tlie Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce in a recent issue contains a communication on trade conditions in

American Builder Gives Best Price and Delivery
American competition in the supply of locomotives in
what have hitherto been British markets, has excited attenThe Times (Lontion in the British House of Commons.
don), recently gave the following item in its Parlimentary
news:
"Colonel Amery, Under-Secretarj' for the Colonies (Birmingham, Sparkbrook, C. U.), replying to Sir R. Cooper
'An order for 12 locomotives for
(Walsall, N. P.), said:
the Federated Malay States was placed in the United States
of America in January last; the contract sum was $28,450
No British firm
each, or i7 1,723 approximately in all.
The lowest offer mentioned, £8,600
quoted a firm price.
each, or il03,200 in all, as a probable sum, but was on a
time and cost basis, and therefore liable to variation. This
order was not secured to Great Britain because early delivery

was of urgent necessity, and British firms
could not begin delivery till November next, and could not
definitely promise that; whereas the American firm promised
"'
delivery in six months.'
[The order in question included 12 Pacific type engines,
of the engines

and went to the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
the Railway Age of February 7.]

The Quito-Esmeraldas
are purchased in the United States.
Railway extends north from Quito, eventually to reach Tulcan, then west to Esmeraldas; about 20 miles of the roadbed
have been finished, including many concrete bridges and culis
The Ambato-('uraray
verts.
It
a government work.
Railway starts at Ambato, the eastern terminal to be at
Curaray on the eastern side of the Andes Mountains. It is
completed to Pelileo, at)Out 30 miles, and is in operation. All
materials used were purchased in the United States, and it is
being built by American engineers. The Babahoyo Railway
The grading for some 15 miles
is to extend toward Quito.

is

finished.

Japanese Railways Will Guarantee Freight Delivery

Four additional publications in the Industrial Standards
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
These pamphlets contain standare ready for distribution.
Series of the

ard specifications of the .^.merican Society for Testing MaEnglish and Spanish, and are designed primarily
for distribution in Latin American countries to assist in
introducing American construction and engineering ma-

terials in

numbers of the specifications just issued
which they relate are: No. 15, wrought
carbon-steel wheels for steam railway service; No. 17,

The

serial

and the products
solid

to

The Japanese Government Railways Bureau has inaugurated a new system of freight transportation as from January 16. This new system consists in guaranteeing the delivery within a fixed period of time of all shipments. This innovation on the government railway service has been considered for some time, with a view to facilitating commercial

transportation overland.
On application the government
railways guarantee the delivery of consigrmients in a fixed
period, which is worked out on the basis of the time required
for preparations for forwarding, the time required for transportation on lines, the time required for ferry transportation
in case of cargo being carried beyond the main island of
Japan, and the time required for delivery. When cargo is
overdue or delay is caused in delivery, freight charges are
rebated at officially fixed rates; when delay is within two
days, 10 per cent of charges is rebated; when overdue beyond 10 days, 10 per cent of the charges is repaid. However, when the delay is caused by unavoidable circumstances,
such as examination by the police officers of customs authorities, or accidents, the railways do not take any responsibility.
Under this system baggage signed at Tokio will reach Osaka
within four days. Ordinary cargo will reach there within six
By express train, cargo will reach Osaka within four
days.
The full text of the new regulations was published in
days.
An increase of about
the Official Gazette of December 12.
20 per cent in freight rates and passenger fares came into
force on the Imperial Japanese Railways on September 1 last.

as mentioned in

Standard Specifications for Industrial Materials

terials.

Ecuador, from (Consul (ieneral

W.

Wcxling, Guayaquil, in which he says:
There are four railways under construction, which will be
completed in the near future. The one to the coa.st is being
con.structed by the municipality of Guayatjuil, under the direction of an American engineer, extending from this city to
Salinas on the coast, with a branch line from Amens to
Playas. More than two-thirds of the roadbed is finished, inAll explosives and tools used
cluding most of the culverts.
Frederic

On Time
Railways

(India) have
recently placed an order for five engines, 4-8-0 type, with
Nasmyth, Wilson & Co.
The Eastern Bengal State Railways (India) have an
order on hand with Head, W'righton & Co., Stockton, for
300 four-wheeled covered goods wagons (broadgage).
State

No. 22, boiler rivet steel; No. 25, engine-bolt
for sale by the Superintendent of Docu-

{'opies are

ments, Government Printing Office, at 5 cents eaxh.

tenders for 40 bogie carriages.

The Nizam's Guaranteed
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By

Concession for Projected Peruvian Railway
a Government decree dated December 27, 1918, ad-

Consul General W. W. Handley, Callao-Lima, Felipe
Marincovich has been granted a concession to make the
studies and surveys necessary for the construction of a
railway from the town of Sayan, the present terminus of
the Northwestern Railway of Peru (a narrow-gage railway which runs from Ancon on the coast to Sayan via
Huacho, and operated by the Peruvian corporation) to the
Checras coal fields.
The preliminary plans are to be presented within one

vises

On the basis of these plans it is expected that arrangements will be made with the concessionaire for the

year.

construction and exploitation of this railway.
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General
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News Department
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The Montana House of Representatives has passed a joint
resolution requesting Congress to return the railroads to
private operation as soon as possible.

The Virginian Railroad has abolished

other states of the Southwest region, including Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Missouri. A campaign of education for
railroad employees is to be inaugurated as a result of the
conference.

the office of general

manager, and has dismissed about 100 men, because of dullness in the coal traffic, which normally furnishes 90 per cent
of the road's business.

be made by the War Finance Corporation
to railroads, secured by the Railroad Administration certificates of indebtedness, will be on demand notes at 6 per cent
for 80 per cent of the face of the certificates or 100 per cent
if additional collateral is furnished.

The loans

to

Two employees of the claim department of the Virginian
Railroad were arrested at Norfolk, Va., on March 19, charged
with selling unclaimed freight at private sale, instead of by
auction as is required by the rules, and also with having
One of the men
retained money realized from such sales.
is divisional claim agent, and the other is a chief rlerk.
Telephone rates in Massachusetts, established by the postmaster general, will not be disturbed by the Supreme Court
of that state. Acting on a petition for reduction of toll rates
presented by the Massachusetts Public Service Commission,
against the New England Telephone & Telegraph Company.
the court held that the United States was a party involved
and could not be sued.

One hundred and forty-seven train despatchers of New
York City and \iciiiity held a meeting at Hotel Biltmore,
New York, on Monday last and organized the New York
Assembly of the American Train Despatchers' Association.
The purpose of the assembly is to promote sociability and
educate despatchers by debates on co-operation, efficiency,
economy, safety, train rules, etc. O. H. Braese (N. Y. C),
was elected chairman of the Assembly.
The striking clerks of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis, the Tennessee Central and the Western & Atlantic
have been ordered back to work by the officers of the
Brotherhood of Railway Clerks, who held that the strike was
unauthorized, and large numbers of them appeared at the
railroad offices on Monday morning of this week seeking
reinstatement. The policy of the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis, as announced by W. L. Mapother, federal manager, is to reinstate the men as fast as they can be assimilated, but not to take the strikers back in a body.
Officers
of the clerks' brotherhood held a conference with officers of
the Railroad Administration at Washington last week, and
it is understood that the grievances of the clerks against the
federal auditor of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
system, which were the cause of the strike, will be given
consideration by the Railroad Administration's Board of
Adjustment No. 3 A press despatch from Chattanooga says
that but a small percentage of the men and women who
walked out were taken back by the road, as their places had
been pretty well filled with substitutes, who will be retained.
In one office it was stated there were open only fifteen places
for the 48 who walked out.
Livestock Losses on Railroads in the Southwestern

Region
At

a conference of claim agents representing the railroads
of the Southwestern region called for the purpose of solving
the problem of livestock losses that annually run into millions
of dollars, the statement was made that during 1918 railroad
trains in Louisiana killed enough livestock to furnish meat
for an entire army division for three months, or enough to

furnish two pounds of meat to each man. woman and child
in the state.
Proportionate losses have been sustained in
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Inspection of Automatic Stops on C. & E. I.
The Automatic Train Control Committee which was

appointed by the Railroad Administration on January 14 to
investigate train control devices made its first inspection trip
on Friday and Saturday of last week when it went over the
installation of the Miller train control system which is in
service on the main line of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,
between Chicago and Danville, 111. The committee examined
the apparatus in the shops of the train-control corporation at
Danville on Thursday afternoon, and on the following day a
number of tests were made on the road by stopping trains,
etc.
The committee then visited the railway shops and
roundhouse where the engines in service are inspected and
maintained.
All of the members of the committee were
present except C. A. Morse, chairman, who was confined
to his room at his hotel in Chicago by illness.
Because of
Mr. Morse's sickness the further trip to inspect other train
control installations in the West was postponed until ab'jnt
the middle of April.

Chicago Commerce Association on Railroad Regulation
The executive committee of the Chicago Association of
Commerce has adopted a resolution addressed to Congress
containing 11 points embracing the question of railway ownership, operation and control.
The reforms recommended
are, briefly;

(1) that railroad legislation should be the first
may be enacted, (2) that the ownership of the railroads
should be in private hands, (3) that operation of the railroads should be left in the hands of experienced men with
the government having no part or influence in the appointment of such officers, (4) that existing lines and companies
be consolidated to induce economy of equipment, terminal
facilities and operation, (S) that recognition be given
the
transportation needs of sparsely populated districts,
(6)
that freight and passenger rates be fixed at a figure that v/ill
give a fair return on a proper capital valuation, (7) that
a
regulatory body be provided to fix rates and provide good
service, (8) that this regulatory body approve extensions
of
existing lines or the construction of new lines,
(9) that this
body also consent to the issuance of new securities, (lO) that
all questions of wages and conditions of
service be placed
in the hands of a commission, whose findings
shall be final,
and (11) that measures be adopted to protect the railways
from state laws that interfere with the operation of the lines.

that

Liability of Railroads to Capital Stock

Under

Tax

section 407 of the Act of Congress of

September 8,
1916, every domestic corporation was required to pay annually a special excise tax with respect to the carrying on
or doing business, equivalent to 50 cents for each $1,000 of
the fair value of its capital stock.
The act approved February 24, 1919, increased the tax to $1 for each $1,000, and
reduced the exemption from $99,000 to $5,000.
Questions
have been raised as to the liability to the capital stock tax
of corporations owning railroads controlled and operated
by the federal government, and for the purpose of determining the matter the Secretary of the Treasury has announced
.

a

decision that:

(1)
eral
tax,

A corporation owning a railroad operated by the
government may, without incurring liability to

(a)

maintain

its

corporate organization; (b)

own

fedthis

property;
(c)
collect and distribute the income therefrom;
(d) purchase stocks and bonds of other organizations; (e)
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or part of ttic property used in tiic operation of its
railroad or other business; (f) enter into iong-tcrin leases
whereby it is divested of control of and is not obligated to
maintain the proiu-riy; and (g) borrow money for the purchase of government bonds or for tiie financing of obligations previously incurred.
(2) A corporation will incur lialiility if it (a) mana^'es,
(b) maintains, or (c) purchases railroad or other tanpiblc
property; (d) sells proi)erty not used in the conduct of the
railroad or other business; (e) borrows money for tlie financing of new operations; or (f) makes leases of properly held
for renting purposes, or whereby it is obligated to maintain
the property.
The extent of the activity, if it is of a kind
causing liability to incur, is unimportant. F.ach corporation
owning a railroad under federal control and claiming exemption from the tax will be rc(iuircd to file an arfida\it
supplying certain inforiiiatioii.
sell all
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Traffic

News
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The Chicago Passenger Club, an organization of about 450
passenger ticket men of Chicago and surrounding suburbs,
claims the distinction of being the only railway club that remained intact during the war.

William 11. Spears, district passenger agent of the American Express Company at Chicago, has resigned that position
and has been appointed secretary and manager of the T. &
Tours Company at Chicago. The offices of the new or.S.
ganization will be in the Western Union building, and tlie
company will conduct a national parks and general steamsli;p
ticket business.

The Wholesale Merchants' & Manufacturers' Association
Engineering Advertisers' Association Formed
Advertising and sales managers representing manufacturers in various engineering lines, at a meeting recently
held in Chicago, formed the Engineering Advertisers' Association as a means of friendly interchange of ideas and btisiness methods pertaining to the advertising and selling of
engineering products and to provide a medium where there
might be free discussion of problems arising in this particular field.
Active membership in the association is open
only to those in responsible charge of advertising or sales
of companies selling engineering products.
Meetings of the
association will be held monthly except during July and
August and the annual meeting will be held in March. Provision has been made to accept as associate members
publishers and their representatives, solicitors and ser\ice
agency men whose interests are confined to engineering
projects.
H. L. Delander, advertising manager of the Crane Company, Chicago, was elected president, H. Colin Campbell,
director of advertising for the Portland Cement Association,
Chicago, vice-president; G. H. Eddy, publicity manager of
the Green Engineering Company, East Chicago, Ind., secretary and Edward J. Pratt, advertising manager of the Kellog
Switchboard & Supply Company, Chicago, treasurer. The
board of directors is composed of G. S. Hamilton, advertising
manager of the American Steam Conveyor Corporation,
Chicago, J. J. Arnsfield, advertising manager of Fairbanks.
Morse
Company, Chicago, A. P. Hauck, director of advertising of the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., H. W. Clark, advertising manager of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, C. A. Powers, advertising manager of the Benjamin Electric ^Manufacturing
Company, Chicago, and J. C. Kinsley, secretary of the C. M.

&

Davis Regulator Company, Chicago.

of Buffalo, N. Y., L. W. Elias, president, is preparing to run
a special train through western New York and Pennsylvania
on May 20, 21, 22 and 23, to renew friendships between Buffalo
merchants and retailers in that region. About 35 towns v.ill
l)e
visited and it is expected that ISO representatives of
iUiffalo business concerns will go on the trip.

The

Traffic Bureau of Savannah, Ga., has been abolished.
appears that the bureau was maintained by the city, and
city administration is now being criticized by business
men for taking away an clement vital to the prosperity of the
city.
.At a largely attended meeting on March 21 a strong
plea was presented for the restoration of the bureau.
It

the

Consolidation of the army embarkation service and its inland traffic service has been announced by the War Department. Brigadier General Frank T. Hines, chief of embarkation, has been appointed chief of the consolidated service
(which will be known as the transportation service) "with
responsibility for and authority over the transportation of
supplies and the personnel of the army by rail and water."

The Wisconsin Poultry, Butter & Egg Association at a
recent meeting adopted resolutions advocating the placarding of cars laden with eggs in order to notify train men to
take care in switching. The economic loss to the country
because of breakage and damage to eggs in transit from
western farms to eastern markets is large and these losses
are a serious indirect tax upon the entire trade. The resolutions will be sent to Washington and to the regional directors.
Despite the continued unsettled labor conditions at the
port of New York, grain is being cleared actively in considerable quantities at all North Atlantic ports with the
exception of Newport News. The Railroad Administration
reports, for the week ended March 20, 21,491.000 bushels of
grain in elevators at these ports, or about 90 per cent of
capacity.
There were received during the week 4,473,000
bushels, while 3,935,000 bushels were cleared.
At Soutii
-Atlantic and Gulf Ports there were 12,585 carloads of export
freight on hand as against 11,821 for the week previous.

Major-General William M. Black, Chief Engineer, United
Army, speaking before the New York Traffic Club on
March 25 declared that the railroads of the country had
exterminated inland water traffic. Continuing, he said:
"Are not our common carriers simply agencies of the
people for the general good? One class of our carriers has
lieen permitted so to order its business as practically to wipe
"lit another class.
As a general proposition inland water
transportation has been killed. This has been accomplished
by a manipulation of railroad freight rates, rendered more
easy by an arbitrary system of freight classification. In what
other class of business is a scale of charges permitted which
is independent of the scale of values of the service rendered?
Where else within our country is it permitted to make one
charge to one community and a different charge to another
for the same article?
Is there any insuperable difficulty in
devising a just system of rates, a freight classification based
on the cost of handling and moving freight? In the case of
competing roads of unequal length, cannot the scales of
charges be adjusted to the cost by the cheapest line? Would
not this be exactly in line with the practice of manufacturers
States

Copyright by Press lUtistrattng Service

Spartacus Soldiers Defending the Silesian Station in Berlin

in

general?"

*

.
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Car Deliveries to March 15
The following is a statement of the new standard
accepted during the week ended March 15:

Equipment and Supplies

cars

Total
accepted
for given

Trade Acceptances Not

to

Be Used

485

C.

N.

Y.

L,

the

N.

of

Locomotives and

1,986

C

140
36
20
110

Total

3.37

N

&
Y.

is

mission, has bought from the Director General of Military
Railways 485 standard gage, Pershing type locomotives now
being built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works and 19,860
freight cars of various types that were under manufacture
There
in the United States when the armistice was signed.
remains a comparatively small number of locomotives and
cars yet to be disposed of and it is expected that they will
be sold to some of the Allied governments.

Locomotive Deliveries to March

in the

gage

Number

Road

W

5
5
5

& N'w
& L. E

4

of Ga
McK. & Y

2

Penn.

I

L.

R

Erie R.
Chic.
P.

5

Cent,
P.

A. C. L
Cent, of
T. & P
Chic. G.

(A. T. &

Union

5
3

Ga

1

W

2

St.

1

38
2

Fe.

Pacific

.

111.
Cent
Great Northern
Penn. L. W....
Ic. C. & O

I

"i

.

work

iron

Alsdorf Company, Chicago,

is inquiring for the
for 100 to 200 twenty-ton freight cars for export.
J.

The Magnolia Petroleum Comhanv ha.'; ordered 5 10,000American Car & Foundry Company.

gallon tank cars from the

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,
in the

market for 50
lb.

2
2

8W. Sw.
Mikado.
Mikado.

1

issued the following
statement of the delivery of U. S. R. A. standard cars as of

March

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,
in

is

gage

Philadelphia, Pa.,
the market for three combination passenger and bag-

cars.

Iron and Steel

By War Department

War Department,
Washington, advises that the government plans to sell at
prevailing market prices, the surplus stock of 80-lb. rail and
2S-lb. rail ordered for the American Expeditionary Forces

Mikado.

Delivery of Standard Cars to March

Philadelphia, Pa.,
gondola cars

steel

Passenger Cars

The

47

The Railroad Administration

hopper and 50

Steel Rails for Sale
Mikado.
Pacific.

1

steel

capacity.

Type

USRA Mikado.
Santa Fe.
USRA S. Fe.
USRA 6W. Sw.
USRA Mikado.
Mallet.
USRA Mikado.
USRA Pacific.
Mountain.
USRA 6W. Sw.
USRA 6V'. Sw.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Freight Cars
a.

of 100,000

15

1

1

Total

.

market for a second hand, 4-ton, Westinghouse narrow

The following new locomotives were shipped to railroads
under federal control during the week ended March 15:
&

.

has

1:

office of the chief of

engineers of the

overseas, but not required due to the signing of the armistice.
There are about 50,000 tons of 80-lb. rail and about 7,000
tons of 25-lb. rail. There are large quantities of crossings,
slip switches, and turnouts.
The bulk of this material is at
port readily accessible for loading. All sales are being conducted through the office of the director general of military
railways, Washington, where further information can be
obtained.

Delivery of Stand.ard Cars to March

1

K
Z
Type
40-ton
50-ton
SO-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
55-ton
70-ton

D. S.
S. S.
S. S.
S. S.
S. S.

Manufacturer
Box., .Am. Car

Box.,
Box..
Box.,
Box..
Comp. Gon,
Comp. Gon,
Comp. Gon.
Comp. Gon,
Comp. Gon,
Comp. Gon,
St. Hopper.
St. Hopper.
St. Hopper.
St. Hopper.
St. Hopper.
St. Hopper.
St. Hopper.

Total

& Fdy.

.Haskell

& Barker..

.Pullman Car Co...
.Bettendorf Car Co.
.Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
.Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
Am, Car & Fdy. Co.
.Haskell & Barker..
.Pressed St. Car Co.
.Std. Steel Car Co..
.Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
.Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
Pressed St. Car Co.
.Pullman Car Co...
.Ralston St. Car Co.
.Std. Steel Car Co.
Pressed St. Car Co
•

>

CJ

•«

d

><

%

z

fe

50
250

200

50
500
300

500

250

<«

250

16

300 1250
...
SCO
...
500

Co.

.Am. Car & Fdy. Co.

roads
124
917
36
129
345

electric locomotive.

The

is

R.

S.
S.
S.

Locomotives

Cars

French Government
The French government, through the French High Com-

G.

Bettendorf Co
Box
Haskell & Barker
Box
Pullman Car Co
Box
Comp. Gon. .Am. Car &• Fdy. Co,
70ton I,. S. Gon
Pressed Steel Car...
S.
S.
S.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

Sold to

Works

Manufacturer

Type
50 toil
50 ton
50-ton
50-ton

31

C

Norfolk & Western

was announced Thursday

that the plan of financing the
Railroad Administration to equipment
companies by means of trade acceptances had been abandoned because of complications, and that a substitute plan
would be adopted somewhat similar to that of issuing certificates of indebtedness to the railroads.
It

obligations

Number

Road
&

C.

400
200

200
20O

150

250

200
200
200
200

811

300 3250 1500 2000

SCO
30O

.

250

200
250
2O0
200

400
200

400

200
400

500

H5

.

1206

500

800

500
20O
400

300

400 2000

500 1936 2000

16

58 3770 1500

430

750

24,027

1
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Iron and Steel Prices Reduced
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Kcprcst'iitalivcs ol ilu- >u-el iiidu.siiy ami tlic Industrial
Boaril of the Dcpartnu-iU of Commerce at a conference in

WasliinKton

last

week reached an agreement on

of rcducoil prices for

lli«

The reduction in standard rail prices is from $55 for
Resscmer and $57 for open hearth, to $45 and $47, respectively, which sets the price at approximately the figure which
was set before the United States entered the war, althouj^h
practically all railroad contracts were placed at a lower figure
under the option given on orders for future delivery at the
time the prices were increased. No orders were placed by
the Railroad Administration during 1918 and the prices of
$55 and $57 applied only to some comparatively small purchases by the Army and Navy Departments. The schedule
agreed upon, which is efTective at once, is as follows:
use.

Reductions
jC

November

11

price

Pig

iron

basic

33.00
47.50
51.00
51.00
50.00

G.T.
G.T.
G.T.
G.T.
G.T.

Present
price

New
price

From
November

4-incli

2-incb
Sheet bars

30.00
43.50
47.00
47.00
46.00

NT
NT
NT

—

—

Galvanized s h e c ' s
No. 28
6.25 cwt.
Tin plate No. 100 bo.x 7.75
1

ubular

—

Hoops

products
base

Light rails
Rails
standard

6.05
7.35
points off card
3.50 cwt.
3.30
3.00 cwt.
2.70

ll.OON.T.
15.00 N.T.

5.70
7.00

3'/^

3.05
2.45

9.00

N

^

From
1

25.75
7.25
38.50
9.0O
42.00
9.00
42.00
9.00
Slabs
41.00
9.00
Skelp sheared
3.25 cwt.
3.00
2.65
12.00 N.T.
Skelp universal
3.15 cwt.
2.90
2.55
12.00
Skclp grooved
2.90 cwt.
2.70
2.45
9.00 N.T.
Merchant bar base.. 2.90 cwt. 2.70
2.35
11.00
Sheared plates
3.25 cwt.
3.00
2.65
12.00 N.T.
Structuial base
3.O0 cwt.
2.80
2.45
11.00
Wire rod
57.00 G.T. 57.00 G.T. 52.00 G.T.
5.00 G.T.
Plain wire
3.25 cwt.
3.25
3.00
5.0O N.T
3.50 cwt.
3.50
JJ.ai's
3.25
5.00 N.T.
Black sheets, No. 28.. 5.00 cwt. 4.70
4.35
13.00 N.T.
Blue annealed No. 10 4.25 cwt. 3.90
3.55
14.00 N.T.
Pillets
Hillets

iiillinillllllllliu

Supply Trade News

a schedule

principal articles of iron and steel
wiiicli will apply to all purchases by the various government
departments and below which the board says the jjublic
sliould not expect to buy during the current year. The purpose was to bring about such a lower level of prices as will
effect stability and stimulate trade to the end that business
and industry can proceed and build up with confidence a
prolitable maximum employment.
The price schedule is of
especial interest to the railroads, which are the largest purchasers of steel, and as the government is operating most of
the railroads the prices will apply to purchases for railroad

ml

T.

ll.OON.T.

present
4 25

500
5
5

00
00

NT
NT
5.00 N T
7 00 N T
7 00 N T
7 00 N T
OO

5.00
5.00
5.00
7.00
7.00

N.T.
N.T.
N.T.

7.00

NT

7
7
5

g!t!

N.T

00 N.T.
OO N T
00 N T

5.00

N.T

Bes55.00 G.T. 5S.O0 G.T. 45.00 G.T. lO.OO G.T. 10.00 G.T.
, semer
Nails standard O. H.. 57.00 G.T. 57.00 G.T. 47.00 G.T. lO.OO G.T. 10.00 G.T

No change
Basing points and differentials unchanged.

Ore

Prices effective at once.

After careful consideration and full discussion relating to
cost of production and all other facts and circumstances
relating to the iron and steel industry, the committee of steel
men submitted a schedule of proposed reduced prices which,
after modifications suggested by the board and accepted by
the industry, was approved by the board.
statement issued
by E. H. Gary, of the United States Steel Corporation, said
the object was to secure a basis which, so far as practicable,
would yield a moderate and reasonable return to the investors and at the same time would not disturb wage rates
or interfere with wage agreements and, having determined
upon prices which it is expected will not be reduced during
this year, it is believed that the volume of business will be
promptly increased and that furnaces and mills will be operating at a largely increased capacity.
A statement issued
by the board said it had asked the industry to take the first
step toward the readjustment and voluntarily make temporary
sacrifices in the interest of all and that while the reduction
may involve the necessity of some high cost plants either
shutting down temporarily or running at a loss for a period,
it is expected that with an increased volume of business soon
to be developed a reasonable return to the average and
better than average producers will be effected.
In view of
the higher costs developed throughout the world as a result
of the war a return to anything like pre-war prices was
regarded as out of the question.
Similar conferences are to be held by the board with representatives of other basic industries.
Representatives of
the lumber trade met with the board on March 22.

A
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George Walter Spahr, formerly sales manager of the TabuMachine
oinpany. New York, has been appointed
manager of the I'Mliott-lMsher Company.

lating

(.

sales
J.

of

J.

Haigh has been appointed assistant district manager
for the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, with

sales

headquarters

at

175 First street,

San Francisco,

Cal.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company announces

the re-

moval of

its Boston, Mass., office to 182 High street.
F. F
Eggleston, district manager of sales, will represent the com-

pany

in that territory.

The Pollak Steel Company announces that the G. F. Cotter
Company, Houston, Texas, will represent it as Southwestern sales representatives. They will endeiivor to sell the
products, consisting of forgings of all kinds, axles, locomoSui)])ly

tive parts, as well as the Pollak special heat treated products.
This covers the material produced both at the Cincinnati as
well as the Chicago works.

C. E. Hague, formerly production engineer of the MidWest Engine Company, Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed sales manager of the American Steam Ct nveyor
Corporation, Chicago, manufacturers of the American steam
ash conveyor and other ash handling equirment. Mr. Hague

assumed

5.00
7.00
7

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii

his duties

March

17.

F. R. Still, vice-president and secretary of the American
of Detroit, Mich., has left on an extended
for the far East where he will investigate trade conditions in connection with export work.
Mr. Still's itinerary

Blower Company,

trip

includes Japan, China, Australia and most of the European
countries, and he expects to cover approximately 36,000
miles before returning, about November 1.

Captain A. C. Nell, who has been in charge of the purchise
of power and mechanical equipment for the construction division of the United States Army, has been released from
active duty in the army and has been appointed district manager for the Lea-Courtenay Company and the Schutte-Koerting Company, with offices in the Conway building, Chicago.
Mr. Nell was formerly connected with the Allis-Chalmers

Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
P. Harvey Middleton, executive assistant of the Railway
Business Association, was invited by Sefior M. Mufioz, general superintendent of the Mexican National Railway Administration, during his visit to New York this week, to make
a trip with him over all the lines under the control of the
Carranza government. Mr. Middleton has accepted the invitation and will leave for Mexico shortly.
He will be met
at Laredo, Texas, by Seiior Mufioz and will visit all points
of interest, including the steel mills and railway machine
shops.
Mr. Middleton speaks Spanish, which will aid him
greatly in his investigations.

W.

manager of The Austin Company,
and builders, Cleveland, Ohio, has just
returned from a three-months' trip to France, Belgium and
England. Mr. Austin, in company with J. K. Gannett, export
sales manager of the Austin Company, sailed from New York
City on December 5.
The party which included Alvin T.
Fuller, member of Congress from New England, were for
a time the guests of the British Government and were taken
on a thousand-mile trip over the battlefields. The 13 buildings which were erected by the American forces for the U. S.
Army Transport Service, under the Austin Company's superThe first building was
vision, were inspected by the party.
erected at St. Nazaire by the 17th Engineers in December,
1917, and the remaining buildings were erected at Verneuil,
J.

Austin, general

industrial engineers

30 miles east of Nevers.

March

28,
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Railway Financial News

t

Railroad Administration

—

Baltimore & Ohio. This company has sold to Baltimore
bankers $3,000,000 five-year 6 per cent collateral trust notes.
The security given is the Coal & Coke Railway, which the
Baltimore & Ohio acquired about two years ago.
The
proceeds of the notes, together with other funds borrovvfed
from the War Finance Corporation, will be used to pay
ofT at their maturity, on April 1, an issue of $5,000,000 Coal
& Coke Railway 5 per cent mortgage bonds.
The notes are being offered at 97J/2 and interest, to
yield about 6.60 per cent.
Holders of the maturint,- bonds
have the prior right to take the new notes. The Baltimore
syndicate is headed by the Mercantile Trust & Deposit
Company, Robert Garrett & Sons, Baker, Watts & Co.,
and Townsend, Scott & Sons.

—

New York

Central. The Court of Appeals has handed down
unanimously affirming, without opinion and with
costs, the judgment dismissing the complaint on the merits
in the action brought by Clarence H. Venner against the New
York Central Railroad and other companies constituting the
New York Central lines. The purpose of the action was to

a

decision

prevent or undo the consolidation of the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad with the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern Railway, which was accomplished in December, 1914.
The plaintiff Venner also sought, in case his effort to undo
the consolidation was unsuccessful, to destroy the unity of
control of all the railroads of the Vauderbilt system and attacked not only the Harlem Railroad lease made in 1873, the
West Shore lease made in 1885, the Michigan Central control
obtained in 1878, the Nickel Plate control obtained in 1882,
but that of the Big Four, the Lake Erie & Western, the Toledo
& Ohio Central and other lines. His contention briefly stated
was that the unity of control of those lines violated the Sherman' act and the anti-trust and anti-monopoly statutes of the
six states through which the railroads of the New York Central system extend.

—

Pennsylvania. At the annual meeting held in Philadelphia on
March 25, George Wood, C. Stuart Patterson and Clement B.
Newbold were elected directors to serve for four years. The
resolution approving of the increase of the company's indebtedness to the extent of $75,000,000, upon which, at the stockholders' annual meeting, a stock vote was ordered to be taken
at the same time, was adopted.

Western Maryland. — J. Kemp

Bartlett, of Baltimore, has

been

elected a director.

Railway Construction

—

Federal and General Managers
George E. Johnson, who has been appointed assistant to
the general manager of the Denver & Rio Grande, the Rio
Grande Southern, the Denver Union Terminal, the Pueblo
Union Depot and the Salt Lake City Union Depot, with
headquarters at Denver, Colo., began his railway career in
August, 1897, as a clerk in the freight agent's office on the
Minneapolis & St. Louis, at Minneapolis, Minn. Until December, 1907, Mr. Johnson served in various positions with
the Great Northern, including clerk and chief clerk to the
superintendent, the assistant general superintendent and the
general superintendent; assistant superintendent, inspector of
transportation, and assistant to the general superintendent.
During the following ten years he served as chief clerk to
the general superintendent and to the general manager;
trainmaster and superintendent on the Spokane, Portland &
Seattle and affiliated lines.
Prior to his recent appointment
he was general superintendent of the Gales Creek & Wilson
River (under construction), with headquarters at Portland,
Ore.

Operating
A. M. Smith has been appointed superintendent on the
Western Maryland, with headquarters at Hagerstown, Md.

D. Stack, general manager of the Virginian Railroad,
office at Norfolk, Va., has resigned and his former
position has been abolished.
J.

with

H. E. McGee, general superintendent of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas of Texas, with office at Dallas, Texas, has
had his authority extended over the Wichita Falls & Northwestern.

H. C. Ferris, receiver and chief operating officer of "he
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, with office at Muskogee, Okla.,
has been appointed general superintendent of the same r'lad,
with

office at

Muskogee.

W. M. Whitenton,

superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas
Texas, with office at Muskogee, Okla., has been appointed
general superintendent of that road and the Oklahoma Belt,
with headquarters at Parsons, Kansas, vice W. E. Williams
resigned to accept service with other lines.

&

Major Mott Sawyer, who served in the aviation service of
the United States Army, has been discharged from military
service and has been appointed assistant to the general superintendent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, lines west
of Mobridge, with office at Seattle, Wash.
Major Sawyer
was superintendent of the same road, with office at Tacoma,
when he entered military service.

Oregon, California & Eastern. Robert E. Strahorn, president of the Oregon, California & Eastern with offices at
Spokane, Wash., is supervising the completion of a 20-mile
railroad from Klamath Falls, Ore., to Dairy, which will be
the first link of a projected railway into Central Oregon.
The new line will extend from Bend, Ore., to Silver Lake, at
which point it will branch, one line running to Klamath
Another line
Falls and the other line to Lake View, Ore.
will extend from Bend to Crane and will connect the Oregon
Short Line at the latter point with the Oregon Trunk and
the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company at
Bend. The new line will connect the Oregon Trunk and
the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company at
Bend with the Southern Pacific at Klamath Falls and the
Nevada, California & Oregon at Lake View. The company
also plans to complete a seven-mile spur from Dairy, Ore.,
to Bonanza this fall, the farmers having agreed to furnish
the grade and ties if the company will lay the steel and operate

Captain Frank O. Fernald, Engineers, U. S. A., cominanding Company F., 147th Engineers, has received his honorable
discharge from the army and has been re-appointed superintendent, operating department, Pullman Car Lines, U. S.
R. A., at Dallas, Texas. Captain Fernald was formerly engaged in railway construction and maintenance of way in
the Northwest.

train service.

at St. Louis,

C. L. Beals has been appointed trainmaster on the Illinois
Central, at Fordham, 111., to succeed T. Whitby, who has
been transferred to trainmaster of freight service south of

Twenty-seventh street, Chicago, with headquarters at Fordham, succeeding C. R. Smith, who has been transferred to the
territory north of Twenty-seventh street, with headquarters
at Chicago, in place of F. Ehretsman, deceased.

The following appointments have been made on

the Mis-

Kansas & Texas and all the roads under the jurisdicof C. N. Whitehead, federal manager, with headquarters

souri,

tion

Mo.:

O. C. Smith, si:perintendent of transpor-
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tatioii,

at

Dallas, Tex.;

graph,

at

Deiiisoii,

Tex,

W. H.
.iiul

J.

Hall, Mipfiiniendeiit of teleL. Walsh, superintendent of

safety, at Pallas, Ti-x.

W. Mosby,

.'iuperiiiloiHlent of car sei\ice of the

St.

Louis-

Kansas & Texas of
Texas, the International & Great Northern and the Galveston, Houston & Henderson, has been .'ippointcd superintendSouth western

t>f

'Jexas,

the

Missouri,

ent of transportation of the St. Louis-Southwestern, the St.
Louis-Southwestern of 'I'exas, the Eastern Texas, the Dallas
Terminal & Union Depot, the Southern Illinois & Missouri

Bridge and the Louisiana & Arkansas, with headquarters
Tyler, Texas; W. J. Williams, assistant superintendent
of telegraph of the Louisiana i<: .Arkansas, has been appointed
superintendent of telegraph of the St. Louis Soutliwestern
and alliliated roads, vvitli headciuarter at Tyler, Texas;
E. Richards, assistant superintendent of safety of the
Louisiana & Arkansas and the St. Louis-Southwestern, has
been appointed superintendent of safety of tlie above roads,
with headquarters at Mount Pleasant, Texas; L. M. Hill,
superintendent of dining and parlor cars of the Missouri
Pacific and tlie St. Louis-Southwestern, has been appointed
superintendent of dining cars of the latter road and its aflRliated lines, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
at

Financial, Legal

and Accounting

Ernest Gent, chief clerk in the accounting department of
the Illinois Terminal and the Missouri & Illinois Bridge &
Belt, has been appointed acting federal treasurer of these
roads, with headquarters at Alton, 111., to succeed K. E.
Wilson, resigned.
E. T. Nelson, paymaster of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
with office at Parsons, Kan., has been appointed acting federal
treasurer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with
headquarters at Dallas, Texas, vice W. O. Hamilton resigned
to accept service elsewhere.

Traffic

R. Wells, whose appointment as assistant general passenger agent of the Southern Railroad lines, with headquarters at New Orleans, La., has already been announced in
these columns, was
J.

at

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W.

McDermott, roadmastcr on

the Northern Iowa division of the Chicago & North Western, with headquarters at
Eagle Grove, has retired from active service after a period
of 36 years in the employment of this road.
Mr. McDer-

mott

J.

is

succeeded by

J.

Bolan.

H. H. Johntz has been appointed engineer maintenance of
way of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the Oklahoma Belt,
with headquarters at Parsons, Kan., and A. E. Triplett, district engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas,
lias been appointed engineer maintenance of way of the same
road and the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, with headquarters at Dallas, Texas.

W. H. Vance, engineer maintenance of way of the St.
I^ouis-Southwestern and the Louisiana & Arkansas, has been
appointed engineer maintenance of way of the St. LouisSouthwestern lines, including the St. Louis-Southwestern of
Texas, the Eastern Texas, the Dallas Terminal & Union
Depot, and the Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge, with
headquarters at Tyler, Texas.
the Misthe roads under the jurisdiction of C. N. Whitehead, federal manager, with headquarters
at St. Louis, Mo.: H. P. Anderson, superintendent of motive
power of the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, at Parsons, Tex.,
souri,

Kansas

&

Texas, and

all

has been appointed mechanical superintendent with office at
Denison, Tex.; W. H. Haddocks has been appointed mechanical engineer, with office at Parsons, Kans., and R. W. Burnett
has been appointed assistant mechanical superintendent, with
office at Denison.

Purchasing
J. E. Anderson, purchasing agent of the Ft. Worth & Denver City; the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande; the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe.; the International & Great Northern; the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas; the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas,
and the Texas Midland, with office at Dallas, Texas, has been
appointed assistant purchasing agent of the St. Louis-San
Francisco; the Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield; the Paris
& Great Northern; the West Tulsa Belt, and the Rock IslandFrisco Terminal, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

detraffic
passenger
partment with the New
Orleans & North Eastern, part of the

W. M. Fenwick, assistant general passenger agent of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, has been aiipointcd general passenger agent of that road, and the Oklahoma Belt, with office
Randolph Daniels, division passenger
at St. Louis, Mo.
agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with office
at Dallas, Texas, has had his authority exteixlcd f)ver the
Wichita halls & Northwestern.
W. A. Kellond is now
general baggage agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the
Oklahoma Belt, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas and
the Wichita h'alls & Northwestern, with offices at Parsons,
Kan., and at Dallas, Texas. W. G. Crush, passenger traffic
manager of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, and the
Falls
Wichita
& Northwestern, with headquarters at
Dallas, Texas, has had his autliority extended over the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the Oklahoma Belt.

17,

New

Orleans,
and was educated in
the Jesuits College of
He
his native town.
began railway work in
the
in
1896,
November,
1870,
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V. Galbreath, general live stock agent of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas of Texas, with office at Ft. Worth, Texas,
has had his authority extended over all the other roads under
the jurisdiction of C. N. Whitehead, federal manager, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

W.

born on December

AGE

Queen

Crescent Route. He
served continuously in

&

Corporate

department and
with the Southern Railroad lines, after the
that

Engineering and Rolling Stock

city
passenger
agent,
agent, city ticket agent,
district

New

J.

R.

WeUs

passenger agent and as division passenger agent,

at

Orleans.

R. H. DeButts, division passenger agent of the Southern
Railroad, has been promoted to assistant general passenger
agent, with office at Washington, D. C; S. E. Burgess, division passenger agent at Charlotte, N. C, has been promoted to division passenger agent, with office at Washington, D. C, and R. H. Graham, division passenger agent at
Greenville, S. C, has been promoted to division passenger
agent, with office at Charlotte, N. C.

W. Moore,

general car foreman on the Canadian
National, at Cochrane, Ont., has been promoted to district
car foreman, with headquarters at Saskatoon, Sask. He w-as
born at Listowel, Ont., on October 20, 1882, and received
He
his education in the Brandon high school of that place.
entered railway service in July, 1906, as a car repairer on
the Grand Trunk Pacific, which position he held for two
years when he was promoted to car foreman, serving in that
capacity for nine years at Melville, Sask., Rivers, Man., and
When the National Transcontinental
Fort William, Ont.
was taken over by the Canadian Government, Mr. Moore
was transferred to that road as car foreman. In November,
1917, he was appointed general car foreman, with headquarters at Cochrane, Ont., which position he held until his
recent appointment as district car foreman of the Canadian
National, with headquarters at Saskatoon.

Richard

consolidation, until the
present time, consecutively as assistant ticket

Tlie

sevent}'-hr.st

General

Assemlily

of

Indiana

has

re-

The state of Indiana is to be
pealed the two-cent fare law.
congratulated upon taking this step in
Indiana
Repeals Fare

the direction of fairness
the treatment of

its

and

railroads.

justice in
It is

to

^^ congratulated because it is a move
which will bring stabilizing influences
to the public, to commerce and to industry; because it has
opened the way for other states to repeal laws inimical to
progress and the growth of transportation facilities, and because it has voiced the need of constructive methods rather
The passage of this law brings
than a policy of restriction.

portant since the meetings will undouljtedly be attended by
a large number of mechanical department officers and foremen who have never before had that privilege, many of
whom are young men who have t)een promoted to positions
of importance since 1916.

Law

campaign carried on by the
passenger traffic officers of the Indiana lines together with
This campaign was
the operating legislative committee.
presented first to the people and business interests of the
state and later to the assemblies in order that an understanding might be reached as to the needs of the steam

to light a four-year educational

Under government control
campaign were redoubled and success was

roads which were serving them.
the efforts in this
finally

attained with the repeal of the two-cent fare law.

With the action of the Indiana General Assembly in taking
the lead in this reform it is to be hoped that other states,
which still retain arbitrary laws that fail to meet the inHowever,
creased costs of material and labor, will follow.
it may be necessary for the roads in the other states which
hope to follow the lead of Indiana to duplicate its educational campaign.

A

striking illustration of the difficulty in adapting common
standard locomotives to all conditions is illustrated by the
experience of the Pittsburgh & Lake
The
Erie.
While this road uses fairly
Standard
heavy freight locomotives it has never
felt the necessity of equipping them
Locomotives
with mechanical stokers because the
line is almost level and high-grade Pittsburgh coal is used
for locomotive fuel, thus making the fuel consumption comparatively light. The Railroad Administration has furnished
this road with some of the heavy Mikados having a tractive
effort of 60,000 lb., a weight on drivers of 240,000 lb. and a
grate area of 70.8 sq. ft.
Ordinarily, such locomotives
would bum considerably more than 4,000 lb. of coal per
hour and stokers could be used upon them to advantage.
The average fuel consumption per hour for these locomotives drawing full tonnage trains (6,000 tons) is only about
2,000 lb. of coal per hour, thus bringing them well within

of the American Railway Engineering Assowhich was held in Chicago two weeks ago was, in
every respect, one of the most success-

The

ful in the history of that organization.

The indications are that the same
thing will hold true of the June conventions of the Master Car Builders'
and Master Mechanics' Associations. The Railroad Administration is co-operating in the preparations for the meeting
Mechanical
Conventions

and will undoubtedly follow the same course as has been
done in the case of other conventions in asking federal managers to see that as many of the mechanical officers as posThis will do much to insure a
sible attend the meetings.

The secretar}' of the associarecord-breaking registration.
receiving the reports from the committees
and the prospects are that advance copies will be in the hands
of the members much earlier than in previous years.
In
order that the best results may be secured, the members
should attend the conventions prepared to discuss the reports and papers freely, and it will be wise also to thoroughly thresh out the questions and perplexities in the minds
of many as to the amalgamation of the associations.
A thorough and frank discussion of these things will do much to
clear the atmosphere and make it possible for the new association to function to the best possible advantage.
The reports received from the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association indicate that the exhibits will surpass those of
any previous year both in number and scope.
It is expected
that the exhibitors will give special attention to preparing
their exhibits so as to make them as effective as possible
from an educational standpoint. This is particularly im-

introduction of the

men

are

not familiar

with

stoker

operation,

there

It is now the season when maintenance of way and improvement work should be getting actively started. Yet it
is practically at a standstill with no
Government Con- immediate prospect of active inauguratrol and Maintion and with greater uncertainty regarding the volume to be done than in
tenance Work

an}- recent year.

tions is already

873

The

have been a very considerable number of stoker
The experience emphasizes what the Railway Age
failures.
has consistently pointed out, and that is that in order to
secure the greatest efficiency, the locomotives must be carefully designed and equipped to suit the conditions under
which thev are to be used.

and

The convention

firing.

stoker under these conditions cannot be justified, and, indeed, has caused a great deal of trouble in the way of delays

because the

ciation

hand

the limits of efficient

make

Owing

to the desire to

showing it has been the custom
of some roads in the past to do the minimum amount of
work until the close of the fiscal year on June 30 and then
endeavor to make up for lost time later in the summer. Because of a recognition of the waste resulting from this practice, the Interstate Commerce Commission changed the fiscal
year a few years ago to terminate on December 31.
This
gave a marked impetus to the starting of work as early as the
season permitted and has been the means of effecting impoitant economies, the nature of which is familiar to all
railway men.
One of the advantages which the advocates
of government ownership of the roads have claimed for it
has been the removal of the incentive for financial showing
which has led to interference with orderly programs of work
under private management.
It has also been contended that
the roads would be kept in repair with the sole consideration
a favorable financial
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of thi'ir

l)C.<it

and most economical maiiiU-namc.

true that recent experiences have

While

il

i.s

made ^"vernmeiil owner-

a dead issue insofar as this country is concerned, il
not out of place to call attention to the stagnation in the
maintenance and improvement of the railway pro|)erlies which
shi|i
is

now exists, at a time when there is more
mand for such work to bring them up to

tlian the

usual detheir j)ropir standAlthouj!;h the stagnation and delay in starting work

ards.

not the result of ileliherate intent on the part of the Kailin fact, is contrary to the desires
of those in control and to what they know is good railroad
practice, it is nevertheless the result of the system under
is

road Admini.stration, and,

which they are working, which makes possi!)le the sulmierging of the interests of economical railway operation to those
of political considerations.

A New
"VV/e
'^

.^Kii

Cycle of Railway

ENTERING

a

ncw

Wages

cyclc of changes, or ])roi)Ose(!

chi\nges, in railway wages.

year ago the Railroad Wage Commission
recommending advances in wages to all
classes of employees which it was estimated would amount
to about ;f>.>00,000,000 a year.
There were numerous
complaints that the advances made were too small.
The
first employees to be granted an additional advance were
those in the shops, who had l>een given more in General
Order No. 27 than the Commission had recommended. Director General McAdoo appointed a Wage Board composed
of three railway officers and three officers of employees' organizations.
After receiving the recommendations of this
board, the director general made advances in the wages of
tlie shop employees roughly estimated at $150,000,000 to
$200,000,000 a year. This was the first of a series of advances made to special classes of employees which have
amounted to $500,000,000 a year, and which, with the advances made on the recommendation of the wage commission,
have made the total advances to date under government
control $800,000,000 a year.
The shop employees who were granted the first special
advance last year have recently presented a petition for
another large advance. It is estimated that the advance now
asked would amount to $150,000,000 a year.
The action
taken on their petition will be important in itself, but still
more important as a precedent.
If another advance in
wages should be granted to the shop employees, of whom
there are over 500,000, there would immediately be received
petitions for at least proportionate advances to the other
million and a half employees. If another advance should be
granted to the shop employees, it is hard to see how it could
be refused to other employees, since the shop employees are
both absolutely and relatively among the highest paid men
on the railways.
To begin another cycle of advances in
wages would mean further increases of hundreds of millions
of dollars annually in railway expenses.
It is only necessary
to recall the experience of the last year to show that this
statement is justified.
Are the shop employees entitled to higher wages? They
base their petition on the grounds that the rates established
last year are inadequate and that a further increase is needed
"to meet the ever-rising cost of living and to maintain a more
equitable differential between classes of railroad employees
and those engaged in similar capacity in other industries." But
the cost of living will continue to tend upwards rather than
downward if vast advances of wages in the various indus-

Less than

made

its

a

report

may

be that mechanics employed
wages than railway shop
employees; but practically all other mechanics are now paid
less, and substantially less than those of railways; and
comparison should be made with mechanics of all classes
tries

are to continue.

It

in shipbuilding are paid higher

AGIi:
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worl. ng under (ond.tions comparable to lho.se (jn railways,
not merely with the one cla.ss, which, bei au.se of e.xcepticmal
(oiiditions, ha|)pens to be the highe.st paid.
The cxijcnses of the railways are now out of all \)ro\)OTto

tioii

their

earnings,

in

spite

of

tlie

large

increases

in

government incurred a deficit of over $110,000,000 in o|)erating them in the months of November, December
.ind Jaiuiaiy.
It will have to advance the rates again to
avoid a iiuge deficit in 1919 even if wages stay where they
are.
Every further advance in wages will mean a correrates.

Tlu'

s|)onding increa.se either in the deficit that the taxpayers will
liave to pay or in the rates that travellers and shipi)ers will
to pay.
Have railway emj)loyees, whose wages now
average 45 per cent more than a year ago, a better right to
still further advances than the public has to protection from
the increases of taxes, or rates, or both, that further advances in wages would render necessary?
That is the
(|uestion really raised Ijy the Ijeginning of a new movement
for advances in railway wages.
Tlie enormous advances in wages following those made on
the recommendation of the Railroad Wage Commission last
year were made in such a way that the press and pul)lic
were not informed, and do not know now the exact grounds
upon which they were asked for and granted. The failure
to give adequate publicity to these matters was not justifiable
even in time of war; it would be still more unjustifiable in
time of peace.
The public has to pay the bill and has a
right to know what and why it is asked to pay.
The
Cnited States, we are occasionally reminded, is a democracy,
and it is not consistent with the principles of a democracy
for wage advances that will cost the public hundreds of
millions to be made as advances in railway wages amounting
to over a half billion dollars a year have been made within

have

the last year.

The Railroad Administration should

see that the public

informed as to exactly what the railway shop employees
are asking; as to the reasons advanced for and against
granting their demands; and as to the reasons for the
decision finally reached by the Administration.
Then the
public will be able to form an intelligent opinion as to the
is

reasonableness and justice of what is demanded and what
is done; and there will be less danger that things that are
neither reasonable nor just will be done.

Canadian Pacific
nTnEv

CALL THE INCREASED railway wage scale in Canada
McAdoo scale of wages. As a matter of fact, the
Canadian roads, in so far as rates and wage scales
•*

the

were concerned, followed the course adopted in the United
States.
There is one fundamental and vitally important
difference, however, between the conditions in Canada as
regards the Canadian Pacific and the conditions in the United
The
States as regards the government operated railroads.
Canadian Pacific's wage scale is dependent on that of the
United States Railroad Administration, but the Canadian
Pacific management is free to deal effectively with labor in
regard to efficiency, whereas the federal manager of each
American road under the administration is nearly helpless
in this respect.
Thus, the Canadian Pacific may hope to
reduce operating expenses, if not in full proportion to a reduct'cn in traffic, at least in some reasonable measure.
The most striking thing about the Canadian Pacific situation to a man going there from the United States is the contrast between the way the Canadian public regards the service of the Canadian Pacific during the past year and the way
the American public regards the service of the roads under
There is almost
the United States Railroad Administration.
an entire lack of hostile criticism of the Canadian Pacific's
The Canadian Pacific was
service under war conditions.

*

April

4,

1919
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conupon to perform many extraordinary services
management
nection with the war but the machine under the
smoothly and
of the private corporation officers functioned
with a minimum
effectively; troop movements were conducted
traveling public.
of discomfort either to the troops or to the
traffic
There was no such disruption of the natural flow of
eastern and
on the Canadian Pacific as occurred in the
to some
southern parts of the United States especially and,
of the larger United States railroad systems.

called

on most
Canadian
In the calendar year, 1918, gross earnings of the
This compares with
Pacific amounted to $157,538,000.
$152,389,000 gross in 1917, but in 1917 a total of $1,969,000
Pacific
was included in this gross from the earnings of the
and the news
coast steamships, the commercial telegraph
net earndepartment, whereas in 1918 only $194,000 (the
months were inings of the commercial telegraph for two
in 1918 over
cluded in gross), so that the actual increase
$5,000,1917 was nearly $7,000,000 instead of the apparent
000 Operating expenses in 1918 amounted to $123,035,000,

extent,

comparing with $105,843,000 in 1917.
The Canadian Pacific got an increase in freight rates of
and the
something less than IS per cent in March, 1918,

new McAdoo
increase in July, following the adoption of the
the general freight
scale of wages, 'was only sufficient to bring
up to the level of the increased United Sta-tes
During nearly the entire year, the Canadian Pacific
those
had the benefit of passenger rates which were as high as
Administration
put into effect by the United States Railroad
Furthermore, whereas wage increases in the
in July, 1918.
wage
United States were retroactive to January 1, 1918,
on the Canadian Pacific were retroactive in some
rate structure
rates.

'

increases

into effect until
cases to March, and in others were not put

August.

'

.

substantially
Fixed charges on the Canadian Pacific were
making the usual
the same in 1918 as in 1917 and after
$500,000 contribution to the pension fund, there was $23,steamships
631,000 earnings from the railroad, exclusive of
comparing
telegraph, available for dividends in 1918,

and'

Special income, sowith $33,848,000 available in 1917.
investments in ocean
called, which includes net revenue from
interand coastal steamship lines, the commercial telegraph,
1918 and, in 1917, to
etc., amounted to $8,129,000 in
est,

The decrease in 1918 was due entirely to
$10,703,000.
lines.
smaller net earnings from ocean and coastal steamship
first
The Canadian Pacific was peculiarly fortunate in the
ships sunk
years of the war in the smallness of its losses of
severe losses
by submarines but in 1918 it suffered rather
action or
and of the total of 15 steamers lost through enemy
considerable
from accidents at sea during the war, a very
The Canadian Pacific, however,
lost in 1918.
part were

lines the
wrote off as part of expenses of the steamship
is no profit and
present cost of replacement, so that there
absorbed in later years. At
loss debit which will have to be
had 28 steamers in service
company
the
year,
the
of
end
the
six others with a
with a gross tonnage of 264,000 tons and
and soon to be delivered.
•rross tonnage of 80,000 tons ordered
Pacifies
vessels are delivered, the Canadian

When

these

an aggregate tonnage somewhat larger than
the outbreak of the war.
on the
The Canadian Pacific paid its regular 4 per cent
common. This compreferred stock and 10 per cent on the
and
mon dividend is paid 7 per cent from railroad earnings
dividend payments
After
income.
special
from
cent
per
S
railroad earnings of
the company had a surplus from
been placed in reserve to meet the

fleet
it

will have

had

at

$2 204 000 which has
imposed on the
requirements of the special dominion tax
the Canadian
Canadian Pacific. It will be remembered that
on the Canadian
Parliament passed a law imposing a tax
from railroad operations
Pacific equal to all of the surplus
After
$7,000,000.
above dividend requirements up to
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li.ul Imii i)ai(l al.ix. .my ninaining
dixuiid ciiually iK-twivu the company and
In I'M 7. tlie Canadian Pacific
the Canadian ^;intiniiaiit.
had a surplus from railroad earnings aliovc dividend re
cjuirements of :j;i2,42l ,000 so that the Canadian tax in I'MN

$7,U()U,l)l)(l

Mirpki.s

surplus wa.s to

.i

Iji-

I

'at

i
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liaii>p<)rtati()ii

I'll

(

1

and the others
American roads, and

tx|)riiM>

fairly tyj)iial of the larger

ircumstances furnish an explanation.

One

wliidi

are

s(;me other

of the.se other

umstaiues is the more effective work which the Canadian
Paiifu has Ijeen able to get out of its employees under
ir(

company had done as well in that
As it is, the
1917, approximately ;i;9,500,000.
government will get $2, 204, ()()() unless some Haw is found in

of the .'Xmerican railroad employees rejjorting nominally to

the law.

tions

would

iiave been, if the

year as in

The Canadian Pacific has always adhered to a high standard of maintenance. This policy was jjursued in 1918, and
maintenance of way as compared
!i;22, 040,000 was spent on
It is an interesting fact that in
witli If 17,470,000 in 1917.
figuring replacements the Canadian Pacific has scrupulously
charged to expenses the full present cost of .steel and other
Thus, if a stcx>l bridge is replaced by a concrete
materials.
structure, operating expenses are charged not with the book
cost of the steel structure, less scrap value, but with the
amount that it would cost today to l)uild the steel bridge,
less scrap value; on the other hand, a very conservative
policy is pursued in regard to scrap value as, for instance,
when rails are taken up their scrap value is figured not at
the present cost of steel but at the original cost.
During all the four years of the war the Canadian Pacific has been restricted in its maintenance expenditures by
a shortage of labor, but apparently in 1918 it managed to
Thus,
get sufficient labor to put the property in fine shape.
$2,073,000 was spent for ties in 1918 as against $1,600,000
in 1917; and $1,559,000 was spent for rails as against
$500,000 in 1917. Both of these are materials accounts but
the unit costs of materials in Canada did not increase by
any means as much as this difference between 1918 and 1917
tie and rail expenditures, so that more material was actually
Track
used and more work done in 1918 than in 1917.
laying, a labor account, amounted to $6,840,000 in 1918 as
There is a decided contrast
against $5,071,000 in 1917.
between the Canadian Pacific's policy toward maintenance
of way in 1918 and that of most of the roads under federal
control in the United States.
On the other hand, maintenance of equipment on the Canadian Pacific did not take the big jump in cost that it did
on many American roads. Total maintenance of equipment
expenditures in 1918 were $28,227,000 for the Canadian
The followPacific, comparing with $23,404,000 in 1917.
ing figures which, so far as we know, have never been published heretofore, show the average cost of repairs per unit
of equipment, exclusive of renewals and overhead charges.
Locomotives
Freight cars
Passenger cars

1918

1917

3,814
91
1,677

2,964
68
1,366

In December, 1918, the Canadian Pacific had, on the lines
east, 17.1 per cent of its locomotives awaiting or under reThe Canadian
pairs and on the lines west 16.8 per cent.
Pacific has no locomotives stored; this fact should be remembered when comparing percentage of equipment under
repair and needing repair with the figures given out by
the United States Railroad Administration since there are
a large number of locomotives in the United States in storage,
many of them in need of repairs.
Transportation expenses, the out-of-pocket cost of handling
the business, amounted to $59,109,000 in 1918, as compared
with $51,350,000 in 1917. Compare this increase of a little
over 15 per cent in transportation expenses with an increase
of 40 per cent in the transportation expenses of the Pennsylvania, 35 per cent of the Erie, 36 per cent of the Chicago
& Northwestern, 26 per cent of the St. Paul, 28 per cent of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and 48 per cent of the
Illinois Central.

A

difference of from three to six

in the effective date of

wage

to account for the contrast

increases

is

months

hardly sufficient

between the increases in Canadian

management

private

as

compared with

the

work gotten out

managers but actually dealing direct on labor (|ucswith the central administration.
It is interesting to
note how w-ell the Canadian Pacific was able to hold down
Loss and damage to
loss and <lamage and injury expenses.
freight cost $1,229,000 in 1918 as against $967,000 in
1917, and injuries to persons cost $405,000 in 1918 as
against $458,000 in 1917.
federal

The Canadian Pacific is a financial in.stitution of tremendous strength. It came to the financial aid of Canada
and the emi)ire in the war and it is today a shining example
of a North .American railroad privately owned and operated
with a credit comparable to the strongest companies engaged
in other industries.
At the end of 1918, the company had
$39,548,000 cash on hand and had loaned $40,000,000 delienture stock to the imperial government and it bought and
owned $30,682,000 imperial and dominion government securities, besides having $60,704,000 deferred payments on

The company has no mortlands and townsites due to it.
gage bonds except about $3,500,000 on the Algoma branch,
and its 4 per cent consolidated debenture stock has no
power to put the company into the hands of a receiver
although its holders can take over the operation of the propThe Canadian Pacific
erty if their dividends are not paid.
carries on its balance sheet a surplus of $127,275,000 from
operation of the railroad and $106,724,000 surplus in other
assets.

The company
dends in 1918.

did not very
If additional

much more than earn its diviincreases are made to the

wage

brotherhoods in the United States, the Canadian Pacific
will have to follow suit probably with increases to its enThis would apparently mean an ingine and trainmen.
Assume that there are some
crease of about $800,000.
further increases in wages in the states which would necessitate
further increases in Canada and assume also that the pressure
of public opinion or some other reason prevents the increase
of freight rates in the United States and, therefore, in

any danger of the Canadian Pacific's failing
1919? Traffic is falling off to some
extent in Canada, but not to the extent that it is on most of
the larger roads in the United States, nor is the Canadian
Pacific dependent, to any great extent, on coal traffic.
There is small chance of any serious surplus of labor in
The 400,000 Canadian troops who volunteered
Canada.
and have seen service in France are being absorbed quite
Canada,

is

there

to earn its dividends in

they return without as yet, at least, displacing
entered such industries for which women
have proved to be well adapted. The serious danger which
threatened Canada from the war was being bled white of
man-power. This danger has been averted by the armistice
and the introduction of women into industry has actually
increased the available "man-power." Furthermore, the cost
of materials in Canada is decreasing fairly rapidly and on a
scale which would suggest that further increases in wages
could be almost entirely offset by the lowered cost of materials.
The Canadian Pacific has been so conservative in
its accounting methods and so liberal in its policy toward
upkeep and has written off so promptly the full extent of
losses due either to the increased cost of material or the direct
effect of the war that it faces the future with no aftermath
It is conceivof financial difficulties to be taken care of.
able that a crop failure would so reduce revenues as to prevent the earning in full of the 10 per cent dividend, but even
easily

the

as

women who

were some unforeseeable disaster such as this to occur, the
company's current assets and great reser\'es are amply suffi-

April

cient

4,

to
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1919

warrant the payment for a year or two years pf
No such necessity, however, con-

dividends out of surplus.
fronts the road at present.
strength

in

striking

It

contrast

stands a
to the

monument
English,

most of the United States roads.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1918 as compared with 1917:
1917

1918

Maintenance of way expenses
Maintenance of equipment expenses
expenses
Transportation expenses
Genera! expenses
Traffic

Taxes
operating expenses
operating income
including debenture charges
tRailroad income available for dividends
Total

Net

Interest,

Other income
Net corporate income
Dividends
Surplus

$110,187,288
30,837,254
157,537,698
22,646,106
28,226,991
3,011,579
61,047,813
5,421,601
2,518,727
123,035,310
34,502,388
10,177,513
23,630,898
8,129,750
31,760,648
29,227,276
2,533,372

$103,635,795
30,238,986
152,389,334
17,470,069
23,404,263
3,084,944
53,029,260
5,023,609
2,129,604
105,843,317
46,546,018
10,229,143
33,848,129
10,703,298
44.551,427
29,227,276
15.324.151

•Including commercial telegraph and miscellaneous expenses for the
whole year in 1917 and for two months only in 1918.
tThe net from commercial telegraph and Atlantic steamship lines is
deducted before arriving at this figure and is included in the other income
in tke next item.

New

Letters to the Editor

I
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Books

The Earning Power of Railroads; 1918-19 edition. Compiled and
edited by Floyd W. Mundy, of James H. Oliphant & Co., 61
Broadway, New York.
In this little volume, which, although it contains 422 pages,
printed on such thin paper that it is but half an inch thick
and can be slipped into a coat pocket, there is contained a
simple, clear statement of the Interstate Commerce Commission's system of railroad accounting, an analysis of what
constitutes
earning power of a railroad and security
for the holder of bonds or stocks; a set of tables for
Canada and
144
railroads
in
the
United
States,
Mexico, showing mileage operated, gross earnings and
capitalization,
inof
years,
for
a
series
surplus
come account for 1917 and the percentage of maintenance,
of other operating expenses, and of fixed charges to total income, with a statement of freight and passenger density and
second-track and siding mileage; and, in addition, notes in regard to each one of these 144 roads, describing something of
is

Are the Railroads Fair

American," whose letter
you published in your issue of January 10, to know that
statement as to lax practices on English railways in
no longer holds good.
Since the war season ticket holders are required to produce their tickets on all occasions just like ordinary passengers.
Further, if a holder leaves his ticket behind, he
is required to pay the fare (at least on short distance travel,
I cannot speak as to the practice in other cases), and it is
not refunded.
Allowance for non-use during holidays or
illness has also been restricted.
As every season ticket is
issued subject to these conditions, there is surely no question
of the railway company "taking advantage of the passenger
his

reference to season tickets

on technicalities."
I cannot think that the statement of the "head of one of
the great English railroad systems," to the effect that frauds
were unimportant, would be generally accepted in the
English railway world.
So far from spending $500,000 a
year to detect $50,000 worth of fraud, one company with
whose affairs I am acquainted, in addition to prosecuting
to convict many scores of exceptionally bad cases per annum
in the police courts, recovers in excess payments from passengers who are not prosecuted enough to pay the wages of
the whole force of traveling inspectors employed.

W. M. ACWORTH.

Value

Com-

of a Personnel

Department
St. Louis,

To THE

Mo.

Editor:

I was very much interested in an article appearing in your
February 14 issue, in regard to the necessity for railroads
having a personnel department. Two or three years ago I

addressed a

them the

proposition.

introductory chapters, describing the Interstate

to the Public?
London, England.

Manual of Railroads is, but it is
admirably adapted to the needs of a man or woman who does
not have the time or the knowledge to go into an exhaustive
and analytical study of a particular railroad property.
merce Commission's accounting system and commenting on
railroad earning power, are especially good.
The notes in general are painstaking and intelligent commentaries on the characteristics of the property and its financial structure which should be thoroughly understood by an
Occasionally a bit of information
investor in its securities.
is omitted that, if included, would seem to have been of value.
For instance, in the notes on the Boston & Maine, while the
leased lines are mentioned, there is no statement showing the
proportion of mileage operated for these leased lines, although
the fact that of the total 2,259 miles of road operated by the
Boston & Maine 1,520 miles are leased under high guaranteed rentals, is one of the fundamentals which have shaped
the histor}' of the property; but this is an exception, and in
general the notes are remarkably comprehensive, considering
the space which they occupy.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiijiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii^.

:

to

sive in the sense that Poor's

|

To THE Editor
It may interest "A Thinking

and history of the road. If an investor
desires to get a picture of the main characteristics of a railroad property there is probably no reference work published
to which he could turn to find the information so easily and
quickly as to this. It makes no pretense of being comprehenthe characteristics

The

uiiiuoiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimimiiiiiimiiii

13,3f<9

13.380

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
•Total operating revenue
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letter to several

railroad executives, presenting

desirability of a department of this kind, but

was

unable to secure any satisfactory replies, all seeming to think
that such a department was a development of the future, with
the single exception of the president of one company, who
was interested, but not sufficiently so to go forward with the

My

suggestion was that a department be formed to canvass
employees, find out their ages, size of families, when they
entered the service, at what salary they started, what promotions they had, education, special training, etc.
Then add
similar information regarding new employees entering the
All of this information was to be placed on a regular
service.
service card, together with notations regarding habits, personalities, physical and mental qualifications or disqualifications, etc., and was to be used as a basis not only for a study
of the possibilities for increasing efficiency in the personal
element, but was to be used in filling vacancies at various
points on the line, especially in the line of promotions.
In
other words, to cite an example, if Bill Smith was holding
down a revising desk at a local freight office, and his record
showed him to be a man worthy of promotion, when a
vacancy occurred at a larger station, or in the general office,
the management would be in a position to tell from the card
record whether his family affairs, together with his personal
habits, would render it desirable to promote him to the
vacancv.
all
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Another feature

I had
miiui wai to use such a <lcpartas a sort of educational clearing; house to assist ambitious employees to l)itter their condition, by investigating

in

inciit

various mail and personal training schools, so that the de-

partment would

man

or

Ijc

in

to tell

i)osition

any ambitious young

woman where

training along a certain line would be
best secured, and at what cost, under v.hat circumstances, etc.
Another thought was to use the department to prepare
articles that could be presented to high schools, colleges and
other educational institutions, presenting the matter of transportation in its more elemental phases, and possibly bringing

about an increassed understanding and appreciation of the
necessity for transportation, and its relation to every phase
of human endeavor.
In connection with this feature, I had
thought of attempting to bring to the attention of young men
in the high schools, colleges, etc., the wonderful opportunity
afforded by the tran.sportation field, for those well equipped
to enter it, and thus endeavor to bring about an increased
desire on the part of the brighter young men to enter this
field.

to me that a department of this kind, properly
would go far toward bringing about a better
feeling between the public and the carriers, and of equal
importance, it would bring about a better feeling between the
companies and the employees, because in tlic practical working out of the idea every employee would come to realize
that the matter of promotion had liecome one of merit, rather
than personal influence.
T. Erson.
It
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from Illinois, stated not long ago that "we see now
no railroad collisions and deaths of pas.sengcrs and crews,"
Nevertiu'less there have appeared from time to time
newspaper reports of wrecks which somehow seldom failed to consenatcjr

tain a fair-sized casualty list.
'J'he divergence between the
opinion of certain advocates of government control of the

railroads and the ojjinions one forms from periodicals
and
newspai)ers, led me to compile the following statement of
accidents, comparing the year 1918, when the roads
were

under government operation, with 1917, when the roads were
I)rivafely operated.
My only source of information in compiling this was the statement of wrecks which
appears
monthly in the Railway Age.
I realize that this statement
not entirely complete, but since the records for both
vears
I believe it is representative of the true relations of the accident and
casualty
list for the two years.
is

were obtained from the same source,

I do not believe that any explanation
of these figures
necessary other than the qualification already stated.

is

—Observer.

seems

conducted,

The Question

of Safety
Chicago.

111.

To THE Editor:
Much has been
railroads,

operation.

said lately concerning the safety of the
both material and personal, under government
No less than the Hon. James Hamilton Lewis,

Inspectors of Locomotives, at $3,000 a year, are called for
the United States Civil Service Commission and examinations will be held on May 21 and 22 to fill vacancies under
l)y

the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Applicants must
have reached their 2Sth but not their S5th birthday on the
date of the examination, and must have not less than three
years' railroad experience in the capacity of master mechanic,
road foreman of engines, locomotive boiler maker, locomotive boiler inspector, roundhouse foreman, shop foreman,
locomotive machinist, or locomotive engineer; not less than
five years as locomotive inspector or locomotive fireman; and
must have been within three years next preceding the date of
application in active service in any such capacity or in the
capacity of inspector of locomotive equipment under the

government
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Railway Buying and Industrial Readjustment
The Barometers
chases

of General Business

Show an
By

and Equipment Pur-

Interesting Relationship
E. B. Leigh

President of the Chicago Railway Equipment

of labor during the transition from war
complicated by the fact that the government itself, through the Railroad Administration, has
greatly reduced its purchases of equipment, material and
supplies.
The director general has proposed estimates for
1919, which the House Committee on Appropriations has
approved. Apparently the sums named would provide additions and betterments in quantity much less than the actual
Indeed, Mr. Hines has stated
provision in recent years.
that no large program of capital improvements could be expected, unless Congress grants the five-year extension.
As a result of meagre purchases since the armistice was
declared, unemployment has already manifested itself in the
railway supply industries, while new orders are abnormally
This in due course will increase the prevalence of
low.
short time and shutdowns in these industries.
Soldiers coming home are greeted with posters on every

Empl()VMEk:t
to peace

is

Company, Chicago

Washington should be aided in grasping the
and the employment of
labor, in general industry and trade.
For many years past
I have observed the effect of railway purchases upon general
business prosperity
induced by the fact that in my business (a portion of which is that of railway supplies) I had
in authority at

relation between railway purchases

—

when the railways of the country entered the field
of substantial capital purchases, there invariably followed a
period of general business prosperity; and, likewise, the
noted that

cessation of such purchases

was invariably followed by a

decline in general business.

In 1913, and with data carefully collected from the year
1904 to that time, I set to work to test out this principle.

Rolling Stock the Index

As

the iron and steel industry has long been recognized

as being the truest index of general business conditions,

and

Chart Showing Relation of Railway Purchases to General Business Conditions
fence urging employers to give them jobs.
These are proclamations by the United States government.
Yet the government itself, through the Railroad Administration, is withholding the orders upon which employment for soldiers and
others depends.
It is being urged upon the director general
and upon Congress that the railways under governmental
control should have at least a normal program of additions

and betterments.

A

representative of the Railroad Administration, we are
be a member of the new government price conference board, the function of which is to determine prices at

told, is to

which the government departments, including the railways,
will enter the market.

In this situation

it

seems of highest consequence that those

"Abstract of an address delivered February 20, 1919, before the National
Industrial Conference Board.

879

as prior to 1914 it was reliably estimated that the railways
consumed, directly and indirectly, between 40 per cent and
50 per cent of the iron and steel production of the country,
it is manifest that the expansion or restriction of railway
consumption must vitally affect this barometer.

The

ramifications of railway purchases make it impossible
them in the aggregate.
But few of the more
important items, such as rails, for example, are made the
subject of public information and statistical compilation.

to classify

However, the conditions under

which rail purchases are
are not believed to be such as to reflect the railways'
prosperity, their purchasing ability in a broad sense, or their
influence upon general business.

made

Many years of observation led to the belief that of those
items officially compiled, tabulated and made public, perhaps no one so clearly and typically reflects the railways'
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jL^cni-ral

no

[iiirilia.'^ini,'

;il>ilily

as that of

now equipment, and

tabulation lia.s liecn as regularly and accurately
kept.
When the railway.^ bought freely of new c(iuipment,
they were generally likewise buying freely of all other
articles essential to maintenance, operation and betterment.
During the past 10 or 15 years the purchasing of new cHjuipment had a greater inlluence upon the iron and steel inotlitT

dustry

because of the transition from wooden to

steel

con-

struction.

Accordingly, the number of freight cars built each year
taken as a unit and termed "railway purchases," was
l)rojected on the chart of the Bnwkmire Economic Service
for the periml of 1004 to Octoi)cr, 1914, inclusive
and
later, as shown on the accompanying chart, brought up to
date, and extended back to the year 1901.
The general business line is shown in monthly periods,
while the railway purchase line is given in six-month periods.
Prior to 1907 railway purchases were influenced by and
In this earlier period
preceded under normal conditions.
one of the important factors influencing advanced car
orders and the business outlook was the "crop prospects."
In the days of tlie so-called "granger" roads the crop prospects of Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska and the Northwest almost
determined the market prices of these "granger" stocks.
Necessary betterments and new equipment were determined
in the light of money conditions, and the probable needs

—

The

period preceding 1907 was one of increasing net income for the railways. Their revenue keeping pace with
expenses, it was the custom of railway managers generally
to discount future requirements in ordering equipment, and
they felt they could with prudence count upon resources warThe chart shows that car
ranting these large operations.
orders reached a maximum in 1905 and 1906.
But in 1908 a new condition or factor appeared, due to
the investment of the rate-making power in the hands of
the begiiming of a
the Interstate Commerce Commission
regulation which had in it no element of responsibility for
Thus, for the first time were
transportation development.
'railway purchases" controlled by abnormal rather than
normal conditions; and have so continued, more or less,

—

to the present time.

Three Elements for Good Business
The year 1908 was notably the leanest of business years
up to 1914, notwithstanding bumper crops, plentiful money
and absence of disturbed political conditions the three
It likewise
recognized elements making for good business.
recorded the smallest number of cars ordered during the
period, 62,999, and the minimum of railway purchases for

—

many years prior.
The conditions

was l.?5,740, nearly ,<0 per cent of which
were i)laced at the very end of the year, and ne<essarilv
carried forward into 1912.
(inlered for the year

A
We

nadied

Complete Test

high point in railway j)urcliases al)out May,
l'>13, continuing with normal purchases for most of the remainder of the year, again reaching a high jmint at the very
end of the la.st f|uarter, the total car purchases being 2.38,400,
the largest number in any year since 1906.
It is here significant to note that the foregoing conditions in railway
purchases were followed Ijy a phenomenal revival of general business during the la.st half of 1912; this too in the
face of a national election fraught with more uncertainties
as to its outcome than any we had had for years.
Business
seemed to ignore these conditions, however, while the heavy
purchases made by the railways filled the steel mills of the
country with orders toward the close of the year, so overtaxing their capacity as to compel buyers to anticipate deliveries
by orders placed four, six and even nine months in advance
of shipping dates
a condition tlieretofore unprecedented,
w-hile general business assumed almost the aspect of a boom.
At this point it may be interesting and illuminating to
note a comparison of conditions prevailing in 1908 and
1912:
In 1912 we had only normal reserves, normal crops and
very disturbed political conditions- on the other hand, notwithstanding these unfavorable conditions, we had an almost
boom year, with the railways buying heavily.
Why were
Just why was "1912" the exceptional year?
the political conditions and political policies almost ignored?
If there had been any doubt as to the basic factor of railway
purchases, it was brought into bold relief in 1912, and that
year furnishes an answer.
a

—

—

of the roads.

from 1908
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1908 were continued well into 1909,
but the last half of the year witnessed a substantial buying
movement by the railways, the total cars ordered for the year
aggregating 193,874, nearly 70 per cent of which, however,
were ordered within the last four months, with particularly
This gave a
heavy orders in November and December.
fairly good business year, with a heavy "carry over" to 1910.
In 1910 general business promptly followed, and with
the heavy "carry over" business from 1909 referred to,
coupled with fairly good buying on the part of the railways
during the first six months, made the year 1910 a still better
year than 1909, although the total of car purchases was only
The falling off in car orders after the middle of
145,085.
the year was duly reflected in the decline of business until
at the end of 1910 the probabilities of 1911 were clearly

Repression
Heav)- purchases of new equipment continued during the
first three months of 1913, but sharply declined at the beginning of the second half of the year
almost immediately
sinking to a very low level.
It was here that the "danger signal" was set by this
barometer; but, naturally, general business did not immediately feel this falling off of railway purchases at the time
(because of the accumulations), being sustained by the unfilled orders or what might properly be termed the "unspent

—

momentum."
The condition

clearly foreshadowed at the middle of the
year eventuated, and brought to us the memorable depression
of 1914, and when railway purchases reached their lowest

mark.

War

of

foreshadowed.
In 1911 the decline in general business, together with the
falling off of railway purchases, continued throughout almost
the entire year, but at its close a buying movement on the
The total number of cars
part of the railways set in.

it was believed railway purchases were and would continue to be the controlling factor
in general business until or unless some other great purchasing power developed or came to take their place.
Then the unexpected happened; the great European war
broke out, resulting in war buying supplanting railway
buying.
It was not until well within 1915 that the effect of
foreign, munition and warwork orders was substantially felt

It

was

stated in 1913

that

by us; but the chart shows a gradual yet steady climb of
the business line during the first six months, somewhat
accelerated throughout the last half of the year, and not

measurably accounted for by railway purchases.
In 1916 we find the phenomenon of steadily advancing
general business with declining railway purchases during
the first six months, although railway purchases were greatly
augmented during the last half of that year, aided by the
foreign cars bought in this country.
Up to 1913 the highest point of possible record of the
business index shown on the chart was 100. This, vou will

—

—
April

4,
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1919

was pierced by the business
"Mansard" was built on, up to

see,

and when a
Even this had not
1917 and 1918.

line in 1916,

130.

sufficed to record the business line of

Further Proof
years 1917 and 1918 are interesting; and, with 1916,
would seem to more surely confirm the doctrine stated. The
greater part of the railway buying
particularly during

—

1918 has been that of the United States government order
for 100,000 cars placed in April last, and the United States
military railway cars, and the cars for the French, Italian
and Russian governments.
In August, 1918, Brookmire readjusted his barometer
index owing to the government control of prices of a number
of basic or fundamental commodities, and then he carried
this readjustment back to the year 1914.
This I have shown
in the open spaced lines; but for the purposes of uniformity
and comparison, have continued the business index in the
solid line, as shown.
One of the most natural questions, and one frequently
raised, has been: "Is it cause or is it effect?"
That is to
say, in times of depression do railway capital purchases precede and initiate an upward trend to general business, or on
the other hand must business prosperity precede to initiate
railway capital buying?
There is one point on which there can be no question
that is: that munition and war orders were the cause of
the revival of business after the great depression of 1914,
as they likewise were the great sustaining factor during 1916,
1917 and 1918.
War buying simply supplanted railway
buying.

However, whether you

convinced that
railway capital purchases habitually precede or initiate general business activity, there is something in which you will
have no difficulty in concurring, and that is this that once
the country enters upon a period of general business depression, however caused, such condition is aggravated and protracted by the absence of railway buying; and that once
general business activity is resumed, no matter through what
stimulus, the presence of railway buying is a major factor
in sustaining and prolonging such activity.
This appears to l^e evidenced even in the lines of 1917
and 1918, where it is noted that the force and effect of railway capital purchases are reflected in a continuing trend
in their relation to general business
although naturally,
and because of the extraordinary conditions, in a considerably reduced degree.
Even the upheaval of the war has failed to obscure the
principle of the doctrine; while on the other hand its manifest presence in this situation seems only to further emphasize its soundness.
The railway system of the United States is the greatest
in the world
our own largest industry excepting agriculture.
Our iron and steel industries have been developed to meet
the railways' enormous requirements, and hence the railways have constituted the one industry whose purchases are
upon such a scale as necessarily to affect the great barometer
are,

or

"capital" and "operating" buying.
It is undoubtedly true
is, and very logically, the result of
traffic conditions and traffic needs.
Capital buying, however, is of another character; it genthat operating buying

and is by no means enby the then existing traffic demands. Cars
cannot be obtained in a day: they must be anticipated, and
contracted for long in advance of probable or possible
erally precedes operating Ijuying,

The

—
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are

not,

—

—

tirely controlled

delivery.

In periods of depression and when prices were low, car
buying has been inaugurated by the larger and more farseeing roads; and when on a considerable scale, it has almo.st
at once prompted other roads to do likewise, thus giving
initial momentum to a general buying movement.

Pulse of General Business
and

steel industry, heretofore broadly recognized as the great barometer of general business conditions,
and as basic to them, is dependent upon "railway purchases"
to the extent of the absorption of 40 to 50 per cent of its
production, how much more really basic are "railway purchases" as the initial force in starting and sustaining the
circulation of general business?
Are they not manifestly
the pulse of general business?
Had I the time I might trace for you, in graphic form,
the flow of this controlling current.
Issuing forth from the
railways, it proceeds first to the great car-building plants;
thence on to the iron and steel plants and to the ver}' large
number of railway supply industries. By the latter it is
again directed toward the iron and steel and other industries
thence in turn influencing a highly increased number of
other and contributory industries, until this influence has
reached or set in motion the entire industrial machinery
while at every turn and in every direction it has furnished

If the iron

—

employment to labor.
Thus, labor as a matter of fact is more directly and vitally
concerned in this great problem than any other single element.

Increased Industrial Capacity
At the present time we have an interesting problem due to
the greatly increased capacity of our iron and steel industry.
Just what proportion of this increased capacity can or will
he taken up by the railways is yet to be determined. Exports
may take up this excess, or, if the hope of many people can
be realized, they may. like war work, become the element
that will sustain,

if

not control, the business situation.

—

of iron and

Buying

steel.

is

contagious;

and particularly

is

this

true

of

buying which, when upon a large scale, stimulates
still greater buying and in the many directions of its influence, thus inspiring confidence
one of the most essential
of the underlying factors of high and sustained prosperit\-.
initial

—

Capital and Operating Purchases
Strange to say, railway

men

themselves have been those
purchasing is the "cause"

least willing to believe that railway

Their view is, that it is inof increased business activity.
crease of traffic which stimulates their railway buying and
that, accordingly, buying follows traffic.

This

arises

from their failure

to

discriminate

between

German Prisoners Working

at

the

France

Salvage Depot, Tours,
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Distribution

Railroad
Security Holdings

of

Till-, nimukk of

sTOCKiiDi.UKRS for 572 Class I railroads aiul their non-operating subsidiaries was on
DecemlxT M, l')17, 627,9.50, and the aggregate numhor of siiares was 97,475,776, according to a report compiled
l)y the Uureau of Statistics of the Interstate Commerce ("omTiie numl)cr of shares held l)y the 20 largest holdmission.
ers in eacli roiid, aggregating 8,301 names of persons, estates,
corporations or partnerships, was 50,.S7.i,,i22, or a little more
'I'his means that 1.3 per cent
than one-iialf of the total.
of the nunilier of stockholders in railroads of this country
hold about one-half of the number of shares of stock. The
subdivision of the holdings of the 8,.H)1 stockholders is shown
in the following statement:
Classifu-atioii

1.

2.
3.
4.

Individii.-il

cf

Largest Stocklu.Uler.s

.'^,301

temaUs

EsUtcs
Other railw.ny companies
Other corporations or partnerships

5.

Individu.-il

6.

Voting

males

trustees

Niimljer
of shares
1,082,868
1,333,961
24,638,407
11,565,838
6,945,205
5,307,043

Total shares held hy 8,301 largest security
holders, reported as 20 larnest on each
50,873,322
road

Per cent
2.1

2.6
48.4
22.7
13.7
10.4

of holders counted under Item 1 in the table
958, and under Item 2, 1,092.
The annual reports of steam roads to the commission give
the number of stockholders and the names of the 20 largest

The number

stockholders, or holders of other securities where these have
The figures have been compiled from these
voting rights.
returns for all Class I roads and their non-operating subsidiaries which filed reports for the calendar year 1917.
These two classes of roads have about 97 per cent of the

stockholders of all steam roads.
"What the distribution is among the stockholders below
"The average
the 20 largest we cannot say," the report says.
holding of the 619,629 remaining stockholders on the basis of
It is obvious that if the
the preceding facts was 75 shares.
roads are regarded as one system, the inter-railway holdings
being disregarded, the proportion of the sf^k not held by

railways in the hands of so small a percentage of stockHowever,
holders would be considerably less than one-half.
an exact statement could be made only after the holding of
stock by the same individual in more than one railroad had

been considered.

"There are great variations among the individual roads
statement

The

following

of read

T:.iltimore

Central

& Ohio

York, New Haven
Pennsylvania Company

\ew

Yiic
Philadelphia '&

S:

Hartford

'Southern
Illinois Central
Pacific

Atchison, Topcka & .Santa
Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Fe
Paul

Chicago & North Western
Chicago. Burlington
G.eat Northern

& Quincy

Northern

Union

shares held

number of
stockholders

by 20 largest

27,062
29,360
25,249
17
y,o/l
13
12,325

Reading

Lebigh Valle-y
Southern

Total

1«0.M8

Pennsylvania

New York

Pacific
Pacific

9,564
10,783
37,853
44,561
20,549
12,770

326
26-716
25.780
33,875

holders
8.9
25.1
17.4
15.3
lOO.O

stock of the Chicago,

Philadeliihia

& Reading

l>y

11

.stock

Milwaukee &

New York
is

all

held

Reading Com|)any. That of the Virginian
by The Tidewater Company.
The stock of

Lake

St.

Paul,

concerns.

'ITie

Ijy
is

tlie

or

for

the

largely held

Bessemer &

held for tlie United States Steel (Corporation.
"Among the cases in which a part of the stock is in the
liands of voting trustees are tlie following: I'crc .\'Iar(|uette;
I'>ie is

Chicago, 'i'erre Haute & SouthIndianapolis & Western; Buffalo &
Susquehanna; Southern Railway; Mobile &: Ohio; Gulf,
Mol)ile & Nortiiern; Atcliison, Topeka & Santa Fe; Mi.s.souri
Pacific; Saint Loui.s-San Francisco; Chicago Great Western;
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway of Texas; Los Angeles
and Salt Lake; Midland Valley; Chicago, Peoria & Saint
Louis; Denver & Salt Lake; Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf;
New Orleans, Texas &: Mexico; Mis.souri & North Arkansas.
"The preceding figures are subject to certain limitations.
As al)ove indicated, they take no account of the fact that
one person may be a stockholder in more than one railroad.
The individuals named as stockholders may represent other
corporations, although that fact may not be a matter of record
Cliicago

eastern;

&:

l'',astern

Illinois;

Cincinnati,

hooks of the reporting carrier.
of large bondholders are not given in the
annual reports of carriers. The following figures as to the
lioldings of banks and life insurance companies are of inThe figures regarding bank holdings are from the
terest.
annual report of the comptroller of the currency and refer to
1917 conditions:

'The names

Investment

in

railroad bonds

banks
Mutual savings banks
Stock savings banks
T-oan and trust companies

$1,626,298
406.272,169
2,663,188
33.753,533

St.cle

"To
by

life

of the
of the
ent of
'report

obtain an approximation of the railroad bonds owned
insurance companies, a compilation has been made
par value of the railroad bonds shown in the assets
life insurance companies reporting to the superintendinsurance of the state of New York, as shown in his
for 1918.
The aggregate is $1,681,242,371. The

New York

Life heads the

list

with $337,885,211.

The

Mutual Life has $304,498,457, the Equitable $222,696,748
and the Metropolitan $210,875,682,
"Thus, savings banks and life insurance companies have
A further $2,135,over two billions of railroad bonds.
086,517 was held by other railroad companies on December
The bonds actually outstanding on December 31,
31, 1916.
1916, amounted to $11,202,607,096."

i^-'

The
railroads included in the tabulation of stockholders.
information is taken from page 109 in the annual reports of
the railroads to the Interstate

Commerce Commission

for the

The distinction between
year ending December 31, 1917.
males and females is not required in the report, but was
made in the tabulation from the given name.

100.0
18.1
J8./

416
23.0
14.3

18.5
20.9
99.5
f-S

19.8
l/.»

"The Erie; Philadelphia & Reading; Wabash; Southern;
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; Great Northern; Northern
Pacific; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and Union Pacific
are cases in which the holdings of corporations or partnerships other than railways are more important than the holdThus, of the Wabash stock, 46,642
ings of other railways.
shares were held in Amsterdam, Holland, and 36,321 were
held by 14 New York and 1 Boston companies or partner'

llie

216,528 shares were held

In an attached table details are given for each of the large

is illustrative:

Per cent of

Name

Of

ships.

in the

100.0

is

in the extent of distribution of their stock.
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William D. Carroll, signal supervisor, and Joseph Chrisniaintainer, employees of the Baltimore & Ohio, were
charged with manslaughter by a coroner's jury at Pittsburgh.
Pa., on March 27, and were committed to jail without option
of bail. These men were held responsible for a train wreck
at Laughlin Junction, near Pittsburgh, on February 22, when
They were in charge of, or conten persons were killed.
nected with, the repairing of a switch where a freight car
had been derailed some hours before. While the repair work
was going on and while the track was insecure a locomotive
came along and was derailed and fell against a passing passenger train, wrecking passenger cars. Reports indicate that
the light locomotive had passed an automatic signal set
to
against it; also that it had been flagged in sufficient time
track.
allow it to be stopped before running upon the insecure
tian,

A

Possible Solution of the Railroad
Weak and

End

Strong Roads Combined

End So

to

Problem

as to Increase

Competition and Greatly Strengthen All Railroad Credit

By

F.

J.

Part
EIGHT MAPS show
THEroad
and
systems,

the possiblc combinations of railare,

of

course,

tentative,

merely

indicating the possibilities of combining strong and
weak systems, so that the strong will easily be able to carry
These combinations, however, are not only
the weak.
worked out from a point of view of credit, but traffic relations,

geography,

etc.,

have also been taken into consideration.

Map

No.

1,

called the Central system,

New York

shows the com-

Central and Northern Pa-

systems, each with about $250,000,000 of capital stock,
on which substantial dividends are earned and paid. The
Rock Island system supplements these lines to the west and
southwest and with its present fixed charges could hardly be
The Denver & Rio Grande and Western
called a burden.
Pacific are the legitimate extensions of this system to the
west to the Pacific coast and the present fixed charges of
these companies are not an overburden, though their credit
cific

is

II

strengthen

its hold on the bituminous traffic for the East.
With short running rights from the southern end of the Shawmut for about thirty miles from Freeport the system would

have access

to the city of Pittsburgh.

The Hocking Valley would
traffic for

poor.

the

Erie's

coal

The Ann

Arbor, together with the Green Bay & Western,
line for coal and other commodities from
Toledo practically straight to St. Paul.
The Toledo, St. Louis & Western forms a direct connection
for the Erie to St. Louis and the Southwest.
The Kansas City Southern furnishes a through route for
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy's grain to the Gulf
and
furnishes lumber northbound.
By adding the Louisiana Railway & Navigation to the
Kansas City Southern, an entrance for the system is secured
into New Orleans, making an excellent Kansas
City-New

Connecting with the Rock Island lines to the southwest
is added the El Paso & Southwestern, a strong company
which takes the system to the borders of Mexico and also
might form a new line to southern California in connection
with the San Diego & Eastern, now in course of construction.
In southern Texas there is added to this system, the
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, which will furnish long haul
vegetable and other tonnage, and will get a large Mexican
tonnage whenever Mexico is rehabilitated.
This line connects with the Louisiana division of the Rock Island and
would give the system a line into New Orleans from the west
and also give lumber tonnage to the Rock Island lines in
Arkansas and Oklahoma.
By adding the Mobile & Ohio to the system, a large
lumber tonnage is provided for the Illinois and Indiana lines
forming a through route to the Gulf from Chicago to Mobile
and New Orleans, and also a line from the northwest to the

Orleans

The Louisiana Railway & Navigation

line.

added to this road
lumber situation.

Gulf.

By adding

the Virginian to the system, access is had by
Central system to Hampton Roads for the
grain traffic and to a coal field producing the highest quality
of coal.
This coal would be hauled not only to the Lakes
at Toledo, but also to Chicago and points beyond.

New York

order to strengthen

in

its

also

is

hold on the

The Midland System

there

the

strengthen

Chicago and points beyond.

makes a trans-lake

The Central System
bination of the strong

Lisman

Map

No.

caUed the Midland system, has as its backbone the Illinois Central, with $110,000,000 of stock, on
which 6 per cent is being paid and more earned and the
Lehigh Valley with $60,000,000 of stock, on which 10 per
3,

cent is being paid.

The Nickel Plate is the logical connection of the Lehigh
Valley between BuiTalo and Chicago, and forms an
excellent

New

York-Chicago

By adding

line.

Lake Erie & Western, out of
Central system, it secures an entrance into
Indianapolis and also in connection with the Illinois
Central
Imes a fairly good line from eastern points to St. Louis.
the

to this system the

New York

The Minneapolis & St. Louis forms the logical extension
of the Illinois Central lines to the northwest
and makes a
fairly good line from Chicago to the Twin
Cities.
By adding the Chesapeake & Ohio lines the old Newport

News and

Mississippi

would be realized.
heavy coal tonnage
Illmois

Central

Valley route of C.

P.

Huntington

The Chesapeake & Ohio would feed
to the Lake Erie & Western and the

lines

and

will

in

return

take

grain

Hampton Roads.
The Chesapeake & Ohio

to

The Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis is added to this system,
because the Rock Island is weak in coal resources and the
mines along the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis are naturally

in connection with the Carolina,
Clmchfield & Ohio and the Seaboard Air Line makes
an
excellent through line from Chicago and all
points in the

Rock Island system.
Erie & Western is left out of this system,
although at present controlled by the New York Central.

Middle

tributary to the

The Lake

The Northern System

Map

No.

the Northern system, might almost be called
the Hill system.
Its backbone is the Great Northern with
2,

$250,000,000 of capital stock, paying 7 per cent dividends
and earning more, and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
with $110,000,000 capital stock, paying 8 per cent and
earning more. To these roads is added the Erie, in which
the late James J. Hill was at one time interested.
The Shawmut road is added to the Erie in order to

883

states to the Southeast

tral builds

and whenever the

Illinois

Cen-

long contemplated line from Birmingham to
Jackson, Miss., through the Pearl River valley, a New
YorkNew Orleans through line is created in competition with the
present line over the Atlanta & West Point and
the Louisville
& Nashville roads. This combination also makes a direct
line from St. Louis, Mo., to Savannah,
Ga., and Tacksonville,

its

Fla.

The

St. Louis Southwestern, together with
the San Antonio
Aransas Pass form a logical extension of this system
to the
extreme southwest.
By adding the Missouri & North Arkanses, with
running
rights from Joplin to Kansas City, Kansas
City

&

secures a
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The Central
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Denver

&

El Paso

Mobile

& Southwestern
& Ohio

Rio Gramle

New Orleans, Texas & Mexican
New York Central, exc. Lake Erie
& Western

Northern Pacific
Virginian

Western Pacific

!

The Northern
Ann Arbor

Erie

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Colorado & Southern

Great Northern

Denver

Hocking Valley

&

Salt

Lake

Green Bay

&

Western

Kansas City Southern
Louisiana & Arkansas
Louisiana R. R.
Midland Vallev

&

Navigation

Pittsburgh & Shawmut
Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Missouri
Toledo, St. Louis & Western

April

4,
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The Midland
Alabama,

Tennessee

Carolina, Clinchville
Central of Georgia

Chesapeake

&

Cincinnati,

Indiana

&

&

Missouri

Ohio

Georgia & Florida
Georgia Coast & Piedmont
Central
Lake Erie & Western

Illinois

Ohio

&

Western

Lehigh Valley
Miniieiipolis & St. Louis
Missouri & Northern Arkansas
New York, Chicago & St. Louis

San Antonio & Arkansas Pass
Louis Southwestern
Seaboard Air Line
Tennessee Central
St.

The Interocean
Atchison, Topeka

Boston

&

& Santa Fe

Maine

Buffalo, Rochester

Chicago Great Western

Delaware

&

Pittsburgh

& Hudson

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

Maine Central
Pittsburgh & Western Virginia
Western

Rutland

Wabash
Western Maryland
Wheeling & Lake Erie
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The Union
BulTalo & Susqueiianna
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern

Lehigh & New England
Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Missouri, Kansas & Texas

York, New Haven & Hartford
York, Ontario & Western
Pennsylvania Railroad

New
New

Pere Marquette

Union

Pacific

The Continental
Baltimore
Central of

Chicago

&

& Ohio
New Jersey
North Western

Chicago, St. Paul, Milwaukee & Ohio
Fort Smith & Western
International & Great Northern

Litchfield

Missouri,

& Madison
Oklahoma & Gulf

Missouri Pacific

Reading
St.

Louis, Iron Mountain

Texas

&

Pacific

& Southern

April

4,
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The Southern — Pacific
Alabama & Vicksbur
Chicago
Gulf

&

Kansas

& Alton

City,

Mexican & Oritnt

Chicago. Indianapolis

New

Ship Island

&

Louisville

Orleans Great Northern

Louis-San Francisco
Southern Ry. excepting
Ohio

Southern

St.

Mobile

Pacific

Texas Midland
Vicksburg, Shreveport

&

The Southeastern
Atlanta

& West

Point

Atlanta, Birmingham
Atlantic Coast Line

Chicago

&

&

Atlantic

Eastern Illinois

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
Georgia Railroad

Georgia, Florida
Gulf,

Mobile

&

&

Alabama

Northern

Louisville

&

Louisville,

Henderson &

Norfolk

Norfolk Southern

Nashville

Nashville, Chattanooga

& Western

St. Louis
St. Louis

&

Rights, Toledo-Columbug

Savannah & Atlanta
Western of Alabama

Pacific
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Jifw iDiiiuition toward.-

Niw

Ork-ans, via

tlic

Illinois Central

route and also a lomicition with the St. Louis Southwestern
system.

The Interocean System
Maj) No.

Interocean system, has as its backhone, the Atciiison, Topeka & Santa Vv, with $222,000,000
of common stock on which
per cent dividends arc paid
and much more earned iuid $125,000,000 of preferred stock,
paying 5 per cent dividends; also the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, with $42,000,000 stock on which 20 per cent is
heinj; paid, and tiie Delaware & Hudson, with $42,000,000
of stock on which 7 per cent is being paid. This huge system
4, called tiie

tan easily carrj' the Boston & Maine, which is to have
running rights from Albany to Buffalo, at which point it
would connect with the Wabash, and thus secure a direct
route to the West.
i'hcre is also added the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
to strengthen the Lackawanna's hold on the bituminous tontage of the East and also to give an outlet to the Bo.'^ton &

Maine

direct to

tlie

Pittsburgh

The Wabash forms an
wanna

district.

excellent connection for the

to the west, touching as

it

Lacka-

does the most important

Middle West.
added to this system the Western Maryland,
the Pittsburgh & West Virginia and the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, making a through line from Toledo to Baltimore on
Chesapeake l)ay. Thus the eastern end of the system, the
Boston &: Maine, would become part of a system with its own
points in the

There

is

rails into the anthracite region as well as into the

region of western Pennsylvania

Somerset and Georges Creek regions.
The Chicago Great Western would form the logical line
for this road to the northwest and w^ould also give access for
the Santa Fe system to the Twin Cities.

The Union System

Map

No. 5, called the Union system, has as its backbone
the Pennsylvania Railroad, with $500,000,000 of stock, on
which 6 per cent is being paid and more earned and the
Union Pacific with $100,000,000 of preferred stock, on
which 4 per cent is being paid and $222,000,000 common on
which 8 per cent is being paid, and more earned.
There is added to this system the New York, New Haven
8: Hartford and the New York, Ontario & Western, also the
Lehigh & New England. New England thus gets direct access via the Poughkeepsie bridge with both the anthracite
and bituminous regions.
The New Haven and Ontario & W'estern lines should also
have running rights from near Poughkeepsie to Buffalo, where
they would connect with the Pere Marquette lines and thus
the New Haven would have a direct through route to Chicago
through the manufacturing districts of Michigan.
Thus the
large manufacturing interests there would be brought directly
on a railroad running to the coal and iron districts of Pittsburgh and, as stated, also have their New England connec-

ford stone district and would give the Penn.sylvania lines a
hold on this traffic wliic h they now do not possess.

The Continental System

Map

No.

system, has as its backbone the strong Chicago & North Western, with $145,000,000
of common stcx:k, paying 7 i)er cent and earning more, and
$2,^000,000 of preferred stock, paying the same rate.
The eastern end of the system is formed by the Baltimore
& Ohio, which is paying 4 per cent dividends on $160,000,000 common and 4 per cent on $60,000,000 preferred. There
are added two strong roads in the East, which form a natural
connection with the Baltimore & Ohio, that is the Reading,
with $70,000,000 of 4 per cent preferred stock and $70,000,000 of common stock, on which 8 jjcr cent dividends are being

Union Pacific and the present
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

a connection between the

Pennsylvania system, the
road with its double track line between Chicago and
serves admirably.

Omaha

The Oregon-Washington part of the Un.ion Pacific system makes an excellent connection for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Spokane for Portland and the competition between the present Union Pacific system and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in Eastern W^ishington, is not
important.
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is a natural extension of
the Union Pacific to the Gulf of Mexico. There is added to

system in the Middle West the Chicago, Terre Haute

&

6, called the (Continental

and also the Central of New Jersey.
In the southwest there are added to these roads the original
Mis.souri Pacific system, consisting of the Missouri Pacific,
the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern and the International & Great Northern and Texas & Pacific.
There is also added, in order to strengthen the Missouri
Pacific system, the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, running
from Joplin southwest to Denison and forming a through
line from Kansas City to the southwest.
This forms a very
strong system with a heavy coal, grain and lumber traffic.
paid,

'

The Southern-Pacific System

Map

No. 7, called Southern-Pacific system, consists of the
])resent Southern Pacific with its $275,000,000 of stock, on
which 6 per cent is being paid and more earned, together
with the Southern Railway, which of late years has grown
much stronger, also the St. Louis-San Francisco, which is
more or less supplementary to both of these lines, forming
a direct line to St. Louis and Kansas City for the Houston
& Texas Central division of the Southern Pacific, and also
forming a direct line via Memphis to Kansas City, for the
Southern Railway system from Birmingham, and from Chattanooga.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, in connection with the
Southern Pacific at Alpine, and the 'Frisco at Wichita, forms
a short connection for the Southern Pacific into Kansas City
and also an excellent line to Mexico, whenever things settle
down in that unfortunate country.
The Chicago & Alton forms the logical connection for this
system from Kansas City and St. Louis to Chicago.
The Alabama & Vicksburg and the Vicksburg, Shreveport
& Pacific form a line into Texas through the Shreveport
gateway.
The Texas Midland is a link between the Paris Division
Frisco and the Houston & Texas Central and the
Ship Island, should be a natural feeder to the New
Orleans & Northeastern Division of the Southern Railway.
of the

Gulf

&:

Southeastern System

Map

tions improved.

this

whiih handles about 5,00(J,000 tons of coal
annually whidi would strengthen the St. Paul sy.stem which
is weak in its coal supply.
This .system also serves tlie Bed-

Southea.stern,

bituminous

and also forming water con-

nection with another coal road running to the Fairmount,

As
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No.

system, has as its
Western, paying 8 per cent on $120,000,000 common and 4 per cent on $22,000,000 preferred
stock; the Atlantic Coast Line, paying 7 per cent on $67,000,000 common stock, and the Louisville Sz Nashville, also paying 7 per cent on $72,000,000 of common stock.
There is added to this system the Norfolk Southern on the
southeast, which forms the natural supplement to both the
Coast Line and the Norfolk & Western, Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, which makes a better through line from
8,

called

Ijackbone the Norfolk

Birmingham

the Southeastern

&

easterly.

The

Georgia, Florida
the Atlantic Coast Line.

The Savannah

8:

&

.Alabama

is

makes

a

,'\ugusta

the natural feeder of

new through

line in

April

4,
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from Savannah via

connection with the Georgia Railroad

Ohio

Atlanta to all

river points.

The Chicago & Eastern

Illinois forms the logical entrance
system into Chicago via Evansville and in connection with the Gulf, Mobile & Northern and Paducah division
of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, makes a new
Chicago-New Orleans through line.
The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton brings the Norfolk &
Western into Detroit and also in connection with the Norfolk
for this

& Western

via

Roanoke and the Winston-Salem Southbound

good through line from all points in the Southeast
Middle West. This would be a system touching
all points on the Atlantic Gulf coast from Washington to
New Orleans, forming a strong through line from the East,
Middle West and Chicago and St. Louis to all points in the

makes

a

to points in

Southeast.

Terminals and Belt Lines, Canadian Lines, Etc.

889

reduced below a certain level; in other words, in order to
maintain the inducement for close operation the railroad
companies might be allowed for their stockholders one-third
or one-half of reductions given to the public.
Undoubtedly the personal initiative to operation officials
will be perpetuated under the above plan, because the subordinate will always look for promotion as a reward for suc-

cessful results.

This whole plan will probably be objected to on the ground
seem entirely too big and that it
is beyond human ken for any set of officials to manage and
supervise 40,000 miles of railroad, earning aimually nearly
one billion dollars.
This should be no more difficult than
the management of the United States Steel and other large
corporations earning usually around a billion dollars or more.
The public wants fewer railroad companies; it wants them
to be strong financially and in every other way so it may be
well served, and it wants competition.
The above plan appears to be the only one under which the weak lines can propthat these railroad systems

The matter of consolidating the terminals and the building of belt lines for joint use has been dealt with separately

erly be co-ordinated with the strong lines without reducing

body of the plan.
There are a number of comparatively short railroads, as
well as lines controlled by the three large Canadian railroad
systems, which have not been apportioned under the above

question of physical valuation has been the bugbear
many years. Earning capacity
is probably the best test of a fair value of properties, but
judging from the testimony before the Congressional Committee the bulk of the people and members of Congress themselves still seem to think the railroads are over-capitalized;
therefore, the time and expense necessary for valuation must
be spent.

in the

plan.

Some method can undoubtedly be worked out, under which
the consolidated railway companies may be allowed to increase their dividends above 6 per cent whenever rates are

Work

competition.

The

of the railroad situation for

of American Railw^ay Forces in France"
A Review of the Problems Encountered by the Sixteenth
Engineers in Building Transportation Facilities

By Major
Manager

O. C. F. Randolph

of Sales, Building Department, H. K. Ferguson Co., Cleveland, O.

SIXTEENTH ENGINEERS was
THEengineering
and operating men

recruited from railway

principally from Cin-

cinnati,
Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit and Grand
Rapids, immediately after war was declared.
H. Burgess,
United States district engineer at Detroit, was made colonel,
and G. H. W^ebb, chief engineer of the Michigan Central,
lieutenant colonel.
The regiment was mobilized at the
Detroit fair grounds under a war department order of June
On July 27 it left for Is-sur-Tille, France, via
5, 1917.
Halifax and England.
On arrival at its destination, the
regiment was assigned immediately to the construction of
needed facilities for an advance base at this point.

The

distribution of material across the front for the north-

ern sector in
the southern
same time to
hold reserve

France was to be made from Gievre and for
from Is-sur-Tille.
Gievre was at the

sector

serve as a

supplies

main
for

storehouse.

a million

Each depot was

men

— Gievre

for

to

six

months and Is-sur-Tille for one month. In addition, each
one necessarily maintained a mobile supply, so that they
could constantly keep a million men operating in the field
without disturbing the permanent reserve.
This was our problem: the building of docks of sufficient
size to handle supplies; a terminal at the base to facilitate
their handling; an intermediate base at Gievre and an advance base at Is-sur-Tille, and engine terminals and divisional yards to handle the increased traffic.
'Abstracted from an address delivered before the Oeveland, Ohio, Engineering Society on March 25.
Major Randolph joined the army in July,
1917. as second lieutenant with the Sixteenth Engineers, Railway, with
which unit he was connected until discharged on December is, 1918.

All materials and tools had to be bought in the same manner that they would in this country.
Of course, some of
the supplies were secured from some of our own forces, but
this involved as much trouble as buying them here.
For a
large job, the source had to be located, availability deter-

mined upon and the
the

man

initiative for that necessity rested

upon

In this connection it is
worthy of note that we never caught up with lumber, or
rather, it never caught up with us, as up to the time I left
we still had a man looking for lumber and were taking every
stick that we could secure.
At Is-sur-Tille the vast majority
of the lumber was secured from Switzerland.
The Swiss
Government several times threatened to shut down on it, but
never did.
We even received numerous cars from German
railroads, some of them having shipping tags on them which
indicated they had come from Germany and at a recent date.
Our agreement with the Swiss mills called for our furnishing
cars and they returning them to us.
Probably the Germans
had the same arrangement, and they possibly secured some
of our cars as we secured some of theirs.
Lumber was also
secured in large quantities from Scandinavia.
Toward the
latter part of the work at Ts-sur-Tille we began to secure
lumber from the American mills. These mills were operated
by the 10th and 20th Engineers, who were fore.sters recruited
from the lumber regions of this countr\'. They brought their
own equipment, and set up the mills in the French forests.
Although our men were experienced lumbermen and operated in the forests they could only cut, even under the .stress
of war conditions, such trees as were indicated bv French
desiring

the

supplies.

RAILWAY AGE
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forestry autlioritiis.

We

we

or

loiild not cut a single tree, altlioujj;li

proper arrannement.s with tinowners, without receiving tlie lonsent of tlie government
forestry ofluials.
Wlun the luml)er started coming, it came
by tlie train loail and contained nothing Imt .? in. l)y 9 in.
and 1 in. ln)ards. The lioards liad not l)eon edged, hut were
delivered just as they came from the gang saw.
Our labor was .supplied l)y tlie 1,700 men in our regiment, .\0t)() infantrymen and 2,000 other engineers.
There
were also ()00 Spanish contract lalxirers present.
In order to secure the maximum outjjut of work from
these men, every project was scheduled and time was the
reward given the men. A portion of work was given to a
man and any time saved was his own. This really produced
wonderful results. The man day output for 4,000,000 Ijoard
That includes all overfeet of lumber was 350 ft. per man.
head hanging of warehouse doors, excavation and other
When in Washington I looked over the costs for
labor.
American camps, and using their rate of wagos, they averaged about one-half that output on their carpentry. Their
work was but little more difficult than ours and their figures
included carpentry alone with no overhead.
On one occasion we had a camouflage factory to l)uild in
Dijon. We were notified one Thursday to get ready to build
it, the site was indicated, and we shipped the lumber from
On Saturday we received word that
Is-sur-Tille at once.
we might go ahead with the work. The project was to include two buildings of the warehouse type, one 300 ft. and
one 400 ft. long, also an open shed 40 ft. by 500 ft., with
Our gangs were well organized at
nothing except a roof.
that time and the camouflage company was at full strength
houglit

till-

laiul,

tnaili'

250 men.

of

superintendent and I went to Dijon Sunday and laid
out the buildings on the ground, also scheduled the work.
Monday at 8 o'clock our men arrived from Is-sur-Tille and
The lumber had arrived on Saturday
at 9 were working.
and we had started six trucks hauling it the two miles to

The

The project was finished on
site, at 7 a. m. Monday.
Thursday, and on the same day we received a request from
the chief of engineers to submit monthly progress reports on
the work and to send him the date of completion.
the

We

Is-sur-Tille

left

in

March

for

the

British

front.

narrow gage track and a standard gage
rail head, the narrow gage connecting the rail head, an
engineering dump, an ammunition dump with the front.

There we

built a

The ruling grade
with leads to light artillery positions.
was 2 per cent and the sharpest curve was of 30-meter
I believe the speed limit was supposed to be 8
radius.
In 20 miles of
miles per hour, though they ran 15 and 20.
track, a cut of 4 ft. and a fill of 5 were the largest; a
2-foot cut was heavy and most of the grading consisted of
The cuts were 9 ft. wide and the fills 10.
6-in. cuts or fills.
We used corrugated iron in half segments for culverts.
Everything except the large cut and fill mentioned was waste
and borrow.
As this work progressed we were short of labor for the
The British had a number of Chinese comexcavation.
panies scattered around the country, there being a camp
We convinced the British comof them not far from us.
manding officer that we could stake out the dirt work and
We finally secured one company of
give them piece work.
about 500 Chinese for one end of the work. W^e cross sectioned it all and laid the work out each morning for the
They worked in groups of 60 and we gave them
Chinese.
as close to ^Yi yards each as possible, a little over, if anyThey usually finished around 4 o'clock.
thing.
On the completion of this work, we had to double track
Our
a section of the railroad from Abberville to Revent.
This was the
section was from St. Requet to Coulevilles.

only line of lateral conmiunication
drive.

The

line

from Annes

to

left

after

the

but

it

g(«Ml
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was under shell
example of what,

and certainly was threatened.

tire

in

pleased to (all I'Airopean stujjidity and lack of progressive
was exhibited here. The .section we were on was
heavy work, the cuts and fills In-ing aljout 50 or 60 ft. Most

metiKKJs,
of the

had

fills

of the cuts.

i)een

The

made

for douiile track as well as part

single track ran

down

the center of the

grade and the British and French authorities would not permit us to throw the track, so a great part of this gmxl grade
had to go to waste. They would not permit the existing main
to l)e touched, claiming that if we attempted to throw it the
interference to traffic would lie more than they could afford.
It

follows, of course, that the)' refused to let us use the main
to haul dirt over.
The only time we could use it was

lini'

to unload ties and rail.
We handled all the dirt by hand on
meter-gage track with Yz-yA. and 1-yd. Decauville cars.
After completing this clouljle track we went back to the

cutoff, wliich was (juite a project.
The line was SY2
miles long and was a short cut across a meander of the
Loire river, which the Paris, Lyons, Mediterranean line from
San Mojan had to negotiate on the way to Is-sur-Tille. The
saving in mileage was .slight, but the saving in elapsed time

Nevers

because of terminal congestion was from 12 to 24 hours.
The line to be built involved about 200,000 yards of rock
excavation and 300,000 yards of fill.
There was also a
l)ridge over the Loire river, which was perhaps 3,000 ft.
long, the approach to which constituted one of the heavy
fills, most of which was secured from side borrow.
The bridge across the Loire was built with pile ai)proaches
and had 14-ft. spans. The river spans were 60 ft. girder
spans on pile clusters. River piles were driven from either
end with two steam hammers on scows and the approaches
were driven by a steam track driver.
We placed the girders over the P. L. M. main line with
The girders weighed about seven tons,
a Bay City crane.
so this was no particular problem, but it was of great interest to the French.
They had their superintendent on the
job with their division engineer; they came with many
misgivings as to what might happen to their track. They left,
much impressed with our boys. They were never, however,
sufficiently impressed to permit us to put a switch into their
main line. Whenever it became necessary to cut the main
line it became necessary to have the P. L. M. men do it.

What

is

to

become of these projects we

was always

built

a problem to us, and probably is a big problem to the men
Our contract with the French for
that are now in France.
the railroad work was made with the provision that if they
operated over the lines, or the yards, or both, for a period
of five years after the war, they should pay the actual cost
of the construction as the purchase price for the properties.
If they did not so operate over them, they were not to become
In other words, the lines were thrown back
involved at all.

on our hands.

'-Mii^

?'i

p

'

ii

March

Arras was not actually taken.

A

our Yankee a.ssuredness, we were

Railway Engineers' Supply Train

'
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Rectangular Reinforced Concrete Enginehouse

A

This Design

Was

Particularly Adaptable to a Location

Where Space

completed
Long Island Railroad
THEIsland
N.
a rectangular reinforced
recently

City,

Expansion

for

Y.,

at

Long

concrete

enginehouse to replace an old brick and timber building, also

rectangular in shape, erected in 1888, which had beThe old building was one of a number of

come obsolete.

Was

Restricted

])rovides for two tracks spaced 20 ft.
and supported over the pits to within 10 ft.
It is designed to accommoof each end of the building.
date three locomotives on each track and consists of 14

The new enginehouse

center to center

panels spaced 16

ft.

center to center of columns, the space

Floor Plan of the Engine House
facilities at this terminal,

and because of the

restricted space

available for expansion any relocation of the building would
require changes in the other facilities.
To meet this situation it was decided to build a rectangular
is

15

house on
225 ft. 4
ft.

6

in.

tlie site

in.

of the old building.

long by 44

ft.

4

in.

in

The new

structure

width with a lean-to

wide also of reinforced concrete construction,

II

An

The building is located within 150 ft. of tidewater and is
The entire structure is carried on wood piles
on made land.
30 to 35 ft. long, some of which supported the old building.
New piles were driven where necessary.
The character of the foundation made it necessary to sup-

inin^

HI

III

Hi

Exterior View of the House Shortly betore Completion

extending the full length of the north side of the house
proper. Like the old house, the new structure accommodates
light repairs only, the lean-to housing the air compressors,
generators,

between columns being occupied by windows and brick curtain walls.

machine shops, storeroom,

office

and

oil

port the tracks in the house and to make provision for
To provide this support, piles, spaced
jacking foundations.
5 ft. between centers, were utilized or driven along the lines
of the rails.

house.

891

The manner

in

which

this single line of piles

—
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wa.s utili/.i'd to provide -iipijort also for jacking

by extending

lloor in the
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reinforced concrete construction, 40 ft. long, have been
an installation of the National Boiler
Wasiiing Company.
'I'hc area occupied liy tiiis facility is
also paved with vitrified brick on a concrete base.
of

the engine pit walls laterally and the provision of a batter
inwardly is indiealed on the drawing showing a section
through the engine pits.
A drop pit 8 ft. 8 in. wide and
5 ft. 6 in. deei> connects the two track pits.

The

:

installed adjacent to

house jjroper consists of an 8-in. concrete

mat upon

wliich vitrified paving blocks were placed on edge
to accoinnuKlate the heavy trucking.
The lean-to has the

same paving as the engine house and the entire building is
steam-heated and electric-lighted.
The roof, like the building, is of reinforced concrete construction, and consists of three panels in each 16-ft. bay.
The r(K>f beams are 1 ft. 3 in. deep, while the slab is 3^2 in.
thick and

is

The

protected by Barrett specification roofing.

roof supports two pairs of reinforced concrete poles carrying
electric light and i)ower lines and a pent house for the
accommodation of the transformers and the electrical equip-

ment.

Owing to the proximity of salt water and the atmospheric
conditions obtaining wooden sash were installed instead of
Copper flashing was specified instead of galvanized
metal.
iron

for the

same

The

reason.

The plans for this project were prepared and the building
constructed by the Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio, under
the supervision of L. V. Morris, chief engineer of the Long
Island, and G. C. Bishop, superintendent of motive power.

12 smokejacks are of the

Johns-Manville a.sbestos-board type.
Outside of the building and to the

An

Cross Section of the House

east,

two wash-out

pits

Important Development in the Rail^vays of Spain
With an Account of a Project
from

Proposed

New Trunk

Line

France to the Straits of Gibraltar

By
In

for a

Three Parts

F. Lavis

— PART

Statistics and Law^s

II.

F. C. Del

RAILWAY STATISTICS for Spain are published
by the government in the "Statistics of Public Works,"

GENEK.AX

and an abstract of the results for some of the principal
lines is given below. These figures, for the years 1908, 1909,
1910 and 1911, will give an approximate idea of conditions
before the war, and some of the data for the Norte, M. Z. A.,
Andaluces and Central Aragon for 1914, 1915 and 1916,
obtained from other sources, will show what changes have
been caused by the increased costs of operation, principally

No figures were
higher cost of coal in those years.
available for the year 1917, but it is known that the operating
costs were much higher in 1917 than in 1916, and even in
this latter year evidence of an increased operating ratio and
On the
consequent decrease in net returns were observable.

This

Norte

the most important system in Spain;

it

operates

and west of Madrid but has a line
through the Ebro valley to Barcelona and dowa the coast
from Tarragona to Valencia.
principally to the north

The

total

length

is

Second track
Total main line track
Under construction

the

Central Aragon Railroad, where the operating ratio had been
approximately 50 per cent, the greatly increased cost of coal
was expected to bring it up to nearly 80 per cent in 1917,
although the gross revenue was higher.

is

The revenues from
1916,

the

operation,

Kilometres

Miles

3,692

2,289

426

264

4,118

2.553

67

42

4.185

2.595

and expenses

for

1915 and

two years available, were as follows

last

(in

pesetas)
Gross receipts
1915
1016

Expenses

Net

Ratio

154.309.816

78.402.533

75.907,283

48.5

172.713.940

100.225.800

72.488,140

58.1

Raii-w.ws of Spain
revenues of some of the principal lines
Net revenue from operation

Length

M.

Z.

A

whole system
Main line to Irun and branches

Norte,

Lei ida-Tarragona
Alsasua-Zaragoza
Andaluces
Madrid, Cacercs, Portugal
Centra! Aragon

Medina-Vigo
Average of all lines, 5 ft. 6
Meter eage—Vascongada
Robla— Valmaseda
Normally about

five

kilometres
1911
3,664
3,687
910
103
776
1,084
775

298
295
in.

gage

11,384
159

pesetas equal cne dollar.

Pesetas* per kilometre
1508
7,256
19,795
28,105
7,193
19,596
9,240
4,683
4,823
6,497
14,059
11,531

1909
17,737
19,134
27,258
8,448
18,617
9,188
4,401
5.285
5,199
13,887
8,858

^

191G
18,609
20.877
29.871
7,422
17,847
13.287
4.692
5,710
3.727
15.284
11,442
30.7'«3

.\

Operating ratio

^

/

kilometre equals 0.62 miles.

1911
18,693
21,480
28,654
10,253
19,454
13.752
4,131

6,577
6,183
15,376
23,656
30,550

1908
44.6
43.8
39.2
63.2
41.4
53.9
59.5
57.9
58.6
47.7
45.6

1909
43.0
45.5
42.1
59.7
43.3
54.1

61.8
52.6
63.9
48.0
59.0

1910
41.7
44.2
41.4
62.9
44.1
56.4
61.4
49.9
61.6
46.1

46.2
57.6

1911
43.0
43.8
43.1
SS.O
42.6
S6.9
64.8
47.6
60.6
46.7
43.8
57.9

J
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Receipts per Passenger Kilometre

The total revenue per kilometre for the last 14 years has
been as follows:
Pesetas per Kilometre
Express
Passenge
Freight
8,428
8,742
8,533
8,676
8.963
9,283
9,163
9,529
9,850
10,346
10.832
10.440
10.083

1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

1912
1913
1914
1PI5
1916

11.171

Other

Various

32.236
31,974
31,787
32,915
34,232
35,307
35,138
36,087
37,289
40.904
42,051
39,763
41.857
46,858

444
427
406
329
425
483
453
462
491

operation of the Norte are as follows:

statistics of

Passereer kilometres

Average distance
Average fare
Average fare per kilometre

936,528,651
56
2.493

Pts.

class
class
3rd class
1st

2nd

Total

102
103
184
252
396

20,852
20,310
20,030
21,000
21,670
22,366
22,304
23,058
23,884
26,797
27,299
25.490
27,839
31,190

2,854
2,819
3,040
2,987
3,203
3,214
3,244
3,094
3,226
3,336
3,437
3,380
3,473
4,006

893

All

classes

Pts.
Pts.
Pts.

0.079
0.057
0.038

Pts.

0.046

1,406,403,174
kilometres
152.8
kilometres
haul
Pts.
10.48
Receipts per ton
Receipts per ton. per kilometre. .. .Pts.
0.69

Total

ton

Average

It will be noted that the average receipts per ton mile are
equivalent to approximately 2.3 cts., as compared with about
0.7 cts. per ton mile in the United States.

Ferrocarriles Andaluces
This railroad operates in the south of Spain between Seville and Cadiz, Cordoba, Algeciras, Malaga, Alicante, etc.;
it has a total length of 1,261 kilometres.
The earnings and
expenses of the entire system and some of the more important

.043

lines are as follows:
Division by classes

Pesetas

number
Second
Third

88.64

Fieight ton kilometres
-Average haul, kilometres
Average receipts per ton
Receipts per ton kilometre

Gross

—

1914
23,364
12,680
1915
24,690
13,388
1916
28,388
17,127
Seville-Jerez-Cadiz, 171 Kilometres
1914
34,700
18,187
1915
36,029
19,604
1916
41,519
25,252

1,656,227,772

174
11.211
.643

Pts.

The

net earnings per kilometre and the operating ratios
for each part of the system are as follows, for the years 1914,

1915 and 1916, and to some extent show the
war, though this was more marked in 1917.
F. C.

Cordoba-Malaga,
1914
1915
1916

effects of the

1914
1915
1916

PESETAS

—

—

196 Kilometres
39,969
21,403
42,540
21,170
48,590
28,526

Puente-Genil Linares,

Del Norte

PER kilometre of LINE

ratio.

Year
revenue
Expenses
Entire System, 1,261 Kilometres

13.86
15.23
70.91

2.63
8.73

First

Operating

Per cent
earnings

Proportion

176

21,203
22.813
26,396

Net

per Cent

10,684
11,302
11,261

50
54

60
53

16,513
16,425
16,267

63

18,566
21,370
20,064

54
50
60

10,647
11,257
11,988

50

51

Kilometres
10,556
11,556
14,408

51

54

Operating
ratio, per
1

914

Main

Line, Madrid to Iriin...28 ,129
11 224
18 050
24 ,253
13 404
Asturias, Galicia & Leon
Lerida, Reus & Tarragona.... 6 348
Villabona Aviles
,016
.17 363
San Juan de las Abadesas.
Soto del Rey
7,,786
Alniansa, Valencia, Taragona..l9 170
Valencia, Utiel
6 719
Entire system
19 187

Santander br.nnch
Barcelona branch
Bilbao branch

—

.

.

1915

1916

29,977
12,260
18,665
26,210
14,131
5,953
20,821
17,958
13,586
21,603
5,307
20.561

29,836
11,450
17,165
27,211
10,837
6.483
3,389
13,147
4,920
23,810
6,739
19,633

Madrid Zaragoza

&

1914
48
58
SO
45
60
74
78
50
71

SO
63
50

191S
45
55
52
43
57
73

1916
50

61

50
61

SO
69
SI

Alicante

PER KILOMBTXE, PESETAS
Gross
revenue
1908
1909
1910
1911

31,142
31,119
31,911
32,796

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

34,993
36,753
41,301

Expenses
13,886
13,382
13,301
14,102
15,113
17,570
17,493
18,259
22,518

Net
revenue

Operating

17,256
17,737
18,609
18,693

44.6
43.0
41.7
43.0

17,500
18,494
18,783

50.0
49.7
54.S

ratio

The annual report for the year ending December 31, 1916,
gives the following figures, showing the increase in the cost
of coal during the past eight years.
(The M. Z. A. gets a
large part of

its

coal

from

its

own mines near

Seville.)

Average cost of coal
per ton pesetas
27.62
28.88
29.50
32.72
33.68
44.62
61.64
69.00

1910
1911
1912
1913
191"
1915
i9U.
1917, probable

Per cent of each class

Number

Receipts

2nd

4.5
11.5

3rd

84.0

26.S
12.5
61.0

Passenger Statistics
1st

—

Average Length of Journey
class
class
3rd class
1st

2nd

All

classes

180.5 kilometres
46.2 kilometres
46.4 kilometres
52.5 kilometres

Railway Laws

cent

The following is a very brief outline of some of the
general conditions governing the construction of railways
under the laws of Spain.
Spanish railway law is based on the broad theory that the
State is the owner of all lines conceded, whether for general
service or private use, the concessionaires whether private
individuals or companies being solely usufructs for the time
of the concession.
Foreign capital employed in railway construction as well
as loans for this object are under the safeguard of the State,
and are exempt from reprisals, confiscations, or embargoes
on account of war.
Railway construction is governed by the provisions of
two "general" laws, modified in detail by many "Royal

Orders" and decrees, and by the regulations promulgated
from time to time by the General Direction of Public Works.
The original basic law was that of 1855; this however,
after the revolution of the late 60's was superseded by the
Law of November 23rd, 1877, which with the Regulations
of May 24th, 1878, constitutes the general law relating to
the construction of railways.

This law, however, was intended
struction of the

main system

to

govern only the con-

of railways.

It specified in
detail certain lines, including those already in existence at
that time which were to form the "General plan of railroads,"

and

to which this law applied.
The regulations of May,
1878, however, provided means for, and the conditions under
which, other lines might be added to this system, and on
December 25, 1912, a law of complementary lines was passed,
the object of which was to procure the prompt construction
of certain specified lines.
Besides this main system, it was proposed to build other
lines of lesser importance as branches and feeders, and the
construction of these lines is provided for in the Law
of

Secondary and Strategic Railroads of February 23, 1912,
and the Provisional regulations for the application of this
law of August 12, 1912.
This law and the regulations
"reformed" the original law of 1908 and the complementary

)
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law

of

strategic

1009.

(Noll

A

lines autliori/cl

liitailod

list

of

sccoiulary

Lp

and

law witli additions to
tho Railway Annual for 1916,

iiiuliT

this

l)Ut

Vol. 66, No. 14

to

tliis

where

Juno, IVH), will bo found in
p. 241, ct scq.
In ponoral tho law of 1877 was designed to provide lines
of 1.0 7 meter (5 fl. 6 in.), gage for fast heavy traffic, as this
Ihe secondary railways were to be of
was then understooii.
narrower gage and ligliter construction, tliough there is nothing in the provisions of the law of secondary railways which
would prevent its ajiplication to the construction of more

of (|uantities

substantial lines of any gage, and in any event the provisions
of the law of 1877 provide for a type of construction much
lighter than that nccessan- to meet modern main line traffic

tirely

conditions..

j

,^sti

Subsidies
Both laws provide for the construction of lines, with and
witliout government aid, the latter having certain privileges
which the fomier do not have. Lines receiving subventions
in any form carry the mails free of charge.
The law of 1877 makes provision for the payment of a subvention equal to 25 per cent of the estimated cost, but in no
case can this subvention exceed Pts. 60,000 per kilometre.
The law of complementary railways of 1912 provides for an

advance (Anticipo reintegrable) of Pts. 15,000 per kilometre in addition to the Pts. 60,000. This Pts. 15,000 is,
how^ever, to be returned to the state from "the first products
obtained from operation."
The secondary and strategic railways may receive from
the goverrmient a guarantee of interest of 5 per cent on the
cost of construction up to an amount not exceeding Pts.
250,000 per kilometre unless the guarantee on a larger
amount is specially authorized by the Cortes. The total
amount payable under this law must not exceed Pts. 15,000,000 per annum.
If payments under this guarantee are still necessary after
ten years from the date of commencing operations, the goTa delegate to intervene in the management; this delegate ceasing his functions as soon as the line
produces at least 5 per cent for three successive years.

emment may nominate

When

the net earnings exceed 6 per cent for three successive years, one-third of the excess after the third year shall
be used toward reimbursing the government for any payments made on account of the guarantee of interest.
All concessions for lines built under the provisions of the

law of secondary and strategic railways of 1912, and for all
those receiving government aid, are for a period not exceeding
99 years, after which the lines revert to the State without

(Some of the first lines built
compensation to the owners.
in 1850 and 1860 are beginning to look with some anxiety
to the comparatively near approach of the termination of
their concessions, as on none of them has provision been
made for amortization within the specified period.)
No concession constitutes a monopoly.
The general supervision of railway construction and
operation is a function of the Minister of Public Works
(Fomento) acting through the General Direction of Public
Works, and this in turn through five "Divisions of Rail-

l)y

point the prtxodurc

tlie

and

checking of the maps and profiles on the ground, and of the
general design of the railway, track layouts, stations, amount
and kind of rolling stock, etc., etc. Modifications or changes
are suggested, if necessary or desirable, and finally all these
things being in order, the project is approved. This examination is at the expense of the applicant for the concession.

the

costs, iiave also to be

same

for

any railway,
estimates

tiic

checked and approved

the government.

Tariffs

The ma.xinium

chargeable on the proposed lines are
.sul>mitted by the author of the project, and if not acceptable
to the Council of Public Works, must be authorized by the
Generally speaking, the tariffs are regulatecl enCortes.
tariffs

by distance.

When

the State guarantees the interest, the tariff rates
cannot be reduced or changed without the consent of the
government.
During the time the State pays any part of the guaranteed
interest,

reserves the right to fix the

it

maximum

tariffs

on

minerals, poultry, cattle and in general, on foodstuffs, fer-

and seeds.
Secondary lines not receiving guarantees of interest may
fix their tariffs without intervention of the government, and
apparently l)y Article 26 of the law of 1912, those lines receiving a subsidy may come under this provision, if this contilizers

dition is fixed before the letting, that

is,

specified in the

concession.

Status of Concessionaires
All corporations formed for the construction of railways
must be domiciled in Spain, and are subject to Spanish laws.
All plans, etc., must be signed by a duly qualified engineer, which usually means the employment of an "Engineer
of Caminos Canales y Puertos" for this purpose, notwithstanding the professional standing, etc., of any foreign engineer.

Traffic

Performance

in 1918

VOLUME of traffic handled in 1918, on which the
railroads fell short of earning their standard return

THE

by approximately $200,000,000

in spite of increased

shows an increase
compared with the test period on which the standard return
is based of more than one-fifth in ton miles of freight and
These results are shown by
one-fourth in passenger miles.
rates during the latter half of the year,

a preliminary study of the statistics of Class I railroads
compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics. Freight

performance in 1918 approximated 440,000,000,000
revenue and non-revenue ton miles, an increase of 1.8 per
cent over 1917 and of 21 per cent as compared with the
average for the test period, the years ending June 30, 1915,
1916 and 1917. This freight performance was the greatest
in the railway history of the United States, surpassing even
the excellent performance of 1917, nine months of which was
accomplished under the supervision of the Railroad's War
Board.
The following percentage comparisons of the several
months of 1918 with the corresponding months of 1917 are

trafiic

of interest:

ways."

On presentation of the application for a concession, which
must be accompanied by detailed maps, plans, estimates,
etc., in specification form, this is passed for "confrontacion
y informe" to one of these railway divisions, designated by
This involves the
the General Direction of Public Works.

is

project receives government aid,

Total Ton-Miles
Per cent
of increase

Month

over 1917

of 1918

d

January
Februa.ry

16.4
2.9

March

7.1

8.3

April

May

d4.S
a 3.6

;

Tune
.Tuly

-August

•

September
October

November
December
The year

d

4.4
0.7
8.8
3.S
2.4
5.3

1-8
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The passenger business for 1918 approximated 43,000,000,000 passenger-miles, an increase of 7.9 per cent over
1917 and of 25.7 per. cent over that of the test period. As
in the case of freight, this M^as a record-breaking achievement.

As a result of the increased freight and passenger rates
made effective during the year 1918, the average receipts
per ton-mile rose from 7.15 mills in 1917 to 8.56 mills in
This average does not reflect the full effect of the
1918.
increase in freight rates, the greater proportion of the new
During January,
rates being in force only half the year.
1918, the average was 7.26 mills and during December 9.85
mills, the latter

month more nearly

reflecting the extent of

The spread
between January and December was 2.59 mills, or more than
35 per cent.
Average receipts per passenger-mile inicreased from 2.09
Here again the full
cents in 1917 to 2.40 cents in 1918.
effect of the increase in passenger fares is not reflected, since
the increases were only in force a little over one-half the
period. Statistics are not available for the month of January,
the increased

rates

than the year's average.

895

but the average for December was about 2.55 cents, an increase over 1917 of 0.46 cent, or slightly over 22 per cent.
It should be noted in connection with this average for December that there was an unusually heavy movement during
the month of soldiers and sailors on holiday furlough, who
were granted a special rate of one cent a mile, while a large
number of men di.scharged from service were proceeding
home at a special rate of two cents a mile. These factors
tended to keep the December average below what would be
the normal average of the passenger rate level now in effect.
The statistics of earnings and expenses of the Class I
roads, which have already been published, show an increase
in operating revenues as compared with the test period of 44.9
per cent, and of expenses of 74.7 per cent, while the net
operating income was 23.7 per cent less than that of the
test period, which represents approximately the standard reThe average receipts per ton-mile in 1918, 8.56 mills,
turn.
represent an increase of 20 per cent over the average for the
The average receipts per passengertest period, 7.13 mills.
mile, 2.4 cents, represent an increase of 19.4 per cent as compared with the average for the test period, 2.01 cents.

Temporary Treating Plant Pays Big Returns
Facilities Installed for Contractor Building

wood,

SA\aNG

of

the

in less than

entire

cost

of

a

Dl.,

water

softening

plant

economy in the fuel used in locomotives constitutes
an unusual demonstration of the value of water treatment.
This, in short, is the nature of the results secured by a contractor on railroad construction in the boilers of two steam
six locomotives and two hoisting engines.
The
demonstration is especially conclusive because the isolation
of the equipment limits its supply of water to a single source
and because the record of performance gives a check not only
on the total quantity of fuel but also on the relative amount
of fuel used per unit of equipment performance.
The Walsh Construction Company of Davenport, la.,
contractor for the grading for the new Markham yard of
the Illinois Central at Homewood, 111. (near Chicago),
found the water upon which it was dependent for its boiler
supply so unsatisfactory as to cause serious difficulty in
the operation of equipment.
As a result, a water softening
plant was installed which has treated all the water used in
the boilers after October 27, 1918, and records of the fuel
used before and after the installation of the softener constitute the basis for the conclusions reached with regard to
the fuel economy.
Some data were also secured on the cost
of the boiler repairs, which also bear out established conclusions on the value of water treatment.
The water used was taken from a drilled well 170 ft.
deep, the consumption being about 40 gal. per min.
An
analysis of this water made on September 26, 1918, which
is reproduced below, shows that the water contained a considerable quantity of incrusting solids.

shovels,

Oxides of iron and aluminum
Carbonate of lime
Sulphate of lime
Carbonate of magnesia
Sodium and potassium sulphates
Sodium and potassium chlorides
Loss,

etc

Total

mineral

0.677
0.093
9.794
3.916
10,776
13.704
1.360

grains
grains
grains
grains
grains
grains
grains
209 grains

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

gal
gal
gal
gal
gal

gal
gal
gal

solids

40.529 grains per gal

Total incrusting solids
Total non-incrusting solids

Trace grains per gal
25.^56 grains per gal
15.273 grains per gal,

Organic matter

at

Home-

Reduced Boiler Repairs and Delays

two months' time through the resultant

Silica

Yard

This water was used in six 46-ton, six wheel switchingtype locomotives, having 155 2-in. flues, 13 ft. 6 in. long,
operated at 180 lb. pressure.
There were also two 70-ton
steam shovels equipped with locomotive type boilers approximately equal in fuel and water consumption to the locomotives in use.
In addition there was one 40 hp. locomotivetype boiler and one 25 hp. upright boiler, both used for
hoisting engines.
All of the boilers were in good condition
when the work was started on July 24, 1918. The normal
operation of the plant on the day shift was two steam
shovels, four locomotives hauling dirt, one locomotive switching and spreading, and one locomotive for reserve.
On the
night shift one steam shovel was operated and three locomowere used in hauling and spreading.
of the kind available, trouble was experienced
in a short time because of the formation of scale in the
boilers, which had attained a thickness of
in. to
in.
by the time it was concluded to install a water softener. As
matters grew worse, there were engine failures almost daily,
and practically all stay and crown bolt flues and mud-rings
were leaking more or less.
Repairs were good for about
three days on the average, the time to make the repairs being
from three to five hours on each boiler. One of the engines
was in need of new flues and it was estimated that it would
be necessary to remove all flues and many stay bolts in the
rest of the boilers within two or more months.
Electric
welding of the flues helped for some time, but in three weeks
the leaky condition was about the same as before the welding, although undoubtedly it would have been worse had
no welding been done. Trouble was also being encountered with leaky boiler checks, pumps and lubricator valves,
while the throttle packing was eaten or corroded by the
water.
Matters were not as bad as they might have been
owing to the fact that there was practically one locomotive
on reserve at all times, so that the boiler work on the locomotives did not interfere seriously with the operation.
As a consequence of these conditions studies were made
of the possibilities of installing a water softener, and a,
plant was finally arranged for, which was completed ready
tives

With water

^

^

:
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This consisted of temporary
Railroad Water and Coal Handling Company of ( Im 1140. It was composed essentially of a
tank of I'l ft. diaiiiiitr inside, an 18-ft. diameter tank, both
tanks bcinj; 18 ft. liigli.
In addition to these tanks there
was a shallow mi.\inj; box mounted on top. The operation
Raw water and reagents are
of this ec|uipment is sim])lc.
pumped indeiu'iKUiitly into the mixing box, from which they
pass as a mixture (iirough a 10-in. pipe extending almost
The water escaping in
to the bottom of the inside tank.
this tank rises upward in the tank slowly while the chemical
action is taking place, the solid matter precipitated in the
meantime being deposited for the most part in the bottom
of the tank, which is equipped with a sludge valve through
which the sludge may be allowed to escape at intervals. As
the treated water approaches the top of the interior tank
it encounters a filter which consists of a diaphragm of excelsior interposed between two grids of wooden slats.
Passing through this filter the water reaches the top of the
interior tank, where it is allowed to escape into the outside
tank through two 4-in. pipes extending from the top of the
inner tank to near the bottom of the outer tank, the latter
/or opcratiim on Octoi.

equipment supplied

\>y

r

cu. yd.

not quite two months following the
the
coal
consumed
water softener,
amounted to 3.1 tons per boiler shift at a cost of only $.0204
per cu. yd. of material graded.
As in all other cases where water softeners have been
installed, supplying water for equipment that has been badly
incrusted with water that had not been treated, considerable
trouble was experienced with foaming as the scale in the
This necessitated the use of antiboilers was loosened.
foaming compounds. Some difficulty in the treatment has
arisen from the fact that the water obtained from the well
An increased consumption of water of from 40
is muddy.
gal. per min. to 100 gal. per min. about the time that the
softener was installed may be responsible for this condition.
Later information on the coal consumption shows that
in the period from December 23 to February 1 during which
a total of 437 boiler shifts were worked, the average consumption of coal was 3.8 tons per boiler shift. In a fourth
period from February 1 to February 28, inclusive, during
which 314 boiler shifts were used, the average coal consumption was 3.3 tons of coal per boiler shift.
Aside from the data on fuel economy the following information is available with respect to the boiler work done on
the engines before and after the inception of the water

For a

period
of

of

the

,

treatment
Boiler

Work

Cost on Boilers Used by Contractor in

Markham Yard

Untreated water period, for two months previous to using treated water:
Per Boiler
Average
per day
dax
Boilermaker. 12 hr
Boilermaker's helper,
Total

cost

12

hr

$7.85
4.80

$12.65

$1,405

Treated water period during January and February:

Average
Boilermaker

per day
$0.62

Per Boiler
day
$0.07

Aside from the above there were several items of special
expense on the boilers that cannot be included readily in

For instance, before the water was treated
considerable expense was incurred in electrically welding
the flueSj amounting to $233.33 per boiler.
these statistics.

Saving Labor

27.
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Shop Accounting

liie

serving as storage for the treated water.
The treating plant was placed in service on October 27.
In the period from September 6 to October 27 there were
a total of 650 boiler sliifts in the course of which an average of 4.2 tons of coal ner boiler shift was used. Comparing
this with the qua:.;lty of earth moved by the contractor
during this period, it was found that the cost of the coal used
per cubic yard of earth handled amounted to $.0306 per

installation

'6.

By

a Traveling Auditor

ACCOi'.Vii.Nc;
TiiK
the least

DKi'AKi.w

'

(,{

ra

tile

to be affected by the iack

demands
was put aside

of

war.

The

question

(

I

loai'.

wa.-

men due

.'

;

u.-ing

not

In the

women

for the reason that in accounting, especially
at the .shops, getting tlie reports in oi. time, entailed more

or less overtime, and we were "tied" by state laws so that
we could not work female employees in excess of a certain
numijer of hours each week.
It behtjoved us, therefore, to

where we could get a greater amount
work out of the individual without greatly increasing his

s)'.stematize to the point

of

labor

—

increase his efficiencey, as it were.
all requested to endeavor to systematize, and in
this effort the honors fell to the chief accountant at our cen-

We

were

shops; it will be my endeavor clearly to describe his plan
(which, by the way, has worked out better than we ever
dreamed it would) for the benefit of others. There were
4,500 men in these shops with a total pay roll disbursement
of $300,000 and a total material disbursement of $410,000.
He first considered the foundation of the accounting system,
i. e., the daily time slips made out by each employee and the
individual material ticket filled in by the gang foreman.
Under the old system the time slips were sorted by shops,
then by rates, then by account, then posted in the first distribution, after which the totals were obtained with considerable labor.
The same course was followed in the handling
They were priced, turned over to the
of the material tickets.
accounting department, sorted, totaled by lots and posted in
the distribution books.
The greatest loss of time was suffered through arriving at the totals, this being done by
"mental man power" and the first step therefore was in the
direction of reducing the time consumed.
As an experiment
a calculating machine was procured. A junior clerk was
put to work on the machine, and the results shortly justified
the elimination of an $80 position and the employment of an
experienced operator at $55 per month.
The original idea was to use the machine for handling the
daily time and material tickets, but step by step the experienced operator took over additional work until at the present
time not only these features are covered but all calculations,
pro-rata included, are expeditiously handled by machine.
As an example, classification of accounts provides that shop
expenses (overhead charges) be spread over the various accounts in the individual department where the expense is
incurred.
As a result we find it necessary at the end of the
month to make approximately 4,000 to 5,000 prorations.
Calculating machines are now doing this for us, and one need
only give this a passing thought to appreciate the efficiency
with which machines handle these intricacies of accounting,
to say nothing of the reduction in brain fag.
Having systematized the distribution details the next
move was to reduce the time put in on the pay-rolls. (Keep
in mind the fact that the average number of men handled by
tral

This meant that by "man
was necessary to write the name, occupation and
check number of 4,500 men twice each month.
After casting about for some time the bright idea of an
One was purchased,
addressing machine was thought of.
and in a test case, with an inexperienced operator, this
machine in one hour and twenty-five minutes performed work
The first move after
that formerly consumed 50 man hours.
employing a man is to make up a plate (from approved employment application) showing his name, occupation and
His service record card is then stamped; a
check number.
this

department was 4,500.)

power"

it

loose leaf time record sheet is next stamped; the time sheet
is stamped and the plate is then put in a plate cabinet in its

proper place. Thus the name, occupation and check number
is always the same on all records.

:
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The progress thus

He

accountant.
especially

chine

was

far

made did

not satisfy our chief

was room

felt there

still

timekeeper to be in the vicinity of the employees whose time
records he maintained.
This made it necessary to have a
timekeeper in each of the large departments.
It was found
that the segregation of these men, putting them in one office

for improvement,

on the pay-rolls. The purchase of a pay-roll mahis next recommendation.
Due to his previous

had little trouble in getting a requisition through.
was necessary that some additional features be incorporated in the standard pay-roll machine in order to meet his
requirements, and this was done, with the result that we now
turn out our pay-rolls as indicated in the form shown.
As only the one central shop was using the addressing
machine the standard form pay-roll sheet is used as it would
not have been economy to make a new form to accommodate
It will be noted that occupation is placed on
the one point.
The addressing
the right of the sheet instead of on the left.
machine takes care of the name, check number (which appears under the caption "line numbers-") and the occupation.
The pay-roll machine handles all other details on the form.

under the direct supervision of the chief accountant, would
be beneficial for two reasons: First, it would keep the men
under a direct head at all times; second, it would permit one
man helping another in case his particular work was not up
The only inconvenience brought about by this segto date.
regation was that of having someone watch the check boards
The
at 7:00 a. m., 12:00 noon, 12:30 p. m. and 4:30 p. m.
timekeepers in the various shops took care of this work, and
in the rearranged system it was put up to apprentice bo)rs
with very good results, as it only took a very few moments
at the hours mentioned.
The saving effected by this segregation and the adding
machine, plus the addressing machine, is shown in the following list of employees in the department

success he
It

The

entire pay-roll is first run through the addressing

chine, after

which

it

is

897

ma-

turned over to the pay-roll machine

operator for listing the time.
The time-keepers close their

time-books,

IGINAL Force
Chief accountant
1

being determined by use of regular rate tables and the figures
appearing in the first four columns are those which have
already been determined, but in putting these items through
the listing machine the figures are checked; that is, the total
items under the caption "items" are automatically derived

1

Station No. 5

""

Timekeeper.

1

Asst.

1

Timekeeper

1
1

Station No. 6
Station No. 7

1
1

1

Total

Chief accountant.
Asst. chief accountant.
Asst. accountants.
2 Statement clerks.
2 Calculator operators.
1 Loco,
timekeeper.
1
Car timekeeper.
1
1

3

1
Lead distribution elk.
4 Distribution clerks.
1 Clerk.

timekeepers.

1

1

tions are set in

*"*""'" '"

Timekeeper.
Timekeeper.

1

Station No. 3

and the amounts are automatically deducted
from the "total earned" and placed in either of the columns
"amount due." If time check has been issued the time check
numbers are set in the "remark column," as shown on lines
By use of portable stops on the machine the car3 and 5.
For exriage automatically travels from column to column.
ample: The first figures in the column are set in, the lever

Next

earned" column.

Calculator operator.

1

2 Asst.

Station No. 4

in the "total

office

Stenographer.

1

Station No. 1
Station No. 2

the deduc-

and printed

Present Force

Main

Asst. chief account.
3 Asst. accountants.
2 Statement clerks.
1

the earnings

timekeeper.

Stenographer.

1

,

Total

Asst. timekeeper.

Timekeeper.
timekeeper.

Asst.

Timekeeper.
Timekeeper.
timekeeper.

Asst.

22

By the reduction of five men and the employment of one
additional calculating machine operator, a monthly saving
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Pay Roll Form Made Out by Machine
pressed and the carriage moves to the second column, then
upper portion of the third column, then it moves backward and up one line in order to put the figures in the lower
part of column three, etc., until it reaches the end of the hne.
after which the carriage rolls up one space ant] travels back
A few seconds to a line are all that is
to column one.
necessary, and after becoming acquainted with the machine
the entries are made with much greater speed than by hand.
Attention is called to the special features of the machine
to the

DA, CT and PW, meaning
and piece work, respectively; also
These
to the fractions of 2/6, 4/6, 1/2, 1/4 and 3/4.
hieroglyphics and fractions are special details of the machine
which show by abbreviations
days, constructive time

The ribbons in both maincluded for our special purpose.
chines are copy ribbons and a number of tissue copies can
be made.
In its inception the system of keeping time required the

$340 was

of

this

effected,

The

office

appliances needed to effect

saving were:

1 pay-rol'
machine.
2 calculatoc.x.
1

addressing machine

csbinet for

filing

(including a machine for
the plates).

making

lates and one

One-half of the annual saving more than pays for the cost

Added to this is the uniformity in which
handled, the neatness, the elimination of errors
(so costly in locating) and the fact that not only can the
machines be used in the accounting department, but they can
and are beint, used by the numerous other clerks in the same
of the machines.

the

work

is

office.

new system was gradual;
lime to time and now, eight months
from date of inauguration v.' the system, we find it working
out in every detail with absolutely nu negative features.

The change from

a

the old to the

man dropped from
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Orders

G

MASKS.

^

rcjjion,

—

Regional Directors

ot
.\.

in a

H.

Smitli,

roKional

March

circular dati'd

Eastern

director,

26,

and referring

month a,t;o on thi.s subject, advises
manaucr.* that gas masks arc not to he used for
It appears that some railroad
tunnel and similar work.
men have worn these masks in tunnels, and have been overcome by smoke or gases, and have with dilTiculty been
(". H. Markham, regional director, Allegheny
resuscitated.
region, has made a thorough investigation, and concludes
that the gas masks which have been investigated arc not
sufficiently promising to warrant further consideration.
to his circular of a

federal

—

The
Eastern Frcii^ht Inspection Bureau.
Eastern region and Allegheny region, in
March 25. announce the establishment on
Ea.stern Freight Inspection Bureau, C. C.

ors,

dated

April

1

of the

McCain, manwhich is a consolEastern trunk line and Central

New York

ager, 14.> Lil)crty street,

regional directa circular

idation of the bureaus in

City,

This bureau will attend to inspection, weighdemurrage, storage, transit arrangements and other similar work.
Markham, regional
Forms. C.
H.
Bill-of-Lading
director, Allegheny region, by Circular No. 127, sets forth
the changes which mu.st be made in the headings of the
uniform i)ill of lading and in the substitution of "carrier"
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Emlxirgo Rules. -Tiic regional director, I"La.stcm Region,
by circular 2000-1 5A642, promulgates the revised rules
governing embargoes which went into effect on A|)ril 1.
Zone embargo committees are to be di.scontinued as soon as
])ossil)le.
I'ederal managers and terminal managers are
cautioned to issue embargoes only as a last resort, and to
sec that great care shall be taken to make them as little
burdensome as possible.
The regional director authori/.es federal directors and
terminal managers to issue embargoes, when promjitness is
necessar)',

without

first

asking permission, but the reasons

must be promptly telegraphed to him so that he may take any
I)racticai)le measures to have the embargo cancelled at the
earliest possible day.

—

Maintenance Budget for 1919. The Eastern regional diby circular 2700.\628, announces that the assi.stant
director of operations will allow until May 1 for the completion of these budgets; but the utmost effort must be made
to finish them before that time, and they must l)e submitted
rector,

territories.

as soon

ing,

Reports from Freight Claim Department.
The Eastern
regional director, Ijy circular 1801-126A620, sends to federal
managers a form to be used in reporting the work done on
loss and damage claims.
Each freight claim agent is to
make this report for the month of March and for each month
thereafter, showing the number of unsettled claims on hand
at the lieginning of the month, new claims received, claims
reopened, claims paid, claims not allowed and claims remaining unsettled at the end of the month; with comparisons with previous pericxls showing amounts in suspense
and amounts realized from sales of unclaimed freight.
No- Accident Month Campaign. Circular 194 of the
Southwestern regional director announces that during the
month of May a campaign will be carried on in this region
which will be referred to as "no accident month."
Cross Tie Inspection.
Supplement 16 to Northwest Region Purchasing Committee Circular 19, quotes rules issued
by the director of the Division of Purchases relative to the
responsibility of the exporting railroad for the proper inspection of railroad ties shipped by them to importing rail-

—

—

for "com|xinv'' in the liody of the

new

As

supplies of blanks.

mission

is

document

the Interstate

— when

printing

Commerce Com-

make recommendations concerning

to

to be printed on liills of lading,
supply onlv as many blanks as

it

is

may

the terms
desirable at present to
be needed during four

months.

—

Use of Lock Xiits and Grip Unit Nuts on Boilers. Order
186 of the Southwestern regional director calls attention to
the fact that lock nuts and grip unit nuts are being used on
studs which are screwed into boilers, and instructs that hereafter lock nuts and grip unit nuts must not be used in this
manner, and that where a lock nut is required a jam nut is to
be used.
Light Weighing of Cars.

—The

Central Western regional

director finds that freight cars are not being light weighed
within the time specified by Master Car Builders' Rule 30

and

observance of this rule.
Supplement 1 to CirRouting ]'ia Non-Controlled Roads.
cular 234 of the Central Western regional director states that
in some instances freight is being diverted from non-controlled
lines on account of the route being unduly circuitous,
although there is a reasonably direct route in connection with
the non-controlled lines by way of another junction or with
other lines under federal control, and in.structs that in such
cases the non-controlled line should be given a haul by way
calls for

—

of the reasonably direct route.

—

Routing in Connection with Boat Lines. Circular
No. 432, issued by the Southern regional director, calls
tion to the

amendment

in the rivers

letter

atten-

to the federal control act, contained

and harbors

act,

approved March

2,

that

"No

provision of this act shall be construed to prevent the routing
of freight by a shipper or consignee over any inland canal
or coastwise waterway, or part way over such waterway and
part way by rail. In case the shipper or consignee shall so
route the freight, no provision of this act shall be construed
as giving power to change the routing." The circular says
that this provision relates merely to the acceptance of shipper's routing from rail line points in connection with water
lines; it does not in any way deal with rates, issuance of

and similar matters.
Circular 75 of the Northwestern
Regidations.
regional director outlines regulations for the method of
handling embargoes in the Northwestern region under the
new plan to be instituted bv the Car Ser\Mce Section on
bills of lading,

Embargo

April

1.

—

as

completed.

—

—

—

roads.

Payment for

—-The

Northwestern regional director,
from the director of the Division of Purchases which states that railroads are not paying
promptly for ties, and that this failure to pay promptly is
affecting production.
Railroads in the Northwestern region
are directed to report on the situation at once to the regional
Ties.

in file 113-1-10, quotes a letter

director's office.

—

Removal of Whiskey Placards. Circular 196 of the
Southwestern regional director calls attention to the fact that
shippers of liquors are placarding cars with cards that read
"Whiskey" and the firm name. Because of the fact that these
placards invite pilferage due to the increased value of liquor
and the extension of "dr}'" territory, their use is now forbidden.
Such placards already on cars should be promptly
removed.

American Lumber Congress
"American Lumber Congress" will be held in Chicago, April 14, IS and 16. under the auspices of the National

The

first

Lumber Manufacturers'

Association.

The

question

of

zone

which has been proposed by the Railroad Administration, and the details of which have been entrusted to the Portland (Oregon) District Freight Traffic Committee and T. B. Baird, general traffic manager of the Northern
It is proposed
Pacific, will be one of the topics to be discussed.
by these readjustments in trans-continental lumber rates to simplify the eastbound lumber tarifTs, but the lumber men claim
that the proposed rates would increase their freight burden a
million and a half dollars a year.
freight rates on lumber,

_

:

:

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director- General

Has Declined

to

Accept Prices for Steel and

Coal Suggested by Industrial Board
Washington, D.

DIRECTOR General

Hines

erty at the place and time the new bill of lading is issued.
In either case such value shall be arrived at from the bona
fide invoice price, if any, to the consignee, provided the date
of the invoice concurs substantially with the date of shipment;

and the invoice price to the consignee shall govern, whether the
invoice is made by the consignor, the jobber, or wholesaler.
Rule 2. When claim is filed upon the invoice price of the

—

property delivered at destination, the freight charges shall not
again be included in the claim.
Rule 3. Where property is shipped for sale on consignment
from points at which there is no established market value,

—

and where no invoice is made, the measure of railroads'
shall be the market value of the property at destination

necessary from now on we must maintain an intensive campaign of prevention and prompt disposition of claims.''
This agrees with what has been said by some of the critics
of the Railroad Administration who have claimed also that
if the roads "had paid their claims more promptly last year

Each
the deficit would have been much larger than it was.
regional director is asked to take action as follows
Take up with each federal manager the necessity of
1.
giving immediate attention to both the prevention and the
disposition of freight claims and enlist his personal interest
in the establishment or perfection of adequate organizations
to accomplish these ends.

Instruct each federal manager to submit to the re2.
gional directors promptly a report as to the steps which he
proposes to take to accomplish these purposes, including his
organization and his proposed policies and procedure.
Instruct each federal manager to submit to the regional
3.
directors monthly a report showing as to loss and damage
claims the following information covering the month for
which report is rendered: (a) number of claims received;
(b) number of claims disposed of; (c) number of claims

Overcharge claims are now being
unsettled at end of month.
reported under P. S. & A. Circular No. 60.
Send to the director general as promptly as possible
4.
copies of the reports submitted by the federal managers together with any additional suggestions and, thereafter,
monthly tabulations of the reports, so that the director gen-

may be in a position to give credit where credit is due.
"These matters," Mr. Hines says, "vitally affect the qualThey are of great
ity of service rendered by the railroads.
importance both because of their effect on our relations with
the shipping public and of the conservation of our revenues."
Basis of Settlement of Loss and Damage Freight Claims
eral

At the present time there is lack of uniformity in determining
the measure of damages under section 3 of the uniform bill of
lading in the adjustment of claims for loss and damage to freight
paragraph

2,

of section

3,

of the uniform

bill

of lading provides

that—
"The amount of any loss or damage for which any carrier is
liable should be computed on the basis of the value of the property at the place and time of shipment under this bill of lading,
including the freight charges, if paid."
Circular No. 6 issued by the Claims and Property Protection
Section says
It is intended to clear up this situation and to dispose of

C.

promptly such claims as come within the rules hereinafter set
forth.
The following rules shall apply on all unsettled claims
under federal control pending decision by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the bill of lading investigation.
Rule l.^The measure of railroads' liability shall be the value
of the property at the place and time the property is received
by the carrier for transportation, except where the property
is
reshipped from the original destination under a new bill
of lading, the measure of liability shall be the value of the prop-

much concerned

over the
freight claim situation throughout the country, which
was the cause of considerable complaint by representatives of shippers at the recent hearings before the Senate
committee, and has brought the matter to the personal attention of the regional directors in a letter asking them to take
the matter up with the federal managers in a vigorous effort
to clean up the immense numlier of accumulated claims as
well as along the line of prevention.
The matter resolves itself into three aspects, he says, the
prevention of loss and damage to freight, the assessment of
correct charges, and the prompt disposition of claims for loss
and damage and for overcharges. "The need for energetic
and sustained effort under each of these three heads is apparent," Mr. Hines says, "but without minimizing the
importance of the first two items, the imperative need is to
I
'clean up' the immense number of accumulated claims.
realize that these matters have already received more or less
attention, but to accomplish the results which are absolutely
is

shipment should arrive,
and commissions.

Rule 4.— Where
monly

called

railroads'

less the transportation charges,

liability

time
cartage
at

the property shipped includes articles,

com-

premiums, which are not included in the invoice, the
for such articles shall be the cost price of

liability

the articles to the shipper.

Cash and Trade Discount Allowances
Rule

— In

the settlement of claims for value of shipments
destroyed while in possession of the railroad, the railroad
shall receive the benefit of any cash discount or allowance contemplated by the terms of sale to the consignee, provided the
claim is paid within the time limit for such discount or allow5.

lost or

ance.

Rule 6.— When shipments are partially damaged while in possession of the railroad and delivery is taken by the consignee,
thus enabling him to obtain benefit of any discount or other allowsuch discount or allowance shall be given the railroad,
provided settlement of the claim is made within the time
limit for such discount or allowance.
Rule
In case of either loss or damage, the railroad should
have the benefit of all trade discounts.
This circular is not in any way intended to establi.sh a liability,
but is intended to be used as the basis of settlement when liaIiility has been otherwise established.
ance,

7—

ClRCUL.\R No. 7

The Claims and Property Protection

Section has issued Circular No. 7, prescribing regulations covering the disposition
of loss and damage freight claims on fresh meats and packinghouse products.
At the present time there is lack of uniformity in the disposition of loss and damage freight claims presented on carload
shipments of fresh meats and packinghouse products. la order
to establish certainty and uniformity in the handling of this
class of freight claims, the following rules are prescribed:
Rule 1. All shipments of fresh meats and packinghouse products shall be made under the conditions provided by published
tariffs, and bills of lading issued accordingly.
Rule 2. The agent at loading station shall insert on waybills accompanying cars, instructions as given by shipper on
shipping order and bill of lading, and agent at each icing station
shall insert on billing, date and time iced and amount of ice and

—

—

salt

used.

—

Rule 3. Loss or damage existing at destination at time of
unloading must be reported by consignee to railroad agent prior
to or during the time of unloading, or as soon thereafter as
discovered, and a record kept by consignee of time and date
of such notification and name of party notified.
Railroad agent

899

:
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the car and iiKikc permanent record as lo its physiamount of ice in the bunkers after tamping, and
the condition of the coniniodily.
Uiilc 4.
When the proicclion given a shipment by the railroad
confi')rms to the shipper's instructions, as provided in published
tariffs, and additional icing is properly performed lo oftsci delay
and there is no neRlipence with the railroads, claims for damage
shall

•ii.'ipcct

cal condition,

—

will not be paid.

—

Note. In c.nsr ot delay, wliich niiRlit lie lornicd imroason.ililc. all facts
presented by shippers shall be (jivcn due ami |)ropcr consideration and
claims di.sposed of upon their merit and in conformity with IcRal liability.

—

Rule 5. One lapse of an hour or two in icing over and above
the regular icing schedule, in itself, will not be considered as a
basis upon which to pay claims for damage to fresh meats and
products.
However, when this lapse occurs in
two or more of the icings, then such facts as presented by the
shippers should be given full consideration and claims disposed
of iipmi their merits and in conformity wilh legal liability.
Rule 6. Claims for loss or damage to fresh meals and packinghouse products must be supported by a statement of an officer
or an authorized representative of the firm presenting the claim.
This statement to show the value of the property at place and
time of shipment, also the actual amount realized from the sale
of such property in a damaged condition. The original account
of sales, or a certified copy of same, must be attached to the

packinghouse

—

claim.

—

Rule 7. Where property is shipped from points at which there
is no established market value and where no invoice is made,
the measure of railroad's liability shall be the market value of
the property at destination at time shipment should arrive, less
the transportation charges, cartage and commissions.
Rule 8. When the railroad negligently fails to perform its
services properly, resulting in damage and a loss is sustained,

—

claims for such loss will be paid or adjusted upon the merits
of the case.
These rules shall be applied in their entirety to carload business moving on and after March 15. 1919. They shall also be
applied to all unsettled claims on carload business which moved
during federal control and prior to March 15, 1919, except that
portion of the rules as to the inspection at destination and the
statement in substantiation of the claims.

Cases Before

Wage Board

Committees representing the shop craft organizations affiliated with the American Federation of Labor and the
United Brotherhood of Maintenance of W^ay Employees and
Shopmen are still negotiating with committees of representatives of the regional directors regarding uniform agreements
as to rules and working conditions to be applied on all railThe committees in each case
roads under federal control.
consist of 14 representatives of the employees and two representatives of each of the seven regional directors, and they
are to submit recommendations to the Board of Wages and
Working Conditions which makes recommendations to the

The proceedings are confidential until the
decision of the director general is announced, but a cartoon
published in an official circular issued by the Railway Employees 'Department of the A. F. of L. indicates a belief
director general.

It shows
that an agreement will result in its case at least.
Mr. Organized Labor listening outside the door of the conference room and a voice from within says: "I'm on the

inside but can't slip you any dope, but you're gonna get an
agreement, and when the censor permits I'll have some funny
The maintenance of way employees also
things to tell."

submitted with their proposed rules and working conditions
a request for a further increase in wages, but it was declined by the director general and has been withdrawn or
postponed by the organization. The Order of Railroad
Telegraphers has also presented a similar request which
will be given consideration at an early date.
In reply to many inquiries from its members "relative
to the delay in the settlement of wage increases" asked of the
director general by the shop craft organizations on January
7, the Railway Employees' Department has explained that
after having presented its arguments to the wage board on
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March 12, 13 and 14, its committee was notified that the
representatives of the regional directors were not prepared to
present tlicir side of the matter, and the hearing was postponed by

tlic

board

till

April 14.

The employees commit-

protested vigorously against this delay, but the board
declined to alter its decision.
This case is also being
presented l)y 14 representatives of the emj)loyccs, with B. M.
Jewell, acting president of the Railway Employees' Department, as chairman, and 14 representatives of the regional
tee

directors, with C. E.

Chambers, mechanical assistant to the
regional director for the Allegheny region, as chairman.

Back Pay

for Short

Line Employees

Director General Hincs has recently announced a decision
that einployees of the short line railroads which were not
taken under federal control because the general counsel of
the Railroad Administration ruled that they were not "systems of transportation," are not entitled to back pay under

General Order No. 27, and that employees of railroads relinquished and subsequently taken under federal control are
not entitled to back pay for the period back of the date of
the contracts subsequently executed.
As to the employees

who might have been induced

to subscribe for Liberty bonds
by the appeal sent to all railroad men early last year by
Director General McAdoo, calling attention to the fact that
they were about to receive increases in wages and back pay,
Mr. Hines says that unfortunately these assurances were not
restricted, as they ought to have been, to employees of railroads operated by the government, but that there was no
intent to mislead any employees, and that those who bought
Liberty bonds on the strength of such assurances have only
done what every class of citizenship was urged to do; and
have made a splendid investment unless they have lost because it became necessary to sell the bonds at a discount.
These conclusions, adhering to the position formerly taken
by Mr. McAdoo, were expressed by Mr. Hines in a letter tO'
the chief executives of the organizations representing railway
employees, who had asked for back pay for the short line
employees back to January 1, 1918.
"I am frank to say I
do not see any escape from the conclusion that the only
procedure practicable in these cases is to begin paying the
increased wages only from the date the standard contract
taking a short line railroad under federal control is made,"
said Mr. Hines, "because prior to that time the director
general had nothing whatever to do with the expenses of
operating the railroads in question and has assumed no responsibility therewith, and has always refused to assume
any.
The mere fact that these employees purchased bonds
of their government to help in the war is not a sufficient
reason for the director general assuming responsibility for
additional pay to all employees of all short line railroads
back to January 1, 1918, in the face of the position he has
always taken with the owners of these roads." The letter
was not made public, but was communicated to the employees

by

officers of the organizations.

Disposition of Unclaimed Freight
General Order No. 34-B, issued on March 29, amendsGeneral Order No. 3 4- A to read as follows
Carriers subject to federal control shall sell at public
auction to the highest bidder, without advertisement, carload and less than carload non-perishable freight which has

been refused or is unclaimed at destination by consigneesafter the same has been on hand 60 days.
Consignee, as
described in the waybilling, shall be notified of arrival of
shipments in all cases, and such notice shall contain provisions that after freight is unclaimed or undelivered for 15
days after expiration of free time at destination it will be
treated as refused and will be sold without further notice 60'
days from date of notice of arrival.
Consignors shall be notified when freight is refused or is

i
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unclaimed, as provided above, when the consignor can be determined from the billing or when shipments are marked
with the consignor's name and address; such notice to contain provisions that unless proper orders for disposition are
received on or before a specified date, not earlier than 60
days from date of arrival and notice to consignee, the shipment will be sold for charges without further notice.
Perishable freight may be sold in the discretion of the carrier whenever necessary to prevent waste without notice except that such reasonable effort shall be made to notify both
consignor and consignee, as described in the waybilling, as
the circumstances will permit.
Deposit in the mail of notices in accordance herewith shall
be construed as sufficient notice to all concerned, and a record
shall be made thereof by the employee who mails the same.
The place of sale of both perishable and non-perishable
freight shall be determined by the carrier; the net proceeds,
if any, after deducting freight and other legitimate expenses,
will be paid to the owner on proof of interest.
Nothing herein contained shall affect the provisions for
notice to consignor of unclaimed or refused shipment of explosives or other dangerous articles, or for telegraphic notice to consignors of unclaimed and refused shipments at his
expense and on his request, or other special provisions for
notice to consignors, where such provisions are contained in
the storage rules of the carrier, or other rules contained in
tariffs on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission, except that when notice of refusal is given to the consignor under such tariff rules, it shall include the notice of sale after
60 days above provided for, and notice need not be repeated

under

this order.

Economy
Good

in

Consumption

of Coal in 1918

1918 as a result of the campaign
for fuel economy are shown in a compilation prepared by
the Fuel Conservation Section of the Railroad Administration comparing some of the principal statistics relating to the
consumption of coal for 1916, 1917 and 1918. The tons of
coal consumed in freight service in 1918 amounted to 86,^34,345 as compared with 79,454,966 in 1916 and 86,795,339
in 1917, but the pounds of coal per 1,000 gross ton miles
show a decrease in 1918 as compared with 1917, although an
increase compared with 1916.
The amount was 199.7 in
1918, 200.9 in 1917 and 192.1 in 1916. In passenger service
the tons of coal consumed in 1918 amounted to 30,570,030
as compared with 32,583,171 in 1917 and 30,494,233 in
1916. The pounds of coal per passenger train car mile used
in 1918 averaged 19.3 as compared with 19.4 in 1917 and
In the last six months of 1918 the pounds of
18.5 in 1916.
coal per 1,000 gross ton miles were only 190.7 as compared
with 201.8 in 1917, a decrease of 5.5 per cent, and the pounds
per passenger car mile were 18.2 as compared with 18.8, a
results attained in

•decrease of 3.2 per cent.

The

report also compares the average cost of coal per ton

in December, 1918,

some

and December, 1917. The figures for
which do not include the cost of

of the principal roads,

the haul on the user's

rails,

are as follows:
December,

Road
New Yolk, New Haven & Hartford
Delaware & Hudson
Boston & Maine
Erie

Lehigh Valley
Michigan Central

New

York Central

—

Baltimore & Ohio- Eastern Lines
Baltimore & Ohio Westein Lines
Pennsylvani.i Eastern Lines
Pennsylvania Western Lines

—

Philadelphia & Reading
Atlantic Coast Line
Louisvilie & Nashville

Southern
Cfcicago & North Western
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pa-il
Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe
I'i:

Southern Pacific

Union

Pacific
Missouri Pacific
St.

Louis-San Francisco

December,

1918

1917

S.78
3.99
6.21
3.49
3.62
3.78
3.43
2.66

5.25
3,61

2. 65

2.88
2.76
3.75
4.25
3.13
3.48
3.01
3.42
3.53
6.02
2.77
3.09
3.32

544
3.77
3.06
3.63
3.07
2 30
2.30
2.48
2 48
3.51

4.00
2.15
2.68
2.19
2.87
2.97
6.72
2.48
2.51
2.69
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New Embargo
The Car

Regulations

W.

C. Kendall, manager, in
Circular CS-57 has issued revised regulations regarding the
handling of embargoes, effective on April 1, which place
the issuance of embargoes under the direction of the regional

Service Section,

directors.

A

road desiring to place an embargo will notify regional
specifying what, if any, exceptions are desired.
If regional director approves, he will authorize the embargo
and transmit it to all federal-controlled roads in his region,
director,

to all regional directors and
Each federal-controlled road
will notify its own agents and the non-federal-controlled
roads assigned to it.
Embargo information will be interchanged with Canadian roads through zone chairmen at
Montreal and Winnipeg.
Embargoes and extensions of embargoes must be promptly
transmitted by wire, and become effective 24 hours from
to the car service section,

embargo bureaus

and

interested.

11.59 p. m. of the date of issue; freight in transit will
In the event of strikes, washouts, or similar
be accepted.
contingencies the embargo may stipulate that it will become
effective immediately.
Each embargo must state the reason why it is placed and
be given an identifying number.
A telegraphic cipher is
prescribed.

Each railroad must have a practical system for filing
embargoes which should be uniform at all stations. A complete file of outstanding embargoes must be maintained at
all freight loading stations for guidance of shipping public.
When necessary to cover more than one kind of freight, each
item must be specified.
Freight for export is subject to control of designated committees

who

movement

are

empowered

to issue permits authorizing the

For domestic shipments permits may be issued by the car service
section, the regional directors and by special committees.
of export shipments against embargoes.

Rules for Issuance of Passes

The

Division of Operation has issued Circular No. 19-A,
giving revised rules for the issuance of passes, superseding
Circular No. 19, dated September 1, 1918, as follows:

Annual and Time

Passes

The issuance

of annual and time passes will be confined
to the offices of the director general, director of operation,
the several federal managers, the general manager on lines
where there is no federal manager, and the federal manager
of Pullman car lines.
2.
Annual and time passes issued over the facsimile signature of the federal managers (or general managers on
lines where there is no federal manager) and countersigned
by the person indicated thereon will be limited to
For, or on account of, their own officers and em(a)
ployees who do not require annual or time transportation on
1.

beyond their jurisdiction.
For, or on account of, such officers and employees
(b)
the corporation as may be specifically authorized by the
director general.
(c)
To officers and employees of the American Railway
Express Company whose duties are confined solely to lines
under their jurisdiction.
Annual and time sleeping or parlor car passes will be
3.
issued by the federal manager of Pullman car lines to officers
and employees under his jurisdiction.
lines

of

All annual and time passes not included in paragraphs
4.
2 and 3 will be issued only by the director general or director
of operation.
Annual passes bearing the personal signature of the
5.
director general will be good on all lines under federal control, on all trains, and for seats in railroad-operated parlor
or chair cars.
Annual and time passes bearing the facsimile signature
6.
of the director general will be issued by the director of operation and will be good on all lines under federal control or
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witliiii

tlic

m\ii

territory oi

tiic

linos specified

llifrinn,

;iu(l

express liiuil.uii'ii as to certain trains upon whim
Such passes will bear the
pass will not be honored.

will bear
tlic

II.
T. Tyler, director; J.
\(«iiik,
of W
senior assistant director; E. 11. DeGroot, Jr.; or L. L. Lapp
7.
Annual and time sleeping or parlor car passes, otlu-r
than for ofliccrs and employees of the PuUnian Car Lines,
and annual and lime steamship passes, bearing the facsimile

connltrsi.nnaiiire

.

siRnatttre of the director Roneral. will be issued by the director of operation with the same countersivcnaturc as proin preceding paraRraph.
Federal nianaRers, and general managers on lines where
there is no federal nianaRor, will forward to the director of
operation, on or before November 1, a list of annual or time
passes (including sleeping-car or steamship passes"), required
for ofiicers or employees o\er lines other than those under
their control, indicating the lines or territory over which

vided
8.

the passes are desired.

Trip Passes
Trip passes will be issued over the facsimile sigtiaturc
of the director general or of the federal managers (or of
general managers on lines where there is no federal manager)
and the federal manager of Pullman car lines, and will lie
countersigned by the person indicated thereon. Trip passes
issued by the federal and general managers and federal manager of Pullman car lines will be limited to the lines under
9.

their respective jurisdiction.

Trip passes bearing the facsimile signature of the
10.
director general, with countersignature of person indicated
thereon, will be issued by the director of operation, regional

Such trip passes will be honored for
district directors.
transportation over the lines indicated thereon.
Federal managers, and general managers on lines
11.
where there is no federal manager, and the federal manager
of Pullman car lines desiring trip passes for, or on account
of, their ofificers or employees over other lines under federal
control, will make request for same to the federal or general
manager of such railroad in the same manner that exchange
trip passes have heretofore been handled.
and

Gener.xl

Passes will not be issued which include the privilege
of free meals in dining cars, at restaurants, or on steamship.s.
12.

current regulations of the Interstate Commerce
the issuance and record of passes must
be observed.
13.

The

Commission covering

Steel Prices to

Be Reconsidered

fostered by Secretar)- Redfield and approved by
President Wilson to stabilize prices and stimulate industn'
by voluntary agreements between the basic industries and the

The plan

Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce on reduced
prices to be paid by the government as an e.xample for other
consumers, has encountered a serious obstacle in the refusal
of the Railroad Administration to play the part of a self-

Not only did the Railroad Adminisstarter for the scheme.
tration decline to accept the steel prices fixed by the board,
but without waiting for the action of the board it allowed
the individual railroads to go into the market for coal at the

The result was a conference of vabest prices it could get.
rious representatives of the government on Wednesday, at
which it was decided to re-commit the scale of steel prices
agreed upon by the board and the steel interests to the board
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as Uif largest consumers of steel, coiil, lumlicr, etc., at the
prices fixed, and T".
Powell, director of tlie Division of

C

Railroad Administration, was
tlie plan was
inaugurated witliout any definite assurance that the administration would consider itself liound i)y it and tin; Railroad
.Vdministration has been hoping to save some money as compared witli its fuel l)ili for last year, which amounte<l to
approximately $47.3,000,000 for 180,000,000 tons.
An agreement was reached tsvo weeks ago on rcduc ed prices
for rails and other steel products, but the Railroad Administration, forced i)y the political exigencies that have delayed its
approi)riation to be conservative in its expenditures, witliheld
Capita!

Iv\])cndituri's

made

member

a

orders.

its

of

tlic

of the board; but ai)j)arently

Tiierefore,

when

the Ijoard called in rejjresenta-

whose prices

it proiwsed to stabilize,
including coal, lumber, cement, sand and gravel, they ex))ressed some curiosity as to whether the government would
l)uy at tiie j)rices when fixed, particularly after they learned
that individual railroads, during the time tiie coal men were
in conference with the board, were asking for bids for coal
for the year beginning April 1 without reference to the pos-

tives of other industries

sible action of the board.

The

coal men, after being in conference with the board
two days, withdrew and issued a statement that the Railroad Administration had failed to extend its co-operation,
and the sand and gravel people declared that their attitude
toward reducing prices would depend somewhat on what the
Railroad Administration would do in the direction of reDirector General Hines recently anducing freight rates.
nounced that a reduction in rates on road materials when the
freight is paid by a government was under consideration,
])ut that it was proposed to ascertain what, if any, reduction
in price will be made by those producing and supplying
for

the materials.

The statement issued by the National Coal Association
explained that approximately 40 per cent of the bituminous
coal is consumed by the railroads and therefore would be
"Under these
purchased by the Railroad Administration.
circumstances," it said, "tlie operators consider it vital for
the board and the industry to know at the outset whether
or not the Railroad Administration would accept the decision
of the conferences as to prices and make its purchases at
those prices.
It developed at the meeting that in spite of
Director General Hines' publicly announced policy in the
purchase of railroad fuel, the Railroad Administration had
adopted unfair practices, which would drive the price of
This would
railroad fuel below the cost of production.
necessitate advancing the price of coal for the general consuming public to a point sufficient to absorb the loss involved
It was therefore
in the production of coal for railroad use.
apparent that, unless the Railroad Administration would
lend its co-operation and bind itself to accept the findings of
the conference, no beneficial results for the general public
Such assurance of co-operation on the
could be secured.
part of the Railroad Administration was not forthcoming.
The operators accordingly made clear to the board their
readiness to resume the consideration of the question of
prices whenever the co-operation and support of the Rail-

preliminary
It is understood that the Railroad
to accepting the prices.
Administration has not given its final decision but that it
protested against the prices before they were fixed and also
against the price-fixing plan; and it is now inclined to hold

road Administration and other governments buying coal had
been secured."
H. B. Spencer, director of the Division of Purchases, denied the statement that the administration had adopted unfair
practices.
"We have requested the members of this association to bring to the attention of the Railroad Administration

out for a further reduction.

any failure

for further consideration with the Railroad Administration,

which has been making an investigation of

which included a price of $45 for Bessemer
and $47 for open hearth rails was published in last

The
rails

costs,

scale,

week's issue.
Mr. Redfield and his coadjutors had counted on the Railroad Administration to start the buying movement by making
the large purchases that might be expected of the railroads

to carry out the instructions issued

general so that

we could

by the director
and remedy

investigate the matter

"So far as we are adthe fault, if any existed," he said.
vised, the purchasing departments are absolutely adhering to

down by Mr. Hines. The Railroad Adminhas co-operated to the fullest extent with the
National Coal Association."

the policy laid
istration
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As a result, the activities of the board were practically suspended for several days. Chairman Peek of the board went
to Chicago for a conference with Mr. Hines on Friday, and it
is reported that a cablegram was sent to President Wilson on
Saturday asking him to instruct the government departments
to observe

the prices fixed.

When Mr. Hines

returned to
to secure an

Washington on Wednesday an effort was made
understanding with him as to what the Railroad Administration proposed to do, and a conference was held presided over
by the secretary of the treasury and attended by Secretary
Redfield, members of the Industrial Board, the War Finance
Corporation and representatives of the various government
purchasing departments, including Mr. Hines and H. B.
Spencer, director of the Division of Purchases.
Garfield and a representative of

ministrator

Food

were also present but after it had been
announced that the Railroad Administration would not accept
the steel prices but was holding out for lower prices, there
was no particular object in discussing the coal or other prices.
The views of the Industrial Board, whose first action has now
been repudiated, were expressed by Secretary Redfield, Mr.
Peek and other members of the board, while Mr. Hines spoke
for the Railroad Administration.
The indications following the meeting were that the board
would soon cease to exist unless the President intervenes and

some extent exceeded its authority. It was
stated that the original plan was not that the board should
fix prices that would be binding on any one but that it was
hoped they could induce prices that would be sufficiently
it

had

to

It is also stated that the- deattractive to induce buying.
partment of justice considers the fixing of minimum prices

in violation of the anti trust law.

February Increases Railroad Deficit
net operating income of the railroads in February
again fell short of the standard return guaranteed by the
Railroad Administration, according to preliminary returns
the

Interstate

200,083, which was 77.3 per cent of the standard return.
article recently publislied in the

sons of the net operating income of the various roads with
The percentages of the standard return earned by the railroads in the various regions created
Eastern
by the Railroad Administration were as follows:
region, 69.4 per cent; Allegheny region, 46.4 per cent; Pocahontas region, 101.8 per cent; Southern region, 108.8 f>er
cent; Northwestern, 61.8 per cent; Central Western, 95.4
per cent, and Southwestern, 93 per cent.
their standard return.

Temporary Financing

Corporation up to Wednesday had made
loans to railroad companies on demand notes at 6 per cent
to the amount of $27,700,200, on the security of certificates
of indebtedness issued by the Railroad Administration. This
represented loans for the purpose of enabling the roads to
The finance corporation
meet their April 1 requirements.
had previously made railroad loans amounting to $116,555,270, including $50,000,000 to the Railroad Administration.
The new loans were for 80 per cent of the face of the certificates of indebtedness unless additional collateral was deposited and in

showdng the effect of the increased rates which have
been in effect since last June, as the volume of traffic during
the month as measured by net ton miles was 13 3/2 per cent
Operating expenses were
less than for February, 1918.
$310,465,245, an increase of 23.9 per cent.
The standard return for the month of February is about
$47,000,000, so that the Railroad Administration's deficit
for the month was approximately $37,000,000 on top of a
deficit of $35,000,000 as compared with the standard return
While the standard return averages approxiin January.
mately $75,000,000 a month, seasonal variations in the volume of traffic are so great that it is inaccurate to compare
monthly returns with that figure. The Association of Railway Executives has compiled a table showing what the average monthly return of the carriers in the pre-war test period
was, as follows:
March
.April

Mav
June

By

$76,000,000
88.000,000
92,000,000
95,000,000
84,000,000

Tuly

September
October

November
December

7.3,000,000

the average net income in the test period
compares with the quarterly payment of about $226,000,000,
First 'quarwhich the government has to make, as follows
quarters,

:

$170,000,000; second quarter, $227,000,000; third
For
quarter, $256,000,000, and last quarter, $252,000,000.
the first half of the year in the test period the average was
$397,000,000, while in the second half it was $507,000,000.
These figures are for the Class I roads and the principal
switching and terminal companies.

ter,

their application for certificates the

The advances made by

the

War

Finance Corporation were

as follows:
Chicago,

Burlington

& Quincy

Western Maryland
Boston & Maine
Chicago, Rock Island
New York Central

S;

$4,000,000
931,000
728,000
2,800,000
2,000,000
2,400,000
1,600,000
992,000
800,000
618,800

P.icific

Lehigh Valley
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Michigan Central
Chesapeake .^ Ohio
Whcelinp & Lake Erie
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh
Lake Erie & Western
Baltimore & Ohio

cent,

Aiigiist

making

companies made them for 125 per cent of the amount desired.
The certificates bear interest at only 5 per cent, while
the loans from the War Finance Corporation bear 6 per cent,
but it is understood that an arrangement will be made by
which the companies will lose nothing as a result of the
Five per cent on the face of certificates issued for
difference.
125 per cent of the amount of the advances made by the
finance corporation amounts to 6.25 per cent on the face of

Commerce Commission, covering about

$55,000,000
47,000,000
68,000,000
67,000,000
77,000.000
83,000,000

for the Railroads

The War Finance

For these roads the net
223,000 miles of operated line.
operating income was $9,747,050, a decrease of 0.1 per cent
The total operating
as compared with Februar}-, 1918.
revenues amounted to $336,880,496, an increase of 21.7 per

January
February

An

Railway Age gave compari-

the loans.

The

to

under
was $688,-

into consideration only the Class I railroads

federal control, the net operating income for 1918

Fuel Adthe

Administration

that

Taking

903

Erie
Missouri

St.

Louis

340,000
208,800
62,400
6,600,000
2,500,000
1,120,000

Pacific

The Baltimore & Ohio

received $4,600,000 on the security

of a certificate of indebtedness for $5,750,000

000 additional secured by

its

and $2,000,-

refunding and general mort-

gage 6 per cent gold bonds.
In order to meet the increased drafts units resources the
W'ar Finance Corporation has issued $200,000,000 of .•^hort
term l>onds at 5 per cent.

Equipment Financing
The plan
ment

fell

pay for equipthrough, as announced in last week's issue, largely
of issuing trade acceptances to

because of the refusal of the federal reserve banks to rediscount them and also because of the reluctance of the specialty
companies to accept them from the equipment companies.
The car and locomotive builders who have contracts with
the Railroad Administration and who attended the conference with Director General Hines, at which the acceptance
])lan was proposed, were willing to take them, but proposed
lo pay the specialty manufacturers with them in turn.
The
latter, w'hose contracts were with the equipment builders, although the prices and terms were fixed by the purchasing
committee of the Railroad Administration, were not represented at the conference, but were dealt with by the 'committee of equipment builders, and some of them thought that
the equipment companies ought to get the money from the

—
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banks on the atM

|..

.iices

This

and pay them in cash.

the iiiu-uon of tin- ])().ssiljility that the acceptances might have to he renewed at tlie exi)iration of 90 days
in case the approjiriation should not liave l)een passed in
that time, ami as tliey were to be secured only by the conbrou.nlit
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Railroad

Men*

up

tingency of tilt' appropriation, the rcsponsil)ilily mi^ht l)e
transferred to liie endorsers.
Tlie certitkatts issued to the railroads are not (U'])cn(lent
merely upon the approfiriation, since they represent money
the administrailon has guaranteed to the roads under the
standard contracts,* and i-)a\able "whenever and as soon as
director general sliall have funds available
whether received by appropriation of the Congress or by
virtue of moneys arising out of the use and operation of the
The proposed acceptor otherwise."
railroads
ances for cquijiment were not to be backed by the operating
income and were therefore less secure than the certificates
upon which the War Finance Corporation will make loans.
Therefore it was decided to try to meet the ecjuipmcnt obligations in some similar way and the sulDJect was di.scussed
at a meeting between the Railroad Administration representatives and the equipment builders at Washington on Tuesday.
Director General Hines, in a speech before the Pittsburgh
Chamber of Commerce on March 27, tried to remove any
impression that the $750,000,000 appropriation was needed
to make up for losses sustained by the Railroad Administration and also to emphasize the fact that it is still needed.
He also sought to emphasize that in the last analysis it is
needed to help the railroads finance capital expenditures.
He said that after allowing for a $200,000,000 deficit in
1918 the balance of the two appropriations represents money
About $340,000,000
only temporarily tied up as follows:
for working capital which will be released upon the termination of federal control; $340,000,000 advances to railroads
in 1918, which will be returned when they can refinance it,
and about $370,000,000 to be advanced to railroads this
year pending opportunities to refinance. When the accounts
for 1918 are settled, he said, the administration will be carrying additions and betterments which the roads were unable
to finance to the amount of $290,918,283, together with long
time loans and deferred collections from some of the railroad
companies amounting to $151,866,104.

the

By

T. C. Powell

Dircitor, Division of Ciipital

I'.xpenditures, U. S.

Railroad

Administration

WK
'

iiKAR THF. PiiRASK, "Railroads operated by the
government."
The railroads arc Jjcing operated
by railroad men from top to bottom and all the

and

all the Idame will be given to railroad men.
the director general of military railways organized
engineer regiments for .service abroad, he hired railroad

rcdil

When
!iis

.

...

are.

When Commander

Buell told of the work of mounting the
guns that bombarded Metz, he said that the trouble
was not to get the railroad men to work, but to get them to
take the necessary rest.
They started up before the whistle
blew in the morning and kept at it at the rate of 16 to 18
hours per day.
And so when General Pershing sent in his
report to the secretary of war he fell that the formal commendation of the engineer corps was not enough, but made
a separate and special reference to their splendid services.
ijig

The

first

civilian in the history of this country to receive

medal of the United States was a
Felton, president of the Chicago Great
the record we have before us.

the distinguished service

railroad

man

—

S.

M.

Western.
That is
The public will not be deceived, and any departure from
the high standard of which we are capable cannot be blamed
on "government operation." It will be blamed on us. You
cannot fool your neighbors. The neighboring public knows
that the men who are operating the railroads today, from
the highest to the lowest, are practically the same men, with
only a slight change in personnel, who were operating the
railroads two years ago, before the war.
A short time ago I saw a picture which wasn't very much
of a picture.
There was a fence, and a woman looking
through the fence, and a small boy on the pavement outside.

—

Freight Traffic in February
Freight traffic during the month of February as measured
by net ton miles fell off 13.5 per cent as compared with
Februar}', 1918, according to the monthly report of freight
traffic movement and car performance compiled by the OperThe net ton miles amounted to
ating Statistics Section.
25,681,943, as compared with 29,678,260. This was handled
with a decrease of 15 per cent in train miles but the saving
in loaded car miles was only 11.3 per cent and the empty car
The average tonnage per
mileage increased 4.5 per cent.
train increased from 618 to 629, or 1.8 per cent, but the
tonnage per car fell off 2.5 per cent, from 28.4 to 27.7. The
percentage of unserviceable freight cars was about the same
The car miles per car day declined
as in February, 1918.
from 21.6 to 20.3 and the net ton miles per car day from 435
to 379 or 12.9 per cent.

Contracts Executed
The Railroad Administration has executed

men, and when he wanted to set men to handle the boats
and barges on the canals and rivers of France, he cabled
over for expert tow-boat men.
These railroad men in
France got down to brass tacks and l)uilt docks and terminals, operated trains and transported men and ammunition
like tlie loyal and cnthusia.stic railroad men they were and

a

standard

contract with the Union Freight Railroad for $32,009 and
also co-operative short line contracts with the Urcina & North
Fork and the White River.

The woman was calling "Violet Marie! Come into the
house!" The small boy helped out by calling, "Hey, CarWe may try to fool the pubrots, your mother wants you!"

—

by calling out "Violet Marie" otherwise "government
but the public will respond, "Hey, Carrots"
operation"
otherwise "railroad men."
Somehow it exI like the military phrase "carry on!"
presses vigor and continued forceful action, and if it were
not stealing army thunder, I would like to adopt it as our
Few of those here actually operate the railroads,
motto.
The prompt
but all of us enter into the general scheme.
delivery of a letter may be the thing in a day's work.
lic

—

—

I never had much sympathy for the man who bet on a
If he hasn't the nerve to bet on a horse
horse for "place."
to win, he is simply playing safe, and if our marines had
merely played safe on the St. Mihiel salient, where would
their honor and glory be, and what would be the status

of the

war today ?

You have all heard of "The Message
stor\' of Andy Rowan, who, in spite of all

to

Garcia," the

obstacles, deliv-

careful in districting your
tracks you can

ered to General Carcia the vital message he was charged
The account written of it has become a classic, but
with.
we have as the head of our organization one who in his early
business life carried through with the same promptness and

At inusually satisfy yourself as to the extent of their work.
dustrial plants, take care that mill foremen do not encourage

effectiveness the errand with which he was charged.
I w^as told the following story by I\l. H. Smith, president

Pointers for the
crews.

them

If

to

they

Yardmaster— Be

are

assigned

to

classification

spot around the mill doing an unimportant job under
work is anticipated. H. D. McKee.
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At that time it
of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad.
was reported to Mr. Smith that a bill had been prepared

stead of providing these toggles at the top of the tower as
has been done previously, a double toggle system is pro-

Commerce

vided at each end of the cantilever trusses where the semisuspended spans are supported. As a consequence of this,
the load to be lifted is considerably less than if the full half
spans had to be lifted, as is the case with the toggles directly
above the pivot pier. These toggles are actuated by a stt
of operating struts provided with racks and extending horizontally from pinions forming a part of the machinery in
the operating house.
The most radical departure in the design is the manner

for presentation to Congress, giving the Interstate

Commission extended powers, and which bill, as the report
reached Mr. Smith, would have been injurious to the prosMr. Smith felt that it was necesperity of the railroads.
sary for him to have a copy of the draft of the bill, and he
sent for the general counsel of the railroad to find out if
he could make the trip from Louisville to Washington imThe general counsel could
mediately and secure this copy.
not spare the time as he was engaged on a lawsuit of a
pressing nature, but said that perhaps one of the younger
men in his office could do the work as well, and he sent
Before that the two
this young man in to President Smith.
Sufficient to say that
had not met except in a casual way.
the trip was made; a copy of the bill secured and delivered
to Mr. Smith even more promptly than he required.
This was an incident in the career of Walker D. Hines,
afterwards vice-president of the Louisville & Nashville, general counsel and chairman of the board of the Santa Fe, and
now director general of railroads.
With that example before us, we must "carry on" as railroad men and "deliver the goods."

A

Radical Departure in

Swing Bridge Design

A

SWING BRIDGE EMBODYING

radical departures
use has been submitted
to the consideration of railway men by the Strauss
This design was
Bascule Bridge Company of Chicago.
originated and patented by Joseph B. Strauss, president of
this company, some years ago, but had not been offered to
The design is unique in
the public until the present time.
several ways; the truss system, the turning machinery and
the means of supporting the span on the pivot pier under
both dead and live loading and the method of clearing the

from the designs

in

end bearings when ready

Several

common

to

swing,

all

embody

unusual

features.

The

truss system consists of a combination of a double

cantilever over the pivot pier with

semi-suspended simple
In place of two simple spans extending from the pivot pier to the end piers and made partially

spans on either side.

Operating strut far raising front end of leaf 6

Trucks Carry the Dead Load When the Span Is
Swinging Condition

in

the

of supporting the span on the center pier, both for carry-

ing the traffic and for swinging the span.
The span is
supported under both conditions at the four corners of the
tower, that is, directly under each of the main posts, thus
dispensing entirely with loading girders. Under the swinging condition the dead load is carried at each of these p^.'ints
on a truck of either four or eight wheels operating en two
One drawing illustrates the
to four lines of circle rails.
character of these trucks. Each one is attached to the superstructure by means of a center pin, thus allowing considerTwo of the trucks are
able independence of movement.
provided with power machinery for the movement of the
span and considerable simplification with respect to this is
Dotted lines indicate position ofparts

^hen

leaf-end IS raised

Operating rod for wedge automatically operated
by moi^ement of leaf

General Elevation of the Span
continuous by means of the tower structure over the pivot
pier, the two simple spans in this case do not extend over
the entire clear distance between the piers, but are supported
at an intermediate point at some distance from the pivot pier
by the cantilever portion of the span which overhangs the
pivot pier on each side.
By this arrangement a more
economical design of the truss system is obtained.
This
arrangement also is of considerable importance in connection with the manner of clearing the end piers when swinging.
Instead of lowering the end bearings to obtain the
necessary deflection for cantilever action of the entire structure, the ends of the spans are lifted clear of the bearings
by means of a toggle system in the truss framing. But in-

accomplished by mounting the motor directly on the truck
frame, so that it is a simple matter to provide a train of
gears from the motor to the wheels. There is thus eliminated
the usual circular rack with its difficulty of maintenance.
For the closed condition the load is removed from the
wheels by means of a simple wedge arrangement directly
under the center pin which transmits the load directly into
a bearing shoe.
The general elevation of the span illustrates one form of substructure applicable to this type of
span in which four cylinder piers are provided, one under
each point of loading, these piers being connected at the
top with a system of reinforced concrete girders to carry the
turning track.

,
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Train Ac* idcnts in February'
Koi.i.owiNi;

(Icnt.s

tliat

Collisions

Road

Dale
5.

N. v.. N.

"•
'C.

26.

t28.

t;.

11.

Si

H..

'^Gcl^r"^^:':'.":::}
R. \ I

Minn. &

St.
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Place

Louis..

accident
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n.inbiiry
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&•

F.

..c

V.

,

V.

Cadillac

1.C

T.

Norwood

be

1'.

& I".
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Ir.iiii
I*.

Inj'd

20
.2

>

2

20

2
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Herailmb.-jts
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Road
Pato
Pennsylvania
4.
Pennsylvania
4.
Piedmont &
t8.
8.
West Shore
9.
Seaboard A.
Pennsylvania
14.
Pennsylvania
tl7.

&

Pl.ice

dcrailnu-iil

Birm'Rhm, Pa.
Birm'Rhm, Pa.

N
L

thick SpRs.
Jersey City
.Anderson
St.

Louisville

t22.
t23.

Bait. &• Ohio
PittsburRh
Chi.. Mil. & St. P... Latham Park

The

unx.
malice
b. wheel
unx.

Pa.

Ky.

•19.

\'ersailles,

Kind of
train

coupler

F.
P.
P.
F.
P.
P.

ace. obst.
d. eq.

Georue

SturReon,

N

d.

i-xc,

s|)ecd

ncR.
neR.

F.

&
F.
P.

P.

Kil'd

Inj'd

i

1

6
3

20

1

1

9

9
2

20

10

on the fifth were a westbound pas30 miles an hour, and a train consisting of a locomotive and a caboose, which was at a standBoth locomotives were thrown off the track. About
still.
twenty passengers were injured. The inferior train was on
the main track without right, and with no flag protection.
The trains in collision at Sylacauga, Ala., on the 24th
were a southbound passenger of the Louisville & Nashville,
and a through freight train of the Central of Georgia, the
freight train running into the side of the passenger train at
the crossing of the two roads. One passenger car was damaged and one passenger was killed. Twelve passengers were
injured.
Tlie freight approached the crossing at uncontrollable speed in disregard of the law requiring a full stop.
The trains in collision near Norwood, Minn., on the 28th
were eastbound passenger train No. 12 and westbound
freight No. 417.
The westbound train was stalled in a
snowdrift and the engine, which had been sent forward to
Young America with a part of the train, was returning for
the rear portion and had nearly reached it when the collision occurred.
Of twelve stockmen riding on the freight,
two were killed and seven were injured.
The trains in collision on the Grand Rapids & Indiana
aiear Cadillac, Mich., on the 26th, were northbound pasThe freight
senger No. 5 and southbound freight No. 52.
had become stalled in snow and a flagman had been sent
forward to stop the passenger train, but his flag was not seen
by the engineman. The day was clear but there was some
snow blowing in the air. The flagmen threw a fusee at the
engine but with no result.
The flagman had not used a
torpedo, but from the engine of the passenger train the
freight was visible at a distance of 1,000 ft. Both engineman
and fireman, however, appear to have been working on some
part of the engine in the cab and keeping no lookout; and
their engine was working when it struck the freight.
Both
Twenty passengers were injured.
of these men were killed.
Estimated damage to engines, cars and roadway, $10,000.
The engineman is said to have had the reputation of being
one of the most careful on the road.
The freight train derailed near Birmingham, Pa., on the
4th was a westbound extra. Three loaded cars were wrecked
by the emergency application of the brakes and fell on the
eastbound track, derailing eastbound passenger train No. 18.
The brake application was caused by a break-in-two, due to
trains in collision

senger, running at about

'.Abbreviations and marks used in .Accident List:
be, Buttini; collision
xc, Other collisions
re. Rear cnllisior.
b.
Defective
unf.
T'nforeseen
obstruction
d.
unx.
Broken
Unexderail.
plained
Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch
ace.
malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obst.. Accidental obstruction
fire. Cars burned while runboiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
F. or Ft.. Freight train (includning— P. or Pass., Passenger train
-Asterisk. Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger,
fire
One
or
more
passengers
killed.
by
destroyed

—

—

as noted in

The

tlie

preceding paragraph.

Chick Springs, S. C, on tiie 8th
was a northliound passenger. The rear coach ran off the
track on a high trestle and fell to the ground about 90 ft.
below.
The car was demoli.shed and every person witliin it
was injured. Four were killed outright, two fatally and 20
less seriously injured.
The cause of the derailment was the
failure of a steel brakebeam which was caught in a guard
train derailed near

rail.
5
3

P.

Opening of a knuc kle, tlie lock of whicli liad Ijecome worn.
The pas.senger train derailed near Birmingham, I'a., on
the iiiglit of the 4tli was ea.stbound Cliicago mail No. 18.
Tiic lotomotive fell down a bank and seven baggage cars
were thrown off the track. The engineman, fireman and one
oilier emiiioyee riding on the locomotive were killed, and
one ])assenger was injured. The cause of the derailment was
tlio

is a list of the most notable train acci(Hcurred on the railway.s of the United
States in tlie month of rebruary, 1919:

Tin:
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The
tiie

train derailed at Jersey City, N. J., on the night of
was a northbound yard train of the Lehigh Valley

8th,

running on the track of the West Shore. The engine was
badly damaged and one freight car was wrecked. Three trainmen were killed. The cause of the derailment was not determined.

The train derailed at Anderson, Ga., on the 9th was northbound passenger No. 4. The engine and first three cars were
badly damaged. The fireman was killed and the engineman
The derailment
and four other trainmen were injured.
occurred at a switch, believed to have been tampered with.
The train derailed at St. George, Pa., on the 14th was
northbound express passenger No. 907. Four coaches ran off
the track and 16 passengers were injured.
The cause of the
derailment was a broken wheel.
The trains involved in the accident on the Pennsylvania
Lines near Sturgeon, Pa., on the 17th were a westbound
work train and eastbound express passenger No. 114. The
tender of the work train (the engine running backward), was
derailed and thrown against the side of the passenger train
which was moving eastward at full speed on the adjacent
The sides of nine cars, including three passenger
track.
coaches, were badly torn; 10 passengers were injured, one
The cause of the derailment of the tender
of them fatally.
was not determined.

The

train derailed near Versailles, Ky.,

on the 19th was

a westbound through freight. Thirteen cars of oil, two cars
of coal, and one of coke, were destroyed by fire. The cause
of the derailment was excessive speed over a soft spot in
The
track, and an overloaded high hopper dump car.
cause of the fire was not determined.
The trains involved in the accident at Pittsburgh, Pa., on
the evening of the 22nd of February were the Versailles local

passenger train and a freight locomotive, without train, which
was derailed at a point where the track was being repaired,
and fell against the passenger train. The passenger train
was moving at aliout 40 miles an hour, and three coaches
Nine passengers were killed, and several
were wrecked.
were injured.
The train derailed near Latham Park, 111., on the 23rd
was a southbound local passenger train. Two persons were
killed, a passenger riding in one of the coaches, and G. G.
Corcoran, trainmaster of the division; and twenty passengers
were injured. Two coaches fell dowTi a bank. The derailment was due to insecure track, shims having been used without sufficient spikes and braces, though an experienced fore-

man was

in charge.

—

—

Car Accidents. Accidents to electric cars including two cases where locomotives ran into cars at crossings, and one collision on an elevated line in New York
City
were reported in February from Terre Haute, Philadelphia, New York City and Cincinnati; but in no case
Electric

—

was there any

fatal

injury.

gether, includins; serious

The number

and minor

cases,

of injured, alto-

was

72.

—
Railway Developments
The Channel Tunnel

Foreign Countries

in

Project Excites Discussion in England

Transportation Demoralization in Russia
ANNOUNCEMENT
THECommons,
March

by Bonar

Law

in

10, that the British

the

House of

government was

considering beginning immediately the construction of
Channel tunnel (Railway Age, March 14, page
611), had an additional factor of importance in the eyes of
Englishmen than was given the project at the time in this
That factor is that this is the first time that the
countr}'.
British government has decided in favor of the construction
the English

The French government,
of the channel tunnel in principle.
on the other hand, has been favorable to the tunnel for many
years, but in England the fear that the tunnel might be a
means of invasion has always ruled against the project.
"There are few subjects on which the policy of British
governments has up to now been so consistent as on this,"
London Times editorially. "It was considered and
condemned by a committee of both Houses in 1883, and year
says the

were regularly introduced into Parliament,
were decisively rejected. The Liberal Prime Minister in 1907 made an announcement on the project, based
on an exhaustive inquiry by the Committee of Imperial
Defence, and it was hostile. A fortnight before the beginning
of the war the committee again condemned the project.
Since
then government spokesmen have several times fenced with
proposals, but never a word has been said until yesterday
to show that the government had changed their mind.
"The military arguments against the tunnel are very
familiar, and there is no need to rehearse them.
On the
whole our experience in this war has not strengthened them.
We should have been better off if there had been a tunnel,
for at critical moments we could have reinforced our armies
more promptly, and we should have saved a great deal of
shipping.
German tactics at sea were singularly unenterprising in this war, and in consequence our communications
were never seriously threatened. We could never count on
having such luck again, and the risk of interruption of our
sea communications across Channel must be reckoned as
much more serious than the risk of a sudden surprise attack
by way of a tunnel that would give the enemy control of the
."
bridgehead on our side of the water.
The Times, speaking in its news columns of the fact that
this is the first time the British government has decided in
favor of the construction of the channel tunnel in principle,
says that instructions have been issued in this sense to Sir
H. Llewellyn Smith and a Board of Trade delegation who
are now in Paris examining the question.
The Committee
of the Peace Conference on which they are serving is considering not only the channel tunnel, but projects for constructing tunnels under the Straits of Gibraltar and the
after year bills

and

all

.

.

.

.

.

Bosporus.

"As the French government has long been in favor of the
channel tunnel, the moment for action seems to be approaching," it continues.
"Surveys have recently been made on
both sides of the channel, and it is asserted that the construction of the tunnel does not present any exceptional
engineering difficulties.
The recent falls of cliff between
Dover and Folkestone have led to a modification of the original plan.
When the tunnel is built its British mouth will
be some miles from the coast, and a new railway to make
the connection with the existing trunk lines will have to be
built.
The tunnel will be about 30 miles in length, and the
proposal which finds most favor is that two tubes should be
built

and

now put

electric traction used.
at

£20,000,000

The

cost of the

scheme

is

($100,000,000)."
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By means
Spain.

It

is

London

will be put in rail comEurope, except Russia and
expected, according to a recent statement by

of the tunnel

munication with almost

all

of

Arthur Fell, M. P., chairman of the House of Commons Channel Tunnel Committee, that construction will take
almost five years.
Of the total length of 30 miles, 20 miles
will be under water.
It will be possible to traverse the
tunnel in 40 minutes, and the trip from London to Paris on
the best trains will require about six hours.
"The tunnel," Sir Arthur Fell said, "would run from a
point near Dover to the village of Wissont, between Boulogne
and Calais. The railway through it would be electrified.
There would be two tubes one for outward and one for the
Sir

—

return journey.

"Each tube would be about 150 ft. under the sea, and it
was estimated that without pressure it would be possible
to transport in both directions 30,000 passengers and 30,000
tons of goods every 20 hours, leaving four hours a day for
repairs, renewals, etc."

Railway Conditions

in

Mexico

According to information olitained at the general offices
of the Southern Pacific Railroad of Mexico, at Empalme,
Mex., writes a correspondent, that road is now in regular
operation between Nogales and Mazatlan.
Train service
will soon be re-established to the end of the line just beyond
Tepic, it is stated.
An enormous amount of rehabilitation
work is necessary to bring the road up to the physical standard it was before the long period of revolutionary disturbances began.
The company has 'a claim of $12,000,000
gold for damages to its property pending against the Mexican government.
Considerable quantities of steel rails are
being imported from the United States for relaying stretches
of track.
If

the

Mexican government

revives

its

former policy of

granting concessions for the construction of railroads several
important projects of this character will be undertaken by
American financial interests when the internal conditions
here become more stable, according to advices from the City
of Mexico.
It is stated that an application has just been
made by a syndicate of Americans and Mexicans for a government concession to construct an extensive system of railways in the northern part of Mexico. The proposed line
is to follow a route closely paralleling the border between
Mexico and the United States, with several branches.
It is to run from Ensenada on the west coast of Lower California, to Tia Juana; thence eastward to Mexicali; thence
crossing into Arizona just above the head of the Gulf of
California; thence south into the state of Sonora, with branch
lines to several mining districts and towns; thence eastward
along the border into the state of Chihuahua to Juarez, opposite El Paso; thence southeastward to Ojinaga, opposite
Presidio, Tex.
The main line and branches will be more
The National Chamber of Comthan 2,000 miles long.
merce of Mexico, with headquarters in the City of Mexico,
is lending assistance to the project, and it is said that the
granting of the application for the concession is practically
assured.
If the

Mexican government is able to put through its plans
Mexican International Railroad to the
port of Mazatlan it will have accomplished some-

for extending the old

Pacific

Huntington, for many years
head of the Southern Pacific Railroad, was unsuccessful in
thing that the late Collis P.
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Mr. Huntington's failure
doing, tlie correspontli-iil .iKIs.
to carry out the projort w.i.s due to tlic inability of expert
AnuTii'an engineers to IcK.ile a feasible route over the rough
range of Sierra Madres tliat mark an almost impassajjle barrier between the higii plateau and the lowlands bordering
He inspired and built the Mexican Inthe Taritic Ocean.
ternational from i'-agle I'a.ss, Tex., to Durango, where the
rail-head remained because the way to Mazatlan was blocked

of

by the mountains. After the Mexican International passed
into goveniment control and became a part of the National
Railways of Mexico, a railroad was constructed from Durango to Llano Grande for the primary purpose of affording

great

a transportation outlet for a large area of coinmercial forest
was owned by Jose Ives Limantour, who was at tliat
This road is 75 miles
time minister of linance of Mexico.
long, and is now a part of the government railway system.
that

to announcement of Engineer Manuel Rodriguez
Gutierrez, sub- secretary of the Department of Communications and Public Works of the Carranza government, the
route for a proposed extension of the line across the mountains to Mazatlan has been located and construction is now
He says that extensive improvements will also
in progress.

According

to the port of Mazatlan in order to accommodate
prospective increase of railroad traffic and ocean-going

made

be
tlie

shipments.

Railroad Disorganization in Russia
of fuel for locomotives and lack of factories for repairing them are responsible to a considerable extent for the
present condition of the railways of Russia, according to a
despatch from Stockholm under date of March 20 which is
At the begingiven in a recent issue of Commerce Reports.

Lack

ning of 1917 the length of the Russian railways was 64,000
Kerensky
versts (42,000 miles); when the government of
in operation
fell (November, 1917), the length of railways
had been reduced by 19 per cent. The length of railways
cars further
in operation and the usable locomotives and
In October, 1917,
decreased under the Bolsl;evik regime.
miles),
the length of railways was 52,000 versts (34,000
and the
tlie number of locomotives in working order, 15,000,
number of cars, 520,000; in October, 1918, the length of
railways in operation was 22,000 versts (15,000 miles), the
number of locomotives in working order was 5,000, and the

These latter figures refer only to
of cars 227,000.
tliose portions of Russia under the control of Bolsheviks.
At the end of 1918 only 4,500 locomotives were in working
order and of these 1,500 are expected to become unfit for

till-
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Russian railways. The
and added

food, fuel, and iron,

current year.
1917, one locomotive was in good condition
versts (2.3 miles) of railway, one damaged
every 9.79 versts (6.5 miles), and 10 usable
A year later for every 4.4 versts (2.9 miles)
there was one locomotive in good condition, one locomotive
damaged for every 5 versts {3.3 miles), and 10.3 cars per

percentage of damaged locomotives is growing
supply of skilled labor for repair work is
1916, 559 locomotives were repaired; 396
Even with this record, it is proin 1918.
700 to 800 in 1919; but it is doubtful
whether the figures for 1918 can be exceeded.

verst.

The

rapidly and the
In
decreasing.
in 1917, and 80
posed to repair

—

Defects of Administration
There is only 1J4 months' supply of crude oil at Soromovo, one of the best railway machine works, and the other

Lack of Fuel and Food

shops are beginning to use wood. The bread ration given
to workmen from July to October in the three most important railway machine shops varied from 2 pounds per
The condition of semiperson per month to 26 pounds.
star\'ation partly explains the fact that out of 8,000 locomotives ordered only a few were turned out, as well as 3,500
freight cars, 30 special cars, and 170 passenger cars
There are many reasons for the present deplorable state

to the.sc is the disorganiza-

The Sujjrcme
in the administration of the railways.
Council of National Economy is supposed to control all
railway ([uestions and the Commissar of Ways and Communications to conduit actual operations; but, in fact, the
railways are run practically by the railway men and the
railway unions, which have men of small caliber vested with

tion

These organizations, as well as private
much to say on questions of railway
management. There is no co-ordination between the central
and the provincial authorities. There is no central administration, no efficient utilization of usable rolling stock, and no
On some small branch lines
practical distriljution system.
with small junctions 40 per cent of the locomotives remain
idle and great numbers of cars, with supplies that are most
essential for the economic life of the starving country, are
These cars, sometimes unsidetracked by local agents.
known to the higher officials, often remain for six months.
authority.

individuals, have too

—

Railroad Crisis Imminent
Attempts at Improvement

Labor Conditions
Discipline

in

labor

has

decreased

enormously.

—
The

wages of railway mechanics and laborers are lower than
those in any other lines of industry and the result is that
the best technical men, specialists, etc., find more profitable
work in others of the numerous institutions of the Soviet
Government.
It will be seen from the conditions described that unless
immediate improvement be made the entire railway traffic
of Soviet Russia will be practically at a standstill in a short
time.

Realizing the critical condition of railway transportation,
Central Executive Committee recently appointed a committee representing all persons actively engaged in railway repair work and railway operations. The
question of rolling-stock repairs is to be concentrated in a
special department of the Supreme Council of National

the All-Russian

Economy. These measures are well meant and would accomplish something if carried ''nto effect, but up to the
present time the excellent and practical decisions of the
cleverest authorities of Soviet Russia remain on paper to a
considerable extent.

Railways of Portugal

number

use during the
In October,
for every 3.47
locomotive for
cars per verst.

ones arc lack of

jjrincijjal

in

Poor Repair

Portugal has two state-owned railways, says an item in
Commerce Reports, totaling 1,180 kilometers (733 miles) in
length, and five privately owned lines with an aggregate
trackage of 2,167 kilometers (1,314 miles). General conditions of the railroads in Portugal are bad.
Owing to the
war, practically no repairs have been made on the roads;
part of the rolling stock had to be taken out of service and
could not be replaced.
Owing to the lack of coal the locomotives mostly use wood for fuel; the service is slow and
many trains have had to be suppressed, as, for instance,
the Sud express to Paris and the express trains to Spain and
The passenger and freight rates have been raised
Oporto.
several times during the war, amounting on certain lines to
100 per cent over the pre-war tariff. It is expected that when

normal conditions return the government and private companies will be able to improve the roads as well as replace
and repair the rolling stock, thus restoring more frequent
service.

Similar conditions prevail in regard to the railways in
the colonies, where government construction enterprises had
been provided for by large appropriations, but had to be
suspended because of war contingencies.

The most important railways in the colonies are Companhia dos Caminhos de Ferro atravez d 'Africa and the stateowned Mossamedes line and Malange line, all in Angola.
The traffic on these roads is intensive large quantities of
colonial products being transported from the interior to

—

April

4,
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and they are able to handle only a small part of
the ports
Angola could produce vast
the cargo awaiting shipment.
quantities of cotton, wheat, com, cattle and all kinds of
colonial products if the railway system were developed.
Under the present conditions the transport of the goods from
It is
the interior is mostly by river boats and ox-carts.
planned to connect tlie railway system of Angola with that
of British Central Africa, and by this connection arrange
communication between Portuguese West and East Africa.

Discussing the reasons for the sale, Mr. Lipetz denied
it was carried out because of any fear that the Bolshevist
govenmient would be recognized or that any other political
change was impending. If another Russian government were
recognized, he declared, the money on deposit for the Russian

Russian Railvi^ay Commission Sells 6,500 Tons of Rail

here.

The Russian Railway Commission has sold to K. J. Joyce,
32 Nassau street, New York, acting for interests in China,
6,500 tons of rails and accessories which it finds it will not
be possible to include in the large shipments of railway material it is now forwarding to Siberia for use by the Stevens
commission. In explaining the sale, A. I. Lipetz, who heads
the commission in New York, representing the Ministry of
Ways Communication of the Provisional (Kerensky) government, issued the following statement;
"Upon consideration of the amount of rails stored in
Vladivostok and the available space in steamers from this
country to Russia, we have promised to the war department,
in order to help the common allied cause, to sell all rails and
accessories in excess of the amount needed to be shipped to
Russia, and have allotted to the war department a considerable quantity of rails

and

accessories.

"After the armistice was declared the war department began to return to us unused rails, and has returned up to this
time 13,100 tons of rails and accessories; we have, therefore,
found it possible to dispose of about 6,500 tons of rails and
accessories, which is only a part of the rails returned to us
by the war department."
Discussing his statement, Mr. Lipetz also said it was the
intention to sell only the rails returned by the war department
and that the mission would retain all other supplies in
this country in anticipation of successful rehabilitation of the
railways in Russia and Siberia. He said that about 20,000
tons of rails

remained in storage in Seattle and Vancouver

awaiting transportation to Siberia, and that shipments are
being made from this total from time to time.
Other property in this country includes about 88 locomotives of an original consignment of 110, about 4,000 freight
cars and accessories, making a total weight of more than
Mr.
60,000 tons and a value of more than $12,000,000.
Lipetz said that all these stores would be retained and
shipped to Siberia as soon as ships were available.
The
United States Shipping Board has agreed to furnish ships
for the transportation of these railroad materials to Siberia,
as they are needed there, and three vessels have sailed from
Seattle since January 1 with locomotives and accessories.
By agreement with the United States Government after
the Russian revolution, Mr. Lipetz said, about 150,000 tons
of rails and materials and 200 locomotives were turned over
to the Allies for military use here and abroad.
He added
that the rails now being returned by the war department
were included in this agreement.
It was the belief of the Russian Railway Mission, Mr.
Lipetz said, that when all the rails had been returned there
would be a surplus, because shipping would be available in
the next few months only for transportation of about 50,000
tons, including the 20,000 tons of rails.
If the work in
Russia progressed so that more would be needed, he said, the
rails could be bought in a few months at lower price.
He
asserted that the sale of the 6,500 tons of rails had been
negotiated at a profit, the price being higher than the present
price delivered at Seattle.

The money paid for the rails under the terms of the agreement, Mr. Lipetz said, would be put into the fund of the
Russian Embassy in this country.
It is estimated that the
amount will be nearly half a million dollars.

that

government

in this country, as well as supplies,

would

revert

immediately, so that sales of materials now would withhold nothing from the Soviet regime because the money arising from the sale was to be included in the Embassy fund
to

it

Belgian Transportation Difficulties

Wrecked
quate

lack of materials, and wholly inadetransportation are impeding the work of

factories,

railway

restoration in Belgium to such an extent that but little activity
along this line is yet to be found in that stricken country,
says Herbert Samuel, president of the Anglo-Belgian Union,
writing in the Times, London. Speaking particularly of the
transportation difficulties, he says:

"There are overwhelming difficulties of transport. They
impede every measure of industrial revival. Through large
tracts of country, railway bridges and culverts have been
blown up; the signaling system has been dismantled; the
Germans have carried off the connecting hose of the Westinghouse brakes, so that the trains dare not travel at more than
a snail's pace; hundreds of Belgian locomotives were vidthdrawn behind the Army to France at the beginning of the
war and have been lent to the French and American military
authorities, who have not yet consented to return them; of
the few that are still available, a large proportion are in a
state of disrepair and continually break down.
I was advised that I should find railway traveling impossible, and
made my journeys entirely by motor car. On arriving at
Charleroi, I was told by the manager of a bank, to whom I
had a letter of introduction, that in order to return there
that morning from Brussels, a distance of 35 miles, he had
been obliged to start at 5.15 a. m. and had not arrived till
11.
A railway manager informed me that it had recently
taken some of his own officials 14 hours to reach Courtrai
from Brussels, a journey of about 50 miles. Although the
waterways for the most part are still available, the present
condition of the railways is a severe handicap on the restoration of industry, as well as on the distribution of supplies."

French Railway Deficits
Some

striking figures as to the three French railways were
given recently in a paper read by the head of the
financial department of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean

Railway
Paris.

at

The

a recent meeting of the Statistical Society in
railways selected were the State, the P. L. M.

and the Midi.

appears that in 1917, out of 1,000 fr. of
on personnel amounted, respectively,
to 469 fr., 216 fr. and 242 fr.; on fuel to 283 fr., 266 fr.
and 234 fr. For each 1,000 fr. of receipts the State Railway
spent 1,536 fr., the P. L. M. 1,134 fr., and the Midi 1,175
fr., and the deficits for 1917 were 220,500,000 fr., 94,000,000 fr. and 34,000,000 fr. The situation grew so much
worse in 1918 that in April the commercial community
readily agreed to the raising of the general tariff by 25 per
cent.
In June the "petite vitesse" tariff was raised 10 per
cent.
Yet in spite of this rather belated relief the total
deficit for 1918 amounted to 1.000,000,000 fr., and in 1919
it is expected to be 1,200,000,000 fr.
Presumably the above
figures relate to the entire State railway system (i. e., the
former Western as well as the earlier State lines), but in rny
event the State expenditures under both headings are far
the highest, and their deficits are the largest.
This is crnsidered the more noteworthy, as the State system has advantages which the companies do not possess, that of being
able to load its coal at the ports which it serves and being in
a position to raise money at less than 2J/2 per cent.
It

receipts, the expenditure
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What
The Railway

Brazil
i^

.l,i,<

m

Buys and

Sells

nci-ipt of a luwkk't Is.suod Ijy the

Brazilian Ministry of .Vgricultiirc, Indu.stry and Commerce,
"What Hra/il Buys and Sell.s." Tlic i)0()klet, jjrinted
in l'.ni;lisli. i.s intended for cirrulation in the United States.
In il> introduttion it sa\s tiiat, "It is not an exliaustive

entitled

manual of

inforniatioii al)out Hrazil,

purpose

its

l)eing rather

to plaie before the .\meriean reader the important facts rc-

two

pardinu; the foreign trade of Brazil, in

naineiv

and sinie

i)et'ore

distinct periexls,

heginninj^ of the <<reat war."

llie

The lKK)klet ^ives details concerning the possiljilitics of
trade l)et\veen the Ihiited States and Brazil, practical suggestions to exporters to Brazil, and information aliout the
way of area and population, finances,
railways, shipping, industries, tariffs, consular invoices, etc.

countr)- itself, in the
\'ery detailed

figures are given concerning the imports into

and exports from the country, it being the object of
to show the possiliilities of the Brazilian market.

The

figures

for imports of railway materials are quoted

from the tables
before the

war

this data

in

tlie

booklet.

It

will be noted that even

had a large share of the
The large totals under
chiefly to exports from Bel-

the United States

railwu}' supply business in Brazil.

"other countries'' in 1913 refer

gium:

26.

The

day

.said in

"M.
to tiie

statement on the meeting of the commission

tliat

part:

C'laveille,

French Minister of Puldic Works, re]K)rted
the protcxol (onveying to the rejjresenta-

Commission

lives of the interested nations a new trans[)ortation agreement, designed to assure relations Ix-'tween ICngland, France
anfl Italy, and to secure a route to the Orient by railroad
witliout passing through territories of the Central Empires.
To this end a train de luxe, to be called the 'Simplon-Orient
Express,' will l)e run between Paris and the Orient via
Lausanne, Simplon, Milan, Venice, Triest, Laibach, Agram
and \'inkovce. At Vinkovce the road will divide, one l>ranch
connecting with Bucharest, Constance and Odessa, and the
other with Belgrade, Con.stantinople and Athens. The train
will connect at Paris with the London-Calais-Paris train
and at Milan with a fast train for Rome.
"Part of this program will be put into operation commenc-

ing .\pril IS,

and

other part l)eginning

tlie

May

1."

Proposed Railway Tunnel Under Shimonoseki

Strait

The

long-talked-of building of a railway under the waters
of the Shimonoseki Strait is at last to be undertaken, according to the Japan Advertiser, issue of December 29, 1918,
writes

George

Consul-General

Japan,

Commerce

in

H.

Scidmore,

The

Reports.

strait

is

Imports Into IIrazii
United Kinvdnm

United Stitcs

M.

Vol. 66, No. 14

Yokohama,
at

tal

present

imports

Unit

rcliandise

1913

191

Tons

Sleeper

Doll.irs

Tons

Coal

Dollars

Rv.

cars

Tons

and waqons

Dollars
Axles, wheels and appurtenances for
railway cars and wagons
Tons
Dollars
Rails, fisli plates, and railway acces-

4,014
799,000

Tons

sories

66
4,000

Dollars

Tons

Locomotives

Dollars

261,547
11.245.000
13.704
3.430,000

5,527

780.000
3.93s
1,298.000

Figures are given in United States dollars.

Railway Repairs Necessary

in

Egypt

In writing in Commerce Reports on industrial conditions
in Egypt, Consul Arthur Garrels, Alexandria, says concerning the railways that they are in need of rehabilitation and
expresses his belief that American manufacturers should be
able to get considerable of the business necessary for such
work.
"The railroads of Egypt," he says, "are state-owned. The
road beds, rolling stock and equipment have been taxed to
the utmost during the war by the movement of troops and
supplies for the various campaigns for which Egypt was the
base.
Not only have the wear and tear been very extensive,
but a great deal of material in actual use on small side lines
and sidings has been removed for the use of military lines
in belligerent territory.

The

rehabilitation of the entire rail-

road system of Egypt will be one of the important works to
It is
be undertaken as a part of reconstruction in Egypt.
believed that the U^nited States could furnish a large proportion of the needed material and equipment, and it is suggested that preliminary correspondence be taken up with
Sir George McCauley, K. C. M. G., director general of the
Egyptian State Railways, Cairo, Egypt. The unsatisfactory conditions of the railways, however, will in no way
hinder the adequate movement of cotton and the supply of
the general

demand

for internal transportation."

Paris-Orient Line to

Be Opened May

Regime

of Ports,

is

inconvenient and

The

ferry traffic

is,

on

account of
storms.
The railway authorities have, therefore, decided
to construct a tunnel
miles in length, one mile of which
will be under water, by means of which the towns of Shimonoseki on the mainland and Moji on the island of Kiushu,
will be connected by rail.
The estimated cost of this undersea railway is 18,000,000 to 20,000,000 yen ($8,973,000 to
The work will take ten years' time and will
$9,970,000).
be in charge of Dr. Tanabe, of the engineering college of the
Imperial University, Kyoto.

moreover,

subject

to

frequent

interruption

3^

*

Greece

*

*

another country whose railroads need considerable quantities of equipment and supplies to bring them up
Consul General Alexander W.
to their pre-war standard.
W^eddell, writing on trade conditions in Greece, says concerning the railroads:
No new railways or extensions are
now under discussion, but, without doubt, large quantities
of material of all kinds will be needed for the rehabilitation
In
of existing lines as soon as deliveries can be effected.
general, conditions of railway traffic are bad, there is a sad
lack of fuel, and equipment is worn out; while, because of
reduced train service and troop and supply movements, the
density of traffic has increased.
is

1

operation of through trains between Paris and the
Orient will begin over part of the line on April 15, and the
whole system will be inaugurated by May 1, according to
an official statement issued by the Commission on the Inter-

The

national

crossed by ferryboats, a method which
results in considerable waste of time.

Waterways and Railways March

The
Murman

DETACHMENT of American railroad troops
work on the Murman Railway has arrived on the

FIRST

destined for

according to an Associated Press despatch
Other detachments are ex28.
pected to follow soon.
coast,

from Archangel on March

:

April
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What Yardmen Can Do To
INTERESTING BULLETIN as

of
saving fuel has been issued by A. E. West, general
yardmaster of the Baltimore & Ohio Western Lines

Hamilton, Ohio,

came

one shovelful of coal could be saved each time the

to

men under

to the

the

possibilities

his jurisdiction.

It

as a direct result of an enthusiastic employees' meet-

ing held at Hamilton a short time before, at which the
opportunities of the transportation men for saving fuel were

thoroughly

is

discussed.

The

bulletin

covers

the

following

Coal should be used as if it belonged to the man
and he did not know where the next ton was

11.

using

it

coming from.
12.
Everyone should seek

to save fuel, and any wastage
noted should at once be reported to the general yardmaster's
office.

To

13.

railroading

points
to the yards promptly
from the industries can be properly
switched and thus save re-handling from the "no bill"
tracks to the train yards, and also furnish immediately reconsigning orders on all cars in order to save unnecessary

so that cars coming

co-operate

means

means good

railroading,

and good

the saving of fuel.

Everyone can do something

14.

Agents should get the billing

1.

fire

fixed.

AN
at

Save Fuel

911

to save fuel; let us pull

show our superintendent and his staff that we
are going to help and save coal.
At the next fuel meeting
I want you all to come prepared with a good answer to the
question as to what are you doing to save coal.
together and

switching.

Yard

mark all cars promptly as soon
from the agent so that the cars
may be properly switched and not lined up as "no bill"
cars to be switched again.
If yard clerks fail to mark
these cars immediately on the receipt of the billing it makes
2.

as the bills

clerks should

are received

unnecessary switching.
Yard crews switching industries and cuts in trans3.
portation yards will not train up cars known to be "no
bills," nor cars not properly marked even though they are
not shown on "no bill" list, as this would cause delay to
outbound trains while cars were again cut out of such train,
causing loss of time and fuel to both road and yard crew
engines.
4.

The yard crews and

the assistant yardmaster should

hard while switching
drawheads and the
train lines, which might be overlooked by the car inspectors.
This would cause a delay to both the train and yard crews
see that the cars are not "kicked" too
as this

is

liable to crack or break the

in switching the defective cars out of the train and thus
cause a waste of fuel.
5.
\\'hen making up trains care should be taken to see
that all couplings are made, and as much of the slack as
possible pulled out of the train so that leaks in the train
lines can he detected and repaired before the train is ready
If the slack is bunched in the train when the into go.
spections are made many of the leaks will be closed and
If this is
thus will not be detected before the train starts.
watched very closely there will be a big saving both in the
delay to the train and the cost of fuel.
6.
Yard conductors should tell the locomotive engineman as near as they can about the lime the engines will
go to the roundhouse so that the fireman will not load his
firebox with green coal which will be wasted in cleaning

the

fires.

If this is

done a large savmg of fuel will

result.

7.
The yard crews before entering upon the main track
should consult the despatcher or look at the indicator which
is located at each main track switch, and be assured that
they are not going to be in the way of any heavy tonnage
freight trains.
A large amount of fuel is wasted whenever
a heavy tonnage freight train is stopped or retarded un-

necessarily.
8.

When

a locomotive

when any engine

is

relieved in the train yard, or

going to the roundhouse,

it should be
given a clear track if it is possible to do so, as every minute
of delay means so many pounds of coal lost.
9.
Of two trains leaving a terminal at the same time
bound in the same direction, the last one should be given
any cars that are to be switched out on the line. If the
switching is done by the first train the second one will of
necessity be delayed, which means wasted fuel.
It has been observed that some firemen make a
10.
habit of using a certain number of shovels of coal each time
Now, if the fire is carefully watched and only
they fire.

the

amount

is

of coal that

is

actually needed

is fired, at least

Experience of French Argument
Against Guaranteed Incomes
French policy
guaranteeing
THEroad
has deadened

the income on railprivate initiative and
put the railroad problem in France in the forefront of
of

investments

politics,

may

and the same

policy,

if

adopted in this country,

and ultimately bring about government ownership and operation. These are the conclusions
reached by Frank H. Fayant, assistant to the chairman of
the Association of Railway Executives, in a report which he
has made public on the French railways. Mr. Fayant spent
some months last year in France, where he was attached to
likely result similarly

General Pershing's headquarters.

The
The

report follows:
experience of France with a government guarantee of
income on private capital invested in railroads is now of special interest to us because of the proposals recently made in
this country for a permanent guarantee from the government
when the carriers are returned to their owners.
In studying the French guarantee system these fundamental facts must be kept in mind:
The guarantee of income in France is not a free
( 1 )
guarantee, like the war control contract in the United States;
it is a loan by the state to the railroad company to make
up the amount needed to pay interest, minimum dividends
and amortization, and must be repaid out of future earnings.
The guarantee plan was adopted early in the de(2)
velopment of the railroads to attract private capital into
what was considered a more or less hazardous enterprise,
and to liridge the companies over the construction period to

the time

when they were expected

to rise

above the need for

any help from the state.
Government ownership of
(3)

all the roads comes automatically at the expiration of the concessions, from 1950
to 1960.
While the guarantee plan has been in operation in France
for more than a half century, the contracts now in force date
from 1883. The conventions of that year provided:
Six regional monopolies, radiating from Paris.
(a)
State participation in the first cost of a number
(b)
of weak lines to be absorbed by the great companies, and in

the construction of certain new lines.
State guaranty of interest and amortization of
(c)
debt,

and guarantee

of

tion of share capital;

minimum

bonded

dividends and amortiza-

funds advanced by the

state

under

the guarantee to be loans at 4 per cent to be repaid from
future earnings or to be balanced against the rolling stock
at the

end of the concession, or in case of purchase by the

state.

Earnings in excess of the guarantee (after payment
any debt to the state) to go to the shareholders up to a
certain level; two-thirds of any excess to go to the state.
(d)

of

RAILWAY AGE

yi2
At the

(c)

(l*)50-()0)

expiratitih

.1

the huntlrod-year concessions

the pro|Hrli(- In revert to

tlie

compa-

state, the

and supplies.
have tiie option of purcliasing any sy.steni by paying for the rolling sto<k and supplies, and by pa\ing tlie company for the remaining years
of the concession an annual sum ecjual to the average net
income of the best five out of the jireceding seven years.
The expectation was that, after a few years of development, duruig whidi time the state would l)e oi)liged to advance tlie comi)anies' funds with which to i)ay charges
on capital not yet yielding a profit, there would follow a
period of expanding business and rising earnings that would
enal>le the com])aiiies, first, to repay their advances from the
public treasury and, later, increase their dividends to the
nies to

l)e paiil

(f)

'llio

for their rollinjj stock

(after

.state

l.S''.S)

to

It was confidently
point of prolit sharing with the state.
anticipated that at the end of the concessions the six great
lines, developed to the point of perfection under private
ownership and operation, would automatically become the
property of the state, free of all capital charges, and with

such profit-making possibilities that they would provide the
funds to meet a large part of the general expenses of the
state.

But the results of the French guarantee system have been
There has been no profit-sharing. The
disappointing.
Western, after 44 years' continuous appeal to the state on
account of its guarantee, became so hopelessly involved in
the treasury finances that the state in 1908 was compelled
Incidentally it has become
to exercise its purchase option.
a greater burden to the treasury under state operation than
it was under private operation.
the half century prior to the war,

The Midi
was able

(Southern) in
in only a dozen

years to meet its interest and dividends out of earnings. The
Paris-Orleans, which at one time had some hopes of becoming self-supporting, was just before the war making large
The Est (Eastern) was selfappeals to the treasury.
The Nord (Northern) and the
supporting before the war.
Paris-Lyon-Mediterranee have always been prosperous and

had no need of a guarantee.
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The above figures are for all roads, 5,600 miles of state
and IK, 700 miles of private lines.
Taking the

railways

reports only for

the

19].?

American

early lean years, but in later years the guarantee has only
served to entangle the weaker roads in politics and public
It has been a handicap to progress and has stunted
finance.

failure is to

The

spirit of the initiative is killed,

and

lowering of operating efficiency.
The war, of course, immediately upset French railway
The territory of the Northern and the Eastern
finance.
was invaded by the enemy, hundreds of miles of line and

there

is

great quantities of equipment were lost, and these two prosperous companies piled up in the next four years deficits
The rails of the other
aggregating 650,000,000 francs.
companies were not in the war zone, and, after the first

shock of war, their business expanded beyond what it had
been before the war. Their annual receipts rose to 1,575,000,000 francs in 1917, as compared with 1,378,000,000 in
1913, but the great rise in operating costs absorbed all their
new gross and piled up in four years 900,000,000 francs in
deficits.

war on French railway earnings is shown
summary, giving the figures for the prosperous year 1906, the two years immediately before the war,
and the four years of the conflict:

The

effect of the

in the following

Financial Resi-lts ok the I-renth Railways
Charges
Net Earnings
1906
19i9
1913
1914
1915'

.

1916"".!!'..'.'..!."..

1917

Fr. 771.000,000

722,000.000

731,000.000
744 000,000
480,000,000
497 000.000
505,000,000
483.000,000

800,000,000
824,000,000
846,000.000
867.000,000
886,000,000
937,000,000

Deficit

49,000.000
(Surplus)
69,000,000
80,000,000
366,000.000
370.000,000
381,000,000
454,000,000

total

roads.

of the French guarantee plan beadministration of the railways a

continuously discussed political problem, with a constantly
recurring agitation for the repurchase of the companies and
their operation by the state.
The opponents of state operation, of course, pointed to the failure of the state to make
any success of its experiment with the Western and urged
that wliat was demanded was not an extension of state meddling in an industry that was being better conducted by the
private companies, but a modification in the light of experience of the conventions of 1883. The plight in which all the
companies now find themselves, as a result of the heavy burdens of the war, has again placed the railway problem in the
forefront of the domestic political questions that France
must at once grapple with.
The experience of one country is seldom an unfailing
guide for another, because of differences in economic conditions, racial characteristics, and national traditions and
ideals, but if in this country we embark on a policy of government guarantee of income on railroad investments, we
must do so with our eyes open to the possibilities it invites.
If the government directly guaranteed the income on private
investments, how long would it be before the government
assumed control of the business, especially if the private
managements failed to earn the income guaranteed, and the
public treasury had to make up the deficit? And would not
a guarantee of this character inevitably deaden private initiative?

private initiative.

tlie

iluir

The uneven working
fore the war made the

State aid in the pioneer days of railroad building in France
of great assistance in providing the capital needed for
these enterprises, and in bridging the companies over the

was

five private

companies, it is seen that,
debt on account of advances to
pay interest and dividends was 636,000,000 francs, at the
end of 1917 it had reached 1,400,000,000 francs. This debt
of $270,000,000 to the State for guarantee advances is very
large when it is considered that the.se five companies have
gross earnings of less than $350,000,000 as compared with
$5,000,000,000 for American railroads.
It would
be the
equivalent of upward of two and a half billion dollars for
while in

It

is

the fear of failure as well as the hope of reward

men

to do their best: to give insurance against
remove one spur to achievement. If Congress
inaugurated such a partnership between the government and
private capital, and a large burden eventually fell on the
treasury, as has been the case in France, how long would
it
be before Congress would turn the whole arrangement

that drives

upside

down?

Instead of getting the railroads out of politics,

would not such a partnership inevitably drag them more
deeply into the meshes of partisan struggles?
In a word,
would not direct guarantee of railroad income inevitably
lead to government ownership and operation?
If we are to retain the advantages of private initiative, and
save our transportation system and all our machinery of
production from the deadening blight of political meddling,
we ought to consider well the dangers involved in any proposal for a financial partnership between the railroads and
the government. While, before the war our system of public
control had its obvious faults, under it was developed the
most perfect transportation machine in the world. The best
railroads of Europe are many years behind ours in engineering development and operating efficiency. With this achievement before us, should we not attempt to correct the recognized faults in our system of regulation, and build on the
sure foundation of the past, rather than enter on an era
of political experimenting with new and untried policies?
If we are to have a more definite guarantee that capital and
brains devoted to the production of transport shall be fairly
rewarded, let us find a formula that will not admit of tooeasy translation into government ownership.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

General

News Department

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»^

of New York City, former director general
been appointed special counsel to the Railroad Administration on matters arising in the state of New
York, to serve without pay.

W.

'of

G.

Walker D. Hines

McAdoo,

railroads, has

States Supreme Court on Monday affirmed a
decision of the Court of Claims sustaining a claim of the
Union Pacific for payment for the transportation of discharged, retired or furlouglied soldiers, military prisoners
and applicants for army enlistment at the usual rates of fare.
The case arose before the period of government control.
The decision holds that such men are not troops entitled to
reduced rate on land grant railroads.

The United

Clocks were changed on March 30 by the railways of
Canada, to correspond with changes made by their connections in the United States, notwithstanding the decision of
the Canadian Government to order no daylight saving this
year.
Without this change of clocks the Canadian roads
would have been obliged to change schedules of trains crossing the border, and of those making important connections
Reports from Ottawa say that the Governat the border.

ment has

called

upon the railroads

to explain.

Representatives of railroad commissions in Northwestern
states have formed a committee of five to advance as rapidly
as possible pending litigation seeking to establish the ex-

commerce. RepNorth Dakota, South
Dakota, Minnesota, Washington, Oregon and Idaho, gathered
in a meeting, have adopted a resolution directing this com•clusive right of states to regulate intrastate

resentatives

from

Iowa,

Nebraska,

mittee to keep in touch with the progress of all litigation involving the rights of states to prescribe state rates, regulations
and charges and to co-operate with all other state commissions and assist any effort of the National Association of
Railroad & Public Utilities Commissioners in the prosecution
of similar cases. The committee is composed of commissioners from five states: John A. Guiher, Iowa, chairman;
Fred W. Putnam. Minnesota; V. E. Wilson, Nebraska; S. J.
Aandahi, North Dakota, and J. J. Murphy, South Dakota.

Rates for telegrams have been increased 20 per cent. This
in domestic commercial telegraph rates, put into
effect on April 1, was made by the postmaster general over
the protest of the Postal Telegraph Company. The higher
rates were declared to be necessary to meet the increased
The
cost of operation occasioned by increases in wages.
rates also apply to government telegrams, but not to press
messages, although leased wires are to be charged for at an
advance of 20 per cent over existing leased wire rates. Clarence H. Mackay, president of the Postal Company, declares
the new rates unwarranted. He says: "The total telegraph
business of the country is approximately $80,000,000, and this
20 per cent increase ordered by Mr. Burleson means an increase of $16,000,000 to telegraph users. If we had been allowed to keep our property and operate it we would not
have thought of increasing the rates. The real fact is that
Mr. Burleson has agreed to pay the Western Union more
than he should have agreed to, and in order to realize that
amount he has to raise the rates. A second reason is that
the Western Union is not administered carefully and economically. Even now, when the government is supposed to
be in control of both companies, the Western Union has a
horde of solicitors running around trying to get business
away from the Postal. These solicitors are as useless as
would be solicitors for a street railway. What Mr. Burleson
intends to do with the profits which he is taking away from
us we do not know. As it is now, the Western Union is
ahead of the game, but the public loses $16,000,000 a year,
and we lost about $2,000,000 under Mr. Burleson's award to
If Mr. Burleson will return our lines to us at once v,'e
us.
will carry on the telegraph business at the old rates."
increase
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Walker D. Hines,
Friday, March 28,

Visits Chicago

director general of railroads, and party spent

Chicago

in

in

conference with regional di-

On Friday
evening he was the guest of the Chicago Press Club, where he
repeated portions of his speech made at Pittsburgh the night

rectors and federal

managers of the Central West.

R. H. Aishton, regional director of the Northwestern
region; Hale Holden, Central Western regional director, and
W. T. Tyler, director of the Division of Operation, also addressed the members of the Press Club.
Mr. Hines and his
party left Chicago the following day, for Atlanta.
before.

Y. M. C. A. Campaign
The Railroad Y. M. C. A. is planning an intensive all the year
round campaign among its 300 local railway associations to bring
its facilities more directly to railway men and to make the association a more important factor in the community life of railroad
towns in which it is working. A "membership drive" will be
inaugurated on May 18 and will extend for one week. It has
been found that the war has reduced the membership in the
Railroad Y. M. C. A. in America from 130,000 to 110,000 and
the goal of the May drive will be to bring it up to 150,000.
It
is proposed that all memberships shall be made to expire on
April 30 of each year.
This campaign has been developed at
recent conferences of association leaders in New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, St. Louis, Chicago and other places.

U.

S. R.

A. Before Ohio Courts

General Order No.

18 of the director general of railroads
was held invalid as applied to state courts by Common Pleas
Judge William E. Duncan, of Ohio, in over ruling a motion to
dismiss the case of J. R. Eyestone, against the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Hocking Valley for $515
personal injuries. The plaintiff lives in Wyandot county, where
the cause of action arose, but suit was brought in Hancock
county.
The railroad attorneys cited General Order 18, requiring all suits against carriers while under federal control to
be brought in the county or district where the plaintiff resided,
or in the county or district where the cause arose. The court
held the order invalid as applied to state courts for the reason
that its effect would be to suspend operation of a section of the
Ohio general code fixing the territorial jurisdiction of the court
of common pleas of Ohio and specifying that an action against
the railroad company owning or operating a railroad within this
state may be brought in any county through or into which such
railroad extends. The fact that the accident occurred in 1917,
prior to the government taking over the railroads, is believed
to have influenced the decision.

State

May

Purchase Colorado Midland

To

prevent the Colorado Midland from being scrapped the
government of the State of Colorado is contemplating the purchase of the property. This road traverses the central part of
the state, and its principal competitor is the Denver & Rio
Grande. Two years ago it was bought at foreclosure for $1,450,000 by interests representing the Porphyry Copper Companies,
terminating a receivership. By a system of through routing between eastern and western points, the business of the road had
been built up to a point where it was earning a small profit.
When the Railroad Administration assumed charge the traffic
was diverted to the Denver & Rio Grande with the result that
the small monthly profit which the road had been earning was
transformed to a deficit which amounted to $750,000 in six
months. Upon relinquishment of control by the Government, the
copper men, who had invested approximately $2,000,000, started
to scrap it as the through business was gone and nothing re-

mained but unprofitable

local business.

——
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A bill for the o|KTaiii>n oi the Denver & Sail Lake (MolTat
matl) by ilic .slate and loiisiruclion of tlic James peak tunnel
uliiiadd ilimse uf Representatives by
has been passed by the
i

vole uf 34 to M).

Conference of Tie Producers

A

niccting of the regional vice presidents comprising the
board of directors of tlie National .Association of Tie Producers met at the I'lanters" Hotel, St. Louis, last week, to
receive reports from the ditTerent tie producing regions and
to consider conditions confronting the industry. The Railroad
Administration's lack of money is already havinu its effect
upon tie production. Some roads are said to be adoiiting a
policy of forcing loans from the larger tie producers while
giving preierence to producers who are less able to carry
an account. It is felt that the Railroad Administration thus
discredits its declaration, made earlier in the year, that
large and small producers would be treated alike.

Considerable interest was expressed in tiie outlook for
an export demand for cross ties, some of the producers showing much concern about the inquiry which is now out for

One
10,000,000 cross ties for British and French railroads.
of the board of directors of the Tie Producers' Association has also received an inquiry for 2,000,000 ties for

member

export to Italy.

A resolution was adopted authorizing the president of the
Association to appoint a committee to confer with the Railroad Administration at Washington.

Vol. 66, No.

headed by the

ofiiccrs of the train service

H

brotherhoods and

Railroad Department of the American I'cdcration of
Labor, who have joined hands, are planning an active campaign to exert llieir inllucnce on the proi)osed legislation and it is reported that headfiuartcrs will shortly be
opened in Washington for the purpose of carrying on their
propaganda under the direction of Glenn E. Plumb, counsel
for the brotherhoods.
A bill to carry out the provisions of
the so-called Plumb plan of government ownership is being
drafted and will be supported by the organizations, but it
is understood that if congressional sentiment against government ownership appears too strong they will demand, as
a minimum, representation for labor on the Interstate Commerce Commission or whatever body is put in control of the
of the

railroads.

Organization of the American Welding Society

The

lirst meeting of the American Welding Society was
on Marcii 2, 1919, at the Engineering Societies building,
39th street. New York, and the constitution and bylaws were adopted as recommended by the Organization
Committee. The outline of the organization, its aims and activities, and the qualification requirements for members were
published in the March 14, 1919, issue of the Railway Age.
The following officers were elected:

iield

3i

West

— C.

I'rcsident

A.

Adams,

Enijiiifcrs, Cambridge,
V icc-1'resident (for

American

President

Institute

of

Electrical

Mass.
1

New

year)—J. M. Moorehead, Union Carbide Company,

York.
Vice-President

—

G. L. Brunner, Brunncr Manufacturing
(Jot 2 years)
Utica, N. Y.
Directors for 1 year
W. M. Beard, Lirde Air Products Company, New York.
M. H. Roberts, Air Reduction Sales Company, New York.
M. M. Smitli^ Commercial Acetylene Company, New York.
L. D. Lovekin, Ameiican Internatioaal Ship Building Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.

Company,

Valuation Progress
In a statement issued under date of March 11, by Frederick
H. Lee, secretary of the Presidents' Conference Committee
on the Federal Valuation of the Raihoads, there are published abstracts from statements made by Director C. A.
Prouty before the Appropriation committee of the House
In this statement
of Representatives on February 3, 1919.
Director Prouty said that the road and track parties in all
districts will substantially complete their work this year and
that four parties have already been disbanded in the Pacific
The land and the
district and five in the Southern district.
field accounting work will be completea in about two years,
while the office work will be completed in about three years.
The complete engineering, accounting and land reports
for the Boston & Maine system have been received, while
the director stated that similar reports had been completed

estimated that the division will
receive completed reports from the engineering section on
50,000 miles of road during 1919, similar reports having been
received on 25,000 miles of road up to January 1 of this year.
The inventory of the Western Union properties has been
practically completed while the most important part of the
inventory of the Postal Telegraph properties will be completed in about six months. Work is just about to begin on
the properties of the American Telephone & Telegraph ComUp to December 31, 1918, $13,706,197 had been expany.
pended by the Federal Valuation Department, of which $13,206,831 had been expended on the valuation of the railroads.
The Commission has authorized the appointment of about
1,525 men and the average force of the Division of Valuation
for the

Rock

Island.

It

is

during 1918 was about 1,325 men.

Esch, the next chairman of the
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce is
making preparations for beginning active consideration of
J.

proposed railroad legislation as soon as Congress is called
in extra session, which it is now believed in many quarters
Mr. Esch's views, in a general way, corwill be by June 1.
respond to the plan suggested by the Interstate Commerce
Commission before the Senate Committee. He wants the
roads returned to their owners as soon as legislation can be
provided and he has also discussed the idea of including
legislation for the future regulation of telegraph and telephone lines and of motor truck freight routes. He proposes
to hold a series of hearings.
Representatives of the organized

J. Tones, Chester Shipbuilding Company. Philadelphia, Pa.
McCunc, Page Steel & Wire Company, New York.
Directors for 2 years
R. R. Browning, Oxweld Acetylene Company, New York.
A. S. Kinsey, Professor of Experimental Mechanics, Stevens Institute,
New Jersey, N. J.
Victor Mauck, John Wood Manufacturing Company, Conshohocken, Pa.
E. L. Hirt, Llethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, South Bethlehem, Pa.
J. F. Lincoln, Lincoln Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
H. M. Hobart, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
D. C. Alexander, Quasi .Arc W'eldtrode Company, New York.
H. R. Swartley, Jr., Davis-Eournonville Company, Jersey City, N. J.
Directors for 3 years
L. H. Davis, Linde Air Products Company, New York.

Walter

C. A.

E. L. Mills, Air Reduction .Sales Company, New York.
D. B. Rushmore, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
James Burke, Burke Electric Company, Erie, Pa.
"D. H. Wilson, Jr., Wilson Welders & Metal Company, New York.
Hermann Lemp, General Electric Company, Erie, Pa.
C J. Nyquist, Torchweld Comijany, Chicago. IllAlexander Jenkins, Alexander Milburn Company, Baltimore, Md.

It was voted that the charter should be held open for ten
days, and that those applying for membership in the American Welding Society before April 8 should be considered
charter members.
At a meeting of the directors in the afternoon, W. E.
Symons, Galena Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa., was
appointed treasurer, and H. C. Forbes, consulting engineer.

New York

City,

was appointed

secretan'.

American Gear Manufacturers' Association
of the American Gear Manufacturers' Association will be held at the Hotel Statler, Cleve-

The annual convention

Preparations for Railroad Legislation
Representative John

Alexander Churchward, Wilson Welders and Metal Company, New York.
W. II. Patterson, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

land, Ohio, April 14, 15

The organization

and

16.

includes in

its

membership representative

companies engaged in making gears in the United States
and Canada. For some years past it has been striving to
efifect an organization that would develop definite means
for standardizing products. The coming convention will center its attention on this problem.
Papers will be presented as follows:
"Gear Steels," by Dr. Parker, of the Carpenter Steel
(1)

Company.
"Proper Sizes and Materials for Gears."
"Worms and Worm Wheels," by a representative of
the Timken-Detroit Axle Company.
(2)
(3)

Officers of the association are: President, F.

railroad

employees,

of the

Van Dorn & Dutton Company,

W.

Sinram,.

Cleveland, Ohio; vice-

April
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4,

H. E. Eberhardt, of the Newark Gear Cutting
Machine Company, Newark, N. J.; secretary, Frank D. HamPhiladelphia,
lin, of the Earle Gear & Machine Company,
Pa., and treasurer, Frank Horsburgh, of the Horsburgh &
president,

Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Scott
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Central Railway Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in November, and 2d Friday in January, March, May and September, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.
W. R. McMuun, Npw York Central, New York.
Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply Men's
Association.— D. B. Wright, Lehon Company, 45th and Oakley Sts.,
Chicago.

Eastern Railroad Association.

American Foundrymen's Association
The 1919 convenlion and exhibit of the American Foundrymen's Association will be held in Philadelphia, Pa., from September 29 to October 4. It is planned to make this convention
an international one and invitations will be sent to foundrymen
and industrial engineers all over the world. Details of the program

will

lie

announced

later.

—

D. G. Stuart, Washington, D. C.
Next
annual meeting. May 8, 1919, Railioad Club, New York.
Freight Claim Association (see American Railroad Association, Traffic
Section).— Lewis Pilcher, K. F. & P., Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' .'\ssnciAriON of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Sia., Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preceding 3d Friday in month. Room 856,
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,

—

Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.— A.
woith, B.

&

O.,

Lima, O.

International Railway Fuel Association.
St..
Chicago.
Next meeting. May

—

J.

G.

19-22,

L.

Wood-

Crawford, 702 E. 51st
1919, Hotel Sherman,

Chicago.

International

Railway General Fore,men's Association.— Wm. Hall,
1061 W. Wabasha Ave., Winona, Minn.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' .'\ssociation. F. W. Hager,

—

Meetings and Conventions
gives names
meetings and places of meetings:

The

ioilouitiR

list

Air Brake Association.
Ne.xt convention.

— F.

May

M.
6-8,

of secretaries,

dates of next or regular

New York

Nellis, 165 Broadway,
1919, Chicago.

City.

—

American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, Supervisor of Demurrage and Storage, C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.
American Association of Dining Car Superintendents. E. H. Thayer,
St. Louis-San Francisco R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
American As.soC!ation of Freight Agents. R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,

—

—

Chicago.

American Association of General Baggage Agents.
Huron, Mich.
Association

American

C. R. R. of N.

of

Passenger Traffic

143 Liberty

J.,

New

St.,

—

Officers.
York.

Quick,

E.

J.

—W.

C.

Port

Hope,

—

American Association of Railroad Superintendents. J. Rothschild,
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railway Association. E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,

New

—

York.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.
50 E. 42iid

St.,

New

— F.

C. J. Dell,

York.

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Association.— Otto E. Schlinck, 485 W. Sth St., Peru, Ind.
American Railroad Association. J. E. Fairbanks, 75 Church St.,

—

York.—

New

Operating Section (including former activities of Association o£
Railway Telegraph Superintendents and Railway Storekeepers'
Association).
activities of Railway Signal
Association).
Mechanical Section (including former activities of Masvcr Car
Builders' and Master Mechanics' Association).
Traffic Section (including former activities of Freight Claim As-

Engineering Section (including former

sociation).

Trans|)ortation Section (including former activities of Association
of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers).

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.

—

C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W. Ry., 319 N. Waller Ave., Austin Station, Chicago. Next convention, October 21-23, 1919, Cleveland, O.
American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 910 Michigan
Ave., Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Association (see American Railroad Associntion, Mechanical Section). Acting Secretary, V. R.
Hawthorne, 735 Transportation Bldg., Chicago.
Next annual convention, June 23-25. 1919, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Railway Pfrishaele Freight Association. E. F. McPike, 135
E. 11th Place, Chicago.
Regular meetings, 2d Wednesday in March

—

—

—

and September.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. R. D. Fletcher, 6202
Gieenwood Ave., Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials. C. L. Warwick,, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Next meeting, Tune, 1919, Atlantic

—

—

N.

City,

J.

— Charles
meetings,

W. Hunt,

American Society of Civil Engineers.

New

York.

220

W.

S7th

Regular
1st and 3d Wednesday in montk,
except July and August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
American Short Line Railroad Association. T. F. Whittelsey, 708
Union Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.
American Train Despatchers' Association. D. L, Darling, Northern
Pacific Ry., Spokane, Wash.
Next convention, June 17-20, Hotel
St.,

—
—

—

La Salle, Chicago.
American Wood Preserveks' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & C, Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting with

—

—

Mister Car Builders' Association.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. Willis H. Failing, C. R. R. of
N. J., Jersey City, N. T.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N. W., Room 411. C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Next meeting, Oc-

—

—

tober,

1919,

Chicago.

Association of Railway "Telegraph Superintendents (see American Railroad Association. Operating Section). W. L. Connelly, N. Y C.

—

R.

R.,

Gibson,

Ind.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers (see American Railroad Association, Transportation Section).
G. P. Conard,
75 Church St., New York.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. M. J. Trees, Chicago
Bridge & Iron Companv. Chicago. Next annual convention, October

—

—

21-23,

1919,

Cleveland. O.

—

Canadian Railway Club. James Powell, 46 Aberdeen Ave., St. Lambert
(near Montreal). Que.
Next meeting, 2d Tuesday in May, 1919,
Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago. Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave..
Chicago.
Regular meetings. 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, New Morrison Hotel, Chicago.

—

1323 Hurley Ave., Ft. Worth, Tex. Next annual convention, October
21-23, 1919. St. Louis, Mo.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Next meeting. May 26-29, 1919, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Master Carand Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada. .\. P. Dane, U. & M., Reading, Mass. Next meeting,

—

—

September,

1919,

Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association

(see

American Railroad Association,

Mechanical Section).— .\cting Secretary, V. R. Hawthorne, 746
Transportation Bldg., Chicago.
Next annual meeting, June 18-21.
Atlantic City, N. J.
National Association "of Railway and Utilities' Commissioners
James B. Walker. 49 Lafayette St., New York.
Next annual convention,- October 14, 1919, Indianapolis, Ind.
National Foreign Trade Council. O. K. Davis. 1 Llanover Square, New
York.
Next convention. April 24-26, Congress Hotel, Chicago.
National Railway Appliances Association. C. W. Kelly, Kelly-Derby
Co., Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago.
New England Railr-oau Clud.— W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave.. Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting
months of June, July, August and September.
New \^rk Railroad Club.— Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August.
29 W. 39lh St., New York.
Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association. George A. L Lloehgrebe 623
Brisbane Pldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in
eacli month, Tcnjost Hall, Buffalo, N, Y.
Pacific Railway Club.- W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.
Railway Accounting Officers' Association. E. R. Woodson, 1116 Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C. Next annual meeting, June II, 1919,
Hotel Commodore, New York.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St. New
York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.— J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Thursday in month except June,
July and August, Colonial Annex Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway Development Association.— D. C. Welty, Missouri Pacific R. R.,

—

—

—

—

—

—

St.

Louis,

Mo.

—

Railway

Electric Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
General Electric Co.. Chicago.
Annual meeting with Association of
Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railway; Equipment Manufacturf.bs' Association. D. L. Eubank, Galena.
Signal Oil Company, Richmond, Va.
Next annual meeting, September, 1919, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Railway Fire Protection Association. G. L. Ball, St. Louis-San Fran-

—

cisco Ry., St. Louis, Mo.
Railway Real Estate Assochtion.

—

—

James P. Nelson, President, C. & 0.,
Richmond, Va.
Railway Signal Association (see American Railroad Association, Engineering Section).— H. S. Balli'st. Ass't Terminal Manager, Grand
Central Terminal, New York.
Stated meeting, on Monday, before
3d Tuesday in March, Chicago.
Railway Storekeepers' Association. T. P. Murphy. N Y. C is.
R k.,
R
>.

Box C, Collinwood, Ohio.
R-\ilway Supply Manufacturers'
Bldg.,
lantic

Pittsburgh,
City,

N.

Pa.

—

i'

Next annual

.

— D. Conway,
meeting, June

.'\sso-:iation.

1841 Oliver
18-25, 1919, At-

J.

J.

—

Railway Telegraph and Telephone .Appliance Association. G. A Nelson, Waterbury Battery Co.. 30 Church St., New York.
Roadmasters' AND MAINTENANCE OF Way Associ.ation. P. J. McAndrews,
C. & N. W. Ry., Sterling, 111.
Next annual convention. September

—

16-18,

St.

1919, Chicago.

—

Louis Railway Clup. B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June. Tulv and
August.

—

F. W. Edmunds, West Nyack, Rockland
County. New York.
Society of Railway Financial Officers. L. W. Cox, 1217 Commercial
Trust Bldg., Philadelphia. Pa.
Southern and Southwestern Railway Clur.^.A. J. Merrill, P. O. Box
1205, Atlanta. Ga.
Regular meetings. 3d "Thursdav in January,
March, May, July, September and November, Piedmont Hotel,

Signal Appliance .Association.

—

Atlanta.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.
ern Ry., of

.Ala.,

.Atlanta,

— E.

W.

Sandwich, West-

Ga.

—

Supply Association of American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.
C, N. Thulin, Duff Manufacturing Company, 935 Peoples Gas BJdg.,
Chicago.

Track Supply Association.

—

W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. Y.
Next annual convention, September 16-18, 1919, Auditorium
Hotel. Chicago.
Traveling F.nginefrs' Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Cleveland. O
Next annual meeting, September, 1919, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

—

Western

of Short
San Francisco.

Association

Mills Bldg.,

Western Railway Club.— A.

Line Railroads.

— Clarence

M.

Oddie,

Steubing. 750 Transportation Bldg., Chicago.
Regular meetings 3d Monday in month, except June, July aiul
August.
Western Society of Engineers. Edgar S. Nethercut, 1735 Monadnock
Block Chicago. Regular meetings, 1st Monday in month, except July
and August.
F.

—

—
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Traffic

News

Territorial ami

have on

A

Washington of

the subjects

:i»oi.l;ition

iratlic

Swancy

has

been organized

connection with
president is

in

Chamber of Commerce.
secretary, M. L. Underwood.

(.Oiiio)
;

The

.\ bill has been introduced in the Illinois legislature to
give railroads the right to grant transportation privileges in
exchange for advertising space in newspapers or magazines.

on cotton via the Pacific coast ports

Export
reduced below the basis established by the
rates

will not

be

last 15 per cent indelegation of representatives of the coast cities asked
the Railroad Administration to establish a lower rate but was told
that the 15 per cent increase must be maintained.

crease.

A

With

the reopening of the season of lake navigation the KailAdministration has announced its decision to establish
Compared with the
differential freight rates by lake and rail.
pre-war situation the differentials will be somewhat smaller and

road

the territories of origin

Manufacturers of

and destination somewhat modified.

represented by the Illinois DisIllinois Manufacturers' Association are planning to contest any attempt of the Railroad
Administration to take control of Illinois intrastate freight
rates from the Public Utilities Commission. The controversy
has grown out of the complaint of Indiana shippers regarding
Illinois intrastate rates.
Thomas E. Demcy, chairman of the
Public Utilities Commission has asked that the Illinois shippers be heard by the Western Freight Traffic Committee
before any action is taken to put in effect, in Illinois, Central
Freight Association class rates and official classifications.

trict Traffic
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Illinois

League and the

At

the annual election of the Traffic Club of Chicago, held
rooms on March 25, Carl Howe, traffic manager of
the Michigan Central, was elected president; E. L. Dalton, traffic manager of Montgomery Ward & Co., first vice-president;
in the club

William Gourlay, general agent of the American Railway ExCompany, second vice-president; Captain A. Fletcher
Marsh, secretary of the Marsh & Truman Lumber Company, third

press

vice-president C. B. Singer, freight representative of the Nickel
Plate of Chicago, secretary; and J. F. Coykendall, federal treasurer of the Chicago Great Western, treasurer. The directors elected
for two years were J. H. Brinkerhoff, terminal manager of the
Chicago District C. G. Burnham, federal manager of the Chicago, Burlington & Qiuncy; Charles Deitrich, freight claim agent
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; Robert C. Ross, traffic
manager of J6seph T. Ryerson & Sons and Luther M. Walters,
commerce counsel for Morris & Co.
;
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United States Supreme Court

which they

their dockets.

the Massillon
S. S.

to
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Commission and Court News

freight traflic committees will hereafter

<listrict

ri-iioris
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Taxation of Leasehold Interests
The Supreme Court of the L'nitcd .States has reversed

the
of Georgia, refusing an injunction sought by the Central of Georgia against the collection of certain taxes upon the leasehold interests in the roadt

judgment of the Supreme Court

leased from the Augusta & Savannah and the Southwestern,
which by the charters of the lessors were to be taxed only ia
a certain vray and to a certain amount. The leases were for
101 years, renewable in like periods on the same terms forever.
It was argued that if the leases produce a profit in
excess of the rental the value is required by the state Constitution to be taxed.
But the United States Supreme Court
holds that the Constitution, being subsequent to the charters
that created the exemption, must yield to them if they apply
The court adopted the reasoning in
to the present attempt.
the case of Wright v. Central of Georgia, 236 U. S. 674,
where an attempt to tax the real estate, roadbed and franchise value of the two lessors was held unconstitutional.
Central of Georgia v. Wright. Decided February 3, 1919.

Necessity for Notice of Claim for

Damage

to Live Stock

In an action for damages sustained en route by cattle carried
from St. Louis, Mo., to Georgetown, Ky., the railroad in defense set up non-compliance with a provision in the bill of
lading requiring claims to be made in writing, verified by affidavit, to the company's general freight agent at Cincinnati.
This averment was not denied; but the shipper replied that he
promptly advised the agent at Georgetown of all essential facts
and maintained that the requirement in respect of written notice
to the general freight agent had been waived.
The Kentucky
Court of Appeals affirmed judgment for the shipper.
The point involved has been discussed in recent opinions of the
United States Supreme Court and it finds nothing which takes
this case out of the rule requiring compliance with a provision
in a bill of lading like this.
(St. L. 1. M. & So. v. Starbird,
243 U. S. 592 Southern Pacific v. Stewart, decided January 13,
1919). The judgment below was therefore reversed. B. & O. v.
;

Leach.

Decided March

10,

1919.

;

;

Ohio State Industrial

Traffic

League

League was permanently
organized at Columbus, Ohio, on March 24. A temporary organization was created several months ago for the purpose of
considering interstate transportation problems until a perma-

The Ohio

State

Industrial

Traffic

nent organization could be perfected. The officers of the new
President, F. H. Baer, traffic commissioner
organization are
of the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce; first vice-president,
Guy L. Cory, manager of the Springfield Traffic Association;
:

second vice-president, H. D. Rhodehouse,

traffic

commissioner

Commerce; secretary, J. G.
Young, traffic commissioner of the Columbus Chamber of Commerce; treasurer, L. G. Macomber, traffic commissioner of the
Tokdo Commerce Club.

of the

Youngstown Chamber

of

Yardmaster. —

If you are not an operator at
Points for the
least learn the office call; this will enable you to know when to
tell your operator to get busy. * * * See that your clerks
keep the office in a thoroughly clean and neat condition; desks
and drawers should be entirely free from books and papers that
are of no current interest. File closed records and papers methodically in a convenient place, but out of the way, and do
not allow useless junk to accumulate. H. D. McKee.

State Taxation of Interstate

Commerce Cars

The Supreme Court

of the United Slates, in an appeal by
a tank line from tax assessments in Georgia, was called upon
to consider the power of a state to lay and collect taxes
upon instrumentalities of interstate commerce.

The Union Tank Line has never carried on business or
office in Georgia.
It owns 12,000 oil tank cars, which
it rents to shippers.
The roads over which the cars move
also pay therefor stipulated compensation.
Under contract
the Standard Oil Company of Kentucky ran certain of these
cars into Georgia.
They were not permanently within that
state, but passed "in and out." The Tank Line for 1913 made
had an

a tax return of an average of 57 cars in the state during the
year, at a value of $47,310. The Comptroller General assessed
the company's property for the year at $291,196. The company contested the validity of the assessment. The trial
The Supreme Court
court adjudged the assessment good.
has now reversed that judgment for the following reasons:
state may not tax property belonging to a foreign corporation which has never come within its borders to do so
under any formula would violate the due process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment. Insofar, however, as movables
are regularly and habitually used and employed therein, they
may be taxed by the state according to their fair value along
with other property subject to its jurisdiction, although devoted to interstate commerce. While the valuation must be
just it need not be limited to mere worth of the articles considered separately, but may include as well "the intangible

A

—
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value due to

what we have

called
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the organic relation of
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How

to apthe property in the state to the whole system."
praise them fairly when the tangibles constitute part of a
going concern operating in many states often presents grave

and absolute accuracy is generally impossible.
The Supreme Court has accordingly sustained methods of
appraisement producing results approximately correct lor
example, the mileage basis in case of a telegraph company,
and the average amount of property habitually brought in
and carried out by a car company. But if the plan pursued
is arbitrary and the consequent valuation grossly excessive
it must be condemned because of conflict with the commerce
clause or the Fourteenth Amendment or both.
In the present case the Comptroller General made no
efifort to assess according to real value or otherwise than
upon the ratio which miles of railroad in Georgia over which
the cars moved bore to total mileage so traversed in all
Real values the essential aim of property within a
States.
State, cannot, it is held, be ascertained with even approximate
accuracy by such process; the rule adopted has no necessary
During a year two or three cars might
relation thereto.
pass over every mile of railroad in one state while hundreds
constantly employed in another moved over lines of less total
The court considered the company's property was
length.
appraised according to an arbitrary method which produced
results wholly unreasonable, and that to permit the enforcement of the proposed tax would deprive it of property without due process of law and also unduly burden interstate
commerce. Justices Pitney, Brandeis and Clarke dissented.
Union Tank Line vs. Wright. Decided March 24, 1919.

Equipment and Supplies

difficulties;

—

—

Supply Companies

Certificates of Indebtedness to

A

telephone message from Washington, just as we are going to press, advises that Director General Hines has entered
into an agreement with the equipment companies to issue
certificates of indebtedness similar to those issued to the
railroads and for the amounts now due.
It is understood
that these certificates may be used as collateral on loans
the
banks.
from

—

Standard Locomotive Deliveries for

Week Ended

March 22
The following new locomotives were shipped to railroads
under federal control during the week ended March 22:
Works

Number

Road
f
I

I

I

American

I

A.

I

I

I

I

Nw
Nw

&
&•

St.

Frie

1

L
G

C.

of

C.
C.
C.
C.

C.

P.
R.

N

Penn.
Penn.

L.
L.

T.

& P

L.

&

N

r.
P.

B.

&

US RA

2

Mallet

4
1

M. &

4

W
W

4

R

Type

4

5

3

7

4

Pacific

USRA 6W. Sw.
Mikado
USRA Mikado
USRA St. Fe
USRA Mikado
Santa Fe
USRA S. Fe
USRA 6W. Sw.

38

Terminals and Hours of Service Act
The Supreme Court of the United States holds
independent freight terminal

may

be a

common

that an
carrier and

subject to the Hours of Service Act.
In proceedings in the Federal District Court for the Eastern District of New York against the Brooklyn Eastern
District Terminal for alleged violation of the Hours of Service Act, the defendant contended that it was not a common
carrier; that it was not engaged in interstate commerce by
railroad; and that its employees were not "connected with
the movement of any train." Upon facts which were agreed
the trial court entered judgment for the Government.
The
Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the judgment on the
ground that, while the Terminal was engaged in interstate
commerce and the employment in question was connected
with the movement of trains, it was not a common carrier.
(239. Fed. 287.)
The substantial question before the Supreme Court was
whether the Terminal was within the scope of the act, as
being a common carrier. The court held that it was.
In
no respect does the service actually performed by the Terminal for or in respect to shippers differ from that performed
by the railroad companies at their other stations. True, the
service is performed by the Terminal under contracts with
the railroad companies as agent for them and not on its own
account.
But a common carrier does not cease to be such
merely because the services which it renders to the public
are performed as agent for another.
The relation of connecting carriers with the initial carrier is frequently that of
agent.
The relation of agency may preclude contractual
obligations to the shippers, but it cannot change the obligations of the carrier concerning the physical operation of the
railroad under the Hours of Service Act, which as the Supreme Court has said, must be liberally construed to secure
the safetv of employees and the public.
(A., T. & S. F. v.

U.

S.,

244 U.

is

S.,

I

,

USRA

Mikado

1
f
I

r
I

Baldwin

]

I

1

I

&

111.

I..

E

6

Cent

P. R.
P. Sr
A. T.
G.
C. C.

&

S.

Mikado

USRA

1

Mikado
Mikado

1

Mallet

1

R
R

N
&
V

r..

3

Fe

1

Mikado.

Mikado

1

SW. Sw.
Mikado

1

Pacific

2

17

Total

56

Standard Car Deliveries to March 22
The following new standard
week ended March 22:

cars

were accepted during the
Total
accepted

NumC.

Road
C. & O

N. Y. C
Sou. Pac
N.

&

L.

&

N

W

N

C

Y.

Total

ber
38
83
49
364
21
98

for given

Type
50
50

50
50

SO
70

Ton S. S. Box
Ton S. S. Box
Ton S. S. Box
Ton S. S. Box
Ton Comp. Gon
Ton L. S. Gon

Manufacturer
roads
Bettendorf Co. ...
162
Haskell & Barker... 1,000
Haskell & Barker..
49
Pullman Car Co...
400
Am. Car & Fdy, Co.
ISO
Pressed St. Car Co.
443

6S3

Locomotives
The South Manchurian Railways

have ordered 26 Decapod
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These
locomotives will have 23 by 28 in. cylinders, and a total
weight in working order of 202,000 lb.

The Kaijama Mining Company, China, has ordered two 6wheel switching locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. These locomotives will have 12 by 18 in. cylinders, and a total weight in working order of 60,000 lb.

336.)

now admitted

that the Terminal is engaged in incommerce; and it is held clear that at least "switching crews" engaged in moving at one time a locomotive with
seven or eight cars between the docks and the warehouses
or team tracks, a distance of nearly a mile, are engaged in
the movement of a "train." Those decisions under the Safety
Appliance Acts, which do not support this view, depend upon
the particular context in which the word "train" there occurs, and are held not applicable here.
United States v.
Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal. Decided March 24, 1919.
It

Lima

Freight Cars

terstate

The Worthington Pump & Machinery
Wis.,

is

Corporation. Cudahy,

inquiring for 25 scoop ore cars.

Passenger Cars
The Canadian National Railways
private car.

are

inquiring

for

a
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mill
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iiiimi

mini?
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The American Blower Company,

Detroit, Mich., has piir,L;''*>""d contaiiiiiifj; ai)i>ro.\iniatcly 15 acres
intends to build a new jilant. I'lans arc now
being prepared for the construction of a foundry upon which
work will l>e started in the near future.
cltast'il

(il

i>li>i

.1

upon which

Frederick
V'issering

&

it

Zimmerman,

G.

assistant

secretary

and the Okadee Company

(.'onipany

of Harry
of Chica-jo,

has been api)ointed secretary, to succeed Marshall E. Keig,
who has resigned to accept the office of assistant to the president of the Consumers Company at Chicago.

Frank Walsh Haskell, president
pany. -Xiagara

home

New

l'"alls,

Daytoiia,

at

l-"la.

of the Carl)orunclum

York, died

Mr.

Haskell

.April

was

2 at

l)orn

Com-

his wiiuer

in

Brooklyn,

New

York, in 1861, and
was educated in llie
schools there and in
Bloomtield, N. J.
He
for a time in railroad service as a rodman in the engineer
corps, which laid out
the Chicago, St. Paul.

was

Minneapolis
In

1885

lie

&

(~)maha.
to
and there

moved

Pittsburgh
himself with
C. Frick as sec-

retary and treasurer of
the Southwest Connels-

Coke

Company,
by

jointly

i)resi(lcnt of the

office assist-

at

Chicago.

Massey Concrete Products

Corporation, t liicago, has been elected tbaiiiiian of the
!!(iai(l of Directors of that company, and J. S. liobson, western manager of the Union Switch & Signal Company, at
Chicago, has been elected president of the Massey Concrete
I'r()<lucts Corporation, to succeed Mr. Massey.
Mr. llobson
will retain his ixjsition wit!) the L'nion Switch & Signal
Coni()any.

Samuel T. Fulton, vice-president of the Railway Steel
Spring Company, died in New York, March 29, at the age of
5^ years. He was born in Topeka, Kan., and spent many
years in railroad service in the west, becoming assistant to
liie president of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad
in 1904.
He resigned in 1909 to l)ecome associated with the
Railway Steel Spring Company.
Lieut.-Colonel Merrill G. Baker has been elected president
of the American International Steel Corporation, effective
.April 1.
Colonel Baker was formerly assistant manager of
sales of the Cambria Steel Company and has been for many
years one of J. Leonard Replogle's right hand men.
He
succeeds the late Edward M. Hagar, who died over a year
ago.
The American International .Steel Corporation is a subsidiary of the .American Internalioual Corporation.

The Onondaga

Henry

owned

Massey,

1''.

Western

Company

Steel

Company,

Inc.,

Syracuse,

N.

Y.,

announces the addition to its board of directors of Morton
D. Whitford, treasurer of the Semet-Solvay Company, and
Charles H. Canfield, general auditor of the Onondaga Steel
Company. The company is planning to remove its offices
and remaining furnace and melting equipment this spring
from its original plant in Syracuse to a large tract of land
recently acquired at Eastwood on the outskirts of Syracuse,
and plans have been made for the immediate construction
of a large temporary office building and an addition to the
main building, 40 ft. by 40 ft., wliich will house the blacksmith shop and the small hammer shop.

affiliated

ville

service and has resumed his duties as
ant wiih ihe I.DConiotive Superheater
C.

mi

nil
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(lie

Frick and Illinois Steel
Companies. In 1897 he

moved
Falls,

Mellon

to

Niagara

Elected President of Westinghouse

Haskell

representing the
interests

ol

Pittsburgh, and becomin.g president of the Carborundum
Company, then in its infancy. This company under his leadership became the greatest abrasive manufacturing concern in
the world. It is not generally known that at the request of
H. C. Frick and E. H. Harriman in 1905 Mr. Haskell made
the investigation of the Equitable Life Assurance Society,
which later brought before the public the disclosure resulting in the entire change in the method of life insurance business in the United States. The .Armstrong and Hughes Investigating Committees, so-called, were the subsequent results, their facts being largely based on Mr. Haskell's masterly accomplishment.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company has discontinued
branch office at Wichita, Kan., and has transferred the
stock from that place to Eldorado, Kan., where an office and
warehouse have been established. A new office has also
been opened by the company at Tulsa, Okla.
its

The Firth

Sterling Steel

to

new

quarters.

Company, McKeesport,

Pa.,

an-

New York and Boston warehouses
The New York warehouse will henceforth

nounces the removal of

its

be at 310 Hudson street and the Boston warehouse at 35
The latter was previously occupied by the
Oliver street.

company from

Air Brake Co.

the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, held Monday al the general office of the

At

1873 to 1914.

I. H. Cohn, formerly of the National Steel Rail Company,
has become associated with the Standard Rail & Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., and will be in complete charge of the
rail department, handling all matters relative to relaying
rails and railroad equipment. The company's plant of 15 acres
in Madison, 111., is now nearing completion.

Lieut. Joseph P. Schneider, who for the past nine months
has been on duty with the Railway Transportation Corps,
U. S. A., as railway transportation officer with headquarters
at Paris, France, has received his honorable release from the

company

\\'ilmerding. Pa.. A. L.

in

vice-president

and

Humphrey, who

has been

gen-

eral manager of the company since 1909, was

president,

elected

suc-

ceeding John F. Miller.
This action was taken at
the

solicitation

of

Mr.

who

after a service of thirty years, durMiller,

ing which period he rose
from the position of real
estate agent for the company to its highest executive office, is desirous
of being relieved of some
of the active duties in
the management of the
air
will

brake interests.
He
remain, however, a
of the board of

member

directors

of

the

com-

pany and hold the po-

L.

Humphrey

of vice-chairman
of the board, with H. H. Westinghouse as chairman.
Mr. Humphrey has been connected with the Westinghouse .Air
Brake Company since 1903 when he was appointed western manager with headquarters at Chicago.
He was born in Buffalo,
New York, and his family moved to Iowa when he was less than
a year old. .At the age of 14 after the usual amount of country
schooling he struck out for himself and engaged in various occupations. At the age of 22 he organized a general machine shop
and foundry in Seattle which afterwards became the present
Moran Iron Works. He then entered railroad service and became
constructing division foreman of the Mojave division of the Censition

'

:
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then master mechanic and later superintendent of
motive power of the Colorado Midland. At about this time he
took an active part in politics and was twice elected to the Colorado House of Representatives and during his second term
served as speaker of the Housa He then went back to railroad
tral

Pacific,

on the Colorado & Southern in 1899 and went to the
Chicago & Alton in 1903 as superintendent of motive power, soon
afler which he was appointed western manager of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company at Chicago. He went to Pittsburgh
service

1905 as general manager of the air brake works, and was
elected a director of the company in 1909 when he was also given
the dual position of vice-president and general manager, which
in

he has held ever since. When the Union Switch & Signal Company was taken over by the air brake company in 1916, Mr.
Humphrey was also elected president of that corporation. In
addition he has been active in an executive capacity in all the
other interests associated with the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, such as the Locomotive Stoker Company, Pittsburgh; the
National Brake and Electric Company, Milwaukee; the American Brake Com.pany, St. Louis, and the Westinghouse Pacific
Coast Brake Company, San Francisco.
During the war the companies of which Mr. Humphrey is in
charge accepted from the British and Russian governments, contracts for the manufacture of shrapnel and explosive shells as
well as time fuses numbering approximately four to six million
units and component parts of war material, involving the expenditure of about $20,000,000 which contracts had to be completed in a specified time. Mr. Humphrey not only put up factory
buildings, installed special machinery and created an entirely new
and separate organization for the construction of this work, but
he also finished the job on time without having a single piece
rejected.
When (he LTnited States entered the war 'Mr.
Humphrey received for the Union Switch & Signal Company a
contract to produce 4,100 aeroplane engines of the Le Rhone
type. Besides his activity as a manufacturer, Mr. Humphrey also
acted in a consulting and advisory capacity to the government
in Washington on many committees and boards.
He was industrial "staff expert" for Brigadier General C. C. Williams, chief
of the Ordnance Department, he was a member of the committee
on Labor of the Council of National Defense, as well as a member of the War Industries Board and the War Resources Committee in Washington.
He is president of the Employers' Association of Pittsburgh

and a director of the Chamber of Commicrce.
Besides the election of a president, the stockholders also completed the regular business of the annual meeting Monday by
electing the following board of directors
Ben V. Becker, James
D. Gallery, E. M. Herr, A. L. Humphrey, John F. Miller, John
:

R. McCune, John R. McGinley, Charles Mcknight, M. S. Rosenwald, W. D. Uptegraff and H. H. Westinghouse.

American Steel Foundries
Lament, president of the American Steel Foundries
Company, in a statement to stockholders explaining the proR. P.

posal of the company to issue $25,000,000 of 7 per cent,
cumulative, non-voting preferred stock and the cutting of
ihe par value of the common stock in three, increasing the
number of shares proportionately, presents some interestThe statement, in
ing financial history of the company.
part, says:
"In 1908 in the recapitalization and readjustment of the
securities, the net worth of this company was placed at
$17,184,000. Since then over $2,000,000 has been spent on
fixed properties, after ample allowance for depreciation, and
the capacity of the plants has been increased over 30 per
cent.
Bonds to the extent of $3,398,913.68 have been paid
off; the outstanding debentures have been reduced from
$3,436,800 to $1,372,800; the working capital has increased
from $4,799,546.02 to $10,547,593.64 all resulting in an inThe undivided
crease in net worth of about $13,000,000.
surplus has increased $7,182,845.75.
"The annual net earnings of the company for the past seven
years are as follows:

—

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

profit

"
"
"

"
"
"

$962,000
1,490,000
241,000
264,000
3,969,000
5.532.000
2.696,000

"With
ings,

919
this condition of the

company's resources and earn-

deemed wise and

essential to take means looking to
the enlargement, development and diversification of the activities and products of the company, the stabilization of its
earnings, and as nearly as may be freed from the vicissitudes
and fluctuations heretofore experienced, as also to steady
and strengthen its standing in the security market; and to
that end the company be enabled, if the occasion arises, to
acquire other properties and means making for a prompt
realization of this purpose."
it is

The change in the capitalization will be acted upon at a
meeting of the stockholders in Jersey City, N. J., on April 22.
According to Mr. Lament's statement the change is being
made in order to afford an opportunity to acquire other
properties.

It is believed that the smaller units of common
stock will stimulate and encourage the buying of shares by
small investors and particularly by employees of the company.

Westinghouse Air Brake Company
As

change has been made in the fiscal year of the
Westinghouse Air Brake Company to correspond with the
a

calendar year, the figures given in the report for 1918 cover
a period of 17 months.
The additional fact that earnings
of the Union Switch & Signal Company, now owned by the
Air Brake company, are included in the Air Brake's state-

ment, makes it impossible to compare earnings and expenses
with previous years.
The net profits of the Union Switch & Signal Company for
12 months and of all other companies for 17 months, less
taxes, aggregated $7,461,900.
Deducting Westinghouse Air
Brake dividends paid during this period leaves balance to
surplus account of $2,384,923.
Federal taxes paid for the calendar year 1917 by all companies, including the Union Switch & Signal, totaled $549,638. For the year 1918, the liability set up to cover estimated
federal taxes of the same companies
an increase of over 325 per cent.

Haskell

amounts

to $2,250,000,

& Barker Car Company

& Barker Car Company for
the fiscal year ended January 31, 1918, as published in its annual
report show a substantial gain compared .with the preceding year,
The

net earnings of the Haskell

before making allowances for federal taxes. However, after tax
reductions and reserve for renewals, the amount left available
for dividends totaled $1,366,916, equal to $6.21 a share on the
220,000 shares of slock, as compared with $1,599,743, equal to
$7.27 a share, the previous year.
The gross earnings for the year
ending January 31, 1918, were $4,409,210, an increase of $1,775,017
as compared with the previous year.
Edward S. Gary,
president of the company, in his statement to the stockholders,
said
"The industrial situation in this country is deeply involved in uncertainty due to transition from intensive war time
production to peace time pursuits and the equipment business is
further affected by the uncertainty that surrounds the railroad
:

situation.
This company is particularly fortunate, however, in
having business on its books approximating $30,000,000 to tide it
over the period of reconstruction.
Due to various causes the
railroads have not kept their equipment up to standard and it is
only a question of time till normal conditions return and the
equipment business comes into its own."
The company's balance sheet is as follows

Balance Sheet
Current assets
Property and plant

$11,077,520
5,222 596

account

$16,300,116
I.IAHILITIES

Current

liabilities,

taxes,

etc

Reserves: For renewals and replacements
Capital

and

surplus

$2,083,761
653,078
$13,563,277

$16,300,116

Trade Publications

—

Air Transport System. The Quigley Furnace Specialties
Company, New York, has developed a system of carrying pulverized fuel which differs from screw conveyor and high pressure blast systems in that the fuel is transported in bulk from
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the pulverizing plant iho'UKh small diameter standard wrought
iron or steel pipe by coniprcssed air to bins at the furnace, without the use of return piping. This system and the various apparatus used for the transport, distribution and burning of ilie fuel
are described ami siiown in a diaKrammalic drawing in bulletin
No. 11, containing 14 pages.

on January

eflfect

1,

Boston

Judge Morton on March 26 authorized the receiver to accept
from the dircttor general certificates of indebtedness amounting
apiMoximatcly $919,416, or such part thereof as he may be
willing to issue, and to apply to the war finance corporation
for an advance of $735,532 needed to meet payments coming
The receiver was also authorized to issue notes for the
due.

to

advance and pledge the certificates as security, as well as other
''.curitics which may l)e required.

Bearing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Creosote Oil.— The Barrett Company, New York, has issued a
16-page booklet with the sub-title "When and How to Use BarTwo pages are
rett Carbosota Grade-One Liquid Creosote Oil."
devoted to a description and detailed plan of a simple and inex-

Canadian
Erie.

treating plant and several photographs of home
made plants are shown. The booklet includes full directions for
the application of creosote oil and its various uses are treated of
in detail, special attention being given to the treatment of poles

Net Earnings
Deduct Fi.xed Charges

193,976.64
$23,630,898.05

this there has been charged a halfyearly dividend on Preference Stock of 2
$1,613,638.42
per cent., paid October 1st 1918
And three quarterly dividends on Ordinary
Stock of IJi per cent, each, paid June 29th,
1918, October 1st, 1918, and December 31st,
13,650,000.00
1918

From

15,263,638.42

this there has been declared a second
half-yearly dividend on Preference Stock,
$1,613,638.42
pavable April 1st, 1919
And' a fourth quarterly dividend on Ordinary
per cent., payable April 1st,
Stock of
4,550,000.00
1919

From

m

SPECIAL INCOME FOR YEAR ENDED DECEMBER
1917
Less: Dividend paid April 1st. 1918
31st,

31st, 1918.

Jersey Public Utility Commission has approved
company for authority to pledge $8,372,series D bonds, issued under its general mortgage of

$13,835,750.86
;

•

•

•

Other Securities

Net Earnings Ocean and Coastal Steamship Lines.
Net Earnings Commercial Telegraph and News Department,
Rentals and Miscellaneous

1,928,483.50
<i,7/y,B54.<!^

1,214,869.2^

.^,<iua,54't.5/

$21,964,502.37

Shareholders in

1918, October 1st, 1918,

dividends:

and December

31st,

June
1918

29th,

—Thirty-Eighth

Annual Report
cent.

or

Consolidated
other Capital

were made effective on all Canadian railways.
There will be submitted for your consideration and approval a lease
9.
of the Kaslo and Slocan Railway, extending from a point of junction with
the Whitewater Creek Branch of the Nakusp and Slocan Railway at Retal-

^^'lll-lll-l^
1,950.000.00

Net Revenue from Investments and Available Resources,
Exhibit "C"
Interest on Deposits, and Interest and Dividends on

,.,....„„

5,850.000.00

$16,114,502.37

$1,950,000.00
this a dividend has been declared payable April 1st, 1910
cent, ot
The working expenses for the year amounted to 78.10 per compared
2
the gross earnings, and the net earnings to 21.90 per cent., as
with 69.46 and 30.54 per cent., respectively, in 1917.

From

New

mission on 3rd August, 1914,
In May of last year, in consequence of the demands for increases
8.
in wages made to the Railroad Administration of the L^nited States, substantial increases in all wage scales on American Lines were authorized,
and were accompanied by increases in freight and passenger rates.
Demands for wage increases were likewise made in Canada, and, by Ordersin-Council passed under the War Measures -"^ct in July last what is known
as the McXdoo Scale of Wafees was made effective in Canada, and increases
in freight rates generally similar to those granted in the United States

6.163,638.42
$2,203,621.21
Leaving net surplus for the year
(which amount has been placed in reserve to meet
special taxes imposed by the Dominion Government)
per cent.
three
Stock,
Ordinary
In addition to the above dividends on
was paid from Special Income.

to

this

In consequence of the provisions of the Order of the Governor4.
(leneral-in-Council passed in March of last year, imposing Special Taxes
upon the Company, the net surplus from railway operations for the year
lias been placed in reserve to meet such special taxes, and a notation to
that effect appears in the accounts.
The sales of agricultural land in the year were 842,191 acres for
5.
Included in this area
$15,375,996. being an average of $18.25 per acre.
were 64,424 acres of irrigated land which brought $42.94 per acre, so that
the average price of the balance was $16.22 per acre.
Pursuant to the policy adopted by your Directors in 1916 one hun6.
dred farms for returned soldiers were prepared for occupation and qualified
men have already been placed on a number of them. In the opinion of
your Directors it is desirable that the Company should continue, as conditions warrant, the preparation of farms and the sale of them on favorable
terms to soldiers who have served in the Canadian or Imperial Forces and
to Canadians who have served in the Allied Armies.
At the outbreak of hostilities your Company had in commission in
7.
Atlantic and Pacific service 38 steamers, with an aggregate gross tonnage
Since -August, 1914, the construction of 4 steamers preof 342.000 tons.
viously authorized, having a gross tonnage of 54,000 tons, has been completed, and 12 steamers of 69,000 gross tonnage have, in the same period,
During the war 15 steamers were lost by enemy action
been purchased.
or through accidents at sea, and 9 have been sold to the British Admiralty
The construction at the yards of the
after having been requisitioned.
Fairfield Shipbuilding Company of a ship 625 feet in length between perpendiculars, having a gross tonnage of 21, COO tons, is to be proceeded with
authorization
previously
given, and three passenger ships
jiursuant to the
of what is known as the intermediate class, for Atlantic service, two of
which have been previously authorized, will be put under construction as
soon as possible at the yards of John Brown & Son and the Fairfield ShipAt the end of the fiscal year your Company had in
building Company.
ocean service 28 steamers having a gross tonnage of 264,000 tons, and
6 steamers under order or purchased but not delivered having a gross tonOn their delivery the total tonnage of the
nage of about 80,000 tons.
fleet will be slightly in excess of aggregate tonnage of the vessels in com-

$23,824,874.69

Payments

— The

There were no sales during the year of Four per
3.
Debenture Stock, Four per cent. Preference Stock,

$24,324,874.69
500,000.00

,

Pension Fund

Deduct Net Earnings of Commercial Telegraph, January
and February, transferred to Special Income Account....

Less:

in

Securities.

^i'^^l'WAl
10,177,512.98

:

.^..

December

comment elsewhere

$15,000,000.

Directors of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
Year ended December 31st, 1918.
To the Shareholders:
The accounts of the Company for the year ended December 31st, 1918,
show the fcllowing results:—
»ic7c«fiqRn<;
*
Grots Earnings
o^n«'i?ni«
123,035,310.38
Working Kxpenses

at

editorial

000 of its
April 1, 1903, as collateral security for a proposed issue of its
three-year 6 per cent collateral gold notes to the amount of

Canadian Pacific Railway Company

Balance

— See

the application of this

posts.

to

Pacific.

issue.

wooden

Surplus
Contribution

Massachusetts Public Service Commis-

lionds to fund the outstanding notes.

1919.

—

and fence

& Maine. — The

sion has voted approval of the proposed reorganization of this
.ompany, and has authorized the issuance of $13,306,000 of

Rou-ER Bearings. The distinctive features, together with price
lists for the ditTcrent sizes of its type "C" roller bearings, which
are recommended for use under conditions of medium loads at
medium speeds, such as inspeciioii cars, baggage trucks, etc., are
set forth in bulletin No. 1004, issued by the American Roller

pensive

|
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Railway Financial News

Time Zones. A large calendar and wall map of the United
States and the greater part of Canada, 28 in. by 40 in., is being
issued by the Metal \' Thermit Corporation, New York, the map
showing the new railroad time zones in the United States, which
went
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lack to Kaslo. in the Province of British Columbia, a distance of 17.7 miles,
the control of which was secured by your Company w-ith your approval
under agreement with the Province of British Columbia in 1912.
With your approval the Directors in 1893 concluded an agreement
10.
for the leasing of the railway of the Nakusp and Slocan Railway Company
Bonds of the Nakusp
at a rental or 40 per cent, of the gross earnings.
and Slocan Company to the amount of £132.960 were issued, guaranteed
as to principal and interest by the Province of British Columbia and
The rental paid by this Company has not
m.atured on July 1st. 1918.
been sufficient to pay the interest on the Bonds, and $321,698 has been
advanced by the Province for this purpose up to December 31st, 1917.
The lease of the railway of the Nakusp and Slocan Company will expire
in 1920. and during its existence your Company has expended very subIn consestantial amounts in necessary betterments and improvements.
quence of representations made by the Provincial Government your Directors have agreed to the purchase by the Company from the Government
of Bonds of the Nakusp and Slocan Company to the above amount at the

[Adv.]

—
AprU

4,

—

—
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actual cost to the Province of acquiring them, but not exceeding their face
value, upon conditions which involve the extinguishment of all claims
All the issuel capital stock of the
of the Province against the railway.
Nakusp and Slocan Company is held by your Company, and the arrangement IS, in the opinion of your Directors, warranted 'by the value of the
railway as a traffic contributor to your Company's system.
Subject to your approval your Directors have concluded an agree11.
ment with the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company providing for the
use by that Company of your Company's railway from a point east of
Sutherland to a point west of Saskatoon, together with the use of your
Company's passenger, express and freight facilities at Saskatoon station.
The agreement is for a term of 21 years from the 2nd September, 1918,
the rental payable by the Grand Trunk Pacific being based upon interest
at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum on half tlie agreed capital account
and the payment of maintenance expenses on a wheelage basis.
You will be asked to sanction the issue and sale of Consolidated
12.
Debenture Stock to defray the cost of construction of that portion of the
Moose Jaw Southwesterly Branch from Mileage 35 to Mileage 66, to an
amount not exceeding £6,000 per mile.
Your Directors are of the view that the construction of additional
13.
branch line mileage in the West will be necessary in the near future,
and your authority will be asked for proceeding with the construction of
the following lines when conditions warrant such construction, and for
the issue and sale of a sufficient amount of Four per cent. Consolidated
Debenture Stock to meet the expenditure, viz.;
Empress to Milden Branch, 132 miles.
Empress to Acme Branch, 132 miles.
Vidoia East Branch, 35 miles.
Russell North Branch, 15 miles.
«
Lanipan North Branch, 150 miles.
14.
Subject to your approval your Directors have authorized expenditures on ca[)ital account during the present year of $4,482,000, apportioned
to the following works, namely:
Replacement and enlarccment of structures in permanent form.. $545,000
Additional stations, roundhouses, freight sheds, ice houses and
extensions to existing buildings
525,000
Additional terminal and side-track accommodation
400,000
Tie olates, rail anchors, and miscellaneous roadway improvements 1,017,000
Lining tunnels, British Columbia district
185,000
112,000
Automatic block-signal protection
Surveys for new lines and power possibilities
125,000
Miscellaneous improvements, and additions designed to improve
the facilities of the Company and to effect operating economies 1,103,000
Improvements in connection with telegraph service
470,000
15.
Your Company subscribed to $17,000,000 of the Second Victory
Loan and was allotted $12,447,000 of its subscription. Included in this
latter amount was $4,866,666 allotted in exchange for the surrender by
the Company of £1,000,000 Dominion of Canada 3M per cent. Bofids
maturing :n 1919.
16.
The gross earnings of your transportation system in the fiscal
year exceeded those of any previous year in the history of the Company,
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and exceeded those of 1917 by $5,148,363, but the net earnings were less
This large addition of $17,191,993 to the working expenses
by $12,043,630
is principally due to the great advances in wages, though the increased
cost of fuel and materials of every description also added a substantial

amount

to the year's expenses.
17.
The Board of Railway Commissioners having amended in certain
respects the general train and interlocking rules effective upon the lines
of all railway companies subject to the jurisdiction of the Parliament of
Canada, the appropriate changes in the existing By-laws of your Company
will be submitted for vour confirmation and approval.
The Right Honorable Lord Shaughnessy, K. C. V. O., who has been
18.
President of the Company for the past nineteen years, expressed his desire
to retire from office in October last and his resignation was accepted with
the deepest possible regret.
During his tenure of oflfice the Company has
enjoyed extraordinary and uninterrupted prosperity and now stands among
the foremost transportation companies in the world.
Your Directors appreciate that this result has been due to Lord Shaughnessy's able and most
devoted services which have earned the admiration of the community and
the gratitude of the shareholders.
Your Directors learned with gratification
of Lord Shaughnessy's willingness to continue as Chairman of the Company, and that the benefit of his counsel and advice will not therefore be
lost to the Company.
Mr. E. W. Beatty was elected President of the

Company.
19.
You will be asked
Company passed by your

approve verbal amendments to By-laws of the
Directors and made necessary by the separation
Company and President.
time to your Steamship interests, Mr.
George M. Bosworth, who for twenty-two years has been iii charge of the
Company's freight traffic and for seventeen years Vice-President in charge
of Traffic, resigned his office and will hereafter be exclusively identified
with the Company's Steamship enterprises as Chairman of the Canadian
Pacific Ocean Services Limited.
Mr. W. R. Maclnnes, formerly Freight
Traffic Manager, was appointed Vice-President in charge of "Traffic in succession to Mr. Bosworth.
21.
Vice-President Sir George Bury, after a service of over thirty-five
years during which he held many positions of increasing responsibility
and importance and in all of which he showed energy and ability of a
very high order, resigned from the Company's service in October.
He at
the same time retired from the Board and from the Executive Committee.
Mr. Grant Hall, \^ice-Prcsident of Western Lines, was elected VicePresident, a member of the Board of Directors and of the Executive
Committee in succession to Sir George Bury.
22.
The undermentioned Directors will retire from office at the approaching Annual Meeting.
They are eligible for reelection:
to

in the positions of Chairman of the
20.
In order to give his entire

Mr. Richard

Angus,

B.

Sir Edmund B. Osler,
Sir Herbert S. Holt,
Brig. -Gen. Frank S. Meighen,
E.

Montreal, March

19th,

ASSETS

President.

Rolling

$542,656,974.97

Equipment and Lake and River

Stock

Steamships,

Exhibit

"A"

.123,195,564.18

Advances to Controlled Properties and Insurance Pre-

miums

Capital Stock:
Ordinary Stock
Four Per Cent. Preference Stock

$260,000,000.00
80,681, 921.12.

$340,681,921.12
216,284,882.10

Four Per Cent. Consolidated Debenture Stock
Mortgage Bonds:
Branch

Algonia
6,660,746.99

Investments and Available Resources:
(Including amount held in trust for 6% Note

1st

Note Certificates
Pay

6

Mortgage
Per Cent

5

per

cent

Vouchers

Audited

Certifi-

cates, $57,131,199.06)

Deferred Payments on Lands and Town-

9,188,177.61
5,216,537.81
8,960,573.10

Rolls

Miscellaneous Accounts

3,650,000.00
52,000,000.00

Payable

$60,704,530.48

sites

and Dominion Government

Imperial

23,365,288.52

Accrued:

Se-

curities

Provincial and Municipal

Rentals of Leased Lines and Coupons on Mortgage Bonds.

30,682,057.44
2,031,721.29

Securities

Debenture Stock loaned to Imperial Government
Miscellaneous Investments, Exhibit "C,"

40,000,000.00

Cost
Assets in Lands and Properties, Exhibit

26,897,558.49

"D"

Equipment Obligations
Reserves and Appropriations:
Equipment Replacement
Steamship Replacement
Reserve Fund for Contingencies and for
Contingent War Taxes

105,109,626.47
13,482,364.53

Cash

Working

Assets:
Material and Supplies on Hand
$22,135,952.44
Agents' and Conductors' Balances.
4,040,562.96
Net Traffic Balances
442,991.84
Imperial, Dominion and United States
(jovernments. Accounts due for Trans-

Hand

in

in

other

Assets

44,539,116.18
45,000,000.00
84,079,684.88
127,275,369.58
2,203,621.21
106,724,347.76

$1,055,273,513.99

3,797,886.56
6,377,139.05
39,548,416.63

_

21,929,788.37

Net Proceeds Lands and Townsites
Surplus Revenue from Operation
Special Reserve to Meet Taxes imposed by Dominion
Govern men T
Surplus

539,282.64
8,930,000.00

3,959,931.83
18,649,395.98

Premium on Ordinary Capital Stock Sold
278,907,858.70

Cash

1918.

27,509,419.67

(Cost):

"B"

Exhibit

31ST,

LIABILITIES

Property Investment:
Steamers
Railway,

W. BEATTY,

1919.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, DECEMBER

Ocean and Coastal
Acquired Securities

C.M.G.

For the Directors,

J.

LESLIE,
Comptroller,

76,342,949.48
$1,055,273,513.99

Auditors' Certificate.
We have examined the Books and Records of the Canadian Pacific Railway Co. for the year ending December 31st., 1918, and having compared
the annexed Balance Sheet and Income Account therewith, we certify that,
in our opinion, the Balance Sheet is properly drawn up so as to show
the true financial position of the Company at that date,
tive Incom.e Account for the year is correct.

PRICE,

WATERHOUSE

and that the

rela-

& CO.,

Chartered Accountants (England).
Montreal, March 10th, 1919.

Receipts and Expenditures.

Year Ended December
Cash

in

$31,424,893.61

RECEIPTS:
Surplus
Special

Revenue as per statement
Income as per statement

$23,630,898.05
8,128,751.51

14,376,745.01
3,664,358.41

surance

10,712,386.60

Amount

Payments

and Conductors' Balances
" Traffic
~
~ " Balances
Net
Imperial, Dominion and United States
Governments
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Advances to Controlled Properties and In-

Agents'

"

Less Sales Expenses and Irrigation

sales

of repayment of Advances to Governments....
applied in reduction of Cost of Mining and
Properties, Exhibit "D"

on

previous

Premiunis

remaining in Deferred Payments
on the sales of the year

3,289,257.01

Amount

at

December

4,040,562.96
442,991.84
3,797,886.56
6,377,139.05
6,660,746.99

year's

.

12,960,100.00

$82,004,147.28

Interest, less cancel-

lations

Deferred

other

Deduct:
31,759,649.56

LAND DEPARTMENT:
Lands and Townsites:
Proceeds of Sales and

Amount
Amount

31st, 1918.

hand, December 31st, 1917

31st,

1917.

21,319,327.40
20,648,558.74

670,768.66

14,001,643.61

$81,333,378.62

8,167,588.96
5,834,054.65

...
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KXI'KNDITURKS;

STATKMI.NT OV '^AKNlNGS^l^R^ TMK
YKAR ENUKU UKCKMI.KR

UiviJendi on Trcferencr Sloik:
3 pci criii.
.'
per tent,

paid

ApiM

paitl

Oclolirr

l!it,

1918

lit,

I'riini

1918..

Additions and Improv
Jnbit "K" ........
KNimditiircs on Ic.isr

and

.">lii'lis

main

.•iiu-nts,

and

I

line

ac(|iiired

and

—
branclics,

2,903,019.08
1,195,334.42
48,058.23

Exhibit "K''

''''"^•^""•>'

698,872.27
6,015,630.98

.\moniit

Dccenibei

at

'ifi';

9ss

Barrels

(•ra'"

liushels

Stock

Head

Lumber
10'27?'fi48'47
1 inoonn'nn
4'232'99693

.'

.

Firewood
Manufactured
» „
All

Feet

Cord

articles.

.

1917
13,727,970
213,340,507
2,190,596
3,178,554,667
295.277

1918
13,301,740
137,070,428
2,364,870
3,241,312.802
339,631

8,871,928
8,847,785

10,148,568
8,788,423

9,718,373
9,798,523

.Tons

Freight Traffic.
Years Ended December 31sT

i;^

Number
Number

of tons
of tons

carried

1916
30,168,798

1917
31,198.685

1918
29,856,694

"'',931,739,090
0.65 cents

14,882,991,224
0.70 cents

13,014,665,922
0.85 cents

canied

,°"?„fl'L^,.;.Earnings
per ton per

.-.

•

Passenger Traffic.

Years Ended December 31sr

41.784,961.99
39.548,416.63

hand

in

2,172,437
3,017,964,134
289,471

Tons

,

other

57,197,581.06

53928264

1916
11,119,890
256.106,690

Articles.

15,412,619.07

Cash

Forwardfd.

Years Ended December 31st

68,443,687.34
53,031,068.27

1917.

Expenses
Commercial Telegraph

'•.'"IT

44,539',n6.18

.list,

f '?li'5on

'^if'^S'
1,181,589.41
5,421,601.38
285,241.63

(iencral

$123,035,310.38

T
?1

;;.;;;

^<:,646,105.94

28,226,991.04
28,226,991

IJicscRiPiioN OP Freiciit

Liapiltties:

Current Laibilities
Interest on Funded Debt
Reserves and Appropriations

$61,047,812.79

Kxpcnscs

4,800.00
12.50
53,400.00

Payment on subscriptions to Government Loans....
Payment of Equipment Obligations

in

MiVciifa:

.

yay

6.537,787.25

Kund

35,283.33
1,396.822.18

and Supplies on hand.

'

ST.ATKMKKT OK VV<.'-'N,=^BXPENS^S
^K,R TH. VKAR KN.ED

Parlor anj Slecning Car F-ipenKs.' ...::;
i'.xpcnscs of Lake and River
Stcameri

425.83

.'.'.'.'..;...;.;

.^nil'

Tran.sportation ICxpcnscs ...
Mauitciiancc of
nn.i Struclurci
Maintenance of Lquipincnt.

10,000.00

West Kootenay Power & Light Co "ist
Mortgage Uonds

Deduct Increase

T«>c«Viph'

TrafT.c

lionds

gage lionds

Matcrl.il

'

7,236,659.52

Manitoba & North Western" Ry. IstMc'ri-

m

'

^.?""''

26,000,000.00

Kx-

'

Deposited with Trustee, Special Invcstnicii
Securities .Acohirhh:
Alberta Slock ^nrds Co. Stock....
Kingston &• I'crbrokc Rv. Stock
Public Nlarktls, Ltd, of Manitoba,"stoc'k.
Lake Lric & Northern Ry. 1st MortgaRe

Increase

'

n.tai.

Machinery

Securities

"

I'rcight

MniU

•'

^'"niou, ^"':.

lines,

Ocr.in and Coastal Sicnnisiiipg;
I'avnifnt.s on Slonnishipt acquired
and under coniktrtiction
Less amount paid from Steamship "iVe"

Trustee

I'asHengeri

"

$3,227,276.84

Dividendii on Ordinnrv Sun-k:
per cent, pai.f .Ac. il Int. 1918
2J4
aVj per cent, pai.l .hmr 29tli. 1918..
an per cent, paid D.lobcr Itt, 1918
cent, paid Dacnibcr 31»t, 1918

,333.378.62

Number
Number

of passengers carried
of passengers carried one mile..

Earnings
^gs per passenger
nasseneer per
ner mile
m,l»

15's76 721
1.488 974 82

'^°V/^'''r'

TRAIN TRAFFIC STATISTICS—FOR TWELVE MONTHS
ENDED

DECEMBER

31st.

AND

1918

1917

Year ended
Y' ear ended
December 31st. December 31st,

Earnings of Lake and River Steamers and of
Kettle Valley Raiiway
NOT included in THIS STATEMENT.

V
Year

J
,
ended

December

,r

31st,

1918.

1917.

Passenger trains.
"

'

Mixed
Total

trains

.

.

.

.

Amount

or

Per
Cent.

16,665,928
22,3:6,115
1.966,362
40.958.405

18,093.554
25.182.863
2.056,414
45,332.831

d 1,427,626 d7.89
d 2.856,748 dll.34
d 90,052 d4.38
d 4,374,426 d9.65

CAR MILEAGE.
Passenger.
Coaches and P. D.
anu S. cars
Combination cars..
Baggage, Mail and
Express cars

82,747,310
2,366.268

Total Passenger cars

126,017,539

139,842,491

d 13,824.952

539.157,440
199,157,368
25,343,851

617,479,662
245,513,721
28,211,955

d 78,322,222 dl2.68
d 46,356,353 dl8.88
d 2,868,104 dl0.17

cars.

763,658,659

891,205,338

d 127,546,679 dl4.31

Passengci cars per Traffic Train
Mile
Freight cars per Traffic
Train Mile

6.76

6.94

31.44

32.72

93.745.444
2,769,677

43,327,370

d 10,998,134 dll.73
d 403,409 dl4.57

d 2,423,409

d5.S9
d9.89

Freight.

Loaded

Empty

.

Caboose
Total

Freight

d.l8

d

1.28

d2.59
d3.91

FREIGHT traffic.

Tons
freight

of
revenue
carried one

mile

lJ,g

Tons non-rev.

freight

carried one mile...
Total tons (all classes)
freight carried one

•••,
T,""'^
ions 01

revenue
freight carried one
mile
per mile
of
road

Tons of non-rev.

freight carried one
mile per mile of road

ceived

mile

1,423,459.482

1,496,188,006

amount

re-

per
of

per

ton

d72,728,524

d4.86

14,309,144,107 16,174,145,272 dl,865,001,165 dll.53

991,680

1,129,908

109,549

115.176

1.101,229

1,245,084

dl38,228 dl2.23
d5,627

d4.89

revenue

freight

cts.

Average No. of tons
of revenue freight
per train mile

of tons
non-rev. freight
per train mile
-\verage No. of tons
of (all classes)

0.847

530.44

per

0.698

538.85

0.149

d8.41

21.35

dl.56

or

Per
Cent.

of

58.60

54.93

3.67

589.04

593.78

d4.74

23.90

23.77

.13

2.64

2.42

.22

26.54

26.19

.35

20.24

16.59

3.65

22.00

4.49

3.76

.7.^

19.41

train

mile
-Average

No. of tons
revenue freight

per loaded car

rnile

Average

No. of tons
of non-rev. freight
per loaded car mile.
-Average No. of tons

of

fa I I
classes)
freight per loaded
car mile
Freight train earnings
loaded
p er
car

mile
cts.
Freight train earnings
per train mile. dollars
Freight train earnings
per mile of road
dollars

8,398.25

PASSENGER traffic'
Passengers carried (earning revenue)
Passengers carried (earning revenue; one
Pa'l'engVrsVarViedVearning revenue) one
mile,
per mile of
road
-Average journey per
passenger
miles

amount

* d

15,462,276

.

Indicates decrease.

d 1,065,523

d6.)

'•''"'''•'''

1.480,023,872

d 199,490,138 dl3.48

98,550

113,932

d 15,382 dl3.50

88.95

95.72

d6.77

d7.07

2.12

1.93

.19

9.84

17.82

re-

ceived per passenger
dollars
-Average
amount received per passenger mile
cts.
Average number of passengers
per
train
mile
Average number of passengers per mile...
Revenue from passengers
per
passenger car mile.
.cts.
Total passenger train
earnings per train
mile
Total passenger train
earnings per mile
of road ....dollars
.

dl43,855 dll.55

Decrease'

Amount

of

Average

freight

carried one mile per
mile of road
Total tons (all classes)

Average

•,684,625 14,677.957,266 dl, 792.272.641 dl2.21

Increase or

^

nber.

Average No.

freight
.

,

.

^

Decrease"

number.

TRAIN MILEAGE.
Freight

Increase or

,

Year ended
December 31st,

ll'^lfj ?d<
289'280 n«?
1
1,289,280,061
2.39 cents

2.38

2.02

.36

68.73

73.45

d4.72

d6.43

15.04

15.33

d.29

dl.89

35.81

30.98

4.83

15.59

2.15

1.92

.23

11.98

3,078.88

2,973.92

104.96

3.53

April
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4,

Rail\vay Officers
Railroad Administration
Central
Stewart has been appointed manager of the Troop
Movement Section, with office at Washington, succeeding
George Hodges, deceased. Mr. Stewart has been an assistant
He was forto Mr. Hodges in charge of passenger routing.
nerly general passenger agent of the Western Maryland.
C. F.

Regional
H. M. Adams, manager of inland traffic, Division of Traffic,
las been appointed traffic assistant to B. F. Bush, regional
director of the Southwestern region, to succeed W. B. Biddle,
ivho has been assigned to other duties.

Federal and General Managers
L. Mapother, federal manager of the Louisville &
Nashville and associated roads, with headquarters at Louisnlle, Ky., has had his authority extended over the Cumberand Railroad (Artemus, Ky., to Anchor, Ky.).

W.

F. P. Pettibone, federal manager at Dallas, Texas, has had
jurisdiction extended over the Beaumont Sour Lake &
Western, the Houston Belt & Terminal, the Iberia, St.
Mary's & Eastern, the new Iberia & Northern, the New
Drleans, Texas & Mexico, the Orange & Northwestern, and
These roads have
;he St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.
seen released from the jurisdiction of W. B. Scott, federal
lis

W.

E. Williams, whose appointment as general manager
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas (exclusive of the Trinity
jranch, Beaumont & Great Northern and lines west of

Whitesboro, Texas),
the Union Terminal of
Dallas and the Houston & Texas Central,
with
headquarters at
Dallas, was announced
In the Railway Age of

February 28, was born
Houston, Texas,
at
29,

gan

railway

1864.

He

portation,

to the suof trans-

to

the

Somerville,
reLouis,
succeeding J. A.
ters
St.
at
signed to go to another road. C. B. Wildman, superintendent of the Eastern division of the Missouri Pacific at Jefferson City, succeeds Mr. Cannon, with headquarters at St.
Louis; W. E. Merrifield, superintendent of the Omaha division, at Falls City, Neb., succeeds Mr. Wildman; L. A.
David, superintendent of the Southern Kansas division at
Coffeyville, Kan., succeeds Mr. Merrifield, and Phil Carrol
has been appointed superintendent of the Southern Kansas
division, with headquarters at Coffeyville, to succeed Mr.
David.

W.

Deneen, superintendent of the Cumberland division
Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Cumberland, Md.,
has had his authority extended over the Keyset division,
which has been consolidated with the Cumberland division,
and the new division is now known as the Cumberland division.
C. B. Gorsuch, relief superintendent, has been appointed superintendent of the Pittsburgh division, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.; T. J. Brady, superintendent of
the Keyser division, has been appointed superintendent of
the Connellsville division, with headquarters at Connellsville. Pa., vice H. R. Hanlin, transferred, and J. D. Beltz,
acting superintendent of the Pittsburgh division, has been
appointed assistant superintendent of the same division,
with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., vice C. P. Angel, transferred.
Financial, Legal

Gainesville, Ga.

W.

E. Williams

gen-

superintendent and to the general manager, and secretary
Mr. WilHams was then
the receivers, until June, 1895.
appointed purchasing agent and general storekeeper, in which
position he continued for two years. He entered the employ
Df the Missouri, Kansas & Texas in September, 1897, as chief
!;lerk to the general superintendent, and was consecutively
In November, 1902, he was
:ar accountant and trainmaster.
promoted to superintendent at Greenville, Tex., and from
December, 1905, to October, 1911, he was successively superintendent at Denison, Tex., McAlester, Okla., and Sedalia, Mo.
He was then appointed general superintendent, which position
he held until his recent appointment as general manager.
:ral

R. G. Shorter has been appointed auditor of the Carolina,
Clinchfield & Ohio; the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio of
South Carolina, and the Black Mountain Railroad, vice J. M.
Featherston, transferred to other duties; G. A. Masengill
has been appointed auditor of revenue, and L. J. Hopper has
been appointed auditor of disbursements, vice R. G. Shorter;
all

with offices at Johnson City, Tenn.

to

Operating

W.

and Accounting

H. H. Dean, general counsel of the Gainesville Midland,
has been appointed general solicitor; G. H. Purvis, auditor,
has been appointed federal auditor, and W. E. McKinney has
been appointed acting federal treasurer; all with offices at

roadmaster, and was
the
subsequently
in
bridge department,
clerk in the superintendent's office, time keeper, transportation clerk,
clerk

J. Cannon, general superintendent of the Eastern district
of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,
has been appointed general superintendent of transportation
of the same road and the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, the Natchez
& Southern, and the Arkansas Central, with headquar-

in

&

perintendent

L. C. Sauerhammer, superintendent, office organization on
the Baltimore & Ohio, at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed
assistant to federal manager of the Baltimore & Ohio, Eastern Lines; the Coal & Coke; the Morgantown & Kingwood;
the Western Maryland; the Cumberland & Pennsylvania;
the Cumberland Valley, and the Wheeling Terminal Railroad,
with office at Baltimore, vice E. E. Hamilton, resigned.

be-

work

1881 with the International
Great Northern as clerk to the

chief

F. C. Smith has been appointed assistant superintendent of
the Salt Lake division of the Southern Pacific, lines south of
Ashland, with headquarters at Ogden, Utah, vice H. W.
Wistner, who has been transferred to Sparks, Nev., vice
J. T. Bell, assigned to other duties.

of the

3f

May

W. A. Gore, superintendent of the Norfolk & Portsmouth
Belt Line, with office at Portsmouth, Va., has been appointed
superintendent of the Norfolk division of the Virginian
Railroad, vice B. E. Nevins, transferred.

J.

Tianager at Houston, Texas.

923

B. Veazey, treasurer and general manager of the
Gainesville Midland, has been appointed superintendent, in
charge of operation and traffic, with office at Gainesville, Ga.

Traffic

W.

C. Staley has been appointed supervisor of oil traffic
of the Southwestern region, with headquarters at Kansas
City, Mo., to succeed B. L. Swearingen, who has resigned.

W.

Mullin, general freight and passenger agent of the
& Hudson, has been appointed traffic manager of
that road and the Greenwich & Johnsonville; the WilkesBarre Connecting; the Schoharie Valley; the Lake Champlain Steamboat Line, and the Lake George Steamboat Line,
J.

Delaware

with headquarters at Albany, N. Y.

John S. Hershey, whose appointment as freight traffic
manager of all roads under the authority of F. Q. Pettibone,
federal manager in the Southwestern region, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., as announced in the Railway Age
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March 7, page 55-i. was born at Nebraska City, Neb., on
June M). 1S68 and icioived hi.s education in the public schools
.Mr. llersliey entered railway service on
at Nebraska Cii\.
AuRust 21, 1890 a.-i a clerk in the local freiKbt depot of Ihr
of

Vol. 66. No. 14

employment

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & .St. I'aul, with
rnad he has served consecutively until his recent ap>
IMiititnirnt as assistant engineer for ten years, i)ilot engineer
and liild engineer on valuation.
the

wliicli

ChicaRO, BurlinK'lon & Quincy at Cliicago, reniainiuR in that
position until IKW when he became a clerk in tiie audiiiuK
iiaslern.
The next year
department of tiie Elgin, Joliet
he was employed as rate clerk in the general freight department of the same road and from 1896 to 1902 he served in

Corporate

iS:

freight traffic manager of the Atchison.
From January, 1902, to
Toi>eka & Santa Fc at Chicago.
June of the .same year he was general freight and passenger
Kansas
City and the followagent of the Gulf, Beaumont
ing two years he was in the employ nf the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe as assistant general freight agent until iiis appointment as general freight agent of the same road, and in addition tiie Texas Midland and the Houston Belt and Terminal,

the office

of

tiic

&

in which capacity he remained until his recent appointment
as noted above.

Operating

W.

Culligan lia.s been a|>pointcd chief desiiatcher on tilt
twentieth and twenty-first districts of the Grand Trunk, with
office at Stratford, Ont.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. Muller has been ajipointed transfer agent and a>secretary of the Kansas City Southern, with headquarters at New York, succeeding D. W. Leitch, who has
resigned.
G.

sislant

William H. Williams, chairman of the board of the WaRailway Company, with headquarters at New York, has

Engineering and Rolling Stock

bash

A. A. Schenck, engineer of maintenance on the western
tiie Chicago & North Western, with headquarters at
Omaha, Neb., has been appointed assistant to the chief engineer, with jurisdiction over lines west of the Missouri
A. K. Gault has been appointed
river, with oflices at Omaha.
division engineer of the Eastern division of the western lines
of the Chicago & North Western and tiie Missouri Valley &
Blair Bridge, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb. W. T. Main
has been appointed division engineer of the Black Hills

i)een

lines ol

division of the Chicago

&

&

North Western and the Wyomin-J

North Western, with headquarters

at

Chadron, Neb.

Walter Shepard, consulting engineer of the Boston & Albany, with headquarters at Boston, Mass., retired under the
pension rules on March 1, after 44 years of continuous service in the engineering
that
of
department
road. He was born on

March

1849,

1,

at

with

the

Boston & Albany as an
He
engineer's assistant.
was then out of railway work until March.
1875,

when he returned

W. Shepard

service of the
Boston & .Albany. In April, 1882, he was promoted to division engineer and was made assistant chief engineer in
December, 1886. He served as chief engineer from November, 1891, until May, 1908, and since that time as consulting
engineer of the same road.

to

page

1092.

Traffic
R. F. Clark, general agent of the Canadian Northern, with
office at Chicago, has been appointed general agent of the

Canadian National Railways, with office at Chicago, and
A. Boak, western United States agent of the Canadian
National Railways, with headquarters at Chicago, has resigned.
D. O. Wood has been appointed traffic manager of
the export and import department, with office at Toronto,

J.

Ont.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

overseas with the first contingent of the Canadian Expeditionary Force in the 13th Royal Highlanders.
He was a
prisoner in Germany for more than three years, being released after the signing of the armistice.

Technology,
June of the
same year began rail,

1915,

Kearney,

Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Ottawa, Ont., vice H.
Mowat, assigned to other duties. Mr. Ogilvie was formerly
assistant engineer of the Grand Trunk, at Belleville, but went

of

work

10,

F.

C. S. Ogilvie has been appointed assistant engineer of the

grammar

in

way

career were published in the

Edward

and comments on his
Railway Age Gasette of December

for the corporation.

ton Latin School, and
in 1870 graduated from
Harvard University. Li
1872 he graduated from
the Massachusetts Institute

also jiresident to succeed
portrait of Mr. Williams

assistant to general superintendent maintenance of equipment of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office
at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed mechanical engineer

and high schools, Bos-

and

.'\

M. K. Barnum,

Dorchester, Mass., and
was educated in the

Dorchester

elected

deceased.

the

Orlando H. Frick, whose appointment as district engineer
of the Middle district of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., was announced in the
Railway Age of March 14 (page 619), was born at Manitowoc,
Wis., on September 25, 1879, and graduated from the UniMr. Frick began his railway
versity of Wisconsin in 1902.
career in the same year as a levelman with the Louisville &
Nashville, and after a short time he entered the employ of
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific as assistant engineer, in
which capacity he served until early in 1904 when he was
appointed resident engineer of the Missouri, Oklahoma &
Gulf, in which position he remained until September of the
same year. The following two months he served as resident
engineer on the Appalachicola Northern and then entered

Harold R. Miles, assistant engineer on the Canadian Pacific,
with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has been promoted to
division engineer with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man.
He
was born at Lethbridge, Alberta, on March 14, 1879, and
entered railway service in March, 1899, with the Washington County Railway Company in the state of Maine. The
following year he was employed by the Algoma Central on
location work, and in 1901 he entered the service of the
Canadian Pacific as assistant engineer of maintenance, with
headquarters at North Bay, Ont. Later he was appointed
resident engineer of maintenance on the Lake Superior
division, in which capacity he served until July 1, 1915, when
he was transferred to Montreal, Que., as assistant engineer
which position he held until his appointment as division engineer, with headquarters at Lethbridge. Mr. Miles succeeds
H. K. Yorston, who has been appointed locating engineer
of the Canadian Pacific, Western Lines.

Obituary
Edward Lawless, master mechanic of the Illinois Central,
with office at Freeport, 111., died at his home in that city on
March 9, at the age of 51.
Allen T. Fraser, chief engineer of the Canadian National
Railways, Western lines, with office at Winnipeg, Man., was
killed by a snow slide near Mount Robinson, in the Yellow-

head Pass, on March

31.

v^

idea that a sale completes a business transaction is out
Nowadays it is altune with modern business methods.
most universally accepted as a fact

The

The
Service Idea

that the sale

that

it

is

only the beginning and

must be backed up by

service,

Generally speaking a railroad has
nothing to sell but transportation,
That the organizations built up by
freight and passenger.

and Railroading

under private control for the sale of freight
transportation were founded on the service idea was amply
demonstrated to shippers.
They, however, constitute but a

the railroads

small proportion of those who come in direct contact with
the railroads when the general traveling public is considUnfortunately the "service" idea has not been so
ered.
clearly demonstrated to the traveler.
Unless seriously inconvenienced by a lapse in the service, the traveler is apt
to take everything for granted.
It is the lapses, however,
that stick in his mind, and as it is not practical to force on
his attention all that is being done to insure him a pleasant
trip, a special effort should be made to reduce these lapses
There are many means which suggest themto a minimum.
selves to accomplish the desired end.
One of the most obvious is to place responsible representatives of the railroad
in the traveler's shoes, so to speak.
Their duties would be
to travel, making use of the various conveniences set up for
aid to the traveler, putting questions to trainmen, to the
attendants at information bureaus and to other employees
having duties of informational character.
If the service
rendered is satisfactory, well and good.
If not, the remedy
will suggest itself.
There is no doubt that such measures
will more than pay for the trouble.

upon and followed closely on periods of heavy buying
of equipment on the part of the railroads.
His reasons for
this belief are given clearly in the article entitled "Railway
Buying and Industrial Readjustment" which was published
ent

Railway Age of April 4. While the Railroad Adminunder the present conditions, is more or less
handicapped in the ordering of equipment, it would seem
that it might properly give critical consideration to the relation of railway purchases to general prosperity and that it
might prepare plans to develop a greater regularity in the
purchasing of equipment and be in a position to make
recommendations in this respect to the American Railroad
in the

istration,

Association when the railroads are turned over to
managements at the end of government control.

The Transport
Ministry of

Bill,

providing for the establishment of a
in control of prac-

Ways and Communications
tically

The

the private

British

means of transportation

all

in

United Kingdom and Ireland
Transport
passed its second reading in the House
of Commons on March 18, although it
Bill
was only introduced by the government
on February 27, not three full weeks earlier. This does not
mean that it has progressed so rapidly for lack of strong
opposition
a fact which makes all the more striking the
contrast between the rapidity with which this bill is moving
to its passage and the slowness with which the plans for the
disposition of the railroads have matured in our own country.
The British Ministry of Ways and Communications
Ijill
is all-inclusive from the standpoint of transportation.
the

—

From

the abstract of the bill in the Railway Age of March
page 787, it will be seen that it puts under the control of
the ministry which it is proposed to establish, not only railroads, but light railways,, canals, waterways and inland
navigations; roads, bridges and ferries, and vehicles and
traffic thereon; harbors, docks and piers; and the supply
of electricity; (a provision to include tramways also was
dropped before the second reading). As has been mentioned
in the Railway Age, there has been much opposition to the
bill, particularly on the part of the road transportation and
dock interests, who object to having these facilities put under
the control of the railway man or, at any rate, of a man who
will look at their problems from the railroad point of view.
These ojjjections, however, as strongly as they were presented in the House of Commons on March 17 and*18 following the explanation of the necessity for the bill by Sir Eric
Geddes and his motion for its second reading, were not sufficient to impede the progress of the bill.
It is interesting,
21,

The

on "Railroad Purchases as a Stabilizer of BusiB. Ernst, on another page, is of more than ordinary interest because it amplifies and
Stabilizing
supplements the address on this subject
Industrial
which was made by Dr. W. F. M. Goss
^t the March meeting of the New York
Conditions
Railroad Club (Railway Age, March
28, 1919, page 854).
While railway supply manufacturers
are, of course, the gretitest sufferers from the "feast and famarticle

ness," by

F".

ine" conditions in that indu.stry, the railroads, the industries
generally and the public as a whole are also affected.
The
problem is so great and such a large percentage of the population of the country is affected that it should be given the
most serious consideration.
E. H. Harriman, when he

was

alive, did much to stabilize conditions by buying heavily
of the equipment manufacturers when business was light;

while he was probably actuated largely by the fact that
prices were at their lowest point, he not only did a service
to his own properties but gave a real impetus to an increase
of business in other lines of industry.
As Dr. Goss pointed
out, the depreciation of equipment goes on at a fairly regular

and this is also true of the growth of the country and
the increased demands upon the railroads.
These factors
enter so largely into the demands for equipment that it would
rate,

seem that they must have a most important bearing upon the
final solution of the problem.
E. B. Leigh, president of
the Chicago Railway Equipment Company, has for a long
time insisted that general industrial prosperity was depend-

925

'

however, to observe that but

little

by the railroad

The

Britain
that

at

is

interests.

exceedingly serious

present

the

—

railroads

opposition has been evinced

railroad situation in Great
Sir Eric Geddes pointed out
are

suffering

a

deficit

of

£100,000,000 a year and that the transportation services "are
financially in a semi-paralyzed state."
The government is
pledged for two years more to pay the guarantee of earnings
on the basis of 19L). The term of the bill is for two years
and, therefore, merely takes up, as it were, this guarantee.
There was serious opposition manifested to a provision of
the bill which provided in brief that the minister might
"purchase the whole or any part of a railway," by authority

/
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of

ordiT in loiiiu

;in

for not
to

il

wliicli .sliouUl

days,

.^t)

tluiii

li'S.<

t'tc, wliiili

witliout

nationaii/atioii

svdi'u

lii-

it

hi-fori' tlic

l';it

oi)|)ortunity

ii'iit

li;iiiniU

wa.s fearrd mi^ilit Itad
for

loii-

was anu-ndcd U-fori' tlu' second reading.
Hut cnoui'li lias iitrn said to show that the hill is of t'lKxh
niakini; rharadcr and dcscn't-s careful consideration on the
sidi-ration, hut tins

of .Xnuriian students of the railway jirohlem.

)iart

Liquidation of
A

\

*~^

\i

inti'nsts

Federal
tate

lAiii.i;

War

Contracts

iMi'ou r.WT skkvick for the business
the country is heinu; perfonned by the

.v.Mi

ol

I.itiuidatini;;

and hasten the

As.scxiation,
liiiuidation

recently

formed

to

facili-

of reduced, suspended, ter-

cancelled war contracts, formal and informal,
which are held by companies j)rimarily engaged
in the railway supply field.
Thousands of contracts were
susjiended by the government following the signing of the
armistice in the midst of performance, and as a result bilniinuted

many

or

lions of dollars, a

sul)stantial

is

directing personnel of the

new

association,

was largely

in-

strumental in procuring the enactment of a satisfactory bill
validating informal war contracts and in ol)taining a modification of the rulings of the war department affecting settlements with sulj-contractors. Now that a plan of settlement has
thus Ijeen afforded, e.\[)erience has demonstrated the necessity for a co-operative agency for presenting the case of the
contractors in respect of the whole matter of liquidation.
The tedious j^rocess of litigation must be avoided and
settlement must be made just as the contracts were made,
liy newly negotiated settlements and agreements fair to the

government and

This negotiation cannot
freedom of private business. Government
departments are necessarily restricted by statutory and regulatory limitations which are intricate and involved.
Official
action on each separate negotiation must be had in Washington by responsible officers with full authority.
Yet the
field is so vast that the government has been forced to set
up a complicated mechanism radiating from the capital, so
that each case must be followed through from the field to
\\'ashington.
Moreover, the settlement of so vast a number
of suddenly terminated contracts presents a new problem,
each contract presenting an infinite variety of terms and
conditions.
To meet this situation, the Federal Liquidating
Association has been formed by a process of reorganization
to meet the new conditions of the former co-operative Association of Manufacturers, w'ith a view to obtaining the same
kind of centralized organization with a decentralized auxiliar}- organization as has been fonned by the government.
While tbe installation of an adequate organization ento the contractor.

jiroceed willi the

tailed a considerable sacrifice, the officers of the association

were persuaded to undertake it as a public service of such
difficulty and magnitude that its successful accomplishment
must challenge general attention.
Every effort has been

men for the work
an organization which will make their services
available to all contractors.
Brig. Gen. Hugh S. Johnson
is president of the association, and the personnel throughout
to secure the services of the best

to create

has been carefully selected for its familiarity through service
in governmental bureaus with department methods and with
war contracts. W. S. Symington, Jr., general counsel for
the Symington interests, and C. J. Symington, president of
the SvTnington Machine Corporation, also share in the direction of

was

I'he

Washington

hca(|(|uarlers will keej) in

i

lo>e

I

and presentation

of all matters pending before
Fcnal officers have also been established ill the princijial large cities convenient to tiic lo* al
boards of adjustment.
The war dei)artment has this week announi ed that it is
now able to adjust and settle all of its war obligations, both
formal and informal, and is i)re|)ared to do so with the
greatest ])ossible speed.
It has issued (omplete instructions
regarding the jirocess and basis of effecting settlements and
the character and the spirit of the men who are rejjresenting
the business interests seem to assure the sort of co-operation
needed to bring about the speediest possible settlement of

expedition

departmental agency.

iiiy

this

ini|)()rtant

(|uestion.

its affairs.

The

Train Service Employees'

Wage

part of the currency of na-

frozen in the treasury pending lic|uidation of these agreements, under circumstances such that
there is little precedent to guide.
The As.sociation of Manufacturers of War Materials, whose officers constitute the

and

.Materials.

t<Huh with the various governmental deiiartments, presenting
he (onlrac tors' jioint of view generally and attending to the

of

tional commerce,

made
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secretary

is

H. H. Dinneen, who

secretary of the Association of ^Manufacturers of

War

rAiKKcioR Gi:nkk.\l Hinks

this

*-^

classes

in

i)lo}'ees

week granted an advance
of train service emengineers, conductors, firemen and other trainmen.

wages

—

Settlement

to

the

four

estimated that the advances granted will average about
^)
per cent and that their total cost will be $55,000,000 a
}ear.
The same order which grants these advances refers
to Adjustment Board No. 1 of the Railroad Administration,
It is

which

is

cjuestion

composed of four

officers

as to whether and,

if

so,

and four employees, the
under what conditions,

overtime at the rate of time and a half shall be granted to
road train service employees for work in excess of eight
hours a day.
This order raises two very interesting questions.
The
first is,

as to the justifiability of an advance in wages to the

train service employees at this time.
the

wisdom

The second

is,

as to

of the action taken in referring the consideration

of the question of punitive overtime to a board of officers

and

emplo}ees.

The advance in wages made was expected by those who
have been familiar with recent developments in railroad
affairs.
The Railroad Administration takes the position that
it practically closes a cycle of advances in wages under government operation and that it was necessary, in order to place
the compensation of the train service employees on a parity
with that of other employees.
The cjuestion of when the present cycle of advances in
w'ages began is open to discussion.
The Adamson law went
into effect on January 1, 1917.
By establishing the principle
of the "basic eight-hour day," it gave the train service employees an advance in wages of about "$60,000,000 a y-ear.
This, in the opinion of many who closely follow railway
developments, was the real beginning of the new wage cycle,
and on that theory the cycle really was ended before the
advance made to the train service employees this week. As a
matter of fact, however, the passage of the Adamson act was
follow-ed, under private operation, by advances to many other
classes of employees.
When government control went into
effect on January 1, 1918, there were still pending demands
for advances in wages from many classes of railway employees, including those in train service, and advances to
practically all classes of employees undoubtedly would have
had to be made under private operation. In accordance with
the recommendations of the Railway Wage Commission,
Director General McAdoo issued order No. 27 which made
general advances in the wages of the employees, including
an advance of 29 per cent to those in train service.
While this order at first looked like a reasonable one, its
application disclosed the fact that it provided for relatively
much larger advances to some classes of employees than to

April

11,

and that

others,
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it

substituted

many

eight hours without a large increase in railway expenses,

glaring inequalities for

which had been known to exist before. The
advances made to some classes of employees were insufficient
to hold an adequate number of them in railway service
against the competition from other industries in which much
larger advances to similar classes of workers had been made.
In consequence, it was immediately found necessary to make
a large additional advance to the employees in shops.

before punitive overtime in road service

the inequalities

From

the standpoint of the Railroad Administration, this
It made
opened the latest cycle of railroad wages.
the wages of the shop employees relatively much higher than
In consethose of almost all other classes of employees.
quence, other classes of employees demanded further advances
and they were granted; and it is uncjuestionably true that,
until the advance to the train service employees was made
this week, their wages were lower in proportion to those of
other classes of employees than they were before government

was adopted.

The

order issued this week makes their

wages approximately 40 per cent higher than they were
before government control, and practically re-establishes,
except in some extreme cases, the relationship between their
wages and those of other employees, which formerly existed.
Assuming that the other advances which have been granted
are reasonable, it would be difficult to show that this advance
to the train service employees is unreasonable.

it

An
•^^

Another
Advance

substantial advance in rates

the Railroad Administration

is

in

Rates

must be made

to stop piling

up a

This fact is clearly demonstrated by the statistics of earnings and expenses for the last five months for
which they are available, and especially for the months of
The Class I railways earned in
January and February.
February a net operating income of only $10,000,000,
whereas the average net operating income earned by them in
February, 1915, 1916 and 1917, was $47,000,000. In other
words, in February they incurred a deficit for the government of $37,000,000. Their deficit in January was $36,000,000, making a total deficit for the first two months of

The amiistice was signed early
In the four months immediately following
it, the railways should have earned $259,000,000 net operating income in order to have covered the guaranteed standard
They actual! v earned onlv
return to the companies.
$114,000,000.
It is useless to try to dodge the plain implication of these
figures.
During the first four months following the signing
of the armistice the railways earned only 44 per cent of the
guaranteed standard return to the companies.
During the
first two months of the year they earned only 30 per cent of
the standard return guaranteed to the companies.
It is not
conceivable that the results throughout the year would continue to be so bad, but it is probable that, if existing rates
should be continued, the deficit for the year would be at
In some respects the conditions have
least $400,000,000.
been abnormally unfavorable. For example, traffic has been
declining very greatly. On the other hand, some of the most
important conditions were abnormally favorable. Never in
the history of railroad oj)eration in America were there four
winter months when the conditions were more conducive to
economical operation than they were in the four months
this year of $73,000,000.
in

train

yard service, the working day cannot be limited to

early and
if

for

large deficit.

study of and to report upon the practicability and propriety
of granting punitive overtime at this time.
It is to consider,
in connection with this matter, what rules and working conditions should be eliminated or changed in consideration of
granting punitive overtime in case it is decided that it should
be granted. While the representatives of the employees may
attempt to get punitive overtime while retaining the existing
rules and working conditions, it is difficult to believe that
any rational person, familiar with the facts, can actually believe that it would be reasonable or just both to grant time
and a half for overtime and retain some of the most important rules and working conditions now in effect.
For example, in numerous cases, under the existing rules,

in

and
ever

is

The Need

developments which will be more interesting and important
than these advances in wages.
Under the terms of the
director general's order, the board is instructed to make a

Even

if it

of operation.

reference of the question of punitive overtime to a
board of officers and employees promises to result in some

actually to limit the working day in train service to eight
hours; and certainly, unless the employees are willing to
make concessions in respect to other matters which will save
many millions of dollars, they should not be granted punitive
overtime, which would be sure to cost much more than all
the savings which could be effected by the abolition of all
the arbitrary rules and working conditions.
Punitive overtime is to be granted to train service employees engaged in yard work upon the theory that the working day in yard service actually can be limited to eight hours.

granted,

granted, there should

The

service employees may be paid two days' wages for
work, all of which is done within eight hours, merely because
they rendered in a single working day two classes of service
which are held to be different kinds of work. If the employees are to be paid time and a half for any work done in
excess of eight hours or any mileage run in excess of 100
miles, there surely can be no good reason why they should,
under any circumstances, be paid for more than a day's
work when they have not worked more than eight hours or
run more than 100 miles. In other words, if they are to be
paid time and a half for working more than a day they
should not be paid, under purely arbitrary rules, for working
more than a day when they actually have not worked more
than a day.
It is very questionable whether punitive overtime should be paid in train service at all because it is manifestly impossible, without a revolution in railway operation,

is

\}q a very clear understanding as to
going to cost and as to what savings are to be
effected by the concessions granted by the employees.
The wage advances which have now been granted under
government operation run to a very large total. Principally
as a result of them there has been an enormous increase in
railway expenses, which the public must pay. The Railroad
Administration and the pul)lic are entitled to expect that in
return for the present high wages, employees will do the
It is unimost efficient work of which they are capable.
versally conceded that, for many months, the efficiency of
Reports indicate
railway labor has been not high but low.
that this condition is improving.
Let us hope that it will
continue to improve, for the present situation in respect to
railway expenses and earnings is extremely serious and the
public, which is paying higher rates than ever before and, in
addition, bearing a large deficit which has to be met from
taxes, has a right to demand a great increase in the efficiency
is

what

really

control

927

•

November.

under review.

The statistics reflect a situation which it is hardly an
exaggeration to describe as appalling. The standard returns
guaranteed to the companies are based upon the average
net operating income earned in the three years ending on
June 30, 1917. Therefore, to say that the railways are earning only about one-third of their guaranteed standard returns is ecjuivalent to saying that they are earning only onethird as much net operating income as they earned in thosq.

'
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L'S

three yeiirs.

Notliini^

i.*^

to

l)c

^aiiud aiul fvciylliinj^

i.s

to

Tlic farts are tliat
be lost In' not siiiianiy facing tlio I'ai ts.
the govornnu'nt a.s a railroad manager is l)ankruj)l, and that
if the railways slioiild now he returned to private operation,
many of the coniixinics would lie liankrupted.

Tliere

is

only one remedy for

tliis

situation,

must

and

in the

applied and apTlie margin between earnings and operatplied jiromptiy.
This can be done
ing expenses must l)e greatly increased.
by reducing operating expenses or by advancing rates, or by
We l)clievc that even on the basis of present wages
both.
of)erating expenses can be reduced, but we do not believe
they can be substantially reduced under government operation.
In the first place, tlie system of centralized management adopted by Mr. McAdoo was fundamentally wrong.
Really good operating results will never be obtained until
It is impossiI)lc under this system to create
it is abandoned.
the needed competition and emulation between the officers
of individual lines and to re-estal)lish tiie needed discipline
among employees. In the second place, the very fact that
the roacis are in the hands of the government militates
against efficiency.
Theorists may denounce with all their
might the operation of the railways for private profit, but
the desire and opportunity to make profits constitute the
greatest incentive to efficiency known, and until that incentive is restored the greatest operating efficiency will not be
interest of the national welfare

it

i)e

restored.

In view of the results of operation within recent months,
however, it is perfectly evident, as the Rail'iiuiy Age has said
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The shippers and travelers of the
exceeds $.JOO,OUO,00().
country should 1)C made to bear tlic exi)cnse of operating the
railroads.
1,'ering

'I'lie

liurdens under wiiirli

The

arc lieavy enough.

advanced

tlie

tax])ayers are .stag-

immediately

rates should

lie

10 per cent, and as soon as practicable
legislation should be enacted under which the railways can
and will l)e restored to private operation. Furthermore, now
at

least

advance in wages to the train service employees has
made, advances in wages to large classes of railway
employees should be stopped. There doubtless will remain
some readjustments in the salaries of the lower ranks of railway officers which should yet be made, but with the railroads
that the
lieen

in the condition they are

now

no more advances

the public has a right to in-

classes of employees
involving increases in expenses of many millions a year shall
he made until a very different relationship from that now
existing has taecn established between railway earnings and
expenses.
si.st

that

& Western

Norfolk

THERE

to large

NO RELATION between

the income account of a
railroad corporation in 1918, the property of which is
being operated by the government, and the earnings and exIS

penses of the property. The income account of the corporation is a simple statement of the rental due from the government, other income, cost of maintenance of the corporate
organization, interest charges, dividends, etc.
From this

L

.

V

/I

N

I

A

^

Ph'iladelph'ia^

Hagersfotvn

BalHmori

The Norfolk & Western
before, that with present wages and present rates the railways cannot be made under either government or private

If the
operation to earn an adequate net operating income.
government continues to operate them it will, unless rates
are advanced, continue to incur a large deficit. Unless rates
are advanced many of the companies, if the railways should
be returned to private operation, would be ruined.
The Railroad Administration should not continue to impose additional burdens upon the taxpayers by continuing to
Already the deficit
operate the railways at a heavy loss.
which it has incurred, and which the taxpayers must pay,

the security holder can get no inkling of

what the property

doing under government management. For instance,
the Norfolk & Western in 1918 receives (only part payment
has so far been made) $20,634,000 rental from the government and, after having paid $1,716,000 war taxes and taken
mto its account other income such as dividends and interest
From
on security owned, has $19,918,000 gross income.
this it paid its interest charges, leaving $15,805,000 availThis compares with $18,946,000 available for dividends.
able for dividends in 1917, when the corporation was itself
itself is

operating the property.

April

What

11,
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and Norfolk
want to know

investors

railroad officers

&

Western

is

the revenues

and other
and expenses

officers

resulting from the actual operation of the property itself.
President L. E. Johnson sums up the point in his annual
He says: "The agreement
report to stockholders for 1918.
stipulates that the director general shall, during federal control, furnish the company copies of the operating reports reThe results of these operations do
lating to its property.
not directly concern your company and do not affect its annual compensation, but they are interesting and important
for the series of yearly comparisons and will, therefore, be
set out in this report and in the accompanying tables."
The actual operation of the property came prett>' near
furnishing enough net operating income to meet the govern-

—

Total operating revenues we
ment's rental requirements.
are now talking about the property itself, not the corpora-

tion—amounted

an increase of $16,095,000
Operating expenses amounted
to $61,579,000, an increase of $20,418,000 or 49.60 per cent
over 1917. Net revenue amounted to $20,425,000; this compares with $20,634,000, the rental which the government
pays, but from the net revenue must also be subtracted all
taxes other than war taxes.
No estimate is made of what
these will amount to, but the Norfolk & Western's taxes in
1916, before war taxes were assessed, amounted to $2,480,000.
Thus the property has failed by only about two to
three million dollars to earn its rental, and this notwithstanding the fact that money was spent freely for both maintenance of way and maintenance of equipment in 1918.
There was apparently a quite generous co-operation between
the Railroad Administration and the Norfolk & Western corporation in doing everything possible to provide railroad
facilities to move the business offered and, above all, to move
coal.
Evidences of the government's part are to be found
the large amounts spent for maintenance, and the company, from its corporate funds, spent large sums for addito $82,004,000,

or 24.42 per cent over 1917.

m

tions

and betterments, chargeable

The company

to capital account.
spent $5,585,000 in 1918 for additions and

betterments to roadway and structures.
Of this amount,
$1,030,000 was for sidings and spur tracks and $1,217,000
for terminal yards.
Further extensions of the electrical operation of the road were held up, but $646,000 was spent on

power transmisThere was $333,000 spent for additions and
betterments to shops, enginehouses and turntables.
Besides
the amount spent for additions to road, there was $8,271,000
capital account for additions to the electric

929

created Pocahontas Region.
A. C. Needles, who had been
vice-president in charge of operation, was appointed federal
manager.
The imperative need for adding in every way

possible to the facilities for carrying coal, recognized so fully
by the corporation, led the Railroad Administration to authorize expenditures for maintenance which were probably

limited only by the need for maintenance
availability of men and materials.

The

maintenance of way expenses in 1918 amounted
an increase of $3,348,000 over 1917, or 54.21
per cent. There was $1,370,000 spent for ties, an increase
of 97.80 per cent over 1917.
Roadway maintenance cost
Track laying
$1,455,000, an increase of 102.77 per cent.
and surfacing cost $2,011,000, an increase of 68.55 per cent.
The Norfolk & Western has been one of the roads which,
following the permission and suggestion of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, has in recent years been charging
depreciation on structures.
It is particularly interesting,
therefore, to note that the Railroad Administration has continued this practice and has, apparently, approved of the
rate of depreciation determined upon by the company, since
under the administration the charges for depreciation are
fairly close to the charges made by the company, although
in the case of station and office buildings, the administration
has made a considerably larger appropriation than the company did. The maintenance of way expenses per mile of
road averaged $4,563 in 1918 as against $2,960 in 1917.
The Norfolk & Western, operating 2,087 miles of road, has
557 miles of second track and 1,410 miles of siding and yard
tracks, but even with this large proportion of other than first
tracks, the maintenance charges in 1918 appear to be
total

to $9,525,000,

generous.

Maintenance of equipment cost $21,273,000 in 1918, or
$9,221,000 more than in 1917. The Norfolk & Western has
maintained its equipment in first-class condition, and an
increase of 76.51 per cent in maintenance of equipment expenditures seems high.
In maintenance of equipment as in
maintenance of way, the Railroad Administration apparently
accepted the rate of depreciation used by the company as
substantially correct and made charges only a little higher
in 1918 than in 1917.
The repairs, including depreciation
and retirements of equipment per unit in 1918 and 1917
were as follows:

sion plants.

Steam locomotives
Electric

Steam

spent for additions to equipment, the net charge to capital
account for equipment being $7,930,000 after making a
credit of

$341,000 for equipment

retired.

These are large

capital expenditures, especially in view of the fact that the

& Western had, just prior to 1918, completed a
15-year program of additions and betterments to the property.
As President Johnson points out, however, "While
your company has at all times aimed to protect the interests
of its security holders, the great emergencies created by the
declaration of war with Germany in the spring of 1917 have
made co-operation with the federal government its paramount dut>'." In all, the corporation has approved of the
expenditure for additions and betterments of about $27,000,000, of which, as noted above, $13,515,000 was charged to
property account in 1918.
The annual rental is figured
without the full interest on capital expenditures made in
1918, and the 1919 rental, therefore, will not only include
interest on this amount for one year and on the additional
amount spent in 1919, but will also include a certain amount
of the 1918 interest not as yet determined upon.
The personnel of the Norfolk & Western was little disturbed by the change to government operation, except that
N. D. Maher, president of the road in 1917, resigned in
June, 1918, to accept the regional directorship of the newly
Norfolk

work and by the

(freight)

locomotives (freight)
locomotives (passenger)

Passenger train cars
Freight train

cars

1918

1917

$9,220
21,179
8,154

$4,681
16,254

1.679

1,006

198

4,397
123

—

The

increase in transportation expenses was large- 38.11
per cent.
The freight business handled in 1918 was less,

measured either in number of tons or ton miles, than in
1917, and the passenger business handled was more only
because the average length of passenger journey was longer
in 1918 than in 1917, the number of passengers carried being less last year than the year previous.
The transportahaving greatly increased are
yard enginehouse expenses which amounted to $434,000 in
1918 or to more than twice as much as in 1917; train enginehouse expenses which amounted to $1,663,000 in 1918,
an increase of nearly 90 per cent; and loss and damage to
tion expenses that stand out as

freight

which amounted

to

$420,000, an increase of 76 per

cent.

The character of traffic handled did not change greatly
except for the falling off in tonnage of lumber and of biOf the total 51,404,000 tons of freight
1918, 58.77 per cent was bituminous coal and
4.46 per cent lumber
In 1917, of the total 53,089,000 tons
of freight carried, 60.18 per cent was bituminous coal and
5.62 per cent lumber.
tuminous

coal.

carried in

The Norfolk & Western was

able to maintain the high
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'>M)

.staiulaiil

of train load

car loading,'

,iiui

tliat

liad l)irn

.set

for

undiT private man iim iiient. 'I'lu- train load avcraj^^cd 1,041
ton.'< in l'>18, an iniiia>f of ncarlv 20 tons over thr previous
year, and the average loading \kt loaded freight car was
37. .i7 tons in I'MS, an increase of 2.50 tons or 7.17 per
lie Norfolk & Western has 1,66') lOO-ton
cent over 1')I7.
capacity gondola cars, hut even so, an average car load per
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tons
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The following table shows the i)rincii)al items of income
and expense for operation of the projierty under federal
management, in 1018 as compared with 1*)17. It must be
rememlHTcd that this is not tiie income account of the corporation:
191S

1<)17

2,086
$56, .181.0.16

2,087

uprrnteil

Mili\iRC

Freight revenue

$68,752,260
I'.i.ssciiRrr rcvcniic
10.237,600
T<.l.-il
oporaiim- revenues
83,004.034
Maiiiten.inie ol wav .in<l structures..
9.524,659
M.iinten.-ince of ciinipmcnt
21.273.002
Tr.Tilic exprnscs
536,709
Tr.in.sport.ition CNi>erses
28.739,291
General expenses
1,309,866
Total operating expenses
61,579.297
Net operating income
20.524.737

7,02.1.153

65,910,242
6,176,369
12,051,912
809,723
20.808,290
1.217.101

41,161.503
24,748,739

Corporation Income AicouNr.
Rental

$24,062,445"
2.134,440
22.998,881
18,946,137
10,552.297
8,393.840

$20,634,142

Taxes
income
Net income

1,716,000
19,918,302
1 5,804.526
9.357,103
6,447,423

\V.-!r

(iross

Dividends
Surplus
^'CorrospondinR

income from operalion

New

in

1917.

Books

Test of a Flat Slab Floor, by Arthur N. Talbot and Harrison F.

Gonnermaii.

Bulletin

No.

106,

Engineering

Station. University of Illinois, Urbana,

III.

Experiment

Price, 25 cents.

The

tests reported in this bulletin have the distinction that
they were carried practically to destruction, this being possible because the building in which they were made was
about to be removed to make room for the new Chicago

Station.
Because of this, and the fact
was afterwards broken away so as to expose the exact position of the reinforcement, it was possible to learn more concerning the action of flat slab floors

Union Passenger

that the concrete

under heavy loads than in previous tests. The conclusion
reached by the authors, tends to confirm the more generally
accepted assumptions on flat slab design; and, to use their
own words "should give added confidence in the suitability
and reliability of flat slabs as a load carrying structure."
Boston

&

Lowell,

By

roads.

Illustrated.
stitute,

Nashua

F. B.

&

Loxvell.

C. Bradlee.

Bound

in

cloth.

and Salem

&

Lowell, Rail-

64 pages, 6% in. by 9% «"
Published by the Essex In-

Salem. Mass.

is a well written monograph filled full of interesting
data, gossip and local miscellany concerning the railroads

This

named, and with much

collateral

local

matter concerning

railroad life in Eastern Massachusetts from 18,30 down to
the time that these roads were absorbed in the Boston &
The illustrations consist of portraits of
Maine System.

prominent railroad
timetables,

switch,

an

of

attachment

was

time and reproductions of
The Tyler
etc.
prevent
switches
to
stub

officers of that

pictures

old
to

locomotives,

Interlocking,
early as 1850.
At Lowell, where the
however, was not even thought of.
Nashua & Lowell joined the Boston & Lowell "a lantern in
the night placed on the switch frame shows the switch is
wrong. Absence of lantern signifies the switch to be right."
Block signaling also, had not been heard of, and the author
name of road not given of keeping
tells of the practice
The station agent held
trains apart by a show of fingers.

derailments,

in

use

—

as

—

up to the engineman as many fingers as would indicate the
number of minutes which had elapsed since the passage of
the last preceding train.

Standard Freight Car Repairs

remarkable.

rj7isiiij»(,ii.

1'*.

To riiK Editor:
have read with interest the article written by a Me(haiiical Engineer on Government standards for freight car
repairs, published in the Rmlway A^e of February 28, page
487, and I wish to first note that Mechanical Department
Circular No. 8, in my opinion, is a step in the right direction.
The rc(|uirements, however, in some parts may be thought by
some engineers to 1k' a ste{) t(K) far; Ijut if there are any misI

takes

in

these

refjuirements,

proposal

the

draft gears in repairing old cars

is

not, in

to

my

use friction
opinion, one

I am sure that a friction draft gear is a good
thing upon new cars, and it is doubly necessary upon old
cars that are in constant use, mixed up with new cars.

of them.

The

conclusion of the writer of the article above menthat spring draft gears are a better appliance for
old cars that are repaired with draft arms.
I wish to point
out what I think to be a fact in regard to the use of friction
gears in connection with draft arm appliance to wooden
underframes. The writer says that draft arms have proved
satisfactory.
I am sure that this has been the case, but if,
as he says, draft arms have proved their worth with the use
of spring gears, they have also doubly proved their worth
with the use of friction gears. So far as the car being better
protected with a spring gear when the line of draft is below
the sills, as when draft arms are applied to wooden underframe cars, I am sure if a little thought is given to this, the
error of this conclusion will be appreciated.
All of the draft
arms which I have seen are of greater strength than the
final force necessary to close any friction draft gear recommended by the authors of Circular No. 8 and the statement
that after the spring gear goes solid the horn of the coupler
will transfer the line of force more nearly to the center of the
sills is probably true if the support for the horn of the
coupler is strong enough; but as it usually is made of a block
of wood or of metal supported by wood, it soon is pounded
back and the draft arm gets all of the force even after the
draft gear has gone solid. The M. C. B. recommended practice of making the draft arm extend 30 in. or more behind
the center line of bolster makes the draft arm of sufficient
strength to well support the downward tendency of the
average wooden car.
The small capacity of a twin or tandem spring draft gear
gives practically no protection to the car and as soon as this
s]iring gear goes solid the underframe or sills of the car must
absorb the balance of the energy in an impact between two
This remaining energy often is enough to cause several
cars.
hundred thousand pounds' pressure on the end of the car;
while if a car of this description is equipped with a friction
draft gear having three or four times the capacity of the
spring gear there will be many shocks that would overstrain
the car equipped with the spring gear which would not close
the friction gear and thus the end force would be kept below
that necessary to close the friction gear.
In any case if the
tioned

is

force of impact was enough to close the gear, the line of draft
would be the same in both cases, that is, on the center line
of draft, after the horn of the coupler had imbedded itself
into the striking block.
I, myself, think that those who
originated Circular No. 8, which recommends friction draft
gears, took a step that is bound to protect cars and their
lading.
Louis E. Endsley,
Professor

of

Railway

Mechanical Engineering,
University of Pittsburgh.

Cainf-o Creek I'iaduct

Heavy Railw^ay
San Diego

&

Construction Along Mexican Border
Arizona

Is

Driving 17 Tunnels in

Nearing Completion
Diego & Arizona Railway
now completing
THEa San extending
from San Diego,
148 miles
is

line

east

to a connection with the

Cal.,

Southern Pacific

at

El Centro,

which involves an expenditure of approximately $16,500,000
and includes some exceedingly heavy and difficult construction work.
This line, which provides a direct eastern outlet for San Diego, is owned half by the Southern Pacific and
half by J. D. and A. B. Spreckels.
Its construction was undertaken 12 years ago, but its completion has been delayed
by a series of unexpected obstructions so that progress has
been slow until the past year.
Leaving San Diego, the road passes in a southerly direction for a distance of IS miles to Tijuana, where it enters the
Republic of Mexico.
It then turns in an easterly direction,
generally parallel to the International border, passing
through Mexico for a distance of 44 miles before again entering California at Lindero, from which point it continues
to El Centro, 148 miles from San Diego, where it connects
with the Southern Pacific line in the Imperial Valley. The
road is now completed from San Diego to the head of Carriso
gorge, a distance of 98 miles and from El Centro to the foot
of Carriso gorge, a distance of 39 miles, leaving 11 miles yet
to be completed in the gorge.
The construction through this gorge involves some of the
most expensive railway work that has ever been undertaken
in the United
States.
This 11-mile section contains 17
tunnels, ranging from 180 ft. to 2,650 ft. in length, and

931

in 148-Mile

11 -Mile

Gap

Line

with an aggregate length of ]3,.592 ft., while the line between
the tunnels is carried on a bench cut in the side of the moun-

from 250 ft. to 350 ft. above the bottom of the gorge.
This heavy work is compensated for in a measure by the
contour on the western end of the line where it crosses a
level plain for 30 miles.
Starting from San Diego the line rises on a practically
continuous grade for 85 miles to the summit which is at an
elevation of 3,657 ft. alcove sea level.
The maximum grade
eastbound is 1.4 per cent which is practically continuous for
47 miles. Westbound the line rises from an elevation of 44
ft. below sea level at Seeley, 10 miles west of El Centro, with
a maximum grade of 2.2 per cent for 15.28 miles near the
foot of the slope and again for 6.91 miles at the summit and
with a 1.4 per cent grade for 15 miles between.
This line
through the gorge possesses unusual scenic attractions, the
tain

coloring resembling that of the

orado in appearance.

Grand Canyon

of the Col-

The

section of the line through the
gorge will be protected by block signals.

The completion

of this

line

will

enable through

train

San Diego and the East in
connection with the Southern Pacific and its eastern connections and will form a new tran.scontinental line into San
service to be inaugurated between

Diego, effecting a saving in distance of approximately 135
miles between Chicago and San Diego.
This line also affords a direct outlet for the Imperial Valley of Southern California, one of the most productive valleys in the world. The
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an-a

now

uiuIit

irriiMih'ii

m

tliis

valli'v

is

52.5,()()0

aires

An addi400,000.
tional lOO.OOO acres an "unilir tlu- ditch" but not yet actually
irrigated while approximately 100,000 acres are now under
The total irrigable
cultivation across tlio line in Mexico.
area in tliis valle>- is 800,000 acres while 200,000 acres additional can be reached by pum])ing. In January, 1901, there
wliilc the acreage uiiiKr rultivation

is

Map Showing
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lii> jainliasc also includes a line from
and liinoii lulUm-.
San Diego to Coronado and to Nortii island, the government
army and navy flying field being locati'd at the latter point.
The San Diego and Arizona Railway line crosses the Laguna range in the passage of which it traverses some exceedingly rugged country rec|uiring heavy construction, particularly in the vicinity of Carriso Pass as referred to al)0ve.
1

the Location of the San Diego

was no white man in the Imperial Valley. Today it has 10
towns and a population of 50,000. The crops for 1918 were
valued at $40,000,000, and included 11,330 cars of barley,
3,300 cars of corn, 32,540 cars of hay, 1,925 cars of cotton,
3,560 cars of canteloupes and 1,100 cars of cattle.
Much of the traffic from the Imperial Valley will move to
San Diego for export to China and Japan and for loading on
seagoing vessels for shipment through the Panama Canal,
San Diego being the nearest port in the United States to the
The city of San Diego has recently completed a mucanal.
nicipal dock with 53,200 sq. ft. of floor area and other docks
are soon to be built to handle this export traffic.
In October, 1917, the San Diego & Arizona Railway pur-

&

Arizona

Through this pass the maximum grade was held down to 1.4
per cent becau.se the cost of reducing this at a later date
would be prohibitive. Elsewhere grades up 2.2 per cent were
permitted.
The maximum curvature on the permanent line
is 10 deg.
In the section between Jacumba and Carriso gorge there

Interior of a

Timber Lined Tunnel

are 17 tunnels with a total length of 13,392

A

Section of the Line in Mexico

chased the San Diego & Southeastern Railway, with 43 miles
of line serving the country immediately tributary to San
Diego, including El Cajon Valley, noted for its raisin, orange

two are about 2,650 ft. long,
and the remaining 15 are
length.
Although the rock
was loose so that 75 per cent

ft.

Of

these,

and about 1,200 ft. respectively
between 180 and 900 ft. in
was quite hard, the formation

of the total length in tunnel required timbering. In Carriso gorge itself there was ten miles
of almost continuous rock cut so that altogether the section
of the line near the pass had exceptionally heavy construction costs.
Another item of additional cost, resulting from'

April

11,
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the rugged territorj' traversed, was the fact that no road had
previously been built along the route followed by the rail-

way.

A wagon

road, therefore,

Profile of

which to bring

had

San Diego

in supplies.

The

&

to be constructed

on

Arizona

cost of the

roadway

serv-

ing this section of the line was about $100,000.
In one instance a compressor plant for construction purposes was located at the bottom of Carriso gorge, the ma-

A

933

Campo Creek

whicli is 580 ft. long and 180 ft. high, costing
In planning for the placing of the large girders
of this structure an ordinary locomotive crane had been provided with a 60-ft. boom, reinforced with cables and set up
on a freight car to which the locomotive crane truck was attached.
When the towers were completed an endeavor was
made to place the long girders, holding them steady in the
wind by means of block and tackle attached to each end.
Before the work had progressed far it was noticed that as
soon as the steel work had been carried up some distance from
the ground, a wind velocity was encountered which did not
As the work advanced, this became
exist near the ground.
more serious and caused delay. Even the painting was held
up by the high winds.
The first attempt to erect the girders was unsuccessful, because of the wind and it was decided to await more favorable
The wind proved to be almost continuous howconditions.
ever during daylight hours at least, and the attempt was repeated many times before the girders were finally set. When
this was accomplished 300 hr. time had been charged against
the locomotive crane in the work of handling the girders,

$112,000.

Section of the Line Under Construction in Carriso Gorge

chinery, lumber

instead of the 40 or 50 hr. that

hauled

had

and other materials for which had to be
wagon road and then over another road
built down the side of the mountain to the site of the plant,
for there was not sufficient space available to erect the plant
on the side of the mountain. At this point the railroad is
in over the

above the bottom of the gorge.
largest structure on the line is a

about 700

The

it

steel

viaduct

at

sufficient

difficulty with wind affecting other parts of the
so delayed the erection of the viaduct that the construc-

The same
work

tion required three times

conditions; that

ft.

would have been

not been for the high winds.

is,

pletion instead of

what

it

should have under ordinary
months for com-

the viaduct required 6

60 days.
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In

tli'sinninjj

tlii^

girders on one of

tin

C'on.sidcralili-

tion.

vi.uliKt,

wa.-;

it

-pans antl to

attailird

interest

(Iwidc-d

to u.sr

lift tlu-in hcKJily

to tin* jol)

100

11.

into ])osi-

lu'iausc

no

girders of et|ual Kn^lli had previously been so phued on the
lines of the Soutliern Pacitu-.
The viadiK't has a total length of 580 ft. and consists of
six spans, two of wliich are iSO and 100 ft. long respectively.

At the central point the track is about 180 ft. abovi- the bed
of the stream, the highe.st tower having a base length of 50
The towers were designed to ix- selfft. parallel to the track.
sustaining during construction and were erected by the usual
Materials were delivered
structural metluxl, ]iiece by piece.
to the site of

tlie

viatiuct

by motor truck, and were hoisted bv
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a donkey engine witli two lines running to a carrier on a
(ableway s|)anning the viaduct site.
At the |)re.sent time it is e.xpected that the entire line will
be i()m|)leted and i)la(e(l in opiTation during the latter i)art
of the (oming summer.
The tunnels in the 11 -mile section
remaining unfmislied are over 75 per cent completed. The
shops, engine houses and other l)uildings necessary for operation are nearly ready while work on the remaining buildings will be undertaken within tlie ne.xt few weeks.
This line is being built under the direction of J. I).
Sjireckels. |)resident; I). \V. I'ontius, general manager, and K.
We are indelited to Mr. KailJ. Kallright, chief engineer.
right for the information contained in the above article.

Railroad Purchases as a Stabilizer of Business
Fluctuations and Uncertainties Seriously Affect

General Industrial Situation

By

Ax

F. B.

A\KR.-\GE annual purchase of materials and eejuipment
by the railroads of the United States would assist ap-

Under their
when they
Had money and curtailed drastically as soon as earnmgs
began to decrease. No other alternative was open to railroads
of uncertain financial standing and in recent years it has
precial)ly in the staljilization of l)usiness.

own

ct!ntrol,

railroads, like

individuals, bought

been necessan,- even for roads in stronger positions to follow
this plan due to the greater difficulty of obtaining money and

1901

LiiJ-'U-'"C]nr:t

1902

C

Ernst
in

the

Railway Age.

tion, freight cars only.

Consider, for the purpose of illustraThe great variation from year to year

The
is amazing.
shown during the period from 1905 to
1908, when from more than 340,000 cars purchased in 1905
the number decreased three years later in 1908 to less than
18.4 per cent of the number purchased three
65,000 cars
years before.
While this is somewhat extreme, the chart
in

the

number

of

greatest variation

these cars purchased

is

—

shows

a series of

wide fluctuations from

'"feast to

famine"
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Chart No.

1

— Showing

Graphically the

Number

of Freight Cars

the none too friendly attitude of the public. During times of
depression in business few cars were purchased, while during
boom times cars were ordered far beyond the capacity of the

carbuilding plants. A more uniform program of buying alike
over good and bad times would have resulted in considerable
economy and great industrial advantages to the manufacturers

and employees as

well.

In Charts Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are shown the number of
freight cars, passenger cars, and locomotives purchased and
built per year during the period 1901 to 1918 inclusive.
These charts were prepared from statistics published yearly

Ordered

for

Domestic Use During the Past

17

Years

The difficulties of the
over the entire period of 19 years.
manufacturer in regulating his organization to meet these
tiuctuations and the disadvantages to the railroads of operating on this basis are apparent.

The Manufacturers' Problems
The manufacturer during normal

or

boom

times builds up

a complete organization and the shops are operated to full
A year or two later
or even beyond their rated capacity.

may be only sufficient work to operate the plant at 50
per cent, or even 30 per cent of capacity. This necessitates
there

April

S

—

11,

1919

—

1
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the laying off of a great number of men and disrupting the
organizations which had required years to build up.
Entire communities surrounding large carbuilding or railway
specialty plants are in a state of depression; the workmen

who had become trained in the carbuilding industry must
seek employment in other lines.
These men are naturally
not available a year or two later when the plants are again
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ment and the greater efficiency, at the present time, in the
method of handling freight.
To meet this annual program of car construction the car-
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placed in operation, and it is necessary to train new and
inexperienced men for the work.
The conditions are unfair to the men in that their work
is not permanent and their living is transient.
Difficult
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Chart No. 3 Showing Variations in the Number of Passenger
Cars Purchased and Built During the Past 19 Years

become more efficient, and a better class of work and lower
would result.
Carbuilding companies would benefit
further in having unifomi financial obligations from yeai

costs

to year.

The average number
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ordered during prosperous years.

This excess represents an
economic waste, as many of these plants stand idle during
all but boom times.
If, however, a definite number of cars
were ordered each year the carbuilding industry could adjust
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Chart No. A Showing Variations in the Number of Locomotives Purchased and Built During the Past 19 Years
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necessary and workmanship, particularly of new
rush of plants running beyond their rated capacity, naturally is not satisfactory.
With a more uniform
output, the same laborers would continue in one line of work,
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310,315
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141,024
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Chart No. 2 Showing Variations in the Number of Freight
Cars Purchased and Built During the Past 19 Years
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normal business, is approxi70,000 freight cars. While the tonnage to be hauled
increases from year to year, this has been largely provided
for in the larger capacity of the individual units of equip1
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of freight cars purchased for the entire 19-year period, 1901 to 1918, including the lean years at
the opening of the war, was 161,635 per year.
Assume for
the purpose of illustration that the yearly requirements of the

1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
'915
1916
1917
1918

3

Locomotives Ordered and Built for Each
Since 1901
Domestic orders
per year

Ye^vr

Locomotives

built

per vear

1951
..

..

4,340
4,665
3,283
2,538
6,265
5.642
3,482
1,182
3.350
3,787

2,850
4,515
3,467
1,265
1,612
2,910
2,704
2,802

2,648
3,384
4,070
5,152
3,441

4,896
6,232
6,564
1.886
2,596
4,441
3,143
4.403
4,561
1,962
1,250
2,708
2,585
3,668

itself to take care of the nonnal amount of equipment required and there would be eliminated the overwhelming
peaks of prosperous times and the discouraging recessions
of poor times.
Inasmuch as the carbuilding plants on this
basis could operate more economically, the results would
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How
The

situation

l)cttiT

workman-

from

Railroads Are Affected

unsatisfaitory.

the

standjioint

With business

of
at

the

railroads

is

a

would increase very materiallx' gross and net receipts. As it
is. large numbers of cars and locomotives stand idle, and
there

is

far

tons,

not sufJicient

freight

fully

to

utilize

to

the

the carrying

facilities of the roads.

A year or two may pass. The country ma\' then enter on
The railroads find
a period of increased business activity.
themselves confronted with great quantities of freight to be
moved and do not have the necessar}' equipment to move it,
owing to the fact that during the two or three previous years
of depression few new cars or locomotives were built and the
equipment on hand had not been kept in good repair. The
railroads are embarrassed and the business of the country
is handicapped by the fact that the roads do not have sufficient equijimcnt for moving the freight that is offered. Yards
and terminals are congested, and as a consequence freight not
All the
only moves slowly but is carried uneconomically.
roads enter the market for cars and locomotives and, allowing
for the time required to build up new organizations in the
carbuilding plants, train new men, and secure materials,
most of the cars are not actually available for service for six
months or even a year after they are ordered.
In Chart No. 2, it may be seen that the peaks and depressions of carbuilding occur about six months to a year later
than the corresponding peaks and depressions of car buying.
If there had been uniform annual buying, equipment ordered
during poor times would be immediately available for the

railroads.

Stimulation

of

other

dependent

would add materially to this figure. On
this liasis, the total tonnage involved would helj) considerably
(luring periods of de()ressi()n and would also be of material
relief to the railroads in freeing them of this additional
tonnage during boom times when it is not wanted.
The above discussion has dealt largely with freight cars,
and incidentally with passenger cars and Icxomotives; that is,
with motive power and rolling stock. 'J"he i)lan would apply
e(|ually as well to the maintenance of wa_\' de|)artment, as
well as shops, roundhouses and terminals, and would add
to the stabilizing effect which the railroads could exert.
The principal reason w'hy railroads when under their own
management, did not avail themselves of the advantages of
a more uniform program of ])urci)asing. was. in most cases,
Even those roads that were financially able,
that of finance.
as a rule followed the conservative curtailment which always
accompanies periods of uncertainty and depression. While
tlie carbuilders of the United States, now operating largely
on the recent lot of Railroad Administration cars, still have
a reasonable amount of work ahead, many of the railway
supply companies have already begun to curtail operations,
with apparently no relief in sight in the way of new orders
which will be available in time to prevent practical shutdown.
Carbuilders will be in a similar position a few months hence.
Whatever the future of the railroads, the government
manufacturing

low ehh, the
railroads rontrihufe further to this depression hy withholding
orders and depriving themselves of the great tonnage incident
This tonnage at
to the building of ears and locomotives.
such times could i)e hauled at little additional exi)ensc, as
train crews must be maintained and cars and locomotives
With the freight movement below normal,
are available.
this additional tonnage would come when badly needed and
e(|uallv

wrong to assume that a finished freight car weighing
would be prcxluc tive of not les.s than 00 to 80 tons of

III'

20

freight

the
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lines

should continue to exercise supervision that will perpetuate
and o]>eration that have
unquestionably proven of value. To these should be added
some plan providing for more uniform annual purchases of
equipment and supplies. The idea of equalized purchases by
the railroads could be extended to a much broader field, in
fact, to the government itself, and the opportunities are such
as possibly to justify a branch of "Business Stabilization" in
some one of the departments at Washington.
certain practices in administration

To the already
increased tonnage resulting in boom times.
over-burdened roads is now added the great quantities of
material required in the building of equipment. This additional tomiage comes at a time when it is not needed by the
roads already operating at 100 per cent capacity. In fact, the
additional revenue obtained is largely given out in overtime
and premiums which must be paid because of the roads
It would have been
operating on an over-capacity basis.
infinitely better if the railroads could have had this extra
freight at less prosperous times when they were badly in need

of tonnage.

Effect

Upon

Allied Industries

building of railroad equipment in poor times would
stimulate many other dependent lines, as in the building of
ordinary freight cars there are required considerable quantities of structural steel, cast steel, forged steel, malleable
In
iron, cast iron, lumber, brass, springs, bolts, nuts, etc.
an ordinary 50-ton steel gondola car, for example, there
would be required about 12 to 15 tons of structural and plate
steel.
In connection with the manufacture and use of this
steel, pig iron, coal, coke, limestone, scrap and other ingredients, representing several times the tonnage of the finished
Stimulation of these
steel, must be handled by the railroads.
various lines of industry, dependent upon the steel industry,
likewise stimulates other lines in turn dependent upon them,
so that the effect is far-reaching in its fan-like extensions
to the various dependent lines.
It is estimated that in the manufacture of steel castings,
such as couplers, bolsters, side frames, wheels, etc., the tonnage of raw materials, etc., to be hauled is three to four times
the weight of the finished product, and it would probably not

The
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Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Prices

Recommended by Industrial Board of Department
Commerce Still Under Discussion

of

Washington, U.

C.

CONTROVERSY ovcr the price to be paid for steel,
TiiKwhich
also involves the entire question of the policy

a result of the conference of the representatives of the
government purchasing departments with the Secretary of

to be pursued by the Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce, has occupied the attention of a large
The
part of official Washington during the past week.
question of steel prices, and particularly the prices to be
paid for rails, was discussed at a meeting of the Industrial
Board on Saturday, April 5, with R. S. Lovett and Henry
Walters, members of the Advisory Committee on Purchases
of the Railroad Administration, H. B. Spencer, director of
the Division of Purchases, and Commissioner McChord of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, at which the railroad
representatives presented arguments for lower prices for rails
than those of $45 and $47 a ton agreed to by the Industrial
Director General
Board, but no conclusion was reached.
Hines also discussed the subject with George N. Peek, chairman of the Industrial Board, on Tuesday, but no conclusion
was reached and another conference was arranged for Thursday, at which it was hoped some definite development would

the Treasury and the Secretary of Commerce on April 2,
the entire question of the policy to be pursued by the InThe
dustrial Board was reopened for further consideration.
vague statement issued by Secretary Glass at the close of

be reached.

Mr. Peek had issued a statement on April 4, denying that
had adopted hard and fast policies that would not
be subject to change under any circumstances. "I have never
said or intimated that the Industrial Board would stand pat
on the prices formulated with the steel industry no matter
what objections were brought up by other departments," Mr.
Peek said. "Shown a good and sufficient reason for doing
the board

board will reconsider." One of the principal points
the Railroad Administration is that the Industrial
Board had officially announced the steel price schedule over
the protests of the Railroad Administration and before such
reconsideration.
The Railroad Administration has been
studying the figures on steel production costs as compiled by
the Federal Trade Commission and believes that the prices
announced are too high to offer it any inducement to enter

so, the

made by

the market.

On the other hand it is understood that the Industrial
Board has laid before the Railroad Administration data
showing that of the five principal steel companies involved
in the production of rails, two have production costs in excess of the rail prices agreed upon, two can produce at the
price without counting overhead, and one, which has an
output exceeding by more than 50 per cent the combined
production of the other four, can produce at a cost low
enough to show some profit at the price named, but a narrower margin of profit than it received during the pre-war
period.
It is understood that the steel companies also have
stated to the board that in some instances the rails produced
during the past year on pre-war contracts have been delivered at a loss to the steel companies.
Railroad men, however, point to the fixed price of $28 a
ton which prevailed before the war as having given the steel

companies a handsome profit for years. The Federal Trade
Commission's figures show that the U. S. Steel Corporation's cost for producing rails in October, 1918, was $40 a
ton, for open-hearth, including $4 of inter-company profits,
so that $47 a ton would give a profit of $11.
E. H. Gary
was quoted in a New York paper on Tuesday as saying the
cost in January was $40 for open-hearth and $46 for Bessemer.
The price for steel billets named by the Industrial
Board was $38.50 a ton, and it has been calculated that
adding 50 per cent more than the pre-war differential to
this would give $41.36 as a price for open-hearth rails.
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As

the conference indicated that this

would be done, but

it

was

by Chairman Peek of the board
to indicate only that the question of steel prices was to be
Secrefurther discussed with the Railroad Administration.
tary Glass made it plain on the following day that Mr.

amended

Peek's

later in the evening

amendment

entire plan

of the statement

of price stabilization

was unauthorized.

in

an

The

effort to stimulate

industry was originated by Secretary Glass, who turned it
The controversy
over to Secretary Redfield to carry out.
which has arisen, with Secretary Glass and the Railroad
.Administration on one side and Secretary Redfield and his
Industrial Board on the other, springs from a difference of
understanding as to the function of the board, as well as
The Railroad Administration and
over the price of steel.
Secretary Glass understand that it was appointed to act as
a mediator rather than as an arbitrator, to attempt to bring

about an agreement with the producers on prices which
would be sufficiently attractive to the government purchasing
agencies, of which the Railroad Administration is the largest
buyer, to induce them to buy freely on the assumption that
the general public would regard the prices accepted by the
The first public statements regarding
government as fair.
the fonnation of the board bear out this idea, but apparently
the board had a larger view of its authority and assumed to
T. C. Powell, director of the Diestablish official prices.
vision of Capital Expenditures of the Railroad Administration, and its representative on the board, distinctly notified
the board that the Railroad Administration would not buy
The Railroad Administration takes
steel at the prices fixed.
the position that until a price was reached which would be
satisfactory to it, the board had failed to accomplish its intended functions and that there was nothing to announce,
Ijut the board gave out a scale of prices, proposed by the
steel interests and somewhat modified by the board, as the
official scale, while Mr. Powell's membership on the board
created the general impression that the Railroad AdminisThe fact was that the
tration was a party to the agreement.
announcement was not made until nearly two weeks after the
prices had been announced nor until after the administration

had come

in for considerable criticism for

its

failure to give

plan by placing orders at the prices fixed.
On January 1 there were on order undelivered about
1,100,000 tons of rails, which were being delivered at the
This has now been rerate of about 40,000 tons a week.
duced to about 35,000 tons, as one of the steel companies
has completed its orders and another company will soon be
effect to the

out of orders.

At

this

rate

the

administration

still

has about 600,000

tons to come, which would run till about September 1.
The question of steel prices as affecting the Navy Department has also come up. Acting Secretary of the Navy

Roosevelt announces that under the laws the department is
required to advertise for bids, but when bids were opened
on April 4 for a considerable tonnage of structural steel
they were all found to be based on the prices announced by
the board, and the department has not yet announced its

acceptance or rejection.

The Shipping Board has announced
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ncceptancf of tin- S( iile as a basis for fiituri- (onlracts,
stateti that (vw luw contracts arc now iK-inj; let Inxrause
its rwiuircnicnts liavc l)ccn so largely contracted for ahead.
The War Departnunt has a.sked for bids on coal to he
its

l)Ut

on

(>|Hiutl

In
trial

May

7.

and crushed Stone, the Indusowing to the large number
and individuals engaged in the ijusiness, and the
to s.iiul, gravel

relatiiiii

HiKird has aiuuiunced that

of lirnis

character of their operations, coniiR'titive conditions
within the inilustr\ are so definite and jHjrsistent that nothing more can i)e done l)y the board than to recommend a continuation of the practice of competitive bidding in governl(K"al

mental purcha.^es.
The Railroad Administration was also criticized by the
National t'oal Asscxiation for not awaiting the action of
the board before proceeding to make purchases in the open
market under comi)etitivc conditions. It is understood that
Mr. Hines takes the jjosition that he can manage his own
purchases without the assistance of the board and that it
lias no purjiase unless it can secure better prices than he can.
Under the thcHjry that the board should act as an arbitrator
of ])rices, he regards the plan as illegal and it is understood
that the

Department of Justice takes the same

though the ciuestion has not yet been put up to
fomi.

Secretary

Red field

{)osition,
it

caliled to the President

al-

in concrete

asking him

government departments to accept the board's
but there have .so far been no indications that the
President would intervene in any way.

to instruct the
jirices,

Pending the settlement of the

steel

price question, a de-

cision in the controversy with the coal association has also

been held in abeyance while the administration continues
pursue its policy in negotiating for coal without reference
This has led to the issuance
to any proposed price-lixing.
Mr. Hines on April 3
of various statements by both sides.
issued a statement which was in effect a reply to the coal
operators' charge, in which he referred to "the interesting
fiction that the Railroad Administration is conducting its
purchase of coal in such a way as to force producers to sell
to it below the cost of production, thus in turn forcing them
to

community."
he said, "seems to carry

to increase their prices to the rest of the

"The

assertion of this fiction,"

with it the suggestion that in order to prevent the Railroad
Administration from accomplishing this purpose, it is important to find a way to remove all competition in bidding
for such government business and instead to fix in the respective mining districts uniform prices at which all producers would be willing to sell and at which the Railroad
Administration would have to buy. The remedy thus suggested for this fictitious evil would, of course, have the result of giving the coal operators the relatively high prices
fixed without any competition, which they could use as a
basis for selling to the general public, so that the element of
competition would fade from the picture and virtually the
whole consuming public would be paying prices which in the
aggregate would be far in excess of what would be necessan' to maintain existing wages and pay sufficient profits.
"While it hardly seems necessar}' to do so, I wish to give
the country the assurance that the Railroad Administration

has no such unjust and shortsighted purpose as to force producers to sell below cost or impose a burden on the rest of
the public.

There

is

no

institution

—public

or private

—

in

the country that has a greater interest in the promotion of

prosperity than the Railroad Administration has, because the

more the business of

the countr)' increases the

more net

rev-

enues the Railroad Administration will enjoy. At the same
time I believe it would be opposed to the interests of the
general consuming public, as well as of the government, to
all benefits of competition and buy coal
government at unnecessarily high prices, which in
turn will immediately become the standard prices for all

forego absolutely
for the
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purciiasers.
Such a cour.se would have a strong tctidency to
continue to |)re.scrve in the present j)eri(xl following the war,
profits having entirely too strong a resemblance to the extraordinary j)rofits which were realized during tin- war."
As an illustration of the caution which the Railroad Administration is oi)serviiig in this matter, Mr. Hines said, it
has established the policy tliat each railnjad shall buy its
own coal, thus avoiding any greater concentration of jiurchasing jjower than existed under private management.
It
has also instructed that in i)urchasing (oal, railroads must
take into consideration the director general's policy to make
as wide a distribution of the tonnage bought as conditions
will jiermit. considering (juality, transjiortation and price,
at the same time confining so far as [)racticable, i)urchase5
to jiroducers on the individual roads.
It has also directed
that no railroad should accejit any bid which would involve
the cutting of the existing scale of mining wages.
It has
further provided that coal jjrices actually contracted for shall
not be secret, ijut shall be availaljle for the infonnation of
any interested coal operator and also of the miners. Very
few specific instances have \)Qcn brought forward of failure

on the part of any railroad to oljserve these policies, and the
complaints W'hich have Ix'en Ijrought forward have been and
arc lieing properly adjusted.
Most of the complaints appear to have been made to the press rather than to the Railroad Administration.
"It must be remembered that the purchasing power itnniediately availa!;lc of the Railroad Administration with
respect to coal is by no means as great as is generally assumed in discussions on this subject," Mr. Hines added.
"To a large extent the Railroad Administration's current
supply of coal must be taken on unexpired contracts which

were made many months ago and which have yet several
months to run. Again, the volume of coal currently consumed by the Railroad Administration at the present time is
decidedly below the normal, because in the present readjust-

ment period the business handled is below normal. A further factor which cannot be ignored is tha:t the railroads,
like enterprises generally,

stored unusually large quantities

of coal last April to be prepared for the exigencies of a long

continued war.
To meet the present situation the railroads
are using this stored coal with caution so as not to interfere
unduly with current coal production, but a considerable storage of coal still exists, which eventually will have to be used

by the railroads."
The National Coal Association then issued another statement, saying that a request that all bids on railroad coal be
made public had been refused and that the only information
made public is as to the price at which the business is finally
placed.
"Despite the director general's public statement of
February 19 that this information would be available to any
interested party," the statement added, "it has been refused
coal operators and their accredited representatives as late as
the 28th day of March on the ground that local representatives of the Railroad Administration have no instructions to
give out such information.
"In short, the bituminous coal operators have endeavored
to obtain the co-operation of the United States Railroad Administration in an effective manner to deal with a question
which they consider of vital interest to the general public.
The Industrial Board appears to them to afford a medium
by which a practical solution of the difficulties could be obtained with all the rights and interests of the general consumers of coal entirely safeguarded. They are still ready
to co-operate with this board and the director general of railroads in what to them seems an eminently broad and sensible
program to meet an extraordinan' condition."
To this Mr. Hines replied in part as follows:
"It is of the highest importance that ever\' consumer of
coal and every person interested in the high cost of living

.
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should understand exactly what is involved in the effort of
Coal Association to escape competition and get

the National

its members again under cover of government prices for coal.
The statement issued last night by the coal association makes
it is trj'ing to prevent competition or,
euphemistically expresses it, its members have 'declined
to discuss prices,' and instead is trying to get some governmental agency to assume the responsibility for naming a uniSuch a uniform price
form price for coal in each district.

perfectly clear that

it

as

it

will have to be high enough to take care of the greater costs
of the high cost producers and thus produce an excessive
The Fuel Administraprofit for the low cost producers.
The question is
tion removed its prices some time ago.

whether the public

now wants

other government prices estab-

lished so as to continue to keep coal

at high price levels
which will keep up the cost of living and continue to produce
in the aggregate abnormal profits to the coal operators.
"Their present proposal is that the government fix in each
district a uniform price (without any opportunity for competition) at which the Railroad Administration and other
government agencies must purchase. But the effect of this
will immediately be to create a standard which the coal operators will tr)' to maintain in selling to everybody else and
the government will be giving its support therefore to a price
level which will be unnecessarily high and far more than is
necessary to yield a handsome profit for the low cost producers.
I firmly believe that any such policy is opposed to

member of the community who is suffering instead of profiting by the present high cost of living.
"In an enterprise involving the operation of 250,000 miles
of railroad and perhaps 150 different railroad organizations,
the interest of ever}'

natural that there may be specific instances where there
temporary shortcomings in carrying out the definite
Such shortcomings will be
policies of the administration.
it is

will be

promptly corrected as they arise and will become less frequent as the policy is more clearly understood. But the mere

may arise is no reason why the American public
should continue to be deprived of the opportunity for all
competition in the coal business and I have therefore been unwilling to comply with the suggestion that the Railroad Administration withdraw requests for bids and instead undertake to buy its coal at uniform prices for the various districts
fixed by some government agency."
The Southern Pine Lumber Manufacturers' Association
at a meeting in New Orleans on April 2 announced that it
had declined a proposal of the Industrial Board that they
enter into a joint price agreement.
In reply to this, Mr.
Peek stated that neither the Southern Pine Association nor
any other representative industry has ever been invited to
enter into a price agreement, but that they had been invited
to co-operate with the board in an effort to stabilize prices
by getting industries voluntarily to make prices as low as
present cost and labor conditions will justify.
fact that they

Plans for Additional Temporary Financing

The most

requirements of the railroad
companies having been met by temporary financing on certificates of indebtedness issued by the Railroad Administration, the committee representing the Association of Railway
Executives, of which Howard Elliott is chairman, has been
conferring this week with Director General Hines, the War
Finance Corporation and the bankers, on the measures to be
adopted to take care of the further requirements until the
Railroad Administration can secure its appropriation from
Congress. Although it is hoped that Congress will be called
in extra session, possibly l)y June 1 it is necessary to provide
for the contingency that the date may be later and that there
will be some delay before the bill is passed, and the conferences with the director general have been based on the probable requirements up to August 1.
It is estimated that the
pressing April

1
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requirements of the railroad companies, up to that time for
interest, dividends and other corporate expenses, as well as
maturing notes and payments for additions and betterments,
The
will be between $400,000,000 and $500,000,000.
amount depends to a considerable extent upon the amount
of additions and betterments which it will be possible to provide for.
This $400,000,000 to $500,000,000 it will be necessary to
provide for by temporary financing and as the resources of
the War Finance Corporation are not sufficient to provide
more than $150,000,000 to $200,000,000, it will Ise necessary
to arrange for the balance through the banks, which have
already taken care of a large share of the April 1 requirements.
These were estimated at approximately $70,000,000
and the Railroad Admini.stration has issued its certificates
to the roads making application to the amount of about
$54,000,000, but the War Finance Corporation has found it
necessary to make loans on their security only to the amount
of approximately $30,000,000, while the balance has been
taken care of by the banks.
The Railroad Administration
also advanced about $10,000,000 in cash.
The conferences
this week have had to do with the arrangements to be made
with banks before making loans on further issues of certificates.

The executives' committee held some meetings with Mr.
Hines on Monday and both the committee and Mr. Hines
conferred with the War Finance Corporation, after which the
executives' committee held a meeting with five leading
bankers in New York on Tuesday. This was to be followed
by a later meeting with Mr. Hines and the bankers. The
executives asked Mr. Hines to make an appeal to the bankers
to lend their assistance in meeting the situation caused by the
failure of the appropriation and the plan discussed was that
the War Finance Corporation and the banks should divide
the loans made on the director general's certificates under
some plan by which the bank loans may be pro-rated among
the federal reserve banks by districts. It is understood that
the arrangement will be continued by which Mr. Hines will
protect the lailroad companies against any loss occasioned by
the difference between the rate of interest which the certificates bear, 5 per cent, and the rate which they must pay for
loans, which has been 6 per cent in the case of loans made
by the War Finance Corporation. Mr. Hines has also agreed
to make no distinction between the companies which have
signed contracts with the Railroad Administration and those
which are willing to do so, except that in the latter case he
cannot issue certificates for more than 90 per cent of the
standard return, after making the deductions for additions
and betterments chargeable to the company. In the case of
roads that have executed contracts, it is not necessan- for
the director general tc make this deduction and it is hoped
that any plan enacted by Congress for the return of the roads
will provide a period for repa}'ment to the government of
amounts charged against the companies for additions and
betterments.

A

of the loans made to the railroad companies by the
Finance Corporation on the security of certificates issued
by the director general was published in last week's issue. A
large number of the roads, instead of asking loans from the
War Finance Corporation, made their loans through local
list

War

banks.

Standard Freight Cars Held

in

Storage

Freight cars have come to he about a drug on the market
since the signing of the armistice.
In addition to the large
number of idle cars which have been in service, several thousand of the new standard cars l^uilt on the orders placed by
the Railroad Administration last year have been completed
by the builders, but cannot be stencilled because the railroad companies, which are expected to take them and pay
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for tlioin, liave not yet accepted tlicm.

100,000

Over

2(),()00

of

tlie

been accepted \>y tlie
roails to March >1, according to a statement com|)iled by
the Railroad Administration, l)ut tlii.s does not account for
at least 10,000 more tiiat have bwn Imilt, and are being held
in storage until it can be ascertained whether the Railroad
Administration can force the comjianies to take them at the
high prices.
The administration takes the position that it
can, bcvause they were ordered under war conditions and
allocated to the various roads, Ijut many of the companies
arc not in a position to finance tiiem, and meanwhile the
Railroad .Administration is i)aying for them at tlie contract
The
I>rice minus an amount to cover the cost of stencilling.
standard Uxomotives, on the other hand, are being accepted,
as fast as they are turned out.
.staiulani

cars ordered

liad

Committee on Automatic Train Control

tary
at

of
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the

and

hxomulive manufacturing committee,

equipment ccjmpanies
tlie railroads, and
ertifies that the director general is indeiited for the amount^
"due and ])ayablc for motive power, cars and other necessary
e(|uii)ment or pari^ thereof, or materials and supplies therefor, furnished lo ilic director general for use on or in connection with the projierty of carriers under federal control
whidi sum the director general hereby ])romiscs to
when[)ay to or u[)on the order of the corporation
ever and as soon as the director general shall have funds
available for the payment of this certificate and of all other
like certificates issued by the director general and then outstanding, whether received by appropriation of the Congress
or by virtue of moneys arising out of the use and operation
is

certificate issued to the

practically the

same

as that issued to

(

of the railroads

The Committee on Automatic Train

Control will hold its
next meeting at Washington on April 15 and on the following
day will inspect the automatic stop and cab signal of the
American Train Control Company on the Chesa{:)eake &
The
Ohio between Gordonsville and Charlottesville, Va.
committee expects to resume its western trip, which will
include Spokane, Wash., San Francisco and Oroville, Cal.,
The committee started on this trip last
about April 28.
month and inspected the train control system on the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois, but postponed the rest of the trip because
Some 75 or 80
of the illness of C. A. Morse, chairman.
plans for train control devices have been submitted direct to
the committee in addition to those which had previously
been submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission, but
the number believed to be worthy of further consideration
has gradually been reduced and there are now about 36
different devices before the committee for further con-

car

Washington.
The fomi of

...

or otherwise."

Fifty-eight Contracts Executed
Contracts with railroad companies which cover more than
half of the standard return to be paid by the government as
rental for the use of railroad properties had been executed
up to April 5. A total of 58 contracts had been signed for a

$524,290,351. Although the number would indicate
only a small portion of the number of railroads involved, the
contracts in most instances cover a large number of subsidiary
companies, some of which are themselves Class I railroads.
In addition to those previously mentioned, contracts have
been executed with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, providing for $27,946,771, and also with the Alabama, Tennessee & Gulf; Delaware & Northern; Rome & Northern; Tennessee Railroad; New Orleans, Natalljany & Natchez; and
the Atlanta Northern.
total of

Payments

sideration.

The

to Railroad

Companies

tificates

payments to the railroad companies on account
of compensation and loans which can be regarded substantially as payments on account of compensation during the
aggregated
15 months of federal control ended March 31
$494,478,265, according to a statement authorized by Director General Hines, explaining the cash receipts and disbursements by the Railroad Administration treasurer at
Washington.
The total amount loaned the railroad companies by the director general for the 15 months was $231,911,459 and of this amount $61,356,000 has been repaid.

cates,

The

Railroad Administration representatives, but conferences between the sub-contractors and builders were held afterward
Some of the specialty men were inclined to insist on being
paid in cash rather than certificates, but it is stated that if
they insist on cash they will have to wait until it is available, as the companies to whom the certificates are issued
will have to give their own notes to the banks and might
thus be left "holding the bag" for a time in case of unexpected delay to the railroad appropriation.
Whatever interest above 5 per cent is charged by the
banks will be reimubursed by the government.
A sub-committee was appointed to represent the equipment companies at Washington in connection with the issuance of the certificates, consisting of George Shaw, Standard Steel Car Company; H. W. Wolf, American Car &
Foundry Company; L. O. Cameron, Pressed Steel Car Company, and F. O. Riener, Haskell Barker Car Company.
Companies having contracts with the builders were requested
to telegraph their bills as of April 1 to J. M. Hansen, secre-

usually used, the standard return is approximately $890,000,The usual statement of the cash transactions of the
000.
Railroad Administration for the month of February was not
issued, liut a statement in a new form was given out on April
5 for tlie month of March and in some instances for the 15month period. According to this statement the cash receipts
from all sources, including payments on account of transportation furnished the War and Navy departments, loans by the
War Finance Corporation, repayments of loans by the railroad companies, amounts transferred from railroad treasuries,
and collections from express companies, aggregated $176,973,719.
Cash disbursements, including payments to railroad companies on compensation, and on account of loans, advances to

Arrangements

for

Equipment Financing

Arrangements have Ijeen completed for temporarily
financing the amounts now due the car and locomotive
builders by the Railroad Administration, amounting to approximately $40,000,000, by the issuance of certificates of
indebtedness, bearing interest at 5 per cent, which may be
used as collateral for loans from the banks or possibly from
the War Finance Corporation, but up to Wednesday the cer-

had not actually been issued. Some of the certifiwhich are to be in convenient denominations for that
purpose, will be passed by the equipment companies to the
sub-contractors who furnished materials and specialties, but
whose contracts are with the builders rather than with the
government.
For this reason the specialty people were not
admitted to the conferences between the builders and the

total

statement explains that all of the balance, practically
speaking, can be deducted in settlement of the compensation
so that these items, while termed loans, can be regarded substantially as payments on account of compensation. The total
standard return for all roads is approximately $928,000,000
and for the Class I railroads, whose statistics are the ones

federal treasurers,

payments

for standardized equipment,

to waterways and canals, and
amounted to $98,487,977.

Of the foregoing amount, $78,142,925 represented payments to federal treasuries for current requirements, and these
are still being further supplemented.

•
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ernment and state authorities in looking after the interests of
newcomers through the dissemination of information regarding methods of soil preparation, seeding, cultivation, etc., in
order that they may be successful in the localities in which
they have settled.
3
To improve marketing conditions by the widest circulation of information al)()ut where and when farm products
will be ready for sale and where and when there will be need
of such products, thus enabling the farmer to send his stuff
to markets which are not glutted, and to obtain for it a price
that will mean a profit on his investment, rather than a loss.

The total payments for standardized equipment during the
IS-month period amounted to $163,950,402.
The above relates to the cash receipts and disbursements
of the central administration, and does not include the receipts and disbursements of the federal treasurers in connection with the operation of the properties under federal con-

—

as these figures are not yet available.

trol,

941

Plans for Agricultural Development

More than 100 heads

of agricultural development of railroads under federal control held a conference in Memphis,

FKEIGUT TR.XFFIC MO\EMENT AND CAR PERFORMANCE, FEBRUARY,

COMPARED WITH SAME MONTH OF PREVIOUS

1919,

YEAR
Net ton miles

District
Total. New England
Total, Central District
Total, Ohio-Indiana District

Grand
Total.
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

total. Eastern Region
Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region

Grand

total,

all

regions

This
year

Per cent
change
d 3.7

Last
year

This
year

Last
year

8,116
22,389
6,847
37,352
19,751
5,065
37.318
47,179
51,143
31,396

8,143
22,474
6,829
37.446
19,682
5,059
37,422
47,200
51,233
31,709

692,761
4,401,857
810,431
5,905,049
4,779,874
1,475,076
3,448,985
3,337,303
4,730,753
2,004,903

229,751

25,681,943

229,204

Net ton
miles per mile
of road per day

revenue and non-revenue
(thousands)

Average miles
of road operated

719,232
5,093,986
1,209,525
7,022,743
4,991,879

d 13.6

d 33.0
d U.9
d4.3

•

d 25.7

1,986,427
3,969,462
3,796,760
5,442,287
2,468,702

d 13.1
d 12.1
d 13.1
d 18.8

29,678,260

d 13.5

Train miles
(thousands)

This
year

Last
year

This
year

Last
year

3,048
7,022
4,227
5.646
8,643
10,401
3,301
2,527
3,304
2,281

3,155
8.095
6,326
6,698
9,058
14,023
3,738
2,807
3,794

1,519

1,949
6,837
1,618
10,404
7,044
1,776
7,856
6,898

4,002

2,780

6,019
1,150
8,688
6,358
1,360
6,552
5,754
7,918
4,227

4,591

40,857

Per cent
change
d 22

1

d 12'o
d 28 9

d

16.5

d97
d 23 4

d 16 6
d 16'6

9,178
4,897

d

13'7

d 13,7

48,053

d 15.0

Freight car miles (thousands)

Net ton

Total, New England District
Total, Central District
Total, Ohio-Indiana District

Grand
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

Eastern Region
Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region
total.

Grand

total,

all

regions

Per cent
change

680
752

Last
year
369
745
748
675
709

1,085

1,118

d 3.0

526
580
597

474

i05
550
593
504

d 6.0

629

618

1.8

731
705

23.6

d

d

1.9
5.7

0.7
6.1

4.2
5.5

0.7

This
year

31,022
176,281
38,108
245,411
147,503
47,835
154,917
149,627
200,045
98,792

926,358

1,044,130

.\verage

number of

Serviceable

^,

This
year

Grand
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

total. Eastern Region
Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region

Grand

total,

all

regions

Grand
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,

Eastern Region
Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Region
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region
total.

Grand

total,

all

regions

2,302,483

2,418,874

2,4.'iO,263

71.0

1

for

—To

d29.1
d4.5
14.7
1.0

ct.

d 14.7
d 19.5

5.3
6.1

4.6

d

6.2

23.4
26.7
29.1
26.5
33.2

4.1

5.6
5.9
6.9
5.1
4.7
6.1
5.1
3.3

dO.5

5,6

14.6
d 18.1
5.5

14.9
3.8
26.6
10.3

5.0
5.1
6.5

5.2
3.9
6.2
4.9

4.0
5.3

r..ast

year

25.8
26.3
26.3
24.4

23.2
28.9
31.7
28.6
33.8
41.5
25.6
25.4
27.2
25.0

27.7

28.4

39. i

Per cent
change

Last
year

15.9

22.3

13.7
17.6

18.1

20.2

20.7

21.9
21.7

17.3
16.4
33.5
25.3

d 34.6
d 14.2

17.1

23.0

d 25.7

391
320

5.1

25.5
18.9

30.2
22.5

d 15.6
d 16.0

468
326

d 4.9

20.3

21.6

d 6.0

379

435

propositions, as follows:

the latest information

gov-

4

—To conduct

2

d 11.1
d 8.3

d7
d

1

12.1'

d 6.7

d

a

Per cent
change
9
7.6
8.2
d7 3

d

d

d 1.8
d4 8
0.8
3.5

d 3.3
d 2.4
d 2.5

Net Ion miles per car day

This
year

and

S

2*2

d 24'8

^

This
year

17.7

23

d2

,

Last
year

3.3

d 2.8
d 7.4

d09
d 23

A
,

This
year

d

Per cent
change

Net ton miles
per loaded car mile

unserviceable

,

Per cent
change

d

3.7

72.0
77.3
72.2
74.4

the several states having undeveloped resources, and furnish
it free to those who wish to engage in such pursuits, special
attention to be given to discharged soldiers and sailors.
2
To co-operate with county farm agents and other

—

1,471,483

15.3
10.6

d

60.1

about opportunities
farming, stock-raising, dairying, fruit-growing, etc., in
collect

1,372,927

23.2

d 15.4

Last
year
232
360
448
352
359
835
467
451
594
418

Tenn., April 2, 3 and 4 for an exchange of views regarding
methods of obtaining the best results and to make plans for
their activities during the reconstruction period.
The pro-

gram adopted includes four general

4.5

8.9

Car miles per car day

to total car miles

67.5

0.4

42,158
254,320
41,716
338,194
232,604
59,863
191,099
177,590
257,365
116,212

Last
year
42,529
248,652
£4,544
345,725
227,703
79,636
215.060
193,660
276,911
132,788

N

2,283,967

Per cent
change
d 3.6
d 8.5
d 4.6
d 7.3
d 4.5

This
year

A

110,855
505,294
96,527
712,676
496,816
81,009
303,616
293,789
327,275
211,082

71.0
64.8

427,353

Total

Per cent
change

;laily

P.

94,610
406,675
82,472
583,757
469,556
97,654
315,168
371,925
361,062
219,752

72.9
70.9
69.9

-146,569

,

89,574
381,862
77,880
549,316
437,208
92,700
300,308
.M9,371
342,663
212,401

Last
year

d 11.3

^

,

Last
year

This

d 15.1
d 10.2
d 16.9

11,507
72,371
16,436
100,314
80,200
31,801
60,143
44,033
76,866
33,996

Total
,

70.3
64.9
66.7
65. S
61.9
62.3
70.0
71.6
69.8
70.6

.

Last
year

^

This
year

year

This
year
12,532
89,185
13,908
115,625
88,664
22,547
57,408
50,525
77,663
34,137

d 2.4
d 22.0
d 13.7

Last
year
105,781
480,170
90.502
676,453
464,297
80,600
291.737
275,511
311.332
202,553

Per cent loaded

Total, New England District
Total, Central District
Total. Ohio-Indiana District

Per cent
change
d 4.5
d 6.3
d 27.0
d 9.3

freight cars on line

^

r

,

Total, New England District
Total, Central District
Total, Ohio-Indiana District

Last
year

29,626
165,135
27,808
222,569
143,940
37,316
133.691
127,065
179,702
82,075

^

Empty

Loaded

miles per train mile

This
year
456

*

'.

,.

16.1
26.7
10.4
19.7
7.9

campaign

This
year
262
387
351
361

364
539

in co-operation with

Per cent
change
12.9
7.5

d21.7
2.6
1.4

d 35.4
d 16.3
d 29.0

d 21.2
d 22.0

d

12.9.-

government

the view of increasing the livestock output, not only because it is a profitable feature of the
farming business, but also for the purpose of building up the
state authorities widi

soil.

J.

L.

Edwards

tural Section,

much good

who

of Washington, manager of the Agriculcalled the Memphis conference, expects

to come of the marketing feature of the program.
According to Mr. Edwards' report for the first three months
of 1919, approximately 12,000 homeseekers have written to
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llini,

larm

about

askiiij;

opportunities

These inquiries are answered
which is an or^aiii/.ation of

l)y

tlie

in

various

railroads

a.nriiultural

working;

Modification of Shipping
At

a conl'erence lield

representatives of

as

Day Plan Agreed On
Max Thelen,

under the direction of

week, an agreement was reached on a modiday" plan for handling less than
carload merchandise, wiiich removes many of the ol)jections
made by shippers while still preserving the principle and
advantages of the plan.
The shippers, represented l)y a
coniiiiittee of the National Industrial Traffic League, and a
committee of state commissioners, agreed to support the principle of the plan and to co-oi)erate to make it a success. The
shipper is given the right to deliver his freight to the carrier
on any day, i)Ut the railroads may continue the plan of
".staggered service'' by agreement.
The railroads were represented by the chainnan of the sailing day committees for
each region and by Fred Zimmerman, representing the Division of Traffic, and F. M. Lucore, representing the Division of Operation.
The plan as drawn up by a subcommittee representing the various interests and approved
this

tication of the "shipi)ing

is

as follows:

The

shipper shall not be deprived of his right to route
any line at the legal rates applicable and to
deliver his freight at point of origin to such carrier on any
business day during regular business hours.
Except as to freight specifically routed by shipper preferred routes should be established based on the following
considerations:
(a) Convenience to shippers and consignees.
(b) Economy and expedition of movement.
1.

his freight over

(c)
2.

Proper recognition of non-federal controlled roads.
Daily service will be given to the greatest possible

At shipping points where

can be mutually arranged by
representatives of the shipping public and the carriers,
schedules will be published covering the movement of
L.C.L. freight, tendered at freight houses, to be forwarded
in through cars or set-out cars on specified days.
The specified days shall be known as "Shipping Days."
Peddler cars shall be operated daily, except where
3.
more limited service is agreed upon between shippers and
carriers or authorized Ijy lawfully constituted regulating authorities, and schedules shall show peddler car service maintained from shipping points.
It is

earnestly

it

recommended by the committee

that in

order to secure improved service for the shipping and receiving public and to make possible economical and efficient
operation by the carriers, the fullest co-operation should be
obser^-ed in carrying out the principles agreed to herein, and
the committee pledges itself to this end.

Two

Eastern Region,

thousand employees of the Fere Marquette and the

& Indiana attended a safety rally at Grand
Rapids, Mich., on April 3. N. Ferris, ex-governor of Michigan; Frank H. Alfred, federal manager of the Fere Marquette and associated lines; R. C. Richards, chairman of the
central safety committee of the Chicago & North Western,
and George Bradshaw, supervisor of safety of the Fere Marquette, addressed the employees.
Grand Rapids

— A.

H. Smitii, regional

director,

a circular to Federal managers,
calls attention to the importance of showing the gross
in

weight of car and contents on every running sli|), for the
l)urpose of calculating the gro.ss weight of trains, and adjusting this weight to the capacities of hnomotives.
In the
al).sence of the figures, the yardmaster must guess at the
weight.
A recent examination of a large number of running
slips on one of the Eastern railroads showed tliat a[)proximately 75 per cent of the bills on hand in yard offices failed
to show the weight in the s|)ace j)rovided on the )>ill.
Fire Protection.
Circular 198 of the Southwestern re

—

gional director calls for the i)urying of gasoline storage tanks
outside of tool houses or other structures jjecause of frequent

by
Weighing

losses sustained

fire.

—

Order 187 of the
of Freight Cars.
Southwestern regional director similar to an order issued by
the Central Western regional director {Railway Age, April 4,
page 898).
Embargoes.
Circular 248 of the Central Western regional
director similar to Circular 75 of the Northwestern regional
director {Railway Age, April 4, page 898).
National Traveler^ Aid Society.
The Northwestern regional director, file 8-1-52, promulgates rules for the cooperation of employees on roads in this region with representatives of the National Travelers' Aid Society.
Permission is extended to representatives of this society for desk
room in terminals, to put up properly worded signs advising
of their presence, to use the station facilities and to place
notices in time table folders.
No extension to present telegraph service between workers at various points will be
Lij^ht

—

—

authorized.

—

—

Grain Embargo Primary Market. Circular 197 canceland all supplements thereto of the Southwestern regional director states that the embargo placed
against the movement of grain to primary markets has been
ing Circular 96

entirely lifted.

It

is

now

permissible to ship all grains to

primary markets without grain control committees' permits.
Automobile Cars. Order 191 canceling Order 184 of the
Southwestern regional director similar to Circular 430 of the
Southern regional director {Railway Age, March 28, page

—

834).

extent.

4.

Gui'.ssiNc AT WKKiMTS.

state

director of the Division of Public Service, of representatives
of the railroads, the slii|)i)ers and the state commissions, at

Washington

Orders of Regional Directors

stati-s.

Homcseekers' bureau,

committees
Tlie state committees are
uniler Mr. Edwards' supervision.
preparitl to jjive homeseekers the specific information they
want. Ahout 15 i)er cent of the intiuiries are from discharged
soldiers anil sailors.
The Memphis conference adopted a
resolution urging Congress to assist soldiers and sailors to obtain farms on easy terms of payment.
lontrolled

federal
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Embargo

Regulations.

—Order

189 of the Southwestern

regional director similar to Circular 75 of the Northwestern
regional director {Railway Age, April 4, page 898).
Supplement 7 to Circular 6 of the
Bill of Lading Form.

—

Northwestern regional director similar to Circular 127 of
the regional director of the Allegheny region {Railway Age
of April 4, page 898).
April Estimates.
A. H. Smith, regional director. Eastern
Region, has called on federal managers for an estimate of

—

earnings for April; estimate of operating ratio; of number
of men employed, of the number of man hours, and an estimate of the total payroll for each department; all to be
shown compared with the actual figures obtained for the
month of April, 1918.
Per Diem Allowances to .Short Line Railroads. Circular
78 of the Northwestern regional director states that the per
diem allowance of two days free time under the standard
contract with short line railroads will only apply when a
contract has been executed between the short line and the
Railroad Administration.
When this is done the free time
allowance will apply retroactively to April 1, 1918, and
The Car Service Section will instruct the assigned federal
railroads to make prompt settlement.
Such allowances are
in lieu of reclaims already made or provided for in the
local agreements.
Specifications for Cross Ties.
Supplement 17 to North-

—

—

I
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Regional Turchasing Committee Circular 19 condiagrams of those types of ties which are acceptable
under the Standard U. S. R. R. Administration specifications
as well as some that should be rejected.
Public Health Placards.— The regional director, Eastern
Region, by order No. 1600-38A66S, authorizes compliance
with requests from the Bureau of Public Health Service,
Treasur}' Department, and from State Boards of Health, for
pennission to post placards listing the locations and hours
of treatment of the free government and state clinics for
These notices are to be worded substanvenereal diseases.
tially as prescribed by the Division of Operation and are to
They are to be
be not larger than 6 in. x 10 in. in size,
posted only in men's toilets at stations and not, under any
circumstances in men's waiting rooms or in cars.
The regional director.
Errors in Interchange Reports.
Eastern Region, by circular 2000-19-43A661, calls attention
to the large numl^er of errors found in interchange reports,

943

The Ticket Agent

western
tains

—

vitiating the accuracy of car records.

The Car

Service Sec-

tion requests that interchange points, especially at large industrial centers, be carefully supervised and a report ren-

A form is
dered monthly of errors in interchange reports.
given showing the number of errors of different kinds and
One or more traveling
the percentage of erroneous entries.
men must be assigned to properly police interchange points,
and these traveling men will meet at interchange points for
the pui-pose of making joint analyses and application of
remedies. Each road will make its report to the Car Service
Section on or before the close of each month, and also distribute same infonnation to such local agents as may be necessary.

Separation of Accounts
Interests.

—The regional

hel'iveen

Federal and Corporate

by circular
from C. A. Prouty, direc-

director. Eastern Region,

700-26A664, promulgates a

letter

Division of Accounting, requesting that each federal
of a Class 1 road delegate one or more experienced
accountants to the work of inspecting the separation of the
accounts between federal and corporate interests as of December 31, 1917; the period of service being estimated at
about six months and the men to return to their positions at
Each railroad is to continue to
the end of such service.
earn' its employees so designated upon its payroll and pay
their expenses while engaged in this special work.
This order contemplates the establishment of a temporary
accounting organization at Washington, and a competent
accounting force cannot be secured from sources other than
The men to be dethe railroad accounting departments.
tailed to this work must be aljove the ordinary clerical grade,
one, at least, of whom must have had some experience in the
general accounting features in the separation of accounts as
well as the lap-over features.
Men having experience in
disbursements and freight accounts may act as assistants.
In the event that any of the men detailed for this work are
not properly qualified therefor, they will be returned to the
office of the federal auditor who assigned them, and more
experienced men called for.
These accountants will be required to take service upon
any line determined upon by Director Prouty. In the event
that the Accounting Department of one railroad falls behind
in its work, because of this temporary assignment of men to
this work, it is proposed to assign some of the force of other

tor,

manager

lines in the

same region

to the office of the line

which has

fallen behind.

and injured on the New York Central
in tlie twelve months eiulins with December, 1918, totaled
fewer than in 1917; five less killed and 1,154 less injured.
This improvement was made notwithstanding that conditions
in 1918 were very unfavorable throughout the year; a large
increase in traffic and many inexperienced employees.

Employees

killed

as a Salesman*

By George A. Cullen
General

Delaware,
Western

Agent,

Passenger

Lackawanna

&

realized, the
a less extent
behind the ticket window) .serves in three capacities
which rank him high as a salesman in the best sense of that

A MUCH LARGER DEGREE than is generally
INman Ijehind the ticket counter (and only to

word.
First:
He is a creator of business. It is universally
recognized that a very considerable proportion of railroad
travel is what may be expressed as volatile, or better yet,
as vaporous in the sense that it is not tangible and may become entirely dissipated unless condensed by the actual pur-

chase of a ticket. The volatile traveler is one, for example,
who has a vacation ahead of him which he may spend in his
automobile or by a railroad trip to Atlantic City, yielding the
railroads $7 revenue, or by a trip to Glacier National Park,
for which the railroad fare is $150. The vaporous individual
is one who needs a rest from his business, but who does not
know where to go if he should take a vacation and so is likely
to remain at his desk, let his health run down and instead of
contributing $300 or so to help the director general overcome
the deficit by buying a ticket to California, compels his heirs
to spend a like amount with the undertaker to convey his re-

mains

to

Woodlawn.

of these men go to a ticket office and fall
hands of a listless and inattentive ticket seller of
the vendor class and the potentialities of the situation remain
Let him, however, approach a real
entirely undeveloped.
He is
live transportation salesman and note the difference.
immediately shown the attractions of this or that resort, the
excellent facilities for getting there, the Pullman accommodations, the ease with which his baggage will be handled from

Now,

let either

into the

home

to hotel, etc.

Just the right literature

is

placed in his

hands so that he can talk it over with his wife, the agent's
personal card is handed him, and a cordial invitation is
given him to return and buy his ticket, and, lo, the seed is
sown that will bear golden fruit in railroad dividends.
Second: Important as is the feature just mentioned, I
do not know but that even more so is the element of salesmanship which a ticket man possesses as a creator of good
will. There is no one spot at which the traveling public comes
into contact with the personnel of the railroad so intimately
Here it is that a soft
as at the ticket counter or windows.
answer may turn away wrath. Here the perplexities of the

aged and the ignorance of the young may alike be relieved.
Here the busy man of affairs may get his ticket to Chicago
and his "choice upper berth near the wash room" at the
same time that he gets his impression of the great courtesy
and real interest in endeavoring to furnish him a drawingroom which the tactful agent has displayed and consequently
go on his way with a determination to vote for whoever at
the time, administration or corporation, is running the roads.
Third: He is a creator of service. Every business house

days looks to its selling organization
not only to induce the public to purchase the goods it has
manufactured, but to keep its finger on the public pulse to
ascertain what the public demands and is willing to buy if
Here the ticket agent
the house will only manufacture it.
is and can in increasing measure be of vital service to the
He listens every hour of the day to
railroad management.
in these enlightened

comments of the public and .should be encouraged to
analyze those comments and report them to his higher officers.

the

The

intelligent

and progressive managements have so en-

couraged him in the past, and when this practice has pre•Froin an address at the Railroad Ticket

NVw

Yor!.-,

Match

29,

1919.

.^g-ents*

dinner. Hotel

Astor,
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vailid the nu-n liavo .^lunvn a higli intelligence in discriminating helween tlie idle .suggestions of the habitually dissatisfied
the sober minded and
Reports of ticket
reasonable ainnni^ tlie traveling public.
salesmen on l)usiness lost on account of inconvenient liours of
on infrequcncy of service, improper ecjuiinnent,
trains,
absence of necessary Pullman accommodations, etc., are the
best guide a railroad management can have as to how to de-

and the genuinely lulpful conmients of

veloji ]>a<senger traffic.

Railroad Construction in Spite of
Snow, Glaciers, Floods and Forest Fires
operation in Alaska have
been inifjcded by extraordinarily adverse weather contiitioiis during the past year.
Some idea of the difficulties encountered is conveyed by a recent report from the
Seward division and an annual report by William Gerig,
engineer in charge of construction work on the Anchorage

RAii.Ko.M) CONSTRUCTION and

division.

Ice on the track of the Seward division between Mile 57
and Mile ()8 interfered with the operation of the trains during the week ended December 7, states the Alaska Railroad
Record of December 10. Warm weather, accompanied by
rain, early in that week caused a flow of water over the flats
between Mile 57 and Mile 68, and then a sudden change to
Trains
cold weather left about an inch of ice on the rails.
could not run until the ice had been picked away by hand
labor, as no machinery was available to remove it.
A train which left Anchorage for Seward on Saturday,
December 7, with 82 passengers reached Mile 58 on the night
of that day, and being unable to proceed farther over the
iced rails returned to Kern Creek, Mile 71, where there were
roadhouse accommodations for the passengers. In returning
to Kern Creek, the train experienced a difficult trip, for since
the cars had run over the rails from that point to Mile 58
the track had glaciered again.
Leaving Kern on the forenoon of the following day, the train reached Mile 54 late
Sunday night, December 8, where the passengers and their
baggage were transferred around a 1,200-ft. snow slide and
then entered another train that got them into Seward at seven
o'clock Monday morning.
Gangs of laborers, with the temperature at 12 deg. below zero and a strong wind blowing,
worked continuously in relays on Saturday, Saturday night,
Sunday and Sunday night picking the ice ahead of the trains.
The glaciered route between Mile 57 and Mile 68 is low
and flat. In the opinion of government railroad officials, the
most feasible method of preventing ice blockades is to raise
the tracks four or five feet.
This improvement, of course,

cannot be made this winter.
In a report on the construction work on the Anchorage division, William Gerig, engineer in charge for the Alaskan
Engineering Commission, states that the winter of 1917-1918

was the coldest and longest experienced since the beginning
work on that part of the Alaskan line. Cold weather, he
says, set in during the latter part of October, 1917, and continued until late in May, 1918.
Considerable snow fell in
the Turnagain Arm district, causing many snow slides on the
south end of the district.
This created such a dangerous
situation that it was necessary to suspend all grading during
the month of March.
It was not until the last week in April
that the danger was past and that the men returned to work.
Thawing weather late in April caused mud slides and soft
tracks.
Track forces were increased for maintenance work,
but as the ground was still frozen, permanent repairs could
not be made.
During May the ground had thawed sufficiently in the Turnagain Arm and Matanuska districts so
that forces were increased and permanent repairs to track
of
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the weather did moderate the temperature
causing Hoods in the Matanuska and other
As these glacial streams change their channels raprivers.
idly during Hoods, it became necessary to do an excessive
amount of riprapping, which ordinarily would have l)een
done with the maintenance forces. On the branch to Chickaloon some ten miles of track was protected by placing riprap,
and a steam shovel with two trains was employed here durThe thawing weather came at the same
ing two months.
time as the maximum high tides and two pile trestles on
Turnagain Arm were badly damaged jjy ice frozen to the
piles which lifted them.
From Houston northward in the Talkeetna district, the
roads were practically impassable during the month of May
on account of the dej;th of snow during the earlier part of
liie month and suljsecjuently on account of heavy rains and
Throughout nearly the
liiavv, which made them very muddy.
entire month the Susitna river was frozen over and ice did
It formed gorges
not commence breaking up until May 26.
and floods and did damage to both roadbed and .supplies.
There was a big flood in the Knik river, extending over a
period of three weeks, which required constant patrolling by
a large force in order to prevent damage to railroad lied and

were made.
ro.se

rapidly,

bridges.

Little

damage was done

outside the loss of .some

8,000 ties which had been stored on ground supposed to be
above high water. During July and August, there was little
rain and consequently many forest fires occurred.
One very
destructive fire at Mile 8,3 destroyed a construction camp and
supplies valued at about $40,000, but fortunately no lives
were lost. In September at highest tide, a wind storm damaged the road bed between Mile 8.5 and Mile 88.
On the southern end of the division favorable working
conditions extended over a period of five months and on the
Labor of all kinds
Talkeetna district aijout four months.
were short on account of the war, as many men volunteered
and others were drafted and no outside labor was brought in.
Rails which should have been delivered in June and July,
were not received until August and September, and consequently track laying was considerably delayed. Lumber :md
material for bridge construction were also delayed owing to
the conditions in Seattle and to the scarcity of

ves.se]s.

'F'here

were several periods when no vessels arrived for three weeks

The Trainmen's

A

Wage

GENERAL ORDER allowing

Increase

further increases in

wages

to the train service employees, as a revision of General

Order 27, for the purpose of restoring to some extent
former relationship between the wages of train employees
and other classes, is expected to be issued Ijy Director General

tlie

Hines

The

shortly, to be retroactive to

January

1.

order was practically completed several days ago but
has been somewhat modified following conferences between
the director general and his staff and the executive officers
of the brotherhoods, who have been in Washington since
Monday. It is understood that one of the results of the
conferences has been to refer back to the Board of Wages
and Working Conditions the question of time and one-half
for overtime, and other matters relating to rules and arbitraries, also that in order to secure satisfactory^ revisions of
the compensated wage schedule the brotherhoods consent
to waive the saving clause they have always insisted upon
in arbitration agreements, and that they have surrendered
some rates or rules in return for general increases.
Train employees were included in the general advances
which were ordered last May, but action on their request for
a revision was postponed until after some other classes of
employees had been dealt with. The new order practically
completes the 1918 cycle of wage increases.

—

An Important Development in the Railways
With an Account of

to the Straits of Gibraltar

By
In Three Parts

MADRID

is

now

F. Lavis

— PART

III.

connected with France and the rest of

Europe by two

lines

northern frontier at

its

of

railway,

which cross the

extreme ends, at Irun (France-

Bou on

Between
Mountains which
forms a formidable barrier as well as the boundary between
France and Spain.
Port Bou is the gateway into France from Barcelona, and
would naturally be used from Madrid only for traffic to the
From Madrid, Paris is now
south of France and Italy.
reached via the line of the "Norte" railroad through Irua

Hendaye) on the west and

these lies the

Fig. 16.

main range

— The Proposed

at Port

the east.

of the Pyrenees

Direct Line

Spain

New Trunk Line

a Project for a Proposed

from France

of

The

Proposed Line

ago by American engineers, among others, P. W. Henry and
John F. Stevens, but for various reasons nothing further was
actually done.
Interest in the project was, however, revived
a few years ago by King Alphonso, and a government commission to study the project was appointed in 1914, which
made a report a year or so later recommending a line running
through Soria and Pamplona which would connect with the
French railways at Dax (Fig. 3, Part I, Railway Age of
March 28, page 826.
The instructions to this commission were such that they
felt the}- were limited in many ways, and the project set forth

Through Madrid and Its Relation to the Other Railways
Insert, to Those of South America

of

Europe and, as Shown

in the

This

line, as will be seen by the map in Fig. 16 first runs
westerly from Madrid for nearly 125 miles to Medina del
Campo, crossing the Guadarrama mountains, then follows the

in their final plans was for a double track line of first class
construction, equipped for electric traction, which involved

Old Castile northerly through Valladolid, Burgos,
etc., to the Cantabrian mountains, which are crossed to reach
San Sebastian and Irun on the Bay of Biscay. This line is
628 kilometres (389 miles), in length and follows a very

tail in the

plains of

roundabout route.
For many years (since as long ago as 1853) various attempts have been made to build a more direct line, and studies of this project and variations of it were made several years
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a cost of approximately $257,000 per mile, as
following table:
Per kilometre.
Structures

and

stations

Track
Rolling stock

Electrification

Development

of
of

line

power

shown
Per mile,

pesetas

dollars

536,652
127,742
55,139

173,113
41,206
17,785

719,533

232,104

49,666
29,030

16.020
9,364

797,229

257,488

in de-

.
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Coum

Tlie tlcniTal

lu'ads of

was

tlu"

il

of Puhlic

Works ami

jjoviTiiimnt, tluniulit tliat

tlie

nsponsiblr

larm' expenditure

iliis

by tlu- rxiu'ctod traffic or by the powhicb might be derived from the construction
of the line, i)iit in tile spring of I'M.S the matter was brought
to the attention of the American International ("orjwration
and the writer was rtxiuestcd to make a detailed study of the
whole project.
was thought that perhaps, not being
It
hampered by limiting instructions, a less co.stly line might
be found, which would still fill the requirements for a through
line for fast express service, and it was felt that the more
general application by American railway engineers of economic principles to problems of this kind, and their better
knowledge of the relation between cost of construction and
cost of operation, might be of value.
liardly

warraiiliil

litical lii'iu-fits

As a

result

of these investigations a

route

was

selected,

which was expected to l)c much less than that given
above, and which compared very favorably with that of the
existing railway, as sliown by the following table and the
comparative profiles, Fig. 17.
the cost of

COMPAKISON OF I'hYSICAL Ch ARACTEFLSTirS
lliRECT Line,

F.

C.

DEI,

NoRTE AND THE

Madrid to the Fxench Frontiei
Direct line

Existing

Railway
Norte
I.cnulh Kms
Rise and fall meters

Curvature degrees metric*

.

Survey
of 1917

443

427

2.221
16,931

2,018
13,271

17,680

.

Spanish

Commission

641
1,620'

"20 meter chords.

Other Proposed Routes
There have been several proposals

for the construction of
other connections l^ctween the railways of Spain and those of
France; and a few years ago a Trans-Pyrenean railway com-

allord

dirett

(

ominunication

between

Hartelona

Through Route
As already

n

Fig. 17.

and

to Africa

noted, the i)r()])osed "Direct' line,

more

if

buih, be-

communication between Madrid
and Paris, may eventually form part of a tiirough transcontinental route from western Europe to .\frica and South

sides furnishing

direct

America.

The

report of the original commission discussed at con-

sideral)le length the f|uestion not only of the desiialjility, but

also the need of a direct line of railway from north to south
through Spain, as a means of easy sure communication between the countries of western Europe and tiie northwestern

part of Africa.
Sr. Echarte, the chief engineer, in his report, referred to
the long discussed plan of a railway from I'aris and, incidentally, of course, from Germany, Holland, Belgium, etc.,

through Spain and northwestern Africa to Dakar and thence
by a short ocean trip to Pemambuco in Brazil. That such
a route is an inevitable development of the future, seems
almost sure, and the experience of the great war is likely
to create a tremendous impulse in the development of transportation facilities everywhere, especially in Spain, so that
its realization may not be so far in the future as may seem
at first thought to be likely and considering the matter solely
from a purely commercial standpoint.
The development of this through route as a whole is, however, probably too large a plan and too far ahead of the

200
that th

15

Toulouse, and through this latter tit)', direct to Paris and
all j)arts of Irance.
The work, however, is said to Ije very
heavy and the gradients and alinement rather i)ad.
The
need for the second line is not very apparent and tiie con.struction, it is said, will be very difficult.

KILOM£T£ffS.

Xitcd

No

Vol. 66,
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Capitals Relate t„ the Byolicn Line and Those in Lozcer Case Letters to the Full Lu.c

Profile of the

Proposed Direct Line from Madrid

mission was organized in Spain to construct three lines,
across the border, which had been agreed upon by the governments of the two countries, which are the following:
See also Fig. .!.)
Barcelona-Toulouse via Puigcerda and the valleys of the
Llobregat and Ariege.
From Lerida via the valley of the Noguera Pallaresa.
From Zaragoza via Jaca and Canfranc.
The last is nearly completed and should be opened for
traffic within the next y'ear or two.
By reason of its heavy
gradients, rise and fall, alignment, etc., it probably will not
carry much through traffic. No work has been done on the
second of these lines but some progress has been made on the
Pyrenees section of the first, the summit tunnel having reThere seems to be some justification
cently been completed.
for this line as Barcelona is the largest and commercially
the most important city in Spain and the proposed line will

to the

French Frontier.

Showing

in the Full

needs of Spain or the world to be undertaken just now, but
it is mentioned in passing as an incidental though not unimportant feature of the project under consideration.

The "Direct" Line

A

drawn from Madrid

to Paris (see Fig 16),
end of the frontier and near the
city of Pamplona, the capital of the province (and former
kingdom) of Navarre. This is the only important city in
this section of Spain, except San Sebastian on the coast, and
every indication points to it as a controlling point on any
proposed direct line between Madrid and Paris, unless

straight line

will pass close to the western

topographical conditions interfere.
In some respects the Pyrenees form the most important
topographical feature in the consideration of a through route
between Madrid and Paris. Given the fact that it is desired
to cross near their western end, the pass of Urtiaga, just north

April
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Pamplona, and reached on the Spanish side by the valley
Arga and on the French side by that of the Alduides,
There are two passes to the
is the most easily accessible.
east, those of Roncesvalles and the valley of the Roncal, and
one to the west, the pass of Otsunda, but for reasons which are
discussed in detail in the report, Pamplona and the Urtiaga
pass are shown to be the controlling objective points at the
northern end. The problem, therefore, was the location of a
line between Madrid and these points.
of

of the

Methods
The

ol)ject of

of Investigation

the investigation

was

to determine, without

going into too much detail, the best route, between Madrid
and the French frontier, adapted for fast passenger traffic,
and whether such a line could be obtained at a reasonable
cost compared with the traffic to be expected and in view of
the political advantages and other controlling circumstances.

The writer had the advantage of the surveys of the original
commission and of the advice of Sr. Gonzales Echarte, the forwas decided

make

a stadia reconnaissance of such variations of the original route as might seem
to be desirable or necessary, and the writer took with him
W. L. Gibson, F. O. Pease and
to Spain three assistants:
H. A. Ayres, all of whom had had considerable experience
in railway location and construction in South and Central
America as well as in the United States. The party left

mer chief engineer.

It

to
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to permit the assurance that absolutely the best line had
been obtained. The estimates of quantities and cost, however, are believed to show within reasonable limits the approximate cost of building a line through this territory, and
although further studies will undoubtedly show the desira-

ough

some of which may lessen
and others possibly improve the alinement or graat a somewhat increased cost of construction, on the

bility of modification of details,

the cost,
dients,

whole this should not change materially the general aspect
of the situation.
Both the writer and his assistants have all been accustomed to work in Spanish-speaking countries and in South

and Central America, but found in Spain many differences,
due principally to the more strongly established customs of
the older European country, which were generally less susceptible of modification than those of the newer countries of
North and South America. This is mentioned, not only because it involved some little delay from time to time and
modifications of the plans for the prosecution of the work,
but it is important to keep in mind in connection with any
enterprise which may be undertaken in the future in Spain.
It will be quite feasible, under proper management, to intro-

duce some American ideas, but there are many which will
either not be admitted at all, or only after considerable
modification.

Location and Design

New York

on July 18, 1917, and arrived in Madrid on
August 1. The field work was completed early in December
and the office work by the last of the year, the party
reaching New York again a little more than six months

after sailing.

Preliminary investigations of the territory were immedicommenced on arrival in Madrid, and as soon as pos-

ately

The primary object of the line is to obtain fast, convenient
passenger service between Madrid and Paris and also, incidentally, with London, Brussels, Amsterdam, Berlin, etc.
In
passing it may be noted that convenient access to Bordeaux
is desirable on account of the wine traffic.
To avoid the necessity of changing cars at the frontier it was proposed that
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complying with the necessary formalities, three
were organized, with Mr. Gibson in general
charge, and Messrs. Pease, Ayres and Lacroix (the latter a
after

the line be of the

field

parties

4

Frenchman

resident in Spain), each in charge of a party of
Spanish assistant engineers and the necessary peons, all
obtained in the country. An office with necessary draftsmen
and assistants was established in Madrid for the compilation
five

maps and

3

<>

1

sible

of the necessary

t

1

i

data.

Stadia lines were run over the route selected, which involved an entirely new line for some 345 kms. (215 miles)

from Madrid north. The topography obtained was platted
on a scale of 1 :4000 (about 333 feet to the inch), and a line
projected on this map, from which the quantities of earthwork, bridging, etc., were calculated.
This study, while developing the main controlling features
of the route and a close approximation of the final location,
was, of course, far from detailed enough or sufficiently thor-

same gage as the French railways, namely,
814 in.
A secondary object is the usual local freight and passenger
business of a railway which in the case of this line, will probably not be very large for the first 10 or 15 years, unless
ft.

there

is some, at present, unexpected mineral or industrial
development. There may be developed an additional express passenger service from Valencia and Madrid to San
Sebastian and to Pasages, in connection with an ocean steamship service. There may be developed a fairly large business
also in the haulage of iron ore between IMt. Moncayo (Soria)
and Pasages, and coal from Pasages to the interior, and pos-

sibly also to

There

Madrid and Valencia.

a possibility of eventually building a line from
a point near Soria westerly to Burgos and to the coal fields
is

of Leon and Palencia, which can be used for the distribution
of coal to Madrid, Valencia and Barcelona.
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Traffic
Tlic

show

Curvature

that aside from the thorougli

business will jjrohahly not he very heavy during
10 or 15 years, and the estimate of the numlier of

tlic

traft'ic

the

estimates

IniiVic

first

and the

trains

eliarat ter of the rollinj^ sttK'k indicate that these

will be comparatively light, comjiared with
in the United States,

now

thing

in

modern

practice

though considerably heavier than any-

u>e in Spain.

Design
controlling the design are,
with a rather badly accidented tojiography, a line for fast passenger service with only moderately
heavy rolling stock and the possibility of a fairly heavy lowgrade freight service on the northern half of the line.
This indicates a line of first-class construction, with the
best gradients and curvatures reasonably obtainable in a

The general

therefore,

characteristics

a country

difficult countn,-.

The standards of construction adopted for the purpose of
They are a
the investigation were as noted, briefly, below.
compromise between good American practice, the requirements of the Spanish authorities, and the existing conditions
in Spain.

A single track line, with provision for the location of passing sidings 1 km. in length every 10 kms., but it was expected that only half of these would be built at first; tunnels
to be excavated for double track and bridges to be so located
In conthat the al)Utmcnts can be extended when required.
sideration of this procedure, it should be noted that the cost
of tunnel excavation and masonry construction is very low
in Spain.

to be laid with 90 lb. rails, with 2,000 ties to the
Ties of oak are ver}' expensive, so fewer were used
with a somewhat heavier rail than would otherwise be necesScrew spikes were proposed, with tie plates on the
sary.
Stone ballast was estimated 12 ins. under
sharper curves.

Track

mile.

The Eurothe tie and of a typical American cross-section.
pean practice is to cover the ends of the ties outside the rails
level with the top of the rail.
Bridges were estimated in accordance with A. R. E. A.
Coopers E 50 loading, solid floors. On account
specifications.
of the cheapness of masonry and in accordance with the custom in Spain, masonry viaducts were estimated for many
crossings where steel would ordinarily be used in the United
States.

In accordance with American practice the quantities of
masonry, etc., were calculated from tables and diagrams,
and the excavation quantities scaled from the profile. In
Europe even for a preliminan,' estimate it seems to be customary to draw more or less detailed plans of each structure
steel,

and actually calculate all the quantities, cross-sections being
from the topography for estimating the earthwork,
and this is necessary in the submission of plans to the

platted

government.
A 2 per cent grade compensated for curvature was
adopted tentatively for the reconnaisance survey, but it is
expected that this can be bettered at little additional expense

Spain is .500 metres (j)ra( tically 1,000 ft.). It must be admitted, of course, that curves with as .short a radius as 760
ft. cannot be traversed at high speeds, i. e., at speeds much
over, say, 40 miles per hour, Imt they can be at .SO to ,35 miles
per hour.

The nature of some of the country traversed by this line,
however, is such that the use of flatter curves would quite
onsiderably increase the cost without any commensurate advantage in operating economy.
As a concrete example the
difference was calculated on a certain given section.
On this section two and a half kilometres (1.5 miles) in
length, by the use of .3 degree (metric) curves instead of 5
degree, the excavation quantities would be increased by .some
40,000 cubic metres with probably some increase in the
masonry for culverts. This may be assumed to involve an
additional co.st of, say, $25,000.
There will be, however, a
saving of about 75 degrees of curvature, but even assuming
10 trains daily in each direction and the additional cost of
operation at, say, 60 cents per train, per degree, per annum
(which is reasonably high for operating conditions in Spain,
with comparatively light trains and low wages), will be only
.Assuming that capital is worth 7 per
$450 per annum.
rent, the saving of this amount of curvature would only justify an expenditure of about $6,500.
These values, of course, are subject to such revision as
more careful and detailed study of the traffic and characteristics of the line may indicate, but the figures tend to confirm the
writer's opinion that in a country of this nature the minimum
radius adopted for our surveys should be retained, though on
the other portions of the line the minimum radius could probably easily be established at 382 metres (1,200 ft.), or that
of a 3 degree metric curve.
It was recommended that the use of the shorter radius
curves be confined to three sections having a total length of
85 kilometres, as follows:
<

KM.
KM.

On all the rest of the line the minimum radius can be that
of a 3 degree metric curve (1,260 ft.), and by thus confining
the heavy curvature to certain sections the objection from the
point of view of speed

—

use of bogie trucks, however- i. e., the common Amerpermits much greater flexibility than the stiff
frame 3 -axle coaches with long rigid wheel base, still quite
generally used in Europe today. (See Fig. 12, Part I, Raihuay

Age, of

kind

prejudice.

reduced to a minimum.

The

ican practice

curvature adopted was that of a 5 degree metric curve, i. e.,
about 2.30 metres (760 ft.) radius.
A discussion of the reasons which will probably control
the final choice of the proper rates of gradients on this line
were given in the report, but this is a matter with which engineers are generally familiar, but in regard to curvature
European engineers, largely, perhaps, on account of the types
of rolling stock available, are generally prejudiced against
the use of sharp curvature on main lines, and the following
extract f?;om the report may, therefore, be of interest; as it
was written for the purpose of attempting to overcome this

studies are

is

So far as this line in Spain is concerned, we are rather
handicapped by the need of having the rolling stock conform
to French practice in the matter of couplings, and the use of
side buffers, which does not permit the flexibility on sharp
curves which our center couplings do.

It

the final

78 to Km. 108
253 to Km. 275.
to the frontier.

Pamplona

made; the minimum radius of

when

minimum

radius of curvature for our surveys, namely,
2,50 metres (760 ft.), while not unduly sharj) for American
practice in heavy country, is rather less than tliat customary
in Europe. The minimum pennittcd for the main lines in
i'he

is

—

March

28,

page 829.'

impossible within the limits of an article of this

to discuss the location in detail.

Practically an entirely

new line was located for a distance of 345 kms. north of
Madrid to Mendigoria. From that point to the frontier, a
further distance of 71 kms., the general route of the original
An approximate comparison of

commission was adopted.

the physical characteristics of the

and Mendigoria

is

two

lines

between Madrid

as follows:
Spanish

Government
Commission
Length Kms
Curvature degrees
Rise and fall meters
Rise and fall on 2 per cent gradients
Tunnel Kms

372
15,095
1.709
1,093
55

.Survey
of 1917
345
10,000
1,500

690
11

April

11,
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In connection with this proposed direct line to France it is
proposed to build a branch from a point near Soria to Calatayud, where connection would be made with the Central of
Aragon Railway permitting through service from Valencia
It was proposed
to the north coast of Spain and to France.
also to build a line from Pamplona to San Sebastian and to
Pasages, on the north coast.
San Sebastian is the well-known summer resort on the Bay
of Biscay, and Pasages, a small hand-locked harbor just
east of San Sebastian, has possibilities of development as a
point of export for the iron ore of Mt. Moncavo, for the importation of coal either from Gijon or England, and as a terminus for a transatlantic steamship line.
Besides facilitating the through traffic between the capitals
of France and Spain, and serving as a link in a new transcontinental route, the "Direct" line is of extreme importance
from a military strategic point of view. It offers also an opportunity to further develop the iron ore resources of northern
Spain, and would be an important factor in the distribution
of coal from the north coast to the interior plateau and the
eastern Littoral.

show

The

statistics

and port

of commercial development

have not kept pace
with the requirements of business and this line with the dethat the railroad

facilities

velopment of Pasages will overcome

at

least

partially this

lack of transportation and terminal facilities.

The writer was given every facility in his investigations
and every courtesy was extended by officials of all kinds, both
of the national and provincial governments, and while some
of the regulations were thought vexatious at times on account

of the delays involved, it is realized on looking back that they
were not more so than might be expected in attempting to do
things differently in any country with fairly fixed notions of
procedure, and possibly no more so than are often experienced here at home in dealing with our own officials.
It is
believed that Spain will welcome the co-operation of Americans in carrying out public works which are needed, if the
financial participation can be satisfactorily arranged.

American Railway Engineering
Association Committee

THE

Work

American Railw.ay Engineering

.\ssociation
has just issued a bulletin giving the personnel of committees and assignment of committee work for the 22
regular committees and 2 special committees of that association, as organized for the coming year.
Duplicate information is contained in Circular No. S II-I, issued by the
American Railroad Association, Section II Engineering.
Only four new chairmen have been selected for the standing
committees of the association, 20 chairmen having been held
over.
J. R. W. Ambrose, chief engineer, of the Toronto
Termmals Company, Toronto, succeeds W. ^M. Dawley, assistant engineer of the Erie at New York City, as chairman
of the Committee on Roadway.
H. L. Ripley, valuation
engineer of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, Boston,
Mass., succeeds H. E. Hale, group engineer for the Presidents' Conference Committee on Valuation, New York City,
as chairman of the Committee on Ballast.
Yates,
T.
J.
bridge engineer of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, New
York, succeeds F. L. Thompson, chief engineer of the Illinois
Central, Chicago, as chairman of the Committee on Masonry.
Arthur Crumpton, assistant valuation engineer of the Grand
Trunk, Montreal, Can., succeeds W. F. Strouse, assistant
chief engineer. Public Service Commission of Maryland,
Baltimore, Md., as chairman of the Committee on Signs,
Fences and Crossings.
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many of the subjects submitted last year have been
carried over.
Among the new subjects assigned to the committees for investigation during the present year are the
following:
Ballast
Report on the use of reinforced concrete slabs

year,

—

or other devices to assist the ballast in distributing the load

on

soft roadbed.

—

Present revised specifications for steel rails.
Present sections for rails heavier than 120 lb. per yd.
Report
on the effect of usage on the physical properties of rail steel.
Track Investigate and report upon the design and use of
Rail

—

a

"clamp" type of frog.
Buildings
Review recommendation

—
Masonrv- —

as to the applicability

of the high platform.

Investigate

the

distribution

of

loads

through

and embankment as affecting the design of masonry
structures.
Report on methods of conveying and depositing
ballast

concrete.

—

Signals and Interlocking
Investigate and report upon the
of the use of ties treated with any solution which
affects the length of signal track sections.
Water Service Report on the water service organization.

effect

—

Submit definitions applicable to water .service. Report upon
plans and specifications for typical water station layouts,
collaborating with the committee on Yards and Terminals
and on Economics of Railway Operation.
Yards and Terminals Report on unit operation of rail-

—

road terminals in large cities, revising the catechism as a
statement of principles for inclusion in the Manual.
Wood Preservation Report on the availability and use of
sodium fluoride as a preservative for cross ties. Report on
creosote treatment to be used in the protection of piles and
timbers in teredo-infested water, specifying the amount of

—

creosote to be used.
1,

2

and

3

Report on comparative value of grades

creosote oil

and creosote coal tar solutions as

preservative agencies.

—

Electricity
Continue collecting statistical data relative to
clearances of third rail and overhead working conductors
and submit revised tables at the next annual meeting. Cooperate with the Bureau of Standards in the preparation of
the proposed National Electrical Safety Code and other

safety codes of similar character.
insulated wire and cables.

Submit specifications

—

Economics of Railway Laijor Study and report upon
methods for training and educating engineering and maintenance department employees.

—

Owing to the nature of the subjects assigned to the committees for investigation and to the fact that not more than
two can be reported to the convention for action any one

for

iCiiii

Red Cross OKcial Photo.

Copyright by Press

ll/iistraliiig

Headquarters Siding on the Archangel Front
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Light and

Heavy Standard Pacific Type Locomotives

Straightforward Designs Having

Many

Details Interchange-

able with the Other Standard

TWO CLASSES
THE FIRST OF THE
the United
tives built to

of Pacific type locomo-

States Railroad Administra-

standard designs have recently been turned out
of the American Locomotive Company, the light locomotive for delivery to the Atlantic Coast
Line and the heavy locomotive for delivery to the Erie. The
light locomotive is one of a total of 59 of these locomotives
which have been ordered by the Railroad Administration,
26 to be built by the American Locomotive Company and
tion's

of the

Richmond Works

an average of 66,000 lb. on each axle. The total weight of
working order is 306,000 lb. and it has
a maximum tractive effort of 43,900 lb.
In Table II will be found a comparison of this locomotive with several other heavy I'acific type locomotives.
The
heavy standard locomotive compares more closely with the
Pennsylvania K4s Pacific than with any of the others.
It
has about 4,000 lb. less weight on drivers than the Pennsylvania locomotive, with a total weight 3,000 lb. less, and
this locomotive in

The Railroad Administration Standard Heavy
33 by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Orders have been
placed for a total of 20 of the heavy locomotives, 10 with
each of the above mentioned builders.
The light Pacific type was designed on the basis of driving wheel loads of 55,000 lb. per axle and has a total weight
of 277,000 lb. in working order.
The actual driving axle
loads are 54,000 lb. each, and a tractive effort of 40,700 lb.
is developed.
In Table I will be found a comparison of
this locomotive with a number of others of the same type

The Standard Light

951

Pacific

Type Locomotive

on a comparative basis is rated at 600 lb. less starting tractive effort.
A comparison of the heating surfaces of the
two locomotives would indicate that the Pennsylvania locomotive had a considerably greater capacity for high sustained speed when handling similar loads.
The boilers of the two standing Pacific type locomotives
generally

are

conical

The

Pacific

designed on the basis of approximately the same axle loads.
It will be seen that the standard locomotive is somewhat
similar in its proportions to the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
locomotive, which, however, has more heating surface, but a
considerably smaller grate and a smaller ratio of firebox
heating surface to total heating surface.
The design of the heavy Pacific locomotive was based on
driving axle loads of 60,000 lb. The actual weight on drivers, however, is 197,000 lb., equivalent to slightly less than

Types

76
in.,

similar

in

construction,

both

being

wagon top type with combustion chamber

outside diameter at the

first

of

the

fireboxes.

ring of the two boilers

is

Type Locomotive
in.

and 78

in.,

respectively, increasing to 86 in.

respectively, at the

dome

course.

The

and 90

light locomotive

has 188 234-in. tubes and 36 5J/2-in. flues, while the heavy
locomotive has 216 tubes and 40 flues of the same diameters.
The tubes of both locomotives are 19 ft. long, while the combustion chamber of the light locomotive is 23 3^ in. long and
that of the heavy locomotive 38 in. long.
The maximum
diameter of the boilers at the dome course is 86 in. for the
light locomotive and 90 in. for the heavy locomotive.
The

93.
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locomotive

is

hand

fired,

while the heavy engine

is

equipped with a Duplex stoker.
The design of the frames for both types is essentially the
Both are of the single front rail type, each frame besame.

the light Pacific type are 25 in. in diameter, while the heavy
locomotives have 27-in. cylinders, the stroke being 28 in.
The pistons are of the single plate dished
in both cases.
type, the specifications calling for either cast or rolled steel,
with a cast iron bull ring and packing rings of Hunt-Spiller

gun

Clearance

Diagram

for the Light Pacific

one piece with a splice back of the rear driving
Commonwealth cradle castings. In both cases
The lighter frames have a
;he frames are six inches wide.
depth of top rail of 6J^ in. over the driving boxes and a
minimum depth of 5 3^ in. between the drivers. The maxivheels

for

4-6-2/4

L

In both cases the cylinders and valve chambers

iron.

The Heavy

Type Locomotive

ing cast in

953

Pacific

Type Clearance Diagram

The
are fitted with the Hunt-Spiller gun iron bushings.
piston and rod of the light Pacific type are interchangeable
with those of the Eight-wheel switcher, while the piston on
the heavy Pacific type interchanges with that used on the
heavy Mikado and Mountain type locomotives and the light

i

S7,000Lb.

54,O0O

The

34^000

S4,'0OO

Distribution of the

'

Weight

SSpOO

of the Light Pacific

inium and minimum depths of the lower rail are 4'4 in.
and 3;l4 in-, respectively. The frames for the heavy Pacific
have a depth over the driving boxes oi lyi in. and a minimum depth of top rail of 6 in., while the maximum and

37,000

37,0OOLb.

Type Locomotive

Santa Fe t>pe.
as that used on

The
all

crosshead

is

same
and that of the

also essentially the

the other locomotives

interchanges with the crosshead of the Eightwheel switcher and the light Mikado type locomotive. While
light Pacific

4-e,-ZB
eS,700

6S,600

Weight Distribution Diagram

minimum

depths of the lower

rail

are 4-;4

in.

''

6S,100

and Ay^

for the

in.,

respectively.

The
on

cylinders of both types are similar in design to those
the other single unit standard locomotives and both

all of

are designed for the use of 14-in. piston valves.

Those of

37,100

60,OOO

Heavy

Pacific

Type Locomotive

none of the cylinder designs are interchangeable, the front
and back heads have been made interchangeable where the
diameter of the cylinders is the same, those for the light
Pacific interchanging with the Eight-wheel switcher, and
those for the heavy Pacific interchanging with the heavy

—
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Mikadi) and

Sanla

li^lit

llu'

and Mountain

I'l-

Icxo-

l\|)e

niotivi'."*.

Hotli tlio main and side tw\s arc of tlianncl section, the
main rod desiun for all of the standard hkomotives being
tiie same in all iletails with the exception of the necessary
The two Pacific type locomotives
variation in dimensions.

are the only ones havinj; the channel section side rods, the
others all heinj; of .slab section.

Wherever the journal
TAni.E

CftMPVRISON

1

OF

PacIMC TvPF

I.ICIIT

11)

16.',00O

1915
40,700
272,000
165,000

73

73

J 7 7. 000

Diameter,

drivers, II)
drivers, in

Cylinders,

diameter and stroke.
5

pressure,

Ih

Heating sin face, total, sq.
Superheating surface, sq.
Grate area, sq. ft

ft..
ft.

.

by 28
200

25 by 28

3.333

3.83S

794

870

66.7

.57..';

.

Tractive effort X dia. drivers
-=equivalent heating surface
Equivalent heating surface -^
grate area
-;heating
surface
Firebox
eciuivalent heating surface, per
cent

I.OCf)MOTIVES

1915
42,000
266,400
169,700
74
27 by 28
180
3.364
751
58.7

200

1916
40,800
266,000
165,000
79
26 by 28

|)rin(i])al

dimensions and data for the two

776
59.2

719.6

67.S

89.5

76.4

75.7

General Data
4

Weight ill
Weight on
Weight on
Weight on
Wiigbt of
working

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

Heavy

4-6-2

I.ighl

8!^

fl.

4

in.

Passenger

working order
drivers
leading

truck
trailing truck
engine and tender in
order
base, driving
base, total
base, engine

and tender..

ft.

40.700
277,000
162 000
57.000
58.000

471,000
13

4-6-2

»y,

in.

Passenger

coal

Pit.

coal

Bit.

1b.

lb.

43,900
306,000
197,000
49.000
60,000

1b.

500,200

lb.

11),

1b.
lb.

lb.

14

ft.

lb.
lb,

lb.

lb.

ft.

36 ft. 2 in.
70 ft. i'A in.

34 ft 9 iii.
68 ft. 754 in.

Weight

on

drivers

tractive

-f-

4.0
6.8

4.5
7.0

656.7

672.9

67.8

72.8

effort

Total weight -^ tractive cfTort...
Tractive effort X diam. drivers
equivalent lieating surface*.
-TEquivalent heating surface*
-rgrate area
Firebox heating surface
equivalent heating surface,* per cent
Weight on drivers -i- equivalent
heating surface*
Total weight -^ equivalent heating surface*
Volume both cylinders
Equivalent heating surface*
-ivol. cylinders
Grate area -h vol. cylinders

~

Pacific type locomotive has

Pacific

type locomotives are as follows:

20O
3,315

693.0

made interchangeable on

main

& Q. H. &H.

c. n.

577.0

been

diameter by
nals are one
ing journals

T.

656.7

light

of the

M. K. &

1919
40.700

built

Hoilcr

comjileted locomotive.

The

Service
Fuel
Tractive effort

N. V. K.

Weight on

tlie

Gage

A. C. L.

Tractive effort.
Total wciRlit. Ill

The clearance diagrams and wheel load diagrams were
prepared ljy I'". P. Pfahler, chief mechanical engineer, division of operation, of the Railroad Administration.
The
(listri!)ution of wheel loads as shown are actual weights of

have

sizes pemiit, the driving boxes

Kuad
Year

Vol. 06, No. 15

The

all of the locomotives.

main journals 11 in. in
13 in. in length, while the front and back jourinch less in diameter. The front and back drivof the heavy Pacific are the same size as those
journals on the light Pacific, while the main

journals of the heavier locomotive are 12 in. in diameter by
13 in. in length.
Both locomotives have the constant resistance type engine
truck with 6J^-in. by 12-iii. journals and 33-in. wheels,
while the trailer trucks are of the Cole-Scoville design with

A considerable
43-in. wheels and 9-in. by 14-in. journals.
degree of interchangeability exists between the details of this
type of truck in use on the standard Mountain and Pacific
type locomotives, although complete interchangeability of

5.8

6.3

35.8

38.2

61.2
15.9 cu.

59.4
18.6 cu.

ft.

284.4

277.1

4.2

3.8

ft.

\'Hnders

Simple
by 28

.Simple

25

by 28

in.

Kind

in.

27

in.

Piston
14 in.

Piston

Diameter

14

in.

73

in.

in.

Whceh
Driving, diameter over tires
Driving, thickness of tires
Driving: journals, main, diameter
and length

II in.

by 13 in

12 in. by 13 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter
length
Engine truck wheels, diameter...
Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wlieels, diameter...
Trailing truck, journals
arid

10 in. by 13 in.
^Z in.
6J/2 in. by 12 in.

43 in.
9 in. by 14 in.

1 1

in.

36
65^

43
9 in.

by 13

in.

in.

by 12

in.

in.

in.

by 14

in.

Boilrr

Table

II

Year

built

Tractive effort, lb
rotal weight, lb
Weight on drivers,

Diameter

drivers,

lb.

For anthracite

1914
44.50C
308,900
201,800
80
27 by 28
205

79

in

Cylinders, dia. and stroke, in..
Koiler pressure, lb
Heating surface^ total, sq. ft..
Superheating surface, sq. ft...
Grate area
Tractive effort X dia. drivers
~7equivalent heating surface.
Equivalent heating surface -fgrate area
surface
-^
FireboN
heating
equivalent heating surface, per
cent

D. L.& W.
1915
47,506
305,000
197.300
73
27 by 2S.

P. R.R.

Erie
1919
43,900
306.000
197,000

by 28
200

200
3,680

4,035
1,154
70

3,824

887
70.8

760
91.3*

Working pressure
V.
1916
I,.

48,80i)

301,500
192,200
73
£7 bv 28
205
4,103
75
75

719.4

672.9

639.2
74.3

200
ring....
Firebox, ;ength and width
114
Firebox plates, thickness
Firebox, water space
Tubes, number and outside diam-

Outside diameter of

188-2

'4 in.

36-5 '4 in.

Tubes and flues, length
Heating .*=urface, tubes
Heating surface, flues
Heating surface, fireboxt
Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area

Coal capacity

19

ft.

2,091 sq.

981
261
3,333
794
4,524
66.7

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

in.
ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.

Tender
Water Bot.

Weight
Water capacity

the trucks as a whole has not been maintained in every case.
The tenders of both locomotives are built with Commonwealth cast steel frames and have tanks of 10,000-gal.

lb.

Con. W. T.
200 lb. per sq. in.
78 in.
120H in. by 8454 in.

216-254

in.

number and outside diam-

Tank
Frame

coal.

first

eter

Fines,
eter

W. T.
per sq. in.
76
in. by 8454 in.

Con.

Style

Comparison or Heavy Pacific Type Locomotives

Road

..

Cast Steel
194,000 lb.
10.000 gal.
16 tons

40-554 in.
19 ft.
in.
2,407 sq. ft.
1,090 sq. ft.
327 sq. ft.
3,824 sq. ft.
887 sq. ft.
5,154 sq. ft
70.8 sq. ft.

Water

Bot.

Cast Steel
194,200 lb.
10,000 gal.
16 tons

'Equivalent heating surface =: total evaporative heating surface
times the superheating surface.
i'lncludes arch tube heating surface.

-f-

1-5

The tender trucks for both are of the Commoncapacity.
wealth equalized type, differing from the trucks under the
heavy Mountain type, which were equalized swing motion
trucks of the locomotive builder's design.
Aside from the parts already mentioned a large measure
of interchangeability has been carried throughout the va-

The directors of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association
have telegraphed to President Wilson that they strenuously

rious standard designs, including a large number of minor
details, such as rod brasses, grate frames, bumper beams,
many of the small castings, and in a number of cases, crank

material "necessary to the due maintenance of the railroads
and to the public safety." They declare that "the elements
which enter into prices today are fundamental and should be

pins, axles

and springs as

well.

A

complete

the standard locomotives
the Januarj' 3, 1919, issue of the Railway
cialties

on

all of

list

of the spe-

was published

Age on page

in
91.

protest against the present attitude of the director general
of railroads in refusing to make purchases of supplies and

maintained, including the present standard of wages; and
the government should take the immediate initiative in this
matter."

April

11,
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Increasing Trainloads
By
Office

of

lb. and that another has a tractive effort of 40,000
a clear cut expression which at once conveys the suggestion that by substituting the first for the second the hauling power will be increased approximately 35 per cent, and
that the number of trains required to handle a like tonnage
will be decreased about 26 per cent.
The prospect of hauling with three trains that which now requires four is allur-

54,000

Roberts

S. S.

timely and that the table will be helpful to some engineers
to those operating men who will ponder it.
The statement that one locomotive has a tractive effort of

is

and

By Reducing Grades
Engineer,

955

lb., is

Regional

Director,

Southern

Region,

Atlanta, Ga.

AN

.ARTICLE in the issue of the Railway Age of January
1919, entitled "The Railroad Problem and Economics,"
by Charles A. Morse, assistant director in charge of engineering and maintenance. Division of Operation, and particularly under the captions "Financing Capital Expenditures"

IV17,

The saving being

ing.

in terms of trains, appears to the oponce as a determined sum of money. Thinking in terms of locomotives only, all this good may be had for
the cost of the new locomotives less the salvage on the old.
The economy seems self-evident and the adoption of the proposal is urged on the maxim, "Res ipsa loquitur".

erating

and "Ignorance as to Economics", some simple facts are very
plainly stated which have influenced the writer to submit the
accompanying table showing the relative efficient hauling
power of the U. S. standard light Mikado locomotive on various grades and the number of trains required to handle like

man

at

But does "the thing speak

new

net tonnage, in the belief that consideration of this subject

bridges,

new engine

pits,

How about the
enlarged engine houses, new

for itself"?

EFFECT OF GRADIENTS ON EFFECTIVE HAULING POWER OF
MIKADO LOCOMOTIVES

« H

Tractive effort

=

=

T

Grade resist.mce r^

=

Traill resistance

R',-

Ri

54,600

lb.

=
=

lb.

U.

S.

STANDARD LIGHT

20 (rate per cent grade).
6.1

per ton of 2,000

Weight locomotive, tender and caboose

=

W=

lb.

.^60 tons.

Columns give effective hauling power referred to gradient at top of column as 1 or 100 per cent.
Lines give number of trains on various gradients for one train on gradient shown at left of line.
0.00

%
0.00
0.10
C.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
l.OO
1.10
1.20
1,30
1.40
1.50
1.60
1.70

1.80
1.90

2.00
2.10
2.20
2.30
2.40
2.50
2.60
2.70
2.80
2.90
3.00

0.00
5.28
10.20
15.84
21.12
26.40
31.68
36.96

42.24
47.52
52.80
58.08
63.36
68.64
73.92
79.20
84.48
89.76
95.04
100.32
105.60
110.88
116.16
121.44
126.72
132.00
137.28
142.56
147.84
153.12
158.40

0.16393
0.12346
0.09901
0.08264
0.O7092
0.06211
0.05525
0.04975
0.04525
0.04149
0.03881
0.03559
0.03322
0.03115
0.02933
0.02770
0.02625
0.02494
0.02375
0.02268
0.02169
0.02079
0.01996
0.01919
0.01848
0.01782
0.01721
0.01664
0.01610
0.01560
0.01513

8951
6741
5406

4512
3872
3391
3017
2716
2471
2266
2092
1943
1814
1701
1601
1512
1433
1362
1297
1238
1184
1135
1090
1048
10O9
973
940
908
879

852
826

8691
6481
5146
4252
3612
3131
2757
2456
2211
2006
1832
1683
1554
1441
1341
1252
1173
1102
1037
978
924
875
830
788
749
713
680
648
619
592
566

1.000
.746
.592
.489
.416
.360
.317
.283
.254
.231
.211
.194
.179
.166
.154
.144
.135
.127
.119
.113
.106
.101

.095
.091
.086
.082
.078
.075
.071
..068
.065

1.60

%
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.30
1.40
l.Sff

1.60
1.70
1.80
1.90
2.00

2.10
2.20
2.30
2.40
2.50
2.60
2.70
2.80
2.90
J.OO

O.OO
5.28

10.20
15.84
21.12
26.40
31.68
36.96
42.24
47.52
52.80
58.08
63.36
68.64
73.92
79.20
84.48
89.76
95.04
100.32
105.60
110.88
116.16
121.44
126.72
132.00
137.28
142.56
147.84
153.12
158.40

0.16393
0.12346
0.09901
0.08264
0.07092
0.06211
0.05525
0.04975
0.04525
0.04149
0.03881
0.O3559
O.03322
0.03115
0.02933
0.02770
0.02625
0.O2494
0.02375
0.02268
0.O2169
0.02O79
0.01996
0.01919
0.01848
O.01782
0.01721
0.01664
0.01610
0.0156O
0.01SI3

8951
6741
5406
4S12
3872
3391
3017
2716
2471
2266
2092
1943
1814
1701
1601

1512
1433
1362
1297
1238
1184
1135
1090
1048
1009
973
940
908
879
852
826

8691
6481
5146

4252
3612
3131
2757
2456
2211
2006
1832
1683
1554
1441
1341
1252
1173
1102
1037
978

924
875
830
788
749
713
680
648
619
592
566

7.4U9
5.525
4.387
3.624
3.079
2.669
2.350
2.094
1.885
1.710
1.S62
1.435
1.325
1.228
1.143
1.067
l.OOO
.939
.884
.834
.788
.746
.708
.672
.639
.608
.580
.552
.528
.505
.484

0.10

%
1.341

l.OOO
.794
.656
.557
.483
.425
.379
.341
.310
.283
.260
.240
.222
.207
.193
.181
.170
.160
.151
.142
.135
.128
.122
.116
.110
.105
.100
.096
.091

.087

1.70

%

0.20

.536
.477
.430
.390
.356
.327
.302

.280
.261

.243
.228
.214
.202
.190
.180
.170
.161

.153
.146
.139
.132
.126
.120
.115
.110

1.80

%

7.886

8.381

5.881

6.250
4.962
4.100
3,483
3,019
2,659
2.368
2.132

4.669
3.856
3.278
2.841
2.502
2.229
2.006
1.820
1.662
1.527
1.410
1.308
1.217
1.136
1.064
l.OOO
.941

.888
.834
.794
.753
.715
.680
.647
.617
.588
.562
.537
.514

O.30

%

1.934
1.765
1.623
1.498
1.390
1.293
1.207
1.131
1.063
1.000
.943
.891
.844
.800
.760
.722
.688
.656
.625
.597
.571

.546

•

0.40

0.50

%

%

2.044
1.524
1.210
1.000

2.406
1.794
1.425
1.177

.849
.736
.648
.578
.520
.472

1.000
.867
.763
.680
.612
.555
.507
.466
.430
.399

2.776
2.070
1.643
1.358
1.154
1.000

%
1.689
1.259
1.000
.826
.702
.608

.431
.395
.365
.339
.315
.294
.276
.259
.244

.230
.217
.206
.195
.185
.176
.168
.160
.152
.146
.139
.133
1.90

.371
.347
.325
.305
.287
.271

.256
.242
.230
.218
.207
.197
.188
.179
.171

.164
.157

2.00

%

%

8.887
6,627
5.262
4,348
3,693
3.201
2.819
2.511
2.261

9.406

2.051
1.873
1.721
1.589
1.473
1.371
1.280
1.199
1.127
1.060
l.OOO
.945
.895
.849
.806
.766
.729
.695
.663
.633
.605
.579

7.011

5.569
4,602
3.909
3.389
2.984
2.658
2.393
2.171
1.983
1.821
1.682
1.560
1.451
1.355
1.269
1.193
1.122
1.058
1.000
.947
.898
.853
.811

.772
.736
.701
.670
.641

.613

.880
.784
.706
.641

.585
.538
.496
.460
.428
.400
.375
.352
.331

.312
.295
.279
.265
.252
.239
.228
.217
.207
.198
.189
.181

2.10

%

9.933
7.407
5.881
4.859
4.128
3.578
3.151
2.807
2.527
2,293
2.094
1.923
1.776
1.647
1.533
1.431
1.340
1.259
1.185
1,118
1.056
1.000
.949
.901

.856
.815
.777
.741
.707
.677
.647

0.6O

%

3.152
2.351
1.866
1.542
1.310
1.136
l.OOO
.891
.802
.728
.664
.610
.564
.523
.486
.454
.425

.400
.376
.355
.335
.317
.301
.286
.271

.259
.247
.235
.225
.215
.205

2.20

%

0.470
7.808
6.20O
5.123
4.352
3.773
3.322
2.959
2.664
2.417
2.207
2.028
1.872
1.736
1.616
1.508
1.413
1.328
1.249
1.178
1.113
1.054
1.000
.949
.902
.859
.819
.781

.744
.713
.681

0.70

0.80

%

%

3.539 3.934
2.639 2.931
2.095 2.327
1.731 1.923
1.471. 1,634
1.275 1.416
1.123 1.247
1.000 l.lll
.900 1.000
.817
.746
.685
.633
.587
.546
.510
.478
.449
.422
.398
.376
.356
.338
.321
.305
.290
.277
.264
.252
.241

.230

2.30

%

11.030
8,225
6.530
5.396
4.584
3.973
3.499
3.117
2.806
2.546
2.325
2.136
1.972
1.829
1.702
1.589
1.489
1.398
1.316
1.241

1.174
1.110
1.053
1.000

.907
.829.761

.703
.652
.607
.566
.531

.498
.470
.442
.418
.396
.375
.356
.339
.322
.308
.293
.280
.268
.256

2.40

%

1.00

4.744
3.538
2.809
2.321
1,972

%

1.801
1.561
1.374

1.224
1.102
l.OOO
.913
.839
.775
.718
.668
.624
.585
.549
.517
.488
.461
.436
.414
.393
.373
.355
.339
.323
.309
.295
.282

2.50

%

%

1.709
1,505
1.341
1.207
1.095
l.COO
.919
.848
.787
.732
.683
.640
.602
.566
.534
.504
.478
.453
.430
.409
.389
.371
.354
.338
.323
.309

2.60

%

1.10

%
5.164
3.851
3.058
2.524
2.146
1.860
1.638
1.459
1.314
1.192
1.089
1.000
.923
.856
.797
.744
.697
.655
.616
.581
.549
.520
.493
.468
.445
.424
.404
.385
.368
.352
.336

2.70

%

1.20

1.30

%

%

5.593
4.170
3.311
2.736
2.324
2.015
1.774
1.580
1.423

6.031

1.291
1.179
1.083
l.OOO
.927
.863
.806
.755
.709
.667
.629
.595
.563
.534
.507
.482
.459
.438
.417
.398
.381
.364

2.80

%

4.498
3.571
2.951
2.507
2.173
1.913
1.704
1.534
1.392
1,271

1,168
1.078
l.OOO
.931

.869
.814
.765
.720
.679
.641
.607
.576
.547
.520
.49S
.472
.450
.430
.411
.393

2.90

%

1

.40

.751

.718

.756

1.105
1.050
l.OOO
.954
.909
.868
.830
.794

1.159
1.101
1.049
1,000
.953
.910
.871

.833

1,216
1.156
I.IOO
1,049
1,000
.955
.914
.873

1.273
1.210
1.152
1.099
1.047
l.OOO
.956
.914

1.331

1.26S
1.204
1.149
1.09S
1.046
1.000
.956

1.50

%

7c

6.481
4.833
3.837
3.171
2.694
2.335
2.056
1.831
1.648
1.496
1.366
1.255
1.159
1.075
1.000
.934
.875
.822
.773
.729
.689
.653
.619
.588
.559
.532
.507
.483
.462
.441

.422

3.00

%

11,600 12.190 12.780 13.410 14.040 14.680 15,360
8,653
9.090 9.531 10 000 10.470 10.950 11.450
6.870
7,217
7.568
7.941
8.313
8,693
9.092
5.677
5.964
6.253
6.562 6.869
7.182
7,512
4.822
5,066
5.312
5.574
5,835 6.101
6.382
4,180
4.391
4,604 4,832
5.058
5.289
5.532
3.681
3.867
4.055
4.255
4.454 4.657
4.871
3.279
3.445
3.612
3.790 3.968 4.149 4.339
2.952
3.101
3.251
3.412
3.572 3.735
3.906
2,678
2.813
2.950 3,096
3.241
3.389 3,544
2.446
2.569 2.694 2,827
2.960
3.095
3,237
2.247
2.360 2.475
2.597
2.719 2.843
2,974
2.179 2,285
2.075
2.398 2.510 2,625
2.746
1.924
2.021
2.119 2.223
2.328
2,434
2,546
1.790
1.881
1.972
2.069
2.166 2,265
2.369
1,671
1.756
1.841
1.932
2.023
2.115
2.212
1,566
1.645
1.725
1.810
1.895
1,981
2,072
1.471
1,545
1.620
1.701
1.780
1.861
1.947
1.38-1
1.454
1.525
1,601
1.675
1.752
1.832
1,305
1.372
1.438
1.509
1.580
1,652
1.728
1.234
1.296
1.359
1.426
1.492
1.561
1.633
1.168
1.227
1,287
1.350
1.414
1.478
1.546
1.108
1.164
1.220
1.281
1.341
1.402
1.466
1.052
l.OOO
.952
.908
.865
.826
.790

.951
.905
.863
.822
.786

0.90

4.333
3.231
2.565
2.120

1.392
1.323
1.260
1.201
1.145
1.094
1.046
1.000

6.943
5.177
4.110
3.396
2.885
2.501

2.202
1.962
1.766
1.602
1.463
1.344
1

.241

1.151
1.071
1 .000
.937
.880
.828
.781

.738
.699
.663
.629
.598
.56»
.543
.518
.494
.473
.452

Gradient
pe r cent

0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.4O
0.50
0.60
0,70
O.80
0.9O
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.30
1,40
1.50
1.60
1.70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.10
2.20
2.30
2.40
2.50
2.60
2.70
2.84
2.90
3.00
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may

or will have to
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(

ross tii>

provided

lic-

advantages of the more powerful IcKoniotives are
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per tent, the efleitive hauling power on a 0.5 per tent
is 1.70'> times that on a 1 per cent gradient, or the

site ().>

gratlieiit

gradients.

liKomotive is 171 per cent effit.ient on a 0.5 per cent as coniSimilarly
pareil with 100 per cent on a 1 per cent gradient.
on tile line o|)|)osite 1.5 per cent, the effective hauling power
of the 1(H omotive is ().68.< times that on a 1 per cent gradient,
(ir tile ItxDinotive is 6S per cent efficient on a 1.5 per tent as
(omjiared with 100 jier cent on a 1 jier tent gradient.
per cent grailient under the
On the line ojiptisite the
itjlumn 0.5 jier cent, it is indicated that for eat h train tin a
\KT cent grailient there will l)e re<|uired 0.5H5 trains on a

1

0.5 per cent gratlient

fort-

tlu"

available?
There are iase> in wiiiili heavier power has Inen urged
where, in addition to tlie al)ove, even the enihaiiknients would
tirst have to he strengthened, the excavations widenet! and
the s|)outs on water tanks and the tlcK)rs of e.xi.sting coaling
platfi>rnis would have to i)e rai.sed to serve the heavier power,
and this on roads having 1 per cent and 1.2 i)er cent ruling

Suggest that the ruling gradients 1r' reduced from
per cent to 0.7 per cent which may fretiuently be done
without unusually heavy expenditure, for the ruling gradients
In how many minds will this
generally (Kcur in few places.
suggestion stir the thought that by this reduction in gradients
the same increase in effective hauling power and the same
decrease in number of trains will be effected as by the change
Or that the locomotives alin locomotives first considered?
ready in service will on the reduced gradients haul in three

which they l)efore hauled in four. Should the reduction in gradients be from 1 per cent to 0.5 [wr cent the increase in hauling power of the present locomotives would be
71 per cent and the decrea.se in the number of trains required
for like tonnage would be 41 per cent. In round numbers 10
trains could do the work which formerly recjuired 17.
The anticipated saving accruing from a reduction in
trains that

gradients

is

just as sure of realization

and the certainty of

based
on the increased tractive effort of the locomotive. It would
seem logical to first improve, so far as practicable, the line
and grades and thereby j)rolong the period of usefulness of
Such improveexisting power and structures to the fullest.
ment is permanent. The beneficial results obtained are unaffected by time and are independent of any other causes.
Under present conditions this should be an important factor.
On roads that have improved alignment and reduced gradients so far as is reasonably practicable, increased hauling
power is properly obtainable through increasing the power
Otherwise there is the question whether
of the locomotive.
to increase the power of the locomotive or to decrease
and that man who decides this
the ruling gradient,
economic point without thorough investigation of each
jjredictions based on

them

is

ecjualh' as reliable as those

Present increased reside of the cjuestion fails in his duty.
Economy is the selection
turns is not necessarily economy.
of that thing or process which will perform the required
service at the least ultimate cost.
The accom])an\ing table was developed for the purpose of
aiding in comparing the relative efficiency of different lines

1

1

shown

and under the ct)lumn 1.5 jier cent
on a 1 per cent gradient there

that for each train

be ref|uired 1.46.^ trains on a 1.5

iier

it

is

will

cent gradient.

may

The table

also be used to suggest retluctions in gradiThus say the
ents to balance trains for unet|ual ttmnage.
tonnage is in the ratio of .5 in one direction to 4 in the tjther
1
per cent in each direction. To what
gradient should reduction be made against the heavier traffic
The difference in tonnage is .^.i^? per
tt) balance the trains?
cent of the lighter tonnage, so the cfficienc\' of the locomotive

and the gradients are

133^

must be

per cent of that on the 1 i)er cent gradient. In
1
per cent gradient on the line opposite 0.7
Therefore, a reducper cent is found an efficiency of 1.^4.1.
tion to 0.7 per cent will balance the trains.
Or looking at it the other way: To balance the trains the
locomotive should show an efficiency of 75 per cent on the
1
per cent gradient as compared with that on the new grade.
On the. line opposite 1 per cent 0.746 or 74.6 per cent is
found in the column headed 0.7 per cent.
The above may be checked from the net ratings given in
the ct>lumn for

column

four.

Thus:

Tons,

—

Tons.^

r=

Trains^

Rating,

since the trains
Rating^,

.^4

must be equal.
=:

therefore Rating.,'

=

4 X \&.U

Rating,

18,S2

but 2,456

is

2442^
3

the rating on 0.7 per cent gradient, which indi-

cates that 0.7 per cent in the nearest even one-tenth per cent to
the gradient required to exactly balance the trains.
A\'hile the table is

lieved that

it

worked out

for the light

will not be sufficiently different

Mikado

it

is

be-

from one worked

make material difference in the
therefore will serve generally for a comparison
cf the efficiencv of different gradients.
out for other locomotives to
results

and

it

having different ruling gradients and gives a reasonable indication of what may be expected from the reduction of rulIt is comprehensive in that by means of it a
ing gradients.
broad field of comparison may be made by inspection withAnd since it gives an answer in "trains",
out computations.
it offers a means for economic comparisons readily reducible
The table is based on the net rating of the
to a money basis.
U. S. standard light Mikado locomotives. The columns give
the effective hauling power (cars and contents, exclusive of
engine, tender and caboose) on various gradients referred tn
the gradient indicated at the top of the column as a basis and
which may be considered as 1 or 100 per cent. The lines give
the number of trains required on the various gradients referred to the gradient indicated in the

a basis

first

and which may be considered as

1

or last

column

as

or 100 per cent.

by the
which gives
the number of trains required to move that tonnage.
This
number of trains multiplied by the quantity on the same line
under any other gradient gives the number of trains required
to move a like tonnage on the new gradient.
Thus, in the column headed 1 per cent on the line oppo-

For

a giv'en gradient divide the ascertained tonnage

net rating in

column

five opposite that gradient,

Train

Wreck Caused Through
Fatalities

a Turk Panic Results
Outside Salonika

in

Many

Railway Developments

in

Foreign Countries

British Transport Bill Passes to Its Second Reading

Problem

of Unification of the Railways in

establishment
BILL proposing
THKWays
and Communications
the

of a Ministry of

in control of practically all

means of transportation in the United Kingdom and
House of Commons on February
27, passed to its second reading without a division, and was
committed to a standing committee on March 18, following a
two days' discussion in the House and a detailed explanation
Ireland, introduced in the

of

its

terms by Sir Eric Geddes,

who

is

slated to be the first

minister.

Strong opposition was presented to the bill on the part
of the road transportation and dock interests, both in the
press and during the two days' discussion of the bill in the
House of Commons, but without effecting a change in the
This opposition, as
bill or without impeding its progress.
has been noted in the Railway Age, was chiefly centered
around the idea of putting such extensive powers in the
hands of one man more particularly in the hands of a man
who was likely to work out the problems concerning the
road and dock interests from a railroad point of view.

—

Labor has been in favor of the bill, one labor member
even going so far as to express his approval of it in the discussion because it would represent an important step in favor
of ultimate nationalization.
J. H. Thomas, member from
Derljy, and general secretary of the National Union of
Railwaymen, said:
"So far as the railwaymen were concerned, they would not consent to allow themselves to be
sweated simply for the benefit of the traveling public."
The opposition that might have been introduced in the
discussion on the part of the railway interests was largely
forestalled by a very important change that the government
made in the l^ill before the second reading by way of eliminating the provision that the minister might purchase any railway, etc., on authority of an order in council a draft of which
should lie laid before both Houses for ,S0 days, etc. This, it
was feared, might lead to nationalization without opportunity
for sufficient consideration,
•to

the provision that

The

clause

in

it

had

and so great was the opposition
to be radically changed.

question read in brief as follows:

The minister may be authorized by order

in council at any time after
the passing of the act to purchase by agreement or compulsorily and work
any railway, light railway, canal, waterway, or inland navigation, harbor
or (iock undertaking.
The minister is also to have power to establish and work any such
undertaking, to lease the whole .ir any part of any undertaking, acquired
or established, to purchase privately-owned railway wagons, and to establish and work transport services by land or water.
All such powers are to extend to any shipping or other services carried
on as au.Niliary to the principal business of the undertaking.
Before an order in council is made a draft must be laid before each
House of Parliament, for not less than 30 days, during which it is sitting,
and, if either presents an address against it or any part of it, no further
proceedings can be taken on it, without prejudice, however, to the making
of ap.y new draft orfler.

—The

China

Sir Eric Geddes' speech was al)stracted very briefly in the
Railway Age of March 21, page 787. Inasmuch as he spoke
an hour and a half it is impossible for lack of space to reproduce what he said in detail. He emphasized the necessity
for the bill, by showing that the means of transportation
were "financially in a semi-paralyzed state," and brought
out the point that the railways which had earned a return
of 4.3 per cent before the war were now losing from 3 to 4

per cent, or suffering a loss of £90,000,000 to £100,000,000
He explained the necessity for a continuance of unified control of the several railroad companies and of the
inclusion of all transportation facilities in general and ex])ressed the opinion of the government that it must work out
As far
a definite "transportation policy" for after the war.
as the two years control mentioned in the bill was concerned,
he emphasized that this "temporary' period of two years"
"was really fixed for us by a letter of Mr. Runciman, president

yearly.

Trade in the late government, to the railway
companies, when he intimated to them that the cabinet approved the continuance of the guarantee for two years after
the war.''
"Two years," he said, "seemed not an excessive
time in which to consider in detail the whole of this very
complicated problem," and then emphasized that after the
government had had this time to consider a definite policy
it
could not proceed further without authority from the
House.
Mr. Shortt, the home secretary, later added along the same
line that: "The withdrawal of the system of orders in council
made it clear that the question of nationalization or no nationalization must subsequently be determined by the House";
but that Sir Eric Geddes "had also made it equally clear
that whether the railways were internationalized or not, they
could never again go back to the system of unfettered competition which existed before the war," the last statement
being greeted with cheers.
of the Board of

The London Times says editorially that it was not convinced by Sir Eric Geddes' reasons for taking over such extensive and broad powers as are proposed in the bill.
Concerning the railroad problem, however, it says in its issue of
March 18:
"When Sir Eric Geddes declares that we have no transportation policy, he is on far surer ground, and we are able
to agree with him without reserve.
If the great programs
of reconstruction and betterment are to be carried into effect,
the very first necessity is a drastic improvement and development of our facilities of transportation. Such reforms lie
at the root of the

schemes for better health, better housing,

the exj^ansion of our trade,

and

all

the other projects now-

hopefully initiated.
The government is therefore
right to put transportation in the forefront of their legislation for the new era.
Their claim that the railways require

being

The changes mentioned were

outlined in Sir Eric Geddes'

speech in the following words:
It was proposed to take any permanent action by order in council.
That
order in council would be discusserl in this House.
It was thought that
it
would afford reasonable facilities for discussion.
Hut in view of the
fact that there is undoubtedly a strong feeling in the House against that
procedure the Ciovernment will now amend clause 4, eliminating the procedure by order in council
On the other hand, dealing particularly with
the provisions of clause 4. sub-section (1) (e) and (f), as regards (e)
the (iovernmcnt will definitely seek power in the bill to acquire by purchase
or hire and to maintain, work, or lease privately owned railway wagons
on, terms, failing agreement to be settled by the Railway and Canal Commission.
The government will also seek under the bill powers to prohibit
the use of i)rivatcly-owned wagons in future except under license.
It is
also proposed to transier the |<owers in clause 4, subsection (1) (f). which
were permanent i)owers. and make them temporary powers under clause 3.
and to provide that in addition during the two years the minister shali
have the right, subject to treasury control, to construct such works as
may be necessary. That is really essential, if we are to have powers to
carry out the scheme it may be railway development or something of that
ki: d
which we could not reasonably expect the existing railway companies
»ir other transport aKei:cies to undertake.

—

—

some form of amalgamation and unification, in order to
eliminate wasteful competition and reduce w-orking expenses,
is admitted by the companies themselves.
doubt whether
there will be effective opposition in any quarter to the proposal to establish some form of state control over the railwavs.
In no other way is real progress now possible. The intense
hostility already visil)le regarding the bill, even in quarters
wholly friendly to the government, is not in the least due to
the proposal to place a minister in supreme charge of the railways. It arises, in the first place, from the most unwise attempt to subvert the rightful powers of Parliament, and, in
the second place, from the vast scope of the bill itself. 'We

957

We
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u|i(>n tlie clause wliirli originally gave Sir
Getldes an uiijjrecedented de(.;reo of authority which he
The povenmient have
was to use by orders in council.
]iromptly amended tiic clau.se by eliminating the prcKedure in
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The storm

need not dwell

(oiincil.

l-'ric

wliolesonie le.sson.
will
tin-

this

provoked should be a

jirovision

IKntefortli,

we may

he sure, Parliament

watch most vigilantly any fresh projjosals to extend
use of orders in council, a medieval e.\j)edient wlii(h is
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opposed to the spirit of Parliamentary government
The powers sought were in any case unThe bill
necessary, as the minister showed by implication.
No quesis at present really experimental, as it should be.
entirely

in peace time.

any other form
Geddes admitted that he fully agreed with the committee on transport
that much more investigation and experience are required
before the final shape of state control over the railways can
It is therefore difficult to understand why
be determined.
such autocratic powers were ever introduced into the measure.
What will happen, we gather, is that for two years the new
Ministry will gradually and tentatively exercise a general
tion of 'nationalization' of the railways, or

permanent control,

of

arises

under

it.

Sir Eric

centralized control over the railways, with authority to en-

At the
force improvements and to check wasteful working.
end of two years, when the guarantees to the companies expire, Parliament will be invited to consider some scheme of

permanent

state

This

control.

is

the right

way

to set to

work."

The Proposed Unification

of

Special Correspondence

Railways in China
From Peking
Peking, March

No

subject

possesses

cormected

more

interest

with
for

—

12.

China in recent years
Americans with railway

than the current proposal for a general unification of all railways in China.
For over a month, the topic
has been discussed officially and unofficially with a great deal
being opposed by the subsidized Japanese press,
of heat,
the arms of the present government known to be under
Japanese influence and by the Chinese press owing allegiance
affiliations

—

The

final decision of the cabinet to present
Paris Peace Conference indicates that
Japanese opinion has veered to the support of the proposition,
for only two weeks ago, the Minister of Communications announced that if the cabinet should over-rule his opposition,
he would resign.
The motives which have impelled the Chinese government to take this step and the bearings which the move
has upon American interests are many.
It will be recalled
that ever}' principal line, except one, in China has been
built by foreign money.
At the conclusion of the ChinoJapanese war, Russia, Germany and France extorted from
China (as a reward, partly, for forcing Japan to forego
her claim to the Liaotung peninsula) the privilege of building railways as private ventures.
England and Belgium
(the latter with French and Russian .backing) secured the
privilege of lending China money to build railways in the
Yang Ste valley and the interior. All of these privileges
(it was considered a privilege then, to lend China money)
were conceived to give to the nation holding them certain
preferred rights in the territory occupied.
When it is remembered that extra-territoriality takes foreign law into the
interior with the foreign personnel of such railways, it will
be appreciated how Chinese feared their sovereignty to be
slipping away.
Because of this the American government
would not be a party to the intrigues for such concessions,
and so although American companies first surveyed the
to such officials.

the

subject

at

the

Peking-Hankow line, made the first agreements for the Canton-Hankow line and the Tientsin-Pukow line, and later
contracted for a line from the
churia south to the Gulf of
obliged to yield in every case,
the same pressure to China as

Siberian border through

Man-

Pechihli, the Americans were
as the alternative to applying

other nations were doing. By
the friendship of China,
while others gained some part of China
at least so it seemed
for the time being.
Each of the lines so built was constructed without any
reference whatever to the standards and practices upon the

withdrawing

other lines.

thus,

they

gained

There are three gages

—

in

China

— standard,

five

959

—

feet, and metre.
There are two heights of drawbar the
American standard and the English standard some five inches

The

accounts followed the personal preferences of
who happened to be employed. The
practice thus followed English, German, French, Russian,
Equipment
Japanese, Indian, and purely Chinese practice.
was invariably purchased in the home country of the loaning syndicate. This privilege is a term in every agreement.
higher.

the chief accountant

As a

result the statement

made by

a railway supply

man

that "there are not films enough in China to take a picture
of each of the different types of equipment," is not wide of

This monopoly of the market upon each line possome European country has had the natural result
that American manufacturers could never get an order, unless
the European factories were "full up."
On the purely
Chinese lines Americans have been able to get a good share
of the orders, but purely Chinese lines are few and short
and there are no American lines.
And up to the present, it looked as if there would never
be any American lines. A prominent American contracting
firm came to China early in 1916.
It had no difficulty in
getting an agreement with the Chinese government to build
2,000 miles of line, the routes to be agreed upon later. Then
it started out to locate a route.
It found one that looked
good in south China. But the French protested that they
had had a letter from a former vice-minister promising them
that route.
Another line was located as an extension to the
purely Chinese Peking-Suiyuan. But the Russians produced
an agreement on the part of China not to build in the dithe mark.

sessed by

Siberian border without consulting Russia.
Szechuan was marked down, but the British
clearly proved that this was a legitimate extension of a line
which they proposed to build some day. There were still
other minor projects which met the same fate, until in exasperation the American asked, "Where in hell is CHINA?"
rection

Then

of

the

a line into

During the past two years, the Japanese have been very
industriously complicating the situation with respect to routes,
by loaning the Chinese government large sums upon the
undertaking to give Japanese contractors the privilege of
building along most of these disputed routes.
While not a
spadeful of dirt has been turned or a blue print made to represent actual attempts at construction, at least $100',000,000

Mex. has been advanced upon such security.
termination of the war with the unexpected

The sudden
victon,'

of the

Japanese with this considerable sum out on
very doubtful security.
Nevertheless, they have such an
influence over Chinese officialdom with a certain nebulous
"special position" recognized by other powers, that it is
difficult to see how the situation could be cleared up without
a wiping of the slate clean.
With the beginning of the Republic modern minded
Chinese clearly perceived that some order must be introduced into railway affairs, and straightaway attempted
Allies leaves the

standardization of accounts.
With surprising rapidity they
succeeded in getting out uniform classifications of capital
expenditures, operating revenues and expenses, income account, balance sheet and a form of annual report. An American adviser was employed in this connection, and a successor
still keeps American influence present.
But a reactionary
ministry followed the death of Yuan Shih Kai and seriously
crippled the continuation of that work, and it is charged
that there are many ministerial orders directing what is in
effect a disregard of the classification.
At the same time,
certain of the lines have maintained their privileges of deviating from the prescribed classifications in a few matters in
which they conceived the foreign interest to be affected.
Some attempt has been made during the same period V)
weld the service of the same lines into a whole. Through
passenger tickets were put into effect and a clearing house
established to take care of the division of revenue.
But
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doiu' for j^ikkIs

to put

plan lor

st(Kk (liirmn
to

a

lliroii,v;li

do with

past suiiinuT,

tlic

;iii<l

wlii'ii

tlic

mini.^^lry trii'd

nciUTal intiTclian^i' of rollinj<
liiu's

tlu'

would have nothing;
on
ear get off from the

Thi'y iiiakr tin- point that the car .sui)i)ly

it.

several lines

tlie

so inado<|uate that to

is

let

a

coal for
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over the ne.xt few weeks at G()thenl)urg, and
Dutch government has bouglit 50,000 tons for de-

(lclivc-r\'

that the

livery at Kotterclani.
l)oard

|)rices

It

admitted that the lower free-on-

is

America may compensate
and develo])ments will lie

in

Atlantic freights,

for the higher
closely watched

forever, and that the types differ so
are there no spare i)arts suitable for
repair, hut that the ineihanies of foreif^n lines can not be
With the purchase of new
trusted to make repairs properly.

in British centres.

eijuipment which will follow the reduction of war |)rices, this
condition will be i)er|)etuated and intensified.
The ministry

of the armistice as to railroad e(|ui|)ment were

lionu' line

nnuh

that

is

to lose

not

it

only

powerless to jjrescribe uniform specituations.
is
merely recommend them
but the recommendation

—

likely to be ignored,

more difluult

for

for the

new

specifications will

It
is

can
very

make

it

iiome maiu:fac turer to bid successfully

liic

on the order.
The only remedy then is at a time when foreign sentiment
is lenient toward changes to secure relief from these condiThe Yunnan, Shantung, South Manchurian and
tions.
Chinese Eastern lines have never been governed even by the
attempts at unifonnit}' which have In^en described above.
They are private lines purely. But to the forward looking,
Think
the present situation if continued will be intolerable.
If a shipment be attempted from no farther than
of it!
Harbin to Tientsin, at Changchun the cargo must l)e transferred from a car of five-ft. gage to one of standard gage, at
Mukden it must be transferred again from a car with a low
drawbar to one with a high drawbar. If the load went on to
Shanghai it would have to be lightered across the Yang Ste
What chance is there against
river, for tliere is no ferry.
If the car were diwater competition in such a situation.
verted, instead, to Kalgan, it w'ould have to be transferred
again at Peking in order to get into a car with air brakes,
There is
necessitated by the grades over the Nankow Pass.
some reason, therefore, to the present objections toward a
general interchange of rolling stock.

But in addition, there is the strong political desire of removing the cloud from the Chinese title to these outlying
provinces.
If, as it is proposed, these lines, government and
foreign, all be redeemed by means of a large refunding mortgage, the whole to be under the trusteeship of an international
board, the "sphere of influence" will automatically disappear.
Right here is the biggest commercial factor in the
whole situation. It has been the fashion to rail at the in-

Chinese to make progress.
As a matter of
they are to be complimentecl for their ability in preThe silently pursued goal of the Chinese
venting progress.
has been the prevention of foreign investment in anything,
ability of the
fact

either

good or

liad,

because every foreign investment by so

much solidified the foreign power in the affected territory.
While competitive armaments, competitive propaganda, comsun" were the order of things in
China, there was no other way for foreign governments to
advance their interests in China, than by "spheres of influence."
But every one familiar with the situation knows
In 20 years of
that the results were not worth the cost.
railway competition there were less than 7,000 miles of line
built.
During the last ten years there has been barely a thousand miles added, and of this a fifth was addeci by the
Chinese themselves. But with the fear of putting themselves
in bondage to the foreigner removed, we may expect to see
within the next generation some realization of the hopes
which have been entertained of the most numerous, the most
industrious, the most patient, and the shrewdest of all
petition for "places in the

peoples

—the Chinese.

Orders for American Coal
Coal

London Times,
State

Glasgow and the west of Scotland, says the
are concerned over the report that the Swedish

circles in

Railways have purchased 30,000 tons of American

Shortage of Railway Equipment
Tlu- difficulties

Germany

i.s

having

in

in

Germany

fulfilling tlie terms

shown in an
Zeitung of December 18, 1918, which
has l)een translated and sent to Commerce Reports by Consul
Wallace J. Young, Goteljorg, Sweden. The article follows:
The new armistice negotiations in Treves make it necessary to publish exact figures regarding all available rolling
stcK"k in Germany, as the cjuestion of revising the agreement
covering the delivery of locomotives and freight cars will be
an important i)art of the negotiations.
article in the Vossische

The Gennan
.^e.ssing

national

railroads

.56,008 Icx'omotives

matter of

are

and 782,529

credited

with

freight cars.

pos-

As

a

locomotives available at
the present time, and according to a count made last October
there are approximately 46,000 passenger cars, 12,000 bagfact, there are cjnly ,50,709

gage cars, and 459,000 freight
tives

and cars

cars.

The remaining

w-ere lost in conserjuence of

locomo-

war

or are in the
foreign countries,

occupied districts or in allied or neutral
from which it is not probable that they can be returned in the
near future.
Locomotives that recjuire repairs figure from
.•10 to 50 j)er cent of the total.
This is due to the strain put
u])on them by the war.
In addition, there are approximately
4,1,000 freight cars that require repairs.

Railway Traffic Hindered
In consequence of these conditions it has not only been impossible to deliver our rolling stock to the extent that the
allies required but the German railway traffic has been seriously hindered.
The factories and roundhouses responsible
for repairs should not bear the smallest part of the blame
for this condition.
Their numerous strikes and reduced
working efficienc}- have made it impossible during the last
few weeks to accomplish the al:isolute]y necessary work that
the changed conditions have brought about.
The rolling
stcx:k on hand is still further reduced through the necessities
To date it has been possible to furnish
of demobilization.
only 57 trains to return the Western .A.rmy from the front
and 16 trains for the Eastern Army.

To

this

we must add

demands made by the Allies. To
we return between 20,000 and
which will require no less than 14

the

start with, they require that

25,000 prisoners daih',
Then they require the immediate delivery of 5,000
locomotives and 150,000 cars.
This was the original demand, w^hich was made even more severe after the conclusion
of the annistice. The Entente now demands that 2,000 locomotives be of the heaviest type, 2,000 of heavy type, and
1,000 of a light type, and that the cars include 15,000 passenger cars, 6,500 baggage cars, 60,000 open gondolas,
40,000 covered freight cars and 28,500 cars of a special type.
trains.

Confiscated Rolling Stock

The

following figures covering confiscated rolling stixk
prove conclusively that the Allies' demands are far greater
than what we secured from enem\- countries. From the Belgian railway system, the heaviest type of locomotives comprise
Among the captured
only about 9.5 per cent of the total.
French and Belgian locomotives only 2.50 that is, 11.3 per
cent
were of the heavier type. Among the German locomotives on hand, including those left in Belgium, we figure
about 13,500; deducting 40 per cent as unfit for service,
there are 8,100 available.
Our booty in Belgian and French railway cars is approximately 100,000 cars, including 9,000 passenger and

—

—

:
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71,000 open and 20,000 covered freight
the delivery of 150,000 cars, inluding 88,500 of the open or of a special type and 40,000
Thus we lose 50,000 more than we confiscated.
;overed.
Herewith it is to be noticed that German freight cars usually
In 1912
'lave a much larger tonnage than the Belgian.
)nly about 45 per cent of Belgian cars possessed a tonnage
capacity of 15 tons or more, whereas 85 per cent of German
ars have this capacity.
jaggage cars and

The

ars.

Allies

demand

Delivery of Equipment to Allies

—

that is, the 11th of December
period set for delivery
It has l)ecome evident that the
not been followed.
recent inquiries from the Entente regarding the prompt delivery of this rolling stock does not constitute an ultimatum.

The

— has

iThe German Armistice Commission has in fact made a
counter proposition that will be considered in the new armiIt is to be noticed that a not inconsider[stice negotiations.
able proportion of the rolling stock to be delivered is already
in the hands of the Allies, as Germany left no less than
.1,000 locomotives and 100,000 cars in the districts since
According to the original demands of the Entente,
occupied.
we would have to deliver 2,000 locomotives and 50,000 cars
Such an achievement of transportation, simulin 10 days..
taneously with the return of the troops from the western

would

have led

stoppage of railway
negotiations over
the extension of the armistice are giving opportunities to get
easier terms in the question of delivery.
front,

traffic to

certain!)

the districts in question.

Repairs Necessary

to

a

The new

—Further Reduction

in Traffic

According to the new armistice terms, the period for deliver)' of the locomotives and cars expires on the 16th of
January. In the ne.xt 10 days 1,000 mu.st Ije delivered; that
100 daily. The delivery of the freight cars also causes
is,
In the next few days 48 full trains
sxtraordinar)' difficulty.
This figure becomes 70 vet)' soon.
must be turned over.
In addition to this, the Allies have shown themselves extremely

strict

in

this

proposition

and positively refuse to

Hence the railway

iccept anything not in perfect condition.

nanagement

is

forced to turn practically the entire rolling

;tock to the repair shops to

have them put in

fit

condition to

work in three shifts in both the
railway and private shops.
Under these circumstances, it
seems absolutely certain that we will not be able to avoid
I further reduction in militar)' and passenger traffic.
From
low on the return of troops will l^e much slower, owing to
:he missing rolling stock.
The Railway Ministry has inall

branches to reduce present

The manner of

video and give new life to the state-owned Ferrocarril del
Norte, has been under consideration for a number of years.
Some time before the war a definite project was drawn up
and contracts for the building of the bridge were let. About

$400,000 was expended in the erection of the pillars, the
work being done by a Montevideo firm. The superstructure
was contracted for with a German firm, which was unable
to secure shipment of its materials on account of the war.
This contract has since been canceled by the Uruguayan
government.
The consulate is informed that no decision has been taken
with respect to a second call for tenders and that it is not
known whether such a call would be based on the original
or new specifications.
Copies of the plans used for the first
call may i)e obtained from the Direccion de Vialidad, Ministerio de Obras Pul)licas, Montevideo, at a cost of 3.50
pesos ($3.62).

Electric

Electrification of all the principal railroads of

traffic

fulfilling this instruction

is

50 per

left to

cent.

the dis-

Furthennore, hereafter no one may
without a travel permit.
It has not l^een
:onsidered advisable to enforce this restriction in the city of
Berlin, but it may still be necessary to insist upon a travel
Dermit even there.
At present it seems impossible to make
my further saving in freight traffic, inasmuch as it is doing
practically nothing but transporting coal and provisions,
out one must figure upon having postal matters delayed .still
more in the future.

quicker connection between .Sweden and Finland, Denmark and
Norway. This would be of greatest importance in the general scheme for
.Scandinavian co-operation.

Mexican Government Proposes
Railways

in

Uruguay

the recommendations voted by the Fifteenth

An-

Rural Congress of Uruguay, writes Consul William
Dawson from Montevideo, was one providing for the building of three bridges, the most important of these being that
3ver the bar of the Santa Lucia river in the vicinity of Montei'ideo.
The width of the river at the point to be bridged is
5ome 500 meters (1,640 feet).
The bridge, which would place the southern part of the
Department of San Jose in easy communication with Monte-

to

Purchase Yucatan

According to advices from Merida, the proi)osition of the
Carranza government to purchase a controlling interest in
the United Railways of Yucatan is received unfavorably
by several of the larger stockholders of that company.
It
is

nual

is

.\s economic life in the neutral northern countries resumes normal conefforts from all sides are directed toward becoming fully equipped
for the enormous boom in commerce and traffic which is prophesied for all
tncse countries.
The American plans for making Copenhagen the center of
food di.stribution to the hungry Baltic States have enhanced the expectations.
Sweden has great chances for transit traffic in a new bii; north
European main route. An important link in this work is the great plan
for building a new electric exjiress from Stockholm to Goteborg, at the
nead of which is the well-known Swedish traffic expert, Hjalmar CasseL
The present route is phi and inadequate, and Mr. Cassel claims that the
time is ripe for building a rew railway.
This would not only take care
ot the transit traffic bf.txveen England and Finland-Rus-sia and the express
traffic from Stockholm to Goteborg and from Stockholm to Christiania, but
also the express traffic south to Denmark anrl the Continent, and between
Denmark, the Continent, and Norway. The new route would mean a con-

erty

Important Bridge Project

Sweden

ilitions

ise the railways

An

to

most logical in view of the dearth of coal and the wealth of
water power, writes Commercial Attache Erwin W. Thompson, Copenhagen, Denmark.
The plan recently discussed in
the Danish press for an electric road connecting Goteborg
and Stockholm, is most timely. Goteborg has many advantages as a port for the unloading of freight from the Atlantic,
but Stockholm is a more advantageous center for the distribution of foreign goods. The proposed railway should therefore
be of advantage to both cities. The following comment on the
project appeared in the Berlingske Tidende (Copenhagen)
for February 1 1

rretion of the branches.

Among

Railway Projected from Stockholm
Goteborg

siderably

meet the requirements.
It is already customary to

>tructed
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considered doubtful

if

the plan of taking over the prop-

put through.
The system emmiles of road, including many branch lines
that gridiron a considerable portion of the more developed
parts of Yucatan.
Besides affording a direct rail connec-

by the government

liraces

is

1,141

from the sea at Progreso to Merida, the chief city, it has
running south to Campeche, 107 miles. It also extends
into the territory of Quintana Roo, which was created out of
Yucatan during the adniini.stration of the late President Diaz.
The United Railways of Yucatan are owned by a svndicate
of bankers and sisal fibre growers of Merida.
The announced plan of the Carranza government of constructing a standard gage railroad from Santa Lucrecia, on
the National Tehuantepec Railroad, to Campeche, about 450
miles, is the same project which was promoted by a British
tion

a line

syndicate eight years ago.
The revolutionary troubles put a
stop to the scheme.
The route of the proposed line is

through one of the richest and most remote parts of tropical
Mexico.
Notwithstanding the revolutionar)' disturbances, the con-

:
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striution of a 25-niilc riiilroad from La Capilla, on tht'
Cruadalajara-Irapiiato division of llie National Railways of
Mexico, to Lake Cliapala has l)i'('n accomplished.
The road

was

recently opened for refjular freight

and passenj^er

traffic.

affords a direct rail outlet for one of the most delightful
pleasure and health resorts in Mexico.
It

After a loni; |)eriod of suspension traffic has been resumed
on the Guadalajara-Manzanillo line of the National Railways of Mexico. 'reni[)orary repairs have hccn made to the
track, l)ridi;;cs and other parts of the road and a large amount
of permanei\t reconstruction work will he done as soon as the
materials can he obtained, it is stated.
The federal government plans to make important improvements to the port
facilities at Manzanillo.
In order to develop the transcontinental traffic between Manzanillo and Tampico low
freight rates will be establi.shed.
The line that runs from
Guadalajara to Manzanillo was originally a part of the old

Mexican Central system.

Railways

in

Morocco

The study

of the Tangier-Fez Railway scheme was suspended at the outbreak of the war, says a recent issue of the
Near East, as quoted in Commerce Reports, but lately the

up again, the plans, etc., have been
proceeded with, and actual work has commenced on some

project has been taken

French zone. The construction of the line
presumably be proceeded with as quickly as possible.
The public works in progress in the Spanish zone on the
outbreak of the war were harbor works at Laraiche and a
railway between that port and Alcazar, both of them in the
hands of a German company. The former has been handed
over to the Spanish authorities in an incomplete state, and
the work on the railway has been practically at a standstill
for some time. This railway, as also the Spanish zone section
sections in the

will
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of the Tangier-Fez Railway, with which

will connect, will

railway

hand

is

for

l)e

(ontemplatcd,

some

Ijut

it

is

not likely to

Ijc

taken in

time.

Russian Railway Paralysis

The

paralysis of railway communications in the whole of

Central and Northern Ru.ssia, it is officially admitted in
Mo.scow, is rapidly approaching, writes a correspondent in
from Helsingfors, under date of
the Times (London)

March
The

5.

])rincipal cause seems to be the lack of fuel, and
then the dearth of skilled workmen for the repair of locomotives, and the huge masses of snow which have accumulated
From February 26 to March 1 only
during the winter.
one passenger train arrived at Moscow from Petrograd, carrying exclusively Bolshevist delegates.
On the MoscowKursk- Kharkov line many trains have been snowed up for
1
days.
The official Severnaya Kommuna publishes an
urgent order of the Soviet mobilizing all peasants up to the
age of 55 exclusively for obligatory service on the railways.

Exports of Railway Supplies Through

New York

Exports of railway material from the port of New York,
during February, according to figures of exports compiled
by the National City Bank of New York included the
following
Steam passenger cai-s
Steam freight cars
Car wheels and axles
Steam locomotives
Railroad
Steel

spikes
frogs,

$40,708
211.151

165,771
1,990,171

216,497
3,178,224

rails

Switches,

etc

Copyright by Underwood &• Underwood, N. Y.

A

it

pushed on when circumstances permit.
A
light railway has i)cen built connecting Ccnta with Tetuan,
and a line to join up the latter place with the Tangier-Fez

presumably

Cross Section of the Proposed English Channel Tunnel

445,933

—
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Professional Engineers Given Hearing
NEED FOR A CLASSIFICATION and
THEconditions
and

Standardization of

salaries for railroad professional engiurged by representatives of the American

neers was
Association of Engineers and the Engineering Council at a
hearing before the Board of Wages and Working Conditions
of the Railroad Administration at Washington on March 31
2.
The American Association of Engiby C. E. Drayer, secretary, presented the
resolutions and schedule of salaries for engineers adopted at
the Chicago conference on March 17, which were published
in the Daily Railway Age of March 18, and also the following argument in support of its position
"Two illustrations are mentioned for the purpose of mak-

and April

1

and

neers, represented

From questionnaires recently sent out,
ing plain the need.
the American Association of Engineers finds that three roads
are paying instrumentmen $105 a month, while several other
roads are paying the same class of help from $165 to $175
An instrumentman on the Pennsylvania Railper month.
road is doing resident engineer's work, consisting of the construction of engine terminal and is receiving instrumentman's
pay.

definite

and sound

is

basis.

admitted by

all that there

should be certain definite

pay among men who are doing the same kind of
work; that there should he certain definite standards whereby
a man who is qualified to perform a certain kind of work
and does, should receive a certain pay.
"We find on the different roads, from the 1,200 questionnaires sent out and received last week from 60 different roads,
that men doing precisely the same kind of work are being
paid, salaries differing by large percentages.
relations in

"The following

principles should govern in classification

and standardization of positions and salaries: 1. Standard
and distinctive details of all positions having similar condi2. Definitions of duties
tions and working requirements.
of
3. Definitions
and responsibilities of each position.
4. Placclassifications and requirements of each position.
ing of positions into classification according to the character
and according to responsibility and division of work.

of duties
5.

Positions of the

same kind, made

distinctive according to

same rate of pay.
"In view of the data submitted by the American association at this hearing showing lack of uniformity of rates being
duties

neering Council by Francis Lee Stuart and Frank H. Clark,
of the Railroad Section Committee on Classification and
Compensation of Engineers:
"Engineering Council is an organization of national technical societies of America, created to provide for consideration
of matters of common concern to engineers, as well as those
of public welfare in which the profession is interested, in orThe present
der that united action may be made possible.
meml>er societies are the American Society of Civil Engineers,

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, American Institute of Mining
and Metallurgical Engineers and American Society for TestA large
ing Materials, representing some 40,000 members.
number of the members of council's constituent societies are
directly or indirectly connected with the transportation sys-

tem of the country.
"Engineering Council has been advised: first that engineers and engineering assistants of the more important classes
on the railroads have been individually considered as belonging to the officer or supervisory force and certain increases of
salary have been granted them by the Railroad Administra-

—

—

second that the men in subordinate positions in the
mechanical, electrical and signal departments not included in the above class, while not having been given a
classification, have l>een granted certain increases under Order No. 27
Supplements 7 and 8.
"The Engineering Council through this committee desires
to express to your board its belief that it is to the best interest
both for the social and economic welfare of the railroad professional engineers of the United States that the case of these
younger engineers or engineers holding these subordinate po-

tion;

civil,

"The benefits to l)e derived from classification and standardization are: 1. Elimination of the discrimination that
2. It will perexists between engineers in railroad service.
mit re-adjustment of salaries and working conditions on a
"It

963

and

responsibilities, should carry the

paid to engineers in railroad service;
"In view of the testimony as to lack of proper consideration of engineers as a class in any of the orders heretofore
issued by the board;
"In view of the evidence introduced as to the desirability
of defining and standardizing titles and positions,
"We respectfully ask the Board of Wages and Working
Conditions to make a thorough investigation of the pay and

working conditions of employee engineers of all classes, civil,
mechanical, electrical, signal, testing and any others in order
that exact justice shall be done.

"We ask that age, seniority, responsibility and ability be
given consideration in determining a schedule of wages and
in establishing rules governing promotion.
"We ask that the American Association of Engineers be
given an opportunity to be represented in the final study of
data and in the preparation of the schedule of wages and
rules of promotion.
"We ask that a decision be reached as speedily as possible
and that the new schedule of wages be made retroactive in
the discretion of the board."
The following was also presented on behalf of the Engi-

—

sitions

l)e

further considered.

"Before the war the compensation of the engineers was notably inadequate and the increases which have been granted
the men in the subordinate positions do not seem to them
sufficient.
Engineering Council, through this committee,
asks that the employees of the engineering departments
civil, mechanical, electrical and signal, who were not considered in the officer or supervisory force, but who will, from
their technical education or training, at some later date occupy the higher positions in these departments, be given a

and the titles of these positions standardized,
and a proper remuneration be given them in order that their
physical welfare and mental interest may be provided for so

classification

as to insure efficient service to the public.
"The members of the founder societies

of Engineering
Council have occupied these identical positions in their day
and hence speak to you from experience, but we recognize
that Engineering Council has not the direct touch with these
younger engineers employed by the railroads of the country,
to handle the details of the matter in the way you may desire
and we are therefore further requesting that your board have
the necessary data collected and considered so that it may be
certain that this particular class of employee has iDeen
treated with justice comparable with other classes of employees who have been given separate classification in the
railroad service.

"Associated with Engineering Council in this hearing is
American Association of Engineers, a national engineering organization which includes in its membership a large
proportion of the younger engineers in railway service who
occupy subordinate positions. The American Association of
Engineers has held a conference of railway engineers to consider wage matters, and comes before you with the direct support of the larger proportion of railway engineers in the
countrA^"
The clause in the resolutions against overtime pay for supervisory engineers was the subject of considerable discussion.
H. E. Stevens, chief engineer of the Northern Pacific, testified
regarding conditions in the railroad engineering field as a
representative of the northwestern regional director.
the

imnnnHI
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General New^s Department
Pittsburgh to New York, 411 miles, in 11 hours, 20 minutes,
an ;iui(iiuol)ilc record recently reijortcd. It was made by
car.
The avera^'c rate
J. M. SlerliuR in a Marmon .U toMriiiK
is 36.28 miles an hour.

National

is

The transportation conference called by the Kailroad Committee of the t'lianiluM oi Commerce of the United States is
to hold its I'lnal session at W'ashinKton on .April 17. at which
resolutions will l)e adopted for presentation at the annual
meetinvr of the t'hamher. The conference lias already Kone
on record as favoring- the return of the railroads to their
owners.

a

The Interstate Commerce Commission on Thursday issued
modilication of some of its rules for the inspection and

testing

of locomotives,

changes made

in

restoring, effective

May

1,

some

September, 1917, to assist carriers

in

of the

safety.

Train robbers stopped St. Louis-San Francisco passenger
No. 801 two miles west of Bridge Junction, Ark., on
March 27. and forced the express inessenger to open a safe
from which they obtained about $6,000. The robbers uncoupled the baggage car and mail coach from the remainder
some distance toward Memphis.
of the train and ran
Then the express messenger and his assistant were forced
to turn over currency which they had in the car, and the two
bandits .got away.
train

Portable ticket cases are now in use at the Grand Central
Terminal, New York City large cases, each with room for
all of the forms used at that station, mounted on casters so
that they can be moved from one window to another. This
office carries about 3,000 forms and under ordinary arran.gements the ticket sellers have to do a large amount of walking from one case to another. In the new cases all very long

—

tickets are folded so as to occupy the minimum amount of
Each clerk, having a case assigned to his individual
space.
use, is provided not only with all forms of railroad tickets
but also with Pullman tickets. The standard case, when shut
By making
up, is 3 ft. 9 in. wide, 2 ft. deep and 7 ft. high.
tickets with stubs, so as to simplify the accounting, one
case is used, where necessary or desirable, by two sellers
The simplification of the seller's work by
simultaneously.
the use of these cases has greatly relieved congestion at the
The New York Central uses at the Grand
ticket windows.
Central Terminal 13 ticket windows.
all

Electrification

April meeting of the Western Railway Club will be held
W. B. Potter, chief
at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on .April 21.
engineer of the Railway and Traction Engineering Department
of the General Electric Company, and S. T. Dodd, also of that

The

department, will present a paper on the Electrification of
Trunk Line Railroads. The meeting will be held in the Louis
XVI room at 8 p. m. and will be preceded by a dinner in the
Italian room at 6:30 p. m.

The .April meeting of the Pacific Railway Club was held on
The transportation of perishable
the 10th at Oakland, Cal.
freight was discussed. W. C. Phillips, general superintendent of
ice plants of the Pacific Fruit Express, spoke on the production
of ice and the icing of refrigerator cars; L. L. Yates, on the
H. Giddings,
construction and maintenance of refrigerator cars
on the transportation of perishable products; F. B. McKevit, on
;

the assembling and shipment of fruit, and S.
train schedules.

M. Fulton, on

fruit

ongress of

Legislation

anti-trust

all

legislation

recommended by

(ll
Congress should
consider the present situation of

ad\anced;

be

asked

immediately

to

statutes constituting our
for, 1,543; against, 51.
anti-trust legislation
(2) In reconsideration of existing legislation there should be
formulaliou
of
standards of general business conduct, these to
for, 1,159; against,
he administered by a supervisory body
389.
(3) An enlarged federal trade commission should be
made the supervisory body for. 1.102; against. 437. (4) The
membership of the federal trade commission should be increased to nine for, 1,104; against, 422.

—

all

—

—

—

Double Tracking on the Big Four
in our issue of March 21,
that 300 workmen engaged in laying a second
track on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,
near Winchester, Ind., had been dismissed by the contractors because the Railroad Administration
had held
up the appropriation for the work.
are officially advised
that if any workmen were dismissed it was because their
part of the work had been completed. The work has proceeded
without interruption and grading for the second track between
Winchester and Union City is over 90 per cent completed and
the track is actually in service except for a short distance.
Beyond Union City and between that point and Ansonia, grading
is about 60 per cent coinpleted and track laying almost entirely
completed.
It

was erroneously reported
781,

We

Convention

Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipefitters' Association
Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersiuiths' & Pipe-

of

The Aiuerican

Association has announced that the next annual convenon June 2, 3, 4 and 5, 1919, at the Marquette
hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
The officers of the association are
President, W. J. Moffetl (N. Y. C.) first vice-president, G. B. Hosford
third
(M. P.); second vice-president, W. W. Nash (I. C.)
secretarv-treasurer,
vice-president, T. E. Holderby (C. & O.)
O. E. SchHnk (C. & O. of Ind.).
fitters'

tion will be held

:

;

;

;

Thirteenth Engineers

Commended

made

by the 13th Engineers (railway) in
France has earned for this regiment the following letter of commendation issued by Brigadier General Moseley, assistant chief
of staff, at the order of General Pershing, commander-in-chief
of the American Expeditionary Forces.

The

enviable record

The

letter says

:

"Official report has just

been received

at these

headquarters of

awarded you with the approval of
the French High Command by the Commanders of the French
Armies, Army Corps, Divisions, Brigades and Regiments under

the decorations and citations

your regiment has served during its tour of duty in France.
very gratifying to know that the efficient service of your
regiment has been so recognized and rewarded.
"\t the request of the French Government, presented in the
spring of 1917, your regiment was organized at an early date
and under the most favorable auspices. By reason of the great
number of men who presented themselves for service in France
and the selection which was thereby made possible, the character

whom
It

Railway Club

(

the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States as the result of a referendum vote. The membership
of the chamber voted in favor of all of the four proposals
is

page

Western Railway Club Will Discuss

Chamber Asks New Trust

Reconsideration by

meet-

ing war conditions, but making permanent until otherwise
ordered. soTue of the modifications then made which experience has shown may lie retained without adversely affecting

Pacific

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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is

and qualifications of the officers and men composing the 13th
Engineers were such as to make it a true representative of the
very highest type of railway personnel in the United States.
formative
"It was your good fortune to come to France in the

964
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1919

11,

period of the American Expeditionary
once placed on duly with the French

965

Verdun a name which is the apotheosis of the glory and honor
Here you took up the task of transporting men,
of France.
material and supplies to our Allies under conditions of service
utterly unlike anything in your previous experience.
Railway

belter than anyone else, been in a position to appreciate
valor and good spirit."
Those to whom the decoration was presented were
Colonel N. L. Howard, formerly
Lieu. K. Ilarrisson.
ilivision superintendent on the ChiLieut. L. .\. Weary.
cago, liurlington & Quincy, at Han.Master Engr. K. Williams.
nihal, Mo.
.Master Engr. H. lierryhill.

equipment and methods of operations were entirely new to you,
and the situation was made still more difficult by the lack of

Lt. Col. C, E. Whiting, formerly
ilivision superintendent on the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St.
Paul, at

Sergeant L. Face.
Sergeant O. Olsen.
Sergeant H. Lightner.

common

Lewistown, Mont,
Major F.. .Schiiltz, formerly divi.sion master mech.-inic on the Chicago
& North Western, at Clncago.

.Sergeant

Thomas

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

W. N. M'acMahon.

—

I^'orces,

Armies

and you were
in

at

the sector of

language.

"The cheerfulness, the

and the selfsacrificing devotion to duty, uniformly displayed under these trying circumstances by the oiTicers and men from the regimental
commander to the most recently arrived private, have added a
new luster to the traditions of our railway service.
"I therefore take advantage of this occasion to express to you,
and through you lo the officers and men of your command, our
high appreciation not only of the valuable service rendered by
them, but for the great assistance they have been to one of our
adaptability, the

loyalty

Captain
roadmaster
Island

Ilaherlaw, fortncrly
the Chicago, Koci<

on

Pacific,

Rock

at

Island.

111.

Captain
pervisor

.Mounds,
Lieut.
Lieut.

W. Kern,

J.

on the

formerly
Central

Illinois

suat

111.

Hugh MacKee.

IL
Ilalverson,
formerly
roadmaster on the Chicago & North
Western at Eagle Grove. Iowa.
Lieut. E. E. Deyo, formerly yardmaster on the Chicago Great Western nt Oehvein, Iowa.

As

a token of its appreciation for these services, the military authorities of the French Republic have awarded you these
decorations.
These medals and citations should be more highly
allies.

&

W.

prized by you when you realize that in receiving them, you have
won at the same time the real appreciation and gratitude of the
French military authorities under whom you have served.
"By order of Commander-in-Chief,
"(Signed) George Van Horn Moseley,

T.

.\.

E.
G.

their

J. Ross.
Morrel.

Crozier.-

.Sergeant W. Dreasher.
Corporal C. T. liarnes.
Corporal W. I.ish.
Lorporal W. T. Mott.
Corporal M. H. Bootjer.
Private D. C. Steinmeyer.
Private V. Nicholls.
Private G. Tichy.
Private F. Bitte.

Private E. \'ondeveld.
Private W. B. Muller.

Revenues and Expenses

for

February

Net operating income of the class I roads and 18 switching and terminal companies, as reported by the Interstate
Commerce Commission for February, amounted to $10,106,268, as compared with $11,877,297 in February, 1918, and
about $47,000,000 in the three-year test period. Operating
revenues were $351,946,353, as compared with $290,021,416 in
February, 1918; operating expenses were $324,520,617. as

"Brigadier General, G. S.,
".Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4."

On February 22, 1919, thirty-one officers and men of the 13th
Engineers were awarded the Croix-de-Guerre. The decorations

.W.W REVENUES AND EXPENSES
February

January and February
Per mile of

.Amount
Item

Per mile of
road operated

road operated

'^
,

1919
233,045.53

1918
233.499.87

1919

1918

1919
233,025.28

1918
233.538.73

1919

1918

Dollars
98,583,302
62,294,450
4,382,556
9,040,642
7,975,660
7,453,027
418,623
126,844

Dollars

Dollars

850
267

Dollars
387.379,649
128,788,320
8,957.445
17,837,973
15,582,553
16,330,166
808,471
250,611

Dollars

1,038

Dollars
519,860,486
165,967,004
8,511.096
14,144,046
18,073,008
21,423,885
1,119.387
300,162

Dollars

other transportation
Incidental
Joint facility— Cr
Joint facility— Dr

Dollars
241,889,005
79,115,183
4,165,053
7,809,266
8,619,895
9,946,354
538,520
136,928

Railway operating revenues

351,946,353

290,021,416

1,510

.'14,101.638

89,882.609
3,557,993
163,919,766
3.364.093
10,187.065
492,547

38.923,338
66,620,506
4,574,618
140,524,210
2,692,722
8,480,310
471,391

324.520,617

261,344,313

1,393

27.425,736

28,677,103

117

14,938,289
58,345

14,498,480
46,216

Average number miles operated
Reveni'es:
Freight
Pas.senger

;

Mail
Express
.MI

Expenses:
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for investment

— Cr

Railway operating expenses

Net revenue from railway operations
Railway tax accruals (excluding
L'ncollectible railway revenues

"War Taxes")

Railway operating income

Equipment rents
Joint facility rents
Net of Items

22,

(Dr.

23,

and 24

*1,409.454
913,380

34
37
43

34
12

J

2

1

1

2,231

1.659

712

552

36

U

92

76
67
70

5

3

61
77

1

1

2,464

482
813

112,403,862
189,460,237
7,050,462
349,690,296
6,971,635
20,417,056
893,324

79,811,134
133,849,265
9,493,232
288,039,127
5,673,612
16,949,397
893,679

1,501

1,119

685,100,224

532,922.088

2,940

123

63,698,526

42.511,878

273

29,284,494
89,031

130

386
15

703

36

62

61

1,154,252
1,100,858

10,106,268

30

342
573
41
,233
24
73

143

"5

"2,235,183
2,241,839

•3,100,857
2,262,269

51

28,835,957

7,775,227

92.21

Debit item.

were presented at Simmeilles-Xettencourt by Colonel Boquet,
Director General of Military Transports of the French armies,
in bestowing the decorations upon the engineers, Colonel Boquet
said in

pan

;

am

very happy to have been directed to hand today the
Croix-de-Guerre, which it has been Marshal Petain's good-will
to award some of you in accordance with the proposals made
by Lieut. Colonel Marchand, Military Commissaire of the Eastern Railroad, and myself.
''These rewards you fully deserve for the untiring zeal and
devotion you have shown.
I have known the 13th Regiment of American Engineers ever since their arrival in France.
I have constantly watched their work and efforts, and I have,
"I

19
39

18

12.429,102

Balance)

Ratio of operating expenses to operating revenues...
*

li'^)

...

compared with $261,344,313: tax accruals were $14,938,289,
compared with $14,498,480, and railway operating income
was $12,429,102, as compared with $14,132,407. For the two
months, January and February, the net operating income was
$28,835,957, as compared with $7,775,227 last year, but about
as

$102,000,000 for the test period.
The eastern railroads for the two months had a deficit of
$2,387,383, as compared with a deficit of $34,060,687 in 1918;
the southern roads had net operating income of $8,632,827.
against $15,360,218, and the western roads $22,590,513. against
$26,475,696.

The
in

details,

as

reported by the

the double-column table.

Commission, are shown

«

.
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and

Traffic

18.,?
per cent respectively.
The roads in this region
loaded 32,595 cars of grain during March this year as compared with 44,808 cars during the corresponding month last
year; coal cars loaded, 70,791, as compared with 98,700 in
1918; carloads of livestock, 45,120, a decrease from 54,699

News
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMr:

Harry P. Masmaii has been appointed manager of the
Bureau of the city of Charleston, S. C.

Traffic

Grain loading for the period from January 1 to March 2Z
to 247,221 cars, as compared with 266,129 cars in
the corresponding period of 1918

amounted

In Providence, R. I., sleeping car Ijerths may now be
ordered by telephone, on the understanding that payment
shall be made at the ticket office within one hour from the
time that the transaction by wire is completed. Berths sold
in this way cannot be paid for on trains.

The Jackson (Mich.) Traffic Club has elected VV. P.
Hobart, agent of the .American Railway Express Company,
president; J. E. Manley, Mott Wheel Works, vice-president;
H. A. Plummer, L. H. Field Company, secretary, and J. R.
Gibbs, Michigan State Prison, treasurer.

Hearings will be held by the Public Utilities Commission of
Illinois on four complaints made by Illinois dealers in sand and
gravel against the rates to Chicago. The complaints are filed
against the Chicago Switching Committee, the Chicago & North
Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Illinois
Central.

The Railroad Administration has announced that liecause
of the decision of the Grain Corporation to sell reserve stocks
of wheat to local millers, the situation at interior elevators
is now in such shape that the permit system on all grains,
including wheat, will be temporarily suspended. Grain control committees will, however, be maintained so that further

emergencies

may

i^e

met proinptly.

of Commerce of Kansas
City, Mo., have adopted resolutions urging the Railroad Administration to take immediate steps to restore railroads and
other transportation facilities to private control. The resolution states that the service rendered by transportation facilities under federal control is not up to the standard existing
under private control and has not improved, since the cessation of hostilities, to the extent expected.

The

directors

of

the

Chamber

.A decision sustaining the right of the government, under
the federal control act, to increase intrastate rates has been
handed down bj- Judge Dickson of the district court of Ramsey county, Minn., in the case of the state of Minnesota
This
against the American Railway Express Company.
decision was made on a motion of the plaintiff for a temporary injunction restraining the express company from
charging the increased rates that have lieen in eft'ect since

January

1.

1919.

Production of both anthracite and bituminous coal stands
about 50 per cent of full time output according to reports furnished by the Geological Survey and announced by tiie United States Fuel Administration.
Production has been at a low ebb ever since the signing of the
armistice on November 11, and the demand for coal has been
gradually falling off, because of the mild winter. Consumers
have been using from stocks accumulated last summer and
fall, and are still holding back their orders.
at a total of

At the

New York

City freight stations of the Pennsylvania

Railroad and the Old Dominion Steamship Line a rule has
been adopted that inbound freight shall be delivered only to
the wagons of the consignee, other wagons being refused
permission to enter the piers. It appears that consignees of
perishable freight have disposed of goods to retailers before
arrival, and the wagons of these retailers have been sent for
the freight; and the carriers now say that heavy losses ha\e
been sustained bj- merchandise being wrongfully taken.

There has been a marked decrease in freight traffic in the
Central Western region during the past month as compared
with the same period last year. The traffic in grain, coal
and livestock shows decreases of 27.3 per cent. 38.3 per cent

last year.

A

hearing was held on .April 2, before the Western Freight
Committee on an appeal from the decision of the
Chicago Eastern and Western District Traffic Committees
that Central Freight -Association class rates should apply
on Illinois intrastate rates instead of the Illinois classification.
This appeal has been made by Illinois shippers. R. B.
Coapstick, traffic manager of the Indiana Chamber of Commerce, represented the Indiana interests, on whose complaint
Traffic

decision of the district committees was made.
R. W.
Ropiequet, representing the Illinois District Traffic League,
made the principal appeal for the Illinois shippers. Another
hearing was held the following day before the district committees concerning the rates on commodities from and to
Indiana points as compared with rates in Illinois. An effort
was made by the Indiana Commission to withdraw from the
case and let the Indiana Manufacturers' Association take its
place as complainant, but inasmuch as the case had been
formally heard with the Indiana Commission as complainant
and as the case would die if this substitution were to be
made, it was unsuccessful. The Indiana Chamber of Commerce includes in its membership indi\iduals and associations
the

interested jirimarily in this case.

Traffic

The

Through

the Sault Ste. Marie Canals

the American and
Michigan and Ontario during the season of 1918 totaled 85,680,327 tons. This is a decrease
of 5 per cent, or 4,133,571 tons, as compared with the traffic for
total

freight

Canadian canals

traffic

passing through

at Sault Ste. Marie,

;he season of 1917. All-the items of freight show a decrease, with
the exception of oil. The total nimiber of passengers was 34,990,
or a decrease of 3,349. The American canal took 85 per cent of
the freight, 84 per cent of the net registered tonnage and 23 per
cent of the total nimnber of passengers.

Export
The

Traffic

number

of carloads of export freight on hand at
North Atlantic ports for the week ended April 1, was 36,023, compared with 36,250 for the week previous. With a total working
capacity of 23,533,000 bushels, there were 20,315,000 bushels of
grain in elevators at North Atlantic ports for the period mentioned.

total

At South Atlantic and Gulf ports there were 11,651 carexport freight on liand, as against 11,420 cars on

loads

of

March

22.

Great Lakes

Commerce

Association

This association was organi/^ed at Milwaukee, Wis., at a recent
conference of representatives of cities located on the Great Lakes.
More than 60 delegates representing 18 cities in this district were
present. The needs of the Great Lakes for transportation facilities were discussed and a resolution was adopted urging Congress
to take steps to provide the facilities needed. A special committee
was instructed to confer with the director general of railroads.
The officers of the association are W. G. Bruce, Milwaukee, Wis.,
president; George A. Schroeder, Milwaukee, vice-president; F. E.
Frank Barry, MilWilliainson, Buffalo, N. Y., vice-president
waukee, secretary and treasurer.
;

A

Million for Advertising

The expenditure of

$1,000,000 for advertising calculated lo
stimulate passenger travel has been authorized by the Railroad
will be expended entirely in newsThis
money
Administration.
pai)er and magazine advertising and informative booklets, and
will be devoted entirely to the exploitation of localities and not
As the advertising is to be
to the service of individual roads.
national in character and its management must be closely coordinated, the work will be done under the supervision of the

three territorial passenger traffic committees who have been
instructed to prepare recommendations as to the localities.

:

.
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Commission and Court News

Equipment and Supplies

IIINIIIIIIIIIItlllllllWIII

Interstate

Commerce Commission

The

Interstate Commerce Commission rm Thursday issued
of regulations prescribing the method of competitive
bidding as provided in section 10 of the Clayton I. aw on all contracts with or purchases amounting to over $5(),(XX) from companies or persons with which there is an interlocking relationship.
The carriers and the director general are given until May
15 to tile objections.
'I'lu- law has been suspended, but became
a

Till-

Inlcrslaic

("oihiikmcc

investigation, stalled

and

(

("iiiniissioii

on I'Vbrnary

5,

lias

I'MJ, into

iliMuiiniui(.(l
tiie

ils

use of passes

free passenger service.

llearin^rs were iield iiefore Examiner .Attorney G. U.
Brown, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, this week,
at W'asliinnton, in the railway mail pay case, which has been
peiuiinjf since 1916.
The commission is to render a decision
as to the rates and as to the merits of tlie space or weight
bdtli,
for
basis, or
compensating tiie railroads for carrying

the mails.

New
The

Classification for Freight Statistics

Interstate
railroads of class

Commerce Commission

has called tipon

all

and class 2 to report, beginning with January 1. 1919. in their annual reports, the weight of re\enue
freight transported ilixidcd into 59 classes, which will provide
1

information in considerably greater detail than is now required.
All commoelities are to be stated in tons of 2,000 lb. each.
Products of agriculture are divided into 20 classes; products
of animals into 12 classes, products of mines into 10 classes,
of forests into 2 classes and manufactures into 15 classes.
Class 59, headed "Merchandise," is to include all less than
carload freight.
Under the head of manufactures empty
packages are put in a class by themselves. Crude petroleum
and salt will be reported under the head of products of mines.

set

effective January.

Steel Prices
the request of Mr. Peek, a meeting was held between
R. .S. Lo\ett. Henry Walters and II. B. Spencer, representing
the Railroad Administration, and a few of the members of
the general committee of the American Iron and Steel Institute, in New York, on Wednesday of this week to discuss
the subject of producing costs of certain lines of steel in
which the railroads are especially interested. Nothing was
given out as to the results of the discussion, but it was understood that the representatives of the Railroad .Administration would report at once to Director General 1 lines.
.\t

Week Ended March

Locomotive Deliveries

Xunibe r
11

6
4

News

North Dakota Acts Against Federal Freight Rates
of North Dakota on April 2 issued a
the Northern Pacific and other roads
from charging, within that state, the increased passenger
and freight rates established last June by the director general. This action was taken on the application of the attorney
general of the state, claiming that the act of Congress of
March 21, 1918, did not confer on the president or the director general any authority to interfere with '"lawful police
regulations of any state." It is understood that the Railroad
Administration will appeal the North Dakota decision to the
Supreme Court of the United States.

C.
P.
C.
I.

Compensation for "Transportation of
Troops" Within Land-Grant Acts
The Supreine Court
judgment

of the United States has affirmed the
of the Court of Claims (52 Ct. CI. 226) granting

recovery of the 50 per cent deduction made from the Union
Pacific's compensation under the land-grant statutes for the
transportation of persons alleged to be "troops of the United
States." The following classes of passengers were held not
to be within the act: Discharged soldiers; discharged military prisoners; rejected applicants for enlistment in the
army; accepted applicants for enlistment in the army (being
forwarded for final examination and enlistment); retired
soldiers and furloughed soldiers. The furloughed soldier is,
of course, a part of the army or troops of the United States;
but his transportation back to the proper station is held not
"transportation of troops" within the meaning of the landgrant acts. The furloughed soldier travels for his own purposes. The government merely advances to him the cost of
transportation and subsistence while on furlough, and does
this only if the soldier lacks funds to bear the expense himself.
United States vs. Union Pacific. Decided March 31,

—

1919.

B.

& Q....

&

L.

E....

& O

C.

USR.\

2
4

Mi.llet

X

&

S.

V.

P
W.

R.

Car Deliveries

C.

Mikado.

Mikado.
Mikado.
Mikado.

2

Pacific.

2

8W. Sw.

1

Pacific.

& N. Co.

Week Ended March

29

29, as follows:

Number
55

50

&

66
140
330

50
50
50
70
70

W

McK. & Y..
Total

57
23

Total accepted for

Type

Pac

Sou. Pac
N. &
N. Y. C
P.

Mikado.

USRA

standard cars were accepted during the week ended

Road
Sou.

53
2
4

4

F.

Sw.

Mikado.

1

V

G.

O.

C.

.

.

Pacific

USRA 6W.

1

A. T.

March

.

c

L.

New

United States Supreme Court

Santa Fe.

2

1

The Supreme Court
mandamus restraining

Type

USRA Mikado.
USRA Santa Fe
USRA Santa Fe
USRA 6W. Sw.

21

9

Court

29

The following new locomotives were shipped to railroads under federal control during the week ended March 29

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

S.
S.
S.
S.
L. S.
L. S.

S.
S.
S.
S.

Manufacturer
given roads
Am. Car & Fdv. Co.
55

Box
Box

.

Rettendorf

Co

228

Box... Haskell & Barker
189
Box... Pull man Car Co
730
Gon.. Pressed St. Car Co... SCO
Gon.. .Pressed St. Car Co.
23
.

-..671

Cars Constructed in Railroad Shops in February

The Railroad Administration has issued the following
stateinent of new cars constructed in railroad shops during
the month of February:
Class of cars
Freight:

Steel

Stock

Steel

Steel

under-

center

frame

sills

Wood

ToUl
107

Hopper

56
24
49

Gondola
Flat

Coke rack
car
Miscellaneous freight cars

Work

Caboose

Box

12

146

Refrigerator

Total freight equipment

153

83
248

.

April

11,

RAILWAY AGE
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Large Purchases

971

chanical interlocking machine for an extension to an existing 52lever machine at South Norfolk, Va.
The extension will have
17 mechanical levers and 7 electrical units.

of Ties

The West Coast Lumbermen's Association announces at
Oregon and Washington mills have sold to the

Seattle, that

United States Railroad Administration 175 million feet of
Douglas fir ties to be sent by water to the Atlantic Coast;
also that 40 million feet of ties have been ordered by French
and English railroads. These figures mean about 414 million
ties for American railroads, and one million for Europe.

40
40
40
40

Manufacturer
Type
Ton D. S. Box., .Am. Car & Fdy. Co..
Ton D. S. Box. .\m. Car & Fdy. Co..
Ton D. S. Box., .Am. Car & Fdy. Co.
Ton D. S. Box., .Am. Car & Fdy. Co..

SO
SO
50
SO

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

C. L.

L. E.

B. R.

&

Delivery of Standard Cars to March 31
The Railroad Administration has compiled the following
statement showing the delivery of U.
as of

March

W.

P.

C. N'w.

450
300
200

.

.

R. A. standard cars

S.

31:

C. B.

& Q. &

St. L.

C.

&

S.

Georgia

I.

C.

K.

& M.

500

1,250

Total
S.
S.
S.
S.

S.
S.
S.
S.

Box. .Am. Car & Fdy. Co..
Box. .Haskell & Barker
Pullman Car Co
Box.
liettendorf Car Co....
Box.

500
500

.

,

Total

50
50
50
50
50

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

55
55
55
55
55
55

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

50

Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.

Gon. Am. Car & Fdy. Co...
Gon. .Am. Car & Fdy. Co...
Gon. \m. Car & Fdy. Co...
Gon. .Haskell & Barker
Gon. .Pressed St, Car Co....
Gon. ..Std., Steel Car Co.
.

50

.

250

50

500
250

500
300

Total
St.

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

Hop
Hop
Hop
Hop
Hop
Hop

\m. Car & Fdy. Co.
\m. Car & Fdy. Co.
Pressed St. Car Co..
Pullman Car Co
Ralston St. Car Co..
Std. Steel Car Co...

Hop

Pressed

250
150

250

200
200
200
200

200
250
2O0
200

300

20O

Total
70

Ton

St.

St.

Car Co.

500

988

800

300

N. C.

Type
40
40
40
40

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

D. S.
D. S.
D. S.
D. S.

Manufacturer
Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co...
Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co...
Box.. .'\m. Car & Fdy. Co...
Box.. Am. Car & Fdy. Co...

M.

C.

M.

P.

&

16

St. L.

...

N. Y. C.
500
500

3.250

1.500

N. Y..
N. H. &H.

N.

...

& W.

P.

...

400

300

2,000

M, & Y.
...

S. P.

T.

...

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

S.
S.
S.
S.

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

S.
S.
S.
S.

Box...
Box...
Box...
Box..
.

\m. Car & Fdy. Co..
Haskell & Barker
Pullman Car Co
liettendorf Car Co

SCO

100

204

1,000

500

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.

70

Ton

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

Gon. .^m. Car & Fdy. Co
Gon. .\m. Car & Fdy. Co..
Gon. \m. Car & Fdy. Co.
Gon. Haskell & Barker
Gon. Pressed St. Car Co...
Gon. Std. Steel Car Co

.

1

400
200

200
200

Hop
Hop
Hop
Hop
Hop
Hop

Std.

Hop

Pressed

\m. Car & Fdv. Co...
\m. Car & Fdy. Co...
Pressed St. Car Co....

2.200

950

Pullman Car Co
Ralston St. Car Co
Steel Car Co

...

400
200

500

400

500

.

1.20O
150
2,750
1,750

400
500
200
400

800
2,200
8,850

St.

Car Co

542

?

S42

has placed an order with the Federal
Signal Company of Albany, N. Y., for an electro mechanical
interlocking machine and other materials for installation at
Kenova, W. Va. This machine will have 22 working machanical

and 18

electric levers.

The New York

from the Federal Signal
Company of Albany, N. Y., a 68-lever frame style "A" mechanical interlocking machine with 51 working levers for Jordan,
N. Y.

The

26,380

2.000

total

Signaling

Signal

400
400
000

6.600

The Chesapeake & Ohio

levers

1,600
2,004
1,280

1.650

.

Total

Grand

2,716
1,800
500

238

Total
St.

Total

5.122

Total
55
55
55
S5
55
55

C.

5,266

Total
50
50
SO
50
50
50

250

250

Total
50
50
50
50

2.000

& O.

Virgini.an

Company

Centr.«iL has ordered

Railway has placed an order with the Federal
of Albany, N. Y., for a 24-lever style "A" me-

Heavy Construction.

—James

O. Heyworth, engineer and gen-

album of photoshort descriptions of various large construction
projects carried on by his firm. Among these are included several railway construction contracts.

eral contractor, Chicago, has issued a 64-page

graphs

and

—

Pipe Threading Machinery. An illustrated catalogue of pipe
threading and cutting machines and pipe and nipple threading
machines has been issued by the Landis Machine Company, Inc.,
Waynesboro, Pa. The catalogue contains a detailed discussion
of all the machines, but aims principally to set forth the distinctive features of the Landis die and chaser as compared with
other types. This is known as catalogue No. 25 and copies may
be had upon request.
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branches

San I'rancisco, Mexico City, Loiidnn and Rio de

in

Janeiro.
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Mil

The Standard Railway Equipment Company of New York,
ami St. I,i)iiis has iiioxed its New York offices from

C'liica^jo

the Sinjjer

l)tiil(linK

to

tlic

iMjiiitahle

'IVust

H. H. Simmons, who has been connected with the Simmons- l>oariim;in pulilications for the last 10 years, has severed his connection witii that company t(j become associated
with John II. Cross in the advertising service jjusiness under
the lirm nanie of Cross & Simmons, Inc., with offices in the
Mr. Simnions was born at St.
VVei)ster building, Chicago.
Joseph,

building.

versity
S.

V. Sargent

lias hecii

appointed district manaper of sales

of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, C'iiicaKo, vviili
head(iiiartors at liostoii. Mass., to succeed F. S. Eggleston,

who

has lesiniied.

Pacific Car & Foundry Company, .Seattle, Wash., has
expended approximately $400,000 in new huildiiiRs. tools and
equipment in retitting; their car building plants situated at
Keuton, Wash., and T'ortland, Ore.

The

The name of the Aspromet Company or Asbestos Protected
Metal Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., manufacturer of roofing,
silling, \entilators and skylights, was changed to the H. H.
Robertson Company, effective .'\prit 1.
Interstate Iron & Steel Company at Chicago has
a l)ranch ot'tice at Detroit, Mich., with R. B. Dutch in
Mr. Dutch has been identicliarge of sales in that territory.
lied witli the iron and steel industry for several years.

The

on November 14,
graduating

111.,

of

in

immediately joining the staff
Publishing Compatiy.
lie was lirst employed as associate
news for tiie kailn>ay Ajie G'aai'ltc in the Chicago
ot'tice, later becoming assistant engineering editor.
In May,
1915, he was appointed editor of the Railway Signal Engineer,
and continued in active charge of the editorial work of that
publication until November, 1917, wiien he was transferred to
tile business department of tlie Simmons- Boardman Publishing Comijany in the capacity of business manager of the
Railway Maintenance Engineer, which ijosition he held until
ills recent resignation.
:uid

D. P. Lamoreux, general manager of tiie Pratt & LetchLtd.. Brantford, Ont., has been elected vice-

worth Company.

president of the Canadian

Car

born

the aviation service last year.

He

The Wetmore Reamer Company is the new name of the
Wetmore Mechanical Laboratory Company, of Milwaukee.
This company has completed all of its contracts with various
supmunition makers of Canada and this country to whom
])lied Wetmore expanding reamers, hobs. taps, lathe and boring bar tools. Since the completion of this work it has resumed its former tool business, specializing in a type of expanding reamer for all grades of industrial reaming operaMore floor space has been added and the ofifices entions.
P. H. Door, recently released from the government
larged.
service, has joined the organization as secretary and sales
it

manager.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., announces the organization of E. I. du Pont de Nemours Export Company,
a subsidiary corporation, created for the purpose of handling
foreign business, effective April 1, 1919. The officers of the
new company are as follows: F. W. Pickard, president:
W. S. Gavan, vice-president and director of sales: F. D.
Brown, treasurer: .Alexis L du Pont, secretary. The same
staff which has previously been associated with the du Pont
export business will be continued with some additions made
necessary by the broader scope of the new corporation. The
main offices will be located at 120 Broadway. New York, with

Ltd.

He was

Mayville, Wis.,
12,

1873.

He

received his education
the University of
at
Wisconsin, where he
took a course in c'wu
engineering as a member in the class of 1895.
After leaving college
he spent two years in
the
maintenance department of the Milwaukee Northern Railway, and the Califor-

•

when he entered

in

December

William K. Stamets. Pittsburgh. Pa., announces the opening of an office in Cleveland, Ohio, under the n^anagement
>i
Wm. S. Dickson, formerly general manager of the
(}reaves Kinsman Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. The Stamets
organization will represent exclusively the majority of machine tool manufacturers that it now represents in Pittsburgh.

21 years of age.

1916.

tol)er,

The entire executive staff of the Okonite Company was transferred on April 1 from 501 Fifth avenue. New York, to the company's plant at Passaic, N. J., where the main ofifice will here.-V
sales office will be retained at 501 Fifth
after be located.
avenue. New York.

versity

& Foundry Company,

Mr. Lamoreux has been
connected
with the
Pratt
& Letchworth
Company since Oc-

C. M. Schramm, chief clerk to the general mechanical superintendent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with
headcpiarters at Chicago, has been appointed assistant to the
vice-president of the \'apor Car bleating Company at
Chicago.

was

lie

civil

i(btor on

opened

Ensign Donald Walker, U. S. Naval Aviation Corps, died in
the Naval Hospital at Key West, Florida, on Monday, April 7,
as the result of a fall of an aeroplane, of which he was the
He was the son of Edpilot, at Miami, Florida, on April 1.
mund H. Walker, vice-president of the Standard Coupler
Company and president of the Railway Supply Manufacturers'
Ensign Walker was a student at Yale UniAssociation.

attended the Uniengineering in 1909,
of tlie .Simmons- Boardman

1888.

Illinois,

nia

Oregon

Railway,

and for the following
three years was private
secretary to the commissioner of the general land office at Washington, D. C. In
1900 he became associated with the Beaver Dam Malleable
Iron Company and worked his way up through that organization until in 1913, when he left to take up another position,
he was the company's general manager. During this period,
also, he was on the executive and legislative committees of
the Wisconsin Manufacturers' Association and for three
years of this time, was also regent of the University of WisLamoreux

consin.

In

1913 he entered the railway supply business in

Chicago, and was connected with the Cleveland Steel Company and the Trumbull Steel Company. He became connected with the Pratt & Letchwortii company in November,
1916, as general manager.

Lieutenant

Commander H.

J.

Elson, U.

S.

Naval Reserve

Force, has been released to inactive status and has resumed his
civilian work as secretary and treasurer of the Waiter A. Zelnicker Supply Company. St. Louis, with which company he was
in charge of internal management and manufacturing operations.

Commander Elson was graduated from the U. S.
Naval Academy in 1898, and after service in Cuba, the Philippines and China, resigned from the navy in 1902 to become inHe was chief engineer of
terested in the Zelnicker company.
the Missouri Naval Militia, with which organization he was
mobilized into federal service upon the declaration of war.
April 6. 1917. His assignment was as Inspector of Machinery.
9th, 10th and 11th Naval Districts, with headquarters at Chicago, where he had charge of the design and conversion to salt
water use of the machinery of great lakes vessels taken over by
the Navy, among which were the City of South Haven, Virginia and Puritan, as well as the rehabilitation and design and
Lieutenant

RAILWAY AGE
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of new machinery in the ill-fated Eastland, now
Queen
named U. S. S. Wilmette and called by her crew "The
Gun-Boal Cruiser of the Xavy."
Hobson, western manager of the Union Switch and

installation

J.

S.

Signal Company at Swissvale,
been elected president of the

Pa.,

with

Chicago, has

at

office

Massey Concrete Products Corof Chicago at
annual meeting of
the hoard of directors,
succeeding C. F. Massey,
who has been elected

973

Rochester, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Bridgeport, Cincinnati,
Fach local office has a business manager,
Chicago and St. Louis
an accounting and engineering department, a local counsel and a
competent office personnel.
The plan of having accoimting engineering and legal departments is not intended to restrict the use by contractors of their
own experts in these lines.

poration
the

chairman of the board.
Mr, Hobson began his
railway career as an engineer apprentice on the
Great Southern & Western

Dublin,

at

Ireland,

which capacity he was
employed from 1884 to
in

'

1889.

He came

to

this

1889 and entered the employ of the
Burlington &
Chicago,

country

in

locomotive
machinist and draftsman.
In 1892 he became associated with the Union
Switch & Signal ComJ. S. Hobson
pany as a construction
foreman in Chicago and St. Louis, and in 1896 he was appointed
a signal supervisor on the Michigan Central, with headquarters
The following year he entered the employat Detroit. .Mich.
ment of the -Atchison, Topeka & Santa F'e as signal engineer,
with headquarters at Topeka, Kan., which position he held until
1901, when he returned to the service of the Union Switch &
In
Signal Company as assistant engineer at Swissvale, Pa.
1904 he was appointed assistant general manager, in which capacity he served eight years until he was promoted to western
manager at Chicago. In 1914 he was made general sales manager, and in 1915 general manager, which position he held until
1916, when he was again appointed western manager at Chicago,
in which capacity he will continue to serve the Union Switch
and Signal Company, combining the duties of that office with
those of president of the Massey Concrete Products Corporation.

Quincy

as

.Association has been formed to faciliand hasten the liquidation of reduced, suspended, terminated
or canceled war contracts, whether formal or informal.
Brig. -General Hugh S. Johnson will be president of the new
General Johnson was largely responsible for the
association.
organization and administration of the draft and was also largely

The Federal Liquidating

tate

Army

supply system,
responsible for the reorganization of the
and for the creation of the present system of purchase, storage
and traffic. .As author of the Army supply system, chairman of
the War Department superior board of contract review and director of purchase. General Johnson naturally acquired great
familiarity with the department's contracts.
Lieut.-Colonel R. H. Montgomery, of the accounting firm of
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & i\lontgomery, who was a member of the

Board

J.\cks.

— The

Pa., has issued a

Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh,

new 16-page catalogue

board of appraisal and of the War Industries
have charge of the accounting

price fixing committee, will

for the association.
MaThe officers of the Association for Manufacturers of
terial, whose efforts resulted in the passage of the war contracts
validation bill, will share in the direction of the association.

War

These are W. S. Symington, president of the Symington Chicago
Corporation: C. j. Symington, president of the Symington
Machine Corporation, and H. H. Dinneen.
The Washington headquarters of the association, Munsey building, Washington, D. C, will keep in clo.se touch with the various
governmental departments, presenting the contractors' point of
view and attending to the expedition and presentation of all matters pending.

Local offices have been established at each of the following
points selected becai'.se of their convenience to local boards of
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
adiustment:

listing the various types

and car jacks and other equipment manufactured
The jacks are catalogued in regular order
by that company.
with a small illustration, short descripiion and table of capacities
and limiting dimensions of each type.
of bridge, track

Frogs and Crossings.— The Indianapolis Switch & Frog Company, Springfield, Ohio, has issued a 12-page leaflet of information on its products, with special reference to solid cast manganese frogs for turnouts and crossings and solid manganese
crossings, including the Eymon continuous crossing and the
Balkwill articulated cast manganese crossing.

Reclaiming Railroad Frogs

—The

Air Reduction Sales Cor-

poration, New York, has issued a 24-page booklet illustrating
and describing the process of reclaiming railroad frogs by the
oxy-acetylene process. The process is described in detail, with
diagrams and photographs. Considerable cost data and material
and service records are also given.

Overhead Carrying Systems.— Catalogue SO, issued by the
Coburn Trolley Track Manufacturing Company, Holyoke, Mass.,
manufacturers of overhead carrying systems for both "round
and
trough" and I-beam, shows price lists, illustrations, plans
The
dimension drawings of overhead carriers and their details.
catalogue contains 56 pages, 8^number of actual installations.

in.

by

11

in.

and

illustrates a

Pumping Machinery.— The National Transit Company,

Oil

manufacturers of special machinery to meet the re(|uirements of pipe line companies, has begun the manufacture
pumping maof other machinery for general service, including
lines are
chinery, gas and oil engines, which together with old
These have been
illustrated and described in various bulletins.
be
bound in heavy manila covers in such a way that others may
added from time to time as they are issued.
City,

Pa.,

Twist Drills. Reamers, Etc.— A

Federal Liquidating Association, Inc.

War Department

Trade Publications
Duff

machinists' supply catalogue,

reamers,
No. 91, listing carbon and high speed twist drills and
keys, etc.,
screw and drop forged wrenches, spring cotters and
Manufacturing Comhas been issued by the Whitman & Barnes
pages and a
pany Akron, Ohio. The catalogue contains 183
marked to show the
distinctive feature of it is a thumb index
easy matter
in the various sections, making it an

products listed
to find desired information.

Mm

Machinery —The American Saw Mill Machinery
Saw
booklet
Company New York, has issued an attractive 48-page

Win the War," which
under the title "How Americans Helped to
part that saws and woodcontains an illustrated account of the
in the construction
working machinery played in the war, both
this side and abroad and in
of camps, ships, hospitals, etc, on
the French
operations
connection with American lumbering
this
A large number of photographs show the uses of
forests
while in the latequipment under a wide variety of conditions,
comof
reproductions of letters
ter part of the book appear
used the equipment.
mendation by contractors and others who

m

pages, telling
Repmr of the German Ships.-A booklet of 24
repairing and reclaiming by Plasticof the remarkable work of
German .ships which
Arc welding 288,780 gross tons of interned
German
damaged apparently beyond repair by their

had been
Welder & Metals Comcrews is being distributed by the Wilson
the Plastic-Arc welding appananv '\^ew York, manufacturers of
work by

of this
Included in the booklet is the report
ratus'
description of the Wilson system
the Secretary of the Navy, a
reprinted from Iron Age, entitled The
of welding, and an article
Repairing the Damaged Ships, by
Part of Electric Welding in
who recommended that the
Captain E. P. Jessop, U. S. N.,
welding. The text is well illusbroken cvlinders be repaired by
trated.
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Railway Financial News
B.\i.Ti.M(iKK

& Ohio.— Si-0

Statcii l^Ialul

Railroad Administration

—

Chicago & North Western. At the annual stockholders' meeting. John V. Farwcll, Edward M. Hyzer and Homer A. Miller
declined re-election, and were succeeded hy Childs l'"rick, James
A. Siillman and Sainuel A. Lynde. The otlier directors whose
terms had expired, Cliauiicey M. Depcw, Henry C. Frick and
David P. Kimball, were re-elected. The stockholders ratified
the directors' acceptance of the government coniracl.

New ^ork Central.— R.

S.

New

Swagar Sherley, who has been appointed

director of the
Division of [•inance of the LInited States Railroad Adminiswas announced in our issue of March 14, page 596,

tration, as

was born on November 28, 1871, at Louisville,
Ky., and graduated
from the University of Virginia in
1891.
He is a lawyer
by profession, having
begun practice in 1891,
at Louisville.
He has

Lovett and Carl R. Gray have been

elected directors to succeed

Newman,

Central

Rapid Traiisii Company.

C".

H.

Seser, resigned, and

W. H.

deceased.

Ontario & Western.— The payment

of dividends on
stock has been deferred until compensation for
received from the Railroad .Administration.

^'ork,

common

the

1918

is

Norfolk & Western.

— See

editorial

comment elsewhere

that

arrangements

Railway,

with

railroads,

to

&

Georgia

tiie

ofTer

first

—

J.

have

P.

this

director

the

5

1,

— See

upon his duties
as director of the Division of Finance, to

icceed

John Skelton Williams,

South Carolina

&

the

as traffic assistant
regional director of the Southwestern region, with
St. Louis, Mo., was announced in the Railway
Age of March 28 (page
860), was born at Ca-

manche, Iowa, on January 3, 1867. He entered
railway service in 1880
with the St. Louis-San
Francisco as messenger
at Cherryvale, Kan. He
later held various posi-

Georgia.

the Kansas
Scott
&
Gulf and the Southern
Kansas and the Oregon
tions
City,

are to be applied for the discharge or refunding

Railway Construction
the

&

Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the construction of a
750-ton capacity, four track, automatic electric, reinforced concrete locomotive coaling plant and a 7S0-ton storage reinforced
The contract
concrete sand handling plant at Ashmore, Pa.
price is $75,000 and installation will begin immediately.

Roberts

—

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario. Separate bids are wanted
for each section, April 15, by W. H. Maund, secretary-treasurer,
Toronto, Ont., for the construction of the roadbed, except steel
bridges, on the section between Swastika and Kirkland lake, 6
miles, and between Timmins and the Mattagami river, 2 miles.
Separate bids for each section are also wanted for track laying,
ballasting

and fencing.

Navigation

From

1889
1890 he was consecutively division baggage agent and adverof
the
tising
agent
Union Pacific at PortAfter 3
land,
Ore.
years in other business

H. M. Adams
to

&

to

The application stated that the Staten Island
Rapid Transit Company was indebted to the Baltimore & Ohio
to the amount of $1,625,000.

road has awarded a contract

Fort

Company.

property.

— This

on

Railway

amount of the company's obligations to the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, for the acquisition and improvement of
of an equal

Lehigh Valley.

med.

headquarters at

—

its

resi;

Harry M. Adams, whose appointment
to

Staten Island Rapid Transit Company. The New York Public Service Commission has adopted an order permitting this
company to issue at not less than par and interest $1,150,000, 4
per cent refunding bonds, due June 1, 1948, interest payable
semi-annually. The bonds are redeemable at par and accrued
interest on and after June 1, 1925. The issue is secured under
the company's $5,000,000 refunding mortgage, executed June 1,
1905, to the Guaranty Trust Company of New York, as trustee.

The proceeds

was chairman

Regional

Pacific.
Samuel Kea, president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been elected a director to succeed W. B.
Scoit, a federal manager in the Southwestern Region, and Paul
Shoup, vice-president of the Southern Pacific, has been elected
to succeed William Sproule, district director of the Central
Western Region.

Southern' Railway.

of years

member

enter
Swagar Sherley

—

Southern

Conand

of that committee in
the
Sixty-Fifth
Congress,
and.
effective
about -April 15, will

the right lo extend their holdings for ten years with interest
at the rate of 5}/2 per cent.
Holders of the maturing issue
may at the same time receive a cash payment of 2J4 per cent,

so that the extended bonds will net them 5.80 per cent. Holdwho do not extend will be given par and interest for their
bonds at maturity.

number

Sherley

&

ers

of

1903,

of
the House Appropriations Committee.
Mr.

of

general

South Carolina
per cent bonds, falling due May

to holders of $2,250,000

mortgage

since

has been a

Morgan & Co. have announced
made by the Soulthern

been
consent of

member

gress
for a

in

issue.

South C.vrolina & Georgia.

been a

and a year in South
department of the O. R. & N.
in 1894.
On May 15, 1902, he was promoted to assistant general freight agent, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., and
on June 18, 1905, left the Oregon Railway & Navigation

America he entered the

traffic

Company

to become assistant traffic manager of the Great
Northern, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash. From December 1, 1907, to June 30, 1910, he was general freight and
passenger agent of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, at Portland, and from the latter date until March, 1914, freight
traffic

manager

of the

Western

Pacific.

On August

1,

1913,

he was appointed also freight and traffic manager of the Denver & Rio Grande.
In March, 1914, he was also appointed
general traffic manager of the Missouri Pacific and the St.

April

11,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern, and in May, 1914, he
resigned as freight traffic manager of the Denver & Rio
In May, 1917, he was elected vice-president in
Grande.
charge of trafific of the Missouri Pacific system, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. In January, 1918, Mr. Adams was
appointed director of inland transportation of the war department, with offices in Washington, D. C, in which capacity he
served until his recent appointment.

Federal and General Managers

who has been appointed assistant fedthe St. Louis-San Francisco, with headSt. Louis, Mo., was born in Cincinnati, Ohio,
on August 5, 1865, and received his education in the WoodHigh
School
ward
of that city.
He entered railway service
in the maintenance department of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis in 1890, remaining with that road until
1892 and then entering the employment of the Cincinnati,
New Orleans & Texas Pacific in the engineering department.
The following seven years he was engaged in the commercial
field in Cincinnati, Ohio, and Kansas City, Mo.
He reentered railway service in July, 1901, as a clerk in the accounting department of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis
which position he held until the consolidation of that road
with the St. Louis & San Francisco in September, 1901, when
he was transferred to St. Louis, Mo.
From that time to
June. 1911, he was consecutively clerk, statistician and general bookkeeper for the St. Louis-San Francisco, resigning
in the latter year to engage in agricultural work at Portland,
Ore. One year later he entered the service of the Spokane,
Portland & Seattle and in January, 1914, he was employed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission as examiner of
accounts, in which capacity he served until April, 1918, when
he resigned to enter the employ of the St. Louis-San Francisco as special accountant. On August 1, 1918, Mr. Perkins
was appointed assistant auditor, in which position he served
until his recent appointment as above noted.
George

B. Perkins,

auditor
quarters at
eral

of

J. A Somerville, whose resignation as general superintendent of transportation of the Missouri Pacific, the Memphis,
Dallas & Gulf, the .Arkansas Central and the Natchez &
was announced in the Railway
Age of April 4 (page
been
has
ap923),

Southern

pointed general manager of the Texas & Pacific, the Trans-Missisthe
Terminal,
sippi

Mineral
Weatherford,
Wells & Northwestern,

the

&

Texas &
the Denison
Suburban and

Gulf,

Western,
Pacific

Fort Worth Belt,
headquarters at
Dallas, Tex.
He was
born at Carthage, 111.,
the

with

on November 25, 1867,
and received his educain
the
public
schools of that place.
He entered railway

tion
J.

17,

1887,

nerville

and was employed up

ervice
on November
to 1897 in the local office and

yard of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Keokuk, la.
From that time to 1899 he served as general agent at Hannibal, Mo., and the following year as local agent at St. Louis,
Mo. From 1900 to 1902 he was contracting freight agent at
St. Joseph, Mo., and the next year became chief clerk to
the general freight agent at St. Louis. In 1903 he was promoted to general agent, with headquarters at Keokuk, which
position he held until 1905, when he became superintendent
of terminals of the same road, with headquarters at St. Louis.
The next five years he held the position of superintendent of
the terminal division of the Missouri Pacific, with office at
Kansas City, Mo., after which time he was appointed superintendent of transportation of that road and the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern, with headquarters at St. Louis.
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Upon the resignation of E. F. Kearney in May, 1913, as
general superintendent of transportation of the Missouri Pacific, the Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, the Arkansas Central, the
Natchez & Southern and the Natchez & Louisiana, Mr.
Somerville was promoted to that office. When the office of
superintendent of transportation was abolished on January
15, 1917, he was promoted to general superintendent of transportation, with the same headquarters and in June, 1917, he
was temporarily assigned to the commission on car service
of the American Railway Association at Washington, D. C,
in which capacity he served until January, 1919, when he
resigned to return to his former position as general superintendent of transportation at St. Louis, in which position he
remained until his recent appointment as general manager of
the Texas & Pacific.
The jurisdiction of G. L. Peck, federal manager of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, Western Lines, and associated lines,
with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been extended over
the Wheeling Terminal Railroad, which line is released from
the jurisdiction of C. W. Galloway, federal manager.
Operating
George Hasten has been appointed superintendent of the
Norfolk & Portsmoutli Belt Line Railroad, with
Portsmouth, Va., vice W. A. Gore, transferred.

office

at

R. Taylor has been appointed superintendent of the
River division of the Virginian Railroad, with headquarters at Princeton, W. Va., vice H. W. Sheridan, deceased.
L.

New
J.

with

B.

McMann,

superintendent of the Bangor

&

Aroostook,

at Houlton, Me., has been transferred to the
division, with office at Bangor; J. P. Darling, train-

office

Southern

master, has been appointed superintendent of the Northern
division, with office at Houlton, Me.
F. A. Andrews, superintendent at Bangor, has been appointed trainmaster of the
Southern division, with office at Millinocket, and Joel H.
Curtis, trainmaster of the Southern division, has been transferred to the Northern division, with office at Houlton, Me.

W. C. Ennis, division superintendent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at Miles City, Mont., has been
appointed assistant superintendent of the Coast division of
the Tacoma Eastern Railroad, and that part of the Columbia
division west of Othello, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash.
W. S. Johnson, trainmaster on the Coast division, has been
appointed trainmaster of the Columbia division, vice T. E.
McFarlane, who has been appointed assistant trainmaster and
traveling engineer of the Idaho division, vice H. R. Calehan,
assigned to other duties. The position of trainmaster on the
Coast division has been abolished.
Financial, Legal

and Accounting

L. S. Smith, acting federal treasurer of the Texas & Pacific,
with office at Dallas, Texas, has had his jurisdiction extended
over the Fort Worth Belt.
E. K. Scott has been appointed federal auditor of the Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad, with office at Louisville,
Ky., vice C. R. Arnold, resigned.

The jurisdiction of the following Texas & Pacific officers
has been extended over the Fort Worth Belt and the International & Great Northern (Spring to Fort Worth and Madisonville branch): George Thompson, general solicitor; A. J.
Biard, federal auditor, and W. L. Holder, land and tax commissioner; all with headquarters at Dallas, Texas.
Traffic
E. A. deFuniak, general freight agent of the Louisville &
Nashville, with office at Montgomery, Ala., has been appointed general freight agent, with office at Louisville, Ky.,
vice D. M. Goodwyn, promoted, and J. A. Ridgely has been
appointed general freight agent, with office at Montgomery,
Ala., vice Mr. deFuniak.
J. R. Wilson, traffic manager of the Sacramento Northern,
with headquarters at Sacramento, Cal., has resigned, eflfective
Mr. Wilson entered the employ of the Northern
April 30.
Electric Railway as traffic manager in 1914, which, after its
reorganization, adopted the name of the Sacramento North-
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cm.
F'rior in his mi\ui' wiili llic N;ii iimciilo XOrilicrii Ikwas t-miiloycd in rlu- uciii-ial I'n-iKlii ollicc of the- SouiluTii I'acilit
at San IVancisco. I al.. and later acted in the capacity of
commercial aKcnt lor the Illinois Central at San Francisco.
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The

titles oi

W.

G. Story, assistant KCiieral
and M. J. Powers, assistant general passenger
Delaware iS; Hudson and associated lines, with
at .Mhany. X. Y.. have been changed to general
and general passenger agent, respectively

Bernard R. Marsalcs, division freight agent of the Canadian
.National, with headciuarters at
transferred to Saskatoon, Sask.

head(iuarters
freight agent

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Purchasing

the

C.'iiiadian

Ocean

Pacific

Tirrell has been appointed general auditor of

Kailroad

Company

(Corporate), with of-

rortlaiul, Maine.

Arthur B. HofF, formerly industrial commissioner of the Erie,
with headquarters at Xew York, and later in the L'uited States
naval service, has returned to railway work as assistant to
president of the Erie Railroad Corporation.

Walter H. Ardley, controller of the Grand Trunk, with
heailquarters at Montreal, Que., retired from active service
.\pril 1, under the superannuation plans of the company.
He was born on April

on

24,

1858,

in

London,

Obituary
H. Watts, who was master mechanic

until

office at

30, at his

of the Cincinnati

Van Wert, Ohio, previous to
home in Walnut Hfll, Ohio,

July, 1912,
at the

age

Charles E. Henderson, formerly second vice-president of
the Philadelphia & Reading, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.,
died on .April 10, at his home near Easton, Md. He was born
on September 25, 1844, in JefTerson county, West Virginia,
and began railway work on January 5, 1870, as a clerk at the
Fort Scott station of the Missouri River, Fort Scott & Gulf,
now part of the St. Louis-San Francisco. He subsequently
held various positions on a number of roads in the Middle
West until December, 1889, when he was appointed general
manager of the Philadelphia Reading Coal & Iron Company,
and from October, 1903, to May, 1908, was first vice-president
of the same company.
From November, 1896, to May, 1908,
he served also as second vice-president of the Philadelphia

and

1863,

Railway,

received

in

charge of freight

traffic.

December 31
He was

of that year.

W.

H. Ardlev

Trunk and the Grand
Trunk Pacific, and since August. 1914, served as controller
of the same roads, with headquarters at Montreal, Que.
Alexander R. Lawton, general counsel of the Ocean SteamCompany of Savannah, has been elected president, with
otfice at Savannah. Ga.. in place of William H. Pleasants,
ship

deceased.

Reginald H. M, Temple, general solicitor of the Canadian
National Railways at Toronto, Ont., has been transferred to
Winnipeg. Man., and is now in charge of the legal department; W. W. Evans and T. H. Gilmour, solicitors at Winnipeg, have resigned, and the position of O. H. Clarke, western
counsel, has been abolished.

his

Washington

at

L'niversity,

disbursements
in
and in 1908 served

then appointed general
auditor of the Grand

March

education

as acting general auditor,

at

Curtis Dougherty, chief engineer maintenance of way and
structures of the Southern System, lines west, with headquarters
at Cincinnati, Ohio, died at his home in that city on March 30.
He was born at Otterville.
on July 30,
111.,

general bookkeeper. He
was appointed auditor
1907,

oflice

Connal has been appointed mechanical engineer of
the Canadian .National Railways, with office at Toronto, (Jnt.,
vice H. D, Cameron, resigned to enter other service.

& Reading

Eng., and was educated
in the City of London
College.
In 1883 he
entered the service of
the Grand Trunk in the
general auditor's office,
and was in the continuous service of that road
for 36 years.
In November, 1893, he became chief clerk and

of

with

F.

died on
of 72.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
(-'eiura!

Limited,

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W.

Amos

at

.Services,

M. S. Throne, district freight agent of the Canadian Pacific,
with office at Cleveland. Ohio, has been ai)pointed general
agent of the freight department, with office at New York,
to succeed R. E. Larmour, pr(jmoted, and G. S. Hiam has
been appointed district freight agent, with office at Cleveland, to succeed .Mr. Throne.

Northern, with

Corporate

fice

been

F. G. Frieser, export freight ageiil of the Canadian Pacific,
has licen appointed general ageni of the freight deparlinent of

R. L. Irwin, purchasing agent of the Texas & Pacific, with
office at Dallas. Texas, has had his jurisdiction extended
over the Fort Worth Belt p.nd the International & (ireat
N'orthern (Spring to Fort Wortii and Madisonxille liranch).

W.

Calgary, Alberta, has

.New ^'ork Cilv.
freight agent,
agent of the

E. F. Mitchell, chief engineer of the Texas & Pacific, with
otiice at Dallas. Texas, has had his jurisdiction extended over
the Fort Worth Belt and the International & Great Xorthern (Spring to Fort VVortli and Madisonville branch).

William
the Maine

15

Traffic

i

J. B. Payne, irallic manager of the Texas & Pacific, with
oflice at Dallas, Texas, has had his jurisdiction extended over
the I'ort Worth Belt and the
nicrnalioiial \- (ireal Northcm (Sprint; to I'ort Worth and Madisoiiville branch).

No

Louis,

St.

Mo., graduating in 1885.
He began his railway
career in 1887 in the office of the chief engineer
of the Wisconsin Central
and the following year
he was appointed engineer of the Chicago &
Western Indiana, in
•which capacity he served
until

March

1,

1892,

^_.

Mm v^^^

^^i
tP*'

when

entered the employ
of the Illinois Central as
assistant engineer. From

he

June
1902,

of

1,

1893,

to

June

1,

he was roadmaster
Chicago division

the

and upon the

^-

Dougherty

latter date

was appointed superintendent of the Springfield division of the
same road. On January IS, 1907, he resigned his position with
the Illinois Central to become assistant chief engineer of the
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific and the Alabama Great
Southern, which position he held until the consolidation of these
with the Southern system, when he was appointed chief
engineer maintenance of way and structures.
lines

The Railroad Administration
in which it expects
Publicity Policy

inaugurating
spend about
advertising intended to
senger traffic.
This is

of the Railroad

right direction.

campaign

is

to

Now

What the
of capital abroad are so clearly shown.
The Arfuture holds out for this business is a question.
gentine railways are working under many difficulties at presment

an advertising
$1,000,000 in
stimulate pasa move in the

that the

war

no doubt that a large additional development
is a prime essential to as great and prosperous a country as ihe Argentine.
And an equally important fact is that the Argentine railways have imported
practically no railway material since the outbreak of the war
and are greatly in need of supplies of all kinds.

much reason why
advertising should be done under government operation to increase passenger traffic as there would
The Administration also is
be under private operation.
Administration

increasing the

over, there is just as

number

of really informing statements

it

but there

ent,

is

of transportation

is

is

For example, when the order regarding the advance in the wages of the train service employees
was issued last week, it was accompanied by a statement
from Director General Hines concerning the wage advances
that have been made under government control which was
In the future, there should be more pubvery enlightening.
licity given to important labor cases while they are pending
With the railroads in the
as well as after they are settled.
hands of the government, important questions arising on
them are more decidedly public questions than ever; and the
public has a right to be fully informed not only regarding
important things that have been done, but also regarding
important steps which are under consideration.
issuing to the public.

The

service

of Foreign

The

in export trade or investment
abroad, by means of its circulars on
railway development in Latin-American
Argentine
countries has been supplemented this
week by another able report this time on the railways of
the Argentine.
The report is of sufficient value to bring it
to the attention of our readers in practically complete form,
and on another page will be found the first two installments of it. The Argentine railways do not apparently offer
to American exporters or investors comparable opportunities
to those of Chile, Bolivia, Brazil or other Latin-American
countries that might be mentioned. But the report will prove
of especial value for the emphasis it cannot help but place
on the important fact that "trade follows the investment."
The railways of the Argentine have been developed to the
greatest extent of those of perhaps any Latin-American country for the reason principally that they have not had to surmount the geographical barriers that exist in the other South
American countries. They have been developed for the
larger part by British capital, and were built primarily to
bring to the seaports the raw materials that were needed by
the industries of Great Britain.
The result has been, as
will be shown clearly in the figures of imports which are
given in the latter part of the circular, that the larger share
of the imports of railway material in the five-year period
immediately preceding the war were from England.
Germany supplied a fair quantity of locomotives and rails, but
not as many as England; Belgium a fair quantity of freight
cars, but Belgium made a very poor second to England,
closely followed by Germany, while the LTnited States and
France together did not supply even one-half as much as

world where the
advantages to the railway supply export companies of invest-

of

railroad

associations,

many

which

to give general instructions to

representatives as to the

its

On

the other hand, a road
which might have several representatives at the June
mechanical conventions, for instance, should assign to each
man certain features that he is specially well fitted to follow
up and report upon. The reports and discussions at the
meetings, the vast exhibit which promises to break all
records this year, and the opportunity of meeting railroad
officers and railway supply experts from all over this country
and even from abroad, present man'elou"^ opportunities
for making an extensive investigation in a minimum of time
and effort. The Railroad Administration is frankly doing
all it can to make the June mechanical conventions the bigIt remains for the
gest possible success in all respects.
mechanical department officers and their subordinates to
make the most of the opportunity, and to demonstrate beyond
a doubt that the mechanical department is dominated by a
breadth of vision and a determination that will give it the
place in the railroad organization which so rightly belongs
to it and which, generally speaking, it has never attained.

nature of the desired reports.

—

in the

that

have been managed and
supported by individuals and have had
From
Those
little or no official recognition.
Conventions
who have followed the development of
these organizations in recent years, have been more and more
impressed with the far-reaching importance of their work.
In an effort to more scientifically utilize these associations
the Railway Age has, from time to time, suggested that the
representatives of the various railroads should be instructed
by their managements to report back in writing on those
things that were brought to their attention at the meetings
which might, in their opinion, be applied to advantage on
their own roads.
A small railroad having only one or two
representatives present would, of course, find it necessary

terested

There are few instances

facts

different

of the

Germany.

and

Getting the Most

which the Latin-American Division of the Bureau
and Domestic Commerce has been rendering to
the railway supply field and others in-

The Railways

owes much to
have been developed by the

art of railroading in its various phases

the inspiration

John Calder of the Business Training Corporation recently
a most significant statement in speaking before an
industrial conference held under the

made

How

About

direction

of

the

New York

Editorial

Conference of the Associated Business

the

Foremen?

Papers.

He

said,

"The

art of

man-

agement and supervision has been well

worked out
cerned, and
of ability.
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to date, so far as the chief executives are conit

It

calls for an ever increasing and high order
has sometimes been inclined to belittle the
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fon-maii ami

otliiT

ai

\\{ \\c luivc a
times to ignoiv liim.
and arc lallinn loudly

fair sii|)i>lv df uooil manaj^crs totiay

advisory L-nniiKrrs luit for lompi-ti-nt
to triticiso Imt to supervise .suncssfuUv and to 'deliver tiie ^ooils" with the only kind of help
now availalile, at a co.st that makes f^ocMJ Imsiness and with
due reyard to the aspirations and interests of labor." The
foremen deal directly with the men and arc tiie vital points
of eontaet hetween the management and its emjjloyees. .And
yet, eomi)aratively little attention has Ik-ch given to tiieir
This is not because the wa)' to do it
selection or training.
has not been pointed out many times, but rather l)ecau.se of
a real lack of vision on the part of the higher officers in
A strikinu'
not recognizing the importance of so doing.
example of this twlay in the railroad field is the delay in
increasing the com])ensation of the fo#emen to a reasonal)]e
basis; true some roads have done so after long delays, but
many have still neglected to pay these men on an ade(|uate
basis.
The foremen in many cases are working under the
most disappointing conditions because of the lack of proper
.\s Mr. Calder said, "Lilx^ral, forward-looking
recognition.
not

fur

tluni

foromon,

not

or

for

nicn-ly

ownership and management inviting self-expression and selfdetermination on the part of the labor in its plants is even,'where handicapped toda}' l)y the unenergized and unenlightened foremen and minor executives who make the intimate
What can be done to enlarge
contacts with the workmen."
the vision and comprehension of those who are responsililc
for this condition?

Whatever opinions individuals ma}- hold as to the merits or
shortcomings of piece work and as to its efficiency compared to day work and other systems
After
of wage payment, makes little differPiece Work
ence so far as the railroads are concerned.
Rightly or wrongly piece
\Yhat?
work has l^een thrown out and is, for

—

Obviously, a
the time being at least, a thing of the past.
shop, enginehouse, or repair yard, organized on a piece work
basis, must be entirely reorganized in order to go back to a

The nature and the amount of the supershop ecjuipment, the records and accounting, and
many other things all have to be modified. It is rather
surprising that in the face of so revolutionary a change so
little has been done in pointing out the best solution to the

day work

basis.

vision, the

and

presenting constructive suggestions for
Unfortunately, the most disappointing
results have followed in many instances so far as the efficiency and output are concerned.
This is possibly excusable because of the strenuous conditions under which the
railroads have been operating since it became evident that
difficulty,

making

of

the change.

work w-as doomed. There are shops in this country
which have secured excellent results in operating on the dav
work Ixisis. There are men in the mechanical department
who can do much to help out in the present distressing
situation by way of advice and suggestions based on practical experience.
It would seem that an important part of
the program of the June mechanical conventions could
profitably be given over to the study and discussion of those
things that should be done in order to secure the greatest
possible efficiency on the part of the shop, enginehouse, and
repair yard forces under the new order of things.
As a
suggestion, what part should the more general introduction
of shop schedules play in this program?
How about introducing intensive educational methods for the men now on
the job, as well as the more general introduction of real
apprentice systems? How about the necessity of giving more
attention to the selection and training of foremen?
What
piece

changes or modifications should he made in the supervising
forces? What records should be used in order to afford the
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What
best means of checking the cfficiemy of the shop?
changes or mrxlifications should be made in the plant and
These are only a few of the <iuestions that
i(|uipnicnt?
might be di.scussed to advantage. An entire day (ould well
be devoted to these ([uestions and .surely no more imjjortant
|iroi)lem confronts the mechanical de|)artment at this time!

Deferred Maintenance and
the Labor Supply

MAW

LIKi:

public,
I

On

and

tiie

Without entering

of the suggestion itself
effect

<,ni;s TTO.NS

i)roposal recently

be restricted for
con.

uiiith tome before the
advanced that immigraa period of five years can Ik.- argued pro

IMI'OKTANI'

on the railroads.

it

is

into a discussion of the merits

pertinent to consider

With few

excejitions

it

its

probable

.seems to be

agreed that conditions will return to approximately normal in
That is to
this country within a few months at the outside.
say, it is confidently expected by the great majority that the
jieriod of uncertainty in wliich we are now living will soon
come to an end. When this time arrives, the countr}' is exIf
|)ectcd to enter upon a period of remarkable prosjierity.
this is the correct view it may not be an unmixed blessing
to the maintenance of way departments of the railroads.
Under normal conditions it is axiomatic that the volume of
maintenance work varies directly with the prosperity of the
The reason for this is plain. It is occasioned by
country.
the fact that the j)rosperity of the country goes hand in hand
\\'ith good times obtaining on
with that of the railroads.
the railroads, it has been the experience of the past that their
prosperity will be reflected in increased activities in nearly
It has also been the experience of
every line of endeavor.
the past that this general picking up in business is accompanied by brisk competition between employers, for both
skilled and unskilled labor, and a shortage of men is the
likely result.
In spite of this fact it is true that it is in these
prosperous times that the bulk of maintenance work is done
by the railroads for they then have the money and the work
is

urgent.

At the present time the railroads have a vast amount of
deferred maintenance.
One of the most important problems
facing them is to catch up with this work, and it seems to be
beyond doubt that it must be done in the prosperous times
If it is to be done then, it
that we are just approaching.
seems also to be beyond doubt, that, by comparison, past labor shortages will pale into insignificance compared with the
one we must expect to face.

The

statistics of

immigration support this view.

more than 1,200,000 immigrants came

into

this

In 1914
countr}-,

while the total for the next four years was nearly 200,000
le.ss.
By the beginning of 1918 immigration had so fallen
off that the net increase to our population from this source
during that year was only about 16,000. In the past we have
recruited maintenance of way forces largely from the immigrants reaching our shores, but these figures indicate that
for the present at least this source of supply is lost.
It has been estimated that a total of more than 12,000,000
men, in large part prospective immigrants, were either killed
or totally incapacitated during the war.
The loss of manpower among civilians during the war period has been at
least equal to the military loss.
Summed up, these losses in
the countries concerned are greatly in excess of the probable
loss from emigration during the same period if conditions had
been normal. This, coupled w'th the fact that there must be
a ereat demand for lal)or in repairing war damages, leads to
the conclusion that emigration from European countries will
be greatlv below normal for some }'ears to come.
Now if it is true that this country faces a period of prosperity and that employers may be expected to engage in keen

I

April

18,
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competition for the available labor with the principal source
of supply greatly depleted, it follows that the railways, particularly in the maintenance of way department, are facUnless all signs fail, mainteing a very serious problem.
nance of way officers must embark in the near future on the
biggest task which they have ever faced, that of overcoming
the vast amount of deferred maintenance, and doing it

shorthanded.

With

this prospect

before

them

it

is

hardly

possible that they can view with complacency the proposed
legislation to prevent immigration for a period of five years.
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Could not a
simple

meal be supplemented with a very
would not add greatly to the work
fjcrmit the traveler who wanted a

table d'hote

grill service that

in the kitchen, but yet
broiled steak or broiled chicken to take this instead of the
table d'hote meal?
This ought not to interfere at all with
the service of meals at specified times
5:30, 6:15 and 7:00

—

—

when

the dining car steward inquires the time which the traveler desires to have his meal
he could, at the same time, ask whether the table d'hote meal
or a steak or chicken from the grill was desired.
o'clock

for dinner, since

With only a little less rigidity and more imagination and
thought, the table d'hote service could, we believe, have been
made a success.

The Perplexing Dining Car Question
SHADES OF DIFFERENCES of Opinion about the way
dining cars ought to be run are infinite. A member of
the Railway Age staff recently had occasion to take at least
one meal a day on a dining car for a period of about two
weeks, and by far the worst served and poorest meal was on
the new a la carte service of a large railroad whose dining
car service has aimed at a high standard, which simply goes

THE

to

prove that no general conclusions can be drawn from

single instances.

few weeks, dining car service has been
from table d'hote back to a la carte,
and among men who have to spend a considerable part of
their time traveling, there appears to be a general expression
Yet the
of satisfaction in the return to the a la carte meal.
traveler cannot get as good a meal for $2.25 under the a la
carte system as he could for $1.25 with the table d'hote.
The able dining car steward under the table d'hote system could serve dinner to more than two complete cars
full of diners without confusion, with the food well cooked
and hot, table linen clean and waiters and cooks un-hurried.
This is not possible, apparently, under the a la carte system.
It is perfectly true that where a traveler was compelled to
take six or eight meals consecutively in dining cars, the
standard lunch and dinner got to be very tiresome, but is it
necessar}' to give up a right principle simply because in
trying it out it did not prove entirely satisfactory to that
class of travelers who, when they are not satisfied, know how
Would it not be far better
to make their complaints heard?
to stick to the correct principle and to so modify details as
to overcome the objections which were raised to the Railroad
Administration's table d'hote meals?
The first criticism that suggests itself to anyone who studies
the table d'hote system, introduced by the Railroad Admin-

During the

last

in a period of transition

istration, is in regard to the rigidity of the system.
Some
stewards were much more clever and diplomatic in carrying
out their instruction than others.
One, instead of inquiring
more or less peremptorily whether the traveler wanted dinner
at 5:30, 6:15 or 7 o'clock, made his inquiry sound more like
an invitation to be present at a little affair given by the railroad company; but even a natural diplomat like this man
could not vary from a set of hard and fast rules.
In some cases at least, one car served the same dinner and
the same lunch each day for a week.
In the shorter runs,
such as that between New York and Boston, this would seem
to be a mistake, since a man's chance of striking the same car,
if he made a round trip to Boston, is pretty good.
Furthermore, the variety as between different cars and different weeks
of the standard meal was conspicuous by its absence. There
are not simply two or three meats which can be served economically in a dining car; there are, as any hotel keeper
knows, a great variety of entrees or roasts. The practice of
giving the choice only between two meats at a meal was right,
but the lack of imagination in varying the form of meats
as between different days and different cars made for a
monotony on an extended trip or on frequent trips that was

bound

to react disastrously against the table d'hote system.

The Alaskan Government Railway
VKRV

i.nxLE ATTENTION

being paid by most people
fact that the government
is
engaged in the experiment of building a railway of
some importance in Alaska.
From the information available there is reason to believe that the conduct of this work
has been a decided credit to those who have it in charge.
Administered under the general supervision of Franklin K.
Lane, one of the ablest members of President Wilson's cabinet, and directed by a high grade engineering commission,
it is doubtful whether private hands could have prosecuted
the construction of this particular railroad with greater skill
or efficiency, except insofar as they would have Ijeen more
free from the red tape incidental to all government undertakings.
The fact that the line will ultimately cost more
than the $35,000,000 estimated before the war, is no reflection on the commission.
The conditions under which this project has been conducted are so entirely at variance with normal social and
political conditions in the United States that it means little
as a demonstration of the efficiency or inefficiency of government management under ordinary conditions. Rather, it
is simply an instance of what may be done by government
under political circumstances that permit of the unliampered
application of business methods.
In other words, it is a
the United

in

is

States to the

repetition in a minor way of what was done so admirably
on the Panama canal. Except for small settlements near the
two termini, the Alaskan Railway traverses an almost uninhabited region wliere there are no strong labor unions to deal
with, no estafilished financial, commercial or industrial interests that may seek to warp the plans of the commission to
suit their own selfish ends, and no established communities
with sufficient influence in national affairs to force unwarranted concessions in the way of extravagant sendee or
lavish expenditures for passenger stations, etc.
In other
words, the commission has been able to proceed with its plans
unhampered by the conditions usually surrounding public
work in the United States.
The fact is, however, that the people of at least one community along the location of this road have voiced their disapproval of the manner in which the affairs of the railroad
are being conducted. The Chamber of Commerce of Seward,
Alaska, has recently objected because snow slides have
obstructed the line during winter months and it has sent a
despatch to Washington to "urge the Alaskian Engineering
Commission be instructed to open its line at once for traffic
that sufficient funds be made available to put this
division (from Seward to Anchorage) in position to oper.

.

.

Any

public work or utility is subject to demands for
and improvements which are entirely out of all relation to revenue.
The only reason the government railwav in
Alaska has l>een able to proceed unhampered by such inter-

ate."

service

ference

is

that the possibility of the interference

onh- to a limited degree.

is

present

!
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Railroad Administration and

Government Price Fixing

WHEN

patient,

if

DISAGREE, ;uul nothing

seriously

ill,

is

fortunate

if

done, tlic
he docs not

is

tliis year, but to make up maintenance which
deferred from past years.
They also need coal,
although not so badly.
The price of rail was greatly advanced during the war,
owing to increased costs of manufacture and to other causes.
These increased costs were due to advances in wages and

tain tiu'ir tracks
liocn

There were also large increases
These also were due chiefly to advances in wages.
In the cases of both steel and coal, however, parts of the advances in prices were permitted in order
to enlarge production by enabling mills and coal mines to
operate wiiich could not have operated if prices had been
kept on a lower basis. The revenue laws were purposely so
framed that if low-cost concerns made too large profits the
greater part of the excess would be taken by the government
in the prices of materials.
in the prices of coal.

in taxes.
It was not assumed that price-fixing by the government
would be continued after the war ended. Certainly it would
not have been assumed that if it was continued prices which
had been fixed largely to stimulate maximum production
would be continued after the war need for maximum production in certain special lines was past.

After the signing of the armistice, however, the governitself confronted with some conditions which
The war ended sooner than anybody
were unexpected.
Organized labor demanded that the high
anticipated.
wages which had resulted from war conditions should be
made permanent, and the government supported it in this.
Large business concerns took the position that if wages stayed
But many business men refused
up, prices must stay up.
The result was, that into continue to pay the war prices.
dustrial activity began sharply to decrease and unemployment

ment found

to increase.

The government, through the Department of Commerce,
then created the Industrial Board, to bring about readjustments of prices in basic industries, such as coal and steel.
That board decided upon certain prices which it believed
the government departments should pay, and the producers
agreed to

The

beliind; .some of the steel mills arc being closed down; otliers
are working only part time; and men are being thrown out
of employment.
It is an old saying tiiat two wrongs never

made

DOCioRS

surcunib.
The railways need rail, and need it badly. They need
several millions of tons, not merely to enable them to mainlias
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sell for

those prices.

government departments in point of
It is
the Railroad Administration.
both the largest buyer of steel and the largest buyer of
largest of the

volume of purchases

is

And it refuses to buy at the prices
coal in the country.
The Industrial Board
proposed by the Industrial Board.
says it has investigated the costs of production, and that
Director General of
prices proposed are reasonable.
Railroads Hines says that in his opinion the prices are too
high, and therefore he will not pay them.
Who is right in this controversy? The Railway Age confesses that, although it has read the statements issued by
Since the
both sides, it is unable to form an opinion.
Industrial Board has investigated the subject and is con-

a riglit.
Here, however, is apparently a case where
two rights make a wrong.
This deadlock between two government departments, with
its sinister consequences, is another develo[)ment which will
hardly be used Ijy the advocates of government ownership
in their arguments as an example of tiie advantages of government management. Mr. Hines says, in effect, that the
producers of steel and coal are trying to "hold up" the railways because they are in the hands of the government and
the taxpayers have to pay the bill.
Chairman Peek of the
Industrial Board says flatly that the Railroad Administration
is trying to use the power of monopoly that its control of
most of the railways gives it to force down prices unfairly.
And Ijotli of them are acting in an official capacity for the
government
The public wants to see prices paid for rails and coal
wliich will be sufficient to yield reasonable profits on the
basis of existing wages to as many steel mills and coal
mines as are needed in order to enable the United States
to produce as much steel and coal as will be needed under
normal conditions to supply our own demands and to do a
substantial export business.
The prices paid should not be
based on the costs of either the highest cost or the lowest
cost concerns, but on a mean between these extremes.
The
Railroad Administration should not use its monopoly power
to force prices down unduly.
If it does, wages will and must
be reduced in consequence, thus defeating one of the principal policies of the administration.
On the other hand,
manufacturers (and precisely the same thing is true of
labor) should not be allowed to hold up the railways merely
If the
because they are in the hands of the government.
Railroad Administration was a little stiffer in dealing with
labor, its consistency in dealing so stiffly with the manufacturers, who have labor problems of their own, would be
less open to question.
And meantime, we repeat, the railways need millions of
tons of rail and need them badly, and the business of the
country is being injured and thousands of men are being
thrown out of emplo}ment while the government departments at Washington continue to disagree. The government is hardly giving a perfect demonstration of the way the
problems of reconstruction should be handled.

New

Books

Proceedings of the American Railway Bridge and Building Association.
Edited hy C. A. Lichty, secretary, 228 page's.
Illustrated, 6 in. by 9 in. Bound in paper and cloth. Published by the Association, C. A. Lichty, secretary, 143 Waller
Ave., Austin Station, Chicago. Price, $1.

the

vinced that the prices are reasonable, it undoubtedly is right
in insisting upon the Railroad Administration paying them.
Since Director General Hines is solely responsible for the
management of the railroads, and since he has investigated
the subject and feels sure the prices are too high, he is undoubtedly within his rights, and even performing his duty
in insisting that the prices shall be reduced.
But while these two departments of the same government
are thus disagreeing, no rails are being ordered for the rail-

—

roads.

Railway maintenance

is

getting farther

and farther

This volume contains the Proceedings of the twenty-eighth
annual convention of the American Railway Bridge & Building Association, which was held in Chicago on October
The reports presented at this meeting were
15-17, 1918.
unusually practical in character and reflected the strenuous
times through which maintenance of way men were passing
last year.
Among the reports of special value are those on
the Repairing and Strengthening of Old Masoruy; Sources
of Railway Water Supply; Wooden Tanks, and Bridge
Several papers were also presented
Decks, and Guards.
which were of unusual value. These papers included one
on Essential Work, by C. A. Morse, assistant director of the
Division of Operation of the United States Railroad Administration, and another on the subject of Carrynng Bridges
Over, by C. F. Loweth, chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Steamship Feltore Receiving Load of Locomotive Parts Direct

From

Pier

Radical Departure in Loading Ocean Freighters
Erie Railroad Utilizes Existing Equipment in Handling 50

Locomotives Direct from Pier to Ship
LOADING
shipment
50 locomotives
THE SUCCESSFUL
hold of an ocean
without the use of
of a

into the

of

liner

which was accomplished this week, marks a
and important step in the development of New
York harbor, being the first time the direct loading from
pier to ship of freight of the character described had ever been
The work was done with the standard pier
ittempted here.
;quipment and no special preparations were necessary for its
iccomplishment.
It had never been attempted because of
ht well founded impression that damage to fixed equipment
This impression is based on the fact that
(vould result.
n many ships the hatches do not have sufficient area
lighters,

significant

:o

permit free passage to packages

with the result that forcing

methods

of

large

in loading

more time is required to transfer the cargo from the
barges by the floating equipment than to load the barges by
the pier ecjuipment the importance of the new departure as an
cent

economic measure

is

still

more evident,

to say nothing of

dimensions,
have had to

That is to say, large packages often become
wedged in the hatchway and when pried loose would drop
ind shift quickly, setting up strains sufficient to break rigid
equipment.
When such freight is loaded from lighters and
forcing methods are resorted to, the strains are greatly reduced
be resorted to.

because of the free movement of the lighter in the water.
The freighter Feltore is of the single deck type with hinged
batches extending across the ship for almost its full width.
For this reason this ship is particularly adapted for such
methods of loading. This shipment, and several thousand

pig iron, were loaded during the week direct from
at Weehawken, N. J., and by eliminating the use of barges, tugs and lighters, commonly required
for work of this character, the expense of loading was ma:erially decreased.
Most important of all, however, was the
:ons of

Erie Railroad pier

H

saving of time.

Following usual methods, the ship would have been
anchored off shore and the cargo moved from the pier by
Then from the barges the
cranes and loaded on to barges.
:argo would have been transferred to the hold of the vessel
As no more time is reby the usual lighterage methods.
quired to load the ships direct from the piers than to place
the cargo on to barges, the economy of the direct loading is
apparent.
When it is considered that approximately 50 per
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Half

End

Elevation of Pier

the benefits and savings accruing from the release of the
floating equipment, thus making it available for other service.
The 50 locomotives were delivered unassembled to the pier
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in

21IU

motive
4-t«)n

\hv

tar.>i.

l)()ilcr>;.

iali.«>,

I

1

4

Io.kU wrri'

c;ir

-ton liiulir

Idii (irivTr.s

and

laiiii.s,

made up

of JO-toii lout

IJ-ton hKomotivc fraino,

.>-ton cylinders.

Durini: llu- fir.st day 1'' of the 2()-ton l)oilers win- lo.ulid
in seven hours, a ijcle being completed in about 12 minuti>.
After the seven liours the loading of i)oilers had to he dis

continued whili' smaller cargo, chiefly pig iron, was placed

The |)ig iron was
and did not interfere with the operation of the pier equipment, then engaged in loading tender
tanks and other locomotive [)arts.
I'Vom the time-studies
to |)revent

shifting of the larger units.

loailed with ship's crane

i'iir
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II

i>

of the o|)en t\|)e wilh timber

(

onslrui tion.

It

is

wide and 1, ()()() ft. long, providing space for live railroad tracks, which e.xtend the full length of the jiier, and
iiave a lomljined capacity for 200 cars, and for two gantry
tracks.
The center line of railroad track No. A coincides
wilh tlu center line of the pier. The two tracks (in the scjuth
side of the pier and the two (in the north .side are s|)aced on
12 ft. centers.
The di.stance from the center line of track
No. .) to the center line of adjoining tra(ks is 16 ft., and the
distance from the centers of outside tracks to the edges of the
.SO

fi.

made

will apparently require four days to load the entile
it
shipment of locomotives, the speed of loading lieing controlled
by the capacity of the ship's facilities for handling the cargo

delivered to

As

it

irv'

the pier e(iui|)meiit.

the cargo could not

l)e loaded on to barges in less time
than is required to load it into the ship the initial sav'ug
by the new method is four days. The time which would be
required to transfer the load from barges to the shi]) would
depend on tiie location of tiie shi]) in reference to the pier

Type

pier

of

is

Gantry Crane Used. Pier Is Equipped With Three
Ten-Ton and One 20-Ton Cranes

12

ft.

The gage

the outside rail of each

of the gantry track

track 4

ft.

is

28

feet.,

with

from the edge of the

pier.

The pier equipment comprises four electric traveling portal
gantry cranes consisting of one 20-ton and one 10-ton crane
operating on the south side of the pier, and two 10-ton
cranes operating on the north side.
The vertical clearance
between the top of the gantr}- rails and the boom in its lowest
position is 55 ft., an amjile distance to clear the side of any
vessel.

All of the cranes have a vertical or hook lift of 90 ft.,
ft. below the level of the crane rails to 60
ft. above.
They all have a rotating movement giving them
a working radius of 48 ft. 6 in., permitting each crane to
load or unload cars on any track and to reach 30 ft. -6 in.
beyond the edges of the pier.
Three of the cranes have a maximum capacity of 10 net]
These have a hoisting speed for loads up to five tonsj
tons.
of 220 ft. per min., and for loads above five tons to ten|
tons of 110 ft. per min. The rotating speed is three revolutions per min. and the traversing speed is 150 ft. per min.
The capacity of the main hoist of the fourth crane is 20 net
tons and that of the au.xiliary hoist 5 net tons.
For loads
up to 5 tons the hoisting speed is 220 ft. per min., and from'

ranging from 30

The Box Contains a Tender Tank and Weighs 14 Tons.
The Picture Shows the Box Suspended Over the Cars
on the Pier Preparatory to Swinging
the

and cannot be arrived

Ship's

It

Over

Side

at definitely.
As a comparison, howbe said that the estimated time for transferring
a 20-tGn locomotive boiler from a barge to a ship is about
one hour as compared with the 22 minutes mentioned above.
In other words, the time required to load from the pier to
the ship is more than 50 per cent less than that required to
load from the barge.

ever,

it

may

|

I

This
5-ton loads to 20 tons the speed is 55 ft. per min.
crane has a rotating speed of two revolutions per min. and

April

18,

1919
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a traversing speed of 100 ft. per min.
All of the cranes have
a longitudinal movement for the entire length of the pier.
Each crane is equipjjed vvitli three electric motors, one each
for traversing the crane; rotating the jib; raising and lowering the load and raising and lowering the jib. These motors

983

A 25-hp. fully enclosed motor located on the portal and
connected through cut steel gears to one wheel at each [mrtal
|)rovides an equal tractive effort for traversing the machine
irrespective of the direction of the wind.
The motor is
equ pped with a drum type controller located in the cab.
Whenever the power circuit is opened, by accident or by the
operator, a magnetic brake provided on the armature shaft
of the motor automatically stops the traveler.
The operator's cab is so located on the crane that the
operator may have a plain view of the operations at all times.
The cab is heated electricall}'.
The hoist motor consi.sts of an 81-hp. open mill tyi)e motor
connected through cut steel gearing to a cast iron drum hoist.
.\ magnetic brake on the armature shaft of the motor automatically acts to hold the load whenever the power circuit
is o])en.
In addition, an H. & P. standard brake and friction
dutch is provided in the drive to disconnect the hoisting drum
nd hold it stationary while raising or lowering the jib. The
combined brake and clutch is so constructed that the brake
will l)e nonnally set and the clutch released.
The clutch is
set and the brake released by means of a solenoid.
The controller for the hoisting engine is of the magnetic
c

contactor type

and gives

either

power or dynamic braking,

whidiever may be necessary for lowering the empty hook
without any shift of the controller hanclle.
Limit switches
.lutomatically prevent overhoist of the load.

Box Containing Tender Tank Being Lowered Into the
Ship's Hold. The Largest Parts Placed in This Manner
Were the Boilers Which Weighed 20 Tons
wound direct current machines, and
each one is protected by overload relays mounted on a panel
in the crane cab.
The cranes are mounted on equalizing structural steel
are all 230-volt series

The crane jib is hinged and is raised or lowered by a
heavy forged steel screw running in bronze nuts connected
to the top chord of the jib through steel links.
Limit
switches limit the travel of the boom in each direction.
The rotary movement is effected by a 33-hp. crane type
motor connected through steel gearing to a heavy steel gearing
bolted to the top of the portal.
The motor is equipped with
a drum type controller located in the cab and a magnetic
brake on the annature shaft of the motor automaticallv stops
rotation whenever the power circuit is opened.

This Type of Ship with a Single Deck and Large Hinged Hatches Is Particularly Well Adapted to This Method of Loading
trucks, one 2-wheel truck being provided

under each of the
four corners of the portal. The truck connection to the portal
structure is flexible, thus equalizing the load on lioth wheels

The control equipment for operating the crane consists of
drum controllers for the travel, and the rotating motors and
a master controller for the hoist motor.
The latter is pro-

at each corner.

vided with an auxiliar\- interlock having three positions, (1)
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providing for opcriiliug the hoist engine; (2) for raising the
lKH)k; and (.>) for lowering the boom.
Kledric power lor tiie oju-ration of tlic iriiiu- motors is
brouglit to a .<uli-station hxated near tlie sliore end of the
pier

on

a

two-piiase,

four-wire,

2,300-volt

circuit.

This

transformed to six-pliase, 16,vvolt alternating curn-nt liv two 10,^-kva. transformers and a rotary converter is
used to change this to 250-volt direct current power for the
The rotary converter is a General Electric
crane motors.
type HC'C, six-pole, 20()-k\v. machine, running at 1,200 r.p.m.
The maximum rated current capacity of the rotary con-

power

is
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region, jjy circular S00-14-SA669, announces that beginning with April 1 jjijls for repairs to cars and engines
belonging to non-federal roads the "short lines"
are to
be made on the basis of actual cost of ]ai)or and materials,
plus 15 per cent, with 10 i)er cent added to the total to
cover .superintendence and accounting.
Material furnished
by the road owning the car or locomotive is to \)c billed to
the road making the repairs, which, in turn, should re-bill
it at the same rate plus 15 per cent for handling.
Proper
credit is to lie allowed for scrap at current prices.
Kedaiiialion of Scrap.
Tlic regional director. Eastern
region, by circular 2900-99A-670 calls attention to carelessness in tlie gathering and sale of .scrap material.
Scrap
material has been sold without assortment, and new articles,
available for immediate use, have iiecn sold as scrap.
Federal managers arc called upon to review the instructions and

ern

—

—

—

regulations
est

po.ssib!e

now

existing in order to

care

is

exercised,

make

and

sure that the great-

to take

any action that

may

be found necessary to insure that the sorting, reclamation and sale of the scrap is being properly and economically
liandled.

—

Rental Charges for Cars and Engines.
The Southern
regional director, answering a question, says that it is the
intention that the schedule of rental charges shall apply to
equipment loaned by federal controlled railroads to independently operated railroads, or to contractors or other outside parties, where, in the judgment of the federal manager^
it is proper to lend such equipment.
Tax on Telegrams. The regional director. Eastern region^
by circular 2002-14A677, advises federal managers that ontelegrams sent under a contract between a railroad company and a telegraph company, which provides for an interchange of services, for which no charges are made, there
is no federal tax, provided the messages relate exclusively to
the business of the railroad company. This is the substance
of a decision by J. E. Walker, deputy commissioner of the
treasury department.
Victory Liberty Loan.
The regional director. Eastern
region, by circular 1500-1-7 A679, announces, for the benefit
of all railroad officers and employees, the terms of the Victory Liberty Loan notes.
Requests for Statistical Data.
The Eastern regional

—

The Crane's Boom Was Not Long Enough

to Reach the
Off-Pier Side of the Ship and to Place the Boxes on this
Side the Ship's Hoisting Apparatus Was Used to

Pull

Them

to the Side as

Shown

in the Picture

is 800 amperes.
Momentary loads put upon it by the
crane motors are frequently as high as 1,600 amperes, but
the converter takes care of these without difficulty.
A duplicate machine, however, has been placed on the floor of the
sub-station, which will be connected in a short time to take
care of excessive loads and to provide for emergencies and
repairs to the other machine.
A third rail is provided for
carni'ing the direct current power to the crane.
The crane
and electrical equipment on the pier were furnished by Heyl
& Patterson, Inc., of Pittsburgh, Pa.

verter

Orders of Regional Directors

—

WAR

Department Posters. -The regional director.
Eastern region, in a circular dated April 9, authorizes
the posting in station waiting rooms of
advertisements of the War Department, not over 28 in. x
38 in., calling for volunteers, for service in the regular army,
to relieve drafted men now in service in Europe.
Pullman Passes for Ticket Sellers. The regional director.
Eastern region, by circular dated April 9, notifies federal
managers that requests of ticket office employees for Pullman car passes should be made through the same channel as
requests for railroad transportation.
This supersedes the
former custom under which the Pullman Company granted
such passes on requests from tlie ticket agent in charge of
the office where the applicant was employed, granting the

—

—

—

by circular 1801-118A678, advises federal managers what should and what should not be done in dealing
with requests for statistical data presented by other branches
of the government and by private parties.
Such information
should be given only where it is in the interest of the public
The Geological Survey is to be furnished with
to do so.
statements of the number of cars of coal and other minerals
shipped, and the Bureau of Standards may be told the designation and location of track scales, and the number of test
As to a great variety of recars owned by the railroads.
quests no exact rule can be laid down, but ordinarily any information which has been compiled by a railroad for its owna
director,

purposes, or for the government, may be given out, if the federal manager deems it in the public interest.
Grain Embargo. Supplement 22 to Circular 34 of the
Northwestern regional director similar to Circular 197 of
the Southwestern regional director {Railway Age, April 11,

—

page 942).

Army Appeal

Posters.

— Supplement

3 to Circular 169 of

the Central Western regional director authorizes the display
of War Department posters calling for recruits for the regular

army.

The Southwesten

regional director, in Circular 201,

issues similar instructions.

Marking

— Supplement

of Cotton.
regional

Southwestern

director

1

orders

to

Order 182 of the
uncompressed

that

em-

cotton or cotton linters must not be accepted at way stations
unless, in addition to the shipping marks, there is firmly

ployee handled Pullman tickets without extra compensation.
Repairs of Short Line Cars. The regional director. East-

attached to each bale a waterproof shipping tag showing the
name of shipper, point of origin, consignee and destination.

free transportation in consideration of the fact that the

—

Train Employees Granted

Wage

Increase

Four Hundred Thousand Men are Affected; Total Increase
Estimated About $60,000,000
INCREASES in wages foF the train service employees, which, with orders issued this week giving increases to the dining car and sleeping car employees,

GENERAL

estimated by the Railroad Administration to amount
about $67,500,000 a year, were ordered by Director
General Hines on April 11, retroactive to January 1, 1919.
This would make the increase for the train and engine emwas
It
ployees somewhat over $60,000,000 a year.
announced that the order was issued in pursuance of
proceedings begun in September, 1918, for the purare
to

pose of putting the wages of train and enginemen on a basis

which will give them the benefit of the same principles that
by the Railroad Administration during the
war and that were applied to practically all other classes of
These adjustments involve approximately
railroad labor.
-were established

CAN'T

J.

cive

vou

Copyright, 1919, N.

Y.

Tribune, Inc.

(Used by permission)

The Star Boarder
400,000 men and are based on recommendations

of

the

Board of Wages and Working Conditions. The orders allow time and one half for overtime after eight hours in yard
service, while the question of time and one half for overtime
in road sqfvice insisted on by the brotherhoods, together with
collateral questions affecting the schedules, has been referred to Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1, made up of

four representatives

of

managements and four repreThis was done on recommenWages and Working Conditions. It
the

sentatives of the brotherhoods.

dation of the Board of
was erroneously stated in last week's issue that this question
had been referred to the latter board.
Director General Hines authorized a statement explaining
that this step practically completes what can properly be

termed the war c\cle of wage increases to railroad labor and
recounting the procedure which the Railroad Administration has adopted throughout the war in dealing with its wage
problems.
The first increases were made in General Order
No. 27 issued on May 25, 1918, by Director General McAdoo, and based on recommendations made Ijy the Railroad
Wage Commission. To take such supplemental action as
might be necessary to complete the readjustment of wages,
the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions was
created, consisting of three representatives of railroad

man-

agements and three representatives of railroad labor organizations.
This board took up in turn the various classes of
labor and its recommendations were considered by the directors of the Division of Operation and Labor and were
then acted upon by the director general. As a result of this
procedure practically all classes had received the necessary
supplemental consideration and treatment at the time of the
signing of the armistice, but the recommendation of the board
as to the train and enginemen was not submitted until December 21.
When the report of the Board of Railroad Wages and
Working Conditions on the readjustment for employees in
train and engine service was made, the statement says, the
director general was faced with the following alternatives:
To refuse to make any readjustments whatever be( 1 )
cause of the present unsatisfactory condition of railroad revenues in spite of the fact that this class of employees had
reason to expect readjustments because of readjustments
which had already been made for other classes of employees.
To establish relative justice between the various
(2)
classes by cutting down the wages established for the other
classes during the war.
To make readjustments proportional with those
(3)
which had been made for other employees.
Of these three possibilities the director general is satisfied
that only the last was practicable and just and he therefore
adopted it.
The statement continues in part as follows:
"Since the order now made as to train and enginemen and
the orders about to be made as to dining car and sleeping car
employees will establish in the opinion of the Railroad Administration a fair equalization on the basis of the standards
adopted during the war by the Railroad Administration, it
will of course be understood that the cycle of war adjustments
is thus completed and that further wage questions will naturally be dealt with only in the light of conditions hereWhile the foregoing deals with all classes of
after arising.
employees whose wages are part of railroad operating expenses, it is also true that the wages of express employees
have not yet received final consideration and action.
"In this connection some points regarding wages of railroad employees in train and engine service should be remembered in view of the mistaken belief that they are

unusually highly paid.

In the report of the Lane wage com-

mission, the following statement was made:
"It has been a somewhat popular impression that railroad
employees were among the most highly paid workers. But
figures gathered from the railroads disposed of this belief.

Fifty-one per cent of all employees during December, 1917,
month or less. And 80 per cent received
$100 per month or less. Even among the locomotive engineers, commonly spoken of as highly paid, a preponderating
number receive less than $170 per month, and this compensation they attained by the most compact and complete orreceived $75 per
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".iMi/alioii.

hi'lwirii

month.

tluTi-

nun

ilii'

a full appri'i

j.;ra(U'.>;

till'

iiuliiikd

i.>i

iniplovi'fs (r\i

(lO.OOO

will)

h.iiiillcil

\aliif.

liuliiiL;

ri'H'ivinj;

k's.>i

tliaii

oftuials)

and

i;ili()ii

of all .stratc^it

from $150

to

$200

j)it

of all

tin-

thn-i'

jx-r ii-nt

tlu'si'

ajjuro^jali' k'.-> tliaii

out of a ^rMnl total of 2,000,000.

liiyhcr paid

favoraMf

nu'n in train

and

i'nj.;iiu'

sorviir rraili

ri'acli llu'

only aftiT long \c'ars of si'rvicc.
nu-n who through tlu' oprration of tin.' si'niorit\' rule
hiulur .^rados and in-ttor paid positions and tluTi-hy

attain the

,t;oal

ilu'ir

riu'\' art-

onerous trade.

women and
'J'lieir

work

|)o.sition

of a

lifi-'s

To

iliildren
is

at

work

in

an honorable and oxceoding
men,

their care are entrusted the lives of

all

and the protection of valuable proi)erty.
hours of ihe day and night and it is

exposed to all sorts of weather.
"Employee's in engine and
service) jierform nearly all their

train

service

(except

yard

work awa)- from home, and

a greater pro|>ortion of their individual living ex|)ensc is incurred away from liome. but no compensation for this item
has ever licen granted to this class of employees, and the expense ranging ju'rhaps from $.>0 to $45 a month is paid out
of the employees' wages.
"The train and enginemen earnestly insist that they
.should be paid time and a half for overtime in road service
(instead of prorata overtime) for any excess time due to a
failure to maintain a .sf^eed of 20 miles per hour in passenger service and 12^-2 miles an hour in road service,
claiming that tliis is strictly analogous to the allowance of
punitive overtime after eight hours in work which is paid for
The railroad managements, howexclusively by the hour.
ever, strenuously insist that there is no such analogy, because
they say that work on the road is in the nature of piece work,
also that the higher speed in freight service is frequently not
economic and hence the failure to make it ought not to be
penalized, and also that the employees while on the road cannot be under strict supervision, and can largely influence the
time consumed and the speed of their trains. The Board of
Railroad Wages and ^^'orking Conditions recommended that
this question be submitted to a bi-jiartisan board of eight,
i.
e., four representatives of the managements and four representatives of labor for a thorough study and report on this
question.
This course will be pursued, and the question will
\)e submitted to Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1, which
is made up of four representatives of the managements and
four representatives of labor. Effective steps will be taken to
secure the promptest possible action upon this matter.
"The orders now issued allow- time and a half after eight
hours for overtimein yard service (which is strictly an hourly

employment).
"This action upon the wages of train and enginemen
leaves only two relatively small classes of railroad employees
yet to be dealt with in the completion of the

war

cycle of

wage

adjustments, these two classes l:)eing the dining car employees
and the sleeping car employees.
"It is estimated that if railroad labor throughout the war
year 1918 had been paid the wages actually established by
the end of December, 1918, (working the same hours and
under the same conditions that they actually worked during
the year) the wage increase in operating expenses for the year
would have been $754,811,000 in excess of what the wage
increases have been if (and this is an impossible assumption) the work could have been performed throughout the
year for the low wages prevailing on January 1, 1918. If in
addition the train and enginemen had been paid throughout
1918 the wages now established and the dining car and sleeping car employees had been paid the wages which are about
to be established
(and the police forces had been paid
throughout 1918 the wages recently establi-shed for them), the
additional increases on these accounts would have been about
$67,500,000. Attempting thus to measure the matter by the
labor actually performed during the calendar year 1918, the
total increase in wages growing out of the war conditions
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ind till roulting jjoiiiies I'irmI)' e.^labli^lud during the war
by the Railroad .Adminislratioii (and iiKluiling the wage increases now being and alxait to be made to (ompleti- the war
(yde). would have been $822,.i 1,000, due however in substantial |)art to the excess hours and to the inexperienced lal)()r which came about on account of the war.
(The actual
iiK rease during the calendar year 1918 was only about $58.5,000.000 because many of the sui)|)lemental increases did not
take effect until the latter |)art of the year.)
It is anticipated
that through tile elimination of overtime which will be unnecessary under [leace conditions and through ability to regain
experienced employees who were lost during the war, the total
•

I

increase in wages would be substantially less on the same
volume of Ijusiness than the foregoing lia.scd on the calenrlar
\ear 1918 would indicate, and of course the increase will
be less if the volume of business is less.
".\s a result of the wage levels established and jjrinciples
apj)lied pricjr to the signing of the armistice to practically all

classes of lalxir, and as a result of the unusually
thorough study of the rates of pay proposed for the train and
enginemen, the present orders, known as Suj^plements Nos.
15 and If) to General Order No. 27, have been issued.
"A fair illustration of the suJjstantial effect of these supjilements is suggested by the following comparison, which
compares the rates of pay in effect immediately prior to federal control with the new- rates of pay, a large part of the
indicated increases having been made, however, by General
Order No. 27, which was issued in May, 1918:

other

C'liMPAHisoN

"! Rates*

Now

1917

Service
r

Occupations

Average
(Permontli)

Conductors...

$135.00 to $165.00
71.50to 105.00
68.75 to
90.00
(I'erdav)

baggagemen..

I

P-is-cncer "'^ Brakenien
1

-

Engineers

Firemen
f

l-rj.n,],,

I

1

Conductors.
r.rakemen
Kngineers.
.

..

.

.

[Firemen
Conductors...
Brakenien
1 Engineers
[l-iremen
r

x-^rrl

I

'

ordered
Increase
.Xverage
Average
(Permt),)
$180.00
$15.00 to $45.00
124.80
120. CO

19.80 to
30.00 to

53.30
51.25

(Perdav)

$4.47
2.98

$5.79
4.31

1.33

4,09
2.73

5.40

1.31
1.35
1.31
1.48

5.53
3.33

3.87
3.47
4.20
2.72

4.08
6.64
4.81
5.33
5.00
5.72
4.25

$1.32

1.46
1.53
1.52
1.53

^Hec.Tuse of the wide variety of rates it is impossible to do other than
^Iiow tile increases on the average: ignoring both maximum ami minimum
rates.

"In the East 60 per cent of the passenger conductors,
Ijrakemen and baggagemen are now receiving the higher rate
and will get the less increase as shown ab-ove. In the \A'est
and South 80 per cent receive the higher rate and will get
the less increase.

"The comparisons given

are between the new rates and the
immediately prior to federal control. A large
part of the increases have already been made !)}• General
Order No. 27, issued in May, 1918.'"

rates in effect

Order for Enginemen
Sujiijlement Xo. 15 to general order No. 27 provides as
follows:
Effective January 1. 1919, except as otherwise provided
herein, as to employees herein named, the following rates of
pay and rules for overtime and working conditions upon
railroads in federal operation are hereby ordered:
(b) In short turn-around passenger service, the earnings
from mileage, overtime or other rules applicable, for each
(lay service is performed, sliall he not less than $6.00 for enI
ijineers and $4.25 for firemen.
(c) Engineers, firemen or helpers employed on electric
'ocomotives in passenger service to be paid the rates shown
In the
in preceding table, based upon weight on drivers.
application of the rates for various driver weights in electric
locomotve service, the total weight on drivers of all unit.s
operated by one engine crew shall be the basis for establish-

the rate,
Electric car service, whether operated in multiple unit
or single unit, to be paid minimum rate in preceding table.
in,g

id)
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molor cars used in passenger service operated under
by engineers, regardless of whether operated by
gasoline, steam, electricity, or other motive power, to be paid
in preceding table.
rate
minimum
(f) The term "helper" as used in this order will be under(e)

All

train rules

987

for firemen shall be added to the through freight rates, according to class of engine; miles over 100 to be paid for pro
rata.

(c)

The term "helper"

as used in this order will be under-

1-REIGHT SERVICE

PASSEXGER SERVICE.
.\RTicLE

I

—

(a)

Engineers,
Steam, electric

Rates of Pay

or other power

l-'iremen

Engineers
r
VVcisIn

en

•-

^

Coal

Day Mile

Day

Per
Mile
c.

Less tlian SO. 000 lb
80,000 to 100,000 Ih
100.000 to 140.000 lb
140,000 to 170,000 lb
170,000 to 200.000 lb
20(1,000 to 250,000 lb
250,000 to .MO.OOO lb
300.000 to 350.000 lb
350,000 to 400,000 lb
400,000 to 450.000 lb
450,0no to 500,000 lb
SOC.OOO lb. and over
Mallet-,

res ;ariJ!e>,

..f

wt..

5.60
5.60
5.6S
5.76
5.S4
5.92
6.00
6.08
6.16
6.24
6.32
6.40
6.60

5.68
5.76
5.84
5.92
6.0G
6.08
6.16
6.24
6.32
6.40
6.60

4.16
4.32
4.40
4.48
4.48
4.56
4.64
4.72
4.80

4.00
4.08
4.16
4.32
4.40
4.48
4.48
4.56
4.64
4.72

.20

4.00
4,00
4.00
4.16
4.24
4.32
4.32
4.40
4.48
4.56
4.64
4.72
5.00

Per

Per

Day Mile

1.11

$
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.16
4.24
4.32
4.32
4.40
4.48
4.56
4.64
4.72
5.00

c.

4,00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.16
4.16
4.16
4.16
4.32
4.32
4.32

$
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.16
4.16
4.16
4.16
4.32
4.32
4.32

Stood to mean the second man employed on electric locomotives or other than steam power.

Less than 80,000 lb
80, COO to lOU.OOO Ih
100,000 to 140,000 lb
140,000 to 170,000 lb
170.000 to 200,000 lb
200,000 to 250,000 lb
250,000 to 300,000 lb
300,000 to 350,000 lb
350,000 and over
Mallets less than 275,000 lb.
.Vlallets 275,000 lb. and over
*Oil

differential

engine.

ARTICLE III— Overtime
Engineers, firemen and helpers on short turn-around
passenger runs, no single trip of which exceeds 80 miles, including suburban and branch line service shall be paid overtime for all time actually on duty, or held for duty, in e.xcess
of eight hours (computed on each run from the time required
to report for duty to the end of that run) within 10 consecutive hours: and also for all time in excess of 10 consecutive
hours computed continuously from the time first required
to report to the final release at the end of the last run. Time
shall be counted as continuous service in all cases where the
inter\al of release from duty at any point does not exceed
one hour.
This rule applies regardless of mileage made.
For calculating overtime under this rule the management
may designate the initial trip.
(b) Engineers, firemen and helpers on other passenger runs
shall be paid overtime on a speed basis of 20 miles per hour
computed continuously from the time required to report for
duty imtil released at the end of the last run.
Overtime shall be computed on the basis of actual overtime
worked or held for duty, except that when the minimum day is
paid for the service performed, overtime shall not accrue until
the expiration of five hours from the time- of first reporting for
(a)

rule exists, such rule

c.

$

6.08
6.16
6.24
6.48
6.64
6.80
6.94
7.08
7.28
7.78

6.08
6.16
6.24
6.48
6.64
6.80
6.94
7.08
7.28
7.78
8.00

8.00

c.

4.24
4,32
4.48
4.64
4.80
4.96
5.12
5.28
5.44
5.44
5.75

Day

Per
Mile

Per

Day

c.
$
$
4.24
4.24
4.24
4.32 4.24 4.24
4.32
4.48
4.32
4.64
4.48
4.48
4.80
4.64
4.64
4.96 *4.80 *4.80
5.12
5.12
5.12
5.28
5.28
5.28
5.44
5.44
5.44
5.44
5.44
5.44

5.75

5.75

Helpers
Electric

Oil

Per

Per
Mile

Per

Day
$

c.

4.24
4.24
4.24
4.24
4.24
4,40
4.40
4.40
4,40

4.24
4.24
4.24
4.24
4.24
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40

5.75

engines weighing over 215,000

lb.

on

drivers.

Stood to

mean

the second

tives or other than

(a)

Where

man employed on

electric

locomo-

steam power.

may

be retained, in which event this section will not apply.
Where the provisions of this section for continuous time
on turn-around runs of over 80 miles one way, change existing overtime rules, the effective date will be April 10, 1919;
otherwise January 1, 1919.
(c) Overtime in all passenger service shall be paid for on
the minute basis at a rate per hour of not less than oneeighth of the daily rate herein provided, according to class of
engine.

FREIGHT SERVICE
ARTICLE IV— Rates of Pay
firemen and helpers in through
(a"l Rates for engineers,
and irregular freight, pusher, helper, mine run or roustabout,
belt line or transfer, work, wreck, construction, snow-plow,
circus trains, trains established for the exclusive purpose of
handling milk, and all other unclassified service shall be as
follows:
(b) For local or way-frei,ght ser\ice, 52 cents per 100
miles or less for engineers and 40 cents per 100 miles or less

rates

below those for coal-burning locomotives

are provided in this order for oil-burning locomotives, they
shall apply only on the railroads where differentials have
heretofore existed.
(b) If a type of locomotive js introduced on a railroad
which formerly was not in use on that railroad, and the rates
herein provided are less than those in effect on other roads
in the territory the rates of the other roads shall be applied.
(c) Road engineers, firemen and helpers required to perform a combination of more than one class of road service
during the same trip will be paid at the rate and according to
the rules governing each class of service for the time or miles
engaged in each, but will be paid for the entire trip not less
than a minimum day at the highest rate applying for any class
of service performed during such trip.
When two or more locomotives of different weights on
drivers are used during a trip or day's work, the highest rate
applicable to any engine used shall be paid for the entire day
or trip.

ARTICLE VI
Wherever

power is installed as a substitute
for steam, or is now operated as a part of their system on
any of the tracks operated or controlled by any of the railelectric or other

roads, the locomotive engineers shall have preference for
positions as engineers or motormen, and locomotive firemen
for the positions as firemen or helpers on electric locomotives; but these rights shall not operate to displace any men
holdin,g such positions on the date of issuance of this order.

ARTICLE

duty.

more favorable overtime

Day

Per
Mile

ARTICLE V

miles or less (straight-away or turn-around)
five hours or less, except as provided in Article III, Section
(a), shall constitute a day's work, miles in excess of 100 will
be paid for at the mileage rate provided, according to class of

a

Per

not to apply on

ARTICLE II— Basic Day
One hundred

Where

,

Per
Mile

drivers

Coal

•^

,

Weight

Per

Day

>,

,

Helpers
Electric

Oil

!)r

Mile

l''iremen
'^

f'
,

^

(a)

In

all

VII

— Basic Day and Overtime
IV (except
more favorable condition

classes of service covered by Article

where under mileage schedules

a

hours or less (straight-away
or turn-around) shall constitute a day's work; iniles in excess
of miles required for a minimum day will be paid at the mileage rates provided, according to class of engine or other
power used.
(b) Where there is no existing agreement regarding oxertime provisions more favorable to the employees, on runs of
100 miles or less overtime will begin at the expiration of
eight hours; on runs of over 100 miles overtime will begin
when the time on duty exceeds the miles run divided by 12^.
Overtime shall be paid for on the minute basis, at not less per
hour than one-ei.ghth of the daily rate, according to class of
engine or other power used.
exists), 100 miles or less, eight

ARTICLE VIII— Held

.Away from

Home

Terminal

be continued subject to provisions
of Article XXI IT: it being tlie intention that the propriety of
a standard rule be considered by the board herein provided

Present rules

for.

in effect to
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AKl K

Li:

IX— Montiily,

I);iily

or Trip Basi.s

service wliicli prior to tiie effective date (jf this
order was paid on a moiulily, daily or trip basis, shall be
established upon the iiiilcaRe basis and paid the rates according to class of service and operated under the rules herein
(a) All

provided.
(b)

In

branch

line

service

where

differentials

now

exist

in either rates, overtime basis or other conditons of service,
the main line rates shall be applied for the class of service
performed. Miles in excess of the niileaRe conslitulinp; a day
If existing? rates are higher than the
they shall be preserved, but the excess
in the rate over the main line rate may be applied against
overtime. The passenger or freight overtime basis shall be
applied according to the rale paid. Other existing conditions
of service shall not be affected by the foregoing.
(c) On other than Class 1 roads, independently operated,
the rates of this order shall be applied for the classes of
service performed, but no change is required in the miles,
hours or service for which the former rates compensated.
Existing higher rates shall be preserved. This section does
not apply to terminal and other roads where recognized
stantlard rates and conditions are in effect.
((H If this order in any case produces abnormally high
earnings because of unavoidable long lay-overs such cases
may be referred back to the director general for special dis-

will be paid pro rata.
revised main line rates

position.

ARTICLE

X— Arbitraries

and Special Allowances

apply to all arbitraries and special
allowances as are applicable to the service of which they are
a part or upon which they are based, or if not related to any
particular class of service, the increase applicable to through
freight service shall apply, except that in no case shall they
exceed the pro rata rate of the service upon which the increase is based. The minimum time or mileage allowances

The same

shall

remain

rates

shall

in effect.

ARTICLE XI— Beginning

and Ending of Day

In all classes of service engineers', fnremen's and
helpers' time will commence at the time they are required
to report for duty, and shall continue until the time the engine is placed on the designated track or they are relieved
at terminal.
(b') Engineers, firemen and helpers in pool or irregular
freight service may be called to make short trips and turn
arounds with the understanding that one or more turnaround trips may be started out of the same terminal and
paid actual miles with a minimum of 100 miles for a day
provided, (1) that the mileage of all the trips does not exceed
100 miles, (2) that the distance run from the terminal to
the turning point does not exceed 25 miles, and (3) that
engineers, firemen, or helpers shall not be required to begin
work on a succeeding trip out of the initial terminal after
having been on duty eight consecutive hours, except as a
new day subject to the first in-first out rule or practice.
(a)

YARD SERVICE— Freight
ARTICLE XII— Rates of Pay
Weight on Drivers

Engineers,

Per Day
Less than 140,000
140,000
200.000
300.000
Mallets
Mallets

lb
to 200,000 lb
to 300,000 lb

and over
under 275,000 lb
275,000 lb. and over
lb.

Firemen,
Steam,
Per Day

$5.60
5.76
5.92
6.08
6,68
6.92

$4.16
4.28
4.40
4.56
S.28
5.52
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one -half times the hourly rate, according to class of engine.
This rule applies only to service paid on the hourly or daily
basis and not to service paid on mileage or road basis.
This rule is effective April 10, 1919, but in calculating back
pay from January 1, 1919, overtime accruing under former
rules after eight (8) hours service shall be paid at one and
one-half limes the hourly rate.

ARTICLE XV— Assignments
Engineers, firemen and helpers shall be assigned for a
fixed period of lime which shall be for the same hours daily
for all regular members of a crew. So far as is practicable
assignments shall be restricted to eight hours work.

ARTICLE XVI— Starting Time
Regularly assigned yard crews shall each have a fixed
starting time and the starting time of a crew will not be
changed without at least 48 hours' advance notice. Practices on individual roads as to handling of transfer crews arc
not affected by this section.
(b) Where three eight-hour shifts are worked in continuous service, the time for the first shift to begin work will be
between 6:30 a. m. and 8:00 a. m.; the second 2:30 p. m. and
4:00 p. 111.; and the third 10:30 p. m. and 12:00 midnight.
(c) Where two shifts are worked in continuous service the
first shift may be started during any one of the periods named
in Section (b).
(d) Where two shifts are worked not in continuous service
the time for the first shift to begin work will be between the
hours of 6:30 a. m. and 10:00 a. m. and the second not later
than 10:30 p. m.
(e) Where an independent assignment is worked regularly
the starting time will be during one of the periods provided
in Section (b) or (d).
(f) At points where only one yard crew is regularly employed, they can be started at any time, subject to Section (a).
(g) Where mutually agreeable, on account of conditions
produced by having two standards of time, starting time may
be changed one hour from periods above provided.
(a)

ARTICLE XVII — Calculating

for fixing the beginning of assignments or meal
periods is to be calculated from the time fixed for the crew
to begin work as a unit without regard to preparatory or
individual duties.

ARTICLE XVIII— Point

4.16
4.16
4.32

ARTICLE XIII— Basic Day
Eight hours or less shall constitute a day's work.

ARTICLE XIV— Overtime
Except when changing off where it is the practice to work
days and nights for certain periods, working
through two shifts to change off; or where exercising seniority rights from one assignment to another; or when extra

alternately

men are required b}' schedule rules to be used (any rules to
the contrary to be changed accordingly) all time worked in
€xcess of 8 hours continuous service in a 24-hour period
shall be paid for as overtime, on the minute basis at one and

Beginning and Ending Day

affected by anything herein; but schedules having no such
rules shall be modified to provide that yard crews shall have
a designated point for going on duty and a designated point
for going off duty.
(b) The point for going on and off duty will be governed
by local conditions. In certain localities instructions will
provide that engine crews will report at the hump, others
report at yard office, others at engine houses or road tracks.
It is not considered that the place to report will be confined
to any definite number of feet, but the designation will indicate a definite and recognized location.

ARTICLE XIX— Lunch Time

Electric,

$4.16

for

(a) Provisions of existing rules that there shall be a specified point for either going on or off duty, or both, are not

Helpers,

Per Day

Assignment and Meal Periods

The time

(a)

Yard crews

tween

4^

will be allowed 20 minutes for lunch beafter starting work without deduction

and 6 hours

in pay.

(b) Yard crews will not be required to work longer than
6 hours without being allowed 20 minutes for lunch, with no
deduction in pay or time therefor.
(c) This article is effective April 10, 1919.

ARTICLE XX —Arbitraries
Where

and Special Allowances

has been the practice or rule to pay a yard engine
crew or either member thereof arbitraries or special allowances, or to allow another minimum day for extra or additional service performed during the course of or continuous
after the end of the regularly assigned hours, such practice or
rule is hereby eliminated, except where such allowances are
for individual service not properly wthin the scope of yard
it

service.

This article

is

effective April 10, 1919.

?
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ARTICLE XXI— Hostlers

and Hostler Helpers

Rates of Pay

Per day

Inside Hostlers
Outside Hostlers
Helpers

$4.16
4.80
3.60

The term "helper" applies to employees when used to assist
outside hostlers.
Articles XIII and XIV of the yard rules shall apply to
hostlers and hostler helpers.
Rules for Application of This Order
ARTICLE
(a) Rules for overtime and working conditions which are
in conflict with any of the provisions of this order, but no
Others, shall be changed to conform to the provisions hereof.
(b) Rates of pay in road, yard, or hostling service, which
are not afifected by Article IX, and which are higher than
herein provided, shall not be reduced.
(c) Questions and answers on interpretations of certain
articles of this order are listed below;

XXII—

Article III
Question

— Under

—

—

seivice.

Article XXIII

—A

number

of

articles

PASSENGER SERVICE
ARTICLE I— Rates of Pay
(a) Rates for trainmen on trains propelled by steam or
other motive power except as provided in Section (b).
Per
Class

will

—

—

of

Service.

—

is advised that the Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions feels that punitive
rates for overtime for employees in passenger and freight
road service should be studied in connection with and including the modification of certain rules and numerous arbitraries and special allowances which are intricate and important, and that it recommends the reference of this subject
to a board made up of transportation wage schedule experts.
In order to dispose of this question as promptly as possible and to avoid the delay that must accompany the selecting and organizing of a new board specially equipped to deal
with questions growing out of transportation wage schedules,
the matter is hereby referred to Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1, which board shall begin at once the study of
the practicability and the propriety of applying punitive
overtime to road service at this time and of the further queston of what abrogations or modifications of existing rules
and practices which are afifected thereby should be made
in the event of the application of punitive overtime to road
service, and shall at the earliest practicable date report its
recommendations to the director general.
Following its report on the above subjects, the board shall
also report as promptly as possible its recommendation
upon the matters referred to it in Article VIII of this order.

director general

ARTICLE XXIV— Interpretation
The

of

This

Order

of pay and rules herein established shall be
incorporated into existing agreements and into agreements
which may be reached in the future, on the several railroads;
and should dififerences arise between the management and
the employees of any of the railroads as to such incorporation, intent or application of this order, such questions of
difiference, when properly presented, shall be referred as
rates

Per
day
$6.00
4.80
4.50
4.50
4.16
4.00

Per

month
$ 1 8C.00

144.00
1 35.00
135.00
124.80
120.09

*Rates specified for "Baggagemen handling express" apply to baggagein the employ of railroads who shall be paid exclusively by the
railroads.

(b) The above rates apply on all roads except exclusively
surburban roads doing passenger business only, upon which

the following rates shall apply;
Per
Class

mile

Conductors
Ticket Collectors
(luards performing duties of

Brakemen or

men

Per
day

Per

month

3.00c.
2.77c.

$4.50
4.16

$135.00
124.80

2'.45c.

3.68

110.4O>

Flag-

ARTICLE II— Basic Day

Arbitraries

and Special Allowances

The

4.00c.
3.20c.
3.00c.
3.00c.
2.77c.
2.66c.

Baggagemen
Flagmen and Brakemen

—

ARTICLE XXIII— Reclassification

mile

Conductors
-'Ksst. Conductors or Ticket Collectors
Baggagemen Operating Dynamo
•Baggagemen Handling Express

men

unquestionably be subject to
consideration by the board herein provided for. Pending conclusions by the
Board and the final order by the director general, shall the existing bases
be maintained or shall the bases provided foi- in this order be applied?
Answer The bases provided for in this order shall be applied in the
interim, except where such application causes a reduction in compensation,
in which case, existing schedule rules and practices shall govern.
Question 2 In addition to the provisions of this order which are to be
considered by a board, this article also provides for their consideration
of "schedule rules and practices."
What shall be the status of such
schedule rules and practices dufing the interim?
Answer They are to be applied in accordance with schedule agreements.
1

Order for Trainmen
Supplement No. 16 to General Order No. 27 provides:
Efifective January 1, 1919, except as otherwise provided
herein, as to employees herein named, the following rates
of pay and rules for overtime and working conditions upon

certain

—

Question

hereinafter provided to the director of the Division of Labor,
who will transmit them to the proper board for decision or
recommendation, subject always to review by the director
general.
Where dififerences arise, a concrete joint signed statement
shall be prepared in triplicate, setting forth first, the article
of this order involved; second, facts; third, the position of
the employees; and fourth, the position of the management
thereon. Where supporting documentary evidence is used it
shall be attached in the form of exhibits.
Such presentations
shall be transmitted to the director of the Division of Labor
in the manner provided for the submission of appeals to
boards of adjustment.

railroads in federal operation are hereby ordered;

conditions, crews operate round trip service
Will it be permissible to
in the morning and again late in the evening.
pay for each of these services on the basis of a day subject to the rule,
or will it be necessary to apply the rule regardless of whether the service
is paid two days or more?
Answer Pending the report and findings of board herein provided for,
service is to be operated in accordance with present practice.
Question 2 Will it be permissible for the management to definitely
assign crews on the basis of a minimum day in each direction?
Answer Yes (in accordance with decisions of Commission of Eight and
Arbitration Boards).
Question 3— May railroads which have a common overtime basis applicable to passenger service, as described in Sections (a) and (b) adopt Sections (a) and (b)
Answer— Sections (a) and (b) of Article III apply to all passenger
1

989

One hundred and fifty (150) miles or less (straight-away
or turn-around) shall constitute a day's work.
Miles in
excess of ISO will be paid for at the mileage rates provided.
passenger day begins at the time of reporting for duty
for the initial trip.
Daily rates obtain until the miles made
at the mileage rates exceed the daily minimum.

A

ARTICLE III— Overtime
Trainmen on short turn-around passenger

(a)

runs, no
which exceeds 80 miles, including suburban
and branch line service, shall be paid overtime for all time
actually on duty, or held for duty, in excess of eight hours
(computed on each run from the time required to report for
duty to the end of that run) within ten consecutive hours;
and also for all time in excess of ten consecutive hours
computed continuously from the time first required to report
to the final release at the end of the last run.
Time shall'
be counted as continuous service in all cases where the interval of release from duty at any point does not exceed one
hour.
This rule applies regardless of mileage made.
For calculating overtime under this rule, the management

single

may
(b)

trip

of

designate the

initial trip.

Trainmen on other passenger runs

shall be paid overtime on a speed basis of 20 miles per hour computed continuously from the time required to report for duty until
released at the end of last run. Overtime shall be computed
on the basis of actual overtime worked or held for duty,
except that when the minimum day is paid for the service performed overtime shall not accrue until the expiration of seven
(7) hours and thirty (30) minutes from time of first reporting

for duty.

Where a more favorable overtime rule exists, such rule
may be retained, in which event this section will not apply.
Where the provisions of this section for continuous time
on turn-around runs of over 80 miles one way, change ex-

RAILWAY AGE

990
iivertiiiif iiilc^, llic clTcctivc <laU- will

Ulinx

otiicrwisf Jamiiiry
(c) Ovtrtinii- in

on

tile

eiKlith

minute
i)f

l)a.>ii.s

he April

10,

l^l^;

all

milk, mixed or miscellaneous classes of service, it
he increased in the same amount, compared with the
in effect December 31, 1917, as the through freight or
p.issetiger rate, according to the overtime basis on which
it
is calcniatfd.
rate

for

shall

1919.

1,
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passcnui'i'

at a rate per

service

hour

>liall

of not

l>e

paid

for

les^ tiian <iiic-

the daily rate herein provided.

rales

AKTK LE

ARTICLE IV— Guarantees
Kenularly as.si^ned passenKcr trainmen who are ready
for ser\ ii-e tlie entire month anil who do not lay off of their
own ai'cord, shall receive the monthly Ruarantee provided
(,a>

for in Section <» of Article 1, exclusive of overtime, except
that former higher monthly guarantees shall lie preserved.
K.xtra service may he required sulVicient to make up these
guarantees, and may be made hetween regular trips; nia\

he maile on lay-off days; or may he made before or after
If extra service is made lietwecn
completion of the trip.
trips, whicii go to make up a day's assignment, such extra
service will he paid for on the basis of miles or hours, whichExtra
ever is the greater, with a minimum of one hour.
service before or after the completion of a day's work will
pay not less than the minimum da)'.
The basis of pay for extra service applies only in making
up the guarantees. After guarantees are absorl)ed, schedule
provisions for extra service apply.
(b") When
a regularly assigned passenger man lays oti'
of his own accord or is held out of service the extra man
will receive the same compensation the regular man would
have received, and the amount paid the extra man or men
will he deducted from the amount the regular man would
have received had he remained in service, the sum of the
payments to the man, or men, who may be used on the run
enualing the monthly guarantee.
(c) Reductions in crews or increases in mileage in passenger service from assignments in effect January 1, 1919.
shall not be made for the pur])ose of off-setting these increases in wages, but ncithing in this order is understood to
prevent adjustment of runs in short turn-around and suburban service that are paid under minimum rules, for the purpose of avoiding payment of excess mileage, or overtime
that would accrue under these rules without reducing the
number of crews. Such runs may be rearranged, extended
or have mileage changed by addition of new train service:
separate pools or assignments may be segregated or divided: provided that crews are not taken ofT or reduced in
number. Added mileage up to mileage equaling the mileage
rate divided into the guaranteed daily rate does not change,
take from or add to the minimum day's pay, and this added
mileage is not to be construed as "increase in mileage"
within the meaning of this article.
(d) For the purpose of avoiding payinent of excess overtime on turn-around runs in passenger service when any part
or leg thereof is over 80 miles, the railroads will be privileged
to rearrange runs, combine pools or sets of runs, and may
establish interdivisional runs excepting when this may be
prohibited by provisions of existing agreements, such runs
to be paid for in accordance with the mileage schedules of
this order, but in no case less than the combination of trip
rates in effect at the date of this order.

ARTICLE

V— Rates

For service paid the through

ules in effect prior to January

1,

of

Pay

freight rates under sched1919, the rates shall be as

follows:
Class

Conductors
Flagmen and Brakemen

(b)

local or

schedules in effect prior to January
be as follows:
Class

Conductors
Flagmen and Brakemen

MILK. MIXED

Per

Per

mile

(lav-

5.40c.
4.08c.

For service paid the

way
1,

— liasic

Day and

()\crtime

and where
under mileage schedules a more favorable condition exists,
100 miles or less, eigiit hours or less (straight-away or turnartjund), shall constitute a day's work.
Miles in excess of
miles required for a minimimi day will he paid for at the
mileage rates provided.
1)1
Where there is no existing agreement regarding overlinie i)rovisions more favorable to the cmjjloyees, on runs
of 100 miles or less overtime will begin at the exjjiration of
light hours; on runs of over 100 miles (jvertimc will begin
when the time on duty exceeds the miles run divided by
Overtime shall be paid for on the minute basis, at
12^2.
n<it less per hour than one-eighili of the daily rate.
1

.\KTICLE VII— Guarantees
Regularly assigned way freight, wreck, work and construction trainmen who are ready for service the entire
month and who do not lay off of their own accord, will be
guaranteed not less than 100 miles or eight hours for each
calendar working day, exclusive of overtime (this to include
If.
through act of Providence, it is imlegal holidays).
possible to perform regular service, guarantee does not
(ai

apply.
(b) Crews may also be used in any other service to complete guarantee when for any reason regular assignment is
discontinued, but such service shall be paid for at schedule
rates unless earnings from such rates would be less per day
than would have been earned in regular assignment.

.\RTICLES

VIII. IX and

X— (Same

ARTICLE XI — Beginning

as in Supplement
and Ending of Day

In all classes of service trainmen's time will commence
time they are required to report for duty, and shall
continue until the time they are relieved from duty.
(b) Trainmen in pool or irregular freight service may be
called to make short trips and turn-arounds with the understanding that one or more turn-around trips may be started
out of the same terminal and paid actual miles with a minimum of 100 miles for a day, provided, (1) that the mileage
of all the trips does not exceed 100 miles, (2) that the distance run from the terminal to the turning point does not
exceed 25 miles, and (3) that trainmen shall not be required
to begin work on a succeeding trip out of the initial terminal
after having been on duty eight consecutive hours, except
as a new day subject to the first in-first out rule or practice.
(a)

YARD SERVICE
ARTICLE XII— Rates

Pay

of

Per day

Denver
Differential

Territory
$5.44

Class

Foremen

5.11

4.00

Per

mile

<Iav

5.92c.
4.48c.

$5.92
4.48

AND MISCELLANEOUS TRAIN
SERVICE

(c) The same increases shall apply to milk, mixed and
miscellaneous train service as are applied to the service in
which they are now classified. Where there is a separate

$5..'.!

5.00
4.00

tinued.

ARTICLES

XIIT

to

XXIII— (Contain
Supplement

Provisions Similar to

15)

INTERPRETATIONS
Questions and answers on interpretations of certain
articles of this order are listed below:
(c)

Article
Per

^'1-1''"'.

Territories

Where rules of existing schedule agreements provide that
switchtenders are paid helpers' rates, such rules will be con-

$5.40
4.08

freight rates under
1919, the rates shall

15)

at the

Helpers
Switchtcnders

FREIGHT SERVICE
(a)

VI

In all road service, except passenger service

(a)

1

—

Question 1
Do train auditors or ticket collectors who arc not transportaemployees and who have no status as such, come within the pro-

tion

visions for ticket collectors?

.\nswcr— No.
Question 2 Shall baggagemen, flagmen or brakemen uho assist conductors in collecting tickets and fares receive the rate provided for assistant
conductors or ticket collectors?
.Answer Only where designated and classified as assistant conductors or

—

—

ticket collectors.

—

Question 3 In
handling exprrs.s,

view of different rates being provided for baggagemen
and baggagemen not performing such work, how will

'

April

baggagemen

RAILWAY AGE

1919

18,

— On

Answer

express on certain days and not handling

IiaruUiiig

<]ays be comjiensated

it

991

on other

Accident Bulletin No. 68

?

any day where express is handled the combination rate will
ajply for thai day; in such cases minimum monthly guarantee shall ap]ily.
Question 4 Does the provision for higher rates for handling express
<ancel all existing understandings between the managements and the men
in regard to bonuses or special conii>ensation that they have heretofore
received from cither their road or the express company for handling

—

THE

(~i)M.MERCK COMMISSION has issued
quarterly accident bulletin No. 68, showing the number of railroad accidents occurring in the United

Interst.^te

not reduce previous combined

months of April, May and June, 1918. In
train accidents 79 passengers, 110 employees, and 26 other

Question 1— Ui:der certain conditions, crews operate round trip service in
morning and again late in the evening. Will it be permissible to pay
for each of these services on the basis of a day subject to the rule, or will
rule regardless of whether the service is paid
it be neccssaiy to a})i)ly the

persons were killed; and 1,318 passengers, 937 employees,
and 134 other persons were injured: a total of 215 persons
killed and 2,389 injured.
Of the passengers killed 65 were
victims of collisions and 14 of derailments.*
Other totals
for the quarter are shown in the following comjxirisons with

express?

— Vcs;

Answer

jirovidi

d the

new

rates do

earnings.
Ar.Tici.E

III

the

two days or more
Answer Pending the report and findings of board herein provided

the quarter ending with June, 1917:

."

—

States during the

for,

seivicc is to be operated in accordance with present practice.
Question 2 Will it be permissible for the managements to definitely
assign crews on the basis of a minimum day in each direction?
Answer Ves (in accordance with decisions of Commission of Eight and
Ai titration Boards).
Question .' May railroads uhich have a common overtime basis applicaand (b). adopt
ble to passenger service, as described in Sections (a)
Sections (a) and (b) ?
Answer Sections (a) and (b) of Article III apjily to all passenger

—

—

—

—

SCI vice.

on April

14,

17

to

in sleeping and parlor car
Pullman Car Lines and SuppleGeneral Order No. 27, covering employees in

covering employees

service of the railroads in

ment No.

18 to

dining car departments.
The order covering employees in sleeping and parlor car
service provides increases of $25 per month above the basic

minima

in efifect as of

January

1,

1918.

These basic minimas

are practically the rates then in effect.
There were some
variations in monthly rates at that time and the basic minima
are established for the purpose of producing uniformity.
Approximately 50 per cent of these advances were gi\en
by General Order No. 27, issued May 25, 1918. Approxi-

mately 12,000 employees are affected by this order.
The order covering employees in dining car departments
also provides approximate increase of $25 per month above
basic minima as of January 1, 1919. In this case also approximately 66 2/3 per cent of the increases were absorbed by
General Order No. 27. Approximately 10,000 employees are
affected by this order.
Both orders are effective May 1.
Supplement No. 19 to General Order No. 27 affecting employees of the American Railway Express Company, which
is under federal control, was also issued on April 14.
The order provides an increase of $25 per month above
the rates in effect January 1, 1918, or an average of about
$15 per month per man over the rates now in effect, .\hout
69,000 employees are covered by this order.

For sleeping and parlor car conductors basic minimum
rates for a monthly mileage of 11 ,000 miles or less are established, ranging from $115 to $145 a month, according to
length of .'service. Mileage in excess of 11,000 will be paid
for at the rate of 1.1 cents per mile.
For sleeping, parlor,
buffet and club car porters, not required to perform kitchen
service, a minimum rate of $60 is established for 11,000
miles or less, excess mileage to be paid for ot the rate of .55
cents per mile.
Bonus payments in addition to established
wages will be discontinued.
For dining car, buffet, cafe and club car employees minimum monthly rates are established ranging from $115 to
$145 for stewards, $115 for assistant stewards, $100 to $130
for chefs or first cooks, $80 to $95 for second cooks, $55 to

$70 for third and fourth cooks, $65 for waiters in charge
without stewards and $55 for waiters, with minimum rates
for exce'^= mileage.
Another scale of rates is prescril)ed for
restaurant employees, Ijoarding car employees and camp emplovees.

In addition to the above, schedules are prescribed for both
and express employees for terminal time.

sleeping, dining

2

—

1

85
128
2,264
15,698

10

215
043

15.535

100
31.147
26
597

103
27,722
24

462

15,535 persons injured in this quarter the bulletin
says that 165 have been reported by the railroads as dying
more than 24 hours after the time the injuries were received.
the

The

General Order No. 27 was issued

I

Total persons killed, all causes
Tola! persons injured, all cau.ses
NoH-traJH accidents
Industrial employees killed
Industrial employees injured
Other persons killed
Other persons injured

Employees
Supplement Xo.

79

i:inployees killed in train accidents
Total persons killed in train accidents

Of

Increases for Express and Sleeping and Dining Car

vn?

lyifi

Passengers killed in train accidents

total

number

was 2,216
These and other data are shown
11, from which we take the fol-

of collisions in the quarter

and of derailments 3,296.
in tables No. 10 and No.
lowing comparisons:
Summary

of Train .\ccidenis.

Three Months, with Ratios to Mile.^ge

Number
Damage

per million locomotive-miles
to raihvay property

Derailments, number
Number per million locomotive-miles
Damage to railway property

7.11

Locomotive boiler accidents, number

Number
Damage

per million locomotive-miles
to railway property
Other locomotive accidents, number
Number per million locomotive-miles
Damage to railway property
Miscellaneous train accidents, number
Number per million locomotive-miles
Damage to railway propertv
Total number of accidents
Number per million locomotive-miles
Damage to railwav property
Number of locomotive-miles

Of
and

1917
2,084
4 63
$1,794,240
3.070

1918
2,216
4. 78
$1,450,980
3,296

number

Collisions,

...

6.81

$3,349,790
66
0.14
$28,860
74
0.16
$30,110
542

$2,730,130
71

0.16

$79,240
71
0.16

$23,190
341
0.75

1.17

$210,620
6.194

$250,750

13.36

5.637
12 51

$5,070,360
463,693.866

$4,877,550
450,561,714

the 2,216 collisions, 236 were rear

of the

and 94 were butting;
119 non-trespassers killed in collisions, 99 are

charged against these 330 collisions;
ascribed in the report to collisions

liut

damage

of the total

—$1,450,980 —more

than
62 per cent is charged to the miscellaneous classes not included under the head of rear or butting.
From table 13, classifying accidents to shopmen, trackmen, etc., not connected with the movement of trains, we

make

the following extracts:

Non-Train- Accidents on the Railroads of the United States:

Ouarter Ending June

30.

191,s

— Class roads, industrial accidents
2 — Shopmen (included in Item
—Trackmen (included Item
4 — Class
roads, other non-train accidents
— Class roads,
6 — Roads of Class
Class
and Switching
7 — Total non-train accidents
,
8 — Millions of man-hours on Class
shopmen
9 — Millions of man-hours on Class
roads, trackmen
10— Casualties per million man-hours, shopmen
— Casualties per million man-hours, trackmen
1

I

3

1)
1)

in

1

5

total

1

2,

3

1

1

11

'Among

road.«.

Killed
97
32
25
18
115
12

127

Injured
26,868
16,188
4,749
421
27,280

895
28.184
390.32
261.57
41.56
18.25

notable collisions occurring in this quarter were those at
Schodack Landing. N. Y., May 13; Rittman. O., June 4; Burlington, ^"t
June 5, and Ivanhoe. Ind., on June 22. In the last named collision 59
passengers were killed.
Among the derailments reported is Columbia,
S. C, May 10. in which nine passengers were killed.
This derailment
occurred on the tracks of the military reservation at Camp Jackson, and
facts concerning the cause are now published for the first" time.
The
inspector of the Interstate Commerce Commission finds that the derailment
was due to a weak rail joint. The train was moving at only about ten
miles an hour, but a wooden coach fell off a trestle and landed bottom
The track appears to have been insecure because of a lack of
side up.
suitable angle bars, necessitating the use of spikes to liold the rails in
line; and some of the spikes had worked loose.
The collision at Rittman
was caused by an operator making an error in copying a train order.
This operator, about 3 a. m.. received an order over the telephone giving
an extra train the right from Silver Creek to Rittman; "he copied the
order about ten times, for lirac'tice. and in doing so erroneously inserted
Sterling in place of Rittman."
This ooerator was .sixteen year's old and
had been employed about two months and a half: he had no book of rules,
and had had very little instruction as to his duties.
the

.

RAILWAY AGK

I)IJJ

Till- piTii'iitams

kilk'il

anil

tin-

10 and 11 iiulmif
ami the shopmen ai)pear

^lu)\vM in items
injiirnl,

liolli

to

llic

liave

suffered miuii worse than did the trackmen; but taking tlic
killed alone, the numbers per million man hours are: shoi)-

In the bulletin for the prenien .081'^S; traikmen, .09557.
ceding quarter, bulletin No. 67, the number of sho])men killed
on class 1 roads is given as 62, or nearly twice as many as
in

bulletin

(>8.

Tratknien killed by being struck or run
number of which is not shown in this

over by trains (the
bulletin)

woultl largely increase the ratio of killed

in

this

class.

Si.xteen

of

pages of the present bulletin are

the investigations of accidents

filled

made by

the

with reports

Bureau of

.ill
iii>
advisiis, in( hiding .\lr. .\1( ( lionl, were (onAfterlirnud in the ojjinion that tlie prices were too high.
wards, Mr. Peek raised the question whether it would be
worth wliilc to get the views of the representatives of the
steel industries, and Messrs. Lovett, Walters and Spencer
met with Mr. Peek and such rejjresentatives at New York
on April 9. As a result of this discu.ssion the railroad representatives were again confirmed in the ojiinion tliat the
])ri(es were too high.
"In view of the.se considerations," Mr. Hines said, "I cannot do otherwise tiian to announce definitely that I must dedine to endorse these prices as being reasonable either for

lli.il

To the extent that the Railroad
necessary to make purchases it will
continue to make them on the best terms obtainable by fair
and just methods, witli full recognition of the principle that
a government agency with large purchasing power must be
particularly careful not even to attempt action which could
l)e regarded as oppressive.
"The object of the Railroad Administration throughout
lias been to obtain a fair and reasonable price level.
It has
never contemplated that it should get a lower price level than
the general public.
If the Industrial Board can assist in
bringing about levels of prices at which the Railroad Administration will feel justified in buying its co-operation will
be welcomed.
"In the newspaper discussions of this matter the suggestion
has at times occurred that the principal thing is to establish
some price which the government will endorse to the end that
the public will begin buying at that price, and that the mere
establishment of a price for this purpose is more important
than the intrinsic reasonableness of the price itself. I cannot
agree with this principle. I am keenly alive to the great desirability of stimulating business in every reasonable way,
but I believe in the long run that the endorsement by a government purchasing agency of an excessive price level would
be harmful to the public interest and would not bring about
confidence, and that the end sought to be obtained will come
only by reaching a price level which the public itself shall
consider to be reasonable.
"I believe one of the greatest problems that confronts this
country is that of getting prices back to a reasonable level
and I believe progress in that direction will be seriously retarded by the approval by a governmental purchasing agency
of prices which it deems excessive."
the ])resenl or for the future.

.Vdministration finds

Safety.

Price Controversy
PRESIDENT WILSON

lias

Up

to President

been called on to

settle

the con-

troversy between the Railroad Administration and tlie
Industrial Board of the Dei)artment of ("onimcrce over
the steel prices, which involves the entire price stabilizing
policy of the board and which came to a head at a confer-

ence on April 10
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when Director General Hines announced

his final decision not to accept the steel and iron prices, proposed !)> the board, as being reasonaljle cither for the pres-

Following the conference, which was
attended by jMr. Hines and his advisers on purchasing matters, and George N. Peek, chairman of the Industrial Board,
Mr. Peek declared that all the facts would be laid before the
President by cable and announced his intention to maintain
his contentions unless over-ruled by the President, although
ent or for the future.

this would put a temporary check on the work
Mr. Hines explained his position in a stateof the board.
ment, saying in part:
"It has been perfectly clear to me throughout, and I think
it is now generally understood, that no power was conferred
on the Industrial Board to impose any prices upon the Rail-

he stated that

road Administration, but that it retained the power and also
was under a duty to e.xercise its own judgment in respect to
Throughout the discussion in the Inthis important matter.
dustrial Board itself, Mr. Powell, the representative of the
Railroad Administration, indicated that the final approval of
any prices so far as the Railroad Administration was concerned rested with the director general himself. Mr. Powell
objected that not only the prices on steel rail but the prices
generally were unreasonably high, and before the committee
announced its action he positively stated that the Railroad
Administration would not agree to buy at the proposed
prices."

Mr. Hines then recounted the various conferences which
had been held on the subject. After the Industrial Board
had announced the prices he took the matter under consideration with his advisers in purchasing matters, John Skelton Williams, R. S. Lovett and Henry Walters, members of
the Advisory Committee on Purchases; T. C. Powell, director
of the Division of Capital Expenditures, and Henry B. SpenDivision of Purchases, who, before taking action, consulted Chairman Culver of the Federal Trade
Commission as to questions of cost of steel production, and
expressed the unanimous opinion that the prices were too
high.
Subsequently, the suggestion was made that a further con-

cer, director of the

ference take place between representatives of the Railroad

Administration and the Industrial Board, and he arranged
and Spencer to rediscuss the entire subject with the Industrial Board.
He requested the Interstate Commerce Commission to delegate one of its members to attend this conference and Commissioner McChord
was so designated. The result of prolonged discussion was
for ^Messrs. Lovett, Walters

it

Statement by Mr. Peek
After conference with Secretary Redfield of the Department of Commerce, Mr. Peek issued a statement charging
in effect that the director general's reasons for refusing to
accept the prices were based on opinion only and charging
him with a purpose to exert a power of monopolistic buying.

"The public must be informed of the magnitude of the
solemn responsibilities assumed by the director general in
"The Industrial Board
this important decision," he said.
was formed to carry out a perfectly definite industrial policy
to which the government, represented by the President, the
cabinet and the director general, was fully committed. There
is no ambiguity either in the record or in the minds of the

—

people as to just what that policy is
it is to avoid industrial
stagnation pending a return from war to peace prices, to start
the wheels of industry, give employment to labor, to reduce
Neither is there any
the cost of living, to insure prosperity.
A scientific
ambiguity as to the methods to be employed.
Upon these
study of costs of production is to be made.
studies prices are to be determined which shall be as low as
cost of production will permit, which shall squeeze out all
speculative or opportunist profit, and upon which industry
can commence operations w-ithout fear of any considerable
drop in the market. To the complete success of this plan,
however, there was one absolute essential, that the govern-
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mental departments should express the confidence of the govEs-ernment in the execution of this most important policy.
pecially is this true in respect of steel rails, in the buying of
which the government, through its control of the railroads,
consumes a very large percentage of the output. At this late
date this important essential to its success has been denied
by the director general and by that denial the labor of the Industrial Board is set at naught and the government is exhibited as setting up an industrial policy with one hand and
destroying it with the other."
Mr. Peek conceded the technical prerogative of the Railroad Administration to refuse to accept the prices, but said
the board feels that the Railroad Administration is under a
powerful obligation either to have the governmental policy

abandoned by the same source that announced

it

and assume

such a step, or to
support the policy, or to demonstrate that the board has failed
in its function and that the prices announced are not fair.
He declared that, contrary to Mr. Hines' statement, the representative of the Railroad Administration on the board dissented only on the price of rails and that the figures representing costs of production had not been contested.
"In fairness to the Railroad Administration, it must be
admitted," Mr. Peek said, "that by using the full effect of
its power of monopolistic buying it might secure a price on
rails somewhat lower than that announced by the Industrial
Board. The figures stand to prove, however, beyond all question, that such a price would be lower than the production
costs of any but one or two of the most highly organized,
powerful and lowest cost producers. For example, the prewar price of rails was $30. The increase over pre-war costs
of production for the United States Steel Corporation in direct labor alone, excluding labor in transportation, is reported
by that corporation to be $19.48 per ton. The price approved
by the Industrial Board was $47, or $2.48 less than the increase of cost of labor alone would account for."
The inevitable result of the use of the buying power of the
Railroad Administration to reduce any price, Mr. Peek said,
would be either to increase prices to the public, throw all
railroad business into a monopoly of powerful producers, or
reduce wages, but these results are much less important than
full responsibilit}' for the inevitable effect of

the frustration of the industrial policy of the government and
the forced return to the period of commercial and industrial
stagnation, which has continued since the signing of the
armistice and which threatens to continue or grow worse in
the absence of a strong governmental policy alleviating it.
It is not the opinion of the board that governmental organization

is

such that important policies can be so lightly frus-

trated.

The facts were cabled to the President by both Mr. Hines
and by Secretary Redfield. The President had not up to that
time replied to any of the messages sent him in connection
with the controversy.

Mr. Hines Replies to Mr. Peek
In reply

"The

to

Mr. Peek's statement Mr. Hines said in part:

controlling point

is

that the director general has the

personal responsibility of deciding whether he is justified in
approving those prices or not, and being unable to escape the
belief that the prices are excessive, he has not approved them.
"Mr. Peek says that the government has set up an industrial policy with one hand and torn it down with the other.
The fact is ,however, that the industrial policy which has been
interfered with is one which was not set up by the government, but appears through some misconception to have been
The policy authorinitiated by tiie Industrial Board itself.
ized by the government was the policy of establishing a committee which would endeavor to bring government purchasing agencies, including the Railroad Administration, and
producers of certain commodities together, by voluntary action, on reduced prices at which the government purchasing
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including the Railroad Administration would be
buying freely. Mr. Peek entered upon a very
different policy of fixing prices with a virtual insistence that
the Railroad Administration must buy at those prices regardless of its judgment.
His conmiittee even proposed the prices
as being prices below which the general public ought not to
expect to buy during the rest of this calendar year. His real
cause of chagrin at the present time is that the policy thus
set up without government authority is not supported by the
Railroad Administration as to steel prices when the Railroad
Administration is convinced that those prices are excessive.
"Mr. Peek also professes great alarm at the consequences that
will result from the steel interests of the country being subjected to the monopolistic buying power of the Railroad Administration. If I am not mistaken, one of the gravest causes
of concern to the people of this country for many years, has
been the persistent suspicion that the country was subjected
to the menace of a monopolistic selling power on the part of
the steel interests and therefore I do not believe the country
will share Mr. Peek's alarm that the Railroad Administration's purchasing power of steel will be prejudicial to the
public interest.
I believe the same considerations will keep
the public from being alarmed by Mr. Peek's suggestion that
all railroad purchases of steel will be thrown into a 'monopoly
of powerful producers.'
I have already made it clear that
the Railroad Administration will make purchases on the best
terms obtainable by fair and just methods, with full recognition of the principle that a government agency with large
purchasing power must be particularly careful not even to
attempt action which would be regarded as oppressive. The
carrying out of this policy will not justify 'reductions in
wages' as Mr. Peek indicates, nor 'increasing prices to the
public' On the contrary the public will greatly benefit by
the Railroad Administration's refusal to approve these unreasonably high prices.
agencies

justified

in

"It is important to emphasize that the interest of the Railroad Administration is not merely in the price of steel rail
but in steel prices generally. This is true because the railroads purchase three or four times as much tonnage of other
steel products as they purchase of steel rail.
But further
than this the Railroad Administration is vitally interested in
prices on steel articles generally which will encourage
a revival of industry.
In the conferences Messrs. Lovett and
Walters have constantly stressed the interest of the Railroad
Administration in steel prices generally and emphasized the
unreasonable differentials which have resulted in the prices

many steel articles of great importance both to the railroads and general industry being placed far too high in comparison with the price of billets proposed by the steel interests
and adopted by the Industrial Board."
Secretary Redfield's cable asked the President to indicate
of

whether the board should discontinue its efforts at once or
whether it should continue until the President returns and
a
policy can be formulated.
It was followed by a letter accompanied by the various documents. Fuel Administrator
Garfield had previously cabled the President, supporting
Mr.
Peek's attitude.
The cabinet officers generally, excepf Mr.'
Redfield, are supporting Mr. Hines.

The seventh annual meeting

of the

Chamber

of

Commerce

United States is to be held at St. Louis, April 28 to
1, and representatives of business from 48 states
will
express their views on policies and principles, and will
advance detailed programs as to carrying them out. The subof the

May

jects for discussion include the disposition and operation of
the railroads and merchant marine; proposed revision of
anti-trust legislation; the future of public utilities; foreign
relations and foreign trade; agriculture; industrial produc-

waterways and highways; industrial relations; international
commercial arbitration; finance and Victory Loan. Walter D.
Hines is one of the speakers.
tion;
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Half ul the Roundhouse with OfUce on the Left

Complete Modern Engine Terminal Installation
Reinforced Concrete Roundhouse for the Toledo
Is

ANEW
completed

20^STAi.i,

•

rt'iliforced concrete

for the

roundhouse recently

& Ohio

Central at Columbus
of engine terminal projects under-

Toledo

& Ohio

Central

an Example of Modern Construction

is one of a number
taken since the advent of government ojieration of the railroads, and represents an interesting tendency of the present
It replaces
a small engine
day in engine house design.
terminal that has proven inadequate both as to the capacity
of the house and the area and arrangement of the approach

ceed without any interference with the existing engine
terminal, yet providing for an arrangement of the approach
tracks in such a way as to require but little change in the
routing of engines to and from the terminal.
In fact the new
routing is similar to the old one, and while the length of the
ajiproach is somewhat greater, this increased distance is taken
up largely in providing greater track capacit)'. The old
terminal is located at the east end of the McKinley avenue

n
,-l-Waijconcrefe-flleslah

—
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Lcngitudinal Section of a Stall

yard and

au.xiliary facilities.
Three factors contributed to
the successful completion of the project in spite of wartime

—

the completion of plans for the terminal in advance of the award of the contract, the entire avoidance of
any interference between the construction of the new terminal
difficulties

and the operation

of the old one,

and

the effectiveness of the

contractor's organization.

The site of the terminal was particularly fortunate since
adequate space was found available in close proximity to the
freight terminal yard which pennitted construction to pro-

freight yard while the new one is at the west end, at the
The entire
corner of AIcKinley and Grand View avenues.
plant consists of a roundhouse, a shop building and power
plant, a coal, oil and locker building, two cinder conveyors,
a 70,000-gal. water tank and a coaling station.
The lead to the terminal consists of four tracks, two inbound and two outbound, with the latter on the outside. These
four tracks are independent all the way from the turnout to
the table, it being the idea to provide a progressive movement in one direction on each track, with the engines receiv-
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Half of the Ronndl.oiisc

i\o:lh

inbound
movement.
However, crossovers are provided between the inbound and
outbound tracks of each pair so that engines may come in for
coal and water or even to dump cinders and back out over
the crossover onto the outbound track with a minimum of ining coal and water and dumping cinders while on
movement and water only on the outbound

supported on a conical roller center with an e.xtra-heavy elecfurnished by George P. Nichols & Bro., Chicago.
As shown in the photograph the tractor is supplied with
electric current from an overhead collector.
For the purpose of obtaining fire proof construction the
roundhouse was built of reinforced concrete with brick curtain walls. As shown in the longitudinal section of the house,
the framing consists of a subdivision of the house into four
circumferential bays. The roof over the two interior bays is
raised to about 9 ft. above the two outside bays to give a
monitor construction, affording better illumination and ventilation through the use of the ma.ximum amount of window
area in the two sides of the monitor. The same treatment is
used in the outer wall of the roundhouse in which all of the
space between the columns from a height of four feet to the
underside of the wall girder is used as window space. United
steel sash are used for the outer wall windows as well as for
the monitor windows, horizontal pivoted sections lieing introduced to afford ventilation.
An interesting detail in connection with the outer wall is the arrangement of the brick
work under the windows in three independent parts, sep-

the

tric tractor

A
with the regular operation of the terminal.
track connecting with the north inbound and outbound tracks
near the roundhouse affords a direct connection with the west
end of the yard and serves also as a lead to the coal dock at
terference

the

power

The

plant.

coaling station

is

a Roljerts

&:

Schaefcr plant of 500-

tons capacity with a complete sand drying plant in addition.

The

coal track for the station

is

located between the two in-

bound tracks and passes over

a track

superstructure of the station.

The

hopper underneath the
cinder plant consists of
two Robertson cinder conveyors, dumping into cars on a track
between the two inbound leads.
Provision has been made
for installing two additional conveyors in case they are found
necessary.

Water

is

delivered to the engines

b}'

four stand pipes.

iOiTam
and

The

locker buildmg.

tie Kinley

Track Layout of the

New

stored in a 70,000-gal. redwood tank on a creosoted
frame.
The new tank is supplied from the tank and
treating plant located at the old terminal, but since the old
tank is 10 ft. lower than the new one, the latter carmot be
completely filled by gravity, so an automatic booster pump
has been installed to supply the new tank.
A further in-

water

is

trestle

surance against failure of supply
the city water supply.

Room

is

a direct connection with

for Future Extension

The roundhouse has been

The

In the event of an
arated liy vertical construction joints.
engine pushing out the rear of the house, the middle section
of this wall would be carried away with little or no damage
to the side portions.
An interesting adaptation of specialized reinforced concrete
construction is the use of a one-way tile slab in the roof.
The air spaces in these tiles are expected to affect a material
reduction in the condensation from the underside of the roof
The roof is covered with Barrett composition
in cold weather.
roofing.

built for 20 stalls with provision

110 ft. deep
with door posts 14 ft. center to center, while the width of the
stalls at the rear is 25 ft. 11 in.
The turntable is 100 ft. in
diameter, designed foi an equivalent of E-70 loading and
for a future addition of 9 more.

Engine Terminal

stalls are

995

In accordance with modern practice the roundhouse pits
-i
ft. 1 1 in. wide, by 3 ft. to 4 ft. deep and
slope toward the door end where catch basins have been inDown spouts from the roof attached to the door posts
stalled.
drain into tliese catch basins which in turn empty into the
are of concrete

RAILWAY

')')(,

ilr;iinaj;o .\v.-tcni consi.-^ting of a 12 in. scwcr pipe
This was jirovided
leading to a settling Itasin in the yard.
to remove slud.ne from tlie l)lo\vout water l)efore allowing it to

c.xtrrior

enter the sewers.
Stalls 17, 18

and

6 in. wide by
truek wheel i)it, 4
7

special pits

is

arc intersected by a driver-removal ])it,
10 in. deep, and stalls 18 and 19 l)y a
wide ljy 4 ft. 9 in. deep. Each of these

1''

(onducted from tiii> healing |)hinl through a .sy.stem of conduits having a main duct leading along the rear of the house
with branches Ijetween the stalls terminating in registers of
10 in. by 24 in. size in the engine pits, e<|ui[)ped with adjustable shutters.
'J"hc

ft.

ft.

ft.

equipped with a 24-in. gaKc track for wheel
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AGIi

by 120
ft.

l)y

j)ower house .md sho|) building is a .structure 60
ft. connected to the roundhouse proper liy a wing

55

ft.

It

has a

steel

frame

witii

Ijrick

curtain

walU

interesting detail has been worked out as shown
in the drawing in connection with these special pits to facilitate the handling of the rail beams which carry the pit

An

trucks.

The heavier of these girders
tracks over the si^eiial pits.
weigh 6'H) lb. each, which is too great a load to be handled
Accordingly T-bars have been proconveniently by hand.
vided to span across the pits as shown. The rail girder is
pivoted on one side of the stall and the T-bar at the other
When it is necessar}- to swing the girder out of the way,
side.
the T-bar is swung out across the pit and its upper surface
serves as a support for the free end of the girder as it is swung
Rails are secured in place on the side walls
across the pit.
of the pits by means of clip bolts fitted into slots imbedded
The upper portions of the pit walls are
in the concrete.'

broadened out to afford adequate space outside of the rails for
the support of jacks.

Carefully Planned Illumination
Special attention was given to the lighting arrangement.
Five lighting fixtures have been installed in the lines of columns between the stalls. As indicated on the longitudinal
section of the house each fixture consists of a lamp socket attached to a section of pipe conduit and equipped with an
enameled steel reflector. To light the passageways along the

Interior of the

Roundhouse During Construction

switch, while another switch controls the alternate lights in
The other four lamps in each row are conthe outside row.

and wooden roof construction following a standard design
used by the contractor and for which he was able to supply
This building consists of a
the steel frame ready to erect.
boiler room equipped with two 2S0-hp. Union Iron Works

by local switches so that any stall may obtain addiSupplementary to these lights there

water tube boilers with Jones automatic stokers fed by hand.
The coal is received from cars by dumping from a low trestle

front

and rear of the house every other lamp in the front row
is connected up in one circuit controlled by a master

of lights

trolled

tional light as needed.

Engine Terminal

Site

on June

28,

1918

are outlets on two posts between each pair of stalls for exThere is also a socket at the rear of
tension cord lamps.
Illuminaevery second stall for an electric welding circuit.
tion of the engine terminal outside of the roundhouse has
been provided by installing flood lights on the top of the coaling station.

Hot Air Heating System
The roundhouse is heated by a hot air, forced draft system
from a fan and heating coils in the power house. The air is

Progress on the Roundhouse on September
so that the

hand work

is

15,

limited to transferring the coal from

the pit under the trestle to the stoker hoppers.

the boiler

room

is

1918

Adjacent to

an engine room containing a two-stage

air

compressor with a capacit}' of 1,250 cu. ft. of free air per
min. to 110 lb. pressure. This air is used to supply the ash
conveyors, sand plants and two miles of lj4-in. train charging line in the yard.
The heating plant consists of a Sturdevant fan blowing
air through the coils, receiving exhaust steam from both the
fan engine and the air compressor, although in cold weather

April

18,
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use live steam direct from the
fan and ducts are designed of adequate capacity to supply air to the nine additional stalls contemThe remaining
plated in the design of the engine terminal.
[space in the shop and power plant building is used as a
machine shop, air brake room and store room, with a toilet
for the roundhouse employees.
Another auxiliary facility of the terminal is an oil house
This consists of a
and locker room for the enginemen.
building 76 ft. 4 in. long by 22 ft. wide, with a platform
It is one-story high, with a basement.
40 ft. by 10 ft. 8 in.
it

will be necessary also to

The

boilers.
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street and it was necessary to provide about 100,000 cu. yd.
of filling material, about 50 per cent of which was granulated
slag.
Owing to this difference in elevation it was necessary
to support the walls and columns of the roundhouse considerably above the original ground surface.
To do this with

any economy

it was found desirable to support the walls on
reinforced concrete girders spanning between pedestals.
In
the case of the roundhouse pits, however, the full section of
the wall was extended to the foundation level but the floors

of the pit were placed on back filled material. The excavation for the turntable pit was made with teams and slips, but
that for the roundhouse pedestal foundation was done by

hand.

Cement was delivered in cars but sand was brought to the
work by motor trucks from the washing plant near by. Water
was pumped from the Scioto river about 500 ft. away. The
concrete for the roundhouse was poured from two concrete
towers, one in the front and one in the rear of the house.
In
addition to these a third mixer was used for a part of the
pits and the pedestals.
The two towers are shown in the illustration on the preceding page.
The tower on the inside of
the house was used for concreting a large portion of the front
of the building and about ten complete stalls on one end,
whereas the tower in the rear was used for pouring the other
10 stalls of the superstructure and a considerable portion
of the rear of the building.
The plans for this work were prepared by the engineering

Arrangement

Special

to Facilitate

Handling of Rail Girders

Over Drop

Pits

it is located adjacent to McKinley avenue, and as the
of the engine terminal is considerably above that of

and as
level

the street, the structure

is

virtually

two

stories

high on the

Cleveland, Ohio, had the contract for the roundhouse and
other building work with the exception of the coaling station
and was later given a contract for the filling and the equip-

ment work.

street side.

One end

department of the Toledo & Ohio Central, at Columbus under
the direction of J. A. Stocker, chief engineer and C. V.
Bucher, assistant engineer, who were also responsible for the
supervision of the construction.
The Austin Company,

used for a locker room for
the enginemen, w^ith a small space partitioned off for the
engine despatcher, while the other end is used for an oil room

Rear

of

the

of the

first

floor is

Roundhouse Showing

the

Large Expanse of

Glass

and the basement underneath for oil storage tanks. Further tank space is provided under the platform, which is
supported on concrete walls extending to the natural ground
level.
The oil is handled by a complete installation of
Bowser pumps. The walls of this building are brick and
the floors and roof are of reinforced concrete, except in the
enginemen's room, where the floor is on cinder filL

Construction

The
ft.

ground in the engine terminal is about 7
above the natural ground surface of that of the adjoining

From

level of the

Nothing

to

Do

but

Walk

the

Buffalo Courier
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Waterway

Policy of the Railroad Administration

The Director General Outlines the Government's Intentions
to a Number of Senators and Representatives

WAi

Ki K

1).

IliNis,

addri'ssi'd

a

(liri'itor

Icltir

lo

fji'iuTul

Senators

of railroiuls,

Duncan

lias

l-'lctclior.

RansdoU, W. L. Jones, and RepresentaSamuel E. Winslovv, J. Hainjjton Moore,
John H. Small, and Charles A. Kennedy, in response to a
letter addressed to him by them under date of March 1
eonfainiiiij a series of questions as to the waterways policy of
the Railroad Administration.
Mr. Hines says in part:
(osi'pli

John

tives

I"..

J. Kscli,

It is my conviction that water transportation lines, at least
such as are tuiancially and physically c(|uii)ped to discharge

common carriers, and to effect transfers of trafon an economically sound basis, should be co-ordinated
and correlated with the whole transportation system of the
country.
This necessarily implies that there should be no
obstructions to an interchange of traffic between rail and
water on terms substantial!)- criual to thwe between rail
carriers, and that through ijilling and through bills of lading
.«hould be adopted under such conditions between the rail
carriers and res])onsil)le water carriers, but this, of course,
would require that on such traffic the water carriers would
I have referl)e subject to the Act to Regulate Commerce.
ence, of course, to waterways with pemianent channels.
Each waterway and the service thereon presents a different
problem; on some waterways there is no responsible organized transportation with which traffic could be interchanged
by the rail carriers with any degree of regularity; on others
the aljsence of transfer facilities would make the transfer of
traffic between rail and water involve such a heavy labor
co.st as to render the rail and water traffic hopeless from an
economic standpoint. On others, including the present government projects, joint through rates and billing have been
or are in the process of being arranged to and from points
which are reasonably tributarj- to the water lines, with the
necessary divisions of the revenue applicable to each part}'

the duties of
fic

carrier.

I

attach great imjiortance to

making

a success of

experiments, because I believe
success there will point the way to further developments of
other waterways.
The attitude of the Railroad Administration with respect
to the relation between water and rail competitive rates is
that the rates should bear a relation to each other proportionate to the cost and desirability of the service by the
the

governmental

present

There is no
respective routes and methods of transportation.
doubt that in the past the relations between the rail and
water rates have not always been determined on this basis,
and that application of this principle will necessitate modification of

some existing rate adjustment. We have, howan existing rate structure, which in most

ever, to deal with

cases

tween

is

many

rates,

years old, as to the general relationship beto which, irrespective of whether the rate

and

structure is altogether sound or not, the commercial and
manufacturing interests have largely adjusted themselves,
-SO that any general radical and quick remodelling of rate
relationships would be exceedingly disturbing to business
Furthermore, a change
interests and to many communities.
in the relationship between any two rates necessarily changes
the relation of one or both of them to all of the other rates
of the country, and the business of the country transacted at

each business center

is

so interwoven with that transacted
change in rate relationship may

at others, that the effect of a

be widespread and seriously affect the interests of communities not at all directly interested in the situation on account
of which the original change in relationship

is

made.

J

1

For these reasons
lianges in the relationships betwcc
must lie made with great (are and after full consider^
lion of the effects both direct and indirect.
This, howeve
does not mean that no changes should be made, but mere^
liiat
all those interested should be given an opi)ortunity
be heard so that a decision may be reached on the basis
all the important facts, and that the decision when madi
should give fair consideration to all of the interests involved)
many of which necessarily conflict with others. Experience
has shown that the safest and fairest method of securing^
full information in such matters is to j)ermit all those who
(

rates

are sufliciently interested to present their views of the facts
in a pul)lic manner.

The above arc the general princijjles on which the Railroad Administration intends to handle the difficult situation
arising from di.sproportionate depression in the past of many
rail rates on routes subject to water competition.
At present the principal

which the question
There is now being
heard before the Interstate Commerce Commission a case
originally involving rates between ^lemphis and points in
southern Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Kansas, in
which the issues have become extended until it involves tlie
rates generally between points on the east bank of the southern Mississippi and points in the territory above described
and between points in that territory, also the relationship
of rates between the river towns and rates from points on tlie
district

in

[presents itself is the ^Mississippi valley.

river to

interior

points.

The

issue

as to the relationship

between river point rates and interior rates has lieen brought
into the case through the Interstate Commerce Commission
having set down for hearing with this case numerous applications of the railroad corporations heretofore filed for per-

mission to maintain rates between river points lower than
rates to intermediate points.
Under the provisions of the
Interstate Commerce act such rate relationship has been
maintained only by virtue of the pendency of these proceedings before the commission, or by virtue of permission
of the commission heretofore granted in similar proceedings,
which it has now set down for re-hearing in connection with
the pending cases.
The Railroad Administration is taking
the position in this case that it does not urge the granting
of permission by the Interstate Commerce Commission for
the maintenance of this rate relationship, except as to certain
rates

which the

rail

carriers

in the central

section of the

country from Chicago to the gulf are required to maintain
on a lower basis than some intermediate rates in order to
meet ocean competition from the Eastern seaboard. All the
interested parties have a full opportunity to be heard before
the commission, and the Railroad Administration will abide
by the decision of the commission.

Along the New York Barge Canal route there is no present
suggestion of any readjustment of the relationship of rail
rates between points located on the canal route and rates
between interior points.
On the Great Lakes the established common carrier water
lines are operating under a differential rate basis approved
by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Along the Atlantic coast arrangements have been made for
putting in rates via water and rail which will enable the
water lines *o participate in the traffic on a fair basis in
Such arrangements have for a
competition with all rail.
long time been in effect on the Pacific coast, and no change
has been made there by the Railroad Administration.
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You

recite that the Railroad Administration has authorthe construction of boats of various types for service on
jthe lower Mississippi, the Warrior river and the New York
State Barge Canal, and ask the future policy of the Rail'

lized

oad Administration with regard to these boat lines and the
ates to be established with connecting rail carriers.
(a)
A limited service on the lower Mississippi, with the
aximum obtainable equipment, has been in operation since
It provides one weekly sailing
ate in September, 1918.
ach from St. Louis and New Orleans.
Joint rates and
'through bills of lading with rail carriers connecting at New
Orleans and St. Louis, and covering a large territory in the
Mississippi valley, and offering service at rates less than the
The
cost of competing all-rail service, are in operation.
scope of these joint tariffs is being extended to cover other
points available to waterways when the equipment is sufficient to give regular and continuous service and when requested by the communities concerned.
Service on the Warrior river was delayed because
(b)
of the difficulty in obtaining and equipping available craft.
This service was inaugurated December last, chiefly for the
transportation of coal.
Joint through rates on coal, in connection with the rail carriers in that district, are being

The present service provides ample outmines directly on the banks of the Warrior river and

actively considered.
let

for

without

rail

connection.

Equipment

to

make

practicable

the carriage of general merchandise by existing craft is
being designed.
This will link the water service on

now
the

Warrior river with that on the lower Mississippi, and a comprehensive system of joint water, as well as water-and-rail
rates between these two water projects is being developed.
The New York State Barge Canal is a state owned
(c)
waterway.
The superintendent of public works of the state
of New York has just announced that arrangements have
been effected with the Railroad Administration whereby
traffic will be interchanged between canal and railroad lines
through all practicable water routes.
The administration
has agreed that, if the traffic justifies, it will establish joint
rates between responsible independent canal lines and rail
carriers under Federal control at connecting points on the
canal.

For the lower Mississippi river operation approximately
$630,800 has been applied to the purchase of 2 steel towboats and 9 steel barges of 550 tons average capacity, and
the equipping of leased vessels (3 steel towboats and 20
steel barges) and tlie strengthening of the hull of an acquired barge and installation of machinery thereon, to be
used in transfer service at New Orleans.
All of this equipment is in operation except the transfer barge, which is
being equipped.
Contracts have i)een awarded for the construction of 6 steel towboats of 1,800 horse power each, and
40 steel barges of 2,000 tons capacity each, at an aggregate
cost of $6,290,000, for use on the lower Mississippi river.
It is expected that these towlwats and barges will be completed and in service in mid-summer or early fall.
For the Warrior river $698,241 has been expended for the
purchase of 3 wooden towboats, 23 500-ton wooden ooal
barges, 3 harbor transfer coal barges and 6 self-propelled
steel barges of an average capacity of 825 tons each.
Contracts have been awarded for the construction of 4 selfpropelled steel barges, with a capacity of 1,800 tons for
coal loading, but equipped to load up to 400 tons each of
merchandise provided the coal loading is correspondingly
decreased.
These barges are for service between Cordova
and New Orleans.
Bids have been received and contracts are about to be let
for 3 steel towboats for service between Cordova and Mobile.
Contracts have been let for 20 500-ton wooden coal
barges for service between Cordova and Mobile. The aggregate contract price under these contracts for Warrior river
equipment is $1,508,300.

999

Most of the old equipment purchased as above stated, for
use on the Warrior river, is now in operation.

The

4 self-pro{)elled barges for which contract has been
are expected to be completed early in the fall.
The 3
twin-screw towboats for which contracts are about to be let
are expected to be completed about the same time.
The 20
let

wooden barges
1, and pending

will be completed

between April

1

and June

the completion of the towboats above referred

towboats will be leased to propel these barges.
total amount expended up to March 1, 1919, for the
purchase of floating equipment, and to meet payments to
contractors for new equipment for the Mississippi-Warrior
river section, has been $1,930,941.37.
For the New York canal section 5 tugs, from 85 to 150
horse power each, and 3 wooden barges of 550-ton capacity
each, were purchased in 1918, at a total cost of $110,860,
including the repairs necessary to put the same in service.
Contracts have been let and the work is largely completed
on 51 steel barges of 650-ton capacity, to cost about $1,898,218, and 21 concrete barges of 600-ton capacitv each, to
cost about $586,664.
Bids have been received and contracts are about to be let
for the construction of 20 self-propelled steel barges of
550-ton capacity each, having 400 horse power.
Each one
of these towboats will tow 3 of the steel or concrete barges
in addition to carrying cargo itself.
The contract price for
these self-propelled barges is $1,726,200.
Of the 72 steel and concrete barges under construction,
nearly all are expected to be delivered in time for the opening of navigation May 1, 1919, and the rest very shortly
to,

The

thereafter.

The 20

self-propelled barges which are also to act as towexpected to be delivered in August and September.
Meanwhile additional towboats will be temporarily hired to
tow the steel and concrete barges.
Ijoats are

You

will see that in all of the three principal operations

of the Railroad

Administration on the inland waterways;
namely, the Mississippi river, Warrior river and New York
Barge Canal, the policy was pursued of purchasing equipment for temporary' use in order to begin operations as soon
as possible, with a view to substitution, in whole or in part,
of modem equipment, the construction of which was authorized.

As soon

as the equipment under contract can be completed
expected that the use of leased equipment will be altogetlier discontinued, as the Railroad Administration is planning to own sufficient equipment to transport the traffic.
In addition to the items expended for new equipment referred to above, the Railroad Administration had constructed
under contract in 1918, 10 wooden barges for service on the
Chesapeake & Ohio Canal, at a total cost of $46,547.20.
it

is

The

differing arrangements under which these barges were
operated last year and will be operated this year by a private
corporation is stated below in response to your inquirv for
details as to tlie Chesapeake & Ohio Canal.
The Delaware & Raritan Canal came under federal control as a part of the transportation system of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and after the establishment of federal control the maintenance of the canal and the operation of the
locks was under the jurisdiction of the federal manager of
the Pennsylvania Railroad until December, 1918, when it
was transferred to the Division of Inland Waterways of the
Railroad Administration, New York-New Jersey Canal Section.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company operated no
boats on the canal, excepting tugs, prior to federal control,
and had no through rates except on anthracite coal via Trenton to Philadelphia and nearby points.
These through rates
have been maintained under federal control, and during the
season of 1918 tlie Railroad Administration ofjerated some
package freight service via the canal between New York and
Philadelphia.
My information is that independent compa-
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not lontcmplale placing;

any

piTinaiunl .solution of tiie railroad problem wiiich may be
adopted, it will be necessary to bring about close co-operation

between the railroads and waterways, and the

first

clement

equipmi-nt on llu' lanal, hut will maintain the canal, opi-ratc
the liK-ks and jjrovide towage a.s heretofore.
The canal toll

and the next

doing a common carrier liu.'^ine.s.s have i)een
revised and i)Iaccd on a basi.s of 15 jkt cent of the freiglit
collected by the vessel from siiijipers, instead of the class
rate basis of tolls heretofore in effect.
The purpose of this
change is largely to facilitate operation by simplification of

matter, granting that sufficient appropriations were available,
but if the railroads are to go back to jtrivate control the

the method of computing tolls, i)ut it is estimated that it will
also result in a reduction in toll charges, j)articularly on the
higher classes of freight.
Some of the towage rates have

l)roblem becomes a more difficult one.
One of the objects of the Railroad Administration has
i)een to make a sympathetic test of econcjmic co-operation

been increa.sed, as they were considerably

i)etwcen the rail carriers and the waterways, and some
progress has been made in this direction, but of course it
is impossii>le to bring about such changes in a brief time,
and therefore I do not feel that a fair test of the possibilities
in this direction has yet been completed.
If the rail carriers are to go Ijack to private control and
the government is to sell its interest in the boat equipment
already provided and authorized on inland waterways to

rates

on

ves,*els

l)eIovv

the cost of

operation.

The Che>ai)eake & Ohio Canal was never ojierated by the
Railroad Administration.
At the beginning of the season of
1918, on account of increase made In- the canal trustees in
toll rates

and the increases

in operating expenses, the ("anal

Towage Company, which was

the only company operating
boats on this canal, announced that it i)roposcd to discontinue
operations, as it could not pay operating expenses.

,
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In order to avoid the loss of this means of transportation
of coal to Washington and vicinity during the acute congestion which then existed on the railroads and the shortage
of coal which then appeared imminent if war conditions
continued, the director general of railroads at first made an
arrangement whereby he assumed payment of the canal tolls
on coal traffic on the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal. Later in
the season, in connection with the increases made in rail
freight rates on coal, this arrangement was revised so that
for the balance of the season the director general of railroads assumed the actual deficit of the Canal Towage Company in operating its boats. This was substantially less per
ton than the canal trustees charged for tolls, the Canal Towage Company under this arrangement paying such tolls.
For the same reasons which led it to pay part of the expense of operating the canal, the Railroad Administration
constructed 10 new canal boats to increase the tonnage transported via this canal, these boats being leased to the Canal

in this situation

must be the desire or

interest of co-operation

facilities for transferring traffic from the inland
w;i4erways to the railroads and vice versa.
Were the railroads to remain under government control for any considerable lengdi of time this would be a comparatively simple

interest, there is grave danger that old conditionagain obtain with the likely result that there will be
no proper development of inland waterways. Taking for
granted that the rail carriers are to go liack to private control, the question remains as to whether the situation would
be better for the water equipment to be placed under the
control of some other governmental agency at the time the
My present
present Railroad Administration is disbanded.
view is that this .should be done, at least through an adequate
I deem it highly important to preserve
experimental period.
and strengthen in the public interest the beginnings already
made in demonstrating the utilih' of our inland waterways.

private
will

Towage Company for operation.
The Railroad Administration has made no arrangement
with the Canal Towage Company to pay any part of its
The same emeroperating expenses for the present year.
gency does not exist as obtained last year. Arrangements,
however, have been made for divisions between the railroad
and the canal of the freight charges from the mines to
destination which will make it possible for the Canal Towage Company to operate its boats on the canal during the
coming season as heretofore, and the boats built by the
Railroad Administration will be operated by the Canal Towage Company on a rental basis.
You request my views concerning disposition of the government owned vessels on inland waterways in the event the
This is a broad
railroads are returned to private control.
question of governmental policy and involves, in a sense,
I am
a settlement of the entire inland waterways problem.
a firm believer in the policy that the great inland waterways
of the country can be made economically very useful and
that means should be found for making them of more benefit
For a number
to the nation than they have been in the past.
of years the government has been devoting a great deal of
money and study to the improvement of these waterways,
but no adequate utilization of them has ever been brought
While we have had in existence some navigable
about.
inland, waterways, we have never had the facilities for
exchanging traffic between the railroads and the waterways.
the old form of private management railroads in
this country had no substantial interest in acting as feeders
other form
to' the waterways, and, of course, there was no
It therefore seems to me that in any
of' feeder available.
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The Railroad Development
The Largest Market

— Regulation,

for Railway Equipment in South America
Labor and Taxation Big Problems
In

Di\ision
THEandLatin-American
Domestic Commerce has

of the
this

Two

Parts.

Bureau of Foreign
week added to its

reports on railway development in various countries
in South America, Circular
of the Argentine.

The

No. 55 dealing with the railways

circular discusses the characteristics

of the present railway development in that country, sliows

what

railways have been confronted with in
and taxation, points
out the possible trend of future development and concludes
with detailed figures of imports of railway material and a
The
discussion of the possible markets for such supplies.
Argentine railways, prior to the war, secured the greater part
of their material and supplies from England owing to the
fact that the larger portion of them were owned by British
capital.
Since the war cut off these imports, the Argentine
railways have not been supplied and as a result "the equipment of all the roads has become very materially depleted."
Because of the length of the report it will be given in the
the

difficulties the

way

of government regulation, labor

Railway Age in two installments. The first follows:
At the outbreak of the war Argentina afforded the most
inviting field in South America for railway investment and
the largest market for railway equipment.
With one-third
the area of Brazil, Argentina had some 21,000 miles of railway in operation while Brazil had 16,000. This rapid development had been greatly facilitated by many factors, chief
among them the absence of the coastal mountain barrier
which had made railroad construction so difficult and so
costly in the other republics.

Argentina

may

be divided into four sections, three of which

and

offer few difficulties to the engiof the prairie sections, the Chaco,
extending south to Cordoba and west to the foothills of the
Andes, is a scantily populated territory with luxuriant vegetation and a warm, moist climate.
The central division, the

are

flat,

neer.

fertile plains,

of the Argentine

The northernmost

Pampas, stretches south from Cordoba to the Colorado River
and west to the Andes
It is the real Argentina of to-day;
its cities
Buenos Aires, Rosario, Bahia Blanca, Santa Fe,

—

KXll

—Part

I

and La Plata

— are

the republic;

its

the chief ports and industrial centers of
grassy plains produce the major part of the
nation's wealth.
The southern part, Patagonia, extends
south from tlie Colorado River, west to the Andes, and is a
cold, arid region which has only recently been explored.
The fourth section of Argentina, the narrow Andean belt,
forms the western frontier of the country, reaching from the
extreme north to the extreme south.
It is characterized by
scarcity of rainfall, is rugged and uninviting in comparison
with the Pampas, and has not been developed to any great
extent.

Other Factors

Among

in

Development

of

Railways

the factors which have contributed to the growth

Argentina
a strong, stabilized central government, and this
government offered every inducement to the investment of
Also some means of rapid transportation
foreign capital.
between the ports and the interior became imperative because
of the growth of the live-stock and agricultural industries in
of the railways should be noted the following:

])ossesses

Pampas.
Railway construction has, perforce, been suspended in all
South American countries during the period of the war and
During
imports of railway equipment have been curtailed.
this time new factors have entered the situation which may
the

tend to reduce the relatively rapid development of Argentine
The meat packers of Argentina have
railways in future.
worked overtime to feed the armies of the allies, the farmers
have sold their grain at unheard of prices, and the railways
have handled enormous quantities of grain and cattle at betBut these advantages have been overshadowed by
ter rates.
the increased cost of fuel, suspension of traffic and damage
to property occasioned by strikes, decrease of import freight,
increased taxation, and advanced cost of labor, so that while
the first two Industries have benefited materially during the
war, railway earnings have fallen off and the companies now
find themselves confronted with problems which must be
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per cent of the imjiorts and 60 per cent of the exports. Moreover, it has become the largest and most important city not
only in Argentina but in all South America.

Valparaiso, Chile.

Southwest to Toay.
(/) South to La Plata, Mar del Plata, and Bahia Blanca.
IL Palagonian railways listed from north to south.

The railways of the Pampas transport large quantities of
grain and live stock, whereas oranges and semitropical fruits
form an important part of the freight brought down from
the northeast.
Sugar is a leading item in the export freight
of the Tucuman district and grapes and wine of the Men-

lines radiates north, west, and south, reaching the Paraguayan boundary on the northeast, the Bolivian on the north,
iif

Name

of

railroad

Gage

Length

Location

Main

Central

West through Mendoza to the Chilean border. Connections are made at Mendoza for Santiago and

(e)

In the early days of railwa}' construction short lines were
pushed out from Buenos Aires to distribute supplies throughout the Province of Buenos Aires, to collect grain and other
products for export.
To-day Buenos Aires is the focus of
the Argentine railway system.
From this point a network

lUienos Aires

1003

Ft.

to

-52

4

&'A

First of 3 lines over

Ibicuy on Parana River north to ConBranches from main line west through-

831

4

S'A

Main

Buenos

.\ires

to

Rojas.

Branch

1,,.

Zarate.

Main

Rios

Fiitre

line,

cord'a.

out
.Argentine

Northeastern

Remarks

Mill's
line,

which international trains are
run from Buenos Aires to Asuncion.
which interna-

line forms second section over
tional trains to .-\suncion are run.

Province.

Concordia to Posadas on Paraguayan border; Coiicordia south to Concepcion.

752

Third

link

in

international

service

Runs through

Asuncion.

to

Libras, port on Rio Uruguay, opUruguyana, southern terminus of main line
south from Rio de Janeiro.

posite

Province of Buenos Aires General Railway
Buenos

Aires

to

Rosario,

Buenos Aires

Plata;

to

with a branch to La
Villegas and Salliquelo.

Province of Santa Fe

Main

Formosa-Embarcacion

Northwest from Formosa, a port on the Rio Para-

Central Norte

Santa Fe through Tucuman and Jujuy
Branches to
to La Quiaca on Bolivian border.
Embarcacion and Barranqueras.
Main line, Lake Paiva, near Santa Fe, west to San
Several branches, including one to CorJuan.

line,

north through Santa Fe
Branches throughout Province

Rosario

Corrientes.

to

790
1,I8.S

of

Santa Fe.
186

Meter

3,046

.Meter

guay.

Main

Argentine del Norte

line,

Connects with Central Norte at Lake Paiva.
Connects with Cordoba Central at Dean Furnace.

...

doba.

Central

line, Buenos ."Vires
ers in Provinces of

Main

north to Tucuman.

FeedBuenos -Mres, Santa Fe,
Santiago del Estero. Tucuman^ and Cordoba.
Original line, city of Cordoba to ,San Francisco on
eastern boundary of Province.

.Argentine

Cordoba Central

3,305

Mete

1,205

by compai-y.
Connects with Santa
with Cordoba-Rosario at San Francisco.

Built

Fe and

.\dditional

lines:
Cordoba to Rosario
Rosario to Buenos Aires

...
...

Purchased from Cordoba & Rosario Ry. Co.
Purchased from Cordoba Central, Buenos Aires

...

Purchased

E.\-

tension (Ltd.).

P.uenos .\ires

&

Pacific.

Cordoba north to Tucuman with branches to
Chumbicha and Santiago del Estero.
..Original line, Buenos .\ires to \i\\a Mercedes with

3,535

5

6

branches.
.\dditional lines:
Villa Mercedes west to Mendoza
Mendoza to Chilean boundary
Toay (station on Argentine Western)

to

...
...

Leased from -Argentine Great Western.
Leased from .Argentine Transandine.
Leased from Bahia Blanca & Northwestern.

...

Built and

Bahia

Blanca.
Nueva Roma to Huinca Renanco with
feeders and branches (links original line with

Buenos

-Aires

Western.

La Plata & Meridiano Quinto
Buetios Aires Midland

Bahia Blanca to Toay sectionj.
Bahia Blanca south to Carmen de Patagonas at
mouth of Rio Negro.
Rufino, on main line, north to N'illa Maria, station on Central .Argentine.
Villa Mercedes north to Villa Dolores........
.Buenos .\ires west, spreading tlirough Provinces
of San Luis and La Pampa.
.La Plata to Mira Pampa
.Suburb of Buenos Aires southwest to Carhue.
.

.

Bahia Blanca,
Has
del Plata, La Plata, Ingeniero White.

Buenos Aires Great Southern .Connects Buenos

Mar

.

.Aires with i>orts of

from Central Northern Ry.
Connects
with Central Norte at Tucuman.
Built and owned by Buenos .Aires & Pacific.

owned by Buenos

Leased from
pires

\'illa

.\ires

&

Pacific.

Maria & Rufino Ry.

(lease

e.\-

1920).

Purchased from Andine Ry.
1,882

343
322
3,792

5

6

Meter
Meter
5

6

Ojierated by Great Southern and Buenos Aires Western jointly.
90 per cent of mileage in Province of Buenos Aires.

network of short lines radiating sotith and southShort lines radiate
west from Buenos .Aires.
from Bahia Blanca. Branch from Bahia Blanca
west across Patagonian Plains through Neuquin
Rosario-Puerto

Belgrano

Railway of Chubut.
Patagonian State Railways..
Central

to Zaoala.
.Rosario in southerly direction to Puerto Belgrano,
port just east of Bahia Blanca.
.Port Madryn to Trelaw and Caiman
^
.Port CI San .\ntonio due west to Lake Nahuel

49,^

51

Affords connection
west and west.
.Serves

Welsh

between

line;,

radiating

south-

colonies.

281

Hua!>i.

Port of Comodoro Rivadavia to Lake Buenos Aires.
Puerto Descado to Colonia Sarmiento

]24
176

"Includes .\rgcntine del Norte.

and the Chilean on the west. These main lines emanating
from Buenos Aires are supplemented by short cross-country
the Rosario-Puerto Belconnections and by one railway
grano which describes an arc through them.
The railways conform in general to the following plan of

—

—

location

L Lines

radiating from

Buenos Aires

:

(a) Northeast, the three links over which the international trains run from Buenos Aires to Asuncion,

Paraguay.
(b) North through Rosario, Corrientes, Tucuman, and
Jujuy to La Quiaca, on the Bolivian border, and
Embarcacion, near the Bolivian liorder.
(c) Northwest to Cordoba and Tucuman.

doza section. Sheep and wool are the principal products of
northern Patagonia and petroleum of the Comodor Rivadavia
region.
Quebracho and firewood of all kinds have formed
profitable and important parts of the local and through
freight handled since the war i;)y the lines penetrating the
northern provinces.

Location of Chief Railways, Mileage, Gage, Etc.
ihe foregoing table

lists the important Argentine railsystems; gives the location, total mileage, and gage of
each; the connections afforded Ijetween the various systems;
and lists the companies which compose each one. Details of
short or unimportant branches have been omitted, as the table
is intended to present a picture of each system as a whole and

way
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:
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State and Private

The

relation between state

Ownership

and private ownership and op-

is not so complicated in .Argentina as in Brazil or
Generally speaking, the private companies own their
Peru.
holdings in perpetuity and do not operate government-owned
lines.
The private companies are permitted to build short
feeders, providing tluy observe certain conditions, without
ajiplying for government concessions, and to construct irrigation works adjacent to tlieir holding for which they receive payment in government bonds.
The provincial governments have the right to grant concessions for railway construction, to build and operate railways themselves.
Halsey estimates the value of the privately owned railways at l,219,846,.n,i gold pesos, of which amount some
1,000,000,000 pesos consists of British investments.
The
following table lists the privately owned railways, classified
by nationality of ownership, and gives the capitalization of

eration

The

each company.

and are those given
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railways indude the unfinished I'"onnosa-Embarcacion line
and the Diamante-Curuzu line, both situated in the (^haco,
and the Patagonian State railways.
La Plata a Meridiano (Juinlo, owned and ojjerated by
the Province of Buenos Aires, is the only example of a railway entirely managed by a provincial government. It was
onstructed as jiart of a comjjrehensive system to compete
with tile proposed fusion of tiie .Soutiiern and Western.

(

Interpretations of Mitre

Law and

Pension

Bill

The two much

discussed railway bills which have been
repeatedly jjresented to congress but which so far have failed
to pass are the so-called e,\])lanatory law of tlie mitre law

figures are quoted

in the official

in Argentine gold
1917 reports of the com-

panies.
Gold pesos.

English
Central

Argentine
Aires Great

286.097,200

Buenos
Southern
Buenos Aires & Pacific
Buenos Aires Western
Cordoba Central
Entre

265,777,3.36

260,877,735
144,716,319
101,653,645
40,505,538
31,399,716

Rios

.Arsentine Northeastern
Central of Chubut

1.700,322

French
Province of Santa Fc
General R\ of Province of Buenos Aires
Rosario to Puerto Rclgrano
Argentine
Buenos Aires Central

52,902,878
45,335,932
30,575,937

.

16,893,700

The few government

railways have been built primarily
to hasten the development of remote portions of the republic
and are usually divided into two classes Los Ferrocarriles

—

del

Estado and Los Ferrocarriles de Fomento.

In the former

Quebracho Ties Along the Santa Fe Railway
class are included the Argentine del

Norte and the Central

Norte, with a total capitalization of 155,895,474
These railways afford an outlet for portions of
which otherwise would be wholly isolated, and
north from Tucuman affords an important link

gold pesos.
the country

the system
in the pro-

posed international line into Bolivia.
The roads are well
equipped and administered, and exchange cars with the Argentine Central at Tucuman and Cordoba so that freight
from Jujuy and Salta can be shipped directly to Buenos
Aires.
Los Ferrocarriles de Fomento, or State development

In the Chaco Along the Santa Fe Railway

and the jjension bill. During the past year, congress adjourned without passing even such necessary measures as the
budget law. The recent special session has been little better
liut the minister of public works assures the railways that
some definite action will be taken on both measures during
the coming regular session.
In the early stages of railway development in Argentina
most of the companies carried government guarantees of interest some of which were as high as 7 per cent.
In 1895,
these guarantees were relinquished by mutual consent and
4 per cent recission bonds issued to the railways in payment
thereof.
Freedom from customs duties and taxes in general
was still granted. In 1907 the mitre law was passed, the
terms of which were not compulsory, but were voluntarily
accepted by most of the privately-owned lines.
The Entre
Rios still operates under the terms of its original concession.
Recently, a great deal of misunderstanding and trouble has
arisen over article 8 of this law by which the railways agreed
to pay a tax amounting to 3 per cent of their net receipts,
based on 60 per cent working expenses, in lieu of customs
duties, national and provincial duties until 1947.
This sum
was to be used to improve and construct roads and bridges
<>
and from stations in the towns or districts served by the
respective railways.
The companies understood that this tax
was to be the only one to which they were subject but the law
lias not been so interpreted by municipal authorities.
The
municipality of Cordoba sued the Central Argentine for recovery of street cleaning expenses claiming that they were
rates, not taxes.
The case was taken to the supreme court
which rendered a decision in favor of the municipality with
the result that many other municipalities are attempting to
collect various sorts of assessments from the railway companies. In some cases the bills to be collected cover a period
of 10 years and represent large sums.

The companies have resented the decision of the supreme
court bitterly and have attempted repeatedly to obtain an exact explanation of the meaning of article 8 from the national
congress.
An explanator}' measure was passed by the
deputies, revised by the senate, and is now before the lower
house.

The pension law

of 1913 provides that 3 per cent be de-
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ducted from the monthly salaries of employees and that a
corresponding amount be paid to the pension fund by the
companies, subject to certain exceptions
for instance, when
A new
the companies' profits fall below certain amounts.
law was projected in 1915, but was satisfactory neither to
the employers nor to the employees, and has never been
The railway companies have declared themselves
passed.
willing to pay as much as 8 per cent of their wages sheet
provided the workmen pay 5 per cent of their wages, the extra
The
cost to the companies to be met by increased rates.
workmen are holding out for an increase in the amounts of
the pensions to be received and for a reduction in the term
of service necessary to procure a pension.

—

Labor Problem

— Strikes

No

Argentine industry has been free from the menace of
strikes during the last 2 years, but the railways have suffered
more than any other single class. Radical newspapers and
trade journals have bitterly denounced the foreign capitalist;
conservative periodicals have as hotly denounced the labor
unions; and both classes of publications have denounced the
inaction and the action of the government.
The railway employees have two organizations La Fraternidad, composed of engine drivers, and Federacion Obrera
Ferrovaria, made up of stokers, guards, and other employees.
La Fratemidad has proved much more willing to arbitrate
than La Federacion Obrera Ferrovaria. Both organizations
are members of La Federacion Regional Argentina, reported
to control 250 labor unions, and which in 1917 and again in
January of the present year, has called general strikes.
Strikes on the more important English and French rail
wavs earlv in 1917 were succeeded bv a general strike in the

—

100=

which affected not only the privately owned

lines but the
general strike lasted for 24 days
and was characterized by destruction of property and by acts
of violence. As a result, on October 11, the president of the
republic issued provisional railway working regulations,
which were agreed to by both the companies and the labor
unions.
One of the conditions on which the strike was
terminated was the granting of a 10 per cent increase in all
salaries under 300 paper pesos a month; another was the
exaction of an 8-hour day. It is estimated that the salary increase is costing the companies about 8,000,000 pesos per
annum and the 8-hour day condition 12,000,000 pesos.
The length of the working day and the wage scale were
not the only bones of contention, however, and the provisional regulations have not succeeded in bettering conditions
materially. The year 1918 was characterized by a succession
fall

state railways also.

The

of disturbances which culminated in a general strike early
in January, 1919.
This strike lasted only a few days, but
relations between capital and labor remain excessively
strained and are punctuated by constant disturbances.

There is no law in Argentina to provide for arbitration of
disputes between employers and employees and there seems
little chance of one's being enacted in the near future.
Some
of the companies feel that their interests and property have
not been sufficiently well protected during the recent disturbances, and are sending representatives to Argentina to
put their cases l:)efore the government to determine the future
attitude of the government toward foreign investors.
On the other hand, the laborers claim that the companies
have lost nothing by their concessions, but rather have been
fully compensated by the recent increase in tariffs allowed
'
1
the rail wavs.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General Hines on Western Trip; Regional Mechanical Officers

Oppose Shop Wage Increase
Washington, D.

Gener.vl Hines and members of his staff, including Edward Chambers, director of the Division

DIRECTOR

Henry

B. Spencer, director of the Division
Thelen, director of the Division of Public
Service,
and Brice Clagett, assistant to the director
general, left Washington on April 14 for a trip of inspection
over the western railroads. Mr. Hines addressed the Lumber
Congress at Chicago on Wednesday and the itinerary also includes St. Paul, Minneapolis, Spokane, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver, Kansas City and St. Louis,
where Mr. Hines will speak at the annual meeting of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States on April 30, returning to Washington about May 1.
He will be accompanied on parts of the trip also by the regional directors of
the lines traversed.
On his recent trip to Pittsburgh, Chicago and Atlanta, Mr. Hines had an opportunity to confer
with all the regional directors artd with most of the federal
managers.
of Traffic;

of Purchases;

Max

May

1

Requirements to Be Met

The Railroad Administration has arranged to take care
of the most pressing financial requirements of the railroad
companies on May 1 by following the policy adopted with
reference to the April 1 requirements, that is, by issuing certificates
of indebtedness to the railroad companies for
amounts due on account of rental and other transactions arising out of federal control which may be used as collateral

C.

from the War Finance Corporation or from banks.
This was announced after a conference on April 11 between
Director General Hines, Swagar Shirley, director of finance,
and other members of the director general's staff, with members of the special committee of the Association of Railway
Executives, of which Howard Elliott is chairman, a group
of bankers from various parts of the country, and officers of
At this conference the entire
the War Finance Corporation.
railroad financial situation was discussed, including the requirements up to about August 1, estimated at between $400,The May 1 requirements are
000,000 and $500,000,000.
estimated roughly at $100,000,000 and the June 1 requirements at a similar amount, while a much larger sum will become due during July, the amount depending to some extent on the amount of capital expenditures, which is uncerfor loans

tain.

understood that the Railroad Administration was unmake arrangements beyond May 1 at this time,
in the hope that a special session of Congress will be called
and that an appropriation will be available before it is necesFor the May 1 requiresary to meet the full requirements.
ments the Railroad Administration will issue approximately
$60,000,000 of certificates, which will take care of interest,
dividends and other corporate expenses, and about $40,000,000 is represented by maturities which it is believed can be
It was the opinion of those present that these reextended.
quirements would be cared for through the co-ojieration of all
partie* concerned in the same manner that was successful in
It is

willing to
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rt'inard to

tin.'

suaiUT of
lateral

April

I

ri'(|uirnmnt.'^, wliirli

wire

im-t Ijy tliu is-

which were used as
Finance Corporation

iirtilRiitcs, aiiout half of

for

loans

from the

War

colanil

showing the labor turn-over, which he said now is about SO
per (ent less than it was during the first half of 1918; in,
other words,

ahout half for loans through the hanks.

.\.

Coal Purchases
In

reply to a statement

made

rittslturgh

obliged to take drastic action unless tiiere was a cliange ol
His principal objection seemed to be that railroads
were making contracts for coal covering onlv the month of
April.
It was stated at the office of the Railroad Administration that every railroad contract for coal is open for inspection ]))• re{)rescntatives of miners or l)y contractors and every

made

at the jirevailing scale of wages.

It

was

stated that the making of preliminary contracts for April
was no departure from pa.st practices. Mr. Hincs also asked
Mr. Lewis to meet him in ClVicago on ^^'edncsda^•.

Representatives of Regional Directors Oppose
Increase for Shop Crafts

Wage

C. E. Chambers, incclianical a.ssi.^tant to the regional
director of the Allcghcnv region, testified Ijcfore the Board
of Wages and Working Conditions at \\'ashington on April
as chaimian of a committee representing the regional
and asked the board to deny the increases in 'wages
and allowances asked by the federated shop crafts affiliated
with the American Federation of Labor, on the ground that
their wages are now higher than those paid generally In'
15,

directors,

industrial concerns not under government control.
The rates
asked i)y the shop crafts include a basic rate of 85 cents
an hour for experienced mechanics in place of the present
rate of 68 cents, 60 cents for helpers, and also differentials
for certain classes of employees, 30 days holiday a year and
other concessions in time.
These increases, Mr. Chambers

amount to 25 per cent in the basic rate, 46 per cent
for second class electrical workers now paid 58 cents, 35
said,

per cent for car men now paid 63 cents and 46 per cent for
those now paid 58 cents.
He presented a set of exhibits comparing the rates of
wages paid to railroad shop crafts with minimum, maximum,

going and average hourly rates paid to employees performing
similar work in 1,293 industrial plants.
Ship yards and
similar plants were not included, he said, because of the
emergency character of the work. The information was received in reply to questionnaires, all of which have not yet
been answered, so that the information is not entirely complete.
The exhibits showed average hourly rates in the
outside industries as follows: INIachinists, 56.2 cents; boilermakers, 62.6 cents; blacksmiths, 58.4 cents; sheet metal
w^orkers ,54.7 cents; first class electrical workers, 55.8 cents:
second class electrical workers, 46.3 cents; car men, 48.2
cents; molders, 60.6 cents, and helpers, 44.3 cents.
The
majority of the outside machinists receive rates of 50 cents
and upward, while the prevailing rate for helpers is 45 cents.

Chambers said that the pay rolls had also been increased
by the classification of work made in Supplement No. 4 to
General Order No. 27, because the first class rates are now
paid in many instances for work formerly performed by
helpers at a lower rate, as the craftsman rate is now paid for
some of the work performed by men not fully qualified as
craftsmen.
Fonnerly a craftsman engaged in piece work
made his helper do all he could, whereas now in the intervals between work assigned to the helpers, the helper frequently does nothing.
Mr. Chambers also presented exhibits
'Sir.

it

has been reduced to aijout normal.

Wharton, vice-chairman of the board, (jucstioned

completeness of the figures becau.sc they did not include
industries on the Pacific (Vast where high rates have
lum estaitli.shed, or in the inter-mountain territory, whqre
he said he knew that man\- mechanics were receiving a miniinaii\

at

policy.

is

().

tlic

hy John 1..
Lewis, acting president of the United Mine Workers, charging the Railroad .Administration with unfair practices in
connection with the purchase of coal, Director General Hincs
telegraphed Mr. Lewis, asking him to give him the benefit of
specific cases so that he might correct any instances where it
may appear that there has been a failure to carry out his
policy.
Mr. Lewis said the miners' organizations would Ijc

contract
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mum

He also commented on the absence of
from the Ford Motor Comi)any, which he said had
recently established a minimum of $6 a day for mechanics.
Mr. Chamljcrs said that many of the questionnaires from
the more remote points had not yet i)een received, and that
the committee had been unable to olitain the figures from the
Ford plant.
He remarked that the $6 minimum was 75
cents an hour.
The representatives of the eniphnco testified bcfnn ili.'
board on .March 12, l.i and 14.
of $1 an hour.

figures

Conditions in Allegheny Region
Railroads in the Allegheny region, according to a
from Regional Director Markham, continued to meet

rejjort
all the

demands made upon them

for the month of March.
Due
mild winter weather, coal loadings decreased to a considerable extent.
Permit restrictions on
lumber and forest products were raised on April 1 and. with
few exceptions, this region continued clear of embargoes on
to

the unusually

The campaign for the prevention of loss
and damage to freight is beginning to show results.
In
March the bureau operated in the Philadelphia district for
l)ringing together astray freight and waybills on which
freight was reported short amounting to $170,000.
A similar
bureau started its ojjerations at Baltimore on April 1. and
another one will be opened at Pittsburgh at an early date.
On account of export traffic reverting from munitions and
supplies to commercial freight, the freight traffic committee at North Atlantic ports was disbanded on April 1.
Traffic control managers, appointed for New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, will hereafter issue permits for
export freight.
During the existence of embargoes, these
managers will also have charge of issuing permits covering
domestic freight destined for ports under their jurisdiction.
carload freight.

Maintenance Budgets Being Prepared
on which the 1919 Ijudgets of maintenance of way
and structures expenditures are to be based are now- being
compiled by the railroads to be submitted to Washington by
May 1, in accordance with instructions issued by C. A.
Morse, assistant director of the Division of Operation, some
time ago, which are being somewhat modified in order to
reduce the amount of clerical labor required in complying
with them. The upkeep this year is to be measured by the
amount necessary to make the average for 1918 and 1919
F"igures

equal to the average during the test period, after equating
for the increases in labor and material costs, so that maintenance work is not being delayed until the budgets are approved, because the general standard to be reached is known.
Circular No. 28, issued by the Division of Operation, calling for detailed information for the purpose of affording a
comparison of the expenditures for maintenance of way and
structures in 1918 and in the test period, which is necessary
to comply with the contracts between the government and the
railroads so that each property may be returned in substantially as good condition as when taken over, is to be cancelled because it has been found that it would require a duplication of the work which will be necessary to furnish similar information under circulars to be issued by the Division
of Accounting, which it is planned to have in by about July 1.
Statistics received by the maintenance department of the
Railroad Administration show that the tie situation has been
Tie
rapidh' improving s'nce the sign'ng of the arni'stice.
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production during ]\larch showed a marked increase, amounting to about 8,000,000, as compared with an average production during the iive years prior to 1917 of about 90,000,000

a year, and since October the monthly production has nearly
In some regions it has more than doubled.
doubled.
The
present outlook is that there will be plenty of ties produced
this year not only to meet the current requirements but to provide for the usual amount of carry-over into the next year.
Arrangements have been made for treating ties made from the
inferior grades of wood and also for the transportation of
5,000,000 Oregon fir ties to the Eastern region. Reports received since the close of the year show that 79,000,000 ties
were inserted in 1918 for renewals alone, as compared with
81,000,000 in 1917 and 90,000,000 in 1916..
Rail renewals last year also compared less unfavorably
with previous years than preliminary estimates indicated.
For the calendar year they amounted to 1,097,000 tons, as
compared with 1,233,000 in 1917, 1,450,000 in 1916 and an
average of about 1,600,000 for ten years. In 1918 there were
about 460,000 tons of rail carried over from the previous
year and about 369,000 tons were carried over from 1918
'into

1919.

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has

compensation
contracts as follows: Memphis, Dallas & Gulf, $28,295;
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, $3,183,089; Abilene &
Southern, $78,375; Cumberland & Pennsylvania, $255,692;
Buffalo Creek, $409,397; Detroit & Mackinac, $310,664;
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, $150,000; Port Huron Southern, $11,025, and St. Paul Bridge & Terminal Railway,
$67,509; also co-operative contracts with the Waycross &
Southern, Rockingham, .Alaljama & Northwestern and Virginia Blue Ridge.
e.xecuted
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docket application form. This application should be
by such officer and should contain a full statement
the facts which, in his judgment, make it improper,
the conditions and circumstances existing at the time

signed
of all

under
of the

transaction, to retain the charge which it is desired to refund.
Such applications should contain the statement that "it is ad-

mitted that the rates or rules legally applicable at the time
and over the route shipment moved were, under all the cir-

cumstances and conditions then existing, excessive and unreasonable," but should not contain any
agreement or
promise to maintain any rate, fare, charge, rule, or relationship for the future. Such application need not be signed by
any traffic official of a carrier under federal control, except
a chief traffic officer of the federal carrier submitting it.
Where a carrier not under federal control will participate
in the refund, such carrier must concur in the application by
proper indorsement.

A concise statement of the facts in connection with the
claims arising under paragraph (c) should first be submitted
by the carriers to the director, Division of Traffic, who will
instruct whether the application should be prepared and
submitted on the special docket.
If the director. Division
of Traffic, finds that a claim falls within the provisions of
(a) or (b) or that a claim falling within the provisions of
((•)
shows the exaction of a charge which was manifestly

unjust and not fairly in contemplation, the director will
promptly forward .such claim, when it has been put in proper

form, to the Interstate Commerce
state commission) for approval.

Commission

Navy and War Departments Pay

(or

to

the

Bills to

Administration Treasurer

The Navy and War departments

are

now

jjaving direct

to the treasurer of the

Reparation Claims on Special Dockets

The Division

of Traffic has issued Circular

No.

7

giving

instructions as to the handling of reparation claims

which

be dealt with on the special docket of the Interstate Commerce Commission (and of state commissions on intrastate
passenger traffic handled prior to June 10, 1918, and intrastate freight traffic handled prior to June 25, 1918).
It
is intended to advise what claims may be made the subject of
special docket proceedings, and in what manner.
Claims growing out of transactions subsequent to January
1, 1918, drawing in question the justness or reasonableness

may

of any rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation or practice
falling within the following classes, but not otherwise, should
be considered and submitted:
(a)

Where

there

(b)

\A'here

the

claim

in

special

was an error in publication.
is

within the terms of section 3

hereof.
(f)

Where,

(b), a charge

instances not covered

by (a)

or

was exacted which was manifestly unjust and
contemplation.
Each such claim will be con-

not fairly in
sidered on its merits.

the date of the application does not exceed the

should

sum

of the

understood that rates which
are restricted in their application to intrastate traffic can
not be used as one of the factors of the combination apIt

class of items.

The

men and propertv are
by federally operated roads and charged to
the Navy or War department as heretofore. All correspondence regarding the correctness of such bills will be conducted
by the Navy or War department with each such road. Any
adjustment made by the Navy or War department will be
included in the advices furnished by the administration
bills for the trans])ortation of

to be rendered

Claims based upon the fact that through rates were charged
which exceeded the aggregate of intermediate rates legally
applicable at date of shipment via the route over which the
shipment moved should be considered and submitted: Provided, however, That the total or through rate in effect upon
intermediate rates.

Railroad Administration at Washington, all amounts due to federally operated railroads for the
transportation of men and property covered by bills rendered
by such railroads to the Navy and War departments. No
such amounts will hereafter be paid to federal treasurers by
the Navy or War departments whether covered by bills already presented or bills which will later be rendered.
When bills for transportation are audited by the Navy
or War department and payment is made to the treasurer
of the Railroad Administration, there will be issued by the
auditor of the Railroad Administration to the federal auditor
of the appropriate road a credit advice, which will show
reference to the bill audited, the amount, and stating the
month's accounts in which the amount shall be transferred
to the account entitled "Administration Ledger Control Account."
The federal auditor will thereupon transfer the
amount from the asset account in which it is included to
the administration ledger control account and include the
amount in the analysis of that account as provided for that

Ije

plicable to an interstate .shipment.
Except as to claims arising under paragraph (c), claims
approved in accordance with the foregoing by a chief traffic
officer of the initial or delivering carrier (other than the

switching carrier) which is under federal control and which
will participate in the refund, shall be submitted on special

auditor, so that the accounts of the road presenting such bill
be corrected in accordance therewitli.

may

For the present, at least, bills presented to other government departments will be settled as heretofore. As a result
of this change in practice, it will be no longer necessarj- for
withhold apportionment of interline passenger and freight revenues due from these departments.
Such revenues are to be included in current months' reports
and settlements will be accomplished in the same manner as
settling carriers to

for

commercial

traffic.

:

:
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Kepoit of Safety Section

|)er

.Administration has i.s.sucd a notice regarding a rcjjorl of the Safety Section, stating that since the govornnicnt t(X)k (ontrol of tlio transportation facilitii'S its record
llic

k;iiln),ul

is one of wliicli l)otli cmi)l()yers and employees .should have
The statement indicates however, that
cause to feel proud.
a similar jiride is not felt in the activities of the railroad
On January 1, 1919,
safety dejiartments before that time.
there were 20,1.';6 railroad men serving on railroad safety
committees under the direct supervision of the Safety Sec-

working

tion "actively

on the railroads; whereas a
men thus employed."

for safety

year ago there were com])aratively few
It

is

AGF:

also stated that on certain typical roads, where, in the
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ton then such Regularly published rate shall apply.

net

These redu( ed

may

rates

be applied on shi|)nients consigned

as outlined above Imt in care of a contractor, provided the
freight is paid i)y the government, and provided proj)cr certification

is

made by

the government through

its

jjroperly

accredited representative that the shipments are for the use
of, and the reduction in the rate will accrue to the gov-

crnment.

The

rates authorized

are to be applied without publicabut each railroad hauling such material is
charged with the duty of seeing that the reduced rates are
applied only on bona fide government material where the
freight charges saved b}' the reduction will accrue to the
tion

in tariffs,

month of January, 1918, there were in the aggregate 212 persons killed, and 3,118 were injured, the record for the same
month in 1919 shows the number killed as 94, and of injured

government as indicated.

363. Apparently it is not the province of the Safety Section
to note any difference in operating conditions in the two

General Hines has announced that, with the
approval of Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer, he has
consented to a modification of the covenant inserted in purchase contracts under the direction of the Department of
Justice is.sued June 18, 1918, prohibiting the payment to
agents of fees contingent upon the procuring of contracts
with the government in so far as it relates to railroad con-

months.
Concerning the campaign directed to cleaning up yards
and rights of way, one of the big roads reports
"One division has picked up between 675 and 700 carloads of scrap and debris; and 92 cars of scrap iron were
gathered along rights of way in yards.
On the divisions
that were cleaned up through the efforts of the safety department a number of old link and pin couplers were picked
up, a proof that no clean up had been made for a number of
years."

One

of

the

"We

lodges reads:

importance to

all

earnest support

circulars

issued

feel the safety

the

])y

movement

is

l^rotherhood

of the utmost

employees and your hearty co-operation and

is

requested, that accidents

juries to our fellow

employees

minimum." The Safety
dent Month" for May in

and personal

in-

may

be reduced to the lowest
planning a "No Accithe Southwestern Region.
Section

is

Passenger Traffic Increasing
during January increased by 11.5 per
January, 1918, according to the
monthly report of the Operating Statistics Section.
The
number of passengers carried one mile for the two months
Passenger

cent

as

traffic

compared with

by regions and

districts

was as follows:
January,

January,
1918

Increast,
8.0
16.6
10.8

22.6
26.4

386,544.671
616.670 871
300 219 314

256,417,267
416,278.740
66,542,908
739,238,915
587,364,895
62,519.832
477,846.209
349.040.976
586.3^9.033
299.654.824

3.458.010,904

3.101.994,684

11.5

l?!*)
Tot.nl.

Total.
Total,
Total.
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total,
Total.
Total.

New England
Central

District
Diftrict

Ohio-Indiana District
Eastern Recion
Allegheny Region
Pocahontas Recion
Southern Region
Northwestern Region
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region ,.

.,

CraT'd

tn;al,

all

regin-s

276,907.918
485,561.079
73.782.065
.836,251.062

720,071.426
79.031.603

519221.957

percent

13.1

Contingent Fee Covenant Modified
Director

tracts.

Since this order was promulgated by the attorney general,
there has been a good deal of complaint from railway supply
houses that its provisions were working a hardship upon

them, and that the government itself was losing the benefits
of a system which, previoush-, had proved l)oth economical

and satisfactory

made between the Railroad Administration and supply
houses which, previous to government control, carried on

tracts

bona fide selling agencies.
At the suggestion of John Barton Payne, general counsel
for the Railroad Administration, the following clause wili

their business tlirough

be inserted in appropriate cases in future railroad contracts
"Provided, however, that this covenant shall not invalidate
a contract obtained through a bona fide commercial representative
employed under a general contract covering
designated territory and shall not prohil)it or penalize the

employment

Rates on Road-Building Materials Reduced

of the

same agencies,

tariff rates in effect for the tran.sportation of these materials

for commercial uses at the time shipments move; but with
a minimum charge of 40 cents per net ton, except that where
the regularly published commercial rate is less than 40 cents

and methods of com-

lions,"

Financial Results in February

The

financial results of the operation of Class I railroads
(excluding terminal companies) by the Railroad Adminis-

tration during the

month

of February, in comparison writh
shown in a compilation by the

those of Februan,', 1918, are

As

Operating Statistics Section.

General Hines has decided, after consultation
with the department of agriculture, commerce and labor, to
reduce the present regularly published tariff rates upon
specified road-building materials when for use in federal,
state, count}', parish, township or municipal government road
work.
All railroads under federal control are authorized to apply
rates on carload shipments of stone (broken, crushed and
ground) slag, shells, chatts, cherts, sand and gravel, shiooed
during the period from May 1 to December 31, 1919, inclusive, when for use in road building or road maintenance,
and when consigned to and the freight thereon paid by federal, state, county, parish, township or municipal government, 10 cents per net ton less than the regularly published
Director

rates

pensation in dealing with the United States heretofore customarily employed by the contractor in the regular course of
his business in similar dealings with the railroad corpora-

8,7
10.7
5.2
0.2

in ever)- particular.

Hereafter, the attorney general's order will not affect con-

these figures cover the op-

eration of 231,009 miles of Class I railroads under federal

and exclude switching and terminal companies, they
do not exactly correspond with the figures published by the
Interstate Commerce Commission for 233,045 miles of road,
control

pul)lished last week.
REVE.VL'Eb

.\>JD

Expenses

— Cl.^ss

I

R.^ilroads in Federal

February
-'

,

1919
$346,582,675
Operating revenues
Operating expenses
318,693,877
27,888.798
Net operating revenue
15,965.925
Taxes, rents, etc
Net opciating income comparahle
to standaid return guaranteed
by governirent
11,922.873
74.035.288
1/12 of standard return
92.0
Operating ratio

^

1918
$285,867,230
256,495,399
29,371,831
15,337,911

14,033,920
74,035,288
89.7

Control
Increase
or decrease

$60,715,445
62,198,478
D 1,483,033
628,014

D2,lll,047
2.3

D — Decrease.
It is explained that operating expenses for February. 1919,
included approximately 52,573.000 of back pay applicable

•

April

to prior

18,
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months.

amount were excluded from the opresult would be a net federal income of

If this

erating expenses, the
$14,495,873, or an increase of $461,953 over last year. The
operating ratio would have been 91.2 or only 0.5 over last
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ma) make a charge for such copies so furnished, the
charge not to exceed the reasonable cost of making and forcarrier

warding the copies requested.

The

carrier shall publish in each case a request for bids
two daily newspapers of general circulation, at

in at least

year.

for Cars and Locomotives
meeting at Washington on April 22.

The Committee on Standards
will hold its next

Rules

for

Competitive Bidding
Under the Clayton

Interstate Commerce Commission,

THE

two publications in each week for two weeks, the first
publication to be at least two weeks immediately preceding
newsthe day when the bids are to be submitted; one such
paper shall be published in the city or town where the prmother
cipal operating office of the carrier is located and the
newspaper shall be published in one of the following cities
where
nearest to the operating office of the carrier or the place
contract is to be performed, namely: New York, N. Y.;

least

Mechanical Committee to Meet

in

Law
an order

issued on April 10, has prescribed a set of proposed
regulations to govern the method of securing competitive bids, as required by Section 10 of the Clayton antitrust Law, in connection with dealings in securities, supplies
or other articles of commerce, contracts for construction or
maintenance of any kind, to the amount of more than $50,000
in the aggregate in a year, by a common carrier with another
corporation, firm, partnership or association "when the common carrier shall have upon its board of directors or as its

the

Boston, Mass.; Chicago, 111.; St. Louis, Mo.; Atlanta, Ga.;
San Francisco, Cal., and Portland, Ore.; and a printed
copy of the published notice in each case shall be posted in
plain view, for two weeks immediately preceding the day
on which bids are to be received, on a bulletin board, designated for that purpose, in a public and conspicuous place in
the building where the principal operating office of the carSuch published notices shall describe in genrier is located.
its
eral but intelligible terms the proposed contract, giving
serial number, and the special matter or things for which
bids are requested, and the date on or before which the

or purchasing or selling officer, or agent
in the particular transaction, any person who is at the same
time a director, manager or purchasing or selling officer of,
or who has any substantial interest in such other corporation,

bids must be submitted, and the person by whom and the
will be received and
office at which the bids submitted
opened as herein provided. The carrier may in said notice
reserve the right to reject any and all bids and may, at itS:
option, require each bidder to tender a bond in a reasonable-

firm, partnership or association."

sum

president,

manager

This section of the law, which was twice extended by
Congress, became effective on January 1, 1919, except as to
It provides
corporations organized after January 8, 1918.
that such purchases, contracts, etc., shall not be made except
from the most favorable bidder, to be ascertained by competitive bidding under regulations prescribed by the commission, and requires the carriers to file with the commission
a full detailed statement of the transaction. If the commission, after investigation, shall have reason to believe that the
law has been violated it shall transmit the papers and its
views of findings regarding the transaction to the attorney
general.

The following proposed regulations are served upon all
common carriers subject to the act, including the director
general of railroads, to show cause, by objections, if any,
to be filed with the commission by May 15, why they should

not be

made

When

effective:

carrier, subject to the act to regulate commerce,
required by Section 10 of the Clayton antitrust act to
call for bids for securities, supplies, or other articles of
commerce, or for the construction or maintenance of any kind
or part of its carrier property, such carrier shall prepare
specifications, form of proposals and contract, setting forth
clearly and in detail a description or descriptions of the
matters and things for which bids are requested, the terras,
times and conditions of delivery and payment, the place or
places where delivery or performance is to be made, the
character, amount, and terms of securities offered or sought,
and a full description of the supplies or other articles required or offered for sale, hypothecation, or purchase, and

any

is

make and attach to such specifications such maps,
drawings, and illustrations and state such other substantial
facts or conditions as are or may be necessary to a full
understanding of the premises and procedure by bidders.
Such specifications, drawings and illustrations in each case
shall be kept open at the principal office or offices of the
carrier for full examination, free of charge, by persons desiring to examine the same with a view to bidding, and, upon
request, such carrier shall furnish to any person or persons
desiring the same true and accurate copies of such specifications, maps, drawings and illustrations; provided that the
shall

sureties
to be therein named, with sufficient surety or
conditioned upon the faithful and prompt performance of
the terms of the contract.
Every bid to receive consideration shall be submitted a(
the place specified in the notice on or before noon of the day
on which the bids are to be opened, and the bids shall be
opened afternoon and before six o'clock, on the day and at
the place and by the person or persons designated in the
Each bidder may attend in person or by duly authornotice.
ized representative at the opening of the bids, and shall be
afforded an opportunity to do so and to examine each bid.
The bids shall forthwith be tabulated in conformity with
the form of proposal prepared and a copy of such tabulation
shall be promptly furnished to any bidder or his authorized

upon application therefor.
required by the notice, each bid shall be accompanied by tender of a bond in the amount specified in the
notice, with sufficient surety or sureties conditioned upon the
faithful and prompt performance of the proposed contract.
A bond shall be required only in cases where the notice for
bids expressly calls for a bond.
Each bid shall be enclosed with accompanying papers in
a plain envelope securely sealed bearing no indication of
the name of the bidder or the amount of the bid, and shall
," and
be marked "Bid under proposed contract No
shall be addressed to the officer of the carrier designated in
representative

When

the notice to receive the same.
Each bid shall state the name

and address

of the bidder

the bidder be a corporation, the names and addresses
of the officers, directors and general manager thereof and
of the purchasing or selling officer or agent in that transaction and, if the bidder is a firm, partnership or association,

and,

if

the bid shall give the names and addresses of each member
thereof, and of the manager, purchasing or selling officer
or agent in that transaction.

After receiving and opening bids as aforesaid, the carrier
receiving the same shall within 10 days after the opening
of the bids, accept the most favorable bid considering (1)
the lowest price or prices for the supplies, equipment, and
other articles of commerce, and for the construction or maintenance work, described in the advertisement, and the highest
price or prices

offered

for

any

securities or proj^ierty, so
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for .sale

rilicd,

l>y

the carrier,

of the bidder, financial

relialiility

the property or to jierforni the

and (2) the ability and
and otherwi.se, to deliver

work or transaction, or

to

]);i\

for the .-iecurities, descrii)ed in the adverti.sement, givinf? diu'

consideration to any bond or security tendered by the bidder.
If the right be reserved in the notice all bids may be rejected
and the carrier niaV readverti.se for bids. The carrier shall
notify the successful bidder of the acceptance of his or its
bid,

and the bidder

«ontruct, and,
.suftuient

bond

shall within 10 days execute the required

required

if

i)y

good and
and prompt performance of

the notice, execute a

for the faithful

In case the successful bidder shall neglect or
time to execute the contract or bond as aforesaid the currier may within five days award the contract to
the contract.
fail

within

.said

the ne.xt most favorable l)idder, a.scertained as iierein provided for determining the most favorable bidder. If neither
the most favoraljle bidder nor the next most favorable bidder
.shall exL»cutc a

contract and ([ualify as aforesaid, the carrier

shall readvertise for

new

bids.

Each carrier after having made and executed a contract
as and in the manner above specified shall within 30 days
after the execution of such contract

Commerce Commission

file

with the Interstate

a statement of the transaction giving

a copy of the published notice, (b) the names of all
if the bidder be a corporation, the names and
addresses of the officers, directors and general managers
thereof and of the purchasing or selling officer or agent in
that transaction, or if the bidder be a partnership or firm,
the names and addresses of the members of the firm, the
general manager and purchasing or selling agent thereof,
(a)

bidders, and,

and the
to

total

whom

amount

of each bid; (c) the

name

of the bidder

was awarded together with a copy of
if any other than the lowest or the
as the case may be, is accepted as being most

the contract

the contract;

and (d)

highest bid,
favorable to the carrier, the reasons for such acceptance.
The statement shall be made in typewriting, in pamphlet
form on pages not less than 8 by 10^ inches in size nor
greater than 9^^ by 12 inches, in size, bound on the longer
edge of the page, the paper to be of durable quality, fit for

permanent record.
In the case of each bid so taken as aforesaid, the
carrier shall preserve and keep open for examination by the
Interstate Commerce Commission or any duly authorized
examiner thereof, (a) a copy of the resolution or order of
the board of directors, executive committee, or officers of the
said common carrier specifying the purposes and terms of
the contract for which the bids were invited; (b) a copy of
the specifications, maps, drawings, and illustrations upon
which bids were made; (c) copies of the notices published,
sworn to by or on behalf of the publisher of each paper,
respectively, giving the dates and times of publication; (d)
the original bids received, designating the bid accepted and
giving a statement of the reasons for accepting the same; (e)
a copy of the contract entered into between the carrier and
the accepted bidder, together with a copy of bond if any;
(f) a statement showing any relationship, or business relation
if any of the accepted bidder to any officer, director, general
managers or agents of the carrier; (g) references by number
of volume and page to the records of proceedings of the stockholders, directors, or executive committee of the carrier. The
files in each transaction shall be securely fastened together
and given the contract number and each document therein
shall be

numbered consecutively and,

shall be a

at the conclusion there

sworn statement by the president or the general

of the carrier, stating that the files in No
contain true and complete records and statements of all the
negotiations had in connection with the contract therein

manager

set forth.

by the

Such

files

carrier or

shall not be broken or any part destroyed
officer or agent of the carrier without

any

written authorization from the Interstate
mission.

Commerce Com-
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Report on South Byron Collision
I.VIKKSTATK COMMKKCK CO.M MISSION
TIIK
report, dated March 4, and signed
W.

liaS i.SSUL'd U

i^y

chief of the

Bureau of Safety, on

P. Horland,

the rear collision of

New York Central at South Byron,
N. Y., on the morning of January 12, in which 22 persons
were killed and 71 injured. The circumstances and causes
of this collision have been quite fully reported in the Kaiiway Age see the issues of January 17, jiage 212, and February 28, |)ages 477 and 491.
Mr. Borland in his conclusion sa)s:
"This accident was caused by the failure of Kngineman
Fricdlcy of train No. 1 1 jjroperly to observe and be governed by automatic blcxk-signal indications.
A contributing cause w-as the failure of Flagman Groves to go Ijack a
sufficient distance properly to protect his train, and to display
Engineman Friedley was
lighted fu.sees as required tjy rule.
employed as a water boy in 1873, promoted to fireman in
In January,
1876, and in 1885 was promoted to engineman.
1906, he was dismissed for using the main track without flag
pas.senger trains on the

—

in November of the same year.
Flagman Groves was employed as brakeman in 1891. In
1907, he was suspended for 15 days for not protecting his
train by flag when it remained at a regular stopping point

protection, being reinstated

longer than usual.
The evidence indicates that all of the
signal appliances intended to prevent an accident of this
character worked properly, its occurrence being due .solel\'
to

human

error.

"In answer

to a question as to what he would suggest for
the prevention of accidents of this character, W. H. Elliott,

signal engineer of the road, said that the only remedy would
be an automatic train-control system. In his 25 years' experience as signal engineer he had made tests of three different
types of train control, starting in 189.5.
Eight years ago a
former president of the New York Central appointed a committee of four signal engineers from that system to investigate such devices and recommend one for trial. If this could
not be done they were to devise one themselves.
Up to the
present time the work of this committee is uncompleted. Mr.
Elliott stated that one of the principal objections to the use
of an automatic train-control device was the idea of taking

away from

the engineman the control of his train, the belief
being that such a practice, under. stormy weather conditions,
for example, w'ould cause the engineman to take chances and
If it should fail
to depend upon the train-control device.
under such circumstances and an accident should result then
the railroad company would be in a very undesirable
position.

"The committee

felt that

an automatic train-control system

was not intended for such dependence as would be placed
upon it by enginemen, and that it would be better not to
have it unless it could work with the same degree of
Another objection was the
reliability as the signal system.
Expense. Mr. Elliott stated that after careful investigation
it seemed to this committee that greater protection would be
afforded by spending an equal amount of money in installing automatic signals on the parts of the road not so equipped
than by putting a train-control device into use on lines
already equipped with automatic block signals. Mr. Elliott
said that a device of the mechanical trip type was in use in

New York City, and was giving
good service, but its use in open country where it would be
exposed to snow and ice and to gravel or stone which might
be dumped along the roadway had not proved a success, the
result being that often there would be no application of
the brakes when there should have been, or else there would
be many stops when none was called for. Difficulties were
also presented to steam roads operated in the open on account of the different types of trains operated over them
Mr. Elliott further stated
at greatly varying rates of speed.

the tunnels and subways of

:
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no device has been developed
which the objections from an operating and engineering
standpoint were sufficiently overcome to warrant going
ahead with such devices. He said, however, that a device can
be had; but that everyone had been dodging it on account

low

in

to be encountered has l)een allowed to obstruct the
constructive development of such devices by railroad companies, these difficulties are not considered insurmountable.

of the expense."

In its fourth annual report, in 1911, the Block Signal and
Train Control Board in a discussion of this matter held that
had the railroads directed the same effort toward the development of automatic train-control apparatus that has been
devoted to the development of interlocking and block-signal-

that with one possible exception

that a railroad will more
extending automatic block
signals and interlocking and introducing other safeguards,
than by installing an automatic train stop, the report says:
"This in substance is merely an argument for utilizing
available funds so as to secure immediate returns and results;
it can not properly be considered an argument against the
development and use of an automatic train-control system,
although it may temporarily serve as an excuse or reason for

Commenting on the argument

effectively

promote

safety

by

postponement of the consideration of that subject
and of the practical development of automatic train-control
*
*
*
While many of the problems of autodevices.
indefinite

matic train-control arc serious, and the vision of the

diffi-

culties

ing apparatus, 'we should now have adecjuate installations of
automatic train-control devices which would permit an engineman to handle his train without interference as long as
he did it properly, l)ut would intervene to stop his train if
he disregarded a stop signal or ran at excessive speed where
speed restriction was prescribed.' "

The report repeats the discussion which was issued in
connection with the similar collision at Mount Union, Pa., on
February 27, 1917, concerning the con.struction of steel
passenger cars with a view to mitigating the results of collisions at high speeds.

Railw^ay Developments in Foreign Countries
British

Government Makes Compromise with Railwaymen
Resulting in $47,500,000 Increase-Wage Bill

DIFFICULTIES on
THEhaveLABOR
threatened on
number

the British railways which

a

of occasions to result in

a general railway strike were amicably settled after
extended conference and discussion on March 28, when the
conference of delegates of the National Union of Railwaymen agreed to accept the government's compromise offer.
The men's demands and the developments during the war
were outlined in the Railway Age of March \?., page 612.

The Board

of

Trade Confers with the

British

LO

1

Guaranteed Week
vorking day or 48-hour week,
Offer The standard week's work to consist of 48 hours (a.
granted
effective February 1)
The standard week's wages, exelusivi of any
payment for cvertime or Sunday duty, to he guaranteed to all employees
who are available for duty throughout the week, but turns commencing
on a Saturday and finishing on a Sunday shall form part of the guar-

—

jrandum.

e

further discu;scd.

Overtime.

Demand
half

— Sir

— Double

time

(.\ssociated Society

(Xational
of

1-oc

I'nion
iiotiv

of

Engine

Kaihvavnien)
and Firemen).

Albert Stanley, President of the Board, Presiding

Offer— AW
to

time worked on weekdays in excess of the standard hours
be paid loi at the rate of time and a .quarter, each day to stand by
for ovtrtime purposes.

itselt

given

Pemand — Eight-hour

be excluded
of a strike
district, the
referred to

GfARANTEtD Day
This

Railwaymen

By way of showing to how great an extent these demands
were met in the government's offer, the following comparison
is

anlecd week, and all turns cdnnneiicing on
Sunday shall
from the operation of the guaranteed week
In the event
afleeting the work of any grade, either gen ally or in any
i|iicstion of suspci ding the operation of this article shall ho
the Joint Committee to he set np under .\rticle 7 of this Me

Sunday

Demand — Double
Offer

— 12

Duty

time.

o'clock midrifcht .'iaUirday to li midnight, .Sunday: Time and
a half wilhoul addition to rate for overtime and/or night duty.
The same
to apply to Christmas Day and C!ood Friday.
Hours worked on those days
in excess of the standard number of hours shall not be computed as part
of the hours of work of any other day.
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lUlJ
.Niuin

UuiY

Deinan^l Tinir ami n liiiU (or all time workrtl briwccii 6 p. in. and
n. m.
CJrtVr— Week dnyi; (a) All onliniiry time worked between 10 p. m.
•lid 4 A. m. to be puid iit the rate of tiiiir and a quarter; (b) all overtime
worked between 10 p. ni. and
n. ni.
to be paid at an inclusive rate of
time and a half.
6

.4

Rest

—

Dtmand Not less than 12 hours between each turn.
Offtr In all reKiiIar duties a period of 12 hours' rest to l>r shown on
the rustcis at the honu- station, but in other cases a miniiiinin of nine
hours.

—

Holidays or Vacations

—

Pcmaiiii
14 days with pay.
Uffer One week's holiday with pay after 12 months' service, to include
the casual employees .who are regularly employed, without prejudice to
those men who already have a lonRer holiday under their existing conditions of seivicc.

—

Man.vgement

Demand— Equal

rcprtscntation on management.
Offer The nrRotiJting committees of the two iiiiiiijis (Iht- N.itioiial
Union of Railwaynien and the Associated Society of Locomotive Knginecrs
and Firemen) will be recognized as the medium for dealing with all
questions atYecting ntes of pay and conditions of service while the present
ni-gotiations arc proceeding.
A committee shall be appointed to consider and report:
the setting up of a joint committee, consisting of repre(1)
.'\s to
sentatives of the R.iihvay lixecutivc Committee and of the two unions,
to deal with any questions that arise in regard to rates of pay and conditions of service of the men within the conciliation grades, as from the
date when these negotiations are concluded, and the time until some
una! arrangement is arrived at in regard to the future position of
railways.
(2)
As to the continuance or discontinuance of the existing Conciliation Boards.
Wlien the I'.ew Ministry of Ways and Communications is set up it is
the intention of the Government to provide in the organization for, and to
avail itself fully of, the advantage of assistance, co-operation and advice
from the workers in the transiwrtation industry.

—

Wages and
Demand — War wage of 33s,

Standard! Rates of Pay
to

rales of pay to be standardized on

be converted into permanent wages and
all railways (National Union of Railway

Men).
Drivers, 20s. a day; firemen. 15s. a day; cleaners, 10s. a day (Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen).
Offtr— The present wages to be stabilized till December 31, 1919, and
any reduction of the war wage under the agreement of November, 1918, to
l)e waived.
As regards standardization of rates of pay and removal of present
anomalies, this can only be dealt with in connection with a general revision
of peimanent wages, and, therefore, it is proposed that the present negotiations shall be continued for fixing new standard rates so as to insure
that all men throughout the country shall receive the same payment for
tne same work under the same conditions.
This will involve a transfer oi a part of the war wage to the permanent
wage, but the Government agrees that up to December 31, 1919, no man
^>hall
receive less in weekly rate of wage, plus war wage than he is
receiving at present, while anyone to whom the new war wage and new
rale yield more than they are receiving at present, shall receive the advantage as soon as an arrangement is arrived at.
The war
.\t the end of the year the whole situation will be reviewed.
wage will have to be looked at in the light of the circumstances of the
time generally and it will be open to the men to ask for a revision of the
new standard rates if they think a case can be made for it. But the
anomalies of varying pay for similar work under similar conditions will
have been removed, and future negotiations will be rendered much easier
through there being only one set of figures to work upon.

Other Items
These

to

in

the PRorjRAHMEs

be discussed at further meetings.

Discussion concerning these demands was postponed during
the war, but began immediately after the signing of the
armistice, and conditions became especially acute during the
strike on the tubes and electric lines out of London in Feb-

The discussion has been between the Railway ExecCommittee and the Board of Trade on the one hand,
and the National Union of Railwaymen and the Associated
Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen on the other.
Sir Albert Stanley, as president of the Board of Trade, presided at most of the conferences, and the railway men's case
was presented by J. H. Thomas, general secretary of the
N. U. R. The meetings were secret for the greater part of
February and March, and but little account was given out
In the meantime the soconcerning the decisions reached.
called triple alliance was formed of the railwaymen, the
miners and the transport workers, and fears were held for

ruary.
utive

a time of a general s>Tnpathetic strike of all three classes
Finally the Board of Trade made a compromise

of workers.

railwaymen, but this was promptly rejected and
a strike resolution adopted. The final agreement came about
offer to the
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anotluT offir wa.s made wliicli differed onl\' in minor
and after a conference was held in Downing street,
at wliich -tlic entire mailer was gone over in great detail
vvhi'ii

details,

Ijefore

Bonar Law, and

at whirli the latter hrouglil out the

government's position and outlined liow far it was willing
to go.
Mr. Thomas then t(K)k the matter to his union and
then secured a vote to re.s(:ind tlie strike resolution and a
favorable vote of tlie conference of delegates.
It is understood, however, tliat tlic vote in favor was a narrow one and
that fears were expressed that tliere might be local dis-

M

turljances.

At tlie conference before Bonar Law, Mr. Thomas, who
conducted the railwayman's case, exiilained the railwaymen's
position and went into great detail concerning a number of
points.
One of these was the status of the shopmen. About
100,000 of the railway shopmen belong to his union, but
many belong to the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, and
other craft unions.
The government felt it would become
involved in a Jurisdictional dispute if it came to terms with
the N. U. R. alone, but Mr. Law finally agreed to negotiate
with a committee from all the railroad shopcrafts together.
It is estimated that the concessions which have just been
accepted will add about £10,000,000, or approximately 347,500,000 annually to the railway wage bill, bringing the
total increases in wages since before the war to about £85,This includes £60,000,000 in the form of war
000,000.
bonuses,

now amounting

to

.3.3s.

to all

men

over 18 years

of age, £15,000,000 covering the introduction of the eighthour day on February 1, 1919, and the £10,000,000 in the
latest concessions.

It is stated that the gross receipts of the

railways before the war. were only £139,000,000 annually,
and the net revenue £50,000,000. In view of the fact that
there have also been increases in the cost of materials
amounting to some £25,000,000 yearly, it is evident that
the cost of the new concessions will have to be borne either
out of taxation or increased freight rates.

Swiss Railways' Coal Bill

The Swiss Federal Railway

accounts show that the deficit
has increased from $14,355,000 in 1917 to $41,510,000 in
1918. This is due to the increased wages, pensions, and cost
of all materials, but above all to the enormously increased
price of coal in the last six

months of the

Railway Extensions

in

year.

Peru

Hector F. Escardo, Minister of Finance and Commerce,
made a statement in one of the leading newspapers
of Lima, says Commerce Reports, to the effect that the first
operations of the new Peruvian Railway Construction Co.
(which company was created by a Government decree) will
be directed toward the extension and improvement of existing railways. He states that wath the revenues from the National Tobacco Monopoly they propose to finish the railway
between Lima and Huacho, the latter being a small seaport
town north of Ancon. The railway between these two points
is
at present managed by the Peruvian Corporation, a
standard gage road existing between Lima and Ancon, and
it is a narrow gage between Ancon and Huacho, which requires at present the transshipment of cargo and passengers
In all probability this railway will be changed to
at Ancon.
standard gage throughout. He states that the next work of
the company will be in connection with the extension of the
existing railway from the port of Chimbote to the interior
town of Racuay. This road will probably open up part of
the Peruvian coal fields.
One of the most important undertakings will be the extension of the Central Railway of Peru
from Huancayo to Ayacucho.
This extension was begun
several years ago, but only about 20 kilometers have been finished.
They expect work to begin this month (February,
1919). Another needed improvement in the development of
railway facilities in the Republic will be the proposed conrecently

•

April

18,
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from the port of Chimbote

struction of the road

to

Caja-

that this railway will pass through one
of the richest mineral and agricultural sections of the country.
The present indications are that this company will not under-

bamba.

It is stated

take, for the present at least, the construction of

new

railways.

proximately $6,000,000, of which $500,000 is to be devoted
to the purchase of rolling stock.
The mineral wealth of the region through which this railway will be laid is of considerable importance; productive
iron-ore, manganese, nickel, and wolfram mines being located in

British

Government Makes Concession on
Transport

The

Bill

providing for the establishment of a Ministry of
Ways and Communications in Great Britain and Ireland,
which, as noted in last week's issue, passed to its second
reading on March 18, came before the standing committee of
the House of Commons for the first time on April 1, and was
also considered in connection with the Money Resolution in
the House itself the same evening.
At the latter, considerable oljjection was brought up against the broad powers
of the bill as relates to finances, it being feared that the control of the House would not be sufficiently retained over
bill

new ministry. As a result, Bonar Law,
government, made the very important concession of
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its

immediate vicinity. Over 56,000,000 tons of ironmined in that district. The agricultural

ore alone have been

wealth of the region is of no less importance, consisting in
large quantities of cereals, wines, olive oil, and cork bark.
Cattle raising is also a factor of interest.

Zafra

is

connected by a railway with Seville and Huelva,
with Lisbon,
at Villanueva del Fresno

and the terminus

—

—

Portugal.

Walter Francis, a British engineer, has been commissioned
by the British Government, through the British Commercial
Office at

Madrid,

to construct this railway.

Special Correspondence from China

the actions of the

for the
agreeing that the government would provide for a competent
representative of the Treasury to watch the financial aspect
of the schemes worked out by the ministry and to report on

Peking, March

5.

In the recent tenders for 100 goods wagons upon the Peking Hankow line, firms representing American builders were
tiie

successful bidders.

The Peking Syndicate has so nearly concluded
ments for a loan to the Taokow Chinghua railway,
advertising for tenders on 100 open
pacity each.

arrangethat

it

is

wagons of 40 tons ca-

On

February 26, a joint protest was lodged with the Minof Communications by the foreign diplomatic corps,
concerning the discomfort caused to travellers by soldiers
on the Peking-Hankow line, the use of goods wagons by
soldiers to the deprivation of foreign interests needing the
use of them, and the distribution of wagons so as to discriminate in favor of a mining company in which the Minister
of Communications is personally interested.
It is alleged
istn'

that one-fifth of the entire equipment of this line
devoted to the exclusive service of this mine.

From February

18 to 22 Floods in the Lea Valley, England,
Resulted in Serious Operating Difficulties on the
Great Eastern Railway. The Scene Shown
•

Is at

Tottenham Hale Station

such matters not to the Minister of
cellor of the Exchequer.

He

Ways

but to the Chan-

also stated that the government

proposed in the case of every scheme which involved an
expenditure of as much as £1,000,000, not in any particular
year, but upon the scheme as a whole, it would before the
scheme was undertaken submit it to tlie House of Commons
in an estimate or in some other way.
Both at the session in question and before the standing
committee, the government lias reaffirmed its intention to
fight in every way any proposed changes in the bill which will
take

away

control over

any

of the facilities

of

transport

which are now included.

Proposed Railway

in Andalusia,

Spain

A

railway from Zafra, Province of Huelva, to Villanueva
del Fresno, Province of Badajoz, is about to be constructed,
writes Consul Robert W. Harnden, Seville, in Commerce Reports.
Its importance will consist mainly in the means it will
afford for transporting the agricultural and mineral wealth of
the provinces of Huelva and Badajoz, and as a connecting
line between the port of Huelva and the Portuguese frontier.
This railway is to be over 100 kilometers (62 miles) in
length and the cost of its construction is estimated at ap-

From

Scrambling and Unscrambling

the

A'.

is

being

)

:

Unified Shop Record
WAS

Ac'oMMiiTEK
tivi'

iciiiUly

iiijpoiiitcd

from

Kastcrn Ronioii, assi.sk-d hv a
from tlu' mcclianical (U-parlmcnt of

roads in

Railrmd

tlu-

Adniini.stratioij,

to visit

a

several

rq)rc'Sfiita-

United

tlie

nuiTil)cr

of rep-

and make a report as

resentative sliops, collect data,

to the

various nietiiods of shop ojjeration. suj)ervision and shop recCopies of tiie recommendations of the committee
ords.
have Keen sent out to the federal and general managers of
the Eastern Region In' the regional director with Circular
lS()l-12')Ao74, which states that while not mandatory, the
recommendations if graduall)' adopted will secure uniformitv in shop records and sim])lify many of the methcxis
of

prcxedure.

The

circular

also

suggests

that,

where no

svstem is in use, the proposed plan may well lie adopted.
Reports are asked for as to what action is taken on the
committee's recommendations.

The recommendatidns
lowing

of

the

conunittee

include

tlie

fol-

:

Supervision

The committee has paid

particular attention to that
supervision which comes in direct contact with the men,
and invariably where the number of men assigned to one
sujx^rvisor exceeded 30, a lack of activity was noticed.
It is generally conceded that shops on a day-work basi.s
require more supervision than those on piece work, and
after careful consideration it is recommended that the plan
of assigning not more than 30 men to one foreman he adThe committee further
hered to as closely as practicalde.

recommends that this supervision l)e relieved of office clerical
work during the work period; that shop staff and other meetings be held at other than the working period and that
these supen-isors be given the
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date in and date scheduled out
Work" the various
not exceeding M)
items, to be listed in consecutive order in which the parts
S])ace should
of the Icxomotive are dismantled and erected.
be provided opposite each of these items for the date tlie
l)articular item is to be dismantled or repairs .started, and
Space
the date the repairs are to be completed and erected.
also should be provided opposite each of these items, for
l)arts of the Icxomotive that it is necessary to send to the
machine, smith or boiler shops, for the dates these jiarts
should be received in the various sliojis and the dates they
Space should also be provided oppcjsite
are to be completed.
each item under the heading of "Remarks," for "Cause of
dela}," if any.
A "Daily Schedule Delay Report" should be furnished
b_\the schedule man to the officers in charge, this fonn to
cover all Icxomotives in shop on which any part is behind
schedule.
Opposite the individual engine numbers, space
should be jjrovided for the various units of repair, condensed
Under the heading
into not exceeding 12 units of repair.
covering the units of repair space is to be provided for a
check mark to show just what items are behind the schedule
and delaying the work, together with the cause.
A blackljoard should be provided in each department, located in a conspicuous place, for the observation of the
workmen as well as the foremen. All locomotives in shop
requiring work in this department are to be listed on this
board.
At the top of the board should be shown the units
of repair with which the particular department is concernecl.
As the parts of the lcx:omotive reach the department
a check mark opposite the locomotive number and under
When repairs to these parts are comtlie parts is made.
pleted and ready for delivery to the erecting shop, another
check mark is made. When they are moved from the delo<oni()live

and Management Conditions

States

AGE

KAi:,WAY

mi

title

By

Your committee recommends a time clock s}Stem for
checking men in and out; clock card should show employee's
Space should be proname, (xcupation and key number.
The
vided on card for overtime as well as regular time.
same card should never be used beyond a payroll period and
the one week card is preferable.
ClcKks should be Icxrated convenient to the men's work
and no clock should serve more than 125 employees. Unless
existing agreements j^rohibit, clocks should be opened IS
minutes Ijefore starting time and closed promptly on whistle;
opened promptly at quitting time and closed after all employees have checked out, with an attendant in charge of
each clock during checking periods. This clock card should
be used as a basis for payroll and checked against work•
men's daily time cards.

Routing of Locomotive

Work

Experience shows that any system of despatching or
scheduling of w^ork through the shop must be predicated upon
(1) A predetermined route; (2) a predetermined time limit.
With the above in view the general outline of a routing
system is hereby made.
In order to properly carry out the
following routing it is necessary to have a competent schedule
man, with authority, to follow up the system. The locomotive should be thoroughly inspected prior to entering the
shop and the schedule man furnished with a copy of the
inspection report from which the shopping schedule is
prepared.
Separate forms should be made out by the schedule man
covering parts to be repaired in various departments and
These forms should show the
furnished each foreman.

marks are

the use of this board

cerned

Checking In and Out

class,

the check

|):irtment,

of foremen rather than

leaders.

nunilier,

of sliop and under the heading "Class of
units of the IcKomotive, condensed into

to

readily

rejjairs to the

ascertain

it

in

erased.

possible for any one con-

is

just

what department the

locomotive are being delayed.

Shop Order System
Shop

or

work orders should

l)e

issued to obtain the cost

manufacturing parts, repairing machines, cranes, etc., or,
when desired, to determine the cost of a specific unit of
of

locomotive repair.
After ascertaining that the necessary raw material is on
hand, a shop order number should be assigned and a form
issued giving the shop order number, requisition number,
date issued, description, drawing number, pattern number
The accounting office should be
and storehouse section.
notified so they may open the account.
The shop order clerk should then issue a card showing
departments in which the work is to be performed and then
enter in a book with duplicate stubs, kept for the purpose
in the foreman's office, the work hecessar}' in that department.
After the department completes the work, the foreman will detach and return to the shop order clerk the
duplicate slip.
By this method it can readily be seen just
what department has completed its share of the work.
When all .slips have been returned, signifying the completion of the work, the accounting office is notified so it can
close the account and compute the cost.
Where there is a sufficient amount of shop order work,
it is recommended that a competent man be appointed, with
authority, whose duty shall be to see that the work is
promptly handled through to completion.

Accounting

Of

the 10 shops visited, eight have in use daily time slips

(paper)
all cases

and two, daily time cards (light cardboard). In
except one the daily time cards are made out by the
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In the one case,
\>y the foremen.
the daily time card was also the clock, card and the cards
were filled out as to hours and distribution by shop time-

Storage Battery Cars

keepers.

THE THREE CARS shown
United

workmen and approved

In

all

cases,

numbers were shown and the
and distribution was drawn

locomotive

number of hours spent on

each,

individual locomotives; arriving at a cost per locomotive as a unit.
The daily time cards in all but two cases provided space
In three of these cases some defor description of work.
scription was being shown and in the other seven none;
but in no case were descriptions as shown considered specific
and complete enough to form a basis of cost. Other than
distribution to individual locomotives the only other information shown and the only other distriI)utions made are those
necessary to satisfy the recjuirements of the Interstate Comoff to

merce Commission classification of accounts.

Recommendations
recommended

9%

—

have just been
Railway of Yucatan by the
The cars are
Battery Company.
driven by motors geared to the axles and power is supplied
in the illustrations

to the motors l)y Edison .storage batteries.
The cars arc
designed to be operated singly or in multiple unit.
The schedule as laid out for service to l>e performed,
covers the run from Merida to Progreso, a distance of 23.6
miles.
There are six stops between terminals and the
running time over the line is 45 minutes.
The city of
Merida has a population of 70,000, while that of Progreso
is 8,000.
The grade l)etween the two cities is practically
level and the total service per day is three round trips. The
cars are fitted for passenger service and are able to draw
a trailer carrying baggage and express matter.

Construction

The

would be imi)racticable

to ensmaller unit of locomotive
repair, from description of work on daily time card, than the
locomotive as a whole, except by timing each individual
workman, which practice the committee does not believe
would be countenanced by the workmen. Therefore, it is
suggested that when it becomes necessary or desirable to
determine the cost of any specific unit of locomotive repair
a shop order or work order be issued, to which all lal:»or
performed in connection with this specific unit of repair be
charged and in this way determine its actual cost.

deavor

it

to arrive at the cost of a

,

The American Railway Tool Foremen's Association
hold its ninth annual convention at the
Chicago, on August 27, 28 and 29. 1919.

Hotel

will

Sherman,

car

constructed according to

is

M.

C. B. standards

and the car body and its appliances are all steel with the
exception of doors and inside fittings.
The over-all length
of car body is 56 ft., the extreme width is 8 ft. 6 in., and
extreme height is 12 ft.
Reversiljle seats upholstered
with rattan are used and the seating capacity of the car is
66 persons.
Brill 69E trucks are used and the couplers,
draft gears, and wheels conform to M. C. B. standards.
the

Three Storage Battery Cars Just Shipped
ion of the committee that

Mexican Railroad

delivered to the
Railway Storage

—

that one dail)- time card
size preferin.
of light cardboard paper be used.
ably 4 in. X
The card should show name, place, date, key number, occupation, department of shop and rate and should provide sufficient space for locomotive or shop order numbers, etc., deTotal hours as shown
scription of work and hours worked.
by the daily time card of each workman should 1)e checked
with total hours as indicated by registerings upon his clock
time card.
After a careful consideration of tiiis subject it is the opinIt is

for

to the

The

United Railways of Yucatan

total

weight of car without load

is

28.3

tons;

the

weigh 6.3 tons and the total weight of the
motors and control equipment is about 3 tons. This makes
a total weight per passenger of about 500 lb.
batteries alone

Motor and Control Equipment
Each car

equipped with four General Electric, No. 261,
There is one motor for each
axle and each motor is connected to the axle with a single
These motors were supplied to meet the
reduction gear.
requirements of supplying a single car with 88 mechanical
horse-power during acceleration and 28 mechanical horsepower when running free and to supply a car and trailer
with 166 mechanical horse-power during acceleration and
with 39 mechanical horse-power when running free.
The
motors are protected by Condit instantaneous, automatic,
is

250-volt, direct current motors.

RAILWAY AGE
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I)tnii)lc i-nd multiplo unit toncircuit bri-aktTs.
used and the cars an- connivtcd with a sovc-ii-point
The cars are equijjped
cable when u.>-ed in multiple units.
with General Kle( Irii straight and automatic air brakes.

overlcKul
trol

is

Battery
Each lar is eiiuip|)ed with a battery of 252 Kdison type
A-12 cells; 240 of these cells are used for the power circuit
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ordinary service conditions their range of ojuration on one
iharge of tiic l)attcry is ai>out 120 miles.

The
by

i)articular

maker

the

advantage of

lies

|)rin(ipally

this type of car as presented
in

the

characteristic

of

tiie

alkaline storage battery.
As the battery is comparatively
light in weight, the total weight of the car is not excessive
and as the battery is strongly built and not affected by
ordinary vibration and sluxk it lends itself particularly to

The

this class of service.

class of storage battery

to

is

only attention reciuired for this
keep it charged and filled with

water.

A

storage

batterj-,

of

course,

represents

a

loss

of

effi-

does away with line losses and where 24hour service is not re(|uired the co.st of keeping j:)Ower on
the line with no cars running is eliminated.
Furthermore,
it
is
usually possible to charge l)atterics during an offjieak period and therel)y obtain a lower charging rate.
Similar cars are in use on the Cambria & Indiana, the
Lorain, Ashland & Southern, the Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic, the Chattahoochee Valley, the Long Island and the
Pennsylvania.
During the mechanical conventions to be
lield at Atlantic City next June a demonstration car of this
type will be operated between Atlantic City and Ocean City.
but

ciency,

A

it

Portable Electric Stacking Crane

AN

ELECTRIC STACKING MACHINE designed for use in
terminals and warehouses which can be
wheeled from place to place and which is equipped
freight

Interior

of

with a conductor reel so that the conductor may be connected with plugs in the various parts of the house and the
current thus carried to the motor on the crane is shown in
These cranes can be operated either by dithe photograph.

Car Showing Seating Arrangement

rect or alternating current

and eight

for

being charged

the
all

lighting

circuit.

of the cells

Sangamo ampere hour meter

is

cuit to insure the batteries the

While the battery

are connected in series.

is

one

ton.

They

and are made

in capacities

up

to

are designed for high speed work, usually

A

installed in the charging cir-

proper amount of charge.

Performance
These cars are capable of developing a speed of 45 miles
an hour on level tangent track. It is possible for them to

(I

The Crane

Steel,

Except

negotiate grades of from 8 to 10 per cent and to haul loads
of from 30 to 35 tons at a fair maximum speed. They may
Under
also be used to sort and drill loads up to 150 tons.

Moved from

Place to Place

having a hoisting speed of from 150 to 200 ft. per minute exlifts, when the speed is lower.
The boom or tower can be made up to 25 ft. high and may
In special installabe swung either by motor or by hand.
tions the truck can be driven by motor and the boom may
be hinged so as to permit passage through low doorways.
The principal installation of these cranes in this country
is on the Boston terminal wharf.
Installations have also been
made at various points in Cuba. The cranes are manufactured by the Northern Engineering Works of Detroit, Mich
cept for short

The Car Bodies and Their Appliances Are All
for the Doors and Inside Finish

Is Readily

April
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New Type

of

Cinder Conveyor

of the Chicago & North Western at
Milwaukee, Wis., a cinder pit conveyor of a new type
has recently been installed. The conveyor, designed
and built by the American Steam Conveyor Corporation, Chicago, carries the cinders from the ash pit to a car by the ac-

AT

THE CHASE YARDS

tion of a steam

jet.

The conveyor

consists of a line of pipe,

into which the ashes and small cinders are fed and through
which they are carried to the discharge point by current acThis current is created by the action of a jet of steam
tion.
discharged at high velocity into the center of the pipe line in
the direction of travel of the material. This steam discharge
tends to create a vacuum behind it, which in turn creates a
current of air through the intake at the end of the line.

1017

Underground Gasoline Storage
OF GASOLINE
THEnerSTORAGEproblem

in a Safe yet convenient manarising whenever this fuel is used
in appreciable quantities.
On railroads it arises in
is

a

connection with the operation of motor cars, water stations,
coaling plant.s
in fact with all uses of gasoline outside of
engine terminals equipped with a complete oil house.
To
meet this need a buried storage tank has been introduced
by the Wm. Graver Tank Works, Chicago. As shown in
the drawing it consists of a welded steel tank buried in the
ground so that the top is covered to a depth of about 2J/2
ft, access being had by a steel plate shaft 18 in. in diameter

—

The ash or cinder intake is conveniently located in the
cinder pit at a point where the material can be raked or
The suction
shoveled into the intake with the least effort.
pulls the ashes through the pipe line toward the steam unit
fitting where the steam is introduced into the conveyor sysHere the force of the steam itself ejects the material
tem.
through the discharge line. One man in a cinder pit using

Conveyor Which Discharges Cinders Through a Pipe Line
by the Action of a Steam Jet
-Welded
're

can handle the ashes from locomotives as fast
as they can be dumped, as his work is simply to shovel or
rake the ashes into the intake. When all the ashes have been
dumped from a locomotive, the ash handler turns on the
valve which allows the steam to enter the steam unit and
starts raking or shoveling steadily until the cinder pit is

this conveyor

cleared.

One

of the advantages of this system lies in its simplicity.
can be operated by the most ignorant type of labor as there
are no complicated parts; the whole operation consists of
turning the one valve and feeding the ashes into the hopper.
So simple is the operation of these cinder pit conveyors that
when male labor was scarce because of war conditions,
women were placed in the pits and successfully kept them
It

clear.

A

Plate

Cross Section of the Tank

welded to the top of the tank and extending about 6 in.
above the ground surface. This shaft contains all the equipment for filling and drawing off gasoline and is provided
with a cover, so that the tank may be sealed against tampering.

consists of a 1^-in. filling pipe, a pump
discharge pipe. The latter is made to telescope
into a ly^-in. pipe so that when it is to be used this discharge pipe may be drawn up out of the well and turned
This form
in a convenient position for filling a can or pail.
of storage unit may be had in sizes varying from 110 to

The equipment

and a

'/4-in.

1,000-gal. capacities.

The

system as installed in the Chase yards successfully
handles the ashes from 45 to 60 locomotives each day, and
effects a marked reduction in labor costs.
Several men were
previously employed in the two cinder pits in which the steam
cinder conveyor has l)een installed and the saving in these
two pits over hand operation is four men per shift. The
amount of steam consumed per ton is surprisingly small, as
it is used only when the conveyor is in actual
operation.
•Steam for operating this conveyor may be secured from an
adjacent power house, or it may be taken from the locomotive.
The conveyor system is fie.xible in design and may be changed
to suit the conditions at any cinder pit.

river division of the St. Louis-San Francisco has
knoWn as the Creek and Sherman sub-divisions, including the Sulphur brancli, has been
added to the Southwestern division, and the territory known
as the .\rdmore and the Arkinda sub-divisions, including the
Platter branch, is added to the central division. The Ozark

The Red

lieen abolished; the territory

division will be abolished; the Memphis and Willow Springs
sub-division, including branches, will be added to tiie Southern division, and the Clinton and Osceola sub-divisions will
The office of the superinbe added to the Eastern division.
tendent of the Southern division will be transferred from

Rirmingliam

to

Memphis.
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Railroad bills pending in CdiiKrcss wlu'ii it ailjouriu'ii on
have iiccii ahsiracted iiy iho L'lianiber of Coiiiiiktcc
of the United States and puhlisiied in a special bulletin. 'J'liis
bulletin also, contains the more elaborate plans for dealing
with the railroads which were presented at the Senate coniniittec heariuRs in January and Feliruary.
Mari'li 4

An extension of 45 days in the time for filing complete
tax returns, in the case of corporations, has been granted
In
by D. C. Roper, Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
announcing this extension (to June 15) the commissioner calls
attention to the fact that it is to the interest of corporations
to file their returns at the earlist possible moment in order
to avoid the interest charge of }/> of 1 per cent per month.

The Committee on Automatic Train Control

of the Rail-

road Administration held a meeting at Washington on Tuesday of this week, and on Wednesday inspected the operation
of the automatic stops between Gordonsville and Charlottesville, Va., on the Chesapeake & Ohio.
This apparatus is tliat
of the American Train Control Company, of Baltimore, Md.,
and it was described briefly in the Railzcay Age of March 28,

page

846.

Passenger schedules between Washington and New York
City have been changed during the past week, and the running time of some trains is shortened by 25 minutes: day
coaches are added to certain trains now carrying only sleeping cars, and a new train with parlor cars and coaches was
put in service by the Pennsylvania, leaving Washington at
12:45 p. m. Some adjustments were also
ington-Baltimore service.

made

in

the

Wash-

William J. Wilgus has been awarded a distinguished servmedal, by order of General Pershing. Mr. Wilgus served
throughout the greater perior of our participation in the war
as deputy director general of transportation in France, with
the title and rank of colonel. He was a member of the first
commission sent abroad to study the transportation features of the preparations to be made for handling a large
army and its supplies in France.

ice

Abolition of the Railroad Commission and the establishment of a new Public Utilities Commission of three elective
members is the object of a bill which has been introduced
in the Michigan legislature.
This bill is part of a scheme
looking to a constitutional amendment reserving to cities
and villages the sole power to regulate, control and fix rates
of all public utilities within their boundaries, unless radical
changes in statutes can be accomplished at this sesson.

One hundred and

eleven miles an hour from Washington

to New York, with 157 lb. of mail, is the latest American
airplane record. This is reported by the Post Office Department as having been made on the regular mail-carrying trip

The

was Leon D. Smith. The time from
Washington to Philadelphia, 128 miles, was one hour, eleven
minutes: and from Philadelphia to Belmont Park. 90 miles,
47 minutes. There was a stop at Philadelpliia. time not given.
on April

11.

flyer

Railroad Y. M. C. A. Campaign
Extension Movement"
which is to be inaugurated on
have been completed and the slogan "Couple Up"

Arrangements

for the "Continental

of the Railroad Y.

May

18,

M.

C. A.,

has been adopted. It is significant that the 300 associations
in this country will act as a unit in this extension movement.
Another important factor is that the railroad men themselves are taking the leadership in the movement, and the
secretaries are being utilized largely in an advisory capacity.
While efforts will be concentrated at the opening of the campaign to increase the membership, this is only a small part
of the extension program. The summer months will be uti-

lized ff)r assimilating tlu' new nuMubers and perfecting the
general organization of the different branches and then early
in the fall there will be a series of campaigns, each lasting
one week, and each devoted to stirring up interest and develo|)ing plans for the year to cover the various phases of
the work.
For instance, there will be a religious week, a
thrift week, a health and happiness week, educational week
and .Americanization week. It is expected that a very large
number of new members will be drawn into the work and that
active work will be carried on among employees who are
not now served i)y the association.

Highways Transport Committee
The Council

of National Defense has announced a reorganization of its Highways Transi)ort Committee. The'work
of the committee has been broadened to include direct representation from the office of public roads and rural engineering of the Department of Agriculture; the bureau of markets
of the same department; the Post Office Department", and the

Department of Commerce.
The committee as reorganized consists of the following:
John S. Cravens, of the Council of National Defense, chairman; James I. Blakslee, Fourth Assistant Postmaster General; J. M. Goodell, Consulting Engineer, Office of Public
Roads & Rural Engineering: James H. Collins, investigator
in market survey. Bureau of Markets; R. S. MacElwee, second assistant chief. Bureau Foreign & Domestic Commerce;
Charles W. Reid, executive secretary; Grosvenor B. Clarkson, director of the council, ex-officio.
The committee will
be assisted by the Highways Transport Committee Advisory
Board, consisting of: William P. Eno, Prof. Arthur H.
Blanchard, C. A. Musselman, Raymond Beck and John T.
Stockton. It is the policy of the council to co-operate with
transportation agencies and to aid in the promotion of

all

motor

e-xpress lines

through rural communities.

Material-Handling

Machinery
Manufacturers'

Association

The Engineering Committee of this association met at
the association quarters. 35 West 39th street, New York
City, on April 9. The members of the committee as at pres-

W. B. Clarke, Manning. Maxwell &
H. Libby, Sprague Electric Works; R. W.
Scott. Otis Elevator Co.; D. V. Jenkins, Watson Elevator
Co: L. C. Brown, Elwell-Parker Electric Co.; A. F. Case.
Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co.: J. C. W'alter, Alvey-Ferguson
Co; J. A. Shepard, Shepard Electric Crane & Hoist Co.
ent

constituted

Moore.

Inc.:

are:

S.

The cominittee

will

make

studies of large industrial plants,

based on the selection of one of the new
port terminal projects, for consideration of a complete inAs the
stallation of equipment for general cargo handling.
committee is made up of representatives of the different
divisions of material handling equipment, such as cranes,
hoists, winches, conveyors, telphers, elevators and elevating
machinery, industrial trucks, tractors and trailers, mechanical
bunkering equipments, chutes, etc., used in cargo and general and bulk material handling; these studies will include
several lines of manufacturing plants and the special study
will be made of a location and pier and warehouse development which would normally utilize all of this different equipment in the construction of one complete handling organiza-

and

a special study,

tion.

In taking up the requests presented by harbor commis-

manufacturing groups and chambers of commerce,
committee voted that for the present, in cases where
manufacturers request recommendations and where terminal
developments are in process, all the details will be secured
sions,

the
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so far as possible and will be submitted to the members of
the association for individual action. Plans will be made to
develop a standard system of cost accounting for the
handling of cargo. Zenas Carter, secretary and manager of
the association, advises that interest in the association on the
part of manufacturers and harl)or commissions is daily increasing.

American Lumber Congress
The program

for the

first

.American

Chicago on April 16 and 17, includes the
following topics:
Trade Extension and Advertising; Lumber
Merchandising Service; Standards of Wood Construction; Organization for Trade Extension; Retail Service; Governmental
Relations, including an address on "The Railroad Problem," by
Walker D. Hines, Director General of Railroads (Wednesday
morning); American Industry in Relation to National Policy;
Annual Banquet of National Lumber Manufacturers' Association
Traffic Problems
Annual Report of National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association Request of Bureau of Internal Revenue for Co-operation of Industry in Administration of Revenue
Law; Progress Toward Uniformity in Cost Keeping; Price
Stabilization Plan; Service of Bureau of Lumber Economics,
and, the Lumber Industry's Opportunity in National Affairs.
The annual banquet will be held on Wednesday evening.

"Many matters, no doubt, will come under your notice that
are entirely at variance with what was formerly the practice
under private control and which appear wasteful and deliberately extrava.gant. Report each case to your committee and
urge them to take such matters up with the proper ofticials:
and if the remedy is not applied we will be pleased to call
the matter to the attention of the Railroad .Administration."

Western Tie Producers Object
to

will also be at

;

;

;

Report on Business Conditions

A

report on general business conditions throughout the
United States has been issued by the National Association
of Manufacturers, based upon a canvass of 4,400 representative establishments in practically every line of industry. The
report shows that business and industry are suffering from
after-war uncertainty. Eleven obstacles tending to prevent
general business activity are set forth, the fifth on the list
stated being "continued government control, management
and operation of railroads." The lack of railroad buying is

'

trol.

Lumber Congress, which

to be held af Chicago, April 14, 15 and 16, and of the annual
convention of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association
is

which
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evidence to show that they are not conducting matters with
a view to promote sentiment favorable to government con-

An overwhelming percentage of manualso mentioned.
facturers, the report states, recorded themselves as being in
opposition to any form of government ownership of railroads or other public utilities and strongly in favor of returnFurthermore, there
ing the roads to their private owners.
is noted a demand for a more reasonable and limited form
of government regulation than that which prevailed in the
period prior to the taking o.ver of the railroads by the government.
Questionnaires were addressed to 22 principal
groups of industries and with the exception of five of these
.groups, business activity was reported to be approximately
between 25 and 50 per cent of normal. The five industries
reporting a condition of prosperity include the producers of
jewelry, silverware, musical instruments, automobiles, rubber and tobacco.

of the central and regional purchasing committees
of the United States Railroad Administration
in the purchase of
lie.= are strenuously objected
to by the tie producers of Oregon

and Washington.

At a meeting of several lumber and tie proassociations in Portland, Ore., on Alarch 29, a resolution
was passed protesting against the -present centralized purchasing
system. Represented at this meeting were the Wesi Coast Lum-

ducmg

bermen's Association, the Western Oregon Tie & Lumber AssoWillamette Valley Lumbermen's Association and the
Lewis River Tie & Lumber Mills Association.
Elimination of competitive buying, too rigid specifications and
inspections and low returns, were the main things objected to.
The tie makers now must deal with the one road on which their
ciation, the

mills

are located.
Specific objections were raised against the
methods used by the purchasing agent of the Southern Pacific.
Tt is^ stated that it has become the practice to consider the
prices
published and advertised by the Railroad Administration no
longer as fixed prices, but as the maximum, below which the

purchasing agent may negotiate in making new contracts.
In
degrading ties that fail to conform to the requirements of a
given grade, the inspectors are so exacting in their requirements
that only a very small percentage of ties which fall slightly below
the standard measurement are accepted.
Returns have been
so reduced that a number of associations of local producers
have voted to close operations this month or as soon as individual
mills have completed contracts.
These conditions have been laid before the legislature of
Oregon and the legislature has memorialized the Congress of
the United States as follows

"Whereas, since (November, 1918,) poster prices have been
withdrawn and many orders canceled and by order of the United
.States

Railroad Administration, said mills can only accept orders

from the purchasing agent of the Southern Pacific Company, and
said agent is now offering orders only at $3 less per thousand
feet than said original poster prices, and said mills not being
allowed to solicit or accept orders from other railroad companies
mu?t now accept said prices or close their mills and
"Wiiereas, at a mee'ing on Saturday, February 15, 1919, at
which were present over 60 owners of said tie mills representing
a daily production of 1.500.000 ft. b. m. of ties, it was unanimously decided that imder the present system it was impossible
;

to operate without a loss.

A. F. L. Calls for Government Ownership

Now is the time to be active in pressing the argument for
government ownership of railroads, says a circular issued to
railroad employees by the officers of the Railway Employees'
Department of the .American Federation of Labor. The cir-

Centralized Purchasing

The methods

.

.

.

"Resolved, that the Congress of the United States be requested
to take such action at once as will put an end to U. S. Government action that continually adds to our serious condition of
unemployment and will provide some means by which the affairs
of this nation may approach reconstruction without such disastrous results."

cular says:

session of Congress to
enact legislation for the future control and operation of the
railroads, it devolves upon the railroad employees, in whatever
capacity they are employed, to use their utmost efforts in
promoting sentiment favorable to a continuation of government control. Now is the time to he active; do not overlook
any opportunity in pressing this argument, not only with
your Senators and Congressmen, but with the public at large.
"The future of the railroads depends very largely on the
employees. Government ownership and control is now on
trial and public sentiment is being molded for or against it,
The majority of the
according to the service rendered.
railroad officials are not in favor of either— government conmost
This
is
in
cases
not in accordance
trol or ownership.
with their own personal opinion, but they must be governed
by instructions from the higher officials, and there is ample

"Pending the calling of

a special

Threatened
The Marine Workers

New York Harbor
which

Strike

the union representing captains and crews of the tugboats in the service of the Railroad .Administration, and certain other captains and crews of
tugboats in the New York harbor, voted to declare a strike beAffilialion.

is

ginning Thursday, April 17, at 6 o'clock in the morning. The
strike order, however, was postponed for 48 hours. The demand
of the Marine Workers Affiliation is that tugboat captains and
crews who had refused to tow coal and grain barges who thereupon became severed from the service of the Railroad AdminA. H. Smith, regional director of
istration .should be reinstated.
the Eastern region, had notified the union that the men would be
if they no back to work and perform the
work which they had a.sjreed to do under the award of J. L.
Hughes. Mr. Hughes had acted as mediator in the previous strike

reinstated in service
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for

wanes

shorter hours, after V. Evcriii Macy's
award in tliis controversy had been rejected by the men. The
private boat owners in New York harbor had not sctilcd their
controversy with the inrn tlial they rniployid at ihe lime of the
Hughes award, but the ai;reement uiukr the award was that the
tugboat captains and crews were to perform the same service,
having been granted higher wages and shorter hours, as before
the strike.
.Another union, also representing workers in New
York harbor, principally longshoremen and workers on coal and
grain barges, had recently come to an agreement with the private
boat owners.
The private boat owners, tlierefore, notilied the
liisluT

aiul

Railroad Administration that their coal and grain barges were
ready to be moved, but when the Railroad Administration ordered
tugs to do this work, /Some of the captains and crews refused.
A. H. Smith gave out the correspondence between T. L. DelahuMiy, president of the Marine W orkers AlViliaiion, and himself,
and in one letter front Dclahunty, the following appears:
We did agree that the Tidewater Boatmen be pcrmiilcd to settle
up with the individual boat owner at that time, but since then the
situation has somcwiiai changed.
John Brennan's and T. V.
O'Connor's actions have brought about a change of heart among
the Marine Workers' .\l1iliation through their strike-breaking
proclivities ami will not be i)ermitled to continue this practice
any longer.
The Marine Workers' Affiliation regret their inability to permit
at this time the towing of coal barges by railroad towboats because of our lack of knowledge that there is an agreement in
existence. We have only the statement of John Brennan for that,
and as we have since learned Mr. Brennan and T. V. O'Connor
have instructed to tow with cither fair tugs or scabs.
We feel that it is essential for our own preservation at this
time to demonstrate that neither of these two gentlemen will be
permitted to sacrifice their fellow-workers without giving them
the battle of their young lives.
I cannot see wherein we have violated the agreement with the
United States Railroad Administration. I do not think we can
prove an alibi on the grounds of misunderstanding in the issuance
of orders.
do intend to carry out our contract with the
United States Railroad Administration, March IS, 1919, but it is
a debatable question as to a violation in refusing to tow private
owned coal barges w ith non-union crews.

We
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Regarding the service rendered the public Mr. Hincs said that

was the policy of the administration to attempt as far as possible to restore railroad service to the sort of service rendered
before the war. He believes that the present government control
is purely temporary in character, and therefore it is his duty to
it

get the railroad service on the best jjossible footing.
Any readjustment of the rate structure should be approached with the
care.
To carry out a wise policy in this matter the
Division of Public Service and Accounts was divided so that
public service and rates could be viewed from the public stand-

greatest

point.

In the evening Mr. Hines addressed the Union League Club,
amplifying portions of his speech before the lumber men in the
morning.
Mr. Hines and his party, composed of Max Thelen, director
of the division of public service; Fdward Chambers, director of
the division of traffic; B. L. Winchell, regional director. Southern
region; H. B. Spencer, director of the division of purchases; T.
C. Powell, director of the division of capital expenditures; M. B.
Clagett, assistant to the director general R. H. Aishton, regional
director, Northwestern region, and Hale Holden, regional director, Central Western region, left Chicago for the Pacific Coast
immediately after the evening address.
Following Mr. Hines' address before the lumbermen his position toward steel prices and the Industrial Board was assailed
by R. A. Long, a Kansas City lumberman, and J. H. Kirby, president of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, who
requested that he reconsider his decision, and make purchases of
;

steel so as to stabilize the industry.

Exhibitors at the June Conventions
a remarkable demand for exhibit space at
the mechanical conventions which are to be held in Atlantic

There has been

City, June 18-25. The Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association has furnished us with the following list of exhibitors
to whom space has been assigned thus far. The president of
the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association is E. H.

Walker, of the Standard Coupler Company, and the secretary
is J.

D. Conway, Oliver building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Acme Machine Tool

Director General Hines at Chicago

W alker

D. Hincs, director general of railroads, in an address
before the annual convention of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association at Chicago, on Wednesday of this week,
outlined his ideas of a permanent solution of the railroad problem and summarized the administration's views on prices of steel,
purchases of materials, maintenance questions and other railroad
topics.
The solution for the railroad problem, he says, must
rest upon a direct government guarantee at a moderate rate. He
would preserve the benefit of private initiative. These two fundamental principles, said Mr. Hines, have not been recognized in
any of the plans so far submitted to the Senate Committee. Pri-

can be preserved by participation of roads in
Mr. Hines
excess of a low government guarantee.
suggested government representation on railroad boards of directors, also representatives to be members of rate-regulating bodies,
and the consolidation of the railroads into a few large competitive systems, each one taking in strong and weak mileage.
On the subject of steel prices the speaker outlined his negoHe said that his action retiations with the Industrial Board.
garding steel prices was taken because he did not feel justified
in giving the Railroad Administration's sanction to the prices
presented. Regarding purchases of materials and supplies he said
The
that railroads will continue to make purchases as before.
administration has no desire to bring about prices for itself which
are below the prices paid by other purchasers of commodities in
The maintenance program for this year is
similar volume.
much greater than that would probably be carried out by the railroads under private management at the present time. The invate

initiative

profits

in

creased cost of maintenance work will make the programs much
larger than in past years, measured in dollars. It is the policy
of the administration to bring about a readjustment of operating
costs down to a peace basis. It is clearly understood that wage
levels are not to be revised but every practice which has grown
up during the war is subject to revision. In order to avoid
;

unnecessary costs there will be a careful readjustment of hours
so as to avoid the additional burden of punitive overtime.

Co., Cincinnati, O.

A. G. A. Railway Light & Signal Co., Elizabeth, N.
Air Reduction Co., Inc., New York.
American Abrasive Metals Co., New York.
.\meiican Arch Co., New York.
American Automatic Connector Co., Cleveland, O.
American Brake Shoe S: Foundry Co., New York.

J.

American Flexible Bolt Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
American Insulation Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Locomotive Co., New York.
.'\meiican Malleable Castings Assn., Milwaukee, Wis.
American Mason Safety Tread Co., Boston, Mass.
American Rolling Mill Co., Middletown, O.
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.
American Steel Foundries, Chicago.
American Tool Works Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Anchor Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ashton Valve Co., Chicago.
Assn. of Mfrs. of Chilled Car Wheels, Chicago.
Atkins, E.
Baker, R.

C, & Co., Inc., Indianapolis,
& L., Co.. Cleveland, O.

Ind.

Barco Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Barrett Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Besly, Chas. H., & Co., Chicago.
Eettendorf Co., Bettendorf, Iowa.

Bird-Archer Co., New York.
Blackall, Robert H., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Blevney Machine Co., Greenfield, Mass.
Boss Nut Co., Chicago.
Bowser & Co., S. F., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Bradford Draft Gear Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Buckeye Steel Castings Co., Columbus, O.

Buda Company, Chicago.
New York.
Buffalo Brake Beam Co
Eullard Machine Tool Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Byers, A. M., Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cambria Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Camel Company, Chicago.
Carbic Manufacturing Co., Duluth, Minn.
Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chambers Valve Co., New York.
Chase, L. C, & Co., Boston, Mass.
Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing Co., Chicago.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.
Chicago Railway Equipment Co., Chicago.
Chicago Varnish Co., Chicago.
Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co., Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati Grinder Co., Cincinnati. O.
Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., Cincinnati. O.
,
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Cincinnati Pulley Machinery Co., Cincinnati, O.
Clark Tnictractor Co., Chicago.
Clipper Belt Lacer Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

McCabe Mfg. Co., Lawrence, Mass.
McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburgh,
McCord & Co., Chicago.

Commonwealth Steel Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Commonwealth Supply Co., Inc., Richmond, Va.

Nathan Mfg. Co., New York.
National Car Wheel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
National Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J.

Consolidated Car-Heating Co., Albany, N. Y.
Crane Company, Chicago.
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., Boston, Mass.
Curtain Supply Co., Chicago.
Damascus Brake Beam Co., Cleveland, O.
Davis Machine Tool Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Dearborn Chemical Co., Chicago.
Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.
Dickinson, Paul, Inc., Chicago.
Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.
Draper Manufacturing Co., Port Huron, Mich.
Dressel Railway Lamp Works, New York.
Duff Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dunbar Manufacturing Co., Chicago.
Duntley-Dayton Co., Chicago.
DuPont Fabrikoid Co., Wilmington, Del.
Edison Storage Battery Co., Orange. U. J.
Edna Brass Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.
Edwards, O. M., Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Electric Arc Cutting & Welding Co., Newark, N.
Electric Railway Journal, New York.
Electric Service Supplies Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Elvin Mechanical Stoker Co., New York.
Elwell-Parker Electric Co., New York.
Enterprise Railway Equipment Co., Chicago.
Ewald Iron Co., Louisville, Ky.
Fire Gun Manufacturing Co., New York.

National
National
National
National

Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Newton Machine Tool Works, Inc.,

Okadee

J.

Heywood Bros. & Wakefield Co., Wakefield, Mass.
Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corp., So. Boston, Mass.
Hutchins Car Roofing Co., Detroit, Mich.
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., New York.
Illinois Steel Co., Chicago.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.
Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York.
Jefferson Union Company, Lexington, Mass.
Jenkins Brothers, New York.
Johns-Manville, H. W., Co., New York.
Johnson Bronze Co., New Castle, Pa.
Joliet Railway Supply Co., Chicago.
Jones & Co., B. M., Inc., New York.
Jones & Laughlin Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Jovce-Gridland Co., Dayton. O.

Philip S., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Karry-Lode I.idustrial Truck Co., Long Island City, N. Y.
Keller Pneumatic Tool Co., Grand Haven, Mich.
Kersh.Tw Corporation, Newark, N. J.
Keystone Drop Forge Works, Chester, Pa.
Landis Machine Co., Waynesboro, Pa.
Lansing Company, Lansing, Mich.
LeBlond, R. K., Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, O.
Lehon Co., Chicago.
Liberty Steel Products Co., Chicago.

Ju'stice,

Locomotive Feed Water Heater Co,, New York.
Locomotive Firebox Co., Chicago.
Locomotive Lubricator Co., Chicago.
Locomotive Stoker Co., S. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Locomotive Superheater Co., New York.
Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, O.
Long, Chas. R., Jr., Co., Louisville, Ky.
Lucas Machine Tool Co., Cleveland, O.
Ludlum Steel Co., Watervliet, N. Y.
Co., Cincinnati, O.

MacLeod

Cincinnati,

Co.,

O.

MacRae's Blue Book, Chicago.
Mahr Manufacturing Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York.
Massachusetts Mohair Plush Co., Boston, Mass.
Mead-Morrison Mfg. Co., E. Boston, Mass.
Metal & Thermit Corporation, New York.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

W.

Chicago.
Chicago.
Mutual Manifold Co., Baltimore.

Miner,

Mudge &

Pantasote Co., New York.
Parkesburg Iron Co., Parkesburg, Pa.
Paxton-Mitchell Co., Omaha, Neb.
Penn Iron & Steel Co., Creighton, Pa.
Pcnn Seaboard Steel Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pilliod Co., Swanton, O.
Pocket List of R. R. OflBcials, New York.
Pratt & Lambert, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.
Pressed .Steel Car Co., New York.
Pyle-National Co., Chicago.
Q & C Co., New York.
Quigley Furnace Specialties Co., Inc., New York.
Railway Materials Co., Chicago.
Railway Review, Chicago.
Railway Storage Battery Car Co., New York.
Reading Specialties Co., Reading, Pa.
Reliance Electric & Engineering Co., Cleveland, O,
Republic Iron & Steel Co., Youngstown, O.
Rich Tool Co., Chicago.
Rivet Cutting Gun Co., Cincinnati, 0.
Robinson Co., Boston, Mass.
Robinson Connector Co., New York.
Rogers, H. A., Co., New York.
Rome Iron Mills, Inc., New York.
Ryerson & Son, Jos. T., Chicago.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.
Sargent & Co., Chicago.
Schaefer Equipument Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Schroeder Headlight & Generator Co.. Evansville, Ind.
Sellers, Wni., & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co., New York.
,

Simmons Hardware

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
West Disinfecting Co., New York.
Western Railway Equipment Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Steel Car & Foundry Co., New York.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

,

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Co., Detroit, Mich.
White American Loco. Sander Co., Inc., Roanoke, Xa.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, 111.
Wilm.arth & Morman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Wilson-Imperial Co., Newark, N. J.
Wilson. J. G., Corp'n, New York.
Wine Railway Appliance Co., Toledo, O.
Wood, Alan, Iron & Steel Co., Philadelphia,

Woods, Edwin

S..

&

Co., Chicago.

Wyoming Shovel Works, Wyoming, Pa.
Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., New .York.
Track Exhibits
Davis, Inc., Boston, Mass.
Standard Car Truck Co., Chicago.
Gr.-iy

Md.

Co.,

Simonds Mfg. Co., Fitchburg, Mass.
Smith Locomotive Adjustable Hub Plate Co., Chicago.
Smoke Jack Co., E. Boston, Mass.
Southern Railway Supply & Equip. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Southern Wheel Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Southern Foundry & Machine Co., Philadelpia, Pa.
Speedograph Corporation, Newark, N. J.
Standard Asphalt & Refining Co.. Chicago.
Standard Car Truck Co., Chicago.
Standard Coupler Co., New York.
Standard Stoker Co., Inc., New York.
Stone-Franklin Co., New York.
Strong, Kennard & Nutt Co., Cleveland, O.
Symington, T. H., Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Talmage Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Underwood, H. B., Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.
Union Connector Co., Jackson, Miss.
Union Draft Gear Co., Chicago
Union Railway Equipment Co., Chicago.
Union Spring & Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
United Engineering & Foundry Co., Pitt.sburgh. Pa.
U. S. Light & He.at Corp'n, Niagara Falls, N. Y..
U. S. Metallic Packing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Universal Car & Hose Coupler Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Universal Draft Gear Attachment Co., Chicago.
Walworth Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass.
Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland, O.
Watson-Stillman Co.. Aldene, N. J.
Waugh Draft Gear Co., Chicago.

H.,

Co.,

Inc., Chicago.

Oxweld Railroad Service Co., Chicago.
Page Steel & Wire Co., New York.
Paige & Jones Chemical Co., New York.

Hale & Kilburn Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hammett, H. G., Troy, N. Y.
Harrington, Edwin, Son & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hauck Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Heald Machine Co., Worcester, Mass.

Lunkenheimer

Co.,

O'Malley-Beare Valve Co., Chicago.

Chicago.

Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Air Brake Co., New York.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York.
Norton, A. O., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Oakley Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, O.
Oesterlein Machine Co., Cincinnati, O.

Flannery Bolt Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Flower Waste & Packing Co., Bayonne, N. J.
J. B., Co., Wyandotte, Mich.
Foster, Walter H., Co., New York.
Franklin Railway Supply Co., Inc., New York.
Frost Railway Supply Co., Detroit, Mich.
Galena-Signal Oil Co., New York.
Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Gilbert & Barker Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.
Gillespie. A. W., & Co., Chicago.
Globe Seamless Steel Tubes Co., Chicago.
Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.
Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J.
Gould Coupler Co., New York.
Grand Rapids Grinding Machine Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass.

Nut

Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland, O.
Railway Appliance Co., New York.
Railway Devices Co., Chicago.

New York

Ford,

Grip

Pa.

S:

Pa.
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Tlie North Carnlinji I'iiie Association at its tliirtietli animal
meeting at Norfolk. \'a recently, passed resolutions advo-

Commerce Commission

Interstate

.

catinR the imiiK-ilialc rcluni

ol

tin- railni:i<ls li>

sliip.

The Eastern Steamship Line announces

the

re-establisii-

Metropolitan line of steamers between New
York and Boston. These boats will start at 5 p. ni. and will
make the journey i)y way of the Cape Cod canal, in al)oin 1-1
meiit

ol

the

hours.

The Topeka (.Kan.^ Tratlic Association complains of the
methods of the Railroad .Administration in handling freight an<l
has asked Senators Capper and Curtis to aid in securing an improvement. The sailing day plan is the main point of attack. The
association is unanimous in asking the return of the railroads
to private ownership.

Betlermcni of shipping condition and cooperation in developing the foreign trade of the middle west, is the object of recent
action of the Chicago LVeight Forwarders' and Customs Brokers'
.Association.
Committees have been appointed to investigate
questions relating to export traffic by way of both Atlantic and
Pacific ports.
The officers of the association are: President, J.
P. Collins, of the G. W. Sheldon Company; vice-president, Walter
secretary,
J. Riley, of the Judson Freight Forwarding Company
;

S. E.

Boughlon, of the Overseas Shipping Company.

C)n April 9 there were 33,619 carloads of export freight on
hand at North Atlantic ports, compared with 36,023 for the
same day of the preceding week. Exclusive of bulk grain,
there were 10,390 carloads of export food on hand at these
There
ports, compared with 10,589 carloads as of April 1.

were 21,306,515 bushels of grain in elevators at North Atlantic
ports: received during the week. 5,910,992 bushels; cleared
Elevators at South Atlantic and Gulf
6,024,250 bushels.
The situation is reports held 4.009,408 bushels of grain.
garded as entirely satisfactory.

The transportation bureau of the Denver (Colo.) Civic and
Commercial Association has filed a protest with the Railroad
Administration against two proposed plans to change westbound freight rates, one of which is for a zone or mileage
system, which it is claimed would be unfair to Colorado's
mountain railroads, and the other for a new tariff of rates
compiled jointly by the San Francisco and Portland freight
The bureau recommends that Denver
traffic committees.
rates be fi.xed on a percentage basis in relation to through
rates between Mississippi river points and the Pacific coast.

A

The

prixatc owiicr-

Interstate

Jn a decision in the case of the Public Utilities Commission
of the State of Colorado, et al., vs. Atchison, Topeka &
et al., the Interstate Commerce Commission finds that the record is not convincing that the class
freight rates in effect April 21, 1916, between Chicago, the
Mississippi river and the Missouri river, on the one hand,
and Colorado common points on the other, were, or that the
rates initiated by the director general and made effective
June 25, 1918, are unjust, unreasonable or unduly prejudicial,
although certain of the commodity rates from Chicago and
the rivers to Colorado common points appear to have been
and to be relatively high by comparison with rates to Utah
common points. The commission finds that no adequate basis
for readjustment has been jjut into the record.
Class rates
made effective June 25 which carry the increase ordered by
the director general between Denver and Pueblo and certain
points in interior Kansas and Nebraska; between Denver

Santa Fe Railway,

and points grouped therewith, and Galveston, Texas, and
intermediate points in Texas; from Denver and other points
in Colorado to certain stations in New Mexico, .Arizona and
Texas; and from Denver and Denver rate points in Colorado
to certain stations in Nebraska, South Dakota and Wyoming,
are held to be unjust, unreasonable and unduly prejudicial
to the extent that they exceed the scale of maxima prescribed
in

the order.

Valuation Hearing

The

Interstate

increase switching charges at these points. The
not been submitted either to the Interstate Commerce Commission or to the Railroad Commission of the state and no justification has been offered for the proposed readjustment. The resolution further requests Congress to investigate the proposed attempt of the Railroad Administration to increase charges without first submitting the proposition to the regulatory bodies having jurisdiction over these matters for approval.

The number of revenue freight cars loaded in the Northwestern region in March was slightly less than in March, 1918.
The grain and grain products, livestock, coal and coke, lumber
and forest products, ore and miscellaneous cars loaded totaled
471,702 this year, as compared with 490,419 during the same month
The number of revenue freight cars received from
last year.
connections in this region remain practically stationary, 302,318
cars being received this year as compared with 310,390 during
dethe same period last vear. Corn and oats show a substantial
praccrease but the total number of grain cars loaded remains
tically the

same, due to a substantial increase in wheat and misBituminous coal loaded shows a decrease, 22,-

cellaiieous grain.

924 cars as compared

witli 32,701.

Commerce Commission

has assigned for

oral argument at Washington on Alay 26 the valuation cases
of the Texas Midland; Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic:

Kansas

City

Winston-Salem

Southern;

&

Southbound,

and

the purpose of hearing such
desire to present as to the final
argifments as the parties
valuation which the commission should find and report;
and as to the elements to be considered and the weight to
l)e attributed thereto in finding the final valuation in any
Elgin,

Joliet

Eastern,

for

may

case.

joint resolution criticising the action of the Railroad AdminSan F"rancisco, Oakland and

proposition has

its

investigation into the rates and practices of various carriers of
oil and other commodities by pipe lines or partly by pipe lines
and partly by railroad or partly by pipe lines and partly by
water, which was begun seven years ago.

State Commissions

istration in proposing the division of

Los Angeles into zones for switching purposes, has been adopted
by the California Senate. It is claimed this plan will greatly

Commerce Commission has discontinued

A

hearing will be held on April

22,

before the Railroad

Texas on plans to restore all passenger
trains to a pre-war basis on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
the Texas & Pacific and the International & Great Northern.

Commission

of

United States Supreme Court
of the United States will be asked to
early decision in the controversy between the Railroad Administration and various state governments as to the
legality of increases in freight and passenger rates ordered
by the director general, superseding rates made by state
The attorney general of the United States
authority.
Supreme Court from the
the
in
appeals
filed
has

The Supreme Court

make an

decrees of the North Dakota Supreme Court enjoining
the railroads in that state from charging the increased
rates and ordering them and the director general to
show cause why the injunction should not be made permaAttorneys for the Railroad Administration filed monent.
tions asking the court to hear arguments at this term in the
hope that a decision may he handed down before the summer

adjournment.

..
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For week March 16

to 22

Type

R oad

Si

P

USRA Pac.
USKA 6VV. S'
Mikado.
USRA Mik.
USRA St. F.
USRA Mik.
Santa F.
USRA St. F.
USRA 6W. Sv

K-

N

USRA

& S. F
& o
&

Mikado.
Mikado.
Mikado.
8W. Sw.
Mikado.

r

Equipment and Supplies

L
G

of
fr
,v-

N'w

for

Week Ended

N

April 5

W
W

r
I

locomotives were shipped to railroads under federal
control during the week ended April 5 as follows:
Number
Road
Tyi>e
Pent! 1,. W..
7
ySRA Santa Fe.

New

Penn.
C.
T.

VV

I..

trie
Erie

K

R.
R.

&

R.

.

Santa Fe.
USRA Santa Fe.

1

.

.

2
6

.

.

N'w....

USRA
USRA
USRA

8

& P

2

T.

r
B

Pacific.

6W. Sw.
6W. Sw.

O

M. &

P.

St.

Locomotive Deliveries

Mallet.

N

r
\^

Pacific.

R

R
(C.
L.

&

B.

V

Q

Mikado.

O.-W. R. R.
I.

A.
C.
P.
G.

Pacific.
Pacific.

X.

X:

C
&

T.
R.

F.

St.

.

K-

R

H-

L.

.

O

USRA

Mallet.

N

Total

in

Ro ad

issued the following
statement of locomotives shipped for the month of March:

Type

USRA
USRA

S.

F.

Mik.
Santa Fe.

& S.
& O.

N

N'v

&

T

w
w

*

P

T

St.

V
K-

11

L.

Pacific.

March

2

to

1

Pacific.

E.

I'SRA Mik.

Pac.

2

6W. Sv
Mikado.
low. Sw.
USR.K. S. Fe.
USRA Mik.
Santa Fe.
USRA 6W. Sv

1

6
3

2

Pacific.

Type

USRA
USRA

Mallet

2

For period March 30

Works
Amei

lean

Road

C

".&

Number

N'w

J Lrie
I^'ie

fL-

20

W

2
2
2
2

W

1

to

31

^

Type

USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA

6W. Sw.
F.

St.

Pac.
St.

F.

Santa Fe.

9

Mikado.

S.

O..

.

USRA

Mik.
Mikado.
Mikado.

.

o.
o.

Baldwin

C.

R.

&

Q

1

Mikado.

1

SW. Sw.
Mikado.

.

V.

10

Pacific.

.

R

Mikado.

R..

Consol.

P....

Pacific.

R.

Co

S

2
1

&

Mallet.

N.

P

Number

&
&

Mikado.
Mikado.
Mikado.
8W. Sw.
Mikado.

w

w. R

&

21

53

Consol.

C.
B.
N,
C.

P

T & s. F
r & o
B & Q.
N
r

Mikado.
Mikado.
Mikado.

eck

Type

USRA Pac.
USRA 6W. Sw
Mikado.
USRA Mik.
USRA St. F.
USRA St. F.
Santa Fe.
USRA 6W. Sw
Mallet.

* N'

Mallet.

R

a

M

1

Number

p

L

of

time

in

to 29

Number

r
.s-

For period March

r,.

Iniormation not received

For week March 23

March

The Railroad Administration has

I

February.

in

38

Locomotive Deliveries

1

Mikado.

tolal

(M-atiil

*This locomotive shipped
for r ebruary report.

T.

R

Mikado.

8W. Sw.

C.

Mikado.
Mallet.

Mikado.
Mikado.

& R..:'

&

Mik.

Total

In addition to above the American Locomotive Company shipped 26
miscellaneous domestic locomotives and completed 32 foreign locomotives;
and the Baldwin Locomotive Works shipped 1 miscellaneous domestic locomotive and completed 96 foreign locomotives.

37

For Week March

9 to

Number
3
1

1

9

4
5
5

5
5
5

2

Freight Cars

15

Type

USRA
Mount.
USRA
Mallet.
USRA
USRA
USRA
S. Fe.
USRA
USRA
USRA

Pac.

6W. Sw.
6W. Sw
S.

Mik.
Mik.
Mik.

6W. Sw

1

Mikado.
8W. Sw.
Mikado.
Mikado.
Mikado.

1

Pacific.

1

9
.

47

The Broken Hill Proprietary Company, has ordered
ton steel hopper cars from the American Car & Foundry
pany.
The Southern
40-ton, 8,000-gal.

6,

50-

Com-

Albert.^ Refineries Comp.^ny, has ordered one
tank car from the American Car & I'oundry

Company.

38
2
2
2

F.

The Great Northern Refining Company. Chicago, is inquiring for 125 eight thousand gallon tank cars for lease for 90 days.

,

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, 1420 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for 20 second-hand, 30 to 40
ton capacity flat cars.
The Cuban American Suc.\r Company, New ^'ork, has
ordered 100 narrow gage cane cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company for export to Cuba.
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pany .it llarrisburg, I'a,, and Mr. Ruppcrl, before his entry
into the chemical branch of the government military service,
had charge of the sodiuni-ferro-cyanide deijartmcnt of the

|

Scmct-Solvay Company.
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appniuicd inanager of the
plant of the Joseph T. Ryerson & Son
(Mich.
Company. Mr. Basse has been in the em|>loy of this company since November, 1900, and for the past ten years has
held various positions in the sales (lei)artment at Chicago.
In .'\ugust, 1918, he was transferred to the Detroit office as
acting manager of the Detroit plant, succeeding Ralph J.
.Stayman, who left the company temi)orarily to fill a war
vacancy existing at the Chicago office and who later resigned.

William H. Basse has bicn

Detroit

The Union Asbestos & Rubber Company of Chicago will
reiiioM' its m'TKTiil ollioes from 112 West Adams street,
Chicago, to 28.54 South Loomis street, efTectivc April 22.
Jasper A. Writer, secretary and treasurer of the Colorado
Fuel & Iron Company, died in Denver on March 31. Mr.
Writer IkuI been connected with the company for over 37
years.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company has moved its
Milwaukee otVice from room 1J05, Majestic building, to room
1418 in the same building, where more convenient quarters
necessitated by tlie growing business of the company in this
district have been obtained.
The

Chicago branch of the General Asbestos & Rubber
Company, Charleston, S. C, has recently moved into new
iiuartcrs at 14 North Franklin street, Chicago, the rapid
growth of the business in Garco asbestos products having
Tiie

made

the old quarters at 106

West Lake

street inadequate.

A. M. Mueller, manager of the St. Louis branch of Joseph
T. Ryerson & Son Company of Chicago, has been promoted
to general manager of sales, in which capacity he will have
charge of all warehouse
and mill products for
territory west of
all
He was
Pittsburgh.
born at Plymouth, Ind
on July 30, 1874, and
received his education
in the public schools at
His busithat place.
ness career dates back
to 1899 when he first
employthe
entered
.

ment of the Joseph
Ryerson & Son as

T.
a

clerk in the credit and

cashier
During

I

Captain C. A. Duntley, who recently received his honordischarge from the army after serving as captain in the
27th Field Artillery, h.is been elected vice-iiresident of the
al)le

Com-

Duntley-Dayton

pany, with headquarters
in

the

Westminster

He

building,

Chicago.

was born
October

Chicago on
21, 1892, and

received

his

education

Armour

Institute,

in

in

Chicago and at Cornell
University, from which
he graduCaptain

latter school

ated

in

1914.

Duntley

will

have

charge

of
the
sales
work of the pneumatic
and electric tool department of the com-

pany.
F. J. Foley has been
appointed general sales
agent of Railway SteelDuntley
Captain C.
Spring Company, with
headquarters at
York. Mr. Foley's connection with the company dates from
its organization in 1902.
For the past eight years he has
occupied the position of general superintendent.

New

The Portland Cement Association announces the opening,
1, of a new district office of the association
at Des Moines, Iowa, room 404, Hubbell building, 9th and
Walnut streets, with L. R. MacKenzie as district engineer

department.
period he

effective April

this

served

successively as
salesman,
representative
for
three
years and
manager of the New

traveling

Texas

^

j^

York and Minneapolis
offices until 1911, when he was appointed

^,^^„^^

assistant

manager

in charge.
Mr. MacKenzie recently held the rank of Captain
and Engineer of Roads on the stafif of the Commanding
General of the Port of Embarkation at Newport News, Va.,
and has been identified with road work for 12 years in the
middle west and on the Pacific coast, both as engineer and

Later he went to St. Louis, Mo., as manager of the
plant, being recalled at the end of three years
to handle the sales at the main plant at Chicago.

contractor.

J. M. Borrowdale, formerly superintendent of the car department of the Illinois Central and for the past two years
sales representative of the H. W. Johns-Manville Company at
Milwaukee, Wis., has been appointed sales representative in
the railroad department of the Liberty Steel Products Com-

with headquarters at Boston, Mass., was announced in the
Raikvay Age of April 11 (page 973), was born in Belmont,
?\Iass., on December IS, 1881.
He began his business career'
in 190S with the Bethlehem Ship Building Company as drafting clerk, and later in charge of the heat treatment department and physical laboratories. In 1914 he entered the sales
department of that company, in which capacity he remained
until 1918, wdien he resigned to accept the position as district
sales manager of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.

of sales.

Ryerson-Hagar

pany, Inc., with offices in the

ment

service, has

who

McCormick

building, Chicago.

in governbeen elected vice-president of the Interna-

Philip K. Condict,

has until recently been

Electric Company, Incorporated.
In the
of 1917, Mr. Condict gave up his work as foreign
sales manager for the company to take charge of the New
York office of the War Trade Board, after a short stay with
the Department of Commerce. In December, 1917, he received a commission as major in the Quartermasters' Corps,
U. S. A., serving in that capacity until July, 1918. He was
then detailed to the Signal Corps with the same rank, and
tional

Western

summer

served

in

France

until Januarj-.

Willis B. Clemmitt and George H. Ruppert have entered
the employ of the Powdered Coal Engineering & Equipment
Company of Chicago as advisorj' engineers. Mr. Clemmitt
was formerly associated with the Central Iron & Steel Com-

F. V. Sargent, whose appointment as district manager of
sales of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago,

Captain L. R. MacKenzie, engineer of roads on the stafif
commanding general of the port of embarkation at
Newport News, Va.. and who for the past 12 years has been
identified with highway work in the middle west and on the
Pacific coast both as an engineer and as contractor, has been
appointed district engineer of the Portland Cement Association of Chicago in charge of the new district office located
in the Hubbell building, Des Moines, Iowa.
of the

The Toledo Pipe Threading Machine Company, Toledo,
Ohio, has organized a "Toledo Ten-Year Club," whose membership will be limited to owners of Toledo Pipe Threader
machines that have been in service ten years. .Ml applica-

April

18,
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tions for membership must be in by July 1, 1919, and on that
date the six members owning the six oldest "Toledos" will
be notified and given their choice of a "Toledo" Ratchet
Threader complete or a "Toledo," No. O, tool.

The William Graver Tank Works, East Chicago, Ind., has
lirst issue of a new house organ for the benefit

published the
of its

employees, of which K.

manager

of the

company,

is

W.

Bartlett, assistant general

manager, and C. B. Swanson,

Two

interrogation points appear at the head of each
editor.
page of the first issue in place of a name. A prize of $10 is
offered to the employee suggesting the best title.
For the
present the paper will be published twice a month.

Colonel Robert Andrews, one of the pioneers in .American
railroad construction and a former president of the Safety
Car Heating & Lighting Company, died at his home in East
Orange, N. J., on April
7, in his 85th year.
Col.

Andrews
August

2,

was

born

An-

1834, at

drewsia, near Wilmington,
Del.
His early
schooling was at the
academy,
of
Episcopal
Cheshire, Conn., where
he graduated in 1849.
He then entered TriniHartford,
college,
ty

Conn.,
1853,

graduating

and

in

1854

in

com-

pleted a course at the

Polytechnic

college,

Philadelphia.
adopted

He

engineering as a profession, becareer
as
ginning his
assistant engineer.
R. Andrews
Union Canal & State
Canals of Pennsylvania.
His long career of railroad engineering began in 1857 as
principal engineer of surveys and construction on the Sunbury & Erie. In 1859 he went to the South Pennsylvania
Railroad as principal engineer of surveys until the outbreak
of the Civil War, when he was made a major of the 2nd
Regiment, Delaware Volunteers. He was advanced to the
rank of colonel in 1863. At the close of the Civil War he
was made principal engineer of the Saratoga & Hudson River
Railroad from 1863 to 1865; division superintendent of the
Toledo, Wabash & Western from 1865 tu 1873; chief engineer
of the same road from 1873 to 1875; and general superintendent and consulting engineer of the Wabash System from
1875 to 1884. Then for one year he was consulting engineer
of the

Wabash,

St.

Louis

&

Pacific,

and

in

1025

Westinghouse

Electric's

European Interests

General (iuy E. Tripp, chairman of tlie Ijoard of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, issued this
statement recently concerning his trip abroad: "Subject to
the

successful accomplishment of certain legal details in
Europe, which, however, may be waived by the Westingliouse
Company if thought desirable, an agreement has been reached
with certain important British interests under which the
Westinghouse Company sells for cash its British holdings
and enters into a commercial alliance looking to the development of export business.
"The commercial plan will be instituted immediately, upon
the assumption that the whole deal will be consummated on
one of the bases above indicated. No further details can be

given out at this time."

Railway Business Association
This association's committee on government purchasing
policies was organized in New York City this week.
The
chairman of the committee is Knox Taylor, president of the
Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Company, High Bridge, N. J.;
and the other members are Samuel G. Allen, vice-chairman.
Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York; G. S. Brown,
president, Alpha Portland Cement Company, Easton, Pa.;

Andrew

Fletcher, president, American Locomotive Company,
York; Howard A. Gray, manager railroad sales, Joseph
Ryerson & Son, Chicago; A. L. Humphrey, president.
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.; A. H. Mulli-

New

T.

president, Pettibone, Mulliken & Co., Chicago; L. G.
Parker, assistant manager of sales, Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio; W. H. Woodin, president,
ken.

American Car

& Foundry Company, New

York.

civil

1885

was made

general superintendent and engineer of the Virginia Midland.
In 1889 he left railroad service to take the position of vicepresident of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company.
In December, 1901, he was elected president of this company,
and from May, 1907 to 1915, he was chairman of the board
of directors.

The American Steam Conveyor Corporation, Chicago,
announces the appointment of Charles H. Florandin, formerly
of the
National Electric. Welding Company,
New York,
as general manager of the eastern territory, with headquarters at the New York office, 110 West 40th street.
Mr.
Florandin, who assumes charge of his new duties May 1,
was born in France and received his technical education at
the famous Lycee de Marseilles. He is an engineer by profession, and upon coming to the LInited States did important
work with the Brooklyn City Railway in the early days when
the road was being electrified. After five years' service with
this company, he joined the C. & C. Electric Company, New
York, where he held a responsible position with them for
many years. After a brief connection with the Western
Electric Company, he returned to the C. & C. Electric Company, and later organized the National Electric Welding
Company. During the war Mr. Florandin was a member of
the welding committee of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.

Trade Publications
Drills and Re.amers.— The Clark Equipment Company,
Buchanan, Mich., lists and briefly describes all of the standard
tools comprising the Celfor line in catalogue No. 16.
These include drilling and reaming tools of various kinds, drill chucks,
drill sockets, lathe tool holders, tool bits, flue cutters and drill
gages. In the back of the book are several pages of tables showing feeds and speeds for Celfor drills and decimal equivalents in
inches of millimeters and fractions of an inch.

Perforated Metals.— The Hendrick Manufacturing Company,
Carbondale, Pa., manufacturers of perforated metals, etc., has
issued a catalogue of 127 pages which will be found useful for
reference purposes to the user of perforated metals. Thirty-six
pages are devoted to reproductions of standard perforated screen
plates and 25 pages to illustrations of manufactured screens for
various purposes in handling coal, cement, ore, etc., including
strainers for locomotives and metal spark arresters for locomotive front ends.
This company also manufactures elevator
buckets, conveyor troughs and flights, stacks, tanks, hoppers, etc.,
which are also listed in this catalogue. Of special value should
be found the tables showing the styles and sizes of perforations
and the spaces between holes and maximum widths and gages in
steel, according to the United States standard gage, and a number
of tables of weights, measures, and gages for coal screens, decimal equivalents, metric conversion tables, etc.

—

Baldwin Locomotives. In September, 1918, the Baldwin Locomotive Company completed the erection of its fifty-thousandth
locomotive, which is the subject of Record No. 91. This locomotive is one of a group of 12 built for the Southern Railway
Company and is of the Mallet articulated type with 2-8-8-2 wheel
arrangement. The booklet gives some interesting facts regarding the Southern Railway System and a brief review and several illustrations of motive power built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for this road, in addition to a description of the
It
12 Mallet locomotives represented by locomotive No. 50,000.
also contains interesting information regarding the growth of
the locomotive industry and of the Baldwin Locomotive Company's plants, illustrations showing the shop in which the first
Baldwin locomotives were constructed and the various plants in
operation at the present time.

.

.
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addition, the ci>m|)aiiy

from

a loan

Railway Financial News

cerlilicales of the

—

June

New Havni
the late

and

is

a

st(>ck iiilcrcsts

Marcus

I',
KtuwltoTi.
liaxen director.

New
Mil w

Ciiif.\c.o,

in

.\t.'KKK

&

holders

letter to stock

On January

St.
in

llic

Boston

i\

Mr. Doliertv

I'.vuL.

The

part as follows

Inisii/i's

Maine
lias

to

of

llic

succeed

been a trustee

president

has

sent

a

:

United States governincnl took over
the possession, use and operation of the comiiany's railway and
system of transportation together with all balances due from
agents and conductors, all cash on hand as working capital, and
all materials and supjilies, and has since continued to control
and operate it. The rental for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul and its six subsidiary railways amounts to $27,506,771.
The company filed with the government claims somewhat in
excess of $2,000,000 for extra compensation. The general policy
adopted by the director general has been to deny all claims for
extra compensation. However, due to the recent expenditures
for the installation of the electrical operation of 440 miles of
the company's railway between Harlowton, Mont., and Avery,
Idaho, in February, he allowed the company as extra compensation of $440,000 per annum, making the total annual compen1,

1918, the

sation $27,946,771.
For the purpose of acquainting you with the linancial condition of the company the following statements of income, receipts, disbursements and obligations for the year ended Decem-

ber 31, 1918, are submitted:
Annual

eoninciisation
tion for the year

Kxtra

due from tlie U.
ended December

S. R. R.
31, 191S

.Xilministra-

$27,506,771.45
44O,O00.TDO

compensation

TjUI compensation

from V.

lUie

Other Income:
Income from lease
tonKa Line)

of

road

S.

R. R. .\dniiiiistration..

(Lakr

.

$27,946,771.45

Minnc-

—

Rentals received miscellaneous
Xon-operating property income

Dividends on securities owned
Intere.'it on securities owned
Miscellaneous interest on additions and betterments, and on advances to subsidiary
companies
Income from sinking and ins. res. funds...
Miscellaneous income
Revenue earned prior to January 1, 1918,
credited
account by the U. S. R. R. -Ad-

&• Salt Lakk.— The bill for the acquisition of the Moffal
road and the boring of the James Peak tunnel was signed by
Governor Oliver H. Shoup on April 9.

Louisvii.i.i-:

&

X.xsiivii.LE.

company

is

preparing to issue

—

Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf. Judge William C. Hook, of the
United Stales Court of Appeals, sitting at Muskogee on April 5,
rendered the final decree in the case of St. Louis Union Trust
Company against the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf. He rendered
judgiTient to the bondholders for approximately $16,000,000 and
appointed J. W. Sevly, of ]Muskogee, as special commissioner
to sell the railroad property at public auction at some date
to be designated by him. John H. Atwood, of Kansas City,
was appointed special referee to determine the status of and

an

all

unsettled claims.

— The

stockholders have voted to increase

common

capital slock of this cotnpany by $100,000,000 to
aggregate of .$250,000,000, and have authorized the directors

to create, issue
414,431.00
34,801.30
42,405.04

— This

shortly $7,323,000 series "T3" equipment trust bonds, to bear
interest at six per cent and mature in semi-annual installments
over a period of fifteen years.

the

and

sell

from time

to tiine convertible

bonds

to an aggregate of $108,431,000.

—

Pacific. The executive committee of this company has
refused to accept as its standard return the average operating
income for the three lest years ended June 30, 1917, which was
$1,917,038. The company claims that its just compensation from
the Railroad Adininistration should be $4,557,195 and bases its
claim on the following items

Western

1,143,676.31

2,302,239.73

Income Deductions:
Interest on bonds

:

$15,767,186.15
163,214.77
376,628.03
27,520.32
124,845.46
663,084.31
Miscellaneous income charges
153.952.77
Income appropriated to sinking fund reserves
147,104.19
Expenses pi ior to January 1. 1918, charged
in account by the U. S. R. R. Administration
5,583,965.45

Net railway operating income for year ended June 30, 1917. ..'53.1 12.628
Lst. net earnings from branch lines and other facilities not

Corporate

organization e.xpenses
taxes accrued
Miscellaneous rentals paid
Expense of separately operated proiierties.
Interest on notes

War

reflected

income

1917

of equipment on account of purchase of
delivered in July, 1917
5ix p. c. int. on new equipment contracted for prior to December 31, 1917, but delivered in lime and October of
1918 at cost of $4,120,000
Depreciation on equipment 2<'j p. c on $4.120.000
Yearly saving in water service
-iix p. c. int. on $523,287 capital expended completed in 1918
or work still in progress
.Six p. c. int. on value of construction materia! above normal
on December 31, 1917, amounting to $308,206
Loss in express earnings March 1 to June 30, 1917
.\nnual expenses of maintaining corporate organization....

Decrease in

.

$6,241,509.73

While the amount of the annual compensation to be paid the
company under the terms of the agreement with the director
general

is $27,946,771, only a small part of this amount, viz.,
$6,275,000, was paid by the United States Railroad Administration to the company during the year 1918.
The company

was, therefore, under the necessity of borrowing certain funds
meet interest payments and other corporate obligations, as
follows

623,500

hire

new euuipment

24,007,501.45
ci,iiJorate

favorable results will follow.

Dknvkk

Norfolk & Western.

$30,249,011.18

N'et

teed.
The United .Stales Railroad Administration also has a
charge against tlic company of $10,872,712, on account of expenditures made by it for additions and betterments to the comliany's properly during the year 1918.
I'urthermore, the L'nited
States Railroad Administration has allocated to the company
UK) heavy Mikado locomotives and 3,(XX) box cars (1,000 of
which are to be built in the company's shop at Milwaukee), the
cost of which the company is obliged to meet. These last three
charges will be linanced as soon as conditions will permit.
While your board is hopeful of better conditions, and more
favorable results for the year 1919, the complications and uncertainties of the railroad situation in general render it impossible
to make a definite forecast at this time.
Meanwhile, the property of the comjiany is being well maintained and with the
return of normal conditions it is confidently expected that more

adjust

$1,833.34
234.213.71
251,240.03
170,344.00
9,295.00

m

ministration

1,

the

the necessitj of obtaining

Sound & Willapa Harbor, one of its
amounting to $3,(XK),(XX3, which matured
payment of which the company had guaran-

i

1918,

was under

I'inancc Corporation to retire the trust

I'ligel

six subsidiary railways,

.SpriiiKlicId,

(if

War

j

nillllMMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIriMMMIIIIIIIMMMIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIririlllllllllllllllNIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIirMllllr:

.AltoiiH-v Jaiius I.. DoluTly,
BosTd.N & M.MNF
Mass., lias hi'i'ii olcctrd iliairmati of llu' fcdiT.il

tlie

235,888

247.200
92,700
40,114
35.176
18,492
26,097
94.000

The railroad company will ask that the entire question of
federal compensation be submitted to a board of referees which
will be appointed by the Interstate Commerce Commission in
accordance with the provisions of the federal control act.

to

:

The construction of a tunnel, for automobiles, beneath the
Hudson river, between New York City and Jersey City,

Loan from the War Finance Corporation, Washington, D. C, to pay interest
$8,500,000.00
Loans from New York banks, to pay interest.
4,500,000.00
Loan from United States Railroad .Administrato pay

interest

to be assured by the action of the legislature of New
York, which has made an appropriation of $1,000,000 for the
beginning of the work. The governments of New York and
New Jersey appear to be substantially agreed as to the general plans.
The estimated cost of the tunnel is $12,000,000,.
and the time necessary for the construction about two years.

seems

.

tion,

857,000.00

$13,857,000.00

Besides the above loans there is due the United States Railroad Administration, for open accounts, $2,912,846, which will
be deducted from the compensation for 1918.

;

April

18,
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Railw^ay Officers
Railroad Administration

102;

Southern Railroad lines and associated railroads, line^ west,
with office at Cincinnati, ()hio, vice Curtis Dougherty, deceased.

Colfax B. Wildman, whose appointment as general superintendent of the Eastern district of the Missouri Pacific,
with head(iuarters at St. Louis, Mo., was announced in the
Railway Age of April 4
(page 923), was born

May

R. Walton Moore, assistant general counsel of the Railroad
Administration and formerly commerce counsel for the
Southern Railroad, has recently resigned to become a candidate for Congress.

He

on
l)e-

?an his railway career
1883 with the Chicago & Alton as an operator since which he
has been consecutively,
from 1884 to 1885, agent
and operator on the C
& H line; 1887 to 1889
despatcher and copy
operator on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe; 1889 to 1890 oper-

Federal and General Managers
H. Utley, general manager of the IJessemer & Lake
Erie, with offices at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed
federal manager.
A. M. Darlow, general manager of the Bufifalo & Susquehanna, with office at Wellsville, N. Y., has been appointed
federal manager.

on the Northern
and from 1890
1893 despatcher and

ator

A. G. Whittington, general manager and A. R. Howard,
acting federal treasurer of the International & Great Northern, the Galveston, Houston & Henderson and the Houston
& Brazos Valley have had their jurisdiction extended over
the International & Great Northern (Spring to Fort Worth
anfl Madisonville branch) which line was placed under the
authority of J. L. Lancaster, federal manager at Dallas, Tex.,
upon the reorganization of the Southwestern region on
1.

E. Callahan, whose appointment as general manager of
the St. Louis Southwestern, the St. Louis Southwestern of
Texas, the Eastern Texas, the Dallas Terminal and Union
Depot, the Southern Illinois and Missouri Bridge and the
Louisiana & Arkansas, was announced in the Railway Age
of March 7 (page 553), began his railway career with the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. He resigned from that road
after three years' service to enter the emplyoment of the St.
Lot*is-Southwestern in 1893 as an operator and agent, since
which he has been consecutively train despatcher, assistant
chief despatcher, chief despatcher and superintendent until
his recent appointment.
J.

Pacific,

to

night chief despatcher
on the same road. The
Wild.Tian
following year he was
engaged in private business.
He re-entered railway service in 1894 as a despatcher
and chief despatcher on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, in
which capacity he served until 1898 when he entered the
employ of the Chicago & Alton as chief despatcher. In 1904
he resigned from that road to enter the service of the Missouri Pacific as despatcher and chief despatcher, and from
that date to 1916 he was consecutively with the same road
as trainmaster, superintendent of the Central division and
superintendent of the Eastern division, which position he
held prior to his recent appointment.
J. Cannon, whose appointment as general superintendent
of transportation of the Missouri Pacific, the Memphis, Dallas
& Gulf, the Natchez & Southern, and the Arkansas Central,

with headquarters at St.
Louis, Mo., was an-

nounced

Age

the jurisdiction of the following officers
of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe (Pauls Valley, Lindsay and Sulphur districts only),
the Fort Worth Union Passenger Station, the Union Terminal of Dallas, the Texas Midland and the Galveston Wharf
Company is extended over the Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western, the Houston Belt & Terminal, the Iberia, St. Mary's &
Eastern, the New Iberia & Northern, the New Orleans, Texas
& Mexico, the Orange & Northwestern and the St. Louis,
Brownsville & Mexico.
W. E. Maxson, general manager;
J. S. Hershey, freight traffic manager: J. W. Terry, general
solicitor; F. Merritt, chief engineer; D. W. McLeod, federal
auditor.
M. Eckert, auditor, and J. H. Lauderdale, acting
federal treasurer of the Houston Belt & Terminal have had
their jurisdiction extended o\er the same roads, effective on
the same date.
Efifective April

III.,

1869.

23,

in

E.

March

Shipman,

in

Central

1,

III,

W. C. Bevington, trainmaster on the Missouri Pacific, has
been appointed superintendent of the Joplin division, with
headquarters at Nevada, Mo., and C. A. Clements, trainmaster
at Cornell, Kan., has been appointed superintendent of the
Kansas City Terminals, with headquarters at Kansas City,
Mo.
A. A. Woods, superintendent of the New Orleans & Northeastern, with office at Hattiesburg, Miss., has been appointed
chief engineer maintenance of way and structures, of the

on

May

6,

1872.

He

entered railway service
in 1886 as a laborer in
the mechanical depart-

ment

of
the
Illinois
Central. By May 1, 1892.

he

had

been

promoted

several times and on that
date
was made chief
clerk to the assistant

superintendent of the
Chicago division. He was
soon promoted again and
served
successively
as
chief clerk to the super-

Operating
R. C. Raid, trainmaster of the New Orleans & Northeastern,
with office at Hattiesburg, Miss., has been appointed superintendent of the same road and the New Orleans Terminal,
vice A. A. Woods, promoted.

was

923)

the Railway
April 4 (page
born at Cairo,
in

of

J.

intendent of the

Cannon

and

St.

Amboy

Louis divisions

chief clerk to the general
superintendent of transportation assistant trainmaster on the Si
Louis division chief clerk to the general manager and trainmaster
on the Springfield and Chicago divisions. In October, 1905, he
entered the employ of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain
system as superintendent of the Southern Kansas division,
with headquarters at Cofifeyville, Kan., since which he has
been consecutively to date, division superintendent at Little
Rock, Ark., and De Soto, Mo.; superintendent of the Missouri
division of the Eastern district at Poplar Bluff. Mo.; superintendent of the Eastern division at Sedalia, Mo.; general
superintendent of the Eastern district; acting general superintendent of transportation with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.;
;

;
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general supcriiiti'iidciU nl' it .iiisi.,,rl,ili(>ii anil nciit-ral superintcmleiit of the Eastern distrui. uliuii Liticr po^ilion Ik- held
prior to his recent promotion,

Fred C. Smith, whose appointment as assistant superintendent of the Salt Lake division of the Southern Pacific,
lines .south of Ashland, with headquarters at Ogden, Utah,
was announced in the Rail-Mty Age of April 4 (pape 923),
received his honorable discharpc from the army in the latter
Me entered military service in March.
part of February.
1917. and served as a first lieutenant in the Engineers Corps,
Russian Railway Service, returninp; to this country in July,
1918, when he was promoted to captain and assigned to an
engineer unit in which capacity he served in France from
September,

1918, until his return to this

country

in

February,

Corporate
Operating
I.

T. Williams has been appointed general manager of the

London iSi North Western Railway of England, succeeding
Sir Guy Calthrop, deceased. Mr. Williams entered the service
of this road in 1876, and in 1902 he was made district goods
iiianagcr at Warrington,
lie was transferred to I^ondon
in 1907 as traffic superintendent of the metropolitan area, and
later went to Euston Station as assistant to the general manager.
In 1914 he was appointed chief goods manager, and
1917 he became acting general manager, which position
he held until his recent appointment as general manager of

in

the

same company.

1919.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

McEwen has been appointed federal auditor of the
Mobile & Northern and the Meridian & Memphis, with

J.

J.

Gulf.

Mobile. Ala., vice H. M. Hood, who has resigned to
accept a position with the Railroad Administration at Washington.
office at

E. M. Devereux, acting federal treasurer of the Baltimore
Ohio, has been appointed federal treasurer of the Baltimore & Ohio, Eastern Lines; the Coal & Coke; the Morgantown & Kingwood; the Western Maryland; the Cumberland Valley, and the Cumberland & Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.

&

Traffic

engaged

R. H. Rolfe, passenger service agent of the Seaboard Air
Line, with office at Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed
Tampa, vice
district passenger agent, with headquarters at
R. E. Camp, resigned.

A. Hilton, assistant traffic manager of the St. Louis-San
Francisco, the Kansas City. Clinton & Springfield, the Paris
& Great Northern Belt, the West Tulsa Belt and the Rock
Island-Frisco Terminal, has been promoted to traffic manager
of these roads and also of the St. Louis-San Francisco &
Texas and the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, with headquarters
Louis, Mo.
has been abolished.
at

St.

The

office

Charles Harry Fox, who has been appointed division engineer on the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Regina,
He
Sask., was born at Winnipeg, Man., on April 2. 1885.
began his railway career in May, 1902, with the Canadian
Pacific, serving as clerk, rodman and transit man in the maintenance department until 1906 and tlic following three years
as transit man in the construction department of the same
road. From 1904 to 1910 Mr. Fox attended McGill University,
Toronto, Ont., and upon his graduation was appointed resident engineer on the Canadian Pacific, in which capacity he
had charge of the construction of terminal docks, elevators
and coal handling facilities at Fort William, Ont. The following year he was appointed assistant division engineer qn
the Manitoba division, in which capacity he served for three
years when he was appointed resident engineer of maintenance, with headquarters at Winnipeg. During 1918 he was

of assistant

traffic

manager

in

Railway Officers

June, 1918, with the 31st Engineers (Railway), and is now
in Paris consulting upon technical matters with the Peace

Commission.

J.

Ormsby, general foreman

in the

locomotive depart-

of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Chicago,
has been promoted to master mechanic of the Wisconsin
division of the same road, with headquarters at Freeport,

ment

111.,

to succeed E. Lawless, deceased.

Hawk, architect of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pawith headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed engineer of buildings, with the same headquarters, and his former position has been abolished.

A

Obituary
Van Valkenburgh, general baggage and mail agent
Long Island Railroad, with office at Long Island City,
died on April 10. at his home in Brooklyn at the age

Willard
of the

N. Y.,
of 53.

builder.

W.

in Military Service

Major George W. Berry, formerly general superintendent
of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn.,
has been made a Chevalier of the legion of honor by the
French government. Major Berry has been in France since

Engineering and Rolling Stock
C. A. Sasse has been appointed divisional car foreman on
the Pennsylvania division of the Delaware & Hudson, with
headquarters at Carbondale, Pa., vice F. S. Ganley, assigned
Mr. Sasse will report to the master car
to other duties.

military service and upon his release from the
division engineer as noted above.

army he was appointed

.T.

cific,

D. C. Fenstermaker, assistant engineer in charge of construction on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been
promoted to district engineer, with headquarters at Chicago,
in charge of the Iowa, the Des Moines, the Kansas City, the
Sioux City and Dakota and the Dubuque divisions, succeeding W. E. Wood, assigned to other duties.
E. W. Hammond, division engineer of the Buffalo,
Rochester & Pittsburgh, with office at Du Bois, Pa., has
been promoted to acting engineer maintenance of way, with
headquarters at Rochester, N. Y., vice G. C. Cleaver, granted
leave of absence, and J. B. Oatman, roadmaster, at Du Bois,
has been promoted to acting division engineer, with headquarters at

Du

Bois.

Thomas

B. Purves, formerly for many years in the service
the Boston & Albany, died in Springfield, Mass., on
April 13, at the age of 61. On May 1, 1904, he resigned as
superintendent of motive power and rolling stock of that
road.
From January, 1907, for about three years, he was
superintendent of motive power and the car department on
the Denver & Rio Grande, with office at Denver, Colo.
In
1909 he entered the service of the Massachusetts Railroad
Commission on valuation work, and later served in the same
capacity for the Interstate Commerce Commission.
of

"Erection of the Sciotoville Bridge" of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Northern across the Ohio river was the subject of a
paper presented before the Western Society of Engineers
on Monday, April 14, by Clyde B. Pyle, manager of erection,
McClintic-Marshall Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Because this

remarkable structure consists of l,S50-ft. trusses continuous
over three supports, the erection involved some unusual
problems requiring the institution of special methods which
were explained in an interesting manner with the help of
some fine photographs. A general article describing this
bridge and its construction appeared in the Railway Age
Gazette of September 14, 1917, page 4-53.

\^

Open Cincinnati

com[ianies.

On Monday,

April 28, the

Simmons-Boardman

Puljlishing

Compan)-. publishers of the Railway Age, will open an
in the First

National

Bank

will be in charge of R.
staff

office

Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

H. Smith, a member

formerly connected with our Chicago

look after the interests of the

It

office,

who

will

Simmons-Boardman publica-

gineer,

Railway Maintenance Engineer, Railway Signal En-

gineer,

Railway Electrical Engineer and the Locomotive and

Car Builders'

Dictionaries.

Hereafter concerns selling supplies to the railways will be
able to pay commissions, or, as they are technically called,
"contingent fees," to bona fide agents
Contingent
employed under a general contract

Fee Covenant

without invalidating their contracts
This is the result
with the railways.
of an order recently made by Director
General Hines. On June 18, 1918, the Department of Justice issued an order requiring that thereafter there should be
inserted in even,' contract of purchase made by any government department a covenant stipulating that the concern from
which the purchase was made would not pay a commission or
fee to any agent as compensation for having made the sale
to the government.
This was not the exact language of the
covenant, but was its substance and effect. The insertion of
this covenant in all contracts between the railway equipment
and supply companies and the railways, if permanently continued, would have forced many supply concerns radically
to change business methods which had been used for years
and would have driven not a few out of business. It had been
a common practice for railway supply manufacturers to sell
goods through agencies which were constituted regular representatives and whose compensation took the fonn entirely of
commissions based upon the amount of goods they sold.
The commission method of doing business would have had
to be abandoned if the covenant drawn up by the Department of Justice had had to be inserted in all contracts. The
result would have been that the equipment and supply companies would have had to make all sales through salaried

Modified

agents.

This would have increased

their selling costs

either reduced their profits or rendered

The

little expense to the railway supply
negotiations which have led to this satis-

factory outcome were conducted t)y the Railway Business
Association which, as well as the director general of railroads, deserves credit for having secured a settlement on a
common sense basis.

of the Ijusiness

including the Railway Age, Railway Mechanical En-

tions,

and not a

tion of spirit

Office

T

and

effect upon the members of the New York Railroad
Club of the moving pictures which have been used in the
fuel conservation work on the Northern
The Movies
Pacific and which were shown by Fuel
and Fuel
Supervisor M. A. Daly at the meeting
of the club last week, was indeed reConservation
markable.
At first thought it is difficult to see how moving pictures can be used to show up the
advantages and disadvantages of different methods of firing
and the effects of wastefulness and carelessness in the operation of the locomotives and the handling of fuel.
With
the help of a skilful expert in the art of taking moving pictures, however, the Northern Pacific has developed a series
of films that clearly show these effects and leave a deep and
lasting impression on the mind which could hardly be produced in an}- other way.
The moving pictures combined
with the fuel instruction car which has been developed along
lines which are unique and different from those used by any
other road have, beyond question, l^een responsible for the
splendid showing that the Northern Pacific has made in its
fuel performance as compared with other roads operating under more or less similar conditions.
The testimony of the
fuel supervisors who took part in the discussion of Mr.

The

Daly's address indicate a deep-seated belief in the fact that
man takes a real pride in doing his work well;

the average

the difficulty in railroad service where the men are scattered
and the problem of supervision is difficult, is to keep in

them to know that they understand exactly what is expected of them and just how their
tasks should be performed.
In no other field is the educational problem of greater importance than among the opLikewise the difficulty of reacherating men on the road.
ing these men is equally great and exceptional methods must
be taken if real results are to be obtained. The fuel instruction car on the Northern Pacific, with its simple and yet
forceful lectures including practical experiments and demonstrations, taken in conjunction with the movies, should l)e
studied by all those who are interested, not alone in fuel
conservation l)ut in educational work along other lines.
sufficiently close touch with

necessary to charge
covenant was manifesthit

railways higher prices.
The
adapted to doing almost no good and much harm.

the

It will

continue to be inserted in contracts, but in appropriate cases
there will be added a proviso to the effect that it "shall not
invalidate a contract obtained through a bona fide commercial representative employed under a general contract covering designated territory and shall not prohibit or penalize

employment of the same agency methods and rates of
compensation" which have heretofore been "customarily employed by the contractor in the regular course of his business
in similar dealings with the railroad corporations."
This
seems to dispose of a matter which has caused much ve.xa-

the

r

For months a dispute as to wages and length of working day
has been dragging on l)etween the workers in New York harbor and the owners of tugs and barges.

The Turning

q^yo arbitrations

failed

to

settle

the

the

matters in controversy, but, as a result
of the second of these arljitrations, the
Xide
Railroad Administration granted the
eight-hour day to employees on its tugs and barges and the
men agreed to return to work. The independent boat owners,

of

however, refused to grant the eight-hour day but effected a
The indesettlement with one of the unions involved.

1029
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coal, wluai, rU
It
pi-ndents arc larnuly owiu-rs of barges
appcari'il tliat tlirouj;li the agreement with llic rival union
.

indejundints wire in a fair way to win in tlie .strike
IkkI lurn dnlared l)y tlie Marine Workers' AlTdiation (the union witli which the Railroad .\dniinistration
The barges of the independent
made it.s .settlement).
owners dependeil largely upon the lugs of the Railroad Adthi'

wliiili

move them al)out the harlu)r but when tlie
Marine Workers' Afliliation saw how things were going, they
ministration to

ordered crews of the Railroad Administration tugs to refuse
to handle independent l)oat owners' barges.
cause of the trouble which was ended by the

go back

to

to

ten-hour day.

work

for the independent boat

The wage

question was

left to

This was the

men

agreeing

owners with

a

future arltitra-

apparently, a defeat for the Marine Workers'
is a successful outcome to the policy pursued
bv A. H. Smith, director of the Eastern region, in his
It is true that the Railroad Adhandling of the dispute.
ministration granted the eight-hour day to its employees,
tion.

This

is.

Afhliation and

As
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matter of fa(t, no re, illy large reduilion of prices
obtained merelv tiirougii redudion of tlie profits of
industry.
Large reductions in i)rices, if they are to lie obtained while wages are maintained must be secured l)y means
i>f increased efl'u iency in ]ir(Kluction.
Unfortunately, present
day lalior generally seems to lie almost as strongly
in(lis|)osed to co-oi)erate in securing increased efficiency of
pnnluction as to acce|)t reductions of its wages. 'I'his is one
of the greatest obstacles to general reductions of ])rices.
It
is also "the one obstacle regarding which the governmental
autiiorities who are urging the maintenance of wages, the
reduction of prices and the practice of "Huy it now," are
maintaining the deepest silence.
In Great liritain, where
iaJjor conditions are far more un.satisfactory than in the United
States, and the trade unions are stronger, the leading statesmen, with Lloyd George at their head, are constantly eml)hasizing in their public utterances the need and duty of
labor to co-o]x'rate with the employers in maintaining and
increasing efficiency of production.
Our jjublic men at
I

an

a

lie

showing the same want of statesmanship
dealing with this phase of our reconstructliat they are showing in dealing with most

whereas the success of the independent owners has demonday is not considered unreasonable by
the men; but the encouraging feature about the strike is that

\N'ashington

strated that a ten-hour

.md courage
tion problem

regard to the administration's tugs in New
by the central administration in Washington, and that the regional administration stuck to its guns and won its point without mak-

otlier piiascs of

it

was handled,

York

in

are
in

it.

hariior, l)y the regional administration, not

ing concessions. Needless to say, its case was perfectly clearand the refusal of the Marine Workers' Affiliation to
carry out the terms of an agreement so recently made left it
without the power to greatly confuse the issue.
cut

Terms

of the Victory Liberty

Loan

A XNOUNCING THE DETAILS of the Victory Liberty Loan,
^^ Carter Glass, secretary of the treasury, stated that there
be no more popular sul^scription loans floated in the
States.
War debts will continue to pile up as long
as it is necessary to keep the army of occupation in the
provinces along the Rhine, and until the troops already returned to this country are demobilized and the country takes
up again the works of peace. But other means of financing
will

United

Maintaining

Wages and
Reducing Prices

of the armistice it has been the policy
to try to maintain wages in industry
In attempting to earn'
reductions of prices.

SINCE THE SIGNING

of the government

while securing

public utterout this policy it has been given the support in
men.
ances of many labor leaders, public men and business
been notably sucIt cannot be said that as yet the policy has
There have been some slight reductions in wages
cessful.

and some larger reductions of prices. On the other hand,
some advances in prices. Generally speakOne of
ing, both wages and prices have been maintained.
industry
the'principal results has been that in most lines of
have
business men, hoping for larger reductions in prices,
that
refrained from entering upon large new projects and
better
the business of the country has slumped. There is no
barometer of general business conditions than the amount
The volume of
of freight being moved by the railways.

there have been

freight traffic has greatly declined.

naturally much skepticism in some quarters as
wages and at
to whether the policy of trying to maintain
If it is not
the same time reduce prices will be successful.
good.
successful it will in the long run do more harm than

There

is

As to the maintenance of wages this is desirable, if it can
probe done. But wages are a very large part of the cost of
There are only two ways in
duction in every industry.
which wages generally can be maintained and prices reduced.
The first is "for business concerns to forego part of their

The second is to secure greater efficiency in proAs to the first, business men naturally will not
duction.
make large reductions in their profits if they can avoid
As to the second, increased efficiency means a
doing so.
greater output in proportion to the amount of materials used
and the number of men employed, and unless the co-operaprofits.

get
tion of labor can be secured it is extremely difficult to
improved results from either the material or the human ele-

ments

in production.

will be

mands

found by the treasury department to meet these deIn outlining the purpose of the depart-

of the future.

ment in making this final appeal to the people for support,
Mr. Glass said:
'Tn fixing the tenns of the issue, the treasury has been
guided largely by the desire to devise a security which will
not only prove attractive to the people of the country in the
first in.stance, but the terms of which will insure a good market for the notes after the campaign is over and identical
prices for the two series, and should not affect seriously the
market for the existing bonds of the Liberty Loans. This
Although as the renjaining
will be the last Liberty loan.
bills are presented further borrowing must be done, I
anticipate that the requirements of the government in excess
of the amount of taxes and other income can, in view of the
decreasing scale expenditure, be readily financed by the issue

war

from time to time as heretofore, which
ultimately be refunded by the issue of notes or bonds
without the aid of another great popular campaign such as
of treasury certificates

may

has characterized the Liberty Loans.
"I am sure that the people of America will subscribe to
this Victory Loan in the same spirit of patriotism which they
have shown in the past to the end that the notes may be distributed as widely as possible and that our great banking institutions may be left free to supply the credit necessary for
the purpose of industry and commerce and the full employ-

Let the world see that the patriots of America
boundless resources, and with the same enthusiasm and devotion to country with which they prosecuted
the war to a victorious conclusion, are determined to finish

ment of
out

of

labor.

their

the job."

The Railway Age presents herewith details of the newVictory Loan, and terms of payment as outlined by the government. The amount of the loan was fixed at $4,500,000,000 instead of $6,000,000,000 as was anticipated in many
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The

loan is in the form of two series of gold convertone bearing 4-}4 per cent interest, exempt from
state and local taxes, except estate and inheritance taxes, and
normal income taxes; and the other hearing 3^ per cent incircles.

ible notes,

terest,

taxes.

exempt from

all taxation except estate and inheritance
notes are for a term of four years, but may be
by the government at the end of three years by pay-

The

taken up

ment of the par value with accrued interest.
Either form of note is convertiljle into the other at the op
Interest is payable semi-annually on Detion of the holder.
cember 15 and June 15 after December 15, 1919. No oversubscription will be accepted,

l)ut all

subscriptions

up

to $10.-

000 will be allotted in full.
The government's terms of payment are 10 per cent with
the subscription prior to

May

10,

when

the

campaign

closes;

20 per cent, August 12; 20 per cent,
10 per cent, July 15
Septemer 9; 20 per cent, October 7, and 20 per cent, No;

vember 11.
Although

this is the last call of the government upon the
people for a popular war loan, the raising of this money is
The
just as important as were any of the Liberty Loans.
government needs the money for the payment of a myriad of

war

bills that

accumulated during the

last

few months of the

war, and to keep the finances of the country in such a condition that industn,- will not be crippled, and the chance at
the world trade lost.

Progress in

THK

Water Treatment

1031

operation and maintenance of the plants, but in making the
installations in the first place.
The chemistry of water softening is simple. Nevertheless,
the operation of a battery of plants treating a variety of
waters, some of which change in composition from day to
day, presents a problem of no mean proportions.
It entails
the exercise of both engineering and chemical knowledge, and

any other technical branches of railroading, it must be
his business and who is clothed
with adequate authority to put his knowledge into effect.
like

managed by one who knows

The particular importance of this in the case of water
softeners arises from the fact that the successful treatment of
water and the efficient use of the treated water in the locomotives requires co-operation on the part of all that have
anything to do with the operation and maintenance of the
plants and the operation of the locomotives.
Consequently,
the water treatment must be under the general supervision of
a man who is able to inspire confidence in the system of
water treatment he is handling, on the part of all those
directly or indirectly concerned.
During the last four years water softening has received a
renewed impetus, with the result that there have been repeated
demonstrations of its economic value wherever the railroads
have approached this subject with an adequate conception of
the essentials for success.
One of the best demonstrations of
the results obtainable when it is prosecuted under a comprehensive plan with proper control will be found on another
page of this issue where a report is given of the results
secured on the Great Northern during the last seven or eight
years.

The

special lesson of this report lies in the

demon-

minute details of
plant operation.
It also illustrates the advantage of water
treatment covering a complete area, as compared to a "hitor-miss" plan under which only the most objectionable waters
The article will be found of interest alike to
are treated.
the student of water treatment and to the operating or
mechanical officer who is concerned only with results
strated value of close supervision of the

HISTORY

of the introduction and development of water
treatment on American railroads not only is a fascinating story filled with human interest, but it also constitutes
a lesson regarding the need of proper appreciation and practical application of scientific discoveries, that may be applied
with equal propriety to many other phases of railway operation.
Water softening on railroads received its first real
impetus about 20 years ago, through the enthusiastic zeal of
a few energetic engineers and chemists who understood the
wonderful possibilities in the simple chemical transformation involving the use of two cheap reagents, lime and soda
ash.
Through their efforts the practical value of treating
locomotive water supplies was demonstrated beyond question,
and during 1904, 1905 and 1906 current technical literature
was replete with expositions of the value of water softening,
fully demonstrated by records of savings in boiler repairs,
flue and sheet renewals, fuel economies and reductions in
engine failures.
Then followed a lull in the advancement of this improvement of railway water supply. The subject was less frequently discussed and the occasional references brought to
light from time to time were as often derogatory as otherwise.
There was also talk of treating plants that had been taken
out of service here and there.

when in 1913 the Water
the American Railway Engineering
Association was instructed to "report on water treatment and
the results of study being made of water softening from the
This was the

state of affairs

Service committee

of

operating standpoint."
In the ensuing investigation, the
committee discovered that a few roads which had undertaken
water treatment some years before were not only thoroughly
convinced of the advantages accruing from these installations,
but were obtaining increased benefits from year to year as the
more intimate details of the subject were better understood.
However, the most profitable phase of this investigation was
the study of those cases where the use of water softeners had
been discontinued or was being considered with disfavor.
This disclosed the fact that the failure of these plants to
produce the desired results, arose in nearly all cases from
one essential defect inadequate supervision, not only in the

—

Senator

Cummins on
the Railroad

Problem

VIEWS OF SEN.4TOR CUMMINS of lowa upon the railroad problem have become of great importance. He is

THE
now
its

member of the Senate ComCommerce and doubtless will be elected

the ranking Republican

mittee on Interstate

chairman when Congress meets.

Therefore, he will have

a leading part in framing the important railway legislation
which probably will be enacted this year. Senator Cummins
recently delivered an address on the railroad problem before

the General Assembly of Iowa, which

we publish

in this

issue.

For some years the Iowa senator was a severe critic of the
of tlie railroads of the United States.
He
seemed inclined to favor government ownership. He is now,
as his address shows, strongly opposed to government ownership
or, at least, to government management.
He still believes that the system of management and government regulation existing before government control was adopted resulted in wastes and abuses; and he is in favor of returning
to private operation under a different system.

management

—

The

principal shortcomings of the old system of regulafirst, the conflicts between state and federal regulation; second, the way in which it dealt with competition;
third, the way in which it dealt with the return upon ca])iSenator Cummins has come "slowly and reluctantly"
tal.
to the conclusion "that in so far as the rates are concerned
government must be the arbiter." He is in
the national
favor of competition between strong roads, but would have
the railroads consolidated into not more than eighteen large
tion were,
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and uvak roads wliith lias rciuliTcd it impossiMc ink'Hij.;cntly and fairly to regulate rates shall not lie
'Thus far most students of the suhjeit who are in
revived.
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favor of private management will be ahle substantially to
agree with him.
The most important feature of liis plan, liowever, is that
which relates to the regulation of tlie return to l)e earned

Regarding this i)art of it there will be
bv the railways.
sharp differences of opinion l)etween those who favor and
He
those who oppose government guarantees of net return.
would have a government corporation acquire all the railway
properties or all the securities and sul)stitute new obligations.
After effecting the needed consolidations, he would turn the
proi)erties over to the ownership and operation of private

He would have the government guarantee a return of 4K> per cent upon the new securities, which would be
based upon some kind of a valuation.
The e.xecution of this [)lan would involve virtually a com-

companies.

The
plete change in the ownership of all the railroads.
The
transaction would be the most enormous in history.
details to be worked out would l)e inconceivably intricate
and numerous. Even if this part of the plan were j^racticable,
Aleanit would seem that it would take years to carry it out.
would be wholly unsettled, and it
hard to .see how any progress could be made in securing
the improvement and expansion of railway facilities which

time, the railroad situation
is

now needed.
Senator Cummins assumes, without conceding, that the
value of the properties is $17,000,000,000. He says that a
government guarantee of 4J/< per cent, or $765,000,000 a
doubtless meaning it would
year, on this would be "ample"
He adds, "The
be ample to keep the securities at par.
people paid in 1917 a (railway) capital charge of a billion
*
*
*
The principle I have proposed, if emdollars.
bodied in the law, will save the people of the countr)- from
$250,000,000 to $500,000,000 annually." Senator Cummins'
It
reasoning at this point is open to destructive criticism.
is whollv improbable that the value of the railways would be
found to be as small as $17,000,000,000. Even if it were,
and the government guaranteed 4 3^ per cent on it, the saving in capital charge would be nowhere near as large as he
estimates. The year ended on June 30, 1916, is the last for
which we have complete statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission. By "capital charge" Senator Cummins
must mean in view' of the figures he uses the "operating
income" which the railways have earned in other words,
the excess of earnings over operating expenses, taxes, etc.
In 1916 the operating income was $1,043,000,000; but this
was not really the "capital charge." The total net dividends
and interest paid by the railways in that vear amounted to
only $834,600,000.
This was but $69,600,000 more than
the $765,000,000 a year which Senator Cummins estimates
a guarantee of 4iX per cent would cost the government.
The difference between the operating income and the net
interest and dividends paid was about $202,000,000.
Out
of this amount the companies appropriated $76,500,000 for
investment in physical property.
The rest was applied to
sinking funds, used in extinguishing stock and bond disf-ounts, carried to cash account, etc.
Under any system,
even government ownership, large investments would have
to be made from earnings each year in unproductive improvements, sinking funds would have to be provided for,
is

—

—

—
—

etc.

Furthermore it is not at all sure that, as Senator Cummins implies, a guarantee of 4^/2 per cent would be sufficient
to enable railway securities to be sold at par.
Government
bonds which are subject to taxation are now selling on a 5

wliich tlic more .-U((c»ful (omitanies would i)e allowed
earn and jiav.
In this j)art of his address he favors
"providing for a (orjxirate ownersliip of the several systems
into which the country could be divided, each corporation
with a capitalization rej)rcsenting the actual value; of the
particular system and the establishment of rates which would
jiroducc not onlv the cost of maintenance and o|)eration and
the guaranteed return upon capital, but a reasonable sum in
excess of the guarantee, the excess to be divided between the
IJut whatever excess
stockholders and the working men."
over the government guarantee was allowed to be earned
would make the "capital charge" more than 4J/2 per cent,
thereby, of course, reducing the savings Senator ("ummins
estimates would be made.
There is another extremely important point to be considered.
What effect would the guarantee of a minimum return
The
to each company have upon the efficiency of operation ?
operating expenses always have been and always will be
several times as large as the capital charge under any system of ownership and management. Therefore, any system
which will tend to .stimulate efficiency of operation will be
far more valuable as a means of keejiing down the cost of
transportation to the public than any system which will
tend in equal or even greater degree to keep down the capital
charge.
Senator Cummins recognizes the need for affording
an incentive to efficient management by suggesting that the
com])anies be allowed to earn "a reasonable sum in excess of
the guarantee."
We fear, however, that if the government
gave to each company a guarantee of at least 4'/2 per cent
the tendency of the rate regulating authorities would be to
so fix the rates that few, if any, companies would be able
by efficient management to earn more that the guarantee,
in which case the incentive to efficient management would
be impaired if not destroyed.
Senator Cummins' address is a notable and statesmanlike
document.
The system he outlines would, on the whole,
be an improvement from the standpoint of both many investors and the public over the .system which prevailed before
government operation was adopted. But he underestimates
the time that would be consumed and the difficulties that
would have to be overcome in carrying out his plan. He
overestimates the saving in capital charges that it would
make and underestimates the extent to which it would impair the incentive to efficient management.
If private operation is to be made a success and adequate expansion of railway facilities is to be secured, a more definite assurance
must be given to the railway companies that they will be
afforded an opportunity to earn an adequate return; but a
better method of affording this assurance than that proposed
by Senator Cummins can be devised.
Indeed, some better
methods have been proposed.
to

Present Prices and Railway Rates
H.As BECOME PL.Aix that neither under government nor
private operation can the railways, while paying present
wages and receiving present rates, earn enough net operating

IT

income to pay anything approaching a reasonable return.
it is proposed to make a further advance in

When, however,

freight rates, the objection

minimum

this

would not be the maxi-

made

that the rates

has been nowhere near as large in proportion
The greatest advances in freight
rates have been in eastern territory.
First, there were the
as the increase in prices.

per cent as a

likely to be

recent years, quickly establishes the fact that the increase
in freight rates

4^

is

have been advanced greatly within recent years, and that the
traffic could not stand a further advance.
The rates which commodities can bear, however, are determined mainly by the value of the commodities; and any
comparison of the advances in the prices of staple commodities with the advance of the freight rates upon them within

Cummins
.antee

17

numi

per cent basis.

Besides, elsewhere in his address Senator
indicates that while the government would guar-
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advances made in the so-called "Five Per Cent Case"' in
1914; second, the 15 per cent increase, part of which was
granted in 1917 and part in 1918; and finally, the 25 per
cent advance made throughout the country later in 1918. The
effect of these various advances of the rates upon various
commodities moving in large quantities in eastern territorv'
The advances which ocare shown in the following tal)le.

it

1033

not fairer that those

tion service

and

in

KKtlGHT RaTES AND SELLING PrICES OF NiNE REPRESENTATIVE
Commodities. 1914 Compared with 1919
Per cent
1914

1919

$3.20
o6.47

$4.90

S3.1

79. ii

117.6

Frei£,ht rate
3.40
Selling price
9.09
Stetl Rails (Pittsburgh to New York
S'.b miles)
Krtight rate
2.60
Selhr.g price G
30.02
Fresh Beef (Chicago to New Y'ork 994 miles)
I-icight rate
9.0O
Sellm? price
260.00
fManf'd Iron tPittsburgh to New York 516 miles)
Freignt rale N
3.20
Selling price
22.60
Cotton (Middling) (St. Louis to X^ew York—
1,105 u.iles):
9.10
Freight ratt
222.60
Selling price
Pie Iron (Pittsburgh to New York 516 miles)
Freight rale G
2.45
14.78
Selling price G

4,70
19.96

38.2
119.6

4.00
57.00

53.8
89.9

13.80

53.3
87,7

New York — 994

(Chicago to
Ireight rate N

\Viii.aL

Scll.ng
'l-uinber

to

\'a.

N
N

New York— 490

Increase

:

X

price

(W.

miles)

miles):

.

G

—

N
N

—

58.40

68.8
158.4

13.40
535.00

47.3
140.3

4.30
33.60

75.5
127.3

1.80
1.02

2.-10

2.50

33.3
145.6

1.00

1.40
.89

40.0
107.2

X

N

N

—

(W.

Pit.iminous Coal (Fuel)
489 inilesl
Freight rate N

—

Selling

\'a.

lo

488.00

:

5.40

New York

:

price

N

St jiie (fiallast) (M'tsb'g to C-ville— 172 miles)
Fieighl rate
SSclfing price

X

:

X

43

Ireight rate at.d selling price on ton basis.

N = Net ton. t^ = Gross ton.
'Lumber Average of -liestnut, hemlock, white oak and yellow pine.
Manufactuied Iron .\verage of irnu bars, steel bars, plates and shapes.

—

—

;

J

Prices paid at
It

.-nine

or quarry.

will be noted that in the cases of all these commodities,

much greater in proportion
The advances in rates have
than the advances in rates.
varied from 33 to 69 per cent; the advances in prices, from
88 to 158 per cent. The rates now actually charged, therefore, in spite of the advances which have been made, are
lower, and in most of these cases much lower, relatively to
the value of the commodities than they were five years ago.
A more complete series of comparisons of the advances in
rates in eastern territor}- with the advances in prices of commodities might not yield corresponding results; but that it
would show that, on the whole, the increases in prices in
that territorv- have been relatively greater than the advances
in rates can not be seriously questioned.
But these comparisons are merely between the advances
in rates and increases in prices which have occurred in
the increases in prices have been

eastern

have

territor}-.

Now,

the increases in

commodity

prices

approximately uniform throughout the country.
On the other hand, while the advance in freight rates in
eastern territory in the last five years probably have averaged 45 per cent, the advances in the southern and western
territories have not averaged much over 25 per cent.
Therefore, the disparity between the advances in rates and the increases in prices in other parts of the countn- has been much
greater than it has been in eastern territon-.
Since the freight rates which the commodities can bear are
roughl}- in proportion to their market value it is clear that
most commodities easily could bear much higher rates than
are now being charged.
As to the cost of the transportation
service, it is now exceeding what is being paid for it, as the
deficits of the Railroad Administration demonstrate.
Therefore, whether measured by the cost of the service or the value
of the service, freight rates, although much higher than a
few years ago, are too low and should be advanced.
It is said tliat another advance in rates would cause further increases in commodity prices and, therebv, another
inciease in the cost of living.
Perhaps that is true. But is
Ijeen

who
by

it

actually receive the transportashould pay the entire cost of it,

than that the taxpayers, w-hose taxes have no relationship to
the

amount

derive from
of

it,

of transportation they use, or the benefits they
it, should be required to pay part of the cost

as they are

curred in the same years in the selling prices of the same
commodities also are shown
,\D\AN1-F.S

benefit

now being

retjuired to

do?

Pere Marquette
PERE
THE1918,

M.\RQUETTE camcd. Under federal operation in
full rental which the government is to pay
This was acthe company which owns the property.
complished by holding down transportation expenses.
The
average train load in 1918 was 670 tons as against 582 tons
in 1917.
The property was operated in 1918 by F. H. Alfred as federal manager.
Mr. Alfred had, prior to the reorganization, been one of the two receivers and, when the property was reorganized, had been elected president.
The government's rental amounts to $3,748,000, and after
paying war ta.xes and interest on bonds there was a surplus
of $1,894,000 or the equivalent of 5 per cent on the prior
preference 5 per cent cumulative stock and 10.7 per cent on
the $12,429,000 preferred stock on which dividends are
cumulative at 5 per cent after January 1, 1919.
The earnings of the property under federal operation
amounted to $28,955,000 in 1918 and after the payment of
expenses and rentals there remained $3,851,000 or something
The operating revenues
over the rental due the company.
were greater in 1918 than in 1917 by $5,447,000, due to an
increase in the ton mileage of freight handled and to the intlie

creased freight rate received. Passenger business fell off but
the increase in passenger rates permitted the Pere Marquette
to just break even, as compared with the previous year, in its
passenger earnings. The number of tons of revenue freight
carried in 1918 was 14,242,000, or 7.3 per cent more than
in 1917.
The average haul was 5.5 per cent longer, being

196 miles in 1918, so that the ton mileage amounted to 2,796,000,000 in 1918, an increase of 13.3 per cent over 1917.
The numl)er of passengers carried, however, was 3,571,000 a
The average passenger jouniey
decrease of 23.3 per cent.
was a little longer, but the decrease in passenger mileage was
20.5 per cent, the total in 1918 being 168,195^000. The passenger fare per passenger mile received by the company w-as
2.517 cents in 1918 as against 1.991 cents in 1917, an increase of 26.4 per cent.
Notwithstanding the increase of over 13 per cent in freight,
the freight locomotive mileage was 1.6 per cent less in 1918
Helper mileage, however, increased from
than in 1917.
160,000 in 1917 to 194,000 in 1918, but this was much more
than offset by a decrease of 8 per cent in switching locomotive
mileage, 6.6 per cent in road train switching miles and 9.3 per
cent in passenger locomotive switching miles. The reduction
of over 20 per cent in passenger business was accompanied by
a reduction of 12 per cent in passenger locomotive mileage.
The increase in train load is all the more notable because
the traffic was apparently less well balanced in 1918 than in
1917. Loaded freight car miles totalled 104,562,000 in 1918,
a decrease of 3.7 per cent as compared with the previous
year, while empty freight car mileage totalled 38,153,000 in
A large increase in the
1918, an increase of 12.8 per cent.
tonnage of bituminous coal carried may have been a help in
getting a larger average train load.
Of the total 14,242,000
tons of freight carried in 1918, 30.09 per cent was bituminous
coal, comparing with a bituminous coal tonnage in
1917
which was but 25.85 per cent of the total 13,270,000 tons
carried in that year.
As a commentary on general business
conditions in the territor}- served by the Pere Marquette, it
is interesting to note that the tonnage of automobiles carried
in 1918 w^as 139,000, which was 103,000 less than in 1917.
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or 189,000 ton.-; lc.>^.s tlian in l'>17, while the tonna^- of ."^unar
hirt.s carried in I'M 8 was 2*) 1,000, an increase over tlie previous year of ll.\000 tons.
Total operatinji; expen.ses, under federal iiianaj^enient,
anKHUiled to $2,';,jl6,000, an increase of $5.'>,>4,000, hut of

only 1^2,308,000 was in transportation expenses,
The
the total of these expen.ses in 1918 Ix-inR $12,234,000.
increase in train load, the decrease in passenger mileage, and
espcially in switching mileage, indicate pretty clearly how
transportation exjienscs were held down so remarkably well.
Maintenance of way cost $3,790,000, an increase over the
jirevious year of $1,365,000, and maintenance of ec|uipmcnt
cost (exclusive of depreciation) $5,608,000, an increa.sc of
There was $536,000 charged for depreciation
$2,187,000.
of equipment in 1918, an increase of $62,000 over the
charges on this account in the previous year. The cost of repairs of eiiuipment per unit of equipment, exclusive of depreciation, renewals and overlicad. was as follows:
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There was $4,4-47,()0()

additions and betterments;

.spent for

the greater part being for

new

(-(luipnient, the cost of

The following table shows the princij>al figures for operal'M8 as compared with 1917. This is not the income

tion in

account of the corporation.
lyiK

this increase

Locomotives

$6,194
997
126

train cars
train ears

P.TSscniici

Tieiglu

1917
$3,354

(icncral expenses
opcr:iting expenses

Taxis
•.Surplus

'This

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Tr.iffic

Transportation
General
*fotal operating expenses

13.09
21.22
1.19
42.25
2.60
80.52

10..-!2

16.57
1.88

42.22
2.74
73.93

'Including miscellaneous.

During 1918, 586 40-ft. automobile cars of 40-ton capacity were bought and put in service; also 10 switching lo-

is

4.213.804
23.507.855
-'.425.689
.(.894.690

442.858
^y,

operating inccv.c less rentals,

925. 781

644.976

753.1 18
23.315,551
697,488
3,851,484

Total

17,381.446
566.945
.1.634,952

etc.

Corporation Income Account
1918
$3,748,196
3,779,738
167.243
1,691,970
1,894.125

Rent.Tl

Ci OSS

income

Taxes
Interest

Surplis

following table shows the percentage of each class of
operating expenses to total operating revenues:
1917

1917
2 248
$16.X50.jr.6

2,239
$22,200,348
reveni'c
4.233,797
l'.i:,^cii,<ci
28,955.012
lot.il
operating revenue-*
M.iiiirm.incr of way and structures....
3.790.387
MMintcii.iticc of equipment
6.143,894
344,773
ILiflie expenses
Tr.iiispdrtation expenses
12,23.1.619
.\v<i:iKe niil.agc .>|<i..:.ir.|
f'lii^ht revenue

The

1918

which

has already been mentioned.

Buffalo,

THE

Rochester

THKKE YEARS

&

i

Pittsburgh

in the tcst period

on which the rental

&

Pittsburgh in 1918 was
based, were fairly prosperous ones and tlie standard return
of $3,276,000, which the government agreed to pay the
company for the use of its railroad property, is larger than
the operating income from the operation of the property in
1917.
The fact, however, that the company received in
addition to its net operating income in 1917 $1,183,000
of the Buffalo, Rochester

from equipment and joint facility
rentals and paid out only $319,000 on this account, makes the
gross income in the two years not
After the paythere was a
surplus available for dividends
of $1,119,000 in 1918 and Sl,068,000 in 1917.
The company
could, therefore, have paid six per
cent dividends on both its pre-

greatly different.

ment

ferred

of interest,

etc.,

and common

in

the entire

year 1918, as it did in the latter
part of 1916, in 1917 and in the
first part of 1918.
It will be remembered, however, that the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh reduced its dividend rate to four per
cent on the

common

in

the latter

half of 1918. So far, therefore, as
the stockholder is concerned in regard to safety of dividends there
is

nothing to lament about.
It

The Pere Marquette

The average
comotives and 15 Santa Fe type locomotives.
cost of the automobile cars was $1,808, and the average cost
of the switching locomotives was $39,130 and of the Santa
Fe type locomotives $56,146. There were 313 freight cars,
five passenger cars and four locomotives retired during the
The Railroad Administration credited the Pere Maryear.
quette with the ledger value of the equipment retired, but the
Pere Marquette claims to the layman it certainly seems
that since the federal control act requires property
justly
to be returned to the corporation in as good condition as when
it was taken over, the federal administration ought to make

—

—

good any shortage of equipment not replaced.

is

rather

startling,

how-

think of the Buffalo,
Rochester & Pittsburgh as operating on over a 95 per cent
ratio of expenses to revenues.
This is, of course, a Railroad
Administration matter and not a corporation problem, but
it is of vital interest to railroad security holders and to railroad men in general, because of the bearing that it has on the
conditions which will confront the owning corporations
when they again begin to operate their properties. The
Buffalo, Rochester 8: Pittsburgh has been a particularly
well and economically operated property, and is in a geographical situation to profit by great industrial activity,
such as prevailed in 1917 and 1918, but is also in a position
to feel to the full the effects of labor shortage and higher
wage schedules in other industries as well as on the railever

to
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This latter
roads, and to suffer from higher material costs.
railroad runfact possibly needs a word of explanation.

A

ning through the coal fields and into the Pittsburgh district
is in times of industrial depression and low prices able to
buy much more closely than a railroad in the west, for
instance, but for this very reason when prices advance abnormally, as they have in the last two years, the spread or
percentage of increase on a road like the Buffalo, Rochester
& Pittsl)urgh is even greater tlian on roads not so intimately
Since the
connected with the coal and industrial situation.
signing of the armistice coal production has dropped off to
minimum but wage rates on all railroads have continued
to go up and this has hit the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh doubly hard because it is a coal road.
When the Railroad Administration took over the actual
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$14,975,000 in 1917. Nearly the entire increase in revenue was due to higher rates. The ton mileage of freight
handled amounted to 2,844,000,000 in 1918, as against
2,697,000,000 in 1917, and passenger mileage to 51,380,000
in 1918, as against 57,112,000 in 1917.
There were no
to

important changes in the character of the traffic carried,
the increase in ton-mileage being accounted for by an increase of three miles in average length of haul, this figure
being 173.6 in 1918, and an increase in the tonnage of

bituminous coal, coke and iron ore.
Total operating expenses in 1918 amounted to $17,577,000,
an increase of $5,699,000, or 48 per cent.
Maintenance
expenses increased even more tlian transportation expenses,
but the increase in transportation expenses amounted to
$2,367,000, or 41 per cent.
For years the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittslmrgh has been able to offset the increasing unit
costs of operation, with no increase in rates, through greater
efficiency in operation, heavier train loading and the farsighted but conservative adoption of heavier locomotives,
with the attendant increase in weight of rail, strength of
bridges, etc.
In 1918 the largest stride in the history of

was made in increased train loading.
The
average train load was 943 tons, comparing with 836 tons
in 1917, 777 tons in 1916, 707 tons in 1915 and 694 tons
in 1914.
Never before in a single year had a hundred tons
been added to the average train load. This showing is all
the m.ore remarkable in that traffic was not as well balanced
in 1918 as in 1917.
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
is not a low grade road.
On the contrary its profile shows a
succession of fairly heavy grades against both north and
southbound traffic, and to have attained an average train
load of over 900 tons is a remarkable achievement.
The number of loaded cars per freight train was 23.24
in 1918 and 21.60 in 1917.
The average number of empty
cars per train was 18.01 in 1918 and 15.70 in 1917.
The
percentage of empty cars to total number of cars per train
was 44 in 1918 and 43 in 1917. Steady progress had been
made in years past in heavier loading of cars and this was
maintained in 1918, and the remarkably high figure of
40.9,5 tons was reached for the average per loaded car last
year, comparing with 38.69 tons per loaded car in 1917.
\Mien we take into consideration these evidences of good
railroad operation, the increase in transportation expenses
seems high, nor does an examination of the detailed figures
for transportation expenses lead to the discover}' of any
peculiar circumstances, other than the general increase in
the cost of labor and materials, which would explain the
the property
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Maintenance of way expenses in 1918 amounted to
an increase of $1,369,000 over the previous
}-ear and the increase was due both to larger amounts spent
for materials and larger amounts paid to labor.
Thus, ties
for renewals cost $266,000 in 1918, as against $154,000 in
1917, and labor for track laying and surfacing cost $873,000

$2,824,000,

Creeksid

.1^

large increase in transportation expenses.

JMJc.
Iselin ^

Tidadak

•

V

""

'jjc'tusboro

Ken-r

Vinfondale

in

The

Buffalo, Rochester

&

Pittsburgh

operation of the properties William T. Noonan, president
of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, elected to remain
with the corporation and T. F. Brennan, who had for a year
been vice-president, and had for a number of years prior
to that been general manager, was made federal manager.
E. F. Robinson, who had been in charge of operation for
a year prior to 1918 and chief engineer prior to that, became
chief engineer under the Railroad Administration.
With the
exception of the executive, therefore, the same men were
operating the property under the government as operated
the property for the corporation.
Total operating revenues of the property (not the corporation in 1918) amounted to $18,480,000 in 1918 and

1918, as against $455,doo''in 1917.

Repairs to shops

and enginehouses amounted to $247,000 in 1918, as against
$118,000 in 1917.
Maintenance of equipment in 1918 co.st $5,966,000, an
increase of $1,922,000.
The increa.se in cost of repairs of
locomotives alone accounted for more than half of this
increase in total.
Repairs of locomotives amounted to

$2,545,000 in 1918, or $1,002,000 more than in 1917. The
Administration charged a rate of 4^/2 per cent for depreciation of locomotives delivered in 1918 but continued the
rate of 3 per cent on cars.
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh equipment on January 1, 1918, was in as good or better shape than it had
ever been in the history of the property.
Great care and
forethought have been spent on ordering the types of cars
and locomotives best adapted to the particular requirements
of the road. The company has been ver}' liberal in times past
in providing equipment, both because it was rightlv con-
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.sitliTi'd

I'loiKiiniial

supply of
IH'tition

iar.>;

and

ni)airs

tlio

Imy

tii

was

tin-

providiiii;

for

tin-

to oiuipnu-iit

j^ivi-n

So

fiitiirc.

in

tiu'

an aiuplc

lni.iu-c

ulid

l)ist

a luvossity in .siuccssrullv

Under competitive conditions

li.ui

it

luin

serve for u.<e on the Buffalo, Rochester

&:

&

p()s>ii)le to

I'ittsliurgh

con-

K.

&:

P. etjuipnient sufficient to

considerable pro])orti()n of foreign ccjuipnient.
'I'his was
reflected in increased exjienses not only of maintenance of
C(|uipnu'nt,

of maintenance of

l)Ut

way and

of conducting

In mixing lighter and less well maintained

transportation.

with the compan}"s own heavier coal and ore cars,
not only was the lighter ecjuipment damaged, but the danger
of derailment and tearing up of track, etc., was increased.
cars

I'lu" e(iuii)ment

more
had the

situation also necessitated considerably

switching work than
com|)an}- retained

its

would have been

own

necessar)^

cars.

following table shows the percentage of operating
expenses to total operating revenues in 1918 and 1917:
of
of

1918
15.28
32.29

way
eauipment

Traffic
Tiarjsiioilation

OciKial
Total,

inclu^'.ing

1917

1.28

38.82
2.37
79.32

2.13
95.12

miscellaneou.s

locomotives were equipped
with superheaters and 33 Du])lex stokers were purchased.
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has been exceptionally
liberal in the provision of ample ecjuipment.
The purchase
of heavier and heavier locomotives was in accordance with a
well balanced plan of general improvement and the road now
has in service 7 heaw Mallets (113,000 tractive power), 41
light Mallets (80,000 tractive power), 48 Mikados and 229
lighter freight and switching locomotives.
The 39 freight
locomotives received in 1918 included all seven of the heavy
Mallets and 17 of the light Mallets mentioned above. The
company placed its orders before the heavy rush of orders
had driven prices up to their present level and got its heavy
Mallets for $92,500 apiece and its light Mallets for $71,850.
The corjjoration spent $1,948,000 for additions and betterments to road and structures, the two largest expenditures
being on the terminal facilities at Elk Run Junction, Pa.,
and at East Salamanca, N. Y. Both of these terminal improvements, which involved extensive changes in and additions to facilities, have now been completeci.
The table shows the principal figures for operation of the
property. This is not the corporation income account.
1918
590
Mileage operated
$10,955,346
Coal freight revei.ut
565,584
Coke freight revemie
Merchandise freight revenue
4,917,019
Passenger revenue
1,335.097
18.479,659
Total operating revenues
Maintennni-e of way and strnctiiies.
2.823,761
Maintenance of equipment
5,966.244
expex.ses

Taxes
Operating income

.

187,924
8.179.786
393.795
17.577.208
294.580*
607,528

1917
585
$8,499,013
401.257
4,219,568
1,313,594
14,975,000
1,454,770
4.043,988
191.523
5.813,030
354,834
11.878.566
506,000
2.590.075

CORPOR.\TION IXCOME .\CC0UNT
1918

Gross incomet
Net income
Apprnpriatiors

Income

available

3,353,337
1,148,311
29,355
for dividends

(

111

1

UK

.\Iy

of

IIK'ACII

I'.dhok:

attention has Inrn called to a letter i)y \V. M. Acworth
Kngland, referring to my testimony Jjefore the

I.tJiidon,

Senate committee on Interstate Commerce, -Mr. Acworth's
letter Ijeing published in ycjur magazine, volume 66, No.
1

1,

page 573.

authority.

In addition to these specific comparisons of rates

I

made

1.

nividends
Surplus
•Kxcludii.g war taxes, which are paid by the
t Rental in 1918.

IIS, 956
S85.COO
233,956

orporalion,

1917
3,906,076
1,739,820
671.715
l,068,iO5
990.0CC
78,105

and

average revenues per ton, all traffic. An examination of the
transcript of the proceedings before the Senate committee
will confirm the accuracy of my statement.

Clifford Thorne.

Not an Unqualified Recommendation
Clnc^c,.,

To THE

Editor:

re})ort of the discussion of my paper on "Creosoting
Signal Trunking to Extend its Life," presented before
the recent meeting of the Railway Signal Association as appearing in the Daily Railway Age of March 18, page 644,
due to the partial publication of my reply to Mr. Dryden
places me in the position of recommending without qualifiThis is, first, incorcation, treatment with zinc chloride.
May I, therefore, ask
rect, and second, far from the fact.
you to now publish a corrected reference to that discussion?
The official transcript records my remarks as follows:
"Mr. Earth: I don't see where there would be an}- objection to using zinc as long as it doesn't interfere with the
That is a question I cannot
operation of your apparatus.
answer.
You can use zinc providing, of course, that the
It is not
zinc treated timber is employed in dry^ situations.
suitable where there is an average rainfall or a lot of moisture

Your

Wood

which will cause leaching of the
"Zinc chloride

is

salt solution.

soluble in water.

where there is
West where zinc treated

If

you are

in a dry

danger, as for instance, in the
ties have given excellent service, I
should say that the zinc treatment there would apply also in
However, the advantage of creosote
the case of trunking.
over zinc is that creosote is insoluble.
"As far as procuring creosote goes you will understand
that I have recommended in these surface treatments, of
which I am primarily speaking, an oil, meeting the specifications of the Uniteci States Railroad Administration (R828-A), which can be obtained in reasonable quantities at
the present time."
territory

less

—

KuR.T C. Barth,
The

Barrett Company.

Alonzo Sargent, the engineman at fault in the collision at
Ivanhoe, Ind., on June 22, was tried in court in Indiana
last week, and the trial resulted in the disagreement of the
jury.

5
'

did not quote Mr. Acworth in regard to any com|)arison
of rates.
I simi)ly used Mr. Acworth's work, referred to
specifically in my testimony, in order to secure a typical or
representative list of commcxlities and hauls in England.
The rates were brought down to date by a London
I

9.71

1.02

44.26

teresting to note that eight old

Traffic

Thorne on English Freight Rates

27.00

During the year 1918 the property received 39 new freight
locomotives and eight new passenger locomotives.
These
were orders placed by the corporation in 1917 and the cost
was charged to the corporation's capital account. It is in-

Transportation exnenses
General expenses"
Total operating expenses

Clifford

certain com])arisons of revenues, using estimated hauls

The

Maii.tcnance
-Mainttnancc

[IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIM

itself,

handle hy far the greater
jiart of the traflic.
In 1')1S, on the other hand, this eciuij)nient was scattered far and wide over the country ancl tlie
traffic on the i)roperty itself was necessarily handled liy a
1{.

IIIIIIMIIIIIIINIIIIIIIINIIIMIIIIIIIIIIN

Letters to the Editor

wvrc;

tll()r(lll^ll

Huffalu, UorlusliT

that the cost of repairs per tar jwr

.^iiop.s

UIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIirillllllM

nuitinj; cuin-

day
on foreign linos duo to owner's defects had hirn recluccd to
an average of I'lve cents.
rittsl)urj;li

Vol. 66, No. 17

Acting on the instructions

of

the court, the

jurymen

considered the question w-hether Sargent was or was not
guilty of inAoluntary manslaughter.

Fuel Conservation on the Northern Pacific
A

Fuel Instruction Car and MovPictures Bring Big Results

ing

By M.

A. Daly

¥ue\ Supervisor, Xortlu-rn Pacific

Northern Pacific
THKMinnesota,
North Dakota,

links

togetlier

Wisconsin,

Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon and Western Canada; yet, we don't
feel
that we are very far from the east.
I
suppose
this is because every year we go to West Virginia and Penn-sylvania to buy coal with which to supply a large percentage
of our locomotives throughout the
theless,

it

is

following year.
Nevera long distance to haul coal. The average rail

haul is about 200 miles from the eastern mines to the Lake
Erie ports, where the coal is loaded into ships.
It is a 900mile boat haul from the Lake Erie ports to Duluth.
At
Duluth the coal is again loaded into cars and hauled by rail
as far west as the Missouri river, a distance of 500 miles.
By the time it reaches its destination the coal has become
very expensive
and that is just the reason why our people
have felt compelled to do everything they could to get the

—

greatest possible

The

amount

of heat out of every ton of coal used.

campaign of fuel economy, beginning about eight years ago, and we have kept right at
it
ever since.'
It has been largely an educational movement, designed to interest not only the men who handle coal,
ijut the officers who supervise the operating performances.
necessity developed a

Fuel Instruction Car

To

introduce the work a passenger coach was fitted up as
Chemical and physical apparatus
a traveling lecture rooraf
was installed to demonstrate the properties of coal and the
Stereopticon views and motion
chemistry of combustion.
pictures were added from time to time, as needed.

In passing over the

line, at suitable intervals, the instruc-

convenient for the men at the
various division points.
Locomotive and power-plant engineers and firemen, interested roundhousemen, despatchers,
yardmasters, superintendents, trainmasters, master mechanics,
tion car

was located

at places

road foremen and other local officers presented themselves
for the various lectures.
The responsibilities of individuals
were reviewed, proper methods of handling coal were emphasized and fascinating possibilities were jjointed out.
With all who are directly or indirectly concerned with
fuel the plan has been to realize a common understanding
of

its

great value, develop an appreciation of the actual losses

known

wasteful practices, and to anticipate the enormous
savings to be accomplished by concerted efforts, .systematically
in

and

persistently applied.

was made clear from the start that fuel saving was a
non-departmental matter, that instead of being the work of
one department it was a matter of interest for all departments. And it was easily shown that there was enough available glory to be obtained so that all departments could take
It

some of the

credit.

Beginning with the preparation of coal at the mines attention is given to all phases of distribution, consumption and
accounting. But, since approximately 95 per cent of all railroad fuel is consumed on locomotives, it naturall}- follows
Just
that s])ecial attention is given to its use on locomotives.
as some engines through improper condition may burn more
•Abstract of an address before the

New York

Railroad Club, April 18, 1919.
tlie
lectures which are
May 1, 1914, page 976,

t.\ descrii'tioi. of the car ard an outline of
given >vas j.jhli-htd in the Rail^nny Agn Cazctt? of
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KUS
than

foal

(of the

otlu-rs

enpinemen, and some

may hum more

same

operation

ijiiproper

throu.c;li

than

firemen

class),

some cnpincmcn

so,

may burn more
tliroui^h

than other
improjKT handling

otlier firemen.

Aeeordinii to oljj'crvations on various railroads, one

man may hum

as

nuuh

otlier

firemen

in

on

similar

train,

a

tlie

fire-

more tlian
.same service, using the same engine,
over the same piece of track, under
as tliree tons per trip

Now, men in general take a natural
identical conditions.
Once show a man that he can
pride in doing good work.
give hetter service with less lai)or and you have confronted
him with a doul:)le argument which is seldom wholly lost.
Once convince a fireman that when coal is properly plated
in

the

firchox

it

will

make more steam and

less

clinkers,

more uniform and
more certain, that the trip will require less shoveling and
less shaking, and you have a iireman who is on his way to
open-minded appreciation of instructions.
About all that is required for good firing is a little care
and attention, with proper intention. Any instructed fireman can supply the necessar)- care and attention, and become
that the re(iuired .steam pressure will

l)e

a good fireman.

the lectures in the instruction car, perhaps the tilings
impressed our cnginemen and firemen were the

that most

chemical experiments illustrating how combusition may take
place. In one instance, a wide mouthed bottle was inverted
over a lighted candle to prove that when the contained oxygen
was consumed burning stopped. Hydrogen was prepared.
With a proper supply of oxygen a lighted match could explode
it.
With no oxygen present, this highly inflammable gas would
extinguish a lighted match. Thus, after a series of similar
experiments, it was conclusively shown that to have burning,
Accordingly it became clear
oxygen must touch the fuel.
to enginemen and firemen why it was necessary to have a
draft bringing air through the grates into the firebox, and
why air must constantly supply new oxygen to the pieces of
coal throughout the burning firebed.
Considering then that since oxygen of the air

is

necessary

for burning, and, since air cannot well pass through clinkers
or banks in a firebed, it follows that clinkers and banks are

not desirable things to have in a firebox. Following this line
of thought it is but a step to consider that while gas is
being driven from each piece of coal that lies in the firebox,

burned unless oxygen comes in contact
It then becomes obvious that the best firebox conpossible only when air is coming through every

this gas cannot be

with

it.

dition

is

square foot of grate surface.
In one of the demonstrations a pound of coal is put into
The coke
a retort, heat is applied and the gases driven off.
remaining is weighed and computations made on a blackboard bringing out the fact that approximately one-half of
the heat value of coal

is

in the gas.

The

gases themselves,

having been collected in transparent jars, are then burned
in various ways to illustrate proper and improper combusThey can be burned with a clear, white iiame, giving
tion.
off intense heat, or may be burned with a dull, yellow, smoky
One smoky flame and one
flame, developing very little heat.
white flame are placed under separate test tubes containing
equal amounts of water. The white flame evaporated completely the water above it, using much less gas than the
smoky flame. We had the smoky flame when the supply
of oxygen

finlicd, will give a da/./ling wJiite fire to be (()nii)ared with

dull red fire tliat comes wlien a large quantity of coal is
thrown in at one time. 'I'o the enginemen and firemen this
latter "slugging" method begins to take on a new asj)ect; the
greater the (|iiantity of coal thrown in at one time tiie greater
the (juantity of gas whidi may he rapidly driven off.
And
tiie

when the (|uantity of gas exceeds the pro|K)rtionate
of oxygin through the grates, the excess gas cannot be
burned and will pass off as smoke, through the stackwasted. Then they correctly conclude that since .SO ])er cent of

of course,

How

the heat value of the coal

is in the gas, their aim mu.st be
burn as much of the gas as possible, and thus they are
intellectuall}' persuaded to lean toward light and frequent
firing, which is clearly the more economical method, and at

to

the .same time

much

the easier.

Firemen were encouraged to experiment for tlieni.sclves, and
it was not long before enginemen and firemen were boasting
of the fact that they were making trips on one or more tons
of coal less than formerly.
Competition is encouraged by comparing different crews
on similar runs, between certain points. Road foremen use
counters to ascertain the number of scoops, while a
pocket scales will tell the weight of an average scoop, allowing the determination of the approximate number of pounds
of coal used on the trip.
This all becomes very interesting when facing the fact
that our Mikado locomotives often leave terminals with $125
worth of coal on their tenders, and each locomotive may take
on an additional $,S0 or $60 worth of coal at some intermediate coal dock.
Our strong point with firemen has been that the more
care exercised in placing the coal in a firebox the less coal
will be required on the trip.
This fact was taught not only
verbally but by actual demonstration.
So successfully has
the plan worked out that we have men who actually fire our
heaviest Mikados with one scoop to a fire. Now, single scoop
firing is very particular work.
Every fireman has not the
patience to work it out, to master it. We do not advocate it,
but we do point it out as an ideal to which firemen may
aspire.
Those who can approach it use less coal than formerly.
Those who can master it use the least coal with
the least labor.
We do not ask our firemen to fire to a
tally

Talks in Instruction Car

Of

Vol. 66, No. 17

was not

sufficient to

bum

the flow of gas; that

is,

the smoky, imperfect, low-heat, extravagant combustion took
place when the supply of gas was greater than could be

burned by the available oxygen.
Here again was a direct comparison with the locomotive
firebed.
A fire that is fed at short intervals, with small
quantities of coal, properly scattered over the surface of the

diagram.

The Movies
The value

of self-criticism has not been overlooked as a
means of aiding enginemen and firemen to raise the character
By the use of motion pictures they have
of their service.

been enabled to see themselves as others see them. The result
has been very gratifying.
(Mr. Daly then showed several hundred feet of motion picture films which demonstrated in a most forceful way the
advantages and disadvantages of proper and improper firing
For
and the losses due to wastefulness and carelessness.
instance, with the moving picture camera mounted on the
tender, pictures were shown of firing by the single scoop
method as compared to the ordinary methods. Not only did
the pictures clearly show the movements of the fireman but
at intervals the camera was elevated so that a view was
obtained over the top of the cab showing the results at the
Pictures were also taken from the roadside showing
stack.
the trains in motion and the effect of the proper and im-

proper methods of firing as reflected in the amount of smoke

from the

stack.

Moving

pictures were also

shown

of the wastefulness of

overloading tender tanks, of carelessness in unloading and
In
cleaning out coal cars, and of the losses due to popping.
order to maintain interest on the part of the men, particularly during the period of the war, pictures were interposed
showing the great need for fuel conservation in order to re-

'
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minimum

duce to a

number of cars required. Such
might show the results of the freight

the

pictures, for instance,

congestion

the eastern seaboard, or the great

at

and munitions which

troops

it

was necessary

trains of

to transport,
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Many

of fuel.

of these engines were ten or

more years old
This was because of bridge or other
weight limitations. To-day they are in
the class of the old
Rodman cast iron cannon whereas we have Hindenburg Lines

when they were

built.

etc.

to deal with to-day.

Typical individual pictures selected from the films are
shown in the photographs, but, of course, they give no ade-

for a moment of the taking of
the Hindenburg Line.
small factor in the achievement was
the confidence the
men had in their equipment. They knew that
this country
had not sent them out without the best
of everything to fight

quate idea of the forceful way in which poor or indifferent
methods of firing can be contrasted by means of the movies.

Think

No

The

with.

Results

United States Railroad Administration:
Freight Service

Pounds of
coal per locomotiv c raile

December, 191?
N.
G.
C.
C.

P.

241

.

N.
P.

Q

& N.

P.
C. R.
M. F.

W

.

& P

I.
.

.^07

Sout'iern
.\. T. & S.
C.

M. &

.St.

F

V

nuary, '19
237
277
294
285
291
255
240
299
312
265
251

279
304
275
310
244
217

.

&

U.

.Ta

282
262
273

Pounds of
coal per 1,000 gross toi mile
Dec ember.

'18

January, '19
175
221
221
242
226
256

162
213
223
226
233
247
176
206
281
209
212

2C0
210
320
216
219

—Editor.

Discussion by George M. Basford

Our nation must get
must get over thinking that its
resources are limitless.
It must conserve many things, first
There are other
of all coal.
Coal comes in train loads.
train loads waiting to be moved and all hands on a railroad
naturally feel that anything so easy to get is somewhat like
dirt and therefore is cheap.
With wages up, probably to stay, and with coal costs
doubled, the locomotive must be looked at in a new light.
Let's get our heads out of the sand.

out of the wasteful class.

It

The present generation is to be held accountable for its
stewardship. In a large sense it is to be tried on the charge of
wasting coal.
Let us acknowledge and appreciate everything that the
government and the railroads are doing to improve the firing
Great imof coal and the management of the coal itself.
provements are being made in this direction. However we
must not overlook the fact that the best of coal and the best
management of the fire may be nullified by the locomotive
This is being
itself if the machine is not what it ought to be.
overlooked to-day in the case of thousands of old engines.
What is wanted is to put the locomotive in shape for its
various parts to pull together to use the coal to best advantage.
FireBoilers should not send wet steam to the cylinders.
bo.xes should not send unmixed and therefore unburned gases
Tender tanks should not send water to the boiler
to the flues.
unheated by waste heat. There are a lot of other ways in
which many old engines are working against themselves for
lack of modem means for conserving their faculties and
abilities.
Even the best of firing of itself cannot insure the
proper development of the heat of the coal or its use in producing power. The engine must have the means properly to
make and use the power that is in the coal.
How about the 25,000 locomotives that as to power remain
as they were built and are ten or more years old?
Unless
these engines are brought up to date they are antiquated, obsolete and an encumbrance as to power and as to the waste

inspiration of this confidence was
necessary to
think of the men who are handling
these old
are talking about.
What coal

Now

success.

Mr. Daly did not include in his paper any figures as to
results secured on the Northern Pacific, but during the discussion he was questioned as to this and as to the size of the
locomotives on the Northern Pacific.
His reply showed that
the average tractive power of the freight locomotives in
service was high.
He was also able to furnish the following
figures as to fuel consumption which are taken from reports
recently issued by the Fuel Conservation Section of the

we

engines

saving effort can

you expect of men who know that the
machine you give them

wastes coal faster than they can
save it?
In six years the coal consumption
of locomotives has gone
down from 3.6 lb. per draw bar hor.se
power to 2.25 lb the
figures being taken at the
most efficient power of the engine
No parallel improvement has ever been
made in six years
in any other branch of
engineering development
Phis has been done by intelligent
use of improved designs
and by the employment of labor
and fuel saving and capacity
increasing factors which
everybody
figures

mind

to

knows about.
These
show what may be done and what
is in everybody's
aim at with new engines, but whv
overlook the 25 000

old ones?

fortunate feature of these
improvements lies in the
they may be applied to all old
engines that are in
shape to run at all and they give
these old engines increased
power making them, weight for weight,
equal to the bi-aest
newest engines of the latest and
best designs and in manA^
instances they will be better adapted
for the work they are
doing than new engines would be.
I mean that one big thing to
do right now is to modernize
those old engines— 25,000 of them,
applying to them the factors that make the modern locomotive
take its place among
the efficient power plants of the world.
The way to do it is
to make a survey of the old equipment
in complete detail, to
decide upon a modernizing program and determine
the number of engines to be rejuvenated per month
and then follow
the program in spite of "hell and high water."

T^I
that

f
fact

One of the roads that did this found that the improvements
paid for themselves in seven months.
Every $100 of cost
earned $171.60 in the first year. This was 171 per
cent in-

vestment.

If the engines

had but one year of

ahead of
them it would have paid most handsomely. Did it pay ? Is
this one of the big economies ?
Does it not put in the shade
all other locomotive economies that you can think of?
The steam locomotive of America is too big a factor in the
success, stability and happiness of the nation to allow so
large a proportion of antiquated equipment to be running
hauling tons and hauling people at the high cost that these
conditions entail. These old engines ought to be modernized
or they ought to be scrapped, and that quickly.
The survey of the power on any railroad will reveal the
life

merits of this question.
It is my opinion that this survey is
one of the most important immediate problems before the
railroads. The best thing about it is that it can be done now

and that it will point out the best business policy of the
roads no matter who owns them.
A small engine need not be an uneconomical engine just
because it is small. You need lots of small engines and always will need them. They should be put into the efficient
By the way, this policy will
class and their lives prolonged.
overcome the extravagance of the past in the purchase of new
power, much of which was necessary merely because there
was so much unmodemizcd power on the road.
Some of you are thinking "That's all right but where is
Let me tell you where the money is.
It is
the money?"
blowing up the stack of every unmodemized engine. The en-

—
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and the more it will do. This
Every scoop of coal well

is

exacth- true

of the locomotive.

fired does the

more work when the engine is modernized.
augments ever\- other means of saving. Let's

get our

out of

tiie

new pra(tiies.

Modernizing
heads

sand.

Other Discussion
(".

W'tKxlbridge,

fuel

dcabng witii the use of coal on the Ukomiomore stress Ije jdaced on telling the men

in (ontinually
riticising
business of a railroad is tO
move trains and eiigiiiemen should not lie riticised if they
])lace more stress on keeping engines hot than upon the (|uestion of fuel economy, unless they have been thoroughly in-

supervisor,

fur

tlirni

their

struded

failures,

t

'{'he

.Allegheny

region,

spoke particularly of the part transportation officers have in
the conservation of fuel, mentioning a number of things not
generally done now which they could do to reduce fuel consumption.
When l)usiness is heavy it is now a common
practice to start trains out from terminals whenever enough
cars are available to make up a train, without regard to conditions at either the despatching or receiving terminals.
He
advocated the despatching of trains according to a predetermined i)lan, based on a careful study of the expected
amount of business for any particular season, in which consideration has been given to conditions at terminals and
inii)ortant intermediate points on the division.
In this wa)'
temporary congestion at terminal yards and engine terminals
may be avoided and the pow'er received only as fast as it
can be handled.
Such a plan has a marked influence on
coal consumption through the elimination of delays.
The maximum allowable tonnage should be maintained,
and tonnage should be reduced promptly to meet extraordinar\- conditions of weather, partial engine failures, etc.
Tonnage trains should be given assistance out of the initial
terminal to prevent delays in movement during the time in
which the train is getting warmed up. Through loads should
be segregated and pick-up work confined to certain trains
rather than being handled hap-hazard by every train over
the division.
Trick despatchers and tower men should be
made to see clearly the effect on fuel consumption of slowing
or stopping tonnage trains.
Recommendations from trainmen as to the revision of schedules should be carefully considered; engines should be assigned and not pooled; the road
foremen's t'nie should net be taken up in conducting efficiency
tests, etc., but devoted to supervising the operation of the
locomotives on the road; the use of unnecessary lighting
should be discouraged, and men should be disciplined for
pulling apart air hose and allowing locomotives to waste
A close check should be kept on slowsteam at the poyjs.
orders to eliminate their use or continuance except within
limits.
The most efficient engines
absolutely necessary
should l)e used and the inefficient ones scrapped or stored.
Robert Collett, fuel supervisor of the Eastern region, laid
stress upon the fact that nothing saves so much coal as an
Any practice or
all-around good job of railroad operation.
plan which tends to improve general operating conditions is
bound to reduce the consumption of fuel. ^Slr. Collett said
that his conception of the function of the Fuel Conservation
Section lay more in passing on the good things already being
dene from cne read to another, than in initiating al)Soluteh"

the best methods of firing and operating Ickoof the effec t of o|)eratiiig londitions

in

HTotives.

As an evidence

on fuel economy, he mentioned the fact that a 40 per cent
difference in fuel used on the same pas;;enger train on two
.succeeding days had been observed, where the difference in
conditions lay in the necessity for stop])ing at l>luk signals
in one case, whereas a gcxxl run was made in the other.

Mr.

from a com[)arative statement recently
the Euel Conservation Section, which shows that
tiie best results in reduction of fuel consumption on a gross
ton-mile and passenger car mile basis have been obtained in
the Central District of the Eastern region.
Comparing the
issued

Collett quoted
Ijy

six months of 1918 with the last .six months of 1917,
thus eliminating the effect of the extraordinary weather conditions prevailing during the early months of 1918, the
average reduction in freight unit consumption for this disla.st

was

trict

H.

in

tive he suggested that

(

easier to eonvinee the hard headed busi-

nessmen, the shippers, that you ouj,'ht to have freipht rate
after you have nuKlerni/.ed these old enj^ines.
increases
ihat's why they
The shii)pers understand nKxleriii/.in!.;.
sueeeed in business. '1 hat's why they have something to shii).
If you liave had the insjjiration of watching; rival nun
rews
handling nuxlern t;uiis you will appreciate the fact that, to
do the work of to-day, which is greater work than tiiat of yesterday, the nuns must be ri^ht.
It is not suft'icient that the
handling only should i)e right. The results are up to the right
guns handled rigfil. The more worthy the gun the better it
will be served
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about their gixxl jjerformances than

is.

away from (lermany lieeaiise we
tlie war?
We ijot tlie money!

I'lnil

working.

AGli

9.2 per cent

tion 7.1 per cent.

and

in passenger train-unit

As shown by

consump-

the available statistics, the

reduction in all regions was 5.5 per cent in freight
and .5.2 per cent in passenger service.
H. B. Brown, superintendent fuel department, Lehigh
Valley, referred to the fact that, next to laljor, fuel is the
largest single item in railroad operating expenses and that
the coal Jjill of the railroads was $150,000,000 greater in
total

service

1918 than

in 1917, a fact

which necessitates the redoubling

of efforts to conserve coal from the standjwint of economy.

He

also referred to the necessity of fuel

economy from

the

standpoint of the conservation of a natural resource which
is not inexhaustible.
George L. Fowler called attention to the effect of proper
firing methods on boiler repairs, stating that the opening and
closing of the fire door produces a change in temperature
of the firebox sheets reaching a maximum of 100 deg. F. in

some parts of the firebox.
W. E. Symons referred

By

locomotives.

to

economies

15 per cent of railroad

eft'ected in the

which

fuel

not

could

be

burned in

converting coal into producer gas for station-

power plant purposes, as high as $1.80 per ton may be
realized from the sulphate ammonia, which is a by-product

an,-

of the gas jjroducer process.
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By

Albert B.

Cummins

United States Senator from Iowa
POSSIBLY, the proi)osed League of Nations, the
readjustment of the rehition between the government
and the railroads is ij_\- far the most important and most
difficult of the mam- problems of reconstruction which the
war has bequeathed to the United States. There can be no
prosperity, no proper development, no enduring growth, unless
our system of transportation, both internal and external, is
adequate in its facilities and reasonable in the charge for the
service rendered. The people of the country should turn their
minds to the question in a serious, determined way.
They
must tliink of it fundamentally, and with intelligence adopt a
policy which will not only be economically sound, but which
will furnish sufficient transportation to meet the constantly

BARKiNC,

increasing demands of business, and furnish it at the lowest
possible cost consistent with fairness to the capital invested,

and to the men whose brain and brawn conduct and operate
railway properties.
We ought to bear constantly in mind
these two requisites as the basis of all our efforts toward regulation and control.
I repeat them:
First, adequacy of fasecond, cost of maintenance and operation.
Dismissing for the moment the former, my greatest desire

cilities;

is

to impress

upon you and the

moment

forgotten for a single

as

countr}' the fact, never to be

we pass through

sion, that the cost of transportation

is

this discus-

composed of

just

two

First, the charge for capital; and, second, the charge
maintenance and operation.
If we are to serve successfully the general welfare our labors must be directed toward reducing, if we can, the charge
for capital, and toward securing the utmost efficiency and
economy in maintaining and operating the railway properties compatible with fair compensation to those whose minds
and hands are engaged in rendering the service we require.

items:
for

Looks Upon Transportation as Government Function
In order that there may be no misunderstanding as to my
attitude, I desire to say in the beginning that I look upon
I betransportation by railway as a governmental function.
lieve it is just as much the duty of the government to pro-

vide the people with adequate transportation at the lowest
cost as it is to provide them with adequate highways, adequate water supply, adequate courts of justice, or adequate

Whether the government can best perform
through the government ownership and operation of railroads, or through the instrumentalities of private
corporations under public control is entirely a matter of
Whatever course is
sound judgment and wise discretion.
pursued the test must be the same. It is our manifest duty to
adopt the plan which will give to the people of the country
the transportation which they require at the lowest cost.
It is clearly recognized by every country in the world that
government ownership and operation of railroads is a proper
governmental activity, and if a particular government selects
some other agency through which to accomplish its purposes
it is solely because the commerce of the country can be better
I
served through such agency.
interpolate this thought
simply because there are some men who seem to believe that
police protection.
this function

"An address
Iowa.

delivered

Senator Cummins

Cniiunittee on Interstate
cli.iirman ulien Congress

on March 57 before the General Assembly of
the ranking Republican menibev of tlie Se";ite

is

Commerce, and undoubtedly

will

be re-elected

its

meets again.
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in government ownership and ofieration there is a dangerous approach toward socialism as it is generally understood.
Nothing could be more erroneous than this view of the subject.
I do not intend to enlarge upon this phase of the matter, and mention it only to quiet the fears which seem to disturi) the composure of a great many good citizens.
I
emphasize again the proposition already announced:
The object which Congress must constantly bear in mind is
the necessity for transportation, and the right of the people
to have it upon reasonable terms.
If they can secure better transportation and at lower rates through government
ownership and operation that is the system which should be
adopted.
If, on the other hand, the object can be attained
in a higher degree b)- employing private instrumentalities
under public direction and control, it is obvious that we ought
to pursue the latter course.

Magnitude of the Subject
\\'ith

these preliminary

observations

I

beg to turn your

the magnitude of the subject with which we
must deal; and, second, to some historical facts which may be
of value in detennining what we ought to do.

thought,

first, to

The railways of the United States constitute about onetwelfth of all the property of the countr>'.
have 260,000
miles of railway lines
more than one-third, nearly one-

—

We

half of all the railways of the world.
These railways of
ours carry a yearly traffic so much greater than that of any
other country that there is really no basis for comparison.
Indeed, the traffic of any two nations may be combined and
still it does not approach the commerce of America borne
upon American railways.
The average capitalization of our railways is $67,000 per
mile, and while that may be greater than the cost of the
properties, and I am quite convinced that it is, yet it is still
true that it is considerably less than one-half the average
capitalization of railways throughout the remainder of the
world.

When we
of control

approach the radical readjustment of the system
of such a property, appreciating its

and regulation

intimate relation with every other lousiness activity, it is not
understand the deep sense of responsibility which
those who are engaged with the readjustment must feel; and
the consciousness that the work must be done after the most
complete inquiry, the most careful reflection, and the most
difficult to

intelligent

comprehension of the subject in

all

its

vast ram-

ifications.

easy to demonstrate that these railways were not all
where they should have been built, and that the construction of hundreds of them was attended, not only with
jirofound ignorance of the most fundamental principles of
railroad building, but with a greed and graft which shocks
the modern investigator; but which, happily, cannot be repeated in the future. Nevertheless, the railroads were built,
communities have been developed which rely upon them,
and it is idle to think even of dismantling any considerable
number of them or of changing the channels of commerce
which have now been established.
It is not my purpose to inquire into the iniquities of either
It is

built

the original construction of the railroads or into the dishonestv
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(

.ipitali/ation ol

tlu'

railway corpora-

Miitli of the \vruii).;-iloiag can iiLver be punisiicd, and
mucli of till- inju.stico lan never l)c repaired.
Nearly a generation luis passed since most of these things were done, and
tions.

hands of a new and JK-tter jjody of
have in the main for a decade or
more lieen faithfully endeavoring to comply with the law in
the management and operation of their railroads; and it
unfair to inllict upon them all the penalties which their predethe railways are in the

men,

wiio, in

my

ojjinion,

ii-

cessors justly incurred.

In

my

service as a

member

of

tlie

Interstate

Commerce

Committee of the Senate I have been in clo.se contact with
most of the railway presidents and managers of the country,
and I take this opportunity to say that, while I cannot accept
in all respects their opinions with regard to the readjustment which everybody admits is imperative, I believe them
to be thoroughly honest in their discussion of the subject;
and that they have a sincere desire to help, rather than to
hinder, Congress in finding the best solution of the intricate
and important problem. It is natural that they should be
it is a pleasure to know that all of them recognize
that they are engaged in a public service and that the public

biased, but

is, and must always be, the paramount consideration.
Passing over the earlier history of the railroads witliout
further remark, I bring your attention to the three years immediately preceding the war. The years 1915-1916 and 1917
were the most profitable years ever experienced in the operation of railways.
During these years the funded debt, and I
use round numbers, amounted to eleven billions of dollars,

interest

and the capital stock, eliminating all duplication, to six bilhundred millions of dollars. The property investment account, which was intended to show the actual cost of
the railway property, but which in fact is inaccurate, as frequently declared by the Interstate Commerce Commission, aggregated something more than eighteen billions of dollars.
This does not include all the assets of the corporations. The
average net railway operating income for the three years was
nine hundred and thirty millions of dollars.
lion five

Unequal Earning Capacity
The average

of

Railways

upon the so-called property investment
for the Eastern District was 5.21 per cent.
For the Southern
District 5.36 per cent, and for the Western District 5.15 per
cent.
After paying all fixed charges, including interest upon
the funded debt, and taxes, the railways earned upon their
capital stock all the way from nothing to more than one hunreturn

dred per cent.
Limiting my inquiry now to what are known as Class 1
roads, being the railways which have a gross income of more
than a million dollars annually, and still using the average
of the pre-war period and the property investment account
for comparisons, a startling situation is disclosed.
In the Eastern District there are 67 railways: Three of
them show a net operating income of more than 10 per cent
upon the investment account. Two of them show more than
9 and less than 10.
Three of them show more than 8 and
less than 9.
Four of them show more than 7 and less than
8.
Five of them show more than 6 and less than 7. Twelve
of them show more than 5 and less than 6. Fourteen of them
show more than 4 and less than 5. Nine of them show more
than 3 and less than 4. Seven of them show more than 2
and less than 3. Five of them show more than 1 and less
than 2. Two of them show less than 1, and one of them was
operated at a loss.
In the Southern District there are 32 railroads: I need not
particularize so closely with respect to them, and it is sufficient to say that upon the property account four of them
earned more than 7 per cent; fourteen of them earned less
than 5 per cent, and seven of them earned less than 3 per
cent.
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In the Western Distrid tiiere are 63 railroads: Thirteen of
them had a net of)erating income of more than 6 per cent.
Twenty-five of them had a net operating income of less than
3 [KT cent; and twent\ of them a net operating income of less

than 2 per cent.

am

stating these facts for one i)urpose, and one [)urpose
is to fasten upon your minds the disparity in tlie
earning capacity of the various railroads of the country.
In
my judgment, the railroads earned in the years to which I
I

only.

It

have referred, as a whole, more than they ought to have
earned; but the varying conditions of the .several properties
present an insoluble problem under our former system of regulation and control.
It is, of course, well known that a very large proportion of
the railroad revenues are earned under competitive rates, and

no matter what the necessities of a particular railroad may
it must do business upon the rates that prevail among itcompetitors.
I give you a concrete illustration in order to
be

make this
You are
the

point perfectly clear.
familiar with the Chicago

all

Chicago Great Western railroads.

&

.Vorth

They

Western and

are wholly com-

The average net operating income of the Chicago
North Western for the period named was 6.13 per cent upon

petitive.

property investment account, while the average net operating income of the Chicago Great Western for the same period
was 1.77 per cent. The Chicago Great Western cannot survive upon rates which will enable the Chicago & Northits

its interest and 8 or 10 per cent upon its capand add every year to its surplus.
What is true of the Chicago Great Western is true in
greater or less degree of the railroads which carry about 25

western to pay
ital stock,

per cent of the traffic of the country.
To increase rates so
weak roads will become self-sustaining and able to
finance themselves would give to the roads which do 75 per
cent of the business a revenue which the commonest sense of
that the

justice forbids.

was this situation which finally convinced every thoughtman, even before the war turned the railroads over to the
government, that there must be a radical change in the system
gradually developed from 1887 to 1917. I beg that you will
remember these conditions, for upon them is founded one
principle which any readjustment must observe.
Two additional facts and I shall have finished the historical review.
The funded debt of all the railroads was,
It

ful

beginning of the war, eleven billions of dollars, bearing an interest charge of four hundred and seventy-five millions of dollars, leaving substantially five hundred and fifty
millions for either dividends, investment in property or surat the

In 1917 the revenue from operation was substantially
four billions of dollars and the cost of maintenance and operation was substantially three billions.
plus.

Results of Government Operation
In order to complete the basis for the comparisons I shall
institute I pass to a very brief statement with respect to tlie
year of government operation.
The President took possession of the railroads on the 29th day of December, 1917. In
March, 1918, Congress passed an act which authorized the
government to pay for the use of the property a sum somewhat in excess of nine hundred millions of dollars annually.
The volume of traffic in 1918 was slightly less than in 1917,
but in the first half of the year the rates, both passenger and
freight, were increased so that the revenues amounted to a
trifle more than four billions nine hundred millions of dollars.
That is the aggregate sum which the people of the country paid in the year in freight and passenger charges for
their railroad transportation
something like eight hundred
millions of dollars in excess of the amount paid in 1917.
The cost of maintenance and operation, however, grew to
substantially four billion two hundred millions of dollars, to

—
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uhich we must add

hundred millions for compensation
and a further large sum yet to be announced for the expense
nint-

of the Central Railroad

The outcome

is

that

it

Administration.
cost the

government more than

five

billions one hundred millions of dollars to furnish transportation for the year, leaving a deficit of more than two hun-

dred millions of dollars to be paid from the treasur>' of the
United States.
While the former Director General expressed before our
committee the belief, and in this opinion he was joined by the
present Director General, that the year 1919 would exhibit

more satisfactory results, it is my judgment that the deficit
of 1919 will not be less, and may be more, than the deficit
of 1918.
I do not intend to enter upon an analysis of this
deplorable showing of government operation further than to
say that the increase in revenues is substantially as great as
the increase in wages and the advanced cost of supplies, and
the shortage must be largely accounted for by the inefficiency
incident to government operation and the tremendous increase

—

in the number of railroad employees
an increase which has
always been observed in all countries as they have passed
from private to public operation.
Moreover, the government during the year either paid or

became

responsible for extensions, additions and betterments chargeable to capital account, and which the railroads
must repay if they are able, about eight hundred millions of
dollars.
It is this condition which makes it impossible for
the government to return the railroads to their owners until
there is far-reaching legislation which will protect both the
public and the railroads from the disasters which would inevitably follow an immediate return.
Without the necessary
credit to finance themselves, and in view of the enormous demands which the war has made, and is making upon the reit is clear to thinking men that a return
of the railroads to the corporations which formerly operated

sources of the people,

them without suitable

legislation

would lead

fifty

per cent of
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paratively few sy.stems, and

b\-

few

I

mean

not more than

eighteen.

Third.
The railways should be operated by private corporations organized under an Act of Congress.
Many complete plans of reorganization have been laid before the Senate Committee, brought forward by the most intelligent, thoughtful men of the country, some of whom
are
railway executives, some of whom represent security holders,

some of whom are bankers, some of whom represent commercial and civic institutions, and some of whom are observers and students of economic life in all its varied phases.
It was intensely gratifying to me to discover as
the hearing
proceeded that all these plans, save one, adopted the substance
of the principles which I had made public, although there are
wide differences in the form of their application to the actual
affairs of transportation.

Will you indulge me while I submit, with such brevity as I
can command, the reasons which justify the principles to
which I have called your attention?

The

return upon the capital invested should be made cerby a government undertaking Ijecause:
First, it is highly desirable to remove for all time the
demoralizing, corrupting struggle between the owners and representatives of railway property and the public, especially that
part of the public directly interested in freight and passenger
charges.
For more than forty years this conflict has been
going on in conventions, elections, legislatures, congresses and
the courts.
Sometimes the railways have won, sometimes the
people have won, but the fight has been so intense that oftener
than otherwise the justice of the matter has been ignored by
both sides, and it is high time to bring the contest to an end.
tain

Second,

the

honest

investment in railway properties is
and the public is entitled to fair
treatment.
It is impossible to conceive of any revision
of
the law that will accomplish these two things without
the
elirnination of the controversy relating to the return upon
entitled

to

protection,

The

the railway mileage of the United States into the hands of

capital.

receivers within six months.

because furnishing transportation is a public business, and
abstractly considered there should be no speculative profit in

and highest duty of Congress to deal with this
and to establish a permanent
the future maintenance, regulation and control of

It is the first

certainty

of

the

return

is

also

demanded

situation in a fundamental way,

the business.

policy for

Finally, and chiefly, the return should be made certain in
order to reduce the charge for the capital invested in the railway properties. So long as the return is uncertain with respect

our transportation systems. No half-way or timid measures
will suffice. We must meet the question squarely and boldly.
I am sure^
It is no time for shrinking, compromising spirits.
that I speak for every member of the Senate when I invite
the best thought of the General Assembly of Iowa to aid in
the solution of this exceedingly serious and overwhelmingly
important problem immediately confronting us.
You will understand, of course, that the facts which I have
recited merely outline the information with which the history
of railroads, their development and operation, is crowded, and
I assume that you will supplement what I have said with your
own comprehensive knowledge of the subject. These facts
are sufficient, however, in my judgment, to point the way to
the reorganization of our transportation system, and to sustain
the principles which must be embodied in any successful
readjustment of the relation between the government and the
railways.

Some Fundamental
Some time

prior to the

first

Principles

of January of the present year,

and in anticipation of the hearings which have been in
progress before the Interstate Commerce Committee of the
Senate for two months or more, I announced to the public a
of principles which, as it seemed to me, should be
accepted in the enactment of any fundamental legislation.
series

They

are:

The return upon the capital invested in railways
should be made certain through a government undertaking.
Second.
The railways should be consolidated into comFirst.

to
it

many

railroads, every railroad will insist

upon earning

all

can.

Taken

as a whole, the roads received in 1917 a net operating
income of about a billion dollars, and they were contending

earnestly for more.

In 1918 Congress authorized the Presi*^
dent to pay them as compensation during the government
possession somewhat more than nine hundred millions of dollars per year,

railways.

and

this did not include

many

of the short line

government makes a certain return it can
justly reduce the return to a rate of interest which a government obligation ought to bear.
Assuming, but not conceding, that the railways are worth
If the

in the aggregate seventeen billions of dollars, a return of four

and a half per cent under a government guaranty would be
ample.
Under such a provision the annual charge for the
properties as they now are would be seven hundred and sixtyfive millions of dollars.
The people paid in 1917 a capital
charge of a billion dollars, and we are now paying under
government operation a capital charge of more than nine

hundred millions of dollars. The principle I have proposed,
if embodied in the law, will save the people of the
country
from two hundred and fifty millions to five hundred millions
of dollars annually, for it must be remembered that under the
old system the capital charge was gradually increasing, and it
is ea.sy to believe that without reckoning any addition to
the
value of the property the capital charge would soon reach a
billion two hundred millions of dollars.
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a fair
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can

will

in-

stinctively shrink t'roni a guaranteed return, hut their reluct-

ance

to ailopt

There
tran-,
at the

is

no

the

principle will disa|)]K'ar ujkmi retlection.

po.ssihility of

an additional harden; on the con-

we shall save an immense sum of money every year and
same time convert railway .securities injo a stahle invest-

ment and

t'ontrihute

tremendously to the available credits of

the countr}-.

There are various methods in which the principle can he
It may take the form of a legislative assurance that

ajiplicd.

the rates shall he sufficient to produce the

prefcraldy

it

sum

recjuircd,

will be put in a positive guaranty.

It

may

but
be

worked out through the securities as they now exist, but the
simpler plan would be for a government corporation to accjuire
all the pro])erties or all the securities

now

and

issue or substitute

obligations.

It is to be understood that in any event there must be a
valuation of railway properties, unless there can be an agreement between a government agency, such as the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and the owners with respect to value.
In my judgment, this principle extends the only ho{)e of a
reduction in rates, or of preventing still further increases.

Consolidation, Without Eliminating Competition

The second

principle to which I have referred is that
must be a consolidation of the railroads into comparatively few systems.
It is utterly impossible to maintain an
there

system of transportation with reasonable rates for
In my statement of the
earning capacity of the various roads it was made entirely
clear that if the weaker roads are made self-sustaining so that
they can continue to serve the communities through w-hich they
j)ass, the stronger roads will enjoy a revenue so excessively
large that the people as a whole will be compelled to pay
inordinately for their tran.sportation. This is one proposition
efficient

service unless this be accomplished.

which all impartial students of the subject agree, no matwhether they come from railway life or from the general
community.
The weaker roads must be merged with the
stronger ones into competitive systems which can endure upon
They must be merged, too, under
substantially even terms.
a law that will require at proper times a common use of terminal facilities and a free interchange of equipment, and thus
preserve the great advantages of unification, which is the one
superiority in government operation.
U[)on
ter

I

am

AGE
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not in favor of regional systems, for

we must

at all

hazards perpetuate competition in service. The experts who
have studiously examined the matter are of the opinion that all
say
the railroads of the country could be consolidated into
18 systems, and that the competition in service in nearly
every locality would be even more keen than when the govern-

—

ment assumed

control.

within the time which I may properly consume,
describe these systems, but I know that it is wholly practicable
When this is accomplished if
to do what I have suggested.
any particular system earns enough as a whole to pay the
capital charge and the cost of maintenance and operation the
law will be satisfied, and all that will remain for the Interstate Commerce Commission to do will be to see that the rates
as between communities and commodities are not discriminaI cannot,

tory.
I would not have you think that it will be easy to bring
It will require very considerable time
about this situation.
and a high order of intelligence, but it is largely administrative
work, and in the hands of men who have devoted their lives
to the subject it can be realized without danger to either the

linanc
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i:il,

iicK

i

nninicn

more

i.il

ur iii(lu>lnal

>tru<tun' ol

tin-

nation,

one method can be used to emiifKl)'
llic priiK ipic.
It
i>
|)ossible to take railway corjiorations
already in existence and work out the plan with them.
My
own convidion, however, is that the safer and better method
is to put each of the.se con.solidated systems in the iiands of a
I'ederal coriwration.
It is gradually becoming clear that in
so far as rates are concerned the national government must
lie the arbiter.
I
have come to this conclusion slowly and
reluctantly, but it is folly to resist the inevitable conclusion.
State made rates which either discriminate again.'^t interstate
rates, or which do not rai.se their full share of the recjuired
agiiiii

tlian

revenue, imjiair the control over interstate commerce which the
Constitution has conferred upon Congress and destroy the
efficienc)- of Federal action.
I sincerely hope that there will
be found some feasible plan for co-operation in this matter
lietween Federal

and

Federal agency

tile

is

state authorities, jjut

in

the last resort

supreme.

It seems to me, therefore, that all railway common carriers
should be organized under an Act of Congress, although I
freely admit that the national government can exercise its
full power through state corporations, Ijut with some eip-

liarrassment and loss of efficiency.

Government Operation

Is

Undesirable

The third principle which I have mentioned is that the
railways should be operated by private corporations rather
than by the government.
I want you to observe that I
emjihasize the distinction between government ownership and
government operation. I realize fully that when the government undertakes that the return upon the capital invested
shall be certain, or in other words guarantees the return,
whether by legislative assurance or explicit obligation, it is
the equivalent of government ownership, and in so far as I
am concerned, I am quite ready for the undertaking. The
truth

is

that

undesirable

we have government ownership now in its most
The Interstate Commerce Commission,

form.

under the present law, determines the revenues which the
railways shall receive.
It thereby determines the expenses
which they may incur, and when the technical owner of
property loses the right to say how much he shall have
for its use, and the right to say how he shall conduct the

which it is a part, and the right to fix the cost
operation, he has parted with the essential character-

lousiness of

of

its

istics

of private property.

operation of railways under the
one reason, and one only. The government cannot operate the railroads either economically or
efficiently.
It is not my purpose to examine the experience
It is sufficient to say that to my mind
of other countries.
But no matter how that
that experience is not reassuring.
may be I know that the government cannot take seventeen
billions of railway property rendering a service which
reaches every nook and corner of the land, employing in the
service two millions of men or more, and indirectly affecting
the fortunes of many other millions, and manage it with
favor

I

the

private

strictest control for

economy or efficiency.
the government more to do any given thing in a
country like ours, where every man is a sovereign, than it
The histor}' of
costs anybody else to do the same thing.
either

It costs

even- enterprise of a business character conducted by the
government proves all and a great deal more than the statement I have just made. I disparage no one, and impugn
no man's integrity. What I have said is not only the truth,

but

it is

as natural as life

itself.

admit that the result of government operation during
is not altogether a fair cria year of war
the year 1918
terion by which to test the capacity of the government tomanage the business of transportation, and it is not my
I

—

—

(
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have been responsible for

Return

have, however, demonstrated that
the influences wiiich surround the operation of a great commercial and industrial enterprise are too strong to be resisted.

Coi.oxEi. JAMKS

desire to discredit the officials wlio

what has happened.

They

unnecessary for me to enter into the details of this subI am content simply to record my opinion in favor of
private operation, an opinion based solely upon the ground
that the people of the country will get better transportation
and at less cost in that way than through government operation; and that, as I view it, is the chief concern of those to
whom the service is to be rendered.

and

Must Afford Incentive
If then, private operation

is

to Efficiency

the better plan,

how

is

it

to

view of the limited capital charge which
I am fully aware that if private
I have already considered?
corporations are to operate the several systems which I have
described there must be an incentive in the way of profit in
be accomplished, in

order to secure the highest degree of fidelity and efficiency.
There must be a reward for good management and honest
work, and a penalty for bad management and dishonest work.
Happily, there are several methods through which this
problem can be worked out. It can be done through a leasing
system, with the

rights

suitable contracts, but a

of lessees
still

carefully

better

prescribed

in

way may be found by

providing for a corporate ownership of the several systems
into which the country should be divided, each corporation
with a capitalization representing the actual value of the
particular system, and the establishment of rates which will
produce not only the cost of maintenance and operation and
the guaranteed return upon capital, but a reasonable sum in
excess of the guaranty; the excess to be divided between the
I am a profound believer
stockholders and the workingmen.
in profit-sharing, and when the rule is properly applied it

many of the problems which now disturb the indusThe additional compensation to capital for
trial world.
the sum distributed
efficient management, together with
among employes as a reward for faithful labor, will be far

will solve

than the increased cost of government operation.
These suggestions could be extended almost indefinitely,
but I forbear, knowing that I have sketched but the outline
If, however, I have turned your thought
of a mighty field.
to the real questions which must be answered, and have induced you to give them the study of which you are capable,
and thus forward the immediate task in which we are commonly engaged, I have fulfilled my mission, and will be
content with your judgment upon my public service in this
less

regard.

One word more and

I

have finished what to me has
hope you will not look upon as

will

seemed a duty and which I
an intrusion upon your valuable

intend to discuss
this subject throughout the country within the next two
months and I felt that I should first lay my views before the

law-making body of

The Supreme Court

my own
of the

time.

I

state.

United States on April 21 agreed
which are expected to

to expedite consideration of test cases

determine the question of the authority of the federal government to prescribe intrastate rates for freight, passengers
and telegrams. The court fixed May 5 as the date for hearing arguments in three cases involving this question, one of
which is the appeal by the Railroad .Administration from a
decree of the North Dakota supreme court enjoining the
Northern Pacific and other railroads in the state from increasing freight and passenger rates within the state as ordered by the director general last year. The other two concern telephone and telegraph rates.
It is hoped that final
decisions may be reached before the court adjourns for the

summer.

McCrea

A.
it'cREA, formerly general manager
Long Island Railroad, has returned from France
and this week made a short address at a Victory Loan
of Long Island employees at the Pennsylvania Station in

of the

It is

ject

of Colonel

rally

New

York. A part of the address is given below.
Colonel McCrea went over in the latter part of 1917, and
served as general manager of the American railroads and
deputy director general of transportation under Brig. Gen.
W". W. Atterbur)-.
He has received a distinguished service
medal. General Pershing had recommended Colonel McCrea
for promotion to brigadier general, but tjefore the recommendation could be carried out the armistice was signed.
With Colonel McCrea at the meeting was Captain Charles
E. McLaren, who was in charge of the Long Island Railroad's
lighterage department prior to his enlistment early in 1917.
Captain McLaren looked after the operation of ships at
seven different ports in France, namely. La Rochelle, St.
Nazaire, Nantes, LaPallies, Havre, Brest and Rochefort.

Colonel McCrea's Address
There had never been such a thing as a railroad transportation department in the United States Army.
It had its
inception when four or five men went to France in July,
1917.
These men made a complete survey of the situation,
which resulted in the preparation of what is known as
"Recjuisition Number Six," being a, list of materials and
supplies that called for an expenditure of something like
$400,000,000. .-^nd at the end of a year not a single item
was found in that long list which wasn't needed and didn't
have a distinctive part in the machinery of the transportation department.

We didn't build any separate railways in France, although many people here have been led to believe that we
did.
Our contribution was terminals, yards, and sidetracks, equal to a new line about 1,000 miles in length,
with one important cutoff.
With the exception of a few
small branches, the French railroads are all double-tracked.
There were plenty of French-built railroads, and we found
them in pretty good physical condition, but there was a
scarcity of men to operate them.
The young men were doing
their bit on the battlefields, but the men around middle age
left in service did excellent work.
The women of France
also deserve great credit.

and performed some

They

fired engines,

of the hardest kind of

did braking,

manual

lat)or

in the shops.

By our arrangement with the French, we were to supply
trainmen to move a tonnage equivalent to that which the
American amiy would need. For every American serving
in France we had to move an average of fifty pounds a
This included coal, engineering materials, food, clothing
and ammunition. We handled not only our own supplies,
but also a great volume for the French as well.
They
reciprocated, moving American supplies over their lines todifferent sectors where our troops were fighting.
There was
magnificent co-operation on both sides.
day.

The plans of the Allies required that by Julv, 1919, the
United States should have three and a half million men
in France, fully equipped and trained to do battle.
For every
hundred fighting men we had to have between 15 and 20
service-of-supply troops, to do other kinds of work.
As
many as 18,000 American troops landed at Brest in one
day, and it was a gigantic problem to move these great
hordes of men and their supplies, especially as we were continually handicapped with a comparatively small transportation force.

One of the fundamental reasons the American Expeditionary Forces did so remarkably well in France was their
adaptability to almost any character of work, however
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Of

(iilYuult.

till-

men

transportation

ffvv,

if

any, ixTfornicd

only the work

wliicli tluy came over to do.
There were many I'renrh railroad practices we did not
fancy, 1 am frank to admit; but it would have been a tremendou.^ mistake for us to go over there and insi.st upon
introducing American methods.
Wc had to adapt ourselves to conditions as we found them.
We had trackage
riglits over all the French railways.
On no two roads were
the signal systems alike, and wc had to prepare a book of

rules wherel)y our

the conductor

the train

is

is

in

not in motion a so-called "pilot"

is

the responsible

head.

When the armistice was signed we were moving 40,000
tons of freight daily, and were planning to move a daily
tonnage of 100,000. For about a we^-k following the cessation of hostilities, everybody was celebrating the victory,
but the transportation department's work could not be inOur job really had only just begun. Our hardest

terruiited.

work was done between November 11 and the middle of
January, when we had to get the Army of Occupation up to
the Rhine.
And even then we were not through. The
Allied .soldiers on the Rhine had to be fed, which meant
that several trainloads of food had to be despatched evenday and hospital trains had
also the task of feeding the

pied

to be operated;

and

German population

there

was

in the occu-

territor}-.

'Orders of Regional Directors

VICTORY

LIBERTY

LOAN.

—The

Northwestern regional
52113 to Northwestern
railroads states that where payments on account of the
fourth Liberty Loan have not been completed, it will be
permissible to defer deducting from the payrolls on account
of the Victory Liberty Loan until payments on the previous
loan are completed; but the deductions on account of the
Victor)' Loan must begin not later than the payrolls for
director

in

September, 1919.

a telegram,

file

The Eastern

regional director has issued

a similar notice.

—

Sale of Secondhand Rail to Industries.
Circular 199, canceling Circular 8 of the Southwestern regional director states
that it will be satisfactory for relay rail to be sold for the
construction and repair of industry tracks at $40 per gross
ton.

—

Brakes on V. S. R. A. Hopper and Gondola Cars. Order
194 of the Southwestern regional director requires inspectors
to make a special inspection of all United States composite
gondola standard and hopper cars, and that where these cars
are found without sheave wheels on the brake shaft end of
the hand brake rod to send these cars to shop, regardless
of ownership, and have the brake arrangement changed to
conform to the approved standard.
Campaign Against Venereal Diseases. By circular 200 the
Southwestern regional director permits state boards of health
to post placards advertising the free government and state
clinics for venereal diseases.
These placards must not be
placed in reading rooms or in cars.
Use of Headlight Generators. Circular 203 of the Southwestern regional director reminds enginemen that by keeping
water gages and shields clean or by slightly relocating the
lamps of these water gages, it will not be necessary to run
headlight generators during daylight as is now being done

—

—

in

many

cases.

—

Records of Shipments of Distilled Spirits. Supplement 1
to Order 88 of the Southwestern regional director states that
records ordered kept by Order 88 of shipments of distilled
spirits (no longer required) should be carefully retained and

made

accessible to revenue ofluers at points where such
have not already inspected them. The Eastern n
gional director, by Circular 600-70A687, issuing tiie .n
bi-

officers

instru( tions.

—

Repairs of Short Line Cars.
Supplement 2 to Cinul
49 of the Northwestern regional director similar to Circular
500-1 4-.SA669 of the Eastern regional director. {Railway
Age, April 18, page 984).

Revised

men

could run the trains.
In this councharge of the train.
In France the
engineer has charge while the train is in motion, init when
tr>'
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('ircular

?>?>

.

—

Imlustry-Track Agreement.
Supplement 9 to.
of the Northwestern regional director contains

two forms covering .standard track agreements which have
been revi.sed in accordance with the terms contained in Supplement 1 to (General Order IS. This form of agreement is
suljject to modification by the federal manager in special
cases.

Reports of Air Brakes Cleaned.
director

l)y

Order 1801-131A691,

—The

Eastern

regional

calls for regular

monthly

beginning with April, showing the number of
freight car air brakes overhauled, with a .statement showing
the ratio of number cleaned to the number of freight carreports,

owned.
Rail and Lake Freight.
The Eastern regional director,
by Circular No. 600-4-1 21 A688, advises federal managers
of the arrangement for delivering freight to boats at Buffalo.
During this season the Cleveland & Buffalo Transit
Company and the Great Lakes Transit Corporation will
load vessels at the New York Central dock at Ohio street;
the Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Company will load at
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western dock; and the Lehigh
Valley Transportation Company at the Lehigh Valley dock.
Attention is called to the fact that freight which is sent over

—

the roads

making

these direct connections will avoid addi-

tional switching; but shippers

must be allowed the

route their freight as they please.

Freight

right to

not to be forwarded by lake unless so ordered by the shipper.
Passes for Brotherhood Chairman.
The Eastern regional
director, by Circular 2100-13A689, advises federal manis

—

agers that they may apply to the director of operation,
Washington, for annual passes over connecting roads for
general chairmen of committees of employees' organizations
where such passes are necessary to enable a chairman to
make a short cut from one part to another of his own
territory.

—

Express Agents' Telegrams. The regional director. EastRegion, by circular No. 304-11A693, advises federal
managers that the agreement with the American Railway
Express Company permitting agents of the express company
to send telegrams free on the railroad wires, is intended to
allow this privilege only between points on the same

em

railroad.

—

The regional
for Representatives of Clerks.
Eastern Region, by circular No. 2100-13A694,
quotes an order from the director of the Division of Operation authorizing the issuance of free transportation to the
general chairmen of the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks on
the same basis as to general chairman of other brotherhoods,
regardless of whether there is or is not a contract between
the clerks and the railroad on which these chairmen are
employed.
Passes

director,

—

The regional director.
Passes to Brotherhood Conventions.
Eastern Region, by circular 2100-3 7 A6 9 5 promulgates the
order of the director of the Division of Operation, dated
April 15, authorizing free transportation for members to
annual conventions of the conductors, the trainmen and the
firemen, to be held within the next two months. Transportation is to be granted as in the past, and it is suggested that
the federal managers, to save time, send their applications
direct to

Washington.

This privilege includes also the dele-

gates to the Ladies' .Auxiliaries.

—

—

The New Rcliro Station

of

the

Central Argentine

— the

Largest

Sonth

in

.h

The Railroad Development
The Largest Market

for

of the

Railway Equipment

in

Argentine

South America

Regulation, Labor, and Taxation Big Problems
Ix

Two

P.ARTs.

or ALL KINDS have increased tremendously in
war and have been
hard to obtain at any price, but the increase in price
and scarcity of fuel has contributed more directly than any
other factor in increasing the cost and difficulty of operating
the railways.
Coal has risen in price from £1 10s. before
the war to something like £10 in 1918; in 1916-17 the
average price was about £5 or £6 a ton.
In normal times
the Central Argentine consumes annually about 400,000
tons; the Great Southern. 380,000; the Pacific, 280,000; the
Western, 190,000; and other companies in proportion to their
mileage and traffic. Not only has coal increased in price but
the supply has been so limited that the railways have been
forced to burn large quantities of wood.
It is estimated that the Great Southern, the Buenos Aires
& Pacific, the Buenos Aires Western, and the Central
Argentine together use approximately 3,000,000 tons of wood
annually under the present abnormal conditions.
In addition, the industrial enterprises burn 8,000,000 tons, and all
this fuel must be brought down from a restricted area in the

SUPPLIES

price since the beginning of the

northern part of the republic. The carrying capacities of the
lines serving this region are wholly inadequate, with the
result that the Southern and some' of the other systems having

no wooded

districts of their own to draw from have been
unable to obtain sufficient wood at any price.
In 1915 the railways were authorized to raise their tarift's
10 p)er cent and in 1917 22 per cent. They announced a

Part

II

third increase of 10 per cent to take effect May, 1918, but
were refused permission by the government to put this last
into effect.
According to the terms of the mitre law the
government may not interfere in the rates which a company

charges so long as its dividends do not reach 6.8 per cent on
the recognized capital.
The companies contend that since

have not reached any such figure, and are
unlikely to for a long time to come the government has overstepped the prescribed limits.
They maintain further that
this 10 per cent increase was promised them in compensation for the higher salaries granted their employees at the
settlement of the strike in 1917 and the shorter working
day which necessitated a larger working force. The government refused to allow the new rate on the grounds that
the companies had failed to give the required four months'
their dividends

notice

and that

it

would impose an unduly heavy burden on

the producers

of the nation, especially the wheat growers
selling their crops to the allied governments at a contract
price.

The

various companies submitted detailed reports setting
All their expenses, especially wages, taxes, and cost of fuel, have been
augmented during the last four years while their volume of
The export freight has
traffic has not changed materially.
grown in volume but this has been counter-balanced by the
The Southern claims in its
falling off in import freight.
rejiort that the 22 per cent increase failed to add to the
forth their reasons for asking this increase.
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5,792,054 gold pesos estimated; tlmt tlic
would only yield an additional 2,051,957 jjold pe.>^()s; and tiiat tlie working expenses
were gr^'iter by l.>,054,4>i5 nold pesos, llente, a rate 25 per
cent lii.nher instead of 10 per cent would lie necessar)' to
cover the deficit entirely.
grtwis

rtTfipts

llu-

pro{)oscd supjiU'inental 10 per cent

Improvement
While

Financial Outlook

in

not disposed to underrate

seriousness of the
uncertainty as to the
character of the proposed railway legislation, and the probability of the continued high cost of supplies, recently publishetl reports of many of the Argentine railways indicate
the hopeful feeling with which the shareholders are looking
forward to the coming year. The 1917-18 net returns have
in general been a trille better than those of 1916-17, due
to the 22 per cent rate increase allowed November, 1917, and
tliis has been rellected in a slight ri.';e in recent quotations
The grain crop on which the railways are chictly
of stock.
dependent for their export freight was large in 1917-18 and
The
promises to be almost as good for the present year.
ending of the war means the gradual easing of the shipping
situation which will result in larger volume of imjjort

present

un.'^ettied

following

available.

A

stales

the mini.stcr of

Review of the River Plate
tmance has been authori/erl to
transfer the sum of 12,()00,()()() jjajuT pesos to tiic administrator of state railways.
One-iialf of tliis amount is to
that

recent issue of the

l)e utilized
in canceling tiie outstjinding liabilities of the
administration and the remainder in the acquisition of materials urgently required for the state lines.
It is understood

tlie

lal)or conditions, the

freight traflic for the railways.

The
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quotations

of

raihva\-

stocks

wiiich

are

on the London StcKk Exchange represent the high and
low prices for 1913 and the opening and closing prices for

listed

Grons rccripts

Nam
1916-17

,fco.n|.

{\i.tral
ArKentiiic.
(ircat Soulhcrn

.

I'.icific

(Uicnos Aires Wcst'n.
C'ordoba
Central...
I'^ntre
Rios
(\ntr.il of Buenos

5.734,141
4,421,368
2,504,939
1,565,292
636,526

5,838 441
5,269 ,979
2,858,.639
1,709 227

297.752

,853
,000

54.73

,587,117

85.02

.\iics

Northeast
Puerto Bel-

grnno
*.'\rgci:tiiie

.189,100
*2,

paper

191617 1917-18 1916-17 191718
Per ct. Per ct.

£6,184 089

.Argentine
Ko.sario

1917-7F

£5.246,626

847,

797

68.71
64.06
65.98

66.88
73.77
64.38

73.94
76.16
65.80
75.68
75.16
62.32

1

4

2

None None
3

2

None None
None None

55.05

84.80

None None

82.77

pes

that the transfer will be effected at the rate of 100,000 pesos
a da\'.

Extensive Improvement Policy Halted by

War

Argentina's railway mileage has only increased from
21,000 miles at the jjcginning of the war 'to 22.000 in 1919,

Railroad Station at Goya
1918.
They show the very real depreciation in the selling
price of these stocks since the war, but they show also that

during the last year the movement has been appreciably
upward. With a single exception, the closing price for 1918
is higher than the opening price.
1913
of

company

Buenos Aires Great Southern, ord.
Buenos Aires Western, ord
Central

Argentine,

Buenos Aires &
Central

Entre

Cordoba,
ord

.

.

^

High

Low

130
128
112

109
109

.

ord

Pacific,

1918

J.

,

Name

ord

ord

Rios,

54

lOO
64
39

78

54

92

X.

,

^

Opening Closing
72>4
71
59

39
II14

22Ji

72
73 J4
66
5854
17^.^

41

The table in the next column gives the amount of gross
revenue for the years 1916-17 and 1917-18, the percentage
consumed in working expenses, and the dividends on ordinary
stock, wherever it has been possible to obtain these details
from published company reports.
Los Ferrocarriles del Estado usually show an annual
deficit, but in 1915 and again in 1916 they showed a slight
profit

on the capital investment.

No

later reports are

now

and some of the companies have allowed their concessions for
extensions to lapse entirely.
However, considerable sums
have been spent in the improvement of roadbeds, the double
tracking of main lines, erection of new and larger stations,
the electrifying of suburban lines radiating from Buenos
Aires, and the improvement of port facilities and workshops. Some of the companies have been severely criticised
by their stockholders for the elaborate scale on which they
have pursued this policy of improvement, and it is impossible
to predict whether or not the railways will resume their pre-

war plans for expansion. In the case of the European companies it will depend on the price of money at home as well
as on the form which the proposed railway legislation in
Argentina will take and the solution of the present labor
problem. Almost without exception the companies have increased their reserve funds during the last four years,
although they have been forced to pay very small or no
dividends at all, and they are anxious to retain and expand
their Argentine holdings, provided they are insured sufficient
protection by the government, as well as a chance to make
a reasonable profit on their capital investment.
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Electric

Suburban System

The Argentine Northeastern has

The Central Argentine opened its new passenger station
in Buenos Aires in 1915 and inaugurated its electric suburThe passenger terminal, the
ban line to Tigre in 1916.

to
is

plicated

Tigre is a third-rail line, modem in every
operated by power from the Central's own
This company began an elaborate plan of expansion,
plant.
which has been temporarily suspended during the war.
The Buenos Aires Western has a large passenger terminal
in Buenos Aires, the Once, and has electrified a portion of
its suburban system.
From the point of view of economy

The branch
and

a large projected mileage

and serves a rapidly developing section. A considerable portion of its present mileage was opened just prior to the war.

The Entre Rios states in its latest report that it does not
intend to undertake any construction work for some time.
The Central Norte and the Transandine are the only two
railways in the Republic whose construction has been com-

Retiro, holds the distinction of being the largest in South
America and is said to handle 1 ,900 passenger trains weekly.
respect,
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by engineering difficulties.
The Central Norte
reaches an altitude of 12,000 feet at Abra Tres Cruces, the
Transandine over 10,000 feet at the Chilean border.

This

has never fully accomplished its mission
and easy means of carrying freight from
ocean to ocean owing to the forced suspension of traffic during
the stormy winter months and to the excessively high freight
rates.
Conditions have been considerably improved on the
Argentine portion of the railway during the last few years.
There has been some discussion as to the advisability of
joining the Chilean and Argentine portions under a single
management, but nothing has been done so far. The Central
Norte serves a portion of the Chaco, little developed as vet
and comparatively uninviting.
latter line

of forming a quick

Proposed Fusion with Government Lines
Development Railways

— State

There has been some discussion recently of the fusion of
the Central Cordoba with the government lines of the north
or the purchase of the Central Cordoba b}^ the government

Cattle

Wagon on

in order to obtain a means of access for these roads into
Buenos Aires. This would result in competition of government with privately owned railroads, and would be a decided
departure from the past policy in regard to railway owner-

the Transandine Railway

ship.

the freight tunnel recently completed by this

company

is

in-

connects the docks with the company's station
in the heart of the city, nearly 3 miles distant, and cost
about 5,000,000 paper pesos. The original plan was to use
only electric locomotives, and an order had been placed with
a German firm to supply these, but this order was canceled,
and at present steam locomotives are being used. About 100
cars pass through the tunnel daily.
The company has also
teresting.

It

The state development railways include two in the Chaco
and the three Patagonian State lines. The Formosa-Embarcacion

.^^^stem

will be about

437 miles long when finished,

which affords direct connection between its
tenninal and a station of the Anglo subway
and has plans for the construction of several branches and
built a tunnel

own passenger

feeders.

The Great Southern, a third company which serves suburban Buenos Aires, has not electrified any portion of its line
yet, but had made plans to do so prior to the war.
It has
a large passenger terminal in Buenos Aires, La Plaza Constitucion, and the largest freight station in South America,
La Sola (also in Buenos Aires), which has capacity for
storing 230,000 bags of grain and 2,000 tons of other freight.
An extension is projected from Zepala, where connection
will be afforded with a line to be built by the Chilean State
Railways, thus forming a transcontinental line with easy
grades.
A second extension is planned to run south from
Darwin to the port of San Antonio, where it will connect
with the Patagonian State railways.
Important irrigation
works are being carried out in the Neuquin and Rio Negro
valleys.

Plans for Further Expansion
The Buenos Aires & Pacific pursued a more aggressive
plan of expansion during the last few years prior to the war
than any other line in the Argentine. The land along its sois being irrigated, and every effort
is being made to attract colonists. At present the fixed charges
of this system are relatively high, and its financial condition
not quite so assured as that of the other large companies, but
in general its prospects are considered good.
Should there
be an influx of immigrants from Europe within the next few
years, as seems likely, this road will benefit materially.
called Patagonas Extension

The Train Shed
The shed

of the

New

Retiro Station

length and the steel arches have a span of 160 ft
with a maximum height of 84 ft. ahove platform level.
(Note the third
rail and the multiple unit equipment on the left.)
is

787

ft.

in

and will exploit the little-developed territories of Chaco and
Formosa. The Diamante to Curuzu Cuati road, as planned,
will extend from Diamante on the Parana River in the
Province of Entre Rios westward to Crespo (21 miles), from
which point the Entre Rios will be used to Hasenkamp.
From here the line will extend northwest to Curuzu-Cuati
in the Province of Corrientes, a point on the Argentine Northeastern.
About 106 miles have been completed, and eventually this road will open a rich and extensive territory for development.
The plans for the Patagonian State railways call for aliout
1,243 miles of track, 580 of which are now open for trafi'.c

—
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citlu-r

lull

or prDVi.-ioii.il.

\\ luii

liii

-.lied,

tins svstcin

two

lines,

the

The Comodora Rivadavia

Chilean State railways at Osorno.
eventually

will

reach

Lake Buenos Aires on

the

Chilean

lunmdary.
The Central of Chuhut is the only privately owned road
which operates wholly in Patagonia. This company plans
to extend its present short line across the republic to tiie
It owns an iron pier at Port Ma(lr>'n in
.\ndean fcx)thills.

lollowing table gives the total amount of railway
>up|)lie.s importeil during liiis pcricxl by country of origin.
Since the tariff valuation is a fixed amount for each article,
III-

I

increase or decrease in these figures represents a difference

amount

in tile

and not price

of imports

I.x)como- Passcn- Friight
ger car»
cars
liven

Countries
ofoiigin
United Kingdom...
United Stales
fiermany

liclgmm

Num-

l)er

her

bcr

612

372
160
26

10,957
2,016
I.S76
7.230

50
525
69

detailed

used
Metric
tons

material

161

26,924.577

...

1,075,661
2,657,117
2,685,042

tonii

72

599

22,439

1,073,677

588

Gold
pesos

1,340
...

38

754,469
236,609

41

1,580

34,333,47S

1916, 1917, or 1918 are

for

statistics

Other

Kails.

»tccl

Metric

8

27
6

1. 287

T.ital

iluctuations.
Rails,

426,124
198,830
289,889
80,246
40,685
37,903

15
16

other countries.

Ail

Num-

Nnm-

;-rancc

No

addition to the railway.

17

Steady Decrease in Imports

will

San Antonio and the Comodora
Rivailavia, across Tataf^onia rnmi cast to west, and a third
fxtoiuiing from J'ucrto Deseado in the 'lY-rritory of Santa
(rii/ northwest across the ConKxlora Rivadavia to the western
The San
iinninns of the Port San Antonio Railway.
.\ntonio line, which now reaches the foothills of the Andes,
niav later he extended acro.ss the Andes to connect with the
of

lonsi.st
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now

American Union for August, 1918,
reports that Juan B. Lalucat & Co., of Buenos Aires, have
petitioned the national government for a concession authorizing the construction of about 180 miles of railway to extend
from Malabrigo, a point on the French railway of Santa

available, but the following table compiled from the official

Fe, to Anatuya, a junction of the State railway system in
The road, as planned,
the Province of Santiago del Estero.
runs northwest through a quel)racho zone.

Year

The

bulletin of the I*an

Argentina as a Market for Railroad Supplies

The Argentine market

The electric suburban systems
is varied and extensive.
operated by the Central Argentine and the Western necessitate an entirely separate equipment, and the large freight
terminals and the extensive docks at Buenos Aires require
their own special equipment.
The follow^ing table shows the quantity of rolling stock
owned by each of the large companies in 1913, the last prewar year:
Pas-

Freight

Locomo- senger and other
lives

cars

cars

Total

Central Argentine
lUK-nos Aires Great Southern
isuenos Aires & I'acific

620
627
742

651
786
409

21,233
15,200

Hucnos .A^ires Western
Cordoba Central

327
267
387
160
104

348

9,74/
6,960
6,537
5,604
2,566
2,168
1,829
1,136
1,094
1.016

22,504
6,613
3,802
10,422

Central Norte
Province of Santa Fe
Province of Bucncs Aires General Railroad
Jnttc Rios
.Ugentir.e del Norte
Argentine Northeastern
Uosario Puerto lielgrano
Buenos Aires Central
I.a Plata & Meridiano Quinio
Buenos Aires Midland
Central Railway of Chubut
State

•'^4

323
206
147

98
94

U.6SI

ber
234

be.-

ber
5,370

Metric
tons

98
69

steel

156,592
84,936

68

28

...

6
5

24
28

206

5.490

484

War

5.911

1.995
.-/x
,166
1.079

6

7

923
869
86

969
936
99

3,595

3,354

89,619

96,568

be noted from this table that the Central Argentine,
the Southern, and the Buenos Aires & Pacific normally require the largest amounts of rolling stock. These three companies maintain extensive shops in the Argentine where they
not onlv do repair work but manufacture a considerable
amount' of rolling stock. The Central Argentine has large
factories at Rosario and Perez, where it has been building

The shops of the Southern are situcars for several years.
ated at Talleres, where, among other railroad equipment, a
The Buenos Aires &
special type of postal car is made.
Pacific has been building a distinctive ventilated fruit car
San Juan, Mendoza, and Buenos

Aires.

administrative offices of the large English companies
without exception, situated in Buenos Aires, but the
executive officers are English and prefer to make their purThis fact explains the
chases in England when possible.

The

are,

predominant place occupied by England among the countries
sending railway equipment to the Argentine during the fivethe
preceding
immediately
period "(1909-1913)
year
war.

Num-

189
29
30
2

Rails.
Other
used
material
Metric
Gold
tons
pesos
29
5,041,415

640

25
14

4.116,622
1,690,786
1,261,908
822,065

257,094

102

12,932,796

13
21

13,391
1,535

Cost of Railway Equipment

FORtheTHE

INFORMATION

Commission,
has prepared an
estimate of the costs of railroad equipment shipped to
The
the A. E. F. computed on the basis of 1914 prices.
government actually paid from two to two and a half times
the pre-war costs.
office

'UNiT Cost ok

It will

for fast service between

Num-

Since imports, not only of rolling stock, but of miscellaneous supplies of all kinds including raw materials have
been so greatly restricted for the past four years, the equipment of all the roads has become very materially depleted.
The Patagonian State railways are reported to be especially
hampered by lack of equipment. The Entre Rios, according to the latest company report, is in the market for one or
more new train ferries. The annual purchases of the government railways are said to amount to about 5,000,000 papc
pesos.
All the companies report that in view of high prices,
difficulty of obtaining supplies, and unsettled conditions in
the .\rgentine, purchases have been reduced to the minimum.

2./68
2,346

Development Railways

Total

ger ears

Freight
ca's

Rails,

tivcs

Num-

/,0

34

21

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917

7.130

100
74
28
25
25
33

66
o8
44
38

Locomo- Passen-

Total

for railway supplies of all kinds

Kaihoads

statistics for 1913-1917 demon.strates the continued
decrease in total import during successive war years:

Argentine

of

of the Liquidation

the chief of engineers

Standako Gage Railway I-^uipment Compared with
Pbe-War Cost
Shipped

Unit price

F..

Actual cost

"-

to

A.

,

F.

V

in per cent of

Pre-war

Actual

pre-war cost

$17,500
9.350
4,500

$42,966
22,000
9,700

245
235
216

51,367
1,090
982
1,290
1,649

$3,397
2,340
2,107
2,755
3,489
2.430
2,108
2,987
2,770

248
215
215
214
212
210
206
205
203

Locomotives
Consolidation
Gasoline
Saddle tark

1.306
10
.'0

Total

1,346

Cirs—
Tank
Gcidola.

1.

675
3.429
1.900
7,299

s

Flat

Box

950

Refrigerator

Gondob,

h.

400
500

Ballast

Box,

with

1,155
1,026
1,454
1,366

2,650
500

s

Jump
can

Total

18, .103

Cost of Standard Gage R.mi.way

Eql-ipment Compared with
Cost

$ '3,083, 50n

Actual cost
$56,524,870

22,346,745

48,822,100

245
214

$45,430,245

$104,446,970

230

Pre-war

Locomotive*
Cars
Total

.•

Pre-W'ar

Actual cost
in per cent of
pre-war cost

rr.st

Securing the

Maximum Efficiency in

Train Loading'

High Ratio of Actual Tonnage Moved to Rating of Engines.
Heavy Loading Promotes Fuel Economy
By

T. H. Williams

Assistant General

ONK

OF

Manager, Southern Pacific

FIRST FAfToKS to be Considered in the suband engine loading is organization. Under the plan of organization effective on the Southern
Pacific, the superintendent is practically the general manager of his division, and he is looked upon in this light by

To bring out graphically the saving that can be accomplished in train and engine mileage by reason of increasing
train and engine loading, consider the actual figures
as reflected in the statistics of the results accomplished
on the
Tucson division during the month of December, 1918, as

THI-;

ject of train

He is the responsible head and is the
looked to for results.
The staff officers on a
division of the Southern Pacific consist of the superintendent,
one or two assistant superintendents (as the needs of the
business justify), from one to three trainmasters, a chief despatcher, a master mechanic, a master car repairer, a road
the executive officers.

man who

compared to the same month of 1917. This division extends
from Yuma, Arizona, to El Paso, Texas, with a main line
mileage of 560 miles, and has a decided preponderance
of

is

eastward business. In the direction of the preponderance of
business on the main line during the month of December,
1918, this division handled an average of 1,692 tons per locomotive against 1,463 tons during the same month of
1917,
an increase of 229 tons per locomotive, or 15.7 per cent. By
reason of this splendid increase in engine load the engine
efficiency was increased from 86 per cent in December,
1917,
to 94 per cent in December, 1918.
During this same period,

foreman of engines, a division engineer, a signal supervisor,
a bridge and building supervisor, roadmasters, and a division
storekeeper.

In the movement of the business as it relates to train and
engine loading, the officers who are principally concerned
as an aid to the superintendent are the chief despatcher and
The first is charged with the responthe master mechanic.
sibility for the handling of the power, and the second with
The
the responsibility for the power being in good repair.
assistant superintendent and trainmasters act as aids to the
chief despatcher in assisting in loading the engines to a point

somewhere near

and seeing that the

their efficiency

move promptly over

the division.

The usual

practice

trains
is

to

charge the chief despatcher with the responsibility of loading
the train with such tonnage as will present a proper enThe assistant superintendent and traingine efficiency.
master should encourage every effort on the part of the chief
despatcher by aiding him in the support of this work. Good
progress is usually measured by the amount of interest that
the staff officers take in this or in any other subject, and when
the chief despatcher, who really carries this loacl, finds his superiors seeking every avenue in which to assist him, the results
are always in favor of a division organization of this kind.

Importance of Yard Organization
program of train
and in ordering the trains from each yard, has to
upon the general yardmaster and his assistants. It is

The

chief despatcher, in carrying out a

service,

rely

necessary that the general yardmaster, the chief
yard clerk and the entire yard clerical organization manifest some spirit of interest in the make-up of the trains with
the tonnage as ordered by the chief despatcher, and the despatching of these trains from the initial terminals on time is
necessary.
A poor start of any train is frequently met with
a very poor ending.
Initial delays to tonnage trains
in
terminals will not exist in a well organized yard, and are a
handicap to the chief despatcher's efforts.
Locomotives are rated to haul a given tonnage and this
rating is arrived at by a series of tests, developing the number of tons that each engine can haul and maintain schedule
therefore

time.

The

business

is

From
1919.

Waste

of

per cent efficiency in

of

its

It

the

Pacific

Railway Club

February

Light Train Loading

its

its

business.

efficiency.
is

not possible for a division that originates a large

tonnage to compete in tons per engine and in engine
ciency, with a desert division that originates very

The

on each freight

a paper presented before

to

engine load in the direction of the
Here is a wastage of 25
per cent in the utilization of the power, and, considering
the fact that a heavy type freight engine costs in the neighborhocxl of $90,000, I leave to your own conclusion the
waste of power on a machine that is utilized at 75 per cent

preponderance of

ratings of these engines vary, of course, as the

the various grades, but the ratings

Power Due

This year, taking the business as a whole in the direction
of the volume of traffic, every train moving over this 560
miles of main line during that month hauled 94 per cent of
its full tonnage rating.
In other words we lost only 6 per
cent efficiency on the engine of each train run.
In the same
month of the previous year each engine hauled 86 per cent of
the rated tonnage, or in other words the division failed in the
full utilization of its power by 14 per cent.
Let us say for
argument that a division of any railroad is only obtaining 75

moved over

the maximum capacity of the engine to haul a given
tonnage over each freight district of a division, and the engine is given credit for a 100 per cent performance when
hauling the tonnage for which it is rated.
*

able to handle a decrease of only 9.5 per cent in business with
a decrease of 27.4 per cent in train miles and 21.8 per cent in
locomotive miles.

business.

show

13,

in the same direction the division handled
216,152,000 gross
tons one mile as against 238,903,000 gross tons one mile during the same month of the previous year, a decrease of 22,751,000 gross tons, or 9.5 per cent. This amount of business
was handled with 99,186 train miles as against 136,675 train
miles in the same month of the previous year, a decrease of
37,489 train miles, or 27.4 per cent; and with 127,727 locomotive miles as against 163,258 locomotive miles, a decrease of
35,531 locomotive miles or 21.8 per cent. In other words, by
reason of increasing the engine load 15.7 per cent, and the engine efficiency from 86 per cent to 94 per cent this division was

large

number

of

local

freight

trains

effi-

little

run

district of the division that originates con-

siderable business, must be started each day with a train
load that will permit them to pick up and set out cars at
stations between terminals, and these trains when pooled
with the through tonnage trains over this division, pull
down the average train or engine load and detract just that
much from engine efficiency. For example, our Coast di-
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107,000 cans, or 4,000,000
is not hard to realize the
large numlier of Uxal freight train.s necessary to asseml)le a
A desert division originating little
i)iisii\e.<s of this volume.
business on account of the character of the country' has the
opportunity of moving its trains intact with little change in
their make-uii en route, and enjoys the opportunity of obtaining a s|)len(lid engine load and engine efficiency.
vision in

llu'

yi-ar

tons of commercial

l')KS

loudi-d

freight.

It

Heavy Engine Loading and Fuel Economy
Dur monliilv statistics show the amount of fuel oil saved
or lost in freight .ser\'ice on a ton mileage Ijasis as compared
to the same period in the previous year, and while we always
conduct a very intensive campaign of education among our
enginemen oii fuel conservation, the large part of any
saving that is made can he directly charged to an increase
Contrary to the general
in the average tons per locomotive.
impression that prevails that less fuel is consumed In' run-

ning light trains at high speed, when fuel consumption is
figured on a ton mile basis, which is the only fair way of
showing this consumption, our statistics have proven conclusively that increasing the engine load is the biggest
factor

in

railroad

fuel

conservation.

For example, consider the performance of the Tucson
division in this respect for the month of December, 1918,

Due largely to
as compared to the same month in 1917.
the increase of 229 tons in average tons per locomotive this
division in December, 1918, consumed an average of only
Lv.^^8 gal. of oil per 1000 gross ton miles, as against 16.29
This
gal. per 1000 gross ton miles in December, 1917.
Resulted in a saving of 1,024,554 gal. of oil on a ton mile
basis as compared to the consumption during the same
month of the previous year. At the current price of oil,
this means a saving of $36,128 on this one division alone.
Of course, we must attribute some of this saving to mechanical improvements, such as the superheater; also to the camjxiign of education among the enginemen and the co-operation which we have received from these employees, but
as stated before, the major portion of this saving has been
effected by the splendid increase that has been made in the
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power, is a condition that can In; covered
both the shipper and the railroad.
In
olluT words a condition of this kind is possilile, and where
is in effeit works out to the mutual advantage of lx)tii
it

the efficiency of

its

to the satisfaction

(}f

parties.

Division Secures 100 Per Cent Engine Efficiency

No

illustration of what can l>e accomplished in
and engine loading could ix; given than the record
obtained l)y the officers of our Los Angeles division during
the second week of January.
On the freight district from
better

full train

Yuma, Arizona, a distance of 122 miles,
hauled in average of 2.521 tons per locomotive, as against 1845 tons per engine for the same week in
1918, an increase on each train run of 476 tons per locomotive, giving the division 100 per cent engine efficiency
this year as against 86 per cent last year.
Indio,

Cal.,

to

this division

While
for

and origiany business and the conditions are ideal

this freight district is in desert territory

nates very

little if

oi^taining

splendid

engine

efficiency,

these

favorable

conditions do not detract from the fact that this splendid
increase in engine load was obtained only through the un-

divided attention and individual effort of the staff officers
on that division. The division handled a large number of
orange, perishable and high-class manifest trains, on which
it is necessary that schedule time be closely observed, and
it
was only through system and method that the officers
were able to load up their fast freight trains, together with
drag freight trains, to the extent of finally obtaining 100
per cent efficiency on the tonnage hauled by each engine
during this week.
To illustrate further the efforts of the
organization on this division, during this second week in
January each engine run on the four freight districts of
division, in the direction of the volume of business,
eastward, obtained 96 per cent efficiency in tons per engine,
which was the l)est record made, or the highest percentage
of efficiencv of anv division on the svstem.

the

average tons per locomotive.

Daily Records of Train Loading
furnishes statistics as a guide to operation,
statistics are furnished with promptness, it is not necessary for the divisions to wait for the
auditor's figures to keep abreast of their showing in train
The divisions that are successfully
and engine loading.
handling a good engine load, are the ones that are tabu-

Our company

and although

these

''$750.000MQ\

/If/.//

W

lating in statement form from day to day the number of
tons handled in the direction of the volume of business,
taken from their train sheets, and the average tons per

engine,

showing how their performance today

compares

with their record on the same day of the previous year.
High speed freight trains means light loaded locomotives and detract from engine efficiency and increase the
One of the discouraging features
consumption of fuel.
that operating officers are called upon to contend with is
the burden placed upon them for fast freight train service.
These demands are usually the result of an endeavor to
meet some competitive feature of service, and while appreciating the necessity, from a competitive standpoint, for the

establishment of such fast schedules, it must be understood
that wherever conditions of this kind are met we throw
away the opportunity of building up an engine load and
engine efficiency that means increased net returns in the
operation of the property. It is not my experience that the

'hipping public is unreasonable in its demands for service.
.A freight train schedule arranged with a view of giving to the
-hi|;per and receiver of freight a dependable service and at the
.-ame time framed by the railroad with a view of maintaining

From

the

Macon Telegraph

"Cheer Up," Says Robin Redbreast

'

Treating

Water Reduces

Boiler Troubles

Great Northern Has Found Installation on 1,100
Miles of Main Lines Yields Excellent Results

By

C.

Herschel Koyl

Engineer of Water Service, Great Northern,

DURING

THE PAST six years the Great Northern has
been developing a system of water treating adapted to
its needs.
Of this the following is a brief description,
with some account of the waters, treating plants, methods of
inspection,

and

results.

The Great Northern

600 to 700
miles wide, just east of the Rocky mountains, which receives
less than the average rainfall and the waters of which contain more than the average dissolved mineral water, particularly of the sodium salts.
The trouble used to come
not alone from the amount of matter dissolved in the water,
but from its variety, because any boiler will leak and foam
if it receives alternately hard water and alkaline water.
The
principal work of the water treating plants has been to recrosses a strip of country

of these waters to a common standard of hardness
and for this essential we have installed a
plant at every water station on the treated water district.

duce

and

all

alkalinity,

Work was begun
than

in 1912 and now, in 1919, we have more
1,100 miles of exceedingly bad railroad water con-

St.

Paul Minn,

cause deep waters are so laden with sodium salts as to be
practically unusable.

The waters of the Great Plains of North Dakota and
Montana are divided into two classes at a line running
roughly north and south through Minot, S. D.
East of
deep waters are charged mostly with sodium
chloride (common salt); west of this line with sodium sulphate (Glauber's salt); and in each the charge is so heavy,
several hundred grains per gallon, as to make them imthis line the

possible as railroad waters.
Of the surface and sub-surface waters, all contain calcium bicarbonate and nearly

magnesium bicarbonate; while east of the Minot line
contain also calcium and magnesium sulphate, but
west of the Minot line sodium bicarbonate.
At Minot
these substances are so nearly balanced that in summer
the Mouse river contains 3 grains per gallon of sodium
carbonate and in winter 3 grains per gallon of magnesium
all

they

sulphate.
fication,

It

is

understood that this is a general classifew individual exceptions; but east

there being a

Map

of the Treated

Water

District

Minot locomotive flues and sheets accumulate scale and
burn, while west of Minot they alternately accumulate scale
and lose it, therefore, they get alternately hot and cool,
alternately expand tight in the flue sheet and contract from

of

verted into water satisfactory in all respects for its content
of sodium sulphate.
have practically abolished scale,
leaks due to water, and clogging of the injector and branch

We

We

have not altogether abolished foaming (due to
the accumulation of soft sludge deposited in the boiler from
the 3 grains per gallon of calcium carbonate unavoidably
left in the water when treated cold), but we seldom hear
about it. We have not abolished pitting and grooving (which
are not produced by chemical action of the water), but we
have had a set of tests running for some months from which
we hope to be able shortly to add something to the present
knowledge on this subject.
pipes.

The Waters
Many

interesting

and important problems are presented

on a road having so many kinds of water.

In Minnesota,

surface water of fair quality is plentiful in rivers and lakes,
and when these are not convenient to the railroad it is generally possible to get usable water in wells of moderate
depth.
West of Minnesota to the Rocky mountains, rail-

road water must be taken from the surface or near

it

be-

it,

and therefore

leak.

In each state there is also some excellent water flowing
south in gravel beds from isolated mountain peaks
the
Turtle mountains on the Canadian border of North Dakota and the Sweetgrass hills on the Canadian border of
Montana. In Dakota, just below the surface soil, is clay
of great depth, but lying in east and west waves so that
the troughs of the waves run north and south.
In the
course of years, these troughs have been nearly filled with
gravel and sand from the weather worn peaks of the Turtle
mountains, and all year long these gravel veins carry excellent water from the mountains south through Dakota.
I do not know the total number of these troughs nor their
length, but I am sure of four which are 60 miles long
each, and there are numerous shorter ones.
In Montana
somewhat similar conditions exist about the Sweetgrass hills.
Then we have a most interesting set of waters in shallow lakes which we use as reservoirs.
These lakes are
crowded with weeds and small fish. The water is supplied
by melting snow and rain. In summer, weeds and fish are
growing and the quality of the water is fair; but toward

—
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winter orRaiiii

daay

.sil.s

in,

of which the priMliu

I

i.>;

niarsli

water eventually hydrogen sulphide.
Before ice forms, this fjas escapes to the air; hut later the
escape is cut off and j^reat concentration takes place in the
water, with results to the boilers which are very serious.
Sweetwater Lake, so named by the Indians when the lake
probably had a current. i.s our most striking examf)le; and
before wc treated the water engines sometimes could not
make the main line from the roundhouse, although now wc

and

j{as,

liani

in

with conspicuous success.
Nearly all of the surface waters are growing \early
harder because of the more extended plowing of nearby
use

it

Still, in springtime, most of them arc fairly soft,
though thev grow gradually worse with the season until in
late winter several of the reservoirs and at least one of
the streams exccvd 100 grains per gallon in hardness.
For locomotive purposes all these waters must be put
into the same chemical condition, which is done except as

sodium hydrate into neusmlium sulphate, and (3) for the further weighting
and more rapid settling of particles of light suspended
(2)

for the conversion of caustic

tral

matter.

treatment with lime was the gift to the world, in
Dr. Thomas Clark, professor of chemistry in
Mareschal College, Aberdeen, Scotland; the treatment with
scxla ash was proposed l)y William Porter, an Isnglishman
'I'he

1840,

of

renowned for his advances in water softening, and the treatment with ferrous sulphate is my own device for preventing
after-precipitation and jiarticularly the clogging of the locomotive injector and branch pipe.

lands.

to the varying content of
is

the

aim

to

maintain

all

sodium sulphate or

chloride.

treated waters, clear

It

and color-

grains per gallon hardness and one extra grain
sodium hydrate. The treating plants are
of the "continuous" type with 40-min. mixing tanks fed
from the bottom, the plants varying in working capacity

less,

at

3

alkalinity due to

gal. per hour at the principal stations to
Each has an engine with two
on the branches.
pumps controlled by clutches, the pumps operating simul-

from

20,000

5,000
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The Results
in 1911 was for demonstration
purposes on the three stationary boilers of the roundhouse
These boilers had been fed from the hard
at Minot, N. D.
and dirty water of the Mouse river; had been washed, one
each day; had received the exclusive service of one boiler
maker; had been dismantled, thoroughly cleaned and the
flues retippcd or renewed each summer, and, even so, had
consumed $10,000 worth of coal per year and delivered about
The demonstration treating plant
$5,000 worth of steam.
consisted of an old wooden water car, partitioned, fitted with

The

first

treating plant

n

Water nvheet -^.^^ti

Wafer

ivhefl.

,/fShan

taneously, with the raw water pump delivering to a water
wheel which furnishes power for all the mixing devices and
the treated water pump working at the same rate and delivering to the track tank.

The" plant design has varied

in detail

from year

to year

of railroad wayside condiretained the essential feature of

we have gained experience

as

but it has always
40-min. mixing tank fed from the bottom this for the
reason that raw water and chemical reagents do not mingle
by diffusion in any practicable time and that experience
shows the necessity of a minimum of 25 min. mechanical
stirring if the reactions are to be completed in the mixing
tank and the precipitate deposited in the settling tank inThe mixing tank is fed from
stead of in the track tank.

tions,

—

a

the bottom so as to provide therein a mass of old precipitate for the cohesion of the microscopic and slow settling
particles which are nascent during the last reactions when

combining molecules are few. We do not use filters in any
form, and for wayside work have discarded automatic regulating devices and feed the chemical boxes every hour. Each
plant is housed and in winter is kept warm by a hot water
system distributed about the lower walls.
We put a pumper at each plant; a water inspector in
charge of each engine

and a general inspector

district, usually of 9 or 10 stations,
in charge of 5 or 6 district inspectors.

The Chemical Treatment
character of the treatment varies from plant to
plant with the character of the water, and may vary at
any plant from day to day; but all cases are covered by
the use in proper proportions of hydrated lime, soda ash

The

(sodium

monocarbonate)

and

sulphate

of

iron

(ferrous

sulphate).

Hydrated lime is used to extract the carbonic acid, which
brings about (1) the precipitation of the scale-making limestone carbonates (down to 3 grains per gallon or less),
sodium
(2) the conversion of sodium bicarbonate into
hydrate, and (3) the weighting of the particles of light
Soda ash is used to
suspended mud and organic slimes.
replace completely the scale-making limestone sulphate by

medium sulphate. Ferrous sulphate is used
for the treatment of the last 3 grains of calcium carbonate so that it will not clog the injector or branch pipe,

non-scaling
(1)

Plan and Sections of a Water Treating Plant
stirring apparatus, set in the roundhouse, connected at one
end with the track tank and at the other end with the staThe river water varied from a
tionary feed water heater.
colored, muddy, comparatively soft water in spring to a
comparatively clean water of 40 grains per gallon hardness
in late winter.
The treated water was kept throughout the
year colorless, clear and at a hardness of 3 grains per gallon (calcium carbonate) and at a total alkalinity of 5
grains per gallon, the extra 2 grains being sodium hydrate.
The results in the boilers were immediate. In 10 days
the shells and lower flues were clean, and when the loosened masses of scale above were broken so that they could
fall through between the flues the whole boiler interiors became clean. Thereafter for a year the flues were black
and the master mechanic reported for the year "no scale,
no leak and not a tool touched to a boiler." During this
vear, too. there was no lack of steam for any purpose and

:
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was a hitherto unknown "snap" to the tools operated
by compressed air. We burned as much coal as before, but
there

we made

twice as

.

much

steam.

Before the year was out instructions had been given for
equipping with treating plants the 10 water stations for locomotives on the engine district between Devils Lake and
Minot, and this was accomplished during the summer of
During the winter of 1911, with untreated water,
1912.
the Minot roundhouse handled an average of 600 engines
per month and maintained a certain force for boiler repairs
and washing; during the winter of 1912, the Minot roundhouse handled an average of 900 engines per month, of which
600 were from the untreated water sections and 300 from
the treated water district between Devils Lake and Minot,
and during this winter the crews for boiler repairs and
washing were the same as during the winter of 1911. This
looks as though the treated water boilers cost nothing for
washing or repairs, but the fact was that the other boilers all
took treated water at Minot before going to their hard water work and the effect of this one tankful of treated water
every two days was quite marked in their repair and washing bills.
The flue renewals at Minot roundhouse in 1911
with raw water were 491; in 1912, with heavier traffic and
raw water most of the year, were 676, and in 1913, with circumstances as stated above, the total renewals were only 183.
While the old scale was coming out of the l)oilers there
was considerable foaming, but this gradually disappeared,
and with freedom from leaks boiler operation became something of an exact science.
The effect on the locomotives
was such that since then the addition of treating plants has
been continuous, until now there are 77 in use, protecting
1,156 miles of traffic through the wheat fields and the cattle
country.
They are attached to every water station except
one from Devils Lake, N. D., west to Shelby, Mont., a distance of 652 miles; they run in the same manner from Shelby
soutlieast to Comanche, near Billings, Mont., a distance of
295 miles; they protect two important branches of 209 miles,
and there are 3 other plants where the division eqiiipment
is not yet complete.

The general benefits accruing to the railroad are the
usual saving in coal and in boiler repairs, and the saving
of time on the road, and the greatest of these is the saving of time on the road.
It is not merely that boilers do
not leak and fail; it is that the service is dependable, and
that every officer can reckon on speeding up his department
accordingly.

The following note, under date of January 20, 1919,
from the general master mechanic of the Central district
concerning the work on the Billings line, represents fairly
the conditions and results along the road.
"The treating
plants were put into operation between Great Falls and
Billings during October, November and December, 1917,
and we were able to have passenger power use treated water as early as October.
In December, 1916, we had 6 complete failures on the Billings district on account of flues
leaking.
In December, 1917, we had one partial failure,
and since that date we have not had an engine failure on
account of flues leaking nor have we heard of flues leaking
between Great Falls and Billings.
"We used to bombard crown sheets on this district once
a month to remove scale that adhered around crown bolts
and stays. The stationary boilers at Judith Gap had to
be washed once a week and crown sheets scraped in order
to keep scale off sheets.
The boilers now go 30 days and
there is no scale.
"Before treated water was used our helper engines at
Armington could not stay in service over 5 days on account of flues leaking, and the Neihart engine which laid
over at Armington had to come in once a week.
But since
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Armington water has been treated the engines stay 30 days,
which time tliey are brought in for monthly inspection and

at

washout.

"Gcrber
has done.

is

the best

illustration

of

what water treating

Our Sand Coulee engines use

this water only,
sometimes used to last six months, but
never longer. Since Gerbcr water has been treated the scale
has all come off from stays, crown bolts and flues; and with
the aid of a little kerosene the flues and sheets in engine
1204 are as clean as the day she came out of the shop. This
engine has now been in service on this one district 15 months
as against a maximum life of 6 months with untreated water.
"I cannot say that treated water has reduced our boiler
washing, because, on account of the concentration of sodium sulphate and the sludge in the mudring, we think
it best not only to change water, but to wash
every round

and a

set of flues

trip, the

On

same

the

as before."

Montana

division main line from Williston west
Cut Bank, a distance of 420 miles, treating plants were
installed during the autumn of 1914.
Improvement in
locomotives and in service followed at once, and increase
regularly was evident until in February, 1915, a comparison with the month of February, 1914, under practically the same weather conditions, gave the following
to

results
Boiler repair and washint;, hour.s per week..
Boiler failures on the road

1914

1915

2,000

1.000

Average Tons Per Train
1914
Williston to Glasgow (West)
Williston to Glasgow (East)
(jiasgow to Havre (West)....
.

.

Glasgow to Havre (East)....
Havre to Cut Bank (West)
Havre to Cut Bank (East)...
Whole main line
.

.

191.1

Tons

Per cent

1,1.SO

1,691

511

43!/.

1,602
1.192
1,810

2,152
1,769
2,297

550

34
47 m;
27
33

936

1,241

1,466
1,364

2,134
1,881

577
4?7
305
668
517

45^
38

In February, 1919, operating conditions in Montana
were quite different and most of those engines were working on other divisions.
One remains, however, to prove not
only that the loading exceeded that of February, 1915, but
that the time was less.
Our boiler washing on treated water districts averages
about half what it used to be.
The roundhouse cost of
handling an engine is much reduced. If we succeed in doing
away with pitting and grooving, boiler repairs will be almost
nil.

No one need expect to get perfect boiler service the first
year after installing a set of treating plants, because there
are many things other than water which will make a locomoIn the old hard water days, if a boiler
tive boiler leak.
it was easiest to blame it on the water and let it go.
But in our case we found that, with treated water, boilers
would go through a North Dakota or Montana winter without a sign of leak, and then the first warm day in spring there
would be an epidemic; and it took a long time to trace this

leaked,

to a

tendency of inexperienced firemen to imagine that a sun
air to the tempera-

which was hot on the back raised outside
ture of the firebox.

be found, too, that in hilly districts there is a condown grade to permit thin spots in the
firebox and consequent local flue cliilling, and there are other
causes of unequal heating and of resultant flue leaking well
known to boiler men. In l)ad water districts so much has
been blamed on the water that these other matters have not
received as much attention as they deserved; but with the
advent of treated water and the co-operation of everyone connected with the boiler service in making a careful report of
every case of leaking, we are gradually running down these
causes and endeavoring to eliminate them.
This is a cold country for a short time every winter and
water-treating plants must be carefully housed and heated.
It will

stant tendency on the
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Tlio

of

ctxst

tlu>

liousinj;

and

tlic

lu-atiiiR

apparatus

is

more

than tlu' cost of tho i>lant projuT, l)ut it is a necessity, for in
winter tlie water is worst and must l)e most carefully treated;
in wintiT engines re(|uire more water than in summer 1k'cause of the hiatin,i» and other extra work they do, in winter
there are more engines for the same traffic because the trains
are shorter, in winter much water is wasted at coadi hydrants
and other places to keep the pipes and hose from freezing,
in winter the men are all under strain and a frozen pipe line
or a failure at a treating plant might disarrange traffic very
badly.

Not onlv are our plants costly in construction because of
the climate and the service we aim to give, but also our operating expcn.ses arc heavT because of the constant patrol and
Improperly treated water is little
inspection maintained.
and the amount of treatment depends not alone on the kind of raw water (which itself may change 20 grains per gallon over night), but on the
rate of |)umping, which ma\' be affected 10 per cent or more
by an ol)structed suction, a flaw in the pump packing, some
derangement of the jiumping engine, a drop in the voltage of
an electric current, or other causes; and under our rule "Get
better than water not treated at all;

it happens, not after," the inspector's duty is not
onlv the regular and frequent examination of the character of
the treated water, but the examination, as regular and frequent, of all the appliances which affect the operation of, or
the rate of water flow to, the plant. For this reason, our wa-

there before
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of our punij)

re[)airers.

sending of a weekly water sam[)le to a hemist a couple
away is good enough for rc('f)r(l |)urposes;
but how is the chemist to know whv the treated water is not
corrert, f)r how is he to know tiiat the i)inn[) will not l)e repaired tiy the time the pumper rcTeives the data for tli'
changed treatment ?
I have seen many abandoned watertreating plants on railroads and in other |)laces, but never one
wliich had been regularly inspected on the ground.
The
value of a projjcrly run treating plant for Uromotive service
is so much greater than the cost of insj)ection, with interest
and depreciation on its cost of construction, and the value of
one imj)roperly run is so small that I think there is no quesWhat is worth doing at all is worth doing
tion of method.
well. I have never known a ca.se of Icxomotive j)riming with
properly treated water which I did not consider traceable
to the accumulation of sludge from the last 3 grains per
gallon of calcium carI)onate which cannot be taken out while
the water is cold, and I am confidently Iwjking forward to
the time when all Ijoilcrs will have blow-offs in the front and
back ends as well as in the throat sheet, all operated from the
rah, or similarly operated blow-offs connected to properly
perforated pipes inside the boiler bottom and the mud ring.
Then 5 seconds' blowing would do more good than 60 seconds'
blowing under present conditions, and there would be almost no necessity for boiler washing.
'I'lie

(

of hundred miles

Railw^ay Developments in Foreign Countries
New

Corporation Organized

in

and Private Enterprises
IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENT in cxport trade is contained in the announcement Monday of the incorporation under the laws of Delaware of the Foreign Bond
Share Corporation. The purpose of the corporation, accord-

AN
&

ing to the statement issued by the Guaranty Trust Company
of New York, is to finance public and private enterprises in
Central and South America, the Far East, Europe, and other
It will also sell to American investors
parts of the world.
either the debentures of the corporation, which will be covered by the deposit of the securities of these foreign compaIt is the intention

America
in

to

Finance Public

Foreign Countries

sociated with National

Bank

of

Commerce

—

all of St.

Louis;

and the Central Trust Company of Chicago. Other institutions which have expressed their desire to take part in the enterprise will be announced later.

The

directors of the corporation are:

John Henry
Brothers

Hammond

and Thatcher M. Brown, Brown

&

Co.; Frederick Strauss and William P. Philips,
Albert Breton and Harold Stanley,
J. & W. Seligman & Co.
Guaranty Trust Company of New York; E. V. R. Thayer
and R. I. Barr, Chase Securities Corporation; James N.
;

Central Union Trust Company
Howard Bayne, Columbia Trust Company;

New

nies, or the foreign securities themselves.

Wallace,

of this corporation to reach all investors in the United States.
The Foreign Bond & Share Corporation has an authorized

Charles Hayden,
Hayden, Stone & Company; John Sherwin, First Trust &
Savings Company; R. S. Hecht, Hibernia Bank & Trust
Company; Herbert FleishhackeT, Anglo & London Paris National Bank; Adolfo Stahl of New York and Guatemala;
J. Hugh Powers, Mercantile Trust Company; Breckinridge
Jones, Mississippi Valley Trust Company; J. G. Lonsdale,
National Bank of Commerce; Joseph E. Otis, Central Trust
Company of Illinois; and Ernest Gregory, First National
Corporation of Boston, and Maurice Hely Hutchinson.
A number of the subscribers of the Foreign Bond & Share
Corporation are now actively identified with the Asia Banking Corporation, Mercantile Bank of the Americas, the
American Foreign Banking Corporation, Banco Mercantile

capital stock consisting of 100,000 shares of common stock,
of the par value of $100 each, and 3,000 shares, with no par

known

value,
capital

as "participating certificates,"

and a subscribed

and surplus of $3,000,000.

understood, the statement says, that the state departparticularly interested in the development of trade
in the manner proposed by the Foreign Bond & Share CorIt is

ment

is

poration.

organizers of this corporation include private bankand some of the strongest financial institutions
Among them are Browoi
throughout the United States.

The

ing firms

& Co., J. & W. Seligman & Co., Guaranty Trust
Company, Chase Securities Corporation, Central Union
Trust Company, Columbia Trust Company, Hayden, Stone
Brothers

—

all of New York; First National Corporation of
Co.
Boston; Hibernia Bank and Trust Company, New Orleans;
First Trust & Savings Company, Cleveland; Anglo & London
Paris National Bank, San Francisco; Mercantile Trust Company, Mississippi Valley Trust Company, and interests as-

&

of

York;

Americano del Cuba, the China & Japan Trading Company,
and other American financial institutions which have

many parts of the world. The statement brings
out the necessity of investment abroad for foreign trade.
"Latin- American, Asiatic, and other countries undeveloped
economically, will buy merchandise from the nation which
This has been the
places capital at their disposal, it says.
branches in
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lii

story of

undeveloped countries.

of the success of the British,
j

j

It is

in large the secret

German, and French trade

in

such countries in the past.
"As regards the European countries, they now owe the
United States such enormous sums that the mere problem of
exchange necessitates the taking of foreign securities by the
American public in payment for our exports of merchandise
to Europe, if such exports are to continue in anything like
their present volume.

"In the past London has been the great international market for the securities of every government of the earth and of
the industries that were among the principal sources of nawealth.
British investors always have been large
buyers of such securities. The new-found financial position
of the United States should result in a similar appreciation
on the part of American investors of this factor, which is vital
tional

our foreign commerce.
"Rates of investment return in Latin-American, Asiatic,
and other countries needing development are higher than in
There is no reason why, under careful
the United States.
supervision, the American investor should not be given the
benefit of such attractive rates of investment return, and at
the same time have the protection of good security.
"England, France, and Germany in the past have done
most of the financing necessary for the development of foreign
countries, and have reaped the benefits; but, as they are no
longer in a position to supply the amount of capital needed
to the future of

for this purpose,

Americans must furnish the larger part of

it

from now on."
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of traffic, correspond really to an increase in capital.
It is
expected that these periodical loans, to be made after the

$32,000,000 loan, will amount to an average of $3,000,000
The $32,000,000 will be invested systematically between 1919 and 1925 and the greater amount of this sum
will Idc disposed of during 1920, 1921 and 1922.
"The materials to be bought comply in general with the
yearly.

specifications in use in this country,
to the

manufacturers here

ferent

items:

I

insert a

Electric lines,

and as

it

feeders

and sub-stations,

$2,-

300,000; electric locomotives, $2,100,000, which materials
will be used in the electrification of the railway between Valparaiso and Santiago; rolling stock, $5,200,000; railroad
shops, $3,100,000; couplers and air brakes, $1,640,000;
electric signal system, $1,500,000; reconstruction and reenforcing of bridges, $1,200,000; sidings and double tracking,
$2,820,000; coal storages, $800,000; ballast cars, $364,000;
buildings,
warehouses,
machine shops and platforms,
$3,600,000.

"Up to date about ten millions have been .spent in purchasing equipment belonging to the different items above listed,
nearly all of which has been bought in this country.
"It is natural to expect that the country where the loan is
placed will get preference in the sale of materials when the
offers are as advantageous as those from other sources.
This

makes the placing

of the loan

more

interesting for

American

investors, as they will not only obtain the benefit of the interest,

but also the benefits that indirectly come to them or
the different branches of the industries
orders are placed."

their associates in

when
Chilean Railways to

of interest

is

rough outline of the dif-

•

Buy Equipment
Uruguay East Coast Railway

Felix Nieto Del Rio, of the staff of the Diario Ilustrado,

Santiago, in an article written for The Sun (New York), is
authority for the statement that Chile hopes to borrow $32,-

000,000, most of which will be spent during the next three
years for railway equipment.
Industrial progress, together with agricultural develop-

ment due to expanses of land recently irrigated, and the
more extensive cultivation of the soil brought about by the increase of population and higher prices of the products, has

make the Chilean railway system, of
which the greater part belongs to the State, incapable of meeting the demand on it, and in this way is jeopardizing the com-

threatened, he says, to

ing prosperity

if its

deficiencies are not corrected in time.

The remainder of his article follows:
"The total number of ton kilometers

transported through

the South Central Lines of the Chilean State Railways was:
Seventy-nine per cent greater in 1909 than in 1901, 87 per

cent greater in 1910 than in 1902, 99 per cent greater in 1911
than in 1903, 105 per cent greater in 1912 than in 1904, and
106 per cent greater in 1913 than in 1905.
"A similar proportion in the increase of passenger traffic
was found, the percentages above being replaced respectively
by these figures 93 per cent, 92 per cent, 87 per cent, 107
per cent.
"The Chilean Government, due to the actual economic conditions of the country, expects that in the coming years the
traffic will continue to increase in the same propor-

railway

and has decided to place in the foreign markets the loan
had been agreed upon to place in the year 1914, but
which had been postponed on account of the war, increasing
it
to $32,000,000.
With this resolution the government
initiated the policy that determined the law authorizing the

tion,

that

it

•

To

provide the Chilean State railways with
the sufficient and adequate equipment necessary to maintain
a correct and efficient service, and in the future increase this
equipment systematically following the requirements of the
production and commerce of the country.
"These investments, required periodically by the increase
loan, that

is:

Latest advices are to the effect that the Senate of Uruguay
has passed a bill without amendment authorizing the purchase by the state of the Uruguay East Coast Railway and
the construction of a branch line from La Paloma to Rocha.

The government was urged

to proceed with the construction

of the latter without delay, although

would

cost

$40,000 per kilometre

it

was estimated that

it

at the present time.

Germans Ousted From Chinese Railroad Loans
The Chinese

Cabinet, sa)s an Associated Press despatch,
has agreed to a request by the British, American and French
governments that German capital be dissociated from the
four-Power railway loan agreement concluded by the Chinese
government in 1911, under which each financial group contracted for the construction of assigned sections of the

Han-

kow-Szechuan line.
powers the German

In deference to the wishes of the allied
interests will not be assigned to any other
nationality but will be divided among the Americans, British
and French.

Special Correspondence from China
Pekixo, March

During
director

the

5.

days of December, the managing
Peking Suiyuan line negotiated a loan

closing

of the
with Japanese capitalists in the amount of Yen 4,000,000
($2,000,000), with the line as security. A further provision
gives the same capitalists preference whenever
foreign

money

is to be used for extensions to the line.
The American
firm of Siems-Carey under its opinion on the construction
of 1,600 miles of line in China, has marked out a route

branching from the further extremeity of this line, but which
was given up temporarily under a protest from Russian
firm of Siems-Carey under its option on the construction
anese loan by two years, it is not anticipated that the American firm will raise any opposition.
American firms never
have successfully resisted pressure from other nations in
China.
But the loan is particularly interesting as an indi-

.
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govenimcnl as to
from tlir very
The puri)ose of tlie loan has
It has no funded debt.
first.
So the inference is that the funds will
not been Riven out.
be loaned to the government for administrative purposes.
Up to the present the Chinese have l)een proud of the fact
that the I'elvinii Suiyuan line was "all ("liine.se,"— buill l)y
Chine.se engineers and with Chinese money, operated entirely
by Chinese forces. That they should now mortgage it to
Japanese is ven' significant.
ration of

funds,

<litTiiultic.'>

tin-

'riii.s

of

llic

Exports of Locomotives

February

in

The exports of locomotives in February totaled HS with a
value of $2,584,260, as compared with 87 in Januar)', valued
The figures compiled by the Division of Staat $,1.076, .543.
ronimcrce
show that nearly one-half the locomotives exported in February from the standpoint of value were shipped to France.
The larger part of the remainder were divided among Italy,

tistics

of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Cuba and Fgypt.
The figures in detail

Exports

("liiiiose

lino lias been ojieralid at a profit

Vol. 66, No.

of

(onsiderable incrca.sc over January, according to the figures
tiy the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

compiled

Exports of rails totaled 66,900 tons with a value of $6,023,982, as compared with 65,024 tons valued at $4,221,563
Spikes exported in February reached a value of
in January.
$258,073, as compared with $189,408 in January, while
switches, frogs, etc., exported amounted to $905,264 as
against $543,3.50 in January. Over half the total of all thni
were consigned to France. The figures in detail were as follows:
1

Tons

2,252,960

i65!222

422
49,400

1,567

"532

3.OO0

164
20,254

HcUium
France

Norway

689,500

France

ii

1,1 26,-380

Mexico
Rarbadob

2,000
17,200
9,000
7,245
41,885

I'aiiama

England

1

Canada
Mexico

2

Trinidad and Tobago

1

1.250
15,000
21,400
9,800

Cuba

12

223,42.5

Chile

2

Peru
Japan

1

14,670
11.000
31,350
24,325
117,221

1

4

Philippine Islands

>

Egypt

2

lamaica

2,584,260

Cuba
Fiench West

The

Denmark
Italv

England
Canada

Panama
Mexico

Cuba
Dominican Republic
Argentina
Brazil

Peru
Venezuela
Japanese China
Straits Settlements

Japan
Australia

New

Zealand

British South Africa

Total

16,700
33,465
18.985
111.589

79
147
9,845

76

"sisw

""424

68
59

7,000
3,095

Ilominican

Republic

.

38,704

9

689

2,952

184,189

51

2,000

115

77

"4,227

IVazil
Cnilc
( olombi;
British Guiaiia

4.232
1,853
1,966

4

"445

233

14,710
3,712
41,893

230.740
23,000
28,000
4,050

....

Pciu

;

280

42,111

2.986

54
52
70,938

400
18,233
9,000
113,27^
4,021

3'.o6c

158

51
571

""239
46,198

Uiuguay

1,075

Venezuela

"ii447

Ciinia

'apanese China
Stiails Settlements
n>ittli East Indies.
Frcuch East Indies
.

.

13,440

123,734
7,600

Australia
Philipnine Islands

South

'?9!65i
14,329

223

""835

.

""35i

36;7Si

3,474

268,102

" "826

'56',269

117

6,775

5,520
324

66.900

6.023.982

905,264

5,132

14,926
3,825
18,577

240

470

37

13,800

539

.Africa

4.206,228

Exports of Cars in February

The Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce has added to its detailed compilations of
exports of railway material which it began for January a
similar compilation for exports of freight and passenger cars.
The exports for February were in detail as follows:

Countries

ei

ger

Freight and other

Number

Dollars

Number

219

40,708

50
6

Cuba

6

'

96.666

47
379
55
12

Chile

1

-507

12,979
7,952

'4,643

2,023

Pas

Dollars

'

800

figures in detail follow:

Countries

""717
76

r.olivia

Total

about one-fifth to Canada.

1J4
.060

639
503

Sl,!26
Indie*^...

The exports of car wheels and axles in Februar)-, totaling
$541,630, were double those of January when exports of these

The figures
commodities were made, valued at $278,393.
of
as compiled by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, show that nearly one-half
the February total was consigned to "Japanese China," and

29
21,606
135

ic4;28i

Other Br. West Indies

Pritr-h

Exports of Car Wheels and Axles

1

8,000

Siam

85

18,307

"2,665

'frinidaii

lapan

Total

8,094
467,701
88,402
695
1,089

Honduras

r.ritiih

.\icaragita

962.650
25,800

Dollars

Dollars
24,260
4,847,312
298,135

Kngland

Dollars

2

3,476
383

Italy

Netncrlands

Nunil)er
21

Switclie.i,

frogs, cic

Dollars^

Costa Uira
fiualcmala
Ilpnauras

Spain

Rails of steel

siiikcs

Pounds

Countries

Countries
Italy

Railway Track Material

l%xports of railway track material in leljruary siiowed a

Ci^i.ada

follow:

17

Dollars
112,600
12,000
110.180
513,041
27,105
23,100
1,225

110

1

Dulch East Indies.
Russia

m

.

2
30

.

Asia

5,200
152,567

225

Total

1,281

33,309
25,354
4,647
129
238,945
5,500
22,839
7,128
67
454

541,630

Americans Are Speeding Up Trans-Siberian
Railway
Some improvement

is

noticeable in the operation of the

Trans-Siberian Railway since the Inter-Allied Railway Mission began its work, representatives of the mission say, although the mission has done nothing beyond making a preliminary investigation, says a Canadian press despatch. The
reason for the improvement is believed to be due to the fact
that .Allied officers have been visiting the various stations and
jogging up the local officials.
The Trans-Baikal line is hampered seriously by the opera-
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tions

of General

much needed
Rumors

have caused the

officials

Three-Minute Railway Strike
on May 1

in

France

Press despatches from Paris report that the role to be
played by the railroad men in the May 1 demonstration has
been decided by the General Federation of Labor to consist
in the main feature of a three-minute stoppage of trains at
or about 10 o'clock in the morning.
The stoppage is to be
entered in the train logs as "The manifestation of May 1, by
order of the Federation."
The central office and workshop
staffs will lay off for 24 hours, while the depot staffs will
stop work for periods of from IS minutes to three hours, according to the nature of their service.
The union's instructions explicitly state that the stoppages
must not in any way endanger the public, special gangs being
assigned to make any urgent repairs necessary to the tracks,
etc., and the union expressly disclaims all responsibility for
individual acts done outside of its instructions.
This decision followed a meeting on April 15 at which the
delegates of the unions of the railroad workers, miners, dock
workers, metal workers, sailors and general transport workers

decided to unite in efforts to obtain recognition of the demands of the workers, especially an eight-hour day and increased wages.
Delegates recognized that the demands of individual
unions had been satisfied in many cases, but decided that the
members of tlie unions should not work on May Day, in order
to

show the power

spirit of solidarity.

of the organized

working classes and the

They adopted

a resolution, giving the
The first part, dealing

results of the negotiations in detail.

with the railroad union said that definite engagements had
been made regarding the eight-hour day and the scale of
wages, and that two commissions are in session arranging
details.

London Business

Interests

Transport

Oppose

British

Bill

Representatives of a number of business associations meeting in London recently brought out strong arguments against
the proposed Ministry of Ways and Communications Bill
and passed resolutions strongly opposing particularly the inclusion of the control over public docks and piers and any
alteration in the existing control and management of the Port
It was declared that the work of the Port of London authority was complex and efficient and that it was better to let well enough alone.
The bill was perilously overweighted, the meeting declared,
and there were other grave objections, the most striking of
which was that arbitrary powers were conferred on the minister to override the statutory rights of the undertakings which
he was to control. Another objection, greatly affecting London, was the inclusion of the docks in the general scheme.
Before that was done some good argument for their inclusion

of London.

should be brought forw-ard.

The ground
sential to the

On

February 20, by ministerial order, the managing di-

rector of the I'eking-Suiyuan railway

of Bolshevik uprisings

to use the greatest vigilance in operating the trains.

A

Foreign Railway Notes

Semenoff, whose armored trains demand
and whose levies on railway funds

rolling stock

tend to disorganization.
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the minister took was that the docks were esscheme because they were the great terminal

points of the railways. That was not a correct expression so
far as London was concerned, it was brought out, for 90 per
cent of the produce imported into London docks did not pass
on to the railway lines direct from the ship. Besides, vast
quantities of goods came into London that never passed at
all on to the railway lines, but were reshipped to the near
continental or coastwise ports.

was created

director of

Subsequent reports state that ten HandleyPage machines have been purchased through the Peking
Syndicate for use between Kalgan and Urga.
These machines are said to be capable of carrying 20 passengers or
three tons of freight, and will make the complete trip in ten
hours.
At present by caravan the trip requires 30 days and
by automobile from three to five days. During winter, six
months of the year the route is closed by snow. An unconfirmed report gives that a loan of $10,000,000 (Mex.) has
been obtained from Japanese sources for the development
aerial navigation.

—

—

of aerial navigation.

The Taokow Chinghua line is about to begin work upon
a branch line of 37 miles from Chinghuachen to Menghsien.
The latter point is on the Yellow river, which offers a means
of distributing a considerable portion of the coal business
arising some ten miles east of Chinghuachen.
Due to the
poor navigability of the river during a large portion of the
year, it is not anticipated that any large tonnage will be
diverted from the usual rail haul to the Peking-Hankow line.
The funds are being supplied by the Peking Syndicate,
owner of the mines in question.

The Peking-Suiyuan line is about to begin work upon a
short branch line to an iron mine a little north of Kalgan.
The principal stockholders in the mine are the managing
Peking-Suiyuan railway, the Minister of Communications, the former Minister to Japan, now head of the
Japanese Exchange Bank of China, and other high officials
in the present government.
It is understood that ore will
be shipped to the Hangyang Iron Works at Hangyang, about
1,000 miles to the south. The latter is under contract to sell
its entire output to Japanese merchants.
director of the

On

February 22, the Standing Committee of the UnificaRailway Accounts and Statistics finished its labors
upon a standard set of forms with rules to govern to be
used at all stations for accounting purposes.
While ministerial sanction is necessary before the standardized system
tion of

is in force, it is believed that this will be forthcoming.
Six
months' preparation will be required upon lines using the
daily system of reports. All of the French lines come under
this category.
The committee will next attempt to standard-

ize store accounts

The through

and construction accounts.

administration has recently perfected
plans for the interchange of rolling stock upon the basis of
equivalent tonnage.
That is, no obligation will rest with
respect to the return of a particular car, but per diem
charges will be calculated upon the difference in toimage borrowed and tonnage lent. Settlements will be made through
the Clearing House in the Ministry of Communications.

No

traffic

subject has given rise to

Peking than the

more heated discussion in

unofficial proposal to consolidate the foreign

Chinese railways. British and American policy
decidedly pro, Japanese influence is con, while French
interests seem to have adopted a waiting attitude.
Chinese
opinion is distinctly divided.
The Minister of Communications is opposed.
Outside of his following, official and
unofficial opinion is favorable.
interests in
is

Disastrous Collision in France

By

between a passenger train and a standing
LeMans, France, on the 17th of April,
16 American and 17 French soldiers were killed and 45 persons were injured.
a

train at

collision

Crisse, near

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Tie Producers Urge Restoration of Competitive Buying
of

Employees and Pay on Class

— Number

Roads

I

Wasiiingion.

RAILROAD
TiiK
tion

contracts

ADMIMSTRATION has cxccutcd coinpeiisawitli the Port Camden Ferry Company,

providing for an annual payment of $401,556, and the
Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic providing for an annual
payment of $80,647.

sliould

In-

I).

C.

ijurihased in aicordance with national standard

specifications,
2.
All ties should i)e inspected i)y regional inspectors in
accordance with standard rules for api)lication of the si)cci-

fications.

Individual roads should enter into contracts for their
requirements direct with responsible tie prrxlucers, filing
copies of the contracts with the Railroad Admmi.stration.
4
^u contracts should Ijc awarded only after fair and
opg^ competition has developed the lowest price per tie obtainable from responsible tie producers,
'phg statement also included other detailed suggestions,
.5.

Locomotives Returned to

^

Home Roads

^'^

Practically all of the IcKomotives that have been used
during the [xist year on railroads other than those of their
owners, in accordance with the Railroad Administration's
plan of p(K)ling facilities, have now been returned to their
home roads or are in repair shops on their way home. Instructions were issued about March 1 that when leased locomotives could be returned to their owning roads without
inconvenience and without serious interruption to traffic
it
should l)e done as a large numl:)er of the roads at that
lime had locomotives of their own in storage. Nearly 800
locomotives at that time were being operated under lease by
They have been repaired
roads other than their owners.
and put in good shape before return at the shops where
In many cases,
the work could be most conveniently done.
particularly where locomotives were returned from eastern
or southern roads to the western lines, it was necessary to
Use very roundabout routes because of insufficient dearance.

^kt
u
Number
andj Compensation
/->

Operating

wage

„.

„

,

.

.^,

^.

President John W. Fristoe and a committee representing
the National Association of Tie Producers called on officers
of the Division of Purchases at Washington last week to
urge changes in the methods of the Railroad Administration
in the purchase of cross ties for the purpose of restoring

The committee precompetitive buying by the railroads.
sented a statement regarding conditions affecting the production and purchase of ties, together with a series of spedfie

suggestions, which were taken under advisement for a
reply when the director of purchases, Henry B

definite

Spencer, returns from a western trip, but no encouragement
was held out to the tie producers to thmk that the present
plan, bv which each railroad acts as the agent for the other
railroads in the purchase of ties, would be done away with.

...

1

following plan:
The railroad should register their annual cross
1.
requirements with the Division of Purchases and all

District

^^^n^t^on-V.V.V.::-/.
Pocahontas Region
^rthwes.f/n^'^Re.ion:; ::::::
Central Western Region
Southwestern Region

,

;

effect of the

The

g^h^'^fidPa'nr'Sisirict •:::::::

•

roads on which ties are produced should continue to purchase at present prices such ties as are offered up to Novemthat any railroad may immediately enter into conber 1
tracts with individual tie producers at prices not to exceed
those now in effect at point of shipment up to November 1,
provided the quantities and kinds of ties contracted for are
approved by the Railroad Administration; that all cross
ties should be inspected by regional inspectors at the point
of shipment and that the purchase of cross ties for delivery
after November 1 should be made in accordance with the

which shows the

cent, the

Mew EnRiand

the specifications.
,.
H appre.nnr^
The statement presented by the committee expressed
ciation and endorsement of the principle of standard specifications for cross ties as a step toward permanent improve1
r c
J „
„.,J
the plan of fixed prices and
made ito xu
The specific suggestions were that

Section,

average increase in unit compensation
range being from a 20 per cent reduction
for general officers receiving $3,000 per annum and upwards, up to 98 per cent for structural iron workers and 99
^^^^^ ^^^ ..^^^
^^^ employees."
^j^^ .^^^^^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ employees was 145,026 or
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^
g
compensation per employee in
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^25, as compared with about $90 in
^^
December, 1917. This would amount to an average of
^^ compared with an average for the year
^^ ^qq
^^^^ ^^ -^ qq^
^j^^ .^^^^^^^ '.^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ emplovees was the greatest
.^ ^j^^ territory where the war traffic had been concentrated,
^^^^^j .^ ^^^ Allegheny region, where the increase was 15.4
^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ percentage of increase in the
^^^^^ employees by regions and districts is as follows:

to

ment, but objection was
limitations of markets.

Statistics

of railway employees, together with the numbers, the days
and hours worked, the compensation per day and per hour,
and the percentage of change in the unit compensation for
each of the 68 classes prescribed by the Interstate Commerce

produce as many ties as possible with
the assurance that there would be a market for aH that meet

Thev were urged

1

increases during 1918 as between the different classes

was 48 per

Tie Producers Ask Restoration of Competitfve Baying

tEmployees

1919, pay roll of the Class I railroads under
federal control was $230,800,589 for 1,848,774 employees,
as compared with $153,039,988 for 1,703,748 employees in
December, 1917, according to a statement compiled by the

Commission.

•

r

of

The January,

^'m/.^'

^'i"}"?!'"'

Efcrll^'.

89.822

87,324

2.»

'foUt

tS

'If.lll

l.t

Vslfd

58,028

51,390

ik'4
12.9

lllfut

f&7
285,226

300.833
161,724

151,615

lo.s
s.4
6.7

The number of days worked in January for those employees whose time is reported by days was 6,156,896, as
compared with 5,819,461 in December, 1917, and the number of hours worked, for those reported on an hourly basis,
was

391,444,564 as compared with 387,696,988.
The
1,644,000 employees paid by the hour worked an average
of 238 hours in January, 1919, whereas 1,507,000 in December, 1917, worked an average of 257 hours.
The average
daily compensation for those reported by the day increased
from $3.52 to $4.83, and the average per hour from $.342
The weighted average for the increase is 48 per
to $.514.
cent.

tie

ties

The average daily compensation of general officers receiving over $3,000 per annum shows a decrease of 20 per cent,
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EMPLOYEES AND THKIK COMPENSATION
Month

of January, 1919,

Compared with Month of DECEMtEK,

Number

191/

Class

of employees

Dec

Class of employee

Division
Division

officers.
officers,
officers,
officers,

$3,000

p. a.

antl

below $3,000 per

upwards

4,251
3,201
1,717
9,419

annum

$3,000 p. a, and upwards
below $3,000 per annum
upwards (except No. i7)
annum (except No. 37)

Clerks, $S/00 p. a. and
Clerks, below $900 per

108,185
86,912
8,810
10.810
7,786
39,443

Messer.gLTs and attendants
Assistant engineers and draftsmen
M. W. & S. faremen (excluding Nos. 10 and 28)
Section foremen

foremen

Gei.eral

—M

E.

Gang and other foremen

—department
M. E. department

1,665

18,429
42,973
13,469
8,369

Machinists
Boiler

makers

Blacksmiths

Masons and bricklayers

men

Car inspectors
Car repaireis
Other skilled laborers
apprentices

helpers ar.d

men

Section

Other

unskilled laborers
For.'men of construction gangs and work trains
Other men in constructior. gangs and work trains

119,215
88,841
42,182
298,164

281,871
289,067
237,528
1,178,324
53,019
648.421

242,015
288,585
226,174
1,138,383
45,168
532,500

2,239
28,651
5,245
1,342

emplo.vees
desp.itchers and directors
Telegraphers, telephoners and block operators
Telegraphers and telephoners operating ir.terlockers
Levermen (non-telegraphers)
Telegrapher-clerks

510

traffic

Agent-telegraphers
Station agents (non-te!egraphersJ
Station masters and assistants
Station service employees (except Nos.

614
(i,

^7, 38, 39,

33,262
34,133
10,200

40 ai.d 66)

110,647
3.835
3,080
20,355

Vardmasters

Yar Imasters' assistants (not vard clerks)
Yard engineers and niotormen
Yard firemen and helpers
Yard conductors (or foremen)
Yard brakemen (switchmen or heli>ers)
Yard switch tenders

20.8

441,531
19,518

452.606
19,520

126,571
109,475

124,312
93,484

'1

20,362
50.874
4.841
3.663
8,493

Other yard employees
Hostlers
Engii.ehousc-men
Road freight engineers and niotormen
Road freight firemen and helpers
Koad freight conductors
Road freight brakemen and flagmen
Road passengei engineers and motormei
Road passenger firemen and helpers
Road passenger ffonduclors
Road passenger baggagemen
Road passenger brakemen ar.d flagmen
Other road train employees
Crossing flagmen and gatemen
Drawbridge operators
Floating equipment employees

60 439
32,923
35.549
26,320
,

,

Express service employees
Policemen and watchmen
Other transportation employees
All other employees

5.532
14.362
3.697
15,569
1,267
8,243

Dec.,

1919

1917

47,108,809
1,515,966

24,088,379
20,716,997

12,592,995
4,078,782
2,074,276
269,289
153,649
12,131,975
2,274,912

10,651,011
3,411,669
1,878,208
297,177
192,511
11,883,446
2,223,531

1,587,555
6,336,603
18,236,118
13,205,187
24,801,164
59,495,365
29,444,243
518,930
6,697,610

1,636,340
6,811,054
15,948,946
14,030,197
23,097,913
53,320,778
27,026,316
707,328
7,119,116

1,327,900
5,222,225
1,893,374
969,160
2,820,176
5,158,275

1,328,309
5,136,759
1,910,410
993,865
3,052,479
5,848,196

24,834,419

30.206,592

4,867,441
4,889,536
4,800,808
11,749,143
1,535,967
1,252,221
2,972,926
21,425,629
7,749,304
7,823,401
6,580,869
15,738,811
2,724,306
2,636,626
2,337,848
1,254,982
3,200,223

149,383
43,579
12,623

5,158
20,975
7,588
3.513
11,178
19,149
14,^111

5,

Hours worked
Jan.,

352,501

104. u50

Traveling agents and solicitors
Employees in outside agencies
Otlier
1 rain

Dec.,

1917

852
50,848
9,878
9,894
5,846
20,763
66,443
55,201
92,018
212,663

Electricians

Mechanics'

Days worked
1919
127,747
65,669
Hi, 278
251,705

1,330

Structural ironworkers
Carpenters
Painters and upholsterers

Air-brake

Roads Under Federal Control

Jan.,

1917

General
General

i

663,069

881,618

5,593,160
5,639,441
5.472,878
13,139,861
1,534,079
1,180,765
2,859,587
19,191,693
8,849,605
8,896,511
7,556,378
18,029,699
2,877,377
2,778,482
2,460,948
1,352,449
3,356,350
892,522

2,273,867

2,517.476

81

200

391,444,564

387,696,988

474,942
41,803

52,121

1

12,275
5,492
18,202

331.808
209,510
528,568

389,373
175,669
533,572

1,703,748

f,156,.S96

5.819,461

Compensation

Per cent
change

Per dav
Class of employee

5

6

Clerks, below $900 per

7

Messengers and

8

--\ssistant

2
3

4

3

10

General
Gereral

annum

annum

annum

M. W. &

—

12
13

Machinists

—

5.77
10.92
5.11

Moiler

1

Blacksmiths

1

Masons and bricklayers

Electricians

21
22
23
24
15
26
27
28
29

Ai:-brake

.310

2.71

8.31
6.77

5.00
4.23
.719
.713
.707
.627
.753
.579
.613

men

'.604

Section

Other

helpers

ar.d

.597
.568
.624
api>rentices

.471
.372
.413
.539
.397

men
unskilled

laborers

Foremen of construction gangs and work trains.
Otlier men in constructior. gangs and work trains.

.

31

agents and solicitors
Emtyloyees in outs'de agencies

32
33

Other traffic employees.
Train despatchers and directors

Tr.iveling

Dec.
1917

430
250

3.92
3.68

3.96

Car inspectors
Car repairers
Other skilled laborers
Mechanics'

1919

1.510

Structural ironworkers
Carpentcis
Painters and upholsterers

20

Jan.,

1.61

makers

1

30

6.74
10.94
7.10

37)..
(except No. S7)...

toremen
foremen M. E. department
Gang and other foremen M. E. department
Section

Ger.eral

18
1 9

Dec.
1917
$20.10

attendants
engineers and draftsmen
S. foremen (excluding Nos. 10 and 28).

11

1

1919
$16.07

Jan.,

officers, $3,000 p. a. and upwards
officers, below $3,000 per
Division officers, $3,000 p. a. and upwards
Division officers, below $3,000 per
Clerks, $900 p. a. .-ind upwards (except No.

i

6.35
4.59
6.32

5.42
3.69
5.06

509
504

494
362
381

350
382

359
323
366
374
296
213
246
322
238

.
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Compci.iation

Amount

Per day

c)i;

ilKc

in unit

of cinployec

t'liiss

U
j;
36
3}

3S
39
40
41

4?
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Jan.,

TclcKi-aphcm, tclephoncri and Mock operators
TM,! trlcphoncri operatinK ii.terlockcr«
! iclcurapheri)

T.I.>;i.i|luis
I

.

.k*

I

'cr.n

\

>

(noii-tclc^raphers)
and assistants..
Station service employees (except Nos. S.
Yarclm.i»tcra
Y.irdniaslcrs" assistants (not yard clerks)
Y.ird cnRinccrf and niotoimcn
-

St.itiuii

iu.i:iU'is

37, 38. 39,

6.

40 ai.d 66)..

iyi9
2,826,107
1,065,020
480,964
1,497,267
2.822,118
1,932,426
101,404
10,126,340
970.050

712,328
3,350,637
2,369,162

firemen and liel))crs
conductors (or foremen)
l)rakemen (switclimcn or helpers)
switch tinders
Other yard employees
Hostlers
Engit.choMSC-mcn
Ro.nd freight enRineer* and motormen
Ro.id freight firemen and helpers
Ro.id freight conductors
Road freight brakcnicn and flagmen
Road passenger cnijineers mid niotormer
Road passenger firemen and helpers
Road passenger conductors

Yard
Yard
Yard
Yard

3,0.S4,313

62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Dr.T\vbridge operators
Floating: equipment employees

7,056,575
532,597
468,631
1,504,564
9,063,710
6,390,593
4,817,163
4,553,106
8,543,495
2,686,215
1,830,477
1,947,835
722,770
1,855,681
414,008
1,759,982
158,671
1,046,407

Express service employees
Policemen and watchmen
Other transportation employees
All other employees

1,143,516
708,035
1,450,461

69

Totals

$230,800,589

51

52
53
54
55

56
57
SS
59

60
61

;

Road p.isscngcr baggagemen
Road passenger brakemen ar.d flagmen
Other road train employees
Crossing flagmen and gatcmen

— Decrease,

d

—Less

a

11

than one-half of

Pre.

Jan.,

Dec.,

Jan.,

Dec,

com-

1917
1,690,418

1919

1917

1919

1917

pensation
64
66
89
81
92
49
52
72
57

648,654
260,794
896,806
1,675,803
1,330,976

66,970

.541
.563
.496
.531
.547

.329
.340
.262
.294
.285

.688
.485
.636
.601
.347
.374
.506
.423

.541

4.38
5.20

7,164,361

605,839
418,949
3,025.069
1,918,553
2.640.518
5,690,199
365.213
222,327
941,060
4,643,739
6,258.403
4,059,644
4,313,747
6,949,781
2,584,447
1,552,220
1,818.760
569,554
1,421,430
276,235
751,899
88,fil8

763,084
50
962,869
427,405

7.67
6.51

4.C7
4.48

45

825
.616
.692
.543

987
.694
.833
.576

.580
2.65
3.04

.340
.483
.433
.238
.188
.329
.242
.707
.456
.570
.385
.898
.559
.739
.421

470

.424
.309

.460
.136

.303
.250

1.58
2.12

1,060,961

3.45
3.38
2.74

2.47
2.43
1.99

$153,039,988

$4.83

$3.52

27
43
32
39

46
99
54
75
17
35
21
41
10

24
13

37
37
52
68
43
52

d46
40
39
38

$0,514

$0,342

48

per cent.

ot.e

but the number of such officers shows an increase from 4,251
to 4,370, while the average for those paid less than $3,000
has increased 17 per cent, and their number has decreased
effect of the cutting

be arranged covering forwarding of less carload freight from
such points in through cars or set out cars on specified days,
it being understood that such cars be forwarded daily except
Sunday and holidays, when tonnage is offered in sufficient

operating pay roll or reducing the pay of the higher
salaried officers, while the lower paid officers have had their
compensation increased. The total number of general of-

amount.
"Peddler cars are to be operated on all week days but holidays except when a less frequent service meets the require-

from 3,201

This shows the

to 2,481.

off the

ficers

has been reduced from 7,452,

who were paid

a total

of $2,908,207, or an average of $390, in December, 1917, to
6,851, paid $2,493,908, or an average of $364, in January,
1919, a saving of 601 in number and of $414,299 in salaries.
of division officers paid $3,000 a year and
over also shows an increase, from 1,717 to 3,712, while the

The number

number

ments. The foregoing shall not be construed as requiring the
establishment of additional train service."
This is in accordance with the report of a committee
at the conference, which was published in our issue of
April 11.
.

receiving less than $3,000 has been decreased from

9,419 to 8,762.

The number of employees for 1919 is as of January 16.
The number for 1917 is as of a typical day of the week of
December 16. The mileage covered for 1919 is 228,571 and
for 1917, 228,914.
The largest increases

in

the

number

of

employees are

A

considerable reducin the mechanical department.
tion is shown in the number of train employees, attributable
to the decreased volume of traffic.
The details are given in the accompanying table.

shown

Modification of Shipping

Day Plan

Director General Hines announces that as a result of conferences with representatives of the National Industrial
Traffic League and some of the state railroad commissioners
regarding the movement of l^s than carload freight, decision

has been reached as follows:
"Shippers shall not be deprived of the right to route less
carload freight over any line at the legal rates applicable or
of delivering it at point of origin to such carrier on any week
day except holidays during the established hours of service.
Preferred routes will be established on the basis of convenience of patrons, economy, despatch and proper destina-

Certificates of Indebtedness

Up

to

Thursday the Railroad Administration had issued

and delivered certificates of indebtedness to equipment companies on account of amounts due for cars and locomotives
to the amount of about $14,000,000 and about $2,000,000
The total
certificates had been signed ready for delivery.
indebtedness to equipment companies is now about $60,000,000, and certificates will be issued on application which can
be used as collateral either at banks or, if necessary, for
loans from the War Finance Corporation. They are issued
in denominations convenient for payment to specialty and
material companies for their bills against equipment companies.
The Administration has also begun the issuance of
certificates to railroad companies to meet their May 1 requirements, and will issue for that purpose about $70,000,000.
Steel Controversy

Reopened

when routed by

President Wilson has declined to take sides in the controversy l3etween the Industrial Board of the Department of
Commerce and the Railroad Administration regarding steel
prices but has sent a cablegram to Secretary Redfield, the effect of which is to direct the reopening of negotiations in another effort to reach common ground. Secretary Redfield had
asked the President whether the board should be disbanded
Chairman Peek of the
or remain quiescent until his return.

can mutually be arranged between representatives of the shipping public and the carriers schedules will

board immediately wrote to Mr. Hines, who is in the west,
suggesting a new conference, and the board began to prepare
for further conferences with other industries.

tion of railroads not

freight

under federal control and

will be routed

accordingly except

less carload

shipper at shipping points.

"Where

it
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Director General Hines announced that in order to make
announced as to publicity in connection with railroad fuel contracts it has iaeen decided to
post on all bulletin boards or in a record book open to the
public at the headquarters of the purchasing agent of eacli

1063

Side Lights on the

effective the policy already

railroad

under government operation the following

of the coal company or coal operator to whom a
contract for railroad coal has been allotted by the railroad in
question, the price of the coal contained in the contract, the

tonnage involved in the contract, the duration of the contract.
this method the information will be made available
not only to coal miners and coal operators, but, the public

Through

generally.

A

conference between Mr. Peek and R. S. Lovett and
of the Railroad Administration advisory committee on purchases was to have been held on Monday but
was postponed because of the illness of Judge Lovett. There
have been other cablegrams from the President to Mr. Hines
and to Secretary Redfield but they have not been given out.
It is reported that the members of the Industrial Board have
prepared letters of resignation but that they have been withheld pending new developments.

Henry Walters

Disputes Between Employees Organizations
Director General Hines has announced in supplement 22,
General Order 27, that he will not become involved in juris-

in Siberia

some instances have demanded removal

of operating railroads is described in an
entertaining fashion by Major Benjamin O. Johnson
of the American Railway Mission to Russia in a let-

Olaf Johnson of Worcester, Mass. Writing
under the date of October 3 about conditions on the Russian
railways as he found them Major Johnson says:
"I can not tell you what I am doing at the present time,
so will proceed to tell you something of the Russian way of
running a railroad.
All the State railways of Russia are
divided into small lines of about 1,500 miles in length. Each
of the small lines has a complete general and supervisory organization; is actually about four times our force in the
States.
Office forces work from 9 to 3 with some 10 or IS
minutes for tea about noon. The real officers and heads of
departments show up about 10 and leave about 2.
"When it is considered that the Russian officer in any line

ter to his father,

work is the inventor of thoughtful, systematic, effective
and perfected procrastination, and also in the noble art of
of

passing the buck,'

it is really most surprising that they are
only four times as heavily officered as we are in America.
"Along the lines of organization, every railroad officer
must be a graduate engineer. The common ruck never has
a look-in.
You have read stories and seen plays of comic

— Taking

dictional disputes between organizations of employees which
in

Russia's way

facts:

The name

With the Czecho-Slovaks

Russian Railroad Situation

of employees be-

cause of belief that classification of employees named in wage
orders established rights to such demands and have claimed

wage orders have established jurisdiction for certain
organizations over all employees of certain classes.
No order or supplement has such intent, he says.

that

Water from

a

Wayside Brook

opera South American

amiles with 50 generals and 10
Russian way of running a railroad is
along the same lines, and the comedy of the situation never
When it comes
appeals to the Russian railway officers.
there is no such
to morals for this office-holding class
animal. Honesty, ditto, ditto. So much for the officers and
soldiers.

The

their staffs.
file of the Russian railway workmen are
bunch of workmen as are found in the world. They
are about 75 per cent, as efficient as our men, l)Ut are steady,
good-natured and very good workmen. Bolshevism is sim-

"The rank and

Contracts with 70 Roads

The Railroad Administration

to April 17 had executed
standard compensation contracts with 70 roads; 62 of these
were Class 1 roads. There were 68 contracts with a total
annual compensation of $529,000,000, and two contracts with
a lump sum of $121,000.

as fine a

ply the misdirected expression of a class of

workmen

against

the officer class.

"There

is

no middle

class in Russia.

the purple born or you are a roughneck.

Either you are to
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"I'li-asc don't uiulcr.-itaiul lliat tlu- Kus.sian peoi)lc

average

rails
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and then ran

a buiuli of e<|uipment into the ojjen

gap.'J

We

many uiiclosirahle qualilifs, hut
They
don't know what tliey want.
hut tliey want it. They arc com-

were only two hours getting &
hole through and away we went again.

My
frcm tlicir 'lil)erty jug' and are waking up.
sympathies are certainly with the Russian common people

without accident of any kind? Of
course, we had double track to operate on and opposinji;
Practically all enginemen
business was extremely light.
handling the Czech trains were from the Ural district and
mind you, no air, nothing but water and hand brakes. That
is -the kind of a workman the Russian workman is.
"I remember well my own sensations at the summit. We
had about 40 cars no air and I went over to the head end
and asked the engineer if he had ever been over here before,
and lie told me he had never been east of Omsk before. Going
down this hill, not knowing what the bunch ahead was doing on the water and hand brakes on every car
to put it
mildly, I was quite nervous.
"In reading over the above I note that I omitted the most
important part which is that the mountain movement in
It was wonderful."
question was made in 48 hours.

to

.Vnirriians.

tlicy

are

at the far foot of tlic hill.

liavi'

Tliey

lioiie.sl.

know

don't

I'lu-y

wliat liherty

"Do you know

i.s,

made

ing out

as against their so-called 'intelligentia' class.

'1 can give you one very good illustration of the difference.
Lake Baikal, on the Sii)erian Railroad, are 41 tunnels.
The cut stone and masonry, the brick work and, in
.\long

lact,

the

all

gineering

"To

is

workmanship

is

something splendid.

The

en-

have avoided
alignment and, by leaving

start with, the locating engineers could

the lake, could have avoided this tunnel district entirely. In
other words, the engineers fell down, but the workman did

This runs through

his share satisfactorily.

eering work

"The

I

all

vinity of the class.

I

still

believes in the di-

heard a very highly educated Russian,

who had been converted to the rc{)ublican theory, express
himself that he l)elieved absolutely in the democratic form
Franchise was to be universal, excepting
of government.
that the workingmen must not be permitted to vote as they
had no idea of

their

own

best interests.

He was

Chamber

good shape.
single

I

Czecho-Slovak Armored Train

—

Commerce Report

States says:

"The

This seems chronic, and
salaries

at

course, the little or-

ganization they ever had is entirely gone, but the rank and
file, through all the confusion, has gone ahead getting out
ties, putting them in, raising joints and keeping the property
up.

"During the big drive across Siberia we had considerable
Lake Baikal and Pacific waTo cross this summit is quite a bunch of 1.75
tersheds.

fighting at the divide between

When we

got to the near side of the foot of the hill
so close to the trail of the Magyars and Bolsheviki
that they could not stop to blow up any bridges or fuss up
any railroad until they could get a few miles ahead of us.

jjrade.

was

A{'i).\ri'Ki;nEXSiVE report on the business situation
is>ued by the Chamber of Commerce of the United

venture the opinion today there is not one
line in the splendid physi-

Of

of these l.^S trains

on the Business Situation

American trans-continental

cal condition of the trans-Siberian.

of

just as seri-

ous about this as he could be, and could not be convinced
that what he was talking al)out was not a democratic form
of government at all.
Yes, the Russian 'intelligentia' is impossible.
In an}- event, every officer so conducts himself
that you can never fasten anything on him.
"Physically speaking, the Russian railways are in very

A

movement

that the
hills

—

the engin-

have seen.

oUi Russian governing class

the

—

a joke.

half these tunnels on the i)resent

over

and

waires,

railroads are in serious condition.
is

which

due largely
is

not offset

to

the

In-

lieavv increases

increase in

Chaljabinsk, on the Trans-Siberian
in freight and passenger charges. To return the roads to their
stockholders in their present condition would mean bankruptcy to the entire system. There must first be a thorough
Meanwhile
readjustment between expenses and revenues.
the roads must naturally experience a decline in their volume
of business at least for a time, because of withdrawal of Government transportation created by the war and the present
smaller volume of domestic business." The report also comments on the effect on lumber business because the largest
single consumers, the railroads, are slow in buying, and rail-

road buying of iron and

steel

products

is light.

we were

—

?o over this mountain we tore the enemy ahead in some 75
Our head end, which was
trains and we behind in some 60.
They took out some
our train, had to feel our way over.

of Freight Agents will hold its
Cleveland, Ohio, on June 17, 18, 19 and 20.
E. L. Kemp, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, is president of the
association, and R. O. Wells, Chicago, is secretary.

The American Association

annual meeting

at

:

April

:

25,
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The Canadian Government and
the Grand Trunk Pacific
EVENTS
THE
ment on March

wliich immediately

preceded

the

appoint-

D. Reid, Minister of Railways, Dominion of Canada, as receiver
for the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company, because
of their unusualness and unexpectedness, constitute an interesting chapter in the development of Canada's railways
and their relation to the Dominion government, and throw
some light on the present railway situation in Canada. This
action, according to governmental announcements, was taken
mainly because of the peremptory notice given by A. W.
Smithers, chairman of the board of directors of the Grand
Trunk Railway Company, that on March 10, one week
after the information was given, operations on the entire
Grand Trunk Pacific Lines west of Winnipeg would be dis8 of the Honorable

J.

continued.
The financial condition of this road for the past few years
has been ver)' serious and the Grand Trunk Railway Com-

pany, which originally took $25,000,000 stock in the Grand
Trunk Pacific, is now liable for about $97,000,000, and the
government, owing to the payments of deficits and guarantee
of bonds is liable for approximately half of the estimated
cost of the road or $100,000,000. The actual correspondence

1065

operating obligations.' The small balance of the vote amounting to about $28,000 will, I understand, be required for the same
purpose.
There seems no doubt that the deficit in operation
should have priority over all other charges.
"I have already informed Mr. Kelley, president of the company, and yourself, that it is not the intention of the government
to ask Parliament to provide a further vote for the Grand Trunk
Pacific while our negotiations with the Grand Trunk remain in
their present unsatisfactory condition.
It will be for the Grand
Trunk directors to determine the question of their responsibility
in respect of the interest maturing tomorrow upon securities

guaranteed by their company."

The

interest

on the Grand Trunk Pacific debenture stock

was, however, paid

Following

Frank
4,

when

this letter

due.

came

the

sudden announcement by

Thomas White,

Scott in a letter to Sir

dated

March

that "in view of the fact that the increased rates applicable

to the

Grand Trunk

Pacific have not been sufficient to meet
it will not be possible for

the increased operating expenses,

company to continue its operations when the present
funds have been exhausted, which will be about March 10."
The governmental answer to this notice was an order passed
in council appointing the Honorable J. D. Reid, receiver for
that

the company.

Grand Trunk and

Negotiations between the

ment have been carried on

for

A<

eg ma

I

^--^

^

the govern-

some time with a view

fC

y

Can,

601/'^

to the

f^u-

)

Legend.
Under construcfion \ f
or projecfed
\\

Occupation of the Western Canadian Provinces by the Grand Trunk Pacific

and negotiations which

Trunk

led

up

to the acquisition of the

Grand

by the government grew out of the decision
of the Dominion government not to ask Parliament to provide further funds for the Grand Trunk Pacific while negotiations with the Grand Trunk, the parent company, were in
an alleged unsatisfactory condition.
Frank Scott, vice-president and treasurer of the Grand
Trunk Pacific on February 25, wrote Sir Thomas White,
finance minister, and acting prime minister, in part, as
Pacific

follows
"I am in receipt of a cable from Mr. Smithers stating that in
the anticipation of receiving the balance of the appropriation of
$7,500,000, viz., $951,911, to apply for interest on Grand Trunk

due March 1, payment was duly adverIn consequence, however, of the remittance being coupled
with the condition that it is to be used only for operating obligations, the company will be unable to meet the interest due on
March 1, and a serious situation will result."
Pacific debenture stock

tised.

To

this letter Sir

"With reference

Thomas White

replied as follows

the balance of the appropriation of the
vote of $7,500,000 by parliament, $923,311 was paid to your comto

pany on your certificate No. 10, dated January 28, 1918, approved
by the acting Deputy Minister of Railways. This certificate expressly states that this sum is 'on account of cash deficit in the
operations of the
inclusive,'

and

'is

company from April

1

required to enable the

November 30, 1918,
company to meet its

to

purchase of the Grand Trunk system

The

by

the

government.

state of these negotiations is indicated in the following

from Mr. Smithers to Sir
White, which reads in part as follows:
series of telegrams, the first

Thomas

"I have received a cable containing an extract from your letter
saying that it is not the intention of the government to ask
Parliament to provide a further vote for the Grand Trunk
Pacific while negotiations with the Grand Trunk remain in their
present unsatisfactory condition. I beg to recall that when the
ministers came over last summer, it was stated in Parliament
that negotiations would be resumed in London.
I accordingly
saw the ministers with members of the board several times, and
at last was told that the ministers could make no advance in
their original offer without the consent of the full cabinet in
In these circumstances progress in negotiations was
Ottawa.
impossible, but with a view to facilitating matters, just before
the Prime Minister left for Canada, a committee of the board
and myself saw him, with two of his colleagues, and made a
fresh proposal, involving a very big reduction in our first offer.
This offer was not accepted, but on November 5, the High
Commissioner for Canada sent for me and said he had a message from the Prime Minister asking me if we wished to continue negotiations, and if so, he thought I should go to Canada.
I told the High Commissioner that, looking to the fact that the
government had given no sign of any intention of departing
from their original offer, I thought it was useless going out
unless I had some further explanation or assurance as to the
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appreciate its rePacilic undertaking, and the
bearing of its liabilities in respect thereto upon the question of
the net earning power and value of the Grand Trunk Railway
In November last the Prime Minister cabled to Sir
System.
George Pcrley to suggest to you (hat if your company desired
further negotiations the government would be glad to see you in
Canada as soon as convenient. He pointed out that it did not
seem useful to continue discussion by correspondence. He also
suggested that if you came you should be invested with ample
powers to conclude an arrangement if one could be reached.
Your attitude towards the reasonable suggestion contained in
the Prime Minister's communication seemed clearly to indicate
Confirmaindifference towards the continuance of negotiations.
failing

to

tory of this is the peremptory notification on Thursday last to
the government, without previous intimation or discussion, that
the Grand Trunk Pacific would on March 10 discontiiute operations entirely, regardless of consequences to Canada, through
interruption of traffic over a system so extensive and important."

The official announcement of the receivership was made
by Sir Thomas White on March 8, and the Minister of Railways commenced to act as receiver on March 10. W. P.
Hinton, vice-president and general manager, and other company officials having signified their willingness to obey the
order in council were retained in their respective positions
and no changes of title have been announced. The Minister of Railways is acting as receiver in his individual
capacity, as though appointed by the Exchequer Court, and

On March 10, Sir Thomas White
not by the government.
outlined the case to the House of Commons and on March
20 moved that the House go into committee to consider a resolution that it was expedient to bring in a measure to ratify and
confirm the order in council of March 7, appointing a receiver
Following the introduction of this matter into
for this road.
the House of Commons there was considerable discussion as
to the legality of applying the war measures act to this case,
A bill giving effect
but the resolution was concurred in.
to the resolution was then introduced by Sir Thomas White,
and read a first time.
The Canadian Government Railways, a public service corporation recently formed by the government, consisting of the
old Canadian Northern, the National Trans-Continental and
the Intercolonial line operated as one system, now comprises
11,540 miles of railway, and with the addition of 2,229 miles
of the Grand Trunk Pacific the government will be operating

13,959 miles under one system. If the Grand Trunk system,
including the old Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific,
eventually comes under government control there will be
operated under one system a total of 17,511 miles exclusive of
a number of smaller lines which would soon be forced by

The
these conditions to come under the same direction.
effect of this possible amalgamation will be probably to place
the government system in a position to compete effectively
with the Canadian Pacific system, which now has a mileage
of 12,823 miles, and is the one big successful private railway
corporation in Canada.

—

A Dis.\ppoi.\TFn Monopolist. F. G. Pettibone, federal manager of the Santa Fe and Gulf Coast lines, arrived in Houston
He said that he had come to discuss
Friday morning.
plans for obtaining exclusive control of the transportation
business of Houston for his lines and asked if there was any
method by which this monopoly could be obtained. It was
suggested that W. D. Hines or possibly Albert Sidney Burleson was the man to approach on a monopolistic proposition.
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The trains in collision at Touisset, Mass., on the first of
March were passenger train No. E23, consisting of a single
The passenger car, an electric motor,
car, and a work car.
was crushed for a length of 15 ft. One passenger was killed
and 25 passengers and nine employees were injured. The
motorman of the work car was killed. The line is worked
by the manual block system, and it appears that the passenger train entered the block section under a permissive
signal; also that the flagman of the work train failed to flag
the passenger train properly.

The

trains in collision at Heaton, Pa.,

on the

sixth, about
leading train, consisting of a locomotive and 85 cars, was at a standstill, the
locomotive taking water; and the other train, consisting of a
locomotive and 76 cars ran into it at good speed, making a
bad wreck. A westbound freight was passing on the track
to the left; and there were standing freight cars on side
tracks both north and south of the two main tracks. Flames
burst from the wreckage, and, fanned by a strong wind,
spread among the cars on all tracks and also to a bridge
above the tracks. Fire companies were called from Lament,
Edge Hill, Bryn Athyn, McKinley, JenkintowTi, Abington,
Glenside, Willow Grove and Hatboro; but water had to be
run in hose for about three-quarters of a mile and the flames
were not subdued for 17 hours. Five trainmen were killed
and one was injured. The bodies of four of the dead were
burnt up. The collision occurred on a straight line, in clear
weather. This line, the Trenton cutoff, is operated by the
manual block system. This collision occurred in a block section six miles long, and the rear of the standing train was
2885 ft. east of the entrance to the block section. The following train was running under a permissive signal and responsibility for the collision is charged against both the engineman of that train and the flagman of the standing train. The
flagman had used neither torpedoes nor fusees. The engineman is reported as saying that he was blinded by the glare
Estimated loss
of the headlight of the westbound train.
5 :30 a. m.,

were eastbound

freights.

The

$200,000.

on the Pittsburgh &
Newcastle, Pa., on the morning of the 13th,
were eastbound passenger No. 506, and a switching engine
of the Carnegie Steel Company's plant, which ran uncontrolled from a siding into the side of the passenger train.
One combination passenger and baggage car was pushed off
Six trainmen were
the track and into the Shenango River.
Most of the passengers were railroad emslightly injured.
ployees going to their work; a few of these were slightly in-

The

trains involved in the collision

Lake Erie

at

jured.
'.Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
be. Butting collision—
xc, Other
re. Rear collision^
-unf.
Unforeseen obstruction
Defective
Broken
d.
ms. Misplaced
plained
derail. Open derailing switch—

—

—
—
Malicious

collisions

unx,

b,

Unex

switch
ace,
obstruction of track, etc,
malice.
Accidental obstruction
obst
fire, Cars burned while run.
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
F. or Ft., Freight train (includning
P. or Pass.. Passenger train
Asterisk. Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
destroyed by fire
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
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The train involved in the accident near Cairo, Ga., on the
It was demoniing of the 4th, was a westbound freight.
railed by a broken rail and 19 loaded cars fell through the
The trestle for a length of
trestle over Ochlocknee River.
400 ft. was destroyed. Trains were detoured for three days.
The train derailed on the Waynesburg & Washington, at
Vankirk, Pa., on the 10th, was southbound passenger No.
542. Three cars were overturned; but the train was moving
slowly and was quickly stopped. Eight persons were injured.
The cause of the derailment was not determined.
The train derailed at Kress, Va., on the 14th, was

ing axle
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same as the power axle with its
and driving parts omitted. The application of
power and transmission is the same in all types, except that
a 48-volt motor is used for the tractor instead of the 24-volt
type used for the general utility truck.
However, the worm
is

substantially the

differential

shown in one of the photographs, with a single reduction direct to the driving axle is standard throughout all
of the types.
By extending the motor shaft to the other pair
of wheels and replacing the trailer shaft !)y another drive
drive, as

a south-

bound passenger. The engine and five cars were derailed
and four sleeping cars fell down a bank. One employee was
injured.

The

train derailed near Atlas, Tex., on the evening of the
was southbound passenger No. 1. Three cars left the
rails, but reports indicate that no person was seriously inThe derailment was due to insecure track on a curve
jured.
in a cut, resulting from heavy rains.
18th,

The

train involved in the accident near Cresco,

Pa., on

was a westbound freight, drawn by three locomotives, two ahead and one pushing, moving at low speed up
The boiler of the leading locomotive exploded and
grade.
was wrecked, and the engineman, fireman and one brakeman
were killed. The train consisted of 72 cars, and two cars

the 21st,

near the rear end were thrown off the track, obstructing the
eastbound track. The explosion was due to low water in the
boiler of the engine.

The

train derailed at Pine Bluff, Ark., on the 27th, about

was southbound passenger No. 3. Two passenger
cars were partly overturned, and five passengers were
slightly injured.
The derailment was due to a broken rail,
2

a.

m.,

7 5 -lb.,

found to be badly piped.
Canada. On the Canadian National Lines at Saskatoon,
Sask., on the 24th of March a passenger train was derailed
near an elevator, and the locomotive, knocking down a part
of the wall of the building, caused the rupture of several
grain bins; and the engine and first two cars were buried in

an avalanche. The engineman, fireman and one other
were smothered to death.

Industrial

Phantom View

of a Utility

Truck Showing Details of the

Power Unit
the truck is readily transformed from two-wheel to
four-wheel drive.
The working conditions and purchaser's requirements determine the battery equipment. With a view to having battery trays for tractors and trucks made up of identical units
the standard truck battery compartments provide for two
trays of 6 lead cells or two trays of 11 to 12 Edison cells.
In the case of the high platform utility trucks the battery
compartment is underneath the platform between the wheels,
whereas in the tractor and the elevating and low platform
shaft,

man

Trucks With
Standardized Parts

STAND.ARniZATiON OF PARTS
of

various

styles

of

whereljy the essential

industrial

tractors

details

and

utility

trucks are made interchangeable is a noteworthy
feature of the equipment manufactured by the Baker R. & L.

Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Some

of the salient features of

under which 98 per cent of all vital parts are
said to be identical, will be found of interest to those concerned with the installation and operation of industrial trucks
for handling freight and baggage or supplies at shops and
storehouses since the interchanging of parts from one machine
to another greatly reduces the necessary supply of spare parts.
An adequate comprehension of the system necessitates a
general knowledge of the make-up of these trucks of l^oth
the tractor and burden-carrying models.
All of the standard

this system,

trucks are of the four-wheel steering type, that is with all
four wheels swiveled by the action of the steering lever, the
arrangement being such that all wheels travel on arcs having

a

common

plied

center.

Under

from a structural

this
steel

arrangement the load is applatform through a spring

pedestal to the top of the knuckle.

The

standardization idea

throughout this detail since the same steering
knuckles, jaw parts, wheels and tires are used on the trailing
is

carried

utility trucks.

The

two-wheel or four-wheel drive but the

trail-

and power axles of both the
tractors are either

tractors

and

A

Tractor of the Four- Wheel Drive, Four-Wheel Steer Type

is on top of the platform.
Standardization of parts is al.>o applied to the auxiliary
equipment. The controller, which is of the continuous shortdrum type in a cast metal housing, is the same on all the
models. This is also true of the automatic switch operated
by a foot lever so that the current is on only when the operThis standardization between
ator has his foot on the lever.
models has been made possible by the simultaneous developIt contributes materially in
ment of all the basic units.
shortening the time that the trucks stand in the repair shop.

trucks, the battery compartnitnt
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General New^s Department
The War Department has announced
'I'laiispurtation

pany.

convoy
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for its return to

tliis
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been

that the 66th
assigned to

t
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early

country.

Falls & Northern reports a 100 per
cent X'ictory loan subscription; ,1,35 employees subscribed
This was the first railroad to report a 100 per cent
$,3-4,200.
subscription to the new loan.

The Waterloo, Cedar

The Chamber

of

at St. I-ouis

—

—

Group four transportation will meet on Tuesday afternoon.
George A. Post is chairman of this group. Director General
nines and I'nited States Senator Albert B. Cummins will
speak on Wednesday evening.

New York

Public Service Commission Changed

The New York

State Public Service Commission for the
City), consisting of five members.
is to be changed, and, so far as the steam railroads are conThis
cerned, will hereafter consist of only one member.
results from a law which was passed by the 1919 legislature,
just adjourned, and which, it is understood, is sure to receive
first

district

"Prevent a Claim a Day"

Commerce

of the United States, at its
(Statler Hotel), next week, will
discuss a jjreat variety of subjects, as heretofore announced.

annual meeting,

may fulfill its mission, tlic- board
engineering societies, associations and goxernnient
departments, each to designate a representative for appointment as co-operating director; and appoints the representative so designated a director of the .American Bureau of
Welding with full powers.
Society, and that the bureau

invites

(New York

the approval of the governor. Another law provides for a
separate commissionership, of one member, to supervise the
completion of the subway and elevated railroads now in
course of construction in the city.

Conference of Technical Societies

A

conference of representatives of the technical societies
of America was held at Chicago on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday of this week. This conference was called by
Engineering Council (a joint organization of the four national engineering societies with the American Society for
Testing Materials) to consider the advisability of advocating
the creation of a national department of public works. Among
the subjects which were considered were (a) what Federal
bureaus or activities which should be included in a department of public works (b) whether an effort should be made
to secure an additional Cabinet office, or to make over one
of the present departments by the redistribution of activities
(c) whether the present efforts shall be to reorganize the
engineering bureaus completely or merely to bring these bureaus under a single head so that such rearrangement of
functions as may be found desirable may be made gradually.
.\mong other subjects which were presented for consideration
were the creation of a department of transportation and the
definition of the attitude of the conference with respect to
engineering work on highways, rivers and harbors and rail-

—

—

roads.

American Bureau

of

Welding

At the meeting of this Bureau held on April 11, at the
Engineering Societies building, 33 West 39th street, New
York, the by-laws of the Bureau were adopted and the following officers were elected: Director, C. A. Adams; vice
director, H. M. Hobart; vice-director, A. S. Kinsey; treasurer, W. E. Symons; secretary, H. C. Forbes. Regular meetings of the Bureau are to be held on the third Friday of
each month.
The Bureau voted to establish a research committee for the
purpose of carrying out the plan of co-operation in conducting investigations in welding, and appointed 52 members.
This membership will be increased from time to time.
The American Bureau of Welding was organized for the
purpose of providing a means for co-operative research and
standardization in welding. The nucleus of the bureau consists of the board of directors of the American Welding

H. Aishton, Northwestern regional director, in an effort
to minimize freight loss and damage, has started a campaign
The claim prevention departto "prevent a claim a day."
ments of carriers in the Northwestern region, under the supervision of the regional bureau for the prevention of freight
loss and damage, have dealt personally with the employees
who handle freight, inculcating a feeling of individual responsibility.
In a statement outlining this campaign, issued
by Mr. Aishton's office, it is said that the claim payments
of the past year amount to about
per cent of the freight
earnings, which is a large increase. This increase is due in a
large measure to inexperienced help, to the increased price
of commodities (with the sniallness of the increase in transportation rates) and to tlie inferiority of containers.
R.

,3

Railroad

Men

Returning from France

Fifty officers and 1,316 men of the Sixteenth Engineers, one
of the first of the railway constructing organizations to enter
the war, arrived at New York city on April 22 on the transport "Panaman" and were sent to Camp Upton, whence they
They
will be returned to Detroit, Mich., for demobilization.
are mostly Ohioans. The work of this regiment in France
was the building of freight classification yards, putting up
the great hospital as Nesves and building railroads.
It was
in March, 1918, when the British fighters were hard pressed,
that these Americans threw down their picks and shovels and
took up rifles to stem the mighty German drive.
The regiment was ordered on duty with the American
.-\rmy on October 1, 1918, and began building light railways
around Montfaucon. It was close to the front at the battle
of the Meuse, at Verdun, Sedan and Stenay. Since the armistice these men have been laying light railways in the mining
districts of Lorraine.
The 108th Company, Transportation Corps, commanded by
Capt. F. R. Fitzpatrick, also came on the "Panaman." The
company was originally the Nineteenth Engineers, made up
chiefly of Pennsylvania Railroad men.
They went across in

May, 1917.
Companies C and

D

of the Eleventh Engineers also arrived
the transport "Santa Teresa." The
Eleventh left
July, 1917, and was the first .American regiment to be received by the King of England. The
regiment assisted in handling tanks in advance of the attack
in

New York

on Cambrai

week on
New York in
this

in

November,

1917,

and was

in

some severe

fight-

ing.

In March, 1918, while engaged in railroad yard constructhe regiment was hurriedly sent to the British front
near Arras, and later near Bethune, where the men worked
on intrenchments and were held in readiness to serve as
combat troops in event of further German attacks. While
here the regiment suffered further casualties and earned its
second citation from the British.
In June the regiment v/as again sent back to railroad work,
but in July, the first battalion was sent to serve with the
first army of the American forces east of Paris, and Company E for a short time was in the Chateau Thierry salient.
In September the entire regiment went with the First .Army
to the St. Mihiel front, where Lieutenant Charles T. Cusick
tion,

was

killed.

The

rest of the Eleventh, with Colonel William Barclay
Parsons, will probably reach New York this week.
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Increase in Kates in

Germany
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The new Minister

of Prussian Railroads foresees tlie necesfrcinlit rates W) i>it cent (exception made

of raising all
lie ))rothe case of potatoes and wheal, if necessary),
poses besides an increase of passenjjer rates with the following perccnlavres: 4tli class, 20 per cent; 3rd class, 25 per cent;
2nd class. 35 per cent; 1st class, 100 per cent. If the financial
results of exploitation improve, the increase will be reduced
or even abolished. The new Minister of Railroads is an adversary of the four class system of jiassenpers. and wishes
However, he considers this reto reduce it to two classes.
form actually impossible. He has been authorized to ncRotiate with the federated German governments on the (juestion
of unification of rates, but not to bind the Prussian government in this (|iiestion. l^orwacrts.
sity

Mill

Traffic

iiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

tiiip

News

in

—

Chicago to
Captain E.

New York

in Six

Hours, 50 Minutes

White, an aviator of the United States army,

F.

DeHaviland biplane, made the trip from Chicago
York on Saturday, April 19, without a stop, in six

flying in a

New

to

hours. 50 minutes, beating all previous speed records for
tliat distance. The airplane has a twelve-cylinder Liberty
Captain
motor, and its gasoline tank holds 194 gallons.
White had with him a mechanic. He left Ashburn field, Chicago, at 9:50 a. m., and landed at Hazelhurst field, Mineola,
N. Y., at 5:40 p. m. (4:40 p. m. Central time). Mineola is 20
miles east of the New York post office, and the distance
through from Chicago is calculated at 727 miles, making the
rate of speed 106.38 miles an hour. Captain White reported
that the temperature, at the great altitude at which he flew,
was not uncomfortably cold.
On Monday, April 21, Captain White flew from New York
to Washington in one hour, 50 minutes, starting at 11:30
a.

m.,

and arriving

at 1:20 p.

Loans by

Finance Corporation to Railroads

The War Finance Corporation has announced the following
list of loans made by it to railroads up to April 10:
Baltimore & Ohio
Baltimore & Ohio
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
Central of Georgia.

*'''''=2'??5

1,000,000
1,000,000

.

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chesapeake ii Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Illinois Central
Illinois Central
New York Central
New York Central
Kew York Central

Southern
Southern
Southern
Southern
Baltimore

& Ohio

Baltimore & Ohio
Buffalo, Rochester
Central of Georgia

i

&

Pittsburgh

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Burlington & Quincv
Chicago, Ind. & Louisville
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Chicago, Rock Island 6i Pacific
Cleveland, C, C. & St. L

:

Cumberland & Manchester
Erie

Lake Erie & Western

992.000
1,120,000
2,000,000
618,000

Pacific

New York

Central

Wheeling & Lake Erie
Boston & Maine
Erie

728,000
i

Western Maryland
Walker D. Hines, Director General of Railroads
Total

^°?'229
25,000
275,000
2,070,000
11.500,000
9,700,000
730,000
1,500,000
10,500,000
13,500,000
3,000,000
4,000.000
5,264,480
735,520
792,770
562,500
4,600,000
2,000,000
208,800
1,121,000
250,000
800,000
3,977,600
1,400,000
1,600,000
2,800,000
340,000
175,000
12,768,420
62,400
2-,400,000

Lehigh Valley
Michigan Central
Missouri

1.

announced that no action will be taken by the government
toward regulating the rates for transportation excei)t on the
boats owned or controlled by the government.
C. D. Boyd, formerly general coal and coke agent of the
Louisville & Nashville, has become traffic manager ior the
coal operators of eastern and southeastern Kentucky and
Tennessee, members of the Southern Appalachian Coal Operators' Association, Harlan County Coal Operators' Associa-

tion

and Hazard Coal Operators' Exchange.

The

Refractories Traffic Association of the St. Louis district was recently organized at St. Louis, Mo., by traffic
agents of fire brick and clay products companies located in
this district.
The object of the association is to keep in
touch with all matters pertaining to freight rates on the various commodities manufactured by the companies. Meetings
will be held monthly.

The Railroad Commission of Texas has issued an address
to the commercial and shipping interests of that state, calling
for information concerning experience with the sailing-day
plan, adopted at freight stations in that state, with a view
to presenting a protest to the United

ministration.

The Texas Commission

States Railroad Adbelieves the plan is

inconvenient to the shipping public.
rates by lake, this season, as approved by the
States Shipping Board, are published as follows:
Grain, from Lake Superior and Lake Michigan ports to
Lake Erie, in April, 3^ cents a bustel; in May, 3 cents a
bushel. Ore, to Lake Erie, 80 cents a ton. Coal, from Lake
Erie ports, 42.5 cents a ton.
Grain rates to Goderich, to
Port Huron and to Collingwood, will be one-half cent a

Freight

bushel less than to Lake Erie.

four hours, 18 minutes.

War

York .Stale liarge Canal is to be opened on
The United States Railroad Administration has

.\ew

Tile

May

MIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIinttlMlMff

United

m.

The best regular passenger train time between New York
and Chicago is 20 hours, and the best time which has ever
been made between these cities by a special train is 16 hours,
Between New York and Washington the best
30 minutes.
regular schedule is five hours, and the best time on record
is

IIIIIIIIIMIIIIMNIIIIIIIiririllMIIIIIMMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIII

2,500,000
931,000
50,000,000

$164,897,490

The Houston (Tex.) Traffic Club has adopted resolutions
opposing government ownership or operation of railroads
and outlining desirable legislation to accompany the return
of the roads to private ownership. The Atchison (Kan.)
Chamber of Commerce has taken similar action including also
the telegraph and telephone lines. The resolutions ask that
Congress take immediate steps to return the railroads to
private ownership and to vest jurisdiction over the issuance
of securities in the same national governmental agency by
which freight and passenger rates are controlled.

The Fruit Growers' Express, Chicago, has been cited by
the Federal Trade Commission on charges of making contracts with railroads to create a monopoly in the interstate
transportation of fresh fruits and vegetables. The commission "has reason to believe that a complete monopoly already
has been established over the Atlantic Coast Line, Seaboard
Air Line, Florida East Coast, New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, and other lines." The contracts complained of stipulate
that the railroad shall use the car line's equipment exclusively
in the movement of fruits and vegetables under refrigeration.
Answer is called for by June 1.
Export freight on hand

week ended April

at

North Atlantic ports for the

32,994 carloads, exclusive of
bulk grain and coal, compared with 33,619 for the same day
of the preceding week. For the same period there were 8,161
carloads of export food on hand at these ports, exclusive of
bulk grain, which was a decrease of 2,219 cars, compared
For the week ended April 16 there
to the week previous.
were 19,240,216 bushels of grain in elevators at North Atlantic ports; received during the week 6,099,116 bushels; cleared
7,288,986 bushels.
At South Atlantic and Gulf ports there
were 11.329 carloads of export freight on hand for the week
mentioned, compared with 11,855 for the week previous;
grain in elevators, 3,924,898 bushels.
16

totaled

(

—
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Locomotives
The

Federal Control of Railroads
Constitutionality of 1918 Statute
In an action in the New York Supreme Court, Erie County,
against the Pennsylvania for the death of a brakeman, which
happened while the railroad was being operated by the federal
authorities, the chief question involved was the constitution-

of
the
Act of Congress of March 21, 1918,
so far as it authorized the maintenance of actions and the
recovery of judgments against carriers for damages sustained by

ality

Pennsylvani.i. Equipment Comp.^ny, 1420 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, Pa., wishes to purchase one, 40 to 50-ton, consolidation or 10-wheel locomotive, with a short rigid wheel-base,
36 to
44 in. wheel centers, and 180 to 200 lb. steam pressure; one 65-ton,
2-6-2 type locomotive, and one 4-4-0 type locomotive with 14 by 22
in. cylinders.
This company also wants a second-hand, standard
gage, four driver saddle tank locomotive, with 10 or 11 by 16 in.
cylinders.

in

employees and others while the railroad is being operated by
and under the direction of the federal authorities. The court
holds that the act is unconstitutional in so far as it authorizes
the recovery of judgments against carriers for the negligence
or default of the government or its agents and the enforcement
of such judgments against such property of the carriers as is
not taken under federal control. It considers that this amounts
to depriving the corporation of its property without due process
of law. The court says that it may almost take judicial notice
of the fact that railroad companies, or many of them, do own
and possess other property than that employed in the transportation of property and freight, which latter alone was taken under
government control. Many of the companies have large holdings
of the stock and bonds of subsidiary companies.
Many, if not
all, in addition, owned considerable sums of money on hand and
in bank as the result of their operations.
The federal government took into its possession and control none of this class of
property and all such property can be reached by judgment
creditors in appropriate proceedings to satisfy valid judgments
against the corporation.

The court cited in support of its opinion in the present case
the recent decision of the federal district court for the Eastern
Railroad Administration v.
30, 1918), where the United
States Director of Railroads sought to enjoin a sale under execution, under a judgment obtained against the Atlantic Coast Line
of certain lots owned by the company, and claimed not to have
been taken over by the government. The court there held that
the acts of Congress of August 29, 1916, did not authorize the
Director General of Railroads to take possession of lands belonging to a railroad company which are not used in the business as a carrier, and that a sale of such lands under execution
will be enjoined by the court.

South Carolina in U.
Burch, 254 Fed. 140 (November
District of

S.

Locomotive Deliveries
The following new locomotives were shipped to
under federal control during the week ended April
Works

of
Erie R.
LC. & N.

Number
.

.

B

.Mallet

U.SR.V Pacific
r.SR.'K 6-w. Sw.

3

W

3

22

& W.

Norf.
C.

Wallet

Q.

&•

Type
USR.\ Mikado

15
1

R

1

Mikado

& R..

Consol.

Penn R. R.
B & Q-^
C. c. & o..

Mikado

Phil.

North.

Gt.

c.

USRA

Mikado

Mikado
8-w.

.

& .S.
& o..

T.

Sw.

Mikado

1

Mallet

Total

35

Passenger Cars
The

Equipment Company,

Fennsylv.vni.a

1420 Chestnut street,
market for one gasoline motor car with
baggage compartment, seating 25 to 30 people.
Philadelphia,

is

in

the

Week Ended

Car Deliveries
Road
Sou.
c.

Number

Pac.

.

45

50
SO
50
50
70

142

200
70

W

McK. & Y..107

P.

Total

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

S.
S.
S.
S.

S.
S.
S.
S.
S. S.
L. S.

April

Manufacturer
given roads
Box. ..\m. Car & Fdy. Co
lOO
Box., .Bettendorf Co
276
Haskell & Barke
331
Bo
Pullman Car Co.
2O0
Box.. .Pullman Car Co.
800
Gond. Pressed St. Car..
130
.

612

Car Deliveries

New

April 5
Total accepted for

Type
50

& o

c.

Sou. Pac
Sou. Pac
N. &

The

federal government, in the control and operation of the
railroad properties taken over, is in no sense the agent or representative of the railroad companies to which the systems belong.
By the 12th section of the act of 1918 the moneys and
other property derived from the operation of the railroads
during federal control are declared to be the property of the

Road
M. S: St. P.
Ga. ..

CC

J Cent,

.American

Week Ended

April 12

standard cars were accepted during the week ended
as follows:

12,

Total
accepted for

United States."

;

the exceptions taken on the trial be ordered heard in the first
instance at the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court, with a
stay of entry of judgment on the verdict pending the hearing
and disposition of the case in that court. Schumacher v. PennDecided March 26, 1919.
sylvania Railroad Company.

>T
Number

J

ij

In view of the importance of the questions and the far-reaching
effect of such a holding, the court considered they should be
passed on by courts of review and as the appellate courts have
expressed the opinion that constitutional questions should be reserved by trial courts for their determination, it was held that

&

24
146

Sou. Pac
Sou. Pac

200

McK. & V...

P.

r„

,

^ J'-°?"^
C. C.

Total

77

Type
50-ton
50-ton
50-ton
70-ton

S. S.
S. S.
S. S.
L. S.

—

Condition of the Roumanian Railroads. The condition of
Roumanian railroads, which before the war were prosperous, becomes more and more one of the chief difficulties in
the return to economic life. There is only one train a day

Manufacturer
given roads
Box... Bettendorf Co
300
Box... Haskell & Barker
477
Box. ..Pullman Car Co
400
Box... Pressed St. Car Co..
207

447

Freight Cars
W. W.

Heix;em.\n, St. Paul. Minn.,

i.s

in

the market for one

fiat car.

The Commonwe.'\lth Edison

the

railroads
12:

for

Comp.any, Chicago,

is

inquiring

one 66-ton concentrated-load well-car.

The Government
ment,

is

inquiring

of

the Netherlands, Colonial Departone motor inspection car for

for

e-xport.

The New Howard

Colliery Company, Huntington, W. Va.,
ordered 59 cars from the American Car & Foundry

between the different parts of the country, instead of three to
The wagons are
seven, which circulated in normal times.

has

partly useless.

Company.
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way.

I

News

San

I'.ullalii,

l-'raiii is(

Cullinan lias rtHiiill> Ix-cii I'lcctcil president of
Galena-Signal Oil Company, New York.
J.

with

S.

tlie

Welding

M

r^

^.

^

Carl R. Briggs.
States Switch Company, Eau Claire, Wis., has
contracts for the erection of additions to its iron and steel

The

is

now under way on

buildings.

Illinois

ning to open a

Manufacturers' Association, Chicago,

New York

ofl'icc

as a result of

plan-

is

recommenda-

tions of its foreign trade committee. The committee states
that particular attention will be paid to buyers from the
Philippines and the Orient.

Charles Gilman, eastern manager at New York for the
Massey Concrete Products Corporation, Chicago, has been
Earl Wheeler

chase,

Geo. W. Hoover, formerly in charge of the procurement
of railway material in the Construction Division of the army,
has been appointed manager of the St. Louis office of the
Buda Company, Chicago. The Buda Company opened a St.
Louis office on April 1 at 2025 Railway Exchange building.
T. J. Hudson, of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
has been appointed acting manager of the pneumatic tool
sales division, effective April 15, succeeding F. H. Waldron,
who returns to Alinneapolis, Minn., as district manager of
sales for the Minneapolis territory.
B. L. Swearingen, formerly assistant general freight agent
on the Missouri Pacific, and for the past year supervisor of
oil traffic

Kansas

for the Railroad Administration with headquarters
City, Mo., has been appointed traffic manager of the

Sinclair Refining

Company, Chicago,

to succeed G. F.

who has been assigned to other duties.
The Indian Refining Company, Lawrenceville,
commence work immediately on the construction

Rung,

111.,

will

of a car
shop will be of strucstory high and 85 ft.

repair shop at Lawrenceville. The new
tural iron and brick construction, one
by 327 ft. The work will be done by the company's
forces. The approximate cost is $75,000.

own

Signals Company, Terre Haute,
has been organized with a capitalization of $200,000 by
Harry W. Beggs, Thomas G. Beggs. John T. Beasley, John
The new company will
F. O'Brien and John H. Beasley.
manufacture railroad signal devices and holds a license contract with the Julian-Beggs Signal Company giving it the sole
right to manufacture, sell and install the Julian-Beggs Signal

The American Railway

Ind.,

Company

hicago and

devices.

The Hess-Bright Manufacturing Company, the S K F Ball
Bearing Company, the Atlas Ball Company and the Hubbard
Machine Company have announced a combination effective
May 1, under the name of S K F Industries, Inc., to sell the
products of the above companies through one central organization.
The new company will offer a comprehensive
line of ball bearings, including the Hess-Bright deep-groove
type, S K F self-aligning radial and thrust bearings and ball
bearing pillow-blocks and shafting hangers. S K F Industries, Inc., is simply a holding, sales and engineering organization under the direction of B. G. Prytz, president; W. L.
Batt, vice-president; J. P. Walsh, comptroller, and S. B. TayThe principal office will be at 165 Broadlor, sales manager.

New York. Its purpose will be to conduct
an advisory and purchasing engineering
business, organized to
furnish service to foreign
and
domestic
clients

which

Mr. Oilman's headelected vice-president, effective May 1.
quarters will be in New York, and he will be in charge of
sales in the eastern territory.

at

(

purchasing ma-

chinery and engineering
materials in the United
States, to be used to
construct, maintain and
operate properties.
By the term "machinery and engineering
materials"
is
meant
those classes of materials, equipment, apparatus
and supplies

The United

new

I'hiladeiphia,

(). A. Mechlin and Frank Rhea announce
association in the firm of Wheeler, Mechlin & Rhea, as advisory and purchasing engineers with office at 90 West street,

Society.

foundry and machine shops and work

incinn.'iti.

tiicir

Briggs & Turvias, Inc., iron and steel, Chicago, liave
opened a New York oflice at 1805 Equitable Trust building,
to 1)0 under the direction of the president of tlie company,

the

(

Wheeler,

ilu- Metal & Thermit Corporation, Jerhas bcrii clccicd a director of tiie American

J.,

I'.iision,

I

Advisory and Purchasing Engineers
I'^arl

H. Deppeler oi

sey City, N.

let

hraiulieDctrni

lev el.inil,

(

i,

|
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J.

\crl.

.\ei\

.Atlanta.

Supply Trade
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including

general

demand

engi-

neering
specifications
or plans as a fundamental basis of purconstruction materials and plant;

steam railway materials, equipment and supplies; electric railway materials, equipment and supplies; electric light and
power apparatus and supplies; shop and factory equipment;
harbor, wharf, dredging and freight handling equipment;
highway, street, sanitation and water supply plant and materials;
mining
and
smelting plant
ment, etc.

equip-

The

firm in addition
to acting as advisory
and purchasing engineers will arrange co-

ordinated

production

programs for shipments
from one or several
manufacturing
plants,
will follow production
schedules
tories

at

the

fac-

by a follow up

system of correspondence
and
personal
visits, and supervise inspection, packing and
shipments by rail and
water.

low

It will also fol-

through

export
of lading and coFrank Rhea
ordinate shipments
from different sources at ship's side and will combine inspection certificates of quality, quantity and packing with
bills of lading and secure all possible discounts by applying
the client's established credits.
The entire compensation of the firm will be derived from
the clients served, in direct fees for advisory engineering and
commissions on purchases made. No compensation will be
received in the form of selling commissions, as the firm will
conduct negotiations as the authorized agent of its client.
Earl Wheeler is a member of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.
He has served as director of the department of electrical and mechanical engineering, engineer
school; Corps of Engineers, United States Army; as treasurer
and general manager of the Electric Speedometer Company,
Washington, D. C. and as local manager of the General
Electric Company at Washington. D. C.
He had the rank
of lieutenant colonel of engineers. United States Army, and
bills

;
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and engineering materials
Director of Purchase, General Staflf,
which was formerly the General Engineer Depot, the purchasing engineers for the Corps of Engineers during the participation of the United States in the world war.
O. A. Mechlin is an associate member of the American
Society of Civil Engineers. lie is a member of the firm of
Mechlin & Starr, architectural engineers, Washington, D. C.
He served as lieutenant-commander, Civil Engineer Corps,
United States navy, and was the officer in charge of construction of the additions to the Naval Academy; the Navy and
Munitions building, Washington, D. C. (the largest concretesteel office building in the world); and was public works
officer. Navy Yard, Philadelphia, Pa., in charge of construction of shops, buildings, wharves, power plant, dry-dock and
ship building ways.
Frank Rhea is a member of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, the American Railway Engineering Association,
and the Railway Signal Association. He was at one time
assistant supervisor and supervisor of track on the Norfolk
& Western, and later served on the Pennsylvania as chief
signal inspector, assistant engineer and division engineer,
respectively.
He was also at one time an apprentice witli
the Union Switch & Signal Company, superintendent of conacted as chief of
division,

tlie

iiiaciiinery

of the

office

struction of the

Clamond Telephone Company and commer-

engineer in the railway engineering department of the
General Electric Company. He later served as district engineer of the Eastern District, Division of Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission; and as a commercial engineer
of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce made a
study of the markets for railway materials in New Zealand.
Australia, the Philippine Islands, China and Japan.
cial

John T. Dickerson, general manager of the Strauss Bascule
Bridge Company, Chicago, died April 14 at his home. Oak
Park, 111., at 40 years of age. Mr. Dickerson was a graduate
civil engineer of Rose Polytechnic Institute of Terre Haute,
Ind., class of 1902.
He had been identified with the company
for seven years. Prior to 1912 he was assistant engineer and
general sales engineer with the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge
Company of Chicago for a period of 5 or 6 years, and before
that he was employed in the bridge departments of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, and the American Bridge Company of St. Louis, Mo.
Carl H. Peterson, western representative of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa., and the Standard Steel
Works Company, Philadelphia, with headquarters at Chicago.
has resigned, effective May 1, to become president of the
Iron Mountain Company, Chicago, and vice-president of the
Jackson-Park Machine Company, Chicago. He was born in
Chicago on November 9, 1872, and began his business career
as an engineer and draftsman with Swift & Company, Chicago, in 1889.
From this time until May, 1919, he has been
consecutively engineer for the Railway Lighting & Manufacturing Company, Chicago; engineer and salesman for the
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, Chicago; engineer

and salesman for the Pressed Steel Car Company; assistant
to the western representative of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works and the Standard Steel Works; southwestern representative of the same firms, with headquarters at St. Louis.
Mo.,
and western representative for the same firms.
which position he has held prior to his recent election.
Mr. Peterson will be succeeded by Arthur S. Globe,
southwestern representative of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works and the Standard Steel Works Company, with headquarters at St. Louis, who will have the title of manager of
the Chicago office, the title of representative having been
abolished.
Paul G. Cheatham, assistant to the western

107;

per share.

Tiicse latter shares will
one. for the present stock.

l)e

exchanged, three for

This plan was formulated some time ago by the board of
directors to provide capital for the acquisition of additional
properties.
President R. P. Lamont, in outlining the plan
at the meeting, explained that only a part of the new preferred stock would be issued at this time and only in exchange for property that would earn the preferred dividend,
leaving the balance of earnings for the common. The rise
in the present shares on the New York Stock Exchange
within the last few days from around 82 to 96 on April 22,
is indicative that the preferred issue will not stand in
the
way of dividends on what will now be the common stock

Trade Publications
Slotting Machines.— Latest information on three types of
Newton slotting machines in a variety of sizes is given by the
Newton Machine Tool Works, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., in catalogue 49-A, which also contains photographs and brief information on upright generating planers, cold saw cutting oflf machines,
locomotive link grinding machines, horizontal milling machines,
vertical milling machines, rotary planers, keyseat milling machines and duplex locomotive rod boring machines.

Shop Production.— "The Missing Link" is the title of a 16page booklet issued by the Gisholt Machine Company, Madison,
Wis., explaining the principle of the Periodograph and the advantages to be secured from its installation. This machine was
developed to make it possible to secure an accurate record of
the time actually spent in producing and the loss of time lost
by workmen waiting for materials, broken machines, lack of
power, and other causes of delay. The booklet shows several
cards which are used for registering the tme lost, with the
reasons, and a chart showing the record of a machine for an
entire year.

—

S.

Steam Pumps. Several bulletins have been issued by the A.
Cameron Steam Pump Works, New York, describing their

pumps, which are bound together

in a heavy manila folder.
Inthese are bulletin 7204, which explains the general characteristics and operation of Cameron steam piston and
plunger pumps; bulletin 7152, showing the construction of a single
suction volute centrifugal pump, with tables of capacities, speeds

cluded

among

and horsepowers; bulletin No. 7251, covering two-stage motor
driven and three-stage turbine driven centrifugal pumps and
giving complete information regarding their operation, specifications and detail parts; and bulletin 7150, describing and illustrating the general design of a double suction volute centrifugal
pump, including the results of tests made with this pum.p and useful information regarding the friction and pressure of water.

—

History of Rail Manufacture. Robert \V. Hunt, president
of Robert W. Hunt & Co., Chicago, has prepared a booklet
on the occasion of his recent eightieth birthday outlining in
detail the early development of Bessemer rail manufacture.

The book contains

a paper entitled "The History of the
Bessemer Manufacture in America," which was presented
by him at the American Institute of Mining Engineers at its
centennial meeting held in Philadelphia on June 23, 1876,
and one entitled "The Evolution of American Rolling Mills,"
which he presented as a presidential address before the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers on November 16,
1891. These papers contain much information not commonly
known regarding the early development of Bessemer rail

manufacture.

—

American Steel Foundries Com-

Locomotive Coaling Plants. A comprehensive book on locomotive coaling facilities. Rands gravity sand plants and cinder
handling equipment for railroads, describing a large number of
representative installations, has been published by the Roberts
& Schaefer Company, Chicago. The catalogue contains 68 pages,
9 in. by 11^ in., is well illustrated and includes erection drawings
of several of the plants.
It also describes and illustrates some
of the special features of Roberts & Schaefer equipment, including the Schraeder automatic measuring feeder and a patented ele-

pany, Chicago, at a special meeting held in New York on
April 22, voted unanimously in favor of the plan submitted
by the board of directors to create a preferred stock issue
of $25,000,000 and to split the present capital of 178,140
shares or $17,814,000 into 515,520 shares of par value of $33^4

vating bucket.
Some interesting data is also given showing in
detail the cost of handling coal, taken from carefully compiled
records of a large railway system which employs 10 different
methods of handling coal, comparing the cost of operating plants
designed by the Roberts & Schaefer Company with the others.

representative, with headquarters at Chicago,
Mr. Globe as manager of the St Louis office

will

succeed

American Steel Foundries
The stockholders

of the
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Railway Construction

Bow,

—

Qi'FJ.K

its

:i

De Queen, I.oikeshurn and

Okla., and

in

link

Broken

Okla., and exIendiiiK east through iiisniark and

\ alli;iMl,

& Kasii-KN. Tiii.s coinpaii}' i.s comiccting a terminus
road at the Arkansas-Oklalioiiia stale line, alx)iit iiitie
miles west of De Queen, Ark., with a line extended from the
terminus of the Texas, Oklahoma & Eastern at Broken Bow,
Okla.
BcRinniiiR at a point on the St. Louis-San I'^rancisco at
De

of
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of

1(\

miles

uradini,' to he

and one

will

done and

lie

liuilt.

There

IS miles of steel

span arc to he
will carry out the trestle work and
lOO-ft. steel

Dicrks, in Ark.,
remains six miles of

at

Many

to lay.

trestles

The company's

forces
a later dale will contract

huilt.

for the steel span.

ANNUAL REPORT
&

Buffalo, Rochester

Pittsburgh

— Thirty-fourth

Tiir Iiircclors o{ llie HiilT.ilo. Koclieslcr and Pittsburgh Railway Comiianv siit>mit to tlie Stockholders the followii.g report for the year ending
Iiec'embcr 31. 1918.
.\s slated last year, the U. S. R. R. Administration {ormally assumed
pos.scssion, control, operation and use of your property at 12 o'clock noon
The actual operation and accounting, however,
on December 28. 1917.
became eltcctive at midnight of Oecember 31, 1917.
Lr.dcr authority of a proclamation of the President, dated March 29,
IS-IS. authorizing the Wrector General of Railroads to agiee with the ear-

ners respecting all the terms and conditions of the Federal Control Act,
and in accordance with authority given by you at a meeting held July 10,
lyiS, a contr.ict between the Director Gener.il of Railroads ai.d your Company, dated October 25. 1918. was executed on December 19, 1918.
The annual eoirpeiisation thereby guarai.tecd to your Company is
$3,276,410.42, payable quarterly in ccpial installments on the last days of
March. June. September and December of each year, and was based entirely
•j*i
the average annual operatii.g income of your Company during the test
period named in the Federal Control Act, being the three years ending
A claim for additional compensation presented by your
June 30. 1917.

Kciuipiiuni

a...

I

Annual Report

joiM

facility

$1,183,038.03

— $1,183,038.03

279,207.88

132,963.20

146,244.68

$3,555,618.30

$1,316,001.23

$2,239,617.07

...$3,353,337.13

$3,906,076.55

—$552,739.42

rental

Other Items

Gross income

.

..

Deductions:
Equipment and joint

facility

rental

-$319,061.15

Rentals of leased lines, inlertst,

.$2,205,025.94

1,847,194.91

$357,831.03

$2,205,025.94

$2,166,256.06

$38,769.88

.$1,148,311.19

$1,739,820.49

—$591,509.30

$28,754.45

$27,360.98

$1,393.47

600.29

644,354.25

—643,753.96

$29,354.74

$671,715.23

-$642,360.49

available for dividends. $1,118,956.45

$1,068,105.26

$50,851.19

6.78%

6.47%

etc

Company

did i.ot receive favorable consideratio.i.
In assuming control of the properly January 1, 1918. the Director General took over the following assets:
$1,422,153.'48

Cash
Agents and conductors balances
Material and supplies

304,244.60

Net incou.e
AprROPKIATIONS;
Pension and Fire

Funds

2,932,330.71

$4,658,728.79

Toial

sets',
he has paid the currer.t operating liabilities of the Company and
other claims arising prior to January 1, 1918. and is to account for the
At the end of Federal control he is
balance in the quarterly settlements.
to return materials and supplies equal in quantity, quality and relative
iiseluliiess to that of the material ar.d supplies which he received, or account
fir llie same at prices prevailing at thai time.
.\s definite settlements under this contract have not yet begun, the
v. S. K. R. Administration advanced from time to time the necessary funds
as follows:
f--.r immediate needs,

account of annual compensation

Loans

appropriations

Speciai

Toial

According to the agrcmcnt. out of the amounts icceived from the Companv in cash collci ted or realized upon by him from current operating as-

On

Ii.s

on

notes

Kctuin on

capital

stock

$860,000.00

Under the agreement with the Director General only the taxes commonly
called war taxes (estimated this year at $150,000.00) are to be paid by your
ConipKiny.
The ii. crease of other items in non-operating income came principally
from interest on balances due and adjustment in accounts with the Federal

1,440,000.00

Administration.

$2,300,000.00

Total

Surplus

appropriations

For your informatioi., and also to maintain the continuity of the statistics,
details of the operation under Federal control so far as available, are
given in an appendix to this report.

A special ajipropriation of $29,354.74 was made from Net Income, of
which $600.29 was applied to the ptirchase of new rolling stock, under provisions of the Sii.king Fund of Equipment Agreement Series B. and the
balance for the Pension and Insurance Funds.

full

ROAD
(Operated by U.

Owned

S.

R. R. Administration)
1917
1918
368.31

•.

367.07

Inc.
1.24

90.31

89.91

.40

131.11

127.67

3.44

589.73
212.61

584.65

5.08

Second

210.61

2. GO

Sidings

457.48

412.57

44.91

1,259.82

1.207.83

Leased
Trackage

rights

Total lei.gth of road operated
track

Total
steel

miles

of

tracks,

rails

DIVIDENDS.
Dividends ii. cash were paid on:
$6,000,000
Preferred Stock
10,500.000
common Stock

CAPITAL STOCK.
There has been no change during the year in this account. The total
outstanding Capital Stock of the Company amounts to $16,500,000, and
consists of $6,000,000 preferred stock and of $10,500,000 common stock.

FUNDED DEBT.

INCOME.
1918.

$52,281.17
$52,281.17

Increase
or Decrease.
1917.
$14,975,000.30 —$14,975,000.30
11,878,565.89

11.826,284.72

$3,096,434.41

$3,148,715.58
-356,000.00

150,000.(10

506,000.00
359.09

$150,000.00

$506,359.09

-$356,359.09

Total operating income (Def) $202,281.17

$2,590,075.32

-$2,792,356.49

Tax

accruals
Uncollectible revenues

—359.09

ments made lor improvements and betterments, and the securities placed in
the Treasury of the Company.
,.j » j »»
_
„„ ^
.
Ihe Trustee also delivered to the Companv $147,000 Consolidated Mortgage 4/2% bonds, representing 50% of a part -A Equipment Boi.ds Series
will
be
due
bonds
the
of
balance
E and F retired during the year. The
obtained next year.
,.^
,
These bonds, adc'ed to those in ,he Treasury of the Company, make a
total of $2,970,000 held in reserve.
j
r
ofr Equipment
redeniption
Under the terms of the Sii.king Funds for the
A; $50,000
lionds, $724,000 bonds were retired, as Mlow^^, $25,000 Series
Series B; $50,000 Series C; $117,000 Series D; $116,000 Series E; $185,000
Series F; and $181,000 Series G.
» .,. „^ c
,
tj bonds,
1,
j
a the
>\,^
and
A'so the fourth annual installment of $125,000 Series
bonds, amounting to
first and second semi-annual installmei.ts of Series J
SIOO.OOC, were retired, as provided for in the agreements
r,^^ r^„
„,
six per
To provide for additional rolling stock, an iss^ie of $1,200,000
equipment costing
cent Gold Bonds was authorized, to be secured by new
These boi.ds were issued under an agreement, known as .I'^quiP$1,573,600.
during the
ment Agreement Series K" dated August 1, 1918, and were sold
The Agreement provides tha,
S. R. R. Administration.
v-ar to the
for any tax or
ioth principal and interest are payable without deduction
or future law
taxes (except any Federal Income Tax) ""der ai.y present
February
bonds mature in semi-annual installments of $40,000, beginning
,

i

$3,276,410.42

$3,276,410.42

•

H

W

The

Non-Operating Income:
Ijuaranteed rental

accordance with the provisions of the Consolidated Mortgage of 1907,
4}^% bonds were received from the Trustee to apply on pay-

$1,500,000

,

rights.

(Def)

$360,000
630,000

all

The increase of road operated is due to an adjustment of 1.64 miles in
trackage
line owr.cd and leased, caused by remeasurement, and additional
rights of 1.24 mile<: over Pennsylvania Railroad in Pennsylvania, and 2.20
miles over New York Central Railroad at Clearfield. Pa.
Tlie tracks were increased by 2.00 miles of second track, from remeasurement, and 44.91 miles of sidings, ii.cluling 25.83 miles on lines used under

Operating Income:
Revenues
Expenses
Net revenue

6%
6%

$885,000

$16,500,000

Total

$360,000
525,000

Since the close of the fiscal year, your Board of Directors has declared
semi-annual dividends of three dollars per share on the preferred stock
and two dollars per share or. the common stock, payable February 15. 1919.

It.

trackage

6%
5%

1,

1919,

and ending August

1,

1933.

4.

— —— —
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The net
held

/jany,

an increase of $326,000 in the bonded debt of the Comthe public on necenibcr 31, 1918.

result
t>y

is

LOANS.
Pending a more favorable market for the sale of the Company's Consolidated Mortgage Gold Bonds, held in its Treasury, at a fair price, it
was found advisable to issuo its notes bearing interest at 6% to the amount
of $2,440,000.00 to obtain the necessary funds for corporate purposes.
Further loans of $250,000.00 were made at 4%% and 4"^% to meet the
purchase of a similar amout.t of the Fourth Liberty Loan Bonds, subscribed for by your Company.
Including the loans made in 1917, the short term indebtedness now
amounts to $3,699,600.00,

COST OF ROAD.
Capital account has been charged during the year with $1,947,756.34 for

invcsiment in road, as follows:
track, Marion Center, Pa., to Home, Pa
P.assing Siding, etc.. West Shore Junction, N. Y
Passing Siding, etc., Warsaw, N. Y
Passing Siding, etc., Beavers, N. Y
Passing Siding, etc.. Fails Creek, Pa
Passing Siding, etc., Whistletown, Pa
I'jssing Siding, etc., Juneau, Pa
Interlocking plar.t. Riverside Jet., N. Y
Interlocking plant, Brockwayville. Pa
Interlocking plant. Falls Creek, Pa
Interlocking plant, C. & M. Junction, Pa
Terminal facilities, Buffalo Creek, N. Y
Terminal facilities, East Salamanca, N. Y
Terminal facilities. Clarion Junction, Pa

Second

Terminal facilities, Du Bois, Pa
Terminal facilities. Elk Run Jet., and Cloe, Pa
Remodeling freight station, Rochester, N. Y
Remodeling freight station, Ganson St., Buffalo, N.

New

statioi..

West

Falls,

N.

11,081.40
21,554.98
52,607.72
31,493.06
29,100.63

27,123.99
7,870.93

15,526.54
5,274.71

GENERAL REMARKS.
The Ontario Car Ferry Company, Limited,

for the SIX months ending December 31, 1917.
ceived on the $250,000 of this Company's stock

ing income account.

paid

a

of 2"/^%
of $6,250.00 reto non-operat-

dividend

The sum

was credited

The Intcrslale Commerce Commis.sion began the valuation of your lines
^'"'"' '5'^'' °f '*"= fi^I<^ WO''''- ^"5% of the office work
""J'^/n,^'
m<l 45% ofr^V^the prolies are completed.
The amount expended to date on
account has reached $95,166.76.
The officers and employees of your Company subscribed to the Liberty
Loans of the Government as follows:

this

375,909.21

""'^

Loan

Liberty

1st

3,390 individuals
•
1.738
"
5,544

"
[[

]'

"

"

$275,650.00
128,250.00
355,250.00

"

7,567

32,251.74

734.003.16

924,850.00

5,530.56

Y

14.794.00
8,289.57
25,315.81

"
Total
18,239
$1,684,000.00
of which only $144,442.34 remains to be paid for in the coming
year.
During the war, two of the Directors and 850 employees joined
the
Nation's military and naval forces, of whom seven received
commissions.
The acknowledgments of the Board are renewed to its officers ar.d
employees for their faithful and efficient service.

158,108.21

By order

19,803.98
144,947.36
33,507.80

Rochester, N. Y.,

of the Board.

William

T.

Noonan,
President.

March

1919.

6,

92,898.26

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.

$1,947,756.34
in

December

1917,

time.

plows, re-clas.sification or transfer of ten freight cars to work

equipment

33,295.32

$2,995,562.94

There was credited for equipment sold, transferred or destroyed, the following book values, of which the accrued
depreciation to January 1, 1918, was charged to Accrued
Depreciation Account, and the balance to the U. S. R. R.

31,

1918.

Credit.

Balance Surplus December
Credit

Balance,

31,

transferred

1917

$4,395 242.15

from

Income Account

(page

22)

1.118,956.45

—

Miscellaneous Credits
Adjustment on equipment bonds
tired

this

year, to equalize
time of sale
Unclaimed wages, etc

count

Expenditures were made for additions to equipment as follows:
Thirty-nine new freight locomotives
$2,427,777.40
Eight new passenger locomotives
351,006.85
Forty-four steel underframe gondola cars, built ai company's
shop
47,442.10
Fifteen new caboose cars
42,646.55
Eight locomotive superheaters
14,246.31
Twenty-five incandescent headlights
3,869.14
Thirty-three duplex locomotive stokers
75,279.27
Sundry other additions, including two flanger cars, three tractor

redis-

at

$34,564.46
3,693.93

Discount on funded debt retired...
Profit from securities bought and

5.172-.65

sold—
Pension Fund
Insurance Fund

$879.00
1,240.00

2,119.00

Sundry items

—

65.18

45,615.22

Total

$5,559,813.82

Debit.

Dividend appropriation of surplus:
Preferred stock
(No. 49) 3% on $6,000,000, payable February 15, 1918
$180,000.00
(No. 50) 3% on $6,000,000, payable August 15, 1918
180.000.00

Common

stock

3% on $10,500,000, payFebruary 15, 1918
3% on $10,500,000, payable August 15, 1918

(No. 36)

Administration:
Two freight locomotives
Two passenger locomotives
Two passenger train cars
thirty-seven

to

increase of 4 during the year.

•''^

COST OF EQUIPMENT.

One hundred

and now amount

The assets of this fund, created July 1, 1903, were increased $11,611.28,
and now amount to $243,998.69 in interest bearing .securities and
cash.
tfiere were 68 pensioners upon the roll on December
31, 1918, a net

-"'^

The only important work still in progress, to be completed in 1919, is
the following:
Land for industrial tracks, Buffalo, N. Y.
Interlocking plants at Riverside Junction, N. Y., and Falls Creek, Pa.
Yard tracks at Falls Creek, Pa.
No further new projects involving large expenditures are required or
this

interest

26,781.29

Y

new work authorized

*"« increased $12,292.11
bearing securities and cash.

°^ "''' ^""'^

PENSION FUND.

31,441.10

pleted.

at

FIRE INSURANCE FUND.
«,?l'Lf''J'?"?
?J73,461.65
in

15,487.43

including the extensive
improvements and changes in the terminal facilities and buildings at East
Salamanca, N. Y., and Elk Run Junction and Cloe, Pa., is virtually com-

contemplated

U.
and
accepted from the builders by their inspectors, was not entered upon the
books, pending a final determination of the whole question of the railroad
equipment problem.

]|

Total
of

1077

rolling stock under contract was delivered during the year and is
included in this report.
The approximate cost of $2,253,600.00 for 800 fifty-five ton steel coal
cars, al ocated to your Company by the
S. R. R, Administration
•')''

$27,052.90

Tie tamping machines and equipment
Shop and power plant machines
Improvement bridge, Johnsonhurg, Pa
Increased weight of rail, etc
Stone and slag ballast
.Additional yard extensions, sidings, etc

The program

•

able

$23,198.24
16,792.74
5,494.75
freight train cars

Five work equipment cars
Eight miscellaneous equipment cars

Making a net increase of
The total tractive power of engines aggregates

315,000.00

(No. 37)

210,000.00

$885,000.00

89,151.94
1,443.59

5,289.70

141,370.96

$2,854,191.98

16,025,362 pounds, an increase of 3,251,952 pounds during the past year.
The average tractive power of each engine increased 4,252 pounds, being
43,312 pounds as against 39,060 pounds on December 31, 1917.
The total carryii.g capacity of cars in freight service now amounts to
777,657 net tons, an increase of 40,330.
The average carrying capacity or efficiency of each freight car increased
.57 ton, being 43.94 tons as against 43.37 tons.
Of the cars in passenger service 47.31 per cent are of all steel construction; and in the freight service 93.63 per cent of the cars are all steel or
are equipped with steel underframes.

[AST.]

Surplus applied to sinking and other
reserve funds
Equipment bonds retired Series A

—

—

to

G

inclusive

Miscellaneous

appropriation

577,348.68
of

sur-

plus
Series

Debt

H

and J

discount

extinguished

225.000.00

through

surplus

944.99

Miscellaneous debits
Premium on funded debt retired..
Sundry items

By Balance Surplus December

31,

$3,625.99
1,551.79

1918

(page 16)

5,177.78

1.693.471. 4S

$3,866,343.37
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Western ,'ind the Des Moines Terminal has been appointed
federal treasurer for these roads, wilh hculquartcrs at Des
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Moines, Iowa.

Railw^ay Officers

Engineering and Rolling Stock
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Railroad Administration
Central
G.

Philip Petri, until niiiilly districM engineer on llie Baltimore &
Ohio, I'.astern Lines, with oflice at I'illsburgh, Pa., has been appointed divi.'ion engineer, wilh head(|iiarlers at Cumberland, Md.,
vice W. T. Hughes, transferred.

Purchasing

W. Tomlinson, dncitor

ways,

lias

director at

of (lie Division oi Inland Wau-rbeen given leave of absence to become resicieni
London for the American Shipbuilding Company.

E. Marvin Underwood, general solicitor of the Seaboard
Air Line and formerly assistant attorney general of the
United States, has been appointed general solicitor of tiie
United States Railroad Administraiion, and R. V. Fletcher,
general attorney of the Illinois Central, lias been appointed
assistant general counsel of the Railroad .\dministration, in
charge of traffic matters, succeeding R. Walton Moore, re-

L. Irwin, purchasing agent of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe and associated lines, with headquarters at Dallas,
Texas, has had his authority extended over the Beaumont,
Sour Lake & Western, the Houston Belt & Terminal, the
Iberia, St. Mary's & Eastern, the New Iberia and Northern,
the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, the Orange & Northwestern and the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.
R.

Corporate

signed.

Traffic

Operating

W.

Stephenson, assistant superintendent on the St. Louis
Soutluvestern with headquarters at Pine Blufif, Ark., has been
promoted to superintendent, with headquarters at the same
place, succeeding J. E. Callahan, promoted.
J. G. Fitzhugh, superintendent of safety and lire prevention
of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe and associated lines, witli
headquarters at Galveston, Texas, has had his authority extended over the Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western, the Houston Belt & Terminal, the Iberia St. Mary's & Eastern, the
New Iberia and Northern, the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico,
the Orange & Northwestern and the St. Louis, Brownsville

&

M. O.

Bicknell, assistant to the president of the Sacramento
Northern, has been promoted to traffic manager, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., to succeed J. R. Wilson, who
has resigned.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Colonel Frederick W. Green, having retired from army
service, has been reinstated to the office of assistant to the
president of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company,
with oflice at

& Buffalo, now the West Shore, and served in different capacities until the summer of 1885, when he was appointed
night operator at Utica, N. Y. In 1888 he served as copier to
despatcher and later became trick despatcher.
He subsequently served on the same road and the New York Central
lines consecutively as despatcher, chief despatcher, examiner
and trainmaster, until 1907, when he resigned from railway
work on account of ill health. In October, 1909, he entered
the service of the Bangor & Aroostook as examiner. The following year he w-as appointed yardmaster, and later in the
same year became trainmaster, which position he held until
his recent appointment as superintendent of the same road as

above noted.
Financial, Legal and Accounting
Charles Elsey, acting federal treasurer of the Western
Pacific, the Tidewater Southern and the Deep Creek, has
been promoted to federal treasurer of these roads, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.

W. F. Ingram, acting federal treasurer of the Southern
Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., has been
promoted to federal treasurer of this road and the Arizona
Eastern with the same headquarters.
J. Kennedy has been appointed auditor of disbursements
of the Southern Pacific and the Arizona Eastern, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., vice F. L. McCaffery resigned
to accept service with Southern Pacific Company.

F. Wright, assistant general solicitor of the Seaboard
Air Line, with office at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed general solicitor, vice E. Marvin Underwood, resigned to become
general solicitor for the United States Railroad Administra-

James

tion.

C. H. Hueston, acting federal treasurer and paymaster of
the Des Moines Union, the Iowa Transfer, the Des Moines

Louis,

Mo.

Railway Officers

Mexico.

John P. Darhng, who has been appointed superintendent
of the Bangor & Aroostook, with headquarters at Houlton,
Maine, as has already been announced in these columns, was
born on January 25, 1866, at Port JefTerson, N. Y. He began
railway work in May, 1883, with the New York, West Shore

St.

in Military Serv'ce

Major Edward W. Mason, 31st Engineers (Railway),
American Expeditionary Force, who has been stationed at
St. Nazaire, France, since May, 1918, has been promoted to
Lieutenant-Colonel and appointed general superintendent
of the 14th Grand Division, which extends from Gievres to
St. Nazaire and La Rochelle. with headquarters at Nantes.
France. Mr. Mason was formerly general superintendent of
the Western Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco.
Cal.
He entered the service of that road in 1909 and served
continuously with the Western Pacific until his entry into the

service of the United States

Army.

Obituary
Harry De Laney, formerly superintendent

of motive

power

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, at New Albany,
Ind., and later for about six years, previous to 1912, eastern
representative at New York for Brown & Company, Inc.,
manufacturers of iron and steel products, at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
died at his home in New York on ^March 30. Mr. De Laney
of the

retired

from active work

in 1912.

special agent on the personal staff of the
superintendent of the New Jersey division of the

David M. Ferine,
general

Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at New York, died
on April 22, at Baltimore, Md., while on a business trip in that
city.
He was born on February 13, 1869, at Baltimore, Md.,
and entered the service of the Pennsylvania System in May,
1888, as an apprentice at the Mt. Vernon shops of the
Northern Central. He subsequently served consecutively as
assistant road foreman of engines, assistant master mechanic,
assistant engineer of motive power, and master mechanic
until April, 1906,

when he was promoted

to superintendent of

motive power of the Northern Central and the Philadelphia
& Erie. The following year he was transferred to Pittsburgh
on the Western Pennsylvania division, and in January, 1912,
was again transferred to the New Jersey division and the
West Jersey & Seashore, remaining in that position until his
promotion in June, 1917, as special agent on the personal
staff of the

as

general superintendent of the

above noted.

New

Jersey division

—

H. C. Woodbridge, supervisor of fuel conservation in the Allegheny region, directed attention at the New York Railroad
Club meeting week before last to the
Playing
importance of the statistics which are
the
being developed by the Fuel Conservation Section of the United States RailGame
road Administration. While there are,
of course, many reasons why the performance of one railroad
cannot be directly compared with that of another road, yet
in a general way such comparisons may prove of the greatest
value in inspiring the managements of the different roads to
look into the reasons for the differences and to try to improve
their records. The matter of fuel conservation is of such vital
importance that no stone should be left unturned in encouraging those who actually handle it to use it to the best possible
advantage.
This, however, involves the most careful and
far reaching educational methods, which in conjunction with
accurate performance records will encourage the men to emulate each other and will transform the work of the firemen
and engineers into the spirit of playing a game. It is this
spirit that is so necessary in getting the best results from men
engaged in any kind of occupation or business. It kills the
spirit of drudgery and adds a zest to a man's work that is
reflected in an improvement in his physical and mental conThe records that are being dedition and development.
veloped by the Fuel Conservation Section, which will undoubtedly improve in accuracy as the standard statistics developed under the direction of Professor W. J. Cunningham
become better understood and appreciated, will encourage

managements of the different roads. These
which are being compiled for divisions and
for individual performance will accomplish the same purpose among the various parts of each organization and among
rivalry

same

among

the

statistics

the individuals.

The

rapidity with which the various stock arguments forfavor of government management of
railways and other public utilities are

merly advanced in

Telephone Strike

Under Government Operation

being refuted by the results of actual
government operation is as amusing as
it

is instructive.

One

of these arguments

of the principal

was

that the gov-

ernment would be a model employer, and that therefore under
its management labor would be fairly dealt with and there
would be no strikes. The Bell telephone system is now being
operated, under government control, by the post office deRecently the lines of the Bell system throughout
partment.
New England were almost completely tied up by a strike
of the operators and some other employees. The strikers attributed their break with the management to an unreasonable
attitude assumed by Postmaster General Burleson regarding
Irrespective of
the method of settling their wage demands.
merits of the controversy, however, the fact that
the strike took place under government operation is highly
cannot now recall a single important claim
significant.
the

We

which ever has been advanced in favor of government management which has not been refuted by actual experience in
the operation by the government of the railroads and the tele-

1079

graph and telephone systems; and some of the worst evils
which appear sure to develop under long continued government management have not yet had time to come to full
fruitage.
For example, the twin evils of politics and
bureaucracy, although they already have made themselves
felt, are still in their infancy, and the properties in the main
are still operated, not by political appointees, or by the
mediocre products of the civil service system, but by men
trained under private management. In view of the great disparity which exists between the claims made in the past by
advocates of government operation and the results that have
already been produced, one wonders how wide the disparity
would become after politics and bureaucracy had done their
perfect work,
and men of ability had been weeded
out.

There were three short talks before the National
Social Science in

Summing Up
the

New York

Institute of

Friday which, although
they occupied less than an hour and a
half

in

railroad

last

all,

summed up

situation

as

the

clearly

present
as

it

Railroad Problem could be covered in weeks of discussion.
Theodore E. Burton, formerly
United States senator from Ohio, sketched in outline the
three phases through which, in his opinion, the railroads of
the United States have passed; these were, encouragement of
railroad building by gifts of land, etc., protection of the ship-

per which eventually amounted to persecution of the railroads, and exploitation of the employees.
With this as a
background, William Church Osborn showed in a lucid and
entirely convincing address how, although the government
had taken over control and operation of the physical properties of the railroads, it had not attempted to control the employees on these physical properties. As Mr. Osborn put it,
control of the railroads without control of the organization
to run them, means that the government has taken over less
than 50 per cent of what constitutes the steam railroad transportation system of the country. It is a situation which nearly
every railroad man realizes but it is one which is seldom fearlessly and frankly faced in the discussion of railroad matters
in Congress or before congressional investigating committees.
The solution that Mr. Osborn suggested, by implication at
least, appeared to be a recognition that railroad labor as well
as railroad capital was invested with a public interest to a
degree which required it to be regulated.
Employment in
railroad work would then be an acceptance of conditions different from those in private industry and the right to strike
would be abrogated by acto quit work without warning
George A. Post, chairman of the
ceptance of the position.
Railroad Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States got down to the "brass tacks" of the situation
when he summed up the discussion with the irrefutable fact
that, discuss as much as you would the theoretical problems
involved in the future of American railroads, what we have to
do now is to "dig down into our jeans" as shippers and consumers of goods that are shipped by rail and pay the higher
freight rate that is absolutely necessary to the continued solvency of the railroads.

—
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What

Punitive Overtime in
Train Service Would

It

Mean

QUESTION of "punitive" overtime for employees in
railway train service has been referred to the consideration of Board of Adjustment No. 1 of the Railroad Ad-

THE

ministration witiiout altractinf; much attention. If the pul)lic
knew just what this action means it would attract more attention. The j^rantina; of punitive overtime would involve another increase in waives of many millions of dollars a year

which the public would have to pay and would not ncccsmean at tlic same time any change in the hours of work

sarilv

of the

men

affected.

railway employees have now been given the
eight-hour basic day and clianges are under way as a result
of which practically all of them except those in train service
soon will actually be working only eight hours a day. Work

Almost

all

in train service, however,

is

peculiar,

and the wages paid

The number of hours a railare on a peculiar basis.
way engineer, fireman, conductor or brakeman works in a day
depends upon how far and how fast his train runs. If he
for

it

is called for duty and works eight hours or less (five hours
or less for passenger enginemen), or runs 100 miles or less
(ISO miles for passenger trainmen), he receives a day's pay.

If he works eight hours or more, or runs 100 miles or more,
he receives overtime at the regular hourly or mileage rate for
the time in excess of eight hours or the miles in excess of 100
To many people this arrangement does not seem reamiles.
Admitting the soundness of the proposition that
sonable.
eight hours should constitute a day's work, the question naturally arises as to why a man who runs 150 miles in eight
hours should be paid a half day's overtime for the extra 50
The result of considering 100 miles a day's work is
miles.
that thousands of men who run more than 100 miles in eight
hours or less receive more than a day's pay for working eight
hours or less.
Suppose, now, that the demand of the train employees for

so-called "overtime" on a time and a half basis is granted.
This would mean, first, that an employee in train service
who worked ten hours in a day would receive time and a half
That sounds reasonable enough.
for the extra two hours.
But as 100 miles is also considered a day's work, that is not
If an employee should run 125 miles
all that is involved.
in eight hours he would be paid time and a half for the extra

25 niiles. Why should a man be paid so-called "overtime,"
not merely at the regular rate, but at the rate of time and a
half, when as a matter of fact his entire day's work is accomplished in eight hours, or even less than eight hours?
The answer of the employee is that in train service 100 miles
That is true. But ought it to be a day's
is a day's work.
it can be and actually is, run in less and even
than eight hours? And if the theory that it is a
day's w-ork is still to be recognized, on what grounds can the
proposition be defended that when more than 100 miles is
run in eight hours or less the excess mileage should be paid
for, not merely on a pro rata basis, but on the basis of 50 per
cent more per mile than is paid for the first 100 miles.
Stated in terms of money, it was estimated on the occasion of the controversy which resulted in the passage of the
Adamson law that the granting of time and a half for overtime would cost the railways about $40,000,000 a year. The
wages of the train service employees are now at least 50 per
Therefore, to grant their
cent higher than they were then.
demands now would cost the railways about $60,000,000 a
This is upon the assumption that the terminals beyear.
tween which trains are run remain as they are now. Every
study of the subject which has ever been made has indicated
that it would cost more to change the terminals and shorten
the runs than to leave them as thev are.

work when

much

less

is
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clear that the train service employees should be remake some very large and important concessions be-

quired to

fore the large additional

burden which would

result

from

granting them time and a half for overtime should be imposed

upon

the public.

New

Light on Present

Railway Wages
EFFECis OF THE CHANGES in Salaries and wages and
working conditions on the railways which have been
made under government control are strikingly reflected by
the statistics regarding the payroll for January, 1919, which
were publislicd in tlic Railway Age. for April 25, page 1060.
The last month of private control was December, 1917. In
that month the railways handled practically the same traffic
as in January, 1919.
In January, 1919, however, they had
145,026 more employees than in December, 1917. This increase in employees was largely due to reduction in the average hours worked per employee per day. While the increase
in the number of employees was 8J^ per cent, the increase in
the number of days worked by those reported on a daily
basis was less than 6 per cent, and the increase in the hours
worked by those reported on an hourly basis was less than

THE

4 per cent.
It is clear, however, that the amount of traffic handled per
employee, and in proportion to the average number of hours
or days worked per employee, was smaller than in December,
1917, in spite of the vast advances in wages which have been
made, and of the fact that December, 1917, was a month of
extremely severe weather, while January, 1919, was a month
With the average wage per
of extremely mild weather.
employee going up and the average amount of traffic handled
per employee going down, it is easy to understand why the
changes in wages and working conditions are having such
unfavorable effects upon net earnings.
The table showing the increases and decreases made in
salaries and wages per day or hour calls attention forcefully
to the difference between the way in which the officers of
the railways and the employees have been treated under government operation. The average salary of general officers
receiving $3,000 or more per year has been reduced 20 pei
cent.
The average salary of division officers receiving $3,000
or more per year has remained unchanged. The average
salary of general officers receiving less than $3,000 has been
increased 17 per cent, and the average salary of division
officers receiving less than $3,000 has been increased 39 per
cent. The average increase made to all officers and employees
up to the end of January had been 48 per cent. Since then
further advances have been made to employees in train
service, etc., which will increase the average to considerably
more than 50 per cent. In other words, the general and
division officers receiving more than $3,000 a year have seen
their salaries standing still or being reduced, while they have
seen the wages of railway labor advanced by more than half.
If railway officers have not been altogether happy and enthusiastic about a regime which has had these relative
effects upon their compensation and that of other persons in
railroad service, it need occasion no surprise.
There is a marked difference between the changes which
have taken place in the number of men employed in train

Owing to
service and the number employed in the shops.
the reductions in passenger service, and to reductions in the
number of freight trains due to increases in the average
freight train load and to reductions in the freight traffic
handled, there have been reductions in the number of almost
On the
all the classes of men employed in the train service.
other hand, the statistics for January show a sharp increase
in the

number

of

men employed

in the shops.

In December,

May

2,

1917, the
air
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1919

number

of machinists, blacksmiths, boilermakers,

brake men, painters and upholsterers, car inspectors, car

and apprentices, and gang and
other maintenance of equipment foremen, was 278,188; while
repairers, machinists' helpers

it was 338,629, an increase of 60,500, or
11
almost II jjer cent.
Reductions
average hours worked
per employee will account for some of this increase in the
number of employees, but the total hours these employees were
paid for on an hourly basis was much greater in January,
1919, than in December, 1917. The advances made in their
jr
v.!
.
hourly wages ranged from 41 to 85 per cent;
andJ.L1-this,
-41.
4.1,
\A with
41
u
r I.
xu
coupled
the 1large increase in the number
of hours they
were paid for, accounts for a large part of the increase in
railway expenses. The Railroad Administration has adopted
some radical measures in the shops, including the abolition
Most of the..c have been adopted contrary to
of piece work.
the opinions of most leading railway men as to what ought
How much have the new policies which have
to be done.
been favored by labor union leaders and adopted by the
Railroad Administration, had to do with the manifest decrease in the efficiency of shop labor?
The shop crafts are
now beiore the isoard 01 Railroad Wages and Working Conditions asking for another large advance in wages.
They
might pertinently be asked to work efficiently for the high
wages they already are receiving before seeking for another
advance.
Computations based upon the January pay roll indicate
that in that month the wages being paid by the railways
were running at a rate substantially in excess of $900,000,000 a year more than they were when government control
was adopted. Since then other advances amounting to
about $65,000,000 a year have been made. Roughly speaking, therefore, it must be concluded that, assuming that the
same number of employees would be kept on the pay rolls
as in January, 1919, and that they would continue to work
the same number of hours or days per month as then, the

in January, 1919,

i.TT

i-nii-

m

advances in wages made under government control would
This fact is
to very close to $1,000,000,000 a year.
highly interesting and significant in view of what was said
by the Railroad Wage Commission about a year ago in its
report.
That commission was created to consider the claims
In its report it said that if all
of all classes of employees.
the advances in wages asked for were made they would cost
It
recommended advances
about $1,000,000,000 a year.
amounting to about $300,000,000 a year. Since then, however, sufficient advances have been made actually to raise the
total granted to a sum equal to all that the railway employees
originally asked for.
The mere fact that in sum total the
railway employees have been given all that they asked for
would be enough to raise a question in the minds of thinking
and fair-minded people as to whether in many cases the
advances which have been made have not been very excessive,
The representatives of the railway employees have cerAs to those who
tainly done very well for their followers.
have represented the public, and especially Mr. McAdoo, to

amount

wage scales are chiefly attributable, it may
them that they have succeeded in restraining themselves from giving the employees more than the
the present

at least be said for

employees asked
Counting the
during the past
three years has
panics allowed
1916 and 1917.
about $600 per

1918 and 1919 being estimated:
*„
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.

Employees not

.

in
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will
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fine gold as it formerly did and somewhat more
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but less of almost everything else. The
'"f )' ""> '" which wages are paid, however, is the same
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^"^ ^^^^ ^f^'g^^ ^"^ passenger rates, which have
,
"°* ^'^ ''^'" advanced proportionately with wages,
''^^ securities,
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ghall Engineering
to
°

Be

a
"
ProfCSSion Or

'T'he appearance

3.

Xrade ?

of representatives of Engineering Council

^nd of the American Association of Engineers before
the Board of Railway Wages and Working Conditions at

Washington on March 31 and April 1 and 2, to appeal for
higher wages for technical engineers in railway service,
marks a new departure in the activities of engineering associations and one of much significance.
Engineering work
(civil, mechanical or electrical) requires a high degree of
technical knowledge, in addition to practical experience; it
requires the use of the brain rather than of the hand; it

involves, in the main, the giving of directions, rather than
the carrying of tliem out; in other words, it has the char-

which differentiate a profession from a trade,
Because of their common professional interest, engineers
have organized themselves into various technical societies,
The national and local engineering societies have amply justified their organization by their valuable contributions to the
knowledge of the profession of their members. In their concentration on technical activities they have given little attention to the promotion of their interests financially through
acteristics

these organizations, leaving this to the individual initiative
and efforts of their members.

Meantime, workmen in the trades in railway service and
elsewhere have combined for financial rather than technical
or educational benefits, and through the power of their organizations have forced large concessions in wages and working
conditions from their employers.
This has reacted to the
financial detriment of the engineers, particularly in railway
service.
It has led to a feeling among many members of the
technical societies that these societies must give more attention to the promotion of the business interests of their members.
It has also resulted in agitation for the formation of
organizations of engineers fashioned after those of the trades
wliose principal object would be to promote the financial
rather than the technical interests of their members.

for!

increases

the average increase per man $725 a year.
The rise in
railroad wages in recent years is shown in the following
figures of average annual earnings per employee those for

1

^i^or

whom

jQgj

ordered

by the director general

year as $900,000,000, the total increase in
been $1,250,000,000, as the railroad comincreases amounting to $350,000,000 in

This makes a total increase since 1916 of
employee per year, or about 60 per cent;

and since 1914, when the war began, the average increase
has been about 80 per cent.
For the trainmen the total
increase in three years has been estimated at $295,000,000
a year, including $70,000,000 as a result of the Adamson
law, $160,000,000 from General Order No. 27 and $65,000,000 from the recent supplemental orders. This would make

The hearing
these

at

two schools

Council

is

Washington brought into the foreground
of

engineering

thought.

Engineering

a joint organization of the four national engineer-

ing societies (civil, mechanical, electrical and mining) with
American Society for Testing Materials, formed to represent the engineering profession in matters of common
interest.
In general, the membership of its constituent
societies includes the older and more experienced men of the
the

profession.
By its appearance at Washington it reflected
the belief of the older and well established societies that the
interests of the engineering profession, as represented in rail-

way employ, made advisable

the presentation of a united plea
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for

rtMSi'd

iiii

pointiil out
tlu- jKist

and

iiinipi'iisation

for

iMif;iiu"crs.

IXs

.spoki-snien

failure to reto^iii/.i" enRini'LTs adniuattlv in
urfjed allintion to the merits of their re(|ue.sl.

Asscxiation of Engineers approaciied tlie
problem from the other anj»le.
It is intended .solely as a
laisiness orijani/.ation for engineers, and its nnmhership is
principally among the younger men in the field.
It is patterned in many ways after the trades unions.
It advcKatcd
collective bargaining, the standardization of positions, working conditions, and sahiries, etc., and presented a standard
wage scale for railway engineers to the Board.

There is no disagreement between these two schools of
thought on the point that technical engineers in railway
service are undeq)aid.
This is evidenced by the appearance
of representatives of both organizations to i)lead their cause.

Where

they differ

is

as

to

the methods

which should be

pursued

to correct this situation.
Shall they be tho.se of a
professional or a trades union organization?
Those advocating the latter course point to the lack of
progress which the older national engineering societies have

made

in

promoting the financial interests of their members,
this that because these associations have not

and argue from

given attention to the business interests of their members in
the past, they must necessarily continue this policy.
But is
this true?
The policy of any organization is in the control
of its members and it can be made to express their desires.
The time may have come for these organizations to take up
these new activities.
That they recognize this fact is indicated by the participation of Engineering Council in the hearings at Washington. True, the beginning is small, but it is a
beginning.
There is nothing inconsistent or unprofessional
in these technical societies taking such action along certain
lines.
The legal and medical associations have not considered it unprofessional to do so, and surely the engineering

can do as much.
Those advocating the professional point

societies

will be unfortunate if engineers

it

T

K

DK.MKNSTHAiio.N's of the metluxl of rccofdof draft gears under impact, whi(h were
carried out at the draft gear testing i)lant of the T. H.
Symington Company at k(x hester, N. Y., on April 10 and
11, opened up *ome very interesting po.ssibilities in the
graphic comjiarison of various types of gears.
But aside
from the graphic recording method shown, a description of
which appears el.sewhere in this i.ssuc, the out.standing features of the demonstrations are the evidence which thcv
III

11

111

ig llie ai tion

furni.shed as to the thoroughness with which the In.spectioii
and Test Section of the Railroad Administration is studying the draft gear ])roi)lem and the perfect fairne.ss and

good faith of the Section

in the conduct of its investigations.
Constructive criticism was invited with the utmo.st franknc-s
and all suggestions oft"ered were gladly received.
The testing of draft gears under conditions closely ap
proaching tho.se encountered in service is not entirely new.
The method of graphically recording the action of the gear^
during the complete cycle of draft gear movement from the

instant of first contact of the buffing faces to the instant
of final separation, however, is unique.
In some respects
the apparatus is crud'j, l)ut there appears to be no reason wh)the errors in the record may not be kept within limits which
for practical com])arisons are insignificant.

The study

of the characteristics of new draft gears, howbut one phase of the whole draft gear problem.
The ultimate and decisive test is not in the possession of
the characteristics of the ideal draft gear, but in the maintenance of characteristics nearest approaching the ideal
throughout a reasonable period of service
To obtain reever,

is

liable

data on this phase of the subject requires a large
of investigation and the essential element in such

amount

investigations
of view believe

railway service
and elsewhere permit the present inequality between the compensation of professional engineers and workingmen to lead
them to take any steps which will change the standards of
the former to those of a trade union.
They maintain that
no group of men can adopt the principles of standardization
of positions and wages and collective bargaining without at
the same time suffering other results most important of all,
the stifling of individual ability and initiative, which is the
foundation of professional ambition and advancement. \\'hen
that

Administration Draft Gear Tests

till'
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in

is

time.

This phase of the subject

is

now

being investigated by the draft gear committee of the Master
Car Builders' Association, which is also co-operating with
the Inspection and Test Section of the Railroad Admini.straThe prospects that ultimate results of the highest
tion.
constructive value may be obtained through the joint efforts
of these two agencies are bright.

—

the position becomes the measure of compensation to the

exclusion of the kind of work done by the individual occupying the position, the work degenerates from that of a proWhere the position of a man, whether
fession to a trade.
he be rodman or chief engineer, carries a fixed salary without reference to his ability and efficiency, the incentive to the
This has been the case in the
highest achievement is lost.
trades.
The members of Engineering Council believe that
engineers are underpaid today, but they also believe this can
be and is being overcome by other than trade union tactics.
Other professions have been able to do it, and the engineers
can.

Perhaps it may become necessan,' ultimately for brain
workers of all classes to organize themselves into unions and
use trade union methods to get a compensation reasonable
compared with that of hand workers. But iron-clad standardization of wages and working conditions in the trades
tends to destroy individual skill and energy and to hinder
industrial efficiency; and standardization of wages and working conditions in the professions could not fail to have a
similar tendency.
Present conditions call for sober thinking on the part of all
engineers in railway service or elsewhere. Shall engineering
The attitude of
in the future be a profession or a trade?

railway

men

will largely decide.

New

Books

I

Training for the Electric Railway Business. By C. B. Fairchild,
Jr., executive assistant, Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
Written under the supervision of T. E. Mitten, chairman,
executive committee, Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
Published by the
155 pages, 9 illustrations, 5 in. x JYi in.
J.

B. Lippincott

Company, Phi'adclphia, Pa.

Price $1.50.

function of this book is to present the demands and requirements of the electric railway business to the young man
who is about to choose an industry. It outlines the organization of the business, names the officers required and exThe book is divided into
plains the duties of each officer.
five parts, as follows: Organization, the executive and trans-

The

portation functions, the engineering functions, the adminisand miscellaneous functions. Each of these
five phases of the business is laid out briefly and in order so
that a single reading of the book will furnish a very comtrative functions

plete

and well defined picture

For example,
and transportation

of the subject.

in the section dealing with the executive

appear such subjects as the executive, the manmorning mail, the day's work, transportation,
public service and timetables, and the motormen and conThe book is written primarily for the young man
ductors.
looking forward, but as it outlines the entire field l^riefly, it
furnishes the railway officer an opportunity to get a comprehensive view of his own work.
functions,

ager's duty, the

I

Novel Features in
The

BASCULE
freight

D.

checkers

for

house

facilities

& Rio Grande

are

special

features

of

now being completed by
Lake

new
the

City.

simple layout and modern construction ideas.
The development consists of separate houses for handling in and out-

bound

lousiness, together

R. G. Freight Terminal

Lake City Include Two Houses,
Transfer Platforms and a Team Yard

Aside from these,
the terminal represents an effective design based upon a
at Salt

&

Facilities at Salt

BRIDGES between trucking platforms and foot

warmers
Denver

New

w'th appurtenant platforms, tracks

and four at the south end of the inbound house are used
end door loads. Four team tracks with a combined capacity of 45 cars are provided, and two additional tracks
for

The tracks to be built arc to be bridged
by a 30-ton capacity transfer derrick located near Second
South street.
are contemplated.

It was originally planned to construct a head house
facing Second South street and adjoining the north ends
of both freight houses, but war-time economies compelled

the temporary al)andonment of this part of the program,

and

offices, lavatories, etc.,

were fitted up for the agent and clerical force in the north end of the inbound house.
All driv—
ways are to be paved with 3>{> in. of asphalt topping laid

Inbound House and 20-Ton Derrick; Outbound House
Background

and

a small

team yard.

The

freight houses

in the

and platforms

are located at the southwest corner of the intersection of Sec-

ond South and Fifth West streets, and replaces an old inwhich had become entirely inadequate to take care
of rapidly growing needs.
In general, the new layout consists of parallel inbound
and outbound houses with two 16-ft. transfer platforms between, all connected at the north end by a trucking platform
Another thoroughfare between houses and
18 ft. wide.
platforms is afforded by three pairs of hand-operated basstallation

cule bridges 14

the layout.

tween houses built

a

7-in.

concrete

base.

has been completed.
The outbound house is 57

Team

Side

The pavement on

Fifth

West

street

Of

this length ,^99

ft.

6

in.

inclosed, 84

wide by 526

ft.

long.

continuous roof be-

Layout

Houses and Tracks

of the Freight

at a height to clear the bridges

when

in

the upright position.

There are three tracks serving each house, with two
tracks between the island platforms.
These
tracks have a capacity of 100 cars, set for loading.
In
tion, two spur tracks at the south end of the outbound
tional

en a

the

covered platform,
and 43 ft. is open platform. The latter is provided with a
5-ton electrically-operated, full-circle, swing steel derrick

in width, located near the mid-length of

ft.

The\- are protected by

Outbound House from

addieight

addi-

house

1083

ft.

is

ft.

is

with 40-ft. boom.
The inbound house is 714 ft. long, including 84 ft. of covered automobile platform at the south
end.
The inclosed portion is 66 ft. wide, exclusive of a
6-ft. loading platform on the team side.
An open platform
19 ft. wide b}- 127 ft. long adjoins the covered platform
and is provided with a 20-ton, stiff-leg derrick with a 23-ft.

RAILWAY AGK

1(X^4

boom.

A comntf ramp

bile platform

a fiords L\\»y access to the

from Fifth West

automo-

street.

The houses

are one story of concrete and steel construction, the details of which arc common to both.
The floors
consist of lyj in. of J-M asphalt mastic on a S-in. concrete

base whicii in turn is sujiported by a thoroughly-tam])c(l
sand and grave! fill lietwcrn retaining walls,
("enient top-
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slieathing rests on 4-in. by

()-in. rafters spaced 4 ft., on cenon the 10-in. 2.i'/i-\h. r(K>f jjurlins.
Steel (an()i)ies, 18 ft. wide, covered with corrugated iron,
are susjiended from brackets attached to the columns on the
team side of both houses.
Two styles of doors are used. On the team side, Kinnear vertical sliding sectional steel doors, providing a clear
opening of 9 ft. Ijy 20 ft. were installed. On the track side
horizontal sliding, tin-dad tire doors, each 9 ft. in' 11 ft.
were i>rovided. The latter operate on douijle lines of continuous trolley tracks liracketed to the concrete lintels. The vertical sliding doors are counter-balanced by weights suspended
inside tile rolunms of tlic steel frame.
Weil diffused light is

ters,

and

sjjiked to lugs

Interior of the

Outbound House

obtained through ribbed glass

set

in metal sash

above the

concrete lintels.

A

noteworthy feature of the design is the provision for
the comfort of the checkers in cold weather in the shape of
fcx)t warmers.
A line of 3-ft. 6-in.
horseshoe-shaped concrete conduits extends under the floors
Heat is supplied in these conduits by steam
of each house.
pipes, and as the automatic dial scales are located directly
over the conduits with a vent and floor register at each one,
the checkers are afforded a warm place to stand.
These
"foot warmers" meet a long felt want and contribute to the
efficiency of the checkers, while eliminating the obstruction
to a general view of the interior introduced by the usual
The steam pipes have a gravity return to
checker's house.

a heating system for

Details of the Bascule Bridges Connecting Trucking Plat-

forms
ping, in place of the mastic, was used on the automobile
and open platforms.
Steel columns, spaced 21 -ft. center

on both track and team sides support the roof
span of 54 ft. 8 in. in the outbound
and 64 ft. 8 in. in the inbound bouse. Above the doors
there are reinforced concrete lintels on both track and team
to center

trusses, giving a clear

rocf
Bu/lf up ashesfjs

Cross Section of the Outbound Freight House
sides for the full length of both houses at a clear height of
ft. above the floor, which are supported by brackets riveted

9

to the columns.

The

roofs are of two-inch tongue and grooved lumber,
with "J-M" three-ply builtup asbestos roofing.
have an overhang of five feet on the track side. The

covered

Thev

the boiler located in the basement under the north end of
the inbound house.
Separate rooms for oils and hides, invoice, bonded, and
perishable freight are provided in the inbound house.
facilities are afforded by J!0 Fairbanks
automatic dial scales, of two to five-ton capacity, 17 of

Ample weighing

:

May

2,
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which are placed in the outbound house and 13 in the inbound house, together with one 5 -ton wagon scale on the
covered platform of each house.
The platform heights are variable on the team sides,
ranging from 3 ft. 3 in. to 4 ft. at the inbound house and 3
For guards 10-in.
ft. to 3 ft. 9 in. at the outbound house.
by 12-in. timbers with exposed corners protected by angle

for the erection of the inbound house.
The
was let and work started in August, 1917, on
the outbound house and one transfer platform, which were
completed and occupied the following May, after which the
old sheds were torn down and work was begun on the inbound house. All plans and specifications were dravra in
the ofiice of J. G. Gwyn, chief engineer of the Denver & Rio

irons are set in the concrete wall, the top being flush with the
The transfer platforms are each 483 ft. long by 16 ft.

Grande, Denver, Colo.

site

cleared

contract

floor.

wide, with a Ijutterfly-type roof supported by timber posts set
in channel-iron pedestals which are spaced 21 ft. center
to center,

and bedded

in concrete.

the platforms are of the

The

and roofs of

floors

same composition

as those of the

houses.

The

character of the bascule bridges, mentioned above,

indicated in the drawing.

They

are operated by

worm

is

gears

The Railroad Administration's
New Advertising Campaign
that
war
uvur and
Now
travel has passed, the
liu'

is

the necessity for restricting

Railroad Administration

attached to auxiliarv columns set back of the door line of the

is

spend-

ing approximately a million dollars in advertising camThis attempt on the part of the Railroad Adminis-

paigns.
entire lenqrh of aoar

tration to restore the travelers' interest is developmg into
three campaigns.
In fact, three distinct campaigns are being
carried out at the present time, one to restore tourist travel to

pre-war standards and the other two to again
ward migration of homebuilders.

start the west-

The first definite steps taken in this general campaign
were toward the establishment of a Homeseekers' bureau
January as part of the Agricultural Section of the Railroad Administration.
This bureau was placed under the

last

jurisdiction of J.

F.

Jarrell,

with the two-fold purpose of

more closely co-ordinating the agricultural development work
of the railroads under federal control with allied departments
of the government and prosecuting the work with increased
vigor.
Its establishment was in a way due to the agitation
for furnishing information to returned soldiers and war workers concerning available land in all parts of the country on
which they might begin life anew. The advertising done
under this bureau is not extensive, but this does not necessarily impair the efficiency of the service

rendered by the
At the present time classified ads are being placed
in a number of farm daily and weekly papers throughout the
United States, the inquiries received as result of these ads

bureau.

Wall Section-Team Side.
Oufbound and Inbound Houses.

Some

Section at
Bofloms of Doors.

i^erlical

Structural Details of the Freight

Houses

and near the edges

Steel wire
of the platforms.
in diameter are fastened to the outer ends of
the bridges and wind up over the drums on a shaft connected

houses,

cables
to the

^

in.

hand gear by an endless

chain.

supplied by 100-watt lamps, one to each
21-ft. panel; two rows being used in the outbound house,
three in the inbound house and a single row on each transfer
platform.
Detachable cords 35 ft. to SO ft. in length with
two and three 60-watt lamps on each provide light in the
cars.
Double service plugs for these cords are set in alternate
posts of the platforms. When not in use, the cords are stored
in cabinets fastened to the posts.
The Lynch Construction Company of Salt Lake City was
awarded the general contracts for the foundations and superstructure, while the structural steel was fabricated and erected
by the Omaha Structural Steel Works. In order to insure
continuous operation, traffic being particularly heavy at the
time construction was begun, it was necessary to build the
plant in units; the outbound house being completed and put
in operation before the old sheds could be wrecked and the
Electric light

is

being sent to the railroads interested.
The supervisor of
agriculture of the roads to which the inquiries are sent
gathers all available data, and after the prospective settler is
furnished with this information in the form of pamphlets
and booklets, he is placed in touch with reliable land men,
whose duty it is to see that he is sold productive land. The
new farmer is introduced to his future neighbors by the
county agents, and is also put in touch with the state agricultural college, which will help solve his seed, crop and
stock problems.
In general it is the duty of these county
agents to see that the man "starts right," and that he is an
asset to the

community.

Closely allied with the work being done by the

Home-

seekers' Bureau is the campaign instituted at a meeting of
the agricultural supervisors of the Railroad Administration
at Memphis, Tenn., early in April.
At this meeting, which
was presided over by J. L. Edwards, manager of the Agricultural Section of the Railroad Administration, a program
was adopted which included four general propositions, as

follows
"1.

To

collect the latest

information about opportunities

for farming, stockraising, dairying, fruitgrowing, etc., in the
several states having undeveloped resources, and furnish it
free to those who wish to engage in such pursuits, special

attention to be given to discharged soldiers, sailors

and war

workers.
"2.
To co-operate with county farm agents and other
government and state authorities in looking after the interests
of newcomers through the dissemination of information regarding methods of soil preparation, seeding, cultivation,

KAII.WAY

U»So
cti'.,

onlor

ill

tluit

llicy

in wliiili they liavo

".V

culation

may

\>v

.suici'ssful

in

llu-

l(Kaliiiis

.-itltlc'il.

'lo improve markcliiij; conditions by the widest cirinformation aljout wlicre and wlicn farm product.1)1

ready for sale and where, and when there will l)e
need of .such |)roducts, thus enul)ling the fanner to send his
stuff to markets which arc not glutted, and to ol)tain for it
a jiricc that will mean a profit on his investment, rather than
will

l)c

a loss.

To

conduct a campaign in c()-()|)eralion willi goveniauthorities with the view of increasing the
livcstcx-k output, not only because it is a profitable feature
of the farming business, but also for the purpose of building
"4.

ment and

up

state

the soil."

It can clearly be seen from the propositions stated in tliis
program that the work w'ill, to a large extent, augment the
work of the Hoineseekers" Hureau. This l^ureau in the first
three months of its existence awakened the interests of

12,000 prospective settlers, of whom 15 per cent were disIn many cases
charged soldiers, sailors and war workers.
thev may be led to the new fields, and it is the work of the
agricultural supen-isor under this plan to carr\' the service
The work being
rendered these new farmers still further.
done by the agricultural section, aside from the campaigns
carried on by the Homeseckers"

Bureau,

is

partially illus-

trated in a statement made by C. L. Seagraves, supervisor
of agriculture of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and also
chairman of tlie committee which is handling this matter for

the north, west

and

east.

The substance

of the statement

contained in the following:
"One of the principal duties of the agricultural men at
the present time is to see that the prospective settler has
enough mone}' to make the necessary payments on land, live
In this way it is almost imposstock, buildings, seed, etc.
sible for him to fail if he takes ndvantage of the federal land

is

banks and applies the information issued by the railroads
and state agricultural colleges.
"Many of our states at the present time have unlimited
undeveloped resources, and it is the duty of the agricultural
departments to place these opportunities before industrial
workers, discharged soldiers and sailors, and those desiring

change

location.
great deal of attention at the present time is given
to the improving of market conditions through the widest
circulation of information in the way of market bulletins

to
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west.
'I'liis i» till- nal "Sec .\Muriia First" puljlicity campaign, with \\hi(li it is lioped lo stimulate jiassenger travel
inoiigh lo ju-tif\' Ihe expenditure (jf tiie tiiousaiids of dollars

Administration is |)laiining.
The only
pre-war advertisements and those
being u.sed iiy the Railroad Administration is that in the latter
advertisements there is no .specific mention of routes or of
the advantages of one |)oint of interest over another.
The
fundamental princijile behind all of the advertising is to
induce the American jiublic to travel, and the route whid
whiiii the Railroad

difference

lielween

the

the traveling i)ui)lic selects to reach the adverti.sed regions

U

immaterial.

This campaign has already Ijcen instituted in newspaper!
and magazines, and it is being furthered l>y the pre|)arati<m
and distrijjution of illustrated jjamphlets and booklets descrijjing the attractions of various sections of the country and
especially the beauties of the national parks such as Yosemite
Valley, Yellowstone Park, Glacier Park and the Grand
Canyon.

The Railroad Administration has authorized the publicalow round trip summer tourist fares to practically all

tion of

western resorts to which it has been customary to sell tickets
in the past.
In the majority of cases the sale date of these
tourist fares will be from May 30 to Septeml^er 30, inclusive,
with the possi!)le exception that 1 5-day tickets will be sold
These reductions may be illustrated by
in the meantime.
those authorized for the Southern Pacific and Western Pacific.
These roads have been notified that there will be two general
For tickets limited to three months from
classes of fares.
date of the sale, the carriers will make a reduction of 20 per
cent from double the one-way fare; and for the 15 -day
tickets sold on Friday and Saturday the reduction will be
These reductions in general have been offered
one-third.
the public on practically every line over which the summer
tourist travel has gone in the past and the passenger traffic
officials of these roads have been making preparations for a
To all appearances
heavier tourist traffic than ever before.
these reductions are practically the same as those made when
the roads were under private control, but the fares are really

proportionately higher, owing to the fact that the one-way
fares on which the rates are based are ver)- much higher than
in the past.

"A

being issued by a number of railroads, containing informawhere and when products will be ready for sale,
and where there will be a need for such products, thus
enabling farmers now located along the line to send their
products to markets which are not glutted, and receive a fair
price for same, which means a profit on his labor and invest-

tion as to

ment instead of a

loss.

and other products, are receiving a
great deal of attention and the railroad agricultural departments are working hand in hand with the county agents and
agricultural supervisors, so as to enable the farmer to grow
"Live

stock, potatoes,

more and better crops.
"Every railroad wants every fanner on its line to be an
asset to the community in which he lives, and unless the
fanner is able to conduct his business along profitable lines
he will be a liability.
"The Agricultural Section of the Railroad Administration
at the present time is issuing booklets on opportunities in
These booklets are prothe various States of the Union.
fusely illustrated and contain good concrete information as
to temperature, rainfall, soil conditions, crops, stock, marketing, school advantages for the children, etc."
The third phase of the general advertising campaign carried on by the Railroad Administration concerns itself with
a return practically to the pre-war practice of the railroads
in advertising the national parks and monuments of the
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The National Foreign Trade Conventioniat Chicago
Meeting Attended by

1,800; Outline of the Ideas Presented;

Abstracts of

Some

THEmetSIXTH

NATIONAL Foreign Trade Convention which
Congress Hotel, Chicago, April 24, 25 and
had as its theme "Foreign Trade Essential to
at the

26,

American Industry," but the spirit evidenced by the 1,800
delegates showed that they needed no conversion to that idea;
they were already converted and came prepared to consider
the practical problems of carrying on and increasing the
countr}''s present great trade overseas.

The convention took

the form of four general sessions

and eight group sessions as
well as the banquet Friday evening. Alba B. Johnson, president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, was elected president of the convention and presided at the general sessions.

Some 50 papers were presented during

the three-day meet-

banquet by Edward N.
Hurley, chairman of the United States Shipping Board on
The Future of Our Foreign Trade; by Frank O. Lowden,
governor of Illinois on The Meaning of Foreign Trade to
the Middle West, and by James A. Farrell, president of the
United States Steel Corporation and president of the National Foreign Trade Council, who spoke on American Mariing, not including the addresses at the

time Policy.
The scope of the convention is perhaps best shown by an
The
outline of the topics taken up at the various sessions.
first general session on Thursday considered America's Need
of Foreign Trade, papers being presented by Edward Prizer,
president of the Vacuum Oil Company, on Export of Industrial Products; by Fred I. Kent, vice-president of the Bankers
Trust Company, on America's Financial Equipment for
Foreign Trade; by Tracy Lay of the Department of State,
on Present Aspects of France, and by William Pigott, president of the Seattle Car & Foundry Company, on The Element of Cost in American Exports.
The second general session on Thursday considered a number of topics, papers being presented by Charles J. Brand,
chief of the bureau of markets of the Department of Agriculture, on The Vital Concern of Agriculture in Foreign
Trade; by John M. Parker, president of the Mississippi Valley Association, on The Mississippi Valley and Foreign
Trade; by William S. Culbertson, of the United States Tariff

Commission, on The Bargaining Tariff, and by

J.

W. Hook,

president of the Allied Machinery Company, on The Stabilizing Effect on American Industry of a Definite Foreign

Trade Policy.
Thursday evening was devoted to four group sessions,
dealing respectively with Commercial Education for Foreign
Trade; Foreign Trade Merchandising; Financing Foreign
Trade, and Advertising for Foreign Trade.
The topic for the third general session on Friday morning
was the American Merchant Marine. Homer L. Ferguson,
president of the Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock
Company, presented an able paper on American Shipbuilding which discussed the status of shipbuilding during the
war and treated to no small extent the fabricated ship as compared to the established methods of shipbuilding.
Other

papers presented were by W. S. Tower of the division of
planning and statistics of the United States Shipping Board,
on The World's Merchant Fleets Today; by Frederick J.
Koster, president of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, on The Future of the American Marine on the Pacific; by Ernest E. Baldwin of the New York bar on the Relation of Law to the Development of Our Merchant Marine,

of the Papers

and b)- James E. Smith, president of the Mississippi Valley
Waterways Association on The Relation of Inland Waterways to Foreign Trade.
Four group sessions on Friday afternoon dealt respectively
with Foreign Credits and Credit Information; Direct Selhng
and Representation; Export Combination the Webb Law
in Operation, and Ocean Service.
At the closing session on ^turday, a paper was presented
by Captain H. R. Moody, of the Quartermaster Corps on
Packing for Export.

—

The tone of tlie convention expressed about as much as any
other one thing the desire of those present to get back to a
pre-war basis of unrestricted trade in private hands and with
private initiative, every reference to that feature being greeted
with loud applause and often with cheers.
As one of the
speakers put it, "the less the government interferes directly
with export trade the better, confining itself to those functions whicli are clearly governmental, leaving to the exporter
the handling of the business." Several references were made
to the government control of the railroads, telegraph and
cable lines, shipping, etc., and in every case the spirit in favor
of their return to private control and private initiative was

plainly shown.

On

the other hand,

it was felt that the government was not
should to help the exporter or the investor in
the way of standing up for American rights in other lands.
It was agreed that the consular service was efficient, but several appeals were made for additions and improvements to
that service both for the purpose of a more adequate representation of American standing in foreign cities, and for the
gathering of more information of a useful and practical char-

doing

all that

it

acter.

Great emphasis was placed on the necessity for investment
of American capital abroad, it being pointed out on the one
hand that trade would be expected where American capital

was

invested,

to continue

and on the other that the country, if it desired
export trade, would have to accept payments

its

in securities because

it

could not secure goods for a long time

to balance its exports to Europe.

Several of the speakers, touching upon the same point,
showed the necessity for the limitation of imports by some
of the countries of Europe and explained that with the excliange situation so adversely against them, they absolutely
had to hold down their imports to a minimum until things

more nearer normal. An appeal was made that
American exporters should not complain at such restrictions,
for the European countries were meeting an exceedingly difficult problem and themselves knew best how to work it out
and what commodities they could for the time being best get
are once

along without.
The agreement of the delegates to the sentiments mentioned was apparent, and the desire to play fair and square
with the European importer was much in evidence.
It is impossible to abstract any of the papers at lengtli,
hut with a view to showing in more detail some of the important points that were brought out, a few are briefly abstracted as follows:

The Webb Pomerene bill was referred to by a number
among them Mr. Hurley, and was considered

speakers,

of
of

importance to have a group session devoted to it, at
which John \\'alsh, formerly general counsel of the Fedsufficient
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Unless this

sum

is

ab.sorljed

manner through additional imports, increased

detail.

in

some

services pur-

(iiased abroad or foreign investment, our natural ex|)ort trade

America's Financial Equipment for Foreign

Trade
By Fred

Kent

I.

Vict President, Hankers Trust Co.

most extraordinary condition will face the United

riie

its foreign trade upon the signing of tiie
Before considering the financial equippeace agreement.
ment of tiie country which has been built up to meet our
foreign trade problems it will first be necessary to analyze

States in relation to

tliis

and

condition.

The

Ihiited States will stand as

tlie

one great country of

the world witli power to produce, manufacture and deliver to
other nations all of the commodities vital to man's needs during times of peace, and covering as well tho.se things required
On the
for his convenience and desired for his pleasure.
other hand, the power to purchase our goods by those countries which are our natural customers has been seriously deAll of the belligerent nations of Europe have great
pleted.
financial problems facing them,
orably and successfully unless

which cannot be solved hontheir

imports are confined

largelv to essentials until such time as their exports of commodities and service exceed in value their imports and other

current foreign obligations.
The world trade situation which will face the United
States upon the conclusion of peace is about as follows:

We

will be called

upon by our

allies to

supply them with

minimum amount of goods with which they can get along,
whose maximum will undoubtedly be determined more by the

the

of credit which this country can furnish to them
through investments and otherwise than by the demands of
such countries, for they can undoubtedly use effectively more
of our raw material and manufactures than they can purchase
without our help. Our allies will owe us interest, which they
can only pay in foreign exchange that they can accumulate
on balance, except as the United States reinvests such payments in the countries which make them.
The neutral countries of Europe should import from us

amount

more than they export

to us.

trade vvith South America, while against this country,
should not be so in such proportion as has been true in the

Our

past.

The same

condition will probably prevail in our commerce

with the Far East.

Under the federal reserve system and with the authority
member banks to accept time bills drawn upon them,

of our

together with the foreign relationships which have been established by American banks and bankers doing a foreign

exchange business, we have abundant capital and facilities
will, howto finance our foreign trade as it exists today. We
marever, require a ver\' large development of our discount
ket for acceptances in order to make the banking facilities

...

which we already have fully effective.
Admitting for the moment that our financial institutions
and facilities are sufficient to take care of our foreign trade,
in so far as

it

cannot l)e maintained nor increa.scd. 'J'iic amount is so large
that our finaiK ial institutions cannot and .should not alisorb
the wiiole amount, or even such jjortion of the total as will
()r()l)ably be left after deducting possii)le increased ini[)orts.
It is going to be necesary, tliercfore, if we would hold and
increase our export trade, to import sudi high class foreign
investments that the public will see fit to jjurchasc them. '!'o
do this to tile extent recjuired, it may be necessary to organize
companies in tliis country who.sc jjusiness it shall be to investigate and purchase foreign securities in all parts of the
world, where they can be surrounded by proper safeguards,

covers the actual operations necessary to

fi-

nance such trade, another element has been introduced as a
result of the war, which remains to be taken care of if we
The United
are to maintain and increase our export trade.
States is to receive $500,000,000 annually in interest from
Its own foreign
those countries to which it has made loans.
interest payments have been reduced through the purchase
it
of foreign held American securities to such an extent that
favor of the
is reasonable to expect an annual net balance in
United States, based upon normal foreign trade conditions.

to

issue against .such securities for sale to the public

based upon them.
A few such companies,
with sufficient capital to act as proper margin, controlled
i>y men carrying the confidence of the public both as to
ability and integrity of purpose, could extend a great service
to the United States.
Such organizations would be in position to make such thorough investigation of foreign securities Ijefore their purchase that dcljentures issued against
them should be the safest .sort of investment, and one that
the public at large should be most willing to absorb.
It
would undoubtedly require less education as to foreign investments on the part of the people to develop a market for
such paper than would be true in the case of foreign securitheir debentures

ties

jjurchased for direct distribution.

is also going to be necessary, however, for our great
foreign exchange banking institutions which have the facilities for investigating and purchasing foreign securities to

It

l)uild

up

a

market

in the

United States which will absorb

them.
Still another form of foreign investment will be most
valuable and undoubtedly necessary if we would maintain
our exports, and that is the purchase of interests in foreign
industrial partnerships and corporations.
Such investments
carrying with them as they should a proper representation in
the foreign companies, would help stimulate our exports, and
They
under conditions of great security as to payment.
should also be of great benefit to the foreign countries in
which they were made, as they would help to develop their

resources.

When such undertakings are made by American export
manufacturers in foreign organizations which absorb their
own

products, it will in a sense represent a direct investment
of our exports, thus taking them entirely off the exchange
market, with the exception of the income to be derived from
them. This would help the continuation of our export trade

while that of the other nations is being built up to the point
where they can give us imports in exchange for our exports
in such manner as to represent a great world exchange beneficial to all concerned.
Due to the high prices prevailing, neutral countries have
largelv stopped the importation of all classes of goods except
those absolutely needed at the moment, and it can be expected that such a condition will continue until prices are
readjusted or, which would seem more doubtful, stability
of present prices is apparently assured for a period.

No financial equipment for trade or any other purpose
can be successful unless based upon integrity. Such integrity,
if existent, can only be maintained while the mass of the
people is honest at heart or is controlled by those who are
That it was safe to deal with Russian
themselves honest.
banking institutions before the establishment of Bolshevism
is of no help to that nation now that its people have allowed
such banks to be looted by those temporarily in power. If it
was WTong for the former owners of property in Russia to
hold it, there is even less excuse for those who have stolen it

May
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to have the
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While the world
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theories which are intended to cover
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up

being flooded with
this situation,

the
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assistance in selecting

We

must

l(x)k to the

and in determining our credit risks.
government of the United States for a

cold fact remains that Russia is being ruled by murder and
and entirely without principle, and that stolen money is

consistent policy with reference to the protection of
ican interests abroad.

being used throughout the world to purchase those whose
souls are for sale to carry on their false propaganda.
We have before us the spectacle of a so-called agent of

But even more important, we must look to the government of the United States for a consistent foreign policy with

loot,

who

supposed to have back of him
some millions of the ill-gotten wealth of the Bolshevists for
the purchase of American goods from our manufacturers and
It is inconceivable that any Am.erican manufacexporters.
turer of integrity can be induced to sell his products for
Those who would sell their goods under
stolen property.
such circumstances are in the same position as the man who
would willingly and knowingly sell to a thief in exchange
for money that he knew the thief had just stolen from his
neighbor, and who is nothing more or less than a fence for
There is no more excuse nor right in dealstolen property.
ing with wholesale crooks than with retail thieves, and if
our country is. going to stand for the principles which it
professes, we will accept no market for our goods where
pa}'ment is to be made from stolen wealth.
the Russian looters,

is

Amer-

reference to the establishment of stable government and the
preservation of the existing economic system throughout the
world.
It is a question of very great importance whether
the government of the United States at the present moment
stands for .stable government, or whether our government is
at the moment an essentially disturbing element which tends
rather to prevent the resumption of normal conditions.

American Business

Shall

Enterprise

Be Restricted?

By Edward N. Hurley
Chairman

of the

United States Shipping Board

Ships are the controlling factor in the development of
foreign trade.
Before the war only 9.7 per cent of our
exports was carried in American bottoms.
It is our
if our program is completed, to have sufficient ships
to move 50 per cent of our total commerce in American
bottoms.
total

The Government and Foreign
By

hope,

Credits

E. E. Pratt

We

Vice-President, Overseas Products Corporation

want

to put die best

operation of the

Mr. Pratt, in his paper presented before the group session
on Foreign Credits, outlined a number of ways in which the
various departments of the government could expand the

now

giving the exporter.
In conclusion,
however, he asked for a stronger foreign trade policy on the
part of the government and said:
The foreign policy of the United States has in recent years
seen some extraordinar\- contrasts.
In the case of Mexico,
although American property and American lives were sacrificed in the melee of revolutions and counter revolutions,
we have refused to interfere. We took the position that we
could not possibly interfere in the internal affairs of that
republic.
The same point of view seems to characterize our
attitude toward Russia, and will probably characterize our
position in the near future toward Germany and AustriaHungary.
On the other hand we have interfered in the
assistance they are

Dominican Republic and the Republic
where American lives and American property were

internal affairs of the

of Haiti,
endangered.

We

up governments

have not only interfered, but we have

tliat

We

set

are practically colonial administrations.

We

are superintending the finances of those countries.
are even policing them. Just exactly why we should interfere
in the affairs of the Dominican Republic and Haiti, and

why we should take over and supervise these
governments, and why we should omit to do so in the case
of other disturbed areas even on the American continent, is
a question which our unannounced foreign policy does not
just exactly

comprehend.
to examine the map of the world, and
be impressed by the very large areas that
are today in a disturbed and unstable condition.
No one

Stop for a

no one can
can

moment

fail to

impressed with the spread of such infectious
is a brave exporter who today is willing
to send his merchandise into Central Europe, unless he has
first received payment.
The same is true of all of Russia and
Siberia.
The same is true of Mexico. We hear constant
rumors about revolutions and disturbances in other parts
of the world, as for example in Italy and Argentina.
This
is the most important aspect of the credit situation which
we must take into consideration at the present time. It is
fail to l>e

disturbances.

He

a situation in which our government can be of the greatest

the possibility of

ports where they will carry
can't build up our

We

manner.

We

American

initiative

behind the

we want to get rid of red tape and
stagnation when moving these ships to the

fleet;

American

trade.

foreign markets in a slip-shod
must specialize in trying to meet the different

needs of different markets, and we must purchase raw materials and manufactured products from foreign countries
as well as sell to them.
We must take some chances in developing trade routes which are at present unprofitable, and
a little of the pioneer spirit of the old

of place even in these

There

modern

days will not be out

times.

a feeling on the part of many business men that
home as well as abroad, are not playing the game fairly.
This is largely imaginary. Usually
when you meet your competitor face to face you find that he
is

their competitors, at

is

a pretty likable

and human

fellow.

The same

is

true of

our foreign competitors.
We hear a great deal these days about what is going to
happen to American business when Great Britain and the
other nations, supposed to have certain advantages over us,
get into full swing. We have heard such doleful predictions
many times long before the war.
After three months studying the situation in Europe I
have not observed any outstanding advantage which thev
have over us, either from a production point of view, or a
labor point of view, or from the character of products manufactured.
This is true not merely of manufacturing, but
with reference even to shipbuilding.
Here we find some
cloistered critics asserting we will never he able to compete
with British shipping.
Over in England you will hear
English critics telling their government that Great Britain
will never be able to compete with us.
^^'e should not complain about Great Britain, France and
Italy placing temporary restrictions on a number of commodities which they import.
They are the best judges concerning what particular products they can do without during
the present trying economic periods which they are going
through.
We have many ships returning in ballast from France,
Italy and Great Britain, and materials produced in those
countries and needed here should be purchased now when
tonnage is available. If our business men would take such

stip.s

Wo

now,

it

woulil al.^o

In-

niTdn't worry mucli

foreign competitors.

licl|)ful

J'liey will

in

balancing our trade.

llank inovcmcnt.s from our

aljoiit

comi)cle fairly.

understand now, better than ever before, the evil of unfair competition.
Germany's commercial system reached the point
where it became top-heavy. It was hard to distinguish betwtvn CJermany's commercial enteqjrises and Germany's government, and it is my i)elief that comi>inations between
government.'; and business are almost as dangerous as combinations between church and state.

were no

there

'I'liey

be overcome, half of the
would be gone.
Neither foreign nor domestic trade w^ill ever be handed to us
on a silver platter. Gossip, rumors or criticisms as to whether
we can do this, or whether we can do that, in competition
witli other nations, takes up a gn.'at deal of time, and serves
If

AGK

kAIl.WAY

lU^X)

exhilaration

of

ol)Stacles

contest

and

to

comjjetition

American Maritime Policy
By James A.

no longer be the case, becau.se the foreigo
from a coal station or Soutii Amerthe east coast of North .Xmeriia, must reckon
will

which g(Rs

ican i)ort to

in ballast

with the competition of the tonnage of the United Stales.
the other hand, there is no esca])ing the fac t tiiat we start
ill tile race with higher costs of operation.
If in other respects we are able to meet the competition

On

.

.

.

world on e<iual terms, especially with types of .ships
liuilt or to be built, comj)arable with tho.se of our competitors, ex])erienced in long voyage trades, the relatively high
wages of American officers, engineers and seamen sufficient
in numbers to operate economically with safety will not prove
ol

tiie

Of

to be a .serious handicaj).

reijuiring the emplo\nient of

course it is essential that laws
an excessive number of seamen

or engineers, be rejjealcd

the estal>lishment of a definite

l)y

|)olic)-.

no useful purpose.

Let us try it out and see. As a nation,
we have never been lacking in perseverance, energy, enterprise and skill.
We have developed enormous purchasing
power at home and compete keenly, yet fairly, with each
other.
There is no reason why we cannot do the same
in the markets of the world.
Business should not get into the habit of relying upon the
government to solve difllculties which can be overcome by
ordinary business skill and honest methods.

liiis

rival.-.,

.-hip
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(^ne of the earliest re(|uircments of

tlie siiipping situation
international agreement about the
of the agencies of ocean tran.sportation in the

likely to be a general

is

employment

and the most effective way.
Tiie freedom of the seas, as a working formula of peaceful intercourse, should find a larger conception.
It should
stand for open ports and as free an interchange of commodities as the fiscal necessities of the nations will allow.
least wasteful

To

ourselves, with a merchant marine commensurate with
the resources of our country, the lesson will come with new
force, that to sell

we must

also buy.

Farrell

American Manufacturers' Export Association

President, U. S. Steel Corporation, Chairman, National

Foreign Trade Council

The temporary appearance

as a military necessity of the
government of the United States as a shipbuilder and shipowner on a colossal scale does not render it any less a fact
that the future of the American merchant marine must de-

pend on

tlie

attractions

which

it

offers

to the

employment

of private capital and the application of private enterprise.
The steamship business is one requiring special and exceptional aptitudes.

The men engaged

in

it

have to match

their

wits against the keenest in the world; have to be prompt
in decision, resourceful, expedient and expert in the calcula-

These are qualities which are not
of probabilities.
usually forthcoming when a goveriunent assumes the funcAs a commercial proposition,
tions of private enterprise.
government owned ships in foreign trade could only result
in disorganization of existing trade routes in which government ships might engage, while bringing about a complete
paralysis of individual effort to obtain for private American ships a larger share of American sea-borne commerce.
Thus, in the event of goverrmient ownership and operation
tion

becoming a settled policy, the problem
of the future of American shipping would solve itself by the
of merchant vessels

extinction of private endeavor.

The Foreign Trade Council has

already placed on record
its conviction that American shipyards after the war will be
able to produce tonnage at rates and under conditions that
will compare favorably with those obtaining in foreign counThere will be no return, for some time at least in
tries.
any country, of so called pre-war prices of materials and
Shipbuilding materials and equipment are on a lower
labor.
level in the United States, since the signing of the armistice,
than in any other producing country; ship plates and structural material having declined $12.00 per ton here with a
corresponding reduction in collateral forms of iron and steel
products.

Foreign ships in the past have worked their round of
trade with profit because when they reached the regions of
great production of bulky cargoes they found few or no

In connection with tlie Foreign Trade Convention the
American Manufacturers' Export Association held a luncheon on Friday at which Alba B. Johnson, president of the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, presented a new idea as to the
possible relation of the banks to foreign trade.
"The banking problem, the financing of our foreign trade,
is one of the most important matters that now confronts us,"
said Mr. Johnson.
"Goods cannot be sold unless satisfac-

made for payments. I feel that our
bankers are confined in their dealings by the limitations of
our banking methods, and that it is not realized that methods are in use elsewhere that are much more elastic.
"With reference to the plan I have in mind, you know
that when you go to an insurance man and explain how
you are going to ship goods he gives you a rate and assumes
the entire risk, for that is his business.
When you go to a
banker he will extend you credit, provided you take the risk
and do all the guaranteeing. Granted that the buyer is an
individual whose responsibility can be ascertained, and that
tory arrangements are

the

man

to

whom you

dividual, isn't
teeing

it

are talking knows the credit of this inreasonable to expect him to do the guaran-

?

"What would you

think of an insurance

will insure you, provided

man who would

you

will underwrite
asked for the credit
rating of an individual it gives its opinion. The seller takes
the bank's word regarding this credit and assumes the risk.
Is it folly for the seller to say to the banker, 'will you for
Is it unreasa consideration guarantee this information?'
onable for you to aslt the bank to back up its opinion?"
say, 'Yes,

I

the risk yourself.'

?

When

a

bank

is

The Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield and the St. LouisSan Francisco have been indicted by a Polk County (Mo.)
.?rand jury under the state law requiring railroads to operate
The railroad coma passenger train each way each day.
panies take the stand that the statute cannot apply as long
as the roads are in the hands of the government.

The Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce'
Work

of

Board

Is

Reviewed Particularly

in

Relation to

the Controversy with the Director General

By George

N. Peek, Chairman
lower tlian those approved. The answer of the Railroad Administration has ever been, that the price at which the Railroad Administration will buy is within its own discretion and
that in its opinion the prices approved by the board are too

RECORD OF THE CREATION, purposc, Organization and
THEprocedure
Board
of the Industrial

The

was

project

is

perfectly clear.

initiated in several preliminary con-

Ritter and Secretaries Glass, Lane,
At a special meeting with members
Burleson and Wilson.
of the Cabinet on February 3, the plan upon which the board
finally operated was thoroughly discussed and explained and
it was agreed by the director general of railroads that an essential element of success was the co-operation of the Railroad
Administration, which was then and there promised by Mr.
Hines.
The legality of the course proposed was discussed
and approved by Air. Hines. The plan was submitted by
cable to the President and by him approved. The board was,

ferences between

W. M.

high.

In the opinion of the board, the prices arrived at were the
members believed they could recommend
and which would, at the same time, permit the producers to
maintain the existing scale of wages and preserve the existence of the average independent producer, without increaslowest which the

ing prices to the public.

to use the language of Secretary Glass in cabling the Presi-

dent:

"To endeavor

in voluntary co-operation with business

upon which business
would be more actively resumed and the Railroad
Administration and other spending agencies in the government would be justified in buying liberally."
Departmental purchasing was an incident to and not a
condition of the plan and yet a factor upon which the success
of the plan must depend.
The procedure was to conduct an investigation of the costs
of producing and marketing basic materials, textiles and imIt was to announce the results in the
portant food products.
form of prices which it considered fair and reasonable and
which would continue present wage rates and agreements and
prevent reductions of wages. This was all the board ever ininterests, to arrive at a level of prices

activities

tended or attempted to do.
Since the Armistice the plan of the Industrial Board was
the first concrete, forceful and effective step taken by the
government toward an immediate and general reduction in
prices of commodities and the cost of living. That plan had
passed so far into execution as to render its effect certain.
Greatly reduced steel prices had l:)een determined on a study
of costs and the theory of the board was proved by the fact

It is believed, therefore, that we must look further for the
motive which prompted the director general of railroads to
In a statement on
decline to accept the prices recominended.
April 5 he states: "I have therefore been unwilling to comply with the suggestion which has come from the National
Coal Association, that the Railroad Administration withdraw requests for bids and instead undertake to buy its coal
at uniform prices for the various districts fixed by some governmental agency."
On April 4, the director general placed himself on record
in a long letter, which may be briefly summarized as follows:
(a) That the Industrial Board has no power to impose
prices upon the Railroad Administration against its
judgment.
(b) That if the Railroad Administration felt that the
prices approved by the Industrial Board were such
as would in themselves carry the suggestion that no
lower prices were likely, it would accept them as a
justification for buying liberally.
(c) That such approved prices are not the lowest that may
be expected, but that lower levels of prices will be
reached if the activities of the Industrial Board are

curtailed.

(d)

announcement made them effective, and that
the books of steel producers show beyond question that the
tide of buying had begun and that the very results promised
by the board were rapidly materializing.
The disagreement between the board and the Railroad Administration was the incident that stopped the operation of

the real consideration for the overturning of a policy so vital.

The

director general contended that the price on steel rails

was too high

l:)y

$2 per ton.

Throughout the discussion, the

of production were constantly
available to the Railroad Administration's representative, and
the basis upon which conclusions have been reached has been
repeatedly represented to the advisors of the director general

figures

representing

costs

and to Mr. Hines himself. Never have those

figures been conhas additional or contradictory data been presented; never has the argument of the Railroad Administration been addressed to those figures nor to the conclusions
drawn from them by the board. Repeatedly, all of these gentlemen have been urged to bring forward any facts which
would assist the board in reaching a conclusion on prices

tested; never

*.\bstracl

Commerce,

of
St.

an

at the convention of the U.
Mo., on April 29, 1919.

adflress

I.ouis,

S.

Chamber

of

suggests that the action of the board has resulted

an immunity to the iron and

steel industries

from

the anti-trust laws.

that their mere

the board, but the ostensil:)le issues of that controversy are
relatively so insignificant that they can never be advanced as

He
in

(c)

He

objects to the form of approval by the board of the

iron
(f)

and

steel prices.

expresses dissatisfaction of the fitness of the memIjers of the board to sanction trade agreements as to
prices, carrying the implication that governmental

He

agencies must buy at those prices.

concur with him fully that the board has no power to
impose a price upon the Railroad Administration, against its
judgment. I concur also that only the lowest fair prices immediately to be expected should be accepted by the Railroad
Administration, or indeed, approved by the Industrial Board;
but I can not agree that it is either fair or wise for the government to expect or attempt to force prices lower than the
These prices
steel prices approved by the Industrial Board.
were approved only after a most exhaustive study of costs
of production based upon figures in intimate detail furnished
by other governmental agencies, and verified by experts in the
service of the board. Upon these studies were determined the
lowest prices that could be exacted without certainly producing one of the following higlily undesirable effects: (a) Creating a market in which only the most powerful highly organized, and lowest cost producers of steel could survive,
(b) Reducing the wages of labor throughout the iron, steel
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and subsidiary

iadustrics.

(c)

liuri-a.sinn tin- prici's to tlic
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attained only by thorough and complete co-operation on
of every agency of the government, or industry, and

Ije

public.

llie jjart

TIk' dirivlor i;onoral feds, if 1 understand liim, tliat had
the board refrained from an attempt to con.^^ider prices from
the aspects of lal)or and other costs, and liad acted purely as

of labor, to reduce values to a stalile level by first eliminating
voluntarily on the i)art of industry everything in the way of
profits not essential to the maintenance of the average op-

a mediator to brim; sellers and government l)uyers together,
In this I think the dia lower price would have resulted.
rector general is correct, and especially witii regard to steel
rails, because tlie Railroad Administration, by rea.son of its
large percentage of consumption in tiiis imjiortant commodity,

erator,

could have practically controlled the market and the price.
But such a beating down of prices would entail the very results which the Indu.-trial Board was endeavoring to avoid.
No one ever preceded the director general of railroads in suppasing that governmental buying or action in aid of govern-

on a reasonal)le living basis, and thereby enlist tlie
normal ])urchasing power of the government departments and
of the public in making purchases, to the end that normal
production may l)c had and unemployment of lat)or reduced

minimum.
the war called for the co-operation
justment to new peace conditions calls for
to a

As

co-operation.

To

effect co-operation

shall be concessions of the special

it

is

of

all,

.so

tlie

ad-

the .same unusual

essential that there

and individual

Government departments and industry are

called

interests.

upon

to

mental buying, as a mediator or otherwi.se, was any part of
There is not the slightest need for
the dutv of the board.
such mediation and the creation of a new governmental
agency for such a purpose would be extremely difficult to

make the first concessions.
The government permitted and required the abnormal conditions essential to the making of war. It must co-operate to
restore.
The government departments must temporarily

justify.

yield something of their former customs

think that in estaidishing the Industrial Board, a governmental policy was decided, viz: to avoid the chaos and
possilde panic incident to the fall of an al)normal market by
an immediate detemiination of the lowest prices that can reasonably be expected; that low prices are not now to be secured
by reductions in labor wages; that readjustment is to lie made

the

I

with the least possible disturbance to our social situation. I
think that the studies and the course of conduct of the board
were tlie only possible means to this end. If I am correct in
imthis then I think that, while the board has no power to
pose a price on the Railroad Administration or any other governmental purchasing agency, still it is the duty of the Railroad Administration and other governmental purchasing
the inagencies to support the governmental policy, and, in
had
stant case, either to establish that a lower price could be
without producing the undesirable results
to accept the price decided upon.
conclusion is that it is not so

My

I

much

havr

recited, or

in the matter of

he does not agree with me, as it is in the policy I
have stated. Indeed, his apprehension concerning the course
rather
of the board in approving prices based on cost studies,
than in calling sellers and government buyers together and
permitting the best possible bargains by barter confirms me
The latter alternative overlooks entirely the circumin this.
stances that prices so forced to a lower level would, as is
abundantly proved by the studies of the board, result in
lowered labor wages, or the diversion of business to a few
price' that

My

to the public.
policy of scientific adjustment of

powerful producers, or increased prices
conclusion

is

that

if

T.ie

it ought to be abandoned; if it is right, then
departments of the government ought to support it.
The prices approved by the board were not agreed prices.
Any producer is free to sell at either higher or lower prices.
The action of the government itself in consulting an industry
in an effort to obtain a price reduction (as distinguished from
an increase) in the public interest can scarcely be denounced
It is not a combinaas a combination in restraint of trade.

prices is wTong,
all

and even if it were, the result achieved is certainly
a fit field for the application of the rule of reason. Whether
the board was violating the Sherman law was the responsibility of the board and not of the Railroad Administration
and had nothing to do with the question of fairness of the
tion at all

price

As

announced by the board.
form of price approval

to the

to

which he

objects, I

have

following the objection, but the board has repeatedly indicated its willingness to agree to any change of
announcement that will meet the wishes of the attorney

and practices and
and shii)ping, with their
large power of purchase, must bend to the task even though
pressed for sufficient revenue. At this time the railroads can
only do better by immediately doing more to help industrial
conditions and they, in turn, must be helped if that shall later
be found essential to their well being.
The board recognizes that the purchasing value of the dollar has decreased approximately 40 per cent and that until
this purchasing value of the dollar can be increa.sed, compensation to labor should not be reduced; and that compenwith a normal volume of business must
sation to industry
somewhat exceed the compensation of periods during which
the purchasing value of the dollar was not depreciated.
The more efficient or more servicable producers in any industry will receive more compensation and will support the
government to a greater degree by the payment of greater
taxes and still retain a fair reward for greater efficiency.
Those less efficient than the average will pay little or no taxes
and may have to sustain losses for a period or discontinue
There is no other fair basis. If the most efficient
entirely.

new departments

—

of railroads

—

reduce their prices to the utmost the others will be reduced to
a point where they can not exist, and the entire purpose will
be defeated and nothing stable will result.
The board b'^lieves that any impression upon the part of
any one as to what constitutes a fair price or reduction of
price at this time which is not based on an investigation of
costs under existing conditions, with proper consideration for
all, is not valid; that the lowest price obtainable under stress
at this time from the most efficient is not a fair measure of
what is right and is not in the interest of the nation. It believes further that no department of the government is entitled to a better price than the general public, except to the
extent to which costs may be reduced by the quantity of purchase or the conditions of delivery, and at this time, in the
national interest even this advantage might be waived.
With reference to the question sometimes asked as to
whether or not the board is engaged in price-fixing, it may
be said that inasmuch as it does no more than to announce
what prices are fair and reasonable under all circumstances,
and as low as may be expected for some time to come, it can
Either this
not be regarded as fixing prices in any sense.
board or some other properly constituted body will have to
promptly consider these matters, or in my opinion, the consequences to the country will be very grave.

difficulty in

general.

Successful accomplishment of readjustment problems can

A

the Atlantic Coast Line freight station in Bennett21, destroyed the freight house and
contents, 8 freight cars, and about 700 bales of cotton; estifire at

ville.

mated

S.

C, on April

loss $150,000.

.
.

.

Expenses

...

of the U. S. Railroad Administration

Statement for Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce
Gives Figures Not Hitherto Public
United States Railroad Adminis1918 were $3,647,143, according
to a statement filed with the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce by Director General Hines, and the total

THE

total

expenses of

lumberman

1

.

its

CAPITAL Expenditures
$25,000
10,600
8,400
3,900
3,000
-'\ccoiinlaiit
2,700
Secretary and assistant
4,000
Chief clerk
4.000
.Assistant

to

director..

Assistant to director..

Accountant
Accountants

Divisioi

V-

079 officers and employees of the regional administration. This
and a large amount of other interesting information not heretofore made public was furnished by Mr. Hines in reply to a
series of questions addressed to him by the committee and
has been made available by the publication of the concluding instalments of the record of the hearings held before the

committee in January and

office

expenses exclusive of office rents, traveling expenses,
expense for posters, and subscriptions to publications for the
year, amounted to $366,953.50 for the central organization
and $94,168.43 for the regional organization; traveling expenses were $167,704.99 and $40,13^4.40, and the expense of
posters, and subscriptions to publications was $9,402.36 and
This was given in reply to a question as to the
$396.99.
salaries, office and traveling expenses, and expenses for puboffice

lications, posters, advertising

and

Director
-Assistant director
-Assistant director

....
....
director ....
directors
to> director..
fuel conserv-

Assistant
Assistant

.

-Assistant

Manager,

.

.

ati
1

1
1

Manager,

.

.

.-Assistant

conservation

.

:

Direct*

;

General

— General

list

shows the

Occupation

1

.'\ssistant

1

general
Assistant

Supervisors,
Supervisors,

1

Private

to assistant
director general
secretary
to
director general ....

to

.

manager

1

Office

1

Assistant private secretary
director
to
general
Secretaries
Superintendent of tele-

2
1

Tele-phone operators,
$1,080
Clerks
$600
Stenographer-clerks,
$1,800
Stenographers ..$900

$10,000

graph

3,000

6.000
3.0O0

to

1,200

to 2,700

to 2,000
to 1,500
$960 to 1,000

Chauffeurs
Laborers

840
$300 to
$600 to 1,200
$180 to
360

Messengers

3,000
2,500

Charwomen

safety...
car
re-

3,000

Assistant

1

to assistant
director general ....
-Assistant to assistant
director genera! ....
Office assistant

1

Secretary

1

3.000
5,000
3.000
<"lerk-s
$1,200 to 2.000
Secretary
2.1O0
Assistant secretaries..
1,800
Stenographers. $1,400 to 1,500

$25,000

eral
1

Secretary
.Accountant
.\ccountant

Assistant director gen-

12,000

9,000
5,000
4,000

Messengers

Finance and Purchases
director..
Manager,
$9,000

Assistant to
Assistant to director..

Manager,

fire loss

surance

Cashier

8,400

marine

Accountant

in-

7,500

7

....$600 to

Assistant managers
Assistant manager ...
Assistant manager ...
District manager ....
.

manager

District

Inspectors

....

Assistant to manager.
Assistant
Special assistant
Chief inspector
Special inspector ....

-Assistant
-Assistant

director.

720

.

.

.

director....
director

Manager.

.

Food

3,900
3,000

I

1

1

1

2

4,200

67

3,600

2
6

.

.

prod-

ministration
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$25,000
15,000
12,500
7,200

Manager, War Industries
Board
Manager, inland traffic,
War Department..
Manager.
-AdFuel

1
1

9
91
2
2

66
8

.

6,000
3,000
4,800

Supervisors, fuel conservation
inspector of transpor-

4,800

coding
engineer
Inspector of transpor.

.

.

7,500

tation
-Assistant
supervisors,
fuel conservation....

5,000
3,900

Assistant
supervisor,
fuel conservation
Inspector
InsDector
.

3,600
2.400

.

1,800
4,200
3.000
Secretary and assistant.
3,900
Secretary and assistant.
3,000
Chief clerk
4,500
Office engineer
4,200
Chief clerk
3,600
Assistant chief clerk.
3,600
Clerks
$720 to 3,600
-Assistant secretary
2,400
Secretary
2,100
Secretaries
1,800
Stenographers
$960 to 1,500
Statistician

.Statisticians

.

.

Laborers
Messengers

.

.

840
600

....$480 to

ministration

Assistant,

Navy

De-

3

Assistants.
Fuel
ministration
Assistant,
Fuel
ministration

Ad-

Food

-Ad-

1

railroads

Manager,
Board

1

partmcnt
Assistant,

partment

War

De-

....

War
....

2
2
1

4
1
1

1
1

45
1
1

8

6,000

21

3,300

7

'bV-

-Assisltant,

3.O0O

4,800

Ad4,200

1

5,000

Food

-Ad-

ministration
Assistant,
Food Administration
Assistant. War Indus-

Board

Assistant.
tries

1

1

3,000
7,500
7,200
6,000
4.800
4.200
4.000
3,600
3,000

Assisltant,

tries

1

4,200

-Assistants

Assistants
Assistant,

I

1

War Trade

Assistant
Assistant
Assistants

900

3.60O

ministration
1

7,200
6,000

1.500

De-

partment

8,000

Board
Managers, fuel oil...
Manager, inland traffic.
United States mili-

2,400
1,800
4,000
3,300
3,000
3,600
3,000
1.800
1,620

to

partment

1

Shipping

Navy

Assistant,

18,500

De-

$480

1

12,000

Navy

partment

Messengers

1

13.200

mail

Manager,

Inspectors
Special representatives
Secretary
Secretary
Office assistants $3,000 to
Clerks
$720 to
Secretaries
Secretaries
Stenographers ..$900 to

OF Tr.\ffic

18,000

Manager, express and

tary

10
2

20,000

-Assistant

5,000
10,000
3.600
3,600
.$2,700 to 4,000

9,000
7,500
6,500
5,400
4,800
3,600
3,000
6,000
3,300
3,000

Ad-

Assistant
Assistant

forest
section

Treasurer

and

protection

Manager,

uct

4,000

(Proper)
Supervisor, troop routing

Division of Oper.wion (Car Service)
Mo,ooo
13
Insiiectors

Manager

Manager,

Assistant Director General
1

1

124

Supervisor, troop move-

Director
Assistant

Office

Occupation
salarv
Telesraphers ..$1,500 to 2,000

director

to

1

-Assistant

equipment
7

1

1

fol-

Annual

salary

6,000

6,000
4,800

12

1

2

repairs
Supervisors, equipment
supervisors,

7

$1,200 to l.SOO
840

.

7,500

I

.\nniial

No.

1

supervisors,

.

.

Payroll.

complete list as of Januar}^ 1, 1919, of all officers and
employees of the central Railroad Administration, under the
director general, and of the regional administration, under
regional directors, other than those on the regular payrolls of
the various railroad companies under federal control, together with their salaries, wages or compensation was furIt includes only one "dollar-a-yearnished the committee.

lowing

7,200

equipment
General supervisor, car

pairs

A

The

1

General

ment

Price, actuary.

4,800

1

1

man," Theodore H.

2

2

.

tation

1

.

Stenographers.

Messengers

.As.sistant

1

4,200
3,900
3,600

.

.

$1,200 to 1,920
1,800

Secretaries

.Supervisor,

7,500
7,500

4,500

.Assistant to manager,
fuel conservation

.

Clerks

1

6

manager,

safety

.Assistant engineers.
.Assistant engineer
-Assistant engineers.

1

manager, fuel

-Assistant

1

publicity.

The Railroad Administration

12,000
10,000
7,500

1

1

Manager, telegraph...
.Assistant
manager,

1

6

1

OF Oi ERATioN

$25,000
15,000
14,000

operating

operating statistics.

1

2
2

18
4
6
2

9,000

statistics

The annual

February.

December 31 were $74,993 for the central organization and $24,872 for the regional organization.
The
rentals as of

.

Clerks
$1,000 to 3,000
Secretary
2,100
Secretary
2,000
Assistant .-ecretaries.
1,800

organization for the month of December was
$280,600 for the central administration and $252,500 for the
regional administration, or at a yearly rate of $6,390,000.
This was for 1,193 officers and employees of the central administration at Washington and 227 officers and employees
outside of Washington (including 106 central administration
traveling representatives, supervisors and inspectors) and 1,payroll for

l-iXAXCE AND Purchases
2,700
Assistant secretary
1,680
33
Stenographers. $1,000 to 1,500
2
Laborers
840
7
Messengers
$480 to
840

tlie

tration for the year

War

3,600
2,400
5,00<5

Indus-

Board

3,000
4,800
4,500
4,000
3,600
3,300
2,700
2,100
3.000
2,820
3.600
3,300
$840 to 3,600
2.400
2.100
Secretaries
1,800
Stenographers. .$1,200 to 1,500

General agent
General agent
General agent
General agents
General agents
General agent
General agents
Secretary
Secretary
Chief clerk
Chief clerk
Clerks
Secretary
Secretary

Laborer
Messengers

$480

to

840
780

...

..

WH
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dccotinting.

M.Mi.iutr,
--.lion

Short

$9,000

Line
8,500
7.500

.\.i.lii..i

AccotiiUnntft

7,2CO
h.OOO
6,500
6,000
4,200

.\cconiitaiit
Acriiiinl.iiils

.1,900
3,601)

Accountant

3,300
3.000
2,880

Accovintant
.XccutiiUaiits

.Vccoiintant*

Accountant

$25,000
4,000
5,000

Director
.Assistants
,\9sislnnt
\ssislant

1

4
.!

X

7,500

service

actuary...

Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent

Traffic

.

4,000
3,000

4,000
3,000
3,600

Secretary
Inspectors

Members

of board... $10,000
6,000
Secretary of board...
5,000
schedule experts
6,000
E.xaminers

vice

1

supervisor....
Supervisor car repairs
Supervisor locomotive

1

Supervisor train move-

1

Engineer

I

Chief

$50,000

director
regional

1
1

1

I

Resident
ant

4
3

Assistant
express

1

19

\V

1

Assistant to

Chief clerk
Clerks

$720

2
1

2

Supervisor of
Transportation

6,000
4,800
4,200
8,000
6,500
4,200
6,000
5,000
3.600
6,000
5,000
4,200
3,600

ant

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

assistant
assistant
assistant
iSecretarjSpecial assistant
Office
Office
Office

Assistants
-Assistant

Transportation

1,

1

1
1

$50,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
10.000

traffic.

.

Assistant

regional
to
purchasing committee
Inspector instructor.

15,000
10,000

instructors..

Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Secretaries

,

1

Regional director

3,600
3,000
2,100
2,700
2,100
1,950
1,800
1,620
4,500
3,600
3,000
2,400
2,100
$720 to 3)600
$960 to 2,100
.

InsiH-clor

as

traffic

representa-

3,600
6,000
5,000
2,500

Chief
Chief
Chief
Chief
Chief

3,600

Qerks

.

.

clerk
clerks
clerk
clerk
clerks

.

.

.

.

Stenographers..
Telegraph
and

5,100
3,600
2,400
4,200
3,900

tele-

phone operators.

.

.

$1,080 to 1,734
$1,098 to 1,319
$1,098 to 1,269
$600 to 720

Chiefs
Porters

Messengers

N orthwestern

200
4, 800
2 700
4,

2,

520

111
/.'<

15

1
1
1
1
1

1

representative
Freight reiiresentative
Inspector
Inspector

3 ,600

1

3 ,000

1

Statistician

5 ,000

1

3

000

1

,950
,800

$50,000

.

.

.

.

Terminal manager....
Terminal manager
Terminal manager
Terminal manager
Acting terminal man.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

Assistant

manager
.Assistant
sistant

2, ,700

Engmeers

2,
2.
1

to

traffic

Engineers

40O
lOO

-Assistant to district di-

rector
Joint export agent

.

.

.

Car agent
Field man
Inspectors
Inspectors

2 ,610
2 ,400

800

Regional director .... $50,,000
-Assistant

2, ,700

1

2, ,400

1
1

1

I
1

1

regional

.

.

1

!

5,400
lO.OOO

visor

rector
District director
Traffic assistant
Engineering assistant.

Transportation assistant
Mechanical assistant.
Terminal manager. ...

1

assistant

manager

2

Clerks
Stenographers.
Telegraphers

20,,000
35,,000
20,,000
12,,000
8,,400

Cook

1,320
1,200

Porter

Region
Inspector

of

transpor-

Traffic inspector
Inspector, telegraph and

telephone
Chief tie inspector....
Chief treatment inspector

4 ,000

Treatment inspectors.

Labor representative..

3 ,900
5 ,000
7 ,500

-Accountant
-Accountant

5 ,000

Transportation
ciency
-Assistant
sistant

to

3 ,300

traffic

as-

,

Engineers
Supervisor of loss and

damage

Office

manager

Chief clerk
Oiief clerk
Cliief clerks

effi-

4,200
3,000
3,900

3,600

4,200
3,000

2,700
4,800
3,600
3,000
2,700
2,139
2,100
2,700
2,400
2,100
$540 to 2,700
$1,020 to 2,100
1.591.20

.

Routing assistant ....
.\ssistant to district di-

2,700
4,500

super-

tation

di-

rector

Terminal managers

Supervisor
Freight
house

.Secretary

1

10,000
10,000

4,500
car service
Supervisor of transportation
-Assistant supervisor of
transportation
Supervisor of transportation

3,600
4,300
3,600
3,600
3,000

4,200
4,200
2,700
3,600
2,400
2,100

3,000
2,700
3,600
3,300

.\ssistant supervisor of

Chief clerks
Chief clerks
Chief clerk
Oiief clerks
Secretary
Secretary

1

as-

1

Correspondent

3,600

3 ,300
3, ,000

traffic

1

Inspector
-Accountant
-Accountant
Supervisor of car ser-

Office
Office

3, ,600

.

1

Central Wester

4 ,000

1

to

20,000
25,000
20,000
8,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
10,000
6,000
10,000
9,000
7,000
5,400

as-

,800

3 ,600
3 ,000
2 ,700

Transiwrtation
assistant
Engineering assistant.

1

terminal

to

Region
1

di-

.

Engineer
Engineer

$840 to 3 ,000
.$720 to 2 ,250
Telegraph
and
telephone operators. $840 to 1, 800
Laborer
1 ,100
Messengers
$480 to 780

A'^sistant
sistant

.

District director
Traffic assistant
Traffic assistant
Traffic supervisor
Operating assistant...
Engineering assistant.
District manager
Car service assistant..

2 ,700

4,

Clerks
Stenographers.

.

regional

4,800

2, ,100

1

....
....

Assistant
rector

2 ,700

1

regional
director
assistant
Operating assistant...
Mechanical assistant..

officer,

representa-

1

Regional director

Traffic

Stenograph
iphers.

7,800

6,000
6,000

Traveling

1

inspec-

Assistant

engineer-

Traveling

1

-Allegheny Region

1

officer,

1

1

tors

1

Staff

Accountant
Engineer
Terminal trainmaster.

1

.Secretary
Chief clerk
Chief clerk
Chief clerk
Chief clerks
Chief clerks
Chief clerk
Chief clerk

4,000
3,600

mechani-

.

4; ,200

sub-commitForest products

.\ccountant
Charterinaster
Tug oespatcber
Tug despatcher
Tug despatchers
Tug despatchers
Secretary
Secretaries
Secretary
Secretary

inspec-

tors

Transoortation

officer,

1

2,

Accountant
Accountant

16

inspec-

tor

Transportation

.Staff

sistant

2,

—
Freight

4.200
6,000

Operating assistant...
Operating assistant
Special agent
Executive assistant
Executive assistant.

assistant
assistant...

3 000
2 ,700

inspec-

Telegraph
and telephone engineer ....
Engineers
Engineer
Engineer
transSupervisor
of
tee

assist-

.

Transportation

portation

7,200

stores.

10,000

2,280
3,100
3,300
3,000
$1,326 to 2,700
$1,020 to 1,380

pur-

committee..

Terminal managers..
Terminal managers
Terminal manager...
Assistant to termina

400
40O
1, 50O
8O0

to

members

Stenographers. .$1,200 to

as-

traffic

sistant

10,800

regional

Assistant to

Clerk
2 100
Stenographers. .$1,020 to 1 500
Laborers
$720 to 840

9

10,000
8,400
8,000
7,200
5,400
5,000

Staff assistant to traffic
assistant

Member

Secretaries

pur-

.\ccountant

Secretaries to

and

Terminal managei
Terminal manager
Terminal manager....
Terminal manager....
Terminal manager....

$660 to 780

Chief clerk
Chief clerk
Chief clerk
Clerks

assist-

Chairman regional

Staff

\tekwavs

5

15,000
15,000

mail

Messengers

$40,000
17,500

assistant

Operating

2,

Members

Marine director

4,200
4,500
3,900

4,200

assist-

traffic

.

ing

25,000
20,000
20,000

Traffic assistant
Mechanical assistant..

.

.

SoUTIlERN
Regional director .... $40,000

2,

Messenger

1

Cliainnan budget committee

.

Regional director
Traffic

Transportation
ant

Traffic

2 ,100

tors

District director
District director

Inspector of yards.
Inspector of piers.

chasing

600

Inspectors

di-

35,000
35,000
30,000

4,200
4,200
4,200

Pocahontas Region

Eastern Regi
Assistant
rector

Statistician
Statistician
.Secretaries

infor-

mation

1

Regional

3,600

3,000
4,200

wage

of

agent

3,600
4,500
5,000
2,607
3,000
Secretary
1,920
Secretary
2,100
Secretaries
1,800
Cliief clerks
3,600
Chief clerk
3,480
Chief clerks
3,000
Chief clerk
2,400
Cljief clerk
1,800
Clerks
$1,050 lo 2,700
Stenographers. $1,050 to 2,220
fjflicc

rejiairs

.

Board of Railroad Waciis and Working Conditions

Wage

l''teight

1

rep-

manager

4,800

operating

Siiiiervisors

Supervisor freight ser-

1

3,300

I'erishaiile traffic

1

1

rcpre-

service

iiKci

3,0iJi)

operating

1

.

Messengers

Division of Inland
1
$25,000

manager

sunerviHor

division

.

10 Kaiiroad .Administration
1
Corrcsi)ondent
$1
6,01)0
8
Clerks
$1,100 to
16
Stenographers. .$1,200 to
4,800

.\CTUAK>
.Actuary

I':i-.'i

3,600

.

7,500
7,500
6,000

Director

.

.

and

.Attoneys
Attorneys

.Assistant

.

.

and police

terminal

to

uivision
2

[•'reight service
•.enl.iiive

5,400

manager
1

KKnioN

man

chasing committee..

,000
,000
.\ttorney
..
,200
Inspector .
,000
inspector
,600
Inspectors ..
,500
Inspectors ..
,000
Cliicf clerks.
,000
Chief clerk
,500
Clerks
$900 to 2 ,000
Secretaries
1 ,800
Stenographers. .$1,200 to 1 ,500

6,000
4,000

secret

2,

A^\i'<lanl terminal

1

Attorney
Attorneys

7,500

property protection..
Chief,

840
720

Law

10,000

-A.ssistants

to

,500

Secretaries
2, 100
.Stenographers. .$1,200 to 1 ,500
I'ndcrclerk
900
Mc icnge
.$"20 to 840

17

Assistant general coun-

claims

$4S0

1

500
Cliief clerk
700
I'icKl agents
2, 700
Kt'porlcrs
2, 100
.Assistant reporters....
1, 800
CUrks
$1,080 to 1, 800

3,000

sel

$840 to

OF Labor
Sccrotarv
1

Division of

Manager,

.\s»l^lanl

Laborer
Messengers

1

6

$25,000

general

.401)

.100
,000
,800
.500
,900
.700
,680
,620

.SicMoKraplicr and clerk
M.noKt.i|)licrs.. $1,200 lo

1

!.><

i

General counsel

general

Acc,..nilaiils

AcciitiniantH

.Accountant
clerk
Clrrks

5,000
7,500
6,000

Members of boards.
Kcprcscntativcs
Secretaries of railway
board of adjustment

to

•iger

riiicf

.Manager, women's sec-

to

,700

,500

Accountant

4,000

counsel
Assistant
counsel

r.i.i.i.uK.vv

Accouulantii
Ai-.' .i.niiiiii

Accotinlants

expert,
Spr.inl
rate
Line aeclion.
.•^liort
TrafTic a!i»isl;itil> ....

A.ssistant
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I'uni.lC

Manager,

.

.,

Chief clerk
Chief clerk
Chief clerk
Secretary
Secretaries
Secretaries

.

3,600
3,300

2.4O0
2,400
2,400
1,800
3,600
2,400
4,000
3,300
3,000
2,700
2,100
2,000
1,980
2,640
2,400
1.80O

May

RAILWAY AGE

1919

2,

Centkai.

1,620

1

Region
Qief ..

$720 to 2,220
Stenographers. $1,020 to 1,620

1

Porter

1

Secretaries
Clerks

2

J5

Cook
SoUTHWESTEt N Region

29

Regional director
Assistant regional
rector
District director
Traffic assistant

1
1

1
1

$50,000
15,000
30,000
20,000
12,000

4,800
4,200
4,500
4,800

tation

1

Supervisor car service.
Supervisor oil traffic.
Supervisor coal traffic

1

Manager,

1
I

.2

.

Telegraph

I)hone engineer ....
Special investigator...

1

Office

1
I

29

3,600

manager

Messengers
Chef

2

bridge
Inspectors,
tie
and
bridge
Assistant inspectors, tie
and bridge

and

Chief clerks
Chief clerks
Chief clerk
Chief clerk
Secretary
Clerks
Stenographers..

31

and

tie

1,380
1,320
1,269

.

1

2
3

1

tele-

-ictive to January I, under the Adamson
Act.
From June to November,
inclusive, figures for 1918 contain retroactive wage payments
due to General
Order No. 27 and Us supplements.
Although changes were made during December, 1918, in the grouping of
roads hy regions, the December figures on this statement are made up
on
tic basis of the same crouping as was in effect November
30.

3,600
(^)

4,200
3,600
- 3,000
2,400
2,100
2,100
$720 to 3,000
$900 to 2,400

$126

Wage
The

600

to

2,400
>

%7.i

per day.

1.800

Hccapu Illation
Centr.^l .\d.mi.\istration
Board
ployees
175
175
24
and pur94
expendi44
(proper)
281
(car ser-

Office director gneral
Office of director general....
eral

Division
chases
Division

of

finance

of

capital

tures

Division of operation
Division of operation

260

vice)

Division of traffic
Division of public service and
accounting
Division of labor
Division of law
'Office of actuary to Railroad

143

167
63

collateral increases

of railroad wages and
working conditions

Em-

Total central admit

Regional .\dministration

Em-

Increase in

91

13

including charges to operating
accounts for the Class I roads under
federal control, was $2,593,085,502, an increase over that for
1917 of $874,339,367 or 50.9 per cent. The percentages of
total payroll for 1918,

expenses and

(not including

Number

of

Employees

Another statement filed with the committee gives the number of employees for the Class I roads under federal control
by classes in October, 1917, December, 1917, October, 1918,
and January, 1919. In October, 1917, the total was 1,733,115; in December, 1917, it had fallen to 1,703,684; in October, 1918, it had increased to 1,855,911, an increase of
122,796, or 7 per cent in a year, and in January, 1919, it
had been reduced to 1,843,530, an increase of 139,846 or 8.3
per cent as compared with December, 1917. The figures regarding increases in wages and number of employees do not
agree with those in a later statement compiled by the operat-

Railroad Payroll Charges by Months

The

necessary thereby,

employees.

ployees
320
126
24
126
286
112

Eastern region
-Allegheny region
Pocahontas region
Southern region
Northwestern region
Central Western region
."Southwestern region

made

supplements 12 and 13 promulgated in December):
Supplement No. 4 was that giving a supplemental increase
to the shop employees.
Supplement 7 was for clerical forces
and others, and Supplement 8 was for maintenance of way

.-\dministration

Division of inland waterways.

Increases Charged to Operating Expenses

table below

is an estimate of the increase in payroll
charges to operating expenses for the year, due to advance
in wage rates over those in effect December 31, 1917, as authorized by General Order No. 27, supplements thereto, and

1,100
$1,020 to 1,100

Porters

3

1095

statement includes payroll cliarges for other purposes, e. g., for construction, as well as for operating expenses.
The statement does not reflect
llic amount ol incn-ase in payrolls
due to increases in the rates of pay, but
has to include witliout segregation, all inllucnces fc. g., number of employees,
.imount of overtime, state of experience of employees, etc.), making for a
ditk-rence in total payrcll in 1918 as compared with 1917.
Beginning with the month of April, figures for 1917 contain back pay retroI Ins

1

di-

Engineering assistant.
Supervisor transporta-

1

1

2

VVi-st ERN

all other

W.ACE Increases Charged to Oper.\ting Expenses

Percent
Estimated increases charged

Estimated
payroll
charges,

excluding
increases
$321,791,000
433,594,000
24.508.000

Operating expense account
Alaintenaiice of wr.v ahd structures
Maintenance of equipment

expenses

Traffic

^

/

General Ordei
No. 27 and

Supplement

Supplen-ents

4

7

ami

8

—
to

1918 operating expenses

Collateral
increases

$53,634,000
192,125,000
2,870,000

$30,072,000
5,485 000
619.000

$12,584,000
1,288,000
131,000

7,806,000
41,301,000

1.701,000

1,514,000
2.979.00O

Total
rstimated
increase
$96,290,000
201,898,000
3,620,000

total

over
rates of
Dec., 1917
29.9
46.6
14.8

Transportation:

Superintendence and train despatching
Station forces, including telegraph
and clerks

and

signal operation

Vardmasters

Yard conductors, brakemen, and switchtenders
Yard enginemen and motornien
ens'ncmcn and motornien
Trsinmen
Enginehousemcn. vard and road
Train

.\il

other

transportation

Total

transportation

General

accounts

expenses

Total

all

'

operating expenses

53,874.000
232.455,000
29.929,000
99,704,000
56.055,000
164,004,000

50,417,001!

75,162.000
87.893,000

20,675,000
22.010,000

$972,480,000

.5?29. 561,000

$27,538,000

$9,235,000

$266,334,000

$70,480,000

$10,464,000

$4,091,000

$855,000

$15,410,000

21.9

$1,822,793,000

$488,654,000

$67,805,000

$27,093,000

$583,552,000

32.0

Per

Tanuarv
Februarv

March
April

Mav
Tune
July

August
September
October

November
December
Total

1918
231.052

lit

cent

141

0.1

29.4
30.2
27.2
21.5

$165,770,977
157,638.852
169,763,097
166,887,325
172,163,116
258.632.637
228.787,992
252,596,016
261,948,245
264.030.246
247,991,874
246,875,125

$128,139 997

144,574 ,915
145.191 ,893
145,443 ,525
152.537, 924
146,985 .956
154,811, 533
153,090, 395
156,120, 197

$37,630,980
36,603.665
36,349,592
29.486,217
27,588.201
113.440.744
83,344.467
inO.058,092
114,962.289
109.218.713
94.901.479
90,754,928

2,593.085,502

1,718,746,135

874.339.367

121,035, 187
133,413, 505
137,401 .108

27.4

173, '104, 000

regions were as follows: Eastern, 49.1; Allegheny, 57.1; Pocahontas, 60.5; Southern, 59.8; Northwestern, 44.9; Central Western, 44.9; Southwestern, 50.2.
A statement showing the payroll and the increases by months,
including back pay, is as follows:

road oper.ited.
roll charges:

20.5
24.6
28.4
30.5
28.1
22.5
29.2
35.9
32.8

2. 968.000
2,021,000
377.000
34.00U
85.000
98,000
5.113.000
5.141,000

increase by

Miles of
Total pay

198.000
43,000
154,000
94.000
1,199,000
1,712 000

11,021.000
57,248,000
8.488.000
30.427.000
15,728.000
36,963,000
50.609.000
26,987.000
28.863,000

5,125 000

15,852,000
15,651,000
36.724,000

'

1,342,00(1

ing stati-stics section and published in these columns last
week, based on revised reports which showed the number of
employees on Januar)', 1919, as 1,848,774.
The information is also compiled by regions and by railroads.

In reply to a question by the committee as to whether any
is lodged with the regional directors and federal
managers to employ men at current rates of pay in their respective territories, or whether all rates of pay are fixed by the
director general, the following statement was made:
discretion

62.1
58.1

The rates of pay, generally speaking, are fixed in general
orders by the director general.
As to personnel and salaries in the organization of regional
directors, regional directors have authority to fix salaries up
to but not inchiding $3,000 per annum and to select persons to
fill these positions.
.MI sahiries of $3,000 per annum or over
are reported by the regional directors to the central adminis-

50.9

tration at \\'nsliington.

19.1

78.1
57.3

65.6
78.2
70.6

—

—
RAILWAY AGE

10%

till.salary is $5,U00 per aniuiiii nr
.\.s to positions wlii-if
over, till* persons sclccti-il and llic salaries are sulnnittcd by
the renioiial directors to the central administration at Washl-'edcral managers have authority to pass upon proington,
motions and appointments to what are known as oflicial
positions, and to fix salaries of employees where the salary
is less than $3,000 per annum, except where the employee

falls

within

one of the classes covered by general wage

Cum

iit^lit

wage
As

orders.
to positions

$5,000 per aniuini or
over, in tlie organization of the federal managers, the persons
selected and salaries paid are submitted by the regional director, with his recommendations, to the central administration,

As

where the salary

is

where they are finally acted upon.
to maintenance of way employees and

clerks,

maximum

and minimum rates of pay are fixed in general orders of the
director general, but where inequalities are found to exist
the regional directors have authority to make changes within
such maximum and minimum, in order to abolish the in-

•iiid

rvEiciiT

ur

uf
1

frriiiihl

ruiliuadit

CAm

lir.rAiRCD nv

CONmcl,, 1917 AND
rrpaiml by
and 22 ClnitH II

licrca.HC.
Ilccrcase,

Hhowing iiparatiun
heavy rcijoim:

(2)

191S over
1918 over

Number

ol

following information was furnished to the committee
regarding the rails and ties bought and inserted in 1918; as
compared with 1917 and 1916:
Raih and Ties Used Calendar Years 1916, 1917 a„d
of ties bought and supplied calendar year—

1918.

Number

Number

„^,^r o^n
yo,oo.^,^uu
93.177,208
82,871 ,5.S 1

.'.v.'
.'.'.'.'.'.'."."."

of crossties actually laid in all tracks calendar year

,,„„,,

90,140,016
81,154,529

Q,«:

l\y
1917
1918

Number

'.'.'.['.'.'.['.['.".W

ef tons

new

1916

rail laid and track-miles calendir year—
J tons
track miles
t

9,831
1,233,031
8.233
1.097,277
7,431

tons
track miles

J

1917

.^.„.,

1,450,9:>2

}

1918

Number

4.

of tons

new

rail

Number

64.S46

Pounds

Dec. 31,
1918
Track miles

rail

on hand by

c.im repaired by 6 riasn I railroadit that
S've complete Reparation between liKhl and

\
'

1917
1918

1,112,966
l.IS4,08S

Increase, 1918 over 1917
(3) Total niunber of freight carr repaired by 161
rt'enling ow-nership of 2,357,208 car?:
1917
1918

4I,11»
railroads.

rei>-

'

32,261,427

'

3O,810,22S'

Total decrease, 191S over 1917
1,451,202
(<i) Referring to item
(I), showing decrease of 1,556,867 light repairs,
1918 over 1917, with an increase of 64,546 heavy repairs: Tlie reduction in
light repairs is due to reporting light running repairs, requiring less than
one l-man hour to repair, in 1917, which were not permitted reported in
1918.
(b)
It)
In

Item (2) shows substantial increase, 1918 over 1917.
Ileni

E.xplanation

(3).

for total

decrease,

1918 over

1917,

is

given.

n.u.igraph (a).

A

Statement giving the subdivision of the accounts enterfor the calendar year
1918 as comjjared with 1917 is as follows:

ing into the transportation e.xpenses

Transportation E.xpenses:
Supervision
Station service
Yard service

Train service
Miscellaneous

Per

1917

Increase

$78,272,839
311,524,168
370,383,523
1,029,558,191

$55,639,797
224,084,008
265,390,430
790,515,022

$22,633,042
87,440,160
104,993,093
239,043,169

93,225,618
106,562,854
22,221,745

73,880,451
78,948,522
15,905,582

19,345,167
27,614,332
6,316,163

26.2
35.0

$2,011,748,938$1, 504,363,812

$507,385,126

33.7

Cent.
40.7
39.0
39.5
30.2

tran>porta-

tion
Casualties
Toint facilities

While revenues increased 21.4 per

39.7

cent, expenses increased

The subdivision of the other expense accounts
Maintenance of way and structures increased
not given.
46.8 per cent; maintenance of equipment, 60.5 per cent;
traffic expenses decreased 25.3 per cent, and general expenses

40.3 per cent.
is

increased 15.7 per cent.

The following
Commercial

officers

were elected by the Denver (Colo.)

its annual election on April 16:
President, Robert C. Quest, of the F. C. Ayers Mercantile
Company: vice-president, T. A. Dinkel, of the Longmont
Farmers' Milling & Elevator Company and secretary-treasurer, C. E. Page, of the Hendrie & Bolthofif Company.

Traffic Club at

10.70
4.10
96.26
.12
.60

5.30
18.86
60.75

Us ner vard:

On hand

On hand
Weight
per yard

Pounds
101

141

136
135
130
125
120
110
107
105

1.492,321

1,556.867

369,223
460,865
of track mile

On hand
Weight
per yard

29,656.14(>

on hand Dec. 31

1918
1917
5.

Tota
<
3 1,148, 46t

frcii(lit

were unable to
heavy repairs;

The

2.

Heavy
1,941.380
2,005,926

1917
1917

Rails and Ties

igi^
19,7
1918

I.JKhl

29.207.081
27,650,214

1918

and other
classes of employees covered by Supplement 13 to General
Order No. 27, regional directors also have authority to make
adjustments where glaring inequalities are found to result
from the application of this order.
to telegraphers, exclusive agents,

With respect

Inulk IintH

brluccii

equalities.

1.

l<Aii.iioAbs

1918

ciirs

l')17
I'M;.

who have

authority to pass finally upon
such matters in rc.'ipcct of positions carrying salaries up to
hut not including $5,000 per annum, exccjit where the employee falls within one of the classes covered by general
the regional directors,

:i.N

I'

(I) Nniulicr
133 ('lai«ft
Kiilruadu,

orders.

With respect to salaries of $3,000 per annum or over, paid
emi)loyecs under the jurisdiction of the several federal managers, the federal managers submit their recommendations to
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100
96

Dec. 31,
1918
Track Miles

Dec. 31,
1918

Track Miles
5

....
'.'.'.'.

"5'3'5'.27

4

3.95

2

67^

91

90
85
80

Weight
per yard

1,218.91
342.71

(Russian).
•

Total

...

35.98
4.00
27.00
11.98
7.03

—

2,544.41

160.89

Car and Locomotive Repairs
Statements showing comparisons regarding car and locomotive repairs in 1918 and 1917 are given in the following
table:
Retairs to Locomotives and Cars Combined,

Months. January to

12

December, 1917-1918
Average number of serviceable freight locomotives...
Average number freight locomotives in or awaiting

1918

1917

30.824

30,378

4,624
15.0
Per cent freight locomotives in or awaiting shop
2,430,786
Avciage number freight cars in service
138,989
Average number freight cars in or awaiting shop....
5.7
Per cent of freight cars in or awaiting shop
.

Total
ing

number of locomotives
more than 24 hours

.

.

4,286
14.8

2,363,309

133.252

General

receiving repairs requir-

235,522

Pholonyafh by Press Illustrating

5.6

193,924

View from

the

Ser--ice.

89th

Inc..

.V.

Division

Germany

]'.

Headquarters

in

—

Diaft Gear Test Plant of the T. H. Symington

Company

Freight Car Draft Gear Test Demonstrations
Showing Methods

to

Be Followed by

the Inspection and Test

Section in Official Investigations

ON

APRIL 10 AND 11a Series of public demonstrations
were conducted by the Inspection and Test Section
of the Division of Operation, United States Railroad
Administration, at the draft gear testing plant of the T. H.
Symington Company, Rochester, N. Y. The manufacturers
of draft gears, the draft gear committee of the Mechanical
Section of the American Railroad Association, the mechanical committee of the Railroad Administration and a number
The purpose of the
of railroad officers were present.
demonstration was to disclose in advance of a series of
official draft gear tests to be conducted at this plant, the
methods of testing which will be followed, and particularly
to demonstrate the operation of the devices which have been
developed to graphically record the action of the draft gear

the top of the 12 per cent grade, the cable from which is
attached to a special puller car to which the test car is at-

tached in such a way that the coupling may be tripped
at any predetermined point on the grade; a motor driven
capstan winch beside the track is used to spot the cars on
the level track.

Both of the 50-ton gondola cars are loaded so that each
has a gross weight of 143,000 lb. The adjoining ends are
arranged so that they may be equipped with any draft gear
The moving
of standard dimensions, or with solid buffers.
car, designated as the A car, is drawn up the inclined track
and released at stations predetermined to produce whatever
The stationary car, designated
velocity of impact is desired.
as the B car, is placed at a fixed point on the track so that

1% Gradeleye/

s

»1<

Profile of the Test

between two

cars,

one moving and the other standing at the

instant of impact.

For a period of several months the Inspection and Test
Section has been engaged in testing draft gears under the
direction of B. W. Kadel, assistant engineer, the program
including tests both with the static machine and under the
drop, and the work to be done on the Symington plant covers
the next series of tests in the draft gear programs, in all of
which the draft gear committee of the Master Car Builders'

Association

is co-operating.
plant of the T. H. Symington Company was built
to facilitate the testing of draft gears under as nearly as
It consists of a test track,
possible actual service conditions.
one end of which is laid out on a 12 per cent grade for
accelerating purposes, followed by a section of level track
at the other end of which is a one per cent ascending grade.
Two 50-ton steel frame gondola cars with wood floors and

The

test

The
siding are used in the tests.
ling the cars consist of a motor driven

facilities

drum

for

hand-

hoist housed at

Track

the perfonnance of the cars during the period of impact is
comparable for all tests. This position is chosen so that the

B

car stands fully on the one per cent decelerating grade
struck by the A car, while the latter moves upon level
track during the period of impact and for a distance of approximately six feet before the instant at which the buffing
The cars are
faces of the two drawheads come in contact.

when

equipped with

flat

face buffing stems instead of standard
normal impact on the buffing

couplers, in order to produce a

coupler mechanism without coupling the cars.
The method of recording and comparing the action of
various draft gears under impact between the two cars
is a development recently worked out, and the apparatus
built, jointly by the Inspection and Test Section and the engineers of the T. H. Symington Company.
The outstanding feature of the new recording apparatus
is that a direct and continuous record is made of the move-

ment of both cars during a period beginning before the
instant of impact and continuing after the final separation
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1

of Uu- two cars.

by

lu-

ncDrds

pt-iu ils travrliiiK i"

ii

of

tlic

i

ar moveincnts arr

made

and markboth of which

''"c parallel to the track

ing upon rcvolvin^j drimis, one for each car,
are nuninted on a common shaft also parallel to the track.
The drum shaft is womi driven by a 32-volt shunt-wound,
direct-current motor, which receives its power from a storThe paper speed of the drum is approxiage batter)'.
The jiencil holders for the two
in. per second.
mately
drums are mounted on guides parallel to the axis of the
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desired velcKity of impact, the pencil on the A drum being
moved back from its impact position so that a record of the
velocity of the car as it approaches the jjoint of imjiact may

be obtained.

From

the curves a study can

Ijc

made

of

the car

move-

M

drums and

moved by bars which
Vrovision is made

are

sides of the cars.

ment of these bars

project out from the
for horizontal

move-

right angles to the longitudinal center

;if

Guides attached to tlic instrument base
line of the car.
engage a lever suitably attached to each bar to withdraw it
from contact with the pencil holder before it can be moved
bevond either end of the cylinder.
'I'he line

drawn upon the

velocity of the

A

car at the

first

or

A drum shows

moment

the exact

of impact, denotes the

exact point of impact, shows by the type of curve drawn
the rate of retardation of this car and finally gives the
The line
velocity of the car after the two cars have parted.
drawn upon the B drum shows the rate of acceleration of the
B car and shows the final velocity of this car as the two cars
part.

Curves made in the same

test

upon

the

A

and

B

drums

are reproduced in Figs 1 and 2, respectively.
When a test is to be made the two cars are spotted with
the buffing faces in contact and all slack is eliminated from
the draft gears and attachments. With the drums standing
the pencil carriages are given a slight movement along the

common

guides to draw
Fig. 2,

and

4-4,

may be

syn-

reference lines, 3-3, Fig.

by means of which the two cards

later

1,

chronized as to time. The pencils are then set on both drums
in the positions which they will occupy against the bars pro-

from the sides of the cars at the instant the buffing
faces between the two cars come in contact. With the pencils

jecting out

thus located the drums are rotated to draw the
line, 1-1, Fig.

1,

and

2-2, Fig. 2,

upon

common datum

these drums.

Line

Instrument for Recording the Movements
2-2 on the

B drum

car; line 1-1

car at the
of these

on the

indicates the standing position of the
drum indicates the position of the

A

lines the cards

B

B
A

car.

By means
to their po-

sitions along the track.

The

test is

then run by hauling the A car up the 12 per
it at the point required to produce the

cent grade, releasing

The

Flat Face Buffer and the Draft Gear Travel

Gage

ments throughout the cycle of draft gear movement and the
velocity of the A car at the moment of impact can be accurately determined, as well as the velocities of both cars beThus on the card for the^
of separation.
car. Fig. 1, the angularity of the line below the datum line

yond the point

of the

can be matched as

instant of contact with the

first

datum

^^'^rv,-

A

and B Cars on Time-Distance Coordinates

denotes the exact velocity of the striking car, and the weight
being known, its energy as a moving body can be accurately
determined.
Referring again to Fig. 1 at point 5 it is knovm that the
A car first met the B car, that the draft gears started to close
,

and consequently

that

its

velocity

ing that the draft gear action

began to decrease, Assumentirely smooth and that

is

^

May
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bombardments of

1099

static testing are not present in this
possible to determine from the shape of the
curved line denoting the decrease in velocity of this car, the

of action of the draft gear in closure and release on a timeclosure basis and provides a measure of the maximum
closure of the draft gear on the B car.
In addition

approximate forces which must have been at work to produce
the retardation shown between any two points on the time
From tlie final angularity of the approximately
axis.
straight line beyond the point of separation of the two cars
can be determined the velocity of the A car after the draft
gears have parted and the number of foot pounds of energy

to

the

service,

it

is

On cards made

stored in this car.

still

the

record

thus

obtained,

any tendency of the follower

to

which

compensates for
a vertical plane,
with the closure gage

tilt

in

the buffers of both cars are fitted
shown in one of the illustrations, from which the

maximum

/

from certain draft gears

!

A

car comes to rest as denoted in Fig. 1 before it has traveled beyond the limit of the pencil movement on the A drum.
car
Referring to Fig. 2, from the curve drawn by the
can be determined the rate of acceleration of this car and
the

B

its

final velocity

when

the cars part.

Knowing

t,nt

and the weight of the car it is possible to calculate the energy
transferred from the A car to the B car. From Figs. 1 and 2
it is thus possible to determine the actual energy absorption

i

which has taken place during the draft gear cycle.
The common datum and reference lines drawn on the two
cards prior to the

makes

test

it

on ntmh the paper wa»
-~*
cut from drum

this velocity

possible exactly to super-

1

V

1

1

'V

1 1

\

^recf on of f^per Travel

1

1

tog

ntr/irch

ff'epapemas

„/ from Ihe

(Al, iocf speed of fftat

drum

7

ff>w7l'drum)

^
%
V,

1

.#
W/

1

j^i

i

jlhrTcortrovtlrdoller.mpoct

i

1

1

/' 4

1

"""^

The

angulanfy o^ fhis

rtofei fhe

I
.V

!

o-ffer ihe

line de-

velodfy of fhe Year
draH ^ears hareparM

'k

.

A

i

1

1

1
\

//

1

^

1 S

5
•*

1
.

1
i

-r

2

1

§

•nt denoting position of fht jt 'cor

S

r

he itartdinq

2

uui'fion of /he '6'car

^hen if

I

firit meets ffie'B'car

1 1
1

1

*

//

Fig.

")

2—The

Card Made by the

B Car

—

t'le on nhieh the paper nras

cuf from the

Directw

of Paper Tray^
maftlyJl'otrsno^dl

7

(Approt

1

A

^

line on
<

paper
ccf Irom tht drum
Hffi.ih fAt

drum

rtras

These gages are a part
gear movement may be measured.
of the regular equipment of the test cars as they have previously been used.
To the side of each car are also attached two pendulum
The pendulums of these inshift gages or seismographs.
struments are arranged to swing freely in but one direction
from the perpendicular, the two instruments on the same car

/

:>

i

/
Fig.

1—The

Card Made by the

A

Car

impose one curve upon the other, thus producing a graphic
record of the relationship of the cars to each other throughout
This has been done in
the significant range of movement.
Fig. 3.

From the superimposed cards it is possible to detemame
point 5 at which the draft gears begin to close, the point at
which they closed to the maximum amount, point 6 at which
they finally part, the distance the cars move along the track
during any period of time within the range of the diagram,
the time required for any phase of the gear movement cycle,
and the amount of draft gear travel at any instant, this being
indicated by the vertical distance between the two curves
at that instant.
In addition to the instrument with which these diagrams

B

also equipped with a small constant-speed motor driven recording drum, the pencil movement of which records the movement of the buffer stem on
are obtained, the

car

is

that car with relation to the car body, by means of an equalized piano wire connection to the top and bottom of the front
follower.

The

card from this

drum

reflects the

smoothness

Fig. 3

— Cards

for the

A

and B Cars Superimposed

being arranged so that the pendulums swing in the opposite
The swing of the pendulums under the action of
directions.
inertia carries with it a small marker mounted on a graduated
segment, a friction spring in the marker causing it to remain
in the position to which it is moved by the swing of the
pendulum. These instruments are a part of the regular test
equipment of the cars and the records obtained from them

:
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IKK)
provide
of

tlu'

;i

iiumhs of conipari.son of

tlic

load sliifling tendencies

inipait with various draft m'ars.

Tlif domon.«itration.s were fntircly uiiofru ial in cliaracti-r,
or detail eoinpari.sons of conimcnial gears l)cing

no nvords
takrn.

M.

C.

i'lu'

(urvcs

luTe

re|)r()du(od

were

obtained

witli

H. .-spring draft gears in both cars.
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304-1 1A693

(.inular

of

the

Eastern

(Railway Age, April 25, l)age 1046).
Shipping Day Plan. Circular 79 of

—

regional

tlic

director.

Northwestern

regional director autliorizes agents to accept less than carload freight on any week day except holidays and regardless

of any instructions heretofore issued as to routing.

—

Orders of Regional Directors

Di

K.Aii.MKNTS

AND

c.xsoi.iNE FiRF.s.
The regional
Region, by circular 602-31 A701,
calls to the attention of trainmasters and trainmen a
recent bulletin issued by tlic Bureau of K.xplosivcs (Hulletin
176), setting forth the dangers incident to the presence of
gasoline tank cars in freight trains, when cars are derailed,
and [xiinting out the precautions wliirh sliould be ol)served
in such cases.
Agitation
Piece-Work
Question.
The
Southern
of
regional director by Circular 1521-29-6, dated April 22, instructs federal managers not to allow the question of hourrates versus jiicce work to be reopened.
In this circular, he
director,

Eastern

—

says
''Referring to my telegram of January 2, regarding preference of shoi)mcn throughout the country to he paid on hourly
basis: Acting under the ])ermi.ssion of the director general,
of December 31, 1918, employees on many railroads have indicated their preference with respect to working upon an
hourly instead of a piece work basis. Director Tyler, Division of Operation, Washington, writes me he is advised that
at some shops, after a decision has been reached in this way,
certain local officers or foremen are continuing to agitate the
matter, urging upon tlie men that another vote be taken, with
the result that in some cases two or three votes have already
been taken upon the subject.
"This is taken as indicating a purpose on the part of these
local officers to circumvent the wishes of the director general,
so clearly expressed in his telegram of December 31.
The
effect is to keep the shop organizations at such points continually agitated with most certain detrimental effect upon
the efficiency and morale of the organization.
"Will you please direct that, on railroads under your jurisdiction, where employees have once decided this matter by
vote, it will be considered as definitely settled during the
period of federal control."
Sanitary Mainlenanre of Cars, Shops, Etc.
The regional
director, Eastern region, by circular 500-97A705 advises
federal managers that a committee is at work standardizing
the rules for practice in the maintenance of sanitary conditions in cars, shops, offices, etc. The committee wants copies
of all such regulations now in effect.
Payment of War Taxes. The regional director, Eastern
region, by circular 2O02-16A7O7, advises federal managers
of instructions from the director of the division of finance,
Washington, to the effect that pajinent by the railroads to
the Treasur}- Department of taxes collected on transportation
should not be made in any one month for more than a single
month, where such double pa\Tnent can be avoided. The
usual practice has been to make payment ninety days after
the close of the month in which the money is collected. The
commissioner of internal revenue now desires to have payment made within thirty days; but this time will be extended,
on request, where it is impracticable to file the statement
within thirty days.
The Northwestern regional
Refrigerator Car Distribution.
f^-'rector in Freight Car Distribution Notice 11 refers to comlints of the misuse of refrigerator cars belonging to packj

—

—

—

1

and directs that instructions be adhered to.
Circular 205, canceling CirExpress Agents' Telegrams.
cular 158, of the Southwestern regional director similar to
ers

—

Passes for Brotherhood Chairman.
SuiJjjlement 27 to
Circular 29 of the Central Western regional director, similar
to Circular 2100-l,v'\689 of tiie Eastern regional director.
(Railway Age, April 25, page 1046).

—

Prohibition of .Smoking in Mail Storage Cars.
Suppleto ("ircular 120 of the Central Western regional
director, similar to Order 174 of the Southwestern regional
director.
(Railway Age, March 21, page 758.)
Violations of Inspection and Safety Appliance Laws.

ment 15

—

The

Western regional director in a letter dated
.\.i)ril 19, states that, from the large number of reports which
are l)eing made by Interstate Commerce Commission Inspectors to the assistant director of the Division of Operation covering violations of federal inspection and safety apCentral

pliance laws,

it

is

evident that either the railroad inspectors

are not adequately educated or they

arc careless.

tematic method of handling this matter
sion master mechanics should keep

is

a check

work reported by engineers

A

sys-

Divi-

advised.

upon whether

being done, and see
that reports of violations of rules are followed by suitable
discipline.
Records should be kept of the violations at each
terminal and of the employees responsible in each case.
Preparation of Box Cars for Grain.
The Central Western regional director in a letter dated April 17 calls for immediate attention to the preparation of box cars for grain,
and the providing of well-adapted temporary grain doors
where needed.
Loss of Coal in Transit. The Central Western regional
director in a letter dated April 14, reports complaints of
loss of coal from open cars while in transit occasioned by
train and yard employees throwing it off for the use of
switchmen, crossing watchmen and others. Coal losses from
this source must be reduced to a minimum.
Furnishing Secondhand Rail to Industries and Dealers.
Supplement 8 to Circular 3>?> of the Northwestern regional
director states that hereafter it will not be necessary to secure authority of the regional director's office for the sale
or not the

is

—

—

—

of

secondhand
Statistics

Region,

by

rail to industries

—

and

dealers.

The regional director, Eastern
for Census.
circular 1801-1 18A703, informs federal man-

all inquiries presented by the Census Bureau
must be answered, the census law requiring all persons to
answer inquiries propounded by the Bureau.
Agreements with Brotherhoods Concerning Safety Measures.
The Eastern regional director, by circular 120116.\708, advises federal managers of the agreement made
with the brotherhoods when they promised to refrain from

agers

that

—

presenting bills to state legislatures.
Switch lights are to
be maintained on all derail switches in tracks where trains
are moved at night. Pusher engines must not push cabooses,
except where the caboose has no platform or has steel center
sills

form.

running through the length of the caboose and platLong back-up movements must not be made; if such

movements are necessary as a regular
be

made

lights

on rear ends.

must
and head-

thing, provision

for turning the engine, or to put pilots

—

Contracts Must Terminate with Federal Control.
The
Eastern regional director, by circular 304A709 calls attention to the order of April 11, stipulating that all contracts
for materials and supplies must be made to terminate at
the end of federal control, if they do not by their terms
terminate sooner.
Better Packing and Marking.
The regional director.

—

May

-
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Eastern region, by circular 600-1 59 A7 10, advises federal
managers of investigations which have been made to improve
the efficiency of receiving clerks at freight houses.

F.

W.

member

of the Official Classification Committee, has
and instructed the men at 257 freight stations. He
had intelligent attention from the 6,897 employees to whom
he talked, but many of them were found very poorly informed as to the rules for receiving freight. Intensive loading of way cars has resulted in some damage to freight.
At
some freight stations, receipts have been given, during the
closing hour of the day, by men who have not seen the
packages for which they signed. Railroads are found supplying shippers with tags (for merchandise) which would not

Smith,

I

visited

j

I

i

Development and Death
Shippers'

Fight Against the
c.

1.

THE

"sailing day" plan

figures,

for

statistical

is

reports

service cases marshalled
forwarding package freight

day, instituted just before

tlie

and thousands
in

its

meet their own

tariff

wood

pulp.

quality of

requirements, being

made

of a poor

Waybill clerks working on the piece
basis are found to leave off part of the classification
description, and this may result in making the rate too low.

work

—

Cartmen's Custom House Bonds. The regional director,
Eastern Region, by circular 600-68A699, informs federal

managers that the director general, acting on
federal railroads, has executed, for

tlie

l^elialf

of all

benefit of the Treas-

ury Department, a blanket bond, such as is rcciuircd by the
custom house authorities, covering the liability of these railroads as carters and lighterers.
Individual railroads, which
perform cartage or lighterage service, and which have executed bonds to the government, need not renew such bonds.

of the "Sailing
New Method

of

Day" Plan

Handling

Freight Is Successful

1.

Despite masses of

dead.

1101

actual

of

support

the

plan

frequently than once a
taking over of the railroads
less

by the Government and supported by the Railroad Administration died on April 8, after having been viciously assailed
for many weeks by shippers and their organizations in

enjoy more regular service, reduce the time in transit,
lessen
number of loss and damage claims because of the elimination of rehandling at transfer stations
and lessen the
amount of freight going astray. Immediately
following the
extension of these economies over the
Pennsylvania system
the Car Service Section of the Railroad
Administration
threw Its support behind the plan and it
was quickly extended to all portions of the country.
the

A distinct innovation in operbut a short time before becoming
merely an incident in the most turbulent period of railroad
history.
Its demise may be said to be due indirectly to the
termination of the war; or, more directly, the reluctance of
shippers to accept any service other than the ver)' best. The
complaints of the shippers were voiced unmistakably in resolutions passed by the National Industrial Traffic League at
its spring meeting held in New Orleans, La., on March 11
and 12. These resolutions declare that the plan is a re-

11, when the necessity for stringent economies in cars
and
service being ended, the shipper felt that he
could express
the objections, theretofore voluntarily repressed
because of his
desire not to do anything which might embarrass

striction

upon commerce, that the carriers fail in their legal
obligations of receiving and forwarding freight with all rea-

ernment in its efforts to win the war.
came from the smaller jobbing points.

sonable despatch; that this failure is a hardship on receivers
of freight, lays a heavy burden of extra expense on the shipping public and causes undue discrimination between markets.
The discussion on these resolutions brought out the fact
that the shippers believe there has been a lack of uniformity
The most definite objections
in the application of the plan.

first

various parts of the country.
ating methods,

were based on
other than the
shippers were
houses daily.
raised

it

lived

the refusal of carriers to accept freight on

In some of the larger

sailing days.

permitted

to

deliver

freight

to

the

cities

freight

But, v.'hatever the detail reasons, the points

in this discussion

really

explain the main

reasons

for the downfall of the sailing-day plan.
It

was

at Philadelphia, Pa.,

the sailing-day plan

on September

was inaugurated.

Its

4,

1917, that

apparent advan-

and the willingshippers to accept anything that promised iietter
service made the first few months of the new system a suctages, the condition of traffic at that time

ness

of

and about March 1, 1918, the plan was extended to
all of the Pennsylvania Railroad lines east of Pittsburgh
and Erie, with the result that before long the records showed
that 654 cars were being saved in this territorj' daily, and
that 25 distributing freight trains were found unnecessary
and were discontinued.
By this time the new plan had
reached a stage where it was possiI)le to make definite
claims concerning its superiority and shippers were told that
by supporting it they would economize car space, would
cess;

But it was not long before clouds began to appear,
and
even before the Car Service Section gave its
approval to the
plan trouble was encountered at Philadelphia, at New
York,
in :Massachusetts and in Rhode Island with
the schedules
first prepared.
The plan, however, was not actually assailed until after the termination of hostilities
on November

our gov-

raised the cry wliich later

The

first

criticisms

Smaller Iowa points
was taken up by Missouri,

Kansas, Nebraska and other central western state's, terminating finally in the resolution passed by the National
Industrial

Traflic

League representing the

entire country.

The

traffic interests of the
direct result of this resolution was the

formation of a committee composed of National Industrial

League members to lay the shippers' objections before
the Railroad Administration and request the amendment or
discontinuance of the plan.
This was done at a meeting
Traffic

Max Thelen, director of the Division of Public
Service which brought together traffic and operating men of
the Railroad Administration, representati\es of the" shippers
arranged by

and state commissioners. The Railroad .Administration at
once acquiesced in the principles laid down by the objectors,
a rather unexpected outcome in view of the steady backing
that the plan had received from the Railroad .Administration.

The

regional directors soon were ordered to accept less than
carload freight on any week day except holidays, and regardless of any instructions previously issued as to routing.
In other words, this order was the obituary of the sailingday plan and the old sailing-day orders were made virtu-

The action thus taken was epitomized in
announcement of the director general given in
the Railway Age of April 11, page 942, which also virtually abolished the scheme for consolidating freight for a
given destination over one of two or more competing line?.
ally inoperative.

the formal

:
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nmtos were to be maintained only as they were

Pn-fcrri'il

"convenient."
The proposal was
for a "modifuation" of the plan; but with shippers' wishes
so completely in the ascendant tliat tiie nKxlification really
aciepted

meant

patron.s

l)y

;is

alwlition.

And

so the

.<viiling

day, advocated as a

war measure by

the Railroad Administration, passed out of existence, a victim of the ill will of shippers and shipping organization.s.
It

centers.

jol)l)ing

They

come from the

complained

of

failure

forward freight with reasonable
Ordinarily this was as true of the larger

and

receive

patch.
as

that the first objections should

was natural

smaller
to

the

of

smaller.

whenever

it

transport

it

is

Legally,

offered

with

all

carriers

must accept

descities

freight

legal

skipping

of

obligation.

days

to

The second

week was compelled to store
his freight on his own premises until the railroad was ready
But the small town jobber played his trump
to receive it.
two or
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the objections which arose in the central west against the
.sailing-day plan railroad officers claim that many of these

were made Ix-fore the schedules had been propand revised to meet conditions of which their
authors did not know when the schedules were prepared.
oljjections

erly arranged

In otiier words, railroad men believe that the shippers kicked
against the sailing-day plan l)efore it had been given a fair
trial, and before the relations between the larger terminals
and the smaller jobbing points could be satisfactorily adjusted to the individual needs of shippers.
In many situations tile sailing-day plan is the only really effective means
of handling less than carload freight with true and mutual

economy.

during business hours and must
Obviously,
reasonable despatch.

save cars often violated this
point was that the sailingdav plan laid a heavy burden of extra expense on the shipping public. At the larger terminals where the tonnage is
heavy this was not true, for the shipper was enabled by the
fact of his heavy tonnage to deliver his freight to the roads
on any day. But the joliber in the smaller town with only
the

:

three sailing days in a

card in this third point; he said that the operation of this
For
plan caused undue discrimination between markets.
example, competing shippers are located in Kansas City,
Mo., and Atchison, Kan. Their products are substantially
the same, their selling forces equal and their advertising
equal; in short, they are tj^pical rival companies. Yet when
the sailing-day plan entered it gave an advantage to the
jobber situated in the larger city, for he could ship freight on
ever}- day, whereas the shipper located in the
smaller city was restricted in his shipping to the same point to
two or three days of the week. The purchasers of the commodities produced by tliese companies, being in the main
dealers in the smaller towns who as a rule do not place their
orders for further stocks until the goods are actually needed,
required the shipping of their orders with the least possible
delay. The salesman of the Kansas City company could say

The Facts

goods would be shipped immediately; the
Atchison salesman usually would not dare to promise shipment in less than two or three days.
The discussion which followed the presentation of the res
olutions before the National Industrial Traffic League
brought out the interesting fact that the sailing-day plan
had not been uniformly applied in the various sections of
-

For instance, in the east and northeast the
the country.
objections to the plan were much less vigorous than those
registered by shippers in the middle west, due probably to
the careful manner in which schedules were arranged by the
Eastern roads in order to avoid discrimination between
But on one objection shippers from all parts of
markets.
the countn' seemed to agree, that agaifist the carriers' refusal

and official statement given to the press on April
attacking the publishers. Postmaster General Burleson

a public

IN26,

named Charles Johnson Post, director of the Publishers'
Advisory Board, as the chief representative of "selfish puband challenged him "to disclose all moneys raised
by him to repeal this legislation (the Postal Zone Law) or
in what manner it was spent."
Mr. Post immediately accepted the challenge to make public all the books and funds of his organization and to put
himself under examination, under oath, as to the expenditure
lishers"

thereof.

The telegrams of Mr. Post and Mr. Burleson are given
herewith
Post Raphes to Burleson's Challenge

practically

definitely that the

On

April 26 Mr. Post wired the postmaster general as
follows
"I accept your challenge issued in your official statement
published in today's papers, to publicly present all figures
of moneys raised by the Publishers' Advisory Board, its expenditures and all details in connection with myself and this
organization, before any representatives named by you and
at any time or place at their convenience.
I shall place myself entirely at their disposition as to examination under oath
in cormection with all these expenditures.
"In return I challenge you to similarly produce and make
public your record of the moneys received by you and the
profits made by you in connection vdth convict-labor on
properties owned by you, a convict-labor system which competes with free American labor and in which whippings, brutality and ferocious punishments were the methods of extracting adequate labor from

On

the

Post thus:

freight to the freight houses daily.

tlie

compilation of important car savings effected, better service
rendered and large expense saved. Certainly it is true that
Undoubtedly the operthe sailing-day plan conserves cars.
ation of the plan in the congestion so generally prevalent
last year gave the shippers more regular and dependable
ser\-ice than would otherwise have been possible; but the
question arises whether the shipper really wants a regular
and dependable service or prefers an apparently better service
In defense of
with its faults and weaknesses concealed.

its

victims.

Burleson's Reply, Evading Acceptance

to accept freight, on other than the sailing days; although at
some of the larger cities shippers were permitted to deliver

These are the arguments presented by the shippers; the
other side, the railroad men's side, has been backed by the

Zone
Rate Postage Controversy

in the

same date

"Answering your

the postmaster general replied to

Mr.

wire, the full facts in cormection with

Texas of the plantation in which I
was interested, upon which the state used its convict labor,
and the terms of the contract in connection therewith have
been placed before the Congress more than once and have
lease to the state of

long been a matter of public record.
"It would be quite interesting for you to publish now and
later have laid before Congress the facts in the same
detail about moneys raised and spent to secure the repeal of
the zone postage rate law. Of course you know, as the New
York World did when it published this falsehood, that I did
not use convict labor on my plantation, but that the plantation

was leased and

cultivated by the state of

Texas and the

—
May

2,
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convicts used thereon were at all times under the state's exclusive control

and management."
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Post's Second

Mr. Post replied
follows

Telegram

to the

to Burleson

:

to my prompt acceptance of your challenge you
apparently seek to avoid any of the consequences of your
challenge, for you clearly evade the issue in your simple, abstract and mild reference to it when you say: 'it would be
interesting for you to publish now and later have laid before
Congress the facts in detail about moneys raised and spent
to secure the repeal of the zone postage rate law.'
"I met your previous challenge promptly and unequivocally; I accepted your challenge to produce publicly all
records of moneys subscribed to this Publishers' Advisory
Board and to submit myself, under oath, to examination as
to all expenditures thereof before any body of representatives
I call
to be named by you as I stated to you in my telegram.
upon you as a matter of good faith to the public to whom you
appealed to come through on your own challenge which I
have absolutely and unqualifiedly accepted or to stand repentantly self-confessed as a quitter along that line of sinister
and disreputable suggestion.
"I, in return, challenged you to similarly produce to the
public your record of moneys and profits received by you in
connection with the abominable convict-labor system with its
In reply you admit that you
floggings to extract more work.
have received moneys in connection with that convict-labor
system, and in your own defense you merely plead that you,
personally, were not directly in contact with the operation itself, but that your plantation was 'leased and cultivated by
the state of Texas.'
"The public will thoroughly appreciate the unique qualities
of such defense. It is as though a landlord were caught owning a house used for immoral purposes and immediately
pleaded his own probity on the ground that he merely leased
the premises, receiving the profits therefrom, but took no perwhich is, I believe,
sonal part in the orgies. Your defense
what lawyers call a 'plea of confession and avoidance'
may well be left to the scrutiny of the American public.
"In your published official statement you continually endeavor to hide behind Woodrow Wilson's back and to make
it appear that it is the enemies of the Administration who attack and martyrize you. Let me say in passing that behind
Woodrow Wilson's back is pre-eminently the symbolic place
for you; for it is you and your chief support in Congress that
have been the Trojan horse of the Administration, hacking
and ham-stringing the very principles and party you profess

"In reply

—

—

to serve.

"It

is

not the enemies of the Administration who effectively
it is your own record of postal incapacity and

denounce you

—

it is your autocracy and Prussianized
methods; your unswerving, imperialistic contempt and lack
of understanding of what the ideals and hopes and rights of
America today represent that make you out of harmony with
the public and the functions you are supposed to serve.
Among those is your contemptuous overturn of the sound
postal principles established by President Lincoln that the
postal service is an educational and social function of vast
benefit to our entire nation* and that equal postage to all
Americans everywhere within our nation is a basic postal
Your public utterances proclaim that all this
principle.
means nothing to you. A revenge upon publishers as you
think it is justifies in your eyes the revival of a discarded
and condemned postal system of zones with increasing and
unfair postal charges against the homes of this nation merely
by reason of their accidental remoteness from any city in

postal demoralization;

—

—

which a newspaper or periodical

is

pulilished."

in

Chicago

ciations of the United States, representing

above telegram on April 28 as

—

Meeting

of approximately 75 engineering asso-

gate

membership

an aggre-

100,000 engineers, met in Chicago on April 23 to 25, inclusive, to consider the proposal
to advocate the creation of a Department of Public Works.
'I'he meeting was called by Engineering Council and was presided over by M. O. Leighton, chairman of the National
Service Committee of Engineering Council.
Among the question considered were (1) the federal bureaus or activities which should be included in such a department; (2) the advisability of endeavoring to secure an additional cabinet office or to make over one of the present departof

ments by the redistribution of

and (3) the advistoward the complete reorganization of engineering bureaus or merely to bring these
bureaus under a single head so that such a rearrangement
may be made later as experience may show to be desirable.
After extended discussion extending for the greater part
of three days, the consensus of opinion was incorporated in
resolutions advocating, (1) the establishment of a National
Department of Public Works by grouping those government
bureaus, services, commissions and other activities whose
functions are predominately of an engineering or architectural character in what is now the Department of the
Interior and designating that department "The Department
of Public Works"; (2) the transfer of any bureau, service
or commission from any other department to the Department
of Public Works should be accomplished without a change
in personnel, compensation and general plan of organization,
leaving the co-ordination of the several activities, and the
establishment of additional bureaus to be effected as their
need may become apparent from time to time; (3) in
transferring river and harbor work and other work nonmilitary in character but now in charge of the engineering
corps of the United States Army, to a Department of Public
Works, the relation of the army engineers to such work
should not be changed so that there should be no relinquishment of non-military duty by the army engineers now on
such duty, until such transfer of these engineers to military
duty may be made without detriment to the public interest.
The conference decided that among the various activities
which logically belong in a Department of Public Works
were a Bureau of Public Roads; the United States Reclamation Service; the Alaskan Engineering Commission; the
Construction Division of the United States Army; a Bureau
of River, Harbor and Canal Work, including such functions
as are now exercised by the Mississippi River Commission
and the California Debris Commission; a Bureau of Archiincluding the Coast and
of Surveys,
tecture; a Bureau
Geodetic Survey; a Bureau of Mines; the Geological Survey;
the Forest Service (at least until it is divorced from the
supervision of water powers and road building), and the
activities,

ability of directing present efforts

Bureau of Standards.
It was believed that
this time the extent to

Public

Works should

would be unwise to determine at
which the proposed Department of

it

control the engineering

activities

of

the General Land Office, the National Park Service, the
bureaus of Lighthouses and Indian affairs, and the Public
Health Service, and of various commissions, such as those
on buildings and grounds, and suggested that such questions

be deferred for later consideration, preferably after the de-

partment had been organized. Three permanent committees
were formed
(1) an executive committe, (2) a committee
to draft the bill providing for the creation of a Department
of Public Works, and (3) a committee to conduct the campaign for the passage of this bill. M. O. Leighton was made

—

chairman of

The

all three of these

session on

committees.

Thursdav morning was devoted

to the dis-
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IlO-l

cussioii of

iTiMlioii

tlir

1)1

;i

l)i'i);irtnu'iit

of Transportation.

ailviHatfd sudi a (lc'|)artnu-nt to take ovi-r

s|H'aki'rs

Si'vi-ral

the duties assijincti to

Interstate

tlu-

Coniinene Commission

over the railroads, tliese same
speakers advoeatin^ tlie liandlinp of railway enKineerinf]; and
lonstnii lion work tiirouj;li the proposed
Department of
TuMic Works. However, tiic conference passed no resolution.s in this matter relative to the proposed De|)artnii'iit of
before

llie

ijovernmeiit

t(X)k

Trans|)ortation.

Engineering Council and Other Societies

The concluding
noon was devoted

session of the conference on Friday after-

which
Engineering Council should l)ear to national, state and local
societies on matters concerning the council.
In ojicning tliis
to the consideration of the relation

discussion, J. I'arke Channing, chairman of iMigineering
Council, outlined its development as a joint organization of
the four national societies of civil, mechanical, electrical

and

mining engineers with which the American Society for TestEngineering
ing Materials has since become affiliated.
Council handles problems of common interest to engineers
and, only three years old, has made marked progress in
developing its activities in spite of the handicaps of limited
Among the accomplishfinances and war-time conditions.
ments outlined by Mr. Channing are the creation of an employment bureau for engineers, the establishment of a
National Service Committee at Washington and the creation
of a war committee of technical societies in co-operation with
Committees of Engineering
the Naval Con.sulting Board.
Council are also studying the problems of Americanization,
the classification of compensation of engineers, curricula of

engineering schools, the international affiliation of engineers,
the licensing or registration of engineers, the patent situation
and public affairs.
During the discussion need was expressed for more aggressive action on the part of the council to promote the busiThe meeting adjourned
ness interests of the profession.
without the adoption of any resolutions or the expression of
opinion.

Harmony and
By

Safety*

O'Kelly
Brakeman, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

WHEN my
I

went

to

my new
me

to quit as

In

less

it

T.
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engineman who is happy at his work is the most suc*
*
So with (onductors.
With some conductors you can be sure that when the caller comes trouljle
iicgins.
If the caller is five minutes ahead of time he gets
liawled out, and if he is five minutes late he gets a cussing.
I'he conductor gets on the caboo.se with a grouc h, knows he
is going to have a bad trip even before the train is made
up.
He catches the caijoose and begins to complain to the
rear itrakeman al)out the head man, and when he gets to the
liead end he tells the head man tiie hind man is no good
and everything is against him. He carries three kinds of
troul)le all the time:
That which he had last trip, that
which he is going to have this trip, and that which is coming
after a while.
But the man who is happy in his work is
liie

cessful.

man who will win.
Harmony among men and

accidents
doe.sn't

unknown.

No

like the conductor,

known an

officers

train

instance where a

is

will

safe

make preventable
when a brakeman

or vice versa.

brakeman

let

I

have actually

a conductor pass

a meeting point because they were not on good terms.
I am
sure that most all these unfriendly feelings are the result of

misunderstanding.
Pardon me for quoting another passage
from tiie old Book. The Great Teacher said "The truth
shall make }'ou free."
He also said if our brother had aught
against us go first to him and talk it over. We can usually
:

adjust

all differences in

the

first

conference, and

if

we have

brotherhood we shall have saved a
friend.
If it should happen that difference ari.ses that cannot
be settled at the time, suppose you say to him, "Now, let us
not get mad, but when we get in we will go and ask Mr.
I know
that Mr.
Christie (superintendent) about it."
Christie will take both your hands and cement the friendship

gone

in the spirit of real

closer than ever.

A

few seconds before nine o'clcxk each morning, if we
near a telegraph office, we hear the signal for time.
If now in this room we were to compare watches we could
The great
easily tell who are carrying standard watches.
master clock in Washington, D. C, is calling for the wire
Everj-thing is hushed, it reminds me of when
to send time.
I was small and father would call all the family together
for morning prayers.
As that clock beats off the seconds we
stand with attentive ears to hear the time signal given.
but they are not great if we
then announce our differences
*
*
*
have compared regularly.
are

We

—

was only a boy. I wrote
and told them of
brother and sister wrote and begged

to railroading I

relatives
job.

was

than a year

My

in

Missouri

I did not heed the advice.
brother had his eye shot out by a

so dangerous.

my

and my brother-in-law had let his team run away
and his ankle was broken, which made him a cripple for life.
I wrote and told them they ought to quit farming as it was
My observation is that a man's work is
too dangerous.
*
*
*
safe or dangerous just to the extent he makes it so.
A man working on the railroad has more to make him
optimistic and happy than in any other occupation on earth.
There is more to remind a railroad man of the good than
Every telegraph pole should rein any other occupation.
mind him of the cross on which the Great Teacher was
What is more subcrucified because He taught the Truth.
blast

lime than to look along a freight train as she rounds a sharp
curve going down a grade and think of that entire train
being under the control of one man, the engineer, and that
only by action of his mind, and all he uses to control it is
Think of the possibilities
the very air we are breathing.
when we know all the truth about the wonderful earth and

her resources.
'Extract

meeting

at

froni a paper read at the Arizon.i
Xcedles. Cal., on February 10.

division

safety

committee

V

the

Pi.oiogrupn by Inlcrnational Film Service Company, Inc., N.

Y.

Railroad Bridge, Near Ufa, Russia, Blown Up by the Bolsheviks. This Has Cut the Town Off from the
Outside World
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What Does
A

Cost to Stop a Tonnage Train?

It

Study of the Value of Interlocking

By
Santa Rosa,

to

Keep

Traffic

Moving

Grade Crossings, Draw Bridges, Etc.

at

Cal.,

C. C.

Anthony

Formerly Assistant Signal Engineer Pennsylvania Railroad

ECONOMY
signaling
and
THEmuch
more generally recognized now
of

interlocking

than

it

apart from all effect on length of trains. At 40 cents per stop,
which he thinks not excessive for average trains on lines do-

is

was

30 years ago; although the actual returns in doland cents are often so hidden among other varying operating factors that it is hard to prove or exhibit them so that
they will make much impression. Even at the present day it

ing considerable through business, the cost per year of each
day stopping at a crossing, becomes $146. For an
average of ten trains per day each way on each of two crossing roads, the total annual loss to both roads is then $5,840.

lars

train per

is likely that many railroad officers view with gentle suspicion the estimates that have been prepared to show the op-

If these figures were reasonably near the truth, it is hardly
necessary to go into the details of the cost of a small interlocking plant required at the crossing of two such roads, including the cost of operation, maintenance and depreciation,

erating economies effected by the installation of signals or interlocking, because of the favorable showing made, and besides there may be little hope that the predicted benefits can

be detected after the work

is

done.

Nevertheless, in

cases the benefits are real, however difficult

it

may

to be convinced that interlocking

would be a profitable investand prices, which would greatly
increase the interlocking costs, and at the same time increase
the cost of stops materially, a good showing would undoubtedly be made.
To what extent the length of trains is affected at the pres-

many

ment.

be to show

beyond question their money value.

The

is that of the saving
be effected by the use of interlocking where such an
installation will assist in preventing the stopping of trains.
Railroad grade crossings are prominent examples because,
in the absence of interlocking, the stopping of trains before
crossing is generally required by law.
The same condition
may exist at other points, such as drawbridges and junctions,
depending upon the practice of each road or the laws and
commission rulings in the various states. On several occasions in the past attention has been called to this phase of the
benefit of interlocking, and some study has been given to the
cost of stopping trains, on which the actual financial saving
is mainly based.
As long ago as 1887 Wellington devoted a chapter to this
subject in his book entitled The Economic Theory of Railway Location (Chapter XXV, edition of 1887). In his discussion Mr. Wellington is moved to strong language, which
was undoubtedly justified at the time, and is, perhaps, to no
After mentioning the practical absmall extent even now.

particular case considered here

may

that

sence of grade-crossings in England, he says:
"In America there are a great many grade-crossings, even
on important lines; but the clumsy and costly precaution of
a full stop of every train at every crossing is still the rule,
although it can hardly be that such an absurd relic of barbarism will linger much longer, now that there is a considerable and increasing number of grade-crossings operated
without a stop by the aid of interlocking apparatus, and al-

ways with perfect safety and success.
"In part, the slow progress in this matter is easily explained. The great loss and delay from grade-crossing stops
goes on quietly and silently, sapping the life-blood of the
company, as do the consequences of bad location, without interfering much with the routine of operation, and at points
removed from the managing officers' immediate observation,
whereas the

difficulties at

yards obtrude themselves on atten-

and many of the most crowded yards have passed the
limit of their capacity without some such mechanical aid.
Nevertheless, from an economical point of view, abolishing
the stops at grade-crossings is by far the most important, estion,

is so frequently the case, they reduce the
of cars hauled below what it otherwise would be."
rejects "the wild estimates which give the cost of a stop

pecially when, as

number

He

at anywhere from a dollar up," and, without going into details, takes from 30 to 60 cents as fair for the cost of a stop,

Even

at present rates

ent time by the stops required at non-interlocked crossings,

unable to say. Mr. Wellington, however, asserts
many such cases at that time, and points out
that the loss due to cutting down the length of train on account
of the stops at a crossing, may be much more than that due
the writer

is

that there were

to the direct cost of the stops themselves.

sumed

It is

evidently as-

would be based on no stop at the
particular crossing, if interlocking were provided, and that
the trains occasionally stopped when the crossing was
blocked by trains on the other road, would "double the hill"
or be helped away by a yard engine.
In 1905 J. A. Peabody, signal engineer of the Chicago &
that the train-load

Northwestern, prepared a paper on the cost of stopping trains,
compared with the cost of maintenance, operation and inspection of interlocking plants, which was published in the
proceedings of the Railway Signal Association, Vol. I, page
281.
Mr. Peabody obtained from two railroad officers estimates of the costs of stopping trains (stopping, starting and
accelerating to the speed from which the stops are made).
These estimates varied from 35 cents for a six-car passenger
train at 45 miles an hour to $1 for an 80-car freight train
of 2,000 tons at 35 miles an hour.
Mr. Peabody takes 45 cents as a conservative average cost
for all trains and presents calculations of the savings to be
effected in nine assumed cases (entrance to a yard, crossings
.and drawbridges) by eliminating stops through the installaIt is assumed that additional men will
tion of interlocking.
have to be employed to operate the plants except at the drawl)ridges, for which calculations are made both with and withIn each case the results for various
out additional men.
numbers of trains are given. The annual saving, due to the
cost of stopping trains, is equal to the annual charges against
the interlockings (interest, depreciation, maintenance and
oi^eration) for from 16 to 19 trains per day, except at the
drawbridges where no additional men are assumed, in which
Except for one
cases the balance exists for 7 and 8 trains.
example net savings appear when the number of trains is 20
where additional men are assumed, and in the case of drawbridges requiring no additional men, when the numlier of
At the crossings, of course, the numljer of trains
trains is 10.
In one case, where 25
is the total both ways on both roads.
is the smallest number of trains for which there is any sav-
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lUV.
ing, the cost of
interest,

dopni

llif

intirhKking, and conseciucntly the costs of

maintenance, are assumed to be in-

iation ;uid

creased l)V tlie inclusion of two switches and a crossover located so near a crossing that they would have to be interIn cases of this kind, however, althouRh only from
lockcxl.
one point of view, the interl(Kkin{; of adjacent switches is
purely incidental and an unavoidaide l)urclen upon the protection of the crossing,

resulting increased cost

it

may

is

still

more or

fairly be claimed that the
less fully

off.'iet

by a pain

in safety at least.

In all of these examples, where additional men for operation are assumed, the cost of this item is $1,320 per year.
This amount is now much too small, of course; it should apparently be about three times as much under present condiOn the other hand, it would seem that the entire pay
tions.
of the levermcn would rarely have to be charged up, for prein most cases where the traf&c would warrant consideration of interlocking, signalmen are already employed,
although the stopping of trains cannot be eliminated because
approved interlocking has not been provided. Consequently
the only thing usually to be considered is any increase of pay

sumably

No

doubt
may be necessary if interlocking is installed.
the other items also have increased greatly since the estimates under consideration were made. But as against any increase in the total annual charges due to the interlockings,
that

must be charged an undoubted increase in the cost of
stopping trains, especially in comparison with the average
almost
cost assumed, 45 cents, which seems to have been
In view of the fact that
needlessly conservative in 1905.
it
freight trains are slightly more numerous than passenger,
seems that the average cost assumed should be a little greater
than that estimated for the latter. At the same time there
there

must have been a considerable increase in the actual costs,
In
due to increases in prices, rates, and weights of trains.
passenpractice, of course, after the costs of stopping average
estimated,
ger and freight trains are separately calculated or
the number of trains of
ft would be better to total them for
to use
each kind at a given point under consideration, than

an average for all trains.
The annual charges against a proposed interlocking can be
conditions prevailclosely estimated, at least on the basis of
bring forth
ing at the time. What changes the future may
speculation; although it should be
is, of course, a matter of
due to
rather immaterial in the long run, since variations
nearly
changes in the general level of prices are likely to be
stopping trains.
offset by similar variations in the cost of
is
But this latter cost is not so easily determined. And yet it
to be derived
benefits
of
estimates
any
in
item
principal
the
confrom the installation of interlocking in the cases here
attempts
fact, it is about the only one on which
sidered; in

these
to figure savings in dollars and cents, in
For the most part the costs used have been based on
of the
pure estimates, or even on guesses—which, in some
cents to
answers to Mr. Peabody's inquiries, ranged from five
Whether the cost of stopping trains can ever
five dollars.

have been made
cases.

closely as
be calculated with reasonable accuracy, even as
amounts
might be permitted by the use of statistical average
repairs per car and
or costs for certain items, such as fuel and

engine-mile,

etc.,

can be done

is

is

questionable.

to use careful

Ver}' likely the best that
estimates.

and conservative

Calculating Cost of Stopping Trains
ingenious
it is interesting to refer to an
method of calculating the "approximate cost of stopping a
Age of March
train," presented by "R. E. W." in the Railway
In this method the energy stored in the
22, 1918, page 708.
calculated—taking a
train, and dissipated in stopping, is
the stop
train of given weight moving at the speed from which
The amount is divided by the work
is assumed to be made.
In this connection
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rc(|uired to

move

the train a mile at the original speed.

The

(|Uotient, "ecjuivalent miles run," "will represent the distance

the (rain

The

would have traveled due

assumj)tion

of (oal, rejjairs

is

to its stored-up energy."

that "this quotient multiplied by the

and wages per train-mile,

co.st

will give the total

cost of the stop."

As worked out by this method the cost of stopping an
eight-car passenger train weighing 623 tons, from a speed of
30 miles an hour, is 61.4 cents; and for a SO-car freight train
weighing 3,943 tons, at the same speed, is 175.3 cents.
In
these examples wages of the train crews are not included, as
they seem not to be a factor unless overtime is involved.
So,
too, certain neglibly small items are omitted.
This method is
attractive in that it is definite
free from estimates, and
makes use of available, experimental and statistical data. If,
for a given situation, an average passenger train, an average
freight, and average speeds are taken, then for each kind of
train the stored energy is obtained from the speed and weight
of the train; the work required to move the train at the
original speed is calculated from accepted values of trainresistance; and the cost of running the "equivalent miles" is
determined from the average cost of fuel and repairs per car

—

and engine-mile, as given in the road's reports. This cost,
being for an average train and based on average costs per
mile, should be fairly accurate.
But is it the cost of the
stop?
Apparently the principal items in the cost of stopping (and
starting and accelerating) a train are: Extra wear and tear
due to stopping and starting (wear of brake shoes, tires and
wheel treads, and various other parts), represented by some
addition to the average cost of car and engine repairs. Cost
of extra fuel chargeable to the air compressor when replacing
In one set of estimates cited by
the air used in braking.
Mr. Peabody this item was based upon tests, and amounted
Cost of fuel
to about ten per cent of the total coal estimated.
used in starting and accelerating the train

less the cost of fuel
required to move the train, at its original speed, between the
point where reduction of speed for the stop begins and the
point where the original speed is regained.
Unfortunately it is not clear that the cost obtained by the
method briefly described above has any necessary relation to
It might prove to be
the total of the items just enumerated.
about equal if the amounts of these items could be found

with reasonable accuracy. But it does not seem evident, on
As stated before, then, it
the face of things, that it would.
may be necessary to depend upon careful and conservative
estimates; although test runs vdth and wdthout stops, over
the distance covered by the stop and acceleration, should
supply fairly accurate data of the extra fuel used for the air
compressor and the acceleration together. One such test is
reported by Mr. Peabody, and ver}^ likely others have been

made.

Cost of Stops Affected by the Delay of Other Trains
ma}' be to determine the cost of stops with
it ma.y be to see in the operating reneversults the saving effected by eliminating certain stops,
In addition to such direct
theless this saving is real money.

Impossible as

certainty,

and

it

difficult as

is the elimination of damage in starting heavy freight trains, and the general improvement in
train movement due to cutting out the stopping of all trains
The cost of the damage to trains may be
at a certain point.
included in the cost of the stops, but, even if it is, the indi-

financial saving there

and sometimes quite far-reaching effects in the way of
accumulating delay, both to the damaged and to other trains,
may mean a considerable loss in the course of a year. So,
It is
too, with the general improvement in train movement.
not merely a matter of saving so many minutes per train, lost
in the stops. The few minutes lost by a freight train in stop-

rect

a

May

,

2,
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ping at a crossing may mean a bad combination in meets and
passes on all the rest of the run, resulting in many times the
original delay before the terminal is reached and other trains
may suffer at the same time. If it is not always, or often,
possible to sho\y the money loss from such derangements of
;

the

movement, the elimination of one cause of them means, as

everyone knows, real benefit thrown in for good measure
above more definite money savings.
• Although there is no quick and easy way of showing beyond dispute just what saving will result from eliminating
stops of trains by installing interlocking in a given case, the
result can, with proper conservatism, be estimated conAs interlocking costs and the cost of stopping
vincingly.
trains have both risen, though probably not in just the same
proportion, it is safe to say that the relation, as estimated
years ago, is not now very far wrong, or at any rate is not
too favorable to interlocking for general purposes.
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above which all excess goes to others than the railRate making in itself must be largely determined
by the expense of operation, not of one road but of all roads
involved in the specific rate made.
If operating o« such a
rate, the poorly located or poorly managed road is to be
given a chance to live, the well located and highly efficiently
operated road will find such rate extravagantly profitable.
Such excessive profits should, I believe, be divided with the
government and others as in the judgment of our Congress
seems proper, but the spur to achievement in operation that
results in high profits should never be taken away by placing
a fixed maximum return on any road. In many of the plans
suggested, an attempt is made to arrive at a method
precise formula, as it were
for the establishment of equitable
rates, and some definitely suggest a regional combination of
roads.
I cannot believe that this is the time to attempt to
figure out theoretically a rate formula or what combinations
of roads should in the ultimate be made.
Given a properly
profits

roads.

constituted Interstate

A

By

Charles E. Mitchell

President, National City

Company,

New York

THE TIME HAS COMEand

problem of the future
the longer the delay the more
The administration has sugdifficult the solution.
gested that government operation continue for a further
to solve the

for the railroads,

period of five years, in order that it may be more thoroughly
tested.
This suggestion has met with marked opposition
and apparently it has been dropped by its original advocates.
While it is in the power of the administration to turn the
railroads back at any time and immediate return has been
threatened, assurances have been recently given that the railroads will not be returned in a way to bring disaster, which
To fix
surely means that they cannot be abruptly returned.
a date, even that date provided in the law, namely twentyone months after the declaration of the ratifications of the
treaty of peace, as the date when the roads shall be returned,
would seem the height of folly. The railroads should be,
and probably will be, returned when a sane and sound plan
for their return has been devised.
Suggestions for the return and subsequent method of operPlans have been
ation and regulation have been many.
submitted by the railway executives, by the Associate of
Railway Security Owners, by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the director general himself. Railroad presidents
and bankers have expressed their views and the railroad
brotherhoods have produced for consideration a most socialistic suggestion.
Many of the views expressed in these plans
are admirable, though for the most part, they involve the
laying of the railroad structure upon the operating table and
performing upon it major surgical operations that will result
in making it little resemble that transportation system which
has served so well our public in the past. They propose such
physical and financial readjustments of the railroad situation as, in my opinion, would leave the patient weak and
disfigured and unable to bear the burdens which American
commerce must throw upon him without interruption.

Most

of the plans provide for guaranteed

to the roads

maximum profit
minimum guaranty

and a

opposed to the
it to be a
definite

return.

minimum
I

am

profits

personally

suggestion, for I believe

government ownership,
to earn the income
guaranteed.
I believe it will take from private initiative a
fear of failure, which is, in itself, a spur to achievement.
I
do believe, however, in a fair division of profits above a
specified maximum, but I cannot believe in fixing a point in
especially if private

step

toward

management

•From an address delivered before
on April

21,

1919.

fails

the Canadian

Qub, Montreal, Canada,

Commerce Commission

of truly repre-

men

with authority for the development of rates, as
a result of a study, experimentation and adaptation, combined with legally delegated responsibility to see that such
rates be commensurate with operating expenses, a federal
commission having jurisdiction over intrastate as well as interstate commerce so far as the laws permit, but in any event
working with greater harmony than heretofore with various
states, through, perhaps, regional advisory boards, composed
of State representatives, of shippers and of labor
then I feel
that we have gone as far as we can along the lines of rate
sentative

Financier on the Railroad Problem*

—

—

—

fixing.

Perhaps the thought that I would contribute to the discussion leading to the solution of the railroad problem may be
of interest. It is based upon the conclusion that government
ownership and operation

is not practical; that private ownership and operation, freed from government regulation, has
been shown by history to have its dangers and is not feasible;
and that the situation must be worked out under private
ownership and operation under fair and equitable regulation,
the solution to be found with as little disturbance as possible
of structures already existent.
Three things appear to me essential to be done before consideration is given to the return of railroad property to private
operation: first, the reconstruction of the Interstate Commerce Commission, with rate-fixing authority and responsi-

bility

definitely established;

crease sufficient to take

up

second, an immediate rate inwage increase

the burden of the

granted during government operation; and third, the passage of such legislation as will provide for a division of
profits above what shall be determined to be a reasonable
return to invested capital. With these things accomplished,
we should be ready for private operation. That complete
severance from government responsibility for railroad credit
should be immediate and for every road at the same hour,
seems to me, however, a preposterous suggestion. The comer
The return must be
to be turned must not be a sharp one.
I feel that the
gradual, both in method and point of time.
government should continue its guaranty of standard rental
return as now established for such a period, probably two
to three years, as will enable private managements to get
back a firm hold upon their affairs. Under such continuance of guaranteed return, let the government turn back the
properties with reasonable working assets to the private
owners, leaving for gradual settlement and adjustment the
counter claims inevitably to be made as between the government and the private owners for later but as early an adjustment as may be possible. Let private management reinstate
itself, with the requirement upon each road to pay over to the
government any excess over the government guaranteed rental
return and with the right to call upon the government during
the guaranty period for any deficit between its net operating
But let there, be prorevenue and such guaranteed rental.
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nos
.my time

two to thriT-yrar iH-riod
any railroad tonipany
may, if it sd (.'Iwt, reioaso tlu- novcriinicnt from its guaranty
ami nroivi- tlii-roaftcr tin- full not ri'turn ro.sultinjj from its
vi.sKiii

of

lli.il

.It

icintiiUK'd

operations,

(Itirin)^

noviTiimiiU

suiiji'c

tofore sujij^fsied.

t

tlii.s

yuiiranty,

to a division of iwn'ssivo carniiif^s as hereI

am

of the belief that, under this |)lan,

the owners of the majority of our lar>,'e railroad companies
would relea.se the jjovernment from its j^uaranty within llic
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HolslieviMn

Our

iieing

is

Men hants

liead.

trampled down wherovor

are doing a large

Loan campaign gives promi.se of being a huge
By and largo, the fundamontal conditions in the
United States are sound. We have, to be sure, many (|uestions for which we have yet to find the answer, and not the
least of these is as to where we are to find a market for our
goods.
The (lovel()|)mont from a debtor to a creditor nation
\'ictory

has i)rought

that dra.stic reorganizations will he necessary at such time as the government guaranty cea.ses, and I
would consider it more than likely that at such time the govcnmient would deem it wise to give its permission, present
laws to the contrary notwithstanding, for al)sorption and con-

to ])reclude the possibility of the railroads

in the stronger systems.
Thus,
would the roads return to private management under the
same incentive to the develo]iment of efficient competitive

solidation of such roads

that has made the railroad system of the United
States the mcxiel of the world.
I recognize that this plan of
ser^•ice

adjustment involves many complexities which will ciemand
co-operative effort and well considered legislation to solve,
but I do feel that the plan sulijocts the ])r()bk'm to comparatively simple

The

and

effective treatment.

is only one of our great problems of
the adjustment pericxl through which we are now passing,

railroad prol)lcm

entwined with practically every other problem of
merchant marine,
and even the problem of our export trade for, as you know,
the railroad item enters into the cost of goods delivered at
seaboard for export to a greater extent than in any other
countr}-, with the possible exception of your own.
It would
be interesting indeed, were there time, to trace the windings
of the knot which entwines other adjustment problems with
this great railroad problem.
The minds of American business men, however, are distinctly upon these many problems,
and in that thought alone we may be optimistic that they
but

it

is

—

the day

the problem of lal)or, of inflation,

—

will be solved aright.

Conditions in our country are, on the whole, exceptionally
A uniformity of conditions and a uniformity of thinking, throughout the length and the breadth of the land, exists
as I have never before seen it. Wages are everywhere high,
and there is no marked degree of unemployment anywhere.

good.

t'httcgraph b\

International Film Service Co»i/>any, Inc., N.

Railroad Yards at Coblenz,

its

Ijusincss.

success.

first year, and that the roads continuinj;; to work under the
guaranty to tiie end of the ju'riod, which would naturally he
the weakest of the companies, would i)e comi)aratively few.
The financial condition of such remaining companies will

doubtle.s.s 1)0 .such

shows

it

and profitable

among

its

diffuulties, as well as

those difficulties

is

the sharp

its

resixmsibilities, ajid

advance

in

dollar ex-

change, which im])edes the oi>ening of foreign markets for
our ex])orts. The maze of the railroad situation would seem
!)ecoming active
have suggested
before, the rate cf railroad buying is usually a barometer
of the prosperity of the times.
On the other hand, agricultural conditions are so abnormally g(x)d with us that we
hope the farming communities will enter our markets as exceptionail}' heavy buyers.
Winter wheat was reported, on
l)urchasers in

volume immediately, and as

I

1; as in practically 100 per cent i>erfect condition,
tomj;aring with 78.6 per cent a year ago and a ten-year
average of 82. .> per cent.
The ground conditi(;n is everywhere gcKid, and a bumper year is exj)ected. All things considered, the favorajjle conditions would appear to at least
offset the unfavorable conditions with which we are confronted, and, while I will not predict a year of tremendous
commercial activity, as compared with the years of the war,
nevertheless, I feel that a year of at least moderate prosperity

A])ril

is

assured.

One

—

thing is certain
the immense wealth of the United
today and its unprecedentedly strong position as a
creditor nation not only makes favorable the conditions for,
l)Ut enforces the seeking of, foreign investments. In that way
only, in my opinion, can inequalities of exchange such as
exist between Canada and the United States today, be overcome, and I am satisfied that our people are only awaiting
the opportunity to invest their capital on this side of the
l)order.
We hope to be of assistance to you in your development and of assistance to our own nation in the development of its commerce by bringing American dollars to your
land for investment and thus adjusting the rate of exchange,
to the end that there may be a free and easy movement across
separates commercially
and
that imaginary line which
politically your people and mine, who, after all, are one in
l)lood, in n'lethod of thought and in purpose.
States

Y.

Where Many German Locomotives Have Been Surrendered

to the

American Engineers

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Offer of Industrial Board to Bring Together Administration and
Steel Producers Is

ANOTHER

EFFORT TO SETTLE

prices

is

to

Washington

be

made by

calling the steel producers to

for a conference with the representatives

stil the breath of life into the price-stabilizing scheme.
Following the failure of earlier conferences President Wilson
cabled instructions that further efforts be made to harmonize
the situation and on April 24 Robert S. Lovett, Henry Walters
and George G. Yeomans of the Railroad Administration held
a further conference with the Industrial Board without re-

The

Mr. Hines and
Board to Secretary Redfield of the Department
of Commerce, after which Chairman Peek wrote to Mr. Hines
making the offer above referred to and saying in part:
"The previous recommendation of steel prices was made
sult.

Washington, D. C.
are cordially requested to ask your representatives to
confer anew with the Industrial Board, with the spirit on
both sides of gentlemen engaged in a common service, seek-

"You

the Controversy over steel

of the Railroad Administration. Director General Hines telegraphed from Denver on April 28 accepting an offer made by
the Industrial Board which had tendered its services to bring
together the representatives of the Railroad Administration
and the steel producers. It was stated that the board would
"render all the mutual aid possible to bring about a satisfactory understanding between the Railroad Administration and
the producers of steel, on the broad basis of the maintenance
of the existing wage scale and the preservation of the average
independent producer."
The position taken by Mr. Hines
throughout the controversy thus far would indicate that the
success of the new conference depends upon whether the steel
companies are willing to offer prices sufficiently lower than
the scale approved by the board on April 21 to attract the
Railroad Administration into the market, and that otherwise
it will continue its policy of purchasing as little as possible.
It is understood that this represents the last effort to in-

railroad representatives reported to

the Industrial

only after careful study of costs prepared by the Federal
Trade Commission and the figures of the producers which
were checked by experts in the service of the board.
"The prices arrived at were the lowest which the members
of the board believed they could recommend and which would
at the same time, permit the producers to maintain the existing scale of wages and preserve the average independent producer.

"The

President has referred to our board 'as a court of
mediation between buyer and seller.' We therefore, must decline to take a partisan attitude and in the absence of new
information or data to urge the steel manufacturers to make a
reduction in the offered prices, merely because the Railroad
Administration requests it.

you have any facts, figures or information
showing that, on any ground whatsoever, the price recommended was too high, we shall be glad to approach the representatives of steel producers again and attempt to secure a
"If, however,

modification of their offer in accordance therewith."
Secretary Redfield also telegraphed Mr. Hines as follows:

"Mr. Tumulty has informed me of the President's cablegram to you, requesting co-operation with myself and asI regret that meeting of your adsociates respecting prices.
visers with Industrial Board Thursday, April 24, failed to
advance matters, because they candidly stated they had no
new facts and reserved their views respecting proper prices.
I shall be more than glad, however, to take any possible further steps that will bring us into accord and relieve existing

Am

business tension.
ready therefore to reconsider candidly
all facts you or your representatives may care to present and
to give same sympathetic attention.

Accepted

ing a mutual end, speaking without reserve and with entire
absence of bargaining and without thought of maintaining
previously expressed opinions, save so far only as facts may

when

fully developed justify.

the Iridustrial

Board

I

assure you in advance that

will act in this spirit.

"Kindly advise if possible by telegraph whether you are
prepared to act as above suggested. This is asked because
you will appreciate that in the absence of action looking to
definite results it will be necessary that the members of
the
Industrial Board resume their personal affairs."
Mr. Hines did not accept the idea of further conferences
with the board but accepted the board's offer of mediation.
In his statement he called attention to the fact that on April

24 Judge Robert S. Lovett and Henry Walters as representaRailroad Administration had met with the In-

tives of the

Board "for the purpose of reaching common ground
former conceptions on either
side and had been prepared to offer compromise suggestions
looking to an agreement as to prices but that the board dedustrial

in a practical sense regardless of

clined at the meeting to act except according to its original
conceptions which in the opinion of the director general were
erroneous and that this attitude of the board practically
closed the door to further discussion at that meeting."

The director general in view of the renewed suggestion for
conference indicated a willingness to accept the offer made
by the Industrial Board in a telegram sent by Chairman Peek
on April 26 to bring together representatives of the Railroad
Administration and the steel producers.

The
been

members of the Industrial Board have
hands of Secretary Redfield since April 1, but he
make them effective until further efforts had been

resignations of

in the

declined to

made.

Cost of Train and Locomotive Service

The total cost of locomotive service per locomotive mile in
February, 1919, was 120.7 cents as compared with 106.3
cents in February, 1918, an increase of 13.5 per cent, and the
total cost of train service per train mile was 169.3 cents as
compared with 155 cents, an increase of 9.2 per cent, according to a monthly report compiled by the Operating Statistics Section.

The

report shows in detail by roads

and by

regions the freight locomotive and freight train costs for the
various items, all of which show an increase as compared
with February, 1918, except the items of train men and en-

ginemen. The total cost of train service per 1,000 gross ton
miles was 126.5 cents in February, 1919. This is made up
of 43.1 cents for locomotive repairs and enginehouse expense,
40.3 cents for locomotive fuel, 3.4 cents for other locomotive
supplies, 34.8 cents for enginemen and train men and 4.8
cents for train supplies and expenses.
No comparisons are
made with last year on the gross ton mile basis. Per locomotive mile the cost of locomotive repairs was 40.2 cents in
February, 1919, as compared with 31.5 in February, 1918;
engine house repairs were 10.4 as compared with 7.4; train
enginemen 18.8 as compared with 20.3; locomotive fuel 47.3
against 43.9, and other locomotive supplies 4 against 3.2
cents.
The cost per train mile for locomotive repairs and engine house expenses was 57.7 against 45.2, locomotive fuel 54
against 51.1, other locomotive supplies 4.6 against 3.7, train
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21.5

enjiiiu'inoii

train siipplii's

against

2.v<),

trainmen

and expenses 6.5 against

25.1

4.8.

against

The

for total train service per 1,000 gro.ss ton miles

New

the

Kni^Iand district, 107.7 (cnts.

Pocahontas region, 93.9

The

26.6,

highest cost
is

lowest

shown
is

in

in the

Tiic regularly ])ublished .statistics of car
•nr surpluses
.<;iirnliises and
an*?
shortages compiled by the American Railway A.s.sociation
since 1907 (with an interruption from October, 1914, to February 1, 1915), were discontinued Jjy the Railroad Adminislished,

Allocation of Equipment
is

making renewed

efforts

standard freight cars being built on
orders placed last year, which have been allocated to the

to get rid of .some of the
its

various railroads, but which many of them have refused to
accept.
While something over one-third of the equipment
has been built, the number of cars accepted by the railroads
is between 10,000 and 15,000 less than tho.se built and the
balance are being held in storage without stencilling. During the week ended A])ril 19 only 122 of the cars were accepted, although the number built has frequently been 800
or 900 a week.
Swagar Shirley, director of the Division of
Finance, held a conference at New York on Wednesday with
members of the Association of Railway Executives to discuss
the subject, but the only announcement after the meeting was
that the executives would appoint a special committee to confer with Railroad Administration officials at Washington.
One of the reasons for the failure of the railroad companies
It is
to accept the equipment is their inability to finance it.
hoped that a practical plan for financing the equipment may
The equipment has been paid for by the
be worked out.
Railroad Administration as it has been delivered, except
that recently it has been necessary to make the payments in
certificates of indebtedness and the cost is to be charged
against the corporations to which the cars are allocated.

Record Breaking Car Surplus Being Reduced
All previous records as to the number of surplus freight
On March
cars in the country have recently been exceeded.
1 the total of idle freight cars of all kinds was considerably
it has since been decreased by an improvement in the volume of traffic, particularly in the grain
movement to the elevators to meet the drafts made by exports, and by the opening of the lake coal and ore movement,
and the surplus of freight cars of all kinds at the present time
On April 1 it was about 390,is somewhat over 300,000.

over 450,000, although

The

000.

largest surplus of freight cars previously recorded

was over 413,000, and the
present surplus is probably greater than it has been at any
time since 1908. In 1909 the net surplus was 332,513, and

was

in April, 1908,

when

the total

The present surin 1915 it again reached about 330,000.
plus began in April, 1918, and it rose gradually until the
peak was reached in March of this year. The greater part
of the surplus on March 1 consisted of open-top coal cars,
because the coal traffic has been at a low ebb since last fall.
At the present time it is estimated that there is a surplus of
170,000 to 200,000 open-top cars and it is understood that
approximately 125,000 of the total surplus represents box
cars stored in western and southwestern regions in preparedOn the other hand,
ness for the heavy loading of grain.
there are some occasional shortages of box cars east of the
Mississippi and north of the Ohio and since the opening of
navigation the surplus of open cars is being absorbed by the

lake movement.
The Railroad Administration inherited a shortage which
had begun in the fall of 1916 and continued throughout 1917.
On January 1, 1918, there was a net shortage of 90,000 and
on March 1, 1918, a net shortage of 138,000, but on May 1
There
this had been changed to a net surplus of 12,000.

was a comfortable surplus for the rest of 1918, which jumped
from 91,000 on November 1 to 157,000 on December 1 after
the signing of the armistice, and which increased rapidly
until

March

this year.

1M

and the figures have not since Ijeen puba special study has recently been made by the

tration last April

cents.

The Railroad Administration
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!)Ut

Railroad Administration of the figures since January, 1918,
shows the following for the period up to February 1,
1919:

whicli

Open
Ta;uiary

1918
February 1, 1918
M.iith 1, 1918
1918
.\l-'-il
1,
May 1, 1918
Tunc 1. 1918
>Mly 1, 1918
AuRiist 1, 1918
ScptcnilKT 1, 1918
nclul>cr 1, 1918
\ovcml)i-r I, 1918
Dcceinl.cr 1, 1918
January 1, 1919
February 1, 1919

'Net

top

1,

13,079
14.160
4,801
8,248
15,311
10,1.(7

4,380
3.112
2,025
96
52

All cars

110,332
122.341
159,992
82,555
45,886
15,058
20.757
35,905
28,870
21,248
13,788
10,350

833
1,036

Open

top

7,770
14,988
11,044
11,256
8,267
11,447
14,866
32,565
82,130
96.744
134,910

All cars

20,337
24,297
21,890
54,428
57,921
86,282
83,563
92,339
64,792
66,988
105,479
167,177
270.177
355,488

Net
urplut
•89,995
•98,044
•138,102
•28,127
12,035
71,224
62,806
56,434
35,922
45,740
91,691
156,827
269,344
354,452

sliortage.

Since January 1, 1907, when the records of car surpluses
and shortages were first kept there have been net shortages
only in 1907, for a short period in 1909, in 1912, for a short
period at the end of 1913 and in 1916, 1917 and the early part
of 1918. Throughout the greater part of the time there have
been net surpluses.

Weekly

Traffic

Report

According to a report of traffic conditions for the week
ended April 23, the movement of freight throughout the
country shows considerable improvement over the week previous.
This is especially true with respect to shipments of
grain and grain products from the Southwestern and Southern
regions.
Tidewater coal dumpings increased 37,933 tons in
the Pocahontas region over the previous week.
In the Southwestern region the loading of miscellaneous
commodities showed considerable increase, forest products increasing approximately 15 per cent over the week previous.
A heavy movement of fat cattle from southwestern Texas continues.

A summary

follows:

—

Eastern Region: The increased movement of freight traffic did not materialize as was expected, but reports from the
interior indicate that the general tone of the shipping public is
optimistic and improvement is looked for. There is some decrease of furnaces in blast in Central territory as compared
with last week's report. General reports indicate decrease in
unemployed labor. Passenger reports are very satisfactory,
the movement from out of town for the parade of the 26th
Division at Boston, April 25, taxing facilities of Boston roads
to their utmost.

—

Allegheny Region: Freight operating conditions are about
normal. Adjudication of labor difficulties in New York Harbor has resulted in a freer movement of traffic. Grain movement continues heavy and special efforts are being made to
provide elevators in the Chicago district with sufficient cars
The movement of ore via the
to meet loading requirements.
Lake was resumed April 18. Considerable decrease in the
number of open top cars stored, and box car requirements
were heavy, but supply ample. Regular passenger travel is
normal, but tourist and excursion travel to the seashore resorts is showing heavy increases over corresponding period of
1918. The outlook is for an abnormally large seashore business during the coming season.

Pocahontas Region:

—Tidewater coal dumped shows some

increase over previous week, but last week's showing of cars
loaded in region and received from connections was a disap-

pointment.

The

present outlook is that April will

show im-
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provement over March.
Total loads, other than coal and
coke, decreased 119 cars.
Compared with same period last
year Tidewater coal dumped decreased 123,668 tons.
General passenger travel is about normal as compared with past
few weeks, earnings continuing to show increases over same
period last year.

—

Southern Region: Growers' organizations are being
formed at various points for systematic handling of a bumper
sweet potato crop; the indications are that an increased movement amounting to several hundred carloads will result. The
general freight movement showed some decrease for the past
week as compared to the previous week. The movement of
crude oil from the eastern Kentucky districts continues to increase, 343 cars having been handled during the past week.
Some improvement in the movement of grain and grain
products has been noted and the demand continues good, a
shortage of soft wheat, however, being claimed by some
millers.

Central Western Region:

—For

the

as compared to same week last year,

week ending April 22,
there was a decrease of

approximately 12 per cent in number of cars of freight
loaded, the greatest decrease being in coal loading.
Live
stock loading also decreased considerably, while grain loading shows some increase.
The movement of grain products
is increasing and the demand for equipment is heavy.
On
account of the relatively mild winter, reports indicate that the
wool clip will be much better in quality this year than in
previous recent years.
Passenger travel continues heavier
than for corresponding period last year.
Southwestern Region: Loading of grain and grain
products, live stock and miscellaneous commodities showed
considerable increase, forest products increasing approximately 15 per cent over previous week.
Lumber dealers,
while complaining that building trade is not reviving, anHeavy movement of
ticipate an early resumption of service.
fat cattle from southwestern Texas continues.

—

.

2,104

.

.

Persons in Washington Employed
in Railroad Operation and Regulation

The supervision of railroad operation and the regulation
of the railroads together require the services of over two thousand people in Washington, according to a census just made
engaged on a proposed reclassificaThe commission's report embodies an elaborate classification of the people employed in
Washington in the various branches of government service,

by a commission which

tion of governmental

is

salaries.

including 1,280 in the organization of the director general of

and 824 in that of the Interstate Commerce Commission, or 2,104 out of a total of 101,586 for all the governmental departments. These figures do not include the President and members of Congress and they take no account of
'either the labor leaders, the state commissioners or the shippers' representatives, many of whom are constantly on hand
to offer assistance in one way or another in the processes both
railroads

of operation and of regulation, nor do they include the large
number of railway officers who are frequently called here for
conferences, committee meetings,

etc.

Attachments Left Subject to

The

Law

director general of railroads has issued an order ef-

May

15, rescinding General Order No. 43 made during the war, which provided that money in the possession of
carriers under federal control shall not be subject to attachment, garnishment, or like process.
This action does not
make wages or other money subject to attachment or garnishment if they are not made subject to garnishment or attachment by the laws of the state as modified or affected by the
fective
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federal control act. It leaves the matter
to be governed by the
act of Congress and the state
statutes where applicable, so
that wages and other money in the
possession of carriers under federal control will not be subject
to garnishment or attachment unless the state law provides for it and the final
construction by the courts of the federal control act
of Congress permits it.
The supreme court of Tennessee recently
held that by reason of the federal control act, money in
possession of the Railroad Administration is not subject
to attach-

ment

or garnishment, and that this was the law regardless
of
General Order No. 43.
In view of this and other decisions, the director general
concluded that it was wise to leave the matter to be determined by the law, rather than by any action of his.

Net Operating Income

in

March

Decreased 82 Per Cent
The Railroad Administration again earned a deficit as
compared with the standard return, according to preliminary reports of railroad earnings and expenses for the
month
of March. The net operating income amounted to
$10,522,620 for 178 Class I roads, operating 224,000 miles, a decrease of $50,000,000 or 82.7 per cent as compared with
March, 1918. The standard return for the Class I roads for
March is about $68,000,000 and for three months it is about
$170,000,000, so the net operating income for the three
months' period is about $128,000,000 short of the standard
Gross earnings reports for April are also showing
improvement. For March the operating revenues
of the 178 roads amounted to $357,699,961, an increase
of
2.8 per cent.
Operating expenses were $339,044,348, an
increase of 22 per cent.
Taxes, $14,536,629, decreased 1.1
per cent. The railroads in the eastern district had a deficit
return.

very

little

of $1,283,939, a decrease of 107.8 per cent as compared with
the net operating income of last year.
The southern roads
had a net operating income of $4,485,303, a decrease of 72
per cent. The western roads had a net operating income of
$7,321,256, a decrease of 74 per cent.

Excursion Rates
The Railroad Administration is making a

bid for passenger traffic in these days of reduced freight business by
conducting special excursions similar to those formerly made
by the railroads. A special Sunday rate of $2.45 for the
round trip between Washington and Philadelphia has been
announced and also a similar round trip rate of $3.00 between Washington and New York. The war tax is, of course,
to be added to these rates.
It has also been announced that
a special rate of 2 cents a mile with a minimum rate of $2.00
will be made for the round trip for the first convention of
World War Veterans to be held at St. Louis May 8.

Lake Line Established
In an endeavor to restore as nearly as possible pre-war
conditions, Director General Hines has issued instructions
that a lake line be establiished from Buffalo to Chicago and

Milwaukee. The proposed line will operate in connection
with all trunk lines to and from Buffalo and the western
trunk lines beyond Chicago and Milwaukee in addition to
serving the Chicago and Milwaukee territories. To expedite
the movement of freight and save excessive terminal work,
one dock at Buffalo has been designated as point of interchange for all eastern roads. It is known as the Tifft Farm
terminal of the Lehigh Valley.
Practically the same scale
of differential rates under all rail, as were in effect in 1917,

has been authorized.

Railw^ay Developments in Foreign Countries
The Market

for Railroad

and Telegraph Supplies

in

Trinidad;

Other Notes of Interest.

THE

I'Di.isii

of

new

Dii r is

considering

railways, and

it

is

l)ills

lioped

for the construction

tliat

British

begin sliortly in order to provide work for some of
employment has made them the prey of

those whose lack of
agitators.

The railroad bridge over the Tomea Elf river in Finland
completed, according to report, and by the present is probably in use, thus estal)lishing the long awaited through railand
road communication toween Scandinavia, Finland
Russia.
is

implements, rolling
stock, and farm railways will i)e permitted to exhibit their
It is expected that competition among the various
goods.
countries interested in this market will be strong, as the
farmers of W-nezuela are unusually prosperous and in a

machinery,

agricultural

It

Railwaymen's Claims

executive committee of the Railwaymen's Union, including delegates from every important railroad center, recently met in Rome and passed a resolution urging the government to grant all demands made concerning the new scale

The

tomed

Some of the directors have l)een accusArgentine railways annually, but this is
since the outbreak of the war.

first visit

The

Lyons & Mediterranean

&

Mediterranean Railway Company is
proposing, subject to government sanction, to electrify the
line between Clermont Ferrand and Nimes, via Alais.
The
distance is about 130 miles.
The necessary power will be
obtained by the construction, in the Department of the
Lozere, of a barrage or dam near Florae, closing up a small
valley, so as to form a fresh-water lake of six miles in circumference. The lake will contain 45,000,000 cubic metres
and the water will fall a distance of 500 ft. The cost of constructing the lake and power station is estimated at about
Paris,

Lyons

$40,000,000.

France and the Channel Tunnel

The Channel Tunnel

In reply to a question in the House of Commons recently.
Captain Guest, joint parliamentary secretary to the treasury,
said that there were 423 locomotives owned by British railways still retained in France; 36 have been returned, and the
remainder are being returned as they can be released, and as

There are in
speedily as trans-channel facilities permit.
addition 786 locomotives in France which are the property

war department.

Lubricating Oil Desired by Bulgarian State Railroads
Charge d'Affaires Charles F. Wilson has transmitted

Investigators' Committee,

which was

constituted by a ministerial decree dated September 3, 1918,
and has already held several sittings, reassembled in Paris
recently under the presidency of M. Claveille, minister of
public works and transports, to consider definitely the conditions for the construction of the tunnel when an agreement
has iieen come to between the British and French governments. It should be understood that while the British government recently announced that it was considering the
project, it has as yet announced no definite decision as to

whether the plan would be carried out or

to

Electrification of

not.

Swedish Railways

Sofia, Bulgaria, a list of lubricat-

The
ing oils required by the Bulgarian State Railroads.
Engine
quantities are as follows (1 kilo equals 2.2 pounds)
oil,
1,300,000 kilos; cylinder oil, 500,000 kilos; superheated cylinder oil, 200,000 kilos; axle oil, 600,000 kilos;
gas oil, 200,000 kilos; colza, 50,000 kilos; linseed oil, 30,000
kilos; kerosene, 40,000 cases; and benzine, 1,200 cases.
:

Dutch East Indies
continuing prosperity of the islands comprising the
territory known as the Dutch East Indies is shown clearly
by the extensive plans which the government is making for
the extension of the already excellent railroad facilities of
No fewer than seven new systems and extenthe islands.
sions are planned, and work on eight lines will begin almost
immediately. Sales were made recently in the United States
It is pertinent in
of quantities of railway steel material.
this connection to note the discovery of extensive iron fields
on the island of Celebes. The quantity of ore in the surface
field on one deposit is estimated at at least 5,000,000 tons,
with 155,000,000 tons of clay ore, which can be easily and
Plans for developing the fields, in which
cheaply mined.
the government will have certain rights, are being outlined.

The

from

to visit their

Electrification on the Paris,

British Locomotives in France

Commerce Reports from

officials

consulting engineers.

of wages and an eight-hour working day.

of the

Railways of
Argentina to Visit That Country

understood that a party of railway

is

tools,

buying mood.
Italian

of

England is about to visit the Argentine. Among the number
are Sir Henry Bell, chairman of the Buenos Ayres Western,
and a director of the Great Southern; Albert E. Bowen,
chairman of the Great Southern, and a director of the
Western; and Sir Harry Livesey, of a well-known firm of

the

The National Exposition of Venezuela will open between
Manufacturers of motors,
the middle and the end of May.
trucks,

Officers

construction can

The Swedish

State

Railway Administration has published

a statement to the effect that after investigations regarding
the electrification of the entire Swedish railway system, it
has come to the conclusion that the plan can be carried out
in

30 years

at a cost of

192,000,000 kr.

The advantages

of

power needed can
be obtained from eight Swedish electric power stations, the
traffic capacity will be considerably increased, and a great
Sweden's enormous
saving in staff costs will be effected.
water power will, in the first place, be made available for
electrification

are that the whole of the

this purpose.

New
New

Railway Laws

in

Venezuela

railway laws have recently come into force in Ven-

which materially affect future construction in that
Hereafter, the government will no longer guarantee
the interest on capital invested in the construction of railways, and all contractors are to be required to make a cash
deposit proportionate to the length of the line and the width
of the gage in accordance with the following scale: 0.610
metre, or 2 ft. gage, 600 bolivares per kilometre; 0.915 metre,
or 3 ft. gage, 900 bolivares per kilometre; 1.08 metre-gage.
ezuela,

country.
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1,000 bolivares per kilometre; and 1.435 metre, 4 ft. 8J/2 in.
1,400 bolivares per kilometre.
(One bolivar equals

gage,

much

be dependent

A

as 15 per cent.

reduction in rates is to
beyond a certain

upon the tonnage hauled

amount.

Standard Specifications in Spanish

I

undergoing repairs.

The company

also has ordered 20 loco-

motives from the United States.

These deposits may be reduced by presidential

19.3 cents.)

decree by as

I
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Industrial Standards No. 29, giving in Spanish the
standard specifications for cast-iron locomotive cylinders, as
adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials, is
the latest of the series of industrial standards to be issued by
These
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

booklets are designed primarily

LatinAmerican countries to assist in introducing American conCopies may be obtained
struction and engineering materials.
from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.

Concrete Cars

C,

for distribution in

at five cents each.

in the

Netherlands

Mexico Now Producing Rails
The iron and steel plants of the Monterey Iron & Steel
Company will be running full blast in all of its departments
within a few weeks, it is announced. It is now giving employment to about 1,200 men, and the numlx^r will be increased to about 2,500 when full operation is resumed. The
orders for steel rails arc not confined to the National Railways of Mexico, but embrace a number from mining companies and private industrial interests, it is stated.
The

demand

for structural steel

comes from the larger

is

cities of

constantly increasing.
This
the country.
The company

is now obtaining its iron ore supply from its own ore beds,
situated only about 60 miles from Monterey.
Formerly its
ore supply came chiefly from Iron Mountain, situated at

Durango.

The Monterey

of Italians

and the plant represents an

Iron

&

Steel

Company
initial

is

composed

investment of

$10,000,000 gold.

The

construction of concrete rolling stock for railroads is
under way in Holland. Only the wheels, axles, buffers and
The weight of cars of the
couplings are made of steel.

new type

said to be no greater than that of steel cars, the
is simpler and cheaper, and the upkeep light.
This announcement, which is well authenticated, is of special
interest in view of the establishment of large steel mills in
is

construction

Holland, and the proposed extensions of the railroads of the
Dutch East Indies, a large part of whose material has been
bought in the United States in the past, and for which additional orders have been expected.

New
The Department

Railway

in

Colombia

of Bolivar, Colombia, according to

Trade

has under consideration the building of a new railroad to connect Cartagena with the line now
being constructed north from Medellin in the Department
A light, narrow gage road is to be built, the
of Antioquia.
preference being for an electric line, using Diesel electric
The chamber of commerce has
locomotives of light weight.
secured $20,000 to defray expenses of the preliminary location and survey of the new line, and there is every evidence
that the department will push the work as fast as possible.
Although no definite specifications of requirements are avail[The name of the official
able, they are being prepared now.
to whom inquiries should be addressed may be obtained from
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or its district
and co-operative offices by reference to file No. 40197.]

Commissioner P. L.

Bell,

Mexico Has Lost 10,000 Freight Cars
According to Felipe Pescador, director general of the
National Railways of Mexico, revolutionists and bandits
have destroyed 10,000 freight cars and many passenger cars
during the last eight years. There are now available approximately 16,000 freight cars for handling the traffic of the difThe
ferent divisions of the system which are in operation.
shops of the company are making repairs to damaged cars
as rapidly as possible, there being at this time 3,000 of such
cars in the yards awaiting shop. Mr. Pescador says that the
plan of leasing American cars or permitting them to be employed in handling international traffic is not practicable at
this time for the reason the National Railways is so short
of locomotives that it is impossible to handle any more cars
If engines could be
than are now available in Mexico.
obtained from the United States it would be a good idea to
The supply of
obtain the use of foreign cars, he thinks.
locomotives for the National Railways is being gradually
increased by repairing those that were damaged by internal
troubles.
At this time there are 380 locomotives in the shops

Rumania's Need

for

Railway Equipment

Rumania, with a population of 7,500,000 before the war,
was the richest of the Balkan countries, says a publication
of the Guaranty Trust Company, New York.
Enlarged by
the inclusion of great areas formerly attached to Austria, and
probably Russia, but inhabited, nevertheless by Rumanians^
she will be, potentially,

one of the powerful nations of
Europe. There is little doubt, in the minds of most observers,
that with direct water communication with the United States,
via the Bosporus to the port of Constanza, she will be a
larger buyer in the United States, always provided that
favorable terms can be arranged.
So far, it is said, the
Canadian Government has advanced $25,000,000 for purchases in the Dominion, chiefly of agricultural products. Of
2,000 locomotives in Rumania before the war, the Germans
took all but 15.
Six hundred must be purchased shortly,
and for this purchase approximately $30,000,000 will be
needed.
Mechanical equipment of all sorts, clothing, and
other supplies are necessary, and purchases probably will be
made when the terms can be arranged.

Priority Traffic in France

Under the terms of a decree published in February, which
handed back the control of the French railways to their
peace-time administrative control, special provision is made
for certam forms of priority traffic, says a recent issue of
the Railway Gazette (London).
These include the conveyance of demobilized men and soldiers on leave; tlie evacuation of material; the handling of the food traffic, often for
long distances, to meet the requirements not only of French
and Allied troops, but also of the civilian population of
reconquered and occupied territories; and the import traffic
in such essential commodities as coal.
It appears that this
priority traffic is being conducted under conditions of great
difficulty.
In a statement to the Minister of Public Works,
the president of the Committee of the Ceinture system has
pointed out that the operating problems in the anny zone are
considerable, due to the enforced concentration of the traffic
on a limited mileage as the result of destruction by tlie enemy.
For instance, a single section of the Eastern Railway, via
Toul and Nancy, is being called on to handle traffic for
Alsace, the Rhine Provinces, part of the Ardennes and Belgium; while three lines on the Northern Railway are being
simultaneously burdened with the task of assuring tlie food
supplies and the demobilization of the British forces, the
Pas-de-Calais coal field traffic, and communications with
Belgium and the devastated regions of northern France.
The operating difficulties of these two railways, the president

:
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points (Hit, rotoil on tin- oiIkt Frriuh sy.stem.s, and so far
the omplovmont of lix-oniotives and rolling stock handed over
hy Germany under tiie terms of the armistice has not materially relieved matters, owing to the condition in which
of this stock has reached France.

Railway Construction

much

Ecuador

in

constnii tion of a railway in Ecuador, from the capital
(Quito) to Esmeraldas, has long i)cen under consideration;

The

many different contractors have been involved, while almost
as many different groups of capitalists have been invited to
The
says the Railway Gazette (London).
partici|)atc,
project has its advocates and its detractors. The latter seem
I5ut the government is determined to proto predominate.
ceed with the building of the line, which has now found conPlans have
tractors who will see the thing through, perhaps.
Ijeen prepared which show that the section to Ibarra will
have a length of 167 km., and a 3.5 per cent grade. The
construction work is estimated to cost l>etween 8,000,000 and
8,500,000 sucres (about $4,000,000), but the total will probably come out at about one-half as much again. The Ibarra

Railway,
is

it

known

menced

is

two

resolved, shall be built in

as the Ibarra section

in August,

1917

—has

than

less

length graded, but, on the other hand,
open and 87 covered culverts.

The Chimbacalle

section

What

sections.

—upon which work was com24

has

one-third of

its

has completed 6

it

kms.

graded.

The

Cuenca Railway is divided into three sections,
namely, Sibambe, Cuenca and Chunchi-to-Tambo sections.
The Curaray Railway is now practically completed as far as
Pelileo, and between 30 and 40 km. of the line are in operaSibambe

to

tion.

Trinidad Market for Railway and Telegraph Supplies
There is considerable agitation in Trinidad at present, says
Consul Henry D. Baker, Trinidad, British West Indies, for

Vol. 66, No. 18

imported from the United Stales by a large oil-prtxlucing
comjiany on the island.
Tlie railway is planning to improve the lighting facilities
at its workshops and yards and will want two electric-light
generators of either 110 or 220 volts, together with an oil
engine for each generator of 50-kilowatt capacity. These will
probably be purchased in the United States. All passenger
trains on this line are illuminated by an American light system, the batteries being legated in tlic brake van or baggage
cars.
This method of lighting is also to l>e installed shortly
in all the stations of the railway, as it has been found to be
more satisfactory and less expensive than the gas-lighting
systems used heretofore.

Mileage to be Increased

—Revenue

The Trinidad government railway has altogether 115J^
miles of railway open for traffic. It also has three steamers,
two of them used for traffic between Port of Spain and the
small islands in the Gulf of Paria, and the other for traffic
from San Fernando to Brighton, at the a.sphalt lake, and
to the small towns on the Cedros Peninsula, at the extreme
southwestern end of Trinidad, the railway not being extended
along the coast south of San Fernando.
There is a public demand for an extension of the government railway to the east and north coasts of the islands. One
branch line, which extends from Port of Spain to Sangre
Grande, lacks about eight miles of reaching the east coast,
and another branch, to Rio Claro, comes wdthin 15 miles of
the important cocoanut regions at Mayaro, also on the east
coast.
There the road will probably be extended, while
another extension is planned to go to Salybia and Toco Bays,
on the northeastern coast. This would make it possible to
have a daily steamer communication between Port of Spain
and the island of Tobago, reached now only by a coastal
steamer making the trip once a week. While there have been
no appropriations for such extensions, yet the Governor of
Trinidad in his address opening the Legislative Council

better railway service, especially in regard to reliable time

several weeks ago, said

Cars still have
schedules and more up-to-date equipment.
old-fashioned hand brakes, although it is recognized that
American air brakes must be substituted in the future.
Owing to the high prices of materials and the difficulties in
arranging prompt delivery of goods, the roads have been
running with decreasing efficiency during the war.
Equipment, consisting of four large and three small loco-

During the past year a committee appointed at your instance has been
considering the questions of the improvements and extension of the communications of the colony and the development of its resources. The committee IS making good progress in the task assigned to it, and I hope that
before the session closes it will be able to lay before you a preliminary
report containing recommendations regarding road and railway extensions
and the improvement of the Tobago services.

motives, ironwork for 100 freight cars, and about $80,000
worth of bridge material, recently ordered by the government
railway from England is the first to be purchased in five
years.
An order consisting of 500 tons of 60-pound rails,
English standard, 33 feet in length for relaying track has

The latter country
also been placed in the United States.
would have been a more convenient market for the rolling
stock mentioned above, but American manufacturers, on
comparatively small orders of this

sort, are

conform to local

their patterns to

unwilling to alter

specifications.

For in-

stance, locomotives here use brass tubes in their boilers and
have copper fire boxes instead of steel. The government

railway considers uniformity an important factor, as it
desires to avoid carrying too great a variety of spare parts in
stock, and it is found more convenient to follow British

standard specifications.

Proposed Improvements
arranging for all its locomotives to be
The railway
equipped with oil burners, and the Legislative Council of
Trinidad has just made an appropriation of $8,640 to purchase two tank cars to carry oil on the government line.
Besides having to provide for transportation of its own oil,
the road has made contracts with several estates which it
These two cars
can not fulfill without additional cars.
would be the Government's share of an order of ten cars to be
is

The last report of the government railway, covering the
year 1917, shows that the total revenue earned was $756,652,
of which $717,289 was contributed by the railway proper
and the balance by the railway steamers. The expenditures
for the same period were $644,294. The total number of passengers carried in 1917 was 1,701,665 and the freight
amounted to 277,370 tons. The chief articles shipped over
the line included sugar cane, sugar, molasses, rum, petroleum products, fruits (chiefly oranges and bananas for local
use) cedar and other native timbers for export.
,

Private Lines for Sugar Estates
In addition to the Trinidad government railway the leading sugar estates of Trinidad also maintain private lines for
the conveyance of sugar cane to their factories. The Usine
Ste. Madeleine Sugar Co. has about 40 miles of railway
through its sugar-cane farms; Waterloo Estate, 20 miles;
Caroni Estate, about 15 miles; and the La Fortunee and
Hermitage Estates, about 18 miles. Each one requires a
certain amount of new rails every year for replacements and
extensions, the average being about one-half mile each. The
rails used are chiefly those rejected by American railway
companies as defective, but as the sugar estates use their lines
only for about three months a year, and very little traffic is
carried over them, the defects do not matter. The rails weigh
as much as 55 pounds a yard and the tracks are standard
gage, 4 feet 85-2 inches.
The locomotives used

on these sugar-cane railways are

;
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four-wheeled and have a S-foot wheel base, with a maximum
weight of 20 tons.
They are equipped to use mineral-oil
fuel and have no bogies or trailers. The distances are short,
but there are often very sharp curves. The sugar-cane trucks
or wagons are of 6 to 10 tons capacity, net weight of canes,

and have
means of

side doors.
derricks.

1115

ordinary increase in cost of coal u.sed in 1918 compared with
1917. The pounds of coal per passenger train car mile were
6.8 per cent less in 1918, than in 1917. This statement does
not include fuel used in mixed or special train service.

The canes are loaded into the cars by
The sleepers or ties are of local balata

Beware

wood.

Means

Communication to Be Increased

of

The telegraph department of the government railway has
opened 138 miles of telegraph wire exclusive of duplicate
wires, and also 116 miles of telephone wire.
The total
number of messages, public and railway, passing over the
wires in 1917 was 114,120.
It is expected that orders will be placed in the United
States very shortly for 30 miles of telegraph wire (No. 8
standard wire gage), and also for 35 miles of telephone
cables, 10 miles of which will be two- wire cables, and 25
miles, four-wire cables.
This will be used for the railway
line between Port of Spain and San Fernando, and for communication beyond that to La Brea at the asphalt lake.
About 25 new telephone instruments will also be ordered
in the United States. The telegraph wire will all be used for
replacements.

Comparison
FUEL
THE
United

of

of

Detours!

GEORGE BRADSHAw, Supervisor of safety of the Pere Marquette and associated lines, expands the idea of "safety
first" to take in moral and economic questions,
as well
as matters of bodily safety, and in his latest bulletin
(No.
13) addresses the wives of railroad men, reminding them of
the importance of providing healthful meals and comfortable

and quiet sleeping rooms; of always seeking domestic har-

mony and

of keeping out of debt.
On this last point (addressing the husbands as well as the wives) he says:
Pay cash or go without. This is a good rule for every
house.
In many cases it is best to go without and save the

—

cash.

Ordinarily, there

to debt voluntarily,

price

is

only one justification for going inis to buy a home at a reasonable

and that

and on reasonable terms.

The

instalhnent craze is a facing-point switch, where many
a family train has been derailed. The installment method of
buying is a detour from the better and safer road called

Fuel Cost
in 1917 and 1918

conservation

section,

division

of

operation.

States Railroad Administration, recently issued

a statement showing the increase or decrease in the cost
of locomotive fuel on the basis of the pounds used per thousand gross freight ton miles, and per passenger train car
mile for the last five months of 1918 compared with the same
period in 1917. The period referred to was taken as being
reasonably comparable, from the standpoint of uniform
weather conditions, absence of any general congested condiThe following sumtion or other serious disturbing factor.
mary of results based on the cost of coal, exclusive of the haul
on users rails, is taken from this statement:
Freight Tra IN Service
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1.7

total

regions 97

— Indicates

loss.

'Pocahontas region freight train service
on which to hase estimate is inadequate.

total

omitted, since information

In determining the estimated total saving in freight train
service for all roads in each region, it has been assumed that
the average per cent saving for the whole region is the same
as the average per cent saving for the roads in that region for
which complete information is available. The grand total
saving for all regions has been taken as the sum of the regional

The

totals.

loss

England

shown

Bad Company

in passenger train service for the New
Region is due to the extra-
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for a 31
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"Cash Drive." The firms doing business on the detour road
have their tempting window displays and seductive advertisements to make you believe that the detour is not a detour,
but the regular highway. Don't you believe it. That road is
a detour. It may be the better road for you at certain times
but remember, it's a detour. Careful and experienced tourThere ought to be more happiness pushists are shy of it.
ing a wheelbarrow than riding in a motor car with a mortgage.
Can you save? Are you able to console yourself with
the philosophy of going without when you want something
you can't afford? Can you go without halting right by the
show window with its luring diamonds, furs or other things
your neighbors have and you want, and head straight for the
savings bank in the next block? Can you do that every pay
day till the bank cashier in his cage comes to have more atIf
traction for you than the finest show window in the city?
you can, you have stood the acid test.

Major General Sir Henry Worth Thornton, K. B. E.,
general manager of the Great Eastern Railway of England,
and inspector general of transportation in the British army
in France, arrived in New York last week on the steamship
"Aquitania."
at

Newtown,

General Thornton
Pa.

is

on a

visit to his

mother
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should \>c permitted to raise the
I'erhaps .some governmental certificate to that
vth\[ will some day act as a .sort of stimulus to the moribund
c redit
of the railroads.
iiilciol, tile railroad

pul>li(

needed money.
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IiitiT.slati'

Conimrrcr Commission

Ikis (Kvidi'd to

regulate your Imsincss,

l"(.r

tlic

Man, and

will as.>^umo that

this

is

tlic

nictliod

liit

upon.

you are engaged in the manufac-

and sale of a great number of different commodities. A
commission is appointed with power to determine reasonable
rates for all comnuKlities handled by you. This is interpreted
to mean that each article sold by you shall yield only a certain fixed i)rofit (say, for example, 6 per cent on the co.st of
prtnlucing the article). In cases coming i)efore it, the commisture

is not concerned in the general question whether your inve>tment shows a fair return as a whole.
It limits its view
to the particular case in hand.
If the particular price assertetl appears to yield a larger return than would l)e sanctioned on the investment as a whole, the price on that particular article will in all proliability be cut.
And you, Mr.
Business Man, in continuing to talk about a fair return on
"your investment as a whole" are simply out of order. You
must learn to conduct your business on a basis that will keep
the profits on every article the same.
Outside the hearing room Mr. Business Man might well
say, "That each commodity sold or service rendered should
!))• itself show a
fixed profit is not important and often not
In every business the vital thing is
possiiilc of realization.
The success of any
that the capital invested be rewarded.
business depends upon the totality of revenue received and
not upon the profits derived from any particular article."
But the system of railroad regulation now in, vogue continually places upon the stand one single service (i. e., one

sion

_

single transportation unit purveyed by the carrier). If, compared with various other services, the charge appears to be
somewhat high the chances are it will be cut. From the na-

ture of the case the general condition of the carrier is lost
After several hundred of such onslaughts what cksight of.

curs? Under such a system but one result can occur. The
road goes into the hands of a receiver.
Now what is the remedy for all this? It is obviously to

permit the carrier whenever the quantum of a rate is challenged to come into court and say, "Here is my whole schedule of rates. While one single rate may appear high as compared with other rates over my line even under existing rates
a fair return on the invested capital is not being earned. We
are perfectly willing to alter the present schedule of rates as
you see fit. All we seek is a fair return on our capital. But
with our present return we do not think it fair for the regulating body to pick out one single rate which it may think high
and order it reduced without indicating to us any way where-

can be made good."
Under the procedure suggested all pending complaints
against one carrier which affect merely the quantum of its
rates could be disposed of by one investigation of the rates as
a whole. This would save the enormous duplication of work

by the ensuing

loss

which now occurs when these cases are considered separately.
The only bulwark which will protect the railroad investor
is a law which will secure for him a fair return on his investment. How can this be realized? It is believed by providing that "the power to reduce a rate or rates or deny an increase when the carrier shows it is not earning a fair return
shall not be exercised without

first

indicating

how

a fair re-

turn can he obtained by some means other than that proposed
by the carrier."
It would still appear to be the law that an investor in public securities is entitled to a fair return on all moneys invested in the public interest. The question is similar to the
one which is at the heart of governmental regulation of the
If a proposed expenditure will be in the
issue of securities.

'i'he amount of capital invested in American railroads
upon whidi a fair return may lie asked will not be known ex-

actly until the .so-called "physical valuation" of the roads is
(om[)leted.
Until such time what may Ije taken as a fair
rate of interest on the invested capital?

Pending the completion of the "physical valuation" the
compensation to the carriers provided for in the Federal Control act might well be used as affording a fair return on the
capital invested.
Of course, an increa.sc in rates sufficient
to jirovide for additional capital necessarj' for improvements
siiould lie allowed when the commission is of opinion that the
proposed imjirovemcnt is in the pulilic interest.
It has been suggested that "the determination of what rate
shall be paid should be taken" from the Interstate Commerce
Commission while entrusting to it the accounting end of the
railroad prol)lem, the maintenance of parity between shippers

and places and control over the issuance of
tiiis

.securities.

With

view, the writer cannot agree.

If it is true that "the commission has failed utterly in this
commercial problem of fixing the necessary rate to enable the
railroads to prosper and to obtain the needed capital to grow"
it is simply because it was not given adequate power.
It was
given not too much responsibilit}- Ijut too little. It should be

made

only that the shipper obtains a reasonbut equally resi)onsil)le that the investor obtains a
This reasonable return should be made
reasonable return.
responsil^ile not

aljle rate

by law so that its power to control rates is affected
Set a standard for the commission, for example,
the average annual railway operating income for the three
years ending June 30, 1917, as a fair return on each road's
investment.
If the returns of the roads fall below this
standard the curtailment of the carrier's revenue by the condemnation of any rates assailed should not be allowed withThe
out the granting of a proper increase in other rates.
commission w'ould then be in a position to deal with the situation effectively.
It could order the reduction of one rate
definite

thereby.

while at the same time finding the rates of the carrier generally too low.

The

great percentage of cases brought before the commisupon analysis merely questions of discrimination

sion present

undue preference. It would seem that much confusion
would be avoided if cases involving the quantum of rateswere placed upon a separate docket.
or

Summary
1.

2.

turn,

A repeal of the
When a carrier
no

of

Remedial Legislation

federal control

shows that

it

is

act.

not earning a fair re-

rate should be reduced or increase denied

by the com-

mission without first indicating to the carrier how a fair return can be obtained by some other method than that proposed by the carrier.
3. Enactment of the standard set up in the federal control
act for compensation to the carrier as the standard of a "fair
return" pending the completion of the physical valuation.
4. A complete divorce on the commission's docket of cases
involving the quantum of a rate as distinguished from cases
involving undue preference {i. e., a relationship of rates).
5. The commission should be given power over the issu-

ance of securities of interstate carriers.
6. The commission should have power over
terstate carriers irrespective of whether traffic

all rates of inis interstate

or

intra-state.
7. The anti-trust laws and anti-pooling provisions of theAct to Regulate Commerce should be repealed in so far as.
they affect carriers by railroad.
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General New^s Department
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The Committee on Automatic Train Control of the L'nited
States Railroad Administration left Chicago on April 28 for
a trip of inspection of automatic train stops at Spokane,
Wash., San Francisco, Cal, and Oroville, Cal.

The Associated General Contractors of America are preparing to establish a clearing house for workmen, an employment bureau for the service of members of the association.
The work will be handled through the office of the secretary
at 111 West Washington street, Chicago.
The

Strike of 1894 figures in a suit now on trial in Chicago.
After 25 years, the suit of the Yazo* & Mississippi Valley,
now operated by the Illinois Central, against the city of
Chicago for $20,000 damages has been brought to trial before
Judge S. T. Page in the United States Circuit court. The
suit is for loss by the destruction of freight cars at the time of
that noted strike when federal troops were called to guard
property. Many of the witnesses called at the opening of the
court were reported dead.

R. Holman, formerly (to September, 1915) chief engineer
of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company,
now colonel in command of the Eighteenth (railway) Engineers, at Bordeaux, France, has been awarded a Distinguished Service Medal.
The order of General Pershing,
dated March 27, commends Colonel Holman in connection
"vvith his supervision of construction in the vicinity of Bordeaux, for the display of "unusual judgment and great executive ability"; and in addition, ''he rendered valuable services
and advice to the other departments of Base Section No. 2."
J.

from its present terminus at Newell east into that territory.
Improvements on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in this
territory continue to be made and heavier rails have been
laid between Aberdeen, S. Dak., and Mobridge.
A cut off to
save several miles has also been built near Mobridge.
Certificates of Indebtedness

The Railroad Administration up

to

May

1

had issued

its

cer-

indebtedness to railroads on account of compensation
to meet the April and May requirements, to the amnimt of
about $76,000,000. It had issued certificates of nidebtedness to
the equipment companies for cars and locomotives to the amount
of about $17,000,000.
The exact total of certificates issued for
these two purposes was $94,267,733.
tificates of

American

Railroad

Association

Moves Chicago Headquarters
The American Railroad Association has moved its Chicago
offices from the Transportation building, 608 South Dearborn
street, to the Manhattan building, 431 South Dearborn street,
where the

entire fourteenth floor has been secured for its
and those of the railway associations which have been
merged or affiliated with it. The office of the secretary of the
Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' associations has
been moved to the same building, and also that of the secretary of the American Railway Engineering Association, hereoffices

tofore in the

Karpen

building.

The American Short Line Railroad Association announces
that an important meeting of all short line railroads in the
United States will be called to be held at Washington, D. C,
about June 1, or as soon as President Wilson announces the
for the extra session of Congress.
The special object
to be considered is the legislation necessary to increase and
protect transportation facilities, especially the short line railroads.
It is planned to hold a three-day meeting about 10
days after Congress meets, and to have each session addressed by a prominent speaker interested in transportation
problems. The proposers expect to have a \ery large attendance.
•date

The Chicago section of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers and the electrical engineering section of the Western Society of Engineers held a joint meeting in Chicago on
April 28. An interesting paper on "Wireless Telephony and
Telegraphy in the War" was presented by .\. A. Oswald of
the Western Electric Company, New York.
Mr. Oswald,
during the war, was research engineer on the development of
wireless telephony and telegraphy. He treated in a general
way the apparatus which has been developed and its various
tises in connection with military and naval warfare for land,
air and water service.
A number of slides were shown to
illustrate the various types of apparatus in use and the diagrammatical charts of the sending and receiving stations in
the fighting zones.

Railway Projects

in

South Dakota

Reports from South Dakota show that organizations are
being formed to advocate the building of railway extensions.
In the southern part of the state west of the present terminal
of the Chicago & North Western at Winner, S. Dak., there
is a large section of the state which has been rapidly developing during the past four years and which is asking for better
railroad facilities.
A similar move is being made in Meade
county, where the effort is to have either the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul extend southwest from its present terminus at Faith or the Chicago & North Western to extend

1117

Large Safety-First Meeting

at Cleveland

Officers and employees of the New York Central Lines, to
the number of more than 400, attended an enthusiastic safety
meeting at the Statler hotel, Cleveland, Ohio, on Friday, April

and enjoyed an elaborate program prepared by General
Safety Agent M. A. Dow. Among the guests present were
A. F. Duffy, manager of the safety section of the United
States Railroad Administration, and other representatives of
the government, and W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen.
Addresses were given by Mr. Dow,
Mr. Lee, and others. W. R. Rasmussen, representing the
National Safety Council, said that that organization intended
to open headquarters in Ohio or Indiana.
Mr. Rasmussen
said that he found the New York Central highly praised for
its safety work in all parts of the country and in all indusMr. Dufify gave credit to the New York Central for
tries.
the plan and standards which have been adopted by the Railroad Administration in the establishment of safety committees all over the country.
25,

Waterways Convention
The second annual convention
ways Association was held at

of the Mississippi Valley WaterLouis, Mo., on April 18, at

St.

which resolutions were passed urging the Railroad Administration to extend the same service and operation of boats on
tributaries of the Mississippi as exist on trunk lines and the
extension of joint rail and river rates by the government. Other
resolutions were passed urging that the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission be extended to waterway problems,
that Congress appropriate $100,000,000 for the completion of
improvements on the Mississippi river and its tributaries and
the eslalilishment of a fleet of four towboats and 24 barges for
haulmg freight on the upper Mississippi.
The projects already approved by Congress, but for which it
has not as yet provided funds, include the completion of a 6 ft.
channel on the Mississippi river from Minneapolis to St. Louis,
a 9 ft. channel from St. Louis to New Orleans, a 6 ft. channel

:

;
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City, Mo., to St. Louis in the Missouri river and
channel in the Illinois river from lltica, 111., to St. Louis;

from Kansas
a 9

ft.

compltiiiiin

mnkiuK

that

of

the

rcni.TininR

thri-c

stream navi^alilc from

locks

on

I'ittsburRli,

the
I'a.,

Ohio

river,

to Cairo,

III.,

anil the athnis.'iion of the Tennessee river into membership in
the eighth district of the association.
James E. Smith, of St.
Louis, was re-elected president of the association.

A

Transportation Corps in Northern Russia

.\ccording to the March 8 issue of "Rails and Sails," the
publication of the Transportation corps with the American
Expeditionary Force in France, 720 men of the Transportation corps have left France for Russia. This force is divided
into two companies of 360 men each and has been designated

North Russian Transportation Corps E-\i)editionary
Force. These men are going to Russia by order of President Wilson in response to a request by the British for railroad troops to operate on the line of communication from
In comthe Murman Coast south to the Bolshevik front.
menting on the organization of the new expeditionary force
the "Rails and Sails" says that when the call was issued for
volunteers five or six times as many men offered their services as were needed. The two companies sailed for England
the latter part of March, and from there they sail to Russia.
Major E. E. MacMorland, Coast Artillery corps, who has
been on duty in the office of the Director of Military Afifairs,
has been placed in command of the expedition.
as the

Proposed State Purchase of the Denver

&

Salt

Lake

\'arious reports of the contents of the Steele bill passed by
the Colorado House of Representatives and Senate and providing for the acquisition and operation of the Denver &
Salt Lake and the boring of the James Peak tunnel have been
made. Yet few of the reports contain the true provisions
included in this act. The first section of the bill calls for
the appointment of a state railroad commission consisting
of five members to be appointed by the governor with the
consent of the Senate. The powers and duties of the commission so formed are specifically described in the bill. Provision is made for the condemnation of railroads operating

wholly within the state, to empower this commission to institute proceedings in eminent domain and for the condemnation of the Denver & Salt Lake, to the end that the
state may acquire and operate this road. The commission is
also instructed to ascertain the approximate cost of purchase
and such condemnation, to ascertain the approximate cost
of construction and equipment for operation by electricity of

James Peak tunnel upon the line of the Denver & Salt
Lake, to ascertain the approximate cost of extension, including equipment, of the Denver & Salt Lake from the present
terminus at Craig, Colo., by the most feasible route to the
western boundary line of the state and from its present line
near McCoy, Colo., to a junction with the Denver & Rio
Grande at Dotsero, Colo. When the approximate amount
has been ascertained, there will be submitted to the voters
of the state a constitutional amendment providing for the
issuance of 30-year 4^^ per cent bonds of the state sufficient
in amount to pay for the condemnation, the construction of
the James Peak tunnel and the extensions mentioned. Similar powers are given to the railroad commission to take action
in regard to any railroad whose lines are entirely within the
state of Colorado.
the

New York

Central Rally

City on Tuesday afternoon, April 29, the New
York Central held a grand rally which was a combination of a
welcome home to seven hundred employees of the road who
have been in the military or naval service, and have returned to
the railroad, and a gathering for stimulating subscriptions to the
Victory Loan. Of the thousands of employees of the railroad who
served their country in the great war, over 1,000 have returned
but this gathering included only those in and near New York
The announcement of this meeting says, by the way, that
City.
many of these returned soldiers are being employed in better
This rally was
positions than they had when they went away.

In

New York
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held out of doors, on Park avenue, north of the drand (Jentral
Terminal. This avenue, about ISO ft. wide, is built on the roof
tif the (Jrand Central Terminal yard, and its broad open spaces
have bfen beautified with elab(jrate dc<()ralions, including colmnns. Hags and heroic figures. There is an immense pyramid,

covered with 12,000 German liclmets, and the street is temporarily named "Victory Way."
Many thousands of the employees, men and women, from the
general ofiires and other departments, attended the rally, and
two hundred young women from the offices mingled with the
crowd selling Victory notes. From the windows of the ten-story
army hospital inuiiedialcly east of the "Victory Way" hundreds
of wounded soldiers looked down on the scene.
The chairman of the meeting was Marcus A. Dow, chief of
the New York Central Safety Department, and among the speakers, besides officers of the road, were William G. Sharp, former
ambassador to France, and Colonel William Barclay Parsons,
commander of the Eleventh Engineers, just returned from
Europe.

Telegraph and Telephone Systems to Be Returned
Postmaster General Burleson has ordered the return of the
marine cable systems, the operation of which was assumed
by the government on November 2, to their owners as of
midnight. May 2, and has announced that the telegraph and
telephone lines will be returned to the various companies as
soon as legislation can be secured from Congress safeguardThis announcement was
ing the interests of their owners.
made after the postmaster general had been subjected to a
great deal of criticism for his handling of the telegraph and
telephone lines. In a public statement he said that at the
time the government took over the control of the wires
extraordinary and abnormal conditions existed, resulting in
a constantly increasing and very high operating cost which
has necessarily continued, and with the early coming of the
armistice the accentuated cost of operation, diminishing
revenues and the uncertainty in the period of government
control, presented such a situation that those in charge for
the government were able to accomplish but little by way
of unification or to go forward with their policies of economy
and consequently were soon brought face to face with a very
serious problem. The only answer, he said, was an increase
of rates, which was necessary and in no sense tends to refute
the soundness of the contention that through government
ownership savings would be effected that would result in a
reduction of rates.
The postmaster general reiterates hisbelief that a complete unification of the various wire systems
should be brought about through government ownership and
operation as a part of the postal establishment and declares
that the present control affords no more a test of the virtues
of government ownership than could be had through a temporary receivership in a court proceeding. The postmaster
general has not changed his mind, he says, but as it is apparent that government ownership does not meet with the
approbation of the new Congress there is but one course to
pursue, which is to return the properties to their owners
after urging proper legislation.
It was announced that the
President had approved of the proposed step.

Victory Loan Subscriptions
The Railroad Administration had

received up to

Wednesday

the following reports regarding the progress of the Victory Loan
among railroad employees
The Northwestern region reported for the first eight days, out

128,936 or 51.21 per cent subAs compared with the first eight days of
scribed $12,244,650.
the fourth liberty loan, this is a decrease of 53,894 subscribers

of a total of 251,783 employees,

and

$6,537,300.

The Southern

region reported for the first six days, out of
or 18.75 per cent had subscribed $4,519,000, a decrease of $2,800,250 as compared with
the fourth liberty loan.
The Lawrenceville Branch Railroad had subscribed 100 per
cent to the Victory Loan on April 23, and the Cincinnati, Burnside & Cumberland River had subscribed 100 per cent on April 25.
The Southwestern region reported that up to and including
a

total

of 243,500 employees, 41,771

May

2,
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April 28, out of a total of 167,969 employees, 68,767 or 40.1 per
cent had subscribed $6,751,700.

The Pocahontas region reported up

to and including April 28,
out of a total of 51,389 employees, 11,148 or 21.69 per cent had
subscribed $1,076,000.
The Central Western region reported for the first eight days,
out of a total of 304,960 employees, 159,904 or 52 per cent had
subscribed $14,872,050, a decrease of $3,498,290 as compared
with the fourth loan.
The Allegheny region reported up to and including April 28,
out of a total of 382,545 employees, 135,337 or 35.37 per cent had
subscribed $10,797,100.
The Eastern region reported up to and including April 28, out
of a total of 334,995 employees, 151,320 or 43 per cent had subscribed $14,474,750.
L. S. Taylor, federal manager of the Pullman Car Lines, reported that up to and including April 29, out of a total of 21,065
employees, 10,489 or 50 per cent had subscribed a total of
H. S. Noble, federal manager of the New York-New
$848,100.
jersey Canal Sections, reported that the New York Canal Section had subscribed $3,000, and that out of a total of 34 emE. R. Richardson, of the
ployees, 22 of them had subscribed.
Coastwise Steamship Lines in New York, reported that the
employees of those lines had subscribed a total of $83,600.
This makes a total of $65,669,950 subscribed to the Victory
Loan by employees of the Railroad Administration.

Railway Regiments Return
13th Railway Engineers, recruited mainly from Chicago railroad men, arrived in New York on April 28, after
service of a year and a half on French military railways.
The history of the American Expeditionary Forces shows
that this was the first American engineering regiment in
France and the first American regiment of any kind to come
under actual shell fire. Among the enviable records estab-

The

by it in handling the strategic railways immediately
behind the lines was the moving of 103 trainloads of men,
ammunition, ordnance and supplies to the front lines during
Except for
the Argonne drive within a period of 24 hours.
the men who died or were wounded in France and thirteen
men who volunteered for service with the North Russian
Transportation Corps Expeditionary Force and who are now
on their way to Russia, the 13th Engineers returned complete. The regiment was in command of Colonel C. N. Whiting, formerly superintendent of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Colonel Whiting succeeded Colonel
St. Paul at Butte, Mont.
N. L. Howard, of Chicago, the son of E. A. Howard, vicepresident of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and formerly
division superintendent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
at Hannibal, Mo.
The 13th Engineers sailed for France on July 21, 1917, and
spent 21 months and five days in service in the "zone of
advance." The regiment was taken to France by Colonel
William C. Lanfit, a regular army officer, who was succeeded
soon after the regiment's arrival overseas by Colonel Kootz,
who in turn was succeeded by Colonel Howard, who remained
with the organization until after the signing of the armistice.
All of the men, supplies, ammunition and ordnance supplied
to the American troops in the St. Mihiel and Argonne drives
were transported by the 13th Engineers, who in addition to
their work in the Argonne drive built special spur tracks for
the American naval guns which were used in that engagement.
Committees have been appointed from the Illinois Central,
the Chicago & North Western, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Chicago Great
Western and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul the six
roads from which the 13th Engineers were recruited to make
plans for a great reception of the regiment at Chicago. These
plans are in charge of W. L. Park, federal manager of
the Chicago Great Western.
Plans are being made in St. Louis, Mo., for the reception
of the 12th Regiment of Railway Engineers, recruited mainly
in St. Louis and adjacent territory, which arrived in New
York on April 26. The war department has given permission
to the regiment to stop over in St. Louis on its way to Camp
Funston, Kan., for demobilization. Colonel F. G. Jonah, chief
lished

—
—
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engineer of the Katy-Frisco lines, will meet the organization
New York and accompany it to St. Louis, as the representative of the St. Louis Railway Club. The entertainment
and reception in St. Louis will be sponsored by the Engineers' Club of St. Louis, the Ladies Auxiliary of the 12th
Regiment and the St. Louis Railway Club.
Soldiers of the 117th, and the 18th engineer regiments
also arrived in New York on Monday of this week.
The
117th regiment was recruited mostly in North and South
Carolina.
These men built bridges between Luneville and
Sedan.
Many of the officers and men have decorations.
This regiment saw severe service and lost 237 men killed.
The 13th regiment lost only 13 men.
in

Exhibits at June Conventions
Secretary J. D. Conway, of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, Oliver building, Pittsburgh, Pa., has advised us that by utilizing various odd spaces as well as the
front porches on the Million Dollar Pier at Atlantic City, a
total of 92,755 square feet of exhibit space has been obtained
for the conventions of the Master Car Builders' and the Master Mechanics' Associations next June.
This is 5,395 square
feet in excess of the space assigned in 1913, that being the
banner year for exhibits.
Through an error, two names were left off of the exhibit
list which was published in the Railway Age of April 18:
The Vapor Car Heating Company, Inc., Chicago, and Harry
Vissering & Company, Inc., Chicago. Three changes should
be made in the list as published. Gray & Davis, Inc., should
be changed to LTnit Railway Car Company, Boston; the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company has withdrawn as an exhibitor,
and the Southern Foundry & Machine Company should be

shown

Southwark Foundry

& Machine Company,

Phila-

The following names should

also be added to the

list

as

delphia.

of

exhibitors:
Beatty Machine & Mfg. Co., Hammond, Ind.
Brewster, William, Company, New York.
Crucible Steel Co. of America, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Electric Controller & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Electro Dynamic Co., Bayonne, N J.
Graver. William, Tank Works, Chicago.
Hanna, The, Locomotive .Stoker Co., Cincinnati, O.
Kerile, The, Insulated Wire & Cable Co., New York.
Keyoke Railway Equipment Co, Chicago.
Liberty Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pratt & Whitney Co., New York.
Railway Devices Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
Rogers' Journal Packing Co., Chicago.
Standard Railway Equipment Co., New Kensington, Pa.

Swind Machinery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wilson Welder & Metals Co., Inc., New York.

June Signal Meeting
The next meeting of the Signal Division

of the

American

Railroad Association (formerly the Railway Signal Association) will be held at "The Breakers," Atlantic City, N. J.,
on Thursday and Friday, June 26 and 27. The Journal of
Proceedings, containing the reports of committees which
will be dealt with at this meeting, is to be issued about June 7.
Members are asked to make their reservations at the hotel
at an early date.
The rates at the hotel range from $3.00 a
day, European plan, for a room without private bath, occupied by one person, to rooms with private bath, occupied by
two persons, at $7 to $14; and, on the American plan, from
$6 or $7 a day for room without private bath, occupied by
one person, to $20 for a room with private bath occupied by
two persons.
H. S. Balliet, secretary of the signal division, announces
the removal of his headquarters, on May 15, from Bethle-

hem,

Pa., to 75

Church
St.

On Tuesday

street.

New York

City.

Louis Railway Club

evening of this week the St. Louis Railway Club'
listened to a paper by Carl R. Gray, former director of the
division of operation of the United States Railroad Administration, on the operation of the railroads by the government under
war conditions, in which he dwelt particularly on his experiences in the early days of federal control. The paper was discussed by B. F. Bush, regional director, and others.
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Central Railway Club.— Uarrv I). Vought. 95 IJberfy St., New York,
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in November, and 2d Friday In

Air Brake Association Convention
'riic Jotli annual con\ i-niioii of tlic .Mr Brake Associalion
Hotel .Slicrniaii, Chicago, on May 6. The
Railroad .\dministratioii has reiiuestcd regional directors to
seiiil as many as po.ssiblo of their air brake men to this nieetintf. and the attendance is expected to be greater than at any

emu

.Mar.

ly.

W.

will be iicld at the

prf\ ions
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and Srpi.ndMr.

.\I.iv

I,

McMunn, New York

R.

Chief Interchange
Association.
Chicago.

(

Central,

New

•N.

V.

York.

U. Wright,

Foremim'i Supply Mu'i
Lebon Company, 45th and Oakley Sti.,

—

Ne«t

ar

— D.

Hull;.!..

II.

Inspectors' and Car

Eastern

Railroad Association. I). C. Stuart, Wa.ihington, D. C.
annual meeting. May 8, 1919, Railroad Club, New York.

Freight Claim Association (see American Railroad Association, Traflia
Section).— Lewis Pilcher, R. F. & P., Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago. A. M. Hunter, 331

iiilion.

—

(irand (
ing 3d
Chicago.

Meetings and Conventions
The

(otlou-itif

ti.it

gives names of secretaries, dates of next #r retflar

meetings and f laces of meetings:
.\ii<

.AssoiiATKiv

liRAKE

M.

I'

Next convention, May

New

Nplli^^.
165 Itinadw ay.
1919, ChicaRO.

6-8,

Citv.

Vi.rk

—

Amekican Association of Demurkace Officers. F. A. Pontious, Supervisor of Demurrage and Storage, C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.
Amekican .Vssociation of Dining Car Superintendents. E. H. Thayer,
St. LouisSaa Francisco K. K., St. Louis, Mo.
American Association of Freight Agents. K. O. Wells, Illinois Central,

—

—

t

liuano.

American

June

iiiciling.

.\c.si

.\s.».(

iaiion

of (Jeneral

Cleveland,

l7-;;0,

Baggage Agents.

Huron, Mich.

AuERiCAN

Association

of

of

.Association

Kaii.road
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.

New

York.

Superintendents.

American Electric Railway Association.

New

Port

Quick,

E.

J.

—W. C. Hope,
— Rothschild,

Traffic Office»s.

Passenger

143 Liberty St.,

C. R. R. of N. J.,

American

Ohio.

—

— E.

J.

Burrltt, 8

B.

W.

40th

St.,

York.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.
50 E. 42nd

St.,

American Rmlroad

New

11,

C.

Dell,

J.

Tin.sers', Coimersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Schlinck, 485 W. Sth St., Peru, Ind.
Next
June 2-5. Marquette Hotel, St. Louir, Mo.
E.

American Railroad Association.
York.—

—

T.

Fairbanks,

E.

Church

75

New

St.,

Operating Section (including former activities of Association of
Railway Telegraph Superintendents and Railway Storekeepers'
Association).

Engineering Section (including former

activities of Railway Signal
Association).
Mechanical Section (including former activities of Master Car
Builders' and Master Mechanics' Association).
Traffic Section (including former activities of Freight Claim As-

sociation),

Transportation Section

(including former activities of Association
ami Car .Xccountiiii; Officers).
American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
"f

Transportaticiii

—

.Viistii.
Station. Cliicago.
N. VV. Kv.. -fl'i .\. W-U^r Ue
N'e.\t
convention, October 21-23, 1919, Cleveland, O.
American Railway Engineering Association. E. H. Fritch, 910 Michigan
Ave., Chicago.

—

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association

—

Association, Mechanical Section).
Acting
Hawthorne, 735 Transportation Bldg., Chicago.
vention, June 23-25, 1919, Atlantic City, N. J.

road

(see American RailSecretary, V. R.

Next annual con-

—

American Railway Perishable Freight Association. E. F. McPike, 13S
Regular meetings, 2d Wednesday in March
E. 11th Place, Chicago.
and September.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.
fireenwood
Slieiinan.

— R.

D.

Fletcher,

Next convention, August

Ave., Chicago.
Chicagc.

American Society for Testing Materials.

27-29.

6202
Hotel

—

C. L. Warwick, Uniyersity of
Philadelphia, Pa.
Next meeting, June, 1919, .'\tlantic
N. J.
Hunt, 220 W. 57tli
American Socifty o: run. Engineers. Charles
Regular meetings, 1st and 3d Wednesday in month,
St., New York.
Next annual
except July ard August, 220 W. 57th St., New York.
couveiilioii. June 17-20, Hotel Radision, Minneapolis. Minn.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.
American Short Line Railroad .Association. T. F. Whittelsey, 708 Union
Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.
American Train Despatchers' Association. D. L. Darling, Northern
Pacific Ry.. Spokane, Wash.
Next convention, June 17-20, Hotel

W

—

—

—
—

La Salle, Chicago.
American Wood Preservers'
Royal
ASSOCIVTIO^

Sta.,

OF

Baltimore,

.Associatio.v.

— F.

n"

C"'ILED

Angier,

J.

Md.

M \v.F>rTI-"ri)«

B.

&

O.,

Mt.

W

WHEELS.

deorge
Serai-annual meeting with

C.»R

Lyndon, 121.4 McCormick Bldg., Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.
,
Association of Railway Claim Agents. Willis H. Failing, C. R. R. of
N. J., Jersey City, N. J.

—

AssccMTioN OF Railway Ele'^tr'Cai

& N. W., Room

411,

C.

Fvt.ineers. — Tos.

& N. W.

Sta.,

.\.

.-^ndreucetti.

C.

Next meeting,

Chicago.

October, 1919, Chicago.
.Association of Rail\\av Telegraph Superintendents (see .\merican Railroad ,'\s«ociation. Operatine Section). W. L. Connellv, N. Y. C.
R. R., Gibson, Ind.

—

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers (see AmerG. P. Conard,
ican Railroad -Association. Transportation Section.)
75 Church St., New York.
Brii>ge and Building Supply Men's Association.
M. J. Trees, Chicago,
Bridge & Iron Company, Chicago. Next annual convention. October

—

—

21-23, 1919, Cleveland, 0.

Powell. 46 Aberdeen Ave.,
— James
Que.
Next meeting, 2d Tuesday in

CaKadian Railway Club.
fnear Montreal),
•Car

Windsor Hotel, Montreal. Que.
Foremen's Association of Chicago.

— .Aaron

Lambert
May, 1919,

St.

Kline, 841 Lawler Are.,
Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, New Morrison Hotel, Chicago.

Chicago.

in

Chi,

a«(..

,n<-,tiriws.

I<,-K„l:.i

Room

month.

W,-,l.„-.d.-,y

|,w<-r(l.

Insurance Exchange

856,

Bldg.,

—

.

.Sheiinaii.
Chicago.
INIF.KNATIIINM. KaiI.WAv FlEL .As'iOfI AT'ON.- - 1 ('.. Cra« fi'd. 70? K. .Slst
St.,
Chicago.
Next meeting. May 19-22, 1919, Hotel Sbennan,
Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association. Wm. Hall,
\V(,\
W. Wahasha Ave., Winona, Minn
Next copventinn September 2-5, 191<). Hotel Sherman, flhicago.

—

Maintenance of

—

Way

and Master Painters' Association. F. W. Hager,
Next annual convention, October
Mo.
Master Boiler Makers' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Next meeting. May 26-29, 1919, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United Static
AND Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next meeting,
1323 Hurley Ave.. Ft. Worth, Tex.

21-23, 1919. St. Louis,

—

—

September, 1919, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association

(see American
Railroad Association,
Mechanical Section).
Acting
Secretary, V. R. Hawthorne,
746
Transportation Bldg., Chicago.
Next annual meeting, June 18-21,
Atlantic City, N. J.
National Association of Railway and Utilities'
Commissioners.
James B. Walker, 49 Lafayette St., New York
Next annual convention, October 14, 1919, Indianapolis. Ind.
National Foreign Trade Council. O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New

—

—

—

\ov]<

—

National Railway Appliances Association. C. W. Kelly, Kelly-Derby
Co., Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade. Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting
months of June, July, August and September.
New ^•oRK Raiir-.ao Ci ,„.— Tim r- I) X'.'oi'ht. <»5 Cihcrtv St, New \„r]<.
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

W. 39th St., New York.
George A. J. Hochgrebe, 623
Brisbane Bldg.. Buflfalo, N. Y.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in
each month, Tenjost Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
Pacific Railway Club. W. S. WoUner, 64 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.
Railway Accounting Officers' Association. E. R. Woodson, 1116 Woodward Bldg., Washineton, D. C. Next annual meeting, June 11, 1919,
Hotel Commodore, New York.
Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh. J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave., Pittsbilrsh. Pa.
Reenlar mecfinos. 4th ThiTsdrv in month except June.
July and August, Colonial Annex Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway Development Association. D. C. Welty, Missouri Pacific R. R.,
29

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.

—

—

—

—
—

—

St.

Louis,

Mo.

—

Railway

Electric .Si'pply Manuf\cti,rei<s' .Association. T. Scrihner.
General Electric Co., Chicago. Annual meeting with Association of
Railway Electrical Engineers.
Railw.sv EnuiPMENT MANUFArrroFRs' .As=nriAT-oN
n. T.. F.nhank. Galena
Next annual meeting, SepSignal Oil Company, Richmond, Va.
tember, 1919, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Railway Fire Protection Association. G. L. Ball, St. Louis-San Fran-

—

cisco Ry., St. Louis, Mo.
Railway Real Estate Association.

—
—James

Richmond, Va.
Railway Signal .Association (American

P. Nelson, President, C.

Pa.:

New

8t

O.,

Engineering

l^ailroad Association.

.Section, Signal Division, H. .S. Balliet. Bethlehem,
York.
Stateil meeting, on
15, 75 Church St.,
3d Tnesriay in March. Chicaeo.

Penn?-Iv>nia.

City.

Si.,..

Friday

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Wooil«,.illi, li. >V O
I. -ma. Ohio.
Next c.iiivciilion, August 19-21, Hotel

Maj-tf.r

Associ.vnoN.-Oiti.
cnnvei.lii

— F.

York.

c-nlr.il

after

May

Monday, before

—

Railway Storekeepers' Association. J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Box C, Collinwood, Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. T. D. Conway, 1841 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Next annual meeting, June 18-25, 1919, At-

—

lantic City, N. J.

—

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association. G. A. Nelson, Waterbury Battery Co., 30 Church St., New York.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association. P. J. Mc Andrews,
C. S: N. W. Ry., Sterling,
16-18, 1919, Chicago.
St.

Rmiww

Lours

Clur --B.

—

Next annual convention, September

111.

W

Frane"*''-'

Sta»:-in

'"nio"

S»

T ouis.

Mo. Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds, West Nyack, Rockland
County, New York.
.Society' of 7^aii-\\a^' F'^-'v^.^j Off-cers. -I.. W. Ccx. 1217 Commercial
Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Southern and Southwestern Railway Club. -A. J. Merrill, P. O. Box

—

—

!205.

Atlnnta.

C-,

May,

July,

March,

Rp.-,il-r

meetmr

September

and

.Id

Th.ir-'o-

November,

Atlanta.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.

— E.

W.

:,.

Inn.iary.

Piedmont

Hotel,

Sandwich, West-

ern Ry., of Ala., Atlanta. Ga.

Supply .Association of American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—
C. N. Thulin, Duff Manufacturing Company, 935 Peoples Gas Bldg.,
Chicago.

—

Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd. Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum,
Next annual convention, September 16-18, 1919, Auditorium
N. Y.
Hotel, Chicago.

—

W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Engineers'
Next annual meeting, September, 1919, Hotel SherCleveland, O.
man, Chicago.
Western Association of Short Line Railroads. Clarence M. Oddie,
Mills Bldg., San Francisco.
Traveling

.Association.

—

Western

Railway

Chicaeo.
.ind

Western

—

Club. A. F. Steubing,
Re'jniar meetinss 3d Monday

\>.".i^t.

—

Society of Engineers. Edear
Regular meetings,
Block. Chicago.
July and August.

S.

1st

Transportation Bldg.,
montli. except June, July

750
in

Nethercut.

Monday

1735
in

Monadnock

montli,

except

!

May

2,
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Traffic

In .\rkansas the widespread use of automobiles has reduced the passenger traffic on some branch railroads by about
fifty per cent.
This statement was made by B. F. Bush,

News
iiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMMr:

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIII

Grain loading on railroads under federal control up to
April 19 this year has amounted to 330,800 car loads as compared with 342,964 in the corresponding period of last year.

M. Renshaw, assistant manager of the traffic departof the Cincinnati (Ohio) Chamber of Commerce, has
been promoted to acting manager of the traffic department,
to succeed Guy M. Freer, who recently resigned to take a
F.

ment

position with the Central Coal Association.

A milling and grain division has been organized in the
TrafSc Club of Minneapolis to co-operate in the adjustment
of traffic problems and to protect grain and milling interests.
The officers of the division are: President, Otto Mortenson,
Cargill Elevator Company; vice-president, E. C. Best, Washburn-Crosby Company; secretary-treasurer, J. H. Mashek, of
the F. R. Milling

Company.

The Farmers' Educational and Co-operative Union,

at a
recent convention held in Denver, Colo., passed resolutions
asking Congress to grant a storage fee of two cents a bushel
to farmers who store their own wheat and calling for the placing of an embargo on Oriental vegetable oil.
Contrary to
reports, no resolutions were passed at this convention concerning the solution of the present railroad problem.

The

directors

announced

of the

Te.xas

their opposition

to

Industrial Traffic League have
the efforts being made by New

Orleans interests to obtain government ownership and private
operation of all boats of the United States. They further declared themselves heartily in favor of the plan advocated by
Chairm.an Hurley of the Shipping Board providing for private
ownership and operation of the boats subject to the jurisdiction
of the United States Shipping Board.

Producers of crude oil in Te.xas have formed the Texas
Petroleum Refiners' Association for the purpose of obtainmg
favorable

freight

rates

for

the

Fort

Texas industry.

E. P. Byars,
Freight Bureau, is
to he counsel of the new organization.
A. J. Scrivner, assistant
traffic manager of the Fort Worth Freight Bureau, will assist
Mr. Byars as secretary-traffic manager of the new organization.
M. A. Bundy, Wichita Falls, Tex., has been elected president
and J. K. Gilgour, also of Wichita Falls, has been elected vicepresident of the association.
traffic

manager of

the

Worth (Tex.)

Fhotograph by Press Illustrating Service,

Inc.,

Moving an American Made Car

N.

in

1121

regional director, in a plea before the Texas State Railroad
Commission against the proposed order to reinstate certain
passenger trains on some of the railroads. He said that the
automobile traffic has cut into the railroad passenger earnings severely.
The traffic on the main lines as well as on
branches has been seriously affected. While the figures for
Texas have not yet been compiled, it is estimated that the
showing will be fully as great as in Arkansas, so far as reduction of passenger traffic on branch lines is concerned.
With the building of good highways and the restoration of
business to normal the number of automobiles and the extent
of their use for long distance travel will increase.

The New Orleans

(La.) Joint Traffic Bureau, an organizawhich the constituent bodies are the local Board of
Trade, the Cotton Exchange, the Association of Commerce,
the Board of Commissioners and the Public Belt Railway,
has started a "campaign" against the recent action of the
Chicago Passenger Traffic Committee, which eliminates optional routing by way of New Orleans on passenger traffic
from Chicago, St. Louis, and Memphis, to points in California.
The Bureau says that the route by way of New
Orleans has been used extensively in the past, that the stopover privilege has been of benefit to New Orleans, and that
tion of

under the action proposed a trip by way of that city would
cost $18 more from Chicago and $10 more when from Memphis.
The Bureau further maintains that since the Railroad
Administration did not see fit to eliminate this routing even
during the war. there is no necessity to make the change
now. Protests have been sent to Max Thelen. director of
the Division of Public Service.

Business Men's Association

The Shore Chamber

of

vs.

Chamber

Commerce,

of

Commerce

.\tlantic City, N.

Y.

Yards

J.,

as

reported in a Philadelphia paper, has "sounded the knell" of
$1 excursions from Philadelphia to -Atlantic City the coming
summer by declining to join in a movement started by the
Fourth Ward Business Men's Association to get a reduction
of the rate from $1.25 and war tax. The Chamber of Conimerce has issued a statement saying: "Considering the
marked increase in the expense of operating railroads, we
do not see on what grounds the increase of twenty-five cents
was criticized. It was only by exerting influence from every
angle that we were able to have it reduced last summer from
the $1.79 rate then prevailing. It would be beneficial to Atlantic City if the further reduction were possible, but we dO'
not think the time is ripe to even ask for it."

at Vladivostok, Siberia.

Man Power

is

Cheap with Korean Laborers
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Commission and Court News
I

liliiiiiiiiiii

iiiMiiiiiiiuiiiii

iiiiiiii

Interstate
The

I

iiiiiiiiiiuiiMiiiiiii

Ill

II

nil

nil

niiiiiini

iniiiniHHiiiifJ

Commerce Commission

DmiiiisMoii h.is appointed a hoard oi referees, in
accordaiiec wifli (lie provisions of tlie federal control law,
to determine the just compensation of tlie Boston, Cape Cod
& New York Canal Company, for the use of its canal under
governinont control. The hoard will consist of J. B. Eastman, commissioner; J. J. Ilickey, chief of the hureau ot'
inquiry, and A. G. Hagarty, examiner attorney.
I

The Commission has received a petition from Director
General Ilines, asking that the "Miciiigan percentage cases"
be reopened, as there are now pending against the director
general complaints filed by various Indiana and Ohio cities
attacking tlieir percentage bases, resulting from the commission's decision in this case.
It was held by the commission
that rates between eastern trunk line territory and certain
Michigan communities were so constructed as to give undue
preference to cities in Ohio and Indiana, and to Detroit.
Rates then put into efTect have lately been declared to be
•discriminatory as against North Bend, Elkhart, Mishawaka.
Goshen and Napanee, Ind. The only way to remove the discrimination resulting from the obedience of the carriers to
the commission's order, Director General Hines states, is to
change the bases now in effect, on which the rate structure in
Michigan is built. He further avers that the South Bend
case, the first to come up, is of greatest importance to the
government

in

relation to its

management

in that a decision adverse to the

of the railroads,

government would be

dis-

astrous to the revenues and to the historical percentage structure of rates between eastern trunk line and Central Freight
Association territory.

In Natchez Chamber of Commerce v. Aransas Harbor Terminal Railway Company et al., the commission finds that:
Class rates between Natchez, Miss., and Texas points are
unreasonable and unduly prejudicial to the extent that they
exceed rates between Shreveport, La., and Texas points.
Class rates between Natchez and Houston-Galveston group
are found unduly prejudicial in so far as they exceed rates
between Shreveport and Texas points in common-point territory. Carload rates on cattle, horses, and mules from Texas
points to Natchez are found unduly prejudicial to the extent
that they exceed, for distances of 750 miles or less, the rates
from Texas points to Shreveport, and, for distances greater
than 750 miles, the rates from the same points to Shreveport
by more than 6 cents per 100 lb. Carload rates on salt from
Grand Saline, Tex., to Natchez, Miss., are found unduly
prejudicial to the extent that they exceed rates from Grand
Saline to Vicksburg and New Orleans.
Carload rate of 23
cents on cement plaster from Acme and Plasterco, Tex., to
Natchez found to be unduly prejudicial to the extent that it
exceeds rates from the same points to New Orleans and
Vicksburg, and unreasonable to the extent that it exceeded
18 cents per 100 lb. prior to June 25, 1918, and subsequent
to that date to the extent that it exceeded and exceeds 20
cents per 100 lb. Portions of fourth-section applications of
defendants are denied.
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points over 3 miles and not more than 6 miles from the
junction, 2 cents per 100 Ih.; over 6 miles and not more than
10 miles from the junction, 2^ cents per 100 li>.; over 10
miles and not more than 20 miles from the junction, 3 centi
per 100 lb.; over 20 miles and not more than 30 miles from
the junction, 3'/^ cents per 100 lb.; over 30 miles and not
more than 40 miles from the junction, 4 cents per 100 lb.;
over 40 miles from the junction, Ayi cents per 100 lb. These
divisions arc to he the net amounts that may be paid out of
the trunk line rates from the junction, and when the rates
from points on the tap lines are made by the addition
of an arJMtrary, the amount of such arbitrary shall accrue to
the tap line.

Valuation Order No.

issued a second revision of valuation
order No. 3, containing the regulations and instructions to
govern the recording and reporting of all extensions and improvements or other changes in physical property of common
carriers, for the purpose of keeping its valuation records up
to date in accordance with Section 19-a of the act to regulate
commerce. The order is effective as of January 1, 1919.

Report in

Bill of

By an order entered on July
maxima of allowances or

the

the commission fixed
divisions out of the rates of

29, 1914,

interstate shipments of lumber and forest products that may
be received by the tap lines involved in its investigation.
The general rate advance ordered by the director general
last June increased the rates on lumber and forest products
25 per cent, no increase to be more than 5 cents per 100 lb.
The commission has nov/ ordered that after June 1 the divisions which may be paid to tap lines shall not exceed the
following amounts: for switching a distance of 1 mile or less
from the junction, $2.50 per car; over 1 mile and up to 3
miles from the junction, $3.50 per car; on shipments from

Lading Case

— New Forms Prescribed

Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a report
in the so-called bill of lading case, written by Commissioner
VVoolley.
It deals comprehensively and generally with the
entire subject and consists of three sections, one dealing with
the general merchandise domestic bill, another with the
export bill, and a third with the live stock bill; but the section on the live stock bill is reserved for disposition in a supplemental report. The report does not deal with the question
of negotiability, that having been taken care of by the socalled Pomerene act.
It discusses the fundamentals and
history of the common law of the carrier's liability and exemptions tracing the development of the law in this country
down to the time when Congress enacted legislation imposing
certain specific duties upon carriers and making unlawful
some of the exemptions and limitations of liability theretofore

The

existing.

The commission holds that it has authority to enforce the
provisions of the statutory law in respect to the issuance of
bills of lading. It rules on the lawfulness and reasonableness
of many of the time-honored terms and conditions, and interprets the Cummins amendment.
The long-standing provision that the measure of the carrier's
liability shall be computed on the basis of the value of the prop>
erty at time and place of shipment is in contravention of the
Cummins amendment and is required to be stricken from the
domestic bill, but the similar provision is retained in the
export bill, the Cummins amendment being held not applicable to traffic destined to non-adjacent foreign countries.
The use of the new form is made compulsory in interstate
and foreign commerce from August 8, next. The present
order is dated April 14, and the case (No. 4844) originated
on December 7, 1918; but the discussion covers various matters which have been before the Commission for seven years
past.

State
The New York

Commission Prescribes Tap Line Divisions

3

The commission has

Commissions

Commission, First
no right to inconvenience
its patrons by cutting off a service which it has contracted
to give merely because that service no longer happens to be
profitable.
This is in an opinion by Commissioner F. J. H.
Kracke, disallowing an application of the Long Island Railroad for permission to discontinue passenger service on its
Bushwick branch. The railroad line referred to is singletrack, and is largely used for freight service. The company
desires to use the branch altogether for freight, and is willing
This
to provide transfers to an adjacent street railway.
plan, however, was not acceptable to the Bushwick Branch
passengers, who protested against the proposed discontinuance of service. It is held that merely because the passenger
service was unprofitable and the company desired to use the
State

Public Service

District, holds that a railroad has

—
May

2,
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tracks for a more profitable form of traffic was not a good
reason for depriving the passengers of service to which they

were accustomed.

Louisiana Commission

Demands

Service

The condition of the roadway, equipment and service of the
Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company has resulted in the
issuance of three orders by the Railroad Commission of Louisiana
demanding a betterment of the existing conditions. The first of
these orders requires the company thoroughly to repair its entire
roadbed including cross ties, rails, bridges, switches, frogs and
trestles and to provide a sufficient number of locomotives and
other equipment to afford adequate freight and passenger
service.
The representatives of the carrier did not question
the charges made but pleaded the weak financial condition of
the company and inability to secure necessary materials.
William Edenborn, president of the company, declared that
during 1917 and 1918 the road was unable to obtain sufficient
ties.
Also the unprecedented labor shortage and the excessiv rainfall contributed to the road's troubles.
Mr. Edenborn
said that repair work was being done on the roadbed as
rapidly as possible and that conditions would soon again be
normal. A second order requires the payment to the state of
Louisiana of a fine of $300 for violation of the commission's
rule which requires that coaches be in a clean and sanitary
condition. A third order imposes a fine of $300 for violation
of the rule relative to heating coaches.

Court
Liability for

The

News

Loss Under Cummins Amendment

Minnesota holds that,
under the Cummins Amendment, declaring that carriers shall
be liable for the full actual loss caused by them notwithstanding any limitation of liability, a common carrier, where wheat

was

district court for the district of

lost in transit, is liable for its value at the point of des-

tination,

uniform

notwithstanding the shipment was made under a
bill

of lading, which

was part

of the public tariff

with the Interstate Commerce Commission, and which
provided that the loss should be computed on the value of
the property at the time and place of shipment. Conceding,
as has been suggested by the commission, that this conclusion will result in difficulties and confusion in existing
rules and regulations and tariffs, and possibly hardship and
injustice to the carriers, and possibly in some discrimination
amongst shippers, the court said the remedy is to be found
in facing the law squarely and revising and reconstructing
those rules and regulations to meet it. McCauU-Dinsmore
Co. V. C. M. & St. P., 252 Fed. 664. Decided August 23, 1918.
filed

—

United States Supreme Court

1123

He

insisted that the Boiler Inspection Act, as amended, imposes upon the railroad the absolute duty to have the locomotive and tender and all parts and appurtenances thereof in

proper condition and safe to operate; that the mere breaking
of the king pin and coupling chains showed conclusively that
they were defective; that the evidence showed conclusively
that this breakage was the proximate cause of the injury;
and that the plaintiff was therefore entitled, under the Federal act to have the jury peremptorily instructed to render a
verdict in his favor.
This contention was apparently not
considered by the State Supreme Court. The United States
Supreme Court holds that the evidence did not establish as
a matter of law that the king pin or the chains were defective.
At most it presented a question for the jury. The court
could not therefore say that the railroad was not prejudiced
by the error of the trial court in instructing the jury that the
"Prima Facie Act" was applicable, and it reversed the judgment.— New Orleans v. Scarlet. Decided April 21, 1919. A
similar decision was made the same day in the case of Yazoo
& Mississippi Valley v. Mullins.

Cost of Industry Tracks

An

order of the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission, requiring the Chicago & N. W. to alter and extend a
side track leading from its main line to an adjacent brick
making plant, made under a local statute, practically assigned
two-thirds of the cost to the railroad and one-third to the
owner of the plant. The railroad objected to bearing any
part of the cost and the plant owner was not willing to bear
all.
The state Supreme Court sustained the order as reasonable.
(135 Minn., 323.)
The Untied States Supreme Court
affirms the judgment, holding that the enforced discharge of
the duty to provide the facility did not amount to a taking of
property without compensation merely because it was attended with some expense, since the expenditure was for
property which will belong to the company and be employed
in its business.
The court said in part: "Of course, the expense is an important element to be considered in determining whether the requirement is within the bounds of reasonable regulation or is essentially arbitrary, but it is not the
only one. The nature and volume of the business to be affected, the revenue to be derived from it, the character ol
the facility required, the need for it and the advantage to be
realized by shippers and the public are also to be considered.
Tested by these criteria we think the order in question is
not arbitrary, but reasonable."
The yearly freight charge

on the
ceeded

the existing side track to the plant had exwhich the output over the new track would
double. The estimated cost of the work was about $2,300.
Chicago & N. W. v. Ochs. Decided April 14, 1919. A similar ruling was made the same day in the case of Lake Erie
& Western v. State Public Utilities Commission of Illinois,
traffic of

$10,000,

regarding a side track

Federal Employers'

and
Locomotive

in

Illinois.

Liability

Inspection

Acts

A

fireman on the New Orleans & N. E. was injured by
being thrown down between the engine and the tender. The
accident was caused by the uncoupling of engine and tender;
and this was apparently due to the breaking of the king pin
and the coupling chains. He brought suit in a state court of
Mississippi, under the Federal Employers' Liability Act
and the Boiler Inspection Act of 1911, and recovered judgment, which was affirmed by the Supreme Court of the state
(lis Miss. 285). The railroad took the case to the United
States Supreme Court, contending that the state Supreme
Court erred in sustaining the action of the trial court, whicii
charged the jury that the so-called "Prima Facie Act" of
Mississippi applied, and that it relieved the plaintiff of the
burden of proof to establish negligence. The plaintiff then
conceded that that statute cannot be constitutionally applied
to suits under the Federal Employers' Liability Act, since
the United States Supreme Court has so decided in N. O. &
N. E. v. Harris, 247 U. S. 367, and that the judgment must be
reversed if the railroad's rights were prejudiced by this error.
But he contended that the railroad was not prejudiced, because negligence on its part was not essential to recovery.

Photografh by Underwood

&

Underivood, N. Y.

Airplane Forced to Descend Because of Dead Engine,
Crashes Into Locomotive Near Seaside, Toronto
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Locomotive Deliveries

for

Week Ended

April 19
under

fullowinn liH-diiiotivcs were shipped to road
federal control during the week ended .\pril 19:
'I'lu-

Work*
riI.
.

N.

.M.
.\I.

Koad
& St.

N. II. S
Central.

Y.,

Maine

American

IVnn.

I..

A.

L

C".

12

.

6

W...
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The Southern Railway Car Company has been organized
W iiiiita I'.ills, Texas, with James A. Jones as president,
to make tank cars, railway cars, and street cars; also to ope-

at

rate repair shops.

Type

.Number
1'
1'.

Ill

Supply Trade News

Equipment and Supplies
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Ill

USRA Mikado
USRA
Mount
USRA 6W. Sw.
I,.

tJSRA
i;SRA

F.

St.

6\V.

Sw

The Booth-Hall Company, designers and

builders of elec-

ftirnaces, has removed its executive and sales offices
from 2307-15 Archer avenue, Chicago, to the Hearst building,
326 West Madison street.
tric

29
111.

A.

Cent,
T. S: S.
n. &

.

.

T.

&

S.

Pacific

-Mountain

tice of law.

USRA

Q

C

for the Federal Trade Commission
organization, and its chief counsel for the past year
and a half, has resigned and has opened an office in the
Southern building, Washington, D. C, for the general prac-

since

Mikado

Mikado
F...

its

Pacific

1'

S:

John Walsh, counsel

MikaJo
Mikado

,

!

Henry M. Sperry, luiblicity representative at New York of
Union Switch & Signal Company, tiie General Railway
Signal Company, the Federal Signal Company and the Hall
Switch & Signal Company, has removed his office from 120
Broadway to 347 Madison avenue.
the

Cars Accepted

Week Ended

The followinc: new standard
week ended April 19:

cars

April 19

Number

Road
P.

Pac

McK. & Y..
Total

23
99

Type
50
ro

Ton
Ton

S.

L.

S.
S.

Total accepted for
facturer
given roads
Box
Haskell & Barker... 500
Gon. ... Pressed St. Car
306

ing for

The Wendnagle

Comp.\ny, Chicago,
40 or 42-ft. flat car.

The Aiken Gasoline Company,
40-ton, 8,000-gal. tank cars

iias

been elected president of the Carborun-

Falls, N. Y., in place of F. W.
Haskell, deceased, and George R. Rayner, secretary, has been
elected vice-president in place of R. B. Mellon of Pittsburgh.
F. H. Manley retains the office of treasurer.

Locomotive Stoker
Company, with head-

Purchasing roMP.\NY. Pittsburgh,
one small lever hand car.

Biddlf.

80,000-lb. capacity

Tone

C. D. Barrett, who has just returned from France after 18
months' service as an officer in the Transportation Corps of
the American Expeditionary Force, has been appointed district
engineer of the

122

Freight Cars
The

J.

dum Company, Niagara

Manu-

Sou.

Frank

were accepted during the

is

Pa.,

inquiring

is

inquir-

for

one

New

(piarters at
lie was born

Wayne.
after

Tulsa, Okla., has ordered 10

Company.

The Liberty Steel Products Company, Inc., has recently
placed orders for 200 flat cars and 200 tank cars to be shipped
These cars are to be made in
to France for private operators.
accordance with the French State Railway and Paris & Orleans
standardsCar wheels and axles for Norway. Commerce reports in its
issue of April 16 contains the following trade opportunity:
29,125
An officer of the department of public works in a
city of Norway desires to purchase car wheels and axles
complete, to be used in the construction of railway cars.

—

Quotations should be given f. o. b. New^ York. Terms, payment against documents. Further information may be obtained from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or from any of its district and co-operative offices.

Signaling

Indiana,

graduation

Purdue

from the American Car & Foundry

in

York,
Fort

and
from

L'niversity

in

1901.
he entered the
service of the Pennsylvania Railroad as a
special
apprentice
at

Altoona. He remained
with the Pennsylvania
the positions of mopower inspector,
foreman, assistant master mechanic, assistant
engineer of motive

in

tive

power and master mechanic until the summer of 1917. He then
received a commission
as major in the United States

Barrett

and went to France in
Nineteenth Engineers.
In France Major Barrett organized the St. Nazaire locomotive erecting shop, where all the locomotives used by the
A. E. F. were erected. He remained in charge of this shop
until July, 1918, when he was appointed assistant general
superintendent of motive power in the Transportation De-

command

.\rniy

of the First Battalion of the

partment.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered from
Signal Company a 24-lever interlocking

the General Railway
for Weatherly, Pa.

New

York Central has ordered from the General RailThe
Signal Company a mechanical interlocking, twelve levers,
for Military Road, Buflfalo, N. Y.

way

—

Canadian Pacific. This company plans this year to install
automatic signals between Gault, Ont., and Woodstock, 30
miles; also to renew interlocking plants at Walkerton, Ont.,
and Saskatoon, Sask. A new copper telegraph wire is to be
put up from Halifax, N. S., to Winnipeg, Man., and from
Toronto, Ont., to Windsor.

Frank J. Lepreau has been appointed sales manager of the
railway signal division of the Macbeth-Evans Glass Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Lepreau resigned on April 1 as vicepresident and general sales manager of the primary battery
division of Thomas A. Edison. Inc.
T. W. Holt, superintendent of shops of the Pressed Steel
Car Company. Pittsburgh, Pa., who had entire charge of the
munition work undertaken by that company, has resigned to
accept the position of assistant general manager of the Curtain Supply Company, Chicago, succeeding the late R. S.
Reynolds.

May
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G. E. Scott, who for the past year and a half has been in
the service of the American Red Cross as assistant general
manager at Washington, D. C, and from September, 1918, as

of that railroad in the fall of 1873.
In 1875 he was elected
to the position of city engineer of Chelsea, Mass., from which
position he resigned in 1877 to engage in railroad surveys and

general manager, has received his honorable discharge and resumed his duties as first vice-president of the American Steel
Foundries, Chicago.

construction

E. Mason lias been appointed manager of field sales of
Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., with ofifices at
Pittsburgii.
In this capacity, Mr. Mason will supervise the
J.

the

operation of a sales agency plan throughout the country. Mr.
Mason is a graduate of Purdue University and for the past
four years has been in the employ of the McGraw-Hill Publishing

Company,

Inc.,

New

York.

The Bailey Meter Company removed

its main office and
works from Boston, Mass., to Cleveland, Ohio, on May 1.
The Boston office, with H. D. Fisher as manager, is retained
to handle sales and engineering service work in the New
England district. For the present the New York and Philadelphia districts will be covered from Boston and all other
districts will be covered from Cleveland.

work in many parts of this country and Mexico.
ga\e up the active practice of his profession in 1908,
except as a consulting engineer, and since then has devoted
most of his time to the interests of the Chicago Steel Tape

He

Company.

Colorado Brake Shoe and Foundry Company
The Colorado Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, Denver,
Colo., was organized on January 1, 1919, by James C. Dolan,
representative of a number of railway and mine e(|uipment
and supply firms at
Mr.
Colo.
Denver,
Dolan,

and received

He began

Previous to this he was

his

in

J.

Viles

&

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company announces the election of Allan E. Goodhue as managing director of its English
subsidiary, the Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Company, Ltd.,
whose offices are at 170 Piccadilly, London, and whose plant
is in Fraserburg, Scotland. Mr. Goodhue will also have charge
of European sales for the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.
He was for a number of years connected with the sales department of the Midvale Steel Company and Midvale Steel
Ordnance Company in Philadelphia, Chicago and Boston,
leaving that company in March, 1918, to enter the service of
the government. From that time until January 1, 1919, when
he became connected with the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, he was assistant manager of the Steel and Raw Material Section, Production Division, of the Emergency Fleet
Corporation.
Mr. Goodhue will sail for England May 13
on the Mauretania.

&

Lewis A. Nichols, consulting engineer and president of the
Chicago Steel Tape Company, Chicago, died on March 5, at
his home in Chicago.
He was born on August 26, 1851, in
Florence, Italy, of American parents and came to this country
in July, 1857, settling in Danvers, Mass.
He was graduated
from the Massachusetts Agricultural College at Amherst in
1871.
Later during the same years he was engaged in laying
out an addition to the city of Fall River, Mass., after which
he was employed as leveler in a locating party on the MassaIn the spring of 1872 he was given charge
of the locating party finishing the construction of a division
<:husetts Central.

of

the

Grande

for nine years.
F. T. Dickinson, genmanager of the
eral

new company was

for-

merly superintendent of
the
Railway Material

Company,

1907 he was elected president of the Buda Company, in which
capacity he served until the early part of 1919, at which time
he was elected chairman of the board of directors.

employ

the

purchasing department
the Denver & Rio

of

his

packers, which was succeeded by the firm of
Viles
& Robbins, of
which Mr. Viles was
senior partner.
Later
he became president of
the
Omaha Packing
Company, Omaha, Neb.,
from which position he
retired in 1902 to engage in the railway supply business with the
Buda Company.
In

the

for the past six years.

business career in 1878
with the firm of Under-

wood

to

companies with whom
he has been engaged

education in the public
schools of Cambridge.
Mass., and a private
Waltham,
school
at

Mass.

with

connection

James Viles, chairman of the board of directors of the
Buda Company, Chicago, died Sunday evening, April 27, at
the St. Lukes Hospital. Chicago. He was born in Boston,
Mass., on March 10,
1855,

addition

in

presithe
assuming
dency of the new company will retain his

Company's plant

ville.

Pa.,

and Stevens Point, Wis.

at

To-

and later
the plants at PhoenixMr. Dickinson has been
Ohio,

ledo,

associated with the foundry business for the past 35 years,
having received his early training in the general foundry
business in Chicago. He first became interested in the manufacture
of reinforced
brake
shoes
while
working for the Union
Iron & Steel Company
of

Chicago in
1905.
after Mr. Dickin-

Soon

was employed by
American Brake
Shoe & Foundry Company and here he was

son
the

given opportunity to
develop ideas on per-

manent
making
.\fter

iron

molds for

brake
shoes.
remaining with

.'\merican
Brake
Shoe & Foundry Company for two years he

the

resigned

to

establish

Malleable
Company, of Chicago,
F. T. Dickinson
in the brake shoe business. In 1909 Mr. Dickinson resigned from this company to accept the superintendency of the Railway Material Company's plant at Toledo
and later, while still in the employ of this company, started
and operated its new plant at Phoenixville, and later at
Stevens Point, retaining the latter position until his appointment as general manager of the Colorado Brake Shoe &
Foundry Company. Mr. Dickinson is the inventor of numerous brake shoes and foundry devices pertaining to the manufacture of steel brake shoes.
The company has acquired a modern brake shoe foundry
with a floor space of 150 ft. by 250 ft. and equipped with
modern machinery. This foundry has a capacity of SO tons
a day, and its entire output is being devoted to reinforced
brake shoes.
the

Illinois
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Track Matori.m. — Tlie
issued an

Illinois

Steel

specifications,

—

Tie I'latics. The Illinois Steel Company, Chicago, has issued
an 80-pagc booklet showing the dimensions and designs of the
standard sizes of lie plates rolled by that company. In addition
to showing over 50 designs of tie plates, the book contains information concerning the widths of rail bases of various sections
of rails and presents the information required with orders for
tie

plates.

—

A universal motor drive for any kind of double
spindle shaper has recently been developed by the Oliver
Machinery Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., and this company
has now printed a bulletin fully describing and illustrating
It also includes a
the device and showing its advantages.
drawing showing the floor plan of the motor drive operating
in connection with the Oliver No. 483 high speed double
spindle shaper.
Motor Drive.

—

The Unit Car. A steam propelled car, designed for railroad
interurban and branch line service, known as the Unit car,
in an attractive booklet containing 16 pages,
is described
issued by the manufacturer, the Unit Railway Car Company
As the name indicates, its power plant,
of Boston, Mass.
passenger and baggage space is combined in one car and it
has been operated successfully and demonstrated its adaptThe
ability for satisfactorily handling short line traffic.
text is illustrated with photographs of the car and drawings
floor
plan
and front end.
showing the side elevation,

—

Texaco Lubricants. The series of advertisements of the
Texas Company, New York, entitled "How Texas Jones Convinced the Railways," which has appeared in the Railway Age,
has been reprinted in a booklet of 39 pages, 9 in. by 12 in., issued by the Texas Company. Thirty pages contain each a record
in dialogue form, with illustrations, of imaginary meetings of a
railroad purchasing board, showing the evidence brought by
"Texas Jones" and others to convince the railways of the value
Tn addition, the book contains a
of using Texaco lubricants.
new and valuable feature in the form of a list covering four
made
by the Texas Company.
pages, of railroad products

—

Welding Rods and Wire. A small booklet of 60 pages has
been published by the Page Steel & Wire Company, New
York, which contains a large amount of useful information
on welding and welding materials and describes the method
of manufacturing Armco iron rods and wire for oxy-acetylene
and electric welding, illustrated with microphotographs showing the structure of the material used. The booklet contains
a large number of other illustrations and data in tabular
form, including a table showing the diameter of rods to be
used on various thicknesses of metals to be welded, temperature and metric conversion tables and data regarding the
properties of elements and metal compositions, etc.

—

of Combustion. The American Arch Company
issuing a series of bulletins dealing with the subject of
combustion and the transfer of heat, of which the bulletin
This
on The Mechanism of Combustion is the second.
bulletin, written by J. T. Anthony, vice-president of the company, presents in a very clear manner the various processes
It explains the
that take place in the combustion of coal.
molecular construction of fuel and shows just what transformations occur in its combustion and why they occur. The
illustrations serve as a great aid to the reader in visualizing the chemical processes of combustion. The pamphlet
also shows where and how the heat is generated from fuel
by the process of combustion. It discusses first the structure of atoms and molecules and explains the hydrocarbon
molecules which are found in fuel. It explains the behavior
of these atoms and molceules in the coal in both the quiescent
and the active (when the coal is burning) state, and fully explains why and how the heat is obtained.

Mechanism

is

Railway Construction

Company, Chicago, has

book of 48 pages of

photographs ami (liincnsiims of track spikes, ordinary and open hearth
oil-quenched track bolls and screw spikes. This book contains
much data of use to those eiiKancd in the ordering, handling
and using of track materials.
iiliractivc
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Black Mountain Railroad.— The line building from Hulen,
Ky., to the head of Packetts Creek, 8 miles has been completed. The tracklaying was carried out by company forces.
M. E. S. Posey, chief engineer, Path Fork, Ky.

—

Canadian Paofic. This company has asked the Dominion
government for permission to build various branch lines in the
western provinces of Canada, as follows
I*rom Duchess, on the
Bassano easterly branch in Alberta, in a general northerly direction; from Archive, on the Moose Jaw southwesterly branch, in a
southwesterly and westerly direction to Wymark, on the Swift
Current southeasterly branch in Saskatchewan; from a point oit
the Moose Jaw northwesterly branch at or near either Fortune
or Rosetown, Saskatchewan, in a general southerly direction for
50 miles, then easterly for 30 miles in Saskatchewan
from a
point on the Weyburn-Stirling branch in Saskatchewan in a southerly direction across two townships and thence in a westerly
direction
from Lanigan, on the Pheasant Hills branch, in a
northeasterly direction to a point between Carroll and Saskatchewan river and then to a point near Cumberland House, Saskatchewan; from Leader, on the Swift Current northwesterly
branch, in a southwesterly direction SO miles, and then easterly
from a point on
to a point on Big Stick lake in Saskatchewan
the Manitou lake branch to a point on the Whitford lake branch
:

;

;

;

in Alberta.

—

Great Northern. This road will rebuild the bridge over
the Whitefish river west of Whitefish, Mont., replacing the
341 ft. of timber trestle and 150 ft. Howe truss span with a
new steel span. The material for this work is now on the
ground. This road has also let a contract for the filling of
the Beaver Bay trestle and the work will be completed this
season.

—

Illinois Central. This road has received bids for the construction of a new passenger station, freight house and heating plant at Centralia, 111.
The passenger station will be
325 ft. by 36 ft., of which 85 ft. by 36 ft. will be two stories.
The construction will be of reinforced concrete and brick
with slate roofing. The freight house will be of concrete
and brick construction with maple floors and a slate roof.
The building will be 218 ft. by 40 ft., of which 110 by 40 ft.
will be two stories. The heating plant will be 30 ft. by 34 ft.,
of brick and stone reinforced concrete construction with slab
and composition roof. In conjunction with the new buildings considerable amount of new trackage, paving, sewerage,
water lines and platforms will be constructed. The approximate cost of the entire construction will be $250,000.
The Illinois Central has awarded a contract to the RailwayWater & Coal Handling Company, Chicago, for the construction of a concrete dam across the Tradewater river at Dawson Springs, Ky., to supply water for a pumping station. The
dam will be of concrete construction, 14 ft. high by 125 ft.
long and 10 ft. thick, and will cost approximately $6,000. Work
has already been started on the project. This road has also
awarded a contract to the same company for the construction of a pumping station 27 ft. by 27 ft. in area, one story in
height, of brick with concrete foundation and slate roof. The
machinery will consist of two 25 h.p. fuel-oil engines having
belt connections with two 500 r.p.m. centrifugal pumps, discharging through 3,000 ft. of 10 in. cast iron main pipe into
a 100,000 gallon tank. The approximate cost will be $35,000.

Southern Railway. — This road has given

a contract to M. M.
Macon, Ga., for building a bridge at Gafifney, S. C. The
bridge and retaining wall approach will be of reinforced concrete
construction. The structure will consist of three spans, one of
which will be 35 ft. long and the other two 26 ft. long. The cost

Elkins,

of the

work

will be about $30,000.

is building, with its own forces,
The
transfer sheds at the Atlanta (Ga.) transfer yard.
structures are to be one story high; one of the buildings will
be 16 ft. wide and 760 ft. long, and another will be 30 ft.
wide and 760 ft. long.
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Railw^ay Officers
SiniiiiiiMiii

Railroad Administration
Central
G. B. Clifton has resigned as office manager of the Railroad
Administration to become secretary and treasurer of the
United Artists' Corporation, with office at New York. Mr.
Clifton was office manager of the Railroads' War Board in
Washington in 1917, and prior to that was special representative of Vice-President A. W. Thompson, of the Baltimore & Ohio.

Federal and General Managers

The

jurisdiction of G. L. Peck, federal manager of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, Western Lines, and associated lines,
has been extended over the Columbus Union Depot.

H. E. Whittenberger, general manager of the Grand Trunk,
Western Lines, has been appointed federal manager of the
same lines, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., these lines
having been released from the jurisdiction of F. H. Alfred,
federal manager at Detroit, Mich.
E. F. Blomeyer, general manager of the Ann Arbor and
the Manistique & Lake Superior, has been appointed federal
manager of the Ann Arbor Railroad, with headquarters at
Toledo, Ohio, which road has been released from the jurisdiction of F. H. Alfred, federal manager at Detroit, Mich.

manager of the Toledo, St. Louis
Western, has been appointed federal manager of the same
road and the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line, with headquarters at Toledo, Ohio. These roads have been released from
B. C. Stevenson, general

8i

the jurisdiction of J. E. Taussig, federal manager at St. Louis,
Mo., and F. H. Alfred, federal manager at Detroit, Mich.,
respectively.

Operating
R. D. Miller, trainmaster on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, with office at Ottumwa, Iowa, has been appointed trainmaster of the Milwaukee terminals, with headquarters at
Milwaukee, Wis., vice N. A. Meyer, promoted.

Lieutenant-Colonel Dwight S. Brigham, of Newton Centre,
Mass., who went to France in July, 1917, with the 14th Engineers
(Railway), has returned and been discharged from the United
States service. He has resumed his duties as trainmaster on
the Boston & Albany, with headquarters at Beacon Park,
Boston, Mass.

Lewis Randolph Taylor, whose appointment as superintendent of the Virginian Railway, with headquarters at
Princeton, W. Va., has already been announced in these
columns, was born on September 22, 1871, at Charlottesville, Va. He began railv/ay work on September 1, 1888, with
the Richmond & Danville, now a part of the Southern Railroad, as a rodman, and was employed on surveys and construction work on that road, the Chesapeake & Ohio, the
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, and the Ohio Southern for the
next five years. From May, 1895, to May, 1897, he served
in the maintenance of way department of the Baltimore &
Ohio, Philadelphia and Baltimore divisions, and then to September, 1901, was assistant engineer. United States Engineering department, in charge of field w.ork, coast defense and
harbor improvement, Baltimore harbor. From September, 1901,
to June, 1903, he was in the general contracting business in
Baltimore, and then was engaged in making the reconnoissance
for the

Deepwater and Tidewater railways, which

later be-

came the Virginian Railway, until February, 1904. He then
served consecutively as division engineer, principal assistant
engineer and superintendent of construction on the Tidewater
Railway, and from April, 1909, to March, 1918, as superintendent of the Third and Deepwater divisions of the Virginian Railway. Since March, 1918, he has been engaged in
mining enterprises.
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Robert Cornelius Reid, whose appointment as superintendent of the New Orleans & Northeastern and the New Orleans
Terminal, with headquarters at Hattiesburg, Miss., has already
been announced in these columns, was born on November
22, 1872, at Huntsville, Texas.
He was educated in private
and high schools and began railway work in 1890, with the
Central of Georgia.
He subsequently served as city ticket
agent at Columbus, Ga.; then as agent at Sylacauga, Ala.,
on the same road and in 1893 entered the service of the Plant
System as a rate clerk. In 1894, he was appointed train
despatcher on the Southern Railway, at Columbus, Miss.;
later in the same year he was appointed bill clerk at Anniston, Ala., and in 1895 served as operator at Atlanta, Ga.,
on the same road. From 1896 to 1899, he was an operator
on the Central of Georgia and the following year was appointed despatcher on the Alabama Great Southern, becoming
chief despatcher in 1906.
In 1908 he was appointed chief
despatcher on the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific,
and two years later was appointed trainmaster of the Alabama
Great Southern. In 1917 he became trainmaster on the New
Orleans & Northeastern, which position he held until his
recent appointment as superintendent of that road and the
New Orleans Terminal, as above noted.

Financial, Legal

and Accounting

W. J. Stevenson has been appointed general solicitor
the New York, Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters

of
at

Cleveland, Ohio, vice H. T. Ballard, resigned.

Traffic
R. W. Farrell has been appointed general baggage and
mail agent of the Long Island Raliroad, with headquarters
at Long Island City, vice W. Van Valkenburgh, deceased.
C. H. Ryan, Jr., division freight agent on the Louisville &
Nashville, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn., has been
transferred to Memphis, succeeding R. S. Willock, division
freight agent of the Memphis line.
Mr. Willock succeeds
Mr. Ryan at Nashville.

A. Hilton, whose promotion to traffic manager of the St.
Louis-San Francisco, the Fort Worth & Rio Grande, the
St. Louis-San Francisco & Texas, the Kansas City, Clinton

&

Springfield, the Paris

&

Great Northern Belt,
West Tulsa Belt

the

and the Rock IslandFrisco Terminal, with
headquarters
St.
at
Louis, Mo., was an-

nounced

Age

of

born

at

He

in the Railway
April 18, was

Hamilton, Ont.
entered
railway
1878 as a
the
Great

service in
clerk
on

Western

now

a

of
part

Canada,
of

the

Trunk.
From
1880 to December, 1884,
he was a clerk in the
passenger department
of the Chicago & Alton,
and subsequently, until
A. Hilton
1889, he was city passenger and ticket agent
on the same road at Kansas City, Mo. In 1887 he acted as
Pacific Coast agent at San Francisco, Cal., and from 1889 to
March 1, 1901, was general agent in the passenger department of the same road at Kansas City. On March 1, 1901,
he was appointed assistant general passenger agent of the
Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis, and the following
August he was made general passenger agent of the St.
Louis-San Francisco. In October, 1913, he was appointed
passenger traffic manager of the same road. In 1918 he was
promoted to assistant traffic manager of the St. Louis-San
Francisco and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, which position
he held until March 1, 1919, the date of the regrouping of
Incident to the regrouping
the Southwestern region lines.

Grand
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he was appointed assistant

traflic

San Francisco, the Kansas

City,

manager
Clinton

of the St. Louis-

&

SiJiinglield,

the

Paris & Great Nortlicrn, the West Tulsa Belt and the Rock
Island Frisco Terminal, which position he held prior to his
recent promotion

Engineering and Rolling Stock
O. Walker, division engineer of the Atlanta division of
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, with oflice at Atlanta. Ga., has retired after 33 years continuous service, 28
of which were spent with the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis and leased Lines.
I.

R. B. Robinson, engineer maiiitcnaiicc of v\ay of the (Jre-

Idaho, has
I'nion
Pacit'ic. with headquarters at Omaha, Neb., to succeed W. R.
Armstrong, whose promotion to assistant chief engineer
appears elsewhere in these columns.

gon Short Line, with heathiuarters at
been appointed engineer maintenance

I'ocatello,

of

way

Worman.

R. Armstrong, engineer maintenance of way of the
Pacific and the St. Joseph & Grand Island, with headquarters at Omaha. Neb., has l)ceii promoted to assistant
chief engineer of these
Oregon
the
roads.
Short Line and the Los

W.

Union

& Salt Lake,
headquarters at
Salt Lake City, Utah, to
succeed Carl Stradley,
Mr. Armdeceased.
strong has had 25 years
Angeles
with

of railroad

experience,

both as an engineer in
charge of construction
ind maintenance of way
and as an operating
Prior to his
official.
entering the employ of
the Oregon Short Line
in 1905, he was convarious
with
nected
Middle
in
the
lines
West. During his first
year w-ith the Oregon
Armstrong
Short Line he was employed on special engineering work, and in the following
year was placed in charge of the construction of the Yellowstone Park branch and also in charge of the extension from
Huntington. Ore., through the Snake river canyon, to HomeIn 1908, Mr. Armstrong was made superintendent
stead.
of the Montana division which position he held until 1913,
when he was promoted to general manager and chief engineer of the Salt Lake & LUah, then under construction.
On August 1, 1916, he was appointed engineer maintenance
of way of the Union Pacific, which position he held until his
recent promotion.

R. D. Moore, signal supervisor of the Los Angeles division
of the Southern Pacific, Pacific System, with headquarters at
San Francisco, Cal., has been promoted to assistant signal
engineer, with the same headquarters, succeeding L. V. Parle,
deceased. C. A. Veale, signal supervisor of the Tucson division, with headquarters at Tucson, Ariz., has been transferred to succeed Mr. Moore. H. M. Stone, principal assistant signal supervisor, with headquarters at Los Angeles,
Cal., has been promoted to signal supervisor succeeding Mr.
P. A. Bliss, who recently received his discharge from
\'eale.
the United States Army, has been appointed signal supervisor
of the Stockton division, with headquarters at Stockton, Cal.
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with headquarters at

New

York,

who was granted

a furlough

to enter military service, as an oflicer in the 9(h

Engineers,
National Army, in July, 1917, has returned to the service of
the Pennsylvania as acting works manager, with ofiicc at Altoona, Pa., in charge of the Alioona shops, comprising the
.\ltoona machine shops, the Altoona car shops, the Juniata
shops and the Sonih Alioona foundries. This is a new position
iccenily created on the Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines.
.Maxwell reports to the general superintendent of the EastI'cimsylvania division and the superintendent of motive
power of that division has been relieved of the jurisdiction over
tile aljove named plants.
While in France Mr. Maxfield was
superintendent of motive power of the Transportation Corps,
.Mr.

ern

\nurican

l'"..\pcditionary

I'orcc.

of the

H. L. Worman, master mechanic on the St. Louis-San
Francisco, with oftice at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed
assistant superintendent of motive power, with headquarters
at Springfield, Mo., and G. R. Wilcox, assistant master mechanic at Monett, Mo., has been appointed master mechanic
of the Southern division, with headquarters at Memphis, vice
Mr.

AGli

H. H. Maxfield, formerly superintendent of motive power
the New Jersey division of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

Corporate
Railway Officers

I

in Military Service

Major C. E. Lester of Mcadville, Pa., has been appointed
general superintendent of the 19th Grand Division, Transportation Corps, of the .American Expeditionary Force. He
entered the National Guard, 13lli Pennsylvania Infantry, in
August, 1916, and was commissioned lirst lieutenant, infantry,
in October of the same ) ear.
In August, 1917, he was transferred to the engineers. He was appointed captain, engineers,
in the National .Army in .\pril, 1918, and commanding officer
of the 50th Engineers, with which he went abroad in July,
Lfpon his arrival in France he was appointed general
1918.
foreman at the Nevers locomotive shops, operated entirely
by United States soldiers. He subsequently served as assistant superintendent of the same shops and then as acting general superintendent of the 19th Grand Division until his appointment as general superintendent of the same division.
Major Lester was formerly general foreman boiler maker on
the Erie at Meadville, Pa., from April, 1906, to January, 1911,
and was assistant master mechanic on the Baltimore & Ohio
at Pittsburgh, Pa., until March, 1912, when he returned to
the Erie as foreman boiler maker at Jersey City. From July,
1912. to July, 1914. he was assistant foreman in the tank shop
of the American Locomoti\e Company at Dunkirk, and then
was inspector with the Lima Locomotive Works at Lima,
O., and from February, 1915, to August, 1916, was boiler
maker foreman on the Lehigh Valley at Sayre, Pa.

Obituary
W. p. Boger, general freight agent of the Florida East
Coast Railroad, with headquarters at Jacksonville, Fla., died
in the East Coast Hospital, at St. Augustine, Fla., on April 27.
William N. Noon, form.erly superintendent of bridges and
buildings of the Duluth South Shore & Atlantic, who retired
in 1912, died on April 27, at his home in Miami, Fla.
It is
believed that Mr. Noon's death was due to a fall which he sustained while walking on a highway bridge soon after his retirement.

Frank May Souther, assistant treasurer of the National
Railways of Mexico, with office at New York, died at his
home in New York on April 26, after a short illness. Mr.
Souther served on the Mexican Central Railway Cmopany,
Limited, for about 20 years (part of this time, from 1907 to
1909, as treasurer), previous to the merger of that road and
the National Railway Company of Mexico, to form the National Railways of Mexico, and since that time he was assistant treasurer of the new company.
Charles H. Jacobi, assistant engineer with the Division of
Capital Expenditures, United States Railroad Administration,
died of pneumonia in Salt Lake City, Utah, on April 20,
while on an inspection trip en route to the Pacific coast. Mr.
Jacobi was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., on March 14, 1883, and
was employed for a number of years as assistant engineer
with the Lehigh Valley, and more recently as construction
engineer with the Westinghouse, Church, Kerr Company, New
York. He entered the service of the Railroad Administration on
July 22, 1918.
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The Railway Age does

not care at this time, at least, to enter
into a discussion of the political aspects of the recent decision
of the Paris peace conference wherel^y

Japan

s

Rights in

the former German rights in the Chinese province of Shantung are to be

transferred to Japan.
It does Ijelieve.
however, that the decision is of farreaching importance from many points of view.
By the

Shantung

agreement made, to quote from the Associated Press despatch,
"Japan voluntarily engages to hand back Shantung province
in full sovereignty to China, retaining only the economic
privileges granted Germany, and the right to establish a
settlement at Tsingtao, south of Kiaochau." That the economic privileges mentioned are great is generally understood.
That they will help Japan in its efforts to secure access to
one of the greatest coal fields in the world is not so generally known.
The Railway Age, therefore, feels itself
somewhat fortunate in being able to present to its readers
the article on another page by Frank Rhea, which clearly
outlines the salient facts in the situation, from the railroad
and transportation standpoint. In his article, Mr. Rhea has
purposely omitted all reference to the controversial and
speaks only from the point of view of an engineer who has
visited the country in question and has studied it first hand.

I

_

,

reflected in the balance sheet if

one were to be drawn up to-

day for the United States Railroad Administration. This is
a factor which should not be forgotten in making an estimate
of what funds are required for working capital, payment of
rental, etc., by the Administration.
Indeterminate as it is,
it must be reckoned in some way in the
cost of government
operation and allowed for in Congress appropriations.

The "cost-plus" form of contract was in many wa}s a desirable instrument for the award of railway construction work
"Cost Plus"
in Railway
Construction

under the uncertainties of war times.
Inability to predict basic costs even a
short time in advance made the unit
price or

lump sum

since the bidders

contract undesirable,

had

to

make

their

tender? high enough to cover the maximum unfavorable conditions and the highest possible cost of materials and labor.
Now, during the period of readjustment, conditions are
suljject to nearly as much uncertainty as during the war.
Owing to the apparent failure of the price stabilizing plans
and the fact that the prices of certain classes of labor are
still subject to the laws of supply and demand,
no one can
predict with any accuracy what work will cost two months
hence.

The standard

contract between the government and the railways lays the burden of paying expenses accrued prior to the
assumption of government control upon

A

Sometime

In like manner, when the roads are turned back to
Forgotten
their owners, the accrued but unpaid
\^Qxn
expenses of the properties under the
Railroad Administration will have to be paid for by the government.
These accrued expenses cannot be taken into the
the railroad corporation.

Practice among different
accounts until they are known.
roads has varied and the amount of liability for accrued expenses that have not gotten into the accounts is greater proportionally on some roads than on others. This amount canFor instance, no lianot be reflected in the balance sheet.
bility is shown in the balance sheet for a claim for loss and
damage until the amount of such claim has been determined.
There is a total of such unaudited accounts much larger than
most people realize. For instance, the income deductions account of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Railway Age,
April 18, 1919, page 1026, shows that the expenses prior to
January 1, 1918, credited in account with the Railroad Administration amounted to $5,583,965. Ordinarily, of course,
these expenses are simply carried into the next year's accounts
and since each year bears corresponding expenses for the previous year, the accounts fairly correctly represent a 12 months'
expenditure, but when the accounts are cut off, as they were as
of January 1, 1918, there slowly come in items which the corporations have had to pay out of their own funds and it must
be remembered that the government took over the cash as
well as other working assets.
These bills have had to be
paid, therefore, either through borrowed money or from rental
received from the government or from other corporate sources
cf income.
There is, however, the reverse side to this situation.
When the roads are turned back to their owners there
will be a corresponding total of items coming in to the government to be paid by the government, which would not be

Therefore, the form of agreement which will protect
the contractor against rising costs, yet will allow the owner
to take advantage of any reductions in the prices of materials
and labor, would seem highly desirable from many aspects.

The one

basic objection to this arrangement lies in the lack
of incentive for efficiency under the cost-plus contract.
One
contractor doing work on a unit price basis is now paying
as low as 30 cents for common labor, thus obtaining a neat

margin over a bid made

last fall under much less favorable
circumstances.
The question arises whether he would have
taken the trouble to secure labor at this low rate if it had
not been to his pecuniary advantage to do so. However, even

this objection would not seem to justify the use of the unit
price or lump sum forms of contract under present conditions
for any except the small jobs to be undertaken immediately

and completed within a few weeks'

time.

Work

of this

kind does not involve the uncertainties inherent in the larger
projects of railway construction.

Savings

A

Due

to Interlocking

STUDY or THE ECONOMIES

Plants

effected by the installation of

interlocking plants made in 1905 showed that 45 cents
was a conservative figure for average cost of stopping a
train.
It was also found that when from 16 to 19 trains a
day had to stop at a crossing the annual saving offset the
annual charges (interest, depreciation, maintenance and operation) against interlockings of a certain size.
At drawbridges, where it was assumed no additional men were
needed, the same thing was true, with a daily traffic of 7 or 8
trains.
If more trains were operated,
interlocking at
such points would more than offset the charges against it.

The cost of materials has steadily climbed since this investigation was conducted, and while this would increase the cost
of a plant, the cost of stopping trains has also undoubtedly
increased in an equal or greater proportion, so that the above
ratio should hold good at present.
When railroad traffic is heavy the officers have little or no
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he

made

locomotives will largely determine wiii(li shall be used to
meet future [problems, and for this reason the abstract in this
issue of the paper presented by W. K. I'otter and S. '!'. Dodd
at a re(cnt meeting of the Western Uail\\a\ Club iv of tim<-ly

to

Ik-

interest.

op|)ortunity to plan or put into cffirt icrtain ironomics, Init
tliirini,' jKTimls when loss active Imsiiu'ss prevails, an opporWhere .savings can
tuiiitv exists to carry on such studies.
thcxse of an intantiihle nature are usually the last
considered, even though they would in the a^nreKati;
amount to larije sums yearly. An interlcKkinp plant usually

reduces the cost of operation, hut the saving is to a larpc
Not only do jdants eliminate
extent of an intanpilile nature.
the cost of st()i>i)in,i:; trains, hut their installation may j)ermil
heavier tonnajje because of the elimination
Other items to he considered are the prevention
of sto|)S.
of damaue in startinij heavy trains, the increased safety of
ojieration, the reduction of time on tlie road and the general
of the haulinu

<>f

improvement in train movement.
As an examjde, the studies made

in 1905 by J. A. Pcahodv, signal engineer, Chicajjo & North Western, show a
net .saving of $2,300 a year effected by the installation of
an interlocking plant at a point where two single-track roads
The
crass, with a total of 30 trains a day on both roads.
time recjuired to pay for the installation from these net

savings, neglecting all other factors,

is

Twenty

three years.

meant a saving of $46,000
A proportionate saving would result
per vear at that time.
at the present time, as was l)rought out in an article by C. C.
Anthony, puldished in the Railway Ai^c la.'^t week. Railroad
officers ma\- well afford to have similar studies made at the
]iresent time covering points on their systems not now intcrkxked, such as grade crossings, drawbridges, entrances to
like places interloc-ked on a sy.stem

\ards, crossover locations, etc., looking to the construction
of [)lants as soon as conditions warrant.

Can

Electrification

Meet

All

Future Requirements?
"The
*•

sity

k.ailrcud

men who

are responsible for keeping the

railroads operating on a sound basis are of a neceshard-headed.
They have had the advantages of

electrification presented to

them

in such glowing colors for

so long by enthusiastic promoters of electrification that they
are not prone to recognize its merits when presented to them
fairly.
They know that general electrification would conserve a vast

amount

tives are capable of

of the nation's coal, that electric locomohigh sustained drawbar pull at compara-

tively high speeds, that electrification increases track capacity

and has numerous other advantages.
the

first

They

also

cost of electrification is very large, that

know
it

that

requires

complicated overhead systems, that it means a
necessary departure from established methods of operation
and that existing conditions in a territory under consideration
for electrification are the deciding factor for or against its
adoption.
It is difficult to frame a convincing argument showing
that electric operation improves service and reduces the cost
per ton-mile of hauling freight.
It can be done, however,
and railroad men know that the amount of electric operation
is bound to increase.
For this reason they are interested in
For example: Is there to be
the specific problems involved.
a continuous increase in the weight and length of trains as
there has been in the past?
W^hat is to limit the capacity
Is it the length of the train, or the
that can be hauled?
weight, or the power requirements or some other factor.''
What is the economic speed for passenger and for freight
work? W'hat requirements will be made of electric locomoIs it necestives which are not inherent in their operation?
sary to provide for moving fleets of freight trains or can they
be scattered through the day to give a load factor on the line
which can be handled without prohibitive expense? These
are questions which vitally affect the economy of electrificaThe inherent characteristics of steam and electric
tion.

more or

less

Government Guarantees
Ui'ox

.MOST OK

legislation

to Railroads

iMi'okTANT <,)ii:s iioNS regarding the
under which the railways should be returned
riiio

is now suiistantial agreement among
long and earnest study to the railroad
in favor of a return to [)rivate o|)eration.
But the mo.st important (|uestion involved is that of
what means shall be adopted to restore and maintain the
credit of the railway companies so that they shall become
able adequately to develop their facilities; and upon this
really vital question there is serious disagreement.
The difference of opinion is chiefly over whether the companies shall be given guarantees of net operating income by
Government guarantees are advocated by
the government.
persons who have widely different reasons for doing so. They
arc advocated by Senator Cummins, who will be chairman
of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, on the »
ground that they would reduce the capital charge and M]
In an
thereby effect a saving in the cost of transportation.
editorial in our issue for April 25, page 1031, we presented
our reasons for believing that the effect of government guarantees to individual companies would be to increase rather
than reduce the total cost of transportation.
Government guarantees are also being advocated by some
of the leading financiers of the countn-, including Paul M.
Warburg. Director General Hines also favors them. Most
of the financiers who advocate them do so because they fear
that in the absence of guarantees the regulating authorities
can never be prevailed upon to make the net return earned
by the railways large and sure enough to attract adequate

to private operation there

who have given
])roi)lem, and who are
those

I

I

*

M

M

capital.

Those who take this position have the strong argument of
experience on their side.
The system of regulation which
prevailed during the 11 years before government control was
ado])ted was a failure chiefly because the federal and state
regulating
authorities would not let the railways
earn
enough net
offenders,
far

from

return.

but the
guiltless.

The

State authorities were the greatest

Interstate
]\Iost

Commerce
of those

who

Commission

was

favor guarantee-

ing the railway companies minimum returns also propose that
those which earn more than the guarantee shall be allowed to
retain part of the excess as an incentive to efficiency, the
rest to go partly to the government and partly to labor.

The plan of giving guarantees to individual companies,
whether upon the basis of valuation or any other basis, is
opposed by most of the shippers of the country. It is opposed
by many leading financiers, including Otto H. Kahn. It is
also opposed by a majority of the railway executives, and
especially by those who represent relatively prosperous roads.
One very strong argument against it was presented by Samuel
Rea, president of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, in
his address before the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States last week, which is publi.shed elsewhere in this issue.
The principal point made against government guarantees
is that they would impair the incentive to efficient management. Another point is that if some of the railways failed
to earn their guarantees and the government had to make
tliem good from the public treasury, there would result controversy and agitation which probably would lead to government ownership.
The Railway Age has never had any doubt as to the general
policy which would most effectively further the welfare of
The
iDoth the railways and the public, if it could be adopted.
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would be, to let the railways make all consolidaand agreements which will not prevent competition in
ser\'ice and emulation in ojjeratinp; efficiency, and earn as a

1131

Delaware

best policy
tions

whole, a net return sufficient to
without guaranteeing a minimum

attract

adequate

capital

any

individual road.
Perhaps legislation and a system of administration can be
secured under which this will l)e done. The principal shortcomings of tlie old policy of regulation were due to the following causes: First, the Interstate Commerce Act required
the Interstate Commerce Commission to fix "reasonable"
rates, but did not specifically make it the commission's duty
to fi-x rates which would cnal^le the railways to earn a return
adequate to develop their facilities. Second, the commission
as now constituted was created and its members were appointed at a time when the public believed that the sole
function of regulation was to punish and control the railwa}'s and not to help them. Third, regulation by the Federal
Government was constantly interfered with by that of the
In consequence of these things, most of the members
States.
of the Interstate Commerce Commission during the last 13
years have regarded the railway companies with chronic suspicion and hostility, and even when the commission has
shown a disposition to give the roads adequate rates its work
has been interfered with by the State commissions and denounced in Congress. Bills have been introduced to abolish
it, the real purpose of which was to prevent it from granting

needed advances in

to

rates.

It may be that regulation would be given a very different
tone and tendency if the Interstate Commerce Commission
were by express legislative enactment required, first, to prevent any interference by the States with Federal regulation
of interstate commerce, and, second, to make rates not only

reasonable in their relations to each other, but adequate to
enable the railway companies to develop their facilities sufficiently.
But whether this would be enough to solve the
problem of regulation is ven,- doubtful. Some members of
the commission have within recent months publicly contended
Not
that it did let the. railways earn an adequate return.
much can be hoped from men who cannot see facts that
are as plain as a pikestaff.

Many persons have criticised the plan of regulation put
fonvard by the Association of Railway Executives because
it proposes to transfer most of the administrative functions
Commerce Commission to a Secretary of
But the railway executives do not ask for
any government guarantees, and their proposal that a large
part of the authorit)' and duties of the commission shall be
of the

Interstate

Transportation.

transferred to a Secretary of Transportation, is merely their
way of saying that in the absence of guarantees they would
fear to leave their case entirely in the hands of the commission.

And

clear that
either

tlie

It is
they are amply justified in this position.
private operation is to be made a success at all,
railway companies must be given government guarif

antees, or the Interstate

Commerce Commission must be

so

reconstituted as to render certain that the policy followed by
it in regulating rates in future will be widely different from

that followed in the past; or a large part of the administrative
functions of the commission must be transferred to some

In the absence of guarantees, rate
more promptly; intelligent
cognizance must be taken not -merely of existing conditions,
but of prevailing tendencies; and the rates allowed must be
adapted not to restrict the railways to the so-called "fair
return upon the fair value of their properties," but to provide
them w?ith revenues ample to enable them to give good service
other official or body.

cases

must

in future be decided

It may be, as those who
and to expand tlieir facilities.
oppose specific guarantees contend, that the guarantee policy
would soon land us in government ownership. But it is
even more certain that if guarantees are not given and the
policy of regulation of rates formerly followed is restored
we shall soon be forced into government ownership.

& Hudson

ONLY WHEN THE GOVERNMENT began
for

ways and means

to

have to cast about

money

to operate
the railroads did any considerable numl)er of people discuss
the railroad problem, not as an effort to find ways of sur-

of raising the

prcssing a predatory power, but as a question of how the
transportation system of the country can be continued in its
development and be best operated. When men like Samuel
Rea, Daniel Willard, Frank Trumbull and Julius Krutt-

went to Washington and confessed frankly that they
did not know where the money was to come from for the
continued development of the roads, the great majority of
the public was skeptical and somewhat amu.sed.
Had these
gentlemen tried fully to express the acuteness of the fear
with which they viewed the situation, it would have but laid
.schnitt

them open

to the ridicule of the Clifford

Thome's and

the

Hearst papers.

The

railroad

men and some

of

the

bankers knew

affairs

were actually shajjing themselves.

events

was leading to, but that he differed from his
had such entire confidence in his own

how

L. F. Loree, president of the Delaware & Hudson, and a close friend and
associate of the late E. H. Harriman, made the remark, at
the time of Mr. Harriman's death, that he, Harriman, saw
as clearly as any pessimist of them all what the course of
in that he

associates
ability to

meet the situation that he viewed it without apprehension.
Whatever particular form the solution of the present railroad
problem may take, the first essential in devising the solution
is a thorough understanding of the problem itself.
Thoughtful students of public affairs more and more often have been
been asking where the money is to come from to continue the
development of American railroads.

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission

tried

in

a

theo-

bookkeepingish way to draw a hard and fast line
between ojjerating expenses and capital expenditures. The
stronger railroad companies, with far-sighted and wise managements, at first protested the definition of expenses, and
then frankly took the attitude that the commission could
define expenses as it pleased; they, however, would continue
to put into the property great sums of money over and above
what the commission defined as maintenance and to issue
securities against only a part of such so-called capital expenditures.
Had earnings been sufficient to permit of such
retical

a course, the railroad managements which ado])ted it would
have had a good prospect of success.
The factors involved in the development of an .\merican
railroad are different than the factors involved in the continued operation of railroads in Great Britain or in contiThe Interstate Commerce Comniission's
nental Europe.
theory of accounting might have been applicable to the
It was proba!)iy influenced by
Prussian State Railways.
German practice, and nothing could demonstrate more
clearlv the fact that the commission had not the faintest
comprehension of the fundamentals of the industry which it
That it was lack of comso confidently set out to regulate.
prehension and nothing politically immoral that swayed
the commission goes without saying. There has never at any
time been the slightest question of the integrity of the
commission.
The development of an American railroad makes a tremendously interesting study. Concealed or revealed, dependent on the reader, in the masses of statistics reported to the
commission and to stockholders, there is a wealth of incidents worthy of as much interest as the history of a country
Seldom, if ever, has such
or the life of a great statesman.
a story been written in a language intelligii)le to the average
L. F. Loree, in his annual report to the stockreader.
holders of the Delaware & Hudson, has undertaken to do
The road is being operated by the governthis very thing.
ment, and Mr. Loree, therefore, dismisses quite briefly the
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)i'ar's

()|K'r;itioiis

sion of

ll>c

and

dfvotr.--

(livi'lopmiiil

of

liiniM'lf

llu-

in>U\ul

propi-rly

from

to

;i

disius-

when
time it was
l'J()7,

tlie new nianajjement t(K)k hold of it, to the
turned over to tlie jjovernment. 'llii.s story of the Delaware

& Hudson,

comprehended, gives the es.senCould it have been read and
understoixl hy each interstate commerce commissioner, there
would have l)een no need for long drawn-out rate cases.
The Delaware & Hudson report is not ca.sy reading, notwitlistanding the fact that statistics arc avoided and figures
It is both tersely and intensively
arc used very sparingly.
written; facts arc stated often without comment; conclusions
are arrived at by the writer only after they have become
rightly

and

fully
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vciopimnt of

tin-

property

from

l';07

to

]91h,

wliii h

is

and the greater part
of which is reprinted elsewhere in this issue of the Railway
Age.
It is a document which is worthy of the most careful
.study by all those who are now engaged in dis<:ussing the
containi'd in the report to sttjckholder.-i,

tials of the railroad iirol)lem.

future of the railroads.

inevitable to the reader.

from time to time, brought out some sui)remely comprehensive and searching narrative and analysis of the events, and
CKcasionally a phase of history, an economic development, or
the career of a statesman, calls forth a classic in the shape
of a history, an es.say or a biography.
This re])ort of Mr.
Loree's, confined as it is to the history of one railroad company, the Delaware & Hudson, is, nevertheless, su< h a classic
dealing with the history of American railroads in the last

Manual for 1872-7.1, in the description of the
Hudson Canal Company, which controlled the
&: Hudson canal and the Delaware & Hudson railfollowing occurs: "The company derive their in-

In P(xir's

Delaware
Delaware
road, the

Different jjhases of history have,

decade.

&:

come mainly from the mining, transportation and sale of
anthracite coal, conveyed to market over their own works.
The incidental traffic is very limited, and brings no net
For several years the company's
profits into the treasury.
stock has received dividends, Fel)ruary and August, each of
As a matter of fact, although the Delaware &
5 per cent."
Hudson, as Mr. Loree points out, is one of the oldest railroad companies in the United States, and "was the first to
operate a steam locomotive on the American continent,'" it
was foniierly an adjunct to coal operations rather than a
machine depending entirely on its earning power as a common carrier to reimburse its owners and creditors.
Prior to 1907, liowever, a considerable expansion of purely
transportation facilities had taken place and the former man-

agement had gotten the company into a rather difficult situation, partly through the purchase of unprofitable electric
lines and parth' through lack of sufficient forethought and
courage in the development of the railroad property and the

When, therefore, the new management
financmsi thereof.
took hold in 1907 it had to deal with nearly all of the
important elements of the problem which has faced Ameri-

The management has been eminently
and turned over to the use of the government a
thoroughly modern and up-to-date American railroad property.
The success of the Delaware & Hudson has, we believe, been in part due to the strength which the coal department of the company lent to its credit and, in remaining part,
to the skilful use of this credit by the management in the
development of the machine as a transportation machine.
Again and again, in Mr. Loree's story, we come across the
can railroad men.
successful

evidences of the studied development of a plan as a whole,
of which the purchase of Mallet locomotives, the building of
the Oneonta yard, grade reduction, etc., are only parts, each
carried out in co-ordination with other parts of the general
plan.
It is the extraordinary sureness and nicety of fit of
the parts that has contributed so much to the success of the

Delaware & Hudson.
The rental which the company should get under the standard contract is $7,415,000, and after taking into its income
account other corporate income and after the payment of war
taxes, rentals and interest, the company had $4,715,000
available for dividends, or an amount equal to 11.09 per cent
on its stock. The Delaware & Hudson is paying dividends
at the rate of 9 per cent annually.

annual report of the company includes
and statistics of operation, but
this year these details are omitted, although the figures will
later become available through reports to the Interstate
Commerce Commission. It seemed best, therefore, to leave
an analysis of the operation of the property, by the federal
manager in the employ of the government, until next week,
or such time as the detailed figures are available, and to
Ordinarily, the

details of operating expenses

confine these comments to the historical

sketch

of

the

de-

The Railroads

— A Bankrupt Industry

THE DEFICIT INCURRED

by the Railroad Administration not
only continues to grow, but grows faster than even the
most pessimistic have feared. It was $58,000,000 in March.

This made the

total deficit for the first three

months of the

year approximately $130,000,000, or almost one and a half
million dollars a day.
The government's guarantees of
standard return to the companies, in these three months,
based upon the net operating income which the companies
had formerly earned in those months, were $170,000,000.
The net operating income actually made was only $40,000,000, or but 23 per cent of the guarantees.

These startling figures ought to raise in the minds, not
only of everybody directly concerned with railway operation,
but also in the minds of public men and the public, the question of what is the matter with the railways?

The Railway Age has said repeatedly within recent weeks
if the wages now being paid are to be continued pas-

that

senger and freight rates must be substantially advanced or
the railways will be unable to earn the guaranteed standard
return under Government operation or to earn sufficient net
operating income under private operation to save the railway companies from general bankruptcy. Director General

Hines, on his recent trip to the Pacific coast, made a number
He appears to have
and public statements.
attributed the current bad showing of earnings and expenses
He indicated that in
chiefly to the heavy decline of traffic.
his opinion the results will improve when indu.strial and
He implied that
transportation conditions become normal.
until then no advance in rates will be made, and apparently
left the impression that probably little or no advance in
rates may be necessan.-.
Let us consider the director general's attitude in the light
It is true there has been a decline of traffic;
of the facts.
and some refer to the business which has been handled thus
It is smaller than that
far this year as abnormally small.
of 1918 or 1917 but conditions in 1917 and 1918 were not
normal, and the traffic handled in those years showed a vast
Let us go back to
increase largely due to war conditions.
In that year the railways
the first three months of 1916.
had the largest increase of traffic that ever occurred in any
single year.
They made the largest operating income ever
made in one year. Every one remembers this. Doubtless,
consequently, most people assume that because of the recent
decline in traffic the business which has been moved thus far
this year has been much less than in the remarkable year
of addresses

;

1916.

It

is

somewhat disconcerting, therefore, to find that
months of 1919 the freight traffic of the

in the first three

railways was 85,000,000,000 ton-miles, while in the first
months of 1916 it was only 80,000,000,000 ton-miles,
an increase in 1919 over 1916 of over 6 per cent. Furthermore, the traffic handled in the first three months of this year
three
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was only 10 per cent less than that moved in the corresponding three months of 1917 and 1918.
The railways moved
less freight in February and March of this year than in

same months of 1917 and 1918, but they moved more
in January than in either of those years.
Bearing in mind that the freight traffic moved in the first
three months of the year was 6 per cent greater than in the
same three months of 1916, let us compare the earnings made
and the expenses incurred. The total earnings in these three
months in 1916 were $811,000,000, while in 1919 they were
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$1,120,500,000, an increase of 38 per cent. The operating
expenses in 1916 were $560,000,000, while in 1919 they
were $1,037,000,000, an increase of 85 per cent. In the first
three months of 1916 the ratio of operating expenses to total
earnings was 69 per cent. In 1919, with passenger rates 50
per cent higher, and freight rates close to 35 per cent higher,
the ratio of operating expenses to total earnings was 93 per
cent.
In the first three months of 1916 the railways, after
paying their expenses and taxes, had left $214,000,000 of
In the first three months of 1919 they
operating income.
had operating income (which is slightly larger than net
operating income) amounting to only $44,000,000, a decline
as compared with 1916 of 79^/^ per cent.
It is easy enough for anybody who carefully examines the
foregoing figures to see what is the main trouble with the
railroads.
It is not the decline of traffic, but the increase
The increase of expenses seems especially
of expenses.
startling when it is considered that the weather conditions
for this period were abnormally favorable to economical
operation.

Mr. Hines seems to look forward confidently to a revival
which will stop the decline in traffic. Doubtless
that will come.
But that it will come soon enough or be
large enough to prevent the loss of traffic during the year
from being relatively as large throughout 1919 as it was
during the first three months that is 10 per cent there
If the loss of traffic
seems no good reason for believing.
throughout the year should be relatively as large as it was
during the first three months, and railroad expenses should
of business

—

—

continue to be relatively as large, the railroad deficit for the
year would be not far from three-fourths of a billion dollars.
Mr. Hines is also counting upon a substantial reduction
of expenses.
But the progress which had been made up to
In January, when
the end of March does not inspire hope.
there was an increase of 10 per cent in the freight moved, the
increase in operating expenses, compared with the same
month of 1918 was 32 per cent. In February, when the decline in freight traffic was 13 per cent, the increase in exIn March, when the decline of
penses was 24 per cent.
freight traffic was 23 per cent, the increase in expenses was
22 per cent. Whether the business moved increased or decreased, the large increase in expenses went on.
We can draw only one inference from these three months'
statistics, or, for that matter, from the statistics regarding
the six months of operation following the signing of the
armistice.

This

is,

that

no increase

of traffic, or increase in

efficiency of operation, or increase in both,
slightest

anything

which there

is

the

will occur, would leave the railways
hopelessly bankrupt industry, if existing

possibility

but

a

wages and existing rates were retained.
The fact cannot be too strongly emphasized that, from
the standpoint of its earnings and expenses, the railroad
system of the United States is today absolutely bankrupt. It
is earning only 23 per cent as much net operating income as
in the three years ended with June 30, 1917, in spite of the
fact that its gross earnings are running about 50 per cent
more than they averaged in those years. The rates must be
advanced, and substantially advanced, if the railroads are
ever to be converted from a bankrupt into a prosperous industry, and this whether government operation is continued
or private operation

is

restored.
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The Lessons
ance

Past for GuidDuties of the Present

of the

in the

St. Johns, Que.

To THE Editor:
The educational

value of your paper for young trainmasters and division superintendents is a fact often remarked
in railroad circles and, of course, does not need to be proved
b)' any specific declaration in your columns.
Like the Washington monument on the banks of the Potomac, or the Statue
of Liberty in New York harbor, it is as patent, to those who
look, as is the monumental building in which you frame up
your useful lessons for ambitious readers. But even those
massive monuments are to most of us rather dim, because ordinarily we are too distant to take in all of their details; and
the teachings of the Railway Age in like manner often suffer
from our inability to focus attention on specific points. You
will be pleased therefore, to hear of a definite item in this
field of knowledge and of railroad science.
In publishing
your lucid and searching accounts of the shocking collision
near Nashville, Tenn., last summer, you contributed toward
the prevention of a similar catastrophe on another road. Two
passenger trains were running in opposite directions toward
each other and one of them was prevented from proceeding
beyond the meeting point (through the forgetfulness of all
hands) only by the presence of the trainmaster on the train,

who

called the negligent

Train No.

we

will call

men

to their senses.

was proceeding westward, from a point which
Boston, toward "Chicago," which was the end
3

of double track.

Thence, on the single track

the dis-

line,

was 9 miles to Washington and thence 15 miles to Waterloo.
Wmxit half a mile before reaching Chicago, the trainmaster observed that they were meeting train No. 2; No. 2
being superior to No. 3 by direction, and both first class
passenger trains.
He observed also that No. 2 displayed
tance

green signals, yet did not sound the whistle to call the signals to the attention of the men on No. 3. No. 3 had a car
to set off at Chicago; so the trainmaster had some little conversation there with the engineman and fireman.
After the engine had backed on to the train and the conductor had shouted "All aboard'' and it was plain that no
thought had been given to the second section of No. 2, the
trainmaster said to the engineman "Where are you going?"

The engineman replied "Why, what's the matter?"
"What have you got on No. 2?" said the trainmaster. The
'

engineman then replied that No.

2 had gone.
On being told
carried green signals he declared otherwise; and he
said to his fireman, "Did No. 2 have signals?"
The fire-

that

it

man

replied that

engineman

it

Then

did.

the trainmaster, telling the

remain at a standstill, went back and asked the
conductor what he had on second No. 2. The conductor repl'ed that he had nothing; and he did not know that No. 2
to

was carrying

signals.

The

point of this story is that the trainmaster, in relating the particulars to my informant, said that he had been
read'ng about the Nashville collision; and he had the facts
of that disaster in his mind.
The engineman of first No. 2
failed

to

sound the whistle.

The fireman of train No. 3
when he saw the trreen flags.
failed to make any inquin- at the

failed to speak to the ensjineman

The conductor of No. 3
end of double track (there

is no train register at this point).
four men "fell down"; and who knows whether the
trainmaster would not also have fallen down if he had not
been a regular reader of the Railway Age?
K. &: O. C.

Thus

Chamber

of

Commerce

Discusses Railroad Situation

Suggestions for Permanent Solution of the Problem
a Feature of St. Louis
SIX ^eiuTal Si-ssions and a group
or
III-;
dovotcd exclusively to the railroad ])rol)lem
and its solution, discussion of the jiresent trans])()rtation situation ilevi'loju'd into one of the features of the seventh
annual nuvting of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States which was held at St. Louis, Mo., April 28 to May 1
The feature of this convention of most interest to
inclusive.
railway men was the general session, held on the evening of
Ai)ril ,H), at which Walker D. Hines, director general of railro;uls. Senator Albert H. Cummins of Iowa and Samuel Kea,
president of the Pennsylvania spoke in the order named.
The preceding day a group meeting, presided over by George
A. Post, chairman of the railroad committee of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States, was devoted to the sul)jcct
At the same time the railroad
of railroad transportation.
problem and the relation of the present situation to the general state of l)usiness, entered into the discussion in several
other group meetings, especially in one devoted to wholesale
domestic distriliution at which Luther M. Walter, counsel for
the National Association of Owners of Railroad Securities

Willi
iiurtint;

(iNiv

I

delivered an address on "The Desirability of the Return of
Railroads to Private Ownership" and AL J. Sanders, federal

Waterways at New Or"The Importance of Co-ordination of
Rail and Inland Waterway Transportation."

manager

of the Mississippi-Warrior

leans, La., spoke on

An

outstanding feature of the general session devoted to
railroad problem, at which Director
General Walker D. Hines, Senator Albert B. Cummins and

the discussion of the

Samuel Rea spoke, was the similarity of the solutions pre1)\Mr. Hines and Senator Cummins. The solution
offered l)y the former was in substance the same as that outsented

lined before the National

Lumber Manufacturer's

tion in convention at Chicago,

lished in the Rail'd'ay

Age

Associa-

an abstract of which was pub-

of April 18, with the exception that

Mr. Hines immediately delved into the solution
of the present problem and went into detail as to the disadvantages of the present and past systems and the advantages
in this case

of the solution he proposed.

Senator

Cummins

in turn pre-

sented his solution, outlining practically step by step the

same

principles advocated by the director general.
Senator Cummins' solution of this problem is essentially the same as that
outlined in his address delivered on March 27, before the
general assembly of Iowa which was reproduced in the
Rail-way Age of April 25, page 1041.

Address by Honorable

W.

D. Hines

Director General Hines said in part;
I

want

to tell }-ou that

my own

judgment, based on a very

careful study of this subject since the federal control began,

promoted, not
through permanent government control of the railroads but
through the return of the railroads to private management.
It is also highly desiralile to have a permanent solution at
is

that the

liest

interests of the countrj- will be

the earliest possible time, so that this return may take place
without unreasonable delay, but so that it will not be necessary to take place until a permanent solution shall have been
adopted. I think at times the disposition to want a very early
return to private management has ob.scured the appreciation of the necessity for thoroughgoing legislative reform before that return takes place.

Viewing railroad regulation from the standpoint of the private management and the public standpoint, I have under-

Convention

taken to
manifest

make

which seemed to
we have had in
the i)ast.
I think there is general agreement that the regulation was not satisfactory.
It seemed to me as the years went
liy the regulation was increasingly unsatisfactory from the
|)ublic standpoint, and that from time to time there was incieasing unrest with the conclusions which were reached by
a diagnosis of the trouble

itself in the s(jrt of

regulation which

the regulating ixxlies.

I^ndoubtedly the regulation was unsatisfactory from the
standpoint of the capital invested in the railroads because the
difliculty in attracting capital into the railroad business had
i)ecome increasingly apparent. The condition had arisen for
several years where it was almost impossilflc to .sell railroad
stocks, and the new money needed by the railroad had to be
raised almost wholly by the creation of additional debt, so
that the proportion of debt to total capitalization was rapidly
increasing and the credit of the railroads was correspondingly
diminished.
Now based on my observation of this matter,
first from the private management standpoint; secondly, from
the public standpoint, I want to put before you my conception of the fundamental difficulties of the old form of regulations, because I think a clear appreciation of these difficulties
will l)e the first step in arriving at a satisfactory remedy.
I would put first among the difficulties of the old form of
regulations the fact that there was an entire absence of
standards by which the regulation could be governed. There
was a general concurrence of views that the railroads ought
to have a fair return on the fair value of their property and
no more, l>ut nobody knew what the fair return ought to be;
nobody knew what the fair value of the property ought to be,
so it was unending debate all the time. We had a condition
which in my opinion made successful regulation under the old
conditions utterly impossible, and that is what I wish to mention as the second point in my catalog of fundamental diffiThat second point
culties with the old form of regulations.
is the wide disparity between the weak roads and the strong
roads.

We had about 180 railroad companies in this country with
revenue of a million dollars or more every year, and we had
several hundred companies with operating revenues of less
than a million dollars per year. That great number of companies presented every possible variation from a degree of
exceptional prosperity to the degree of exceptional adversity,
and )'et ever}' one of these railroads represented a necessary
instrument of public service. Broadly speaking, the rates had
to lie the same for the weak roads as the strong; to a very
large extent the scale of wages had to be the same regardless
of the strength of the particular railroad because the cost of
was practically the same for the weak and the
So we had a condition that whatever might be done
through fixing the rates or through establishing a wage scale,
the result was that some railroads would prosper while other
railroads could not prosper at all, so that however any question of broad railroad importance was disposed the result led
to discontent on the part of the public and to discontent on
the supplies
strong.

the part of the owners of the railroads.

There was another feature of regulation in the past which
militated against a successful result: there was no point of
contact in any effective sense between the government and

The government was permitting the railroads
important public franchises, and the government
was insisting very properly on the most thorough and farthe railroads.
to exercise
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reaching regulation of what the railroads did, both as to the
rates they cliarged and the service they rendered, and yet
there was never any ade((uate provision for participtation by
the government in what the railroads did, and the regulating
body tiiat represented the government was absolutely separate in its method of jjrocedure and in the conduct of its
business from the private management which represented the
owners of the capital invested in the railroads. The railroad
therefore, w-as conducted by two factors, each of
importance, and yet those two factors were entirely aloof
Each operated without adequate underfrom each other.
standing of the point of view of the other; neither was in
position to explain in a timely way its ideas to the other.
That absence of any connecting link, the inability to have a
common understanding of the necessity of the situation, was
another reason why the regulation did not tranquilize the situation, but generally any definite step that was taken was
simply the starting point for new agitation and new discon-

business,

vital

tent.

Another point which was of very great importance was the
which was entertained by a very substantial part of the public and which was almost unanimously
entertained by labor, that the railroads, or some of them,
were heavily over-capitalized. Any argument that was made
on behalf of the owners of the railroads against the institution of any given level of rates, or in opposition to any proposed increase in the level of expenses was disregarded by a
considerable part of the public and by labor almost altopersistent suspicion

gether because of this persistent belief that the railroads
were over-capitalized.
Then again, and connected with that thought of over-capitalization, the public very generally believed that since the

railroad lousiness

was

a public business

and could be con-

ducted only by the exercise of important public franchises
and since in its nature it was practically a monopoly, no matter how much competition in service there might be, it was of
great importance that the public and labor should not be exploited for the benefit of the private capital. Plausible cause
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say

that

I

self

alone.

I

want

to emjjhasize that I

am

speaking for my-

This would be the solution which I personally believe
ought to be adopted. I think there ought to be a compulsory
consolichition of the railroads of this country into a few large
competitive systems.
I believe the American public wants
competition in service, and I think that can be accomplished
through the creation of a few large systems, say anywhere
from 12 to 20. I believe in each of the three great sections
of the country
the West, the East and the South
a few
large railroad companies can be constituted each of which
will be a strong system, and the several companies in each of

—

—

these regions will give effective competition in service at practically every

Each of

important point which

now

enjoys competition.

made to combine the
way as to present a fair
that way we will get en-

these railroad systems can be

strong roads and the

weak in such a
average in the general situation. In
tirely away from the insuperable difficulty in the past of trying to apply a single standard to railroads so different in their
earning capacity that it was impossible for the same standard
to

work

for

all.

Since these railroad companies, reconstituted in this way,

would have an official capitalization, that official capitalization would put an end for all times to come to this prevailing
and persistent suspicion as to overcapitalization.
Having those railroad companies constituted in that way,
with an official capitalization, I think the government
ought to be business-like enough to save its own money and
the money of the public by guaranteeing a moderate return on
that capitalization, instead of by adopting a plan of giving an
assurance which amounts to a sort of a moral guarantee,
but yet is so uncertain as not to accomplish the result intended, either in attracting the new capital necessary, or in
assuring an adequate public service.
The government is

morally bound, and as a practical matter it is bound, to keep
the railroads in condition to render the public service, and if
it cannot accomplish that in one way, it will have to accomplish

it

in another.

might be made for increase of the rates, and yet there was the
fear that if the increased rates produced more than was absolutely necessary, or if conditions became more prosperous,
so that there would be additional profit, that profit would
inure wholly to the benefit of the private capital. There was
no way in which the public could participate in it, and this

you stopped there, you would wipe out the private initiative, which I think is of the utmost importance in order to
get satisfactory public service, and in order to get a maximum of efficiency and economy, I would preserve that private
initiative by giving private management a fair participation
in the profits that might be earned in excess of this moderate

fear of the public being exploited for the benefit of private

guaranteed return.

capital

was always tending

to prevent a confidential

and

lib-

eral treatment of the railroad question.
I

would

list

those five propositions as the five fundamental
first, the absence of standards;

evils of the railroad situation:

second, the wide disparity between the weak and the strong
roads; third, the absence of any point of contact between the
fourth,
regulating body
and the private management;
the

suspicion as to over-capitalization; and fifth, the fear
would be exploited for the benefit of the pri-

that the pul)lic

vate capital.

have mentioned were obvious before
the war.
They are very much more serious, and much more
obvious now. The railroad situation in the future is going
to be far more difficult than it was in the past. The disparity
between the weak and the strong roads is going to be more
pronounced; there are going to be fewer roads which can
survive on the basis of their individual earnings.
So whatever may have been the necessity for a radical and effective
solution of these difficulties in the past, that necessity is multiplied many times by the new conditions which will confront the railroads of this country, and which have been the
outgrowth of this war.
Simply as an illustration further to emphasize the point I
have made, and to serve as a basis for discussion, I want to
put before you my personal view as to a solution, and in all

Those

difficulties

I

If

would

In that

way

the railroad

management

enough to stimulate private initiative just as effectively as it would be stimulated under any other system
and at the same time the fact that there was a division of the
profits, and perhaps, a rapidly ascending proportion of
profits going to the government, or to the government and
labor, would prevent the public and prevent labor from this
suspicion and fear that it has always had that it would be
seriously and detrimentally exploited for the benefit of private
get

capital.
I believe that would result in removing the disposition
toward illiberal treatment because I think that disposition
has grown largely out of the fear, first of overcapitalization,
and second, that there would be an unfortunate exploitation
of the public for private benefit, if the rates were increased
in a liberal manner, and I think this participation in the
profits, along with the official classification, would guarantee
that moderate return, and would get rid of all diose diffi-

culties.
I would go further than that.
I would have the government represented on the boards of directors and I would have
some of the government directors made members of the government regulating body, and in that way we would establish
the necessary point of contact so that the private management
in conducting this pul)lic Ijusiness would do so with the advice and counsel of the representatives of the pulilic, and so
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that

rcmilaling

till'

suhjict,

l>iHi\

would do so

by niemhirs of

its

,

in

own

wliiii

it

iiiul(rt(H)k to

tin-

light of the

i)o<ly

who were

dral witli this

knowledge aa|uired

in daily contact

with

the luanageniont of the business.

Senator Cummins' Plans
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fcir.
that the si-vc-ral Man--, shall retain iIk power of
taxation
and police riKulation of ilic properties of said railroads.
That the Interstate Commerce Commission be authorized
to pass upon the public necessity for expenditures
of capital (in
excess of a stipulated amount) by carriers engaged in interstate
commerce, and lo delcrniine the aniouiil and to regulate the
.•^

ctlu

Si-nator

after .stating the supposition that Presiwill retain tiie possession and continue in the

C'iimiiiiii.>;,

dent Wilson
operation of

tiie railroads until Congress has had a fair opportunity to enact a permanent polity for their rceulation

and control and that Congress will proceed with

task and
bring it to a conclusion within the next 12 months, concurred
in the belief of the Director General that there must be a
series of consolidations which w'ill merge tlie weak roads with
the strong ones to the end that the resulting s3Stems may do
business upon substantially even terms.
Under this plan
Senator Cummins would have the railways consolidated into
18 or 20 systems under the initiative and direction of the
government.
tlie

However, these systems would not be regional systems; on
tlie contrar}-, they would preserve competition in every part
of the country and in practically every community. The second principle of the solution presented by Senator Cummins
is that the government guarantee in some form a return
upon
the capital invested in railroads.
In backing up these two
principles of his plan, Senator Cummins cited the disparity
in the net operating income of railroads operating in practically the same districts and the amount of return on
the
railway bonds of the countn,-.
The third phase involved in
his solution advocated the operation of the railroads by pri-

vate corporations rather than by the government.
All three
of these principles are the same as underly Director General

Hines' proposed solution outlined above and the making of
was indicated in the closing statements
of Senator Cummins when he said that he planned to introthis solution a reality

duce a measure embodying these principles for the solution
of the railroad problem in the early days of the coming
Congress.

The address of Samuel Rea, president of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company, is published elsewhere in this issue.

r conditions of the issuance of securities
to obtain the funds
re(niired to cover authorized capital expenditures.
That a railroad applying to the Interstate Commerce Commission for auihoriiy to make capital exijcnditures, or to issue securities, shall

required to file with the proper authorities of the slates in
nhich the railroad is located copies of the original petition; and
ili;it
the Federal Commission be required lo notify the said authorities of the hearings upon the petition in order that they
in;iy advise the Federal Commission as to actions they favor.
lie

6.
That the Interstate Commerce Commission be given authority by statute to regulate intra-state rates, when those rates
afTect interstate commerce.
7.

rales

The enactment

be such as will yield the railroad companies, in each of
sections as shall be designated by the Commission,
aggregate revenues which will provide (after provision has been
made for renewals and depreciation) a net return upon a fair
vahie (determined by public authority) of the property devoted
to 'he public use.
This net return should be suflficient in amount
to enable the carriers to furnish the public with adequate facilities and efficient and economical services.
8.
The enactment of a statutory rule of profit-sharing, whereby ihe railroad systems, having a net corporate income in excess
of an equitable minimum return upon a fair value (determined
by public authority) of their property devoted to the public service, shall be required to turn over a stipulated share of their
excess profits to a fund to be employed, as Congress may direct,
to strengthen the credit of the railroads as a whole and to enable
them to serve the public with greater efficiency.
9.
That a Federal Transportation Board be created, whose
general duty it shall be to promote the development of a nalional system of rail,, water and highway transportation, and thus
to make possible the articulation and economical use of all the
facilities, including tracks, terminals and transfer facilities,
cif
steam and electric roads, waterways, and hard-surface
shall

•=uch

traffic

highways.

Not only were
interested

Railroad Section Meeting
At the group meeting devoted to railroad transportation
presided over by George A. Post, chairman of the
railroad
committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States
there were presented the recommendations of
that committee
\yliich were promulgated after four
conferences with execu
tives, financiers, legislators

and labor leaders of the countryThese recommendations will be presented to the
various
Chambers of Commerce throughout the United States
for a
referendum vote. These recommendations as
presented were
as

follows:

.\dherence to the policy of corporate ownership
tion of the railroads, under a comprehensive
1.

ment

and operasystem of govern-

regulation.

The

return of the railroads to their owners
as soon as
remedial legislation can be enacted, and that no
extension of
the period of government operation should
be made until Congress shall have found it impossible to enact
the required legislation within the period possible under the
Railroad Control Act.
3.
That while adhering to the principle of railroad competition in service, the railroads be allowed, in
the public interest,
when so declared, and as approved by public authority, to consolidate to such extent and in such manner as may
be necessary
to enable the existing railroads to unite in
a limited number of
strong competing systems, so located that each of the principal
traffic centers of the country shall, if possible,
be served by more
than one system.
2.

4.

shall

That railroad companies engaging
be required to change from state

in

interstate

commerce

to federal corporations,

with suitable provisions in the Act of Congress providing there-

of a statutory rule providing that railroad

and fares fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission

in

these recommendations presented to those
transportation present at the group

railroad

meeting but the committee's reason for arriving at each conGeorge A. Post, the chairman
clusion was also presented.
of the committee, in addressing the group, said in part:
The query for discussion in this section today is: What
Shall Be Done With the Railroads? There are several things
of importance to be considered in giving the answer, but it
appears that two things ought to be done, which take pre
"'"^
J*"-" -•-'—
""
-"*•— the
-''"-" in any general' statement,
"
viz.
return
railroads
cedence
to their owners just as soon as the necessary remedial legislation can be enacted by Congress, as preliminary thereto, and
in doing so provide them with adequate revenue without
which performance our country's commerce and industry
'

"
:

must languish.
Before taking up for consideration the financial policy that

must be adopted before the railroads may safely be returned
to their owners, it may be of interest at this point to make a
survey of some other phases of the plan for necessary
remedial legislation which will demand the attention of Congress, and which will be useful to it as indicative of public
opinion as it seems to have already taken form.
Federal regulation of all issues of securities of corporations

engaged in Interstate Commerce is now believed, with pracunanimity, to be necessary for the protection of the public, and legislation to accomplish this is desired.
The joint use of terminals and pooling of equipment in
tical

movement of

freight and passengers is now
which needs only appropriate
legislation to effectuate.
This vie\\'point has obtained, growing out of methods devised under federal control, and is a
facilitating the

accepted

as

a public policy

May

9,
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feature of federal administration which cannot be too highly
it yet needs to be greatly expanded in the public

commended,
interest.

of public opinion in the
direction of providing for the consolidation of railroads into
a limited number of strong competing systems, such consolidation to be permitted, advised, or even required by fed-

There seems

eral authority,

to be a

when

it

marked trend

is

deemed

in the public interest to

do
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efforts as these in the direction of equalization

sonable adequate service,
of Congress to declare a
sufficient for operation
recognized, result in an

the state commission shall no longer attempt, in
the interest of their particular state, to interfere with rates
affecting interstate commerce is a view which I believe to be

facilities

is,

of course,

sufficient for rea-

and development.

Neglect

policy designed to furnish revenue
and credit would, it is generally

experiment foreordained to failure,

which would mean failure of private ownership or private
operation.

so.

That

made

the assumption that revenue will be

Resolutions

No

were adopted on the railroad problem.
This topic will be the subject of a national referendum among
resolutions

the opinion of a very large majority of the people of the
United States. There is yet a desire to retain all the powers
that they have heretofore exercised, and through able advo-

member

cates they entreat the public to trust them with the further
They protest vigorously that they
exercise of this power

Request of the President that he call Congress into immediate
extra session upon his return to solve the problems of the readjustment period. The right of individualistic efifort in business is declared in this connection, together with opposition to
any governmental entrance to industry and commerce.
The extension of the foreign trade of the country is necessary
to supply a market for greater production and banking and insurance interests are urged to accompany the manufacturer
into the new field.
Immediate resumption of all construction, particularly by federal, state and municipal governments in public works is urged.
Immediate return of the telegraph and telephone lines to private operation is demanded, together with legislation that will
permit their merger, if desired.
The immediate consummation of all congressional waterways
projects, already approved, is urged, the construction of terminals
by cities upon waterways advocated and the co-ordination of
waterways with railways suggested as the subject of a special
committee's effort to obtain needed legislation.

ought not be deprived of the power of rate regulation, but it
to be the public opinion now that the Interstate
Commerce Commission must have or should have absolute
sway in the matter of interstate rates. But if there shall be

would seem

a disagreement, the rule of the Interstate Commerce Commission must be absolute.
The development of a national system of transportation is
now conceded to be a crying necessity, necessitating the articulation and economical use of all facilities, including
tracks, terminals and transfer facilities of steam and electric
railways, water ways and hard surface highways, and was
strenuously advocated by Director General McAdoo before
his retirement, and by his successor, Mr. Hines.
There are already over four hundred million dollars worth
of demand obligations of the railroads now outstanding,

which are likely to be increased before the end of the federal
control, which the railroads owe to the government as a consequence of the taking over of the railroads by the government as a war emergency. In common fairness to the railroads, and in order that they may not be rendered impotent

when they

are returned to their owners, the business judg-

ment of the country would surely favor legislative action
whereby such indebtedness by the railroads to the government would be funded by the issue to the government of the
obligation of the debtor company maturing within a period
of years, with interest, say, at five per cent per armum, and
secured in such maimer as may be required by the Secretary
of the Treasury.

Most significant of all is the general recognition, both in
and out of Congress, that the national prosperity requires a
new element of policy in regulation of rates which shall aim
to assure adequacy of railway service and development of
facilities.
Particularly has discussion concentrated upon the
problem of giving sufficient revenue to meet the necessities of
the people served by one road where the increase in rates
would have to be needlessly imposed upon the people served by
a more prosperous competitor taking the same rates. It is now
declared by railway managers and financiers of the first rank
that this part of the problem would be largely solved through
combinations, if sanctioned.
Thus a strong road would be
permitted to take over a weak road and spread its income and
credit over both. This does not mean the elimination of competition within geographical areas.
One of the most unmis-

organizations.

Among

the resolutions passed by the convention and dealing indirectly with the railroad situation are:

Mr.

Plumb Opens

the

Campaign

((»~p^HE ARRIVAL IN WASHINGTON of Mr. Glenn E.
Plumb, author of the Plumb plan for the govemI
ment ownership and operatives' management of
marks the opening of a nation-wide campaign for
the solution of the railroad problem along new and wholly
original lines," according to a notice sent to the press on
May 3 signed "The Plumb Plan, by R. P. Risley, Manager,"
containing an interview with Mr. Plumb, who is attorney for
the four railroad brotherhoods and the ten railroad employees' organizations affiliated with the American FederaThe plan was outlined by Mr. Plumb in
tion of Labor.
his recent testimony before the Senate Committee on InterThe press notice says it is to be incorstate Commerce.
porated in the form of necessary bills for legislative action
which will be introduced at the approaching special session
of Congress, and that copies of the plan will be sent on request and personal interviews will be arranged by special
railroads,

takable of recent tendencies in opinion is away from the
proposal of regional monopoly toward retention of compe-

appointment.
am here to stay until the solution of the existing railroad problem is found in the enactment of legislation as
endorsed by organized labor and civic and public bodies
throughout the nation, with such reasonable modifications in
non-essentials as may be deemed expedient in the preparation
and framing of the proposed bills," Mr. Plumb is quoted as
saying in reply to inquiries on his arrival from Chicago.
"The coming session of Congress will, in my opinion, be

tition.

only a preliminary skirmish

conceded that even after the process of consolidation
has reduced the system to a score or so, there might still re-

ment among the parties in interest that I do not anticipate
any railroad legislation of a definite character at the special

main some strong and some weak

session.

It is

justment

now

evidently accepted

roads,
is

and a further adsome way the

that in

process of adjusting inequality of conditions should include
the use of a part of the surplus income to form a contingent
fund for diffusion wherever most needed. Underlying such

T

—

there

is

such division of senti-

•'The time will be necessarily short, and the session
crowded with urgent measures bearing especially upon appropriations.
fined,

The

big issues will, however, be clearly defight will be on in earnest, accentu-

and next winter the
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hy

utoil

till-

iiiiportunii-

of

a

ii;ilinn,il

i

:iiii|iMi.L;ii

in

tlic

suiniiuT."

"VdU

iwiiirt, then, that the railroad

l*re.>ii(lenlial

by his

pros.'^ a.i;eiit.

iani|)aij:;n

i.^sue?"

iiruMrin will ilrvilop
.\lr,

I'IuiiiIj

\\a> a.skcd

1

think the whole (|uestion should he put U]) S(|uarcly
In this I agree with Major-General I'hom-

to the people.

ton, insjx'ctor general of

England's railways,

interview at Philadelphia,

is

who

in a recent

f|Uoted as saying:

"Put it up to the ixx)ple direct. Whether the government
or private interests run the roads, the people have to ])ay,

them decide. Why not vote on this?"
Steps are now being taken to obtain the sentiment of
ever\ candidate for a political office in this country having
.so let

to deal with the problem, so that he

on this

must declare himself

issue, the press notice states.

"The plan of government ownership which we advocate is
so entirely different from any other proposition of the kind
before the pul)lic that the usual arguments are answered
it," Mr. Plumb continued.
government ownershif) can be debated, as

before they are advanced against

"The

c|uestion of

being debated all over this countn,- almost daily, with
affirmative or negative decisions rendered, and still the essential features of our plan would not be touched upon.
There is a ver}' general misapprehension in the pul:)lic mind
respecting the difference between government ownership and
government administration, to say nothing of the essential
factor of the operatives' and the public participation in
management which we introduce.
It is beginning to be
realized that war-control applied to over-capitalized corporations operated for private profit bears no more relationship to rational railroad functioning than does the moon to
the proverbial green cheese.
"One of the numerous vital defects inherent in each of
the half-a-dozen plans submitted by the railroad interests at
the recent Senate hearing is the inevitable demand for a
rate-increase or its equally inevitable alternative demand for
If these demands are not fully
a government subsidy.
met, any deficiency must be made up by a wage reduction.
These plans, furthermore, provide only for transferring the
persistent drain upon the investing public, which must
advance, as estimated by the late J. J. Hill, a billion of new
funds needed for capital charges yearly, from the investing
public to the taxpayers of the nation. They do not furnish
They do not stabilize rates.
the supply to meet the drain.
They solve nothing. Our plan, on the other hand, meets
every condition essential to sane financing and proper
operation of our entire railroad system, trunk lines, 'weak
sisters,' and short lines all included."
it

and

it

bclirniiiit- to railroad

made

out of federal

a|)j)lii\s

is

ulicrc |)a\nicnt

|ji()|)iiiy

funds.

The

rate

is

on work done since December M,
less, or which is completed

interest is to be charged.
issued containing further details.

Kni/)Ioyccs'

gicmal

A

I'assrs

director,

circular

for Co)ivetiliotis.—.\.
Eastern region, by circular

II.

i.s

6 per (cnt,
1917.
On

a job (osting $1,000 or

month, no

"Inevitably, " he rejilii'd.
"I do not .>iee luiw tliat can he
avoided.
The railroads have always l)een in politics, and it
re(|uin^s polities to take them out.
is a jiolitieal probIt
lem jnire and simple, demanding a politieal .solution.
Personally,

and

tionto be

into a
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i-

in

to

Smith,

one
be
rc-

2100-.<7.A716
advises federal managers that employees regularly elected as
delegates to conventions of their brotherhcK)ds are to \>e
granted free transportation both ways; and ordinarily these
l)a.sses will be issued at Washington.
Trip jjasses for side
trips should Ijc rccjuested and -ecured through the- usual
channels.

—

Quaraniine Against Barberry I'lnnts. The regional diby circular 600-16.^A717 gives notice
of a quarantine, issued by the Agricultural Department,
against the shipment of barberry and certain other plants
into the .states of Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois. Indiana, Ohio,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Montana, Wisconsin, Michigan, Wyoming and Colorado, because of the
capacity of these plants for harboring the black stem ru.st,
dangerous to wheat.
Terminal Managers.
C. H. Markham, regional director,
Allegheny Region, announces that the offices of the terminal
managers at Philadelphia and at Baltimore, were discontinued on April 30.
Cartage and Lighterage Surety Bond.
Order 198 of the
Southwestern
regional
director
similar
Circular
to
600-68A699 of the Eastern regional director {Railway Age,
May 2, page 1101).
Oiling Track Joints.
Circular 206 of the Southwestern
rector, Ea.stern region,

—

—

—

regional director states that a recent canvass in the Southwestern region discloses the fact that most of the larger roads

apply crude petroleum or other cheap grades of oil to rail
sy)lices and bolts not only when first put in service, but also
to those already in place.
These are first, however, cleaned
of rust and dirt.
In view of the savings effected by this
it be made unishould be applied at least

practice the regional director suggests that

form on

all

railroads.

The

oil

twice a year.

—

Repair of Short Line Cars.- Order 197 cancelmg order
192 of the Southwestern regional director similar to Circular
500-1 4-5 A699 of the Eastern regional director (Railway
Age, April 18, page 984).

—

Posters for Eptployment of Returned Soldiers.
Suppleto Circular 39 of the Northwestern regional director

ment 4

authorizes the placing in railroad stations of posters dealing
with employment of returned soldiers and sailors.
This

may be made effective upon application of the
agents of the United States Employment Service or
the Bureau for Returning Soldiers and Sailors.
The Southwestern regional director in Supplement 4 to Circular 112
issues similar instructions.
arrangement

local

—

Orders of Regional Directors

—

Circular 208 of the Southwestern
Industrial Sidings.
regional director suggests that, in order to expedite consideration of industrial sidings and in order to encourage new

DUE FROM U. S. The regional director,
Eastern region, by circular 600-2-5-3A713, reminds
federal managers that demurrage bills accruing on
government freight must be collected strictly in accordance
^vith the tariffs.
A large amount of bills against the War

give full information concerning the amount of money involved, how long it will take to lay the track and how soon

Department remain uncollected, due in large measure to the
difficulty in arranging for payment of the bills at points
where the military officer responsible for tlie charge has to

em

DEMURRAGE

certify to the accuracy of the

amount.

will have to be submitted in a special

War

Evidently the

communication

Department.
Interest on New Work During Construction.

—

bills

to the

The Eastern regional director, by circular 2700A714, prescribes regulations for calculating interest during construction on addi-

Ijusiness these projects be

handled by wire.

Messages should

the industr>', will furnish the expected revenue.

—

The regional director. EastU. S. Employment Offices.
region, by circular 1500-80A719, asks federal managers
to see that every useful advantage is taken of the United
Complaint has been made that
States Employment service.

Federal
the railroads do not make full use of this service.
managers must, of course, exercise their own judgment in
the selection of men, but they are requested to make use
of the government employment offices so far as it is possible
without harm to their

own programs.

Rctiiir

Sh.jt

I"""

u<
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Repair Shop Train Used on Narrow Gage in Flanders
Portable Machine Shop Equipped

With

Electric

Motor Driven

Tools and Gasoline Generator Sets

By

F. C.

UNUSUAL FEATURES
ONEwarOF THE was
system
zone

railway.

of transportation in the
of a narrow gage military

the

The

16

cm.

(1

ft.

11^

in.)

gage roads

operated by the British in Flanders had some interesting
equipment, of which none was more novel than the mobile
workshop repair trains constructed by the Gloucester Railway
Car & Wagon Company, Gloucester, England. Six of these

were built to the requirements of the Director General of Light Railways and Roads
trains, each consisting of six cars,

Coleman
gasoline driven electric generator sets each with 15 to 20 hp.
engines and 10 kw. generators.
These sets weigh approximately three tons each. The gasoline is carried in tanks at
each end of the car and water tanks are placed below the
under frame, while the muffler is located on the roof. In
the center of the car there is an air compressor driven by a
10 hp. motor and connected to an air reservoir slung from the
roof.
The total weight of this car is approximately 8J^ tons.
The machine shop car is furnished with a duplex wheel

Machine Shop Car Showing Motor Mounted on Hinged Side Panel
branch of the War Office and the Railway Material branch
of the Ministry of Munitions for use on the lines serving the
standard gage railway system. The train comprises a generating car, two machine shop cars, a tool car, a supply car
and an officers' car. The over-all dimensions of each unit
length over body 17 ft. 8^/2
are the same, being as follows:
in., width over body 5 ft. 4^4 in. and height from top of
rail to top of body 9 ft. 1 in.
The generating cars are fitted with two direct connected
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hack saw, and
The first two machines are
machine.
connected to overhead shafting which is driven by a 3 hp.
motor, while the other two are driven direct, each having a
Electric lights are placed over
2 hp. pipe ventilated motor.
The electrical connection between the cars
each machine.
is made by means of insulated cables which are plugged
The total weight
into special fittings on the end of the car.
The second machine shop car conof this car is 5 tons.
emery grinder,
a

vertical

a 30-in. grindstone, a rapid

drilling

:

1

1

J(
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tains OIK"

.S

motor and

a

in.
(>

.sliapcr
latin-

in.

a counter.-^haft attadud
the bottom portion of

small drillini; machine
driven i)y a 2 li|). motor.

5%

drivi'ii

l>\

a

with a Jl

1

lij).

]/•

in.

<liu(

variable

k driven

.spit'd

to the nx)f by a 2 hp. motor on
the fallinj; side.
There is also a
in this car lUlcd with a dmrk and
Tlie weight of this veiiiile is about

tool ear

litters'

tons, respectively.

The

officers'

offices.

car

The

is divided l)y means of a partition into
smaller of these, for the accommodation

of the deputy assistant director of light railways,

^

Reorganized,

Now

Section

6,

A. R. A.

K.XECUIIVE coMMiriEE of the Ameri( an Railroad
A.ssociation has created an additional .section, to be

TiiK

known

as Section VI, to consider and report ujjon all
affecting the purciiasing, .selling, .storing and distriiaition of materials and supplies, and kindred subjects;

<|iiestions

has two

benchos with four vi.ses and
The sui)j)ly
is equipped witli sliclves for holding tools, etc.
car is jiroviiled with two swivel jib cranes, one on either
side.
Tiiree rows of slielvcs arc provided for storing material and there are also large bins below the shelves.
The
cranes swing out l)eyond the side of the car and the shelves
are so arranged that they clear the crane when swung in
and not in use. The floor space in this car may be used
for portable articles such as forges, jacks, drills, etc.
The
weights of the tool van and store car arc about 3-)4 and ^y^

two

Railway Storekeepers' Association

tlirouKli

tons.

The
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is

4

ft.

6

and the

include the former activities of the RailAssociation.
In this section the representatives of the railroads will Ije officers of the purchasing and
.section will

way Storekeepers'

stores department.

E. Fairbanks, general secretary of the a.ssociation, in
1949, has is.sucd a tentative code of rules of
order for the section, as approved by the executive committee.
J.

circular No.

These

rules, in principle and very largely in detail, are like
which have been adopted for the other sections of the
as.sociation.
(Railway Age, January 17, 1919, page 194;
March 7, 1919, page 535.) The membership is divided into
three classes, representative, affiliated and life.
The life
membership is for railroad officers and others 'Svhose work
tiiose

-^-iv

HI}'

iv»i<.7

'

I

1

*13-1

OfoeraAfr

4lr Cofnprtssor

Oen

e r

VtrticalOrill

a ting Car

Machine Shop
"
Car

No.

VI

.rg:

::

Vif\Machine /""''
Shop

^Mni \Jk/

Vtrficol Drill

'""'

Car IVo. ?
CCTr'//o.
ti....M>"
ti.
Jt>

I.

'-'"'

Supply Car

Officers Car

Plan of Shop Train for British Military Railways
4 ft. 11 in. and is heated jjy an electric radiator.
general office measures 1 2 ft. 8 in. l^y 4 ft. 11 in. and
has a small coal stove for heating. The car is well equipped
with electric fixtures, both stationary and portable.
From the illustrations it will be noted that the machine
shop cars are provided with hinged side doors, the top half
in.

l)y

The

forming a canopy and the bottom half when lowered making
a platform on which the men have room to work. The plat-

form is supported by chains and wood posts reaching to the
ground. During stormy weather use is made of tarpaulins,
these being fastened to the canopy and thus completely
screening the men from the weather.
The underframes of
the cars are constructed of wood strongly braced by angle
trussing.
The trucks are similarly wooden framed with the

drawbars built

in so that the pull is transmitted through the
trucks instead of through the body of the cars, as is the
usual practice on broad gage roads.

interest have been beneficial to the section."
The pre.-ent
honorary members of the Railway Storekeepers' Association
are to be continued as life members of the section.
The section is to be managed by a general committee of
16 elected members, and, in addition, during the period of
Federal control, of three representatives of the United States
Railroad Administration, to be designated by the director of
the Division of Purchases.
The elected members must be
divided equally between the purchasing departments and the
stores departments; and during the period of Federal control
there must be two from each Federal region, and two from
Canadian railroads. The regular meeting of the section is
to be held in May of each year, and at that meeting officers
are to be elected.
The time and place will be designated by
the general committee three months in advance.
The first general committee, which has been appointed by

and

the executive committee, will organize the section and will
This committee conserve until a regular election is held.
sists of
S.
J.

.

^^^^^^^B^kJKs^ SB^i^BsMHKt

^^H^^^^p^

Homeward Bound.

<

-i^^y^^HMjB^^B
,

jvJt^M

Transferring Wounded Yankees from a
Hospital Train to an Ambulance Bound for the
Docks at St. Nazaire

the following

Burr (Chairnijn). Superintendent of Stores, Erie Railroad.
Roth, Manager, Stores Section, Division of Purchases, United States

Railroad Administration.
Porcher, Assistant Director, Divisicn of Purchases, U. S. R. A.
G. Yeonians, Assistant Director, Division of Purchases, U. S. R. A.
W. Munsler, Purchasing .\gent. Bo-ton & Maine.
G. Phelps. Purchasing Ag.'nt, Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh.
W. Thornley, Supervisor of Stores, -Allegheny Region, U. S. R. A.
T. Jellison, Purchasing Agent, Chesapeake & Ohio.
F. Murphy, General Storekeeper, New York Central (West).
C. Pcarce, General Purchasing Agent, Seaboard Air Line.
H. Laughton, Staff Officer, Materi.-ils & Supplies, Southern.
E. Scott, Purchasing .\gent, Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
A. Hopkins, Supervisor of Stores, Southwestern Region, U. S. R. A.
D. Reed, Purchasing Agent, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
E. Ray, General Storekeeper. Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.
A. Bushnell, Purchasing .Agent. Great Northern.
E. Mahaiiey, Sujicrvisor of Stores, Xnrtlnvestern Region. U. S. R. A.
N. Bender, General Purchasing Agent. Canadian Pacific.
Grand Trunk.
J. McVeigh, Ciencral Storekeeper,

The car shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in Chicago, formerly known as the Empire Car Shops, were destroyed by fire on April 21. The fire was caused by crossed
A planing inill, blackelectric wires in the blacksmith shop.
smith shop and machine shop, including machinery, were
totally destroyed; estimated loss $65,000.

Rate-Making Powers

of the Director General

Right of the Federal Government to Prescribe State Rates

Argued by the Supreme Court
RATE-MAKiNC.
THEcompared
with

POA\ERS of the itatc authorities were
the "bleaching bones of the Hinden-

burg line" by John Barton Payne, general counsel
argument before the
United States Supreme Court on Monday in the test case
appealed from the Supreme Court of North Dakota involving

for the Railroad Administration, in the

power of the director general of railroads
acting for the President to prescribe rates for services wholly
within a state.
The case arose on a writ of error to review

for

the question of the

a judgment of the North Dakota supreme court directing
the issuance of a peremptory writ of

mandamus commanding

Northern Pacific Railway Company and Walker D.
Hines, as director general of railroads, to desist from collecting for service wholly within the state any rates, fares or
charges other than those on file in the office of the State
Board of Railroad Commissioners. The rates involved are
those put in effect by General Order No. 28 issued by
Director General McAdoo on May 25, 1918, which were
not filed with the North Dakota railroad commission except
for purposes of information, and the laws of that state
regulating the procedure to be followed by the common carriers in increasing rates, fares and charges were not absorbed.
Arguments for the Railroad Administration were made by
Judge Payne and Charles Donnelly, assistant general counsel, and for the state by Frank E. Packard and W. V. Tanner.
A brief was also filed on behalf of the National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners as amicus
the

curiae.

The brief of the Railroad Administration states that the
court erred in holding that section 10 of the federal control
act of March 21, 1918, does not confer on the President
authority to initiate intrastate rates superseding pre-existing
rates prescribed

by state

time of war" over systems of transportation by the act of
August 29, 1916, that he was authorized to utilize them for
the transportation of troops, war material, etc., "to the exclusion, as far as may be necessar)% of all other traffic thereon."
Possessing authority to exclude all other traffic, state or
interstate, he could, of course, say what should be charged
it.

covers all rates and fares.
It is not limited to interstate
rates or fares, nor can any reason be suggested why it should

be so limited. Every consideration which could prompt the
President to increase interstate rates must, of course, prompt
him to increase those applying wholly within a state indeed,
discrimination must inevitably result if there were an increase of the one class without a corresponding increase of
the other.
Congress by section 10 did indisputably give him
power to increase interstate rates and deprived the Interstate Commerce Commission of the power to suspend them;
the state does not and cannot deny this.
Yet its argument is
that though the law was, as expressly declared in its last
section, "emergency legislation" enacted by Congress in
time of war, under its war powers, and designed to vest in
the commander in chief authority commensurate with his
duties and responsibilities, it yet left him a helpless petitioner before 48 separate and independent state tribunals for
the permission necessary to make his action effective and
;

lawful.

Moreover, the power thus given to the President by
10 to initiate "rates, fares, charges, classifications,

holding that under

authorit}'; also in

moving

Again, section 10 of the act of March 21, 1918, gives the
President express authority during federal control to initiate
rates and fares by filing them with the Interstate Commerce
Commission; and tliat commission upon complaint is empowered to enter upon a hearing concerning the justness and
reasonableness of "said rates and fares."
This authority

section IS of that act pre-existing intrastate rates remain in

section

effect as

lawful police regulations; also in holding that the
term "police regulations" as used in section 10 embraces

regulations and practices" must be considered in the light
of the purpose for which he was to initiate them, and the

regulation of railroad rates and fares, and that the court
judgment in favor of the plaintiff. The

manner in which the
shown by that section.

erred in entering

argument of the Railroad Administration

is

summed up

in

the following points;
1.

in the

Congress was empowered by the Constitution to vest
President or in the Interstate Commerce Commission

and fares.
August 29, 1916, and March

control over intrastate rates
2.

By

the acts of

21, 1918,

was given control over all traffic, state and
interstate, and was empowered to initiate rates, fares and
charges by filing them with the Interstate Commerce Comthe President

mission.
3.

Section

15

of the act of

limit or qualify the

March

21,

1918, does not

power given by Section 10 to

initiate

rates.
4.
Section 15, as construed by the court below, is repugnant not only to the specific provisions of Section 10, but
It
as well to the whole spirit of the federal control act.
must be construed so as to harmonize with those provisions
and with that spirit.
5.

Any

state

regulation

limiting

the

President's

right

would affect the transportation of
troops, war materials and government supplies.
6.
Any doubt as to the meaning of the law will be reto initiate rates

and

fares

solved in favor of the Executive's practical construction of
Some extracts from the brief are as follows:

it.

So complete was the control given to the President "in

were to be operated, as
that to pay increased expenses, taxes and compensation to the companies
he would probably be obliged to increase rates; and it was
provided that if complaint should be made to the Interstate
Commerce Commission regarding them consideration must
be given to his certificate that he had in fact been obliged
The properties, it was said, were to be operated
to do so.
"as a unit," and "under a unified and co-ordinated national
properties
It

was recognized

How could they be so operated if subject to the
regulation of the various states as to a considerable part of
And how was the President to proceed to get
their traffic?
the needed additional revenue? Was he to make a segregacontrol."

between interstate expenses and returns, and intrastate
expenses and returns, along the lines pursued in the various
Such segregarate cases witli which the court is familiar?
tions, while theoretically possible, are essentially impracticable, and as this court must have come to realize are of
tion

But if we accept the theory that it
value when made.
was the duty of the President to deal with each state as to
the rates within the state, and to deal with the Interstate
Commerce Commission only as to the interstate rates, such
a view must proceed upon the idea that there is a practical
If this is true, it must follow that
basis for segregation.
little

the President ought to

have made a separate study of

all

the intrastate operations so as to decide how the increased
burden should be divided. If the President had undertaken
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to

do

lu"

(duKI

this

Siirt'ly

nu'tliiHl
It

is

WDiild prolmhly luive

il

it

liciii

1''24 or 102.^ licforc

nailu'il a coiulusion.

liavii.s

not

i

ri-tlililc

tliat

('on.nrcs.s

in

imrt a war cw/cri^wHcv, inti-ndrd any

to

said. howi'viT, thai

tlu-

very

jjrovidinj^
siicli

lan,t,'uagc of

a

rrsult.

soction

10

It was novor intiniU-d to ajjply to intrastate rates,
because it autliori/.es tin- (oniniission on complaint to make
only "such lindini;s and orders as arc aiitliorized by the

.shows that

federal act to rejjulale commerce," and

provided

that

in

to

cnfonc

tlu'in

as

utterl\-

misconceives

tiie

scope and |)urpose

of the lanj^uaye in ciue.stion.

Tiiat lanyuajje autiiorizes the

make "such"

findings and orders as the act

Commission
to

regulate

to

commerce authorizes.

tindings chx-s that act authorize?

Mow, what

and

orders

authorizes t'lndings as
to whether rates under attack are unjust or unreasonable;
as to whether they are unduly di.scriminatory or unduly pref-

what

erential; as to
for;

will

l)e

It

proper rates to substitute there-

as to whether practices of the carriers are proper;

as

claimant has suffered damage and is entitled
to re|)aration; and it authorizes orders giving effect to its
as where the order reciuires
findings and in certain cases
proceedings in court to enforce them.
the j)ayment of money
Congress might have enumerated specifically each of the
finding.s and orders described in the act to regulate comto

whether

a

—

—

merce which it was empowering the commission to make;
It was enacting
but it wished to avoid circumlocution.
emergency legislation dealing with temporary conditions,
'i'he machinery already provided l)y the interstate commerce
act was adecjuate to any case involving a complaint as to
rates, and therefore it authorized the commission, in dealing
with any case involving rates, whether state or interstate, to
make findings and orders such as (i. e., of the character of)
those authorized by that act.
Far from telling against the construction for which we
contend, the language here in question tells distinctly in its
favor.
Had section 10 been concerned alone with interstate
rates and fares, there would have been no point in giving
to the commission authority, when such rates were attacked,

and orders as the interstate commerce
The commission had that authority already.
The very puqjose of the language was to give it like authority in cases of a character which it had not previously been

to

make such

findings

act authorized.

authorized to consider.

The

state

contends that in preserving unimpaired

its

"law-

ful police regulations" Congress restricted to interstate commerce the authority given by section 10 to initiate rates; or,

stated differently, that this language in section 15 proves that
section

10 was not intended to have the broad effect

claimed for

it.

The argument

regulation of rates

and

is

now

that laws relating to the

fares are "police regulations,"

that these are not preserved unimpaired

if

and

the President

is

given authority to disregard them.
Taking the term "police power"' in its broad sense, it is
undoubtedly true that laws regulating rates and fares may
properly be referred to that power; but in its broad sense
almost even' legislative enactment might be referred to it.
It is not in this broad sense that the term is commonly
used. In its ordinan,- sense it is taken "to extend to the protection of the lives, health

and property
and the

to the preservation of good order

Moreover,

it

power" of the

is

(ommittee. The Hou.se bill, as thus referred, ])rovided, that
"nothing in this act shall be construed to amend, repeal,
impair, or affect the existing laws ()r powers of the states
in relation to taxation, or the lawful police regulations of
the several states, e.xcept wherein those regulations may affect
the transportation of troops, war materials or government

supjilies, the rcgiilalion of rates, the expenditures of revenues,
the addiliov to or improvement of properties, or the issue of

The conference committee struck out
words, and the remainder was reported with
slight changes as the present section 15, and adojjted with
the rest of the i)ill.
No ex])lanation whatsoever was made
i)y the conferees of their purpose in eliminating these jjhrases.
The hearings before committees, and the observations of
members in the course of the progress of the bill show that
it
was the purpose and aim of those who advocated the
adoi)tion of the provisions of section 10 to ve.st in the President primary control of all rates, state and interstate.
Again, if all state police regulations in the broad sense
were to be observed, it is not alone in the matter of rate
regulations that the President has been at fault.
How^ about
state laws forbidding con.solidation of parallel and competing lines?
These certainly are j)olice regulations in the
l)road sense.
He has disregarded them. Was he bound to
observe them?
He thought he was not, for he was told by
the act that "a unified and co-ordinated national control"
was provided for. Unification and co-ordination and nationalization of the railroads were the primary oljjects sought to
be obtained; and can anything be more absurd than to suppose that Congress meant to undo its own work, and by its
use of the term "police regulations" in section 15 to defeat
the very purpose for which the law was enacted?
That it is opposed to the specific provisions of section 10
is apparent at once.
That section tells the President that
l)y filing them with the Interstate Commerce Commission he
may initiate rates which the commission shall be powerless
to susjjend pending final determination; and this, as we have
seen, within the principles of statutory construction which
this court has laid down, means all rates, state as well as
interstate.
Section 15, on the other hand, as construed by
the court below, directly negatives this and tells him that as
to traffic moving locally within each of the 48 states, he may
not initiate rates in this way, but must observe existing state
regulations.
But the language of section 10 is specific; it
deals directly with the subject in hand, namelv, rates, and
The language
tells the President how he may initiate them.
of section 15, out of which the court below spells a proIt is not an express statehil)ition against this, is general.
ment that he may not initiate those intrastate rates, which
It is a mere general statement that
section 10 says he may.
those exceedingly vague things called "lawful police regulations" are to remain unimpaired.
Even if a state law regulating rates is a "lawful police
regulation" within the meaning of section 15, the President,
stocks

and bonds."

the italicized

act.

This argument
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to be observed that

states that section

15

of the citizen

and

i>ublic morals."

it is not the "police
preserves unimpaired,

but only their "lawful police regulations."
It is said, however, that the history of section 15 in its
passage through both houses proves that Congress intended
by that section to preserve unimpaired the state's power of

This argument rests upon the fact that
rate regulation.
the bills dealing with this subject which passed the Senate and
House, while generally alike, had numerous points of difference in detail, and were therefore referred to a conference

by the very terms of that

section,

was

relieved

from the

observance would affect the
transportation of troops, war materials or government supIs it certain tliat such a law would not have that
plies.
effect; or, to put it on the lowest ground, is it so certain as to
justify a court at this day, when the crisis is past, in undoing
what the President then did? He was in charge of the
He had to operate
transportation systems of the country.
them; and the consideration of the first importance was,
necessity of observing

it

if

its

of course, to utilize them in the movement of troops and
war material. He could not in such an exigency allow their
operation to cease through the disaffection or strikes of emThis court knows judicially that on the very day
ployees.
the director general issued Order No. 28, increasing
railroad rates, he issued as well Order No. 27, increasing
by several hundred millions of dollars annually the wages
The money to meet this added
of railroad employees.

when

I

May

9,
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charge must come from some source; it was proper that it
should come from the shippers and passengers for whom,
for the most part, it was incurred; and it was proper, indeed

was necessary, that in distriljuting the burden interstate
shippers and passengers should not be discriminated against.
Confronted with this situation the President might well
have said: "These state laws which require me, at such a
it

time, to observe all the formalities of a procedure adapted to
times of peace, in order to get that financial assistance which
to be effective must be obtained promptly, are a real hindrance to the effective prosecution of the war, and their
observance would affect the movement of troops and war
And if in the exercise of his executive discrematerials."
tion he took this view, is it the function of a court now to

say that he was wrong?
be remembered that the action complained of was
They were increased by
not that of a railroad corporation.
the President of the United States, in time of war, at a
critical period in the history' of the nation and of the world,
and in the exercise of what he believed to be authority duly
No one questions or would
vested in him by Congress.
dream of questioning his good faith; no one would think of
It is to

suggesting that in what he did he or those through whom
he acted had any ulterior or unworthy ends to serve. He
He imposed upon the comacted with absolute impartiality.
merce of North Dakota no burden not placed equally upon
the commerce of every other part of the nation. His authorNorth Dakota, like
ity to do this was not then challenged.
every other state in the nation, acquiesced in and recognized
it; and from the intrastate rates thus established and assented
to many millions of dollars, as the answer shows have been
collected and disbursed by the United States Government.

We have,

then, the disinterested, practical construction placed

law by those whose duty it was to administer it, and
acquiesced in by the very parties who now challenge it.
Unless that construction was clearly erroneous the courts

upon

a

Authorities in support of this proposition
will sustain it.
might be multiplied indefinitely.
Counsel for the state denied the contention of the Northern
Pacific that because it no longer has possession and control
They
of its property this suit as to it should be dismissed.
contended that the Northern Pacific is a necessary and proper
party defendant, and that it is apparent that Congress inThe state also argued
tended to preserve the right to sue.
that the federal control act did not abrogate the laws of the
state

respecting the establishment

and regulation of

rates,

the duty of the court to adopt the statutory
the Interstate
construction that will reconcile the two statutes
Commerce Commission act and the federal control law. Mr.

and

that

it

is

—

Tanner argued that the states have no arbitrary powers
which would interfere with the President's exercise of his
saying that the decision of the
in the 15 per cent rate
advance case was immediately followed by the states. The
contention was that while the President might initiate rates,
control over the railroads,
Interstate

Commerce Commission

the law contemplated that the Interstate

Commerce Commis-
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the purpose manifested by Congress to exert
exclusion of that of the states.

its

powers

to the

In matters growing out of the war emergency, for which
Congress deemed it necessary to prescrilie regulations, there
can be no question that the national powers arc paramount
and exclusive whether these matters involve interstate commerce or the employment of other agencies for the execution
of constitutional functions; but in so far as these instrumentalities are employed only in the purely local concerns of the

—

state, regulatory

power

is

reserved to the state authority.

We

have shown that the mere fact that a railroad may be
an agency of the Federal Government for military or other
purposes, does not necessarily exempt such railroad from
state authority.
It will hardly be contended that the act of August 29,
1916, operates to abrogate, repeal or suspend the provisions
of law, federal and state, relating to the publication and establishment of rates, except as such laws may be affected by

the utilization of the railroads "to the exclusion as far as

may

be necessary of all other traffic thereon, for the transfer or
transportation of troops, war material and equipment, or for
such other purposes connected with the emergency as may be
needful or desirable."
Is

the power here vested in the President to "initiate"

rates inconsistent with the

laws of the

state relating to the

and establishment of rates? Surely it is not. The
use of the word 'initiate" in defining the power of a public
filing

agency is new, but manifestly it
posing a rate rather than in the
ing the rate.
The explanation
probably found in the fact that
1917 the carriers were required

is used in the sense of prosense of fixing or establishof the use of this word is

under the

act of

August

9,

to first obtain the approval

Interstate Commerce Commission before filing any
increased rate or charge, and to the desire to remove this
restriction during the period of federal control.
Prior to this
statute the carriers themselves, under federal laws and under
the laws in force in most of the states, have always had the

of the

power

to initiate rates.
This power, however, has never been
regarded as inconsistent with the fixing and establishment of
rates by regulative commissions nor with the obligation to
comply with provisions of law respecting the filing and pub-

lication of the rates so initiated.

Nor

an inconsistency created by the provision for the
by the President with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Prior to federal control rates
initiated by the carriers were required to be filed with the
state commissions and the interstate Commerce Commission,
is

filing of the rates initiated

and, as pointed out, since the initiation of the rate is not the
fixing of that rate, there is no inconsistency in permitting a
rate to be initiated by filing it with the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the concurrent requirement of compliance
with state laws upon the subject.
We believe this is the
more apparent when regard is had to the provision forbidding the Interstate Commerce Commission from su.spending
rates initiated by the President pending final determination.
In this provision Congress recognized the existence in the

state

commission of a power to suspend rates initiated by the
President and evidently felt it necessary to deprive the commission of that power during the period of federal control,
showing that Congress did not regard the power to initiate
rates by filing the same with the Interstate Commerce Commission as inconsistent with the power of the commission to
review, regulate and fix the rates so initiated.

powers establishing regulations governing their internal
commerce, and the fact that they are temporarily agents of
the national government to execute national policies in war
The
time does not exempt them from state regulation.
national power exercised for the enactment of national
measures in war time emergencies is paramount, but the
question here is not merely one of the existence of inherent
power, either in the national government or in the states, but

modify to some extent the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission in respect to the rules established for its
guidance in the determination of questions affecting rates.
It must proceed with due consideration to the fact that the
railroads are being operated "under a unified and co-ordinated national control and not in competition."
The absence of an express provision in section 10 saving

should review the interstate rates, and that the state
commissions should review the state rates, and that their
laws regulating the procedure to be followed were not inconsistent with the federal control act.
sion

The
The
state

of

state brief said in part:

fact that the railroads are instrumentalities of inter-

commerce does not preclude the exercise by the

The

provisions of section

10 of the federal control act
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in fK)\vcr of llio states to act tlirouj^li tlic slate

in casrs involving intrastate rates

is

explained

vision of section 15 saving the "police

Having

prescr\'ed

to

the

.state

commissions
\>y

the pro-

power" of the

states.

make

police

their right to

regulations (with certain exceptions), it was wholly unnecessary to expressly save the jurisdiction of the state authorities
as was done in the case of the Interstate Commerce ("ommi.ssion.

Certainly those provisions of the federal control act with
to the exercise b)- the Interstate Commerce Commission of the powers now possessed hy that body, although
modified by the existence of federal control, cannot be held
to be inconsistent to the point of conflict with the existence
of state laws regulating the publication and fixing of "reasonable rates for its exclusively internal traffic."
relation

It will undoubtedly be argued that the government, as
the temporary proprietor of the property, has the right to
initiate and establish rates.
No one disputes the power of

Indeed, the law specifically
the government to initiate rates.
provides the method of procedure with respect to interstate
rates.
The question is as to the power in the matter of
purely intrastate rates.
The government claims that the

war emergency

why

Assume

that

it

law should not have said so.
It was argued by counsel for the Railroad Administration
in the state court that it would be "absurd and contrary to
the general welfare" to permit the government to establish
interstate rates for general commodities between points in
different states and deny the right to fix the rates on the
same commodities between points wholly within a state.
Many will agree that the accident of state lines should have
no controlling effect, but this condition is no more absurd
in time of war than in time of peace, and it is just the
condition that obtains in time of peace under the respective
jurisdictions of the Interstate Commerce Commission and
the authorized state commissions.
of the charges

for

carrying passengers and

freight between the various stations situated along the lines

of the Northern Pacific in the state of North Dakota has
direct effect upon the transportation of troops, war maAs stated before, it must
terials, or government supplies.
be presumed that the established rates are reasonable. Such

no

rates, governing as they do the transportation of property
between individuals, have no more effect upon the conduct
of the war than does any other purely local police regulation.
The President has not been vested with authority to set
aside state laws, whenever he thinks it necessary to do so,
for purposes connected with the war or for purposes connected only with the ordinary administration of railroad
affairs.
The act subordinates state laws to such orders as
the President is validly authorized to make by the act of

and the act of August 29, 1916. Any order
not so authorized would be of no effect.
Under the act cf March 21, 1918, the President is author-

March

it

is

not within the power of the I'nsidcnt to inand effect of these laws.

We

when the federal control ad is viewed
changes made in its text during the time it
was under consideration by Congress, prior to its final passage, there can be but one opinion upon the question of the
purpo.se of that body, that the states should retain their
power to regulate rates applicable to their strictly domestic
commerce.
When a proposed act as introduced in the legislature
establishes one rule (t. e., broadly empowers the President to
fix rates) and during its progress through that body is
changed so that, giving the words used their ordinary definite meaning, the act means something else (i. e., intrastate
rates to be fixed by local authorities), that fact is of the
greatest importance in determining the intention of the legislature.
The act should be examined in the light of the
change; and we submit that when this is done, the conclusion
is
unavoidable that Congress intended, as it said, that
nothing in the act should be construed "to repeal, impair or
*
*
*
affect
the lawful police regulations of the several
believe that

in the light of the

*

states

*

"

*

supreme power
This is no
did.

the

The matter

Congress,

terfere with the force

justified the exercise of the

of the federal government.

reason
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21, 1918,

ized to make only such orders as are necessary or proper to
carry out the objects of federal control, i. e., the use of the
railroads for war and other purposes connected therewith.
No one would contend, for instance, that the President
may make orders with respect to the method of recording
title to the property of the carriers,
matter of establishing liens against their property, the
liability of the carriers for damages in cases of personal in-

documents affecting the

the

jury or loss or destruction of property.
Clearly the state laws upon these subjects are not inconsistent with the act of Congress and cannot be abrogated or
superseded by an order of the President. The laws governing the carriers in these matters have no relation to the conduct of the war. Similarly, if the obligation of the carriers
to transport property at reasonable rates established by state
law is not inconsistent with the provisions of the acts of

The Economic Aspects

of the

Control of North China
By Frank Rhea

THE CONTROL
Far East

of the future supplies of iron

the

bound

is

and

fuel in

not onl}- of great importance to the

industrial development of that entire region, but it is
to have a profound influence on the whole industrial

world on account of the great volume of these resources in
China with her unlimited supply of willing and capable labor.
There are undoubtedly large deposits of very good iron
ores in China.
The proved deposits of iron at the present
time are largely in the provinces of Hupei and Anhui, all
within reasonably short distances of that most unusual water
route, the Yangtse river, the only great river of the world
in the temperate zone navigable for 1,000 miles from its
mouth running from west to east. All other great rivers,
except the Amazon, run from north or south, as for ex-

ample the Mississippi.
"There are no doubt many great deposits of fuel in China,
but few of these have been scientifically proved to date. It
can be stated, however, and supported by good authority,
that probably the greatest coal field in the world outside the

United States

is

central part of

which

the general

field

in

northern China, the

and southwestern Shanof southeastern Shansi and

lies in central

tung, all of northern Honan, all
southern, western and northern Chihli. The known part of
this field starts in northeastern Chihli at the Kaiping Basin,
between Lanchow and Tongshan, and keeps inside the Great
the Hunangho or Yellow river until Chichchow
reached, where it extends south of the Yellow river into
southwestern Shantung the limits of the field extending

Wall and
is

—

Honan and

Kaifeng.
The Kaiping Basin, controlled and operated by the Kaiian
Mining Administration (Sino-British*) with the exception of
the Fushan deposits in South Manchuria controlled and
operated by the South Manchurian Railway (Japanese), is
the only large deposit of coal in China which has been thoroughly and scientifically proved and comprehensively develThe outlet of the Kaiping Basin operations to the
oped.
sea is by the Pekin-Mukden Railway (Sino-British) through
the port of Chinwantao with a rail haul of less than 100
The port of Chinwantao has been developed and is
miles.
largely controlled by the Pekin-Mukden Railway.
south of

'Chinese and British.

May
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9,

The Pekin-Hankow Railway (Sino-Franco-Belgian)

Tientsin-Pukow Line (Sino-British) reaches important deShantung which would also be tapped
by the proposed line (Japanese) from Kiaochao to Hsuchow.
The South Manchuria Railway (Japane.se) taps the small
but ver)- good iron and coal fields at Penchihu in southeastern Manchuria, the important and completely developed and
equipped Fushun coal mines and the indifferent Yentai
coal deposits.
Fuel from these three fields will be used at

for

length either passes through or runs
in close proximity to this great field, and there are now
considerable developments on the northern end of this line.
The Pekin-Suiyuan Railway, usually known as the PekinKalgan (Chinese), by branches near Pekin, reaches deposits

some two-thirds of

posits in southwestern

its

and there are a number of native workings on
Great Wall. The meter gage ChengTai or Shansi Railway (Sino-Franco-Belgian) running from
Chengting on the Pekin-Hankow to Taiyuanfu passes
through one of the richest parts of this field. This is the
of this field,

this line outside the

only line not of 4

ft.

in.

8J4
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new Anshan

the

iron furnaces for smelting the indifferent
The rail haul from the

ore found near the latter place.

Fushun mines
300

gage in this part of China.

— ^r^

Dairen is less than
and iron deposits are on the

to the ice free port of

What

miles.

the coal
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The Railways
The

of
full

The Taokow-Chinghua Railway (Sino-British) from Jaimeson to Taokow and the Pienolo Lines (Sino-Franco-Belgian) between Honan and Hsuchow both pass through
The
extensive and excellent deposits of this great field.
Shantung Railway (now Japanese, formerly German) taps
and coal deposits near Poshan iii northShantung, but the proposed extension of this line from
Tsinanfu to Shunteh, where connections would be made with
the indifferent iron

em
the

Northern China

railways under the control of the Chinese Ministry of Communications are shown by open lines; the concessioned or Japanese railways by bold.

Pekin-Hankow would

give the Shantung Railway access

and an outlet
by way of the port of Tsingtao (Japanese). The

to all this part of these great coal deposits
to the sea

lines

in the region from Jehol to
Tao-nan-fu is not known, or, if knowTi by
anyone, the information was not obtainable by the writer.
The coast of China north of the Yangtse river, including
that of south Manchuria, is singularly devoid of good harbors, particularly ones that can be kept open in the winter.
The really good harbors are the well-known and excellently
equipped ports of Dairen and Tsingtao, both at present under
Japanese administration, and the port of Ching-wangtao,
practically controlled by the Pekin-Mukden Railway (SinoHulutao claimed in connection with Japanese railBritish).

proposed railways (Japanese)

Chao Yang

to
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wav
a

CDtUTSsidiis

is

riMsonuMv yood

iiiolcilily ta|i;il)li-

port, wliitli ciin

of hcint; (Icvclopcd into
In-

kept

ojn'ii

diirinn

llu-

I'ort Artlmr, hKuti'd in \\\v
wititiTs of tlii^ region.
leased U'rritorv of Kwaiitunji (Ja))ancso), whik- valualilc as
Newa naval iiase, is of lilllc value as a commercial ])ort.

lonj;

the

cliaiiji in

factory

at

moulh of tlie
iR-st, and

silt-carryinji
is

llie

tightly

Liao River

closed

Tientsin (Taku)

winters in this locality.

is

unsatis-

durinj; the lonu;
is

for vessels of

any

seaports of North C'liina.

railways controlled hy the Chinese Ministry of
l)y

Com-

map. The
lines.
At pres-

the open lines on the

concessioned railways are shown by the full

ent all the.se concessioned lines are under Japanese control
and operation, except the Chinese Eastern. The lines in

Corea are operated as part of the South Manchuria RailThe black broken lines indicate the concessions
l)y the Japanese to build and operate additional railways in Shantung, Chihli, southern ^Manchuria and Inner
Mongolia, and one of the special claims in this connection is
the ris^lit to develop and operate the port of Hulutao, already
The open broken line indicates the general
mentioned.
route of tlie so-called Kuhn-Loeb concession negotiated by
the late Major \\'illard Straight for a line from Chinchow
on the Pekin-Mukdcn Railway not far from Hulutao to
Angin on the .\mur river, crossing the Chinese Eastern Railway near Tsitsihar.
.\s already stated, the map and this brief description have
been prepared to give the viewpoint of an engineer concerning the vast industrial and economic stakes which are at
issue in the control of the transportation facilities of north
China. These transportation facilities will completely dominate and control one of the world's greatest coal fields, combined with the -great iron resources of China and also what
was particularly impressive to the writer in several months'
travel in this part of China, they will control the world's
present greatest supply of willing, robust and capable labor.
ways.
claimed

American Rails

THE

for

not

a(

<

I'pted ciliicr of tiie

l'",nglisii

lenders

iiavc

The Modification

Birmingham, Eng.

STEEL ii.^NUFACTURERS of the United States are

carrying their competition in foreign trade to the home
of the British supply manufacturer, one mill having
recently taken an order for 1,200 tons of rails for the tramways in Birmingham, England. The placing of the order
excited no small amount of criticism on the part of British

of the

Shipping

Tliis very clearly indi-

cates the stratej^ic value of the control of the four practical ilc

The

rouiil

size,

cai)ahle of satisfactory develoi)ment.

munications are shown

the (ommittcc

work

been completed this summer.
It
(ould not be done during the winter months, and it would,
therefore, have been delayed for a year.
Such a responsibility
the committee, having regard to i)ublic safety, were not preThey wen-, tlu-refore, obliged to acccjit the
l)ared to take.
American tender."
llic

unsatisfactory,

and i.s also closed dur("hof(K) is little more than open roadint; tiie winter season.
stead with i>oor land communications, and Weihaiwei lias
Haiciiow and
almost impossil)le lanil comnuiniiations.
Kwanliokow are hotli un(level<)])ed and neitiier is prol)ahly
|)artiiulariy

"Had
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tile

Day Plan

OF THE CAR SERVICE SECTION deny strenuously

statement

made

in

the

Railway Age

last

week,

which has been made by some shipf)ers and even some
railroad men, that the "shipping day" ]jlan (formerly called
the "sailing day" plan) has been killecl by the modifications
that have been made in it to meet the objections of shippers
and because the war emergency has passed. It is asserted,
on the contrary, that the plan, originally adopted as a war
emergency measure, has now received official sanction and
that the .shippers, through the National Industrial Traffic
League committee, have pledged themselves to sui)port its
principle and to co-operate toward making it a success as a
permanent measure now that concessions have been made to
overcome the points of criticism that made the plan unpopuIt is admitted that without the colar in some quarters.
operation of shipjjers the complete object, which is principal1\- to concentrate l.c.l shipments in through cars over direct
routes, thereby obtaining the advantages of full loading and
avoiding the delays, losses and expense incident to transfer,
cannot be obtained, but they believe that when the shippers
are approached in the right way and their interests are properly protected the necessary measure of co-operation will be
forthcoming.

They

point not only to the assurances of large

numbers of shippers who have come

to appreciate the advantages to themselves, but also to the successful results
which have actually been obtained in the Eastern region,
where, although it would seem that the difficulties were
greater than in other parts of the country, the plan has been

most successfully worked

out.

The

modifications in the plan as agreed to by representatives of the Railroad Administration and the shippers on
April 8, with the concurrence of a committee of state commissioners that had, however, no power to bind the commissions generally, were published in the Railway Age of April
11, page 942, and a later announcement by Director General
Hines was published in the issue of April 25, page
1062.

were received.

The opinions of those who feel that the plan has not been
emasculated are based on the fact that it was agreed that the
shipper shall not be deprived of the right to route his l.c.l.
freight over any line, or of delivering it to the carrier on
any day except holidays and that the schedules of specified
shipping days should be published only after mutual arrangement between representatives of the shipping public
and the carriers. It was agreed that peddler cars should be
operated daily, except where more limited service is agreed
upon, and Mr. Hines' announcement .stated that peddler cars
are to be operated daily on week days except holidays "except where a less frequent service meets the requirements"
and that "the foregoing shall not be construed as requiring

deliver}-,

the establishment of additional train service."

inteiests,

ment as
"The

with the result that the purchasers issued a statefollows:
recent

announcement that the Birmingham Corpora-

tion

Tramways Committee had

rails

from an American firm has given

accepted a tender for steel
rise to considerable
It now appears that the facts are as follows:
discussion.
During the war the tramway tracks had become so defective
that it was necessary to reconstruct several routes at the
The committee, accordingly, invited
earliest possible moment.
tenders for the supply of 1,200 tons of rails. Three replies

One, from an American firm, offered full
April-May shipment, and quoted the lowest price of
the three. A second, from an English firm, could only offer
delivery of about 50 tons a week, commencing in three or
four weeks. The firm stated, moreover, that they could not
agree to a penalty clause, in view of labor conditions and of
The third offer
the'r difficulty in obtaining raw materials.
was also from an English firm, who quoted a still higher price,
and could not deliver under 20 weeks.

It is admitted that if the shippers should withhold their
co-operation by refusing to assent to a less frequent service
or to route their shipments via the scheduled through car
routes, little could be accomplished, but confidence is felt
that by eliminating from the shipping day plan some of the

more or

it that were sometimes
manifest opportunities for im-

less arbitrary applications of

made during

the war,

the

May

9.
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proved service in the handling of l.c.l. merchandise by concentrating it in through cars will operate to commend the
It is also felt that many of the evils charged against
plan.
the plan arise not so much from the operation of the "staggered service" or "skip-stop" features of the plan itself as
from the deficiencies of the l.c.l. service during war time and
during the period of labor shortage.
Much animosity was
also aroused by the occasional arbitrary disregard of the
shipper's legal right to send his freight to the freight house
on any day, but where tact and care in meeting the shippers'
requirements have been used in working out the schedules
the reports indicate that the plan has been remarkably sucFor example in the Eastern region 3.\000 tons of
cessful.
l.c.l. freight per week have been forwarded direct to destination which formerly would have had to be transferred from
one to three times en route. There are something like 1,000
l.c.l. transfer [joints in the countr\', all of which present opportunities for freight to be delayed, go astray or be damaged
in handling, and before the shipping day plan was adopted
many of these points had become badly congested. At

What
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W'averl)- transfer on the Pennsylvania near New York at
one time 250 cars were held up for handling, whereas since
the adoption of the plan the business at this point has been
handled currently. At West Albany, N. Y., the number of
shipments transferred has been reduced from 1,500 to 250
a day.
Tlie New York, New Haven & Hartford has Jjeen
afjle to operate practically all of its local freight trains on
a basis of service at each station every other day, with a
weekly saving of about 15,000 train miles.
By way of illustration, the shipping day plan is compared
with the skip-stop service plan adopted for the street car
system in Washington and other cities in order to improve
the running time during a period of congestion.
While occasionally a would-be passenger is seen frantically gesticulating at a car that does not stop and "cussing" the motorman or the company because he feels his rights were infringed when he was asked to go to the comers where the
>'ellow signs are, the man who is already on the car appreciates the fact that he will get down-town sooner than if the
car stopped at eveiy crossing.

Railroad Plan Should the Country Adopt?
Private Operation and Constructive Regulation Without

Guarantees of Fixed Net Return Favored

By Samuel Rea
President of the Pennsylvania Railroad

WHAT
must

IS

We

THE SO-CALLED "RAILROAD PROBLEM"?

be assured as to this before attempting to prescribe the remedy.
It is now admitted by the vast
majority of our thinking people that government ownership
and operation of the railroads are undesirable, and that individual enterprise has given, and will give, the public the best

and cheapest service. It is also admitted that it is in the
public interest that the capital required for enlargement of
transportation facilities should be voluntarily furnished by
private investors under the attraction of a satisfactory rate
of return and degree of safety.
It is admitted that there must be responsible and reasongovernmental regulation over rate structures, over capital
and over wages.
It is admitted that railroads, subject to public regulation
as to charges and service, are not naturally sul)ject to the
al)le

issues,

and federal "anti-trust" laws, and that in order to get
use out of facilities and avoid waste in service, they
should be encouraged to consolidate and co-operate up to a
certain point, and beyond that point they should be encourstate

Company

condition sound?
The public can answer these questions.
All the economies and the benefits of better equipment,
heavier train loads, larger yards, stations, shops, etc.,

have been aljsorbed, and the return upon the property investment has, with few exceptions, been kept close to, and often
below, the starvation line. The proportion of stock which the
public would buy has been a minimum. The railroads have
maintained and improved operating efficiency, but have been
forced to restrict broad developments such as new mileage
and electrification, and to finance the greater part of the
railroads by the burden of additional debt, instead of through
stock issues.
In 1900 the total capital stock outstanding
exceeded the funded debt by $200,000,000, but in 1916 the
situation was reversed and the total funded railroad debt
exceeded the capital stock by aijout $2,200,000,000.
Even
a conservative property like the Pennsylvania Railroad has
found it impossil)le to sell stock for the last six years.

full

Railroads Not Allowed a Fair Return

The

do is to see that hurtful discriminations in rates or service
do not e.xist, and that the rates yield an adequate but not an

were not in that period allowed a fair
such as a business enterprise requires to live and
expand. Banking rates of 6 per cent are legal, and public
utilities are allowed rates to produce returns of 7 and 8 per
cent, and higher, on their property investment, depending
upon conditions and service. Railroad rates were regulated

excessive return to the railroads, so that they can obtain
from the investor the new capital required for expansion and

ciency,

aged to compete in service.
Regarding the final objects
obscurity whatever.

return,

to

he attained there

is

no

All that the regulating authority has

to

improvements.
Several years ago these railroads were assigned to the
public regulation, controlling revenues and the chief
expenses, standards of ecjuipment, wages, working conditions,
strictest

and investigation of accidents, and subject to numerous buBut have we been freed from controversy or complaints; has more new mileage been constructed or has the
cost of transportation been decreased and is their financial

reaus.

railroads

by charter and general laws, and later by competition, effiand growth of the business, and ultimately by strict
government regulation.
Therefore, I feel that any return
which a railroad can make under reasonable rates fixed by
governmental action cannot be regarded as unfair, and
should not be a matter of criticism when based upon an
honest investment, and as a result of years of conservative
financing, and able management.
We must consider the averages for a few years rather than
for a single vear.
In the so-called Five Per Cent. Rate case.
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was

dciidiil in

tlu-

l''l-»,

IIU^r^tale

C'dmnuTcc Coin-

mission found tliat in tlic pcritKl from 1900 to 191,5 the
ratio of net operating income to tlie property investment in
road and ciiuipnicnt, of the thirty-five railroad systems in
the so-called Eastern district of the country had fluctuated
between 5.19 per cent and 6.31 per cent, the yearly average
having been 5.64 per cent. In the year preceding the Commission's decision, viz., 1913, this ratio had l>ccn 5.36 per
Having regard to these figures the commission held
cent.
that in its opinion "the net operating income of these railroads in Official Classification Territory taken as a whole is
smaller than is demanded in the interest of both the general
Experience demonstrated the
jniblic and the railroads."
soundness of that decision; yet in only five single years from
\000 to 1916 was a higher percentage earned by the railroads of the countr)-. Taking three year pcrio<ls, since 1900,
only in that period ending with 1908 was an average return
of 5.36 per cent exceeded in the 17-year period by the railBut to avoid controversy
roads of the countrj' as a whole.
as to tlic integrity of property investment let us take the
Pennsylvania System whose property investment has never
In only one calendar
been questioned and is understated.
year from 1910 to 1917 was the property investment return
equal to 6 per cent. The return on property investment was
6.1 per cent in 1916, but in 1914 it fell as low as 3.92 per
All this proves conclusively to my mind that such
cent.
Is it
returns were not sufficient for an expanding business.
anv wonder that some railroads went into receivers' hands,
Appeals to the various
or resorted to unsound financing?
state and federal regulators were long and costly, and even
when the federal regulators were disposed to be reasonable,

the states, or a state, deferred action.
The unsatisfactory plight of the railroad

America

is

due

to the fact that while there

industry

in

was a general

consensus that a policy of public regulation should prevail,
we have had no definite national railroad policy, and no
single authority responsible for the results of public regulaThe numerous regulating authorities have been govtion.
erned largely by the great fear that the companies

—

—

or

some

might make too much money from the rates. The
of them
seeds of distrust and timidity were sown in the minds of the
investors by the continued hostile attitude of legislators and
regulators to all railroads, and there was no foundation on
which to expand. Consequently, speaking broadly, the rate
of return allowed under regulation has been unattractive to
the investor, and the industry has failed to regularly secure

new capital needed for its proper development. Briefly,
diagnose our real problem as weak railroad credit, which
directly attributable to the lack of responsible, construc-

the
I
is

tive, regulation.

Finally,

when

a war emergency

confronted by war, the railroads were, as
measure, taken under federal control, with

legislative restrictions removed.

It

was imagined

that the

that with a guaranteed
rental the companies' financial strength would not be further
weakened during federal control, and that the government

word "unification" would cure

all,

To
could institute vast economies, and earn large profits.
freedom from restrictions must be added the patriotic
assistance of the public who were willing to endure any
transportation inconveniences, and the services of experienced
railroad men who devoted themselves to carry out the governn.ent policies, so as to assist in winning the war.
this

Government Operation

Is Excessively

Expensive

still

t\pre.'-.-

Senator

.situation bi'lter tliaii

tin-

Cummins

recently l»efore the

was expressed by

it

Iowa

state legi.slature:

coHtB the govcrnmriil more to flo any Kivcn thing in a country like
where every nuin i« a nnvcrclRn, than it costs anybody else to do tht
Raiiic thing.
The history of every cnterpriac of a buiineiB character coo.
ducted 1^ the government proves all and a great deal more than the
iit.itement I have just made.
disp.iiiige no one, and impugn no nun't
I
ii'.lcKiity.
What I have said is not only the truth, but it is as natural
"II
mils,

U

ilself."

life

These results do not peculiarly apply to our own country;
they have l)een the experience of the world, wherever government ownership, govcimment operation or government
guarantee has been

them

for

in.stituted,

and when a policy

is

laid

down

to follow, subject to political exigencies.

Necessities of the Situation

How

we approach

the

system

the

situation to again
instrument of our future
national progress? We must decide upon a national policy.
Either government ownership, or responsible national reguI believe it should be the latter.
lation must be adopted.
The essentials of the situation are adequate revenue to enable
tlie companies not only to live, but to attract new capital for
expansion, accompanied by constructive and responsible national legislation and regulation, committed to experienced
men, assured of a long term of office to prevent the dread of
reappointment, and paid sufficient compensation, and brought
into state and local transportation necessities through regional
commissions.
We have one system of National regulation from which we
can take some comfort, i. e., the national banking system
regulated through the Federal Reserve Board and the Regional Reserve Banks. That system permits and encourages
prosperous banks, and we have confidence and pride in them.
They stood the test of solvency in war time, and are the
mainstay of the nation in its industries.
Like the strong
railroads a large part of their profits were made from rates

make

shall

the

railroad

present

that were reasonable, which profits, that might legally and
morally have been paid as dividends, were invested in the expansion of business to serve the country.
Yet banks have
not been free from failures and bankruptcies in the past. In
times of stress and depression our credit and currency system was often over-inflated and not helpful to industry, but
we did not attempt to cure this solely by denunciation. Instead, we made the banks subject to one central reserve
board to carry out a national policy through the federal reserve regional banks.
The banks participate in the selection
of the regulators comprising the boards of each federal
reserve regional bank, but each individual bank, under the
legal rate established, can earn as much as its individual

management

able to earn.

is

ing regulators must be

business

life,

We

recognize that their bankvarious walks of
the farm and ending with

men chosen from

beginning with

The banks are not forced to continuously
take a small margin of profit, and therefore when confronted
t)y weak conditions are not forced to bankruptcy.
Compare
bank dividends and profits with the railroads, and also compare the legislative treatment and regulation accorded to them
with that accorded the railroads.
Can it be possible that a

the

bank

itself.

dollar invested in bank stock, or placed on deposit, is a
greater national trust than one invested in railroad securities?

The more
the

that the business

men and

the public observe

success of banking regulation will they appreciate the

principles

mended by

for the rehabilitation

the railroad executives.

of

railroad

They

credit

recom-

will see the neces-

have a separation of regulatory jufrom executive and administrative questions.

sity for the railroads to

notwithstanding the
The
efforts of the Railroad Administration to prevent it.
result of federal control did not surprise experienced men in
this country- or abroad, but the cost was nothing compared to
what it would have been under government owmership. I

But a railroad problem

lainidt
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exists,

dicial questions

They

will see the effectivness of a responsible national regula-

tory policy by putting the responsibility for executive questions

and actions where

of the railroads,

it

In the case
it properly belongs.
should be lodged either in a cabinet officer,

—
May

;

^

9,
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headed by a cabinet officer, or by an officer like
a permanent assistant secretary of war, as in the case of railroad control during our Civil War.
Congress could safeguard the situation against such an official suggesting, apor in a board

pointing, removing, or compensating any railroad officer or
employee. They will see the necessity of rates reasonable and
adequate to sustain railroad credit, and the wisdom of national regulation of securities and wages.
They will also see

and consolidation between the
and the freedom from those restrictive laws and
inadequate profits that have separated and weakened them
in the past. During federal control the government recognized
most of these features were essential to carry out an active
transportation business, but will our legislators and regulators
have the faith and courage to put through some such reasonable program, and deal as constructively with the railroads
as with the banks, and will the state governments co-operate ?
Does the fear of allowing the railroads adequate rates still
the necessity of co-operation
railroads,

1149

paid at maturity,

if not previously scaled down through government valuation. The railroad investor so badly frightened by punitive laws and regulations and small profits
is willing to listen to any reasonable plan, whereby he can
have a guarantee, hoping that he will have no more serious
fluctuations in the price of his securities, and will be assured
of a fixed income. He is not given the value to be placed on
his individual investment on which the guarantee is to be
based, nor the income to be guaranteed.
He knows nothing
of the division that is to be made between the various classes
of securities of his railroad, nor the standing that is to be
given to the various liens on his railroad property, and consequently does not know what is to be the final value of his
securities, or whether he will finally get any return thereon
at all.
That knowledge, if it had to be conveyed beforehand, would be a serious eye-opener to the railroad investor.
He should know it beforehand or he is taking a step in the

—

dark.

exist?
I

would point out that

in

many of our strongest companies,
The Pennsylvania Railroad Sys-

and notably in the case of
tem, which consists of weak lines as well as strong lines, part
of the surplus was continuously put back into betterments
and improvements, and in aiding traffic-feeding lines, as a
conservative measure of finance.
The surplus of the Pennsylvania System did not arise from extortionate rates, but
very largely from paying dividends to stockholders below the
prevailing return in other companies for a series of years, and
also from profits on long time investments, and through
premiums on some of its capital stock issues. To be conservative and lay a foundation for continued growth, the stockholders were willing to relinquish a portion of the profits over
a term of years, and in this way the Pennsylvania System in
seventy-two years invested in its railroad property for public

use about $430,000,000 in excess of its capital issues held by
public.
This undercapitalization explains why the
parent company has been able to continue its 6 per cent dividends despite such low returns on the property investment.
The increased cost of living has always been recognized for
the employees and for the producer of materials of which the
railroads are large consumers, but the railroad stockholder
has often been neglected, and his conservatism has been used
as a basis to keep rates down, instead of allowing them to
the

be reasonable.

Rate Reductions Under Private Management
would further point out that, under no system of government ownership, guarantee or control, have there been reductions in rates equal to those made by our company and
others under private management and initiative and prior
In
to the enforcement of punitive laws and regulations.
1864 the average revenue per ton mile on the Pennsylvania
Railroad was about 2.5 cents. Due to the traffic development
and continued efficiency, the average revenue per ton mile
was reduced from 2.5 cents in 1864 to 1.3 cents in 1874, and
By
in 1884 it had been reduced to 8 mills per ton mile.
1894, as a result of commercial depression and competition,
it had been reduced to 5.85 mills per ton mile, and later,
through ruinous competition between all the railroads, fell
Yet, notto a very unreasonable and unremunerative basis.
withstanding greatly increasing labor and material costs,
taxes and other expenses, the average ton mile revenue received in 1894 was not again permanently reached until 20
years later, in 1914. Compared with similar charges abroad
we begin to see the moderate revenues for which our railroad
I

was rendered.
While the trend of public opinion

service

is now unmistakably opposed to government ownership as a solution of the railroad
problem, there is much discussion of the possibilities of a
government guarantee of railroad income, and if the income
is guaranteed in substance, the principal of bonds must be

Effects of a

Government Guarantee

A governmental guarantee would plunge the country into
a wholesale financial reorganization of the railroads extending over a period of years, and would ultimately mean government ownership.

But to temporarily palliate the situaguarantee is to be coupled with private operation.
What is to be the capitalization of these private operating
corporations? Are they to be mere shells with no large financial stake in the properties they operate and administer?
Is there any business man present who would recommend the government to guarantee returns on property having
a value of about eighteen billion of dollars and turn it over
to six, or even eighteen, private operating companies without demanding the power to thereafter define its financial and
operating policy ? Can any stock or bondholder imagine that
our government will guarantee railroad stocks and bonds,
and charge nothing for that guarantee? Should capital improvements thereafter be made according to the business necessities or on the political judgment of each administration?
Would political favoritism as to new improvements, branches
and extensions, and orders for supplies be inevitable in the
government guarantee plan ? Should we then employ officers
and men who have political influence? Should we impose
this guarantee plan on the country in the midst of the great
struggle she must meet to reconstruct her industries and put
national affairs and taxation on a peace basis? What period
do you think it would take to work out the financial reconstruction of all the railroad systems of the country, and all
their leaseholds, guarantees and other obligations, and what
is to occur meanwhile?
These questions open up some of the problems of a guarantee.
Why, even the Railroad Administration's federal
control contracts, that deal only with the parent companies,
and are based on the earnings for the three years ending June
30, 1917, remain in large part still unexecuted, and many
vital questions and settlements thereunder are still untouched,
although it is the ardent wish of the Administration to dispose of them.
Now, selfishly, the investor might take a 4J/2 per cent
guarantee for his railroad security, and let the country take
over his problem, but he must look further and realize that
as a citizen and taxpayer he would be called upon to pay, in
taxes and in the greater transportation costs upon production,
his share of the extra cost of the government guarantee and
administration, so that the net result to him of the guarantee
plan would not better his condition.
What is the advantage of the guarantee plan to the priThose
vate citizen who is not a railroad security holder?
tion, the

who

support it admit that private ownership and initiative
under equitable regulation product the most efficient and

econpmical operating

results.
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On

mi about t'ijiliti'fii l)illion^
from six Inindrnl
million to ono billion dollars morr would be rcfiuirrd annually for additions and bi'ttcrnu'nts to tlu- roadbed and
lop of

tl);il

uniuiiil nuar;inlcc

of dollars of existing;

railroad

|)ro|RTty,

i"<|ui|)mc'nt.

\o\v, till- rliicf advantage emphasized for tiie guarantee
plan is that the government lould rai.sc new capital dieaper
than private corporations, and that by various schemes of
regional unification the weak road.s could be tied to the
.strong, further economies effected, and .some element of competition left.
Now, we know that reasonable competition as

and attracting traffic is the best method of keejjing
the standards and accommodating the pui)lic and enforcing economies, but there must be some appealing force to
assure such reasonable competition, and the guarantee })1an
to ser\-ice

up

on

face does not seem to possess that force.

I agree that
could probably raise new capital much
chea|)er for a time than the majority of the railroads, l)Ut the
savings obtained in that way would be easily oiiliterated !)>
extravagance and lack of concentrated and continued responsii)ility under the government guarantee i)lan with our
form of government.
Under the federal cdiitrol contracts the government allows
5 per cent on deferred rental jjayments, and 6 per cent on new
capital exjienditures. This, in substance, shows that the government financing can become just as costly as that of the
conserv'ative corporations.
We have also seen the strongest
nations selling l)onds at rates as high as those allowed by
private corporations. Even so able a man as Paul Warburg,
in suggesting a ver}' attractive guarantee plan, has this to say
upon the subject as the result of his long experience, both in

the

its

government

private and government finance:
"It li.ns been argued tliat through the use of the Government's credit, railroads would procure the necessary funds at a lower rate of interest. As
against ihat, we mti^t remember that the excessive use of the government's
credit tends to increase the rate at which a government borrows.
With
us it would not only affect the rate of the government bonds to be issued
in refinancing the outstanding railrcad securities, estimated at $17,000,000,000, but it wou'd acid to the rate to be paid by our government when
some of our liberty bonds in due course mature and come up for renewal.
Moreover, the incessant use of government bonds, in order to finance the
annual reciuiremcnts for future railroad developments and improvements,
would have a disastrous effect upon the price and standing of our government securities. Granting, however, that some economy could be secured
by substituting the government borrowing power for that of the railroads,
it
would be insignificant when compared with the increase in cost of
operation and waste and inefficiency that inevitably would follow government operation."

Shall we, in order to save some small difference between
the rate which the railroads would pay and the rate the government would pay on new capital, incur the risks of a guarantee plan? Shall we try to effect a saving in that part of

and dividends that
represents less than 20 per cent of the whole dollar and at the
outset admit that expenses of operating and other expenses
(already requiring 80 per cent of that railroad dollar) when
subject to government dictation, would increase rapidly?
the railroad dollar used to

pay

interest

Guarantee Plan Means Government Ownership
Let us try to depict the situation in any year

when

the in-

come earned was less than the guarantee. How would the
Congress would have to appropriate the
deficit be made up?
money out of the public treasury and raise the funds by pubIf the deficiency ran through several years Conlic taxation.
gress would be obliged to make repeated appropriations from
Instead of getthe public funds to the railroad companies.
ting the ralroads out of politics we would probably be makIt is difficult
ing them the major issue in national politics.
now for the government Railroad Administration to get from
Congress the funds needed to meet the government obligations to the roads when the government is in complete charge
of operation and is collecting and disbursing the revenues.
\Miat would be the situation with eighteen railroad companies
in full charge of the operations and the revenues, and the gov-

riuiuiil

I
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called

upon

liitter parli>aii atlac

to

make

ks would

their operating deficit?

gcxxl

lie

made on

agcinirit for their failure to earn their

the corporate

man-

minimum

standard inccnie, and demands in Congress for iinoligation of alleged
extravagance and inefficient management and waste of the
peoples' money given to the- railroad bondholder^ and stockholders.

To my mind

guarantee of railroad income by the govlead to government ownership
first of the weak lines, and later of all the lines.
It might be
argued that the government, instead of i)aying funds out of
the treasury to the less prosperous (omjjanies, would advance
the rates.
But this again, it .seems to me, would lead to the
same sort of bitter political deljate and attacks on the cor])orate management.
It would probably be alleged that these

ernment would

tiie

—

inevitaiily

weaker roads, knowing that their income would
!)> the government in any event, were i)urposely

tje

[)rovided

failing to

do

their best.

.American industr\' has

made

its

wonderful j)rogress be-

and the men conducting them, have been
rewarded for efficiency and j)enalized for inefficiency. It is
the fear of failure as well as the hope of reward or commendation that incites men to do their best.
A government
guarantee on private capital invested in transportation would
to a large extent remove the fear of failure, but would it be
in the public welfare, or be helpful to our industries, which
pay freight rates? If the government could keep rates at a
level that would provide sufficient revenues for all roads to
earn their guaranteed income and operating expenses, why
can we not equally assume that the government will allow
such adequate rates under a system of government regulation,
stimulated to economy and efficiency by private ownership
and initiative, and without the blight of a government
c

au.se the industries,

guarantee?
The guarantee is not a solution of this great economic question, but a patch upon it.

Rehabilitation

of

Railroad

Revenues
Should Begin

at

Once

us get frightened about the task of rehabilitating
It
railroad credit or imagine that it is an impossible task.
is entirely possible if we approach it with the proper methcxis

Don't

let

—

and with equitable legislation. We had a Civil War its
was heavy. Compared with the aggregate wealth and
position of our country, each citizen had more national debt
per capita than we now face. We met the cost and it was
cost

our pride to steadily reduce our national debt. Following the
war period the railroads and the country expanded, and laid
the foundation for the greatest progress the world ever saw.
It had some pains and sacrifices, and we cannot escape similar experiences.

It is

had weak railroads

We

the price of liberty and progress.

after the Civil ^^'ar, but

we had

a fair

chance to conduct the railroad business and other industries.
The Pennsylvania Railroad had ton mile revenues of about
ly'i cents, so that it could pay its taxes, expanded its property, and lease or acquire weak roads even in the war period.
It did this, and gradually reduced the rates as its business
If the roads are aljustified, and its solvency was assured.
lowed reasonable rates to properly support the railroad investment and service, and these rates are accompanied by
constructive regulation, the credit of weak roads will, like
that of so many weak roads in the past, be built up gradually by the growth of the country without taxing the public
treasury or breaking dow-n the few fairly strong roads. They
will also te helped by ability to co-operate in the use of
ser\'ice and facilities with the strong roads, and adapt their
capital

The

and operating outlays

to their necessities.

root of our difficulty lies in

weak

railroad credit,

and

Congress must by legislation place the welfare of the public,

\
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is so intimately intertwined with the transportation
systems, beyond the powers of any state or federal commission to disrupt the entire transportation system and investThe way to do this is by a statutory rule that will
ment.

which

Without
insure adecjuate rates, and responsible regulation.
such action there can be no railroad financial rehabilitation.
I suggest that the first step in the program of having tlie
roads produce an adequate return upon the investment should
be taken by the government itself which now has control of

There is no justification in throwing the railthe railroads.
road deficiencies on the backs of the taxpayers through a
congressional appropriation, and if tlie government itself, in
the control of the properties, has not sufficient courage to deal
with the rate situation as it has dealt with wages and material

then from what source can we expect the requisite courage to deal with this great business and financial question?
While wages and material costs are high, that adjustment of
the rate structure to existing conditions should be the first
costs,

constructive

step

in

railroad

financial

rehabilitation,

and

constitutes a necessary preparation for the return of the rail-

roads to their owners after appropriate legislation. The railroads of most countries face huge rate increases compared
with the ante-war period, and our necessary increases being
smaller than theirs will not place our industries at any dis-

New

1151

advantage

compared

with

tiiose

of

other

war-burdened

countries.

Conclusion
conclude that the immediate remedy for the railroad >ituation is
1. Adequate revenues on whicii the railroad credit may be
strengthened and the new capital attracted;
2. Concentrated, responsible national regulation, separated
as between its executive and administrative functions, and its
judicial functions, and founded on equitable legislation, that
will retjuire our regulators to insure strong transportation
systems, and not weak railroads;
3. All railroads under public regulation to be autliorized
to lease, acquire or consolidate with an}- other railroad corporations, and reasonaljlc co-operation permitted in facilities,
equipment, and train service;
4. Regulation of security issues;
5. Regulation of wages, with the employee, the employer
I

and the consumer represented;
6. Funding of the capital debts incurred during government control.
7. Rehabilitation
of revenues of the existing railroads,
should begin immediately while they are under government

control.

York Central Turntable Has Unique Features
A Recent Design Has New Type of Disc Bearing Center and Heavy
Wrought

A

tile flat-disc type with a new form
and forged steel end trucks of heavy
are novel features embodied in a 100-ft. turndeveloped by the New York Central Western
of these features are an elaboration of ideas
a 90-ft. turntable which has had extended use

CENTER BEARING

of

of rocker saddle

design

table recently

Lines.

Steel

Some

developed on
The table
at a number of engine terminals on this road.
is exceptionally heavy, being adequate for a New York
Central 0-8-8-0 Mallet locomotive weighing 480,000 lb.,
balanced over the table, or a Coopers E-70 loading for the
6-6" c

U c Cirders.

—

,-

Loading bracket
Saddle cas'

Cross loadinggirder-

Lorgifudinal
loading girder•Phosphor bronze

disc

Cross Secflcn

^ Cast iron pedestal -^

Longitudinal Section

Applying the Loading to the Center

circular wall is provided with a large
(6 ft. square by 6 ft. 9 in. high) and a
introduced on the circle wall footing directly

The

single spans.

inspection pit

jacking base

for

is

of the inspection pit and also circumferentially
opposite so that the table may be jacked up for a more
thorough inspection or for the replacement of the end trucks.
Of particular interest are the reasons given for adopting
in

and therefore low operating cost. It has been the experience on this road that under present heav>' loadings the
roller centers used have been too highly stressed, causing
rapid grinding and wear of both rollers and treads with
It has also
the result that replacement has come too soon.
been found that the roller centers used have required more
frequent and careful inspection and maintenance than they
have received from the roundhouse forces, with the result
was not satisfactor}-. While the roller
centers unquestionably turn easier than the disc centers when
new, it was found that poorly-maintained roller centers did

that their operation

not turn as easily. Tests made by this road on a number of
its turntables several years ago and which are recorded in the

A

{Pipe

Arrangement

End Trucks

front

Briefly, continuous service and low
the disc type of center.
maintenance cost are more important than ease of turning

Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering AssociaBriefly,
tion for 1916, page 141, confirmed this position.
with electric power costing 4 cents per kw. hr. and the roller
center in first-class shape the cost for turning an engine
weighing about 486,000 lb. is one-quarter of a cent, while if
the center is in poor condition the cost might run as high as
For the flat di.sc center 24 in. in diameter the
0.6 cents.
On this basis the cost of turning
cost is about 0.57 cents.
100 engines in 24 hr. would be $0.57, while the cost per
In other words
month would be a little more than $17.
the cost of operating the turntable, even with a center affording increased resistance, is small compared with the cost of
operating the engine terminal.
In connection with the turntaljle, special attention has
been given to the requirements of the tractor. It was felt that
it is a serious mistake to provide a tractor of too limited
capacity, for with it out of service 15 to 20 men ma\- l)e
It is believed that with proper
required to turn the table.
attention to this subject there is no more occasion for tractor
failures on turntables than for failures of the motive ])o\ver

on movalile bridges.
tables

is

The

tractor re<iuired for these 1'

specified to provide a tangential pull of 1,72;'

"'-ft.

lb..
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hoiii}?

thi.-^

initial

tlic

friction estimated

the a-nttr of 842.000

for a total load

on

with forged

and has only one rul)l)inK
hearing casting is attached to
the under side of the turntable saddle and this hearing casting turns on a flat phosphor-bronze disc two feet in diameter
The vanadium
which is attached to the center pedestal.
steel hearing is attached to the saddle casting by bolts while
the disc is secured against turning on the pedestal by means
disc of the center is

'I'lie

A vanadium

lit

over

with

a

to

joint

are of cast steel

The New Center
surface.

untler side

rocker

11).
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The

llat

steel

6

in.

in.

in

ft.

1

a.xles 6]/^

was designed

table

thus affording an effective

pin,

tin-

l)earing

ft.

1

in

7

in.

The

long.

diameter and 4

wheels

in.

thick

diameter.

for

unit .stresses not to exceed

compression with other
For designing the end trucks and
connecting parts the maximum end reaction was increased
When the table is
i)V two axle loads of 70,000 lb. each.
12,000

per.

lb.

stresses

in tension or

in.

.sq.

proportion.

in

of keys.
Special attention was given the manner of lubricating the
between the vanadium steel and phosphor-bronze
Graphite grease is used for this purpose, being
surfaces.
introduced into grooves cut in the surface of the vanadium
steel through half-inch pipes leading from grease cups located
contact

outside the girders.
felt

it was
and heav>' pressures a thick lubri-

Grease has been used because

that for slow motions

cant would be better than
squeezed out of bearings.

oil,

since

it

has less tendency to be

supported on the center through the use of a
in the drawing, the loading arrangement consists of two transverse loading girders connecting
the two main girders, with two shorter longitudinal girders
interposed between the two transverse loading girders. These
two interior loading girders transmit the load of the turntable to the center through the aid of two brackets resting on
As a contrunnions forming a part of the saddle casting.
sequence of this arrangement, the turntable may rock with
•

The

table

pin bearing.

is

As seen

The New End Truck
the end trucks were considered as carrying an unbalanced load of 80,000 lb. on one end of the table. Provision was also made in the design for an end thrust of
20 per cent of the total live load on the table.
The total weight of the turntable is 171,927 lb., of which
145,720 is structural steel in the girders and cross frames,
etc., and 26,207 lb. in the special castings, forgings,. bolts,
The design of this table was developed under the
etc.
direction of B. R. Leffler, engineer of bridges, New York
Central Lines West of Buffalo, at Cleveland, Ohio.

moving

Tom

The Black
30,

in

1916,

the

is

Jersey City, N.

been

called.

Company

disaster

J.,

The

against

this

New York

ii.

subject of a

on July
being tried

harbor,

lawsuit which

is

week, wherein 200 witnesses have

case is the suit of the Bethlehem Steel
the Lehigh Valley Railroad to recover

$2,900,000 for munitions destroyed in the explosion and fire.
The suit is in the Supreme Court of New Jersey, in which
Par/ Plan of Circle Wall

damages
fincfs, for

j^Base of rail or funnhhie

of $413,390 to B. H.

sugar lost

company was

that

weeks ago, awarded
Howell Son & Co., sugar re-

similar suit a few

court, a jury, in a

Plan ofCenferPier

at The /nspeclion Pit

in the fire.

the

fire

The defense

of the railroad

started on property not

owned

j

by

it.

ZO'-O'

y_/ T"

Section

AA

Half Eleyafion

Details of the

-^alf

SJ
Seel Ion

Masonry

it without introducing any
on the center.
The forged steel end carriage is another interesting detail,
an important feature being the articulating arrangement
whereby an even distribution of the load on the two wheels is
obtained.
The truck frame is of forged steel made in two
The
parts so that it may be bolted around the wheels.
middle of the frame carries a four-inch pin which takes the
load from the girder in direct bearing through a cast steel
shoe bolted to a bevel plate on the bottom of the girder.

the passage of a locomotive over
eccentric loading

The

shoe has a groove of 4

in.

in

diameter bored in

its

V. S.

One

Official

Photo, from U.

&

V.,

N. Y.

of the 14-inch Naval Guns at Bassons, Gironde, France,
Prior to Its Being Taken to the Shop to Be Dismounted for Its Return to the United States

Hearing at Washington

in

Railway Mail Pay Case
Under Space System— New

Revenues Steadily Decreased
Basis and Higher Rates Proposed
HEARING
THEBrown

Attomcy-Examiner George N.
Commerce Commission in the
railway mail pay case, which has been in progress at
Washington since the iirst week in April, was concluded this
bcfore

of the Interstate

The commission is to render a decision fixing reasonable rates for the transportation of mail by railway and preweek.

scribing the

method or methods, by weight, or space, or both,

for calculating the

compensation of the railways for carrying

and the service connected therewith. If the decision
the commission shall be adverse to the space system now
effect, or if the rates established by it shall be greater or

the mail

of
in

than those now in effect, the postmaster general is required by law to readjust the compensation of the carriers
from the date on which the present rates became effective,
November 1, 1916.
Both the railways and the post office department have submitted voluminous testimony, and both have submitted plans
less

representing their ideas as to the proper methods of compensation for the transportation of the mails, that of the department providing for a continuation of the present space system, with some modifications, and that of the carriers providing for a combination of the space and weight systems

and greatly increased

The

case has

its

rates.

origin in the

law passed by Congress

at

For the purpose of presenting the case to the commission
month of April, 1917, was selected as a test period, and
on all the roads the service was measured both on the weight
and the space basis. The basic statistics thus determined
have been agreed upon by the carriers and the post office
department; but different conclusions have been reached from
them because the post office takes the position that it should
not be charged with any space but that authorized, except in
mixed cars, while the railroads take the position that all of
the cars necessarily run in order to furnish the authorized
space should be paid for by the mail service. For example,
a 60-foot car is run from Chicago to Omaha. From Chicago
to Creston, la., a unit of 60 feet of space is required and
authorized, but from Creston to Omaha only a 30-foot unit
is authorized, because some of the mail has been put off at
Creston. The car is run through to Omaha and the railroads
claim it is done necessarily and should be paid for, but the
department claims that the movement of the empty 30 feet
the

of space is "for the convenience of the railroad" or is incidental to the passenger, baggage or express traffic. Approxi-

mately 31 per cent of the car space which the railroads find
it necessary to operate is not covered by authorizations; and
the post office not only has not paid for it, but at the hearing objected to its inclusion in the cost studies, except as to

the instance of the post office department on July 28, 1916,
which provided tentative rates for mail transportation, based

mixed

on 21 cents per 60-foot car mile, subject to review by the
commission, and authorized the postmaster general, pending
the decision of the commission, to pa)' the carriers on the
basis of the new rates by space, on such routes or systems
Meanwhile the former method
as he should select for a test.
of paying on the weight basis was to remain in effect. The
post office department, however, selected practically all of
the routes for such "test" and put the space system in effect
on November 1, 1916. Although for a short time the compensation of the railways under the new basis was increased
at the rate of about $2,000,000 a year, the department began
reducing the amount of car space used in such a way as to
reduce the annual railway mail pav from a maximum of
$62,750,551 in 1917, to $53,502,59i in 1918, although the
volume of mail was greatly increased. Although a few mail
trains were taken off during the war, the railways saved very
little in operated mileage, and it is not denied that the reduction in mail pay was the direct result of the reduction in the
authorizations of space under the new system.
One of the ways by which space has been saved has been
to reduce the amount of mail handling on the cars and to

itself to other

as storage mail, to be sorted at the terminal upon
arrival, thereby gaining the advantage of the heavier loading

send

cars.

The

railroads also contend that the space system lends
one-sided interpretations of the law, such as
holding the authorizations down to an unreasonable minimum

and making frequent emergency authorizations; authorizing
small units of space for mail to be divided among several
routes at a junction point and thereby requiring the railroad
to haul a car for each route; failure to pay adequately for
trips, etc.
The law provides for authorizations
of space in units of 3 feet, 7 feet, 15 feet, 30 feet or 60 feet,
but in making emergency authorizations the department has
adopted the practice of authorizing multiples or combinations of such units in such a way as to save a few feet, as
by authorizing two 3-foot units instead of one 7-foot unit, or

empty return

two 7-foot units instead of 15 feet, although the railroad
furnish the larger amount of space.

may have to
The roads

also claim that the space system

unsound and does not compensate
rendered.

They say

fairly

is

for

theoretically

the

service

that under the present system mail

is

carried in storage or baggage cars on passenger trains for
less

than freight

rates,

and

less

than the railroad's proportion

of express rates.

Mail Rates Less Than Freight

it

in the storage car.

post office department has always claimed that the
for mail transportation on the basis of
authorized space afforded a more equitable plan for measuring the service performed, while the railways opposed it

The

method of paying

both as to the railroads as a whole and as a means of distributing the compensation among the different railroads.
They now contend that the roads which cam' the greatest
density of mail traffic have been penalized both in the rates

and by the consolidation of a greater volume into the space
used, with a consequent reduction in pay greater than the
saving in expenses, while the roads of lighter traffic have
been penalized because the car space necessarily run is not
fully used

and paid for by the department.
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Traffic

men appearing

as witnesses at the hearing produced

elaborate detailed exhibits to show that to a great extent the
railroads are being paid less for hauling storage mail in
passenger trains than for merchandise freight in freight
trains.
It was testified that on the petition of the postmaster
general the Interstate Commerce Commission had authorized

a rating of first class for carload freight shipments of stamps
and postal cards, but that since the establishment of the
space basis the department has withdrawn such articles from
the freight and is now sending them by mail in storage cars
for less money.
of comparing the revenue on parcel post
a crate the size of a 3-foot unit of car space was

For the purpose
traffic,

taken to the plant of Sears, Roebuck
packages ready to mail.
filled with

&

Co.,

The

Chicago, and

crate held

874

S

:
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poiiiKU, or 14(1 p;u'kaj;i's
ini;

:

sliipnu-nt

for

17

;ivrr;i^;in;^

hirj»c

cities

()

to

pounds

r;uli.

v;iriou.s

.Assum-

drstinations

450 and 650 miles distant, and
from ChiiaKO to the M) largest cities in the United States, it
was shown in one of the exhibits that the average revenue
when carried as closed pouch mail was $7.79, and when carried in storage .space $5.11, hut that if carried, under rates
in eflVit in January-, 1919, as one shipment of 874 11)S., the
revenue would have been $10.30 if carried as express, or
jipproximali'ly 50, 100, 225,

$9.1J

if

carried as freight.

The ca.se for the railroads was prepared by the Railway
Mail Pay Committee. Ralph Peters, New York, chairman,
and was ])rescnted under tlie direction of its legal committee,
Mr. W(X)d
r. H. Wood, of the Southern Pacific, chaimian.
conducted the examination for the carriers with the assistance of other members of the legal committee, which includes
Clvde Brown (N. Y. C), New York; Kenneth F. Burgess
(C. B. & Q.); H. W. Bikle (Pennsylvania); W. A. Cole
(B. & M.); C. B. Northrup (Southern), and A. P. Russell
(N. Y., N. H. & H.). The case for the post office department was directed by Joseph Stewart, s])ecial assistant to
the Postmaster General.
The carriers' presentation was ojiened by testimony of
traffic witnesses, D. M. Goodwvn (T.. & N.), for the Southern
carriers; P. C. Sprague (P. C. C. & St. L.), for the Eastern
roads, and L. C. Mahoney (C. B. & Q.), for the Western
showing that
lines, who presented voluminous statistics
present raiUvay mail pay per gross ton-mile is far below firstclass freight rates, as of April, 1917,

were much

when

the freight rates

than at present.
Prol)ably the most comprehensive statistics of passenger
train oj^erating costs and revenues ever put together are included in a series of exhibits presented in this case by L. E.
Wettling, statistician for the railroad committee. Operating
revenues and expenses for passenger train service were computed for 140 Class I roads on two different bases, for the
separation of expenses common to both freight and passenger service, the basis used by the post office department
and the basis of road locomotive ton-miles. On the first
basis passenger train operating expenses were shown to be
26.58 per cent of the total operating expenses and on the
second basis 27.79 per cent.
.\fter reducing the service to equivalent 60-foot car miles
the operating revenues and expenses per 60-foot car were
shown on the two liases as follows (cents per mile)
less

Basis No.

passenger train
passenger train
Passenger revenues
Passengtr expenses
Express revenues
'K.xpress expenses
Mail revenues
Mail expenses
Total
Total

revenue
expenses

1

25.9
19.7
27.5
20.3
22.1
17.6
17.8
17.

Basis No. 2
25.9
20.7
27.5
21.3
22.1
18.5
17.8
18.8

Calculation of Reasonable Revenue

For all roads in the United States the average passenger
train revenue per passenger train car mile in 1917 was 29.29
From this it was calculated that the mail revenue per
cents.
annum necessary to make the mail earnings per used car mile
equal to the average for the calendar year 1917 would be
This
$97,796,749, or 38.4 cents per authorized car mile.
was based on 252,195,309 car miles authorized as of March
27, 1917, plus .91 per cent of this amount for emergency
authorization, a total of 254,490,286 car miles authorized;
plus 31.2 per cent of the authorization to cover empty space,
It was also figured that
a total of 333,891,255 car miles.
to pay expenses, taxes and a 7 per cent return on the investment devoted to the railway mail service in 1917, based on
service and costs in April, 1917, would require an annual
revenue of $93,981,267, or 36.9 cents per authorized car
mile, on the basis of post office letter of instructions No. 504;
and $98,895,819, or 38.9 cents, on the locomotive ton-mile
The mail investment, based on 9.1382 per cent of
ba':.s.
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the passenger train investment, according to the

first

basis of

was $443,629,626, and on the .second basis it
was $403,824,955.
For the calendar year 1918, based on
the service in April, 1917, and on the co.sts in November,
1918, the mail revenue necessary to pay expenses, taxes and
a 7 per cent return on the investment would have been $121,ai)|)ortionnient

075,988, or 47.8 cents i)er authorized car mile on the first
Ijasis and $128,304,700, or 50.4 cents j)cr car mile on the
second. 'I'he average revenue, based on the authorization of
March 27, 1917, was 7.32 cents per ton-mile and 23.69 per
60-foot car mile; and based on the authorization of June 30,
1918, it was 5.91 cents per ton-mile and 23.68 cents j)er car
mile.

One

of

Mr. Wettling's exhiljits showed that the compensaand terminal .service for 174 roads in April,

tion for initial

1918, was 18.55 per cent less than in Novemljer, 1916, for
regular service, while for emergency service it had increased
55.84 ])er cent; and the total pay for both line haul and
initial and terminal .service had decreased 14.64 per cent.
Another exhibit showed the distribution of passenger, express
and mail revenues for April, 1917, for all roads in the case
as follows: Passengers, $55,401,359; excess baggage, $551,-

039; sleeping cars, $142,078 parlor and chair cars, $80,490;
other passenger train revenues, $589,561; milk, $1,209,824;
express, $8,315,260, and mail, $4,467,027.
Of this last
;

amount $4,397,040 was computed on the space basis and
$69,986 on the weight basis.
Mr. Wettling also presented exhibits showing the excess
service performed liy the carriers in carrying the mails over
that authorized.

A special exhibit for the New England group of railroads
showed the revenues and expenses per 60-foot car mile on
the two bases of separating expenses as follows (cents)
Tolal
Total

passenc:er

train

passenger train
Passenger revenues
Passenger expenses
Express revenue
Express expenses
Mail revenue
Mail expenses

On

revenues
expenses

Basis No.
39

1

Basis No. 2

39

26.6

27.5

42

42

27

27.9
31.1
25.7
20.8
26.2

31.1

24.8
20.8
25.4

both bases each of the New England roads was shown
money on the railway mail service.

to be losing

Traffic Increases; Mail

Pay Reduced

An

exhibit presented by W. A. Worthington, vice-president of the Southern Pacific Company, illustrates graphically
the disparity in grow'th between railway mail pay and that in
other sources of railway revenue since 1900, when the Wol-

cott-Loud commission reached the conclusion that railway
mail pay was not then excessive, and also the effect of the
space basis in actually reducing the compensation for mails,
notwithstanding the fact that while the space basis has been
in force the volume of mail has been the greatest on record,
as stated in the annual reports of the Postmaster General.
Under the old weight basis there was an automatic decrease
in the ton-mileage rate as density of traffic increased, yet the
mail pay was also subjected to several reductions after 1907.
From 1900 to 1917 the railway mail pay increased from
$37,315,725 to $62,750,551, but 'in the calendar year 1918
Express revenue, however, was
it had fallen to $53,502,591.
over four times as great in 1918 as in 1900, passenger and
freight revenue were each over three times as great in 1918
as in 1900, and operating expenses in 1918 were over four
times as great as in 1900. The operating ratio had increased
from 64.65 to 81.25 and railway taxes were nearly five times
as great.

In another e.xhibit 'Mr. Worthington showed that while the
volume of mail as measured by total postal revenues had
more than trebled, increasing from $102,354,579 in 1900 to
$344,475,962 in the year ending June 30, 1918 (excluding
$44,500,000 due to increased postage rates) the payments to

May

9,
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had increased only from $37,315,724 to $56,418,781, and the total postal expenses, excluding payments
to railroads, had increased from $70,424,543 to $260,788,020.
The percentage of postal revenues paid the railroads was
only 36.46 in 1900, but this had been steadily decreased to
16.38 in 1918. Meanwhile the percentage of postal revenues
railroads

absorbed by expenses other than payments to railroads had

1155

had been no reduction in revenue per ton-mile after the
commission had made its report showing the rates not to be
excessive.

Mr. W'orthington presented a statement, made up from
the records of the Post Office Department, .showing that in
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1918, the periodicals shipped
by the Post Office Department on freight trains amounted

The average haul was 883 miles;
average railway pay per ton-mile, 1.518 cents; average load
per car, 17 tons, and average railway pay per 40-ft. car per
mile 25.88 cents. This would be equal to 38.70 cents per

increased from 68.8 to 75.7.
Mr. W'orthington also showed that while freight revenues
per train mile had increased from $1.65 in 1890 to $4.60 in
1917, and passenger revenues per train mile had increased

to 50,971,929 ton-miles.

from $1.08 to $1.70, the operating expenses and taxes per
train mile had increased from $1 to $2.48.
For the Class I roads mail revenue in 1918 under the
space basis was 13 per cent less than in 1916 under the
weight system, while express revenue was 40 per cent greater,
passenger revenue 46 per cent greater, and freight revenue
35 per cent greater. While operating expenses had increased
70 per cent, the operating ratio had increased 24 per cent, and
the net operating revenue had decreased 27 per cent.
Another exhibit illustrates the monthly fluctuations during
1916, 1917 and 1918, in revenues from express and mail, the
former being directly responsive to increases in traffic, while
the latter was not only not responsive but actually declined
as traffic increased, because no additional pay was allowed
to the carriers as the load in the car became greater.
As of March 27, 1917, the total mail pay on the space
basis (excluding closed pouch service) was $56,943,826, of
which $43,705,001 was for R. P. O. service and $13,238,825
for mail storage car service, which represents over one-half
A total of 366,318,887 ton-miles
of the mail ton-mileage.
of mail was handled in R. P. O. service and 411,317,318 in
The average tonnage per 60-foot car
storage car service.
was 2 and per storage car 6.69, an average of 3.18 tons per
The average pay on the space basis was 23.89 cents
car.
per 60-foot car and 11.93 cents per ton-mile for R. P. O.
service and 21.54 cents per 60-foot car and 3.22 cents per
ton-mile for storage car service. The average was 23.30 cents
per car and 7.32 cents per ton-mile.

60-ft. car.

Greatest Reduction on

Heavy

The annual railway mail pay on
in April, 1917,

Traffic

Routes

the basis of a weighing

at the rate of $69,546,909.
the basis of the actual space pay as of
$60,498,840, a decrease of 13 per cent. On

was
some of the principal roads, carrjing the bulk of the traffic,
For the Union
the percentage of decrease was much greater.
Pacific the reduction on account of the introduction of the
space system was $1,192,277 per annum, or 40.2 per cent.
For the Southern Pacific the reduction was 34.4 per cent.
While the average space pay per ton-mile was 7.32 cents, it
was as low as 3.82 in the Union Pacific, and it was 10.33
on the St. Louis-San Francisco.
An exhibit covering 17 of heav}- traffic routes showed the
average pay per ton-mile to be 4.09 cents, 9.03 cents for
R. P. O. service and 2.8 cents for storage and closed pouch
service.
While these routes carry nearly one-half of the
April, 1917,

mail

traffic

they received only 27 per cent of the total

pay.
It was also brought out in connection with the exhibits
that the increase in the ton-mileage of mail of 202.91 per cent
since 1900, when the Wolcott-Loud commission held that

the mail pay was not excessive, would have made the annual
mail revenue for 1917 $98,640,000 if the rate per ton-mile
had fallen 5 per cent, the same as the fall in the average
freight rate per ton-mile; that it would have been $110,000,000 if the rate per ton-mile had risen 6 per cent with the
average passenger rate; that it would have been $141,440,000
if the mail pay rate had increased in the same ratio as express revenue, or $126,960,000 if it had increased in proportion to the passenger revenue; or $103,840,000 if there

Carriers' Plan

road Association. The plan is based on the fact that railway mail transportation in part represents the furnishing
of traveling post offices which cannot be adequately paid for
on the basis of the weight of the mails, and in part the
hauling of mail in storage cars, for which the carriers declare
that the space basis is neither fair to the railroads as a whole
nor to the individual roads, because it gives no consideration
to the loading of cars. Therefore the space basis is proposed
for that portion of R. P. O. and apartment cars that is made
up of distributing facilities and in which the weight carried
is practically negligible, and the weight basis is proposed
for storage mail and that carried in R. P. O. or apartment
cars outside of the space devoted to distributing facilities.
Under the old plan about 10 per cent of the mail pay was

computed on the space

basis.

The proposed

space rates for the distriljuting facilities are
based upon passenger train revenues per car mile and are,
therefore, flexible, in that they may be changed from time
to time as passenger train car mile revenues materially increase or decrease, should the Interstate

Commerce Commis-

sion determine a change to be necessar}'.

A

would have been

The annual pay on

total

The

Mr. Worthington also presented the carriers' plan for computing railway mail pay, under which about 40 per cent of
the total compensation would be on the space basis and the
remainder on the weight basis, and which it is estimated
would produce an annual revenue of $95,034,182. This plan
has been approved by the Railway Mail Pay Committee, the
Railroad Administration, and the American Short Line Rail-

rate of 5^^ cents per ton-mile

was proposed as

a proper

rate for weight, to apply to about 97 per cent of the total tonmileage.
But, on the ground that such a flat rate, while

applicable to storage mail, was insufficient

when applied

to

light tonnage in apartment cars, closed pouch service, etc.,
and would not compensate for differences in the length of

haul, the carriers proposed an initial rate of 45 cents per
This
first 100 miles or less on a line of road.
would increase the rate per ton-mile on the routes of light

ton-mile for the
traffic density,

and

for the short line roads

and would com-

For closed pouch service, which
pensate for shorter hauls.
is used especially on the short lines and involves a great deal
of labor for handling and much unused space, an additional
The
service rate of 3 cents per train mile was suggested.
percentage of increase proposed over the former weight basis,
because of the increased cost of operation, is 36.6 per cent.
The proposed rate of 5J/2 cents per ton-mile as applied to
storage mail, with an average load of 6.7 tons and a tare
of 50 tons per car, produces a revenue of 36.8 cents per car
mile or 6.5 mills per gross ton-mile for loaded movement
and 5.7 mills after allowing 15 per cent empty haul. The
po.st office department in the year ending June 30, 1918,
paid for the transportation of periodicals shipped by freight
7

mills per gross ton-mile, or 25.88 cents per 40-foot car-

mile.

Following Mr. Worthington's testimony a number of mail

managers testified as to the practical administration
of the space basis by the post office department; and representatives of the New England roads pre.sented a request for
traffic
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SfHTial compiivsation

Robin.son.

pri'.sidiiit

due
of

to lii^lHr ()]MTatin)» <o.sts.

tlu-

B.

M.

.American Short Line Railroad

Association, testified on belialf of the short lines.
The carriers' plea in detail is as follows;
The rates propasod herein arc sul)niitted as hasic
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pre.s( rilicd. .•-liall lie paid for over the necessary o|)erating run
of car com|)Uted on a round trip basis, according to the miix-

inium needed by the Post Office Department for distribution
on sucli ar run.
The foregoing rates are for railroad transportation service
only, and do not include messenger or cartage service to and
(

rates

predicated on conditions prior to January 1. 1918, and should
be increased v>0 per cent to absorb subse(|uenl increase in
cost of operation.
The transportation of tiie mail to lie jiaid for on the fol-

from post

offices or to

higher operating

lowinij basis:

and from other railroad

stations.

A differential of 3J) 1-3 i)cr cent should be added for the
New England lines, including Long Island, on account of

Rates for Weight Carried

cost.

Post Office Department Estimates
The Post Office Department introduced exhiijits

rates for all routes of all classes shall be as follows:
Forty-five cents per ton-mile for the first hundred tonmiles or less per mile of railro;>d per annum on each mail
route, and Sy^ cents for each additional ton-mile for each

estimating the expenses of the princii)al roads for April, 1917, and
after allowing a net income of 2.72 cents per car mile, as
representing the rate which it said the railroads derive from

route

express, arrived at a figure of $54,415,778 as a fair estimate
of the total railway mail pay for a year, or 21.57 cents ]>ct

The

Service Rate for Closed

Pouch Service

On

short line railroads or branch trains of other railroads,
on other trains of other railroads not above designated,

and
where there are no postal clerks on the train and the mails
are carried in the baggage car handled exclusively l)y the
baggageman, with record thereof at local .stations, and the
handling does not partake of the character of compact loading, as with storage mail for stowing in the baggage cars, an
additional service rate of 3 cents per train mile shall be paid.

Method for Weighing
All weights to be taken for a period of 35 consecutive
davs, beginning with the second Tuesday in September of
each year, or at such other representative period as may be
prescribed, and a daily average for that period to be ascertained by the following method: readjustment of pay upon
the rates prescribed to be

made by

the Postmaster General

of each year.
All weights to be taken at railroad stations by railroad
employees where practicable; where their duties render it imretroactively

from July

1,

work

of weighing shall require additional
practicable and the
force, they shall be employed and paid by the railroad company after agreement has been reached between the Post
Office Department and the railroad company as to the number
of such employees necessary for that purpose.
The railroads to furnish trucks and scales at their expense.
The Post Office Department during the weighing shall have

and supervision of the actual weighing under such
may be prescribed by the Postmaster General.
The Postmaster General shall prescribe and furnish the
forms upon which the weights shall be reported, and he shall
make the necessary tabulations and computations and announce the average weights upon which payment shall be
made.
The railroad companies may be furnished with duplicate
reports by their employees, and shall be furnished with tabulated statements of the weights as computed by the Post
access to

regulations as

Office Department.

60- foot car mile.
Applying 21.5 cents (and proportional
rates for various units of space) to the authorizations ol
March 27, 1917, produced a total annual revenue of $53,.
088,250.
The plan proposed by the Post Office Department for th(
continuance of the space basis contains certain modification!
as compared with the present system, some of which wen
made during the course of the hearing as concessions to mee
objections made by the railroads.
The first witness for th«
department said that the space plan as at present operate<
was satisfactory, and he had only two changes to suggest, one
to apply the system of using combinations or multiples ol
the space units to the regular authorizations as well as t<
emergency authorizations, and another to make separat
In the course of th
contracts for side and terminal service.
rel)uttal testimony the "improved" plan was submitted, elim
inating the proposal for using multiple units. The propose(
plan provides as follows:

Post Office Department's Plan

The space

basis, as provided in the

Act of July 28, 1916

shall be continued, subject to the following modifications:

Regular Authorizations
All regular authorizations for cars may be change(
or discontinued at divisional points in accordance with th(
needs of the service; and for this purpose a divisional poin
is defined as one where the railroad company performs switch
1.

ing service in connection with passenger train service; but s
change in an apartment car authorization may not be mad<
at such point when the operating conditions of the train ii
question will not permit it.

Emergency Authorizations
All units of space needed to supplement regular author
izations of space shall be units of 3, 7, 15 or 30 feet, withou
duplication or grouping, and such units shall be discontinued
increased or decreased at any point where a fluctuation 4i
the volume of mail carried permits of a change from one uni
2.

to another.

Rates for Distributing Facilities

The

linear feet of distributing facilities in postal cars

and

apartment cars, as now constructed under Post Office Department standards, shall be paid for at the following rates:
35-37

30
25
17

ment
14

ment
11

ment
8

ment

ft.
ft.

ft.

distributing facilities. 17.8c. per car mile, provided in 60-ft. car.
distributing facilities. 15.3c. per car mile, provided in 60-ft. car.
distributing facilities, 12.8c. per car mile, provided in 60-ft. car.
distributing facilities, 10.7c. per car mile, provided in 30- ft. apart-

ft.

car.
ft.

distributing facilities,

8.8c.

per car mile, provided in

6.9c.

per car mile, provided in 20-ft. apart-

5.6c.

per car mile, provided in

25-ft.

apart-

car.
ft.

distributing facilities,

car.
ft.

distributing facilities,

15-ft.

apart-

3.
Whenever a regularly authorized unit of storage oi
closed pouch space, combined with an emergency unit, neces
sitates the use of more than 30 feet of linear space in a bag

gage or storage car furnished exclusively for the use of th<
mail, a 60-foot car will be requested of the railroad companj
and paid for on the basis of the round trip, provided it ii
not used by the carrier in the opposite direction.
Whenever a regular authorization is exceeded on 6(
4.
per cent or more of the trips during a period of 30 consecu
This ml
tive days, the next higher unit shall be authorized.
vdll not be applied in the month of December.

car.

For existing 70

ft.

R. P. O. cars (40

ft.

to

42

ft.

Undersize Cars

distribut-

ing facilities) the rate of pay will be 20.3 cents per car mile.
Space for distributing facilities, according to the rate scale

5.
is

Where

a railway post office car or

any apartment

deficient in length, but otherwise standard,

it

cai

will be pai<

May
"or

9,

pro
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In computing the pay for such cars the major

rata.

jortion of a foot will be regarded as a full foot.

One-half

a foot or less will be disregarded.

)f

Deficiency in Storage Space

Where

a railway post office car or apartment car is
pi standard length, but deficient in storage space, it will be
paid for pro rata in the same manner as cars deficient in
6.

I

length.

Oversize Cars

Whenever an

oversize car is furnished, storage units
ma\- be authorized therein on the basis of actual measurement.
7.

Side,

Terminal and Transfer Cars

1157

contiguous to railway terminals and depots, unless otherwise
provided for), in the amount paid therefor to contractors and
for the value of the actual time of their employees while
engaged in the carriage of the mails, including reasonable

may be necessary.
railroad companies contract for such service
such contracts shall be let to the lowest responsible bidder
upon advertisement.
cost of vehicular service that

Where

9.

10.
Readjustment for such service shall be made annually
and the companies shall furnish to the Postmaster General
statements in detail showing the cost of the service rendered
on such forms and in such manner as the Interstate Commerce Commission may prescribe.

Where

the railroad companies are required by the Post
Office Department to perform side, terminal or transfer
service, they shall be compensated separately from the line
rate for such service (other than that performed in or directly
8.

The Progress
Knowledge

of

Merger
The

11.

with the line

of Electric

initial

A

electric

locomotive develop-

cases for hauling trains, naturally led to the building of
similar equipment for locomotive purposes only.
This type
of locomotive is the most economical design, but as the tractive effort is transmitted through the truck center pin, this

commonly

limited to a weight of about 60 tons. For
heavier locomotives of this type, weighing from 60 to 100
tons, the two trucks are usually connected and the tractive
is

transmitted directly through
through the locomotive frame.
effort

the

trucks

instead

of

The Continental designers, having had little experience
with heavy motor car equipment, were skeptical of gearing
and the practice of mounting motors directly on the axle.
Their efforts have been mainly directed toward substituting
the electric motor for the steam locomotive cylinder, retaining
all of the side rods and adding a few more.
There is a
difference, however, between driving side rods from a steam
piston and from a motor-driven crank, which does not seem
to have been fully appreciated.
In a steam engine the maximum stresses end-pin pressures, so far as the driving power
is concerned, may be predetermined from the piston area and
5team pressure.
In an electric locomotive, however, having
1 motor-driven crank and side rods, the maximum stresses
ire influenced by variations in the wheel centers and the
wear of bearings.
The mechanical design must be strong
enough to withstand the driving torque at a 45 deg. angle
:rom the center, and at as much less angle as may result from
he variations. As an extreme illustration, with one side
stripped and the other on dead center, the stresses would be
n excess of any practicable design.

The
side

merged

Locomotive Design'

Design Essential to Intelligent Consideration of
Electric Operation Possibilities

ment with European, and particularly Continental,
shows a characteristic difference in the method of
transmitting the power of the motor to the driving wheels.
In America the success attained with the many heavy highspeed motor cars, and the utilization of these cars in many

type

shall be

rate.

By W. B. Potter and S. T. Dodd
Railway and Traction Engineering Department, General
comparison of American

of Rates

and temiinal allowances

Continental locomotives show many variations of the
rod drive, both with the jack cranks direct driven bv

Electric

Company

the motor through parallel rods

or by meins of gearing.
Comparing only the most important trunk line electrifications
in Europe and America, we find that out of nine European

operating 210 locomotives, there are represented
28 different types, while out of 14 American railroads operating 364 locomotives only 21 types are represented. The cause
for this difference is to be found in the historical development
which we have sketched above and in the fact that the American development has largely been determined by commercial
railroads

reasons.

The design of American locomotives for slow-speed freight
and passenger service has been influenced largely by the heavy
motor car with motors geared directly to the driving axle.
A gearless motor which could develop as tractive effort a
proportion of the weight on the axle comparable to the geared
motor would furnish a still simpler design. Recent developments along this line indicate the possibility of such a gearless slow-speed locomotive at a comparable price.
The design of electric locomotives for high-speed passenger service at 60 to 80 miles per hour is a more complicated problem. A substantial saving through the elimination
of turn-tables and incident delays being obtained by designing the locomotive double ended and capable of running
equally well in both directions, this desirable requirement
involves features of design differing from that of a steam
locomotive built for operation in one direction only. A feature in the design of a double-ended locomotive is to control
and to minimize its effect on the track.
This characteristic is more in evidence on tangent track where
the flanges of the guiding wheels are free to move within the
clearance, than on curves where the flanges of these wheels
bear firmly against the outer rail.
This characteristic also
appears, though in a different form, in the single-ended steam
locomotive, as the front and rear ends are not both subjected
to the reactionary influence of two guiding trucks.
In any
event, the wheels at the front and rear ends of the locomotive
must be relied upon to withstand the effect of these lateral
the lateral oscillation

oscillations.
•Abstract
\pril

21.

of

a

paper

presented

before

the

Western

Railway

Club

In

a

double-ended

locomotive,

with

guiding

trucks

at
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oath end, any lateral oscillation will dilivcr a tlirii>t at llic
truck center i)late both at the front and rear ends,
lie roll
of the IcKoniotive ImkIv ha.s little tendency to transfer weiuiit
to the outside yuidin.y wheels and, therefore, has hut little
effect in holding down the outer rail.
The lateral movement
of the luomotive, however, dcK's increase the weij^ht transferred to the outside guiding wheels in jjroportion to the
i

heii;ht

the lenter plate

prohlem

jtresented

is

is

raised al)ove

tin-

rail

head.

to design a doui)le-end locomotive

The
with

leading and trailing trucks, which shall have sufficient j^uiding force for the front end and with such characteristics as

minimize the cause and effect of lateral oscillations.
minimize the cause of lateral oscillations the front and
rear trucks should be restrained .so far as possible from any
individual movement, other than that essential to jjroper
ICxperience has demonstrated
UuidinLj of the locomotive.
that a two-axle truck with an articulated connection accomto

To

])lislies

this desired result

a two-axle bogie or

pony

much more
truck.

effectually than cither

To minimize

the effect of

should be such that the
truck will allow a time element during delivery of the thrust
against the rail head and such that any lateral thrust at the
center pin will prcxluce a large vertical component at the outer
guiding w'heels. Raising the bearing point or center plate
of guiding trucks to 60 in. or 70 in. above the rail head
has shown by tests that these characteristics can be obtained
in that manner.
What we wish to do is to direct attention
to the fact that a successful double-ended high-speed locomotive can only be obtained by a proper study of the front and
lateral oscillations the characteristics

rear trucks.

For high speed passenger service with speeds of the order
if a locomotive is equipped with geared
motors the gear reduction approaches a small ration, if the
annature is to be kept within practical rotative speeds. This
presents all the disadvantages of increased weight due to
gears with their cost of maintenance without the compensating advantage of the increase in tractive effort usually gained
by gear reduction. Consequently, it appears to us that for
such speeds and for such service the gearless motor with the
armature mounted directly on the axle presents the best solution.
The bipolar gearless motors on the New York Central
Railroad, which have been in service for twelve years, have
shown very low maintenance costs.
of 60 to 80 m.p.h.

Collection of Current

The

and wheel which has so well ser\'ed the
railway is not well adapted for the heavy service we
have been considering, nor is it a convenient device for movement in both directions. The pantograph collector, Avhich
requires no attention on reverse movement, has long been
used, but it is only within the past few years that its capacity
Rolling
as a collecting device has been fully demonstrated.
and sliding contracts have both been tried, with results disThe wear of the w'orking
tinctly in favo rof the sliding.
conductor or trolley wire is due far more to the destruction
by arcs at the point of contact than from the mechanical friction, hence it is most important that the wire be so supported
as to eliminate any rigid spots which are the usual cause of
The wire should he lifted slightly and really
this arcing.
supported by the collector rather than that the collector should
run underneath a wire held in rigid relation to its support.
Lubrication of the collecting surface not only reduces the
trolley pole

electric

wear but seems

to slightly
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radroad indicate the working condu< lor will have a life of
over 100 years before it will have to be npla((<l liccause of
wear.

Regeneration
Regeneration as used in this connedioii imi)lies the use of
electric braking and the utilization of the energy in the
train as electric power, w-hich is fed i)ack into the distributing system. The train on a ciown grade drives the motors a»
generators, which is comj)arable to the adion of falling water
in a hydro- ^-lectric jjower station.
Regeneration is of sjK'cial
advantage in the long grades encountered in mountain districts.
Grades of 20 to 50 miles in continuous length are
found on almost all the railway lines crossing the continental divide.
It eliminates the surging in the train and
the variations of speed which are encountered in holding
'ft
the train by air brakes.
In addition to this, the wear of
Drake shoes is eliminated and the delays w'hich are oft©
due to overheated brake shoes o;i long grades are ala
avoided.
The electric braking takes place entirely at the
front end of the train, taking up all slack and permits the
air reservoirs to remain fully charged in reserve for emergency.

The amount

of f)Ower returned to the trolley by regenera-

of the grade and the type of
has been shown that a train on a
2 per cent grade has regenerated 42 per cent of the power
required to pull the same train up the grade.
On a 1.66
per cent grade 2,S per cent has been regenerated.
The records for a particular month over the entire Rocky Mountain
division of the C, M. & St. V. for both freight and passenger
trains show that the regeneration was equivalent to 11.3 per
tion varies with
train.

On

amount

the

specific tests

cent of total

it

power used.

Conclusion

On

locomotives for freight and slow speed passenger service it seems probable that the use of geared motors mounted
directly on the axle will be continued.
On locomotives for
high speed passenger work the motors will fjresumably have
some type of gearing or preferably be of gearless design.
The characteristics of the guiding trucks in their design and
method of attachment are important for high speed running.
We find that incidental difficulties in connection with
operation of heav}- service electrically are being solved. The
collection of any reasonable amount of current from an overhead conductor offers no difficult)'; while regeneration solves
in a practical manner the problem of braking on long grades
and returning the available power to the power system in,

stead of wasting

it

in

brake shoes.

improve the contact, presumably

because of less tendency to chatter than with bare metal. The
amount of current that can be successfully collected seems
limited only by the current capacity of the working conductor. Tests have shown no arcing at the contact with .5,000
amp. at 30 m. p. h., and 2,000 amp. has been collected with
equal success at over 60 m. p. h. A copper conductor with
copper wearing strips on the collector has been found to
Measurements taken on the St. Paul
give the best results.
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Arriving at Brest

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Three Months'

Deficit $192,000,000;

May Ask

for

Larger

Appropriation; Rate Advance Deferred
Washington, D.

Administration
THE Railroad
an appropriation
$1,000,000,000
is

of

for

likely to ask

Congress

instead of the

$750,000,000 which was lost in the tilibuster of last
The President has called Congress to meet in extra
session.
session on May 19 and its first work after organization will
be to take up the necessary appropriation bills which failed
While the Railroad Administration has not
of passage.
announced any change in its figure, it will be necessary
to present its request anew and it is now engaged in a reconsideration of the various items that represent its needs

money and that will be shown in the new statement to
As an additional deficit of $192,000,000 has
accumulated in the three months since the figures on which
its first request was based were made up, and as the April
for

Congress.

reports are liable to increase this by another $50,000,000
or so, while the revised returns for 1918 show the deficit
for that year to

have been $226,000,000 instead of $196,-

000,000 as estimated then,

it

is

believed that a billion dol-

lars is a conservative estimate, although the capital expendi-

program has been curtailed by the lack of funds.
While there has been much discussion of the need for an advance in rates and most railroad men are inclined to the belief that such a step will be necessary, Mr. Hines has thus far
tures

deferred a decision on the matter until better infomiation
as to the probable results for the year as a whole is availThere is still hope that tonnage may be considerably
able.
increased later in the year and it might be a more propitious
time to take up the rate question more definitely after an
appropriation based on present and past conditions has been
granted.

The passage of the appropriation bill will make it unnecessary to issue any more certificates of indebtedness after
those applied for to take care of the present recjuirements
have been issued unless the appropriation should be delayed.

The Railroad Administration has no other legislation to
propose except the appropriation bill, but Congress is expected to take up at an early date the question of a permanent solution of the railroad problem and undoubtedly
a large number of bills dealing with the subject will be introduced at the opening session.
Mr. Hines Explains Financial Situation

The

aggregate deficit of the Railroad Administration for
three months of 1919, after allowing for the rental
due the railroad companies, the expenses of the Railroad
Administration, the operation of inland waterways and some
incidental items, was $192,000,000, according to a statement authorized by Director General Hines.
This figure
is reached, he explained, by comparison with three-twelfths
of the standard return for a year, although the average net
operating income during the three-year test period for January, February and Alarch was less than that amount.
Mr.
Hines' statement did not give the figures for March, which
show a net operating income for the Class I roads and the
switching and terminal companies of $10,924,000, or 82.5
per cent less than for March, 1918. The three-year average
for March was $68,251,000.
For three months the net
operating income was $.^9,813,000, as compared with an
average for the corresponding months of the test period of
$172,798,000, while three-twelfths of the standard return
for a year for the roads under federal control would be
about $232,000,000.
Mr. Hines also stated that practically complete returns
the

first

C.

1918 now show the deficit for the year to have been
$226,000,000 so that the total deficit up to April 1, since the
government took over the roads is $418,000,000.
The fact that his statement was somewhat less conservative than some previous financial statements of the Railroad Administration gave an impression that he might be
preparing the public mind for an advance in rates, but he
said it is now impossible to make any confident statement
as to the results for the year as a whole and that his owti
judgment is that conditions are too almormal to serve as a
basis for any general change in the level of rates and that
it is preferable to defer action on that subject until further
for

information is available. The statement follows:
"I believe it is highly important to keep the public as
fully informed as practicable as to the financial results of

Practically complete accounting for the calendar year 1918 has just been accomplished
and tentative results for the months of January, February
and March, 1919, have become available. I take advantage
of the first opportunity after an extensive trip in the West

the Railroad Administration.

summary of these results before the public.
"The results for the calendar year 1918 show that at
December 31, 1918, the deficit incurred by the Railroad Ad-

to put a

ministration for that year after deducting the rental due
This
the railroad companies amounted to $226,000,000.
included the expenses of the central and regional administrations, and also included the operations of the inland waterways under control of the Railroad Administration as well

and miscellaneous items which must be
taken into account in a complete statement. There remained
comparatively small amounts of back pay for the calendar
year 1918 which were not charged into the accounts for
that year but which have largely been charged into the three
months ending with March, 1919.
"For the months of January, Februan- and March, 1919,
the aggregate deficit incurred, after deducting the rental due
the railroad companies, was approximately $192,000,000.
This figure includes not only the Class I railroads, but all
other railroads under Federal control, the expenses of the
central and regional administrations, the operation of inland
waterways under control of the Railroad Administration
In aras well as some incidental and miscellaneous items.
riving at this figure there has been charged against each
of these months one-twelfth of the annual rental for the
Generally speaking, these three months have
railroads.
always earned much less than three-twelfths of the return
for the year so that a substantially less charge of rental into
Still it seems
these months would not be inappropriate.
preferable to charge a full one-twelfth of the rental into each
of these months rather than to run the risk of an impression
as the incidental

arising that there

To

is

any disposition

to under-state the actual

a large extent the unfavorable results for

JanuFebruary and March are due to the fact that business
has fallen off and that expenses could not l)e correspondingly
results.

ary,

readjusted so that the loss largely arises in connection with
period of readjustment through which the countn.' is
Industrial enterprises generally have .suffered emgoing.
barrassment on account of the fact that business has been
curtailed so much more rapidly than expenses could be
The railroad business is probably in its nature
curtailed.
less elastic than any other business and shows more unfavorably the embarrassments of readjustment.
"Since the fir.st of the year I have conferred repei'.t.dly
the
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the regional directors and I have also conferred with
all the federal managers in the United States on the
'i'he entire railroad organization has been
subject of costs,
and is working most earnestly to readjust these costs to meet
witli

nearly

the present conditions, hut the nature of the railroad busi-

ness whether under i>rivate or pul)lic control is .such that to
a very large extent it is impossible to offset loss in business
On the other hand
by a corresponding reduction in costs.
when there shall be a substantial increase in business the
revenues tlicrefrom will be largely reflected in the net beIt
cause the costs will not be correspondingly increased.
is believed that this imjirovement will i)e considerably em-

phasized by reason of the fact that maintenance work has
been carried forward during the favoral)le weather of January, February and March, on a liberal basis despite unfavorable business and this should be reflected in a saving in

maintenance costs later in the year.
"While passenger business for the three months was only
slightly less than last year, the loss in freight business was
much more pronounced, as is shown by the following table
Total Net Ton Miles in Thousands
(Revenue and Non-Revenue)

Febru.irv

March

'.

1917

1918

1919

27,619,867
29,678.260
37.706,100

30,383,169
25.681,943
28,952.925

Tanuary

3J.652.616
28,386,351
31,674,619

1919 are strictly comparalile with those
for 1918, but the 1917 figures do not include all the large
roads in federal operation. In order to put all three reports
on a conveniently comparable basis, the net ton miles per
mile of road per day are given in the following table

"The

figures for

Tanu.ir\-

Marcli
is

,919
4,275
4.002
4.059

1918
3,878
4.591
5,273

will

will result in

1

The amount of this
July 1, 1918.
For the six
deficit, however, should Ijc l)orne in mind.
inontiis ending December M, 1918, such deficit was approximately $9,500,000 and for tiie months of January and February, 1919 (including allowance for back pay to be hereafter paid on account of those months) it is roughly estimated that .such deficit will ije approximately $5,040,000,
making the operating deficit now in sight for the first eight
months of the year which will end June 30, 1919, approximately $14,540,000. It can reasonably be assumed that this
additional expenditure will have to be incurred by the Railroad Administration on account of the eight months in question, although it will not appear in the accounts until after
June 30 next. No estimate can yet be made for the month
of the contract,

of

i.

e.,

March.
"It

is

not anticipated that the conditions for April will be

more favoraljle than the conditions for January, February
and March.
In many parts of the country the effects of
business readjustment were more pronounced in April than
in the earlier part of the year.
is

my

policy to give the public the facts and, where
drawn is doubtful, to resolve the doubt

the inference to be

(Revenue and Non-Revenue)

^ebruaVv
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appear in the next few months and of course
diminishing operating income for tho.se months.
"One other ilt-m needs to be mentioned. Under the contract made between the government and the American kailway I'-.xpress Company in the summer of 1918 the government undertook to a.ssume any operating deficit which the
express company might incur during government control
Such operating deficit for the first year will not be ascertain
able or technically chargeable against the Railroad Adminis2 months from the effective date
tration until the end of
back pay

"It

Net Ton Miles Per Mile of Road Per Day

"It

:

1917
4,770
4,511
5,192

impossible on the basis of these three months to preit is be-

dict the results for the year as a whole, although

lieved the results will be very much less unfavorable if as
seems to be generally anticipated there shall be an important
resumption of business later in the year, especially if the

great crops now in prospect shall be realized.
"On the trip in the West which I have just completed I
have found the most pronounced optimism on the part of
business and agricultural interests generally which gives a

reasonable basis for hoping for an enlarged business that
will be relatively profitable to the railroads since handling
But while
it should not correspondingly increase their costs.
it is proper to mention these factors, it must be admitted
that in the midst of the present period of post-war readjustment it is impossible to make any confident statement as to
the results of railroad operations for the remainder of this

calendar year.

"The

present unfavorable results naturally lead to agitation of the question whether there ought to be an increase
own judgment is that the present conditions
in rates.
are too abnormal to serve as a basis for any general change
in the level of rates and that it is preferable to defer action
on that subject until there shall have been a fuller opportunity to get a more reliable, and possibly a more normal,
measure of the conditions, meanwhile resorting to every
practicable economy, studying the situation with the greatest
care, and keeping the public fully informed as to develop-

My

ments.

"There has not been included in the months of January,
February and March the sum of approximately $6,000,000
per month for back pay on account of wage orders recently
issued to put into effect recommendations of the Board of
Railroad Wages and Working Conditions which were made
upon proceedings pending before it during the war, such
wage orders being necessary as heretofore explained to complete the war cycle of wages to which the government was
necessarily committed during the war.
These amounts of

way as to avoid the risk of making a statement more
favorable than the ultimate facts will justify."
As compared with the three-year average for March, the
March deficit was $57,327,000. In January the deficit was
$37,830,000 and in February it was $37,828,000. Freight
traffic declined very sharply in March, the net ton mileage
being 23.2 per cent less than in March, 1918. The operating revenues were $376,345,000, an increase of 2.9 per cent,
while expenses were $346,770,000, an increase of 22.2 per
cent.
Net operating revenues were $29,574,000, a decrease
of 63.9 per cent. The Eastern roads had a deficit of $1,283,000, the Southern roads earned $4,489,000 net operating
income, and the Western roads $7,719,000.
For the first
quarter of 1919 the operating revenues were $1,125,078,000,
an increase of 37 per cent over the test period average, and
operating expenses were $1,031,756, an increase of 81 per
cent, while the net operating income $39,814,000 was 77
per cent less than the three year average.
in such

Cash Transaclions

of the

Central Administration

Director General Hines also authorized the following statement in connection with cash receipts and disbursements by
the United States Railroad Administration treasurer at Washington, for the month of April
The cash receipts from all sources, including payments
of loans by the railroad companies, amounts transferred
from railroad treasuries, collections from express companies,
and payments on account of additions and betterments, aggregated $35,643,175.
The cash disbursements, including loans to railroad companies, payments to railroad companies on account of compensation, advances to federal treasurers, and payments to

waterways and canals, amounted to $48,857,027.
Of the foregoing receipts, $20,276,500 represented amounts
transferred from railroad treasuries to the central administration treasury, while $46,955,500 of the disbursements
covered advances to federal managers. The net amount which
it was necessary for the central administration to advance
to federal treasurers for current requirements was, therefore,

$26,679,000.

I
•

I

I

I

9,

The

total
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amount loaned the railroad companies by the
months of federal control ended
1919, was $232,349,459 and of this amount $61,-

director general for the 16

April 30,

!

j

I

May

All of the balance, practically
399,250 has been repaid.
speaking, can be deducted in settlement of the compensation,
so that these items, while termed loang, can be regarded substantially as payments on account of compensation.
The
total disbursements on account of compensation and loans
substantially of that character, aggregated for the 16 month
period $494,913,615.
The total payments for standardized equipment during the
16 month period amounted to $163,950,402.
The above relates to the cash receipts and disbursements
of the central administration, and does not include the receipts and disbursements of the federal treasurers, in connection with the operation of the properties under federal

"In order to obtain the greatest possible amount of benefit
from this convention, it is desired that each member present
below the rank of superintendent of motive power shall, on
his return from the convention, make a written report to the
superintendent of motive power, relative to the new devices
wliich he inspected at the convention, or ideas which he
obtained from the discussions which can be applied with
profit to the

director general issued to April 30, 1919, certificates

of indebtedness aggregating $148,883,234, of which $131,257,800 were on account of compensation to enable the various
carrier corporations to meet their cash requirements, such as
interest, dividends, and other corporate charges, up to and
including May 1, 1919; and $17,625,434 were on account of
amounts due the car and locomotive builders for equipment.
These items are not included in the cash disbursements given
above.

Demurrage Rates
The Division

to

Be Cut

of Traffic of the Railroad

Administration
has advised the National Coal Association that the present
demurrage rates will be changed at the earliest practicable
date, and announcement of changes on the following basis
is

expected:

The

rate will be $2 per day for the first four chargeable
days after the usual two days' free time; for all chargeable
days thereafter the charge will be $5 per day. The average
agreement may apply on inbound loads separately and on
outbound loads separately, but no credits will be allowed to
•
be transposed from one operation to the other.
It is understood that the proposed recodification of the
national car demurrage rules, in so far as it includes various
changes, will be deferred until some future date, and that
the rules now in effect will continue to be operative except as
outlined above. The nales now in effect, and which are to be
superseded by the new rates, provide that after the expiration
of free time, the charges per car per day shall be $3 for each
of the first four days; $6 for each of the next three days, and
$10 for each succeeding day.

Mechanical Officers Instructed to Report on June
Conventions
Frank McManamy,

assistant director of the Division of

:

way Association, which
Builders"
Association

composed of the Master Car
American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association, will be held at Atlantic City, June
is

and

18 to 25.
is

his direction.

of motive power will make a digest
of the various subjects presented in this way, so tiiat those
which can be profitably adopted may be given consideration,

sending a copy of it to the assistant director. Division of
Operation, in charge of the mechanical department, for the
use of the Committee on Standards for locomotives and cars.
"Will you please issue the necessary instructions?"

Freight Traffic

Movement

for

March

The volume

of freight traffic in March decreased 23.2 per
cent, measured in net ton mileage, as compared with March,
1918, according to the monthly report of freight traffic movement and car performance compiled by the Operating Sta-

Net ton miles of revenue and non-revenue
were 28,952,925, as compared with 37,706,100 in
March last year. In the Ohio-Indiana district the decrease
was 39.4 per cent, while in the Southern region it was only
8.6 per cent, but all regions show a decrease.
Net ton miles
per mile of road per day were 4,059 as compared with 5,273.
Train miles decreased 22.4 per cent and total car miles decreased 18.6 per cent, while the percentage of loaded to total
car miles was 68.1 per cent, as compared with 71.4 per cent.
Tons per train fell off 1.2 per cent, from 666 to 658, and tons
per loaded car from 27.9 to 27.6, a decrease of 1.1 per cent.
The average number of freight cars on line daily was 2,432,469, of which 2,295,617 were reported as serviceable. The
tistics

Section.

freight

percentage of unserviceable cars was 5.6 per cent as com5.1 per cent in March, 1918. The average mileage
per car per day was only 20.4 as compared with 24.9 in
March, 1918, a decrease of 18.1 per cent, and the net ton
miles per car day were 384 as compared with 496.

pared with

Executives' Committee to Confer on Car Allocation

week with Swagar Sherley,
Administration, the Association of Railway Executives has appointed
a special committee to confer further with the Railroad AdFollowing a conference

last

director of the Division of Finance of the Railroad

ministration on the question of the allocation to the various
railroad companies of the standard freight cars ordered by
According to a recent report
the Railroad Administration.
about 92,000 of the cars had been allocated and 45,000 had

but only 27,000 had been accepted by the rail18,000 being in storage without .stencilling.
Efforts
will be made to work out a plan to assist the companies in
No date for the conference has
financing the equipment.
been set. The committee consists of the following: Thomas
DeWitt Cuyler, chairman; Alfred P. Thom, counsel; Howard
l>een built,

roads,

Operation, has addressed the following to the regional directors, asking that mechanical officers be instructed to make
written reports regarding their observations at the June conventions
"The convention of Section 3, Mechanical, American Rail-

"It

work under

"The superintendent

control, as these figures are not yet available.

The

161

members from the
and that other
who are members be per-

Elliott,

president.

Northern

president. Southern Pacific;

Pacific;

W. H.

Julius Kruttsclmitt,
Finley, president, Ciiicago

& North

Western; E. E. Loomis, president, Lehigh Valley;
Charles Hayden, president, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific;
Mark W. Potter, president, Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, and
E. P. Ripley, president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

desired that the representative

different railroads attend, as far as possible,

mechanical department

officials

mitted to attend, for at least a portion of the time, where they
can be spared from their regular duties without adversely affecting the service.
It is anticipated that there will be on
exhibition the most complete collection of mechanical appliances that has ever been exhibited at one of these conventions,
and a study of it will be of substantial value to the mechanical department officers who are in attendance.

Conference of Steel Prices
Representatives of the purchasing department of the Railroad Administration were to hold a conference with a committee of iron and steel producers at New York on Thursday to discuss the much -controverted question of iron and
The conference was arranged by tiie Industrial
steel prices.
Board of the Department of Commerce, which, having failed
to obtain the endorsement of the Railroad .Administration for
the scale announced on

March

21, offered

its

ser\'ices

as a
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Tlic huartl

nu'di.itur.

fcrcncc.

was

It

itself

was uikKtsKukI

|)ri"parc'd

to offer

llu'

\\;i.s

ncit

tliat tlic

sti-d

to takr part in tlii' ion
Railroad .Administration

Kanawha & Michigan Uses
Electric Tractors

intiTosts a conijjroniisf price.

Till

Be Paid on Claims

Interest to

at

Accounting; Circular No.

41-A says

that P. S.

&

A. Cir-

cular No. 41, is.sucd October 29, 1918, .seems to he unfair as
to claims presented previous to Novemi)er 1, 1918, and is accordinj^ly

amended by
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striking out paragraph 2 of the orig-

inal circular and in.serting in lieu thereof tiie following:
"2. In case of claims ])resented prior to November 1, 1918,
interest shall be

paid from the date of presentation.

tlement has been

made during

federal control

upon a

If set-

different

basis, the claim siiall be readjusted upon the interest l)asis
here prescribed.
In the making of payment fractions of the
month shall be disregarded as is provided in paragraph 1."

Small Under or Over Charges

May Be

Ignored

Accounting Circular No. 87 states that in the course of
collecting freight charges from shippers or consignees and
adjusting disputed items to a correct basis many small errors
occur which in the aggregate are not substantial, but the correction of which are both costly and annoying to the railroad
and some of its patrons. In order that these petty differences
may quickly be disposed of, carriers federally operated may
enter into agreements with shippers or receivers of freight to

i-KKi<;iir

.Ni'.w

Charleston, \V.

tractors

and

norsK
\'a.,

trailers

of the

and Trailers

Kanawha & Michigan

has been equipped with electric

for

economy

in

the handling of

l)ackage freight, both inliound and outbound, as well as to
accomjjlish a genera! speeding uj) of freight hou.se operations.
The i)hotograi)h illustrates the character of the equipment
which was supplied b)' the Lakewocxl Engineering Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.

The

tractors are of the four-wheel-steer, four-wheel-drive
operated by a 48-volt, 45-ampere motor (continuous
rating), sujjplied with current by .storage batteries.
The
motor is mounted on a longitudinal shaft with a worm drive
.on both axles.
Among the distinctive features of the equipment is the short turning radius of 5 ft. 1 in., measured to
the outside edge of the platform at the forward corner, which
type,

is

of great advantage in handling the tractors

close quarter.

Another feature

is

the

and trains in

double-end control.

The

control ecjuipment is mounted in a centrally located
stand flanked at either end of the car by battery boxes, each
fitted with a driver's seat.
Thus the driver has the controller,
steering wheel and safety pedal in convenient position before
liim no matter which seat he occupies.
This feature is of
special value in handling the tractors in narrow passagewa\s.

Tractors and Trailers Useci in the Freight House at Charleston,

W.

Va.

that differences of this character are not intentionally created

In connection with the steering and drive arrangement it
of interest to note that the power is transmitted from the
Inaxles to the wheels without the use of universal joints.
stead the transmission is accomplished by a train of bevel
gears, using the vertical shaft which also serves to swing
the wheel in steering.
Power is applied to this shaft from a

so as to result in an advantage to any interested person or
concern. It is expected that the obvious benefits of the plan
will commend it to all concerned, and that no difficulty will

bevel gear on the axle and is transmitted from the shaft to
the wheel by means of a second bevel gear of large radius
mounted on the inner face of the wheel.

ignore undercharges or overcharges of 10 cents or less on
each shipment detected after freight bills therefor have been
If patrons require the settlement of all underrendered.
chaiges or overcharges of 10 cents or less, all such differences
must be settled with them. Care should be exercised to see

be experienced in

making

it

The trailers used at Charleston are of the caster type with
main wheels 16 in. by 4 in. and caster wheels 8 in. by 4 in.
and a weight of 720 lb. The carrying capacity is 5,000 lb.

effective.

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has

is

executed compensation

This type

is

particularly adapted to installations where

contracts as follows: Chicago Great Western, $2,953,449.94;

desirable to do a certain

Eastern District Terminal, $306,259.63; New
Orleans, Great Northern, $575,951.79; and the Leavenworth
Terminal Railway & Bridge Company, $43,583; also cooperative short line contracts with the following Cumberland
& Manchester; Alabama Central; Bartlett Western; Glenmore & Western; Kosciusko & Southeastern; Nevada Copper
Belt, and Pittsburgh & Susquehanna.

Lakewood

Brooklyn

:

amount

of

hand trucking.

it

is

Another

type, the four-wheel-steer trailer tracks more accurately and has the further advantage that it may be hauled
Still other types of Lakewood trailers
in either direction.

include a balanced type having a pair of 18-in. center wheels
with two casters at each end, and a "fifth wheel" type for
use on rough ground in cases where considerable hand hauling is done.

Railway Developments
Proposed Extensions

in

in Foreign Countries

Peru; Suggestions for Trading

With Greece; South African News

THE GOVERNOR
authorized

The Peruvian Congress has

of the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil, has tem-

passenger and
freight service along the route of the branch of the
Campinheiro Railway from Joaquim Egydio to Dr. Laciada,
in place of the present steam railway service.

an

porarily

automobile

Exports of railway material through the port of New
York in March, according to figures compiled by the NaCity Bank of that city, included car wheels to the
value of $197,573; steam locomotives valued at $779,099;
steel rails amounting to $1,289,394, and steam railway cars
valued at $427,378.
tional

Discussion of Chinese Railway Unification Ceases
[Special

Correspondence from Peking]

Public discussion of the proposed "unification" of the
foreign interests in Chinese railways has ceased as suddenly
In the meantime, the Japanese-controlled
as it began.
Chinese press contains almost daily articles dealing in innuendo against American motives in Korea, Siberia, and in
world politics. The most pointed action has been the publishing of the Siems-Carey railway agreements simultaneously
with a few of the more innocent Japanese secret agreements.
The idea evidently has been to convey the impression that
these American agreements were also "secret" when as a
matter of fact they were given to the press two years ago.

Standard Specifications in Spanish

A number

of

additional

publications

in

the

Industrial

Standards Series of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce are now available. These contain standard specifications of the American Society for Testing Materials in
English and Spanish, and include No. 14, carbon steel car
and tender axles; No. 29, cast-iron locomotive cylinders; No.
45, iron and steel chain; No. 30, extra-high-carbon steel
splice bars; No. 47, cast-iron car wheels; No. 35, structural
steel for cars; No. 48, malleable iron castings.
Copies may
be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C, at 5 cents each.

Ambitious Japanese Electrification Project
Application has been made to the Japanese government,
says an item in the Electric Railway Journal, for permission
to construct a high-speed electric railway between Tokyo and
Osaka, a distance of 287 miles.
It is estimated that an
expenditure of about $100,000,000 will be necessary for the
purpose.
The proposed line is about 69 miles shorter than
the existing steam railroad.
Doubt is expressed in Japan
as to the willingness of the government to permit the construction of an electric line competing with its own steam
line, but the promoters are counting on the changed commercial, financial and transportation conditions brought
about by the war to cause the government to consider the
project favorably.

Proposed Railway Extensions

A

in

Peru

has been appointed to
recommend to the Peruvian government the most feasible

committee of

civil

engineers

to build a
to

Recuay

authorized the executive power

branch railway from kilometer 76 on the Chimbote
line to

Cajabamba.

Information has reached the State Department at Washington that the Peruvian Government has undertaken the
construction of a railway line which will make possible transportation between the Pacific and Atlantic coasts across the
widest part of South America. With the completion of the
railroad goods can be shipped from Callao, on the Pacific,
to ports on the Amazon River and transferred then to
steamers bound for ports on the Atlantic.
The new road
starts at a point on the Cerro de Pasco Railroad, which runs
from Lima to the Cerro de Pasco copper mines, which are
owned by an American company. This firm was said to be
interested in the construction of the

new

line,

which

will tap.

extensive virgin forests of valuable timber.
[Other references to new railway construction in Peru

have

appeared in this column in the issues of February 7, 1919,.
page 373; February 14, page 418; March 28, page 866 and
April 18, page 1012. A map will be found in a more extensive article in the issue of March 7, 1919, page 533.]

American Railway Supply Prospects

in

Greece

Consul General Alexander W. Webber, at Athens, in &
letter to the Railway Age makes the suggestion that American
railway companies should appoint representatives in Athens
to submit bids on government contracts; and submits a list
of business men who might be willing to consider agency
proposals.

With

the exception of a few small suburban railways, he

says, all railways in Greece are operated

by the government

ministry of transports.

"There are two

which it is thought advisable to point
American manufacturers of railway
equipment," he continues. "The first is that the British and
French Armies at Salonica, which are being returned home
from the Macedonian front, are disposing of large quantities
facts

out, in this coimection, to

of material of all kinds at very favorable terms.
It is possible that the Greek Government will avail itself of the opportunity to purchase railroad material. And secondly, it is

understood here that the Canadian Government has offered to
the Greek Government railway material and equipment, in
great quantities, at very low prices.

"Present conditions, however, are not normal, and there
reason to believe that American railway equipment
manufacturers can advantageously meet ordinar\- European
is ever)'

competition.

"While the firms named on the list below are of good local
no responsibility can be assumed for them by this

repute,

They can doubtless furnish references, while detailed
information relative to their financial strength and credit
standing could no doubt be obtained, through any New York
bank, from the National Bank of Greece, Bank of Athens,
office.

Commercial Bank, or any other financial

institution of this

city."

tion of the Jatunhuasi Railway.

J.

The commercial representatives whose names are given are
M. Schapira, 21 Colocotroni street, .A.thens; George Rozis

The Lima to Lurin railway, the construction of which was
commenced under the administration of President Billinghurst, was completed and opened to traffic during the latter

&

Co., 50 Hippocrates street, Athens; Nicolaidis,

lou,

and desirable of the

part of 1918.

different surveys

The road

is

made

for the construc-

46 kilometers long.

&

Philonos

Papazog-

Piraeu?; Stephen C.
Stephanson, 11 Lycourgou street. Athens; E. A. Hill, 55
Eolou street, Athens; Rousso & Danon, Piraeus; A. Denaxas
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Politis

Co.,

street,
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&

Co.,

.Si.uliiim

Miaouli

.strivl,

Atlu-iis;

Vrvonis,

street, .Villous; V.

Cliristos

1

rioulon

Stas.sinopulos,

Mdissinos,

HcriKinl

Pir;u-u.s;

iivi'iuie,

street,

35

SoplicKles

Athens.

The South African Railway Budget
|S|irii;il

(oriis|>on(l( HOC

fmiii

JoliniinrslHirn

|

statement of the Minister of Railways and
Harbors on the railway estimates throws further liyiit on
the eircumstances whieh have necessitated the recent increases
of rate.s. For the current year (1918-19) the department was
faced with the prospect of a deficit of £1,169,000. Rates were
Tlie exliaustivo

consrtjuently iricrea.sed as from May 11 and thereafter revenue showed a remarkal)le expansion until the influenza

epidemic.

The

original

estimate

of

general

revenue was

£276,034 per week. During the seven weeks preceding the
By the
epidemic the weekly earnings averaged £.S01„S85.
end of .Se])tember, half way through the financial year, the
total traffic receipts were £.i97,915 in excess of the estimates.
There was, however, a big decline as soon as the effects of
For the week ended
the epidemic made them.selves felt.
October 26 the receipts dropped to £186,93.>, the lowest figure
since Union, with tlie exception of the strike period and the
w-eek ended September 26, 1914, just after the outbreak of
It is calculated that the epidemic occasioned a loss
the war.
It was not
in railway revenues of something like £550,000.
until Decemlx^r that signs of recovery became apparent, but
for that and the following months the earlier record was reestablished and exceeded the total ending February 8, being

Meanwhile the second increase in rates had taken
from the New Year and as the combined result of the
traffic improvement and the higher charges there is now
ever}' reason to hope that the ordinary railway revenue for
the year will be approximately £650,000 in excess of the
To this position passengers, parcels, and
original estimate.
general goods traffic have all contributed, the first named, so
far from having .shown any falling off owing to the increased
fares, having attained proportions with which the department
has been hard pressed to cope, while passenger traffic for the
year constitutes a record since Union. There has also been a
Coal
record tonnage of goods and minerals other than coal.
traffic, on the other hand, has decreased owing to the diversion of shipping and decline in military requirements, though
the falling off in respect of bunkering has been set off by a
hea\y expansion in export and the internal coal traffic has

£342,000.
effect

A noteworthy feature of the period
generally increased.
under review has l>een that the heavy decline in the traffic
brought about by war conditions and the restrictions on ocean transport, has been counter Ijalanced by a contemporaneous increase in the revenue from internal sources.
In this respect the railways have reflected the growing industrial activity within the Union which is a healthy sign of
From the standpoint of railway revenue the rethe times.
placement of traffic in imported overseas goods by that in
South African products is the exchange of a lucrative for a
less productive class of business, but from the point of view
of general development it implies that South Africa has been
more favorably situated than most countries during the war.
The gross revenue from railways is now expected to exceed
the estimates by £805,055.
in imports,

Expenditure
epidemic cost the department
£77,000 in sick pay alone, while overtime and other sources
of special outlay due to the same cause are estimated to have
involved a further loss of £100,000. Apart from this exceptional visitation, however, there have been substantial causes
of increased outlay, notably the war bonus, improvement in

Turning

to expenditure, the

pay of various sections of the staff and the increased cost
Under
of materials of all descriptions owing to the war.
these circumstances the gross railway expenditure for 1918-19

tlie
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is expected to exceed tiie estimates by £627,128 and tiie harbor exiK-nditurc i)y £67,525. The actual results of the year's
working, however, arc now exp<'cted to itc consideraldy better
than the original estimates imjjlicd and tiie net result has
i)een a reduction of the estimated deficit on the current year,
from £1,169,.S96 to £1,062,000. This deficit is being treald
as estimated expenditure for the coming year.

Drawbacks

of the Past

Few Years

Glancing back over the conditions of the past few years,
the Minister recalls a remarkatilc .sequence of serious drawbacks, comprising the general strike of 1913, the railway
strike and other industrial troubles in January, 1914; the
outbreak of war; the rcI)ellion in 1915; the prolonged
drought of 1916; the destructive floods and washaways of
1917, and the devastating epidemic of last year. Throughout
the whole of this period the general overseas position, and
the state of affairs in regard to shipping, created constant

The

difficulties.

cost of all requirements has been subject

to constant expansion.

The pay

of

men on

active .service

absorbing nearly £1,250,000 per annum. The war bonus for
railwaymen in the current year amounts to over £1,300,000,
The rate of interest on capital has advanced. Despite all
this, the Minister points out, and the improvements made
in the pay and conditions of the staff, the expenditure has
been met out of revenue, and the normal working of the railways has been maintained comparatively unimpaired.
In
this connection he pays a high tribute to the devotion of the
Staff, and makes acknowledgment of the way in which unavoidable inconveniences have been borne by the public.

Financial Year 1919-20
For the financial year 1919-20 the estimated expenditures
on railways and harbors is: Railways, £19,410,983; harbors,
Total, £20,324,070.
£913,087.
There is an increase on
railways as compared with the previous year, of £2,884,521
and on harbors of £79,498, a total of £2,964,019. The biggest contributory item towards this increase is the deficit of
£1,062,000 from the current year.

The Estimate
The

deficit at the

of

how

of

Revenue

estimate of revenue for 1919-20 leaves an anticipated

end of that period of £877,500.

The

question

to deal with this position, the Minister states, has been

the subject of the most careful consideration.

—

Funds can only be provided in two ways by reducing expenditure or raising more revenue, and the only way of
raising more revenue is by the increase of rates.
It is not
considered likely that the estimate of revenue will be exceeded under existing conditions.
It is frankly recognized
that the drastic expedient of withholding or reducing contributions to the renewals fund cannot be repeated, the fund
stands at about £5,832,000, but the great bulk of this has
already been ear-marked, and the Minister makes significant
revelations as to the far-reaching extent of present requirements for getting the railways into proper working condition.
Under these circumstances there is no alternative but to carry
If it seems
the deficit forward and await developments.
likely that the deficit will be substantially covered, no action
will he taken.
If, on the other hand, there is no immediate
prospect of wiping it out, it will be necessary to reconsider
the whole position from the standpoint, presumably, of
determining whether there will not have to be some further
raisina; of rates.

J.

E. Johanson, a

member

District Freight Traffic

man

of that committee to succeed C.

resigned.
the

of the St. Louis (Mo.) Western
Committee, has been appointed chair-

G. E.

committee

E.

in place of

Mr. Johanson.

who has
member of

Perkins

Rambach has been appointed

a

;

Air Brake Association Holds Annual Convention
Record Attendance; Air Consumption of Auxiliaries and Holding
Trains on Grades Among Topics Discussed
DELEGATION
brake men
THE LARGEST
organization gathered
Hotel

in the history

of ait

Sherman,
Chicago, on Tuesday for the opening meeting of the
twenty-sixth annual convention of the Air Brake Association.
The first session was devoted to addresses by Frank McManamy, assistant director division of operation, United
of the

at

the

practices to be discontinued.

Air

Consumption

of the association.

Address of President
President Barry in his address spoke of the past work of
the association and mentioned its recognition by the Railroad
Administration as showing the general recognition of the
progress that had been achieved through the leadership of
the organization.
He urged that the association should conits efforts to improve air brake service and to extend
sphere of activity, particularly by more active co-operation with the local air brake clubs, which offer an excellent
opportunity for keeping in close touch with the problems
In
arising in the maintenance and operation of air brakes.
closing he paid a glowing tribute to the genius of Walter V.
Turner whose work was largely responsible for many of the
most important recent advances in the art.

tinue

its

Address of Frank

McManamy

McManamy

emphasized the necessity for promoting
safety, efficiency and economy in the operation of the railroads under present conditions and pointed out how the Air
Brake Association can help to secure these aims. He spoke
of the need for a realization of the fact that the air brake is
not merely a safety device, but is essential for proper operation with the heavy motive power and long trains now in use.
He mentioned also the part that could be taken in reducing
damage claims by the proper maintenance of the air brake.
Mr. McManamy stated that in his opinion the neglect of
brake equipment was too common on roads with low grades
and that steps should be taken to remedy the condition. He
recommended increasing the forces employed on air brake
work and installing proper facilities at repair points where
the equipment is overhauled. As the first essential for proper
operation he suggested that more attention should be given
to stopping leakage in the air brake system and especially
He spoke also of
in brake cylinders and retainer valves.
the co-ordination of the mechanical associations under the
American Railroad Association and the benefit that the Air
Brake Association could derive by having its recommendation referred to the Mechanical Section and issued as man-

The committee submitted

a report of progress, giving a
The purpose of
the committee's investigation was, (1) to investigate the rate
of air consumption of auxiliary devices as found in service
on locomotives; (2) to investigate the relation of air con-

sumption by auxiliary devices to compressor operation; (3)
to determine if the amount of air used is sufficient to warrant a separation of auxiliary devices from the air brake
system, with a separate compressor to furnish air for them;
(4) to determine if it is satisfactory to have the auxiliarv
devices take their air supply from the air brake system, but
necessar)' on diis account to install an additional compressor
(5) to investigate the cost of compressed air for operating
the auxiliary devices used, and (6) to make recommendations with respect to the maintenance of auxiliary devices.

Tests Made and Results
While the data given here do not cover the subject completely, they will at least serve to give

a conception as to
on locomotives
may mean in the ordinary practice of busy railroads. It is
to be expected that this report will be regarded as a report
of progress, and it is hoped that the work of the committee
will be continued for the ensuing year.
The investigation covered in this report naturally divides
itself into two parts, viz., standing and running tests.
The
standing tests were made on locomotives in roundhouses,
and consisted in measuring the amount of air used by the
auxiliary devices operated while the locomotives were standing.
The running tests were made on freight engines working over the road in service, and consisted of the continuous
measurement of air used by the auxiliary devices in operation
while the engine was running. The standing tests involved
a total of 48 engines, and the running tests were made with
six engines.
A total of 489 individual tests were made, the
results of which have been classified and arranged for the
purposes of this report.
The locomotives used during these tests were not selected,
nor were any locomotives inspected before the tests were

W.

J.

Patterson

Mr. Patterson outlined the work of the Division of Safety
it affects air brake matters and spoke of the importance
of improving general air brake conditions throughout the
country.
He advocated the universal use of the incoming
as

a means of securing better conditions. He also
referred to the fact that hand brakes are used to control

brake

test as

air operated auxiliary devices

equipment just as it might
would be represenFurthermore, the
tative of average operating conditions.
standing tests were made at three division points and involved the equipment on four different divisions. The running tests were conducted on two road divisions.
Standing Tests The standing tests involved measuring
the amount of air used by the various auxiliar>- devices with
The form of apparatus for making
the locomotive at rest.
It consisted of two
this measurement is shown in Fig. 1.
tanks connected as shown, the larger being designated as
the measuring reservoir and the smaller as the pressure

was desired

made.

It

happen

to be available so that the data

to test the

—

datory instructions.

Address of

Locomotive Auxiliary

resume of the work which had been done.

what the use of

Mr.

of

Devices*

W.

J. Bierd, Federal manager, Chicago & Alton; W. J. Patterson, bureau of safety.
Interstate Commerce Commission, and F. J. Barry, president

States Railroad Administration;

freight trains when descending heavy grades and said that it
was the intention of the Division of Safety to require sucli

*The meaning of the term "air operated auxiliary devices on
as used in this report, can be defined as referring to all
devices un locomotives which are not a part of the air brake
as air operated fire doors, bell ringers, reverse gears, sandcrs,
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locomotives,"
air

operated

system, such
etc.

:
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lie imaMiii'imnt ot tlu- air usi'd l)\- I'iu li auxiliary
resiTvoir.
devicf was aaoiiipli.slicd in tiu' foUowinj^ manner:
The auxiliary device to be tested was disconnected from

I

I

main re.sen-oir on the hKomotive and reconnected to the
measuring apparatus at plohe valve No. ,i.
A connection
was likewise made from llie main reservoir on the locomotive

~

..>()
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almo>|)iKTes

7.8.< cu.

.\

5.70 (volume of measuring reservoir)

of free air supjjlicd during the

ft.

7.83 X 60 (No. of

.sec.

in

=

Then

the

78 (time of
|)i'r

test.

one min.)
6.03 cu.

ft.

test in sec.)

minute.
standing

tests made on
all
auxiliary devices iiave
been classified and arranged according to the type of locomotive ujjon which they were found, and the results are shown
in graphic form in Fig. 2.
Each figure on the chart shows
the minimum, average and maximum rates of air consumj)-

I'he

tion of all the auxiliary devices of the several types tested.

Fig.

1

— Measuring

measuring
was measured by

to the

Apparatus Used in Standing Tests of Air
Operated Auxiliaries

No. 1. The air
and manipulating
The operator of valve No. 2
constant pressure of 70 lb. was

reservoir at glol)e valve

opening

No.

valve

3

globe valves Nos. 1 and 2.
regulated that valve so that a
maintained in the pressure reservoir as the supply of air
The operator
pressure to the au.xiliary device under test.
of the main reservoir valve No. 1 opened this valve so as
to charge the

measuring reservoir up

to the

main

reservoir

pressure of the Iwomotive, usually 40 to 50 11). higher than
the constant pressure in the pressure reservoir. This operator

The results for fjassenger locomotives are based on the
standard ])assenger train reservoir pressure of 130 lb.,
although the actual tests were made at a constant pressure
In every case the data were converted from the
of 70 lb.
70 lb. basis to give the etjuivalent rate of air consumption at
130 lb. in the following manner:
Rate of leakage, cu. ft. ])er min.
.Absolute press, on loco'
motive
Absolute test pressure (84.7 lb.)
(144.7 lb.) equals rate of leakage on engine when main
reservoir pressure is 130 lb. instead of 70 11>.
that is, the
leakage is taken as proportional to the absolute pressures.
The data for freight engines are based on 100 lb. main
reservoir pressure, standard for freight service.
It will be noted that all charts have the capacity of air
compressors indicated on them for convenient comparison
with the rates of air consumption given.
These values for
compressor capacity are based on the rate of air delivery

^

;

established by the Interstate Commerce Commission's compressor condemning tests, as shown in Table I.
PRESS

Capacities
A
Based on
m Cap

I.

C.

C.

Condemning Tests

Delivery rate, cu.

T

•pe of

compressor

60

9'/; in.

11

in.

lb.

pressure
32
37.5

in,

59
86

.S-A

S'A

ft.

free air per niinute,

C.C.

—Running

tests

and

total

were made with the object
amount of air used by the
auxiliary devices while the locomotive was working in regu-

Running Tests

of determining the rate

o-

Fig. 3

— Measuring

Apparatus Used

in

Running Tests

An apparatus was devised for measuring continuously the rate and amount of air used, and is showm
diagramatically in Fig. 3. This apparatus is similar to that
the only difference
described above and shown in Fig. 1
being that two measuring reservoirs are used, with the object
of permitting the measurement of air to go on continuously.
This apparatus was manipulated so that while the air

lar service.

Fig.

2— Results

of Standing Tests of Auxiliary Devices

All

on

Locomotives

then closed valve No. 1 and noted the time required for the
pressure in the measuring reservoir to drop any given amount
during the time it was supplying air continuously to maintain
the constant pressure in the pressure reservoir.
The air consumption was calculated as follows

20 (drop in measuring reservoir)
^

:= 1.36 drop in measuring

14.7 (atmospheric pressure)
reservoir expressed in atmospheres.

;

was being measured by the dropping pressure in one reserthe other reservoir was allowed to charge from the
main reservoir in order to be ready to start measuring the
voir,

supply of air to the pressure reservoir as soon as the air
first measuring reservoir was exhausted.
The measuring apparatus was installed in a caboose which
was run at the head end of the train next to the engine. The

pressure in the

—

,
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piping was so arranged that with either end of the caboose
toward the engine, connections could be made to the main
reservoir and the auxiliary devices on the locomotive under
test.

The length of running tests covered in this report varied
from 35^ to 8 hours, or the time required to make a fast
The running
freight movement over a division of 131 miles.
tests made were six in number and can be divided into two
classes, mz.: (a) Running tests in which the rate of air consumption was measured for the reverse gear only, and (b)
running tests in which the rate of air consumption was measured for all auxiliary devices.
Three tests of each kind were made, and each test was
made during a full trip of an engine in regular service on
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Freight Service Running Tests

The running

„,.„„„
are,

tests

of course, of a great

more importance than the standing tests, in that they
show the rate of air consumption as it varies during the
working time of the locomotive, and it is the judgment of
the committee that more tests of this kind should be made.
The tests herewith presented do not provide sufficient data
for basing definite conclusions, but they do show how the
deal

leakage of auxiliary devices will vary with running conditions
on the road, and that cases do exist in which the air consumption is unreasonably high, if not actually dangerous, in
the sense that it increases the possibility of an engine failure
as the result of overworking the air compressor.
The running test, data are shown plotted in graphic form
in Fig. 4.
Each of the six tests is represented by a line
which shows how the rate of air consumption varied throughout the trip.
The three solid lines represent tests made on

and the three dotted lines represent
the tests made in which the air consumption was measured
Additional lines are shown on
for the reverse gear only.
the charts to indicate the capacity of different air comall

auxiliar}'

supplying the compres.sed air required under the various conditions, based on the following assumptions:
(1) That the
average working time for locomotives is 6 hrs. per day, or
2190 hrs. per year; (2) That the rate of evaporation is 7
lb. of water per pound of coal; (3) That the price of coal
on the tender is $2.00 per ton, or $1.00 per 1,000 lb.; (4)
That the rate of steam consumption in pounds of steam used
per 100 cu. ft. of free air compressed, is in accordance with

t

.

~"

'

i

tabulation. The remaining figures in Fig. 5 give the relative
minimum, maximum, and average cost for compressed air
when using various types of air compressors. There are two
figures for each type of compressor, one for the tests made
with reverse gears only, and the other for the tests made with
all auxiliary devices.
These figures show the relative cost of

^°"'^
'

_!

-i

EgSv^y ^ j^uM^f^W' J^^^'t''
i

—

Cost Data
Fig. 5 has been made up from the running
data to show the relative cost of maintaining auxiliary
devices at the minimum, maximum, and average conditions
of leakage found during these tests.
The first two figures
of this chart show the minimum and average rates of air
consumption for the three tests in which the reverse gear
only was measured and the three tests in which all auxiliary
devices were measured.
These values were obtained from
the test data by dividing the total amount of air used during
the trip by the total time of the trip in minutes. The actual
values used are shown in the last column of the preceding
test

-

rvj

—_^_,

,jcc/'
"^

H-™

,

Total cu.

A
E
C

D
E

F

Auxiliary
devices
Rev. gear only.
Rev. gear only.
Rev. gear onlv.
All devices
All devices
All devices

ft.

free air used

during
.

.

trip

.'i.ees.a

4,939.8
1,809.&2
14,750
7.761.2
1,738.4

Cu. ft. free air
used per min.
11.84
10.55
4.50
46.93
23.13
8.17

Aev.CES

///M

B

.IL.U.,U.»»

V////,

^j!-;.„^
1

1

1

1

1

V/m W////YmW'

Fig. 5- -Cost

Data Based on Running Tests
of Air Compressors

the values given in Table II.

mined from

a

series

of

1

Various Types

These values have been deterconsumption tests made on

of steam

each of the types of air compressors indicated.
Table

Ste\m Cons MPTiON OF Locomotive Air Compressors

IT

Lb. of steam, at 200 lb. pressure,
per 100 cu. ft. free air

compressed

Type of
ccnij>rcssor

:

ilcsigiiations

\

1

TT^H

chart were of the same class, and were equipped with two
No. 5 -A air compressors and the following air operated
auxiliary devices reverse gear, double fire doors, bell ringer,
Sander, water scoop, and cylinder cocks.
The tabulation below shows the total amount of free air
used and the average rate of using during each of the six
running tests shown in Fig. 4.

NLY

W//M,

devices,

pressors in order that comparisons between the compressor
air capacity and the rate of air consumption can readily be
made. All of the engines used in the six tests plotted on this

Locomotive

1167

S)Vi-\:-\.

and

11-in.

5A
8!-<-in.

C".

C

To

100 lb. main
res. pressure

To 1301b. main
res.

pressure

68

76.25

44.7

51

24

The cost comparison figures are based upon the above
assumptions only, no consideration being given to such
factors as the cost of handling coal on engines, cost of water,
depreciation of boiler plant and compressor plant, etc. These
considerations have been omitted l^ecause the committee does
not have sufficient data to accurately determine them.
It is
obviou.> thai tlicse factors would increase the costs shown, and

RAILWAY AGE
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the chart figures can tlicrcforc be regarded as tlu' luiiiimmu
rnnscrvative values.
A iletailed acrount of the results of the tests of individual
appliamcs was jjiven in tlie rejiort. '1 "he theoretical or com-

even tlie minimum
consumjition tliat was found during the standing test, proving that the greatest part of tlie air used was wasted through
The
leakage due to impro|)er maintenance of the devices.
committee helieves that it would i)C worth while to continue
the test with a view to establishing more complete data upon
which performance standard and condemning tests could be

Vol. 66. No. 19

wild tanks
as

till-

sctK)})

the scoop is usually dropped at the .same time.
brakes arc relea.sed and excessive leakage in the waterlylindcr might seriously interfere with the recharging

of the auxiliary reservoir.

l)uted air i()nsiun[>ti()n did not account for

made.

Conclusions
)

1

the

Wednesday

.session of the convention,

devices unfit for service.
(7) Means should be devised for checking and testing the
performance of auxiliary devices.

Recommendations
The committee recommended
and

this report

the data be

that

its

be regarded only as a report of progress; that

made more complete by

investigations on indi-

vidual railroads, conducted as outlined in the report, such
investigations to be reported to the chairman of this committee; that steps be taken to secure better maintenance of
auxiliary devices; that further experiments be made with the

means for testing, and satiswhich can be applied to
for service; and that considera-

object of devising satisfactory

factory standards of performance

show whether the device

is fit

tion be given to the plan of operating the auxiliary devices at
a pressure lower than that carried in the air brake system

main

This plan would effect a large saving in
would require a separate air supply reservoir

reservoir.

air used, but

with means provided for controlling the reduced pressure.
The report was signed by C. H. Weaver (N. Y. C), chairman; C. B. Miles (Big Four), W. W. White (M. C), and
R. E. Miller (W. A. B. Co.).

Discussion
Great interest was shown in the results of the test and
numerous opinions were advanced as to the cause of excessive
leakage in auxiliaries and the method that should be used
The practice of operating power reverse
to overcome it.
gears by steam when handling locomotives around the roundhouse was condemned by several speakers, who stated that
steam destroyed the packing in the cylinders and caused
Some roads are now equipping metal
excessive leakage.
disk power reverse systems with metal packing rings. T. F.
Lyons (N. Y. C.) brought out the fact that leakage in the
auxiliary' devices might interfere with the proper operation
of the brake even though it did not result in a large waste
of air.
The loss due to leaks in water scoop cylinders did
not cause excessive air consumption because the cylinder is
However, in approaching
operated at infrequent intervals.

'j'hc

to brake j)ipe leakage

paper emand stated

C

would pass the M.
B. standard cou]jling
Employees often use makeshifts to secure tight

test.

and

at least one road has adopted a s[)ecial gasket to
hose coupling leakage.
Some sj)ecial types of
gaskets submitted to railroads for apj)roval wlien tested have
recjuired from 1 ,000 to 1 ,300 11). to pull the iiose apart.
Such
excessive strains fracture the hose and cause the Ijrake i)ipe

joints

eliminate

to shift, resulting in leakage.

The paper recommended

the universal practice of gaging

that

brake hose couplings
be included when periodic attention to air l)rake equipment
is being given freight cars in shops or on repair tracks.

M.

C. B. Air

By

air

Brake Defect Card
Jas.

Elder

General Air Brake Inspector, Chicago, Milwaukee

The United

&

St.

Paul

Railroad Administration, Fuel Conservation Division, in Circular No. 13, of August 31, 1918,
issued by Eugene McAuliffe, manager, presents 15 specific
recommendations made by an Air Brake Association committee.

work be continued

due

in service that

gage

be profitable.

demn

Hose Couplings

that examination of 1,600 freight cars showed that .55 [jer
cent of the leakage existed in the hose couplings.
Further
investigation develoi)ed that it was difficult to find couplings

auxiliary devices.
(5) Cost basis data .show that better maintenance would
(6) Standards of performance, including maximum permissible leakage, should be established upon which to con-

to Detective

A paper on Air Leakage and Money Wa.itcd 1 iirough
Failure to Keep Hose (Couplings in Standard Gage, .submitted by the Manhattan Air Brake Club, was pre.sented at
j)hasized the fuel waste

Auxiliary devices under average conditions were
found to use too much air.
(2) Conditions frequently e.xist where compressor capacity
may be exceeded by the demands of the auxiliary devices.
(3) Some of the data justify the conclusion that auxiliar>'
devices should be operated separately from the air brake system.
On tlie other hand, some of the data show that with
l)roper maintenance this conclusion might not be warranted.
(4) Under some of the conditions shown by these data, it
would not be satisfactor}' to connect the auxiliary- devices to
the air brake system and increase the compressor capacity
accordingly, unless the air brake main reservoir is protected
from the consequences of excessive air requirement by the
(

Due

Air Leakage

States

Recommendation No.

9

is

as

follows:

"A

rule

should be put into effect that trainmen must apply an M.
C. B. standard air brake defect card in cases where defects
develop en route or for brakes cut out b\- them defect to be
checked off on back of card."
The M. C. B. card shows careful thought, but the changed
;

conditions

since

its

last

revisions

demand

certain

altera-

meet present requirements. Some l:)elieve the brake
defect card has outlived its usefulness, basing this on (a)
the great difficulty in getting it applied where needed; (b)
on incoming brake tests rendering it less necessary; (c) and
some object because of the appearance occasional trains
would present if all cars with defective brakes were carded.
Assuredly the brake defect card should either i^e used to
better advantage or discontinued.
If a defect card is yet needed and is practicable after having simplified the card, it will be very desirable to have
mandatory instructions as to responsibility for its application.
As this car is a detail of repairing, for which car
men are responsible, car men should be primarily responsible
for its application; that is, before a departing train is released from the blue signals, the inspectors should have
either repaired or carded every defective brake.
With this
insured, it would be fair to insist that the departing train
crew should card every defective brake delivered at the next
terminal.
However, as the incoming test should invariably
be made, and as this would disclose to inspectors all defects
tions to

except with cut-out brakes, it is submitted that if train men
are required merely to card properly every brake brought in
cut-out, all needs will be met, and the work of getting cards
used by them will be lessened in a rational maimer.
If one road cards all defective brakes not repaired and a
connecting line does not, the former will be subjected to an
unfair comparison; hence, that if real value is to be obtained
from the defect card, its full and similar use must be obligaIf the defect card
tory on all roads in interchange traffic.
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and the further fact that many accidents from lack
of the right practices (Kcur on roads with grades too light

be continued the following additional means for bettering the results obtained should be adopted. The card and its
use should be simplified, and then action looking toward its
obligatory and uniform use by all railways in interchange

practices,

The stub should be omitted. If it
were possible to get the stubs filled out and forwarded, they
would merely burden the mails and the offices. The reasons
warranting omission of the stub also justify dropping from
the card all matter pertaining to its use after the defect has
The size proposed is 4 in. by 2]/^ in.
been repaired.
With all-air trains, a defect which prevents placing a
certain car between other air brake cars, puts it back of the
This advertises the defect on arrival at the next
caboose.
terminal, and as it must not go farther until repaired, there
is now no use for the second card, as there was when the
present M. C. B. card was designed.
Where an existing
defect does not require air pressure to locate it, such as one

consideration of this subject.
As before implied, probably the greater danger is due to
laxness in the daily enforcement of rules and instructions
on this subject.
Observance of these requires more forethought and co-operation on the part of engine and trainmen
to reduce the time and lal)or for compliance; and even then
the latter will be greater than by the easier but more dangerous ways.
Familiarity with steep grades, and the many
deviations from safe practices that can occur so generally
without an accident following, tend constantly toward habits
which, unless checked regularly, will eventually result in
disaster.
One of the most common and dangerous of these
is failure to release and recharge the train brakes promptly
after stopping on a grade, which should invariably be done
whether or not the engine in control is to be cut off.
A general superintendent of a large road with several long
and steep grades, expressed this matter well by the statement that it was necessary' about every six months to instruct
each superintendent having a steep grade, to report how well
safety precautions against runaways were being observed,
but not to do so until he had the trainmaster and the traveling engineer make a special investigation and report.
He
said that without this, a serious accident invariably occurred
in time, and that its investigation disclosed chronic laxness
as the cause.
The following definite instructions and recommendations
are submitted on the subject of this paper:
As soon as a train is stopped on a grade, brakes should

is to

service should be taken.

hay,

DEFECTIVE Bf?A^.
CAI^NO

©

INITIALS

,

CAI^D APPLIED

date

AT.

_Tt^AlH

NO....

BY CONDUCTOI^.BY INSPECTOR
I^AILKPAD.

:

DEFECTS' D^AW ALINE

@

THK0U6M EXISTING DEFECT^

5KAKE WONT APPLY.
BRAKE LEAKS OFF.

BWKC

5KAKE STICKS OFTEN.

H05f COUaiNG LEAKS.

HAND BKAKE DEFECTIVE.

Wtm. RIGGING DEFECTIVE

CONSTANT BLOW AT

PIPE LEAKS
BRANCH PIPE LEAKS.

l?EraiNIN5 VALVE.

5KAKE CAUSES UNDESII^ED

f^FLEASE VALVE.

QUICK' AFTION.

OTHEK DEFECTS
NOTE-- ATTACH CARD NEAR
WHERE

IT

TI?IPLE VALVE
CAN BE READILY SEEN.

Suggested Revision of M. C. B. Air Brake Defect Card
with either the hand brake or the foundation brake, it is
plainly undesirable to elaborate the card by specifying the
The
various points where such defects commonly develop.
revised card submitted is here illustrated.

Discussion

who

discussed the paper agreed that the
defect card gave valuable infonnation, but that considerable
difficulty was found in getting train men to use them. There
was a marked difference of opinion regarding the advisaPractically all

bility of eliminating the stubs.

The

association adopted a

motion recommending the adoption of the

air brake defect
card revised as suggested in the paper, the use of this card
to be confined to train men and inspectors in departure yards.

Holding Standing Freight Trains and Cars on
Grades
By

R. J. Watters
Assistant .Wv Brake Inspector, Northern Pacific

While many, if not most roads with steep grades have
recognized the possible great dangers incident to holding
standing trains and cars on grades, and have generally issued
rules or instructions to guard against such dangers, yet the
fact that even on such roads there is a strong tendency, on
the part of some officials as w'ell as of the men in the train
service,

to

gravitate

toward easier and

more dangerous

them under the term mountain or steep grade
amply justify the Air Brake Association's careful

to include

roads,

be released and recharged at once. If the engine from which
brakes are being operated remains attached, and keeps the
train charged, as it then should, it may be held with the
independent brakes; that is, by keeping the independent or
An
the straight air brake valve in application position.
In
exception is where the engineer is to leave the engine.
this case enough hand brakes to alone hold the train should
be applied. This should be proved by having all automatic
and independent brakes off and, if the compressor may be
kept running, then the independent brake should be reapplied and its brake valve handle left in application position.
If the engine from which the train brakes are being
operated is to be cut off, enough hand brakes to alone hold
the train, should be applied, but the trainmen should not
commence to apply them until the automatic brakes are released.
Where retaining valves are in use, none need be
turned down, but no hand brakes should be applied until one
minute after train brake release is begun.
Hand brakes used to hold cars or a train on a grade should
be applied at the down-grade or lower end, thereby assuring
All slack should be
against any car starting if uncoupled.
in, against the applied hand brakes, as well as all automatic
brakes off (see previous exception about retaining valves)
before cutting off an engine.
If, with the engine in control of the train cut off, another
engine is to be detached, as a helper or pusher, its engineer
should first cut in, release and recharge the train brakes,

then release the independent brake so as to be certain the
While remaintrain will stand after the engine is cut off.
ing with the train the independent brake should be kept applied on each of any such other engines.
With a descending train, the final reduction to l)unch the
slack, as the stop is being completed, should be followed,
during the wait of one minute after release is begun before
commencing to apply hand brakes (at the head end), by
reversing and pushing the slack in as much more as possible,
then holding the train with the independent brake while the

hand brakes

are being applied.

—
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With
tiiij;

oft

;in

.i>i

sluiuUl

tiidiiij;
lie

train, tliat

insured

l)y

llii'

sliuk

allowiiiK

ually, witli train brakes off, until

tlu-

it

to

is

in

lulorc cut-

drop back grad-

train will .stand with

It siiould l)e held l)y hand
aid from the engine in control.
brakes applied at the rear, aided by tlie independent brake

no

engine in the train.
hose (K(ur.-. on a grade immediately apply more than enough hand brakes to alone hold
If it i.s a
the train until its l>rakes are again recharged.
descending train, and a cou])ling is damaged that will take
some time to repair, and if the portion of the train with the
engine (ahead) can l)e backed so as to couple the detached
hose, it should be done and the train kept recharged during
any necessary wait while oi)taining a repair part, as a
knuckle or ])in. or if a delay must ensue before putting the
damaged car elsewhere, as where this (Kcurs where the car
may be switched out or to the rear end.
It should l)e noted that the air brakes are off before applying hand brakes on cars set out on a grade, and on level
It is not necessary to
track as well, sufficient to hold tliem.
bleed the air from auxiliary reservoirs of cars so set out as
long as the air lirakes are off when the hand brakes are
applied.
In addition to the foregoing any rules regarding
Hand brakes apblocking cars should be complied with.
plied when the car air brakes are set, may result in broken
chains when the air brakes leak off, especially dangerous
Even where this exceptional failure
with one or two cars.
does not occur, they will often be so difficult to release as
to necessitate the delay and w-aste of air required to apply
the air brakes to aid in releasing them.
of eat

ii

otiier

If a break-in-two, or l)urst

Instructions on Freight Car Brake Main-

A

paper giving detailed instructions for the maintenance
equipment was presented by Mark Purcell
The need for clear and definite in(Northern Pacific).
structions in printed form was shown by the tests of cars
shortly after cleaning, which demonstrated that 21.3 per cent
of the brakes cleaned were ineffective within one month.
Two years of special inspection and instruction work reduced
the percentage to 8.8 which still left a big opportunity for
The need for detailed instruction is parimprovement.
ticularly urgent at the present time because of the large number of inexperienced men in the air brake department.
To avoid unnecessary switching and loss of car service,
work should be done well when the cars are sent to the
repair track and every opportunity taken to ascertain the
condition of the brakes when on the repair track, house

The installation of air lines at
track and transfer track.
such points was advocated as a means of reducing the cost
of brake maintenance, increasing car efficiency and expediting train movement.
This completes the report of the proceedings

up

to the

will appear in next

Exhibitors at the Air Brake Convention
An organization of manufacturers of air brake and

I

resentatives, are given lielow:
Packing

.Anchor

Company,

Reprewntcd

Chicago. -I'ackin({.

I.:uulrcth.

by

John

—

Valve Company,' Boston, Mans. Gages, gage teslcrs and nafrty
\';:Ivcs,
portaljlc boiler test pump, insjwctors' testing and proving outfit.
Represented by J. \V. Motherwell an J. F. Gettrust.
.\sliton

1

—

Il.uTo Manuf.ncturing Company, Chicag). 111.
Metallic engine-tender air,
steam and water connections, air reservoir joint connections, metallic car
steam heat connections, smoke box blower fitting.
Represented by F. N.

Hard and C. L. Mellor.
liroscliart Thrcadless Pipe Coupling Company, Trenton, Mo.
tr.iin-linc repair coupling.

Railway Equipment Company. Chicago, 111.
Represented by E. G. Busse and E. A. I.x;Beau.

Cl'icago
ports.

Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich.
Represented by A. G. Machesney.

— Brake

— Lubricators

-Emergency

beam

and flange

supoiler.

—

Dixon Crucible Company, Joseph, Jersey City, N. J. Graphite and
graphite products for railroad service.
Represented by L. H. Snyder and
F. R. Brandon.
Edna Brass Maijufacturig Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Lubricators, inRepresented by E. O. Corey and II. A. Glenn.
jectors and boiler checks.
Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N. V. Air brake gaskets, air pump
throttle, cab cock and reverse gear packing and spiral packing.
Represented liy W. G. Cook.
Cioulil
Coupler Company, New York City. Gould universal automatic
brake slack adjuster. Represented by William H. Sauvage, W. F. Richards.
George R. Berger and William Garstang.

—

—

—

—

Johns-Manville Company, II. W., New York. Air pump, throttle and
brake cylinder packing, expander rings and slack adjuster.
Represented
by J. E. Meek, C. E. Murphv. Fred Home. G. Christenson. L. S. Wilbur
Younglove,
H.
Willard
C.
D.
L.
Jennings,
P.
C.
Jacobs,
E.
and P. R
J.
Austin.

—

Leslie Company, The, Lyndhurst. N. J.
Steam heat regulators and rem«v
Represented by S. I. Leslie arui J. J. Cizek
able injector coupling nuts.
Injectors,
lubricators
-Vathan Manufacturing Company, New York.
boiler check, gage cocks, non-lifting coal sprinkler.
Represented by Otto
and Richard Welch.
I'.est, W. E. Brumbic, J. G.
Xew York & New Jeisey Lubricant Company, New York. Non-fluid-oil
Represented
brake cylinder lubricant and N. F. O. triple valve lubricant.

by

J.

H. Bennis and

New York

Company; J. C. Younglove, H. W. Johns-Manville Company; J. D. Wright, WestMemliers of the committee
inghouse Air Brake Company.
for two years: F. W. Venton, Crane Company; J. H. Dennis,

& Packing Company. New York.— Air brake and

Belting

air

—

on-lifting injector, Ohio injector, Chicago lubricator, Chicago flange oiler,
<"hicago automatic drifting valve, Ohio water glass protector. Ohio boiler
Represented by A. C. Beckwith.
checks and Ohio feed hose strainer.
t.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York Railway Aftc and
Represented by A. F. Stuebling and J. M.
Rutherford.
Traction Lubricating Company. Chicago, 111. Air brake lubricant.
Represented by D. W. Kimball.
U. S. Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. King type air pump
Represented by M. B. Brewster and H. E. Hyslop.
packing.
United States Rubber Company, New York. Mechanical Goods Division.
Represented
.\'u
brake hose, pneumatic tool hose, gaskets and packings.
Railway Mechanical Engineer.

—

—

—

by C. S. Prosser.
Westinghouse Air
coupling gages and

—

Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. M. C. B. hose
hose coupling gasket gages, individual car testing
device, air brake cleaning and testing tools and devices, triple valve test
rack, brake pipe vent valve, automatic brake valve with collapsible equalizing piston. M. C. B. standard hose coupling packing ring gage, shipping
Represented by J. B.
caps foi triple valves, auxiliary devices governor.
Wiight. F. H. Parke, A. L. Berghane. G. B. Pierce. F. M. Nellis, E. H.
Dewson. H. H. Burns. F. B. Johnson. L S. Y. Fralich. E. Weaver. B. F.
Ke\. G. A. Stenson. A. G. Houston, k. E. Miller. W. M. Sleeth, C. J.
Ohmstead, L. M. Carlton, L. Wilcox. C. H. Larimer. E. W. Davis, F. W.
\agle, T. L. Burton, A. B. Brewn, C. E. Rowley, H. L. Cusic, G. W.
Wildon, C. C. Farmer. F. B. Farmer, H. A. Wahlert. C. D. Foltz, V.
\'illette,

for supervising the exhibits in connection with
conventions of air brake associations, was formed at a meetAt this
ing held in the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, May 7.
meeting a constitution and by-laws were adopted and the
name. Air Brake Appliance Association, chosen. The following officers were elected: Chairman, J. J. Cizek, The
Leslie Company; secretary-treasurer, F. W. Venton, Crane
Company. Members of the executive committee for three

—

F. J. Barnes.

signal hose, air tool hose, car heating and tender hose, gaskets, air coupling,
packing rings, rubber gaskets, air pump packing, rubber l>elting, etc. "Represented by L. F. Purlin.
Ohio Injector Company, Chicago. 111. U. S. Standard injector, Chicago

ac-

cessories,

years: J. F. Gettrust, Ashton Valve

Jersey Lubricant Company; L. H. Snyder,
Members of the execuJoseph Dixon Crucible Company.
tive committee for one year: J. J. Cizek, The Leslie Company; M. S. Brewster, U. S. Metallic Packing Company;
I). S, T'rosser, U. S. Kubl)er Comjiany.
lie companies exhii;iting devices at the Air Brake Association convention this year, together with a list of their rep-

Am

of freight brake

The remainder

New York & New

—

tenance

time of going to press.
week's issue.
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director general had received up to May 3 the followreports regarding the progress of the Victory Loan

The
ing

among employees

of federal
Employees

Region
Northwestern
Southern
Southwestern
Pocahontas
Central Western ....
Ailceheny
Eastern
Pullman Lines
N Y. N T Canal ...
Coastwise S. S

Total

on

roll

251,599
235,263
177,321
51,334
305,057
382,434
420.473
21,061
34

operated railroads:
Employees
subscribing

.-\mount of
subscriptions

164,270
69,587
84,786
15,986
180,800
184,999
213,822
13,385
28
1.604

$16,160,150
6.307,000
8.435.800
1,499.150
16.708.900
14,878.100
19,702,050
1,070,500
3,850
107,400
$85,872,900

Per cent of
employees
subscribing
65.29
26.14
47.8
31.14
59.3

48.37
SO
64
82
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at

William Howard Taft, speaking before the Hamilton Club,
Chicago, on Wednesday last, called on the Republican

and Mr. Demhovv also spoke on the same subject. Following a discussion on this subject the tneeting was addressed
by Chaplain John T. Kendall of tlie 44th Infantry.

Reception for the Thirteenth Engineers
Arrangements have been completed for the reception at Chicago
next week of the 13th (Railway) Engineers. This regiment was

Marion.

Governor Lowden, of Illinois, this week sent a message to
the Legislature asking for the appointment of a joint committee to investigate charges that representatives of the

recruited in Chicago immediately after declaratioti of war from
the Chicago Great Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, the Illinois Central and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
The regiment is expected to arrive in Chicago on Monday morn-

Pullman Company had approached members of the state
board of equalization on matters relating to assessments of
the Pullman Company's property.
M. H. Malone, president
of the board of equalization had declared that members had
been threatened with the loss of their positions if the Pullman Company's assessment should be increased. Resolutions
in accordance with the governor's wish were passed by both
Senate and House. Governor Lowden, formerly a director of
his directorship

when

,

Francisco-Oakland Terminal Company, and treasurer, G. H.

The Michigan East & West Railroad, which is now operated under a court injunction restraining its owners from dismantling the road, evidently will have to go before the Michigan State Railroad Commission to get leave to expire. The
road was sold under foreclosure. Officers of the state, understanding it to have been sold as a "going concern" exercised
their authority to prevent the buyer from taking up the rails.
The line of road is 72 miles long from Manistee, eastward to

Pullman Company, resigned

,|„,||

Baker, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
O. S. Corbin, engineman on the Southern Pacific, addressed the meeting on the subject of "The Prevention of
Accidents at Highway Grade Crossings," treating the matter
from the standpoint of the engineman. Eugene ?I. Baker

party to make a party issue of the return of the railroads to
private ownership.

the

,

May

Breakfast will be served the men at the Coliseum.
they will parade through the loop district and then
will have luncheon at one of the large hotels.
At four o'clock in
the afternoon the regiment is scheduled to leave for Caiup Grant,
Rockford, III., for demobilization. In the reviewing party will be
the federal managers of the six roads having companies in the
regiment and Major General Leonard Wood. .Arrangements have
been completed for giving railroad employees, so far as possible,
a holiday in order to welcome tlic soldiers.
ing.

At

elected

governor.

11.

11 o'clock

Western Railway Club
The annual meeting of

Railroad Employees' Subscriptions for Victory Bonds
The director general has received up to May 7 the following reports regarding the progress of the Victory Loan among the
men and women employed by the United States Railroad Ad-

be held on May 19 at the
usual dinner preceding the meet-

this club will

Hotel Sherman, Chicago. The
ing will be served in the Italian Room at 6:30. The meeting will
be held in the Louis XVI Room at eight and there will be an address by R. A. White on international problems.

ministration

:

Em-

Accounting

Officers' Association

The Railway Accounting

Officers' Association will hold its

31st annual meeting at the Commodore Hotel, New York
11.
A. Prouty, director
City, on Wednesday, June
C.
of the division of accounting. United States Railroad Administration, is expected to be present.
Members should
make their hotel reservations as far in advance as possible;
$2.50 to $4 for single room with bath, and $4 to $6 per day
for double rooms with bath.

Eastern
Mississippi-Warrior

tures of special interest to railway men as outlined in the
tentative program are a session on preservative coatings,
lubricants and containers on Tuesday afternoon; a session
on steel and wrought iron on Wednesday forenoon; one on
Wednesday evening on corrosion and magnetic analysis,
and one on concrete and gypsum, including the report of the
committee on reinforced concrete, on Friday afternoon. The
convention will close with a joint session on cement and
concrete with the American Concrete Institute on Friday

evening.

Pacific

Railway Club

180,013
89,804
96,464
20,489
197,676
214,894
251,535

21,061
34

16,355
33
1,918
1.242

sub-

Per cent of
employees

schptions
$17,664,900
8,337,000

subscribing
72 41
33 91

9,775,900
1,910,000
18,899,250
17,431,500
23,096,650

54 4
39 91

64 2
56 14
58.

(water

'ii-'es)

.

Adm'n

1.242

Total

9,600
1.308,450
4,850
126,850

78.
98.

500,050

100.

$99,065,000

Luncheon

to

Thornton and McCrea

Ralph Peters, president of the Long Island Railroad, New
York city, on Wednesday of this week gave an informal luncheon
in honor of Major General Sir Henry W. Thornton and Colonel J.
A. McCrea, both lately returned from France. The list of guests
included the following: William A. Nash, chairman of the board
of directors of the Corn Exchange Bank; Walter E. Frew, president of the Corn Exchange Bank George A. Gaston, of Gaston,
Williams & Wigmore Lewis L. Clarke, president of the American Exchange National Bank
Austin B. Fletcher
Colonel
George T. Slade John Markle Colonel A. L. Whiting, 13th
Engineers Thomas DeWitt Cuyler, chairman of the board of
directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad; Samuel Rea president
Henry Tatnall vice-president and A. J. County vice-president,
Pennsylvania Railroad F. D. LTnderwood, president, Erie Railroad W. H. Truesdale, president, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western; L. F. Loree, president, Delaware & Hudson Company;
Howard Elliott, president, Northern Pacific; W. G. Besler, president. Central of New Jersey; H. F. Gunison, publisher of the
Brooklyn Daily Eagle; W. A. Goodman, Jr.; .-\. R. Parsons, of
Douglas L. Ellirnan & Co. and Lieut. Ralph Peters, Jr.
;

;

;

;

1171

;

;

;

;

;

At the annual meeting of the Pacific Railway Club, held
at San Francisco, Cal., on March 13, the following officers
were elected: president, C. E. Norton, chief despatcher of
the Southern Pacific; first vice-president, Dennistoun Wood,
assistant mechanical engineer, Southern Pacific; second vicepresident, George H. Harris, general superintendent, San

Emiiloyees
subscribing

roll

248,588
264,796
177.326
51,334
307,699
382,780
427,909

Pullman Lines
N. \ Canals
Coastwise S. S

for Testing Materials Convention

The American Society for Testing Materials will hold its
twenty-second annual meeting at the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J., on June 24, 25, 26 and 27. Among the fea-

on

.Allegheny

Central

American Society

-Amount

ployees

.

Region
Northwestern
Sjuthern
Southwestern
Pocahontas
Central Western
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"The ICngineer Department has made

Approxinialcly 6,tK)ll i.iilinad slio]) employees licid a mass iiuitinR ill l>ciivcr, Colorado, on May 1, and a(lo|>lcd resolutions protesting aKaiiist llic efforts of "certain moneyed interests to force
private owiu-rsliip" and favoriiiK a nationwide strike in the event
Resolutions were also passed disapi)roving of
<i( their success.

a proud record for
and it gives me pleasure to express to you my sincere
thanks and admiration, and that of your comrades of the
American Expeditionary J-'orces, for its splendid achieveitself,

ments."

the imprisonment of EiiRcnc V. Debs
ings to "our Russian fellow workers

and extending cordial Rrectand wishing them Godspeed
Other
in their successful venture and epoch making revolution."
resolutions adopted called for the immediate withdrawal of American troops from Russia, censured the "undemocratic methods l)cing used by our national officers in connection with the new wage
schedule." and protested against unemployment among railroad
men.
The meeting was attende<l by employees of the shops of the
Denver & Rio Grande, the Colorado & Southern, the Union
Pacific, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Denver & Salt
Lake. All of the shops of tliese roads were closed for the afternoon. A committee in each shop asked the foreman for a half
holiday for the May day celebration and the holiday was granted
The shop workers contended that the government
in each case.
had failed to make a satisfactory agreement with them, and declared that, in violation of its pledge to keep all railway shop
hands working, 60 per cent of the employees in one shop had been
laid off.
Inquiries were made if the present Victory loan is to be
used to wage war on Russia. The resolutions as adopted were
ordered printed and distributed broadcast over the country.

Record of the Engineer Corps

A resume

Engineer Corps of the
American Expeditionary Forces has been issued by the office
of the chief engineer of the A. E. F. and is included in
Engineering Recruiting Circular No. 2 used by army recruiting officers in their campaign for volunteers. The circular
states that there were 174,000 engineer troops in the service.
Part of the work done by the railway engineering units in
of

the

work

of

the

this force consisted of the construction of 947 miles of standard gage track and a six mile cut-ofT at Nevers requiring a
bridge across the Loire river, 2,190 ft. long. This latter project had been described in the Railway Age.

Among

the accomplishments of this force are listed

many

records in the construction and operation of military railThe light railways of the American Expeditionary
roads.
Forces handled to February 1, 860,652 tons of freight, of
which 166,202 tons was ammunition. In one week the ammunition moved amounted to 10,600 tons, and in five nights
The daily
23,135 soldiers were carried on these railways.
In
net tonnage handled in October, 1918, was 8,100 tons.
one week 10,700 tons of rations were handled. At the time
of the signing of the armistice 2,240 kilometers (1,392 miles)
of light railway were in operation, of which 1,740 kilometers
had been taken from the Germans, the balance being newly
constructed or rebuilt. On November 11, 165 locomotives and
In five hours 135 men laid
1,695 cars were available for use.
Among the shops erected
14,200 ft. of light railway track.
were 10 buildings at Abainville, with a total floor area of
70,000 sq. ft. Over 2,300 cars have been erected and 140 locomotives have been repaired in these shops.
In a letter to Major General William C. Langfitt, chief engineer. General John J. Pershing, expressing his appreciation
of the work of the engineer department, said:
"The various units attached to combat troops distinguished
themselves at all times in the assistance which they rendered.
The Division of Construction and Forestry, with limited resources at its disposal and under conditions of extreme
severity, more than met the many demands made upon it.
The Department of Light Railways and Roads furnished the
indispensable link between the railheads and the front lines
for the transportation of troops and supplies, and for the
evacuatiop of sick and wounded. Its record in the construction and operation of light railways and roads has seldom
been equalled. The many other services of the Engineer
Department, connected with the acquisition and distribution
of engineer supplies, particularly those needed for combat
operations, were so conducted that our forces never lacked
for any essential.

Fuel Association Convention
the program for llic annual cunvention of the inlirnational Railway I'uel Association, whiili will be held at the
lliitcl Sherman, Chicago, May 19-22:
]'"ollowing

is

Monday, May

19

Addiess by the pies>'li^"t. •- R- I*ylei supervisor of fuel conservation,
Cential Western rcxion, Railrond Administration.
Report of (ommillce on Pulverized K.iel, chairman, W. J. Bohan, assistant
mechanical MipcrinU'iiflent, Nortliern Pacific.
Teamwork of iinRJneers and Firemen, liy M. A. Daly, fuel supervisor,
Norliiern Pacific.
Ixjcomolive Fuel Losses at Terminals, by
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Tuesday,
T<i'-,!.onsibility

of

a

General

J.

May

M. Nicholson,

fuel

supervisor,

20

Operating (^cer and What He Can Do to
F. iL llamniill, geneial superintendent.

Promote Fuel lieononiy, by
Union Pacific.

Coal by Railroads During 1918, by Professor H. H. Stock,
professor railway engineering. University of Illinois.
Fuel Losses Due to Distorted Valve Gears, by J. W. Hardy, supervisor.
Fuel Conservation .Section, Railroad Administration.
))irt in Coal, by L. J. Jofifray, general fuel inspector, Illinois Central.
Tests of Locomotives on Russian Railways, by I. B. Lebedefl, assistant
chief of locomotive department, Russian Mission of Ways of Communication.
Burning Oil on Locomotives, by William L. Hack, district road foreman of

Storage of

engines, Southern Pacific.
F'lualed Tonnage, by R. N. Hegien,
Western Lines.

manager, P.altimore

general

Wednesday, May

& Ohio

21

.\ddres3 by Frank McManamy, assistant director, mechanical department.
Division of Operation, Railroad Administration.
Certain Essentials, hy Eugene McAuliffe. manager. Fuel Conservation
Section, U. S. Railroad Administration.
Fuel Department Organization, by T. DuHF Smith, fuel agent. Grand Trunk.
Co-operative Research and the Railway Fuel Problem, by Captain O. S.
Beyer, Jr.
Interna! Combustion vs. Steam Engines for Small Stationary Plants, by
C. .\. Lichty, secretary-treasurer, American Railway Bridge & Building Association.

Thursday,

May

22

Report of Standing Committee on Front Ends, Grates and Ashpans, chairman, H. B. MacFarland, engineer of tests, Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe.
Results of Tests Showing Losses Due to Front End Air Leaks, by E. P.
Roesch, supervisor, Fuel Conservation Section, Northwestern region.
Railroad Administration.
Reports of standing and special committees.
Election

of officers.

New York

Railroad Club

of the New York Railroad Club on Friday evening. May 16, will be different from anything that has heretofore
been attempted by that club. There is a considerable number of
foreign railroad officers in this country, a number of them associated with purchasing commissions. Several of these gentlemen
will make brief addresses explaining something of railroad con-

The meeting

ditions in their

own

countries.

Association of Railway Chief Surgeons
annual meeting at the Hotel
on Monday and Tuesday of
Dr. C. W. Hopkins (C. & N. W.) was elected
this week.
president for the ensuing year; Dr. Duncan Evans (N. C. &
St. L.), vice-president; Dr. L. J. Mitchell, 29 East Madison
street, Chicago, treasurer.

This association held

Commodore, New York

its

city,

B. R. T. Convention
of Railroad Trainmen will hold its triennial
convention at Columbus, Ohio, beginning on May 14. The convention is expected to last at least a month and it is planned to
give consideration to the reconstruction work among members
who have returned from active service with the army or navy.
Director General Walker D. Hines will address the convention
but the date of his appearance has not been announced.

The Brotherhood

May
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New York to San Francisco by way of the New
Central, the Chicago & North Western, the Union
and the Southern Pacific, the distance is 3,225 rniles,
or 3.39 miles more than the length of the Canadian Pacific
route; and the time from New York to San Francisco, 98
hours, 50 minutes, makes the rate of speed 32.63 miles an
hour.
as

from

York

Traffic
^iiiiiiiiiiNiiniiiiiiinii

iiiMiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiii

News

Pacific
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An

attractive booklet, setting forth the advantages of the state
of North Carolina to the homeseeker, has been issued by the

Agricultural Section of the United States Railway AdministraIt contains full information about production of all kinds,
tion.
transportation, markets, roads and climate.
The statistical information was furnished by the commissioner of agriculture for
North Carolina.

For soldiers and sailors attending the first convention of
World's War Veterans, which will be held at St. Louis, Mo.,
on May 8, the Railroad Administration has announced a
general fare of two cents a mile, with a minimum charge of
$2 for the round trip. For the Grand Army of the Republic
a fare and one-third for the round trip has been made from
stations on the Texas & Pacific and the Southern Pacific to
Houston, Tex., for the encampment and meetings of allied
societies held at Houston, on May 8, 9 and 10.

Export

Traffic

The weekly

report for the week ended April 30, shows at North
Atlantic ports a total of 31,567 carloads of export freight on hand,
compared with 32,566 cars the preceding week (exclusive of bulk

grain and coal). On the same date there were 7,469 cars of export food on hand, compared with 8,206 cars for the week
previous. There were 18,893,111 bushels of grain in elevators at
North Atlantic ports, 7,952,878 being received during the week
while 8,356,27,8 bushels were cleared. At South Atlantic and Gulf
ports there were 2,922,144 bushels of grain on hand for the period

mentioned.

Transcontinental Rates on Oriental Goods
Director General Hines has announced reductions in freight
rates from Pacific coast ports to all eastern territory on a
large number of commodities which are imported from the
Orient.
Some of the commodities and the proposed rates
thereon are shown below. The effective dates of these new
rates cannot yet be announced, but they will be published at
the earliest practicable date on three days' notice. Most of
the rates are reductions of from 10 to 25 per cent.

New

Import Rates
L. C. L.

C. L.

Per 100
Eggs,

dried,

Bagging burlap,

lb.

Per 100

lb.

$2.00

etc
etc

Beans, cocoa
Chinaware, crockery, etc

.75
.85

....
....

1.50
.75

$2.00
....

Hides, green

110

Matting and rugs

1.50
1.20
1.00

....
2.00

Hemp,

jute,

sisal,

etc

Rattan, cut to length

Rubber, crude
Tallow (inedible)
Tea and tea dust
Tin,

block,

bar,

etc

Toys
Bulbs, plants, etc

Cotton piece goods
Dry goods, N. O. S
Fibre, ramie
Fans, palm leaf or paper
Fans, N. O. S

Oranges
Paper or

2.25

85
1.50
75
2.0O
1.50
....
1.25

2.50
3.00
2.00
2.00
3.12}^
....
2.50
3-25

1.44
fibre articles

.

.

•

•

Rugs, hemp or cloth

150

Spices,, etc
Wool in grease

1.25

....

2.50
2.(10

2.00
1.25

2.50

Silk waste

The Trans-Canada Express
Pacific is to run a regular train through from
Montreal to Vancouver in 93 hours, 30 minutes. The new
train is to begin running on June 1 and is to be called the
Trans-Canada, and it will be in addition to the two regular
through trains now in service. The announcement in Mon-

The Canadian

papers calls attention to the fact that the best time
across the continent in the United States is 98 hours, 50
minutes; but no mention is made of the fact that the distance
by the American roads is considerably greater. From Montreal to Vancouver the distance is 2,886 miles, making the
rate of speed of the new train about 31 miles an hour; wheretreal

Advance
By

in

Passenger Fares

in

Michigan

which has been passed by the legislature of Michigan and which goes into efifect on August 14, next, all railroads and interurban roads in that state having gross annual
a law

earnings of less than $8,000 a mile, may increase their passenger fares to the basis of 2'/2 cents a mile. Roads earning
$8,000 or more must continue to carry passengers at 2 cents
a mile.

Vicissitudes of the Express Business
to the New York Sun all parties holding claims
against the Adams Express Company for goods lost prior to
July 1, 1918, will be paid 60 cents on the dollar without question.
Announcement to that effect has been made by C. W.
Stockton, counsel for the company. The offer is for claims
in cases in which the company received the goods and there
is no record of delivery.
It is estimated that the company
faces an accumulation of $100,000 such claims. Most of them
resulted from the freight and express congestion when freight
service broke down.
"There was perhaps no public utility that was affected
more by the war than the express companies," said Mr.
Stockton. "They operated on a very close margin before
the costs of virtually every factor in the service rose and it
is a matter of record that no increases in rates were granted
before the merger of the companies in July, 1918.
The
Adams Express Company lost about $10,000,000 between July
1, 1917, and July 1, 1918, a deficit equal to the capital stock.
If it had not been for a reserve stowed away in its sock the
company would have been bankrupt. The employees of the
company were young men who were hefty and virile. They
had to move heavy freight. When the war came virtually
all of them were lost to the company through enlistment or
the draft. Commercial companies, able to pay higher wages
than the express companies, grabbed the others. The Government took away our railway express cars for its movement of troops and military stores. When the freight service broke down we were deluged with business.
This had to
be handled in box cars, which were neither heated nor lighted.
It was necessary to load and unload frequently and this
caused more labor and greater losses from breakage. The
clerical costs soared and help, being inexperienced, billed
goods by the wrong routes, failed to keep records carefully
and caused an avalanche of claims to pile up against us.
Owing to resultant disorganization we have been unable to
investigate claims promptly and there are perhaps outstanding $100,000 on goods shipped prior to July 1, 1918. Shippers
have flocked to our offices desiring settlement, and we have
explained some of the difficulties involved. The claims are
being investigated by local agents of the American Railway
Express and, as it is inexpedient to have the tons of records
sent here, there is, consequently, much delay.
"In a number of cases shippers are insistent on immediate
settlement, for, as they state, some of the claims are of ten
months' standing. Therefore we have decided to offer 60
per cent on all claims where we know we have received the
goods and have not a record of delivery, or haven't yet finished the investigation to establish delivery. It is a gambler's
chance, but a considerable number of firms holding claims
have agreed upon the settlement at this figure. On our behalf,
it should be stated that not all the claims made are valid and
the percentage of valid claims will be just about 60 per cent
of the number presented. If the persons holding claims want
to wait until the investigations are complete and we have
opportunity to check up our records, they will be paid in full.
They can get 100 per cent if they will bide their time, and
we think that the Adams Express Company, despite losses
during war, will be able to meet all of its valid debts. This
statement is based upon a study of the balance sheet and
the assets of the company."

According
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Commerce Commission

Coniniission has dciiicd the petition of Director GenMichigan percentage rate case be
that the

nines

eral

.

Locomotives
The

a iuaring at WasliiiiKton on May
on the petition of the Arkansas & Louisiana for the appointment of a board of referees to determine its compensation under

The commission has awarded

K.mi.w.w expects to purburning locomotive. This is a
P.enkovitz may l)e addressed at Dayton, Tenn.

J.ike

liiie.

Tknnksski-.

standard gage

':hase shortly a

new

reopeni'd.

&

l)y\YTON

kivi-i<

«

oil

Locomotive Deliveries

Week Ended

April 26

railroads under

federal

15

the federal control act.

Locomotives were shipped
during the week ended April

W

The commission has announced a decision after an investigaon its own motion that:
The commission is empowered, under sections 1, 3, and 15 of the

i

of

Classification should rest in the

first

N. Si
N. Y., N. H.
A. C. L
Sou. Ry

LC

which are detinile and readily ascertainable, such as value, risk,
and car loading. The range of values of common lumber to
such an extent embraces the values of the other article under
consideration as to make impracticable and unjust a differentiaThis clement should be considered
tion in rates based on value.
only in fixing the basic lumber rale and its relationship to ratei)
on commodities not so intimately related to lumber as those here
under consideration. The car loading of lumber and lumber
products constitutes to a considerable extent the determinative
A percentage relationship between
factor in their classification.
lumber and articles which should take related rates will effect a
fairer distribution of transportation costs than the observance of
The present record affords no basis for preflat differentials.
Rates on lumber
scribing different rates for different minima.
products should not exceed commodity rates contemporaneously
maintained on lumber by more than is indicated in the lumber list
suggested herein. Poles and piling from the north Pacific coast
and the "inland empire" should lake rates no higher than are
contemporaneously applied on fir lumber.

Personnel of Commissions
member

of the

^A. T. &

Penn.
C.

Mallet.

R

R.

Mill<arlo.

& Q

Mikado.

& E

8W. Sw.
8W. Sw.

B.

G. N
K. J.
Lc. B.

Mountain.

F....

S.

O

&

C.

C.

& n

USRA.

Hervey.

street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

standard gage, 36 or 40

is

ft.

Comp.^ny,

Association, with
has adopted resolutions opposing government ownership, operation or management of the railroads, and favoring the prompt enactment by
Congress of remedial legislation as advocated by Director
General Walker D. Hines.

The Miami Valley Paper Manufacturers'
membership

of 20 paper companies,

Chestnut

1420

market for 6 second-hand,
box cars.

in the

long,

Passenger Cars
Cars Built in Railroad Shops in March

The Railroad Administration has compiled the following
statement of new cars constructed in railroad shops during
the month of March:
Class of cars

Steel

Steel

under-

center

frame

sills

Wood

Total

Passenger
Sleeping
Parlor

Dining
Passenger coach
Passenger and mail
Mail
.

Baggage and mail.
Express
Express and

.

.

frigerator.

r(

Horse express
Milk
passenger

Total

equipment.

Freight
Stock

48
112

Hopper

85
115

Gondola
Flat

Coke rack

Work

car

Miscellaneous

freight

cars

Caboose

4
55

Box

37
180

Refrigerator

equipment

Total

freight

Total

passenger

and

freight.

131

249

483

131

249

484

The Philadelphia & Reading has resumed

.a

Mikad*.

Freight Cars
The Pennsylv.^nia Equipment

.

Public Service Commissioner of the State of New
York, for the First District (New York City), under the new
law, (which reduces the number of commissioners from five
to one) is Lewis Nixon, who is promoted from the position
Mr. Nixon will
of state superintendent of public works.
temporarily also fill the office of the other commissioner
who, under the law, is to supervise the construction of subway and elevated railroads in New York City.' This office
Mr.
has been declined by CoL William Barclay Parsons.
Nixon was president of the East River Bridge Commission
at the time of the construction of the Manhattan bridge
(1901), and has been commissioner of public works for the
Borough of Richmond. He was graduated from the United
States Naval Academy at Annapolis in 1882 and is known
as a naval contractor, and a shipbuilder. The old Public Service commission as it goes out of office, consists of only three
members, Messrs. Travis H. Whitney, F. J. H. Kracke and

The

S.

Q

&

B.

Type

USRA Mikado
USRA St. F.
USRA Mallet
USRA I,t. Mount.
USRA 6W. Sw.
USRA Lt. Mount.
USRA 6W. Sw.

2
12

& H.

Oklahoma Corporation

Commission, has resigned. In his letter Mr. Humphrey tells
the governor that his resignation was due to his desire to
fight the agitation for government ownership and control of
public utilities without the handicap of a state office.

Charles

.

lumber and lumber products.
instance upon those factors

act, to prescribe a classification

D. Humphrey,

Number

W

control

follows:

P

C. M. & St.
I'cnn. L.

Lumber

tion

W.

20, as

Road

Works

Classification of

to

the shipment of
coal by water from Port Richmond, Philadelphia, to New
England points. This traffic was discontinued last year when
German submarines became active off the Jersey coast, and
since then the company's barges have been loaded at Port
Reading.
In the New England service the Reading uses
twelve tugs and Ti barges.

May
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During 1901 and 1902, he was engineer in charge of construcon the White River division of the Missouri-Pacitic, at
Batesville, Ark., and division engineer on location and construction of the Fort Smith & Western in Oklahoma.
He
was made assistant engineer of the Keweenaw Central in
1905 and from August, 1906, to June, 1912, he was division
engineer of the Michigan Central at Bay City, Mich.
In
July, 1912, he was appointed assistant to the general manager
of the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic, with headquarters
at Duluth, Minn., and when this road was taken over by
the government, he was made chief engineer, vhich position
tion

News

Supply Trade
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Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, of Jersey City, N.
Philadelphia, Pa., sales office from 1020
J., has moved its
Arch street to the Finance building, South Penn Square.
Tlie

F. J. Foley, recently appointed general sales agent of the
Railway Steel-Spring Company, New York, as has already
been announced in these columns, was born in Chillicothe,
Ohio, on May 14, 1879.

a

tf

^'

^''%u.

'*S#

He

entered the service
Baltimore &
the
Ohio at Newark, Ohio,

of

messenger in 1892,
and then until 1897.
was telegraph operator
and despatcher on various roads in the West.
as a

^^^L ^Niij^^^
^^^^Bj^

:^^^^^Bl

^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^^lP

^^^^^^K^^^Bf

foreign

came

J.

Foley

conisubsequently'
by the Rail-

absorbed

pany

known

Foley has been succesvarious spring plants, and while
he has occupied the position of general superintendent of
the company since 1912, during much of this time he was
closely associated with tiie sales department.
sively

The
moved

manager

of all of

W. Young Manufacturing Company,

Chicago, has
East Jackson boulevard to Room
620, Railway Exchange building, Chicago.
R.

its

offices

from

14

Company

lishing

branch of the Carbor-

undum

20,

rodman

ax
on

from 1891

past

G. R. Rayner

m

He was

member

of the
directors of
the Chamber of Commerce, al Niagara Falls.
is

con-

reclamation engineer in
Wyoming from 1893 to 1895, and was then for two years
division engineer on the United States Government Levees
on the Mississippi River improvement work.
From 1897
to 1901 and again from 1903 to 1905, he was with the state
government railways in South Africa, first as locating engineer in Cape Colony, and during the last year as district
engineer of maintenance at Maeking and Port Elizabeth.

o

president of the
.American Foundry &
Supply Association and

man

to 1892 divi-

sion engineer.

Niagara

rail-

partment, levelman on
bridge
location
and
R. Lewis

was

In
the
same
transferred

with

J.,

1 e V e
a n,
clerk in the timber de1

of

Falls,
and was appointed secretary and general sales
manager of the company. Mr. Rayner is a

1

Missouri
Pacific
with which road he was
consecutively

Company.

.\ugust
year he

the

struction,

is

the

Pub-

University of Iowa in

and

and

Hampden Wheel Com-

and graduated from the

in 1885

of

as an

Raritan, N.

He began

and

pany, and in June, 1898,
he was appointed manager of the Chicago

born on November

1890.

president

past

served for a period of
time as a member of
the sales force of the

Way

way work

in

American ElectrochemMr. Tone graduated from Cornell University
ical Society.
George R. Rayner, the new vice-president of the
in 1891.
Carborundum Company, was born in Springfield, Mass. He

editor of the Maintenance of
Cyclopedia.
Mr. Lewis was
1869, at

alloys,

silicon

E. R. Lewis, chief engineer of the Duluth, South Shore &
Atlantic, with headquarters at Duluth, Minn., has resigned
from that position to become associated with the editorial
department of the Sim-

mons-Boardman

refractories

sives,
J.

work

electric

field

its

for his

furnace
on artificial abra-

the

Mr.

1902.

in

five

was
man-

plants,

in 1895.
He was previously engaged in electric
railway work in
Pittsburgh. He is well

the

way Steel-Spring ComF,

Falls

its

formerly works
ager, having been in
charge of manufacturing operations since tbe
establishment
tbe
of
works at Niagara Falls

Pullman, 111., in 1897.
he remained unhe be-

pany

Niagara

this

company and

Pullman Company

Ij^^^^^^^^^^^^^V

^m^^^^^^^HJI^
^^^^^^^^^

of

entered the manufacturing department of
at

Simmons-Boardman

.As briefly noted in last week's issue, Frank J. Tone
has been elected i^resident and George R. Rayner has
been elected \icc president of the Carborundum Company,
Niagara I'alls, N.
Y.
Mr. Tone, who now becomes executive head

He

^lie

i^^^^^^^^^^^^B

he held until his association with the
Publishing Company.

a

board

of

The Van Dorn Electric Tool Company, Cleveland. Ohio,
has opened a Cliicago office at 527 South Dearborn street, in
charge of William Cottrell, sales manager.
L. V. Estes, Incorporated, industrial engineers and accountants, Chicago, has removed its offices from the McCormick building to the Century building, 202 South State
street.

The Van Dorn & Dutton Company, Cleveland. Ohio, has
offices at New York and Chicago.
Harry F.
will manage the Chicago branch, with office at 1241

opened branch

Keegan
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First National
will

nianaKv

Hank

llu-

huildiii^,

New York

and

lii.s

hrdiluT,

branch, with ulluc

John Kccgan,
at Kooni M7,

30 Lluircli strcit.

H. M. Davison,
sales

tor

ilic

nrKani/aliun of the

company

hecomc

to

sales

Crane Company, Ihicynis,

N years connected with the
llayuard Company, has left that
past

manager

of the

Ohio Locomotive

born at Whitehall, Wis.,
March 6, 1862, and received his cdncation in
Business
Curtis
the

facilities

halls,

about nine acres and consists of 22 buildings. Recently, two
structures of brick and concrete were added. Contracts have
been let and construction is already under way on the new
buildings which will be of reinforced concrete and brick.

Stone Franklin

St.
Paul,
at
lie received con-

siderable
engineerinK
training under C.
F.
Loweth, now chief engineer of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul,
and in 1881 entered the
employment of the G.

in

at

was

1909 he
of

Boston

in

the .American
Glue Company, having
charge of its western
factories with his headquarters at Des Moines,
On
la., and Chicago.
May 1, 1909, he opened
the Chicago office of
the Franklin Railway
Supply
Company as
resident sales manager.
On June 1, 1911, he was

Mr. Wade was also interested in
projects in the Northwest, and in Florida and

ritory,

with

ters at

New

later.

many
Mexico

banking
lands.

The Standard Car Wheel Company,

Cleveland, Ohio, has
preferred capital stock by $100,000 for the purpose of capitalizing the 1917-1918 enlargements to its plant,
at Cleveland.
No construction is contemplated at this time.
its

two years has been
the United States Navy, has received his discharge from
for the past

the service and has returned to his duties as vice-president
in charge of purchases and sales of the Joseph T. Ryerson &

Son Company, Chicago.
J. N. Ebling, recently returned from France, after having
spent 13 months with the American Expeditionary Forces,
has resumed his position as president of the Railway
Specialties Corporation, New York.
D. A. Munro, formerly
secretary, is no longer connected with the corporation.

Edwin R. Webster, until recently assistant engineer on the
Iowa, Dubuque, Des Moines and Dakota divisions of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has taken up private practice in general, civil, sanitary
and structural engineering, with offices in the Webster building, Chicago.
The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, has

sold

Giant truck department, consisting of the Chicago Heights
plant, stock of trucks finished and in process of construction,
and the agencies and branches with their stock. The truck
business will be continued by the purchasers, probably under
the title of the Giant Truck Corporation.
its

Marcel E. Cartier,

and graduated from Harvard

1904 to
in the serv-

made assistant to the
vice-president, in charge
of eastern-southern ter-

sales engineer of the Joseph T. Ryerson
Chicago, with headquarters at Paris, France,
has returned to France after a few weeks' visit in this country.
He will be joined in Paris by John H. Romann, sales engineer
of the same firm.
Messrs. Cartier and Romann will have
charge of the company's business in France, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Italy, Spain and Portugal.

& Son Company,

1882,

From

1904.

Paul, as superintendent
charge of bridse construction.
With this
firm he was connected
with the building of
bridges along the MisF. E. Wade
sissippi river. Later, he
entered the employ of
Fairbanks,
Morse & Co., Chicago, as general salesman.
From 1902 to 1906 he was interested in mining properties in
the Black Hills district of North Dakota, returning to Fairmont in 1906, where he became interested in the Fairmont
Gas Engine & Railway Motor Car Company several years

in

market

ice

Co., at St.

Donald M. Ryerson, who

to

the Stone I'ranklin car lighting system in the United States
and Canada. This system was introduced into this country
by the Franklin Railway Supply Company. The new company
has elected the following olTiccrs
Joel S. Coflin, chairman of
the board of directors; Ralph G. Coburn, president; C. 1"^.
Walker, vice-president; 11. D. Rohman, chief engineer, and W.
Truelove, secretary, with offices at 18 East Forty-first street,
New York.
Ralph G. Coburn, iiresident of the new company, has been
idcntilied with tiie Franklin Railway Supply Company.
He

was born

in

increased

Company

The Stone Franklin Comijany has been organized

:

College,

W. Sherwood

of the U. S. Light & Heat
N. Y., are to \n- incrcastvl by the
addition of several buildings.
The plant space now covers

manufacturing

Tlic

Corporation, Niagara

(Miio.

Frank E. Wade, president of the Fairmont Gas Engine &
Railway Motor Car Company, I'airmoiit, Minn., and mayor
of that city, dietl after a shorl illness at his home in Fairmont
on March 3. lie was

Mill.
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headquarYork. In
December, 1913, he was
appointed eastern sales
manager of the Franklin
Railway Supply

R. G. Coburn

Company, which position he held until his appointment with
the Stone Franklin Company.
Charles C. Wcdker, vice-president of the new company, has
had a broad experience in industrial manufacturing, sales and
railroad work both in this country and abroad.
He is a
graduate of the engineering course of the
University College, of
Bristol, England.
He
served as an apprentice
with the Bristol Railway Carriage Company
and as junior assistant

on the

staff of the

New-

Supply

Electric

castle

Company. He later
went to South America
on the mechanical constructional staff of the

Buenos
cific

South
joined

&

Ayres

Railroad.

America
J.

Pa-

While

Stone

&

in

he
Co.,

as

technical adviser and sales manager
Ltd.,

with office in Buenos
C. E. WaJker
Ayres.
In the latter
part of 1912 he went to
England to take charge of foreign sales in the main office
at London.
When war was declared he joined the British
army and saw active service at the front for nearly three
years.
Receiving the order of the British Empire in February, 1917, he was returned to England to take charge of

:

May

9,
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the manufacture of anti-submarine devices, which is the work
he leaves to take up the position of vice-presiednt of the
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Stone Franklin Company.

Harry D. Rohman,
Company, New York,
Zurich,

of

I

chief engineer of the Stone Franklin
is a graduate of the technical schools

Switzerland.

Upon graduation he

1177

Financial and Construction

Company, and

in

1903

qualified as an electrical

ence

in

with experihigh and low

and
work,

and

tension

a.

d.

especially

c.

c.

electrical traction.

Later

he entered the service
of J. Stone & Co., London, and in 1910 was
appointed chief of the

and

testing

experi-

mental departments. In
1914 he was appointed
chief

assistant

elec-

and
trical
engineer,
held that position until
October
H.

Rohman

1,

1915,

when

Railway Financial News
— President Newman Erb announced recently

Arbor.

Delaware & Hudson. — See
Missouri,

by the Government
War Department in the disposal

Sale of Surplus Property

of
surplus property, were enunciated by C. W. Hare, Director of
papers
representing
trade
and
technical
the
Sales, to a committee
of the country, at a recent meeting in Washington.
Mr. Hare stated that the War Department would dispose of

surplus materials by first consulting with the various branches
of the government to ascertain what, if any, could be utilized in
After the government requirements
regular government work.
have been satisfied, the producers of each particular commodity
will be called into conference to advise with the Director of Sales
as to the best method of getting the remaining amount of the
commodity back into the usual chaimels of trade.
If, as has been the case in the disposal of copper, sulphur, lead,
wool and lumber surplus stocks, the industry is able to contract
with the government to dispose of its surplus within a reasonable
length of time, paying the government the current market prices,
it would be the policy of the government to make such an arits

rangement.
Should both of the methods mentioned fail, the surplus property
will be offered to the general public through auction sales, or by
sealed bids, or in any other manner which will enable the gov-

ernment

to obtain the best prices.
Sales Promotion Section has been established under the supervision of T. R. Elcock, Jr., to collect all information pertaining to
the disposition of surplus property and to see that appropriate information reaches interested industries through the proper trade
and technical papers.

A

that

arrangements have been completed with the War Finance
Corporation under which two alternative proposals are made
to the holders of the company's $622,000 notes maturing May 1.
The offers are inade through F. J. Lisman & Co., as follows
(a) Cash payment of 20 per cent of the face amount of
notes with an extension of the balance for a further period
of two years at 6 per cent plus a payment of 2"/4 per cent in
cash on such extended portion.
(b) Extension of the full face amount of the notes for a
further period of two years at 6 per cent interest, with a payment of 2J/2 per cent in cash on said notes.
In addition to their present collateral the notes are to be
further secured by the deposit of $500,000 face value of the
company's improvement and extension 5 per cent bonds. Noteholders wishing to avail themselves of either offer are asked
to deposit their notes with the Empire Trust Coiilpany.

way Supply Company
languages and has had an extensive experience in all European countries, as well as in South Africa and the Belgian
Congo. He has a broad experience in car lighting engineering, obtained by many years of active work in that field.

policies of the

Ann

he entered the service
of the Franklin Rail-

as chief electrical engineer, which position he held at the
time of his recent appointment. Mr. Rohman speaks several

The general
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entered the

of the Oerlikon
Electrical Construction

works

engineer,

I

editorial elsewhere in this issue.

Kansas & Texas. — James Speyer has been

elected a

director to succeed Horace E. Andrews, deceased, and Samuel
E. Kilner, of New York, has been elected a member of the
board to represent the English interests in the company.

—

New York

Central. The United States Supreme Court on
declined to review the decision of a lower court which
had failed to sustain the petition of Clarence H. Venner, a
stockholder, attacking the consolidation of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad with the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern and nine other subsidiary railroads.

Monday

New

York,

New Haven &

of this road
porations, as

—

Hartford. ^The list of stockholders
on April 16 shows that many of the large corwell as

individual

stockholders of a year ago,

have disposed of a large part of their holdings. Among the
most important changes are the American Express Company,
which this year held only 625 shares of stock, as compared
with 20,324 in 1918, and the Adams Express Company, which
reduced its block of 24,730 shares in 1918 to 14,730 in 1919.

—

Western Pacific. Director General Hines has authorized this
company to declare and pay a dividend of 1 per cent on its
preferred stock. This is the dividend which would ordinarily
have been paid on April 1.

Railway Construction

—

Sioux City Stock Yards Company. Two new terminal yards
costing approximately $ir0,000 will be built at Sioux City.
Iowa, this spring to facilitate the delivery of livestock. The
terminals will have a combined capacity of 600 cars.

—

Southern Railroad. This road is carrying out improvements to the bridge near Spencer, N. C, over the Yadkin
river, at mile post 330.8, to consist of four single track deck
riveted steel spans about 160 ft. long for Cooper's E-60 load

Repairs will be made to some of the present masonry;
estimated cost for the entire work is about $170,000. The
American Bridge Company has the contract for fabricating
and erecting the superstructure.

ing.

Trade Publications

—

Explosives. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del., manufacturers of explosives, have issued an interesting and instructive eight-page booklet on the use of explosives in blasting concrete. It describes in detail new and
economical methods of removing old walls, breaking up

engine beds and excavating concrete foundations. One page
is devoted to short descriptions of the actual application of
explosives to work of this character and the illustrations
show in a graphic way ihe contrast between the old and new
methods.

Erie Railroad, the Baltimore & Ohio Lines and the Pennsylvania Lines West. These roads have entered into an agreement with the city of Akron, Ohio, for the elimination of certain
grade crossings in that city. The first step provided for in the
agreement is the construction of a temporary structure over the
East Miller avenue crossing to cost about $135,000. The whole of
this work will cost about $4,000,000, to be divided on the basis of
65 per cent to the railroads and 35 per cent to the city.

—

ANNUAL REPORT
The Delaware and Hudson Company.
New
To

York, N. V,, April

I,

l')!').

thf Stockholdfrs of

The

J>i'lau-are anil

Hudson Comltany

income account of your Company for the year
with the rules proniulRated hy the Interstate
with comparative results for the year 1917:

The (ollowinn i>rc-s<iil» the
1918, nrraiiBeil in accoril.incc

Commerce Commission,

Comparison with 1917.
1918,

Compensation accrued under

Increase.

Decrease.

I'oil-

hasis
Control
(on
of
Standard Return) for poiises
sion, use and control of railway property of tlie Company
and its leased and operated
eral

$7, 415,

lines

Other Corporate Income:
Misce!laneou$ rent income...
Income from lease of road...

$137,107.51

$649.88

10;,822.97

7,682.35

Miscellaneous
non-opcratins
physical property

,

Dividend income
Income from funded securities
Income from luifunded securities and accounts
Income from sinking and otiier
reserve funds
Miscellaneous Income

Other

Total

Corporate

22.501.10

6,529.18

938,163.10
225.232.83

59,272.77

207,217.83
162,168.13

53,005.80

1,152,446.28
In-

come

$.'.187,631.87

Income

Gross

U8. 72

$1,296,629.31

$10,602,780.59

$509,132.64

$95,770.45

Deductions from Gross Income:
Railway operating expenses..

127,027.52

$95,770.45
112.899.30

accruals...

17,636.27

1,518.12

Rent for leased roads
Miscellaneous rents
Interest on funded debt
Interest on unfunded debt...
Miscellaneous income charges.

1,946,986.08

War

taxes

Miscellaneous

tax

$9,075.63
2.658.71

2,938,318.26
142.728.01
619,521.57

Total Deductions from Cross

Income
Net Income
carried

$5,887,988.16

to

D. & H. Co.
general profit and
$277,987.12

$4.

Percentage

$787,119.76

—The

loss

to

capital

stock.

11.09

.66

FINANCIAL.
The

stock of The Delaware and Hudson Company on December
was $42,503,000, there having been no change during the year.
funded debt on December 31, 1918, was $66,010,000, a reduction of $452,000 having been effected during the year by the purchase and
cancellation of that amount of First Lien Equipment bonds through the
sinking fund established in connection with their issue.
The sum of $395,040, being one per cent of the par value of the First
and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bonds outstanding on June 1. 1918, was
paid during the year to the trustee under the First and Refunding Mortgage, making the total paid to December 31, 1918, $;,846,150.
This
amount has been expended in additions and betterments to the mort31.

capital

1918,

The

total

gaged property in accordance
There was accumulated in
the year, in accordance with
amended on May 10. 1910,
imburse the treasury for coal

with the trust agreement.
the Coal Department Sinking Fund during
the ordinance passed on May 9, 1899, and
$384,195.56, which has been applied to relands and unmined coal in Pennsylvania.
The usual payment of $650,000, required under the terms of the First
Lien Equipment Trust indenture, was made, making the total paid to
date $7,150,000.
This has been increased by accumulations of interest
on balances and investments.
During the year 1918. $1,288,703.65 was
expended for new equipment, which was made subject to the indenture,
leaving in the hands of the Trustee, securities and cash to the amount
of

$2,387,393.83.

During the year there was received from the United States, in partial
payment of compensation for the taking over of the company's property
in December. 1917, and its subsequent occupation and use by the United
States, the sum of $4,190,000, and the company borrowed from the Railroad Administration, without security, $2,100,000; making a total of $6.290.000.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has certified to the President, under the .\ct of March 21, 1918, that the average income of this
company for the three years that ended with June 30, •1917, was $7.If the latter sum is all to which your company is entitled,
409,600.12.
which is by no means admitted, it has received $1,119,600.12, or 15.11
per cent less than it should have received to December 31, 1918.
The changes in Current Assets and Current Liabilities are largely due
to the Government taking possession and control of the Company's railway
property as a going concern, the Government collecting the major portion
of the current assets and paying the major portion of the current liabilities.

iiM .\ll.\|.\(, I)1-.1V\I<T.\IKNT.
The anthracite
idured l)v The IlurUon Coal Company during 1918,
including ihe
"^ wa'therien, aggregated 9,059,228 long tons, ...
,
..,'r, ,
'15,505
is!5<j
tons or 4.81 per cent over 1017.
The year's output
""'"^o"'
...ns
11.82 per cent of Ihe total output of Pennsylvania mines and washerie.s,
which was 76,649,918 \on^ tonii.
The number of breaker houri
required for the preparation of this co.il was 55.191.
Throughout 1918, the United States Fuel Administration continued to
urge the maximum possible production and those in charge of your operations made every practicable effort to meet their wishes.
Underground
dcvclopnicnt was carried on during the year and the properties were fully
maintained.
The wages agreements effected during 1917 and explained fully in the
report for last year made full provision, according to their t<rm«,
for
the whole period to March 31, 1920.
Nevertheless, during 1918, a furthe
iiicreasewiis urged upon the operators and after conferences in which
llie
I'uel
Administration, as reiircscnlalivc of the I'ederal government,
and the employees, participated, a supplementary agreement providing for
very heavy increases in wages rates and efTectivc from November 1,
1918,
to the end of the war or until March 31, 1920, if peace is net declared
prior to that date, was effected.
In consideration of the effect of these
increases in wages upon the cost of production, the Fuel Administration
authorized an increase of $1.05 per ton in the jirice of pea coal and all
larger sizes.
A slat.enieiit, in regard to prices, issued by the Fuel Administration
during hehruary, 1919, when about to relinquish most of its functions,
states plainly its conclusion that the prices of anthracite are still too
low.
The following is quoted:
"l!y his executive order of August 23, 1917. the President adopted
as maximum prices for anthracite coal, the schedule of prices which
had been acijuiesc'd in by the industry while under investigation by
the Federal Trade Commission under the so-called 'Caldcr' resolution of the Senate. This involved one price for the railroad-controlled
coal companies and a price 75 cents higher for the individuals.
With
the exception of a reduction of 60 cents a ton in the prices for pea
•oal made October 1, 1917, and two adjustments to cover increases
in miners' wages, the Fuel -Administration allowed the prices fixed by
tlie
President to stand pending examination of costs such as were
made in the case of bituminous coal.
"For the purpose of arriving at a fair increase in price to cover
the increase in wages, recommended by the War Labor Board last
October, an examination was made to determine the costs of the
various anthracite-producing companies.
The result of this examination showed that the general incerases in the price of materials and
labor had raised the cost of mining anthracite to such an extent that
many of the companies were not receiving a fair return and that
some producers of necessary coal were actually sustaining a loss on
the sale of coal at the government prices, in spite of two increases
.allowed on account of advances to labor.
".\t the time this situation was discovered every indication pointed
to an early peace and it was deemed unwise to increase the maximum
prices so near the time when, on account of the end of the war,
price restrictions would, in the natural course of events, be lifted
entirely.
"The above statement is made at this time, when price restrictions are about to be lifted, out of fairness to those companies who
have patriotically kept up their production to war needs, even at a
cost which resulted in many instances in a loss, not only by the
individuals, but also by some of the railroad companies, so that the
impression shall not exist that the government prices of anthracite
coal in existence at the time of the lifting of restrictions were prices
which the Fuel Administration had fixed on the basis of cost to the
operators.
"Had the Fuel Administration's active control over maximum prices
on anthracite coal been continued, the cost examination above referred
to shows that it would have been necessary, on the basis of the present
wage scale, to raise these maximum prices possibly as much as 50
cents a ton above those last fixed by the government in order to
prevent financial embarrassment and perhaps the closing of companies producing a substantial per cent of the necessary anthracite
output.
"Such a curtailment of production would eventually result in the
demand exceeding the supply to such an extent as to increase the
prices much higher than they would be if that supply were continued."
The increase in prices suggested by the Fuel Administration, relates
solely to domestic sizes.
The reduction in prices of other fuels which
compete with anthracite steam sizes have necessitated some reduction in
the latter.
Therefore, an increase of fifty cents per ton in the price of
c-loinestic

sizes

will

secure

to

The Hudson Coal Company an
sizes

The Delaware and Hudson Company and
increase of only 23.55 cents per ton of

all

produced and marketed.

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT.
it

Late in December, 1917, the President of the United States conceived
to be his duty to take possession of substantially all railways engaged

transportation, together with affiliated boat lines.
Your railthat of your system corporations in the United States,
boats operated on Lake Champlain and Lake George, were included in this exercise of power and passed out of your control at noon
on December 28, 1917.
Since that date these properties have been operated, in accordance with the President's proclamation of December 26,
1917, and the .'^ct of Congress of March 21, 1918, for the account of the
United States, which have assumed responsibility for all expenses of
operation, including maintenance, and all taxes, except war taxes, and
in

interstate

way property, and
with

the

have become

liable

to

your company for whatever just compensation may

be provided for in any contract negotiated in pursuance of the .'\ct or
otherwise determined in accordance with the statutes and the Constitution.
Under this condition the income account of your company for 1918
was not affected by the operating revenues, operating expenses or the
Your interest in the operatordinary exactions of the taxing authorities.
ing results obtained by the Railroad Administration is, therefore, indirect
and restricted to their implications as to operations after the anticipated
restoration of the properties to your direct control.
Data supplied by the Railroad Administration indicate that the operating
revenues cf The Delaware and Hudson Comoany's Railway for 1918
amounted to $34,789,864, an increase of $4,800,465, or 16.01 per cent over
1917.
Freight receipts increased $4,757,563, or 18.77 per cent and passenger receipts decreased $232,007 or 7.64 per cent.
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1919

^'S-l. 096.760 Ion miles, in 1917, to
^n^?j,7«'n7rr'"'"',
'""'-'^T.^.o^''"'"
4,062,078,074 ton miles,
in 1918; a gain of 107.981,314 ton miles
or 2,73
per cent, while the average receipts per ton per mile increased from
6.41 mills to 7.41 mills, a gain of 15.60 per cent
The- increased freight movement was principally in anthracite, food
products and munitions of w;ar.
The Railroad Administration assumed a
control over routing of traffic never exercised by railways
under corporate management, generally refusing to permit shippers to select routes
or to choose the delivering lines and not only diverted
to your railway,
order
to
relieve
m
actua or threatened congestion at New York harbor,
and elsewhere, considerable traffic that would otherwise have moved differMtly but, also, diverted from your lines numerous shipments which they

provided bonuses for time in
elLA If
J.
number of hours which had
,h^^lLtl
<^°"="'"";d a day.
The following table shows some of the
i^W,cl^Z^
typical and controlling rates in
comoarison with those in force in 1917;

^

Rate per Hour, in Cents

Machinists
Boilermakers
Blacksmiths
Ti"smiths
Pipe fitters

normally have earned.
Several changes, of which the following are considered the most im•rtant, contributed to the increase in the average receipts
per ton per

-uild

Advances

Amount

Increase due to

Higher wage rates

Per cent

of total

of total
increase

operating
expenses

$4,345,025

54,97

13,86

Increased number of employees

1,700,000

21,51

5,42

Higher prices of materials

1,043,183

13,20

3,33

815.623

10.32

2.60

$7,903,831

100.00

25.21

Increased quantities
miscellaneous
Total

of

materials

and

Considerably more than one-half the increase in expenses, and almost
one-seventh of the total operating cost of the year, is attributable, therefore,
The new scale of
to higher rates of wages than were in force in 1917.
wages, with changes in hours and working conditions, which has had this
result, was put in force by General Order No, 27 issued by the Railroad
Administration,
This order established eight hours as the basic day for

1917
40

;;;;

Carpenters, locomotive and coach
Car inspectors

gg
go
go

4325

gg

43

gg

27.2S

58
68

30 to 34
29,75

Laborers

-/^

Section foremen

Sectionmen

7750.
22.5 to 23.S

Carpenters, bridge and building
Signal repairers
Station laborers

jgjg

43

45

Car repairers

in

freight rates applicable to anthracite moving to Canadian destinations, cement, stone, sand and similar commodities, asked
for in 1917, were sanctioned by the Interstate Commerce Commission and permitted to go into effect on April 1, 1918.
(2) On June 25, 1918, the Railroad Administration began to enforce
ati increase of twenty-five per cent applicable to all
classified freight
with increases roughly corresponding to that percentage on all other
articles.
Coal rates, for both anthracite and bituminous coal, were
advanced on a scale commencing with fifteen cents per ton as to
rates formerly under forty-nine cents per ton and ending with fifty
cents per ton as to all rates formerly $3.00 per ton or higher.
Rates applicable to coke took a scale of advances running from
hfteen cents to seventy-five cents per ton, the minimum increase
applying where the former rate was forty-nine cents or less and the
maximum where it was $3.00 or more.
Rates on ores, except
ex-lake ores, were increased thirty cents per ton; cement and stone
rates, two cents per hundred pounds; lumber rates, twenty-five per
cent but not over five cents per hundred pounds; grain rates, twentyfive per cent but not over six cents per hundred pounds; cotton
rates, fifteen cents per hundred pounds.
All commodity rates not
specifically
indicated were increased twenty-five |)er cent.
The
minimum charge for any less than carload shipment was raised to
fifty cents;
the previous minima liad been twcntv-five. thirty and
forty cents for different kinds of shipments.
The minimum charge
for a car-load shipment was increased to $15.00, superseding manv
much lower minima. Before these increases were made, an estimate,
based on 1917 traffic, indicated that they would add about $5,900,000
to annual gross receipts.
(3) The Railroad Administration adopted and has applied since May 1,
1918, a basis for the apportionment of interline revenues, differing
from the former system resting upon contractual relations between
connecting carriers.
While primarily adopted to reduce the labor
of accounting, this change is understood to have increased the
revenue attributed to your railway under Federal operation.
Other
changes in interline relations, such as the discontinuance of adjusting overcharges and undercharges in settlements, are considered
to have had similar results.
From data furnished by the United States Railroad Administration, it
would appear that the movement of passengers over your lines decreased
13,45 per cent, the passenger mileage being 112,180,679 compared with
129,620,729 in 1917, and the average receipts per passenger mile increased
6.75 per cent from 2,342 cents in 1917 to 2.50O cents in 1918,
Passenger
train mileage was. however, reduced 22.57 per cent from 2,660,310 in 1917
to 2,059,990 in 1918, and passenger car miles 24,59 per cent from 13,080,801
Passenger receipts per passenger train mile increased 19,30
to 9,864,219,
per cent from $1.14 to $1,36, and receipts per passenger car mile increased
22.49 per cent from 23,21 cents to 28,43 cents.
The decrease in passenger travel indicated by the foregoing is probably
attributable to direct efforts to discourage unnecessary passenger movement,
as well as to increased charges and withdrawal of facilities furnished
under corporate management.
One aspect of the reduction of facilities
is indicated by the decrease in revenue from parlor and chair car service
from $10,340 in 1917 to $3,954 in 1918,
The increase in the average rate per passenger mile resulted from the
increase of the basic mileage rate to three cents, effective on June 10,
1918, modified, however, by the allowance of a special rate of one cent
per mile to soldiers and sailors on furlough.
There was a considerable increase in miscellaneous transportation revenue, due to augmented switching charges, and incidental revenues were increased by a gain of 109.98 per cent in the demurrage charges collected,
Prior
which amounted to $345,925 as compared with $154,744 in 1917.
to February 10. 1918, the original rate for demurrage of $1.00 per day,
rei;ardless of the length of detention, had been superseded by a rate
with
rate
of
per
therea
$5,00
day
of $2,00 per day for the first five days,
after.
On the date named the rates were increased to $3.00 per day for
the first four days, $6,00 per day for the next three days, and $10.00 per
day thereafter. These increased charges had a beneficial effect in expediting the movement of cars when a shortage of equipment appeared imminent, and tend strongly toward the elimination of a misuse of facilities
that is at all times wasteful.
Operating expenses amounted to $31,353,784, as compared with $23,Subtracting
449,953 in 1917. an increase of $7,903,831, or 33,71 per cent.
the increase in revenues of $4,800,465 leaves a decrease in operating inExpenditures for
come, before the deduction for taxes, of $$,103,366.
maintenance
increa.sed
$1,215,554;
for
structures
maintenance of way and
of equipment, $2,873,831; for transportation, $3,809,887,
The following figures, which should be understood as approximate only,
indicate, as closely as computations now pr.icticable permit, the relation
of the various clianges in operating conditions to the total increase of
$7,903,831 in expenses:
Per cent
(1)

K

^

Employees

.

•'

1179
^""^ '". ""^"y 'ns'ances
u""
hour,s or in excess of the

°

30
34
73

58
,-

102.49*

40
53
gg

35-

F,ngineers:J:
"^'S'S'"

63

73

Passenger

74

gj.

62.5

54

73
67
5g

^J'"^<=d

^'"d
Firemen :%
^'^'ght

4,5

Passenger

45

'^'"^d
^^'"^

40.5

S2.6

34

47.2

P'^'ght

52.6

63

^="=^^"8"

68.7

g3

Conductors :t

Mi.>:ed

^"^"^

83.5

5g

77

48,7

63,6

l!rakemen:t

^^'Sht

35

Passengerf

41

Mixed

49
59

39

55

^^''1

45

60

* Dollars per
I

month,
f Includes other trainmen.
Averages for all classes of engines and service.

Increases of $25.00 per month over the pay received on
with a minimum of $87 50 per month, were also granted January 1 1918
to all employees
who were receiving on January 1, 1918. prior to the application
Order No 27. a basic rate of $62.50 per month and devoting of General
major no?'
tions of their time to clerical work of any character,
including not only
clerks, but also train announcers, gatemen. checkers,
baggage and parcelroom employees, callers for train and engine crews, etc
Substantiallv
all the increases noted were made retroactive
to January 1
1918 thus
requiring heavy payments to adjust the wages actually paid
during me
the early
earlv
/ i^ " uuring
months to the new standards,
Apparently the opeiating expenses thus stated are still subject
to in
creases on account ot further wage increases which are under
and that are likely to be made retroactive at least to Septemberdiscussion
1918'
1
Ihese projects include an increase of approximately 15 per cent in
favor
of engine and train crews with, in addition, provision for
payment at one
and one-half times the standard rates, instead of proportionately for
time
excess of eight hours, and an increase in favor of telegraphers. all

m

INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
Fifty-nine new industries were located on the tracks of your
Company
1918. as compared with one hundred in 1917,
Twenty-six extensions to old industries and seventeen industrial side tracks' were
constructed; the corresponding numbers for 1917 were forty-nine and thirtyeight, respectively
During the year the Federal management cancelled
all memberships maintained by your railway in commercial
organizations
eliminated substantially all advertising of the Industrial Department and
practically suspended its normal activities.
The work permitted related
almost exclusively to agricultural development, in which some progress is
reported,

during

'

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
One of the early decisions of the Railroad Administration was to provide
for a reconsideration, by an agency of its own, of everv program for
additions and betterments that had been approved and adopted by the
owners of the properties which had been taken under Federal control
your railway, this reconsideration resulted in determination
,'\s applied to
to continue most of the work in progress at the end of 1917. with the
exception, however, of the new third track between Schenevus and Richmondville Summit, which was under construction as a principal feature
of the general grade revision between Oneonta and Mohawk Yard,
The
omission 01 this portion of the plan for adapting this part of your railway to the movement of trains of heavier tonnage would so seriously reduce
the benefits obtained by heavy capital expenditures at other points, in addition to rendering useless the considerable outlay upon the particular
project, that it was deemed necessary to request a reiiearing. which was
accorded.
Upon this rehearing the former action was reversed.
But
before this occurred the contractors had been paid and the work stopped.
The completion of the work during 1918 was, therefore, held to be impracticable, and nothing was done toward its resumption.
To the end of
1917 the total expenditure on this third track was $414,555.74, and the
amount paid in the settlement with the contractors when the work was
suspended was $125,770.09, so that it now represents a capita! investment
of $540,325,83, all of which remains idle and unproductive.
The suspension of this improvement has also involved losses in the necessary adjustments with contractors and the natural deterioration resulting from the
This interruption of the deexposure to erosion of unfinished grading.
velopment program led to the postponement of the grade reduction between
Cobleskill and Barnerville. which was authorized in 1917, but could not be
placed in operation until the completion of this section of the third track.
The Railroad Administration also determined not to continue during 1918
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property ami $28,SS0..'>5 chargeable to oricr.nting expenses '
The enljirKrn.rnt and r.arrangenicnt of the Carbondale' Yard,
in proxres,
for several vears, wa.s s.,l.»la,|l,ally advanced and
placed in operation duing
."^
^1' ^'•"•11 ^'""'"'1 '"^i '" 'V "'•':''= •" "" »0"thern en.l,' near Du
.Street, wdl be undertaken
when the grade cros.sing at that i.oint e-1 I,,
eliminated.
An enlarfied yard office is now under construction
now has a capacity of 3,139 cars, an increase of substantially' This -.rd
50 per cent

char

during 1918 and occupation began in May.
The whole building, modern
in construction and equipment, and suitable for
your corporate purposes,
'^^'^'"^ ">""'" ^"''^^' '"*'''"°" to its cost
.l'Klnri9lTw°a^"$50'fl6.1°9
Other improvements to your property include new water tanks
for

locomotives, with capacity for lOO.OCO gallons each, at Central
Bri.lge and
loinf a restaurant and women's rest-room
.-,?)"'*"
Colonic shops: a
Wye track for turning locomotives at Dclanson; a atnew
freight station
at Mecb,in.cvil!e, begun before 1918; in addition to the
freight station at
Glens Kills; reconstruction of beating systems in round houses at
WilkesBarre, Green Ridgc Carbondale. Oneonta, Mohawk, Whitehall
and Rouses
foint and in other buildings at Green Ridge, Carbondale and
Oneonta this
reconstruct'on to be completed early in 1919.
Heavy repairs to 3,434 freight train cars, including the application of
tconomy draft arms,
couplers and heavy friction springs, referred
to in the report for 1917, were continued during 1918
and are approximately two-thirds completed.
The equipment of two hundred steel undertrame t!at cars with temporary sides and removable drop-ends was completed
All freight train cars must be equipped with safety appliances
approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission not later than September 1. 1919; of 18,/94 cars, 18.534, or 98.62 per cent, have received
this
equipment. A statute requiring the equipment of locomotives with electric
headlights by July I, 1920, was the occasion of the equipment in that
manner of 123 locomotives. By the same date all cabooses operated in
iNew \ork must have eight wheels and steel under-frames; 84 out of 212
such cars have received this equipment and 72 are to be provided for
during 1919.
The conversion of 135 wooden underframe gondolas into
company service cars is in progress and about 38 per cent completed.
Application of "Z
bar reinforced ends to 500 box cars is in progress and
about one;third completed, and raising of the sides and ends of 500 low-side
gondolas is proceeding and about 82 per cent completed.
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FEDERAL VALUATION.
palliation of your railway property in accordance with the statute
ofr'^i'n^
1913, by the Interstate Commerce Commission, progressed during the
year somewhat more slowly than in 1917.
The depletion of the office
force of the Commission owing to military necessities is assigned as the
reason for reduced effort.
Most of the field work, except the building
and equipment inventory and the appraisal of lands has been completed.
The completion of all inventories before the end of 1919 and a final report
frorn the Commission during the ensuing twelve months are considered
possible
perhaps probable.
The cost of this work, to the end of 1918
amounted to $362,342.15. of which $302,934.56 was charged to corporate
operating expenses to December 31, 1918, and $59,407.59 to the operating
expenses of the Railroad Administration during 1918.

spared from ser.ic"e "or-a^ ;hey"wer7
sroppTd'^'/or^genrrafotrhauHng'
fhe following authon/ations for equipment
with superheaters were mL"le
and largely completed betore the end of the
year 1917:
^^^X
NUMBER
TYPE

—

LITIGATION.
In the suit of Katherine S. Weld and others, for an accounting of
royalties under the lease of co.-il lands made to the company in 1859 by
Henry B. Rockwell, the decision of the referee, on which judgment was
September 24, 1918. awarded the sum of $429,153.60 to the
plaintiffs.
Appeal was taken but, pending the appeal, a proposal for settlement was received and negotiations are in progress which may lead to
a settlement.
The proc-eding instituted by Tlie Rensselaer and Saratoga Railroad
Company, referred to in the report for 1917, against the United States
Collector of Internal Revenue and your company for the purpose of

10
3*

jgjr
29,5
J9J5
J9J5
jgjg
10,7

6

2

^
ix

^"
By

the

^0

end of 1917

this

H Locomotives
E-3-A Locomotives
D-3 Locomotives
E-3-A Locomotives
^
E-3 and E-3-A Locomotives

work had resulted

'fmate^iallv low""'"" T'"""'"''

"^'^^'"^^ '^e

in

greatly increasine the

movement of equaf onnage

^ '"'"'"'" °^ "'^ augmented efficiency

vinch had 'been obtained

AVERAGE TRACTIVE POWER OF ALL
LOCOMOTIVES IN POUNDS

ent-red on

requiring the deduction from the dividend payments which your company
is required to make to the stockholders of the former corporation,
as a part
of the rental tor its property, the amounts due to the United States as
income tax thereon, was dismissed by the United States District Court.
Appeal to the Circuit Court of Appeals was taken and has been argued
and is now awaiting decision.
The action begun in August, 1916, by the Mechanicville and Fort
Edward Railroad Company, a subsidiary of your company, against the
Fitchburg Railroad Company and its lessee, the Boston and Maine Railroad Company, to determine the title to the railway and riglit of way
extending northward from Mechanicville. in Saratoga County, and decided
adversely to your company by the trial court, is now awaiting argument
on the appeal to the Appellate Division.
In the suit of The Ticonderoga Railroad Company against your company for an accounting under the contract for the operation of the former,
the referee determined the amount of the fund to be accounted for as of
December 3, 1914, to be $186,221.31.
An appeal from this award has
been taken by your company and there is a cross-appeal on the part oif
the plaintiff.
Determination of these appeals by the Appellate Division is
anticipated during the year 1919.

E-S Locomotives
E-5 Locomotives

1Q17
1^1'
Increase, per cent

,,^* the beginning of

28,876
38,616
33 73

the number of freight cars in service was
'^e .^'^ber was 18,302, an increasrof'sa
7^
fail, however
to state the actual increase
in
'""^^^^ '" 'he number of cars has been by the
T^rUtVc^r.
J^r^'
'''"'
^^' ''""" accompanied by the retirement of
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k",'^
^°"' =>^'e.'-age capacity and tbeir replacement by
^rs nf
cr,
,1,
cars
ot greater
than average capacity.
The average capacity of all freieht
cars ,n 1909 was 35.77 net tons, while the
avera|e of the'^year
917 was
I" °"^" f^'-'her to incre^te
°^ '-^^ P"" ""'
the effic.e^Vv'" f'T'^'Z
"'^^^ equipment, a program of substitution of steel
,nHe^r,37f
underframes for ^yooden underframes was inaugurated
in 1909 with an
authorization covering 500 cars.
This was followed

per

1907,
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in 1910 by an authon"
'"
authorized; in 1912, 'soS, 'and hi
1917"l°000°^o""ri
r"','• '?o°,7"".^
^^"- there were, as already stated, 18,302
friiah/'
9 '^'"'''
P^f'"?''/.';
''^•^ P^r ""'• had steel underframes
and
9 sif ."JJ-^"^
°l a capacity
or 54.0 per cent, l-^f
y,»««,
had each
of 85.000 pounds or greater
P''"?c'Pal 'nerease in passenger equipment after 1906
was by the
n„;:^v,1
purchase
in
1916, of twenty-four steel passenger cars and three
steel
mail and baggage cars.
In addition a number of baggage
weie equipped with steel underframes. The steel passenger and mail cars
cars added in
1910 are provided with smoking compartments and their use
frequently
enables a single car of this type to perform services
for which two cars
ot the former type were necessary.
•
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Additional mnin traclts constructed during the period under review include tlie following:
Dcl<inson to Schenectady.
A second track, over a new line, was constructed between these points during 1907 and 1908.
The location was
determined with relation to southbound grades and it is operated as a
southbound track thus materially reducing the grade against southbound
points and greatly increasing the capacity of the
traffic between these
railroad over this distance.
Watervliet to IVaterford Junction.
A second track between these points
was authorized in 1907 and 'lie work was prosecuted during 1907 and 1908
and finally completed early in 1910. Owing to the heavy passenger traffic
between Albany and Saratoga, traffic between these points had formerly
been greatly congested and this improvement greatly facilitated operation.
Green Ridge to Carbondale. Third and fourth tracks between these
points were authorized during 1907 and completed in 1909.
The frequent
passenger service bet\vcen Scranton and Carbondale and the large volume
of coal traffic originating at breakers in this territory had rendered operation with the double-track line extremely difficult.
The two added tracks
have largely eliminated delays, and enable the railroad to handle increased
tonnage between these points.
Binghamton. A second track, one mile long, was constructed on Bevier
Street, in this City during 1911.
This permits freight trains to advance
•out of the Binghamton yard without blocking the main track or interfering
with yard operations and has materially augmented efficiency at this point.
Schoharie Junction to Delanson. As part of a plan of grade revision
between these points, a third track became necessary in order to permit
slow-moving freight trains to advance without interference with faster
moving passenger trains travelling in the same direction. This track was
put into service on December I, 1916, and has materially benefited operation.
Oneonta to Schenevus. Construction of a third track between these
1917 and a portion between Oneonta and
points was authorized in
Cooperstown Junction was put in operation during October, 1917. This
additional track was also provided for as a part of the general plan for
reduction of grades between Oneonta and Richmondville Summit.
The
ruling grade between the two points last named is now 0.8 per cent; when
This work
the plan is complete the maximum grade will be 0.5 per cent.
was not entirely completed at the end of 1917, but the additional track
now enables heavy freight trains from the Oneonta yard to advance a considerable distance without interference with
passenger trains and has
greatly improved yard operations.
Scliencws to }i%chmond7nllc Summit. A third track with a maximum
grade of 0.5 per cent between these points is a part of the general plan
for grade revision and was partly constructed during 1917.
Nineveh Branch. .\ second track on this branch was authorized late in
1917 and construction has continued during 1918. No benefit to operations

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

All the heavy coal trains
resulted from this work prior to January 1, 1918.
moving out of the Anthracite Region are operated over this branch and
the single track heretofore existing was the cause of serious congestion in
The second track was necessary in order to increase the
in the past.
capacity of this portion of the road and thus to remove difficulties which
tended to restrict the capacity of the whole system.
Connecting Railroad Company was organized in 1912-,
Wilkes-Barre
The
by the joint action of your company and the Pennsylvania Railroad Company for the purpose of establishing a connection between the lines of the
Right of way was acquired and
respective companies, near Wilkes-Barre.
construction commenced during 1913, and the line was opened for operaThis line is
tion, although not entirely completed, on March 29, 1915.

used to handle traffic which was formerly moved, under trackage rights,
over a line owned by the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company and in addition
saving in expenditure, has greatly expedited the movement of trains.
The question of grade crossings, which pr-omised to be a very troublesome
Prior to Federal control
one, has also been avoided by this construction.
was operated by your company under an agreement with the other
it
The cost of the one half interest secured by your
parties in interest.
company has been $1,131,838.65.
From 1906 to 1917, improvements in yard facilities were made at many
The yard at Oneonta was remodeled and enlarged
points upon the system.
during 1906.
At Glenville, N. Y., a new yard was constructed in 1907.
The yard at Binghamton was enlarged in 1908. During 1909 new yards
were constructed at Bluff Point, N. Y., and Jermyn, Pennsylvania, the
latter for use as an interchange yard with the New York, Ontario and
Western Railway. The yards at Plattsburg and Rouses Point were enlarged
during 1912 and that at Mechanicville was remodeled and enlarged in
to

1913.

A principal improvement of this character, in progress throughout the
from 1913 to 1917. iiiclusive, was the reconstruction and enlargement of the yard at Carbondale. This yard is one of the most important
facilities in the operation of the Company's railroad as it is located at the
concentration point of all northward bound anthracite passing over the
lines, and the center of distribution for empty cars returning to the colyears

Carbondale is located at substantially
coal.
lieries for reloading with
the extreme north end of the Lackawanna Coal Basin, only one anthracite
mining operation, that at Forest City, Pennsylvania, being further north.
All but one of the mines of The Delaware and Hudson Company's system
are within the region between Plymouth and Carbondale, in the Susquehanna and Lackawanna Valleys, and are well distributed over the interEmpty cars, destined to the
vening distance of about thirty-eight miles.
anthracite mines, are taken out of the Carbondale yard by road engines
which deliver them at the breakers and, picking up the cars which have
been loaded, return to tlic yard. In the yard, these loaded cars are sorted
and arranged in trains with regard to convenience in delivery at destinaIn addition there is handled in this yard, a contion and junction points.
siderable tonnage of general freight, other than anthracite, principally
consisting of traffic m.oving in car loads, which is interchanged with the
Pennsylvania Railroad at Wilkes-Barre. This yard is also used for handling
business of the Erie Railroad from and to anthracite mines in the same
rcion
That company owns the railroad extending northward from Carbondale, which is used by The Delaware and Hudson Company as far as
Jelterson Junction, under a long term agreement, and in consideration
The Erie Railroad has no direct
of the payment of trackage charges.
connection with these mines over its own rails and has, therefore, arranged
to use The Delaware and Hudson Company's railroad between Carbondale
and .\voca. handling thereover a considerable tonnage which passes through
Carhcmdale yard and is there sorted and arranged in trains substantially
This yard was established in
as this Com'pany's own traffic is handled.
The
1872 and su^essivelv enlarged during 1888, 1893, 1895 and 1899.
growth of the work there accomplished is indicated by the following which
shows the average tonnage, during each period, moving northward out of
this yard on wliich this Company has paid trackage charges to the Erie
Railroad for use of the Jefferson Branch.

Average Ions

Moved Per Year

Period.

Years
Years
Years
Years
Years

1874
1880
1890
1900
1910

to
to
to
to
to

1879
1889
1899
1909
1917

,

^89,750

}'S^fl?5
\'ll\'lil

ilX^AVr
8,621.985
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Previous to 1910 the expansion of this yard had been by the addition
of new tracks wherever the topography permitted and there had been, apparently, no well considered plan of development.
It was not properly
co-ordinated with the balance of the system, its capacity was insufficient
and it was not economical in operation.
The tracks were too short to
hold entire trains.
The Erie Railroad had also constructed a yard, of
limited capacity, on land leased from this Company and this yard was of
inadequate capacity and unsatisfactory design.
In these circumstances a
study of the situation, locally and as related to the entire operation of
the Company's railroad, was undertaken in 1910 and a comprehensive plan,
contemplating progressive development over a considerable period and with
the minimum interference with regular operations was ultimately formulated and adopted.
The initial step was the reconstruction of the engine terminal in coordination with the general plan for the development of the whole railroad.
'I he
old roundhouse, turntable and teal and ash-handling facilities were
too small for the motive power contemplated by this development, particularly for the Mallet locomotives intended for use as pushers on the
heavy giade immediately north of Carbondale.
These Mallet locomotives
aic ninety-two feet long, while those for which provision had formerly been
made were about seventy-three feet long, and the weight of this new power
exceeded that of the old by about fifty per cent. This part of the work
was authorized in 1910 and completed during 1911. At the lime of this
authorization, the officers were empowered to purchase the land necessary
to the cnlaigement of the yard and purchases were begun, but the whole
area necessary was not immediately obtained owing to difficulties in dealing
with certain of the owners and those incident to the elimination of certain
grade crossings. A further step in the program, the construction of storage
tracks for locomotives, car repair tracks and the rearrangement of watertanks and water supply lines was completed in 1914. The earliest authorization covering reconstruction of the actual yard itself was granted during October, 1914, and covered the construction of two main tracks beyond
the western limits of the yard as it then existed and of certain new tracks
within the existing >ard.
To obtain space for the new tracks it was necessary to level a large section of the hill lying west of the yard and to
remove the old yard of the Erie Railroad. The latter was provided for
by permitting the Erie to use the new yard upon paying part of the cost
of its operation and maintenance.
This work was prosecuted throughout
the whole of the calendar year 1915.
The new tracks were not available
for use during that year and the work interfered somewhat with the operation of the old facilities as the material taken from the hill had to be
moved southward through the southern end of the yard and about one and
one-half miles on the main tracks to "Duffy's Field," where it was planned
to erect a new plant for the storage of anthracite.
The new coal storage
plant at "Duffy's Field" was a part of the general plan of reconstruction.
In 1899, a storage plant for coal had been provided on a location just
north of the yard as it then existed and east of the Lackawanna River.
To straighten the channel of the river in order to permit the lengthening
of the yard tracks it was necessary to utilize this space and therefore to
remove and reconstruct the storage plant upon another location. Authority
to do this was issued in May, 1915, and the work completed during December, 1916.
Every effort was made to accomplish this removal with the
minimum interference with the use of the plant but a heavy reduction in
its capacity during a portion of the time was unavoidable.
As an incident
of this yard improvement it was necessary to eliminate a grade-crossing
by constructing a highway bridge over "Simpson's Road." The final plan
ol the yard required two additional main tracks across this road for which
the consent of the local authorities was required.
The highway was occupied by a street railway track and the traffic on both the street railway
and on the highway was heavy so that the continuance of the grade-crossing,
with additional railway tracks, was considered, by the authorities, exceedingly dangerous.
A.n overhead bridge, to carry the street railway and the
Highway, was constructed under an agreement by which its cost, together
with that of the necessary approaches, was unequally divided by the
.Scranton
Railway Company, and The Delaware and Hudson Company.
portion borne by this Company was properly a part of the cost of
the yard improvement. The work was completed and the overhead structure
placed in use on December 7, 1917.
The completion of the yard improvements was provided for by an authorization issued during October, 1916, and the final work progressed throughCLit the whole of the year 1917.
The new main tracks were placed in
operation in October, 1Q17, and some of the new yard tracks became available during the preceding summer.
Actual benefit did not accrue from
these heavy outlays until the new main tracks could be utilized and full
use of the improved yaid could not be attained during the brief remainder
of the calendar year.
During December, 1917, however, the new facilities
ijcgan greatly to facilit.ate the operation of the property as a whole.
The
cost of these improvements to the Carbondale yard exceeded $1,500,000.00.
Before the work began in 1910, the yard had an approximate length of
'The new yard turned
5,000 feet and an aggregate capacity of 2,100 cars.
over to the Railroad Administration on January 1, 1918, has an extreme
I( ngth
of 7.200 feet and capacity for 3,139 cars, an increase in car capacity
This, however, by no means measures the gain accruing
of 49.48 per cent.
Not only has nominal capacity been greatly infrom this expenditure.
creased, but an uneconomical yard, difficult and 'ostly to operate, has been
replaced by one thoroughly modern and efficient in design and arrangement.
The relation of the old yard to the railway system was such that its inadequacy was reflected over the entire system; that of the enlarged and
improved yard is such that its operation increases the capacity and efficiency of the entire railroad.
The development of the railroad required new locomotive shops.
Previous to 1911 heavy repairs to locomotives were distributed between
With the large increase
shops at Carbondale. Oneonta and Green Island.
in the number of locomotives and in the size .and weight of the power
It was considered necessai^ to locate
units these shops became inadequate.
shops of much greater capacity at a single point as near as possible to
Such shops were erected at Colonie,
the center of locomotive distribution.
The design of
a short distance north of Albany, during 1911 and 1912.
these shops was new and presents many novel features in shop economy.
.\
bay for the transfer of engines by cranes takes the place of the old
It has bays
style transfer-table and is located in the centre of the shop.
on both sides for erecting pits, behind which are bays for machine tools,
When first made available for
the light tools being placed in galleries.
be
the
advaneetl
complete of
were
considered
to
most
and
use these shops
In order to provide for their erection, the Comtheir kind in the country.
pany acquired 111.87 acres of additional land, of which about 104 acres
are occupied by building and track development and the balance available
The buildings are so located that thev may be doubled in
for expansion.
The total cost has been $2, .592,856.63. The new
size by end extension.
shops have effected a consider.ible saving in expense by (1) concentrating
under proper and unified supervision and (2) by relabor
kind
of
this
ducing the time required for repairs and more promptly returning locomotives to s-rvice. In connection with this development, the company provided a vatd for use in connection with passenger service of the Albany
district, including facilities for the repair of passenger and freight cars.
Proper handling of the larger and heavier locomotives, particularly at
the ends of runs, has made necessary the replacement of many of the
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Pierce, acting terminal superintendent, has been appointed
terminal trainmaster, with the same headquarters.
E. S.
Kirby, acting terminal trainmaster, has been assigned to

I

other duties.
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Railroad Administration
Regional
Horace Epes,

Washington

office of the Associated
Press, has been appointed special assistant to B. L. Winchell,
at
of the Soullicrn region, with
office
regional
director
Atlanta, Ga.

of the

1183

Federal and General Managers
K. B. Conger, general manager of the Hudson & Manhattan, has been appointed federal manager, with headquarters
at New York.

R. B. White, sui)crintendent of the Philadelphia division of
the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has
been appointed superintendent of the Baltimore division, with
headquarters at Baltimore Md. On May 1 the Philadelphia
and Baltimore divisions, exclusive of the Baltimore Terminal
division, were consolidated and are now known as the Balti-

more

division.

William C. Bevington, whose appointment as superintendent of the Joplin division of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at Nevada, Mo., was announced in the Railway Age
of April 18, was born
in New Lenox, 111., in
1868, and received his
education in the high
school of that city. He
entered railway service
in 1885 with the Chi-

W. H. Edmondson

has been appointed assistant to the federal manager of the Grand Trunk, Western Lines, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

cago

Western, with headquarters

at

he

Alfred M. Darlow, whose appointment as federal manager
& Susquehanna, with headquarters at Wellsville, N. Y., has already been announced in these columns,

Pacific,

Mo. He began railway
work in June, 1902, as
a rodman on the Vandalia Railroad,

went

to

and

college.

He

tered the service of the

Chicago
linois

as

&

Eastern

Il-

a

special

ap-

W.

was

house

made
foreman

round-

and

served at Dolton and at
Danville, on the same
road.
He was appointed mechanical engineer of the Buflfalo &

A. M. Darlow

Susquehanna, at Galeton, Pa., in 1911, and later assumed also
the duties of general storekeeper. From 1912 to 1916 he was
superintendent of motive power at Galeton in charge of
stores and mechanical departments, and then, to 1918, served
as assistant to president and superintendent of motive power
in charge of operation.
On June 13, 1918, he was appointed
general manager under the United States Railroad Administration, which position he held until his promotion, on April 7,
as federal

manager

of the

same road,

C.

as above noted.

Operating
T. H. Hervey has been appointed superintendent of car
of the Ann .'\rbor Railroad, with headquarters at
Toledo, Ohio.
service

F. Schaefer, district freight agent of the San Francisco &
Portland Steamship lines, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., has been promoted to manager, with the same
headquarters, succeeding G. L. Blair, general manager, de-

ceased.

H. M. Williams, recently discharged from the army, has
been appointed terminal superintendent for the New York,
Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters at Chicago. Ogden

Union

and trainmason the Kansas and

patcher
ter

Colorado divisions, p-roni the latter date to 1907, he was in
the employ of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy as assistant
chief despatcher and chief despatcher, resigning from that
road to enter the employ of the Missouri Pacific as chief
despatcher, which position he held until 1911. when he was
promoted to trainmaster of the Joplin division, with headquarters at Nevada, Mo.,
his recent appointment.

prentice at the Danville
shops.
(111.)
In 1909

he

the

the
Chicago,
Rock
Island
& Pacific as
despatcher, chief des-

later

graduated from Cornell
University with the degree of M. E. in 1906,
and the same year en-

of

and from 1899
on

until 1905 he served

Louis,

St.

consecutively,
despatcher,

1897,

employ

was born on November
at

North Western
which

chief
despatcher and
terminal
trainmaster.
The
following
two
years he was in the

of the BufTalo

1884,

was

until

Toledo, Ohio.

29,

&

as operator, since

P. Main, assistant to the federal manager of the Ann
Arbor and the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed assistant to the federal manager of the latter line and the Toledo, St. Louis &
J.

in

which capacity he served

Financial, Legal

until

and Accounting

The following appointments have been announced by E. F.
Blomeyer, federal manager of the Ann Arbor Railroad, ef-

May

Joseph Goldbaum, auditor, has been appointed
and Alexander L. Smith, general attorney,
has been appointed general solicitor; both with offices at
Toledo, Ohio.
fective

1:

federal auditor,

B. C. Stevenson, who was appointed federal manager of
the Toledo, St. Louis & Western and the Detroit & Toledo
Shore Line, as announced in the Railway Age of May 2, has
made the following appointments: W. A. Eversman becomes
solicitor, with headquarters at Toledo; L. T. Williams becomes assistant general solicitor, with headquarters at Toledo; R. Larmer, assistant auditor of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western, with headquarters at Toledo, becomes federal auditor, with the same headquarters: G. S. Ross, assistant federal
treasurer of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with headciuarters at Toledo, becomes federal treasurer, with the same headquarters.

The following appointments have been made on the Grand
Trunk, Western Lines, following the appointment of H. E.
Wittenberger as federal manager: W. K. Williams, general
attorney of the Grand Trunk, Western Lines, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been made general solicitor, with
the same headquarters; N. C. Foss, purchasing agent of the
Ann Arbor, with headquarters at Toledo. Ohio, has been made
purchasing a.gent of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at
Detroit; William A. Geer has been appointed general attorney, with headquarters at Detroit; E. J. Cooper has been
made general claim agent, with headquarters at Detroit;

RAILWAY AGE
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L. R. Flanders liccomos freight claim a^ciit, witii iu';ul(|uartcra at Di-iroil; J. O. Talbott, fi-ilcial auditor of tiie Cirand
Trunk, Western Lines, ami the I'erc Mar<iuettc, with headquarters at Uetroit, has hecn appointed federal auditor of the
Grand Trunk, with the same hcadciuarters; J. L. Cramer, federal treasurer of tiic Grand Trunk, Western Lines, and the
Pere Marquolte, with heaiUiuartcrs at Detroit, has been ap-

pointed to be federal treasurer of the Grand Trunk, with the
same headquarters.

Traffic

Bradley has been appointod tralTic inanaRer of the
Ann Arbor Railroad, with ollice at Toledo, Ohio.

H.

S.

F. S.

Detroit

Ross has been appointed peneral freight agent of the
& Toledo Shore Line, with headquarters at Detroit,

Mich.
C. E. Rose, assistant general passenger agent of the Toledo,
Louis & Western, with headquarters at Toledo, Ohio, has

St.

been promoted to general passenger agent with the same
headquarters.
G. J. Vizard, heretofore assistant general freight agent of
the Erie, with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed
manager of the traffic bureau of the Little Rock (Ark.) Board
of Commerce.

The
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Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie with liea(|(|uartcrs at
Minneapolis, Minn., has been promoted to assistant general
roadmaster with the same headquarters.
H. P. Stafford,
general roadmaster of the Duluth, South Shore & Atlaniii
with headquarters at Marquette, Mich., has been promotcil
to assistant general roadmaster of this road and the Mineral

Range with same headquarters.
J. W. Oplinger, superintendent of motive power of the
second and third divisions of the Atlantic Coast Line, witli

headfiuarters at Waycross, Ga., resigned, effective, May 1,
He entered the service of the Central of New Jersey on
March 1, 1874, as a machinist apprentice and after completing his apprenticeship in 1878, served as a machinist until
1880 on the same road. He then went to the Lehigh Valley
as a machinist at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and four years later left
that road to go to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in New
Mexico, remaining in the service of that road until 1887. He
then returned to the Central of New Jersey as gang forcinan, and later was erecting foreman on that road.
In 1894
he served as general foreman on the New York, Susquehanna
& Western, and in 1900 was appointed master mechanic on the
Atlantic Coast Line. Four years later he was promoted to
superintendent of motive power of the second and third
divisions, with office at Savannah, Ga., and since 1910 at
Waycross, Ga., from which position he now resigns to retire
to his

farm

in

Pennsylvania.

jurisdiction of R. R. Mitchell, general freight agent;

Warner, general passenger agent; H. A. Weaver and
R. Mills, assistant general freight agents, and F. D. Downie,
general baggage agent has been withdrawn from the Midland Valley, the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient and the MisEugene Mock of the St. Louis
souri & North Arkansas.
(Mo.) District Freight Traffic Committee has been appointed
general freight and passenger agent of the Midland Valley
with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla. E. H. Shaufler, general freight agent of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient has
been promoted to general freight and passenger agent with
headquarters at Wichita, Kan. C. E. Veatch has been appointed general freight and passenger agent of the Missouri
& North Arkansas with headquarters at Harrison, Ark.
Percy Talbot, acting division freight and passenger agent of
the Midland Valley at Muskogee, has been promoted to division freight and passenger agent with headquarters at Tulsa,
freight
Okla.
J. R. Holcomb has been appointed division
and passenger agent of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient
Tex.
Angelo,
with headquarters at San

Purchasing

S. G.

C. Z.

J.

Hughes has been appointed purchasing agent

Ann Arbor
Dwight
lington

&

promoted

of the

Railroad, with office at Toledo, Ohio.

C. Curtis, inspector of stores on the Chicago, Bur-

Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago, has been
to supervisor of stores of the

Northwestern region,
J. E. Mahaney, re-

with the same headquarters, succeeding
signed to accept service elsewhere.

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
J. F. Aitchison, acting auditor of disbursements on the
Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific, has been appoijited auditor of disbursements, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., and the title of acting auditor of disbursements

has been abolished.

Operating

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Ramsey, engineer maintenance of way of

the Toledo,
Louis & Western, with headquarters at Frankfort, Ind.,
has been promoted to chief engineer, with the same headquarF. R.

St.

ters.

general master mechanic of the Northern
Livingston, Mont., has been appointed general
master mechanic of the lines east of Mandan, N. D., with
headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., vice T. J. Cutler, transferred.
C.

E.

Pacific,

Allen,

at

A. M. Traugott, division engineer of the Virginian Railroad, with office at Princeton, W. Va., has been appointed acting chief engineer, with office at Norfolk, Va., vice F. L.
Nicholson, who is resuming full service with the Norfolk
Southern Railroad.
R. B. Robinson, whose appointment as engineer maintenance of way of the Union Pacific, with headquarters at
Omaha, Neb., was announced in the Railway Age of May 2,
began railway work with the Union Pacific, with which road
he served in various minor engineering positions for six years.
For the past 15 years he has been in the employment of the
Oregon Short Line in various engineering positions leading
up to that of engineer maintenance of way in which capacity
he served until his recent promotion.

O'Connor, special roadmaster of the Minneapolis, St.
& Sault Ste. Marie with headquarters at Minneapolis,
Minn., has been appointed general roadmaster of this road,
the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic and the Mineral Range
with the same headquarters. The position of special roadmaster has been abolished. J. B. Kelly, roadmaster on the
J.

Paul

Ramsay, auditor of the Dayton, Toledo & Chicagfl
Railway Company, has been appointed assistant general

W.

C,

manager, with headquarters

at

Dayton, Ohio.

manager of the Dayton, Toledo &
Chicago Railway Company, with headquarters at Dayton,
Ohio, has been appointed general manager also of the Oklahoma, New Mexico & Pacific Railway Company, with headquarters at Ardmore, Okla.

W.

E. Brown, general

Traffic

W.

G. Roche has been appointed general agent of the
freight department of the Canadian Pacific Ocean Services,
Limited, with office at Chicago, and J. R. Clancy has been
appointed general agent of the freight department for Ontario, with office at Toronto, Ont.

H. L. Blackstone, general agent of the Sacramento Northern, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., has been promoted to assistant general freight agent, with headquarters

Sacramento, Cal. He was born in Shullsburg, Wis., in
and entered railway service in 1899 with the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul. In the same year he entered the cmploy of the Great Northern as traveling freight agent, at
Butte, Mont. He remained in this position until 1904, when he
was appointed agent, with headquarters at Fernie, B. C.
From 1909 to 1914 he was in the employ of the Western
Pacific as traveling freight agent at San Francisco, Cal., remaining with that road for five years and then entering the
employ of the Sacramento Northern as general agent at San
Francisco, in which capacity he served until his recent proat

1875,

motion.

many

railway general officers have been reThe average compensaThe Automobile, tion of those receiving more than $,5,000
per cent less than it was
General Manager \>'^^''/^ ^0
when the government took the railwavs
and ireight
^^^^
On the other hand, the wages of
Conductor
train service employees recently have
been advanced again, and now average about 40 per
cent more than a year ago.
An incident illustrating

The

salaries of

duced under government operation.

.

the effects

upon the mode

of living of the officers

and the

employees which the reduced salaries and increased wages
are producing has come to our attention.
The general manager of a certain railroad who has had his salary reduced
advertised a Packard automobile for sale.
He received in
reply a letter from one of the freight conductors on his railroad seeking to buy the car. The general manager has sent
us the original letter for our edification.
Now that general
managers, in order to reduce their expenses, have to sell
tlieir high priced automobiles, and their freight conductors
offer to buy them, we think the time has about come for railway officers to organize themselves into a trade union. We
note that in Europe the bourgeoisie have begun to organize
to protect themselves from exploitation by the proletariat.
If government operation were continued, and railway officers did not form themselves into a union, it would apparently be but a matter of time until all the officers would
be looking with envy upon the automobiles owned by the
employees.

The Railroad Y. M.

C. A., after a long period of careful
about to inaugurate a continental extension
program that has a number of unique
Railroad Y. M. C. A. features and promises to very greatly
enlarge and extend the efforts of that
Extension

preparation,

is

Program

organization.

The 300

Associations

and Canada are carrying forward this movement as a unit; the railroad men,
themselves, have done a large part of the planning and will
do the greater part of the work, the secretaries or employed
Durofficers being utilized largely in an advisory capacity.
ing the coming week. May 18-24, efforts will be concentrated
Every Association will be
on increasing the membership.
divided into two parts, each of which will strive to make
a better record than its opponent in renewing memberships
and securing new members. In the same way, different parts
in this country

Difof a railroad system will be pitted against each other.
ferent railway systems will also engage in friendly rivalry.

This idea has been extended even

to

having different regions

Durof the Railroad Administration challenge each other.
ing the next few months, the new members will be assimiand in the fall there will be a series of programs
of service which will be participated in simultaneously by
all of the associations.
For instance, one week will be de-

lated,

voted to

making plans and putting

into effect educational

In a similar way, a week will be
devoted to religious work, another to thrift, and others to

programs

for the year.

The
patriotism and sociability, and health and happiness.
Railroad Y. M. C. A. has been a most important factor in
improving the conditions under which the enginemen and
trainmen and others have had to work, thus adding to the
safety and efficiency of operation.
It has, however, largely

road men and has not been
might be in trying to reacli all of the railroad
men with a service program. The movement which it is
entering would seem to be a long step in that direction, and
it is to be hoped that it will receive the most cordial cooperation from all railroad men who are interested in the

limited

its

efforts to serving the

as active as

it

welfare of their fellows.

Making

the Railroads

Pay

for the

ONE

INFLUENCE

that has served to

Waterways

make

portation, or at least the privilege of

railroad trans-

owning railway

more expensive than it should be is the zeal with
which the United States War Department has protected the
potential waterways of the country for a waterway traffic
which may come some time in the distant future. Much of
this zealous solicitude has worked a burden on the railroads
which have been forced to spend vast sums for drawbridges that have never opened to pass a ton of freight,
or in high bridges whose expensive channel spans are rarely
smutted by the smoke of a passing steamer. Notwithstanding
the decadence of inland waterway traffic the demand for
larger and more expensive structures keeps ever apace with
Where
the advancement of the art in bridge engineering.
400-ft. clear spans were considered adequate 40 years ago,
600-ft. spans are now being demanded.
One especially unreasonable exaction of the government
in its solicitude for a waterway traffic that is not, but some
securities,

time may be, was the order for the raising of the Pennsylvania Lines bridge over the Allegheny river at Pittsburgh.
In March, 1917, this four-track (two-level) structure was
ordered raised 12.5 ft. and the road was given just one year
Since the demand for this
in which to complete the work.
difficult and expensive project came just at our entrance into
the world war it is to be inferred that this was a war
However, it is of interest to note that the Pennmeasure.
sylvania Lines bridge is the fifth bridge over the Allegheny
river above its confluence with the Monongahela, there
being four city bridges connecting the Pittsburgh side of
the river with the Allegheny side within this distance under

which any river

traffic

coming up from the Ohio

river mu.st

The cit\pass before encountering the railroad bridge.
bridges were also ordered raised, but the interesting detail
of the whole story is that while the railroad was required to
raise its bridge within a year's time, the city was allowed 2J/2
years in which to complete the work on its structures.
The change in the Pennsylvania Lines bridge cost $800,000, while necessary alterations to approaches made the
The
total expenditure considerably over a million dollars.
work has now been completed for over a year, yet not even
a beginning has been made in the raising of the city bridges.
So while the river traffic is still subject to the headroom restrictions the Pennsylvania Lines are paying the interest
on a million dollars additional investment. Whether mensures such as this w'ill ever be effective in developing the
inland waterway traffic which will be so potent in solving
all of our economic and social ills, we cannot say, but
meantime the public will be paying the excess cost of railway
transportation due to requirements such as this.
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Does
Not Restore Normal Conditions

Industrial Board's Exit

MUAi.

HiNKs' nl'usiil U) \)A\ llu' stirl prid's
Hoard lias had one gixxl cflVct.
'The hoard's
It has caiisnl tlu' l)oard to go out of existence.
chairman, Cieorge N. Peek, had demonstrated his unfitness
'Ilirougliout tlie negotiations he assumed
for his position.
an attitude well eaUulated to destroy the confidenee and

DiKiMiuK
fixed

arouse the
Ik'sides.

whether
trv

it

it

to fix

til

liy

till'

liulustrial

of officials of the Railroad Admini.stration.
was very doui)tful from the hoard's incei)tion

ire

was desirable
jirices,

since

for the

government

to continue to

war was ended. If it had peran intelligent and reasonalde way
the transition of prices from a war

tlie

formed its functions in
might have aided in
But goveniiiient l)oards, experience has
to a peace basis.
shown, seldom perform their functions intelligently and reaThe passing of the Industrial Board is welcome
sonably.
as the removal of one more governmental obstruction to the
return of the country to normal industrial conditions and
it

business methods.
The director general of railroads has recently tried, by
direct negotiations with the steel companies, to get better
These
prices than those fixed by the Industrial Board.
negotiations have failed, and it is announced that the Rail-

road Administration will advertise for competitive bids on
It does not seem highly probable
200,000 tons of rails.
that substantially better prices will be obtained in this way
than already have been offered, although the outcome may
The retirement
be different from what now appears likely.
of the Industrial Board from the scene has not restored

normal conditions of doing business, in either the iron and
steel field, or any other lield, in which the railways are
There was mighty little comj>etition in
large purchasers.
prices among manufacturers of steel rails for years before
government operation of railways was adopted; and the very
fact that the government is now operating the railways
affords those who sell materials and supplies to the railways a strong incentive to refrain from very active competition in prices

for their business.

Government control gives the Railroad Administration a
virtual monopoly of purchases for the railroads, and the
Railroad Administration, when W. G. McAdoo was director
general and John Skelton Williams was director of purchases, assumed an attitude and adopted a policy regarding
purchases which indicated a purpose to use the monopoly
power of the Railroad Administration almost regardless of
the conseciuences to concerns from which they bought goods.
It

centralized control of purchases in such a

it

practically impossible for any concern to

way as
make a

to

make

different

what it made to all others. Its
spokesmen talked about the pooling of patents and the foreMr. Williams' treatment of represengoing of royalties.
tatives of the supply concerns was not considerate or sometimes even civil, and in many cases goods were bought
mainly on the basis of price and almost regardless of quality.
The Railroad Administration did not finally drive as hard
price to one railway from

bargains as apparently it originally intended to, but the
former director of purchases succeeded in making almost
ever}' class of concerns from which it made purchases feel
that it was an unreasonable and disagreeable customer to
This feeling still prevails, in spite of modificadeal with.
tions of policy which have been made since Mr. McAdoo
retired as director general and Mr. Williams as director
of purchases, and as long as it exists concerns that sell materials and supplies to the Railroad Administration will be
on their guard, and will not be disposed to risk engaging
in very active competition.
The continued existence of the Industrial Board would
have been an obstruction to the return of Ijusiness to normal
conditions and methods.
But the same thing may be said

of
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the loiitinued

and especially of
tion.

A

existence of the Railroad
its

niono|)oly

.\dminislration,

highly centralized ])unliasing organizaof

railroad

jiurdiases

is

an

abnonnal

thing in itself, and the highly centralized purchasing orBefore
ganization adds to the abnormality of the situation.
normal londitions of conijjetitioii in |)rice among the scller.s
of railroad e(|uii)nient and supplies can be, or indeed |)robably ought to be, restored normal (onditions of competition among the liuyers of railroad e(|uipment and supplies

should be restored.
The Railroad Administration has made large pure ii.i since it has been in existence, although not as large as \m i'
ordinarily made by the railway companies in ecjual perii-dThcsc, we Ijelieve, have not included any purchases of rails.
.'X.ll
the rail laid under government operation was ordered
In other words,
iiy the comjianies under jjrivate o])erati()n.
the Railroad Administration has not heretofore had to barThere had been almost no ixirgaining regain for rails.
garding rail prices for some years under private operation,
the steel comjianies having fi.xed the jirices, and, in effect,
told the railway companies they must pay these prices, or
It will lie highly
go to some other country for their rail.
interesting to see how the Railroad Administration, with its
position of a practical monojjol}' of purchases, finally comes
One thing is cerout in dealing with the steel companies.
tain.
This is, that the railroads need large quantities of
rail, and that the welfare of the country demands that the
mills be set to work making it.
There are reasonable men among both those who represent the Railroad Administration and those who repre.sent
the steel companies; and it is inconceivable that with reasonable men on both sides, the ])rcsent deadlock regarding
prices, which is doing so much harm to the interests directly
affected and to the puljlic, will be allowed to la.st much
longer.
But. in view of the policy of the steel companies
when the railwa}s were privately operated, and when there
was competition among the buyers of rail, it does not seem
probable that there will develop very- active competition
L'etween the steel companies for railroad business while the
railways are in the hands of the government, and while
in consequence there is no competition among the buyers.
'

Government Control
Church Osbokn

W/iLLLAisi

"

show

we publish elsewhere
that

the

government

of Railroad
in

in

has

a
this

not

recent
issue,

taken

Labor

address which
undertook to
entire

control

industry, but of only one-half of it. Railway labor, he said, gets 50 per cent, of railway earnings,
Ijut the government has not taken control of the employees.
of the railroad

at present even worse, in a way, than Mr.
In December, 1917, the last month of private
operation, the railway employees received as wages 61 cents
out of every dollar of operating expenses and 45.4 cents
In January,
out of every dollar which the railways earned.
1919, under government operation, railway employees received as wages 64 cents out of every dollar of operating
expenses and 58 cents out of every dollar which the railways
earn.
While, however, the total earnings in December, 1917,
represented all that the public paid for transportation, the
total earnings in January, 1919, failed by about $40,000,000
to represent all that the public must pay, this being approximately the amount of the deficit which was incurred and
which must be defrayed by the taxpayers.
The railway
employees received as wages about 52 cents out of each
dollar that was collected by the government for railway purposes in the form of both rates and taxes.
How far the government has fallen short of taking control
of railway labor is indicated by certain significant facts.
As w-e recently pointed out, the railway employees last year
asked for changes in wages and working conditions which

The

Osborn

case

said.

is

May

16,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

it was estimated would cost one billion dollars a year, and
they have now been given changes in tlieir wages and working conditions which are costing at the rate of about one
The government has permitted and
billion dollars a year.

even encouraged

classes of employees to organize.

all

\\'e
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In view of the fact that labor has been so influential under
government operation and has profited so enormously In' it,
it

not surprising to find labor asking the public to

is

now

buy the railroads and turn them over to the complete and
avowed management of the employees. Recent experience

but merely call attention to the fact.
When the question of whether piece work in the shops
should l)e abolished came up the government sul)mitted the
determination of it to a vote of the employees concerned;
and because the)' voted for its abolition piece work was
abolished, regardless of the views of a large majority of
To say that the government has
the officers of the roads.
not taken control of the employees is stating the case very

affords .some apparent justification for the l)elief of many
employees that they can get anything they ask for and

mildly, indeed.
During recent

it
asserts a corresponding authority over the relations between the employees, on the one side, and the companies and
the public on the other, no policy of regulation which it
may adopt will more than verj' temporarily serve its pur-

do not

cally

criticise this,

months many persons have been energeti-

applying themselves to a

study of the question of
Public sentiment

what shall be done with the railroads.
favors their return to private operation.

Upon

the policy

adopted by the government regarding the settlement of controversies arising between the railway companies and their
employees will very largely depend the success of private
operation if it is resumed.
Under government operation
labor troubles have been prevented mainly by the simple
expedient of giving labor practically everything it has asked
for, and then passing the burden along to the public in the
form of increased rates and ta.xes. Private companies cannot advance rates easily, nor can they have recourse to the
If the government should return the railways
taxpayers.
to private operation without providing means of settling labor
disputes fairly and without resort to strikes and without providing means for enabling the companies promptly to recoup
themselves for increases in their payrolls, past and future,
the results would be disastrous Ijoth to the companies and
Nevertheless, there is a marked tendency on the
the public.
part of commercial bodies and public men that are studying
the railroad problems to side-step this vitally important labor
question.

The railway labor organizations are not side-stepping it.
Under the plan which is being advocated on their behalf by
Glenn E. Plumb, the government would buy the railroads
with the taxpayers' money, and then turn them over to be
operated by a board of directors, three of whose memVjers
would be appointed by the President of the United States,
three by the railway officials and three by the railwav employees. All wages and salaries would be fixed by a board
composed equally of officers and employees.
Under this
plan an "officer" would be merely an employee of high rank.
Therefore, the railway employees would solve the railway
problem., including the labor part of it, by having the public
furnish the money to buy the roads and pay the interest on
the purchase price, and then turn them over to be operated
by and chiefly for the benefit of the employees. This would
solve the labor part of the problem
at least from the employees' standpoint.
How could there be any dissatisfaction
on the part of labor if labor was allowed to run the roads
and fix its own working conditions and pay? The experience of the last year, when labor has demanded and got an
increase of one billion dollars a year at the expense of the
public may cause the public to suspect that this method of
solving the problem might prove rather expensive for it. But
!Mr. Plumb can prove the contrar\-.
He is the greatest magician in effecting paper railroad economies that has vet appeared
greater than William Randolph Hearst. Clifford

—

—

S. W. Brookhart or AVilliam G. Mc.\doo.
None of
the miracles these gentlemen have predicted would be worked
by government operation has Ijeen wrought; but Mr. Plumb

Thome,

is

undaunted by

how under

their experience

and shows with airy

his plan of "operatives'

facility

management"

there could
be effected a saving of a billion dollars a year.
The old
rule still holds good
the less a man knows about the rail-

—

road business the more oriental are his dreams as to what
could be done with it.

insist upon having.
It is this very attitude on their part
which makes it so necessary that the labor problem on the
railways shall be squarely faced and fairly but firmly dealt
with.
The government will never under private operation
cease strictly to regulate the conduct of the companies which
own the roads and the officers who manage them. Unless

pose.

New

Books

Government Oi^'nership of Public Utilities in the United States.
By Leon Cammen, M. A. Distributors: McDez'itt-lVilson, 30
Church Street, New York, N. Y .; Price $1.50.

By

Mr. Cammen, apparently, refers to the
and telegraph lines. He confines himself to a study of the effect that government ownership would
have on .\merican institutions other than the railroads themThis is not primarily a discussion of whether govselves.
ernment ownership would lead to more efficient and satisfactory movement of freight and passengers, but rather a
discussion of the effect that it would have on the public, the
public

utilities,

railroads, telephone

political parties, the control of industries, the legal relations

between the federal government and the states, and on labor.
An argument that is sometimes used in favor of government
ownership of railroads is that they are so powerful to make
or break industries and they affect so vitally the interests of
all classes of citizens that they cannot safely be entrusted to
Mr. Cammen unthe management of private individuals.
dertakes to show that, whereas under public regulation the
private citizen, the owner of a small factory, or the aggrieved
traveler, can meet the railroad company in the courts on an
erjual footing
in a loss and damage claim in advantage
if
generally is all with the claimant again.st the railroad
the government owned and managed the roads a suit against
the government would be almost prohibitively expensive and
Most people who have disinterestedly
nearly hopeless.
watched the experiment in government operation which has
been going on in the past year and a half will be inclined
to thoroughly agree with Mr. Cammen.
Railroad labor would at the start, at least, Mr. Cammen
believes, get higher wages from the government than it could
get from private corporations, but, even if railroad labor, itself, benefited to some extent from uneconomically high
wages, all other labor in the country would be taxed to pay
Mr.
this uneconomically high wage to the railroad men.

—

Cammen

—

figures that labor, including agricultural labor, con-

If taxes are raised
80 per cent of the population.
either through increased costs of transportation passed along
to the consumer or directly, in order to meet a deficit in the
government operation of railroads, the 4 or 5 per cent of the
population which is represented by railroad lalior and its dependents would profit to some extent but the other 75 per
cent, which is labor other than railroad lal)or, would have to
Mr. Cammen's book is logical, well written
foot the bill.
and his arguments are non-technical and clear. Treating
the subject from a purely American point of view as he does
and from an angle somewhat different than that from which
it is generally discussed, he has made a distinct coniribution
to the literature on this subject.
stitutes
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Deferred Railroad Maintenance
An Increasing Public Debt
Houston, Texas.

To THK

Editor:
Volumes liave been written l)y those iissociated with the
United States Railroad Administration, and lengthy reports
have been rendered, to illustrate reductions in expenses and
various savings accomplished during the federal management of railroads, resulting from centralizing control, unifying terminal facilities, direct routing of car-load freight and
other similar activities.

But of the work left undone, of the non-performance of
upon them duties to the public and to the
owners of the railroads alike, the spokesmen for the Railroad
Administration say nothing. Not a word from them, or their
assistants, or from the assistants to the assistants. These unaccomplished obligations exist on every railroad, and deferring
their performance does not eliminate the government's liability to eventually meet them, either by the physical performance of this deferred work at a later date and increased
cost or by the payment of its value to the owners of the rail-

—

duties resting

roads.

One

of the most important subjects resulting from the conand operation of the railroads of the United States,
through the agency of the director general, is that of maintrol

its practical application, so that the railroads may
be returned to their owners unimpaired, and without deterioration, upon the termination of federal control.
Under the
provisions of Section 5, (Upkeep), of the standard contract
covering the operation of the railroads by the director general, certain sums shall be expended for the maintenance, repair, renewal, retirement and depreciation of the properties
of the railroads, in order that such properties may be returned
to the owners in substantially as good repair and in substantially as complete equipment as it was on January 1, 1918,
the date when federal control became operative.
The expenditures to be made during federal control are to
be predicated upon the annual average of similar expenditures
made by the railroads during the test period that is, the
three years ending June 30, 1917; making due allowances
for any differences in the costs of labor and material, which

tenance, in

—

have actually advanced to an abnormal degree.
Briefly
stated, the duties of maintenance are to expend an equal
amount of labor and an equal quantity of material, during
any year of federal control, as was expended during the annual average of the test period. A mere comparison of the
money expended would lead to the belief that this had been
final

total
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average
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done; the

AGE

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinjiiiiitiri>

of

operating

expenses chargeable to

maintenance of way and structures for the year ending December .n, 1918, will probably be as much as SO per cent in
excess of the average for the test period.
But this does not
reflect excess maintenance or even equal maintenance during
federal control; as a matter of fact, there has been allowed to
accumulate an alarming amount of deferred maintenance.
This represents work which should have been performed in
the interest of public safety and to eliminate deterioration of
the most vital factor of the nation's existence
the national
arteries of commerce and communication.

—

Under the stimulus of a desire to gratify the employees, increases in salaries, entirely out of proportion with the increases in living costs, were granted.
To have met the increased living expenses, in awarding increased wages, would
have been reasonable and expected. But, as an example, the

retail prices of foods increased 43 per cent during
1918 as compared with the test pericxi, while the wages of
section men intreased 82 jier cent, or very nearly twice as
much, and while the cost of f(XKl in 1919 has not materially
(hanged, the wages of section men arc more than douijle what
they were during the test peri(xi.
Equally cxorljitant increases were granted in other dejjartments; and while the nation, as a whole, was denying it.self, in a patriotic effort to
bear the burdens of the great war, the average railroad employee was enjoying a better existence than he had ever dared
to imagine; an enjoyment of life at the public's expense and

increasing the public's burden.
While the government's expenditures for labor during 1918
were far in excess of what had l)een spent during jirevious
years, the results attained were etjually far below the nonnal.
very severe labor shortage existed, and many railroads were

A

maintained with

less than 60 per cent of their normal mainThis shortage iiecame so acute at one time
that it developed the necessity, in many instances, of employing women and boys on the track, the result being an inferior
amount and quality of service at a greatly increased cost.

tenance forces.

Material values also increased, for varying causes, the advance for steel rails approximating 100 per cent, track fastenings 75 per cent, track ties 80 per cent, bridge lumber
45 per cent and building material over 60 per cent. Coupled
with these advances in cost, there was a grave shortage in all
of the principal classes of materials.

A

large portion of the

output was required for war purposes, lumber was
needed for shipbuilding, and the railroads were left with but
a small portion of their requirements.
In the case of track
ties, the Railroad Administration could have secured sufficient for their needs, but, while they increased the prices paid
for ties, they instituted an entirely new set of specifications
which, coupled with slow payments, seriously reduced the tie
steel

supply.

The wearing away

of the rails in the track continued durin previous years
there was no rein this wear.
At the same time only a small

ing 1918 just as

it

—

had

duction made
percentage of their requirements was furnished.
In the
case of ties, the rotting, breaking and wearing out of
track timber was not decreased in the least during 1918, although the roads under federal control were given less than
75 per cent of these requirements during 1918. The condition with respect to other classes of material was the same.
And while the Railroad Administration paid more for material during 1918 than had been spent by the railroad companies during any previous year, they have not maintained
the property of the railroads; they have not offset the annual
wear and tear with its equivalent in new life.
The result of this failure to perform the duty of maintenance this failure on the part of those charged with the
maintenance of the railroads for the government and as
agents of the public
is found in the physical condition of
these railroads today. It is represented by the deferred maintenance of the property, the value of which, translated into
dollars, has not been saved to the public, but must inevitably
be faced and overcome by the expenditure of the required
amount of labor and material.
And the longer this work is deferred, the more it will cost
when finally undertaken. It is estimated that the present
cost of doing the maintenance work,
deferred during
1918, will vary from $100 to over $300 per mile and will
average in excess of $160 per mile, or over $36,720,000. This
is but another item on the debit side of Uncle Sam's books,
and while not seeming so very large to us who have learned
to think of costs in billions of dollars, it is a tidy sum, owed
to the railroads by the Railroad Administration, and which
the public must liquidate.

—

—

F. S.
Corporatf

Engineer.
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Plan

of Price

Stabilization

The Railroad Administration Has Asked
for Rails

Abandoned

for Competitive Bids

and Other Steel Products
Washington, D. C.

PLAN

government's

THE
through

"stabilizing"

of

the efforts of the Industrial

Therefore, the prices proposed for steel products
represent no concessions whatever from wartime profits,
"That the steel interests have made profits so large as to

prices

prices.

Board of the De-

partment of Commerce has finally collapsed and the
resignations of the members of the board which had been
submitted on April 22, were accepted by Secretary Redfield
on May 9, thus leaving prices subject to the law of supply

make substantial concessions practicable under existing
conditions without affecting the wages is strikingly illustrated by a consideration of the profits for the calendar year
1918.
"The United States Steel Corporation for the year 1918

and demand.
having failed to reach any agreement with the
on lower prices than those announced by the
board, the Railroad Administration has asked for competitive bids on 200,000 tons of rails and presently a demonstration will be afforded as to whether it can purchase at
lower prices than those approved by the board. The requests
They ask prices on
went out Saturday.
for
bids
both open hearth and Bessemer steel, 80 to 135 lb.
sections, f. o. b. cars at mills, to be submitted this week,
After

steel

the net earnings from all rolled
deducting income tax, excess profits tax,
about

Saturday, May 17, to the Division of Purchases, deliver^'
The quantity named is a
be completed by July 1.
smaller tonnage than would have been asked for if a
satisfactory price had been proposed and probably is to
Henry B. Spencer,
be regarded as a test of the market*.
director of the Division of Purchases, and T. C. Powell,

to

of the Division of Capital Expenditures, represented the Railroad Administration at the conference with
the steel people at New York on May 8, and suggested a
price of $41.37 for rail, but the steel interests insisted that
further reductions cannot be made without decreases in
costs of production which would necessitate a lowering of
director

wage rates. After the meeting Director General Hines, who
was also in New York, issued a statement explaining his
position, in part as follows:

,,

Hines
Mr. TT-

o.. ^
^
Statement

.

"Messrs. Spencer and Powell offered specific criticisms
of the steel prices heretofore proposed and suggested maximum prices which the Railroad Administration would feel
justified in paying.
It was made clear that the Railroad
Administration did not wish to obtain preferential prices as
compared with the general public. The conferences on this
subject are at an end and the Railroad Administration will,
in accordance with its settled purpose, proceed as rapidly
as it needs steel materials of any kind to ask for competitive
bids and purchase accordingly.
"By way of comment on the prices proposed in March,
as well as in support of the prices suggested by the Railroad Administration, the following views were expressed
by Messrs. Spencer and Powell.
"The reduction since the war in a single element of cost
is so great as to make the prices proposed practically as
profitable as were the higher prices that prevailed during
the war upon
the basis of which the steel interests made
•^
•
„
.
„,
,
.

enormous
is

.

,

.

.

,

.

according

"The war costs appear in many instances to involve a
heavy increase in the royalty for ore, or the assumed value
of the ore in the ground. This increase did not represent an
actual increase in cost so far as the producers of the ore were
concerned, but simply represented a heavy additional profit.
Vet this increased profit in ore appears to be included in
the war costs upon which the figures have been based.
The
cost of coke has fallen substantially from $3 to $4 per ton,
..
/^
^
a--- ^
a-e
representmg a savmg ofrefrom $.>
to $5 per ton of iron.
"The steel interests and the Industrial Board have proposed a price of $38.50 for steel billets and yet they have
proposed prices for finished steel products which are wholly

^

out of line with the price for steel billets. The differentials
which the steel interests and the Industrial Board propose
for the finished products as compared with steel billets are
so great as to make the prices for the finished products altogether unattractive and altogether unjustifiable,

"If the average differentials for finished products as cornpared with steel billets during the 16 years preceding 1917,
he increased by 50 per cent (to insure against any adverse
effect upon the wages paid to labor), the resulting differentials

and

is

1

fl>

i

,

,

on74%o\Zs''or%ZT.nd!^!'pel'.nr(!LYt^^^^^
and corresponded to the prices announced by the Peek- Committee.
rejected bids on this material submitted on April 4 liecause
ecau.e
they were not on a competitive basis.

all alike

The Navy had

i,s-)

(per ton of

2,240 lb.):
Suggested
based'on so'Ui
cent increase

Price fixed

so per cent to

in differential
plus billet

March 21, 1919,
hvPeek

'I'liojf

""'iVs^/^'^"

,.
.,
After adding
,

,

to

would be as follows

prices for the finished products

as compared with the prices actually proposed

1 his is

and

etc.,

reductions.

supply and demand, and which, of
used very largely in the making of
steel products.
The fall in the price of scrap material
/J.
a-nr^
^
^
r
si
(trom
$30 per ton to about $15 per ton) has been so great
that the resuUing decrease in the cost of steel products is
practically as great as the total proposed reduction in the

tuates

course, can be

l)efore

a profit of
$33 per ton
"The Midvale Steel Company for the same period shows
a profit of approximately
$35 per ton
"This statistical information for other steel producing
companies is not yet published, but their financial statements
indicate results which were correspondingly favorable.
"The arguments which have been presented in the effort
to support the prices proposed by the steel interests and the
Industrial Board have rested upon costs incurred during
the war period.
Even those costs show exceedingly handsome profits to the low cost producers. But it is obvious that
these, without reduction in wages, will, on account of the
termination of the war, be subject to very important

the price of scrap materials, which
not a controlled commodity, but the price of which flueprofits.
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Messrs. Spencer and rowell pointed out that the cost of
open-hearth rail was no greater than the cost of Bessemer
rail sinCe the COSt and pricC of botll SOrtS of billctS WCrC the
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\x no hi>;luT
rail,

Bi'ssi-iiuT

louraj^f

till-

tlian

and

llu>

priit-

tlial

if

of $41.37

tlu-

sivA

purchase of Hessemor

iibove indicated

for

wislu-d to

c-n-

interc^^ts

rail

siiould

tiu-y

niakini; the price of Ik-sseiner a differential

under

do so
tlie

!)>

i)ri(e

so arrived at for oi)en-hearth rail ratlier than tlirouKh in
creasinu tiie jirice of oiK-n-iieartli rail In' $2, the amount of
the old liifferential.
"The actual differentials

the

year

ending

Juiu-

1^M7, whicii represent as nearly as po.ssihle tlie conditions inimetliately prevailing prior to the great assumption
of war activity by this government, are even less than the
The best estimates as
differentials for the 16-year ])eri(xl.
to the actual operating costs of converting steel

billets

into

finished jiroducts, even under war conditions, indicate that
the differentials on the i)asis of 150 per cent of the 16-year
periixl

average shown above, will fully cover that additional

and a

"Mes.srs.

sul)stantial profit.

Spencer and Powell indicated

a

willingness on

the part of the Railroad .Administration to purchase for the
time being at the suggested new prices based on 50 per cent

increase in differential jdus the billet price of $,vS.50 an-

nounced

in

March.

were unwilling to make any reducargument that
the prices for all other products were out of line with the
billet prices, manifested a disposition now to claim that their
own billet price of $.i8.5() was lower than it ought to have

"The

steel

Hoard made

Industrial
it

lias at

all

times

felt

its

public annountcnnnt and whidi

forced to maintain.

Hut Chairman Peek has been so bent on justifying his own
mistaken (oniejition of iiis functions that he has been trying
for weeks to get them accejjted; and yet he has never su(
(ceded in getting the sujjport of the President or the cabinet.
or the attorney general.

durini;

M),

cost
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interests

tion in their price, and, in order to repel the

been.

"Another fact which the Railroad Administration regards
as a significant indication of the unreliability of using war
costs as a basis for current prices is that one important element in the war costs was the cost of the water carriage of

and this was especially burdensome with respect to
some of the high cost producers. This condition has radically changed since the termination of hostilities has reAs an illustration, the Bethlehem
leased so much shipping.
Steel Company has filed a claim against the Shipping Board
for the use by the latter, during the war, of the former's
ships which were desired by the steel company to carry ore
from Cuba to the plant near Baltimore. The steel company
claims that the actual cost of transporting ore was $1.96
per ton during 1918, while the Shipping Board's rate which
the Bethlehem Steel Company paid during 1918 was $9.50
per ton.
Hence, by the Bethlehem Steel Company's ability
to get back its ships, there appears to be a saving of approximately $7.50 a, ton for delivery of ore, which represents at
least $15 per ton on pig iron, since it requires two tons
of ore or more to make a ton of pig iron.
ore,

"The steel interests urged that their costs in March were
unusually heavy notwithstanding the cessation of hostilities,
but the representatives of the Railroad Administration
claimed that these abnormally high costs at the present moment were due to temporary conditions of readjustment and
ought not to be taken as a basis for prices designed to stimuIt should be remembered
late a general buying movement.

"In closing the discussion> it i> ini|)ortant that llic total!)
erroneous impressions created !)} him, |)arti( ularly in a recent
speech before tlie United States Chamber of Commerce at
St. Louis, be removed.
The i)lan on which the board was
supposed to o[>erate was thoroughly discussed at a special
meeting of the cabinet on February ,5, and Mr. Peek stated
in his s])eech that that meeting ap|)roved the i)lan of having
the board determine ]irices and make them effectis'e by the
In this
authorization of a governmental announcement.
he is in error.
The meeting distinctly declined to apf)rove
any plan for announcing |>rices at which the general ])ubli(
would i)uy, and the c^nly plan which was approved, was a
jjlan to bring al)Out bv voluntary action, a reduced level of
prices at which the Railroad .Administration would be justified in buying freely, and therefore the plan actually apj)roved specifically contemplated that the board would act
as a mediator between the [)roducers and the Railroad .Administration. The meeting of the members of the cabinet on
February 3 was called and presided over by Secretary Glass
of the Treasury Department and as indicating Mr. Peek's erroneous conception of the plan approved at that meeting, Secretary Glass telegraphed to the director general after reading
Mr. Peek's address in St. Louis, sharply contradicting Mr.
Peek's assumption that the President and the cabinet ever
sanctioned the policy of price fixing engaged in by the Industrial Board.

"Mr. Glass stated that Mr. Peek had conveyed the impression that the Industrial Board pursued the exact course
suggested by Mr. Glass" first cable to the President, whereas,
quite the contrary was true; and the Industrial Board, under
Mr. Peek's leadership, utterly perverted the suggested policy
of tho-se who initiated the movement for resumption of business activities, and JDrought the .scheme into direct conflict
with the federal statutes against unlawful agreements. Mr.
Glass called attention to the fact that this was the very thing
against which the President at the outset gave warning and
precisely the thing that the members of the cabinet who had
part in the initial conference refuse to countenance.
Mr.
Glass concluded by stating that although Mr. Peek had
made it appear that his advocacy of unsatisfactory prices
had the sanction of the President and cabinet and has been
opposed solely by the Railroad .Administration, the very
reverse

true."

is

Judge Gary's Comment
Elbert H. Gar}-, chairman of the United States Steel Corporation, in commenting on Mr. Hines" statement, said:

"The

statement of the director general,

after full acquaintance with the facts

if it

and

had been made
and had

figures

in this connection that the Industrial Board justified its
approval of the steel interests" costs for the month of October
involving the elements which, as above pointed out, have so
radically changed.
".\fter the most prolonged discussion, the representatives
of the Railroad .Administration still remained entirely satisfied that the reduced prices indicated by them could, and
ought to be, adopted without affecting the wages paid labor

been accurate in all respects, would not, in my opinion, have
any bearing upon the exact present situation.

in the steel industry.

that

"The uncertainty and

which have been injected
into this situation would never have arisen if at the outset
Chairman Peek had been willing to accept as final the position which the Railroad Administration stated before the
hesitation

'On the present basis, cost of production, as shown on
the books of the manufacturers, verified by the Federal Trade
Commission, would not permit any further reductions in the
present selling prices, without lowering the wage rate.
Our
subsidiary companies are strictly maintaining the scale of
prices approved by the Industrial Board, and it seems to me
will be the attitude of other manufacturers, for the
reason, if for no other, that the cost of production will not
allow any further reductions in selling prices.
Thev have

voluntarily
armistice

made

was

two

signed.

substantial

reductions

since

the

J
|

May
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between the Railroad Adminisindustry should have difThe business relationship has always been pleasant,
fered.
and we should like to see it continued without interrup-

clusion that the proposed plan, viewed simply as an arrangement between private producers, would be in violation of
the anti-trust laws.
The Industrial Board, not being u
creature of statute, has not been clothed by Congress with

tion."

any powers which would remove contracts made by it from
the operation of the Sherman act.
It follows, therefore, that
the legal defect of the proposed plan is not altered by the
fact that it would be carried out through the Industrial

"I regret that opinions

and the iron and

tration

Prior to the

steel

New York

conference Secretary Redfield of
the Department of Commerce had made public a letter to
Mr. Hines stating that he had a.sked the Industrial Board
to convey to the steel representatives the desire of the board,
in which he joined, that nothing should be allowed to prevent an agreement and that if it was in their power to make
reductions that would l)e acceptable to the Railroad Administration without disturl)ing labor or increasing prices to
the public, the board would welcome such a conclusion, as
it would relieve the tension on the business of the country.
He also expressed the hope that Mr. Hines would do all in
his power to bring about a definite agreement with the steel
industry.

The acceptance

members
Department of Comin the readjustment of prices from a war to
The coal, cement, and lumber interests had
of the resignations of the l)oard

closed the chapter of the efforts of the

merce to

assist

a peace basis.

expressed
the

readiness

a

medium

until

to

make

concessions

price

through

of the board, but negotiations were postponed

could be learned whether the Railroad Administraat the prices announced.
Since it has dein the case of steel the whole plan has been

it

would buy
clined to do so

tion

abandoned.

Chairman Peek of
releasing

all

the board on

industries

that

May

10 issued a statement

had submitted themselves

to

the board, on the latter's invitation, from any obligation to

In this statement he said:

the board.

its

investigations

Illegal

April 1, that the proposed plan of the board, "viewed in any
This is now expected
aspect" was "unauthorized by law."
to serve as a warning against the submission of uniform bids
by the steel producers. The plan was called illegal by the
attorney general on the ground that it constituted pricefixing in violation of the anti-trust law.

have

attorney general said in part:
all forms of restraint of trade price-fixing agreements

l)een the

lished
*
*

than
*

To

most common. No rule of law is better estabsuch agreements are illegal and void.
Ijring a price fixing agreement within the con-

that

demnation of the law it is not necessary that it be in writing
*
*
*
Nor is it necor that it be an express agreement.
essary, to make such an agreement unlawful, that the parties
should be under compulsion by penalty or otherwise to obFinally, it is no defense that such an agreement
serve it.
was induced by good intentions and may have some good
effect.

"The

"I

am

industrial

of opinion, therefore, that the proposed plan of the
l)oard of the Department of Commerce, viewed

any aspect, is unauthorized by law."
In accepting the resignations of the board members Secretary Redfield, the only cabinet officer who has supported
the board, said:
in

"That ijoard was conceived
and has so acted from

service

no change

foregoing considerations lead irresistibly to the con-

in the spirit of unselfish public

There has been
from the be-

the beginning.

in its viewpoint, policy or attitude

No

ginning.

statement nor inference to the contrary has a
It has had the widespread support of industry and commerce throughout the countr\-.
It has sought
merely to serve and has been ready to consider all figures, to
respect all facts and to reconsider any statement or conclusion in the light of further knowledge.
Its mind has been
basis of fact.

open and

its purpose was directed not to winning a controversy but solely and simply to serving the country.
I believe it has developed standards of public co-operation which

permanent value."

Chairman Peek's Statement
Mr. Peek issued

a statement criticising the administration
for failure to support the stabilization plan after it had been

approved and declaring

it
inconceivable that the Railroad
Administration's objection was sufficient to justify the aban-

donment of
Mr. Peek

the policy.

"The plan

make an immediremove the cloud of
buying uncertainty and to anticipate by several months the
return to normal business conditions has been abandoned.
said in part:

to

ate reduction in the cost of living, to

The plan was

ven.'

simple

—

'In voluntary co-operation with

l/usiness interests to arrive at a level of prices

upon which

would

be more actively resumed, and
the Railroad Administration and other spending agencies of
the government would be justified in buying liberally.'
In
so doing it planned to study costs of production, to add
reasonable profits, and to announce the resulting price as a
fair iDasis for buying.
"Weary of the details of the controversy between the
Railroad Administration and the board, the public will yet
demand an explanation of the wrecking, apparently on the
obstinacy of a single official, of a plan of such apparent nabusiness

After the resignations of the Ixjard members had been accepted there was made public an opinion submitted by Attorney General Palmer in a letter to Secretary Redfield dated

The
"Of

that the {purchase of government supplies shall be governed
by the competitive system.

the

necessaries of life prevails."

Plan Called

.said the attorney general, "in no less than 30
provisions Congress has announced its purpose

statutory

will be of

board found that
very much higher costs of production, resulting from conditions brought about by the war, precluded the possibility of
immediately making as large reductions as were thought posLabor rates have insible without disturbing labor rates.
creased from 85 per cent to as high as 140 per cent in the
steel industry, and labor costs in even greater ratio, and as
labor either directly or indirectly constitutes approximately
85 per cent of the total cost in many industries, it will be
seen that as compared with pre-war levels, prices must necessarily be ver}' much higher than formerly, unless a general
liquidation of all values were effected, which is considered
impracticable at this t'me or so long as the high cost of the

"In conducting

Board.
"Lastly,"

activities

tional value.

"Throughout the

baffling contrcvers\- the beard lias found
checked by forces in opposition which it could neither
understand, reason with, nor overcome, but which grew in
strength until they rendered further progress impossible and
It is inconceivable that
forced a'Dandonment of tiie plan.
itself

the unsubstantial olijection to the price of rails alone
sufficient

to justify

the

abandonment

of a

policy

was

of such

importance.
Nor has the director genei-al been alone in
The secretary of the
thwarting the purpo.se of the board.
treasun,' has taken a stand in direct contradiction with his
message to tlie President urging the creation of the board.
The attorne)- general has rendered an opinion that the plan
of the board contravenes the Sherman act, but the facts assumed as the basis of that opinion are so inconsistent with
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tlic actual course of coiulint of tlic l)oar(l as lo render llie
opinion inappliialtle.
"In all tiiis opposition the hoard has souf^ht in vain for
a suhstantial reason. It has urjied the Railroad Administration, first to aid it hy one single fact, or arj^umcnt, to arrive at a lower price for steel, and second to name a price
which the Railroad Administration would consider fair.
The first suppestion has been met with a stubborn and
hauijhty silence, the second with a suggestion of ab.solutism:
'We will name you the price only on condition that you
agree in advance to urge it on the steel producers'
and this

—

in

the face of the uninii)eachetl cost studies of the board.

Accej>tance of such a suggestion would

shame the manhood

of the board.

"The only answer has been that the steel price announced
by the board is 't(K) high.' If 'too high' means that the Railroad Administration can force lower prices, by smasliing
industry, smashing labor, smashing the public interest and
throwing jirexluction into the hands of the most powerful
and lowest cost pnxlucers, the board agrees that the price is
'too high.'
But it was precisely these results the board was
set up to prevent and the case stands proved that lower
prices w'ithout these results are impossible.

Still

the Rail-

road Administration persists and announces specifically that
its only view of a low price is one that shall, by inherent
attractiveness, induce buying not by the Railroad Administration alone but also by the old railroad corporations who are
so ably represented in the administration by the director
general himself and by Messrs. Lovctt and Walters, who
have headed the opposition to the board.
"That the administration would commit itself against the
public interest merely to su])i>ort the ancient and discredited
railroad slogan, 'the public be damned,' is unthinkable. Yet
after all

it

is

the administration,

who had power

not the director general

thwart the board. Thus, there is
no question that the board was set up to do exactly what it
has done, and was set up with the full knowledge and assent of the administration and was given godspeed upon
alone,

its

to

way by Mr. Glass.
"The irrelevant opinion

of the attorney general

is

dragged

Persistently the activities of the l:)oard are referred to

in.

and 'agreement on prices with the steel proPrice fixing has never been attempted by the board.
In co-operation with industry it has .studied costs, added
reasonable profits and promulgated the result. No one was
under the slightest obligation to demand or to accede to these
prices.
Nor was any agreement by the steel producers to
sell at these prices ever sought.
Distortion of this course
of conduct to make it appear a 'combination in restraint of
trade' is little short of absurd and is only a further confusion
of the issue.
"Members of the Industrial Board are experienced business men untrained in the devious ways of partisan politics.
They came to their present task without hope of reward or
advancement, believing that the war-time adjournment of
politics in national affairs of economic importance had been
extended to cover the period of reconstruction.
Acclimated
to the wholesome air of that adjournment by service on the
War Industries Board, they have become stifled by the impregnated atmosphere that has come with the armistice, and
are leaving gainers only by the conclusion that the inspiration of the war was not sufficient to induce the administration to give over the business of politics for the business
as 'price fixing'
ducers.'

of government.

"They have been unable

to penetrate the inky cloud in
has concealed its escape from support of the board in a position which for some unstated
I can only admit the
reason was politically undesirable.

which

tlie

public to
tures

:

political squid

my own

perplexity

among

the

following conjec-
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fail
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beginning, did the jiresent oj)ponents of the board
far-reaching results to \>v achieved and

foresee ihe

was the growing importance and j)ower

of the lujard's [>olicy
jjowerful a political engine to leave outside the adminis-

l(K)

and in the hands of a n()n-|>arti.san board?
Does the administration j)lan for 1920 a platform of .state.sociali.sm which it now finds inconsi.stent with the results
achieved by the board? Or, after all, am I giving too much
credit for an acumen that d(K'S not exist and is what the
board has encountered merely the machinations of the ol<i
railroad guard as represented by Messrs. Lovett and Walters
and impo.sed on a too-complacent director general, or on a
tration's an^'cnal

<lirector general

too jealous of his

own

prerogatives to see

beyond the confines of his little czardom?
"The board cannot answer. It can only depart more in
sorrow than in anger, and in great disappointment, from a
lost opportunity to serve the country by a simple and sensible
plan to reduce the cost of living and to return pro.sperity.
In doing .so it leaves a single message.
The plan of the
board was good.
It is capable of accomplishing what it
promised.
The administration owes it to the nation to put
that plan into immediate execution at the hands of some
agency in which it can feel political confidence and sympathy."

Statement by Secretary Glass
Secretary Glass also issued

attempt

made

minimum

to fix

a

statement saying that the

prices for the public seemed

him wholly indefensible and contrary

to fundamental
and of the law.
"Sureh' the healthy restoration of industrial life and activity
is not to be found in the perpetuation and exaggeration,
months after the cessation of hostilities, of the artificial conditions which in war-time were tolerated as necessary evils,"
he said.
"The original plan, which in its general features
had my approval, was to endeavor to bring about a meeting of the minds, between the producers and those governmental agencies which had large purchases to make, upon
bed-rock prices which would carrj' conviction that new cnteririses might be undertaken with safety and the hope of profit.
The Industrial Board, having failed to bring about such a
meeting of the minds with governmental buying agencies,
attempted to fix minimum prices for the general public, and
thus did precisely that which it had been warned not to do.
This action was promptly repudiated by me and the board
was fully advised of the reasons and urged to mend its ways.
Its subsequent efforts to force these minimum prices upon
the railroad administration and its failure to recede from
to

princijiles of economics, of puljlic policy

1

the action taken in attempting to fix minimum prices for the
general public for a year, confirmed me in the view that the
l)oard was hopelessly committed to an unsound and danger-

ous policy.

There

is

scarcely one accurate assertion or sane deduc-

tion in all of

now

Mr. Peek's intemperate screed; and

perfectly clear

why

to

me

it

is

there has been a sad ending of the

movement which had its initial meetings in the Treasury,
and which had for its purpose the revival of industrial activity through agencies ancl by methods that were not contrary to the statutes nor obnoxious to the elementan,' principles of economics."

The Chicago & North Western, before the Wisconsin Tax
Commission, argues for the reduction of its preliminary
assessment of $135,000,000 by $20,000,000. Unless this is done,
declares T. A. Polleys, the road's tax commissioner, the state
authorities will be exacting from the federal government
approximately $300,000 of taxes not justly due to the state.
A similar claim was submitted on behalf of the Chicago. St.
Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha.
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^. Standard Light Mountain Type Locomotive

The Administration Standard Light Mountain Type
The Last of the Government Designs to be Constructed;
Weight 327,000 lbs., Tractive Effort 53,900 lbs.
FIRST
THEMountain

of the Railroad Administration standard light

type locomotives has recently been turned
out at the Richmond works of the American Locomotive Company and assigned for service on the New York,
New Haven & Hartford. This is the last of the standard
designs prepared by the Railroad Administration from which
locomotives have been built and locomotives of each of the
twelve standards are, therefore, now in service.
These locomotives were designed on the basis of rail loads
of 55,000 lb. on each driving axle.
The actual weight in
working order is 327,000 lb., of which 224,500 lb. is on the
drivers.
The engines produce a tractive effort of 53,900 lb.,
with a factor of adhesion of 4.2. In the table is presented
a comparison of some of the more important dimensions and
ratios of the standard light Mountain type with other moderate size locomotives of this type designed to meet conditions which would not permit of the use of maximum axle
With the exception of the Canadian Pacific locomoloads.
COMPABISON OF THE PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF LiGHT MOUNTAIN TyPE
Locomotives
Read
U.S.R.A. Cent of Ga. CR.I. & P. Can. Pac.
Year built
1919
1919
1913
1915
Tractive effort,
Total weight

lb
lb

Weight on

drivers, lb
Diameter of drivers, in
Cylinders, dia. and stroke,

Boiler

pressure,

in..

53,900
327,000
224,500
69

47,800
316,000
209,500
69

50.000
333.000
224,000
69

27x30

42 900
286,000
192,000
70

27x28

28x28

23.5x32

190

185
4,117

3,667

944

760

200

lb

Heating surface, total,
Superheating surface,
Grate area. sq. ft

sq.
sq.

ft

..

ft.

.

4,121

70.3

3,649
961
66.8

667.7

966

.

Tractive effort X dia. drivers -H
cquivalent heating surface

Equivalent heating surface -=grate area
Firebox
heating
surface
-fequivalent heating surface...

200

62.7

59.6

648.0

623.5

625.0

79.2

76.2

88.2

80.7

6 2

5.8

3.4

5.5

few Mountain type locomotives designed for passenger
service have been built with piston strokes greater than 28 in.
It will be seen that the light Mountain type has cylinders of
30 in. stroke, which is also the case with the standard heavy
Mountain type locomotive. Except for its greater tractive
effort, partly due to the increased cylinder stroke and partly
to the greater boiler pressure, the standard light Mountain
type compares closely with the Chicago, Rock Island & Pative

cific Mountain type built in 1913.
The heating surfaces
compare closely, although the standard locomotive has a con-

siderably larger grate than the earlier built locomotive.
In design the light Mountain type locomotive is essentially
the same as the other standard types, following closely the
lines of the heavy Mountain and the two Pacific types.

The

boiler

is

of the conical

wagon

top type, with the

dome

on the third course. The firebox includes a combustion
chamber extending forward 60 in. from the throat sheet,
leaving for the tubes a length of 20 ft. 6 in. There are 216,
2^ -in. tubes and 40, Syz-ivi.. flues for the elements of the
type A superheater.
The same number of tubes and flues
are also used in the boiler of the heavy Pacific type locomoset

tive,

the length of which, however,

combustion chamber.
the

same

type

The

for both boilers.

is fitted

is

19

ft.,

with a 38-in.

size of firebox at the

The

mudring is
Mountain

boiler of the light

with a Shoemaker power operated firedoor.

The frames

are similar in design to those of other single
unit standard types. The width is six inches and the top rail

has a

maximum

depth oi iy%

in.

over the pedestals, with a

minimum of six inches between the pedestals. The lower
rail has maximum and minimum depths of 4^ in. and 4^4
in., respectively.
The cylinders are carried on a single front
with the main frame. This
under the cylinder fit from a depth of lOj-^ in. at
the rear to a depth of 9 5^ in. at the front, the width being
6 in. under the cylinders and to a point 30 in. back from
the front end of tlie casting.
Unit steel cradle castings are
spliced to the rear of the main frames, the joint being of the
same type used on all of the other designs which are fitted
rail of slab section, cast integral
rail tapers

with trailer frames.

The cylinders, pistons and valves are similar in details to
those on practically all of the other locomotives, the valves
and 14 in. in diameter. The front
and back cylinder heads are interchangeable between this locomotive and others having cylinders 27 in. in diameter, including the heavy Mikado, the light Santa Fe and the heav}^
Pacific types.
The cylinder and valve chamber bushings,
valve bull rings and packing rings, piston bull ring and
packing rings and crosshead shoes are all of Hunt-Spiller
gun iron.
The main and side rods differ in no essential from those
on any of the other locomotives. The side rods are of slab
section, this being the rule the onl\- exceptions to which are
in the case of the two Pacific type locomotives, which have
I-section side rods.
There is a considerable degree of interchangealiility in the side and main rod bearings between the
various classes of standard locomotives. The back end main
rod brasses of the ligiit Mountain type interchange \v\i\\
those of the heavy Mikado, light Santa Fe and heavy Pacific types, while the front end main rod brasses interchange
l^eing of the piston type

with both Mikado type locomotives, the eight-wheel switcher,
the light Santa Fe and both Pacific types.
Similar, although
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not exactly the
rod bearings.

same

interchangeal)ility

ajjplics

to

Mountain type are 10 in. in diameter Ijy 13 in. in length,
With the exception of the main journals, those of the light
Pacific, both Mikado types and both Santa Fe types have
the .same size and both axles and driving boxes interchange,
The main journals of the light and heavy Mountain, heavy

the side

Driving boxes and axles are also of interchangeable de-

The journal sizes on th?
sign to a very considerable degree.
front, intermediate and back pairs of drivers of the light

Q ra de
•
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J
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.3

1.0
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.3

.3

1.0

/./

f.Z

1.3
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l.e

1.7
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1.9
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4
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Tonnage Rating Chart

for the Standard Light

Mountain Type Locomotive
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Volume boUi cylinUrm

aro intcr-

19.9

K<|uivalciit liPatinK nurfnce* -r
vol. cylindrri
(liute uicu

—

changcal)le.

The ti'iuKTs have Commonwealth unit frame castings
and are carried on Commonwcaltli equalized four-wheel

vol.

cu.

cylindem

ft.

..'79.9
J.

Cylindrrt

Kind
UiauKtcr and stioke

trucks. The tank has a capacity of 10,000 gallons, carries 16
tons of coal and is fitted with the IxKomotivc Stoker Company's coal pusher. The tanks are l)uilt up of l4-m. and
S/16-in. plate with 2>^-in. by 2>4in. by -^-^-in. imgles at the
corners, for the attachment of the splasli plates and for the

27

Simple
by 30 in.

in.

J''alvet

Piston

Kind
Diameter
(Ji

catcst

14
travel

7

in.
in.

Two T-irons of 4-in. by 3-in. by yn-'m. section
are used as horizontal stiffeners on each side of the water
space and to these the ends of the crossties are attached. The
cistern opening has a length of 96 in. across the tank and a
cros.sties.

width of 18

in.

Tlic clearance diagram and wheel loading diagrams which
are included were prepared by F. P. Pfahler, chief mechanical engineer of the Division of Operation, of the Railroad
Actual weights are shown on the wheel
Administration.

loading diagram. The tonnage rating diagram was prepared
and is copyrighted by H. S. Vincent. The curves of hauling
capacity are constructed for a car resistance of four pounds
per ton. The chart may be used for any other car resistance
or for any combination of resistances by converting them
into terms of grade.
)

lb.

1

dog.

car resistance

curve

inicomrensated

— .05
= .04

per cent grade
per cent grade

For example, find the toimage which can be hauled in
passenger service on 0.5 per cent grade combined with a
The resisfive degree uncompensated curve at 40 m. p. h.
tance of passenger coaches at 40 m. p. h. is 6.65 lb. per ton.*
The equivalent grade is then:
0.5

+

(5

X

.04)

+

(2.65

X

-05)

=

Clearance Diagram for the Light 4-8-2 Type
Steam
Exhaust clearance

i'A
ft

Lead

0.8325 per cent.

At the intersection of the ordinate for 0.8325 per cent
grade with the drawbar pull curve for 40 m. p. h., we find

800 tons as the capacity of the locomotive.
A list of the specialties on all of the standard locomotives
was published in the January 3, 1919 issue of the Railway

'A

Engine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck, journals

69

in.

12
10

in.

by 13

in.

by 13

6!4

im.

by 12

in.
in.
in.
in.

43

in.

33

9 in. by 14 in.

a3

^r^!
% t
30

±43

'20i

-36'->\

k- 1

4-a-zA
^

U—

-823^

49,S00Lb.

light

The

Distribution of

principal dimensions

Mountain type locomotive

Wheel Loads

and data

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

4

ft.

in.

8J^

Passenger
coal

Bit.

base, diiving
base, total
base, engine and

in

tender

I

/40

•*?!

--+-

-n'a'—
-zs'a-

1

96pOOLb.

96,000

Mountain Type
Boiler

Style
Vv'orking pressure

effort
in working

Weight
order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender

\7Z

for the

General Data
Service
Fuel
Tractive

+—

for the Standard Light

are as follows:

Gage

u
I

33,000

3&,S00

The
Age, page 91.

in.
in.

PVhc'ls
Driving, diameter over tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length
Driving 'ouruals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter

1^,°
K?JSl

>.'^'

53,900
327,000
224,500
49,500
53.000
519,000

working order
75

18

ft.

40

ft!

ft.

3

iYz

lb.

lb.

lb
lb.
1b.

!b
in
in
in

Katies
Weight en drivers -=- tractive effort
4.2
Total weight -:- tractive effort
6.1
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -f- equivalent heating surface*. !!.! !667.
Equivalent heating surface* -i- grate area
79.2
Firebox heating surface -=- equivalent heating surface,* per cent
6.2
Weipht on drivers -^ equivalent heatin" surface*
....40.3
Total weight -7- equivalent heating surface*
58.7

•See the Railway Age for October 4. 191S, page 631, for a table of passenger cars resistances for use with these charts.

Con. wag. top
200 lb. per sq. in.
Outside diameter of first ring
78 in.
Firebox, length and width...
120^ in. by 84!4 in.
Firebox plates, thickness
Tube and throat, '/t in.; others, fi in.
Firebox, water space
Front, 6 in.; others, 5 in.
Tubes, numlT^r and outside diameter
216 2}^ in.
i'lues, number and outside diameter
40 5}^ in.
lubes and Hues, length
20 ft. 6 in.
Heating surface, tubes
2,597 sq. ft
Heating surface, flues
1,176 sq. ft.
heating surface, firebox, including arch tubes
348 sq. ft.

—
—

Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface

4,121 sq.
sq.

ft.

ICquivalent heating
Grate area

5,570 sq.

ft.

966

surface*

703

sq.

ft.

ft.

Tender

Tank
Frame
Weight
Wheels,
.To'jtrnals,

Water
Coal

Water bottom
Cast steel
192,000 lb.
33 in.

diameter
diameter and length

6 in.

capacity
capacity

'Equivalent heating surface
times the superheating surface.

by

11

in.

10,000 gal.
16 tons

=

total

evaporative heating surface

-f-

l.S

Some Phases
Shall Railroad

of

Government

Labor Be Considered

to

Control'

Be Affected with

a

Public Interest as Is Railroad Capital

By Wm. Church Osborn
IS GENERALLY
BELiEVKD that the government took
control of the transportation organization of the United
States on January 1, 1918.
Such is not the case. The
control bill gave the government real control of only a part

IT

of the organization.
It is true that the government assumed
control of the physical property and the money of the railroads; the right to change rates, etc., at its pleasure.
The

government freed itself completely from the restrictions of
the Shermfin act and the Hepburn bill as to pooling, conincluding the regulations of the Interstate
all of which had for years been the
accepted policy of the country in managing the transportation interests, but the government did not assume control
of railroad labor.
A transportation system is a living organism. It gets its
life from the men who run it and it works well or ill according as the men constituting the organization conduct themselves. It is a mistake to think of a railroad as the right of
way, the rail, the engines, the cars, the terminals and the
financial management with the bonds, stocks and balances
in bank.
As a fact, these things are less than half of a
railroad.
The other half is the working organization of
men from the president to the gate tender, from the traffic
manager to the advertising agent which runs the road. The
solidations, etc.,

Commerce Commission,

—

—

Twentieth Century from New York to Chicago
is made possible because each one of some thousand men
performs his appointed duties at the stated minute.
The
people of the country will get good or bad transportation;
will pay more or less for it, in direct ratio as the two million or more of ordinary railroad employees perform their
flight of the

duties well or

The

ill.

operating revenues of the railroads for 1918
were $4,800,000,000; of this $2,400,000,000 was paid to
total

went in materials, taxes and the rental. The
dominating fact of government operation is therefore, that
although the government took actual control of about 50 per

labor, the rest

cost value of the transportation organization of the
country it remained in the position of a private employer
with reference to the remaining 50 per cent, of the transportation business, i. e., the human organization of the system.
Mr. Kruttschnitt, president of the Southern Pacific
lines, is reported to have said that if he had to choose
between the return of a railroad without an organization,
or of an organization without a railroad, he would take
the organization.
The control bill granted to the government no special powers of arbitration of differences with
the railroad employees. It made no prohibition upon leaving
the government railroad service without notice and without
cause; it granted no coercive authority such as enlistment
or the fixing of a penalty for failure in duties.
It left the
"right to strike" in full effect.
It is therefore a misstatement to say that we have had government control of the
cent,

railroads since January 1, 1918.
The cost of materials and supplies, the maintenance of
the organization and the necessary payments for capital and
taxes absorb to-day about 50 per cent, of the gross annual

The remaining 50

revenues.

business

is

paid directly to

have, therefore, about 50 per cent, of the railroad
under regulation and control and about 50 per

*An address read befor
April

per cent,

We

labor.

25,

National

Institute

of

Social

Science?

1919.
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free.
The qui-stion is whether an organization half
regulated and half unregulated tan endure.
The problem before the American people in settling our
transportation question is no longer to check the rapacity of
capital, or to control the autocratic tendencies of the operating officials, or to fix the nature of the facilities to be given

cent.

Capital no longer regards a railroad investmaker and will be thankful if its existing
investments shall return a moflerate income.
The once
haughty managers of railroads now know their masters and
agree to requests of national and state commissions on all
sorts of details, from placing unnecessary brakemcn on a
train, down to the character of drinking cups permitted in
the cars.
They are ready to install steel equipment, terminals, block signals and any other desirable railroad facilities, provided they can obtain the money to pay for them.
The great body of financial sentiment approves government
supervision of the issues of railroad securities and is prepared fully to endorse the government making of rates, provided they will make a return upon the exi.sting investment.
The people may therefore feel that as to 50 per cent, of
their transportation no serious obstacle stands in the way
of a full control; as to the remaining 50 per cent, of transportation the situation is different. From the passage of the
Adamson law, raising wages by Congress, under threat of a
nation-wide strike, in the month of January, 1917, down to
the settlement of the harbor .strike in New York City in
1919 by the acceptance of the strikers' terms by the railroad
administration, there has not been an instance where the
demand for increased pay and reduced hours by the railroad
employees has not been granted.
Since the passage of the Adamson law, viz., the period
from January 1, 1917, to date, the pay of railroad men has
been increased by successive stages so that the actual increase in pay in the year 1918 over the year 1916 would
amount to over $900,000,000 and the estimated increase in
1919 over 1916 would be approximately $1,000,000,000. In
order to understand these figures they may be contrasted
with various other railroad items; for instance, the increase
in freight and passenger rates in 1918 produced the sum
of approximately $800,000,000.
It is estimated that these
excess rates, 25 per cent, on freight and 50 per cent, on
passenger, will produce in the fiscal year from July 1, 1918,
to June 30, 1919, the sum of $1,000,000,000.
In other
words, practically all of the increase in rates has been absorbed by the increased labor charges on the roads.
Contrast again tlie payments to labor with the pa>Tneiits on
account of capital and we find that the increase alone in
labor is equal to the entire annual rental of the properties.
That rental is fixed under the Control Bill at approximatelv
$920,000,000 a year.
There is no mystery about who pays the railroad freight
rates.
They arc paid first by the farmers, the manufac turers
and the dealers, but they are passed on to the consumers and
make part of the cost of living. The people pay the freight.
The people pay excess labor charges just as they pay excess
A general railroad strike is therefore a
capital charges.
strike to make the people pay more or grant easier condiA railroad strike stops industr}' and the food supply.
tions.
to the public.

ment

as a profit

Hence we

One

are all afraid of

great

result

of

it.

government operation has

lieen

to
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maki" it iK-ar to tlu- puMii tluit they h;i\T not to deal with
Capital is
an ordinary contlict between capital and labor.
It is
not at present involved or interested in the siil)je(t.
probable that the readjustment will give capital little or no
voice in rates or mana).;emciit. 'I'he (luestion i)cfore the country

a larger one, viz.,

is

whether the 50

iK>r cent,

of railroad

earnings going to lai)or shall be subject to regulation and
control as is the remaining 50 per cent., or whether it shall
be left to the laws of supply and demand and suliject to the
The government management has .shown
"right to strike."
it.self to be iielpless in tlie face of an organized demand l>y
a large numlier of voters and that tendency of government,
i)eing e(iually

Kngland and l-rance, may
general characteristic and we must con-

ai)i)arent

l)oth

in

be taken to be a
sider anv |)lans for the future
vvitli that feature in mind.

management

of transportation

It is the general statement in W'asliinglon b\ senators and
others in interest, that the roads may l)e turned l)ack to private management l)Ut under far greater control than has e.\-

isted lieretofore.
tion, certain to

The lal)or (|uestion is an inconvenient cjuesstir up trouble and arouse anger, but if the

people are to have satisfactory transportation conditions, they
must face the problem of the control of railroad labor as well

This
as that of the control of railroad capital and operation.
As I have yjointed out, capital
is not a (jucstion for capital.
for railroad enterprise has ceased to be speculative and profit
making and is merely interest bearing. New- capital can
The sul)ject of
be had at market rates by making it secure.
future capital recjuirements, liowever, is not germane to this

paper.

There is a common assumption that the roads will be
turned back to private owners without action upon the labor
As the roads are operated at a heavy loss under
problem.
the existing conditions that proposal would mean placing
upon private management the burden of exacting efficient
service from labor and reducing payrolls to a point at least
The result will be unco-ordiof transportation solvency.
nated efforts of a great number of different railroad managers, some strong, some weak, some vindictive, some easy,
each considering his business as a separate problem and
solving it as a special railroad problem without reference to
the general labor requirements and conditions of the country.
Doubtless, such a readjustment would be accompanied by
The pul^lic would be incostlv and exasperating strikes.
against

flamed

the

railroad

and much inmen and to their

management

l)y
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general conditions in the country and in the industry,
must, to be consistent if for no other rea.son, face

the public
the

(|uesti()ii

of liow

tiie

award

of the

commission shall be

enforced.
.Shall railroad lal)or be considered to be "affected with a
puldic interest" as is railroad capital?
Shall entry into the
service l)e made .subject to certain fixed conditions with
regard to leaving tlie service, .such as thirty days' notice,

refusal of re-engagement in case service
without adecjuate cause?
Shall comi)ulsory

the

adopted?
in

a strike

misdemeanor
against an award adc)]>ted

Shall

it

lie

a

to

leave

fairly

terminated

is

arl)itratic)n
tlie

and

be

service

after

due

consideration? How c:in the railroad service l)e made attractive by w'ay of old age jjcnsions, better facilities for living,
etc.
.Such are the proljjems whicli the .\merican people face
in settling their tran.sportation cjue.stion.
If we attempt to
turn over the management of the 50 |)er cent, of the jiroblem
to private control, we must face difficulties of a character far
.'

more serious since the changes l)rought aiiout 'by the war,
than those which existed previously.
The owners of the
railroads do not wish to take them l)ack under existing conditions.
There are many who think that the proposal to
leave the readjustment of these matters to private control
would bring al)out a general i)ankruptcy of the trans[X)rtation sy.stems of the country.
As a matter of fact, the government control is iiankrupt to-day.
In spite of the fact
that it has raised railroad "rates a billion dollars, its man-

agement is a half l>illion dollars l)ehind its obligations.
Government cjjjeration will require a billion appropriation
by July. About a quarter of the war tax levy for this year
besides another liillion in transportation tax are thus due
to government operation.
Were it not for the taxing power,
the government administration would have to seek refuge
in a receivership.
This condition is largely caused by the
increased cost and the growing inefficiency of labor under
government control, and makes plain the necessity of attacking with moderation and fairness but determinedly the
problem of securing effective regulation of railroad lalxjr in
the United States.
The problem is not one of labor and capital. It is one
of the relation of one branch of labor to the other labor,
industries and interests of the country, for railroad rates
touch everyone in the United States.
There is no work in
which men take such an intense and loyal interest as the
There is no class from
railroad men take in their jobs.

the railroads, such as members of chambers of commerce
and the agricultural industry of the country. If possible,
some members should be found who really represented the
consuming public upon whose broad shoulders ultimately

whom loyal service is so essential to the public interest,
because of their direct touch with the public both in passenger and freight transportation.
There is no class of labor
for which the strike is so tempting and so potent a weapon.
A transportation strike is a blow at the food supply of the
country and paralyzes all industry by withholding material
and shipments. It would be an indictment of our courage
and our collective intelligence to leave this desperate remedy
of a transportation strike as a temptation to the railroad
workers and as a menace to the general public.
The discussions in Congress and in the press have avoided
There is a general readiness
the subject of railroad laljor.
to let some one else bell the cat.
Railroad operatives are a very fine body of men. Their

burden of supporting the transportation of the counIndeed, the balance of power on the commission should
rest with those who have no interest except to second the
general welfare, who can carry a just proportion between
the special interest of the railroad employees and the general
interest of the farmers, the laboring classes and the salaried
people throughout the country. If the public desires to control its transportation interests, and has determined through
the commission what is a fair return for railroad labor in
its different classes, and has made provision for a just revision of the scale from time to time as may be required

work takes them away from home and involves some risk.
They are well entitled to good pay and good hours. But in
the interest of the public they must submit to steady disciThe same interest requires that
pline and be held to it.
its food and material supply be not interrupted, and that its
freight charges be not unduly raised.
Surely some method can be found, fair alike to the railroad employees and to the general public, which will solve
the question indicated in the foregoing pages, upon the
grounds of absolute justice and equitable treatment relatively
to other industries and interests in the country.

justice

and suffering would

result to the

families.

A

more

ideal

way, and one more consonant with the views

of an idealistic administration,

would be

to require the In-

and regulate
the surroundings and proper compensation of railroad labor,
both wages and hours, as compared with the general labor
Upon that commission should
conditions in the countr}'.
sit men familiar with the conditions of railroad labor and
also men familiar with the interests of the shippers using
terstate

Commerce Commission

rests the
tr\'.

to inquire into

'
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Some Modern Tendencies
;

Roundhouse Design*

in

Economic Studies of Engine Terminals Demonstrate the
Advantages of Permanent Construction
By Exum M. Haas
Railroad Specialist,

AN

The Austin Company,

engine terminal is a clearing house for motive
power, hence anything done to obviate delays tends

to increase the traffic-carrying capacity of the road
without increasing the tixed charges.
The tremendous increases in traffic, operating charges, and hauling capacity
of locomotives and their cost have proportionately increased

demand for full utilization of a locomotive's earning
Mere minutes saved on each locomotive handled,
when multiplied by the total number of locomotives of a
the

power.

obtained emi)loyment at higher wages and with more satisfactory working conditions than are commonly found in and
about a roundhouse.
The roundhouse design must meet this
form of competition or the quality of labor will fall below
its present standard, and roundhouse lai)or is none too intelligent now.
Conditions in the average roundhouse built 20 years ago
were not conductive to efficiency or economy. Poor day and
night illumination and a lack of proper handling and

given road, and reduced to money, will finance unlielievable
improvements.

machine

phase of the engine terminal problem to indicate that a road can afford to pay for the most efficient
facilities.
As a matter of fact, a 100-engine terminal can
l)e built at present day prices, and fully equipped, for $660,This would result in annual fixed charges of about
000.

delays.

I

refer to this

§69,300, at 10^ per cent for interest and depreciation, or
at about $2 per engine per day.
For a terminal of this size,
a 20 to 2 5 -stall roundhouse would be required.
Assuming
24 stalls, the house would cost a])out $220,000, or about onethird of the terminal cost.
This amount would provide a
roundhouse, equipped with all the modern labor-saving facilities, and it could be so constructed as to reduce depreciation
to a minimum.
For instance, a reinforced concrete structure
would carry a rate of about 2'/ per cent for depreciation,
whereas a brick wall, wooden frame and roof structure
would earn' at least a rate of 5 per cent.
While the weight of locomotives has increased about 100
per cent, the cost has doubled.
This also emphasizes the
need for better facilities for the protection of the motive
power. A locomotive is not a fire risk in itself, but when it
is placed in a wooden roof roundhouse it certainly becomes
one.

important running repair
shops; hence anything incorporated in the design that will
reduce the time to clear a locomotive should be adopted. Of
course, there is an economical limit to the amount that can
be spent, but that need not worry most of us, because there
is so much room for improvement at most terminals that we
would find it difficult to reach the limit of cost. For instance,
engine terminal costs varied in 1918, so far as my knowledge
goes, from $25,000 to $50,000 per stall of house capacity.
The roundhouse proper has varied in cost from $6,000 per
stall, with lighting, heating and plumlnng, to $22,000 per
stall.
Both of these figures are high for the types of construction used, because of the abnormal laloor and material
market conditions prevailing in 1918, Imt the cost relation
would hold even in normal times. On the other hand, from
what I know of the labor-saving facilities provided in the
higher-priced terminal and the permanence of its construction, I believe the mechanical department will have no diffiare

quite

culty in justifying the greater investment.

The Question

of

Labor

Another of the broader questions affecting roundhouse design at present is labor. This concerns the quantity and class
of help available, and the working conditions and wages.
Under prevailing industrial conditions intelligent labor has
'Abstracted from
gineers, Chicago,

a

May

paper presented before the Western Society of En12,

1919.

equipment not only reduced the capacity of

tool

the house

clearing locomotives, but resulted in serious
the other hand, the shortage of desirable help

for

On

and the correspondingly higher prices that must be paid to
obtain good men, make it important that all the facilities
necessary and consistent with economy be provided to increase
the production per man. The increased use of bridge and jib
cranes in roundhouses is evidence of an appreciation of this
fact.
The substitution of the electric hoist for the truck and
driver drop pits is another example.
Improved da}'lighting
in the working areas, and better heating and ventilation are
also examples of the tendency to improve roundhouse condi-

Paved

tions.

add

to

floors and walks, attention to good drainage, all
engine terminal efficiency, and do not materially in-

crease the fixed charges.

Modern Types

of Construction

Modern roundhouses divide themselves
the brick wall, wood frame and roof;

into three classes
reinforced concrete

frame and

roof, and a combination of steel frame and reinforced concrete structure.
In one or two instances, concrete

frames with wooden roofs have been built to reduce

and

in

adopted.

Some roundhouses

Cleveland, Ohio

others

reinforced

The

brick wall,

first cost,

was
wooden frame and roof construcconcrete

unit

construction

most generally used because of its cheapness.
roundhouse located at an unimportant terminal, housing

tion has been

A

engines that are comparativel}' small, is usually of simple
The present tendenc)-, however, is to increase the
height to improve daylighting and ventilation. Houses of this
type should be built of slow burning construction throughout
nothing less than 2-in. sheathing, and preferably .i-in. on
6 in. by 12 in. rafters
and all S-4-S and heavily coated
with a fire-resisting paint.
On many roads the frequent post spacing has been found
This was the case with the New York Cenobjectionable.
tral Lines, and a 64-ft. truss has l^een substituted in the
working area for the columns and l)eams. These trusses were
formerly of heavy timber construction, Imt are now built up
of bolted planks. The reason for this change was to cheapen
the construction without reducing the quality of the lumber.
This house has a one-bay portal way, with a lean-to at the
back of the house. The lean-to in the rear not only provides a working aisle, but also permits the locomotives to
There is
be shifted over the driver and truck drop pits.
some difference of opinion regarding the lean-to, but it is
undoubtedly a cheaper construction than if the trusses had
been carried the full width of the house.
In but comparatively few instances have the reinforced
concrete houses, which are now being quite generally used,
followed the same section as the wooden frame roundhouses.
design.

—
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Gi-niTallv .s|uakiiin. liowcviT, tluv have lurii of tlif iiionitorlonslriKtion. varying print iimlly in \hv ninnlicr and

typi-

spacing of

tlic (-(>lumn.>5.

ini; ha.< luiilt a

on oarh

sitK-

For

& Rcadtwo low hays
Tlio interior columns arc

in.^tana-, riiiladclpliia

liousc of tlirir-l)ay constriution,

of a monitor .lottion.

comrete.
The reason for
adopting this type of column was to permit the instalhititm
The roof is a combination tl(K)r tile, T-heam
of a jil) crane.
construction to form an in.'^ulating medium against temperAll sashes arc of steel
ature changes and condensation.
As an aid in ventilation,
with i»ivoted ventilating sections.
five fxTmanent slot openings were provided at the ceiling line
all

structural

steel

encased

in

columns in l)oth sides of the monitor and
In addition, of course, there is the
through the hack wall.
smoke jack and the opening around it.
T iH'lieve the first instance where a bridge crane was installed in a roundhouse was that in one liuilt by the Baldwin
Locomotive Company at Philadelphia. This was built for
repairing locomotives, and is equipped witli two cranes, the
Among the first of
larger of which is of 50 tons capacity.
the l)ridgc crane types of houses built by a railroad was that
It was conof the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa.
structed in 1902 and consists of 52 stalls, handling an averThe head
age of between 250 and 350 locomotives daily.
room in the crane section is about 30 ft. and the crane
It is intere.sting to note that an
capacity is 12^ tons.
analysis of roundhouse crane requirements on the Pennsylvania Railroad made recently developed the fact that the
maximum load that a crane would be required to handle was
about S'^4 tons. This meant that a 10-ton crane would be
adequate for all purposes.
Another house along similar lines, and one which ha?
been described quite frequently in technical ioumals, and
l)etween each set of

is that of the Western MaryHager.stown, Md. This house is a steel frame conWoven wire mesh was
struction, encased in concrete.
wrapped about the steel, and the concrete put in place
The roof slab is 3-in. conby the Gunite system.
It is of double monitor concrete with Hyril) reinforcing.
struction, permitting daylight to enter at three points in
In connection with steel frame
addition to the back wall.
houses, I would call your attention to the fact that built-up
columns, girders of heavy section, are being used as the
frame in the new houses recently built by the Pittsburgh &
Lake Erie. This company believes that proper attention to
painting w-ill give unusually long life to these steel frames.

railroad engineers' hand-books

land

at

The type of house recommended where repairs are light
has a reinforced concrete frame with a column spacing that
The roof
results in economical concrete beam construction.
slab is flat on the under side, and is formed with 8 in. by
24 in. i^oor tile, and 4 in. concrete T-beams. This provides
an insulated roof and one which is just as cheap to construct
The location of the monitor windows is
as the plain slab.
such that it vvill throw daylight into the working area. In
addition, the sash area in the lean-to at the back of the
house is large. Provision has been made for omitting one
This is done to
set of columns in the drop pit section.
provide a clear floor area between the pits for removing
wheels from the drop pits to the back of the house. Permanent openings 4 in. by 18 in. in section at the front and
rear of the monitor and just below the roof slab will take ofT
the gases which collect at those points.
So far as we can learn, the life of steel sash in a roundhouse is somewhat longer than of wooden sash in the same
If it is kept well
location, and it is just about as cheap.
painted, steel sash has the additional advantage of not swelling under exce.ssive moisture, and the ventilators are just as
readily operated in the winter months as in the summer.
In houses where heavy repairs are made a crane of approx-

imately 50

ft.

span should be provided which, with a slight
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siiiltiiig "of llic lodiinotive, will

j)arls wiiicii liave to

should

Ijc

26

ft.

be iiandlcd.
alcove

in.

reach any of the heavy repair
The liciglit of tiic crane rail

tlie ll(K)r line, wliicli

is

sufficient

to permit

other

of the crane removing the (a!) without .striking
parts of the locomotive.
'J'his lieight also greatly

facilitates all

crane movemint.s.

the ojjjection

may

Ijc

In a house with a cranewav
smoke and gasc-

rai.sed to the fact that

flow freely from the lo(omotive and
In other words, the crane

section.

fill

the entire monitor

installation

d(x-s

per-

mit the installation of the usual .smoke jack.
It has been
found in houses of this .section that the high monitor and
the in.'^tallation of a large ventilator or jack in the roof over
each stall does not result in an objectionable accumulation
of ga.scs and smoke.
In the winter time, and even in the
summer, the fan in the hot blast heating system can be kept
running to force out the gases.
I also want to call attention to the growing tendency to
substitute the electric hoist for the truck and driver drop pit.
In addition to reducing liability of accidents it removes
wheels more quickly and cheaply. While this hoist is sometimes installed in the roundhouse, its proper location is in
the back shop.
In any case, the back shop should be connected with the roundhouse by a passageway, lined up with
the turn-table, so that the dead locomotive can be pushed
through the house into the back shop.
With the electric
hoist in the shop section, the removal of wheels is under
proper supervision, and the handling of repair parts to and
from the various machine tools is for but a short distance.
Placing the hoist in the back shop also releases a stall for
regular roundhouse service.
Serious objection to the drop
pit has developed in recent years, owing to the extremely
heavy locomotives and to the declining quality of roundhouse
help.
While accidents due to jacking up the locomotives for
the removal of wheels do not occur frequently, there is always
the liability, and it has greatly increased with the failure to
obtain intelligent labor.

Other Details
With the curved

roof in a roundhouse the valley construc-

tion does not collect drifting

The wind has

snow

like

it

does in a rectangular

from practiand those who have had long experience in roundhouse maintenance advise that they have never
seen a great accumulation of snow on the roof.
By pitching
building.

a sweep at the house

cally every direction,

the monitor section to the rear of the house, as well as the
lean-to to the back, practically all of the roof drainage is
carried to a point where

it

does not interfere with the opera-

tion of the house.

Two

roundhouse doors are quite generally used
wooden swinging door, and a rolling
wood slat door. The former is the most popular because repairs are more readily made.
The question is frequently
raised whether or not it is desirable to provide sash in the
door or in a transom over the door. Sash in the door permits lowering the roof level, but to some it is objectionable
because the rough usage results in frequently broken glass.
Daylight at the front of the house is not so essential, and all
that is really needed may be had through small transom
sash.
On the other hand, it has been found that most of the
blows which would break the glass in the door would break
a wooden panel, and the glass is more readily replaced than
the wood.
For that reason, the glass area in the doors is
made quite liberal in the houses built by a number of roads.
Another tendency in roundhouse design and construction
which has come into more general use in the past few years
t\'pes of

a two-leaf steel-frame,

is the substitution of the hot blast heating system for the
A hot blast
pipe coils or other forms of direct radiation.
heating system installation costs very little more than a direct
system, and it has the additional advantage of providing
forced ventilation in the house, which is often very neces-

May

16,
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At finsl the selection of too low fan and radiation
sary.
capacity resulted in the indirect system being unsatisfactorj'.
This has been corrected, and the fan may be speeded up in
extremely cold weather to raise the temperature for thawing
out frozen locomotives quickly.
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whistles until the parade

Michigan boulevard

had

j)assed

from Victory

into the loop district.

The din

Way

on

created

famous band of the 13th Engineers.
Flower wreaths were hung over the shoulders of Colonel
C. L. Whiting, in command of the regiment, battalion commanders and company officers, and a company of girls scat-

completcl)' silenced the

Thirteenth Engineers

Returns

to

Chicago

CKKATKST RECKPTioN given
any organization
THEturning
was given
to

way Engineers on May

12.

of re-

to the 13th Rail-

soldiers at Cliicago

Its

welcome to

its

home

enthusiasm and spectacular
expression in the after-war history of the city. Approximately
100,000 people banked Michigan boulevard on both sides and
maintained a bedlam of noise as the regiment paraded in platoon formation. Employees of the six railroads centering in
Chicago, from which the 13th Engineers was mainly recruited,
were organized in groups along Michigan boulevard to welcome the men. Major General William M. Black, chief of
the United States Engineer Corps; Colonel R. D. Black,
general staff, one of the organizers of the 13th Engineers;
S. M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great Western and
father of the 13th Engineers; W. L. Park, federal manager
of the Chicago Great Western and chairman of the reception committee; the federal managers of the six roads from
which the regiment was recruited and other prominent railroad men in Chicago occupied the reviewing stand on Victor}'
Way. Major General Leonard Wood, who was to have reviewed the troops, was caught in the crowd at one of the
street intersections and was unable to pass.
A majority of the regiment arrived in Chicago on Sunday
night and after being permitted to go to their homes as-

town was unequaled

in point of

riiolflgrafl,

ro/'vrv;/''

''v

the

Officers in

I

ntcrnntioi.al I-ihn 5,-rriVc, hic.

Command

of the

Regiment

advance of the men. Immetaken to one of the
large hotels where they were dined and entertained.
Major General Wood in addressing the men after this Ijanquet made an appeal for the formation of a strong national

tered roses on the

pavement

diately after the parade the

in

men were

Pholograph copyright bv the International [ihn Service, Inc.

Thirteenth Engineers Passing Victory

sembled at dawn and marched to the Coliseum where thousands of relatives and friends welcomed them home.
At
11:30 the men were again assembled and as they turned
into Michigan boulevard for their parade, engineers on the
Illinois Central and other railroads in Chicago opened their

Way

on Michigan Boulevard

policy of preparedness and urged the

men

to establish con-

ditions to prevent another war.

Mr. Park, after welcoming the men on behalf of the middle west railroads, read a letter from Governor Lowden of
Illinois,

whose

illness

prevented him from attending and
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luldfd that fvi-ry

on

man

in tlu-

l.Uli

Knginecrs

his old railroad waiting for him.

A

lias hi.s

position

was

cordial wrlcome

also I'.Mindi'd to the nun iiy Major General Black and S. M.
Fclton and praise for the work the men had done in France

was voiced hv Tolonel Whiting.

Colonel

Hhuk, who was

from the regiment soon after their arrival in
France, was then called iii)on hv the men for a speed and
told of his pride in having once l)een a nieml>er of tlie
transferred

i

regiment.

The men
where

the\

entrained

at

three

oVlock

for

(amp

(Irani

will he demobilized.

main reWarner, regimental historian,
to the luigineer Staft", American Ex|)editionary Forces, has
heen printed by the reception committee and is to he dissilk embroidered rejjlica of tlie
.\
tributed to tlu' men.
'The history of the regiment incorjjorated in the

port written

l)y

Captain L.
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providing for the assignment of non-federal (ontrolled roads
to roads under federal control for the puri)osc of settling
car hire accounts dcK-s not ajjply to the following classes:
(a) roads found to be plant facilities, (Ij) roads receiving
allowances on a plant facility basis under Section 15 of the
A(l to Regulate Commerce, (c) roads which do not |)articipate in joint through rates either directly or through absorj)tion of regularly |)ul)lislR(l and fded switching diarges and
which do not receive any allowances, and 2, roads found to Ik;
in(hi>trial common carriers.
instructions are provided for
luunliing tin- per diem settlement with roads which fall under
tlicse classes.

!•'..

Distribution of Light C(il>arily Box CV/rv.— Supplement
Freight Car Distril)ution Notice 10 of the Northwestern
1

to

regional director states that l)OX cars of less than
(a|)acity

may

be utilized as follows:

(a)

.>0

ton^

(ars belonging to

IViologiafh copyright by the Into

On
official

State Street

regimental insignia with each man's name embroidis also to be sent to the men as sewn as it can

ered thereon
be prepared.

Permanent organizations to preserve the 13th Engineers
have already been started, one for the officers of the regiment and the other for the enlisted men.

point on or in the direction of the home road.
Interstate Commerce Commission
Defense in

Orders of Regional Directors
STOREHOUSE

DEVICES AND Pr.actices.

— Supplement

2

to

Circular 85 of the Central Western Regional Purchasing Committee outlines a list of special appliances,
devices and profitable practices reported by various regions
to the Stores Section of the Division of Purchases.
Weekly Report of Delayed Loads. Order 199 of the
Southwestern regional director orders a weekly report showing all loaded, cars on hand on each Wednesday, which cars
have been on hand 15 days or more. This report will show
point of origin, contents, consignee, etc., and the reason for

—

the delay.

—

Free Trattsporiation for Witnesses. -Supplement 50 to
Circular 20 of the Northwestern regional director authorizes
interstate passes for witnesses appearing on behalf of the
director general in an\- case against the railroads under federal control in which the director general is interested.
Per Diem Settlement. Supplement 3 to Circular 78 of the
Northwestern regional director states that previous circulars

—

may be loaded to or in the direction of the home
read and accepted in interchange provided the load takes the
car directly to the home road or to a road in the same region;
(b) cars lielonging to railroads in the Northwestern region
may be loaded and accepted in interchange provided the load
takes the car directly to a point on the home road and (c)
cars belonging to roads not under federal control may be
loaded and accepted in interchange when consigned to any
other regions

Formal Complaints.

— Circular

—

Handling of

209 of the Southwestern

re-

gional director states that henceforth the responsibility for
the defense of rate cases before the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, also the compliance or otherwise with the orders of
the commission, is placed with the traffic assistants of the
regions, and outlines a plan for defense of these
formal complaints.
Interest on New Work During Construction.
Circular 207
of the Southwestern regional director gives directions similar
to those in Eastern Region Circular 2700A714, noticed in
the issue of the Railway Age for Mav 9, 1919, page
1138.
.several

—

—

Improper Billing of "Order" Shipments. Order 200 canOrder 125 of the Southwestern regional director calls

celling

attention to improper billing of shippers" order shipments.

Grain, lumber and other commodities are l^eing sent to the
without sufficient information as to the
person who is to be notified.
principal markets

Japan Desires American Co-operation in the Far East
An

With Baron Goto, One of Japan's Leading
Statesmen and Formerly Head of Its Railways

Interview

BY SECURING i^RiviLEGES and Succeeding to the Gerrights over the railroads in the Shantung province
of China, Japan could be called aggressive, there is
no nation which could not have been called aggressive toward
The development of China's natural resources for
China.
tlie mutual benefit of China and Japan cannot properly be
called aggressive in any way."
This is the translation of
a statement in Japanese Ijy Baron Goto, one of Japan's leading statesmen, to a representative of the Railway Age, who
called on him at his hotel in Washington on Tuesday last.
In speaking to tlie representative of the Railway Age through
an able interpreter, Akio Ka.sama, of the Jaj)anese foreign
oftice, the Baron sought to emphasize two things
one, the
idea that Japan is trying to carry out a plan of assisting
China to make the most of her tremendous resources of coal
and iron and in the way that will prove of most tjenefit to
Ciiina and Japan, and second that Japan is trying to work

Hjy
I

man

—

out this proljlem

nation that

is

at

Japan, the Baron said, is endeavoring to co-operate in its
in China with the United States
Japan and the
United States being the only two countries that are at present in a .strong position in that part of the world, now that
Russia has collapsed and China is in a state of revolution.

This co-operation has already been manifested in a numl^er
of ways not the least important of which is the agreement
made between Japan and the United States concerning the
Chinese Eastern Railway or that part of the Trans-Siberian
which crosses Manchuria to Vladivostok.
This agreement
was brought about largely through the efforts of Baron
Goto who conferred on the suljject with Mr. Morris, the
American ambassador to Japan.
Baron Goto emphasized
the importance of this agreement as heljjing to preserve the
peace of the Orient and as Ijeing one step to show the world
how eager Japan and the I'nited States are to stick to their
mission of co-operation

with the co-operation of the only other
present on a firm foundation in the Far

Baron Shimtei Goto

The Baron

the term.

cabinet on a

He

number

one of Japan's leaders in every
has been a member of the Japanese
is

of occasions

and

as president of the

Japanese Imperial Railways was the man who perhaps did
the most to bring that railway system to the point
where it is now classed as one of the best operated in the
world.
The Baron is now on his second visit to this country
the first visit having taken place about 18 years ago.
He

—
is

traveling at present in a private

capacity, principally to

war and its demobilhas been especialh' impressed by
America's industrial mol)ilization and is of the opinion that
this was perhaps the most important factor in attaining the
final victory in the war.
investigate America's mobilization for
ization after the war.

He

President of the Japanese Railways

The Baron

was, about 18 years ago, civil governor of Formosa, and as such built the railways of that island.
He
was later president of the South Manchurian system and
One of
in his year of office there rehabilitated those lines.
the large parts of this work was to change to standard gage
the 5-ft. gage railways which were taken over after the
Russo-Japanese war as well as the light railway feeders
which now form an important part of the South Manchurian
Railways.
It is of special interest to Americans that in rehabilitating the lines he introduced American standards almost throughout to such an extent that Americans traveling
over the Chinese Eastern and changing to the South
Manchurian lines at Changchun, almost get the impression
that they have come upon a section of United States.
Baron Goto then returned to Japan and soon entered
the Japanese cabinet as minister of commerce and was also
chosen president of the Japanese railways a position which
he held for nearly 10 years. Still retaining his position as
head of the railways, he was later made minister of home
affairs and then was given the important portfolio of minister
of foreign affairs.
He resigned from the cabinet about a
)ear ago, but continued in an advisory capacity as a meml)er of the supreme council of foreign affairs
a temporary
That the Baron will again
l)ody made necessary by the war.
return to the cabinet on his return to Japan there seems no
([uestion.
It is in fact not unlikely that he w^ill eventually

—

—

attain the premiership, itself.

in

the Orient.

The Development

East, the United States.
.sense of

—

work

attention to the

ing China.

had

of

in the interview devoted

He

wo.k Japan

China
no small amount of

now carrying

out in developpointed out that the northern part of China

tremendous

is

resources

in

iron

and

coal,

and

did net try to conceal his opinion that Japan was in the best
position of any country to l)ring them into use for China
and the rest of the world. He emphasized again and again,
however, Japan's keen desire for American co-operation in
China and the Far East. It has been noted above that he
had strong opinions that Japan could not properly be calletl
aggressive in its dealings with China, and he pointed out a
numl)er of things that would tend to show the opposite. For
one thing, he said, Japan was about to give up its privilege of e.xtra-territoriality in

China whereby foreigners have

the right to be tried in their own courts and under their own
laws.
Japan is the first nation to take this step, and it will
also essay to bring about a codification of Chinese laws and
regulations, so that

In'

means

of China's having a

more

effi-

cient legal system, extra-territoriality will not be necessary.

The world has always teen impressed by the manner in
which the United States returned the Boxer indemnity in
the form of a fund to encourage the education of China's
youths.
Japan, said Baron Goto, is now considering taking
the same step and hopes to work out the same plan in the
near future.
Japan in assisting to develop China has invested in the railways of the latter country some $25,000,000
during the last three or four years. This money, the Baron
emphasized, however, has not been loaned in a general wa}\
These have Ijcen
but covers particular railway projects.
mentioned in detail in the Railway Age from time to time,
and it is only necessary to point out that the lines in question are e.xtensions of present systems meant primarily to
reach the iron and coal resources of northern China.
Japan already has a large mileage of railways in Manchuria and by the war came into possession of the Shantung
Railway, formerly owned by the Germans. These lines are
The new lines, for
absolutely ccntrolled by the Japanese.
which the loans have been made, the Baron emphasized, are
They are to be operated not b\' the Japanese,
but to be under the control of the Chinese Ministry- of Communications, which will operate them with the assistance of
One most im[)ortant
Japanese advisers and supervisors.
factor is that there is no requirement that supplies must Ije
bought in Japan. Many of the British, French and Belgian

quite different.
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li.ivia rcquirtimiU that itiuipim-nt must l)c
bought from \hv muiitry from wliich tla- loans arc obtained
a provision tliat provi-d of },'rcat hardship during the war
when tars and locomotives could not be bouf^ht in I'-urope.
'I'he lack of this provision will no doubt prove of jjreat value
to the Unititl States, for China and Japan alike have shown
a i;reat favor for American railway supplies.
America has supplied great numbers of cars and locomotives for the railways under the control of the Chinese MinNot only have American car and
istn' of Communications.
locomotive manufacturers supplied ecjuipmcnt in ([uantity
for the South Maiuhurian Railways, but that system, as

coiuih.'iiiiii?

—

noted above,
standards.

is

largely

built

and

e(iui])ped

1918 as comjiared
1916 and 14.82 in 1915.

cent in
in

In

.spite

supply of

representative did not question Haron
any degree concerning the railways of Japan because Mr. Kasama has alread\' covered that factor in an interview in the Railway Age last year (February 22, 1918,
page 409). He did ask, however, concerning tlie status of
the project to cxjrivert Japan's roads to standard gage, an
idea which was worked out and fathered by Baron Goto.
The project is now being held in abeyance. Large sections
of Japan's lines have their right of way and bridges made to
4 ft. ^Yi in. gage standards largely through the efforts of
Baron Goto and there seems to be no doubt that the change
from 3 ft. 6 in. to standard will be carried out eventually.
This will give Japan the same gage as its other lines in
Manchuria and Chosen, which were converted to standard
in

18.11

\wr cent

relation

of the

to

the unu,sual

20

1917, 15.42

demand

to

the

to be noticed that the tonnage

is

it

in

No

of rails rerolled has decreased progressively in the last three
years.
This tonnage aggregated only 101,256 tons in 1918
as compared to 118,639 tons in 1917, and 144,826 tons iiui
1916. The production of renewed and rerolled rails in 191H
to 1918, inclusive, is given in detail in the following table:
or RKNi'wri) a.vu Kkroiled Kaii.s,

l'»oDi.trir,N

KcTollfd from

new

nnw

j

1')|||'>1K

seconds,

•

—

ilcficlive rails, etc.
-^

?

Kollcd from

ToLnl

Opcn-hcarlh

Bessemer

Total

old rails

rerolled'

2,631
13,140

19,379
29,446
30,741
13,234
2,652
2,149
7,182
19,462

22,010
42,586
43,793
26,772
9,129
3,860

91,751
119.390
155,043
95,169
102,083
144,826
118,6,W
101,256

113,761

,

^'cars

1911

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

13.052
13,538
6,477
1,711
1,825
13,296

^

9.007

32,758

161.976i
I98,836J
121,94ll
111,212
148,686
127,646
134.014

Another indication of the deficiency of rail production and
purchasing during the past year is given by the table below
showing the prcxluction of rails by weights per yard in the
years 1902 to 1918, inclusive.
This goes to show that the
production of rails in sections weighing 100 lb. or over has
decreased far more than mo.st of the other classes of weights,
indicating that the limited tonnage of steel available for rails

made

it

necessary to dispense with the heavier sections in

considerable measure.

gage a number of years ago.

Baron expressed his appreciaand their equipment and added

In closing his interview the
tion of America's railroads

of

rails last year,

American

to
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Japan in railway matters came to us as a pupil. The
Japanese railways are well operated, he admitted, but they
still needed a great deal to bring them up to American railroad standards physically.

that

Rail Production in 1918
PRODUCTION OF RAILS in the United States for 1918
was 2,533,675 gross tons or a reduction of 410,486 tons
as compared to 1917, and 1,444,212 tons less than the
These statistics are given in a
record production of 1906.
special bulletin issued by the American Iron and Steel
Institute, New York, from which the following table giving

THE

the production of rails by processes for the years 1902 to 1918,

Production

of

Under 45
pounds

Years
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

Includes

by

Weight

45 and
less than 85

261,887
221,262
291,883
228,252
284,612
295,838
183,869
255,726
260,709
218.758
248,672
*270,405
*238,423
*254,101
*295,535
*308,258
*387,907

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
*

Rails

Yard,

per

19021918

85 and
lOO pounds
less than 100
and over

645,162

2.040,884
1,603,088
1,320,677
1,601,624
1,749,650
1,569,985
687,632
1,024,856
1,275,339
1,067,696
1,118,592

1,168,127
672,151
1,546,053
1,943,625
1,767,831
1,049,514
1,743,263
2,099,983
1,536,336
1,960,651
2,265,062
528,703
868,104
742,816
688,995
1,225,341
766,851

1967,313
t309,865
t518,291
t566,791
+882,673
t665.165

989.704
888.141

763,526
592,462

ioial.

Cross tons
2,947,933
2,992,477
2,284,711
3,375,929
3,977,887
3,633,654
1,921,015
3,023,845
3.636.031
2,822,790
3,327,915
3,502,780
1,945,095
2,204,203
2,854,518
2,944.161
2,533,675

under 50 pounds.
pounds and less than 85 pounds.

rails

t Includes 50

inclusive, wa:s taken:
Production of Rails by Processes, in Gross Tons.

Open hearth Bessemer

Years

6,029
45.054
145.883
183,264
186,413
252,704
571,791
1,256,674
1,751.359
1,676.923
2,105,144
2,527,710
1,525.851
1,775,168
2,269,600
2,292,197
1,938,226

1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

1916
1917
1918

2,935,392
2.946,756
2,137,957
3.192,347
3,791.459
3,380,025
1,349,153
1,767,171
1,884,442
1,053,420
1,099.926
817,591
323,897
326,952
440,092
533,325
494,193

terolled* Electric

Iron

Total

6,512

2,947,933
2,992,477
2,284,711
3,375,929
3,977,887
3,633,654
1,921,015
3,023,845
3,636,031
2,822,790
3,327,915
3,502,780
1,945.095
2,204,203
2,854,518
2,944,161
2,533,675

667
871
318
15

925
71
t

91,751
119.390
155,043
95.169
102,083
144,826
118,639
101,256

462
3,455
2,436
178

230
234

from old steel rails. Included with Bessemer and open-hearth
from 1902 to 1910 inclusive.
Small tonnages rolled in 1909 and 1910 but included with Bessemer

* Rerolled
steei rails

t

and open-hearth

rails

for these years.

These production figures include rails rolled for export,
which tonnage was unusually high last year, owing to the
quantities shipped to our forces and those of our allies overAnother evidence of the abnormal conditions during the
seas.
to be seen in the further increase in the relative
last year
production of Bessemer rails, the proportion being 19.5 per
is

r/.
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Guns Had Reached High Stage

When

SOON AS WAK w as declared against Germany
American Ordnance Department, in its search
for an immediate equipment of strong artillery,
ordnance supplies of the country and
the
surveyed
discovered some 464 heavy guns which might be spared
from the seacoast defenses, obtained from the Navy,
or commandeered at private ordnance plants where they
were being manufactured for foreign governments. There

As

were

the

six

weapons

—

guns of this last-named class powerful 12-in.
which had been produced for the Chilean

government.

It

was seen

of these guns could be

if all, or if a large part,
available for service in France,

that

made

America would quickly provide for herself a heavy artillery equipment of formidable proportions.
The Ordnance Department conceived that the only way to
make these guns available for use abroad would be to mount
them on railway cars. These guns were not vital in the defense of our coast under the conditions of tiie war with
Germany, but it was evident that they would make a valuable
tj-pe of long-range artillery when placed on satisfactory railavailable for mounting on railway cars
ranged in size from the 7-in. guns of the Navy to the single
enormous 16-iii. howitzer which had been built experiment-

by the American Ordnance Department prior to 1917.

In addition there was the 16-in. howitzer, 20 calibers in
length, which had been built by the Ordnance Department
The expression 14-in. guns, 50 calibers, means
before 1917.
that the gun has a I:)arrel diameter of 14 in. and that the
gun 1xxiy is 50 times the caliber of 14 in., or 700 inches (58
ft.

4 in.) long.

artillery

on railway

cars,

however, was

not an idea liom of the recent war. The idea was probably
originally American. The Union forces at the siege of Richmond in 1863 mounted a 13 -in. cast-iron mortar on a reinforced

flat

the use of

car, this

being the

heavy railway

In 1913 the

first

authenticated record of

commanding

officer of

the defenses of the

backbone of the
peninsula from Point Lookout to Washington, with spurs
leading to predetermined positions both on Chesapeake bay
and the Potomac river, so placed as to command approaches
to Washington and Baltimore.
Further, he recommended that 4 major-caliber guns, 16
medium-caliber guns, and 24 mine-defense guns be mounted
on railroad platforms, with ammunition, range finding, and
railroad"

be

built

along

the

making up complete units, so that this armament
could be quickly transported at any time to the place where
most needed. He suggested that this scheme be made applicable to any portion of the coast line of the United States.

repair cars

Hi> argument was based upon the fact that guns in fixed
positions, of whatever caliber or place, violate the cardinal
military principle of mobility.
2(lvance proof of a report on "American Munitions," by BeneCrowcU, .Assistant Secretary of War.
Note: Previous articles briefly describing and ilhistrating some of the railway mounted artillery have been published in the Railway Age of November
29', 1918, page 967, and December 20, 1918, page 1113.

•From an

dict

The nations engaged in the war now ending 4eveloped to a
high stage the use of heavy artillery mounted on railway
cars, bringing about a combination of the necessary rigidity
with great mobility considering the weight of this material.
Railway artillery came to be as varied in its design as
field artillery.
Each type of railway mount had certain
tactical uses, and it was not considered desirable to use the
different types interchangeably.

The

three types of

cannon

used on railway mounts were mortars, howitzers and guns.
It was not practicable to use the same type of railway mounts
for the different kinds of cannon.
Moreover, these mounts
differed radically from the mounts for such weapons at the
seacoast defenses.

The three general types of railway mounts adopted were
those which gave the gun all-around fire (360-degree traverse) those which provided limited traverse for the gun, and
those which allowed no lateral movement for the gun on the
,

carriage but were used on curved track, or epis, to give the

weapons traverse aim.

The

smaller weapons, such as the 7-in. and the 8-in. guns
12-in. mortars, were placed on mounts affording
360-degree traverse. The limited traverse mounts were used
for the moderately long-range guns and howitzers. The fixed
type of mount was used for long-range guns only, and included the sliding railway mounts, such as the American
12-in. and 14-in. sliding mounts and the French Schneider
a glissement mounts.
The work of providing railway artillery that is, taking
the big, fixed-position guns already in existence within the
United States and similar guns being produced and designing
and manufacturing suitable mounts for them on railway
grew into such an important undertaking that it encars
listed the exclusive attention of a large section within the
Ordnance Department. This organization eventually found
itself engaged in 10 major construction projects, which, in

—

had the war continued, would have delivered more than
300 of these monster weapons to the field in France and, to
a lesser extent, to the railway coast defenses of the United

time,

States.

artillery.

Potomac, which comprise Forts Washington and Hunt, was
In
called upon to report on the condition of these defenses.
reply, he advised that no further expenditure be made on
any one of the fixed defenses, but recommended that a
"strategic

Signed

—

Origin of Railway Artillery

Mounting heavy

Development

and the

way mounts.
The guns thus

ally

Was

Armistice

of

War*

—

the machining of
was, so much of the construction
and so on was complete at the date of the armistice,
that it was decided to go ahead just the same with all of the
projects except three, these involving the mounting of 16

As

it

—

parts,

size, 50 calibers long, the production of 25
long-range, 8-in. guns, SO calibers, and their mounting on
railway cars, and the mounting of 18 coast defense, 10-in.
guns, 34 calibers long, on the French Batignolles type of

guns of 14-in.

railway mount.

The

barbette carriage revolves about a central pintle, or

and turns the gun around with it. When it was decided
to put coast defense guns on railway cars, the guns were taken
from their emplacements, barbette carriages manufactured for
them, and the whole mounted upon special cars. The barbette mount revolves on a support of rollers traveling upon a
In the railway mount the base ring is
circular base ring.
attached to the dropped central portion of the railway car.
The barbette railway mount is provided with struts and plates
by which the car is braced against the ground.
The Schneider railway mount is named after the French
ordnance concern Schneider et Cie, which designed it. In
this mount the gun and its carriage are fastened rigidly
Thus the gim
parallel to the long axis of the railway car.
itself, independently of any movement of the car, can be
axis,
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pointfil

(iiily

up and down

in

a

vertical

jdanc, liavin^ no

In order
traverse or swinfi from K-ft to rijiht and virt- versa.
to|i;ive the weapon traverse for its aim, special railway ciir\'ed
tracks, callwl epis, are prepared at the position wliere it is to
Ir'

fired.

The car

is

tlien

run

alonj.;

the curve until

its

tra-

aim is correct, and the vertical aim is achieved by the
movement of llie j^un it.self. In the Schneider mount tliere is
no recoil mechanism, hut the recoil is absorbed liy the retrograde movement of the car itself along the rails after the
gun is fired. This movement, of course, puts the gun out of
aim, and the entire unit must then l)e jiushed by hand power
verse

to the proper point.
In the Batignolles type, gun and cradle are mounted on
a so-called toi> carriage that permits of small changes in
Thus with the railway
horizontal pointing right and left.
artillerv of the Batignolles type al.so track cur\'cs, or epis,

hack

are necessary for the accurate aiming. The Batignolles mount
partialh- cushions the recoil l)y the movement of the gun
But, in addition, a special track is
itself in the cradle.

provided at the firing point, and the entire gun car is run
on this track and bolted to it with spades driven into the
ground to resist what recoil is not taken up in the cradle.
The unit is thus stationary in action, and the gun can be
more readily returned to aim than can a gun on a Schneider

mount.

The conditions under which the war with German)- was
fought virtually precluded any chance of a naval attack on
our shores which would engage our fixed coast defenses.
The British grand fleet, with the assistance of fleets of the
other allies and America, had the German battle fleet seOn the other hand, there was the prowling
curely lx)ttled.
submarine able at all times to go to sea and even to cross
the ocean, and some of the latest of these submarines were
armed with long-range medium-caliber guns. It was not
beyond possibility that some sort of an attack would l)e

made on our

submarines of this character, yet it
was safe to believe that these craft would keep \ve\ lout of
range of the guns at our stationary coast defenses.
To protect our coast from such attack the Ordnance Department conceived the plan of mounting heavy guns on railway cars. They might then be moved quickly to places on
For this purpose the Navy
the seacoast needing defense.
turned 12 of its 7-in. rifles over to the Ordnance Department
for mounting. ^leanwhile our ordnance officers had designed
certain standard railwav artillery cars, known as models
1918, 1918 Mark I, and 1918 Mark II, for 7-in. and 8-in.
guns and 12-in. mortars, respectively. These cars all had
shores

b\-

same general features.
The model 1918 car was selected for the converted 7-in.
Nav}' rifle. The rifle was mounted on a pedestal set on the
gun car in such a manner as to give all-around fire, or
The pedestal mount permitted the gun
360-degree traverse.
to be depressed at an angle suitable for firing from high
places along the coast dow-n upon the low-lying submarines.
the

Manufacture
Contracts for the various parts for these cars and the
pedestal gun mounts were let to concerns engaged in heavy
steel manufacture, but the assembling was done by the AmeriTwelve of
can Car & Foundry Company at Berwick, Pa.

As this equipment was inthe 7-in. rifles w-ere so mounted.
tended exclusively for use in this country, the gun cars were
equipped with the American type of car couplings.
For the 8-in. guns taken from seacoast fortifications the
Ordnance Department designed a Ijarbette mount giving complete, 360-degree, traverse, thus providing for fire in any
There were 96 such guns available for railway
direction.
mounts. Orders for 47 gun cars with carriages for mounting
the Morgan
the weapons were placed with three concerns

—

Engineering

Company

of

Alliance,

Ohio, the

Harrisburg
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Manufacturing & Boiler Company of Harrisburg, I'a., and
.\merican Car &: Foundry (\)mpany of Berwick. Two of
tlie tlir(r contractors found it necessary to provide additional
facilities and maihine-tool (-(luiiiment at their |)Iants in order
tlie

to liandle this job.

The first railway mount for tiie 8-in. gun was comijletcd
and .»ent to the Al)erdeen proving ground for test in May,
1918.
In early June the test had shown that the weapon
was efficient and entirely' satisfactory.
Before the end of the
year 1918 a total of 24 complete units, with ammunition cars
for standard-gage track, shell cars for narrow-gage track,
trans|)ortation cars, tcxils, .spare j)arts, and all the other
necessary appurtenances of a unit of this character, had been
completed.
Three comj)lete 8-in. units were shipped overseas before the armistice was signed.
\A'hen tlie armistice came tile Harri.sburg company had delivered 9 of these mounts and the Morgan Engineering Company an ecjual number, making 18 in all. The former concern had reached an output of 5 mounts per month and the
latter 10 ])cr month.
An interesting feature of this mount is that it can Ije used
either on standard-gage or on narrow-gage railroad track.
The narrow-gage adopted was that in standard use in the
fighting zones in France, the di.stance between the rails being
60 centimeters, or the approximate equivalent of 24 inches.
Each gun car was provided with interchangeable trucks to
fit either gage.
The artillery train necessary for the maneuvering of the weapon was also similarly equipped to travel
on either sort of track.
.•\s a rule, the longer the barrel of a cannon, the greater
its range.
The 8-in. seacoast guns thus mounted were .55
calibers in length; that is, 35 times 8 in., or 23 ft. 4 in.
The requirements of our forces in the field in France called
for guns of this same size but of longer range.
Consequently
an 8-in. gun of 50 calibers that is, 10 ft. longer than the
seacoast 8-in. gun
was designed, and 25 of them were ordered.
This project came as a later development in the
war, the guns being intended for use abroad in 1920.
The
railway mounts for the weapons had not been placed in production when the armistice came.
Because of the incomplete status of this project in the autumn of 1918, the whole
undertaking was abandoned.

—

There were
the

Army

—

at the seacoast defenses

a large

number

and

of 10-in. guns of

in the stores of

34

calibers.

Of

mounting on railway cars. It
was proposed to mount these weapons on two types of French
railway mounts the Schneider and the Batignolles.
The project to mount 36 of these weapons on Schneider
mounts was taken up as a joint operation of the United
States and French governments, the heavy forging and rough
machining to be done in this country and the finishing and
assembling in the French shops. The American contractors
were three. The Harrisburg Manufacturing &: Boiler Company undertook to furnish the major portion of the fabricated
materials for the carriages and cars.
The Pullman Company contracted to produce the necessary trucks for the gun
cars, while the American Car & Foundry Company engaged
to build the ammunition cars.
Eight sets of fabricated parts to be assembled in France
had been produced before the armistice was signed. General
Pershing had requested the delivery in France of the 36 sets
of parts by March 2, 1919.
After the armistice was signed
there was a natural let-down in speed in nearly all ordnance
these 129 were available for

—

factories,

but even without the spur of military necessity

contracting concerns were able by April 7, 1919, to
deliver 22 of the 36 sets ordered.
Had the war continued
the

through the winter there is little question but that all 36
sets of parts would have been in France on the date specified.
The 10-in. seacoast gun, Batignolles mount project, was
placed exclusively in the hands of the Marion Steam Shovel

—
May

16,
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Company of Marion, Ohio. It had been proposed also to
mount 12-in. seacoast guns on this same type of equipment,
There
and this work, too, went to the Marion concern.
were to be produced 18 of the 10-in. units and 12 of the

each, 32 car wheels in all, to distribute the load safely ov.-i
ordinary standard-gage track.
In years past the Ordnance Department had procured a
large numtx?r of 12-in mortars for use at seacoa.st defenses.

larger ones.

The.se great weapons are 10 calibers in length, or 10 ft. in
linear measurement, the diameter of the barrel being ju.st an
even foot.
Of the number stationed at the coastal forts and
in reserve it was decided that 150 could be safely withdrawn

The Marion Steam Shovel Company had had

a large ex-

perience in producing heavy construction and road-building

equipment.

The concern encountered numerous

at the start in translating the

difficulties

French drawings and in sub-

American standard materials for those specified
Tliese difficulties, combined with struggles
by the French.
to obtain raw materials and the equipment for the increased
facilities which had to Ije provided at the factory, so dela)-ed production that no mount for either the 10-in. or
12-in. guns had been delivered at the time of the armistice.
The first mount of these classes one with a 12-in. gun
reached the Aberdeen proving ground about April 1, 1919.
The 10-in. project, calling for 18 mounts, was cancelled
soon after November 11, 1918.
The work on the dozen
mounts for 12-in. guns, however, had progressed so far that
the Ordnance Department ordered the completion of the
stituting the

—

entire equipment.

As has been

stated, the government found in this country
guns being made for the Republic of Chile. Their
It
length of 50 calibers gave them a specially long range.
was decided to place the Chilean guns on a sliding mount

six 12-in.

In a mount of this type the retrograde movement of the car
along the track as and after the gun is fired takes up and
absorbs the energy of fire.

Types
The

mount used on the Allied side
French design. But our manufacturers had so much trouble with French designs that when
the project came up of mounting the Chilean guns in this
fashion it was decided that it would be quicker to design
our own mount.
Consequently the French design was taken
in hand by our ordnance engineers and re-designed to conform to American practice, with the inclusion in the design
of all original ideas developed by the Ordnance Department
in its creative work during the war period up to that time.
The manufacturers who looked at the French design of the
sliding railway mount estimated that it would take from 12
to 18 months before the unit could be duplicated in this
country and first deliveries made.
They looked at llie
American design and estimated that they could build it in
first

in the great

3

sliding railway

war was

of

months.

was decided

mounts of this character
and thus have a reserve of one gun for each mount to reserve
as replacement when the original guns were worn out.
Contracts were placed in the early summer of 1918, and all three
mounts were delivered before the armistice was signed, the
first mount being completed within 85 days after the order
was placed. For these mounts the American Bridge Company furnished the main girders or side pieces, the Baldwin
Locomotive Company built the railway trucks and the Morgan Engineering Company manufactured the many other
parts and assembled the complete units.
The speed in
manufacture was made possible by the fact that the plant
engineers of the three companies helped the ordnance officers
in designing the details.
With such intimate co-operation,
the concerns were able to begin the manufacture of component parts while the drawings were being made.
All three weapons with their entire equipment, including
supplies, spare parts, ammunition cars, and the whole trains
that make up such units, were ready for shipment to France
in November, 1918.
Each mount as it stands today is 105
ft. long and weighs 600,000 pounds.
The load of the gun
ajid the peak load put on the carriage when the gun i&
It

fired

to build three

are so great that

it

requires four trucks of 8 wheels

and prepared for use against Germany. When General
Pershing was informed of the proposal, he asked that 40 of
these weapons mounted on railway cars should be delivered
to the American Expeditionary Forces for use in the planned
campaign of 1919. In order that there might be an adequate supply of them, the Ordnance Department let contracts for the mounting of 91 of these mortars on railway
equipment, a project which would give the United States
a formidable armament and still provide a reserve of 59
mortars to replace the service mortars on the carriages after
repeated firing had worn them out.
This job proved to be one of the largest in the whole
artillery program.
The entire contract was let to the Morgan Engineering Company of Alliance, Ohio.
In order to
handle the contract a special ordnance plant, co.sting $1,700,000 for the building alone, had to be constructed at the
company's works at Alliance. The work was so highly specialized that machine tools designed for the particular purpose had to be produced.
The government itself bought
these tools at a cost of $1,800,000.'
Although work on this
plant was not started until December 10, 1917, and although
thereafter followed weeks and weeks of the severest winter
weather known in recent years, with all the delays in the
deliveries of materials which such weather conditions bring
about, the plant was entirely complete on June 1, 1918, not
only, but the work of producing the mounts had started in it
long before that, some machines getting to work as early as
April.

The gun

car used for mounting the mortar carriage was
as that for the 7-in. and 8-in. guns, except that each truck had six wheels.
The carriage l>uilt
upon this car was of the barbette type, and it allowed the
of the

same design

gun to be pointed upward to an angle as high as 65 degrees
and provided complete traverse, so that the mortar could be
fired in any direction from the car.
A hydropneumatic
system for absorbing the recoil of the mortar after firing was
This recuperator in itself was a difficult problem
adopted.
for the manufacturer to solve, being the first hydropneumatic
recuperator of the size ever built in this country.
In spite of the weight and elaborate character of this
unit it was put into production in an astonishingly short
The pilot mount came through on August
space of time.
22, 1918, less than nine months after the spade was first
struck in the ground to begin the erection of the ordnance
By the end of August the pilot mortar had successfully passed its firing tests at Aberdeen, functioning properly
plant.

from 22 degrees to 65 degrees and in
any direction from the mount. While this unit was put
through hurriedly for these tests, the preparation for the rest
of the deliveries was made on a grand scale, looking toward
at angles of elevation

When the armistice was
and .structural part for every
one of the 91 railway mounts was on hand and completed
at the works of the Morgan Engineering Company, and
thereafter the process was merely one of assembling, although
in a unit of such size the assembling job alone was one of
Even at the reduced rate of j)roduction
great magnitude.
quantity

production

later

on.

signed, every casting, forging

incident

to

the

relaxation

of

tension

after

the

armistice

was signed, the company delivered 45 complete units to the
government up to April 7, 1919, or five more than General
Pershing said he would require during the whole campaign
Careful estimates show that if the war had conof 1919.
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on DcirmlaT 15, 1^18, a
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project for 'M

was signed, the project of building mounts for
them never got under way. The pilot liowit/.er and mount

arnii.sticr

were not shijiped abroad.

the middle of June, I'M 9.
As in the ea.^e of the 8-in. railway nuns, the 12-in. niorwere [)rovideil with interchanneai)le wheel trucks altar.-5

mounts

l»y

and work either on standard gage
track or on the 60-centimeter, narrow-gage track of tiie war
zone in France.
The War nei)artmeiit did not iiave any 14-in. guns which
could be spared from tlie seacoast defenses for use abroad.
Tlie Ordnance Department, therefore, inaugurated tlie projFor
ect for the con.struction of 60 guns of 14-in. calil)er.
the construction of such guns complete new plants were required, as all available facilities were already taken over
This contract
for other projects considered more important.
was to have lieen turned out by the Neville Island ordnance
The Navy Department in May, 1918, expressed
plant.
lowing
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tile

unit to travel

willingness to turn over to the Army certain 14-in. guns,
50 calibers, then under construction and of which it was
estimated that ,iO would be completed by March, 1919.
It was decided to place some of the.se 14-in. guns on American sliding railway mounts, and 16 such mounts were ordered from the Baldwin I-ocomotive Works, deliveries to beThe 16 units were to l)e delivered
gin February 1, 1919.
prior to April, 1919, but due to the signing of the armistice

work was suspended on

the contracts, since the

Operation
ons such as howitzers, two loads must l)e considered l)y the
builders in order to provide a gun car of sufficient strength
hold

to

we come, finally to the largest weapon of all in the
railway artillery program, the 16-in. howitzer, the barrel
The Ameriof this mighty weapon being 26 ft. 6 in. long.
can 16-in. howitzer had been forged out and finished prior
It was proto the date of America's entrance into the war.
posed to place this weapon on a railway mount and make
it available for use on the western front.
The Ordnance Department completed the design for the
mount on Februarv 10, 1918. In order to turn out the
unit in the shortest possible time, the project was placed witli
three manufacturers, each of whom was to produce different
The American Bridge Company received the order
parts.
to build the structural parts, the Baldwin Locomotive Works
contracted for the trucks, while the Morgan Engineering
Company undertook to assemble the unit and also to build
The conthe top carriage and other mechanical parts.
tractors did a speedy job in producing the mount for this
in 1920,

howitzer.
In nearly all railway artillery of this size it is necessary
to provide bracing when the gun is set up in position for
firing.
The 16-in. howitzer mount was unique in that the
weapon could be fired from the trucks without any track

An exhaustive test at the Aberdeen
preparation whatsoever.
proving grounds demonstrated that this piece of artillery
ranked with the highest types of ordnance in use by any
country in the world.
In die meantime orders had been placed for 61 additional
The American Expeditionary Forces asked that
howitzers.
12 of these enormous weapons be sent overseas as soon as
they could be produced, a job which naturally would have
Since none
extended over a period of months, if not years.
of the additional howitzers had been produced when the

One

freight.

its

these loads,

of

the

lighter

one,

consists merely of the ordinary weight of tin; gun and its
The other load, the .so-called
carriage upon the car wheels.

weight of the unit )>lus the addiweight of the downthrust of the howitzer when it
In the case of the 16-in. howitzer the firing load
recoils.
The weight of 748,231
is approximately 748,2,51 pounds.
pounds must be distriliuted along the tracks by the numerous
sets of wheels at the instant the gun is fired.
The mount for the howitzer is so constructed that this
load is partly taken up by the slide of the gun car along the
firing load, consists of the

tional

Railway Artillery Project

Type

y

a<-:

o

1%

1

mounts were

The contract was cancelled in
designed for use in France.
March, 1919.
The Navy itself placed five of these guns on railway
mounts of another design to be operated in France by naval
Eleven such mounts were built l)y the
forces on sliorc.
Baldwin Locomotive Works under the supervision of the
Navv Ordnance Bureau, and six of them were afterwards
turned over to the Army.
Without discussing here the 12-in. howitzers, 20 ft. long,
which the Ordnance Department ordered produced and
mounted on a railway truck, a development for use abroad

weap-

In the design of railway erjuipment for high-angle
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way mount.

Produced for antisubmarine work along
America's seacoast.
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t
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seacoast mortar on
railwav mount.
16-inch he witzer. 20caliber. on railway
moi.nt.
14 -inch.
50 - caliber
guns or American
sliding

1

P

howitzei
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e c

under
t
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canceled

March 11.
Guns under

railway

mount.
12 -inch.

guns

61

struction.

16

1919.
con-

structio n.

20

-

on

caliber

I

rail-

way mount.

If

war

had

continned, 60 mounts
contemplated.

'Sets fabricated part *•

In addition, the howitzer is equipped with a hydraulic recoil cylinder.
Thus the unit has a double recoil
system.
The car trucks in the tests comfortably transmitted,
through a series of equalizer springs, this enormous load
track.

upon an ordinary rock-ballast

track, without any distortion
impairment to the working parts
of the unit.
After each discharge the whole huge mount
moves backward along the track for a distance of 20 or 30

to the track or roadbed or

feet.

Each railway artillery project called for the manufacture
of a great equipment of ammunition cars, fire-control cars,
spare-parts cars, supply cars, and the like, a complete unit
being a heavy train in itself.
Such armament-train cars,
together with numerous other accessories and necessary
equipment, w'ere designed by the Ordnance Department and
produced for each mount.
In all, 530 ammunition cars
were produced up to April, 1919.
Most of them were

May

16,
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shipped abroad, but 118 were retained for use in this counSince the overseas cars were to be used with French
railway equipment, it was necessary to fit them out witli
French standard screw couplers, air brakes and other appliances for connecting up with French railway cars.
The matter of traction power for these gun and arma-

ment trains near the front set a problem for the Ordnance
Department to solve. It was out of the question to use
steam engines near the enemy's lines, since the steam and
smoke would betray the location of artillery trains at great
The Ordnance Department adopted a gas-electric
distances.
locomotive of 400 horsepower to be used to pull railway
artillery trains at the front, and was on the point of letting
a contract to tlie General Electric Company for the manufacture of 50 of them when the armistice was signed, making
further equipment unnecessar)'.
The Neville Island ordnance plant, on an island in the
Ohio River near Pittsburgh, would have produced weapons
of the character of those used with railway mounts and
would have turned them out in large numbers had the
armistice not come to put an end to this enormous arsenal
The plant was being erected for the government
project.
by the United States Steel Corporation without profit to
itself.
The estimated cost of this plant when finished was
Designed to supply the needs of the Army
$150,000,000.
for artillery of the heaviest types, the Neville Island plant

was being constructed on such a scale that it would surpass
in size and capacity any of the famous gun works of Europe,
including the Krupps.
It was being equipped to handle huge ordnance undertakings, such as the monthly completion of 15 great 14-in.
guns and the production of 40,000 projectiles monthly for
14-in. and 16-in. guns.
The plans of the government contemplated the production of 14-in. guns to the number of
165 in all and their shipment to France in time to be in
the field before May 1, 1920.
An initial order for 90 of
these weapons had been placed at the arsenal while it was
being erected.
Besides 14-in. guns the plant was being equipped to turn
The immense size of
out 16-in. and even 18-in. weapons.
the machinery necessarv" for such production can be understood when it is noted than an 18-in. gun weighs 510,000
pounds and a 14-in. gun 180,000 pounds. It requires from
12 to 18 months to produce guns of this size, yet Neville
Island was being developed on a scale to build hundreds of
them simultaneously. The entire plant was to cover 57,5
acres and was to employ 20,000 workmen when in full
operation.

At the signing of the armistice work was suspended at
Neville Island, and four months later the whole project
was abandoned.

Fire Fighters with Speeders at St. Sulpice, Gironde, France
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Objections to Proposed Rules for
Competitive Bids Under Clayton

A

SPECIAL

COMMITTEE appointed by

Law

the American Rail-

way A.ssociation in 1916 has filed with the Interstate
Commerce Commission a series of objections and

suggestions for changes in the proposed regulations issued by
the commission on April 10 to govern the method of securing
competitive bids as required by Section 10 of the Clayton
anti-trust law in connection with dealings in securities or
purchases or contracts between companies having an interlocking interest.

The attention of the commission is called to the fact that
on June 20, 1916, a hearing was had before the commission
in respect to the matter of rules proposed at that time, at
which the carriers, after making their objections to the rules
tentatively proposed by the commission, requested the commission to appoint a committee to act on its behalf in conference with a committee representing the carriers for the
purpose of reporting rules and regulations recommended for
adoption.

The

commission

appointed

such

a

committee

and

the American Railway Asscxiation also appointed a committee, including Julius Knittschnitt, W. W. Atterbury, W.
G. Belser and Alfred P. Thom, W. A. Worthington repre-

senting Mr.

Kruttschnitt and

Porcher representing Mr.
held conferences but no final
report was announced because Congress suspended the operation of the law.
The railroad committee now urges that as
the matter is being taken up anew, a similar conference be-

Atterbur}'.

S.

The two committees

tween representatives of the carriers and such representatives
of the commission as it may appoint, may be permitted.
The statement filed for the committee by Mr. Thom as its
counsel says the question is how far it is safe in the public
interest to put the carriers in "the straight jacket of unyielding rules" in respect to their purchases, and while the policy
of the law must, of course, be carried out, much will depend
upon the character of the regulations which are adopted because it is of the utmost importance that while protecting the
interests of the public these regulations be made sufficiently
elastic to adapt themselves properly to the economic conditions which surround purchases and to the needs of the carriers.
It is, therefore, urged upon the commission that the
matter of the formulation of these rules be taken up now
where it was left off when the law was suspended and that
conferences shall be resumed. In the event that the commission does not see its way clear to do this without further consideration the committee asks for an opportunity of presenting orally to the commission its views on the subject. A copy
of the suggestions made by the carriers to the conference committee is attached and the commission is asked to give careful consideration to the suggestions then made.
The tentative regulations proposed by the commission, to which any
oijjections were to be filed by May 15, were published in the
Railway Age of April 18, page 1009.
Pending a determination of the request above made, the
committee makes a preliminary return to the order of the
commission of April 7, in part as follows:
It is most important that doubts which will arise as to the
meaning of the law and as to its scope and application, shall
be cleared up by conference rulings and we, therefore, respectfully urge that the commission make such conference
rulings and adopt the rules set forth in Exhibit A hereto attached.
Section 10 of the Clayton act should not be construed
1.
to apply to dealings between a corporation and its subThe reasons for this were given in detail by carsidiaries.
riers' counsel in proceedings before the commission on June
It is manifest that a ruling of this kind is neces20, 1916.
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sar\
iiiul

to

[(rtscrvc

tliat Mil

a

li

llu-

into){rity

riilini^

i.<

of the larricr.s' ornaiii/.atioiis

in tlu- piililii

interest.

Section U) should not apply to dealings in respect to
wliicli tiiere can i)e no competition, sudi as patented artides,
purclia.M's of water, j»as, eKitriiity, niaintenant e of

(onipanx

Tlie commis.sion should

make some

definition of

the act hecomes ai)piical)le.
sliouUl

derine

the

expression

"most

favorable hid" in such a way that carriers may he |)ermitted
an honest business discretion as to what l)id in all
tlie circumstances of the ca.se is most favorable to its interest.

In the rules now proposed b\- tiic commission two tests
alone are permitted in res|)ect to what constitutes the mo>t
favorable bid:
(1) That the bid must be the lowest |)rice for material
purchased and the highest price for securities sold.
(2) The ability and reliability of the bidder tinaiuially
otherwise.

\\'e .-ulimit that this is too

tion as

narrow a

definition.

The

detini-

now proposed does

not give sufficient latitude in rereliance any particular carrier may have on

to the
dealers in regard to the special materials they furnish, the
character of the article which is to be delivered, or with respect to the bearing that this particular transaction may have

spect

on other transactions with the same party, nor to the broader
and perfectly honest business considerations which frequently affect the judgment of men in business as to what is
It likewise takes no note of
the most favorable transaction.
the necessity which a carrier is frequently under to apportion
its purchases among several for the purpose of keeping labor
employed along its lines and available quickly for pressing
needs in the manufacture or production of articles. As sul)niitted in the brief, an honest business discretion seems to l>e
the only proper criterion of what should Ije applied in determining what is the most favorable bid.
For example, it is most important for a railroad at times
to keep certain coal mines on its road open for fuel purj3oses
frequently
It is also
This is also in the public interest.
necessaPi- for them to keep certain tie concerns on its road in
This applies also in the matter of equipment
operation.
where it is necessary to have the manufacture of equipment
continued at separated points, and where it is necessar)- to
make an apportionment in order to get early deliveries.
Many of these very desirable things would be prevented if
the rule is restricted within the narrow limits as now proposed.
It will be observed that the latitude respecting delivery
contained in the proposed rules doubtless is confined to deliveries
contemplated when the advertisement is made,
whereas conditions may change, and an honest business dis-

cretion would require the railroad to accept some l)id, not
quite the lowest, because it afterwards transpired that very
much more favorable deliveries can be obtained.
5.
The act should be construed so as to cover only dealings and transactions which take place subsequent to the
effective date of Section 10; that is to say,

it

money

bor-

very important.

S.
It would also be well to make clear that the act begins to operate only with the transaction which brings the

ai)ove $50.0()o'.

Remarks as

to Regulations Presented

Commission

should not apply
under such

spects, notabl}'

head(|uarters

some cases

and

re-

following:

in the

Referring to page

.5,

line 4,

two

of the regulations, j)ublicanevvspajiers,

one

the other in certain cities.

that the ojjcrating headcjuarters

at operating

It

may

be in

will also be at

one of the cities especially designated.
In such case there
should be necessity for publication in only one new.spaper
instead of two.

The provision in paragraph .i of the regulations affording to each bidder an opi)ortunity of examining each bid and
of furnishing each bidder with a tabulation of the proposals,

and should be entirel}- elimThis feature will tend to deter
some [)otential competitors from bidding at all and almo.st
certa'nly would cause responsible bidders to refrain from
naming the lowest price which they are willing to accept, as
the\- do not wish their competitors to know exactly what they
are doing in the matter of prices.
The proposal invites collective bidding, furnishes notice to the lowest or most favorable bidder that no revision of his formal bid is necessary
to secure the business, and entirely prevents successful negot'ation after bids are opened for a still lower price, which
is

a very objectionable feature

inated from the regulations.

very frequently obtainable.
It is felt that the public inwould be safeguarded without public opening of bids
so long as the Interstate Commerce Commission may require
the furnishing of desired information and always has access
is

terest

to the carriers' records.

We

also call special attention to the rule suggested by us

as Item No. 6 of the

memorandum.

Large sums of money
power to negotiate

are annually saved to each carrier by the

with the lowest bidder for a still lower bid. If a new adveris necessary in order to do this, an additional charge
of unknown proportions, but great in amount, will be added
to the carriers" expense and execution of work will be needlessly delayed.
It does not seem to us that any harm can
come to the public from making the rule read as we have
suggested.
On the contrary, immense advantage will come
to the carriers and will thus be reflected in its beneficial influence on the public.
A method for conducting emergency purchases should be
provided, otherwise consideraljle hardship may be imposed
tisement

upon the

carriers.

To

allow time for thorough understanding it would be desirable if the commission's rules would become effective not
earlier than July 1, 1919.

Other objections will appear by comparison of the regula
now proposed by the commission with those contained

may be made during 1919.
In ascertaining whether or not dealings amount in the
aggregate to more than $50,000 in any one year, the measure
should be the time when the dealings are had and not the
Some conference rultime of performance or of deliveries.
ing of this kind is manifestly needed to avoid difference in

in Exhibit A.

understanding.
It should be made clear that the expression "dealings
7.
in securities" does not apply to the borrowing of money for

15

The

however, objectionable in certain

are,

tion is re(juired in at least

tions

6.

May

ference rulings would represent a better working j)lan.

new regulations

to dealings previous to 1919, although delivery

dealings

by

for Consideration

The proposed rules represent a (onsiderable improvement
over those originally suggested and with the foregoing con-

to exercis<'

and

is

tin-

expression "suh.stantial interest," as, if that is left to iiidi
vidual judiiment. there can lie no uniform interjjretation of
this expression and no way of knowinij when, in this resped,

The lommission

This

rowed, of securities.

sum

stan<lards, etc.

4.

period of not e\(ei'ding one year nor to the renewal thereof

for like periods, nor to the pledge, as .seiurity for

2.

.1.

a
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Th?

carriers

present the above views in writing,

cjuested in the order of April 7, but

would be glad

as

re-

of an op-

portunity to supplement them with oral testimony if the
commission so clesires or to co-operate, as above suggested,
in revising the regulations with a special committee if the
commission will grant our request to have the matter so

handled.
The Railroad Administration has filed a statement with

May

16,
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commission as a disclaimer, taking the position that the
law does not apply to transactions of the railroads operated
The short line railroads have filed no
by the government.
statement with the commission but intend to ask. Congress to
the

repeal the law.

National Parks and
Monuments Advertising Appears
LITERATURE, such as the traveling public was
accustomed to see before the elimination of advertising as a war measure l)y the Railroad Administratravel
tion, has again made its appearance in the ticket offices,
Magazines and newspapers
bureaus and tourist agencies.

RAILROAD
.

which formerly reaped a neat revenue from advertisements inserted by railroad companies concerning points of interest
reached iDy their lines are again carrying "See America First"
All this is part of the Railroad Administration's
displays.
advertising campaigns, the purpose of which is to stimulate
'

Much of this advertising is substantially the same as
that familiar to tourists in pre-war days, with the exception
that there is no mention made of the carriers reaching these
travel.

anything said of preferred routes.
This campaign, in so far as the western district is conand it is this district to which a large percentage of
cerned
is well under way
the annual summer tourist traffic goes,
and 10 of 18 books, each dealing with some national park,
national monument or resort region in the west, have been
prepared and are now being distributed. These books, ranging in size from 16 to 80 pages, and dealing with a particular
region, have been written more as an advertisement of the
particular region than as an advertisement of the carrier
places nor

is

—

—

which reaches that place.

With

vivid descriptions

and pro-

fuse illu.strations the beauties are enumerated of Arizona and
the New Mexico Rockies, California, Colorado and the Utah

Lake National Park, Oregon; Glacier National Park, Montana; Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona; Hawaii National Park, Hawaiian Islands; Hot
Rockies, Crater

Springs National Park, Arkansas; Mesa Verde National
Park, Colorado; Mt. Rainier National Park, Washington; the
Pacific Northwest and Alaska; the Petrified Forest National
Monument, Arizona; Rocky Alountain National Park, Colorado; Sequoia and General Grant National Parks, California; Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming; Yosemite Nathe Zion National Monument,
tional Park, California;
Utah, and the Northern Lakes of the Central West.
An innovation in the composing of books of this type is
the inclusion of an introduction written by a well-known
writer whose familiarity with the section advertised is

Enumerating the writers who are interwork sounds much like an American literary

nationally known.
ested in this

Hall of

Fame

—Mary

Rot^erts Rinehart wrote the introduc-

on Glacier National Park; Emerson Hough
Yellowstone National Park; Winston Churchill for
Crater Lake National Park; Gilbert H. Grosvenor, editor
of the National Geographic Magazine, for Mt. Rainier National Park; Enos A. Mills for Rocky Mountain National
Park; Jack Lait for the Zion National Monument; Opie
Read for Hot Springs National Park; Edwin Markham for
California; Edwin L. Sabin for Colorado and Utah; Doctor
J. Walter Fewkes, chief of the Bureau of American Ethnology, Smith.sonian Institute, for Mesa Verde National Park;
Charles F. Lummis for Grand Canyon National Park and
the Petrified Forest National Monument; Harriet Monroe
for Yosemite National Park; E. A. Newman for Hawaii
National Park; Hamlin Garland for the Pacific Northwest
and .\laska; Zane Grey for Arizona and New Mexico, and

tion for the Ijook
for
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Albert Britt, editor of the Outing Magazine, for the Northern Lakes.

As

stated

ten

liefore,

of these

b(X>ks

already have been

compiled and are now Ijeing distributed. The work of preparing this advertising matter has l^een done by the Western
Passenger Traffic Committee and under the direct supervision of W. H. Sim])son, chairman of the advertising committee appointed to handle this work for the Western district.
The actual work of compiling statistics and facts, selecting
photos, etc., concerning the different parks and regions, was
assigned to subcommittees composed of representatives of
different railroads serving the particular places to be adver-

Distribution of the books has been placed in the hands
Bureau Western Lines, Chicago, of which

tised.

—

of the Travel

This bureau has made armanager.
rangements to have the books on western points shipped to
passenger traffic officers for distrijjution to important ticket
offices other than consolidated ticket offices; to passenger
traffic officers, who in turn will furnish supplies to union

Howard H. Hays

is

and to offices interested; to consolidated
and to tourist agencies and travel bureaus.
While the work of distribution of the first copies of these
books was only begun during the past week, they have
station ticket offices
ticket

offices,

already received extensive circulation.
The magazine and newspaper advertising already mentioned is still in the embryonic state, but it is planned to
have this matter before the public before the annual tourist
season to western resorts opens, which is usually about June
This work likewise has been placed in the hands of the
1.
Western Passenger Traffic Committee, and under the super-

Mr. Simpson.
America First" campaign, the Bureau
of Service, National Parks and Monuments, has obtained a
stock of lantern slides and motion picture films, featuring
the national parks and monuments already mentioned.
These slides and films are to be loaned for exhibition pur-

vision of

To

further the "See

poses without cost excepting, of course, the express charges
in both directions.
The lantern slides, which are accompanied by adequate lecture notes, include as subjects the following National Parks: Glacier, Grand Canyon, Mesa Verde,

Mt. Rainier, Rock)- Mountain, Yellowstone, Yosemite, Sequoia, and General Grant.
Among the motion picture films
obtained and available at this bureau are reels featuring the
Crater National Park, Glacier National Park, Grand
Canyon National Park, Mesa Verde National Park, Mt.
Rainier National Park, Rocky Mountain National Park,
Yellowstone National Park and the Yosemite National Park.

Added to this collection are several reels of films featuring
Alaska, the Columbia River Scenic Highway, the Dawn of
Electrical Era in Railroading, Central Wyoming, Idaho,
Portland Rose Festival, Royal Gorge and the California
Scenes.

Although the

mer

is

tourist travel in the west

during the sum-

greatly in excess of that in the east the committee

handling this advertising matter for the eastern district has
issued similar books concerning the Adirondack mountains
and Thousand Islands, the Blue Ridge and Allegheny
mountains, the Catskill mountains and Sullivan County,
New York; Long Island, New York; New England lakes
and mountains. New England shores north and east of Boston,

New England

shores south of Boston,

New

Jersey sea-

Niagara Falls and the Highland of Ontario, Saratoga
Springs, Lake George and Lake Champlain, summer resorts
in the south, the Pocomos, Delaware Water Gap, Mauch
Chunk and Chautauqua Lake. This work is being done
by the Eastern Passenger Traffic Committee, under the supervision of its advertising committee, of which Mr. P. V. D.
Lockwood is chainnan. The newspaper and magazine advertising campaign is similar to that of the western lines.

shore,
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The

Soutlu-rn Pusscnf^cr Traffic Committee has issued one
summer resorts of the soutli. Its advertisin}^ will

booklet for
l)e

mufineil to newspapers.
jihins of the committee--

liotli in tile east, west and
provide for the continuing of this form of advertising
tiirou^hout tlie summer and the succeeding winter.

Trocnt

.soutii,
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angle cocks on the charged portion of train, they should be
opened slowly to prevent brakes from applying in emergency.
\Vlien switching cars they should not i)e allowed to .strike any
harder than three miles jier hour. Coupling cars at a greater
speed creates sIuKks, wliich in turn are aljsorl>ed by the
unions in brake pipe connections, causing Ijrake \)i\H: le;ukage.
The cordial co-ojjeration of enginemen and trainmen in the
matter of air jjrake maintenance is very necessary in order to
get the jjest results.

Closing Sessions of the

Discussion

Air Brake Association
Aki:iH)Kr

of the greater j)art of the twenty-sixth annual

convention of the Air Brake Association was given in
Other papers
hist week's Railway Age, page 1165.
which were presented include the following:

How Can Enginemen

The

necessity for co-operation between the trainmen

and
enginemen and the air brake repair men in order to promote j)roper maintenance, was emphasized by several speakers.
One road reported good results by requiring trainmen
to jiass an examination on llie proper handling of brakes.

The Air Brake Supervisor's

and Trainmen

By H.

Air Brake Supervisor, Canadian National

While locomotive engineers are not primarily responsible
for air brake design and maintenance, they can, nevertheless,
aid materially by making careful and specific reports about
air brake conditions

on

their locomotives requiring attention.

of the defects that

especially leakage in the

may

arise in the course of a trip,

numerous pipe connections

that con-

improperly connected
pipe joints, can be discovered better by the engineer while
the locomotive is under steam and air pressure and in his
tain air pressure,

due

to vibration or

His co-operation in reporting

charge.

intelligently

liably all air brake troubles is essential to

good

and

air

re-

brake

maintenance.
air brake part on an
engine should properly
book on the work report the actual defect that exists, but
should not book non-essential or imaginary defects; for by
so doing he causes a great deal of unnecessary work on the
The time so used is simply
part of the roundhouse force.
wasted and might be used to good advantage performing esBefore taking an
sential work on this and other engines.
engine out the engineman should know that all air brake
parts perform their functions, and not take it for granted
that they do; tliat is, he should make the necessray tests to
convince himself that they are in good condition.
The traiimian can assist and he should be duty bound to
do so, by following the general air brake instructions now
existing on all railroads, by taking greater interest in them,
and consequently, in his ovwi welfare. If he does not follow
the general instructions, he should be made to do so by proper
measures from his superiors, and also by the urging of his
fellow workmen.
He should be made to recognize the right
and wrong of his part in air brake maintenance. There are
No brake
times when the brake is cut out for no reason.
should be cut out of service unless a defect exists then whoever
cuts the brake out should specify the trouble on a proper air
brake defect card and tie the card to the cross-over pipe on
the car, so that when this car reaches an inspection point it

Whenever trouble

engine,

the

man

arises with

that

any

delivers the

;

can be repaired.
Trainmen should do everything possible to stop brake pipe
leakage, as this leakage causes hardship on the air compressor, takes away from the engineer the ability to properly
control the amount of the application, contributes to brakes
sticking and prevents the maintenance of sufficient brake pipe
pressure.

The

practice

Department

By W. H. Clegg

A. Click

Air Brake Inspector, Bangor and Aroostook

Many

Responsibilities
to the Store

Assist in Air Brake Maintenance?

when separating

cars of closing but

one angle cock, allowing the brakes on cars back of the separation to apply in emergency, should be discontinued. When
separating cars, both angle cocks should always be closed and
When opening
hose should always be separated by hand.

The

air l^rake supervisor's interest in this question starts

with his discovery that some standard practice or regulation
relative to air brake maintenance is not ijeing adhered to,
or that a locomotive or car is being held out of service
awaiting the arrival of certain repair parts by reason of
lack of knowledge or failure of the local officers to anticipate the requirements, and this in spite of the fact that
less important stations are overstocked with the very parts
that are needed to release the locomotive or car in question,
or permit of adherence to standard practice covering repairs.
Thus it appears that the supervisor in order to help himself
must of necessity assist the stores department. The following should form the basis of the air brake supervisor's assistance to the storekeeper: (1) Providing suitable place*
for the care and preservation of repair parts in stock.
(2)
Advising as to the various repair parts and quantities regeneral
stores.
Approvquired to be carried in stock at
(3)
ing of sub-requisitions placed with general stores.
(4) Periodical

inspection

of

divisional

stores

and assistance

to

accumulation
are seldom used.
of a surplus stock of
(6) Advising the general storekeeper where a surplus of
repair parts are found so that same may be transferred
tc other terminals or returned to general stores.
The recommended assistance as outlined above requires
but a very small portion of the supervisor's time and those
who become interested in this matter can effect a very
material saving to the railroad company without neglecting
divisional

storekeepers.

(5) Preventing
repair parts that

the

numerous duties and the often unsolicited efforts
eventually be fully appreciated.

their other
will

Address of F.

W.

Brazier

At the Wednesday session F. W. Brazier, superintendent
of rolling stock. New York Central Lines East, gave an
inspiring address in which he counseled the younger members to devote their energies whole-heartedly to their work.
He condemned the lax enforcement of the rules govern-

ing the maintenance of brake equipment to which he attributed in large measure the present unsatisfactory conditions.
As an indication of the efforts the New York Central has
made to maintain cars in good condition he cited the fact

many as 800 men had been employed on air brake
work alone and in 1917 the expenditure for freight car
lepairs had been over twice as much as for locomotive
that as

repairs.

Fuel Supervisors Addressed the Convention
At the Thursday session L. R. Pyle and F. P. Roesch,
fuel supervisors of the Central Western and Northwestern

I

May
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16,

Regional Districts, respectively, delivered addresses in which
they pointed out the way in which the air brake men could
assist the Fuel Conservation Section. Mr. Pyle stated there
has Ijeen a marked improvement in air brake conditions
during the past few months, especially as regards brake

He urged the association to continue its
pipe leakage.
support of the Fuel Conservation Section particularly by
giving publicity to the magnitude of the waste of fuel
caused by train line leaks. Mr. Roesch spoke of the necessity for reducing the cost of operation on the railroads now
As it appeared
that normal conditions are being restored.
impossible to reduce wages or cut the cost of material more
efficient service was the only means of effecting economies
He urged all the employees to justify the
that was left.
large increases in wages by greater efficiency in their work.
Other Business

1213

air holes.
The removal of the triple valves, hose and
brake cylinder piston, before thawing, was recommended.
No objection was raised to thawing by inserting steam pipes

and

into the lading.

A paper was also submitted by the Northwest Air Brake
Club advocating a braking ratio of 40 per cent, and an
inside release valve for caboose cars; the Central Air Brake
Club also presented a report advocating large radiating
surface between the compressor and the main reservoir.
The secretary reported a membership of 1,050 with a
registration at the convention of 650.

The

following

Lyons,

New York

officers were elected:
President, T. F.
Central first vice-president, L. P. Streeter,
Illinois Central; second vice-president, Mark Purcell, Northern Pacific; third vice-president, G. H. Wood, Atchison,
;

Topeka & Santa Fe; secretary, F. M. Nellis, Westinghouse
Brake Company; and treasurer, Otto Best, Nathan
Manufacturing Company.
Newly elected members to the
Air

On Thursday morning

a report was presented on damage
brake equipment by thawing plants.
The practice
of thawing loads of coal and ore in buildings heated to
a high temperature destroys the packing leathers, gaskets
to car

Executive Committee are C. M. Kidd, Norfolk & Western;
R. C. Burns, Pennsylvania; H. A. Clark, Soo Line; and H.
A. Sandhas, Central of New Jersey.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Nearly 19,000 Standard Cars Stored Because They Have Not
Been Accepted by the Railroad Companies
Washingtov, IX

DIRECTOR General

Hines and members

of his staff left
an inspection trip

Washington Tuesday night for
over the railroads in the Southwest.
Mr. Hines expected to be at Memphis and Little Rock on May 15, at Dallas and Fort Worth on May 16, at Houston and Austin on

May 17, at St. Louis on May 19, at Cincinnati and Columbus
May 20 and to return to Washington on May 21. He is

on

to speak at St.

Louis

convention of the Order of RailCincinnati at the convention of the
Brotherhood of Railway Clerks and at Columbus at the convention of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.

way Conductors,

at the

at

Nearly 19,000 Standard Cars Stored
The Railroad Administration has given out the following statement showing the number of U. S. R. A. standard
freight cars stored as of April 30, 1919, because they have
not been accepted by the railroad companies:
Number

Type

of cars

of cars

40 ton double sheath box cars
50 ton single sheath box cars

3,702
1,169
6,043
8,057

50 ton composite gondolas
55 ton steel hopper
70 ton low side gondolas

1

Total

Earnings,

18,972

Expenses and

Traffic

for

The Operating

March and Three Months

Section has published complete
figures covering the financial results of operation for the

month of March

Statistics

for the large railroads in federal operation.

231,466 miles of road are included out of a total of 240,944
miles actually federally operated; comprising 96 per cent of
the mileage and 98 per cent of the revenues.
Increase or Decrease

Month

of

March

Operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenues
Taxes, rents, etc
Net Federal income
Operating ratio
d represents decreases.

1919

1918
Amount
$371,520,077 $361,054,326 $10,465,751
342,152,207 279,047,313
63,104,894
29,367,870
22,007,013 d 52,639 143
15,372,048
18,287,109
d 3,015,061
14,095,822
63,719,904 d 49,624,082
92.2

77.3

14.9

C

One-twelfth of the annual rental due the companies covered by the report amounts to $74,047,939, so that the net
loss to the government for the month was $59,952,117.
It is stated that inasmuch as present rates are about 25
per cent higher than they were last year, the increase in operating revenues of only 2.9 per cent means that total traffic
has fallen off approximately 18 per cent. The falling off in
freight traffic alone has exceeded this figure.
This has been
partially counterbalanced by a small increase in passenger
travel due to the demobilization of troops, but the passenger
returns are not yet complete enough to give out any figures
for March. The freight business shows a slight increase over
last month, but this is not as large as is usual at this time of
year under normal industrial conditions.
Comparison with 1918 is difficult because the increased
rates were not in effect in March, 1918, and the increased
wages for March, 1918, were not charged into operating expenses until subsequent months.
The expenses for March, 1918, do not include the increases in wages allowed by the director general in May,
1918, and subsequently in that year and retroactive to January 1, 1918.
It is estimated that about $40,000,000 of
such back pay was applicable to March, 1918. The expenses
for March, 1919, include about $5,300,000 back pay applicable to prior months but do not include the increases recently
granted to the enginemen and trainmen and the dining car
employees which it is estimated will amount to about $6,000,000 per month.
It is stated that the freight train performance of March,
1919, does not compare favorably with last year, because of
the severe loss in the volume of traffic, which made it difficult to maintain the trainload and carload to the higher averages which were possible while the abnormal conditions
due to the war created a large volume of additional traffic,
much of which was of a nature which tended to increase both
The heavy loss this year in
the carload and the trainload.
coal traffic adversely affected both the average trainload and
In view of the heavy loss in traffic the
the average carload.
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slight iltvrt'asfs in the ir.uiilo.ul and rarload are .said to indicate cKxse attention to tlii.s important feature of operation.
Tlie .summary of passenger train luTformance for March,

HM*', shows a decrease of 1.4 |)er lent in jia.ssenger train
compared with Marcii, 1*M<S, with an increa.se of 0.2
per cent in pa.s.senger train lar miles. The average cars ])er

mile.s

train were 0.2 this year against 6.1

1

for

figures

J'lie

ol,

')!<),

three

the

last year.

nionlhs'

jieriod

ending Manli

are as follows:
I

Mil ME

.\l

I 111!

NT
Increase or Dccrca^e

.1

Mnnllis

KiiiliiiK

.Mauh

«;

,

l"!"

.?!

19IS

.\moiiiil

i.H, •)•).'
Miles of mail operated
$928,40.?. 776
OpcralinK icvciiiic«. .$1,109.614. .'4.2
Operaling expi-nsts.
1,015.977,653
802,210,045
93,636,589
126,193,731
Net operating revi-mic
47,658,837
.50,512,243
Ta.scs, rcntM, ct
federal
income..
.Net
45,977,752
75,681,488
222.143,817
3/12 of annual rental
222,143,817
Operating lo.si!
176,166,065
146,'«62,329
Operating ratio ....
91.5
86.5
I-KEioin Traific Movement

.

466
213,767,608
(132,557.142
(12,853,406
(129,703.736

.

ct-m

I'ti

$1J<I .210

19 5

26.6

.

.

29,703,736
5.0

....

Increase or Decrease
3

Months

,.

l.ndingMarch 31
Net ton miles

1918
95.032.526,000
153,287.000
620

1919
85,035.399,000

miles.
133.328.000
Train load (net tons)
638
Car load (net tons)
28.1
Loaded car miles
3.026.149.000
Total car miles
4..';O0.992,00O
Per cent of loaded to
total car miles....
67.2
I'reight

—A

train

.

3.336,347.000
4,707,875.000

^

.Amount

Percent

(19,997,127,000
(119,959,000
18

d 10.5
d 13.0

(10.4

dl.4

28.5

.

_

2.9

il 310,198,000
.1206,883,000

(19.3
(14.4

d 3.7

d 5.2

70.9

Uniform Rules and Working
Conditions for Telegraphers, Etc.
In Supplement No. 21 to General Order No. 27, Director

General Hines has pre.scribed, effective May 1, rules and
working conditions to apply to employees herein named in
the sendee of railroads in federal operation where agreements
are not in existence, namel}-, telegraphers, telephone operators
(except switchboard operators), agents (except those specified in Article

No.

27),

l\

of

Supplement No.

agent-telegraphers,

and train

levermen,

tower

staffmen.

The supplement

1,^

to

General Order
towermen,

agent-telephoners,

directors,

jjlock

operators

and

provides in part:

Kinployees shall be paid on the hourly basis in accordance
with the terms of Stipplenient No. 13 to General Order No. 27.
The entering of employees in the positions occupied in the
service, or changing their classification or work, shall not
operate to establish a less favorable rate of pay or condition
of employment, than is herein provided.
Where existing payroll classification does not conform to
the preamble hereof, employees performing service in the
classes specified therein shall i)e classified in accordance therew^ith.

When new

positions are created, compensation will be
conformity with that of existing positions of similar
work and responsibility in the same seniority district.
Eight consecutive hours, exclusive of the meal hour, shall
constitute a day's work, except that where two or more
shifts are worked, eight consecutive hours, with no allowance for meals, shall constitute a day's work.
Overtime shall be computed at the rate of time and onehalf time; even hours shall be paid for at the end of each
pay period; fractions thereof will be carried forward.
fixed in

When notified or called to work outside of established
hours, employees will be paid a minimum allowance of two
hours at overtime

Employees

rate.

not be required to suspend work during
regular hours, or to absorb overtime.
When the carrying of United States mail and parcel post
by the employees herein specified become unduly burdensome,
or interferes with the proper operation of trains, they will be
relieved from such work.
An employee disciplined, or who considers himself unjustly treated, shall have a fair and impartial hearing, provided written request is presented to his immediate superior
within five days of the date of the advice of discipline, and
the hearing shall be granted within ten days thereafter.
A
decision will be rendered within ten days after completion
of the hearing.
will

AGE
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an appeal

is taken, it must be tiled with the next liiKhcr
and a copy fiiriiislied llu- ollicial whose decision is appealed within U-n days .ifier dale of decision. The lieariin? and
decision on the appeal shall l)e governed by the time limits of
1

1

iilliiial

preceding section.

tlie

the hearing, or
ii
the appeal, the cmijloyecs may
be assisted by a coinniiilcc of employees, or by one or more
duly accredited representatives.
If the linal decision decrees that charges against the employee were not sustained, the record shall be cleared of tlie
charge; if suspended or dismissed, the employee will be re
turned to former position and paid for all time lost.
Committees of employees shall be granted leave of absence
and free transportation for the adjustment of differences between the railroad and the employees.
Employees will be in line of promotion, and where ability
and qualifications are sufficient, seniority will prevail.
When vacancies occur or new positions are created, they
will be advertised to all employees on that division between
the first and the tenth of each month (or more frequently if
imitually agreed upon), and accepted within ten days thereafter.
The position must be jjermanently filled within ,30
.\t

i

days after advertisement.
.\n employee applying for and being assigned to an advertised position will not be eligible to the position vacated
by him until same shall have been declined by all employees
on that division, or is advertised a second time.
Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon, office seniority will
prevail for telegraphers or telephone operators in dispatching, relay and division offices.
When vacancies occur in these
offices they will be filled by advancing the regular force, and
the last trick left vacant will be advertised to all employees
on that division.
Regular relief employees will be allowed $2.00 per calendar
day for expenses while away from their headquarters. This
article does not apply to extra men.
Typewriters will be furnished at offices where the railroads require their use.
Controversies arising under the application of this schedule
of wages and working conditions shall be referred to Railway Board of .A.djustment No. 3. in accordance with the
)rder No. 53.
provisions of General
<

Pullman Annual Passes

for General

Chairman

of

Shop Crafts

.\pproval has been given to issuance of Pullman annual
])asses to general chairmen of shop crafts, to l)e made good
on railroad or railroads over which such general chairmen
have jurisdiction, and also on such foreign lines as they may
hold railroad transportation over, which has been furnished
to them for the purpose of enabling them to make short cuts
between points on the lines over which they have jurisdiction.
Application for these passes should be made by the federal
managers to the director. Division of Operation, at Washington.

War Department

Desires Information as to

Railroad

Men With

Foreign Experience

a part of the information which the War Department
requires in its records, the chief of transportation, rail trans-

As

portation branch, United States ^^'ar Department, Washinghas asked for the following information:

ton,

Names and

addresses of all employees connected with
who have at any time been
employed in an operating capacity as engineers, conductors,
or higher rating or grades on railroads in any foreign coun(

1

)

railroads under federal control

tr}-.

(2) In addition to the names and addresses, information
as to the capacity in which employed while on duty with a
foreign railroad company, and
its

name

of such railroad and

location.

(3)

named

Information as to the qualifications of the persons
for special occupations.

May

16,
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regional directors are asking the various roads for
information for the War Department, including the
employees who served aljroad in the war from which we are
just emerging.

The

this

Search of Baggage of Interstate
Passengers by State Prohibition

Oflficers

ministration has issued a circular saying:

"The Railroad Administration has been greatly embarrassed by the efforts of state prohibition officers to enforce prohibition laws, the prohibition commissioners insisting upon the right to search the baggage of interstate passengers while such passengers were passing through proThe Supreme Court has now decided this
hibition states.
can not be done; that interstate passengers are entitled to
pass through a prohibition state with liquor in their posI have called the attention of the prohibition ofsession.
ficers to the opinion of the Supreme Court, and asked them
to instruct their officers to comply with the law as now

of the departments

and

New

Building

sections of the Railroad

Ad-

ministration that have been located during the past year in
the Southern Railway building in

Washington are moving

new Hurley-Wright building, across the street from
the Interstate Commerce Commission building at Eighteenth
street and Pennsylvania avenue.
The offices of the diviinto the

Samples

of Scale

Operating Statistics Section, and the Safety Section, are also
to move from the Southern Railway building.

Passenger Traffic
during the month of February showed an
increase of 8.1 per cent over that of February, 1918, according to the report of the Operating Statistics Section.
The
number of passengers carried one mile was 3,139,935,739.
In the Pocahontas region the increase was 30.3 per cent and
in the Eastern region it was 14.2 per cent.
None of the
regions

traffic

showed a decrease.

The

Effect of Cinder Fill

on Locomotive Water Supply
By William M. Barr
Consulting Chemist, Union Pacific System, Omaha, Nebr.

creases the corrosive properties of the water.

For the two months ended

Steel

pipe laid in cinder fill is soon destroyed, and even cast-iron
pipe under the same conditions is short-lived.
Distilled water which had been poured over cold fresh
cinders and allowed to stand for 48 hrs. contained 123
grains of dissolved solids per gallon, 42 grains of this being
Large quantities of other calcium comcalcium sulphate.
pounds were present, and a natural water coming in contact

Produced by Water That Had Seeped Through the Cinder

sions of accounting, capital expenditures and public service
are already located there and the offices of the Division of
Purchases, the engineering and maintenance department, the

Passenger

Supplement No. 22 to General Order No. 27 provides that,
January 1, 1919, where there is no existing agreement or practice more favorable to the employees, the wages
for yard foremen who also act as yardmasters (designated in
some schedules as "foot board" yardmasters) will be not
less than 40 cents per day in excess of the yard foremen's
The same rules for the basic day and overtime shall
rates.
apply to such employees as applies to other yardmen.

in-

Railroad Administration Departments

Most

Rates for Yard Foremen Acting as Yardmasters

PERCOLATING through cindcrs dissolves large
WATER
quantities
of
scale-forming
material
and

settled."

to

Feljruary 28 the number of passengers carried one mile was
6,598,643,073, an increase of 9.8 per cent.

cft'ective

John Barton Payne, general counsel of the Railroad Ad-

Moving

1215

with such material would have both
manent hardness greatly increased.

Fill

the temporary

and per-

Several cases have been reported where water percolating
through cinder fill has increased the hardness of surface
water supplies.
Such water has been made unfit for boiler
purposes because of the very hard scale that it would deposit
on the flues. The writer has observed a case where water
at a depth of 65 to 75 ft. has been changed by cinders at

and it is interesting to note that this is the
second water sheet and not the normal surface supply. The
second water in this region is cut off from the first or surface
water by impervious clay sheets which in places are several
feet thick.
Drilling a large number of test holes developed
the surface,

the fact that these clay sheets are lenticular,

and

drilling

KAILWAY AGE
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As lliis
showfil l)iit four or five intlu-.s of rlay in plarcs.
shct't a|)pcarnl to Ix^ ron.stantly thinninn in one (linrtion,
it i.s prol)alilo tliat it runs out entirely, tlui.s Icttinfj tlic top
water down to mi.\ willi tlie schoikI water, which (Kcur.s at
'Jlio undiT^round How in tliis
n (k'|>th of (>0 to 75 ft.
region is from northwest to soutlieast.
Analv.^t'.s Nos. 1, 2, .^, 4 and 5 represent the normal water
of the region as it occurs below the first clay sheets. Nos. 1
and 2 are al>out 4,000 ft. north of the wells that show tlie
cfl'ect

of ciniler

No. 3

fill.

two miles west, and No. 4
while No. 5 is about 4,000

is

is

ft.
approximately 3,500 ft. east,
There has been a considerable quantity of cinders
west.
spread in the region of No. 5, and the effect is shown in
Sample
the analysis of No. 6 which is from the same well.
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0|)eraling

at

this

station,

before anrl

after the

(

hange was

water su])ply.
This illustrates the importance that should |je attached to
iotal ground conditions when developing new water supplies,
even when the water f)mes from a oiisiderable deplh.
M)ad(r

in

<

(

Tonnage Rating Charts for
Standard Pacific Type Locomotives
TiiK Railway Age of October 4, 1918, was begun the
publication of a series of charts prepared by H. S. Vincent, from whicii the tonnage rating of the United States
Railroad Admini.stration standard locomotives can be determined for any condition of grade, curvature or frictional

IN

resistance.

In this issue are given charts for the light and heavy
standard Pacific type locomotives, descrijjtion of which appeared in the Railway Age of April 11, page 951.
'I'iie tonnage rating charts are so designed that the maxiI-—Frictional

Table

Speeds

Weight

IS

6.0
7.8
9.5
11.1
12.6
14.0
15.3
16.5
17.6
18.6
19.5
20.3
21.0

20
25

30
35

40
45
50

5 was taken in 1894 and No. 6 was taken
indicating the increase in incrusting solids which
veloped.
In the region most affected, there has been from
ft. of cinders filled into the low ground. Analysis

No.

in

1916,

has de10 to 20

No.

7

is

a mixture of water from twelve wells in this region, and
8, 9, 10 and 11 are from four of these wells selected at
random. All show heavy increases in calcium sulphate and

.•\n.\lyses

No.
Sihta
OXidcs of iron anti aluminum
Calcium carbonate
Magnesium carbonate
Calcium sulphate

1

1.59
12
5.60

.\lkali

sulphates
chloiides

Alkali

nitrates

Total

3.61
1.53

solids

Analyses sho«n

magnesium

12.45
in

.27

4.29
...
...

carbonates

Ali<ali

1.44

1.07

Magnesium sulphate
Aikali

No. 2

grains per U.

S.

Etnptgr

6.40

10.30
9.60
9.05
8.45
8.05
7.65
7.26
6.85
6.50
6.26
6.00
5.82
5.63

5.91

5.44
5.07
4.74
4.40
4.18
3.90
3.65
3.43
3.24
3.07
2.90

mum

hauling capacity of the locomotives in tons of 2,000 lb.
can be read directly from them for any combination of speed
and grade within the given limits.
The drawbar pull, which varies with the resistance, is
shown on the charts by the inclined parallel lines, and is
read on the left margin. On straight, level track this equals
the tractive effort of the locomotive less the frictional resist-

ance of engine and tender.

The tonnage

No. 3

No. 4

No. 6

\o. 7

No. 8

No. 9

1.35
.35
S.17
1.88
.38

1.89
.23

1.61

1.52

...

.12

1.67
5.95

4.90
1.04

4.51
1.29

8.74
.54

1.59
1.29
5.30
7.42

...
...

.12

4.61
4.51
2.77
1.20

1.44
.29
7.43
5.30
5.54
3.34

5.37
3.49

4.74
2.07

.75
.06

...
...

No.

5

...

.46
.32
.15
.03

1.53
.99
.05

2.90

.50
.15
.01

.02

...

.50
.03

curves are based

8.03

9.79

10.65

10.93

15.26

.62
.78

4.87
.75
.15

No. 10

No. 11

1.72
.20

1.32
.56

6.24

3.98

.52

.37

5.04
2.59

6.25
3.42

1.52

1.26

.65
.15

.50
.08

.60
.15

2

gallon.

as well as some increase in calcium
All of the wells are approximately the same
depth if due allowance is made for the surface contour.
Water from these 12 wells was used in locomotives for
many years until the consumption at times reached 1,000,000
gals, per day.
The use of this water resulted in heavy hard
scale on flues and fireboxes, with constant leaks in the flue
sheets and much pitting.
The water shown in Analysis
No. 1 was then developed and pumped into the tank through
4,000 ft. of 10-in. pipe line.
The result is that scale is
light, leaks have stopped, and there is practically no corrosion resulting from the new water.

sulphate,

scale

70
75

Loaded

of Norm.\l and Cinder Impregnated Waters

carbonate.

The photograph shows

55

60
65

Cam

30 M.P.H.
Resistance Ih per ton

to

Empty

Loaded

Sketch Showing Probable Form of the Clay Sheets that Permits the Second Water to Be Contaminated by the
Seepage from the Cinder Fill

Resistance OP Fbeight
S

in tons

removed from switch engines

on a frictional car resistance of four pounds per ton, which
is a good average for the usual mixed freight trains with
varying weight of cars and loading, with the rolling stock
and roadbed well maintained.
The tonnage can be read from the charts for any other
car resistance factor or for any combination of resistances,
simply by converting them into terms of grade on the following basis:
One ]iound cnr resistance =: .05 per
One degree curve uncompensated =

cent grade.
.04 per cent grade.

While the frictional car resistance of four pounds per
ton applies only to freight service, to avoid confusion the
charts for passenger and express service locomotives have

—

J
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also been based on a resistance of four

pounds per

ton,

For example: Find the tonnage which can be hauled in
passenger service by the standard light Pacitic type locomotive on a 0.5 per cent grade combined with a four degree
uncompensated curve at 40 m. p. h.
From Table III it is found that the resistance of passen-

and

adjustment must be made for the increased
resistance of passenger and express cars.
in every case

Table

From
Speed,
miles
per hour

U — Frictional

Bulletin No. 43

Resistance of Freight Cars
Edward C. Schmidt
of Illinois

—

— University

Train resistance, lb. per ton
Column headings indicate average weights per car
15

20

5.

7.7

6.9

8.
10.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.
24.
26.
28.
30.
32.
34.
36.
38.
40.

8.0
8.2
8.4
8.7
9.0
9.3
9.6
9.9
10.2
10.5
10.9
11.3
11.6
12.0
12.5
12.9
13.4

7.1
7.3

7.5
7.8

8.0
8.3
8.5
8.8
9.1

9.4
9.7
10.0
10.4
10.7
11.

11.4
11.8

6.1
6.3
6.5
6.7
6.9
7.1
7.4
7.6

7.9
8.1
8.4
8.7
9.0
9.3
9.6
9.9
10.2
jO.6

30

35

40

5.5
5.6
5.8

4.9
5.0

6.0

5.4
5.5

4.4
4.6
4,7
4.8
5.0

6.2
6.4
6.6
6.8

7.0
7.3
7.5
7.8

8.0
8.3
8.6
8.9
9.2
9.5

5.2

5.7

5.1

5.9

5.3
5.5
5.7
5.9
6.1
6.3
6.6

6.1

6.3
6.6

6.8
7.0
7.3
7.5
7.8
8.0
8.3
8.6

45

50

65

70

3.2
3.3

3.1

3.3

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.9
4.0
4.2
4.3
4.5
4.7
4.9

7.1

5.1
5.3
5.5

7.4
7.6
7.9

5.8
6.0
6.3

6.8

Table

55
3.5

3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.1
4.3
4.4
4.6
4.8
4.9

5.1

5.3
5.5
5.7

:5

.7

lit

Speed,
m.p.h.

3.2
3.2
3.3

3.4
3.5
3.7

12.5
15
17.5

3.8
3.9

20

4.1

22.5

4.2
4.4
4.5
4.7
4.9

25
27.5

30
32.5

35
37.5

5.1
5.3

40

Frictional Resistance of Passenger Cars
Resistance,
lb. per ton

Speed,

5.89
5.60

42.5

5.51
5.42
5.42
5.42

47.5

5.46
5.48
5.60
5.70
5.85
5.95
6.20
6.40
6.65

57.5

Resistance,
lb. per ton

m.p.h.

6.90
7.20
7.35
7.85
8.30
8.65
9.03
9.45
9.95
10.42
10.95
11.45
12.00
12.60
13.20
13.85

45

50
52.5

55

60
62.5

65
67.5

70
72.5

75
77.5

5.6
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Standard Heavy Pacific Type Locomotive

with the drawinir pull curve for 4(J ni. p. h., we find a rating
of 625 tons.
Similarly for the standard heavy Pacific type locomotive
operating on 0.3 per cent grade combined with a four degree
uncompensated curve at a speed of 45 m. p. h., Table III
shows for this speed a resistance of 7.20 lb. per ton, and
the equivalent grade is:

+

Cent).

Vincent

Tonnage Rating

0.3
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(7.20

—

4)

X

.05

=

0.62 per cent grade.

maximum
locomotive a deduction should be made from the
conditions.
capacity as given in the charts to suit local
The American
thirty-sixth

Electric Railway Association will hold its
convention at Young's Million Dollar

annual

N. J., on October 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. The
presichairman of the convention committee is L. S. Storrs,
Conn.
dent of the Connecticut Company, New Haven,
Pier, Atlantic City,

:

Railw^ay Developments in Foreign Countries
$20,000,000 for Trans-Siberian; Electrification in France;

Earnings of Chinese Railways
to a Havas press
have been granted by ministerial decree an
eight hour day with one day off in seven.

ITALIAN RAILWAY EMPLOYEES, according
despatch,

A

French commission

sent to this country to investigate

steam railroads has recently visited the
Norfolk & Western to inspect that railroad's electrified line.
The commission comprises thirteen railway officials and
electrical experts, headed by Professor Mauduit, of the
University of Nancy, and Major d'Anglards, representing
Special study will be made of
the Ministry of Transports.
electrification

a

number

Additional sleeping cars
be acquired and possibly other equipment.
Presumably the cars in question will be built in Australia, although
parts may be purchased elsewhere, possibly in the United
will

States.

of

of lines.

A

Tunnel Under Gibraltar

A

committee of financiers, with headquarters in Barcelona, Spain, has been formed recently to carry out the necessary soundings and other preliminary work in connection
with a tunnel under the Straits of Gibraltar.
It is proposed
that the tunnel should start at a point just west of Tarifa,
in Spain, and end to the east of Tangiers, in Africa.

The

sufficient for further retjuirements.

French Railways

Electrification of

$20,000,000 for Trans-Siberian

The United
lend

to

to

States

the

and Allied governments have decided
commission administering the

interallied

Trans-Siberian Railroad $20,000,000 for operating the line,
according to a statement issued by the State Department
at Washington, Monday.
It has not been determined what proportion of the loan
each of the governments will assume, but it is believed that
the United States, Japan and Great Britain each will furnish $5,000,000, and that France and Italy each will be
invited to supply $2,500,000.
By making the loan direct to the interallied commission,
the governments evade the question of recognition of the
Omsk government. It was deemed inadvisable, in the absence of recognition, to make the loan to the Omsk government, and the arrangement agreed upon does not raise the

works and transports,
stated recently that he will introduce in the French Chamber
a bill for the utilization of water power in France by ab-

question of recognition in any sense.
The absence of guarantee excluded participation by private bankers in the loan.
It is stated that the loan will not

sorbing all private undertakings into one combination. The
greater part of the power thus obtained will be allotted for
the electrification of the main railway systems of France.

as an investment, but to assure the continued operof the trans-Siberian line.
It is thought that the
refunding of the loan will be requested later.

M.

The

Cels, under-secretary for public

Midi has already been begun, the
power of the Pyrenees being brought into use. For
the Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean Railway the power will be

made

be

ations

electrification of the

Paris-Constantinople Railway Service

Avater

found in the Alps.

ment

of lighting,

The

has also in view the improvetramway traction, and a system of pumping

for feeding agricultural

bill

and

irrigation

local

industries.

The announcement

of the resumption of the Paris-Constantinople service by the International Sleeping Car Company, which appeared in a recent issue of the Railway Age,
is

supplemented by some additional facts from a recent issue
Near East, which says

of the

Trans-Australian Needs Equipment

Tlie reestablishment of the Orient

announced in Australia that owing to the increasing
volume of traffic on the recently completed Trans-Australian
Railway (which links up Western Australia with the EastIt is

ern States of the

Commonwealth

)

,

the rolling stock

Express between Paris and Bucharest

ib a foretaste of the facilities for reaching all parts of the Near East that
Hill be provided in due course of time by the International Sleeping Car

Company.

H. M. Snow, agent general for the company, discussing this
development, said that .nt present the trains are runnnig twice weelcly
that direct connectinns with Warsaw and Prague have been made.
route, he pointed out, is from Paris to Basle, Zurich, Vienna, Buda-

latest

am!

The
is

in-

pest

and Bucharest.

A

section

is

detached

at

Linz for Prague, and another

Consolidation Locomotive for the Italian State Railways
The Ameucan Locomotive Company

this week received orders for 150 iirie of these locomotives, making a total of 400 ordered of that company
by Italy since the first order in 1916.
Ihe locomotives are superheated and have 21 ^i in. by 27"^ in. cylinders: 53^ in. driving wheels; a total
weight in working order of 146,000 lb.; a weight on drivers of 128,000 lb., and a maximum tractive effort of 33,400 lb.
lias
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lime irmmnl d.i tin- juiiiiicy Ih>iii
1 lir
111
VicnnA fm Win saw
whrn llie luiitr cromied llic
\ ieniia it now J8 hum*, im iiKaiiiat
Of ci.uric the »|)ccil i> nrcriwaiily very liinilc.l im
of i;riinan>.
llic remilt uf niorr lliiiii four ytui»
acvrrcly
u»
Ihc railway* hnvc •iiflrrcil
• I
Uo doiilit when nnrm.-il ciindilionii ulilniii, tins new aerviir will
WBi.
lie al leaiil at nuod n* finiiKrlv, iiiid tlir route will have llie ndvantaiic »f
liic tri|> from Vienna to lIucluircHt taken iinavoiding Ciernian Irrrilory.
With
otiiri
II lioiirs iiKiking the liiiic for the whole journey 49 hours.
leuaid to pasnriigcr facilitira, the aervicc at preiient exist* primarily for
nfticiala, and no one can travel by the train without ipccial permi«»ion
from tlie French Miniolry of War.
Aftei peace if> aigiied, Rlr. Snow conlinnrd, the Orient Kxiirrns may lie
Constantinople, but at present the iinly nietlmd of
'<'
iikIiI
riinniiifi all
can get now only as far as
reaLhini! llicii is l>y way of ("on>laiilza.
When the Orient
Fetesti, and lluri- the river iiiuBt be crossed in bonis.
Kxprcss service is resumed to Constantinople it will be established on the
via Uelgiadc -ind Solia.
old route
As regards the connections with Greece, a section will be detached at
Niih ana will run via Uskub to Salonika, l.ariswa and Athens. Then there
are numtrous connections in liiilgaria and elsewhere that will presently be
•icliun
I'arit

H

111

comer

We

—

restored.
1 Ins
covers the immediate dcvelopnunts contemplated by th'' company
regards the Near East, but Mr. Sncw pointed out that only time and
settled conditions were required for much wider schemes.
'llic time is
certainly not far distant, he .eaid, when C'onstanlinoplc will no lonper be
Steamer.s will be used to take the
the terminus of the Orient Express.
trains across the Kosphorus, and a .service will be established to AlepiX)
and from there to Bagdad. .At Aleppo a section will be detached for the
Syria and Talestine service, and eventually the trains on this route will
be able to go as far as Egypt.

as

Exports of Steel Rails and Other
Railway Track Material
(J'repared by

tlic

Division of Statistics, liurcau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce.)

Another chapter in the story of American steel and the
part it will play in reconstruction and in the extension of
lines of communication throughout the world is written in
the export statistics of rails, railroad spikes, and other iron
and steel railway track materials, such as switches, frogs,
fishplates, splice bars, etc., shipped to foreign countries since
the armistice was declared. The quantity and value of these
products exported during the four months ended with March,
tlie average monthly price thereof in December of each year,
and the shipments during the calendar years 1911 to 1918
are given below:
Railroad spike? a

Steel rails

Calendar

Tons

420,874 $12,229,045
446,473
13,053,774
460,553
13,979,549
174,680
5,103,918
391,379
12,095,170
540,828 20,417.582
512.669 24,013,090
453,944 26,440,780

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

December, 1918 44,982
Tanuarv, 1919. 65.C24
February, 1919 66.900

March, 1919... 48,955
a

Pounds

Value

December

year

Not separately stated prior

25.375,827
15,489,687
29,693,252
53,428,813
47,467,317
22,330,104

60.80
64.90
68.94
62.30

1,708,554
3,509,054
4,206,228
4,185,816

An
tries,

about

steel

18,000 tons,

or

dicate a price of $62.30 per ton on foreign shipments.
In addition to $82,976,622 worth of .steel rails shipjjed

during the four-year war period, railroad spikes valued at
$5,319,734 and other track material valued at $25,138,473
were exported; or a total of $113,434,829 for all iron and
steel railway track materials.
Wiiilc a greater quantity of these products was shipped to
France than to any other country during the war, it is noted
that with this single exception Cuba has recently l)ecome
the leading market for steel rails exported from the United
States.
From comparatively modest purchases prior to the
war, Cuban imports of this commodity during the last three
calendar years reached a total tonnage of 187,798, valued
at $8,146,383; as compared with 159,335 tons, invoiced at
$9,812,418, .shipped to Japan; 155,932 tons, worth $6,565,-'
708, to Canada, and less amounts to other countries during
the

same

Railway Notes From China

A

rails

541,522
543,330
905.264
515,535

March shows

a

extending to 23 coun-

over one-third

.Special

Correspondent

Peking)

made a

representa-

government demanding that the interference with the Peking-Mukden railway by Chinese soldiers
be abated, and that all such forces stationed along the
railway between Peking and Shanhaikuan be removed. This
action was taken under the authority of the Boxer protocol
which provides that the Peking-Mukden railway shall be
oiien from Peking to the sea, and that the allied nations may
tion to the Chinese

allied

tion has been

the total

garrisons

made

was broken

to

have

been

maintained

Chinese garrisons

As

several
a result,

restoration during 1917.
The recent abuse of
equipment by Chinese soldier}', and the constant
threat which these troops represent to the authority of the
central government of China, has resulted in consideration
of ways and means to put the Boxer protocol back into
force.
This consideration was brought to a decision by
recent rough handling given some of the foreign staff of the
Peking-Mukden line by Chinese soldiers at Tientsin.

Imperial
freight

The Chinese Ministry of Communications has given out
the following condensed operating and income statement covering the year 1917:

ex-

Cuba, Japan and Canada were
also large purchasers during recent months.
Early in the history of the steel industry there arose the
foreign demand for American steel rails, developing from
an average annual exportation of less than 300 tons in the
period 1867-1870 to an average of 474,705 tons during the
four calendar years of the war period 1915-1918, although
the exports did not reach six figures until near the end
of the century.
From 1900 the volume increased, with
slight fluctuations, from year to year, until the record-breaking shipments of 540,828 tons, valued at $20,417,582, occurred in the calendar year 1916.
The total shipments of
steel rails for the four-year war period were 1,898,820 tons,
invoiced at $82,976,622, as compared w-ith 1,502,580 tons,
worth $44,366,286, exported during the pre-war period of
four calendar years, 1911-1914, representing an increase of
26 per cent in tonnage and 86 per cent in value of the total
shipments during the war period over the exports for the

also.

at

for several days during the attempted

Comparison with 1916

portation, going to France.

previous four years.

in

short time ago, the allied ministers

points ever since 1900, during the past five years, no objec-

$483,283 $3,088,866
258,808
1,775,391
591,752 4,857,047
1,489,091
6,540,187
8.194,270
2.009,808
1,229.083
5,546,960
116,787
189,408
258,073
193.987

period.

[From Our

the line

analysis of the advance figures for

American

the

establish garrisons at several points to enforce the provision.

Countries of Shipment
distribution of

(luring

track
material

July 30, 1912.

to

tlie average monthly e.\|)ort price of steel rails
war lulminated in tlie record ligure of $62.20,
per ton in November, 1918, $68.94 per ton Iteing reached in
h'ebruary, wiiilc the advance figures for March would in-

the armistice,

Other

(value)(i

$29.11
29.62
31.23
27.05
32.65
38.43
52.65
60.80

2,735,544
4,221.563
4,611,982
3,051,611

otlur great staple (ommodities, the value of steel lias
lieigiits during the war and since

to un|)re(e(leiile(l

While

Price per
ton in

\alue

l.iki-

.soared
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Increase

1917

Operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenues

Income debits
Income credits
Net income debits
Surplus for the year

$63,873,704
30,040,565
33,833,139
13,303,911
1,101,028
12,202,943
21,630,196

Decrease

$1,111,983
1,198,287

$86,303
663,975

903,440

These operating expenses contain charges to the amount
Data
of $1,837,819 to cover depreciation on rolling stock.
from the Canton-Samshui line is not contained in the above,
for the reason that this line was in the hands of the rebellious southern authorities.

Its

surplus

is

annually in excess

of $400,000.
It should be remembered in this connection
that two important lines were seriously interfered with by

Through

trains could not be run on the PekingJuly 27 to October 29, and the north end of
the Tientsin-Pukow together with considerable equipment
was similarly cut off from August 8 to November 26. Sevfloods.

Hankow from

had lesser interference from the same cause.
Income charges above stated contain slightly over $10,-

eral other lines

—
May

16,
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400,000 interest and $2,100,000 loss on depreciated currency.
In gaging the al)ove results it must be remembered that favorable rates of exchange reduce interest charges to about
314 per cent upon the nominal debt outstanding, while revenues contain a large quantity of depreciated bank notes
Expenses, on the other hand,
which are included at par.
The result is that after
are paid almost entirely in silver.
a nominally prosperous year the more important lines found
themselves hard up for ready cash.
Nominal net operating revenue represents a return upon
The Pekingcost of road and equipment of 8.2 per cent.

Peking-Hankow, the two oldest lines, had
and 11.8, respectively, stated on this basis.
The operating ratio was 47. The two lines just mentioned
had operating ratios of 38 and 37, respectively. This compares very favorably with American experience, as well as
with other countries. Note the following for the year 1913:
Austria, 76 per cent; France, 63 per cent; Germany 70 per

Mukden and

returns of 17

the
1

cent; India, 52 per cent; Japan, 48 per cent; United States
of America, 69 per cent.

Three full years are now available for comparison under
The final surplus
uniform classification of accounts.

the

for each of these three years is as follows:
Surplus
1915
1916
1917

$9,671,535
20,726,755
21,630,196

Increase over 1915
$11,055,220
11,958,661

The surplus remaining after all charges for the year had
been paid in 1915 was equivalent to 9 per cent upon the
investment made by the government in these lines.
In 1916
1917 amounted to 18.8
it jumped to 17.7 per cent, and in
per cent.
Announcement is also made of the approximate return of
traffic for the year 1918.
Total revenues are stated at ?75,539,739. These include revenues from a section of the Canton-Hankow line, which was put into restricted operation
during the year. These amount to $323,042, so that the lines
reporting in 1917 had a revenue of $75,216,697 in 1918.
This is an increase of $11,300,000 in round numbers. While
operating expenses will naturally show considerable increase
also, it is not believed that such increase will be more than
one-fourth of the increase in revenue. The Peking-Mukden,
which has closed its books for 1918, reports an increase in
revenue of $3,857,000 with an increase of only $374,000 in
expenses, bringing about a reduction of operating ratio to
33 per cent.
Japanese interests are pressing surveys and preliminary'
work for an extension of the Ssupingkai-Chenchiatun railway westward to Ha-ma-til-ya. This extension will carry
Japanese construction westward of the American AigunChinchow route. The considerations which motivate this
activity are almost entirely political, for there is no population to speak of, no industries nor mines to be served by the
extension.
But if the Aigun line should be built first, the
American concessionaires would be in a position to demand
all minor westward lines as branches, and thus definitely
confine Japanese activity to the eastern portion of Manchuria.
Japanese activities in Mongolia are such that it is
very apparent that such a limitation to her field of influence
is furthest from her thoughts.
In order to preserve her
connection with this hinterland and if possible establish a
plausible claim to a broad zone between Siberia and the
Eighteen Provinces of China, Japan must drive her rail
lines westward.
Once in the field she will also be in a
better position to support her objection to the construction of
the Aigun Chinchow line by the Americans, and if successful will be entirely free to oppose the unification movement
and to work her will on north China.
Preparations are being made to double track a short section of the Peking Hankow line, just south of Peking.
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Some Comments on

the

Lisman Plan

THE

SUGGESTION by F. J. Lisman that railroads of the
countr\- be combined end to end so as to form light

strong competitive systems was published in the
Railway Age in the issues of March 28 and April 4.
The Globe (New York) on April 29 published an interview by Brice Bliven with Walker D. Hines, director general of railroads, which contained the following:
I had the privilege the other day of hearing Mr. Hines
explain his idea as to what should be done with the railroads.

Here

in a nutshell

is

Return the railroads
to a certain

profits

the Hines plan:
to private ownership,

percentage

but limit the

probably 6 per
—earnings
above

cent

—and

give the government part of all
that amount.
Create out of the 170 railroads which the government took
over not more than ten or twelve big new railroad systems.

Make
weak

each system a combination of some strong and some
roads.

Get a new basis for valuation of the lines, based partly
on their actual physical worth and partly on their proven
earning power.
Give the stock and bondholders new stock
or bonds in accordance with the resulting capitalization of
the railroads.
Let the government guarantee to the stockholders a moderate rate of interest on their investment. Have
the government represented on every board of dirctors, and
let these government directors form part of the rate-making
body, whatever it may be (not the present Interstate Commerce Commission, probably).
Many of the plans Mr. Hines has for disposal of the railroads are taken from the general scheme drawn up by F. J.
Lisman of F. J. Lisman & Co. I don't know Mr. Lisman
from Adam, but I think it is only fair to say that as a demonstration of sheer power to think I have rarely seen anything more interesting than his plan, which he calls "A
Possible Solution of the Railroad Problem."
Since Mr.
Hines is showing more and more inclination to go over to this
plan in its entirety, it is worth while to describe some of its
features.

*****
An

Executive Point of View
an abstract of some letters exchanged between Mr. Lisman and an executive officer of one of the large

The

following

is

eastern trunk lines:

Dear Mr. Lisman:
I had the pleasure

last night of reading over carefully
your plan for the rehabilitation of the railroads. It is extremely interesting and of real constructive value and will be
useful to the commission which I hope the new Congress will
appoint, as soon as it is organized, to study the railroad sit-

uation and recommend a plan.
I don't agree entirely with some of your conclusions; especially that it would be wise to consolidate all the railroads
of the country into a few big systems, because it will result,
which appears to be part of your plan, in the strong systems
being loaded with the weak sisters and every corporation that
would naturally be able to earn a good dividend would be
consolidated with a lot of bankrupt properties, so that the
whole railroad system of the country would be reduced to the
dead level of being barely able to live, unless the rates were

made

pretty high.

My

experience in corporations is that no corporation as big
as the ones you provide for can be managed to the best advantage, because the work and responsibility placed on each
officer would be so great that it would largely have to be done
by assistants and clerks and would lose the personal
touch.

*****

The weakest

States Railroad Administration

is

point in the United

that the officers are trying

do more than they can do properly, with the result that
the roads are being run on "General Orders" with no posto
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of

sibilitv

tlicir

Loiii^

ailjustctl

to

fit

iMch jjarticular case.

most riiliculous overpayment in some cases
and in.suffirient payment in otliers, and also the inal)ility to
recognize superior efficiency i)y promotions and increasing
wages or of getting rid of inefficient iielj) by demotions or

The

result

is

tlie

discharge.

Whatever plan

is

seems to me, must provide
it
on the jnirt of the corporations

adojited,

initiative

for allowing the

If
remain and for some regards for careful operation.
the government guarantee' a dividend those roads that could
not ordinarily cam sucli a dividend will sit down ([uictly

to

and

live

on

it,

with no ho])e of making anything extra. To
rewards offered for economical and

get the best results the

oiKTation and the use of the iK'St possible l)rains
and judgment should lie large enough to enable the coqioration to ])i\\ good salaries and secure the most competent men.
earnIt seems to me that in your plan the amount of excess
ings to 1k> divided to labor in bonuses is too large and the
efficient

amount

to

go

to the corporations too small to insure the best
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Let us assume some sudi ])lan as mine were to lie put
We would then have, say, eight national railway
systems, with i)roi)ably an average of five sub-divisions or
The Northern, Central and the Union Railways
districts.
would compete with each other; they would each have tlieir
.\tlantic, Central, Western, Pacific and other divisions.
The
results of the ojK'ration of the.se divisions would continue
to \)C published and compared with each otiier, the same as
now. The officials in charge of these divisions, as well as
their sul)-divisions, would still each l)e keen to show good
results in the expectation of recog:nition of their work by
increased salary or promotion.
The gist of the proposition is that the Government cannot have full control; tlie pulilic cannot have competition
and close regulation, and at the same time get the fullest
benefits of the previous system of private management and
It should l)e possilile though to arrive
personal incentive.
into effect.

some compromise l)y which the Ijest features
management can be combined witli tlu- fiesires of
F. J.

results.

—

vision.

The

2.

putting
I

all

to do good work is taken away by
companies more or less on a dead level.

incentive

admit there

is

much

force to the criticism that the sys-

tems are t(X) large. I should have perferred to have kept the
proposed systems down so they would not exceed 20,000
miles, but under my plan I somehow had to take care of the
roads in the Southwest as there are practically no strong
roads in that region, outside of the Southern Pacific and
It was, therefore, necesthe Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
sar}' to link a number of lines with very weak credit to
Besides, there
strong lines in the Northwest and Northeast.
of systems with a substantial capitalization in
other sections of the country, which are weak and their burden therefore had to be pro rated among several strong
The systems are so very large, however, that they
lines.

are a

number

really have to be divided into regional districts, both for
the purpose of more effcient operation and in order to enable the Interstate Commerce Commission to keep a record
of the earnings, or rather of the result of rates, as same may

from time

prevail

to time.

such sub-division after all, should be no
more difficult than the present sub-division, under which
the Santa Fe System keeps separate accounts for its Gulf,
The
Colorado & Santa Fe and its Pacific Coast Lines.
Southern Pacific keeps a separate account for many companies; in fact for many more than would become necessary
It

seems to

me

hereafter.

The Pennsylvania System up

to

now, has kept up

its

separate organization for the lines east and west of Pittsburgh, and I believe that it is the intention to keep up
this separate organization in spite of the fact that the Pennsylvania Company, which operates the lines west of Pitts-

burgh,

is

to be or has been liquidated.

away, it is quite true that
if the companies are practically going to be limited to 6
per cent dividends the incentive for great improvements or
great efficiency is not quite as great as it has been heretoIn order to overcome this, I have worked out the folfore.
lowing
1. The directors personally are to receive additional com-

As

to the incentive being taken

:

pensation for increased dividends.
2. A substantial proportion of increased net results are

go to labor.
The Board of Directors is in no way restrained from
paying good salaries to efficient men.
to

3.

the puV>lic.

LiSMAN.

Executive Officer.

Mk. Executive:
Your particular criticism can be put under two heads
proper super1. The propo.sed systems are too large for

De.j^r

of private

at

Movement

Troops

of

for

New

York Parade

THE PARADE of the 77th Division of the army,
FORtook
place in New York City on Tuesday, May

which
6, the

moved from and to the camp 20
by the Long Island Railroad,
and the total train movement over the company's lines between New York and Camp Upton for the week of May 4had

soldiers

miles

10,

east

of

to be

New

York,

—

was one of the heaviest on record and exceedingly heavy
have been common on this road ever since this

records

country

A

first

entered the war.

19,288
Mills to Long Island
trains of 11 cars each.
total

of

men were
City

The

—on
first

carried

westward

—-Camp

Monday,

the 5th, in 28
of these trains left the camp

m. and the last one at 1 :50 p. m. The running time
The trains carried from
(20 miles) is about 40 minutes.
500 to 800 men each, but on one there were 952
16 officers
and 936 men.
The troops were taken from Long Island City across the
East River to Manhattan in the railroad company's ferryboats, each boat carrying two or three trainloads.
This part of the Long Island road is traversed by large
numbers of regular trains, about three-fourths of the distance between Long Island City and Camp Mills being a
three-track or four-track line.
For the rest of the distance
at 7 a.

—

the line

is

two-track.

In the movement from the city (eastward) on Wednesday, the 7th, 21 trains were run to Camp Upton, 60 miles
from Long Island City, and 8 to Camp Mills; the number
of coaches used was 324, as compared with 308 on Monday.
The movement was spread over a longer time, the first train
The
starting at 7:57 a. m., and the last one 7:10 p. m.
trains from and to Camp Mills were electrically propelled
while those from and to Camp Upton were hauled by steam
locomotives.
total troop movements to and from Camp Upton and
Mills, for the whole week, seven days, amounted to
172 trains carrying 100,238 men, equal to an average daily
movement of 25 trains and 14,320 men. The number of

The

Camp

day, including both eastbound and westSunday, 22; Monday, 37; Tuesday, 27;
Wednesday, 37; Thursday, 11; Friday, 26; Saturday, 12.
All of these special trains had to be made up at the yard
in Jamaica, situated about half-way between the western
terminus and Camp Mills, so that the actual train mileage
(empty and loaded) incident to the movement of troops was
about double that indicated in the second and fifth paratrains

bound,

moved each
was:

graphs, above.

.niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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General Nevv^s Department

I

|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

The Association of Railway Executives, T. DeWitt Cuyler,
chairman, meets in New York city today, Friday.

The St. Louis & Hannibal Railroad Company has made
application for permission to cease operation and junk its
entire property.
The petition prepared to this end declares
that the road was started toward bankruptcy by the inconsistent orders of the government railway management. (This
road is not operated by the government.) From January 1,
1918, to March 31, 1919, the operation of the road resulted in
a net loss of $26,620.
The petition declares the company is
facing certain bankruptcy and asks that it be permitted to
cease operation, take up the track and sell the equipment.
The original cost of property is given as $1,118,894. It was
sold at a trustee sale in 1917 for $620,000.
This is a single
track railroad, 86 miles in length, extending from Hannibal, Mo., south by east, to Gilmore, where it connects with
the Wabash, which makes a connection to St. Louis, 42 miles

The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen began its triennial
convention at Columbus. )hio, on May 14. The service flag
unfurled contains 840 .gold stars. Director General Walker
D. Hines is announced to address the convetition on Tuesday,
(

May

20.

The

State of Texas has secured a temporary injunction
prohibiting the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio from
further removing and abandoning its track between Blodgett,
Texas, and West Junction, a distance of 6 miles. The attorney general also asked for a mandamus to require the
restoration of tracks already taken up and to pay a $5,000
fine.

east.

The Order

of Railway

Conductors

holding its triennial
convention at St. I.ouis, Mo., and, according to St. Louis
papers, the convention brings 6,000 visitors to the city. Tomorrow (Saturday) the conductors and their families will go
by special train to French Lick Springs, West Baden. Ind.,
230 miles from St. Louis, where they will be the guests, over
Sunday, of Thomas Taggart.
is

Col. Frederic A. Delano, formerly president of the Wabash
later of the Chica,go, Indianapolis & Louisville, who resigned as member of the Federal Reserve Board to go into
the army, has been made a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor,
in recognition of his services as deputy director general of
transportation for the A. E. F.
He entered the service as
a major and was promoted to lieutenant colonel and later
to colonel.

and

Regular airplane mail service is announced to begin this
week between Cleveland and Chicago, a distance of about
350 miles. Airplanes are to start from each city at 9:30 a. m.,
and will be scheduled to arrive at destination at 2 p. m. The
post office department plans to transfer mails to and from
railroad mail cars at Cleveland, so as to give the benefit of
the quick time to letters from Chicago to New York, Boston
and other eastern cities, and vice versa.

The Canadian

Pacific Railway has applied to the Canadian
for authority to operate airplanes between such
points as may be found desirable. An officer of the road is
quoted as saying that no immediate action is contemplated,
the company simply means to be prepared for future developments. In speaking of the prospective importance of aerial
transportation he called attention to the fact that there is a
regular daily airplane service between London and Paris,' by
a Handley-Page machine which can carry 17 passengers.
He said that the estimates of the British Government for the
coming year include for air service no less than three hundred million dollars, of which ten million will be set aside for
experimental research and civic aviation.

Government

Cleveland, Ohio, by action of its city government, has
ordered clocks to be changed from Eastern to Central
Standard Time. Using Eastern or 75th Meridian time, as
has been done in the winter, Cleveland keeps its clocks about
27 minutes faster than local time; and now, with the daylight saving law in operation, these timepieces are 87 minutes
too fast: and this evidently causes the people to rise in the
morning earlier than is agreeable to them. The railroads,
being required to regulate their time according to the law,
as prescribed by Congress through the Interstate Commerce
Commission, continue to use Eastern time, with the exception of the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, which
The interurban electric roads have
uses Central time.
changed from Eastern to Central Standard.

The Victory Loan Subscriptions of the railway supply industry in Chicago amounted to $5,500,000. The railway supply
trade went "over the top" in splendid fashion, oversubscribing its quota by a round million. This record was made by
Committee Number 26, Railway Supplies. C. K. Knickerbocker, of the Griffin Wheel Company, was chairman, with
T. W. .\ishton, of the National Malleable Castings Company;
Roljert F. Carr, of the Dearborn Chemical Company; L. B.
Sherman, of the Raihvay Age; Herbert W. Wolf, of the American Car & Foundry Company; Thomas Finnigan, American
Brake Shoe & Foundry Company; R. H. Ripley, American
Steel Foundries Company; H. L. Monroe, General Electric
Company; James M. Hopkins, the Camel Company, and Frederick T. Vaux, of Adams & Westlake. C. S. Boggs, of Halsey, Stuart

& Company,

was

captain.

airplane mail service between New York and Washington has now been in operation one year, and the event
was celebrated in Washington on Thursday, May 15. The
airline distance between New York and Washington is calculated at 218 miles, and the trips have been made with a
high percentage of punctuality, one trip each way each day
except Sunday. One of the fliers, making 191 flights, made
only seven forced landings and failed to complete his trip
only five times. Another, making 138 flights, completed 129
of them without landing. There were 10 or more fliers in
all, and others made equally good records.
The aggregate
mileage flown was 128,037 miles; aggregate weight of mail
193,021 lb.
The same six airplanes that began the service
are still in operation, with the same engines.
It is stated
that there has been but one serious injury to a machine, and
but one serious accident to a pilot.
According to a statement isued by Otto Praeger, second
assistant Postmaster General, the sale of airplane mail stamps
has amounted to $159,700. He says that there was a saving
in railroad mail transportation of $2,264, and that the airplane

The

operating expenses amounted to $142,861.

Change
The

in

M.

C. B. Rules

.-Vmerican Railroad Association, Mechanical Section,
has issued Circular 37, reestablishing delivering lines' responsibility and the use of defect cards between railroads
under federal control, all circulars and interpretations to the
contrary being abrogated.
In view of accounting division
Circular 86, articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the 1918 code of the Master
Car Builders' rules for freight cars and modifications A to C
inclusive of the 1918 code for passenger cars have been withdrawn and new rules have been formulated to govern the
inspection and intrechange of cars between roads under federal control.
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Company Employees

Strike of Express

A

wagon

and other employees of the
American Railway Express Company, in and around New
York city, which was settled on Monday of this week, had
blockaded the merchandise traffic of the company badly for
nearly a week.
The men struck for recognition of their
newly formed union, and for a further increase in pay, the
increase recently granted by the Railroad Administration being declared unsatisfactory; and double-time for Sunday and
holiday work, time and one-half for all overtime, and ten
holidays a year, were also asked for.
Most of the strikers
have joined the International Brotherhood of Teamsters;
and members of that brotherhood, representatives of the company, and W. S. Carter, representing the Railroad Administration, are to settle the grievances of the men, a large meeting of the strikers having voted unanimously to agree to this.
About 10.000 men left their work. Notwithstanding the extent and the completeness of this strike, the delays to traffic
which resulted seem to have been much less troublesome than
strike

of

drivers

usually is the case in such a condition; the apparent explanation of which is that enormous quantities of merchandise in
packages weighing 70 l.b- or less were sent by parcel post,
while large quantities of other merchandise, which usually
go by express, were sent by freight.

1227

cars.
i\ car was derailed in the tunnel, apparently because
of the falling of a brake beam, and the train was stopped;
fire soon broke out, and nine cars with their contents were
entirely destroyed.
Most of the rest of the train was considerably damaged. The cause of the fire is not known, but
presumably it was started by the ignition of two cars of
gasoline which were derailed.
The flames were unsubdued
for 42 hours and the estimated total damage is $125,000. Sabula is five miles east of Dubois, on the line from Red Bank,
Pa., to Driftwood; and all trains are running temporarily
over the Buffalo & Susquehanna between Dubois and Driftwood, 45 miles.

Chicago Union Station
Federal government, railroad and city officers of Chicago recently held a conference at which the pushing of the Chicago
Union passenger station project was discussed. As a result of
this conference it was announced that work on the new station
will be rushed and it is expected that more than 3,000 men will
be employed on the work within 30 days. The purpose of this,
conference was to develop cooperation between the city and the
railroads and a number of contracts will probably be let in the
near future for work on the station and its approaches.
The foundations for the headhouse of the station are at present
approximately SO per cent completed.
The Butler Brothers

which the Union Station Company will have to build
order to get room for tracks, is well under way, the foundaand work is now being done on the superstructurefor which the John Griffith & Son Company, Chicago, hold the
contract.
Work is now being done on the substructure of the
Harrison street viaduct by the W. J. Newman Company, Chicago, and is approximately 40 per cent completed.
The Taylor
street viaduct is also approximately SO per cent completed, the
Underground Construction Company having the contract for the
substructure and the Strobel Steel Construction Company, Chicago, holding the contract for the superstructure. This part of
the work will be finished at an early date.
Bids for the twelfth
street viaduct are now in the hands of the Chicago Union Station
Company and the contracts for this part of the work will be let
in the near future. The steel for the Polk street viaduct has been
completed and will be on the ground within 30 days. Rails and
ties for the tracks from Van Buren to Twelfth street have been
bought and it is planned to contract the grading and track work
on this approach within ten days. The steel for the raising of
the Harrison street bridge has also been delivered and on this,
the work will be started soon.
building,

Explosion in C. P. R. Tunnel

in

The

five-mile tunnel on the Canadian Pacific near Connaught, B. C, which was being lined by Carter-Halls-Aldinger

Company, contractor of Winnipeg, Man., was filled with
poisonous gas caused by the explosion of thirty drums of
gasoline and kerosene used for the operation of a concrete
mixer.
A watchman was suffocated in a telephone booth
where he had stopped to escape the gas. A slight fire occurred, following the explosion, and the extent of damage
was approximately $6,000.

Reorganization of the U.

S.

Chamber

of

Commerce

At the recent meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States the delegates approved a recommendation by
the board of directors that structural changes be made in

Chamber to permit an expansion of
The proposed plan contemplates establishment

the organization of the
its activities.

within the chamber of departments designed to deal with the
following: Industrial production; doinestic distribution; foreign commerce; transportation and communication; finance;
insurance; civic development.

tion being in

Golden Spike Celebration
Railroad Employees' Subscriptions to Victory Loan

The director general had received to May 13 the following
reports regarding the progress of the Victory Loan among
nited States Railroad
the officers and employees of the

U

Administration:
Employees
Region
Northwestern
Southern
Southwestern
Pocahontas
Central Western

Allegheny
Eastern
Pullman lines
Coastwise S. S
N. Y.-N. J. canals
Miss.-Warrior Rivs
Administration
R.
R.
(Ship. Board fund)
Central Administration
Total

on

roll

248.086
264,363
175.375
50,365
299.332
382,484
419.549
21.061

139

1,242

Amount

Employees

Subscribing

Subscribed

Subscribing

197.493
117,327
104.377
34,406
244,200
265,999
303.372
19,917
2.226
120

$19,601,650
11,385,000
10,614,000
3.325,450
24,456,450
21,939.250
28,463,500
1,616,350
164,550
12,300
9,600

Employees

79.61
44.38
59.5
68.31
81.

69.54
72.
95.

863,000
580,000
$123,031,100

Derailment and Blockade at Sabula, Pa.

By

the derailment of a frei.ght train on the Pennsylvania
Railroad in a tunnel at Sabula, Pa., on April 30, thirteen
freight cars and a large quantity of freight were destroyed,
the tunnel for a length of 145 ft. caved in, and the road was
blocked so that probably two months will be required for its
restoration.
In the train derailed there were 34 loaded and 10 empty

The

anniversary of the driving of the golden spike
which marked the completion of the first American transcontinental railroad was celebrated at Ogden, Utah, on
May 10. Veteran railroad men who were connected with the
construction of the Union Pacific or the Central Pacific were
in Ogden as guests of the city.
There was a great parade,
in which was a replica of engine No. 60, the "Jupiter," which
was used in the building of the Central Pacific, and George
Lashus, of Ogden, who was engineman of the original enfiftieth

was at the throttle of the replica, which was mounted
On an automobile truck. There were small sized models of
the two engines which met at Promontory on May 10, 1869,
and which appear in the well-known picture of the driving
of the golden spike.
gine,

The building of the "Pacific Railroad" was begun at Omaha,
Neb., by the Union Pacific and at Sacramento, Cal., by the
Central Pacific, in 1863. The race between the two roads to
lay the largest milea,ge of track ended on May 10, 1869, at
Promontory, Utah, 50 miles west of Ogden, at which time
trains from the Union Pacific and Central (now Southern)
Governor Leland Stanford of California, reprePacific met.
senting the Central Pacific, completed the physical connection
of the two roads by driving a golden spike, and T. C. Durant,
president of the LInion Pacific, took part in the ceremonies.
In the last year of the construction work, the two railroads
were employing approximately 25,000 men and using 6,000
Many of the men engaged in this work were presteams.
ent at the celebration, and included in these were three
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Chinese,

cacli oxci

90 years old.

who

bewail railroad

work

in

These tiiroc men, Ginn; Cui, Wong Fok
were in the Rang (hat laid the last rail of the
Central racilic up to tiie point wlicrc the nohlen spike was
driven. They came fronj Susaiivilli-, C'al.. wlierc they were in
the scr\ ice up t.i three years ai;<) in uauk No. 28.
California aboiil 1849.

and Lee

riio,
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.Ml short line railroad companies arc authorized and requested to send one or more of their otViccrs as delegates,
.md all such delegates will be urged to participate in the
proceedings. The call for the meeting states the object as

l(dlows:

"The conditions surrounding
especially

Reception to Fourteenth Engineers

The

Enjjineers, made up of employees of the
principal New England railroads, were guests at a banquet
in Boston on Thursday of last week (May 8), which is said
to have been the most successful affair of the kind that
has been held in any part of New EnRland. The Fourteenth
EnRinecrs arrived in Boston on April 27. thirty officers and
1,486 men.
Companies A and B were made up of men from
the Boston & Maine, C from tlie Maine Central, D from the
I'"oiirtcenth

Boston & Albany, and companies E and F from tlic New
York, New Haven & Hartford.
Prior to the day of the
general reception, each road had had an entertainment for
comi>aiiies connected with that road, and the general reception
on the 8th tllleil a whole day, a picnic being held at Riverside, 11 miles from Boston, in tlie daytime.
The banquet in
the evening was at Symphony Hall. While the banquet was
progress
in
there was what might be called an overflow meeting, across the street, for the families of the soldiers, a lunch-

eon being served. After the banquet there was a dance.
Robert TT. Newcomb, secretary to the federal manager
of the Boston & Maine, was chairman of the executive committee whicli provided these entertainments. This committee
represented, not only the railroads and their employees, but
also the "Association of Friends of the Fourteenth Engineers."

American Short Line Railroad Association
The American Short Line Railroad Association has issued
the call for a meeting at the New Willard Hotel, Washingon June 3, 4 and 5, which will be attended by five or six
hundred representatives of the short line railroads, and also
ton,

The
a large number of trunk line executives as guests.
special object to be considered is the legislation necessary to
The meeting
increase and protect transportation facilities.
will be divided into six sessions, each of which will be adincluding
Walker
D. Hines,
prominent
speaker,
dressed by a
director general of railroads, Senators Cummins and Underwood, Representative Esch and possibly Commissioner Hall
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

tlie

tiie railroads generally, and
short lines, are not only serious, but appalling,

and Congress must act, and act wisely, to prevent wholesale
bankruptcy.
While operating the main line railroads, the
government has imposed many hardships upon, and in many
instances has done great injustice to, the short lines, and it
is

now

a serious (lucstion whetlier

it

is

possible for the Rail-

road Administration to do adequate justice to such lines. The
only real hope is to look to Congress; hence, it is vitally important that all short lines participate in the convention.
The legislation to be enacted must be based upon broad, true
and equitable principles.
It must be fair to the public as
well as to the railroads, and to the railroads as well as to the
It must be such as to enable the main line railroads
to become prosperous, otherwise the short lines cannot be,
and it must safeguard the rights of the latter class so that
they may not be unjustly treated by any interest or community in the future.
"The problem is not sectional, hence, it is most important
tiiat tlie short lines in all sections of the country participate in
the plans that are adopted.
"We have invited about 150 of the presidents of the main
line companies to attend the convention as our guests, and
there is every reason to believe that more than 100 of the
leading officials of that class will be present.
think it
wise to have these officials present for two reasons: First,
the convention must consider the railroad problem as a whole.
Second, the short lines must deal with the main lines when
they are returned by the government, hence, it will be most
desirable to know these officials and take them into consideration."
W. T. Tyler, director of operation of the Railroad Administration, has authorized the issue of necessary transportation for delegates and their families.
public.

We

Railway Revenues and Expenses for
March and Three Months of 1919
The Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly statement

of railway revenues and expenses, covering the operations of 183 Class I roads and 17 switching and terminal
roads is as follows:

Three months ending March 31

March
''

'

Per mile of

Per mile of

Amount
Average number miles operated
REVENUES

Amount

read operated

$646,954,731
201,822,667
13,481,854
27,404,486
25,233,396
25,688,823
1,239,992
383,630

$3,330

$2,773

1,096

117
135

865
58
118
108
110

1

$775,246,187
255,037,340
12,798,974
22,298,936
27,292,866
31,443,037
1,649,777
489,646

7
2

2

1,619

1,570

1.125,277,471

941,442,319

4,834

4,035

256
414

188
318
19

645

16

44

13
37

3

2

123,728,307
207,966,421
14,022,473
438,487,543
8,616,652
25,519,908
1,367,415

530
891
60

749

171,787,354
285,846,486
10,742,931
523,873,397
10,715,171
30,690,985
1,546,436

738

16

1,492

1,218

127

352

$1,114
313
20
41

40

41

43

40

2

2

1

366,369,962

43,944,494
74,136,684
4,533,735
150,544,896
2,940.327
8,584,720
473,734

$259,850,752
73,118,329
4,526,594

431,520
133,006

376,896,509

59.478.891
96,472,547
3.693.177
174.338.928
3.743.499
10.299.159
653,111

1918

1919

$1,098
383
19
35

5255,679,065
89,187.627
4,289,713
8,158,522
9,200,325
10,040,344
530.390
189.477

perated

1918
233,295.88

1918

1918
233,310.78

c

1919
232,785.76

1919

1919
232,815.90

road

Freight

Passenger
Mail
Express
other transportation
Incidental
Joint facility Cr
Joint facility Dr
All

—
—

9,574,221
9,621,329
9,380,223

Railway operating revenues

EXPENSES
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for investment

—Cr

SS

96

1,228

46
2,250
46
132
6

Railway operating expenses
347. .^73.090

S

1,880
37

109
5

3,502

1,032.109,8

Net revenue from railway operations
29.52.^419

Railway tax accruals (e-xcluding
Uncollectible railway revenues
Railway

operating

93,167,583

"War Taxes")
14,96S.947
64.531

45,231,880
180,678

15.131.657
79.166

190

44,400.246
168,195

1

income

Equipment rents
Joint facility rents (Dr. Bal.)

(0)2.198.263

(D)3, 126,754

1.449,070

1,064,457

Net of items 22, 23 and 24
HI. 842. 608

Ratio of operating expenses to operating reve-

•

rues, per cent
92.17

79,899,989

62

14,489,941

(D)9

(D)13

(D)4,416,5S8

(0)6.219,640

(D)19

5

3,677,689

3,319,989

16

70,360,360

(D)27

May
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Atlantic City Mechanical Convention

The American Railroad Association has issued the calendar
for the first annual convention of Section III— Mechanical, which
is to be held at Atlantic City, N.
The order
J., June 18 to 25.
of business

is

as follows

News

TrafBc

:

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Wednesday, June 18, 9:30 A. M. to 1 ;30 P. M.
Prayer; address of welcome by the mayor of Atlantic City;
address by the chairman.
Action on Minutes of Annual Meeting of 1918 (M. C. B.)
;
Report of Secretary and Treasurer (M. C. B.).
Appointment of Committees on Subjects, Resolutions, Correspondence, Obituaries, etc.; Untinishcd business; New business.
Report of General Committee, including announcement of nominations for members of Nominating Committee; Discussion of
Reports on Nominations; Standards and Recommended Practice (M. C. B.)
Train Brake and Signal Equipment; Brake
Shoe and Brake Beam Equipment.
;

Wednesday, 3 P. M.
Revision of the Rules of Interchange, including consideration
of the following reports of committees:
(1) Arbitration; (2)
Revision of Prices for Labor and Material; (3) Depreciation for
Freight Cars; (4) Revision of Passenger Car Rules of Interchange.
Thursday, 9:30 A. M. to 1 :30 P. M.
Discussion of Reports on Car Wheels; Standard Blocking
for Cradles of Car Dumping Machines; Specifications and Tests
for Materials (M. C. B.)
Welding Truck Side Frames, Bolsters
and Arch Bars; Couplers; Draft Gear.
Question proposed by members.
;

Friday, 9 :30 to 1 :30
Discussion of Reports on Safety Appliances; Loading Rules;
Car Construction; Car Trucks; Train Lighting and Equipment;

Tank

Cars.

Questions proposed by members.
Saturday, 9:30 to noon
Consideration of Rules of Order, Election of Officers, General Committee and Nominating Committee, Presentation of
badges to retiring officers, etc.

Monday, June

9 :30 to 1 ;30
Address of Vice-Chairman; Action on minutes of 1918 Aimual
Meeting (M. M.) Reports of Secretary and Treasurer (M. M.).
Discussion of Reports on Standards and Recommended Practice (M. M.)
Mechanical Stokers.
Paper on "Standardization," by Frank McManamy.
Questions proposed by members.
23,

;

;

Tuesday, 9:30 to 1:30
Discussion of Reports on Fuel Economy and Smoke PrevenDesign
tion; Specifications and Tests for Materials (M. M.)
and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers; Locomotive HeadSuperheater Locomotives.
lights
Paper on Carbonization in Valve Chambers and Cylinders
of Superheated Steam Locomotives, by F. P. Roesch.
Amalgamation of other Mechanical Associations with Section
III, A. R. A.
Questions proposed by members.
;

;

Wednesday, 9:30 to 1:30
Discussion of Reports on Design, Maintenance and Operation
of Electric Rolling Stock.
Paper on The Use of Bronze for Valve Snap Rings and Piston
Surfaces, and for Bull Rings in Large Cylinders, by C. E. Fuller.
Discussion of Reports on Train Resistance and Tonnage Rating; on Subjects: on Resolutions, Correspondence, etc.
Unfinished business questions proposed by members and clos:

ing exercises.

American Association of Engineers
The annual convention of the American Association of Engineers was held at Chicago on May 12 and 13. The officers
of the association elected at the convention are as follows:
President, F. H. Newell; first vice-president, W. W. DeAmong those
Berard; second vice-president, T. A. Evans.
elected as members of the board of directors are W. W. K.

Sparrow, corporate chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul; A. A. Mathews, chief engineer of the St. LouisSouthwestern System, and E. F. Collins, valuation engineer
of the St. Louis-San Francisco.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriir:

The El Paso (Tex.) Chamber

of Commerce now
traffic bureau, under the direction of A. E. Tadlock.

has a

The Dallas (Tex.) Embargo Bureau has been discontinued
and embargo advices affecting any line of the Southwestern
region should hereafter be addressed to the regional director.

The Traffic Club of Chicago gave a farewell luncheon to
William Gourlay, general agent at Chicago for the American
Railway Express Company and vice-president of the Traffic
Club of Chicago, on May 6. Mr. Gourlay leaves shortly for
London, England, where he will act as manager of the American Express Company.
Frank M. Williams, of Albany, N. Y., New York state
engineer, under whose supervision the New York State barge
canal was completed, addressed the Toledo (Ohio) Commercial Club at a meeting at Toledo, May 8, for the purpose
of creating interest in the proposed barge canal from Toledoto Cincinnati with a branch to Lake Michigan.

The director general reports 9,147 cars of export freight,
exclusive of bulk grain and coal, as received at North Atla,ntic ports for the week ended May 7, while 9,393 cars had
been delivered. On May 7 there were 17,720,670 bu. of grain
in elevators at North Atlantic ports: received during the
week
7,307,905 bu.; 8,241,393 bu. cleared.
At South Atlantic and
ports there were 10.216 carloads of export freight on
hand on May 7, as compared with 10,582 cars for the week
previous.

Gulf

The Southern Traffic League at a recent meeting at
Augusta, Ga., elected the following officers: W. E. Gardner,
president,

Jacksonville,

T. Slatter, vice-president,
J.
Stafford, vice-president, Augusta,
Ga.; C. W. Hayward, secretary-treasurer. Meridian, Miss.
Recommendations were adopted for the appointment of shippers to places on freight traffic committees as follows:

Columbia,

S.

Fla.

;

C; Howard H.

Southern Regional Committee, M. M. Caskie, Montgomery,
New Orleans Eastern Committee, C. W. Hayward,
Meridian, Miss.; Birmingham district, R. G. Cobb, Mobile; At-

Ala.;

lanta,

Geo.

W.

Forrester, .Atlanta

;

Louisville, A. F. Vandergrift,

and E. DeL. Wood, Chattanooga Richmond district,
D. Nelson, Jacksonville, Fla. Resolutions were adopted
urging municipalities, boards of trade and chambers of comLouisville,

:

W.

merce to propose traffic committees for their respective cities
and recommending the employment of traffic managers and
the maintenance of traffic bureaus. Resolutions were adopted
stating that the Southern Traffic League is opposed to the
sailing day plan as proposed for general application and that
the league is opposed to the four o'clock closing hour for
freight receiving stations.
Resolutions were also adopted
opposing rate increases as shown in General Order 28 and
calling for a committee to investigate the Southern Weighing
and Inspection Bureau and report to the league as to the advisability

of filing a

formal complaint with the Interstate
for an investigation of the

Commerce Commission asking
bureau.

Opportunities for Home-Seekers

The United

States

Railroad Administration,

through

its

.\gricultural Section, has issued a booklet giving in detail
the opportunities offered to home-seekers in Wisconsin and
upper Michigan. The material was collected by the agricultural representatives of the railroads under federal control
in these two states, in co-operation with the officers of the
states.
The booklet contains information about production,
markets, transportation facilities, climate, schools, churches,
roads and living conditions. Opportunities for homeseekers
are found especially in the "cut-over lands" of upper Wisconsin and the upper peninsula of Michigan, and the booklet
gives detailed information about how the homeseeker cam
make a success in the locality described.

.
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Commission and Court News

Equipment and Supplies

Commerce Commission

Interstate

Tests of Locomotive Specialties
he Inspection and Test Section oi the Railroad Adniinistralion is ciiiisideriiig the question of tests of loc(jmoiivc si)C'ciallies,
such as bell ringers, lire-doors, electric headlights, and would be
glad to receive full information from the various mainifactnrers
desiring to participate in the tests.
Communications should he
addressed to C. B. Yotnig, manager. Room 709, 1800 Pennsyl'i

'llu'

InliTslalc C'oiunieroe C'oinnu>>l(Ui

oii

the pctilion of

has appointed C'oiiimissioiicr H. C. Hall,
Attorney l\xaniiner A. G. llaRerty and \V. II. Carleton, assistant cliicf examiner of accounts, as a hoard of referees for the
tlie

.Midlaiul \'alley,

purpose of deterniinintr the company's
under the federal control act.

Court

just

compensation

News

vani.i ;i\cnuc, \\ ashingloii.

Circuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, holds that
a railroad employee, who cleaned and iced intrastate and
interstate cars, and who was proceeding: to get the ice when
inj\ire(l, was not engaged in interstate commerce authorizing
Soutiicrn v<. Pitchford, 253 Fed. 736.
.suit under the act.

—

Tank Cars
The

obligation to carry goods safely often requires that
special kinds of cars be supplied for the transportation of
But where articles of
goods which the carrier has accepted.
an extraordinary character are offered, a carrier is not bound
to accept them or to provide facilities of a different kind from
those usually furnished for transportation. For this reason a
cai "ier may be excused from acceptance of explosives or of
goods that are improperly packed. There are other limitations of the carrier's duty to accept goods, growing out of
the usual course of business and the limitations of convenience; so carriers arc not bound to accept as baggage
articles that by reason of bulk or value transcend their customary limitations. The ordinary freight cars of the railroads, because of their dimensions, impose restrictions of
length, width, and height to commodities that may be carried, and they are wholly unsuitable for the transportation of
articles such as acids, oils and gases, which are not packed
in containers.
In the case of U. S. vs. Pennsylvania, 242 U.
S. 208. :^7 Sup. Ct. 95, the Supreme Court of the United
States recognizes the fact that a tank car is not only a car
but a package for the goods. If the producer of oil may demand of the carrier a specially constructed car suitable as a
container of the article produced by him, there is no reason
why the producers of the various forms of gases, liquids, and
solids may not also require peculiar cars suitable for such
unpacked products. In the private car case (50 I. C. C. 652,
July 31, 1918) the Interstate Commerce Commission found
that there are 59 varieties of liquids that are regularly transported in tank cars; also that very few railroads in the United
States furnish tank cars for the use of shippers (see also U. S.
vs. Penn. 242 U. S. 208) and that railroad tariffs usually provide that the carriers assume no obligation to furnish tank
There is an economic waste in the use of tank cars,
cars.
because usually they are returned empty. Under the rules of
interchange, a railroad may own a large supply of such cars,
and yet have none available on its own lines. The rule is a
reasonable one that if the shipper wishes to compel the carrier
to accept his goods he must properly prepare and pack his
product to suit the cars that the carrier assumes to supply,
and which are ordinarily furnished by carriers for such
products, and that it is not the usual practice of railroads to
Applying these principles,
furnish tank cars for shippers.
the Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that a
railroad company is not required to furnish tank cars to
•carry the oils of a refinery; and where the tariffs of a railroad which owned no tank cars did not purport that tank
cars would be furnished, and the railroad had leased tank
cars, some of which it allowed a refinery to use, it might
withdraw the use of the cars from the refinery when they
were needed to carry water to supply its engines, etc.—
Ivock Island vs. Lawton Refining Co., 253 Fed. 705.

('

Regional Director Inquiring
Possibilities

Employers' Liability Act
The

1).

Into

Locomotive Orders

of

Aishton, regional director of the Northwestern
region, in a telegram to Northwestern roads states that locomotive builders are urging the placing of orders for locomotives in order that they may keep their shops in operation,
and also keep down the overhead cost of the locomotives
that have been or will be built.
The telegram asks for information as to the number and type of additional U. -S.
standard locomotives that will be required on lines in this
region and whether or not appro\ed by the railroad corporation.
If the corporations are not willing to buy the United
States standard type they are asked to give the number and
the type or types that they will be willing to purchase of
their own standard.

H.

R.

Locomotives
The

Railways have ordered 150 superheated
locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company. These locomotives will have 21^4 in. by 27^/2 in.
cylinders and a total weight in working order of 149,600 lb.
These engines will be duplicates of an order of 150 locomotives ordered last year and bring the total number of engines
ordered since the first orders placed by Italy in this country
It.\lian State

consolidation

in

1916, to 400.

Freight Cars
The Gregg Company,

Hackensack, X.

J.,

is

inquiring for one

storage battery truck.

The Pennsylvania Coal

Company',

New

York, has placed an

order for 100 mine cars.

The United

States Iron

&

Steel Company,

New

York,

is

inquiring for 6 small motor cars.

The H. Koppers Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is inquiring for
one 50-ton, coke quenching car and one 5-ton lorry car.
Oscar

C. Sintas,

Havana, Cuba, has ordered 60 cane, and 10
from the American Car & Foundry

40-ton, 6,500-gal. tank cars,

Company.

The Buenos
cars

Aires Railway, has ordered 12, 10,000-gal. tank
and mountings from the American Car & Foundry

Company.

The Liberty Coal Mining Company, Osceola Mills, Pa., has
ordered one wooden mine car from the American Car &
Foundry Company.

The Republic Trading Company, New
10 36-in.

York,

gage cane cars and a number of

is

36-in.

inquiring for

gage dump

cars for export to Nicaragua.
Viele, Blackwell & Buck, New York, are inquiring for 40, 20lon capacity ore cars, 4 flat cars, 3 dump cars, and 200 cars
of 22 different types, for export to China.

Railw.\ys of the Union of South Africa are asking
on 650 goods wagons and will probably want more.
They are seeking American bidders as well as others.

The

bids

May
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vice-president in 1911, and president the following year,
is still a member uf the executive committee.

News

Supply Trade

I
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Geo. L. Fowler, consulting mechanical engineer, has moved
from 83 Fulton street to 120 Liberty street, New
York.

his office

Captain J. A. Mcintosh, who has been in the service overseas with tlie Tank Corps, has returned to his former position
in the engineering department of the Ohio Brass Company,
Mansfield.

(

)hio,

Charles Gilman, whose election as vice-president of the
Massey Concrete Products Corporation, with headquarters
in Xew York, was announced in the Railway Age of April 25,
was born in 1882 at
Cambridge, Mass., and
received his education
at

Harvard University,

graduating in 1904. His
first
construction experience was obtained
connection
with
in
building of the Harvard

The
stadium in 1903.
following two years he
was engaged

in

work

on the New York subways. In 1911, Mr. Gil-

man became

lie

The Baldvvrin Locomotive Works has recently established a
separate department for handling foreign sales in charge of
F. de St. Phalle, recently elected vice-president and with
Reeves K. Johnson as manager of foreign sales.
The American Steam Conveyor Corporation, Chicago, has
appointed N. B. Stewart district representative in charge of
its St.
Louis territory.
Offices have been opened at 708
Merchants-LaClede building,

Mudge &

St.

Louis, Mo.

Chicago, have awarded contracts for the
erection of a one-story factory 190 ft. by 194 ft., at West
16tli street, Chicago.
The superstructure of the new building
will be of steel and brick.
It will cost approximately $75,000.

Captain

Co.,

Charles

manager

S.

Pillsbury,

Chicago Bridge

who was

assistant

sales

&

Iron Works, Chicago,
prior to his entrance into military service, has been promoted
to major and decorated with the French Legion of Honor.
Major Pillsbury is in the construction division of the U. S.

Army

of

the

overseas.

Judge S. E. DeHaven, LaGrange, Ky., has resigned as
county judge of the fiscal court of Oldham county to become
traveling salesman in Kentucky of the Canton Culvert & Silo
Company, Canton, Ohio, and L. W. Hurley, of Lansing,
.Midi., has joined the sales force of the same company as
Michigan culvert salesman.

Frank H. Clark, formerly general superintendent of motive
power of the Baltimore & Ohio, has opened offices at 15 Park
l\ow,

Xew

York, and

will

undertake engineering investigations,

identified

report
upon
railway,,
conditions and operations and prepare or
co-operate in the preparation of plans and

with the concrete products business as assistant to the vice-president of the American
Concrete Pile & Pipe

specifications

for

rail-

when

way equipment and ma-

organization was
taken over by the C. F.
Massey Company in 1912 he was appointed Eastern engineer.
The following year he was advanced to Eastern manager,
which position he held until his recent election as vice-president in which capacity he will have charge of sales in the
Eastern territory of the corporation, comprising the Xew
York. Pittsburgh, Southern and Canadian districts.

terials.
He will also
act in an advisory capacity to export firms
and to foreign railway

Van Schaick, district sales manager of the LackaSteel Company, at Chicago, has resigned to become
special representative, with headquarters in Chicago, of the

inspections as

Company,
C.

Gilman

and

this

or other concerns purciiasing equipment or
material from manufacturers in the United

and make such
may be
desired. Mr. Clark was
States,

A. P.

wanna

American Chain Company, Inc., Bridgeport,
Conn., effective May 15.
Mr. Van Schaick began
his business career in
1903, at which time he
left
Williams College,
Willianistown, Mass., to
enter the railroad sales

I

I
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department of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, with headquarters in Chicago.

From

1906 to 1910 he was in
the employ of the Universal Railway Supply

A. P.

Van Schaick

Company, with headquarters in the same
city,
resigning from
that position during the
latter year to become
district

of

the

manager
Lackawanna

sales

Steel Company at Chicago. Mr. Van Schaick has been active in
the work of railway supply organizations and especially of the
National Railway Appliance Association. He was elected a
member of the executive committee of this association in 1910.

four
associated
for
years with David L.
Barnes, consulting
Clark
engineer, of Chicago,
after which he entered
the service of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, where
he held successively the positions of chief draftsman, mechanical engineer, superintendent of motive power and genHe resigned his poeral superintendent of motive power.
sition with that company on December 30, 1910, to enter
the service of the Baltimore & Ohio as general superintendent of motive power and held that position for eight
years.
He is a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Franklin Institute and other technical
societies.
He is al?o a member of the American Railway
Master Mechanics' Association and of the Master Car BuildHe served as president of the M. M.
ers' Association.
Association for the early part of the term 1918-1919, and
of the

M.

C. B. .Association for the

term 1910-1911.

formerly sales manager of the Bell
J. Stanley McCormack,
Locomotive Works, Inc., New York City, will return to
resume his old position as soon as he receives his discharge
from the Naval -Aviation Corps. Mr. McCormack enlisted
at the outbreak of the war. received his commission, training
as a naval aviator, and was detailed to special experimental
aviation development. His discharge is expected within the
next two weeks.

———
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Frank H. De Brun

lias been appointed iiu-ilianiial ciiKiiiccr
ami imprDvenu-iit for Mudge & Co., CliiMay 15. .Mr. l'<- Urnn was Ixirii in Swii/t-rland

in cliarKi- nl (U•.si^n
caK«>. ctTi-ili\c

and

i he incorporation of the firm of Oscar F. Ostby & Co. is
announced with Oscar F. Ostby as president with oflices,
as hitherto, at 1044 Grand Central Terminal, New York.

received

Tile

education in the
his
Higlicr Polyteclinic I'nivcr."*ity of Geneva. .After

way

1883

in

graduation

from

ami

that

New

he

electrical

^^
T^

York.

The Clark Equipment Company, manufacturers

of "Cclfor"
precision tools, has just completed a modern
its plant in Buchanan, Mich.
The hospital is intended primarily for the use of employees, but is also open
Id citizens of the community at cost,
ll contains [irivate
rooms and wards, modern operating and x-ray rooms, sterilizers and laboratory equipment.
The operation of the
hospital is directed by the Clark Hospital Association, a
volunteer organization of employees and residents.

and

ilriiis

lai>ora-

hospital at

lories in Switzerland and
the following two years
as a mechanical draftsman for the Coventry

Motor Works,

new

coniijany will continue to handle the lines of railsupplies hitherto handled by .Mr. Ostby, and in addition Mr. Ostby has been appointed exclusive railway distributor for Davidson high speed steel and tools, ni.mufactured by the Davidson Tool Manufacturing Corporation,

served
three years as an apprentice in nicciianical
institution
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Ltd., at

Coventry, England. The
next seven years he was
the employ of the
Royal Automobile Chili
London, England.
of

in

John Stevenson,
^,,

in
superintendent
charge of gara.ge and
repairs, resigning from

as

Jr.,

Sharon, Pa., has acquired

a coiitroliing

the capital stock of the Standard Car Construction Company at Masury, Pa. Mr. Stevenson has purchased
lie holdings of Bioren & Co., bankers and brokers of Philadelphia, and the holdings of other Philadelphia stockholders.
The Standard Car Construction Company is capitalized at
$1,400,000, and the original plant was built three years ago.
Since then it has been substantially enlarged. When working at capacity it employs 700 men and has a daily production of 20 tank cars.
icrest

ii

*^-'

ill

I

^-

^- ^^ Brun

that position to come to
the United States as manager of the Universal Auto Training School in New York City, where he remained for two
years.
In the fall of 1917 Mr. De Brun became associated

with the Detroit Institute
charge of the automotive engineering laboratories works, electrical
equipment and battery

of

Technology, where he had

Surplus

Military

Railway

Equipment
in

United States

the

courses in the maintenance and repair of trac-

The War Department has given out the following statement of the amount and value of property on hand or on
order available for sale. The figures are as of May 1.
The locomotive and raised pier cranes will be turned over

tors.

to

works

E.

and

special

the Railroad Administration, by arrangement with
director general of railroads, for sale to the railroads.

Roy Gordon

has been appointed
of
service
engineer

Mudge &

Co., in
he will

H^\

Average

which
have

Standard gage locomotives

capacity
charge of investigating
service given by the

Standard

after

graduation

Ind.,

$7,540,173

75

$2,650

$198,750

S.fiOO

2,237
2,159
1,959
2,738

19,235,475
6,153,750
938,361
1,095,200

$2,227

$27,621,536

2,850

12,404t

Total

e. R.

Gordon

from the public schools
Purdue Unientered
versity, Lafayette,

Total cost

$38,275

Locomotive cianes

17,

1893. at Galveston, Tex.,

and

unit cost

197*

479
400

Flat

Tank

successful handling,
care and operation. He

Xuniber

gage cars

Box
Gondolas, high side
Gondolas, low side

products manufactured
by that firm and the

was born on January

the

38
101

10-ton
i5-ton
20-ton
25-ton
30-ton

13
15
6
4

o5ton

18

50-ton

where he remained

for three years,

the end of which time he entered the service of the
Pennsylvania at Fort Wayne, Ind., as a special apprentice
The following year he returned
in the shops of that road.
to Purdue University, graduating from that institution as a
mechanical engineer in June, 1915. In the fall of the same
year he entered the employ of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe in the test department where he remained until December, 1917, at which date he was commissioned a second
lieutenant in the ordnance department of the United States
army and sent to France. On February 13, 1919, he received his honorable release from the service and returned
to the testing department of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, which position he held prior to his appointment as service
engineer of Mudge & Co. on May 1.

Total

$12,400
18,992
19,699
26,475
25,700
34,132
32,865

$471,200
1,918,226
256,092

397,122
154,200
136,528
591,570

195$

$20,128

$3,924,938

15
10
9

$16,884
21,700
20,300

$253,260
217,000
182,700

at

Paul H. Schatzmann, foreign representative of the Joseph
T. Ryerson & Son Company, sailed for Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
April 10, to take charge of the company's interests in
In August Mr.
Brazil. Argentina and Peru temporarily.
Schatzmann will sail for Europe, thence to India, China and
Japan. A. L. G. Gentles will establish headquarters in London to take care of the interests of this firm in Great Britain
and Scandinavia and will leave the L'nited States in May.

Rriiscd

pier

cranes

10-ton 2.4 meter gage
10-ton standard gage
15-ton 2.4 meter gage

Total

Track

pile

drivers

Grand
*A11

total

34t

$19,205

$652,960

1^

$33,500

$603,000
$40,342,609

on hand.

tNonc

delivered.
tForty-six not vet delivered.

Under the arrangement with the Railroad Administration
the director general will use every effort to dispose of the
property to the several railroads at market prices at the
time and place at which disposition is made. The incidental
expenses incident to the care of the material are to be taken
from the proceeds of the sale.
This arrangement also covers the transfer of all 80-pound
A. R. A. type B. rail which has been declared surplus by
the War Department and about 1,366 tank cars purchased
by the Ordnance Department, 100 twelve-yard and 1,320
twenty-yard side dump cars, all of which are fitted to comply
with Master Car Builders' and Interstate Commerce Com-

May

16,
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In the event of termination of federal
control of the railroads before this material is entirely disposed of, the material remaining at the time is to revert to
the War Department's possession but in all cases where the
material has been sold by the Railroad Administration on
the deferred payment plan the War Department will protect
such arrangements after the federal control of the railroads

mission standards.

ceases.

This entire transfer covers approximately $18,000,000 worth
of material. The distriI)Ution of the property to the railroads
will be handled by the director of the Division of Purchases.
The sales of surplus supplies by the department of military
railways, as reported to the director of sales up to April 25,
amounted to $71,104,130, of which $68,993,837 represented
The prices received represented the actual
rolling stock.
original cost.
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pany; Henry R. Carse, president, Submarine fioat Corporation; W. L. Conwell; J. A. Dixon; F. F. Fitzpatrick, president,
Kailway Steel Spring Company; E. LeB. Gardner, president,
New Jersey General Security Co.; A. B. Hepburn, chairman,
advisory board. Chase Natl. Bank; R. Parmly; G. D. Pope,
capitalist; Alex. C. Soper, capitalist; Henry H. Wehrhane,
Hallgarten & Company, and Jas. P. Soper, president, Soper

Lumber

Co.

Vauclain Succeeds Johnson as Head
of

step for a considerable
time, presented his resignation at a special
meeting of the board of
directors in Philadel-

The Blaw-Knox Company has taken over the manufacture
field operation of the Uni-Form system of reinforced
concrete floor and roof construction, and the Uni-Form system is now incorporated in the Steel Forms department of
the Blaw-Knox Company and will be known as "BlawNils F. Ambursen, chief engineer of tlie Amburforms."
sen Hydraulic Construction Company, and the developer of
the Ambursen dam, assumes the duties of chief engineer of
the Building Form department of the Blaw-Knox Company,
and

He will
phia, May 9.
retain his extensive interests in the company
and will remain a director.
In connection

W.

L. Church, formerly of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Co., engineers, is retained as consulting engineer on the operation of the Uni-

and

with

Company, and Lockwood, Greene

Form

Baldwin Locomotive Works

Alba B. Johnson, president of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, has resigned from that position and has been succeeded by Samuel M. Vauclain, hitherto senior vice-president.
Mr. Johnson, who had
been contemplating the

resignation

the

and the election of Mr.
Vauclain as

system.

president,

were rumors of
between diffriction

there

The Detroit Seamless Tubes Company has begun the construction of a new plant, in Detroit, Mich., which it is estimated will cost $3,000,000, on a tract of 66 acres. The plant
will be equipped with the latest types of modern labor saving
devices and machines. The first section, costing $1,000,000,
completed by January 1, 1920, at which time the company will move from its present place of business at West
A subJefiferson avenue and Nineteenth street, Detroit.
division will be created in the vicinity of the building and
150 houses erected for workmen of the company. The entire
construction and financing of these homes will be done by
the company to assist its employees in their housing probwill be

ferent interests in the
company, but the existence of such friction

has been emphatically
denied by Mr. Johnson
and Mr. Vauclain alike.
Following the meeting of the board of directors, Mr.
Johnson issued a statement in which he explained that he
had desired to withdraw from the presidency of the company
in order to devote his time to his extensive personal and public
A. B. Johnson

interests

lems.
..,:,,

The following changes in the organization of the Western
Company, New York, will become effective on June
1; J. M. Skinkle, formerly in the engineering department,

and

Electric

ment said:
"For a long time

has been appointed assistant manager of the government department with headquarters at New York; J. A. Pizzini, sales
manager at New York, has been appointed assistant manager
at the same place; W. J. Drury, until recently manager of
the Cleveland branch, has been appointed sales manager at
New York, to succeed Mr. Pizzini; A. M. Collins, formerly
sales manager at the Detroit office, succeeds Mr. Drury as
manager of the Cleveland branch, and A. R. Maynard, until
recently connected with the sales department in Chicago,
has been appointed sales manager at Detroit, succeeding Mr.

public interest.
For a
time it seemed desirable
to

postpone

could

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Works

more

be

war broke out

Officers
S.

M. Vaudatin

rope,

in

Eu-

and

when our
gaged

firmly
the

When

established.

At the annual election by the board of directors of the
Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company, W. L. Conwell
was made president of the company; J. A. Dixon, Randolph
Parmly and James P. Soper, vice-presidents; C. W. Walton,
secretary and treasurer; Wm. Stewart, assistant secretary and
assistant treasurer.
Mr. Conwell came with the company
January 1, 1916, as assistant to the president. Upon the death
of R. M. Dixon, former president of this company, October 16,
1918, Mr. Conwell was made acting president.
At the annual stockholders' meeting, held on May 8, F. F.
Fitzpatrick, president of the Railway Steel Spring Company,
was elected to the board of directors. The board of directors
is now made up of the following: Chellis A. Austin, president.
Mercantile Trust Co.; Robert Barbour, president, Barbour
Max Spinning Co.; E. M. Bulkley, Spencer Trask & Com-

until

this

business and resources of the Baldwin

the

Locomotive

New

I

have contemplated a
withdrawal from active
business to be free to
devote myself to matters of personal and

Collins.

Co. Elects

which

in

he expressed his wishes
for the success of Mr.
The stateVauclain.

in

especially
country en-

war

a patriotic duty to continue until assured that the
over.

became
war was

it

"Peace has now come and the financial strength of the
works has been placed upon an assured basis. I feel that
time has now arrived when my responsibility to the
stockholders can be laid aside without prejudice to any interest which has been confided to me.
"My connection with these works has extended now over
the whole of the lifetime which I can remember. My father
entered the employ of Mathias W. Baldwin & Co. in the
spring of 1863, and continued in it for 29 years until 1892.
My own service began May 14, 1877, forty-two years ago, and
the entire energies of my active business life have been dethe
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voted to upbuilding tlie properties and reputation of the
works.
"The extent to wliich this has been acconiphsiicd is a
source of pride and Kralilication. It has not been tlic work
of any one man. Our honorcil predecessors laid the strong
foundation on which wc have builded, and the structure that
has been raised upon those foundations is the work of many.
1 hope that what has already been accomplished may be only
the beginning of their growth and prosperity ia the future.
"To Mr. S. M. Vauclain, with whom I have been associated so long, and who succeeds me as president, I wish
all possible success and I hope that he will enjoy the same
measure of co-operation and loyalty that has been given me

through all these years."
Mr. Vauclain declined to issue any statement, but said
in answer to a question that there would be no change in
the policy of the company.

Mr. Johnson has been connected with the Baldwin Locomotive Works since 1877 and its president since 1911. He
was born at Pittsburgh, Pa., I'ebruary 8, 1858, and upon his
graduation from the Central High School of Philadelphia
entered the employ of Burnham, Parry, Williams & Co.,
as the present Baldwin Locomotive Works was then known,
On the advice of John H.
as a junior clerk in May, 1877.
Converse he studied stenoy^raphy and then for about 20
Sellers of the Edge
William
months was in the employ of
Moor Iron Works, Wilmington, Del. Upon returning to the
Baldwin Works he became secretary to Mr. Converse and
served in that capacity for 33 years, gradually working up
In
in the company and taking over Mr. Converse's work.
1896 he was made a partner in the firm of Burnham, Williams
& Co., as the firm had then become known, and was in
charge, first of sales and later, on the withdrawal of George
Burnham, Jr., of sales and finances. Upon the incorporation of the company under the name of the Baldwin Locomotive Works on July 1, 1909, he was elected vice-president
and treasurer and succeeded to the position of president on
July 1, 1911.
In the period in which

Mr. Johnson was president the
phenomenal growth,
its gross sales having increased from a total of $29,000,000
in 1912, the first full year after he became the head of the
company, to over $98,000,000 in the year ended December,
The total undivided profits over the same period in1918.
creased from $4,470,000 in 1912 to $5,752,000 in 1918, while
in 1917 a total was reached of $8,306,000, excluding the return from the Standard Steel Works Company and the

company had what may

truly be called a

Southwark Foundry & Machine Company.
Mr. Johnson has extensive personal and public interests,
and is one of the country's leaders in export trade. He is
president of the Railway Business Association; a member of
the National Foreign Trade Council, having acted as president of all the National Foreign Trade Conventions with
the exception of the one in Cincinnati last year; president
of the Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce; vice-president of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce. In addition
to these he was formerly president of the American Manufacturers' Export Association and is now acting president
of the Jeflferson Medical College and Hospital and a leading member in a number of other organizations.
Samuel M. Vauclain, the new president of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, has been connected with the company
or its predecessors since 1883, and its senior vice-president
He entered the employ of the plant in 1883 as
since 1911.

In November, 1885, he was promoted to supera foreman.
intendent of equipment, and in 1886 was advanced to general
superintendent. He became a member of the firm of BurnCo., in 1896 and in 1911 was elected a viceham, Williams

&

president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works. It is through
his work as manager of operations in the Baldwin Works
that Mr. Vauclain is generally recognized as one of the
leaders in shop management in the country.
Mr. Vauclain's greatest work, however, was during the
war, not only in connection with the work of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works in supplying locomotives for the allied
armies overseas, but also in connection with the great shell
making plant of the Eddystone Munitions Company at EddyMr. Vauclain was on a number of occasions
stone, Pa.

called

into consultation
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with Vafious of the allied govern-

ments and so well was his work regarded that he was made
Legion of Honor by the l'"rcnch Govern-

a chevalier of the

ment. In connection willi our own part in the war, he served
with the (Idtincil of National Defense, first in an advisory rapacity and later as chairman of the committee on ordnance
and as chairman of the committee on cars. After the War
Industries Board was organized he becainc chairman of thai
body's special committee on plants and munitions and waii
also the head of the committee of car and locomotive
builders.

General Miller Heads New Oil Company
General Charles Miller, of Franklin, Pa., is to assume the
hairmansiiip of the board of directors of the Home Oil Refining Company of Texas, on June 1. General Miller occupies

I

a unique position in the
history of American railroads. He was the first
man to recognize the
great
importance
of
scientific

oil and
problems in
and he

study of

lubrication

transportation,

taught the railroads the
best

ways and means

to

economical

use
of lubricating oils. Prior
lo 1869 the railroads began using what was
known as pure West
Virginia oil (a mineral
oil from 28 to 29 gravity
with a cold test of 10
below zero and a fire test
of 175).
This oil displaced all the fatty oils
General Charles Miller
and tallow previously in
use.
In July, 1869, General Miller formed a partnership with three associates and began
to manufacture an oil in all appearances like pure West Virginia
oil and meeting the same tests.
The product was, however,
superior because of the addition of certain materials. The company made a specialty of supplying railways with cylinder, engine and freight car oils. General Miller studied the subject of
railway lubrication in all its aspects. His company was the first
to formulate a plan of furnishing railway oils under contracts
guaranteeing the cost per thousand miles on locomotives and
freight cars. It was the first to organize a department of lubrication experts, whose services were given to the railroads, teaching all ranks of employees how to use oil economically.
In 1878 the Galena Signal Oil Company was shipping 12,000
barrels per year, supplying about 15 per cent of the railroad
mileage in the country. In 1918 its product was said to be standard upon approximately 98 per cent of the entire railway mileage
of the United Stales and Canada, with a large export trade to
France and South America. With the advent of electric railways the company developed special oils to meet their requirements, making contracts on the same basis which had proved so
efficient

Not only did the company
satisfactory to the steam railroads.
furnish lubricants to the railways but also signal oil, long time
burner oil, headlight oil and other illuminating oils.
General Miller severed his connection with the Galena Signal
Oil Company some months ago because of differences of opinion
as to policy.
The Home Oil Refining Company which he is to
head as chairman of the board has large oil contracts covering
a production of 7,500 barrels per day in the Ranger and Burkburnett (Texas) fields.
It also holds leases on approximately
200,000 acres of oil lands exceptionally well located and now in
process of development. The company owns a refinery at Yale,

Oklahoma, now operating

at

2,500 barrels daily capacity.

It

is

constructing a large refinery at Fort Worth which will be in
operation in a few weeks. Nearly 600 men are now engaged in
the construction work on the site of 165 acres located on the St.
Louis-San Francisco Railway in the outskirts of Fort Worth.
Recently the Home Oil Refining Company purchased a convenient site of 50 acres at Franklin, Pa., for the erection of a
large plant to be devoted to the production of railroad oil.

May

16,
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In assuming the chairmanship of the Home Oil Refining Company of Texas, General Miller heads an organization which
covers the entire field of oil production, manufacture and sales.

The present

list

of

officers

and directors of the

Home

Westinghouse Company Establishes
Memorial Scholarships
war memorial to the more than 8,000 employees of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company who have
entered the service of the government in the war, the company has decided to establish a number of technical scholarThe details of the plan by which this will be done
ships.
have been given out by President E. M. Herr as follows:
Four War Memoiial Scholarships will be established each year under

As

a

the following general conditions:
Candidates will be limited to sons of employees of the Westinghouse
(a)
Electric & Mig. Company and its subsidiaries, who shall have been emgood standing for a period of five years.
ployees
(b)
Two of such annual scholarships may be open to the younger employees of the company or its subsidiaries who have been in their service
for a period of at least two years and who do not exceed the age of 23.
(c)
The selection is to be determined by competitive examination, to
he conducted annually by the company's educational department under
the direction of the committee hereinafter provided.
The examination is
to take into account not only the applicant's academic training and prepaiedncss, but due consideration will be given to personal qualifications,
general chaiacter and aptitude.
(d)
Scholarships will entitle the successful candidate to pursue a four
year's course in any technical school or college that he may select with
the approval of the committee.
The scholar may pursue a course in any
branch of engineering that he may select.
(e)
Scholarships will be granted for one year only but will be continued for the full four years provided the scholar pursues a course in any
branch of engineering that he may select.
Scholarships will be granted for one year only but will be con(e)
tinued for the full four years, provided the scholar maintains the academic
and other standards required by the college or institution in which he
elects to pursue his cours^ of study.
Each scholarship carries with it an annual payment of $500, to
(£)
be made in two installments and the number of new scholarships will
be four each year.
The company will establish a memorial scholarship committee con(g)
sisting of three vice-presidents of the company, to whom shall be referred
the names and records of the candidates, and who will select therefrom the
four successful persons who, in its judgment, have most satisfactory met
the tests applied.
The said committee will also be charged with the duty
of establishing the detailed rules and regulations and such other matters
of administration a-^ have to do with this particular matter.
It is the intention of the company to continue these memorial scholarships from year to year but the company reserves the right to recognize
changing conditions and to modify the plan or discontinue it entirely if,
ill its judgment, it seems wise and expedient to do so.

m

Trade Publications
Crossing Frog Costs.— The International Steel Tie Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has issued a folder describing the
crossing foundations manufactured by that company, and giving a list of the railroads which have used these foundations
and an exposition on the economies accruing from the use of
this construction.

—

Cableways. The
Lidgerwood
Manufacturing
Company,
York, has issued a 10-page booklet describing its various types of cableways and transfers for storing and reclaiming coal, handling ashes and similar materials. These
include the stationary cableway, the traveling cableway, the
radial cableway and Lidgerwood transfer. All of these types
are illustrated by means of diagrams showing clearly the
character of work performed by each type. Three pages of
the booklet are devoted to particular installations.

New
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Financial and Construction

Oil

Refining Company, is as follows: President, W. M. Babcock,
formerly Mid-Continent manager of the Humble Oil & Refining Company; operating vice-president and general manager, M. A. Isaacs, Tulsa, Oklahoma; assistant operating
vice-president and general manager, John B. Given, formerly
associated with General Miller in the Galena Signal Oil Company; vice-president, Sam Davidson, Fort Worth; vice-president, William Churchill, formerly sales manager of Corning
Glass Works; treasurer, Benjamin J. Tillar, Fort Worth; secretary Harry M. Bronner, New York. The board of directors
headed by General Charles Miller, as chairman, consists of
the officers of the company and nine other members of whom
the following have already been appointed: W. C. Stripling,
Fort Worth; Sam Levy, Fort Worth; G. H. Golvin, Fort
Worth; Paul D. Langdon, New York.
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Railway Financial News
& Maine.—James L. Doherty of Springfield, Mass., and
the other trustees named in the government's dissolution suit
against the New York, New Haven & Hartford have petitioned
the Federal District Court to extend until July 1, 1921, the time

Boston

to sell the stock of the Boston & Maine.
There are 251,480
shares of the preferred stock of the company and 250,254 shares
of the common stock that must be sold. In their petition the
trustees assert that since the date of their appointment the
financial condition of the Boston & Maine has been such that
it has been impossible to dispose of these
large quantities of
stock without a great and unreasonable sacrifice.

Canadian Northern.— William A. Read & Co.

are offering an
of $7,500,000 6 per cent equipment trust certificates at
prices yielding from Syl to 6 per cent.
The certificates are
issued against new railway equipment costing $10,724,705, the
issue

company making an

initial

payment

of $3,224,705, or 30 per

cent of the cash contract cost.

Delaware & Hudson.— President

L. F. Loree told stockholders
annual meeting on Tuesday that maintenance of way
has been inadequate both as to quality and quantity in the
year just passed. He said in part: "The President, in taking
over your property, gave assurance that your property would
'be maintained during the period of federal control in as good
repair and as complete equipment as when it was taken over
by the government.' In the matter of locomotive power you
need feel no present apprehension. Your shop equipment is
ample and it has been used to keep in repair not only your own
locomotives, but as well some owned by connecting lines. The
situation in regard to your freight cars is not so reassuring.
Where, as formerly, the great majority were on your own
rails, and the balance were returned thereto at frequent intervals, now nearly 90 per cent are on foreign lines.
No clear
idea can be had of their condition.
During the past year 131
freight cars were dismantled by the Railroad Administration
for various causes, and none of these vacancies has as yet been
filled.
In the matter of maintenance of way there has been a
serious falling off in the application of material."
at their

Norfolk & Western.
Trust Company of
of

Pittsburgh

are

$2,500,000 Norfolk

— Bernhard,

New York
offering

for

& Western

bonds dated September

1,

Scholle & Co., the Bankers
and the Union Trust Company

1919,

subscription, at the market,
convertible ten-year 6 per cent

and maturing September

1,

1929.

They

are a part of a total authorized and outstanding issue of
$17,945,000 represented by subscription receipts exchangeable
on September 1, 1919, for definitive bonds and are convertible
at par into common stock of the company at the option of the
holder at any time between September 1, 1919, and September
1,

1929.

Railway Construction
Chicago & Northwestern.—Work has been authorized and
will be started at an early date upon the construction of a new
passenger station at Clinton, la. The new structure will be of
brick, one story high, 28 x 287 ft., with a tile roof and a concrete
substructure. A small power house, 47 x 57 ft., one story high,
of brick construction will be built in conjunction with the new
station and the total cost with necessary improvements will be
approximately $250,000. The contracts for the work have not

been let.
Chicago & North Western is completing an addition to its division shops at Kaukauna, Wis., to be used exclusively for the production and compression of acetylene gas for welding and cutting
tools used at its various shops in central and northern Wisconsin,
heretofore supplied from Chicago. These new plants and equipment represent an investment of about $5,000.
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Schmid has been appointed

assistant division engineer

&

Railway

of the Nashville, Chattanooga
St. Louis, wi(h ofTice at
.\ashvillc, Tenn., vice J. L. Fergus, who has been appointed
assistant engineer, 'i'hc headquarters of D. E. Counts, super-

Officers
Ml

lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinti

iiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiliiifl

visor of bridges and buildings, have liecn
lanta to (hntlanooga.

At-

Cutler, general master mechanic on the Northern
with headtjuarters at St. Paul, Minn., has been transferred to Livingston, Mont., with jurisdiction over the lines
from Mandan, N. D., to Paradise, Mont., succeeding C. E.
Allen, whose appointment as general master mechanic of the
lines east of Mandan, N. D., was noted in tlie Railway Age

T.

Railroad Administration

moved from

J.

Pacific,

Regional

The

oflicc of

E.

J.

Henry supervisor

of rail-and-lakc

traflic.

with jurisdiction over tiic Lcliigh Valley Transportation Line
and the interchange of business of other lake lines with
railroads of the United .States Railroad Administration, has
been transferred from Buffalo, N. Y., to Cliicago, 111. (T.a
Salle Street Station).

Federal and General Managers
N. L. Howard, until recently colonel in command of the
Thirteenth Engineers (Railway) regiment and formerly division superintendent on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
with headquarters at Hannibal, Mo., has been appointed assistant to the federal manager of this road, with headquarters
at Chicago.

Operating
John F. Clark, trainmaster on the Northern

Pacfiic,

with

of

May

9.

J. J. Corcoran, assistant engineer on the New York Central,
with headquarters at Albany, N. Y., has been promoted to
chief signal inspector East of Buffalo, N. Y., with the same
headquarters. Mr. Corcoran will act as a general field assistant to the engineer maintenance of signals and give special
attention to the maintenance of relays, signal mechanisms
and storage batteries. A graduate of the Worcester Polyicchnic Institute, Mass., Mr. Corcoran entered the service of
the New York Central as signal helper at Buffalo in June,
1911, since which time he has been, consecutively, assistant
maintainer, maintainer, maintenance inspector and construction inspector, draftsman, chief draftsman and assistant
engineer.

'leadquarters at Missoula, Mont., has resigned.

The headquarters

of F.

W.

tanooga.
R. E. Hoard, trainmaster on the Champlain division of the
Delaware & Hudson, at Plattsburg, N. Y., has been transferred to the Saratoga division, with headquarters at .\lbany,
vice L. A. Crounse, assigned to other duties, and J. J. Rounds,
assistant trainmaster on the Saratoga division, with head(|uarters at

Financial, Legal

and Accounting

same lines, with headquarters at Marquette,
has been promoted to acting federal treasurer, with the same
cashier of the

headquarters.

Traffic
B. C. Prince, assistant to trafific manager of the Seaboard
Air Line, at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed assistant traffic
manager, and the position of assistant to trafific manager has

been abolished.
L. B. Burford, assistant to general trafific manager on the
Erie, at Chicago, has been appointed assistant general freight
agent on the Erie Railroad Lines^Buffalo, Salamanca, N. Y.,
and east thereof, with office at New York, N. Y.

G. C. Manning, assistant general freight agent of the Erie,
with headquarters at Youngstown. Ohio, has been transferred
He succeeds G. J. Vizard, who has resigned to
to Chicago.
engage in other business; D. L. Wells, division freight agent
at Meadville. Pa., succeeds Mr. Manning, and E. W. Vail
succeeds Mr. Wells.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
of
S. A. Chamberlain has been appointed superintendent
motive power of the Lake Superior & Ishpeming and the
Munising, Marquette & Southeastern, with headquarters at
Marquette, Mich.

D'Esposito, assistant chief engineer of the Chicago Union
Company, Chicago, has been promoted to chief engineer, effective May 1, succeeding Thomas Rodd, who has
been appointed consulting engineer.
J.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Charles C. Rose has been elected corporate treasurer of the
Spokane, Portland & Seattle, the Oregon Trunk, the Oregon
Electric, and the United Railways Company, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., vice Paul McKay, resigned to accept
service with the United States Railroad Administration.

Operating

Albany, succeeds Mr. Hoard.

H. A. St. John, auditor of the Lake Superior & Ishpeming
and the Munising. Marquette & Southeastern, with headquarters at Marquette, Mich., has been promoted to acting fedG. F. St. John,
eral auditor, with the same headquarters.

Station

Corporate

Kelsey, superintendent of the

Chattanooga division of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis, have been moved from Nashville, Tenn., to Chat-

A. L. Smith has been appointed superintendent of the Toronto (Can.) Union station, succeeding J. J. Beck, deceased.

Traffic

John Bickel, commercial agent of the Duluth, South Shore
k. .Atlantic, with headquarters at Chicago, has resigned to
enter the employ of the Canadian National as traveling agent,
with headquarters at Chicago.

H. L. Blackstone, general agent of the Sacramento NorthSan Francisco, Cal., has been promoted to assistant

ern, at

general freight agent in charge of solicitation, with headquarters at Sacramento, Cal., and the office of general agent
at San Francisco has been abolished.

M. A. Thomson, division freight agent of the Canadian
National Railways at Ottawa, Ont., having resigned, George
Collins, special representative of the freight traffic department, will also, until further advised, assume the duties of
acting division freight agent, with office at Ottawa, Ont.

Obituary
Thomas W.

Barrett, terminal trainmaster on the Pittsburgh district of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters
at Glenwood, Pa., was killed in a derailment on May 9.

P. C. Eldredge, formerly general superintendent of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, died at his home in Oconomowoc. Wis., on May 8, at the age of 63 years. Mr.
Eldredge was born in Sharon Springs, N. Y., in 1856 and
entered railway service on October 1, 1879, as an operator on
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with which road he served
39 years as chief despatcher, trainmaster, division superintendent, assistant general superintendent and general superintendent, which position he held until August 1, 1918, at which
time he resigned to accept a position with the Carnation
Milk Products Company, Chicago.
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was created largely by the war.

a result of the

staff

war the

people of the United States, including the officers of railways

and of railway equipment and supply concerns, have become
keenly interested in foreign economic and industrial affairs.

The railway developments

in foreign countries will in future

is

people of

tliis

country are engaged in solving their railroad

problem they will be interested in what the people of other

The war

countries are doing with their railroad problems.

almost stopped the development and caused the deterioration
of railways

and

throughout the world and especially in Europe,

sentatives

supplies.

It

is

Railway Age and other publications of
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believed
this

that

officers to

the

June

do

It is now up to the mechanical department
their part in earnestly tn-ing to make the best

is planing on co-operating in this movement bv
arranging for a supply of note books specially adapted to
the convenience of railroad officers in making notes.
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full,
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in

Improvement
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Mr. Thayer was graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of
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Mr. Thayer has
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and railway supply men alike are vitally
which Congress will take toward
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be-

editorial staff in Jan-

its

meet increasing demands been so nearly at
complete standstill as within recent weeks.
Less than
forty million dollars worth of improvement work chargeable to additions and betterments was authorized during the
first four months of this year, or only a fraction of the
appropriations normally made at this season.
After deducting
almost one third of this amount for supplementarj' approtion facilities to

a

authorizations and an equal

& Maine

meet

ment and operation of the roads. At no time in the history
American railways has the development of our transporta-

priations for

then entered the service of the Boston

to

of

apprentice and in the calculating department at Schenectady.

department and was later instructor in mechanical engineer-

Administration

obligations already contracted and to proceed with the expenditures necessary for the proper maintenance, improve-

employed by the American Locomotive Company as special

uan,-,

to

possible use of their time in Atlantic City and of demonstrating to their superior officers that the investment in time and
money is well merited. The Railway Supply Manufacturers'

and the railway supply industries of the United States by

He

possible

the

company can

important and valuable service to the railway

furnishing to them

London

as

has opened up a large foreign market for American

this

railway equipment and

render

to

mechanical department conventions, and also suggesting that
each member laelow the rank of superintendent of motive
power should render to his superior a written report of those
things which specially attracted his attention at the convention and appeared to him to be of value to his particular road.
The railroads have not been getting as much from the various conventions as they should, simply because they have
not been prepared to take advantage of them in a scientific
way. There is no question but what the larger number of
officers who have gone to the conventions have earnestly
tried to make the best use of their time.
There is an added
incentive, however, in going to the meetings with a definite
object in view and of having to prepare a report in writing
on new practices that may have been described or suggested
at the meetings or of noteworthy devices in the exhibit. Then,
too, there is the added importance of informal discussions
with men holding similar positions coming from all over
this countr}'.

While the

be especially interesting to our American readers.

assistant director of the Division of

be congratulated upon the letter which he
has sent to the regional directors and
Getting the Most
which was noted in our issue of May
Out of the
9, page 1161, suggesting that they
urge the roads to send as many repreConventions

Operation,

HThe Simmdns-Boakdxian

work done

year and which exceeded the
amount for work done last year

last

without authority, it appears that less than fifteen million
dollars worth of improvement work has been authorized for
completion this year and this is confined very largely to the
construction of industry tracks tending to develop new traffic
and other small improvements. The roads were also permitted to proceed with approximately four hundred million
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dollar.-; woilli

of

work

autliori/.i-d

l.i>t

Four Things That Are Needed

)o;ir ;iiul ciirriod over.

work is lu-iiif^ t"ini,shcd at the rate of al)out 10 por cent
per month or at a rate inucli f^reater than tliat at wliicli new
work is lieinn undertaken. Tlierefore, unless additional work
were autlu;rized it would he a matter of only a short time
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'I'liis

development of our railway facilities would almost
'Die history of our country has shown that
entirely stop.
the demand for transportation is always increasinj^ except
durinj; short intervals of time, therefore the dam which has
been created artificially must lie broken and in the very near
When broken, the stream of improvement work
future.
should be i^reater than normal in order that tiie facilities
until the

may

catch up witli

tlic

demands made upon them.

Financing the Standard

Equipment Purchase
O

Railroad Administration suggested
that the standard equipment, which was ordered under
war conditions and is being allocated to the different roads
in accordance with the judgment of the Administration, be
paid for through the issuance of one joint block of equipThe railway executives have apment trust certificates.
proved of this suggestion, and at the meeting of the standing
committee of the Association of Railway Executives on Friday morning last, and later at the afternoon meeting of the
association itself, this proposal was discussed at some length.
Details of the plan have not as yet been worked out. The
purchases of equipment by the Administration amount to
Some of the railroads have refused
about $400,000,000.
to accept that which the Administration has assigned to them.
Others are in a financial position which would hardly per-

^

OMiCTiME AGO

tlic

mit of their issuing equipment trust certificates at a reasonable interest rate. Whether or not the equipment is required, it has been ordered and in part delivered and must
be paid for.
The Railroad Administration has its hands more than
full providing working capital for the railroads it is operat-

Equipdue the corporations.
companies with sound
These notes,
credit are selling at comparatively high prices.
running generally for ten years, and occasionally for IS
Whether this market is broad
years, have a broad market.
enough to absorb $400,000,000 new certificates so soon after
ing,

ment

and paying the
trust

rental

certificates

of

railroad

the sale of the government's short term notes, it is impossible
If the notes are issued under what is called the
to say.
Philadelphia plan, title to the equipment will be vested in
a trust company and the notes will be in the form of certificates of participation in a leasehold.

If they are secured

simply by a pledge of the equipment with a provision for
the payment of interest and a part of the principal each
year from the rental received for the use of the equipment,
the security will be only fair even if 10 or 15 per cent of
the cost of the equipment is paid in cash and the notes outstanding represent only 90 or 85 per cent of the cost. The
equipment was purchased at abnomially high prices and there
might be serious difficulty in persuading the roads to rent
that which has been arbitrarily assigned to them.
On the other hand, if the notes are secured by the equipment and, in addition, are guaranteed jointly by the railroad companies, they will have the best of security and
ought to sell at a high price compared with other .short
term notes in proportion to the rate of interest paid upon
them. It would seem much better to have the railroad companies guarantee the notes than to have the government do
A government guarantee might be an entering wedge
so.
for trouble after the roads are returned to their owners. The
railroads will have to meet the interest charges in any case.
No road will be putting a severe strain on its credit by participating in a joint guarantee of these notes.

/^()Ni;i<KSS .mi:t in

.sfK-cial

session this week.

It is

expected

to begin considering at once the legislation to be passed

before tlie railways are returned to private o|)erati()n. President Wilson has announced in his message that the railways
will be returned to their owners at the end of the present

There are at least four important things which must
be done if the railways are to be returned to their owners
under conditions whidi will enalile i)rivate operation to

year.

succeed.

of the traffic must l)c got back to
Wholesale diversion of traffic was necessary while tlie railways were being operated primarily as
an instrumentality for helping to carry on the war. Necessarily this diversion was done regardless of the effects upon
individual lines.
When traffic once has been turned into
new channels it will not return to the old without spcxial
I'irst,

a

larger

])art

normal cliannels.

efforts

being

made

to restore

it

to them.

Of

course, if there

are to be wholesale changes in the ovraership of the rail-

ways and they are

to be

grouped into entirely new systems
it would serve

before they are returned to private operation,

no purpose to try at present to restore their traffic to the old
channels.
But probably there will be no wholesale changes
If it
in ownership before the return to private operation.
becomes evident that there are not going to be, the Railroad
Administration ought, in co-operation with the railroad coru.se its power to cause traffic to move as formerly.
Otherwise some railway companies wall profit enormously and some will be hurt greatly for a long time as a
porations, to

result of the diversions of traffic

which have occurred.

Second, every effort should be made by officers of the
Railroad Administration, and e.specially by the officers of individual lines, to increase the efficiency and economy of
operation.
The statistics of operation demonstrate beyond
question that the railways are not being as efficiently and
economically operated as they could be.
There is a good
deal of "passing the buck" between the managers of the
individual lines and the officers of the Railroad Administration at Washington as to the reasons for this.
One thiiig is
certain, however, and this is, that if efficiency is to be restored it must be done mainly by the managers of the individual lines.
It cannot be done by a few men located in
Washington, however able they may be. The managers of
the individual lines can do it only by each manager exercising his own initiative and using the methods and making the
changes which he sees the local conditions on his own line
demand. The managers of many lines say that whenever
they begin to try to do this they get into trouble with some

bureau or division in Washington. The officers of the Railroad Administration in Washington say the managers of the
individual lines have all the authority they need. It is clear
that the managers of the individual lines should exercise all
the authority they possess in order to increase efficiency and
that the central administration should interfere with them
The present disparity between railway
as little as possible.
income and outgo is enormous. It is doubtful if an advance
in rates sufficient completely to remedy it can be secured.
A great increase in the efficiency and economy of operation
needed.
Third, rates should be advanced. While the efficiency of
operation can and ought to be increased, no conceivable increase of efficiency and of traffic will be sufficient to make
net earnings adequate.
It is the duty of the Railroad .'Administration to ascertain how large the advance in rates
should be and to make it before the railways are returned to
is

private operation.

Fourth, constructive legislation should be passed by Conand its main purpose should be to assure to the railway
companies the opportunity to earn a net return sufficient to
.Any
enable them adequately to develop their facilities.

gress,

i

I

j

a

May

23,

egislation
ess unless

)urpose
greatest
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which may be enacted will be practically value-

of

contains provisions specifically directed to this

In

it

and

skilfully

danger

adapted

to

accomplishing

it.

The

in tlie present situation is not that the rail-

vays will not be returned to private operation, but that they
vill be returned to private operation under conditions and

aws which will make successful private management imposible.

If,

in spite of the experience of the last ten years,

two years, Congress is not ready now
adopt legislation which will enable the railways to be sucessfully operated and developed under private ownership,
he conclusion will have to be accepted that government
ownership sooner or later is inevitable, and that it will be
letter to accept it sooner rather than later.
ind especially the last

Cost of Reproduction in 1920
Division of Valuation expects to complete its inventory of the railroads some time late in 1920, and
udging by the preliminary reports on a few of the smaller
oacls which the division has made public, its final report to

rHE

le Interstate

Commerce Commission

will consist essentially

figures regarding the cost of reproduction new, less de-

f

each of the properties. The results presented
lus far have been based on unit prices purported to be
spresentative of conditions on June 30, 1914, and obtained
1 the main from an average of unit costs of work done durig the five years 1910 to 1914, inclusive.
Presumably these
914 prices were selected because they afforded the latest
iformation available at the inception of this momentous
ndertaking, and it has been contended that these same prices
lould, in fairness, be applied to all properties alike, reardless of the time that the inventories are completed.
Just what significance is to be placed in 1920 on a cost
f reproduction based on unit prices applicable in
1914, has
ot been made clear.
Although the valuation act does not
it is to be presumed that the data accumulated by
) state,
le Division of Valuation are to be used for the placing of
physical valuation on the railroads, and if a valuation so
etermined is to serve any useful purpose it must be based
1 evidence admissible at the time that the valuation is to
In other words, any estimate cost of reproducing
? used.
property new on a given date must be obtained by applying
the inventory quantities unit prices that are typical at that
ite.
Unit prices selected in 1914, except as they represented
le latest
information available at the time the valuation
ireciation, for

I

was started, will have no more real relation to the
of reproduction in 1920 than the prices of 1904, or 1894,

ork
)st

any earlier year that might be arbitrarily selected.
there been no radical change in price levels in the
;ars subsequent to 1914 this question would be of no parcular importance, but actually there has been a most prolund change.
Four years of the European war have proaced such an inflation of currency and other changes that
le wages of labor and prices of many commodities
probably
/erage close to 100 per cent higher than in 1914, and
onomists hold out scant hope for any appreciable reducDns from the present levels.
In the words of Professor
ving Fisher of Yale University, "To talk reverently of
HS-H prices is to speak a dead language today."
Notwithstanding these considerations, there are current

Had

ferences to a value of the railway properties of the United
;ates in the neighborhood of seventeen billion dollars
3!ure obviously based on past costs
whereas the use of
•esent unit costs of labor and materials probably would

—

—

oduce a valuation fully 50 per cent higher than those of
)14.
This must of necessity be the case if cost of reproducm, the only real fruit of the valuation division's labors,
to be a prime factor in placing a valuation on the
carriers.
This experience in the evaluation of the railroad properties
IS been a most illuminating object lesson
regarding the use

co.st
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of reproduction as the principal factor in valuation.

on the basis of cost of reproduction, the
railroads have increased enormously in physical value
at
five years' time,

—

—

$5,000,000,000 and probably much more while their
net
earnings have woefully decreased.
With continuing high prices the physical valuation would be maintained on the high basis due to high cost of reproduction, while with varying unit costs it would fluctuate up
least

or down,

and in a manner entirely independent of earning
Of what use can such a valuation be in the establishment of rates?
A valuation based on present unit costs
certainly would not amount to less than $22,000,000,000,
while the book cost of road and equipment of the carriers is
only about $18,000,000,000, and their net capitalization
capacity.

only about $17,000,000,000.
If the public still insists on basing rates on valuation and
on basing valuation mainly on the cost of reproduction of
the properties, the railway owners will hardly object, since
the result would be to make the rates and net earnings far
higher than any railway manager ever had the temerity to

Spokesmen of the railways are modestly suggesting
that the book cost of road and equipment be used
as the basis
for regulating future rates and earnings.
The
suggest.

public would

better accept this basis than go on with its
valuation; for
the valuation is not used all the money spent in

making

if
it

will be wasted; while if, as apparently is
intended, the valuation is based chiefly on cost of reproduction,
and if, as apparently must be done, up-to-date unit costs
must be used,
the valuation will be so enormous that its
use as a basis for
regulating rates and earnings would cost
the

public more

than any other basis that could be used.

Lehigh Valley
T-HE

RESULTS of federal operation of the Lehigh Valley
in
1 1918 were remarkably good. Total operating
revenues
amounted to $65,587,000, an increase of $12,228,000
over
Operating expenses amounted to $57 346 000, an increase of $15,520,000.
This left, after the' paythe previous year.

ment of

rentals, etc., net income of $6,821,000,
a decrease of
$2,867,000, as compared with 1917. The government guarantee to the owning corporation is $11,321,000.
To

the results of operation were good
behind earning the rental which it

when
had

to

say- that
the government fell

pay by $4,500,000,

seems rather a contradiction, but the totals of operating expenses and net revenue do not tell the whole story.
The total tonnage of all freight carried one mile amounted
to 7,138,000,000 in 1918, an increase of
474,000,000 ton
miles, or 7.11 per cent over the previous year.
Nearly the
entire increase was due to a greater tonnage of merchandise
freight carried.
The ton mileage of merchandise freight

amounted

to 4,033,000,000 in 1918, an increase of 12.65 per
cent over the previous year. The revenue passengers carried
totaled 7,630,000 in 1918, an increa.se of 6.91 per cent over

the previous year,

and since the average passenger journey
was nearly 4 per cent longer, the passengers carried one mile
totaled 270,000,000 in 1918, an increase of 10.85 per cent.
Transportation expenses, the out-of-pocket cost of moving
the business, amounted to $30,010,000, an increase of
$6,667,000, or between 28 and 29 per cent.
Taking into
consideration the increase in wages, this is not a particularly
large increase in transportation expenses, even had the volume
of jjusiness remained the same in the two years.

With an increase, however, of more than 7 per cent in the
ton mileage of freight, revenue freight train miles totaled
but 7,583,000 in 1918, a decrease of 10.25 per cent.
The
average train load, including company freight, was 920 tons
in 1918, an increase of 143 tons, or more than 18 per cent
over 1917. Traffic was not as well balanced in 1918 as in
1917, the percentage of loaded car mileage to total car mileage
being 66.92 in 1918 and 68.65 in 1917. There was a large
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j;ain in avfriij^o lar loatlinj^, tlir avcraj^i-

froi^ht piT l(K\(U'd car l)einR 32.97

ii)

iiumlxT of Imis of all
191S, c()m|)arinn witli

'I'Ikti- was an inand l)itnininoLis coal carried,
the total tonnajjc of bituminous in 1918 licinfj 4,726,000 tons
and in 1917 3,7iS.'^.0()() tons and tlic total for antliracite being
15,523,000 in 1918 and 14,917,000 in 1917. The percenta.gc
of the total tonnaije furnished by the different classes of (omn'.odities remained ai)out the same; there was a slightly
smaller pr()[)ortion of anthracite, but this was balanced t)y
As noted al)ove, tiie
a larger |)ro|)()rtion of bituminous coal.
ton mileage of merchandise freight increased very much mori-

29.10

in l'>17, a j^ain of

13.30 per cint.

in tonnajjo of antliracite

crea.-ic

tiian the ton mileage of coal
tiie Leliigh Valley therei'ore
evidently got a shorter haul on its coal in 1918 than in 1917,
due prol)al)ly to the effect of the zone system order, and got
a much longer liaul on the average on its merchandi.^^e freight.
I'nder tlie /.one order, the markets of the various coal mines
;

miNORTH
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the (ompan) has a l.irger eiiuijtment for its gross business and per niile of road, with one exception (as to jier mile
of road) than any other railroad in the eastern territory. It
is a fact that the Lehigh N'alley was one of the few (oal roads
tliat

in the eastern territory

This, of

itself, is

and

coal

anthracite

tiie

o])erators.

(ar

its

that

has

taken
is

[ihue in 1918 and
not strange that the

finance

supjilies,

own

its

and the company, therefore had

corjiorate needs

in

1918.

It

did this

through the sale of $15,000,000 10-year, 6 per cent collateral
bonds.
It paid off during the year $2,500,000 face value of
maturing securities. The bonds were offered to the j^ublic at
97)^ and the amount charged to profit and loss as a discount and expenses of bond issues in 1918 was $962,000.
The Lehigh Valley, lying as it does between the New York
Central on the north and the Pennsylvania on the south and
competing into Buffalo with the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, has, of necessity, had to fight hard for its merchanIn this
dise freight business and its passenger business.
connection, President Loomis remarks that "the many consolidations, combinations and pooling of facilities and ecjuipment inaugurated by the Railroad Administration have resulted in the diversion to other routes of revenue-bearing

|

oeNFim
Jbuffalo
HEfllOCK

fFRFEyiLLE

w

mine

to take on a capital
charge of nearly $10,000,000 for e(|uipment which the government thought it was going to need.
'I'he Lehigh \'alley is in strongly competitive territory.
It
lias i)cen a particularly con.servatively managed road for man\
years, although its 10 j)cr cent dividends aljsorbed in the
years prior to 1918 nearly the entire amount of surplus earnings, leaving capital exix-nditures to be financed through the
sale of securities.
The corporation received none of the
$11,321,000 rental due it for 1918. The government, when
it took over the road, took over current assets, including cash

and materials and

UAPi.es

its

strong evidence of the am])litude of

threatens to extend far into 1919, it
Leliigh Valley sttxkholders hesitate

to
l/?ochesMrJc.

during

to .supjjly

sui)ply, and, with the falling off in outj)Ut of both bituminous
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The Lehigh Valley
were restricted to territory situated within a comparatively
short haul of the mine.
In 1917, 52 freight locomotives were bought and 23 tenwheel freight locomotives and 10 Pacific type locomotives
were rebuilt. A part, therefore, of the remarkably good showing made in heavier train load may be credited to the new

}-our company had enjoyed."
following table shows the principal figures for operaThis is not
t'on of the property under federal management.
the income account of the corporation.

The

federal

way

administration

in 1918,

looks exceedingly large.
The administration assigned 1,000 box cars, 1,300 coal
cars, 500 low-side gondola cars, and 500 drop-bottom
gondolas to the Lehigh, but the company has refused to
accept this equipment, the cost of which is $9,648,000. As
President E. E. Loomis points out in his annual report to
stockholders, 98 per cent of the freight cars of the Lehigh
Vallev are steel or steel underframe. President Loomis says

1917
1,443

$18,201,495
2,200,731
22.705,556
4,894.990
53.358.446
5,353,466
9.999,610
1.013,395
23,343,165
41,826.166
1.953.954
9.575.996
9,688,471

1918

spent $7,818,000 for maincomparing with $5,353,000 spent in
1917; and the administration spent $17,004,000 for maintenance of equipment in 1918, as against $10,000,000 spent
This increase in maintenance of equipment costs
in 1917.

The

1,441

$21,225,341
2.892,992
29,155.590
6,234,935
65.586,769
Maintenance of way and structures... 7,818,030
17,004,251
Maintenance of equipment
654,982
Traffic expenses
30.009,870
Transportation expenses
57.346,025
Total operating t.x-pcnses
1,874,237
Taxes
6.364.382
Operating income
6.821,130
Net income

Mileage oiierated
Anthracite freight revenue
Bituminous coal freight revenue
Merchandise freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total opeiating revenues

and heavier locomotives.
tenance of

which

tiaffic

.

'.

C'oKrORATE I.VJfiKE

government
Other corporate income
Gross income
Interest and rentals
Net income
Rental

fiom

Dividends
Surplus

*No
the

part of

.

thi

government.

ACCOUNT

1918
$11,321,233*
3.026,425
14,347,658
7,754,824
6,592,834
6.060,800
532.034

cntal had. up to the close of 1918, been received

from

End

of

Year Set

President Says

for

Return

They Will Be Handed Back

of Railroads
to

Owners and

Congress Prepares for Permanent Legislation
Washington, D.

THE

FLAT STATEMENT made by President Wilson in his
message to Congress on Tuesday that "the railroads
will be handed l)ack to their owners at the end of

the calendar year," creates at least one factor of certainty
in the complicated railroad situation that has been lacking
since Decemljer 26, 1917.

The

President spoke specifically

and with authority because he is authorized by the federal
control law to relincjuish the roads "at any time he shall
•deem such action needful or desirable," although Congress
could take away that power if it felt that more time should
be allowed to work out its legislative solution.
While December 31 has been the date most commonly
assumed for the termination of federal operation of the
railroads, there have been some fears that the time of the
transfer back to corporate control might be made dependent
upon the degree of success attained by Congress in its efforts
to enact legislation for the future regulation of the roads, and
that the period of debate might thus be prolonged to extend
into next year.

The President's statement, therefore, serves notice upon
Congress, unless circumstances should be allowed to change
his mind, or unless Congress should change the present law,
that there is a time limit upon its endeavors if it is to act
in season to accomplish the desired result of placing the
It
countr}''s transportation system on a secure foundation.
should also serve to induce some conservation of breath and
words on the part of those who are inclined to wax rhetorical
in demanding the return of private management without
offering practical suggestions as to the conditions under which
the companies are to be allowed to operate.
The practical
question is no longer "Shall the roads be returned?" or
"When will they be turned back?" but, "How shall the
transfer be effected with the least disturbance to the economic
welfare of the country?"
The telegraph and telephone lines "will, of course, be
returned to their owners as soon as the transfer can be made
confusion," the President said;
without
administrative
adding that if he were in immediate contact with the administrative questions which mu.st govern the transfer he could
name the date for their return also. Meanwhile he only suggested that in the case of the wire systems, "as in the case
of the railways," it is "clearly desirable in the public interest
that some legislation should be considered which may tend
to make of these indispensable instrumentalities of our
modern life a uniform and co-ordinated system which will
afford those who use them as complete and certain means
of communication with all parts of the country as has so
long been afforded by the postal system of the government,
and

at rates as

uniform and

C.

of the efforts of those of both conservative and radical views
which will be brought to bear on the subject.

The President's statement may also be regarded as placing
a definite period to the idea of an experiment with government operation, which, while ostensibly not a part of the purpose for which the railroads were taken over, was undoubtedly an active element in the cerebrations of some of the men
placed in charge of the transportation system last year. As
a practical matter the experiment was ended when Congress
tabled Mr. McAdoo's proposal for a five-year extension of
government operation, which was then said to have been
approved by the President.
Mr. Hines, upon succeeding
Mr. McAdoo in the office of director general, took up and
supported for a time the ideas of his former chief as to
the desirability of a further test of government operation,
but he has not manifested any tendency to cry about spilt
milk since it was made apparent that the public was not
receptive toward the five-year plan.
He has rather turned
his attention to the complicated problems immediately before
him and to formulating suggestions for a permanent reorgan-

intelligible."

The

President gave no further details of his ideas regarding the railroad situation, saying he hesitated to venture any
opinion with regard to domestic legislation while out of
daily touch with the problems, but in his latest previous
statement on the subject, in his message to Congress in
December, he said that the one conclusion he was ready to
state with confidence was that "it would be a disservice alike

and to the owners of the railroads to return
to the old conditions unmodified," because "those are conditions of restraint without development.
There is nothing
to the countn,'

affirmative or helpful about them."
As a general agreement
with this sentiment has been expressed both within Congress
and elsewhere, attention is now directed to the form of the
modifications to be made in the old conditions, as the result
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ization of

the

railroads

transfer of the activities

under private management.
of

the

The

Railroad Administration

from experimentation to the work of restoration and readjustment has been very perceptible and there has been more
"railroading at home."

Announcement of a definite date for the return of the railroads brought great joy to many, if not most, of the railroad
officers in the Railroad Administration organization, who
have long been anxious for the opportunity to return to their
homes and

to their old jobs.

of their present authority or

While some may

may

feel the loss

regret the passage of the

opportunities for carrying out their ideas which operation
of the roads as a single system afforded, most of them give
an impression that they share in the feelings of the soldier
who was more than willing to make any sacrifice for his

who wanted

country, but

was signed.
the members

his discharge mighty quick after

the armistice

Seme

organization who are not
about the matter, because
many of them are holding bigger jobs and receiving better
pay than tliey ever have before. This is not true of most
of the railroad men, and' even when exercising a higher
degree of authority, some of them have felt a certain circumscription while serving as parts of the huge governmental
machine which they did not feel in their former positions.
The Republican leaders showed no disposition to quarrel
with the President's announcement that he would return the
Senator Cummins expressed confidence that a bill
roads.
could be passed before the end of the year but he predicted
that if the bill is not passed by that time the roads would not
be returned without legislation.
railroad

of

men may

of

the

feel differently

Chambers of commerce, boards of trade, and state legisand commissions are also expected to rejoice in the

latures

prospect of a return of the roads,

but there

is

reason to

some of them are inspired by a desire to get
the roads out into the open, from behind the protection of
the federal control law, where they can get at them once more.
The Sixty-sixth Congress assembled in extra session on
Monday, May 19, and after the preliminaries of organization prejnired to take up as .speedily as possible the appropriation bills which failed at the last session, including the
appropriation for an additional revolving fund for the Railroad Administration to meet its deficit and to enalile it to
believe that
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till-
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till'
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at
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last
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In
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is
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which the railroad approjjriation was included at
and it is understocxi there will be a .sej)arate

the last session

covering the railroad re(|uirements, but Director General
Hines has not yet submitted his estimate.
Appropriations
for the Interstate Commerce Commission and for the Alaska
railroad are also to be passed upon.
bill

The interstate commerce committees of both the House
and the Senate are planning to take up the .subject of permanent railroad legislation as early as possible, but no dates
for hearings have yet been announced.
Representative Sims
reintroduced his former

bill

to extend the period of federal

control until 1924.

A

conference of the Republican members of the House
legi.slative program which promised early consideration of the return of the telephone, telegraph and
cable lines to their owners, and also of "railway legislation
and development of transportation facilities."
Senator A. B. Cummins of Iowa, who was also elected
president pro tempore of the Senate, has been selected as

adopted a

chairman of the committee on interstate commerce, and J. J.
Esch of Wisconsin was made chairman of the House committee on interstate and foreign commerce.
The other Republican members of the House committee are: E. L. Hamilton, Michigan; Samuel E. Winslow, Massachusetts; James
S. Parker. New York; Burton E. Sweet, Iowa; Walter R.
Stiness, Rhode Island; John G. Cooper, Ohio; Henr\- W.
Watson, Pennsylvania; F. F. Ellsworth, Minnesota; E. E.
Denison, Illinois; Everett Sanders, Indiana; Schuyler Merritt, Connecticut, and J. S. Webster, Washington. Mr. Esch
has prepared a comprehensive railroad bill, amplifying the
provisions of a bill he introduced at the last session, which
represents in general the ideas of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. He expects to introduce it probably by next

week.

One of the first measures introduced was a resolution
providing for a return of the wire systems to their owners
and definite action on that subject is likely to precede the
more complicated question of the disposition of the railroads.
A number of bills dealing with the railroad question have
already been introduced but in most cases they represent the
reintroduction of bills presented at the last session.
Senator
King introduced a bill, S. 31, to repeal the federal valuation
act.
S. 67, introduced by Senator Thomas, provides for the
creation of federal railroad companies and is intended to establish

TiKi.MAS Di.WiTT
of

more

effective

Gronna introduced

supervision

a bill, S.

Railway

CuYLi'.K,

Executives,

chairman of the Association
in commenting upon the

President's .statement to Congress that

tiie railroads
returned to owners at the end of this year, said:
"It is to be assumed, of course, that the President believes
that Congress will be able to frame in the next seven months

would

("hairman GchkI of tlie House approjjriations committee,
promptly called a meeting to consider the K'l'ncral deficiency
in

Put on Sound Basis

ostiniati'd at

iKTmancnt railroad

tion hill.

bill,

Must Be

Transportation

the

ovit a billion dollars.
is i-xpcctcd to fake a
proniiiunt part in the activities of the session, the railroad
question will first eome up in connection with the appropriaWliiii-
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l)e

the legislation that

will be necessary to enact before the

it

government returns the roads to their owners. 'i"hc members
of the Senate and House who have this legislation in charge
are apparently hopeful that, with the unmistakable general
agreement over the countr)' as to the basic principles of
necessar)' railroad legislation, a non-partisan bill,

these principles, can be placed in the President's
his signature within the next few months.

"To

return

the railroads to their owners under the old

—

—

system of regulation
a system that had failed
would invite
disaster.
As Senator Cummins has so well expressed it, this
is the psychological time to correct the evils in our pre-war
.system of railroad control.

"The problem of putting our transfxirtation system on a
sound iKvsis for the future is not nearly so complex as ii
seemed two or three years ago. The public demands, first,
adequate, efficient, safe transportation, economically produced
second, new railroad facilities and improvements to meet
the needs of a growing countr)-, without wasteful or unnecessary con.struction; third, fair wages and working conditions

—

for

employees, with

insurance against a paralysis of the

railroads by strikes.

"In order that these public needs may be met by the railreads when they are returned to private management, certain things are indispensable: First, a continuous investment
of new capital for additions and betterments, from $750.000,000 to a billion dollars a year; second, rates for carr}'ing freight and passengers that will pay for the labor and
material consumed in operation, and that will provide a fair
return on the value of the property devoted to the public
use
that is, an income on the capital that will attract the
necessary new capital; third, responsible regulation by the
national government that will protect the interests alike of
the owners, the workers and the general public.
"The legislation to make these things possible, and to
insure the future growth of our transportation facilities,
does not have to be very complicated. On most of the principles involved there is a general understanding and agreement over the country, and the honest differences of opinion
are mainly as to details.
But this certainly is the time to
lay a sure foundation for the future, and to perform the
same public service for our transportation system as was
performed seven years ago by Congress for the banking

—

svstem.

Senator
113, providing for reduced rates
of

railroads.

when traveling under the
Department of Labor. Senator
Poindexter re-introduced as S. 360 his proposed amendment
to Section 4 of the commerce act to provide a rigid long and
for the transportation of laborers

direction

and

control of the

short haul clause; also a bill, S. 361, to provide for the regulation of security issues.
Several bills were introduced to
repeal the Daylight Saving law.

Senator Gronna of South Dakota filed resolutions adopted
by the South Dakota legislature petitioning for additional
passenger service in the state and also urging Congress to
enact legislation necessary to authorize the continuance of
five years.
Senator Myers of Montana presented a petition from the Montana legislature urging the prompt return of the railroads and also urging an inquiry as to the possibility of additional railroad construction

government control for

in Carter Countv.
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RailAA/^ay Stockholders:
Total of 647,689 Understates

Have

THE

Interest in Financial

Bureau of Railway Economics has

issued Bul-

regarding railway stockholders as of December 31, 1917.
In Bulletin No. 94
the l)ureau gave a compilation of the number of holdings of
A similar comrailway stockholders on June 30, 1915.
pilation was prepared by the bureau as of December 31, 1916,
but publication was held up by the war. The present bulletin not only incorporates the unpublished data for 1916,
but brings the record down to December 31, 1917.
This bulletin is based on reports to the commission of operating and non-operating companies of all classes, except
switching and terminal companies.
The statistics are virtually complete for each class, although it has been necessary
to omit a few of the smaller roads that filed incomplete
returns or no returns at all. Such omissions are so unimportant as to be virtually negligible for practical and comparative purposes.
Railway stockholders numbered 647,689 on December 31,
1917, as compared with 612,880 on December 31, 1916, and
626,122 on June 30, 1915. This covers the steam railways
of the United States, operating in 1917 259,485 miles of line.
The average holdings per stockholder, par value, amounted
to $13,966 in 1917, as compared with $14,321 in 1916 and
$13,796 in 1915.
The foregoing statements apply to all roads. For roads of
Class I and Class II, operating 250,804 miles (96.6 per
cent of the total), it is possible to exclude to a considerable
extent capital stock held by or for other railway companies.
Making this exclusion, the approximate amount of railway
stock in the hands of the general pu-blic on December 31,
The number of holders of this
1917, was $6,377,551,082.
net stock was 636,208, and the average amount of their
holdings $10,024. The corresponding returns for 1916 were
$6,202,673,485 of net capital stock, 600,671 stockholders,
and average holdings of $10,326; for 1915, $6,004,496,162
letin

No. 140, giving

statistics

of net capital stock 607,630 stockholders, and average holdings of $9,882.

shows the number of roads, operated mileage, and
total number of stockholders on December 31, 1917, grouped
by class and district.
Table

I

TABLE

I

Number

of Stockholders
Railways of the United States, December

Number
Class and District
.

Eastern

District
District
Western District
Class I (opcrat. and non-operat.)
L'nited States
Eastern District
Southern District
Western District
Class II (operat. a!ul non-opeiat.
United States
Eastern District
Southern District
Western District
Class III (operat. and non-operat.):
United States
Eastern District
Southern District
V\'estern District

Soutliern

31,

1917

of
roads

Miles
of line
operated

1,272

259. 4S5

534
275
463

64,829
50,378
144,278

572
333
78

232,798
59.089
42,852
130.857

,

All classes:
United States

Number
of
stockholders

647,689
340,586
58,301

248,802

161

242!o8il

)

122

428
113
135
180

18,006
4,067
4,650
9,289

8 947
3,470
2^659

8,681
1,673
2,876
4,132

10,812

2818
4 49^
'''4I6

3!904

should be l)orne in mind that the number of stockholders shown in Table I is the number of distinct holdings
of stock, and does not necessarily represent the number of
separate individual owners.
On the one hand, the aggregate
It

contains duplications arising from the fact that a person may
stock in two or more railway companies; on the other

own

Who

Ownership
.stock are

often held in trust for multiple beneficiaries, or are held as
investments by banks, insurance companies, and educational,
benevolent, or other institutions in which

have an

interest,

many

individuals

although not directly.

The Interstate Commerce Commission recently issued a
statement giving the number of stockholders as 627,930, but
this covered only 572 Class I roads and their non-operating
subsidiaries.
The commission also gave an analysis of the
20 largest holders in each road, aggregating 8,301 names,
holding 50,873,322 shares, without regard to whether they
were $50 or $100 shares, from which it drew the conclusion
that stock ownership is largely concentrated in a few holdings.
This point is further analyzed in the bureau's bulletin
to show that while this is a fact the large holdings represent
the interest of

many

individuals.

On

this point the bulletin

says

"To

say that there were 647,689 railway stockholders in
therefore very much to understate the total number
of individuals who had a direct or indirect interest in the

1917

is

financial status of the railways, and in the equities represented by railway ownership. This fact is strikingly brought
out in a statement recently issued by the Interstate Commerce

Commission, showing that 8,301 out of the 627,930 stockholders of railways of Class I held about one-half the outstanding stock of those railways. At first sight this appears
to indicate great concentration of railway stock in the hands
of a relatively small number of holders, but further analysis

shows that more than five-sixths of the total number of shares
held by the 8,301 laige stockholders were in the hands of
railway and other corporations, voting trustees, and estates,
the remaining shares being individual holdings.
These individual holdings comprised 8.2 per cent of the total number of shares out.standing.
It may safely be assumed that
the great bulk, if not the whole, of the stock held by corporations, trustees, and estates represented the kind of holdings described above, namely,
corporate investment, in which

blocks held in trust or for
individua46 had an indirect interest.
In the light of this analysis, the seeming
concentration of railway stock in the hands of a few individual holders is largely contradicted by the actual fact
that only 8 per cent of the total outstanding stock is concentrated in large individual holdings, while the remaining
92 per cent is distributed among hundreds of thousands of
small holdings, or is held in trust for, or for the benefit of,
many millions of individuals."'

many

There were 847 operating roads, with 560,621 .stockholdand 425 non-operating companies, with 87,068 stock-

ers,

627,93(1

332,624
53,226

of Individuals

1917

hand, and of much greater significance, blocks of

holders.

:

272
88
62

Number

31,

The number

of stockholders per

companv averaged

509.

Holdings Per Stockholder
Table II shows the par value of gross capital stock outstanding on December 31, 1917, the total number of stockholders, and the average amount of stock per stockholder.

The capital stock of the Eastern railwavs represented S3,559,686,211, or 39.4 per cent of the total; of the Southern
railways $1,203,202,068, or 13.3 per cent; of the Western
railways $4,282,543,530, or 47.3 per cent.
As in earlier years, the average holdings for railway companies of Class II were considerably larger throughout
than
those for Class I. This was due to the relativelv
.•Tmall number of stockholders per company, a consideral^le
number of
companies of this class being controlled bv other
corporations
and their stock heino; held in large blocks. The
same thina

::
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l_'ll

truo of

is

companies of

(^lass III, l)Ut tlu- coniimrativrly

Deducting from the aggregate amount of stotk and number of stfHkhohlers, respectively, the $2,501 ,110, 24.> iield by

low

lapitaii/.ation per a)in])any results in a small average liold-

In tlie ea.se of many eontroUed railway
ini; per ^toekliolder.
companies, the numlier of stockholders on their IxhjUs is the
sum of the numi)er of directors (holding one (iualif\in^ sliare
of stiK'k each) and the controlling corporation.
T.MII.K
.\VER\i;n

Kaihv.iys

llic

..f

HniniNCs
I'nili-il

1'f.r

Srci

jiaiiies

31.

or for

iiy

whom

lield,

of s'.txk in the liands of the

(>(>*)

railway com-

amount

the approximate net

|)ui)lic

l>ecomes $6,.<77, 551,0X2,

while the numi)er of holders of net stcxk was 6.56,208. This
reduces the average holding per stockholder to $10,024. The
corresponding average in tiie East was $7,584, in the South
$16, 54,^ and in the West $11,886.

Kiioi.nF.R

DcccmlHT

and the

for other railway comjjanies,

or

II

Slalcs.
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1917

Average
Class

ami

District

Capital stock

.Niinilu'r

ainotint of

(nilstaiidiiiK,

of

stork per

stockholders

stockholder

$'),045,431 ,S0')

647. 6«<;

$1.1.966

.?,.SS9,686,.'l

340,586

10,452
20,638
17,213

par vahie

TAIU.E

All cla-scs:

fniled Slates
Kastern IVistriet
Southern IMstrict

Western
Class

I

District
(operat. and non-operat.)

United Slates
Kastern District

Southern District
Western District
Class

II (operat. anci

l"nited

non

oiK'rat.)

8,603,190,028
3.433,734,454
1,089,848,118
4,079,607,456

627,930
332,624
53,226
242,080

20,476
16,852

335,471,297
107.702,407
80,707,610
147,061,280

8,947
3,470
2,659
2,818

37,495
31,038
30,353
52.186

106,770,484
1 8,249,350
32.646.340
55.874,794

10,812
4,492
2.416
3,904

9,875
4,063
13.513
14.312

Di.strict

Western

District
Class III (operat. and non-operat.)

I'nited

States

Eastern District
Southern District

Western

Number

District

stock-

of

holders
636,877
336,094
55,885
244,898
Total slock outstanding
$8,938,661,325 $3,541,436,861 $1,170,555,728 $4,226,668,736
Average holding
20,946
stockhol.lcr
14,035
10,537
17,259
per
Held hv or for

13,701
10.323

:

restrict

Southern

58,301

248,802

States

Kastern

1

1,203.202,068
4.282,543,530

III

Kaii.wav Stock in tmr Hands or the Public, December 31. 1917
and II, with annual operating revenues above $100,000)
( Uoads of Classes I
Eastern
United
.Southern
Western
Slates
District
Item
District
District
844
421
140
Nund)er of roads
283
250,804
63,156
Miles oixrraled..
47,502
140,146

radways:

Number

of rail-

way holders.
AmouiU of stock

669

391

$995,382,218
$2 ,561,1!0,243
In hands of public:"
Xuinbcr of stock335,703
holders
....
636.208
Amount of stock
held
$6,377,551,082 $2,546,054,643
Average
holding per stockholder
7,584
10,024
held

To obviate the duplications resulting from intercorporate
holdings, Table III eliminates them as far as practicable.
Since 1915 the Interstate Comoierce Commission has required roads of Classes I and II to report the names and
holdings of their 20 largest stockholders. Generally speaking, wherever one railway company has a controlling interest
in another railway company through stock ownership, its
name will appear in the list of the twenty largest stockholders
By eliminating such holders and
of the controlled company.
their holdings, so far as they may be railway companies or
trustees holding for railway companies, it is possible roughly
to approximate the amount of stock held by the public, and
The result
the number of stockholders owning such stock.

170

108

$247,830,807 $1,317,897,218

244,728

55,777

$922,724,921 $2,908,771,518

11,886

16,543

*Approximate.

Table IV compares the statistics of Tables I and II, all
classes of roads for the United States combined, with corresponding

statistics

for

December

31,

1916, and June 30,

1915 are from Bureau of Railway
Economics Bulletin 94, while those for 1916 are from hitherto
unpublished tabulations.
Average holdings per stockholder were $13,966 in 1917,
compared with $14,321 in 1916 and $13,796 in 1915. The
average for 1917 was lower than in 1916 by $355, or 2.5 per

The

1915.

statistics for

TABLE IV
Comparative Statistics:

— 1915,

United States

all

1916,
classes

Increase or decrease, 1917
compared with

and 1917

1915

1916

Item
Miles operated
stock
Number of stockholders
Average lioldings per stockholder
Capital

December,

December,

31, 1917

31, 1916

259.485
$9,045,431,809
647,689
$13,966

June

259.509
,777,052.011

612.880
$14,321

only an appro.ximation, as it necessarily can take no account of small holdings by railway companies, but a large
part of the duplication due to intercorporate railway holdings can certainly be eliminated by the method outlined.
Table III gives the results of such an elimination.
Railways of Classes I and II operated 250,804 miles of
line on December 31, 1917, or 96.6 per cent of the total
Table III shows, first, the
operated mileage on that date.
outstanding stock and total number of stockholders of railway companies of Classes I and II; second, the number of
cases of stock held by or for other railway companies, reported as among the 20 largest holdings of each company's
stock, and the amount of stock so held; deduction of railway
holdings and number of stockholders from the total produces
as a result, third, the stock in the hands of the public and
the number of stockholders corresponding to such stock.

30, 1915

257.211
$8,638,286,892
626.122
$13,796

Amount
$268,379,798
34,809
d 355

Per cent

a
d

5.7
2.5

Amount

4,7
3.4

$170

1.2

than in 1915 by $170, or 1.2 per cent.
reduces the comparative statistics of Table IV
to the basis of stock in the hands of the public and the number of holders thereof.
For the reasons already given above,
the table applies only to companies of Classes I and II.
Capital stock in the hands of the public approximated

cent, but greater

is

Table

V

$6,377,551,082 in 1917, which was greater by $174,877,597,
or 2.8 per cent, than in 1916, and $373,054*920, or 6.2 per
cent, greater than in 1915.
The number of stockholders was
636,208, which was greater by 35,537, or 5.9 per cent, than
in 1916, and 28,578, or 4.7 per cent, greater than in 1915.
The average amount of net stock per stockholder was
$10,024 in 1917, compared with $10,326 in 1916 and $9,882
in 1915.
This was a decrease of $302, or 2.9 per cent, as
compared with 1916, and an increase of $142, or 1.4 per
cent, as compared with 1915.

TABLE V
CO.MPARATIVE HOLDINGS IN THE HaNDS OF THE PUBLIC, 1915, 1916. AND 1917 (APPROXIMATE)

United States
Item
Miles operated
Capital stock (net)
Number of stockholders
.\vcrage holdings xer stockholder

December,
31.1917
250,804
$6,377,551,082
636.208
$10,024

Per cent

21,567

$1407,l'44',917

— Classes

Increase or decrease. 1917
compared with
I

and

II

December,
31, 1916
250,215
6,202.673,485
600.671
$10,326

June 30, 1915
248,395
$6,004,496,162
607,630
$9,882

Amount
$174,877,597
35.537
d $302

5.9

d 2.9

$373,054,920
28,578
$142

The Heating and
A Detailed

Ventilation of Engine Houses

Exposition of Approved Methods of Application to
Either

New

or

By

W. Reynolds

T.

and
THE HEATING
propelled

Ventilating of engine houses by n\eans

by a steam driven fan, through adjustable louvres and heaters, and discharge ducts to
of air

the

engine pits of the various stalls, is common practice. The
may be of concrete run under ground or of sheet metal

ducts

The underground ducts are the more deand are the type generally provided in new struc-

Old Structures

and capacities of apparatus will be recjuired; there being
two similar sets of etjual capacities, one of which is described.
Heaters: 16,500 lin. ft. of 1-in. wrought iron pipe in coils
of the mitre type, arranged in two groups of five sections
each, and having a free area through the coils of 80 sq. ft.

carried overhead.

The

sirable

of heater 9

tures,

but in installing the system in old houses the cost of

underground duct is prohibitive.
This article discusses the use of underground concrete air
ducts as applied to a new 30-stall engine house, having concrete floors and engine pits, brick walls and timber frame
the

^7ff

Engine

a

Heating System with Overhead Sheet Metal Ducts

and roof, but the use of ducts of sheet metal is also referred
to.
The cubical content of the house under discussion is 1,700,000 cu. ft.; the glass area is 10,000 sq. ft.; the exposed
irea of brick wall is 15,720 sq. ft.; and of wooden wall,
9,520 sq. ft.; the concrete floor area is 73,930 sq. ft.; the roof
area is 57,730 sq. ft.; and the area of the yellow i)ine doors
5,300

ft.

installation is to maintain

when
and when

deg. F.,
F.,

sq.

2 in.,

House.

Layout oT

The

is 4 ft., longest 19 ft., height
weight 49,500 lb., size of manifold connection 8 in., main return connection 3 J/2 in.
Fans: three quarter housed bottom horizontal discharge,
of the steel plate type, having a capacity of 80,000 cu. ft. of
air per min. at -j^-oz. pressure per sq. in. 140 r. p. m. for
the above capacity and 2,250 ft. per min. for the velocity of
ft.

engine pifs

Cross Section Tfirough

is

length of the shortest coil

an even temperature of 65

—

10 deg.
the temperature of the external air is
fresh air only is supplied to the fans; and to

have a capacity to change the entire contents of the house
once every 12 min. The installation is also to keep the house
free from fog and steam at all times.
The temperature of
65 deg. is to be obtained after the doors have been closed five
minutes, all temperatures being measured five feet above the
floor.

For these average or typical conditions the following

sizes

air at the fan outlet; size of the latter

a fan inlet diameter of 94 in.

78

The weight

in.

by 66

of the fan

in.
is

with
7,500

diameter of the fan wheel 132 in., width of blade at in63 in., and periphery, 54 in.
Engines: direct-connected 12 in. by 16 in. simple horizontal side crank of 45 i. h. p., having a throttle valve of
3j/^ in. size and exhaust outlet of 43/2 in., set on a cast iron
base 26 in. high, weight 6,650 lb., engine to operate with
lb.,

let

80

lb. steam pressure.
Condensation return

pumps: horizontal duplex, piston

by 4 in. by 6 in. automatic hot
water return pump with cast iron receiver in combination,
designed to operate with a steam pressure of 80 lb. per sq.
in. and a back pressure of 3 lb. or less.
The required boiler horse-power for both sets of engines,
pumps and coils as above described is 390.
An arrangement of engine or motor direct connected to the
type, brass fitted, size 6 in.

1245
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fan

is

pri'firahli',

lli'xihility

anil ix:\il alini'nunt

\n-'\\v^

!)>•

Ventilation

jjio-

means

of a tlrxihli- roujilin,' connect ini^ the sliafts
rroju-r alineof the engine or motor witli tliat of the fan.
ment is most important and may l)e obtained wliere care is
ciirod

used with simple flange couplings. Space conditions (where
length is considered) make the direct connection tlie more
Such an arrangement eliminates the loss due to
desirable.
slippage of l)elts and the co.st of maintaining them, and is
The cost, however, is
safer because of their elimination.
greater, since it is necesary to select larger engines or motors
to obtain the

same jiower

at a less speed.

necessary where alternating current motors
are used, since the available minimum speed is in excess of
fan requirements. The fan and engine pulleys arc jilaced on
not le.-^s than S,-it. centers. Where impossible to arrange for
this distance a drive by means of the so-called silent chain
may be used. The use of a motor requires a base of the slidBelt drive

is
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\entilation

from

tile

made

as

to

pletely,

Augmented By Smoke Jacks

aided by the exhaust through smoke jack

Some

stacks on locomotives.

are

and

is

with

horizontal

enshroud
therei)y

avoiding

the

and

necessity

all

for

adjustments

more
of the smoke and

locomotive

carrying off
the

types of smoke jack

vertical

stacks

exact

spotting

of

s

corn

gasc
1oc<j

There have been a few recent and succcssft
installations in which the discharge from locomotive stack
is
collected by means of ducts run
above the roo
This is in addition to the ventilation system and necessi
tates an exhauster which forces the .smoke into a stacl
Metal parts are avoided because of the sulphuric acid n
suiting from soot and water in combination, and a speci;
type of non-corrosive fan is recjuired.
Should the fan

motives.

:i

ing type adjusted from time to time l)y screws to conform
with the stretching of the belt.
The most economical prime mover is the steam engine since
it is possible to u.se the -exhaust steam from the steam using
machinery, such as the engines and pumps.
By cross connection with like apparatus in the boiler and engine plants,
the exhaust from all such units is made available at cither
the feed water heater or heater coils.

Arrangement

of Blast Heaters

Blast heaters are indirect and
type, such as the Vento, or they

may be of the all cast iron
may l)e constructed of pipes

rows and staggered with ends screwed into cast iron
Some manufacturers divide these bases by
means of partitions into two compartments, one for steam,
set in

sectional bases.

air.
Fewer difficulties are encountered with the
mitre t)pe of coil in the way of air binding.
In these, the
pipes run horizontal from the top of the coil and, fitted with
90 deg. ells, connect to the return base at the bottom of the
coil.
Pipe coils may be operated under atmospheric pressure and, where steam pressures in excess of 15 lb. must be
used, they are particularly desirable.
The horizontal pipes
of the coils should have a slope of not less than '4 in. in 10
ft. to drain them.
The steam pressure being less than that in the boilers, some
mechanical means is required for returning the condensate to
the boilers, a return pump being used for this purpose and
the exhaust utilized in the heating system after passing

the other for

through an

oil separator.

Design of Air Ducts

The

heating requirements for an engine house are roughly
and quickly determined by multiplying the total number of
stalls by the average amount in square feet of radiation
usually required per stall.
Other requirements are a final
temperature of 140 deg. for the air with a velocity of 600 ft.
per min. at outlets, each pit having four outlets.
Due to
practical conditions of building construction, the widths of
ducts are practically standard, the height being variable, as
required, to obtain the necessary cross section.

Referring to the plan, a duct 63/2 ft. square is extended
into one having an area of 67
sq. ft. just inside the engine house.
It is obvious that
economy and a better distribution are furthered by the extension of this duct through the center of the house to its
front wall, and then dividing and branching each way. Furthermore, it is often impossible to run these by any other
method. Each of the two main branches is 7 ft. wide and
about 34 sq. ft. in cross section, the branches and outlets to
pits being 2 ft. 4 in. wide and 4.66 sq. ft. in area.
Ducts are
of concrete or of brick, smooth-finished on the inside. Those
of smaller size may be of glazed sewer pipe installed in the
usual manner.

from each fan and connected

Horizontal Bottom

— Discharge

Fan Used with Undergroun

Concrete Ducts

any time be inoperative, the smoke jacks are arranged

wit

bypasses, so that they may be discharged directly into tl
atmosphere.
In general, these installations are provide

where local laws make their use compulsory.

Course of the Ventilating Air
In the system of ventilation under description the air
discharged into the engine pits and assists in ridding tl
running gear of the locomotive from snow and ice quickl;
The steam passes rapidly upward beyond the breathing zor
and out of the smoke jacks, while the working level
maintained free of all objectionable smoke and gases.

The
effected

distribution

of air to the various branch

by means of volume

deflectors.

These

ducts

consist e

made of a steel plate braced by angli
and securely hinged to the duct, adjustments being mac
along a ^-in. by 1^4 -in. strap iron punched on 1^

sentially of a door

ii

centers.

When

under normal

the pressure of air into each branch du
working conditions is approximately the san

deflectors
are
permanently fastened into positioi
Operating and locking devices are also installed in the dU'
leading from each fan, and conveniently near the same, a
adjustable damper. The damper is bottom heavy and conn
to rest on angle stops.
A stationary deflector or divider
also installed at the point where the main underground du
divides near the middle of the engine house. This deflectc
is constructed of No. 12 steel, bent to an easy radius an

the

braced.

The heating and ventilation apparatus is divided into tv.
equal sets which is an advantage in many ways and allov
for a greater economy of oi>eration.
While the exhau
steam should be utilized in the heating system during tl
winter months, any excess may be used for heating tl
water of the locomotive boiler washout and reclaiming sy

May

23,
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An outboard exhaust pipe must
or for boiler feed water.
provided to carry off the exhaust steam in warm weather
hen it cannot be used in the heating system or otherwise.
regulate the back pressure carried on the engines a backressure valve is connected to this pipe, and from this point
line is extended through the roof with spiral riveted pipe,
This valve also holds the
rminating in an exhaust head.
earn within the heating system when it cannot be used,
itomatically opening for the pressure set and releasing the
ihaust steam through the exhaust head until the excess
•essure has been discharged.

m

;

The Use

of Sheet Metal

While concrete ducts are
;penditure in first

creased costs, if
stallation.

Ducts

though requiring a greater
cost, they are prohibitive through greatly
applied to a house existing prior to its
better,

Concrete ducts require but

Layout

little

of a

or practically

maintenance, whereas with ducts of sheet metal renewals
be made from within one to two years from date of
stallation.
The smoke and gases are the more conspicuous
the older type of houses, and the presence of moisture from
e many locomotive safety valves combines with these to
rm sulphuric acid acting as would an accelerated test upon

ust

itting

are

and drying.

the

worst

for

Melting snow and

corrision,
ice

alternate

on locomotives,

ong with the escape of steam greatly assist in this cprro!5n.
This is more rapid at some points than at others, as,
accordance with the overhead building construction, the
[lets may of necessity be run in locations near the safety
jives and smoke stacks of the locomotives.
The only adjntage of sheet metal ducts is in their low first cost, the
se

of

construction

msformations.

The

stalls

was made, making 21 stalls in all. These were made
accommodate the increasing length of

of greater length to

Six of the original stalls were similarly lengthened and when it was decided to install a heating system a
fan house was erected at the rear for housing the one set of

locomotives.

indirect heating apparatus.

The sheet metal ducts were installed overhead.
The
trunk duct is rectangular in shape because of limited headroom, being nan close along the rear wall so as to avoid
coming in contact with stacks when locomotives are run too
far forward.
Supports for the trunk duct are of two ^-in. rods secured
to one 13^ in. by I3/2 in. by 3/16 in. antjles passing undcr-

neath the duct.
Round ducts are supported by means of
3^ in. bent rods. The branches are taken off and run along
the roof trusses, most of the branches having two down pipes.
These are carried down at building uprights and are divided
beneath the floor so as to serve the engine pits, each pit

having two

outlets.

Starting from the fan the

metal.

The conditions

should only be permitted where applied to an existing house.
As a practical illi^tration of an installation of sheet metal
ducts, take the case of an old roundhouse originally built
with 11 stalls to which in course of time an addition of 10

Heating System with Underground Concrete Ducts

)

e light sheet
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and

their

adaptability

to

turns

and

use of any kind of sheet metal ducts

branches, one 120
the

first

in.

by 24

having a ratio of

main duct
in.,

five to

is

divided into two

the other 56 in. by 24 in.

one for length and depth,

so that the friction losses are of course scanewhat increased.
Branch ducts are sized according to the cubiture and the

length of stall. They vary from 19 in. to 23 in. in diameter
with down pipes, mainly of 18 in. diameter. The latter are
divided into two 16 in. pipes and extended with rectangular

shapes transforming to the 12 in. by 24 in. outlets in the
Dovm pipes in the machine shop terminate with open
ends seven feet above the floor and are each fitted with

pits.

j
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-MS
and

(|u;i(li;ml

(l;mi|ii'r,

throu^iioiit

Gancs

till-

loikini;

dcvid-;

as

arc

all

()tln.'r.s

for the ducts are as follows:
Sizr<, in. <Iinin.,

J

for ruiind

Ciagea

iiliai>c«

3 to 12
13 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 50
51 ii|i

26
24
22
20
\H

Kor

greatest (liiiifiigions
3 to 18
19 to 24
25 to 36
37 to 72
73 up

2(1

IS

It

is

nccc.>^sary to protect the

Failure

ducts.

being on

by 4

10-in.

arrivals

liiit

|)ulj-

and departures with

ref-

At Albany, Ga., the use of (eiitral
erence to central time.
time has already been authorized.
In Helena, Butte, Deer Ltxlge, Missoula, and other places
in western Montana, the citizens have never observed Pathe commission, and the whole
be allowed to use Mountain time.
The Great Northern, however, will Ije allowed to use Pacific
time as far ea.st as Troy, Mont., and the Northern Pacific as
Corresponding changes will be
far east as Paradise, Mont.

time, as j)rescribed

Montana

state of

made on

will

Milwaukee

the

l)y

now

road.

pipes from mechanical
soon result in bent and

to

A

Value

%

at the rear

show

down

do so will
sheet metal shield of heavy gage is fitted
snugly around each down jiipe for a distance of five feet
in. i)olts at the front and
above the floor and secured by
injur)-.

damaged

time-tables mu.st

cific

rcctiiiiKxIix' sliapcs,

rcfcrriiiK to width of

20
24
22
I

eastern lime at Toledo, are pcrniiltid lo (ontiiaic so,
lic

t'lijjine liou.se.
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lag screws to the posts, bolts and screws
The space l)etween the ])ii)e and
centers.

in.

is grouted for .i in. above the floor line and sloped
Shields are painted two coats inso as to drain to the ])0st.
side and outside l^efore erection.
The screens which are fitted to openings at the duct out-

the shield

engine pits arc made up of an angle iron frame with
corner j)lates which encloses a screen of 2 in. mesh No. 11
Of late these screens
B. W. G. galvanized poultry wire.
have been constructed of locomotive wire mesh, since the
ordinary wire quickly deteriorates and in a short time totally

lets in

THE

of

Railway Plant Compared
with That of Other Industry

ACCOM I'ANViNf; ILLUSTRATIONS Were

prepared

by

Chicago Railway Ecjuipment Company, for the pur[X)se of showing clearly
the value represented by the railway ]:)lant of the United
States as compared with that rej)resented by the investment
in manufacturing industries generally; al.so the value of
railway locomotives and cars only as compared with the
value of the machinery, tools and implements used in all
E. B. Leigh, president of the

disappears.

Standard Time Zones Modified

THEplemental

Interstate

Commerce Commission has

issued a sup-

original order prescribing the boundaries of standard time zones, as reported
in the Railway Age of November 22, 1918, page 917, and
September 13, 1918, page 525. Changes are made in the
report modifying

its

No./.

No.Z.

boundaries between eastern and central time, in Ohio, to
meet complaints from various towns, and similar changes l)etween the 90th and 105th meridians to meet the wishes of
certain towns in Montana, all to take effect June 1, at 2 A. m.

The Hocking Valley, the Toledo & Ohio Central, the Kanawha S: Michigan and the Pennsylvania, have various joint
track arrangements, covering in all many miles, which make
essential that the Hocking Valley south of Columbus, the
Toledo & Ohio Central between Columbus and Corning, the
Pennsvlvania between Bremen and New Lexington, and the
Kanawha & Michigan between Corning and Charlestown, be
operated under the same standard time. To do this, and to
best accommodate commerce, the order now puts the four
it

roads

first

named

ISlichigan will,

in the central time zone.

under

The Kanawha &

this order, use central time to

Bridge, W. Va., but will be required in eastern territory to
use eastern time on its public time-tables and announcements.
When the daylight saving law went into effect, in March,
numerous towns in Ohio left their clocks unchanged, thereby
virtually taking themselves out of the eastern zone and placing themselves within the central zone. These towns, located
on the boundary line are allowed to consider themselves
within the central zone; they are Bellevue, Monroeville,
Pl}Tnouth, Shelby, Mansfield, Butler, Mount Vernon, Chicago Junction, Utica and Galion. Requests from places further east are denied.
The city of Toledo, as represented by the Toledo Commerce Club, requested to be changed from the central to the
eastern zone; but the commission finds that the citizens are

unable to agree among themselves, and the petition

The New York

Central and the Wheeling

& Lake

is

No.3.

Gauley

denied.

Erie, using

No.

^

Comparative Value of Railway Plant and Equipment
manufacturing industries; and also the value of locomotives
and cars as compared with that of all agricultural machinery,
tools and implements.
Mr. Leigh's specific purpose was to
emphasize the large purchases which are or ought to be
made by the railways as compared with other industries.
The statistics on which the illustrations are based were
taken from the United States Census report for the year 1914,
the latest official compilation which gives comparable data.
They were first used in graphic form by Mr. Leigh in an
address, entitled "Railway Buying and Industrial Readjustment,"' which was delivered at the recent business conference
held under the joint auspices of the Beloit (\^'is.) Chamber

Commerce and Beloit College. The essential features of
Mr. Leigh's address were published under the same general
heading in the Railway Age of April 4.
of

•

Fuel Association Holds Eleventh Annual Convention
Tackles Fuel Conservation Problem in a Big

Way From

Both Operating and Mechanical Standpoints

WITH

AN ATTENDANCE

rivaling that at the

memorable

convention of last year, the International Railway
Fuel Association opened its eleventh annual meeting
on Monday at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

Address of President L. R. Pyle
opening address made a plea for economy
He spoke in
of reconstruction.
part as follows: Those who have not had a practical working knowledge of the conditions under which the railroads
labored during the past year have no conception of the task
which has confronted all connected with the movement
The railroads have been the backbone
of transportation.
of our war preparation and without them we would have

Mr. Pyle

in

in his

fuel during the period

failed miseral^ly.
If the railroads have been the backbone of our country
under war conditions they will also be the backbone of our
country during the reconstruction period.
Such being the
fact, it behooves everj' man connected with the American
railroads seriously to consider just what part he is to perform
during this period. We are going to be called upon to do
things which at first glance appear almost impossible of accomplishment, not because what we will be asked to do is

impractical, but because of the difficulty of getting others to
put these things into practice.
If we are the men for the

we must of necessity
This is going to be the measure of our ability
Regardless of who operates the railroads
as railroad men.
during the coming year this fact is clear and unequivocal.
It is going to be necessary to produce better transportation
facilities, both freight and passenger, at a lower cost than
ever Ijefore.
Wages are at the highest point ever known.
All supplies entering into the operation and construction of
a railroad are higher than ever before.
To offset this increase in the cost of operation, we must of necessity eliminate waste wherever it appears.
You, individually, are responsible to the Railroad Administration and to your individual corporations to deliver to the best of your ability a
service which will result in decreased operating costs.
There is a wide field for discussion as to how economy
can be realized on the locomotive, in the roundhouse or stationary plant, by the transportation man in more efficient
methods of train handling, by the mechanical man through
better maintenance of locomotives and cars, by the maintenance-of-way man through better track conditions and fewer
slow orders, or by the car and air brake man in maintaining
the air brake system and so taking care of lubrication on
railroads that we can eliminate to a great degree hot boxes,
or by the yardmaster in making up trains efficiently.
The results obtained through effecting economies in fuel
are far reaching and if by better locomotive maintenance we
job during the reconstruction period
get results.

save fuel, we also assist in speeding up the movement of
transportation which in turn effects other economies.
We
should bear in mind that practically everything done to save
coal has a beneficial effect on all other angles of railroad
operation.
Even now operating officials do not fully realize
the tremendous opportunity for a material reduction in the
cost of transportation by specializing on the second largest
item of expense on a railroad, namely that of fuel.

For }ears this association has agitated fuel conservation
and although some roads have and are eliminating fuel waste
1249

through systematic efforts, we have as yet barely scratched
the surface.
To get the real reduction in cost that is pos-

and absolutely necessary for the well-being of the railmore practical interest has to be shown by general
operating officials and a more sincere co-operation must exist
between the heads of the different departments. This does
not mean that there is no interest shown by general officials
sible

roads, a

or that there

is

no co-operation between the heads of the dif-

ferent departments, but there

is still

a disposition to continue

campaign of fuel conservation in a haphazard manner
and under such conditions the maximum economy can never
be attained and waste will go on continuously.
One of the fundamental principles of fuel conservation is

the

The manifold duties of operating a railroad
are so closely associated and so delicately interwoven that
even the slightest error in one department often disturbs the
co-operation.

entire organization.
A chain is no stronger than its weakest
link and a federal manager can have ever so good a fuel organization but if a superintendent fails to co-operate fully
is a break in the chain and the railroad suffers.
It is
not so much individual effort that is needed as a practical
give-and-take co-operation from the chief operating official
to the smallest individual on a road.

there

Hale Holden, regional director of the Central Western
Region, was to have delivered an address at the opening session but was unable to attend.
W. B. Storey, federal manager of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, addressed the convention instead. Mr. Storey spoke in part as follows:

—

Address of
\\'e

who

Today we must

in saving fuel.
to

W.

B. Storey

are handling the railroads are vitally interested

On

normal conditions.

save fuel in order to get back

the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe

the fuel bill for engines alone was one third of the total transportation expenses and one seventh of the total operating ex-

penses during 1918.

There are many
problem.

If

sideration,

phases to the fuel conservation
fuel economy the prime conwould be greatly simplified, but

difficult

we could make
matter

the

must receive the
the labor condition.

service to the public

Another
must handle labor
differently from what we did in the past.
We must get the
men to do what we want by suasion. We must get them interested in these problems, keep them before the men as matters that concern them and the railroads with which they are
serious phase

is

first attention.

We

connected. The man who succeeds is the man
railroads in spite of unfavorable conditions.

who runs

the

Report on Pulverized Fuel
The

which the committee has to offer
unusual conditions which have
existed
consist of a
summary of some results, comments and suggestions.
These are offered solely with the
idea that they may bring out pertinent frank discussion and
constructive criticism on a very interesting engineering subAll deeply appreciate the earnest work that has been
ject.
done thus far to progress the art of burning pulverized coal
by both manufacturers and those interested in effecting steam
economy. There are many things about pulverized coal that
we are satisfied with. There are some things that we are
will

on

progress

account

report
of

the

—

:
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iiliuu.st
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tliat

ac-

curate analy.>iis of thi.** .>*iil)jcrl lie luailc in onU r tluit |)rogrcS3
may priKCcd along correct lines
As railroad interest in pulverized coal at this time lies
principally in its value as a steam producer, the subject will
To date five different
be considered from that angle only.

—

American railroads the Atchison, Topeka & S;inta Fe,
Chicago & North Western, Delaware & Hudson, Missouri,
Kansas & Texas, and New York Central have successfully
operated during te.st periods individual Uxomotives eiiuipped
These tests were all made
for and burning jjulverized coal.
under regular service conditions, and have demonstrated that

—

l(Komotives burning pulverized coal will meet the train handling conditions impased by the different classes of service.
None of the kn'omotives tested is in service at this time, it
being neccssarx- in most instances on account of war activity
and the demand for jjower to remove the pulverized fuel

CHiuipment and discontinue the experiments.
Requests by your committee for information on results obtained from the tests made on locomotives were complied
The following points from replies received are of
with.

conducted test between two engines of
the same class, one burning pulverized coal and the other
hand fired, showed that a saving of 23 per cent in fuel
The
burned could be made by burning pulverized coal.
main difficulties encountered were the slagging over of the
Hue sheet and l)urning out of the brick arch. The slagging
was largely overcome by an air jet to blow off the slag
A number of burner arrangements were
accumulations.
tried, but it was found impossible to overcome the rapid

"A

power .stations of various manufacturing
mining c()m]«inies, smelters, sugar

railroads,

fineries,

office

'J'he.sc j)laiits

and
and

liuildings,

laundries,

schools,

liotels,

to

a quotation from the reply to in(|uiries
parts of the country i)y your committee

is

different

asking for results obtained from stationary plants, received
from a southwestern railro-ad. "Our stationary boiler pl.mt
Fuel

.

Wyoming

i'^'"''

'".lU-

hand

firing versus pul-

which include

verized coal firing on
cost of pulverizing, cost of handling, cost of arch maintenance, interest and depreciation, showed the hand firing to
In fairness to the pulverized coal it
be most economical.
the locomotives tested,

was thought possible to design a firebox that would eliminate such troubles as burning out of the brick arch and show
an advantage iTi favor of the pulverized coal."
"Burning pulverized fuel was ver\- satisfactor\-, had
(b)
all the steam that was wanted with splendid control all the
time, burning 60 per cent anthracite and 40 per cent bituminous, the bituminous being necessar\- to increase the volatile.
The question of economy is quite another thing and unless
a poor or by-product coal can be purchased at a price that
will absorb carrying charges, operation, etc., of a pulverizing plant and not exceed the price of a satisfactory lump
There is no savit should be given careful thought.
ing in the quantity of fuel used when pulverized, in fact the
Pulverizing costs
difference is in favor of the lump coal.
coal,

between 45 cents and 50 cents per ton.
"The burning of pulverized coal in a locomotive
(c)
was quite an easy proposition, and with us was very satisThe only difficulties were with the drying, pulverfactory.
izing and handling of the coal, and also the danger in conIn case of a large number of engines being
nection with it.
equipped to bum pulverized coal, were the plant to be
blown up, burned or otherwise made inoperative, the locomotives would be tied up until the plant was in service
again."
(d)

One foreign railroad, the "Central Railway of Brahas made marked progress in burning pulverized coal.

(See Railway Age, Oct. 26, 1917, page 767.)

Something like 200 pulverized fuel installations on stathroughout the country, comprising central power and lighting stations, street railway
tfonarv' plants are in operation

LiKnite

Powdered

,

Analysis of Coal
.,

As

,

Moislmc
Ash
11.
;

2.

13.
14.
1 5.

As

fired

2.83%
42.77%
49.90%
4.50%

X"'"'''^ •,
rixed Cailjon
P. T. U. per lb
Total amount of coal

1

1.84<)

fired
fired
Combustible fired
Total coal fired per hour
Dry coal fired per hour
Combustible fired per hour

Dry

received

19.2%
34.3%
42.5%
4.0%

coal

'

13,821 lbs
] 3,430
lbs.
12,808 lbs.
2,032 lbs.
,975 ibs.
l|884 lbs!
1

Quality of Steam
Percentage of mcislure in steam
Quality of steam
l3egrees of superheat

3.3%
94.7%
0.

Water
Total water ted to boiler
99,679
Total water actually evaporated
96,390
Total water evaporated from and at 212 deg. F
115,547
Water fed to boiler per hour
4,659
Water actually evaporated per hour
14,175
Equivalent water evaporated per hour from and .it 212 deg. F.
16,992
Lbs. of water fed to boiler per lb. of coal fired
7.21
Lbs. of water evaporated per lb. of coal fired
6.97
Lbs. of water evaporated per lb. of dry coal
7.18
Lbs. of water evaporated from and at 212 deg. per lb. of coal...
8.36
Lbs. of water evaporated from and at 212 deg. per lb. of dry
combustible
9,02
Lbs. of water evaporated from and at 212 deg. per lb. of dry
]

.

coal

of total costs of

reetc.

are reported as .successfully imrning all grades

following

I'iie

sent

back.

"A comparison

in-

classifications of anthracite, bituminous, sub-bituminous
lignite coals in tiie pulverized fonn.

carefull}-

The cost of replacing the
burning out of the brick arch.
The delay
arch brick largely overcame the saving in fuel.
to locomotive, replacing arch brick, was also a decided draw-

zil,"

station.-',

dustries,

16.

interest

(a)

power
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lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
ibs.

lbs.

8.60

Average heat in coal 11.849
Heat produced per hour

I?,

u.

t.

per

lb.

of coal as fired
24,077,168 B.t.u.

Ilcat required to evaporate a lb. of steam as discharged from
the boilers
C.967 (1195.1
32.0) -|- 0.033 (338.7
32)
1124.7
10.1
1134.8.
Total heat given to the boilers per hour
14,659
1134.8

=
+

=

—

—

=

=

=

X

16,635,000 B.t.u.
Efficicncv of boiler

=

16,635,000
=: 69.1.

24,077,000
16,635,000

Horsepower developed

—

497.

33.479
I'er rent of

horscpnwcr

r.-iting

dcvelnfX'd

—

49-

^

151%.

330

comon account

that uses pulverized fuel has during the past year been

pelled to use a considerable

amount

of

oil,

this

breakdowns and other troubles, and also the mixing of
and powdered coal. The manufacturers have for some
time, in fact most all winter, been changing, overhauling
and remodeling their equipment, and on two boilers we
have had very little service on this account.
"I am not going to give you any figures as to the cost of
of

oil

using pulverized coal at our plant here for the reason that
our pulverizing and drying plant has not sufficient capacity
to properly take care of the demands upon it, and this requires more labor than would othenvise be necessary, hence
the cost is greater and would not be a fair comparison.
We
have, however, kept the plant going on pulverized coal most
of the time, but it has been a forced proposition."
From the above summary the following conclusions may
be deduced
The development of the art of burning pulverized coal during the past two years has shown marked
progress in that the experimental work done and tests made,
although still incomplete, have demonstrated the apparent
soundness of the principle of burning coal in a finely divided
form in suspension, and that the complete commercial success depends upon the further careful working out of such
details as correct determinations of proper fineness of the
:

May

23,
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is

grades of coals and economical and efficient methand apparatus for preparing, storing and transporting

e

pulverized

irious

coal

to

the

stationary

plant

or

locomotive

irnace.

has not been clearly established that coal ground to
extreme fineness and dried to the extent recommended
most of the supporters of pulverized coal best meets tlie
nditions of the practical user operating under widely diThe tendency of explosion and sponrsified conditions.
It

e
'

neous combustion, which is always present in coal of this
laracter, should be elimifiated entirely if possible to do so.
he tendency of reabsorption of moisture in containers and
msmission piping in stationary- plants and at coaling sta)ns of railroads will always be a problem in climates havExg extreme variations of temperature and humidity.
Timents should be made to determine if thoroughly air
ied coal ground to the fineness of say coarse granulated
gar and burned in suspension in specially designed furces will not produce greater over all economies.
Further, in so far as the use of this kind of fuel on lococoncerned, it seems advisable to give more careconsideration to the individuality of the flexible steam
1

3tives is

It is not without the realm
possibility that a pulverizing and stoking device might
arranged that would prepare any grade of coal on the
ider and deliver it to the firebox in the pulverized form,
us eliminating all of the expense incident to preparing
d transporting pulverized coal from a central plant, which
ings create a great deal of doubt about the success of
The same thing would
ilverized fuel at the present time.
50 apply to a stationary plant in a modified form.

:omotive as

Much

exists today.

it

work and experimenting has
en done and some snap conclusions have been rendered
thout careful analysis of the problem and without doing
ill-advised engineering

very

i

essential

laboratory

work necessary

to

establish

ndamental facts. Some hurriedly prepared and conducted
its with
incomplete and inadequate facilities and equipmt have been made, particularly on locomotives on busy
ilroads during periods of heavy traffic movement.
Such
its are more or less void of results, not only from lack of
eparation and facilities, but also because employees cannot
re them proper attention.
For these reasons also adverse
inions and doubt about pulverized fuel prevail in the
nds of many.
It does not seem that we are using the laboratories of our
universities to a sufficient extent.

?at

Many

the railroads, with the assistance of manufacturers and unimake the necessary conclusive and exhaustive tests

versities,

and develop the fixed principles of methods and apparatus
necessary to successfully meet the very urgent demands for

more economical burning of coal. This is not a
question of self-interest of either manufacturer or particular
industry.
It is one of national interest and urgency.
The report was signed by W.
Bohan (N. P.), chairvastly

J.

man; H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.), H. B. Brown (L. V.),
R. R. Hibben (M., K. & T.), D. R. MacBain (N. Y. C),
J. H. Manning (D. & H.), H. C. Oviatt (N. Y., N. H. &
H.), John Purcell (A. T. & S. F.) and L. R. Pyle (U. S.
R. A.)

Discussion
Muhlfeld (Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corporation)
submitted a written discussion in which he took issue with
some of the statements in the committee's report. He stated
that the practicabilit}' of burning powdered coal had been
established, and asserted that it was necessary to develop it
in order to increase the efficieircy and the capacity of the locomotive, to decrease the cost of fuel, to permit of using coal
of poor quality and to eliminate smoke and soot.
A. G. Kinyon (Fuller Engineering Company) submitted
records of numerous pulverized coal installations and reports of tests showing the high efficiency of boilers fired in
this manner.
Several speakers called attention to the fact
that troubles similar to those experienced with pulverized

had been encountered in the period of development of
practically all the accessories used on locomotives
fuel

M.

and lay the foundation for reasonably
devices before making field applications.

hnical questions
arative
It
;1

is

particularly noticeable in the reports of pulverized
by the committee that practically all dealt

tests received

economy only and with a deluge of figures and
balances" conclusively proved fuel economy to everyly's satisfaction.
Not enough has been said about "cash
lances."
In this respect conclusive evidence is lacking
put pulverized coal, at least in so far as your committee
been able to develop after careful inquiry.
This has
jn disappointing.
We hope for some reliable statistics in
near future that will dispel all doul)t that now exists on
important matter,
rhere is little or no question about the ultimate practica:h

fuel

2at

ji

I

'.i

and economy of burning coal in a finely
form, both in stationary plants and locomotives.
develop this fact to a practical conclusion requires thor>;h co-operation of both manufacturer and user and it is
ty,

efficiency

lided

igested that in
iiite

view of the immense supply of bituminous,

and other grades of coals of various characteristics
adapted to the pulverized method of burning,

C.

M. Hatch (Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corpora-

tion) expressed the opinion that the crux of the matter lay
in the design of the locomotive furnace.
Large furnace vol-

ume

is needed for burning pulverized fuel and no locomohas yet been built with the proper design of furnace for
this fuel.
Stationar}- installations, where proper care is
taken in designing the furnace, are uniformally successful.
The association decided that an effort be made to secure
co-operation from Purdue University, the University of

tive

Illinois and the Bureau of Mines with a view to solving the
problem of burning pulverized coal.

Teamwork

of

Enginemen and Firemen
By M.

A. Daly
General Fuel Supervisor, Northern Pacific Railroad

•sities

lid

E.

J.

of these uni-

have very thoroughly equipped laboratories, and
and gladly would thoroughly thrash out all of the
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Engine crews dispose of nearly all of the coal used on the
railroads of the United States.
Approximately 95 per cent
of all railroad coal passes through their hands.
Nearly
130,000,000 tons of coal will this year be mined, hauled and
placed on the tenders of locomotives.
Into the IcKomotive
fireboxes about $434,000,000 worth of coal will be shoveled.

Some of the coal mined for the locomotives will not be
delivered to the tenders, some of the coal delivered to the
tenders will not be thrown into the fireboxes, and some
thrown into the fireboxes will not be burned.
Coal will be
from cars en route from mines to coal docks, coal will
be lost off the side rails, decks and end sills of the tenders,
and unbumed coal will be lost through the grates and
through the smokestacks.
A large percentage of those losses
are avoidable.
Just how much, however, may always be an
lost

unknown

quantity.
Nevertheless, many railroads are now
recognizing that such losses are enormous, and that partial
prevention is easily possible.

The value of a ton of coal may be carelessly considered in
railroad operation, but the cost of each ton will inevitably
take

its

deliberate bite out of the current operating revenues.
in the United States 65,000 locomotives stand

•uliarly

Each morning

t as soon as business conditions again adjust themselves,

ready for service.

At the

close

of

each

dav $1,190,000
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worlli of liKoniotivc- coal lias hccn luriu-d

ton of

bar

to aslios.

Kvrry

|iiill.

cars will depend larj^ely on tlie condition of tlie IcHoniotive,
tile nianner in wliidi it is ojierated, and tlie skill witii wliidi
the coal is jilaced on the t'lrehed.
Wiien a IcKOiiiolive is jiroperly maintained, projierly
o|>erated and proper!) tired, it will not only reciuire the least

amount

of fuel,

i)Ut

possilile diaracter of service.

it

will also deliver the hij^hest
All tlirir of these points are

of direct concern to road foremen and traveling enf^iiuers.
In fact, these jioints embody the chief jiart of the work of
those officers, for most railroad executives now hold that tiie
principal duties of road foremen and traveling engineers
Economical fuel
are to develop economy in the use of fuel.
It may be posoperation is a mark of good railroading.
sible, ])erhaps, to have economical fuel operation without
gotxl railroading, but no more is it considered to be good
railroading unless there i)e economical fuel operation.
The locomotive is not a one-man machine. Its oi)eration
One is occuiiied in converting water
requires two men.
into steam, while the other is manipulating valves which
The two men
permit the steam to do the work desired.
work at the same time. It may almost be said that the steam

There
being used at the same time that it is l:)eing made.
being a limit to the steam storing capacity of the locomotive,
when the engineman stops using steam the fireman stops
making it. At least such should he the liremen's aim. The
fireman should have advance information of the approximate time of closing the throttle, so that he may control the
The engineer should know that the firefire accordingly.
man has this information and that he is guided by it.
Similar information should be common knowledge before
In this case coal should be placed on the
starting trains.
is

short interval before the locomotive is worked heavily.
successful engineer closely supervises the firing of the
locomotive, especially at this time of the trip. The fire must
be properly prepared and built up to anticipate the condifire a

The

tions to be met.

This business of fire preparation and fire control, like
preventing the waste of coal that works out and drops off
end sills of tenders, is the work of the fireman, but it is the
When you
engineer's responsibility to see that he does it.
have an engineer who sympathetically and intelligently
supervises the firing of a locomotive, you soon have a fireman who becomes more careful in his work. This, of
Perfect teamwork is easy to recogcourse, is teamwork.
,

First of all it requires the
but difficult to develop.
The engineer must
proper state of mind in the engineer.
be made to feel his authority and responsibility in directing
This assumes the full support
the work of the fireman.
of his immediate superiors, especially road foremen and
master mechanics, and in addition, the full support of their

nize,

superiors.
It is common knowledge that locomotives make trips on
which several tons of coal more are consumed than on other
locomotives of the same class, on similar runs, in the same
The
service, over the same piece of track, by other crews.
difference in consumption is in the condition of the locomoHabitually
tive or in the work of the engineer or fireman.
close supervision of the fireman makes it much easier for an
engineman to suspect that an engine is getting a little "off"
on steaming qualities, when he may proceed to locate the
trouble and have it remedied.
There is nothing new about these considerations. Team-

work

is

Locomotive Fuel Losses

coal contains a definite amount of potential drawHow mud) of it is actually utilized in puUinn

till'

possible
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universally desired.

We

To

realize

it

is

the thing for

acknowledge the existence of
These should be removed. This
irregularities in practice.
paper was written to ask you to give your opinions and convictions as to how these irregularities may best be removed,
after we go back to our respective railroads.
accomplishment.

all

By

J.

Terminals

M. Nicholson

iiiil SiipiTviMir, .\tilii>()n,

consumed

at

21

'lUixka

&

Santa

I'c

Railroad

hxomotives while in terminals ii
an incident of ojieration which re([uires a variaide amount
of fuel and has iieen given t(X) little consideration for the
(|uaiitity involved.
'I'iie engineer and fireman, wiio are with
tiie loc(;motive wliile from 75 to ')() jier cent of the fuel il
imrned, have lieen charged witii ijeing very wasteful. The
remaining 10 to 25 i)er cent is i;urned at the terminal in
Tile fuel

i)y

getting the locomotive ready for service

mudi

enginehouse,

of wiiich

is

and taking

it

to the

the result of wasteful meth-

ods and practices.
Locomotives must Ije moved from \ards to cinder pits,
have tile fires knocked, and i)e put in the house in order
They must be fired
that necessary rejjairs can be made.

up and

tests

of

l(x:omotive

auxiliary

appliances

jjroperly

made, after which they must ije moved from tlie roundhoiue
These essential activities of oiieration require
to the train.
the use of fuel, but the fuel used in addition to that required
for these purposes must \x considered as waste.

When

brought to a terminal the fire shouW
it will not be necessary
to rel)uild the fire in order to get the water level in the boiler
The dampers
to the proper height Ijefore knocking the fire.
on oil burning locomotives and also coal burning locoinotives, so equipped, should be closed as soon as the work at
the cinder pit is comjdeted and the blower shut off to reduce
circulation of air through the boiler.
The roundhouse capacity should be such that no delay
will be caused in getting the locomotive into the house
\\'hen a locomotive reaches the house a competent inspector
should enter the firel;ox and see that the flues are clean and
The arches must be clean and in repair.
free from leaks.
The grates must be thoroughly cleaned, and grates having
broken fingers or excessive openings repaired or removed.
The ash pans must be thoroughly cleaned and special attention given to see that the air opening under the mudring is cleaned.
The front end should be inspected to see
a locomotive

down

be burned

is

to such a point that

and free from air leaks.
and grate work is completed the
grates should be bedded down with from three to four inches
The
of coal evenly distributed over the entire grate area.
coal which falls through while bedding down the grates
should be reclaimed. Tests show the coal reclaimed will
vary from 80 to 200 lb. per locomotive, depending on the
size of coal used and the amount of surface moisture on the
The coal can be reclaimed by collecting it in a bag
coal.
fastened to the ash pan slide and removing the bag as soon
as the grates are bedded down, or at larger terminals a pit
on the outgoing track can be used for dumping this coal
and conveying it into the car. A terminal handling fifty
locomotives per day will conserve from fifty to one hundred
tons per month by reclaiming this coal.
that

it

is

self-cleaning

As soon

as the boiler

In case the boiler is to be washed, the heat in the boiler
entirely wasted unless the roundhouse is equipped with a
A plant of sufficient
hot water boiler washout system.
capacity, if properly maintained and operated, will redact
the time consumed in the operations of washing boiler from
25 to 50 per cent and reduce the amount of fuel used u
firing up from 25 to 30 per cent.
The saving of from
to three hours' time in getting the locomotive back in seij
ice is an important factor under present operating cond
tions, as is also the saving of from 600 to 700 lb. of co
per locomotive.
In many cases where boilers are not due to be washed
engines are allowed to stand in the roundhouse twelve
fifteen hours before the time set for the locomotive to lea|
the roundhouse.
During this time the heat in the boil
has been passed out through the stack unless a stack cov
is

i
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is used or the dampers closed to prevent circulation of air
This heat waste can be found in practhrough the boiler.
tically every roundhouse, and results in several tons of coal
The time reper locomotive being wasted each month.
quired to furnish a locomotive is greatly influenced by the
pressure maintained in the roundhouse blower steam line.
Insufficient pressure results in the use of more coal in firing
up a locomotive and decreases operating efficiency. The
use of old ties, old car material, shavings, etc., will reduce
the amount of coal consumed and should be used where

against the required consumj)tion is the fuel efficiency of
the despatchers and the roundhou.se organization.
This effi-

practicable.

Considerable discussion was brought out relative to the
maintaining, banking and knocking or dumping the fires in
locomotives brought into terminals, and also the use of
covers or dampers on locomotives for fuel saving purposes.
F. P. Roesch, fuel supervisor of the Northwestern region,
stated that tests which were made on roads in the Northwestern region showed a saving in fuel by maintaining the
fire in the locomotives brought into terminals when they
remained for a period of eight hours.
For locomotives
remaining in for a period of 16 hours, a saving was accomplished liy banking the fires. For those locomotives remaining in for a period of 24 hours or more, the fires should l)e
dumped or knocked. He said further that good results had
been obtained on some roads by using stack covers, but these
should be provided with holes to permit some circulation.
S. Bisbee, fuel supervisor on the Boston & Albany, stated
that his experience showed that the locomotives had to be
turned over so rapidly for further use that they were not
aljle to dump the fire and that he did not believe in dumping
fires unless the locomotive remained in for a period greater
than 30 or 36 hours. He also rather questioned the advisability of stopping the stack with a cover or damper with a
fire in the locomotive.
He further stated that firemen should
estimate the amount of fire required in the locomotive for
the maximum amount of work the locomotive may be expected to do when brought into a tenninal. Another speaker
stated that it was the practice of one road to prepare a
weekly statement to show an estimate of how much coal
would have been burned had the fires not been dumped or
banked.
Recent estimates showed that approximately 2,000,000 lb. per week would have been burned.
J. J. McNeill, supervisor locomotive operation on the
Erie, stated that fires should be banked when locomotives
are in the terminal less than 20 hours and dumped when
they are to remain in for a longer period and also that
considerable saving in fuel could be had by proper banking.
He further stated that in making tests the results should be
reported not only to the officers but also to the men who
help to make the tests.
In this way a system of co-operation of considerable benefit is brought about.

The

man

chief despatcher should furnish the roundhouse forelist of trains that he expects to run and the

with a

roundhouse foreman should furnish the despatcher with a
The exchange
of locomotives he expects to have ready.

list

of these

lists

three times in twenty-four hours

is

advisable,

which the locomotives should be ordered for a scheduled leaving time, giving the roundhouse the necessary time
This
to fire up the locomotive and call the engine crew.
will avoid holding locomotives under steam in cases where
trains are set back or cannot be run according to the lineup.
In cases where locomotives are fired up as soon as the work
is completed and allowed to stand under steam for seven
hours, the fuel wasted is equal to the amount of fuel that is
This is not
necessary to furnish the locomotive for service.
an uncommon occurrence where despatching schedules are
not in effect and given close supervision.
The wages paid for one hour's terminal delay on a freight
train is a loss equivalent to the cost of one ton of coal,
also eight locomotive hours under steam in addition to
the time actually necessary to get the locomotive ready
after

for service

is

a

loss equal to the value of

Ev^ery locomotive on a division

is

a ton of coal.

burning some fuel

at

the

terminals that is unnecessary, and many locomotives are
burning before each trip fuel of greater value than the loss
of wages paid for one hour's terminal delay.
If this loss
were given as close supervision as is given the wages paid
for terminal delay, the cost of transportation would be reSuperintendents should know personally that locoduced.
motives are not being held under steam unnecessarily on
their division and that co-operation in despatching locomotives does exist.

The

fuel that

for handling

is

consumed

as a result of lack of facilities

and adequate roundhouse and shop facilities should be provided. Repairs to
turntables, roundhouses, coal chutes and tracks at the terminal should be made Ijefore cold weather sets in, as it may
is

a costly proposition,

result in congested single track movement at coal chutes and
cinder pits or tie up the entire roundhouse, all of which
waste fuel.
Proper care of a fire in the roundhouse con-

economic locomotive performance on the road
fuel used at the terminal.
The locomotive appliances should be tested out before leaving the roundhouse for the train to see that they are in the
best possible condition to do their work, which means a
saving of fuel on the road that, in most cases, cannot be
accomplished after leaving the terminal. The train line
leakage should be determined and the leaks repaired at the
terminal.
Train line air leaks cost a railroad company
much more than it costs to repair them.
Locomotives should be maintained to prevent serious
steam, air and water leaks.
Throttles leaking, pops leaking
and air pumps running in the house are to be avoided. All
of the operations at a roundhouse contribute to fuel economy,
and men should be impressed that neglect on their part often
results in a waste of fuel greater than their day's wages
before the locomotive reaches tlie next terminal where
proper repairs can be made.
tributes

ciency

is

not a

maximum, even on the
The magnitude of

best equipped roads.

Ijest

the

managed and
amount of fuel

involved in these losses should provide a strong incentive to
effort in fuel conservation as these conditions of
fuel waste are decreasing operating efficiency and increasing

renewed

the cost of transportation.

Discussion

to

and also reduces the amount of

The amount of coal required for the period of firing up a
locomotive and getting it ready for service under careful
handling should be determined. The actual consumption

What Can

General

a General Operating Officer

Do

to

By

F.

Superintendent,

Promote Fuel Economy?

H. Hammill
Northern District,

Union

Pacific

Railroad

This country in the last century has made wonderful
progress along all lines, and no phase of this development
has been of greater magnitude or of more importance than
that of transportation.
When we stop to think that within
practically a lifetime there have grown up lines of transportation extending over 260,000 miles, spreading through
nearly ever}' county in every state in the Union; when we
stop to analyze the tonnage that must be handled over these

and that the figures indicate that the increase in tonnage handled in one month of the year 1917, over that of the
corresponding month of the previous year, was greater than
the total gross tonnage handled by the railroads of England,
France, German)- and Switzerland, it brings out somewhat the
lines,
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IJM
magnitudi' ol

At our

men

ieal

last
ol'

tlie

traii^portalioii

i)rol)lini

in

lliis

country.

annual nuctini; one of the prominent nicclian-

tiie

country, wliile

a(ltlre.s.sing

tlii.s

society, stated

we •were to he congratulated for the privilege of living
There never was
in this age and at this particular time.
a time wiien history was being made .so rapidly, when men
were doing so much, nor when so much was retiuired of
them." When we stop to fully analyze this statement, how
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general operating officers what they can and must do to
study this problem in order that wc may avail ourselves of
this

nicded economy.

that

I

Discussion
Tiu'

discussion of this

fjajier

dealt largely w'ith the ques-

tion of establishing co-operation l)etween the various depart-

ments and the men

just

ranks Ijy means of educational and
A. D'Heur, manager fuel oil dejiartment, Southern Pacific, stated that staff meetings are iicing
held on that road every 30 or 60 days which are attended by
the enginemcn who have the best fuel records according to
the jjcrformance sheets. He stated that the tendency has Ijeen

manned by

to create lietter co-operation

The founapplies to the transportation i)rol>lem!
ders of our government, when encouraging the enterprise
of linking the ends of this country together, little appreciated the great value, especially in times such as we have
truly

it

passed through, of adequate tran.sportation facilities,
Unwell trained, experienced officers and men.
til this critical time arrived, the coal producer hardly appreciated the value toward increased production and the
financial success of his property, of a well ecjuippcd

and well

This same thing was
managoil transportation department.
true of the manufacturer, the wholesaler, the retailer and
the producer of every known commodity.
The past few months have been very profitable in bringing home to those requiring transportation its value in the
development of their business. Likewise, the same recent
months' experience should, and I feel has, brought closely
to the mind of those directly in charge of transportation
their responsibility for transportation, and their duty toward
the public in giving the benefit of their years of experience
toward developing the maximum transportation facilities.
It is an unquestionable fact that during the past few years
in charge of transportation properties in this country
have been confronted with many difficulties and sometimes
They knew from their years
most discouraging problems.
of experience and their ability to anticipate just what would

men

be required in the
cial requirements.

by

difficult

way

On

of added facilities, effort and finanthe other hand, they were confronted

problems, which prevented them from conducting

and knowledge best dictated.
that the past few months
not only in the development of a

their plans as their experience

We,

therefore,

confidently

have been of great

benefit,

feel

in tlie

co-oi)eralivc meetings.

and a greater

By Eugene McAuli£fe
Manager, Division of Operation, I'"uel Conservation Section
United States Railroad Administration
wish today to say a few words on certain compelling
which if attended to will accomplish more in one
3ear towards effecting fuel and operating economies than
has been accomplished in the past five years.
Briefly, the
outstanding essentials of the railway fuel problem, as I see
I

features,

such, are:

Buy clean coal, get clean coal.
There
not a coal contract in existence that does not suppose the
delivery of the cleanest coal that the particular mine from
which the purchase is made is capable of producing. Do not
ask from the coal producer the impossible, but insist on the
possible.
Tests have proved that with coal containing 12.5
per cent of ash taken as 100 per cent, the relative efficiency
falls as the ash increases until coal with 40 per cent of ash
Clean Coal.

is

mately 621,000,000 tons of bituminous and anthracite coal,
of which about 175,000,000 tons, or 28 per cent, was consumed by railroads, this statement cannot but bring home
very forcibly the duty of the general transportation officer
in promoting fuel economy.
A properly organized fuel department, having the lively
interest and co-operation of the operating department, can,
through careful study of all the details, be productive of
very noticeable financial returns.
It is our judgment that
the question of fuel conservation presents one of the most
important and necessary avenues for needed economy.
It
should and properly does bring forcibly to the minds of

contained.

the

facilities

the

Certain Essentials

marks a total lack of efficiency. At
mine tipple, is the place to clean

of

among

in their

importance of reliable transportation
but also in bringing out what each individual connected with transportation owed to the public and to his
country in developing the best, most reliable and yet cheapest
transportation facilities that could be produced, in order that
business might expand and our country continue to prosper.
The future, as we see it, is going to present even greater
problems to the management of our railroads. Expenses
in the way of labor charges are pretty well fixed and will
Prices of material
permit of little reduction for economy.
will continue on a much higher level than in previous years.
On the other hand, the public has learned the value of and
the need for the best of transportation, and is going to be
The problem must
insistent on its requirements being met.
resolve itself, therefore, into the development of every avenue
of legitimate economy through more detailed study of every
item of expense of railroad operation.
Records clearly show that next in importance to labor
When we recall that in the year
expense is that of fuel.
1917 there was produced in the United States approxirealization

interest

work.
He presented the following figures to
show fuel savings during the past few nwnths on one
division: January, $9,321.00; February, $12,950.00; March,
$17,485.00.

men

the

mine face or on the
The excess and

coal.

removable non-combustible matter can be separated cheaper
there than in the IcKomotive fire box.
Let the producer do
the cleaning, such is a proper part of the cost of production.
I have found on a majority of roads an insufficient and
frequently untrained inspection force.
The roads which
most need an inspection force are most lacking in this respect.
Ninety-nine per cent of the coal operators, all that are
worth considering, will appreciate the help that an intelligent
inspection force can give them.
Gcxxi inspection supposes

many

things,

including

contract,

quality,

weights,

clean

equipment and proper class of equipment.
Distorted Valve Motion.
The next cheapest thing
we can do is to organize the work of establishing and
xnaintaining a proper distribution of the steam made from
the coal purchased.
I commend to your attention the paper
written by J. W. Hardy, on fuel losses due to defective valve
motion, then read the ciij:ular just issued and immediately
proceed to carry out the simple recommendations therein
Air Leaks in Locomotive Frovt Ends.
On August 1,
1918, the Fuel
Conservation Section issued
Circular
No. 8 calling the attention of motive power men to the
fuel losses that result from air leaks in locomotive front
ends, particularly, those that surround the steam pipes
where they leave the front end.
The recommendations
contained in this circular were follswed in some instances;
in others, ignored.
A locomotive suffering from front end
leaks invariably fails unless her guardians have compromised
with her cost of keep and earning power l^' choking the
nozzle.

:
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A limited survey of the inends can be easily made by looking
down into the stack when the engine is cool, using a common
flash light.
This casual inspection, if made, will astonish
many of you. Here again we lack organization and method.
Distorted draft apparatus invariably indicates shiftlessness.
Distorted Draft Apparatus.

terior of locomotive front

I

Up

and Ash Pans.

Another
by the recent Fuel Conservation Section circular dealing with stopped up flues
and choked superheater unit tubes, choked air openings in
grates, and restricted air inlets in ash pans.
An insufficient
air opening in the ash pan represents a defect in design;
the rest represents defects in execution.
These conditions

Stopped

Flues,

Grates

essential has been covered briefly

motives, of which these devices are considered an essential
makes a lower average mileage than the lighter, and

part,

consequently more mobile type of locomotive.
In conclusion, I wish to suggest the absolute importance
of bringing every locomotive now in service, or that will be
required for the service, up to the maximum standard of
efficiency.
I have been told that the work of applying
superheaters and brick arches under order, and in some cases,
in stock, has l)een held up on certain roads because of insufficient funds to apply them.
This is unfortunate, and I
trust the condition will be ([uickly remedied.

Dirt in Coal

again result in the application of the well known remedy,
choking the exhaust nozzle, with the result that the engine
struggles part, or all the way over the division, at the expense of the fuel bill, delaying the reduced tonnage handled,
with corresponding delays to opposing trains which are sidetracked at meeting points to wait for the crippled engine.

The Superheater.

Another essential I wish to speak
maintenance and handling of
what is the most substantial fuel saver ever put on the
American locomotive, i. e., the superheater. The purpose
of the superheater is to conserve fuel and water, and to increase the general efficiency of the locomotive.
In some
instances, this result is obtained to the extent of 100 per
cent, the measure of efficiency shading off in other cases
of

relates

to

the

proper

until the apparatus is frequently not able to absorb the load

improper locomotive maintenance put on its shoulders.
Certain engineers carry water levels so high as to transform
the superheater into an evaporator, getting the train over
the road at the expense of much fuel and a few additional
tanks of water. We have found superheater units not only
improperly installed, 1jut poorly maintained, and often they
are not tested with sufficient frequency to locate the steam
leaks that occur in the front end when the engine is working.
The Fuel Conservation Section recently issued a circular on superheater losses; they deserve your best attention.
of

Losses.
A condenser cannot be used
a locomotive and the limitations that surround the
locomotive necessitate a restricted exhaust in order that a
sufficient rate of combustion can be maintained with a relatively small boiler, generating many hundreds of horse power.

Back Pressure

on

Under

the conditions that

commonly

obtain, of all the fuel

used in the locomotive, only about six per cent is
available for use in moving freight or passengers.
Excess
back pressure losses, therefore, apply against the 6 per cent
saved for tractive purposes.
Under the circumstances, why
cripple the locomotive by choking the exhaust to offset lack
of proper adjustment of draft apparatus, the closing of
that

is

air leaks in front ends, the cleaning of tubes, super-heater
flues, etc. ?

The Old Type of Locomotive.
Many of us began
with the Eight wheel type of locomotive with low steam
pressure and small firebox and grate area.
These little
engines had no fuel saving devices but they played their
part in the greatest peaceful drama the world ever saw,
the building of the Western Empire.
Too many light locomotives have been scrapped in the past, instead they should
have been modernized and kept in service suited to their
capacity.
In many instances locomotives too heavy for the
job are employed to the detriment of train mile costs and
the permanent way. The fuel saving attachments developed
in recent years, with the exception of the compound air
pump, only earn when the locomotive is moving, and it is
very probable that improvements of the above character, if
applied to the existing light locomotives now lacking them,
would pay an equal or greater return than is being received

We

their application to the more modem locomotives.
frequently overlook the fact that the heavier tvpes of loco-

from
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By

L.

J.

Joffray

General Fuel Inspector, Illinois Central Railroad

The

ash content in coal varies widely in different locali-

and frequently there is considerable variation in the
same locality under different conditions of mining and
preparation.
The normal amount of ash may be considered
as that found in the face sample of the seam proper; the
excess ash is that which is added to the coal from the roof
or bottom in the process of mining and which is not elimities

nated before the coal leaves the mine.
Lump coal made over an inch and a quarter (1^ inch)
screen usually shows the normal per cent of ash, while the
inch and a quarter (1^4 inch) screenings in most cases
shows one and one-half times the percentage of ash contained in the lump.
The ash content in screenings can be reduced nearly to
that of the screened lump by the use of a jig gravity washer,
with an ample water supply and a convenient place to deposit the refuse.
However, the washing of screenings has
been considered too expensive while the price of all coal
was low, but since prices have gone 60 per cent and more
higher, and will probably remain so, it may be well, and at
the same time profitable, to eliminate the excess ash by
washing in the vicinity of the mines, thereby saving the use
of cars for and the long haul on inert material to points
where coal is finally consumed, the cost of which would be
about six mills per ton mile.
The following table showing ash and B. t. u. content
of coal from a bituminous mine in the central west district
illustrates. how the ash content of screenings can be reduced
by washing
Coal from one mine in Central West
Dry 01 unwashed screenings
Washed screenings

—

Lump

Ash
22.61%
14.05%
12.39%

B.t.u.

8.895
10.085
10.499

The excess ash in mine run and prepared sizes, made
over an inch and a quarter screen can easily be removed
Ijy hand by the miner at the working face when loading
into mine cars, or by having men or boys working on picking tables or belts while the coal is passing to the railroad
car.

The performance

work can be looked

after by a
W'e are using a system
of close inspection with suggestions to the mine superintendents on the ground while the coal is being loaded.
As
a result of this effort, the impurities removable by hand
picking and based on actual carload tests have been reduced
from an average of 2.733 per cent in the year 1911 to an
average of 1.535 per cent in the year 1917, or a net reduction of 1.198 per cent which applied to a consumption of
4,000,000 tons of coal used annually represents 47,920 tons
less ash, requiring the use of 958 fifty-ton cars to move
The transportation co.st of moving this excess ash
it.
an average distance of 266 miles, based on an "out of
pocket" cost of five mills per net ton mile, equals 563,733.60
This, however, is l)ut the lesser saving.
per annum.

of this

regularly assigned fuel inspector.

w
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1)..

saving from

tlii.s

.sourii-,

i.e.,

iiuiraM'

of

istiiiuiti'

istalili.-lu-il

tin-

i'akinj.;

of

per

1

Elements

(.•ff'uii'iu

l)urning

Ash

of

of coal

depends largely on the

from ten different mines

te.^ts

in

Illinois

and

Taple
.\N\l.YS ES

Test
licr

\'oIatile

Mnisturc, matter.
per cent per cent
31.31
30.00
31.35
33.10
39.22
37.12

3.37
6.02
4.61
2.92
4.99
3.4t
5.13
2.86
8.49

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

37.70
36.04
34.87
38.59

4.68

N<i.

*

Silica

Test

Siiiplu r

mim-

(S)
per cent

1

.64

2

\.M)
1.19
2.96
4.43
4.02
4.52

j

4
5

6
7
8
9
10

I-ixc<l

carlion.

.\sh.

per cent

per cen

55.19
53.50
54.05
51.25
43.99
45.62
44.31
43.14
48.16
44.24

O.xitk-

(SiOol
i>er

.Suliilu

r.

percent

0.63
10.30
10.00
12.73
11.80
13.85
12.80
17.96
8.48
12.49

1!.

1.19
2.96
4.43
4.02
4.52
4.58
1.47

12,368
12 389
11,768
11 ,842
11.693
11 ,124
12 .251
11,921

4.50

No
No
No
Yes
Shghtly

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes

II

ANALYSES CF AS H
AhiCalcium Magminum Oxide nesium
Oxi.ie
Oxiile
(l-ime)
Oxide
(FejO,)

(AI^Os)

(CaO)

(MrO)

59.0

3.1
8.1

8.3

25.3
32.2
22.4

31.0
26.6
27.2
16.9

5.6
7.3
5.4

11.6
4.5

1.3
1.3
.9
.8

1.4
1.5
1.2
1.5

1.47

44-8
45.8

20.3
20.2

13.5
10.2
9.0
18.6
28.3

27.1

•2.3

14.1

5.4
4.4

0.0

4.50

239

3227

2840

3416

3452

3882

4.58

Clinker?

24.1

30.8
19.9
16.4

1.2

Color
of ash

White
White
gray
gray
gray
Reddish gray
Reddish gray
Reddish gray
Li cht

Reddish
Reddisli

White

D irk

gray

F.

Table I gives the usual proximate analyses of the
By referring
coals.
Table II gives analyses of the ash.
to the column showing the clinkering and non-clinkering
coals and then making a review of the ash table, we observe
that the coals with non-clinkering ash are low in both
sulphur and lime.' In burning they did not clinker in a
dazzling white fire of an approximate temperature of 2,900
degrees F., while the ash in the clinkering coals fused at a
firebox temperature of approximately 2,200 degrees F., which
indicates
exist

when the sulphur and lime content
proportion to the silica, iron and aluminum
the direct cause of the ash fusing at the lower

clearly that

in liigh

oxides,

!»>

the corporate interests.

The

landlonj

by Act of Congress) naturally hesitates to make extensive and exjiensive improvements which do not have the effect of increasing his revenue
regardless of the saving they may effect for the tenant; for
tliat reason more than for any other it is necessary for us to
do our very l)est to make our savings -with the e(|uipment,
with the facilities and with the organization we now have.
It

is

is

fixed (in this case

comj)aratively easy to

make

a sub.stantial saving in

the cost of locomotive fuel by wholesale ai)plication of recog-

nized fuel saving devices as for example, the brick arch and
superheater, and the Railroad Administration is in favor

tiic

imjjrovements and has worked out a very definite
line.
Unfortunately, however, the application of these devices involves charges to capital which must
l)e l)orne by the railroad corjjorations and prol)ably for the
reasons stated, the acceptance of these charges by the corporation is not always easily obtained; therefore, the jjrogress
being made in this direction is not entirely satisfactory.
But
even if we are denied the jjrivilege of installing those im-

it

is

temperature.

The bottom
the sulphur

provements which we know will effect fuel economy there is
no reason why we should not maintain in as thoroughly
good condition as we know how these devices with which
locomotives are ecjuipped, nor is there any reason why we
should not make every effort to save fuel by eliminating all
waste of steam and water.

Iron

55.2
56.1
49.1
35.1
43.3

u.

12 325
12 136

cent per cent per cent per cent per cent

45.4

.

.64
1.30

Fusing Itm.
deg.

whose rental

program along that

I

OK COA I.S

T.^BLE No.

licr

in

being rejiresented

of such

Indiana.

luim-

is

$,i.()iS

nature and per cent of im|)urities it contains, esi)ccially so
if the ash has a tendency to clinker, which is dcjjcndent on
the iHTcentage of silica, iron and lime in its comfHJsition.
Tahles 1 and II give analyses of coal and ash used in
ten

law the position of tlie Railroad Administration
mail) wavs analogous to tiiat of a tenant, the landlord

I'lider the

to .ire liiffuult of conii)Utation.

eftective coml)Ustion

McManamy

in asli, tlic

per ton cniual.s $2()4,What
51M.4(), or a total saving of $.>2S,252 per annum.
tlie measure of tlie economies following from reduced engine failures and reduction in enginehou.se e.xpen.se amount

riic

Address of Frank

I'lTuifiuy

in

n'lit

iiuri-aseil cva|)()rativi'

a drliviTcd price of

witli Kial at
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line of Table II shows the fusing point of
and the different oxides. From this it will be

Broadly speaking conservation of fuel from the Railroad
Administration standpoint recjuires careful supervision by
the Fuel Conservation Section and close co-operation on the
part of practicalh' every department in the Railroad Administration, and in this the International Railway Fuel Association can be especially helpful.
Fuel economy like practically
all other economies is not as a rule accomplished by saving
one huge sum, but the huge sum which it is possible to
save is made up of the accumulated results of many small
and what may sometimes appear as insignificant items. We
gain nothing from conventions unless we make use of the
knowledge obtained.
It is comparatively easy to attend a
convention of this kind, participate in the discussion and
bring out some of the most valuable points in connection with
conservation of fuel during a three or four days' session, but
it
recjuires real courage and perseverance as well as enthusiasm to go back home and for the remaining 360 days
of the year consistently and persistently practice what we
preach here.
Conservation of fuel is one of the important matters before
Railroad Administration during the period of government control and will be no less important when that period
has passed.
It is the desire of the administration to have
the sympathetic co-operation of the International Railway
Fuel Association and all of its members as individuals in
the

what

make

for the conservation of fuel.
It is
administration to co-operate with the
members of the International Railway Fuel Association in
everything that relates to the purchase, inspection, weighing,
distribution, handling and accounting for fuel, as well as in
its economical use to bring about the greatest possible saving.

seen that by taking each element separately the fusing point
is at a higher temperature than is usually obtained in the
furnace of a boiler.
However, by combining these elements
in proper proportion with the sulphur, fusion at a much
lower temperature will take place.
The conditions of these ten experiments as to draught,

effecting

was identical in each case. However, I have since
observed that either one of the coals containing the clinkering ash will give better results both as to combustion and
reduction of slag in the ash by increasing the draught, which
increases the flow of air through the fire bed and has a
tendency to keep the temperature of the fire below the fusing
point of the ash.
Hence it is always good policy to assign
the clinkering coals to a lower class of service, as switch

The Railroad Administration will aid in every possible
way by urging the proper maintenance of locomotives, the

etc.,

engine, local freight,

and other

light

runs.

the

desire

of

will

the

application of fuel saving devices and otherwise modernizing
them and will be helpful in even,' other way that a central

organization can be helpful under the present method of
operation, but if we are to be successful we must have team
work in getting the very best we can out of what w-e have got.

[The

report of the proceedings of the convention will be

continued

in

next

week's issue.]
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New

York Railroad Club Has Foreign Night
Papers Presented by Heads of Russian and Japanese Railway
Commissions and on the Lines in Bolivia

York Railroad
THEonNew
introduced
May
16,

regulation of traffic.
Since 1912, all new railroads have
been constructed in accordance with a plan which had been
very carefully worked out in advance and which took into
consideration the proper development of the country and of
its rich territories and also such problems as the colonization
In 1916, during the war
of uninhabited regions in Russia.
and a few months before the revolution, a new plan was
adopted, including provision for railroads which were to be

Club at its monthly meeting
a new idea in railroad club

by having a program of speakers on railPapers were presented on
-ailway conditions in Russia by A. I. Lipetz, chief of the
Russian Ministry of Ways and Communications in this
:ountry; on the railways of Bolivia by Philip W. Henry,
activities

conditions in other lands.

,vay

of the American International Corporation,
one time president of a company which constructed many miles of railway in that country; on Japan by
K. Yamaguchi, an officer of the Japanese Imperial Govern-

/ice-president

was

ivho

Tient
:hat

built in the five-year period

at

Railway's and at present the resident representative of
New York, and by Fred Lavis, consulting en-

Duma

system in

gineer of the

for

the

Chief, Russian Ministry of

Situation in Russia
Lipetz

Ways and Communications

in

The Russian Railway system, before the war, comprised
43,810 miles of line, or only a little more than one-sixth of
the mileage of the railways in the United States. It is noteworthy, however, that it had the second largest mileage of
any country in the world. Of the 43,810 miles in Russia,
36,540 was in European Russia and 7,270 miles in Asiatic
Russia.
The latter mileage included four principle roads
the Trans-Siberian, the Amur Railroad, the Tashkent and
In addition, there were a few
the Middle Asiatic Railroad.
roads of lesser importance, such as the Orsk, Troitzk, Altai,
Kooloondine, Kolchooghin, Atchinsk-Minoosinsk and Southern Siberian.
These roads are each from 120 to 450 miles
in length and some of them are under construction. In using
the expression "of lesser importance," I mean to say that
they are not trunk lines as are the first four mentioned.
Still
they are of great value as feeding lines and for connecting
the trunk lines with rich territories in Siberia.
The greater part of the mileage 36,540 miles, as above
noted
is in European Russia, excluding Finland, but including Russia proper, part of Poland (so-called Russian
Poland), Lithuania, Ukrainia, Crimea and Caucasus.
About two-thirds of the entire Russian system belong to the
government and one-third to private companies, but even the
privately managed roads have Ijeen under government control,
in so far as the technical operation and the tariff regulations
are concerned, and, to a certain extent in regard to adminis-

—

and financial operations.
During the six years just preceding the war (1908-1914),

tration

railroads were very much improved.
From a
system which was a burden to the government treasury, it
was turned into a system making a considerable profit. Many

the Russian

new

lines, governmental and private, were constructed during that time and very considerable improvements were made

in the rolling stock, in the

methods of operation, and

railroads

Of standard fast freight engines, there were
1,300 or 5.7 per cent of all the locomotives in service. Then
In 1915, we
there were 600 slow heavy freight locomotives.
designed and had built in this country 1,075 Decapods, the
freight engine.

the United States

—

five-

of good design

Abstracts of the papers follow:

I.

first

had 22,700 locomotives which were
and workmanship, as heavy as the bridges
and the roadbed would permit, and equipped with the more
modern improvements which have been generally adopted.
For instance, in 1910, 570 locomotives or 2.5 per cent of
the total number of locomotives were equipped with superheaters, while in the United States only 360 locomotives or
In 1893, we started to
0.6 per cent were thus eciuipped.
build standard types of locomotives and in 1914 there were
7,376 locomotives or 32.5 per cent of the total number, which
were of practically one type, the so-called "normal" slow

The Russian

port trade.

A.

during the

Equipment

stereopticon views illustrating railways in Spain,
Mexico, Argentina, and Colombia, in all of which countries
Mr. Lavis has been engaged in railway construction work.
large attendance at the meeting evidenced the interest
A.
which railway and railway supply men are showing in exsented

By

construction

railroad

year period.

American International Corporation who pre-

The General Railway

(1917-1922), and in a succeed-

ing five-year period from 1922-1927, and also railroads for
An appropriation of three billion
strategical purposes.
roubles (one and a half billion dollars) was made by the

in the

standard fast heavy freight engine.
the
Practically all freight cars were of a standard type
which has proved quite satso-called "normal" freight car
isfactory for local conditions on Russian Railroads, for over
The dead weight of this car is only 42 per
three decades.
This, I believe, is the lowest ratio of
cent of its capacity.
any freight car ever built in such great numbers.
Every
All of these cars are pooled over the entire system.
railroad possesses a certain number of cars but this does not
mean that specific cars are in its actual control, but rather
The idea is that
that that number of cars is assigned to it.
each railroad is entitled to the use of 100 per cent of the cars
owned Ijy it; if, therefore, one railroad delivers a certain
number of cars to another road, the receiving road is obligated to deliver to the first road at the same point and on
the same date, from midnight to midnight, an equal number
If it delivers less, a penalty of $1.50 for each 24
of cars.
hours is charged against the delivering road by the receiving road and the difference must be offset by the delivery of
extra cars on the following day.
If the road fails to do so,

—

day

after day, the question

is

—

referred to the operation de-

partment of the Central Railroad Administration and relief
is extended b}- commandeering cars from another railroad or
by increasing the number of cars owned I:)y the railroad which
is short and supplying the new cars from the builders.
The
periodical inspection and repairs take place wherever the
cars happen to be at the particular time and the cost is
charged to the railroad which owns the cars at a certain
This system, which has been in general
schedule of rates.
use in Russia for more than 30 years, is aimed to reduce the
waste of car transportation and reloading and to simplify car
A member of the American Railwav Ccmmisaccounting.
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sioii

Russia

to

.stal«'>

tli.it

iKiving siTVid on

tlic

Coinniitlcr

of Rf.milation bctwiiii Railroads for 10 years, I have no
hositaiuy in sayin.n that thr Russian poolinp; arran.m-mrnt is
frciglit
far advanced over the .\tni'ri(an nutluul of handliiiij;

senger

as

traflii

Results of the

W ar conditions have changed the Russian railroads very
The traffic has changed entirely. Before the
considerably.
war, grain was carried from central European Russia and
ports;
the Soutlieastern granary to the Baltic and Black Sea
moved from the Baltic ports and Southern Russia to

coal

Central Russia; manufactured goods from Western, Northern
and Soutiiern Russia to Central Russia, Siberia and Middle
Asiatic Russia; Siberia had very little traffic as comjiarcd
with European Russia. With the beginning of the war, the
ceased to
traffic to and from the Baltic and Black Sea ports
exist; coal had to be carried from southern Russia all over
the country; huge quantities of ammunitions and foodstuffs
had to be moved from all portions of the country to the extreme West the battle lines; and Trans-Siberian railroads
from Vladivostok and railroads running from the northern
Archangel and Murmansk (constructed during the
ports
latter part of the war) became very active because of the immense new import business. The number of locomotive miles
and car miles increased by 22 per cent as compared with the
The number of locomotives had increased
pre-war times.
only 1.5 per cent and the number of cars 3 per cent more
than before the war, but the numl^er of cars and locomotives
in good order in 1916 was from 3 to 8 per cent less because
of the shortage of material and skilled help in the works and
conditions which were also experienced in this counsliops
As we all know, a continued orderly
try during the war.
traffic is possible when the requirements of movements of
goods, the necessary rolling stock for the required movement,
the facilities for the manufacturing of material and spare
parts for the upkeep of the railroads, and the movements of
goods for industry balance each other. Within reasonable

—

freight car cciuippcd

vvitli

largely in freight cars, oflgj

is

The

a stan<&d|
a stove and having double will
latter is practically

'J'hesc cars are always overcrowded andl
Russia for long distances is accomimnied byi

to retain the heat.

and di.strcss. The last information thal|
reached us was to the effect that the Bolshevik regime raan-l
aged to introduce some order on the Nicholas Railroad be-|
tvveen Petrograd and Moscow and on a few other roads and!
that there is now on some roads a regular service of one or]
two good passenger trains daily; this, however, is an excepThere are no financiall
tion which proves the general rule.
or similar problems on the railroads. The wages are as high]
as the workmen's committees are plea.sed to make them andl

expenses, no matter how large they are, are covered by I
paper money from the state banks. The result of this is that I
Russia, which exported yearly about 8,000,000 tons of grain
or 12 per cent of its total production, now faces general star-l
vation in large cities because of the disorganization of the]

tiic

I

—

may be fluctuations when one or the other of
above-mentioned factors can be overstrained for a certain period of time; when this strain is extended beyond a

limits, there
tlie

disturbance
just before
revolution,

the general

disorganization and demoralization of the whole economic
Russia under the Bolshevik regime.

life of

Present Conditions in Bolshevik Russia
For further consideration of the Russian railroad

situa-

advisable to consider the country fts divided into
two parts one under the Bolshevik control and the other,
including Siberia and parts of Russia, under the control
of the anti-Bolsheviks. We have no recent information about
the railroad situation in European Russia but such information as we had received indicates that the situation is indeed desperate. The railroads are disorganized to the limit,
the trains run only occasionally when a roundhouse can supply a locomotive and there is sufficient coal. On some roads
trains are not moving at all, and on others all ordinary train
movement is suspended in order to give precedence to trains
is

—

with food supplies for the cities. The total number of locomotives now in operation is below 4,000, out of a total
of 21,000 in European Russia; in other words, 82 per cent
of the locomotives are in bad order. Locomotives cannot be
overhauled because of the lack of material and spare parts.
They cannot be replaced by new locomotives as the locomotive
works are practically at a stand-still.
Passenger cars are so badly worn out that very few of
them are suitable for carrying passengers; indeed, such pas-

system.

transportation

Better Conditions in Siberia

—

it

handled

great inconvenience

War

reasonable limit, transportation is subjected to a
and later to a disorganization. This happened
the revolution in March, 1917, and during the
and whatever was saved was later destroyed by

is

.so-called "tcplooshkas."

traveling in

cars."

tion,
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The

situation in Siberia

is

very different.

The

railroads

have been considerably disorganized by the
Bolshevik but about a year ago the loyal Russian forces drove
out the Bolshevik from the territory served by the Transin that section

Siberian railroad and the reorganization of the transportaFortunately, the Russian Deputy
Minister of Ways of Communication, L. A. Oustrugov, hap-

tion system started at once.

be in Siberia at that time and a new Ministry of
organized at Omsk.
As
soon as communication was established through Siberia the

pened

to

Ways and Communications was
Russian Mission of

Ways and Communication

started to ship material

from Seattle and

in

America

New York

to Vladi-

This included rails, locomotives, cars, various kinds
and large quantities of spare parts for locomotives and cars.
From November, 1918, to the present time,
we have sent to Russia nine complete ship loads and partial
shipments on other ships. All together we have shipped 43,600 tons and we have about 20,000 tons waiting for future

vostok.

of machinery,

shipments.

The news we receive from Siberia indicates a general improvement in the situation. New railroads have been built
or are under construction as, for instance, the SeraipalatinskSergiopol and the Petropavlovsk-Kokchetava or the South
Siberian Railroad from Orsk to Semipalatinsk, the construction of which was stopped during the revolution but has now
been resumed. A new department at least for Russia, is a
colonization department, which is developing plans for the
colonization of Siberia.
Trains are running on regular
schedules; the once famous weekly Siberian express, made
up of eight passenger cars and dining car, is running again
from Chelabinsk (Ural Mountains) to Vladivostok, covering
Service is not
a distance of about 4,800 miles in nine days.
as good as it was before the revolution, but it is better than

The Omsk Ministry of Ways of Communicaconsidering the addition of another weekly exThe other passenpress train from Omsk to Vladivostok.
ger trains and freight movement are now fairly regular
it

was in 1918.

tion is

now

about 4 or 5 trains daily in each direction according to the
March, 1919. In other words, about 150 cars
leave daily from \Qadivostok for the interior of Siberia. This
is even more than the traffic before the war and 50 per cent
It is true that this schedule
of the traffic during 1915-16.
is not ample for the traffic demands as, of the 150 cars, only
10 can carry private shipments; the remainder of the cars
are loaded with goods for the account of the war department, railways, zemstvos, cities and municipalities; these
have preference over private shipments. Such were the con-

latest advice in

ditions in

March.

May

23,
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The winter was a very cold one in Siberia and the railroads suffered greatly from this and from the lack of coal
When the weather became
which could not be delivered.
milder in March, tlie Omsk Railway Administration renewed
its activities in re-establishing full service and also in rebuilding the railroad bridges which had been destroyed by

Bolshevik and were recaptured by the Omsk
its drive toward Perm and the northern part
The organization of the Transof European Russia.
Siberian railroad is as follows: There is in Omsk a Ministry
Df Ways of Communications with Mr. Oustrougoo, whose
He is also
name I have already mentioned as Minister.
:hairman of the Inter-Allied Committee for the Supervision
jf the Trans-Siberian Railways in the zone in which the
the retreating

government on

lUied military forces are operating.
Under the control of
:he Inter-Allied Committee is a technical board with John
A Russian manager or director
F. Stevens as president.
A'ith

A'ay

other Russian officials remains at the head of each railunder the authority of the existing Russian law.
In

natters of a technical operation, the president
;truction to the

md may

Russian and other

officials

may

issue in-

on the railroads

assign, if necessar}', corps of railway experts to the

and the more important stations. The experts are
:hosen from the Russian Railway Service Corps, which is
;omposed of American railroad men, sent to Russia in 1917.
\t that time there were 220 men under Colonel George Emerlon, but the number has since been reduced to 150.
)ffices

The Loan
The

of $20,000,000

Committee began formally
February. Up to that time John F. Stevens, with Colonel
imerson and the men of the Russian Railway Service Corps,
lid practically the same work as is now being done by the
ommittee.
They were making use of the material we have
hipped and of what they could get in Russia. Now a loan
if $20,000,000 is under consideration, to be extended by the
Ulies for purchasing material necessary for the upkeep of
he Siberian Railways.
As the railways are in good condiion
many new locomotives and cars and spare parts for this
lew equipment are being shipped
the loan will help very
naterially to improve the situation by supplying the railroads
I'ith spare parts for existing equipment and with material
or running trains.
The situation will be relieved, I hope,
luring this summer, and this will help to accelerate the
egeneration of Russia by way of Siberia; this was predicted
ly many Russians over a year ago.
activities of the Interallied

ast

—

—

The Railways
By

Philip

of Bolivia

W. Henry

Vice-President, American International Corporation

The

railway connection of Bolivia with the outside
is known as the Antofagasta (Chile)
Bolivia Railway, one of the best paying railways in South
imerica, owned and operated by British capital, controlling
iractically the entire railway system of Bolivia, and termiating at Antofagasta, now one of the principal ports of
rarld

first

was through what

:

prior to the war of 1879 between Peru and
against Chile, a port of Bolivia.
One interesting
liing about this railway is that its main line, extending
from
intofagasta to Oruro, Bolivia, 573 miles, was constructed
f 30 in. gage, and is still operated at that gage,
although
^lile,

but,

iolivia

Uyuni and Oruro, 195 miles, a third rail was placed
everal years ago in accordance with an agreement with
the
Bolivian government to adopt on that section the same
gage
one metre) as the lines of the Bolivia Railway, which
it
letween

ad recently acquired.
Notwithstanding this narrow gage, the railway company
as a very comfortable dining and sleeping car
service.
In
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from personal exjierience, I can testify that, for comthrough train between La Paz and Antofagasta, 718 miles, is equal to that of first class trains in
the United States, although the running time is very slow,
the schedule being 43^ hours up and 391/2 hours down,
with a through train running only once a week. This, however, is not uncommon in South America, for the through
service three years ago when I made the trip between Buenos
Many
Aires and Santiago, Chile, was only once a week.
trains are scheduled for two or three trips a week.
fact,

fort in traveling, the

Rising 13,050 Feet in 223 Miles with

Only
From

2

Per Cent

Maximum Grades

view the most astonishing thing
about this railway is, that starting at sea-level and passing
over a summit of 13,050 ft., 223 miles from Antofagasta,
the grade is so regular that the maximum is only 2 per
cent, and this pertains only to the first 18 miles out from
Antofagasta, where the ascent in that distance is 1,800 ft.
Beyond that to the summit there is almost a continuous grade
of little more than one per cent.
Another surprising thing
is the fact that from Antofagasta to La Paz, 718 miles (with
the exception of the last six miles) the grading was remarkably light, with few bridges over 100 ft. span, one of these
being a high, but short viaduct, over the Loa river, 148 miles
I doubt if there is any railway in
out from Antofagasta.
the United States of this length with so little grading and so
few bridges, with no tunnels whatever.
Going into La Paz itself for a distance of six miles, with
a drop of nearly 1,000 ft., there is some very heavy work,
but on the other 712 miles the work is extraordinarily light.
Another interesting feature is that for the first 200 miles it
passes through territory which practically has no rain, and
therefore the drainage problem is reduced to a minimum.
As there is gcxDd ballast along the line, with practically no
culverts or bridges, the maintenance of way gives little concern.
Seventy miles from Antofagasta, at an elevation of
5,000 ft., the railway enters the nitrate district and continues
for the next 30 miles.
Of this material it carries a million
tons a year (pre-war conditions) to Antofagasta, a haul
averaging 87 miles, all down grade, for which it obtains
$1.82 per ton or somewhat over 2 cents per ton per mile.
This, of course, is very profitable traffic, and one reason why
the Antofagasta is one of the best paying railways in South
America. The average earnings of the entire system, before
the war, were around $11,500 gross per mile with an operating ratio of from 50 to 55 per cent.
Next to nitrate in tonnage comes coal carried from the
seaboard to the interior, and then come ores of silver, copper,
tin, bismuth, tungsten, antimony, with such general merchandise, supplies and machinery as are needed for the railways, nitrate plants, mines and for personal consumption.
Although the freight rates over this railway (2 cents per
ton per mile) and over all the railways of South America, are
considerably higher than in the United States, passenger
fares are no higher, and as there are second class cars, people
can travel for less than in this country.
As Antofagasta and the country through which the railway runs for 200 miles is practically without water, the
railway was forced to develop not only a supply for itself, but
also for the industries and towns along its line, as well as
for Antofagasta, a city of 70,000 population.
The railway
is therefore bringing water 193 miles to Antofagasta from an
elevation of 10,700 ft. This water being somewhat brackish,
it was necessary to go still further, 229 miles, to an
elevation of 14,500 ft., in order to find suitable drinking water
to supply the towns and industries along its line.
Incidentally, the furnishing of water is quite profitable to the
a physical point of

railway.

The

construction of this railway, like so

many

of those

:
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of

tlie

first

I'niU'd Stiites,

i)n)ji'ct«l

was

to reach

;i

iiiatttT

tlie

nitratt"

of di'vcloiJinent.
lu-lds,

which

it

It

did

was
in

From tiie nitrate
12 miles were constructed.
fields, it was extended
miles from Antofajjasta to Uyuni,
Bolivia, in order to reach the very rich silver mines at Puhicayo near tliat city. The final extension came in 1892 when
it reachetl Oriiro, 57,> miles from Antofaijasta, the center of
Its further extension to
tlie princijjal tin district of Bolivia.
T.a Paz was throu,i;h its ac<iuisition in 1909 of the Bolivia
1874,

wlu'ii

M&

Railway, an American corporation, formed in 1907 to l)uild
a system of railways for the Bolivian government; and this
brings me to the construction of this sy.stem, which reflects
so groat credit upon the Bolivian government which, in its
settlement of a l)oundary dispute, received $10,000,000 from
With this sum as a nucleus, the
the Brazilian government.
Bolivian government, under the i)residency of General Ismael
Montes (now the delegate of Bolivia at the Peace Conference,
and one of the great statesmen of South America) decided
to develop a system of railways which would l)ring La Paz,
its capital, in touch with the outlying departments and afford
means of transporting tlie minerals which so abound in that
country.

Comprehensive Development
in man)- undeveloped countries
impossible to interest private capital in the construction
of railways without some kind of a government guarantee
The conditions in those countries are usually
or subsidy.
quite different from those in the United States where the
population is apt to follow the railway without much urging,
and the resources along the line are quickly developed by
In countries like Bolivia where the popuprivate capital.
lation (2,500,000, of which the great majority are Indians,
It

it

must be understood that

is

in a territory more than twice the size of Texas) is scattered,
with little attraction for immigration, the building up of the
country is of very slow growth, so that the economic features
of railway construction give way to those of political importance.
For political reasons it is necessary to have transportation between different parts of the country, and particularly so is this true of Bolivia, where the white population
With
is sparse and where there is no one city of great size.
the knitting of the country through railway construction, the
national feeling is intensified and the dangers of revolutions
diminished.
The Bolivian government, having decided on a program
of railway construction, entered into negotiations in 1906,
through its minister in Washington, with certain American
bankers, b}' which the latter agreed to put up $15,000,000
for which they would receive first mortgage bonds of the
railway, interest guaranteed for 20 years by the Bolivian
government, which in turn agreed to put up its $10,000,000
cash for which it would receive income bonds.
As a result
of this agreement, all of this money, and in fact more, totalling $35,000,000, has been spent, with the result that today the three important commercial cities of Bolivia, Oruro,
2S',000 population; Cochabamba, 30,000; and Potosi, 30,000,
are connected with the capital. La Paz, 90,000 population,
and with the outside world; and upon 60 miles of new construction, La Paz will be united with Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina, 2,300 miles distant, fomiing the longest
link south of the Rio Grande, in the much talked of Pan
American Railway. For this latter piece of construction, the
Bolivian government now has a representative in New York,
trying to raise the necessary money, as all the funds under
the former agreement have been expended.

From American

to British Control

might state, however, that all these funds were not expended by the American bankers. Soon after this construction program was under way, it occurred to the Antofagasta
I
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Railway, vvhidi up

to that

time had dominated the railway

the Americans might make
allowed to (omplete this new system
of railway.
It therefore entered into negotiations with the
American liankers, who, with consent of the Bolivian government, sold out to the Antofagasta interests.
This was
after the first line from Viacha to Oruro, 125 miles, had been
built.
While to Americans in general and to myself in ])articular
for I was ])resident of the company formed to construct this system of railways
it was a disa|)p()intment to
sec American capital retire from the Bolivian field, it was
really better that the work should be done by such a strong
organization as the Antofagasta Railway, which could afford to operate these lines of low earning capacity until such
time as they were able to j)ay their own way.
It was also
able to advance funds beyoncl the original agreement, which
another company depending entirely upon its Bolivia business could not afford to do.
Even now, the Bolivia Railway
is earning less than half of the interest charges on its first
mortgage lionds, but the government has promptly paid the
balance.
During the past two years gross earnings have
nearly doubled owing to the war demand for tin, copper,
tungsten, silver and other metals in which Bolivia so abounds.
While under post-war conditions earnings may fall, it is not
likely that they will reach the low figures before the war, as
additional mines have been developed due to high prices,
and Bolivia, with its greater buying power, will need more
goods from the outside world.
As a result of the contract of 1906 made with the American bankers, assigned later to the Antofagasta Railway, the
following lines have been constructed

transportation of

Bolivia,

serious competition

—

that

if

—

Miles
126
108

Viacha to Oruro, opened in 1909
Rio Mulato to Potosi, opened in 1913
Oniro to Cochabamba, opened in 1917
Uyuni to Atocha, opened in 1913

127
5S

Total

In addition, the Antofagasta
in Bolivia

416
is

operating

its

own

lii

from
Miles

Ollague to Uyuni, opened in 1889
Uyuni to Oruro, opened in 1892
Viacha to La Paz, opened in 1918

107
195
20

Total

322

Total miles controlled by Antofagasta Railway

738

Outside of the Antofagasta interests, there are three otW
railways in Bolivia:
The Guaqui & La Paz, 59 miles, operated by the
1st.
Peruvian Corporation, connecting the capital with Lake
Titicaca (elevation 12,500 ft., the highest body of water in
the world on which steamers are regularly operated), whence
a line of steamers connects with the Southern Railway of
Peru with an outlet on the Pacific at Mollendo;
2nd The Arica-La Paz Railway, finished in 1913, owned
and operated by the Chilean government, 278 miles in
length (of which 149 are in Bolivia), connecting the capital
with Arica, Chile, and affording the shortest route to the

—

—

Pacific;

—

3rd The line, 25 miles long, running southeast from
Oruro, serving a tin district and built and operated by private
Bolivian capital.
As a total, therefore, Bolivia has within its border 971
miles of railway linking up such important points as Ollague,
Uyuni, Oruro, Potosi and Cochabamba with the capital and
affording an outlet to the Pacific at three different points,
Mollendo, Arica and Antofagasta. The completion of a con-

now under way between Tupiza and the Argentine
border for 60 miles, and a new- construction contract for a
like amount between Atocha and Tupiza will give Bolivia an
outlet to the Atlantic at Santa Fe, Rosario and Buenos Aires,
and will afford an interchange between the mineral products
of Bolivia and the agricultural products of Argentina.
tract

May
Not

all

of these lines are like the

main

line of the

Anto-

fagasta Railway in finding so few natural difficulties to
That to Arica has 10 per cent of its length in
overcome.
That to Cochal)amba
track railway of 6 per cent grade.
descending from the plateau to the watershed of the Atlantic
has experienced great difficulties with washouts Ijrought
about by storms, infrequent but approaching in intensity to
cloudbursts.
Practically all of these railways in Bolivia are at an elevaft. and over, lying in the great plateau between
The line to
the eastern and western ranges of the Andes.
Potosi crosses the divide at an elevation of 15,814 ft., said
in Bolivia to be the highest point reached by any railway
in the world, but really exceeded by the line to Cerro de
Pasco, Peru, where the elevation is 15,865 ft., 51 ft. greater.

tion of 12,000

The Conduct

of

Railway Enterprises
in Foreign Countries

Having thus discussed

specifically the railway situation in

it may be in order to say something about the conduct of railway and other enterprises in foreign countries.
In this I have been fortunate, for 25 years ago, while general
manager of a large paving company, I was called upon to
send an organization to lay the first asphalt pavements in
Buenos Aires. From that experience I have deduced certain
principles about carrying on work in foreign countries, from

Bolivia,

which

I

have profited ever

since.

In order to carry out this contract in Buenos Aires, we
sent a complete organization made up of a superintendent
to take charge of the work, a competent accountant to take
charge of the office, with various foremen to look after the
grading, concrete, laying and mixing of the asphalt, as well
as laborers skilled in the art.
It

able,

soon developed that

became

dissatisfied,

many

of those

men were unadapt-

so that in time most of them re-

turned home. Meanwhile the superintendent had been breaking in local men, so that within three or four years, the
only Americans remaining on the job were the superintendent
and chief accountant, all the other positions being filled acceptably by men found locally.
Not only did this result in
a less expensive, and just as efficient an organization, but
it created a friendly sentiment with those with whom we
were doing business. Naturally in all countries, there is a
prejudice against foreigners and it is advisable to use local
talent as far as possible.
At the outset it may be necessan'
to have an organization of Americans, but later on it will
be found, that with a few Americans at the top, the balance
of the organization can be made up locally.
The same experience met me in Haiti some years later in
operating a railway of which I was president, when we
found that a native locomotive driver gave just as good
service as a much more expensive white man from the States.
An American master mechanic, however, was found indispensable, and in fact where initiative and executive abilitv
are required, an American may be necessary. In recent rail-

way and

canal surveys in China, with which I have been
connected, the only Americans have been the chief engineer

and

is to consider not only the technical qualifications of the men sent to
the foreign field, but more particularly their temperamental

qualities.

Very often the strong energetic type of American,

does so well in this country, does not fit in so well
with the people of other countries.
It is especially dangerous to send a man, no matter how great his technical
ability may be, who regards the inhabitants of the country
to which he is sent as "dagoes," as I have heard more than
one American say. Unless the American really feels in his
heart that he can do business with these men as equals, it
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would be better for him to stay at home. While we may admit that the point of view of those of other countries may be
different from our own, and while they may lack certain
qualities of business energy and judgment in which we take
pride, they are more than likely to excel us in other qualities
which, outside of business, may be more worth while than
our own.
Another important point is to spend a great deal of time
and thought in picking out the man who temperamentally

and technically

will

fill

the position, then,

after outlining

your general policy, give him full authority to handle local
problems.
If you are not willing to trust his judgment in
such matters, better not send him -or, better still confine
your energies at home and let some one else tackle the foreign

—

—

My

experience has taught me that on local problems
the judgment of a mediocre man on the ground is worth
more than that of the most talented man in New York, who
field.

more than likely to form a judgment based on condiwhich exist only in his mind, while the judgment of
the man on the spot is based on conditions which actually
is

tions

exist.

American Leaders

in

South

American Railway Development
Reverting to the prominent part played in the past by
in foreign development, one is surprised to see in
Valparaiso, Chile, a monument in the business section to an

Americans

American, William Wheelwright; and

we
we

find another

monument

find that this

to the

in

going to Argentina

same man.

Upon

inquir\-,

American was a native of Newburyport,

Mass., born in 1798, shipwrecked on the Argentina coast
when 28 years of age and prominent later in the development of Argentina and Chile. He was the founder of the

Steam Navigation Company, recently acquired by
Royal Mail Steam Packet Company, and built the first
important railway line in Argentina extending from Rosario
to Cordoba, 246 miles, commenced in 1863, completed in
1870. Earlier than that, in 1849 he built a railway in Chile
from Caldera to the coal mines at Copiapo, the oldest, with
one exception (in British Guiana), in South America.
Another American, famous in the railway building of
South America, was Henr\- Meigs, born at Catskill, N. Y.,
in 1811, who began his South American career by finishing
in 1863 the line between Valparaiso and Santiago started by
\^'heelwright a few years earlier.
Then he undertook in
1870 the construction of the Oroya (now Central of Peru)
Railway, which reaches the highest point in the world, 15,865 ft., only 106 miles from the seaport of Callao. Under
the stress of carrying on this great work, Meigs died in 1877,
four years after Wheelwright, leaving the completion of the
line to William Thorndike, another American.
These men worked with European capital a condition
Pacific

the

—

not possible

the present time.
The future activity of
Americans in the foreign field of construction and development will therefore depend upon American capital, which
in

turn

will

at

depend upon the attitude of the x\merican

investor.

The Necessity

chiefs of parties, all the others, including instrument-

men, being Chinese.
Another point should be emphasized, and that

who

AGE
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American Investments

not the province of bankers to make permanent investments.
Their function is to furnish the initial money
and take at first hand securities which may be issued in
It

is

payment of any construction which

is done.
Unless the
bankers in turn can sell these securities to the private investor, they will soon come to an end of their available
resources, and the work of construction will soon come to an
abrupt end. The investor must therefore be educated to believe that there are foreign securities of just as true value
as
those of our own country, especially when brought out
by
bankers of good standing. Not only will these foreign se-

curities afford a profitable field for investment, but
the con-

—
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opiTatiim of llu'.si- propcrtic-^ will
iiiul
favorable market for our nianufaiturcd products.

."-tnution

ways owned

l)y

Iiriti.>li

capital in South

afford

The

a

rail-

America have been

In fact, such
absorbers of their manufactured goods.
In
railways seldom, if ever, even ask for American bids.
this connection, it is interesting to note that a company,
threat

which I have knowledge, under American ownership
bought all its materials and eciuipment in the United States;
under British ownership it bought them in England. Also
the .American engineers and operating men who were cmployed at the start were soon displaced by Engli.sh. This is
not said in criticism, but only to emphasize the fact that
whatever may be its position
Imsincss follows investment
with respect to the flag.
of

—

till-
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autoinatit icnter coujilers were originated there

1

and have

We have
found these automatic center couples much safer and more
economical and I am glad to inform you that we arc going
to ])lacc them in operation on all lines instead of our former
(hain and screw couplers.
Owing to Japan's industrial developnient our railroads
were pressed by extraordinary increasing traffic and to meet
these demands we have been forced to increase the supply of
cars and locomotives and make vast improvements in our
roads and terminals.
Last year we purchased 150 locomotives, 2,500 freight cars
and 200 passenger cars, all of which were built in our own
tontiiiucd to

l)c

u.sed after the

American

])ractice.

Unfortunately, it was not possible for us to secure
necessary materials for construction and improvement
of roads, terminals and repairs of ecjuipmcnt, so we recently
made purchases in this country amounting to about $10,country.
all the

The Railways

of

Japan

K. Yamaguchi
Resident Representative. Japanese Government Railways

Japan
the

apart from here geographically, separated by
Ocean, but industrially and economically the

is far

Pacific

United States and Japan are very closely related, and it
seems to me as though there were no ocean dividing us.
In 1872 the line between Tokio and Yokohama, the mileage of which was about 17 miles, was constructed, managed
and operated by our government. In the years following,
many other lines were constructed throughout the country,
some operated by the government while others were run by
private companies, their total mileage being in 1906 approximately 5,000 miles.
In the course of time we began to feel the difficulties naturally arising from the two forms of management, there being
After close
lack of unification and various complications.
investigation the government finally took over the main lines
of the country through the passage of a bill by Parliament
By this new law the government purchased 17
in 1906.
lines which had previously been owned by private companies,

running through the main parts of the country, leaving a few
branch lines to private companies. At present the total mileage of government lines is about 6,082 miles and about 1,200
miles are under construction, the mileage owned by private
companies being 1,916 miles.
Besides those there are in Formosa, Manchuria, and Korea,
2,383 miles of line, but these are controlled by their own
governor general and are not included in the details which
follow.

We

have on the railways of Japan itself 2,917 locomotives,
of which 700 are superheated, and 62 are Mallet articulated
Passenger cars are
locomotives, the heaviest being 95 tons.
classified as first, second, and third class, and we have also

and observation cars. The total number of
passenger cars is about 7,058; nearly half have bogie trucks,
All new cars, howthe other half being four-wheeled cars.
ever, are to be of the bogie type.
As to freight cars we can boast 47,570, the capacity of
They are nearly all four15-ton cars being our standard.
wheeled, but there are some coal cars having a capacity of
24 tons of all-steel construction and with bogie trucks.
The Japanese islands being mountainous, it is somewhat
difficult to construct railroads, and we have been obliged to
It is therefore impossible
build many tunnels and bridges.
The sharpest curve on the main lines
to make straight roads.
(nearly 10,000 ft. radius), and the steepest
is 15 chains
gradient is 1 in 40 or 2.5 per cent. The gage of our railroads is 3 ft. 6 in., and the rails are 60 lb. usually, but we
sleeping, dining

also have 75 lb. rails on heavy traffic or mountainous lines,
and these rails are to be put in general use.

We

use the chain and screw couplings, except on Hokkaido
That island being 60 miles from the main island
Island.

000,000.

We

are always endeavoring to improve our management
in general in order to keep transportation

and operation

facilities adequate to the development of the country.
To
gain this object our government railways despatch every
year several officials and engineers to this country and Europe for the purpose of investigating and studying railroad
systems and management.

Important Revision of M. C. B. Rules

THE PROMULGATION

No. 37 by the MechaniAmerican Railroad Association was
briefly noted in the Railway Age of May 16.
The text
of this circular is as follows: "This circular re-establishes
delivering line responsibility and the practice of defect carding as between roads under U. S. Federal Control, and all
circulars and interpretations to the contrary are hereby abroof circular

cal Section of the

gated.

"In view of United States Railroad Administration Accounting Division Circular No. 86, issued April 15, 1919,
effective the date of that circular, Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 of
the 1918

Code of M.

fications

A

and modi1918 Code of Rules for

C. B. rules for freight cars

to C, inclusive, of the

Passenger Cars are hereby abrogated and the following will
apply to railroads under U. S. Federal Control:
"To the end that interchange inspection work may not
be duplicated under U. S. Federal operation of railroads, so
that more repair work and less urmecessary inspection will
result, it is ordered
"(1.)
That joint arrangements shall be made to prevent such duplication in inspection by arranging all inspection forces at interchange points with a lead or chief joint
inspector as conditions require, to supervise the forces and
see that inspection and repairs are properly made to car

equipment.

M. C. B. Rule 2 is modified as follows: (a)
cars offered in interchange (except those having defective safety appliances) must be accepted by the receiving
line which may either run, repair or transfer lading from
"(2.)

Loaded

(b) the repairs to car or transfer of lading is to be
If
facilities nearest available.
facilities are equally available by both railroads, the car
will be moved to facilities located in the direction car is
car;

done by the railroad having

moving.
"(3.)

If

car

is

shopped for repairs due

to:

(a)

old

defects that existed before car was loaded; (b) lading requiring transfer or readjustment, account of not being in
accordance with M. C. B. loading rules; (c) overload requir-

ing transfer of lading; (d) not being within clearance dimensions over route it is to pass; (e) not meeting A. R. A. third
In each case above mentioned, the facilities
rail clearance.

i
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nearest to car will be used in

making

repairs to car or trans-

Should the location of

"(4.)
line to

make

must be moved to shops of the company upon
became defective.
"(6.)
Empty cars offered in interchange, if in safe and
serviceable condition, must be accepted.
"(7.)
Bad order cars which previously had been delivered in bad order under load must be repaired by the
road making transfer, if they have facilities and material;
if not, the nearest repair point on any line, having material
and facilities, should make the repairs.
"(8.)
Owners must receive their own cars when offered
home for repairs at any point on their line.
"Rule No. 92 is amended to read as follows: 'In rendering bills cars shall be treated as belonging to companies
or individuals whose name or initials they bear, except that
bills for repairs to leased cars or cars of other ownership
defects,

whose

fer of lading.
facilities require a receiving

transfer or readjustment of lading, the cost of

such transfer or readjustment of lading will be billed against

The
the delivering line as per Rule 2 of the 1918 Code.
chief joint or lead inspector will make report and forward
to the head of the mechanical department of both railroads,
showing all cars transferred or shopped for old defects,
whose duty it will be to impose discipline for willful and

inexcusable violation of the M. C. B. rules of interchange and
loading rules, the same as instructed in Director General's
Order No. 8 for the violation of the safety appliance law.
"(5.)
Cars, whether loaded or empty, having safety appliance defects will have such defects repaired immediately
upon discovery and will not be offered in interchange. If
necessary to move car to shops for repairs of safety appliance

The Menace
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it

line

it

shall be rendered direct if so directed in the billing instrucRailway Equipment Register.' "

tions in the Official

of a Concentrated

The Secretary

of

Commerce

Buying Power

Discusses the Effects of

Railway Purchases on Industry

By William
SOMETIMES THINK,

I

of buying

power

as a force

which can

commonly used with regard conimmediate transaction, and which may

be used constructively, is

fined wholly to the
be used destructively.
Would not a great industry do well
to use its purchasing power to develop new sources of supply,
either looking to the increase of production of the articles it
needs or to the development of satisfactory substitutes, or to

making

and security of its supply sure beyond
not possible to so extend the science of buying
that it shall become a promotive force?
Out of the helpful experience the nation has had during
the war and the readjustment period with government operation of our great systems of intercommunication, whether
doubt?

the certainty
Is

it

on sea, land or by wire, a fact has clearly emerged which has
peculiar interest for this assembly and which points a finger
of warning for the whole country.
I do not recall that this
special phase of government control of communication of all
kinds was seriously discussed prior to the war, yet to my mind
it is of basic importance.
It has by itself settled my own
judgment adversely to government operation, in a country as
large as this, of the great enterprises involved in our railways,
our merchant marine, and our telegraph and telephone sysI have called our experience helpful because through

tems.

work of the able and conscientious men who have handled all these activities more has been learned of the essential
factors of the problems than was possible by pure theorizing.
Nor is there in the background of my thought the smallest
element of controversy. I wish to express my full confidence
in the honor, uprightness, and conscientiousness of gentlemen
with whom I have recently differed.
They acted as they
believed was right and wise and are so to be esteemed and
regarded.
That water has run under the mill. Nothing in
what follows has reference to recent discussions or is to be
interpreted save in the most cordial spirit of good will.
I
firmly believe that throughout the gentlemen from whom I
differed acted with an eye single to the public good and without undue bias of any kind, political or otherwise.
The factor of which I speak is the necessary combination
when under government direction of so large a part a controlling part
of the purchasing power of the country into a
the

—

—

•From an addre-s before the Purchasing .Agents' Association
lork. Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, May 20. 1919.

of

New

C. Redfield

few hands or, regarding the government as a unit, into one
compact control. The various transportation elements named
include as I have said a controlling purchasing power over
our industries and through them over our labor and our
producers of raw material.
It would lie in their power to
injure or even destroy not one but many industries simply
by either refusing to buy or by delaying buying at a critical
period or by insisting upon impossible prices, or impracticable terrns.

Most business men

will,

I

think, agree that

might make relatively little difference to industry who
administered the laws or even what the nature of those laws
might be if power over the life and death of industry lay in
the hands of a few men because of their ability to purchase
or to refuse to purchase its output.
This power, which is not so much by purpose as by its
very nature autocratic would be peculiarly difficult to reach
and control by law because it is impracticable to regulate by
statute when or how buying must be done.
Procedure can
indeed be fixed. Publicity can be provided and competition
secured in form. The danger suggested, however, comes not
from paying excessive prices but from the reverse, from forcing by the pressure of enormous buying power prices, terms,
and conditions of such a chai-acter as substantially to put our
industrial fabric into the hands of masters of almost imperial power.
Let there be given any one of you ability
substantially to control one-third or more of the coal purchases of the United States through your predominant power
in buying fuel and that industry becomes plastic in your
hands. Let there be placed in the hands of another of you
the power to purchase from one-third to one-half or possibly
more of the products of the steel industries or of certain
portions thereof and that industry becomes vour servant, to
do substantially as you will. The same is true of other great
industries like copper, the shipyards and the Ijuilders of
machinery. It will, I am sure, l^ecome clear to your thought
after reflecting upon the incidental creation through government operation of a unified buying power that there would
be established an enormous force so mighty as to work its
will with
industry and labor and to make them its
creatures.
It is not
assumed that there would be intent to do harm.
The reverse is undoubtedly true.
It
may indeed be taken as certain that as in the past and present
it
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M) in

till'

UiIuh'

mhim

iiiilioii.-

and i.inUil nun would do

tlu'

Kiiin, however, can well be wrouKlit \>\ want ol
work.
tlmunht, i)V absence of stxial vision, by inconii)lete knowiedi-e,
involving either a party or directed to a
by partisanship
service or a person, by the sense of irresponsibility aris.ng
from ])ossible brief tenure of office or by the loss of i)alance
Years are not rearisini; from the intoxication of power.

—

(juired to crii)ple

even weeks.

It can be done in months or
an industry.
seem to i)e involved, also, the primiple

'I'here

democracy in commerce as aj^ainst auttxracy, with all that
both imply, and the deeper one's thou.uht goes into the matter the more one questions whether there would not be creati'd
an empire within the state which, however free in form tiie

of

might l)e, would of necessity control it from insidt'.
Consider the position of an industry that .strove to be independent under such conditions. The circumstances arc not
frecjuent in which trade conditions are such as to constitute
More
for a long period what is known as a seller's market.
state

frequently it is the case that the seller is more or less of a
We may
suppliant and the buyer has a great deal to say.
not assume, on the contrary, that conditions always favor
a buyer's market but there is commonly an intermediate state
between the latter condition and that in which everything favors the seller; there
far

from being

free

middle ground in which the seller is
from need and in which the l^uyer has

is a

If a single purchaser uses one-half or nearly
one-half the entire output of an industry and that purchaser
refrains from buying for reasons that are satisfactory to him,
where is your individual producer to find his market?
a potent force.

Clearly the fraction of distributed purchasing power that remains must be divided over the entire industry, and so far
as competitive conditions may prevail this means that quantity production on any continuous basis is impossible and
that the high-cost producer, that is to say usually the smaller

must go to the wall. It is interesting to think what
your position as buyers would be under such conditions.
Few would on reflection venture to favor the creation in
this countr}' of a condition in which such absolute power
could be exerted over industry and therefore over the employees of industry as would be the fact if the government
})roducer,

held in its hands the power to buy for the railroads, the
merchant marine, the telegraph and the telephone systems and
Here would
possibly other factors of our industrial life.
be in outward form what one might think a socialistic condition which would in its normal operations tend to become
an imperialistic one. Here would be created a power within
the state which might at any time exercise, even almost unThe very
consciously exercise, a controlling power over it.
existence of such a power would seem to involve the necessity of state-controlled industry in order that industry might
be adequately defended against the state itself.
It throws light upon the possibilities that are suggested to
read facts submitted by Mr. E. B. I^igh in his address before
the National Industrial Conference Board in February last,
in which he urges that railroad purchases measure general
business prosperity.* His pamphlet is accompanied by a
chart covering a period of 18 years which clearly indicates
the relation of railway purchases to general business conditions and reaches the conclusion that:

"Our iron and steel industries have been developed to
meet the railways' enormous requirements, and hence the
railways have constituted the one industry whose purchases
are upon such a scale as necessarily to affect the great barometer of iron and steel."
He proceeds to point out that buying is contagious and
when initial buying takes place upon a large scale it stimulates greater buying.
The current, as he suggests, proceeds
out from the railways to car building plants, thence on to
iron and steel plants and to the large number of railway
supply industries. By these it is again directed to other in*Abstracted

in the

Railway Age of April

4,

1919, page 879.

(hislrie.-
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whiiii

in

turn

number

inlluiiue a iiighly in(reas<(l

(oiilributory intere>l>, until the entire industrial machinery

(j|

and the

laijor

emiiloyed

in

connection with

have been

it

.set

work.

at

'Ihe i)ossibility of favorable buying action thus existing in
our railways becomes concentrated in tiie hands of a few when
these great buying factors are unified under government (onIrol and this jKiwer l)ecomes again enlarged if to it are added
the ther great ojjcraling .sy.stems which are today or have re(cnti)' iiein undir government management. It is evident that
this power, mighty for usefulne.ss, may be exerted either directly or merely by reason of its inaction as a destructive as
In short, there here exists alwell as a constructive force.
most unnoticed heretofore a power before which the greatest
trust

is

t)e,

by

helpless,

a controlling,

restraining

force

in

trade,

would
every city and

which the greatest comljinations are

jjeside

petty.

It

or has been, countr\-vvide, reaching into
infinite ramifications stretching out into substantially

its

every industry and branch of commerce.
Furthermore, it is the fact that purchasing power even in
free-acting corporate hands has operated not of course deliberately but none the le.ss directly to cause .serious injury to
industry and so as to constitute within its sphere one of the
Continfundamental ijases of wa.steful busine.ss practice.
uity of ojjeration in industry is essential to effectiveness and
low cost. From the human standpoint it is more important
still.
It is es.sential to continued employment and to regular
earning i>ower on the part of labor.

An

interesting illustration of the effect of large purchasing

power on an industry appears in the chart which I am permitted to show you herewith. It is furnished by a large industrial concern and covers a period of 13 continuous years,
from 1906 to 1918, inclusive, by calendar years. It shows
the normal capacity of the plant in tons, the orders received
in tons, the production in tons, and the number of men employed, and indicates the increase in cost arising from the
fluctuation in orders placed by the railroads of the countrw
chiefly while under private control.
The sharp fluctuation^
shown by the irregular exercise of purchasing power will be
evident at a glance. Let us summarize a few of them. The

upward with the decrease of
one case 25 per cent, in another 37.5 per
cent, in another 86.9 per cent, in another 89 per cent.
The
force employed varies from 990 to 325, from 1,360 to 445,
from 1,570 to 440, and rises as high as 2,110. The item of
orders received shows most extraordinary peaks.
It would
not be quite correct to describe the line as showing cur\'es;
it is high summits and low valleys.
increase of cost varies always
orders.

A

It rises in

brief study of this chart indicates the indirect but

p.'-ac-

an important industry over a period of years
by railroad ])uying under private auspices. It is not argued

tical control of

is intentional.
It mav be freely admitted
been meant to be helpful. It can hardly be
denied that it is a fact. It would seem obvious that it would
have been wise management on the part of the buyers to have
so distributed their purchases as to provide a more reasonable continuity of operation with a corresponding decrease in
the cost of the goods and more continuous employment for
labor.
This may have meant using reserve funds and accumulating reserves of materials. The difficulties involved
in both are, of course, real, but the study of the results from
the methods actually used makes it evident that the course
followed was productive of waste, a waste hurtful to labor,
injurious to industr}' and to the buyer alike.
I am advised

that that control

that

it

may have

that the particular chart is typical of other industries as well
as of the one to which it directly relates.
There is a clear
mutuality of interest between these buyers, these sellers, and
the employees of both as well as the public which seems

ignored and to develop which no provision
It bears,

out that

if

however, more directly upon

is

my

made.

theme

to point

under private auspices the operations of separate
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ailroad corporations did under private control exercise over
he industries of the country so forceful a power as is shown
Mr. Leigh's pamphlet and ])\ the chart now submitted to
11
ou,
s

follows as of course that

it

a unit instead of separately

if

and

power be exercised
it be added other
is created the power

this
if

to

imilar extensive powers, then a force
f which over the industries of the country is so obvious

need little exjdanation.
ought not to leave the subject without presenting some
For years prior to the war
onsiderations on the other side.
iur industries with or without full knowledge exploited the
We were favored with the
ailroads for their own benefit.
heapest freight rates in the world and even after advances
vert made that were strongly resisted our rates remained
uch as would have filled any competing European manuA single illustration lies before me.
acturer with envy.
)ne manufacturing concern which produces on both sides of
lie Atlantic paid a rate from Hull to London, 198 miles, of
6 cents per 100 lb. and in this country paid on similar
cods a rate, from Buffalo to New York, 450 miles, of 16
The same goods were, therefore, transported more
ents.
lan double the distance at the same price in this country,
t has been perfectly well known to students of the subject
Dr years past that American freight rates were the lowest
1 the world and yet our industries have resisted, not to say
any attempt at even moderate percentages of
esented,
s

to

We

dvancc.

Final Valuation of the
Single

Sum

The

1265

trouble has been that the vision of the industries in

They have, in
other matters, mistaken cheaj)ness for economy
and have not regarded sufficiently the real mutuality of interest Ijetween the transportation systems and themselves.
They were keen, as respects their own goods, to obtain prices
sufficient to carry overhead expenses, to amortize equipment
this respect has been inward, not outward.

this

in

as

according to due standards of depreciation, to provide working capital for necessary improvements, Imt they failed to
recognize that the railroads were entitled to the same consideration of these matters as they themselves exacted in their
own figures. It was thought wisdom to be suspicious of the
railways and to disregard the candid and outspoken pleas of
experienced railroad officers for sufficient income to maintain
their borrowing power. For this suspicion a fearful price has
been paid, for when the pressure came and the railroads
were unable to meet it the whole country suffered.
It is the merest common sense to say that the shipper does
himself wrong when he brings such pressure on the railways
as forces it to operate at rates below those which will enable
it to maintain its plant and its credit as the .shipper is himself
obliged to do. There is needed here a social sense, a business vision which shall go a great deal further than the
personal purse or profits of the industry making the goods,

grouped transactions, and which .shall
take into account the permanent interests alike of the railways and the industries using them.

as respects single or

Winston-Salem Southbound

as the Value of Property to

Be Stated Later;

Exceptions to Tentative Valuation Considered
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued
final valuation of the property of the WinstonSalem Southbound Railway, after considering the

Original Cost to Date

rHE

its

of the carrier to the tentative valuation made by the
ommission's bureau of valuation, giving findings as to
nderlying facts upon which the commission will ultimately
tate a single sum as the value of the common carrier proprty of the company for purposes under the act to regulate
ommerce.
The carrier and other parties may, if so adised, apply to be heard upon the undetennined c}uestion as
what sum shall be stated. Otherwise, in due course, the
ommission will state its conclusion and complete the final
irotests

aluation.

The investis
as of June 30, 1915.
road and equipment after making certain adjustaents is stated as $5,598,999.65.
The original co.st to date
if
the property other than lands is stated as $5,197,452.
rhe cost of reproduction new as $5,428,444 and the cost
if
reproduction less depreciation as $5,033,875.
The
iriginal cost of the lands is stated as $401,547 and the presnt value at $565,256.
The valuation

nent

in

On many
Pexas
ase

is

points the decision follows the decision in the
case, and an appendix to the report in that
referred to for a statement as to the methods 'of

Midland

aluation employed and as to the reasons for the differences
letween the cost values mentioned in the first and third
)aragraphs of the valuation amendment. The railroad operites 89.99 miles of road wholly within the state of North
Carolina, single track with the exception of 3.02 miles.
Its
:onstruction was financed by the Atlantic Coast Line and the
^Forfolk & Western, which on June 30, 1915, each owned
me-half of all outstanding stock of the carrier other than
lirectors' shares.
An abstract of the report is as follows:

The

tentative valuation finds the original cost to date oi

the common-carrier property of the carrier, as of
1915, as follows:
Road,

excluding

lands

$4,637,819
293.881
222,296

Equipment
General

June 30,

expenditures

$5,153,996

found in the tentative report that the original cost of
carrier and non-carrier lands can not be stated separately,
It is

but the original cost of all lands is stated as $401,546. Tht
accounting report appended to the tentative valuation apportions the cost of lands upon a basis necessarily somewhat
arbitrary, as follows: Carrier lands, $372,189; and non
carrier lands, $29,357.
The total original cost to date oi
the road and equipment, including carrier lands, is set out a&

$5,526,186.
It is claimed by the carrier in its protest tliat the amoum
of original cost to date stated is less than should be shown
by reason of the failure to include certain items of actual
expenditure.

The amounts claimed
nor

is

and for the
companies are not stated

for preliminary surveys

services of officers of the proprietor

the protest supported by evidence explanatory of such
It is shown in the accounting report that the

matters.

a claim that the survey in question was
1892, some 13 years before the carrier was charIt does not appear that the use of this sur\'ey saved
tered.
any expenditure by the carrier and it is conceded that the
expenditure was made, not by the Southbound company, but
Many years have intervened
by its proprietor companies.
since these claimed costs were incurred; thev have never
carrier presented

made

in

;

:
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boiomo

.111

nics liavc

aiKimit

made

.-lalid,

allliouuli

jicttU'mcnls with

tlie

the

proijrictor

comi);!-

carrier involving reim-

bursement for millions of dollars advanced by them on its
Nor, as far as this record shows, have either of the
proprietor companies ever presented a claim against the
carrier for any part of the sums stated.
We see no reason
to .>;et aside Uie contemporaneous interpretation placed upon
behalf.

the transaction

The

carrier

i)y

an adjustment of $441.92

to eiiuipmeiil retired, set forth in the

ailjustnuiit

claimed

liy

and

made

increased

the carrier,

the

accounting report.

amount

of

original

was not controverted upon

recjuire the

commission

cost

praisal of other railroad properties.

the hear-:

of the carrier.

appear thus,

fractions of a dollar being disregarded:
Carrier property (other
Road, including lands

tli.-in

materials and supplies)

expenditures

$5,053,465
293,881
222.296

Total carrier property
land

$5,569,642
29.357

Equipment
General

.
.

.

'.

t

Noncarrier property,
Total,

carrier

and noncarrier

Material and supplies:
Carried on company's records
Not on carrier's records
T.Ttal

material

and supplies

$5,598,999

$5,181
37.886

$43,067

Cost of Reproduction

—

particular unit prices for the respondent
other carriers not parties to the record or

The

represents the sum shown upon the carrier's records upon
valuation date; but on that date the carrier in fact had on
hand materials and supplies of a cost of $43,067, of which
$0 7,880.44 had not I)een taken into the carrier's books of
accounts.
The carrier protests the tentative valuation in
this regard; and upon the facts found as above stated,
appropriate changes will be made in the tentative valuation.
The carrier and the l)ureau have agreed that the general
balance sheet of the carrier shall be carried over into the
final valuation; and this will be done.
As tlie general
balance sheet reflects what appears upon the books of the
carrier, the amount of materials and supplies on hand will be
shown therein as carried on the carrier's records, kept in
obedience to the requirements of statute and the orders of
this commission.
It is protested that the tentative valuation excludes any
allowance for working capital, and that $70,000 should be
included for this purpose. Apparently the protest differentiates between working capital and material and supplies,
which are often confounded or considered together in appraisals of public service properties.
The carrier's testimony is to the effect that it is necessary and desirable that the carrier should have on hand a
sum of money as working capital, which it is claimed should
be at least $70,000.
The accounting report, which is a part of the tentative
valuation, shows that on valuation date the carrier had on
hand $58,468.25. The character and amount of the carrier's odier current assets also appears in the general balance sheet, which we will carry from the accounting report
into the final valuation.
The tentative valuation, as herein amended, reports fully
and sufficiently the facts with respect to the working capital
the original cost to date will

of

l)ind

is to

As modified

adojjtion

should not

in respect

he taken as correct.
The original cost figures contained in the tentative report
do not include the cost of materials and supplies on hand,
but the cost is stated separately as $5,180.56. That amount
ing.

fact in conferences which culminated in agreement upon the
major differences, and a joint recommendation to the commission that the matters so agreed upon be adopted in the
final valuation.
The agreement upon the part of the carrier
was |)re(licate(l upon the acceptance by the commission of
the recommendation made; and the offer was coupled witli a
statement which would liave been evident in any event that

the

parties.

tiie

prote.-^ts
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Quantities and Unit Prices.
The carrier took numerous
exceptions to the tentative valuation with respect to the matters contained in the estimate as to cost of reproduction now
from which for the purposes of this statement lands are
presently excluded and will be dealt with separately. While
the case was upon hearing the respondent carrier and the
bureau of valuation carefully reviewed these questions of

We

to use

such prices in any future ap-

by the admission or stipuladuty of ascertaining the facts with
accuracy in this proceeding rests upon us; but we give proper
weight to the.se recommendations of our bureau and the
carrier, and as they seem fair we shall adopt them.
The
tentative valuation will be changed in accordance with liie
are, of course, not liound

tion of the bureau, as the

stipulation.

written joint recommendation contemplates that as
Account 26, telegraph and telephone lines, the unit piices
ultimately established for the Western Union Telegraph
((jiiipany should be applied.
However, the carrier conceded
'I'he

to

that the final valuation of its property should not be delayed and agreed to accept the conclusions reached by our
bureau of valuation after conference.
Certain items in the estimate of the cost of reproduction
new, excepted to by the carrier, were not covered by the joint
recommendation, but are reserved for our consideration
These include the issues respecting railroad crossings, signals and interlockers, interest during construction, a])prc( iation, depreciation and certain specific contingencies.
The
claims of the carrier as to development cost and working
capital were likewise specially reserved for submission to
the commission; the former will be discussed subsequently
herein, and the latter has previously been disposed of undtT
the heading, "Original cost to date."

Unit prices were determined by tlie bureau of valuation
June 30, 1914, although the inventory was taken as of
June 30, 1915. The present value of lands appears as of
as of

June 30, 1915. The carrier protests the use of quantities a^
of 1915, in connection with unit prices as in 1914.
The prices employed by the bureau of valuation are not
tlie

exact prices which were necessarily in effect upon the
June 30, 1914, but were fixed with relation

precise date,

to that date in such a way as to produce normal prices for
periods ranging from 5 to 10 years prior thereto. The use
of such unit prices upon items entering into the cost of
reproductson of road and equipment (other than land) will
permit consideration of the carriers upon a uniform liasis as
to time, so tliat as the normal trend of prices of malerial
and labor may go upward or downward correction factors
can readily be applied from time to time, as by law required,
to the end that all appraisals may be kept to date upon a

comparable basis.
We can not shut our eyes to the fact that the effect of the
breaking out of the European war was to demoralize the
markets for labor and material, so that prices current on that
precise date, June 30, 1915, or over a period of time which
would reflect the effect of a war which has largely monopolized the labor and material market to the exclusion of private industry-, can not in any sense be said to represent nor-

mal or
With

fair values.

respect to lands, however, as to which the cost-ofreproduction theory is not applied, the values of which do
not fluctuate wildly with war, and as to which present value
is the criterion, a different situation is presented, and we
have employed values as of the date of valuation.
Railroad Crossings.
It is protested by the carrier that
the tentative valuation omits certain items of property owned
These are detailed as (1) property
or used by the carrier.
owned or used, constructed at the carrier's expense, such as

—
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overhead crossings with other railroads, 50 per cent of the
grade crossings with another carrier, and a certain spur and
coal trestle, and (2) property owned or used, but not constructed at carrier's expense, of which the tracks and facilities

of other carriers at certain points, equipment of other

carriers, private car lines, etc., are specified.

As the Southbound compan\' was the junior carrier, the
In the
expense of these crossings was wholly borne by it.
tentative valuation all costs borne by the Southbound company have been included in the statement of original cost to
date.
It has been the practice of the bureau of valuation to
apportion the estimated costs of reproduction in. accordance
with any agreement as to ownership of property of this
Failing
character which the interested carriers may make.
such agreement, the cost of reproduction estimates of the
junior carrier omit, in the case of under-crossings, anything
for the assumed reproduction of structures used entirely for
the passage of the trains of the senior companies; but the
cost of reproduction estimates of every junior carrier includes
the estimated cost of reproducing the property exclusively
One-half of the estimated cost of reproducing
used by it.
property commonly used by both carriers, such as crossing
frogs, is carried into the tentative valuation of the SouthSuch practice has been followed in the
bound company.

tentative report in this case.

The

carrier contends that

if

it

1^ assumed for purposes

of determining the cost of reproduction that other railroads

then as a matter of theory it must
be assumed that the identical structures which the Southbound company as the junior carrier was obliged to construct would likewise have to Ije constructed in reproduction.
The method followed in the tentative valuation does in
fact contemplate the assumed existence of the railroads as
crossed, and gives full credit in the cost of reproduction
estimates for whatever is shown to be owned by a carrier,
or occupied and used by it, while showing, as a historical
fact for whatever it may be worth, the expenditures in fact
made by the carrier in original construction. The method
commends itself as involving the minimum of conjecture,
and as the only plan which in all its aspects is feasible and
certain in practical application.
exist as of valuation date,

In Texas Midland Railroad, supra, we have considered
the treatment of property used but not owned, and of industrial tracks constructed in part only by the carrier.
Claims
of the second class specified are disposed of in the present
case in conformity with the principles we there announced.
Certain changes have been made by us in the quantities
and prices under Account 15, crossings and signs, and Account 16, station and office buildings, to carry out the joint
recommendation of the carrier and the bureau that the
claims of the carrier should he checked by the bureau and
the results accepted by the commission.

—

The carrier concedes that as its line is
a blanket allowance for contingencies such as is often

Contingencies.

new

claimed

not necessary but it contends that several items of
cost which were incurred in construction were not included
in the estimate of cost of reproduction new.
All these items
are included in the report as to original cost to date.
The
general nature of the contingencies for which claims are
made may thus be stated:
Amounts paid the contractor for a release of con(1)
tracts when, after construction had begun, the manner of
doing the work was changed; (2) disputed items of yardage not calculated in certain cases; (3) yardage of earth
rehandled because an apparently suitable borrow pit, partially utilized, was found to be unsuitable;
(4) change
in alignment found desirable after work had been started on
the location originally fixed; (S) grading commenced, but
not completed, for connection with another carrier, upon
is

1267

land owned by the carrier, the project being indefinitely
(6) a trestle which was started for drainage purposes and which the carrier was afterwards permitted to fill.
The protest also excepts to the omission to take into consideration as a necessary item in the reproduction program property which in fact was acquired in original construction but
was abandoned by reason of proper and reasonaljle changes
of plans due to changed conditions during construction.
It
is not contended by the carrier tliat all such items, so far
as they relate to the construction of the carrier's property,
are not taken into account in the statement of original cost
deferred;

to date.

Obviously it can not be assumed that in theoretical reproduction of the property these contingencies would occur, and
no sum should be included in the estimate of cost of reproduction new in the valuation, because of such past occurSee Texas Midland Railroad, supra.
Appreciation.
It is protested that the tentative valuation
fails to include appreciation as an item necessary to be
considered in any rational method for the reproduction of
the carrier's property, and that the minimum amount which
should be included therefor in estimating the cost of reproduction would be not less than $32,400.
No specific
evidence was introduced in support of this claim.
However,
the carrier was permitted to make of record herein the general evidence which was before us in Texas Midland Railroad, supra, and certain other proceedings as to appreciation
of roadbed.
The character of appreciation in roadl>ed claimed by the
rences.

—

shown in the record, is the equivalent of an overcoming of depreciation in roadbed items. We have reported
carrier, as

the various items of roadbed substantially without depreciation, although, by the processes for which the carrier claims

an allowance, the original or ideal form of the roadbed has
been considerably altered.
In not depreciating roadbed we
have, in fact, taken into consideration the effects of these
processes of operation, the lapse of time, and the elements,
which the carrier terms appreciation. Again, what the
carrier claims as appreciation can not be produced merely by
the expenditure of money, and therefore can not be repro-

We

duced new.

have already pointed out that the valuation

amendment contemplates

the ascertainment of the cost of
reproduction new, and not the cost of reproduction in the
present condition.
For these reasons, and for the reasons already stated in
Texas Midland Railroad, supra, no separate sum can, in
this case, be stated as representing the value of appreciation.
Interest During Construction.
The carrier protests that
the engineering program for reproduction, adopted as the
basis for the tentative valuation, is too short.
The length
of the construction program assumed bears directly upon the
amount which is to be included in the reproduction estimates for interest during construction. The following sums
show in contrast the amounts reported in the tentative valua-

—

under Account 76, interest during construction, and the
claim of the carrier:
tion

;

Tentative valuation:
Original cost to date (interest on expenditures for
lands included)
$163,358
Cost of reproduction new (lands excluded)
277,475
Cost of reproduction less depreciation (lands excluded) 259,103
Carrier's

protest:

Minimum

claim

(lands included)

413,170

This railroad has a main line about 88 miles in length,
The carrier
with a branch approximately 2 miles long.
claims two years and three months as the construction period
from the letting of contract to the begiiming of regular
Construction was in fact completed in about
operation.
two years. It appears from the record that except for reconnoissance and preliminary surveys, for which nine months

was estimated
from the

as necessary, the road could be constructed,

letting of contracts to the putting into operation,
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two yoars.
Certain minor Kin^triution woiiM lie
on after rcj;iilar operation was commenced, such as
the hiying of pemianent l)allast, and the erection of some
minor buildings and laying down of industrial tracks. But
railroads are regarded as completed for operation, for all
practical purpo.ses, in advance of such construction, and we

the carrier made along the following line: For each of the
years prior to the year of valuation, as of June 30, the total
cost of the road to date was taken less the cost of new work

so treat this carrier.

the total so obtained interest at 6 per cent was com|)ute(l as
rejjre.senting the cost to the investors for each year.
This
item of interest, added to o[)erating exjx-nses, taxes and other

witliiii

carriitl

shown in the rejiroduction estimati's in the
tentative rejjort was reckoned at 6 per cent for one-half
of the construction period assumed by the engineers of the
commission, upon road Accounts 1 to 48, inclusive (except
2, 39, 40, 41 and 42), and upon general expenditures Accounts 71 to 75, inclusive, and 77.
Interest was comjaited
on the equipment accounts at the same rate for a period of
three months.
The j)resent record raises no question as to
interest

'I'lie

done during the year, which gave the amount invested and
in .service during tlie whole of that year; the deficit from
ojjerations during the year was added to tiiis sum, and on

expenses for the year, diminished by operating revenues and
other income, gave a remainder whicii the carrier terms the

amount.

real deficit for the year.
The sums of the deficits for the
}ear are computed for the years 1911 to 1915, inclusive,
rej)resenting the total development cost claimed by the carrier, amounting to $853,591.
It is insisted that this figure
must be added to the cost of reproduction, in order that the
result will reflect the true cost of reproducing the property
in the condition exi.sting on valuation date.
The valuation amendment requires us to a.scertain the cost
of reproduction new, and not the cost of reproduction in any
other condition. We should not overlook that by the method
pursued by the bureau of valuation in ascertaining quantities, such costs during the early years of the enterprise as
resulted in permanent increa.scs to the property, are all discovered and taken into account.
Additions to embankment,
tlic
widening of cuts, enlargement of ditches, etc., are
examples.
It appears from the offer of testimony by the carrier as to

The construction circumstances surrounding the carrier's
railroad are not in any respect abnormal, and, as modified

development costs that all the data requisite to the computation thereof appear in the accounting report appended to the

by the acceptance of the recommendation of the bureau, the
estimate for interest contained in the reproduction estimates
in the tentative valuation is ample.

tentative valuation.
In ascertaining the original cost to date
of the property of the common carrier we have investigated
and reported upon the history and organization of the carrier

No interest has been included in the reproduction estimates contained in the tentative report on account of the cost
of land. The non-allowance of interest on the present value
of land in the reproduction estimate conforms to the holding
of the Supreme Court in the Minnesota Rate Cases, 230
U. S., 352, 455.
The disposition we have indicated as to the disputed items
of interest conforms to our finding in Texas Midland Railroad, supra, and what was there said by way of discussion
need not be repeated.
The protest questions the adequacy of the sum reported

corporation,

the rate at

which

interest

has been computed.

Sul)sequent to the service of the tentative valuation, in
view of the desirability of a railroad under construction

having on hand a certain amount of money upon which to
for its expenditures during such process, the bureau of
valuation recommended that interest during construction
should be computed upon the road accounts enumerated and

draw

general expenditures at the full rate for half the construction
period plus three months.
Equipment being usually purchased only when the road is practically completed interest
was estimated in the tentative valuation for three months,
and the recommendation of the bureau did not change this

for interest in the statement of original cost to date in the

sums said
have been advanced by proprietor companies on account
of road and equipment accounts, and certain expenses in
connection with the acquisition of land and rights of way
and in settlement of damages to abutting property. As is

tentative valuation, with respect to the omission of
to

otherwise shown herein, the record does not support the claim
as to the principal items mentioned and therefore does not
The carrier's
warrant us in estimating interest thereon.
records, kept presumably in conformity with law and the requirements of this commission, contain nothing with respect
to interest during construction on such items, and the carrier and the proprietor companies, while adjusting claims on
account of advances amounting to millions of dollars, did
not treat these particular matters as constituting a debt from
The protest in this
the carrier to its proprietor companies.

regard

is

not sustained.

Development Cost.

—

It is

contended by the carrier that in

correctly estimating the cost of constructing, completing

and

equipping a going railroad there must be added to the cost
of construction and assembling an amount to cover the cost
Computations were presented
of developing the business.
which purported to show that after the road was opened to
traffic in 1911 until the date of valuation, June 30, 1915,
the results of operation had been a deficit of more than
$410,000, which deficit did not include all the interest actuComputations were also presented on behalf of
ally paid.

upon

its

net

and gross earnings, and upon

the

expenditure of all moneys and the purposes for which the
same were expended.
Our final valuation herein shows original cost to date, as
well as the cost of reproduction new and the cost of reproduction less depreciation.
It therefore embodies all of the
underlying matters of fact, from which the carrier asks us

development cost.
Whether, in fixing a value for purposes under the act to
regulate commerce, we should increase the cost of reproduction by the amount of deficit which the carrier may have
incurred during the early years of the enterprise, will be a
proper consideration when we come to state a single sum as
value of the common-carrier property for such purposes.

to report a

That question we leave intact. As stated, in the final valua- |
made we have the basic facts. The record herein
shows no other values or elements of value.
tion herein

Cost of Reproduction Less Depreciation
In the tentative valuation the cost of reproduction less
depreciation was estimated by application of the same principles which were applied in Texas Midland Railroad, supra.
Vigorous attack is made in the protest, in evidence, and iu
argument upon the soundness of those principles. We examined this question in Texas Midland Railroad, supra, and
there sustained the soundness of the general theory employed
in the estimate of cost of reproduction less depreciation.
In
the attempt to demonstrate the underlying unsoundness of
the general theory of depreciation applied by our bureau of
valuation, the carrier cited a number of instances in which
it was claimed the methods employed gave incorrect results.
We have examined these specific claims, and while they
tend to show estimates somewhat different from those made
by our bureau, the differences are not extreme, when adjusted to a common basis.
Certain changes in the tentative valuation will be made under this head, required by changes in the reported cost of
reproduction new.
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Lands
The

treatment of the lands of the
carrier different from that given to other physical properties.
The gist of the objection is that as to properties other than
land the tentative valuation shows the original cost, and the
protest excepts to a

costs of reproduction

land,

what

figures

is

new and

less depreciation,

termed a "present value"

while as to

reported, but

is

no

appear which represent the cost of reproduction.

It also is objected that the figures of present value were
determined without reference to and without including the
costs, damages and expenses that would be incurred in their

acquisition.

Numerous

errors in

methods and principles are

alleged to have occurred in the determination of the present
Among these errors the following are enumerated:
value.
(1) That the reported present value has been limited to the
estimated unit of value for general purposes, not including
railway purposes, of adjoining and adjacent lands, without
taking into account the true value or actual cost of acquiring

(2) certain essential elements were not considered
in the determination, e. g., the actual incidental costs of
acquisition; rights which the carrier had to acquire, not

the same;

measured by the value of a similar area of contiguous lands
for general purposes; damages paid to original landowners
by reason of the decrease of the rights of such owners and
the increase of property rights of the carrier, such as sever-

ance and proximity damages, adaptability and availability of
the lands acquired for then present needs; cost of buildings
and other improvements; cost of removal and relocation of
highways and other structures; and taxes accrued and assumed.
It is protested that the recent experiences of the
carriers generally in the acquisition of carrier lands, showing the amounts which carriers must pay in acquisition in
comparison with tlie value of similar lands for general purposes, were not given consideration.
These protests raise the same question which was stated
and decided in Texas Midland Railroad, supra, viz. Shall
the commission ascertain and report the present cost of condemnation and damages or of purchase of the carrier's lands?
For the reasons stated in our report in that case, the tentative valuation herein, which bases the present value of lands
upon the nonnal fair value of similar lands in the vicinity,
:
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were presented by the protest of the carrier in Texas Midland Railroad, supra, and have been carefully considered
by us in that case. For the reasons there assigned, the protest herein is not sustained as to the land areas the omission
of which is protested by this carrier, and the principles applied in the tentative valuation are approved, except as to
streets and highways, as to which the tentative valuation has
been corrected in accordance with the rule in the case cited.
The formal order includes the following:
Investment in Road and Equipment. The investment in
road and equipment as stated in the books of the carrier on
June 30, 1915, was $5,598,557.73. By certain adjustments

—

Appendix 2, this amount was altered to $5,569,642.45, for road and equipment, including land, and $29,357.20 representing miscellaneous physical property, viz.,
non-carrier land, a total of $5,598,999.65.
Original Cost to Date, Cost of Reproduction New, and
Cost of Reproduction Less Depreciation.
The original cost
of property other than land owned or used by the carrier
for its purposes as a common carrier, is shown in the subjoined statement, which also shows the cost of reproduction
new and cost of reproduction less depreciation.
detailed in

—

The amounts of original cost to date may not in every
instance represent the exact cost of property units now in
place, as some renewals have doubtless been made.
Cost of reproduction
Original

Less de-

cost to

New

preciation

$4,681,275
293,881
222,296

$4,703,308
292,165
432,971

$4,397,031
232,626

$5,197,452

$5,428,444

$5,033,875

date

Road, excluding lands
Eqiii|,ment
Geneial, expenditures

Total

404,218

Reference will be made later herein as to the classification
of such property in conformity with the classification of expenditures for road and equipment prescribed by us.
Cost of Lands, Rights of Way and Terminals at the Time
of Their Dedication to Public Use, and Present Value of the
same.
There can be no statement made showing the cost of
the carrier and non-carrier lands of the Southbound company

—

separately, without employing apportionments of costs which
were incurred partly for one such class of property and partly
for the other.

ascertained in the manner employed and stated in the Texas
Midland Case, must be approved in principle.
To abbreviate the record, it was stipulated that in the

The following statement shows the original cost and present value of all lands, apportioning the original cost of lands
as between carrier lands and non-carrier lands upon the

event the present cost of acquisition or reproduction cost of
lands is to be ascertained and reported, certain multiples
or percentages of present value as agreed upon should be
applied.
The disposition made of the principal question
makes it unnecessary to give force to this stipulation.
In the carrier's protest exception is taken to the computations of the area of certain tracts of land, and to the classifi-

relative area as constituting the best basis available:
Original
.Acres

Urban
Rural

Urban
Rural

matters

these

were

re-

examined by the bureau of valuation, and as the carrier
and bureau are now in substantial accord thereon the recommendations made by the bureau and accepted by the carrier
will be incorporated in the final report.

The

protests of the

withdrawn.
agreement has likewise
been reached by the carrier and the bureau of valuation, and
the carrier's protest is waived.
The sums recommended are
approved and will be included in the final report. The carrier's agreement as to these amounts does not, of course,
waive its claim as to the ascertainment of the reproduction
carrier as to such matters will be treated as

As

to the present value of lands,

cost or present cost of acquisition of its lands.

There remain
by the

for our consideration the questions raised

carrier's protest as to the omission from the tentative
valuation of areas in streets, at grade crossings of public
highways, at railroad crossings, and lands upon which industrial sidings are located.
The same questions of principle

.

145 283
1,280,269

..•1.425,552

$347,394.02
163,260.74

$372,190

$510,654.76

Noncarrier lands:

By agreement upon

hearing

.

Total, carrier lands.

cation of certain parcels as non-carrier instead of carrier.
the

Present
value

cost

Carrier lands:

2.380

326,1S^
328,532

29,357

t$54.601.44

..

1,754,084

$401,547

$565,256.20

Total, noncarrier lands

Grand

total

$34,531.50
20,069.94

..

* Included in the carrier lands are 273,223 acres acquired through
aids,
eifts, grants of right of way and donations, having a present value of
|63. 398.27.
t The present value of noncarrier lands includes the value of any structures located on the lands.

—

Present Cost of Condemnation or Purchase of Lands.
Following the views previously expressed, no attempt is
made to state what would be the present cost of acquiring
either by purchase or by condemnation the lands of the
carrier devoted to public use.

Physical Property Held for Purposes Other

—

Than Those

The amount, original cost, and presof a Common Carrier.
ent value of lands held for purposes other than those of a
common carrier have been stated.
Materials and Supplies.

—As shown

sheet, the value of the materials

in the general balance

and supplies on hand

is
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ilic

(;irriiTj>

upon

n-cords lo Ikivc Uciii,

and

Em bargO

vukiiitioii

on liand, a.s
shown hy invonton-, were of the value and co.<it of $43,067,

tliitc,

$5,1S().5().

llic

niiittTiiil.-^

;uid tlu> dii'forencT In'twecn

tin-
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Bureau

W.

of the N.

Region

supi)lii's

amount shown in the
$,>7,886.44, was due

Ai'i..\N

Ijalance

has

Ijeen

instituted

Nortliwestern

(lie

and

region

i)ut

for

into operation in
liic

di.stribution

to sums
and tlic earricr's records,
which had not yet heen takin into account.
Certain carrier lands
Aids, (.Hfts, iirdfils and Donations.

information which
is
an
advance
over methcKJs previously used and is proving satisfactory
to roads in this
region.
It
will
ije
recalled that the

were ac(|uired hy

Car

.sheet

of

—

Service Section recently i.ssued revi.sed regulations
Circular
CS-57 for the handling of emliargoes,
Ijecome effective A{)ril 1.
to
Briefly, they phued the
issuance of eminirgoes under the direction of the regional
directors, thus aljolishing the zone emijargo conunittees
which fonnerly luindled their distril>ution.
The circular
further stated that wlien eml^argoes liave been approved by
the regional director the\' should l)e transmitted by the regional director's office to all Federal controlled roads in the
region, to the Car Service Section and to other regional em-

Southliound comi)any tlirou.^li ai(U,
Such lands
gifts, grants of riyhl of way, or donation.
mounted in the aggregate to 27.S,223 acres, of a present value
tlie

of ^o:\M)S..27.

eniliargo

in

—

Other \' (lines and Elements of V(due. No other values or
elements of value were found to exist.
A|)pended hereto as Api)endix 1 arc the
Appendices.
summary sheets and explanatory text showing the classification of the cost of reproduction new and cost of reproduction less depreciation alcove stated, in conformity with the
cla.ssification of expenditures for road, exclusive of lands,
and equipment prescril^ed by us. Appendix 2 hereto states
the details as to the corporate and financial history, original
cost to date, investment, capitalization, gross and net earnings, expenditures of money and purposes for which ex-

—

bargo offices interested. The federal controlled roads in turn
were instructed to notify their agents and the non-federal controlled roads which were a.ssigned to them.
In addition, the
reason for each emljargo must be stated, the emlmrgo must
be given an identifying numljer and a complete file of outstanding embargoes must be maintained at all freight loading stations for the guidance of the shipping public. These
regulations made necessary the installation of a complete
new system of handling emljargoes, and in the Northwestern
region the task of developing a workable plan was assumed
by L. M. Betts, supervisor of car service.
The plan adopted for u.se in the Northwestern region has
acccmplished the dissemination of up-to-date embargo information in simple, compact form.
This was brought about by the compilation and publi-

pended, of the carrier.
The engineering, land and accounting reports give the details respecting these figures and are on file in the bureau of
valuation of the commission, open to public inspection, and
subject to the direction of Congress, and such reports are
referred to for greater particularity as to the matters herein
stated.

This order will be supplemented by such further findings
and order with respect to the value of the carrier property
as may be deemed appropriate.

cation of a monthly pamphlet containing in skeleton statement form all eml>argoes in effect on all railroads of the

Canada and Mexico

that would be likely to
on railroads in the Northwestern
region.
The information is shown by roads arranged alphabetically in regional groups.
Convenient reference is provided by an index l^oth'of the railroads involved and also
Arranged
of all local stations affected by the embargoes.
in successive columns, the pamphlet shows information concerning the destination, consignee, commodity and gateway
I'nited States,

Portland Cement Production in 1918
COMPLETE STATISTICS of the output of hydraulic cement

affect business originating

1918 compiled under the direction of Ernest F.
Burchard, of the United States Geological Survey,
Department of the Interior, indicate a marked decrease from
the output in 1917 and show that the production of Portland
in

The
in 1918 was the lowest since 1909.
shipments of Portland cement in 1918 amounted to 70,915,508 bbl., valued at $113,153,513, compared with 90,703,474
bbl., valued at $122,775,088, in 1917, a decrease in quantity
The producof 21.8 per cent and in value of 7.8 per cent.
tion in 1918 was 71,081,663 bbl., compared with 92,814,202
The stocks at the
bbl. in 1917, a decrease of 23.4 per cent.
mills increased from 10,353,838 bbl. in 1917 to 10,453,950
bbl. in 1918, or 1 per cent.
The average factory price per barrel for the whole country
w^as $1,596 in 1918, compared with $1,354 in 1917, an inThe prices in these
crease of 24.2 cents, or 17.9 per cent.
two war years are the highest that have been realized for
Portland cement since 1898 and 1899, when they were reand other cements

affected, together with a full statement of the exceptions that

may

apply.

A

sample entry

is

shown

at the

bottom of

this

page.

This pamphlet quite naturally would not answer the requirements of the Car Sers'ice Section as to the completeness of the embargo file at freight loading stations.
To
olwiate this there was conceived, along with the method of
issuing the bulletin of embargoes monthly, the plan of isThese supplements
suing a series of daily supplements.
are mailed each night with a complete summary of all additions, cancellations and modifications received during the
day, and sufficient copies are provided each road so they
can be distributed immediately and directly to all local
|

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD, LINES EAST
N.

W.

R.

embargo number

Originating R. R.

.

embargo number
67-15

i28-l-20

.

Destination
.
Y. (Atlantic Terminal,
.

N.
Terminal, Fulton Terminal)

lirooklyn,

,\

and $1.43
was recorded

spectivelv $1.62
price, $0,813,

a barrel.
in 1909

The

„

.

Consignee

Commodity

Exceptions

Gateways

All

All freight

None

All

.

Baltic

Reason
embargo

for

Accumulation

Specimen Form of Embargo

lowest average
The exports

and 1912.

of hydraulic cement from the United States in 1918 were
2,252,446 bbl., valued at $5,912,166, or $2.62 per barrel,
compared with 2,586,215 bbl., valued at $5,328,536, or $2.06
per barrel, in 1917. This represents a decrease in quantity
of 12.9 per cent and an increase in value of 11 per cent.

agents without the delay and expense of reproduction. Theyj
are so arranged that additions and corrections can be clipped
and inserted in their proper places in the current month's
issue of the embargo bulletin, and thus with very little labor

One
the record can be maintained up-to-date at all times.
of the most satisfactory features of the system is that, regardless of the attention paid by the local agent to the daily

i

May
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supplements, there is placed in his hands on the first of
each month a complete and up-to-date revision of all embargoes then in effect.
Telegraph transmission of important embargo changes is
continued, but by reason of the prompt distribution to the
local agents of the daily supplements it is possible to reduce
the use of the wires to a great extent.
While the expense involved in printing and distributing
the monthly bulletins and supplements is a considerable
item, it has been more than offset by the savings made by
roads in the Northwestern region in the reproduction and
of embargo information formerly received by

distribution

them from the zone offices, and by the saving secured through
discontinuing the zone embargo offices.
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Progress is being made by the Car Service Section on a
plan to consolidate embargoes applying via various roads
to a common point.
In lieu of half a dozen or more separate embargoes, identical in their provisions, from as many
different roads, one embargo only, applying via all lines,
is being issued.
This plan is entirely practicable under the
{iresent system of handling embargoes by the regional directors, but could not have been installed under tlie former
plan where each road issued and transmitted its embargoes
without central supervision.
It is expected that as the new
system of regional direction develops it will greatly simplify the embargo situation, and thus reduce the annoyances
and difiiculties that have made embargoes one of the nightmares of the long-suffering railroad agent.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Many Roads Badly

in

Need

of Rail.

When

Is a Railroad

Federal Control Question Before

I.

Under

C. C.
Washington, D.

w EKE RECEIVED bv the Kaihoad Administration up to
May 17 en 200,000 tons of rail, but announcement was
withheld until Air. Hines' return from his trip to the
Southwest as to whether the prices quoted are more favorable
than those of $45 per ton for Bessemer and $47 for open
hearth announced by the Industrial Board of the Department
of Commerce in March. The fact that no announcement was
made has given an impression that the bids are not re-

BIDS

,

garded as satisfactory, because the Railroad Administration
While the records show that an average of
needs the rail.
approximately 1,500,000 tons of rail were used for renewals
during the 10 years before federal control, and approximately 1,350,000 tons during the three-year test period,
only about 1,100,000 tons were used in 1918 and the Railroad Administration has not placed any orders for rail since
While
it took over the roads nearly a year and a half ago.
some of the orders were redistributed so as to make delivery
to railroads whose companies had not placed orders, that
practice was discontinued after January 1 this year and the
steel companies have declined to deliver rails ordered by one
company to other railroads. To take the rail after it has
been delivered for use on another line is impracticable in
most cases because of the difference in rail standards.
Where different roads agree as to the rail section there are
usually differences in the drillings.
As a result, while the
steel companies have been delivering rail this year at the
rate of 35,000 to 40,000 tons a week, it is going to the roads
which originally ordered it, and many of the roads which
have not placed orders in advance are said to be badly in
need of rail. On May 1 there were outstanding orders for
approximately 435.000 tens, and three of the sttel companies, the Carnegie, the Lackawanna and the Cambria,
were out of orders.

Maintenance Problems Discussed
Problems connected with the 1919 maintenance of way
program constituted one of the principal topics for discussion at a conference held at St. Louis on May 19 between
Director General Hines, who has been making an inspection trip into the Southwest, and the seven regional directors.
C. A. Morse, assistant director of the Division of
Operation, in charge of maintenance of way matters, was
also present at the meeting, which took up among other
things, the available figures showing the rail and tie
renewals in 1918 as compared with the test period and with
the

10 years preceding federal control in connection with

the requirements for this year.

The

latesi

C.

instructions regarding the preparation of the

1919 maintenance budgets are contained in a letter addressed by W. T. Tyler, director of the Division of Operation, to the regional directors in part as follows:
'T presume that in pursuance of the director general's

February 25 you have carefully studied the maintenance on each railroad for the test period and for 1918.
Please have each federal manager as soon as possible submit
letter of

to

you the 1919 program

for his railroad, on the basis that
road and structures shall conform as
closely as possible in the amount of labor and material used
to the established average annual maintenance during the
three year test period, but with regard to safe operation of
prcpertits under your charge, and to that end ask him to
report promptly his program for calendar year 1919, divided

the maintenance

of

as follows:

Number

1.

of

ties.

Cubic yards of ballast.
Tons of rail and fastenings.
Value in dollars of ties, ballast,

2.

3.
4.

rail

and fastenings

renewals.

Value in dollars of renewals or necessary replacement

5.

of bridges, trestles or culverts.

Value in dollars of work necessary in connection with
maintenance under present conditions of track,
buildings, fences, ditches, signals, telegraph and telephone
lines and other items of maintenance.
The cost under this
item to be expressed in one sum and generally should not
exceed the average spent for the purpose during tlie annual
average of the test period equated as to values of laljor and
material determined by each read."
6.

proper

When
Some

Is a Railroad

Under Federal Control?

were taken under the protection of the
federal government; some railroads had federal operation
thrust upon them; some were relinquished, and taken back,
and several hundred other railroads do not know whether
they have ever been under federal control or not.
All these
are some of the results of the President's proclamation of
railroads

December 26, 1917, and the law of March 21, 1918, which
were so worded that the several hundred think they know
they were taken over but thus far some of them have been
unable to make their convictions effective.
The questions as to who is to decide whether a railroad
has been under federal control and by what process a final
decision can most readilv he reached became a perplexing
problem at a hearing held l)efore the Interstate Commerce
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Wasliinnton last wock on a petition of the
Louisiana Midland, a railroad 102 miles lonR
but apparently not a "system of transportation" as construed
by the Railroad Administration, for the appointment by the
commission of a board of referees to determine its just compensation under the federal control act.
Incidentally the
hearing l)rought out the fact that it is also a serious question
(omiiiission at

Arkansas

how any

&

of the several l)oards of referees already ap])ointed

by the commission
troller

may perform

compcommission may
ap]>ropriations, and

their functions as the

of the treasury has ruled that the

not pay their expenses from any of its
the Railroad Administration, the custodian of the revolving
fund appropriated l)y Congress to defray the expenses of
federal control, naturally

is

board to decide how much
claims it owes nothing.
a

The

reluctant to pay the expenses of
it

owes

to a

company which

it

case presents a situation t)i)ical of that of a large

numl)er of the short line railroads, which, after having suj)posed they had been taken over, were relinciuished by
order of the director general on June 29, 1918, and now claim
compensation as having been under federal control, while the
Railroad Administration takes the position that no direct con-

was exercised over them and that they are not entitled to
E. Ford, president of the Arkansas & Louisiana Midland, testified on Thursday that he had received
and obeyed many orders from the Railroad Administration
during the first six months of 1918, although he admitted
that they had not required any important change in the operation of his road and that he had been in some doubt as
He said, however, that much of his traffic was
to his status.
diverted.
He did not recall any orders that had had any important effect, although he said that on instructions from
^^'ashington he had postponed any action on requests of employees for increased wages until after the general wage advance order had been issued and he found his road was not
included.
Then he had to advance wages out of the company's funds.
He also remembered having received a long
telegram which was delivered at his house about midnight,
giving instructions as to how to comply with the daylight
saving law.
He had also been ordered to advance money
out of the slender cash resources to help the employees buy
Liberty Bonds which they expected to pay for out of a retroactive wage increase, and he had advanced his rates in
accordance with General Order No. 28.
The Railroad Administration was represented by R. V.
Fletcher, general solicitor, who had no witnesses ready and
asked for a continuance of the hearing in order that he might
present witnesses after he had learned the character of the
testimony presented by the railroad.
After some discussion
the hearing was adjourned until Saturday, May 17.
Mr.
Fletcher had spoken of getting R. H. Aishton, regional director for the Western region during the time the road was
receiving orders from the Railroad Administration, to testify,
and Commissioner McChord had suggested that General
Counsel Payne would make a good witness, but on Saturday
Mr. Fletcher appeared again without witnesses, saying he had
been unable to get Mr. Aishton. On cross-examination Mr.
Fletcher attempted to show that the Arkansas & Louisiana
Midland had failed to observe promptly some of the actrol

compensation.

counting instructions, such as those about opening a set
Mr. Ford said he
of separate books for federal accounts.
could not claim to have followed all of the instructions because of insufficient clerical help and because many orders
did not reach him till long after their effective dates; also
he had frequently received a cancellation or modification of
an order before he received the original order; but he made
the point that many of the big roads had not been able to
comply with the order to open separate books until months
after the required date.
The hearing was adjourned for
half an hour while Mr. Fletcher went to find a witness on
tiiis point but the assistant director of accounting had just

AGIi
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summoning him to St. Louis to meet the
and .so he could not ai)pear. Hy this time
the commission showed some signs of impatiend; and it allowed the usual jjrocedure to Ije varied sufficiently to allow
counsel for both sides to exi)!ain in their oral argument some
of the evidence that would have been testified to if witnesses
had been present or if d(Kuments had not been delayed.
The argument of John S. Hurchmore, representing the
Arkansas & Louisiana Midland, brought out some of the
received a telegram

director general

circunvstances attending the relinquislinunt of the short line
railroads last June.
He read a memorandum from C. R.

Gray, then director of operation, to General Counsel Payne,
dated June 28, the day iiefore the general rclinqui.shment,
giving a list of railroads, including the A. & L. M., which
he said required considerate treatment I>ccause they were in
com])etition with larger roads and which he recommended the
relinquishment of in order to give an opportunity to negotiate
with them "on a fair basis," i)ut he said it would probably
lie necessary to take them back later.
This memo was headed
"Retention or Relinciuishmcnt," which Mr. Burchmore
thought was rather conclusive evidence that the roads were
at the time under federal control.
He also quoted from one
of the form letters of relinquishment .sent out by Mr. Payne,
saying that while there was some dou!)t as to whether they
had ever been under federal control they would be formally
relinquished to remove any doubt.
Mr. Burchmore said that a federal manager had never
been appointed for the A. & L. M. but that federal managers
for the larger roads in its territory had not been appointed
until after the date it was relinquished.
Mr. McAdoo had
issued an order appointing the corporate officers as his agents
and this had been received and acted on by the president of
the A. & L. M. just as he had received and acted on the
After the
other orders sent to him as to the other roads.
relinquishment Mr. Payne had written to Mr. Ford saying
that if his company felt damaged by not being under federal
control he would be glad to discuss the terms of a contract
for taking it back.
Mr. Ford, however, had refused to sign

one of the co-operative short line contracts, which do not
provide for compensation.
Air. Fletcher argued that as the road had not been under
federal control its remedy lies in a suit in the Court of Claims
rather than in the appointment of a board of referees, but
said that if the commission should find otherwise he would
join

in

Mr.

the request for the appointment of a board.

Burchmore said the

"any claim"

act provides that

for just

compensation not adjusted by the Railroad Admini.stration
must be referred to a board and that until that is done he
could not apply to the court without waiving his claim that
the road was under federal control.
At this point Commissioner Daniels raised the practical
question as to what a board could do if the commission cannot pay its expenses and the Railroad Administration will
not.

The

act provides that

members

of the Interstate

Com-

merce Commission organization shall serve on such boards
without additional compensation, but this does not provide
Mr. Fletcher
for the reporters' fees for taking the record.
said he had not been advised of the Railroad Administration's
Then followed a general discussion
attitude on this point.
as to who should decide whether the road had been under
It was apparently agreed that the commisfederal control.

had no function except to appoint the referees, but that
would have no jurisdicion to decide anything but
the amount of compensation. Mr. Fletcher thought time and
litigation might be saved if the whole thing were put up to
the Court of Claims but Mr. Burchmore suggested that he
would prefer to ask a District of Columbia court to mansion

the boards

damus the commission to appoint the board.
The hearing was closed with an understanding
Fletcher would file a
Court of Claims.

memorandum on

that

Mr.

the functions of the

..

May

23,
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385,000 Surplus Freight Cars

inability

to finance the equipment,

some on the statement
and some are based

that the cars or engines are not needed,
on the types, although the Railroad

on May 1 was 385,447,
including nearly 20,000 on Canadian roads, according to
This reprereports compiled by the Car Service Section.

The
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net surplus of freight cars

Administration has
allowed the roads to exchange one type for another where it
can be done before the builders have progressed too far with
the building or the ordering of materials to make the change.

number of idle cars than has been recorded
any time since April, 1908, except on March 1 and April
On March 1 the net surplus stood at 473,080
1 of this year.
and on April 1 it was 446,685, so there was a reduction dursents a larger
at

The circulars sent out by the regional directors asking for
information as to the number and types of locomotives that

SUMMARY OF CAR SURPLUSES AND SHORTAGES AS OF MAY

1919.

11,

She)rtages.
Surpluses.

^

Cc)al &
Box.

562
35
9
925
3,400
1,988
3,479

36,429
45,694

644
84

38
27,800
31,032
44,537
40,293

9,651
18,145

13,880
20,345
8,243

28
1,859
3,372
3,582
1,352

153,739

10,398

152,387

10,921

25,750

15,098

1,285

2,200.

599

808

168,837

11,683

154,587

11,520

26,558

Regions.

*9,632

407

Allegheny
Pocahontas

Northwestern
Central Western

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Southwestern
Total

Canadian Roads

Grand Total

automob ile

*Principally

Flat. Ci5al&Gond

Stock.
357
537
65
2,933
7,707
8,613
5,538

.

Refr.

Coke. Furn.

Misc.

3,478

1.484

7

922

Totai.
52,593

Box.

Flat.

241
84

67

303
220

36
47
575
595

29
591
1,316
158
2,565

49,450
8,820
52,663
60,754
80,101
62,285

6,146

1,260

7,065

367,666

893

19.990

3

387,656

896

1,771

374

6,146

7,065

1,260

Refr. St ock. Cc)ke. Fuin. Mi.sc. Total.
21
331
2

94

10

354
25
543

392
26

38
1

720

431

431

720

720

1,263

40
~0

1

~0
21

40

1

21

Z 106
100

103

100

2,209

cars.

ing April of 61,000. As shown by the following table, there
were more idle box cars than any other class, including a
large number stored in the western regions in readiness for
handling the grain traffic but there was also a large proportion of surplus coal cars,

due to the slack conditions

in the

coal trade.

Train Control Cominittee

and whether the corporations will be willing
purchase locomotives of their own standards represent an
effort to place some of the unaccepted locomotives, but it
will not be possible to substitute individual or "made-toorder" designs for the standard tyjjes in many instances
because the work on the parts for the standard types has
been so far advanced.
will be required
to

Contracts Executed

The Committee on Automatic Train

Control returned last
week from its western trip after having inspected automatic
stop installations at Spokane, Wash., and San Francisco

and Oroville, Cal.

G ond.

The members

of the committee

able to hold almost a continuous meeting in their car

were

and

made much

progress in their study of the various plans and
reports of service conditions that are before them for consideration.
The next meeting of the committee will be held in
New York on June 3, at which time the members will inspect
automatic slops in the Interborough Subway, on the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit system and in the tunnels of the Hudson &

An inspector
representing the committee has been oberving and making
reports for several weeks on the operation of the Miller train

The Railroad Administration has

executed compensation
Central Vermont, $835,000; Lehigh
& New England, $1,135,760; and Atlantic & Western, $12,660; also co-operative short line contracts with the Kalamazoo, Lake Shore & Chicago; Erie & Michigan Railway &
Navigation Company, and the Bowdon Railway.
The Railroad Administration has signed co-operative
short line contracts with the Pecos Valley Southern, Chesapeake & Western, Akron, Canton & Youngstown, Arcade &:
Attica, Marion & Eastern and the Preston Railroad.
contracts as follows:

Manhattan and the Pennsylvania terminal.

control system on the Chicago

&

Eastern

Illinois,

and an

inspector will probably be sent to report on the installation

American train control system on the Chesapeake &
The committee will on later trips examine 15 or 20
installations, models or laborator\' sets in the East, and will
hardly be in a position to make recommendations to the
of the

Ohio.

Railroad Administration before

Conference on Equipment Allocation

The

committee appointed by the Association of
to confer with the Railroad Administration regarding the allocation of the standard freight cars
to the various companies has been in Washington this week
and has discussed the matter with Director Shirley of the
Division of Finance.
special

Railway Executives

Demurrage Up

to Director General

fall.

The

Single

Equipment Trust Proposed

Plans for the creation of an equipment trust to finance
the 100,000 freight cars and 1,930 locomotives ordered by
the Railroad Administration by a single issue of equipment
trust obligations amounting to approximately $400,000,000,
instead of having individual securities issued by each of
the roads, are under consideration by the Association of
Railway Executives and the Railroad Administration.
Of the 100,000 freight cars ordered, 44,542 had been
built up to April 30 and 92,750 had been assigned to various
companies, but only 25,570 had been accepted, while 18,972
were in storage at the car-building plants. Of the 1,930
locomotives ordered, all but 41 had been assigned, but all
The locomotives
the assignments had not been accepted.
have been accepted as fast as they have been built, but various companies have objected to the assignments just as they
have to the cars. Some of the objections are based on the

question of reduction in demurrage rates which has
been persi.stently demanded by the shippers is now before
Director General Hines for decision on recommendations

which have been made
and of operation.

to

him by

the divisions of traffic

The American Society of Civil Engineers will hold its
forty-ninth annual convention at St. Paul and Minneapolis,
June 17, 18, 19 and 20, with headquarters at the Radisson
Tuesday, the 17th, will be devoted to
Hotel, Minneapolis.
business sessions in the morning and afternoon with a reWednesday will be devoted to
ception in the evening.
sightseeing trips by automobile about the city. On Thursday a trip will be made by automobile to the plant of the
at Taylors Falls, Minn.
Friday afternoon the party will go by special train to
Duluth and on the following day will tour the iron mines on

Northern States Power Company

On

the ?klissabe range.
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Orders

PKiH

1

Regional Directors

of

i.DiNt.s

iii:n)ki.

I.

c.

V.

riic

R'u'ional

director

linular

150U-1 U)A726, mmkI.s to
t'«loral managers regulation,*; and .'suggestions, prepared
by the Director of the Division of J'raftjc and tiie general
iminsel. at Washington, for defending before tiie Interstate
(Dninierce (onin)i,ssion comi)]aints against the railroads made
I'.astrrn

n-gion,

by

to that iKKly.

'I'he traffic assistants to the regional directors
are to suix'n-isc tlie^e matters, and they arc to look after
compliance, by the railroads, with the various orders of the

conuiiission.

—

Supcrhciilns.
The Eastern regional director, bv circulai
500-l-^)7A728, authorizes the application of sui)crheaters to
locomotives where all of tlie necxlcd material is already on

hand. The corporations must be consulted, but if material
is on hand such consultation need not cause delay.
The Pocki-t List. The Eastern regional director, by circular 1 500-1 -.S-1QA729, advises federal managers of a suggestion from the director general that in giving 'information to the Pocket List of Railroad Officials, or in correcting data in that peri(xiical, care be taken to furnish full

—

and correct post office addresses.
Maintenance Budi^et. The regional director, Ea.stcm region, by circular 2700A733, instructs federal managers as
to detail requirements cormected with preparation of main-

—

tenance budgets for 1919.
New Tracks for Industries. The Eastern regional director, by circular 2700A7,i4, advises federal managers that
important propositions for industrial sidings should be dealt
with by wire.
The regirnal director should be informed
how long a time will be needed to lay the track, and how
soon it will begin to furnish revenue. This for the purpose
of determining whether the improvement will produce profit
during the present year. In connection with larger projects,
requiring a longer time, the railroad corporation should be

—

consulted.

Intoxicated Soldiers.
circular 2900-66 A73 5,

—The

Eastern regional director, by
calls attention to complaints of the
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reionimendations, in regard to giving ship|)ers fuller
information concerning the |)rogress of shipments.
At tlie
recent conferenie in \Va.shington with the National Industrial Traffic League, shijjiK-rs asked for pa.ssing reports of
iheir

1.

c.

1.

freight

at

matic representative residing in the District of

The

seller

—The

regional director. Eastern re-

to preparing, for the operating statistics section, data con-

cerning worktrain cars moving in revenue trains.
Tinners' Convention.
The regional director, Eastern re-

—

102-36A738, and the Northwestern director,
by circular 77-1-93, announce approval of the convention
which is to be held by the American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths', and Pipefitters" Association in June.
Federal managers exercise their own judgment as to granting leave of absence and giving passes.
Heathy Loading.
A. H. Smith, regional director, Eastern
region, by circular 500-13-1 A741, sends to federal managers
a letter from the director of the Division of Traffic, calling
for continued efforts to have freight cars loaded to capacity.
To increase minimum weights in tariffs would be a slow
and difficult process, but it is believed that traffic representatives can continue to do good work with shippers and
receivers.
Shippers should be shown the economy of full
loading and be reminded that voluntary' action on their part
will tend to stave off the day when arbitrary rules will have
Where orders from consignees are alleged
to be adopted.

gion, by circular

—

to be the cause

for light loading, those consignees should

be seen.
A. H. Smith, regional diTracers and Passing Reports.
rector. Eastern region, by circular 600-l-6-.\742, calls on
federal managers for information as to their practice, and

—

to

to the ix>nalty

to diplomatic representatives of foreign

country

may

Op(^ating

governments

be transj>orted by freight or express to

tination.

circular

(,'oluml(ia.

and the carrier are ordinarily liable
of the Reed law; but liquor sent from abroad

of liquor

Statistics.

—The

in this
its

des-

Eastern regional director, by

1801-22A744, promulgates additional

in.structions

concerning revised statements of expenses after making adjustment for back pay, and for reporting locomotive and train
costs

on form

0S6 and form OS7.

By

circular

1801-22A747

he calls for monthly statements of freight and passenger
revenue, to be made on form OS8; this is the same information which is required annually by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission.
Blacksmith.'!' Coni'eniiov

—The

regional director, Ea.stem

by circular 102-37.^745, approves the annual convention of the International Master Blacksmiths' Association, to be held at Chicago, August 19, 20 and 21.
Each
region,

road will follow its usual practice in regard to allowing
blacksmiths to attend.
Diversion of Freight Notice to Consignees.
The East-

—

—

em

regional director, by circular 600-43-4A746, prescribes a
form by which notice is to be mailed to consignees when

ber of

1801-22A736, gives further instructions as

]x.'rmission

I'vansportalion of I.icjuor for I)iplom(ils.— V\\ii regirjnal
ICa.stern region, by circular 600-1 74A74.\ calls attention to the legal a.spects of the transportation of intoxicating licjuors from a foreign country consigned to a di|)lo-

a violation of local laws.
Statistics.

and for

director,

a carload of freight

Operating

.stiilions

>lii|)nients.

presence of intoxicated soldiers and sailors on railroad trains.
Federal managers should see that trainmen and other employees enforce proper conduct, and especially in territory
where drinking intoxicating liquors on trains by civilians is

gion, by circular

transfer

ask infomiation directly from kxal agents. Mr. Smith finds
that present j)ractice is not uniform; he desires advice as to
improvement in practice and as to the probable cost of
keeping the jjroposed records at transfer |>oints, and of establishing a manifest system for keeping track of carload

is

diverted in transit.

—

Record of Work at Engimhouses. The Eastern regional
director, by circular 1801-127A748, sends to federal managers revised instructions for reporting, monthly, the

num-

man hours worked at enginehouses. This report goes
to Frank McManamy, Washington.
Annual Passes for Employees. The Eastern regional (di-

—

by circular 2100-9A750, advises federal managers
that where an employee reciuires an annual pass over other
than his home road, that pass should include also his transportation over the home road, so that he will carry only one
rector,

pass for

all.

—

Preparations for Wheat Crops.
The Southwestern regional director, in circular 210, quotes an article which appeared in a weekly news letter issued by the United States
Department of Agriculture concerning the possibility of the
coming wheat crop congesting storage facilities and suggests that at interior points a canvass be made of the situation.
The construction by farmers and shippers of additional storage facilities should be encouraged.

—

The Northwestern reto Shipper's Order.
88-1-75, states that the provisions of circular, file
88-1-75, issued by the Northwestern regional director (Railway Age, Februar}' 7, page 349), apply only to shipments
destined to points in Western Classification territory, Northwestern, Central Western, and Southwestern regions.
Consignments

gion,

file

—

Report on Reclamation of Materials. The Northwestern
Regional Purchasing Committee, in supplement 7 to circular
] 0, gives a list of items of material being reclaimed by variThe list is long and detailed,
ous roads in this region.
conta'n'nEr about 800 items.

Distinguished Service Medal for George Hodges
Work as Manager of Railroad Troop
Movements Throughout the War

Record of His

ANNOUNCEMENT

was made on May 16 by Walker D.
Hines, director general of railroads, that the distinguished service medal has been posthumously awarded

George Hodges, late manager of the Troop Movement
Section of the Division of Operation of the Railroad Ad-

over 14,000,000 men, nearly half of whom have been moved
on special trains. The maximum for any month of the entire period was 1,147,000 in July, 1918.
This entire movement has been accomplished with only 16 accidents involving
death or injury. The number of men killed was 39 and the

who had organized and had charge of the
movement work from the start.
The information was contained in a letter from Newton

men injured 335. The table gives the consolidated
regarding the movement from May, 1917, to April
30 of this year:

to

number

ministration,

of

statistics

troop

D. Baker, secretary of war, to the director general, under
date of May 13, as follows:
"It is with sincere regret that

Tkoop Movements May, 1917, to .\pril
1.

I

learn of the death of

Mr.

Troops Moved:
(a)
Drafted men
(b)

Administration.

(d)

Average per month

(e)

Maximum

I

during the great war are
thank you for the suggestion

2.

some suitable recognition of the work of the man who
was largely responsible for their success might be made by
the War Department.
I take pleasure in advising you that,
by direction of the President, and under the provisions of
that

train

,
3.

j

I

'

1

90,773
87,984

regular
69,802

Baggage and express cars for

special troop

16,084

>.

baggage

and

express

cars

for

men

4,576

20,660
24,029

Freight cars for special troop trains
Total

.,.„
^
bpccial Troop Trains:
(a)

293^248

Number run
Estimated number re(|nired for drafted

Mr. Hodges arranged all the details of the movement of
troops from local draft boards to mobilization camps, Ijetween camps, or from mobilization camps to the ports of
embarkation for shipment overseas. Troops in large numbers were moved on short notice and he was responsible for
the successful co-ordination and carrying out of these move-

!

504,343
1,147,013

1918

movements

Estimated
drafted
(d)

of Operation of the United States Railroad Administration.

1

14,392,273
July,

trains

Medal has been posthumously awarded to Mr. George
Hodges 'for especially meritorious and conspicuous service
as manager of the Troop Movement Section of the Division

j

troop trains

248,SS?
(c)

ice

men
.

4.

Average
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(c)

5.

Special.

Number

cars

per

12

803
40

Miles per hour
per

20,969

.

Troop Trains:

train
Distance per train
Number hours p^r train

Mtn

16,393
4,576

22

train

418

Accommodations:
(a)
(b)
(c)

"

At the beginning of the trouble with Mexico he was
placed in charge of the American Railway Association special committee for co-operation with the military authorities.
With the declaration of war against Germany in April, 1917,
he was appointed assistant to the chainnan of the Railroads' War Board.
After the taking over of the railroads
by the government, the organization under Mr. Hodges was
made part of the United States Railroad Administration.
On May 24, of the same year, he was put in charge of the
Troop Movement Section of the Division of Operation.
He died very suddenly in Washington on March 14.
A brief account of the work of the Troop Movement Section was published in connection with the report of the Division of Operation in the Railway Age of January 10, which
gave figures showing the extent of the troop movement from
May 17 to November 10, the day before the signing of the
armistice.
C. F. Stewart, Mr. Hodges' successor as manager
of the Troop Movement Section, has issued a circular containing a copy of Secretary Baker's letter, saying, "This
splendid tribute to Mr. Hodges will be appreciated by all
those who have so ably assisted the movement of the troops
and through whose co-operation such a success was made
possible."
The circular also encloses a copy of the record
to November 11, which was prepared by Mr. Hodges, and
also a supplemental report showing the movement from November 11, 1918, to April 30, 1919, during which time there
have been moved a total of 3,389,665 men, of which 1,583,942 were moved on regular trains and 1,805,723 on special
troop trains.
This is an average of 635,959 per month.
From May, 1917, to April 30, 1919, the Troop Movement
Section has been responsible for the movement of a total of

1919

2,287,926
5,252,432
6.851,915

Cars Furnished:
(a)
Pullman, standard and tourist
(b)
Coaches for special troop trains
Estimated coaches for draft an.1

the act of Congress of July 9, 1917, the Distinguished Serv-

ments.'

30,

homes

Total

services of the railroads

and

special

their

trains

(c)

"The

I

regular

George Hodges, manager of the Troop Movement Section
of the Division of Operation of the United States Railroad

gratefully remembered,

I

On
On

from

Number

carried in Pullman

Numbei in coaches
Percentage in Pullman cars

The

cars

3,440,173
8,664,074
28.4

following description of the work of the section outits organization and methods was prepared by
Mr. Hod.ges:
When diplomatic relations with Gemiany were severed,
steps were at once taken to put together the machinen,- to
handle troop movements upon a large scale, based upon the
experience gained in the movement of troops to the Mexican
border in 1916.
At the declaration of war on April 6, 1917, the skeleton
of the organization was complete, and it only remained to
supplement it as cccasicn arcse for its development.
This skeleton consisted of a central office in Washington
in constant communication with the War Department, a general agent with his staff at the four (afterward six) department headquarters, and a general agent in each state to
superintend the railroad movement of the National Guard.
As necessity presented itself there were added successively
a general agent at the headquarters of the construction division of the quartermaster corps, general agents at the increment camps and in charge of the railroad end of the construction of the cantonments and the National Guard camps
(who remained in charge after the troops had occupied
them), as well as others at embarkation camps and at ports.
The duties of these general agents have been to keep in
touch with the oflicers to whom each was accredited, to ascertain what was desired to be done and to arrange through
the appropriate channel in each case to do it; to see that
trains and cars were provided at the time required; that the
loading was done properly, and, in general, to translate into
tenns of action the necessities of the army.
There have been in service 127 of these; the clasing of
lining briefly
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127()

sonic camp.s

tlic National Guard from
have relieved a numljer from duty, and

and the niovinuiit of

tlioir respi'ctivc states

there reinuin 04.

hecame early evident that to move successfully such
nunihors of men would entail unprecedented use of
telei;rapii wires, and that the iirief ciplier used in I'MO would
'I'o meet tlie necessity for secrecy
not answer the purpose.
and brevity, a cipher expert, J. Kdwin Denipsey, was called
This he did; the code work
in to devise an efficient code.
being his personal contribution; the railroads paying the
This code was
necessarily heavy expense of jjublication.
It

lar<;e

also ailopted by the (juartermaster general for use in his de-

was

supplemented by a route code book,
by which all routes were coded into one cipher word regardless of how many roads or junction points were included.
The movement of troops with their impedimenta and of
selective draft men and recruits may be generally divided as

partment.

follows:

It

(1)

later

The movement

of the regular

army

to

its

in-

crement camjjs.
(2) The movement of the National Guard
to its camps.
(3) The movement of the National Army from
their homes to their cantonments.
(4) The movement of men
from one camp to another to meet the needs of the service.
In addition to these there has been a constant stream of
recruits moving from dcjiots to camps and continuous movements of bodies of organized troops to camps or ports.
The movement of the regular army to increment camps
was performed with great ease by reason of the relatively
small number of men involved and their experience in travel.
Before speaking of further movements it should be noted
that on June 1, 1917, none of the camps to which the National Guard or National Army were destined were more
than just begun, and in some cases the locations had not
been fixed.
The problem of bringing the material to these 32 large
camps, as well as to the 15 or 18 aviation schools also under
construction, that the work might proceed at top speed, was
satisfactorily solved by successful co-operation between our
Washington organization and the force of the construction
quartermaster, General Littell, the liaison officer being C.
E. Denney, general agent of this association, who was attached to General Littell's staff.
Altogether this construction work involved bringing to the

This was accomvarious sites 139,905 cars of materials.
plished by ordinary means and practically without setting up
Although an extraordinarily
any priorities in movement.
large commercial and allied tonnage was also moving, it was
before anv large volume of government tonnage was under
way with the confusion and congestion caused by the indis-

criminate forwarding of such freight without regard to physical limitations or to the necessity for its orderly transportation

and prompt

release at destination.

The movement of the National Guard involved about
343,223 men. The guards of the several states were not as
in 1916 mobilized in one place, but in many instances were
picked up company by company at home stations, necessitating elaborate schedules to bring a regiment together before despatching it upon its long journey to the Southern

camps. The entire movement was, however, made upon the
schedule as outlined by the War Department. At our suggestion, it was twice suspended pending the movement of
increments of the National Army.
The movement of the National Army was a most compliOriginating at upwards of 4,500 points in every
cated one.
county of even,' state, the men had to be brought within a
To do this ingiven period of time to their cantonments.
volved scheduling every movement of every train, regular or
special, on which any of these men traveled, placing these
schedules in the hands not only of the railroads concerned
but also in the possession of every one of the local exemption
That it was done on schedule
boards at points of origin.
and without disorder or accident is noteworthy.
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.Ml our suggestions as to dales were accej)ted by tlie War
Dejiartment; when the.se dates were set, all details were
turned over to us. The schedules were prejjared by the several passenger associations, and a comjietent representative
was ])laced by tiie a.s.sociation in the office of the governor
or adjutant general of each state during the movement to
adjust any difficulties that might present themselves.
We
also were oldiged to undertake the feeding of these men.
This was done in some cases by using dining cars, in others
in eating houses, and in others by supplying lunches on the
trains.

Almost immediately upon the arrival of the National Army
its camj)s there began an inter-camp movement of large
proportions.
During a portion of this time, organizations
of the National Guard were moving South.
It was therefore
at

frequently necessary to

make

suggestions as to appropriate

movements to avoid overcrowding of roads
These suggestions were cordially accepted.
A review of the troop movements would not be complete
without a reference to the extremely heavy demands made
upon the railroads by the furloughs granted at the divisional
camps.
In many instances thousands have been furloughed
for Saturdays or Sunda)S, and at Thanksgiving and at
Christmas the number of men on leave was well above
100,000 in each case. The requirement in power to meet

dates for such
and gateways.

this

has been serious in

The

its effect.

organization in Washington as

it

has been

Ijuilt

up

consists of:

A

routing section under C. F. Stewart, which arranges
which the troops travel subject to the approval
This section represents the
of the quartermaster general.
passenger department of the railroads.
It has an employee
in the office of the quartermaster general.
A transportation section under J. W. Smith, which controls the arrangements for actual movement over the railroads involved, and keeps in touch with all necessary features of transportation.
A pullman section under C. W. Henry, placed with us by
the Pullman Company, which apportions the available tourist cars under authorization for their use from the quarterthe routes by

master general.

To

was added a liaison officer. Major R. E. ShanR. A., who acts as a point of contact with the War
Department to acquaint us with its desires and it with our
needs and preferences.
The concentration of these several functions in one place
has reduced lost motion to a minimum and has secured the
maximum of information being available at all times. As
a result all the difficulties inherent in any scheme of cooperation have been removed as they appeared and a smoothly running machine is in operation which has been able to
It is
take care of any situation which has presented itself.
sufficiently flexible to enable us to make the greatest possible
use of the facilities of parallel lines in order to avoid overburdening any; to throw troops around congested areas, or,
in fact, as it is now organized and related to the War Department, it is possible for us to so handle the movements as
these

non, U.

may

S.

best serve the physical necessities of the moment, except,
where an actual military necessity must govern.

of course,

This service has been made possible only by the cordial
co-operation of officers of the army, and particularl)^ those
of the general staff, the adjutant general's office, the provost
marshal general's office and of the quartermaster's corps.

Street railway conditions in cities where approval of rate
advances has been refused or deferred, are to be investigated
soon by a new government commission. President Wilson
has cabled his sanction for creation of the commission.
Fifty or more street railways are already in receivers' hands
and many others are threatened with a similar situation.

Railway Developments
Officer of Southern

in

Mexican Roads on

Foreign Countries
Visit to United States;

Export Figures for March
PAULINO PONTES, general manager of the
southern railways of Mexico under government control, is at present visiting the United States to arrange
of a
for the purchase
larger volume of railway
After visiting
supplies.
Louis and Chicago,
St.

COLONEL

of these former

enemy

vehicles that Lloyd George recently

from Boulogne to Paris.
remarkably good condition.

travelled
in

The

corridor cars

are

.

he

arrive

will

York on
Pontes,
the

May

who

state

New

in

Colonel

28.

a native of
Sonora, en-

is

of

tered the railroad

service

1899 as a brakeman on
the Southern Pacific Railway, lines south of Noin

gales,

Sonora.

He was

promoted in a few years to
and
freight
conductor,
then was given a passenIn 1910 he left
ger run.
the

Southern

Pacific

Railway Construction

Diaz Government, and
was given charge of all
the

water.

Col. P.

Finland's Arctic Railway

Pontes

The

during the pre-Constitutional' Administration of President Carranza.
Then he became
general superintendent of the Constitutionalist Railways,
and later was appointed general manager of all the lines
south of Mexico City, which position he now holds. Colonel
Pontes is a graduate of the University of California and
speaks English fluently.
He is regarded in Mexico as one
of the ablest men in government railway circles.
military

Mexico

to

join the revolution against

the

in

According to the announcement of the Department of Communications and Public Works of the Mexican government,
the Cananea Copper company and other American interests
have filed application for a concession to construct a railroad from Cananea to Bahia Roca, a prospective deep-water
port on the Gulf of California. The route of the prospective
line is through a part of the state of Sonora that is rich in
undeveloped mineral resources.
The distance between
Cananea and Bahia Roca is about 175 miles. At present
the only railroad reaching Cananea is the one which runs
down from the Arizona border. By obtaining connection
with the deep-water port it will be possible for the big mining camp to receive supplies at lower cost, it is claim -cl.
It
will also afford means for shipping the smelter product.- by

trains

Belgian Inland Waterways Commission

A

Belgian Waterways Commission has been established,
the functions of which will be to prepare a program for the
exploitation and organization of navigable waterways.
The
commission will work under the Ministry of Railways,
Marine, Posts and Telegraphs, and will complete the work
of the Inter-Allied Waterways Commission.

from Rovaniemi,
Gulf of Bothnia, to Petthe Arctic Ocean, has been left in

realization of the projected railway

on the Arctic

Circle, north of the

schenga, Finland's road to
abeyance for some time, but

The scheme

is

now

to be proceeded with.

emanated from the Russian Government, which urged or ordered Finland to construct a railway
along the Pasvik to Petschenga, or in any case to make the
necessary preparations.
The North Railway went only as
far as Rovaniemi, whence there remains a distance of about
300 miles to Petschenga, 120 miles as far as Kyro, and 180
miles on to Petschenga.
The preliminary road, which was
to precede the railway, has been almost completed from Rovaniemi, past Sodankyla to Kyro.
It has a breadth of about
35 ft. half of which is intended for the future railway. The
section from Nautsjoki to Tolleoi and Petschenga is built
in an unsatisfactory manner, and the revolution stopped
progress, at least as far as this Russian section is concerned.
originally

Finland, however, proceeded with the work, after the counoccupation by German troops, under the management
of German officers, and a light railway was constructed as far
as Kyro.
The part played by the Germans in Finland then
came to an end, but there is now a possibility that England
will step in and help Finland to complete this important
railway, which has possibilities from the industrial and commercial point of view.
In this connection reference should
be made to the contemplated Norwegian free port in East
Finmark. Opinions have been divided as to where this port
should be located, but advantages are claimed for Kirkenaes,
both for sea and land traffic, and as regards timber and
tr}''s

German Cars Turned Over

No

to the Allies

giving the exact amount
of German railway stock handed over under the armistice
conditions, says the Railway Gazette (London), in its issue
of April 25, but it may be said that the amount of restitution
to date is on a far larger and more satisfactory scale than the
average newspaper reader might imagine.
This is particularly noticeable in regard to freight cars.
At practically
ever}' station and siding of importance throughout Belgium
and northern France one sees today strings of German freight
cars, which in fact seem to outnumber the native cars, and a
very large percentage of the merchandise traffic now being
handled is moved in enemy equipment. German locomotives
are not so conspicuous, but they are also to be seen to a
noticeable extent, and their external appearance is on the
whole no worse than that of the average French and Belgian
locomotive today. Passenger cars of all kinds have also been
delivered in large numbers, ranging from the oldest type of
third-class coach to the most modern corridor car de luxe.
The German corridor equipment is being operated on the
fast express services, and it was on a train largely made up
statistics are as yet available
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iron ore.

Europe

to Build

Own

Railroad Equipment

American car builders are not basing

their estimates of
future business on prospects of big orders from either France
or Great Britain, according to the opinion of W. H. Woodin,
president of the American Car & Foundry Company as ex-

pressed to a representative of the New York Tribune.
"France, England and even Germany," said Mr. Woodin,
"will probably be in a position before long where they will
be able to supply their own needs in the railroad equipment

:
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,

to
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Anicriworld, particularly in

i-xirlli-nt niarkrt, liowi'vcr, tor
tlic

South Anu-riia, wlu-rf the railroads are in need of e(|uipnient,
larije orders are dependent on the aliility of these countries to llnance their purchases in this market. In my opinion
the way this should la done is to offer the securities of the
Soutli .American railroads direct to .American investors. This
mcthcxi is better than to have the securities offered indirectly
through some buffer cor|)oration or syndicate which would
demand a substantial jjrofit for its work."
The American Car fie Foundry Comijany has not taken an\'
recent orders for foreign deliver}-, Mr. Wcxxlin said.
Sul)stantial ]irogress is being made on orders for freight cars
placed with the company l)y the Italian government and
India shortly after the signing of the armistice.
A total of
13,250 cars is involved, of which 10,000 are to go to Italy
and .S,250 to India. These contracts are valued at al)<)ut
$25,000,000.
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Exports of Car Wheels and Axles
Exports of car wheels and axles

in

March

in

March

totaled $686,-

281, a consideral)le increase over the total of $278,393 in
January and of $541,630 in February. Shipments to Japan
totaling $255,308 made up the largest item in the whole while
Japane.se China was second with $9.5,410. The figures in detail as compiled by the Division (;f Statistics of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce follow:
C^ountrif's
l-"r;mce

Iceland and Faroe

$31,387
653
61,468
178
77,668
2,490

Isliiiids

Italy

Norway
Cannda
Rica
Ciuatemala

'.oSta

i

Panama

March

11,907
2,188

West Indies (cxc

Bermuda. Trinidad

and Tobago)

268

fuba

12,355

Diminican

Exports of railway track material in March totaling $19,5,987 for spikes, $3,051,611 for rails and $515,535 for
switches, frogs, etc., were not as great as in January or February.
Of the 48,955 tons of rails in March (comparing
with 65,024 tons in January and 66,900 tons in February),
18.131 tons were destined for France and 6,060 tons for
The figures, as compiled by the Division of StaJapan.
tistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,

n

779

Mexic,
r^niaica
Othei British

in

5,500
3,(^)

Manls

$852,224

hut

Exports of Railway Track Material

39,700
681,204
31,200

("aiKuliaii

additional supplio.^.

cars in other parts of

can-liuilt

oxer

turn
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Republic

850

Argentina

11,331
12,792

lirazil

Chile

390

"

Colombia
Ecuador
China
Japanese Cbma
Chosen
Dutch East Indies

1,755
2,198
10.758

93,410
6,200
63.236

.lapan
.Australia
P.) it-sb
VVes) Africa
British South .\frica

255. .308

25.096
500
1.005

follow
Railroad
^

,

Pounds

C'ountrifs
lielgiuni

Frarce

1.934.500

$78,678

l^aly

6.354
18,131
2,258

Costa

11.570

lO.OOO

560

2,773

10.500
109,658

17,649

1.386

78,572

7,390

1,074,519

99

Rica

Guatemala
Ilondurab

N

frogs, splice
bars, etc.

$18,806
209.190
44,030

215
383.SOO

$353,712
201,400

Norway
Canada

96

icaragua

Panama
.'Salvador

87.';

Mexico

79,576
11,600

I'.aibados

lamaica
Br.

"Other
f

e.xcept

W

.

58
5,314
551

Cuba
nominican

Republic.

8.510
368,606
9.000

478

338.100
71,980

18.292
514
3.303
15.549
4,319

11,700

739

16.200

S05

.30.030

Colombia
Ecuador
Peru
China
Chosen

6,720

420

India
Settlements...
Dutch East Indies
lapan
"Russia in A?ia

19.800
130.334
319.103
108.192

Siam

242,000

1,386
6.019
16..504
3,494
20,084

84,000
1.200

5.264
86

T'ntish
Straits

Australia
Philippine

Isiand.s
West .\f ricD

25,229
9.514
300

30
2.314
54

2.213
149.047
3.022

2,249
447

115.811
31.561

595
1,584

39.955
113,688

7,193
15.831
3,053
29 5
4,742
2,884

12

2.700

819

2.266
6.060
655
50

164.387
464,755
30.944
4,032

20,605
43,468
5.003
145
7,697
7,319

.

.

4,185,816

$193,987

2,1 5>«

54

4,200
61.887

1,479

48.955 $3,051,611

$515,535

Exports of Locomotives
exports of locomotives in

674
66.901

881

South Africa

Total

The

4

Indies

Argenti.ia
Brazil
Chile

Dritish
British

443
140

2,713
10
22,973
2,313

Trinidad and

Tobago)

in

March

March

totaled only 27 with

$852,224 as compared with 87 in January valued
at $3,076,543 and 85 in February valued at $2,584,269. Of
the March exports over h'alf from the standpoint of value,
namely 12 locomotives valued at $681,204 were exported to
Chosen. The figures in detail as compiled by the Division
of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce are as follows:
a value of

Countries

Canada
Mexico
tuba

1

Switches.

spilv'es

/^-

Number
2

$18,000
21,495

3

52,125

5

Ota!

Orders Placed in U.

$686,281

S.

Alarm

British

Recent announcement of big orders placed in the United
States when British factories were anxious for work has
caused the nation some alarm, according to a communication
to the Journal of Commerce, New York, from Liverpool,
under date of May 1. With unemployment growing, the Engli.sh manufacturers admit that they are suffering from competition with the Americans and point to the instance where
an order for steel rails was placed by a Birmingham corporation in the United States.
Fear is expressed that a $1,775,000 contract for locomotives has been lost to a United States
firm, and discontent is growing as to the policies of reconstruction.

Reviewing the situation the Liverpool Journal deals with
what it terms "unpleasant realities":

"The placing of an order for steel
Birmingham Corporation

in the United
only one and perhaps the least striking instance of the kind. France also requires rails and recently offered contracts to English and
American manufacturers for 750,000 tons of them. When
the English manufacturers got down to absolute bare net
cost, with no profit at all, they were still 30s per ton outside
the price quoted by the American manufacturers.
Orders
for the first 500,000 tons have already gone to the United
States.
The remaining 250,000 tons were held over for English manufacturers, but the latter could make no certain
States by the

rails

is

promise of delivery owing to threats of strikes, and if they
have not already gone they are likely to follow the first
500,000 tons to the United States. An order for about £375,000 (about $1,875,000) for locomotives was offered to the
North British Locomotive Company. This is believed also
to have been lost to the United States.
It is a matter of common knowledge in the iron and steel and engineering industries that reconstruction orders for France and Belgium
are going to the United States far more than they are coming
to this country, although British manufacturers want the
work.

May

23,
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"It may be asked why this state of affairs should exist,
and we believe the explanation will be found in the statement of A. J. Robson of Sheffield, the chairman of several
of the largest steel-making concerns in the North of England,
that 'without a larger and cheaper production, home and exIf we are to preserve for the
port trade will be crippled.'
nation "the position and influence and authority which they
have gained by their sacritices and efforts in the cause of
human liberty and progress, and to bring into being such

conditions of living for the inhabitants of the British Isles

and opportunity to all,' no further time
must be lost in applying these economic principles which
have enabled us during the past four and a half years to
maintain production at tlie high level demanded by the circumstances and to insure security for the workers."
as will secure plent\-

A New Form

of

By
Engineer,

Office

River

Bank

Morse
Topeka &
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to be due to the fact tiiat tiie jett)- decreases the velocity of
the water passing through it sufficiently to deposit some of
the sand being carried down .stream by the swift current,
and once a deposit is started it continues rapidly. Of course,

brush catches in the prongs of tiie affair, but the jetty is
not dependent upon this brush for results.
In fact the
uilders claim better results where no brush interferes.
Should brush lodge, and overturn the jetty, it is in the- same
position as before and unliarmed.
The advantages of this jetty lie largely in its relatively
1

cheap installation cost and to the short time required to
place it, as compared with other means of bank protection.
Experience with this con.struction indicates that the results
are satisfactory. Then, too, the effect of this jetty in pushing

Protection

F. T.

Atchison,

Santa

Ee,

Topeka,

Kansas
ARE

THERE
that

is

v.\Rious

cutting

its

dollars have been

properties

MEANS
banks

for fighting

a

river

and many thousands

of

spent by the railroads in protect-

from encroachment through

various
involve the expenditure
of considerable sums of money.
Eor this reason attention
is directed to a form of protection recently developed and
put into service locally along the Kansas or "Kaw" river
ing

their

methods of protection,

in the vicinity of

This

is

a jetty

all of w'hich

Topeka, Kans.
which consists of one or more

units, prefer-

Deposit of Sediment Resulting from the Presence of

Two

Jetties

the river

away from

the point of cutting

is only moderate,
not turned sharply away only to have
it do even greater damage at some point further down stream.
The pictures show the form of construction and indicate
|:>ossible results.
One photo shows a jetty just after installation.
The other picture shows clearly that a bar or deposit
is forming below the point where two jetties had been placed.
The river had given more or less trouble here, and considerable money had been spent in a small way without much
success until this jetty was placed in the fall of 1918.
The
picture was taken just after the heavy rains, and high water
of March, 1919.
In all of 37 places where jetties of this
kind have been installed the river has stopped cutting.

so that the current

One

of the Steel Jetties Just After Placing

ably at least four, and each unit consists of three structural
angles, 16 ft. long, properly fastened together in the
centre in the form of a jack stone, such as children use
in playing jacks.
The extreme ends of these three angles
are fastened one to another with half-inch wire cable.
Vari-

ous sizes of angles have been used. The four or more units
are fastened one to another by wire cable, attached to the
centre of each unit, and this caljle is fastened to a dead man
some distance from the bank. The material is shipped in
a knocked-down condition to the point of use.
There each
unit is assembled on the bank, the several units are properly
tied together with one end anchored to the shore, and the
whole jetty is rolled into place in the stream.
At first sight it appears that there is little in this affair
to protect the bank, but its apparent efficiency would seem

for some distance along the
necessary to place the jetties at intervals of from

If the protection is required
river,

steel

is

it

is

two hundred to three hundred feet. These jetties were developed by J. W. Kellner, manager of the Steel Jetty Company, Silver Lake, Kans., and are covered by patents.

At Galveston, Tex., on May 5, representatives of various grain
organizations, the United States Railway Administration and the
Department of .Agriculture began an investigation of the inspection,

grading and handling of grain

of the meeting being

tolook

at

terminal points, the object

demurrage rates and delays in
unloading. Among those who took part were W. J. Xiergarth,
St. Louis: J. W. Shorthill. York, Neb.; R. S. Hurd, Wichita,
Kan.: Elmer Hutchinson, .Arlington, Ind. C. W. Crawford and
N. J. Manley. representing the United States Railway .Administration, and R. T. Miles, of Chicago, representing the Bureau of
Markets. United States Department of .Agriculture.
into

;
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Additional Objections to Proposed

r.iilroads operated b\
trol,

Rules

for

Competitive Bidding

statement outlining .su^m'Stions and
objections to the rules for competitive l)iddinK proposed
by the Interstate C'l.mmerce Commission under the Clay-

.VDmnoN

to

the

IN

ton law, which were tiled with the commission by a sjx'cial
committee appointed l)y the American Railroad Association,

a.s

reported in last

week's issue, separate statements

have been tiled on ix'half of the Baltimore & Ohio
and Union Pacific railroad companies. George M. Shriver,
vice-president of the Baltimore & Ohio, in a letter,
expressed the opinion that tlie proposed regulations should
not become effective because they seek to frame a single provision which will appl>- l)oth to ordinar)' contracts for construction and supplies and also to financial transactions, and
the jiroposod regulations as applied to financial transactions

Mr. Shriver said that in a tender for
are impracticable.
bonds, stocks or securities the time for acceptance must in
practice be very short and notice of acceptance must in pracThe proposed regulatice close tlie transaction immediately.
tions provide 10

days for acceptance and 10 for the bidder

and this after disclosure of the price
which the bidder would be willing to buy and the seller
The company submits that to
would be willing to sell.
meet the ordinar}- conditions of the market it is practically

to accept the contract
at

necessary in the sale of securities that there be a definite
closing of the transaction on the day bids are opened.
H. W. Clark, counsel for the Union Pacific, sulmitted that the subject matters are so different in nature
and incidents that similar treatment of them is imThere is no need, he said, in the case of
practicable.

proposed sales of securities for the requirement that specifications, drawings and the form of contract be prepared and
All necessary description of
copy offered for examination.
the securities can be embodied in advertising or a more comThe
plete description can be printed for free distribution.
provisions of the tentative regulations in respect to adverhe said, are in every respect inappropriate to the case
of the sale of securities; particularly a requirement of two
tising,

cannot
Bankers, he
weeks' advertising is intolerable.
take the risk of making a bid for securities to remain good
Forty-eight hours would probfor any substantial period.
The time within which the most
ably be ample notice.
favorable bid must be accepted must be much less than 10
days and a provision for allowing another 10 days for the
said,

accepted bidder to sign the contract is quite impracticable.
It was earnestly submitted that in the case of offerings of
securities the regulations should permit a somewhat limited
invitation for bids as

an alternative

to the general offering

It was appreciated that under the act no person can be prevented from making a bid who learned of the
offering and desired to submit a bid, but to require that
offering of securities shall be made upon public advertising,
inviting the whole world to bid, Mr. Clark said, would put
a premium on the making of irresponsible bids by small and

to the public.

bankers gambling upon the chance of their
being able to form a syndicate in the event of the acceptance
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'i'he

language of

liiin
tile

(hiring

Clayton

tlic

|nTi(Mi of federal con-

act, as well as of the pro-

visions of tin- federal (ontrol act render this conclusion inescapeable." For the information of the commission he presented a brief statement outlining the purchasing metlKxIs of
the Railroad Administration, sliowing that purcha.ses of ars,
(

locomotives and rail are made !)y the central purchasing organization and that other jjurchases are made by the ])urchasing officers of die individual roads acting under the
supervision of the regional purchasing committees, but that
all

purchases of materials and supplies arc made by the

federal railroad organization.

I

Activities of Engineering Council
Concerning the activities of Engineering
Council was given by J. Parke Channing, chairman of
the conference held in Chicago a couple of weeks ago, and
has been amplified by data from other sources. Engineering
Council was created three years ago by the four national societies of civil, mechanical, electrical and mining engineers,
to which has since been added the American Society for
Testing Materials, to represent these societies and the engineering profession in matters of common interest.
Since its organization it has furnished the government
with approximately 4,000 names of engineers for service in
the war.
It co-operated with the Naval Consulting Board
and the Army General Staff in reviewing 135,000 suggestions and inventions for war devices.
It organized an employment bureau ten days after the armistice was signed,
which has filed 2,500 applications for employment since December 1, 1918, and has placed 500 engineers in positions.
It has created a National Service Committee with a chairman permanently established in an office at Washington,
giving his time to work at the national capitol to service for
engineers in all parts of the country, including a bureau to
supply information concerning congressional and departmental activities. It co-operated with the fuel administrator

INFORMATION

and the Bureau of Mines in
servation and with the United

their

States

campaign on

Chamber

of

fuel

con-

Commerce

power while bills
were before Congress.
Engineering Council joined with other organizations in
securing from the War Department the exemption of enin presenting information concerning water

gineering students from military service until their training
was sufficiently advanced to make them valuable in the various technical services of the

before the Board of Railway

Army and Navy.

It

appeared

Wages and Working Conditions

Washington in an effort to secure better classification and
It has
compensation of engineers in railroad employment.
organized a committee on classification and compensation of
engineers.
It also has committees studying the problems of
Americanization, curricula of engineering schools, the interat

national affiliation of engineers, the licensing of engineers,
patents and public affairs.
Engineering Council has participated in conferences re-

have

irresponsible

garding the organization of

of their bid.

a definite proportion of engineers and construction foremen
among the officers to direct the necessary construction at the

G. S. Fernald, general counsel of the Pullman Company,
•submitted a letter joining in the statement filed for the railroad committee.

The letter filed by Director General Hines said in part:
"The director general, disclaiming any intention to express
an opinion as to the character of the regulations proposed to
be adopted, respectfully gives the commission to understand
that the director general is not affected by the proposed regulations, since the Clayton act and particularly Section 10
ihereof, has no application to the director general nor to

all fighting units so as to

and the organization and establishment of the student
army training corps. It appeared before a Senate Commitfront,

on invitation to explain the possibilities of a National
It participated in the orDepartment of Public Works.
ganization of a National Board for Jurisdictional Award,
and will appoint one of the eight members of that body. It
conducted a conference in Chicago from April 23 to 25 to
determine whether it should advocate a National Department
of Public Works as a result of which it has since organized
to promote such a department.

tee

—
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A

of troop trains was made last month
railroads of the country handled 1,009
special trains occupied by 720,623 soldiers.

record

movement

— April — when

the

The Fuel Administration has

issued an order abolishing

rules relating to business in crude
kerosene, gasoline and natural gas.

of

its

oil,

all

fuel oil, gas oil,

The Maryland Bankers' Association,
Atlantic City, N.

J.,

at its convention at
unanimously endorsed the
the return of railroads to their owners

on

May

21,

"Warfield Plan" for
and for permanent legislation relating to railroad regulation.

The Order of Railway Telegraphers is holding its national
convention at St. Louis, Mo. Delegates and friends attending this convention numbered about 1,200. Walker D. Hines,
director general of railroads, addressed the convention on
Monday of this week.

The Tennessee Bankers' Association, the junior United
States senator from New Jersey (former Governor Walter
E. Edge), and the Louisiana division of the Travelers' Protective Association have declared in favor of returning to
private ownership all railroads now operated by the government.

The Veteran Employees' Association of the Pittsburgh
Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad held its annual reunion at Pittsburgh on May 16, with about 400 members in
attendance.
Among the enginemen present was Frederick
Fleck, 90 years old, who entered the service of the railroad
in 1854.

The Broadway Limited express of the Pennsylvania Railrunning between New York and Chicago, 906 miles,

I

road,

twenty hours,

in

train

is

to be restored on

was discontinued on December

congestion of traffic and to facilitate
troops and government supplies.

Sunday

next.

The

Atlantic City Exhibit
Secretary J. D. Conway, of the Railway Supply Manufacturers'
Association, advises that the following firms have been allotted
space in the exhibit for the mechanical conventions at Atlantic
City, June 18-25.
These are in addition to lists given in the
Railu-ay Age of April 18 and May 2:

This

.American Car

to the amount of $900,060.34 were awarded in
of the Bethlehem Steel Company, tried at Jersey
City, N. J., last week, to recover $2,900,000 for loss of ammunition destroyed by the explosion at "Black Tom," July 30,
1916.
The defendant was the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company, and the trial was before Judge William H. Speer, of
The damages granted were for the
the Supreme Court.
ammunition contained in sixteen cars, the jury not allowing
damages of about $2,000,000 for explosives on barges.

Bolt

Co

Pa.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

New

York.

Cleveland,

O.

Special Train from Chicago to Mechanical Convention

Arrangements have been made for a special train to accommodate railroad men from Chicago and points west who will

Damages

the

Nut &

Pa.

Philadelphia,

The, Light Co

Safety, The.

York.

Detroit, Mich.

Macbeth-Evans Glass Co
Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corpn

The Brotherhood

at

New

Pittsburgh,

Co

Dixon Valve & Coupling Co
Kaustine Company. Inc
Loco,

plot.
Among the speakers scheduled to address the convention was D. G. Robertson, Canadian Minister of Labor.

& Foundry Company

Brosins, Edgar E
Detroit Graphite

1917, to relieve the
prompt movement of

1,

of Railroad Trainmen, at its convention
Columbus, Ohio, has adopted resolutions endorsing the
proposed League of Nations, and requesting a new trial for
Thomas J. Mooney, convicted in the San Francisco bomb

—

sleeping cars in America in the world were
were run on the Cumberland Valley between
Chambersburg, Pa., and Harrisburg, in 1836 or 1837. This
fact, stated for the purpose of correcting an error, is brought
out in an interesting letter to the Philadelphia Record by
M. C. Kennedy, president of the Cumberland Valley. And
he calls attention to the fact that those two sleeping cars
were kept in service more than 10 years, or until 1848. Chambersburg and Harrisburg are only about 52 miles apart, but
by running a train at night, the Cumberland Valley accommodated passengers arriving in Chambersburg by stage in
the evening from the west who wished to take the early
train the next morning from Harrisburg to Philadelphia. Another historical date which is frequently misstated is that of
the first mail car.
In connection with the recent hearing at
Washington on the subject of railway mail pay, it was
stated that no attempt was made to distribute letters on the
cars until 1862; but the fact is that a mail car was running
between Boston and Albany in 1853. W. A. Davis, the
clerk who is credited with having distributed letters between
Quincy and St. Joseph, in 1862, is said to have copied the
idea from England, by way of Canada, and it may be that
the English post office sorted letters on the cars before 1853.
first

those which

attend

suit

the

convention

of

the

American Railroad Association

mechanical

section

at Atlantic City,

N.

of
J.,

the

June

18 to 25 inclusive.
The train will leave Chicago at 3 p. m.,
16, and .will arive at Atlantic City about 5 p. m., June 17.
The train will have club and dining cars, 12-section drawing

June

sleepers and 7-compartment drawing room cars. The
diagrams are now open, and retiuests for reservations should
be addressed to C. L. Kimball, 175 W. Jackson boulevard,

room

Chicago.

The Brotherhood

of Railway Clerks, in convention at Cincinnati, has adopted resolutions in favor of the establishment of a union of all railroad workers; also one in favor
The name of the
of government ownership of railroads.
organization has been changed so as to include express and
steamship clerks, and it now reads "The Brotherhood of
Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express
and Station House Employees." The convention voted to
pay the grand president ten thousand dollars a year; the
grand secretary $7,500; the grand vice-presidents, $4,000
each; organizers, $3,600 each; editor of The Clerk, $3,600.
The salary of the grand president heretofore has been $3,500.
Charles M. Owens, of Cincinnati, has been elected grand
secretary. On Tuesday of this week. Walker D. Hines, direcIn Porttor general of railroads, addressed the convention.
land. Me., on May 20, "The Brotherhood of Railroad Station
Employees" opened its biennial convention.

1281

Michigan Railroad Commission Abolished
abolishing the railroad commisstead a public utilities commission
has been signed by Governor A. E. Sleeper of Michigan. The
railroad commission automatically went out of existence
with the signing of this bill. The members of the railroad
commission were C. L. Glasgow of Nashville, A. A. Keiser
Four
of Ludington, and Charles S. Cunningham of Detroit.
of the five members of the new commission have been appointed, as follows: William M. Smith of St. Johns, Chairman of the Industrial Accident Board: Samuel Odell of
Shelby, state treasurer; William Potter of Hastings, and
Sherman Handy of Sault Ste. Marie. The salaries of the
commissionership are $7,000 a year, while the railroad commissioners received only $3,000.

The Lemire-Brower

sion and creating in

bill

its
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Freight Car

Economy

— Revised

Ndriliw c'.lci ii
R. II. .M.sliiDii, regional ilirecitir of ilu'
region, in a recent letter stated that simc the l-'ood Administration has released its control o\er tlu- loadinK of
certain food stuffs, reciuirinji; cars to be loaded to full capacity, but 85 per cent of the capacity of cars in his region
has been utilized in floui loading. "Had cars been loaded
in M.irch." said Mr. Aishton, "on the same basis as in December, the (lour sent out from Minneapolis could have been
carried in 1,207 fewer cars; that is to say, a saving of 20 per
cent in cars: and the cost of movement v^fas, of course, in-

creased.

Society of Terminal Engineers
annual meeting of the Society of Terminal Engineers, held in New York on May 20, Francis Lee Stuart,
who at various times has been chief engineer of the Erie
and of the Baltimore & Ohio, and who was until recently
chairman of the Engineering Committee of the Railroad Ad-

At

tlic

ministration,

other

The
for 1919 and 1920.
Vice-presidents, John Meigs,

was elected president

officers

elected

were:

Lee, Calvin Tomkins, Charles Whiting Baker and
PI.
Maurice \V. Williams; treasurer, W. Joshua Barney, and
The directors elected were Gensecretary, J. H. Leonard.
eral William H. Bixby, U. S. A.: B. F. Cresson, Jr.; Harwood
Frost, H. McL. Harding, Richard Devens, George H. Kimball, M. A. Long, S. H. Libby, George E. Titcomb, T. Kennard Thomson. Edward Anderberg, Charles A. Rohr, H. C.
Yost, Charles C. Hurlbut. R. H. McLain and R. H. Marriner.
E.
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Ciovcrnment to act as conciliator and bring about
peace as soon as possible. There was no dilhciilty
in maintaining order when, on Wednesday, many business
concerns resumed .'ictivity.
The strong force of mounted
police on duty and thousands of troops mobilized in barracks
has restrained any semblance of disorder. Hundreds of citi
zens have signed for vik'ilance service."
I'lnvincial

uiilustrial

Order of Railroad Station Agents
The Order of Railroad Station Agents held its annual
meeting at Washington this week, about 100 delegates being
present.
Resolutions were adopted asking Congress to retain the railroads under government control for the full
period of 21 months after the proclamation of .peace.
Another resolution was adopted authorizing E. H. Morton, of
Boston, president of the organization, to confer with other
railroad labor organizations in an effort to unite all railrriad
labor organizations into one body to be known as the United
States Railroad Federation or by some similar title.
Officers of various railroad labor organizations addressed
the convention.
A resolution was adopted demanding that
a request be made of the director general that an early ruling be made as to what constitutes a supervisory agent, that
the railroads may make a uniform adjustment.
It was further resolved that as Supplement No. 13 recognizes the
supervisory agent, the director general should order an adjustment made retroactive to the effective date of that supplement as of October 1, 1918.

Railroad Y. M. C. A. Membership

Shipping

Day

Notice

The Pennsylvania Railroad has issued a revised list of
shipping days for freight brought, for transportation by rail,
to its five receiving stations in New York City, and on the
first page prints the following notice:
"Shipping days provided herein for the receipt and forwarding of less than carload freight are established as a
Preferred Service Schedule. Shippers have the right to route
line at the legal rates applicable, and of
delivering freight at point of origin to such carrier on any
week day, except holidays, during the established hours of
It should be understood, however, that more satisservice.
factory service will be obtained by delivering shipments on
the shipping days specified, as if delivered on other days,
freight cannot be given the full benefit of the preferred

shipments over any

service schedule."

Winnipeg

Strike

Winnipeg. Man., at the beginning of last week, was followed on Thursday, May 15, by
sympathetic strikes in numerous other lines of work, so that
30,000 men and women were out: and among the strikers
were the city firemen, and employees of the gas and waterworks. More than sixty unions joined in the movement on

A

strike of metal

workers

at

one day. A general suspension of business resulted, but
committees of strikers allowed delivery of bread and rnilk,
and refrained from interfering with certain other essentials.
This week reports indicated that railroad shopmen, clerks in
railroad shops, dining-car conductors, and some other railroad employees had joined in the movement: and striking
operators blocked business in the telegraph ofSces so comnews
pletely that reporters went to other towns to send out
Railroad brotherhoods, not only at
of what was going on.
Winnipeg, but at other places in Canada, held meetings and
adopted votes of sympathy, but no definite action of large
bodies of railroad men has yet been reported.
As
Press despatches are contradictory and confusing.

we go

to

press the Associated

Press says:

"Both labor leaders and employers believe that the critical
period in the general strike has passed and that a settlement
enof the differences is in sight. Mayor Charles F. Gray is
deavoring to arrange for a meeting of union representatives
men.
of
24
and heads of the iron industry. A delegation
representing the railway trainmen, on Wednesday urged the

Week

Reports received just as we are going to press indicate

membership campaign

of the Railroad Y. M. C. A.,
being carried on this week, will go "over the top."
The following message was sent by Director General Hines
to W. E. S. Griswold, one of the members of the International
Committee, Railroad Department:
"I have recently learned that the Railroad Y. M. C. A. has
set apart the week from May 18 to 24 as membership week,
when they plan to increase their membership from about
I also understand that fol110,000 to 150,000 railroad men.
lowing this membership campaign, the railroad department
of the Y. M. C. A. is planning a movement among railroad
men, including among other admirable features emphasis
upon patriotism, thrift and health. I am very strongly of
the opinion that the Railroad Y. M. C. A. is rendering a
practical and helpful service which is appreciated by railroa«l
men, railroad managements and the United States Railroad
Administration. It affords me pleasure, therefore, to endorse
the program in contemplation, and I will await with real
interest further information as to its success."
that the

which

is

To make things interesting, Elisha Lee, federal manager
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, who is at the head of the Railroad Y. M. C. A. extension movement on that system, challenged C. W. Galloway, federal manager of the Baltimore &
Ohio, as follows:
'At a meeting of the executive committee of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Eastern Lines, in connection with continental
extension program of the Railroad Department Y. M. C. A.,
I, as system chairman, was directed to issue to the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad lines under your charge a challenge that
the lines under my jurisdiction as system chairman will fill
Please
their quota before the lines under your jurisdiction.
wire me if you accept the challenge."
Mr. Galloway, who is at the head of the Y. M. C. A. extension movement on the Baltimore & Ohio, replied to this
challenge with this telegram:
With such friendly
"Answering your telegram 12th.
rivalry, contest becomes interesting, and we cheerfully accept your challenge. Your usual high speed will have to be

increased to catch us."
The quota on the Baltimore & Ohio is 5,500 men, and this
means that it will be necessary to renew the present membership of 3,000 and secure not less than 2.500 new members.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has an equally difificult task to

perform.

m
l

May

23,
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Loan

Railroad Employees' Subscriptions to Victory

and employees on railroads under government
control throughout the United States subscribed a total of
$138,637,250 to the Victory Liberty Loan. The returns from
the seven regional directors show that out of a total of
1,841,267 employees, 1,417,042, or 11 per cent., subscribed to
Employees on 13 roads showed subscriptions of
the loan.
The Lehigh Valley, with a total of 20,295 em100 per cent.
ployees, shows 100 per cent. Railroad officials and employees
subscribed a total of $184,868,300 to the Fourth Liberty
General offices of regional directors of Southern,
Loan.
Pocahontas, Allegheny, Southwestern and Northwestern
The general office of the
regions subscribed 100 per cent.
Central Western region 99 per cent, and the general office of
Officers

the Eastern region 96.8 per cent.

shown

Details are

in

the

Doctor H. Herves, of San Francisco, and was made from
23 twenty-dollar gold pieces.
A prominent feature of the celebration was a great open
air meeting for the pioneer railroad men at which addresses
were given by Governor Simon Bamberger, of Utah; Paul
Shoup, vice-president of the Southern Pacific Company, and
William Hood, chief engineer of the Southern Pacific Company. Mr. Hood is a veteran of the trans-continental line,
having entered the service of the Central Pacific in May,
1867, two years before the completion of the main line.

Exhibitors at Fuel Convention
Following

a list of the exhibits at the convention of the
International Railway Fuel Association, which was held in
this week at the Hotel Sherman:
-American

Officers
office

^

Per cent
96.8
84.1
83.9
83.56
85.4

Eastern
Southern

Pocahontas
Allegheny

Southwestern
North Western
Central

97.

Western

99.

.Arch

Company, New York, N. Y.

Agents and station
employees

and general
employes

/

is

Chicago

table:

Region

1283

Conductors

—

^_

.»

Amount
$5,739,200
2,643,350
386,750
3,918.850
2,604,050
3,126,850
4,605,200

87.6
57.9
70.

75.32
68.9
91.
89.

$18,662,930

Region

Per cent
89.5
58.5
77.6
79.47
81.2

North Western

80.
91.

Central

Pullman

Western
Car Lines

$9,901,550

Amount

Per cent

Amount

Per cent

-Amount

85.2
29.9
62.3
79.36
51.2

$5,223,700
1,520,250
450,050
3,627,300
1,935,900
3,635,450
4,762,240

87.1

$2,383,450
934,800
289,000
2,585,100
2.800,750
1,542,700
2,315.250

57.6
78.3
74.07
70.5
90.
93.

Coastwise Steamship Cos
Mississippi-Warrior Waterways
New York-New Jersey Canal Section
RR. Admin. (Ship Bd. Fund)
Cent.
Cent.

Admin.
Admin.

(Wash.

Office)

(Regional Office)
$38,805,510

$1,416,750
581,450
160,650
980,000
462.200
980.550
949,050

$5,530,650

Ogden, Utah, on

May

10,

of the fiftieth

anniversary of the completion of the first trans-continental
railway in the United States was noticed in the Railway Age
last week, page 1227.
It drew together hundreds of veteran
railroad men who were connected with the project and who
their recollections of the disappointments and discouragements met in the construction of the line and of its
final success.
These veterans were all guests of the city,
and it was around them that the plans for the celebration
were built.
The celebration was planned to be fully in keeping with

related

news of which, at 2:47 p. m., May 10,
1869, was flashed to Washington from Promontory, Utah,
by the one word, "Done." This message was followed by
three taps on the telegraph key, each given as the maul
struck the golden spike; and these were repeated on the bell
in the capitol at Washington proclaiming to the nation that
the American continent had been successfully spanned. The
message confirming this preliminary signal was signed by
the historical event,

Leland Stanford, governor of Colorado; T. C. Durant, then
president of the Union Pacific; Sidney Dillon, and John
Dufif. and said:

"The

The
completed! The

last spike is driven!

The

Pacific
point of junction is 1,086 miles
Railroad is
west of the Missouri ri\er and 690 east of Sacramento City."
This message and many other relics of the event were lent
to the city of Ogden by the L'nion Pacific Railroad Company
last rail is laid!

and were on exhibition.

The building of the Pacific Railroad was begun at Omaha
by the Union Pacific and at Sacramento by the Central PaThe large government subsidies
cific on January 8, 1863.
stimulated all concerned to the highest speed, and the laying
of the track

the

became

Central Pacific.

between the Union Pacific and
The Golden Spike was presented by

a race

number

Total

amount

employees
on roll

scribing

subscriptions
$33,584,0.50

400,219'

12,545,000
3,346,700
24,911,500
12.245,700
20,504,950
27,951,050
1.696,300
181,150
9,600
14,300
863,000
605,250
168,700

264,804
50,365
382,445
173,595
248,057
300,580
21,061

}'er-

sub-

cent-

age

344,715
128,387
34,598
294,417
119,673
204,748
266,001
20,759
2,364

86.1

48.48
68.69
76.99
68.9
82.54
88.S

9%M

141

138

97.87

1,287

1,287

\m."
77.

W. L. Allison, John Neflf, R. J. Hiramelright,
C. T. Pfeiffer, J. T. Anthony, J. L. Nicholson, Minot
R.
E. Salisbury.

Repiesented by

Ookey,
at

$7,157,700

Total

$138,637,250

Golden Spike Celebration
The celebration

Other trainmen

Amount

Total

Miscellaneous

$9,486,900
3,458,300
1,238,550
7,676,150
3,498,450
5,261,050
8,186,110

80.

arch.

A

Roadway
department

Eastern
Southern
Pocahontas
Allegheny
South Western

sectional

^

Per cent

$23,024,250

— Security

md

W.

A

W
Smith

—

Anchor Packing Company, Chicago. Packing for locomotives and power
Represented by John Landreth.
Barco Manufacturing Company, Chicago. Three-V type metallic connections between engine and tender for air, steam and water; meUllic steam
plants.

—

connections between passenger cars; air reservoir joints, headlight
generator joints, automatic smokebox blower fitting, joints for roundhouse
blower and blow-off, coach yard and station metallic sets, and joints for
expansion.
Represented by F. W. Hard, C. L. Mellor and E. K. Carl.
Bird-Archer Company. The, New York, Harder circulator plate and
bjiler chemicals.
Represented by P. B. Bird, L. F. Wilson
A
J
McFarland, C. A. Bird, John Callahan and C. J. McGurn.
Broschart Threadless Pipe Coupling Company, Trenton, Mo. Emergency
train-line repair coupling.
Represented by J. L. Broschart.
Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich.
Lubricators and flange
oiler.
Represented by A. D. Hommard.
Dixon Crucible Company, Joseph, Jersey City, N. J. Graphite and
graphite products for railroad service.
Represented by H. E. Hewson and
heat

—

—

—

—

Brandon.
Edna Brass Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, O. Lubricators, injectors and boiler checks.
Represented by H. A. Glenn, D. B. Joseph
and M. J. Mullen.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago.
Literature on locomotive coal handling and storage plants.
Franclarc Company, CHiicago. Hand-fired, self-cleaning stoker for power
plants.
Represented by C. H. Buck. Mr. V'arney and Mr, Miller.
Franklin Railway Supply Comp.nny, New York. Franklin butterfly door,
engine and tender trucks, radial buffer and adjustable driving box wedge.
Represented by W. C. Coyle. J. L. Randolph, C. W. Floyd Coffin, J.
F.

R.

—

—

—

—

S. D. Rosenfeit and II. M. Evans.
Engineering Company,' Allentown, Pa. Literature on pulverized
equipment.
Special packings for
Garlock Packing Company, The, Palmyra, N. Y.
Represented by W. G. Cook and C. W. Sullivan.
general railroad uses.
Economy locomotive firedoor. RepGillespie, A. W., is Co., Chicago.
resented by A. W. Gillespie and J. S. Seeley.
Cylinder bushHunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass,
ings, cylinder packing, valve packing, piston bull-rings, valve bushings,
Represented by V. W. Ellet and E. J.
rod bushings and ciosshead shoes.

Sinkler,

—

Fuller

coal

—

—

—

Fuller.

—

Johns-Manvilie Company, H. W., New York. Asbestos pipe and boiler
steam traps, monolithic baffle wall?, boiler wall coating, reRepresented by J. C. Younglove, G. A. Nicol,
fractory cements, packings.

insulation,

—
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IlllllJIr

Auitin.
l.ttUt

movablr

Company. The.
inj-rctor

N. T.— Str.-im heat
Krprcsrntcd by S. 1.

I.yndhiiril,

coupling nuts.

ami
Leslie and J.

rcgiiliilurit

n--

Fecilwatcr Heater Company, Niw Yi>rk.— Represented by
W. L. Allison, K. A. Averill and W. T. Itrnnison.
Lccomutivc Firebox Company. ChicaRo, III. -NiclioUon Thermic syphons.
Represented by John L. Nicholson, Charles IC. Hawley, Stuart Ilawley

Locomotive

and
I

J.

T.

Anthony.

ociimolivf

I'lilvrriied

Fuel Comp.nny,

New

Vork. -Kcprcsenlcd by Col

Donald McK;iy

anti C. M. Hatch.
l.iieomotivc Stoker Com|>.iny,
Pittsburgh, Pa.— Photographs of duplex
loconioti\e stoker.
Represented by I). F. Crawford, W.
Clark, A. N.
Wilsic, O. n. Capps, I). T. Carlisle. J. J. Byrne, E. K. Milbank, C. E.
Petersen, Ira Jordan. Eugene I'routy. R. C. Kelly and E. R. I'unk.

C

—

Locomotive Superheater Company, New York. Represented by R. M.
Osteiman, K. R. Porterfield, tleorge KogR, B. G. Lynch, II. J. Spiccr,
R. J. Van Mater and G. E. Ryder.
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New Vork.
Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York.— Injectors, lubricators,
boiler check, gage cocks, non-lifting coal sprinkler.
Represented by Otto
Best, Richard Welch, VV. R. Walsh am' V. C. Davern.
National Railway Devices I ompany, Chicago
Shoemaker vertical firedoor.
Represented by Jay G. Robinson and .\.'F. Lind.
Ohio Injector Company. Chicago. U. S. Standard injector, Chicago nonlifting injector, Ohio injector, Chicago lubricator, Chicago flange oiler,
Chicago automatic drifting valve, Ohio water gliss protector, Ohio boiler
checks and Ohio feed hose strainer.
Represented by A. C. Beckwith.
Okadce Company, The, Chicago. Okadee blow-oflf valve, water glass protector, tank hose coupler, blower valve, front end hinge.
Represented by
A. G. floUingshead. Harry Vissering, Charles R. Long, Jr., G. S. Turner
and VV. H. Ileckman.
Pocket List of Railroad Officials, New York. Represented by Charles
L. Dinsmorc.
Pyle-National Company, The, Chicago. Incandescent electric lighting,
turbo-generators, headlight cases and accessories.
Represented by George
E. Haas, William Miller and J. Will Johnson.
Railway Review, Chicago.
Rcordway Company, The, Chicago. Detrick suspended arch, Drake non
clinkering furnace blocks, Hogan ash conveyor.
Represented by lorn
Gaughan and K. C. Warner.
Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago. Photographs of coaling stations
and sanding plants. Represented by Clyde P. Ross.
Signalite
Manufacturing
Company,
Chicago.
Kerosene
carburetors.
Represented by G. A. Bauer.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York. Railway Age and
Railway Mechanical Engineer. Represented by A. F. Stuebing, L. B. Sherman, J. M. Rutherford and N. H. Crossland.
W. S. Tyler Company, The, Qeveland, O. Draftae spark arrester.
Represented by J. H. Jackson and A. D. Busch.
U. S. Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Models oi single
and tandem Kink type packing. Represented by M. B. Brewster and H. E.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Hyslop.
Vissering Company, Harry, Chicago.
Viloco firedoor, Leacy and Viloco
Sanders, Crescent metallic piston rod and valve stem packing, steam compression governor.
Represented by G. S. Turner, Harry Vissering, Charles
R. Long, Jr., and W. H. Heckman.
Vulcan Fuel Economy Company, Chicago. Line of combustion instruments, Vulcan-Lastite boiler coating and metal protector.
Represented by
F. A. Moreland.
V'ulcan Soot Cleaner Company, Du Bois, Pa.

—

—

Western Railway Club
The Western Railway Club on May 19

elected the folG. S. Goodwin, mechanical engineer, C, R. I. & P.; tirst vice-president, J. Purcell, assistant to federal manager, A., T. & S. F
second vice-president,
E. J. Brennan, superintendent of motive power, C, M. & St.
P.; secretary-treasurer, J. M. Byrne, chief clerk to mechanical assistant, Central Western Region; directors, E. B. Hall,
assistant superintendent of motive power and car department, C. & N. W.; L. S. Kinniard, superintendent of motive
power, C. & E. I.; W. H. Flynn, superintendent of motive
power, Michigan Central.

lowing

officers:

President,

;

Purchasing Agents' Section
The general committee

of the

newly organized Section 6 of the

American Railroad Association (purchasing and distribution of
supplies), held a meeting at New York on Friday, May 16, for
the purpose of electing officers.
H. S. Burr, superintendent of
stores, Erie railroad, and formerly president of the Railway Storekeepers' Association, was elected chairman of the Section. E. J.
Roth, manager, stores section. Division of Purchases of the Railroad Administration and formerly vice-president of the Storekeepers' Association, was elected vice-chairman of the Section,
and J. P. Murphy, general storekeeper, New York Central (Lines
the old association, was elected
secretary for Section 6. Sixteen committees were organized to
carrv out the work of this section.

West) and former secretary of

Traffic

J.

Click.

I

News
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G. J. Vizard, Iicrctofore assistant general freight agent of
the Erie, at Chicago, lias been appointed manager of the traffic l)ureaii of the Little Rock (Ark.) Board of Commerce.
J. S. Thonipscin has been appointed district manager of the
Southern Hard Wood Traffic Association in charge of thfi
branch ofticc at Louisville, Ky., effective June 1, to succeed

R.

R.

May, resigned.

The peach crop

of Georgia is expected to furnish for the
Central of Georgia Railroad this year 6,000 carloads.
Not
much fruit will be shipped before June 1.

Reduced Fares

for

Conventions

Special rates of two-thirds of the usual round trip fares
will be put into effect soon by the Railroad Administration
for religious, fraternal and educational meetings.
Regional
directors will decide as to each convention, whether it is
truly religious, fraternal or educational in nature.

A

Self-Adjusting

Time Table

[From the Alaska Railroad Record.]

New schedules for trains on the Alaska government railroad are announced to go into effect on Monday, April 21.
Service between Anchorage and Chickaloon will be twice
weekly. Trains will leave Anchorage at 8:30 a. m. Mondays
and Fridays; arrive at Chickaloon 4:15 p. m. Returning from
Chickaloon,
Tuesdays and Saturdays. Service will
be given once a week between Anchorage and Talkeetna;
.

.

.

leave Anchorage at 8 a. m., Wednesday, and arrive at Montana the afternoon of the same day. At Montana, without
delay, passengers, mail and baggage will be transferred to
a motor passenger car, which will proceed to Talkeetna, arriving there the same afternoon. The motor car will return
to Montana later in the afternoon, and the next morning the
steam train will leave Montana for Anchorage * * *
The service between Anchorage and stations on Turnagain
Arm will be 'given once a week. The train will not be operated on any definite day of the week, but whenever traffic
_

warrants service.

Engineering Council Calls for

Water-Power

Legislatioi

Engineering Council, through its National Service Com
inittee, M. O. Leighton, chairman, Washington, D. C, is urgOB
ing upon engineers the importance of exerting influence to
promote legislation by Congress to open up for development
the water power sites of the United States. These sites are
of two classes: (1) those privately owned on non-navigable
streams, and (2) those on public lands or on navigabl
The first class can be developed by the owner;
streams.
after complying with local laws, and over 25 per cent of
these possible sites have been developed. Those of the sec
ond class cannot be developed without a permit from th
United States, and less than 4 per cent of them are bein
Bills to remedy this situation have been in-!
utilized today.
Twice
troduced in Congress at every session since 1910.
bills have been passed in different forms by both houses ofj
Congress and sent to conference, and once (in the las
Congress) an agreement was reached by the Conference
Committee. These bills have given rise to extensive debati
and a large amount of testimony and information is avail
able in printed form, constituting an exhaustive study of the
entire subject of hydro-electric development in this country
and the laws relating thereto.
Engineers are asked to urge this matter on their Congressmen with a view to conserving fuel and labor. If engineers
will show sufficient interest in this subject Congress may
be expected to give it attention at the session now opening.

I

I
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Commission and Court News
in

Made

Rates

By the Act to Regulate Commerce, Sec. 4, "whenever a railroad in competition with a water route reduces a rate on
freight to or from competitive points, it must not increase
such rate unless the Interstate Commerce Commission finds
that the proposed increase rests upon changed conditions
other than the elimination of water competition." On August
21, 1916, a suit was brought in Oregon to enjoin an increase
The
in rates on iron and steel from Pittsburgh to Seattle.
United States, the Commission and 16 railroads were joined
On appeal to the Supreme Court of the
as defendants.
United States from judgment in the district court for
Oregon dismissing the bill, the shipper's main contention was
that, as the railroads had in 1916 reduced the rate from 80
cents to 65 cents, neither they nor the Commission had
power to increase the rate without a prior finding by the
Commission upon proper hearing ''that such proposed increase rests upon changed conditions other than the elimination of water competition," and that no such hearing had
been had or finding made.
In affirming the judgment of the district court, the United
States Supreme Court, by Mr. Justice Brandeis, says that
despite the original Act to Regulate Commerce and all
amendments, railroads still have power to fix rates as low
as they choose. The Commission's power over them in this
respect extends no further than to discourage the making of
It may forbid
unduly low rates by applying deterrents.
unjust discrimination, but the carrier under such an order
may either raise the lower rate or lower the high one.
The last paragraph of section four (the long and short
haul section) which was added by the Act of 1910, was designed to prevent the railroads from killing water competiBut Congress retion by making excessively low rates.
frained from forbidding the carrier to reduce the rate and
declined to confer upon the Commission power to prevent
a direct action by reduction. The act still leaves the carrier
absolutely free to make as low a rate as it chooses. This
provision may become operative in any case where there has
been competition between a railroad and a water line, inland
But the question here is whether the prohior coastwise.
bition applies where the rates were reduced with the approval of the Commission, given after hearing, by order entered on application of the carrier for relief from the operation of the fourth section (to meet competition via Panama
canal).
It is held that the construction contended for by the plaintiff would rather ensure monopoly than preserve competition.
If,
contrary to the Commission's expectation, a rail rate
reduced in competition with a water route for the avowed
purpose of preserving competition by rail should result in
eliminating the water competition, because so low as to drive
the water carrier out of business, then the prohibitively low
rate would have to be continued permanently and other water
competition be thereby prevented from arising; unless, perchance, some changed condition should develop which might
make removal of the bar possible. Or, if the reduction in the
rail rate, sanctioned by the Commission under the fourth
section as not unjustly discriminating against intermediate
points, because forced upon the rail carrier by oppressive
water competition designed to destroy its business to the
port, should become thereafter unjustly discriminatory, because the water carrier, destroyed by its own rate cutting,
abandoned the route, still the low rail rate and resulting disOnly compelling lancrimination would have to continue.
guage could cause the court to impute to Congress the intention to produce results so absurd; and the language of
the last paragraph is held to be clearly susceptible of the
more reasonable construction contended for by the defendent carriers. Skinner & Eddy Corporation v. United States.
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Pittsburgh, McKeesport & Youghiogheny has accepted 194 of the U. S. R. A. 70-ton gondola cars built by
the Pressed Steel Car Company, making a total of 500 of
these cars which it has accepted. These are the only standard cars accepted during the three weeks ended May 10.

The

Locomotives
The Norwegian

State Railways are reported as having
ordered 16 locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, and as having placed orders in this country also fi^r
a quantity of car wheels and axles.

Passenger Cars
The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

1420 Chestnut
Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for several elecconstruction,
coaches
of
modern
lighted passenger
with toilets and water tanks, seating capacity of 48 or more,

street,

trically

and weighing about 15 tons.
around a 28 deg. curve.

Locomotive Deliveries

The coaches must operate

Week Ended May

3

New

locomotives were shipped to railroads under federal
control during the week ended May 3, as follows:
Number

Road

Works
N.
P.

& W..
W..

Southern
.

C.

Type

USRA Mallet.
USRA Santa Fe.
USRA Mount.
USRA 6W. Sw.

8
27
6
4

L.

.

B.

& O.

B.
B.
B.

& Q...

45

R

& P
&
&
& O
&

V

USRA

Mikado.
Santa Fe.

Mallet.

T.
T.
T.

Mikado.

& Q...,
& Q....

Pacific.
S.
S.

Mikado.
Mountain.

F.,
F.,

USRA 6W.
USRA 8W.

& E

W

Sw.
Sw.

Mallet.
Pacific.

Santa Fe.

Locomotive Deliveries

Week Ended May

The

following locomotives were shipped
under federal control during the week ended

W

N. &
Penn. L.
Southern
N. &

W

& Q

B.

& N

3

...
...

2
7
2

...
...

2

4

W

C.

...

1

L.

W

1

10
railroads

May

Number

Road

L.
P.

to

10;

Type

USR.\

Mallet

USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA

6-w. Sw.
Pacific
Pacific
6-w. Sw.

USRA
USRA

Mountain
Mikado

Fe
Mountain
Mountain

Santa

22
Ft.

W. &

D.

Southern Pacific

& S. F
B
& P
& O

A. T.
I.

T.
B.
C.
T.
C.

H.

& Q
& P
B. & Q
B.

4
4

C
.

.

Santa Fe

.

'.'.'.

1

...

...

Mikado

USRA
USRA

8-w.

Sw.

1

Pacific

6

Sw.

2

1

6w.
Santa Fe

4

Santa Fe

1

Mikado

Delivery of Standard Cars to April 30

The

on the following page gives a
car deliveries to April 30:
table

list

of standard
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Julius Alsberg, cuiisultiiig engineer, has removed his office
ihf Trihiine hiiilding, Chicago, to the Marquette build140 .South l)i-;irborn street.

Iroiii

:

ing,

The Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York, has
opened new oHicc-, in Chicago in the (ireat .N'orthcrii building, 20 West Jackson boulevard, room 7()7, with R. Welsh

55

:

:S

11

I IS

:

/'.

charge.

in

announcing the ai)i)()intnicnt of E. Roy Borden as
service engineer of Mudge & Co., thioago, in the Kailtvay
Age of May 16 (page 1232;, the name was incorrectly published as E. Roy Gorden.
In

Vernon T. Brauns, manager of the railroad valuation department of the American Blue Print Company, Chicago,
was promoted to general manager of all departments for
this

§ss§

8 :8

com])any, efYecti\e

Douglas

Joseph

May

8.

Gallagher,

director, vice-president and
the American Brake Shoe & Foundry
Company, New York, died at his home in Glen Ridge, N. J.,
on May 20, at the age
of 65. He was educated

general

of

Princeton University

at

•ooooo

counsel

and

Ohio Wesleyan

at

University,
Delaware,
Ohio. He was engaged
in the practice of law
in Newark, entering the
firm

of

Whitehead &
which latei

Gallagher,

became Gallagher &
Richardson. Mr. Gallagher became director
and vice-president of llu:
American Brake Shoe
& Foundry Comi)any
when it was organized
about eighteen years
ago, and during the
last

also

o

-o

-o

(Joa

four
years was
general coun-

its

sel.

This

company

J.

D.

GaJIagher

did much work on munitions for the United
States Government during

the war. and overwork in this
connection probably hastened Mr. Gallagher's death, which
followed an operation in the Morningside Hospital.

Paul W. Koch & Company, Chicago, have opened Pacific
coast offices in the San Fernando building at Los Angeles,
Cal., the Rialto building, at San Francisco, Cal., and the
Sherlock building, at Portland, Ore.
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J. L. Phillips has been appointed a sales engineer of the
Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J. Mr. Phillips for the last
nine years has been with the General Railway Signal Company, and before that served in the signal department of the
Northern Pacific, for eleven years.

The Duntley-Dayton Company, Chicago, has opened
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Century building, Cleveland, Ohio, under
This company has also
the management of J. C. Sague.
opened a branch ofifice in the Home Trust building, Pittsburgh, Pa., under the management of W. M. Hankey.
branch

office in the

F. X. Meehan has been appointed advertising manager of
the Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Meehan was associated in various executive capacities
with Fairbanks Morse & Co., for six years; the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad, Coast Lines, for two years and
the St. Louis Smelting & Refining Works of the National
Lead Company for two years.

May
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The American Railway Equipment Company, Pittsburgh,
located its general oltices in the Liberty
building, Philadelphia, Pa., where G. W. Mingus, president
of the company, will have his office. The company will retain an office in the Diamond Bank building. Pittsburgh, in
Pa.,

on

May

26,

charge of R. C. Crawford.

Ross F. Hayes has been appointed general sales manager
Mr. Hayes has
of the Curtain Supply Company, Chicago.
been eastern manager of the company for 12 years, with
50
at
headquarters

Church
York,

street,

and

will

New
con-

tinue to act as eastern
manager and retain his

New York.
in
Mr. Hayes was born at
Lewiston, Me. He en-

office

tered the service of the

Boston Woven Hose
Rubber Company in
remaining with
1888,

&

that company for 16
years. He was a salesman in the rubber

goods department
New England and New
in

York

until

1893;

and then served

con-

state

1287

death of R. M. Dixon, former president of that company
October. 1918. Mr. Conwell was made acting president.

S. Gordon Hyde, who recently received his honorable discharge from service, has been appointed advertising manager of the Buda Company, Chicago, with headquarters at
Harvey, 111., to succeed C. O. PoweU, who has accepted the
position of assistant commissioner with the Association of
Metal Lathe Manufacturers, Chicago.
J. R. Wilson, whose resignation as traffic manager of the
Sacramento Northern with headtpiarters at Sacramento, Cal.,
was announced in the Railway A:^e of April 11 (page 975),
has been appointed vice-president and assistant manager of
the Latourrette-Fical Company, mechanical contractor at

Sacramento, with headquarters

in

J. A. Higgs, Jr., has been appointed resident
of the Southeastern district in charge of all sales in
that territory, with headquarters at the Chandler Annex,
Atlanta, Ga.

June

and

1,

manager

Oscar F. Ostby, president of the new firm of Oscar F.
Ostby & Co., recently incorporated, with offices at 1044
Grand Central Terminal, New York, as announced in last
week's issue, was born
on March 5, 1883, and
received his education
the public schools
I.
of Providence,
R.

in

From
ber,

1916.

born

at

Ky.,

on

since

He

was

first assistant engineer for the United
States Navy, but received no appointment
because of the close of
the war with Spain. He
W. L. Conv
was employed in conwork as a
tracting
timekeeper for the Tennis Construction Company, Philadelphia, becoming later chief engineer and secretary of the

for

company. In 1901 he resigned to become city salesman of
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company in
New York. He was later placed in charge of the isolated
plant department of the company, and for five years, ending
In that year he bein 1911, was engaged in railway work.

came vice-president of the Transportation Utilities Company, and later became also treasurer of the same company.
In January, 1916, he was appointed assistant to the president
of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, and upon the

Novem-

in

enpublicity

the Commercial -Acetylene Railway Light &
Signal Company, serving as president of the
International
Acetylene Association dur1910-11.
ing
Later,
with the Refrigerator,
Heater & Ventilator
Car Company, serving
with the latter as gen-

O. F. Ostby

Covington,
January 25,

He received his
education in the public
schools of Philaand
the
delphia
at
University of Pennsylvania, from which he
graduated in 1898 with
the degree of electrical
then
engineer.
He
passed the examination

to

he was

work, following which
he was connected with

Janu-

1877.

1901

1904,

gaged

W. L. Conwell, whose election as president of the Safety
Car Heating & Lighting Company, with headquarters at
New York, was announced in last week's issue, has been
connected with that
company

that city.

The Massey Concrete Products Corporation, Chicago, has
opened a new office at 1405 Oliver building, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
in charge of A. F. Humphrey, resident manager, effective

secutively as city sales
manager of the St.
R. F. Hayes
Louis branch for two
years;
New England
representative of the bicycle tire department for two years;
southern representative of the mechanical rubber goods department for two years, and as manager of the Philadelphia
office until 1904.
He then entered the service of the Curtain
Supply Company, Chicago, as western representative, and
since 1907 has served as eastern manager of the company.
as above noted.

ary,

in

eral

sented the White American

manager.

He

has

some time

repreLocomotive Sander Company of
for

Roanoke. Va., and since September, 1918, he has served as
vice-president of the Glazier Manufacturing Company of
Rochester, N. Y. The new firm will continue to handle the
railway supplies hitherto handled by Mr. Ostby, and in addition, Mr. Ostby has -been appointed exclusive railway distributer for Davidson high speed steel and tools, made by
the Davidson Tool Manufacturing Company, New York.
Mr. Ostby has been one of the leading members of the Railway Supplv Manufacturers' Association and was its president in 1915-1916.
Allied Machinery

The
its

Company

Machinery Company of .America has increased
stock to $5,000,000. This was made necessary by

.Allied

capital

decision of the .American International Corporation to
group all of its machinery export selling subsidiaries under
one head. This move contemplates the complete absorption
of the Allied Construction Machinery Corporation by the
The .Allied Ma.Allied Machinery Company of .America.
chinery Company de France and the Allied Machinery Comcorporate
entities,
but their
pany d'ltalia will retain their
parent corporation will be the Allied Machinery Company
of America rather than the American International Corporation as before. This is also true of the Home Company. Ltd.,
of Japan, which was purchased early in the year by the
American International Corporation.
All shares of the .\llied Machinery Company of America
the

RAILWAY AGE
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will. ;is hffi)rf. i)c owiii-i! by tlir AiiiiTiiMii
iilci national C'orporation.
The Allied Machinery Company of America was formcil
in 1911 by interests associated witii tiic National City Bank
of New York to sell machine tools in Kuropc. In 1916 it was
taken over by the American International Corporation,
which immediately set about to expand and organize the
business on a lar^e scale.
The business has increased
rapidly, and today the company is operating in fourteen
countries.
J. W. Hook will continue as president of the Allied Machinery C'ompaiiy of .America, in f;cneral charge of the business. F. A. Monroe, S. T. Henry and T. G. Nee have been
elected vice-presidents.
Mr. Monroe is in charge of the administrative affairs of the company. Mr. Henry is in charge
of sales and advertising, and Mr. Nee is at present in Japan,
devoting his atloTition to the affair?- of the Mornc Company,
Ltd. R. P. Redier is general sales manager of the company,
I

with headquarters at Paris.
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New York City as first deputy police commissioner,
charge of the business administration of the department,
and two years later was appointed police commissioner of
New York.
lie resigned the commissioncrship a year later to become
assistant to the president of J. G. White Co., Inc., and two
years later was elected vice-president and director, which
position he held at the time he entered the United States
army.
called to
in

In addition to his duties as president of the Pulverized
I'^ucl Equipment Corporation, Colonel McKay is also vicepresident and director of the Chemical Foundation, Inc.,
director of the International .Agriculture Corporation and
director of the Botany Worsted Mills.

&

Railway

Industrial Engineers, Inc.

John E. Muhlfeld, president of the Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corporation, has resigned, and has associated with him
other engineers to form the
Engineers, Inc., with
offices
25
Broad
at

Railway

several

Samuel M. Vauclain Awarded
Distinguished Service Medal
honor at the Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel in Philadelphia on Saturday last, Samuel M. Vauclain,
newly elected president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
was presented by Benedict Crowell, assistant secretary of
war, with the Distinguished Service Medal for the part he
played in America's mobilization for war. The banquet was
attended by some 600. Isaac Johnson, presiding judge of the
Delaware County Court, presided, and addresses were made
by Governor Sproul, General Muir, General Price, William

At

I.

a

banquet given

in his

Schaffer, attorney general

of the

state

of Pennsylvania;

Frank B. McClain, formerly lieutenant governor of the
and by Mr. Vauclain.

Newly Elected President

state,

of Pulverized

Fuel Equipment Corporation
Colonel Douglas I. McKay has been elected president of
the Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corporation, New York, to
succeed John E. Muhlfeld, who retires to return to consulting enginering practice.
Since
1917,
July,
McKay has
Colonel

been engaged in war
He was comwork.
missioned major in the

street. New York, to
as consulting and
advisory engineers bebankers,
tween
the

act

railroad
and
induscorporations. Mr.
Muhlfeld for the past

trial

five

years

has

.

been

l^t.—

*'

specializing in the development of the "Lofor
pulco"
burning pulverized fuel
in locomotives, stationary boilers and metallurgical and chemical
furnaces, and for the
past three and
onehalf
years has been
president of the PulJ. E. Muhlfeld
verized Fuel Equipment
Corporation
and the
International Pulverized Fuel Corporation, has resigned
as president of these corporations to devote his entire time
to engineering work.
Mr. Muhlfeld retains his interests in
and remains a director of the Pulverized Fuel Equipment

system

Department

Ordnance

all

semi-finished
used by the

department
tractors

Industrial

Corporation.

in charge of the raw
materials branch of the
gun division and pur-

chased

&

raw

Trade Publications

—

Steam Jet Air Pumps. Preliminary bulletin No. 113, illusand describing the Wheeler steam jet air pump is
now being distributed by the Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Company, Carteret, N. J. This steam jet air pump
has two or more steam jets working in series with a condenser between the jets, which permits more efficient opera-

and

trating

materials

ordnance
and con-

for

the

ord-

nance department. Between August and Dethese
cember.
1917,
purchases amounted to

surface

$268,000,000.

In January, 1918, he

was promoted

to lieu-

The pump

is applicable to jet condensers, as well as to
condensers.
The bulletin explains the operating
principles, gives reasons for high efficiency, describes the
inter-condenser and shows an operating test curve.
It includes a cross sectional drawing and shows how to connect
double machines or triple machines to surface condensers.

tion.

Col.

D.

McKay

tenant-colonel in the
National Army and appointed assistant director of purchase
and supply. Here he had supervision over the purchasing
operations of the several supply corps of the War Department, including the ordnance department, the quartermaster
department, the medical corps, the corps of engineers and
the signal corps. He was subsequently promoted to colonel,
and continued in this capacity until he returned to civil life
after the armistice was signed.
Colonel McKay is a graduate of West Point. Lfpon graduation he spent three years in the army, resigning to take the
position of deputy chief of the aqueduct police, and six
months later was made chief. Three years later he was

—

Boilers. A cloth bound book of 96 pages,
has been published by the Coatesville Boiler
Works of Coatesville, Pa., manufacturers of steel tanks for
a large variety of uses, A. S. M. E. boilers and stacks, open
hearth furnaces, blast furnaces, cement kilns, regenerators,
etc., to show the vast scope of the business and the great
variety of heavy steel plate work manufactured in the shops
of this company. This is indicated in over 100 illustrations.
Included in the book are the specifications for steam boilers
formulated by a committee appointed by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, in accordance with which
The book is designated as
Coatesville boilers are made.
General Catalogue No. 240.

Steel

6 in.

Tanks and

by 9]4

Jn.,

May
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Railroad Administration
Central

W.

Rosenbaum,

chief clerk of the St. Louis Eastern
District Freight Traffic Committee of the division of traffic
Eastern Territory, has been promoted to secretary, with
Iheadquarters at St. Louis, Mo., to succeed Edward Hart, Jr.,
Iwho has resumed his duties as assistant general freight agent
on the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at St. Louis.
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He was born in Houston, Tex., and began his railway career
as a stenographer in the Houston office of the commercial
agent of the Southern Pacific at Houston, later working in
the auditor's and the superintendent's offices, at the same
place. On January 5, 1909, he was promoted to soliciting
freight agent for the Kansas City Southern, with headquarters
at Houston, which position he held for two years until his
appointment as general agent, with the same headquarters.
He served in that capacity until the railroads were taken
over by the government and the office of general agent was
abolished at which time he was appointed service agent for
the Kansas City Southern. This office he held until his recent promotion to division freight agent.

I

Federal and General Managers
D. Hawks, general manager of the Detroit & Mackinac,
with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed fedThis road has been released from the juriseral manager.
J.

diction of F.

H. Alfred, federal manager.

Operating
R. H. Waters has been appointed trainmaster of the Salt
Lake Division of the Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters at Thistle, Utah.

Wm. H. Duw^e, inspector of train despatching on the
Northern Pacific, at Spokane, Wash., has been promoted to
trainmaster, with headquarters at Missoula, Mont.
J. D. Haydon, roadmaster of the Louisville & Nashville
with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., has been promoted to
superintendent of the Atlanta division with headquarters at
Etowah, Tenn., vice A. B. Bayless, resigned.

E. Craver, superintendent of the Seattle division of the
Pacific, at Seattle, Wash., has been appointed acting general superintendent of the Western district, with
headquarters at Tacoma, Wash., vice I. B. Richards, granted
a temporary leave of absence, and J. E. Campbell, trainmaster at Seattle, has been appointed acting superintendent of
the Seattle division, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash.,
vice Mr. Craver.
J.

Northern

Financial, Legal and Accounting
Paul McKay, corporate treasurer of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle; the Oregon Trunk, and the Oregon Electric
Railroad, has been appointed federal treasurer of these roads,
with headquarters at Portland, Ore., vice F. A. Smith, resigned to accept service elsewhere.

A. H. Mongin, acting federal treasurer of the Green Bay
with headquarters at Green Bay, Wis., has been

& Western

promoted to federal treasurer of this road, the Kewaunee,
Green Bay & Western, the Ahnapee & Western and the
Waupaca-Green Bay with the same headquarters.
Traffic

H. E. Whittenberger, whose appointment as federal manager of the Grand Trunk, Western Lines, was noted in the
Railway Age of May 2, has made the following appointments
on the Grand Trunk, Western Lines: Robert L. Bumap,
assistant general freight agent of the Ann Arbor, the Detroit
& Mackinac, the Detroit, Bay City & Western, the Grand
Trunk, Western Lines, and the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Chicago, becomes traffic manager of the Grand
Trunk, with the same headquarters; J. D. McDonald becomes
general passenger and baggage agent with headquarters at
Chicago; C. A. Gormaly becomes division freight agent, with
headquarters at Chicago, and A. Z. Mullins has been appointed division, freight agent, with headquarters at Grand
Rapids, Mich.
G. M. Riley, service agent on tHe Kansas City Southern,
with headquarters at Houston, Tex., has been promoted to
division freight agent, with headquarters at Shreveport, La.

Lawrence B. Burford, who has been appointed assistant
general freight agent of the Erie Railroad, with headquarters
at New York, as has already been announced in these columns, was born in Washington, D. C, and graduated from
the high school of his native town in 1897. Four years later
he began railway work with the Erie Railroad as a clerk in
the car record department of the local freight station at
Chicago.
He then held various positions in the local and
general freight departments until 1907, when he was promoted to chief of tarifif bureau, at Chicago, and in 1910 was
transferred to New York.
He was promoted to general
agent in charge of the Baltimore agency in 1911, and four
years later was appointed assistant to general traffic manager at New York. In 1917 he was furloughed and served under the British Ministry of Shipping at New York as assistant director until this year.
He organized its grain traffic
department and directed the inland transportation of supplies
of grain and cereals for the Allied governments.
He now
returns to the service of the Erie as assistant general freight
agent, with headquarters at New York.
Benjamin Cliffton Prince, whose appointment as assistant
manager of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters
at Norfolk, Va., has already been announced in these columns, was born on August 17, 1877, at Americus, Ga., and
in 1894-1895 was a student at Kentucky University, Lexington, Ky.
He began railway work on September 1, 1891, as
junior clerk to the auditor on the Savannah, Americus &
Montgomery, now a part of the Seaboard Air Line. He sub-

traffic

sequently served, with the exception of the time spent at
college, consecutively in the traffic manager's office on the

Rome & Columbus, and

Chattanooga,

then

in

the general

freight office at Savannah, Ga., of its successor, the Central
From 1897 to 1901 he was chief clerk to the
of Georgia.
traffic

Fla.,

manager on the Florida East Coast, at St. Augustine,
to 1906 was chief clerk to the division freight

and then

and passenger agent on the Central of Georgia, at Chattanooga, Tenn. In 1906 he served as commercial agent on
From 1907 to 1911 he was
the same road, at Atlanta, Ga.
traffic manager of the Georgia, Florida & Alabama, at Bainbridge, Ga., and then to 1914 was assistant general freight
agent on the Seaboard Air Line, at Jacksonville, Fla. He
nas then for four years, assistant to first vice-president, at
Norfolk, "Va., and since 1918 was assistant to traffic manager,
until his recent appointment as assistant traffic manager,
of the

same

road.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
B. H. Prater has been appointed engineer maintenance of
way of the Oregon Short Line, with headquarters at Pocatello, Idaho, to succeed R. B. Robinson, whose appointment
as engineer maintenance of way of the Union Pacific was
announced in the Railway Age of May 9.

A. A. Woods, superintendent of the New Orleans & Northeastern Railroad and the New Orleans Terminal Company,
with headquarters at New Orleans, La., who was appointed
chief engineer maintenance of way and structures on the

Southern Railway System, Lines West, with headquarters at
Cincinnati, Ohio, as announced in the Railway Age of April
He graduated
18, page 1027, was born at New Orleans. La.
from Tulane University at New Orleans, La., in 1895, and
entered railway service in July of that year with the

Orleans

& Western (New

New

Orleans Terminal Company) as
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on location work.

In October of that year he
Tiilane University to take a pn.si-Kraduate
course.
I'roin July 1S90, to July, 1897, he was I'mploycd as
a draftsman in the maintenance of way departnu'iii ol tlic

a

rotliiian

returned

New

to

& Northeastern, with lica<l<iuarters at New
(-)rleans, I, a., and was later employed as a draftsman in the
mechanical department of that road, with headquarters at
Meridian, Miss.
In January, 1898, he was made assistant
engineer on the Alabama & Vicksburg and the Vicksburg,
Shreveport
Pacitic, with olVice at Vicksburg, Miss., and
from September, 1899, to November, 1901, he was assistant
engineer of the New Orleans & Northeastern with office at

Vol. 66, No.

more & Ohio, Eastern
keeper on

all

B.-iltimorc,

Md.

lines,

has been promoted to general storeroads; all with hc;idr|uarters at

ihe aliove-iiamcd

Orleans

i"v:

New

Orleans, La.
In November, 1901, he left liiat road,
again entering the service of the .Mabama & Vicksburg and
the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacilic as engineer maintenance of way. From July, 1913, to February, 1915, he was
engineer maintenance of way of the New Orleans & Northeastern, and in February, 1915, he was promoted to superintendent of that road, with headquarters at New Orleans,
La.
In January, 1917, he became superintendent also of the
New Orleans Terminal Company, which position he held
until he was appointed chief of the Southern Railway, Western Lines, in April, 1919, succeeding Curtis Dougherty,
deceased.

Joshua D'Esposito, whose promotion to chief engineer of
Union Station Company, Chicago, was announced
Raihvay Age of May 16 (page 1236), was born at Sorrento, Italy, on July 30,
the Chicago

in the

He

received his
naval architecture and rnarine
1878.

education

in

Corporate
Traffic

M. O. Bicknell, whose promotion to trallic manager of th<
Sacramento Northern, v.'ith hcadiiuarters at San h'rancisc
Cal.,

born

was announced in the Railzcay //.i,'(' of April 25,
Vincennes, Ind., on March 22, 1869. He began

at

of
Italy
institution
in

from
he
this

Obituary

which

James W. Leonard, formerly, from January, 1911, to 1915,
assistant to vice-president on the Canadian Pacific, at Montreal, Que., died on April 28, at Brampton, (^nt. He was born
in 1858 at Epsom, Ont., and began railway work in 1872 as

gradu-

Upon

1897.

arrival in

his

country

he entered the service
of the Pittsburgh Railway Company as a designing engineer, which
position he held until
the spring of 1904. He
entered the service of
the Pennsylvania Lines
in March,
1905. as a
designing engineer, in

which

capacity

served
being

for

rait

in January, 1888, with the Evansville & Terr<j
Haute, at Vincennes, as bill clerk in the local freight office
The following year he was promoted to agent of the saind
road at Patoka, Ind.
In November, 1891, he went to the'
Southern Pacific as operator and ticket clerk at Deming,
N. M., since which he has been consecutively traveling freight
and passenger agent with headquarters at El Paso, Texas,
until August, 1895; general freight and i)assenger agent of
the Maricopa & Phoenix at Phoenix, Ariz., until January,
1898; superintendent of the same road until January, 1902;
general freight and passenger agent of the Arizona Eastern
and Southern Pacific until 1907; assistant general freight
and passenger agent of the Southern Pacific, Pacific System,
with headquarters at Tucson, Ariz.; chairman Arizona Railway Commission at Phoenix, Ariz., until 1909; chairman
trans-continental bureau at San Francico, Cal., until 1910;
assistant to the president of the Sacramento Northern which
position he held until his recent appointment.

way work

engineering
in
the
Nautical State School

ated

21

operator and agent on the Midland Railway of
later served on a number of dififerent roads,
until May, 1884, when he was appointed superintendent of
the Canadian Pacific, and subsequently was consecutively
general superintendent, Western division; manager of construction; assistant general manager, Eastern lines; general

a telegraph

He

Canada.

manager of the same lines, and assistant to vice-president of
the same road. On January 1, 1915, he left the service of the
Canadian Pacific to assume the general management of the
Toronto Terminal Railway, at Toronto, Ont.

he
J.

two years,

D'Esposito

Dewey,

C. E.

made chief

draftsman in 1907. In 1910 he began working on Chicago
problems, being transferred to that city in 1913, at the time
of the commencement of negotiations with the city of Chicago, which led up to the passage of the ordinances for the
Chicago Union station. The following year he was promoted
to assistant chief engineer of the Chicago Union Station
Company, which position he held until November, 1917, when
he was called into the service of the government as assistant
manager of the Wood Ship division of the Emergency Fleet
Corporation, in charge of the installation of machinery in
wooden ships, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa. On
January 1, 1919, he severed his connection with the Emergency Fleet Corporation and again took up his duties as assistant chief engineer of the Chicago Union Station Company, which position he held until his promotion to chief
engineer on May 1.

Purchasing
H. Clifton, lumber agent on the Baltimore & Ohio, Eastern lines, has been appointed assistant purchasing agent on
the Baltimore & Ohio, Eastern lines the Coal & Coke, the Morgantown & Kingwood, the Western Maryland, the Cumberland
Valley and the Cumberland & Pennsylvania; D. A. Williams,
general storekeeper of the Baltimore & Ohio. Eastern and Western lines, and the Western Maryland, has been appointed to
assistant purchasing agent on all the above-named roads, and
H. P. McQuilkin, assistant general storekeeper on the Balti-

W.

:

freight traffic

manager

Railway System, with headquarters
on May 15, at Atlantic City, N. J.
Cheshunt, England,
and in 1888 entered the
service

Trunk
clerk
agent's
ronto,

of the

Grand Trunk

Montreal, Que., died

at

He

\\'as

born

in 1873, at

of the Grand
as an apprentice
the
freight
in
office

Ont.

at

To-

After

serving as chief clerk
the division freight
agent at Stratford and
Hamilton, he was
at
to

appointed

district

freight agent at Stratford in 1899, and was
promoted to district
freight agent at To-

ronto

went

in

to

1902.

Montreal

He
in

as assistant general freight agent, and

1907

in

the

was
freight

following year
general
agent of the

made

C.

E.

Dewey

Central Vermont. In 1911. he was appointed general freight
agent of the Grand Trunk Pacific at Winnipeg, and two
years later he returned to Montreal and was appointed
freight traffic manager of the Grand Trunk Railway System.

a
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mistake in compiling statistics caused the Railway Age
a misleading comparison in the editorial in its issue
of May 9, entitled "The Railroads
Correction of a
Bankrupt Industry," between the traffic

A

to

make

—

handled in the first three months of
1916 and the first three months of
1919.
It was stated in the editorial in
question that in the first three months of 1919 the freight
traffic of the railways was 85,000,000,000 ton-miles, while
in the first three months of 1916 it was only 80,000,000,000
ton-miles, an increase in 1919 over 1916 of over 6 per cent.
A recheck of the statistics shows that the total mileage in
the first three months of 1916 was almost 90,000,000\000.
Statistical

Error

With

this correction, the statistics

show

that the ton mileage

in the first three months of 1919 was 5 per cent less than
in the first three months of 1916, while the total earnings of
the railways were 38 per cent greater
penses 85 per cent greater.

The Pennsylvania's twenty-hour

and the operating ex-

train

from

New York

to

Chicago, which was voluntarily discontinued before the roads
had been taken over by the government,
Broadway
has now been restored. During this
period of discontinuance, the two new
Limited and
west side subways in New York have
20th Century
been opened.
This means that it is
now more convenient to get from west side uptown New York
City to the Pennsylvania Station than it is to Grand Central Terminal.
It is now equally convenient to get from the

downtown

Pennsylvania Station and to Grand
to get from a large part of
Brooklyn to the Pennsylvania than to the Grand Central.
Heretofore, the New Yorker leaving his home in almost any
part of Manhattan or Brooklyn or leaving from his office
could get more easily and quickly to the Grand Central Terminal than to the Pennsylvania Station. In the same way,
travelers from Chicago have found the Grand Central the
more convenient station at which to arrive in New York.
All this has given the Twentieth Century a considerable advantage over the Pennsylvania's twenty-hour train. It would
seem now that the situation is partly reversed. Will this in
time enable the Pennsylvania to carry as many or more
passengers on its fast New York-Chicago train as does the
New York Central or will tradition of the Twentieth Century enable it to hold its own large business despite changed
conditions in New York?
In Chicago the situation still
favors the Twentieth Century, the La Salle Station, which
is used by the New York Central, being more accessible
than the Union Station, which is used bv the Pennsvlvania.
Central;

it

We

fices of publication.

At the "ordinary general meeting" of the Grand Trunk, held
in

London

Every concern or person that does business with the Post
nowadays has its or his grievance, while
all persons and concerns that do busiThe Zone
ness with it share in certain general
grievances.
All have a grievance bePostal
cause the service has so greatly deRate System
teriorated under the regime of Postmaster General Burleson.
The postal employees have a
grievance because of Mr. Burleson's autocratic methods. The
railways have a grievance because the postal department,

chairman, Alfred W. Smithers, mentioned the fact that a third offer had
been made by the Grand Trunk to the

recently, the

The

more convenient

Office department

the Advertising Section

with the assistance of Congress, has so fixed their compensation for carrying the mails as to cause them to carry it at a
loss.
Publishers have a grievance because Congress, at the
instance of the postal department, has established a zone
system of charges for carrying newspapers and magazines.
The readers of many newspapers and magazines will soon
have a grievance because the zone postal rates are forcing
many publishers to adopt zone subscription rates.
have
just received an announcement that Collier's Weekly will
continue to cost five cents a copy east of the Mississippi River
but will be advanced to ten cents a copy west of the Mississippi River.
Heretofore newspapers and magazines of all
kinds have made the same subscription rates to all points
within the United States and higher rates to foreign countries.
As a result of the zone postal rate system the territory
west of the Mississippi River has, so far as Collier's is conThe Railcerned, been legislated out of the United States.
way Age and other papers published by the SimmonsBoardman Publishing Company have not yet adopted zone
subscription rates, but if the existing zone postal law remains
in effect it will become necessary to do so.
Most publications
with national circulations will be forced to discontinue charging flat subscription rates and to charge higher rates to subscribers living in parts of the country remote from the of-

district to the
is

S of

9;ir

Grand Trunk

Grand Trunk

Canadian government for terms unwhich the government could acquire the Grand Trunk and the
on the basis of an annual sum to be
'^^^

Difficulties
Pacific

paid by the government, to be distributed by the directors.
In January, 1918, the dominion government of Canada asked
the directors of the

Grand Trunk

to

name

their terms.

An

was made by the company, was rejected by the government, which then made a counter offer; this counter offer
was rejected and, after long negotiations a second offer was
made by the company to the government but this also was
offer

The situation as it is at present is absolutely unrefused.
The government obsatisfactory to everybody concerned.
tained the appointment of a so-called "receiver" for the
Grand Trunk Pacific but this does not relieve eithe^r the
Grand Trunk or the government from its guarantees of Grand
Trunk Pacific securities. Worse than this, however, in a
way, is the situation of the Grand Trunk, itself. Its subsidiary lines in the United States are being operated by the
United States Railroad Administration and it is receiving,
The Grand Trunk in Cantherefore, rental for these lines.
ada, however, is being operated without government aid or
As Mr. Smithers points out, the railways of
guarantees.

both the United States and of Great Britain are being operated under government guarantees but were it not for these
guarantees, most of them would be in financial difficulties.
The Canadian Pacific has been able to preserve its credit and
to continue paying its dividends because it is financially the
strongest great railroad company in the world and because
activities,
it has, besides its railroad, many other profitable
including the operation of ocean steamship lines. The Grand.
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'rrunk, on

tlu-

diIkt

liaiul, lia.-

a rmaiuial structuru

compar-

to (liat of mo.>it of tlu- imHli'ralely strong roads in the

al)le

United

States.

Grand

Trinik

What has

lia])pcncd

a gmxi

e.\anii)le of

is

and

is

wliat

liapprninj; to the

would

lia]ii)en

to

many

railroad companies in the United States were the government guarantees to he withdrawn without some readjustment in the relations hetween expenses and inrome.

While the general results of government operation of railways have not hcen satisfactory, some improved methods
have i)een introduced which hy all
The Permit
means should l)e retained. One of these

System of
Handling Grain

permit system of handling grain.
"^"1 ^^'t'l highly heneticial results last year, and Director General
Hincs has announced it will be used again this year. While
it takes some machinery to operate it, the puq)osc and effect
of the system are simply to prevent grain from being shipped
from the farms in larger volume than it is possil^le for the
railways satisfactorily to handle it.
When the grain pours
in to the central markets and the ports faster than it can be
unloaded congestion at railroad terminals develops.
Congestion renders it impossil)le for the railways to handle as
much grain and other traffic as they could in the absence
of congestion.
Under the permit system the shipper is
required to get a permit before he ships his grain and f»ermission to ship is given only as fast as the railways can
handle the grain and it can be unloaded at the terminals and
ports.
The use of the permit system is especially necessar>'
when, as at present, the price of wheat is fixed by the government, and no farmer has any incenti\e to hold it after
it is harvested.
The use of the permit system would be
beneficial to the farmers, the railways and the general public,
however, even in years when the price of wheat was not fixed.
In the framing of legislation for the regulation of the
railways after they are returned to private operation power
ought to be given to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
or some other governmental body, to authorize, or even require, the railways, under the regulating body's supervision,
to use the permit system in times of heavy traffic movement.
Benefits might be derived at such times from extending the use of the permit system to commodities beis tlie

^^

^^'''*

sides grain.

Outcome

of the Steel Price

THE

of the controversy over the prices of steel
not unexpected. The director general of rail-

Controversy

OUTCOME

rails

was

roads refused to accept prices fixed by the Industrial Board
and advertised for bids. All the steel companies which responded, except one, bid the prices which had been indorsed
by the Industrial Board. The one company which did not
bid them asked for higher prices. The director general, under protest, has placed orders for 200,000 tons of rail with
Director General
six companies at the lower prices bid.
Hines unquestionably has sincerely believed that the prices
asked have been too high, and has made a vigorous effort to
effect a railroad economy by getting them reduced.
On the other hand, there is no reason to doubt that the
officers of the steel companies and the members of the Industrial

Board were

just as sincere in the belief that the prices

and the

steel companies could not reasonably have been expected to offer lower prices than those
So far as the public is
the Industrial Board had approved.
concerned, it has not been given information sufficient to
enable it to form an intelligent opinion as to the merits of
The tendencv of business men generalhthe controversv.

offered were fair;
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has In-en to side with the steel companies, largely, no doubt,
because of tlie general distaste of most business men for govcriinunt o|)eration of railways.
Future dcvelo|)m(nts regarding rail prices will be watched with interest.
About 1,600,()()() tons of rail are required annually for the normal maintenance of the railways under government control.
Therefore, th^ orders which tiie director general has placed will
])rovide for only about one-eighth of their annual rcciuirements.
In order to secure the greatest practicable economy
in .steel production and provide for the normal maintenance
of the railways and for taking up deferred maintenance,
other and much larger orders ought to be placed soon.
Looking at the matter from the standpoint of national welfare, it would seem that they ought to be placed on a basis of
price whicli will tend to enable the entire iron and steel industry to prosper, ju.st as railway rates ought to be so fixed
as to yield a reasonable average return to all the railways.
If railway rates were so fixed that only the roads which can
liandle traffic the cheapest could ]>rosper the railroad industry of the country as a whole would soon be on the rocks;
and the same principle which should cause railway rates to
be so fixed as to be fair to both the "high cost" and the "low
cost" railways should cause steel prices to be so fixed as to be
fair to both the "high cost" and the "low cost" steel mills.

Mr. Brisbane
RTHiR BRISBANE, who

A'

Is

Disappointed

rcceivcs a larger salary for writing

style what Hearst would
have the people believe than he could probably
earn by writing what he knows to be the truth, rejoiced
greatly when the government took over the railroads, because
it represented at least one step toward following his advice
He exthat the government take the railroads for keeps.
pressed consideraljle worry for a time lest the government
spend "millions of the people's money" to put the roads
in "gilt-edge condition," as he called it, and then return
them to their owners, but he found much to praise until
the experiment had progressed sufficiently to demonstrate

like

in a plausible

and emphatic

to

McAdoo was not fulfilling all of his rosy predicwhat the government could accomplish that private
management could not.
Now that the President has announced that the roads wall
be returned at the end of the year Mr. Brisbane finds
that "nothing more outrageous is in the history of using
public money for private benefit than the management of
American railroads." This is based on his statement that
the $1,200,000,000 appropriation asked by the Railroad
Administration is "to meet the deficit, which means to
patch up and rebuild the run-down properties," and that
"the government admits that hundreds of millions spent
Of
on the roads will not be repaid to the taxpayers."
course, Mr. Brisbane knows, even if many of his readers
do not, the difference between upkeep and capital expenditures, and he knows that the $486,000,000 deficit, the part
of the appropriation which Director General Hines admits
will not be repaid, was incurred in following Mr. BrisI)ane"s own advice to raise wages.
He also knows that
whatever patching up and rebuilding of the railroad properties is being done is also being charged up to the companies, and that the $775,000,000 which Mr. Hines says
has been or will be advanced to the railroad companies
for capital improvements represents the part of the appropriation which will be paid back to the government because
If the government
the latter has good security for it.
that

ISIr.

tions of

should so regulate the railroads as to make it impossible
for them to pay back the sum thus charged against them
and the government has to foreclose on its lien, then Mr.

May

30,
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Brisbane will be given an opportunity to boast that Mr.
Hearst brought about government ownership which he is
not likely to be given except in that way.
Mr. Brisbane also objects because Mr. Hines has found
to buy the comparatively small quantity of
it necessary
200,000 tons of rail. He asks why the Railroad Administration, after having lived nearly a year and a half on the
rail ordered before 1918, does not postpone this order and
make the railroad companies buy the rail after they get
It would not, of course, be a part of
their roads back.
the Hearst policy to tell the people thait even govern-

ment operation produces a certain amount of wear on the
rail which it is necessary for safe operation to replace as
a part of current upkeep expense.

Expedite the Railroad Appropriation
NOTHING Congress can do which

produce a
promptly
a bill providing the $1,200,000,000 fund for the Railroad
Administration, for which Director General Hines has asked.
A bill to appropriate $750,000,000 was introduced at the
last session of Congress, but was defeated by a filibuster.
The Railroad Administration was nearly out of money at
that time. This was due to the deficit which it had incurred,
to expenditures which it had made for additions and betterments and equipment and to advances and loans to the railway companies. Because of the failure to make an appropriation for it at the last session, it has had to borrow money
from the War Finance Committee, to issue certificates of indebtedness for large sums, to leave large amounts of its debts
unpaid, and to curtail sharply its expenditures for maintenance and improvements.
The skill and courage Director General Hines has shown
in dealing with the conditions the want of funds presented
to him have been admirable but Congress ought not to allow
the existing situation to last any longer than is unavoidable.
The inability of the Railroad Administration to carry on
needed maintenance and improvement work is having a ver\'

THERE

IS

better effect

upon general business than

will

to pass

;

Its issuance of certificates
depressing effect upon industry.
of indebtedness to meet some of its debts and its failure to
meet large amounts of them at all, have helped to increase

the inflation of credits,

country's welfare.

which

is

becoming a menace to the

The railway and railway supply com-

panies to which it owes money have been obliged to borrow
heavily from banks when they should have had the money
the Railroad Administration owes them to carry on their
businesses.
Justice to those to whom the Railroad Administration, as an agency of the government, is indebted and the

welfare of the country require that it shall be enabled as
soon as practicable to pay its bills.
The letter Director General Hines wrote to Secretary of
the Treasury Glass on May 24 discloses that of the $1,200,000,000 for which he asks, $486,184,940 is needed because
of deficits which the government has incurred in its operation of the railroads.

the

amount of

Of

this,

$236,184,940,

it

is

shown, is
This

the deficit incurred in the year 1918.

$10,000,000 larger than the last official estimate
and apparently is arrived at by adding to the expenses of the individual railways under government control the expenses incurred by the overhead organiThe estimate of the
zation of the Railroad Administration.
deficit for the first four months of 1919 is $250,000,000.
The original revolving fund provided for the Railroad Administration amounted to $500,000,000.
It will be seen,
therefore, that the deficit for 1918 and the first four months
of 1919 practically consumed all of this.
Of the $1,200,000,000 additional for which Mr. Hines
figure

is

of the deficit for 1918,

now

1293

asks, about three-quarters of a billion dollars represents

amounts advanced or

be advanced for the account of the
and $425,000,000 is temporarily tied
uj) in working capital.
If no more deficits should be incurred under government operation, this entire $1,200,000,000 would ultimately be returned to the government. But
to

railroad corporations

appears probable that large deficits will continue to be
incurred during the rest of the year unless rates are advanced.
The Railroad Administration should be enabled, not only
to pay its outstanding debts, but to increase its expenditures
for maintenance in order to bring the railways up to the phyit

were in when it took them over, and it
spending more money for improvements.
These things are needed, not only to put the railways in good
shape, l)ut for the welfare of the country during the period
of transition from a war to a peace basis. The railroad appropriation bill introduced in the last Congress should not
The one introduced in this Congress
have been defeated.
should l)e passed immediately.
sical condition they

should

also

be

The Case

of the

Engineer

Two

LETTERS to the editor appearing in this issue discuss
the editorial published in the issue of May 2 concerning
probable effects of wage standardization in railway engineerRegardless of the merits of the recent caming positions.
paign to increase the pay of technical men, the history of all
collective bargaining goes to show that the success of employees in wresting standard wage concessions from their
employers is almost always followed by a leveling of compensation rates, for two reasons: The employer usually will
not pay more than the established minimum, and the organizations of employees usually strive to reduce the distinction
between the efficient, intelligent workman and the drone.
However, the problem that confronts engineers today is not
one of theories but of facts. Though organized efforts for material gain may have some unfortunate consequences such as
the ones alluded to above, it is futile to dodge the fact that
educated salaried men are confronted by an economic menace.
"Something must be done," are the words on every engineer's
lips.
The situation is not one of a day's making. Engineers
on railways, especially in the lower ranks, have been hampered by inadequate salaries for a period reaching back ten
years or more. How long and clearly this situation has been
recognized is shown by the discussion of the subject appearing in the Railway Age Gazette of March 16, 1917, page 437,
in which a number of engineering educators expressed the
attitude of the technical graduates toward railway positions.
But the subject is broader than railway employment. It
is broader than the engineering profession.
It touches the
For, while this important and
entire class of brain workers.
ambitious stratum of society has given immediate compensation secondary consideration in its desire to secure the necessary training and experience for future advancement, labor,
organized in many of its branches, has wrested concessions
from capital in the form of increased wages and shorter
hours.
As a consequence the unorganized salaried worker
finds himself doubly embarrassed. His income has not been
advanced in proportion to that of the laborer, while the co.st
of living has greatly increased, largely owing to the fact
that the productive efficiency of labor has not increased in
proportion to the advances in its wages.
The overwhelming success of union labor, directly or indirectly resulting from the war, in getting higher wages, together with the contemporaneous upheaval in money values
have served but to aggravate the condition, and the brain
worker has come to feel that he is being ground between the
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what form shall tlu-ir orj;ani/.alion take or to put it
on a more [iractical basis, what organization shall thcv join?
For, as statt-d in our previous editorial, there are two well
defined schools of thought on this subject, rci)resenled by
tcrt'sts,
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who believe that the "Founder Societies" of engineers
should represent the engineer in his economic struggle and
thase who favor a strictly business organization like the
American Association of Engineers.
It is not within our
province to answer this question. The individual must decide that for himself.
However, it docs not seem out of
place to point to some of the considerations to be taken into
account in making this decision.
The older associations and their common body. Engineering Council, have the advantage of numl)ers, resources,
weight. The\- include a personnel which embraces the widest,

UMiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittriti

Conductors and Bull Dogs

those

most renowned and most respected of the professions. With
all these advantages theirs is the opportunity of the time, if
Their disadvantages are
they have the foresight to seize it.
mainly those arising from the inertia of large and old institutions given to using established methods and to following

The fact that they represent the
time-tried lines of thought.
older and more thoroughly established members of the profession will insure that no false steps are taken. However,
it may also tend to make the steps taken slow and few in
number.
A still further consideration is the doubt in the
minds of the younger men as to whether their older brethren
who have "arrived" are willing to recognize the young man's
plight in full and sympathetic measure.
The American Association of Engineers represents itself as
a business organization having the single purpose of furthering the material interests of the profession as a whole

It denies emphatically that
its members individually.
a labor union or that its policies are to be remotely
associated with those of organized labor. This view is borne
out by the fact that its membership includes men in the high-

and of
it

is

iiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiii

Ci.-jtiNNAii,

Ohio.

THE Editor:
The article on Harmony and
Railway Age of May 2, page
'iO

Safety published in the
1104, sets forth a much
needed les.son. I have been identified with railroads in the
cajjacity of brakeman, freight and i)assenger conductor,
train master and superintendent since the good old days of
the link and j)in and the hand brake, and have met with

from the mild angelic to the continual
and have administered treatment from mild to
heroic.
Mild discipline will effect a permanent cure if properly administered.
About three years ago I received a wire
from Conductor Smith advising me that he would not take
rear brakeman Jones out another trip.
At about the same
time I received one from Jones advising me that he would
not go out with Smith another trip.
I called them to the
office and inquired as to the nature of their trouble.
Smith
said Jones would not answer when given instructions, and
so on.
Jones said Smith would not talk to him or show
him their train orders. Both confirmed their messages, refusing to go out another trip on the same train.
I then
asked them if they knew why the bulldog and the striped
hyena are the most vicious of fighters.
Both replied that
they did not. "Because they are the most ignorant," said I.
"Both get a neck hold and won't let go." Smith and Jones
smiled and said they did not want to be looked upon by
their fellow employees and superior officers as human bulldogs and hyenas. "Then shake hands," said I, "and promall

disjK)sitions

grouch,

ise to

as

in

cure.

be gentlemen in the future; be brothers in fact as well
name."
This mild treatment effected a permanent

was harmony

It

lowest ranks of the profession, that not a
few railway officers are included within its numbers and,
furthermore, by the formation recently of several draftsmen's
and engineers" unions affiliated with the American Federa-

in the concrete.

S.

J.

M.

est as well as the

Labor and composed of men who, presumably, were
not attracted by the outlook and policies of the American
In opposition to this view it must be recogAssociation.
nized that this asscxriation includes among its members the
more radical men of the profession, these being perhaps not
so much its younger members as older men who have not been
Moreover, there has been more than one
ver\' successful.
attempt to stampede the organization into the American
Federation of Labor, and into the adoption of union labor
policies and methods.
While the prospects of the success of such attempts may

Effects of Punitive Overtime

tion of

be small, it is but fair to call attention to them, since it
would be most unfortunate if commonly adopted by
labor organizations should be introduced into the engineering
Seniority, limitation of output and the strike
profession.
should have no place in engineering. Doubtless many members of the American Association of Engineers would make
so earnest a fight against the adoption of these objectionable
methods of labor unions that there is little prospect of their
The tendency,
being adopted, in the near future at least.
is there and it must be carefully watched.
Their future
older associations are also on trial.
contingent largely on their retaining the interest and

however,

St.

To THE

Lovis,

Mo.

Editor:

Railway Age of May 2 on the retrain and enginemen were granted
"punitive overtime" fails in my opinion to mention the most
important thing that would result.
Every one knows that train and enginemen are just like
any other class of workmen, some being verj' efficient, some
passably so, others very inefficient, and a few disloyal to
their employers.
Some of them figure only on getting by
as easily as possible and securing the most money possible,
and in no other occupation that I know of can men hold
on as easily as in the train and engine service, for the reason that it is very hard to give it close supervision.
So
many things can happen on a train that can be used as an

Your

editorial in the

sults that

would obtain

if

hard to locate the employees who
and to discharge a man for inefficiency or disloyalty good proof must be available.
On account of the things mentioned, I think the granting
of punitive overtime to these men would be the most disexcuse for delays that

it

is

are inefficient or disloyal

astrous thing that

;

was ever done.

sympathy of the young men. The outcome will depend upon
the extent to which these established institutions can turn
their united and enthusiastic efforts to solving the problems
It is true that they have undertaken the task
of the present.

many men who take pride in taking a
tonnage train over a 100-mile division in from five to eight
There are others who
hours, and do it almost every day.
cannot do this; not because they do not wish to, but because
There are still others who will not do
it is not in them.
if it suits them better to make a little extra money by
it

but they must register progress in no uncertain terms.

making a

The
is

All railroads have

little

overtime.

—
May

30,
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and loyal crew will
while the inefficient and disloyal crew
will draw from 30 per cent to 60 per cent more for overtime, thereby putting a premium on inefficiency and disThis in my opinion will, sooner or later, ruin the
loyalty.
efficient and loyal man in train and engine service.
There should be some way provided whereby loyalty and
efficiency will be rewarded, instead of disloyalty and ineffi-

The

draw

result will be that the efficient

straight time,

General Manager.

ciency.

Engineering, a Profession or a Trade
Pittsburgh, Pa.

To THE Editor:
The editorial in the Railway Age of May 2, 1919, entitled
"Shall Engineering Be a Profession or a Trade," contained
certain statements which the writer believes will be misleading to those of your readers who are not familiar with the
recent activities of the American Association of Engineers,
and he begs leave, therefore, to submit the following observations
A profession or a trade
:

is

such when

it

is

considered to

Any group of men who have a common
be so by society.
specialized knowledge may claim its vocation to be a profession; but only when its specialized knowledge has been
raised high above the attainments of most vocations, and
when

its fitness to carr}'

out a particular, difficult, necessary

work has been proven, will men generally concede its right
The right of
to be dignified by the title of profession.
engineers to the use of this word is a comparatively recent
It was not until the requirements of engineering
acquisition.
work compelled the development of a high order of engineer,
and until the engineer had raised his capacity for service
above the
were so rewarded.

to society

abilities

of the trades, that engineers

assertion that this attainment

they retain their standing as professional men; and whatever

may take toward improving their social welfare
have a tendency to reduce the professional standard,
providing there is no violation of the trust reposed in the
profession by society.
Men everj'where concede the right of everyone to receive a
compensation commensurate with his services; and since the
compensation of engineers is obviously inferior to that received by other workers, the writer does not believe that any
fair methods which may be used to bring it to a proper level
steps they
will not

will result in censure of the profession or loss of professional

Collective bargaining

standing.

is

not inconsistent with pro-

fessional principles, provided one of the parties does not use

unfairly any advantage he may possess.
Surely a bargain
consummated after a fair bidding between the contracting
parties is less open to criticism than price-fixing by a group
maintaining a monopoly; and yet the price-fixing method is
the one used by the legal and medical professions. It is perti-

nent to remark, perhaps, that such price-fixing

is

scarcely

from the essential rules of action of trades-unions,
but has met with little opposition, because the clients of the
lawyers and physicians have not been organized to resist its
application as the employers of labor have been able to
resist the prices proposed by the trades.
Standardization of positions and working conditions may
result in stifling individual ability and initiative if carried to
the point where methods, operations, and processes are standardized.
Nothing of this sort has been proposed, however,
different

nor will

it

in railroad service, in order that a wage increase
applied fairly.
Standard wages already exist in individual railroad organizations without causing a loss in professional standing; although at present the maximum wage for certain positions is
standard, while the proposed schedule calls for a minimum
wage.
Knowing this to be true, the writer cannot see that
if the Railroad Administration adopts the schedule proposed
by the American Association of Engineers it will have the
results you submit.
Railroad engineers do not propose to use trades-union
tactics.
This was evidenced by the sympathetic enthusiasm
shown at the railroad engineers' conference in Chicago on
March 1 7 at the reply of W. W. K. Sparrow, corporate chief
engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, to the question as to what he would do should the railroads refuse to
consider the schedule of wages proposed, when he said, "I
would not strike." Those who witnessed that incident came
away with the feeling that what was to be done could be
accomplished, and would be, by no sacrifice of professional
titles u.sed

may be

ethics.

You are right in saying that "present conditions call for
sober thinking on the part of all engineers in railway service."
It requires little thought, however, to decide to avoid
trades-union methods
professional instinct will prevent

—

but the question to be given serious thought is this:
Is the pride in one's profession, and the pleasure of doing
railroad work, worth the difference between the compensation
offered to railroad engineers and that enjoyed by men of simithat;

work? The writer can assure you
railroad engineers have already decided this
question in the negative.
Cedric B. Smith.

lar qualifications in other

that very

many

The American Association

may

be lost by standardization of wages and positions, such as is proposed, and
by collective bargaining, seems unfounded. So long as engineers expand their activities and develop their abilities to
meet the ever increasing demands of society, just so long will

The
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be; the only standardization proposed

is

of the

of

Engineers
Chicago.

To THE

Editor:

In an editorial appearing in your issue of May 2 you ask
question "Shall Engineering Be a Profession or a
Trade?" You clearly indicate in your reply that it is your
opinion the American Association of Engineers would make
it a trade, while the older technical societies represented by
Engineering Council would not. You say the American Association is patterned in many ways after the trade unions.
Before deciding to join the American Association I studied
this very carefully as I am strongly
I might say violently
opposed to the introduction of trade union methods into an
engineering organization. I was thoroughly satisfied that the
American Association, beyond being a business organization,
as is the United States Chamber of Commerce, had nothing
in common with trade unionism and had no intention of
adopting trade union methods.
You say the membership of the American Association is
apparently among the younger men in the field.
If that is
true, and it well may be, it is a good thing for the association
and speaks well for its future. The American Association
does not believe in its policy or its government being limited
to those of the profession occupying high positions.
It believes, as all pay the same entrance fee and annual dues, its
governing council should be representative of all and it
should be neither ruled by the rank and file or members of its
superior grades, and that each and every one should be endowed with the same rights and privileges. In other words,
its policy and its governing council are in the control of its
members and are intended to express their desires and not,
as is often the case, the desires and opinions of a select few
who really represent but a verj' small minority of the ])rofession as a whole.
You say the association has advocated standardization of
the

—
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do not think, in view of the rapid monthly increase in
membership, that the American Association of Engineers
requires a brief in its behalf, but as I believe your paper
does not desire to intentionally mislead its readers I wish to
correct what I believe is a wrong impression of the organization of the American Association.
W. W. K. Sparrow,
I

its

Chief

Corporate

fliigincer,

Chicaso,

Milwaiikt-

S:

.St.

Paul;

<li

American Association of Enginecis.
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(ar,

M

or

\wr (cnt, effecting a saving of ,539,736

cars through the heavier loading of e(|uipment.

The railroads, consignees and shi|)i)ers themselves have
been greatly benefited in the fewer number of cars switched
and weighed, to say n(<thing of the relief from congestion on
the railroads, particularly at terminal points, improved
service made possible by lessened congestion, and the great
saving in operating expenses that was brought about by the
fewer cars, both empties and loads, that were kcjjt out of the
various classification and interchange yards of tlie railroads
from point of shipment to destination.
This record proves conclusively the real value of conserving freight car ccjuipment at all times, and if the shipping
pul)lic generally would note the enormous saving in equipment that has been created by these companies with only
32 per cent increase in the average load in the period of seven
years, how much could be accomplished if all shippers would
adopt the United States Railroad Administration's rule of
loading to 10 per cent above the stenciled capacity, or to
firmly fix the rule to load to 100 per cent of the carrying
capacity whenever possil)le.
J. Fred Townsend,
Traffic Manager, National Tube Compi«jr.

Cars
I'lnsin'Ki.ii,

Inequitable Sick-Leave Rules

I'a.

To THE

Editor:
The United States Railroad Administration, through its
Car Service Section, has recently issued an appeal to the
shipping public, inviting attention to the accomplishments
and the policy of the Railroad Administration with regard to

urging shippers to continue their
towards l:)ringing about improved transportation conditions by continued heavy loading and pointing out that
this co-operation of shippers has been a very material factor
1.
An increased car supply; 2., lessened
in compassing:
congestion on the railroads, particularly at terminal points;
and 3., improved service made possible by such lessened
freight car ccmservation,

efforts

^

congestion.

The 1.^ shipping companies of the United States Steel Corporation have conducted a vigorous campaign for the heavier
loading of cars, and during 1918 the average carload shipments of these companies was 91,500 lb. per car. The average marked capacity per freight car in this country is only
80,000 lb., and the average carload of all railroads throughout the country on all shipments, including the traffic referred
to, was only 58,200 lb. per loaded car, or an average of
33, .^00 lb. per car less than the record made by the subsidiary
companies of the United States Steel Corporation.
While the 13 shipping companies referred to increased the
average carload on outbound shipments during 1918 only
3,600 lb. per car, there was effected an actual saving of
63,828 cars, as compared with the loading for the year 1917,
when the average was 87,900 lb. per loaded car. This does
not include the cars loaded with iron ore by the Oliver Iron

Mining

Co.,

—

also

a

Steel

Corporation subsidiary

—

all

of

which were loaded to the average of 50 tons per car. To
include these would have tended to increase the average load,
but would have been misleading.
Taking the average haul per ton of revenue freight throughout the country of the individual railroad as 166 miles, and
the loaded freight cars per train as 25 cars, the railroads
throughout the United States were saved 10,595,448 car
miles, or 423,818 train miles; the 63,828 fewer cars used

and at the average
the saving of this number of
cars actually resulted in increased earnings to the raHroads
of $1,709,045.76 without any increased operating expense.

means

that these cars were in other service

freight revenue of

16.13

ct.

During the last seven years, the 13 shipping comr)an'e<; of
the United States Steel Corporation have increased the average carload from 69,200 lb. per car in the vear 1911 to
91,500 lb. per car in the year 1918, an increase of 22,300

New York

City.

To THE Editor:
no mention in your paper of an order which has just
on prominent roads affecting the compensaThese employees
tion of employees who are paid by salary.
^draughtsmen, and clerks in engineering offices, clerks in
have had
other offices at headquarters, and many others
various benefits conferred on them by the supplements to the
general wage order, but now a good deal of this is knocked
over by a sweeping order providing that a deduction shall
he made for any absence on account of sickness.
The justification for this order is, presumably, that a man
who is allowed extra compensation when he works more than
he normal hours, should equally be "docked" when he works
To this the answer is that for
less than the normal hours.
nearly all salaried men the overtime provision is of no beneI see

j;one into effect

—

fit;

in
is

they never

many

work overtime; while

the deduction for illness

cases will be a very costly matter.

The

net effect

a general reduction of salary.

Government employees, I understand, lose pay when off
because of illness, but are allowed, in addition to the annual
vacation, one day off a month.
Railroad employees, under
the new order, get the unfavorable end of this arrangement
(the docking) and not the favorable end of it (the monthly
allowance of a day off).
Consider the case of a salaried man who stays home for a
couple of days with a cold, and for the next two weeks comes
an hour early each morning and works on Saturday afternoon,
Under the old arrangement, the
to catch up with his work.
usual American plan, his salary went on without interruption.
Under the new order, he is docked for the days he is ill, and
receives no allowance for the extra time he works to catch up;
for under one of the "jokers" in the existing rules, there is no
overtime allowance for the first hour of extra time in any day,
nor for the first five hours of extra time on Saturday afternoon, in an office w-orking the usual 38 hours a week.
Under the new rule, as anybody can easily predict, many
a man with a cold or a slight digestive disorder will come to
the office and mope around half sick, doing little work, for
a week, instead of staying home for a day, as he would have
done under the old arrangement, and getting cured up. The
text of the order has not been given out, so far as I have seen.
The persons to whom it applies are in general unorganized,
and without means of making an effective protest against it,

E.D.

C.
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Trip Over the Railway Lines of Mexico
Situation

Much Improved. Large Amount to be Spent
Worn Out Equipment.

to

Replace Destroyed and

By

P.

Harvey Middleton

Executive Assistant,

Part
IS

AN unfortunate FACT

1.

Railway Business Association

Growth, or Railways and Present Needs

that the principal items of

Mexican capital at 1 1 a. m. through a countn, which
differed but little from that on the American side, for this
stretch of territory is one of the few in the Mexican republic
to the

IT news

from Mexico are reports of the activities of Villistas, Zapatistas, and Felicistas and of other rebels and
bandits who infest certain portions of Mexico, and that the
average American is convinced that Mexico is an industrial,
physical, political and financial ruin.
That this is far from
the truth was strikingly emphasized to me on my trip
through Mexico from April 11 to May 10.

When

I

was

invited to

The

make

a trip over the railway lines

Station at San Luis Potosi.

of Mexico under government control,
self of the opportunity to obtain at

I

gladly availed

hand

my-

and
Leaving New
8, we reached Laredo, Texas, on the morning of April 11.
Here we laid over for a day. The Pullman Company will not at present allow any of its cars
to cross the Rio Grande, and none of the American railway
companies will permit their passenger or freight cars to
go into Mexico. So on the morning of April 12 we crossed
the river in an automobile to Nuevo Laredo and boarded
the train of the National Railways of Mexico.
Our Pullman was a duplicate of the one we had traveled
in from San Antonio to Laredo, and we began our joumev
figures regarding transportation

York on April

tirst

conditions.

facts

show mountains against the skyline. The line
traversed the deserts of the great plateau and passed through
hundreds of miles of dry and treeless plains.
En route
we passed many freight cars in bad order, with holes roughly
patched with pieces of wood or tin, and at Monterey, which
that does not

we reached

in the late afternoon, we saw 30 locomotive
frames standing within the steel skeleton of what was apparently once a repair shop.
Our military guard of 40
soldiers, which we had taken on at Nuevo Laredo, was
changed here for a fresh set. These traveled with us as
far as San Luis Potosi, and here the guard was again
changed for the run to the capital.
The journey by rail from Laredo to IVIexico City was
made with no other delay than that occasioned by locomotive troubles on steep grades, requiring in consequence
a
few more hours than in the old days of almost clock-like
precision of operation, when the roads were in perfect condition and rolling stock was abundant.
The arable land
in the northern portion of the republic, confined to narrow
limits at best, is either under cultivation or being put into
condition for production, and as the central portion of the
plateau was reached, and the fertile valleys of San Luis
Potosi, Queretaro, Guanajuato, and other states were traversed, a scene of agricultural activity was obsen'ed.
Piles
of ore at various stations indicated that mining is active.
The railway from Laredo to Mexico City was originally
a narrow gage line, built under American auspices.
It was
opened for traffic in November, 1888, and the widening
to standard gage was completed in 1903.
The length of
the main line to the capital is 803 miles, and it is the
shortest route between the frontier and the capital.
On
the journey the train crosses the states of Tamaulipas, Nuevo
Leon, Coahuila, San Luis Potosi, Guanajuato, Queretaro,
Hidalgo, and penetrates the state of Mexico.
Many stations and a great deal of rolling stock were
destroyed on this line during the revolution, but the government has rebuilt tracks, bridges and stations, has repaired
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and pualia.Mil itdliii^ .stoik, and is still repairing and ])urchasing more as llu- income warrants. 'I'hc heavy expcn.ses
have been met with no other source of revenue than tlic

inonunl on

ordinar) business of the line, with the necessity of carrying military guards on all trains at heavy cost.

In view of this situation, large purchases of sui)pli<"s must
be made within the next twelve months to keej) the railways
running.
I'urdiases are being made constantly by the New

Mexico's Shortage of Railway Equipment

Mexican Government Railway Adminiswhich has a bank credit of ai)out ^250,000 a month
("ol.
Paulino l'"oiites, general manager
for this purjjose.
of the goveniment lines south of Mexico City, is at the

We

Mexico City at 2 a. m. on Monday, April
14, and on the following day I began an investigation
at the offices of the Mexican Government Railway Adminisarrived at

of Mexico City there are
up awaiting material with whidi to
them, as well as 400 IcKomotives and 225 tank cars.
tlie

lines nortli

freight tars laid

.S.OOO

repair

\'ork office of the
tration,

tration with the object of a.scertaining the extent of the
deterioration of the physical e(|uipment of the railways under
government control. At the end of three week.s I was al)le
to construct a tal)le showing the shrinkage in the railwax

equijmient of Mexico since 1913, as the result of revolutions and the lack of material with which to repair rolling
stock.
This table is given below:

ber (lcstroyc<l

condemned
nee 1913
StaiuiarJ gaite ho

Standard gage

cattle ca

This Section Car Is All That Was Left of the Equipment of
the San Jorges Bay & Eastern, Sonora After a Rebel Raid
Narrow gage

Standarcl

cittle cars

time of writing in New York with the object of increasing
funds available for this purpose, and in June V. L.
Blanco, general purchasing agent of the lines north of Mexico

the

gage

Narrow gage gondolas

City, will also visit
list

Standard gage hopper car

New York

Growth
Standard gage

Narrow gage

flat

cars

to obtain prices for a large

of materials.

of

Railways

may

be well here to give a brief review of the development of Mexico railways prior to the Carranza regime.
It

car

flat

Standard gage coke ca

Standard gage tank cars

Narrow gage tank

cars

25.0
13.6

Standard gage cabooses

Narrow gage cabooses
Standard gage ballast

Standard

gage

car;

passenger

cars,

combination

tirst and second class
Narrow gage passenger cars, combination
and second class

22
first

Standard gage passenger cars, second class
Narrow gage passenger cars, second class
Standard gage combination, baggage, mail and
I

express
Narrow gage combination, baggage, mail and
express

12

55
'

44

The Remains

of the

Round House

of the

San Jorges Bay

38

and Eastern
19

Merely to bring the Mexican railways back to the state
of efficiency existing under the American operating officials
prior to the revolution it will be necessary to replace all
In addition, it is estithe rolling stock mentioned above.
mated that there will be needed 87,500 tons of rails, accesSince 1910 revolutions have resulted
sories and supplies.
in the destruction of over 10,000 freight cars. At the present

Railway construction in Mexico started in 1854, when a line
was placed in operation between Vera Cruz
This line was gradually extended to the
capital which was reached in 1873.
From 1877 to 1882
Mexico built more miles of railroad than any other LatinAmerican country, the average yearly construction during
that period being 428 miles.
In 1905 the railway mileage
of ten miles
and Tejeria.
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In 1908 the National Railways of Mexico was incorporated

kilometer, according to the difficulty of the work.

and unite the properties
Mexico and the Mexican Central.
The latter system, which thus became part of the National system, was incorporated in Massachusetts in 1880.
The Mexican Government offered a subsidy of $15,200
a mile, and the right was granted to import all materials
for construction, repair and operation free of duty for 15

Mexico amounted to 10,557, and in 1910 it was 15,260.
There has been very little new mileage built since that
Most of these railways have received subsidies from
date.
the Mexican government ranging from $6,000 to $10,000 per
In 1903 the Mexican minister of finance, Limantour,
purchased $5,000,000 of 4^^ per cent second debenture
This purchase led soon
stock of the Interoceanic Railway.
afterwards to a further investment by the Mexican gov-

in the United States to take over

of the National Railroad of

with the further right of exemption from taxation
50 years, dating from the completion of the line.
The main line was built from Mexico City to Ciudad
Juarez, 1,224 kilometers, branches and subsidiary lines
The
bringing the total mileage up to 3,426 kilometers.
Central claimed that there were but four cities in the whole
republic possessing anything over 5,000 inhabitants which
were not served by one or other of its systems, main line
The largest and most
branches, divisions or extensions.
important places outside of Mexico City itself which this
Guadalajara, 125,000 inhabitants;
railway serves are:
Leon, with 70,000; Aguascalientes and Zacatecas, each Vv'ith
40,000; Guanajuato and Queretaro, each with 45,000, and
numerous other towns with populations ranging from 35,000
years,
for

down

How

the Rebels

—

Leave an Engine Stripped
and Other Metal

of

Its

Brass

emment

in railway stock, this time with the express object
of exerting its interests both on the policy and routine of
the National Railroad Company, the stock of which was

Limantour visited New York
acquired by the government.
and Europe in 1903, and while in the former concluded
with Speyer & Co. an arrangement whereby the Mexican
government became the owner of a block of shares of the
National Railway which gave it a preponderating influence.

The Railways

to

1

,000.

This railway serves the most fertile and productive portion of Mexico, carrying a great mineral traffic, and passing
through the enormously valuable silver belt which formerly
yielded one-third of the entire silver production of the world.
It reaches manufacturing districts such as Jimenez, the
cotton producing district of Lerdo, Torreon, where there are
cotton mills; Aguascalientes, with woolen mills, silver and

copper smelters, and also the location of the largest railway
machine shops, and San Luis Potosi, with its population of
about 60,000.

The

International Railroad,

tional system,

of

Mexico

was

now

started in 1882

also a part of the

Na-

by that great American
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piomrr, ('()lli> 1'. lluiuiiintoii ;it Ciudud I'orfirio
The next
Diaz, and in .-^ix years it liad reaclu-d Torroon.
extension was to Durango, center of a ricli mineral district,
whiih was reached in 1902. lUiiUin.nton surveyed the line
from l)uranj{o to the Pacific port of Mazatlan, but it was
never finished.
The Mexican jjoverinnent has at present
Eighty
under consideration the completion of this line.
miles have already been built west of Durango, but the
remainder is in a mountainous region, where some 20 tunnels of various lengths and .U) large bridges will be required.
It is estimated tliat the cost of the extension will
be al)out $15,000,000, l)Ut the exix*nditure will be warranted by the opening of a rich agricultural, mining, and
railro;ul

timber region.
coal
coal

fields

of

'I"he

International at ])resent serves the rich
and furnishes the outlet for the
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iKiani(,

fir.'it
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and coke of the famous San Esperanza mines. Twois derived from its mineral

The Mexican Railway
al).'iolutely

infested

length

On these northern lines, all standard gage, trains are
being run without interruption except in a few districts,
notably the line from Chihuahua to Ciudad Juarez, where
At the time I was in Mexico
the Villi.'^tas are operating.

is

and several smaller lines.
Mexican Railway, the

the

witli

tlie

outside

world,

operated today under conditions

uni(|ue in railroading.

state

l>y

is

miles.

of Vera Cruz,

it

Running
is

througli the rebel-

j)rotected

throughout

its

There arc 70 of
tekplione, one about

a .system of forts, or block houses.

tliese l)lock hou.ses, each connected Ijy
every four miles, l)uilt close to the track, on raised ground,
with watch towers, manned with Carranza soldiers. Ditches
are excavated around each fort, and these ditches are protected by ijarl)ed wire entanglements strung at a reasonable
distance from the trenches and around them.

A
Owing
Mexico

Trip Through the Danger Zone

to rebel activities

line at night.

traffic.

Soutiiern,

of these

put Mexico in touch

to

line

length

Coahuila,

thirds of the revenue of the mines

Mexican

llie

The most important

no

trains are operated on this

l)oarded the train at the Buenavista station,
City, on the night of May 7, and we pulled out at
I

(April 11 to May 10) trains l^etween Monterey and Matamoras, Monterey and Tampico, and Monterey and Torreon, were being operated without interruption, although a
train was blown up by bandits Ijetween Monterey and TamFreight
pico, and traffic suspended for one day on April 11.
and passenger traffic has been augmented to a large extent.
From Saltillo to Piedras Negras the coal traffic has increased

Train and Tunnel on the Mexican Southern
5 a.

m. with a military guard and made an uneventful run

across the central plateau to Esperanza.
On leaving this
station we soon struck the most perilous part of the run
through the mountains, a mile and a half above sea level,

from Esperanza to Maltrata.
The line is almost unsurpassed from a scenic point of view, ascending from the

Mexico

valley of

ing

its

highest

to the summit of the Sierra Madre, reachpoint at Acocotla, near San Marcos, an

elevation of 8,310

feet.

At one point,

at

Alta Luz, the

train is 2,919 feet higher than the topmost point of

Maltrata Mountain on the Mexican Railway Between Mexico
City and Vera Cruz. The White Line on the Hill
Is the

Railway

The
is large and regular.
from Tampico to San Luis Potosi, which had been
temporarily interrupted, had been restored to operation.
From this city to Laredo traffic is normal and has been for
an extended period.
The lines south of Mexico City under government conThe Mexican Railway from the capital to Vera
trol are:
Cruz; the Vera Cruz and Isthmus; the Tehuantepec National, the Alvarado Railway, the Pan American, the Intergreatly, while passenger traffic

line

Mount

Washington, and we looked down upon the valley spread out
like a chessboard thousands of feet below, as the train
plunged around dizzy barrancas, over spidery bridges
spanning profound cafions, or along the curving roadbed
cut in the solid rock of the mountain side.
All the way down the mountains we could trace the road,
its serpentine trail drawn in and out of the valley and along
the ridges, ever and anon doubling upon itself, but ever
descending.
At the Maltrata Incline the scenery is indescribable, the eye dominating a thousand square miles of
mountain ridge and tropical valley, and from the car window it looks for all the world like the view from an aeroplane.
One's mind shudders at the possibilities of a stick
A
of dynamite carefully placed by a bandit at this point.
few days before at Las Vegas, in these same mountains, on
the narrow gage Interoceanic Railway, a train was dynamited
by Felicistas and a number of persons killed.
Reaching Orizaba, we notice for a mile or so along the
line great piles of wrecked railway equipment, the twisted
frames of cars of every description, engine frames, wheels
by the hundred with and without trucks, elcxjuent testimony to past revolutionary activity. Here we were joined
by what they call the "explorers' train" to protect us from
rebel attacks through the heavily wooded sections between

I

:
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and Vera Cruz. This train consists of a locomoand four cars filled with soldiers, with soldiers also
riding on the car roofs, fully armed, and ready for instant

1301

this point

Ijeing

tive

Acapulco on the

Our

action.

.

train

followed behind,

with

another carload

on the rear. We soon reach tiie most dangerous
pass on the line, going through a series of tunnels and then
of soldiers

to con.struct

a line from Vera Cruz on the Gulf to

which is narrow gage,
ultimate destination.
The Tehuantepec National, recently purchased from the
Pearsons of London by the Mexican government, was comis

Pacific, but the line,

far short of

still

its

1907.
The total length of the line, which crosses
Isthmus of Tehuantepec from the Gulf of Mexico to
the Pacific, is 190 miles.
There is also a small branch
line.
Fine harbors have been constructed at the ports of
Salina Cruz on the Pacific and Puerto Mexico on the Atlantic.
Large warehouses have been erected for the storage
of freight.
At both places trains are run up to the ship's
side, where there are electric cranes for loading and unloading.
There is a fine dry dock at Salina Cruz.
A large amount of traffic which formerly went around
Cape Horn or across the Panama Railway now goes via
Tehuantepec.
This route is 1,200 miles shorter between
New York and San Francisco than the Panama canal. Not
only is it a shorter route to the Pacific ports of the United
States, but to the Orient and Australia.
Sugar cargoes, for
instance, can be carried from Hawaii to New York via
Tehuantepec, a distance of 5.305 miles, instead of carrying
them around Cape Horn, over 12,000 miles.
In the rebuilding of the Tehuantepec Railway and the improvement
of the two ports $65,000,000 has already been spent.
I)leted in

the

Equipment
The

following equipment

is

in Service

on the lines

at present in use

under government control
Standard
gage

Railways

Locomotives
cars
j Passenger
[Freight cars
r Locomotives
^ Passenger
cars.

767
497

r

Railways

National

National Tehuantepec

t

A

Carranzista Guard at Boka Station on the Mexican Railway
Waiting for the Train They Are to Protect Between
Mexico City and Vera Cruz

X'era

Cruz & Isthmus.

Freight

\

r

92 ft. above the river. Eight cast and wrought iron pillars
on masonry bases uphold it, and when a long train is winding across it the horseshoe effect is very striking.
Shortly
after this we reached Cordoba, and from here to the coast
the run was through level country, Vera Cruz being reached

Mexican Railway

to

Alvarado

-I

[
f

at

p. m., the journey from the capital having taken
over 13 hours.

Other Southern Lines

The Mexican Southern Railway,

also

operated

to

{

47

,

12
.

1,008

16
10
193

cars.
cars.
.

.

cars.

Locomotives

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

Passenger car..
Freight cars.
.

.

Locomotives
Passenger cars.
.

I

F'reight

(

Freight

cars

.

.

.

.

.

.

54
58
569

13

105

158

shippers

The

Ii,062

gage
295
258
2.77?

Central Railway was

cars.

among

,263

the first in

Mexico

to

Passenger Train Between Mexico City and Vera Cruz

6:15
little

.

Locomotives
Passenger car.
Freight

a

.

.

Pan American
Vera Cruz

of the

.

Passenger
Freight

creeping gingerly across the Metlac Bridge, 350 ft. long,
built upon a curve of 325 ft. radius, on a 3 per cent grade,

The "Explorers Train" Which Runs Ahead

cars.

.

Narrow

by the

government, runs from the city of Puebla to the city of
Two years
Oaxaca, and was built with British capital.
were spent in completing the line, which passes through an
The track parallels the Inexceedingly difficult country.
The Interoceanic Railteroceanic line as far as Amozoc.
way was incorporated in 1888 by a special charter, the idea

adopt oil burning engines, and today practically all the
Mexican railways use them. There are a large number of
storage tanks, and special oil tank cars used for carrying
petroleum from the wells to these tanks.
The number of employees on the railways under government control in Mexico is 31,588, of which only 69 are
Gross receipts for the year ended June 30, 1918,
foreigners.
of the government lines (8,119 miles), amounted to $29,240,485 U. S. currency, and the operating expenses were
$19,151,808, net operating income therefore being $10.088,677.

A

Frank Talk on Railroad Labor Questions
Owners

of Railroad Securities Should Be Prevented
from Getting Undue Share of the Profits

By Walker

D. Hines

Diri'dor Ociicral of Kiiilroads*

siAKi Willi

I waul U) tell you that
ni_\' vii'ws with reimportance and advantage of organization
in laljor, have gone through a process of evolution. As
you can well understand, with my earh- training I was naturally brought up to have serious doubts as to the desirability
of labor organization at all. But long before I tenniiiated my
connection with the railroad companies my own powers of
rea.soning had led me to .see that it was an inevital)le and indeed a desirable evolution of civilization that there should \>c
labor organizations to represent in a collective way the

To

spect to

interest

of

produce

tlic

And
it

is

tlie

individuals who really do the work
wealth of this world in which we live.

the

and

I

man who

belongs to the particular laljor order, but
and indeed for lousiness itself,
that there shall be this effective method of representation for
such an important element in the production of the wealth
of the country.
So that I approach the [jroljlems that have
confronted me as director general in connection with labor
matters w'ith a spirit of entire cordiality toward the handling
of these matters through labor organizations, and I am satisalso for society in general,

cannot be effectively handled either from the
standpoint of the management or from the standpoint of
society in any other way.
When we are dealing with such large problems as must
be dealt with in the great industrial enterprise of the country, it has come to me by degrees, as I have thought over
these things, that the classes whose interest needs to be considered primarily are made up of the human beings who do
the work in this world, and of the human beings who are
the ultimate consumers of the things produced in this world,
and I don't think their interest can properly be represented
except through the orderly processes of organization.
It is particularly a pleasure to me to have this opportunity
to address one of the oldest of the labor organizations, and
one which has been characterized throughout by a systematic
and business-like method of procedure and particularly by
strict observance of its own laws.
And so I come before
you to discuss the matters in a spirit of appreciation of the
importance of labor organization in general, and especially
in a spirit of admiration for the organization to which you
fied that they

gentlemen belong.
it is a part of the development of civilization
must be an increasing participation on the part
the employees in any great enterprise in the management

I feel that

that there
of

of the business of that enterprise.
The old-fashioned idea
that nobody was concerned in the business except those who

furnished the capital has largely disappeared, and, of course,
will have to disappear altogether because the people who
furnish the work and who do the work are of the greatest
importance in accomplishing the result and the business that
is done is their business just as much as it is the business
of the people who have furnished the capital.
And there
must, therefore, be a participation there must be a voice
on what is done on both sides on behalf of the people who
do the work as well as on behalf of the people who furnish
the money.

—

*From an address before the grand division of the Brotherhood of Railroad Conductors, St. Louis, May 19, 1919.

Ijelieving that there will

that,

on the

of

jiart

be that increasing ])arthese matters,

the employees on

take advantage of this opportunity to tell you
of the problems of this business in which,
in a way, you are ])artners; and I think it will be of interest
to you and it w-ill be helj)ful to me to explain this situation.
I

want

to

.some

briefly

we have
months, January, Feljruary
and March, and even in those three months it appears that
we have fallen $192,000,000 short of earning enough to
pay the rental for the three months. The public sees this
With

respect to the calendar year 1919, so far

the tentative reports

deficit

have come more and more to the conviction that
the right thing and the advantageous thing, not only

for the

So

licipation

and

it

sees the

due

three

for

fact of

government

federal control, and

it

says

think the public
The conditions of
is mistaken in reaching that conclusion.
this year are somewhat different from the conditions last
year, but the reason for this deficit, as I .see it, can be fairly
the deficit

is

stated in this

In the

first

to

control.

I

way:
place, the increase in the cost of materials

supplies has been

felt to

months of 1919 than

a

much

and

greater extent in these early

in the early

months of 1918.

In the

weather has been unusually favorable,
and an exceptionally large amount of maintenance work has
been done.
In the third place, the increase in wages has
shown more fully in these three months than in the three
months a year ago, and the increase in the operating cost,
due partly to wages and partly to increase in cost of materials has been very much more than the increase in the
second

place,

the

rates.
I should say broadly, that our increased costs would vary
on the different railroads from 50 per cent to 80 per cent
or 90 per cent, or more, taking materials, labor, and everything that goes to make up operating cost, whereas the transportation rates have been increased a little less than 25

per cent.

The
affairs,

fact is that every one of us

and

power of the dollar
which has been
purchasing power
such an extent that

cost

knows

in his

own domestic

in every other relationship, that the purchasing

has been greatly diminished by the high
the outgrowth of the

war

conditions.

The

has been diminished to
the dollar and a quarter which the Railroad Administration now gets for transportation service for
which the railroad formerly received one dollar, goes much
less far in meeting its cost than the dollar did before.
That, though, is not the whole story.
To a very large
extent this unsatisfactory condition for the first three months
of 1919 has been due to a falling off in business.
The passenger business has kept up pretty well, and in some parts
of the country has shown an improvement.
of

the

dollar

Generally speaking, the freight business has fallen off
That has differed in different parts of the country.
I just came back from Texas, where they are not only very
optimistic about prospects of large crops, but they are also
feeling the effect of an extraordinary oil development in the
northern part of the state, and the result is that in some parts
of Texas there is an increase in the freight business as well
But taking the country as a
as in the passenger business.
whole, there is a very considerable loss in the freight business, and that has gone far to create this large deficit.
I find a disposition on the part of some elements of the
seriously.
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public to think that there ouglit to be an immediate increase
in transportation rates in order to take care of this deficit,
but we see sometimes a peculiar inconsistency on the part
of the gentlemen who urge that. They say, on the one hand,
that the increase in cost is due to government control and
will not happen under private management; but they say,
on the other hand, that we ought to have the increase in rates

so that when the private managements do get the railroads
back they will be able to take care of these increased costs.
I find that inconsistency running through the minds of a
great

many

people.

is that there are too many temporary
conditions to justify any definite action at the moment in
are going to get some additional
increasing rates.
economy in operation, a reduction in the cost of material, and

My own

judgment

1303

and 16 to General Order 27
wanted that matter considered
Accordingly, the matl)y the Board of Adjustment No. 1.
ter was referred to the Board of Adjustment No. 1 for a
report, and I had hoped there would be a report from that
board which would be exceedingly useful to me in reaching
a conclusion.
The Board, however, was not able to agree
on a report and has submitted two separate reports which
do not aid me in reaching a conclusion on this important
subject.
So that I have the responsibility, without the aid
of the advice I had hoped to get from the board, to decide
this very important question, and I will have to exercise
that responsibility and make a decision.
stand

when Supplements

were issued

I

We

undoubtedly a very large increase in business, and these
things are going to operate to make the conditions more
And my own judgment has been that until we
favorable.
can make a better survey of that situation we ought not to
make an increase in transportation rates, and the reason I
feel that particularly is that I feel that an increase in transportation rates will immediately be reflected in an increase

in the cost of living.

Whenever

there arises any reason for an increase in cost

pay the amount of the increase,
and the amount of the increase in the price is several times

of anything, the public has to

big as the reason justifies.
So, if after study of the
it is discovered that the government ought to have
$300,000,000 additional per year to pay the operation and
rental, and increases the rates accordingly, there would be
as

matter,

had been passed along
consumer of food and clothes and other things
which we all have to buy, the public would pay a billion
or a billion and a half on account of the $300,000,000 the
government would be getting, because the prices would be
increased by the manufacturer and the wholesaler and the
serious danger that after the increase

to the ultimate

retailer.

Hence

I

feel

that in the interest of the general

consuming public we ought to be exceedingly cautious about
making the increase in transportation rates.
While an
increase of rates beyond the 25 per cent may be necessan,- to
take care of increased costs running from 50 to 80 or 90
per cent, yet improvements in conditions may accomplish a
great deal in wiping out the deficit without any increase in
the transportation rates.

About a month or so ago, when the responsibility came
me of deciding upon the issuance of Supplements 15
and 16 to General Order 27, I was aware of the attitude that
a large part of the public would take.
With that tendency
to quick and short-cut reasoning, I knew there would be a
general disposition to say that the railroads were running
at a loss and therefore under no circumstances should there
be an increase in wages.
I felt, however, that this was a case where the government was bound to do equity and justice, and that if the
conclusion was reached that an increase was necessary in
order to give the employees, whom you and the other trainsmen's organizations represent, a reasonable equality with
other railroad employees, it was the duty of the government
to do it; so I made those orders.
And I undertook as far
to

My

as I could to explain the situation to the public.
observation of the public has been that it has always failed
to appreciate the important conditions which apply to the

wages of the members of trainmen's organizations and to
think that wages are all right, which are, in fact, decidedly
below what they ought to be. And in the statement I made
to the public I tried to point out the reason which I believe

was taken.
There is a matter that is of very great interest to you
that I want to speak on briefly, and that is the matter of
punitive overtime in road service; of course, vou under-

justified the stand that

15

explained that

I

Punitive Overtime
I

want you gentlemen

serious responsibility.

to bear in

On

mind

the one hand,

that that
it

is

my

is

a very

duty,

and

have in mind to see that justice is done to you gentlemen
and your associates in the train service.
On the other hand, it is a question in which the general
public also is interested.
In view of the deficit which I
pointed out to you, the condition is such that, in all probabilit)', if there should be any increased cost on this account
it would have to be met by an increase in rates, and therefore, whatever I do, I must be in a position to justify myself
before the public which will have to pay those increased
costs.
I could not decide this matter without saying that
I

I had investigated it and saying that I knew what it was
going to cost.
I must make such an investigation as will
enable me to go before the public just as I did in regard to

Supplements 15 and 16, knowing what the prospect was
what it would cost and the reasons why it ought to be

as to

done.

Now that investigation is going forward and it is not
going to be allowed to drag, and just as soon as possible, I
am going to meet this very important and very difficult problem and announce a decision. In that connection I would
like to remind you that the advantages which have come
from government control of the railroads, to the employees
of the railroads, have also been accompanied with some
disadvantages.
We never can in anything have the advantages without the disadvantages.
Now, as I look at it, more progress has been made in the
recognition of the just rights of labor since federal control
of railroads began, than was made in 20 or 25 years before
that.
I think it is one of the great milestones in the progress
of civilization.

That has come about because the government could deal
with the matter in a unified way and because the government felt that it must deal with these matters in a just and
nondiscriminating way as far as possible. The fact that the
matter is dealt with in that way does involve some delay,
but after all it does not begin to equal the delay that was
encountered under old conditions, and the results produced
But still it is true that in any
have been vastly greater.
particular matter which the government has to deal with
That is
liere, there might be what may be regarded as delay.
partly due to the fact that when we tr)' to deal with a matter
for the entire United States, it is indispensalile that report
shall be obtained from many different railroads and shall
be considered by the various agencies that we have created,
and it takes some time to get the views of the different men
that are to be consulted, because no one man has the physical
power or the mental power to deal with all these matters.
And in addition to that, when it gets to the director general,
there is a question of physical limitation on his part.
It is a
question of how many hours there are in the day and how
much can be done.
In general, I want to tell you that we are working all
the time to try to get a more expeditious settlement of the
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'I'lie work is tremendous.
l.ilior ])r()l)linis tliat iirrivo.
had to he oryaiii/.ed in a very hurried way. Nothing like
Here are 2,000,000 employees,
it had ever iiapin-ned before.
all their rights antl grievances were concentrated on one
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Orders

curniit

of

Regional Directors

It

responsibility,

that

responsibility lieing that of the general

government.
We had to organize various agem ies to deal
with these matters, because no one agency could deal with
'i'lie organization of those agencies has l)cen
all of them,
We had to experiment and feci
an experimental matter.
our way and I'md that some organization was not as good as
we thought it was going to be, and that perhajis a different
organization would l)e lietter. We have to try to avoid one
clashing with another to .some extent, and it is difficult to
define their .<^?parate functions, so we have had to feel our way
We are still very much alive to the necessity
in this matter.
of developing still further the organization which we have
to deal with these problems, and this has been a matter of

me on this trip which I am now finishhoping that by degrees we will perfect still
more the agencies we have created to deal with these labor

great consideration to

and

ing,

am

I

matters.

While

I

have dealt with these practical

will appreciate a thing that

my

cordial

support

of

is

this

details, I

hope you

very clear to me, and that
great

inaugurated under federal control

is,

movement which was
and which has already

progress in the recognition of the rights of the
I think it is a great
employees to operate the railroads.
achievement of civilization, and I am glad to have had a part
in it, and I hope that I can continue to promote that move-

made such

to see the realization of further important results
the ]>rotection of the just interests of the employees of

ment and
in

the railroads.
Now, in conclusion, gentlemen, I want to ask your help
I have been, as I have had the occasion
in another matter.

appealing to the railroad employees to do everything
to increase the efficiency and productiveness
of the Railroad Administration because I feel so strongly
that whatever can be accomplished in that work is something gained for the people in general.
to

do

so,

in their

Of

power

course,

under federal

control, if there are

any

profits,

they belong to the government, and if there are any losses
they have to be sustained by the government and eventually
be paid by an increase in the rates which the public has to
pay.

My

own judgment

is

that,

however

this general rail-

road question shall be solved by the Congress, there will
be a solution which will make sure that in the future the
profits earned by the railroads will be so regulated as to
prevent any undue share of those profits going to the owners
of railroad securities.

think that two things, broadly, should be secured. One
a reasonable assurance of a net return to protect the situation, and another is an equally effective assurance that any
additional return shall not go entirely to the holders of the
railroad securities but shall be shared with the public in some
proper form.
So that whatever can be done by railroad employees in
increasing the efficiency of railroad operation will not only
help in this period of federal control to protect the public,
but, in my opinion, will continue to protect the public after
that, because it will help to keep down the rates of transportation, and whatever can be done to keep down the rates
of transportation will go far towards keeping down the cost
of living and helping it get down from its high level.
So
that amlhing you gentlemen can do, either by your own
work or by presenting an example to other employees, to
increase the efficiency and to save waste, will lay a foundation for further protection of the general public through the
prevention of unnecessary increases in rates, which, as I
say, will be translated into several times that increase in the
I

is

cost of living.

ryA.SSKNGER

Fares for War Industry Workmen.—
canceling Order .SO of the Southwestern
regional director states that the current i)asis and autiiorily for tiie.se fares is contained in the Western Passenger

r'^ Order 204

Committee's circular B-iyO, issued January
Peddling in Cars by Soldiers. The regional

'J'raffic

—

6,

V)V).

director,

Eastern region, Ijy circular IftOO-l.SHAT.Sl, i)romulgates a
warning, received from the War Department, that men in
uniform, presumably di.scharged soldiers are jjcddling and
panhandling on trains. Such practice must be stopped.
Pass Restriction, Pennsylvania Trains. By circular 215
the Southwestern regional director advises that oidy white
passes issued personally by the director general will be honored on the "Broadway Limited" and trip passes will not
be honored on that train unless specially authorized.
Railroad Business Mail.
Circular 212 of the Southwestern regional director refers to Circular S. V. 9 of the
American Railroad Association.
Under this it is permissible for one railroad under federal operation to carry traingrams for a second railroad under federal ojx;ration even
though such traingrams pertain only to tlie business of the
second railroad.

—

—

—

Car Hire Accounts. The regional director, Eastern region,
by circular 600-2 37A753, gives supplementary instructions for the settlement of passenger and freight car hire

—

accounts,

especially

with

the

so-called "short line" railshould not Ije considered as
industrial common carriers, unless they have lx;en definitely
determined to be such by the Interstate Commerce Commisroads.

Industrial

railroads

sion.

—

Tax on Service for Telegraph Company. Order 205 of
the Southwestern regional director calls attention to a letter
from the manager of the telegraph section which states that
the treasury department has ruled that the tax

Section

500C

imposed by

of the revenue act of 1917 concerning inter-

change services performed by railroad and telegraph companies does not apply to railroad and telegraph companies
furnishing for each other services which are necessan' in
the conduct of the business of each as a public utility.
Exchange of Telegrams -with Short Line Railroads. The
Southern regional director. File 1635-14-6, directs that the
cost of sending telegrams to short line railroads in connection with business in which the federal operated railroad and
the short line railroad are mutually interested, shall be assumed by the sending line. This policy is to be observed by
railroads charging telegrams to free telegraph allowance or
by paying for them at commercial rates. Where a railroad
has no free telegraph allowance available, arrangements
should Ije made to send messages over railroad wires.
Bills of Lading for Shipments for Cuba.
The Southern
regional director in circular 437, says that shipments of
freight consigned to Cuban destinations may be taken under
through export bills of lading via South Atlantic or Gulf
ports, or under domestic bills of lading applying to one

—

—

these ports "for export."
A domestic bill of lading
applying through to Cuban destinations must not be used.
Prepayment of Watermelons.
The Southern regional

of

—

director, in circular 438, calls attention to the

Department

of Agriculture's action in starting a campaign against the
watermelon disease known as the stem-end rot. The fungus

prevalent in the South Atlantic states, and nearly 3,000
A simple bluestone treatment applied to the cut stem at the time of picking or
loading is found to be a preventive.
The Department of
is

cars of melons were lost in 1918.

Agriculture has asked the carriers to issue instructions that
shipments of watermelons from Florida, Georgia and
South Carolina be required to be prepaid through to destination unless treated for the stem-end rot.
all

:

Recent Developments in Railroad Tie Situation
Large Deliveries Are Rapidly Eliminating Acute Shortage of
Present Outlook Promising
a Few Months Ago.

ARE THE ROADS

going to be able to secure enough ties
This is the question which has given maintenance of way officers
most serious concern during recent months. That there has
been a shortage, so acute as to be alarming, few will deny.
That this condition has been relieved greatly in many areas
during the last few weeks, is equally certain. However, this
for their requirements this year?

recovery
a

is

number

so recent

and the shortage is still so serious on
it is felt by many railway men that

of roads that

danger has not yet been removed.

all

Shortages of Basic Track Materials
Ties and rails are the two basic and most essential materials in track construction.
With adequate supplies of
these, tracks can be maintained in safe condition; without
them this is impossible. Following the inauguration of federal control of the roads, the railroad administration took
over the purchase of both of these supplies.
Their delivery
to the roads has therefore been the province and problem
of the Division of Finances and Purchases.
At the time the Government assumed the control and operation of the roads, the steel mills were behind in their deliveries of rails, while large tonnages were on order for delivery
in 1918 and 1919.
At the same time we were in the midst
of the war, and the steel mills were diverting their maximum
out]3ut to meet military requirements.
This led to a marked
reduction in the tonnage of rails rolled.
As a result only
1,097,277 tons or 7,431 track miles of new rails were
laid in 1918, as compared with 1,233,031 tons, or 8,233
track miles laid in 1917; 1,450,952 tons or 9,831 t-rack
miles laid in 1916, and a normal average of about 1,600,-

000

A

tons.

similar deficiency has been experienced with reference
it has been brought about largely by other

to ties, although

In 1918, the number of ties placed in tracks was
78,958,224, as compared with 81,154,529 in 1917 and 90,140,076 in 1916. In other words the tie renewals in 1918
were only 88 per cent of those in 1916, while only 76 per
The tie situation is even
cent as much rail was relaid.
more serious than is indicated by these figures, because of
causes.

the depletion of the surplus normally carried in stock.

It

requires several months to season a tie ready for use, and
some roads which treat their supply normally carry a year's
With the curtailment in producrequirements on hand.
tion which occurred last year, this reserve stock was drawn
on heavily and on many roads practically to the point of
exhaustion to make the renewals shown above. On January
1, 1918, the roads under Federal control had on hand 38,528,530 ties, while one year later this stock had been

reduced to 29,576,958, a decrease of 26 per cent.
It is because of these conditions that those in charge of
track maintenance have shown so much concern over these
deficiencies in the supplies of rails and ties.
This is particularly true of ties for while rails can be produced quickly
if occasion demands several months are required to get out
and season a tie after it is cut in the forest, and even longer
Because of this concern we present
if it is to be treated.
the following discussion of the present tie situation

causes contributing to

and the

it.

Early Activities of Central Purchasing Division

with a variety of classes of sellers. Many roads bought all
or a part of their ties from small producers on their lines.
Where they had to go beyond their own lines they usually
negotiated

with contractors of larger output, although the
Baltimore & Ohio sent its own tie agents onto foreign lines
to purchase direct from the small producers.
In the states
along the Pacific coast, the production was secured almost
ties.

In the Appalachian, Ozark and Arkansas areas, probably
50 per cent of the production was handled by brokers who
collected the output of small producers and sold these ties
to the roads, some firms being both brokers and producers.
In many instances these brokers advanced the money for
the purchase of timber or supplies, taking their pay in ties.
Again some contractors served primarily as tie purchasing
agents for the roads, others had exclusive contracts, while
others sold their ties on specific contracts for definite

still

numbers at a fixed price or on a cost plus basis.
These were the conditions prevailing when the Government took over the roads on January 1, 1918. At this time,
following

decreasing

rapidly, being raised as

some

in

instances.

deliveries,

much

prices

were

advancing

as 25 cents per tie at a time

There was also active competition be-

tween roads for ties and some of the more prosperous lines
were out-bidding the smaller roads for the ties produced
along the latter lines, thereby taking from them their normal
supplies.
This also materially increased the cross hauling
of ties.
The situation was rapidly approaching confusion
when about February 1, 1918, one of the smaller roads in
the Southern region protested to the regional director regard-'
ing the action of a larger road in buying ties away from it
along its lines. The regional director presented this protest
to a meeting of his staff at which it was referred to the
regional purchasing committee for consideration.
About the

same time a similar protest originated
trict where one road purchased all the

in the

Western dis-

the lines of
another road at an increase of 75 cents per tie in prices.
Before the regional purchasing committee had taken any
ties off

situation came to the attention of the director
and he issued arbitrary instructions on March 13 to
the effect that no road could pay more for ties than it was
paying on December 31, previous. In view of the increases
which had taken place in the interval between these dates,
action,

the

general,

compliance with this order brought the purchase of ties to
a standstill and many roads canceled all orders, although
some roads disregarded this instruction insofar as purchases along their own lines were concerned.
This order
threw consternation into the ranks of the tie producers for no
consideration was given to the ties produced on contracts or
other assurance of higher prices and not delivered on the
date of the order. Therefore all production of ties was also
stopped.
Impressed by the acuteness of the situation, the
purchasing agents in the Eastern region met to consider the
problem and decided to interpret this order as permitting
the continuance of payment of the prices in effect on March
13 for ties produced along the lines of the purchasing road.
About this time the Forest Products section of the Central
Purchasing Committee was created to handle the purchase
of all ties and timbers required by the roads under Federal
control.

Prior to the inauguration of federal control and the centralization of purchases of ties in the Division of Finance
and Purchases, the roads negotiated directly for their ties

from the large operators who made their own

entirely

One

of

its

early acts

was the issuance of 12 basic
ties, among which were

principles to govern the purchase of
the
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following

No

railroad

under control of the Director General

mav
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purchase tics on :iiiy railroad nut iii\iUt its conlrul witli wlmli
road connects.
.\ny railroad under control ol the Director (ieneral may
purchase tics on any railroail not under lii> control with
which sucli railroad connects.
Tlie prices shall he ti.xcd on the various lines hy the individual railroad conii)anies, suhject to approval hy the Regional Purchasing connnittee, and at sucii (inures as will
cause the production of a sulVicicnt nunilicr of ties to meet
siicli

the retpiirements of all the railroads.
l'"very railroad should endeavor to secure the maximum
output of ties on its line, so that its own requirements can he
met with the minimum amount of transportation.
Ties on railroads which produce more than are needed for
their own use, should he transferred under the sui)ervision of

regional committees

the

to

railniails

on which

a

shortage

exists.

time data were compiled relative to all unheld by contractors. This investigation
showed that it was a common practice with some contractors to allow certain orders to remain unfilled if tliey were
able to negotiate new contracts at higher prices on which
The Central Advisory Purthey concentrated their output.
chasing Committee therefore arranged to take over all outstanding contracts and issued the following instructions early
Prior to

tliis

lilled ortlcr.s for tics

in

May:
"1.

All contracts or orders for cross ties placed prior to

government action March 13, 1918, must be handled on their
merits. Roads having such contracts or orders unfilled should
immediately take up with the contractors the questions of
completing shipment by June 15.
"2.
There may be old contracts made at low prices that
should be revised. In such cases the committee will consider
In the event
such recommendations as the roads submit.
of any question as to adjustment of price, the matter should
be taken up direct with the contractor and if an increase is
warranted, the recommendation of the road interested should
be submitted for approval to the Regional Purchasing Comfull explanation.
The receiving roads will continue to take up and inIt is hoped that all
the
ties
the same as heretofore.
spect
such contracts or orders as are not completed by June 15
should be given special consideration at that time as to the
best means of handling and completing them.
"4.
All embargoes on ties to be shipped from one road
to another should be lifted and the ties moved as soon as

mittee with
"3.

possible.
ties are produced will give every
possible to secure prompt completion of such
orders and contracts.
"6.
If there is any shortage of cars for moving ties, the
matter should be brought to the attention of the regional
"5.

The road on which

assistance

director."

In June further instructions were issued canceling conproduced on foreign lines where this could be
done, the local roads taking them over and accepting the

tracts for ties

ties.

Uniform

Up

Specifications

and Prices

were being purchased in accordance
with the specifications of the different roads and in accordance with their inspection. There were therefore almost as
many specifications as there were roads in the market, while
there was an equal diversity of practices in the enforcement
The result was an entire lack of uniformity
of inspection.
as to standards of manufacture, one road accepting as of
relatively high-grade ties which another road rejected.
to this

With

time

ties

and iuwn
treatment.

ties

and included

ties

tie

is

now

for u.se with

Tlieir principal differences were in

of the order of classifu ation in
tlie

common

till'

and without
tlie

reversion

use, so tiiat a

No.

1

smallest acce])ted, and in the establishment

of a 6-in. bv ()-in. ])ole tie or a 6-in.

by

7-in.

sawed

tie

as

smallest comj)lying with the sjjecilications.

I'oliowiiig the prej)aration of

as a corollary to this
l)rices

for

tlie

standard specifications and

was the establishment of uniform
These jjrices were
(lasses of ties.

stej),

different

by the regional purchasing committees, subject
to tile ai)])roval of the Central Purchasing Committee, and
are in general uniform for a given class of ties throughout
a region, altiiough they are Ix'ing revised from time to time
These prices have
to meet changing market conditions.
been fixed largely on tlie basis of the relative service life
of the different classes of timber, a practice somewhat at
variance with that of some roads which had accepted certain woods to the exclusion of others.
These prices are paid
alike to the large contractor producing many ties and to the
small farmer cutting a few. To protect the producer during
tlie interval between the cutting of a tie and its delivery,
he has recently been assured of the maintenance of the present prices to June 30 in the far west, to September 30 in
the Eastern region, and to December 31 elsewhere.
Following the establishment of uniform prices, they were
posted tliroughout the tie producing areas in an effort to
stimulate production among the small woodsmen.
By this
step the broker was largely put out of business for the

establislied

jjroducer,

knowing

the

Government

price,

was not inclined

another party at a lower figure. As a further aid
in stimulating production, steps were taken to pay for ties
promptly on delivery and acceptance.
In distributing the ties to the roads, the aim is to deliver
them at the point of use as cheaply as possible, all factors,
including transportation considered.
All ties are inspected
by the forces of the road along whose lines they are produced. A road requiring more ties than are produced along
its lines makes requisition on its regional purchasing committee which places it with other roads in its region if
possible or if not, forw'ards it to the Central Purchasing Committee which refers it to a purchasing committee in another
region.
As far as possible the Central Administration distributes the surplus ties of one region through the engineering assistants to the regional directors, although in some
regions they are distributed to the individual roads direct
to sell to

from Washington.
Early in its activities, the Forest Products Section recogs
nized the value of tie treatment and arranged for the
continuance of this practice where it had been followed
under private control and for its gradual extension to other
roads.
One of the early effects of the war was to shut off
the importation of creosote oil from Europe.
This resulted
in a shortage of preservative materials in this country which
To maintain the output
forced many plants to close down.
of treated ties at the maximum, the Forest Products Section
took over the distribution of creosote late last fall, and since
that time it has been alloting it to those commercial and
railway-owned treating plants prepared to treat cross ties.
It has also prepared and put into effect standard specifications for the treatment of ties by the different processes in
common use. In this way it has been possible to operate
more plants and more nearly to their capacity.

Attitude of Tie Producers

the concentration of purchases of ties in the Central

Purchasing Committee, it was a logical step to introduce
standard specifications and standard inspection. Accordingly
on June 11, standard specifications were issued, effective
July 1, accompanied by uniform instructions for inspection.
These specifications, which were published in the Railway
Age of July 12, 1918, established five grades of both sawed
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not to be expected that such radical innovations as
have been introduced in the tie industry could be put into
effect without criticism from those affected by these changes.
It

is

criticism has been verv- acute from the tie brokers, who
It has also come from many
are largely put out of business.
tie contractors who have had to revise certain of their meth-

The

May

30,
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ods, and from railway men who l^lame the Central Purchasing Committee for the failure to receive the ties they
require for the proper maintenance of their tracks.
The hostility of the tie producers was incurred first by
the issuance of the order on March 13, referred to above,
limiting the prices which could be paid for ties to those
which had been in force on December 31, previous. Coming
as this did without previous announcement and in the face
of rapidly rising prices for practically all commodities, its
result was to bring tie production practically to a standstill
and to confront producers, who had incurred higher costs

with the knowledge and consent of the purchasing roads,
with the prospects of large financial losses. While this order
has since been superseded, this sudden and arbitrary action,
which is now generally admitted to have been ill-advised,
served to create an antagonism towards the Central Purchasing Committee which has resulted in hostility to many
of its later acts, more acute than those measures themselves
warranted and has contributed directly to the curtailment of
production.

One

of the points at issue between the railroad administration and the tie producers is the recognition of the small
producer.
The tie contractors believe the practice of the

Railroad Administration to be unfair towards them when it
pays the same price to the small farmer who brings out a
wagon load of ties produced during spare time as to the
contractor who has invested a large amount of money in
timber holdings, in equipment and in an organization.
Furthermore, looking into the future, when the ties are cut
from the wood lots along the tracks the farmers' source of
supply is exhausted, while the tie contractor has the organization to go further back to new areas and get out ties.
Also in the absence of a contract as at present, a contractor
hesitates to organize on a big scale even though prices mav
be guaranteed for some time in advance as has recently been
done.

The contractors and particularly the brokers, also criticise
the action of the Railroad Admini.stration in appealing to
the small producer.
By posting the prices paid all through
the timber,

it

became impossible

for the brokers to purchase

from the small producers at prices which would enable
them to make a profit. Many of these small producers in the
ties

Southern states were dependent for credit for timber holdings
and for supplies on these brokers and with the removal of
this credit they were forced into other work, and this output
has been lost.
In justifying its attempts to stimulate production by appealing to the small producers, the Railroad Administration
points to the large number of unfilled contracts in e.xistence a
year ago, and to the steadily decreasing output in practically
all regions prior to the period of Federal control.
It is
further pointed out that in the Cumberland and Tennessee
river areas and in the Pocahontas region where no changes
in purchasing methods were introduced in 1918,
the contractors were able to produce but little over 50 per cent of a
normal supply. From the standpoint of the Central Administration it was therefore necessary to develop new channels

of production.

Another point of difference lies in the fixing of prices uniformly over large areas or entire regions in disregard of
freight

rates.

The

contractors

urge the establishment of
prices at certain primary receiving points as at
St. Louis
and the Ohio river, the prices in the interior being below
these figures by the amount of the freight.
They maintain
that competition buying in the past has been on this
basis
and has fixed the value of their stumpage.
with uniform prices in the timber a foreign road is paying prices

Now

for ties varying as
in freight charges.

much

as 25 cents,

owing

to the difference

Furthermore, with various prices prevailing in the different regions, there may be a
difference in

1307

of several cents per
ing regions.

|)rice

between nearby points

tie

in adjoin-

Although there was considerable opposition at first to the
standard specifications this was largely due to the underlying
hostility previously engendered and has now largely disappeared.
It was increased in some instances by the unwise
or over-zealous interj)retation of their provisions, a problem
inherent to the training of a corps of 2,500 inspectors to a
new system of operation.
point of controversy at first was
the raising of the dimensions of the smallest tie coming

A

within the limits of the specifications, the contractors protesting that this increased the wastage in the forests.
When

was explained that the intent of the specifications was to
discourage the cutting of small trees, and that ties smaller
than No. 1 cut from the tops of trees producing larger ties
would be accepted as usable rejects; this objection largely
disappeared.
At the present time, the majority of the tie
producers feel that the uniform specifications are working
it

to their benefit as well as that of the roads.

The

position of the tie producers on the entire situation
expressed by a committee of their organization, the
National Association of Tie Producers, in a recent appearance before the Division of Purchases at Washington is
that roads on which ties are produced should continue to
purchase at present prices such ties as are offered up to
as

November

that any railroad may immediately enter into
1
contracts with individual tie producers at prices not to exceed
those now in effect at point of shipment up to November 1,
;

provided the quantities and kinds of ties contracted for are
approved b}' the Railroad Administration; that all cross ties
should be inspected by regional inspectors at the point of
shipment, and that the purchase of cross ties for delivery
after

November

1

should be

made

in

accordance with the

following plan:
1.
The railroads should register their annual cross tie requirements with the Division of Purchases and all ties should
be purchased in accordance with national standard specifica-

tions.
2.
All ties should be inspected by regional inspectors in
accordance with standard rules for application of the speci-

fications.

Individual roads should enter into contracts for their
requirements direct with responsible tie producers, filing
copies of the contracts with the Railroad Administration.
4.
All contracts should be awarded only after fair and
open competition has developed the lowest price per tie
3.

tie

obtainable from responsible

tie

producers.

Present Situation Is Encouraging
So much for the past and the causes contributing to the
What is the situation at present? This can best
be indicated by the statistics of ties purchased for recent
months. Those for August, 1918, to March, 1919, inclusive,
shortage.

are as follows:
August, 1918
September, 1918
October, 1918
November. 1918

3,700.009
.1,827,974

4,522.580
4,830,871

December,

1918
January, 1919
February. 1919
March, 1910

652.572
5.827.769
7,994.000
10.150,000
5

In the six months ending with March of this year, the
purchases by regions have been:
Kastcrn

region

Pocahontas region
Southern region

An

interesting

2,793,792
1,155,171
11,143,048

Northwestern
Central

region
10,S4-,977
W^estern region.. 2.265.079
repion .... 7.607 463

Southwestern

feature of this

improvement

is

the large

increase in the local production in the eastern states which

were not commonly considered tie producing areas. A conspicuous example of this is the production which has been
developed on the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh
where 199,377 ties were purchased in the first four months of
this year as compared with a total of 68,563 ties purchased
during the entire year of 1918, and 19,311 ties in 1917.
In the first three months of this year the purchases in the
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liasti'm njjion were

of the

preieiling

260 per cent of those

year,

altlumgli

in

for tlic sainc period

fairnes.s

to

comyear was

tliis

parison it nuist l)e reialled that tliis peri(xl of this
one in whit h tliere were favorable weatlier londitions, wliile at
tile same time a _\ear a^o the winter was one of unusual
severity.

In general the ties have not been diverted far from their
natural ehanncls, although heeau.se of the acute shortage on
the luistern roads anil an over-production of Douglas fir
tics in the far west, appro.ximately two million ties have
been ordered from that region, one-half of which are being
moved to points along the Atlantic seaboard. by water, and
the remainder are coming by rail for distribution to the
eastern central states.
for renewal purposes of
90,000,000 tics or a monthly average of
7,500,000 ties, it would appear that the crisis has been passed
and that we are now assured of an adequate supply of ties.
In fact, it is the hope of the Forest Products Section that not
only will tlie roads receive all of their ties which they require
for nonnal maintenance, but that they may also be able to
Others, equally gratified at
replenish their depleted stocks.
the purchases of the last two months but less optimistic,
point to the fact that the large deliveries during F"ebruary
and March have been facilitated by a number of conditions
which may or may not continue. In most of the tie producing areas the past winter has Ijeen one of the most favorable
ever encountered in the histor)- of the industry with the
result that it has been possible to make and to haul out to
the railroads larger numbers of ties than ever before. Furthermore, although several weeks and frequently months normally elapse from the time ties are cut until they are delivered
to the railroads, this period has been greatly decreased during recent months, because of the fear that the present high
Likewise, the conprices might be lowered at any time.

With normal annual requirements

appro.ximately

clusion of the war and the return of large numbers of
to civil life has created a surplus of labor in

and

many

men

regions,

this labor has been diverted temporarily to the produc-

tion of ties.

However, the evidence leads strongly

to the con-

clusion that at least the urgent needs will be met.
The influence of these increased deliveries is being
rapidly by the roads to whom the ties are being sent.

felt

One

road which was in a bad way for ties early in March reported late in April that the deliveries during the intervening
weeks were sufficient to relieve the situation materially.
Another road using treated ties, the officers of which were
equally alarmed last winter now state that the only alarm
now existing is that there may be an over-production of
treatable ties beyond the capacity of the treating plants
to treat them.
In the Northwestern region the situation on April 1,
1919, has been tabulated as follows:
Production
Ties placed in track since January

On

right of

way

1,

1919

1,200,000

available for immediate use

9, 300, COO

At

treating plants awaiting seasoning and treatment
Estimated production for balance of year
ties due from other regions

1,900.000

14,700,000

Oak

Total available

ties in

4,000,000

Nortliwestern region for 1919

31,100,000

—

Northwestern region
side tracks and other construction
seasoning
and treatment at treating plants and
For
over for 1920
Export to other roads

17,200,000
1,000,000

New

Total

any |)revious year, although
the

fulfilling

program of

this

is

consi(U'ral)ly

Prcnlutts

Forest

the

short of

Section

for

44,000,000 ties, about one-half of which are scheduled for
use on roads within the region and tiie remainder for ship-

ment to other regions.
Large as the production of ties is in this region, this in
it.self
is
creating a special problem because of the large
percentage of the ties now iK'ing produced whidi recjuire
treatment liefore in.sertion in the tracks.
Nearly all of the
roads in this region have been using ties untreated and
they

Jiave

neither

the

facilities,

or

in

general,

the

desire

go to treated ties. In past years a large part of the ties
shipped to roads in other regions have been of white oak
and heart pine which were used untreated. This condition
comljined with the i)resent demand for ties for immediate
insertion in the tracks has dejjleted the supjjly of ties which
can be used without treatment, while it is creating a surplus
of treatment ties which will not be available for use until
to

late this fall or early next spring, because of the time re-

quired for their seasoning and treatment. This condition is
causing the Forest Products Section of the Railroad Administration and others to give serious attention to the encourage-

ment of

the use of treated ties.

Favorable as recent developments are the fact that the
acutencss of the situation has not been relieved universally
is indicated by the report from another road whose annual
requirements are in excess of 2,500,000 ties and which was
able to insert less than 1,500,000 ties last year, while at the
same time reducing its surplus 500,000. For the first four
months of this year only 20 per cent of its 1919 requirements
had been received, while only 4 per cent of its renewals had
been completed on April 1.
This condition exists in spite
of strenuous efforts which have been exerted by officers of
the roads and others to promote local production with marked
success, over 60 per cent of the ties secured since January 1

coming from

One

its

own

local sources of supply.

interesting development of the centralized purchase

some of the smaller roads in
it has been the common experience that the larger and more prosperous roads
would buy the better grades of ties from their lines, leaving
to these roads the poorer ties which they could secure at
of ties has been evident on
the

tie

producing regions.

In the past

Under common control these roads are now
same grades of ties as other lines, and as a
they are being placed in better condition than at any

cheajjer prices.

receiving the
result

previous time in their history.

Conclusion
Although the

tie

situation is

differences of opinion

many

still

complicated by wide

of these differences are being

ironed out.
The acute shortage of a few months ago is
rapidly being relieved, and while the present high production
may not possibly be maintained, it may confidently be expected that a sufficient number of ties will be secured to
meet the ordinary needs of the roads for current maintenance
and for such new work as may be undertaken this year, although deliveries will be delayed later in the season than
The placing in effect of standard specifications for
usual.

and treatment, is resulting to the mutual
and the user. The present specifications are a marked improvement and are producing a tie of

ties,

their inspection

benefit of the producer

Disposition

Renewals
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,...;;._.

for

carry
6,200,000
6,700,000

31,100,000

In the Southern region which is one of the principal
tie producing regions it is estimated that the production in
1919 will be about 35,000,000 ties, or in excess of that of

superior quality.

While some of the actions of the Railroad Administration
have been ill-advised and have resulted in unnecessarily
disturbing the established methods of tie production, many
of the innovations introduced will be of permanent benefit
to the roads, and to the industry once they have become
firmly established, and those in the field have an opportunity to adjust themselves thereto.

Fuel Association Convention a Big Success
Characterized by

Large Attendance, Strong Addresses,

Timely Reports and Lively Discussions

rE

FIRST SESSIONS of the eleventh annual convention
Railway Fuel Association were
reported in the Railway Age of May 23, 1919, page
1249. A list of the exhibitors was also given on page 1283
This article covers an account of the proof that number.

tonnage
It is

of the International

ceedings for the closing sessions of the convention.
The following officers were elected at the last session:
President, H. B. MacFarland, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe;
vice-presidents, W. J. Bohan (Northern Pacific), J. B.

Hurley (Wabash) and W. L. Robinson (Baltimore & Ohio
Western Lines); executive committee, J. W. Hardy (U. S.
R. R. Adm.), M. A. Daly (Northern Pacific), C. M. Butler
(Atlantic Coast Line), L. J. Joffray (Illinois Central), C. C.
Higgins (St. Louis-San Francisco), and J. M. Nicholson
(Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe).

Equated Tonnage and

Its

is

used

it

is

not possible to rate trains accurately.
any road which has not used the

safe to say that

equated tonnage system, and which has through freight to
haul, has not built up its trainload to the best possible advantage. Full trainload at uniform speed spells efficiency in
fuel consumption, and the relation of equated tonnage to fuel
consumption is evidenced through the trainload.
Proper train loading contemplates each locomotive handling the maximum trainload which it can move on the ruling
grade at the economic speed. At such speed the locomotive
is

working most

efficiently.

By

All

R. N. Begien

& Ohio

increased speed, which

may

Discussion

Relation to Fuel Consumption
Federal Manager, Baltimore

An

be brought about by reduced trainload, will result in inefficient locomotive performance, while a reduced speed,
brought about by overloading, will produce the same result.
With all trains moving at the economic speed, the locomotives
operating at maximum effort and hauling the uniform trains
under these conditions, the fuel consumption, when measured on the ton mileage basis, will be minimum.

who

discussed the paper agreed with the statements
Representatives of three roads talked to some extent

made.
on the problem and stated that adjustment

Railroad, Western Lines

Equated tonnage has a certain relation to fuel consumpHowever, this relation is established through the metion.
dium of the trainload. The fuel consumption per gross ton

successful

mile decreases as the trainload increases, provided the speed
of the movement does not suffer to such an extent as to inThe purpose of
crease the time on the road materially.
equated tonnage is to secure uniform loading of power, regardless of the kind of equipment or number of cars involved.
It is a well known fact that an empty car has a
much higher resistance per ton of weight than a loaded car.

Lame Engines and

For example, a 20-ton empty will show a resistance in the
neighborhood of 8 lb. per ton of weight, or 160 lb. total resistance to traction on a level.
On the other hand, a 70-ton
car shows a resistance of approximately 4 lb. per ton of
weight, or 280 lb. of resistance to traction on a level. These
figures are approximate, but for practical use are correct.
Of course many other features enter into the question, such as
temperature, wind, rate of grade, curvature, type of car, etc.
In order to make practical standards which can be placed
in the hands of yardmasters, it is necessary to use certain adjustments in building up trains, and to modify them as is
necessary in the judgment of the chief train despatcher to
suit conditions under which the operation is conducted.
If
a locomotive is able to produce 30,000 pounds of effective
tractive power behind the tender at rating speed, the train
should have a combined resistance of 30,000 lb., irrespective
of the character of the cars, and in order to accomplish this
is added to the weight of each
and the effect of this arbitrary adjustment is to automatically compensate the different weights of cars.
This

a certain arbitrary adjustment
car,

adjustment varies with the rate of grade, being about 15
tons per car on a .3 per cent grade, and about 2 tons per
car on a 23^ per cent grade.
Building up a train tonnage, composed of the dead weights
of cars, plus an adjustment, so that the combined resistance
of the cars is equal to the effective tractive power behind the
tender, give a tonnage which is known as an equated tonnage.
The object is to secure uniformity of rating in order
that the trains will always have a rated tonnage, irrespective
of the kind of cars. There are a number of different ways of
applying this principle, but unless some kind of equated

and productive of

in

tonnage

is

excellent results.

Their Effect
on Fuel Consumption
By J. W. Hardy

Fuel Supervisor, United States Railroad Administration

The purpose of this paper
how fuel is wasted by lame

in a practical way
(engines with valves
out of adjustment). With this end in view, tests were made
on the Southern Pacific between Houston and Galveston.
The engines used were of the following dimensions:
Engine 267 was of the 4-4-0 type, having a total weight
of 137,425 lb.; weight on drivers of 91,675 lb., and tractive
effort of 21,240 lb.
The cylinders were 20 in. by 24 in.;
the valves 12 in. diameter inside admission piston type; the
valve motion was the Stephenson link, set as follows: Valve
is to

show

engines

3/3 2-in. exhaust clearance, line and
and J^-in. lead in back motion. The
engines were equipped with superheaters and burned fuel oil.
Engine 265 was of practically the same design and dimen-

travel 6 in., lys-in. lap,
line in front motion,

with the exception that the cylinders were formerly
equipped with slide valves, which were replaced with piston
valves, simplified steam chests with 10 in. diameter valve
outside admission, 1-in. lap, 1/32-in. lead in forward motion,
1/32-in. back, and 1/16-in. exhaust clearance.
The engines in these tests were run eight trips in each
case with one exception, test No. 2. The test was conducted
with engine 267, which had considerable lost motion in its
valve gear, and had made 16,700 miles since last shopping.
Engine 265 was in the best of condition, having been turned
out of the shops after being generally overhauled and superheated. The same engineer and fireman were used throughsions,

out the entire

The

test.

made numbered from

—

1 to 6 inclusive
Test Nos.
engine 267 and 4 to 6 with engine 265. There
were many places where we could get the lame engine, but
we could not get the other conditions, necessary to prove
waste due to improper valve adjustment. We thought it was
easier, better and more reliable to make changes on the

1

1309

tests

to 3 w'ith
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ongiiu'

tlian

to work out tlic
had no control over.

to attcnij)!

m;ui>' of wliidi \vc

otlicr

coiulitions,

'llu> ol)jfi.ts of the tests were to determine llie fuel wasted
by KKomotives with valves out of adjustment (lame enj^ines),
and to sec how lame a locomotive could l)e witiiout loss of
time or complaint on its condition.
Where an engine is so
lame it cannot make time or handle its tonnaj^e, it imme-

diately

attracts

ment and

is

that engines
is

usually

the attention of the transportation

taken in and repaired.
u;o

lame

all

at once.

."iomcthinsj; lost, slipjied

once and

It is

departonly in rare ca.sc!

When

this occurs, there

or i)roken.

This

is

noticed

taken care of at the earliest possible moment;
hut, where the change takes place slowly and gradually, as
it d(X's by age and wear, we become more and more accustomeil to it. and it is allowed to go on day after day and
week after week wasting fuel all the time.
An oil l)umer was selected because a more accurate check
could be made of the fuel used than witii the coal burner.
Measurements were taken just before starting, and on arrival,
so that oil and water used represents what was actually
used in pulling the train and making station stops.
All
conditions of engines and service were kept as near the
same as possible, except the valve adjustment, which is
shown at the heading of each test made.
There was a total of 5/16 in. lost motion in the valve
gear of engine 267, but this was pretty well distributed, the
engine not lame enough in any case to affect the schedule
of the train.
There was a noticeable kick in the engine
when lame that was not there when squared.
With the slight change in valve adjustment shown between test.-; 1 and .i, there was a difference of 18.33 per cent
in the fuel consumed; no other charge can be made of this
loss of fuel than to the condition of valves. The waste would
undoubtedly increase with heavier service or more distorted
valve condition, this is proved by test No. 6 with engine 265.
Test No. 2 is not recorded for the purpose of comparison,
but to show the condition of valves after the engine was
squared up b\- the travel at full stroke and pronounced O. K.
'Slore throttle had to be used with the engine in this condition than when the valves were as in Test No. 3.
The valves govern the application of the power of steam
to the locomotive and are of great importance to fuel consumption.
It takes fuel to generate power, and it means a
waste of fuel if this power is improperly used in the cylinders
of our locomotives.
The exhaust action is different when
the engine is lame, causing a pulsating draft instead of a
regular and constant pull on the fire.
This w^astes fuel in
addition to the improper application of the power to the
machine.
Square engines steam better than lame ones,
although these engines steamed well in both cases.
Valves out of square in a measure take the economical
operation of the locomotive out of the hands of the crew.
Their hands are practically tied because they are robbed
of the control of the power applied to the locomotive in their
at

is

With an indifferent crew this loss will increase.
There is no way that we know of where we can get as
good returns, and get them as quickly and at as little cost, as
by squaring valves. It only costs a few dollars more to do
this work well; it only costs a few dollars to do it at a time
when it is needed and should be done, and it will often
begin to pay dividends the first trip after it is done. Transportation people should want it done because the engine will
pull more and pull out less draw bars when square than
when lame, because the power is more evenly distributed
in the cylinders and helps to prevent lunging and jerking
when starting. The mechanical department people should
do it because it cuts down fuel waste and the cost of locomotive maintenance.
The crew should want it done because
it makes their work easier and more pleasant.
There is liable to be less complaint on a lame oil burner,
especially if she steams, than on a coal burner on account
charge.
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le.-<s
manual lal>or to fire the oil Ijurner. Why si)end
money for brick arches, superheaters, etc., and tiien waste
ius much with valves out as we can save with both of them?
Why spend money to generate steam and then not control

of

its u.se?
You can go to any union station or large freight
yard and hear engines jjulling out every day on long, hard
and heavy runs that sound worse than either of these engines
did.
The (juestion of proper valve adjustment is so important that it should be sj)ccialized on.
The cut-off and steam di.stribution on test No. 2 with
engine 267 merits careful study. This engine was run over
at full stroke; in fact, was more carefully gone over than
this work is usually done; pronounced O. K., and, no doubt,
under ordinary circumstances, would have run possibly for

months
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Relation of Fuel Consumption to Valve Setting

engine did in Test No. 3 wath valves properly adjusted and
a little of the lost motion taken up.
The difference in the performance of engine 267 with
valves lame and square was so much we decided to make a
test with an engine having as little lost motion in the valve
gear as possible.
We therefore arranged for a test with
engine 265. This engine was new, and when broken in the
right go ahead blade was changed so the cut-off was as
shown in test No. 4. This engine was quite lame only on
one side, and this low down in the quadrant, and, as the
As the engine did most
lever was hooked up, it got better.
of its work at close cut-off, this change only made a difference
of about 934 per cent in the fuel used, but the engine had a
very disagreeable kick on the right side when run at high

speed and short cut-off.
Certain kinds of lameness are more wasteful than other
kinds.
The engine that is lame where it uses the most of
This is clearly brought out
its steam is the most wasteful.
by test No. 6 with engine 265 which was made lame in the
cut-off where it did most of its work by changing the back
motion blades so the engine cut-off in the forward motion
as showTi above test No. 6.
In all tests where the engines were lame, the lameness
was aggravated by its being more difficult to keep the valves
lubricated, and both engines rode much harder while lame
than when squared. An engine can sound square and still
have valves improperly set. A condition of this kind can
only be discovered by careful measurements.
My conclusions from these tests are that a waste of as
much as 25 per cent of the fuel could be made by further

May
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30,

would begin

distortion of valves before the engines
time or affect the train service.

\alve Setting and Fuel Consumption for Tests Nos. 1 to
WITH Cutoff at 6 Inch Piston Travel
Test No.
5,'a

in.,

1,

bacl<,

Engine No. 267.
IOyV in-

'-eft

— cut-off— right
7%
—

Right valve out

side,

front 1

Vi

in.,

6

bacl<

—

to lose

Inclusive,

side,

—

—

front

in.

Both valves out cut-off right side,
Test No. 2, Engine No. 267.
I-cft side, front 71"!, in., back S^^s in.
7^1, in., back i-U inBotli valves sriuare.
Test No. 3, Engine No. 267.
Right valve out cut-off right side,
Test No. 4, Engine No. 265.
Left side, front 6'/2 in., back 6}S in.
SJ^ in., back I1V2 in.
Both valves square.
Test No. 5, Engine No. 265.
Engine
No.
265.
Both
valves out cut-off right side,
No.
6,
Test
Left side, front 4'4 in., back 1\\ in.
oii in., back Si's in.
18.33 per cent.
Per cent increase in fuel consumption Test Nu. 1
Per cent increase in fuel consumption Test No. 2 14.63 per cent.
Per cent efticiency of engine in Test No. !, considering engine in
No. 3 as 100 per cent 84.5 per cent.
Per cent cfficiencv of engine in Test No. 2, considering engine in
No. 3 as 100 per cent 87.25 per cent.
Per cent increase in fuel consumption Test No. 4 9.12 per cent.
Per cent increase in fuel consumption Test No. 6 17.70 per cent.
Per cent cfficiencv of engine in Test No. 4, considering engine in
No. 5 as 100 per cent 91.6 per cent.
Per cent efficiency of engine in Tost No. 6, considering engine in
No. 6 as 100 per cent 84.9 per cent.

front

—

front

—

front

—

—

—
—

Test
Test

—
—

—
—

Test

Test

Discussion brought out the fact that considerable saving
made by proper setting and squaring of
valves so that the maximum energy delivered by the steam
could be .given up at tlie proper time. One speaker expressed
surprise that mechanical engineers have not paid more attention to the proper setting of valves and stated that the defect
was a comparatively easy one to correct. He also stated that
in many shops not enough attention had been paid to the
in fuel could be

men who

adjust the valves.

under which coal was stored were unusual, because of the
pooling of coal and because the coal furnished was dirtier
and less carefully sized than under normal conditions, another questionnaire was sent out during the fall of 1918 to
practically the same list of persons as the previous one, asking for the experiences of those who had stored coal during
the year 1918 and for a criticism of the conclusions published in Circular 6.
A similar questionnaire was sent to a
large number of power plants in the State of Illinois, and a
large number of fires in coal piles were studied during the
summer and fall of 1918. In these several studies, railroad storage was only one of the problems included and
furthennore, the study had particular reference to Illinois

and Middle West

Another

speaker brought out the point in regard to lubrication that
it is not the question of quantity of oil but of regular and
uniform di.stribution. The same speaker advocated the use
of indicators, but Mr. Hardy, in his closing remarks, pointed
out that the use of indicators was not practical since so few
knew how to apply the principle. He thought the use of
standard trams for setting valves instead of indicators would
be found more in line with practical methods.

Russian Method of Testing Locomotives
of testing locomotives used on Russian rail-

ways was described

by G. E. Ledegeff, assistant
chief of locomotive department, Russian Mission of Ways
of Communication.
The first locomotive testing laboratory
During the
of the world was installed at Kieff in 1882.
next year the first attempts were made to determine the performance by establishing constant condition in actual service.
This method has been developed to a high degree in Russia.
It is now possible by means of road tests to draw up terms
showing the tractive effort, steam consumption and the efficiency of the boiler and machiner\' for various conditions
of speed, throttle opening and cut-off.
in detail

Storage of Coal by Railroads During 1918
By H. H. Stock
Professor of Mining Engineering, University of Illinois

About two years ago the writer sent out a questionnaire
to several hundred parties storing coal in quantities varying
from a few tons stored in the ordinary house cellar to hundreds of thousands of tons as stored on the docks along the
Great Lakes and by some of the large industrial concerns.
The replies to this questionnaire were studied and a tentative
set of conclusions drawn up, and sent to the parties who
had answered the original questionnaire, with the request
that they be thoroughly criticized.
As a result of these
criticisms, a revised set of conclusions was drawn up and
published in Circular 6 of the Engineering Experiment
Station of the University of Illinois, together with all of the
data upon which the conclusions were based.
Realizing that during the period of the war the conditions

conference was held in Chicago at which

the general subject of railroad storage was discussed and
the general conclusions in Circular 6 were endorsed.
Each

one was asked to furnish the writer his own conclusions
upon railroad storage and copies of all instructions issued
by railroads in his territory to be studied and summarized

by a sub-committee consisting of Messrs. McAulift'e, Roesch,
Collett, Hardy and the writer, at a meeting held in Urbana,
March 25. At that meeting certain general conclusions
were drawn up as representing what in the opinion of the
committee represents safe practice at the present time and
these preliminary conclusions were issued by Mr. McAuliffe
in a circular addressed to the railroads of the country as a
guide to them in storing coal during the spring and summer
of 1919.

Why

Should Railroads Store Coal?

sion,

and

—

The insurance feaso self-evident as not to need discusthe equalization of equipment throughout the year

ture of coal storage

is

has been fully discussed in the reports of the several coal
storage committees.
(See also Railway Administration circular.)

Coal stored in summer costs less to transport than would
same amount hauled during the winter. By relieving
the railroads of transporting so much coal during the season
of peak load and high transportation cost, general freight
the

traffic is

The methods

coals.

On March 11a

Discussion

qualification of the

1311

helped.

Other reasons for storing coal by the producer or by the
consumer need not be considered here, as the railroad is a
transporting agent and not a producer of raw products or a
consumer of finished products, excepting for its own needs.

The

railroads are also interested in the storage of coal,

because they are the largest users of it, using more than 25
per cent of the total output for their own uses, and since the
transportation of the coal output forms about 34 per cent of
freight carried by the railroads of the United States,
the railroads should, therefore, not only protect their own
interests by storing coal, but should encourage both the mine
operators and consumers to store coal so as to help stabilize

the

the coal industry in order that it can be conducted more
nearly up to its full time efficiency and thus decrease the
present excessive but absolutely necessar}' overhead charge
due to the fact that the miners of the country work only

about 200 days per year.
Suggestions Regarding Storage of Coal by Railroads.
The replies to the questionnaire sent out in 1918 asking
for experiences in storing coal during 1918 and for a criticism of the conclusions published in Circular 6, show that
the experience of the past year has confirmed these conclusions in very great part.
(The conclusions included detailed instructions regarding the storage of coal as regards location of piles, season
when coal should be stored, kinds and sizes which may be

—

safely stored, methods of piling, ventilation
to be taken to avoid

and precautions

spontaneous combustion.)

Summarizing these suggestions:
P^ach

railroad

in great detail.

should study its own
Get ready to store before

storage
it

is

problem

time to begin

:
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the artiuil sdiiini; l)y oullininj; a ili'fmiti- jHiliiy far ciioukIi
in advaiui' so lliat every one wlio will have to do with the
storinj; lan receive definite instructions, not merely sugges-

Then when

storing begins, see that the instructions
Many failures have been due
are carried out to the letter.
not to faulty instructions from the iiead offiie, hut to the
fact that they have not l)een followi'd.
When it is time to store, prepare a place carefully. Do

tions.

not wait until the coal to lie stored is on the track and then
dump it an\wliere to get it out of the cars. Specify the
kind of coal that is to he .storcil and see that the specifications are carried out by having an inspector at each storage pile who is competent not only to inspect the coal furnished and reject it if not according to specifications, but

who has

authority to

carried out to the

.-^ee

that

tiie

Prepare definite instructions as
different coals

ances that

and

may

storage instructions

arc

letter.

to

the sizes of piles for

for the different kinds of storage appli-

See that adequate machinery for handling the
coal is available and always in condition to be used. Do not
store coal unless you are prepared to do it properly and to
watch it thoroughly after it has been placed in storage.
Attention to these details will very largely prevent heating of coal or if heating occurs will prevent a loss of coal
in time.

from dangerous

fires.

It should be understood that each coal storage is a distinct
proposition, and while it is believed that the suggestions in
this paper will be helpful to any one wishing to store coal,
they are suggestions and guides only, based upon the exThey are not abperience of "those who have stored coal.

solute

and subsequent experience may show changes

facts

be advisable.
The heatEfject of Storage Upon the Properties of Coal.
ing value of coal as expressed in B. t. u. has been shovm
by experiments of the United States Bureau of Mines and
by Professor S. W. Parr of the University of Illinois, to be
very little decreased by storage. It must be admitted, however, that the opinion is very wide-spread that storage coal

to

—

bums

less

freely

than fresh

The amount

hicakage

of

coal.

This opinion

means universal amongst railroad men,

is

in the

for

by no
latter

pages of this paper giving the opinion of railroad men
storing coal, it is distinctly stated by some that the storage
coal bums better than the fresh coal.
Experiments at the University of Illinois have indicated
that coal that has been in storage can be burned as readily
as fresh coal if a thinner bed is kept on the grate and the
This, of course, applies particudraft properly regulated.
larly to stationary plants as draft cannot be as well regulated in locomotive practice.

—

Insurance Adjustments. An attempt has been made to
obtain information regarding the adjustment of insurance
in connection with the storage of coal but very incomplete inIt is
formation had been received at the time of writing.
suggested that this subject is worthy of much more careful
and extended study, possibly by a subcommittee of the Fuel

(7)

box

The way

whi(

in

li

the coal

is

i)ermittcd

in

han-

received, in open or

The

length of time the coal must be kept in storage.
Climate: A dry climate with cold nights such as is
found in Colorado, for in.stance, may give different conditions than will be found in Illinois, where there is a great
deal of moisture in the air and the summer nights arc'
almost as hot as the days.
The requirements of an ideal jilant are:
Adecjuate ground area, so that different kinds ol
(1)
coal may be stored separately if necessary.
Adequate facilities for rapidly and economically
(2)

(8)

(9)

transferring coal from cars or from boats into storage.
Adequate facilities for rapidly and economically
(3)
reclaiming the coal and for rapidly moving any jiart of the

which shows evidences of taking fire.
Adequate track facilities, witii gravity
possible, for handling cars.
Means for preventing undue Ijreakagc
(5)
pile

(6)

.'\dequate availal)le water sup|)ly.

(7)

Low

cost

of

installation,

A

facilities,

in

if

handling.

maintenance, and o])era-

is in operation
very irregularly and costs are likely to be correspondingly
higher because of the heavy fixed charges, especially interest

tion per ton of capacity.

storage plant

and depreciation.
(The paper gave detailed analyses of the advantages and
disadvantages of methods of storage particularly applicaljle
Replies to questionnaires summarizto railroad conditions.
ing the current practice and opinion regarding railway storage were also included.)

Discussion

The
fires.

discussion hinged largely on bituminous coal storage
Several pointed out that such fires may occur to any

kind of coal when stored under different conditions, but

to

proper preparation should be made
Dry high ground, if possible, should
for storage facilities.
be chosen and clean even grade coal should be stored in the
same pile. Dust veins should not be permitted. Different
kinds of coal should not be mixed and use of water in small
quantity was discouraged.

aid in preventing

fire

Fuel Department Organization
By T. Duff Smith
Fuel Agent, Grand Trunk Pacific

When

one

stops

money spent by
Canada for fuel,

the

to

consider

railroads

the

enormous amount of
United States and

the

of

it does seem strange that every road has not
I will speak only of an up-to-date
a fuel department.
fuel department, and the duties and qualifications of its
I do not expect you all to agree with me, especially
staff.
in many of the details, and trust that a full and frank
discussion will enable the association to formulate a standard fuel organization which it can recommend for adoption
on all roads. My organization plan would be as follows:

Inspector

fCliief

— Inspectors.

Distributor.
ineral

Storage Systems

nager.

—

In the choice of a storage
of a Storage System.
system, the following points should be considered
The location, size, and topography of the available
(1)
storage ground.
The capacity of the desired installation, that is, the
(2)
amount of coal which it is desired to load and unload in a

Chmce

cost of the plant.
cost

of maintenance.
'

cost of of>eration.

J
"1

General
Fuel
Agent.

Chute and Coal Handler.s.
< Chief Clerk

anrl

Office

Staff.

-Accountant.
I

Statistician.
iFuel .Supervisors.
1

You

will note the order in

which

I

have taken them- -from

the production to final usage.

Taking them in the order shown on chart:
As the general manager
General Manager.

—

is responeconomical operation of the road, I take it fot
granted that he is the one who is most interested in fuel
economy, and therefore the general fuel agent should report
direct to him.

sible for the

given time.

The
The
The

\>c

cars, or in boats.

Association.

(3)
(4)
(5)

to

dling the coal.

(4)

be available.

\\'atch the stored coal carefully for any evidence of heating and if the temperature rises sufficiently, begin to move
it

(())
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The general fuel agent should be
General Fuel Agent.
for the purchase, distribution and accounting
He should have a thorough knowledge
for all fuel.
of all fuels on his own line, and adjacent thereto, also
keeping in touch with all new development, and in these days
responsible

of labor unrest, he should keep well informed of the situation so that on any indications of approaching trouble causing closing of the mines, he will have sufficient stock on
hand to protect his road. He should be familiar with the
characteristics of the various coals, such as slacks, lignites,
etc., by the use of which great economies can be made in fuel

used in roundhouse plants, stations, tanks, etc.
He should have a knowledge of the various systems of
handling and storing coals, so as to meet any contingency
that may arise, and keep his actual handling costs to minimum. He should keep a close watch on his supplies and
stocks protecting against any possible shortage by reason of
unforeseen delays, wrecks, washouts, strikes, etc., at the
same time being careful not to carry too heavy a stock in
cars, thus causing extra cost by shrinkage, extra handling

and

interest

on idle money.

The

general fuel agent should purchase all fuel, under
the direction of the general manager, after consultation with
the superintendent of motive power, as to the merits and
economic aspects of fuel required for various purposes. This
I take to be very necessary on account of the multiplicity of
designs of locomotives and boiler plants. We all know that
a coal which proves economical on one type of locomotive
or boiler is the very opposite on another type, yet we have

to supply fuel for

them

all.

He

should keep in touch with general superintendents, so
that they may facilitate movement of cars, both loaded and
empty, and also get advance notice of any extra supplies
required on account of rushes of traffic, opening ballast pits,
etc.
He must also consult with them as to any permanent
or temporary alterations required at coaling plants, especially when arranging to dump storage coal.
He should especially consult with the superintendent of
motive power, as this is the department using by far the
larger proportion of our fuel, and it is only by close cooperation of these two departments that we can make our
best results in econom}-.
On most roads we also have to
rely on the motive power department to make all our tests,
as we are not all in a position to maintain an organized
testing department with all the necessary equipment.
Where
a performance sheet is compiled, it will not be possible to get
any improvement in results unless these two departments are
working closely together.
The general fuel agent should not spend too much time
in his office, as all routine work there can be taken care of
by his clerical staff. He should be out on the line as much
as possible, getting in close touch with coal operators, his
inspectors, master mechanics, in fact with every one who is
at all interested in fuel, and thus gain information which will
enable him to inaugurate new methods, thus making
economies.

—As

we cannot use

the coal unless it is propnext to deal with are the inspectors.
As I have often stated, I prefer practical miners for these
positions.
A practical miner, after a little outside training,
is able to judge as to whether the coal is up to the proper
standard of the mine, and in cases where coal is being
tendered for loading which is not up to standard, is able
to detect the cause of the trouble and apply a remedy.

Inspectors.

erly

produced,

The

the

inspector's duties are principally to inspect the coal as

delivered, but he also sees that cars are clean

and

in

fit

condition for loading, inspects the weighing and notes any
differences between actual and marked tare.
He should
also report daily the number of cars of company coal loaded
with destination, and the number of cars of commercial coal

1313

loaded, and should send a weekly report of local conditions
at the

mine.

Distributor.

—After

receiving the coal at the mine, it is
it, which is done by the fuel

necessary- to properly distribute

His title implies his work, and he must watch
daily stocks on hand and in transit closely so as not to overstock or run short, also so as to get his coal carried without
causing any holding back of revenue traffic on account of
distributor.

requiring coal rushed to any particular point.
Chute and Coal Handlers. Having the coal at destination it is necessary to get it on locomotives or in boiler rooms

—

by means of coal chutes or handling in some other economical
manner. These are so closely connected with fuel costs that
the handling of all fuel should Ije taken care of by the general fuel agent, either by contractor or men on the fuel
jDayroll.
By this means he has a constant and efficient check
on the cost of this work.
Chief Clerk and Office Staff. The office routine and records are taken care of by the chief clerk and staff and this
does not require any explanation.
Accountant.
The accountant is responsible for passing
all invoices and vouchers, making all charges of fuel issues
and keeping the fuel stocks account.
Statistician.
The statistician's chief work is in compiling
performance records, and any other similar reports required.
I find myself unable to compile any coal performance reports
from the fact that we have no means of obtaining accurate
data as to the amount of coal supplied to any particular
engine.
It is all guesswork, so that to attempt to compile
any comparative report of performance would be ridiculous
and only a waste of time. I hope that the day is not far
distant when every coal chute will be equipped with an automatic device, either weighing or measuring, so that we may
know the exact amount of coal taken by each engine, but
until such is installed I feel that all our efforts at com-

—

—

—

parisons are of no avail.
Fuel Supervisors. The coal now having been mined, distributed and placed on the engines, the fuel supervisor
comes in, and by his skill and training as an engineman
develops the highest training and practice possible in his
engineers and firemen, always looking to the little things

—

much and taking for his text "The most 100
ton miles for the lowest actual cost."
Such, in my opinion, is the complete organization of a
that count so

and such an organization with the motto
"Service and Co-operation," with everybody living up to it,
could make great savings for any road.
fuel department,

Co-operative Research and
the Railway Fuel Problem
By

Captain O.

S.

Beyer,

Jr.,

U.

S.

A.

The influence of such fundamental items of railway operating expense as the cost of fuel and labor on the direction of developments, both mechanical and economical, in
the

industry has

always struck

subject for consideration.

When

me

as

a most

important

practices of locomotive

and

car construction or train operation of America are compared
with those of Europe, striking differences are revealed. Intensive studies of the effect of basic cost items indicate more
clearly than anything else the reasons why, for instance, the
superheater, the mechanical stoker, the brick arch, the feed
water heater, as well as the composite modem types of
American locomotives themselves, assume tendencies in this
country differing quite markedly from analogous tendencies
In fact, I do not think it an exaggerain other countries.
tion to say that the whole course of American railway development is greatly influenced by the cost of fuel and labor.
The problems created by the railway labor and fuel situa-
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lion have a large economic iKukgrDUiul, which i.s very luiidamcntal in its rchition to the vvlioU- lran.si)ortation iiukistry.
An analysi.^i of this phase of (he proMeni is a l)ig subject
Certain eienunt.^
in itself and cannot he elaborated here.
of the proijlem, however, are anunahle to certain fonns of
solution which are l)ecominj^ more and more important.

determine ihe most economical combination of prailue, devices and kinds of fuel in different territories possible.
.\Ia.\imum boiler capacities resulting from these combinations as well as relative smoke jiroduction should be deter-

these particular .solutions may l)e characterized as
possible melhoils for increasing the jjroductivity of the agenTo increase,
cies creating the operating cost in (juestion.

mathematical study of the process of heat transfer in the
locomotive boiler should be made, esjiecially with reference
to the distribution of the heating surfaces between tubes,
flues, comlju.stion chamber and fireliox.
Ch-cmical and Physical Nature of K.xhausl (itises.
(d)

Urietly,

were, the yield of fuel, to get more out of ever)' pound,
is of more importance today
it more cfliciently,
than it ever was, and will become more and more so as each
ii\crement addeil to its cost places an additional premium
as

it

to utilize

on

efficient u.se.

its

The time has come, in my estimation, to survey the
way fuel situation, its prc)l)lems and possiliilitics, with a

rail-

thor-

This association has sucouginiess never attempted l)eforc.
ceeded, after several )cars of strenuous effort, in effecting a
co-operation between many interests, whereby a i)icce of
fuel research

was accomplished which undoubtedly some day

be considered the inccjjtion of a movement contributing most extensively to the solution of the present-day railway fuel problem.
Since the committee on Fuel Tests handed in its rewill

Grades of Coal from a Franklin
Mine, at the 1917 convention, much has
\\'e have come to realize, as never before, the
transpired.
true significance of the scientific method in the solution of
the problems in our industries, as compared with the slow,
dull, expensive practices of cut and tr)-, rule-of-thumb, or
by whatever other term the awkwardness of much of the
Perindustrial progress of the past might be characterized.
haps no other event of international importance than the war
A newfor democracy has served to emphasize this so well.
port on the Test of Six

County,

Illinois,

realization

has developed among

scientists,

engineers,

ad-

ministrators, statesmen, concerning the value of the scientific
method in the solution of industrial problems.
It is my intention to point out as far as this association is
concerned that its greatest opportunity lies in the direction of

continuing and developing as rapidly as possible the lead it
took when, through its Committee on Fuel Tests, it brought
together the many interests and secured the necessary funds
which eventually made possible the report already mentioned.
This was but a beginning and a beginning under most adverse circumstances.
As all this is indicative of what co-operation in research
really means, the question which arises is, what can be done
in this direction on behalf of contributing to the solution of
The Fuel Conservation Section
the railway fuel problem?
the United States Railroad Administration thoroughly
The extensive
appreciates the activities of this association.
fuel and locomotive test facilities, but so meagerly used, at
the Illinois, Iowa and Purdue experiment stations need but

of

to be referred to.

It

seems, therefore, that the whole ques-

tion reduces itself to one of initiative with the International
Railway Fuel Association.

All these remarks would perhaps have little appeal were
many important railway fuel problems pressing
Consequently, in support of the remarks I
for solution.
have made above, the following fuel investigations, which
can only be carried on in a sufficiently comprehensive way
by co-operative research, are submitted for consideration by

there not

way

of conclusion:

—

The theory of comof Combustion.
applied to the burning of locomotive fuel, is incomplete, and fails to explain the occurrence of some very important phenomena, especially with
reference to fires of varying thicknesses, clinkering, coking,
(a)

The Chemistry

bustion as

it

exists today,

the nature of the higher hydrocarbon products of combustion, etc.

(b)

Firing Practices.

—The purpose

of this should be to

mined.
Ileut Ab.svrplioti.

(c)

—A

detailed exiierimental, as well

as

—

A

splendid ojjportunity exists to investigate the [jroducts of
combustion as they appear in the lcx:omotive front end after
they have done their work. The results might go a long way
towards exjilaining the mysterious "unaccounted for" losses
in the heat iialance.

Accurate Smoke Measuring and Indicating Devices.
with the foregoing investigation, attempts should
be made to develop accurate smoke measuring and indicating
(e)

— Jointly
devices.

—

The Drafting System. An investigation of the endrafting system of the modem locomotive cannot \>e
made too soon. The proportioning of ash pan opening, grate
opening, gas areas between the end of the arch and the door
sheet, of tlucs, tubes, and .superheater damper, the space
(f)

tire

under the smoke box diaphragm, and the smokestack should
all be carefully determined and general values for them expressed in empirical formulae having a wide range of apThis is far from accomplished today.
plication.

—

The Law of Resistance to Flow of Gases. Detailed
(g)
study of the flow of gases through the locomotive boiler reveal possibilities for reducing their resistance to flow and
perhaps at the same time suggest ways for effecting greater
interchange of heat between these gases and the heating
surfaces.

—

(h)
Radiation Losses.- Very little is known about this
important item, and in consequence losses resulting therefrom are thrown in with those considered as "unaccounted
for."
It is entirely possible to develop data on this point,
especially with the perfected methods of pyrometry- now in
existence.

—

(i)
Locomotive Feed Water Heating. After a long
period of development, the locomotive feed water heater is
As it stands today, it is perhaps
at last becoming available.
one of the finest examples of the results of scientific experimentation applied to the solution of locomotive problems.
The good work, however, should not stop. As long as feed
water can be heated to still higher temperatures, as long as
there are heat units still going up the stack which might be
saved, the feed water heater investigation should continue.

—

Locomotive Boiler Performance. The whole genof locomotive boiler performance needs more
study.
Unfortunately the available reliable test data covering a sufficient range of performance is entirely too limited
for this purpose.
Consequently little opportunity exists for
developing an extensive and well founded theory for locomotive boiler design.
(k)
Further Study of the Superheater.
The superheater
deserves further investigation.
The work done at Purdue
and especially at Altoona with varying lengths and diameters of superheater units has certainly contributed most
valuable knowledge on this subject.
As a continuation of
this work the correlation between degree of superheat and
boiler pressure as reflected in the steam economy of the
engine should be worked out over wider ranges and mathematical determinations verified.
Another very important
question coming within this field is the effect of varying
degrees of moisture in the steam entering the superheater.
(j)

eral

subject

—

—

Fuel.
Investigation concerning fuel should pri(1)
marily contemplate securing data on the relative steaming
values of the fuel used in the railwav service as determined

:
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series of boiler performances as well as
The data should also
evaporative capacity tests.
include information on the spark and smoke production of
the various coals and their clinkering and honeycombing

from a complete

maximum

qualities, in order, if possible,

to tie

up

practical perform-

ances of coals with the characteristics indicated by proximate and ultimate analyses and other laboratory tests of
The fuels which should thus be investiselected samples.
(1) Typical coals from all important mining
(2) Various commercial sized and some specially
(3) Land stored, water stored and freshly
sized coals.
mined coals.
(4) Powdered bituminous, anthracite, lignite

gated

are:

districts.

(S) Oil, ligand peat, together with combinations thereof.
anthracite and bituminous coals, coke, peat, briquets
and possible mixtures of these fuels.
Complete information as outlined would enable the railroads more clearly to specify desirable and necessary characteristics of fuel and to select fuels with far more intelligence
It would enable them to determine
than can now be done.

nite,

with

much

greater accuracy the actual value of the various
by the

fuels available instead of solving this vital question

methods now employed of "collective bargaining"
between coal salesmen and fuel or purchasing agents. Some
tests have been made to determine the relative steaming value
of and the maximum capacity obthinable from certain typical

unscientific

locomotive coals and
coals.

One

a

limited

number

of

different

sized

which has developed this data for coal
has effected economies which have paid in

railroad,

used on its lines,
one year over tenfold the cost of making the experiments.
It is entirely possible mechanically to prepare fuel in a
highly pulverized form and burn it in a locomotive furnace.
The machinery for doing this has been developed and used
with success. The next logical step is to determine accurately
just what is the complete economic value of the utilization
The many general advantages which
of pulverized fuel.
are bound to follow its use are, of course, recognized, but
it is not known how much, for instance, the evaporation per
pound of coal is increased at different rates of combustion.
The heat balances over the complete range of boiler capacities
of a few typical boilers fired with pulverized fuel have yet
to be compared with the balances of these same boilers fired
with ordinary fuel.
And lastly, values as exactly as possible of the increase in capacity of the pulverized fuel fired
boiler should be established.
It is not vet possible completely and finally to judge the wisdom of either attempting
to perfect or of widely introducing this system of combustion.

Discussion
S.

C. R. Richards, director Engineering Experiment Sta-

University of Illinois, told of investigations conducted
institution.
The scope of the work is limited because of lack of funds.
He hoped arrangements could be
made to secure co-operation from railroads in carr\'ing on
work. J. M. Anthony spoke of the need for a scientific investigation to determine proper proportions of locomotive
boilers, the design of which had been along empirical lines.
W. J. Bohan advocated the formation of a committee representing the railroads to co-operate with universities in research work.
tion,

by that

Front Ends, Grates and Ash Pans
During the past few years much attention has been given
obtained from the performance of heavy Mikado
and Santa Fe type locomotives. The committee felt that an
analysis of some of the apparatus pertaining to the designs
of front ends, grates and ash pans was pertinent, and accordingly sent a letter to the mechanical engineers of some

to results

of the larger railroads of the country, reading in part as
follows

"In connection with work by the Standing Committee on
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Front Ends, Grates and Ash Pans of the International
Railway Fuel Association, we wish to compile data in regard
to improvements in designs of front ends, grates and ash
pans which some of the more important railroads have found
to produce a saving in fuel.
We would like to have this data
connection with the larger type locomotives, preferably
Fc or the Mikado types.
"If your railroad has found a change in design within
the last two or three years which is proving to be a more
economical design than you originally had on front end arrangements, on grates or on ash pans, also if the designs
you now use are giving very good economy, will you please
in

the Santa

send drawings showing the old and new designs and also
advise as to the size of the locomotive, the class of service, the
grade of fuel burned and any further information which
you see fit to give regarding both old and new designs."

The response to these letters, together with information
submitted by individual committeemen, has suggested a comparison of present practice with the practice of some fifteen
years ago, particularly in reference to front end design when
the Master Mechanics' Association in 1906 endorsed the
Purdue University tests on front ends.
Front Ends:
The fundamental principle of the Master Mechanics'
standard front end is that the height, H, of the portion of the
stack extending above the smoke box and the distance, h,
that the exhaust nozzle is below the horizontal center line of
the smoke box be, for best results, as great as practicable.
This being done, dimensions of certain importance are ascertained in accordance with the following formulae in which
D is the diameter of the smoke box, P the distance the
stack extends below the top of the smoke box, d the diameter
at the choke of the stack, b the diameter of the base of the
stack, and h the distance from the base of the stack to the
choke or smallest dimension of the stack.
d
h

=
=
=

P=

p

.21D

2dor

+

.1611

,5D

.32D
.22D

be remembered that the diameter of the smoke box
on which tests were made in establishing the design factors
for the standard front end was 74 inches, and that the maximum back pressure of the exhaust blast that produced the
draft on this oil burning locomotive was only a little more than
4 pounds.
These are conditions which do not prevail in
general practice today.
The diameter of the smoke box on
the majority of larger engines is from 80 to 91 inches, and
the back pressure is, far in excess of a maximum of 4^/2
pounds.
The function of the stack is a very important one in its
It is to

relations

to

the

drafting

of

the

locomotive

and

its

fuel

economy. The diameter at the choke of the stack, as determined by the standard formula, is made a function of the
diameter of the smoke box, as well as the distance of the exhaust nozzle below the center line of the smoke box.
The
question arises whether or not this is a proper basis of design
with present-day practice with large locomotives, either using
saturated or superheated steam, hand fired or stoker fired.
Is this the proper equation to give maximum fuel economy?

Does

it

give a stack that

the exhaust steam

is large enough to take care of
and the exhaust gases and to deliver them

properly and wdth such a degree of freedom that good fuel

economy results?
By comparing the formulae with the practice on present
prominent railroads, we find that the maximum calculated
diameter of the stack at the choke is 23 inches and that the
actual diameter

is 21
inches.
In this case the minimum
area of the actual stack is 17 per cent below that required
by the formula no data have been established by experiment
on this coal-burning Santa Fe type superheater locomotive
;
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lliat

a 23-inth or lar^jiT staik minlit not la- iixd.
in question is notal)ly a leader in the lar^e

Tins railroad

Another railroad in an adjacent territory'
using a 17-inch stack on tiiis same type of hnoniotive.
An analysis of all the design dimensions referred to l)y
tljc formulae is of great interest as a matter of comparison,
and one might possibly draw the conclusion that the dimensions were made to suit t)ther conditions and not made to
follow the formulae in that they vary as much as 100 per
size of its stacks.
is

on one railroad
is

standard master mechanics'
expressed in the words of a
"So
jirominent mechanical engineer when he said recently:
far as present large power is concerned, there is no such thing
On present-day
as a standard master mechanic front end.

What

then

end?

is

It

the state of

may

iire

particularly

sometimes discontinued on anolhcr.

true

about 40 degrees to the forward part of the smoke l)OX. This
location of the netting for intercei)tion of the exhaust gases
makes accessibility of the front end rather difficult, and
many designers have expended their efforts in developing
a different arrangement of the netting or sjx\rk arrester.
The Chicago & North Western has had for several years
a liox arrangement known as the Slater front end which is
The Burlington
claimed to give very satisfactory results.
has an arrangement differing widely from that of other railroads so far as form is concerned, having a basket form
The Rock Island has a cylindrical
over the exhaust pot.
(See Railway Age December 6, 1918, page
spark arrester.

993).

This road reports that

it

has several hundred locomotives

with this device, with the most gratifying results.
With these variations of designs of front ends the question arises with this committee as to what should be endorsed
as the best form of arrangement of a standard front end and
what should be the basis of design of the stack under presentAt this time the committee is unable to
day conditions.
fitted

make recommendations.
Grates:
In studying the grates in use on large locomotives, we
find that they are for the most part of the finger type, and
During the past few years
are divided into four sections.
power shakers have been introduced on a considerable number of the larger locomotives. In such case the arrangement
is such that the grates can be shaken either by power or by
hand, and, of course, in a very much shorter time than by
the former method.

There is a tendency on the part of several railroads to
change from the finger type grates to the table type. Tests
recently made on one road show a decided saving in fuel due
to the change from the finger to the table grates.
Ash Pans:
The general design of ash pans must necessarily be
adapted to the particular class of locomotives, some locomoIn
tives permitting a different arrangement than others.
general it would appear that the ash pan is designed to fill
a space that has been left over after other parts of the
locomotive have been utilized to the best advantage. So far
as the type of hopper is concerned, it seems that the duplex
hopper type is in most general use, although there are a considerable number of multiple hopper type ash pans in service.
In general the ash pan doors open so as to dump the
ashes towards the back end, although on a few railroads the
two doors open, the one towards the front and the other
towards the back of the locomotive.
In many instances the mechanical engineers are not
co-ordinate in their actions; the designs that are satisfactory

to

the

.sliding

Tliis

vitmis

S
report was signed by H. H. MacFarland (.\. T.
H, I)e\ill.i .
Chaimian; W. J. bohan (N. 1'.),
(IVnn. Lines), J. P. Neff (Am. Anh Co.), and Irmk

The

iS.

l",.

Zeleny (C.

The

\i.

&

(J.).

Effect of Reducing Exhaust Nozzles
to

tlie

using superheater steam, the arrangement will not
jiermit such a front end."
The master mechanics' front end did not ])rovide a front
end netting which is common to most locomotives of toda\-,
so located as to extend from the table plate at an angle of

reference

r.),

Overcome Front End Air Leaks
By

jiossiljly l)c

])ower,

with

the hinged d<K)r.

cent in several instances.
front
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F. p.

Rocsch

Supervisor, Fuel Conservation Section, Xorlhwcstcrn Region

The manager

of the Fuel Conservation Section, United
Railroad .Administration, under date of August 1,
1918, sent out Fuel Con.servation Circular No. 8, addressed
to all motive power officials concerned with locomotive main-

States

The circular called particular attention to the
prevalence of air leaks around the outside steam pipes on
superheated steam locomotives at the point where these pijies
enter the smoke arch, and advised how these leaks could be
detected by means of an ordinary torch test.
While in some instances the recommendations embodied
tenance.

No. 8 were fully complied with, in other cases it
that proper measures were not used, due, no
doubt, to the fact that those interested in the maintenance
of the IcKomotives did not realize the importance of the
in circular

was found

proposition.

The usual methods pursued in taking care of the air leaks
around these steam pipes was to pack the opening between
the pipe and gland with fibrous asbestos packing, either rope
asbestos or plaster being used. Tests have proven that through
the action of the exhaust this packing is gradually pulled
into the front end, eventually leaving a clear opening.

Where

packing in this manner becomes so pulled out, it
leaves a combined opening around the two steam pipes in
the average construction, equal to an orifice 8^ in. in
all of the

diameter.

These air leaks, of course, do not occur suddenly, consequently the effect on the draft is gradual, and this in turn
gradually reduces the steaming qualities of the locomotive.
It is because locomotives gradually fail for steam that nozzle
bushing is eventually resorted to, as did the steam failures
occur suddenly no doubt the cause would be investigated and
corrected.

In order to determine the exact

effect of

reducing nozzles

and disarranging front end apparatus to overcome the effects
of these leaks and to improve the gradually failing steaming
qualities of the locomotive, the Fuel Conservation Section
authorized a series of tests to be conducted to see what the
losses amounted to in increased fuel consumption and decreased locomotive efficiency.

no particular locomotive was
one in regular chain gang
freight service and assmned by all concerned to be in good
condition.
Draft gages were used in front and behind the
diaphragm, in the firebox and in the ash pan. In addition
In conducting these

tests

selected, the locomotive tested being

to the draft readings,

pyrometer readings were also taken at

stated intervals as well as cylinder indicator cards at various
speeds and cut-off.
dynamometer car was employed in

A

order to register the draw bar pull under varying conditions
so that the results obtained would not be based on the tonnage alone, but equated on the train resistance. The tender
was cut off, drained and weighed prior to taking coal on
each trip. Only the coal consumed in actually pulling the
train was taken into consideration, all coal used on sidings
and at other stops being used from a separate source.
The locomotive tested was of the light Mikado type and
superheated, having cylinders 26 x 30 in., 63-in. driving
wheels, 200 lb. steam pressure, with a calculated tractive

'

May
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30,

The

tests were conducted over a double
91 miles long, having a maximum
per cent, the same -engine crew being used

54,720

effort of

lb.

freight division,

track

grade of .67
throughout all

The

iirst

was made

witli

the locomotive as

found.

On

the completion of this trip, the openings around the steam
pipes were packed with rope asbestos, and it was found that

end was raised two inches, as
shown by the draft gage. As this now gave a vacuum in the
front end greater than necessary, to produce the desired
vacuum in the firellox it was decided to open the nozzle a
the average draft in the front

amount

sufficient

On

the

reduce

to

first trip

turn decreased the fuel consumption approximately

in

3 per cent.

On

the whole, the tests brought out forcibly' -the necessity
maintaining nozzles with the largest possible .diameter
consistent with good steaming; of maintaining airtight front
ends in order that the large nozzle can be succciSSfuUy used,
of

tests.

trip

this

i3i;

it

and of so adjusting the draft plate as to maintain an even
distribution of draft over the entire grate surface, as well as
to carry it at such a height as to provide ample area for the
free flow of gases from the firebox to the stack.

Discussion

this.

was found

that the draft gage in front

diaphragm registered practically double the height of
the column of water as registered by the draft gage behind
the diaphragm, indicating that the draft plate was so adof the

Good

around steam pipes were
reported by using stuffing boxes.
Rope asbestos was found
to be more satisfactory than cements, but no material could be
found that would remain tight for a week.
results in eliminating k-aks

justed as to offer quite an obstruction to the flow of gases
from the firebox to the atmosphere.
It was, therefore, de-

cided to raise this plate in order to better equalize the draft.
On the next trip the openings around the steam pipes were

again packed with asbestos and front end cement, as inspecon arrival showed that the greater part of the packing
applied on the previous trip had pulled out. The nozzle was
enlarged y^ inch in diameter, and the draft plate raised as
noted in the preceding paragraph. On this trip the locomotive showed a marked decrease in the consumption of coal
per 1,000 gross ton miles equated on the draw bar pull as
registered by the dynamometer car. It also showed a decrease
in cylinder back pressure at the same speed and cut off. due,

Other Papers

A

paper was also read on Internal Combustion versus
Steam Engine for Small Stationary Plants; by C. A. Lichty.
inspector, purchasing department. Chicago & North Western.

tion

Train Accidents In April

T

HE FOLLOWING

a

is

list

States in the

month

the front end

vacuum was

still

railways of the United

of April, 1919:

Collisions

of course, to the enlarging of the nozzle.

As

of the most notable train acci-

dents that occurred on the

greater than necessary

maintain the proper firebox vacuum, it was defurther increase the diameter of the nozzle on the

in order to

cided to
following trip.
inch more in
On the next trip the nozzle was enlarged
inch
size
total
of
above
the
diameter,
or
a
^/4
The draft sheet was left as adoriginally carried.
Finding, however, that the
justed on the previous trip.
packing around the steam pipes had again partially pulled
out, it was decided to seal these openings by means of plates
made of No. 10 gage steel, slightly corrugated, the outer circumference of these plates being welded to the smoke arch on
the inside of the arch and the inner circumference of the
An electric welder was
plates welded to the steam pipes.
On th's
used, thereby permanently sealing these openings.
trip, while the locomotive did not show an\^ decrease in fuel
consumption per 1,000 gross ton miles over the prvious trip,
it did show an increase in locomotive efficiency, due to the
further increase in the size of the exhaust nozzle, and as a
point had now been reached where the fuel consumption and
locomotive efficiency practically balanced, and it having been
decided that any further increase in the size of the exhaust
nozzle would affect the steaming of the locomotive to such an
extent as to increase the coal consumption and thereby offset
anything that might be gained through a further reduction
in back pressure the tests were concluded on the basis of the
last test run.
The final results can be briefly summarized in the following statement: Opening the nozzle l-i inch or 4.S per cent
of the diameter, giving an increase of 9.3 per cent in area,
resulted in a decrease in fuel consumption of 14.3 to 21.17
per cent, the comparisons as shown for the different trips
wherein the larger nozzle was used being 14.3, 17.2, 18.2
and 21.17 per cent, the difference being due to variations in
the quality of coal, weather conditions, etc.
The efficiency
of the locomotive was increased from 8.1 to 16.5 per cent,
based on the averages at various speeds and cut off, as shown
by indicator cards and dynamometer records. The locomotive steamed equally as well with the larger nozzle as with
the one originally used.
The raising of the diaphragm resulted in a better distribution of the draft over the fire, and

Road

Date
10.

Phila.

26.
29.
29.

III.

&

Readini;.

.. .1

Central

Q

C. B. &
Del. L. &

Kind of Kind of
accident
train

Place
ocust Summit

xc

Memphi.'!

W

%

Walshville

be
be

Taylor

xc

KilM

F.

F.
F.
F.

&

F.

3
S

&

F.
F.

4

&

Inj'd
6
J
1

Dcrjitnu-uts

Cause of Kind of

Road

Date
8.

Chicago R.

I.

10.

Union

n.

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

11.
13.
14.

*22.
27.
21.

*30.

& P.

Pacific

.

.

Place
White, S. D.
Halford
Emswortli
Enisworth

derailment

Cleve. C. C. & St. L.Gillespie, III
Missouri, K. & T
Hunter
St.
Louis-S. F
Lawton, Okla.
Denver & R. G
Cimarron

Lehigh V
Pennsylvania

The

Kil'd Inj'd

train
P.
P.

b. rail

snow

1

2

P.

d. car.

P.
F.
F.
P.

Newnort

b journal

P.'

Sabula

unx

F.

b.

wheel

unx

2

was

.

34
23'

Summit,

a through freight, consisting

1050 ynd 35 loaded cars.
Because of the
breaking of a drawhead the engine and eight cars were
moved forward to Gordon, where the eight cars were set
off; and the engine, returning to its train, collided with the
rear portion, which had been left standing on a grade but
had started down the grade i^ecause of the leaking of the
The train had been standing about 45 minair cylinders.
utes, and none of the hand brakes had been set.
Eighteen
cars were badly damaged, and the conductor, one brakeman
and the fireman were killed.
The trains in collision near Memphis, Tenn., on the 26th,
were an employees' train, carrying men to work, about 7. a.
m., and a locomotive without train; a butting collision in a
dense fog. Both engines were damaged. This collision was
not on the main track. Five employees were killed, and six
were injured.
The trains in collision at Walshville, 111., on the 29th
(at 2:40 a. m.) were southbound freight No. 6,102 and
Both engines and several
northbound freight No. 6,122.
The southbound train had run
cars were badly damaged.
of locomotive

'.Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
re, Rear
Broken

collision
d.

Defective

be,

Butting collision
unf.

Unforeseen

xc.

Other collisions

obstruction

unx.

b.

Unex-

ms, Mis'ilaced switch
derail. Open derailing switch
ace.
malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
obst.. .'\ccidental obstruction
fire. C-irs burned while runl)oiIer, Explosion of locomotive on road
F. or Ft.. Freight train (includnins
P. or Pass.. Passenger train
.Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more [lasseiijers killed.
destroyed by fire
plained

,.

3--'l

train involved in the collision near Locust

Pa., on the 10th of April

I

F'.
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pa.>it

appomtid mooting i)laco, train ordors having been
Tho road was blcKkcd twelve hours. Two

tlu"

ovorl(H)kocl.

trainmon woro injurod.
trains

Tlio

in

oollision

at

tho J'>th of April were a yard

Taylor, Pa., on the niglit of
freight of ten cars, standing

motionless on a yard running traik, and a train of tliree
Uxomotivos and one cal)oose, the engines moving backward
Of the five trainmen on the
and pusiiing the cai)(K)Se.
A switch
caboose, four woro killed and one was injured.
tender had been directed to forbid the entrance of the train
of Uxomotivcs on the track occupied by the standing cars,
but neglected to do so, and is held resi)onsii)lc; also the

man

charge of the standing freight is held resj)onsiblc for
failing to protect, cither by a red light on the end car or by

hand

in

lantern.

The

train derailed near White, S. D.,

bound passenger No. 417.
and the engincman fatally
railment

The

is

on the 8th was west-

The engine was
injured.
The cause

believed to have l)een a Iiroken

overturned,
of the de-

rail.

train derailed near Halford, Kan., on the 10th

was

eastbound No. 186, a mixed train with two engines and a
snowplow. Moving at about 20 miles an hour, the plow was
One
overturned in a drift and both engines were derailed.
engincman and one fireman were killed, and the other fire-

man was injured.
The passenger

train derailed at Emsworth, Pa., on the
11th of April was west l)Ound express No. 1,007. The line
A westbound freight
of road at this point is four-track.
had been derailed by the automatic application of the brakes,
and several cars were thrown afoul of an eastbound track.
These cars caused the derailment of an eastbound freight
which came along within a few minutes. The path of the
passenger train was also blocked, and this was the cause of
the derailment of that train, only the engine and the bag-

gage car being thrown

off the rails.

111., on the l.Uh was
westbound passenger No. 5. The engine and first three cars
were thrown off the track and partly overturned. Two mail
clerks were injured.
The train derailed near Hunter, Tex., on the 14th was
Fourteen cars were ditched and
a northbound stock train.
about 300 animals were killed, part of them steers and part
The derailment was caused by a broken wheel.
sheep.
The train derailed on the St. Louis-San Francisco near
Lawton, Okla., on the 22nd of April was extra freight No.
734, consisting of one locomotive and 21 cars, including 19
Fire broke out in the wreck and 9 cars of oil,
cars of oil.
the caboose and a pile bridge, about 300 ft. long, were
One drover and two
Estimated loss $27,000.
burnt up.
trainmen were slightly injured. The cause of the derailment

The

train derailed near Gillespie,

was not determined.

.

train derailed near Cimarron, Col., on the 27th was
Three coaches were overwestbound passenger No. 315.

The

Thirty-four passengers were injured, most of them
not seriously. This section of the road is narrow gage. The
baggage car, heavily loaded, was thrown off the track on a ten
degree curve by the body side-bearings fouling bolts on the
turned.

front truck.

Newport, Pa., on the 29th was an
eastbound passenger ascending a steep grade at low speed.
The second of the two locomotives hauling the train ran off
the track, and with its tender, the first two cars and the tender of the leading locomotive, fell into the ditch. TwentyThe cause of the
three passengers were slightly injured.
derailment was a broken journal.
The train derailed at Sabula, Pa., on the 30th was an
One or more cars in
extra freight consisting of 44 cars.
this train were derailed in Sabula tunnel, presumably by the
fall of a brake beam, and the derailment was followed by a
fire which destroved 13 cars and contents, and damaged
much other freight. Estimated loss $125,000. The fire

The

train derailed at
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raged 42 hours, and it is exjK-cted tliat the road through
tunnel will not l)e passable before July 1.
Electric Car Accidents.
At Muncie, Ind., on the 9th, a
street car was struck by a freight train of the Lake Erie &
W'lstern, and three pas.scngers in the car were killed and four
tlie

—

injured.

Railway Affairs

in

Congress
Washington,

House Committee
TiiKpected
to take
this

I).

C.

appropriations was exup
week consideration of the $1,200,000,000 appropriation asked by the Railroad Administration and to give Director General Hines an opportunity to explain it.
The deljate on the bill in Congress is
expected also to give many members an opportunity to air
their views on the subject of the government's management
of

on

'

the railroads.

Senator A. B. Cummins of Iowa has Ijeen made chairman
of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce as expected.

The

other Republican

members are

C. E.

Townsend, Michi-

Robert M. LaFollette, Wisconsin; Miles Poindexter,
Washington; James E. Watson, Indiana; F. B. Kellogg,
Minnesota; George P. McLean, Connecticut, and the following new members: B. M. Fcmald, Maine; J. S. Frelinghuysen, New Jersey, and S. B. Elkins, West Virginia. The
Democratic members have not yet been selected.
The Democratic members of the House Committee on interstate and foreign commerce are as follows: T. W. Sims,
Tennessee; F. E. Doremus, Michigan; A. W. Barkley, Kentucky; Sam Raybum, Texas; A. L. Montague, Virginia;
Charles P. Coady, Maryland; A. G. DeWalt, Pennsylvania,
and J. Y. Sanders, Louisiana. The names of the Republican members were published last week.
Senator Cummins announced that the Senate Committee
on Interstate Commerce would be called together immediately
and that the probable order of action would be as follows:
First, the bill to restore the telegraph and telephone lines;
gan;

second, the bill to restore the Interstate Commerce Commisthird, the Poindexter long and

sion's authority over rates;

short haul

bill,

and

finally the general railroad question.

He

said that after a concrete plan has been decided upon by the
committee he planned to hold further hearings to allow the

suggestion of changes considered advisable. Chairman Esch
of the House committee expects to begin by holding a series
of hearings.
It is reported that many members of Congress are preparing to discuss the action of the six leading steel companies in
submitting identical bids on rail to the Railroad Administration and that there will be a demand for an inquiry by the

Department of Justice.
The House appropriations committee has decided to include an appropriation of $2,000,000 for the Alaska railroad
in the general deficiency bill.
Bills introduced in Congress affecting the railroads include

By Representative French, a bill, H. R. 1438,
promote the safety of travelers and employees by compelling common carriers to adopt uniform rules for the operation of trains and to use a uniform system of signals for authorizing the movement of trains. By senator Jones of Washthe following:
to

ington, S. 632, to prohibit trespassing.

By

Senator

Town-

647, to provide for federal incorporation of railroads, and S. 648, to amend the powers of the InSenator Nugent of Idaho
terstate Commerce Commission.
has presented to Congress resolutions adopted by the Idaho
Legislature favoring the return of the railroads to private

send of Michigan,

management

S.

as soon as

fusion or losses.

it

can be accomplished without con-

"

—

Railway Developments
Head

in Foreign Countries

of England's Largest

Railway Union on Visit Here;
Reduced Fares in England Defeated.

/H.

Thomas, general secretary of the National Union
Railwaymen (Great Britain) and a member of
Parliament, is on a visit to the United States, having
Mr. Thomas is a
arrived in New York on Saturday last.
leader in British railway labor matters and conducted the
negotiations with the British Board of Trade and the Railway Executive Committee which recently resulted in imof

portant concessions to the railwaymen.

German

—

road between Tampico and Tuxpam, a distance of about
125 miles.
Among the corporations that are interested in
the building of the proposed line are the Mexican Petroleum

Company and the Eagle or Aguila Oil Company. Application for a concession to build and operate the road
has been
made

to the department of communications and public
works
of the Mexican government. While the line will
be primarily
for the purpose of affording transportation
for supplies and
materials for the different oil fields it will do
a general

freight

State Railways

and passenger business.

The

Constitutional Committee in Weimar, by an almost
unanimous decision, recently laid down the principle of a

German

united

The Bavarian Gov-

State railway system.

ernment representatives alone protested. According to despatches the taking over of the whole of the railway systems
by the State Government by means of an agreement until
April, 1921, has been decided upon.

Simplon-Orient Express

The new Simplon-Orient Express
journey about the middle of April.
daily via Dijon, Vallorbe, Lausanne,
Milan, Verona, Venice and Trieste.
is divided, one section, on Sundays,
and Saturdays, going via Verciorova
other,

left

its

compilation gives the figures of exports for the nine months
ended March, 1919, as compared with those for the nine
months ended March, 1914.
The figures for locomotives

on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,

for rails are as follows:
Nine months ended

first

'

^.

run
the Simplon Tunnel,
At Vincovce the train
Tuesdays, Thursdays
to Bukarest; and the
train

Pre-War Period

increase in exports of railway supplies and of manufactures in general is clearly shown in a compilation
recently
issued by the National City Bank of New York.
The

and

Paris on

The

Increase in Exports Over

The

will

..

J

Locnmotives

Number
,,.,'^3'"*:
Kails

7."r^
^ "'"<=

>

March, 1919

March, 1914

557
$16,775,710

j^g
$2,918,714

422,046
$27,693,550

282,621
$8,637,346

'

direct to Bel-

Australian Railway Development

grade and eventually to Nish, Sofia and Constantinople.

A

London
The London members

Traffic

Congestion

of the British Parliament decided

May

6 to ask the cabinet to appoint a select committee to
inquire into the question of London traffic and the steps that
are necessary to relieve the present severe congestion. They

important evidence from the
"combine" which controls the London District Railway, the tube railways and the motor omnibus services.
One of the difficulties presented was a shortage of money to
effect additions and improvements to the services in the
way of building extensions to the tubes, purchasing more
took this step after hearing
so-calld

equipment,

etc.

Prominent British Steel Men Not
Worried Over American Competition
The
and

lx)gey of

steel

trades

American competition
is

in the British iron

is a tremendous demand among the neutral countries for
iron and steel at almost any j)rice, and expects this demand
to take care of the British export production.
The American Chamber of Commerce in London understands on the other hand that British interests themselves

there

making extensive purchases

of

American iron and

steel.

Another Mexican Railway Project
Several

of

the

or

Lake Nash.

larger

American and other foreign

oil

companies which are operating in the Gulf coast region
of Mexico have joined in the project of constructing a rail-
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The Queensland

line is

now

at Dajarra.

The

route has not been surveyed, but the distance would
probably be about from 120 to 150 miles, and with the exception of the first 10 miles from Dajarra the country presents no engineering difficulties.
It may perhaps be found
preferable to connect from the Great Northern line from
Dobbyn by an extension through Mount Oxide, and Gregory
Downs to the border north of Camoweal. Either of the
proposals mentioned would fill the conditions of the proposal made by Lord Forrest to the Queensland Government
in the early part of 1914, which was that Queensland should
continue its railway to the border in the vicinity of Camoweal, so that the Commonwealth Government might extend
the Pine River railway from Katherine to Newcastle, and

through the Barclay tableland.

regarded by one of Britain's foremost
as undoubtedly exaggerated, says the

iron and steel men
American Chamber of Commerce in London.
Although the British prices have gone up as the result of
the removal of the government subsidies, this expert says

are

proposal is being considered in Australia of building a
railway from the Northern Territory to the border of Queensland or continuing the Great Northern Railway to Camoweal

New
Several

Canals for Finland

important canal schemes are at present being
put forward in Finland, with a view to extending the existing canals and establishing new connections between the
many inland lakes and the Finnish and Bothnian Gulfs.
The most important proposals before the Finnish Senate
are those for connecting the lake of Paijanne with Safma
Lake and with the Gulf of Finland. The route to be followed is along the Kymene River.
Another project is a
canal from Wiborg to the River Vuoksen and thence to
the harbor of Kivisalmi, north of Kexholm, suitable for ships
The towns of Tammerfors and Bjorneborg
of 1,000 tons.
and the communes on the Kumo River are agitatint^ for
a canal from the Bothnian Gulf to Lake Paijanne via Pyhajarvi Lempaala, and Valkeakoski.
The old Sairaa Canal

:
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iu<iiliTiii/.o(l liy extend uij; tlie uidtli of llu- hx kthus enabling ships" of ^7<jm800' tons -froitr t|ie
With regard
inland waterways of Russia to |)ass flirougli.
to the new railways some 650 km. are at presciit iiikUt
construction at a eost of 250,000,()()() l''inni--li niark-

nia\

also

i)i'

(}8nv,

to

New

Railways Projected

in

Colombia

a special correspondent
to the Latin American .section of the New York Sun, has approved the first project law, which orders the outline of the

The

.\s.seml)ly of Antiocjuia, says

railway between a point on the Aniajja Railway and the Department of Caldas, passing through Fredonia and other
municipalities of the southwest, where agriculture thrives
This project law authorizes the governor to argreatlv.

range a loan of 5,000,000 pesos.

The

national

e.\cH-utive,

says the same correspondent, has

approved the provision of the departmental government for
the reorganization of the work on the Puerto Wilches Railway. In Santander it has been agreed to receive at par (as
they are not received in other parts) the bonds that the government issued, and the value of these, or $120,000, is to be
used to prolong as far as possible the line of the existing railway. For handling the fund and reorganization of the work
a commission has l)cen created whose members are the Governor, the secretary of finance and Victor M. Ogliastri. Pedro
E.

Novoa and Amhrosio Mantilla.

Railway Extensions
After some

in

Sweden

three or lour years' work, the Special

Commis-

sion appointed to draw up a scheme for a complete reorganization of the railway connections of Stockholm has now prepared a full and comprehensive plan, involving an outla>- of

from $25,000,000
upon the probable
passenger

traffic

is

to

$,-;0,000,000.

traffic

The proposal

30 or 40 years hence.

concerned, a

new

is based
So far as the

line of access

is

placed

and will proceed across the Arstavifuture Hammarbyleden, a new and important har-

east of the existing one,

ken

(tlie

bor) on a bridge so constructed as to give a clear height of
The west trunk line
about 85 ft. above ordinary water level.
will run in an almost straight line through part of Sodermalm, where a large station is to be constructed. From this
station the railway will run in a northerly direction through
a tunnel under the Maria Hill to the southern shore of Lake
Malaren, which will be crossed on a viaduct, and thence will
pass the western shore of the Riddarholmen, crossing the
Norrstrom on another bridge, which joins the Klara shore
to the west of the present line, the
as it approaches the Klara shore.

new line gradually falling
The central station is to

site of the present main station, and the departure
The
arrival passengers are to be kept entirely apart.
station, it is believed, could be finished in 1927.

occupy the

and

bi-en

Vol

removed

in oirjer to

gitimate purposes
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be employed by the Germans for lenearer the scene of acUial mili-

in-(h.stricts

one sees miles of true k i)artially
being more or less intact, while the
other has been wrenched from its foundations and twisted.
On other sections, lines have been rendered useless for miles
on end by the dynamiting of every rail joint, so that the ends
of each rail arc curved ujjwards.
There is a good deal of
this particular destruction near the French frontier, and most
of it seems to fall within the category of purely spiteful
tary o[)erations.

damaged, one

l''lsewl;ere

set of rails

damage.
Publicity Department for Belgian Railways

The Belgian Ministry

of Railvva\s, Marine, J'ost, Telegraph and Telephone, has established a S[x;cial department
for press and pul>licity in charge of C. Joset as director

headquarters

with

at

Brussels.

The

establishment of the

new department, says Consul Charles Ro)- Nasmith, Brussels, was brought about by a royal decree resulting from a
report to the King l)y the Minister of Railways.
This report, outlining the functions of the bureau, reads almost as
if it

one

had been written by an American, or, at least, by somea study of American conditions.
It said

who had made

The advaiiUgc dirived from publicity in commercial enterprises needs no
longer any ijroof, and in order to be convinced of this it is only necessary
lo Took around and see what is being done in other countries by public
oiganizalions and by private firms.
The Ministry of IJailways, Marine, Post, Telegraph and Telephone would
increase by this means the income of its different departments.
Also the public would be informed regularly and systematically of all
the regulations, changes and reforms introduced from time to time to improve the diflerent services in the interests of the population and to present,
by means of an intelligent propaganda and publicity, the advantages denved fiom the changes.
On the olher hand the department possesses a wonderful means of publicity in its official publications, such as its railway time-tables, telephone
directories, also in its thousands of waiting rooms, platforms, post offices.
railway cars, steamers, where the public can find an excellent opportunity
to

advertise.

Here

is a source of corsiderahle revenue which can be derived for the
if this means of advertising is made use of in centralizing all
the services which have to do with this and suppressing the system of
exploiting tliese opportunities through private sources.
Last of all. in the interest of a ifood operation of the administration, it
IS most desirable to give continually in the public press all the criticism
made concerning the oruanization and operation of the different public
services of the Ministry of Railways, Marine. Post, Telegraph and Telephone, and these criticisms should be examined thoroughly without delay
to see whether thev are well founded, and, if so, -emedies should be adopted
at once as far as possible.
For the above reasons I have the honor to propose to your Majesty the
creating of a department for the press and publicity, whose action will
extend to ali the departments and administrations cf the Ministry of Railways, Marine. Post. Telegraph and Telephone, and which will systematically
put to profit all the advantages to be derived from the press and publicity.

government

Bill

for

Lower Passenger Fares on
British Railways Defeated

The

British

House

of

Commons on May

7

defeated a

introduced by a private member calling for the restoration of pre-war passenger fares and for the reduction of
In
the 50 per cent increase introduced during the war.
the discussion considerable objection was made also to the
bill

"scandalous overcrowding" on the railways.

Belgian Light Railway Construction

Mr. Bridgeman, parliamentar}' secretary

During the war a certain amount of information w^as available as to the damage inflicted by the Germans on the Belgian
national light railways, and it is now possible, says the Railway Gazette (London) to supplement this by details gleaned
The
on the spot. The damage falls under three heads:
taking up of tracks that could be used to better advantage
elsewhere, which is a legitimate military action; the destruction or damage of lines to hamper the movements of the
Allied forces after the armistice, and purely wanton damage
Examples of all three
undertaken out of spite or malice.
abound, although it is often very difficult
which category any individual damage

to

determine under

falls.

On

certain

routes one motors past mile after mile of light railway on
which the ballasting, overhead wires, notice boards, etc., have
been left entirely intact, but from which every rail and sleeper

has been removed. Such

lines

seem without any doubt

to

have

to the

Board

of

Trade, in opposing the measure on the part of the government introduced some interesting figures by way of explanaHe showed that there was a
tion of the overcrowding.
serious shortage of equipment and explained that to reduce
fares would encourage travel and result in greater congestion.

The present conditions of things, he said, made it quite
There had been taken
impossible to do what was asked.
for the purposes of the war overseas, 1,600 passenger
Of the locomotives, about
coaches and 700 locomotives.
300, he thought, had now been returned to this country.
Not one of these 300 was in action; every one was undergoing repairs. Of the 1,600 coaches, not one had yet been
Owing to the war, the ordinary
returned to this country.
repairs

and new construction had

rears.

In normal times in Great Britain 3 per cent of the

fallen seriously into

ar-

May

30,
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repair, and something like 10 per
At the present time IOJ/2 per cent of
the passenger coaches and 20 per cent of the locomotives
The ordinar}' annual requirements to
were under repair.
k«p up stock in normal times was 600 or 700 new engines
per year. During the war something like 100 or 200 engines
That meant that during
haid been constructed annually.
the years of the war there had been a loss of new engines,
and those of the most modern and largest type, of 2,000.
The normal new construction in coach building was something like 6,000 new coaches a year.
During the war there
had been practically none. The fact that England had thus
lost a huge quantity of passenger coaches which ought to
have been serving the public was no fault of the Board of
Trade or the Railway Executive Committee. If fault there
WHS, it should t)e placed on the Germans.
With regard to cheap fares he also said the companies"
rolling stock

was under

cent of the locomotives.

1321

expenses were more than double what they were before the
war. The public should be ver>- thankful that the companies
were only asking 50 per cent increase for what cost them
over 100 per cent more.
If the 50 per cent were taken
off. the companies would l)e involved in a loss calculated
at $100,000,000.
Sir .A.uckhind Geddes, minister of national service and
leconstruction (not to be confused with Sir Eric), acting
in the absence of Sir Albert Stanley, president of the Board
of Trade, who also spoke against the bill and showed that
conditions were being remedied as fast as possible.
He
said that 2,677 trains had been restored within a few
weeks. The Caledonian Railway of Scotland had added 250;
the London & North Western, 650, in spite of the fact that
the railway lines were still pressed with the necessit\- for
carrying returning soldiers and still .-uffering for lack of

men and

supplies.

By Water Treatment

Missouri Pacific Saves $279,843
This Result

is

Equivalent to a Return of 181 Per Cent on

Investment

By

in 52 Plants

R. C. Bardwell,

Chief Chemist, Missouri Pacific,

DLRING

1918, the water softening plants on the Missouri

1,368,305,000 gal. of water, removing
from this water 3,589,473 lb. of scale forming matter.
There are 52 water treating plants on this system, the majority being in the hard water district of- the plains west of
Kansas City, although the plant of largest capacity is situated at North Little Rock, Arkansas. These plants, which
represent an investment of $154,300, have been in service
from 2 to 13 years. On the basis of a saving of 11 cents per
pound of incrusting matter eliminated before the water was
Pacific treated

delivered to the locomotives, as outlined by the

Water Service

committee of the American Railway Engineering Association
in^l914 and corrected to conform with present high prices for
labor and material, the total saving to the railroad from the
removal of this scaling material amounted to $369,716. The
cost of treatment, including labor, chemicals, maintenance,

St.

Louis

a gross saving of $529 per engine or a net saving of $400,
which appears reasonable in view of the generally improved

performance.

The 3,589,743 lb. of scaling matter removed from the
water would be equivalent to 36 carloads of 50 tons each. If
this scale had been allowed to go into the locomotives a conservative estimate of the portion adhering to the tubes and
sheets would not have been below 25 per cent.
This means
that with the untreated water an average of 1282 lb. of scale
would have been deposited in each of the 700 engines, forming an insulating coating about
in. thick on all exposed
boiler surfaces.
As a matter of fact the scale would have
been much thicker and heavier in some districts, as, on sev-

^

%

and 10 per cent on the investment to cover depreciation in
was $89,873, leaving a net saving of $279,843 or 181 per cent on the amount invested.
The benefits resulting from water treatment are numerous
but mostly of an intangible nature and difficult to convert
However, values were placed on
into direct financial returns.
four items, the saving of fuel resulting from the removal of

in. scale was not uncommon after 6 to 8
months' service before the installation of softening plants
which caused large loss in locomotive operation.
The l)est available data indicates that an insulating scale
of V's in. thickness causes an increase of between 15 and 20
per cent in fuel consumption. Using the average rate of six
pounds of water per pound of coal burned, 946,411 tons of
coal were required to evaporate the 1,368,305,000 gal. of
water into steam at boiler temperatures.
It is safe to presume that at least 10 per cent more coal would have been

the insulating effect of the scale, the increased life of flues,

consumed

treating facilities,

the decreased repair

work on

flues

and

boilers in the round-

house, and the saving in engine time while down for repairs.
The average cost of coal was increased $0.90 per ton, a set of
flues $216, engine time $12 per day, and roundhouse flue repairs 135 per cent over the prices used by the committee in

1914.

The saving brought about by

the reduction in engine

eral divisions,

if the scale originally present liad been allowed to
accumulate on the tubes and sheets instead of having been
removed before the water was given to the locomotives. The
increased fuel consumption which would have followed the
use of untreated water would have amounted to about 100.000 tons for the year 1918, which is an important item for

the period,

particularly

and also the quicker turning of
locomotives with the increased service is much greater, ow-

and cars

considered.

ing to the large increase in overtime rates for employees as
well as stringent power shortage during this period.

the intermittent type

Approximately 700 of the 1094 locomotives operated by
this company were directly effected by the use of the treated
water.
The total gross saving of $369,716 is equivalent to

gineering department.

failures

and delays

to traffic,

Of

is

when

the general shortage of coal

the 52 water treating plants on the system, 31 are of
and 21 continuous. The majority were

installed

by compan}- forces on designs furnished bv the enThe plants were designed to afford all

possible use of facilities already existing at a minimum exWhere convienent, an additional roadside tank was
pense.
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instalUtl with necessary air pijx?s for agitation
jet

or

where

for

I'jiitor
tlie

r:ite

of

At

adding the chemicals.

pumping

is

and a steam

.small

points where trouble

low, a .small inside tank with

So\iToe

of

3t«tl«n

flurply

Dnpo.m.
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Xell.i

?r>lrl« IB
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Annual

C9
Eft

Pound!
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Treating
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of

Additional

Total
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3000
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10671
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106268
94360
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E90
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13704

2300
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at

sufficient settling period, will give

Not only must (he
chemical formula and treatment be checked, but the satisfactory operation and condition of the facilities must be asLax attention may easily resured by fre(|uent inspection.
sult in loss many times in excess of cost for ade(iuate superThis supervision should not be confined to treatment
vision.
alone but extends from inspection of quality and condition
of chemicals through the operation of plant and to final action
of the water as indicated by locomotive performance.
The accompanying chart .shows the record of operation at
each of the 52 plants. The source of supi)ly and hardni.-<s
of the raw water are noted. Figures are given for each plant
showing the consumption, the amount of scale-forming
solids removed, the cost of treating facilities, the cost of operation including chemicals, labor, maintenance, and 10 per
cent for depreciation, and al.so the estimated saving secured.
The most serious trouble now encountered in locomotive
operation and upkeep from the effect, or in conjunction with
Its action is irregular in appearthe use of water, is pitting.
ance and frequency variable, so that considerable difficuliy
However, experience and
is met in tracing cause or source.
records thus far made indicate that pitting on non-treated
water districts has become more noticeable and severe than
on districts where treated water is used. Investigations and
experiments tend to indicate that water carrying a slight
caustic soda alkalinity, which would also mean but a slight

satisfactory results with j)ro{)er attention.

1

496EET
970EO

t

mixing and agitation, and

total

146666000
3e340000

made

are

inspections

has been found that an imjjorlant item in securing satisfactory results from water treatment lies in ade(|uate su|)ervision.
Any lypc of treating plant conforming to the three
essential principles, j)roper chemical proportioning, suitable

l)y

Coat for
Treatment

I''re(|ueiit

indiiated or expected and inconsis-

It

putting the chemicals and water through cylindrical downtake tuhe and drawing off the water at jiroper heightli after
sufficient time has allowed clarification without use of filter.
Gixxl results have also l)een .secured in a large capacity con-

Raw Water
Hnrdneaa
In Oralna
Per Oallon

is

corrected.

tencies

and mixing bo.\ was placed in the roadside tank and
In large
chemicals added continuously with the water.
filter

MSDLT8 OF WiTHI rRRiTMSHT 0> MISSOBHI PtCI»IO

an explanation.

sitate

stations

stand|)ii)e-type steel tanks gixui suicess has been .secured
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of scale, gives the best results in service. On two engine districts in Western Kansas and Eastern Colorado treat-

amount

ing plants have been installed at all water stations so that this
condition may be assured all water given to locomotives.

These 25 plants have now been in service about two years
and although the entire elimination of pitting has not been
secured to date, the attack on fireboxes appears to have been
stopped and the greatly improved condition and service of
the flues would indicate that the small amount of pitting taking place may be due to scab pits on old flues which have beeji
replaced in the boilers.

Summarizing

in

to the

of

boiler

2.

treated

1 tank wh re mora
Bote: Coat of Treating ?aolll ties inolude 3 ooat of addltlona
one 18 aaed, pipe llnea, and c thor appujtenaacea
hemlcals. and
Cost of Treatment inolu des O03t of addltlona 1 labor.
In
treatl
Teetment
g faclllt lea.
1
eent
of
10
pe
r
plus
tananoe,
main
Indicate 3 contlnu ua water softener.
• 1 indloatea Intermlltent planti

the benefits of treated water as noted to date:

— A large saving has been made
consumption
elimination
heavy insulating
owing
—Roundhouse
have been reduced on
from 30
60 per
water
—Life
has been increased from 30
300 per
1.

districts

scale.

repairs
to

cent.

of flues

3.

cent

fuel

to

with corresponding betterment of general boiler con-

ditions.
4.

has
—
and
— Engine
Pitting

life of flues

been materially reduced with increased

fireboxes.

failures from boiler troubles on treated water
have been very materially reduced with corresponding improvement in general traffic conditions.
5.

districts

tinuous plant with constant head and float regulator for the
chemical proportioning.
The plants are operated by the regular pumpmen and
maintained by the division water service forces. The treatment is regulated and general supervision given by chemists
located at Little Rock, Ark., and Kansas City, Mo., these
being convienent central points. Semi-weekly samples of both
the raw and treated water are furnished these laboratories
and results of these tests are reported to division as well as

general headquarters.

A

limit of six grains per gallon for

hardness remaining in the water after treatment is allowed
for satisfactory results and all results above this limit neces-

The regular quarterly dividend of lyi per cent of the
Pennsylvania, payable March 31, goes to 110,374 stockholders.
This compares with 108,546 stockholders on the Pennsylvania books last February, and with 103,003 stockholders in
May, 1918, and with 93,639 in May, 1917. Only two per cent
of the Pennsylvania dividends now goes abroad, comparing
with IS per cent of the total which was sent abroad before
This means that about $65,000,000 Pennsylvania
the war.
stock has been returned to America since 1914.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Orders for Open Hearth Rail Have Been Placed With Six Steel

Companies; Price Protested.
Washington, D.

AN

APPROPRIATION OF $1,200,000,000, instead of the
$750,000,000 held up l)y the Senate ialibuster at the
last session, which the Railroad Administration got

along without for a time by issuing certificates of indebtedis liow required by the Railroad Administration to restore its "revolving fund" to a state of animation and to carry
out through the balance of this year the purposes for which
This added to the $500,000,000
that fund was intended.
originally appropriated for a revolving fund would make a
total of $1,700,000,000, of which practically all except the
amount temporarily tied up for working capital has been
expended or represents an obligation of the government, but
$1,214,000,000 should eventually be repaid.
The estimate was transmitted by Director General Hines
to the Secretary of the Treasury and by him submitted to
ness,

Congress on

May

The amount now asked

for includes $486,000,000 to cover

for the

eration of the railroads

up

16 months of government opwhich alone is nearly

to April 30,

In addition $425,enough to wipe out the original fund.
€00,000 is desired for working capital, which represents
what the original appropriation has in fact been largely used
for, because the deiicit is more than covered by the amounts
Another
as yet unpaid to the railroad companies for rental.
$775,000,000 represents amounts advanced or to be advanced for the account of the companies and which they will
have to pay back. About $14,000,000 is for expenditures
Therefore $1,214,000,000 of the $1,for inland waterways.
700,000,000 which would be represented by the two appropriations should eventually be returned to the government.
The $486,000,000, representing the deficit shown by the
figures now available up to April 30, Mr. Hines believes
should be treated as loss due to the war and paid out of the
treasury, which means by the taxpayers rather than by the
Beyond that point he attempts
shippers and passengers.
no forecast but his recent speeches indicate that he hopes
an increase in traffic, together with what economies in operation are found possible, will pull the roads through the
Until iietter information as to
remainder of the year.
the tendency of future months is available he declines to
decide the question of an advance in rates but presumably
that would be the next step if the deficits should continue,
unless these should be small enough to be absorlied from
the working capital, although Mr. Hines does not promise
that he will never ask for another appropriation.
In his letter to Secretary Glass Mr. Hines said:
"I have the honor to submit herewith an estimate in the
sum of $1,200,000,000, to be immediately available and to
remain available until expended, and to l>e added to and
considered a part of the 'revolving fund,' provided for in Section 6 of the act approved March 21, 1918.
This additional
sum would be expended in the same manner and for the
same purpose and under the same conditions as the amount
appropriated in the above mentioned section.
"This appropriation is needed for:
Requirements for 1918

Amount necessary

1o

defray operating

deficit

—the

difference

between the standard rental payable to the railroad companies, and the net operating incoire, for the year 1918..

For

net
partly

$236,184,940

excess of current .assets over current liabilities,
available for the immediate working capital

quircments

Improvements on inland waterways

Amounts advanced

account

of railroad companies
enable them to pay in part their current liabilities
for

additions and

Balance required for 1918

201,938,198
2,641,886

48,483,959
941,802,438
500,000. OOU

$441,802,438

Estimated Requirements for 1919
For amount of additions and betterments' expenditures, including equipment, made and to be made to the railroad
companies' properties during 1919, which it is believed will
have to be carried by the Railroad Administration for
the time being
For impiovemcnts to develop inland waterways
For financing Boston & Mauie Railroad Company reorgani-

253,435,760
11.700,000

zation

20,000,000
250,000,000
223,061,802

For operating

deficit for first four months of 1919
additional working capital

Foi

C.

betterments'

expenditures, including equipment, made to the railroad companies' properties
during 1918, which must be carried by the Railroad Adminislration for the time being
Loans during 1918 to railroad companies not immediately
repayable
Total requirements for 1918
Less amount heretofore appropriated
of

Total estimated requirements for 1919
Grand total requirements for 1918 and 1919

"The operating

24.

the operating deficit

Amount

$758,197,562
1,200,000,000

$236,184,940 for the year 1918
First, the winter of 1918
w'as unprecedented in its severity and in its costly effect on
railroad operations; and, second, the increases in passenger
and freight rates averaging about 25 per cent were in effect
for only a few days in excess of six months, while heavily
increased expenses due to war conditions were effective on
an ascending scale throughout the twelve months.
"The operating deficit of approximately $250,000,000 for
the first four months of 1919 is due in part to the cumulative high levels of cost, brought about by the war, for labor
and materials and in part to the sudden and abnormal fall-

was due largely

deficit of

to

two

facts:

ing off of business as a result of the cessation of war activithe sudden drop in the demand for fuel and for other
basic commodities, and the general state of hesitancy due to
the transition from war conditions to peace conditions. The
fact that the present period is transitional and apparently
on the eve of important changes has made it expedient to
defer, until the matter can be more accurately measured,
the consideration of the question, now frequently raised,
of an increase in rates.
ties,

"In my judgment, the deficits for 1918 and
ment period of 1919 are clearly losses due

for the readjust-

to the

war and

ought to be treated as such.
By reason of the abnormal
after-the-war factors tending to important changes in the
situation, the estimate herewith submitted does not attempt
to forecast results

beyond the

first

four months of this calen-

dar year.
"If the amount here requested shall be appropriated the
appropriation for the Railroad Administration will have

total

been $1,700,000,000.

Of

this

amount $1,214,000,000

will

represent amounts which should be returned to the government, $425,000,000 thereof being temporarily tied up in

working capital and $775,000,000 thereof representing
amounts which have been and will be advanced for the account of the railroad corporations and which it will be their
duty to repay as rapidly as practicable. About $14,000,000
will represent e.xpenditures for equipment on Inland Waterways.

"Of the entire $1,700,000,000, $486,000,000 repre.sents the
aggregate loss to the government up to April 30, 1919, on
account of the two deficits above explained.
"The sum of approximately $223,000,000 for increased
working capital is requested because experience has demonstrated that the

amount of working capital actually availDecember 31, 1918, was insufficient
free and unrestricted payment of payrolls

able for current use on
to
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V(nnlur> U>r inatirial> .iiul Mii)j)lus throughout thr touii
IluTf i^ nnmift.>-tl\ gnat advantage both in tlie icononiiial jmrthasc of matirials and supplies, and thi- handling of ^u^ll transitions to the satisfaition of the busine.ss
jjulilie in having an ample supply of working ea.><h."
That tlie Railroad .Xdministration really needs the money,
if any one is imlined to doulil it, can l)e made readily apparent l)v regrouping Mr. Hines" figures as follows:
Of the total of $1 ,7()(),()(H),()(H), at lea.st $y';{),00(),000 has
already been actually expended or become payable:
iiul

try.

$486,185,000
352,553.000

Dchcit
Addition!,

bf.tcriiK-iits

.in.l

in

1018

Advances to railroads
Loans
Inland waterway improvements

lOOXHW.OOO
in

48.484,000
2.642,000

1918

$989,864,000

Adding

working capital makes
be expended in 1919 not more

to this $425,000,001)

for

$1,415,000,000. leaving to
than the balance of $285,000,000, divided as follows:
Additions and betterments
Inland watcrwav improvements
i;.,M.,„

X

M.iiiu-

.

. <.i

$253,436,000
1 1.700,000
20,000,000

t:.in;7.iti.in

$285,136,000
i„;,,ui

$1,700,000,000

t..i,,l

$253,000,000 has already lieen expended since
the first of the year, but no report has been issued of the
expenditures for capital account since January 1.
Up to April 30 the Railroad Administration had paid
to the railroad companies on account of rental $494,91.3,615.
As the total rental for 10 months amounts to about $1,237,Also
000,000, this left a balance of $742,000,000 unpaid.
$403,000,000 of standard ecjuipment had been ordered, of
which $164,000,000 had been paid for after delivery, leavThis the
ing a balance of over $239,000,000 to be paid.
Railroad Administration is still trying to make the railroads
finance, and it is allowing them $100,000,000 on depreciaAbout $149.tion account to pay the tirst 25 per cent on it.
000,000 of certificates of indebtedness had been issued up
to April 30 on account of compensation and for equipment,
but this amount is included in the $742,000,000 unpaid
compensation and the balance payable for equipment.
The estimate now is $450,000,000 greater than that subAs the deficit estimitted by Mr. Hines on January 24.
mated at that time was $196,000,000, and it is now
$290,000,000 greater than that, only $160,000,000 of the
The $750,000,000 was made
increase is for other purposes.
up of $382,000,000 required to settle accounts for 1918,
and $368,000,000 to be used toward financing capital expenditures for 1919, of which $286,000,000 was for equipment, $12,000,000 was for watenvays and $20,000,000 for
the Boston & Maine, leaving $50,000,000 for additions and
betterments. As only $285,000,000 of capital expenditures is
provided for in the new estimate for 1919, the $1,200,000,000
apparently provides $83,000,000 less for capital expenditures
than did the former estimate.
The former estimate of the
amount required to settle the accounts for 1918 is increased
by $60,000,000 from $382,000,000 to $442,000,000, and
the amount required for 1919 is increased from $368,000,000 to $758,000,000 or $390,000,000, of which increase
$250,000,000 is for deficit and $223,000,000 for additional
working capital, so the amount provided specifically for
capital expenditures is $83,000,000 less than before.
The two estimates may be compared as follows:

Some

Former
To
Foi

of the

accounts for 1918, indnding $196.000 000
purposes in 1919

deficit

$382,000,000
368,000.000

deficit

$442,000,000
250,000,000
223.000.000
285.000.000

capital

Total

New

$750,000,000

estimate:

To

accounts for 1918. including $236,000,000
Four months' deficit in 1919
settle

For additional working capital
For capital purposes in 1919

aiiiouiit expended for cai)U.il improvements in 1918
$575,000,000, and the amount larried over into 1919
(if the budget authorized last year was $683,000,000, which
was reduced by revision to $607,000,000, including $290,.Mmost no new work
000,000 for standard etjuipment.
has thus far been authorized sinie the tirst of the year.
I

111-

wa.^

as Mr. Hines estimates the amount of addiand iH-tterments which will have to Ijc carried by the
Railroad .Vdmini.'^tration at $253,000,000, it would .seem
that if mudi new work is undertaken it will have to lje

Therefore,

tions

fin.anced by the companies.

In connection with his former

Mr. Hines calculated that the railroad companies
would have to borrow $291,000,000 for capital improvements, wliile about $150,000,000 could be deducted from the
companies' rental toward capital exjienditures. This $150,000,000 jilus the $253,000,000, which the Railroad Administration projioses to carry, would leave $204,000,000 for
the comjjanies to finance of the carry-over from last year,
and this would be reduced by the $100,000,000 depreciation
Last year's capital expenditures were chiefly
payment.
financed by the Railroad Administration, except that $214,000,000 was paid for by deductions from the comjjanies'

estimate,

rentals in accordance with the provisions of the comjK-nsation contracts.
It is

tion,

expected, however, that

making

possible the

tlie

passage of the approjiria-

payment of the large amounts due

the companies for rental, together with the prospect of the

return to corj)orate

management, would so improve the

credit

of the roads that the companies will undertake to finance a
considerable program of improvements on their own account

by way of preparation for the resumption of operation by the
companies, especially as any improvement work undertaken
now would hard!)' be completed much before the date set for
the return of the properties.

Rail Orders Placed

The Railroad

— Price

xA.dministration on

Protested

Ma\

2i placed its first
order since the railroads were taken over by the government; it was for 200,000 tons of open hearth rail, which was
divided between the six leading steel companies, the Carnegie
rail

Company, the Illinois Steel Company, the Tennessee
Iron Company, the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company,
the Bethlehem Steel Company and the Lackawanna Steel
Company. The first three are subsidiaries of the United
States Steel Corporation. The price is $47 a ton, which was
the price proposed to and approved by the Industrial Board
of the Department of Commerce. These six companies, acSteel

Coal

&

cording to a statement issued by Director General Hines, in
response to the Railroad Administration's request for bids,
submitted bids which are uniform in all respects as to price
and conditions of manufacture and are in strict accordance
with those proposed to and approved by the Industrial Board.
\ seventh company, the Midvale Steel & Ordnance Company,
proposed prices $10 greater; in other words, $55 for Besse-

mer and $57 for open hearth.
Mr. Hines said the orders were placed in view- of the
immediate need for rail and "not only wdthout approval of
the prices, but for the reasons shown below, with emphatic
disapproval of the prices and the maimer in which they have
been established." Mr. Hines said that when the Industrial
Board approved the prices proposed by the steel interests it
became at once apparent to him, and he so indicated in
various discussions with representatives of the government,

estimate:
settle
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$1,200,000,000

that

that approval w-ould encourage the steel interests to
stand together on those prices, even though governmental
approval was withheld.
He felt, however, that "even so it
would be far more in the public interest for the government
to withhold approval and, if necessar}-, pay such prices for
the time being under protest rather than endorse the prices,

and

that, too, for the entire

calendar year, as was proposed

i

:
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official sancby the Industrial Board, and thereby give an
which would
tion to prices which were unreasonably high and
merely serve as a starting point for still higher prices later
"The result," he says, "has been in exact accordance
on."

That the action of these six companies
making uniform bids was taken under the leadership of

with this forecast.
in

the United States Steel Corporation is clear from the fact that
immediately after the Railroad Administration announced
finally that it would not approve the prices fixed by the

Judge Gary for the Steel Corporation took
armouncing publicly that the Steel Corporation was strictly maintaining the prices approved by the Industrial Board, and that it seemed to him that would be the
Industrial Board,

the initiative in

attitude of other manufacturers.

The subsequent

action of

and the other manufacturers in submitting their bids has accorded completely with Judge Gary's
announcement."
Apparently Mr. Hines feels that it is no longer possible
the Steel Corporation

delay placing orders because of the controversy as to
He expected that, after the position taken by the
steel companies in the negotiations while the Industrial
Board was still in existence, they would not at first make
any concessions in the price then offered, but apparently
he hopes for a different result when bids are asked for an
additional tonnage of rail.
The present order is to be
delivered b\' August 1 and will just about keep the mills
going at the rate they have been delivering rails thus far
this year.
While the price represents a reduction of $10
as compared with the price named last year by the War
Industries Board, which was never officially approved by
the President, because of the opposition of Director General McAdoo, no orders were placed at that price by the
railroads.
Some orders were placed by the War and Navy
Departments, and the same figure was applied to some export orders.
The rail which has been delivered during
1918 and this year on orders placed before federal control
has been at prices ranging up to $40 a ton, and the standard open hearth price prior to the war was $30, so that
the present price represents an increase of 56 per cent.
In his statement announcing the order, Mr. Hines pointed

to

prices.

to the large profits of the steel companies, saying:

"The Steel Corporation's annual report to its stockholders
shows that after paying all wages and other operating and
maintenance expenses and allowing most liberally for renewals
and paying interest on debt of subsidiary companies, and also
taxes other than war taxes and excess profits taxes, it had net
earning on all rolled steel products of $21.58 per ton in 1916,
$35.73 per ton in 1917, and $33.53 in 1918.
It is a remarkable
fact that in the calendar years 1917 and 1918 the net earnings
of the Steel Corporation aggregated approximately $1,000,000,000,
being in excess of the annual rental which Congress has sanctioned as reasonable for practically the entire railroad mileage

m

the United States.
It is true the Steel Corporation had to
pay out of these net earnings heavy excess profits taxes to the
government, but even after paying these taxes, making liberal
allowance for depreciation, and extraordinary replacement funds,
and after paying interest on bonds and 7 per cent on preferred
stock there remained an earning of 39.2 per cent on its common
stock in 1917 and of 22.0 per cent on its common stock in 1918.
The fact that excess profits taxes were paid out of the net earnings in 1917 and 1918 does not in any way detract from the
accuracy of those net earnings as a measure of the productiveness of the war prices which were charged by the Steel Cor-

poration.

"These figures of actual net earnings per ton on the entire
output of the Steel Corporation are much more convincing than
estimated costs of rolling a particular steel product at a parThe estimated costs may show the greatest variaticular mill.
tion, but the ultimate result is an enormous profit to the stockholders of the corporation. The claim that the wages of labor
would be endangered by a reasonable price on steel is therefore
not convincing.
"Heavy profits are not confined to the Steel Corporation. It

appears that

1325
the

net

earnings of the Lackawanna Steel

pany were $12.40 per ton

in

1916, $24.81

in

1917,

Com-

and $19.88

in

1916
profits for 1918 are not yet available;
Iron Company were $9.57 per ton in
1916, and $13.91 per ton in the year
ending June 30, 1917. The Bethlehem Steel Company furnished
no reports that give any information as to the profits per ton.
In considering all these jirofits it must be remembered that the
reductions from war prices which, were proposed by the steel
interests and are now being adhered to by them as the greatest
reductions they are willing to make, are practically completely
offset by the great fall in the price of scrap iron alone (which
can be and is used largely as a substitute for pig iron in the
manufacture of steel), without regard to the various other reductions in cost which are coming about as a result of readjust-

1918; of the Republic Iron
and $25.92 in 1917, and its
of the Colorado Fuel and
the year ending June 30,

ment

and Steel were $13.88 per ton

in

to peace conditions.

seventh steel company, the Midvale Steel & Ordnance
in response to the request of the Railroad Administration for bids, proposed prices $10 in excess of the prices proposed by the other six companies. It is interesting to note that
the company which made this proposal showed on all its steel
products net earnings in 1916 of $24.62 per ton, in 1917 of $44.23
per ton and in 1918 of $35.93 per ton. Its apparent position now
of
is that it cannot afford to make any reduction in the price

"A

Company,

without reducing the wages of labor.
important to remember that the present policy of the
steel interests in adhering to high prices on the ground that the
present high costs necessitate these prices, is a policy that does
not work both ways. It is a policy to keep prices from going
lower as business increases and costs diminish. It will be resteel rail

"It

is

membered

that the Industrial

Board announced

that the public

could not expect prices to be lower during this calendar year,
but it gave the public no hope that they would not go higher.
The resumption of business in the country will probably result
but
in the substantial diminution in the cost of steel production,
unless the attention of the public is constantly centered on the
situation there is danger that the steel interests will take ad-

vantage of the increased demand to increase the prices of
still further, even in the face of declining costs.

steel

"The situation in the steel industry is of greatest moment to
American public. The United States Steel Corporation is
of
the largest producer and controls approximately 50 per cent
the

its
the output. It takes the lead in maintaining a price which, if
reports to stockholders are reliable, indicates a grossly excessive
of protecting
profit, and it does this for the avowed purpose
make
alleged high cost producers, which, however, so far as they
also indidetailed reports on the subject to their stockholders,

appears
cate large profits. In other words, the Steel Corporation
of other prosperous
to take the position that for the protection
competition in the
steel producers it is unwilling to initiate any
and naturally these other producers are glad to

industry
confollow this lead, and incidentally this position enables it to
operates
tinue the enjoyment of very high profits. This condition
when it could work
to suspend the law of supply and demand
law free to operate
in favor of the consumer, but it leaves that
manuwith the greatest effect when it can work in favor of the
the public of the
facturer. This situation also works to deprive
combinatioiis
great
benefits of the increased efficiency due to the
the result of public
in the steel business. Those cotnbinations are
the
acquiescence, and vet all the benefits of them go not to
The more powerful the compublic, but to the private owners.
keeping up
binations become the more succe.<^sful they are in

steel

prices.

"These reasons lead me to reiterate that the prices in question
become progressively
are unreasonably high at present and will
become
more imreasonable as business improves and conditions

more nearly normal."

Commenting upon Mr. Hines' statement, George N. Peek,
stateformerly chairman of the Industrial Board, issued a
ment saying that the board had brought about a $5 greater
Railroad
reduction than had previously been offered to the
Administration. He said
"The statement of the director general of railroads is
perhaps misleading in that he uses as a basis for his deductions the profit showing of the past three years when steel
mills were crowded to capacit}- on account of war demands.
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\M(}
roM^idrraMr

aiul (luriiii; a

fixed

liv

tin-

I'.at'

mjvi'rnnu-nt uitli

be stiimdati'd to (lie limit.
"If llie director K*^'"<-''"iil

of wliiili period

tlu'

idra

ll\al

to be

desire.s

jirici's

jjrodiu

fair,

tioii

why

stable pri(e has again

year's crop,

doc-s

lie

ton, there must be added ajiproximately $20 per ton on
account of the increase in dincl lalior cost alone, exclusive
And
of the increase in cast of labor in tran.sportation?
further, why does he i{^nore the fact that since the signing
of the armistice steel prices generally have been reduced

between 15 and 25 pr cent?
is further misleading in that Mr. Hines
inform the public that the price at which he
finally ctHuludes to j)urcha.se rails, $47 per ton (the figure
approved by the Industrial Board) is $5 per ton lower
than the be.st the Railroad Administration was able to se-

"The

statement
to

cure for

itself l)efore

the Industrial

Board considered pres-

ent costs of production.
"I quote the following from page 27 of the minutes of
the meeting of April 5 between the Indu.strial Board and
Mr. Hines' representatives, Judge Lovett and Henry Walters,

and H. B. Spencer,

—

director of the Division of Purchases

Admini.-tration:

of the Railroad

understand the best price you were able
This price is
to secure three weeks ago was $52 a ton.
$5 under that.
"Mr. Spencer True."
The division of the order gives 100,000 tons to the three
subsidiaries of the Steel Corporation; 40,000 to the Bethlehem Steel Company, and 20,000 to the Colorado Fuel & Iron
Company. The exact division between the Carnegie, Illinois and Tennessee companies was to be adjusted in relation

"Mr. Peek

I

—

to the present capacity of the mills in order to get the cjuickest
deliver)' and in order to give the preponderance to eastern

The tonnage has been apportioned

to the seven regions
Southern, 28,400; Allegheny, 50,000; Pocahontas, 15,000; Southwestern, 29,000;
Central Western, 28,600, and Northwestern, 9,000.
The allocation by roads is being made by the regional diAbout 45 roads are scheduled to receive the rail,
rectors.
which will be rolled and drilled in accordance with the in-

mills.

as follows:

Eastern, 40,000 tons;

dividual specifications of each road.

Automatic Train Control Committee
Adams, formerly in the signal department of the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, and for the last few years
E. L.

connected with

the bureau

of valuation

of the

Commerce Commission, has been appointed
E.

Ellis,

executive

secretary

of

the

Interstate

Committee on Auto-

Bumper Grain Crops

Director General Hines announces that the Railroad Administration is giving careful consideration to the measures
necessary for the satisfactory transportation of the anticipated large crops of grains. The Department of Agriculture
has estimated that the yield of winter wheat will exceed
900,000,000 bushels. A fair estimate of the yield of spring

wheat approximates 300,000,000 bushels. The total yield
of wheat this year will in all probability exceed the total of
last year by from three to four hundred millions of bushels.

No

estimate of other grains is, of course, possible at this time,
but barring unusual climatic conditions, it can perhaps be
properly expected that the tonnage in grain that will be pro-

duced

this year will exceed that of last year

by a considerable

margin.

The stable price fixed last year by the government on
wheat naturally provoked a desire on the part of producer
to realize his earnings as quickly as possible, and since a

it

is

f<jr

this

olitaln.

I-ast year this economic condition, cciujjled with mcjre or less
disarrangement in ocean tonnage and conse(|uent disrujition
in shipping, resulted in .such an acute situation at the interior
grain markets and at seaports, that it became necessary to
install the so-called "j)ermit .system," which was early made
ojjerative at the ports, and in Se[)tember, 1918, at the principal interior markets.
Arrangements are now being made to
ajjply the same system this year.

The pennit .sjstem, Mr. Hines says, is a highly beneficial
s\stem of controlling traffic at the sources to i)revent serious
congestion on the road and at destination. This system prevented in the fall of 1918 the .serious transportation paralysis
which had been exjierienced in former years due to widespread congestion of traffic which had been shipped but
which could not be disposed of at destination. This was
most ap])arent in the East, but its injurious effects were felt
lliroughout the country.
It was the principal cause of car
shortages in every part of the country and slowed down the
movement of traffic and impaired the transportation service
everywhere.
While the permit system at the ports is still in operation,
it was suspended a few months ago at the interior markets,
due to improved ocean shipping and the fact that the bulk
of the grain had been moved.
It is, however, to be expected
that the system will again be inaugurated with the opening
of the new wheat season, and in view of that probability the

Railroad Administration

machinery so that

is

already preparing the necessary

may

be prepared to act without delay at
the proper time.
Conferences have already been held with
representatives of the grain corporation.

As graphically

it

illustrating the necessity of regulating the

transportation of this tonnage, and the results obtained from
such regulation, the following facts are of value and inter-

For the nine months of the crop year, July 1, 1918,
1, 1919, there passed through the grain handling facilities of the country
elevators and mills
a total of 3,440,236,000 bushels of all grains, although the highest point
of grain storage of all kinds, at any one time in that period,
was 480,000,000 bushels. That is, in nine months the flow
of grain was seven times the quantity which accumulated in
This is a
storage at the highest point during that period.
direct illustration of the necessity of keeping the grain hanesting:

to

May

—

—

dling facilities of the country liquid, to avoid the distress
to all interests that would follow the bl(x:king of this flow of
grain.

The permit system

assistant to G.

matic Train Control of the Railroad Administration.

Preparations for Handling

liceii lixcd by the government
assumed a similar condition will

wc-rr

nuist

not take selling price.^ for the pre-war period on rails, for
exainiile, and admit that to the pre-war price of rails, $.i() a

neglects
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closest

co-operation

as operated last year contemplated the

between

the

Railroad

Administration

and the United States Food Administration-Grain Corporation.

in

The

local representatives of the grain corporation were

daily contact with the grain control committees at each

market, and in view of the very comprehensive data and
information in their possession as to storage facilities, anticipated movements out of markets, the needs of different
sections of the county, not only as to wheat but as to others
cereals that flow co-incidentally with wheat, etc., were of
invaluable aid in the accomplishment of the permit system,
with a minimum economic disturbance. The same character
of assistance is being arranged for from the grain corporaor the wheat director, in anticipation that it will be
necessary to reinaugurate the permit plan within the next one

tion,

or two months.

The wheat director is as vitally interested as the Railroad
Administration that the grain tonnage shall be handled with
the least possible friction as between all interests concerned,
and is in entire harmony with the Railroad Administration
as to the plans proposed in that direction.
It is stated to be the intention to keep the public fully in-

S
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Locomotive repairs and enginehouse expenses cost
cents less per 1,000 gross ton miles in March than in
February, locomotive fuel 2.8 cents less, other locomotive

formed of the plans for the transportation of the enormous
grain crop, and that through the co-operation of all interests
concerned it should be possible to meet what otherwise might

ruary.

prove a difficult situation.

supplies

Regional Directors Congratulated
on Victory Loan Showing

Walker D. Mines, director general of railroads, has sent
the following telegram of congratulation to all regional directors

of the loyalty of the railroad

men

of

America."

Cost of Train and Locomotive
Service

Shows Gain

in Efficiency

including locomotive service, in March was 119.5 cents per 1,000 gross ton miles,
according to a monthly report compiled by the Operating
Statistics Section, which shows that results are being obtained
total cost of train service,

from the Railroad Administration's campaign for more economical operation. No comparative figure for 1918 is given
but the cost in March represents a decrease as compared with
Februar}',

when

it

was 126.5

The cost of locomotive
March was 119.2 cents as

cents.

service per locomotive mile in

compared with 100.1 cents in March, 1918. This also represents a decrease as compared with February of this year,
when the figure was 120.7 cents. The cost of train service
per train mile was 167.5 cents in March, as compared with
145.1 cents in March, 1918, and 169.3 cents in February of

The

locomotive service in
March this year over March last year was 19.1 per cent, and
the increase in cost of train service was 15.4 per cent.
All
items of cost show increases as compared with last year exthis

year.

increase

in

cost of

cept that of train enginemen, which was 18.8 cents in both
years per locomotive mile and 21.3 cents, as compared with
21.8 cents per train mile.
The item of trainmen shows an

The combined cost
and enginemen per 1,000 gross ton miles was
33.5 cents. The figures are reported by roads and by regions
and districts. The combined figures are as follows:
increase from 24.4 cents to 25.6 cents.

for trainmen

March,
1919

Cost of locomotive service per locomotive mile
Locomotive repairs
Enginehouse expenses
Train enginemen
Locomotive tuel
Other locomotive supplies

119.2
40.1
10.2
18.8
46.3

Cost of train service per train mile

167.

3.8

Locomotive repairs
)
Enginehouse expenses )
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
Train enginemen

Trainmen
Train supplies and

exjienses

March,
191g
100.1
30.7
6.7

18.8
41.0
2.9

145.1

^''1

^•'•''

52.6
4.4
21.3
25 6

47.6

enginemen and trainmen 1.3 cents less,
and expenses .2 cents less.
The January figures were shown only for individual roads,
with no combined totals by regions or for the roads, as a

and

.3

cents less,

train supplies

whole.

Suits Against Director General

6.5

Cost of train service per 1.000 gross ton miles

119.5

Locomotive repaii s
\
Enginehouse expenses j
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
Enginemen and trainmen
Train supplies and expenses
'

4.6

The comparisons with

126.5

43

37.5

40.3
3.4
34.8

33.5
4.6

1

4.8

year are disturbed to some extent by the factor of back pay being included in this year's
figures, while last year's figures do not include the increases

wages which became

the figures, however,

last

Most, of
compared with Feb-

effective later in the year.

show decreases

as

graphr 1 1 ), of the act to regulate commerce, such action may
be brought in the county or district where the property was
received for transportation."
Director General Mines has

issued General Order No.
26-A, setting aside General Order No. 26 issued last May
by Director General McAdoo as a war emergency order,
which provided that suits against carriers for personal injury
and freight damage claims brought in remote jurisdiction
should not be tried during the period of federal control.

Punitive Overtime

Up

to

Director General

The

question as to whether the train service employees are
to be allowed a punitive rate for overtime is again up
to
Director General Mines for decision. The brotherhoods have
reiterated since the Railroad Administration has been in control their demands for time and a half for overtime
which

was waived during the negotiations which preceded the enactment of the Adamson law. When Supplements 15 and 16
to General Order No. 27 were issued by
Director General
Mines in April the matter was referred to Board of Adjustment No. 1 for a report. The board, however, was not
able
to agree, and has submitted two separate
reports, one of
which presumably represents the views of the
brotherhood
representatives on the board, while the other
represents the
views of the managers of the roads. Before
deciding.

Director

General Mines has ordered an investigation as
to the cost
of paying punitive overtime in road service.

Contracts Executed
The Railroad Administration has executed compensation
contracts with the Wiggins Ferr>' Company
providing for

an annual payment of $416,675.60, the St.
Louis Merchants'
Bridge & Terminal Railway for $412,427.56
the Wricrhtsville & Tennille, for $41,027, and
the Louisville & Wadley

3.3

40.8
3.1

In General Order No. 18-B issued by the director general. General Order No. 18, issued April 9, 1918, as amended
by General Order No. 18-A, issued April 18, 1918, is further
amended to read as follows:
"It is therefore ordered that all suits against the director
general of railroads as authorized by General Order No. SO
must be brought in the county or district where the plaintiff
resided at the time of the accrual of the cause of action or in
the county or district where the cause of action arose; or
where the cause of action would, but for federal control, accrue against the initial carrier (as under Section 20, para-

21.8
24.4

Fehruary,
1919

in

2.3

:

"I desire to congratulate officers and employees of railroads under government control for the splendidly patriotic
response made by them in the Victory Liberty Loan campaign. Out of a total of 1,841,267 employees, 1,417,042, or
77 per cent, subscribed for Victory Liberty Loan notes, a
Employees of 16 roads showed subtotal of $138,627, 250.
This is a renewed demonstration
scriptions of 100 per cent.

The
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Ignes Fatui on the Track
[From the Omaha Bee]
thousand or more dollars' worth of automobile tires
was
stolen from a car in the North Western
yards in Council
Bluffs late Thursday night.
A freight train was held up as
is was approaching the Union Pacific
transfer. Half a dozen
red lights, were strung along the track, and when the conductor and his men went forward to investigate, after the
train was brought to a sudden stop, they found nothing but
the red lights. They were strung half a mile down the track,
and it took several minutes to investigate. The delay gave
the thieves all the time needed to break into the car containing the tires and get a truck load of theni.

A

8

Convention of Master Boiler Makers' Association
Location of Brick Arches, Ash Pan Design and Best Method
of

Bracing

Mashk Htiii.KK Makkks' Assiriation
Till eleventh
convention at the Olympic Theater,

opened

Tenders
its

Chicago,
Several lunuired memhers were in aton May 2o.
tendance at the meeting which was the first this association
has held since 1916. At the opening session an address was
made l)v Frank McManamy, assistant director, Division of
Operation, U. S. R. A. Mr. McManamy spoke of the l)enemethods and
fit to be derived from a full discussion of new
practices at conventions and mentioned particularly the importance of some of the topics which had been made the
In closing
subject of reports to he presented at this meeting.

he dwelt on the necessity
locomotive repairs.

for

thorough

workmanship

in

Following Mr. McMananiy's talk D. A. Lucas, president

The
of the association, delivered the presidential address.
remainder of the first day's session was taken up by the
reports of the secretary and treasurer and the transaction of
routine business.

On Tuesday morning, addresses were made by A. G.
Pack, chief inspector of locomotive boilers, and R. H. .\ishton, regional director of the Northwestern Region.
Application of Brick Arches to Fireboxes

Discussed

On

account of the variaide conditions, it is impo.ssiide to
figure.
A good rule and a simple one may be stated
as follows: Locate the arch tubes as high above the grates as
the design of the firebox will permit.
In some ca.ses the arch
tul)es have had to l)e located as near as 8 in. to the grate, and
yet satisfactory results have been accomplished; however, better results will l)e obtained if the throat .sheet l)e such that
the distance of 18 in. can be obtained between the grates and
the arch tuljes.
The proper distance from the door sheet to
the l)rick arch in various cla.sses of locomotives is just as
difficult to determine as it is to answer the first question. One
.set

any

answer might l)e stated as follows: The brick arch should
approacii the door sheet as near as possible without restricting
the area i)etween the arch and the door sheet, to a figure below the gas area through the flues.
It is very .seldom, howwe find a case where the arch can be run as close
to the door sheet as the above rule would dictate, due to the
fact that under such a condition the gas area between the
arch and the crown sheet is unduly restricted.
It might be
stated that an arch may be built back to within 24 in. of the
door sheet, provided conditions other than the relation of the
arch to the door sheet will permit.
ever, that

A

distance between the grates and the lower
part of the arch at the throat sheet for different classes of
locomotives depends upon the local conditions; that is, the
grade of coal being used, whether it fills up badly or not;
and whether the firemen have been taught to shake grates

The minimum

and keep the fire worked down. There are a great many
engines which have eight inches as a minimum distance
between the grates and the lower part of the arch, and the
railroads are getting along very successfully with it.
The proper distance from the door sheet to the top of the
brick arch and from the crown sheet to the top of the brick

arch for various classes of locomotives is also a local condiArches have been run in a great many cases as close
to the crown sheet as 1 1 in. with good results, but some railroads insist that the arch shall not be closer than 16 to 18 in.
The distance from the door sheet to the top of the arch is a
tion.

distance varying greatly, depending upon the length of the
The arch should be run as long as possible in all
firebox.
cases and the top of the arch .^lould Ije up higher than the

good rule in connection with arch designs is that an
arch should be as long as conditions will permit, and it is
usually the case that these conditions must be studied from

two or three angles before we can decide just what the length
of the arch shall be, or what the distance shall be between the
arch and the door sheet.
It would be very much easier to
get

an

ideal arch

if

the arch were

firebox built around

it.

first

designed and then the

If the latter condition existed,

it

would be very easy to answer the two questions, and they
would read about as follows The grates should be placed 1
The door sheet
in. below the front end of the arch tubes.
should be placed about 24 in. from the back end of the arch.
It should be understood, however, that the above two specifi:

made

cations can rarely be

arches

are

built

into

use of for the very reason that
instead of fireboxes built

fireboxes

around arches.
Arch tubes must be so located in the flue sheet that there
will be access to the front end of the arch tube through the
In order to get this access through the waterleg,
waterleg.
and through a plug hole in the outside throat sheet, arch tube

top of the door.

The

report

was signed by L. M. Stewart (A.

Chicago. Mil WAUKEE & S T. Paul Ra LWAY.

C. L.), chair-

Dist ince between
grates and lower part
of arcl tube, inches

man.
individual report on this subject was submitted by E.
W. Young, general boiler inspector, C. M. & St. P., an abstract of which is given below.
It is impossible to set any figure for the minimum distance

An

between grates and the lower part of arch tubes for different
classes of locomotives, as so many variables must be taken
The distance from the grates to the lower part
into account.
of the arch tube may be less with a throat sheet that sets back
at an angle from the vertical than for a throat sheet which is
It may be less where the grate is flat, than where
vertical.
there is a steep pitch of the front end of the grate, or it may
be less in a short firebox than in a long firebox.
The distance from the grates to the lower part of the arch
tube may be less in a compound locomotive with its mild
It
draft than in a simple locomotive with its sharp draft.
mav be less with one grade of coal than with some other
grade.

Type
1-5

GA
A-1
A-2 Straight top
A-2 Slope top
B-4 Wide firebo.t
B-4 Narrow firebox
G-6
K-1
L-2
L-.

060

OBO
44224-

6-2-A
6-2-B
6-2-A
8-2-B
8-2-A

S.

13J4
18
16

Distance
fro m door sheet
tobri ck arch, inches
45',
37
49

53/
44/
64/

13/.
14
14F4
11/.

67
46
59
49

13

24
23

-^.^

Standard

1

OCOMOTIVES

13

28
37
53

1.S

47

10
10

13/,

4- 8-2-r,

15
15
15

2-\0-2-.\

14/

2-10-J-B

!5

52
47
46
42
42
59

locations are often found to be impracticably low and in such
instances the special spacer block is used to elevate the front
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course of arch brick, so that practical tiring clearance

is

ob-

tained.

The distances discussed above as found on the different
types of locomotives used on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, and also on the United States Standard Locomotives,
shown in the following table.
The use of syphons in the place of arch tubes will, in very

are

many

cases permit

of considerably better firing

clearance,

than can be obtained where arch tubes are used. There may
be many cases of firebo.\ construction, in which an arch on
syphons will be practical, while arches on arch tubes would
Syphons make a good foundation for a
be impracticable.
brick arch, and on account of being so substantial they make
a practical device to take the place of arch tubes.
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No air openings should be allowed in the ash pans except
those provided for in the design.
This is particularly important in the case of oil burning locomotive draft pans,
for the reason that air leaks permitted at other points than
those

designed

well as

the

in

brick

work

troubles

as

proper steaming of the loco-

motive.

Air leaks at the lower parts of coal burning locomotive
ash pans are extremely undesirable and annoying, not only
on account of burning and warping the plates of the ash
pan, but particularly on account of sparks dropping and
causing fires along the right of way.
It is a mooted point

whether fires set from locomotives are not more frequently
from the pans rather than the stack.

Front End Draft Appliances

Discussion

The

usually result

interfering with

developed the fact that there was considerable difference of opinion regarding the proper location
The point was brought out, however, that it is
of the arch.
largely governed by local conditions.
It is considered necessary to have the area between the arch and the crown or
door sheet from 10 to 25 per cent greater than the area
through the tubes.
discussion

The method

of determining the design of front end draft
appliances has, no doubt, as its basic principle, what was
known as the master mechanics" front end, and like other
parts, constant experiments and experience develop a type
of front or setting to suit the conditions.
All parts of ash pan and front end appliances should be
carefully fitted and securely bolted in place so that there is

no reasonable probability of any part becoming displaced,
and should be maintained at all times in first-class condi-

Design of Ash Pan and Draft Appliances

each part performing its full function strictly in accordance with the design, particularly draft openings and passages which govern the flow of air and gases through the firetion,

Your committee has failed to locate a recognized rule for
The result of our investigations indidesigning ash pans.
that methods are largely the result of experiments
which have developed designs which seem best suited to the
The objective
type of locomotive and condition of service.
to be attained was a self-cleaning arrangement of sufficient
cates

dumping

the

of
storage capacity to prevent
ashes except at regular ash pan cleaning points; and to
prevent the cinders from burning and warping the pan. The
lower parts are designed to be practically air tight, air for
Ash pan air
draft being admitted at the upper parts only.
inlets of eight classes of locomotives averaged 14 per cent of
the grate area which, from information obtainable, seems
to be about the average air opening in ash pans for coal
the

necessity

burning engines.

With the
top,

modem

projecting

wide

several

firebox,

pans are made wide

inches beyond

the

mud

at the

ring with

from falling or being blovm
These upper plates are sloped toward

box

flues and smoke arch.
Dampers which are designed to
be operated should be maintained in an operative condition

and

air admitted only at such

vide

for.

points as the drawings proDraft passages should be maintained so that all the
drafts Mill pass through those channels, which is not the case
if loose or poor fitting plates are allowed.
Draft appliances,
which include deflecting plates, nozzle, petticoat pipe and
stack, may be designed and adjusted to thoroughly clean
cinders from front ends, and because plates were not well
fitted, leaks direct to the stack may be sufficient to defeat the
object of the design, causing cinders to accumulate in the
front end, sometimes resulting in burning and warping front
end rings and doors and overheating the lower joints of ex-

haust and steam pipes and developing leaks at those parts.

Front End Leaks

vertical sides to prevent sparks

out by side wincls.

the hopper or storage part so that cinders will slide to the
hopper. There seems to be a tendency to sacrifice this slope
to obtain greater draft opening, which has resulted in some
instances in the cinders piling up on the wings and shutting
off the draft, as well as causing stuck grates and burned
grates and connecting bars.
Therefore the slope from the
hopper to the edge of the pan should be not less than 30
degrees and rather than lose this slope, it is better policy,
if possible, to get increased air opening from back or front.
When locomotives are being designed, the ash pan should
be considered and provided for as an important part of the
machine, and not as something to be hung on after the locomotive has been set up.
The modern ash pan is expensive
to construct and still more expensive to maintain, and the
greatest possibility of improvement seems to be in the designers who may find it practicable to change the frame lines or
other parts sufficiently to give relief where it is greatly
needed.

Maintenance of Ash Pan
hoppers and dumps should be maintained in an
operative condition.
Grates should be maintained in firstclass condition.
Broken, burned, or warped grates should
not be allowed in service.
One bad grate often causes
damage to a whole section and also causes waste of fuel
and damage to the ash pan.
Slides,

The committee

of the opinion that positively no air teaks
should be permitted and that where front ends show indications of burning on account of the combustion of cinders, it
is

just as often the result of poor fitting plates

and air leaks
of faulty design or of wrong adjustment of draft appliances.
also incline to the opinion that we should
is

as

it

is

We

make

use of the autogenous welding process to secure permanently to the smoke arch and flue sheet a suitable sheet
iron border to which to bolt deflecting plates.
This border
may be spot welded when being applied or welded in solid.
At any rate, it can be an absolutely tight fit, in fact, air tight,
if

desired.

An

arrangement of

this

kind will expedite the

work of applying or removing deflecting plates and simplify
front end inspection.
Petticoat pipes should be maintained
to practically a true circle free

and be securely held

from holes or indentations,
between nozzle and

in central position

stack.

As an item of interest to this association, and to give an
idea of the general dimensions of draft openings, the following is given.
find in eight different classes of coal burn-

We

ing

locomotives
draft passages

the

following

comparative

—

dimensions

Eight Coal Burning Locomotives. Ash pan air
equal 14 per cent of grate area, or 39.5 per cent of
opening, and is 4 per cent more than flue opening
From this it would appear that pan opening and flue

of

inlets

grate
area.

open-
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l.UO
ing an- pnutiially
cent of
St-i'tn

tlic

lliio <)])enin,n

Oil

.same, whik- stack area is alxnit 10 per

area.

Huntiiij^

Locomodvrs.

—These

have

tlic

were said to be secured by welding

results
tin;

Vol. 66, No. 22

One member

same

told

of results which

They have no
stack opening, line opening and grate area.
grates, hut tiie air inlets through the fire or hrick ])an, also
calloii the ilraft pan, are 28 per cent less than tlie Hue open-

the use of cast steel ashpans.

ing area and are 69 per cent, or a little more than twice the
stack opening.
The comparatively small air openings to the
fire in oil burning engines compared to coal may raise the
question of whether or not we are allowing too much air to
the coal burner, especially with a clean fire.
We are of the
opinion that the size and location of the.se openings have

cost for cast steel jjans

been worked out principally by exix^rimental process and,
while perfection may not have been attained, when we observe a good steaming oil burner at work one is pretty apt
to conclude that there is not much room for improvement.
The effect of proper upkeep of ash pan and front end appliances is to save fuel and maintaining a high standard of
condition of those parts saves labor, and effects an economy.
Like many other economies not rcducil:)le to plain figures,
we must accept the above statement because we know that
well maintained draft appliances and ash pans do fully perform their functions of furnishing the necessary drafts for
economical combustion of the fuel and prevent fires l)eing set
out and the destruction and loss of property, which is an important economical consideration.
Well fitted and well secured parts of the draft appliances reduce the liability of
displacement and failure on account of not steaming and loss
of fuel due to poor steaming, and also reduce the necessity
of constant changing of front end draft appliances, which is
another considerable economy.
Finally, well maintained
draft appliances may well be considered the difference between a satisfactory, efficient locomotive, which everyone appreciates, and a poor steaming inefficient machine that no
engineer wants to run.
The report was signed by Geo. Austin (A. T. & S. F.),

Recommended Method

Discussion
of eliminating the leaks around the steam pipe
The best
holes in the front ends were discussed at length.

Methods

co.sts

steel

jilate

around

He

had been secured

l>y

sul)mitted an estimate of

showing the expense of api)lying and maintaining sheet
pans for
years to i)C $915, while the corresponding
1

.S

was $214.

Bracing Locomotive Tenders
'J'he objec

t

of jjracing

hnomotive tenders

.strong to stand the stresses that take place

is

to

make them

when

the engine
motion and to prevent the sides and back of the tank
from Ijulging outward. To do this braces are ajiplied on the
interior of the tank, and anchor lugs are provided to stoj) the
tank from moving on the tender frame.
What then is the best method of doing this work? Our
opinion is the application of T-bars 3 in. by 3 in. by yi in.
on sides and liack spaced about 24 in. apart in a vertical position, the length of the bars to l>e equal to the height of the
tank from bottom to top, these bars to be rivetted with not
less than ^'s in. diameter rivets .spaced about six inches apart,
is

in

zigzag.

The

top of the tank at the rear end

is braced by the applibars rivetted to the under side with gusset plates
rivetted on the ends.
The slope sheet in the coal space is
braced by the application of two T bars rivetted to the under

cation of

side,

T

also

rivetted

to

supported by stay plates placed vertically and
slope sheet and the tank bottom reinforced by

angle bars.
Dasher or splash plates of ^4 '"• or 5/16 in.
thickness are used for the purpose of frustrating the rush of
water in the tank; they also form a brace for the top and

bottom of the tank. One plate is placed in the center between the coal slope sheet and the back of the tank. Two
plates are placed on each side, these are rivetted to the top
and bottom of the tank. The center dasher plate is flanged

of Bracing Rectangular

chairman; E. J. Nicholson (C. & N. W.), F. Beyer (Penn.
Lines), H. F. Weldin (Penn.) and H. B. Nelson (Mo. Pac).

a

opening.

Tenders

on the sides and rivetted to the top of the tank, also gusset
and rivetted, which gives the
dasher plate added strength. In order to make a permanent
job all braces used in the construction should be rivetted and
plates are applied at the bottom

not bolted.

This method of bracing

is

recommended

for all rectangular

J
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tanks made from steel plates of 5/16 in. thickness or less,
because it gives better service than the old method of applyAlso it
ing longitudinal angle iron bars with cross stays.
has the tendency to eliminate leaky rivets in anchor lugs.
We are of the opinion that when weight is not taken in account when designing locomotive tenders if the tanks were
in. thick, it
made from heavier material, say steel sheets
would greatly simplify the matter of bracing as heavier material could be used which no doubt would be more satisHowever, with
in. plates for tank sides and top,
factory.
and 5/16 in. plates for the bottom of the tank this is the best
method of bracing, as it braces the tank in all its principal

^

^

parts,

and

still

leaves plenty of space on the interior so that

the inspector can

move around

easily to

make

his inspection

or repairs when necessary.
The report was signed by

J.

Thomas Lewis (L. V.), chairSweeney (N. Y. C), J. J. Orr (D. L. & W.),
P. Malley (St. L. & S. F.) and J. T. Johnson (A. T. &

S.

F.).

man;

E.

J.

Discussion

The superiority of vertical over horizontal braces was
One of the principal sources of trouble
generally conceded.
This
reported was the loosening of the transverse braces.
can only be overcome by good workmanship and by substituting rivets for bolts in these parts.

Acetylene Welding
The committee

Different shops have different methods and are seemingly
good results.
On the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul we are and have been welding in all our side sheets,

getting

Ijolting uj) securely,

fore welding.

and applying stay

bolts

and

rivets be-

We

are also welding all our cross-seams by
removing rivets, scarfing down, and welding up all holes and
are not removing any stay bolts, and are getting first-class

We are welding in all our door collars, inside and
three-quarter door sheets, one-half flue sheets, top or

results.

out;

bottom; full flue sheets; front sections of crown sheet; welding in l^ottom patches of front flue sheet, 12 in. to 20 in.
high and cutting oft" all our stay bolts and radial stays with

In fact, we are doing everything in the line of
welding we may find to do, and the sheets we are welding
are standing up good and giving us no trouble.
The only
trouble we do have at times is welding in patches in old side
slieets, or where side sheets go to pieces rapidly due to poor
water conditions. Where engines are in bad water territory,
sheets do bulge between the bolts and at times the weld is
the torch.

pulled in two.
In visiting the different railroad shops, I find that on firebox work, such as applying fireboxes, side sheets and door
sheets, the welding in most cases is being done with the acetylene torch.
Shops visited had both the acetylene and electric
welding outfits, but were using the electric outfit mostly for
welding flues, mud ring corners and roundhouse work, where
I believe the portable electric welding outfit will give good
results.

in presenting this paper realized that this

topic has been before the convention for several years
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and

has been thoroughly threshed out by the members. We find
it at this time very difficult to write up any new facts on this
subject, however, we believe the following information will
be beneficial.

Apparatus

Many

shops a few years back were equipped with portal^le
generators, using what is termed "high pressure."
Later,
new apparatus was installed and shops were piped throughout for the acetylene and oxygen, using low pressure, which
at this time is in pretty general use throughout the United
States.
There are a number of shops that still use the oxygen
and acetylene gas furnished in holders with the oxygen
holders containing 1,800 to 2,000 lb., and the acetylene
holders from 200 to 250 lbs. pressure.
Where this method
is used it is necessary to have the different regulators for the

oxygen as well as the gas for each welder. But where the
low pressure system is used, it is only necessary to have the
regulators where the gas is generated and the oxygen manifolded.
It is the opinion of the committee that the low pressure system piped throughout the different departments, both
oxygen and acetylene, will give the best results.

At this time we have just installed the electric welding outand figure on welding in all flues, mud ring comers, side
sheets, cutting out the center and welding in new without removing mud ring rivets. We also figure on doing considerable firebox and boiler work with the electric welder,
where flanges on front or back flue sheet are still good, cutting out the center and welding in new.
The report was signed by Henry J. Wandberg (C. M. &
St. P.), chairman; L. M. Stewart (A. C. L.), J.
J. Davey
(Nor. Pac), John Harthill (N. Y. C), P. F. Gallagher
(B. & O.) and T. F. Powers (C. & N. W.).
fits

Discussion

The

discussion developed the fact that there was a great
diversity of opinion regarding the advisability of welding
firebox seams.
Some condemned the practice as unsafe while
others contended that with proper care welded seams could

made stronger than riveted seams.
Some roads reported good results from welded tubes while
others reported that the use of this practice had been a
be

failure because of cracks in the bridges of tube sheets.
All
agreed that experience was essential for the production of
satisfactory' work.
Some roads check the ability of welders
by requiring weld specimens regularly each month; these
specimens are then broken in a testing machine.

Welding Torches
There are several different makes of welding torches on the
market today, and while they will all do good work with an
experienced operator, some torches are more quickly regulated
and do not back-fire as readily as some other makes. In most
all cases the welding tips are made up of copper and give

much

better results than the brass.

Cutting Torches

Many

different styles of cutting torches are

on the marwhere with others it is almost impossible to make them back-fire, and in some cases
both with the welding and cutting torches where they do
back-fire, they can be ignited quickly from the heated iron
without re-adjusting; while, with other makes, it is necessary
This causes a loss of time as
to shut off and start all over.

ket.

Some

will back-fire readily,

well as a waste of material.

Exhibitors at Master
Boiler Makers' Convention
Following is a list of the companies exhibiting at the
convention of the Master Boiler Makers' Association, Chicago, May 26 to 29, together with their representatives:

—

Air Reiluclion Sales Company, New York. Automatic acetylene generacompressed acetylene gas welding apparatus and supplies. Represented
by E. L. Mills, B. N. Law, A. S. Kinsey, R. T. Peabody, A. C. r.cQuellec.
tors,

—

American .'\rch Company, New York
Security sectional arch.
Represented by R. J. Himmelright, W. L. Allison, T. F. Kilcoyne,
Darby,
T. Mahor, G. C. Denney, G. Wagstaff, E. S. Nicholas, A. W. Clokey, T. P
Neir, J. T. A-ithony.
.\merican Flexible Staybolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. American bolt,
Amciican plain radial stay, .American reduced body staybolt, hollow iron
slayboUs, American rivet.
Represented by R. F. Benson, C. A. Seley, L.
W. Wedmeier. J. A. Trainer, M. M. McAllister, W. F. Heacock.
Besly S: Co., Chas. H., Chicago.
Taps, dies and reamers.
Represented
by E. P. W^IIs.
Bird-Archer Company, The, New York. Boiler chemicals, Harter cir-

H

—

—

—
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\xu

cuUtor -.Ollr. KciMmtntril bv I'. ;\. Bird. IV II. Bird, I.. I'. W ilix.ii, II.
Wheclrr. J. I.. ( allaliiii.. VV. K. Uidrnuiir, I.. |i. Himh.
Oois Ntil I'liini'.'iny, C'liiiiiHd. -Ilolu, mil* nnd rivcln, and n<»> loi'l>
I

Kr|irr»iiiii-il liv

nut*.

W.

1.

.\.

Itinluikri & llron,,
W. I., Iinil.nk<i,

I..

h

•tilled

W.

Maol.»iii, A.
New Vr.rk.
S.

W.

Kokk,

— Tain,

W.

dieii

WilcoxRcii.

and

rcainrrs,

Krpic-

l<o»r.

Cliiiago.—^Kcprcsciitiiig Lukciis Slerl Coii\i>any,
American Knlllng Mill Company, Champion Kivct Company, Reading Iron
Cum|vany, Ddruit Stnmlrrs Steel Tubci Company, Lennox shears.
Keprcxnlcd by G. K. Hoyce.
Photographs of steel products.
Central Iron \- Steel Co., Ilarriaburg, Pa.
R; presented by W. P. Moore.
Pnriimatii Tool Company, Chicago.
C hicaii"
Air and electric tools.
Represented by A, C. Andresen, A. K. Conrow, N. Thulin, H, J. Smith.
Cleveland 1 netimatic Tool Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Pneumatic tools,
Represented by H. S.
pressure seated valves, Bowes air hose conpliuKS.
Covey, A. Scott, H. C. Newton, R. K. Ahem.
Cleveland Punch & Shear Works Coni|)anv. Cleveland, Ohio.
Punches, dies, pneuCleveland Steel Tool Company. Clevtland, Ohio.
Represented by H, W. Leighton,
matic hammer rivet sets, chisel blanks.
Jr., \V. S. Uarnes, R. J. Venning, J. E. Sien((ur, T. B. Evarts.
Dearborn Chemical Companv, Chicago. Represented by G. R. Carr,
C aillr

S;

Ci'.,

M.,

.v.

—

—

—

—

—

J.

D.

Purcell,

Rehiiuycr,

W.

L.

B.

S.

Bowen, T. H.

Price,

Roddy,

F.

J.

Rcid.

1.

H. Bowen, H.

—

Draper Manufactuiing Company, Port Huron, Mich. Double flue welder.
Represented by T. Draper, J. .\. McDonald.
Kxhibiting Pneumatic tools, DuntDuntley-Dayton Company, Chicago.
ley-Dayion riveting and clipping hammers. "Red Devil" rivet cutter. Represented by H. I'. ArnoUi, Cjeorge Harden, A. G. Rice.
Boiler tube exFacssler Manufacturing Company, J.. Moberly, Mo.
Represented by J. W, Faessler, G. R. Maupin.
panders and tube cutlers.
Gaiy Screw & Bolt Company.
Exhibiting-Glob'- Seamless Steel Tubes Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

—

—
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A New

Process

tost
TiiKiiiKkr

of

wiping

present

now

for

Cleaning Engines

locomotives

condition.s

ii^

witli

very

oil

iind

IukIi,

and

waste
there

on wliith the engines arc
Furtherthoroughly wijied at the end of each trip.
more, cleaning iiy hand forces the oil and dirt into
tracks and fillets and leaves a coating of oil to which
are

few

roads

adheres
very
cjuickly.
dust
A methcKl of cltaning
IcKomotivcs which reduces the cost of the work and also
eliminates the oi)jectional)le features mentioned is now ix-ing
installed on railroads l)y the D. &: M. ("leaning Process,
liy this prcKe.ss a mixture of air, oil and water is
Chicago,
sprayed onto the locomotive at a uniform pressure of about
90 lb. The nozzle discharges the mixture in a spray which
is directed against the surface to be cleaned at an angle of
about 4.'; deg. from a distance of about 18 in.
One gallon of oil is used to about .^00 gal. of water, the
proper mixture being secured b\- regulating valves attached
The mixture of oil and water is carto a sjK'cial oil tank.
ried to tlic nozzle !)) a yl in. rubber hose, the stream being

—

Sian.ks.i steel drawr. itieclianic;il fulling.
Ilrooklyn, N. Y.
Il.'uick Mar>ufacf.iring Company.
Punching and
Hilles & Jones Company, W'ilminijtcm. Del.
chinery.
Represented by \\'. 11. Connell, Jr.

—

shearing ma-

—

Oxy-acetylene welding and cutImperial Appliance Company Cliic.igo.
Represented by K. B. Mcintosh, E. N. Stevens.
ting apparatus.
IngersoIlRand Company, New York. Pneumatic tools.
Represented by
W. Jolmson, C. J. Little.
Preumatic tools. RepKeller Pneumatic Tool Co., Grand Haven, Mich.
resented by Mr. McCabe.
Key lioiler Equipment Company. St Louis, Mo. Key safety hand hold
Represented by E. Key.
cap, tube plugs, master hold plates an<l lools.
Key-Bolt Appliance Company.
Represented by G. E.
Locomotive Superheater Company. New York.
Ryder.
Lovejoy Tool Works, Chicago, 111.
Macleod Companv'. Cincinnati, O.- Compressed air oil burner, oil burner
Represented by A. 0.
rivet forge, o.xy-acetylene welding and cutting outfit.

—

—
—

—

Hauck.

Mahr Manufacturing Company,

—
—

Minneapolis, Minn.
Rivet forge, oil
Represented by H. H. Warner, A. E. Stenzel.
Pneumatic flanging
Represented by F. H. McCabe.
machines.
Nathan Manufacturing Company, New York City. Exhibiting Injectors,
washer and tester, gage cocks, coal
l.ibricators, boiler
checks, boiler
Represented bv Otto Best. F. C. Davern, W. R. Walsh, R.
sprinkler.
Welsh.
National Railway Devices Company, Chicago.
Shoemaker vertical fire
Represented by J. G. Robinson, E. T. Gemderson, A. F. Lind.
door.
fircd-oil

burning torches.

McCahe Manufacturing Company, Lawrence, Mass.

—

—

Cleaning Locomotives by the D.

& M.

Process

—

National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

broken up

—

Oxweid Railroad Service Company, Chicago. Represented by C, B.
Moore, G. W. Crownover. M. W. Leighton. F. Hasse, C. H. Hanson, J. F.
Parker, W. Jones, F. Furbeck, W! A. Champieux, H. C. Reid, H. W.
Schulzc, A. West, H,. E. Bemer, J. W. Evanston, R. B. Alfonte, F. W.
Shiipert, S. Daffer. F. W. Frety, H. V. Gigandet, C. E. Allen, E. S.
Richardson, O. F. Ladtkow. W. Robertson. W. Hogan.
Page Steei & \\ ire Company.
Parkosbuig Iron Company, Parkesburg, I'a. Charcoal iron boiler tubes.

—

Rego Welding Apparatus.
Rivet Cutting Gem Company. Cincinnati, O.
Rome Iron Mills, Inc., Rome. N. Y. "Rome superior"

—

staybolt

iron,

"Rome perfection" engine bolt. Rome hollow iron. Represented by B, A.
elements, C. C. Oste.hout, E. Buker.
Ryerson & Co., Joseph T., Chicago. Ulster special seamless hollow stayRepresented by If. Gray, J. P. Moses, J. Pome, H. B. Hench,
bolt iron.

—

McGrath, L

W. Kavanaugh.

Pike.
Machinery small tools and
Scully Steel & Iron Company. Chicago, 111.
everlasting blow-ofl' valves. Represented by J. W. Patterson, J. A. Lindsley,
Ml. Linkentelter, Mr. Clark.
Torcbweld Company, Chicago. Welding and cutting equipment, portable
Represented by W. A.
and stationary plants, accessories and supplies.
Slack, C. J. Nyquist, N. L. Fensteniaker.
Vulcan Engineering Sales Company, Chicago. Hanna pneumatic riveters.
Representea by J. T. Lee, J. O. Claik.
J.

E.

S.

—

—

—

Welding Engineer, The.
Western Welding Equipment Company, Chicago. Exhibiting K-G. weldLincoln ara welders, electric and oxy-acetylene
ing and cutting apparatus.

—

supplies.
Wilso'.i

Represented by R. V. Gardner.
Welder & Metal Company.

Shipments of

silver

from the mint

at Philadelphia to

San

Francisco during the past year, a part of the movement by which
265 million silver dollars were melted and transferred from

country to India, took 18 special trains, each train carrying from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000 in value.
.Ml of these
movements were conducted in trreat secrecv.

this

nipple.

at

The

the nozzle by air supplied through a j4-in.
and water pressure should be as nearly

air

equal as possible and approximately 90 lb. per sq. in. The
temperature of the water should be about 100 to 120 deg. F.
The oil
as cooler water does not produce as good results.
used is a light straw colored gas oil or petroleum distillate
having a paraffine base and ranging in gravity from 32 to 36
The cleaning can be done inside the roundhouse if
deg.
desired, but is more conveniently handled at some point
No
on the track by which the engines reach the house.
difficulty is experienced in using the process in severe winter weather, and it has been operated with entire success at
zero temperature.
When the D. & M. prace.-^.? is regularly used, locomotives
can be thoroughly cleaned by two men in from 10 to 12 min.
The cost, including labor, material and up-keep of equipment will not exceed 30 to 40 cents per cleaning. The first
cleaning requires more time, as it is necessary to remove the
The advantages of the process
accumulated dirt and o'l.
as compared with hand wiping are: greatly decreased cost
due to the saving in labor and wiping wa.ste, a saving in
time both in cleaning and repairing and a more complete
cleansing of the surfaces, which makes thorough in.spection
possible.

The John Fritz Medal for the current year has been
awarded to Major-General George W. Goethals, U. S. A., in
recognition of his

work

as builder of the

Panama

Canal.

General Ne^vs Department
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

The shops

of the

Pullman Company

on the night of May
-leeping cars; estimated loss, $225,000.

destroyed by

fire

at

Ludlow, Ky., were

20,

together with six

Prison terms of from five to eight years were imposed
by the United States Court at St. Louis on May 24 as punish-

ment for robberies of freight cars committed by eight former employees of the Wabash Railroad at Brooklyn, 111. The
trial in the court lasted five days.
The men were a yardmaster, an assistant yardmaster, a chief clerk, two other
clerks, a switchman, a watchman and the watchman's brother.
Service Commission of New York (Second
District, headquarters, Albany), announces that its inquiry
into the general subject of the prevention of collisions, decided upon in connection with the investigation of the rear
collision at South Byron. N. Y., last January, will be begun
in New York City on Wednesday, June 18.
There will be a
public hearing at the office of the commission in the Hall of
Records, on Chambers street, near the City Hall.

The Public

Short Line Meeting
Walker D. Hines, director general

of railroads, will address

meeting called by the .American Short Line Railroad
."Xssociation to be held at Washington next week.
He will
speak at noon of the first day"s session, Tuesday, June 3.
In addition to the several hundred short line and trunk line
railroad officers who will attend, an effort is being made to
the

secure the presence of as

many Congressmen

as

possible

as guests.

Railroad Y. M. C. A. Membership Drive
Just as we go to press word is received that the Railroad
Y. M. C. A. Continental Membership Drive which was held
last week has gone well over the top.
Some districts have
not yet sent in their reports and it will be some days before
the final figures are announced.

Safety in Track

Work

On

the Pittsburgh division of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
by general order, track foremen, signal foremen, and carpenter foreman are directed never to obstruct the main track so
as to interfere with the safe passage of trains at full speed
without first having permission from the superintendent in
writing. \Vhen any such work is done flagmen must be sent
in both directions.
Automatic block signals, if such are in
use. must be set in the stop position, and after the work is
done the foreman must see that the track circuit has been restored so that the automatic signals will work properly.
When permission to disturb the track is sent to a foreman by
telephone he must write down the message and repeat it, as
would be done in the case of a train order.

Broadway Limited Restored
the 20-hour New York-Chicago

The Broadway Limited,

express train of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was put in service
Sunday, in accordance with the announcement made last
President Samuel
week, after a suspension of 18 months.
Rea, in congratulating the regional director on having rec-

last

ognized the rights and the insistent demands of Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington, said that in 1917 no less than 38
per cent of the passengers on this train came from those
three cities. For the first trip (May 25) it was necessary to
put on an additional sleeping car in both directions to ac-

commodate
The Post

the travel.
Office Department announces that mail will be
carried on this train; and that in the lower part of New York
City, letters can be posted considerably later than hereto-

bags being sent by way of the Hudson tunnel
7 miles west of New York, where
tlie through train is stopped to have the steam locomotive
attached in place of the electric engine.
The Post Office
Department expects to pay for this service at the rate of
fore, the mail

to

Manhattan Transfer,

$75,000 a year.

Training Disabled Soldiers for Railroad
The Federal Board

for

Work

Vocational Education has issued

35-page pamphlet, for the benefit of disabled soldiers, sailors and marines, telling what kinds of work they may be
able to find in the field of transportation, including steam
railroads, street railways, wagons, automobiles and ocean
a

craft.
The government stands ready
and re-educate disabled men, and the educational
in the military and naval hospitals will giA e
inquirers all needed information. This pamphlet is designed
to aid individuals in choosing a vocation.
It tells what kind
of work must be done, and what qualifications are required,

steamships and harbor

to educate

department

in the case of telegraphers, train despatchers, station agents
and other station workers, yardmasters, clerks, ticket examiners and traffic department employees; shop work, boiler
making, blacksmithing, electrical work and car repairs; track
work and train work the engineman, the fireman, the brakeman and the conductor. The work on electric railways and
on ocean and harbor vessels is described in the same way.
The Federal Board for Vocational Education, which is ready
to give all possible aid to disabled soldiers, has offices in
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Baltimore,
Washington, Atlanta, New Orleans. Dallas. St. Louis, Cincinnati, Chicago, Detroit, Kansas City, Minneapolis. Denver,
San Francisco and Seattle.

—

A Waterway
"Inland Waterway

Discussion

—

Is Our Policy Right
the subject of a discussion before the City
Club of Chicago and the Western Society of Engineers at
the rooms of the City Club on Monday noon, May 19. Theodore Brent, traffic manager of the Mississippi-Warrior
Waterways Barge Commission, LTnited States Railroad Administration, took the affirmative and Professor Harold G.
Moulton, of the Department of Political Economy, University of Chicago, the negative.
After outlining briefly the history of waterway development in this country and its decadence in recent years, Mr.
Brent described the activities of the Railroad Administration
during the past year in establishing barge service on the
lower Mississippi river and elsewhere, and told of the nature
of the service now offered and the amount and extent of the
traffic carried.
He advocated the extension of the deep
waterway through the Illinois river to Chicago.
Professor Moulton opened his argument with the statement that in order to place the cost of waterway transportation on a basis comparable with that of railway service it is
necessary to include the fixed charges in waterway improvements and also the maintenance costs, which is rarely done.
On the basis of such a complete record of cost he had found
that none of the larger inland waterways of Germany (commonly cited as the most successful) affords as cheap transportation as the railroads, with the exception of the Rhine
river.
He also criticized the common practice of comparing
the cost of water transportation on the oceans and the great
lakes with that on the railways as not being comparable
with the cost of transportation on the inland waterways.
He mainained that a careful analysis of complete costs would
show rail transportation to be more economical than that
on the inland waterways in nearly all cases and criticized
the waterway advocates for their failure to present such
analyses instead of general arguments.

or
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The $400,000,000 Car Trust

A

UniNiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiniiMMiiiiiiii

Certificates

members

of the Association of Railway
Execuiivcs, hankers, tlic War h'inancc Corporation and tinRailrtiail Aihninistration was held un May 27 to discuss tlic
further plans for issuing' a juint series of car trust certilicatcs,
covering the IDO.OOO freight cars and 1,930 locomotives ordered by tlie govoriinicnt. The bankers present at the meeting included ricrrcpont V. Davis, vice-president of the National City Company; Arthur M. Anilcrson, of J. 1'. Morgan
& Co.; Jerome llanauer, of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.; Francis
M. Weld, of White, Weld & Co.; E. B. Sweczy, vice-president of the First National Bank; George W. Davison, vicepresident of tiie Central Ijnion Trust Company; E. V. R.
Thayer, president of the Chase National Bank; James Spcycr,
of Speyer & Co.; Harold Stanley, vice-president of the Guaranty Trust Company; A. A. Tilney, vice-president of tlie
Rankers' Trust Company; Charles S. Speare, of Brown Bros.
& Co.: and G. Frederick Hawkins, of Kissel, Kinnicutt & Co.
Eugene Meyer, Jr.. managing director, and Alfred A. Cook,
counsel, were present in behalf of the War Finance Corporation. Swager Shirley, F. Q. Brown and Sanford II. E. Freund
represented the railroad administration.
Members of the .Association of Railway Executives who
attended included T. De Wilt Cuyler. chairman; Alfred P.
Thorn, counsel; Howard Elliott, W. W. Finley, (Charles Hayden, W. G. Besler. C. A. Peabody. Mark W. Potter, Daniel
Willard, E. G. Buckland, E. M. Hyzer and Marvin Hughitt.
joint nirctiiiK

i)f
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Aviation

The

I'nited States Navy seaplane, NC-4, completed a trip
across the Atlantic Ocean on Tuesday, May 27. LieutenantCommander A. C, Reid, with a crew of tive men, landed at
Lisbon, Portugal, the evening of that day in 9 hours 43

minutes, from Ponta Delgada, Azores, 800 miles. The NC-4
left Trepassey. Newfoundland, on May 16, and reached the
Azores in about 17 hours, but had to wait there until the 27th
for favorable weather before continuing the journey.
The
total flying time from Newfoundland to Lisbon, about 2,000
miles, is given as 26 hours 41 minutes.
The I'nited States Post Office Department announces that
in the first week of the airplane mail service between Cleveland, Oliio, and Chicago, 111., 28 of the 30 possible trips were
successful. The distance, about 350 miles, was made on one
trip in less than three hours.
One of the pilots, Frank McCusker, was killed by an accident to his airplane at Cleveland on May 25.
On May 27, four airplanes of the War Department completed a cross country flight of 3,300 miles from Texas to
the Pacific Coast and return. These fliers, for considerable
distances, made speeds of 140 miles an hour and higher. Two
of the airplanes flew over the Grand Canyon. One of these
flew at an altitude of 13,000 ft., while the other flew down
into the Canyon, about 600 ft. below the edge.

Traffic

News

IIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

kiirMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Charles E. Wallingion, an attorney, has been elected president of the Toledo Transportation Club.

The number

of vessels passing through the Cape Cod
from August, 1918, to .April, 1919, averaged 468 a
month, as compared with an average during the corresponding months one year ago of 235 vessels. The increase in tonnage of cargoes was 185 per cent.
canal,

Freight loading of railroads

in

the

Northwestern region

week ending May 20, compared with the corresponding
last year shows a decrease of approximately 9.5 per
cent, 149.125 cars being loaded in the week ending May 20,
1919, as compared with 164,635 for the same period last
for

period

year.

The recent order of the director general authorizing a rate
of one and one-third fare for the round-trip for conventions
of religious, fraternal, educational, charitable and military
organizations involves so

much

detail that it is found imposmeetings convening earlier than
June 10. It is necessary to print and distribute several million
certificates to 50,000 or more ticket offices, and to correspond
with various organizations for the purpose of establishing
regulations as well as to prepare tariffs and file them with the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
sible to

make

it

eflFective for

Montana, its advantages and possibilities, is the subject of
the latest illustrated booklet issued by the Agricultural Section of the Railroad Administration for distribution among
homeseekers and others. S. V. Stewart, governor of the
State, contributes a foreword to the booklet: Montana is
no longer to be considered a mining and grazing state with
little agricultural land.
In the past ten years 30,000,000 acres
of public lands within the state have been filed upon for
there
homesteads, and
are 83,000 farms in the state.
Unirrigated farms with wheat production records of from twelve
to forty bushels an acre and which are within a reasonable
distance of a railroad and a town with school facilities may be
bought for $15 to $40 an acre, while irrigated land sells for
$40 to $150 an acre.

Minnesota Drinking-Cup

Law

The Minnesota

legislature has passed a law requiring individual drinking cups on all cars used for transportation of
passengers. There must be pure drinking water and a sufficient number of cups, or a fountain.
The law becomes
effective on June 1, 1919.
A fine of not less than $25 nor
more than $100 is prescribed as the penalty for failure to
comply with the law. Cups and fixtures must be kept in a

sanitary condition.

Dry Canada
[From

the Buffalo Courier]

That it is still dangerous to smuggle booze through Canada was shown at St. Thomas on May 20, in the trial of employees of the Pullman company, accused of smuggling
whisky from Buffalo into Canada in a parlor car. The men,
mostly of a dusky hue, trembled visibly when they appeared
in court, the judge having ruled that it was just as much an
ofTense to smuggle whisky through dry Canada as it is to
it
into dry Canada.
The contention was set forth
that the liquor was being carried in a parlor car of Buffalo
to Detroit train No. 45, and not for delivery within the Dominion; but the three men were fined $200 apiece and costs.
The whisky was discovered when the authorities at St.
Thomas got a tip that a shiptnent was on its way to Detroit.

import

the Railway Cut by the Rioters Near Cairo,

Egypt

That city is as dry as Sahara, and it is a very high-paying
business at the present time, a quart of good whisky bringing as high as ten dollars.

May

30,
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Commission and Court New^s
aiiiiiiMiKiiiiii

actions against railroads for causes arising since government
control was assumed, is warranted, notwithstanding Section
10 of the Act of March 21, 1918, C. 25, providing that actions
or suits may be brought against such carriers, for the Director General is the carrier, bemg analogous to a receiver, and
it

Interstate

is

cided January

The Commission has announced

its intention of investigatthe rates, charges, rules, regulations and practices applicable to freight transportation in Illinois as compared with
those applicable in Ohio and Michigan, and also those in

Central Freight Association territory.

Union

in

place of the railroad
Fed. 880.
De-

Pacific, 254

1919.

The federal district court for
York holds that the provision

the Southern District of New
of General Order No. 50 of

October 28, 1918, that pleadings in pending actions against a
railroad company for injuries "may" be amended by substituting the Director General, and dismissing the company as

Rates on Coal from Western Kentucky
Illinois Central

defendant, must be construed as permissive only, in view
the Federal Control Act provision that carriers, while
shall be subject to all laws and liabilities as common carriers, and that actions
may be brought
against them, "and judgments rendered as now provided by
law," and such substitution of parties will not be made
on
of

under federal control,

Upon complaint attacking the rates on bituminous coal, in
carloads, from mines in western Kentucky on the Illinois
Central, Louisville & Nashville, and Kentucky Midland railroads, to points in Mississippi Valley and southwestern terIllinois,

11,

v.

Substitution of Director General as Defendant

iilg

ritories,

proper that he be substituted

company.— Rutherford

Commerce Commission

Ohio Valley Coal Operators Association v.
Railroad Company, Director General, et al.

1337

and various other northern and western

the Interstate Commerce Commission finds:
The rates assailed are not shown to be unreasonable per se,
nor are they shown to be unduly prejudicial except to the
extent stated in the following:
The rates from mines on the Illinois Central to points in
Texas by way of Mississippi River crossings south of East
St. Louis are unduly prejudicial to the extent that they exceed the rates from mines on the Illinois Central in southern
Illinois to the same points through the same crossings.
The rates from mines on the Illinois Central and the
Louisville & Nashville to East St. Louis and St. Louis,
proper, are unduly prejudicial to the extent that they exceed
by more than 57.5 cents per ton the rates from mines in the
Illinois Central's inner group and the Louisville & Nashville's Belleville group, respectively, in southern Illinois to
the same destinations.
The rates from mines on the Illinois Central and Louisville & Nashville to East St. Louis, as applied on traffic for
beyond, are unduly prejudicial to the extent that they are not
lower than the rates from the same mines to East St. Louis,
proper, by at least 12.5 cents per ton.
The rates from mines on the Illinois Central to Chicago,
to points in the northwest as defined in this report, and to
points in Illinois north of and including Mattoon and Decatur, are unduly prejudicial to the extent that they exceed
the rates from mines on the Illinois Central in the southern
Illinois group by more than 25 cents per ton.
The rates from mines on the Louisville & Nashville to
Chicago are unduly prejudicial to the extent that they exceed
the rates from mines on that road in the Eldorado group
in southern Illinois to Chicago by more than 25 cents per
ton.
The rates from mines on the Kentucky Midland Railroad
are unduly prejudicial to the extent that they exceed the
rates from mines on the Illinois Central in western Kentucky to the same destinations. ^Decided May 1.")

motion of the defendant.— Jensen
795.
Decided February 1, 1919.

v.

Lehigh Valley, 255 Fed

states,

United States Supreme Court
Effect of Misdescription of Lost

Goods in

Bill of

Lading

In an action to recover the value of furs lost in transit in
interstate commerce, the railroad resisted the claim on the
ground that the goods were misdescribed in the bill of lading
as "one case D. G." (dry goods"). This was done by a mistake
of the local expressman, and not with the intention of fraudulently misrepresenting the nature of the shipment. The filed
freight rates were first class (65 cents") for dry goods and

double first class for furs. The Supreme Court of the United
States refused to sustain the railroad's contention, for the
reason that a clause in the bill of lading provided for the
contingency of misdescription as follows: "If upon inspection
it
is ascertained that the articles shipped are not those described in this bill of lading, the freight charges must be paid
upon the articles actually shipped." The court holds that
the effect of this provision is that a misdescription of the
character of the goods, not attributable to fraud, does not
affect the liability of the carrier for a failure to deliver the
.goods.— N. Y. Central v. Goldberg.
Decided May 19, 1919.

Federal Employers' Liability Act Decisions
The Supreme Court of the United States, reversing a judgment of the Supreme Court of Idaho, holds that an employee
of a railroad which was engaged in interstate commerce, injured while filling with earth a wooden trestle bridge. 1200 ft.
in length, was himself engaged in interstate commerce. The
court considers the state Supreme Court fell into error in
regarding the fill as new construction so unrelated to the
conduct of interstate commerce over the bridge at the time
the accident occurred that the work being done might be
regarded as not related to or necessary to the safe conduct
Kenzell v. Chicago, M. & St. P. Decided
of that commerce.

—

Personnel

of

May

Commissions

John H. Delaney has been aopointed rapid transit construction commissioner for New York City. This office takes
over the functions of the former Public Service Commission
in connection with the construction of new subway and elevated railroads in New York City. The single commissioner,
to perform the other functions of the Public Service Commission, Lewis Nixon, was appointed several weeks ago.

Court

News

Causes of Action While Under Federal Control
The

federal

district

court

for

the

Nebraska holds that General Order No.

Northern

District

of

providing for the
substitution of the Director General of Railroads in case of
50.

19, 1919.

The Supreme Court of the L^nited States holds that an
employee of an interstate railroad, injured while engaged in
taking care of a camp car used by a gang of bridge carpenters
who were employed by the railroad in the repair of the
bridges and bridge abutments upon the line, and who cooked
the meals for himself and the other members of the .gang,
was engaged in interstate commerce within the Federal Employers' Liability Act. The significant thing, in the court's
opinion, was that the employee was employed by the railroad to assist, and was assisting, the work of the bridge
carpenters by keeping their bed and board close to their
place of work, thus rendering it easier for the railroad to
maintain a proper organization of the bridge gang and forwarding their work by reducing the time lost in going to

and from their meals and their lodging
Smith. Decided May 19, 1919.

place.

— P.

B.

& W.

v.
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Equipment and Supplies
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Locomotive Deliveries

Week Ended May

17

Tiic following loconiotiv o.s were sliippcil to i;iilii);uls uiulcr
federal control during the week ended May 17:

Works

Number

Ko.iil

r

<

American
^"'"'""

1

•

Penn.

& N
N. &

•-

W

PcM.i.

W

L.

1..

1

S

2
2

W

L. M. Sawyer, vice-president of liie Chicago Steel Tape
Company,
hiiago, has been elected president, succeeding

lyi>c

USRA
USKA
USKA
USRA

Santa

(

Fc

Pacific

Ft.

Worth &

1).

C

Pac
Southern

Sout.

6W.

Sw.

a
Baldwin

<

&

U.

1

Santa Fc

1

2

1.
H. B
Tex. & Pac
A. T. & S.

C.
L

4

USRA Mikado
Santa I'd
USRA Mount.
USRA 8W. Sw.
USRA 8W. Sw.

1

3

& Q

A. T. & S.

F
F

1

Mikado
Santa Fe

1

Pacific

1

W. L. Garland, manager of the I'hiladclphia (I'a.) office of
the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, has been
elected a vice-president, witii heathiuarters at i'liiladelphia.
Pa.
Fred H. Jones, resident manager of the General Railway
Signal (Company at New York City, has resigned that posiJune L He is to engage in the
sale of railway appliances in Chicago.

tion, effective

and

The Pollak

manufacture

Company,

Cincinnati, announces the ap1001 Pioneer
building, St. I'aul, Minn., northwestern sales representative,
in St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and the Iron Range district.

15

TotMl

Lewis A. Nichols, deceased.

Mount.

10
r

Colonel Frederic A. Molitor has returned from military
service ajjioad and has resinned his practice of engineering
at 34 Nassau street. New York.

Steel

pointment of the B.

25

Locomotives

W. Parsons Company,

The Massey Concrete Products Corporation, Chicago, has
Longstreet resident manager of the Western
Mr. Longstreet is in charge of all sales in that territory with headquarters at 925 South Sixth street. West, Salt

ai)i)ointed P. E.

The Northern Railroad
locomotive.s

of I'"rance has ordered 50

Mikado

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

district.

Lake

The Norwegian State Railways,

noted in last week's issue
reported to have ordered 16 locomotives from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, placed orders for 18 locomotives with that
company, including 2 ten-wheel, 6 Consolidation, 7 Prairie and
3 six-wheel switching locomotives.

Freight Cars
The South
ton,

all-steel

The

H.

& H. Refining Company, Kansas

20, 40-ton, 8,000-gal.

City, Mo., has ortank cars from the American Car &

Foundry Company.

The Robert Dollar Steamship Company, San
has ordered from the American Car & Foundry
high-side gondola cars for export to China.

Francisco, Cal,
Company 100

Signaling
The Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean has under consideration
the question of installing automatic block signals on 500 miles
of its lines.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey has ordered a 36lever improved Saxby & Farmer interlocking machine from
the Union Switch & Signal Company,, for installation at
Elizabethport, N. J.
The Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line has placed an order
with the Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.,
for the necessary material to be used in an interlocking to
protect traffic over the Elizabeth river drawbridge at Norfolk, Va.
meeting of the National Industrial Traffic League
Milwaukee, Wis., on June 11, 12 and 13, to
finish business left over from the New Orleans meeting and
to take action on the resolutions submitted at that meeting
looking toward the forming of a program for the regulation

A

special

will be held in

of railroads.

a

Indiana Harbor Belt, the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, upon which a car
construction and car repair plant will be built in the near
future.

became associated with the GusJ. Crombie on May
Bacon Manufacturing Company, 1021 Filbert street, PhilMr. Crombie formerly served with the Baltiadelphia, Pa.
more & Ohio, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and of
late years with the Belmont Packing & Rubber Company,

W.

Porto Rico Sugar Company has ordered 65, 30cane cars from the American Car & Foundry

Company.

dered

City, Utah.

The North American Car Company, Chicago, has purchased
23-acre tract at 135th street on a joint right of way of the

as

1

tin

Philadelphia.

George Shields, who was purchasing agent of the American Car Company, St. Louis, for ten years, and later served
with the National Safety Car & Equipment Company since
its
organization, has become associated with The Dayton
Manufacturing Company as sales representative, with headquarters at Dayton, Ohio.

The Bay City Foundry & Machine Company, Bay City,
Mich., manufacturer of coal conveyors, saw mill machinery
and hoists, has purchased the business of the Howlett Construction Company, Moline, 111., manufacturer and builder
of the Williams, White & Co., coaling stations. W. E. Howand engineer of the Howlett Construction
lett, manager
Company, will be manager of the railroad coaling station department of the consolidated company. This consolidation
will unite the engineering facilities of the two companies and
enable them to manufacture their

Westinghouse Electric

&

own machinery.

Manufacturing Company

of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
the year ended March 31, 1919, shows gross business amounting to $160,379,942, an increase of nearly $65,000,This is the greatest volume
000 over the preceding year.
ever reported in the history of the company, and compares
with a gross business of $43,733,646 in the year preceding the
After the deduction of operating expenses of
war, 1914.
$129,271,556, the net manufacturing profit for the year was

The report
Company for

more than double the net manufacturing profit,
the year ended in March, 1918, and approximately seven
times the net manufacturing profit of 1914.

$31,408,386, or
in

:

May

:

30,

RAILWAY AGE

1919

Other income brought the gross income to $32,731,648.
After all charges and the deduction of Federal taxes, amounting to $15,395,846, there was a surplus available for dividends
of $15,059,097, or the equivalent of $10.63 a share on the outstanding common shares of $S0 par value after providing for
preferred dividends. In the preceding year the earnings applicable to the common were equal to $10.68 a share.
The gross earnings, the report says, include the earnings
of the J. Stevens Arms Company and the New England Westinghouse Company. The latter plant will hereafter be devoted to the manufacture of industrial motors and automobile
starting and lighting apparatus, thus relieving a crowded
condition at Newark and certain departments at East Pittsburgh. Negotiations are in progress for the sale of the company's holdings of 5 per cent prior lien debenture bonds of
Electric Holdings of London, which were received in payment for the holdings of the British Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company. Inventories were approximately
$1,000,000 less than in the report of the preceding year. The
report shows orders on hand as of April 1, amounting to
$76,248,000, excluding the orders cancelled as a result of the
armistice.

The general balance

Property and plant
Investments
Current assets:
Cash
Cash with agent.= and others
Cash on deposit for redemption of debentures, bonds, notes
and for interest and dividends
Notes receivable
Accounts receivable
Workitig and trading assets:
Raw materials and supplies, finished parts and machines,
work in progress, goods on consignment and apparatus
with customers, inventoried at cost or less

$41,806,414
21,592,258
14,127,249
675,342
1 54,264
2,980,343
38,500,133

Financial and Construction
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimjn

Railway Financial News
Bo.STON

& Maine. —Judge

Julius M. Mayer, in the Federal DisCourt, signed a decree, upon the consent of Frank M.
Swackcr, Assistant United States District Attorney, granting
permission to James L. Doherty and other federal trustees,
trict

to

postpone from October

franchises
paid in advance
operations

Insurance, taxes,

etc.,

to

October 17, 1914, in its Sherman anti-trust
New York, New Haven & Hartford.

361,573
8,225

Total

$184,893,483

1,

1920, the sale

suit

of
of
of

on

against the

—

& Dayton. By a Cincinnati court order
all of the unmortgaged securities held by this company in
outside corporations are to be auctioned to help satisfy
creditors' claims amounting to about $55,000,000.

—

Georgia Coast & Piedmont. This road, which was to have been
sold at Brunswick, Georgia, on May 6, but had no bidders
on the ground, will be again offered for sale on Tuesday,
July 1.

Grand Trunk. — See
5,137,421

October

Maine standing in the name
Company, and the securities
the various leased companies, which was ordered disposed
by the decree of dissolution obtained by the government

LotjisiANA

Patents, charters and

Deferred charges

1919, to

1,

of the stock of the Boston &
the Boston Railroad Holding

editorial elsewhere in this issue.

59,550,261

assets:

& Northwest.

—This property

will be offered for sale

on June 19 at the court house in Homer, La.,
P. Leary, special master in chancery. The road operates

at public auction

by

W.

121 miles of line

between Magnolia, Ark., and Natchitoches,

Louisiana.

Liabilities
Capital

IIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIlf

Cincinnati, Hamilton
sheet follows:
.'\SSETS

Other
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stock

Preferred

$3,998,700
70,813,950
6,305,000
10,000
15,000,000
120,000

Common
Funded debt
Fifteen year five per cent notes
One year notes, due February 1, 192.)

Real estate purchase money mortgages
Current liabilnies:
Notes payable currert bark loans
Subscriptions to Liberty Loan bonds
Accounts payable
Inteiest, taxes, royalties, etc., accrued, not due
Dividend on preferred stock, payable in April
Dividend on common stock, payable in April

—

Advance payments on contracts
Unpaid debenture certificates, bonds, notes and

5,280,000
8,186,782
10,905,700
15,843,338
69,977
1,239,244
4,613,675
interest

dividends

York, New Haven & Hartford, Judge Manton in the
Federal District Court of New York has denied the application of Harold Norris and other minority stockholders
for the appointment of a limited receiver to prosecute liability and restitution suits against the former directors of
this road.
Because of the filing of this opinion the proceedings for the appointment of a permanent receiver were
put over to the June term.

and

Railway Construction

154,264

Reserve
Against inventories, notes and accounts receivable, etc
Profit and loss
Surplus

—

Total

—

New

6,145,120
36,207,733

$184,893,483

Texas &

—

Pacific.
Plans have been prepared by this road
construction of a divisional terminal at Eastman,
Texas, at an approximate cost of $500,000, but as yet no
authority has been issued for their construction.

for

the

—

Live Oak, Perry & Gulf. Contracts have been given recently to J. D. Donnahoo, Jacksonville, Fla., to build four
miles of the Econfena river extension west, and to build a
bridge across the Aucilla river. The company now has work
completed on about five miles of the total extension, which is
to be about ten miles long.

Trade Publications

—

American Soldiers Starting Out for a Day's Outing
on Moimt Renard in the French Alps

Pneumatic Tools. In a temporary catalogue, containing 48
pages, issued pending the publication of a larger book, the
Keller Pneumatic Tool Company, Grand Haven, Mich., shows
briefly its line of pneumatic tools, including valve and valveless types of rotary and piston drills, which are new additions
to the line. All models of Keller-made master-built chipping
hammers, riveting hammers, holders-on, dolly bars, jam riveters and sand rammers are illustrated and described, with detailed specifications and information as to the uses for which
each is designed. This company has also published a fourpage folder containing a list of its special tool making and
production equipment, with a few illustrations of representative operations and productions.
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Railroad Administration
Federal and General Managers
L. Howard, whose appointment as assistant
to the I'oilcral manager oi tlic ChicaRo, liiirlinKtoii & Quiticy,
with headiiiiartcrs at Chicago, was amiouiiccd in the Railway

Colonel N.

Age

of

May

16

(page

was born at
1236),
Fairfield, Iowa, and received his education in
the United States Military Academy at West
from
N.
Y.,
Point,
he
institution
which

graduated

in

West

who has been performing the duties of assistant chief enKineer and will ni>vv assume the <luties of special engineer on
these roads.
Purchasing
whose appointment as general storekeeper of the Baltimore & (Jhio, the Cumberland Valley, the
Western Maryland and the Cumberland & Pennsylvania, with
headquarters at lialtimore, Md., has already been annoimced
in these columns, was born on February 6, 1887, at Martinsburn, W. Va.. and was educated in the public and high schools
of his nati\e town
lie began railway work on .\pril 1, 190S,
H. P. McQuilkin,

the stores department of the Baltimore &
Cumberland, Md., and the folhiwing year served as
clerk in the motive power department.
He was out of railway work from October, 1906, to September, 1910, and then
became storekeeper on the Baltimore & Ohio, at ConncUsHe was later storekeeper at Washington, Ind.,
ville. Pa.
and from .\pril, 1914, to December, 1916, was district storeBaltiinore & Ohio and the Cincinnati, Hamilfor
the
keeper

as distributor in
(.)liio

ton

at

& Dayton

at

Cincinnati.

He was

then, to April,

1918,

general storekeeper on the Baltimore &
Ohio at Baltimore, and subsequently served consecutively as
chief clerk to the purchasing agent until June, 1918, and
assistant general storekeeper, until his iiroinotion to general
storekeeper on the same road.
chief clerk to the

1907.

Shortly after his graduation irom
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I'oint

he entered the service
of tiie Chicago. Burlington & Quincy as a
engineer.
Later
he was transferred to
the operating department as trainmaster at
Centerville, Iowa.
He
next acted in the capacity of assistant
superintendent at GalesCol. N. L. Howard
burg, III., and then as
superintendent of the Burlington division, at Burlington,
Iowa, until 1916, wlien he was transferred to the Plannibal
division at Hannibal, Mo. In June, 1917, he was recommended
for a commission as lieutenant-colonel in the Chicago railway regiment, the 3rd Reserve Engineers, and in July of the
same year entered military service as lieutenant-colonel in
the 3rd Reserve Engineers stationed at Chicago.
In May,
1917, he joined the 13th Engineers, and in July of the same
year was sent abroad, landing in France in August. Upon
his arrival in France he was detached from the 13th Engineers and placed on duty with the director general of
transportation until the spring of 1918, when he was returned
to the command of the 13th Engineers, then stationed in the

Corporate

civil

Verdun sector. On July 8, 1918. Lieutenant Colonel Howard
was promoted to colonel. While in command of the 13th
Engineers he saw service in the Champagne, St. Mihiel and
Meuse-Argonne oflfensive, and on February 22. 1919, he was
awarded the Croix-de-Guerre by the French High Command.
On February 28. 1919. he was relieved of his command and
returned to this country in March, when he entered the services of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy

as assistant to the

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

James L. Minnis, vice-president and general solicitor
the Wabash, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has
signed to engage in the practice of law

in St.

Louis.

H. A. Dixon, district engineer of the Pacific district of the
Canadian National, with headquarters at Vancouver. B. C,
has been appointed chief engineer. Western lines, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man., to succeed A. T. Eraser, deceased.

Operating
E. MacDonald, of the MacDonald-Marpole Company,
Ltd., Vancouver, B. C, has been appointed general inanager
of the Pacific Great Eastern, with headquarters at Vancouver,
B. C, to succeed G. L. Courtney, who has resigned.
G.

Traffic

Witt has been appointed general freight agent of the
Akron, Canton & Youngstown Railway Company, with offices at Akron, Ohio.
S. J.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W.

Connal has been appointed mechanical engineer of
the Canadian National, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont.,
to succeed H. D. Cameron, who recently resigned to enter
the employment of the Robinson Connector Company, Montreal,

F.

Que.

federal manager.

Operating
E. K. Merkle, trainmaster on the Colorado lines of the
Denver & Rio Grande with headquarters at Pueblo, Colo.,
has been transferred to the Salt Lake division with headquarters at Thistle, Utah, succeeding J. W. Barrett, who has
been transferred to Helper, Utah, in place of M. J. Ruland,
who has been moved to Provo, Utah, to take the place of
E. S. Wright, who has been transferred to the Colorado lines
of the Denver & Rio Grande.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
George H. Webb, colonel of the 16th Engineers (Railway
regiment), has resumed his former duties as chief engineer
of the Michigan Central, the Chicago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw and the Detroit Terminal, with headquarters at Detroit.
Mich.; J. F. Deimling, acting chief engineer of these roads
has resumed his former duties as assistant chief engineer,
with headquarters at Detroit, to succeed George H. Harris,

of
re-

Fhoto from htteruational Film Scrzice

One

of the Cars Destroyed in the Riots in

Egypt

Table of Contents will be found on Page 5 of the Advertising Section

A

striking example of the economy of a high standard of
equipment maintenance is to be found in the report on the
air consumption of locomotive auxiliary
The Cost of
devices presented at the recent convenNeglecting
tion of the Air Brake Association.
To
°^^ who has not made a special study
Auxiliaries
of the situation, the air used by these
devices would seem negligible, yet tests under actual vv^orking
conditions demonstrated that the cost of the fuel required
to supply air for their operation ranged from $100 to $300
per year per locomotive, depending upon the type of air compressor used.
Furthermore, it was found that the maximum
air consumption under certain conditions was so great that it
taxed the capacity of the compressor and resulted in a shortage of air to supply tlie train line which might easily prove
disastrous.
If to the cost of fuel for air supply is added the
increased wear and tear on the equipment and the probable
loss due to delays and engine failures, no further evidence
is needed to prove that the additional expenditures required
to maintain auxiliaries in first-class condition will result in
a substantial saving.

A plan providing that no man on
pennanent forces of the engineering department may be
discharged or reduced in rank or pay without the approval
of the chief engineer is in effect on a certain eastern road.
The improvement which has resulted in this instance is sufficient to warrant further trials in this and other departments.
have sometimes resulted.

tlie

In the

first

four months of this year less than forty million
new work, chargeable to additions and betterments, was authorized by the Rail-

dollars' worth of
—,

.

.

iimigration

Now

Exceeds
Immigration

^oad Administration.
This is far below normal, leaving a corresponding
accumulation to be authorized and carried out in the near future. When con-

templating any program of construction the question of man
power is important. For this reason it is interesting to note
that in the four years ending December 31, approximately
one
million immigrants came into this country, although the number arriving each year steadily decreased during this period

and

in 1918 the net increase to this country's population
through immigration was only about 16,000.
It was an-

The current

agitation

for

the

re-organization

of

in-

dustry has resulted in the formulation of various theories
designed to improve the relations beThe Barriers
tween employers and employees. Both
parties are, beyond doubt, putting their
Should Be
best thought into the problem, but, in
Removed
the main, the results have been discouraging.
Generally speaking, the plans advanced by the
employers depend for their efficacy on so-called welfare work,
and those advanced by the employees, which usually aim
chiefly at advances in wages and reduf'tion of hours, are
presented through their organizations.
Both fall short of
the mark for the same reason, the lack of personal contact

between the interested parties. Many employers have for a
long time realized that the best of plans, no matter how well
thought out or how feasible they look on paper, will not
work in practice owing to the lack of a sympathetic understanding.
Consequently some of them are proceeding on
another tack.
Instead of following a predetermined plan
they are making it their business to learn the viewpoint of
the other fellow and, based on the knowledge gained, undertake improvements.
Many of these improvements seem
minor on their face, but often good results are obtained by
them. To be concrete, a foreman is a comparatively small
cog in a large organization. Investigation has proved, however, that he is in many cases a barrier rather than a connecting link between the employer and the men.
The conception the men have of the company is dependent on the
attitude of the foreman.
To them he represents the company. If he is of the wrong type and is permitted to carry
prejudice into his relations with the men he discourages
ambition, discharges good men or keeps them in unsuitable
positions and keeps the employer ignorant of the true conditions.

Denying

a

foreman the right to di.scharge may seem
But where it has been tried, on
industrial plants, and the power given to

to be of little consequence.

the railroads or in

someone higher up known

to be fair to both sides, benefits

nounced

recently, that in the six months since the armistice
signed, nearly 400,000 emigrants have left the country
through the port of New York alone. Nearly 1 ,400 requests
for passports to Europe are now being received daily at New

was

York, most of the applicants being immigrants of short residence in this country, Italians predominating.
From
these figures it seems apparent that in the five months of this
year the country has sustained a net loss of 250,000 in population or a decrease of 50,000 monthly, by far the greater
proportion being of the class from which railroad and industrial labor is largely recruited. These figures suggest that
the worries over the construction and maintenance programs
will not be over when the money for carrying them out is

made

available.

Mr. Gray on Government Operation
OF THE
ONEwhich

MOST INTERESTING and instructive addresses
have been delivered on our government's experience in operating the railways is that which was made
by C. R. Gray, formerly director of operation of the Railroad Administration, before the St. Louis Railway Club on
April 22.
An abstract of Mr. Gray's address is published
elsewhere in this issue.

Mr. Gray

told of a

number of
and

of getting food to the Allies

such as that
England, with

vital problems,

coal to

New

which the Railroad Administration was confronted and the
way in which they were solved. It is easy for anybody who
heard or who reads his address to understand why it was impossible for the railways to handle the essential war business
of the country and at the same time be economically operated.
Mr. Gray's comments upon the labor situation were esHe showed clearly that the wage adpecially interesting.
vances made as a result of the recommendations of the Railroad Wage Commission so completely disrupted all the old
relationships between the wages of dift'erent classes of employees that immediate readjustments became absolutely neces-
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under
.\t tlu- same tiinr, he .hv.s cU-arly tlu- (lisal)ilitics
which the (.^ovi-mmfnt works in tlu- handlinR of labor prol>-

sarv.

of these disabilities, us he pointed out, is that
tin- j-overnnient must make uniform scales of waKcs tiirouf;hout the country regardless of differences of conditions; and
the law of supi)ly and demand, which, to a large extent, governs tiie wages paid l)y private concerns, cannot operate in the

One

lems.

If in a
case of a Imsiness uiuUt government management.
certain district there happen to l)e conditions which force up
the wages of men employed l)y private concerns in a particular
First,
line of work tlie government has only two alternatives.
it may refrain from advancing wages to this special class of

men

in that particular territory;

enough men.

Second,

special class of

men

it

in that case

it

will not get

the wages to that
In that case

may advance

in that particular territory.

will be forced, regardless of differences in conditions in
different parts of the country, to make a similar advance in
wages to all workers of that particular class throughout the
it

country.

"Of

the different things

which

I

encountered which

federal operation of all of the railroads
would he an economic mistake," said Mr. Gray, "that was
He might have added that of all the
the most effective."
satisfied

me

that

things which have tended to increase railway expenses under
government operation more than they would have been increased under private operation none has produced such potent effects as this real, or apparent, necessity for the Railroad Administration paying the same wages and prices

throughout

the

country

regardless

of

differences

of

Mr. Gray paid high tribute to the loyalty with which railHe
officers have worked under government operation.
said that after Mr. McAdoo "had made trips over the country and had met these officers, with the greatest gratification
he told me that in all his life he had never met a set of men
who so measured up to what the emergency required as the

And of the men who enrailroad officers of this country."
tered the service of the government none rendered more tactful, loyal, arduous and effective service than Mr. Gray himIt was fortunate for the railway officers of the counself.
try that when the demands made upon them under government operation were the greatest, and when the criticisms
being heaped upon them were the most malignant, Director
General McAdoo had associated with him as one of his principal lieutenants as fine and representative a type of the
American railway operating officer as C. R. Gray.
Mr. Gray did not exaggerate, but spoke the simple truth,
when he said, "that the men who stood behind this movement
and supported it in every way, and worked themselves beyond everything that they had ever done before to hold up the

of

the

profession,

were

the

No. 23

2,412,000 tons. The average length of haul was a
175 miles, as compared with 171 miles
longer in 1918
'Ihus, the total ton mileage of revenue freight was
in l'>17.
The
5,2().i,0()(),00(), an increa.se over 1917 of 10 per cent.
nunil>er of passengers carried one mile was 588,696,000, an
l'>17 of

—

little

l.<, 596,000, or alxjut 2 per cent.
operating expenses amounted to $51,070,000, an
The Michigan ("entral operating
increa.se of $12,781,000.
ratio was 74.5.5 in 1918, comparing with 72.41 in 1917.
The maintenance co.sts of tlie Michigan Central increased
alKxit in proportion to the increased maintenance costs on

increase of

Total

Thus, maintenance of way and structures cost
$7,705,000 in 1918, an increase of $2,315,000; maintenance
of c(iuipment cost $12,382,000, an increase of $4,356,000.
Sometimes it is well to pause a moment to get a full realotiier roads.

ization

of

what the increases

in

unit costs of repairs

and

renewals to a railroad property have amounted to in the last
few years. We used to think of $2,500 as a fair amount
for cost of repairs per locomotive, $900 per passenger car,
$75 per freight car, and $1,500 for maintenance of a mile
The following table shows the unit maintenance
of road.
costs on the Michigan Central for 1917 and 1918:
Maintenance of way per mile
Repairs,

exclusive

of

renewals and .lepreciation

exclusive
car
Repairs, exclusive
freight car

Repairs,

of

renewals and depreciation
renewals and depreciation

1917
$2,817

5,365

3,550

1,382

757

per

passenger

of

1918
$4,116
per

locomotive

With an

way

traditions

66,

per
132

77

con-

ditions.

highest

Vol.

railroad

officers."

Michigan Central
1918 the Michigan Central earned a profit over and above
IN
the rental which the government had to pay for it of
over $7,000,000. This profit, of course, accrues to the government. The rental which the government paid to the corThe amount which the property
poration was $8,052,000.
earned through operation was $68,520,000, or $15,641,000
more than the property earned in 1917. The Michigan Central consists of 1,862 miles of line, of which the main line,
as will be seen on the map, runs from Buffalo along the
north shore of Lake Erie to Detroit and from there across
It
the southern end of the state of Michigan to Chicago.
formed one of the northern routes over which traffic was
sent from the West to Atlantic seaboard points, avoiding the
In 1918 the road
congestion of the Pittsburgh gateway.
handled 29,653,000 tons of revenue freight, an increase over

increase of 10 per cent in freight business

and

with an increase in labor hour costs and unit of material
costs, commensurate with that on other roads, the transportation expenses of the Michigan Central increased by only
27 per cent and amounted, in 1918, to $28,214,000.
If
there were very many other roads in the country which had
made such a showing as the Michigan Central did in 1918,
the American railroad problem would be far less alarming
than it now is.
In 1918 the average trainload of revenue freight amounted
to 698 tons, an increase over the previous year of 43 tons.
Car loading was much better in 1918 than in 1917, the
average tonnage per loaded car being 22.39, an increase
of two tons over 1917.
The Michigan Central carried a
much larger proportion of bituminous coal in 1918 than in
1917.
Of the total 29,653,000 tons of all revenue freight
carried in 1918, 7,848,000 tons were bituminous coal, whereas
in 1917, of the total 27,240,000 tons carried, 6,340,000 tons
were bituminous ocal.
It is rather interesting to note
that the tonnage of dressed meats, amounting in 1917 to only
184,000 tons, amounted in 1918 to 421,000 tons, and the tonnage of other packing house products, amounting in 1917
to only 189,000 tons, amounted in 1918 to 502,000 tons.
Like the other principal New York Central lines, the
Michigan Central will have to do some permanent financing
when the roads are turned back to their owners, but there
is this much to be said, if any American railroad is to have
its credit fully restored, on a basis of its earning power under
present labor and material costs, the Michigan Central ought
to stand high in the ranks of the roads bidding for money.
The corporation, at the end of 1918, had on hand $1,398,000
cash and the government owed it $5,056,000 for rental
due, $2,713,000 for cash taken over on January 1, 1918,
$5,488,000 for agents' and conductors' balances of that date;
and $8,070,000 for materials and supplies. The agents' and
conductors' balances can, of course, he disregarded since that
item will presumably balance itself when the roads are returned.
The Michigan Central had outstanding at the end
of 1918 $22,885,000 loans and bills payable.
It owed the
government $4,362,000 for additions and betterments, $2,943,000 for "corporate transactions," and $10,365,000 for
liabilities as of December 31, 1917, paid by the government.

:
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1919

June

6,

Can

the Michigan Central keep

up under present condi-

In the first
tions the proiitable operation as shown in 1918?
three months of 1919 the property earned $16,764,000 gross
and operated on a ratio of 80.52 and had an operating in-

This operating income is more than
of $2,785,000.
the operating income for the first three months of 1918 by

come

$1,089,000.
The following figures show the results of operation under
the government. This is not the corporate income account
1918
1,862
Mileage oueraled
$45,949,560
Freight revenue
15,901,585
Passenger revenue
68,520,087
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures.... 7,705,080
12,382,137
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
738,990
Traffic
28,214,019
Transportation expenses
1,149,799
General expenses
51,070,072
Total operating expenses

Taxes

1,899,790
15,542,761

Operating income

1917
1,862

$33,898,247
12,859,299
52,879,434
5,389,671
8,206,084
865,239
22,211,260
973,012
38,289,136
1,762,795
12,814,097

Corporate Income Account
1918
$8,052,127
8,955,107
2,569,563
749j456
1,820,107

Rental
Gross income

Net income
Dividends
Surplus

Cleveland,

Cincinnati,

Chicago

&

St.

Louis

THE Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis been
an independent company without strong banking support, it would quite probably have had to go through a receivership in 1913 or '14. At the end of 1913 the company
had outstanding $91,943,000 of funded debt and $57,067,000
It had loans
of stock, of which $10,000,000 was preferred.
and bills payable of $7,454,000, and total current liabilities,
There was but $3,including these loans, of $14,416,000.
646,000 cash on hand, and, including this cash, but $11,093,000 current assets. In 1913 the road had failed to earn its
fixed charges by $2,698,000, which debit to profit and loss
wiped out the small previously existing surplus and left a
debit to be carried to the balance sheet of $1,390,000. The
funded debt was at the rate of about $46,000 a mile, and
gross earnings amounted to less than $17,000 per mile.
The road had been seriously damaged by unprecedented
floods, with the prospect that not only would considerable
expenditures on capital account be needed in the immediate
future, but that there would be attendant heavy charges for
maintenance. Making a full allowance for a loss of $1,200,000 in revenues on account of the flood (which now seems
unduly high), and $400,000 added to operating expenses, the
road had an operating ratio of 83.2 per cent. It would have
been exceedingly difficult to have gone to a disinterested
banking house, either on the basis of these figures or of a
physical inspection of the property, and to have raised the
necessary funds for continued solvent operation.
The Big Four, being a subsidiary of the New York Central, was enabled to escape financial disaster and was thus
given a chance to pull itself out of its difficulties by increased earnings, accompanied by economies in operation.
In 1914, $1,500,000 was spent for additions and betterments
to roadway and $4,949,000 was expended for new equipment. In 1915, $1,045,000 was spent on additions to roadway and $3,689,000 for equipment; but against this equipment charge there was a credit for equipment retired of
$1,390,000, leaving a net increase in investment in equipment of $2,299,000. In 1916, $1,605,000 was spent for additions and betterments to road, and $1,408,000 for equipment, less $1,809,000, value of equipment retired, leaving a
net decrease in investment in equipment of $401,000.
In
1917, $2,222,000 was spent for additions and betterments to
road, and $5,616,000 for equipment, less $1,525,000 value
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equipment retired, leaving a net increase in investment in
equipment of $4,092,000.
During the years 1913 to the
end of 1917, the outstanding funded debt increased from
$91,943,000 to $105,248,000, but in the meantime the mileage had increased from 2,014 miles to 2,387 miles, so that
funded debt was at the rate of only $44,000 per mile, as
against $46,000 per mile in 1913.
The increase in funded
debt of approximately $13,000,000 was the result of a decrease in outstanding debentures and an increase in outstanding equipment trust certificates, miscellaneous obligations and
the establishment of a debt of $6,017,000 to affiliated comof

panies.

During this time loans and bills payable were reduced
from $7,454,000 to $3,763,000, and cash on hand remained
around $3,000,000.
The total of $6,372,000 for additions and betterments to
road and of $10,939,000 for equipment was provided for,
partly through the increase in debt to affiliated companies,
and partly through surplus earnings put back into the property.
In 1914 there was still a deficit after the payment
of interest charges, but in 1915 there was net income of
$3,405,000 and in 1916 of $8,332,000, from which, however,
$750,000 was charged off for equipment depreciation not
taken up through adequate charges to maintenance in previous years, and there was also $375,000 paid out in dividends on the preferred stock. In 1917 there was $5,258,000
net income available for dividends, and the full 5 per cent,
calling for approximately $500,000, was paid on the preferred stock. This left, after sinking fund charges, $4,657,000 to be transferred to the credit of profit and loss. The
1916 and '17 surplus wiped out the previous debit to profit
and loss and left a credit balance, December 31, 1917, of
$9,661,000.

Under government operation the Big Four continued its
remarkably fine showing. In 1918 the property earned $71,404,000, an increase over 1917 of $18,753,000.
It is an
astounding fact that the operating ratio was within a fraction of one per cent as low in 1918 as in 1917 (72.68 in
1918 and 72.29 in 1917). The ratio of transportation expenses (the out-of-pocket cost of moving the business) was
actually less— 39.52 in 1918 and 40.76 in 1917. The rental
which the government is to pay is $9,939,000. The net income which the government received in 1917 was $14,689,000 this is after paying expenses and rentals.
In 1918 the Big Four handled 43,056,000 tons of freight,
;

an increase of 3,385,000 tons over 1917, and the average
haul per ton was 178.8 miles, as against 178.0 miles in 1917.
The ton mileage handled, therefore, amounted to 7,010,000,-

000

in 1918, an increase of 638,000,000 ton miles.
The average receipts per ton per mile were 7.12 mills in 1918, as
against 5.66 mills in 1917.
The average revenue trainload was 779 tons; this compares with 691 tons in 1917 and 457 in 1913, the year before the flood.
The average load of revenue freight per
loaded car mile was 27.4 in 1918, as against 25.0 tons in
1917.
Of the many factors which have gone to make up this his-

tory of the imminently successful rehabilitation of a road
under conditions which were dragging many other railroads

on the way to bankruptcy, notwithstanding the fact that
they appeared in 1914 to be in a far better condition than
the Big Four, one or two stand out beyond all the others.
One of these is the wonderful spirit of co-operation and
teamwork which was infused into the organization. In all
lines of

men

human

endeavor,

it

is

possible for a

bom

leader of

to use a desperate situation as a stimulus to efforts that

would be unthinkable under ordinary conditions. The Big
Four was in a desperate situation, but the organization came
back with a united effort that is worth admiration. The
other feature about this remarkable story of rehabilitation is
the courage shovra in providing facilities in addition to
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It takes no ordinary brand of
repairiiiij lltxxl damages.
courage to order new locomotives and rolling stock when the
road faces possible receivership and wlien the market for
equipment trust certificates is extraordinarily bad, l)ut this is
wliat tiie management of the Hig Four did, and tiie results

in 1'>1S arc a

The

monument

followinc; figures

This

the government.

is

the results of operation

under

not the corporate income account:
1917

1918

MiK-ngf

oper.->tcd

2,396

2.396

$49,934,631

$36,077,390

revenue
15.3.'i9,128
revenue
71,403,970
Tot.nl opcr.itinR revenues
7,298.040
structures...
Maintenance of w.iy and
13,894,337
Maintenance of equipment
882,576
Traffic expenses
28,229,455
Transportation expenses
1,201,871
General expenses
51,895,289
Total operating expenses
Freight

12,009.346
52.650.920
4,37R.438

P.isscn(!cr

the gross tonnage hauled iiehind the drawbar increased
nuich more than is indicated l)y the increase of 47 tons in
revenue train load.
'ihese figures for operation are cited before discussing the
financial results of the year's operation because they are so

an understanding of the financial showing made.
roads were taken over l)y the government, A. II.
Smith, president of the New York Central, was appointed
regional director of the Eastern region, but remained also
In June Railroad Administrapresident of tlie corporation.

9,808,408
1,042,726

21,459.558
1,054,131
38,059,421

When

file

tion officers severed their connection with the corporations,
and for tlie last seven months of the year, therefore, the property
tlie

was operated under P. E. Crowley, federal manager in
Eastern region, acting under A. H. Smith as regional

director.

To repeat once more, the financial results of operation of
the railroad properties under federal control do not affect the
amount available for interest and dividends on the corpora-

3,538,918

2,144,868

15,592,011

12,436,999

tion's securities.

Net

14,688,938

10,536,475

the

government was fixed

the

payment of

income
operating income

Corporate Income Account
Rental
Gross income
Net income
Dividends and

;

4,736,706
627,350
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York Central

T

Where a road had superimposed on it a managenot necesment not intimately familiar with its problems or

torily.

of development, or
sarily sympathetic with its particular line
character of traffic
a
handle
to
upon
called
was
it
where
operatwhich it was not naturally best fitted to handle, 1918
what may be exing results were hardly a fair criterion of
On the other hand,
pected of the property in the future.

the conwhere a property showed up remarkably well under
that that property
ditions in 1918, it is fairly safe to assume
1918 and
had been put in remarkably good shape prior to
in the immediate
that its chances of profitable operation
This latter is the case
future are more than fairly good.

New York

Central.
,

r

i,

This

corporate expenses,

etc.,

left,

after

and war

This left $17,917,000 net corporate income.
So much
per cent dividends call for $12,480,000.
for the corporation income account.
The property 5,682 miles earned in 1918 from its
operation as a railroad $269,271,000, or $53,003,000 more
After paying operating expenses and taxes
than in 1917.
there was $47,342,000 railway operating income in 1918, as
against $52,068,000 railway operating income in 1917.
Against the expenses of 1918, however, had been charged the
$6,195,000 lap-over expenses accrued prior to January 1,
Making the necessary adjustments and figuring in
1918.
rent and hire of equipment there was a net income of $52,230,000, comparing with $55,803,000 rental due to the corporation from the government.
Had the property been
operated on its own account it would have had after paying
interest charges, approximately $14,300,000 available for
dividends, with dividend requirements of $12,480,000.
When we compare this with the financial showing of some of
the other eastern roads it looks exceptionally good.
Unfortunately the balance sheet statement of the New York
Central (the corporation) is not so encouraging, but this
is primarily due to the fact that the New York Central has a
heav}' proportion of funded debt to stock and has not in
recent years been able to do the long term financing which it
wanted to do. The corporation has approximately $250,000,000 of stock and $688,000,000 of long term debt. At the
end of 1918 the company had $41,963,000 loans and bills
payable and owed the government $16,651,000 for additions
and betterments and $21,512,000 for liabilities of December
There was on hand at
31, 1917, paid by the government.
the end of 1918, $8,993,000 cash and the government owed
the company $27,672,000 on account of rental, $13,407,000
for cash taken over January 1, 1918, $9,617,000 agents' and
conductors' balances, $34,240,000 materials and supplies and
$6,919,000 assets as of December 31. 1917, collected by the
government.
The totals are $73,342,000 current liabilities
and $73,927,000 deferred liabilities, with $48,917,000 current assets and $74,477,000 deferred assets.
Were the railroads to be handed Ijack to their owners tomorrow, from an operating point of view the New York Central would be in a strong position comparatively.
The organization is intact, the physical condition of the property is
good, and owing to its abilitv to handle increased traffic during the first trying months of 1918, it has gained rather than
lost, from a traffic point of view, through being operated by
the government.
In regard to the condition of the property a
five

—

HE RESULTS of operation of a railroad under govemraent
a
- control in the calendar year 1918 are not necessarily
the property under
criterion of the net earning power of
On the
conditions.
private operation and with competitive
were, generally
other hand, in the east the year's operations
property and the
speaking, an acid test of the ability of a
satisfacorganization to handle a greatly increased business

xt

ago the eastern end of the iNew
the New York Central & Hudthen
was
(what
Central
York
class passenger road
son River) was looked upon as a high
but light freight
with a large proportion of fast and bulky,
problems to some
business, more comparable in its operating
other trunk line railof the English roads than any of the
When the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the
roads.
Central & Hudson River were merged, the Lake

Up

intere.st,

Central's rental due from

at $55,803,000.

ministration.

The

with the

The New York

From this, on the New York Central's
taxes $24,465,000.
books, is subtracted $6,548,000 for expenses applicable to
the period prior to January 1, 1918, and settled for the account of the corporation by the United States Railroad Ad-

$9,938,597
10,772,278

appropriations

New

No. 23

tliat

Oper.Ming

-faxes

66,

cs.sential to

of justification.

show

Vol.

until ten years or so

New York

proportion of coal and
Shore's heavier train load and larger
the whole system, but
ore pulled up the average train load for
averaged for the
even in 1914 the revenue freight train load
In the calendar year 1918, with
system only 642 tons.
year that
operating conditions in the first three months of the
unfavorable, the New York Central

were unprecedentedly
tram
had an average revenue train load of 891 tons and the
The
tons.
load including company freight averaged 970

The
gain over 1917 in revenue train load was 47 tons.
26.36
average tonnage of revenue freight per loaded car was
It is notable
tons in 1918 as against 24.15 tons in 1917.
per train mile
that while the average number of loaded cars
was 33.80 in 1918 as against 34.94 in 1917, the average numso
ber of emptv cars per train was 18.05 as against 16.59,

—
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word should be said about maintenance expenses in 1918.
Total maintenance of way expenses amounted to $31,868,000,
an increase of $11,163,000 over 1917. Maintenance of equipment expenses amounted to $57,313,000, an increase over
1917 of $18,866,000. These increases in maintenance of way
expenses reflect no more than the increased unit costs of labor
and material. As a matter of fact, however, the physical
condition of the New York Central would indicate that the
federal officers have been able to pretty well keep up the old
standard of maintenance and especially is this so in regard

maintenance of way.
In 1918 a net total of $40,735,000 was spent for additions
and betterments. Of this amount $11,433,000 was expenditures made by the federal manager, $13,002,000 was the cost
of equipment assigned to the New York Central by the United
States Railroad Administration, $8,511,000 was expenditures
by the corporation for additional equipment and $4,783,000
to

strated probably to the satisfaction of most of the federal
officers in charge the wisdom of prompt replacement of obso-

equipment and the absolute necessity, if American railroads are to meet the ever progressing needs of the country,
of the continued purchase of new equipment before the need
The finanfor such equipment becomes desperately pressing.
cial results on the New York Central in 1918, although not
affecting the pocketbook in that year, at least of security
holders, probably demonstrated very clearly to most of the
corporation's directors the wisdom of the policy in regard to
purchasing equipment.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation of the property of the New York Central under federal
This is not the corporation income account:
operation.
lete

1918

Mileage operated
Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues

was expenditures by the federal manager on leased property.

The New York

Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

terest

in the light of operations in 1918.

On January

St.

5,685

$135,979,337
49,987,343
216,267,517

Louis and the Michigan Central

expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total opeiating expenses
Traffic

1,

1915, there were 1,774 locomotives on hand in freight service,
Dur795 in passenger service and 680 in switching service.
ing 1915 forty-six freight locomotives were added and 142
freight locomotives, 34 passenger locomotives and 15 switchIn 1916 there were added 123
ing locomotives retired.
freight locomotives, 11 passenger locomotives and 26 switching locomotives; there were retired 140 freight, 44 passenger
and 33 switching locomotives. In 1917 there were added 64
freight, eight passenger, 113 switching and 10 electric locomotives, and there were retired 81 freight, 19 passenger and
In 1918 there were added 231
17 switching locomotives.
freight, 43 passenger and 86 switching locomotives, while
26 freight, 13 passenger and 3 switching were retired. This
is a total of 464 freight locomotives added and 399 retired.
The operation of the New York Central in 1918 demon-

&

1917

5,682

$175,869,945
60,370,139
269,270,957

Maintenance of way and structures..
Maintenance of equipment

policy pursued by the New York Central in regard
purchases of equipment in recent years is of especial in-

The
to
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Taxes
Railway operating
Net income

income

31,867,769

20,704,306

57,312,738

38,446,594
2,929,824

2.572,460
109,405,171

83,627,440

6,239,315
210,637,849
11,273,156

153,597,905

47.342,357
46,035,896*

4,923,016

10,594,036
52,056,181
51,090,931

'Expenses subtracted to arrive at this figure include $6,194,712 accrued
prior to January 1, 1918, which the administration has paid on account of
the

corporation.

Corporate Income Account
1918

from the government
Other income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Rental

Surplus

$55,802,631
13,471,252

69,270,921

24,465,345
12,479,610
11,985,735*

"The company on its books suhstracts from this amount $6,548,000 expenses accrued prior to January 1, 1918, paid on the corporation's account
by the administration.
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Eastern Region Under A. H. Smith as Director
The Complicated Problem Caused by Congestion
1917-18 Completely Worked Out

ALFRED

H. Smith, director of the Eastern region of the
Railroad Administration, has resigned to return to the

l)residency of the

New York

Central.

Mr. Smith was

regional director appointed by William G. McAdoo,
and at the outset had under his jurisdiction the territory now
included not only in the Eastern region but in the Allegheny
and PcKahontas regions as well. He faced a situation of
the

first

great difficulty requiring firmness and the ability to make
quick decisions. Mr. Smith possesses these qualifications to
Throughout his handling of the Eastern
a marked degree.

he showed entire fearlessness and took the initiative
an extent that has seldom been equalled in government

territory,

to

service.

A. T. Hardin,

who has been

assistant regional director

and

also director of the Central District of the Eastern region,
has been appointed regional director of the Eastern region.
Mr. Hardin has worked with Mr. Smith for many years.

When Mr. Smith became
Central & Hudson River

general manager of the

New York

Mr. Hardin was engineer
of maintenance of way, and in 1905 was appointed assistant
A year later, Mr. Smith was elected
to the general manager.
vice-president and Mr. Hardin was made assistant general
manager and his authorit)' was extended over the other New
York Central lines at the time of the extension of Mr. Smith's
authority; when Mr. Smith became president, he was elected
vice-president in charge of operation, maintenance and enin 1903,

gineering.

The

eastern railroad situation has now been straightened
no congestion; the roads are seeking traffic; the

out; there is

Pittsburgh gateway is opened; New England is supplied with
and the old familiar problems of holding down expenses
and securing additional business are again to the fore. When,
however, A. H. Smith was appointed regional director of the
Eastern region in Januar>-, 1918, the Pittsburgh gateway was
completely blocked; there were lines of loaded cars extending back from the Atlantic seaboard for many miles; the
thermometer varied between 5 deg. below zero to 30 deg. below zero; one storm after another buried yards and main
lines deep under thick frozen snow; New York harbor froze
up; a coal famine threatened everywhere in the east; and
government priority orders had so interfered with each other
coal

;

in

and the exercise of extrasound judgment could any superintendent tell
what traffic he should try to move first. Passenger trains
were stalled; trainmen and yard and switchmen fought the
cold and wind, rising sometimes to 70 miles an hour, but a
day's work under such conditions as these accomplished less,
often, than would two hours' work under normal conditions.
The Eastern ports- Norfolk, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
New York and Boston were the crucial points in the situation both as regards supplies and munitions for the Allies and
for getting our own army overseas.
The best that the new regional director could hope to do
was to quickly form a loyal organization of the men actually
on the ground and so direct and co-ordinate this organization as to bring order out of chaos.
The president of each

that only witli the utmost difficulty

ordinarily

—

—

was directly responsible for
the operation of his road to the regional director, but an advisory organization was formed which consisted of six presirailroad in the Eastern region

New England district, James
H. Hustis, receiver of the Boston & Maine, chairman; New
York, Niagara and Frontier district, W. H. Truesdale, president of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, chairman;
dents' committees as follows:

Central Traffic district, J. J. Turner, vice-president of the
Pennsylvania lines west, chairman; Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Pittsburgh district, Samuel Rea, president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, chairman; Hampton Roads district, N. D.
Maher, president of the Norfolk & Western, chairman; and
the Michigan and International Boundary district, F. H. Alfred, president of the Pere Marquette, chairman.
This organization endured until June, 1918, when federal and general managers were appointed in place of the
presidents of the roads.
When this change took place, Mr.
Smith recommended the appointment of the president or the
operating vice-president, in charge of the property in each
case, as federal or general manager.
Thus, since A. T. Hardin, vice-president of the New
York Central, had been taken into the organization of the
region, P. E. Crowley, vice-president of the New York Central,

was made

federal

manager

of the

New York

Central;

E. J. Pearson, president of the New Haven, was made federal manager of that property; A. J. Stone, vice-president in
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charge of operation of the Erie, was made federal manager
of that property; H. M. Biscoe, vice-president of the Boston &
Albany, was made federal manager of that property; E. M.
Costin, general superintendent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis, was made federal manager of that property; and this policy was pursued even to the appointment of
separate general managers for the Central of Vermont and for
the Canadian Pacific lines extending into New England.
The line of action taken in regard to personnel had
probably a very important effect on operating conditions.
The size of the region made it necessary to subdivide it into
districts and each district director, himself familiar from long
experience with conditions in his district, was surrounded
with federal and general managers, operating properties with
which they were thoroughly familiar and in sympathy with.
It might have been perfectly logical and feasible to have
combined a number of the roads in some of the districts, certainly in the New England district, under one general manager or federal manager, but it was felt that it would be a
grievous mistake to make a change under the tremendous
stress of last year's railroad conditions which, however logical in itself, would, for the time being, deprive any property
of the man most familiar and most sympathetic with its
problems.
Prior to the assumption of government control, there was
competition for through business between the New York
Central, the Erie, the Lackawanna, Lehigh Valley, PennWith the placing of the
sylvania and Baltimore & Ohio.
first four within the Central district of the Eastern region,
not only was competition eliminated between these roads but
a choice of routes was made available by which it became
possible to segregate certain classes of shipments to one or

other of the roads and to so arrange freight schedules as to
permit of a quick shifting of traffic from one route to the

Furthertemporarily abnormal conditions.
more, the fact that all of the roads were under government
control eliminated competition with the two important roads
the Baltimore &
in what later became the Allegheny region
other to meet

—

Ohio and

the Pennsylvania.

The New York

Central, in so far as its trackage, excluof terminals, is concerned, probably had, in 1917, a
larger margin of safety in so far as actual road movement of
freight was concerned than had any of its important competiThe other three roads had a considerable margin of
tors.

capacity in road

movement

tion of all of these roads

of freight,
is

and the

joint utiliza-

thought to have very consid-

erably increased the total of this margin of capacity.
The New York Central had been foresighted and courageous in buying both cars and locomotives in 1916 and 1917.
At the time, the cost of this equipment had seemed very high
and naturally purchases were entered upon only after the

most careful consideration. The bitter weather of December,
January and February crippled the locomotives, especially
of the Pennsylvania, to a dangerous extent. For a while, the
problem was one of diverting both east and westbound business from the Pittsburgh gateway and especially from the
railroads between Pittsburgh and Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Peculiar Difficulties of the Situation

The

was not one for punctilious niceties or sensiMr. Smith was a New York Central
man, and the competition between the New York Central, the
Pennsylvania and other eastern trunk lines had, in times
While it was true that the government was
past, been keen.
situation

tive fear of criticism.

guaranteeing a rental to each road on a basis of business
free competition, there was, even under the
regional system adopted, the possibility that some roads would
look with suspicion on anything that was done to divert
traffic from their lines.
On the other hand, the operating

handled under

officers of the lines
traffic,

from which

it

was necessary

to divert

themselves, apparently, were fully aware of the needs

Up until May 31, when the Allegheny and
Pocahontas regions were formed, it is probable that everyone in authority concerned with the operation of the roads in
the Eastern region felt the urgent necessity of turning traffic
away from the Pittsburgh district. The Pennsylvania Railroad, itself, had cars above normal on its lines amounting to
19,000 in January, to 27,000 in the early part of February,
and to 10,000 in the latter part of February. Car movement,
because of the severe weather, was far below normal, as far
even as 50 per cent below normal at times.
The Allegheny and Pocahontas regions were formed out
of the Eastern region in June, and the problems of these two
regions have already been described at some length in the
Railway Age. The carving out of these two new regions, left
the Eastern region a somewhat oddly formed territory. This
of the situation.

was divided into three districts: the New England
under James H. Hustis as district director; the
Ohio-Indiana district, which included both the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Pennsylvania lines
west, under H. A. Worcester, formerly vice-president of the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis; and the Central
district, under A. T. Hardin.
This left, of course, former
New York Central officers predominating in the regional organization.
The Pennsylvania lines west and the Pennsylvania Railroad, itself, were still, in June, July and August,
under very heavy pressure.
Even as late as August 27,
1918, the traffic officers of the Pennsylvania lines west issued
a circular approved by G. L. Peck, federal manager, as
territory
district,

follows

"The volume of raw materials and finished products eswar program has reached such immense propor-

sential to the

tions in the Pittsburgh district that there is no transportation
capacity left for the handling of other car load traffic through

the district, either eastbound or westbound, which
sible to divert via other routes.

"Beginning

it

is

pos-

eastbound car load traffic should, to
be diverted to other available
routes, and, where practicable, shippers should be requested
to use other initial lines, the routes of which will avoid the
Pittsburgh gateway.
"The use of the Pittsburgh gateway should be similarly
restricted on traffic originating on connecting lines.
"The general rule contained in the book of general instructions for the government of agents, which instructs agents,
the

sive
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fullest

at once,

extent

possible,

when routing is not otherwise ordered, to forward freight via
the route paying the Pennsylvania system roads the most
revenue, is superseded with respect to the traffic referred to
herein,

and available routes via short-haul junctions should

be utilized."

The Central

District

During the entire year, 1918, the New York Central made
a very good showing comparatively.
In the editorial review
of the annual report of this company, appearing elsewhere,
an attempt is made to analyze the reasons for this, but it is
proper to say here that the generous provisions which had
been made for motive power and rolling stock for the New
York Central were a most important factor. During the severe winter weather, the northern lines were not so completely prostrated as were the southern lines of the Eastern
region.
Officers and employees were, apparently, more accustomed to the very low temperatures and high winds than
were the railroad men of the southern lines. This, of itself,
was a help to the New York Central, and, coupled with the
fact that they had a greater margin of equipment to fall back
on, gave the organization a feeling of reliance that may have
been lacking on a road like the Erie, for instance, which was
short of power.

RAILWAY AGE
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The Erie

hilju'd

Undir 1'. I).
rndcrwcKHl, a rrookrd, liijjh-Kradr, .single track, run-down
r.iilroad was transformed into a New York-ChicaRo doul)lcTin- Kric situation

i.s

particularly intiTcstiiiK.

The
modern, fairly low-jjrade trunk line.
had to be overcome were appalling; and the
A
road was on the verge of bankruptcy more than once.
fmancial

track,

difficultie.s that

transportation machine was built up, cajiable of handling,
except for locomotives, much more traffic than the road was
In the working out of keen com])egetting in 1010 to 1013.
tition for freight, the Erie,

with

uncongested through

its

line,

and received a ver)- large .share of the fast freight
between Chicago and New York. Refrigerator business, both
fruit and dressed meats, came to it in large ([uantitics. This
liid

for

is an expensive business to handle, lioth because of the speed
required and the large proportion of tare weight (also empty
Had conditions remained
car movement) which it involves.

normal, the Erie might have succeeded in building up a
freight business to fill in its cajiacity and profitabl)' retain
a g(X)d part of its fast freight l)usiness.

War

conditions inter-

vened, however; the Erie had become known as a fast freight
Business, which had to be moved at great expense, was
dumped on to it at first by the manufacturers of munitions
and supplies for the Allies, and later when the United States
government took over the roads, the Erie had to carry a large
proportion of perishable freight and other traffic which required high speed and a high proportion of tare weight to load.
line.

The amount

of freight

which the Erie has handled, as

re-

flected in its gross earnings, was very large, but this does not
begin to show the increase in gross tonnage (revenue tonnage

and weight of equipment) which the road handled.

New

England

District

ment
the
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l)y

the fad

first

down

only about 75

are

sent

out.

The

greatest

if

any. United States govern-

In

came

Boston from the Canadian roads, but by the time
district was formed, the Canadian roads
were in shape to handle the lousiness for export largely
through their own ports, although all during 1018 considerable Canadian traffic found its way out tlirough Portland.
It was not, therefore, a hard thing, so far as ph)si(al elements went, to control the flow of traffic into New ICngland.
'i"he very fact that the district diredor had, what might be
called a strangle hold on the manufacturers of New England,
made the exercise of his authority liable to be particularly
irritating.
It is a remarkalde trijjutc to the personality of the
the

to

New England

and quite drastic exercise of this
authority did not, to any alarming extent, .stir up antagoni.sm
Without repetition, or without going at
in New England.

district director that a free

great length into details, it is impossiljle to draw a clear picture of the extent and intensity of the difficulties which were

overcome
people of

handling this

in

New

England

New England are prone
New England railroads

presidents of

On

situation.

The

to be severe critics, as

have found

in the past.

the other hand, they are amenable to reason and have a

They have had, in the past, some
.strong sense of fair play.
examples of poor railroading, but showed themselves, during
1918, capable of understanding and appreciating good railroading.

handling the situation in New England
still under the cloud of the Mellen
& Maine in receivers' hands, with a
dangerous coal .shortage and unprecedented business activities, should go down in the history of American railroading as one of the achievements of which railroad men may
well be proud.

The

record

made

in

with the New Haven
regime and the Boston

England has often been likened to a great receiving
yard, and the simile is a good one. To every hundred loaded
received,

little,

years of the Eurojjcan war, large shipments

New

cars

tliat

was shipped through the port of Boston.

freight

The Ohio-Indiana
On June

1,

District

the committee at Pittsburgh, mentioned here-

problem was to get coal into New England for the great number of munition and arms factories in that district and for
the vast number of other industries of the district engaged in
war work. For a period of two years, the coal tonnage
brought into New England was doubled. This, in itself, is
an achievement which the railroads of that district may feel
justly proud of.
There was little roundabout routing of freight within New
The Boston &
England, even before government control.
Maine was being gotten into good shape before the beginning
of 1918; the smaller roads were in general in quite good
shape as compared with the character of traffic they were
called on to handle. The Boston & Albany was in fine shape,
but the New York, New Haven & Hartford was still in a
process of rehabilitation after years of operation as an adjunct
to banking schemes and plans of consolidation, all of which
may have been for the good of New England in the long run,
but which had so overshadowed the operating necessities of
the road as to make the problem of the successors to former
President Mellen a difficult one. A serious congestion in this
great receiving yard would have tied up New England in-

tofore, of which J. J. Turner of the Pennsylvania was chairman, was abolished and H. A. Worcester was appointed district director.
At this time, the Pennsylvania lines west had
an accumulation above normal of about 15,000 cars eastIjound and 500 cars westbound. The problem before the district director, therefore, was one of immediately relieving this
situation.
Both the Baltimore Sz Ohio and the Erie were used
to divert cars; the Baltimore & Ohio at Columbus for movement to Harrisburg, and the Erie and the New York Central
for westbound business.
By July 8, the situation had been
cleared up and embargoes were lifted.
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis during the whole of 1918, was
in particularly good shape.
Some account is given elsewhere

dustries to a disastrous extent.

should be said in conclusion that the organization which
the eastern regional director formed immediately on taking
charge, contained every evidence of a desire to handle the situation with as little disturbance of the rights of each of the
individual roads in this territory as was possible.
Drastic
measures were needed and no hesitancy was shown in applying these measures.
A. H. Smith, in accepting the eastern
regional directorship, took upon himself war duties of a peculiarly trying nature where failure might have meant unspeakable disaster. He carried these duties out with a fearlessness that has won admiration from railroad men all over
the country as well as government officers with whom he has
dealt and with whom he has been on the best of terms.

The problem of preventing congestion within New England
was met in what appears now, in the light of more than a
Permits
year's experience, the only safe and practical way.
were issued to shippers outside of New England to ship to
New England ports, only when there was a reasonable certainty of boat accommodations being provided to handle expeditiously the freight that was so consigned.
The New
England district management took upon itself the task and
responsibility of ascertaining the capacity of ships due and
sailing dates, nature of cargo, etc., and permits were issued
for freight to move into New England for export in the light
The Railroad Administration was
of this information.

;

of the rehabilitation of this road following the floods of 1913.

Heavy purchases

of equipment in 1916 and 1917 were a very
important factor in the operation of the property under its
federal manager, and the ability of the road to handle increased business was an important factor in the operation of
the entire Ohio-Indiana district.

Conclusion
It

d

2

Some

Interesting Features of Federal Operation*
Some

of the Critical Situations

Administration

President Western

Meeting

By

Carl R. Gray

Maryland Railroad Company; Formerly Director of Operation, U.

WHY

were the railroads taken over by the government?
reasons were three-fold: The iirst was financial,
the second was because of the necessity for a stabilization of the labor situation, and the third was because of the

The

utter impossibility of their functioning as corporations in the
matter in which the government demanded and needed.
Three serious situations confronted us at that time. The
volume of business late in 1917 was very great, while about

and most
severe weather conditions of which the Weather Bureau has
any record. This continued until practically the latter part
of March. We had at Hampton Roads (Norfolk and Newport News), for nearly three months, frozen coal in the cars,
where they never had a frozen car of coal in all the history

December

1

Which Confronted the Railway
War Time Needs

in

we went

into the longest continued,

Railroad

Administration

the one depended absolutely upon the other.
Seventeen per
cent of the blast furnaces were shut down in January for want

of fuel and before that situation could be gotten in hand 22
per cent was reached on February 1. The blast furnace is
the basis of steel production and of course steel is the most essential of all products used in connection with the war.

Allies

Food Shortage Threatened

to

End War

The

food situation can hardly be overstated; we had to
watch New England, but in some way the seriousness as af-

European situation had not been fully appreciated.
the night of February 8, the director general told me that
a committee from the Council of National Defense had asked
fecting the

On

to see

to

of that part of the country.

S.

go

him

at nine o'clock the ne.xt

to the capital, so

morning; but that he had
he had asked them to see me. At nine

two cabinet ministers, the chairman of the Shipping
Board, the food administrator and the fuel administrator
came in. They had cablegrams from the three Premiers of
Great Britain, France and Italy to their respective ambassadors, stating that unless the food program promised by Mr.
Hoover was not only maintained, but the deficiency made up,
that the war would be over on April 1.
I asked Mr. Hoover
what he had promised, and he said 1,160,000 tons a month,
commencing with January 1.
I said: "How much have you furnished?"
He said: "In
January 750,000 tons; February is one-third gone, and we
are going at the rate of 500,000 tons; so unless the situation
is remedied, we will reach the first day of March over 1,000,000 tons short. There is just one month between that time
and the time these gentlemen have given as the ultimate
date."
The message from the French Premier said that the
French rations had been reduced to the armies in the field;
the Italian message said that the rations had been reduced
twice to the armies in the field, and could not be again reduced.
Mr. McAdoo approved the action that was recommended, and that night an order was sent out which absolutely forbade the loading of box cars, except at freight
houses, for anything except food.
That was carried to the
extreme that we went into the large industries in the East and
o'clock

Coal Situation Serious

The coal situation was the most serious. The stock had
been largely used up. New England ordinarily depends upon
coastwise shipping for its coal, and the coastwise ships had
been taken for overseas traffic. That presented the most serious single situation at that time, because, in addition to the inFor
industrial danger, there was absolute fear of suffering.
several months we were on the verge of real suffering in that
The production of the year
northern part of the country.
previous had been the record one up to that time, larger by 1
per cent than the preceding year and aggregating 544,000,000
tons of soft coal.

The Fuel Administration

advised us that, to meet absolute
produced 635,000,000 tons of soft
The Railroad Administration took hold on the 28th
coal.
day of December, 1917. At that time, weather conditions
We had a passenger
were frightful, beyond comparison.

necessities, there

had

to be

train, as I recall, stuck in the

Up

snow

in the streets of Syracuse.

from Buffalo were subfrom the war conditions, and had
been our safety valve; but with the severe weather conditions,
they, too, became affected, so that in the month of January we
fell behind 79,000 carloads of coal.
The most drastic measures had to be adopted, and the use
for other purposes, of that class of cars which would load
The railroads which had
coal, had to be denied to everybody.
to that time, the northern lines

jected to the least strain

and transportation
had to be isolated as trunk lines. It became necessary to cut in two the great Pennsylvania line, and the Baltimore & Ohio system, so as to enable them to devote their entire energies to the movement of soft coal.
In the month of February, we got on our feet with the production of soft coal.
In that month we increased over the
the greatest potentialities in the production
of soft coal

record year 24,366 cars.

In

May, 27,000; June, 92,000;

March 13,000;

April, 64,000;

July, 150,000; August, 160,000;

September, 128,000.

Now, what was done

in the handling of coal was also reproduction of steel. The steel curve commenced to go downward in September, 1917; it went down
at an alarming rate; the curve of actual coal production went
down from October, 1917, even more radically. Of course
flecting itself in the

•Abstracted from an adclress delivered before the

on April

22,

1919.

in the Southeast, and pulled out the empty cars where they
had been placed to load. We set out trains of loads, and we
moved those empties in preference to everything. While this
condition existed, from February 9, with all its rigor until
March 1, and in a more elastic form until the 15th of March,
there was not one single complaint made by anybody in the
United States that reached Washington with regard to it.
That order remained in effect, the only exceptions being on

behalf of the War Department, until about March 1. Then
On March 15, we had every eleit was relaxed somewhat.
vator on the Atlantic coast filled with grain, and we had 6,615
I don't believe
cars of other food up against the seaboard.
1 ever dictated a letter in which I took so much genuine satisfaction as I did the letter which I dictated for Mr. McAdoo's signature, to the three ambassadors, in which I called

attention to this former call of theirs, and to the representations made at that time, and called their attention to the 6,615

And then, as a sort of a
against the water-front.
added to the letter that while we would regard with
the most serious concern the placing of an embargo on food
cars

up

stinger, I
St.

Louis Railway Club
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for the Allii's, unless tlu-y could

would

Ik-

lomiulled

to

improve the situation, we

take that aetion.

From

tlien until

the

armistiee was sif^ned, wliiili, of course, means for all time,
there never was a moment wlien there was a lack of a large
surjilus of f(XHl for the Allies against our seal)oard.

Congestion on Eastern Lines
Anotlier interesting feature was the movement of troops.
At the time we were struggling witli the coal and fcxxl, we
were at the same time facing a most acute situation which

We

arose with regard to transportation of troops.
were adliy tiie military authorities that the)- had arranged for
the immediate movement overseas of 1 ,000 ,000 of trcx>])s.

vised

I

would

like

you

to visualize that situation

for a minute;

the congestion in the United States was all in one locality.
Ever)thing else in the shape of blockades was a reflex of that
If you draw a line from Portland, Me., to Albany, N. Y., and over to Rochester, down to Harrisburg, and
over to Baltimore, east of that line, you have it all.
There were, when the Railroad Administration took hold,
in the territor}- east of Chicago and St. Louis and north of the
Ohio and Potomac Rivers, 62,247 delayed loads; that means
loads delayed short of their destination and which it was not
possiljle to move, and which had not moved within 24 hours.
There was held at and west of St. Louis 31,421 cars; at and
west of Chicago 24,000 odd; at and south of the Ohio River
gateways 14,000 odd; south of the Potomac River gateways
15,000'odd. There was a total of 148,810 delayed loads;

condition.

nearly all for the limited territory I have outlined. The War
Department decided to move practically all of those troops to
New York, and therefore it meant an added load in this congested territon,'. From the first of January to the time of the
armistice, the railroads

moved

a total of 6,496,000 troops,

and

in July, when we moved 1,147,013 men,
an average of 748 miles each. That is the largest troop movement ever made in the history of the world. A large propor-

the

maximum was

tion of these

men were brought

entirely across the continent.

takes 59 trains of passenger and 59 trains of impedimenta
move a division of troops.
One of the difficulties that brought the railroads into the
congestion, in the first place, was the peculiarity of their responsibilities as common carriers. Now, when that was comIt

to

war power of the government to require its
moved in absolute preference and priority, and
then when you turn loose a swarm of young men clothed in
plicated by the
freight to be

uniform, invested with the power of the United States government on the railroad men of this countrj' who are, in themselves, taught to respect authority, and each one of those officers functioning with respect only to his individual interests,
you can very readily see one of the causes of congestion of the
railroads.

We

tried, at Pittsburgh, before federal control, to carry out

instructions;

and we put a switch engine

at

work

there at

the Pennsylvania, to carry out the instructions

Pitcaim, on
with respect to

That engine switched an enstrict priority.
day and got out seven loads. That is just a sample of
what was done in a yard which ordinarily handled from five
thousand to seven thousand cars. So that it was absolutely
impossible to carr\' out our work under those circumstances.
We hear a great deal of discussion of the question of whether
or not the handling of the railroads was economical. I do not
need to tell you that there was not anything economical about
it; there is nothing economical about war; war itself is a
tire

—

Transportation

with
be wasted, to do these things which this
government needed to have done.
waste, as

is

was wasted;

ever}-thing connected

it

had

it.

to

The Labor

Situation

other situation that I referred to was the matter of
Railroad men, as a class, have never been equitably
labor.
paid; there is not a man of us who has had to handle large

The
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numlxrs of railroad employees who has not felt that, outside
of the spei ialized das.ses of railroad men, we were a training
S(h(M)l for the other industrial activities of this country.
When the Wage Commission was a])pointed by the director
general to go into this (luestion it found that of 2,000,000
employees, 51 per cent received under $75 a month; and that
80 i)er cent, 1,600,000 of the 2,000,000, got less than $100.

The Lane Commission was

and

appointed,

made

its

findings admittedly on the ground of justice, as distinguished

from tlie e(|uital)le arrangements and relationshij)s as between
wages which had grown uji in the railroad liusiness. They
tcK)k the man's earnings, instead of his rating.
Where a man
in a certain class was working longer than any other, you can
see that his average earnings would i)e larger, while their rating would be the same.
For instance, a fireman would work
ordinarily more regularly than a brakeman. While the rates
were relatively the same, the average earning of the fireman
was greater; that penalized the firemen, in that award, because they .started in with the $50 earnings basis; all earnings of $50 or lower were given a flat increase, I think of
about 45 per cent; from that it went up in the sha])e of a
cone, until it reached $250 a month and higher, where they
It resulted in giving conductors 12^
allowed no increase.
per cent increase and brakemen 39^ per cent increase,
thereliy overturning the relationship between those classes of
employees which had always been adjusted with respect to
each other. The firemen were raised 34^/2 per cent; the engineers 1 1 Yi per cent, so the firemen went out of relationship
with the engineers; the firemen went out of relationship to
the brakemen; the engineers were out of relationship to the

One of the grotesque res\:lts was that we had in
firemen earning more money than the engineers
on the same engines; and there were other applications of
conductors.
the West,
rates

on thse different bases.

The Wage Commission

recognized that this would happen
and it aLso left for future
consideration any question of the competition that we had to
meet with respect to other industries notably the Shipping
Board. With regard to the mechanical crafts, we were paying all the way from 35 cents an hour on some railroacls to
S3 cents an hour, the highest rate for skilled mechanics. The
Shipping Board and the ship-building companies were paying from a minimum of 74 cents up to 93 cents
and there
was no question of skill. A man who could learn to run a
riveting hammer or who could drive a nail and handle a saw
was a mechanic, and got those rates.
Now, the result was that most of the best men had been
drawn out of our shops; only the older men, and those with
strong home ties remained.
In fact, the more or less inefficient men were left to us.
That was the first adjustment
which had to be made.
as a result of these readjustments,

—

—

When

the rate was put up to 68 cents it was still 6
under the lowest rate paid by the ship builders, and it
was worthy of note that their rate was almost immediately
increased to a minimum of 80^^ cents.
The government has a great many disabilities to work under when it comes to the handling of labor. One is that it
must be consistent. You cannot say to a man when you have
one employed who is repairing a Maine Central car on the
Florida East Coast that he should be paid any differently or
under any different conditions from a man who is repairing
a New York Central car on the Grand Trunk so that the government, after all, was forced to an even level with those
things.
The law of supply and demand which can obtain
where there is individual employment is almost eliminated in
this case, on the part of the government.
It also means this
it is one of the most striking features, it seems to me, of the
inadequacy of government operation, that it has to be on a
dead level. And, if you are short of men in a competitive
territory, you have to let it go; otherwise, it means that you
cents

;

—

—
June
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very much more than he would under the old plan, because
he never knew then, whether above him, somewhere, might not

a raise over the whole country. Of the difI encountered which satisfied me that federal operation of all of the railroads would be an economic
mistake, that was the most effective.
There was another peculiar development: When the di-

have got

to

make

ferent things

which

rector general took hold,

"You must not strike;
that men engaged in

it

be an

he said to the railroad employees,
is unspeakable
it is unthinkable

—

transportation shall be permitted to
government."
They very promptly said to him: "What are you going to
give us in place of this right?
Because there is where our
protection comes; our contracts provide that we shall carry
our grievances through to a certain designated officer of the
railroad, and then in default of an equitable adjustment we
have a right to strike; now you take that away, and you leave

us absolutely at the mercy of the railroad officers."
The result of that was the selection, first, of Board of Adjustment No. 1 for train and enginemen, which was a bipartisan board; there were four railroad officers, all expert in
the handling of labor matters; they were geographically se-

from the different branches of railway service, and
men, one from each of the four big or-

ganizations.

When

these

men were

selected,

and

I

Mr. Carter, the Director of

spoke to them; we told them

that they were expected to construe as

would

a

supreme court

contracts which each of the different railroad companies
had with the employees in that service. The manner in
tlie

which

it

should be handled was stipulated;

was

it

-i

I left

—

The point about it is that one side or the other does not
dare to bring a matter in there without having a very strong
element of justice involved. One of the difficulties that we
observed was that the railroad officers themselves were not as
careful about preparing their cases as the men were. This is
a thing, of course, which ver\' easily adjusts itself; but I have
believed that under such a system employed in the United
States, there could be better discipline, and that the subordinate officer, if he conceived this thing in the right spirit,
would feel impelled to apply discipline under this principle

morse,

assistant director

ing the number of ties inserted for maintenance purposes by
the roads under federal control separately for the three years
of the test period, for the ten fiscal years from 1908 to 1917,
inclusive, and for the calendar years 1917 and 1918, on the

which he has prepared an estimated program of
renewals for this year. From the summary of this information, given herewith, it is noted that the average renewal of
ties per mile of track for all roads under federal control for
ten-year period (258) varies by only one per cent from that
of the test period (261). The serious handicap under which
the maintenance department labored in 1917 is indicated by
the fact that a renewal of only 224 ties is shown, a decrease of
14 per cent, while in 1918 this figure was only 214, or a
decrease of 18 per cent from the standard of the test period.
To take up this deficiency the estimated program for 1919
contemplates the replacement of 282 ties per mile or eight per
cent above the standard established by the test period.
basis of

RENEWALS ON ROADS UNDER FEDERAL CONTROL

Mileage

Test period
*-

'^
,

V

^

Average,

Average

ten fiscal
years

June, 1916

June, 1917

test period

19081917

12.365,703
3,467.486
18,436,374
12,905,094
17,518,794
15,820,199

15,437,157
11,203,789
3,629,486
18,710,978
14,530,062
18,044,571
16.655,411

14,477,924
10,250,718
3,175,235
16,166,189
10.936,410
15,011,501
14.592,271

17,046,906
11,279,377
3,432,515
17,782,366
12,765,499
16,850,922
15,657,858

17.439,624
10,356.666
2,532,878
16,879,416
13,089,762
17,201,663
14,793,386

101,931,879

98,211,454

94,835,443

92,293,395

,

Years ended

Per cent

Eastern
Allegheny
Pocahontas
Southern
Southwestern
Central Western

Northwestern
Total, All Regions

Main
tracks

All
tracks

sidings to
all tracks

45,093
28,222
6,060
41,316
32,808
53,956
52,370

68,795
44,056
8,887
55,420
43,622
71,818
71,130

34
36
32
25
25
25
26

259,825

363,728

29

Estimate,

Calendar
year 1917

Eastern
Allegheny
Pocahontas
Southern
Southwestern
Central Western

Northwestern
Total, All Regions

14,716,486
8,017,991
2,945,760
15,597,217
10,683,613
14,579,825
14,870,492

Calendar
year 1918
14,490,867
7,619,407
2,575,800
14,495,516
9,634,298
15,812,793
13,048,624

Calendar
year 1919
18,968,941
12,259,789
3,129,640
20,951,893
11,626,191
17,930,719
17,231,525

•

''

r

\

June, 1915
21,418,229

Average
Region

j.-

j.

maintenance in charge of
engineering and division of operation. United States
Railroad Administration, has collected statistics show-

A.

^^^«

Wash-

Board of Adjustment No. 1 had rendered 210 decisions, and not in one single case had there been a dissenting
vote.
It had been absolutely unanimous.
It seems to me that men have to be pretty dumb if they let
an object lesson like this pass by. Out of all this is certainly
from this experience we
going to come some advantage
have had with an even balanced bi-partisan appellate court,

Region

•

CollCCtS Tie Statistics
><^

ington,

STATISTICS or TIE

•

to be pre-

I

When

j

t-)
a
KailWay
Administration

sented in an orderly way, and satisfactorily to all sides, and it
supplied this agency in place of the right to strike, which had

been arbitrarily withdrawn.
The result of that is very interesting.

—

—

there were four labor

the Division of Labor,

who would

be weak enough to give way and
and value. Here is an evenly balanced court of final resort, and you have to win over one side
or the other
one, at least, before you can get a decision.
I would be very derelict in my duty if I did not say that
the men who stood behind this movement and supported it
in every way, who worked themselves beyond anything that
they had ever done before, to hold up the highest traditions
of the profession, were the railroad officers.
By a strange
fate, in this case, they were the last to be recognized,
I wish I could tell you many of the things that came to the
surface when the Railroad Administration was forming
all the complaints that came to Washington, personally and
generally, in which the director general was solemnly advised
that the railroad officials were laying down on him
cases in
which he was told that they purposed to deliberately defeat
all the plans of the Administration.
Anybody but a man eminently well poised would have been
stampeded by the situation. But the time came, after he had
made trips over the country and had met these officers, when,
with the greatest gratification, he told me that in all his life
he had never met a set of men who so measured up to what
the emergency required as the railroad officers of this country,
officer

practically nullify his use

strike against their

lected

1351

84,610,248
ties

per mile

—

all

tracks

''

,

,,

Test period
(Average)
248
256
387

81,411,384
77,677,305
102,098,698
Mileage as of December 31, 1918, and is mileage maintained.
Total "Average Test Period" includes eighty-four small roads with 6,847 miles and
Years" because of incomplete reports.

Ten

years

(Average)
254
237

287

Calendar
year 1917
214

Calendar
year 1918
211

182
335

282
245

173

289
262

321
293
235

315
309
243

220

208

203
209

221
220
183

258

224

214

261

1,625,896

ties,

which roads do not enter

total

Estimate
year 1919
276
278
352
378
267
251
243
282
".Xverage Ten
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Federal Control of Rates
Upheld by Supreme Court
rowKR OF THK

TiiK
iliroctor

I'KESiuENT,

cxerci.sccl

tlirougli

tlic

general of railroads, to cstal)lish rates for
application to intra.statc as well as to interstate traffic,
super.sodini; the authority of the .states, was uplield by unani-

mous ilecision of the United States Supreme Court rendered
on Monday. The decision specifically upheld the freight and
j)assenger rate increases made i>y order of Director General
Mc.\dix) last June, and decrees of the Nortii Dakota Supreme
Court enjoining the Northern Pacific Railroad and Director
General Hines from enforcing the order in that state were
The court ruled against the decision of the lower
reversed.
court that held that the existing intrastate rates and regulaThe
tions were left in effect as the exercise of police power.

was .sustained on the ground that it was
war power and that to construe it as being
authority would be but to deny its existence.

federal authority
the exercise of a

limited by state

In a similar opinion the court sustained the federal governin establishing telegraph and telephone rates for intrastate l:)usiness, but from this opinion Justice Brandeis disThe opinion of the court in the railroad case was
sented.
given by Chief Justice White.
"No elaboration," Chief Justice White said, in rendering
the opinion, "could make clearer than do the act of Congress

ment

of 1916, the proclamation of the President exerting the powers
given, and the act of 1918 dealing with the situation created
by the exercise of such authority, that no divided but a complete possession and control were given the United States for

purposes as to the railroads in question.
"But, if it be conceded that, despite the absolute clarity of
the provisions concerning the control given the United
States, and the all-embracing scope of that control, there is
room for some doubt, consideration of the general context
completely dispels hesitancy. How can any other conclusion
be reached, if consideration be given the comprehensive proall

by the United States
was authorized to take, the final
came, and all the other duties and

visions concerning the administration

of the property which

it

obligations under which it
exactions which the act imposed, contemplating one control,
one administration, one power for the accomplishment of the

one purpose, the complete possession by governmental authority to replace for the period provided the private ownerThis being true, it must follow
ship theretofore existing?
that there is no basis for the contention that the power to make
rates and enforce them, which was plainly essential to the
authority given, was not included in it.
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the auliiorily of the

government of

mount when exerted
till' power to control,
sults

that,

si)liere

may

when

the

altliough

tlie

United States

is

as to suljjiits concerning which
is

indisjjutaljle.

authority

to

'I'liis

regulate

parahas

it

being true it rewithin a given

exist in both the United States and in the states,
former calls into play constitutional authority
within such general sphere the necessary effect of doing .so
is tiiat, to the extent that any conflict arises, the state power
is limited, since in case of conflict that which is
necessarily controls that which is subordinate.

paramount

"Again, as the power which was exerted was supreme, to

upon the basis that its exercise mu.st be presumed
was to deny the power itself.
"Thus, while admitting that the power which was conferred to initiate rates, when considered in and of itself, included all rates, it is nevertheless said that such power must
Ik; presumed to be limited to the only character of rates which
under the prior law the Interstate Commerce Commission had
the power to consider, that is, interstate rates, because the new
rates, when initiated, were to be acted upon by that body.
As, however, the statute in terms gives power to the Interstate
Commerce Commission to consider the new rates in the light
of the new and unified control which it creates, the error in
the contention becomes manifest, even putting out of view
the fact that by the effect of the duty imposed and the new

interpret

it

to lie limited

new rates applying to the new conditions
were within the purview of the power which the Interstate

control created the

Commerce Commission previously possessed.
"The relief afforded against the officer of the United States
proceeded upon the basis that he was exerting a power not
conferred by the statute, to the detriment of the rights and
duties of the state authority, and was subject therefore to be
restrained by state power within the limits of the statute.

Upon

that is, the unlawful
undoubted, but in view
of our conclusion the acts of the officers complained of were
authorized by the law of the United States."
The court lost little time in arriving at a conclusion in
these cases, which were argued on May 5. The railroad case
was selected as a test to determine a difference of opinion
between the director general and the state authorities.

the premise

upon which

it rests,

acts of the officer, the proposition

is

L. E. Shepherd, heretofore vice-president, was elected
grand president of the Order of Railroad Conductors, at the

convention of that brotherhood
ceeding A. B Garretson.

in

St.

Louis, on

May

29,

"Conclusive as are these inferences they are superfluous,
since the portion of Section 10 in express terms confers the
complete and undivided powers to

fix rates.

brief consideration of the contentions relied upon to
the contrary will at once show the mistaken premises upon
which they rest. Besides, the presumption in question but

"A

denied the power exerted in the adoption of the statute and
displaced by an imaginary h3q30thesis the dominant presumption which arose by operation of the Constitution as an
inevitable effect of the adoption of the statute, as shown by
the following:

"(A) The complete and undivided character of the war
power of the United States is not disputable. On the face
manifest that they were in terms based
since the authority they gave arose only
because of the existence of war, and the right to exert such
authority was to cease upon the war's termination. To interpret, therefore, the exercise of the power by a presumption
of the statutes

upon

the

it

is

war power,

of the continuance of a state of war limiting and controlling
the national authorit)^ was but to deny its existence.
"(B) The elementary principle that under the Constitution

Turkish Refugees Fleeing Towards Constantinople

suc-

—

Compilation of Operating Statistics Reports
The Value

These Reports Depends on Promptness and

of

Care

Obtaining the Basic Figures

in

On

some roads the conductors' wheel reports are mailed
where the necessary
mileage and tonnage information and potential tonnage are
added and the multiplications and divisions are made genOn
erally by some kind of mechanical calculating device.
other roads the train despatchers' sheets and conductors'
wheel reports are received in the superintendent's office and

THE SEVEN REPORTSDivision

Called for by the Operating Statistics

of Operation of the United
States Railroad Administration have been in use since
Section of the

directly to the car accountant's office,

Although the forms used for making these
August, 1918.
reports are standard for all roads, there is a considerable
difference in the methods used in gathering the figures and
working these figures up. Where the names of roads are
used in this article, it is not meant to imply that other roads
may not be using just as good or better methods.
While the operating statistics are for use by the central and
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tannage
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the figures transferred there to daily reports of train performance with weekly or monthly summaries of these reports.

For instance, on the Lehigh Valley the statistics for OS-1,
except light locomotive mileage, are compiled in the division
offices daily, where a report is made showing individual
This report is forwarded to the superintrain performance.

kS'/et^ge

(machine)

-

Ml/er£'gc.

\

'\

(machinf_

^i'nched

tendent of transportation, where it is checked and the locomotive mileage entered to the credit of individual locomcn
fives.
Totals of the daily reports are transferred in the
superintendent's office to a summary sheet covering four
periods, the first three of seven days each and the fourth the
remainder of the month. These summary sheets are sent to
the superintendent of transportation's office at the end of
each period and are checked and returned to the division
When the month is
office to have the next period entered.
complete the sheets are retained by the superintendent of

'of^c

r.lnd

r/j

/

\\

try
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^

/

st7i^%i.

Method

of

Handling

Statistical

Hudson

Reports

Delaware

in

&

Office.

transportation.

The

regional administrations as a check on each road under a
federal or general manager, it is the consensus of opinion of
the operating officers, with whom the Railway Age has been
corresponding on this subject, that these statistics are of great
direct value to division superintendents, general superintendents and general managers.

example of a road working

exception of items 1-6, inclusive, are worked up in the division superintendent's office from conductors' wheel reports,
despatchers' train sheets, time slips, and master mechanics'

The first five forms deal with freight and passenger train
performance, locomotive performance, and car performance.
Locomotive performance is supplemented by a report 0.S.-4
CMTSD STATES EAILEOAD

Illinois Central is another

On the
the original data in the superintendent's office.
Illinois Central all the figures for OS-1, OS-2 and OS-3,
with the exception of items 5, 16 and 26, and OS-5, with the
up

The forms OS-1 to OS-5, inclusive,
or foremen's reports.
are actually filled out in the car accountant's office, to which
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Thi« report must be si^rned jointly by tbe Roundhouse Foreman and Yard Master
az d telegraphed daily by

s ymtjols

1

to th e tJhiet Uisp Bitcher.

ReuMdhoiiM Foremen

SEE fNST RUCTIONS

N REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM

Power Detention Report
on the distribution of locomotive hours.

The

basic informa-

required, in regard to freight train performance,
is the train mileage divided as between east and west, together
with the locomotive miles and car miles, the gross and net ton
tion which

is

mileage and the train hours. All of this information may be
obtained from conductors' wheel reports, or these reports may
be supplemented by train despatchers' sheets and enginemen's
time slips. A number of roads use train conductors' wheel
reports only, and these reports are checked against a train
roster to check against errors in not reporting trains in.

above are sent.
Thus freight conductors arriving at the end of their run detach the narrow
sheets from the broad copies of their wheel reports (the broad
or large sheet is shown herewith) and forward them to the
car accountant so that there may be no delay in posting the
the reports mentioned

movements of cars. The conductors then send the large
copies to the superintendent's office, where the basic data is
drawn off, as shown on Illinois Central form 1038; the large
copies are then sent to the car accountant's office to be filed.
On the Southern Pacific train miles and locomotive miles
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takiu from n-port.s of tniin anil l(Koniotivc movcmmts,
an* iDinpilcd in tlu- ofl'ucs of tlu- various division

nri>

wliiili

.siil>i"rinloii(li'i\l.s

from

ili'spatcliors' train

.slii-i-ts

antl forvvardi'd

I'liis data i.s a.s.si'mbli'd
daily to tlu- aciimnting di'partmi-iit.
on a workini! sluot with columns |)r()vidrd for the various
train and locomotive miles segregations, as prescril)ed by the

Interstate

Commerce

("ommi.ssion dassilualion,

the

freight

and locomotive miles being further segregated as to
dirixtitm, east and west, with a line for each day of the month.
Sejjarate sheets are used for each ojierating division, and data
enteretl thereon daily from the report of train and locomotive
movements. The.sc sheets are footed and balanced at the end
train

of each quarter-monthly period, with separate total for the
month. At the close of the month totals are transscribed to

liy
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iiulhod

llu.s

lirginning

when totaled gives the total
Car miles, gross ton miles and

the

tlie

reports are ready

.second

handling at the
die

opera-

information shown in columns 11 and 12, as well as the
accuracy of tiie report in general. As ;ui example, if a train
moves from terminal "A" to terminal "B" and handles 73
(ars with but one engine reported, the tonnage supervisor
detects

an error

at once, as his familiarity with the operation

him that this number of cars would require a pusher, which through error had been omitted from
of that district tells

"""**

THE DELAWARE AND HUDSON COMPANY
ENGINEMAN'S DAILY REPORT OF LOCOMOTIVE MILEAGE
191

DMt

nAaC

INOINIIIAN'f

net ton miles are abstracted

in black being used for eastbound

for

following

The reports for each division are first in.spected by a tonnage supervisor, who is a man with considerable transportation ex|)eriencf, particularly as to the apparent accuracy of the

for the entire system.

daily from conductors' car and tonnage reports.
Separate
abstracts are made for each train o])eratcd, abstracts printed

work day

tion.

a recapitulation sheet having all the train and locomotive
mileage segregations printed across the top and the names
This
of the various divisions down the left hand margin.
sheet

of

ROAD MILEAGE
-•:r.'.

„OM

»"-«.

TO

v.:VcV

M,...

«Vv%°'

-L..

movements and printed in
1

Form

Umm

C. T. 81

STATES KMLIIOAD ADIIHlSTIUTICnl
Direriar

OUUCO, ROU bUND

Cnxnl •( {tailrudi
PAQFIC lAlLROAO

1

N?

3170^1

COAL TICKET

Eng.

No
SWITCHING AND WORK SERVICE

Engineer
Assigned to
;"'.".'.

STATION. Y.RO OR LOCATION

HOURS

M.NUTES

Class of Service-

Tons Taken

Tons Takea

(Eillnttr's Estlmalt).

(Ficl ForcnaD's Estlnatc).

THE COLUMNS BELOW ARE FOR THE USE OF ACCOUNTING DEPT. ONLY

ium

Fuel Furemaii.
General Manifold Co., Pat. Jan.

]

MILEAOE

3. 1901.

j

«;::;. .,.,„o.

V,".""

,.V.".

MO.,-

,c.rK

NORTH
TOT..

STATION

1

SOUTH
TONS

STATION

TONB

TOTAL

Fuel Ticket
red for westbound movements.
These abstracts are checked
against the report of train and locomotive movements daily to
insure that an abstract has been made for each train operated.
At the time of making this check, information for train hours

from report of train and locomotive movements
and entered on each abstract in a place provided. Rating ton
miles are then taken from rating tables for each train and
entered on the abstract in the proper place. At the close of
is abstracted

each quarter-monthly period these abstracts are sorted as to
direction and by divisions and recapitulated. At the close of
the

month

totals for the four quarterly periods are

Engineman's Daily Report of Locomotive Mileage

combined

by divisions to arrive

report by conductor.
This also enables the tonnage supervisor of each district to keep in close touch with the per-

revised its conductors' reports so
information required for OS-1. By
recording this information on a Hollerith card, an analysis
can be made of statistics by classes of engines, trains and
The Delaware & Hudson, however, gets its
train runs, etc.
locomotive and train mileage statistics not from conductors'
wheel reports, but from enginemen's mileage reports to the
office of the auditor of disbursements.
The reports, which are for the greater part received on the
night trains, are sorted into operating divisions by the regular
night car record office force, and their receipt is checked
against a report made by the superintendents showing all
trains run, thus insuring the receipt of a report for each.

formance of continuous movement freight trains, tonnage
pick-ups and drops, way freights and other special
movements, as occasion demands. In other words, it enables
him to keep a finger on the pulse of his district.
The insertion of mileage, distance between points which
cars move, is simply a matter of routine.
Comptometers are
used for computing these reports, all work on each report
being completed at one operation; that is, accumulated total
of tons being multiplied by distance, giving ton miles, etc.
The punching and tabulating is done on the Hollerith
machines. The practical advantage claimed for the method
of handling as outlined is that at the end of the second work
day following the operation, figures are available showing by

and transferred
at

to recapitulation sheet

a total for the system.

The Delaware & Hudson

as to

show

all the basic

trains,

H

June
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6,

directions, divisions, tonnage rating districts

and

train runs

1357

anthracite

On

and bituminous.

made up

OS-3

the Erie the

reports

on

the following:

are

(a) Train loading efficiency (per cent of gross ton miles to
rating ton miles).

York, Chicago & St. Louis the report is prepared
by the mechanical department and forwarded on the 10th
day of the month following that in whicli the report is
made.
On the Missouri Pacific the fuel agent makes up these figures for tons of fuel consumed, getting his data from reports
from fuel stations. A similar practice is followed on the
Denver & Rio Grande.
On the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis the
figures for fuel consumed are compiled in the superintendent

movement

(b) Train

efficiency

and net ton miles

(gross

per train hour).
(c)

Locomotive efficiency (gross and net ton miles per

serviceable locomotive).

(d)
day).

Car handling

efficiency

(net ton miles per car per

This information is available within 72 hours from the
time of the events which it records.

REPORT OF FREIGHT CARS HANDLED

the

in the auditor of disbursements' office, while

New

TOTAL NO. CARS HANDLED THIS TRIP

IN

SHEET NO.
1

Tntn

Direction

l«ft

At

M.

Arrived

At

M.

Caboos.

From

Caboose

From

CAR

CAR

NUMBER

Month

ol

Fireman

Conductor

Brakemen

STATION NUMBER
Taken

Left at

at

o

WEIGHT TONS

CAR MILES

5

Empty

Loaded

= ==

1

o

Net

Tare Gross

FINAL

DESTINATION

E. or N. Side

W.

1

End or Top

or S. Side

1

__

1

Broad Sheet

REMARKS OR SEALS

CAR

CONTENTS

^

.

Report

of Conductor's Fuel

The figures for form OS-2 on most of the roads are obtained from daily reports of train and locomotive mileage.

Form OS-3
a report of locomotive performance which
made and tons of coal consumed. The
figures for mileage are obtained from the same sources as
similar figures for OS-1 and OS-2, but the practice in regard
For instance,
to tons of coal consumed varies quite widely.
on the Southern Pacific these figures are obtained from a

Form OS-3

Englneman

Miles

191

To

miTIALS

To

IftI

To

Day

From

Engine

Division

is

includes mileage

report of fuel delivered to locomotives, furnished monthly to
For
the accounting department by keepers of fuel stations.
locomotives engaged in two or more classes of service during
the month the segregation is made on the basis of construc-

of motive power's office

from reports received from the fuel

department, and copies are sent direct from the superintendent of motive power to the operating officers. On the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe fuel consumption of locomotives is
compiled by the stores department from daily reports of fuel
On the Chicago, Rock Island & Paissued to locomotives.
cific, tons of coal consumed is computed for each class of
service separately by operating divisions by the auditor of
disbursements directly from fuel tickets required from each
coal chute or where coal is delivered to locomotives.

Form OS-4
In the preparation of the figures for OS-4, which is a distribution of locomotive hours, there is an opportunity and a
POBM

1S14.A

UNITED States Railroad Administration
W. Q. MCAOOO. DlUCCTOH OiNERAL OP RAItROADS

DELAWARE AND HUDSON RAILROAD
DAILY REPORT OF

COMPANY FUEL ISSUED TO LOCOMOTIVES AT

POUNDS COAL

TIME

ENGINE

ENGINE

NUMBER

HARD

SOFT

TOTAL

COALED

STATION, DATE

POUNDS COAL

TIME

ENGINE

NUMBER

HARD

SOFT

ENGINE

TOTAL

—_-^—

HARD

SOFT

TOTAL

TIME

ENGINE

COALED

FORWARD

FORWARD

_

NUMBER

COALED

191

-

POUNDS COAL

ENQINE

1

—_-

J

J

1

Daily Report of Fuel Issued to Locomotives

determined by converting actual mileage in the
an equivalent of one class. The ratio of
fuel consumed per thousand miles by locomotive classes for
the preceding 12 months are prepared by accumulating the
mileage and fuel consumption of individual locomotives of
the various types when engaged in one class of service.
On the Pere Marquette the tons of coal consumed are obtained from monthly coal reports compiled from the enginemen's coal checks. On the Lehigh Valley the information is
obtained from a daily report from each fuel station foreman,
which shows the coal issued to individual locomotives in each
class of service and divides this coal into various grades of
tive mileage,

different classes to

temptation for great inaccuracy. On the Rock Island, where
great care is being taken to obtain the fullest possible benefits
from the new operating statistics forms, a new form of report

has been worked out by which the full time of every Icrcomotive owned and operated will be shown each day and recaOn the Denver & Rio
pitulated at the end of each month.
Grande this OS-4 report is prepared from reports received by
the superintendent of motive power from all roundhouse
On the Great Northern the original
points and terminals.
data used are the time slips and train despatchers' reports,
which are checked against and used in conjunction with the
reports furnished by the mechanical department, showing

RAILWAY AGE
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the

On

covers time of hxomotivcs in hands of or awaiting orders of
mechanical department for repairs, when held more than 24
hours on that account; locomotives in .shops or engine-house

of liours Icxomotivos arc awaiting repairs, underand arc stored or awaiting sale.

numlHT

going

r^•l)air.•^

Missouri Pacilu-

tlie

tliis

OS-4

rejjort

compiled

is

the chief desiiatcher's office from train .shcet.s, and this
anced against the rejiorts furnished by enginehouse

is

in

undergoing repairs, when held more than 24 hours on that
account; and Icxomotives .stcjred or awaiting sale, including
vacated or condemned IcKomotives. This information is then
assembled and rcjujrtcd by each division to the accounting
clei)artment on Form OS-4, where reports for the ten divi-

bal-

forces

a complete accounting for the entire 24 hours is required
(^n the Eric the report is prepared by

and

for each locomotive,

On the Pere Marthe general mechanical superintendent.
quette the information for OS-4 is obtained from special
Where the
reports rendered by each roundhouse foreman.

//\
?

I

3 5 7 9

11

4 6 8

are consolidated.
the

X

the preparation of the figures
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Holerith Cards of the Delaware

& Hudson

yard office is located near the roundhouse, the report is
rendered jointly by the roundhouse foreman and the yard

for OS-4 is carried out through the medium of chronological
record of distribution of locomotive hours for each individual

master.

locomotive, Exhibit "C."

the Southern Pacific form OS-4 is compiled for each of
the ten operating divisions, report for each division being
made in the office of the division superintendent. A separate

the engineers' time slips, from

used to assemble the time of each locomotive, a sepaon the report being used for each day of the month.
Columns are provided for class of service, time on road,
terminal delay, time in enginehouse (separately for mechanical and transportation departments), awaiting repairs
and undergoing repairs, with separate column for time off
sheet

The road

time is obtained from
which they receive their pay,
these being available (loaned to Bureau of Operating Statistics by Auditor's office) currently through the month. The
terminal and in-enginehouse time is derived from the daily
record of movement of engines at terminals, which is reStored and unservceived daily from each engine terminal.
iceable time is derived from daily advices from the superinThe coal consumed is derived
tendent of motive power.
from the daily report made by each coaling station and for-

On

is

rate line

ENGINE-TRAIN AND CAR MILEAGE
Between
Date

0,0
1

1

1

Loaded

1

1

1

division, thus allowing for a balance of 24 hours for each

two items is obtained
Terminal delay is taken from

Information for the

from the despatchers'

sheets.

first

conjunction with the turning
power record, described below.
The other information is
taken from special forms made at each enginehouse or point
of layover and termed, turning power record and locomotive
shop hours for OS-4. The turning power record covers time
of each locomotive handled in the enginehouse in one day,
showing time in, time out, hours awaiting or undergoing repairs, and awaiting service. Report of IcKomotive shop hours
despatchers'

1I

1

1

1111 1111

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 212 2 2 2 2;2 2 2 2 2 2i2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Holerith Card of the Minneapolis,

locomotive.

Empty

0:000

0,0

till 11:111 111111

1

Knsioeer

Orosb-Ton Miles
Hiifh No,

2 2

FREIGHT

Slali.

c:ia£s

sheets

used

in

St.

Paul

&

111111

1

1

1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Sault Ste. Marie

warded

daily.
It will be noted that the form for distribution
of locomotive hours provides space for inserting, by symbols,

the division and direction over which engines are moving, as
well as terminals at which they are held.
Space is also pro-

vided for entering through the medium of a symbol record
the principal causes of terminal delay.
The particular advantage seen in the chronological record
of the individual locomotive is that the failure of any engine's
daily hours, including road service and at terminals, to total
24 indicates an error or the non-receipt of some essential
report, and a blank space in the day's record points the way

June

6,
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to its correction.

are

made through

The necessary additions and
medium of comptometers,

the
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Form OS-5

cross footings

form OS-S are in general obtained from
the same sources as the figures for OS-1 and OS-2. For instance, on the Rock Island the detailed information for
freight car performance called for on form OS-5 is secured as

The

two right-

the

hand columns of which are adjusted to "break" at 60, thereby
adding hours and minutes at one operation, which is a time
saving device of primary importance. The practical value of
these reports is derived from daily tabulation of stand-by
time at terminals and unused time which elapses (in the case
of pooled locomotives) between "ready for service" and

figures for

follows: The number of cars owned is furnished the car
accountant's office monthly by the general mechanical superintendent and is taken from the historical records maintained

PASSENGER

ENGINE-TRAIN AND CAR MILEAGE
Car Miles

Between Stations
Trains

c

Engine

Direction

Class

Number

No.

11111
2

1

1
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Low No.

1111

1
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2
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2
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DATE
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Engine No.
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&
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Passenger
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„
..
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00000000000000
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Holerith Cards of the Rock Island

"marked"; this latter figure acting as a barometer in conThe complete renection with the storage of locomotives.
ports are made monthly by operating districts, copies being
placed in the hands of both general and division officers of
the transportation department and general officers of the mechanical department.

Serviceable cars on line daily is determined
in the office.
by the car accountant from an inventory taken from his reports on the first day of each month, with a daily debit and
credit adjustment figured from the summary of all interchanges currently received. The home and foreign cars in
or awaiting shops daily is taken from daily telegraphic car
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LU>0
reports anuimihiti'd in c;uli train dcspatdier's ofl'ue

wardtxl to

tlio

furni.slus this data daily

net ton

niile.s

figures direct

accountant's

and

for-

supi-rinti-ndcnt of tran.sportation's office, wIjo
liy

divi.sions to tar accountant.

The

and total car miles siiown on this report arc
from conductors' freight wheel reports in car

office.

One fundamental

between different roads, in
the u.se or non-use of the
'The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

difference

conijiiling oi)eralin.n statistics,

is

Hollerith machine.
appears to have tackled this question of the use of this
machine for these operating statistics in a common sense and
fearless way.
It will be noticed that the figures are put on a
Hollerith card in pencil and then punched on the card by

Holleritii operators, and the holes are punched where necessary through the written-on figures.

some kind of mechanical deand for performing divisions and
multiplications.
The comptometer is the most commonly
used machine, but some roads are using Burroughs non-listing machines in its place and others are using the Monroe
calculating machine, the Millionaire, the Brunsviga and the
Nearly

all

of the roads use

vices for checking totals

Midtrct calculating machines.

Department

of Transportation

Proposed by Railway Executives

A

REVISED PLAN' of railroad regulation proposed by the
Association of Railway Executives was outlined by
Alfred P. Thom, counsel for the association, in an
address at the meeting of the American Short Line Railroad
The plan provides for the creation
Association on June 4.
of a department of transportation, consisting of three men
appointed b}- the President, who would be charged with the
duty of determining the public policy as to the requirements
of the public in the way of transportation facilities and
service and the financial requirements of the carriers necessary to meet the public demand, and would present the situation to the rate-making tribunal as the representative of
This plan, Mr. Thom said, has been adopted
the public.
by the railway executives as a substitute for the proposed
appointment of a secretary of transportation as a cabinet
officer, which is regarded as unwise because of the danger
It would remove the settleof too much political influence.
ment of railroad questions from the domain of controversies
between the railroads on one side and the public on the other
and would also promote a feeling of confidence among inThe department, he said, should consist of the best
vestors.
men in the country, to be paid salaries of, say, $25,000 a
year, and to be appointed for long terms of office, except
that he suggested that the first appointees be selected for
terms of two, three and four years, respectively.
It is proposed that the country be divided into rate-making
districts and that the department should study the amount
of operating revenues the carriers in each district should have
to pay: (1) all expenses for operation and maintenance,
including labor; (2) a fair return on the value of the property devoted to the public service, and (3) a surplus sufficient to afford a basis of credit and attract the investment
of new capital; this amount to be certified to the commission, which would be required to accept it unless good cause
were shown to the contrary, as a basis for its rate decisions.
The plan also provides for the creation of regional commissions, consisting of one representative from each state,
The railway executives also proto decide local questions.
pose a permissive system of consolidation, under federal authority, and the supervision of security issues by the Interstate Commerce Commission, while the police powers and
taxing powers of the several states would not be interfered
with.
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"1 he railway e.xecutives have arrived at very deruiitc conof the railroad problem," Mr.
Thom said. "We regard it primarily as a proljlem of
finances.
We have every other element needed except the
assurance of the financial strength necessary to make the
railroad service adequate to the public needs.
The government can no longer regulate the railroads with reference
mainly to the restriction of their charges; it must look to
wiiat is necessary to provide adcHjuate service."
Jle ()j)])osed tiie plan of a guaranteed return as leading
inevitably to government ownership, because, he said, the
government is not going to take the responsibility of a guarantee without taking control.
He also opposed the proposal
for what he termed "a guarantee out of the pockets of the
shijjpers," in other words, a rule that rates be made sufficient to provide a return of 6 or 6j/^ per cent on the investment, because the fixed percentage would not be adjustable
to changing economic conditions.
The percentage, he said,
would have to be fixed with relation to the economic conditions of tcxlay and if these were so changed as to leave
it t(X) high, the reaction would probably sweep private ownership off the earth.
Also, he said that no matter where the
percentage starts, when Congress gets through with it, it will
not be so high that Congressmen will not feel easy in going
home to defend it, and any percentage they would feel ready
to defend would be too low for the railroads to live on.
Moreover, the exact percentage could be argued but once,
before Congress, and the rate once determined would remain
until changed by another act of Congress.
"The principle we adopt must be adjustable," he said.
"Regulating bodies heretofore have gone on the principle of
making rates as low a^ they could. Can we expect a body
that has spent its official life in trying to keep down rates
to have the confidence of the investing public?
Regulating
bodies are in an exposed condition, always subject to political
pressure which they must resist before taking any action
toward advancing rates. Something must be done to remove
the settlement of this question from the controversial atmosphere of litigation in which the selfish interests of the railroads appear to be arrayed against the public. We cannot
win in a controversy with the public.
We must have a
public body to determine as a public question the needs of
the public for service and the amount of money which will
be provided for those needs and then become a party before
the rate-making body as the representative of the public and
(

lusions as to the solution

not of either side."

Mr. Thom declared also that provision must be made for
the transition of the railroads back to private management.
This cannot be done, he said, without some preparation,
because the railroads are not in the condition in which the
government took them over. At that time operating expenses
were consuming 70 to 72 cents out of every dollar of railroad earnings, while the government has found it necessary
to add to the expenses, as one item, the increased labor cost
of approximately $1,000,000,000 a year until in recent
months operating expenses have taken 95 to 97 cents out
of every dollar of earnings.

"The government is not in a position to return tcxlay what
"The law ought to provide
took over," Mr. Thom said.
a definite date for the return to private management, and
there should be an inquiry by some governmental authority
as to what should be done to restore the conditions which
the government has disturbed, and especially the proper reThe government
lationship between revenues and expenses.
has no right to restore the railroads in a bankrupt condition.
^^'e therefore propose that until the Interstate Commerce
Commission or other government authority can establish an
earning capacity in keeping with the expense account, the
it

present guarantee of compensation should,
in right,

be continued."
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morals and

Where They

Derails and
A

Should be Used

Study of the Types Used, the Con-

ditions

Governing Their Application

and the Results Obtained.

Three Tyfes of

I'

DERAILS

ARE EMPLOYED SO universally and are so common
roadway construction that but a

a part of the present

passing thought

way men

is

ordinarily given to their use.

are familiar with the

common

Rail-

practice on their

own

and seldom realize the wide variance in the use of this
•device on other roads.
For instance, some roads like the New
lines

York Central, Lines East, make it
on passing tracks, while others

a practice to install derails
the Long Island are
for this purpose.
The Illinois Central
like

abandoning them
and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific make it a practice to
install derails on all tracks that lead out to the main line on
•which cars

may

stand, while the Chicago,

Milwaukee

&

St.

Paul and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy use them in
such tracks only where adverse grades or other conditions
warrant. On some lines it is the practice to place derails in
turntable leads, while many other roads do not require protection at such points but

may

install derails at special loca-

tions such as at the foot of coal chute inclines, on breaker

tracks or on tracks running through shop buildings for the
protection of the buildings.
It is the general practice on the Lehigh Valley to use pipeconnected derails, while the Long Island prefers the hand
throw type. Some roads use the pipe-connected type in automatic signal territory only, while others use the hand throw
type irrespective of signals. Again some lines like the Philadelphia & Reading connect up all derails with the signal
circuits through switch circuit controllers whether the derails
are pipe connected or hand thrown, while other roads like the
Delaware & Hudson use the switch circuit controller on hand
throw derails, but not on the pipe connected type in automatic
signal territory.
Again the tendency toward the more general use of derails varies greatly.
The Rock Island, for example, is extending their use, while the Chicago Great Western has
recently removed them from passing tracks. Practice again
varies regarding the use of the split point or the block type of
derail.
Some roads use the split point in special cases only,

others like the Northern Pacific make the split point type
the standard, while the general tendency of many other roads
is toward the use of the block derail.

As indicated above, the frequency and the conditions under
which derails are used vary greatly. For this reason the
Railway Age has secured and tabulated data covering the
practices on 48 representative railroads in all parts of the
United States and Canada in order to ascertain the conditions

governing their installation at other than interlocking plants.
In this investigation the following questions were asked:
(1)

Are

derails

placed on

all

passing and other tracks

connecting with main tracks or on only those with particuadverse conditions as to grade, vision, etc., or are they
omitted from all such tracks? Is any distinction made between passing and industry tracks in this connection?
Are derails commonly installed in tracks leading to
(2)
turntables or at other special locations apart from the main

larly

track?
(3)

Is the split point or

block derail used?

the use of derails modified in auAre derails in automatic signal
tomatic signal territory?
territory equipped with switch circuit controllers?
To what extent are the derails pipe-connected to the
(5)
(4)

To what

extent

is

switch stand or hand thrown?
Is the tendency toward the more general use of the
(6)
derail, and if so under what conditions?
Have any recent instances occurred where the use of
(7)
derails has demonstrated the worth of their application?

The information
accompanying

received

was tabulated

in

the

this article, but in studying this table

it

table
is

to

be understood that it indicates the general practice of individual roads, numerous exceptions to which will be found in
the discussion following.
Sixteen of the 48 roads replying to the circular of inquiry
install derails on both passing and industry tracks; 13 install
them only on industry tracks, while 19 install them only at
locations where particularly adverse conditions as to grade,
vision, etc., prevail.

Installation on

Both Passing and Industry Tracks

In considering the installation of derails on both passing
different practices again exist.
Some roads place derails on both classes of tracks irrespective
of the conditions existing, while others make exceptions to this
rule and use derails only where adverse conditions are
present.
Again derails may be omitted at certain points on
lines on which the general practice is to equip all sidings
with derails because grade conditions may not warrant their
use, while still other roads will protect all main line turnouts
and omit this protection on branch lines where traffic is light.
Derails are omitted on passing tracks by some roads because
these tracks are only used for the purpose indicated and it is
felt that, with a train in the clear, there is no need of derails
as the cars are under the control of the engineman. However,
on other lines the management feels that it is as important
to place derails on these tracks as on industry and business
tracks because the derail definitely marks the clearance point
and forces obedience in obser\n'ng it, thus preventing a train
stopping at a point of limited clearance.
Many roads make it a practice to install derails on both
passing and industry tracks, including the Pennsylvania Rail-

and industry tracks many
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rixul.

the

Oliio,

tlu-

New York (iiitral, Lines
tlir Ikilliinorc &
New York, New Haven &; Hartford, the Delaware,
l'",;ist,

Liukawanna & Western,
("levelanil,

phia

(Iv-

Ciminnati,

Amonj;

Reailini;.

tlie

I.elii).;li

("Iiiiaj.;()

otlier

&

St.

\alley,

I.ouis

roads reporting

Kric,

tlie

and

llie

tlie

tlie

I'liiladel-

installation

derails on part or all of their passin;.; tracks arc the Boston
Maine, tlie Louisville & Nashville, the ChesaiKnike & Ohio
and the ("hicaj,'o Great Western, while still otiier lines jdace
them (Ml passinij tracks under certain conditions only. Typical
ot"

&:

of such roads are the Chicago, Rock I.sland & Pacific, the
Illinois Central, the Norfolk & Western, the Nashville, Chat-

&

tanooga
It

St.

Louis and the Seaboard Air Line.

interesting

is

among roads

some of the variations existing
a general practice to install derails

to note

make

that

it

on i)otii |>a,ssing and indu.stry tracks. In this connection the
Pennsylvania Railroad installs either a split switch derail or a
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Lackawanna

\-

Western,

liut

all

arc equii)i)ed with them.
Road
the central part of tiie country,

other Uxalions on this road
(in the table), located in

G

makes

derails on all sidings connected with

it

tiic

a jjracticc to place

main

On

track.

this

road derails derailing in one direction only are used on passing sidings and yard leads, while at stations and industrial
sidings tho.se derailing in l)otli directions are installed and it
has been founil that in some instances that trainmen have
I)ushed cars in over the derails on such sidings with the result
that they have become grooved and fail to derail cars running
out over them. The only exce|)tion in the use of derails made
by the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis is on some
branch lines, where the traffic is light; in such territories the
sidings are not ccjuippcd with them.
While the Boston & Maine does not place derails on all
passing or other tracks connected with the main track a large

TADLE SHOWING THE GENEU.^L APPLICATION OF DERAILS ON VARIOUS RAILROADS
Derails Used on Tracks Leading to Haln Ilns
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Bas
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1

Ho
Yas
Yaa

General Practice.

t

In Automatic Signal Territory.

block derail in combination with the split point on all exterior passing sidings and on all other tracks connected with
the main track where it is possible under any circumstances for speeds to exceed 12 miles an hour; when the
speed cannot exceed this rate the block derail is used with
the guide rail and if the sidings are of infrequent use the hand
throw derail is used either independently or with the guide
rail.
It is not the general practice to equip interior passing
sidings with derails. Apart from this no distinction is made
on this line between passing sidings and industrial or other
tracks connected directly with the main track.
The only
exception made to the installation of derails on all tracks by
the New Y'ork Central, Lines East, is their use on passing
sidings located between main tracks and even these passing
sidings are sometimes provided with derails when they are
located on a grade which may allow a car to move toward the
main track. The upper ends of the passing sidings located
on heavy grades are not protected by derails on the Delaware,

'# In-Special Cases.

fa)

1

so

Yes
Yas
Ho

Tea
Yel
Yaa
Yaa
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Yea
Tee
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HO
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Ho
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Ho
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Bo
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So
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Bo

Bo

Yes

...

*

1

Yas
Yes

Equipped with Circuit Controllers.

proportion of these tracks are so equipped and the number is
gradually being increased.
At the present time the Chesapeake & Ohio has installed derails on approximately 90 pei
cent of its passing tracks and it is the practice to equip such
tracks with this device.
The practice of the Philadelphia & Reading is to place derails on all tracks leading to the main track except on the
end of passing sidings in automatic signal territory that are
not interlocked, while the Louisville & Nashville places derails on passing tracks in automatic signal territory only.
Road A (in the table), located in the central part of the
United States, makes it a practice to place derails on passing
sidings in connection with the installation of new automatic
signals.

The Rock Island, the Illinois Central, the Norfolk & Westem, the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis and the Seaboard
Air Line place derails on passing tracks where they are used
to set out cars at the station or where adverse conditions may

1
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Western, the Lehigh Valley, the Long Island, the Boston &
Maine, the Louisville & Nashville, the Norfolk & Western,
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the Seaboard Air Line and the
Minneapolis & St. Louis. It is the practice of the Lackawanna
to install derails on all industrial sidings, while the Atlantic
Coast Line occasionally omits their installation where the
grade of the industry track falls from the main line. On the
Boston & Maine it is now the standard practice to use derails
on all new industry tracks, and the same practice applies on
While the entire
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.
road is not ecjuipped at the present time this work is being

The Lehigh Valley places derails at the fouling points
passing sidings and industrial tracks where there may
be danger of cars dropping and fouling other tracks.
The Long Island no longer requires the use of derails on
passing sidings and is abandoning them for this purpose,
while the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the Minneapolis &
St. Louis do not make it a practice to install derails on such
tracks. The Chicago Great Western has a few derails on passing tracks, but this is not the general practice, and recently a
number of derails have been removed from passing tracks
because with only a few such places so equipped there was a
exist.

on
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all

Note.

I

Derails connected lA/ifh

hand thrown switches

to be of

the b/ac/f type
II

Yard track refers

to

any

trocPt

ofher thian

a main line

or passing siding.
III

The sidetrack switch of a crossot'er leading

main line

to

to

the

be considered a main line switch.

IV Switch and derail targets

to

be painted to conform

with light indication.

V Main

line switches to hai/e

lamps
VI

to

red and green lights and

be stenciled MAIN.

Yard switches to hat^e yellow and white lights and

lamps

to

be stenciled YARD.

equipped with targets and lights to haye
purple and yellow lights, lamps to be stenciled DERAIL.

VII Derails

may be omitted on mam line trailing swiches
on authority of committee composed of the three
6eneral Superintendents. Signal fnyineer, and £ngineer Maintenance ofl/Vay, and approired b^ Oen Honager

VIII Lights

"-PC"

^A/o light

or tarqet

'c

-''

^\
^^PC.-^

G'Oreen liqhl

W-l/Vhite light

The Use
liability of oversight

tion caused

Y' Yellow light

of Derails

Under

F- Purple light

'

j\l0

R' Red

Different Conditions

on the part of trainmen and this condi-

more frequent derailments than

if

the derails

were entirely dispensed with.

The Use

of Derails

on Industry Tracks

\v,

licjhtor taraefy

light

on the

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford

done gradually and the places where derails are needed the
worst are being equipped first. Road G, located in the central
part of the country, installs a derail, derailing in both direcon station and industrial sidings.

tions

The

practice on the

Union

Pacific

is

to place derails

on

all

conditions governing the installation of derails on
industry tracks vary considerably on the different roads using

tracks where cars are set out

Some lines make it a
for protection at such points.
practice to place derails on all industrial tracks, irrespective

placed somewhere between such tracks and the main line for
Other lines make it a practice to place derails
its protection.
at the fouling points on all industrial tracks where grade
conditions warrant and on all tracks where cars are left
standing if there is the slightest possibility of their being
blown out or pinched out where they might foul the main line.
Some roads following this practice are the Lehigh Valley, the
Rock Island, the Illinois Central and the Mobile & Ohio.

The

them

of grade or speed conditions, while others omit them at points
where the grade of the industry track falls from the main
Still other lines place derails only on tracks where
line.
there

is

foul the

a possibility of cars being blown or pinched out to

main

Among

track.

the roads installing derails on station, industry,
business and private tracks are the Delaware, Lackawanna &

the

main

The

these tracks are connected with
line or if they are branch tracks, derails are then
if

use of derails on the Central of Georgia

is

in line with
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tlic

maintiname

following;

pmtiTtml
raili'tl

!)>•

apijrovi'il

of

\v;iy

rule: "Miiin tnu k imist he

deniilinj! di'viccs so lixati-d tliat dc-

lars will clear the

main

line

on

all

tracks

leading

therefrom excejitinp passing sidings. They must Ik* set and
locked for der.iilnu'iit at all times e.\cei)t when in use."

The Use

of Derails

The manaiiements

of

Under Special Conditions

some roads

feel

that i)roi)er protec-

by the universal application of derails,
but by their location at places where grade or other adverse
For example, on some road.s derails are
conditions warrant.
placed on sidings on which the grade descends toward the
main line, while others place them at points where high
winds exist which may i)low cars out of the sidings. Again
some states have recognized the necessity of derail installations under certain conditions and have passed legislation
accordingly. In such cases the practice on the various roads in
In Texas the following
the states is more or less uniform.
requirements are prescriljed by law: "It shall be the duty of
every railway cori)oration operating any line of railway in the
state of Texas within six months after the passing of this act
to place good and safe derailing sw'itches on all of its sidings
connecting with the main line of such railways and upon
which sidintjs cars are left standing; provided, that no derailing switches sliall Ije required where the sidings connect
with the main line on an upgrade in the direction of the main
line of one-half of one per cent or over; provided, further,
that no derailing switches shall be required on inside tracks
at terminal points where regular switching crews are emtion

is

proviiled, not

ployed."

Among the railroads installing derails on tracks where
grade or other conditions warrant may be mentioned the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Northern Pacific, the Union
Pacific, the Delaware & Hudson, the Southern Pacific, the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, the Canadian Pacific, the Chicago & Alton, the
Chesapeake & Ohio, the Pere Marquette, the Minneapolis, St.
Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, the New York, Chicago & St. Louis,
the Los Angeles & Salt Lake, the Chicago Great Western, the
Denver & Rio Grande and the Colorado & Southern.
The practice on the Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe, the
Southern Pacific, Atlantic System and the Canadian Pacific
is
to install derails according to the grade conditions; the
Santa Fe installs them at the ends of all tracks (excepting
the passing tracks and wyes) where the grade ascending
toward the main line is less than 0.5 per cent, while the
Southern Pacific Lines install them on all tracks connecting
with the main line except yard or other tracks on which
switch engines are used, provided such tracks are not on a
The Canadian
descending grade of 0.5 per cent or over.
Pacific protects the main track by derails where a siding may
be used for storing cars having a gradient of 0.2 per cent or
over toward the main line so located that there is danger of a
runaway car getting either directly or through an intervening
siding to the main track. These derails are placed on tracks
coming off the main track or any other one leading to it.
The Northern Pacific places derails only on these tracks
where particularly adverse conditions exist as to grade, vision,
Ordinarily derails are not placed on passing tracks unetc.
They are
less they are also at times used as storage tracks.
placed on all industry' tracks where the grade toward the main
line is such that a car could move when the brakes are off.
Through the prairie country, which is subject to very high
winds, this road places derails on all tracks where there is
danger of cars being blown out on the main line, the entire
matter being left to a considerable extent to the judgment of
local officers. It is not the practice of the Southern Pacific to
place derails on passing tracks and other tracks connected
with the main line, but they are installed on such tracks
wherever these are on a grade approaching a main line

or

at

ditions
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points

such

level

in

as

high

territory

winds

where

prevail.

unu.sual
It

is

also

conits

on slioil >pur tracks where
cars that are set out for loading ordinarily come close to
clearaiue ])oints to prevent cars moved Ij) the shi|)per from
fouling the main track. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
makes it a jjoint to install derails generally on main line turnouts only and restricts their use to ])oints where grades are
such that cars could easily run out on the main line or be
blown out by heavy winds.
|)raitice

to

])Ut

in

derails

Installation of Derails at Turntables,

Drawbridges and Other Locations
The

general tendency of the railroads is not to install derails in turntable leads or at other special kxations in yards or
jjoints not connected directly with the main line. However, in
this respect the practice varies considerably on different roads,
.some installing derails in turntable leads, others at the foot
of tracks leading from coal chutes, at l)ox car loaders, around
breaker tracks or for the protection of shop buildings.
Among the roads making it a general jiractice to install
derails on tracks leading to turntables and like places involving risks are the Illinois Central, the Erie and the

& Texas. Other roads using them to a limsuch locations include the Lehigh Valley, the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Boston & Maine, the Baltimore & Ohio, and the Colorado & Southern. The Lehigh
Valley, the Rock Island and the Boston & Maine make it a
practice to install derails on tracks leading to turntables and
other special locations where the grade is unfavorable, where
there is a possibility of engines running out on the main
track or at points where accidents have occurred or are liable
to happen.
The Baltimore & Ohio and the Colorado & Southern have
installed derails in a few special locations on tracks leading
Missouri, Kansas
ited extent at

to turntables

and

at other points.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford makes

it a pracdrawbridges. At these locations they
are placed in tracks both with and against the direction of
traffic.
It is the practice of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy to also use derails on tracks approaching draw-

tice to place derails at

bridges.

Some roads make

it a practice to protect box car loaders,
and repair tracks. The only special locations
apart from the main track on which derails are used on the
Delaware & Hudson are at box car loaders and around some

coal chutes

of the breaker tracks, but this

main

is

indirectly a protection to the

A

road in the central part of the country, road
A in the table, installs derails on tracks leading to elevated
coal chutes whether these tracks are connected into the main
track or otherwise, but it is not the regular practice to treat
other special locations in a similar manner.
The Minneapn
olis & St. Louis uses derails to protect shop buildings beyond car repair tracks where these tracks run through the
buildings, and a road in the Southwest, road B in the table,
uses derails on repair tracks.
Among the roads installing derails at special locations
apart from the main track such as industrial tracks or similar spurs which are located on bad grades or at points where
cars are liable to foul the running tracks, may be mentioned
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Southern Pacific Lines, the Philadelphia & Reading and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
track.

Louis.

In general, derails are not installed on tracks leading to
turntables but in a number of cases they are used to protect
other special locations on the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, the Southern Pacific, the Delaware & Hudson, the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Canadian Pacific
Railwavs.
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of Split Point

and Block Derails

classes of derails are used

to the circular.

These types are the

split point,

the block

and the lifting rail derail. The split point derail is used at
places where high speed conditions prevail or on curves of
a certain degree and at points where there must be no possibility of a train or car getting by.
One objection to the use
of this

type

is

that a break

is

made

in the

track.

always available.

is

by the railroads replying

derail

would

likely

Under other circumstances

the block

have been favored as a standard.

practice of a road in the Southwest, road
to use the split point derail with the low

B

The

in the table, is

pony switch stand
similar to the one used for back track switches.
The standard practices and the types of derails used by other
roads are as listed in the table.
to operate

The

another type of high speed derail which
can be installed without breaking the track, but it is used
mostly within the limits of interlocking plants. The block
derail is one that can be applied at almost any location without cutting the track and can be used advantageously in a
large number of places where speed or curve conditions are
not too severe, or when not prohibited by law.
Some roads
report the split point as standard and others the block type,
but practically all use both kinds, depending on conditions
such as their location on a curve, their use on important
passing tracks in high speed territory, the speed of trains,
and where the type of derail is specified by law. In some
cases the type of derail used on a siding is determined by
whether it is a pennanent or a temporary one.
Some of the roads make it a practice to use the split point
type on main line tracks and on all tracks immediately connected with the main line and where high speed movements
occur.
Among these roads may be mentioned the Santa Fe,
the Lackawanna, the New York, New Haven & Hartford, and
the Louisville & Nashville.
On these lines the block type
derail is used for other locations.
The Norfolk & Western
uses the block derail except at places where it is prohibited
by law, in which case the split point type is used, while the
Los Angeles & Salt Lake uses a split point derail in locations that are particularly hazardous, while the block derail
is used at other places.
A road in the Southwest, road
in
the table, uses a block derail except at the foot of coal chute
inclines, when the split point derail is installed.
The Baltimore & Ohio uses a derail of the lifting rail
type on main tracks and at the outlet of important passing
tracks in high speed territory, but the block derail is used
elsewhere.
In some cases the Louisville & Nashville uses
the lifting rail type derail for locations in high speed territory, while the Burlington uses this t^-pe on the main track,
but the block derail is being used for all new installations
and replacements for side tracks.
The New York Central, Lines East, the Southern Pacific
and a road in the central part of the country, road A in the
table, make it a practice to use the split point derail on the
inside of curves or where grade conditions may war-
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it,

Derails

in

Automatic Signal Territory

lifting rail derail is

H

rant.

The New York Central, Lines East, uses the split point on
the inside of curves where they are sharper than one degree,
while road A does not specify any certain curvature for its
use at such locations.
On the Southern Pacific the block
derail is used only where grades are less than one per cent;
at points where grades are greater, the split point type is
employed.
The standard derail on the Northern Pacific is the split
point, but the block derail is used in special locations.
The
split point derail was adopted as standard because the conditions are a little different from those existing on roads in
other parts of the countr\', as in the timber regions along
the Northern Pacific a great many temporary tracks are built
and remain in for a year or two. After they have served
This road found diffitheir purpose they are then removed.
culty in matching up material recovered from the derails used
in the temporary tracks, and many times the recovered material went to the scrap pile because of some missing parts. As
these tracks are frequently needed in a hurn' and many delays were experienced in getting and installing the derails,
it was felt to be better practice to use the split point, as this

Considerable variation exists in the application of derails
to sidings connected to the main line in automatic signal territory-.
Some roads make it a practice to use switch circuit
controllers connected up with the derails whether they are
pipe connected or hand thrown; other roads use the circuit
controller only in connection with hand thrown derails, while
still others make it a practice to use pipe-connected derails
in such territory without connecting them up to the signal
system. The reports received indicated that 14 railroads use
both pipe connected and hand thrown derails in automatic
signal territory, 7 roads use pipe-connected derails, and 16
use hand thrown, while 11 report no automatic signal territory.

Where

a pipe-connected derail is used in automatic signal
some roads do not make it a practice to use the
circuit controller operated by the derail, inasmuch as the
signal system is controlled through one located at the main
territory,

which operates the derail.
In this connection
the general practice to install pipe-connected derails

line switch
it

is

without circuit controllers on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, the Pennsylvania Railroad, the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Dela-

ware & Hudson, the Louisville & Nashville, the Lehigh Valthe Boston & Maine, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis, the Pere Marquette, and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.
As a safety measure and in order to indicate the position
of the derail when it is not connected to the main line switch
but is handled separately, a number of the roads use' switch
ley,

Some of the roads
following this practice are the New York Central, Lines
East, the New York, New Haven & Hartford, the Santa Fe,
the Rock Island, the Boston & Maine, the Delaware & Hudson, the Lehigh Valley, the Big Four, the Pere Marquette,
and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.
As an additional safeguard circuit controllers are connected to all derails in automatic signal territory whether
these derails are pipe-connected or hand thrown on a number
of roads, among which are the Baltimore & Ohio, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Long Island, the Union
Pacific, the Southern Pacific, the Philadelphia & Reading,
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Norfolk & Western,
the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Erie and the Central of Georgia.
While the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis has no derails
in automatic signal territory, which is limited, were derails
to be installed in such territory they would be equipped with
circuit controllers attached to the derails.

circuit controllers.

Those roads not using the circuit controllers on derails,
whether pipe-connected or hand thro\vn, in automatic signal
territon.', include the Chicago & Alton, the Southern Pacific
Lines, the Canadian Pacific, the Los Angeles & Salt Lake,
and the Chicago Great Western, while the Northern Pacific
uses them to a very limited extent. It has not been the practice of the Illinois Central to use circuit controllers on derails in automatic signal territory in the past, but on new
signal installations made in the past two years they have
been installed and the practice will be continued on future
work. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas uses the block derail
in automatic signal territorv in the majority of cases, but
when it is necessar\' to use the split point this type is then
equipped with the circuit controllers.
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The Use

of Pipe-Connected

iHMiticc of

ri\i'

usiii}*

;i

and Hand Thrown Derails

|)iiK;-C()niiL'ctid

like tlu- use- of the split

doniil,

ga'utly on

tin-

iliffi-riMit

iK)iiU

or

;i

liiiiul

thrown

or hlixk tyi)c Viiries

roads, as rfvculcd in

llicir

answers

I'lie standard practice on .some roads
to the ijuostionnairo.
is toward tlu- pi|K'-coniK'cted Ijix-, wliilc others incline to-

hand thrown derail. Again some roads have about
numlier of i)oth tyi)es in service with no preference
expressed, while the use of pipe-connected derails on other
Pracsystems has l)crn discontinued for certain locations.
ticalh all the roads, however, have l)Oth types of derails in

ward

the

;ui ei|ual
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Oiiio and the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
probably 50 jwr cent of the derails installed are pijK'-connected, the rest being hand thrown. The general practice of
the Chicago & Alton is to use the hand thrown sjilit point derail except on side tracks, having a heavy grade descending to
a passing track or main line, in which case the jjipe-connected
The practice of the ('anadian Pacific is
derail is installed.
to use a hand thrown derail except in the vicinity of interlocking plants or in other locations where it may be felt

&

(lesiral)le to pii)c-connect

The Use

of Derails

them

to switch stands.

and the Value

of Their Application

service.

Among

the roads

making

it

a standard practice to pipe-

where they operate with main line switches
All
are the I.ehigh Valley, the Erie, and the Burlington.
derails installed since 1916 on the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific have pipe connections to the main line switch stands
on all tracks connecting with the main line. The general
practice on a line in the central part of the country, road G
connect

all derails

in the table, is to connect derails by pipe lines to the main
track switches on i>assing sidings and yard leads leading to
Derails on
the main track except in the State of Indiana.
station and industry sidings connected with the main track
In the State of Indiana the law requires
are hand thrown.

on non-interlocked derails on passing sidings and on
yard leads connected with the main track, and on this road
lights

pipe-connected to the main line switch
but are hand thrown.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe make it a general practice to pipe-connect
There
all new installations to the main line switch stands.
are, however, e.xce])tions in special cases and ix)th types are
employed.
The Pennsylvania Railroad, the Baltimore & Ohio and the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis make Jt a
standard practice to pipe-connect all derails to switch stands
where these protect main track movements except on unimportant branch lines or where tracks are infrequently used.
At such locations the hand thrown derail is employed.
The New York Central, Lines East, has about 80 per cent
of its derails pipe-connected to and operated by the switch
stands, 14 per cent connected to and operated by a separate
lever working a facing point lock, 5 per cent interlocked,
while 1 per cent are hand thrown. Approximately 75 per cent
of the derails on the Delaware & Hudson and on the Pere
Marquette are pipe-connected, while on the Delaware &
Hudson about 1 8 per cent are thrown with an ordinary switch
tliese derails are not

stand instead of by hand.
On the Boston & Maine the majority of the derails are
thrown by independent switch stands, but these are gradually
being replaced by the pipe-connected type. The Louisville &
Nashville connects derails in automatic signal territory with
pipes to the switch stands, while those outside this territory
are hand thrown.
The general practice of the Illinois Central is to use a

hand thrown

derail

and only

in a few cases are the derails

connected with the switch stands by pipes,

while on the

& Texas

hand thrown

ISIissouri,

and a

Kansas

the derails are all

A

also used to indicate their location.
very small percentage of the derails on the Union Pacific and
the Southern Pacific are pipe-connected; it is not the practice
derail sign

is

of the Union Pacific to operate them in this manner, while
the practice of pipe-connecting them on the Southern Pacific
has been discontinued. The Long Island has approximately
50 per cent of its derails still pipe-connected, but on all new
work they are no longer connected in this manner, while the
Chicago Great Western has taken out all pipe-connected de-

and maintains only those that are thrown bv hand.
Approximately 95 per cent of the derails on the Northern
Pacific are of the hand thrown t}'pe, while on the Chesapeake
rails

In view of the very general use of derails as expressed
al)ove, the general ojjinion of the railroads is that the derail
is a desiraiile safety device and while many of the roads have
had no recent occurrences showing the worth of their application, derails have, however, demonstrated their value in the
The installation of derails on the roads has prevented
past.
cars from moving out of sidings due to wind or grade or
l)ecause the brakes were not properly set, or at locations
where cars were moved by outside parties as at coal mines
and like industries. The value received in protecting traffic
and preventing damage in the past makes their use fully
justified, in the opinion of a number of the roads.
Many of the roads report instances having occurred as
The Delademonstrating the value of derail installations.
ware & Hudson has recently had four instances where cars

move out of sidings because the brakes were not
and the cars were derailed, preventing more
serious damage occurring. Many instances have happened on
the Rock Island where the use of derails has demonstrated the
wisdom of their application, while other accidents have ocstarted to

properly

set

curred where the failure to put derails on certain tracks has
shown the necessity for such a device. On the Northern Pacific
derials have quite often prevented the main track from being
fouled by cars, while the Canadian Pacific reports that many
instances have occurred where the lack of derails has proved
their necessity.
Cases have occurred on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis where cars have been started out of
sidings from various causes and were derailed before causing
trouble, while the Minneapolis & St. Louis in the last several
years has had cars blowoi out of the side tracks by wind
storms which have run for some distance on the main track.
Derails are felt to be an effective safeguard in such occurrences.

There is a tendency on some lines to extend or make more
general the use of derails; among these roads may be mentioned the New York Central, Lines East; the Baltimore &
Ohio; the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western; the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul; the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific;
the Lehigh Valley; the Illinois Central, the Boston & Maine;
the Union Pacific, and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis. It is the intention of the New York Central to install
derails on all connections of side tracks and main tracks,

while the tendency of the Baltimore & Ohio is toward their
general use to prevent the fouling of main tracks, runaways
down steep grades, over running into open draws and to some
extent into pits, such as turntable pits, etc. The Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western and the Boston & Maine, in connection with recent construction work, equip all new tracks with
derails. The Lackawanna places them on tracks regardless of
grade, while the Boston & Maine is equipping existing tracks
as rapidly as labor and material conditions will permit. It is
the general practice on the Lehigh Valley, the Union Pacific,
the Delaware & Hudson and the Illinois Central to install

them

at all

danger points or where conditions

may

require.

The

increasing each year on the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, but no recent instances have
occurred demonstrating the wisdom of their application.
This road reports daily derailments having occurred due to

number

of derails in service

is
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the installation of derails which would not hapj>en if the
However, the damage
tracks were not protected with them.
done by such derailments is generally not great and greater

damage could result were
The tendency of the Rock

the derails omitted at such points.

Island

is

to

Esch-Pomerene

have

all

tracks leading

main line on which cars are placed properly equipped
with derails, while the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is
extending their use and feels that their application on industrial tracks to prevent shippers from pushing cars beyond
the clearance point alone justifies their use.
to the
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Commission's Pow^ers

Commerce Act Proposed But Few

Radical Changes in System of Regulation
Washington, D.

CHAIRMAN
act to

JOHN

ESCH, of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, introduced in the
House on Monday, June 1, a bill to further amend the
regulate commerce, embodying ideas for the regulaJ.

tion of the railroads after their return to private management.
This bill, which was also introduced in the Senate
by Senator Pomerene, represents what may be termed the
conservative school that favors a minimum of disturbance of
the interstate commerce law while bringing about a greater
degree of co-operation and of joint use of facilities between
railroads, as opposed to the more radical ideas which have
been expressed and will be embodied in a bill by Chairman
Cummins, of the Senate committee, and which have been
advocated by Director General Hines, providing for a government guaranty and a reorganization of the railroads. Mr.
Esch is known to have consulted closely with the legislative

committee of the Interstate Commerce Commission in drafting the bill, and it represents in general the ideas expressed
on behalf of the commission by Commissioner Clark during
the Senate committee hearings in January and by Commissioner McChord in a personal statement published on Monday morning. The powers and duties of the commission are
considerably increased it is given a freer hand in several ways
along lines on which it has repeatedly made recommendations
to Congress.
Both because it represents the views of the commission and because of Mr. Esch's position and his high
standing and long experience in matters of railway legislation, the bill is expected to have strong support in Congress.
;

C.

keep an accurate account of the amounts received and upon
the conclusion of the hearing and decision may require the
carriers to refund with interest such portion of the increase
as shall be found not justified.
The prohibition of pooling
in section 5 of the act is qualified by the words "except upon
specific approval by order of the commission," and it is provided that the commission may approve the unification, consolidation or merger by purchase, lease, stock control or otherwise of two or more carriers, or the pooling of their traffic,
earnings or facilities, under terms to be prescribed by it.
to

Provision for the supervision of security issues and the expenditure of the proceeds is made substantially in the lan-

guage of the Rayburn

bill, passed by the House in 1914, and
the authority of the commission, by the issuance of certificates
of public convenience and necessity, is required for the con-

struction of

new

lines or extensions or the

abandonment of

a line of railroad.

Increased Powers

The

regulating powers of the commission are also proposed
to be increased by giving it jurisdiction to require a carrier
to provide safe and adequate facilities or to extend its line

and whenever the commission shall be of opinion
shortage of equipment, congestion of traffic or other
emergency requiring immediate action exists in any section
of the country, it is authorized to suspend the carriers' rules
or lines,
that

and make

its

own

the interchange

directions with respect to car service and
and use of locomotives, cars and other ve-

without regard to ownership, during such emergency.
This broadens the provisions of the Esch-Pomerene car service act.
The commission is also authorized to require joint
or common use of terminals upon such terms as it may prescribe and to give directions for preference or priority in
transportation, embargoes, or movement of traffic under perhicles,

Changes

in

Rate Sections

The authors of the bill evidently do not agree with those
who believe it necessary that the Interstate Commerce Commission should be given a specific mandate to make rates
adequate from the standpoint of a return on the investment,
but the proposed rule of rate-making goes so far as to say
that "the commission in reaching its conclusion as to the
justness and reasonableness of any rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation or practice shall take into consideration
the cost of labor and other operating costs in so far as they
become material in any case under investigation," which is
what the commission has always claimed it has done. The
bill, however, gives the commission power to prescribe minimum or absolute rates, and, while leaving undisturbed the
rate-making powers of the states, it gives the commission a
power of joint action with state commissions in proceedings
bringing state rates into issue and authorizes the commission
to remove undue preference or prejudice or any undue burden
upon interstate or foreign commerce which may be caused

by

state action.

The

period of suspension of a rate is limited to 120 days
by eliminating the provision for a re-suspension for six
months, and if the hearing cannot be concluded within the
period of suspension

it is provided that the proposed rate
but in case of an increased freight rate
or charge the commission may require the interested carriers

shall

go into

effect,

and

mits,

may

in time of

war

or threatened

war the President

commission that it is essential that certain
shall have preference and the commission shall give

certify to the

traffic

the necessary directions.

Aside from this emergency power the commission

is

au-

thorized to require the terminals of any carrier to be open
to the traffic of other carriers upon such just and reasonable

terms and conditions, including just compensation to the
owners, as it may prescribe.
It may also require railroads
and water carriers to construct suitable docks and terminal
connections for the interchange of freight or passengers. The
commission is given a freer hand in dealing with complicated
rate adjustments by a provision that whenever it is of the
opinion, after full hearing, that any rate, fare or charge,
classification, regulation or practice "is or will be" unjust,
unreasonable, or otherwise unlawful, it may prescribe what
will be the reasonable rate, fare, or charge, etc., or the maximum or minimum to be thereafter observed. This is apparently to meet such cases as are often encountered by the
commission in which it is difficult to make the change desired without disturbing other rates not immediately involved,

RAILWAY AGE
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and it wmilil .seem a.s if the language \va^ l)road eiiougii to
give the commission ahnost complete authority over rates.
The present rule giving the commis.sion's orders a life of two
years is changed to proviile that they sliall remain in force
for a specified pericKl or until further order.
The commission is auti\ori/.ed to prescribe the divisions of

and

joint rates or fares

in time of car shortage, congestion
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compulsion, federal incorjwration, or other complicated,
and ])rol)ably unconstitutional methods.
"One of the evils of the past has been the construction of
|)arallel or unwarranted lines, resulting in weak, unprofitable
Id

protracted,

and speculative roads.

Mi'cessity'

The case involving the commission's efforts to examine
correspondence of the Louisville & Nashville is recalled by
a provision that the commission may have access to all
documents, papers and correspondence.
The provisions of the act are extended by the proposed
amendments to cover companies engaged in the transmission
of intelligence by wire or wireless and to water carriers and
all pipe line companies, telegraph, telephone and cable companies operating by wire or wireless and "all persons, natural or artificial, engaged in such transportation or transmission as aforesaid as common carriers for hire" are declared to be common carriers.
The term "water" is to include the lakes, rivers, canals
and other inland watenvays within or bordering on the United
States or the tcrritor}- of Alaska, the Panama Canal, and
all waters within or without the three-mile limit from the
coast of the United States or the territory of Alaska traversed
by vessels permitted to engage in the coastwise trade. The
definition of the term "railroad" is broadened to include car
floats, lighters, terminals, and of "transportation" to include
locomotives and vessels.
The term "car service" is defined to include the "use,
control, supply, movement, distribution, exchange, inter-

sion.

the use of each other's locomotives or other vehicles as well
as cars.

Mr. Esch has prepared a synopsis

of his bill in

which he

says, in part:

"The prohibition imposed by the Panama canal act upon
railroad-owned vessels is modified to permit such vessels to
continue in service, even when competition may be excluded,
prevented, or reduced, if the commission finds such service
in the public interest.

"The commission can order docks and

tracks of carriers

i)ill

retiuires that, before there

New

any

"The

line, a 'certificate of

'transmission of intelligence,' as effected tjy wire or
is to be more fully placed under the commis-

wireless system,

The interstate commerce act omitted to give the commission authority for complete regulation of these systems.
I'iie bill seeks to do this, except as to business wholly intrastate.
To this end the commission can order extensions of
lines, if in the public interest, prohil)it rebates and discriminations require the filing and pul;lication of rates and
.-chedules, prohibit the doing of business or the collection of
cliarges unless and until such publication has been made, and
require transmission to be continuous from place of origin to
destination.

"The

practice of

state

commissions

participate in the hearings, but the latter

standing.'

Some

between carriers. Under the exercise of this power it will
be possible for weak lines or so-called independent short
lines to receive such share of the joint rate as will enable

them

to live.

"Pooling of freight and earnings, unification, consolidation or merger may be permitted by the commission upon
complaint, or upon its own initiative without complaint, provided it finds these 'to be in the interest of better service
or greater

economy

The absorption of the sothus lareelv be met vdthout resort

in operation.'

called 'weak sisters'

mav

to

make

the find-

"

Esch bill are shown in the following paragraphs, the new
language being printed in italics.
"From and after
iq , no carrier by railroad subject
to this act shall undertake the extension of its line of railroad,
,

or the construction of a new line of railroad, or shall acquire
or operate any line of railroad, or extension thereof, or shall

engage in transportation under this act over or by means of
such line of railroad, or extension thereof, unless and until
there shall first have been obtained from the commission a
certificate that the present or future public convenience and
necessity require or will require the construction, or operation,
or construction and operation, of such line of railroad, or
extention thereof, and no carrier by railroad subject to this
act shall abandon any portion or all of its Une of railroad,
or the operation thereof, unless and until there shall first have
been obtained from the commission a certificate that the

"The

prevent destruction of inland water transportation and
for other purposes, the commission is given power to prescribe 'joint rates or maximum or minimum or maximum
and minimum' joint rates, and also proportionate rates.
"The commission is authorized to fix the division of rates

is

of the principal changes in the law proposed by the

such abandonment.

either.

intra-

Any undue burden

present or future public convenience

"To

reducing

placed upon interstate or foreign
commerce is, under the bill and following the decision of the
Supreme Court in the United States in the Shreveport cases,
declared to be unlawful. The findings of the commission and
orders based thereon 'shall be observed, any act, decision or
order of any state or state authority to the contrary notwithings.

the rail or

by

in

and thereby placing an undue burden upon interstate traffic has created a growing sentiment in favor of
placing the rate-making wholly under the Interstate Commerce Commission. The bill does not do this, but prescribes
a method of adju.sting differences by allowing the state commissions to sit with the Interstate Commerce Commission and
state rates

to be connected

and suitable docks to be constructed by either
water carrier and determine the sums to be paid

lines, or ac(|uisi-

convenience and
must lie secured from the State regulating body of
York, Wisconsin and other States.

tion or operation of

or otlier emergency may establish temporarily such tlirough
routes as in its o])inion are necessary or desirable in the
public interest, regardless of the general provision against
requiring railroatls to "short-haul" themselves.

change and return of locomotives, cars and other vehicles
used in the transportation of property, and the supply, movement and operation of trains by any carrier subject to this
act," and it is made the duty of every carrier by railroad
subject to the act "to furnish safe and adequate car service"
and to establish just and reasonable rules, regulations and
practice with respect to car service, and the commission is
given discretionary power to prescribe such rules and regulations, including the compensation to be paid by carriers for

The

can be any extension or construction of new

and necessity permit of

and issuance of any such certificate
under such rules and regulations as to hearings and
other matters as the commission may from time to time
prescribe, and the provisions of this act shall apply to all such
proceedings. Upon receipt of any application for such certificate the commission shall cause notice thereof to be given to
the railroad commission, or public service or utilities commission, or other appropriate authority, of each state in which
such line of railroad, or extension thereof, is proposed to be
constructed or operated, or any portion or all of such Une of
railroad, or the operation thereof, is proposed to be abandoned,
with the right to be heard as hereinafter provided with respect
application for

shall be

hearing of complaints or the issuance of securities.
shall have power to issue such certificate
as prayed for, or to refuse to issue it, or to issue it for a

to the

"The commission

portion or portions of a

Une

of railroad, or extension thereof.

J

:

June

6,
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described in the application, or for the partial exercise only of
such right or privilege, and may attach to the issuance of said
certificate such terms and conditions as in its judgment the

From and
public convenience and necessity may require.
after issuance of such certificate, and not before, said carrier
by railroad may comply with the terms and conditions of such
certificate or attached to the issuance thereof and proceed with
the construction, operation, or abandonment, covered thereby.
Any construction, operation or abandonment contrary to the
foregoing provisions of this section may be enjoined by any
court of contempt jurisdiction at the suit of the United States,
the commission, any commission or regulating body of the
or any party in interest, and any
knovAngly violating any of the foregoing provisions
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be
liable to the penalties provided for violation of this act.
"The commission may, after hearing, in a proceeding upon
state or states affected,

carrier

complaint or upon

its

own

initiative

without

complaint,

authorize or require by order any carrier by railroad subject
to this act, party to such proceeding, to provide itself with
safe and adequate facilities for performing as a common
carrier its car service as that term is used in this act, and to
extend its line or lines, and any carrier subject to this act
engaged in the transmission of intelligence, party to such

1369

as designated in section one of the act approved October i§,
1914, entitled 'An act to supplement existing laws against

unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes,'
and of all other restraints or prohibitions by law, in so far as

may

be necessary to enable them to effect any unification,

consolidation, merger or pooling so approved by order under

and pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this section."
Sec. 6.
That the fourth paragraph of section five of the
commerce act be amended by adding at the end thereof the
following:

"Provided further. That the commission

may in Uke manner

extend the time during which such service by water may continue to be operated until its further order after hearing, even
where it finds that competition may be excluded, prevented, or
reduced, if it also finds that the service is in the interest of
the public and of advantage to the convenience and commerce
of the people, and that a discontinuance thereof woidd be
substantially injurious to the
Sec.

13.

That

commerce or

localities affected."

section thirteen of the

amended by adding

at the

commerce

act be

end thereof two new paragraphs

reading as follows:
"Whenever in any investigation under the provisions of this
act there shall be brought in issue the lawfulness of any rate,
fare,

charge, classification, regulation, or practice

made

or

proceeding, to provide itself with safe and adequate facilities
for performing as a common carrier its service of transmission
as that term is used in this act, and to extend its line or lines;
Provided, That the commission shall find that such provision
of facilities or extension, is reasonably necessary in the in-

the commission, before
proceeding to hear and dispose of such issue, shall cause such
state or states to be notified of the proceeding.
The commission may confer with the authorities of any state having
regulatory jurisdiction over the class of persons and corpora-

terest of public convenience and will not impair the ability of
the carrier to perform its duty to the public."

tions subject to this act with respect to the relationship between rate structures and practices of carriers subject to the
jurisdiction of such state bodies and of the commission; and

Sec.

That

5.

the

first

paragraph of section

amended to read as follows
"That, except upon specific approval by order

commerce

five

of the

act be

of the com-

it
shall be unlawany common carrier subject to this act to enter
any contract, agreement or combination with any

mission as in this section provided,
ful

for

into

other

common

freights

of

carrier

different

or

and

carriers

the

for

competing

pooling

of

or

to

railroads,

divide between them the aggregate or net proceeds of
the earnings of such railroads, or any portion thereof;
and in any case of an agreement for the pooling of freights as
aforesaid, each day of its continuance shall be deemed a
separate offense:
Provided, That whenever the commission
shall be of opinion, after hearing upon application of any
carrier or carriers subject to this act, or

upon

its

own

initiative,

that the unification, consolidation or merger by purchase,
lease, stock control, or in any other way, similar or dissimilar,
of two or more carriers subject to this act, or of the ownership
or operation of their properties,

or of designated portions

thereof, or that the pooling of their traffic, earnings or facilities
to the extent indicated by the commission, will be in the interest of better service to the public, or

approve and authorize such unification, consolidation, merger,
or pooling, under such rules and regulations, and for such
consideration as between the said carriers and upon such terms
and conditions, as shall be found by the commission to be

and reasonable in

the premises.

"The commission may frcnn time to time, for good cause
shown, make such supplemental orders in the premises as it
may deem necessary or appropriate, and may by any such
supplemental order modify or set aside the provisions of any
previous order as to the extent of the pooling, or as to the
rules, regulations, terms, conditions or consideration currently
moving in respect of any unification or consolidation of operation and not of ownership, or of pooling, so heretofore ap-

proved and authorized.

"The carriers affected by any such order shall be, and they
are hereby, relieved from the operation of the 'anti-trust laws,'

state,

to that end is authorized and empowered, under rides to be
prescribed by it, and which may be modified from time to
time, to hold joint hearings with any such state regulating
bodies on any matters wherein the commission is empowered
to act and where the rate-making authority of a state is or
may be affected by the action taken by the commission. The
commission is also authorized to avail itself of the cooperation, services, records and facilities of such state authorities
in the enforcement of any provision of this act.

to

"The commission shall have authority, after full hearing,
make such findings and orders as may in its judgment tend

remove any undue preference or prejudice as between
persons or localities in state and interstate or foreign commerce, or any undue burden upon interstate or foreign commerce, which is hereby forbidden and declared to be unlawful,
and such findings or orders shall be observed while in effect
by the carriers parties to such proceeding affected thereby, any
act, decision, or order of any state or state authority to the
contrary notwithstanding."

to

Other

economy in operation,

or otherwise of advantage to the convenience and commerce
of the people, the commission shall have authority by order to

just

imposed by authority of any

Bills

The

question of getting the telegraph and telephone lines
returned to their owners was given precedence for the time
Ijeing over the more complicated matter of railroad legislation
by both the House and the Senate committees on interstate
commerce, both of which began hearings on the situation re-

garding the wire companies last week. The Senate committee
on Tuesday ordered a favorable report on the bill providing
The House
for the immediate return of the wire companies.
committee switched on Monday to the daylight saving law
which apparently has divided the country into two opposing
camps, that of the farmers, who prefer to have the law repealed to adjusting themselves to a new relation between
clock time and sun time, and that of the urban population
that is getting the benefit of an additional daylight hour.
Chairman Esch of the House committee is planning to use
his bill as a mark to shoot at at the railroad hearings which he
proposes to hold as soon as the committee's docket is cleared
of

some

of the less intricate questions,

and Chairman Cum-

:
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mills of

tin-

toiuiiiiltrc lias not

Si'iiiitf

yi'l

iiilroducfd

tlic

l>ill

of railroad reorj.;ani/.atioii wliidi he plans
to havr his loininitttr work on before hoklinj; hearings.
i'iuIkkIn

inn his

jilaii

Dirirtor Cieneral llines and Swagar .Sju'rlev, director of
Division of Finaiue of the Railroad Administration, were
given a hearing U-fore the House appropriations committee
tlic

on

Tiiesda)

on the

:?!

,20U ,000,000 appropriation asked by

the Railroad Administration.

Senator C'uinniins has reiiUrcKluced as

S.

641 the

bill

he
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with tluMi solely for that j)uqM>se, when .securely packed and
hxked in substantial trunks or sample cases of convenient
shape and weight for handling, are declared to Ix; sample

baggage within the meaning of the

It is also provided
such sample baggage
the carrier shall not be liable for any greater proportion of
the value or of the damages than the excess baggage fare
bears to the current rate of freight nor for any greater amount
than the value.

the case of the loss or

tiiat in

act.

damage

to

intrcxiiued at the last session limiting the President in his rate-

making power

to the powers fonnerly possessed i)y the railroads before federal control by restoring the comjilete jurisdic-

tion of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, which

is

now

limited to a review of rates after they are put into effect by the
President, and making it clear that the carriers while under
federal control shall be sul>ject to all laws and liabilities as

common

carriers.

The Senate committee on Tuesday

ordered

the bill to be reported favorably.

Senator

Cummins has

also

reintroduced his concurrent
resolution to provide for the creation of six joint congressional
committees on reconstruction, one of which would be known as
the joint congressional committee on interstate transportation, for the i)ur})ose of investigating and reporting on the
permanent relation which the government should sustain to
the common carriers, whether the railroads should be returned
to their former owners and operated as heretofore, or whether
government operation .should continue with or without government ownership or if private ownership is to continue
and private operation resumed, what system of regulation
and control will be best adapted to secure efficiency in service,
The
reasonable rates and fairness to the capital invested.
committee would also study the relation which should be
established between inland water transportation and the
railways.
Senator McKellar has introduced a bill providing that
where freight is offered to a common carrier to be transported
by it to some foreign port, the initial carrier shall be required
;

and all steamship carriers
designated in such bill of lading shall carry out the contract
entered into by the initial carrier under penalty of not being
permitted to use the ports of the United States should they
be guilty of non-compliance.
Senator Cummins has also introduced a bill, S. 1025, making it unlawful for any common carrier to charge a
to issue a through bill of lading

higher rate over the same line and in the same direction
for the interstate transportation of any article or commodity having been grown, produced or manufactured in
the United States than it charges for a like article or
of a substantially similar article or commodity when imported into the United States from a foreign country and that
the proportion of all through rates received by carriers transporting such imported articles or commodities shall be held
to be the rate or charge made and received for the transportaIt is also provided that no comtion thereof in this country.
mon carrier in conforming to the foregoing provision shall
increase any rate without the approval of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

entered after a full hearing

upon an

Overwhelming Sentiment
Against Government Ownership
A QUESTIONNAIRE conducted recently by the Association
Railway Executives (61 Broadway, New York) it is
shown that the general j)ublic, as estimated by editors
all over the country, would vote seven to one against government ownership of railroads. The questionnaire was answered
i)y nearly 6,000 editors of daily
and weekly newspapers
tiiroughout the country.
It was sent to every editor in the
country (1.^,424) and brought replies from 44 per cent; and
8,^ per .cent of those replying reported their communities in
favor of a resumption of private management.
The questionnaire was completed before President Wilson
announced in his recent message to Congress that the government would relinquish control of the railways at the end of
Editors were asked not to give their personal
the year.

By

of

opinions, but to appraise the sentiment in their communities.

The

four chief questions were as follows
Does public opinion in your judgment seem to favor
the return of railroads to private ownership and operation
as soon as this can properly be accomplished ?
2.
If so, is this opinion in part based on the desire to see
competition in service and facilities restored ?
.V
What is the present sentiment in your community on
government ownership and operation of railroads ?
4.
What has been the feeling regarding the proposal to
extend the period of government operation for five years?
1.

On the first question 83 per cent voted yes, 11 per cent
voted no, 4 per cent doubtful and 2 per cent expressed no
opinion.
On the second question 75 per cent voted yes, 6 per
cent no, with 5 and 14 per cent doubtful and blank respectively.
On the third, 78 per cent estimated public sentiment as
against government ownership, 1 1 per cent for, with 7 per
cent doubtful and 4 per cent blank. On the fourth, the vote
was: Against, 74 per cent; for, 10 per cent; doubtful, 9 per
cent; blank, 7 per cent.

Canvass of the replies from different states, north, south,,
and west, showed that sentiment on this subject was not
divided on party lines, Texas and Pennsylvania, Maine and
Tennessee showing similar percentages. The strongest sentiment against government ownership was found to be in New
England and the south, sections widely apart in political
sentiment.
Only 4 per cent of New England editors and 7
east

application for such increase.
Another bill introduced by Senator Cunmiins, S. 1026,
provides that carriers shall receive and transport with each
passenger tendering the same baggage, including the sample

per cent of southern editors reported their people favoring
government ownership.

baggage of such passenger, not exceeding 150 pounds for an
adult and 75 pounds for a minor less than 12 years old,
without compensation other than the passenger transportation
charge. Baggage in excess of the weight specified is declared
to be excess baggage and the carriers are required to carry
such excess baggage with the passenger, provided that carriers
shall be required to carry baggage only on trains equipped
with a baggage car. Samples, goods, wares, appliances and
catalogues of commercial travelers or their employers used
both for the purpose of transacting their business and carried

of the

The Trans-Canada Limited,

the new through express train
which was put in service on June 1,
runs every da}' in the week and will run from Toronto as
From both Montreal and Toronto
well as from Montreal.
the train has compartment cars, and ordinary sleeping cars.
It has no coaches.
On the first day the train left Montreal

Canadian

Pacific,

For all of the
with seven cars, and about 85 passengers.
trains making this four-day run the equipment required is
59 sleeping cars, 15 dining cars, 12 observation cars, 5 compartment cars, 12 baggage cars, and 24 locomotives. The
estimated value of this equipment

is

$6,000,000.

Railw^ay Developments in Foreign Countries
Materials Required for Mexican and Siberian Railways;

Problem

THERE

IS

A hard

fight

of

Railway Transportation

going on, says George Mallet in a

Weekly Bulletin of the Canadian
Trade and Commerce, between the own-

recent issue of the

Department of
and prospective

neighborhood of
Transandine railway.
While a party of government engineers are busy surveying
the Lonquimay route, which is designed to open up important
international intercourse between the Atlantic port of Bahia
Blanca and the Pacific port of Lebu, running through the
heart of the Chilean coal mining zone, a determined attempt
is being made to counterattract public attention to the Nuble
route, which runs through San Carlos and San Fabian.
ers of vested

interests in the

the projected routes of the next

Extensions of Kansas City, Mexico

&

time the revolutionary period began, nearly nine years ago,
the main line of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient was
getting well along toward completion.
Two unfinished gaps
in Mexico and a 50-mile stretch of country in Texas are all
that are lacking to make the line complete between Kansas

Topolobampo, on the Pacific coast.
The division which runs from Chihuahua to Marquez lacks
only 75 miles of reaching the Rio Grande. From Chihuahua
the track of the Mexico Northwestern is used as far as
Sanchez.
The next division is from Ojo del Buey to Los
Then follows another unfinished gap to Fuerte.
Hornillos.
City, Mo., and the port of

Fuerte to Topolobampo the road has been in regular
operation for several years.
The company has made application to the department of
communications and public works for a concession to con-

From

branch lines

Calientes

Demand

to

Guadalajara, San Luis Potosi, Aguas

and a number of other

for

cities

has considerably contracted the productive resources of the
country-.
From his point of view unrestricted importation is
directly opposed to the interests of French industry.
Whatever may be the best policy for France as a whole, all
authorities are agreed that the first undertaking in the redevelopment of industry in the devastated area must be the
building and equipment of new railways. The embankments
and cuttings of the old railways have not been greatly harmed.

and there is no great shortage of
permanent way material.
It is however in the matter of structural steel-work for
bridges that a want is felt and it is doubtful whether that want
can be supplied by French steel works alone during the forthcoming summer.
Steel rails are plentiful

sleepers or

Orient

According to announcement by the department of communications and public works of the Mexican government,
the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient system in this country is
to be greatly extended just as soon as provisions can be made
At the
by the company for resuming construction work.

struct

in Italy.

and towns.

Locomotives and
Structural Steel in France

Reconstruction of industry or "reconstitution," as the
French prefer to term it, for the word implies the genesis of
a new order of things rather than a resettlement of the old,

undoubtedly the most vital problem which faces France today, says the Bulletin of the Federation of British Industries
in a recent issue.
It is a question which presents enormous
difficulties by reason of its various possible solutions.
In some quarters it is strongly felt that if France is to retain what monetary wealth remains to her, the production of

is

the materials required must of necessity be undertaken within
her own borders. On the other hand the impatient producer,

whose works in the war-damaged area have been destroyed,
maintains that the industrial renaissance is of sufficient
urgency to warrant unrestricted importation from foreign
sources of all materials not immediately obtainable from tiie
home manufacturer.
As a third illustration may be cited the case of the manufacturer whose business, so far from suffering injury has actually been expanded by the demands of the war added to the
fact that the destruction of industry in the northeastern area

Military Railways in France

common knowledge

that the railway network laid
France by the British military authorities, and including both standard gage heavy lines and narrow gage
light tracks, amounts to a total of hundreds of miles, says
the Railway Gazette (London) in a recent issue. Considerable construction was also carried out by the American
Army. Among the problems connected with the "clearingIt

is

down

up"

in

of the

war

areas

is

that of the disposal of these railways.

Both the British and American authorities have been willing
to allow France to retain such lines as may be required for
ordinary commercial purposes or would be of use during the
period of reconstruction, but a good deal of the mileage is
not required by the French Government.
This applies to
both standard and narrow gage track.
For example, one
section of main line which before the war was only a double
track line has been quadrupled by the British, and the extra
tracks are

now being taken

them unnecessary

up, since local opinion considers

normal gage light railway, which
were extremely useful for hauling men and materials within
the actual war zone, but are laid in districts where the commercial traffic which would now offer would be of so slight
and unremunerative a nature as to render their retention
quite unnecessary, while lines of this nature are not always
suited to civilian requirements.
An Allied Commission is
now to investigate the whole question. This commission will
have plenary powers to decide on the future of all the railways constructed in France by the British and American
armies for war purposes, and the surplus track, etc., will be
for the

offered to the world's buyers.

The Fourth Lyons Fair
The Lyons

Fair which took place from March 1 to IS was
most successful not only from the standpoint of the number
of exhibitors which was considerably over that of any preceding year, but also from the point of view of the diversification of the products shown.
So many were the applications for space that the fair will
henceforth be held in two sections, one in the spring from
March 1 to 15 and one in the fall, from October 1 to 15.
Machinery, transport materials, and similar products will be
included in the latter.
At the fair this spring there were 618 American firms represented, as compared with 527 in 1918; 25 in 1917 and only
4 at the first fair in 1916.
Canada was represented by 55

1371
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railwa)' fa( ih'lics

ar<' (i)in|)ict<l)'

great diflkulty that military

disorganized, and

and other

it

is

with

essential supplies are

transported to destination.

Belgium Needs Telc])honc and Telegraph Material
Durinj: the Clcmian cxcupation a great (luantity of material

and accessories helonijing to the IJelj^ian government-owned
and telephone systems, says Consul Charles R.
Nasmith, Brussels, was destroyed or taken away by the
enemy, so tiiere is a great need of material at the present time.
telegraph

.American firms

who wish

to

make

electrical ajiparatus or other material

offers

for the sale of

for telegraph or tele-

might he interested to know, he
bids should he sul)mitted to the Administration
graphes et des Telephones, Hotel des Postes et
graphes. Place de la ^lonnaic, Brussels. Each bid,

phone

installations

says, that

des Teledes Teleaccording
to official information just received at the consulate, should
be accompanied with descriptions, jihotographs, etc., when
As for the cables, specifications
it has to do with apparatus.
must be given, and whenever possible samples should be sent.

"The

greatest need

is

for

new

locomotives, spare parts for

the repair of the existing rolling .stock, lubricating

oil,

and

other supplies essential for the operation of a railway system.
The liritisli and American governments liave already, through
their respective commissions, begun to take energetic measures for the relief of the situation. A consignment of locomo-

imported ijy the Briti.sh Railway Commission,
and supplies of luljricating oil and other materials are coming forward from the United States.
tives is being

"One of tiie oJjjects of the agreement just concluded is to
co-ordinate these various activities of the principal powers
interested in the relief of the Sii)erian Railway sy.stem."
'J"he list forwarded by Mr. Wilgress is given below.
The
diflkulty of securing the materials noted, he says, is largely
instrumental in the present disorganization and breakdown

of the Siberian railway facilities.

Materials Required for the Siberian Railways

Railway Extensions

in

Siberia

Classification

The Times (London) in a recent issue prints
from Omsk, the seat of the Kolchak government,

a telegram
saying that
the government of Admiral Kolchak has decided to begin the
construction of a raihvay from Krasnoufimsk (west of the
Urals) to Tomsk, western Siberia (a distance of over 800
miles).

This

line,

which

is

intended to relieve the Siberian Permthe develop-

Samara Railways, should greatly contribute to
ment of the productive forces of Siberia and the

What

the Siberian Railways

Urals.

Need

L. D. Wilgress, Canadian trade commissioner at Vladivostok, has sent to the Weekly Bulletin of the Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce a long list of materials,
giving an idea of what was needed for the Siberian railways
for the

first

four months of 1919.

In speaking of the Siberian railway situation, Mr. Wilgress
says that the hope is expressed by those competent to express
an opinion that the new inter-allied control will be able to
restore the normal railway facilities to normal working order
in from five to six months.
The plan for the inter-allied control of the Siberian railways, as noted in the Railway Age of March 14, page 612,
gives the Chinese Eastern Railway and the various railway
systems in Siberia over to the control of two boards: (1)

Quantity

'poods

Petrol

Henzine

"
also naphtha
oil, viscosin type for super-heaters

.Vliner.il

"
"

oil,

Cylinilcr
Car axk' oil

"

Indigo copying paper
Graphite in powder for foundry works
Muriatic acid for soldering

reams
poods

lumps
powder
works
works
.-\sbcstos packing, width from 1/10 in. up to
Steatite packing, width from H in. up to I'/i
from
(ilass paper
No. 0000 to No. 4
Kmery paper from No. 00 to No. 5
Paper from No. OCOO to No. 5
to No. 4
Emery cloth from No.
Cloth from No. 000 to No. 7

ammoniac, in
ammoniac, in
Glue for joiner's
Glue for painting
Sal
Sal

I'i

personnel of the railways is to be retained.
"It remains yet to be seen as to whether this plan will prove
workable," says Mr. Wilgress. "The railway situation is the

fundamental problem in the economic restoration of Siberia.
re-establishment of normal transport will bring about a
resumption of trade with foreign countries.
"At the present time it is practically impossible for the cooperative societies and private firms to ship goods into the interior in the ordinary way, and the port of Madivostok is
congested with supplies which it will take several months to
clear.
It is estimated that over 1,000,000 tons of goods are
lying at Madivostok awaiting transport into the interior,

The

while nearly 1,000,000 tons of Siberian products are also lying at points along the railway line awaiting transport to
ocean ports for shipment abroad.
It may he said that the

50
SO
200
200
300
900

"
sheets
"

In powder^ large, intermediate, small
In lumps from 4}^ in. to 12 in.
Section square, semi-circular, circular,

"
"

"

poods
flat

trihedral

pieces

Powder, large, middle, small and dust.".
poods
Rinss of special dimensions by sketches
pieces
Rubber hoses between locomotive and tender of different
"
dimensions
Rubber hoses for Westinghouse brakes
Length, 610
Length, 760

Rubber
No.

mm
mm

"

"
"

"

Rubber rings for gage glasses of different sizes
Rubber rings for passenger engines
Rubber cloth of different width without layers
Rubber with one layer
Rubber with two layers
Gage glasses for boilers and tanks from
i-i in. to H in. and from 12 in. to 18 in

"
"

poods
"

"
pieces
"
foot

;

'A

•"

to

4 in

.1

Connecting parts for gas pipes (counter screws, crosses, nipples, branch pipes, three-way pipes, set-square, flanges)

Smoke-consuming pipes for boilers

.

"
*'

poods
metal pipes int. d. 1 3/16 in. to 2^ in
Wire iron netting of simple and diagonal plaiting with holes
sq. arshines
from 1 mm. to 10
pieces
Steel balls d. from 5/32 in. to 'A in
*'
Engine, tender and car tires, by sketches

Gun

mm

poods

Babbitts for cars
Babbitts for engines

Lead
T:n

,

1

pood

British

=

"
"
"
"

Zinc in plates
*

200
100
600
1,200

3,0C0
1 ,000

Westinghouse brakes

packine, rings for
2

No. 3

Safety glass, Klinger
Iron gas pipes, d. from

60,000
30,000
20,000
20,000
50,000
30

and

.

Technical; (2) Military, under the general super\'ision of a
Mr. John F. Stevens, chief
special inter-allied committee.
of the American Railway Commission in Siberia, is appointed
president of the Technical Board, and he is to be assisted by
the special corps of American railway engineers, w-ho have
been investigating conditions for over a year. The Russian

1,000

"

in

300

"
**

"
"
"
in

100,000
2,000
20,000
10,000
250,000
500

3,500
3,000
10,000
1,000

80
100
30
12.000
200
140,000

20,000
30,000
3,000
10,000
2,000
10,000
4,000
4.000
21,000
5,000
700

36 pounds,

Railway Costs Under Government Control

Continued 'equests for information on the part of the
British Parliament and promises on the part of the government brought out on May 14 an official statement by the
Board of Trade "showing the cost of running the railways
of Great Britain during the period of government control"
and covering the period from August 5, 1914 to December
31, 1918.

The

statement shows a balance of receipts over expendiin excess of the guarantee of the compensation paid
The receipts, however, include a
to the railroad companies.
tures

and

:

June

6,
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£112,000,000 as an estimate covering government
charged at authorized pre-war rates.
The statement was prepared by Sir Albert Wyon and Sir
William Plender, and is supplemented by a Board of Trade
statement signed by Sir Auckland Geddes, minister of natotal

of

traffic if

and reconstruction.

tional service

According to the accounts the receipts and expenditures
were as follows:
Receipts
1913.
1914.

£118,700,935

Expenditure
£75,127,210

47,918,188

31,782,832

16,135,356

85,028,262
95,756,706
108,877,932
131,326,295

45,329,782
50,114,379
55,401,498
46,258,026

Balance
£43,573,725

(Auff. 5 to Dec,31.')

130.358.044
145,871,085
164.279,430
177,584,321

1915.
1916.,
1917.
1918.

The revenue includes not only the receipts from the ordinary passenger and goods traffic, but the estimated value
(reckoned at authorized pre-war rates) of government traffic
during the war. For each year of control this value is
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

(from

Aug.

£3,500,000

5)

10,279,104
20,649,126
35,698,554
41,917,024

Total

£112,043,808

V

These figures do not include the value of additional services
performed by means of steamboats, docks, canals, etc., which
may be estimated roughly at from £10,000,000 to £15,000,000.

The compensation payable

to the railway

year 1913, with the addition of 4 per cent on capital expendiThe
ture brought into use since the beginning of the war.
compensation actually so paid is given in Sir Auckland
Geddes' statement as:

£ 15,946,839

5)

14,039,674
24,075,768
41,251,326

£95,313,607

Total

Geddes, include provisional allowances for deferred maintenance of permanent way,
rolling stock, and plant; but do not include any provision
This item cannot be ascertained
for "extra wear and tear."
at present; but the auditors advise that the cost of making
good the "extra wear and tear" will be considerable.
Sir A.

figures,

states Sir A.

Geddes also gives a revised estimate of

the current financial year.

The

figures of

costs for

£90,000,000 to

£100,000,000, he says, were quoted by the minister-designate
(Sir Eric Geddes) in moving the second reading of the minThese figures were
istry of ways and communications bill.
the best estimate then available of the increased cost of working during the two years of extended government guarantee,
The following is the
as compared with the cost in 1913.
present estimate of increased cost in working during the
financial year ending March 31, 1920, as compared with
1913:
War wage and other concessions, £57,000,000; eight-hour
day, concessions recently granted or under consideration,
£20,000,000 to £25,000,000; extra cost of materials and coal,
£27,000,000; total, £104,000,000 to £109,000,000.

The Problem

of

Railway Transportation

in Italy

In response to the criticism of the Italian railway service
at the present time, a statement has recently been made public by the director general of the Italian State Railways,
which outlines some of the difficulties with which the railway
administration has been confronted and the steps that have
been and will be taken for improvement. The report, which
has been translated and sent to Commerce Reports by Trade

Commissioner H. C. MacLean

at

Rome,

is

American readers for the emphasis it places on the assistance rendered by the American railway .supply field and for
to

the outline

it gives concerning future requirements.
It will
be borne in mind that the Italian State Railways have recently ordered 150 more locomotives in the United States
(from the American Locomotive Company) in addition to

the 150 mentioned.

The

abstract forwarded by Mr. MacLean follows
Special emphasis is laid on the fact that since the signing
of the armistice the requirements of the military authorities
in the matter of railway transportation have not been reduced
to the extent that the general public expected.
During October, 1918, the last month of the war, 22,592 trains were
operated for the transport of troops and various military sup-

March, 1919, the military authorities still required
16,251 trains. In the matter of supplies, the average number
of freight cars loaded daily with war materials in October,
1918, was 6,300, while the number averaged only 3,000 in
March, 1919. This reduction made possible a large increase
in the transportation of goods for the general public.
In
October, 1918, the average number of cars loaded at the
ports with merchandise for the public was only 450 per day,
whereas in March, 1919, it reached an average of 2,300 cars.
plies; in

For grain, rice and flour, 700 cars per day were loaded in
March, as against 400 in October.
For wine, there are
loaded to-day 260 cars, as against 50 in the same period of

Prompt Delivery of American Orders

companies in

respect of control periods is limited to the net receipts of the

1914 (from Aug.
1916
1917
1918

1373

the former year.

£95,313,607 in Compensation

The above

:

of special interest

The most

serious obstacle which must be overcome if the
railroad administration is to furnish the service maintained
previous to the war arises from the fact that the rolling stock

employed on the Italian railways

is

in

bad condition.

This

because the Italian firms specializing in the construction
of railway materials were obliged during the war to devote
is

practically all of their energies to the manufacture of

and

muni-

could be done in the matter of new construction or repairs.
The railroad administration did, however,
succeed in obtaining the delivery of most of the material
ordered before the war which was in process of construction
in July, 1914, amounting to 300 locomotives, 570 passenger
tions,

little

cars, 550 baggage cars, and 5,300 freight cars.
In addition,
orders were placed in the United States for 3,000 freight cars
and 100 locomotives, and in Italy additional orders for 114
steam locomotives, 76 electric locomotives and 6,100 freight
cars.
The director general states that it was possible to obtain prompt delivery of the material ordered in America,
which contributed materially to the solution of the railway

problem during the war, and adds that the locomotives were
especially useful, being well adapted to hauling heavy military trains.
On the other hand, he calls attention to the fact
that the delivery of the equipment ordered in Italy was held
up, so that up to the present time it has been possible to obtain only 24 steam locomotives, 38 electric and about 1,200
cars.

In addition to the orders placed by the railroad adminisarms and munitions
and the commission for national fuels, appreciating the lack
of transportation facilities, endeavored to obtain for their
own use a considerable number of railway cars in order to
tration during the war, the ministr}' of

movement of military supplies and fuel for the
In November, 1917, the ministry of arms and munitions placed an order for 1,000 freight cars, and in June,
1918, the commission for national fuels ordered 10,000 cars.
These orders were given to Italian firms, who were assured
by both the ministry and commission that the question of
facilitate the

army.

furnishing the materials required for the construction of the
would be taken care of.
In spite of this assurance,
serious delays occurred, and at the present time only the first
cars
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1,000 cars ordered in 1917 In- tiie iniiii.stry of arm.s and
nninitions, and ahout 120 cars of tlie 10,000 ordori-d by tlic
conunission for national fuels, have l>een delivered.
Owini; to tlie diffuulty in ohtaininj; deliverie.s from Italian

manufaiturcrs toward the end of

tlie war, the railroad administration placed additional orders in America for 150 lo-

comotives and 10,000 cans.
Of these locomotives, 35 have
already reached Italy, 80 are in transit or in i)r(xess of Ix'in^
delivered in America, and the remainder will jjrohaldy he delivered durini]; Ajiril.
Of the cars, aljout 1,000 have already
lx>en delivered, and as deliveries are being made with regularity, it is believed that the entire number will be available
before the end of 1919.

Needs of Italian Railways for Five Years
At the end of the war the railroad administration, realizing
urgent necessity for a betterment in the matter of rolling
and to insure the continuance of activity on the part
of the Italian firms w'hich had been exclusively engaged in
the manufacture of military supplies, immediately took up the
question of placing new orders for equipment with Italian
firms, and a program covering the needs of the railways for
the five years following the war was presented to the interministerial committee charged with promoting and co-ordinating the action of the various branches of the government
during the transition period following the cessation of actual
This program included the purchase of 524 steam
hostilities.
and electric locomotives, 1,200 passenger cars, 600 baggage
cars, and 5,000 freight cars, of which, however, it has only
been possible to place orders for 520 locomotives, 640 pastlie

stock,

senger cars, 300 baggage cars, and 2,850 freight cars, disamong the different Italian manufacturers accord-

tributed

ing to their capacity.
There are therefore actually in construction 770 steam and
electric locomotives, 640 passenger cars, 300 baggage cars,
and 27,700 freight cars, to which will soon be added additional orders which are in process of distribution among

560 passenger cars, 300 baggage cars,
which are still needed to complete
the five-year program mentioned above.
Italian firms, covering

and 2,150

freight cars,

Equipment Found in Recovered Territory
Regarding recovered territories, the director general states
that on the railroads of the Trentino and of Julian Venezia
350 locomotives, 700 passenger and baggage cars, and 9,260
freight cars were found, to which should be added 123 locomotives, 100 passenger cars, and 2,360 freight cars which the
Italian Armistice Commission at Vienna has decided should
be delivered as compensation for equipment which was removed at the time of the armistice. It has also leased 64
locomotives from the Austrian and Czecho-Slovak railroads
for the transportation of food trains, which are being opFrom the number of locoerated for Austria and Bohemia.
motives which Germany must deliver to the Allies, 200 former German locomotives have been allotted to Italy by
France.

Traffic Adjusting Itself to Peace Conditions

The

acute period in railway transportation seems to have
passed, and the director general is of the opinion that from
now on a gradual improvement may be expected. It is stated
that the lines in the invaded regions and in the newly recovered territories have, with few exceptions, been put in
such shape that, although conditions are not normal, the reg-

The report upon the service at the
ular traffic is possible.
port of Trieste shows that in March, 1919, an average of 239
cars per day were loaded, which approaches the average for
the year 1913, when the traffic was considered unusually
heavy. On the entire Italian system those lines which during the war suffered sudden changes which interfered with
the regular operation of trains are having their former service
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uradually restored, and traffic as a whole is slowly be<()ming
adjusted to the jieacc-timc conditions. As has been .stated the
military retiuirements arc gradually diminishing.
During
December, 1918, the average number of cars loaded daily was
8,610.
This number was increa.sed March, 1919, to 11,110,
and in April it is expected that it will reach an average of

12,000 cars.

Both Coal and Rolling Stock Needed
An improvement in Italian railway service will depend
upon two

— an

adequate supply of coal and an inrolling stock available.
The hope is
expressed that the matter of fuel will be benefited by the settlement of lalior troubles in England, which so materially
reduced the amount which Italy had expected to receive from
this source, and by the urgent representations made by the
Italian delegation at Paris, which have caused the Allies to
give serious consideration to the prol)lcm of overcoming
factors

crca.se in the

amount of

Italy's lack of fuel.
With respect to rolling stock, a total of
10,600 passenger cars, 4,160 must be repaired, and the reI)air shops, instead of the largest possible production, are
making little progress. This is due not only to the difficulties which surround the transition from war to peace activities, but especially to labor conditions.
Every effort is
being made by the railroad administration to stimulate the
activity of both the State and private shops, and in this connection a meeting was recently held at Rome to discuss the
matter.
This conference was attended by the government
officials and by all the manufacturers of railway materials.

Additional Passenger Trains
last months of the war, the total average mileage of passenger trains for the public was about 80,000 kilometers (49,710 miles) per day. This average has been gradDuring the

ually increased until 89,000 train kilometers (55,302 miles)
was the average at the end of March, 1919, without including the service established on the lines of the recovered terri-

and in the Trentino and Julian Venezia. Beginning May 1, 1919, a further increase of 7,000 kilometers
(4,350 miles) per day will be made by the provision of additional trains on the lines which need them the most, among
which are included additional through trains on the RomeFlorence-Milan and Rome-Genoa-Turin routes.
tory in Venito

Railway Supplies

in

Mexico

The Railway Business

Association has issued in pamphlet
form an article by P. Harvey Middleton, executive assistant
of the association, on his recent trip to Mexico to investigate
railway conditions in that country. The article parallels to
an extent the two articles by Mr. Middleton in the Railway
Age of last week and this week, respectively, and in addition
is supplemented by an extended list of materials which are
to be

purchased by the Mexican Government Railways for

Mexico City. The list is given in great
and includes a wide variety of supplies. Requisition
numbers are added to facilitate its use by those who may
the lines south of
detail

desire to submit quotations.

The

list

in detail is as follows:

List of Materials Required by Railway Lines South of Mexico City
Quotations for these items will be requested either by Mr. Silviano
Pruneda, Purchasing Agent, Estacioii Buenavista, Ferrocarril Mexicano.
Mexico, D. F. or by Mr. F. P. de Hoyos. General Agent, Mexican Government Railway Administration, Woolworth Building, New York.
Requisition number*
.'\G.693, AC-2316
1,000 car wheels, .13-in. diameter
l.ono car wheels, 30-in., narrow gage
CE-75. AC-4163
CE.75, AC-4163
2.00O car wheels, 33-in., standard gage
1 13-CV,
AC-2751
6.50O tie riates
Locomotive tiies
AG-776, AC-2771
I ocomotive
tires
AG-778. AC-2772
rhjnnels, plates, tank sheets
AG.S24, AC-2773
Bars, bolts, ciamps, drills
AG-830, AC-2797
Boiler flues
AG-886, AC-2860
2.0OO.00O sq. ft. pine
rE.75, AC-4163
1,000,000 sq. ft. oak
CE-75, AC-4163

.
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6,

1,000,000

:

; '

sq.

miscellaneous lumber

ft.

locomotive tires
S cc firebox plate.
Steel

All

80
10
10

for

plates

tank cars

gages
60-gal. casks for
rolls wire and 250

AC-4163
AC-4163
AC-4163
AC-4163
AC-4152
AC-416'
AC-4162
AC-4132
AC-4123

CE-75,
CE-75,
CE-75.
CE-75,
AG-331,

water

628-CV

kilos of nails

80

"

'.

lime

L

"

24
144
144
36

pieces
acetylene, !4-in., Coloni.tl No. '2!
pieces burners, "Dual" No. 2
pieces burners, "Dual" No. 3

AC-183
AC-183
AC-183
AC-183
AC-183

AC

183

AC-183
AC-183

AC 183
AG-42' AC-183
AG 42 AC is'l
AG 42 Ac\tl
AG 4? AP ix^
AG 826 'AC27fi9

!!'.'.'.!!

carborundum
Carborundum wheels

kilos

lubricator, i/^-in. hole, H-in. diam'..' 4-piy.
AG-42, AC.183
111 pieces
^IZll S^^'V^'f
144
gaskets lubricator, for Detroit No. 21, Bull
Eye Lubricator
AG-42 AC-183
Packing cloth insertion, various sizes
AG-42' AC 181
50 ki OS putty. Commercial, in bladders
AG-42'
183
''
790 kilos, bolts, m.ichines, various sizes....
AG.42' ATlRI
.'.'.'.".'"
luO mts. chain, straight, link iron, i^-in
"aG-4^' AC 18^
100 mts. chain, straight, link iron, Ijl-in
AG-42' AC 183
108 packages cotters spring, various sizes
AG-42' ACIRI
''"','• '!<=^='8on, tapped
.".
S.S., ^-in
I.'
:aG-42,' AC-1I3
? kegs
til nu s, hexagon, tapped,U l^-in
2
AG-42 AC-183
2 kegs riuts, square, tapped, ^-in
AG-42 AC 183
3 kegs rivets, cone-head, boiler burden, iron, ?4-in. x 2-in;
.AG-42; AC-183
3 kegs rivets, cone-head, boiler burden, iron M-in x3i/«.in AG47
AC IR^
**
washers, rut, 3^-in
'.
1 keg
AG 42 AP r'^
washers, cut, /a-in
1 keg
42 AC R1
;
1 keg washers,
cut, y^-in
AG-II' AC 183
washers, cut, j4-in
1 keg
AG-42' AC IS?
50 pieces bushings, /.-in. x ^-in
AG-42' AC 1^
50 pieces bushings. 1-in. x Jfin
::;:;:
AG-42'
AC 183
50 pieces couplings, reducing, J^-in. to %-m
;;.;"ag;4^' AOISS
50 pieces couplings, reducing J?-in. to K-in
..AG-42'
AC83
50 pieces coup ings, reducing J^-in. to jl-in
AG-42 AC- 83
50 pieces couplings, wrot. ^-in
42 AC 8t
100 pieces couplings, wrot 4-in
AG 42 AC 83
50 pieces couplings, wrot, l^-in
AgII'
50 pieces elbows, malleable, beaded. ^-i„
....;:;
AG;4^' AC 83
50 pieces couplings, wrot, 1-in
Ar ^5 ap o^
100 pieces elbows, malleable, beaded, f^-in! ;:;!;;;:;;; :"
Aa42'
S3
50 pieces pipe, wrot iron, I-in
AG
42 AC 183
SO pieces couplings, wrot, 1'4-in
AG 47 AP R^
SO pieces pipe, wrot iron, I'/.-in
;;
AG-42' AC ^3
20 pieces pipe, wrot iron, 2.in
AG 42 AC 183
25 pieces pugs, can for screw pipe, «-in
AG-42 AC-183
25 pieces plugs, cast for screw pipe, 54-in
AG-42 AC 83
25 pieces phigs, cist for screw pipe,
K-in
AG-42' AC-183
25 pieces plugs, cast for screw pipe, li^-in
"aG4^
AC-183
50 pieces tees, malleable, beaded for screw
;o pieces
„...„ tee
.„, malleable, beaded for screw pipe, U-in !: AG-42 AC-183
50
pipe; H-i";
'aG-I^' AC-183
50 pieces
'.

Picks,

•

•

l [ ]

[

Adzes,

axes

a/~ 101

aoIs

AC

lA

'.

....

:

81

'

;

:

ml

;

•.:

^}«f

v, ac-4064

ApEY' ^^i^^i

i9^lll'

etc. ......•....•.'..

jacks,

42

"sis^CV 'aC 3778
i^Vap 170?
Pn ^J>^
Ar
[i:::]:]
ag;297' AC
;:;:;:;;;;; ag-3?2; Acild
AG-328, AC-401O
CD-46, AC-40OS
AG-358, AC-40S8
AG-279. AC-3817
AG-360, AC-4063
;

36?'
^

'.

and handles

^^ISZl
Aplnl?

3do'

aR1o«

^^-^^l'

Acl^ll

AP

Electrical
material
52 manometer"!
15 windoTs various' 's'iz;.;
1 5,000 "n?rndes«
;'"lamps" :.
''"^"?'-^' 5 barrels of globes; ;;;;;;;;;;;';
'A'J''2.100
pieces pipe, screw, lap welded
SO eases pure turpentine

Xp l^tAl_r-J68,

-^^i^l?
AC-4131
^'^'^^^- AC-4151
589"

J'C-

^g:|?

•

AG-^lfl
379

^G

^C 4025
^^\ltf
Aplslft

Aplf!?

Aplas' Apl^?
:::---:'^^:^

fcs-#nTtS.'..-.-

75^^^n^&^,;;i^.-"^^-^•«^^.«^-i^::::::::::::A^^
50 pieces brake

%

; ;

''^'"' ^"•^

ag

;;:;;;;;;;;

^^^'""^ ^'"'

Electric'

''

beam heads ...;;;

m'afes^'^.^r"."^
American yell'ow pine, various

50 fevcfs^'

!

".^

^"^P^'^-^

"

^9-iUl

aG-895"^AP

•
:

lantern'";

sl^o^rr-^"''

jl?-

::;::;:;^5'?-cv: i^.lllt

....'.....
sizes.'.'

?Qfi?

Aa4i; AdI'Is
^^J??' AC-3S90

booics::;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;::^;^;

i^^fAl

Transparent-curiains-;;;;;;;;;;;;:.-.'.-.'..-.-.-.';;;;;;;^:^^^^

'

Wire netting ...':;;
^'-' ^i^-s

^G

!

AG

;

300 boxes of carbide.
Tubes, rods and valves. .....•.;.

AC

.

bars,

&r A-y
agII'

;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;

100,000
seals.
500 towels
or Pi, llman.
3 tons
antimonv
15,300 hose for air ,„.,..
3,150 hose for air brake.
i,'lf,f
5,000 partitions^"
20.000 'kilos "of iime ;;;;;;;:;;:;•
500 kilos of Dorax
50 water barrels

W

70 kilos rivets, tinned, iron, various sizes
AG-42
76 gross SCI cws flat head, brass, various sizes
AG-42
.^^a™" pipe cutters. No. 3
.AG-42;
OA^v-l
Z40 ki OS wire, copper, soft drawn, various sizes
AG.42
3 k. OS wire, brass spring, 1/32-in
AG-42,
5 kilos wire, brass spring, No. 16
AG 4'
24 sheets asbesto millboard, ;i,-in. x 40-iii. x 40-in..'.'.'.'.! !." AG-42'
24 sheets asbesto millboard, slieets i^-in. thick, 40-in. wide. .AG-42.'
IGO kilos asbesto rope, '/--in
AG 42
burners,

!

.

;

'

Ctlrled'
;

ft.

AG-42, AC-183

•

M. Black; 'grade of Armour

plush, quality "E," red!
*^ l;;«es lamps, incandescent
10 000 pairs baggage checks
2,480 pairs tieplates
8J0 chisel points
200 separators for accumulators
10 tons babbitt metal

'

"

F.

Hair Works
100

6^8-Cv'
AG-370;
621-CV,
,"^
T^
CV-519, AC-3i761
;
i? rnn"rfnn''""^J
""'^^ "''^' standard
gage
CE-75, AC-4163
.J;,°r?^n??°cross
500,000
tics, narrow gage
CE-75, AC-4163
Accessories for Pintsch gas
CE
75 AC 4163
100 pairs catches, deck sash, A. & W. Co., No! 'is.' ..'..;..'.' .AG-42, AC-183
20 kilos chalk white lump
AG-42, AC-183
jO kilos cord, bel!, hemp, A-m
AG-42, AC-183
30 kilos rivets, deck sash. o. 3, A. &
AG-42, AC-183
tons
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rolls canvas
kilos hair curled

.'

^fif;!!"^
*

•••••.•.'.;;;;;;;;;

^Rifl' AC-4001
;:;;:;;;:^g;^]^;

^g;^?f

Ties are usually bought in the Mexican
market

AG

APri

AC

50 pi es uniors. common,
50 pieces unions, common,
-.

-

^

.

nmon,

^

malleable, K.-in
AG-42
malleable.
malleabi
.........:
il4''-in;;;;;;;:;:;;"^g;li'
malleable.

^,

--I' Ut

{^le^c::
;;^l:et
12 pieces Globe valves; brass, screwed;
}o°

thick,

12 ft, 6 in. length. ..'...^...'..^•..!^;../r.;-AG.42
'
tubirg.
cooper
seamless, 2-in., O.
D. S/ii-in.'
thick, 15 ft. length
42
mts
tubing, copper, seamless. 2^^.in.,
24
O. D. ' A-ln; 'tjiick,"
12 ft. 6 in
length
An A7
SO lt.s. Euchrelvptum
-^S"!^'
5 rolls gold leaf ribbon, XX. i4m. .:.:::::::::[:

AC

500 kilos

steel

U.

"^erly

AC

183

AC-183

AG-42,
AG-42,
AG-42,
.AG-42,

AC-183
AC-183
AC-183
AC-183
.AG-42, AC-183

3 '/.-in.

3M-in.

anele. ?/^-in. x 4-in. x 4-in. .
fire box, sheet ft-in.
52-in.
fire box. sheet A-in.x
.

1

heets steel
sheet st

20O kilos

I

1

steel.

round,

in.Tchiiie,

J4-in.

:

92-in;
''-'"

:

;

;

;

from the army; after a short vacaresume his duties as vice-president of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad.

i"

S., 'sheets',' 'fs-in.'

,,.
3'4-'n

at once discharged

tion he will

^g-}!^

AC-183
AC-183
agI^' AC-183
AC-183
AcH' AC-183
AP 4?' AC-183

100 kilos

plaster of paris
2 pieces crucibles. No. 80
50 sheets iron, planished. No, 22,
x
72-in
'"
2 sheets lead, sheets -f^-in .'.'.'.
3O0 kilos steel anple. f^-in. x
3 54 -in;
5O0 kilos steel anele. i^-in. x 3 '/-in.
500 ki OS steel angle, !^-in. x 3M-in-

'

of Brigadier General Atterbury
BRIGADIER General William W. Atterbury arrived
at Hoboken, N.
J., from France on May 31, and was

General Atterbury wears three decorations,
the Distinguished Service Medal of the United
States Armv the
^^^^^h Legion of Honor, and the British
order of

AC-183

Min;;;;;;;;;;;;-'^8.1i'^8-|»^
1
piec;%^^^%t7am"ioc''omltivl!^S 6-^"-in.'.- 'biack 'draii-^^-'^' ^^"^^^
white figures 300-lb, f'-'^'^"'-'"
..'.AG-42, AC-183
24 mts. tubing, copper, seamless, s^-in
O D 3/3?
24 mts.

Return

;ag;42' ac-}''
AG-42; AC-183

AG-42, AC-183
3,000 kilos steel, spring ^-in
7-in..
AG-42, AC-183
1,000 kilos ?teel, sprin|, ,Vin X 7-in
AG-42, AC-183
•,•,0:
• sheets steel, tank, 1/32- in X
48-in f,,12.0-:n
AG-42,
AC-183
6 sheets steel, tank, A-in. - 48-in. )
!20-in
AG-43, AC-183
6 sheets steel, ta-k, '^-in > 48-in, ; '^O-!"
AG-42. AC-183
6 sheets steel, tank, -ft-in, > 48-in. >
"
2'^"'
AG-42,
AC-183
4C0 pieces brake besms, R
Acme I
600 pieces flues; boiled chaixoal ;:;':. .V. :!;; :::;;' ;
^^.'tf AC-183
AC mi
wheels, cast imn. fnr fr^.Vl.t o,,-,
'?L'"*f
,'.".'
,':!'.«.".'
72 wheels: "and^;"
Xr^'^o'' A^pS'i^l
16 sets taps, hand machinists, u. s; s; ;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;
AG 42
?83
190 pieces pneumatic material
AP 1^ ap ?^
20 taps, patch bolts
Ar^'l^' '^S"^'^
AG-42,
AC-183
60 mts. burlap..
^
AG-42,

""

.

AC

AC-183

the^Com-

°^
iTr yardmaster
""T^"'!

^'^?' ^"^^^-ly

^^p'^^^ J- ^- ^pp^^^^".
^Kl^^'West Philadelphia;

at

secretary to

Captain

f«^-

V

T

Mr. Atterbury as vice-presideni
"

°* 1"^ Pennsylvania Railroad; Lieutenant

W.

JJ

IV^vers

'

A

Bonsall, and R. E. Nichols.
Captain Appleton was general superintendent at Gievres;
Captain Reath was adjutant
general, and Lieutenant Myers was the
representative of the
transportation corps at Anglers.
In a brief review of his experience of 21
months in France
J.

General Atterbury said
It

was perfectly

'

from the very outset that, to take care
of the tonnage the A. E. F. would bring
into France, it would
be necessary to utilize to the maximum
every berthage accommodation not already in use and that in addition
to all of
*^' it would be necessary to provide new port facilities; and
the splendid dock project at what we
called American Bassens, just outside of Bordeaux, was
undertaken and carried
out to completion. Here was erected out of
the mud bank of
the Garonne river a modem ten-berth dock,
with 40 electric
gantry cranes. This project constitutes one of
the distinctive
clear

achievements of the A. E. F. in France.
The personnel on the French railroads when America
entered the war was becoming serious.
Bv reason of the war
there was no source of supply from which
could be recruited
an adequate number of suitable employees, the
strain of three

—
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1.^7f>

years

«>f

and the

wurk

iiiuliT

war

was tflling on thi- men,
on an averaj^e was not so

(omlition.s

ialil)re of the jjersonnel

'I'lie A. K. V. liad to jirovidc transin peace times.
portation forces commen>.iirate witli the added burden wliich
in addition, such
it placed upon the Krendi railroads, and

hiph as

supi>lemcntal forces in

men, traik men,

etc.,

tiie

as

way

of tar and hxomotive repairl)roui^ht over from the

could he

States consistent with the re(iuirements of the coml)atant troop
In eciuipment, likewise, the I'rench had reached a

]>rogram.

rather .serious

sta.ije

when

the Americans l)egan to arrive in

A considerable percentaf!;c of the cars and engines
France.
had been captured by the Germans in the l)ig drive at the l)eginning of the war, and an excessive number of l)ad-order
cars and locomotives had accumulated. One of the first steps
taken on behalf of the A. E. F. was to send to France exA car-erecting
perienced car and hx-omotive repair forces.
plant was built at LaRochelle, to take care of cars coming in
a knot-ked-down condition from the States, and for a locomotive-erecting plant at St. Nazaire to take care of knockcddown

locomotives arriving at that port.
In addition, the plan was developed of having locomotives

sent to us from the States in a practically completed state on
special ships, thus involving but little work in assembling

when

they reached us, and, what

was much more important,

relieving the port of St. Nazaire to that extent, as we could
take care of the partially erected locomotives at Brest.
Throughout the war the car and locomotive situation was one

of the vital factors entering into the conduct of combatant
There never was a time when it was not essenof the
tial to produce the greatest practicable efficiency out
equipment available. To give an idea of what the program
operations.

men in France by the Summer of 1919
meant, it may be stated that we were arranging to have in
France by that time 4,000 locomotives and 98,000 cars. To
supplv an armv of that size we were planning for the recepthe
tion and discharge of 101,000 tons of cargo per day at
when I reached
ports. The condition of the French railroads
to have 4,000,000

in September, 1917, was surprisingly good, considerthree
ing the fact that they had been operating more than
been laid
vears under war conditions, that no new rail had
to
within that time, and that the force they had been able
For
keep on maintenance of way was practically negligible.

France

which the French railroads met the requirements of the Allied Armies I have nothing but the highest
commendation. At no time was there the semblance of a
breakdown in the transportation machinery of the country,
the results
despite the great overload placed upon it, and
French
achieved are a splendid tribute to the efforts of the
the

manner

in

transportation authorities.
To expand adequately the capacity of the French railroads
involved the planning and construction of immense storage
yards and additional engine houses; the laying of supplemental tracks, the rearranging and extension of existing
enlargetracks and, in general, everything that goes into the
ment and expansion of a railroad to meet greater needs. Be-

hind each of the main ports we had stupendous storage layouts; then we had what we called our intermediate storage
about midway between the ports and the army zone and
then came our storage developments in the Advance Section.
Several of these yards are the largest in the world and in
<'eneral they represent the last word in modern yard conThe plans for the development at Gievres called
struction.

—

for 264 miles of track, 1,152 turnouts, 4,410,000 square feet
of covered storage and 10,387,000 square feet of open storage.
At the time of the armistice 132 miles of track, 3,552,000
square feet of covered storage and 6,000,000 square feet of
open storage had been completed. The project covers an

area of 2,600 acres.
It is

hardly necessan,' to say

much about

the performance
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.\nny I'ransijort Servi(e in France, which is a branch
Transijortation Corps, because I think the performance
of that department has sjioken for itself and that its achieveof

tin-

of

tlie

ments are jM-rhaps the best known of any of the Jjranches of
It may be interesting, however,
to state that we hope to reach the figure of ,540,000 as the
numb'T of Americans shipped l>ack to the United States durthe Transportation Corps.

month of May, as compared with

ing the

312,000 reached

the record figure of

September, 1918, in connection with the movement of troops to France.
The Transl)ortation Corjis as authorized provides for 6,000 officers and
200,000 soldiers. This was the force we figured would be
needed ])roperly to meet the requirements of an American
Arm)' in France of 4,000,000. At the time of the armistice
we had in the corps 1,810 officers and 46,976 soldiers.
I cannot speak too highly of the work of our transportation
men in France. No body of men worked harder or more
apj)r()xiniately

industriously and

no body

of

in

men

is

entitled to greater credit.

In the Corjis we had some of the leading railroad and shipping men of America. These men came to France at great
personal sacrifice, and in the development of the organization of the Corps worked more strenuously than they had
ever done before in their lives.
I have never seen a more
hearty spirit of co-operation than that manifested by these
officers in the carrying out of the assignments that fell to
their lot in the army life, and there is nothing of which I am
more proud than to have been associated with them in the
work in France.
Our relations with the French and the British were of the
most pleasant and harmonious character. They made it perfectly clear right from the start that they were at all times
at our service for the benefit of any advice or suggestions
they might be able to offer by reason of their longer experience in the war, and we availed of their assistance to great
advantage. This spirit prevailed not alone in connection with
the respective staff organizations, but extended throughout
In
the entire working of our transportation relationship.
addition they rendered us valuable service in connection with
the loan of facilities at times when, pending the provision of
our own, we otherwise should have been greatly handicapped.

Note From "Rails and

Sails"

General Atterbury's departure from France on May 21 was
the occasion of a notice in Rails and Sails, the service periodical published by army men, which said in part:
"With this issue Rails and Sails, on behalf of the officers
and men of the Transporation Corps, takes leave of Brigadier
General W. W. Atterbury, Director General of Transportation.
It is given to few men to step out of civil
life and become immediately one of the important leaders of a great army in an epoch-making struggle of the
world and to become one of the most prominent figures in the
To do this and to perform the
preservation of civilization.
task ably and adequately is the severest test that can come
General Atterbury met this test successto any American.
fully and performed the task set for him in a manner to win
.

.

.

encomiums of his own Commander-in-Chief and
He has won the
of the great leaders of the Allied Armies.
esteem of his l)rothers-in-arms and of his subordinates. The
name of Atterbury will be linked with that of Pershing as the
the highest

of Knox is linked with that of Washington and Scott
with that of Grant. General Atterbury's return to civil life
means the severing of an official tie that easily became a
personal one. It is a great thing to be a soldier and a great
thing to be a military leader, but the greatest thing of all
When General
is to be a kind, able and patriotic civilian.
Atterbury takes off khaki and puts on the garb of a plain
American he will be uniforming himself for even greater
Ave, civitate raajore!"
Vale, duce magno
tasks.

name

!

a

:

Short Line Problems Discussed at Washington
Demand Adequate

Rates and Fair Divisions, Also Special

Provision in Appropriation Bill

THE TROUBLES AND PROBLEMS

of the shoit line lailroads
as well as the situation ^ronfronting the railroads generally were discussed at a meeting of about 200 short

We realize that the short line railroads cannot hope to be
prosperous if the main lines are not in that condition, and
for tliat reason we should do all that we can to induce
the

which was attended also by a number of
held at Washington on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday of this week at the call of the
American Short Line Railroad Association. Bird M. Robinson, president of the association, presided, and addresses
were made by John J. Esch, chairman, and Thetus W. Sims,
former chairman of the House committee on interstate and
foreign commerce; Walker D. Hines, director general of railroads; Senator Oscar A. Underwood of the Senate committee on interstate commerce; H. C. Hall of the Interstate
Commerce Commission; T. De Witt Cuyler, chairman, and
Alfred P. Thom, counsel, of the Association of Railway
Executives, and others, after which the delegates present
considered the particular problems of the short lines informally with a view to adopting a plan of action.

government to relax its strangling hold upon all roads and
permit them to proceed with their business in an orderly and
profitable way.
In view of the fact that we must take into

line railroad officers,

officers of the larger roads,

chargeable almost wholly to agencies and influences
and it demands the undivided attention
of all concerned. The return of the railroads on January 1
accentuates the necessity for Congress to act before that time,
and the serious condition confronting the roads makes it imperative that the laws to be enacted must be helpful and
constructive.
That can be accomplished only in one way,
and that is for the people engaged in the business to aid the
Senators and Representatives in arriving at correct conclusions.
The acute situation confronting us not only justifies
but demands that delegates to this meeting carefully consider
all questions involved, for the subject cannot be dealt with
from the limited point of the short lines only, and decide
upon what should be done for the good of all concerned, after
which the delegates can and should confer fully with their
respective Senators and Representatives and give them accurate, intelligent and necessary information so as to aid them
in enacting a law that will protect the transportation business
and at the same time properly safeguard the interest of the
is

their control,

public.

the government took actual possession
railroads,

and

a part of the short lines,

beginning of 1918, and it is now operating such lines,
leaving the balance of the roads to battle with the constantly
rising tide of adverse and ruinous conditions, mpst of which
are caused by government regulation and restrictions, and as
a direct result of the operation by the government of a part
at the

of the lines.

In view of all of the facts we must recognize that the government is the all overshadowing and all dominant power
with which the owners of the railroads must deal in the
Under the circumstances, we have deemed it wise to
future.
ask some of the leading government officials to appear before
this meeting and present their views as to what should be
done with your properties. Our invitations have been accepted, and you are therefore to have the pleasure of hearing
from representatives from each of the three branches of the
government having to do with the control and operation of our
rail

we have

We find from investigation that members of Congress are
somewhat confused by the great variety of suggestions and
plans that have been offered, and there is considerable comment, some of it critical, over the fact that the people interested in the railroads do not agree among themselves as to
what should be done, and we feel that there is justification
We

for that criticism.

fear that that condition, if not cor-

to the existing interstate

condition now confronting the rail transportation
companies of the country, especially the short line railroads,
is not only distressing but appalling.
That deplorable con-

The

As a war measure,
of all of the main line

line roads,

—

one of two things either that Congress
will finally do nothing more than adopt a few amendments

President Robinson in his address said in part:

dition

main

rected, will result in

President Robinson's Address

beyond

consideration the condition of the

extended an invitation to the members of the Association of
Railway Executives, and to members of the National Association of Owners of Railroad Securities to he present at this
meeting and participate in its proceedings.

transportation system.

1377

some patch work, or

commerce

that

it

act,

will enact

in other words,

some radical

do

legisla-

tion that will be detrimental, possibly seriously so, to the
railroads and their owners, and to the public as well.

We

feel that the people interested in rail transportation
business should make every effort to harmonize their different
points of view, and join in presenting to Congress suggestions for constructive, helpful legislation.
The President, by his proclamation, and the director gen-

by notices served by wire, took over all of the railroads,
including the short lines. Subsequently, it was announced in
behalf of the director general that he did not intend to take
eral,

or to retain practically all of the short lines.
Congress, in the federal control act, definitely included the
independently owned and operated short line' railroads engaged in public transportation, and thereupon the adminis-

announced that it would exercise, what we regarded
as a very doubtful authority contained in the act, and relinquish practically all of the short lines. Thereupon Congress
tration

passed a joint resolution, definitely including under government control the short lines involved, but while that joint
resolution was being considered, the administration hastily
issued letters, giving notice that the respective roads had been
relinquished from government control.
President Wilson, on July 11, 1918, vetoed the joint resolution and said in his message to Congress
"I quite agree that practically all of these should be retained and that they should not only be retained, but that
they should be accorded a fair division of joint rates
fairer division than some of them have been accorded hitherto

—

— an

equitable allotment of cars,
fair routing arrangements."

and motive power, and

That promise has not been met,

either in letter or spirit.

Director

garded

it

General

McAdoo

openly and notoriously disrein every way, and his administration not only did

not give a fair division of joint rates, allotments of cars and
motive power and fair routing arrangements, but he actually
and ruthlessly took from the short lines practicallv all of
their competitive business and attempted to decrease their
divisions.

We finally succeeded, after months of effort, in inducing
Director General McAdoo to agree upon a standard fonn of
contract which the government was to make with the short

KAILWAY AGE

i.^rs

lint'."^,

but \vc fiHind

tration

to actually

linos.

The

contract

makinc;

any substantial
lines,

most difruult to indvuc tin- administhe contracts with tiie individual

policy jnirsued

was made,

line

short

it

make

was

it.

In

and when a
would ^o to the

to procrastinate,

to limit the hencfits that
ever)'

case

])re.sented

in

whicli

would move to the resjiertive short
would in some way and for some
enter into the contract.
In tiie meantime,

benefit

the administration

reason decline to
it continued the practice of diverting; the conii)etitivc business,
of forcing up the wajjes of employees, in increasing the jirices
of cross ties and other material produced on the short lines,
and in many other ways inflictine; heavy losses without s'vin.g
any consideration or benefit in return.
Director General Hines has cxhilMted a much more considerate and favorai)le disposition towards the short lines,

The assistbut when he came into office the die was cast.
ants and employees, especially a large part of the traffic and
operating officials, located in various parts of the country,
had had instilled into them the belief that the rights of the
short lines were to lie disregarded, and while Director General Hincs no doulit desires to correct that situation, he has
not taken hold of it in that vigorous way which is necessary
to reverse all that has been done.
has become apparent that former employees of several
main line companies, now the representatives of the
Railroad Administration in the various sections, are constantly and effectively diverting the business of the short
lines and taking from them their just and equitable rights.
In fact, some of us are convinced that there is a conspiracy
to so cripple the short lines at thLs time as to render them
We have called
helpless, if not to make them bankrupt.
attention of the administration to this apparent combination,
but unfortunately have not succeeded in inducing them to
It is quite apparent that a large part
stop such activities.
of the administration's traffic and operating officials in the
various sections of the country are secretly but certainly
It

of the

good and protection of the compawhich they were formerly respectively connected,
and with which most of them expect to become re-associated
after the roads are returned to their owners, hence the incentive to absorb all things possible from the short lines and

working

for the future

nies with

possibly others.
The lot of the short line railroads, which aggregate about
As a rule, the owners
35,000 miles, has been a sad one.

were encouraged to construct them by the connecting main
and especially by the communities which they penetrate,
and as a rule the connecting lines promised to co-operate
M^ith and aid them, supplying cars free of charge, and promUnfortunately, those
ising adequate divisions of joint rates.
promises have, to a large extent, not been fulfilled, notwithstanding the large volume of business produced by such lines
and the great service rendered to the people on the line.
The states in which these roads were built frequently made
alluring promises, and in most cases promptly after the road
was completed sought to reduce charges for services renAs a result of these
dered to the lowest possible amount.
two factors, many of the short lines have been prevented
In other words, they
from becoming a financial success.
were not permitted to earn sufficient to make an adequate
return to the capital invested, and they were thereupon
thrown into bankruptcy and condemned as failures. In fact,
it is frequently said that a particular line "ought never to
have been built," and that reason is assigned why the reline,

spective line shall not be permitted to increase

and

its

charges

divisions.

If present conditions are to be the standard by which we
are to measure the propriety of the construction and efforts in
the past, we will be forced to condemn the establishment of

a large number of business enterprises that have not succeeded to the extent expected, and must recognize that a large

numbers

of the Senators, Representatives,

members

of state
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as a large part of tiie goviTiimcnt ofnever to have Iteen elected.
That standard
will also force us to recognize that a large part of the legislegislatures, as will
ficials,

ougiit

and other lines of l)usiiiess ought
have l)cen passed.
We must deal with existing conditions and recognize that
Ihi' pr()|)h' wlio have constructed the short line railroads must
l)e |)eniiitted to charge a sufficient amount for the services
rendered and must receive out of the joint rates such a division as will enable them to conduct the l)usiness and have a
rea.sonable return on the funds invested, or if they are not to
have such a right tliey must be accorded the privilege of
removing the rails and recover the funds invested as far as
lation affecting railroads

in-ver to

that

is

The

possil)le.

remove railroads of that character is univeron the ground that the people in the various
communities are vested with certain rights. In weighing the
two rights involved, the government should recognize the
fact that as a rule those roads penetrate undeveloped sections
where the value of property is low and the coming of the
road instantly causes a very substantial advance in values.
In the event the railroad is not permitted to earn a living,
the owners should be permitted to remove it, and the local
citizens will, to all intents and purposes, be restored to their
former status.
Justice demands that rates and divisions of the.se lines
shall l)e such as to enable them to live, or that they shall be
permitted to discontinue the business and remove the pro[:>crty.
Competitive conditions are such that the interline or joint
rates from points on the short lines to points beyond cannot,
as a rule, exceed the rates from points on the connecting
lines in that district or zone.
If the rates from such short
line points are higher, it will decrease the volume, if it does
right to

sally contested

These conditions
not prevent the movement of the traffic.
make it necessary that the short line roads shall be accorded
In fact, the
a very substantial proportion of the joint rate.
short lines must at once receive from the government a very
substantial increase in the divisions.
That increase should
in some instances run at least 100 per cent, and possibly
more, to enable the respective lines to meet the greatly increased burdens and losses that have been incurred as the
direct result of the illegal act of the Railroad Administration
in excluding them from federal control, and because of the
rank injustice inflicted in the operation of the main lines
by the administration.
Congress will, without doubt, pass an act prior to July 1
appropriating for the Railroad Administration, from one
billion to one billion two hundred million dollars for the
purpose of paying the amount due the roads under federal
control and meeting other obligations.
The owners and
officers of the short lines should immediately present to Congress full information as to the unjust treatment that has

been administered to them.
that have been incurred

They should show

the losses

and that the administration

is not
only continuing to divert their business, but is resolutely
refusing to give them adequate and necessary divisions of
the joint rates.
Without any attempt to be vindictive, these
representatives of the short lines should show that they are
being deliberately deprived of their just rights, hence should
urge and insist that Congress allocate and set aside at least
$50,000,000 of its appropriation to be used exclusively in
adjusting and paying to the short lines the amount legally
and equitably due them.
We should insist that Congress, in that appropriation act,
shall include mandatory instructions to the Interstate Commerce Commission to immediately take into consideration

the existing status of the short line railroads, the injury and
injustice done them as a result of the government control of
certain lines,
thorize

and

and that said commission, without
direct in such cases as

may

delay, aube brought before

them, such increase of the division of joint rates as will

June
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enable said lines to meet the losses that have been incurred,
to render adequate transportation facilities to communities
served and to receive such reasonable returns on tlie investment therein as the cormnission may determine; the instruc-

commission to include directions to make the
increased divisions effective as of such date prior to January
1, 1919, as the condition of the respective line may require.
The owners and operators of the short lines should give
prompt and great consideration to the various propositions
now pending before the interstate commerce committees of
tions to the

They should aid in the preparation and securing
Congress.
the adoption of helpful, beneficial legislation for the transportation systems at large, and they should give special
attention to the provisions in the proposed law affecting
the rights of the short lines.
The permanent legislation

to be enacted must contain
upon the Interstate Commerce
power but the duty of determining

detinite provisions conferring

Commission not only the
the proportion of joint rates going to the respective short
lines.
The act should provide that the commission must
act promptly, in the event the lines interested do not agree
as between themselves, and that it shall award to the short
lines such increase of the divisions of joint rates as will
enable said lines to meet their expenses, render adequate

transportation facilities to the communities served, and receive just compensation for the use of their property.
We should recognize that the entire transportation system
of the country should be placed in a healthy condition; that
the main lines should receive rates sufficient to meet all of
their legitimate expenses, including the necessary liberal
divisions to short lines, and an amount sufficient to meet all
other charges, including an adequate return on their pro]>
erties.
The time is opportune. The very seriousness of the
is our strength, hence let us take counsel ten
Let us determine what will be fair and just, and

present situation
gether.

then go forth and fight until

we

win.

Other Addresses
Mr. Esch discussed his

bill to provide for the regulation
of the railroads after their return by the government, which
bill, but represents an effort to
along definite lines.
His statement that the bill does not propose a government guarantee
elicited applause.
Mr. Esch said he believed a plan of
guaranteeing a fixed return would inevitably lead to government ownership, and that the railroads should be allowed
to work out their own destiny, under proper regulation but
without shackles.
He also opposed the idea of a regional
consolidation of railroads, saying he wished to preserve
competition and the enterprise and initiative that have made
the American railroads the greatest in the world, and the
idea of a secretary of transportation, because such a plan, he
said, would be too susceptible of political influence.
Mr.
Esch said that it was his opinion, and he thought it was
the intention of Congress, that the short line railroads should
liave been included in the system under federal operation.
Mr. Sims, chairman of the House committee during the
last Congress, said he did not believe any of the proposed
plans for dealing with the railroads would be unaccompanied by difficulties in operation. He thought the completion
of the commission's valuation of the railroads would be of
great value in the solution of the problem, but he was afraid
that the constant increase of value due to the growth of
communities would lead to constantly higher rates, and said
that if that is going to happen it may be necessary for the
government to buy the right of way and terminals and lease

he said

is

not a perfected

crystallize public opinion

them

to

companies for operation. Mr. Sims said the short
on mileage but long on political influence";

lines were "short

lie told of his unsuccessful efforts to get the joint resolution

intended to prevent the relinquishment of the short lines passed
June in time to head off the order of relinquishment.

last
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Director General Hines discussed his ideas for a permaof tlie railroad problem by consolidating the
railroads into a few competing systems, made up of strong
and weak roads and providing some workable standard of
what railroad regulation ought to produce so that each company could have rates that would enable it to earn a designated return on an official valuation and an additional
amount to be put back into the property without capitalization, any excess earnings to be divided between the company
and the government. He said he believed increased costs
have come to stay, and that unless some such plan is worked
out it will become more and more difficult for the roads to
get along.
It is most important, he said, that the problem
be promptly dealt with because general business conditions
are suffering until it is settled, because the government is
not in position to put large amounts of money into improvements that cannot be completed for several years, and the
railroad corporations are not in a position to furnish large
amounts of capital till they know where they are coming out.
Mr. Hines said that his thought was that the short lines
should be provided for and should be included in the general

ment solution

plan of consolidation.
Senator Underwood declared that the proper solution of
the railroad question represented the most important problem
now before the country after the conclusion of the peace
treaty.
He said that while surface conditions indicate prosperity in the country no permanent business prosperity can
be expected when there is no demand for builders' supplies,
and at the present time there are idle furnaces, idle factories and idle freight cars.
The war industry has been demobilized, but the peace industry is not yet mobilized, and
we are being carried by confidence and credit which alone
cannot last long. There must be a remobilization of peace
industry or disaster will lie in our path.
Business cannot
function in the future with its hands tied and business
is waiting for Congress to take the wartime shackles from
its hands.
The railroad problem, he said, goes into every
business office in America.
The value of their securities is
uncertain, and the railroads cannot consume builders' supBusiness is slowed down
plies when they have no credit.
until this great problem is solved. He felt confident that Congress has the ability and the judgment to solve the problem
if the people will give it a chance, but the job will be done
better if rocks are not thrown at it while it is engaged on
The key to the arch, he said, is the financial
the task.
situation.
When that is solved the other problems take care
The railroads must have an earning capacity
of themselves.
not only sufficient to take care of the existing capital, but
to attract new capital for development, and no one can make
He thought the people
that possible but the government.
had never been in a better humor to do the right thing by
the railroads than now, but that the railroads must make
some concessions, and one of them is the speculative profit.
Mr. Cuyler said the railroads ought to go back to private
management very much as before, so far as corporate organization is concerned, and as untrammeled as is possible conThe railroads do not expect
sistent with proper reglation.
to return to former conditions without change, he said, but
the shackles should be broken and cast aside, and they
should have greater authority for consolidation and coordinated action and a rule of rate-making that will place
it beyond peradventure that rates shall be sufficient to meet
He
the wages and the costs of operation and maintenance.
believed that such a rule could be enacted without a governHe said the federal government should
ment guarantee.
supervise the issuance of securities and that all necessary
regulation should be provided for.
"There never was a more mistaken idea," Mr. Cuyler said,
"than that the railroads broke down of their own inertia.
They were given the wrong kind of medicine by way of
regulations, and if the proper medicine is applied the patient
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Mr. Cuvler and Mr. Thorn l)otii e.\prcs.sed a desire to
brinj; about complete co-operation between tiie l)iK companies and tlie siiort lines, saying tliat tlie fundamental ])r<)blems arc tlie same.
'I'he .H'ssion on Wednesday afternoon wiUj addressed l)y
S. Davies Warfield, president, and Luther M. Walter, general counsel, of the National Asscxiation of Owners of Kailroad Securities, and by Commissioner H. C. Hall, of the
Interstate ("ommerce ("ommission.
Mr. Warfield and Mr. Walter explained the terms of the
Wart'ield plan for future railroad regulation and showed in

what manner it would j)rove of benefit to the short lines.
Both expressed their confidence in the Interstate Commerce
Commission and pointed out that its work would no doubt
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Use

of Bolt Inserts for
.

Rail Fastenings in

Roundhouse

THE

I'ASTKNiNi; of rails to the walls of track pits in the
new roundhou.se of the Toledo & Ohio (x-ntral at Col-

umbus, Ohio, was accomplished in an effective manner
by the use of bolt in.serts embedded in the tops of the concrete
walls. Instead of embedding timjjer tjkxks in the walls to
which the rails could be spiked in the ordinary manner or embedding bolts head down, direct in the concrete, metal inserts
were used as shown in the drawing. These inserts are essentially metal boxes containing a receptable for a l)olt head with

be assisted by a definite directory principle established liy
Congress as to rates and the return allowed under them.
They explained how the provision in the Warlield plan for
rates sufficient to give a 6 per cent return on the property
investment as a whole combined with the division of earnings in excess of that amount on the part of the larger roads
would on the one hand provide sufficient return for all roads
and on the other provide also for a similar return for the
They also pointed out the
smaller and short line roads.
advantages that might accrue from the provisions of the plan
in the way of supplying ecjuipment, in securing proper divi-

6a^ i-4^

sions of interline rates, in unification of terminals, etc.
In bringing to the attention of the meeting the salient prin-

-/

/

p

Esch-Pomerene Bill introduced in both houses
of Congress on Monday, Commissioner Hall said that it represented the views of the commission and was felt to be the
It would require
best plan offered because it was simplest.
the least amount of charge and gave the best opportunity to
ciples of the

He sketched
use forces of regulation already in existence.
briefly the progress towards the provisions embodied in the
bill and spent some time in pointing out the advantages in it
from the standpoint of the short lines.
Mr. Hall spoke at some length concerning the lessons derived from the war and showed how an attempt had been
made to embody them in the proposed bill. "I am not
among those," he said, "who believe that the Railroads' War
Board was a failure," and added that in his opinion the
War Board accomplished more than the railroads had ever
It was handiaccomplished in this or in any other countr}'.
capped by laws meant to discourage exactly the unification
Also he said that he took part
it was trying to bring about.
in the preparation of the report of the Commission to the

rates ordered

were expected to be
the session on Thursday.

resolutions
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—
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Plan and End Elevation of In.

Details of the Bolt Insert and

a suitable

slot for inserting the bolt

Manner

of Application

and with wings extending

into the concrete for the necessary anchorage.

advantage of

this

fact that the bolts

method

may

derailment or otherwise.
Steel

Company,

The

particular

of fastening the rails lies in the

be renewed whenever damaged by a

The

made by the Truscon
and were placed m pairs as

inserts are

Detroit, Mich.,

indicated in the drawing, the pairs being spaced 4
to center along the pit walls.

ft.

center

President relative to the control of the railroads during the
war, but that he had had no idea of segregating the short
lines.

Among the advantages he thought would accrue to the
short lines through the proposed bill, Mr. Hall instanced the
provision relative to the Commmission's authority over divisions of interline rates;

the equal opportunity the act will

offer to ever}' carrier "to earn its

own

living," the provision

that consolidations of roads, joint use of terminals, pooling
of tonnage, etc., would be under the control of the Commission.

"If

I

interpret this right," he said, "this

would mean

that the short lines cannot be starved down and then become
absorbed at a price the absorber road chooses to pay."

The meeting gave a rising vote of confidence in the Commerce Commission.
In the general discussion the short line officers had a good
deal of complaint to make of their treatment by the government and the Railroad Administration and considerable satwas expressed at the prospect of a termination of
Some placed the blame on the officers of
the trunk lines and some on the government.
An officer of a
California line said that on most of the rates the big lines had
isfaction

federal control.

Central

News Photo

The Railway

Station

at

Soroka,

an Allied

Murmanesk Archangel Railway
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Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General Hines and Staff

Now

on Inspection Trip;

Prospects of Additional Rail Orders
Washington, D.

GENERAL HINES and members of his staff left
Washington on Thursday for another inspection and
speaking trip, via the New York, New Haven &
Hartford to Boston, the Boston & Albany to Albany, the
New York Central to Chicago, the Rock Island to Denver,

DIRECTOR

was 2,445,731,

Accounting Circulars
ground that federal control constitutes all railroads
operated by the government as a single system the Division of
Accounting, in Accounting Circular 94, directs that the assessment and collection of war taxes on shipments of company
material transported by one carrier under federal control for
another carrier under federal control shall be discontinued at
the

Policy

it is

federal control and directs that the rules prescribed in Circular C. S. 59 issued by the Car Service Section, effective
May 1, shall be followed.

Rate Advance Possible

The

an advance in rates was again discussed
by Director General Hines when he appeared before the
appropriations committee of the House on Tuesday to explain the need for a $1,200,000,000 appropriation, but he
said he was not ready to decide the question until the conditions to be expected of the latter part of the year are more
definitely known.
Mr. Hines pointed out, however, that
possibility of

low because the percentage of inwas much less than the percentage
of increase in expenses and in the prices of wages and commodities generally and that the government is merely protecting the public against the higher prices that would result from an increase in rates.
He showed that during the
first four months of this year wages were SO or 52 per cent
rates are relatively very

crease

made

last year

higher than in the corresponding period of 1917, but declared that a similar situation existed in most industries,
and that the costs of materials and supplies have increased

from 55 to 70 per cent. He felt, however, that if a decision
advance rates were reached now the amount might either
be made too high or too low, which would require still another advance and, therefore, the decision should be deferred.
Mr. Hines also appeared before the committee on Wednesday.
to

Freight Traffic

Movement and Car
Performance

The volume

for April

showed an even greater decline in April than in March, according to the monthly report
of freight traffic movement and car performance compiled by
of freight traffic

the Operating Statistics Section.

The

net ton miles of rev-

enue and non-revenue freight amounted to 28,629,739,000, a
decrease of 24.6 per cent. The net ton miles per mile of road
per day were 4,134, as compared with 5,471 in April, 1918.
Train miles decreased 23.4 per cent; car miles decreased 19.1
per cent. The average number of freight cars on line daily

of

the

Railroad

Administration
as

decided that this rule shall be made retroactive
further instructions will be issued.
Accounting Circular 88 (revised) cancels P. S. & A. Circular 33 prescribing rules for the settlement of per diem between railroads under federal control and roads not under
If

C.

these 2,288,988

report shows clearly that with the reduction in traffic the
loading of cars and trains is being decreased. The net ton
miles per train mile (tons per train) averaged 674, as compared with 685 in April, 1918, a decrease of 1.6 per cent.
The net ton miles per loaded car mile also show a decrease,
from 29.3 to 27.3, or 6.8 per cent. The percentage of loaded
to total car miles was 68.1, as against 68 last year.
The
average miles per car per day also show a decrease, from
25.5 to 21.1, a loss of 17.6 per cent, and the net ton miles per
car day in April averaged 390 against 507, a decrease of 23.1
per cent.

Burlington back to St. Louis, the Illinois Central to
Birmingham, and the Seaboard Air Line from Birmingham
back to Washington. Mr. Hines expected to return to Washington on June 14.

once.

Of

were reported as serviceable, the percentage of unserviceable
cars being 6.4 per cent, as compared with 5.2 per cent.
The

the

On

a decrease of 2 per cent.

to

Public

Improvements

Walker D. Hines,

director general of railroads, has sent
the following letter to the regional directors respecting relations with public bodies as to public projects resulting in
charges to capital account, or in charges to operating expenses
in connection with capital expenditures; or with respect to
taxes and assessments

"The Railroad Administration is disposed in favor of the
resumption or development of public works and improvements.
In cases where the only objection thereto is to the
present comparative cost of labor and material, no protest
will be made on behalf of the Railroad Administration. Even
where the burden upon the Railroad Administration in a
particular district would be relatively a large part of the
total cost, the mere difference between the cost of work being
done now and being done somewhat later is not sufficient to
justify an attitude of opposition by the Railroad Administration to a policy of resumption or prosecution of public works.
"The Railroad Administration should not identify itself
with opposition to proposals looking to such development or
resumption of public works unless the case is exceptional and
it is clear that the expenditure will be improvident, or that
the project is actually in a private interest and involves the
public interest only to a slight degree and the private interest

involved will not assume the expense of the work. Nothing
herein shall be construed to relate to facilities covered by

General Order No.

15.

"Representatives of the Railroad Administration should at
all times make it clear to the public authorities that responsibility for capital expenditures rests upon the railroad corporations and not upon the Railroad Administration, and
unless specifically authorized by the Division of Law, shall
speak only for the Railroad Administration in proceedings
before public service or state railroad commissions, or officials
of cities, counties or municipalities.
"The Railroad Administration may use its moral suasion to
get the railroad corporations to consent to go ahead with
public improvements and to finance improvements. However,
no federal administration officer should take any action or
make any committal, the effect of which would be to deprive
a corporation of an opportunity to present its objection to the
expenditure.

"In view of the fact that the amount of money available
is always limited, if a project will not

for capital expenditures

be beneficial to the public in proportion to the expense, or
can better be postponed pending the completion of more im-
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portant cajMtal expenditures, the railrcxid corporation, which
will have to suf>j)ly the capital, should present the conditions
to the proper authorities.
Bond Ismes or Spnial Assessments. "Railroad administration olVuials will nt)t take any action for or aRain.-^t any
pr(Keedin}», the puqiose of wliidi is to authorize a Ijond issue
or s|iecial assessment, l)Ut will as fully as practicable keep the
corporate ofl'iccr of each interested railroad advised so that
if the corporation desires to take any action, it may do so.
"In cases involving a spixrial asses.sment chargeable to
capital account in which the corporation dws not make financial arrangements to pay the assessment, there is no obligation
upon the director general to furnish the money. In such ca.se
the question is one between tlie pul)lic authorities and the
railroatl corporation.
Projects Wliuh Itn'ohre Charges to Caf^ital Account that
the Corporation Af^rees to Assume, But U'hick Also Involve
Charges to Operation. "If such a project is agreed to between the corporation and the public i^ody and the financial
arrangements liavc been satisfactorily disposed of, the Railroad .Administration will assume, as to operating expenses,
tlie amount properly chargeable to it, but this j)olicy should
not prevent the federal officer from presenting the objections,
if an>-, which may develop to the project from an operating
standpoint, nor from designating, wherever possiljle, the most

—

—

economical method of carrying out any such project whenever
there is more than one way of providing the proposed facility,
or improving the existing facility, or from designating a better
method of reaching tlie result if there is one available.
Discussions With, or Proceedings Before, Public Service
or State Railroad Commissions, or Officials of States, Counties
"The general practices in connection with
or Municipalities.
negotiations with, or before such public authorities preceding
the issuance of an order, either formal or informal, should
be along the following lines
"(a)
Immediately upon receiving notice that any question
affecting capital expenditures is to be taken up, notice should
be given as information, to tlie proper officer of the corporation

—

so that the corporation may participate in the consideration
or hearing before the public authority, and where such projects involve the consideration of existing franchises or
charters, unusual care in protecting the rights of the corporation, to notice should be exercised.
"The United States Railroad Administration representatives should assure themselves that the public authorities have
given the corporation the notice required by law.
"(b)
The representatives of the United States Railroad
Administration will in such proceedings handle to the best
advantage all matters involving maintenance, transportation
and other items included under operation, and may be called
as witnesses for the public, or the corporation, as well as for
the Railroad Administration.
"(c)
It will be entirely proper to respond to any requests
from a municipality, county or state for information in regard
to materia] and labor costs, and to volunteer such data so that
all concerned may get the benefit of the information in the
hands of the Railroad Administration officials.
"(d)
Single complete items involving a charge to capital
expenditures of $1,000 or less should be promptly reported to
the corporation to give the corporation the opportunity of
handling the matter with the public authority, but in the
discretion of the federal manager the work should not be delayed if, and when, in his opinion, a prompt disposition of
the matter will be the proper action under all circumstances.
Compliance with Orders Issued by Public Authorities.
"If and when a proceeding before the public authority has
resulted in a definite order involving a charge to capital expense, the matter should be promptly reported to the Division
of Capital Expenditures, with the position of the corporation
officer clearly expressed, together with the recommendations of
the federal manager and regional director."

—
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Operation of the Permit System
Walker

I),

llines, director general of railroads, has author-

ized the following statement regarding the application of the
jjemiit system:

"Several days ago the Railroad Administration advised
the interested siiipping public of the plans in contemplation
for the handling of the anticipated large grain crops, and

that it was expected that the permit system would
be re-inaugurated with the ofK'ning of the new wheat season.

stated

year demonstrated that the permit system
was by far the most efficient, and indeed
the only way of [)rotecting the shipping public from the car
shortages and transportation failures which arose when the
eastern terminals were clogged with traffic.
Embargoes without the ]jermit feature have proved higlily unsatisfactory,
disrupting not only operating conditions of the railroads, but
also the trade arrangements of shippers.
"The results of the operation of the permit system at the

Experience

last

of handling traffic

had proved so beneficial to all interests that the plan
was adopted last year as a means to control shipments to

ports

the interior grain markets as quickly as it developed that
some control of movement was necessary in order to keep
the railroads in a position to do business continuously. Con-

immense territory and the importance and volume
commodity involved, the results were satisfactory to

sidering the
of the

all interests.

"An embargo

temporarily stops all traffic, or all traffic in
It is wave-like in its operation.
It
lacks flexibility. The permit system as applied to grain movement contemplates a regular flow of grain to each market
to the maximum ability of the ocnsignees' facilities at the
terminal to unload.
It also regulates the current movement
acocrding to the ability of the railroad to handle.
It contemplates a more equitable distribution of equipment with
consequently greater benefit to all shippers.
It avoids congestion at terminals and in transit, and it consequently results in a freer and heavier movement of grain from the
farms because it is restricted only by the available unloading facilities at the markets.
"The permit system will be applied this year the same
as last year.
A grain control committee will be selected tooperate at each primary or terminal market.
Each committee will be composed of three members, two representing
the operating and traffic departments, respectively, of the
Railroad Administration, and the third the transportation
division of the United States Grain Corporation.
A shipper
desiring to ship to any particular market will apply through
the railroad agent at point of origin, to the grain control committee at such market, for the necessary permit, which will be
promptly issued if conditions admit of the prompt delivery
to and acceptance by consignee at destination.
A copy of the
permit when issued will also be transmitted by the grain control committee to the proper transportation officer of the railroad via which the shipment is to be made so that necessary
action may be taken with respect to the furnishing of equipment.
'Tt will be readily appreciated that not only will producersand shippers of grain be benefited by this regulation in transportation, but the entire shipping public vwll be benefited in
that the channels of commerce will be kept free of congestion,
car detention largely eliminated, and the maximum use of all
equipment more highly developed."
certain commodities.

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has

executed a standard compensation contract with the Terminal Railroad Association
of St. Louis for $2,574,510, and also co-operative short line
contracts with the Miimeapolis, Red Lake & Manitoba, the
Flint River & Eastern, and the Roscoe, Snyder & Pacific.
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Maintenance Expenditures to Be Checked More Closely

General Order 59 Revoked
Director General Hines has issued General Order 59-A,

revoking General Order 59, issued on February 26, which
required the railroads to file monthly reports of traffic statistics covering 58 principal commodities.

B.

&

O. Chicago Terminal Transferred

June 1, 1919, the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago
Terminal Railroad was transferred from the Northwestern
region to the Allegheny region, according to Circular No. 84
Effective on

issued by the director general.

Prospects for Additional Rail Orders

The Railroad Administration

is

not planning on

diately placing additional orders for rail, although

it is

immerecog-

nized that more will be needed and it will probably be
necessary to place orders by August 1 when the 200,000 tons
just ordered will be delivered. Although the annual requirements of the railroads are usually figured at above 1,500,000
tons for renewals only and not including any new construction, and this figure represents approximately the average
of the 10 years ending with 1917, the average rail renewals
during the three-year test period ending June 30, 1917,
amounted to only about 1,350,000 a year and this is the
amount which the Railroad Administration, under the law
and its contracts with the railroad companies, is obligated to
provide for the years 1918 and 1919. Last year about 1,100,000 tons was used for renewals, so there was a shortage of
about 250,000, which would make the requirement for this
year 1,600,000. To meet this there was on order on January
1, of the old orders placed by the railroad companies, about
1,100,000 and the recent order makes a total of 1,300,000 to
This apparently would require an
be delivered this year.
additional order of 300,000 tons merely to keep even and it
is understood that before the negotiations with the Peek
committee were undertaken the Railroad Administration had
contemplated an initial order of 500,000 tons. There is also
an additional requirement of about 90,000 tons to make the
carry-over into 1920 equal to the tonnage on hand at the end
of 1917. This amounted to 460,865 tons. On January 1 there
was on hand only 369,223 tons, and if the roads are to be
returned on December 31 the Railroad Administration would
doubtless be obligated to turn over the equivalent of the carryover into 1917. This would indicate that 390,000 tons is the
minimum that must be ordered for this year for upkeep
alone, to say nothing of any new work.
During the negotiations between the corporations and the
administration over the terms of the standard compensation
contract some apprehension was expressed on behalf of the
railroads that they might be called upon to pay, by deduction
from their rental, for so-called "excess maintenance" which
the Railroad Administration might find necessary. Most of
such apprehension has doubtless disappeared during recent
months, but it would seem that if the administration simply
provides for meeting its contract obligations any deferred
maintenance accruing during the three years before federal
control will be accumulated proportionately during the two
years of government control. Moreover, the companies which
took advantage of the option afforded them, at the time the
old standard price of rails was raised, of saving part of the
increase by placing orders for future delivery, will have been
deprived of the benefit of their foresight.
An interesting
question may be raised when the accounts are unscrambled
after the end of the year as to whether the government is
indebted to the railroads merely for the price of the rail
delivered on advance orders of the companies which it has
used, or whether it will owe them an equivalent tonnage of
rails at the increased prices.
,
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Changes

in the organization of the Division of Operation

made on June

1, by which W. J. Cunningham and A. M.
Burt were appointed assistant directors, are understood to
indicate that special attention is to be given to the problem
of maintenance expenditures involved in the obligation of
government to return railroad properties in as good condition
as when taken over, or to perform same amount of upkeep
as during the test period.
Professor Cunningham has been
appointed chairman of the committee on maintenance expenditures, which also includes Mr. Burt, in charge of engineering and maintenance of way, and Frank McManamy,
in charge of mechanical matters.
Director General Hines
has issued an order to the regional directors to limit maintenance of way expenditures for June, in general, to the
average ratio to the operation expenses of the test period.
This is to afford an opportunity for a closer check and will
be followed by more definite instructions for the balance of
the year.
The order is not a hard and fast one, and is not
intended to curtail necessary work.
Regional directors are
given authority to exceed the limit in emergency cases. The
Administration has been proceeding on the plan of measuring upkeep by expenditures during the test period, but the
goverimient also has the option of returning the railroad
property in as good repair and with as complete equipment
as on January 1, 1918, and on this basis there has been some
over maintenance on some of the properties which it may be
necessan' to check in order to expend the proper amount on

others.

Orders of Regional Directors

CLAIMS

AGAINST

WAR DEPARTMENT.

H. Smith,
Circular 40114A765, advises federal managers to file with the
War Department, promptly, all claims for cost of construction
or maintenance of tracks which have been laid for the accommodation of the War Department. Under the act of March
2, 1919, these claims must be presented before June 30.
Where claims are pending for work of this kind done prior to
regional

director.

Eastern

region,

A.

by

January 1, 1918, such claims may be combined, in a joint
claim, with bills for similar work done since that date.

—

Intensive Loading
Freight
Cars.
The southern
of
regional director, in Circular Letter No. 439, urges continued
efforts toward heavy loading of freight cars.
See Railway

Age,

May

page 1274 (order of Eastern regional director).
of the meeting of competition will frequently be
urged by shippers as a reason for light loading, but where
23,

The need

orders from consignees are given as the cause for such, the
shippers will nearly always be willing to join in efforts to
induce consignees to so arrange their affairs as to order the

maximum amounts
and the

possible, for the interests of the shipper

carrier in the matter are identical.

—

Sodium Nitrate; Hazards in Storage. A. H. Smith,
regional director. Eastern region, by circular 600-1 79A766,
promulgates a special report, received from the Fire Loss and
Protection Section, covering hazards in the storage and handling of nitrate of soda in bulk at railroad terminals. When
this substance is stored in a frame building it may be better,
in case of fire, to allow the building to be destroyed rather
than to use much water.
Safety Appliances on Freight Cars; Time Limit September 1.
A. H. Smith, regional director. Eastern region, by
Circular 500-92A767, calls the attention of federal managers

—

to the laws of Congress, the orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the rules of the Master Car Builders'
Association, designed to insure the complete equipment of all
freight cars with the legal safety appliances by September
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Forcijjn as well as owiicil lars slunild

l'M'>.

Uiuhr ciTtain
Ctifiitiil

In'

n-iiulations.

on

I'.xpniditurcs

MdirUeituticr

Work.

ciiiiippod

— A.

H.

Kastcrn region, l)y (Circular 2700.\(>()J.\. skives furtluT details in conneition with D. C. E.
Cinuiar 20. in relation to securing the consent of corporations
For work of any nature, if delays
lor certain e.\i)i'nditures.
occur in securing the corj)oration's attitude, the federal manager sliould wire the regional director for authority to proceed, giving the circumstances necessary to explain the need
Sinitli,

iTj^ioiial

director,

— Order

208 of the Southwestern regional director quotes instructions with respect to expenditures for
advertising issued originally by the regional director of
Western railroads in Circular 50, dated March 2,^. 1918,
and adds amendment.s to the.se instruction.s authorizing the
ex])loitation of Iwal excursions and the promotion of travel to
In cases where two or more roads
l(X-al tourist resorts.
are interested in a given resort publicity expenditures should
All plans for promotive advertising,
in every case be joint.
after approval by the federal manager, will l)e referred to the
\\'estern Passenger Traffic Committee for review and apjiroval.

—

Order 207 of the Southwestern
Rental Charges on Cars.
regional director cancels Orders 183 and 185 previously issued by the Southwestern regional director pertaining to
rental charges on locomotives and other equipment and outlines new rates for locomotives, dining cars, locomotive
cranes,
tliose

The.se rates do not abrogate
in any contracts which have been executed prior

etc., effective

named

March

1.

to the effective date.

—

Supplement 2 to
N'avy Department Recruiting Posters.
Circular 201 of the Southwestern regional director directs
that the army and the navy be treated alike in the posting
[Railway Age, April 18, page 984.)
of notices in stations.
War Savings Posters. Supplement 6 to Circular 39 of
the Northwestern regional director states that permission has

—

been given the United States Treasury Department to display one War Savings poster in each railroad station.
The
Transportation of Employees of Steamship Lines.
Northwestern regional director in Supplement 51 to Circular
20 states that it will not be the policy of the Railroad Administration to issue transportation to officers and employees

—

of ocean steamship lines.

War Risk
director in

Insurance Posters.

Supplement

5

—The Northwestern regional

to Circular 39 states that permis-

sion has been granted the Public Health Service of the
Treasur}- Department to place a poster in each railroad station, informing the l^eneficiaries of the War Risk Insurance
where medical and surgical care for soldiers, sailors, marines
and nurses discharged from military duties can be obtained.

—The

regional director. Eastern
renewed attention to
the instructions concerning the loading of freight cars to
points off the loading road. The average percentage of home
cars on owning lines is not increasing as fast as it should,
and federal managers are now called upon to prohibit the

Freight Car Distribution.

region, by a circular dated

May

3, calls

use of system cars, except open-top pool cars, for off-line
loading if other suitable cars are available.
The Northwestern regional director
Sailing Day Plan.
gives instmctions for the handling of schedules for the movement of less than carload freight superseding circular 70

—

May

page 1100).
The regional director, Eastern
Gasoline in Wrecks.
region, b\ circular 602-31A701A, promulgates further advices from the Bureau of Explosives as to precautions to be
taken after the occurrence of a train accident where tank
cars of gasoline are involved. Wrecking outfits usually have

(Railway Age,

some

2,

pump

—

|)artmcnt of Agriculture has i)een sent to the federal
to cnal)k'

them

to avail themselves of this service

managers
more

if it is

than that already in effect.
Expenditures; Ten-Year Comparisons.
A. T.
Hardin, regional director. Eastern region, by circular
2700A768, calls upon federal managers ff^r tabulated statements, from all roads in class 1, giving expenditures, by years,
for

—

W.

Af.

maintenance of way and structures from 1908 to 1917
and 1918. The blanks for
data are OS 10-A and OS 10-B. Blueprint copies will be

inclusive; also calendar years 1917
this

acceptable for the purposes of the Central Administration.
Locomotive Fuel Contracts.
Supplement 17 to Northwest-

—

ern Regional Purchasing C'ommittee Circular 3 contains the
following clause which will be incorporated in all contracts
for l(K)cmotive fuel: "In the event the railroad is released

from federal control before the expiration of this contract, it
understood that the corjiorate owners have the option to be

is

exercised

pleasure,

their

at

of

being

substituted

for

the

and obligations
upon the date the owners assume

director general of railroads, as to the benefits

of this contract, effective

control."
This will not require the approval of the corporate
companies at this time.
Embargoes, Eastern Region. A. T. Hardin, regional director, Eastern Region, by circular 2000-1 5 A642A, issues revised rules governing embargoes, taking effect June 10. The
New England Embargo Bureau is abolished, and instructions are given for exchanging information between the office
of the regional director at New York and that of the district
director at Cincinnati.
All embargoes are to be promulgated
to all interested by wire and confinned by mail on the same

—

day.

—

The regional director, Eastern
of Trainmen.
by circular 12O0-4-S6A770 interprets supplement
No. 15 to the rules defining local freight services. The term
pick-up train includes any freight train running on a through
freight schedule which picks up or sets off cars at five or
more places.
Cars Rented to War Department. The regional director.
Eastern Region, by circular 500-5 1A7 73 promulgates an
order from the Division of Operation to the effect that
where freight cars are furnished for the War Department, the
rental rate is to be uniformly $3 a day, beginning with June
1.
Various rates have heretofore prevailed.
Discipline.
The regional director, Eastern Region, by circular 1200-362A772, promulgates an order from the Division of Operation, that in all cases, and regardless of the
wording of agreements upon the subject, employees in train
and engine service must be granted a complete investigation
Wages

Region,

—

—

l)efore final application of discipline.

A man may

be held

out of service for the investigation, but the investigation in

every case must be given before action is taken.
The employee should be confronted with the evidence presented
against him and in such a way that he may be enabled to

meet

it

and make

a defense.

—

to transfer liquids, but the use of this involves
risk of fire, and it is suggested that in transferring

a power

the wreckers should use a portable |)ump tliat (an Ijc
operated by connecting to the air i)rake line.
Inspection of I'ruits and I'cgctablcs.
A. 'I\ Hardin,
regional director, I-'astern region, by circular 600-172A737A,
advises that the extent to which railroads shall make use of
the services of the Department of .Agriculture in the inspection
of fruits and vegetables is left to the discretion of the federal
Information concerning the activities of the Demanager.
oil

efficient

of special despatch.
.l(/;'cr//.vi«,i;.
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The boatmen in New York harbor, by the result of the
agreement reached a month ago, following the general strike,
have had their pay increased from $5 to $15 a month, with
overtime for
agreement, if

from April

21,

all

The
in excess of ten hours a day.
by the unions, will run for one year
It affects about 4,500 men.

work

ratified

1919.

June
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The Second Pan-American
Commercial Conference
of trade between the United
THAT
States and the countries of Central and South America

THE DEVELOPMENT

is going to depend in no small degree upon the extension of railway lines financed by capital from the United
States was one of the strong points among the many brought

out at the Second Pan-American Commercial Conference in
this week.
The leading representatives of many
of these countries in the United States were among the

Washington

speakers and they, as well as others, brought out the necessity of railroad transportation to make available the tremendous natural resources of these countries. They emphasized that much, if not most, of the capital needed for this
railway development must come from this country and
showed the opportunity that was awaiting the investor in

them as well as the trader who would exchange American
made goods for the commodities that such new railways would
make available.
The conference opened its sessions at the Pan-American
in Washington, Monday afternoon vdth about
1,000 diplomatic, commercial and trade representatives of
the United States and Latin America in attendance.
The
conference is the second of its kind (the first having been
held in 1911). It lasted five days, with morning, afternoon
and evening sessions, at which were discussed all aspects of

building,

trade between the United States and Central and South
America.
The first session on Monday afternoon was called to order
by John Barrett, director general of the Pan-American Union,
and presided over by William C. Phillips, assistant secretary
of state, in the absence of Frank L. Polk, acting secretary of
state and acting chairman of the governing board of the
Union. Addresses were made by Thomas R. Marshall, vicepresident of the United States; by Beltran Mathieu, ambassador from Chile; by Ignacio Calderon, minister from Bolivia; by F. H. Gillett, speaker of the House of Representatives, and by Homer L. Ferguson, president of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States.
Beginning with the Monday evening session and continuing over the three sessions on Tuesday, the several Central
and South American countries were discussed by representatives of the respective countries, the countries being taken up
in alphabetical order and opportunity being afforded for the
asking and answering of questions. At the evening sessions
stereopticon and motion pictures were shown of the countries then under consideration.

At the Tuesday morning

ing,

session on

investments,

to

Thursday was devoted

credits,

Thursday afternoon

government

aid

to

to financ-

commerce;

was devoted to engineering aids
commerce, including railways and highways, waterways,

harbors,

and garden party on the grounds of the Pan-American Union.
Secretary of Commerce William C. Redfield in his address
at the Tuesday morning session pointed out the new facilities
made available for Latin American trade in the last few
years, and referred particularly to shipping, banking, the
growth of our productive capacity and the capital available

He

for investment in other countries.

pointed out that even
was overproduction and expressed the view that with the increased capacity
now existing, export trade was an absolute necessity. He
stated his hope that in the future our commerce with foreign
countries would be on a permanent and instructive basis and
of a kind that would prove of mutual benefit to buyer and
before the

war

there were times

when

there

The country, he said, is now suffering from an "overdose of prosperity" and he pointed out that as a creditor nation we must be prepared to invest large sums abroad to compensate for the large balances in our favor. This investment
seller.

he hoped would prove of three-fold value: (1) through the
direct return on the investment, (2) as assisting the normal
flow of trade, and (3) through the development of wealth
by the use of capital as, for instance, in the case of railways,
which would open up new regions and make available the

now impossible of access.
minister from Bolivia and the ambassador from Peru
both referred to the advantages to be gained by the ingreat resources

The

vestment

of

United

States

capital

in

railways

in

those

countries.

"The United States," said Ignacio Calderon, minister from
now in a position to provide the necessary capi-

Bolivia, "is

tal for the construction of railroads

and the development of
and resources of the southern nations, and
besides helping their progress acquire economically the same
preponderating position that its policy of right and justice
the

industries

has given to

it

The investment

throughout the world.

of

American capital would foster our common interests and
contribute more than any other thing to the increase of commerce and of our friendly relations."

A Large Timber Treating
THE CONSTRUCTION what

Retort

of

are believed to be the largest
timber treating retorts ever installed in the United
States has just been completed for the Chicago &

North Western by the Wm. Graver Tank Works, Chicago,
and they have been shipped to the wood preservation plant of

session, in addition, the confer-

ence was addressed by Dr. Francisco Tudela y Varela, ambassador of Peru, and by William C. Redfield, secretary of
commerce. The Tuesday afternoon session was similarly addressed by Henry P. Fletcher, United States ambassador to
Mexico.
The Wednesday morning session was devoted to shipping
and other transportation, including aviation; that of Wednesday afternoon to trading methods, including merchandising,
business ethics, export and import combinations; and that
of Wednesday afternoon to such matters as parcel post, trade
marks, trade regulations, packing, etc.

The morning

1385

Timber Treating Retort Ready

for

Shipment

that road at Escanaba, Mich.
These retorts are 113 ft. long
and 6 ft. 2 in. in diameter. Their combined weight is ap-

proximately 180 tons. They are built to withstand a working pressure of 175 lb. The doors, which weigh 6 tons
each
swing on roller bearing hinges.

session

The Friday morning

The Universal Aviation Company

is

announced as having been organized

etc.

session

was planned

to be devoted to

commercial intelligence, including advertising, publicity, etc.
Friday afternoon to educational and social auxiliaries to
commerce, to be followed on Friday evening by a reception

the
at

name

of a concern

Detroit,

Mich., to
regular airplane transportation between that city
and Cleveland. The distance between these two cities in
establish

an

air line

is

only about 80 miles, or less than half the shortest route:

by railroad.
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Internal

Combustion vs. Steam
Engines for Small Plants*
By

Inspector, Turchasing Dopartmcnt, C.

SUBJECT
THEEngines

& W.

Chicago

of the Internal Combustion versus Steam
Small Stationary Plants permits a wide

field of survey.
It is assumed that the sul)ject should
be limited here primarily to plants for railroad purposes and
in sizes not to exceed 40 to SO hp.
Upon tlic advent of the gasoline engine it was predicted by
many tliat it would i^oon put the steam plant out of business,
But steam was the
especially at the smaller power stations.
old reliable for so many years when it was the only power
available that where it was once established it has not always
been tlie jiolicy to substitute the newer t)pe of engine during

where coal and
were clieap and where the quality of the water was
good for steaming purposes. At some of the important water
supply stations steam pumps have been in use ever since
the road was built, some of them continuing for years after
it was definitely determined that other power was more economical and equally reliable. Some authorities maintain that
the larger and more important pumping stations can be operated most successfully by steam, while others are substituting internal combustion engines, even in the immediate
Many, especially on the northern
vicinity of the coal fields.
roads, maintain steam plants, making use of the exhaust
steam by running it into the water to keep it from freezing
(he natural lifetime of die old plant, especially
lal)or

when

pump

not in service live
steam can be used for the same purpose, as well as to thaw
In most of the states steam
ice from spouts, valves, etc.
plants are subject to a rigid inspection. For instance, in the
state

besides,

of Illinois boilers

the

is

must be inspected and

tested

four

times per year, and operated only by a licensed engineman.
One of the principal reasons for getting away from the

steam pumping plant, in many places, and this may also
apply to other steam plants, is on account of frequent renewals of boiler sheets and flues. In some cases boilers have
to be changed out in from six months to a year, depending
on the nature of the water, necessitating the boilers to go to
This entails considerable annoyance
the shop for repairs.
and expense. The expense for the maintenance of the internal combustion engine is perhaps slightly in excess of that
required for the steam engine, but it is seldom necessary to
send either type to the shop unless the entire apparatus is in
Tests for efficiency as far back as 1882 showed that the
gasoline unit was an active competitor with the steam plant
for small installations, and about 10 years later it was generally conceded that it had gained the supremacy, but just
about that time the rapid development of the multi-cylinder,
small tj'pe of engine used so extensively for propelling automobiles, trucks, motorcycles, airplanes, etc., created such a
for gasoline as to give the larger sizes of internal

combustion engines a temporary setback until it could be
arranged to operate them successfully with kerosene and the
cheaper grades of fuel oil, since which time they have again

made considerable progress.
The cost of installation of

it

is

dout)tful

has any advantage in

|)lant

is

little

room

if,

in

and

many

its

fuel is taken into

instances, the steam

cost.

for doul)t but that the oil engine is

in the matter of attendance.
The
steam boiler requires nearly an iiour to get up steam and
almost constant attention thereafter for firing and all of the
other necessary requirements, while the oil engine can be
started in an instant, and when jjroperly installed and
adjusted the attention required is only nominal.
It is well

known

the two types of plants under

consideration, of like proportions, may differ but little except
for plants ranging from 1 to 10 hp., where the oil equipment

would be much

In fact, for plants of this size steam
less.
In some installacan scarcely be considered a competitor.
tions of from 20 to 50 hp. the oil engine may be more expensive than the steam engine and boiler. When the additional

that

many

of the smaller

pumping

stations are suc-

cessfully operated by agents, baggagemen, sectionmen,

when conveniently

etc.,

connection with their other
duties, requiring but a small share of their time.
A steam plant necessitates about six times the space for
transportation and storage of coal that oil does; besides the
latter may be conveniently stored underground, where it is
entirely out of the way.
For reasons just stated the labor
required for the handling of coal and ashes is several times
that for oil.
Some roads require coal to be delivered to small
power plants in considerable quantities during certain seasons
of the year in order to render cars and labor available for
other purposes when they are most needed. The result is that
located,

in

is most always stored outside, where it deteriorates
some extent and is liable to be stolen or may catch fire
A leading authority from
from spontaneous combustion.
one of the prominent railroads estimates that the loss of fuel
from all sources in connection with a steam plant sometimes
runs as high as 40 per cent, while in the case of oil it is very

the coal
to

slight.

The Diesel type of oil engine has reached such a stage of
economical operation, together with the small amount of
space required for engine and fuel as to come into general use
for boats and ships and all kinds of stationary plants from 6
They operate successfully with all of the cheaper
to 500 hp.
grades of oils except those having a decided asphaltic base,
and the manufacturers now claim that they will soon be able
to operate on such oils as well.
The thermo-dynamic efficiency of the semi-Diesel and true
Diesel engines range roughly from 20 to 35 per cent.
The
economy in fuel consumption therefore is large when compared with the consumption for ordinary steam engines when
it

is

recalled that the efficiency of the small 4-valve Corliss

engine

is

about 6 per cent; the Corliss compound 9 per cent,

and the triple-expansion engine rarely reaches 18 per cent.
It is a well-known fact that the simpler types of steam pumps
are the most wasteful.

The

need of overhauling.

demand

consideration,

much more economical

\V. VV.,

for

in the tank;

sj)a(c for the liousing of tlic latter

Tliere

C. A. Lichty
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cost of the dififerent fuels varies, of course, in the dif-

is scarcely any place in this country
can not enter into competition with coal for the purpose outlined in this subject, while, on the other hand, in
many localities the steam plant can not enter into competition.
A concrete instance of the relative merits of the two
types is cited in the case of a steam plant in a small town
which was recently replaced with a modern type of oil engine
for operating a small electric lighting plant, where it is stated
that the former cost of operation of 20 cents per kw. has been
reduced to 4 cents by the new installation. It is not known
whether the total difference was due to the change, but no
doubt much of it was. In this particular case both coal and
One of our
oil were produced within 100 miles of the plant.
prominent railroads recently installed an oil engine at a
pumping station where steam had been in use many years,
and a total saving of fuel and labor has effected a saving of
from 30 to 40 per cent. Both types of plants are in such

ferent localities, but there

where

oil

general use and their characteristics so well known that when
all of the conditions are taken into consideration it should not

be difficult to determine which should be selected for any
•Abstract of a paper presented
Railway Fuel Association.

at

the convention

of

the

International

particular locality.
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W. G. Lee has been re-elected president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.
The Railway Fire Protection Association will hold
annual meeting at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago, on October

its

21,

to stop, look

The Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal has been transferred from the Northwestern region to the Allegheny region, according to Circular 84 issued by the Director GenThe change became

effective

The Spokane & Inland Empire,

June

in co-operation

with farm-

Spokane county, Wash., has agreed to engage men to
patrol the right of way on all its lines outside of the city of
Spokane in an effort to exterminate the squirrels which annually destroy great quantities of grain raised on farms adjacent to the railroad. These men will plant poison in squirrel holes on the railroad's property and poison will also be
sold to the farmers, who will apply it in a similar manner on
their farms.

Five hundred miles in five hours, 40 minutes, 42 seconds,
was the speed of Wilcox, the victor in an automobile race
on a track at Indianapolis, Ind., on May 31. This speed is at
the rate of 87.12 miles an hour. For the first 275 miles the
average was 91.34 miles an hour; but some of the contesting

had accidents, and two of these resulted in fatal injuries
the occupants, three men being killed, two of them by
being burned to death; and thereafter the speed of the survivors was not quite so high. Of the large number of contestants, three were very close behind the winner at the end.
cars

to

The "No-Accident Campjiign" on the railroads of the
Southwestern Region for the month of May, has resulted in
a marked improvement, speaking generally, but in the oil
fields of Texas the number of casualties shows a large increase.
For the first twenty days of the month, the general
result, throughout the region, is a decrease of 60 per cent in
the number of casualties to employees; but in the oil disnumber

of roads

and inexperienced men

showed

which, as a

1.

ers of

tricts a

warning automobile drivers of the importance of the rule
and listen before crossing a railroad track. The
clergymen are especially appealed to because, says Mr.
Scott, "the majority of automobile owners in each community are of the best type of citizens, and it is this class,
in

22 and 23.

eral.

over railroad crossings.
Robert Scott, chairman of the General Safety Committee of the Atlantic Coast Line, has addressed a special letter to the clergymen in the towns along
the lines of his road asking their assistance and co-operation

large increases,

many new

having been employed since

last

rule,

attend

some church

regularly."

Chicago railroads, on the occasion of the recent arrival
of part of the 33d Division of the army from France, dem-

A

onstrated the efficiency of their terminal facilities.
total
of thirteen special troop trains were moved from New York
to Camp Grant, Rockford, 111., on schedule time without disarranging the customary traffic of the roads. Of the thirteen
trains, three arrived at Chicago over the New York Central,
three over the Pennsylvania, three over the Baltimore &
Ohio, two over the Grand Trunk, and two over the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis. Five trains departed from Chicago over the Chicago & North Western, three over the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, three over the Chicago Great
Western, and two over the Illinois Central. The results were
obtained through absolute holding to schedule by the Chicago terminal manager's office, the War Department and
the hotels where the men were entertained.

The American Association of Engineers has announced a
plan of organization for the formation of railroad sections.
It provides for the formation of such sections on any railroad where there are 10 or more members or prospective
members of the association. In general there should be only
one section of any one railroad system, but when the system
is large and is divided for general operation and administration by the railroad itself into two or more parts, there can
be more than one section if those railroad members so desire.
Each railroad section will elect its own officers and may establish its headquarters at any point on the lines of the road,
but preferably at the location of the general engineering
offices.

The Pennsylvania Railroad

year.

Section of the Association will hold
convention at Pittsburgh, Pa., on June 28. It is planned
to have a business meeting in the forenoon and a banquet in the
evening. The headquarters of this section will be at the Fulton
its first

Officers and clerks of the general offices of the International & Great Northern, moving from Houston, Tex., to
Palestine, because of the contract between the railroad company and the city requiring the maintenance of general
offices in Palestine, arrived in the latter city on Thursday
morning last, in a special train. Other departments follow
this week and later.
Many clerks in Houston resigned their
positions rather than move away from the city. The traffic
manager, and the general freight agent will retain their headquarters at Houston.

A. H. Smith, Regional Director of the Eastern Region,
farewell to the federal managers, expressed
his thanks to the officers and employees "for the great as-

building, Pittsburgh.

Western Society

of

Engineers

H. Waterman, superintendent of timber preservation,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Galesburg, 111., will present
a paper before the Western Society of Engineers, Chicago,
on Monday evening, June 9, on "Results Obtained from
Treatment of Track Ties and Bridge Timbers."
J.

in bidding official

and

me and

co-operation
displayed between everyone through the very trying months
when hostilities were in progress. The prompt movement
of troops in such large volume and the efficient handling

sistance

loyal

effort

afforded

the

During
of traffic is truly a commendable accomplishment.
the unification of the railroads, as was necessary, there has
been no feeling whatever. This indicates a breadth of view
and loyalty to the Government. The co-operation of every
."
man has been hearty.
.

.

"Safety- First Movement" on railroads includes, of
course, the interests not only of employees but of all other
and especially persons driving automobiles
persons as well

The

<

;

Utah Central Anniversary Celebration
State Historical Society has started a movement
for a celebration commemorating the laying of the last rail
of the first railroad to reach Salt Lake City from the Missouri River, to be held at Salt Lake City on January 12, 1920.
Business and social organizations in the city have been invited to participate and the plans, as tentatively prepared,
are similar to those for the celebration recently held at Ogden, commemorating the driving of the Golden Spike which
completed the first trans-continental railroad. Andrew Jenson, president of the Historical Society, worked on the Utah
Central at the time of its building. The Utah Central was
completed on January 10, 1870, the last spike being driven

The Utah
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by rrcsidcnl BriKliam Youiik in tlie presence of 15,000 jieoThe ri);iil was 36 miles long from Ogden to Salt Lake,
connecting tlie city with tlic recently completed l^nion
Pacific. The road is now a part of the Denver & Kio Grande,
Salt Lake City had existed for 22 years as a lone coiinminity
in the midst of the great American desert.

plc.

Export

Traffic

report on overseas traffic for the week
ended May 28 at the North .Atlantic ports, there were 27,'^24
cars of export freight on hand, exclusive of i)iilk grain and
coal, compared with 28,4-13 cars for the same day of the preThere were 7,998 carloads of export food on
cetling week.
hand at these ports, compared with 7,890 carloads as of May
The export situation at the port of New York continues
21.
The British government has cleaned
to show improvement.
up practically all the .steel on the ground for its account and
There
will commence to bring in steel from interior points.
were 1,574 cars of provisions on hand on the morning of May
29 consigned to the British, French and Italian governments,
the Belgian Relief Committee, Food Administration and
Packers Relief. There were stored in elevators at North
Atlantic ports on May 28, 13,751,076 bushels of grain. There
was received during the week 6,620,496 bushels, while 7,081,201 bushels were cleared. At South Atlantic and Gulf ports
as of May 24, there were 10,550 carloads of export freight
on hand, as against 9,751 cars as of May 17. There were
5,331,475 bushels of grain stored in elevators at the same
ports on May 17.
to

.•\ccoriliiig

Advances

a

to Railroads

By War Finance Corporation

Advances to railroad companies and the Railroad Administration by the War Finance Corporation up to May 14
amounted to $181,710,090.
The advances from April 23
to May 14 were as follows:
Central Railroad of New Jersey, $1,468,800; Philadelphia
Reading, $1,000,000; Lehigh Valley, $240,000; Baltimore &
Ohio, $1,700,000; Boston & Maine, $216,800; Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, $449,600; Central Vermont, $128,800;
Chesapeake & Ohio, $400,000; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
$1,520,000; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, $436,800; Delaware & Hudson, $753,000; Hocking Valley, $100,000; Illinois
Central, $1,700,000; International & Great Northern, $387,200; Missouri, Kansas & Texas, $342,000; New York, New
Haven & Hartford, $1,312,000; New York, Susquehanna &
Western, $100,000; Pere Marquette, $140,000; San Antonio
& Aransas Pass, $53,000; Spokane, Portland & Seattle, $100,000; Virginian Railway Co., $775,000; Wabash, $976,000, and

&

Western Maryland,

$213,600.

Prevention of Collisions
Public Service Commisthe men who are
expected to attend the hearing on the collision problem in
New York City next week (announced in the Railway Age last
week, page 1333), are Major Azel Ames, New York; Frank
Rhea, New York; C. H. Morrison, New Haven; Daniel Willard, Baltimore; Julius Kruttschnitt, New York: E. W. McKenna, New York; S. M. Felton, Chicago; W. L. Derr,
Clarion, la.; J. B. Fisher, Philadelphia; G. L. Peck, Pittsburgh;
A. R. Whaley, New York; J. O. Young, Newark, N. J.; D. H.
Schweyer, Easton, Pa.; Frank J. Sprague, New York; James
L. Truden, Boston.
The hearing will be conducted by the commission, Charles
B. Hill (chairman), Frank Irvine, John A. Barhite, Thomas
F. Fennell and J. A. Kellogg; with C. R. Vanneman, chief of
the division of steam railroads. It will be held in the Hall of
Records, Chambers street, near the City Hall, beginning at
10 a. m. on Wednesday, the 18th.

The secretary

sion,

Second

of the

New York

District, advises that

Honor
[From

among

to British

the Railway Gazette,

Dead
London]

Paul's Cathedral was filled with a congregation of about
4,000 persons at the memorial service on Wednesday afternoon
last, when honor was shown to nearly 19,000 railway men who,
in the service of their country, have made the great sacrifice.
St.
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Then- were many characteristics

in the service that will

make

it

those who had the privilege of being present.
There was the presence of ihe king, thus signifying once more
the inlercsl shown by his majesty in the railway service; the large
number of railway chairmen, directors and chief ofTicers, together with reprcscMlativcs of ihe Board of Trade and other
government departments, of the naval and military forces, of
the men's widows, and the over 3,0(X) relatives of those railwaymen who liave fallen. The excjuisite and appropriate music providi-d by ilie orchestra untlcr Colonel Galloway was, in itself,
The address of the Bishop of Peterborough
a marked feature.
was in keeping with the spirit of the occasion one of gratitude
to those who have fought, and of determination that there shall
be a new permanent way of peace and good-will built on
nieinorahle

to

—

righteousness, justice and fellowshii)

among men.

Progress on Alaskan Railway Construction
Figures showing the total amount of work done in the
construction of the Alaskan Government Railway from the
beginning of activities to April 30, 1919, were published in the
Alaskan Railroad Record of May 13. On the main line 148.02
miles of track, 8.28 miles of sidings, 0.92 miles of spur tracks
and 8.05 miles of terminal yard tracks have been laid, while
on branch lines 37.72 miles of track, 2.36 miles of sidings, and
6.97 miles of spur tracks have been built.
A total of 8,502,847 cu. yd. of material has been placed in embankments, 554,750 lin. ft. of piling has been placed in temporary and permanent structures, 3,(K)0 cu. yd. of concrete has been deposited, 914 miles of wagon road have been built, and 243
miles of temporary and permanent telegraph lines have been
erected.

warm sunshine and grass, and the Spring is not
backward as might be imagined, nevertheless the opera-

Alaska has
so

tion of railways has its pecularities.
The Alaska Railroad
Record of May 13, says that work had just been undertaken
to open a section of the line which has been closed by snow
slides for some time, sluicing being resorted to to remove
a heavy snow bank lying across the track at mile 76.
At

another point on the
ing

mud

slides

line a ditcher

from the

has been working, remov-

track.

Telegraph Superintendents' Convention
The Telegraph and Telephone Division of the American

—

Railway Association formerly the Association of Railway
Telegraph Superintendents will hold its annual meeting at
La Salle Hotel, Chicago, on June 11, 12 and 13. There are
six committees.
Committee No. 1, on construction and
maintenance, will present four reports by four sub-committees.
(1) Preliminary draft of a pole line specification.
(2)
A progress report on a crossing specification. (3) Complete
specification for installation of underground conduits.
(4)
Complete specification for transposition of telephone circuits.
Other committees will report on (a) preliminary draft of
specification for installation of telegraph and telephone
equipment in railroad offices, (b) Protection against electrolysis,
(c) Preliminary draft of specification for protec(d)
tion against lightning and against high power circuits,
Advances and development in the telegraph and telephone
field,
(e) Report on message traffic, mailgrams, censoring,

—

etc.

There will be an election of officers and members of certam committees. On the evening of June 12 there will be a
banquet at the La Salle Hotel.
The chairman of this division is Martin H. Clapp, manager
of the Telegraph Section of the United States Railroad Administration, 18th street and Pennsylvania avenue N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

Manufacturers of Mechanical Handling Equipment
All manufacturers of mechanical handling machinery and
equipment and accessories in the United States are invited
to attend the coalition meeting of the Material Handling
Machinery Manufacturers' Association (35 West 39th street,
New York City), which will be held at the Hotel Astor, New
York City, on Wednesday, June 11, morning, afternoon and
evening. This includes makers of cranes, winches and hoists;
elevators; gravity and power conveying machinery and ap-

:

June

6,
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paratus; industrial truck, tractors and trailers; bulk handling
machinery, and all makers of equipment and accessories such
as storage batteries, bearings, ropes for hoists, buckets, electric controllers and apparatus, etc.
The advertising managers of the companies manufacturing
these products are also invited to hold a preliminary conference at Hotel Astor the evening before, at which time it
is planned to form an advertising council.
Among the speakers for the day meeting are James H.
Collins and Francis Holley.
Mr. Holley will tell how educational and industrial moving picture films are distributed
throughout the world so that they reach millions of people.
At the evening meeting, addresses will be made by former
Senator Theodore Burton and Murray Hulbert, Commissioner of Docks of New York City.
The committee having the meeting plans in charge consists of W. J. L. Banham (chairman), Otis Elevator Company; Frederick Stadelman, of Wellman-Seaver-Morgan
Company, and E. Logan Hill, of Heyl & Patterson.
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mechanism for slipping coaches, and had for many years developed a most important series of services to branch lines by
means of slip coaches which offered many advantages over the
alternative arrangement of stopping the through train and either
putting off coaches or causing the passengers to change into the
branch train. In pre-war days the 'Limited' 10:30 a. m. ex Paddington had a through run to Plymouth, doing the journey in 4
hours 7 minutes, and three slips were dropped at Westbury,
Taunton and Exeter respectively. To give the same branch connections without the slips would have prolonged the journey to
the West at least 30 minutes a serious delay to an important
train.
We have no doubt that as opportunity offers these slip
services will be resumed.
They have been greatly missed, and
their resumption will materially add to the comfort of the traveling public."

—

Meetings and Conventions
Ihe following

list

names of

gh'es

secretaries,

dates

of next or regular

meetings and places of meetings:

The Canadian
The general

strike at

Strike Situation

Winnipeg continues, although execu-

tives of the railway brotherhoods, acting as strike mediators,

have
from
from
been

succeeded in obtaining proposals of settlement both
the Metal Trades Council which started the strike, and
Winnipeg employers. The negotiations, which have
conducted by the brotherhood mediators, have been
strictly secret, but it is understood that the principle of collective bargaining, one of the planks in the strikers' platform,
was recognized in both settlement proposals. The next step,
insofar as the brotherhoods are concerned, is to submit a
compromised plan to the two factions. No extensive disorders have been reported, the strikers being inclined to
avoid open breaks which would result in the calling in of
the military forces which have been mobilized and are ready

immediate action.
Railway mail clerks of the Winnipeg division who have

—

Air Brake Association. F. M. Nellis, 165 Broadway, New York City.
American Association of Demurrage Officers. F. A. Pontious, Supervisors of Demurrage and Storage. C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.
.'\merican Association of Dining Car Superintendents.
E. H. Thayer,
St. Louis-San Francisco R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
American Association of Freight Agents. —R. O. Wells, Illinois Central,
Chicago.
Next meeting, June 17-20, Cleveland, Ohio.
American Association of General Baggage Agents. J. E. Quick, Port
Huron, Mich.
American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers. W. C. Hope,

—

—

—

C. R. R. of N.

American

J.,

143 Liberty

Association

St.,

Railroad

of

New

York.

Superintendents.

Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
American Electric Railway Association.

— E.

—
—

Rothschild,

J.

W.

Burritt, 8

B.

40th St.,

Next convention, October 6-10, Atlantic City, N. J.
New
American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association. C. F. jf. Dell,
50 E. 42nd St., New York.
American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Associaiion.— Otto E. Schlinck, 485 W. 5th St., Peru, Ind.
American Railroad Association. J. E. Fairbanks, 75 Church St., New
York.

—

—

York.—

for

Operating Section (including former activities of Association oi
Railway Telegraph Superintendents' and Railway Storekeepers'

The
on a sympathetic strike, have returned to work.
strikers appeared before Gideon Robertson, federal minister
Havof labor, and asked permission to resume their work.
ing made their application before the expiration of a 24-hour

Engineering Section (including former

been

ultimatum issued by the government, they were allowed to
return to their former positions.
The Winnipeg police force has not been called out on a
sympathetic strike, although the men have refused to sign an
agreement not to affiliate with any organization that might
Howbe called out on a sympathetic strike in the future.
ever, the men have not indicated that they intend to join in
the general strike.
At Toronto, where a general strike has also been in progress for several days, the Metal Trades Council, again the
instigator of the strike, has issued an appeal urging other
workers who have inaugurated sympathetic strikes in its
behalf to return to their jobs. No trouble has been reported
General strikes called
at Toronto with railroad employees.
in sympathy with the Winnipeg strikers at other points in
Canada do not appear to be serious and business at such
points as Vancouver, B. C, Edmonton, Alta., Calgary and
Lethbridge where sympathy strikes have been called is continuing as usual.
Latest reports indicate that at Winnipeg railroad shopmen
and commercial telegraph operators were returning to work,
and that at Toronto the general strike had lost its vitality.

"Cut Off One from the Hind End"
Leaving a passenger car while continuing the train at full
speed is a custom which American passenger conductors have
long since outgrown (and which, indeed, many of them probbut in England the fashion is still favored,
ably never heard of)
as will be seen by the following note from the Railway Gazette
;

London
"One of the welcome signs of the return of our railways to
more normal conditions is found in the new Great Western timetable where 'slips' are shown off the 10:30 a. m. Paddington at
Taunton and the 8:30 a. m. Plymouth at Westbury. When war
conditions began to press heavily upon the country the system of

of

from express and other through trains had to
The Great Western employ a very safe and simple

slipping coaches

be abandoned.

Association).
activities of Railway Signal
Association).
former activities of Master Car
Section (including
Builders' and Master Mechanics' Association).
Traffic Section (including former activities of Freight Claim Asso-

Mechanical
ciation).

Transportation Section (including former activities of Association
of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers).

—

American Railway Bridge and Building Association. C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W. Ry.. 319 N. Waller Ave.. Austin Station, Chicago.
Next
convention, October 21-23, 1919, Cleveland, O.
American Railway Engineering Association. E. H.
Dearborn St., Chicago.

—

Fritch,

431

South

(see American Railroad Association, Mechanical Section). Acting Secretary, V. R.
Hawthorne, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago.
Next annual convention, June 23-25, 1919. Atlantic City, N. J.
American Railway Perishable Freight Association. E. F. McPike, 135
Regular meetings, 2d Wednesday in March
E. 11th Place, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association

—

—

and September.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association. R. D. Fletcher, 6202
Next convention, August 27-29, Hotel
Greenw'ood Ave., Chicago.
Sherman, Chicago.
American Society for Testing Materials. C. L. Warwick, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Next meeting, June 24-27, 1919,
Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N. J.
American Society of Civil Engineers. Charles W. Hunt, Engineering
Regular meetings,
Societies Building, 33 W. 39th St., New York.
Wednesday in month except July and August. 220 W.
1st and 3d
Next annual convention, June 17-20, Hotel
57th St., New York.
Radisson, Minneapolis. Minn.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

—

—

—

39th

St.,

New

York.

—
—T. F. Whittelsey, 708 Union
Association. — D. L. Darling, Northern

American Short Line Railroad Assochtion.
Trust BIdg., Washington,

American

Train

Despatchers'

Pacific Ry. Spokane,
La Salle. Chicago.

D. C.

Wash.

Next convention, June

17-20,

Hotel

—

American Wood Preservers' Association. F. J. Angier, B. & O., Mt.
Royal Sta., Baltimore, Md.
Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels. George W.
Lyndon, 1214 McCormick Bldg., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting with

—

Master Car Builders' Association.
Association of Railway Claim Agents. Willis H. Failing, C. R. R. of
N. J., Jersey City, N. J.
•Association of Railway Electrical Engineers. Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
&• N.
Next meeting,
W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago.

—

—

October,

1919,

Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents (see American Railroad Association, Operating Section). W. L. Connelly, N. Y. C.

—

R. R., Gibson, Ind.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers (see Amercan Railroad Association. Transportation Section). G. P. Conard,
75 Church St., New York.
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association. M. J. Tiees, Chicago,
Bridge & Iron Company, Chicago. Next annual convention, October

—

—

21-23.

1919, Cleveland, O.

Canadian Railway Cluus.
(near

Montreal),

—James

Powell, 48 Aberdeen Ave., St. Lambert

Que.

—

Aaron Kline, 841 Lawler Ave.,
Regular ineetrngs, 2d Monday in month, except June, July
and August, New Morrison Hotel. Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.
Chicago.

—
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Lknihal Kailway
KriiviUr

(.'lub.
iiirrliiiKs,

— Harry
2d

Clllir
Ciiiur

Vouulit 9.S Uticrty St..
in Novrinlirr, and .'d

F).

New

Tliiirxlay

M«y and

Srplcnibcr,

Jdiiiiary, Marcli,^
iNTIiai IIAMil lAR
W. K. McMiinn,

llolrl

York,

I'riday

IliifTalii,

iNSrH roan' and Cak I'lmitMXN'a
New York Ccnli.il, New ^Ork.
lNTK»m.«Ntt Ca« Inspkiiohs' and Cak Forkukn's Supply Men'«
.AssoiiAiiON.
1). B. Wright, Lelion Company, 45tli and Uaklcy Stt.,

Traffic

—

CIm-aKo.
E.\sTtiN Kailroad Association.
D. G. Stuart, Washinaton. 1). C.
FsKionr C'iaiu Amuciation (see American Railroad As.iociation, Traffic
Sect inn ).—I-ewi8 I'ilcher, R. F. & I'., Richmond, Va.
C'lKNCttAL Si'pr.KiNTRNDiNTs' AssoiiATioN OK Cm iCAOo.- -A. M. Iliinler, 321
tirand Ontial Sta., Chicago.
Rcgidnr niectinKji, Wednesday prccedin(^ 3d
Friday in month. Room 856, Insurance Exchange llldg.,
Chicago.
Inikhnafional Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. A. L. Woodworth, B. & O., Uroa, Ohio.
Next convention, August 19-21, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
iNTtRNATiONAL RailvAy Fukl ASSOCIATION. J. G. Cfawford, 702 E. Slst

—

—

St.

C

—

hicago.

Railway

International
lool
Ji-2J,

W.

General

Foremen's
Minn.

Walvash Ave.. Winona,

Association.

— F.

W.

Haeer,

—

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States
and Canada. A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Next meeting,

—

SepleiMber, 1919, Chicago.

Master Car Buiiders' .Association

(see American Railroad Association,
Mechanical Section). Acting Secretary, V. R. Hawthorne, 431
South Dearborn St., Chicago.
Next annual meeting, June 18-21,
Atlantic City, N. J.
National Association of Railway and Utilities' Commissioners.
B.
Walker,
James
49 Lafayette St., New York.
Next annual convention. October 14. 1919, Indianapolis. Ind.
National Foreign Trade Council. O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New

—

—

—

—

National Railway Appmances Associ.\tion. C. W. Kelly, Kelly-Derby
Co., Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago.
New England Railroad Club. W. E. Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston. Mass.
Regular meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting
months of June, July, August and September.
New York Railroad CLun. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York.
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,

—

—

W.

New

York.
George A. J. Hochgrebe, 623
Brisbane BIdgr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Regular meetings, 3d Tuesday in
each month, Tenjost Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
Pacific Railway Club.— W. S. Wolluer, 64 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.
R.\ILWAY Accounting Officers' Association.— E. R. Woodson, 1116 Woodward Bldg., Washington, 1). C. Next annual meeting, June 11, 1919,
Hotel Conmiodore, New York.
Railway Business -Association. Frank W. Noxon, 30 Church St., New
Y'ork. Next annual meeting, December, 1919, Buffalo, N. Y.
Railway Clud of Pittsburgh
J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Regular meetings, 4th Thursday in month except June,
July and August. Colonial Annex Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway Development Association. D. C. Welty, Missouri Pacific R. R.,
29

39th

St.,

Niagara Frontier Car Men's Association.

—

—
—

—

St.

Louis,

Mo.

—

R.ulway

Electric Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. Scribner,
General Electric Co., Chicago. Annual meeting with Association of
Railway Electiical Jtngineers.
Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association. D. L. Eubank, Galena
Signal Oil Company. Richmond, Va.
Next annual meeting. September, 1919, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Railway Fire Protection Association. G. L. Ball, St. Louis-San Fran-

—

Mo.

cisco Ry., St. Louis,

Railway Real Estate
Richmond,

Associ.ation.

—
— Tames

P. Nelson, President, C.

&

O.,

Association, Engineering
Section, Signal Division), H. S. Balliet, Bethlehem, Pa., 75 Church
St., New York.
Next meeting, June 26 and 27, "The Breakers,"
Atlantic Citv, N. J.
Railway Storekeepers' .Association. J. P. Murphy, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Box C. Collinwood, Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association. J. D. Ccnway, 1841 Oliver
Bide., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Next annual meeting, June 18-25, 1919. At-

—

—

N.

J.

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association.

—G.

A. Nel-

son, Waterbury Battery Co., 30 Church St., New York.
Roadmasters'and ^L^INTENANCE OF Way ASSOCIATION. P. J. McAudrcws,
C. & N. W. Ry., Sterling, III.
Next annual convention, September

—

16-18,

1919,

HI

News
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The Montana Freight Rate Association asks for interline
freight rates upon both class and commodity rates.
At the
present time Montana has no interline rates except on coal
and cement, and

it

is

claimed that the present system of rate

making confines business of Montana cities almost exclusively to the railroads upon whicli they are situated and to
Changes in passenger train service between San Francisco,
and Goldfield, Nev., cutting the time between the two
by nearly 12 hours and providing night travel across
the desert in both directions have been announced by W. R.
Scott, federal manager of the Southern Pacific.
The new
service begins on June 8, and follows a conference held before the Nevada State Railroad Commission to devise
means of accommodating the increased travel to the new
Cal.,

cities

gold

fields.

Loading of freight in the Northwestern region for the week
ending May 27, shows a decrease of 8,077 cars from the
records established for the corresponding week last year.
The comparative size of the present wheat crop as compared
with that of last year is shown by an increase of 5,725 cars
of grain and grain products loaded. The number of cars of
livestock and miscellaneous freight loaded show slight increases while tlie number of cars of coal and coke, lumber
and forest products and ore loaded during this period show
a decrease from the records established last year.

The William Graver Tank Works, East Chicago,

Ind.,

has

petitioned the Chicago Eastern District Freight Traffic Committee for a fabrication-in-transit arrangement at East Chicago, Ind., in lieu of the existing arrangement which permits
only fabrication of iron and steel framework or sections for
bridges and buildings.
It is desired to extend the application of this arrangement to cover iron and steel in carloads,
fabricated into iron and steel framework or sections for
bridges, buildings, towers, tanks, stand pipes, steel riveted
pipes and smoke stacks. The petition is based on the fact
that competitors now enjoy such an arrangement in connection with fabrication-in-transit privilege at Greenville and
Sharon, Pa.

Va.

Railway Signal Associ\riON (American Railroad

lantic City,

mill

Hall,

132J Hurley Ave., Ft. Worth, Tex. Next annual convention, October
21-23, 1919, American Annex Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
Master Boiler Maker!:' Association. Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York.

Y'ork.

fllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIMI

the advantage of outside competition.

—Wm.

Next convention, October
Louis, Mo.

1919, American Annex Hotel, St.
Maintenance of Way and Master Painters' Association.

St.

IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

in

N. Y.
AhhUCIATION.
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Chicago.

Louis Railway Club.

— B.

W.

Frauenthal, Union

Station,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Regular meetings, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and
August.
Signal Appliance Association. F. W. Edmunds. West Nyack, Rockland
County. New York.
Society of R.mlmay Financial Officers. L. W. Cox, 1217 Commercial
Trust Bldg., Philadelphia. Pa.
Southern and Southwestern Railway Club. A. J. Merrill, P. O. Box
Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in January,
1205, Atlanta, Ga.
March, May, July, September and November, Piedmont Hotel,

—

—

—

Atlanta.

-Association of Car Service Officers.
ern Ry., of Ala., Atlanta, Ga.

Southern

Supply Association

oi'

—E.

W. Sandwich, West-

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

—

Duff Manufacturing Company. 935 Peoples Gas Bldg.,
Next convention, August 27-29, Hotel Sherman. Chicago.
Track Supply Association. W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn,
Next annual convention, September 16-18, 1919, Auditorium
N. Y.
C. N. Thulin,

Chicago.

—

Hotel. Chicago.

—

Traveling Engineers Association. W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. R. R.,
Cleveland. O.
Next annual meeting, September 9-12, 1919, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
Western Asociation op Short Line Railroads. Clarence M. Oddie,
Mills Bldg., San Francisco.
Western Railway Club., J. M. Byrne, Chief Qerk to Mechanical AssistRegular
ant. Central Western Region, 547 Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
meetings, 3d Monday in month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers. Edgar S. Nethercut, 1735 Monadnock

—

—

—

Block. Chicago.
Regular meetings,
July and August.

1st

Monday

in

month,

except

The report of the Market Survey Committee, composed of
representatives of various organizations of the grain trade,
the Bureau of Markets of the Department of Agriculture and
the Car Service Section of the Railroad Administration and
formed to study conditions of grain markets east of the
Rocky mountains to the end that greater uniformity may
be had in the inspection of grain and greater efficiency in
the handling of grain cars, contains several interesting conclusions and recommendations concerning the transportation
phase of the problem. It is suggested in the report that
railroads assign certain designated tracks as a "grain hold
yard" and so far as possible place all of the grain cars that
During periods when there is an
arrive upon these tracks.
unusual rush of grain, making it necessary to hold some of
the cars on other tracks, the railroads should give the grain
inspection officials a location notice of the cars. Regarding
the unification of terminals under the Railroad Administration the report states that this unification has made it possible
for carriers to adopt practices which have materially increased efficiency in the handling of grain and it is recommended that these practices be continued when the railroads
To decrease the necessity
are returned to private control.
for embargoes or the use of a permit system the committee
suggests that prompt inspection be made upon inbound and
outbound cars and that disposition orders be given promptly.
To further increase the efficiency of this work it is recommended that the railroads should provide some central location for the receipt of such orders and should also arrange
to have them promptly executed after they are received.

—
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would not ordinarily be the knowledge of the com-

pany.— Elgin

Commission and Court News

E. vs. U.

S.,

253 Fed. 907.

Safety Appliance Act

The

=IltlllllllM1lllllll

Interstate

Commerce Commission

Oral arguments in the railroad valuation cases set by the
Interstate Commerce Commission for May 26 at Washington have been postponed, at the request of the President's
Conference Committee on Valuation.

The Commission has

issued a supplemental order in the
15 per cent case allowing carriers to preserve the groupings
of points of origin and destination in Central Freight Association territory which have heretofore been observed in
making joint rates between that territory and the southwest.
Joint through rates applying in both directions between Central Freight Association territory and the southwest may be
increased, subject to the western classification, by amounts
applying to the various sections prescribed in the order.
This is because the joint through rates between C. F. A.
territory and the southwest have been maintained for many
years on a relationship which would be seriously modified
by a strict compliance with the commission's previous orders
in this case and that such orders would further result in
breaking up the method of grouping points of origin which
has existed for a series of years.

Arkansas & Louisiana Midland
Commerce Commission, without deciding
of

Interstate

whether or not the Arkansas & Louisiana Midland was ever
under federal control, has announced its decision to appoint
a board of referees, as petitioned for by the company, to determine its just compensation in accordance with the proThe board consists of
visions of the federal control law.
Commissioner C. C. McChord, P. J. Farrell, general counsel,
and A. G. Hagerty, attorney-examiner. The appointment of
the board was opposed by the Railroad Administration on
the ground that the road had been relinquished and that no
direct control had ever been exercised over it. The hearing
before the commission on the application for the appointment of a board was reported in the Railway Age of May 23.

State

Commissions

The Railroad Commission of Georgia has completed its
46th annual report. It shows a decrease of 53 miles in the
length of railroad in the state, a large decrease in the number of persons killed on steam railroads, but an increase in
the casualties on street railroads. Although the activities of
the commission have been limited by federal control of railroads, especially as relates to mandatory orders, the work
It has been continually
of the commission has been heavy.
necessary for the commission to handle matters with the
federal authorities, the proceedings frequently involving more
time and labor than would have been necessary under former
conditions. During 1918 the number of subjects handled was
less than in 1917, but in the first three months of 1919 the
number was larger than in the same period of any previous
year.

Court
Knowledge

News

of Real Character of

Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, holds that an
employee of an interstate railroad whose injury was caused
by the failure of the company to comply with the requirements of the Safety Appliance Act as to automatic couplers,
may recover therefor, although not himself employed in interstate commerce.
Devine vs. B. R. & P., 253 Fed. 948.

—

Federal Control^

— District of

Suit

The

federal district court in Nebraska holds that under
Sections 8 and 10 of the Act of Congress of March 21, 1918,
and despite Section 9 thereof, orders of the Director General
that suits against carriers while under federal control should
be brought in the county or district where the plaintifif resided at the time of the accrual of the action, were not effective to limit that right, and, where authorized by state law,
a plaintifif might sue in a district other than that in which he
resided at the time of such accrual upon a cause of action not
arising out of the railroad company's duties as a common
carrier.
Friesen v. Rock Island, 254 Fed. 875.

—

Doing Business

in a State

The

Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, holds that a
foreign railroad company, not undertaking to do within the
state any of those things for which it is incorporated, al-

though

Referees to Determine Compensation

The

&

J.

I

it has managers in the state who direct its operations
other states, and which employs only the clerical force
necessary for that purpose and uses the mails and interstate
telegraphs in transmitting orders, is not to be regarded as
doing that character of business which renders it subject to
personal judgment in the courts of the state for a tort committed in another state. Atchison, T. & S. F. Co. v. Weeks,
254 Fed. 513. Decided December 20, 1918.

in

—

Stay of Action Under General Order No. 26
The federal district court for the Southern District of New
York holds that General Order No. 26, dated May 28, 1918,
providing that "upon a showing by the defendant carrier that
the just interests of the government would be prejudiced by
a present trial of
*
*
*
control

any

suit against a carrier under federal
the suit shall not be tried during the
period of federal control" is within the powers conferred
by Congress and the President, but an application for a stay
is addressed to the discretion of the court, and the burden
rests on the defendant to show that its interests would be
substantially prejudiced by a present trial.— Marnick v.
Pennsylvania, 254 Fed. 748. Decided June 12, 1918.

Joint

Use

of Railroad Property

Injuries to Servants of Other

Road

While the law

of Illinois requires each company, in case
of the joint use of railroad property, to exercise ordinary
care for the safety of employees of the other company, the
Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds, in an action

against one company by an employee of the other for personal injuries, that the defendant, which owned its own right
of way, was under no duty to guard it for employees of the
other company, whose terminal facilities it used; there being no usage of the defendant's right of way by such emFriedman v. Vandalia, 254 Fed. 292. Decided Ocployees.
tober 28, 1918.

—

Shipment

A corporation is not chargeable with knowledge of facts
which become known to its agent unless the agent in the
line of his duty ought and would reasonably be expected to
communicate the knowledge to his principal. Applying this
rule, the Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit, holds
that the knowledge of the real character of a shipment, by
an employee, such as a car repairer or trackman, who has no
function whatever with respect to receiving or classifying

Actions Against Railroads Under Federal Control
The federal district court for the Eastern District of
Missouri holds that the amended regulation No. 18a, promulgated by the Director General of Railroads. April 18,
1918, providing that "all suits against carriers while under
federal control must be brought in the county or district
where the plaintiff resided at the time of the accrual of the

HAII.WAY

1.?*'-'

in ilic county or tlislrict where tlic cause
of action arose." as applied to suits in the federal courts, is
within the aiilhority conferred on the President by Act Mardi
21, 1918, providing for federal control of railroads during the
war and authori/inn the President to make regulations thereIt is also held that the act is within tlie war powers of
for.
ConRress and constitutional. Wainwright vs. Pennsylvania,
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—

Equipment Requirements

253 Fed. 459.

Severance of Railroad Property for Foreclosure Sale
The Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit, holds tliat
separation of a railroad into parcels for sale under the
foreclosure of divisional mortgages, a court of equity is not
bound by any hard and fast rule to fix the division to corres-

llllllllllllirillllllllllllllllllllMKIIIIIUIIIIIII

for

Illlllllfl

Canadian Northern

Officers of the t aiiadian iNorthern estimate that $35,(XX),000
spent for new equipment during 1919.
Presumably this
includes new locomotives, cars and track material.
will be

in the

pond absolutely with the several mortgage grants, but the
division should be made so as to leave each parcel as nearly
as may be in a situation to be operated as a railroad. Applying this rule in the foreclosure of constituent mortgages on
the property of a consolidated railroad company, the court
held that the division located in Indiana should be given a
line to Cliicago, and that it was proper, other creditors and
licnholders being protected, to sell, with one of the constituent
parcels, equipment used for the operation of that parcel,
mortgage or the lien. A
it was not subject to the
Metrorailroad without equipment can serve no function.
P'ed. 868.
E.
I.,
253
politan Trust Co., vs. C. &
though

of April as follows:
FreightStock

7

Hopper
Gondola

...

Work

car

2

Miscellaneous
Freiglu cars

Caboose

equipment

freight

Total passenger and freight...

No

16
...
12
7
...

7
7

50
319

5

150

154

...

...

...

31

35

160

215

441

31

35

160

215

441

Locomotive Deliveries
Locomotives were shipped to railroads under federal control during the week ended May 24, as follows.
Number

Road

Works

Santa Fe

4

USRA
USRA
USRA

8-w.
6-w.

2

Santa Fe

1

Mikado

1

Mallet

6

N. P
A. C.

4

L

5

C.

B & Q

P.

L.

N.

&

W
W

C. C. C.

10
2
1

&

2

St. I.

Type

USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA
USRA

& N
Southern

fL.

Under

—

3

1

IZ
...

pasfenger-train cars reported.

Force

the statute declaring it a misdemeanor to knowingly offer, grant, solicit, or receive, rebates, etc., the mere
offer by a carrier is held by the federal district court for the
Southern District of New York to be an offense. But indictments charging that, while an embargo on transportation of
hay was in force, a railroad did unlawfully offer and give
permits for transportation to certain shippers, while others
similarly situated did not receive certain permits, were held
insufficient to charge the offense of discrimination, it not
being alleged that there was any transportation. If there is
no transportation, the mere giving of a permit is an idle act,
although the case might be different if the railroad "offered"
Transportation pursuant to authorization to
to transport.
one shipper, and denials to others similarly situated is a vioAlthough the embargo was illegal,
lation of the statute.
that does not make discriminatory transportation under it
legal.— U. S. L. V., 254 Fed. 332. Decided January 29, 1919.
The federal district court for the District of -New Jersey
holds that, where defendant shippers by misrepresentations,
etc., obtained transportation despite an embargo, prosecution
could not be defeated because the embargo had not been
submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission and its
reasonableness ascertained and adjudicated. The defendants
were charged, not with having secured discriminations by
means of the embargo, but in violation of it; therefore, the
Carreasonableness of the embargo was not in question.
riers by railroad have, of course, the power to lay embargoes
U. S. v. Metropolifor the proper conduct of their business.
Decided November 30, 1918.
tan Lumber Co., 254 Fed. 335.

23

1

...

Hefrigerator
Total

29

...
5

19
10

Box

7

29

...
3
...
...

4

Coke rack

...

...
...
...
...
...
...

I'lat

—

in

railroad shops during the

in

month

or resided at the time of the accrual of the cause or in the
county or district where the cause arose, is inconsistent with
and contrary to section 10 of the Act of Congress of March
21, 1918, providing that "actions at law or suits in equity may
be brought by and against such carriers and judgments rendered as now provided by law"; and that the General Order

is

Shops

in Railroad

Cars Built

.\ew cars were constructed

In an action by a switcliman against his employer railroad
for personal injuries, the Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds
that General Orders Nos. 18 and 18o of the Director General
of Railroads, dated April 9 and 18, 1918, in so far as they
require all suits against carriers under federal control to be
brought in the county or district where the plaintiff resides

Embargo

chief

Bail,

5,000,000 ties.

Action Against Railroads Under Federal Control

Discriminations While

America

in

engineer of the London, Brighton
& South Coast, who has been in charge of timber production in Great Britain during the war, is in the United States
purchasing cross-ties for the British railways. He has placed
orders for 2,000,000 redwood, Oregon fir and long leaf pine
The
ties and has taken options on about 1,500,000 oak ties.
annual tie requirements of the British railways are about

—

No. 26 of the Director General, dated May 23, 1918, ordering
that actions and suits under General Order No. 18 should
abate during federal control, is inconsistent with and contrary to the same section. El Paso & S. W. v. Lovick
(Tex.), 240 S. W. 283. Decided March 27, 1919.

Buying Ties

British Railways

James

Sir

Sw.
Mount.
Sw.

8-w.
8-w.

Pacific
8-w. Sw.
6-w. Sw.

Mount.

31

'Southern
I.

S.

&
& P
B. & Q
C. & Q
T. & S. F.:
& R
T. & S. F
P

U.

P

B.
T.
C.
C.

A.
P.
.'V.

2
2

H. B

Sou.

3

Pacific

1

Mallet

2

4
1

Ry

3

Mount.
Sw.
Sw.

Mount.
Santa Fe
Santa Fe
Mount.

USRA

26
57

Total

Locomotives
The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,
is

in the

market for

Philadelphia,

a locomotive of about 12 tons,

and

Pa.,

40-in. gage.

The Korean Government has ordered 12 Mikado type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives will have 25 in. by 28 in cylinders, 160,000 lb. weight on
drivers, and a total weight in working order of 206,000 lb.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

1420

Chestnut

a second-hand
Mogul type locomotive, weighing 60 tons, with wheel centers
of 44 in., and 18, 19 or 20 in. by 24 in. cylinders, to be in
street, Philadelphia, Pa., is in the

first-class condition, for

market for

southern delivery.
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Harold E. Wade has been appointed president of the Fairmont Gas Engine & Railway Motor Car Company, Fairmont.
Minn., succeeding Frank E. Wade, deceased.

Edward Walters, sales engineer for the American Steel
Foundries, Chicago, has resigned to enter the employ of the
Keyoke Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, as salesman,
with headquarters at Chicago.
representative of the Electric Controller &
Manufacturing Company with headquarters in New York,
has been promoted to manager of the Chicago branch with
office in the Monadnock building, Chicago.
E. C. Ryan,

W.

L. Garland, who has been elected a vice-president of
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., as was briefly noted in our issue

the

of May 30, was born in
Blair county, Pennsylvania.
He completed
his
apprenticeship at
the -\ltoona shops of
the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1892; he then
served in various departments of the shops
for five years, and later

took up locomotive and
car design. In 1901 he
was appointed chief car
inspector on the Pennsylvania
Railroad.
In
1907 he was appointed
general
agent
of
the
Safety Car Heating &

Company, and
was promoted to
manager.
Mr. Garland
was commissioned a
major in the Corps of
Lighting
in 1909,

W.

L.

Garland

1393

Jno. T. Mahoney, purchasing agent of the Buda Company,
Chicago, with headquarters at Harvey, 111., has been promoted to sales manager of the truck and tractor engine department, to succeed Lon R. Smith, who has resigned to become general sales manager of the Midwest Engine Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The International Oxygen Company, Newark, N. J., has
appointed Preston Belvin district sales engineer, in charge
of the Pittsburgh district sales work, with office at 1310
First National Bank building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Chicago
office, in charge of Philip G. Wesley, has been removed from
223 Railway Exchange building to 817-820 Chicago Stock
Exchange

building, 30

North La Salle

street.

The Haywood Company

(T. G. Haywood and M. L. Bugbee) has opened offices in the Alaska Commercial building,
San Francisco, Cal. The company will do an importing and
exporting business, particularly in steel products, machinery,
contractors' and railroad equipment and engineering specialties.
Mr. Haywood was formerly manager of the Pacific
Car & Foundry Company, with headquarters at Portland,

Ore.

Q

Major J. L. Terry, formerly of the St. Louis office of the
and C Company, New York, and now with the American

Expeditionary Forces, Transportation Service, with headquarters at Rennes division, France, expects to return home
near future. Lieut. L. T. Burwell and E. C. Zimmerman, both of the New York office, are out of military service
and back in their old positions traveling out of New York
and Lieut. C. M. Brennan is also out of the service and is
again located with the Chicago office.
in the

Vernon

T. Brauns, whose promotion to general manager
departments of the American Blue Print Paper Company, Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age of May 23
(page 1286), was born
at Port Chester, N. Y.,
on August 22, 1879. At
the age of 19 years he
entered
the
employment of Whitston &
of

all

Chicago,

Little,

salesman,

especially with specialty
sales work.
In Febru-

Engineers and was assigned to the 87th Battalion, Military
Railroads. He was released from active service on the sign-

ary, 1915,

ing of the armistice.

employ

The Duntley-Dayton Company, Chicago, has taken over
the sales agency for the Red Devil rivet cutting guns, made
by the Rice Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind., for
all territory east of the Rocky mountains.

can

The Bordon Company, Warren, Ohio, manufacturers of
the Beaver die stocks and die cutters, has opened a downtown Chicago office at 549 West Washington street, in
charge of Charles A. Green, Chicago representative.
Lieut. E. D. Stearns, who served in the aviation corps of
the United States Army, has been appointed sales manager
of the H. K. Ferguson Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Before
entering military service, Lieut. Stearns was a partner of the
Fort Pitt Engineering Company, Pittsburgh.

The Pollak Steel Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, has appointed
D. E. Sawyer general manager of sales, with headquarters
Mr. Sawyer was
at 120 Broadway. New York, effective July 1.
formerly connected with the Illinois Steel Company, and assistant
steel director of purchases of the War Industries Board.
The Stark Rolling Mill Company, Canton, O., has appointed George W. Scott district manager for the Chicago
territory, with headquarters at 1119 Marquette building.
Mr.
Scott was formerly Chicago representative of the Pittsburgh
Steel Company. Thomas F. Murphy has been appointed disHe was formerly
trict manager for the Canton territory.
connected with the American Sheet & Tin Plate Company.

as a
dealing

he entered the
of the

Blue

Print

AmeriPaper

Company

as a sales representative, and while
the services of that
firm he promoted with

in

success the newer photostat

and amblucolitho

processes. In the summer of 1918 he entered
V. T. Brauns
the government service
at Camp Custer, Battle
Creek, Michigan, as chief clerk in the supervising engineer's
office of the Camp Custer extension, in which capacity he
served until January, 1919, when he again re-entered the employment of the American
Blue
Print
Paper Company as manager of the railroad valuation department, which
position he held until his recent promotion as general man-

ager of

all

departments on

May

8.

R. P. Lamont, president of the American Steel Foundries,
Chicago, has authorized the announcement that the contract
for the purchase of the Griffin Wheel Company has been
signed.
Negotiations for the taking over of the latter property by the American Steel Foundries have been under way
for some time and many reports of the completion of these
negotiations have been circulated, all of which have been
unfounded. According to Mr. Lamont no further information is available at this time as to the details of the pur-

chase but a .'Statement will be issued

in the

near future.
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Victor E.
lUifT.ilo, N. Y., announces The offices of the company are at 291 Broadway.
Karminski was one of the founders of the W. J. Oouch
returned from service in the
Company, which later merged with Rownson, Drew & ClydesUnited Stales Navy, ami is now in cliarRe of its CliicaRO
Mr. Karminski became secretary and joint gendale, Inc.
l.ient. Cheyney had cliarge of the mechanioffice and sttire.
eral manager of the combined companies, from which posical repair shops at the naval aviation station, I'cnsacola, Fla.,
he
recently
resigned. Mr. Landau served as expert sales
during
the
war.
tion
l.JtlO
iikmi
were
employed
frdin
5(H)
to
where
manager of the Buffalo Specialty Company and then for the
Captain H. H. Downcs, 12tli U. S. EnRincers (Railway), has
Haker-Vawter Company. He later became connected with
returned from l'"rance, and after receiving his ilischarRc exthe Vulcan Steel Export Company which he left to become
pects to take cliarKC of the HufTalo ForRe Company's interassociated with Mr. Karminski in the W. J. Crf)uch Company,
Captain Downcs' regiment
ests in tlie St. Louis territory.
and after the merger he acted as assistant and general sales
was one of the first to go to France, sailing in July, 1917.
manager for Rownson, Drew & Clydesdale. Mr. Allen has
E. L. Rycrson, Jr., has received his honorable discharge
had 1^ years' experience in the steel business. He organized
from the army and has returned to the Joseph T. Rycrson &
the Manhattan Rail Joint Company which was later sold

The

nufTnlo

that Lieut. C. C.

Forge Company,

Cheyney

lias

Son Company, Cliicago. as vice-president and works manager
Mr. Rycrson left early in
after nearly two years of absence.
1917 to han<lle production engineering work, as a civilian,
Board
at
Washington, D. C. He
Prodiicticm
with the Aircraft
was later commissioned first lieutenant in the Signal Corps,
Section, and was subsequently promoted
which time he was transferred to the Division
of Military .Vcronautics as engineer officer and assigned to
March Field, Riverside, Cal., at which place he qualified as a

U.

S.

Army, Aviation

to
the Elyria Iron & Steel Company.
He also served the Vulcan Steel Products Company and then became purchasing
agent for the W. J. Crouch Company, later becoming vicepresident and general purchasing agent for Rownson, Drew
& Clydesdale. Alexander Kanninski, treasurer, was for 12
years connected with the banking house of Asiel & Company.

to captain at

pilot,

receiving the rating of reserve military aviator.

Quinn, secretary of the American Manufacturers' Export Association, has resigned to accept a position
with one of the members of the association, effective May 31.
He has been succeeded by Robert F. Volentine, who for the
last several months has been associated with the Brooklyn
Chamber of Commerce. The newly elected secretary, in
addition to his activities in connection with the Brooklyn
Chamber of Commerce, served during the war as district
director of the Northeastern Division of the War DepartIn 1917
ment's Commission on Training Camp Activities.
he was named by Mayor Mitchel as president of the Park
Board, City of New York. Prior to that he served as secretary of the Department of Parks and as a member of the
staff of the New York Bureau of Municipal Research.
Stanley

J.

Jay L. Hench, assistant

awanna
district

district sales

manager of the Lack-

Chicago, has been promoted to
sales manager, with headquarters at the same point.
Steel

Company,

at

Mr. Hench was born at
Hinsdale, 111., on April
11, 1885, and after graduation from the high
school of that place entered Cornell University

in

1903,

in

—The

second edition of an instruction
care and operation of Sunbeam turbo-generators and headlights has been published
by the Schroeder Headlight & Generator Company, EvansThe information given in this book is quite exville, Ind.
tensive and not only deals with the Sunbeam turbo-generators and headlights, but contains considerable information
pertaining to incandescent headlights in general, as well as
many useful tables and formulae. It also contains many
drawings and photographs showing detail parts and wiring
arrangements.
Electric Headlights.^

book covering the

installation,

—

Electric Furnaces. Booklet 5-B, published by the Electric
Furnace Company, Alliance, Ohio, is an attractive 24-page

which

catalogue describing the Baily types of electric furnaces for
These types embrace pusher
melting non-ferrous metals.
type continuous furnaces for heating and annealing steel,
copper, brass and aluminum, automatic control type continuous furnaces for heat treating steel castings and forgings,
and car type furnaces for annealing steel, copper, brass and
aluminum, and have electrical capacities of from 150 kw. to
1,500 kw., and furnace capacities of 1,000 lb. to 10 tons per
hour. These furnaces are all of the resistance type and have
several distinct features. The booklet contains illustrations
of a number of actual installations and records of tests made

institution he specialized in iron and steel

He began
metallurgy.
business career in
the fall of 1905, at
which time he entered
the employ of the Illinois Steel Company in
works at
its
south
South
Chicago,
111.,
his

where he was engaged
for one year in practical work in the openhearth and Bessemer departments of that plant.

Trade Publications

—

Iron Cement. The Smooth-On Manufacturing Company,
Jersey City, N. J., has issued a revised edition of Smooth-On
Instruction Book No. 16. This edition, like its predecessors,
is made up of descriptions of engine and boiler room repairs
of all kinds.
These are described by the men who made
them in such a way that similar problems can be quickly
The book is well illustrated by actual
solved by others.
photographs and drawings. Among the subjects covered
are engine repairs, pump repairs, boiler and tank repairs,
valve repairs, wheel pit and engine bed construction, etc.

with the equipment in several industrial plants.

—

J.

L.

Hench

The
following
five
years he was in the employ of Joseph T. Ryerson & Son,
Chicago, most of which time he was acting in the capacity
of sales representative in Indiana and Michigan, with headquarters at Chicago. He resigned from that position in 1911
to enter the service of the Lackawanna Steel Company, with
which company he was assistant district sales manager, with
headquarters at Chicago, prior to his recent promotion.
Victor E. Karminski & Company, New York, has been
incorporated to engage in export merchandising of iron and
steel products, with the followings officers: Victor E. Kairminski, president; H. L. Landau, first vice-president in charge
of sales: J. H. Allen, vice-president in charge of purchases;
Alexander Karminski, treasurer, and M. Frank, secretary.

Stoker FmEO Locomotives. The Locomotive Stoker Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has published an attractive booklet of
96 pages, bound in heavy cardboard covers, illustrating some
of the principal types of locomotives that have been equipped
with mechanical stokers by the Locomotive Stoker Company,
which include the largest and most powerful locomotives
constructed, as well as the standard locomotives of the
United States Railroad Administration. The various types
of locomotives considered to be in the stoker class are
grouped in sections, each page containing an illustration of a
representative locomotive of different railroads, with a table
After each section is a tabulaof the principal dimensions.

dimention which permits of a direct comparison of the like
should
sions of all locomotives of that class. These tables
new
designing
engineers
be of special interest to mechanical
installing
locomotives, as well as to those contemplating
stokers on old locomotives.
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Receiver Lindley M. Garrison has
been aulhorized by the Federal District Court of New York

Railroad Administration

to issue $20,000,000 of receiver's certificates.

— This

Federal and General Managers

sold to Kuhn, Loeb &
Co. $8,000,000 ten-year 6 per cent collateral trust bonds. They
were offered to investors at 99, or at 6% per cent basis.

Hudson, general superintendent of the Louisville,
Henderson & St. Louis, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.,
has been appointed general manager, and the office of gen-

In a letter to the company's bankers, President Lawton, of
the Central of Georgia, calls attention to the fact that the company has paid continuously since July 1, 1912, 6 per cent dividends en its $15,000,000 preferred slock and 5 per cent upon

eral

common stock. All the stock of both classes,
except directors' qualifying shares, is owned by the Illinois
Central.
Proceeds of the $8,000,000 bonds just sold are to be
used to pay off temporary loans made for capital purposes and
to pay for such expenditures to be made.
Except for a small

D. R. MacBain, superintendent of motive power of the
New York Central, Lines West of Buffalo, has been appointed assistant general manager of the Lines West, with
headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio.

Central of Georgia.

company has

the $5,000,000

issue of equipment certificates in

1916, this is the first

bond

The bonds

are to be secured by
deposit of $11,000,000 par value 6 per cent refunding and general mortgage bonds, series A. This is a new mortgage to be
created, authorizing bonds limited to three times the capital
stock, including bonds reserved for refunding of existing issues, and maturing April 1, 1959.
issue of the road since 1907.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
elsewhere in this issue.

&

St.

Louis.

— See

editorial

—

Denver & Rio Grande. The Equitable Trust Company of New
"The receiver of the
York has issued the following notice
Denver & Rio Grande finds himself unable to pay the interest
:

per cent improvement bond mortgage due June 1.
appropriation bill not yet having passed Congress, the government has failed to pay to the receiver sufficient of the actual earnings of the road and the court is disinclined to permit the receiver to borrow on warrants showing
earnings.
It is expected, however, that within the sixty-day
period of grace allowed by the mortgage the necessary appropriation will have been passed and the receiver thus placed in
funds to take up the June 1 coupons. Meanwhile these coupons
will be purchased from holders desiring to sell the same by the

on the

5

The necessary

R. N.

superintendent has been abolished.

Operating

F. G. Hoskins has been appointed superintendent of the
Baltimore Terminal division of the Baltimore & Ohio Eastern
Lines, and the Western Maryland, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md., vice R. A. Grammes, resigned.

B. F.

Van

directors on Wednesday declared the regular quarterly dividend of 2^^ per cent on the preferred stock,
but the common dividend was cut from 2^ per cent to 1^ per
These two disbursements will be made July 5 to stockcent.
holders on record June 14 provided the company receives pay-

Lehigh Valley.— The

ment from

the United States Government,

now

due.

In connection with the dividend cut. President E. E. Loomis
"This action has been taken because we believe it is the
said
conservative thing to do at this time. Paying 10 per cent dividends under existing conditions leaves too small a margin of
safety for careful management. If the future earnings of the
Lehigh Valley Railroad and its controlled properties shotild
justify it, the board will give careful consideration to an increased distribution to stockholders."

superintendent of the Chicago,

Lollis, transferred.

C. L. Fike, acting assistant superintendent of the Eastern
division of the Western Pacific with headquarters at Elko,
Nev., has been promoted to assistant superintendent of the
Eastern division with jurisdiction over the Deep Creek RailMr. Fike will retain the same headquarters.
road.

Ralph Peters, Jr., who was granted a furlough for service
with the Railway Transportation Corps of the American
Expeditionary Force in France, has returned and will resume
his position as assistant superintendent of the Long Island
Railroad. E. B. Kessler, assistant superintendent at Jamaica,
N. Y., will resume his former position as freight trainmaster,
and John Roe, acting freight trainmaster, has been granted
indefinite leave of absence on account of sickness.

Equitable Trust Company on account of the Western Pacific
Railroad Corporation on presentation at the office of the trust

company."

Vliet, division

Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis.,
has been appointed superintendent of the Des Moines division with headquarters at Des Moines, Iowa, vice E. W.

Financial, Legal

and Accounting

G. A. Leber has been appointed auditor of the TransMississippi Terminal Railroad, with headquarters at New
Orleans, La.

Traffic
G.

S.

Trowbridge has been appointed assistant general

freight agent of the St. Louis-Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding J. E. Allen, who has re-

signed to engage in other business.

:

Michigan Central.— See

New York

— See

Central.

editorial elsewhere in this issue.

editorial elsewhere in this issue.

Reading Company.— Alfred H. Smith has been
to succeed

William K. Vanderbilt,

elected a director

Jr.

Williams, traveling freight agent of the Chicago,
Pacific with headquarters at Des Moines,
Iowa, has been promoted to division freight agent with the
same headquarters succeeding George W. Williams who has
resigned to engage in other business.

Walter

S.

Rock Island &

appointed assistant general freight
J. S. Henney has been
agent of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with headquarters
at St. Louis, Mo., vice B. H. Coyle, division freight agent,
resigned, and R. L. Dore, assistant general freight agent,
has been appointed division freight agent with headquarters
at Frankfort, Ind.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

The week beginning June 22 and ending June 28, has been
designated as "no accident" week on all railroads in the
The campaign will be conducted by
Northwestern region.
the Safety Section and detailed instructions are to be issued
to all safety supervisors on each road in an efTort to maintain a 100 per cent safety record during this week.

the Kansas City
Southern, with headquarters at Spiro, Okla., has been promoted to general roadmaster of the Midland Valley, with
jurisdiction over the road, bridge and building, and engineering departments, with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla.,
succeeding Charles Kaighn, who has been promoted to valu-

George T. Anderson, roadmaster on
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alion eiiKiiieer of

MiiskuKCf.

tlic

Mullaiid

\':illey

wiili

he;ul(|u.iriii s

at

of V. V. Kirkpatrick, vnluatioii
Nortli Arkansas and tlic Midland
Valley has been withdrawn from the latter road.
jiirisdictioii

'I'lif

Missouri

ciiKiiicer of the

&

E. G. Lane, chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, Western Lines, and the Dayton & Union, with head(|nartcrs at
Cincinnati, Ohio, has liad his jurisdiction extended over the
maintenance of way department of these roads.
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\ision freight agent at Hamilton, and in 1907 was transferred to Toronto, which i)Osition he held until his promolion on June 1, to assistant general freight agent in charge
of the lines east of the Detroit and St. Clair rivers.

Frank

Purchasing

June

cfleclive

vice Mr.

Couchman, both with headquarters

at Detroit,

Mich.

in

freight

traffic

Flynn has resigned as chief of Secret Service and
Police Section, Railroad Administration, to become chief of
Bureau of Investigation, Department of Justice.
J.

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
E. W. Meyer has been appointed assistant to the receiver
of the Denver & Salt Lake, with headquarters at Denver,
Colo.

William Sharpe, formerly statistician in the president's ofthe Chicago & Alton and later in charge of the insurance department at Chicago, has been appointed auditor with
fice of

the

same headquarters.

the

Grand
the

in

1884,

office,

at

Toronto, Ont. In 1892,
he was appointed trav-

agent,

freight

with office at Montreal,
and four years later

became
the

clerk

chief

district

to

freight

agent at Hamilton. The
following year he was
transferred
as

W.

He
district

Strat-

to
later

served

freight

agent at Montreal, and
in 1911 was appointed
assistant
general
freight agent on the
F. J. Watson
Grand Trunk System,
from which position he
is now promoted to general freight agent, with jurisdiction
over the lines east of the Detroit and St. Clair rivers.

Purchasing
Horacio V. Garza has been appointed assistant purchasing
agent of the National Railways of Mexico, with office at
New York, vice F. P. de Hoyos, who was local purchasing
agent.
Mr. de Hoyos remains as general agent of the National Railways of Mexico as well as purchasing and general
agent of the Southeastern Lines of Mexico.

Traffic

Obituary

H. C. Martin, general freight agent of the Grand Trunk,
with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has been promoted to
Mr.
freight traffic manager, vice C. E. Dewey, deceased.
the
entered
Martin
ser\ice of the Grand
Trunk in 1888, and
the

served

in

freight

office

cago.
\v a s

agent

local

Chi-

He subsequently
consecutively
Lackaof the

wanna
Trunk

in

and

Grand

fast freight line,

chief of the tariff bureau, and assistant general freight agent, all
on the western lines of

In
the Grand Trunk.
1911 he was appointed
general freight agent
of the
Grand Trunk

System, with headquarters at Montreal, and
on June 1 was promotMartin
ed to freight traffic
manager with jurisdiction over the lines east of the Detroit and St. Clair

at

Mr.

1.

the

Trunk

ford.

Special

ollicc

entered
of

service

eling

C. R. Couchman, tie and timber agent on the Pere Marquette, has been appointed assistant purchasing agent and
general storekeeper, vice N. C. Foss, who has entered the
service of the Grand Trunk Western Lines, and W. W.
Bracy, stationer, has been appointed tie and timber agent

assistant general

freight agent on the
Montreal, Que., has been promoted to general freight agent vice H. C. Martin, promoted,

Watson
Joseph Chidley, assistant superintendent of motive power
on the New York Central, Lines West of lUifFalo, at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Lines West, vice D. R. MacBain, promoted.

Watson,

J.

Trunk, with

(Iratid

rivers.

Lome

Macdonald, division freight agent on the Grand
Trunk, with office at Toronto, Ont., has been promoted to
assistant general freight agent, with office at Montreal, Que.,
Mr. Macdonald entered tlie
vice F. J. Watson, promoted.
service of the Grand Trunk in 1887, as apprentice clerk at

Montreal. Two years later he was appointed secretary to
the general traffic manager and in 1901 became secretary to
In 1903, he was appointed dithe freight traffic manager.

E.

Hampton Coombs,

and freight agent
quarters at

on

May

23, at the

formerly general eastern passenger
Louis-Southwestern, with headat Bowling Green, Ky.,

of the St.

New York
age

City, died
of 50 years.

George W. Hulsizer, superintendent of telegraph and signal
engineer of the Chicago & Alton, the Chicago, Peoria & St.
Louis, the Peoria & Pekin Union and the Peoria Railroad Terminal with headquarters at Bloomington, 111., died in that city
on May 30 of heart failure, following an attack of acute indigestion. Mr. Hulsizer was born at Clinton, N. J., on September 1, 1872. He began railway work in 1893 in the engineering
Shortly afterward he
department of the Lehigh Valley.
learned telegraphy and entered the employ of the Chicago &
Alton with which company he remained until 1900 in the capaHe returned to the
city of telegraph operator and agent.
Lehigh Valley in 1900 and after a few months on construcIn
tion work he was assigned to the maintenance staff.
October, 1901, he became assistant foreman of signal construction in which position he remained until the following
summer when he entered the service of the signal department
of the Chicago & North Western as a repairman on pneumatic
work with headquarters at Chicago. Two and a half years
later he was appointed signal supervisor of the Iowa division
with headquarters at Boone, Iowa. In September, 1907, he
resigned to enter the employ of the Southern as assistant to
the electrical and signal engineer at Washington, D. C. On
November 1, 1909, he was appointed signal engineer of the
Chicago & Alton with headquarters at Bloomington, 111., and
on April 1, 1914, when the signal and telegraph departments
were consolidated he was appointed superintendent of telegraph and signal engineer. In July, 1918, his jurisdiction as
superintendent of telegraph and signal engineer was extended
to include the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis, the Peoria & Pekin
Union and the Peoria Railroad Terminal.
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Since a year ago this June, there has been a sharp cleavage
between federal railroad officers and corporate railroad
This cleavage has been carried
officers.
Government Con- even to the various associations, whose
trol and Account- primary object is the advancement of
the science of particular branches of
ing Officers
Not so, however, with
railroad work.
the Railway Accounting

Association.

Officers'

This asso-

ciation, which is composed of railway accounting officers
not only from the United States, Canada and Mexico, but
from the principal foreign countries of the world, has drawn
no distinction between federal accounting officers and corIt was recognized both by the
porate accounting officers.
Railroad Administration and the corporations, as well as

by the accounting officers, themselves, that the interests of
the corporations and of the government, in so far as accountWhat was wanted by
ing was concerned, were identical.
both was the most economical, scientific and broadly intelThis could be
ligent accounting that could be procured.
arrived at only by co-operation and a full understanding
between federal and corporation auditors, and a strict adherence to professional ethics comparable to the ideals of the
This has been
bar association and the federal courts.
worked out splendidly; there has been thorough co-operation
between the administration and both federal and corporaThe Railway Accounting Officers' Association auditors.
tion, which held its annual convention at New York this
week, is to be congratulated on the part it has played in
acting as the medium through which this co-operation and
understanding could be achieved.

Wooden

the Advertising Section

not necessary to spot the locomotive, and it may be turned
end for end in 60 seconds. The manner in which this has
been accomplished is described elsewhere in this issue.

The Pocket List of Railroad Officials has always listed the
accounting officers in the same classification as executive
officers, but accounting officers, themThe Accounting selves, have not always taken both the
an
Executive

Officer as

authority and responsibility which go

There has
with such a classification.
been a great change, however, in the
last ten years.
Since accounting is a profession rather than
a business, the foundations for a broader view of authority
and responsibility were present in this department long before
any but a few of the individual officers thought of themThe change
selves as other than confidential bookkeepers.
that has taken place, however, since 1907 has been significant.
The chief accounting officers of railroad companies
is to a single
assure them their position
and salary. They recognize a fiduciary responsibility to the
security holders of the company which gives them an added
duty and a new self-respect. More than this, however, the

no longer
officer or

feel

accounting
of

that their sole responsibility

group of

officer is

them have

directors,

who

not only beginning to realize

—

for

theoretically accepted the fact for years

many

—but

actually puts in practice a function of his work which is
more adequately suggested by the word "executive" than by
It is possible for a
the words "accounting" or "auditing."

for a

time, but various forms of tractors were
power is still used in some places,

such is the ideal that the Railway Accounting Officers' Association is attempting to cultivate.

have become objects
few men
usually, and sometimes by the entire
roundhouse force. Later, turntables were

A-frame

t}'pe

They were turned by hand, by a

Turntables
Past
and Present

of

chief accounting officer of a railroad to be the confidant and
For
adviser of the heads of all of the other departments.
such a work as this, no mere bookkeeping machine, accurate
as it may be to the hundredth part of a mill, is adequate.
Such a man must be a living, individual personality, sympathetic with the problems of his associates, ready to help
through suggestion rather than through purely destructive
criticism, ready to give out infonnation rather than to merely
absorb. Such is the newer ideal of an accounting officer, and

turntables of the

of curiosity.

5

built of steel.

for turning

The

use of

man power

them was continued

experimented with. Man
Steam and air operated
but it is not common practice.
They
tractors were used with various degrees of success.
did succeed in relieving many men detailed for moving the
tables, but eventually electric power was found to be most
suitable.
Then came the problem of the best way to apply
the power. A single tractor attached to one end of the table
running on the circle rail was looked upon for a time as
It was found, however, that the sand used
best practice.
for increasing traction caused trouble, as the turntable
To obviate this difficulty, a
trucks had to run over it.
second circle rail was added and in a few cases a circular
rack was used in connection with a gear on the tractor. All
of these developments were applied to tables of the balanced
type.
It was necessary to spot the locomotive before the
Spotting takes time, and such tables
table could be turned.
are apt to get a permanent twist or set which makes it impossible to line up the table at both ends with a through
track, and has caused derailments. The Pennsylvania has developed a table supported at the center and at both ends. It
It is
does not pitch when a locomotive is moved on or off.

Despite the great wealth of material presented during the

Second Pan-American Commercial
Conference in Washington last week,
Pan-American none of those who attended the conferCommercial
ence could have come away without a
clear idea that one of the most imConference
portant necessities for trade between the
two continents is transportation, both by water and railroads.
The need for new railway construction was especially
brought into evidence by those who spoke for the west
coast, particularly Peru and Bolivia, and the hope was expressed that it would be through the investment of AmerThe
ican capital that these extensions would be made.
Railway Age trusts that no one who has been following its
articles on the railways of foreign countries during the last
few months has failed to realize tlie advantage that Amerfive-day session' of

the

ican investments in foreign railroads will bring in the way
and supplies for the construction

of purchases of equipment
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anil
till-

maiiilriiaiur of tlusc railroads.
.sulijiit

in

\Va.sliin>;lon,

Tlio.si-

who

spokt- on

however, hrounlil out

another

important i>oint, namely, tliat tlie i(»n.><trurtion of these railroads is ^oinK to open up important areas and make available tremendous resources of raw materials urf;ently needed
in till' United States and which will helj) us in trade in
many lines with the countries in whic!\ the.se investments

may

made.

i>e

During the

last

few months the major

i)art

exports has l)een principally to
Kuropean countries, and to a large extent also to Japan or
This l)usiness,
to Japanese controlled railroads in China.
most of the big manufacturers have had the vision to .see, is
It is necessary to help the
to a certain extent temporary.

railway supply

of our

recently warring nations to get

on their

feet,

as

was

clearly

by Mr. A'anderlip in his address before the
confeience, but these countries when they have gotten on
their feet will lie l)uilders and possibly exporters of railway
It is in the new countries, such as
materials themselves.

brought out

those of Latin America, that the
ing exjiort l)usiness will develop.

more permanent and
It

is

last-

clearly in order to

hope, therefore, that American bankers and investors will
find it to their interest to make the most of the big opporLatin-American
in the
before them
that lie
tunities
countries.

Railroading by Appropriation
RKi'OKi- of the Railroad Committee of the Chamber ot
THECommerce
of the United States, whose recommendations

are lieing suljmitted to a referendum vote, gives as its first
argument against government ownershij) the statement that
under government ownership the development of railroad
facilities would depend upon Congressional appropriation,
which would prevent the anticipation of the transportation
It says that appropriations would not
needs of the country.
be made in the amount and at the time needed to in.sure
adequate development of the railroads, and that "political
considerations might also control the amount of appropriations and the objects for which they were made."
A striking illustration of this point has been given not

only by the failure of the railroad appropriation at the last
session, but also this week by the action of the House of
Representatives in reducing the appropriation asked by the
Railroad Administration from $1,200,000,000 to $750,000,000, because the appropriations committee, only five of whose

members heard the testimony
Sherley, disagreed with them

offered

by Mr. Hines and Mr.

as to the requirements.

Pos-

sibly the general unpopularity of the Railroad Administration contributed to some extent to the passage of the bill for
the reduced amount, but the fact that the vote was so large-—

—

indicates that the members followed the advice
None of the members of the committee
of the committee.
pretended to have any better understanding of the situation

305 to 4

than Mr. Hines and Mr. Sherley; they were merely following
a general rule of trying to reduce appropriations, and they
apparently felt that Mr. Hines would be less generous with
Uncle Sam's money if they limited the amount he can have
a
at one time, because the committee's report held forth
prospect of granting more later in the year.
The chairman of the committee expresses the opinion that
the future needs of the Railroad Administration are problematical, but there is nothing problematical about its needs

He also says the Railroad Administration should
not have ordered so many cars and locomotives, but that is
not ordinarily considered a good business reason why cars
and engines that have been contracted for should not be
A good many other people criticize the Railroad
paid for.
Administration's deficit, but that does not afford a good
argument as to why the government should not pay, or pay

to date.

without undue delay, the rentals it has promised to the owners of the properties that were commandeered by the govern-
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ment, es|)ecially since they were firmly removed from any
po.ssible influence on the factors contrilmting to the deficit.
Another bad feature about railroading by ap|)ropriatif)n is
tliat it sometimes leads to the practice of spending the money
before it is ajjpropriated.
In this (ase tiie fact of the war
excuses many things which would not otherwise have l>een
justified, l)ul now that hostilities have ceased many Congressmen who voted for the Ijill were inclined to overlook
the fact that most of tlie money was spent last year by
Director General McAdoo, although .some of tlie bills did
not hccome payalile till tliis year.
Al>out half of tlie deficit
has accrued under Mr. Hines' administration, but it liad it'origin last year.
Til'' members of the committee apparently were somewhat
alarmed at the size of the capital expenditures made b}' the
government to be charged against the railroad comi)anies,
although tlie appropriation asked for would [irovide only
about $8,000,000 in addition to what the government ha^
already contracted for or committed itself to and the reduction of the amount allowed now can have little or no influence
on that amount.
It also indicated a belief that a reduction
in the appropriation would hasten their efforts to pay back
the amounts the government has charged against them, to a

considerable extent against their volition, and it is possible
that the result will be in that direction, but only a Congressional committee would be expected to calculate that
])ermanent financing to rejiay the government for capital expenditures may Ije appreciably expedited by withholding the
[layment of the amounts which the government owes concurrently.

Prospects of Improved Regulation

THE

APPARENT TREND of Opinion in Washington regarding railway legislation indicates that neither the Interstate Commerce Commission nor Congress has learned much
from the country's past experience with railway regulation.
The .sentiment there, which reflects the general sentiment
of the nation, is overwhelmingly in favor of a return to private operation.
But the fact that a return to private operation, without a thorough reform of our sysem of regulation,
will not solve the railway problem, does not seem to have
been grasped. A few months ago the nation seemed to be
moving toward a solution of the railway problem. Today
seems to be moving away from it.
Probably the best available index of the sentiment in
\\'ashington regarding future regulation is afforded by the
Esch-Pomerene bill, the salient provisions of which were
This bill is unpublished in the Railway Age last week.

it

derstood to express the ideas of a majority of the Interstate
Commerce Commission as to the railway legislation which
should be passed. There is reason to believe that it also expresses the present views of a majority of those members
of Congress who are convinced that the railways ought to

The bill, on
be permanently restored to private operation.
its face, admits the justice of almost every criticism which
those who strongly believe in private management have in
Furtherthe past directed against the policy of regulation.
more, almost every one of its provisions would, if adopted,
But the bill deals adetend to cause some improvement.
one of the things which it touches.
Furthermore, it fails to deal at all with some of the most
important parts of the railway problem.
For many years it has been pointed out that the pro-

quately with hardly

of the anti-trust law and the anti-pooling law
against railway agreements and consolidations are contrary
The Esch-Pomerene bill concedes the
to^ the public interest.
Instead, however, of providing that
justice of this criticism.
the railways may make any agreement or consolidation which
the regulatory authority may not hold prejudicial to the
hibitions

public interest,

it

prohibits any

agreement or combination

June
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except such

as

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission may

hold will be to the public interest.
This puts the entire
burden of proving the desiral)ility of an agreement or combination upon the carriers instead of putting it upon those
who may oppose an agreement or combination. It proceeds

upon the false assumption that every agreement or combination must be wrong which cannot be proved to be right.
The real crux of the whole railroad problem is the question of credit.
The Esch-Pomerene bill proposes to give the
Interstate Commerce Commission authority to fix not only
maximum but also minimum rates, and even the exact rates
which the carriers must charge. This is a move in the right
direction.
Such a provision would not only help the Commission to correct unfair discriminations, but might even
enable it to order advances in rates which it might consider
needed from a revenue standpoint. The bill also provides
that in fixing rates the Commission shall take into consideration the cost of labor and other operating costs, and it limits
the suspension of advances in rates to 120 days.
These are
all good provisions.
But they do not go far enough. They
concede, in effect, that past regulation has denied the railway companies adequate revenues, but give no assurance
that opportunity will be given in future to earn adequate
Surely there is no good reason why, in regulating
revenues.
rates, the Commission should fail to consider also the cost
of capital as well as the cost of operation. Nevertheless, the
bill ignores the fact that in order to provide good service
and adequate facilities, the railway companies must be able
to raise adequate capital; that in order to raise adequate
capital they must be able to pay as much for it as other
classes of concerns do; and that they cannot pay the going
rate for capital unless they are allowed to earn adequate net
operating income.
Some of the worst shortcomings of regulation in the past
have grown out of the attempts of state authorities to further
the supposed selfish interests of the people of their own
states at the cost of the railways and the rest of the nation.
There is need for a clear-cut provision prohibiting the states
from adopting any regulation which will interfere with federal regulation or burden interstate commerce.
The EschPomerene bill contains no such provision. It prescribes a
method of adjusting differences between the state and interstate authorities by allowing the state commissions to sit with
the

Interstate

Commerce Commission and

participate

in

hearings, the latter, however, to make the findings.
It Is
impossible from the wording of the bill to determine whether
it takes any real authority from the states or gives any real
authority to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
bill is so drawn as to exclude the thought that
authors contemplate giving the railway companies much
more opportunity to prosper in the future than they had
under the old system of regulation, it is generous in enlarging the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
It
gives the Commission exclusive authority to regulate the issuance of railroad securities, and also large authority to regulate railroad operation.
In other words, the Commission,
under this bill, would resume its regulation of the railways
with increased power.
But there is no provision in the
bill which would tend to make it a fairer or abler regulating body. The salaries of its members were fixed at $10,000
some years ago. There is no provision for increasing this.
The members of the Commission have seldom been selected
because of their special qualifications. There is no provision
which is intended or adapted to cause better qualified men
to be appointed in future.
One of the most vital parts of the railroad problem is the
labor part.
Under government operation all classes of employees have become organized.
The railroad problem will
not be solved under either private or government operation
without legislation providing definitely for the just settlement of railroad labor controversies without strikes or lock-

While the

its
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The Esch-Pomerene

outs.

The

bill ignores the labor problem.
success of regulation under such a measure as the

Esch-Pomerene

would depend very largely upon the
Commerce Commission. But railway
managers and financiers lost confidence in the Commission
Ijefore government operation was adopted, and there is no
rea.son for believing, and nobody does believe, that it has had
any change of mind or heart. The utterances of its members do not indicate that it has.
Therefore, it cannot be
assumed that any regulatory legislation the success of which
would be dependent almost entirely upon the way in which
the Commission administered it would command confidence
where confidence is most needed or be of much Ijenefit. The
greatest need of the country from a transportation standpoint
bill

policy of the Interstate

is the renewal of the expansion of railway facilities.
The
old policy of regulation practically stopped the expansion
of facilities before government operation was adopted. There
is no reason for hoping that legislation such as the EschPomerene bill would cause a substantial revival of railroad

development.
It is all right as far as it goes; but it does
not go far.
It would put a patch here and there upon the
old system of regulation, but would not adequately reform it.

Why

an Advance

Rates
Will Be Necessary

in

•yHE

Railway Age has been contending for some time
that the railways cannot be returned to private
operation with safet}' to the companies or the public without
either
a temporary continuance of the present guarantees of standA

ard return or a substantial advance in "rates.
An advance
in rates before government operation is terminated
would be
preferable to a temporary continuance of the guarantees because the latter would render it necessary for the companies
later to seek an advance in rates rendered necessan- by
government operation and which the government itself ought to

make.
Commissioner McChord, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, in a recent statement, has indicated that the
companies have nothing to fear from a return to private operation because, as he implies, the Commission will,
in future,
as in the past, permit the railways to earn adequate
net
returns.
This statement affords more ground for pessimism
than optimism.
The Commission has not in the past let
the railways earn adequate returns.
There are many persons who favor a return to private
operation, but who try to show that a substantial
advance in
rates will not be necessary.
They imply there will be an
increase in traffic and in operating efficiency,
which will
enable the railways to get along on present rates.

Facts speak louder than theories. In the first four
months
of the three "test years" the net operating income
earned,
on which the guarantees of standard return are based
aver-

aged $239,000,000.
In the first four months of 1919 the
net operating income earned was $65,000,000, or
only 28
per cent of what it averaged in the "test years." The
gua"r-

antees to the companies amount to $936,000,000
per year.
If the railways should do as badly in
proportion in the
entire 12 months of the year as they did in the first
four
months, the government's deficit for the year would be ap-

proximately $675,000,000.
Let us see what kind of showing it may be assumed the
railways could make if they should have a very large increase of traffic.
The largest increase of freight traffic they
ever had was in the year ended on June 30, 1916.
It was
24 per cent and the increase in freight earnings which resulted was 21 per cent.
This enormous increase in freight
traffic

was handled with an increase of only 9 per

operating expenses.

The

cent^'in

increase in operating expenses

was
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and

total

was

carninj;!>

.siii:ill

oarniriKS,

in

ami

iiniporlioii lo tlic iiu tiiim- in traffic
in

con.sociucncc

tlir

imna.si' in net

unprcccdt-nti'dly large.

—

Let us supjxjsc now having in mind tlu- actual experithat in the first four months of 1919 the
ence of 1916
freight traffic had l>ccn 24 ])or cent larger than it actually
was; the freight earnings 21 per cent larger, and the operating e.\]ienses only 9 ])er cent larger.
What would have
The freight earnings would have been
l)cen tlie outcome?
$219,500,000 more than they were, the ojierating expcn.ses
$124,000,000 more, and tlie net earnings $95,500,000 more.
Assuming that all other things had remained the same, this
entire $95,500,000 would have been carried to net operating
income.
In that case, instead of having only $65,000,000
net operating income in the first four months of 1919, the
railways would have had $160,000,000.
This would have
been only 67 per cent as much as the net operating income
actually earned on the average in the first four months of
1915, 1916 and 1917, on which the guarantees are based.
If the railways should throughout the entire year earn only
67 per cent of the government's guarantees to the companies,
the government's deficit for the year would be about
$310,000,000.
But, for many reasons, it is wholly irrational to base
an estimate on the assumption of any such enormous increase of traffic as occurred in 1916.
Let us make an estimate on the assumption of a total traffic equal to that of
the first four months of 1918, which was approximately 17
per cent greater than that actually handled in the first four
months of 1919. If the same relationships had prevailed
between the different factors as did prevail in 1916, a 17
per cent larger freight traffic in 1919 would have yielded
about 15 per cent larger freight earnings and caused
per cent greater operating expenses. Freight earnings in the
first four months of 1919 would then have been $157,000,000
greater than they actually were, operating expenses $89,500,000 greater, and net earnings about $67,500,000 greater.
If all this larger amount of net earnings had been carried
to net operating income, the net operating income for the
This would
four months would have been $132,500,000.
have been only 56 per cent of the amount of net operating
income which the railways earned on the average in the
If in the entire year the railways should earn
"test years."
onlv 56 per cent of the guaranteed standard return, the government's deficit for the year would be about $412,000,000.
The foregoing estimates demonstrate, as conclusively as

—
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ably would lie thn-e-(|uarters of a billion dollars. We submit
that those who contend the railway companies can, in a very
brief time, reduce expen.ses so enormously do tcx) great honor
Their conversion to belief in the
to private management.

management has been so sudden
and complete as to suggest that it may not be wholly sincere
and disinterested.
Furthermore, be it remembered that in 1916, when the

great efficiency of private

big increase in traffic came, the railways were being ])rivately operated; that it was efficient private operation which
enabled them to handle 24 per cent more freight with only
9 per cent more exiH,'nses; and that, as the foregoing estimates are ba.sed on the actual experience of 1916, they
assume an increase in economy as great as that of 1916.
And in spite of all this, the estimates indicate that with an
increase of 17 per cent, or even 24 per cent, in freight, the
railway companies could not live on the present rates.
E.xperience has shown that it is far easier to talk about
it is to make them.
It was in the railyear 1911 that Louis D. Brandeis made famous
the proposition that by "scientific management" the railways
could save one million dollars a day in operating expenses.
At that time the operating expenses of the railways were
$5,250,000 a day, wages being $3,311,000 a day. Six years
later, in the last month of private operation
December,
1917 operating expenses had increased to $8,120,000 a
day, wages being $4,940,000 a day.
One year later, in the

vast economies than

way

fiscal

—

—

last

month

of government operation, for which

1919 —operating
—January,
a day, wages being

we have wage

expenses had grown
to $11,300,000
$7,500,000 a day; and
both expenses and wages are still about the same per day as
It will be noted that the increase in expenses
in January.
per day in the six years, 1911 to 1917, was $2,870,000 a day,
while in the single year 1918 it was $3,180,000 a day.
Mr. Hines estimates the government's deficit for the first
four months of this year at $250,000,000.
On his basis of
calculation the deficit was just $2,500,000 a day. Why not
If ever there was a time when the
page Mr. Brandeis?
savings he said could be effected were needed, it is now.
But, instead, the public is paging the companies whose alleged inefficiency he criticised.
The companies undoubtedly
can operate the railways much cheaper than the government;
but the margin between necessary outgo and needed income
has become, under government operation, very large, and
to act on the assumption that it can be bridged without a
substantial advance in rates would be ruinous.
statistics

any estimates can, that no increase in traffic which is at all
and which it is conceivable existing raihvay facilities
could cope with, would be anywhere near sufficient by itself to

likely,

But, it is
the net earnings of the railways adequate.
said, there will be a great increase of efficiency and economy
under private operation. The high opinion which certain

New

make

persons have acquired of the efficiency of private operation
A few years ago the
is as astonishing as it is extraordinary.
principal argument made against advances in rates was that
the railways under private management were inefficiently
operated and before asking for advances in rates should increase the efficiency of their operations.

Now many

of the

very persons who formerly based their opposition to advances in rates on the alleged inefficiency of private operation are opposing advances in rates upon the ground that
when the railways are returned to private operation there
will be a great increase in the efficiency of their man-

agement
The Railway Age quite gladly concedes the superiority of
It was engaged in defending the effiprivate management.
ciency of private management when these same people were
But the reduction in expenses which the comattacking it.
panies would have to effect in order to make both ends meet
would be at the very least one-third of a billion dollars a
!

year and, in the absence of a large increase of

traffic,

prob-
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Govenwient Ownership of Railroads.

Compiled by Edith M.
200 pages, non illustrated, SYz in. by 7}^ in. Bound
in cloth.
Published by the H.
Wilson Company, New
York. Price $1.25.

Phelps.
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This compilation of addresses on the subject of government ownership of railroads, one of the Debaters' Handbook
Series published by this company, contains, in addition to
representative addresses on the subject, a complete brief
of both the negative and affirmative of the subject and an
extensive bibliography which carries the subject beyond the
included in the volume.

The

addresses included in
namely, general
discussion, affirmative discussion and negative discussion,
and under each of these three heads are included reprints
of addresses made by prominent railroad men and students
of the railroad situation in the United States at the present
time.
The articles included in this compilation have been
selected with great care and present the principles set forth
by both advocates and opponents of federal ownership of
articles

the

book are divided into three

railroads.

classes,

Exterior of the Shop Building

A New^ Locomotive Repair Shop Built
The Plant

Typifies the

for the B.

Most Modern and Advanced Ideas

& O.

in

Design of FaciHties of This Character

WORKING

UNDER THE NECESSITY

of Continuing the old
operation during construction and in a
district where a general relocation was precluded
through the lack of available
space which made it
necessary to erect the new building around and over certain
of the old ones, the Baltimore & Ohio has completed the construction of a locomotive heavy repair shop at Glenwood, Pa.,
which embodies many interesting features. Including equipfacilities in

Layout

Map Showing

the Relative Location of the

ment the new plant represents an expenditure of more than
$1,700,000. It replaces an old roundhouse (which had been
used as an erecting shop), a machine shop and three steel
frame buildings with corrugated siding, which had been used
respectively as a blacksmith shop, boiler shop and tank shop.

The

last three buildings

occupied parts of the

site of

the

new

and were kept in operation while the new shop
was constructed above them. The old erecting and machine

structure

shop buildings remain, the former being converted into a tank
shop, while the latter will be used for tank shop machinery.
The new plant provides space under one roof for the facilities
formerly housed in the converted and abandoned buildings.
The construction of the Glenwood shop and a similar one
at Cumberland, Md., marks an important step in the development of the operating facilities of this road. For years prior
to the war its shop facilities had been inadequate to meet the

demands

of

New

and Old Buildings

traffic

and the road regularly contracted for
its engines to be made at the Baldwin

certain heavy repairs to

Locomotive Works because of the lack of space in its own
shops. In the winter of 1917-1918 this lack added materially
to the congested conditions existing on the road and the
necessity for relief became imperative.
As a result of the
studies
tion of

1401

made

to determine the means of relief, the constructwo shops was authorized, one at Cumberland, Md.,

1
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ol' ilii' Iumvv powiT ii.scd on [\uand I'.xiu'iti'd to liaw an (nit|)ut of M)
cnxiiu'S por montli, and tin- otluT at (llrnwcMKl, for liandlin^;
otiicr than mountain |)o\\i'r, wliiili is i'.\|uilcd to liavc an

The two west bays adjoining the erecting shoj) (ontain the
madiine shop.
Generally speaking, (he heavy work is
grou|)ed in the inside west bay where crane .service is available,
i'he bendi work is also located in this bay on the side ad-

output of 45 engines prr month.

joining the ere( ting shoj). Cro.ssheads, pistons, driving boxes
and car wheels are handled in the outside west bay towards
the north end of the building'. The scrviu'r tuol room, toilet

wliiili

i.>.

mountain

iiilciulid for tin- lartilivi.-^ion.s

Kaili of thi'.si- new sliops lias a montldy capacity in excess
of any of tlie old shops on the system, the lar).;est of which
is located at Mt. Clare (Haltimore)
witli smaller shops at
,

Washington, Ind., and Newark, Ohio.
is

The Glenwcxxl shoj)

new depailures in design and, being
two new shops, is described in detail below.

typical of the

larger of the

The Shop

Is of

the

Longitudinal Type

Differing radically from the usual shop of this character,
space is provided in the new building for a store house for
mechanical stores which is complete in every detail.
This
store house is of reinforced concrete construction, and is designed for six stories, five of which have been built.
It is

comer of the shoj) building, occuj)ying five 22-ft. panels in the length of the building and 42 ft.
in width. The first four floors are devoted to storage purposes.
The\- are equipped with all modem conveniences for storing
located in the southwest

and handling material and for the comfort of the employees.
The t"ifth floor is devoted to offices occupied by the storekeeper and the superintendent of the shop. Two elevators,
one for freight and one for passengers, have been provided,
both of which were furnished 1)\- the Otis Elevator Company,
New York.
The shop building is of steel frame construction with
brick curtain walls supported on concrete foundations.
It
has a total length of 635 ft., center to center of outside
columns, and a width of 232 ft. 6 in. Longitudinally the
shop ocntains 29 panels with the columns spaced 22 ft. center
to center.
Transversely the column spacing from east to

Typical View of the Store House

Equ pment

and wash rooms and shower batlis are housed in the six
[)anels of this bay adjoining the spring shop.
The boiler shop occupies the four panels adjoining the
end of the erecting shop on the south, with the flue repairing
department in the east bay and the heavy boiler shop tools
in the inside vi'est bay.

The

spring repair shop

Colurrjns

Arrangement

of the

west is 42 ft., 90 ft., 62 ft., and 40 ft. 6 in., dividing the
building into an east bay, a clear story and two west bays.
From north to south the first 20 panels of the clear story are
The east bay adjoining the
devoted to the erecting shop.
erecting shop contains the tank shop the welding department
which includes space for superheater pipe work; the cab
shop and the tin shop. These departments are located in the
order named with the tank shop at the north end of the
;

building.

Shop

is

located in

shown fhus

o

Facilities

the outside west bay adjoining the boiler shop.

The remain-

ing five panels in the south end of the building are occupied

by the blacksmith shop with the exception of the outside east
bay which is taken up by the store house.
A gallery floor extends along the west side of the shop for
the full length between the store house and the north wall. It
This
is 40 ft. wide, occupying the west bay of the building.
floor provides space for a manufacturing tool room; facilities
for electrical repairs; millwrights and machine tool repairs on

June
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the nortli end and for stokers, air pumps, injectors, etc., on the
end adjoining the store house. It also provides space for an
apprentice school; offices for the assistant shop superintendent, the general foreman and the supervisor of shop
schedules and his clerks, and toilets for men and women. The
comfort facilities also include a women's rest room.
Access to the gallerj' floor may be had from the main shop
floor by means of elevators and stairs, two of each l)eing provided, or d'rottly frcm the .^torc house.
In addition, two

140J

over the roofs of the old buildings.
In the east bay it was
possible to use the locomotive cranes for the full length of
the building.

The

building

is

heated by hot

air,

the system consisting of

two 200-in. fans, furnished by the Consolidated Engineering
Company, New York, direct connected to two 11-in. by 10horizontal Erie Victor engines.

in.

The

plant

is

a so-called

twin system with one fan at each end of the building. Before passing through the fan the air is heated by 72-in. ventostacks, furnished by the American Radiator (Company, placed
two tiers high and 6 stacks wide. The fans discharge into
concrete heating ducts, forcing the air to outlet bo.xes at the
columns and along the side walls of the building. Each fan
supplies heat to one half of the shop.
Three concrete engine pits are provided in the erecting
shop. These are equipped with plug outlets every 44 ft. for
direct current arc welding purposes. A pipe trench along the
center pit with connections to all the pits, carries air, water
and steam lines. A blow-off line is also provided, making it
possible to run a locomotive into the shop for repairs under its

own steam.
The shop

doors are the Kinnear wooden rolling type. The
material used in the floor varies with the location and the
requirements. Buffalo asphalt blocks on a concrete base are
used in the machine tool bay, r.nd in the wheel and tank
shops.
W. Johns-Manville mastic is prov'ded in the main
erecting Ixiy and cinders in the blacksmith, boiler and spring

H

View

of the

Machinery

land ng platforms served by the 15 -ton crane in the inside
west bay are provided for handling materials between the
shop floor and the gallery.
Provision for handling castings and heavy materials outside the building has been made by means of a platform 50
ft. wide which extends all along the west and south walls of
the building. The south platform is equipped with a 15-ton
crane and the west platform with a 15-ton half gantry crane.
Two lye vats with a drain table and shears are also provided on these platfonns.
The planning of the layout for the new facilities was
complicated by the condition that the only available site was
occupied in part by three of the old shop buildings, none of
which could be dispensed with during construction and by
the necessity of locating the building clear of the limits of a
future four-track project through this territory. In the final
location determined upon, as may be seen on the map, the new
building was placed at an angle with the old ones, leaving
space to the east for four main tracks and a shop track.
The building rests on a gravel and clay foundation figured
to have a bearing value of 6,000 lb. per sq. ft., making pib'ng
unnecessary.
The concrete in the foundations and in the
reinforced concrete store house was placed by means of distributing towers, one week being required in the construction
of each floor of the store house.
Beginning at the north end the steel frame of the main shop
was erected with a locomotive crane up to column 22, south of
which the pre.sence of the old buildings made this method impractical. From this point stiff leg derricks mounted on each
main column line raised the columns through the roofs of
the old buildings and swung the new roof trusses to place

The Erecting Bay

The

rooi consists of Barrett Specification roofing laid
yellow pine sheathing. Particular attention has been
given to the provision of special equipment for the comfort
and convenience of the employees. Toilets, sinks and shower
baths have been provided on each floor; individual steel lockers for personal belongings have been installed, and 21
double drinking fountains have also been provided at con-

shops.

on

.3

-in.

venient points.
The operation of the machines, cranes, etc., is all electrical.
The power is received from the Duquesne Light &
Power Company through a transformer station at 1 1 .000
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volts

where

.«<tation

it

i.s

retluccd to

440 and

The new

volts.

1 1

sub-

0(|uipniont comprises a complete switchl)()ard for the

tli.-^tril lilt

ion

of

power

tlie

to

«iOO-kw. motor generator sets
to the cnuies, elevators

and

tlie

for

old

and new shops with

furnisliinj^

direct ciirnnt

Approximately 200 t(H)ls are provided in llic siiop, 6.S of
which are new, the remainder ijcing those transferred from
the old blacksmith and machine shops. Most of the tools arc
direct motor driven, althoiiL;h grouj) drives arc used in some
cases.

A

feature of the erect im; shop

also provided in this shop.

and

the use of

is

two 100-ton

cranes for unwhceling locomotives.
These cranes .span the
three engine pits, thus making them available for locomotives on all three tracks. Four 3-ton traveling jib cranes are

A

30-ton crane in the tank shop

a l.'i-ton traveling crane in the inside

c()nij)li'tcs

machine shop bay

the crane e(|uipment inside the shop.

The

crane

e(iuipnicnt on the jdatfomis has already been mentioned.

The

tools.

Shop Equipment
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traik layout

for the plant consists of

a .shop track

which parallels the building on the east, stub tracks into the
heat treating, the tank, and the wheel shops, the three pit
tracks in the erecting shop and two tracks serving the storage
platform.

Work was begun

in

May, 1918, and completed

in April of

this year.

The construction of these shops was in charge of H. A.
Lane, chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, assisted by
M. A. Long, assistant to the chief engineer and architect.
Westinghousc, Chur(h, Kerr & Co., Inc., were the contractors.

Railroad Appropriation Cut to $750,000,000
House Believes Additional Amount Can Await More

Definite

Information; Mr. Hines' Testimony
Wasiiinotox,

of $1,200,000,000 asked
THEbyAPPROPRLATioN
Director General Hines
enable him
to

and temporarily finance the
of the railroad companies, was reduced
bills

the
bill

cajjital

to

bill,

expenditures

ways and $20,000,000 which Mr. McAdoo promised to
fmance the Boston & Maine reorganization, leaving less

$750,000,000 by

the committee cut the figure to that

Hines in his request of the previous
Congress, on the ground that the estimates of the requirements were so indetinite and uncertain that any additional
amount may well await future action by Congress. The
committee stated in its report that the sum it recommended
will meet the situation until the latter part of the year,

the needs are

more

clearly apparent,

road Administration will be in a

when

and "when the Rail-

much

better position

to

state

what further amount the government

upon

to appropriate to fulfill the provisions of the federal

control act."

The

C.

In addition, $14,000,000 was asked prin$1,657,000,000.
cipally for equir)ment already ordered for the inland water-

House appropriations committee on Monday, and the
was passed on Tuesday by a vote of 305 to 4.

In reporting the
arrived at by Mr.

D.

of Congress
to pay his

will

be called

report said the committee felt that

much

depended on the extent to which the railroads are able to
finance themselves and upon operations for the remainder
of the year and expressed a belief that $750,000,000 will
make suitable provision for the present and immediate
future needs.
In this connection the committee considered
the ability of the War Finance Corporation to render some
assistance.

Apparently Mr. Hines and his finance director

in their

testimony before the committee last week failed fully to
impress upon the members the extent to which they were
It is understood
being asked to pay for a "dead horse."
that the administration estimates its requirements up to
Mr. Hines expressed
the end of July at $1,000,000,000.
some uncertainty as to whether the situation during the
remainder of the year would be such that it would be good
policy to increase rates, although he said that present rates
are not sufficient to offset the costs, but his entire testimony
appeared rather conclusive that most of the sum asked for
The $486,000,000 deficit has
had already been spent.
already been incurred, the $425,000,000 for w'orking capital,
Mr. Hines says is tied up in the business, and of the $775,000,000 to be advanced to the railroad companies $352,500,000 was expended in 1918, $100,000,000 was advanced
to them last year to meet current liabilities, $48,500,000
was loaned to the New Haven last year, and of the $253,000,000 to be advanced for this year $245,000,000 repreThat makes a total of
sents equipment already ordered.

than $9,000,000 for new railroad capital expenditures.
Practically the only possibility of shrinkage is in the
item for working capital, but the requirements of the Railroad Administration would be reduced if the railroad companies could finance and promptly pay back to it the
amounts already expended for capital improvements and
part of the equipment payments will not become due till
the latter part of the year.
The committee apparently de-

pended largely on the possibility of railroad financing and
the proposed plan of financing the equipment by a general
equipment trust.
Also, after hearing Mr. Sherley's account of the expedients the Railroad Administration was forced to adopt in
order to get along without an appropriation since the first
of the year, the committee may have figured that the speed
of the revolving fund might be increased if there is less of it.

Mr. Hines Before the Committee
In discussing this question

Hines said:

"It is

my

before

definite policy,

the

committee, Mr.

and

I

certainly

vrill

be warmly supported in that by the director of the Division
of Finance, to use every means to get the railroad companies
to reimburse us as rapidly as possible for that entire $775,000,000, but I do not think we can make a successful start
on that until we are able to clear the decks with them and
get them in a position where they can no longer claim that
they are unable to finance, because they had to use their
credit so largely to borrow money with which to pay tlieir
current liabilities that ought to be taken care of by the government.
The minute we can clear that up, we can then
begin to bring pressure to bear to make them reimburse
us and their general credit situation will be improved by
the fact that we have paid them off, and we can, as the
year progresses, more and more bring about a reimbursement to the government. But the important fact, as I look
at it, is not that we are asking for this $775,000,000, or
any part of it, to enable us to give more moneys to the
companies, but we are asking it to enable us to carry what
we have either already spent or are directly committed for.
The $245,000,000 that we are committed for to the equipment companies and the $20,000,000 to the Boston &

|
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Maine, and everything

else,

is

already

absolutely

out of

pocket."

"This

appropriation

forecast the situation

requested

does

beyond April 30.

not undertake to
that the con-

I felt

1405

things have turned out, the Railroad Administration would
have been greatly hampered, but he pointed out that the
information available at that time was necessarily based on
estimates,

and that

extent of the falling off in traffic

tlie

ditions were so speculative that the situation cannot be fore-

was not

any degree of accuracy. The prospect is that it
change from month to month, and the reasonable indications are that it will change for the better rather than
The appropriation made undoubtedly would
for the worse.
enable us to carry the situation on until we have a much
more correct measure as to what is involved in the way of
additional loss, assuming that we do not make an increase
I have
felt
in rates.
at the moment that the Railroad
Administration ought not to make an increase in rates and
thereby set in motion the influences on the cost of living and
the cost of doing business that I have mentioned, but to

reduction in
of his statements ought to

cast with
will

wait until they could get a better idea of the situation, and,
was entirely speculative and since the present
appropriation would adequately protect the situation for
several months to come, the wise course was not to attempt
to forecast what would be needed beyond April 30, but to
simply ask for the appropriation up to that date."
since the thing

The votes against the bill were cast by Representatives
Anthony, Ramseyer, Woodward and Thomas. There was no
serious opposition to the bill and several members urged an
increase in the amount but did not press an amendment.
Chairman Good of the appropriation committee defended
the reduction on the ground that the future needs were problematical and he joined with some of the other members in
criticizing the expenditures of the Railroad Administration.
Congressmen seemed to have some difiiculty in appreciating
the difference between operating and capital charges or the
fact that much of the money owed by the Railroad Administration for rental and equipment is due now while the capital
charges against the railroads are expected to be permanently
financed. Mr. Cannon, who spoke for the bill and expressed
great confidence in Mr. Hines, said that the $750,000,000
Others seemed to think
will not be expended immediately.
that the 100,000 cars ordered last year represented an unusually large order, savoring of extravagance, and many
delight in criticising the administration as
one of the creations of the Democratic party.

members took
There

is

a belief that

some

at least of the

members of

the

committee felt that if there is to be an increase in rates it
ought to come soon, in order that the government may get the
benefit of it, rather than be postponed for the benefit of the
corporations next year. But at the same time the House was
trimming the appropriation an effort was being made in the
Senate to take away the director general's arbitrary power
make rates by restoring' the former authority of the Inter-

to

state

Commerce Commission, which would make

it

more

difficult to raise rates.

One of the most prolific sources of information regarding
the operations of the Railroad Administration and the views
of the director general is Mr. Hines' testimony before various Congressional committees and the statistical statements
with the committees in connection with his
hearings before the appropriations committees are in executive session, but are made public when
Director
the printed reports of the hearings are given out.
General Hines and Swagar Sherley, director of the Division
of Finance of the Railroad Administration, appeared before
a sub-committee of the House Appropriations Committee on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of last week to explain

which are

testimony.

filed

The

appropriation.

the need for a $1,200,000,000

was pressed by members

Mr. Hines

committee to explain the
Chairman Good asked what conreason for the increase.
dition the administration would have been in if the original
appropriation had been made and there had been no additional

session

of

of

Congress.

the

Mr. Hines replied

that,

as

and also that his expectations of a
Some
expenses had not been fully realized.

fully realized,

W. G. McAdoo.
"The fact is,"

make

interesting reading for one

he said, "that this situation

and so fundamental

human

the capacity of the

so abnormal

is

in character that I believe
intellect to

absorb

it is

it

beyond

all at once.

The whole scope
us by degrees.
which are the outgrowth of the war did
not begin to impress themselves fully on me until I had
an opportunity after the adjournment of Congress to travel
around over the country and come into personal contact with
The

things

dawn upon

of the developments

the federal managers.

on

me

I

am

not sure

it

has fully dawned

yet."

Situation Underestimated

Mr. Hines said that when the January figures were received it seemed reasonable to assume that the heavy operating costs were due to a very large extent to the fact that
they had not got away from the war basis, and that the
saving in operating costs for subsequent months would be
The result has not shown that, he
decidedly pronounced.
said.
It has indicated that the costs are due much more
to the fact that the increase in cost has been entirely out of
proportion to the increase in rates than to any temporary
condition of being on a war basis.
Mr. Cannon asked why the business should not be conducted either by increasing the rates or decreasing the expenses, as to make one hand wash the other.
"As a permanent policy, that is undoubtedly the proper
"The question is whether it
policy," replied Mr. Hines.
is wise to increase the rate level enough now before we can
measure better the results that will come from an enlarged
I think it would be much better to hold this
business.

situation

where

it

is

until

we

get

more

on how

light

it

is

going to work." Mr. Hines said that the expenses were not
reduced during the first four months of the year because
the increasing costs were manifesting themselves to a greater
extent right along and the maintenance expenses have been
increased because of the weather being favorable for maintenance work.

Possibility of a Rate Increase

The

discussion repeatedly led to the question of an increase in rates, but Mr. Hines said his judgment is that
a satisfactory idea of operations on the basis of the new

conditions which have been created by the war cannot be
formed before the latter part of this year. Chairman Good
asked if it would not have to be done before the roads are
turned back to private ownership.

"That would be

a very proper time to do

He

it,

undoubtedly,"

declared that he did not find that the
increased expenses can be accounted for by any fundamental
difference in the method of operation, that the men who are
now operating the roads would, perhaps in 99 cases out of
100, continue to operate them under private control and
would continue to employ the same methods they are free
He estimated the
to employ now in getting economies.
increased cost of labor as compared with 1917 as 50 to 52
per cent, and the increased cost of materials at about 35
per cent, and he declared that the increase in wages has been
proper and ought not and cannot be reduced, and should
be accepted simply as one of the developments of the war.
He did not believe that anybody who will study the facts
will take the responsibility of saying that the costs are substantially greater than they ought to be.
"It is perfectly clear to me," he said, "that a 25 per
said Mr. Hines.
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would do
lie

not ^oinn to

a

a larj-e

relatively

the case

in

offsi-t

it

is

tlic

ini ria.sc

of

wages and, anywhere from

only possible
increase of Imsiness wliich wc

in the cost of materials.

l)e throu).;h

at

is

50 per cent

40 per cent

ho|)e will

will

rates

in

sonu'tliing over

large

net

profit.

im|)ossii)le to forecast.

I'he

Ilow

far

Certainly,

that

how-

very strong argument that could i)e made
for tile view that that increase in business could not possii)ly
prixluce enough additional net i)rolit to make up for this
The railroads
loss in the purchasing power of the dollar.
get $1.25 in revenues where they u.sed to get $1.00, and
ever,

there

is

a

they have to pay out from $1.50 to $1.70 where they used
to have to pay out $1.00.
"It seems to me that this deficit of $250,000,000 for the

four months of 1919 is not due to unnecessary or imbut is simply due to the fact that the government for the time being is keeping dowTi tlie transportafirst

]>roi)er expen.ses,

The expense cannot be reduced,
rates to the pui)lic.
but the government has kept down the rates to the public,
and that is the cause of this deficit. That raises a very
important ([ueslion of ])olicy as to what ought to be the
My own judgment
government's attitude on that sul>ject.
is that for the moment the transportation rates ought not
to be increased, because there are various factors that promise
tion

work in the direction of cutting down this deficit as the
months go by. If we make an increase now which would
take care of the deficit on the present volume of business,
I think it would clearly be more than necessary when business resumes under normal conditions unless, of course, the
very making of the increase would set in motion so many
to

increa.ses in railroad costs as to offset the

value of

it,

and,

would happen to some extent."
Mr. Hines said if the government should undertake

of course, that

to

$300,000,000 or $400,000,000 to take care of the
situation it would probably result in the consumer paying
three or four times that much in the last analysis, whereas
the costs are already on such a high basis as to be detriIn addition
mental to the active resumption of business.
to the expected increase in traffic, Mr. Hines said that there
promises to be some decrease in the cost of materials and
supplies, and that many federal managers hope to get a
greater degree of efficiency from labor because railroad emThis, he said,
ployment has been made more attractive.
however, was speculative.
raise

Chairman Good pointed

out

that

the

deficit

of

$250,-

000,000 for four months is calculated by comparison with
four-twelfths of the standard return, which is greater than
the proportion naturally expected to accrue during the first
ISIr. Hines said he felt it was better to
part of the year.
put it on the basis of one-twelfth of the rental per month
because the contract so provides, than to be in the attitude
of having understated the loss, but that if $250,000,000 is
appropriated on account of the deficit up to April 30 it
undoubtedly will all be absorbed before the most profitable
part of the year

is

reached.

he said, "with the large busfavorable showing
in the latter part of the year, but I have no idea that that
showing will be such that we will then have no deficit at
all, except such deficit as would be indicated for the first
four months on the basis of apportioning the rental suggested by your figures."
"But in assuming $250,000,000 as your deficit for four
months," said the chairman, "you have assumed that for
the rest of the year the railroads will not any more than
break even."
'T think I am justified in making that assumption," said
Mr. Hines. "It is speculative, but it is my best judgment
that even with favorable conditions the operating income
for the last eight months of the year will not be more than
•'I

iness

think in
that

we

all probability,"

will

make

a

much more

the rental for the last eight months of the vear."

Mr.
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nines also presented some estimates

conditions

of

1917.

j)lo\ees

working the

worked

in the

Inised

Assuming the same number
same numl)cr of hours in 1919

on the
of

em-

as they

calendar year 1917, he estimated the iiureased
to operating e.xpen.ses, as compared with
the rates in effect in Deceml)er, 1917, would l>e $852,000,000.
He thought the ])ros|)ects were very gcxjd for moving
as many ton miles of freight in 1919 as were moved on the
average during the three pre-war test years, and he estimated that, assuming the same volume of traffic as in 1917,
the 25 per cent increase in rates, both freight and passenger,
would bring in aljout $906,000,000; in other words, leaving only $44,000,000 to cover increases in material costs.
"The conclusion cannot be drawn from that statement,"
I)ay

chargealile

.said Chairman Good, "that the total increase in rates will
pay all the increased cost of operation of the railroads?"
"No," said Mr. Hines, "if we do not have a larger business than w^c had in 1917, I do not think it will. We cannot expect that the increase in rates will pay the increased
That is my best judgment." He added that the incost.
creased cost of materials and supplies would consume a great
deal more than the $44,000,000.
The chairman asked about the possibility of economies
resulting from unification.
"I do not recall that I spoke of any additional results
"I think we have
from unification," said Mr. Hines.
already gotton the benefit both last year and the early
part of this year of the economies from unification."
The chairman asked why, with the Railroad Administration running behind each month the $50,000,000 of annual
income paid for the privilege of riding in Pullman cars
was cut off. Mr. Hines replied that Director General
McAdoo was of the opinion that with the signing of the
armistice it was desirable to get away from any distinctly
war burden, and he added that one effect of the removal
of the charge has been to bring about a great deal more
travel in Pullman cars and to increase a good deal the
ordinar}' revenue from the use of Pullman cars.

Unification Economies in the Past

The chairman

also asked as to whether there would be
any additional drain on the treasury to make good for deferred maintenance.
Mr. Hines said he had been giving
that matter a great deal of thought and that a very careful
analysis was being made of the situation, which probably
would be different as to different roads, but his best judgment of the situation as a whole was that at the present time

the administration

is

ment.

had

up to its contract obligations in
roadway and structures and equip-

fully

respect of maintenance of

The chairman asked if the Railroad Administration
any way to provide for any contingency

fortified itself in

that might arise with regard to maintenance.

"We have fortified ourselves only in this way," replied
Mr. Hines. "^^'e have done so much that if anything we
are ahead of the contract instead of behind it, but w-e have
set up no additional fund on that account."
Asked regarding the number of men employed in 1918 as
compared with that during the test period, Mr. liines said
it
was very difficult to get satisfactory figures.
He said
the railroads had employed no more men than w^ere necessar}' to produce the results, except that it was necessar}' to
use some inexperienced labor during the war, but that, genwhen there has
been any, has been due largely to the adoption of the eighterally speaking, the increase in employees,

hour day.

Railroad Officers Loyal

Chairman Good asked Mr. Hines about reported charges
that some railroad men had been doing everything in their
power to discredit government operation of the railroads.
Mr. Hines said a great many charges of that sort were cur-

June

13,
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rent

Wrightsville & Tcnnille
Salina Northern

year,

Van Buren Bridge Co
Louisville & Wadley

during 1918, especially during the early part of the
and every time a specific charge of that sort came
up an endeavor was made to investigate it, but, he said,
"I do not recall a single instance where we found any evidence of bad faith on the part of any railroad official.
In
many cases we found evidence of what ajipeared to be
extraordinary bad judgment or inattention to a particular
situation, but considering the extent of the railroad business, that percentage has been very small.
My best judg-

ment

is

that they are all honestly trying to give a perfectly
and proper service under federal control.''

successful

Corporations Must Finance New Capital Expenditures
Mr. Hines pointed out that the biggest item in the appropriation is $775,000,000, which has been or will be invested
for the account of the railroad corporations and will be
returnable by them from time to time, as they are able to
return

He

said that the settled policy of the Railroad
Administration is that for the future it will make no imit.

provements on railroad properties unless the railroad companies undertake to finance them, except in extreme cases,
and he pointed out that while the estimate provides for
$352,000,000 for capital expenditures for last year, it only
provides for $253,000,000 for this year, of which $245,-

000,000 is for the equipment ordered by the Railroad
Administration, and while there is an estimate for capital
expenditures for the year of $653,000,000 either the corporations will have to finance the difference or the improvements will not be made unless there is some extreme urgency.
He also said that the policy is going to be, as soon as the
government is able to pay the railroads their rental, to
force the corporations to reimburse the government for what
they owe it "before they go ahead and make a lot of additional improvements on their property."
"No important
new work should be undertaken through corporate financing," he said, "before the corporation has satisfied us as

what

to

it

owes us."

the equipment, Mr. Hines brought
out the fact that the equipment being built this year will
cost only $245,000,000, instead of $286,000,000, as previously estimated, because it was bought on a basis subject

In connection with

to

diminution

estimates,
that.

He

if

the builders'

and the government
also showed that to

the

costs
is

were

getting

less

some

than their

benefit

from

May

28 n total of 1,257 of
had been delivered, and

1,930 locomotives ordered
52,954 of the 100,000 standard freight cars.
It is estimated that the car deliveries will be completed by October
1 and the locomotives by December 1.

Standard Return $940,000,000
Mr. Hines' testimony also showed that the estimated
amount of the standard return guaranteed to the railroads
has been increased from $928,000,000, the estimate used
in his previous testimony, to $940,669,104 for all roads
under federal control. For the Class I roads and switching
and terminal companies, the standard return is $905,He explained that the $940,000,000 figure was
035,136.
based on the actual compensation agreed on in each case
where an agreement has been reached and the standard
return without any addition where an agreement has not
been reached, plus an allowance of $1,500,000 as a reserve
to take care of additions to compensation that might be
made in other cases. He gave a statement showing the
claims for compensation in addition to the standard return
which had been allowed, as follows:
Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago, Milwaukee
Carolina, Clinchfield

&

St.

Paul

& Ohio

Northwestern Pacific
Missouri & North Arkansas
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient
Georgia & Florida Railroad (including Augusta Southern)

Western
St.

Pacific

Louis Southwestern

Cumberland & Pennsylvania
New York, Susquehanna & Western

$2,136,932.00
440,082.39
173.798.41
172.479.59
161.230.00
140,926.61
116.000.00
86.229.76
67.303.78
19,885.50
19,807.00

Trinity it Brazos Valley
CluU, Texas & Western

Total

16,531.21
1 5,000.00
11.126.47
2.819.57
100,000.00
29,734.80

$3,709,887.09

In addition, claims amounting to $38,474,095 had been
denied to June 1, claims amounting to $546,796 had been
withdrawn, claims for $26,285,606 were pending on June 1,
and claims amounting to $798,843 had been denied and

were pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission
boards of referees.

Mr. Hines showed that his estimate of $236,000,000 for
was made up of $216,328,314 for the
steam roads, $4,597,503 for sleeping car lines, $2,685,730
for carriers by water, $1,143,358 for inland
waterways,
the deficit for 1918

$3,647,143 for the expenses of the director general's organization, $9,500,000 for the deficit of the American Railway
Express Company, and other miscellaneous items. The electric railways had an income of $319,231.
The estimated deficit of $250,000,000 for the first four
months of 1919 includes $236,000,000 for steam roads and
also deficits for the carriers by water and inland waterways, and an estimated deficit 'of $10,000,000 for the express company. The electric railways and sleeping car lines
showed some income.
The expenses of the director general's organization for four months were given as $2,849,000.
This would be at the rate of $8,547,000 for a year, as compared with $3,647,000 last year. Mr. Hines, at the request
of the committee, filed a statement of the pay-roll of the
Railroad Administration as of May 31, 1919. The pay-roll
as of December 31, 1918, was published in the Railway
Age of May 2, but some changes have since been made.

Mr. Sherley's Testimony
Further details of the Railroad Administration's finances
were explained by Swagar Sherley, director of the Division
of Finance, who was chairman of the appropriations committee during the last Congress. Mr. Sherley said that of the
$563,782,324 expended in 1918 for capital expenditures,
$149,814,794 was deducted from the rental and $61,514,076
was offset by amounts due the companies on open account.
This left a balance of $352,553,455, which must be carried
for the benefit of the companies.
Of this $117,000,000 was
for standard equipment.
The cost of the equipment ordered
by the Railroad Administration was estimated at $402,221,468, but it is believed this will be reduced to $363,373,335, which leaves $245,585,643 to be paid for this year.
The railroads have insisted this ought to be paid for by the
government, but it is the expectation that they will ultimately
accept most of it.
Of the cars, Mr. Sherley said, 48,800
have been accepted by the roads and of the locomotives 947,
in the sense that the companies have indicated how they
propose to finance the equipment, and in addition many roads
have indicated their willingness to accept the allocations.
None of the companies has finally closed the financial
transaction.

Some

of the companies felt very bitterly about the allocaequipment but Mr, Sherley had tried to adjust the
matter by arranging a plan for assisting the companies to
finance it, and he has been holding conferences with the
executives on a plan by which the administration would
apply $121,000,000 of depreciation funds due the companies
at the end of federal control to the payment of the initial 25
per cent and general equipment trusts would be floated for
the balance payable in 15 annual instalments.
This plan,
he said, had not progressed to the point where he could say
it would go through or not and it might take two months to
work out the details. Meanwhile some of the stronger roads
that are prepared to finance their part of the equipment at
tion of

once are being held off so that their credit may strengthen the
Failing an amicable arrangement, the Railroad
entire plan.
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For 1*M<J the estimate of capital expenditures is $8.?0,051,665, of which it is expected the railroads will themselves fmancc $576,615,905, leaving $25.? .000,000 that the
government will have to carry for the present. The $8.^0,000,000 is made up of $.U7, 229,011, the revised carry-over
from the 1918 Imdget (exclusive of standard equipment),
$267,237,011 estimated new work for 1919, and $245,000,-

000

for standard equi]>mcnt.

expressed surprise that it should Ix? necessary to carry capital expenditures for the stronger companies.
Mr. Sherley explained, however, that it was merely tempo-

The chairman

sometimes to keep the company from borrowing at exand that in the case of the stronger companies
it was expected they would he able to pay back very soon,
but that it was necessary for the government to pay the
monev in the first instance, especially while the government
was nearly monopolizing the investment markets.
"To the extent then to which the committee would feel
that these roads which are perfectly solvent can finance their
ow-n expenditures, just to that extent, your estimate could l)e
reduced," said the chairman.
"Your que.stion im"I think not," replied Mr. Sherley.
plies that what can be done in the future can be done now."
rary,

cessive rates,

The Skimping Process
In reply to a question as to how the Railroad Administration has financed its activities since the adjournment of
Congress, Mr. Sherley gave an interesting description of the
agility of the "revolving fund" representing what was left of
the original $500,000,000 appropriation and the operating
available money in the hands of federal
he said, was "simply pooled and then distriliuted
as best we could to the various roads, having to skimp all of
them."
On January 1 there was in the treasury of the Railroad
Administration $78,188,531, but by calling upon the various
federal treasurers about $14,000,000 more was obtained in
Then various railroad companies were called on to
Tanuar}'.
repay loans and $57,000,000 more was received, and some
money was received from the express company, making a
In February $31,000,000 more was
total of $81,000,000.
taken in, but in the two months $89,000,000 was paid out in
loans and compensation, $36,000,000 was advanced to federal treasurers who needed it, and $48,000,000 was paid for
This ran down the balance to $14,cars and locomotives.
795,000 at the end of February, and at the same time the
federal treasurers had outstanding vouchers and payroll
checks aggregating approximately $258,000,000 but only

income.

The

treasurers,

$129,500|0M

ary

1

to the
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end of May, $355,000,000 and $350,000,000 was

paid out in ca.sh, .so that at the end of May "we had managed, by skimjjing and not paying bills excej)t as we had to,
to improve our Inilance a little bit," to $76,000,000, but there
were in tlie treasurer's office vouchers for $46,714,000 overiiig amounts due equipment companies and on May 21 the
treasurers had $156,67.^,000 cash on hand and
fiileral
voui luTs and [jayroll checks outstanding amounting to $174,In other words, if the administration had under()()(),000.
taken to licjuidate it would have had only al)out $12,000,000
excei)t agents' and conductors' balances, against certificates
amounting to $234,600,000. "In other words," he said, "the
Railroad .\dmini.stration has gone along by getting everybody
(

it any money to pay as promptly as possible, givpromise to pay when necessary, and by not paying a
lot of its vouchers outstanding."
Mr. Sherley filed a statement of the disbursements and
exjienditurcs from January to May, inclusive, which included under the head of administration expenses $848,471
for general expenses and $2,670,712 for its payroll.

who owed
ing

its

Compensation
Regarding the payment to railroads for rental, Mr. Sherley
said that w'hile some roads have received compensation in
advance of what was due them for 1918, "speaking by and
large, we have not yet gotten up to the point where we have
paid for 1918" and $441,000,000 is owing to them for 1918,
plus $230,000,000 for the first quarter of 1919, or a total of
about $671,000,000, although the amount for 1919 is subject
to some deductions.
A.

W. McLean,

acting

managing

director

corporation would feel that
any more loans to railroads.

Passed

it

By

was not

the

War

justified

in

making

Senate

The

Senate passed the railroad appropriation bill of
$750,000,000 with no debate and with no effort to increase
the amount. The bill now only requires the President's signature to make it effective.

of cash.

Then when Congress adjourned without passing the apThe War
propriation some drastic effort was necessary.
Department paid $100,000,000 for services rendered but not
The Navy Department paid $10,000,000.
all vouchered.
Then $50,000,000 was borrowed from the War Finance Corporation largely on the collateral of the New Haven note and
The Pennsylvania Railroad also came to the
its collateral.
relief of the Railroad Administration by advancing $22,000,000 to pay bills owed by the federal management of its
line in order to protect its credit and permitted the admiiiistration to credit upon money due for compensation, applying
These payments, howit against additions and betterments.
ever, did not provide sufficient cash and the expedient of
Of these
issuing certificates of indebtedness was adopted.
$47,842,500 were issued to railroads in March, $79,517,300
in April, and $57,831,500 in May, a total of $185,191,300.
In addition, $49,118,146 of certificates were issued to equipment companies.
As a result of the pooling, Mr. Sherley said, there was
called into the central treasury from all sources from Janu-

of

Finance Corporation, testified that the total railroad loans
made by the War Finance Corporation to May 31 amounted
to $198,785,890, of which $6,870,480 has been repaid, leavThis includes
ing a balance outstanding of $191,915,410.
$50,000,000 advanced to the director general. Of the total,
$59,566,200 was secured by certiticates of indebtedness of the
In addition, $1,000,000 was advanced to
director general.
the Bettendorf Company on certificates.
He expres.sed the
opinion that conditions probably will ari.se under which the
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Referendum on Remedial Railroad Legislation
National Chamber of

Commerce Asks Votes

on Recommendations
Chamber of
THEsubmitted
to

Commerce

its

members

of the United States has

ballots

for

a

referendum

vote on a series of 10 recommendations of its ComIn
mittee on Railroads on remedial railroad legislation.
order to inform the memljers as fully as practicable on sub-

submitted to referendum, a carefully selected commitappointed by the chamber to analyze each question
and report its conclusions. The purpose of the referendum
is to ascertain the opinion of the commercial organizations
of the country, not to secure the approval of the recommendations voiced in the report. The board of directors in
authorizing the submission of the report to referendum
Only the
neither approves the report nor dissents from it.
vote of the member organizations can commit the chamber
for or against any of the recommendations submitted by the
committee, and until such vote is taken the report rests
The
solely upon the authority of those who have signed it.
list of recommendations on which the members are asked
to vote for or against, submitting their ballots on or before
jects

tee

is

lation.

The committee recommends

2.

operation

as

soon

as

return of roads to corremedial legislation can be

enacted.

The committee recommends adherence
as now fixed unless and

3.

of federal control
bility of

to the

for consolida-

tion in the public interest, with prior approval

ment

period

until impossi-

remedial legislation in this period clearly appears.

The committee recommends pennission

4.

authority,

in

a limited

number

of

by govern-

strong competing

systems.

The committee recommends a requirement that rail5.
road companies engaging in interstate commerce become
federal corporations, with rights of taxation and police regulation reserved for states.

The committee recommends

6.

exclusive federal regula-

and security issues of railroads
commerce, with provision for notice and

tion of capital expenditures

engaged in interstate
hearing for state authorities.
7.
The committee recommends federal regulation of intrastate rates affecting interstate commerce.
The committee recommends a statutory rule providing
8.
that rates in each traffic section shall yield an adequate
return on a fair value of the property as determined by pubauthority.

The committee recommends payment into a fund of
a share of the excess earned by any railroad system under
application of the above statutory rule over an equitable
minimum return upon fair value of property, this fund to
be used as Congress directs for strengthening general railroad credit and increasing general railroad efficiency.
10.
The committee recommends a federal transportation
board to promote development of a national system of rail,
9.

water,

and highway transportation and

articulation

of all

transportation facilities.

The pamphlet which accompanies the ballots contains
the report of the Committee on Railroads and also a statement of the arguments in the negative on its recommendations.
As an appendix to the report there is presented an
analysis of the various plans for remedial railroad legislation

that

Members

its recommendation that railroads engaged in interstate commerce shall be required to change from state to federal corporations.
The report of the committee is as follows:

Report of the Committee on Railroads

The committee

is

opposed

to

government ownership and

operation of the railroads in the United States.

It is also

opposed to their purchase by the government for lease to
private corporations to operate.
The committee favors a
comprehensive system of government regulation and believes
that more adequate facilities, a more progressive and economical service and lower rates can be secured from corporate than from government ownership and operation of the
railroads.
The committee is opposed to government ownership and operation because:
First:

Under government ownership the development of
upon congressional appro-

railroad facilities would depend

as follows:

1.
The committee recommends adherence to the policy of
corporate ownership and operation, with comprehensive regu-

porate

of Its

Committee

Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce and through other
channels.
Tlicrc is also a special statement of unusual inteiest regarding the plan of the committee for earning out

is

July 24,

lic

of Its

have been proposed in the hearings before the

priations which would prevent the anticipation of the trans-

Appropriations would not
be made in the amount and at the time needed to insure
adequate development of the railroads. Political considerations might also control the amount of appropriations and
the objects for which they were made.
Second: The interest rate which the government would
have to pay to secure railroad capital would not be lower
than the rate paid by corporations. To acquire the railroads
the government would have to pledge its credit for eighteen
to twenty billions of dollars, at a time when other large
financiering must be done.
It would be difficult for the
government to dispose of the securities required to purchase
the railroads, and it would be necessary for the government
to secure from five hundred million to one billion dollars
of new capital each year.
If the government were to assume the burden of financing the railroads at the present
time when the war debt is so large, its interest rate would
necessarily be as high as, if not higher than, the rate at
which corporations could secure capital.
Third: Government operation is seldom, if ever, as efficient as corporate management.
Competition, the incentive
portation needs of the country.

and progress in private enterprises, is absent
from the government administration of affairs. Individual
initiative is less, bureaucratic methods are more characteristic, and the services rendered are less progressively efficient.
Fourth: While the government would presumably select
officers and employees by means of efficiency tests, political
influences would almost certainly be given weight in selectto efficiency

ing

men

for official positions.

Fifth: Unless the government adopted the policy of fixing low rates and fares with the intention that any resulting
deficit from operations should be placed as an increased
burden of taxes upon the general public, rates and fares
would be higher under government than under private operaUnder government operation expenses rise in relation
tion.
to income and the charges imposed by the government, if a
deficit is to be avoided, must be higher than those which it

would be necessary

to permit railroad corporations to make.
Sixth: The political effect of government ownership and
operation of railroads in the United States might be serious.
There are now about 500,000 civil employees of the government.
The addition to the public services of 2,000,000 rail-
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-no
roail

tinployi'is,

constitute a

majority of

the

fonc of ahout

in (ontrollini;

intiTi'.>iti'(l

tlio

arc

wlioin

votcr.'^,

would

^jovcrnmi-iit fiiiployccs

2,S()(),()()()

policy of

tlic

f^ovcmmcnt as reSuiii a body

Rnrds wa^cs, hours and condition.s of service.
of einployi'cs

upon

The

easily

nii).;l)t

and national

state

coniniittee

exercise

coiitrollint;

intluencc

it

would

l)i'

unwise

for

the government to retain the railroads longer than is necessary to enact the Icfjislation re<iuired for the return of the
properties under conditions that will he just to tiie owners

and

will insure to the public adecjuate transjjortation facili-

financed railroads.
This legislation should
he enacted as .soon as passible and before the government
retires from railroad operation.
It would be a hard.ship to
the pul)lic and unjust to the owners of the roads were the
government to return the projierties without first removing
ties l)v iiroperly

the obstacles to efticient and economical operation of the
railroads by their owners, without revising past methods and
agencies of goveriunent regulation, or without adopting

measures that will
to

..sufficient

tejKicted,
'

The

the

carriers

to

oljtain

provide the puldic with adequate

service.

•efficient

enal)lc

As

.soon

as

this

revenues

facilities

legislation

has

and
l>een

government operation of railroads should end.

director general of railroads has

recommended

that

the period of possible government operation of railroads be
extended until January 1, 1924, in order that a test may be
of the possibilities of government operation of railroads in peace time and that the government may carry on
the work it has liegun of developing the use of waterways,
of connecting them with the railroads and of articulating
The director general presents a picrail and water traffic.
ture of a national transportation system resulting from the
balanced development and the traffic articulation of water-

made

ways and

railroads.

The Railroad Administration is to be commended for having sought to increase the use of waterways and to organize
their traffic, to bring about a development of port terminal
facilities and to unite rail lines and water channels into a
This work so wisely
general system of transportation.
begun should be continued by the government until accomplished, even though it is advisable to return the railroads
Suggestions for the develto their owners at an early date.
opment of a unified national system of rail, water and highway transportation are embodied in this report.
The committee hopes that legislation for the

return of the

railroads can be enacted during the present calendar year.
Every effort should be made to frame and pass the neces-

sary laws, and it is believed that the necessary legislation
can be enacted within 21 months after the proclamation of
peace the period of possible government operation of railroads under the act of March 21, 1918.
To press upon Congress that it shall declare its inability
to enact the necessary legislation within a given period,
It is
before it has undertaken the task, would be unwise.
the belief of the committee that Congress, confronted by the
grave railroad situation now existent, will apply itself ener-

—

to the consideration of the legislative measures
required for its cure, and will be able to accomplish its task
within the statutory period now prescribed for federal control.
If Congress should find its task impossible of accomplishment within the time prescribed, then, and not
until then, should an extension of the period of federal

getically

control be made.
It is the opinion of the committee that legislation should
be enacted that will facilitate the early grouping and the
ultimate consolidation of the railroads in the United States

into a limited

number

necessary to secure the most
Moreover, some of the present roads
are finani ially weak and their continuance as separate; systems (omplicates the government's jjroblems of rate making,
of the (ommon or joint use of e(|uipment and fa( ilities, of

of strong competitive systems.

The

grouping should be about the present large systems and not
by territorial subdivisions of the country.

The existence of so many railroad systems as there now
are increases the difficultv of co-ordinating their facilities

ser\iics

to

the

extent

economical operation.

tiie

convinced that

is

a

|)olitiis.

and
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regulation of security issues and of re-establishing the
it of tlie railroads as a
whole.
If tlie railroad

linaiu ial (red

svstems that are financially unstable and the many systems
of minor importance can (subject to the ai)i)roval of the
government, and under conditions which it may jjrescribe)
be grou[)e(l, or consolidated, with a limited numlier of stronj.;
.systems, a l)etter service can be rendered and a larger development of lines, terminals and other facilities will be
possil)le.

Without sacrificing the
the government should

lienefits of

facilitate

competition in service,

the co-ordination of rail-

road facilities and services, the common use of equipment,
and the joint use and development of terminal facilities,
when in the public interest.
The con.solidation of railroads, as well as the co-ordination of their facilities, should be subject to the approval of
the government; and, with such authorization required, the
railroads .should be encouraged to work out the natural
grouping of systems and to combine their facilities in the
interest of traffic economy and of financial stability.
Many states have laws against the combination of railroads, and in the constitutions of several states there arc
provisions prohibiting the acquisition by a railroad of anThe obstacles which these state laws
other competing line.
and constitutional provisions place in the way of the associated activities and the consolidation of railroads may be
removed by changing the status of railroad companies from

recommended in this report.
While favoring the early grouping and ultimate consoli-

state to federal corporations, as

dation of the railroads in the United States into a limited
number of strong systems, which shall be built upon the
large systems which have developed in response to commercial needs, the committee feels that competition among
these systems, in service (not in rates), is desirable from
the standpoint of the public and will lead to greater efficiency of operation on the part of the railroads.
In all
kinds of business the most effective incentive to improvement and to economy of operation is competition. In the
case of the railroads the same charges must be made for
similar services.
The rates, and, to a large extent, the
practices of carriers must be regulated by the government,
but regulation does not preclude the possibility of active
competition in service.
In facilitating railroad consolidation, the government need not, and in the interest of the
public should not, eliminate railroad competition.
By Referendum 21, which was submitted by the Chamber
of Commerce in September, 1917, the commercial organizations of the country, with comparatively few dissenting
declared themselves in favor of the enactment of a
incorporation law and also a law requiring all
carriers now subject to the jurisdiction of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, or which may hereafter be created,
to organize under a federal incorporation act.
It has been represented to the committee by jurists who
have given the matter careful consideration that Congress
can enact a statute that will provide a simple process of
converting state railroad companies engaged in interstate
commerce into federal corporations by methods similar to
those followed in changing state banks into national banks.
If such a plan shall be found by Congress to be constitutional and feasible, the committee recommends the nationalizing of railroad corporations engaging in interstate commerce, by the enactment of a statute similar in principle to
that of tlie national bank act which provides a direct method
of converting state banks into federal institutions.
In requiring railroad companies to change from state to
votes,

federal

g

I
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federal corporations, Congress should provide that the states
shall retain the power of taxation and police regulation of
the property of the federal railroad corporations.

The organization memlx;rs of the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, in acting upon Referendum 21, voted
almost unanimously in favor of federal regulation of the
issuance of the securities of railroad companies engaged
in

interstate

commerce.

It

is

the

opinion

of

your com-

mittee that federal authority should also regulate large capital expenditures.

In acting upon applications of the railroads for the apapproval of security issues and capital expenditures in
federal agency will need to inquire as to the public necessity for the work proposed to be done, the amount of capital
that will need to be expended, and, if securities are to l)e
issued, what amount thereof will need to be authorized to
enable the carriers to obtain the funds required for the
execution of the work which the government may find to be
of public necessity.
In order that the state authorities may assist the federal
agency to obtain as complete knowledge as possible of the

needs for additional railroad facilities and of the
expenditures required to meet those needs, the federal agency
should require a railroad company, applying for permis-

local

sion to issue securities or to make a large expenditure of
capital, to file with the authorities of the states in which
the railroad in question is located copies of the original
petition to the federal agency which should notify the interested state authorities of the hearings

upon applications

for

approval of securities issues and capital expenditures in
order that they may have full opportunity to advise as to the
actions they favor.

This recommendation was approved by the organization
members of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States
in November,
1917, with comparatively few dissenting

This action having been taken shortly before the
United States took over the operation of the railroads. Congress has had no opportunity to act upon the question.
It is
therefore deemed necessary and important by the committee
that this recommendation shall be included in its present
report as a part of the plan for remedial railroad legislation.
The experience of the past two years has confirmed the
committee in its conviction that regulation by the several
votes.

states of

such intrastate rates as affect interstate commerce

interferes with the effective

and uniform regulation of

inter-

by the United States government. Indeed, condetrimental to the public interest, has arisen with respect to the jurisdiction of the state commissions and the

state rates
flict,

Commerce Commission over intrastate rates even
was clear that such rates affected the interstate rates

Interstate

when

it

power of the federal government.
For these reasons the committee feels it a requirement of

subject to the regulatory

the existing situation that the organization members of the
Chamber of Commerce should again declare their opinion
upon this question, in the light of the developments since

November, 1917.

The interests of the public require that the income of the
railroad companies shall be sufficient to enable them to secure readily and economically the capital necessary to provide adequate facilities.
In carrying out this principle
special difficulty results from the fact that the same rates
will yield the more prosperous companies greater revenue
than they need while the less prosperous companies, due
to their unfortunate situation or to their past history,

are

unable to secure income sufficient to enable them either to
develop their facilities in proportion to the needs of the public, or to perform the services required by the section of the
country in which the roads are located.
Your committee believes that the most practicable way to
provide the railroads of the United States, as a whole, with
adequate revenue, and thus to re-establish railroad credit, is

1411

to authorize the Interstate

Commerce Commission

to divide

the country into such traffic sections as may seem to the
commission wise, and to direct the commission by a statutory
rule to fix such rates and fares as will yield the railroad

companies, in each of such traffic sections as shall be designated by the commission, aggregate revenues which will
provide after allotment has been made for renewals and

—

depreciation

—

a net return that will enable the carriers to
furnish the public with adequate facilities and efficient and

economical service.
The committee is not in favor of a government guarantee
of a minimum return to each railroad company, either upon
its capitalization or upon the property which
it
devotes
to the public service.
A government guarantee would tend
to lessen initiative and to cause both the prosjjerous and the
unprosperous roads to feel less responsibility for efficient

management.
While not favoring a government guarantee of

a minireturn, the committee believes that Congress ought to
adopt a statutory rule providing that the public authority

mum

which

fixes

the railroad

assure reasonable revenues
each of the natural traffic
sections of the country.
The committee is of the opinion
that such a statutory rule can be enforced without placing
an unjust burden upon the public and without causing individual railroad companies to obtain excessive profits.
For the purpose of securing an equitable enforcement of
a statutory rule of rate making and of enabling the railroads
of the United States as a whole and by natural traffic sections to secure adequate revenues without permitting individual companies to obtain excessive profits, your committee recommends the enactment of a statutory rule providing that individual railroad systems, that may obtain
to the railroads as a

rates

whole and

in

from rates fixed by public authority net corporate income in
excess of an equitable minimum return upon their property
devoted to the public service, shall turn over such share
(one-half or one-third) of their excess profits to a fund
to be employed, as Congress may direct, to strengthen the
credit

of the railroads as a whole

and

to enable

them

to

serve the public with greater efficiency.

The proposed statutory rule would deprive none of the
present prosperous roads of an equitable or even a liberal
return upon their property devoted to the public service, nor
would it take away from them the incentive to economical
and efficient management. At the same time, it is believed
that the excess profits of the more prosperous companies will
be sufficient to create a fund by means of which the credit
of the railroads as a whole can be substantially strengthened.

Your committee believes it will be possible for the InterCommerce Commission to establish general schedules

state

and fares that will provide the railroads of the
United States as a whole with adequate revenues, and that
will prove effective in re-establishing railroad credit.
The development of a national system of transportation is
a public necessity.
Up to the present time the steam and
electric railways, the waterways and highways have been
developed separately without reference to a common plan
and without thought of creating, from the various agencies
of rates

of .transportation, a unified system.

The time has come when the waterways of the country
as a whole should be systematically developed according to
a definite plan.
Their larger use should be made possible
by connecting them with the railroads at river, lake and
ocean ports and by enabling shippers to send their traffic
by the most economical combination of rail and water routes.
The work which the Railroad Administration has so happily begun of providing for the traffic use of important rivers

and canals, and of articulating the railroads with the waterways in a traffic sense, should be continued after the railroads have l^een returned to their owners.
The development of highway transport should be facili-
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tatal witli a

view

fo

co-ordlniifod uso of all traiis|)<>rta-

tin-

United States liavi:
been ereatin.n an exceptionally economical system of transportation by rail, hi.ulnvays have been relatively neglected
and the expenses of carryinp freiRlit to and from the railroads are, in most instances, greater than the cost of tlie
railroad haul.
The sy.stcmatic development and the organized use of hard-surface highways greatly reduce the transportation burdens borne by the people of tlie United States.
It is e.-^pecially important that provision should be made
for the common use and construction of terminal and transtion aijoncii's.

NNliiU-

llii.'

in'opk- of the

fer facilities at all the larger traffic centers of the country;

but, unless
liring
ties,

as

some federal authority

about the

and

that

tlicir

may

is vested with power to
use of terminal and transfer facilijoint construction by the carriers (in so far

common

be

in

the

pulilic

certain that the present expensive

interest),

it

is

practically

methods of terminal opera-

tion will be indclinitely continued.

The development

of a unified national system of transan executive task that can be performed only
by creating a board primarily administrative in purpose and
organization. The Interstate Commerce Commission, in
the regulation of rates and in the supervision of the capital
expenditures and the security issues of railroads, will have
as much work as it can successfully perform.
Your committee has not suggested taking from the Interstate Commerce Commission any of the functions it ha.-> thus far exercised, but has recommended a large addition to the duties
of the commission.
It would be unwise to impose upon that
body the large and exacting task of guiding and facilitating
the development of a national system of rail, water, and
highway transportation. That work should be undertaken
by an especially created Federal Transportation Board.
The members of tlie Committee on Railroads are: George
A. Post, chairman; Walter S. Dickey, F. C. Dillard, Stephen
A. Foster, Edward J. Frost, Thomas F. Gailor, Emory R.
Johnson, Charles E. Lee, W. Z. Ripley, Alexander W.
Smith and Charles F. Wright.

portation

is

Compulsory Federal Incorporation
for

Consolidated Railroad Systems

The committee reconimcnds

"that railroad companies en-

gaging in interstate commerce shall be required to change
from state to federal corporations" and says in its report,
"It has been represented to the committee that Congress can
enact a statute that will provide a simple process of converting state railroad companies engaged in interstate commerce into federal corporations by methods similar to those
followed in changing state banks into national banks." At
the request of the committee, Alexander W. Smith, of Atlanta, Ga., has prepared the following statement of the plan
referred to in this recommendation:
Various plans have been suggested for improving the transportation systems of the United States.
For instance, it is
proposed that the government shall authorize the consolidation of individual railroads into large systems

which neces-

sarily involves interference with competition in local territory

between lines that were previously competitive.
If that is
undertaken in some states under the present corporate organization of railroads, it will run counter to constitutional inhibitions.
Has the federal government power to override the
constitution of a state by undertaking to authorize such
railroads to consolidate, so long as they are creatures of the
state and subject to the provisions of its constitution?

A corporation is a fictitious person. It has many attributes of a living being.
It contracts, incurs obligations,
owes duties to the government that creates it, and is subject
to the constitutional control of that government.
When we
consider things desirable to be done in connection with our
transportation systems, it is well to investigate some of the
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take a view of the rangc-liglils and
mark out tlie legal channels
can safely travel, else we may run on the

as|)e(ts involved;

legal

shoal stakes,
tiirough

.so

to .speak, that

which we

rocks.

The National

Owners of Railroad Securities
appear to have considered the suljject of
federal ineorjioration solely on the basis of creating new
federal corporations, and undertaking to transfer into them
existing .'^tatc corporations, and their assets and lial^ilities.
That is practically impo.ssil)le. Take the Southern Railway
and

Association of

their counsel

Company

as a concrete exam[)le.

It is

a system

more than 100 separate railroad corporations.
of them;

made up

It

of

owns some

controls others under long leases,

and others by
has effected their merger by all the
known methods of putting one railroad under the operative
Their obligations under the kiileidoscopic
control of another.
arrangements it has made in bringing the .system together
could not lie transformed and lifted out of the several state
it

majorit)' stockholding.

It

corporations and set down in a new federal corjjoration.
As
a l)usiness proposition, it would be impracticable.
In view of these difficulties, the railroad executives have
thus far turned away from the proposition of federal incor])oration.
Rut there lies right on the surface a method to
accomplish the same result in a perfectly simple way, viz.,
the pa.ssage by Congress of a general federal incorporation
act along lines parallel to the laws for incorj:)orating national
banks, and nationalizing state banks.
If a state bank desires to become a national bank, it makes application to the
comptroller of the currency on certain forms supported by
proper vote of its stockholders and directors, and a certificate
is issued authorizing it to be thereafter a national bank.
The
Supreme Court of the United States has decided that when a
state bank is thus converted into a national Ijank, there is
no change in its identity or corporate existence, and no
interruption of the continuity of its business.
Its allegiance
by that act is transferred from the state to the nation, but
the corporation is the same; its assets and liabilities are the
same; and no transfer is necessary from the one to the other,
because there never is but one corporate creature.
(Metropolitan Bank v. Claggett, 141 U. S., 520.)

What

a simple plan that

for the interstate railroad

if it is deemed necessary
systems to l^ecome national cor-

would be

porations!

While Congress has no power to compel a state bank to
become a national bank, because a state bank is no part of
the fiscal machinery of the nation, it is submitted that it does
have the power to compel a railroad system that is now engaged in interstate commerce to become a federal corporation.
The power of Congress to create a bank at all was contested
until it was settled by the Supreme Court that such power
was implicit in the power delegated to Congress to issue
money and handle its finances. Jurisdiction of Congress
over a railroad engaged in interstate commerce is delegated
in a specific, plain, explicit, all-inclusive and plenary paragraph of the Constitution committing to it control over interstate commerce and all its instrumentalities.
If it be true that Congress has only implied power to
charter a bank as a piece of machinery in its fiscal system
it must be true that if Congress finds in the development of
transportation that state lines have been wiped out, and that
commerce disregards artificial obstructions, and that necessary machinery in carrying on interstate commerce is a railroad corporation, the express grant of exclusive jurisdiction
over such commerce carries with it the power to create such
a corporation.
If. that is true, can it compel a state railroad company engaged in interstate commerce to become a federal corporation ? No one questions its power to create such corporations,
ab initio.
It has been decided by the Supreme Court of the United

June
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no single state can create a railroad company and
as a matter of law, with the right to operate its
lines in any other state.
Indiana and Ohio tried to do this
They created two railroad companies, each enconjointly.

1413
under com-

States that

would certainly destroy these

endow

pulsory action, these property rights might be preserved
under other provisions of the Constitution not necessary to
be here elal)orated.
It should be repeated that this argument is confined to
those lines which, by voluntary action, have been consolidated into interstate systems.
They have thereby waived
the right (if it exists) to object to Congress doing anything
with them that it may desire to do if they expect to continue

it,

dowed with the same name, and having the same officers,
directors and stockholders.
The tracks owned by tliese two
companies came together at the state line. Every effort was
made to create a single corporation with the right to do business in both states.
The Supreme Court held that there were
two separate and distinct corporations and that, in the very
nature of the case, one state could not give the power to its
creature to go into the domain of another sovereignty of equal
dignity and do business there, except by permission of the
Hence it is that all roads that cross state lines
other state.
do business outside their native state by comity between
the states. Comity is a privelege merely and not a legal right.
(O. and M. R. R. Co. v. Wheeler, 1 Black, 286.)
The Southern Railway Company was able to merge its
constituent lines running through 11 states by reason of the
voluntary, but not necessarily concurrent, action of the several

either jjy

and

the states
special acts or by general laws gave statutory per-

slates

their corporate creatures.

First,

Second,
mission for the railroad corporations to combine.
all constituent corporations had to take appropriate corporate
action, through stockholders and directors according to bylaws and charter provisions, authorizing the particular step
So that each of the constituent cornecessary to a merger.
porations was put into the combination by virtue of its own
Thus, by virtue
action taken by permission of its creator.
of the express consent of the several corporations and of the
express legislative sanction of the 11 states in which the
Southern Railway system operates, something was created
different from the aggregate of corporate powers previously
The Virginia corporavested in the subsidiary companies.
tion known as the Southern Railway Company became an
instrumentality of interstate commerce, not by virtue of comity

among
states

entity

these 11 states, but because

it

crosses the lines of said

and hauls interstate commerce through them
and by virtue of the action of each of the

of the concurrent or supplemental action of the

as a single

and
owners of

states,

Whether they intended it or not,
each of the properties.
it is a fact that every one of those states, and every one
of those corporations, by such action, voluntarily submitted
themselves to the jurisdiction of Congress through its exclusive control of interstate commerce, whenever

it

sees

fit

in intenstate

As

privileges, while,

commerce.

of federal incorporation, there does
not seem to be any room for argument.
If the federal government is to vise and control the issuance of railroad
securities, upon what principle, without the voluntary cooperation of the state corporation, can Congress interfere
with its issue of stocks and bonds expressly authorized under
its state charter?
They may be not necessarily connected

with

to the necessity

its

interstate

commerce.

for other purposes.

Many

Their proceeds

may

be needed

railroad corporations engage in

business other than transportation.
Tlae exercise of conover the securities of a state corporation by Congress is

trol

much harder
to

to justify under existing law than the power
compel federal incorporation by interstate systems. The

basis of the securities, especially the original is.sues, is the
charter of the constituent companies, and not of the holding
or operating company.
Rights in these are vested and pro-

by the federal Constitution itself.
But when the
corporation operating the interstate system is compelled to
transfer its allegiance to the federal government, subsequent
tected

capital stock

issues of

its

Congress

directs.

and bonds may be regulated as

The

contractual relation between a state and its corpono obstacle to compulsory federal incorporation of interstate systems herein,before describeid,

rate creature presents

because the state has consented in advance that that may
happen. When the state gave permission to its corporation
to become a part of the instrumentalities of interstate commerce by virtue of its legal merger into an interstate system,
it relinquished its right to object to any sort of control over
that corporation which Congress might choose to exercise.
Of course, until Congress exercises control the allegiance of
the corporation remains with the state that created it.
The
argument is that both the states and the corporations, by
virtue of the necessities of the consolidation that produced
the interstate system, have .contracted in advance that Con-

may exercise jurisdiction over this legally established
instrumentality of interstate commerce if, in its discretion,
such action will promote the interests of interstate commerce.
Such jurisdiction has been exercised in numberless ways.
If, without destroying the corporation itself,
it
may be
converted from a state corporation to a federal corporation,
there is no legal reason why Congress may not constitutionally require it to make the change.
The national transportation conference called by the Railroad Committee of the chamber held its final meeting at
Washington on June 5 and 6 and adopted a plan of remedial railroad legislation which it is expected will be presented at the first opportunity before the Congressional com-

gress

to act.

Congress has never exercised that power, but with all due
respect to the eminent counsel who have raised legal objection to compulsory federal incorporation, no satisfactory
reply has yet been made to the legal conclusion involved,
viz., that Congress has the power, if it chooses to exercise it,
to say that every system of railroads engaged in interstate
commerce by virtue of consolidating constituent lines (and
no other such system can legally exist unless originally cre"You are now an instrumentality of
ated by Congress)
interstate commerce, and in the development of the commerce
of this country it has become necessary that full jurisdiction
of your functions shall be vested in the federal government.
Therefore, you are required to transfer your allegiance from
the state of your incorporation to the United States of
America, in order that the federal government may take
such steps hereafter in the control of your business and in
the promotion of the interests of interstate commerce as from
Congress could then establish
time to time it sees fit."
consistent and uniform control of all systems of interstate
:

carriers.

If federal incorporation is made permissive only it is
questionable whether Congress will not be embarrassed by
some of the lines declining to accept federal charters. Many
of them have tax exemptions and special charter privileges
which they would hesitate to imperil. Voluntary action

mittees.

Careless marking and packing of goods sent by express,
an evil which has been the cause of many delays and losses,
has been in large degree cured, according to statements of
officers of the American Railway Express Company, by the
"drive" which has been made by that company during the
Meetings of employees have been held in
past few weeks.
all of the principal cities and towns, and the men have been
lectured on their duties in this respect; and large shippers
are said to have aided the reform by seeing that their

shipping departments paid better attention to the rules.
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Railroad Y. M. C. A. Membership Drive
By John Moore
Cloiu'ial Sccri'tary,

Railroad Di-partmoiil, Intern, ilioiial ("onimittcc, V.
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TillMiMs
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Christian

tjoal

i-.\iocdi'd

was

M.

('.

Associations

4(),{)()()

now

A.
of

(Ifivr

tlir

Railroad N'oun^

i-xcei-ded

cxjuTtations.

They carried the story of Membership Week, and all it storxl
into the homes of literally hundreds of thou.sands of
railroad men.
for,

whilo the total

nu-nihiTs,

Somi- railroad as.smiations

4S, ()()().

It is safe to say that this organization was
never in the eye of the railroad world in its history as during
More than two score of family and tedinical
these davs.
railway journals gave large sjjace to the Railroad \'ouiig
.Men's Christian As.sociation, its plans, meth(xls and ideals.

to a great t.isk.

made

iltlo
records.
Albany, N. Y., for example, lifted
mcmhership from 500 to over 1,500 men; Atlanta, Ga.,
from ()82 to 1,()()5; Portsmouth, Ohio, from 680 to 1,140;
Ennis, Tex., from 208 to 498; Derr>-, Pa., from 148 to 742;
East Youngstown, Ohio, from .SOO to 990; West All)any, from
260 to 794; Jersey City, N. J., which already had a total
memhershii) of 2,457, raised its membership to ,^000; the
Penn.sylvania Railroad Department at Baltimore, Md., se-

.S'i.r//(^

tarial

—

It

meant a steadying

riMuirk

have now learned

its

tion

cured 1,724 new meml)ers, while at Alt<x>na, Pa., 95.5 were
On the Pennsylvania Railroad alone nearly
obtained.
14,000 new members were secured, and from all parts of the
country come interesting stories of the remarkable work of
To illustrate, at Secaucus, N. J., an
individual men.
Italian machinist, working in conjunction with two waitresses in the Association restaurant, secured over 100 meml)ers.

Among
from the

the beneficial results of Membership
new members secured, were:

Week, apart

total of

—

First
The organization of more than 10,000 workers who
not only obtained the 48,000 new members, but while so
doing valiantly and successfully defended the Association
against the charges of the prejudiced, the unreasoning and

—The

unusually large number of important operating officials who gave to Membership Week not alone their
sympathetic co-operation, but also their practical leadership,
Among a
giving time, strength and interest without stint.
long list of such men might be mentioned J. H. Hustis,
district director of the New England District of the United
States Railroad Administration; Elisha Lee, federal manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad; W. J. Fripp, general
manager, New York Central Lines; C. W. Galloway, federal manager, Baltimore & Ohio; Chas. H. Ewing, federal
manager, Philadelphia & Reading; G. R. Loyall, assistant
federal manager. Southern Railroad Lines; E. W. Grice,
manager purchases, stores and safety, Chesapeake & Ohio.
Third There was a fine response by railroad men, for
not only did nearly 50,000 of them join but many other
thousands who for reasons beyond their control could not do
so at present expressed the warmest sympathy for what the
Leaders of the interAssociation has done and is doing.
national and local brotherhoods stood by the organization
royally.
Many of the most effective workers during the
w'eek were those high in the councils of the labor organiza-

—

was

Order of Railannual convention in St. Louis,
passed a resolution of cordial endorsement of the work of
the Railroad Young Men's Christian Association.
There was the heartiest co-operation from the
Fourth

tions.

\\'hile the drive

way Telegraphers, holding

in progress the

its

—

Washington Administration.

No

clearer

evidence of this

than the following telegram received from
Director General Hines on the first morning of the week:
fact could be given

I have recently learned that Railroad Young Men's Christian Association
ha< set apart the week May 18 to 24 as Membership Week, when they plan
to increase their membership from about ilO.OOO to 150,000 railroad men.
I also understand that following this Membership Campaign, the Railroad
Department of the Y. M. C. A. is planning a movement among railroad men,
including among other admirable features, emphasis upon patriotism, thrift
and health.
I
am very strongly of the opinion that the Railroad Y. M.
C. -A. is rendering a practical and helpful service which is appreciated by
railroad men. railroad managements and the U. S. Railroad Administration.
It aifords me pleasure, therefore, to endorse the program in contemplation
and I will await with real interest further information as to its success.

—

was a demonstration to the railroad world that
the Railroad Young Men's Christian Association was equal
Fifth

It

forces,

both

secre-

l)y cx])erien(e, after having put the fjuesconstituency that they are strengthened and not
weakened by the vicissitudes of the past year; that there are
tens and hundreds of thousands of men who believe in this

to

its

important work all the more when it is under fire and ])ut
Meml)ership Week added to the confidence of
to the test.
those who, while unshaken, were still somewhat trouljlcd b\'
the evanescent clamor of these turbulent days.
Seventh Member.ship Week paved the way for the greater
It was not an end of itself, but only a
things to follow.
means to an end it was but the tieginning of the larger
In the near future equally well
develoj)ments to follow.
organized comi)rehcnsive and universal campaigns will be
Definite
operated for the promotion of activities programs.
weeks will be set apart for the wider and more thorough
organization of religious work, educational work, work for
boys in railroad communities, and for new emphasis upon
.such vital features as health, happiness, Americanization and
What the Railroad Department has demonstrated it
thrift.
can do in securing members it can also do in serving memThe only excuse for Membership Week was that it
bers.
prepared the way for what is to follow.
Eighth These memorable days opened the way for new
associations.
To illustrate, at one point where there is no
railroad association 600 men agreed to join provided an
association could be organized there; while at a number of
other points seed was sown that will mean the springing up
of new associations to serve railroad men.
Ninth Membership Week also brought new possibilities

—

—

—

the malicious.

Second

the

of

lay, of the organization; the railroad associations

and

—

of

extension to

many

existing

railroad

associations.

For

example, Albany, N. Y., even before the week had closed,
had decided upon improvements and alterations costing
$15,000 so that the association might more adequately care
Elsewhere
for the large number of new men who had joined.
throughout the country secretaries and directors are now employed in making a study of how to adapt and enlarge present
equipment so as to meet the new and pressing demands.
Tenth Membership Week brought the Railroad Department to the attention of many leading foreign railroad officials who are in America at present, and who expressed the
keenest interest in Membership Week while in progress, and
surprise and appreciation at the remarkable results.
This drive, resulting in securing nearly 50,000 new members, was conducted in the face of unusual difficulties.
For
example, first, the unsettled conditions of the railroad world

—

at present;

second, the fact that large numbers of

men had

been dropped from the pa\Toll during the usual spring dismissal; third, the still embarrassing though rapidly dying
criticism of Association work overseas; fourth, the fact that
it followed hard upon the Victory Loan and was conducted
during the week when the Salvation Army and Methodist
Centenary were conducting nation-wide campaigns, while
there were also in operation numberless local campaigns of
one sort or another.
The executive committee in charge of Membership W'eek
was composed of the following railroad men
E. W. Grice,
Chesapeake & Ohio; G. E. Chance, Illinois Central; C. A.
Skeele, Pennsylvania Lines West; C. A. Merrill, Boston &
Maine; J. T. Sleeman, P. & L. E. R. V. Carter, Louisville
& Nashville; Tull C. Waters, Southern, and C. ^Manning,
:

;

Grand Trunk.

New

110-Ft.
An

Turntable Built for the Pennsylvania

Adjustable Center Permitted the Adoption of a Continuous

Three-Point Supported Type Table

A

CENTER BEAKING, adjustable vertically over a range of
one inch by means of screw-operated wedges, is one
of the main features in the 110-ft turntables reand which are
more important engine

cently designed by the Pennsylvania Railroad

now being

installed at certain of its

This vertical adjustment has permitted the
development of plans for tables of the three-point supported
type, the design of which includes many novel and interesting features, especially in the avoidance of the use of tables
of the usual balanced type with their objectionable features,
particularly in tables of such extreme length.
These 110-ft. turntables were designed in anticipation of
the increased requirements at engine terminals incident to
the impending introduction into service of new Mallet engines
of the HCl's type, one of which is now under construction in
These locomotives have a
the company's Juniata shops.
wheel base of 97 ft. 3^ in., an over- all length of 105 ft.
914 in., and an estimated weight of 555,000 lb., exclusive of
the tank, which weighs 219,000 lb., or a total weight comOwing to the extreme depth of the
plete of 774,000 lb.
turntable girder required for a balanced table of such great
length, and further because of the operating conditions which
make it difficult to spot a locomotive of this size and weight
with any degree of accuracy, it was deemed inadvisal)le to
construct the turntaljle along the usual lines of the Ijalanced
Furthermore, the teetering action of the baltype of table.
anced t}pe table has an undesirable effect on the approach
rails and outside trucks, due to pounding, which is augterminals.

mented seriously as the length

increases.

It

was therefore

tables should be of the continuous
supported type, with the weight of the
table and its load distributed over the center and the four
end trucks. Exclusive of the tractors and center the table
complete with the end trucks has a weight of 75 tons.
Reliability of service, together with low maintenance costs,
were the main objectives of the design while in the preliminary studies particular attention was given to the requirements of traction. Time studies were made of the various
turntable operations at existing tables and the information
thus secured was utilized in the design of the 110-ft. turntable tractors to insure that the operating cycles of the new
table, with its greater loads, would not exceed those at the
smaller tables and that the new tables would be able to turn
an engine end for end in 60 sec. Special attention was given

decided

that

the

new

girder three-point

141;

to starting

whip

and stopping the

table in order to avoid excessive

action, with the result that the

maximum

acceleration

does not exceed 0.35 ft. per sec. with a maximum circumferential speed of the table of 240 ft. per min.
Reliability of service has been further provided for by
the utilization of two tractors, either of which is capable of
turning the table under emergency conditions.
These two
tractors are provided with sufficient traction to eliminate the
use of sand for traction purposes and the consequent hard
running of the turntable trucks due to increased rolling
resistance.
These two tractors travel on the same circle rail
as the turntable trucks.
Low maintenance costs are further ensured by the permanent character of construction employed through the foundation, the circle rail, the circle wall, the bridge, the deck, and
the electrical apparatus. In the design of all parts simplicity,
accessibility

and interchangeability are the chief

objectives.

Cast iron was utilized wherever possible because of its resistance to corrosive action.
For the same reason galvanized
iron

was

u.sed for

hand

rails.

To

eliminate the pounding out of the approach rails and
approach rail supports at the table ends and at the approach
rails, cast steel end ties were installed at the ends of the
turntable bridge and cast iron coping castings were used on
the coping wall, the cast steel end ties being lined to the exact
center line of the turntable bridge and brought to alinement
and level by means of stereotype lining between the end tie

and the girder flange plate and secured
l)y

means

of eight one-inch

bolts.

to the turntable Ijridge

Diametrically opposite

The same
tracks to the turntable are also perfectly lined.
jjcrmanent character of construction is employed in the pit,
where the circle rail of 150-lb. section, bent cold, is held in
place on 33 cast iron support castings firmly secured to the
The adoption of the three-point supported type
concrete.
table permitted of the use of girders only 6 ft. J^ in. deep,
These pits
reducing materially the depth of pit required.

are drained from the center to a sump from which the discharge is by gravity or a syphon according to conditions.

The Center
In order that this table should function properly on its
tiirce points of support it is necessary that one of the supports be adjustable so far as vertical alinement is concerned.
This adjustment is accomplished in the center by means of
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scrcw-opcnitnl wiilgi-s, tin- total ran^'c of atljustiiunt liciiig
ono imli. As the louil of tlu- taliK- (omi-s down on the sole
plate it bears on witlj^es, whiih in turn, tiirouj^h llieir wedj^e
castings, hear on the eciiiali-cinj; hinge pin, tluiue on tlie
thrust bearing proper,
'i'his tiirust hearing is of the roller
tyjie with a babbitt liner lietween the lower roller race and
the center casting to insure uniformity of bearing pressure.
The load from the turntable center is transmitted to tiie concrete center pier through a l^-'m. linotile liner, which insures a uniform resilient bearing for the steel casting on

talile must necessarily o.scillatc back and forlli over a
considerable distance, when the hxomotive is moving on or
off the table.
Since stability in this direction is .secured
in these tables through three points of supjMJrt, and the talile
d(K'S not rock on tiie center jjearing, the (olledor is boiled
securel)' to the center of the portal.
The (ollector in itself is of interest in that it is of the
.sectional tyjie, made up of standard jiarts, and may jje used
for dired current, or one, two or three jjliase alternating
current collection as recjuired.
It is weather, gas and steam

the concrete.

proof.

capacity of the center U^iring is 8()(),000 lb. and it is
fully grease lubricated.
It has been designed and built with
a view of making it accessible for inspection or repairs.

Structural steel jjoles placed on opposite sides of the
engine house circle, support the overhead wire.
One messenger wire is j^rovidcd instead of the usual two and it is
not re(|uired to support the current collector.
The only
function of the messenger is to supjjort the current-carrying
wires and to prevent movement of the stationary jjart of the
One end of the messenger is supported rigidly
collector.
at one tower and the other end is fastened to a bell crank
This bell
used to .compensate tension due to temperature.
crank supports a series of \\'eights which insure uniform
tension on the messenger at all temperatures.

'I'he

of the

Tractors and Tractor Control

Two

tractors are used

ta])le to give uniform torque
and stopping as well as to
They
meet emergency demands.

on each

action on the table in starting
afford

•Section on Wedge
Cenier Line.

reserve

power

to

Secfion on Saddle
Center Line.

\

^ Linof le
Ltntng

Capacity of Center Bearina

860.000 Pounds

General Arrangement of the Turntable Center

The upper half of the center proper can be removed from
the base casting and the entire center slid out of position and
passed up through the deck of the table; to perform this
operation it is only necessary to jack up the table approximately three inches.
All the adjustment wedges and the
wedge screws are thoroughly protected against corrosion and
grit.

The

which

is

center is all of steel except for the housing shell
of cast iron.

Current Collector
Overhead current collectors for the usual type of balanced
turntables, must be suspended from the overhead wires,
owing to the fact that any portal construction over the center

are operated in multiple from one controller located in a
cab on one end of the table.

There are three points of particular interest in connection
with the tractors and their control.
The first is that twomotors are used, one on each tractor, of approximately 30 hp.
each.
This is considerably more power than is used on the
ordinary type of table but since a table of this kind does require more power for operation than one in which the locomotive is balanced on the center bearing, and since the
operation is fast and must always be dependable, one tractor
working alone, can be used to operate the table in an
emergency.
The second point of interest is the controller. A type of

June

13,
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controller has l)ecn developed

which

is

used to control one

or both motors, and which may be used on
this type without regard to the kind of electric

The same

able.

controller

may

any table of
power avail-

be used for direct current,
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table without any of the so-called locking devices to hold
the table in alinement with the approach tracks.

For direct current, 27^-hp. motors are u.sed and 30-hp.
motors have been adopted as standard for alternating current.
Power is transmitted from the motor to the driving wheels
through two sets of gears and intermediate shaft, with a
total gear reduction of 25 to 1.
As the tractor is provided
with plain cylindrical tires, it was necessary to include in
the design a suitable thrust bearing to care for lateral thrust
on the drive wheel and the tractor. This thrust bearing is
located on the inner side of the tractor.
In case of accident to either motor or to any part of the
driving mechanism, electrical cutouts are provided for cutting the damaged motor out of service without affecting the
operation of the other motor, while the solenoid brakes can
be blocked in the "off" position. A motor may be disconnected
mechanically by removing the split main gear or by removing the motor itself.
The two tractors engage the table through ball and socket
connections located at the end of the stabilizing arms.
All
bearings of the tractors are grease lubricated.
The tractor
weighs approximately 23,000 lb. in working order, giving
a total tractive effort of 12,000 lb. per table.

The tractor frames, on account of the weight required, are
made of solid cast iron with suitable liallast weights suspended from the lower
machining up of

to the

surfaces.
all

Special attention

is

given

mechanical parts with a view to

insuring absolute interchangeability for repairs.
All gears
are fully enclosed against the weather.
The tractor wheels

have cast iron centers and

The Center

Is

Adjustable

by Means of Screw

Operated

Wedges
single

The

alternating current, three phase alternating
and three-wire or four-wire two phase current.

phase,

current,

third point of interest lies in the fact that the motors

are equipped with solenoid brakes.

The brakes

are applied

steel tires

and are provided with

The

bearings are all of brass.
When operating at night the table is lighted by floodlights
on each end which illuminate the approach rail ends. The
operator's cab is electrically heated and is lighted with a
small, well shaded lamp to keep down the reflection.
cast steel cut gears.

The end trucks on the table are of the cast steel frame
The hinge casting is
t}pe with hinge connection centers.

The Trucks and Tractor
instantly when the controller is moved to the "off" position
and are released automatically when power is applied. The

brakes are adjusted so that the braking effort corresponds
With this type of
to the maximum torque of the motor.
table the solenoid brakes make it possible to operate the

provided with a compound angle in order to give proper
The center line of hinge pins
angularity in all directions.
are in radial planes intersecting at the common center of
All truck wheels are 30 in. in diameter, coned,
rotation.
with steel tired treads and cast iron centers. They are pro-
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vi(it'(l

with roller

lontcrs with

l)oarin.i.'

tin-

an inspeetion of

lrii(k

tlie

tlu-

eiu loscd

In-arinj.;

details of wliiih will \w clear

in a laliyrinth lasini;,

drawiiij;.

'The trucks

ari'

and

travel

on the same

be removed by taking out the hinge
hinge casting at the girder.

i)ins Ifnated

in the

Coping Wall
In onler to insure tliat there will i)e no settlement at the
coping wall on account of pounding due to the engines, cast
iron coping castings were emplo\ed instead of wocxlen sills.
These castings are arranged one for each approach track

and are thoroughly embedded

in concrete

and

Ijolted thereto.

Df Hub fbcr

"

(1

I

„„,- ^

I

C. C.

I.

Rate Power Proposed

fully

They

circle rail as the tractors.

may

Restoration of

from

grease luhricatetl.
The truck hinj;e castings as well as the end steel ties on
top of the girder are lined to the j^irder llan^es by means of
The trucks each have a capacity of 186,000
stereoty|K' metal.
lb.
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tration in Congress.

week

for the Railroad ,\(hninis-

House had reduced its
by $450,000,000, thereby renewing interest in the ijrosjject for a rate advance, which Mr. Mines
says seems necessary, but which he desires to postpone as
long as |)ossii)le, an effort was made in the Senate to pass
Senator Cummins' l)ill to restore the former jurisdiction of
the Interstate Commerce Commission over rate-making by
After the

a|)])ropriation

depriving the director general of the authority to initiate
rates without suspension by the commission, which would
The bill was taken
interpose an obstacle to a rate advance.
up in tiie Senate on June 10 and was debated on the following day.
It was introduced by Senator Cummins at
the la.st session, but failed of passage.
In its re])ort on the
l)ill,
the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce said:
"It failed only because it was impossible to secure a vote
upon it in view of the expiration of the Congress.
It is
believed that substantially all the members of Congress and
the people of the country desire its prompt enactment into
law."
The bill provides that during the period of federal control

the

change rates, fares, charges,
and practices, exercised by the
now under federal control prior to December 29,
right

classifications,

carriers

1917,

.shall

to

or

initiate

regulations

hereafter be exercised by the President or by the

director general of railroads, but such right as to interstate

commerce

shall be exercised under all the limitations and
conditions which were imposed upon said right Ijy the act
to regulate commerce.
Senator Cummins said the purpose
is to restore to the commission its full and complete authority
over the railway rate structure.
The war is now over, he
it was the desire of every person, the
Administration included, that the jurisdiction
which the commission formerly had should be restored.
"I am led to make that remark," he said, "not from any
communication which I have had with the officers of the administration, but because it has become the policy of the Railroad Administration to refer these matters largely to the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Railroad .Administration has discovered the impossibility of dealing with

and he thought

said,

Railroad

railroad rates in a

Details of the

These coping castings are accurately alined to the approach
tracks and weigh about 9,000 lb., are 5 ft. 6 in. long, 12 in.
deep and 30 in. high. They are made of one-inch material.
The circle rail on which the trucks and tractors run is 106
ft. in diameter and is supported on ii support castings, each
9 ft. 4 in. long, 10 in. high and 12 in. wide and made of
%-in. material. The end cast steel ties on the bridge have
a maximum depth of 12 in., a minimum width of 8^ in. and
a flange width of 5 in., and are made of one-inch material.
They support both the traction rail and the guard rails and
are lined to the bridge girders by means of ^-in. stereotype
lining.

The

design of this table was developed under the direction
S. Vogt, mechanical engineer, now retired on age.
Tables of this type have been installed at Pitcairn, South
Philadelphia, Erie, Kane and Renovo, Pa., and at Gardenville, N. Y.
Others will be installed in the near future at
of A.

Wilmington, Del., Youngwood,
table, and at East Altoona.

May,

in

May

1918;

per cent.

Pitcairn,

emergency

of cars of grain loaded in the Central Western
increased 30.6 per cent over the records for
coal increased 40.3 per cent, and livestock 7.7

The number
region

Pa.,

way

just

to the public, to the

The

.shipper

does nothing more
than put the President and the director general in the stead
of the railway companies, so far as initiating rates is concerned, and when the rates have been initiated the commission has the same authority over them for suspension, for
revision and for investigation that it formerly had over

and

Truck Construction

to the

government

itself.

bill

the railway companies."

Senator King, expressing sympathy for the bill, asked
whether those in charge of the railroads might not attempt

blame for the future losses and deficits upon this
He said that government operation will be a
failure and will involve expense and extravagance no matter who is in control of it, and he did not want to impose
restrictions which would make it more difficult.
Senator Nelson of Minnesota strenuously opposed the

to lay the

legislation.

bill

because he said, while

merce

Commission the

it

full

restores to the Interstate

control

of

interstate

Com-

rates,

it

under the control of the
Railroad Administration.
Senator Cummins said that was
the judgment of the committee as to what ought to be done
during the balance of the war control period because to
transfer to one branch of the federal government the right
to revise or suspend rates which have been initiated or published by another branch of the federal government is a
ver\' different thing from restoring to the several states
their power over intrastate commerce.
He said the bill will
leaves

intrastate

rates

absolutely

June

13,
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its necessity as a war measure and that if the
which have been made by the director general are to be
reduced in the various 48 states of the Union without any
possibility of co-operation and without any possibility of

1419

stand upon

of the director general's office, but said that

rates

that there should be

relating the rates to each other, the railroad losses at the

While
end of the present year may reach $750,000,000.
many of the advocates of the bill have been inspired by the
thought that it would prevent the director general from a
further increase in rates. Senator Cummins said that was
not his purpose.
"I think," he said, "that rates will have to be very much
I am sorry to say that; no
increased all over the country.
one regrets to say it more than I do, but unless a miracle
at the end of the year cannot be
than $600,000,000 or $650,000,000.
Somehow we must bring the expenses of the railroads and
the revenues of the railroads into closer relation with each
If we do not we are lost in hopeless bankruptcy.
other.
We will not only have imposed upon the United States a
vast doubt, but we will have so impaired our transportation
facilities that they will not answer the demands of comThere is no man who is so anxious to return these
merce.
properties to private operation as I am, but if we were at
this moment to pass a bill such as the telegraph bill, there
is not a railroad, possibly save two or three, that would not
be in the hands of a receiver within 30 days."
Senator Pomerene expressed himself in hearty accord with
respect to getting the rate-making power out of the hands

happens our

total

loss

fairly estimated at less

subject.

He had

some general

it

was necessary

legislation bearing on the

consented to the report of the

bill

in its

form because the director general had increased
rates inequitably and had attempted to formulate a committee or commission which was operating independently
of the Interstate Commerce Commission. He pointed to some
of the very large increases in rates in the middle west and
said he wanted to get as much as possible of the ratemaking powers taken away from the director general's office
"out of the hands of some of the incompetents" and restored
to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Senate committee held hearings on Tuesday and
Wednesday on the Poindexter bill for a rigid long and
short haul clause.
H. C. Barlow of the Chicago Association of Commerce, J. C. Lincoln of the New York Merchants'
Association, and C. L. Chandler of the Boston Chamber of
Commerce, vigorously opposed the bill, which has strong
support in the committee. A large number of western Congressmen have also introduced similar bills.
Chairman Esch of the House Committee on Interstate Commerce is hoping to begin public hearings on the proposed
present

general railroad legislation either next week or the followThe Senate
ing week, to continue perhaps for two months.
committee is planning to tackle the problem in executive
sessions, working on a draft of a bill and calling in various
to advise it from time to time, although Senator Cummins may introduce his bill as a starter.

men

The Second Pan-American Commercial Conference
Need

for

Railway Extensions and Investment of American
Capital

Among

TO THE SOUTH of US must help to restore European industry," said Frank M. Vanderlip, until
I
•*•
recently president of the National City Bank, to
the thousand or more delegates in attendance at the Second
Pan-American Commercial Conference which ended its ses"This
sions in Washington on Friday evening of last week.
does not mean financial advances," he continued. "I believe
there should be a group of nations, including those which are
here represented and some of the neutrals of Europe and
possibly England, which should lend not money in the form
and in this ISIr. Vanof credits but materials, equipment"
derlip included railway supplies as an important factor-Charity is
"and food necessary to start those industries.
I benot needed nor loans by one government to another.
lieve that securities can be created and floated in these several
countries in proportion to the amount in which the loans are
J

i'\/ov

—

made and

I

believe that this expedient will avert the great

catastrophe."
The conference

was addressed also by Edward N. Hurley,
chairman of the shipping l;oard; Charles M. Schwab, president of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation; Thomas R. Marshall, vice-president of the United States; F. H. Gillett,
speaker of the House of Representatives; by several trade
and diplomatic representatives of the Latin American countries as well as by other leaders of North and Latin America,
and there were few aspects of trade and commercial relations
that did not receive careful and detailed consideration in the
five days of the conference from Monday to Friday.
As briefly noted in last week's issue, page 1385, several
speakers pointed out the need of railway development in
Latin America and the advisability of investment of American capital with the end of bringing the building of these

Points Considered
railroads

and making accessible the great mineral and other

resources of these countries.

The Thursday

afternoon session was entirely devoted to

the subject of engineering aids to commerce
sion papers were read on railroads, roads,

and

at this ses-

etc.,

one of the

an address by Percival Farquhar, who has been a leader in South American railway

more important

of these being

development.

Peru
"If the development of its commerce is of the greatest importance to Peru, the investment of capital in productive
undertakings is of still greater moment," said Dr. Francisco
Tudela y Varela, ambassador from Peru, who addressed the
"Few countries offer a better field
conference on Tuesday.
Irrigation, the
for remunerative investments than Peru.
building of railways and good roads, as well as mining, are
especially to be

recommended.

*

*

*

enough to state that the
whole future of Peru is bound up in the construction of
railroads, and that all those which have been projected offer
returns of absolute security for the capital which may be
Several mining zones of great richness
invested in them.
would be at once available by the construction of a few
hundred miles of railway lines. To mention coal alone,
although Peru possesses immense layers in different regions
of thecountry, this article is still imported from abroad to

"With regard

to railways,

it

is

A railway of
complete the deficiency of home production.
only 15 miles, branching from the one which starts from
the splendid port of Chimbote, would solve the problem of
and
coal supplv sufficient for the needs of all the repuljlic
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prospL-rity of almost incal-

Venezuela
"1 sluuilil like very

imu

(o apprise this conference of the

li

made in the last few years
development of her immense
and untold resources and to offer inducements to foreign
capital and to industrial enterjirises," said Jose Santiago
Rodriguez, of the sjjccial financial mission from Venezuela.
"The law of railroad concessions, for instance, is conceived
in a ver}' generous spirit.
Concessions of this kind are
granted to Venezuelan or foreign companies and also to
lecisiative efforts \'enczuela lias

in order to

ready for

lie

private individuals.

tlie full

The

privilege

for the exploitation

of

may

he extended to cover a period of 4 years, and
during that time no concession is granted for the establishment of another line or the construction of aerial cables
which may compete with such railroad, within a zone of 20
km. on each side of the line. It is sufficient, however, that
an option be reserved in the contract in order that the extension of the road may be lengthened if the contractor should
desire.
The companies entering into such contracts are not
subject to the pa\mcnt of any special taxes; they arc
granted the full title of the national waste lands (belonging
to the nation) for their lines, stations, offices and depots.
The railroad proper may be built within a line 60 metres
Railroad companies wishing to build a railway in
wide.
Venezuela may also obtain lots of land still larger for the
purpose of estal)lishing colonies thereon and this may include
grants of 100 hectares of land for each kilometer of railroad
constructed.
As these enterprises are considered of public
utility, the law recognizes their right of expropriation of
private land where the railroad line offices and depots are
Besides these advantages they are granted the
to be located.
following franchises: Free introduction for the first 25 years
railroads

of the material, machinery, tools and other apparatus necessary for the construction, exploitation and maintenance of
the lines; the right to cut from the national forests, without
any indemnity whatsoever, the necessan,' lumber for the construction

and maintenance of the

lines; the right to use

from

the national lands the necessary material for the same purposes; permission to build telegraphic and telephonic lines
for the service of the company and lastly; the privilege that

the employees and working men employed by the company
shall not be liable for military service except in case of
international war."

railroads in the United States.

Need

for

Railways

informative paper on the railways of Bolivia by Julio
financial agent of the Bolivian Government, was

Lamora,
read

at

printed

the

Thursday morning session, and a detailed
covering somewhat the same ground was

report

thing to do in order to be in readiness for the natural development of its uncxploitcd riches is to con.struct railroads;
therefore, the collective effort of the republic has been di-

Bolivia not only produces silver,
l;i.smuth, copjjer, etc., as is
generally known at the jiresent time, but she also possesses
fertile regions suitable for agriculture, wonderful plains for
cattle raising on the north and northeastern territory, and vast
rected to their construction.

gold,

tin,

tung.sten,

antimony,

and woods known to the
Unfortunately exploitation on a larger scale cannot
world.
now be effected, due to the enormous distances separating
these regions from the consuming towns or seaports.
With the desire to reach by rail the most distant and
wealthiest places of the republic, a plan was inaugurated in
1916 and a contract entered into with the National City
Bank and Speyer & Co. to construct a system of railroads
by means of a construction company, capitalized with five
and a half million pounds and secured as follows: The
American firms contributed three million pounds in first
mortgage deljenture notes on the railroad to be con.structed,
and two and a half million pounds were subscriljed by the
Bolivian Government on income bonds issued on second
mortgage, which are to be cancelled in the year 1932. This
The roads
contract was duly carried out by both parties.
were constructed and the capital entirely expended. These
roads are now in full operation and their profits are increasing daily, thus confirming the expectations which originally
forests

which produce

all

fruits

induced the capitalists to undertake the work.
The railroad system now completed and in operation comprises the following lines: Oruro-La Paz, Oruro-CochaiDamba, Potosi-Rio Alulato to join the main trunk line of
the Antofagasta-Oruro, and the line from Uyuni, another
station of the main system, towards the Argentine Republic,
joining the Central Norte Argentino, which has the same
standard 3 ft. gage as the Bolivian railroads, and which
is also the gage of the Arica-La Paz Railway.
The completed system will link the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans by a railway starting in Buenos Aires, and terminat-

work

importance of

which the Bolivian Government is so keenly interested and for which it is seeking a
million and a half pounds loan which will be explained
this

Information concerning the railways of Mexico was given
by Juan B. Rojo, charge d'affaires, and Francisco de Hoyos,
purchasing agent in New York for the Mexican Government Railways. Senor Rojo said that conditions in Mexico
were much better than people in the United States were inHe said that earnings on the Mexican
clined to believe.
railways were greater than they had ever been despite the
loss of 10,000 cars and a very severe shortage of motive
power, although he did admit that traffic was running "with
more or less regularity." He also said that efforts were
being made to come to agreement with the United States
Railroad Administration relative to through traffic arrangements and that Mexico was trying to secure power from

An

presented to the delegates by Joel Manuel Gutierrez, Bolivian
consul general at New York.
Bolivia has tremendous natural resources, to a great extent inaccessible for lack of railway connections, and Senor Zamora is now in this country
as the representative of his government endeavoring to .secure
a loan of some $7,500,000 for new railway construction.
In
speaking of this situation, Senor Zamora said in ])art:
The Bolivian j)eople have realized that the most sensible

ing in the Pacific port of Arica.
The above shows the great international

Mexico

Bolivia's
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in the completion of

further on.

The capital obtained through the Speyer contract was
only enough to carry out the work of those lines as above
stated and it is the aim of the Bolivian Government to
continue the extension of the railroad system securing fresh
capital and new contractors.
Those lines to be constructed,
or in the course of construction, are:
(a) Atocha-Tupiza Railroad, with an estimated cost of
one million pounds sterling, to join to the Argentine System.
I

have stated before the international significance of

this

road and I shall only add that it goes through a region of
unexhausted wealth where the "Quechisla" and "Oploca"
mines are located.
Railroad, now under construction by
is estimated that one million pounds
will be necessary for its completion.
This line has industrial significance as it is the first to be extended into the
productive eastern agricultural and petroleum districts.
(b)

Potosi-Sucre

the government.

(c)

It

Cochabamba-Santa Cruz Railroad; surveys on

this

\
'

June

13,
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made, and it is also very important,
System with the wealthiest district of Bolivia, a zone which produces rice, sugar, woods
and similar tropical products, and also cattle. The actual
production of which is now very limited, due to lack of
cheap transportation facilities.
(d) Railway from La Paz to a navigable point on the
Beni River. This itself means a very important route running through vast and wealthy agricultural regions to the
It is now under con.struction
heart of rubber plantations.
To start this
by the government with American capital.
work Bolivia secured a loan of five hundred thousand
pounds, through the banking house of Chandler & Co., and
line are actually being

as

it

will connect the Speyer

Its
this sum will only suffice to reach the Yungas zone.
principal production consists of cocoa, coffee, tobacco, fruits
now require the necessary capital to exand woods.

We

tend this line to the Beni.
Here, to interest American capital on the loan required
by the Bolivian Government, I want to point out the following
The Speyer System, which runs through the heart of
Bolivia, has been constructed with American capital, and
will be the exclusive property of Americans the moment they
return to the Bolivian Republic the two and a half million
of pounds which represents the share of the Bolivian govern:

ment on second mortgage bonds.
All the benefits of these railroads, and the increased value
that they will attain through the development of the country,
There is no doubt that these
will also benefit the owners.

four lines will ultimately be joined to the South American
system of railroads, and that they will bring into closer conThese facts will be of such
tact regions now far distant.
interest to American capitalists that the necessary funds
that Bolivia needs for the extension of these lines will assuredly be forthcoming.

Railways
By

in the

PERCIV.A.L

Americas

Farquhar

In the Americas railways have preceded wagon roads and
have been the means of transportation and development of
the interior in a sense not true with the eastern hemisphere.
There is a general similarity of conditions between South
America and the United States as distinguished from Europe outside of Russia, in that transportation averages large
distances to the seaports owing to the great bulk of the countries, compelling attention to grades, train loads, etc., not
necessary in western Europe where no portion of any country is distant more than a few hundred miles from a seaport
on the Atlantic or on the North, the Baltic, the Mediterranean, the Adriatic and the Black Seas, penetrating the
continent in so

many

places.

In the United States railways have been constructed by
private initiative and capital with the one exception practically of the mountain and desert link of the first transcontinental line, and their location and construction were
carried out with a view to operating results, as the only
expectation of remuneration was from the net earnings to be
obtained through the transportation of freight and passengers.
Trunk lines with low grades, capable of carrying heavy train
loads, have enabled transportation in the United States to
be carried at the lowest rates of any part of the world. The
well distriljuted, cheaply mined coal of good quality has
As a result railways in United
contributed to this also.
States paralleling river and canal navigation have largely
superseded the latter in the economical handling of freight.
One great prolilem that railways in new countries have to
the opening of sparsely settled, undeveloped territory
permit of its settlement and development. Here,
unless railwavs come first, the development may be long de-

meet

is

in order to
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and this has led many South American countries to
foment the construction of railways by a guarantee of interest on the capital necessary to construct them.
Where
this has taken the form of a guarantee per kilometer or mile
of railway construction, it has led to the location of the
railway with a view to cheap construction for such unit of
layed,

length and a constant use in both directions of the maximum
of grade allowed in the concession; with the result usually
that such railways cannot transport the produce of the coun-

from more than a hundred miles in the interior, and
can never be made into an efficient apparatus of transportation no matter how much money may be spent on them.
This character of construction should be limited to branches
of well located trunk lines and in cases where they themselves could not become trunk lines or have a heavy traffic.
In many cases the temptation of the meter gage railway
has been yielded to owing largely to the sharper curves of
which it admits and some small economies of construction.
But the penalty paid in the operation of the narrow gage
railway increases with its length and the lessened stability
of the trains requires much better upkeep of the track than
is the case with the standard gage, and for obvious reasons,
when once fastened on a country, the narrow gage is difficult
to be gotten rid of.
In a country like Argentine, where in
try

general there are no cuts, no fills and no bridges, the narrow
gage adopted by some foreign railway interests and by the
Argentine Government lines has the less defense. The bulk,
of the railways of Argentine are 10 inches wider than
the standard gage and yet the cars and locomotives are no
wider than American standard gage cars, which deprives
these railways of the great advantage of the heavier train
loads which the wider gage should give them.
The largest of the European countries and one which at
present would hardly be considered a guide for anything in
the economical sense, Russia, has successfully used a
formula for railway construction which not only is theoretically sound, but has worked unusually well in practice.
Under this the so-called private railways were constituted
with somewhat less than one-half of the railway mileage in
European Russia and gave an efficient transportation system with the next lowest rates in the world to those of the
United States. The principle was that of enabling capital
to be raised at the lowest rate of interest possible by loan
of government credit, at the same time securing efficiency in
the expenditure of this

capital in the construction of the
railways and in their operation afterwards through private
management with a sufficient financial stake in the results.
The state furnished 19/20 of the capital in the form of
guaranteed bonds and private capital 1/20 in the form of
stock.
The net earnings went somewhat as follows: 2 per
cent on the guaranteed 4J/^ per cent bonds, then, say, 2 per
cent on the stock, then 1 per cent on the bonds, and then
2 per cent on the stock, then the balance ly^ per cent on
the bonds, completing the 4^/2 per cent interest guaranteed,
and then 2 per cent on the stock, completing 8 per cent
dividends, after which the surplus net earnings were divided
in

some cases four-fifths
some cases 9/10

or in
that

is,

to the state

and one-fifth to the
and 1/10 to the

to the state

stock,
stock,

in a proportion either four-fold or two-fold greater

than the proportion of money represented by it.
by the stockholders of the company and the railway was operated with a keen sense of
the advantage of valorizing the property in the interest of
As a matter of fact, before the war the
the stockholders.
stocks of these private railways earned so well even at the
lowest rates of transportation of any railways in Europe,
that they sold from 200 per cent to 500 per cent on their
invested capital and no one grudged their returns and the
state fared well on its proportion.
The feature of this plan is to make it at all times the
to the stock

The

directors were elected
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railway with a view to

The further increase of miners' wages and reducSouth America's
chief .source of suj^jdy, emphasize her need to develop IcK-al
fuel, possibly powdered Hrazilian and Chilean coal which
Europe.

gives go(Hl efficiency, and there are great areas of oil in the
Andean slopes both east and west. Oil is the widest distributed of fuels and is found in quantity where formerly
geologists considered it impossible to e.xist, and is not un-

is

not

in other areas of

found

now known.

Cheai) fuel

is

South America where

it

a key to the proljlem of

South America, and cheap fuel is
from another hemisi^here.
Xew railway construction in the Americas now confronts
special difliculties in the high cost of rails, rolling .stock,

cheap transportation

in

likely to be obtained

not

material, .supplies and labor for some construction and also
fuel for operation, likely to continue indefinitely; and the
indisposition on the part of the public authorities and public

sentiment in all countries to allow railways to make much
profit even in the rare cases where their rates and concessions would permit them to do so, to say nothing of the
present unusual demands from so many sources converging
It is not easy to
on the money markets of the world.
foresee just how the requirements for railway development
of the Americas in the near future are to be met.

This is a grave enough problem in the United States
concerning the danger of not meeting demands upon transportation of which we have had repeated warning from one
of our greatest railway authorities, James J. Hill, but it is
even more serious for our South American neighbors whose
total railway mileage is 45,000 compared with 270,000 in
This
the United States, half the area of South America.
disproportion is even greater than it seems, as half the
area of the United States is arid, semi-arid or roughly
mountainous, which is several times the proportion of South
America, which must be subtracted from possible area of
development.
In addition to the new construction, there is a vast amount
of deferred betterments on the existing railways in the
Americas, rolling stock, sidings, new rails, additional terminal facilities, etc. The legislation of the Congress of the
United States in connection with turning back the railways
here will determine to what extent these betterments here

can

l>e

financed and carried out.

The railways

in Latin America have been financed pracwith European, especially with British, capital,
and the railway companies concerned have been organized
It canas a rule in the countries furnishing this capital.
not now be determined to what extent Great Britain and
other European countries will be able to finance the requirements of their railway companies in this hemisphere,
tically entirely

but

it

would seem that the demands on them for capital at
their colonies might not leave available

home and from

their railways in Latin America, so
the United States to join in this financing
which will run into large figures. This, at the same time,
would aid materially in the interest of the stability of the
sufficient

that they

funds

Short Line Convention

its

tion of the hours of labor in Wales, hitherto

likely to be
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l(K;itc

operation and
to inaiiaf'e it.>^ oijeration el'tuieiitly, and this is one of tlic
reasons the government ^jives the st(Kk some of its results
before it gets its full returns on the bond capital.
This formula, with .some variations, might well suit the
eonilitions of the railway development in the Ameriias, espe
In fuel South America has been
cially South America.
handicapjied compared with the I'nited States and with

aiul nm.struit

AGK

for

may wish

investment.

In such case some formula must be worked out which
As the world's
would enable the United States to join.
peace depends largely upon the ability of the present principal allies to continue to work closely together, industrial
co-operation in investment in foreign fields would be helpful.

ADiMA.M)

[HAT CoNdRESS give immcdialt' and

(insidcration

1

the object

of

stal)ilizing

intensive

railroad jjroblcm with

to the general

the

transportation

system

was voiced in resolutions a(io])tcd at the ((invention (ailed b)' the \meri(an Short
Line Railroad As.sociation held in Washington last week.
Most of the time during the first two days of the meeting
was devoted to speeches, which were reported in last week's
issue.
At the concluding .session on Thursday aftemcwn
there was a general discussion of restjlutions presented by a

and allow ing an

a(U'(|uate basis of rates,

committee on resolutions, together with others presented by
individual members.
The meeting expressed great confidence in the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and it was recommended that the
commission should be given the power to establish divisions
of rates as w-ell as the general level of rates on an adequate
imsis.
The resolutions also favored the consolidation of
railroads with adequate protection to the .short lines, increas-

ing the power of the commission over intrastate rates and
the ((jntinuation of rates estal)lished Ijv the director general
It was also recommended
until changed Ijy the commission.
that the benefits given to the lines that have signed the co-

operative contract shall be ap|)lied to other short lines.
It was proposed that the President ap})oint a committee
to devote itself to securing proper legislation for the short
lines and a special assessment to meet the increased expenses
The proposal was made that
of the association was voted.

one or more members of experience in the management of
short line railroads should be appointed to the Interstate
Commerce Commission and that in any appropriation which
Congress might make for taking care of the railroads while
under federal control at least' $50,000,000 should be set
apart to pay the operating deficit of the short lines since
March 21, 1918, and to reimburse them for losses occaIt
sioned through federal control of the railroad system.
was the sense of the convention that Congress should immediatelv restore the rate-making powers of the commission
with instructions to establish such rates as will meet all the

government under the federal control act.
were re-elected as follows:
President, Bird M. Robinson, Washington, D. C. assistants
to the president, Ben B. Cain, W. M. Blount and L. S. Cass;
.secretary and treasurer, T. F. Whittelsey, W^ashington, D. C.
Senator A. B. Cummins, chairman of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, and Senator E. D. Smith, chairman of the committee during the recent session, also adSenator Cummins expressed
dressed the meeting on June 5.
sympathy for the condition of the short lines, saying they
had been the victims of "the most grievouu injustice ever
practiced by a civilized government upon its people," and "a
ol)ligations of the

The

officers of the association

;

monument

to the stupidity of those

who

controlled the Rail-

road Administration," but that Congress would do

power

to

remedy

their condition.

He

all in its

also outlined his plan

for dealing with the railroad situation generally, providing
for a government guaranty of a specified percentage above
which railroads might be allowed to earn with good management and efficiency, and a consolidation of the railroads into
18 or 20 systems. He dwelt especially on the idea that railroads cannot compete successfully at the same rates without
increasing the rates for the weaker lines to a point which
would create universal revolt against the profits of the
stronger lines, and declared that consolidations and a government guaranty presented the only feasible solution. He

spoke of the government's operation of the railways as a
lamentable failure, and while admitting that the "experiment" had not been conducted under the most favorable
circumstances, he asserted a firm conviction that government
operation of any business would inevitably be less economical
than private management.

1

1

June

—
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Combining Statistics of Fuel Performance and Locomotive Loading

form reproduced below. These permit of ready comparisons
months for the same district or between
different divisions or districts for a corresponding period. It
will be noticed that an increase in the trainload is accompanied in almost every in.stance by a decrease in the consumption of fuel per thousand ton miles. Below the chart
for the Tucson division are comparative statistics for the last
month for which results are shown and for the corresponding

WAGES of train and engine crews and the cost of
locomotive fuel are the largest items of expenditure on
railroads.
The fuel bureau of the Southern Pacific
had adG[jted an unusual method of bringing to the attention
of the officers and employees the fluctuation in the average
tons or cars per locomotive mile, the average fuel consump-

montii of the previous year.
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sumption during the month of Februarj' effected a saving of
$60,767 on this division alone.
The second set of charts shows the performance secured on
the Southern Pacific lines south of Ashland, Oregon.
In this

and also the inter-relation of these two important factors which so largely affect the cost of fuel and wages.
The
performance from month to month is shown on charts of the
tion

Cals
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ijetween different
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1919

13,

L

Average
gross tons
per locomotive mile
1,094
1,366

Compared
February, 1918

Value
fuel

Gain

oil

l,4i6!956

Avg. cars
per car mile per loco, mile

Avg. gallons

Car miles
February,
I'ebruary,

1918
1919

989,230

1.302,759
914, /9S

1.15
.92

Total
Price fuel February. I9I8, $1.30 per barrel.

7.56
8.33

1,636,805

Price fuel February. 1919,

$i.56

per

barrel.

$60,767
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district

tlit-

the previous year

gal. of fuel oil in freij^ht service

senger

making a

.service,

gal. of fuel oil

valued

Railway
Tii.AT
is

is

191'J, compared with
amounted to .<,.<2S,824

fuel saving for Fchruary,

same month of

the

Till';

total

and

l,l()0,().i() gal.

for the

month

in pas-

of 4,426,454

at ;?lol,iy{).

Electrification in Brazil
Amkkic.w

railway

going to do a largo and successful business in IJrazil
beyonil all doulit in the mind of Dr. Francisco de

Monlevade, of the

I'aulista

Railway of

Hra/.il,

who

is

now

country investigating the ])ossil)ility of electrifying
75 miles of the main line of the important railroad system
of which he is the general superintendent.
Brazil, said Dr. de Monlevade to a Railway Age representative, imported even before the war a large portion of
Its imjjorts
its railway supplies from the United States.
of locomotives from the United States were more than from
all other countries combined in 1912 and 1913, for example,
while in 1912 total imports of railway supplies from the
United States were exceeded by those from only one country
Belgium while Germany supplied only one-half as
much as the railway supply imports from this countr)'.
Dr. de Monlevade in pointing out the splendid opjwrtunity for American railway supply manufacturers instanced
the fact that the United States was now better fitted than
ever to do a big lousiness in Brazil and in the markets of the
world, while at the same time, the other countries which
formerly supplied large quantities of railway supplies were
short of materials; in some cases their industn,' was paralyzed and at any rate they would have to work to fill the
demands in their own countries before they could regain
their former position in the world in general.
Dr. de Monlevade has been in this country for a number
this

in

—

—

He is, in
It is by no means his first visit here.
of weeks.
fact, a well traveled man and counts many friends whom
he has visited in this country and abroad. His present trip,
as noted above, is to investigate the possibilities of electrifying some 75 miles of the main line of the Paulista Railway, the richest and one of the most important railroads in
Brazil.

Paulista Railway, Dr. de Monlevade explained,
important coffee growing district of Sao Paulo
and handles 75 per cent of the total production of that com-

The

serves the

modity from the

district in question.

It

was

built

some 50

years ago and was in reality an extension of the far-famed
Sao Paulo Railway with which it connects at Jundiahy and
over which its trains reach the sea coast at Santos. The line
was built by Brazilian capital, and is still in Brazilian con-

although some 30 per cent of its capital stock is owned
by the Brazil Railway interests. It, today, is a system of
1^850 miles, capitalized a '=;25, 000,000 with a funded debt
trol,

of only $5,000,000, but so well has it earned money for its
It has
owners that it is valued at nearer $100,000,000.
gross earnings of $8,000,000 yearly, an operating ratio of
only 47 per cent and has paid its stockholders from 10 to
After hearing
12 per cent annually for the past 20 years.
these facts, one is not surprised to hear also that the railway
is in the same physical condition as the better railroads in our
own countr}' or that its track is stone ballasted, that the line

has

all

modem

stations

and that

it

operates a high grade

Pullman and restaurant car sersnce, etc.
Dr. de Monlevade took particular pleasure in pointing
out in the interview with the Railway Age representative that
the larger part of the locomotives on the line are of American
build and that the shops are equipped w'ith American maThe road builds most of its freight and paschine tools.
although it has to import
its own shops;
iron-work and accessories from other countries.
senger sars in

has lain noted that the line carries 75 per cent of the
prcnluced in Sao Paulo, the total production Ijeing
11,000,000 i>ags of 60 kilos (about 130 lb.) each, annually.
Ten years ago this made up about three-quarters of the
total revenue of the Paulista Railway, Ijut so great has the
general <lcvelopment of the territory served by tiie road been
that tcKlay coffee makes up only aljout 38 per cent of the
It

coffee

total revenue.

manufacturer

.sujiply
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I'he importance of the electrification of a road of this kind
can therefore readily be seen, for as Dr. de Monlevade
jjointed out, the Paulista Railway is a leader in railroad
development in Brazil and in addition to extensions of
electrification on its own line, there is little doubt that other
lines may also adopt electrification.
The reasons for electrification in Brazil, said Dr. de
Monlevade, are ex[)laincd i)rincipally by the country's severe
shortage of coal combined with great possibilities of hydroCoal, before the war, cost about $l5
electric development.
a ton delivered at Santos and Jundiahy, but to day it costs
nearer $30 and during the latter part of the war could
hardly be obtained at any price. The Paulista Railway, in
fact, was so hard pressed, that it had to burn wood on its
locomotives and used no less than 30,000,000 cubic feet of
wood last year. And yet with wood as fuel the road for
months handled 400-ton passenger trains with Pacific type
IcKomotives at 40 miles an hour over two per cent grades,
and its wood-burning Consolidations pulled over these grades

trains weighing

700

tons.

Dr. de Monlevade has

made

a very careful investigation

and found himself confronted with
the necessity of securing wood from sources further and
further in the interior and the probability that on the return
to normal conditions coal would at best approximate $20
This is the reason he is going to electrify his line
a ton.
in part now and to a much greater extent later.
The first
section to be electrified will be the main line from Jundiahy
fuel

of this

situation

He

has three available supplies of
in Sao Paulo, and
in fact there are developments already aggregating 200,000
hp. in the state by that name.
In addition to the possiIjility of securing power thus, the Paulista Railway has itself
secured water rights near its line aggregating some 35,000
hp.
Dr. de Monlevade in speaking of these matters emphasized that the Paulista Railway will itself be well able
inland

Cordeiro.

to

power

electrical

in the

power companies

and extensions in the
and that it will not
secure loans or credit outside to help pay

to finance this electrification project

future

if

the plans

work out

as hoped,

be necessary to
for them.
Dr. de Monlevade spoke of the promise of Brazil as a
nation.
The development of Brazil, he said, has hardly
There are tremendous and immensely rich areas
begun.
in northern Brazil that at present are almost inaccessible,
but which in the course of time will be opened and made
available.
The present development is in the southern part
of the country.
No less than two-thirds the population of

is in the south, namely in the states of
Minas Geraes, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Parana and Rio
Grande do Sul. Nearly all the, railway development amounting to some 20,000 miles is in the south and centers in the
main around the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Santos. It

Brazil, he said,

will

many

be

years, possibly decades,

before the develop-

ment of the great northern areas takes

place, he said, but

the potentialities of development in the

Amazon

valley are

limitless.

"No

accident week," in the Central Western region will
from June 22 to June 28, inclusive. Arrangements have
been made for issuing special bulletins and holding rallies
and moving picture exhibits, and safety committee men will
plan to appeal personally to each one of the 305,000 emlie

ployees

in

the region.

Tlie Thirty-first

Annual Meeting

of the Railway Accounting Officer

Railvs^ay Accounting Officers Association
Annual Meeting of Unusual Interest Because of Inter-Related
Problems of Federal and Corporation Accounting
THiRTY-riRST
THERailway
Accounting

aniiual meeting of the Association of

Mr. Prouty concluded his remarks with a sincere expression of thanks to the accounting officers with whom he had

was held at the Hotel
There
York, June 11 and 12.
Officers

Commodore, New
was the largest attendance of any convention ever held.
By unanimous consent the regular order of business was
set aside on Wednesday morning and the association listened
to an informal address by Charles A. Prouty, director of

had been associated for the last two years.
Mr. Prouty's address was followed by the committees'

the division of accounting of the United States Railroad
Administration.
Mr. Prouty briefly reviewed his own connection witli
railroads as a lawyer, as a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission, dealing with traffic men, as director of
the division of valuation dealing with engineering officers,
and now as director of the division of accounting dealing
with accounting officers.
He said that he had frecjuently heard lately the opinion
expressed that government management of railroads was a
dead issue; that the experiment which had been tried had
proved a failure. He cited the instance of a congressman
who said that he had been in favor of government ownership of railroads all his life but he was now utterly opposed
to it.
Mr. Prouty explained this change of front as due to
the fact that the congressman's train had been two hours
late.
He cited the instance of another man who had discussed the question of government ownership for many
years, and who now freely expressed the opinion that the
subject would not be open to discussion for the next 25
years.
With all of these, former Commissioner Prouty disagreed entirely.
He said that he believed that the experiment of government operation had been tried out under
circumstances which precluded its being a conclusive experiment; he believed that the economies to be gained by a
central organization had not been given any chance under
war conditions to show themselves in their true values.
Mr. Prouty expressed the opinion that it was only a
question of time, and not a very long time, either, when
the people would demand a real try-out of government
operation of railroads.

The committee has held two meetings since last annual
meeting of the association. C. B. Seger, formerly president

reports.

The Executive Committee

and controller of the Union

Pacific, resigned January 31,
1919, after 37 years' continuous railroad service, to become
president of the United States Rubber Company.
The
executive committee unanimously recommended that honorars'
membership be extended to Mr. Seger.

Recognition or the Association
to

The committee authorized the president
Professor Henry C. Adams, expressing

to write a letter

appreciation on
behalf of the association for the recognition which he has
given to the association in his book, "American Railway Accounting," which carries this dedication:

To the members of the American Association of RailwayAccounting Officers in remembrance of their efficient co-operation in working out a system of accounts for American
Railways is this commentary respectfully dedicated.
Accounting Circulars and General Orders Relating
TO Accounting

On December

12, 1918, President Berger wrote the Secre-

tary as follows:

Sometime ago we discussed the question of preparing a
synopsis, through the various committees, of rulings relating to accounting matters that are covered by the various
general orders and P. S. & A. circulars, issued by the United
States Railroad Administration, the idea being to incorporate this matter as information in our next year's agenda and
annual report.
After considering the matter further,

1425

it

would seem

to

me

—
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to be a better plan to reproduce .siicli Rcncral orders uiid lirculars ill their entirety, KfonpiiiK each order or circular with
the nniendnient.s that may have been issued to it.
It occurs to ine this int'oriuation will serve two useful pur-

wisely contracted ahead for new rail rc<|nireiiienls, the prices
of scrap h;ive temporarily advanced alicad of the advance in
the prices of new r.iil i)urchaserl, therefore, be it

poses

the e.vistiiiK

:

(a^.\s a great convenience to all nicinbcrs of the association as a hook of ready reference.
(b) It will perpetuate as a iiarf of our association file and
record all actions affecting accounting methods taken, by the
I'nited States Railroad Adiiiinislration (luring the in-riod of
T'ederal control.

The comniittcc directed that suili eirculars and ueiuTiii
orders as relate to accountinj; he incorporated in the aneiuhi
and report, hut separateil in an approjiriate manner from
the text of committee reports.
Mkmhkrshii' Ch.^ngks
During the current year the committee has admitted into
As of April 21, 1919, the
the assoc-iation 97 new members.
association has 780 active members, representing 310,712
miles of railroad, also certain e.xpress companies and water
an increase (as compared with April 21, 1918) of
carriers
The association is now carrying the
62 active members.
names of 65 persons on its honorary rolls.
The report was signed by R. E. Berger, president.

—

General Accounts
The committee held one meeting during the
Annual Report to I. C. C.

year.

It is the opinion of the committee that it will be impracticable during the period of federal control to make one report
on l)ehalf of a road under federal control, covering both corporate and federal matters. The committee believes that two
separate and distinct reports should be made if it is decided
that the operating results of the Railroad Administration

are to he reported to the commission.

Expense of Corporate Organization, and Lap-Overs
The committee recommended that salaries and expenses
of corporate general officers, their clerks and attendants shall
be charged to the appropriate primary accounts under the
commission's classification of operating expenses.
Lap-Over items of revenues clearly applicable to the period

prior to January 1, 1918, shall be credited to income account
No. 519, "Miscellaneous income," and charged to general
balance sheet account No. 722, "Other deferred assets."
Lap-Over items of expense clearly applicable to the period
prior to January 1, 1918, shall be charged to income account
No. 551, "Miscellaneous income charges," and credited to
general balance sheet account No. 770, "Other deferred

Resolved,

no change should be made at
of accounting for the scrap

Tli.-it

methods

Under date

man

of

Car Repair Bills
December 14, 1917, J.

—the

foregoing.

Scrap Rail Sold in Excess of Original Cost.

The committee adopted

the following resolution, but suggested that the whole matter, together with this resolution,

the

Krutt.schnitt, chair-

executive

Referring lo reports of the M. C. H. Association committee
which is iin csligating bills for car repairs, might corrective
measures not to be developed by joint action of the M. C. H.
.Association and the association of accounting officers? The
M. C. B. rules covering repairs chargeable to owners are extremely complicated and overtax the intelligence of the man
actually doing the work. His records are usually grimy and
hard to decipher, and a good deal of guess work must be done
by those making repair bills when in doubt as to the original
Bills arc frequently of such small amount
crude records.
that the cost of preparation and mailing exceeds the amount
involved.
The work would be greatly simplified, would be
more accurate and subject to a better check, if M. C. B. rules
could be changed so that car users should assume liability
for small repair items, say those under $2. This would greatly
reduce the number of bills and expenses of accounting, and
seems worthy of trial. These small items would probai)ly be
ci|ualized on one line by the assumption of corresponding
items on those of its connections.

On December 18, 1917, Mr.
Kruttschnitt as follows:

McDonald

replied

Mr.

minimium.
I am forwarding your letter to the president of the association and copy to Mr. Plant, and will advise you of the action
taken.

The committee recommends
it

for further consideration

that this matter be left with

and

report.

Compilation of Net-Ton Miles

The committee expressed itself as being in favor of the
compilation of net ton-miles from wheel reports.
The report was signed by A. H. Plant, chairman.
Freight Accounts
three meetings during the year.

Overcharge and Agency Relief Claim Rules
Inasmuch as overcharge and agency relief claims are
handled by accounting officers, your committee
believes that the Railway Accounting Officers Association
should adopt methods and rules for the handling of such

generally

claims.

Therefore, in accordance with article

constitution, notice is hereby given of proposed

Whereas, The principles which should govern the credits
for scrap rail released are no different than those which
should govern the credits for other scrap dervied from renewals and replacements. To attempt to ascertain or es-

association.

ponding new material, and
Whereas, the apparent abnormal conditions with regard to
scrap rail are due to the fact that because many carriers had

to

I am of the opinion that the plan which you suggest would
simplify matters. It occurs to me that it would be advisable
to agree upon certain classes of small repair items, the handling line to assume all such expenses. With a flat minimum
of $2 applied to all classes of repairs, it apparently would be
necessary to make a record of the cost in each case in order
to determine whether the amount exceeded the prescribed

should be taken up by the Interstate Commerce Commission's
representatives with the railroad administration:

timate carefully the original cost of scrap removed in each
instance would involve a large amount of labor at a time
when the demand for conserving man-power is at the maximum and tests our patriotism, and
Whereas, The increases in the prices of scrap are, in a large
degree, consistent with the increases in the prices of corres-

time in
derived

committee of the Southern Pacific,
wrote A. D. McDonald, second vice president, as follows:
of

The committee held

Commerce Commission

rail

from renewals or replacements.

liabilities."

Alexander Wylie, chief examiner of accounts, approved
on behalf of the Bureau of Carriers' Accounts Interstate

tliis

to

the constitution

The

XI

of

the

amendments

at the 1920 meeting of the
and purpose of the proposed amend-

for action

intent

ments being:
rules in connection with overcharge and agency
claims mandatory and binding.
To confine the voting power in connection with such
rules to the chief accounting officers, or the members of the
association directly in charge of overcharge claims and

To make

relief

agency relief claims.
To provide for the imposition of penalties upon members
who fail to adjust claims in accordance with such rules

and requirements.
It is

intended that these provisions shall not in any

way

:

June

:
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interfere with the present procedure, rules

Railway Accounting

of the

and voting power

Officers Association relating to

other accounting matters.
As a means of putting into effect, voluntarily, the overcharge and agency relief claim rules, pending action on the

amendments at
committee recommends that
constitutional

the 1920 annual meeting, your
the association now adopt the

following resolutions
Resolved, that the president shall forthwith appoint two
special committees, each to be composed of three members.
One such committee shall be known as the special arbitration
committee; the other such committee shall be known as the

The personnel of each such comspecial appeal committee.
mittee shall be of one member from the eastern territory,
one member from the western territory, and one member
from the southern territory.
The secretary of the association shall forthwith ascertain
by circular from each road represented in the association
whether it will or will not voluntarily follow the rules recommended by the Committee on Freight Accounts for disposition of Overcharge and agency relief claims for the period up
to the 1920 meeting of the association.
Correction

Minimum

The committee has given

the matter further consideration,
of the opinion that the $1.00 minimum should be
substituted for the 25-cent minimum where the latter appears in the recommendations of the association, but that

and

is

paragraph

19

of

the

1917

amended commencing with

synopsis,
the

page

12,

word "provided,"

should be
sixth line,

will read as follows
Provided, however that corrections in the freight, advances,
prepaid or proportions which collectively amount to a net
sum of less than $1 shall not be included in statements of
differences or correction accounts, except that if such differences affect the settlement with at least one of the interested
carriers, including the settling carrier, to the extent of $1 or
more, adjustment shall be made with all carriers interested.

so that

accompany the first tracer, and such
waybills to be accounted for in accordance with paragraphs
41 and 42, 1917 Synopsis.

of the waybill should

of the opinion that all waybills voided,
If the wayregardless of the minimum, should be reported.
bill has been reported at original figures and subsequently
voided, correction minimum should govern.

Size of

is

Stamps to Be Placed on Waybills

Your committee recommends

that paragraph

168 of the

1917 synopsis be revised to read:
All stamps placed on the face of waybills shall not exceed 1x1^ inches; round stamps not to exceed 114 inches
in diameter.

Uniform Application of General Order No.

30.

General Order No. 30 provides that:
Effective July 1, 1918, the following regulations shall govern the settlement of all inter-road bills, statements and
accounts rendered by one carrier under Federal control
against or for account of another carrier under such control.
(1) Settlements by vouchers and the drawing of drafts in
settlement of individual inter-road bills, statements and accounts rendered by one carrier under Federal control against
another carrier under such control, except as provided for in
paragraph (2) hereof, shall be discontinued.
(2)

The

regulations herein prescribed shall not include:

it

Waybills for Astray Freight

The committee has

given the matter further consideration,

of the opinion that the proposed plan, while embodying features that are theoretically desirable, is more elal)orate
than will be found practicable for general use, for the reason
is

that the present R. A. O. A. plan, if observed

accomplish

by

all carriers,

It is
necessary results.
recommended that in the event the revenue waybill reference
is not shown and the settling carrier has at the time initiated
a tracing file, reference to that file should be shown on the

will

Minimum

Application of $1.00 Correction

The committee

Settlement of accounts between a carrier under Federal control and a carrier not under such control.
(a)

(b) Settlement of accounts

substantially

all

interline abstract.

Waybills for Freight Checked Short

The committee is of the opinion that when waybills covering less than carload shipments become separated from the
freight, they shall be promptly mailed to billed destination
by the agent at the junction, transfer, or other station where
shortage is discovered, after noting thereon by whom and to
whom mailed. In the event that waybills apparently cover
an entire carload, the agent discovering the shortage may
hold the waybills not to exceed 48 hours, in an effort to
locate the car.

Tracing Unreported Waybills

By reason of the frequent diversion of traffic, freight
reaches destination, in many instances, via other roads than
those to which waybilled, and also, by reason of the inefficiency of station forces, improper information is frequently shown on the forwarded reports.
The committee is of the opinion that no tracing for waybills should be made until the abstracts of the current and
succeeding month of all other carriers, who might have received such freight, have been checked, and that two copies

between carriers under Federal

control for transactions which do not properly belong on the

Federal books of either carrier interested.

The
is

and

1427

director. Division of Accounting,

has ruled that "It

entirely proper to settle all items through the

medium

of

the inter-road settlement, provided by General Order No. 30,
regardless of whether they accrued prior or subsequent to

January

1,

1918."

the opinion of the committee that, in order to insure
uniformity in practice, all items subject to junction settleIt is

ment, should be covered by a monthly certificate of settlement,
R. A. O. A. Standard Form No. 119, in full for the amount
due each railroad, prepared in triplicate. The creditor carrier shall state the account and issue the certificates, two
for the use of the creditor carrier and one for the use of
the debtor carrier, such certificates to be signed by each
agent involved, and preparatory thereto, bills for the various
classes of service, subject to junction settlement, must be
exchanged currently for approval as has been the practice
The agent of the creditor carrier shall send the
heretofore.
certificates in duplicate to his auditor; one to be retained
for record and the other to be stamped, indicating the month
included in settlement, and forwarded to the auditor of the
debtor carrier.

The committee

is

of the further opinion that the classifica-

tion of accounts, as provided for in P. S. & A. Circular No.
67, statement of settlement of inter- road bills and accounts,

should be amended to include junction settlements.
Definition of astray freight, less than carload freight
which is marked for destination and which has become
separated from the regular revenue waybill.
The report was signed by J. A. Robinson, chairman.

Passenger Accounts

The committee has

held three meetings for the considera-

tion of accounts during the year.

When this work reaches the point warranting report to
the association, the committee will submit such a report.
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Class

Class
SoldiiT

I)S

Disrliar^iM

I'.mIi

I'.xchanj^c

FS
Cv
Ch

Furhnigli

lis

Home

Cleru\

AYT

All Year Tourist

Cliarity

\\"V

Winter Tourist

Enip

I'.mployee

ST

Summer

Col

Ct>lonist

Spl

Gv

Government

Dvt

LG

Land Grant

Scckc-rs

Tourist
Special Excursion
Diverted

—Remarks

Correction Report

ED
EA

Error in Division
Error in Apportionment

Rd

Redeemed

TT

Ticket Tracer
Claim for Increased rroi)ortion
Coupon Enclosed (Never appears on regular

CI

CnE

report)

UR

Unreported

Excess Charges on Baggage
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conformity with tlic rules and practice for the di.sjjosition
of l().s.ses through destruction or damage of suj)plics, material,
etc., by charging tlie account which would have Ijeen charged
had the supplies or material Ijcen used for the pur|)oscs for
which they were provided, it is projjer that the value of such
))rovisi()ns should lie charged as a ]jart of the expense of the
oiuTatioii of dining cars.

Mechanical Devices
The committee recommends

that the

association

receive,

as information, the following article appearing in the Santa

Fe Magazine for Novemljcr, in regard to conserving manpower tlirough the use of mechanical devices in disbursement accounting work, which represents the development of
machine and l)ureau work in the several offices of the Santa
Fe accounting department extending over a period of years.
It is the policy of the Santa Fe to have each office or department of the comjjany originate and finally complete all
accounting work pertaining to its own department.
It is
also required that each office or department certify to the
accuracy of accounting work performed by it, thus insuring
that all payrolls, bills, vouchers, distributions, stati.stics and
other documents reach the audit office in proper form for final
audit.

The committee recommends that in order to guard against
failure on account of oversight or otherwise of collecting
agent to account for prepaid check on which the valuation
charges arc collected, issuing carrier should report the check
number to the tcmiinal carrier, with notation "Excess value,"
and when not reported, the terminal carrier should trace
issuing carrier.

Disposition of Ticket Stock

Under this arrangement the work falling to the disbursements division of the accounting department consists mainly
of:
( 1 )

(2)

The

final proof of all accounting work.
Recording accounts receivable and accounts payable, and

effecting settlement thereof.
(3) Assembling distribution of expenditures for final entry
in the accounts and records, and preparation of
statistics.

Director C. A. Prouty requested the committee to express its opinion as to the proper manner of handling ticket
stock when an agency is either closed temporarily or per-

manently or when stock is returned for cancellation.
The committee is of the opinion that ticket stock recalled
agency
for cancellation, or turned in on account of an
being closed permanently or temporarily, should be forwarded to the passenger accounting department. Such ticket
prospect
stock should be destroyed if there is no reasonable
its further use.
The report was signed by C. G. Weaver, chairman.

of

Disbursement Accounts

The committee has

held two meetings during the year.

Forms tor Additions and Betterments
As directed by the association, the committee has given
the matter further consideration, and recommends that this
subject be left with it for further consideration, pending final
decision by the director, division of valuation, Interstate

Commerce Commission, regarding revised Circular No. 3,
and the determination of the information desired by him.

Dining and Sleeping Car Expenses
of the opinion that the difference in
classification of the expense of outside and inside cleaning
of dining cars is clearly provided for in account No. 402,
"Train Supplies and Expenses," and account 441, "Dining

The committee

Each of the foregoing operations involves more or

.

( 1 )

By

(3)

women.
Through a method

(4)

operators of mechanical devices, with a view to increasing the output by equalizing the work among the
several operators.
By careful planning, making intensive time studies and

the full utilization of mechanical devices, with
assigned women operators, as hereinafter described.
(2) By a studied discrimination of clerical work as between
that of major importance and of a routine nature, and
the assignment of the latter to junior clerks and

is

and Buffet Service

— Other

Expenses."

The

latter

expense

consistently chargeable to the operation of dining cars for
tliat the work of inside cleaning is a necessary
part of the conduct of the service usually performed by the
is

the reason

dining car department employees, except at terminals, where
the cost can be readily determined. The work is incident to
a special service not related to the appearance or handling

less rou-

mechanical labor in the verification of figures, the recording of documents and the preparation of statistics.
With a view to increasing the accuracy of the work and
economizing in cost, a critical review of all clerical work has
been made from time to time during the past ten years, with
the object of segregating from other work the work of a routine character, which may be taken care of through the medium of mechanical devices, with assigned women operators.
In this time of national need it is highly important that
man-power be conserved to the greatest possible extent.
Therefore it behooves us to employ women in office work
wherever possible.
This has been accomplished in a considerable degree by the disbursements division of the accounting department in the following manner:
tine

(5)

of arriving at the relative efficiency of

establishing standard unit costs of work for comparison with the actual unit cost.
By centralizing the work assigned to operators of mechanical devices and placing the operators in charge
of a head clerk, as more fully described hereunder.

of the train.
With respect

Chiefly, the value in centralizing mechanical devices, such
as typewriters, non-listing adding machines and bookkeeping
machines, lies in the fact that the services of the operators
may be utilized as a whole rather than individually. In the

damaged

case of the operators being scattered over the

to dining car provisions destroyed or
in wrecks, the committee is of the opinion that in

main

office in

June

13,
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the various departments, at times the two or three operators
assigned to each department may become overloaded with
work or they may be without work entirely. It is extremely
difficult either to give

them help from other operators

furnish, through them, assistance to other departments.
same holds true in the event of sickness or vacations.

or to

The
By

having a central organization other operators may be used
to perform the work which would otherwise have been done
by the absent operator. Then, too, in the case of a large rush

many

of the operators as are necessary
drafted to hurry the job to completion.

job, all

or as

may

be

The

supervisory feature of the organized bureau, with a
regularly assigned head of department and assistants, is allimportant and highly beneficial.
Instead of the individual
operator working for several clerks, none of whom is particularly interested in the development of the operator, each
clerk clamoring for his work first, all operators are working

man, who, through his assistants, is enabled to diswork to the operators in such manner as to comall the work assigned to the bureau according to its

for one

tribute the
plete

relative importance.

The good results of such an organization are further enhanced through the ability of the head clerk and his head
operators or assistants to train the machine operators thoroughly in the most efficient methods, short cuts, general
knowledge of the work and their machines, closer application
on the part of the operators to the work to be done, neatness
and accuracy of the finished product; also, the initiative of
the operator may be developed and the responsibility attendant
to her position impressed upon her, to the ultimate benefit of
both herself and employer.
On the other hand, many an
operator, slow, backward, apparently unable to grasp details
or to follow ordinary instructions, may be coached and developed into a first-class operator; otherwise she might plug
along and finally be dismissed from service on account of
The truly "hopeless" may be weeded
general inefficiency.
out; thus the personnel of the department or bureau becomes
one of increased efficiency and output, one of greater intelligence and more value in dollars and cents.
Prior to the introduction of any considerable number of
calculating machines in connection with disbursement work,
it was the practice to have stenographers, with their typewriters, located on the main working floor of the office, also
such calculating machines as were then in use, such as adding
machines and crank calculating machines, all located and
used indiscriminately on the main working floor. Needless
to say, they were the cause of considerable annoyance to
men performing mental labor.
With the foregoing in mind, and following the introduction of dictating machines, it was concluded to segregate all
operators using mechanical devices of every nature, placing
them in one part of the room, this room being partitioned
from the main office with double windows, with air space
between which has had the effect of entirely eliminating all
noise from the main working floor. This has tended to materially increase the efficiency of the clerical force and has
enabled the concentration of all work of a mechanical nature
in the machine bureau.
While the double partition just mentioned eliminated the
noise and confusion of the typewriters and other mechanical
devices so far as the outside clerical force was concerned, the
volume of noise in the bureau was so great that it seriously
affected the more nervous operators and materially affected
the concentrative ability of the members of the department
as a whole.
Consequently, after much investigation, it was
decided to treat the ceiling of the machine-room acoustically,
this consisting

simply of lining the ceiling with a

felt

prepa-

which absorbs or neutralizes the noise and reduces
reverberation to a minimum.
The whole is covered with a
porous cloth, which makes a neat finish in appearance.
ration,

1429

This, together with the use of a pad made of the same
material and placed under each machine, has, it is estimated, eliminated 60 to 70 per cent of the noise. As a result the operators are better able to concentrate their minds
on the work and are free from the irritability and nerve-

racking feeling resulting from the constant noise and confusion.

There recently has been installed a
between the machine bureau and the
approximately 35 feet in length, over
been placed which can be raised or

counter arrangement

main working floor,
which windows have
lowered

from either

the inside or outside

and under which a number of compartments have been placed which can be pulled from either
side.
This counter is used for the purpose of transmitting
to and from the bureau the work which has to
be performed.
The counter is situated about the center of the working floor
of the office, which makes it readily accessible to the clerks
using the loose leaf records, voucher indexes and so forth,
which are prepared in the bureau. Another result of the
counter arrangement is the elimination of confusion and interruptions resulting from clerks being compelled so often
to enter the machine room.
A set of "instruction tickets"
has been provided to indicate the work to be performed,
various colors, representing the degree of "rush" desired for
the work.
This counter, coupled with a carefully studied

program

for distributing the work by messengers, results in
a considerable saving in the time of the clerks and machine

operators.

The more important mechanical devices and the classes of
work being performed therewith are herewith briefly described

:

—

Sorting and Tabulating Machines.
A punched card is
used in connection with these machines as a medium
for
condensing distributions of payrolls, bills, vouchers, journal
entries and so forth, according to Interstate Commerce
Commission primary account numbers, classes of service, operating divisions, accounting districts, and states, also
charges
to additions and betterments by jobs covered by
authorities
for expenditures, and wage statistics for the annual report
to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The distribution
of vouchers and bills are condensed in the audit office instead
of in the offices of the various departments where such
documents are prepared.
These machines are electrically operated and assemble the
punched cards by account numbers, etc., and finally summarize the totals according to the manner desired. Through
the use of these machines all intermediate condensing sheets
are dispensed with.
At the same time the initial and final
records are complete and intact and the cards are available
at any and all times for quick sorting and tabulating for
special information, such as the distribution by accounting
districts, which information may not be required for current
use.
The punching of the cards is all proof-read, which
affords absolutely accurate basis data, as a mechanical error
on the part of the machines in sorting and tabulating is

impossible.

Other machines, such as calculating machines, operated
by crank, and slide rules, are used in proving averages in
performance statistics, initially computed on key-driven
non-listing machines in the machine-room.
Non-Listing Computing Machines. These machines come
first in importance as time-savers.
There is no comparison
to be made between the key-driven non-listing machines as
computers and the old-st}'le method of mental calculation.
It has been found by experience that an operator on these
machines is able to turn out from 300 to 350 per cent more

—

work.
All mechanical computations encountered in verifying the
and extensions of bills, vouchers, payrolls and other
documents are made with these machines.
The first mafootings

:
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chim-

<>l

was intrmlua-d in tlic disluirsomcnts doTopi-ka in l')09, since wliich time eleven addi-

this type

partnicnt in

Experience also has
tional niailiines have i)een installed.
demonstrated tliat, in addition to being far more rapid than
mental (aKulating, the madiine work is more accurate, particularly wlien women operators arc assigned to the maclass of work which it is posmachines has been assigned to them.
The operators arc taught the most up-to-date short-cut
methcxls of manipulating the machines, thus obtaining full

Practically every

chines.
sible

to

do on

these

efficiency of operation.

liookki-fping

Maihitics.

—The

introduction of bookkeep-

ing machines in connection with disliurscmcnt

work

is

more

or less an innovation; in fact, the Santa Fe is pioneering in
After
in this section of tiie railroad world.
tliis resjKTt

having assigned all routine mechanical calculating work,
such as proving footings, extensions and averages, to machines, our attention was next directed to the preparation of
records by the use of mechanical devices, such as
(1) Register of audited bills and vouchers.
miscellaneous and car re(2) Ledger of l)ills collectible

—

pairs.

Index of audited vouchers.
(4) Record of foreign roads' bills payable.
(5) Record of charges to additions and betterments by InCommerce Commission accounts and by
terstate
(3)

authorities for expenditure.

By using

loose leaf forms it is possible to prepare all of
foregoing records with computing typewriters or other
mechanical devices. There is just as much time to be saved
in the preparation of records Ijy the use of typewriters as is
A typewritten record
saved in conducting correspondence.
is far more economical and neater than a record prepared
The indexes and other records used are very
\vith pen.
similar to those being installed in a great many banks and
the

are of the so-called "rapid-fire index" variety.
It might be said in regard to the ledger of bills collectible
that the second month the scheme was in vogue the operator,

who had never before operated a bookkeeping machine and
who had had no previous experience in ledger posting, secured her balance after 52 hours of actual work, without

making an

error,

whereas under the old method 90 to 100

hours were required.
A very great saving in
Transcribing Car Repair Bills.
time has been effected through the use of typewriters equipped
with adding devices in the complete preparation of M. C. B.
bills for car repairs, the name of the railroad being inserted
and the totals of the bills secured as they are written. These
totalizers save the time of a non-listing machine operator
adding, and the time of the same operator or another verifying
the work of the first, as in accounting work every computa-

—

tion

A

is

verified.

the keyboard of these

The figure keys are placed on the bottom row
machines.
The
of the machine, immediately above the space bar.
tabulating keys are hung to the frame just below the space
three in a close, compact space.
a small matter, the actual saving in
time is very great. This is applicable only to work wherein
but little or no descriptive matter has to be written.
As a matter of convenience, a rack for holding repair
cards has been provided for the use of the operator in connection with transcribing these bills, aiding both accuracy
and speed. All work in connection with the preparation of
bar.

While

Thus we have
this

liave i)rovin

all

may seem

car repair bills and the issuing of vouchers in payment of
foreign roads' car repair bills for the Santa Fe system is
taken care of in the office of the auditor of disbursements
at Topeka by the use of two machines.
Dictating machines are used in
Dictating Machines.
These machines
connection with routine correspondence.

—

jjarticularly valualjle in

making

it

po.ssiblc to

machine bureau. A considertliat none of the tran.scribers' time

locate all transcribers in the

able saving also

consumed

is

in

is

made

in

taking dictation.

—

lAne-a-Timc. To furtlier assist statement writers in accuracy and speed in ojK-ration, a device known as the linea-time has l>een in.stalled for each typewriter used for transcribing statements.
It docs away with the use of a ruler
in following the line across the page, and through its u.se
is made in not having to rewrite statements
on account of "getting off the line."
Duplicdting Work.
When several copies of a statement
or circular letter are desired, hectograph or stencil originals
are made on the typewriter, and an office boy runs the desired number of copies off on a duplicator or mimeograph,
thus saving several writings on the typewriter that would
otherwise be necessary.
This work is very closely supervised by the head clerk in
charge of the machine bureau; in fact, the boys handling

a great .saving

—

this class of

work are

directly

under his

.supervision.

The

original or master copies of all hectograph or stencil work
are inspected by the head clerk personally before being
turned over to the boys to be run off.

Labor-Saving

Other

Practices.—To

man-power a number of other

clerical

further

con.serve

practices have been

adopted, such as an intercommunicating telephone system,
whereby the auditor, chief clerk or head clerks may talk with
each other without the need of calling a central station; a
file-room for all working records has been provided and
placed in charge of a junior clerk, who, with one assistant,
also has charge of all office stationery and attends to the
opening of the mail and distribution thereof to the various
heads of departments.
The file-room is connected with the main office by a
window, which makes it unnecessary for the clerks to go
into the file-room.
A number of office boys are employed as
messengers to distribute mail, stationery and records directly
to the various desks and other offices in the building, also
documents for verification, transcribing or recording to and
from the machine bureau counter, thereby making it unnecessary for clerks to leave their desks for any reason excepting
that of transacting business with each other.
Relative EMciency of Operators.
As the number of
operators in the machine bureau began to increase it was
realized that some record should be had of the output of
each operator, with a view to equalizing the amount of
work turned out by the various operators. The work in
the machine bureau naturally divides itself into two principal

—

classes

(a)

That performed on calculating machines

of the non-

listing type.

(b)

word might be said regarding
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Correspondence, records,

bills,

statements,

etc.,

prepared

on the typewriter.
In the absence of any mechanical means of securing a
record of the output of the non-listing calculating machines,
it was arranged to secure the relative efficiency of the operators by the assignment of a fair average standard time for
the most important operations, based on previous time studies
and tests of the work of all operators. A record is secured of

work performed by means of so-called job tickets,
similar to those used in printing shops and in manufacturing
plants and by the use of a stamp with an electric clock attachment which automatically records the hour and minute
the work was turned over by the head operator to the individual operator, and when completed and returned.
All work is distributed to the non-listing machine operators
by a head operator, who also makes the clock record referred
The number of units of work are counted by a student
to.
the actual

operator.

Special separate job tickets have been provided for

June
all

the

13,
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more important
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classes of work.

Consequently very

of the time of the head operator is
required in making
a record of the class of work and of the
time the work is
turned over to the individual operators, and when
completed.
A monthly statement is prepared by the head clerk of the
machme bureau, showing the relative efficiency of all nonlisting machine operators and of operators
on each and all
of the more important classes of work.
When these records
were first started a very marked difference existed in the
relative efficiency of the various operators.
However, the
little

1431

non-hsting machine work.
In addition to a regular
course of study allotted them they
are drilled on actual work
order that when a vacancy occurs
for

m

tively familiar with the

work

to be

an operator comparaperformed will be ready

to step mto the position.
The course is free of cost to the
students and within a short time
affords a fair salary on
work which involves but little fatigue.
One typewriter operator and stenographer is
kept in training to fall any vacancy which
may occur in the regular force
An inexperienced graduate of a business
college is selected
efficiency has been brought up to a fair average excepting
and placed on actual work, being paid
a salary therefor comfor the new student operators, who show a relatively lower
mensurate with the work performed,
the minimum, however
efficiency.
About 75 per cent of the time of the computing being what is
considered a living wage.
As she develops'
machine operators is taken on regular scheduled work, the her salary is
increased, and, when a vacancy
occurs, such as
balance being on miscellaneous or work of such character
mentioned, she is assigned to the
regular force as junior
that it is impracticable to assign standard or schedule time.
operator, and another student is
selected to succeed her This
A cyclometer especially manufactured for the purpose is method guards against
being compelled to employ an operaattached to each typewriter, which affords a mechanical
tor inexi)erienced in the work
of this department
means of securing the output of such machines. This device
Any student, before being accepted as such,
is rigidly exrecords the number of key or space bar strokes, through the
amined in the essential subjects, such
as arithmetic, writing
operation of the escapement wheel at the back of the typespe ling, and, in the case of
typewriter operators and stenogwriter.
A certain number of key punches or space bar raphers, the additional subjects
of typewriting and shorthand
strokes (180) registers one unit on the machine.
By taking aLso are given, and it is ascertained
if the "touch" system was
a record of the reading of the cyclometer at the beginning
tollowed in learning to operate
the machine
the
of
month and at the close and multiplying the difference
General Recently a woman operator
has been assigned to
between the two readings by 180 affords a record of the a listing adding machine,
which is used only for the purnose
aggregate number of units of work turned out. This, divided
^" ^^"°"^ '^'^'^ acc'ounts A woTan
by the actual number of hours on the machine, gives the also
a ISO calls fagures to the
typewriter operators where necessary
average number of units per hour.
o do so on account of the size
of the statements and to exFor comparative purposes typewriter work has been di- pedite the work on rush
statements.
vided into four classes, viz. Correspondence, statements, car
The number of women employed on
mechanical devices
repair bills, bookkeeping.
and
other respects, except that of
A standard number of units per hour has been allotted for stitutes approximately 30 per cent ofdoing clerical labor conthe total disbursements
each of these classes of work, and the relative efficiency of
department office force.
The number of office boys file
each operator is secured by dividing the actual number of
clerks etc., constitutes about
5 per cent of the force,
making
units per hour by the standard number of units allowed per
a total of somethmg over 35
per cent of the force engaged
on
hour.
mechanical devices and office-boy work,
thereby taking care
On certain statements and classes of work on which it is of work which was at one time in
part assigned to "igucx
higher
desired to obtain the cost of preparation and writing sepapriced male talent.
rately, in the typewriting division of the bureau, a clock
Experience thus far gained indicates
that women in our
ticket is used, this being originated by the clerk preparing
employ in the capacities mentioned are
superior to men and
All data, with the exception of the name of
the statement.
at he same time, by relieving the
men of routine and mechanthe operator, cyclometer reading and time, is filled in by the
ical labor involved in extensions,
footings, pen postings of
originating clerk.
The head statement operator assigns the records, etc., the latter have a greater
amount of time for the
work and stamps the time, she also having a time clock simi- application of mental effort,
thereby affording them greater
The opportunities for study and
lar to the one in the non-listing machine division.
advancement and consequently
^
operator performing the work inserts the cyclometer reading.
more pleasure in their work.
When the work is completed, all information being shown
Time Studies and Classification
of Work.
With a view
on the ticket, the head operator detaches the time portion
to conserving the time of higher
priced clerks and reducing
each day and turns the accumulated slips over to the timethe cost of accounting, intensive time
studies are bein<^ made
keeper, who condenses the data as required.
It should be
of all the more important classes of
work handled "in the
stated that the timekeeper just mentioned is a non-listing
disbursements department.
For this purpose the work has
machine operator, who devotes all her time not required on been segregated into five
general classes:
timekeeping work to regular non-listing machine work. The
(1) Executive (supervision).
computations made by her in the timekeeping work are pracInspection
(traveling accountants and recheck
(2)
work)
tically all made with the aid of her machine.
When all effi(3) Work of importance (requiring mature judgment
ciency records and time reports for the month are completed
experience and expert ability).
by her they are handed to the head clerk in charge; thus,
(4) Routine (work which can be assigned to junior
clerks
through the utilization of mechanical devices, a great deal of
and female help).
the time of the head clerk is saved in preparing such
(5) Mechanical (all work involving mechanical compudocuments.
tations, transcribing and posting records).
To illustrate better the efficiency records afforded for the
For the purpose of securing the distriljution of
time of all
machine bureau, forms are herewith submitted.
men employed on clerical work, time .study blanks
have been
All operators employed are occasionally given set tests for
provided.
The distribution of time is secured in units
of
the purpose of ascertaining their accuracy, speed and knowltenths of hours.
For convenience a time studv clock
has
edge of necessary operations and their relative efficiency as
been provided which at a glance gives the time in
to accuracy and speed on identically the same work.
A tenths of hours. It is the object ultimately to hours and
provide a
similar test is given student graduates prior to their permastandard unit cost for all of the more important
operations
nent employment.
or classes of accounting work for comparison
with actual
Students.
Two students are kept in training at all times unit costs, thereby to ascertain the gain
or loss resulting from

cXr'^ ''TT

:

m
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the uctiial unit cast bcinR IukIut or lower tli;m tlic stimdiird
A fomi of unit cost and eflicioncy report relUctin^^

movKJ under accounts 821, "Freight Train Car Miles," 823,
"Mixed
rain ("ar Miles," or 824, "Special Train Car

This report

Miles," under a sul)-heading "Exclusive Work Efjuipment."
lie report was signed by A. P. Disijrow, chairman.

unit cost.

unit cost information is jircpari'd semi-annually.
in
connection with
particularly valual)le
is

sul)sequent

I

I

chanjjes in mctlKnls and practices to ascertain therel)y what
may have liecn the effect of such changes on tiie unit costs.
Ctniifyutinii

Marhinrs for Use

in Division Ollicrs

and

Gentrnl and Pi^'ision Storts. Realizinj^ the need of improving tile character of basic accounting data at the source, computing machines are at present l)eing in.stalled in local and
division offices

and the general

store

and division

stores,

su])er\'ision of the accounting department.
After a very thorough investigation a comljination computing and non-listing adding machine was selected for
division office use. The type of machine .secured was selected
owing to its ready use by unassigncd inexpert operators.
The.se machines have proven particularly valuable in division
office work in connection with time records and the preparation of payrolls, payroll distributions, vouchers, bills, state-

under the

ments, etc., originated in the offices of su])erintcndents, master mechanics, general and division stores and others.
A number of assigned women operators on key-driven

machines also have been employed
with very satisfactory results.
In connection with the preparation of payrolls, distributions, statements and basic data for completion reports required under Valuation Order No. 3, it is thought that very
extensive use can be made of typewriters or bookkeeping
machines, equipped with adding and cross-adding devices,
non-listing calculating
in division offices

balso that, upon the figures being transcribed, totals and
A number of these machines
ances will have been secured.
are now on trial in superintendents' offices.
The work of extending the use of mechanical devices in
connection with store and division accounting and in genaccounting
erally improving the methods and character of
departthe source is being super^dsed by accounting

work
ment

at

Ultimately accounting work in all outwill be systematized, the cost
measured and more extensive use made of mechanical devices,
general
corresponding to the practices now followed in the
This" will not only tend to conserve clerical manoffice.
accupower, but will economize in the cost and insure more
representatives.

side offices

of the

company

rate basic data.

Cleaning Enginemen's Rest Houses

The committee
to cleaning

is

of the opinion that the expenses incident
rest houses at division

and care of enginemen's

Suppoints should be charged to account No. 402, "Train
plies

Work Equipment

in Transportation Service

of the opinion that the mileage of work
equipment moved in transportation service trains shall be
classified as "transportation service" car miles, under the
is

Pay cars and other business cars, for
appropriate account.
purposes of the classification of car miles, are to be considered as other passenger train cars and accounted for
under accounts 822, "Passenger Train Car Miles," 823,
"Mixed Train Car Miles," or 824, "Special Train Car
Miles," as may be appropriate. The miles run by commerand work equipment moved in freight, mixed and special
trains in transportation service, when loaded with company
or commercial material, shall be included as miles run by
loaded freight cars. When cars designed for carrying commercial or other material are moved in transportation service

cial

trains without load, they shall be classified as miles run by
empty freight cars. Miles run in transportation service trains
by exclusive work equipment which is not designed to carry

such as snow plows, flangers, derricks, pile drivers,
wrecking cranes, tool cars, camp outfit cars, shall be appropriately included, according to the class of trains in which

load,

tion

and

le.ss

detail

l)uri)o.se

its

to

asked for a
its

achievements have been referred to in more or
from year to year, and although it is not my
go over the same ground, your indulgence is
moment while I touch ujwn what may be termed

sentimental side.
I'"or

after all,

it

is

we find
and a better

in the .sentimental phase of life

the inspiration that gives us breadth of vision

worth while; that causes us to be forgetful
of self, therefore, considerate of others; that makes this old
world of ours seem good to live in; that enables us to fit,
gras]) of tilings

the better, into the duties and the perplexities which crowd
the days and that helps us to be better men and cheerier

companions.
Of such a nature is the general spirit of friendliness and
good fellowship that for so many years has been gathering
strength within our ranks, until today it constitutes a force,
immeasurable by ordinary standards and silent of operation,
yet entering as a powerful influence into all of our dealings
with each other and with the Association.
It is this feature
that has particularly impressed me as being one of the most
fortunate, as well as valuable possessions of our organization.
One of the fundamental purposes of our Association was
to obtain the benefits that might be expected to follow from
a free interchange of business ideas.

The

discussions and

comparisons of methods, early paved the way for the transaction of business in a more neighborly manner.
The old
style of correspondence, too often acrimonious and at times
to the point of discourtesy, soon became a thing of the past,
giving way to association influences under which strong and
lasting friendships were formed.
In the old days nearly all
communications were addressed to strangers, men whom we
did not know and perhaps had never seen, while today practically every letter is addressed to a "friend" and the transaction of business by comparison, has indeed become a
pleasure.

The

natural outcome of such a change in the personal rela-

tions between accounting

men was

to

engender a desire for

co-operation.

Now, the full benefits of co-operation cannot be realized,
unless there exist a spirit of friendliness among those who
have come together to work for the common good of all. Not

man who persists in behim it is the whole human
Co-operation means that individually-

much can be accomplished with

and Expenses."

The committee

Address by President R. E. Berger
Tlie history of the Railway Accounting Ofiicers' As.socia-

Ihr

a

lieving himself always right, for to

race that's wrong.

cherished ideas must at times be shattered and abandoned
and give way to the will of the majority. There must be, so
to speak, losers where there are winners of a proposition, and
no matter how pleasant it may be to be called a "good loser,"
there are few men who do not better enjoy saying it of the
other fellow.
Then again, a "good winner" is as admirable
as a "good loser," poise being extremely valuable in either
case.
Unquestionably one of the hardest things for a man
of conviction to acquire is that degree of self-discipline that
will make it possible for him to carry out with absolute
loyalty, plans of the majority which run counter to his own
ideas.

The good-fellowship, the atmosphere of friendliness, together with the broad principle of democracy embodied in
our Constitution which accords equal rights to every member
regardless of rank are the underlying and sentimental forces
that lend to our Association the charm that brings to it the
support and the affectionate regard of its members
with a willingness to sink personal preferences; forces that
have been potent influences for its success.
loyal

June
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The past year has been an

exceptional one in that it embraces practically the first twelve months of the period of
active Federal control of the common carriers of the United
States, a new situation created by the exigencies of the war.
Special conditions had to be constantly met and important
changes of methods worked out in detail and installed.
Through the wisdom and foresight of its founders and
the able conduct of its affairs during the many years of its
existence, the Railway Accounting Officers' Association, as it
is constituted today, is an organization whose methods of
procedure are so flexible and possess such a high degree of
adaptability, that it has found but little difficulty in adjusting itself to the extraordinary conditions which presented
Its aim is to initiate, as well as to promote
themselves.
methods that are considered to be for the best interest of
It is
railway accounting as a science and as a profession.
inconceivable, therefore, that there should ever arise any
situation, no matter how unusual in character, if it come
within the scope of railway accounting, that could not and
would not be successfully handled by our association.
From the date the United States Railroad Administration
was created and assumed the supervision of the carriers, our
association has, with the hearty support of its executive and
other committees, concentrated its energies in an endeavor to
co-operate to the fullest extent with the Railroad AdministraLet
tion, through the medium of the division of accounting.
me add that this action is in conformity with and a continuance of the established policy of at all times and under any
conditions rendering the utmost possible service in connecThe division of action with railway accounting matters.
counting was invited to make all practical use of our facilities
It
in Washington and of the committees of our association.
affords me much gratification to be able to advise you that
our proposals have been met in a fine spirit of co-operation
by Mr. C. A. Prouty, director, division of accounting, and

that the most cordial relations now exist between the
istration officers and our organization.

Your attention is directed to pages 143
of the Agenda wherein are reproduced in

Admin-

to 250 inclusive
their entirety all

and Circulars, relating to accounting
matters, issued by the United States Railroad Administration
up to the date the Agenda was printed.
Aside from the convenience afforded our members by this
book of ready reference, it was considered both desirable and
consistent that these orders and accounting circulars should
of the General Orders

be thus perpetuated in the records of our Association, as
they cover many important questions and innovations, in the
determination of which our several committees gave their
time without stint to the Railroad Administration.
I am sure it will be of interest to you all to know that our
association represents 310,712 miles of railroad; also all of
the express companies operating in North America and most

and coastwise steamship lines. That it can no
longer be looked upon as an "American" body only, but
stands out prominently as an international organization,
of the inland

exercising a world-wide influence in railway accounting affairs, is evidenced by the fact that its present total member790 comprises practically every important railroad,
ship

— —

not only in the United States, but also in Canada, Mexico,
Panama, Brazil, Argentine, Ecuador, Cuba, Hawaii, Philippine Islands, England, New Zealand and Japan; in fact,
there is hardly an important nation in the world that has not

some time had occasion to make use of our association or
some of the data compiled by it.
Since our last annual meeting, 127 new members have
been admitted. This is a high-water mark, and represents
the largest increase in membership in any one year of our
at

association's existence.

From time to time during the year, inquiries with reference to the record, experience and qualifications of some of

1433

our members have been received by the secretary from
commercial concerns and others, who were seeking the services
of men experienced along special lines of accounting work.
Your president in his official capacity has likewise been
ajjproached by members who for various reasons were seeking new locations and engagements.
The association is to be congratulated upon being thus
recognized as standing in such a relation to
the members
themselves and with the business public.
Believing that it
should place itself in a position to serve its
members in
whatever way it can best be of use, I recommend
that the
secretary be authorized to collect and keep
up currently data
of a biographical and business experience nature
in connection with each member.
Such a record would enable the
secretary to promptly and intelligently respond
to inquiries
received, and to him members should also
be made to feel
free to apply for information, in a
confidential way
if
'

desired.

This record would be found of considerable value
in other
features of our association work, particularly
in making
readily available reliable data regarding the
experience of
under consideration for committee assignments,
where herotofore we have been largely dependent
upon personal knowledge.
In connection with the work of the
standardization of forms and methods, it has devolved
upon

members

me to appoint quite a number of special sub-committees. In
making these committee assignments, their membership was
drawn in about equal proportion from the eastern, southern
and western carriers, the interests of the New England,
Southwestern, Northwestern and Transcontinental carriers
being taken care of in one or the other of these groups.
This grouping as to geographical locations was decided
upon with the thought that the members of sub-committees
so constituted could get together with the least inconvenience
and would be better equipped to arrive at conclusions more
nearly representative of the needs of the carriers in all sec-

Might we not with advantage make
provision to apply the same principle in the appointment of
our standing committees, for example, the committees on
tions of the country.

passenger and disbursement accounts?
With equal representation as between the east, south
and west, each regular committee could resolve itself into
freight,

three regional sub-committees of equal number, with a chairman, to whom subjects might be referred for consideration
and report to the general committee. The members of each

regional sub-committee would
conference, with a minimum

be able to get together for

amount of

traveling, loss of
believe that local conditions and the
interests of the carriers generally would be better served.
change of especial importance, one that will increase
the responsibilities and add to the prestige of our organiza-

time and expense, and

I

A

has resulted from placing the settlement of overcharge
relief claims under the supervision of accounting
officers.
It seems proper that the rules and regulations governing such matters should be formulated by this body and
the report submitted in this connection by the Committee on
Freight Accounts is, therefore, of more than ordinary interest.
It affords me pleasure to speak of the co-operation of the
officers and the high order of the work of the several comtion,

and agency

mittees, in connection with the various matters referred

them.
Special mention

is

also

made

to

of the versatility, the energy,

our secretary, Mr. Woodson. He
is one of the mainstays of the association and has been a
right-arm to the president.
A. D. McDonald, presiOfficers were elected as follows:
dent; J. G. Drew, first vice-president; E. R. Woodson, second
vice-president, and J. J. Ekin, third vice-president.
H. H.
Laughton, C. D. Branderif and C. P. Crawford were elected

and the

efficient services of

members of

the executive committee.

-
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Railway Wages and Freight Rates

spectively,

would

Tiii:oi)()KK rHKK, actuary of the United States Railroad
Administration under Director General McAdoo, j)resented a study of railway rates and costs of living in
the Outlook for April .^0, in which he arj^ued that the large
deficit in government operation of the roads is due to tlic
fact that present

rates are insufficient to

meet the high cost

of operation, particularly the high lai)or costs. In his article,
Mr. Price stated that as we look hack over the records since
1896, we are driven to the conclusion that railroading is the

only business in the United States in which the charge for
the service rendered or the article sold dcK-s not bear .some
relation to the cost of production.
In the case of transportation, the cost of prcKJuction is in the last analysis the cost
of the labor employed, for whether this cost of labor is
reflected directly in the wages ])aid, or indirectly in the cost
of the materials (fuel, oil, steel, etc.) purchased, makes
If coal costs more, it is because the
little or no difference.
If steel rails arc higher, the adminers are better paid.
vance reflects the higher wages paid for their fabrication. If
oil has increased in price, the enhancement is due to the
greater cost of the human energy required for its production;
and so it is all along the line.
The cost of providing transportation is almost entirely
made up of the cost of labor. There may be some who will
take exception to this statement and claim that since the
interest paid on the capital invested or borrowed does not go
into the wage-earner's pocket, it is not accurate to assert that
this element of cost fluctuates in relation to the cost of lal)or
or the cost of living, which have latterly become terms that

mean nearly

the same thing.

This might be

true,

were

it
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the hoj)e

in

The advance

in wages allowed, plus the advaiuc in the
of supplies, has, however, j)roved to be greater than
the imrease in revenue, resulting from the advance of rates,
and a deficit of ai)|)roximately $20(),000,()00 for the first year

of government oj)eration is the result.
This deficit is plainly due to the j)revious maladjustment
or lack of adjustment between costs and rates.
If in

had

1896

iR'en

had

it

Now
is

it

that

the

railways arc under a single management,
do something of the kind? It should

not practical)le to

not be necessary to advance rates in the same prcjjjortion
Allowance should properly be
that wages were increased.
made for the greater operating efficiency that is the result of
scientific progress and the reduction in overhead costs that
is possible with an increased density of traffic, but the experience of the last twelve months shows that the public do
not object to paying higher rates when there is good reason
for them; and no clearer demonstrandum ad hominem of
their reasonableness can be furnished than the evidence of
increased cost of living and of labor that the index number
sufiplies.

The editors of the Outlook, commenting on Mr. Price's
argument, conclude that "it is a mathematical deduction that
railway rates must go up also to meet this necessary rise in
wages or else the railways will be bankrupt." Reproducing
a chart showing the relation of rates to the cost of living,
This table and chart give in graphic form facts
they say:

not for the fact that all parts

1
1

1

—
—

1

1

1

Commerce Commission would not permit an advance

strikes, reluctant concessions to the wageimpaired efficiency, and the near bankruptcy of
the railways were the consequence, complete insolvency being averted only by the action of the Government in taking
over the transportation industry on January 1, 1918.
When this was done, it immediately became clear that
a substantial advance in the wages of railway employees
was necessary in order to retain their services and enable
It was granted, and freight and passenger
them to live.
rates were afterward advanced by 25 and 50 per cent, re-

Discontent,

1

/

/

Cost of living as indicated by Dun's Index Number.

/

;
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y

'
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In the light of this statement it would be natural to expect
that railway rates, railway wages, and the cost of living
would fluctuate in unison, but this has not been the case.

rates.

1

Average Pesenue per passenger per mite.

ical or mental.

over 200 per cent.
It is not surprising that under such conditions the railway employees were impelled to use every means at their
command to secure an increase in their pay, and that the
railway managers resisted their demands because the Inter-

/'

1

1

1

1

Average Revenue per ton of freu/ht per mite.

of the entire gross revenue), the railway business is
simply one of buying and selling human energy, either phys-

Since 1896, until Mr. McAdoo raised them last summer,
freight and passenger rates have been practically unchanged
and wages were advanced but little, while the cost of living
has steadily increased. A careful study will show that, even
including the advances established last summer, freight and
passenger rates are but 12 and 20 per cent higher, respectively,
than they were in 1896, while the cost of living has risen

1

1

1

1

1

/

~

cent

earners,

and there
an index number wage and an index

ix-cn i)racticai)le to establish,

e.''lal)lisl)e{I,

number freigiit and passenger rate in the railway Ijusiness,
how much Irouljle and distre.ss would have been avoided!

or labor used in necessary replacement as the rails or bridges
first purchased wear out represents human energy that must
It is therefore clear that,
be paid for at the market rates.
except as to the profits paid out in dividends or carried to
surplus account (which aggregate hardly more than 10 per

in

revenue secured

the increased

(ost

of a railway are constantly wearing out and have constantly
The amount of the original investment and
to be renewed.
the rate of interest thereon may be static, but the material

State

that

offset tile increa.sed cost of labor.
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Comparison Between Railway Rates and
Cost of Living

discussed in Mr. Price's article. A glance at the chart shows
at once that the cost of living has steadily, and in the last
two or three years enormously, risen. This is indicated by
the upper black broken line.
The solid black line shows
that from 1896 to 1917 passenger rates remained practically
stationary.
The dotted line indicates that during the same
period freight rates decreased.
A combination of commodities, for instance, which cost
$77.77 on January 1, 1896, cost on October 1, 1918, $233.22,
and on March 1 of this year $217.3. But passenger rates
were the same in the early part of 1918 that they were in

1896, and freight rates were a
It is perfectly clear

up with the

trifle less.

that the wages of employees

cost of living.

It

is

must go

equally a mathematical

deduction that railway rates must go up also to meet this
necessary rise in wages or else the railways will be bankrupt.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Director General Hines Says Maintenance Is
Obligations.

Up

to Contract

Earnings for April
Washington, D.

THE LEAST
the many complicated problems conNOTfronting
Railroad Administration has been
of

the
establishing

that of

and putting into effect a program of
maintenance expenditures. While many railroad corporation
officers as well as

many

ofiicers of the

operating organization

have been expressing concern that their roads were not being
properly maintained, the Railroad Administration organization, because of its duty to protect the government, apparently has a worry of another kind, fearing that it will spend
more for maintenance than is called for by its contracts with
Therefore, it has issued orders for the
the companies.

month

of June intended to control the situation until a
check can be made and Director General Hines, in testifying last week before a Congressional committee, expressed
the opinion that, broadly speaking, on April 30 the roadway and structures were in fully as gcx)d condition as on
January 1, 1918, and that the equipment was in as good
condition and as a whole, probably in better condition than
it was on January 1, 1918.
"My best judgment of the situation as a whole is that at
the present time we are fully up to our contract obligations
in respect of maintenance of roadway and structures and
equipment; that taking the whole thing together for all the
roads together, we are fully up to our contract requirements,"

he

said.

The

problem includes two phases, the operating or
engineering problem of getting the necessary work done
and the accounting problem of ascertaining and reporting
the condition of the property or the amount of upkeep performed during the period of federal control as compared
with the condition at the beginning of federal control or
As the prospects for an
the upkeep during the test period.
early return of the roads have become more definite, the
necessity for having the accounting data as a measure for
the amount of work to be performed this year has assumed
a new importance, but the detailed accounting work has
been so vast that it was found impossible to secure the
necessary information by the time the year's maintenance

work was
During

the first part of the year both the maintenance
department of the Division of Operation and the Accounting Division were engaged in a co-operative effort to develop a system of uniform records for preparing and recording data relating to the degree of maintenance of the roads
during the test period and the period of federal control, but
in order to furnish instructions to the regional directors and
federal managers the maintenance department got its direcThese were first put in the form of a letter
tions out first.
from C. A. Morse, assistant director of the Division of

Operation, to the regional directors directing the preparaof a maintenance program and budget for 1919 on
each railroad based on the amount of upkeep necessary to
make the average for 1918 and 1919 equal to the average
for the test period after equating for differences in labor
and material costs.
This was followed by the issuance in March of Circular
No. 28 of the Division of Operation, which was accompanied by five forms on which to record the comparative
data for the two periods, both for the purpose of complying with the provision in the contracts for an analysis of
the maintenance expenditures at the end of each year of

tion

and to
Compliance with this

clerical

set the

program

circular,

for the current year.

however, would require so

work and possibly duplication

C.

of the data to

by the accounting department that it was susand instructions were issued to have
budgets prepared that would carry out the general idea of
matching the maintenance for 1919 and 1918 with that of
the test period.
Because the general standard was known
it was thought that maintenance work need not be delayed
while the elaborate data required to measure it accurately
was being gathered.
Meanwhile, there has been a wide apparent discrepancy
between statements of many railroad men that the maintenance on their roads was being kept below standard and
those of officers of the Railroad Administration who have
been talking about the large amount of maintenance work
being prosecuted.
The latter take the position that, taking
everything into consideration, a large number of roads have
been maintained to better than the required standard, and
that while there may have been under-maintenance of way
and structures on some properties, there has been overmaintenance on others, particularly in maintenance ol equipment.
Because an excess on one road cannot be used as an
offset against the obligations of the government to another
property, and would be difficult if not impossible to collect,
Director General Hines found it necessary to issue an order,
as briefly noted in last week's issue, limiting the maintenance of way expenditures for the month of June to the percentage of operating revenues, which the same expenses
bore to total revenues of each road during the test period,
pending more explicit instructions as to the program for
the balance of the year. Mr. Hines explained in his instructions that this was not a hard and fast rule, and that it
was not intended to stop any necessary work, but the regional
directors were given authority to exceed the limit where
necessary to meet emergencies, and the order has been somebe asked

pended

for a time

what modified.
Whereas, in the instructions heretofore issued the amount
of maintenance during the test period has been used as the
standard or yardstick for the maintenance during federal
the new instructions will combine this standard
with that of the condition of the property when taken over
on January 1.
The contracts between the railroads and the government
provide as the standard of upkeep the expenditure or payment into funds of such sums as may be requisite in order
that the property "may be returned to the company in substantially as good repair and in substantially as complete
equipment as it was on January 1, 1918," and there is a
proviso that the annual expenditure and charges for such
purposes during the period of federal control of an amount
equal to the average annual expenditure and charges during
the test period, with some adjustments and allowances for
differences in the cost of labor and materials, shall be taken
as a full compliance with the foregoing covenant.
In other words, the obligation of the government is to
return the properties in as good condition as when taken
over, not to equal the average of the test period, and while
equalling the average of the test period has been regarded
as representing a full compliance with that obligation, it
has been found by experience that the test period standard
is not always an equitable or practical one, and that in some
cases would represent a greater expenditure than would be
required to keep the property in the condition of January
For example, a railroad may have made such
1918.
1,
control,

started.

federal control

much
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and maintenance
improvements
for
c.\|K'n(litiirfs
during tlie te.st period tliat an equivalent operating charge
for 1018 and l')19 is not necessary to keep up to the condiOr it may
tion in whicii the property was taken over.
have deferred maintenance to such an extent during the
last half of 1017 that an amount less than the test periixl
standard will meet the oMi^ation. On the other hand, many
railroads had deferred maintenance durinj:; the test jjcriml
which, it is stated, has heen more than made up durint; the
jx'riml of federal control, liut this dm^s not assist the government preatly in making up any deferred maintenance
that may have accrued since January 1, 1918, on other roads.
The contract d(x\s provide that excess maintenance requisite for the safe operation of the property shall be made
good by the company by deduction from its rental, but the
power to make such deductions is practically very much
large

It is stated that the operating officers of some
roads that have earned sufficiently to do so without calling
on Washington for the cash have taken advantage of the
opportunity to put their roads in better condition in many
respects than they were during the test period or even before,
and that even where there has been a shortage of ties or
of rail there has been an opportunity to do perhaps more of
some other kind of work.
With the close of the accounts only a little over si.x months
away the admini.stration is preparing to devote special attention to maintenance expenditures, and to the budgets which
are coming in with a view to coming out as nearly even as
possible at the end of the year, and the question of whether
the condition as of January 1, or the standard of the test
period is to be used as the mark to l)e attained will be taken
up with the corporations for determination in accordance

limited.

with the circumstances in each case.
In 1918 the expenditures of the Class I roads for maintenance of way and structures were $653,868,000, an increase
The expenditures for
of 46.7 per cent over those of 1917.
maintenance of equipment were $1,108,030,000, an increase
of 60.4 per cent, while the total operating expenses increased
40.2 per cent. For the three months ending March 31, 1919,
the maintenance of way and structures expenses were $171,787,000, an increase of 38.8 per cent over 1918, while the
maintenance of equipment expenses were $285,846,000, an
Total operating expenses inincrease of 37.4 per cent.

Both in 1918 and in the first
creased only 26.3 per cent.
three months of 1919 the maintenance of way expenses were
about 16 per cent of total operating expenses and maintenance of equipment consumed 27 per cent. The maintenance
of way expenditures for the first three months of this year
were 15.3 per cent of the operating revenues as compared
with 13.3 per cent for the entire year 1918 and 11.1 per cent
for the test period. The maintenance of equipment expenses
for the three months were 25 per cent of operating revenues
as compared with 22 per cent for the year 1918, and 16.7
per cent for the test period.
The subject of maintenance expenditures was rather fully
discussed by Director General Hines in his testimony before
the House appropriations committee, in reply to a question
from the chairman of the committee regarding the claim that
the maintenance has not been kept up to standard, and that
there will be a considerable loss to the government in order
Mr. Hines said that
to make good deferred maintenance.
the Railroad Administration had received, so far as he knew,
no specific complaint from any company with regard to

maintenance of equipment, that undoubtedly as to locomotives the condition is far better than it was when the government took over the railroads because, generally speaking,
they were not in good condition on January 1, 1918, and
they are in very good condition now.
He would not undertake to say that the condition of the
roadway and structures was in all respects on January 1,
He thought in many
1919, as it was on January 1, 1918.
respects it was a good deal better, but in some respects it
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might not have been as good, because j)robably less rail and
cross tics were put into the properly last year than usually,
and there was some shortage of labor. Hut, he said, taking
the roadway and .structures and e(|uipment together, the
average condition of the property as a whole is as well off
as it was on January 1, 1919. He said the favorable weatlier
had made it possible to make up for work not done last
year, that a gfxxl deal of rail that was not put in last year
has already lieen put in this year, and that as of April 30,
the Railroad Administration could claim that the roadway
and structures by themselves were in as good condition as
on January 1, 1918, in addition to the balance in its favor
on the equipment.
Mr. Hines said he thought the railroad companies had
They assume, he said, that
fallen into two or three errors.
the standard contract obligates the government to put into
the property each year of federal control, on an average, the
quantities of material and labor that were put into the
property on an average per year during the test period.
That is not the case, he said. The obligation is to turn
the property back in substantially as good condition, and it
will be practicable on many railroads to do that without
expending as large quantities of labor and material as were
expended during the test period on an average, and where
it is practicable the government does not have to put in a
The provision that the same quantities of
larger amount.
labor and material may be u.sed is not an obligation, but
is an option which the government may take if it is more
favorable than the other standard. Again, he said, the companies have attached great importance to the fact that the
shortage of rail and ties proved a deterioration in the propHe thought that was not true, because it
erty as a whole.
was frequently made up in other ways. He mentioned that
many railroads in the test period were building up their
property, w^hile generally the railroads did not keep up
their property in the last six months of 1917 as well as they
did during the test period.
"It has been the tradition of the subordinate official,"
Mr. Hines said, "as against his own superior officer or as
against any one else, that he wanted to maintain his property
just as well as he could, and if he could maintain his property better than the corporation wanted it maintained he
would do it because he just naturally wants his property
in the best condition he can have it, and I take it that the
subordinate officials will be just as anxious to do that under
federal control as they were under private control, and that
they will spend all the money on maintenance that they can
get to spend.

"Now,

since the interest of the government is very disfrom the interest of the corporation, and since the government interest is to see that he does not spend any more
than the contract requires, it becomes necessary to look with
special care on the perfectly natural tendency of all subortinct

dinate railroad officials to build up their property; but they
would not do it out of disloyalty to the government. It is
out of loyalty to the property they are holding, and they
build the property up regardless of the policy of their own
corporation, if they can get the money to do it.
I do not
regard that as any reflection, but I do mean it is a matter
that the government must look after very closely in order
to see that the property is not over -maintained through the
enthusia.sm of the subordinate officials to have the best prop-

can have."

erty they

Mr. Hines also put

in the record the following statement
regarding the materials and supplies on hand and purchased
last year:
1.

The

total

Class I railroads

Fuel
Rail

Ties
Other

material

Total

material and supplies on hand January
was $493,071,344, as follows:

of

1,

1918,

for

$35,843,843
31.516,292
28,989,691
396,721,528

$493,071,344

June

RAILWAY AGE

1919

13,

Tlie total of purchases durinR the calendar year of 1918,
928,525, as follows:

was

Fuel

$559,536,491
48.803,940
28,989,681
396,721,528

2

Rail

Ties
Other material
Total
Figures showinc the avera.ge
3.
are not available at this time.

$1,676,-

$1,676,928,525
test period

purchases made during the
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unlike these other enterprises in that the latter have made
corresponding increases in the prices of what they sell
while the Railroad Administration has made an increase in
transportation rates of only 25 per cent, which is a far
less percentage than the increase in wages and costs of

As I stated a month ago, my judgment is that
the present conditions are too abnormal to serve as a basis
for any general change in the level of rates, and that it is
preferable to defer action on that subject until there shall
materials.

Earnings and Expenses for April and Four Months

The net operating income of the railroads for April, according to the Interstate Commerce Commission report covering 184 Class I roads and 17 switching and terminal
companies, was $26,115,214, as compared with $71,407,370
1918, and $78,000,000, which is one-twelfth of
standard return.
Director General Hines has issued
a statement estimating the deficit for April as $58,000,000,
but this takes into account the expenses of the Railroad
Administration and some other items.
For four months
of this year the net operating income was $65,916,807,
which is $247,000,000 less than the total rental for all
roads for four months.
The commission's figures follow:
in April,

the

have been a

fuller opportunity to get a

more

The commission has also issued a statement giving the
revenues and expenses for April and four months of the
individual roads having operating revenues above $25,000,000 for 1918, representing 79.5 per cent of the Class I
roads.
for the

Of these 7 had deficits in April and 11 had deficits
combined four months. The combined net operating
Four Months
Per mile of
road operated

—

Freight
Passenger
Mail
Express

•

All other transportation

Incidental

Cr
—Dr
—

facility

Toiiit

joint facility

,

Railway operating revenues

—

Expenses
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for investment
•

— Cr

Railway operating expenses

Net revenue from railway operations
Railway tax accruals (excluding
Uncollectible railway revenues

"War Taxes")

Railway operating income

Equipment rents
Joint facility rents (Dr. bal.)
Net of items

22, 23 and 24

Ratio of operating expenses to operating revenues, per
cent
d

— Debit

1919
233,421.34

1918
234,090.82

Dollars

Dollars

265.331,620
89,320,636
4,302,180
11,217,915
9.291,624
9,325.230
542,209
163,683

264,477,396
72,466.908
4,602,459
9,525,143
10.321,273
9,854.549
535.566
142,882

389,167,731

371,640,412

63,395,089
94,673,848
4,022,260
168,618,560
3,870.257
10,357,862
505.797

47,089,998
73,456,326
4,239.014
145.898.702
2,932,236
8,381,082
434,778

201

344.432,079

281,562.580

1,203

44,735,652

90,077,832

385

15,951,709
58,246

15,118,470
41,839

65

61.215,830
239,254

28,725,697

74,917,523

320

d 1,552,163
1,058,320

d 2,350,454

d 7

1,159,699

5

233,432.55
Dolls.

1,1.W

1,667

1,588

Dollars

1918
234,060.02
Dollars

Dolls.

Dolls.

1.041,505,022
344,665,692
17.107,420
33.536,420
36,572,701
40,812,448
2,191,987
653.329

911,999,901
274.451,352
18 088.989
36,945,804
35,557,938
35,554,338
1,775.559
526,511

4,462
1,476
73
144
157
175

3,896
1,172
77
158
152

1,515,738,361

1,313,847,370

6,493

5,613

170,943,407
281,519.143
18,270,327
584,678,248
11,548,888
33,932.967
1,802,192

314

36

1.377,628,563

1,099.090.788

152

1.009

730

1,631

1,203

63
2,969
163
176

78
2,498
150
145

5,902

4,696

591

917

59,543,084
210,079

262

254

1

I

76,654,714

155,003,419

328

662

d 10

d 6,000,086

d 37

4.737,821

d 8,567,958
4,483,828

d 26

5

19

88.50

item.

Director General Hines authorized a statement saying
by reason of this unfavorable operating income for the
month of April the Railroad Administration will incur a
deficit for the month of April of approximately $58,000,000
after deducting one-twelfth of the annual rental due the
railroad companies, making the total deficit for the four
months of January, February, March and April approximately $250,000,000, after deducting four-twelfths of the
annual rental. This estimate of deficit includes not only
the large railroads but all other railroads under federal
control, the expenses of the central and regional administrations, the operation of inland waterways under control of
the Railroad Administration, as well as some incidental and
miscellaneous items.
"In April, as in January, February and March," he says,
"this unfavorable showing is due in large part to the falling
off of business.
It is also due in part to the heavy incosts of materials.
The Railroad
not unlike other industrial undertakings
in the increases in wages and costs of materials, but is
in

1919

26,115,214

that

creases

Per mile of
road operated

,

Average number miles operated

Revenues

and

fully informed as to developments."

April

Item

reliable,

possibly a more normal, measure of the conditions, meanwhile resorting to every practicable economy, studying the
situation with the greatest care, and keeping the public

wages and

Administration

is

income for April was $22,288,705 as compared with $56,000,771 in April, 1918, and for four months it was $59,864,300 as compared with $107,976,968.

Railroad Administration Expenses

The

and payroll of the Railroad Adminisat the rate of $703,000 a month, or
$8,436,000 a year, as compared with $3,647,143 in 1918,
according to information given by the Railroad Administotal expenses

tration are

now running

to the House appropriations committee last week.
statement filed with the committee gave the expenses
for the first four months of this year as $2,849,000.
Another statement gave separately the general expenses and
payrolls by months from January to May, inclusive, $848,472 for general expenses and $2,670,712 for payrolls, or a
total of $3,519,184 for five months.
At this rate the payroll for a year would be $6,432,000.
For the month of
April the general expenses were $110,785 and the payroll
For May the figures cover payment for one
$529,020.
and one-half months and include $262,482 for general

tration

One
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For January the figexpenses and $807,641 for |)ayroll.
Tlie force of the Railroad
ures cover only half a montli.
Administration increased considerably during tlie latter
half of last year, and some additions have l)een made this
The figures include both
year l)y rhamjes in organization.
the central

and regional organizations.

Committee on Automatic Train Control
A.

M.

Northern

manager of the
on June 1 assistant

Hurt, lieretofore assistant general
Pacific,

director of

tlie

who was

ajiiKjinted

Division of Ojieration, has also l)een ap-

pointed chairman of the Committee on Automatic Train
The committee
Control, succeeding C. A. Morse, resigned.
spent four da\s last week in New York insf)ecting the operation of automatic stops in tiie subways and tunnels of tlie
Interliorough Rapid Transit ('ompany, the Hrooklyn Rapid

Transit Company, the Hudson & Manhattan and the Pennsylvania terminal, also tlie experimental apparatus of Frank
The trips in use
J. Sprague and one or two otlier devices.
in the subways are of the Kinsman type, using apparatus
furnished by the signal companies and circuits designed to
meet local conditions. The committee found that the conditions under which these are used are very special and
quite different from those of a steam railroad with mixed
The committee will probably make another inspectraffic.
tion trip next month.

War

Department Locomotives
Turned Over

to

Railroads

The director general has accepted from the War Department the custody of 200 locomotives which were originally
constructed for the Russian government, and has arranged
until further notice to continue the operation of that equip-

ment on federally operated

lines.

Prior to the present arrangements, the lines using these
locomotives were obligated to the War Department for a
The amount
rental based upon $45 per locomotive per day.
payable was considerably in excess of that required under
the present agreement, which is 6 per cent per annum upon
a valuation of $55,000 per locomotive, or an annual rental
of $3,300 per locomotive from the date it went into service,
The agreeor pro rata for any fractional part of a year.
ment for the use of these locomotives provides that they shall
be fully maintained at the expense of the director general.

Orders of Regional Directors

Us.

R. A.

Standard Cars; Repairs.

—The regional

by circular 500-101A771
promulgates a notice from the Division of Purchases that when it becomes necessary to make repairs on
standard freight cars, or standard locomotives, orders for
material, before being placed, should be referred to the
director of the division, H. B. Spencer, Washington, so
that any surplus material accumulating at the car plants can
be properly distributed.
A. T. Hardin, regional diAtlantic City Conventions.
rector. Eastern Region, by circular 1301-75A731A, advises
director. Eastern Region,

•

—

federal managers of a letter from Frank McManamy, assistant director, division of operation, calling attention to the

importance of sending mechanical officers to the conventions
Mr. McManamy says: "Informato be held June 18-25.
tion has been received from various railroads indicating that
instructions in

my

letter of

May

3 are not fully understood.

These instructions were not simply permission for representative members of Section 3, Mechanical, American Railroad Association, to attend the convention at Atlantic City,
if they desired to do so, but was intended to be instructions
for them to attend a business meeting of this association.
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There are many matters of importance

to

come

Ijcforc that

desired that representative

members

meeting, therefore
be directed to attend."
The regional director,
Bulletin Hoards for Brotherhoods.
Eastern Region, i)y circular 1500-80A777, instructs federal
managers to provide places at shops for the posting of circulars and notifications issued by employees or their organiit

is

—

zations.

—

A. T. Hardin,
Cdfyital Expenditures less than $1,000.
director, Ea.stern Region, l)y circular 2700-A776,

regional

quotes a letter from Washington calling attention to apparent violations of the spirit of the rule which allows federal managers to make ex[)enditures, chargeable to capital,
without first con.sulting the corporation, provided the total
Corporations have made
C'xpcii(iitiire is less than $1, ()()().

many items coming within the limit are really
a general program, and do not i)roperly stand by
Among such items are:
them.selves.
typewriters, tabulating machines,
(1) Office facilities
protests that
j)arts of

—

spread over eight or ten months.
(2) Machine
tools evidently part of a general improvement of shop facilities but split up into single purchases.
(3) Expenditures incident to heavier rail, divided up into monthly charges, giving no indication of the scope of the program.
(4) Fencing,
*
*
Tie plates
divided up into short sections *
(5)
desks,

etc.,

and rail anchors, divided up into short sections.
(6) Rebuilding freight cars reported under the heading of the indiFederal managers are advised to refer
vidual car number.
such matters, where possible, to the corporate officer, to avoid
these objections.

—

Pay of Claim Agents. A. T. Hardin, regional director.
Eastern Region, by circular 1 200-4-56 A7 74, promulgates the
views, not mandatory, of the administration as to salaries
suitable for employees in the personal injuries claim departThese rates, following conferences with the National
ment.
Order of Railroad Claimmen, are quoted as follows:
_

Mini-

Maxi-

(

$125

$150

(

135

f

150
200
225

...

„u^

Position

— those

who

investigate personal
killing of stock, etc.

njujn

first
year
165
second year
200
first year
with
<
225
second year
tions and adjustments.
[
250
third year
After service of five years, salary may be graded up to n-.aximum of $4,000
yearly, according to capacity, territory and general responsibility.

Investigators
injuries,

fires,

—

or claim agents those charged
responsibility of making investiga-

Adjusters

Mr. Hardin thinks that in the Eastern Region the salaries
already compare favorably with the scale here quoted; but
where this is not the case the federal manager is called upon
to submit his recommendations.

—

Preparations for 1919 Cotton Crop
Circular 217 of the
Southwestern regional director quotes a circular issued May
22, by W. S. Turner, secretary of the Arkansas Cotton Trade
Association, Little Rock, Ark., relative to preparations which
should be made for the movement of the 1919 cotton crop
similar to circulars which have been issued concerning the
1919 wheat crop.
Bills of Lading for Shipments to Cuba.
Circular 264 of
the Central Western regional director similar to Circular 437
of the Southern regional director {Railway Age, May 30,
page 1304).
Claims Against War Department. The regional director,
Eastern Region, by circular 401-14A765C, gives further instructions concerning the presentation to the War Department
of claims for expenditures in the construction of side tracks,
and for other things.
A "Claims Board, transportation
service, War Department," in charge of Brigadier General
F. T. Hines, has been established to attend to all disputed
claims.
Federal managers should send to him not only
claims concerning the construction of side tracks, but also
any disputed claims, whether for freight charges, demurrage,
storage, passenger cars, baggage cars, engines, derricks, or

—

—

other facilities.

1

Railw^ay Developments in Foreign Countries
Construction Projects Under Consideration in Several
Conditions in Belgium

Places.

of Peru has been authorized by Congress
THE President
anobtain a loan of $1,500,000,
per
gold, at 7

to

cent

nual interest and an accumulative annual amortizaone per cent to be used in the construction of the
Jatunhuasi Railroad.
tion of

The Venezuelan department

of

public

The

blocking of the Transandine Railway by snow slides
In 1912, 1914 and
an annual occurrence.
1915 the road was inoperative for 140, 188 and 141 days,

is

practically

respectively.

Exports of Cars

works has

recently signed a contract with Senor Jose Antonio Redondo,
by which the National Government leases to him the Santa

Barbara-El Vigia Railway, a national property in the
and Merida.

states

of Zulia

in April

Exports of freight cars in April, numbering 1,005, with
a value of $1,913,728, were double those of February, when
Nearly half the
583, valued at $957,128, were shipped.
cars exported in April were destined for Italy, and the
larger part of the other half to France.

Several capitalists of the United States are reported to be
a project for constructing a railway which,
extending from the port of Manzanillo in the Dominican
Republic, shall traverse the northwestern territor}', passing
near Santiago and along the southern part of the Yaque and
extending nearly to the pines region, terminating at La Vega.
interested

in

Passenger cars for
steam railways

Number

"Squatters" Hold Siberian Cars

The

technical board in charge of operations on the

Siberian Railroad, says an Associated Press
Omsk, has completed an inspection of the line
and Perm and has returned. It is awaiting
Omsk of John F. Stevens, chairman of the

on his way

Members

to

Omsk

from Harbin.

in the rehabilitation of the Trans-Siberian

the ousting of

possession

•

of the board believe that the most serious prob-

lem before them
lies in

Trans

despatch from
between Omsk
the arrival in
board, who is

of

freight

Transandine Line Blocked

The

in recent years have probably
communication between Argentina and the west
coast, by way of the Transandine Railway, until spring.
Snow slides have torn up the Transandine Railway at
points and wrecked the bridges, making it impossible to
operate the bi-weekly train between Buenos Aires and Val-

heaviest snowstorms

stopped

paraiso.

Several prominent North American business men were
those caught in the snows of the Andes and forced
to return to Buenos Aires to resume their journey northward by the east coast route.
Officials of the Transandine Railway state that it will
hardly be possible to repair the road before the spring
months of September or October.

among

5

Number

120,141

7

27

and

Tobago.

2
3

Total.

8

25,000
145,141

69

Dollars
827,730
943,800
15,961
24,911
7,200
94,126

1.005

Carranza Urges Building of Railroads in Mexico
President Carranza on June 6 sent a message to the Mexican senate asking Congress to authorize the national executive to construct three railways connecting undeveloped
regions of Mexico with those already developed.
The first railway suggested by the president would connect a point between Magdalena and Hermosillo, in the
The
State of Sonora with Ensenada, in lower California.
second would unite the town of Peto, Yucatan, with
Bacalar and Santa Cruz, in the territory of Quintana Roo.
The third line suggested would connect Santa Lucrecia, in
the State of Vera Cruz, with the State of Campeche, which

has no railways.
In the introduction to his message, the president says
that the government hopes to form a centralized railway
system by which both the northern and southern frontiers
of Mexico will be connected with Central Mexico, thereby
"opening rich undeveloped regions, uniting national thought
and ideals and ending the present isolation."

some 14,000 persons who have taken
and passenger cars along the road.

These people are holding the cars, hoping that they will
soon be able to return home, and are not disposed to relinquish the rolling stock which they have seized.

Freight and other cars
for steam railways

350
550

Cuba

Mr. Watt, acting prime minister of Australia, has informed Mr. Peake, premier of South Australia, says a correspondent in the Times (London), that the administration
of the Federal Railways is studying schemes to connect
north and south by a line from Hergott Springs to Port
Darwin.
The proposed line would have a total length of about
At Hergott Springs, in the south, it would
1,600 miles.
connect with the existing line to Adelaide, which is 200
Port Darwin, the northern terminal,
miles farther south.
is in the Northern Territory.

Dollars

France
Italy

Trinidad

Trans-Australian Line

detailed figures

Countries

Canada
Mexico

New

The

compiled by the Division of Stati.stics of the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce follow:

French Commission Visits Westinghouse Works
The French Commission now

in this country to investirailway electrification projects has arrived at PittsIt will spend several
burgh, after having visited Altoona.
days there to inspect the works of the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company at East Pittsburgh, and to examine the electric locomotives now under construction for
operation on the Hell Gate route of the New Haven, and
the new electric passenger locomotives being built for the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
The commission is headed by Professor Mauduit, professor of electrical engineering of the University of Nancy,
and Major D'Anglarde, representative of the Minister of
Public Works, and in addition consists of Parodi, chief
electrical engineer of the Paris-Orleans Railway; Sabouret,
assistant manager of the Paris-Orleans; Japiot, chief mechanical engineer of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean;
Ferrand, electrical engineer of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean; Debray, electrical engineer of the French State
Railways; Barilliot, electrical engineer of the French State

gate

1439
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M. Venizelos from Canada; while

sleeping

and

liachcllcry, as.sistant maiiuKcr of llu' Midi Railway; lA'l)ouclier, assistant motive power supiTintiiuUnt of
the Midi Railway, and lialling, chief engineer of the I'ari.s-

direct

Orleans.

the Serbian railways, so Ijadly damaged or destroyed by the
war, are i)r<jgressing. The trains run now as far as Uskub,

Railway.s;

The commission will he the Ruests of K. M. Ilerr, president of the Westin^house Electric & Manufacturing Companv, during its stay in Pittshurgh.

Exports of Car Wheels and Axles

to

(lining cars will

In the

panies.

and

it

is

far

in

this

March, and were the largest for any month
Japan and Japanese China were the

year.

customers, while consideral>le Cjuantitics were exThe figures
ported to Canada and the Straits Settlements.
in detail as compiled by the Division of Statistics of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce arc as follows:

largest

Car wluels
and axles

Countries

Dollars

22,789
930
94.909

France
Gibraltar
Italy

Russia in Kuropc

^',050

England

Canada
Guatemala

Panama
Mexico
Trinidad and Tobaijo
Kepublic

Brazil

Chile

1

Ecuador
Peru
China
Japanese
British
Straits

Dutch
Japan

China

i.

India
Settlements
East Indies

Russia in Asia
Australia

New

Zealand
Egypt

.

.

4,000
169,422
397
9.600
6,384
133
18,624
254
5,165
476
1.298
8,789
1.416
125.874
1.280
109,500
53.803
278.834
26,831
3,222
22
95

946.304

Total

Greek Railway Improvements
In view of the proposed linking-up of the Greek and
European raihvay systems in Macedonia, according to reports from Athens, the Greek Government has sanctioned
construction of certain work and other improvements
on the Piraeus-Athens-Larissa and Salonika railway, which
The work has alwill cost 35,000,000 fr. ($7,000,000).
ready begun, under the supervision of a competent staff of
Greek and European engineers. A number of short tunnels,
the length of which in all is about 1,300 metres, and eight or
the

ten bridges, each 10 metres in length, are being constructed
to improve the section between Athens and Larissa; while

and Topsin, on the Larissabe made of iron and reinforced conThese
crete, at an expenditure of 4,000,000 fr. ($800,000).
bridges, it is estimated, will require 1,000 tons of iron, and
will be constructed in Greece with the exception of two,
one for the River Bistritza (Haliakmon) and one for the
River Kara-su (Navroneri), which have been ordered in
Europe (the country is not mentioned). Four hundred large
houses will be built along the line for the railway officers,
attendants and workmen; also workshops and engine sheds
at the Piraeus, Lianocladi and Larissa.
M. Venizelos is
particularly interested in the completion of all these works,
taking an active part and supervising the orders given for
the necessary materials. As regards the material, it is stated
that the Greek Government will buy the railway material
belonging to the British Headquarters in Macedonia, which
a committee of experts has already gone to value, while

the bridges between Papapouli

Salonika

line,

meantime the reconstruction and repairs

of

month or two the remainder

hojied that within a

Railway Extensions
Plans are under

new

a

will

large quantities of iron and implements for the works are
being sent from France.
Offers for the supply of railway
passenger cars at reasonable prices were made (it is said)

consideration

in Brazil
for

the

construction of
The pro-

railroad in the state of Sao T'aulo, Brazil.

posed line is to extend from Pederneiras through Agua
Eimpa, Saturno, and Poco Alcalino de Quilombo to the
Batalga River at Rainha dos Anjos do Batalha, thence
northwest to Miguel Calmon, traversing about 70 miles
through a very fertile region, rich in woods.
It is also planned to run a railroad line which will connect the three mountain towns, Petropolis, Therezopolis
and Friburg. The route will be one of the most picturesque

and fascinating

in the country.
president of Brazil recently specified the dates for
construction and delivery of the following railway

The

207

i

Scotland

Cuba
Dominican

resjjcctive ((jm-

in April

exports of car wheels and a.xlrs in April, valued at
$946,304, were considerably in excess of the shipments of
so

due time by the

of this line will have been repaired and thus the union of
the Greek and ICuropean railways will be effecied.

The

$686,281

sent in

Ik;

the

From Sao Sebastiao do Parai.so to Passos, December,
1920; the Biguatinga to Jacuhy extension, February 24,
1921; and November 15, 1921, for the Pratinha to Santa
Rita de Cassia branch, and the extension from Passos to
kilometer 24.5 toward Sao Jose de la Barra.
lines:

What Happened
A

to

Belgium's Railroads

clear idea of the thorough use of the Belgian railway

by the Germans during their occupation of that country,
Germanize the system completely and information concerning the preparations made by the Germans
to destroy the system completely before their departure, are
given in an article in the Belgian Reconstruction Section
of the Times (London) Engineering Supplement for April.
The enemy, the article says, made the fullest possible
use of the Belgian railway and light railway system during
his advance, his period of occupation, and his retreat from
the country. The main line tracks were under enemy control
and operation immediately and worked by men of the railway corps largely recruited from the German railway staffs.
Complete plans for taking over and controlling the railways
had been worked out before the invasion, which even contained schemes for "improving" certain portions and connections of the system for the benefit of the invading armies.
These were immediately put in hand as he advanced, and
Control was so
were carried out as rapidly as possible.
complete and effective that when his period of occupation
was near an end the Belgian railway system was completely
Germanized.
Signalling systems were altered or reinstalled to bring them into line with the German system, and
The Belgian and
other sweeping alterations were made.
French locomotives and rolling stock which had fallen into
the hands of the enemy were worked to destruction, and,
finally, elaborate plans were made for a systematic destruction of the whole main railway system in preparation for a
possible hasty retreat.
Stations, railway buildings, signal
boxes, viaducts, and stretches of the permanent way were
mined, and destruction gangs were ready to cut telegraph
and telephone wires and put all signalling apparatus out
lines

of the attempts to

of gear.

When

the retreat began the

It

was possible

to

resume certain services immediately after

the armistice, and the

work

of re-establishing the principal

once put in hand and is being carried on with
available resources of labor and material.
A manifest

routes
all

carried out many of
happily, not all of them.

enemy

his schemes of destruction, but,

was

at

jj
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improvement was visible even during a three weeks' visit
and every week new trains are put into operation and running times accelerated.
The Central Industrial
Committee's estimate of supplies immediately needed includes 500 kilometres of rails, 23 kilogrammes per metre
weight; 250 sets of points; 250 17-ton locomotives; 200
10-ton box trucks, 6,000 tipping wagons of various capacities, and 1,000 ordinary goods trucks, and this estimate has
only been drawn up from the transport point of view in
to the country,

connection with Belgian industries.
The actual requirements of the Belgian State Railways for reconstruction are
They have, however, been met to some extent
enormous.
by German material principally locomotives and rolling
stock
delivered in accordance with the armistice terms.
The Belgian rolling stock left in the country is almost
unusable, and that returned from Germany is worn out and

—

—

dilapidated to the point of uselessness. It is for that reason
both for passengers and goods throughthat rolling stock
out Belgian is nearly entirely of German origin.

—

—

Two interesting projects are mentioned in connection with
the future reconstruction of the Belgian railways. One provides for a universal electrification of the whole system, the
power to be supplied from high-tension, polyphase generating stations erected in the coal-producing areas, which will
feed converter sub-stations established
the necessary
at
places along the line.
The other is to denationalize the
railways and place them in the hands of a company. Statecontrolled and State-guaranteed, which will operate them
to the best adventage of the nation.
Both these are plans
in the air at present, but they open up interesting possibilities for the future.
Light R.4ilways
Belgium had a larger and more highly efficient system of light railways than any other country in
The enemy took the fullest advantage of this
Europe.
For

its

Tliis

inghouse

car
air

size

is

The car weighs

One

of

all

12,719

of 100 Steel

during his period of occupation. For a time the light railways were left alone, and were the only means of traveling
available for the civilian population of the country.
At a
time when they needed means of light transport in the area
behind their front line the Germans began to levy heavy
contributions upon the permanent way and rolling stock
belonging to the light railway systems. The most important
part of these systems is controlled by the Societe Nationale
des Chemins de Fer Vicinaux, whose chief inspector reports
that at least 1,700km. of track were taken up from the light
railway systems during the German occupation and laid
down again in places where the Germans had need of
transport.
All the locomotives and rolling stock were commandeered and shifted to various parts of France and Belgium.
The enemy's need for light transport at one time
became so acute that he linked his Belgian light railway
systems up with similar systems in the occupied portions
of France, notwithstanding the fact that the gage of the
French system is two cm. less in width.
The inspection
staff of the S. N. C. V. has made a tour of investigation and
has succeeded in discovering a good deal of the com-

mandeered

rolling stock in the front line areas.

Much

of

however, is not available for immediate return, as it
is being used by the military authorities for their own purposes.
The permanent way material torn up and relaid
in other parts of the country is being repaired to some
extent, but traffic congestion is causing delay and there is
naturally only a certain proportion of the material whici
is useful, much of it being very badly worn.
Orders for
new rails have already been placed, and it is hoped to get
quick delivery of 1,000,000 lengths.
Reconstruction of
the light railway system, which is a vital factor for quick
distribution and collection of light goods in Belgium, is
being pushed forward as quickly as possible, and the first
important line is expected to be completely opened for
traffic in six weeks' time.
this,

and follows American principles of design with automatic couplers. Buckeye Pedestal trucks, Westmetre gage. Its inside dimensions are: length 32 ft. 6 in,; width, 7 ft. 9 in., and height, 6 ft. 2 3/16 in.
25,000 kilos (55,000 lb.).
lb.) and its maximum capacity is

construction

steel

brakes, etc.
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of

(28,000

Box Cars Recently

Built

by the Pullman Company
Government System.

for the

Arica-La

Paz

Railway

of

the

Chilean
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Manion, of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,
Haven, Conn., has been elected president of the Order
of Railroad TelcRraphers, in place of H. B. Perham.
E.

J.

New

In Louisiana tiie business hours for freight houses are
from 8 a. ni. to 5 p. ni. with an intermission from noon to
1 p. m.: but any carrier may open at 7 a. m. if it so desires.
This is a rule which has just been issued by the railroad commission of the .stale, in place of its former rule; the commission holdiiiij that to keep the houses open longer would
conflict

Correction

In the issue of June 6, page 1385, reference was made to
two timber treating retorts made for installation at the C. &
N. W. treating plant at Escanaba, Mich., and the statement
was made that these retorts, which were 113 ft. long and 6 ft.
2 in. in diameter, were believed to be the largest timber treat-

ing retorts ever installed in the United States. Investigation
has since shown that this statement is wrong and that there
are numerous retorts in operation in this country larger than
those mentioned above.

Senate Passes Cummins' Bill
are going to press, word is received that the
Senate has passed the Cummins' bill which gives the Interstate Commerce Commission jurisdiction over interstate rates,
but leaves the matter of state rates in the hands of the director general of railroads. The bill was amended providing
that no change can be made in intrastate rates without 30

Just as

we

An amendment was also made requiring the
Railroad Administration to pay out of the compensation due
to the railroads judgments based on claims that accrued
before federal control.
days' notice.

Burlington Relief Department
Department of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company covering
the fiscal year ending December 31, 1918, shows an excess of
disbursements over receipts of $110,583. The net contributions of members and income from investments totaled $620,thirtieth annual report of the Relief

whereas the benefit orders carried by the treasurer and
the interest on cash advanced by the railroad totaled $730,888.
However, the operation of the relief department since its inception in 1889 show that receipts have been in excess of
The payments
benefit orders paid to the total of $329,799.
made by the railroad company from its own funds in estab-

295,

and maintaining the relief department from
1889 to 1918 inclusive totaled $2,189,234. Records of the beneaccifits paid out show that the average number of cases of
dents equals 10.4 per 1,000 members, the average number of
cases of disability equals 53.3 per 1,000 members and the
death rate for each 1,000 members averages 15.4 per cent.

lishing, operating

Railroad

Men Wanted

in Russia

request has been received at the office of the chief of
engineers, War Department, Washington, from the Russian
Railway Service Corps for additional men to serve on Russian
At the present time there is need for first class
railroads.
accountants, store and material men, stenographers, shop
superintendents, trainmasters, traveling engineers, roundhouse foremen, car foremen and foundry superintendents.
These men will not be in the United States Army but will
wear a uniform and be members of the Russian Railway
Service Corps, a separate service formed for the specific purpose of handling railway matters in Russia. Accountants and
store and material men will receive from $2,000 to $2,500 a

A

year, shop superintendents approximately $5,000 a year, train-

masters and traveling engineers $2,500, roundhouse foremen
and car foremen $2,000, and foundry superintendents $3,000.
Col. J. .M. Wright, Director General of Military Railways,
Oflicc of Chief of Engineers, Washington, D. C, is handling
inquiries concerning the service.

Social Status of
Statcimiit

by

I.ord

.ShauKliiicssy.

the

with the principle of the eight-hour day.

A

The

iiiiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Men

Railway

hrurin.-in

of

Hoard of IJircctors of

llic

Canadian Pacific Railway.

have just returned from England. There the situation
I
Nominally the problem beof labor is a cause of anxiety.
tween labor and employers is a question of hours and rates
my
mind,
pay.
To
and
it
will
be so here, there is someof
thing beyond that now. It is not only a question of hours
and rates of pay, but of the actual status of men who are
performing such a large portion of the work of building
up industries and making themselves as strong an influence
It is a question of what
as the capitalists and employers.
their social status is to be in the future.
may take it for
granted beyond question that the working man of the future,
the working man of today, must be permitted and enabled
and assisted, he and his wife and children, to lead quite a different existence to that of the past. They must not be confined to the narrow, sordid lives that have been theirs hitherto.
They must have the opportunity to enjoy the good things of
life that those in higher positions have enjoyed.

We

"Bunk"
H. M. Mayo, superintendent of safety of the Southern
Pacific lines in Texas, the Gulf Coast Lines, and other roads,
in bulletin No. 19, issues a little homily on the remark of an
employee, after the adjournment of a safety meeting at which
he was a visitor, that the safety work was "bunk." Do you
believe it? says Mr, Mayo; "personally I should hate to think
so, if only for the sake of our twenty-three odd thousand
employees who need safe and steady jobs because of the
wives and babies, particularly when it comes high to live at
all.
Why knock? It would be an impossible task to please
everybody; yet if an earnest work to save lives and prevent
injury is "bunk," then it will have to go at that.
"From January 1 to March 31 members of safety committees and others have made nearly 1,200 safety recommendations of which over 60 per cent have been adopted,
and conditions and practices which threatened the safety of
our men have been corrected. Is this bunk? Who gets the
benefit of the safety work?
I wish the chap who
does not sympathize with the safety work would talk to a
member of one of the safety committees. Safety means life,
happiness, efficiency and satisfaction.
Get the safety habit
and don't knock."

...

Thanks

to British

Railways

by the American Red Cross, r€;cently issued,
gives warm praise to the railroads of England for their

A

report

courtesies during the war. The report says:
"Supplies valued at about $15,000,000 were handled by the
London headquarters of the American Red Cross during the
war. To the railroads of Great Britain, the American Red
Cross owes a great debt of thanks, for not withstanding their
depleted staff and the terrific strain upon their roads, they
always gave ample space and careful attention to our supWhen the railroads were laying embargoes for weeks
plies.
at a time on all classes of material except war supplies, they
never refused our shipments. They carried Red Cross supplies at half rates and the unloading of Red Cross freight
always received preferential treatment; and every possible
courtesy was shown by the stafTs of the railways. The Port

1442
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London Authority granted all its dock privileges free of
charge, and every possible accommodation was granted even
when the docks were greatly pressed for space. The English
customs also gave unusual privileges to the American Red
No duty was charged on tobacco, cigarettes, chocoCross.
lates and other supplies of a dutiable nature which were
brought into the country for hospital and canteen distribuThe facilities given us for shipping goods in bond were
tion.
very exceptional.
of

..."
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ment of the wire lines is relieved of
directed to wind up its affairs.

Winnipeg

Strike
at

Winnipeg, which

general charge of the strike in that city, maintains that
the general strike will continue and will even be extended,
the situation seems to be gradually adjusting itself, and the
general strike called in support of the metal trades union
seems to be losing force. Great pressure has been exerted
by international unions, conservative trades union men and
representatives of the railway brotherhoods, the latter acting
as mediators at Winnipeg to bring the strikers and employers
together for a settlement of their differences, but this pressure has not caused any great changes in the plans of the
radical leaders of the strike. Latest reports indicate that the
negotiations of the representatives conducted by the railway
brotherhoods have come to naught because of the stand taken
by the employers.
The attitude of the returned Canadian soldiers at Winnipeg
has been instrumental in alienating sympathy from the
strikers, and their action has prevented a show of violence
on the part of the strikers.
The Brotherhood of Railroad Car Men has revoked the
charters of two of its local unions at Winnipeg and that of a
The American Federation of Labor
third at Edmonton.
has disapproved of appropriating money for organizing "one
big union." Other heads of international unions are preparing to issue similar orders, it is said.
On Thursday of this week, Mayor Gray, of Winnipeg, gave
notice that at the next sign of disorder among strikers he
would ask for troops to keep order.
is

in

Telegraph and Telephone Lines Returned
Strike of Operators
to Private Operation

—

Control of the operations of the telegraph and telephone
which were taken over by the government in July,
1918, was restored suddenly to the owners of the properties
by an order issued by Postmaster General Burleson on
June 5. The order, however, retains a degree of federal
control over the companies. The rates fixed by the government, the financial relations between the companies and the
government, and the order prohibiting discrimination against
employees because of union affiliations will be continued,
unless Congress orders otherwise, or until federal control is
Immedifinally terminated by the proclamation of peace.
ately after the issuance of the order the president of the
Commercial Telegraphers' Union issued orders extending
the strike of Western Union operators at Atlanta to the
entire southeastern section, predicting that it would be extended later to the entire Wesetrn LTnion system and to other
The postmaster general stated that his action
companies.
was taken because the President had recommended the return
of the properties and in view of the action of the Senate and
House committees looking to a return. The companies, he
said, are now "free to formulate and put into efifect their own
lines,

unrestricted by government control, which is to
continue in any case a few weeks, and thus be able to prepare
themselves for a complete resumption of the management of
their properties." The Senate committee had voted to report a
bill, introduced by Senator Kellogg, to return the properties
The Senate committee had voted a
of their properties."
bill, introduced by Senator Kellog, to return the properties
to their owners immediately after its passage and the House
committee was holding hearings on a similar bill. Only a
few hours before the announcement, J. C. Koons, first assistant postmaster general, and chairman of the wire control
board, had testified before the House committee, suggesting
June 30 as a good date for the restoration of private management. The operating board created to direct the managepolicies

operating duties and

The Kellogg bill was passed by the Senate on June 10
after a brief debate and without a roll call.
It provides that
the present rates shall be continued for 90 days.
The strike of telegraph operators was ordered to go into
effect on Wednesday morning, June 11, but at this writing
(Thursday)

seems to have caused but little disturbance.
report from 10 to 30 per cent of the operators
of the important points the message service
appears to be going on about as usual. The Postal Company
appears to have suffered more than the Western Union, but
in the offices of both companies strikers were returning to
work. Among the operators of the Western Union there is
a separate organization of employees which seems to be
friendly to the management; and the company this week announced that $1,000,000 in back pay was to be distributed to

Some

cities

out, but at

Although the Central Strike Committee

its

most

loyal employees.

New agreements have been signed with the operators by
the Federal Telegraph Company, a combination of land and
radio telegraphs on the Pacific Coast.
American Association

of Railroad Ticket

Agents

The American Association

of Railroad Ticket Agents held
its first annual convention at Chicago, June 9 and 10.
The
opening session of the convention was to be addressed by
R. H. Aishton, regional director of the Northwestern region,

but Director General Walker D. Hines, who was passing
through Chicago on an inspection trip, spoke in place of Mr.
Aishton, telling the members of the association of his approval of the objects for which the association was formed
and discussing the relation of efficiency on the part of employees, especially ticket agents, to the present railroad situation.

Mr. Hines

said, in part:

"The railroads of the country are in a very serious need
at the present time of any additional efficiency that can be
effected, and any additional economies that can be adopted
in the use of supplies and in the carrying on of the business.
The increase in wages and the increase in cost of materials
has been very much in excess of the increase in rates, and
that condition, coupled with the temporary falling-off in

We
freight business, has produced a very serious deficit.
ought to consider very carefully just how much can be accomplished through the introduction of more efficient methI feel the very greatest interest in keeping down the
ods.
increase in rates just as far as possible, because I think the
great thing to accomplish is to keep down as far as we can
the cost of living to the American public; to you, to me and
to all the rest of the public. What you can do in making your
work more productive, and in the minor economies you can
practice in the matter of railroad supplies, will, in the aggregate, represent an enormous saving which will be an important factor in reducing the amount of increase which must
be

made

in rates."

Echoes of the

War

at the Atlantic City

Conventions

Several innovations have been introduced in the evening
programs at the mechanical conventions, which will be held
The program on Saturday eveat Atlantic City, June 18-25.
ning will be in the nature of an appreciation of the railroad
and railroad supply men who went into the service. Josephus
Daniels, secretary of the navy, will make an address, expressing such appreciation. It is expected that Brigadier General
W. W. Atterbury, who has just returned from France, and
who was director general of transportation under General
Other
Pershing, will be present and make an address.
speakers will be Col. Henry W. Hodge, senior member of
Col. Hodge will speak
the firm of Boiler, Hodge & Baird.
particularly on the achievements of our railroad regiments
Senator Walter E. Edge, New Jersey's war govin France.
ernor, will also make an address.
On Monday evening, June 23, an address will be made by
Major E. D. Campbell, Railway and Seacoast Section, Artillery Division, Ordnance Department, United States Army,
Washington, D. C, on Railway Artillery, at the Hippodrome,

from 8:30 to 10:00 o'clock. The address
motion pictures and lantern slides.

will

be illustrated by
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Commission and Court New^s
linmilHIIIIIIMIIIiminilMlinllMMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
I

Interstate

|

IIIIIMIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIfl

.111(1

iiillanniKiMi'

State

and other tlaiiKcrous

nimiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiii

IIIIIIJIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIII

ship and the railroad

Commissions

company.

United States Supreme Court
Apportionment of Cost of Joint Interlocking
The TuKOt Sound & Willapa llarlior found it necessary,
in the construction of a new line in 1914, to cross at grade, at
two places, tracks which had been laid in 1890-92 by the
Northern Pacific. The Willapa is organized under Washington laws, the Northern Pacific under Wisconsin laws.
The
Washington Public Service Commission granted the required
permission, subject to the condition that suitable interlocking
signals, of a type to be agreed upon by the two companies,
should be installed at the crossings. The companies agreed
on all the conditions, except as to the cost of installing and
maintaining.
On submission of the question to the Commission, it decided that the entire expense should be borne
by the Willapa. The Supreme Court of the State reversed this
decision, and ruled that the expense should be divided equally

two companies.

The Northern

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiifijiiijiis

Locomotives
The Danish State Rau.ways have ordered 16 Mogul locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
LoruKNCo Marques (Portuguese East Africa). The Maldwin
Locomotive Works recently received an order from these interests
for five Santa Fe and three Pacific type locomotives.

YouuRSville, Warren county, and two at Dallas.
In each
case the commission apportions the shares of the expense
to be home respectively hy the county, the state, the town-

tiie

Equipment and Supplies

I

articles.

Tlie I'lihlic Service commission of i'ennsylvania, acting on
lomphiinl-^ of tiic State liiKliway Department has ordered
the al)olition of six liighvvay Rrade crossings, one each at
Girard, at Martin's Creek Junction, at Port Clinton, and at

between

UIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Commerce Commission

Tlic Commission lias issued an order making numerous
amendments to its regulations for the transportation of exl)losives

Vol. 66, No. 24

Pacific argued

that when it entered the state of Washington and constructed its line, an act of the Legislature, passed in 1888,
was in effect which gave to railroad companies formed under
the act the right to cross any other railroad theretofore constructed, but subject to conditions which the State Supreme
Court held, in 1908, in State v. Northern Pacific, 49 Wash. 78,
required the junior company to pay the entire cost of the
crossing, including the installing and maintaining of interlocking where necessary: that this constituted a vested right
of property in the senior company, and that the later statute

Supreme Court

Federated Malay States.— The Railway Gazette, London,
in a recent issue, that the Crown Agents for the
Colonies are considering tenders for 20 engines and tenders
for the h'ederated Malay States Railways.
reports,

The Nigerian Railways have ordered 10 Mountain type
locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 18-in. by 23-in. cylinders, 42J4in. diameter drivers, 89,500 lb. weight on drivers, and a total
weight in working order of 133,000 lb. They are equipped
with superheaters.

—

Commerce Reports in its issue of June 4 contained
following foreign trade opportunity: "29580 The purchase of a number of locomotives is desired by an importer
in' Italy.
Correspondence should be in French or Italian.
References."
Further details may be obtained from the
Italy.

—

the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce at Washington
or from any of its district and co-operative offices.

Freight Cars
W.
time

R.

Grace &

Co.,

fifty 8,000-gal.

The Peking

Sui

San Francisco,

Cal., desire to lease

on long

lank cars.

Yuan Railway,

China,

is

inquiring for 100

40-ton, high side gondola cars with steel underframes.

The Aboy & M. Hernanpez Company, New
for

one gasoline

electric

York, is inquiring
passenger car for export to the

Netherlands.

The Soeraboya Machinery Trading Company, New

York,

is

inquiring for one trolley freight car for export to the Dutch East
Indies

The

Live Poultry Transit Company, Chicago, has ordered

100 poultry cars

from the Mount Vernon Car & Manufacturing

Company.

held, in this case, required
it to bear one-half of the cost of installing and maintaining
the apparatus, deprived of its property without due process

three 4G-ton, 8,000-gal. tank cars from the

of law.

dry Company, Chicago.

of the United States holds that at most
the earlier statute, and the interpretation which the State
Supreme Court placed upon it, was a rule of law applicable
to the assessment of damages in a proceeding to appropriate
a crossing to which a junior company was entitled by the

The D. E. Hewitt Lumber Company, Huntington, W. Va.,
has ordered six 10-ton logging cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company, Chicago.

of 1913, which the

The Supreme Court

statute. It was no part of the charter of the Northern Pacific,
which was organized under the Wisconsin law, and that company had no vested right to insist that the rule should not be
changed by statute or by court decision. While that was sufficient to dispose of the case, the court added that the act
of 1913 was passed in an obviously legitimate and customary
exercise of the police power of the State to protect travelers
and employees from injury and death at such crossings. It
has long been settled law^ that the imposing of uncompensated charges, involved in obeying a law, passed in a reasonable exercise of the police power, is not a taking of property
without due process of law within the meaning of the 14th
Amendment. The judgment of the Supreme Court of Washington was therefore affirmed. Northern Pacific v. Puget
Sound & Willapa Harbor. Decided June 2, 1919.

—

The Kendall Reiininc Company,

Bradford, Pa., has ordered

American Car & Foun-

Iron and Steel

—

Chicago Union Station. Contracts have been let to the Bethlehem Steel Company, South Bethlehem, Pa., by the Chicago

Union Station Company

for

a

quantity of frogs, switches

and approximately 200 tons of 130-lb. rail. The total value
The Joliet Bridge
of the contract is approximately $50,000.
& Iron Company, Joliet, 111., has also been awarded a contract for approximately 650 tons of steel to be used for the
construction of the superstructure of a foot subway in connection with the South Canal street viaduct. The contract
for the construction of the Taylor street superstructure was
awarded the George A. Fuller Company, New York, last
week.

June

13,
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by the latter at one time looked promising, but have now been
broken off for the reason, it is said, that the American company was unable to offer terms that were satisfactory to the
National Steel Car Company.

^iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Supply Trade News
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

W.

R. Gillies has resigned as mechanical engineer of the

Oregon Short Line, with lieadquarters at Pocatello, Idaho,
to enter the employ of the Union Asbestos & Rubber Company, Chicago, as assistant to the president.
P.

Harvey Middleton,

for seven years executive assistant

Railway Business Association, has resigned to accept
a position with the foreign trade department of the Guaranty
Trust Company, New York. Mr. Middleton takes up his new
duties on June 16.
of the

Major Charles E. Sholes

lias

been elected vice-president,

general sales manager of the Edison Storage
Battery Company to succeed Harrison G. Thompson, who has
organize
to
resigned
director and

and conduct the TransEngineering
portation
New
of
Corporation
Major Sholes
York.
been
heretofore
has

He was
cal industries.
the active member of
the Creditors' Committee of the Aetna Explosives, Inc., during the
ordnance,

first

Major

C.

E. Sholes

army

E. G. Buckwell, secretary and manager of sales of the
Cleveland Twist Drill Company, Cleveland, Ohio, sailed on
May 12, for a three or four-month tour of Europe. He will
make an investigation of trade conditions throughout England and the continent.

The Allied Steel Castings Company, Harvey, 111., which is
controlled by the Chicago Malleable Castings Company and
the Universal Draft Gear Attachment Company, Chicago, will
install a 10-ton open hearth furnace to supplement the present
Wellman-Seaver-Morgan 5-ton tilting furnace, which will be
enlarged.
Joseph Robinson, formerly president of the Robinson Connector Company, Inc., announces that he is no longer con^
nected with that companj in any managerial capacity and has
no supervision over the mechanical details of construction of
the automatic hose connector, of which he is the inventor
and which bears his name.

The

McMyler

Interstate

sales.

W. McCabe,

until recently district manager of sales at
N. Y., for the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
Chicago, has been appointed special representative for the
company's foreign trade department and will leave shortly
for an extended trip throughout the Orient, the Philippine
Islands, and Australia.
W. H. White, has been appointed
acting district manager of sales at Buffalo to take charge of
that territory during Mr. McCabe's absence.

representative
before the War Industries Board, and numerous other committees and boards. He was subsequently made contracting
officer for the United States on the staff of Col. Lamont, and
retains his rank in the Officers' Reserve Corps.
He is also
chairman of the Society of Chemical Industry.
as

Moore, manager of

Col. E. J. Hall, first-vice-president of the Hall-Scott Motor
Car Company, San h'rancisco, Cal., recently received the distinguished service medal from the government, by reason of
his having designed the major portion of the liberty motor
and also having an excellent record as chief of the Technical
Section, Air Service, in charge of aviation engineering, inspection, and acceptance of airplane parts and equipment with
the A. E. F. in France, England and Italy.

J.

as chief of the chemical

branch, which attended
procurements of platilinters,
num,
cotton
alcohol, acids, etc., and

C. Z.

Buffalo,

During
receivership.
the war he served as
in

The manufacture and sale of Lundie tie plates up to this
time handled by John Lundie, 52 Broadway, New York, has
been taken over by the Lundie Engineering Corporation,
at the same address, with tiie following ofticers:
John
Lundie, president; Percy Holbrook, vice-president; Eugene
Brandeis, treasurer, and R. W. Crawford, secretary.
The
Chicago office at 30 Nortli La Salle street, is in charge of

E. A. Hitchcock has been elected vice-president of the
Bailey Meter Company, Cleveland, Ohio. He will supervise
the training of technical graduates for the company's service
and sales departments. During the past six years he has
been connected with the E. W. Clark & Co. Management
Corporation, as advisory, consulting and power sales engineer.
Previous to that time he was professor of experimental engineering at Ohio State University.

identified with the construction, operation and
management of chemi-

major
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Company,

Cleveland,

Ohio,

makers of car dumpers, locomotive cranes, ore and coal
handling machinery, scraper and railroad equipment, with
works at Bedford, Ohio and at Warren, Ohio, has opened a
branch office in the Merchants Exchange building, San Francisco, Cal., with L. A. Somers as district representative.

The National Steel Car Company, Hamilton, Ont., will not
be purchased by the American Car & Foundry Company.
Negotiations looking toward the absorption of the former

The Gary Screw & Bolt Company, Chicago, has awarded
contracts to the Folwell-Ahlskog Company, Chicago, for the
repairing of its mill buildings at Gary, Ind., which were
recently damaged by fire, and for the erection of an additional
steel and concrete warehouse which will cost approximately
$40,000. The repairing of the mill buildings will be completed
not later than June IS, and the new warehouse building will
be completed and ready for occupancy not later than
August

1.

W.

G. Balph has been appointed manager of the Safety
Switch Section of the Westinghouse Krantz Factory, Brooklyn,

New

York.

As head

of this section, Mr.

Balph

will

have

entire responsibility for the sale of all Krantz products, and,
in addition, will have charge of the extension and development of this company's line of safety switches. Prior to

working as salesman in the New York
head of the Fan Motor Division with

office,

Mr. Balph was
East Pitts-

offices at

burgh, Pa.

The Standard Car Construction Company and the Standard
Car Equipment Company were merged on June 4, under the
name of the Standard Tank Car Company, with head office
and works at Sharon, Pa., and branch offices at New York,
John Stevenson, Jr., is president and
St. Louis and Chicago.
G. F. Wood-Smith is vice-president of the new company,
which will continue all the functions of the two companies,
both as to the building and leasing of tank cars and all forms
of steel plate construction.

O. D. Conover, formerly vice-president and chief engineer
W. Price Engineering Company of New York and
production manager of the Ludlum Electric Furnace Corporation, has resigned to become production and sales engineer
on foundries and steel plants of the Austin Company, CleveMr. Conover has had broad experience as enland, Ohio.
gineer in charge of the design and construction of a large
number of steel plants, foundries, electric furnaces and other
equipment both in this country and abroad. His headquarters
of the T.

will be at Cleveland.
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Engineering

Transportation

Corporation

Organized

Harrison G. Thompson, wlm mi June 1, I'M'^ ic>iKiic(l
from liis |>o.siliiiii as viic-|>rcsi(lciit ami t.;i-ncral sales iiiaiiaK"''
of the Kilisoii Slorane Haltcry Cmiipaiiy, lias incorporated tlie
EngiTransportation
Corporation,
neering
with otFiccs at 200 Fifth
avenue, New York. The
otlicers are as follows;
1. t;. TlioniiKsoii, presi1

V. McGinness,

ilcnt; F.

Harold H. Smith,

sech e

T

retary-treasurer.

new

corporation will
act as railway distributors

Edison

the

for

Battery

Storage

Com-

pany and

for the AutoTransportation

matic

Company,

of

being then engaged

experimental work

in

in

Mr. Edison's

laboratory.
.At this time he also received a thorough training in the manufacture of the Edison battery. He was later
.'i|)piiinted assistant manager of the railway department of
the h'.rlison .Stor.ige liattery ('omi)any, and in March, 1910,
he was prnnujled to manager of the same dep.irlmenl.
Harold H. Smith, electrical engineer of the l^dison Storage
Battery Company, becomes secretary-treasurer of the newly formed Tr.'insportation En-

gineering Corporation.
Mr. Smith graduated
from the Polytechnic
Institute, Brooklyn, N.
Y., in 1909, with the degree of E.E.
For one
year thereafter he was
employed by the Pennsylvania Tunnel & Terminal Railroad, in the

a n d

vice-president,
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Buffalo.

of the chief engineer of electric traction, in connection with
office

New

York.
It
will
handle the Edison Storage Battery for train
railway signalH. G. Thon
multiple unit control, and for other purposes to which storage butteries may be applied. It will also
handle the complete line of industrial trucks, tractors^ and
industrial engines as manufactured by the Automatic Transportation Company, with such apparatus as charging equipment, incident to the above lines.
Mr. Thompson became associated with the Edison Storage
Battery Company in 1910, and was elected a vice-president
lights,

the

New York

electri-

born

of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
He
then joined the staff of
H. H. Smith
the laboratory of
Thomas A. Edison, at
Orange, and for several years was engaged in research, work
in connection with the Edison Storage battery.
Later he
became connected with the selling department of the Edison
Storage Battery Company in the capacity of engineer and
retained that position up to the time of his recent resignation.

at Weston, Mass., in
1875.
In 1896 he en-

Material Handling Machinery Manufacturers' Assn.

ling,

in

1913.

He was

tered the service of the

The semi-annual meeting

of the Material Handling MaAssociation was held Wednesday,
June 11, at the Hotel Astor, New York. The aims of the
organization are to obtain co-operative publicity for the
manufacturers and users of material handling machinery
and to show the general public that such machinery is a
benefit to them. The manner in which these aims are to be
realized was outlined and discussed, and it was decided that

Pullman Company, and
after having been with
that company for two
years was made fore-

chinery

man

of electricians. In
1900 he resigned to become foreman of the
battery department of
the Riker Motor Vehicle Company, but left
the latter at the time of
absorption by the
its

F.

electric car lighting de-

of

the

railroad

V.

McGinness

department of the Westinghouse

later for a short time, was
of the United States Light & Heating Company, New York. In July, 1910, he became manager of the
railway department of the Edison Storage Battery Company:
in July, 1915, he was appointed general sales manager, and
became also vice-president of the company in July, 1918.
Francis V. McGinness, who recently resigned as railway
sales manager of the Edison Storage Battery Company, is
He graduated from
vice-president of the new corporation.
Columbia University, School of Engineering, with the degree
of electrical engineer in 1910, and then spent a short time in
the engineering departments of the New York Telephone
Company and the New York & Queens Light & Power Company. He became connected with the Edison forces in 1911,
in the

employ

moving

pictures

would afford the

The Engineering Committee has been at work investigating conditions and methods used for handling materials in
various parts in the United States and foreign countries, and
has collected a large fund of information pertaining to what
kind of machinery is available.
Articles containing this
information will be submitted to technical magazines. Particular stress will be laid upon the handling of freight be-

velopment. In 1905 he
entered the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad and was
placed in charge of electric car lighting, with headquarters
at Jersey City, N. J.
About one year later he became electrical superintendent of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting
Company, New York, and was in charge of that company's
electrical laboratories during the development of its first electric car lighting sj'Stem. In December, 1909, he was appointed

Storage Battery

Manufacturers'

technical magazines and
desired means.

General Vehicle Company,
of
Hartford,
Conn., to become associated with W. L. Bliss,
one of the pioneers in

manager

fication

Company and

tween cars and

ships, and at freight transfers.
pictures are being taken of all kinds of material
handling machinery, and these will be assembled in composite films to be sent to any one who cares to use them. A
buyer or a manufacturer can see all manner of machinery in
operation in this way, without traveling to various parts of the

Moving

country.
These films will also be sent to educational and
civic organizations.
The Y. M. C. A. has applied for the use
of these films in the United States and abroad, and the Bureau of Commercial Economics, Washington, D. C, has
offered to add these to the films they exhibit in all countries.
In the way of educational work, the association will show,
by the same means, how such machinery promotes public
They will show that labor is not replaced by the
welfare.
machinery, but that the laboring man is retained to operate
the machine, and his standard of work and his wage are thus
increased.

Any manufacturer who wishes to have moving pictures
taken of his handling machinery can have this done by the
association photographers, and any one who wishes can make
arrangements for using the composite films. All communications should be addressed to Zenas W. Carter, secretary
and manager, the Material Handling Machinery Manufacturers' Association, 35 West 39th street, New York.
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Railway Financial New^s

Railw^ay Construction
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii

simiimiirrrriHiiiiiiiiiiMiiM

Athabasca, Grande Prairie

&

Fort Vermillion.

IMIIIIIIIIIIJJJIIHIIIc

— Incorpo-

in Canada with $1,500,000 capital to build a railway
from some point at or near the junction of the Solomon river
with the Athabasca in the province of Alberta northwest to

rated

a point near the junction of the Smoky river with the Muskeg river in the same province and passing through the Grande

Prairie district north to Peace River Landing and terminating
Old Fort Vermillion, about 60 miles. The incorporators
Charles A. Barnard, William K. McKeown, Lome C.
Herdman, Thomas G. Potter and George E. Chart, all residents of Montreal, Que.
at

iiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii

Boston

annual meeting, which is regularly held
early in April, has been adjourned again until July 17. Election
of directors was due to come before the meeting but this has
been deferred owing to the fact that if the consolidation goes
through as anticipated, it would be manifestly unfair to have
directors for the entire system elected solely by the Boston &
Maine stockholders and without representation from the pres-

ent leased lines.

The Supreme Court of Boston on June 10 dismissed the
Edward F. Brown, of Ipswich, and other minority

are

—

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.- A contract has been let to
the Wells Brothers Construction Company, Chicago, for the construction of the superstructure of a viaduct in Canal street, Chicago, in conjunction with the building of the new Union Station.
Three team tracks will be placed under Canal street and the street
traffic will be carried for 800 ft. on a viaduct over these tracks.
The viaduct will be 100 ft. wide with a 70 ft, roadway and 20 ft.
and 10 ft. sidewalks at the sides. Work on the caissons for this
structure was started November 15, 1917, and completed May 15,
1918, involving the construction of 120 caissons.

—

Eastland, Wichita Falls & Gulf. Maney Brothers & Company, Oklahoma City, Okla., have been awarded the contract
for the construction of a road approximately lOO miles long
from May, Brown county, Texas, to New Castle, Young
county, Texas, passing through Rising Star, Mangam, Eastland, Wayland, Park Field, Breckenridge, Crystal Falls and
Murray. Grading for the new road is now in progress north
and south from Eastland, the grading contracts calling for
18,000 cu. yd. per mile. The road will have maximum grades
of 0.75 per cent south of Eastland and 1 per cent north of
Eastland. At the present time approximately 140,000 cu. yd.
of the grading has been completed. The line passes through
what promises to be a large paraffin base oil producing territory. There is now in the district to be served by the road
a large truck and wagon traffic over very bad roads which
are often impassable. The principal commodities which will
comprise the road's traffic are oil, cotton, merchandise, machinery for oil wells, wheat and other farm products and

some

O. B. Colquitt, Dallas, Texas, former govpresident of the new road, and C. H. Chamberlin, Eastland, Texas, formerly chief engineer of the Texas
also

erjior of

&

coal.

Texas,

Pacific,

is

is

chief engineer.

North-West Route Limited. — A bill has recently been
passed in the Canadian House of Commons authorizing the
incorporation of this new railway company with $1,000,000
The incapita! to build a line in the Canadian Northwest.
corporators are Sir John Keltic, Thomas L. Gilmur, Bernerd
Spring-Wright, Ernest S. Hulmwood, all Englishmen. The
headquaters of the new company will be in London, Eng.
The plans call for building a railway from Baker Lake, North
West Territory, northwest to Schultz Lake and from a
point near the junction of the Hanbury and Thelon rivers
a westerly and southwesterly direction to a point at or
near Old Fort Reliance at the eastern end of Great Slave
lake, a distance of about 100 miles.
in

Charles E. Elmquist, president of the National Association
of Railway & Utilities Commissioners, has been elected chairman of the federal electric railways commission appointed
by President Wilson to investigate the financial and operatOther members are:
ing conditions of electric railways.
Edwin F. Sweet, assistant secretary of commerce; Royal
Meeker, commissioner of labor statistics; Louis B. Whele,
general counsel of the War Finance Corporation; Charles
W. Beall of the Investment Bankers' Association; P. H.
Gadsden of the American Electric Railway Association and
W. D. Mahon, president of the Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electric Railway Employees.

iiiniiiiiinjiJiiiiiiiiiiiirmiliir:

IIIJIJiniMIIIIIIIIIIIIMItllllllllllMIIIIIII

& Maine — The

petition of

stockholders of the Boston & Maine, for annulment or amendment of a decree of the Massachusetts Public Service Commission authorizing consolidation of the unfunded debt of the
company with that of its leased lines. The petitioners gave
notice of an appeal.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.
Danville,

111.,

—The

public sale of this road at

has been postponed until September

9.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. At a meeting of the directors
on Tuesday, no action was taken on the preferred dividends.
After the meeting the following announcement was made
"The company made application some time ago to the director
general of railroads for the approval of the regular semiannual dividend upon the preferred stocks, without which
approval the directors cannot declare a dividend, but the director general has refused to approve the payment of such dividend at this time, basing his refusal upon the statement that
the road has not signed its contract with the government, has
not accepted the allocation of equipment made to it by the director general, and has not through its corporate channels financed
the additions and betterments made by the federal administration.

"The standard return

of the Rock Island is approximately
which is sufficient for all fixed charges and the
dividends upon the 7 per cent and 6 per cent preferred
stocks and a margin of some 2 per cent upon the common
stock. The company has not signed the contract with the
government because its claims for additional compensation have so far been declined, and it considers the allocation
of equipment unreasonable. The directors have not been willing to assume the responsibility of waiving these claims until
they have exhausted every possible legitimate efifort to have
them recognized. These matters are having the active attention
of the officers, and the board is hopeful that the dividend on
both classes of preferred shares can be declared at an early
$16,000,000,
full

date."

—

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. The Ohio Public Utilities Commission has authorized this company to issue
$20,000,000 of its 15-year 6 per cent debenture gold bonds,
The prodated January 1, 1919, and due January 1, 1934.
ceeds will be used in paying the Railroad Administration for
improvements made and to reimburse the company's treasury
for funds expended for improvements.

Southern

— There

has been a total conversion to June
company's 4 per cent
These were converted into common
convertible gold bonds.
stock of the Southern Pacific at the rate of $130 par in bonds
These conversions amount to substanfor $100 par in stock.
tially one-third of the issue, and leave issued and outstanding
The conversions called for the
of
these
bonds.
$54,541,690
issuance of $20, 928,700 stock, and, as nearly all of them were
made after December 31, 1917, the amount of stock outstanding
is now greater by $20,000,000 than shown in the last annual
2,

Pacific.

1919, of $27,272,310 face value of this

report

when

company had issued $272,000,000. The net
through the conversions amounts to

the

reduction in

liabilities

On

other hand, total disbursements will be
a diminution of $1,090,892 in fixed
charges will come an increase of $1,258,722 in dividend reincrease
of $167,830.
quirements, or a net
$6,293,610.
slightly

the

increased.

With
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a.s.sislarii

vice A.

Railway
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itiK

Cunningham, wlio

Statistics Section of

lias

tlic

bi-cn iiiaiiaKcr of the

<

A. M. Burt, assistant Rcneral manager of the Xorthern
has i)een appointed assistant director of the Division
of Operation of tlie L'nited States Railroad .Xdministration at
in

chafRC of ensinoerint;
and maintenance, sucCharles
A.
ceeding
Morse, resigned to resume his former position as
Pacific,

Financial, Legal and Accounting
Paul C. Hamlin has been appointed general sf)licitor of the
Leiiigli & New England, with office at Piiiladelphia, I'a., vice
Reed, deceased.
Leroy
1*'.

Traffic

William A. Holley, assistant general freight agent in charge
of coal traffic for the Chicago, Hurlington & Quincy, with
headquarters

Chicago, has resigned to accept the position
for the Central Illinois Coal Traffic Bureau,
with headquarters at the same point.
This bureau was
recently organized by a group of large coal operators in
Illinois for the purpose of handling in a uniform manner all
traffic matters of interest to the members and their customers.
of traffic

in

manager

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W.

Robinson, superintendent of fuel and locomotive
performance of the Baltimore & Ohio with headquarters at
Cincinnati, Ohio, has been promoted to division master mechanic of the Illinois division, with headquarters at Wash-

chief engineer,

Chicago, Rock Island

.

)piT,it-

Pacitic,

C".,

(

F. G. Minnick, operating assistant of (lie Monongahela
Railroad, lli<- rillsl)urKli & Lake ICrie, and the I'ittsburgh «.•
Virginia, with headcjuarters at I'ittsburgh, I'a., has been
np|)ointe(l assistant federal manager of these roads, also of
the Lake I'Tie & Eastern and the West Side Melt Railroad.
The (lOice of operating assistant has been abolished.

Division of Operation since its
l)een appointed a.s-si.stant director

orKani/ation last spriii>{, lia.s
of the Division of Operation and also cliairinan of a special
conunittce on maintenance expenditures. V. P. Turnburke,
assistant manager of the Operating Statistics Section and
formerly statistician of the (ireat .Nortliern, has heen appointed manager of tlie section to succeed Mr. C'lmninKham,
and F. L. Sears, heretofore chief clerk of the section, has
liceii appointed assistant manaKcr.

Washington, D.

St. Paul,
director,
iporalion, I'niteil Stales Railroad .Adniinislralion,
D,

West

Central
J.

I

Washington,

Railroad Administration
W.

K<'iieral manager, with hcadtpiartcrs at
M. Burt, who has been .-ippoiiited as.sistant

Division of

Officers

DllHMIIIIMIMMIHHMriil
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&

on
Mr. Burt was
effective

June 1.
born at Syracuse, N. Y.,
on May 1, 1866. He began railway work as a
rodman on the Colorado Midland in 1885.
In 1889 he went with
the Northern Pacific as
an
man,
instrument
later
being appointed

L.

ington, Ind.

U. Rhymer, general signal inspector of the Chicago &
been appointed signal engineer and superintendent
of telegraph, with headquarters at Bloomington, 111., succeeding George W. Hulsizer, notice of whose death appeared in
the Railzivy Age of June 6, page 1396.
Mr. Rhymer's appointment became effective June 4.
S.

.Alton, lias

assistant

engineer.
From 1892 to 1897 he
A. M. Burt
was assistant engineer
on the .Adirondack &
St. Lawrence, the Wisconsin Central and the Chicago & North
Western. On January 1, 1897, he re-entered the service of the
Northern Pacific, as supervisor of bridges and buildings, and
in March, 1901, was appointed assistant superintendent. From

October, 1902, to January 1, 1914, he was superintendent of
various divisions in Dakota, Montana and Washington. From
the latter date until .\pril 1, 1918, he was chief engineer maintenance of way, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.; he then
was appointed acting general manager of the lines east of
Paradise, Mont., and later became assistant general manager
of the same road, with office at St. Paul, Minn.

Regional

Lieutenant-Colonel William G. Arn, formerly assistant enmaintenance of way, of the Illinois Central, with
headquarters at Chicago, has returned to his former position
after 22 months' service with the 13th Engineers (Railway)
Regiment. Lieutenant-Colonel Arn went overseas in July,
1917, as a captain and served in the St. Mihiel and the Meuse.Argonne offensives. While in France he was promoted to
major and later to lieutenant-colonel, returning to this country in .April, 1919. L. H. Bond, who has been acting as assistant engineer, maintenance of way, during Lieutenant-Cologineer,

nel Arn's absence, has been assigned to other duties.

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
Charles H. Godfrey has been appointed special auditor of
Grand Trunk with office at Montreal, Que., to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Charles Percy.

the

G. H. Ingalls, traffic assistant of the Eastern Region, has
been appointed senior traffic assistant to the regional director,

Eastern Region, with

offices at

Chicago.

Federal and General Managers

Traffic

Gordon A. McGuire has been appointed commercial agent
of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y., vice
promoted.

Harahan, federal manager of the Seaboard Air Line
and associated roads, has been appointed federal manager
also for the .Atlantic & Western Railroad, with office at

E.

Norfolk, Va.

C. S. Gzowski, Jr., has been appointed special engineer to
vice-president of the Canadian National Railways, with office

W.

J.

Operating
H. Johnson, assistant to general superintendent on the
Northern Pacific, has been appointed acting superintendent

J.

Hilliard,

Engineering and Rolling Stock

at

Toronto, Out.

J.

of the

St.

Paul division with headquarters at Minneapolis,

Minn.

on the Northern PaPaul, Minn., has been appointed

C. L. Nichols, general superintendent
cific,

with headquarters at

St.

E. C. Johnson, acting chief engineer of the Pacific Electric

Railway Company, with office at Los Angeles, Cal., has been
appointed chief engineer, vice George E. Pillsbury, retired,
and the position of assistant chief engineer has been abolished.

June
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The Pennsylvania hopper and gondola cars which are
being exhibited at tlie convention this year, a description
of which appears on another page in
The Maximum this issue, mark another step in the
Capacity of
extension of the use of cars of over
^00 tons capacity for mineral traffic.
Freight Cars
The first 100-ton car to be btiilt was
that of the Woodward Iron Company, which went into
service in 1916.
Since that time the Virginian Railway
has built four 120-ton experimental cars, and the Norfolk
& Western has built both hopper and gondola cars of
180,000-lb. capacity.
All of these cars are carried on
six-wheel trucks, and most of them, including the Pennsylvania cars, are designed to take full advantage of the
loading capacity of 6-in. by 11-in. axles. At the present
time this is the largest standard M. C. B. axle, and it is
evident that any material increase in capacity above 120
tons must require a larger axle, or trucks witli more than
three axles. It is a serious question whether wheel loads
greater than those permissible with 6-in. by 11-in. axles
concentrated on the small area of contact between the
rail and wheels of 33-in. diameter will be acceptable from
the standpoint of track maintenance. Furthermore, unloading facilities for open-top cars arc an important factor in determining the size and capacity of these cars,
and will probabl ynot be universally adapted, even to cars
in the 100-ton class, for some time to come.
The use of
trucks with more than three axles, while not inherently
impossible, would probably involve an increase in weight
which might largely ofYset the advantage of the increased
capacity which such a truck would make possible, thereby
keeping the ratio of paying load to full load at a figure
which would show no advantage for the larger car over
cars with six-wheel trucks. It seems probable ,therefore,
that no serious attempt will be made to develop freight
cars of more than 100 to 120 tons capacity, at least for
many years to come.
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The railway supply

exhibits this year occupy about 93,500 .square
feet of floor space. This is a very considerable increase
over the record exhibit of 1913,
when 277 exhibits required a Hoor

The 301

A

Record-Breaking space of 87,360 square feet. Noteworthy features this year are
Exhibit
the large machinery exhibits with
many of the machine tools in actual operation and the
high standard of the exhibits from an educational standpoint.
Many new devices have been developed since
the last convention and are shown on the pier. This,
with the fact that the number of railroad men at the
convention this year will be verymuch larger than usual,
means that those who are demonstrating the advantages
of their devices will have an extremely busy time. The
track e.xhibits have a number of unusual features, including the Pennsylvania Railroad exhibit of a simple
Mallet locomotive and hopj^er and gondola cars of over
100 tons capacity. The Railway Supply Manufacturers'
Association is to be commended for taking advantage
of a splendid opportunity to co-operate with the Railroad Administration in helping railroad visitors to get
the most out of the exhibits.
Assistant Director of
Operation McManamy has asked that those who attend
the convention report back in writing to their superiors
on those things which specially attracted their attention
as being of practical value to meet the peculiar conditions on their road. Mr. McManamy does not wish to
check up or criticise those who are attending the conventions, but is simply desirous of using these means of
helping the men to get the best practical results from
their attendance at the conventions.

industry is gradually working around
peace time basis in export trade, although possibly
not as rapidly as many enthusiasts
Exports of
might have wished. Within the past
Railway
few months, large and important or<^l^i's have been received from a wide
Supplies.
range of countries. Locomotive orders have been received from France, China, Italy, South
Africa, South Manchuria, Korea, Nigeria, the Federated
Malay States, Argentina, Norway and Denmark, while
not long since an order for cars was received from India,
which is usually regarded as exclusively a British market.
The export trade in railway supplies is apparently
in its second stage; the first being to meet war-time demands, and the .second to meet the demands of reconstruction
the third will be that in which the permanent
peace-time market will be dealt with. Railway supply concerns are now furnishing the equipment which ]\Ir. Vanderlip includes among the necessities that we must send
to help the countries of Europe get on their feet industrially, and tilling in here and there for the railways of
other countries that cannot buy in their regular markets
but that must have equipment to oj^erate their railroads.
In fact, as has been emphasized before, the business that
we are now doing is in many cases to countries that will,
in normal times, be our competitors as manufacturers of
railway supplies themselves. The point is that the real
work still lies ahead, namely, in securing business in the
to a

—

neutral countries or in the countries of the new world
that, as a rule, do not manufacture railway equipment
themselves. The business that is naturally to be expected
from these countries has as yet hardly be.gun to materialize, presumably because of lack of credits and difh-
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tlusr citiiiitrics have ahiiosl had
uithdiit lU'w railway materials and sii|)i)lics for live
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years,
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that lU'arly
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hiil

all

and that in consecjnenee iheir railways arc exceedshort of cars, locomotives and accessories of all
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atVord liclter iipixHtniiilii-s than have existed for workiii;;
out their solutions.
At least, this is llie way the mailer looks imw. .More
experience may possihly develo]> ohjections to the present
arran.L,'emeiit which are not now apparent.

kinds.

Amalgamation
T^iii

MiCKCi.NC or

mastkk

c.\r bi'Ili)i:rs'

the action of the ICxeciUive Committees of the two
Section 3 of the
.American Railroad Association was eflfected several
months at^o and this action will be submitted to the iiieuibers for their approval during the convention. To review
the successive steps which lead up to the amalp;amation
would be .superfluous, as the r.]M)rt of the iencral C'(immittee covers this subject.
In a way the present arrant^cment is on trial, as it was
adopted by order of the director j^eneral and might be
terminated at the expiration of the period of ii^overnment
control.
In view of the fact that tlie merirer of the two
associations has in tlie past been rejected by vote of the
menil)ers whenever it has bjen proposed, the attitude that
will be assumed in this instance is not easy to forecast.
The matter will have to be decided, probably in the near
future, and while the present arrantjement is in effect the
members should consider its advantages and disadvantages in order that they may be able to judge whether
its continuation would prove desirable or undesirable. In
the past the members have been unwilling to see either
association lose its identity. The same objection will no
doubt be raised again and the question to be decided i>
whether the practical advantages to be gained bv the
amalgamation will outweigh, these sentimentl objections.
It is significant that the officers and members who have
been working most actively under the new order are
heartily in favor of it, because of the many advantages
that have become api)arent during the time it has been
in force.
In general the benefits are those secured
through a more logical organization.
An example is
found in the work of the Committee on Car Trucks,
which, through the co-ordination of the Mechanical Section with the other sections of the American R;nlroad
Association, has been able to complete work which otherwise would probably have been carried over until the
next convention, if not longer.
The desirability of a
means of securing co-operation with associations representing other departments of the railroads has been evident, but in the pa.st there has been no way of bringing
Another advantage
together the conflicting interests.
accruing from the new arrangement is the elimination of
duplication in the work of committees.
The achievements of the ]\raster Car Builders' .\ssociation and the blaster Mechanics' .Association have been so
important in improving the design and construction of
cars pnd locomotives that these organizations should not
be allowed to pass out of existence unless some other
agency is provided for carrying on the work they have so
ably prosecuted. The consolidation of the associations as
the Mechanical Section of the American Railroad Association promises to effect a broadening of their activities.
None of the work carried on heretofore will be curtailed
and, with the active .support of the executives assured,
further investigation can be carried on under the most
favorable conditions. The mechanical department is facing big problems and the new organization promises to
I'y

ori^anizations, their amals^amation as

(

Justified Spirit of

Optimism

I'KKsiNT coNDrrio.Ns

iu tile railway and railway
anything but satisfactory. Railways
having more than 'iO ])er cent, of the mileage in the
country are in the hands of the government, and their
exi)enses are .so high in |)roportion to their earnings that
thus far this yar they have incurred a deficit averaging
more than $60,000,000 a month. liecause they are in
the hands of the government, their financial management
is largely dependent upon appropriations made by Congress.
At its last session Congress failed to pass a bill
making an a])])ropriation of $730,000,000 for the Railroad .Administration, which was needed. When the Director (ieneral, at the present session, asked for an ai)propriation of $1,200,000,000, Congress, without any good
reason, provided only $750,000,000.
The roads will be
returned to ])rivate oi)eration within a comparatively few
months, and, because of this and its shortage of funds,
the Railroad Administration is making no expenditm-es
for additions and betterments which the companies will
not authorize and finance.
The companies, not being in
possession of their proi)erties and mo.st of them being
unsatisfactorily situated financially, are holding down
their appro])riations for additions and betterments as
much as they can. In consequence of this combination of
circumstances, the orders being placed by the railways
with railway supply companies are comparatively small,
those for materials and equipment to be used in additions
and betterments being unprecedentedly small.
The foregoing facts do not make a picture contemplation of which is adapted to inspire optimism on the part
of railway men and railway sup]ily concerns. Nevertheless, there is being manifested by them a very marked
spirit of oi)timism.
The exhibit of the railway supply
manufacturers at the June conventions, which begin
today, is the largest and best ever know'n.
There is good ground for the spirit of optimism being

TiiK

association
and the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, which has repeatedly been jjroposed and discussed at i)ast conventions, is now an accomplished fact.
Till-:

A

of the Associations

sui)ply lields are

In the first ])lace, it is evident, as already
indicated, that the railways are going to be returned to
])rivate operation soon.
The threat of government owmdisiilaved.

which has hung over the railway and
railway supply fields for years, and especially for the last
vear and a half, no longer exists. It has ceased to exist
i)ecause the public has seen the experiment of government operation tried and does not like the results. The
public may appraise the results correctly or incorrectly,
but there is no doubt it has decided that they are unsatisershi]) of railroads,

factory.

Not only are

the railways .going back to private operabut they undoubtedly are going back under a system
f)f regulation which w'ill be fairer and wiser than that
w liich prevailed before government control was adopted.
The new policy may not and probably wi'l not be entirely
just and satisfactory from the railway point of view, but
that it will be an improvement over the old system there
can be no doubt, since every bill that has been introduced
in Congress which has anv chance of passage would result
tion,

in

improvements

in regulation.

for which improvements in regulato so rehabilitate the credit of the
railways as to enable them to raise sufficient capital adeThis fact is not quite
fpiatelv to develop their facilities.
as clearly recognized in Washington as it .should be, but

The main purpose

tion are

needed

is

:

June

it

is
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rccoiLjnizcd l)y

many

Senators and Representatives

wlio will have a leading' part in framing' the new railway
legislation, and there is very good reason for hoping that
the legislation finally passed will have as its main purpose
and effect the enabling of the railways to earn adeciuate
revenues. The fact that the country has had an cxi)erience with government operation and greatly dislikes it
promises in the long run to be of the greatest help in
securing the establishment of a fair and wise system of
regulation.
If the railways are returned to ])rivatc operation under
regulation which assures to them opportunity to earn
adequate revenues, there is certain to be an important
revival of the expansion of railway facilities and of the
purchase of materials and equipment incidental to such
The railways today, because of the recent
a revival.
heavy decline of freight traffic, have nominally a large
surplus capacity; but, as a matter of fact, under normal
conditions of business, they would be entirely unable,
with their present capacity, to satisfactorily handle the
country's business. They will have to make vast expenditures for additions and improvements to make their
capacity equal to the productive capacity of the country,
and they will have to make very large expenditures to

take up the deferred maintenance which has been accruing for some years. The large expenditures for supplies
and equipment which the railways ought to make and
which it appears probable that they will make, once they
begin to get on their feet again after they have been
returned to private operation, should result in the placing
of a large business with the railway supply and equipment

manufacturers.

to increase their export business as much in proportion
since the Armistice as it was expected that they would be.

This has been true of manufacturers of railway supplies
and ef|uipment among others, but in anticipating the
orders to be received from abroad not enough allowance
was made for the drastic readjustments which would
have to occur before the countries which have been at
war could get down to a normal economic basis and,
furthermore, it was not anticipated that the deliberations
and negotiations concerning the Treaty of Peace would
be dragged out as they have been. Economic conditions
throughout the world are bound to remain very abnormal
until peace finally has been signed. Every economic and
financial expert who has investigated conditions abroad
since the war has returned with the conviction that American manufacturers, including manufacturers of railway
equipment and supplies, w-ill be able after peace has been
signed to do a much larger business abroad than heretofore, provided our banking concerns show enterprise
and skill in making the needed credit arrangements and
our manufacturersrs show enterprise and skill in going
;

after the business.
On the whole, therefore, while the present situation in
the railway and railway supply fields is far from satisfactory, the general outlook in those fields is favorable.
Before the railways can get on their feet, there will
have to be a revival of freight traffic, a substantial
advance in rates and legislation reforming- the old sys-

The

revival of traffic will unquestionably bei?-in when this year's large crops commence to
move. The fact that an advance in rates will have to be
made seems now to be generally recognized. The needed
There is Justification for the
legislation is on the way.

enthusiasm and optimism being manifested
the railway and raiKvay supply fields.
snirit of

Program
sicssioNs

Tin-:ireek
(

tiik

ai-

for the

Week

convention

be held in the

will

Temple on the Million Dollar

headquarters

Pier.

The

be at the Marlborough-Blenheim
Hotel, where the office of the president, secretary and
executive committee will be located.
The Enrollment Committee will be located at the
entrance to the i)ier. Each member of the .Association,
immediately on arrival, should so to the enrollment booth,
register and procure his membership button.
Memb'-r.-,
will also be furnished with badees for their families.
Cards for registration will be furnished at the enrollment
booth at the entrance to the Pier.
Members are requested to be in their seats promi)tlv
at 9.30 A. M.
will

Wednesday, June

MORNING SESSION

9.30

18,

Prayer
Address of Welcome bv Mayor of Atlantic

Resolutions,
Obituaries, etc

jects,

10.30

M.

.A.

10.35 A.

to

M.
9.35 A.

M.

M. tolO.OO .\. M.
M. to 10.30. A. M.

9.35 A.
10.00 A.

Address liy the Chairman
Action on Minutes of Annual Meeting of 1918 (M. C. B.)
Report of Secretary and Treasurer
(M. C. B.)
Appointment of Committees on Sub-

I'.

M.

9.30 A.

'.

City

1919

A. M. TO 1.30

M.

A.

M.

to 10.50 A.

M.

to 11.00 A.
to 11.05 A.
to 11.15 A.

M.
M.
M.

to 10.35

Correspondence,
10.50 A.
11.00 A.
11.05 A.

Unfinished Business
New Business
Report of General Committee, includ-

Announcement of Nominations
for Members of Nominating Committee
Discussion of Reports:

M.
M.
M.

ing

There is, besides, a prospect that the railway equipment and supply manufacturers of the United States will
be able to do a larger business abroad than they have in
American manufacturers have not been able
the past.

tem of regulation.
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in

A.M.

to 11.30

A.M.

Nominations
11.30 A. M. to 11.40
Standards and Recommended Prac11.40 A. M. to 12.10
tice (M. C. B.)
Train Brake and Signal Equipment 12.10 P. M. to 12.40
Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equip12.40 P. M. 'o 1.30
ment

A. M.

AFTERNOON SESSION

11.15

3.00

P.

P.
P.

M.
M.

P.

M.

M.

The General Committee decided that it would be advisable to have a session devoted exclusively to a discussion
of the revision of the Rules of Interchange and that it
form a part of the proceedings.
At this session the following reports of committees will
be considered
1. Arbitration
2. Revision of Prices for Labor and Material.
3. Depreciation for Ereight Cars.
4. Revision of Passenger Car Rules of Interchange.

ENTERTAINMENT.

M.—

Band Concert at Entrance Hall, Million
10.30 A.
Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.
Orchestra Concert and Impromptu Danc3.30 P. M.
ing. Entrance Hall, Million Dollar PiPer. Fry Philharmonic Orchestra. Tea wii be served at 4.30 P. M. in

—

Entrance Hall.
9.00 P.
lar Pier.

M.— Informal

Dance. Ball Room, Million DolRoyal Scotch Highlanders Band.
Thursday, June

19,

9.30 A. M. TO 1.30
Discussion of Reports on

1919
p.

M.

:

Car Wheels
Standard Blocking for Cradles of
Car Dumping Machines
Specifications and Tests for Materials (M. C. B.)
Weldiny Truck Side Frames, Bolsters and Arch Bars

9.30 A.

M.

to 10.00 A.

M.
M.

10.00 A.

M.

to 10.30 A.

10.30 A.

M.

to 11.30 A.

M.

11.00 A.

M.

to 11.30 A.

M.

—

.
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CutipUTs

dear

|)r:ift

MemlKTS....

(Jii.Mii.iis |.r..|M.M,! Iiy

11.11)

A. M.tc. IJ.lillM.

1J.(KI

M.

l_'..?(l I".

M.

in
to

1

_>.,?()

I".

l..?(ll'.

monic
M.
M.

NTKIMAINMENT

I

C\)iu-crt. l-JitraiuT Hall, Million
Dollar rior. Koyal Scotch ilis^ililandcrs' Hand.
Orclioslral Concert and hni)r()ni])tn Danc3.30 V. iM.
I'"ry I'liilliar]Mitrance ll;dl. Million Dollar i'icr.
ing,'.
I'ca will hv served at 4.30 I'. M. in
monic (Vchostra.

A.

.M.

I'.aiul

—

I'.nlrancc
1'.

M.—

1

Friday, June 20, 1919

9.30

M. TO 1.30

.\.

riscussion of Reports on:
Safety Appliances
Loading Rules
Car Construction

V.

.\i.

9.30 .A.M. to

A.
10.15 A.
10.4.i A.
11.30 A.
9.4.S

Car Trucks
Train Lighting and Equipment
Tank Cars
Questions Proposed by Members...

M.
M.
M.
M.

9.45
to lO.LS

A.M.

A. M.
to 10.45 A. M
to 11.30 A. M.

to 12.00 M.
12.00 ^L
to 12.30 P. M.
12.30 P. i\L to 1.30 P. M.

ENTERT.MNMENT

—
—

Orchestral Concert at Entrance Hall,
10.30 .\. yi.
Million Dollar I'ier. Fry Philharmonic Orchestra.
Hand Concert and Impromptu Dancins?,
3.30 P. M.
Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Hi^hlander.^' Pand.
Tea will be served at 4.30 P .M. in Entrance Hall.
Grand P.all, Ball Room, Million Dolar
9.30 P.

M.—

Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.

9.30

M. TO 12.00

A.

Consideration of Rules of Order
Election of Ofificers, General Commit-

.\r.

9.30 A.

M.

to 10.00 A.

10.00 A.

M.

to 12.00

M.

Nominating Committee
Presentation of Badges to Retiring
and

Etc

served

;it

1.30

1'.

M.,

in

M.- Major !•:. D. (•ami)l)ell. Railway and .Seacoast Section, Artillery Division, Ordnance Dep.irlnieut,
I'niled Slates Navy, will make an address in the llipixjI'.

dronie on "Railway Artillery." 'J'here will he an Informal
Dance in the Ball Room, Million Doll.ar Pier. Royal
.Scdich

1

li,L;hlanders'

Band.

9.30
Discussion

A.

1919

24,

M. to 1.30

I'.

Reports on:
I'uel
Economy and Smoke Prevention ..
Specifications and Tests Materials

1

.\i.

of

9.30 A.

(M- M.)
Design and Maintenance of Loco-

10.00

motive Boilers
Loconicjtivc Headlights

10.30 A.
1L(X) A.

M.

A.M.
M.
M.

to 10.00 A.
to 10.30

to 11.00 A.
to 1 1.30 A.

Superheater Locomotives
1 1.30 A. M. to 12.00
individual Paper on Carbonization in
Valve Chambers and Cylinders
of Superheated Steam Locomotives; Its Cause, Elffect on Lul)rication
and
Maintenance,
and
Proper Measures to Overcome
Same, by Mr. F. P. Roesch.... 12.00 A. M. to 12.30
Amalgamation of other Mechanical
Associations with Section III
Mechanical of the American Railroad
Association
12.30 P. M. to 1.00
Questions Proposed by Members
LOOP. M. to 1.30

M.

A.M.
M.
M.

A. M.

P.

M.

—

P. M.
P.M.

Entertain ment

M.—

10.30 A.
Orchestral Concert. Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier.
Fry Philharmonic Orchestra.
3.30 P. M.
Band Concert and Impromptu Dancing.
Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band. Tea w^ill be served at 4'30 P. M. in Entrance Hall.
9.30 P.
Mardi Gras Dance. Ball Room, Million
Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.

—

Saturday, June 21, 1919

Officers,

will he

Tuesday, June

1

tee

Tea

1919

IS,

l.all.

I

Hand.

Pier.

I

1 lall.

arnival Xi-ht.
I'.all
Special I'eaturc.s.
Riiom, Million Dollar I'ier.
Roval Scotcli
i't,dilander.s'
').30

)rili(slr.i.

(

I'.nlr.-uu e
'».()()

1()..K)

June

M.—

M.

Wednesday, June

1919

25,

Entertainment
9.30 A. M. TO 1.30

M.—

10.30 A.
Band Concert at Entrance Hall, Million
Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.
8.30 P. M.
special program has been prepared in
appreciation of the railway and railway supply men who
went into the service during the war. The speakers v.ill
be Hon. Josephus Daniels, Secretary of the Navy Brigadier-General \y. W. Atterbury, Col. Henry W. Hodge,
and Senator Walter E. Edge, New Jersey's war governor.

—A

;

Sunday, June
3.30 P.

M.— Sacred

borough-Blenheim.

22,

1919

Music Rooms of Marl-

Concert.

Frv Philharmonic Orchestra.

Discussing of Reports on
Design, Maintenance and Operation
of Electric Rolling Stock
Individual Paper on "The L'se of
Bronze for Valve Snap R'ngs and
Piston Surfaces, and Bull Rings in
Large Cylinders, to Prevent Rapid
Wear and Cutting of Cylinders

9.30

M TO

A.

23,

1.30

1919
p.

^r.

Address of Vice-Chairman
9.30 A. M. to 10.30 A. M.
Action of Minutes of 1918 Annual
Meeting (M. M.)
10..30 A. M. to 10.35 A. M.
Reports of Secretary and Treasurer
(M. _M.)
10.35 A.M. to 10.50 A.M.
Discussion of Reports on
Standards
Recommended Practice M. M.)
10.50 A. M. to 11.20 A. M.
Mechanical Stokers
11.20 A. M. to 11.50 A. M.
Individual Paper on "Standarization,"
by Mr. Frank McManamv
11.50 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.
Questions Proposed by Members ..
12.30 P, M. to 1.30 P.M.
:

(

M.—

.

M.

to 10.00 A.

M.

10.00 A. M.
and Valve Bushings"
By Mr. C. E. Fuller.
Discussion of Reports on
Tonnage
Train
Resistance
and

to 10.30 A.

M.

9.30 A.

:

Rating
Subjects

Powdered Fuel
Resolutions, Correspondence, Etc...
Auditing
Unfinished Business
Questions Proposed by Members..
Closing Exercises

Special Train

10.30 A. M. to 10.45 A. M.
10.45 A. M. to 11.15 A.M.
11.15 A.M. to 11.25 A.M.
11.25A.M. to 11.35 A.M.
11.35 A. M. to 11. 40^ A.M.
11.40 A. M. toll.45 A. M.
11.45A.M. to 12.30 P. M.
12.30 P. M. to LOOP. M.

from Chicago

.

10.30 A.
Band Concert. Entrance Hall, Million
Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.
3.30 P. M.
()rchestral Concert and Impromptu Dancing.
Entrance ITall, Million Dollar Pier. Fry Philhar-

—

M.

:

-.

Monday, June

p.

A large number of friends greeted the arrival from
Chicago to Atlantic City, on Tuesday, of the Special
Convention Train. The train left Chicago Monday afternoon, at 3.00 o'clock, and arrived here at 5.37 o'clock
Tuesdav afternoon. It consisted of ten standard Pullman
There were
cars, two dining cars and one club smoker.
148 passengers aboard. The trip w'as made with no particular incident.

Railv^ay Supply Manufacturers' Association
Has Come Through the War Stronger Than Ever and
Has Prepared a Record-Breaking Exhibit
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assocl\tion
THEwhich
has charge
and
of the exhibits

the social

features at the conventions, has been remarkably
successful this year in arranging for the largest and most
complete exhibit that has ever been shown.
The officers and the executive committee are to
be heartily congratulated upon the results of their work.
officers, by the
way, were elected in 1916,

These

A

large part of the material which had been used
could, of course, be salvaged, but all of the labor in preparing the booth structures and taking them down and

storing them

war would

came

inactive until the end
of the war.

Immediately

amount

officers

work

the

realized

that

the

present

year would" undoubtedly see a recordbreaking convention, and
they immediately got in
touch with the officers of
the mechanical associations
and with the Railroad
Administration representatives

work

and
in

started

active

preparing for the

present exhibit. Every possible bit of space on the
Million Dollar Pier has

the great

of detail

after

signing of the armistice the

the final decision was made
not to hold the meeting.
The casual observer may
realize

It soon became apparent that the
an indefinite period and that it would
arrange for any exhibitions during war
lost.

not be possible to
times. L'nder these conditions, the association practically
closed its office at Pittsburgh and practically be-

but have had to hold over
during the war period because of the fact that no
meetings of the associations were held during that
Their task during
time.
this period has been no
easy one. It was expected
that a convention would be
held in 1917, and it was not
until our country actually
entered the World War, on
April 6 of that year, that

not

was

last for

that

been made available that
could be used for exhibits
without going to an unreasonable e x p e n d i ture.
For instance, if additional space could be
added without paying out
more than the exhibitor
would regularly pay for it,
E. H. Walker
it was done.
Reference to
done weeks and weeks bePre sident
the diagram on another
fore the meetings are actually held.
On April 1, 1917, the officers of the Railway page in connection with the detail information for the
Supply Manufacturers' Association realized that there
exhibits will indicate how successfully every bit of space
was a possibility of postponing the June conventions, and
on the pier has been taken advantage of. Even at this,
the progress of the work at Atlantic City was slowed up
however, it has been necessary for exhibitors in many
as much as possible.
It was not until April 6 of that
cases to double up.
year, however, that a definite decision was reached that
It is noteworthy that the representatives of the methe conventions would not be held.
chanical department of the Railroad Administration have
required to set up an exhibit on the Million Dollar
Pier, and possibly very few
of the attendants at the
conventions realize that a
large part of the work of
preparing the booths and
getting the material into
shape must, of necessity, be
is
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M. A. Officers

Executive Committee Members

and

Committee Chairmen

C. H. Gayetty
Chairman, Enrollment Committee

J. F. Schurch
Chairman, Finance Committee

LeCrand Parish
Vice-President

P.

J.

Mitchell
S. Wright
Chairman
Transportation Committee

L.

Chairman, By-Laws
and Resolution Committee

J.

G. Piatt

Chairman,
Exhibit Committee

E. H. Bankard, Jr.

Chairman,
Entertainment Committee

Capt. G. H. Porter
Chairman, Hotel Committee

18,

1919

June

18,
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C.

W.

Beaver

F. E. Bee!

George A. Cooper

C. P.
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Cass

J. D. Conway
Secretary-Treasurer

G. R. Carr

C. D.

H. G.

Wm.

Eaton

Thompson

McConvvay,

Jr.
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I

viTv cordial and lu-arty cu-ApOCld'ofl tn llio (iftui is
Railway Supijly MaiuifacUircrs' Assofialitiii in

>,MVfii

of

llu-

lu'lpiii),^

make

to

this year's

i-Nliil)it

a siktcss.

Tlii.- (.•iilir-

taimmiit tVaturi's this year arc of a most simple natiire,
and tin- convention promises to ho one of the most l)nsiThe Kailway Snpply
ness-likc thai has ever heen lield.
Mannfactnrers' Association has co-operated in trying to
make it so, and incidentally has prepared lOr distrihn
tion amoni; railroad men specially desii^ned note-hooks
which will enable them easily to note those thini^s which
thev see or hear on the ])ier that they may wish to rei)orl
back to their manai^ements.

The work

of the association

is

in the

hands of the oi'l'iand sec-

cers, consisting of the president, vice-president
I

retary-treasurer, and the exccntive comniittec, consisting
of twelve members. The chairman of several of the snhcommittecs are members of the executive committee,
although three of the most important committees the enare
tertainment, the enrollment and the transportation
headed by men who are not on the executive com-

—

—

mittee.

The

president of the association,

Mr.
Coupler Company, New York.
in Kingston, Ohio, December 10, 1871.
lie has had a varied experience in several departments of
a number of western roads, and became connected with
He
the Standard Coui)ler Company in February, 1905.
has been active in the Supply Association for many years.
The vice-president of the association is LeGrand Parish, president of the American Arch Company and of the
Lima Locomotive Works, Inc.
John D. Conway, of Pittsburgh, has been secretaryStandard

Walker was born

treasurer of the association for several years.

Executive Committee

:

and Canada), one member:
Mfg. Corporation, Boston, Mass.
T. G. Piatt, Hunt-Spiller
Second district (New York and New Jersey), three
members C. D. Eaton, American Car & Foundry Company, New York; C. W. Beaver, Yale & Towne Mfg.
Company, New York, and H. G. Thompson, TransportaThird district (Pennsyltion Engineering Corporation.
vania), two members: Philip S. Mitchell, Philip S. Justice & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., and W. McConway, Jr.,
McConway c^ Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Fourth
district (Ohio, Indiana and Michigan), two members: J.
F. Schurch, the T. H. Symington Company, Rochester,
N. Y., and G. A. Cooper, Frost Railway Supply Com-

(New England

states

:

pany, Detroit, Mich.

Fifth district (Illinois, Wisconsin,

Iowa and Minnesota), two members: G. H. Porter,
Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111., and G. E. Carr,
Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago, 111. Sixth district

ginia,

vear and whose places will be fdled at the election next
Saturday are Messrs. I'.eal (Sixth district), Messrs. Mc-

Conwav and

(Third

.Mitchell

district)

and

I'orter

I'ifth

(

district').

Exhibit Committee
All of the members of the exhibit committee are on iht
excciitisc committee,
j. G. I'latt is chairman, and the
olhcr two members are G. K. Carr and C. W. I'eavir.

Entertainment Committee
This lommittee has charge of all enterlainnient featI'-.
II. Bankard, Jr., general .sales agent of the
ures.
jlobe Seandess Steel Tubes Com])any, Chicago, is chair(

man. The other members arc Iv C. Brown, Dearborn
Chemical Company, Chicago, 111.; J. M. Brown, Elwell
Parker Electrical Co., Chicago, 111.; L. O. Cameron, I
Railway Supplies, Washington, D. C. F. T. Connor, |
Carbon Steel Company, Chicago, 111.; J. R. .Forney, RalsUm Steel Car Co., Washington, D. C. R. H. Gwaltney,
T. II. Symington Co., New York, N. Y. Ellsworth Ilaring, Railway Sup])lies, New York, N. Y. R. J. llimmel('. C.
right, American Arch Co., New York, N. Y.
J.
Holding, Midvale Steel & Ordnance Co., Philadelijhia,
Pa. Langley Ingraham, Yarnall Paint Co., Philadel])hia,
Pa.; W. K. Krepps, Crucible Steel Co. of America, New
York, N. Y. W. M. Melcher, Massachusetts Mohair
Plush Co., Boston, Mass. A. C. Moore, Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., Chicago, 111. N. C. Naylor, Railway
Steel Spring Co., Chicago, 111. G. A. Nicol, H. W. JohnsManville Co., New York, N. Y. W. H. Oliver, Republic
iron & Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; H. E. Passmore,
(irip Nut Co., Columbus, Ohio; J. L. Paxton, PaxtonAlitchell Co., Omaha, Neb.
S. W. Sargent, American
Steel Foundries, Philadelphia, Pa.; H. N. Scott, Griffin
Wheel Co., Chicago, 111. L. B. Sherman, Railway Age
Gazette, Chicago, 111. J. E. Slimp, Unit Railway Car Co.,
Boston, Mass., and W. M. Wilson, Flannery Bolt Co.,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Chicago,

of the executive committee coiue
First disfrom seven geographical districts as follows

The twelve members

trict

1919

18,

;

who was

elected at the
1916 convention and who has had to give a very large
amount of his time to the affairs of the association during the interim, is Edmund II. Walker, vice-president of

the

June

(Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, VirWest Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky and
Tennessee), one member: F. E. Beal, Magnus Co., Inc.,
Atlanta, Ga. Seventh district (states west of the Mississippi river, including Louisiana, but excepting Iowa and
Minnesota), one member: C. P. Cass, Westinghouse Air
Brake Company, St. Louis, Mo.

The members of this committee who were elected at
the 1916 convention were Messrs. Beaver, Cooper and
McConway, Jr., was elected to fill the
Thompson.

Wm.

unexpired term of C. E. Postlethwaite, who moved out
of the Pittsburgh district. The members who retire this

111.

Transportation Committee
of the Transportation Committee is to
oversee and assist in the handling of the roller chairs,
automobile service and other local transportation features
at Atlantic City during the conventions.
The chairman of this committee is L. S. Wright, of the
railway sales department of the National Malleable Cast-

The purpose

Company, Chicago.
The other members of the
W. Brown, Griffin Wheel Co., Chicago;
C. J. W. Clasen, The Bettendorf Co., Bettendorf, Iowa;
W. G. Cook, Garlock Packing Co., Chicago; H. E.
(Ireer, Camel Co., Chicago; H. E. Daniels, West Disinfecting Co., Chicago
L. R. Dewey, American Brake
Shoe & Foundry Co., Chicago; Charles Derby, Joyce-

ings

committee are A.

;

Cridland Co., Dayton, O. F. A. Elmquist, SherwinWilliams Co., Cleveland, O. George Fogg, Locomotive
Superheater Co., Chicago; J. W. Fogg, Boss Nut Co.,
Chicago; B. H. Forsythe, Grip Nut Co., Chicago; W. H.
E. L.
Foster, Galena Signal Oil Co., Bay Side, L. I.
Georger, Pratt & Lambert. Chicago; B. C. Hopper,
American Steel Foundries, St. Paul, Minn J. C. Kuhns,
The Burden Iron Co., Chicago J. P. Landreth, Anchor
Packing Co., Chicago; A. L. McNeil, Central Electric
Co, Chicago Thomas ]\lahar, American Arch Co., Chi;

;

;

;

;

;

cago Bruce Owens, Magnus Company, Chicago L. S.
Peabody, Railway Steel Spring Co., New York; J. H.
Rodger, Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., Chicago;
R. J. Sheridan, Chicago Railway Equipment Co., New
York; J. E. Tarelton, L^nion Draft Gear Co., Chicago;
Chicago, and C. N.Thulin,
J. G. Tawse, Spencer-Otis Co.,
buff ]Mfg. Co., Chicago.
;

;

;

June
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Enrollment Committee

Telephones

This coinniittce has charge of the cnrolhneiit of members for both the railway and the supply associations.
The task is a difficult one and requires that the members
of the committee be on the job for long periods during
the conventions.

The chairman of
with the Quaker
The other members

the committee is C. H. Gayetty, who
City Rubber Company, Philadelphia.
of the committee are: G. A. Barden,
Duntley-Dayton Co., Philadelphia; J. E. Brown, O'Mal-

ADi.STiNCT iMi'KovEMENT

has been made

in the telecentral switchboard,
with necessary operators, has been established on
the Pier in connection with fifteen long-distance booths,
convenientlv located in as many sections of the Pier.

phone service

A

this year.

is

ley-Beare Valve Co., Chicago

S. H. Campbell, Western
Railway Equipment Co., St. T.ouis, Mo. G. W. Denyven,
Parkesburg Iron Co., Boston, Mass. W. S. Edger, Mid-

Shopmen on Canadian
Roads

;

to Strike

To-day

;

;

vale Steel Co., Philadelphia
Harry Jacques, Simmons
Hardware Company. St. Eouis. Mo. S. I. Leslie, The
Leslie Company, Lyndhurst, N. J.
L. D. Mitchell,
Detroit Graphite Co., Chicago; F V. McGinness. Transportation Engineering Company, New York Gilbert E.
;

;

;

;

Ryder. Locomotive Superheater Co., New York James
A. Stevens, Devoe-Reynolds Co.. New York and E. H.
Smith, Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York.

PRESS DISPATCHES indicate that all relations between
the officials of Division No. 4, Railway Shopmen
of America, and the Canadian Railway War Board
have been severed, and that a strike has been called to
begin to-day. The union
will be involved.

claim that 40.000

officials

men

;

;

The Entertainment Features

Other Committees
There are several other committees which are made up
from members of the Executive Committee.
These include the Finance Committee, J. E. Schurch,
chairman George H. Porter and William McConway.
The Hotel Committee is composed of George H.
Jr.
Porter, chairman C. P .Cass and H. G. Thompson. The
Committee on By-Laws and Resolutions has as its chairentirely

;

A

GLANCE AT THE ENTERTAINMENT program

will indi-

Except
cate the unpretentiousness of its features.
for the special event of Saturday night, the program consists largely of dancing. The simplified form of
organized entertainment was deemed advisable after

mature deliberation.

;

man

P. J. Mitchell

;

members are

the other tw'o

F. E.

High

Beal and C. P. Cass.

Officers of Railroad

Administration Coming

U.xtTFD

m.\il addressed care of Secretarv's
Million Dollar Pier. Atlantic City, N. J.,
will be taken care of and distributed to exhibitors'
booths.
Members are requested not to send general circular
matter for distribution to other exhibitors, as this is a
violation of the Association Rules.
St.\te.s

Office,

Railway Supply Manufacturers'
Annual Meeting
MEETING
THE ANNU.\LAssociation

of the Railway Supply Manuwill be held in the Convention Hall, on Young's Million Dollar Pier, Saturday, June 21. The hour of the meeting will be announced
facturers'

by

bulletin.

Fairbank, general secretary of the American Railroad
Association, arrived here yesterday to make arrangements for the Executive Committee meeting. The members of the Executive Committee include three heads of
divisions of the United States Railroad Administration
and all the regional directors, and are as follows:
W. T. Tyler, Director, Division of Operation, United
States Railroad Administration; Charles A. Prouty, Director, Division of Accounting; T. C. Powell, Director,
Division of Capital Expenditures; A. T. Hardin, Regional Director, Eastern Region C. H. Markham, Regional Director, Allegheny Region N. D. Maher, ReB. F. Bush,
gional Director, Central Western Region
;

;

The meetings
tee will be

A RESULT OF A MEETING which is to be held in
Atlantic City on Thursday, more of the princi])al
operatins: executives of the railways of the United
States will be here where they can attend the conventions and see the exhibits than ever was the case before
in the history of the mechanical conventions.
The special occasion, aside from the conventions, which
will bring them here, will be a meeting of the Executive
Committee of the American Railroad Association. J. E.

As

Post Office

for the election of the executive commit-

announced by

special poster.

;

Hale Holden, ReB. F. Bush,
gional Director, Central Western Region
Regional Director, Southwestern Region R. H. Aishton,
Regional Director, Northwestern Region W. J. JackE.
son, Federal Manager, Chicago & Eastern Illinois
H. Coapman, Federal Manager, Southern Railroad; E.
E. Calvin, Federal Manager, Union Pacific; H. E. Byram, Federal Manager, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Northern Pacific
T. M. Hannaford, Federal Manager,
G. L. Peck, Federal Manager, Pennsylvania Lines West
of Pittsburgh; J. E. Gorman, Federal Manager, Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific; A. J. Stone, Federal Manager,
Erie Railroad H. G. Kelley, President, Grand Trunk
Railwav, Montreal, Que.
Regional Director, Southern Region

;

;

;

;

Registration

;

THEDuring

REGISTRATION

was

specially

heavy yesterday.

the convention the enrollment booth will be
in accordance with the following schedule:

operated

:

Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,

Sunday,

Monday,
Tuesday,

Wednesday,

Tune 18
June 19
Tune 20
Tune 21
Tune
Tune
June
June

22
23
24
25

9 A.
9 A.
9 A.

9 A.

A.
9 A.
9 A.
9 A.

1 1

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1

1

P.
P.

M.
M.

1P.M.
12
12

M.
M.

P. M.
12 M.
11 P. M.
1

2 to 6
2 to 6
2 to 6

.md
and
and

2 to 4 P.
2 to 6 P.
2 to 5 P.

7
7
7
7

to
to
to
to

M.
M.
M.

8 P.
8 P.
8 P.
8 P.

M.
M.
M.
M.

;

1

-4(

1
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riie executive committee is constitiitccl as alxive a^
a result of tlic recent reori^aiiizalion of flic association

under (government conlml. At tlic mcelinfj this week
the commitce will elect a new president of the association and transact a lari^e amount of otlier important
business inciilental to the reorijanization.
ieneral Secretary l"airl>anks visited the convention cx-

<

yesterday

liil)il

nt"

in

ci

mpany with Secretary

Ilawtiiornc,

the Mic-Ii;inic,i| s,i-!iiin

Rolling Chairs
TnETRANsroRTATioN

Co-NfMiTTEE will providc

rolliut;

members and ,c:uests of the convention
official badges, from the following stations,

chairs for
wearin.q;

between the hours indicated, from June 18
clusive
T-,

A.
>

•

Traymore
Uia fontc

9 00
9.00
9 OO
9,00
9.00

,,

in-

.

Charles Hotel
.

entertainments

on

P.

«°
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

M.

<5.oo

6

Ofl

6:00
6.00
6.00
6.00
9.00
6.00
9 OO
6.00
p. M.
P. M.
8.30 to 10.00

The Breakers
.

M.

^0°

•

IIoti-1

Clielsca Hotel
\ ouns s Hotel

AH

June 25,

:

„.

T)^,r"
V ri,'
Marlborougli-BIenheim

St.

to

Pier

Unoccupied chairs may be stopped at any point on tlic
Boardwalk, except between the Marlboro'ugh-Blenheim
and the Pier, and they may be used in either direction.
Convention chairs are not allowed to wait more than
fifteen minutes.
The Transportation Committee will
consider

it a favor if members or guests of the Associations will report to the committee any inattention on the
part of an attendant. If the number on the chair is given,
it will facilitate checking the complaint.
No rolling chairs will be allowed on the pier during
the convention. The aisles will be pretty well filled with

joliii.Miii

June

I'

rank, M. M., .So. Ry., Osliornc.
M. M., P. K. K., Elhcn.n.

Juiiis, Jl. \\'.,

Allison, W. L., Franklin Ry. Supply. Marlborough.
Bentley, H. T., S. iM. P., C. & N. \V., Marlborough.
Brazier. F. W.. S. R. S., N. Y. C. Marlborough.

Burns, T.

J.,

S. R. S..

Callahan, J P.,

Chambers, C.

M.
E.,

M. C, Haddon

C. B., E.

J.

&

£.,

Mech. Asst. Reg.

Hall.

Osbourne.
Dir., Allegheny Region, U.

S. R. R. A., Dennis.
Chamberlin, J. T., S. M. P. (Ret.). B. & M., Colonial.
Connth, A. B., G. C. I., A. C. L.. Shelburne.
Coutant, M. R., M. M., Ulster & Delaware, Osborne.
Craig, James, Chf. Draftsman, B. & H., Colonial.
Crawford, D. F., Travmore.
Crone, S. A., Past Pres. M. C. B., Dennis.
Crownover, G. M., S. M. P., C. G. W., Shelbourne.
Cooper, F. R., Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., Dennis.
Cunningham. D. G.. A. S. M. P., D. & R. G., Strand.
Demint, S. W., C. L L, Estelle.
Dobson, W. E., Gen. Aud., Cambria & Ind., Alamac.
Dolan, S. M., Traymore.
Duflfey, G. J., M. M. Lake Erie & Western, Chalfonte.
Endsley, L. E.. Prof. Univ. of Pitts., Chalfonte.
Everett, Ira, G. C. L, Lehigh Valley, Dennis.
Fairbanks, J. E., Gen. Secy., A. R. A., Marlborough.
Ferguson, George AL, Supt., Lake Ter., Galen Hall.
Ferry, F. C, M. M., L. H. & St. L., Shelburne.

Fetner, W. H., S. M. P.. C. of Ga., Arlington.
Flory, B. P., S. M. P., N. Y. O. & W, Marlborough.
Giles C. F., S. M.. L. & N., Chalfonte.
Hall, E. H., S. C. D., C. G. W.. Mascagni.
Harris. C. M., West Elec. & Mfg. Co., Traymore.
Hawthorne, V. R., Sec, Mech. Sec. A. R. A., Marlborough.
Jacobs, H. W., M. M., Santa Fe, Traymore.

P., Hocking Valley
M. M., Challontc.

Kinney, M. A., S. M.
Kilpatrick, R. K.,

Ry.,

Traymore.

M.

C. H., Lehigh Valley, Dennis.
Lewis. W. N. (Ret.), S. M. ]'., \. W., Marlborough.
Lovijoy, George R., G. F., Detroit Ter., Piiiilins.
Mcl'eatlers !•". K., Supt. Union R. R., St. Charles.
.Madiecncy, A. C, Detroit Lubricator (^o., Pennhurst.
•Maliiianer, W., Gen. M. M., B. & O., Osborne.
Mechling, J. E., Supt. M. 1'., P. R. R. Lines West, Craig Hall.
Millar, E. T.. G. C. L, B. & M. R. R., Colonial.
Miller, Geo. A., S. M. P., Florida East Coast, Osborne.
Miller, Wm., S. D., Eric, Arlinglon.
Li-n/.

John

S.,

Monfec, A. J., M. M., Bir. So., Schlitz.
Moore, B. R., S. M. P., D. & L R. R., Traymore.
Munroc, J. T., S. S., Erie, Pennhurst.
Osmcr, J. E., S. M. P., Ann Harbor, Chalfonte.
Oviatt, H. C, A. M. Supt., N. Y. N. H. & H., Chalfonte.
I'ainter, J. H., Shop Supt., A. C. L.,
Parks, G. E., M. E., M. C, Brighton.

Rac, Clark H., Asst. Supt. Mchy., L.
Ramsdell, T. M., M. C. B., Oregon,

Chalfonte.

&

N., Shelburne.

Washington R. R.

& Nav,

Co., Chalfonte.
Riley, G. N., S. M. P., Mck Conn. R. R., Marborough.
Ripley, C. T., G. M. L, A. T. & S. F., Shelburne.
Rohrback, Geo. T., M. C. B., J. Dold Ref. Line, Chalfonte.
.Searles, E. J., Shaffer Eejuip. C, Dennis.

Samuel H., C. F. C. D., B. & A., Pennhurst.
Scngcr, J. W., M. C. B., N. Y. C, Ambassador.
Shcchy, Fred L, V. P. & C. M., Chicago Short Line Ry.
Slayton, C. E., Asst. Supt., St. J. & G. L, Arlington.
Smith, R. D., S. M. P. & R. S., B. & A. Ry., Dennis.
Slubbs, F. W., M. E., C. G. W. R. R., Maccagni.
Sullivan. J. J., S. M., N. C. & St. L. Ry., Shelburne.
Thiele, C. F., C. C. L, Penna. Lines, Dennis.
Thompson, Geo., M. C. B., N. Y. C, Ambassador.
Totten, E. C, D. C. C. F., N. Y. C, Pennhurst
Walsh, F. O., S. M. P., Georgia, Haddon Hall.
Wildin, G. W., Wcstinghouse Air Brake Co., Chalfonte.
Wright, R. v., Mgr. Edt., Railway Age, Dennis.
Sclloy,

Watkins, H. W., M. C. R., S. P., Chalfonte
Williams, A. G., Penna Lines West, Craig Hall.
Zweibel, C. A., S. C. R., U. S. R. R. A., Chalfonte.

the large number of visitors, and the rolling chairs would
cause an undesirable congestion.

Registration, American Railway
Association, Sec. Ill, Mechanical

1919

18,

Special Guests
Alleman, C. W., G. S., P. & L. E., Sterling.
Rankard, E. H., Chairman Purchasing Committee, U. S. R. A.,
.'\llegheny Region, Marlborough.
Biscoe, H. M., Fed. Mgr., B. & A.
Blake, F. H., Asst. to C. C. L, P. R. R., Craig Hall.
Browning, A C, Com. Rep., Sec. 3, Mech., A. R. R. A., Marlborough.
Burch, R. L., G. C. For., Kan. City So., Estelle.
Chambers, Andrew (Ret. Engr.), P. R. R.
Courtney, A. S., Asst. Eng. M. P., P. R. R. W. L., Craig Hall.
Cowgill, C. P., G. S.
P, P. R R, Morton.
Cuthbert, J. A., Engr., P. R. R. Miller's.
Dunn, P. T., M. M., Penna. Lines, Dennis.
Egbert, Elisha, Engr., C. R. R. of N. J.

M

Emmerson,

C. H.,

M.

C. B., E. J.

&

E.,

Ogden.

Ermatinger, G. A., Asst. Supt. Equip., U. S. R. R. A., Clarendon.
Fentress, H. S., G. C. L, N. & S., Shelburne.
Gaffney, J. F., Yard Conductor, W. J. & S. R. R.
Gorman, John C, Supt., McKeesport Con., Galen Hall.
Geske, Julius, G. C. F., Chicago Short Line.
Grace, W. H., G. F. C. D., Louis. & Ark., Dennis.
Henderson, Juan, G. L Locos., United Rwys. of Havana, Cuba,
Dennis.
Home, R. F,. Ins., U. S. N. Bur., S. E., Craig Hall.
Hunt, R. B.. M. E., Florida East Coast, Osborne.
Hussey, F. A., M. M., B. & A., Pennhurst.
Kast. William G., M. C, Brighton.
Kuhlke, W. F., M. M., Charleston & N. C, Continental.
Lamb, W. G., M. M., Waterloo-Cedar Falls & North., Osborne.
Lynch, George, C. J. C. Im., U. S. R. R. A., Borton.
Marsh, E. P., Gen. For. Pass. Repairs, C. & N. W., De Ville.
Martin, K. H., Gen. Equip. Ins., So. Ry., Craig.
Mead, Daniel N., M. M., Chicago Short Line.
Morris, J E., Div. For., F. E. C, Osborne.
Mounce, R. S., C. F. Car Repairs, Erie, Pennhurst.
Nash, C. C. G. C. D., C. & N. W., De Ville.
N. W., De Ville.
Nelson,
J., G. C. D., C. &
Norris, W. B., Gen. For., P. R. R.

C

loS-Ton Hoptter Car Built by the Pennsylvania Railroad

P. R. R.

Maximum Tonnage Hopper and
Designed for

M.

Maximum Loading

C. B. Axles; Will Carry

IN THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD track exwhich is located on the Reading tracks near the
Boardwalk, are two open top cars of all-steel construction, one a self-clearing hopper and the other a drop bottom gondola, both of which are carried on six-wheel
trucks.
The hopper car has a marked capacity of 105
tons and the gondola 110 tons.
The railroad had designed a maximum tonnage mineral traffic car prior to Federal control, and with the consent of the Railroad Administration the two cars were
recently completely at the company's car shops, Altoona,
Pa. The six-wheel trucks have M.C.B. 6-in. by 11-in.

INCLUDED
hibit,

maximum loading at the rail of 52,500 lb.
The cars are so designed
each, or 157,000 lbs. per truck.
as not to exceed Cooper's E60 loading of 6,000 lb. per
axles, with a

lineal foot.

.

The hopper

car,

which

is

known

holds 4,000 cu. ft. The gross weight of each type when
loaded to capacity is such that the axles are fully loaded
to the M.C.B. rating of 50,000 lb. each, or 52,500 lb, at
the rail.
The principal dimensions of the two cars are shown in
*..
the following table
:

Hopper
83,600

end sills
Length inside
Distance from center to

^

'^'-^^^^' -"--'"'-.

,

trucks..

ft.

ft.

in.

2 in.

ft.
it.

Class G-23
74,600 lb.
50 ft.
in.
48 ft. 6 in.
36 ft. 6 in.

lb.

6 in.
8 in.

ft.

11

4%

ft.

in.

10
9

6 in.

9 ft.
in.
6 in. by 1 1 in.
17,200 1b.

210,000 lb.
3,500 cu. ft.
375 cut. ft.

capacity

Cubical capacity, level full
Additional contents, heaped

ft.

ft.

11

8

Truck journals
Truck weight

Marked

5S
53

42
10
9

Height above rail
Height inside
Truck wheel base

ft.

9

2 in.

4^
1

in.

6 in.

ft.

in.

;4

in.

ft.

6 in. by 1
17,200

1

in.
1b.

220,000 lb.
3,660 cu. ft.
340 cu. ft.

The Trucks
The most

interesting feature of these cars is the sixwheel truck design. The arrangement of this truck provides for double the number of sets of bolster springs

-<^^^^^^^^^^^^^HH

^— frytfriiwiiteiMi^^^^^^^^^B
,f

cei ter of

Width over all
Width inside

306 OOl

=

Gondnia

Class H-26

Light weight
Length over
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of Six 6-in.

as Class H-26, has a

weight of 83,600 lb. and a marked capacity of
210,000 lb., which with the customary allowance of 10
per cent, for overload gives a ratio of paying load to
gross load of 73.4 per cent. The space capacity is 3.500

Gondola Cars
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Pennsylvania 110-Ton Gondola Car
cu. ft. level, with about 375 cu. ft. added when heaped,
or a total of 3,875 cu. ft.
The gondola, known as Class G-23, has a light weight
of 74,600 lb., with a marked capacity of 220,000 lb. Allowing 10 per cent for overload, this car has a ratio of
paying load to gross load of 76. per cent. The cubical
capacity as stenciled is 3,660 cu. ft. when heaped the car
.5
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used with the four-wheel truck, thus making possible the
use of the class D spring of 50-ton cars with four wheel
trucks and Syi-in. by 10-in. axles on 100-ton cars with
six wheel trucks and 6-in by 11-in. axles.
The trucks are equalized on a principle similar to that
employed in the design of the Pennsylvania standard
The middle axle, however, is
,^ix-wheel passenger truck.
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and is restrained in service only by
the equalizers.
\'ertical projections on the ends of the
equalizers resting on the middle pair of journal boxes

practically floating

extend up through openings in the bottom of the side
frame casting, the size of which limits the lateral motion

%

of this axle to a maximum of
inch in either direction.
clear idea of the design of this truck may be obtained from an inspection of the photographs and drawings.
It will be seen that the side frames are steel cast-

A
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ends of which are the bolster spring seats. These are tied
together by longitudinal members which span the middle
axle and are closed with binders below the axle, applied
after the truck is assembled.
These binders form the
longitudinal tension members and also retain the middle
axle in case the truck should be lifted. The side bearings are bolted to the top surfaces of the longitudinal
of the casting. The load on the center plate is
supported by diagonals of channel section, which join the
sides of the opening for the middle axle near the bottom
of the longitudinal members.
The whole structure is
further stiffened by diagonal braces across the top. The
outer faces of the four bolster spring seats are provided
with flanges between which fit the equalizer support projections on the side frames. The two sides of the truck
are thus held in alinement at right angles to the axles.

members

The Hopper Car

The End

of the

Six- Wheel

^

Truck Showing the

Bolster Casting

ings of the box girder type, to which the standard journal
boxes of the two outer axles are bolted. On each side
frame just inside of the two outer journal boxes are
pockets in each of which the end of the equalizers is
secured by a gib, an ofifset on the under side of which
holds it in position laterally.
The top surfaces of the
gibs are slightly crowned laterally, while the corresponding surfaces in the top of the holes through the equalizers
are slightly crowned longitudinally to provide in efifect
a one-point bearing between the equalizer and the gib

The Pennsylvania

In general, the design of the Class H-26 hopper car is
similar to that of the Class H-24, 85-ton hopper cars, a
description of which has previously been published.* The
design embodies continuous center sills of uniform section, which take the bufling stress, while a considerable
portion of the load is carried by the side construction.
The center sills are 10-in., 30-lb. channels spaced 12^ in.
back to back. From a point 4 ft. 1 in. in front of the
bolster, extending back under the end of the ridge sheet
in the hopper, a cover plate
in. thick is riveted to the
top flanges of the channels. At the end of this plate the
center sills are secured to the ridge sheet by a flanged
connection designed to provide for uniform strength.
The ridge sheet, which is secured to the center sills between each pair of hoppers at the diaphragm connections
and to the bottom flanges of the sills at the center of
each hopper, performs the functions of a cover plate
throughout the length of the hopper.
The bolster is of the vertical web plate type and is
placed above the center sills under the slope floor sheet.
It is made up of a j!4-in. web plate with two 5-in. by 3-in.
by j^^-in. angle flanges both at the top and bottom, the

Six- Wheel Freight

and thus permit the equalizer freely to adapt itself to
any position the middle axle may assume in service. The
journal boxes on the middle axle are of the pedestal
type and, in addition to resting on the tops of the boxes,
the equalizers are designed to fit between the pedestal
flanges on the sides of the boxes.
The bolster is a unit steel casting, which spans the
middle axle and rests on four sets of springs, each of
which is seated on one of the squalizers. This casting is
made up of two transverse members of I-section, on the

Truck

flanges of the upper angles being riveted directly to the
slope floor sheet, while the lower ones extend across the
car above the center sill cover plate, and at the ends are
secured to the bottom members of the side frame. The
bolster web plate is stiffened by six 2>2-in. by 25'2-in. by
/i-m. vertical angles. The side bearings are carried by

castings framed into the center

sill

channels on either side

*See the Railway Mechanical Engineer for April, 1917, page
191.
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and

tied together by a ^-in. plate tension member extending across the bottom of the center sills. Between
the sills is a filler casting which supports the center plate
and extends forward to form the rear draft gear stop.

center of the hopper to a sheared angle, the horizontar
flange of which is riveted to the lower flange of the
center sills.
The bottom of this sheet is stiffened on the
inside by a }i-in. plate 2^/2 in. wide, against which the

The bottom member of the side frame is a 4-in. by 6-in.
by ^-in. angle, which is continuous from corner post to
in.
corner post. The end sills are of pressed steel
thick of Z-section, with the inner flange turned up. The
end sills are tapered and have a maximum width at the

doors close.

^

center of 11 "4^ in.
There are four intermediate diaphragms located be-

The door operating mechanism is a device which is
standard on Pennsylvania hopper cars. The doors for
each pair of hoppers are operated separately by a shaft
extending from the side to the center of the car under the
hopper slope sheet, driving by means of a chain connection a toggle link lifting device which is located between the center sills over the center line of the hopper
openings.
The side construction is made up of four component
parts, consisting of a 5-in., 19.3-lb. bulb angle top member, the 4-in. by 6-in. by ^-in. angle side sill previously
mentioned, 13 pressed steel posts of flanged U-section on
each side of the car, and the %G-iri. side sheets. Alternate posts, together with inside butt strips, form the
joint for the adjacent side sheets, these joints being
located over the centers of the hoppers, so that the sheets
are continuous at the intermediate diaphragms. The end
construction is composed of a bulb angle at the top, of
the same section as that along the sides of the car, the
vertical portion of the ':i-in. hopper end sheet, 3j/2-in. by
3j^-in. by 3^ -in. angle corner posts and three intermediate vertical ties of pressed steel channel section, riveted
to the end sheet at the top and to the vertical flange of
the pressed steel end sill at the bottom. The bulb angle at
the top of the side construction is reinforced for a distance of 20 ft. at the middle of the car by a piece of 2j/2
in. by 3^ in. section riveted along the top.

The Gondola
The gondola

car,

which has

tons, while differing in length

End View

of the

a

rated capacity of 110

and necessarily

in

other

Hopper Car

tween the hoppers, which transfer the major portion of
the load from the center to the side construction. The
diaphragms, like the bolsters, are of the single plate type
with /4-in- web plates, reinforced at the bottom by two
4-in. by 3^-in. by %Q-'m. angles, the vertical flanges of
which are broached out at the center sills, while the horizontal flanges are continuous and are riveted to the botflanges of the center sills. The top of the web plates
terminate between the bottom flanges of diamond section
crossties of pressed steel, which extend across the car
Between the top
just above the center sill ridge sheets.
flanges of these crossties are riveted gusset sheets, the
tops of which in turn terminate between the bottom
flanges of another set of diamond shaped crossties, the
center lines of which are located 26 in. below the top of

tom

the car.
The transverse hopper slope sheets are riveted to the
web of the intermediate diaphragms and to the bottom of
The
these sheets are riveted the door hinge castings.
outer sides of the hoppers are formed of slope sheets
which are riveted at the top to the sheets of the side construction.
To the bottom of each of these sheets, which
are flanged down vertically, is riveted a stiffening angle,
The insides of the hopper
against which the doors close.
are formed by a continuation of the ridge sheets, which
are riveted for a distance of 11 in. on either side of the

Interior of

the

Hopper Car

features due to the difference in the. type of the car i)ody,
follows essentially the same general features of design
as the hopper car. Like that of the hopper car, the imderframe is built up on center sills of 10-in., 30-lb. channel
section and 4-in. h\ 6-in. l)\- -jj-in.- angle side sills.
The
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order to keej)
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lading space free

was necessary to employ a dilTereiil
ty|)e of Uilster construction from that incorporated in tinliojiper car. The holster is hnilt np of two cast steel arms
from

ol)striictions,

it

of wide I'-scclion, one on either side of the center sills.
To secme adecpiate strength the depth of these castinj^s is
such that the tops are six inches ahove the toi) of the
As shown in the illustrations, the
ci'Utcr >ill tl.inm's.
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and are secured

to ihe side of the car in the same
as the intermediate dia|)hragms. The drop door
hinge castings are riveted to the inside of the diaphragms.
The hop])er side sheets are secured to the center sills, on
the inside, and to the vertical flange of the side sills, at
the sides of the car.
The body design is similai in the lyjie of members employed to that of the hopper car.
It is comijosed of a
4-in. by 0-in. by j^-'"- ^'<'t' sill at the bottom, a 5-in., 19. .V
11). bulb angle at
the top, pressed steel side posts of l'section and the •yni-i"- side sheets.
The side sheets are joined at alternate ])osts and the
joints are covered by butt strijjs <\\ the inside, riveted
through the flanges of the jjosts. There are Ave pressed
steel crossties of diamond section, which are located 26^4
in. below the top of the car.
(iusset sheets are jjlaced
over the intermediate diaphragms to which they are riveted through the floor sheets.
The tops of these plates
are riveted between the lower flanges of two of the crossties, and at the sides they are riveted through the sheets
and butt stri])s to the side posts.
The ends of the car are built up of %-'m. sheets riveted
at the bottom to the flange of the pressed steel end sill,
at the corners to the 3>^-in. by SJA-m. by ^-in. angle
corner posts, and are finished at the top with a bulb angle
of the same section as that used on the sides of the car.
They are reinforced by three horizontal stiffening niL-mbers of flanged U-scction, similar to the side posts.
The trucks on both cars are fitted with clasp brakes,
which are operated by 14-in. by 12-in. brake cylinders.

shceU-j

manner

Gondola Car

from the inside of the bolsters to the end of
the car are raised to pass over the top of the bolster, to
avoid pockets at the ends of the car. The two bolster
castings are tied together at the top by a J^-in. cover
plate 4 ft. 11 in. long, which is placed above the /4-inThe comi)ressioii member of the bolsters is
floor sheets.
completed by the center sill fiUing casting which, like
that in the hopper car, extends forward to form the draft
gear hack stop and a j-in. bottom cover i)late, extending
across under the center sills is riveted to the bottom of
the bolster castings.
In the floor of the car are two pairs of hoppers closed
by doors and door operating mechanism of the same type
employed on the hopper car. The center line of these
hoppers is located 8 ft. 3>4 in. on either side of the transverse center of the car. Two single plate intermediate
diaphragms of yi-in. pressed channel section are located
These diaat the inner ends of the hopper openings.
phragms are of uniform section. 10 in. deep. To the
lower flange of each diaphragm is riveted a ,'/? in. reinforcing plate which extends across the car under the
center sills.
Since the bottom of the side sills is at floor
level, the outer ends of these diaphragms extend below
the side of the car and are secured to the side sills by a
gusset plate, the lower end of which is flanged under the
floor plates

diaphragm.
Pressed

steel

material, are

members of similar shape, but of Y^-^n.
to form the outside hopper end

employed

~"'

1'--

WtKKKm'

The End

On

of the

Gondola

the hopper car advantage has been taken of the space
under the slope sheet to raise the air brake cylinder so
that an easy connection for the hand brake is obtained
with a short brake stafT. Connection from the cylinder
to the foundation gear is made through a system of vertical and horizontal levers located just in front of and below the brake cylinder
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Cutler and the

Red Cross

be

OF Otis H. Cutler, who is well known among
convention attendants because of his connection as
a director with a ninnher of important railway supply companies, are pointinsj;- with pride to the unique and
responsible position which he now holds as acting chairman of the board of governors of the League of Red
Cross Societies. While the delegates to the Peace Conference were discussing the final form of the terms of
peace to be handed to the German plenipotentiaries, five
men, representing the Red Cross Societies of America
England, France, Italy and Japan, meeting nearby, affixed
their signatures to the articles governing a new league
formed to combat disease and human sufifering throughThese five men were Henry B. Davison,
out the world.
chairman, representing the American Red Cross
Sir
Arthur Stanley of England, Comte de Kergorlay of
France, Count Frascars of Italy, and Prof. Ninagawa of
Japan.

FRIENDS

;
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Undoubtedly the League of Red Cross Societies will
more or less intimately related to the I^eague of Na-

tions.
The organization is voluntary, non-political, nongovernmental, and non-sectarian.
Mr. Davison was
elected chairman of the board of governors, the league
having been conceived by him and being made ]K)ssible by
the support given to the movement by the American Red
Cross.
Sir Arthur Stanley, in addressing the board,
made this statement
"It would not have been possible
to call this League of Red Cross Societies into existence
if it had not been
for the generosity with which the
American Red Cross gave us the money in order to start
operations, but it would have been even more impossible
to launch this league if it had not been for the splendid
enthusiasm and initiative of our first chairman, Mr.
Davidson. * * * j believe that the bringing together
of the humanitarian interests of every country in the
world will go very far toward the establishment of permanent peace and will do much to place the League of
Nations on a firm foundation."
:

—

Left to Right Lieutenant-General Sir David Henderson, Director-General of the League; Otis H. Cutler, Acting Chairman of the Board of
Governors; Professor Ninagawa, of the Japanese Red Cross; Sir Arthur Stanley, of the British Red Cross; Henry Davison, Chairman of the Board of
Governors; Count Frascara, of the Italian Red Cross; Count de Kergorlay, of the French Red Cross; Dr. Stockton Axson, Secretary-General of the
League.

Board

of

Governors and Directing Officers of the League of Red Cross Societies

The objects of the league are: First, to encourage and
promote in every country in the world the establishment
and development of a duly authorized voluntary, national Red Cross organization, having as purposes the
improvement of health, the prevention of disease and the
mitigation of sufTering throughout the world, and to secure the co-operation of such organizations for these
purposes.
Second, to promote the welfare of mankind
by furnishing a medium for bringing within the reach of
all peoples the benefits to be derived from present wellknown facts and new contributions to science and medical knowledge and their application.
Third, to furnish
a medium for co-ordinating relief work in case of great
national or international caUiniities.

It became necessary for Mr. Davison to return to
America in the interests of the league immediately after
its formation, and Otis H. Cutler was appointed acting
chairman of the board of governors to represent Mr.
Davison in his absence. This will make it necessary for
Mr. Cutler to remain a.broad for some weeks. Mr. Cutler has been active in the development of the American
Red Cross, and during the war was manager of the Insular and Foreign Division of the American Red Cross.
Mr. Davison, in announcing the appointment of Mr. Cutler,

spoke

terms of his services during the
that but for Mr. Cutler's remaining to
at Paris, it would not have been possible

in the highest

war and added
represent him
for

him

to leave

Europe

at this lime.
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were Alexander 'J'urner, president Hronze Metal Co.;
Horace Parker, president Bradford Draft (jear Company, and
rank iJ. Clark, president Chambers Valley
Company and I'"lvin Mechanical Stoker Company. They
motored down from New York Sunday.
I'
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rather, as ai)plicd specilically to railway and sti])])ly men,
agriculturists.
Of course, you know the difference

between a farmer and an agriculturist, the former making his money in the country and spending it in the city
and the latter making his money in the city and spending
it
in the country.
Many of our |)eoi)le are taking their
troubles to the country and communing with nature. The
latest addition to the ranks is "h'armer" Charlie Jenks,
of Cleveland, who has acquired a farm just outside the
limits of his home city.
In business life he is Charles D.
Jenks. president of the Damascus Brake I'eam Company.
.Mrs. Jenks accomjjanied her husband to Atlantic City this
year.

^^any of those who have been attending the conventions regularly at Atlantic City will be saddened by the

of Miss Lulu Hubbard Marvel.

Miss Marvel died
at the home of her brother, Joseph H. Marvel. 1925
Pacific Avenue, Atlantic City, on March 27 last. She had
been ill eighteen months. She was an expert stenographer and usually was in charge of the official stenodeatli

graphic forces

at the

conventions held at Atlantic City.

Cuba has commenced to subscribe her quota of tlie
convention attendants in the arrival of probal)ly one of
the ])est-known railroaders on the Island, Juan Henderson, general insjiector of locomotives of tlie United
Railways of Havana, who is stopping in Philadelphia
until the arrival of some of his companeros.
Juan reflects the spirit of the modern Latin-American's quest
of knowledge in his statement that a few months' leave
of absence granted by his company will be spent in the
U. S. A. studying American railroad practice and the
English language.

The dean of Superintendents of Motive Power, W.
H. Lewis, of Norfolk & Western fame a westerner
originally

—

—received

when he met
Cunningham,

a refreshing breath of western air
at the convention, his old protege, Dan
whom he raised, now assistant superin-

tendent of motive power of the Denver & Rio Grande.
Mr. Lewis says he is proud of the job probably referring

—

Cunningham. Mr. Lewis retired from active
on the Norfolk & Western since the conventions
were last held in Atlantic City, but he arrived early this
year. looking as happ\- and hearty as ever.
to Mr.
service

The excellent work of E. Hoover Bankard, Jr., Chairman of the Entertainment Committee, in planning and
arranging the entertainment features for this year's
gathering, is deserving of more than passing notice.
In many ways the conditions this year have been quite
unusual and difficult of meeting. During the late winter
months Mr. Bankard devoted considerable time to the
affairs of the Entertainment Committee, and later on
he found it necessary to be ""on the job" in Atlantic
,

City" a week or
vention people.

more before

the arrival of the con-

Has anybody been

attending these conventions longer
37 years? If not. Frank W. Edmunds, general east•ern sales manager of the Schroeder Headlight and Generator Company, New York, holds the long-distance rec•ord.
He and Mrs. Edmunds came in from New York
•yesterday and will stay throughout this convention and
the railway signal convention, which is held in Atlantic
'City on the 26th and 27th.
This is Mrs. Edmunds' first
meflianical convention, although at the signal convention
she is one of the advance guard and is affectionately
known as "Mother" to almost the entire attendance.
ithan

Have you noticed that each year there are more and
more "farmers" among us? No, not "farmers," but

Ji)liet Railway Supply Company business family
indeed well represented at the convention this year,
it consists of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L. .Sivyer and
Miss Sivyer, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Slawson and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Carscadin, Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
lUirnelt and Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Simons.
This, by the
way, is Mr. Simons's twenty-sixth M. C. B. and M. M.
Convention without a miss. The party is quartered at
the Traymore, with the exception of the Carscadins, who
are stopping at the Marll)orough-Blenheim. Mr. Sivyer
is president of the Joliet Railway Supply Company, Sivyer Steel Casting Company, North Western Malleable
Iron Company and a stockholder in the Chain Belt Company and the Natural Car Equipment Company.

The

is

Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Weatherly, who motored down
from New York on Monday to attend he convention,
were accompanied here by Mrs. Weatherly's sister, Mrs.
George E. Alt, also of New York City. Mrs. Alt was
made a widow by the war. Her husband was of English
birth, and came to this country when he was quite
They were living on a large estate
a young man.
near Charlottesville, Va., when the war began in Europe
Mr. Alt was a loyal Britisher, and as soon as
in 1914.
hostilities commenced he sailed for England, entered
the British army and became a captain.
He was killed
while participating in the heavy fighting about Ypres
in the spring of 1915.
Captain Alt's father was a
Inisiness man in his later life, but was formerly a colonel
in the British army, so the Captain came of a family
which had a military tradition which he well maintained.

Mrs. Alt returned to

New York

Tuesday Evening.

Major E. A. Simmons, president of the SimmonsBoardman Publishing Company, publishers of the RailAge, and Mrs. Simmons, expected to be here
throughout the convention, but have not arrived yet.
Major Simmons, accompanied by his wife and their little
daughter, went to Europe, early in April, to open a new
European office for this company in London. They expected to be back before this, but the sailing dates of the
steamship Caronia, on which they were to have come,
was changed. They are now expected to arrive on the
Aquitania late this week or early next week. They were
accompanied to Europe by Robert E. Thayer, until recently Mechanical Department Editor of the Raikvay Age,
and managing editor of the Railway Mechanical Engineer,
who has gone abroad to remain as European editor of
the Raikvay Age and the other Simmons-Boardman publications.
Mr. Thayer will make his home and headquarters in London. During the war, Major Simmons
zcay

in the Emergency Construction Division of the
Quartermaster's Department of the United States Army,
but secured his discharge just before going to Europe,
and is now back in civilian life. He and Mrs. Simmons
will come down to the convention if they get back in

was

time.
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Truck For Cars

of 70

Ton Capacity

with springs of unusual length and bolster ends of great
depth, the height overall is not increased, nor the clear-

TRUCK WAS PRODUCED by the Bettcndorf ComTHIS
pany, Bettendor'f, Iowa, to meet the growing de-

mand for cars of greater carrying capacity than
those having trucks with S^^-in. by 10-in. journals and
is structurally different from the present type of trucks.
It is constructed for cars of 70 tons capacity using axles
with 6-in. by U-in. journals, and although the capacity
of the truck is limited only by the size of the axles, the
heights are no greater and might even be less than those
of the ordinary trucks of lesser capacity.
Especial attention has been given to the design of the
springs and because of the heavier spring steel required
to sustain the load, with a consecjuent lesser deflection
per coil, a greater length was necessary than heretofore
employed. The method of bolster suspension not only
permits the application of longer springs, but allows a
greater depth of bolster ends as well.
It also applies
the load on the side frames near the journal boxes instead
of at the center of the frames, thereby greatly reducing
the stresses in the side frames.
The manner of guiding the bolster is another feature
worthy of note and is accompHshed by providing slots
in the ends of the bolster both forward and behind the
columns, through which the carrier bars pass and rest
on the trunions of the spring caps, thereby forming the

ance above the rail encroached upon.
In designing this truck care has been taken to provide
for the necessary flexibility and strength. It may be dismantled or assembled quite as readily as any other type.
The truck is of unusually neat appearance with great
strength, light weight, easy riding qualities, more clearance above the rail and lesser total height than usual.
Other products displayed by the Bettendorf Company
comprise a comparison between the United States Railroad Administration type of truck side frame and the
regular Bettendorf type, and a new type of Bettendorf
frame of [/-cross section, all interchangeable with each
other. Two samples of each are on display, one of each
with comparative parts in position mounted on automatic
weighing scales to show the differences in weights, and
one of each after having been subjected to test loads
showing comparative strengths.

Drop Door Mechanism

A

DROP DOOR LATCH and lock of simple and effective
design is exhibited by the Wine Railway Appliance
Company, Toledo, Ohio. It may be applied to
bottom doors all the parts are on the outside and are
bottom doors all the parts are on the utside and are
;

;

easily accessible for operation or for repairs.

The

latch

form of a hook secured to the car at each side,
which engages an angle iron forming the door stiffener
and projecting beyond the side sheets. The locking device consists of a dog secured to the side of the car,
is

in the

w hich
closed.

Truck

for 70-Ton Capacity

falls

No

in

the locking position when the latch is
is used, the doors being raised

winding shaft

Car

support for the bolster and locking the side frames seThese equalizer or carrier bars
curely into position.
passing through the bolster at a point on a level with the
journal bearings deliver all side thrust to the frames
without any tendency to tilt the side frames, thereby
eliminating the necessity for a spring plank.
As above stated the springs are located away from the
this construction produces
center of the side frame
stresses at the points of load appHcation that give a factor
of safety of from 45 to 50 per cent greater than if the
;

load were applied at the center of the side frame as is
the case with the usual truck construction.
The bolster ends may be made 12 in. or even more in
depth without increasing the height of the trucks over
present construction, with the consequent increase in
strength due to the greater depth.
The absence of the spring plank and also of all bolts,
nuts and rivets, together with the reduction in number
of parts, is worthy of note, as well as the fact that even

Hopper Doors Closed and

the Device in

Locked

Position

by hand, the latch and lock falling into place by gravity.
The door may be opened easily by disengaging the latch,
which can be done easily and quickly. A saving in
weight of from 200 lb. to 2,000 lb. is said to be effected
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several new features.
A protected
dial air pressure i^iv^v has been devised for use in
conjunction with the ordinary rear end train hraUe cock,
or for )ise hy air brake insju'ctors. The dial and the [jlass
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Air Pressure Gages and Testers
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Double Area Pressure Gage Tester

Protected Dial Gage

are set considerably below the surface of the gage rim
and are protected by three bars secured to the rim and
These bars protect the gage
at the center of the gage.
from injury by coming in contact with any of the small
projections on the railings of cars and they may be struck

of weights. Two small valves placed on opposite sides
of the vertical cylinder provide means of adjustment
from the double area piston for low pressure work to the
single area piston for high pressure work. These valves
may be operated as desired, while the tester is in use,
and without removing any of the parts. This machine
is said to be equal in accuracy to a mercury column and
much more convenient to use.

Interchange Casting for
Spring Draft Gear
SPECIAL DRAFT CASTING designed by George L. Harvey for the Frost Railway Supj^ly Company, Detroit, Mich., is on exhibition.
The purpose of this
casting is to fill the space of 2 ft.
in. by 12^8 in. specified by the United States Railroad Administration for the
new standard freight cars, and at the same time permit
the use of the Harvey friction spring gear together with
one standard M. C. B. spring.
The arrangement consists of a rectangular casting enclosing any desired capacity of the standard M. C. B.
springs, with a follower plate having a circular opening

A

%

Three-Speed Air Brake Recording Gage
with sufficient force to bend the bars without damage to
the glass.

The three-speed air brake recording gage is designed
for the use of air brake inspectors in making tests or for
recording the operation of air brakes, as may be desired.
It consists of a rotating chart and a capillary glass pen
with a platinum tube point, operated by a high grade
clock movement.
specially designed tube eliminates
excessive vibration and the pen may be refilled or cleaned
without being taken apart or detached from the gage.
This gage is especially adapted for use where a variable
speed is desired for the chart.
An improved dead weight pressure gage tester has

Harvey Spring Draft Gear with the Interchange Casting

A

through which protrudes a hollow bar or arm. The back
end of this bar is enlarged and is in contact with the
M. C. B. spring at the front end it bears against and is
supported at the front follower plate by a suitable pin
and bulb and carries the Harvey friction spring. Under
;

;
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a buffing stress the force of the blow is transmitted
through the front follower and the bar to the M. C. B.
spring and as they travel backward the Harvey friction
spring gear comes into action between the follower
plates.

This casting

is

1471

up excessive pressure.

This gives a uniform pressure

Interlocking safety deinsure safe operation and there are no springs,
clock work, weights or other intricate mechanism to get
out of order.
in the service line at all times.

vices

not sold by the Frost Railway Supply

for them by Mr. Harvey to
permit the application of the friction spring draft gear;
it may be used by the railroads without charge or royalty.

Company, but was designed

Scarritt Simplex

AN

Coach Seat

IMPROVEMENT

in the pull-over type of coach seat
exhibited by the Southern Railway Supply and
Equipment Company, St. Louis, Mo., who are the
general sales agents of the makers, the Scarritt Car
Seat and Manufacturing Company. The distinctive feais

The Airco Acetylene Generator

AN

ACETYLENE GENERATOR of the Carbide to water
type is exhibited by the Air Reduction Sales Company, New York. The generation of the acetylene
is regulated by means of a water motor which is operated
by the gas passing through it to the service pipe. This
type of feed gives an even distribution of carbide over
the entire surface of the water in the generating chamber and prevents overheating of the water, thus producing cool gas of a high quality. Carbide lj4 i"- by }i in.

Details of the Simplex

Coach Seat

tures of the Simplex pull-over mechanism are the short
reversing levers which eliminate lateral motion and the
center righting lever which moves the base or fulcrum,
to which the reversing levers are attached, from side to
side.
The details of construction are shown in the illustration.

Fig. 1 shows a cross section with the seat carrier and
foot rest in position Fig. 2 the aisle end, inside, revers;

The Airco Generator Complete
is used and gives a maximum gas yield with low even
generation without material pressure fluctuation.
The acetylene is generated only when gas passes
through the motor and any derangement of the feeding
mechanism or leaks in the generator automatically prevent further feeding of the carbide, thus providing unusual safety of operation. The carbide is fed into the
water only as gas is used, making it impossible to build

ing lever with sliding base and the hinged foot rest
Figs. 3 and 4 show the center lever and method of attaching, and the righting and foot rest lever tri-bar.
Any of the parts may be easily detached for repairs.
The wall and aisle plates are connected by two steel
tubes. The pull-over mechanism is attached to steel rods
passing through these tubes, while the pedestal is attached to the tubes and is adjustable so that it may be
securely bolted to the floor girder.
The head roll is
smooth on top and the tilt of the seat is comfortable.
The seat cushions are constructed of Scarritt double
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piislicd
(j^asket,

The haiuliiole
the device leak proof.
of malleal>le iron, fnlly galvanized.
makes

is

Si!S^Lcs2^

Refrigerator Car Specialties

AiiKiM

18,

(piickly

nnitilalion of the gasket, with con-

seipient leaka.ge of hrine on the car floor, is shown
the illnst ration.
It is desi},med to avoid any possible
leaka.ge wlien the tanks are lilled with hrine and for convenience in ex]K)sing the openin.g in the tank when it is
desired to clean the tank.
The operation of tlie I'reco
in

Hand Hole Cover Open

The tank supports

Hand Hole Cover Closed
handhole, as

it is called, requires only that the hook be
removed from the lug holding the lever, after which the
lever is raised up, which disengages the lugs on the end
of the bar and allows the cover to drop down, the operation requiring but a moment's time.
To close the hand-

hole the cover

J ff/ref

is

raised, the lugs

on the crossbar engaging:

illustrated

in

the

drawing are

designed for convenience in removing brine tanks when
necessary, and eliminating all bearing of metal in- the
drip pan beneath the tanks.
Heavy expense has been
experienced in maintaining the drip pans because of the
corrosion resulting from metal supports for the tanks
resting on the pan. The Ureco support is formed with a
truss arrangement which has ample carrying capacity
for the tanks when loaded with ice and avoids any bearing points on the pans. The refrigerator car specialties
described are the products of the Union Railway Equipment Company, Chicago.
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The side windows are fitted with single twopart sash, arranged so that the lower part may be raised,
and the end windows have single sash arranged to lower
inside the sheathing.
The vestibule has platform trap
d' ors over the steps at each side and side doors which
swing back against the car body, providing ample room
for entrance to the passenger compartment.
The passenger compartment has Agasote headlining,
Agasote side lining down to the heater pipes and Transite board behind the heater, all secured to the car body
with suitable battens and molding. The baggage comjiartment.

Oil-Burning, Steam-Propelled

Unit Railway Car
Railway
THE Unit
on

Car Company, Boston, Mass.,
exhibition the Unit car, which is steamhas
propelled with direct drive on the front axle of the
forward truck, which also carries the engine or motor.
This car is of all-steel construction and is designed for
single end operation.
It is arranged with a boiler room
and baggage and passenger compartments.

«i>j/gj"|<---4's-—4<

The superstructure is of the side girder type, having
side posts of twin T-iron, with a wood filler, extending
from the sills to the top plates and securely riveted to the
sills, steel side sheathing, belt rail and top plates.
The
roof

is

carlines

of the plain arch or "turtleback" type on steel
and ash furring. It is built up of yi-in. narrow

tongued and grooved poplar and covered with No. 8
cotton duck, well stretched and with an application of
white lead under and on top of the canvas. The baggage

The

partment and the inside of the boiler room partition are
lined with sheet steel.
The flooring is of yellow pine laid double, with paper
insulation between the two layers and securely fastened
pine nailing strips which are bolted to the
underframe. In the boiler room the floor is covered with
No. 16 gage sheet steel.
Ample ventilation is provided by modern ventilators in
the roof of the car. The seats are of the high back, head
to yellow

Fully Equipped Unit Railway Car

GENERAL DIMENSIONS
Length over bumper
Length over dasher
Length? of main passenger coni|)artment
Length of platform
Length of boiler compartment
Length of baggage compartment
Center to center of side posts

Width over side sheathing
Width of aisle
Length of cross

seats

50
49
24
4
8
12
2
8
1

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

7
7

4
8

n

ft.

8
6

ft.

9-/.

3 ft.

n
n.

ft.
ft.
ft.

n

n
n

2

n.
n.
n.
n.

compartment side doors are of the single sliding type and
single swing doors give entrance from the baggage compartment and from the vestibule to the passenger com-

Trnck centers
Height from rail
Height from rail
Height from rail
fieight from rail

28

ft.

in

to center

2

ft.

to

3

ft.

10^4 in
2)4 in

11

ft.

14
6

ft.

of draw-bar
bottom of side sill

to top of roof
to

top of radiator

Height of rear entrance door opening
Seating capacity of passenger compartment
Seating capacity of baggage compartment
Total

seating

capacity

ft.

11 J^ in
6
in

6

in

34
8

42

There are 17 seats in the passenger' comroll type.
partment, seating 34 passengers, 13 of the cross seats
being reversible and three cross seats and one longitud-
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iiial

scat

scats

in

l)ciiij^

the

TIkii' arc also two fdldiiin
stationary.
coniparlnicnt, cjich seating four

bajj^ajjc

persons.

The undcrframc

is of
all >tiil construction, having;
of rolled steel i-late. Imtnpers of six-inch rolled
steel channels and pressed steel holster of M. C. H. de-

side

sills

si.un.

antjjlcs

Tlie

entire

underfvainc

and

ijusset

plates.

Sectional

is

stroni^ly

Water Tube

hraced with

U-shaped
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of heating

surface.
The firebox or combustion chamber is directly below
the boiler tubes and is constructed of hot rolled No. \<>
gage sheet steel, riveted to the angle irons su))i)orting
The conil)ustion chamber is lined with firethe boiler.
brick, covered with a wash of high temperature cement,
and covered on tlie outside with insulating material 2]/^

Boiler

riu hoilcr consists of water tul)es. a superlu'alcr an<!
an economi/er. ICach section of tlic boiler consists of a
vertical header into which I -shaped Shelby cold drawn
The header of tiiese
seamless steel tubes are welded.
sections is connected to a steam drum at the top by
seamless tubing bent to a parabolic form and connected
to the steam drum by a special stub end connection. The
lower end of the vertical header connects with a mud

tront Truck with the Engine Installed

This insulating material is extended over the
in. thick.
tubes in varying thicknesses and the entire boiler and
combustion chamber is enclosed in a jacket of hot rolled
special combustion tile is
No. 16 gage sheet steel.
inserted in the front wall at the bottom of the chamber,
through which the air and the atomized fuel enters. The

A

is atomized by a special atomizer and mixer and
maintained at an incandescent temperature by a pilot
btn"ner. thus giving a constant and efficient supply of
steam under all normal conditions. Either crude or refined oils may be used as fuel.
The construction of this boiler insures tlie rapid gen-

fuel oil

is

Sectional

Water Tube

Boiler

of 2y^-\n. steel tubing, the connection being made
by a special ^)4-in. Alonel metal union. This construction
permits the removal of any of the sections for repairs
and the boiler may be continued in use by plugging the

drum

holes until repairs are made and the section replaced.
Each section of the boiler contains 22.2 sq. ft. of heating
surface.
stay rod made from cold drawn steel tubing
passes through the center of the steam drum and serves
as a dry pipe from which the steam may pass from either
end to the superheater.
The superheater is constructed of 154-iri- outside
diameter, 13-gage seamless tubing and is placed within
It conthe loop formed by the U-shaped boiler tubes.
tains 63.8 sq. ft. of heating surface and superheats the
steam to a temperature of 650 deg. F. It can also be removed easily for inspection or repairs.
The economizer is constructed in a manner similar to
that of the superheater and is placed directly above the

A

Interior of the Passenger Compart.nent

eration of steam and a steam pressure of approximately
700 lb. may be obtained in from 10 to 20 minutes, depending on the atmospheric conditions.

The Engine

A

double cylinder engine with valves of the balanced
piston type is mounted on the front truck and is direct
connected to the forward axle. The cylinders are of cast
iron with cast steel cylinder heads and are accurately
bored and finished. The piston rods are integral with
the crosshead and are of drop forged steel. The cylinders
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are lagged and jacketed to prevent condensation as much
as possible. The crank shaft is of chrome nickel steel
and runs in roller bearings. The valve gear is of the
Stephenson link type and the control is automatic except
at starting and stopping, when it is controlled by the
throttle valve, and in the reverse which is accomplished
by the Stephenson hnk motion. The entire engine is
enclosed in an axle housing and sheet metal jacket. The
drive gear runs in oil, which is thrown by the gear to
all parts of the gear case, insuring thorough lubrication
A radiator conforming to the
to all the running parts.
shape of the arch is installed on the roof of the car.
This engine develops 60 hp. under normal conditions
but in an emergency this may be materially increased.
The trucks are of the modified arch bar type with
swing bolsters, double coil springs over the journal boxes,
bolsters of ^-ie-ii- pressed steel plate with malleable iron
spring seats and pressed steel end stops and side wear
The front or driver truck has a wheel base of 6
plates.
ft. 1 in. and the trailer truck has a wheel base of 5 ft. 6
in.
The wheels have malleable iron centers with steel
The
tires, 34 in. in diameter, and of M. C. B. contour.
bolster of the driving truck is off center 25 in. toward
the driven axle, thus making about two-thirds of the entire weight of the car elifective for traction.
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pander, and gives a flat contact surface of one-half inch.
This ring is placed inside of the asbestor packing cup
which it holds in close contact with the cylinder for the
full width of the ring.
The ring is a marked improvement over the old style round ring expander, as it gives
a flat contact against the packing and the cylinder wall

The

&

lighting system was installed by the U. S. Light
Heat Corporation, the current being supplied by a

small direct-current generator driven by an auxiliary engine located in the boiler room and in the forward part
of the car. Storage batteries are provided and are carried under the car in a suitable wood and steel box. The
passenger compartment is lighted by Mazda lamps with
Holophane reflectors located over the center aisle, and
the vestibule with similar lamps located over the side
The headlight is equipped with a 250-watt
steps.
Goldenglow lamp. The car is heated by the exhaust
steam from the auxiliary engine, which passes through a
system of piping extending along the sides of the car,
the steam rising from the pipe coil to a condenser located
on the roof of the car. The condensation flows from the
condenser to a tank located under the car from which it
is again pumped to the boiler for use in generating steam.
The car is equipped with an air compressor driven by
the auxiliary engine and the Westinghouse A. M. M. air
brake equipment.
high power drop-handle geared
hand brake is also provided. The brake rigging, couplers
and other parts of the equipment conform to M. C. B.
standards. This car was in successful operation for several months, but was withdrawn from service for the
purpose of installing an improved boiler and engine and
placing it on exhibition at this convention.

A

Packing Cup and Expander Ring
of about four times that of a round ring and practically
eliminates air leakage.
This packing set was applied on the United States
Railroad Administration standard cars and locomotives
and has been made standard on a number of railroads for
locomotive tenders and water scoop air cylinders.

Creco Reversible Chair Casting
Chicago Railway Equipment Company, ChiTHEcago,
showing a new
Creco four-point
is

reversible

support chair casting. This casting may be applied
to either side of the brake beam strut, thus eliminating
the use of a right and left hand casting, and is of par-

Air Brake Cylinder Packing Set

AN

AIR BRAKE CYLINDER PACKING SET designed tO
overcome the objectionable features of a leather
packing has been developed by the H. W. JohnsManville Company, New York, and is part of its exhibit.
This packing set consists of an asbestos packing cup
with a spring steel expander ring. The packing cup conforms to the bore of the cylinder and being constructed
of layers of impregnated asbestos it is proof against heat,
pressure and condensate and does not become porous.
These advantages are of great importance as the brake

cylinders are usually so
jected to intense heat,
packing, leaving it in a
condition.
The expander ring is
steel,

located that the packing is subwhich rapidly dries out leather

porous and consequently a leaky

formed of flat cold rolled spring
with one edge rolled over a spring steel wire ex-

Reversible Chair Casting for Creco Four-Point Support
ticular value

when

the four-point support

is

being applied

to old equipment.

The Creco four-point support and safety device is
adaptable to practically every type of truck and modern
brake beam, and this design of chair casting greatly simplifies the application of the four-point device to the
varied designs of trucks and brake rigging.
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Arc Welders
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a truck,

cal)le reel.

AT C'oRmRATioN, Nia),Nir;i
V. S. I,ii;nT \Ni>
TiiKJ'alls,
N. Y., has (leviloprd two electric arc
III.

vvclclinj^'

machinos, cither of which

may

be used as portable
Tlu'sc machines have been door stationary e(|uii)nicnt.
sijjned particnlarly to meet the re(|uircments of railroad
work.
Inir shops where it is practicable to bring tlie
parts to be welded to within 50 or 75 ft. of the wcHinir
api)aratns, the weldinij; machines with their auxiliary
e(|uii)ment are made np for stationary mounting on floors
or platforms. The same machine, mounted on a tinck,
and e(|uii)pcd with more comjjact auxiliary apparatus
provides a ixirtahlc welding (nufil which niav be taken

Motor-Generator Type Welder Mounted on Truck for
Portable Service

The truck is 28 in. wide, 55 in. high, over all, 54 in. long
and weighs, with comi)lete equipment, about 1500 lb.

Cincinnati Rivet

Head Catcher

ATTACHMENT to the Cincinnati rivet cutting
gun, for the purpose of catching the rivet head as
it
is cut ofif, thus eliminating the possibility of
flying rivet heads injuring persons nearby, is shown by
the Rivet Cutting Gun Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

AN

Converter Type Welder for Stationary Mounting

whether it be in the shop or yard.
a rated capacity of 4 kw. the machines give 200
amperes direct current, or less, with an arc voltage of
17 to 22 volts and an open circuit voltage of from 35 to

directly to the work,

With

65

volts.

For use on 100 to 125 volt d. c. circuit the machine is
made in the form of a convertor. The converter weighs
665 lb., and delivers current at the arc through the stabilizing reactor with an efficiency of from 65 to 70 per
cent.

On all other kinds of electric supplv circuits, the welding machine is made in the form of a motor generator.
This machine consists of a 7^4 hp. alternating current or
direct current motor with a 4 kw. welding generator.
The generator is inherently regulated, compound wound,
self excited and has a drooping voltage characteristic.
It is claimed that both the generator and the convertor
produce an arc particularly suited to arc welding.

Rivet Catcher in Use and (in the insert) the Pocket Exposed

This device is simple, is easily applied to the cutting
is inexpensive and effective.
The catcher consists of a metal receptacle which slips over the end of the
cutting bar and has a pocket fitting over the rivet head,

gun and

and

into

which

it

falls

when

it is

cut ofi.

The

use of this
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head catcher makes

rivet

it

unnecessary for

workmen

operation to o^uard against
flying rivet heads and consequently enahles them to give
closer attention to the particular work in which they
may be engaged.

in the vicinity of a rivet cutting'

American
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The connectors when coupled are
kept in close contact by a compression spring having a
resistance of 900 lb., which, with the gaskets at each of

bad track conditions.

Automatic Hose Connector

AN

AUTOMATIC DEVICE for connecting air and steam
hose between cars has been developed and is exhibited at the booth of the American Automatic
Connector Company, Cleveland, Ohio. This connector is

Connector With Interchange Attachment

Air Line Connector on Freight Equipment

of the butt face type with an inclined guide at one side
at the other, the guide being

and a recess or opening
hollowed out on one side.

The

Air,

air

brake port

is

located in the center, the signal line

Steam and Signal Connector
above and the steam

for Passenger

Equipment

4 in. below the center
connector face. The bottom end of the connector bracket and the back of the
spring seat form a universal joint which permits vertical
and lateral movement of the device on curves or under
3y2

in.

line

in the vertical center line of the

the ports of the connector insures a constant contact and
a safe hose connection.
The gathering range or scope
of the device in the coupling operation is 7y> in. vertically
and 7 in. horizontally, and it will couple on high and low
cars with equal facility, the bearing face when coupled
being 12 in. by 11 in.

The connector consists of six parts, five malleable iron
castings and one steel spring, and weighs 50 lbs. It is
attached to a lug cast or welded to the car coupling with
two bolts and can be attached or removed by one man in

Face of Connector With Air Line Port for Freight
Equipment

An interchange attachment is provided
a few minutes.
for use where some cars in the train are not equipped
with the automatic connectors, and it can be quickly attached to the device by means of a lug and a pin inserted through slots at the top and bottom of the con-

;
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ncttur f;uc oil the viTliial criiltT line. Tlic lowest ijoiiit
of the lomieitor when inupled or uncoupled is 12 in.
al>ove the top of the

rail.

This lonnector has heeii in service on the Teniiscouata
Railway, IVovince of (Jneliec. Canada, on a ])assenf,'er
train and has traveled _'(X),(KX) miles with excellent results.
The ("opi)er Kan}.;e Railfoad lias also applied these
connectors to ei.yht locomotives, IS iiasseni^cr cars and
1(X) ore cars of 40 to 50 tons ca])acity havint;; hoth friction
and sprin.tf t>pes of draft Rear. Under severe weather
and road conditions and on tracks havinjj ma.xinunn
curves of 19 des;. and 3.8 per cent grades, the connectors
are reported to have proved very efficient and are csjiecially adapted to service re(|uirini.^ fre(iuent c()Ui)lin,i; and

June
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The belt tightening device has been developed for
In the former design of the
l>ody-hung generators.
body-hung suspension, the belt tension was adjusted by
means of an adjusting screw. The new device has a
lever by which the suspension carriage may be moved
forward to the operating position, (jr may be moved back

nncouplinuf.

Car Lighting Equipment
Stor.\(;i-: 1j.\ttery Co.mp.wv, Philadelphia, Pa., has introduced into the car li.tjhting iield
a new type of battery jar and cover and a new type

Till-: Eluctkic-

of belt tightening device for its body-lumg generators.
The battery tank consists of a compound rubber jar
with a double flanged alloy cover. It has been designed
to eliminate the troubles which have been experienced

Double Flanged Cover

for

Rubber Jar

quickly toward the truck to release the belt when necessary.
An adjustment is provided for taking up the
stretch of the belt so that the proper belt tension may

;

'-^^::

' :':

Body Hung Suspension, Showing

Belt Tension Release
Lever and Tension Adjuster

with the lead lined tanks, due to the developleaks in the lead lining. These leaks are largely
caused by electrolytic action of current escaping from a
grounded cell, the efifect of which is to corrode the lining.
The rubber jar is not subject to this corrosive action.
These jars are made of "Giant" compound, which was
furnished to the United States Government on a large
scale during the war.
This compound has been used
extensively for storage batteries in mining locomotives
and other conditions probably more severe than those to
be met in train lighting service.
The double flanged alloy cover protects both the inside
and outside of the upper edge of the jar. This cover is
sealed with a newly developed sealing compound, which
the makers claim permits the cover to be removed and
applied again without the application of heat and at the
same time forms a perfect seal and will not run at the
highest operating temperature encountered.
The cells
in the past

ment of

are assembled in two-compartment, solid wood crates
and are held in place with parafifin treated wooden shims.

Cell

Complete

in

Compound Rubber

Jar with Double

Flanged Cover
be maintained without the necessity of cutting the belt.
right hand or left hand
the generator terminal box, safety chain and spring
mounting are reversible, and a right hand or left hand
suspension carriage may be had as desired.

The generator may be mounted

The number

of

women

employed

in the

metal-work-

ing industries in Germany increased from 12,968 in 1914
to 624,688 in \917.—Machinerv.

—

;

:

The Railway Supply Manufacturers'
Both the Number

of Exhibitors

Association Exhibit

and the Space Occupied

Far Surpass All Previous Records

THEnotEXHIBITS THIS YEAR

or ball room has had additional exhibits placed in it, the
most notable of which is the artillery and munitions exhibit at the main entrance.
Additional exhibit spaces
have been added at the ends of the Aquarium Court,
as the space between the Main Building and Exhibition
Hall is termed. Exhibition Hall, which was only partially occupied in 1916, is completely filled this year, and
the passage through its center connecting to the Machinery Hall extension has been closed up, and is used
for exhibit spaces. Additional booths have been placed
between the two incline ways leading to the Annex,
and a large additional space has been placed alongside of
Convention Hall.

havc Smashed all records,
only in relation to the number of exhibitors
and the square feet of space occupied, but also
in the character of the exhibits.
Never has there been
so much care taken to emphasize the educational features
of the exhibit and to make preparation for giving the
railroad men a comprehensive, clear-cut idea of the various devices and their advantages. There are 301 exhibitors, and the exhibits occupy 93,467 square feet of
space. There would have been more exhibitors had the
The exhibit committee has utilspace been available.
ized every bit of available floor space for exhibition purposes the track exhibit is exceptionally large.
A study of the diagram of the pier will indicate that
the space facing the Boardwalk, which has hitherto
been used for lounging purposes, has been divided up
The main building
into nine different exhibit spaces.
;

A

list of the exhibitors, together with deof their exhibits and the list of their representatives, follows

List of

—

Fred E. Winkelman

Space

officials.

Exhibitors

—

Acme Machine Tool Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio. Cincinnati Acme No. 3 universal flat turret lathe.
Represented by
and other company

complete

tails

American Brake Company, St. Louis, Mo. Reception Iiooth.^
Represented by R. E. Adreon. Space 19 to 29.

162.

New York, N. Y.
Reinforced brake shoes for locomotives and cars; malleable
iron locomotive and car brake heads and keys. Represented
by F. W. Sargent, W. S. McGowan, C. D. Pettis, John Hoffhine, A. H. Elliot, E. A. Gregory, W. L. Heinz, M. X. Trainer
and E. L. Janes. Space 418.

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company,

AGA

Railway Light

lighting equipment.

&

Signal Company, Elizabeth, N.

Represented by

J.

K. Howard.

J.

— Car

Space

380.

—

Air Reduction Sales Company, New York, N. Y. Oxy-acetylene apparatus and gases. Represented by A. R. Ludlow, A. S.
Kinsey, C. D. Trout, J. A. Warfel, H. F. Weldin, R. T. Peabody and E. L. Mills. Soace 614.

—

American Abrasive Metals Company, New York, N. Y. Feralun
anti-slip treads, as car steps, door saddles and floor plates;
Feralun brake shoes Feralun rubber blades. Represented by
H. Weaver Mowery, Ellsworth Burger and R. C. Davison.
Space 626.
;

American Arch Company,

New

York, N. Y.

— Model

of locomotive firebox with a double set of 4-inch arch tubes supporting
size.
a set of model Security arch brick; all to scale of
Represented by Le Grand Parish, John P. Neff, W. L. Allison.
J. T. Anthony, R. J. Himmelriijht, George Wagstaft, T. Mahar,
W. W. Neale and T. F. Kilcoyne. Spaces 414-416-422-424.

American Flexible Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
staybolts
rivets; hollow iron; reduced body solid
;

;

drifting valve; blow-off valves; diverting valves. Represented
J. G. Talmage, M. A. Barker, Frank M. Roby, J. Frank
Walker and Alfred F. Letherer. Spaces 354-361.

bol's;

ma-

—

American Insulation Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Magnesia pipe
and boiler coverings asbestos and high temperature cement
asbestos paper and millboard; asfaltslate shingles: Carey flexible cement roofing; built up asphalt and asbestos roofs; Carey
Elastite expansion joint; Ezola mats; rubber roofings; Carey
wallboards and other Carey products. Represented by John
W. Latchum, Benjamin T. Conwell, Jr., Harry E. Rowcll, H.
A. Burkley, A. H. Wilson and E. S. Walls. Space 322.
;

American Automatic Connector Company, Cleveland, Ohio.^
American automatic connector; Cleveland low water alarm;
Talmage hand brakes steam chest and cylinder lubricating

— American

Represented
rine staybolts, hollow or solid, reduced bodies.
by C. A. Seley, R. W. Benson, J. A. Trainor, W. F. Heacock,
L. W. Widme'ier and M. M. McCallister. Space 543.

%

by

—

New York, N. Y. In
booth and on cars on the exhibit tracks will be shown field
projectiles,
tractors
artillery,
and interesting mateand railway
Represented
rial supplied by the U. S. Ordnance Department.
by Clark D. Eaton, Scott H. Blewett, J. M. Keller and M. H.
Connelly. Space 3.

American Car & Foundry Company,

1479

——

—

'

—
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C\im|i:my, N'l-w ^'ork, N. ^'. -I-'Irxiblc
reverse k'";""
inlerccptifiR valve; piston
valve.
Represented bv J. 1). Sawyer, W. P. Steele. I. B.
luinis, C. K. I.assiter.'G. H. W'liler, (".. P. Rot.inson, C. M.
Nluiluiic, 1'. J. Cole. C. J. Melliii, J. (i. Ulmil, W. F. Wellcr
and j. Partington. Space 623.

power

stuylxilts;

I

Valve Company, The, Boston, Mass.- Safely valves
and gauges for locomotive and stationary boilers; single,
duplex and triplex air gauges; dead weight gauge testers and
standard test gauges; three speed air brake and wheel press
recording gauges
portable boiler test pumps.
Represented
by A. C. Ashton, H. (). I'cttinger, J. F. Gcltrust and J. W.
Motherwell. Space 518.

Ashloii

.Association, The, Cleveland. Ohio.
A collecti<in of malleable iron castings. illustratinR the uses
of the metal in car conslriiclion.
Testing machines will be
operated, to .show the |)li\sii-.il pr<iperlics of malleable iron.
Represented by S. H. Standish, James S. l.lcwcllvn, A. O.
lUukins, Jr., V. A. Kavanan?h, W. R. Dean and V. ]'. Buckley.

—

Space

;

189.

Mason

Associati(
ociation of Manufacturers of Ciiilled Car Wheels, Chicago,
33" 625 chilled iron wheel for 30-ton cars; one 33"
III.!.- -One
33"
700 chilled iron wlieel f,,r 40-t(jn cars; one 33" 725 chilled
iron wheel for 5()-ton cars; one 33" 850 chilled iron wheel
for 70-ton cars; one pair 850 lb. M. C. B. wheels for 70-ton
cars, mounted on axle with flange increased Yki of an inch,
as recommended by our association.
Represented by George
W. Lyndon and I'". K. Viol. Spaces 633-635.

Tread Company, Boston, Mass.
Stanwood car step; Karbolith car lloorRepresented by Henry C. King and F.dward F. KiuminR.
merle.
Space 542.

Mason

1919

Reiiresenled by W. R. llaggart, J. P. I.aiidnth, j.
air valves.
F. Fdmonds and U. J. P.
Murray. Spaces 373 375

American Malleable CasfinKS

.•\inerican

18,

Anchor Packing C'onipany, The, J'hiladelphia, Pa.— Air pinnp
and throttle packings; v;dve packings; sheet packings; Pahlr)w

I.<ni>motivc

Anifiicaii

June

Safety

safety tread;

American Rolling Mill Company.

Tlie. Middlelown, Oliio.— Corrosion resisting iron sheets; Armco polished sheets of locomotive jackets; Armco alloy coated sheets for passcnircr car roof-

and other purposes; microscopical exhibit, showing structure of iron and steel sheets and plates. Represented by G. F.
.Mdbrandt. T. Wade Icnkins, R. C). (Jriffis, J. A. Aunperle and
W. J. Heck. Spaces 586-587.

—

& Company, Inc., II. C, Indianapolis, Ind. Atkins Kwik
Kut metal cutting machines; No. 3 metal band saw machine;
A./X.^ hack saw blades; circular metal cutting saws;
back saw frames Atkins silver steel hand saws metal saw

iiiR

Atkins

.'\tkins

;
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Arrangement

of

Exhibit Spaces at the Convention Hall

American Steam Gauge & Valve Manufacturing Company, Bos
ton, Mass.
American improved locomotive steam, steam heat
and duplex air brake gauges; muffled and open pop valves;
American hydraulagraph American trainagraph American
dead weight gauge tester and general locomotive and power
plant appHances.
Represented by P. H. Ryan, Charles C.
Kilander and H. B. Nickerson. Space 374.

—

;

;

American

—

Steel Foundries. Chicago, 111.
Simplex clasp brake:
cast steel draft arm; Davis steel wheel; Ajax and

Economy
Hercules
pockets
support

;

brake beams
Simplex coupler

;

;

Simplex and American coupler
Atlas safety guard and third point

cast steel bolsters
Vulcan trucks. Represented by
G. E. Scott, R. H. Riplev, G. F. Slaughter, J. W. Dalman. D.
T. Harris, W. J. Lynch, theo. Cook. T. H. Hopkirk. J. V. Bell.
T. D. Kelley, F. B. Ernst. P. A. Martin and W. H. Graul.

Space

;

;

End

Pier

of the

blades. Represented by T.
T. A. Carroll. Space 174.

H. Endicott, W. L. Timpone and

Hand Brake Corporation, The, Buffalo, N. Y.— Rack
showing the Atlantic hand brake attached to one end of a
dynamometer and the other end is attached to the ordinary
staff brake.
Represented by Chas. E. B. Smith and Jno H.

Atlantic

Weidemiller.
Baker, R.
electric

&

L.,

Space

4,

pier end.

Company, Cleveland, Ohio— Type QTQ Baker
tractor; type DUQ Baker electric utility

industrial

Represented by George L. Weiss, Harry B. Grieg,
Harry Killius and Nathaniel Piatt. Space 36.

truck.

Barco

Manufacturing Company,

Chicago,

111.

— Barco

J.

flexible

joints; engine tender connections; car steam heat connections;

193.

American Tool Works Company, The,
shapers and radial drills.
Schatz and R. S. Alter.

Capt

i

—

Cincinnati. Ohio. Lathes,
Represented by J. C. Hussev, H. W.
Spaces 105-107-109-111-113.

roundhouse blower connections coach yard steam connecsmoke box blower fitting; Barco cross head and shoe.
Represented by F. N. Bard, C. L. Mellor, Charles Thomas and
F. H. Stiles. Space 607.
;

tions;

—

— —
June

18,

—
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;
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Arrangement of Exhibit Spaces

OPENS

408 406 ,404
I

in Exhibition Hall,

—

—

Barrett Co., The, New York, N. Y. Everlastic fibrecote; front
end engine paint
elastigum elastic adhesive cement
everjet elastic paint; carbosota grade one creosote oil; rubber roofings and sheathings.
Represented by W. S. Babcock, K. C.
Barth, C. T. Bilyea and W. J. Hickerson. Spaces 316-318.
;

Machinery Hall Extension and Part of the Annex
Besly & Company, Charles H., Chicago, 111. Number 16
Besly wide face ring wheel grinder; Besly taps. Represented
by Edward P. Welles, C. A. Knill and John F. Gurns. Spaces

;

140-142.

—

—

Bettendorf Company, The, Bettendorf, Iowa. Section of
Bettendorf girder beam center sill; 40-ton capacity Bettendorf truck; 70-ton capacity semi-equalized truck; display of
two types of Bettendorf and one U. S. R. A. truck, side
frames, showing comparative weights on automatic scales display of two types of Bettendorf and one U. S. R. A. truck, side
frames, showing distortion after being subjected to comparative test loads.
Represented bv J. W. Bettendorf, J. H. Bendi.xen and C. J. W. Clasen.
Space 200.

Bastian-BIessing Company, The, Chicago, 111. Rego welding and
cutting apparatus.
Represented bv W. S. Hartsock, F. R.
Goehler, H. H. Hirshon, W. H. Girdler and C. W. Davis.
Space 3, Pier End.

;

Beatty Machine & Manufacturing Company, Hammond, Ind.
New combination punch, angle shear, bar shear and coping
machine; Hammond never slip portable floor crane.
Represented by W. R. Beatty.
Space 96.
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I'.ir.l

—

'

\i.luT

|iol,iri/c<l

I

oiniMiiv.

111.-.

\.u

^..^U, \, V.

•{"lu-

Ar^lui

fur Irench

llif

H.irlcr

lohn

niackall,
lover,
loyi-r

Rol.crt

H,.

Mlackall

Pa.

I'ittsl.iiiKli,

ralclict

y. S. G(niTnmcnt t>i>c: improved I.indslrnm hrakc
with liaok-off cap for vcstilmlf passcnuer cars; iini>riivi'd

oil

and gasoline pumps;

W.

T. Simpson.

Space

M. Savercool,

28.

—

Bradford Draft Gear Co., New York. N. Y. Draft ccars. Represented by Horace Parker, Harry F. Lowman, H. C. Priehc,
Charles F. McCuen, \\illiam .\. McW'horter and b'dward H.
Barnes.

Spaces

554-55.'i.

—

Inc., William, New York, N. X.
Rond bits;
high speed twist drills, reamers and countcrs'nks hiyh speed
milling and gear cutters and holis etchograph elec'ric marking machine; Bull Dog dcma^^nctizer '''cctro lead burn. Represented by William Rrewster, William E. McCabe
and
Frederic B. Squires. Space 21.1

Brewster Company,

W. Conroy.

Space 420.

—

1'.

Space

Underbill.

10.

.

—

Wayne, Ind.— Self-measur-

storage tanks and metering
C. C. Fredericks and

oil

L.

i

370-371.

devices. Represented by E.

(.Kde,

111
Chicago-Cleveland
Car Roofing Company, Chicago,
Photographs of products. Represented by R. C. Dudley, T.
N. Russell, J. K. Tesseyman, James L. Stark, T. II. Williams,
R. C. Munro and K. M. Hamilton. Space 506.

—

ing

W.

Wight and W.

Boss Nut Company, ChicaRO, III. Ross lock nuts. Represented
by J. A. MacLcan, J. W. Fopj? and W. G. Willcoxson. Spaces
I'ort

(',.

&• Cuinpany, L. C, Boston, Mass.
Mohair plush upholstery for railroad coaches, steamships and automobiles; Leatherwove upholsterv for railroad coaches. Represented by H. T.

;

!•'.,

\V.

Woodworih,

188.

—

Inc., S.

T.

Chase

Machine Company, nrcenfield, Mass. Patent pulishinn
and rmishini,' Tnachines ^;rindinj; machines; frictinn clutches.
Represented by W. S. Howe and A. H. Behnke. .Space .^04.

Bowser & Com|)any.

Represented by
C. Clurf, R. M.

Chaml)rrs Valve Comiiany, New ^'ork, N. ^'.— Chambers locomotive throttle valve. Represented by Frank H. ("lark. Space

l.rakc

Lindstrom hrako Kvcr tuiiiul brake layout for applicalinii
li>
inside and outside of blind end banttajje ears; statnlard
ratehet brake levers for passenyer and freiKliI equipment.
Represented by Robert H. Blackall and E. Emery. Space 627.
lilevncy

I'..

1919

18,

Williams, X. M. Trist, J. B. Arnold, L. C. liihirr, II. W.
Summers, Charles Orchard, J C. .Shields, Sannnl bray, Jr., and

fur Idi-omollvo lioilfrs.
Kcprosciilcd liy IV I!,
nird. V. A. liircl. L. I'. \Vils.)ii. J. A. McKarland, T. A. IVacock, W. !". Kidcnour and W. W. itiirdon. S()acc 37.
lA.iXv

I'iri'tilaliiiK

Government Railroad.
Woods, C. L. Wood, C.

l!u.l

JMiilcr ciuniir.ils .mil introdiuiii)^

iiiflallic

June

;

;

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111. Boyer pneumatic riveting and chipi)ing hammers; Little Giant air
drills and grinders; Little Giant electric tools and grinders;
Boyer staybolt riveters; Boyer hoIder-f)ns; Royergrip riveting hammer attachment; improvements in design and construction of both electric and pneumatic tools; hammer
Represented bv H. A. Jackson, W. P. Pressrock drills.
inger, W. H. Callan, H. D. Megary, H. L. Dean, C. B. Coates,
T. J. Hudson, A. C. Andresen. Edw. .^plin, H. J. Kimman,
H. E. Epley, E. H. Crossen, H. W. Clarke. L. C. Sprague,
F. S. Sargent, A. M. Brown, R. F. Eissler, T. D. Slingman,
Ross Watson, T. G. Smallwood. Nelson R. Gatch, W. H. White,
H. \V. Buker, George J. Sheppard. H. G. Barbee, C. W. Cross,
A. E. Conrow and Norman S. Thulin. Space 621.

:

—

Brosius, Edgar E., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rrosius automatic single
hoist grab buckets
Brosius single hook grab buckets. Represented by Edgar E. Brosius and D. C. Schultz, Sr. Space 34.
;

Buckeye Steel Castings Company,
els of Major M. C. R. couplers,
sters and Buckeve draft yokes.
J. G. Bower, F. "j- Coolcdge, G.
ridge. Space 603.

Buda Company, The. Chicago,

—

The, Columbus, Ohio. Modtruck side frames, truck hoi
Represented bv S. P. Rnsh,
T. Johnson and J. C. Whit-

111.

— Buda-Ross

Represented by
ley and W'. F. Davis.
Space 550.
electric headlight.

Mark A.

Railw-ay

Dre.xcl

;

;

—

Chicago Varnish Company, Chicago, 111. Reception booth. Represented by R. K. Buckman, S. M. Dolan and Edwin Besuden.
.Space 523.

model G.

W.

Ross, H. P. Bay-

—

Cincinnati Rickford Tool Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio. One
5' motor driven plain radial drill
one 28" motor driven upright
drill.
Represented by H. M. Norris, J. G. Schmidt and L.
164-166.
Quackenbush. Spaces
;

—

Brake Beam Company, New York, N. Y. Brake beams
and brake beam parts. Represented by S. A. Crone, E. C.
Farlow, A. E. Crone, E. Strassburger, A. Gordon Jones and
E. J. Kreiger. Space 552.

BuflFalo

—

Bullard Machine Tool Company, The, Bridgeport, Conn. Bullard 54" Maxi-Mill Bullard 36" vertical turret lathe
Rullard
8" Mult-.\u-Matic. Represented bv E. P. Bullard. S. H. Bullard. F. R. Smith, John W. Brav, John Reirne, J. H. Shanlev,
F. E. Hatch, Jr., F. S. Lincoln and C. H. Keller Space 99.
;

—

Cincinnati Grinder Company, The. Cincinnati, Ohio. One No. 2
12"x36" Cincinnati manufacturing plain grinding machine,
motor driven. Represented by Arthur C. Hoefinghoff and
Walter F. Stegner. Space 162.

;

—

Byers Company, A. M., Pittsburgh, Pa. Genuine wrought iron
pipe. An exhibit board showing different kinds of pipe joints,
welds, bends, signal pipe, pipe sizes, method of identification
of Byers pipe. Also an exhibit of the materials employed and
the different stages of manufacture of Byers pipe.
Represented bv W. W. W'illiams. T. L. Lewis, S. P. Broome and
E. A. Small. Spaces 580-581.

Cambria Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
and Ordnance Company. Space 637.

— See

Midvale Steel

—

Company, Chicago, 111. Top and bottom supported
freight car door fixtures
burglar proof freight car door
locking arrangements. Freight car door starter arrangements.
Represented by P. M. Elliott, J. F. Comee, H. E. Creer and W.
han. Spaces 386-387.

Camel

;

—

Carbic Manufacturing Company. Duluth, IMinn. Carbic cakes
portable acetylene lights and generators
oxy-acetylene welding and cutting equipment. Represented by D. C. Duncsn. G.
R. Van Ruren, W. H. Norden and M. V. Crouse. Space 329.
;

;

Carborundum Company, The, Niagara

Falls,

N. Y.

— Recept'on

booth.
Represented by W. W. Sanderson, R. S. Marvin. H.
P. Frost, C. C. Lathrop, C. C. Schumaker and J. W. Eraser.
Spaces 548-549.

—

Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Rolled steel wheels
for freight car, passenger train car and engine truck service;
locomotive piston blanks; gear blanks; electric tool steels; carbon steels track bolts and spikes railway cross ties industrial
wheels; crane track wheels; large sized rolled steel wheels
;

—

Equipment Company, Chicago, 111. Creco,
and Diamond special brake beams; Creco, Drexel and
Economy roller side bearings Creco third point support and
Creco four point support and safety device
safety (levice
Creco combination brake beam support and safety device.
Represented by E. B. Leigh, C. Haines Williams, E. A. Lebeau, R. J. Sheridan, F. T. De Long, G. N. Van Sweringen,
E. G. Busse and R. H. Pilson. Space 639.

Chicago

;

;

Cincinnati Milling Machine Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio.
No. 5 plain Cincinnati miller; No. 4 vertical Cincinnati miller;
24" automatic duplex miller; No. 1^ plain Cincinnati cutter
grinder.
Represented by George W. Rinns, Millard H.
Romaine and A. J. Raker. Spaces 164-168-170.

Cincinnati Pulley Machinery Company. The, Cincinnati, Ohio.—
Avery Sensitive drilling maAutomatic drilling machines
chines. Represented by L. R. Patterson. J. G. Hey, J. F. Mirrielees, L. H. Pratt and D. A. Patterson. Spaces 141-143.
;

—

Clark Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Extension side
Represented by H. E. Chilcoat Space on track.

dump

car.

Company, Chicago, 111.— Clark tructractors
for industrial and railway freight house and platform transRepresented by Robert A. Shiverick
portation and haulage.
and Warren R. Eldred. Space 402.

Clark Tructractor

Clipper Relt Lacer Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.— Clipper belt
twisted rawhide and "Fibro" waterlacers and belt hooks
;

proof pins.

Represented by William F. Kail.

Space

314.

—

Company, St. Louis, Mo. Models of cast
steel tender frame mounted on cast steel trucks; combination
double body bolster and platform with cast steel end frame
vestibule end
combination double body bolster and platform
with cast steel end frame blind end; six-wheel passanger car

Commonwealth

Steel

;

—

truck with clasp brake; cast steel locomotive cradle with Delta
trailer
trailer truck
cast steel locomotive cradle with
Represented by
cast steel pilot and bumper beam.
truck
Johnson,
V.
H.
Harry M. Pflager, George E. Howard, R.
Charles S. Shallenberger, William P. Stout and William Sheehan. Spaces 386-387.
;

;

KW

—

—
June

—

Commonwealth Supply Company, Richmond, Va. Lewis power
reverse gear
Moss universal chuck Gary-Moss expanding
mandrel. Represented by Thomas J. Leahey and S. H. Lewis.
;

;

Space 610.
Car-lieating Company, Albany, X. H.— Locomoheat exiiibit; Thermostat exhibit panel; door
engine; electric cab heaters; air heaters; truss plank and
panel electric heaters; switches; quick opening end valves.
Represented by C. S. Hawley, W. S. Hammond. L. P. Hynes
and G. E. Oakley. Space 530.

Consolidated
tive

steam

Crane Company, Chicago,

—

111.
Crane locomotive pop valves;
blow-off valves; cab valves; Crane tilt steam traps; Crane
railroad unions and union fittings; steel valves; Crane safety
automatic stop and check valves; marine pop valves; blow-off
valves for stationary boilers; Crane sta tite round house
blower valves Crane CC pressure regulators. Represented by
F. D. Fenn, John B. Jordan and Fred W. Venton.
Spaces
;

502-504.

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company, Boston, Mass.
motive pop safety valves, new high efficiency type

— Locosteam

;

pressure gauges chime whistles globe and angle valves blowoff valves
quick opening type; pressure recording gauges for
wheel presses, continuous record. Represented by Edward C.
;

J. J.

;

;

—

Kenyon and

McCormick.

Space 632.

—

Crucible Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Reception booth.
Represented by F. Baskcrfield, VV. D. Wintersmith, F. A. Lawler, W. K. Krepps and A. E. Jones.
Space 382.

—

Curtain Supply Company, The, Chicago, 111. Curtains with ring
fixtures and Rex all metal rollers; ring curtain fixtures; Rex
all metal rollers; vestibule curtain outfits with Rex opening
shield, steel roller and release handle
Regal vestibule curtain
release handle; Rex canvas diaphragms; steel diaphragms;
upper buffer springs Regal upper buffer spring. Represented
.by Ross F. Hayes, Thomas P. O'Brian and Ralph Brown.
;

;

-Space 638.

—

Damascus Brake Beam Company, Cleveland, Ohio. One channel beam for freight car; Anglerod beam for freight car; No.
1 Waycott special beam for passenger car; heavy 6-wheel Waycott special beam for passenger car
No. 2 Waycott beam for
;

miscellaneous forgings Brascott freight car ladder; No. 1 indestructible stake pocket; side door handle
(square hole), side door handle (round hole). Represented by
C. D. Jenks and C. E. Meyer. Space 619.
freight car

—

Davis Machine Tool Company,

—

Rochester, N. Y. Close
coupled tool room lathe "Liberty Lathe" designed for motor
transport corps, U. S. A.; Davis cabinet lathe; 16" engine
lathe; 16" shaper; No. 1 keyseater; No. 2 keyseater; 20" drill.
Represented by John M. bltzgerald and L. D. Farmer. Spaces
Inc.,

;

100-101-103.

NO-OX-ID rust preventive. Repreanalytical laboratories
sented by Robert F. Carr, George R. Carr, J. D. Purcell, G. W.
Spear, Edward C. Brown and E. M. Converse. Spaces 6-8.
;

—

Detroit Graphite Companv, Detroit, Mich. Railway paint specialRepresented by L. D. Mitchell, W. D. Waugh, H. U.
ties.
Birdseye and J. J. Hogan. Space D.

—

Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit. Mich. Locomotive lubricators; locomotive flange oilers; force feed oilers. Represented by A. D. Homard and A. G. Machesney. Space 640.

—

Models, photographs and
Inc., Paul, Chicago, 111.
roundhouse ventilators, smoke jacks and small stove
Represented by A. J. Filkin. Space 203.

Dickinson,
full size

Dixon Crucible Company, Joseph, Jersey

City,

N.

J.

— Graphite

lubricants; silica-graphite paint; belt dressings; engine front
finish; brake cylinder lubricant; pipe joint compound; graphite
Represented by Herman Price,
crucibles; full line of pencils.
J. J. Tucker, H. A. Nealley, Wm. Ernst, W. A. Housten, H. L.
Hewson and L. H. Snyder. Space 24.

Dixon Valve & Coupling Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.

hose clamps; throttle valves.
Thomson. Space B.
;

Draper Manufacturing Company, The, Port Huron, Mich.—
Pneumatic flue welder; pneumatic superheater flue welder
Represented by Thos. Draper. Space 532.
Dressel Railway Lamp Works, The, New York, N. Y.—
Electric
headlights; classification lamps; gauge lamps; lanterns.
Represented by 1-. W. Dressel, F. VV. L. Dressel, H. L.
Hoskinson,
B. P. Claiborne and
Snyder.
C.
Space
362.
J.

Duff

Manufacturing Company, The, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Lifting
Represented by E. A. Johnson and C. A. Methfcssel
bpace 401.

jacks.

Dunbar Alanufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.— Vestibule diaphragms car window curtains and fixtures; weatherproof windows; Kass safety treads and step boxes; vestibule curtains

and fixtures; steel doors and hxturcs for passenger train equipment; Chanarch steel tlooring; Gosso sanitary beds; folding
tail gates; drawn steel mouldings;
pressed steel shapes and
steel stampings of all kinds.
Represented by H. U. Morton
T. K. Dunbar, Win. Wamplcr, G. H. Ord, H. B.
Chamberlain, t. S. Harper and C. D. Morton.
Space 609.

Duntley-Dayton Company, Chicago, 111.— Pneumatic tools, electric tools and Red Devil rivet cutters.
Represented by VV O
*-• ^- -^"ntley, G. A. Barden and A. G. Rice.
Spaces
Tul.o/'

Du Pont

Fabrikoid Company, Wilmington, Del.— Railway car

seats; dining car seats; leather substitutes;
a Cadillac roadster with entire surface covered with Craftsman

Fabrikoid
Represented by C. L. Petze, C. H. Silkman, L. Kirkpatrick
and
A. H. Berwald. Space 404.

Edgewater Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Rolled steel wheels
locomotive and car wheel tires. Represented by
V d'
VV right, M. R. Jackson,
Space 222.'
J. H. Baily and J. P. Rapp.

W

Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J.— Edison alkaline
storage battery for railway train lighting, railway signahng;
industrial trucks and tractors; commercial vehicle and delivery
wagons; storage battery locomotives; mine lamps; meter
testing; manhole lighting; ignition and lighting.
Represented
by W. F. Bauer, H. VV. Stortz and E. T. Sawyer. Space 636.

Edna Brass Manufacturing Company, The,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Locomotive injectors; lubricators; reflex water gauges; boiler
check valves and coal sprinklers. Represented by B. I. Kaufmann, E. O. Corey, H. A. Glenn, R. B. Burgheim, J. E. Dillon
and M. J. Mullen. Space 305.

Edwards Company,

Inc., The O. M., Syracuse, N. Y.— Window
fixtures; metal extension platform trap doors; all metal sash
balances; top, bottom and side weathef stripping; metal stop
casings and parting strips. Represented by O. M. Edwards,
Sr., E. F. Chaffee, C. H. Rockwell, R. T. Axe, O. M. Edwards, Jr., and Harold Edwards. Spaces 527-529-531.

Arc Cutting & Welding Company, Newark, N. J.—
Welders; hoods; electrode handles; electrodes. Represented
by W. J. Murray. Space 373.

Electric

—

Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago, 111. Showing method of
Dearborn water treatment for prevention of scale formation,
corrosion, pitting and foaming. Waters analyzed. Operators of

plings

148J

;

;

Davis Boring Tool Company, St. Louis, Mo. Davis expansion
boring tools; Davis Expansion reamers.
Represented by
George Edward Gill and William Morgan. Space 4, Pier End.

jacks.

;

RAILWAY AGE
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— Hose cou-

Represented by C.

W.

& Manufacturing Company, The, Cleveland,
Ohio. Automatic controlling device for both direct current
and alternating current motors. Represented by R. G. Widdows, M. D. Goodman, H. K. Hardcastle and A. A. Piper.
Space 300.

Electric Controller

—

—

Railway Journal, New York, N. Y. Copies of ElecRailway Journal and other McGraw-Hill publications,
including the Electrical World, Engineering News-Record,
Ingenieria Internacional, the Electric Railway Directorv. Represented by H. W. Blake, C. A. Babtiste, H. H. Norris, J. J.
Rockwell, C. W. Squier, C. T. Baldwin, F. H. Behrens, W.

Electric
tric

Bu.xman and Mason Britton.
Electric Service Supplies

Space

7.

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

— Keystone

turbo-generator; Keystone locomotive headlight switch; "Golden Glow" locomotive headlight. Represented by L. A. Darling, A. H. Englund, C. J. Mayer, J. R. McFarlin, E. E. Hedler, J. W. Porter and W. J. Bryan.
Space 426.

Storage Battery Company, The, Philadelphia, Pa.
E. S. B. constant voltage axle light system in operation with
Storage batteries for industrial
"Chloride Accumulator."
trucks and railway signal service.
Represented by J. Lester
Woodbridge, F. G. Beetem, T. L. Mount and H. E. Hunt.

Electric

Space 624.

—

;

RAILWAY AGE
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Klcclro

Dynamic Company, Hayonnc, N. J.— One complete A.

motor;

C.

conipli-tc !>. C. niutor; 1 A. C. motor; 1 A. C. stalor
without windiiiKit 2 comiiriisators
I
lamp rtKulator; 1 lifld
or general renulatur 3 15" liatlcry connectors; ^ 48" liattery
connectors. Keprcseiited l)v 0. H. Wilson, I). N. HaUlerstoii,
1

;

;

;

H. J. LamI),
Space A.

L. ScholicKl.

Heitman.

II.

J.

I'uller,

C. A. MikIkc and E.

Elvin Mechanical Stoker fompany, New York, N. Y.
locomotive stoker. Representcil hy Frank
Clark.
1.

— Elvin

1

.Space

188.

Elwcll-Parker Electric Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.
tric

Represented by Lucian C. Hrown, GcorRc

—

W. Brown,

Fred B. Fink, Capt. Jarvis S. McCrea, Iosci)h M. Brown,
l-'rank B. Ward, Fred B. Neely and Capt. I'rank Kelly.
Space
341.

Louisville, Ky.

— Reception

RcjireO. Boomer, }L H. Pierce, E. V.
sented by Baylor Hickman,
Shackleford, S. F. Sullivan and R. F. Kilpatrick. Space 535.

C

booth.

Fire-Gun Manufacturing Company, Inc., 115 Fourth Avenue,
New York, N. Y. No. 1 and No. 2 Fire-guns in brass and
assorted colors. Represented by Dr. J. C. Gooch. Space 207.

—

—

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Tate flexible staybolts
for water space; adjustable crown stays; flexible flush staybolts; flexible drilled (hollow) staybolts; F. B. C. solid flexible
F. B. C. hollow flexible staybolt (new
stsybolt (new design)
installation tools for the application of "Tate" and
design)
"F. B. C." staybolts; model of section locomotive boiler with
Represented by J. Rogers
complete installation all types.
Flannery, B. E. D. Staflford, George E. Howard, F. K. Landgraf, W. M. Wilson and E. I. Doods. Spaces 590-591.

GcnvjJ

r.leitric CoHipnny, Schenectady, N. Y.
I'Mectric welding
equipments; motors; inilnstri.'d control; steam flow meters;
turbo headlight sets; miscellaneous electrical e(iuipmcnts for
steam ro.ids. Actual d<-monstratioii of the electric welding
e<|uipment will be carried on throughout the Convention. Represented by W. J. Clark, Charles Fair, R. K. VVoolley, C. A.
Ravmond, J. J. Liles, C. K. West, G. H. Gilbert, R. (,. Standerwick, B. C. Tracy, R. E. Moore, C. 11. Williams, H. VV. Stewart, 1". (). Noble, John Roberts,
P. Jones, J.
Myrick, F. S.
Hartman, P. A. Dyer, W. L. Merrill, J. A. Seede, J. M. Hollis1'".

]•'.

VV. Ham, C. Dorlicos. I). B. Kushmore, B. S. I'ero, John
Eaton, R. S. Bennett, I). K. b'rost, C". 1"'. Lawrence and L.

W. Shugg.

Spaces

161

to

173.

Gilbert & Barker Manufacturing Comp.iny, .Springfield, Mass.—
Oil storage systems; self-measuring pumps; storage tanks;
I)ower pumps; portable tanks. Represented by W. C. Halsey,
and Elmer M. Kling. Spaces 321-323.
J. E.

—

& Company, A. W., Chicago, 111. Economy locomotive
door; Henrikson journal bearing boring machine. Represented by A. W. Gillespie and J. S. Seeley. Space 365.

Ciillespie
fire

—

Globe Seamless Steel Tubes Comi)any. Chicago, 111. Boiler tubing.
Represented by F. W. Renshaw, E. H. Bankard, Jr.,
F. J. O'Brien and W. H. V. Rosing. Spaces 526-528.

Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, N. Y.
Vapor, combination pressure and vapor, pressure, hot water
and electric car heating systems. Thermostatic control for all
types of car heating systems and buildings; ventilators for
railwav cars
pressure regulators.
Represented by Edward
E. Gold, E. B. Wilson, A. B. Strange, F. R. Cooper, E. J.
Ronan, W. H. Ivers, J. O. Brumbaugh, A. Sheldon. F. H.
Smith, F. O. Bailey and G. E. A. Letourneau. Spaces 350-351-

Gf)ld

;

352-353.

;

;

—

— Journal

Flower Waste and Packing Company, Bayonne, N. J.
box packing. Represented by F. J. Clair. Space 508.

—

Only samples
J. B., Wyandotte, Mich.
of cleaning material, it being principally a reception booth.
Represented by W. P. Scott, W. E. Ratz, George E. Gordon,
George Lawrence, S. C. Tompkins, B. N. Goodell, W. H. Todd
and Mr. Stiers. Space 521.

Ford Company, The

Foster Company, The Walter H., New York, N. Y.— Improved
bolt turning and threading machine equipped for radial, crown
and side stays; turning and threading from forged blanks; N.
E. W. spacing and punching machine semi-automatic operated
by compressed air. Represented by J. A. Eden, Jr., Walter H.
Foster, H. L. Kenah and N. E. Woods. Spaces 127-129.

—

Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc., New York, N. Y.—
Franklin automatic adjustable driving box wedge; Franklin
automatic driving box lubricator Franklin automatic fire door
Economv trucks McLaughlin flexible conduits Franklin ball
Represented by J. S. Coffin, S. G. Allen. H. F. Ball,
joints.
W. H. Coyle, J. L. Randolph, C. W. F. Coffin, H. M. Evans,
S. D. Rosenfelt, W. T. Lane, H. R. Stafford and B. S. Allen.
Spaces 414-416-418-422-424.
;

;

;

Gould Coupler Company,

New

York, N. Y.

— Cast

Space

560.

Engineering Company, Allentown,
equipped with apparatus to burn pulverized
by Walter D. Wood. Space on track.

Fuller

Pa. — Locomotive
fuel.

Represented

Galena-Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa.— Reception booth.—
Represented bv L. J. Drake, L. F. Jordan, J. E. Linahen, J.
W. Bunn, W. O. Taylor, W. A. Trubee, E. G. Johnson, J.
Tipton, E. Hawker, G. E. McVicar, B. H. Grundy, D. L.
Eubank, S. S. Shields, Robert McVicar, E. V. Sedgwick. C.
McNair, W. H. Foster, W. L. Trout, J. E. Hall, William
Holmes, George L. Morton and T. J. Powell. Space 32.

C

Garlock Packing Company, The, Palmyra, N. Y.— Special packings for railroad shops and roundhouses; for air pumps, throttles, compressors, accumulators, steam hammers, stationary
Represented by H. N. Winner, W. G.
engines and pumps.
Cook, T. E. Hillerman, H. J. Ramshaw, Phil Arnold, C. F.
Flood, E. O. Robv, Isaac McAUister and L. P. Duggan. Space
516.

steel

truck

bolsters; malleable iron journal boxes; autoiratic slack adjusters; cast steel truck side frames; cast steel body bolsters;
friction buffers; friction draft gears; cast steel pilot beams;
electric car lighting equipment; storage batteries; freight, passenger and engine couplers; turbo-generators for locomotive
headlight. Represented by Commodore Charles A. Gould, C. E.
Rood. W. F. Richards, G. B. Young, P. H. Simpson, M. R.
Shedd, W. H. Sauvage, G. R. Berger, W. F. Bouche, William
Garstang and D. C. Davis. Spaces 209J^-211.

—

& Eberhardt, Irvington, N. J. Showing a 28" invincible
type shaper, arranged with constant speed motor and selective
type gear box, with automatic starter and dynamic brake control apparatus. Represented by H. Ezra Eberhardt and Charles

Gould

L.

Cameron.

Space

187.

Grand Rapids Grinding Machine Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Two motor-driven Grand Rapids drill grinders; 4 belt-driven
Grand Rapids drill grinders; 1 No. 1 Universal grinder; 1
No. 2 cutter, reamer and drill grinder; 1 Grand Rapids casting
grinder. Represented by S. Owen Livingston and J. DeKoning.

—

Space

181.

—

Graver Tank Works, William, Chicago, 111. Model Graver type
"K" water softener; model Graver pressure filter; 110-gallon
Graver underground gasoline storage unit specimen heavy
steel plate riveting and welding.
Represented by W. R. Toppan and J. J. Felsecker. Space K.
;

—

Tap Si Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass. Nutter &
Barnes cutting off machines "Wells" universal grinders G.
T. D. threading machines Maxi staybolt top taps and dies
screwplates gauges reamers. Represented by L. H. Tavlor,
W. A. Cook, F. W. Strecker and F. H. Hoffman. Spaces '308-

Greenfield

Frost Railway Supply Company, The, Detroit, Mich.— Harvey
friction spring gears; "Interchange" draft castings; Detroit
metal weather strips. Represented by Harry W. Frost, George

A. Cooper and George L. Harvey.

1919

18,

Ham

—

Enterprise Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, 111. Models
of all types of load discharging cars including gondolas, hoppers, general service, ballast and grain; also safely devices
used on United States Railroad Administration hopper and
Represented by Argyle Campbell. Walter L.
gondola cars.
Gunnison and C. Dewey Hummason. Spaces 582-583.

Ewald Iron Company,

June

ter, J.

Elecstorage battery indnstri;d trucks; battery charging; appa-

ratus.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

310.

Grip Nut Company, Chicago, 111.
E. Sharp, A. B. Chadwick. C.
H. E. Passmore. Space 175.

Hale

&

seats

— Grip
J.

nuts.

Wymer,

Represented by W.
Albert Roberts and

—

Kilburn Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa. Walkover car
and reclining chairs; steel car interior finish; steel car

doors steel truss-plate car partition and flooring. Represented
by H. C. Minor. A. F. Old, R. H. Pilson. H. R. Rochester, J.
Spaces 408-410.
R. Strain and P. J. Tucker.
;

—

Hammett, H. G., Troy, N. Y. Staytite metallic packing for piston rods and valve stems; Trojan bell ringers; triple valve
bushing rollers. Represented by H. G. Hammett, A. O. Van
Dervort and E. C. Sawyer.

Space

512.

Hanna Locomotive Stoker Company.
sized stoker

— type H

Austin and L.

J.

Cincinnati.

Ohio.

Represented by W. T. Hanna,
McConnell. Space 217.
1.

— FullW.

A.

—

;

;;

June

18,

RAILWAY AGE
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—

Haring, Ellsworth, New York, N. Y. Park g»te extra special
superlative high speed steel and tool steels; Monel metal wires;
bronze and nickel wires nickel sheets and spefine brass
Represented by Ellsworth Haring. Space 20.
cialties.
;

;

—

Harrington, Son & Co., Inc., Edwin, Philadelphia, Pa. Peerless
hoist; Harrington improved screw hoist; Peerless army type
hoist; plain traveler, lower flange of I-beam; geared traveler,
lower flange of I-beam. Represented by Roger Sherron, A.
M. Harrington, W. J. Somerset, James A. Slaughter, G. W.

Schwager and M. W. Christian.

Space

185.

Hauck Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. — Portable
heaters; storage
heating burners;
melting furnaces
ers tire heaters;
G. A. Nelson, J.
;

Space

Hauck.

battery repair outfits; thawing outfits; precrude oil furnace burners; kerosene torches;
oil burners
pumping stations weed burnrivet forges. Represented by John D. Moore.
R. Jarvis, G. N. Broadhurst and Arthur E.

;

;

;

320.

—

Heald Machine Company, The, Worcester, Mass. No. 61, cylinder grinding machine for use on air brake parts and valve
motion units or parts which cannot be revolved when grinding
No. 71, internal grinding machine used on bushings, valves and
small parts that can be revolved No. 22, rotary surface grinding machine; magnetic chucks. Represented by Samuel M.
Hershey, William Erickson, James H. Cafferty and S. T. Mas;

Spaces 147-149.

sey.

—

Bros. & Wakefield Company, Wakefield, Mass. Samples of reed furniture; Perfektone reed music cabinets; nickelplated seat mechanism which reverses automatically samples
of seats used on various railroads in the United States. Represented by E. C. Lang, Bertram Berry, Frank N. Grigg. C.
A. Van Derveer and George E. Cornwall. Spaces 520-522-524.

Heywood

;

Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, South Boston, Mass.
Air furnace gun iron castings. Represented by W. B. Leach,
Gordon Dexter, J. G. Piatt, A. B. Root, Jr., V. W. Ellet, J.
M. Monroe, E. J. Fuller and C. L. Galloway. Spaces 562-563.

Steel
track spikes

Company, Chicago,
;

—

;

way Equipment Company. Space

— See

Standard Rail-

—

Johns-Manville Company, H. W., New York, N. Y. Air brake
cylinder packing cups and expander rings and gaskets; slack
adjusters; insulating materials; pipe coverings; hair felts;
boiler lagging; roofings; packings; pump valves; insulating
cements; high temperature cements; ceilinite; ebony and asbestos wood; transite asbestos wood smoke jacks; asbestos paper and millboard; vitribestos; fire felt; fibre conduit;
sheet fibre; metallic flexible conduit; tape; fire extinguishers;
fuses; asbestos shingles; boiler wall coating; mastic; waterproofing materials; 85% magnesia and fire felt for locomotive boiler lagging; salamander insulaton for steel passenger
and postal cars; Keystone hair felt insulaton for refrigerator
cars.
Represented by J. E. Meek, G. A. Nicol, J. C. Younglove, P. C. Jacobs, F. J. Home, H. G. Newman, G. C. Christenson, J. H. Trent, C. E. Murphy and H. Flannagan. Spaces
570-571.

—

Johnson Bronze Company, New Castle, Pa. Babcock water
gauge protector; bronze engine, and car brasses. Represented
by P. J. Flaherty, G. P. Blackiston and F. H. Babcock. Space
373.

—

Railway Supply Company, Chicago, 111. Huntoon brake
beams; Huntoon truck bolsters; Jcliet journal boxes; Peerless, Burry & Perry side bearings
Hartman center plates
Burnett reinforced box car end; Burnett angle cock holder;
Burnett train pipe anchor; Rex emergency knuckle. Represented by by J. H. Slawson, F. L. Sivyer, C. A. Carscadin, J. E.
Simons, R. W. Burnett and V. J. Burry. Space 611.

Joliet

;

;

;

—

&

Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Miscellaneous
Represented by Roland Gerry, Robert Geddis, R.
G. C. Fogwell, T. G. Roberts, G. B. Mitchell, E. A.
France, R. T. Rowles, F. S. Slocum, J. P. Rephnger and
Spaces 409-411.
J. K. Barker.
steel products.

M. Kilgore,

—

Joyce-Cridland Company, The, Dayton, Ohio. Jacks for every
railway service; hydraulic, full automatic, geared ratchet and
lever; 35-ton journal jack, control lowering; geared screw
jack; pulling and pushing jacks. Represented by C. D. Derby,
W. F. Bippus, C. W. Ripsch, W. I. Clock and A. S. Beattys.

Space 605.

—

Justice & Company, Philip S., Philadelphia, Pa. Reception
booth. Represented by Philip J. Mitchell. Space 509.

428.

—

Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111. Piston
air drills and reamers, non-reversible and reversible; pneumatic grinders; stay bolt drivers; hoists; pneumatic chipping
hammers; pneumatic caulking hammers pneumatic flue heading
hammers; pneumatic light riveting hammers; pneumatic longstroke riveting hammers; sand rammers; electric drills and
grinders; pneumatic tool hose to hose couplings; close cor-

Independent

;

Represented by R. S. Cooper, R. T. Scott, F. B.
Hamerly, H. F. Finney. F. J. Passino, F. H. Charbono and
A. L. Schuhl. Space 557.
ner

;

Jones

111.
Tie plates track bolts
screw spikes. Represented by Edwin S. Mills,
420.
Arnold.
Space
J. B.
111.

and cast

—

John Brunner and

Imperial Appliance Company, Chicago,

—

New York, N. Y. Jenkins valves, in brass, iron
steel
mechanical rubber goods including Jenarco and
"96" sheet packing and gaskets, Jenkins discs; pump valves;
compressed asbestos jointing; Selclo blow-off valves. Represented by Frank Martin and B. J. Neely. Spaces 558-559.

Jenkins Bros.,

Jones & Company, Inc., B. M., New York, N. Y.^Mushet high
speed steels extra best Titanic carbon tool steel Tavlor's best
Yorkshire iron. Represented by W. H. White, Ray G. White,
Fred J. Holden and B. C. Heacock. Space 208.

New York, N. Y. Hyatt roller
bearings as used in railway service cars, freight house trucks,
baggage wagons, machine tools, line shafting, counter shafting;
a large moving model of a Hyatt roller bearing; small railroad
cars equipped with plain bearings and with Hyatt bearings to
show comparison, and a lantern slide projectograph machine
for illustrating the many uses of Hyattt roller bearings. Represented by D. Gleisen, P. C. Gunion, E. E. Eby, T. P. Cunningham, M. F. Lawrence and H. K. Porter. Space 9.

Illinois

—

Jcff'erson Union Company, Lexington, Mass.
Jefferson unions,
flanges and malleable iron pipe fittings. Represented by Daniel
T. Groff. Space 16.

—

Hutchins Car Roofing Company, Detroit, Mich. Models allRepresented by D. W. Hawksworth,
steel flexible car roofs.
M. F. Ryan, F. M. Whyte, A. R. Wilson, C. F. Pape and W. D.
Thompson. Space 525.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company,

1485

drills.

—

Industrial Truck Company, Holyoke, Mass. Tractors, underslung load carrying and elevating load carrying. Represented
by Edwin F. Moody, S. L. Ayr and Theodore T. Ludlum.

Karry-Lode Industrial Truck Co., Inc., Long Island City, N. Y.
One model No. 1 all steel utility electric industrial truck;
one model No. 2 all steel low platform warehouse electric
industrial truck.
Represented by Ernest Tarof, H. A. Spalding and J. M. Breitenbach. Spaces 317-319.

—

apparatus.

toilet

and C.
Keller

—

Company,

Kaustine

W.

Kelly.

Inc.,
Buffalo,
N. Y. Kaustine system
Represented by D. A. Evans, F. B. Shalters
Space 335.

Pneumatic Tool Company, Grand Haven, Mich.

— Riv-

chipping, caulking, beading and scaling hammers; jam
riveters; pneumatic tool safety devices; pneumatic drills;
woodboring machines and grinders sand, bench and floor ramholders-on; hammer holders-on; dolly bars; rivet
mers
Represented hv W, H.
sets; chisel blanks; hose couplings.
Keller, J. G. Osgood, J. B. Corby, G. M. Kenyon. W. W. Shaw,
J. C. Campbell, L. A. Zarhng, C. Humphrey, J. E. Mills. H. C.

eting,

;

;

Space

1.

—

Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, N. Y. Showing "Little
David" type of pneumatic tools. Represented by George A.
Gallinger, W. A. Johnson, D. A. Fulton, George S. Johnston,
P. J. Christy, Charles Little, M. O'Connor, F. W. Gaw, R.
H. Cunningham, L. W. Schnitzer and Robert F. McCreadie,
Spaces 588-589.
International Pulverized Fuel Corporation.
Equipment Corporation, 414-416-422-424.

— See

Pulverized Fuel

worm

Kerite Insulated Wire &
N. Y. Kerite insulated

—

P.

—

City Products Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Rees double
gear drive jacks. A number of different designs and
sizes from 2 to 25 tons capacity with testing machine to demRepresented by E, E. Arnold and
onstrate jacks under load.
Space 618.
C. A. Conklin.

Iron

Browne, E. E. Knox, A. M. Andresen.
Kahn, W. F. Delaney, W. H, Woody, F.
Space 197.

W.

S.

J.

Devlin, H.

I.

Eggleston and Mr.

Coates.

W.

Miller, J.

Cable Company, The, New York,
Represented by
wires and cables.
Space 384.
J. A. Renton.

W. Young and

Kershaw Corporation, Newark, N.
message exchange system.
conducted

at

Port

Newark

J.

—Rapid

Full sized
terminal,

railway mail and
device used in tests
Pennsylvania R. R.,

Newark, N. J. Represented by Frank A. Bross and Henry
Kershaw. Space 13.

;
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Ko.vi'kf

l<.iil\v:i>

drall

frii'liun

steel

cast

lM|iii|iiiu-iit

^!«ar;

eoii|(lcT

ki-.Mil

yokes.

aiul ticorge C.

Wallers

Drop

Keystone

l-'orRc

Company,
cisl

>ti-cl

ChiciiKu,

Kejn esentcd

Miinay.
Wt)rks.

Space

liy

!;.
Ry.ler. K. R. I'orlerlield, W. A.
i^achlan, V.co. l-ogg, Ji. B. Oatley. N. T.
and Chas. II. True. Spaces 422-424.

i)y Cjeo.

II.

StandanI
I'lerlin and

One

ami

W

m.

Buckbce, A. C. McC. A. Brandt

Cincinnati,

Ohio.—

with ijelted motor
drive in leg; one 24".\10' selective head minnfaetnriiig lathe
motor
drive
taper
attacliment
connected
on head:
with l)elled
compound and plain rests; multiple length and cross feed
stops; four-way tool block; high duty tool block, pan, pump
and lui)iiig. Kepresented by J. Wallace Carrel, H. J. Breilenbach and J. E. Kordenbrock. Space 170.
16"x6'

portable selective head

lathe

I

;

;

;

—

New York, N. Y. One 3 wliecl tractor and
Represented hy E. L. Card, M.F. Christenscn and
Space 324.

Lansini; Company.

Touriiclotte.

H.

1919

18,

McKce,

Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company, The,
i'a.

Landis Machine Company, Waynesboro, I'a. -A 2" Laiwlis
double head holt threading machine, motor driven; a 4" pipe
threading and cnttiiiK machine, motor driven; a 2" stationary
2" automatic die
l>ipc die head an 8" stationary pipe die head a
head; l^mdis chaser grinder. Represented hv C. N. Kirkpairick. F. C. Delcher, .1. W. Willis. K. I-:. I'.nhm and J. W.
Frcy. Spaces 131-133.

3 trailers.

June

G.

steel

J.

Clicsler,

special drop forgings. keprcsenied
McDcvitt. Space 368.

C:is[

111.

yokes; keyless
K. J. COok, K.

i-c>u|iUt

J.

W.

;

LeBlond Machine Tool Company, The R. K., Cincimiati, Ohio.
LcHlond lathes, milling maciiincs and cutter grinders. RepreSpaces
sented 1>\ Edwin 1). Nichols and Wm. O. Strauss.

—

Company, Chas. R., Louisville, Ky. Samples of railpaints and paint films. Represented by Chas. R. Long, Jr.,
Harry Vissering, (iuilford .S. Turner, W. H. Heckman and
Sanuiel W. Russell. Space 577.

Long,

Jr.,

way

—

Lucas Machine Tool Company. Cleveland, Ohio. Noi 32 "Precision" horizontal boring, drilling and milling machine. Represented by W. L. Cheney and V. P. Sprague. Space 138.

-

157-159.

—

111.
Mule-hide plastic car roofing; burhip back car roofing; vi^aterproof insulating fabric
membrane for resaturated
burlap;
refrigerator
cars;
for
inforcing the waterproofing of concrete ni tuiinels, subways,
bridges
canvas for coach, caboose and engine cab roofing
waterproof insulating papers for refrigerator cars; composition roll roolings; waterproof sheathing papers and asphalt
shingles for buildings. Represented by Tom Lchon and Clias.

Lehon Company, The. Chicago.

—

I.udlum Steel Company, Watervlict, N. Y. Seminole unbreakable chisel steel; Mohawk extra high speed steel. Represented
l)y P. A. E. Armstrong, S. T. Pearsons. C. J. Poore, James
Cran and R. P. Devries. Space 334.

—

Lunkenheimcr Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio. Valves; lubricators; oiling devices; oil and grease cups; injectors. Represented by Howard J. Evans and Andrew Lauterbach. Spaces
309-311.

;

V. Hades. Space

18.

Liberty Export & Import Corporation,
Liberty Steel Products Company.

New

York, N. Y.

— See

Company,

Manufacturing

—

98.

Liberty Steel Products Company, Inc., New Y'ork, N. Y.— Davis
solid trust freight and passenger brake beams; Liberty builtup brake beams; "Stefco" sectional steel buildings; Clark true-

Represented by J. W. Weintractors; nuts, bolts and rivets.
land, X. O. Acbv, R. P. Townsend, R. M. Smith, S. W. Midgley, J. M. Borrowdale. W. C. Schneider, J. H. Siebert, W. E.
Fowler, W. S. Ottinger, C. W. Gridley, T. L. Lawry, E. L.
Capehart, Frank Harrison and C. K. Drury.

Space

618.

Lawrence,

Mass.

sheet for locomotive fire-box. Represented by Fred

— Tube

H. Mc-

Cabe. Space 312.

—

Macljeth-Evans Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Guage glass;
lantern globes
chimneys, headlight signal lenses car lighting glass. Represented by Frank J. Lepreau. Space 364.
;

Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Liberty
Liberty
type (air and water operated) arch tube cleaners; Lagonda
type (air and water operated) arch tube cleaners. Turbine
cleaners of every description to clean every type of boiler condenser or cvoporator tubes. Represented by Henry A. Pastre.
Space

McCabe

;

McConway & Torley Company, The,

;

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

— Pitt

I)ivoted passenger coupler; new developments ni coupler and
yoke connections. Represented by Wm. McConway, Jr.,
Stephen C. Mason, I. H. Milliken, H. C. Buhoup and W. J.
Regan. Spaces 501-503-505.

McCord & Company,
by Judson
Space 629.

A.

Chicago,

Lamon,

111.

A.

L.

— Jourral

boxes. Represented
F. \V. Craig.

Shcpard and

—

MacLoed

Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohia. Oil fuel rivet
forges; portable sand blasts for cleaning bridges and steel
cars; file sharpening and cleaning machine; flue welding
Represented by Walter
apparatus
portable oil burners.
;

—

Libertv Tool Company, The. Baltimore, Md. Portable drilling
rivet heatdolly bar
presses
stay bolt heading attachment
Represented by E. Oliver
ing furnaces; portable torches.
P. Beck.
Peter
Moore
and
B.
Grimes, Jr., E. S. Astin, Andrew
;

;

;

Space 213.
light gener-

operation headlight case. Represented by H. H.
linson, C. C. Vossler and Fleming Brothers. Space 333.
ill

186.

—

MacRae's Blue Book Company, Chicago, 111. MacRae's Blue
Book. Represented by Alex Smith and L. R. Rollins. Space 22.

—

Mahr Manufacturing Company,

Loco Light Company, The, Indianapolis, Ind.— Loco
ator

MacLeod and A. H. Schmidt. Space

;

Tom-

Locomotive Feed Water Heater Company, New York, N. Y.—
Model locomotive feed water heater and full size boiler feed
pump. Represented by George M. Basford, Earl A. Averill,
Walter H. Lovckin, C. R. Fairchild, A. R. Frankhauser, C. R.
Hardy and H. V. Jones. Space 416.
Locomotive Firebox Company, Chicago, 111.— Nicholson thermic
siphon— its construction and application. Represented by
John L. Nicholson, Chas. G Hawley and Stuart Hawley.
Space 332.
Locomotive Lubricator Company, Chicago, 111.— A 1919 model
locomotive force feed lubricator, with diaphragm termmal
check valve. Represented by O. H. Neal, C. W. Rudolph and
W. J. Schlacks. Space 574.
Locomotive Stoker Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Type "D" duplex
stoker; tvpe "D" slope sheet coal pusher. Represented by
C. D. Barrett, W. S. Bartholomew, J. J. Byrne, O. B. Capps,
D. T. Carlisle, W. G. Clark, D. F. Crawford, N. M. Lower,
L. E. Osborne, C. F. Pennypacker, E. Prouty, E. Ryan, L.
V. Stevens and A. N. Willsie. Spaces 403-405-407.

New

Locomotive Superheater Company,

York, N. Y.

— Pyrom-

developments in construceter for superheater locomotives
Repretion of superheater units; stationary superheaters.
sented by Geo. L. Bourne, F. A. Schaff, R. M. Ostermann.
;

Minneapolis, Minn. Mahr No.
1-C steel car repair torch outfit No. 2 boiler shop torch Mahr
self-contained type torches
oil fuel rivet forges and safety
automatic shut-ofT valves. Represented by J. A. Mahr, J. R.
Matthews and R. B. Ecker. Space 538.
;

;

;

—

& Moore, Inc., New York. Putnam gap
Putnam slotter; Putnam planer; Putnam axle lathe;
Putnam geared head lathe; National rivet header; National
Heading machine; National hammer header; National bolt

Manning, Maxwell
lathe;

National tapper Defiance rail drill Defiance vertical
Defiance horizontal boring mill; Cincinnati crank planer;
Cincinnati traverse head shaper
Cincinnati crank shaper
Woodward & Powell planer; Ashcroft steam and pressure
gauges; Metropolitan injectors; Consolidated safety valves;
Tabor indicators; Ashcroft paper tester; x\shcroft thickness
gauge; Hancock inspirators; Hancock main steam valve; Hancock boiler check valve; Hancock hose strainer; Hancock cylinder cocks; Hancock oil cups; Hancock globe and angle
valves; H. D. ejectors. Represented bv A. J. Babcock, N. J.
Derby, F. E. McKee, H. D. Carlton, P.'M. Brotherhood, F. J.
Baumis, J. Soule Smith, J. H. Bush, C. L. Brown, H. E. Lott,
E. R. Frost, J. W. Spraggins, C. A. Spraggins, K. L. Ernst,
Charles Harmon, Jr., fames Briscoe, E. L. Fickett. Paul Dayton, Joseph Wainwriglit. B. T. Williston, W. H. Williston, F. J.
Mawby, Thomas Stevens, P. G. Marsh, Jr., B. J. Mihans and
H. Fenner. Spaces 104 to 136.
cutter

;

;

;

drill;

;

—

Massachusetts Mohair Plush Company, Boston, Mass. Mohair
plushes for car seats. Represented by William W. Melcher.
Space 631.

I

—

;

June

18,

;
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Mead-Morrison Manufacturing Company, East Boston, Mass.
Mead-Morrison type "U" grab bucket for crane and derrick
work; Mead-Morrison electric car puller. Represented by D.

W.

Coe, C. D. Bray, F. O. Clukics and R. C. Smith. Jipace 626.

—

Corporation, New York, N. Y. Thermit and
appliances; sample welds; samples of carbonfree metals and
alloys produced by the Thermit process
large sample weld
on a 9" crankshaft; materials for demonstration pipe welding for the purpose of welding locomotive superheater units;
sample of superheater unit so welded. Represented by F. W.
Cohen, W. R. Hulbcrt, H. D. Kelley, H. S. Mann, E. B. Bloom,
J. G. McCarty and W. Aldrich. Space 184.

Metal

& Thermit

;

Midvale Steel and Ordnance Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Twisted axles; bolster spring; rolled gear blanks; turbine
bucket wheel; wheel center; and illustrations featuring wide
range of products. Represented by J. C. C. Holding, L. B.
Morris, L. R. Steur, E. Price, Jr., Frank Krouse, Joseph De
Cray, Samuel Grifiith, R. V. Sage, C. E. Keenan, F. W. Sager,
H. E. Rowe, A. C. Howell, Stuart Hazlewood, J. C. Thomson,
H. O. Williams, G. A. Richardson, J. K. Bayliss, Frank Hufif,
A. D. Wade, H. H. Neelc, John Welsh, William Thornhill and
Mr. McCarrigle. Space 637.

—

The Alexander, Baltimore, Md. Milburn
cutting
acetylene generators
cut-weld combination torch
torch; Milburn equal pressure welding torch; portable carbide lights. Represented by A. F. Jenkins and C. R. Pollard.
Space 4, Pier End.

Milburn Company,

;

W.

Miner,

;

H., Chicago,

1487

—

National Railway Devices Company, Chicago, 111. Shoemaker
vertical firedoor.
Represented by Jay G. Robinson, E. J.
Gunnison and A. F. Linds. Space F. G.

—

—

National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., Reception booth.
Represented bv George N. Riley, P. J. Conrath, J. T. Goodwin
and J. W. Kelly. Spaces 546-547.

—

Newton Machine Tool Works,

Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Showing a 6" swivel head slotting machine; 26'' blade bar type cold
saw cutting-ofT machine; duplex kcyseat milling and cottering machine; locomotive radius link millinc; machines. Represented by N. P. Lloyd and R. G. Holmes. Spaces 117-119-121.

—

New York

Air Brake Company, The, New York, N. Y. ReRepresented by B. Pratt, C. E. Leach, S. T.
Toby, N. W. Lyon, N. A. Campbell, William Owens and
George Kliefges. Space 30.
ception booth.

—

Niles Bement Pond Company, New York, N. Y. Moving pictures of railroad macliine tools in actual shop operation. Represented l)y George Mills, Charles Lyle, N. C. Walpole, D. H.
Teas, B. S. Skinner, FI. F. Welch and E. L. Leeds. Space 180.

—

Norton, Incorporated, A. O., Boston, Mass. High speed selflowering lifting jacks. Represented by Arthur O. Norton,
Harry A. Norton, Frank L. Gormley, Henry J. Wilson, George
R. Law, Charles H. Smith, Jr., and F. B. Hartman. Space 551.

—

;

111.

— Friction

draft gears;

side

bear-

safety hand brakes; refrigerator car door fasteners;
drawbar yokes. Represented by W. H. Miner, A. L. Canavan,
Bradley S. Johnson, J. R. Mitchell, J. F. O'Connor, W. E.
Robertson, A. P. Withall and George A. Johnson. Spaces

ings;

584-585.

Mudge & Company, Chicago, 111. — Mudge peerless ventilator
Mudge Slater removable box front end Mudge Salvit com;

pound. Represented by Burton Mudge, Karl J. Eklund, George
W. Bender, William B. Ross and Sherman C. Amsden. Space
201.

Oakley Machine Tool Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio. One
No. 2 Oakley grinder power feed, motor driven; one No. 2
Oakley universal cutter and tool grinder. Represented by Abbot
A. Thayer and Irwin Newsome. Space 115.

—

—

Oesterlein Machine Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio. The "Ohio
Tilted Rotary," which is a new continuous production, semiautomatic heavy duty milling machine, motor driven, which
w'ill be rigged up and turning out a different job each day
of the Convention, showing both application and operation.
Represented by Geo. M. Meyncke, Nick Baechle and Chas. D.
Oesterlein. Space 145.

Okadee Company, The, Chicago,

—

111.
"Okadee" blow off valves
blower valves; roundhouse washout valves; tender hose couplers; reflex water gauges; water glass protectors; automatic
drain valves
locomotive front end hinge. Represented by
A. G. Hollingshead, Harry Vissering, Chas. R. Long, Jr., W.
H. Heckman and G. S. Turner. Space 575.
;

—

Mutual Manifold Company, The, Baltimore, Md. Way-bills;
triplicate and quadruplicate; telebills of lading; freight bills
graph blanks. Represented by Philip S. Carpenter. Space 376.

—

Napier

Saw Works,

Springfield,

Mass.

Represented by G.

hydraulic feed.

W.

New

Nathan Manufacturing Company,

— Metal

band saw with
Fleming. Space 228.
York, N. Y.

— Locomo-

injectors; lubricators; boiler checks; water gauges,
Klinger, Delco and fittings check valves steam valves feed
water strainer; boiler washers and testers; steam fire extinguishers oil cups gauge cocks whistles cylinder and drain
cocks
globe and angle valves. Represented bv Edward S.
Tocthe, Otto Best, J. G. Arn, J. F. Farrell, Wilham Brumble,
Harrv Gettys, Richard Welsh and James Currie. Spaces
578-579.

tive

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Car Wheel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Star special
cast iron car wheels for freight and tender service, from
60,000 lbs. to 140,000 lbs. capacity. Represented bv John Howard Yardley, H. E. McClumpha, E. H. Chapin, R. H. Tate,
J. Francis Weisbrod, H. L. Garvin, D. C. Davis and A. H.
Strickland. Spaces 572-573.

National

Washer Company, The, Newark, N.

National Lock

J.

— Models

of car curtains car curtain fixtures window locks sasii balcurtain
rollers
ances
weather stripping
national
rib
lock washers. Represented by C. H. Loutrel, F. B. Archibald,
Cairncross,
A.
T. Thompson and DanJ. Howard Horn, R. L.
;

;

;

;

iel

Hoyt.

;

Space

;

541.

National Malleable Castings Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.^
Couplers; journal boxes; miscellaneous car castings. Represented by S. L. Smith, O. W. Loomis, James S. Slater, L. S.
Wright, J. J. Byers. T. W. Aishton, R. T. Hatch, Charles H.
McCrea, E. O. Warner, Charles A. Bieder, H. L. Mausk, Benjamin Nields, Jr., J. V. Davison, Jr., W. E. Coffin, George V.
Martin, H. T. Krakau, George R. Farrell and E. H. Schmidt.
Spaces 613-615.

—

National Railway Appliance Company, New York, N. Y. Economy power saving meters Johnson fare box motor driven,
in operation Gog automatic drain valve samples of flaxlinum
Garland ventilators; Anglo-American varnishes and enamels.
Represented by B. A. Hegeman, Jr., Charles C. Castle, Harold
A. Hegeman, Fred C. J. Dell, W. C. Lincoln. Frederick C. Dunham, J. Turner Martyn and Charles H. McCormick. Space 622.

—

;

;

;

—

O'Malley-Beare Valve Company, Chicago, 111. Valves multiplate; globe; angle; check; "Y" body; all types locomotive
valves
shut ofl: and blow out valve, and new type <j;auge
cocks. Represented by J. E. Brown, E. O'Mallev, J. N. Gallagher, T. O'Mallev and J. M. Pigott. Space 177'.
;

;

—

Oxweld Railroad Service Company, The, Chicago,

111.
RecepRepresented by H. W. Jacobs, R. R. Browning,
E. S. Richardson, J. P. Furbeck, William Leighton, George
Thompson, C. B. Moore, M. C. Beymer, J. P. McWilliams,
H. W. Schulze and G. M. Crownover. Space 5.

tion booth.

—

New York, N. Y. Armco iron
welding wire; Armco iron oxy-acetylene welding wire
and "Copperweld" copper clad steel wire. Represented by
W: T. Kyle, C. A. McCune, G. A. PafY and E. C. Sattley.
Space 307.

Page Steel and Wire Company,
electric

Paige

&

Jones Chemical Company,

Inc.,

New York

City,

N.

Y.—

Boiler feed water treatment. Represented by Fred O. Paige
and H. N. Bennett. Space 363.

—

New York, N. Y. Pantasote curtain upholstery; Agasote headlining, roofs, wainscoting and flooring; Steelasote; Electrosote. Represented by John M. High,

Pantasote Company,

Wm.

A. Lake and

Wm.

Anderson.

Space 401.

—

Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg, Pa. Model of flue
sheet showing correct method of applying Parkesburg charcoal iron boiler tubes small samples of Parkesburg charcoal
stationary
for marine, locomotive and
iron boiler tubes
boilers. Represented by H. A. Beale, Jr., George Thomas, 3rd,
Sheridan,
Denyven,
G. A.
G.
Bateman,
R.
W.
H.
S.
W.
J.
Cardwell, J R Wetherald, W. P. Canby and G. H. Woodrofife.
Space 388.
;

Neb.
Paxton-Mitchell Company, Omaha,
Represented by James L. Paxton, D. E.
Fielding. Space 533.

Penn Iron &

Steel

— Metallic

packing.
R. C.

Murphy and

—

Company, Creighton, Pa. Reception booth.
F". Gilg and Chas. J. Nieman. Space 40.

Represented by Henry

booth.

Day

—

Reception
Steel Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.
Represented by T. Burd Zcll, Craig Adair, Paul W.
and Wm. F. Baker. Space 608.

Penn Seaboard

——

—

;

I
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Pilliod

Company.

Tlic.

New Wnk.

A

N. Y.

(piartcr si/c

riiii-

Uakcr valve mai staiid.ird parls fur liakcr valviHariull,
.1.
near; scntirul low water alarm. Kepresciilcd bv
niiiK inotk-l

;

1'"..

I.

Doiiuvan, K. I. I'lkitmd, K. !•:. I'illiod. R. V.
Turdy and K. H. Wiatiicrly. Space 1'>1.

J'illind.

J.

I).

J.

'I'lie
r.H-ket List of Railroad OlVicials, The. New ^o^U. N. Y.
I'ocket List of Railroad OlVuials. Represented liy J. Alexander
Itrown, ILirold A. Urown and Charles L. Dinsniure. Space 7.

—

Lamliert, Inc., lUifTalo, N. Y. Two steel car sections
vS:
one large rack of display
showiiii; Vilralite railway en.iniel
panels showinK standard shades of Vitralile railway enamel.

I'ratt

;

Represented
Space 612.
I'ratt

i>v

J.

V. Ciowini;, J. R.

Mickle and E. L. GeorRcr.

York, X.

'\'.— Sec

Niles-IUnu

nl-I'oiid

.\lo(,r.-,

(..

1'..

P.

1919

O'ConiuIl,

J.

r.iiell,

11.

Doluriy L. G. Schmilt

J. J.

Reliance Electricc & l-jiginecriiiK Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Reliance direct and alternating current motors; Hardons &
Represented by C. L. Collens,
()liver cutting off machine.
II. M. ililchcock, A. M. MacCntcheon. A. W. Ray, I'. J.
I'isher, S. G. Hoyd and R. Timnierman. .Sjjaces 135-137-139.

—

& .Slcrl (Mini>any, Youngstown, Ohio. Reception
Reprcseiiterl by II. L. Rownd, W. I*.. Topping, C. S.
II. Oliver, W. il. Hunter and I'raiik Phalen.

Republic Iron
Ixiolh.

MeKinlev. VV.
Spaces 517-519.

Pressed Steel Manufacturing Company, The. Chicago,
Standard Railway Equipment Company. Space 428.

111.

— Sec

Pyle-National Company, The, Chicago, 111.— One type "K-2" .SOOwatt maximum capacity turbo-generator; one type "E-2" 500watt normal capacity turbo-generator; one type "E" 15IX)-watt
turbo-generator; one type "T" 2h K. W. turbo-generator; one
3h to 7 K. W. turbo-generator; one special
tvpe
18" incandescent case and reflector iitted with No. 1450
lamp stand; one standard 18" incandescent case and rc.Hector
fitted with No. 1450 lamp stand; one model of the Young
valve gear. Represented by R. C. Vilas. J. Will Johnson, Wm.
Miller^ R. C. Shaal, J. E. Kilker, O. W. Young, C. P. McGinnis, R. L, Mcintosh, R. L. Kilker, Geo. E. Haas, J. L. Reese,
A. R. Allen, E. M. Thomas, C. T. Tewkesbury and C. F.
Owens. Spaces 602-604-606.

"M"

York, N Y.— Q & C piston rod
Q
packing; piston lubricator; car and engine replacers skid shoes
or track skates and Gilman-Brown emergency knuckles. Represented by E. R. Packer, C. F. Quincy, F. F. Kister, W. W.
Hoit, Edgar M. Smith, L. T. Burwell, J. V. Wescott and R.
J. McConib. Space 510.
The,

New

;

Quigley Furnace Specialties Company, New York, N. Y.--Hytempite, high temperature cement for bonding and repairing
fire clay and silica brick furnace linings. Insulbrix. A cellular
insulating refractory brick. Powdered coal apparatus for transporting, distributing and burning powdered coal and other
fuels. Represented by W^ S. Quigley and L. G. McPhee. Space
302.

Railway Devices Company, St. Louis, Mo.— "Western" angle
cock holder; "Perfection" brake ratchet; "spiral" pipe clamps;
"Iron Horse" or pedestal; "Sta-Rite" uncoupler and attachments. Represented by Louis A. Hoerr, Roland M. Hoerr and
Sterling Campbell. Space 616.

—

Railroad Herald, The. Atlanta, Ga. Copies of The Railroad
Herald. Represented by E. C. Laird. Space 376.

—

Railway Materials Company, The, Chicago, 111. Steel back brake
shoes. Represented by W. M. Simpson, I. B. Lesh, Geo. F.
Allen and E. C. Folsom. Space 561.

Railway Review,
Represented bv
Gougeon, A. E.
Armstrong and

—

Chicago, III. Copies of weekly publication.
Willard A. Smith, Harold A. Smith, J. E.
Hooven, C. L. Bates, L. H. Lozier, Robt. B.
John Lanimedee. Spaces 12-14.

Railway Storage Battery Car Company, New York, N. Y.—
Operating exhibit on tracks of Atlantic City and Shore Railroad of 50' steel combination passenger and baggage Edison
Battery car, in service between Atlantic City and Ocean City.
Represented by L. Klopman. F. N. Koziell and C. A. Wipf.
Space 634 and on cxhibiticn track.

—

Reading Specialties Company, Reading, Pa. Car replacers
shoes; rail benders; guard rail clamps; replacer clamps;
;

portable derails

;

rail

braces.

—

Rivet (Cutting Gun Company, .Cincinnati, Ohio. I<"Iexible riv(t
rutting guns; flexible slag guns; rivet catchers. Represented

by

J.

M. Crowe and

DeBus. Space

L. K.

513.

—

New York, N. Y. The
Robins(in at;lomatic train pipe connector. Represented by A.
R. Whaley and H. D. Cameron. Spaces 328-330.

Robinson Connector Company, The,

—

Pulverized Fuel Equipment Corporation, New York, N. Y.
Model of powdered fuel burning locomotive; literature on
Represented bv H. D. Savage and M. C.
pulverized fuel.
M. Hatch. Spaces 414-416-422-424.

C Company,

Rich Tool Company, Chicago, 111. High speed drills, reamers,
forged rivet sets and chucks; milling cutters. Represented by
Sullivan, F. H. Whiteside, C. M. Conner, T. II. Carlin,
W.
Jr. anil J. L. Crowley. Space 303.
i'..

Pressed Steel Car Company, New N'ork, N. ^.-— Reception bootli
with photograi)hs. Represented by J. F. MaclMiully, N. S.
Reeder. C. 'E. Postlethwaite, 1. S. Turner, W. IL Wilkinson.
Clark, H.
J. H. Mitchell, H. H. Gilbert, K. C. Gardner, C. C.
S. Hammond, Chas A. Lindstrom, B. D. Lockwood, 1. F.
Slreib and L. O. Cameron. Spaces 545-601.

car replacers

Turner .Moore, M.

Haines, VV. J. Zimmerman, VV.
and (has. F. Lidslone. Sjiacc 620.
.\.

18,

—

& Whitney, New

Company, Spa:c. 180.

and

J.

June

;

skid

street

Represented by

Robinson Exhaust Company, Boston, Mass. Robinson exhaust
nozzle.
Represented by Gordon Dexter, Frederic Parker, J.
G. Piatt and V. W. Ellet. Spaces 564-565.

—

A., New York, N. Y.
MoncriefT's gauge
tubular glasses Perth brand up to 200 pounds steam
pressure; IJnific brand up to 400 pounds steam pressure;
Beacon red; lubricator glasses; reflex gauge glasses; gauge
glass strips; glass protector slides.
Represented by Harry S.

Rogers Company, H.
glasses

;

Griffith.

—

;

—

Space

372.

—

Rogers Journal Packing Company, Inc., Chicago, 111. Stecos
journal packing; Paine toggle bolts and expansion shells.
Represented by Charles A. Elsy. Space 628.

—

Rome

New York, N. Y. Samples of Rome
Rome Perfection engine bolt iron
hollow styabolt iron. Represented by B. A. Clements,
Major Weston Jenkins and C. C. Osterhout. Spaces 414-416-

Iron Mills, Inc.,
superior staybolt iron

;

Rome

422-424.

—

& Son, Joseph T., Chicago, 111. Ulster special solid
staybolt iron; Ulster special seamless hollow iron; engine
bolt iron; complete Ryerson flue shop equipment; complete
Ryerson spring top equipment; flue cleaners; Ryerson friction
saw for rail cutting. Represented by H. A. Gray, J. P. Moses,
A. W. Willcuts. H. T. Bradley, E. W. Kavanagh and J. H.
Craigie. Space 176.

Ryerson

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, The, New York, N.
Y. Pintsch mantle light car lighting electric generators car
lighting fixtures; Oxy-Pintsch metal cutting equipment; elecRepresented by W. L. Conwell, J. A. Dixon, A. C.
tric fans.
Moore, W. L. Garland, George E. Hulse, L. Schepmoes, H.
K. Williams, R. H. Harvey, J. H. Rodger, H. D. Donnell, V. S.
Henry and J. S. Henry. Space Stairway Platform.

—

;

;

Safety Nut & Bolt Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.— The Stevenson safety nuts, bolts and washers, spring clips. U bolts,
shackle bolts and turn-buckles. Represented by E. Ellis ClepSpace 17.
per, R. D. Stevenson and W. W. Bonnell.

—

Company, Chicago, 111. Sargent safety water gauge;
Ironclad water glass protector; Loedige quick acting blower
valve; Renu gu.age cock; Sargent automatic feed grease cup;
Martin self-locking grease plug. Represented by George H.
Sargent and George S. Garren. Space 600.

•Sargent

—

Schaefer Equipment Company. Pittsburgh, Pa. Schaefer truck
lever connections; Schaefer detachable brake jaws; K. C. reRepresented by Frederic Schaefer, E. J.
pair card holder.
Searles, H. G. Doran and S. M. Hindman. Space 511.

Schroeder Headlight & Generator Company, Evansville. Ind.
Turbo-generator for electric headlights; electric headlights;
Represented by
oil headlights; electric headlight accessories.
W. A. Carson, F. W. Edmunds, J. Henry Schroeder. L. B.
Jones, W. T. Manogue and A. J. Leonard. Spaces 367-369.
Sellers & Company, Inc., William, Philadelphia. Pa.— Table
exhibit of locomotive injectors and accessories pertaining
thereto.
Represented by Strickland L. Knea'ss, Charles T.
Wilson, John D. McClintock, Edward L. Holljes and James
R. New. Space 625.

—
—
June

18,

&

Hoist Company, Montour Falls, N. Y.

— Two electric hoists, one electric winch, and accessories.
resented by A. J. Barnes, R. H. McGredy. H.
W. C. Briggs, District Manager of New

Rep-

W.

Gledhill and
York Territory.

Space 215.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York. N. Y.
Copies of the Railway Age; Railway Mechanical Engineer;
Railway Maintenance Engineer; Railway Electrical Engineer;
Railway Signal Engineer; Locomotive Dictionary and Cyclopedia, Car Builders' Dictionary and Cyclopedia, and other
railroad literature.
Represented by E. A. Simmons, L. B.
Sherman, Henry Lee, S. O. Dunn, R. V. Wright. C. R. Mills,
F. S. Dinsmore, A. F. Stuebing, C. B. Peck, F. H. Thompson,
C. N. Winter, F. C. Koch, H. H. Marsh, J. P. Risque, A. G.
Oehler, J. M. Rutherford, R. H. Smith, J. G. Little, F. J.
Fischer, C. W. Foss, F. W. Kraecer. H. L. Burrhus, I. E.
Anderson, S. B. Outwater, L. R. Wolff, N. H. Crossland. C.
L. Fletcher, A. E. Ortlinghaus and T. E. Grossman. Space 1.

Simmons Hardware Company,

—

Louis, Mo. Electric welded
ware; gray super-seated cylinder cock; shovels; scoops; hickory handles. Represented by J. B. Webb and H. W. Jacques.
St.

Space 331.

Simonds Manufacturing Company, Fitchburg. Mass.

—

Metal cutting circular saws
iioth solid and inserted tooth; hack saw
blades; files; car builders' saws; an inserted tooth metal saw
with high speed steel teeth will lie in operation, and a newly designed metal saw sharpening machine for keeping high speed
steel teeth in perfect condition will be demonstrated.
Represented by H. B. McDonald, R. D. Baldwin, B. F. Kelly and S.
Patterson. Space 3i)6.

—

Smith Locomotive Adinstablc Hub Plate Company, The, Chicago,
III.
Locomotive driving wheels mounted on axle with both
solid and sectional adjustable hub plates (lateral devices)
therein; literature and catalogs.
Represented by A. J. Sams
and R. G. Long. Spaces 602 to 606.

—

Smoke Jack Company, The, East

Boston, Mass.

— Standard

mill

type smoke jack, assembled; Standard mill type smoke jack,
crated for shipm_ent model of mill type smoke jack; photo;

of

Renresented bv Robert McKillop,
W. Coe. Space 220.

installations.

Walter Richardson and Daniel

Southern Locomotive A'alve Gear Company, Knoxville. Tenn.
Valve gear; IMurden blow-off valve; Brown power reverse
gear. Represented by W. S. Alurrian and E. L. Chollman.
Space 230.
Southern Railway Supply & Equipment Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Saunders car stopjier Scarritt car seats. Represented by
Laurance Boswcll and Blake C." Howard. Spaces 313-315.

—

1489

—

Standard Railway Equipment Company, New York, N. Y. National bottom supported car door fixtures; Murphy XLA flexible roof; Imperial type "B" release rigging; Imperial centering device; Carmcr release rigging; steel end; Fowler upner
buffer spring; carlines. Represented by W. P. Murphy, A. C.
Murphy, G. T. Cooke, S. G. Rea and A. A. Frank. Space 428.

—

Standard Stoker Company, Inc., New York, N. Y. A working
model of the Standard Stoker for locomotives will be shown in
liootli 4.
In booth 338, there will be motion pictures showing
the operation of a .Standard stoker on a locomotive now in
service; also pictures of our electric steel furnace at Erie,
Pa., and the assembling of stokers in the machine shop.
Represented by James A. Carey, F. H. Cunningham, Harvey L.
^Valker, Eugene duPont. Alexis I. duPont, Clarence E. Pratt.
D. B. Fawcett, J. B. Lininger and W. C. Carter. Spaces 4 and
338.

—

Stone Franklin Company, New York, N. Y. Stone-Franklin
single battery coach equipment operating with 23 cells Edison
A-4H. Represented by Ralph G. Coburn, Charles E. Walker
and Harry D. Rohman. Space 406.

—

Strong-Kennard & Nutt Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio. Safety
devices in the form of clothing, surgical appliances, goggles,
eye protectors and masks.
Represented by B. W. Nutt.
Thomas P. Scully, J. H. Hopper and F. B. Frank. Space 514.

Swind Machinery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

— Bradford

—

;

97.

—

Symington Company, The T. H., New York, N. Y. Farlow
draft attachments; Symington journal boxes; Symington
flexible dust guards.
Represented by T. H. Symington, C. J.
Symington, J. F. Schurch, R. H. Gwaltney, T. C. deRosset. I.
O. Wright, A. H. Weston, C. R. Naylor, W. G. Hoffman, Jr.,
and D. S. Barrows. Spaces 568-569.

Talmage Manufacturing Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.

Southwark Foundry & Machine Company, Philadcljjhia, Pa.
Southwark Mason washer i)rcss; spring banding press; boiler
tube welding machine. Represented by W. H. Harmaii, F. G.
Schranz and G. Harry Case. Space 178.

—

Speedograph Corporation, Newark, N. J. ^Loco-Recorder, model
K, speed, time and distance recording instrument for road
engines; loco-recorder, model L, recording instrument for
switch engines, showing idle and working time, in hours and
nn'ntites, the speed at anv point or time and exact mileage covered. Represented by H. 11. Smith, A. F. Wallbill^ch and R. A.
Patcrson. Space 6,30.
Standard Asphalt and Refining Company, Chicago, 111. Sarco
mineral rubber floor, refrigerator compound, fabric and No. 6
waterproofing
Sarco battery scaling compound Sarco pipe
coating.
Represented by R. F. Trumbull. Space 381.
Standard Car Truck Company, Chicago, 111. Trucks, models
and specialties on pier; two cars on Mississippi Avenue track
exhibit.
Represented bv T. C. Barber, J. T. Milner, Lee W.
Barber, F. L. Barber and E. W. Webb. Spaces 190-192.
Standard Coupler Company, New York, N. Y. Friction draft
gears.
Represented by George A. Post, A. P. Dennis, E. H.
Walker, R. D. Gallagher, Jr., and George .\. Post, Tr. Space

—

;

;

—

—

— Amer-

ican automatic connector; Cleveland low water alarm; Talmage
hand brakes; steam chest and cylinder lubricating drifting
valve; blow-off valves; diverting valves. fJepresented by J. G.

Talmage, M. A. Barber, Frank M. Roby,
Alfred F. Letherer. Spaces 354-361.

J.

Frank Walker and

Trumbull Waste Manufacturing Com.pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
Curled Tampico journal packing; cotton wiping waste. Represented by R. R. Bilter. Space H.

Tuco Products Corporation,

New

York, N. Y.

—Tuco

flexolith flooring; national standard roofing;
tion
Tucork insulation national trap door

products;

insulauniversal trap
ratchets;
Imperial
door; K-1 kicker lock; deck sash
car window screens; universal car window screens; Reliance sash
balances; Perfection sash balances; preservative; metallic
steel sheathing; Brown weatherstrips; Giessel sanitary water
Represented by David
cooler; Berwick electric rivet heater.
W'. Pye. L. F. McNally. Frank N. Grigg, Garrett Burgert,
W. J. Elliott and J. W. Coleman. Space C.
resisto

;

;

;

;

lathe

Gray's sheet metal cutter; Barnes drill; Willard lathe; Leland-Gifford drill
Oesterlein grinder.
Represented by L. H.
Swind, J. E. Brandt, W. J. Powers and M. R. Carson. Space

:

Southern Wheel Company, St. Louis, Mo. One pair of new M.
C. B. design 33" No. 7O0 wheels on axle, the wheels having
flanges ^ie" thicker at base line than M. C. B. standard one
pair of Southern Wheel Company specicd No. 800 33" wheels
on axle, the wheels having flanges -Tir," thicker at base line
than M. C. B. standard; one pair Southern Wheel Company
special No. 800 wdicels on axle, with flanges -Hr," thicker at
base line than M. C. B. standard, which have been in service
for 17 months under 50-ton steel hopper coa! car Atiant'c
Coast Line R. R. These wheels will be shown on track, witii
standard frog and guard rail to show guard rail clearance.
Represented by Frank C. Turner, F. O. Bunnell, J. B. Spencer
and Sam C. Watkins. Space 418.

500.

;
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Shepard Electric Crane

graphs

—

—

One p' rtalilr
B., Philadelphia, Pa.
cylinder boring bar; one portable cylinder boring bar attachet!
one
to cylinder showing method ; one circular planer tool
heavy type rotary planer ; one dome facing machine one 8"
D.
Represented
by
crank.
machine
set
upon
crank pin truing
C. Hitchner. Space 301.

Underwood Corporation, H.

;

;

—

Connector Company, St. Louis, Mo. Union connectors
and accessories; "Union Jack" truck.
Represented by Charlton A. Alexander and L. D. Woodruff.
Space 378.

Lhiioii

for passenger service

Union Draft Gear Company, Chicago,

111.

— Cardwell

friction

draft gear type G class 11-A; Cardwell friction draft gear
tvpe G class 11-A-compound. Represented by J. R. Cardwell,
1'..
T. Canfield, C. H. Tobias, H. Barnard, J. W. Hathaway,
W. G. Krauscr, J. E. Tarclton and C. J. Gorman. Spaces
413-415.

Union Metal Products Company, Chicago,
Railway Equipment Company. Space 428.

111.

— See

Union Railway Equipment Company, The, Chicago,

Standard

111.

—Ureco

metal roof: drop brake shaft; refrigerator brine tank valves;
hand holes and tank supports; Ureco coupler centering deuncoupling lever
Ureco pipe clamp. Represented by
vice
Wm. B. Hall, A. F. O'Connor and A. C. Lewis. Space E.
;

;

—

Union Spring & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Journal boxes. Represented by L. G. Woods, F. E. Schaeffer, J. W.
Chandler and A. C. Woods. Space 553.

——

-

;
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\VK)
United

KnicinccriiiK

WorkinK mmlcl
Kraplis
1'.

U.

of

Hark.

S.

forKc

Space

I.ii-lii

&

Fmiiiilry

Company,

I'itisldirKli.

tlu

540.

Corporation, Niagara Falls, N.

Y.— Com-

carlightinK axle ecpiipments
direct current arc welder
converter; alternating current arc weldiiiK niotor generator.
Represented by VV. L. liliss. H. A. Mattliews, R. H. Van
Nest, R. Bauer and W. H. Turbavnc. Spaces Welding at Pier
End No. 2 and in Hall 325-327.
l>lete

;

;

—

Western Machine Tool Works, Holland, Mich. One
extra heavy duty plain radial drill. Represented by G.
Space 222.

locomotive siphon "Security" dust guards. Ke|jresented by
Louis A. Hoerr, Roland M. Hoerr and Sterling Campbell.
Space 616
;

Western

515.

—

Inc., Chicago, 111.
Passenger train
car heating; vapor system of heating; steam pressure system
of heating; combination steam and hot water heating system;
car heating specialties; steam specialties; cmergencv stoves;
ventilators. Represented hv Egbert H. Gold, Toseph E. Buker,
S. Higgins, E. A. Schreiber, B. A. Keeler, E. E. Smith, H.
F. Lowman, R. P. Coolev. Wm. Damm, L. B. Rhodes. F. F.
Coggin, F. A. Purdv. C. E. Lowell, N. F. Burns, and E. C.
Post. Spaces 210-212-214-216-218.

—

Vissering & Company. Harry, Chicago, III. Viloco and Leach
types locomotive sanders; Viloco fire door; forged steel draw
bar yoke steam compressor governors Crescent metallic piston rod and valve stem packing; Viloco bell ringers. Represented by Harry Vissering, G. S". Turner and W. H. Heckman.
;

576.

and

—Walworth

and iron body
wrenches
Parmelee
wrench, Walco Hex wrench "Bostong" wrench and full line
of tools. Kewanee union and specialties. Represented by L.
F. Hamilton, H. S. Patterson and H. T. Goodwin. Space 412.
valves

Genuine

;

steel pipe fittings, brass

Walworth

Stillson

;

;

—

Warner & Swasey

Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio.
One No. 2\
universal hollow hexagon turret lathe with bar equipment and
5 H.P. General Electric motor; No. 3A ditto with chucking
equipment and 10 H.P. Reliance motor. This machine to operate on piston valve followers using both "Stellite" and high
speed steel cutters. Represented by L. K. Berry, E. R. Gardner, H. E. Witham, C. E. Neubert and Walter Loegler. Spaces

123-125.

—

Watson-Stillman Company, The, New York, N. Y. High speed
ball bearing screw jack with automatic lowering device; Watson-Stillman hydraulic jacks; 250-ton crank pin press (hydraulic)
Stauchian pipe bender (hydraulic) IS-ton telescopic
hydro-pneumatic pit jack; hydro-pneumatic accumulator; four
plunger motor driven pump hydraulic leather packings. Represented bv E. A. .Stillman, G. D. Kershaw, H. D. Nitchie,
W. B. Updegraff, F. T. West, C. Wessels, E. E. Radeck and
E. B. Fleming. Spaces 151-153-155.
;

;

;

—

Waugh

Draft Gear Company, Chicago, 111. Waugh draft gear
with auxiliary cushion passenger car buffing device, type "H"
stub Iniffer for express and refrigerator cars; draft gear with
side carrier plates adaptable for U. S. standards
Anderson
friction draft gear, type "B"
Chafifee draw ?4 bar centering
devices.
Represented by J. M. Waugh and S. T. Rowley.
Spaces 537-539.
;

;

;

—

Oil Tank and Pump Company, Fort Wayne, Ind. Onebarrel signal oil outfit; cross sectional view of two-barrel
cylindrical tank (underground) and pu-'^D; two-barrel outfit with barrel cradle; cross section of two '^arrel cellar tank
and pump; two long distance pumps; three long distance
pumps. Represented by R. S. Bohn. Space 20b.

Wayne

—

West Disinfecting Company, New York, N. Y. Auto
odorizing appliances Coro Nolcum disinfectant and
;

atic decis-.

^se^

N. Y.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa. Arc welding motor-generator; small turbine generator
unit; motor driven grinder; small portable drills; electric fans.
Represented bv J. C. McQuiston. J. C. Bair, J. Andrews, J.
A. Albercht, W. P. Cochan, C. M. Harris, F. O. Kirkpatrick,
11. C. Mode, R. F. Moon, W. H. Patterson, Charles Rabbons,
R. J. Ross, H. Stinemetz and E. W. Wise. Spaces 19 to 27.

—

Universal Equipment Company, The, Toledo, Ohio.— National
Gregory automatic fire door. Represented by Frank I. Isbell.
Space H.

Space

^'ork,

Spaces 545-601.

W. Wildin, C. C. i'armer, E. A. Craig, J. R. Ellicott, C. J.
Olmstead, C. P. Cass, Rcjbert Burgess, C. R. Ellicott, John B.
Wright, S. G. Down. I". H. Parke. F. V. Green, T. L. Burton,
F. M. Neilis, F. H. Whitney, J. S. Y. Fralich and R. E.
Adreon. Space 19 to 29.

38.

cast iron, malleable

& Foundry Company, New

G.

Universal Draft Gear Attachment Company, Chicago, IIIUniversal cast steel re-inforcing draft arms,'coupler yokes and
malleable draft Inqs and plates. Represented by C.
J. Nash

Walworth Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.

Car

Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Reception
booth. Represented l)y A. L. Humphrey, W. S. Bartholomew,

—

;

Steel

See Pressed Steel Car Company.

Universal Car & Hose Coupler Company, Oklahoma City, Okla.
.Automatic car and steam hose coupler. Represented by
J.
H. Funk, O. H. LeCompte, Joseph LeCompte and J. A. Houlc.

Vapor Car Heating Company.

foot

Bosch.

—

Unit Railway Car Company, Boston, Mass.— Steam driven unit
car. Represented by H. C. IXxIge, F. O. Slankv, B.
J. Moses,
W. .1. Lavarre. J. F.. Slimp, P. H. Gentzcl. A.' \i Crapo and'
H. Eilwards. Space Track space Mississippi Avenue.

and C. C. Kinsman. Space

six
J.

Western Railway Equipment Company, St Louis, Mo. "M. C. B."
malleable journal wedges; "Wc^jtcrn" br.ike jaws; "Linstrom

United Slates Metallic Packing Coinjiany, The, Philadelphia, Pa.
—Models of King metallic packing; Ciollmar hell riiigrr; Leach
pneinnatic track sanders and Security knuckle and wrist pin.
Represented hy Elliott Curtiss, M. B. Brewster, I. S Mace
R. R. Wells, J. T. Luscombe, J. K. Kcefe, L. B." Miller and
Harry E. Hyslop. Space 566.

Space

1919

18,

luminators; insector m.ichines and liipiids for <'xlermiiialing
insects; li(|uid sorips and dispensers; metal polish; jiaper
towels and cabinets; portable steam sterilizer for sterilizing
water co(ders; stock car sprays. Represenierl by 11. K. Daniels
C. 1'. Williams, W. L. Larry, J. A. Mariiiika, T. F Kelly and
C!)as. Auerbach. Space 26.

I'.i.

of steam liydraiilic fnrK'iiiR press and pln.iiishop installaliims. Kepn-senlcd by Arnold

& Heat

June

;

—

Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Company,

Detroit, Mich.
Various
forms of abrasive shoes designed for grinding car wheels and
locomotive driver-wheels. Represented by J. M. Griffin and
Perry Allen. Space 507.

White American Locomotive Sander Company, Inc., Roanoke,
Va. Graham-White perfect shown in operation. Represented
by John E. Graham, lames Frantz and Oscar F. Ostby. Space

—

205.

—

Whiting Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey, 111
Working
models of type "R" electric crane trolley and Whiting electric
screw-jack locomotive hoist; photos, drawings and catalogs
of foundry equipment, cranes and railway equipment, such as
coach hoists, turntable centers and tractors, transfer tables,
car wheel foundries. Represented by R. H. Bourne, R. S.
Hammond and G. W. Ristine. Space 179.

—

Wilmarth & Morman Company, Grand Rapids, Mich. New
Yankee drill grinders; Wilmarth & Merman universal grinders
and surface grinders. Represented by Joseph H. Hazley and
B. C. Saunders.

Space

183.

—

Rolling wood
J. G., Norfolk, Va.
doors; rolling steel doors. Represented by M. S. Tremaine,
P. H. Wilson, R. T. McKnew, L. H. Mvrick, Geo. D. Dodge,
H. H. Charles, E. A. Baker, E. Doscher and A. H. Dodge.

Wilson Corporation, The

.Space 33&.

—

Wilson-Imperial Company,. Newark-.^N. J. Car cleaning methods
and sundries specialties connected with the up-keep of passenger cars. Represented by J. MacNauIl Wilson, Ellsworth
Wilson, D. J. Giles and William McCandless. Spaces 202-204.

Wilson Welder & Metals Company, Inc., New York, N. Y.
Wilson plastic-arc welder. Represented by J. O. Smith, R.
S. Drummond and Claude Hartford. Spaces 224-226.

Wine Railway Appliar:? Company, The, Toledo,
hopper door
freight car ladders
side bearings
Represented by William E. Wine,
ventilators.
Cremean, Cyrus J. Holland, R. F. Tillman, J. L.
L. J. Tillman. Space 366.
;

Ohio.

Wood

;

William F.
Tillman and

Iron & Steel Company, Alan, Philadelphia, Pa.
booth. Represented by L. G. W. Carpenter, W.
and C. O. Hadley. Space 11.

Woods & Company, Edwin

—Wine

mechanism

;

— Reception
W. Lukens

—

Anti-friction side'
S., Chicago, 111.
and center bearings for freight cars, passenger cars and locomotives. Represented by Albert G. Welch, H. M. Perry and
A. A. Weigel. Space 617.
Wyoming Shovel Works, The, Wyoming, Pa. Veteran red edge
locomotive scoops; red edge locomotive scoops. Represented
by H. T. Potter and E. L. Ruby. Space 209.

—

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y.—
Chain blocks; electric hoists; trolleys (I-beam) winches; portable floor craires; locks and hardware. Represented by C. W.
Beaver, A. L. Connor J. F. Stoldt, H. R. Butler and W. C.
Bigelow. Spaces 148-150.

:

to drag at the top, while hanging free at the bottom. The
proposal that the standard and recommended practice 14
sheets of the association show a method of laying out
the brake head, rather than mere detailed dimensions of
the finished heads, is an excellent one, as it should avoid
all possible misunderstandings in the interjiretation of the
standard, whatever it may be in its finally adopted form.
The suggestion of the committee that the judgment of
a committee memljcr may be of an opposite character in
liis official capacity from that exercised in
the capacity of
a representative member is open to question.
If the
members of a committee cannot support the recommendations to which they attach their signatures as committee
members, when acting on the same propositions in the
letter ballot, they have little right to expect the support
of the association as a whole to the propositions which
they propose that the association adopt for universal
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WE GUARANTEE

that of this issue, 17,000 copies were printed; that
of these 17,000 copies, 15,406 were mailed to regular paid subscribers, to
the Railway Age and the Railway Mechanical Engineer; 119 were mailed
to advertisers, 300 were provided for counter and news companies* sales,
new subscriptions, bound volumes, copies lost in the mail and office use;
and 1,175 copies for distribution at Atlantic City.

THE RAILWAY AGE
(.\.

B. C.)

unusually extensive and interesting, but in addition to the railroad
is

Exhibits

Fischer

M. Rutherford

H. L.
J.

the history of the association.
The
exhibit of railroad equipment alone

Track and
Other Outside

is a member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
and the Associated Business Papers. (A. B. P.)

there

are

a

number

of

heavy railroad mounts for the Army and Navy Ordnance
that are not only noteworthy because of the natural interest attaching to equipment of this nature at the present time, but also because of the problems which had to
be solved by the designers to provide for the extraordinary stresses to which equipment of this sort is subjected.

of interest to note that in

some cases this
from standard railroad
practice.
Two of the Army rifles, the seven-inch and
the eight-inch, the mounts of which are of the well-car
type, are carried on standard M. C. B. trucks, a 50-ton
truck in one case and a 70-ton truck in the other. As a
whole, this part of the exhibit is a remarkable demonIt is

equipment

very

differs

little

stration of the adaptability of the manufacturers of railin the time which has elapsed
since the last convention in Atlantic City, have produced

way equipment, who,
The report of the Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equipment Committee, which was presented during yesterday
morning's session, was
received
Brake Shoe
without discussion, not because of
and Brake
any lack of interest in the subject,
but because in a large measure the
Beam Report
report is a forecast of what may be
expected in the way of definite proposals for consideration next year. There is much n the report which is of
great interest and will undoubtedly be carefully considered by the membership of the Mechanical Section. In
general, the plan of procedure which the committee proposes to follow is to be highly commended.
The five
suggested steps in which subjects before the committee
will be advanced to the point of consideration for advancement to the standards of the Section will offer
ample oportunity for the formation of well digested and
crystallized opinions on the part of the membership, so
that better ballot action may be of a more intelligent
nature than it has been some times in the past. One point
mentioned in the report is worthy of especial attention.
This is the effect of the change in the relative location
of the center loop hanger opening of the brake head and
the center line of the brake beam strut, raising the center
of the hanger above the center of the strut. The result,
under load, is an eccentrically loaded brake shoe, with
a tendency for greater wear at the bottom than at the
top. With the brakes released the brake heads will tend

large quantities of ordnance and other munitions in addition to their regular products.

The Raihvay Age has referred in the past to the good
work being done by the Latin-American Division of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Statistics

Commerce

in

connection with

its

re-

ports on railways and markets for
railway supplies in various South
Exports
American countries. It now desires also to express its appreciation of the work
being done by another of the divisions of the bureau
—namely, the Division of Statistics. That division
for the past few months has been compiling detailed
figures of exports of all kinds, classified by countries of
destination, and has included the tabulation of export
figures of railway supplies under the following heads
locomotives cars car wheels and axles, and railway
track material. The figures in question have been reproduced in the foreign railway news column of the Railway Age, and, we believe, have served a real purpose,
not only in stimulating interest in export trade, but in
showing that this interest is proving a most practical one.
The tabulation by countries of destination is especially
valuable, as it enables the observer to see into what markets our trade is expanding and permits the drawing of

1491
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L'

ilffiiiiti.'

by

till-

(.omliisions tluTcl'iDm.

division for

tiu-

l.ucuniutivcl

Month
.lumiury
l-cbnuiry
.Mnrih
April

Nil.

...

87

..

85

27
55

Value
$J.076.54J
J.584.26V

year

1

ligurcs as compiU-tj
far arc as follows:

lie

tiiiis

I'reight

Can

2.193.168

Value

583

$957,128

$278.39J
541,630
686,281

1,(105

1,913,728

946,304

Tlic increase in the exports of car wheels and axles
in tlic four nionllis is especially encouraging::, although
tlic exports of cars and locomotives arc not very large.
It shoulil he Ixjriie in mind, however, that they represent in reality the l)eginning of our peace time exi)ort
trade, and will no doubt increase from month to month
as conditions generally improve. It is to be hoped that

the bureau will keep up this work and thereby supply
an indication of the increase in exports of railway sup]ilics that is rightly to l)e expected.

Depreciation of Freight Cars

THE

tlial will eiiininale

many

former rules covering

19,

1919

of the principal oi)jcclions U>

llu-

this subject.

Car Wliecli aiul Axir
Value

No.

85J.22-*

June

PROLONGED and animated discussion of the report

presented bv the Committee on the Depreciation for
Freight Cars shows that the members generally were
The accurate detergreatly interested in the subject.
mination of the average life of cars is extremely
important because of the large amount of money involved
The committee is
in the settlement for destroyed cars.
to be commended for its work in compiling statistics
regarding the average life of wooden and steel equipment to be used as a basis for the rate to be applied under
various conditions.

One point brought out very clearly in the course of the
discussion was the impracticability of settling for cars
on any but an average basis. The conflicting statistics
regarding the life of steel cars shows the extent to which
the type of construction, the weight of the car, the standard' to which it is maintained and the service to which
the rate of
it is assigned afifect the life and consequently
depreciation. Obviously, the effect of these factors cannot be evaluated in fixing the settlement price and the
average age at which the cars are dismantled furnishes
the only satisfactory data on which to base the depreciation rate.
The limiting of depreciation to 50 per cent, of the
value now prdbably strikes a bare average for all cars.
Extensive studies have shown that the estimated service
delife based on the physical condition alone does not
crease more than 40 per cent, in actual service, but the

older equipment, of course, must be retired, due to obsolescence, even though the individual parts of the car may
If it were practical to make a
be in good condition.
separate classification for the older types of equipment,
the maximum depreciation might be increased to an
amount equal to 100 per cent, minus the scrap value.
Some road will, no doubt, question the advisability of
applying the same rates of depreciation to the truck that
are applied to the car body. Many roads make a praccars which
tice of setting aside the trucks removed from
service
are dismantled and applying them under company
long
for less capacitv equipment, such as stock cars. The
the wheels
life of the truck and the high scrap value of
and axles w^ould seem to call for a rate of depreciation
lower than that which is fixed for the car body.
The w'ork of the committee during, the past year furof a
nishes an excellent foundation for the development
thoroughly logical basis for settling for destroyed cars.
The continuation of its investigation, particularly with
regard to the life of steel cars and the establishment of a
furnish data
separate rate for rebuilt cars, promises to

Government's Debts to
Railway Supply Companies

No see

(irjii'.k

the

jjassed by

rKopi.K IN

THE couNTKV

$750,000,000

railrcjad

Congress as the railway

will be so glad to
api)ropriation bill

|

The

J

sujjply peojjle.

experience of the railway supply people with Covernment
operation has been, in the main, a di.stinctly unpleasant
one.
They were at first confronted with what was regarded as a demand that they should, in dealing with the
railways under (Government control, pool their patents
and forego the royalties upon tliem. Next, an attempt
was made to force them to sell to the Government on a
lower basis of ])rofit tiian any other class of concerns
that was doing liusiness with the (iovcrnment.
Later
they were presented with a ruling of the Attorney-General of the United States to the effect that every concern
selling any kind of goods to the Government railways
must insert in the contract a warranty later modified
that no commission was or would be paid to any agent
for having got the business.
But perhaps the thing which, under Government control, has caused the supply people more trouble than anytliing else has been the delay of the Government in paying its l)i]ls. When the railroad appropriation bill waskilled by a filibuster at the last session of Congress, the
Railroad Administration owed the railway equipment and
supply concerns many millions of dollars. The passage
of that bill would have enabled the Administration tomeet its obligations. Its defeat rendered it impossible
for the Railroad Administration to pay its debts.
In
consequence, for months the Government has owed the
railway equipment and supply companies vast sums of
money. In order to continue to carry on their business,
the supply companies have been obliged to borrow large
sums from the banks, on which they have had to-

—

interest.
They had to do this borrowing because
Government did not pay them what it owed them,
but on a large part of its indebtedness to them the Government has not paid interest. In consequence, the companies have had to strain their credit at the banks and to
incur losses by paying interest on money which they
should have received from the Government instead of
being obliged to borrow it.

pay
the

not the fault of the Railroad Administration that
debts to the railway supply companies have not been
promptly paid, but it is the fault of the Government. Congress is a branch of the Government, and it was its failure
to pass the needed legislation which left the Railroad Administration without adequate funds.
Congress is now
engaged in partially repeating its former performance.
Director General Hines asked it at the present session to
appropriate $1,200,000,000 for the Railroad Administration.
He estimated that this amount would be required
to carry the administration through to the end of the
present year. Without any investigation. Congress has
cut the appropriation to $750,000,000.
This amount, it
is understood, will be sufficient only to enable the admini.stration to meet its existing obligations, and, as soon as
they are settled, it will have to begin to go into debt
again.
The Government has always borne the reputation of
being a bad customer to do business with. The railway
supply concerns can bear testimony that in its dealings
with them during the last year and a half it has fully
It is

its

lived

up

to

its

reputation.

June
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Program For To-day
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cars on Georgia Avenue,

They returned

to

Philadel-

phia at five o'clock.
9.30 a. .\r.TO 1.30
Discussion of Reports on

m.

p.

:

Car Wheels
Standard Blocking for Cradles of
Car Dumping Machines
Specifications and Tests for Mate-

9.30 A.

M.

to 10.00

10.00 A.

M.

to 10.30 A.

A. M.

Vice-President Parish Resigns
A.M.

(M. C. B.)
Welding Truck Side Frames, Hdlsters and Arch Bars

10.30

Couplers
Draft Gear
Questions proposed by Memebrs

11.30 A.

rials

M.
M.

11.00 A.
12.00

M.

12.30 P.

to 11.30

A.M.

to 11.30 A.
to 12.00

to

1.30

M.

M.

to 12.30 P.

M.

M.

M.

P.M.

LE

GRAND PARISH, who was

elected vice-president of
the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association at
the 1916 convention, has asked to be relieved from
his position because of the pressure of other duties. Mr.

Parish was looked upon as the logical candidate to succeed President Walker. His action means that it will be
necessary to look elsewhere for the new president.

ENTERTAINMENT.

M.—

Band Concert. Entrance Hall, .Million
10.30 A.
Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.
Orchestral Concert and Impromptu Danc3.30 P. M.
ing. Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier.
Fry Philharmonic Orchestra. Tea will be served at 4.30 P. M. in

—

Entrance Hall.

M.—

Carnival Night. Special Features. Ball
9.30 P.
Million Dollar Pier. Roval Scotch Highlanders'

Room,
Band.

Cornell Dinner
REGULAR ANNUAL dinner for Cornell men will be
held on Friday evening, June 20, at the Traymore.
All Cornellians are requested to register with L. H.
Lynder at the booth of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
Space 24 in the Main Building, before Friday noon.

THE

Railway Club Secretaries Meet

Executive Committee, A. R. A.
MEETING
Executive Committee
THEAmerican
Railroad Association, reference
of

the

to

of the

which

was made in yesterday's daily, is scheduled to be
held at the Marlborough-Blenheim at 11 o'clock this
morning. It is expected that the work of the meeting
will be finished early in the afternoon, and that the members of the committee will later pay a visit to the exhibit.

Canadian National Railways
in Market for Passenger Cars
GLOBE of Juuc 14 contains the following
THEitemTORONTO
"Tenders on twenty mail
and twenty
cars

:

coaches are being asked for by the Canadian National Railways. If the order is placed it will
constitute the largest rolling stock order placed by any
railway since the outbreak of hostilities. At an estimated
cost of $20,000 per car the order is worth $800,000."
first-class

THE ANNUAL MEETING
scheduled

of the Socicty of Railway Club
for 10 o'clock this morning
Several questions
in Room 192 of the Blenheim.
of unusual concern to the railway clubs are to be taken
The business session will be followed by a "round
up.
table" luncheon for the secretaries and their guests.
Secretaries

is

The Informal Dance Last Evening
INFORMAL RECEPTION and dance on the Million
THEDollar
Pier
night marked
formal comSteel

last
the
of the week's entertainment features.
From 8 until 9 o'clock a band concert and reception were
greatly enjoyed.
The dance program was then commenced. This consisted of the fox trot, one step and the

mencement

Chicago Pneumatic Installs
Railroad Department
CHICAGO PNEUM.\Tic TOOL COMPANY announced
THEyesterday
Sprague
appointment
of- L.

the

manager of

the

railroad

C.

as

department and C. W.
These appointments are

Cross as assistant manager.
July 1. Mr. Sprague is at present district manager at New York and Mr. Cross has been acting as
special railroad representative at Chicago.
eflfective

now

called old-fashioned waltz. The Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band furnished the music.
.A.t .11
o'clock the
pier orchestra succeeded the "Kilties'' and played until

midnight.
The evening's affair was well handled by the following
gentlemen: L. B. Sherman, chairman; W. M. Wilson,
N. C. Naylor, G. A. Nichol and W. M. Melcher.

Meeting of Railway Car
Manufacturers' Association

Pennsylvania Directors
Visit

Track Exhibit

THE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS of the Pennsylvania Railroad, holding a meeting in Philadelphia yesterday,
adjourned the meeting, and, accompanied by President Rea, came to Atlantic City, arriving at three o'clock
in the afternoon for a visit of inspection of the Pennsylvania equipment on exhibition at the conventions this
This includes the most powerful electric locomotive in the world, a new simple Mallet type locomotive

year.

and the road's

class

Us Decapod.

They

also visited the

W.

F. M. Goss, president, and C. S. Sale, assistant
to the president of the Railway Car Manufacturers' Association, are here, and will attend a
meeting of the Association, which is to be held at the
Marlborough-Blenheim at 1.30 P. M. to-day. The Association, as its name implies, is composed of the manufacturers of railway cars. It was organized in February,
1917, priinarily to do research and other similar work in
connection with the construction of the 100,000 standard
freight cars ordered by the Railroad Administrator last
year. About 48,000 of the cars have now been built, and

DR.

—
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it

i-xik-cIihI

is

that

ol

.ill

lliciii

he

will

tiiiislu'il

Scj)-

in

Special

ti'mi)cr.

Dr. (ioss
\v^c of the

was

t'oniu'ily (Umii of liio

I'liivoisity

of

and Mr.

liliiiois.

I'ol-

l'",ii.i;iiK'iTiii^;

was

.Sale

formerly in cliar.i;o of tin- fni;inocrin}j|: cxperinu-nt station
of tlu- .same university. Some years ago Mr. Sale was an
associate editor of tlie Raihi-ay .-/.i,'r.

Delivery of Standard Equipment

T

111-.

KAii.KoAi) .\i).\iiNi.sTu.\TiuN juis

Compiled the

foi-

lowinj^ .statement showinjj the delivery of its standard freii^ht cars and locomotives to Mav 2S:

i.ocoMcrnvKs.
Nutnh

.\veiaKe
Tractive

l.itllit

Ilt-avy

Mik.ul.i
Mik.ulii

.S4,600

l.is'it

Heavy
I.is'it

Pacific
Pacific
.Santa Fc

Heavy

mallet
mallet

6-wlieel .switch
8 wheel switch
KeailiiiK consolidated

I'ndelermined

Delivered
May 28

35,763,11(10
13,980,1)110

2,156,000

58,000
40,700
43,800
69,400
74,000
80,300
106,000
39,100
51,200
50,000

Heavy Santa Ve
Light

655
233

5.t,900

l.itilit

Tractive

Power
founds

lor

60,000

momilain
Heavy mountain

Ninnlier

Contracted

Power

87(1,000

1,750,000
876,0011

6,524,000
12,950,000
2,409,000
11.236,000
9,971,000

106
255
145

7,424.00(1
1,500,01)0

30

tyi)es

4,922,000

Total

200

Kstimaled dale when deliveries

1,930
11

112,331.000

be completed, December

1,

1,257
1919.

FIv'KICIlTTH.MX C.XRS.
Type

Number

Deliverer
May 28

Pounds
50-ton
40-ton
50-ton
55-ton
70 ton

sinplesheathed box
double-sheathed box
Rondola
hopper
gondola

Total
l^sliniated date

w he

25,000
25,000
20,000
25,000
5,000

1,250,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,375.000
350,000

8,669
10,386
14,243
18,330
1,326

100,000

4,975,000

52,954

deliveries of cars will be completed, October

1,

I9I9.

Supplementary List of Exhibitors

THE

FOLLOWING

is

In addition to the list of exhibitors

pul)lished in the Daily

Railway Age of June 18th,

page 1479:
Acar Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y.— Acar signal
device— blue flag. Represented by Chas. R. Powell. Space
376.

—

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa. Gun mount on
Pennsylvania track, oflf Boardwalk, four blocks from pier,
with 14-inch naval rifle.
Gun is 50-calibre, 65 feet long;
weight of mount is 650,000 pounds; total length of mount,
110 feet.
One caterpillar tractor mount, with 7-inch gun.
Represented by Samuel M. Vauclain, C. A. Bourgeios, W. H.
Leary, Lieut. A. H. Showalter, U. S. N. John H. Kindle, U. S.
N.; G. Greenough, A. H. Ehle, A. W. Hinger and Chas. W.
Werst. Space P. R. R. track, west of pier, on Boardwalk.
Cleveland
Tractor
Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Industrial
"Cletrac."
"Crawler" tractor for heavy hauling over rough
or soft footing. Represented by Walter A. Hall.
Space on
unloading platform on Boardwalk, opposite pier.
Dale-Brewster Machine Company, New York, N. Y. Western
heavy duty, radial drill. Represented by Jas. J. Dale. Space
;

—

—

222.

Davison Tool Manufacturing Corporation, New York, N. Y.
High-speed tool steel cast to form. Represented by Oscar F.
Ostby. Space 205.
Mercury Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111. Industrial
tractors 3 and 4-wheel machines. Represented by L. R. Duffield, J. S. Kunkle, C. H. Clair and K. A. Wood.
Space on
unloailing platform, on Boardwalk opposite pier.
Richardson Scale Company, Passaic, N. J. Model of a car
unloading device for emptying grain out of box cars and
showing operation with grain. Represented by Henry RichSpace 38.
ardson.
Four Wheel Drive Auto Company, The, Clintonville, Wis,
U. S. Army standard ordnance truck, driven on all wheels.
Truck in operation. Represented by R. M. Newbold. Space
on track at Mississippi Avenue.

—

—

—

19,
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Programs for Saturday
and Monday Evenings

PKisiDF.NT Walklk,

of tile Railway Snpi)ly ManiiAssociation, made an annoiincemenl at
the convention yesterday morninj^, in heliaif of the
( ommittee
on Arran).(ements, concerniiif.; two special
meetings that are to he iicld on Saturday evening of this
vvc(4\ .md Monday evening of next week.
On Satnrday
evening llierc will he a meeting in the I'.allroom on the
l)ier ill .ippreciation of the services of the railrtjad men
;in(l railway supply men who liave ])articipated in war
f.'ictnrers'

activities.

.Secretary of Navy Daniels will si)eak on hehalf of the
Administration for both the War and Navy i)ei)artments.
Colonel Henry W. Hodge, who was assistant chief engineer of the American I'^xpeditionary l-'orccs in France,
will speak of the work of the railroad men. (icneral W.
\V. Attcrbury has been invited to be present and has not

said "No." He wants to come and is trying to make his
arrangements accordingly.
On Monday evening Major E. D. Campbell, of the
Railway and Seacoast Section, Artillery Division, Ordnance Department, United States Navy, will make an
address on heavy artillery. The address will be illustrated by moving pictures and will be given in the
Hi]ipodrome.
Major Campbell has been detailed to
make this address by the War Department. Following
tlie

Number
Total
Capacity

June

address a representative of the

Navy De])artment

will

show

pictures illustrating the efifects of the 14-in. guns.
President Walker also called attention to the fact that
.some of the large guns are on exhibition on the track on
(ieorgia Avenue and ten cars of light and heavy army
artillery are on Mississippi Avenue.

Baldwin Locomotive Works Exhibits
Improved Mounts for Heavy Guns

THROUGH

AN OVERSIGHT the exhibit of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works was not included in the list of

exhibitors
interesting gun

published

—

in

yesterday's

issue.

Two

mounts a 7-inch caterpillar mount and
a 14-inch railway mount
built for the United States
Navy at the Eddystone plant, are among the track exhibits on Georgia Avenue.
The caterpillar mount is one of a number of this type
which have been built for use on rough roads and soft
soil.
The actual bearing pressure under the treads is
approximately 10 pounds per square inch. The mounts
are transported in the field by means of tractors of

—

120-hp.

The railway mount represents an improvement over
those built during the war which did such effective service
abroad.
When firing at high angles with these first
mounts it was necessary to jack up the gun and transfer
its weight to a specially designed foundation in order to
absorb the shock and to provide room for the recoil The
mount now on exhibition, however, is so designed that
the gun can be fired at angles up to 43 degrees without
relieving the trucks of its weight. The trucks are four in
number, each having five pairs of wheels, making a total
of 40 wheels under the mount. The average load carried
on each pair of wheels is approximately 15 tons.
This exhibit is shown through the courtesy of the
Ordnance Department of the United States Navy and the
Pennsylvania Railroad, and is in charge of naval officers
and enlisted men, together with several Baldwin representatives. It is open for inspection, to all holders of ofificial
bad<yes and official admission cards, between the hours of
10.00 A. M. and 4.00 P. M.

I

American Railway Association, Section
First Session Included Address by

III,

Mechanical

Chairman Chambers and

Presentation of Several Reports

OPENING
THEAmerican

SESSION of tile first annual convention of the
Railroad Association, Section III, Mechanical,
was held in the Greek Temple on Young's Million Dollar

Pier, Atlantic City,

Wednesday, June

17, 1919.

The chairman,

C. E. Chambers, mechanical assistant, Allegheny
region, United States Railroad Administration, called the meeting
to

order at 9.50 o'clock. The Reverend Newton W. Cadwell, pasof the Olivet Presbyterian Church, invoked the Divine

tor

Blessing.

The convention was welcomed

to the city

by Mayor Bacharach.

Address of the Mayor
I am not sure that you will agree with me that it is a mere
matter of form for me to be here this morning to welcome you
playground of America, this great convention city
of America, because you must surely realize that men and women
who have been doing so much, not only during the period of
war, but previous to the war and I am sure that after you are
out of government control you will do as much for the government in the future as you have in the past you must surely
realize that you are welcome, not only in Atlantic City, but in
any city of this great country of ours.
are glad to have you here, not alone because of the fact
that you represent the wonderful and great industry that you
do, not alone because of the fact that you have such a wonderful
convention in our city I understand one of the largest exhibits
to this great

—

—

We

—
— and

not alone because you have such a
large representation we are pleased and proud and glad to have
you here, for all of these reasons but above all we are glad to
iiave you here because we know that you represent true Amersince the

icanism.

World's Fair

—

—

—

We, in our city, are proud of many things we are proud of
our magnificent boardwalk, 5 miles long, 100 feet wide, where a
quarter of a million of people promenade at one time. We are
are proud of our magnificent streets, cleaner and better lighted
we believe, than any other city in the country. Proud of the
magnificient force of men who patrol our beach, and protect
the lives of our five million bathers in a season. We are proud
of our magnificent hotels, of our business establishments, but
above all, in this city of ours, where there is no manufacturing
industry, no munition plants, we are proud that there has never

been a drive for any patriotic purpose, or any purpose whatsoever, but what Atlantic City always has gone "over the top,"
and, in addition, my friends, over 3,500 of our best young manhood went forth to fight for your country and my country.
We did not wait for Congress to act, but from the day that
the first soldier and sailor left this city, we took care of their
dependents. We organized what we called the Liberty Club, in
which the chair pusher on the boardwalk, the proprietor of a
magnificent hotel, the street cleaner, the banker, were all members, and from the day that the first boy left our city to fight
for this country, we took care of his dependents, not in a mean
or miserly manner, but in a manner befitting the dependents of

and soldiers of the American Army and Navy. These
now returning, and as they left here with an easy
conscience, we can meet them with an easy conscience.
There is one thing we have long been proud of we have the
finest and purest water in the country, and after July 1st we
feel that the people will appreciate what fine water we have in
sailors

boys are

—

Atlantic City.
In this city of ours we permit no flags except the Nation's
which represents something to be paraded on our streets,
nor do we permit meetings of any sort unless they represent
flag,

100 per cent Americanism.
So we are pleased to have you here because

we know

that

you

represent true Americanism. You and I may not agree upon the
question as to whether the government should or should not
retain control of the railroads I, for one, believe that the railroads should go back to the people that own them and who know
how to properly run them. Now that the war is over, I feel that
the practical men who have always been at the head of the railroads know more about running the railroads than the people

—

Washington know about running them.

at

trust that your stay in our city will be a beneficial one. not
alone to yourself and the members of your organization as individuals, not alone to you as an organization, not alone to the
great industry which you represent, but to our country as a
whole, and so, in behalf of the people of Atlantic City, I extend
to you, and through you to all those who are in attendance at
these conventions, a most cordial and hearty welcome to this
I
want to assure you that if the ladies
great city of ours.
present do not too seriously object, that to-night at least curfew
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shall not riiiR,

In behalf of the citizens of the city I present to
to our city. Iiiit the key to the hearts of the
people of Atlantic Citv.

you not only the key

June

in helialf

Mayor

for

19,
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Chairman Chambers tiianked the' J6
kind welcome and then delivered his opening

the As.sociaticjn,

<<i

tiic

.i.l.lr.ss.

Address of Chairman, C. E. Chambers
iiK

sKi.KiTKii as the

T.iciation

presiding olTicer of so great an asso-

one of the highest honors that can come to a
man in the mechanical profession, and as such. I extend
to you a most hearty welcome to this first aiuiual nieeling
of
Section III— Mechanical, of the American Railroad Association,
and what would have been under the old organization, the
lifty-third animal convention of the Master Car Builders
Assois

ciation.

The unusually

large attendance to-day indicates that wc have
the fact that the regular annual convenpostponed in the years 1917 and 1918. Since our

not lost interest

tions were
coming together

from

city in June 1916. the great war in
time clouded our future, assumed greater
strength, until on April 6th, 1917, we found ourselves forced
into the World's greatest war, which was only terminated November 11th. 1918. after a loss of many of our brave boys, and
resulting in almost complete disarrangement of our American
commerce. Now that peace seems assured, let us trust and
pray that none present to-day may live to see a re-occurence of
such a disgraceful and uncalled for waste of human life, and
the world's necessities.
As the last President of the Master Car Builders' Association,
I feel mindful that I should say something as to the organization and activities of that association.
The Master Car Builders' Association, in its beginning a voluntary organization, composed of Master Car Builders and
foremen of railway car shops, was formally organized at Springfield, Massachusetts, Wednesday, May 15th, 1867, and held its
first annual convention at Altoona, Pa., September 18th, 1867,
at which time the date of the subsequent annual conventions
was set for the second Wednesday of June each year. The subjects to be considered assumed proportions requiring more than
one day's session, and later certain designated days in the month
of June were selected for the annual conventions, which have
obtained from that time up to the present date, with very fewexceptions. At the meeting referred to. 41 master car builders
were present, when a constitution and by-laws were adopted.
Previous to this, and dating back as far as 1864, several informal
meetings were held as follows
The objects of the association were the advancement of
knowledge concerning the construction, maintenance and ser-vice of railroad cars and parts thereof, by investigations through
committees and discussions in convention to provide an organization through which the members and the companies they
represent, might agree upon such joint action as might be required to bring about uniformity and interchangeability in the
parts of railroad cars, to improve their construction and to
adjust the mutual interest growing out of their interchange and
repair, but the action of the association was only of a recommendatory character, and was not binding upon any of its members, or the companies represented in it.

Europe, which

in

this

at tliat

;

had

to lie dexisetl to obviate the evil, and as the Master Car
Builder was deeply interested in the physical condition of the
an organization of these men was effected to take care of

car,

the prompt repairs.
1882, the organization was wholly voluntary.
received no financial support whatever from the railroad companies which were the owners of the projjerty intrusted to the
care of the Master Car Builders, and the improvement of which
was the chief subject of consideration and discussion at their
meetings, the expenses of the organization being met by assessment on the individual members. Neither were the railroads
directly represented in the association, excepting by such exertions in behalf of their employes as the Master Car Builder
might choose to make, if he were a member. It was, therefore,
thought that if the association was so organized that each railroad cotnpany could be represented by a vote in its deliberations
proportionate to its interests, or in other words, to the number
of cars it owned, and if the work which the association had
done and should do was adeciuately explained and understood
l)y the chief executive officers of the railroads of the country,
that they would be inclined to co-operate with the association
and assist in its work. An amendment was therefore introduced
at the convention in June, 1881, the purpose of which was to
L'p to the year

It

new class of members, to be called "Representative
Members" with the status and privileges indicated above and
(lescril)ed in amendments to the constitution of the Master Car
create a

Builders' Association.
The proposed plan of reorganization of the association was
submitted to the chief executive officers of the railroads of this
country, Canada and Mexico, and received practically unani-

mous

New

approval. At an adjourned meeting held at Niagara Falls,
York, on October 10, 11 and 12, 1882, the proposed reorgan-

ization

was

ratified

and adopted.

The number of

cars represented in the association is practically 3,000.000. the cars of Canadian and Mexican railways being included in the above enumeration. Its membership extends to England. France, Russia, India, Australia, Japan, China,

Argentina, Chili. Brazil, Cuba and the Philippines, officials of
railroads in those countries wishing to avail themselves of the
information contained in its proceedings relating to the construction and operation of cars.
As a result of the reorganization in 1882, the scope of the
work of the association developed and broadened very materially.
Through the financial support furnished by the railroad companies, investigations and tests of practically every
part of a car have been, and are constantly being carried on,
to furnish equipment of the necessary strength and designs to
meet the varying requirements of the traffic of the country.

Standardization of Car Parts
The question of uniformity

Formation

Development

and

of

the

M.

C.

B.

Association

The reasons

for the formation of such an organization may
be stated as follows
Prior to the date of the organization, cars
were confined almost, if not entirely, to the roads for which
they were built and to which they belonged. The inconvenitncc
of trans-shipping freight when carried long distances soon made
it necessary to run cars over more roads than one, and as the
:

demand

for carrying freight further without breaking bulk increased, some improvement was necessary in order to carry it
without unloading and as rapidly as possible. This brought into
existence different express or fast freight lines which operated
over two or more roads in different sections of the country. It
that difficulties were constantly occurring in
regard to the repairs of these cars, and that they were often
delayed when far away from home by not having the right
kind of materials on hand to replace broken parts. Some plan

was soon found

liy

in the

construction of cars wheremay be used in re-

the parts of cars used by one railroad

pairs of the cars of another road has been constantly before
the association. As an indication of what has been accomplished

following comparison of some of standard
on hand for repairs at the date of reorganization (1882) and the present time is cited:
in this direction, the

parts necessary to keep

56
58
26
20
27

.\xles

Journal boxes
Couplers
I'ralce

shot's

llrake

heads

5
5

2
I
1

The parts enumerated above are only a few of those used in
the repairs of cars, but if all were named, it would increase the
condition similar to that inlist to enormous proportions.
dicated above exists wherever any considerable number of cars

A

arc interchanged between railroads.
Among the more important developments

made by

the asso-

June

19,
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ciation, may be mentioned the adoption in 1887 of the automatic
coupler for cars, thus doing away with the link and pin coupler
and the necessity for going between cars to couple them together. It may be said at the present time, it is the universal
standard of all the steam railroads in the country. Another
noted achievement was the adoption in 1888 of the automatic
air brake as the standard of the association.
To-day, every car
in the country is equipped with this device. Following its adoption, a code of instructions for the proper operation of the air

1497

car owners for the destruction or damage to their cars by
other handling companies.
(6) The compulsory use by car
owners of detail standards of construction as brought about
through the operation of the rules, so that when the association felt that certain standards of construction were necessary
for the safe operation of cars, they would not be permitted to
be interchanged without the use of these standards.
I might mention at this time that no country in the world has
gone so far with standardization of railway equipment as have
the United States, Canada and Mexico, particularly by reason
of standard gage track, which permits of the interchangeability
of cars throughout the entire area mentioned. I might cite as
an instance Australia, with about seven railway systems and
six different gages of track. At no interchange point can a car
be interchanged from one railway system to the other, resulting
in all freight being transferred at the end of each line.
In 1887, an Arbitration Committee was established for the
settling of disputes arising under the rules between members of
the association in reference to a correct understanding of the
rules with reference to car maintenance and also as to correctness of charges. During this period, approximately 1,200 cases

iny;

have been arbitrated.
The association promulgated rules for the loading of materials
on open cars, thereby preventing the shifting of loads in transit
and the consequent accidents. The safety appliances approved by
the Interstate Commerce Commission were its standards, and
their rules were distributed to the members. In 1903, as the result of serious accidents in the transportation of inflammable
it became necessary for the association to regulate the
construction of tank cars, and in that year the first specifications were issued, not only making immediately necessary requirements for cars then in existence, but prescribing much
liigher standards for cars to be built. As new uses for tank

liquids,

C. E.

Chambers

Chairman, General Committee
brake has been prepared and generally distributed among railway employes.
The railroad car of to-day is simply a vehicle of transportation, no matter by what railroad it is owned, the object
being to furnish a vehicle suitable for the lading, and transport
lading to destination as expeditiously as possible. The
railroad car is subject to very severe handling in trains and certain defects naturally develop which need to be kept in repair.
that

Rules Governing Interchange and Repairs

To

take care of this condition this association has formulated
and maintains rules for the interchange of traffic in so far as
they relate to the physical condition of the car, so that the
traffic itself may not be delayed.
By these rules of interchange,
the immense movement of traffic between railroads is carried
on with a minimum of delay due to the defective condition of
the car. The efforts of the association through these inter-

change rules were: (1) To establish rules which will uniformly
permit of the prompt interchange of traffic between the various
railroads without undue delay to the shipment of the car, which
might be brought about by a difference of opinion between the
receiving and delivering line as to responsibility for the physical condition of the car or the method of loading on open top
cars.
To provide, through allowances, as given in the
(2)
rules, prices to be charged for materials, detail times for completing the various items of repairs and a uniform labor rate
per hour for the work. (3) Uniformity in compiling charges as
between car owners for the maintenance of the equipment of
the country. (4) Fixed allowances to enable car owners to
properly check bills for car repairs made against them by other
handling companies. (5) To provide methods for reimburs-

W.

J.

ToUerton

Vice-Chairman, General Committee
cars arose, the specifications have been modified to suit them,
and since the establishment of the Bureau of Explosives this
association and the bureau have closely co-operated in all matters relating to tank cars. The result has been to materially
strengthen the rules relating to their construction and use. At
the present time, such cars are provided not only for the transportation of the petroleum products, but also for food products,
as well as poisonous liquids, such as liquefied gases.
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Amalgamation

of

Railway Mechanical Associations

ago it was suKK'fstod that the Master Car
Hiiililers' Association and the Anierican Railway Master Mechanics' Association, consoliilale niuler one orKanization to he
called tlie Anierican Railway Mechanical Association, or some
siiitahic name. Committees on consolidation were appointed hy
each association and reports rendered in the negative. On one
or two occasions since, the (piestion was again hrought up,
AliDiil

tin years

with a similar result.
Early in the year 1918, after the railroads had heen taken over
by the United States Government, the Director General requested that the individual associations of railway oflTicers he
amaliramaled into one body, the American Railway Association,
made up of different sections, each section to carry on its respective part of the railway program, and having its Chairman, ViceChairman and General Committee continuing the same suliject
committees, holding their regular accustomed annual meetings
or conventions and submitting their findings to the Executive
Committee of the parent association for approval and placing
into efTect.

May 2nd. 1918. a meeting was called by the president of
Anierican Railway Association to comply with the request
of the Director General that the several Associations be amalgamated to form one congress of Associations, inviting the altenddancc of the presidents of the diflfercnt voluntary railway associations.
It was decided to put the matter to a vote of the
executive committees of the diflferent bodies, resulting in a
favorable vote for amalgamation by the American Railway
Master Mechanics' .Association, and the Master Car Builders'
Association. What was formerly the American Railway .Association was changed to the American Railroad Association, of
which the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association
and the Master Car Builders' Association were combined, and
known as Section III Mechanical, and as such we convene
to-day at our first annual convention.
(hi

the

—

As

Master Car Builders' Association, the rules were
recommendatory and not mandatory. As Section III Mechaniof the American

Railroad

Association,

the rules will be
of the committees handling
the different subjects will, therefore, be much better recognized.
In the past, much overlapping committee work has been done,
by reason of the different bodies having individual committees
to handle subjects that might in some day effect them, but under
the present organization, this luplication of work should be
minimized, for all subjects of a mechanical nature will be
referred to Section III, and its findings will be final. You will,
therefore, recognize how carefully a committee must consider
a subject before making final submission, which means, without
question, placing into effect.
cal

made mandatory, and

the

efiforts

Prospects for Further Development
The membership should

not in any way decrease, but on the
for the reason that railroads can
have as many members as they desire, there being no limit
placed as to the number of associate members a railroad may
wish to have represent them in the section, although on letter
ballots affecting standards, votes will be on the basis of locomotives and cars owned, and ballots cash by representative memcontrary,

should

increase,

bers designated by the railroads.
There will be no dues paid by the members, for the reason
that the railroad companies, through the American Railroad
Association, by assessment, will pay the expenses of the section,
but affiliated members will be charged a reasonable amount
for the proceedings and literature furnished them throughout
the year.
It is, therefore, apparent that our interests should
grow and the scope of activities be greatly broadened, and I
predict that through such an arrangement, it will be so entirely
satisfactory to the members of both the Master Car Builders'

Association and the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, that after the railroads have been turned back by the
government to the corporate owners, no one will wish to return
to the old methods of handling the matters pertaining to the
locomotive and car departments.
I would also suggest for your serious and careful consideration that the Air Brake Association. American Railway Tool
Foremen's Association. Chief Interchange Car Inspectors and
Car Foremen's Association. International Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association. International Railway General Foremen's

19.
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Association, Master Boilermakers' Association, Master Car and
Locomotive I'ainlers' Association, American Railroad Master
Tinners, Coppersmiths an<l I'ipc Fitters' Association, Association
of Railway Electrical Engineers, and the Travelling Engineers'
Association be made a part of Section III
Mechanical, and the

—

committees which in most instances have been overlapping,
become committees in Section III Mechanical. This, to my
mind, would not only very much strengthen their efforts, but
would also make it possible to immediately put into effect their
accepted recommendations, for the reason that they would have
the approval and backing of Section III
Mechanical, which
is an identified part of the American Railroad Association.
The work of designing a standard box car was undertaken
hy the Master Car Builders' Association some years ago. and
owing to the slow progress made, the matter was referred to a
committee of presidents of the American Railway Association
for further development.
In due time, however, the matter
was turned back to a committee of the Master Car Builders'
Association for completion, and was just about completed when
the railroads were taken over by the government.
During tinperiod of federal control, 100.000 standard freight cars of
different capacities and types have been arranged for and par-

—

—

tially built.

The Master Car Builders' Association should be credited with
having done remarkably well under the old organization and
arrangement.
The ardor and enthusiasm of committees has
been dampened many times by reason of failure to approve their
recommendations after they had conscientiously spent much
They were not supported constructively
time on their work.
by statements from negatively voting roads, as to the reason
for their having so voted. It is suggested that, under the new
organization, negatively voting roads should be obliged to sustain such a negative vote by a statement covering the reason
therefor, together with constructive suggestions.
Activities of

the

—

June

Committees

not be amiss here to call attention to what seems to
be a misconception on the part of some of the members of
committees in writing their reports. They seem to have the
opinion that what is required of them is to prepare a series of
questions, which are sent to members, and that all the work
which the committee can be expected to do thereafter is to
report and tabulate the replies received in answer to those
inquiries. In most cases, a report on any subject should involve
much more work than this.
A committee report frequently relates to some subject which
is imperfectly understood, or in which there is apparently a
In
diversity of practice, the reason for which is not evident.
most cases, the list of questions formulated by a committee
indicates that they are not giving the subjects sufficient study
The committee
to know what information is really desired.
should give the subject such prior study as to develop clearly
the points on which facts must be obtained before conclusions
can be drawn. In most cases, it is a diversity of practice which,
if possible, is to be reconciled.
In such cases, the questions
should include suggestions, which would develop the reasons
for such diversity. Finally, when answers to these questions are
received, the committee should be a little more than a tabulating machine. They should present to the association, in all cases,
their conclusion, giving the reasons therefor, remembering that
the association looks to the committee for guidance in taking
neccessary action.
I would ask you to carefully consider the individual papers
which will be presented at this convention, for in them will
be brought out many beneficial thoughts for our future service.
I would direct your attention to the report of the Committee
on Standards, and suggest not only that its present recommendations be carried out, but that standarization, so far as is
practicable, be given serious consideration in the future, especially as applied to freight car equipment.
The difficulty experienced in the operation of freight car equipment, when pooled,
evidenced the necessity of closer co-operation in the design of
common parts necessary in the repair and upkeep of the equipment.
Many parts can be standardized without interference
with the many requirements.
have reached the time when
freight car equipment of given capacities should be considered
of entirely interchangeable parts, which are subject to breakage,
or wear and tear.
It

may

We

June

19,

would ask

I
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that

you give serious consideration

to the report

of the Committee on Car Trucks, calling for the restencilling
of freight car equipment in a manner which will take care of
the long debated question of axle loading, not only increasing
the possible load on much freight car equipment, but also taking
care of the weaker constructed cars that should not now permit
of the regular 10 per cent, overloading.
The report from the Committee on Train Brake and Signal

Equipment should receive careful consideration, as there are
many changes which can yet be made without interference, that
will add greatly to the practicability of interchange movement.
There is no more important committee than the one handling
Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equipment. The adoption of a
standard brake beam for freight car equipment is of vital concern to all railroads, and in the design, due consideration should
be given to the existing equipment, and if possible, it should

made

entirely interchangeable with the present type of
would, therefore, ask your serious consideration of
the recommendations of that committee before its acceptance
l)c

truck.

I

or disapproval.

would ask that you show your appreciation of the untiring
Committee by adopting their recomI do this knowing that few of the members realize
the amount of time and energy devoted by this committee each
I

efforts of the Arbitration

mendations.

year to the questions involved.

There is practically nothing recommended by the Committee
on Prices for Labor and Material, by reason of the abnormal
period passed through during war conditions, which necessitated
changing prices, which it was thought could be best accomplished by the addition of an agreed percentage, rather than
undertaking to make a complete revision of all prices. It now
seems pertinent, however, that the entire subject shtnild be reviewed and recommendations made at the 1920 convention, for
a complete new set of prices.
I would ask your serious consideration of the report of the
Committee on Depreciation of Freight Cars. The importance
of this subject merits a free discussion.
An adequate depreciation which does not provide a reserve, which added to the
scrap value of the retired equipment, replaces the original cost,
really

means

that

the other hand,

are consuming the capital investment. On
must not pad the expense of operation as

we
it

means of providing concealed assets.
The large interchange of passenger car equipment during the
past two years had made it necessary to recommend several

a

changes in the passenger car rules of interchange, and I request
that you make a careful study of the recommendations of that
Committee.
The Committee on Standard Blocking for Cradles of Car
Dumping Machines has made some helpful recommendations.
A casual observation of our open top cars of the older type
signifies the necessity for changes in this practice, and everything possible should be done to protect this equipment from the
present abuses.

A

number of recommendations have been made by the Committee on Specifications and Tests of Materials, and knowing the
difficulty encountered by many of the railroads in obtaining personal knowledge and the exhaustive study made of the subject
by the committee, I recommend the acceptance of their report.
The Committee on Welding Truck Sides, Bolsters, etc., was
continued from 1918, and requested to make a further study

There is no longer any question as to the
of the standard coupler, and the only thing involved is the expense brought about in the changes asked for,
time
I would direct your attention to the expiration of the
limit in which all cars are to be equipped with safety appliances,
recommendations.

practicability

There are yet many thousands
namely, September 1st, 1919.
of cars in the United States and Canada not equipped, and
after that date, no car will be allowed to be used until so
equipped. This will mean that the carrying road will be required
its line
to make such application on whatever cars remain on
before offering them in interchange.
By reason of the numerous commodities ofifered for shipment
during the past two or three years, the Committee on Loading
Rules has had considerable activity, and a number of recommendations have been made for your acceptance.
I would ask your careful consideration of the report of the
Committee on Train Lighting and Equipment. Their report is
an interesting one, and worthy of careful study. I would suggest that their recommendations be accepted, and the committee
continued.
I would ask your hearty support to the Committee on Tank
Cars. This has been probably one of the most active committees
during the war period, by reason of the many new products presented for transportation, and the promptness of action required.
Just now some perplexing problems are in progress that need the
backing of the Mechanical Section and the Bureau of Explosives.
In calling your attention to the inroads on our members by
the grim reaper. Death, I feel it pertinent to remind you of
the remarks of President MacBain at the 1916 convention,
calling attention to the long and faithful service of former
Secretary Joseph W. Taylor, who at that time, had been with
the association 26 years; during 17 of which he had been secreWhile his name is not included in the report of the
tary.
past year, yet since our last convention in .Atlantic City, he has
I make special
left his labors on earth for his eternal reward.
mention of him, because of his long and continued service.
I would also call your attention to the passing on of Dr.
Sinclair, Editor of Locomotive Engineering, and a member of both the Master Car Builders' and .\merican Railway
Master Mechanics' Association, having served for more than 18
years as treasurer of the American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association. Up to the time of his death. Dr. Sinclair was probably one of the most generally known mechanical men in the

Angus

United States.

To

the officers of the association, and especially the secretary
for the
I express my sincere thanks

and general secretary,

splendid assistance accorded me during my term of office. To
our fellow workers, the Railway Supply Mens' Association, I
extend thanks for their continued efforts in making our conventions what they are.. To the Hotel Mens' Association, I also
desire to extend thanks for their splendid part in arranging
In closing, I
for the comforts of our members and families.
trust the sessions at this convention will be but a repetition of

good may come from them

to the public
of the association, I again thank for
the privilege of serving during the past three years.

the past, and that great
at large.

The members

Association Business

An

extensive report has been submitted as to reliable
practices consistent with our service, and inasmuch as this is
a subject of vital importance to all, I request your careful consideration before adoption or rejection.
I would direct your serious thought to the report of the Committee on Couplers, and ask your careful consideration of its

of the art.
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The ininutes of the 1918 convention were adopted as printed.
The chairman announced that, as the Executive Committee had
convention
held several meetings during the period since the last
and had matters well cleaned up, the usual session on the night
prior to the opening of the convention was omitted.

Report of General Committee
AUTHORIZED BY Articles VI of the Constitutions of the
Railway Master Mechanics' and Master Car
k Builders' Associations, the Executive Committees have during the past year taken action on several important questions.
This action is outhned in this report of the General Committee
and your approval is respectfully requested.
On January 28, 1918, the Director General of Railroads issued
General Order No. 6, directing that "Carriers' operating reve-

As American

nues shall not be expended for the payment of persons or agenassociacies constituting associations of carriers, unless such
The
tion is approved in advanced by the Director General."
Master Car Builders' and American Railway Master Mechanics'
Associations made application and received temporary approval
for the use of the funds already en hand to pay the current
expenses of the association until April 30, 1918. On April 26,
the
1918, the Director General approved, until further ordered,
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McManamy
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J.

W.

T. H.

Small

C. F. Giles

J.

J.
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Brien

H. R. Warnock

Coleman

Members

E.

Goodnow

of the General
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A. Kearney

A. P. Prendergast

W. H. Winterrowd

Committee in Charge of the Mechanical Section
American Railroad Association
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and aiitliorized iiiakinK

the carriers jiaying the same, as
rent expenses of the association.
l)n

January

10,

may

tlu-

Master

siuli

t!ar Uiiild-

asst sMni-nls,

an<l

he necessary tor the cur-

1919, tiie Director (Jeiicral ol

Railroads issued

lircuhir No. 70:
"To proviiU-. (hiring tlie period of h'ederal
control, a respoiisihle channel throuKli which the Director (icneral
may olitain recommendations for the advancement of railroad
practice." The scope of the American Railroad Association (for-

merly American Railway Association) has heen enlarged and
among other associations covers the former activities of the
.\nierican Railway Master Mechanics' and Master Car Huildcrs'
.Associations.
Railroads under Fetleral control are memliers of
the association (.\merican Railroad .Association) and are directed
lie
to
representcil and participate in llie activities of each section
throu>.;h their proper officers.
On May 2, 1918, a conference of [iresidents of voluntary railroad organizations was held at 75 Church Street, New York, at
the call of Acting President Thompson, of the .Xmcrican Railway
.Association, to comply with the request of the Director dcneral
that the several associations lie amal:.4amale(l to form one congress of associations.
On May 14, 1918, the Executive Committees of the American
Railway Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Associations held a joint conference at Chicago.
A plan was outlined
and was submitted to the joint conference of tlie several railroad
organizations.
Since that time the American Railway .Association (Order No. 70) has been changed to the .American Railroad
Association and its scope enlarged so as to include, among other

The American Railway
Master Car Builders' Associations.

associations.

Master

Mechanics'

and

AGE"

June

ch. lilies' .Association
(i|

and the -American

lie

the .Secretary

Resolved, Tiiat the oHice furniture, fixtures, stationery, records,
etc., as indicated in the inventory when suliiiiitlcd liy the
t'ommitlee as of F'ciiruary 28, 1919, shall he transferred to the American Railroad Association, and be it further
Resolved, Tiiat any securities which may he transferred to the
Treasurer of the American Railroad Association arc to he held
by him as custodian and are only subject to the orders of the
(icneral Committee, and be it further
Resolved, That before the scholarship funds of the American
Railway Master Mechanics' Association are transferred to the
Treasurer of tin- .Anu-rican Railroad Association, a committee
of three be aiipniiitcd liy the Chairman to take whatever steps
may be necessary to iirolect tiic continuation of such fund.
Tiie necessary details in connection with the transfer of
activities, funds and securities of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association and the Master Car Builders' Association
have been consummated and the interests of the above named
associations properly safeguarded.
The committee, in accordance with Section 2 (f) of the Rules
or Order, ofTers the names of the following memliers as candidates for the Committee <m Nominations:
V. W. Brazier, New York Central; Jos. Haincn, Southern;
W. J. Robider, Canadian Pacific J. Purcell, A., T. & S. F. J. J.
Hennessey, C, M. & St. P. J. T. Wallis, Pennsylvania D. R. MacBain, New York Central; II. T. Bentley, C. & N. W.; Willard
Kells, Atlantic Coast Line, and A. C. Deverell, Great Northern.

(lies,

.Auditing

;

Committee of

Master
Car Builders' .Association, at a conference held with Acting
President Thompson, of the American Railway Association,
agreed to accept the proposed method of organization for the
.American Railroad Association and to become a part of the
19, 1918,

the E.xecutive

tiic

Mechanical Section of that organization.
On December S, 1918, a special committee composed of the
presidents and representatives of the Executive Committees of
the .American Railway Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Associations iield a conference at 75 Church Street, New
York, and prepared tentative Rules of Order to govern the
Mechanical Section.
On Fcliruary 1, 1919, a joint conference of the Executive Committees of The American Railway Master Mechanics' Association and the Master Car Builders' Association was held at 75
Church Street, and tentative Rules of Order for Section III
Mechanical, were approved and adopted, and a tentative General
Committee to govern the section was elected.
The committees of the American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association and the Master Car Builders' Association have been
continued and will handle their work as they have in the past.
No change in personnel, outline of work or procedure in handling reports has been made except that the secretary of the section will act as secretary of all committees.

The scope of the activities of the associations will be greatly
enlarged, and in the future the Mechanical Section will handle
exclusively all work pertaining to the mechanical design, maintenance and repair of railroad motive power and rolling stock.
All memberships in the American Railway Master Mechanics'
and Master Car Builders' Associations are transferred to the
Mechanical Section of the American Railroad Association. Representative members are appointed by their respective railroads,
as in the past all others on the membership lists will be termed
affiliated or life members of the Mechanical Section.
At at meeting of the General Committee for Section III
Mechanical, of the American Railroad Association held at the
Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J., Monday, February 17,
1919, the following resolutions were passed
Resolved, That all accounts accruing against the Master Car
Builders' Association and the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association be requested to audit the books and accounts
shall be paid out of the treasury, and be it further
Resolved, That the funds of the Master Car Builders' Association and the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association,
on hand in its treasury as of February 28, 1919, shall be transferred to the Treasurer of the American Railroad Association,
including all books, papers and accounts payable and accounts
receivable, and be it further
Resolved, That the Auditing Committee of the Master Car
;

1919

Railway .Master Me
re(|uested to audit the hooks and accounts
and Treasurer, as of midnight, I'ehruary 28,
1919, for the purpose of closing the transactions of these associations and transferring all funds and accounts thereof to the
Treasurer of the American Railroad Association as of the same
date and hour, and be it further
.Association

r.iiililci >'

;

;

;

On November

19,

Secretary's Report

The

was appended to the report
of the General Committee, showed the receipts of the Master
Car Builders' Association from June 18, 1918, to March 21, 1919,
The disbursements during the same period were
to be %i?i,22.A.
%22.720. leaving a balance of $10,503. The receipts of the Amerireport of the Secretary, which

can Railway Master Mechanics' Association were $10,085, and
the expenses $5,343, leaving a balance of $4,741.
The membership statement submitted by the secretary showed
the Master Car Builders' Association to have 1,029 members,
and the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association 1,047
members.
The memberships in both associations have been
transferred to the American Railroad Association, and are clasRepresentative members, 442; affiliated memsified as follows:
bers, 1,085; and life members, 108, making a total of 1,635 members.
All those holding life membership in the Master Car
Builders' Association, or honorary membership in the Master
Mechanics Association, and all members who have served as
president of either association, together with representative members who have been in good standing in either association for
twenty years or more, have been designated as life members.
The report as read was accepted.

Report of the Committee

on Scholarships
Committee on Scholarships, consisting of W. J. Tollerton, C. E. Fuller and H. R. Warnock, submitted a report

THE

in accordance with the resolution adopted by the General
Committee. It was found that the scholarships at the Stevens
Institute of Technology are perpetual, and the absolute property
of the association, having been endowed from the entertainment
fund left over from the convention of 1872, and the interest which
accumulated on this fund until 1891. It was decided, by the General Committee, that the earnings on the bonds and securities of
both associations, held in trust by the treasurer, should be prorated among the holders of the four scholarships at the Stevens
Since 1903 Joseph T. RyerInstitute of Technology each year.
son & Son have provided scholarships, which have been awarded
by the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, and the
company has agreed to continue this arrangement with the Me-

chanical Section of the American Railroad Association.
The report is signed by C. E. Chambers (Chairman), United
States Railroad Administration; W. J. Tollerton (Vice-Chairman), Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; Frank McManamy.

June

19.
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United States Railroad Administration; C. B. Young, United
States Railroad Administration
F. F. Gaines, United States
Railroad Administration T. H. Goodnow, Chicago & North Western
H. R. Warnock, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul J. E.
O'Brien, Missouri Pacific; A. P. Prendergast, Texas & Pacific;
W. Small, United States Railroad Administration C. F.
J.
;

;

;

;

;
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& Nashville; C. E. Fuller, Union Pacific; L S.
Downing, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Chicago & St. Louis Jno. S.
Lentz, Lehigh Valley Jno. R. Gould, Chesapeake & Ohio
A.
Kearney, Norfolk & Western; M. K. Barnum, Baltimore & Ohio;
Jas. Coleman, Grand Trunk, and W. H. Winterrowd, Canadian
Pacific. This report was accepted as read.

Giles, Louisville

;

;

;

Report of Committee on Nominations

A

S the present General
Committee is a tencommittee to
tative

serve only until this convention,
the committee nomand
inated
chairman
a
seven members for the General Committee to serve for
two years, and a vice-chairman and seven members of

General Committee to
This
serve for one year.
future
will
provide
that
the Gennominations
for
eral Committee can be made
for
the
regular
two-year
term in accordance with the
Rules of Order. In addition,

tlie

Frank McManamy,
F.

W.

Brazier

assistant

Division of Operation, U. S. R. A., C. B.
Young, manager, Inspection
R. A. and F. F. Gaines, chairman,
and Working Condit'ons, U. S. R.
director,

Chairman
and Tests Section, U. S.
Board of Railroad Wages

members of the General Committee representing the
Railroad Administration in accordance with Section 2 (b) of
tlie Rules of Order.
Tlie committee nominated the following to serve for two years:
For Chairman, W. J. Tollerton, G. M. S., Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific. For Members of the General Committee, J. T. Wallis, G. S. M. P., Pennsylvania; T. H. Goodnow, S. C. D., ChiH. Winterrowd, C M. E., Canadian
cago & North Western
Pacific; C. H. Hogan, A. S. M. P., New York Central; J. E.
O'Brien. M. S., Missouri Pacific A. Kearney, S. M. P., Norfolk & Western, and C. F. Giles, S. M., Louisville & Nashville.
To serve for one year For Vice-Chairman, Jas. Coleman, S.
For Members of the General Committee,
C. D., Grand Trunk.
Region; Jno. S. Lentz, M.
J. W. Small, Mech. Asst., Southern
B., Lehigh Valley; H. R. Warnock, G. S. M. P., Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul C. E. Fuller, S M. P.., Union Pacific Samuel Lynn,
C. B., Pittsburgh & Lake Erie A. P. Prendergast,
M. S., Texas & Pacific, and Jno. R. Gould, S. M. P., Chesapeake
& Ohio.
The report is signed by F. W. Brazier (Chairman), New
York Central J. Hainen, Southern W. J. Robider, Canadian
Pacific; John Purcell, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and
A., are also

;

W

;

:

C

;

;

M

;

;

;

J.

J. Hennessey, Chicago, Milwaukee
This report was accepted.

&

St. Paul.

Report on Standards and Recommended Practice (M. C. B.)
of the present Standards and Recomof the Master Car Builders' Association,
together with replies received to the Circular of Inquiry,
sent to all members, the committee submits the following report:
Journal box and details, (standard. Pages 472-476. Sheets

CONSIDERATION
AFTER
mended Practice
>

M.

load freight. .A^n analysis of the information furnished indicates
that cases of improper size of letters and figures are the result
of light weighing stations using the wrong-sized stencils, and

C. B. 3, 6, 9, 12-C.)
subscriber requests information as to whether the skeleton
shown in Fig. 1, meets M. C. B. requirements. The

A

brass, as

committee

is of the opinion that the journal bearing in question
does not conform to standard M. C. B. construction.
Lettering and marking of cars, (standard. Pages 611-616.
Sheets M. C. B. 26, 26-A and 26-B.)
member recommends a standard stencil including the wording, style and size of lettering, and location, for marking cars
that have had journal boxes repacked, suggesting the words
"Repacked 1-10-19" in 1-in. block letters and figures, located on
the outside of the car as close as possible to the middle of the car,
but not behind any doors.
The committee has referred this matter to the Arbitration
Committee with the suggestion that the rule in question be revised to require this stencil to appear at diagonal right-hand

A

corners of car and to recommend to the association that this
stenciling should be shown on M. C. B. Sheets 26 and 26-A.
Lettering and marking of cars (standard. Pages 611-616.
Sheets M. C. B. 26, 26-A and 26-B.)
member calls attention to the difficulty experienced by
yard clerks and other similar employes in deciphering the numbers on stock cars at night, primarily due to the fact that the
numbering and lettering of this type of car is ordinarily on a
letter board located near the eves of the car, and suggests that
a standard method be estabhshed for applying the marking on
The committee believes
stock cars to overcome this difficulty.
the location indicated for house cars on M. C. B. Sheet No. 26

A

meets

all

the requirements.

The Western Weighing and Inspection Bureau
to a variation in the

weight of

cars,

which

size of

light

in arriving at correct freight

calls attention

figures used to indicate the light

weight is a very important factor
charges on a large percent of car-

Fig.

1.

— Skeleton

Journal Box, Brass

the attention of tiie members is called to the fact that light
weighing stations should be furnished with the correct size of
stencils, so as to comply with M. C. B. standard lettering, as
shown on Sheets Nos. 26, 26-A and 26-B, and that when stencil-

ing the new light weight care should be used to completely obliterate the old stenciling, and a good grade of paint used and applied in a strictly workmanlike manner.

Pipe unions (standard.

Page

618.)

of pipe unions, both flat and ball joint
types, as concerns the contour and interchangeability of parts,
which was a matter of special investigation with the A. S. M. E.
and A. R. M. M. Association, in accord with the action of the 1916
convention, and which was dormant during the war period, has

The standardization

again been taken up with those associations.
this time, is reported.

Progress only, at
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SPKCirUATlONS FOR

HOLT!.

ANK NLTS

(sTANl)AKIi.

I'itKC!,

calls

attention to

the diflfcrcnce

the

in

spcciticd

omitted.

"in order to reduce the number of stencils to a minimum,
option should not prevail as to the use of two or three-inch letters for any of the legend.s, as one or the other size should be
standard."
F. F. Gaines: Referring to the committee's report in regard
to the steam heat coupler, the Committee on Standards of the
United States liailroad .\dniinistraiion has spent considerable
time on that subject during the past year, and it seems proper

StKAM and .ViK C'ONMXTIKINS 1\>R I'aSSKNCI.I'. (M<>
(Rkcom MENDED Pr.vctice. Pagcs91K.
Sheet M. C. B. Q-1.)
Under instructions from the General CaanMttee, the matter
of steam heat hose couplers was to be inrcstigatcd and a recommendation made to the United States Railroad Administration for a standard in so far as interchangeability and locking
with
are concerned. The committee has canvassed the situation

to suggest that the standards tliey have adopted be the M. C. B.
standard, at least during the period of federal control, and should

be incorporated

cars.

hose couplings, and
of locks on couplers
do not properly regreport progress.

;

;

STANDARD FRICTION DRAFT CE-'^RS
sevThe following was suggested by a member: "There are
will go into the preeral makes of friction draft gears which
these gears use
scribed space of U]/s by 24^ in., but some of
limiting stop m combination,
a modified front stop which has a
clearance,
which limiting stop encroaches upon the rectangular

slight modifications in the casin the travel, they
ings of the various gears, however, and also
includmg the use
could all be made to go into the same space,
recommend that this matter
of the limiting stop, and we would
it can not be
referred to the Draft Gear Committee to see if

By comparatively

worked out." The committee has referred
on Draft Gears.
^„scellaneous

A member

this to the

Committee

weldsuggests that a limit should be placed on the
side

couplers,
and reclaiming of various parts, such as
should ehminate
frames etc and that the practice of welding
of one man as to
any possibility of relying on the judgment
serviceable alter
whether or not the part in question would be

in"

bein- thus repaired.
to the

The committee has

referred this subject

and
Committee on Welding Truck Side Frames, Bolsters

Arch Bars.
,^,
r-uChicago
The report is signed bv T. H. Goodnow (Chairman).
A. R. Avers,
Pacific;
Union
Fuller,
& North Western; C. E.
•

-.

Baltimore
Chicago & St. Louis; O. C. Cromwell,
American Tank Car Corporation,
J Parks General
Thiele, Pennsylvama,
WiUard' Kells, Atlantic Coast Line; C. F.
and A. G. Trumbull, Erie.
j
^
.,
Goodnow said;
After the reading of the printed report, Mr.

Xew York,
& Ohio- O

,

of the association
Since the report was printed, a member
turned over to the committee,
a suggestion, which has been
taken, and I simply read it at
but on which no action has been
in the report if the association
this time as it can be included
sees fit to act on it. It is as follows:
lettering on freight cars
'T would suggest that the standard
ihe
the same.
be reconsidered with a view to simphfymg
points I wish to bring out are the following:
in pounds and
"The present stenciling calls for the capacity
that the cars can be
cubic feet, and it is generally understood
I believe
capacity.
loaded to 10 per cent, beyond the marked
limit' should be used
the terms 'nominal capacity' and 'load
the car axles, the maximum
in preference to avoid overloading
between the hght weight
load limit being based on the diflference
in column A of table on
of car and the total weight as noted

made

it

is

finally submitted.

If
will be included in tne report oi tttis committee.
there are no further remarks, we will take up the next paper.
like
ask
to
would
1
George S. Goodwin (C. R. 1. & P.)
whether it is the intention of tae .Arbitration Committee to pubThis was covof
boxes.
the
repacking
for
stenciling
lish the
ered on page four, and the suggestion was made there that the
:

The committee concurs with

be

report as

have had

"S. M.''
the recommendation and suggests that the designation
double"
for stock cars, be revised by eliminating the words "or
the same as
that a new designation be provided, "S. C." reading
substidesignation "S. M.— Stock Cars" with the exception of
for words
tuting the words "convertible single or double deck"
and that another new designation be
"single or double deck"'
deck" for
provided, "S. F." substituting the words "fixed double
the words "single or double deck."

quoted above.

in this

The Chairman conferred with the .^uministraiion, and that
Any papers and standards that they may
will be taken care of.

Definitions and Designating Letters of General
(Reco.mService Freight Equii'ment Cars.
mended Practice. Pages 946-949.)
A member recommends separate designating letters for singledeck and double-deck stock

1919

M. C. B. Rule No. 86. Likewise some standard should
prevail covering the size of litters used in the lettering, showReference to spccialljcs,
ing llie name ol the railroad company.
Nucii as triple valves, coupler shanks, i)rake beams, etc., can be

dimension of bar stock for rods and nuts between the association's specifications and commercial practice, and sUKKcsts lliat
the specifications be revised to permit acciptabU- tolerances.
The committee suKKCsts the matter l)c carried over for furtlur
consideration and report.

the manufacturers and users of steam heat
owing to considerable variation in the type
as now in use and the fact that the openings
ister, the committee can, at this time, only

19,

axles in

61'^-

623.)

A member

June

boxes be marked 'Repacked 1-10-19' and referred to the -Arbitration Committee. They made no mention of it in the report.

These cars are being marked now with all kinds of stenciling,
and 1 think some standard marking of cars should obtain.
Does any member of the .Arbitration Committee
Chairman
want to make any answer to that?
1 understand that the Arbitration Committee
Mr. Goodnow
:

:

did not include that in its report to the present convention; just
why no action was taken on that I am unprepared to say.
Mr. Fuller: At the time of the meeting of the committee that
report was not before the' committee therefore, no action was
;

taken on

it.

Chairman

It is

:

my

understanding that

this

will be incorpo-

rated in the writing of the Rules.
The lettering and marking of
J. A. Donahey (A. C. & Y.)
cars, where it speaks of "light weighing stations," should be
:

"re-weighing stations."

Chairman We will see that that is corrected.
Mr. Goodnow 1 would like to ask regarding the
:

action on the
motion to adopt this report, whether or not it included the letter
benetit
of the Committee on Standards,
which 1 read. For the
The Committee on
1 really think it should not include that.
Standards has been more the custodian of the historical records
of the Association. It is not an investigating committee, and this
carries wiih it certain changes in the M. C. C. standards which
I don't think ought to be acted on this year, but rather that they
:

be carried over.

Mr. P'uller
When 1 made that motion I did not intend to
include anything other than the commiaee's report.
:

Chairman

:

Well, that will be the understanding. The letter,
it, was simply a suggestion for consideration.

as I understand

Mr. Goodnow
in the

present

Mr. Fuller:
mittee's

My

:

M.
I

report,

was really a
C. B. standards.
It

recommendation for

a

change

did not understand that was a part of the combut was something that came in afterwards.
merely to carry the committee's report only.

motion was
Mr. Goodnow I would
mittee on Standards that
:

like to say for the benefit of the

Com-

has been the practice in sending out
the circular of inquiry by the Committee on Standards, for
suggestions, to contine these suggestions to matters of recommended practice and standards. Frequently subjects are sent
to the Committee on Standards, which really apply to the work
of standing or special committees and these suggestions should
go to those committees. As the Committee on Standards cannot
meet, until very near convention time, it has no opportunity to
investigate the suggestions made, and can only refer them to the
special or standing committee, which is directly concerned with
the suggestion made; very often these suggestions reach the
Committee on Standards too late to go before the convention.
Those members who have suggestions which properly fall within
the province of the work of other committees, should send them
to the chairman of the General Committee direct, or to the
particular committee concerned, and thus get the suggestions
before the committee where they will be acted on.
it

June
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The Committee on Standards in its report this year, so far as
standardiation is concerned, offers very little, if anything, of
importance, and it will greatly expedite the handling of suggestions, if, for example, any suggestions which properly apply
to the Truck Committee, or any other committee, go direct to
those committees, not to the Committee on Standards. I make
that suggestion in conformity with the suggestion made by the
chairman in his address regarding the work of committees.
C. E. Fuller:

Are not

the suggestions

Mr. Goodnow They have not been
Mr. Fuller: Sent to you?
:

all

sent to the secretary?

in the past.

Mr. Goodnow: Sent to me as chairman of the Committee on
Standards and Recommended Practices.
Mr. Fuller Then I make a motion that in the future all suggestions of that kind be sent to the secretary of the association,
and that the secretary send them to the proper committee, if
there is a committee appointed to handle the matter to which the
suggestion refers, otherwise that it be handled by the General
:

Committee.

W. E. Dunham (C. & N. W.) I understand, after having conferred with the Secretary, that that is the procedure which will
be followed out in the new organization; that all matters of
this kind go through the Secretary, or the General Committee.
:

Chairman That is my understanding. Are there any further
remarks on Mr. Fuller's motion?
The motion was seconded, put to vote and carried.
I would like to ask Mr. Goodnow
J. J. Tatum (U. S. R. A.)
a question in connection with the marking on stock cars.
It
seems to me that that matter was brought up by the yardmen,
who have to read the marking on the stock cars for their protection.
In other words, they wanted safety, they wanted their
lives protected.
Now, the committee says, that "Your committee believes the location indicated for house cars on M. C. B.
Sheet No. 26 meets all the requirements." I would like to ask Mr.
Goodnow if he has consulted the Safety Section or any of the
safety sections of the various railroads, as to whether or not that
:

:

location

would give the yardmen the protection they need, or

whether the committee has simply decided it from the establishment of the marking shown in our records.
Mr. Goodnow: I would say that the majority of the roads
have already adopted the practice of putting a number board
on stock cars, and if they comply with the present M. C. B. standards they must do that to get the number down to a certain
The only way in which you
height from the top of the rail.
can do that is to put an additional number board on the car and
put a number on it. I think a large number of the stock cars
are being taken care of in that way, and that is the only
way in which they can be taken care of, and it meets the safety
requirements.
It came up on our road, through the Safety
Section and several years ago we adopted the practice of putting on an additional board which carries the number at the
height required under that standard.
Mr. Tatum I agree with what Mr. Goodnow says, as far as
that goes, but as a matter of fact the yardmen have complained
of the location of tlie marking as shown by the marking sheets
issued by the M. C. B., and it seems to me that the Committee
on Standards should know if the location designated by the sheet
:

referred to will give them the protection they need. I believe
Committee on Standards should interview the men in

that the

the yard,

who

:

The Committee on Standards

—

read this marking. Suppose we had to
to some other method of markmen the proper protection. If there is a

to

change our entire marking,
ing,

to

give

tile

under the present method of markthat possibility by changing the system of marking, and I believe the Committee on Standards
should- consult the safety sections of the various railroads
life,

we should prevent

ing,

doing

this work, in order to determine whether or not it
satisfactorily located, and to locate the marking in that
position where the men will get the protection they need.
I
suggest that that part of the subject be referred back to
the committee for consideration.
F. F. Gaines: I think perhaps we can satisfy the point
that Mr. Tatum brings up without very much work. If the
is

standard location

is that which is now shown; if it can be
a safe place by putting up a number board, and it
becomes the standard of the association, it necessarily also
becomes imperative to use that location, and do away with

made

the old eaves lettering.

Chairman: I believe the matter was looked into from all
sides before a decision was reached, as to the best position
for the number board over the rail in the case of stock
cars, and in taking action on stock cars it was decided
to
make it standard with other cars as heretofore shown. This
was done by the arrangement of a number board, which
could be placed at the proper height from the ground, to
agree with the position of the number as on box or house
cars. There is no objection to the suggestion made by Mr.
Tatum, that the Committee on Standards shall write to the
different railroad safety committees to ask if they have any
suggestions to offer in connection with the matter. I imagine

you

will have as many suggestions as there are railroads,
but you will at least receive information on the subject, and
to that extent I think it would be advisable.
John McMuIlen (Erie): Inasmuch as the question has
been raised by Mr. Tatum, from a safety point of view, it
might be well to put these number boards closer together,
rather than to have them spread apart, as they generally
are
have the number board and the name of the road closer
together, so there will be no space in which a man can insert his hand to climb up on the truck and the car. Another
question is whether or not the number board should be
placed higher on a stock car than on a house car, for the
reason that the number board is likely to get smeared

—

through the slats of the car.
Mr. Goodnow: We will be glad to confer with the Safety
Section, as Mr. Tatum suggests. I do not see how, in connection with what Mr. McMullen says, that the number
board can be changed. The number on the car is now placed
where a man of ordinary height will best see it, when he is
reading the numbers on successive cars in a train, and I
think the numbers on stock cars are sufficiently high from
the floor of the car to be kept in good readable condition.
However, if it is the desire of the convention that we make
any special location for stock cars, we can go into the matter
further, but I think the main thing to do is, as far as possible, to keep a standard location for numbers, and then our
clerks and those who have to read the numbers on the cars,
and often get them in a hurry, need not look all over the
car, but can look at one place on the car and get the number.
That is an important feature in keeping a standard location
for the numbers on all cars where it can be maintained.

In order to put the association on good ground.
F. F. Gaines
move that the subject of lettering on stock cars be referred to
the committee for further consideration, and in giving it further
consideration, they confer with the Safety Section, so that every

I

will be glad to

There is only one location for a number on
take that action.
any car at the present time, and that is definitely established in
the standard. It is at a height in range with the line of vision
That standard was established at
of the average individual.
the suggestion of the American Railroad Association some years
ago and was included in the present M. C. B. standards at the
suggestion of that association. It is not the number at the top
along the eaves of the car where the ordinary stock car is numbered at the present time. The standard location on box cars
It has not changed on
is the standard location for that number.
any particular style of equipment it must be the same on stock
cars or box cars or any house cars.
Mr. Tatum: I still agree with Mr. Goodnow as to what
he said, but I am not convinced that we have satisfied the

men who have

possibility of loss of

:

are doing this work.

Mr. Goodnow

150;

item in connection with the matter will be taken care of.

Mr. Tatum made a suggestion. I ask
he has heard of any complaint in regard to the location

C. E. Fuller (U. P.)

him
of

if

the

number of

the

:

stock cars

on the board, which

is

a

standard of the association.

Tatum:

The Safety

Section of the U. S. R. A. brought
and asked me to have the M. C. B.
Association do something to locate the marking so that it would
protect the men who have to read it. They have had various
complaints from men all over the country, that their lives were
in jeopardy many times in trying to read the marking on the
The communications which they referred to me were recars.
ferred to the Arbitration Committee for action, and were forwarded by that committee to the Committee on Standards. We
have heard their action on the subject, as indicated in the report,
J. J.

the matter to

my

attention,
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u

(|iicsiii)n

wliclhrr the

staiul.'irds

cummittci-

licciiled for

liut

it

till-

S;ifcly Sn-lion or lllc v:irioiis safely coininitlfi-s of tlio dif-

is

tlial was a safe location.
know, and yon
tl)e man who does the work knows more about the
done than llie man wlio docs not do it.
Mr. Fuller:
Do you know whether they were referring to
the numhers just under the eaves, or the numbers on the board
about the heinht of the average man's eye?
Mr. 'I'atum: Tiie statement was made tiiat the numbers had
been locateil in various i)laces on the car, tliat there was no
standard location, and that they did not tliink tliat the locations
had been approved by the various railroads or were satisfactory.
They did not say that the M. C. B. location on the box
car was satisfactory or not satisfactory, but it appeared to me,
inasmuch as they took exception to tile location of the numbers
on the stock cars, that the Safety Section was the proper section
to consult and to ascertain from tliem what the objections were.
We must stay with the Safety Section for all time, and we must
do everything to protect the lives of the men who are more or
less penalized in doing the work; there is no better way to solve
the problem than to make it absolutely satisfactory to them.
Mr. Fuller: Is not a great deal of the trouble due to tlie fact
that a number of the railroads have not complied witli tlir
standards, and have introduced variations in the standards, which
has brought about the trouble?
Mr. Tatum
That may be true, but is it not better for us to
find out whether that is so?
We do not now know which is
right and which is wrong, and we should find out.
If our
marking is right, when placed in the location established l>y the
M. C. H. Association, then let us say it is right and approved by
the safety sections of the railroads, and insist on the marking

ferent

railrii.uls, that

I

do, loo, that

work

to he

:

being located

at

that place for the safety of the

men who

are

involved.
Mr. Fuller:

That is just the reason I raised the question, because Mr. Tatum's remarks did not indicate whether the standard marking was wrong or not. I will second Mr. Gaines'
motion, that the committee take up the question with a view of
determining whether the standard location is proper or not.
There is no necessity of this committee investigating a thousand
and one heights. It is a uniform height that we have got now
that should be used.
Apparently, it has not been used, and I
will second Mr. Gaines's motion.
Mr. George Gibbs (P. T. & T.) Was not this marking originally settled on because of a recommendation from the Car
Service -Association?
Mr. Hill was then chairman. I have a
recollection that they sent a communication to us through the
American Railroad Association, recommending the uniform
placing of these markings and suggesting the position for them,
and giving the reasons, I should say, ten years ago. I suggest
that the same body that made that recommendation be brought
:

into this.
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Mr. (ioodnow: Mr. (iibbs is correct in what he says. The
standard marking of cars, so far as the operating feature of it
is ciMueriied, was handled in that way.
It was bandicil by thr^
(
'ommillcc on Relations of the American Railroad .Association,
and included in the M. C. H. standards at their suggestion, and
as a result of the adoption on the part of the Association by
letter ballot.

believe the position taken by Mr. Gibbs is well
Mr. TatuMi
taken and
think that the .American Railway Association should
be brougiil in as a committee lliat passed on that marking and
:

1

I

recommended it.
1. S. Downing

(C. C. C. & St. L.)
It seems to me this matter
should go to the Transportation Department of some section. It
is not a nuchanical matter.
So far as the safety is concernerl,
or tile putting of tiie board down low enough for a man to get
hold of, thiy migiit take hold of the slats in the stock car; they
might take hold of the door. I don't think we ought to handle it
except to send it back to the committee, or that part of the section of the American Railway Association, that told us to locate
it

:

in that location.

(iKiirman

think that a subject of that kind is strictly a
I
imchaiiical subject, and should be referred to none but Section
ill.
They naturally would have to confer witii the people who
were affected in making their report, init it is rightfully a
mechanical question.
:

Mr. Goodnow

If the motion, as now before the association,
think it will take care of it, as it s;mply will get the
approval of the Safety Section on the standard location. If we
get that approval, then the whole matter is settled.
R. H. Kleine (P. R. R.)
I was ciiairmani of the committee
that fixed the present location for height of lettering on the
cars. It was done at the request of the American Railroad AssoThe distance from the top of the
ciation about ten years ago.
rail to the bottom of the board is, as I recall the figures, 5 ft. 9
That is about as low
in. with a variation of 6 in. either way.
as you can get a board on a house car and still get your capacity
marking and your lightweight markings, underneath the same,
and it was entirely agreeable to the American Railroad Asso1 believe the complaints in regard to the
ciation at that time.
location of the present lettering is on cars that are not stenciled
prevails,

:

1

:

accordance with the present standards.
will properly take care of

in

Chairman: I think the motion
The motion was unanimously
Mr. Goodnow:
to letter ballot as

As
I

it.

carried.

there is only one item that should go
see it now and that is "Definitions and

—

Designating Letters of General Service Freight Equipment
Cars" the matter of separating the double deck, single deck,
and convertible deck stock car, that should be included in the
motion, so that one item will go to letter ballot this year.
Chairman: If there are no objections, that will be included in the motion. So ordered.

—

Committee on Train Brake and Signal Equipment
THE ANNUAL MEETING of the M. C. B. As-

SINCE

sociation in June, 1918,
nine subjects have been referred to the Train Brake
and Signal Equipment Committee, on which the following report is submitted:

PART

I.

Air Brake Maintenance

Acting under direction of
the Executive Committee, the

T. L. Burton

Chairman

As

a result of this

PART

II.

Adjustment of Brake Power

or

Tank Cars

Under date of December 28, 1918, a communication was
received from the secretary enclosing an exchange of correspondence and blue-prints with the Tank Car Committee and the
.American Car & Foundry Company, and a request from the
Executive Committee to have the Train Brake and Signal Committee review the question of hand brake power for tank cars,
which was done. The committee's recommendations have been
issued to the members in Circular S-III No. 3.

Signal
Brake and
Train
T^quipment Committee met in
Buffalo on November 6th
last, with the secretary, repFuel
the
resentatives
of
Conservation Section, United
States Railroad Administra-

air

tion, and the President of
the .Air Brake Association,
for a discussion on the con-

ring.

equipment and means of improving it.
meeting, Circular No. 20 on Air Brake Main-

dition of freight brake

tenance was issued by the Executive Committee and approved by
the United States Railroad Administration.

PART

III.

Air Brake Hose Coupling Packing
Rings and Gages

The committee's attention has been called to the fact that the
recommended practice packing ring gage shown on Sheet Q-i
does not provide for tolerance dimensions of the flange of the
brake hose coupling packing ring shown on Sheet 18-A, and
it has been suggested that this gage drawing should be revised to
show minimum and maximum slots for the flange of the packing

For years packing rings have been supplied
with

less variation in flange thickness

in large quantities

than can be detected with a

June
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gage, and to make the change suggested would unnecessarily
increase the chances for brake pipe leakage, therefore the committee does not concur in the suggstion; on the contrary it
believes: (a) The gage shown on sheet Q-i should be advanced
to standard.
The gage and packing ring to be drawn to larger
scale and shown on the same sheet,
(b) The packing ring drawing in the specifications should show nominal dimensions only,
the tolerance dimensions to be provided for in the gage, (c) The
packing ring specifications should include instructions on the
use of the gage.

PART

IV.

Brake Installation

Attention has been called to the large number of loose brake
cylinders, reservoirs and pipe clamps on freight cars, secured with
bolts having single nuts. The committee's recommendations will.

1507

many of which are in use, be discontinued. It believes,
however, that the use of the two racks should be made optional,
and when a new rack is installed it should be the later type,
and when the older racks require extensive repairs they should
be converted. The proposed revised instructions on cleaning and
testing triple valves, therefore, include drawings and operating
racks,

instructions for both racks.

PART VII. Stenciling Brakes
The Air Brake Association and the Northwest Air Brake Club
recommend changing the stenciling for brake cylinders and triple
valves when cleaned, lubricated, etc., so that but two lines will
be required, one line to show the place, month, date and year of
cleaning, and one line to show the initials of the road on which
the work is done, the stencil to be applied to both sides of the
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therefore, include a revision of Sheets 18 an
ble or lock nuts for such bolts.

PART V.

1.

1

— Brake
Q,

to include

dou-

Cleaning, Lubricating and Testing Brake Cylinders

has been suggested that the brake cylinder piston and packing leather when removed should be taken to a shop conveniently located, where the leather should be cleaned by a man
assigned to this work, and tested on a test rack. This method
of cleaning and testing packing leathers is employed on several
roads with most satisfactory results, and the committee believes
the suggested method should be -extended and ultimately made
standard practice. Drawings for suitable test racks are, therefore, included in Exhibit C-i, to which suitable reference is made
in the proposed instructions on annual repairs to freight brakes
(Exhibit C).
VI. Triple Valve Test

lo

Suif

Cylinder Packing Lever Test Rack

It

PART

Nay be Subs/Tlulec/ Sufpcrls

Changed

Rack

Since the triple valve test rack, for which drawings are shown
in existing instructions for cleaning and testing triple valves, was
brought to the attention of the association, an improved test rack
has been developed and is in extensive use on many roads. The
committee also understands that many of the old racks have been
converted to the later type, which can easily be done, and that
any cleaned or repaired valve that will pass the prescribed test
for the later rack will also pass the test prescribed for the older
rack.
The use of the former rack will, therefore, not conflict
with the rules and instructions governing the cleaning and testing of triple valves.
While the committee recognizes the superiority of the later
rack, it does not feel justified in recommending that the older

car or reservoir.
The recommended form of stencil is concurred in, but the necessity for stenciling both sides of the
reservoir or car is not conceded.

PART

VIII. Retaining Valves for Freight Cars

Attention has been called to the large number of different types
and capacities of retaining valves required in order to make
proper repairs to foreign cars, and it has been recommended
making 15-30 and 25-50 lb. spring type retainers standard for all
new cars built in the future, the 15-30 lb. valves to be used on
cars under 80.000 lb. capacity, and the 25-50 lb. valves to be
used on car of 80,000 lb. capacity and over, and that a suitable test be formulated for cleaned or repaired retaining valves.
The matter of testing retaining valves is provided for in the proposed revised instructions on the maintenance of freight brakes,
but the committee is not in possession of information which
would justify it in recommending standard capacity retaining
valves for all freight cars offered in interchange, and doubts
if such information can be had without making some road investigations, which the committee to date has not been able to
make. It believes, however, the association would be justified in
adopting, as recommended practice, two-pressure spring type
retaining valves of such capacity as may be required by individual
roads, leaving the question of standard capacity open for further
consideration, and so recommends.
If this recommendation carries, and a standard capacity
retainer of the two-pressure spring type should subsequently be
adopted, any retainers of this type then in use can, if they should

not be of the capacity adopted, be easily converted to standard
liy simply changing the springs, which can be done at a ver\-

1
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cost.
Meanwhile t'lc wcinlitc-il type anil the single
pressure spring type retainers will have been abandoned for
new equipment, and, in many cases, for repairs, thus going a
long way toward accomplishing the object sought, i. c, to reduce
the number of valves carried in stock for repairs

nominal

PART

IX. Rn.F.s

and Instruitions on the M.mntenance
OK FKErc.iiT Hkakks

in date,

to brakes

on shop or repair tracks with brake stencils
(c) .Vnnual repairs to brakes with stencils out of date,

(d) Cleaning, lubricating and testing triple vales.

PART

X. Air Brake Repair Tools and Devices

cylinder packing leathers in a room or shop instead of under
3. Capacity of standard retaining valves for freight
cars.
This subject to include such investigations as may be
found necessary on the operation of retaining valves in grade
service.

Rules and Instructions Governing the Maintenance of
Brake Equipment on Freight Cars
I'^XIIimr

1.

.;.

I-reight cars in

tested as

Tkst and Repaiks to Brakes on Cars
IN Terminal Yards
terminal yards should have the air brakes

follows:

Incoming Trains
Freight trains, on arrival at terminals where inspectors are
stationed to make immediate brake inspection and repairs, shall
have the slack stretched and shall be left with the brakes fully
applied in service application.
Inspection of brakes should be
made as soon thereafter as practicable and any needed repairs
made, or promptly mark for repair tracks any cars that cannot
otherwise be repaired.

Recommendations
for

1919

2.

Several roads have submitted drawings showing useful tools
and devices for use in making air brake repairs to freight cars.
The committee reviewed a number of drawings submitted, some
of whicii are shown in E.xhibit C-i.

The committee recommends submitting

19,

the car.

At the rei|uest of the General Comtnittce, tlie standard instructions on the maintenance of freight brakes have been revised and
divided into the following parts, as shown in Exhibts A, B,C and
D.. (a) Test and repairs to brakes in terminal yards,
(b) Test

and repairs

June

Outgoing Trains and Yard Tests

to letter ballot:

recommended practice

1. That Sheet Q be revised by adding a note reading: "Bolts
securing brake cylinders, auxiliary reservoir and pipe clamps, to
have double nuts or lock nuts." 2. The adoption of spring type
duplex retaining valves for freight equipment cars.

3.

While the

train

is

being charged, make a visual inspection of

retaining valves and retaining valve pipes, position of angle cocks
and hose, and examine closely for leaks from the brake pipe and
its connections, and make necessary repairs to reduce this leakage to a minimum when the brake system is charged to standard
pressure.

When the brake is charged to standard pressure, make a 15service reduction, after which a second examination of the
train should be made to determine: (a) Brake pipe leakage,
(b)
If triple valve will operate on service application,
(c) Piston
4.

Ib.

FOR standard
1. Advancing
to standard the recommended practice gage
shown on Sheet Q-i for air brake hose coupling packing rings.
The gage, and the hose coupling packing ring now shown on

travel,

(d) Brake cylinder leakage,

(c) If the brakes release

properly.

during this test, the brake pipe leakage, as indicated by
the brake pipe gage, exceeds 8 lb. per minute, it should be reduced to 8 lb., preferably 5 lb., and if the piston travel is less
than 6 in. or more than 8 in. it should be adjusted to 7 in. All
defects found shall be repaired in the yards or the car sent to
the shop or repair track for necessary attention.
6. In addition to the above terminal tests,- at the last terminal
inspection point prior to descending mountain grades, it must be
know^n that a sufficient number of retaining valves are in good
operating condition to control the train.
5.

If,

EXHIBIT B.— Test and
or Repair

Repairs to Brakes on Cars on Shop
Tracks With Stencils in Date

1. .A.11 cars on shop and repair tracks (with stencils in date)
should be connected to a yard air plant equipped with testing
apparatus, and a dummy coupling attached to the hose on the

Combined leakage from

Initial
In
ti.il

TYPE OF RET.\INING

Position of

V.\L\'E
15

lb.

Handle

Cvlindc
Cylinder
Pre
Pressure
ssur

the cylinder, retaining
valve and pipe must
not exceed that shown
belov

Number pounds

leakage
per minute

Single Pressure Spring

and Weighted Type

Double Pressure
15-30 lb. Double Pressure
Spring Type
25-50 lb. Double Pressure
Weighted Type
25-50 lb. Double Pressure

10

1b.

15-30 lb.

Weighted Type

Spring Type

Fig.

2.

— Brake

Sheet i8-A,

Cylinder Packing Leather Test Rack

o be shown on one (new) sheet.

2.

That Sheet

18 be revised by adding a note to read
"Bolts securing brake
cylinders, auxiliary reservoirs and pipe clamps to have double
nuts or lock nuts." 3. Revised rules and instructions on the main:

tenance of freight brakes as shown
voting separately on each exhibit.

in

Exhibits A, B,

C and D,

The committee recommends that the following subjects be
included in next year's work of this or a similar committee: 1.
Revision of existing rules and instructions on the operation of
train brake and signal equipment. 2. Cleaning and testing brake

?,(\

lb.

High

?,()

Ih.

Low

10

lb.

40

lb.

High

4(1

lb.

Low

15

lb.

opposite end of the car. The pipe, including angle cocks, cutout cock and hose, to be tested under a pressure of not less
than 70 lbs., using soapsuds for this test when weather conditions permit.
All possible leakage should be eliminated. Any
hose found porous or leaking around the fittings, or otherwise
defective, and any cocks found leaking at the top of the key
should be removed.
2. The brake cylinder must be tested for leakage with a gage
attached to the retaining valve exhaust or triple valve exhaust
port, and the triple valve tested with a specified testing device to
determine whether it will apply and release properly in both
If the triple valve fails
service and emergency applications.
to pass this test or the brake cylinder leakage exceeds 12 lb. per
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19,

minute, the entire brake equipment must be given the attention
for cars requiring annual repairs when the stencil is
out of date.
If the triple valve and brake cylinder pass the
prescribed test, the retaining valve and its pipe must be tested,
and the combined leakage from the cylinder, retaining valve and
retaining valve pipe must not be greater than is specified in the
table on the preceding page.
specified

3. When giving brakes this attention, see that the brake pipe is
securely clamped, angle cocks in their proper position with suitable clearance (see M. C. B. Sheet 18), hose and couplings in
good conditions, reservoirs and cylinders tight on their supports,
the supports securely attached to car, and that piston travel is
table on the preceding page.

EXHIBIT

C.

—Annual Repairs to .\ir Brakes on Freight Cars

Exhibit C follows closely the instructions for Lubricating and
Inspection of Brake Cylinders as published on page 524 of
the Proceedings of the Master Car Builders Association for
1918 with the following additions:
19. When the brake cylinder and triple valve are cleaned, the
following additional work should be performed Retaining valve
cleaned by removing the cap, wiping or blowing out all dirt and
seeing that the valve and its seat are in good condition, the
retaining position exhaust port open and the valve proper well
secured to the car in a vertical position pipe clamps applied
where missing, and tightened where loose, hose and angle cocks
turned to their proper position. Pipe joints, hose, release valve,
angle and cut-out cocks should be tested under a pressure of not
less than 70 lb., using soapsuds for this test when weather conThe retaining valve and its pipe must be
ditions will permit.
:

;

and the combined leakaj;e from the cylinder, retaining
valve and retaining valve pipe must net be greater than is speci-

tested

fied in the

following table

;

Combined leakage from
the cylinder, retaining
valve and pipe must
not exceed that shown
Initial

TYPE

O'F

RETAINING

Position of

VALVE

Single Pressure Spring
and Weighted Type
Double Pressure
lb.
Weighted Type
15-30 lb.
Double Pressure
Spring Type
25-50 lb. Double Pressure
Weighted Type
25-50 lb. Double Pressure
Spring Type

Handle

Cylinder
Pressure

below,
leak-

age per minute.

1.S lb.

10

lb.

5

20
20
10

lb.
lb.

6
6

1b.

5

40

1b.

8

High

40

lb.

8

Low

15

lb.

6

15-30

High

Low

We

—

Mr. Gaines: That is not our idea. The practice of using
double nuts has been generally discontinued in preference to
using a nut and a lock nut. That is what 1 wish to convey;
instead of leaving it optional whether you were going to use
double nuts or a nut and a lock nut, that you make the
nut a lock nut mandatory as being the better practice.
Mr. Hennessey: If that is the idea, I will accept the motion that way.
Mr. Fuller: I don't understand that.
-Mr. Gaines: Do you want to use two nuts or a nut and a

What is the better practice?
What is your motion?

lock nut?

Mr. Fuller:
Mr. Gaines:
just

make

My

motion was to omit the double nut and
and a lock nut.
don t think there is any particular objection to

a nut

it

Mr. Fuller:

I

rather revolutionary. I don't believe the time is
ripe to put into a rule something that you can't do and won't do.
I believe that the recommendation should say "a nut and a lock
nut is preferable," but to prohibit the double nutting out in the
woods is going so far that we won't be able to accomplish it

that, but

it

is

to-day.

In reply to Mr. Fuller, I don't think that if you
woods, and had to put a double nut on, there
is anything that will prohibit you doing it; but I think it is
wrong to specify double nuts as being better than a nut and

Gaines:

were out

in the

lock nut.
Mr. Fuller

What

:

people will not obey.

on brake cylinders or auxiliaries should not
be changed unless paragraphs 1 to 19, inclusive, have been com20. Stenciled dates

plied with.

—

Note. It has been found good practice, where conditions will permit,
to install a brake cylinder packing leather test rack similar to Figs. I or 2,
Exhibit C-i, in a suitable building close to where the brakes on cars receive attention.
such a rack is installed ,the piston, when rernoved
from the cylinder, should be taken to the rack and cleaned, lubricated
and tested, in accordance with instructions for cleaning and testing these
parts on cars.
The expander ring should also be tested in a gage, and

When

metal covers for protecting
should be provided.

the current and previous years in the work which has been
before that committee.
Mr. Hennessey: I move the report be accepted and referred to letter ballot.
Mr. Gaines: I would like to have the mover amend that
motion, so that in printing the note on sheet 2, in the portion "double or lock nuts" the word '"or" be omitted, and
have it read "have lock nuts," that being the practice of the
Railroad Administration at the present time.
Mr. Hennessey: I don't accept that amendment.
Mr. Fuller:
ought to have that made a little clearer.
Do I understand, Mr. Gaines, that you do away with the
practice of using a double nut or a single nut and a lock
nut, and go to some so-called nut that takes the place of
both is that your idea?

Ulv.

Number of pounds

1509

the

leather

from damage through handling

Exhibit C-I includes drawings of tools and test devices for use
testing and repairing air brake equipment on freight cars
including a gage for brake cylinder leather expanders, protectors
for brake cylinder packing leathers and brake testing devices.
Exhiibt D covers the cleaning, lubricating and testing of triple
valves and corresponds with the standard instructions on page 522
of the 1918 Proceedings of the Master Car Builders' Association with minor revisions and also the Triple Valve Tests and
Instructions for Operating Triple Valve Test Racks shown on
page 526. To this is added a section covering instructions for
operating the No. 2 triple valve test rack.
The report is signed by T. L. Burton (Chairman), New York
Central; B. P. Flory, New York, Ontario & Western; J. M.
Henry, Pennsylvania; L. P, Streeter, Illinois Central; R, B.
Rasbridge, Philadelphia & Reading; W. J. Hartman, Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific and G. H, Wood, Atchison, Topeka &
in

Santa Fe.
T, L. Burton: There is one paragraph which does not appear in the report which the committee subsequently decided should appear and that is an acknowledgment of its
indebtedness to the Air Brake Association, especially its
president, Mr. Berry, for the hearty assistance and co-operation rendered the Train Brake and Signal Committee during

is

the use

That

is

making

we know
make rules

rules here that

just our trouble.

We

and go home and don't obey them, and won't do it.
Mr. Gaines
We don't make it mandatory by doing that, but
you give the preference to the best practice. On new equipment
1 think we should start out with a nut and a lock nut.
Mr. Fuller; I am trying to make the rule consistent, and if I
understand your motion, it makes the proper repairs a nut and
lock
a
nut, and it is improper repairs if two nuts are used.
Mr, Burton: I believe that the committee can add a word or
two that will make it entirely satisfactory to those who have
participated in the discussion so far. Mr. Fuller has stated that
they thought, that so far as getting results was concerned, either
method would be satisfactory, probably the lock nut more desirable than the other; but we did not feel like going so far as to
:

My

suggestion is that
specify lock nuts instead of double nuts.
the last sentence on the proposed note be revised to read that
the committee's recommendation will, therefore, include the revision of Sheets 18 to include double or lock nuts, preferabl_\- the
latter.

Mr. Fuller:
Mr. Burton

will accept that.

1
1

:

think the committee will do that without a

motion.

Mr. Hennessey: I will accept that,
Before the motion is put, it seems to me they
Mr, Goodnow
have omitted one item from their letter ballot which should be
included, and that is the matter of stenciling referred to on the
bottom of page 3. liecause that will mean a change in the present
standards, and it should be recommended.
Mr. Burton: It is shown here as a part of the. proposed revised instructions on the maintenance of freight brakes, of which
that stenciling would be a part, and reference should perhaps
have been made to the fact. I just noticed from reading the
report of the Coinmittee on Standards that this proposed stenciling seemed to agree with what they proposed, and if you adopt
the standard practice on the automatic air brakes, you automatically adopt the form of stenciling.
:

—
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II.

W. Walkins

provides for the

(S. V.) iTlicrc is nothinn in tliis rcpDii ili:ii
of reservoirs and llie stemilinn of iIhiii.

draiiiiiiK

We

find tliat our reservoirs eontain a consideraMe ainouiii of
water; condensation and corrosion net liack into tlic valve and
cause frouMe, and I believe that the reservoirs should he drained
out at the lime tile cylinder and the triple valve are cleaned, and
so stencileil.
think this coinniiltec should include tliat in lluir
1

report.

Mr. Burton: The condition referred to is largely a local one,
and I doul)t the necessity of providing specific instructions on
draining auxiliary reservoirs on freight cars for the purpose of
removing moisture and stenciling them to cover. You unilerstand this is a freight car proposition exclusively.
If that
should he necessary, why then
would say that the thing to consider is putting the bleed cock in the bottom of the reservoir
where it is drained every time it is used, but I tliink tlie protection afforded by having the relief valve at the top offsets any
advantages of having the drain cock at the bottom.
Mr. W'atkins When we first put the automatic brakes on our
etjuipmcnt, there was a bleed cock put in for that very purpose,
but it was abandoned, and a plug was put in, ami that f'lug is
I

:

removed. The result is that water and condensation is carried around in these reservoirs for years, and there is corrosion.
It is just as important to have your reservoirs cleaned as it is the
ticver

cylinders for a perfect brake.
Mr. Burton: Why not request some committee to consider tliat
in connection with this other work?
Chairman That will have to come up after this first motion
I will dispose of the first motion and then you
is disposed of.
:

can make your motion.

June

HE COMMITTEE MET

peculiar
ter

in

Chicago on April 22,
confronted by a rather
situation.

ballot of

1917,

By

let-

the "No.

Beam," shown on
of that year, had
recomas
adopted

2 Brake
Sheet R

been

mended

put and carried.
that the f|uestion of dr;iining and stenciling reservoirs be considered by the cominiltee for next yc-ar.
Mr. (laines: I second the motion.

Mr. Watkins

but by a
This "No. 2

:

I

move

The motion was then put to vote, and lost.
II. M. Curry
(N. I'.): I speak r)n this motion as the author
of it.
think it is very essential this shoidrl be done if you
I
leave off the stenciling end of it.
I
don't think we ought to
leave the matter as it now stands, because we in the northern
country have had considerable trouble with water in the air
brake apfiaratus. I don't think we ought to let ti rest this year.
Chairman: If I were in the northern country, or in the country where these things seemed ni'cessary, and the head of a
railroad, 1 would see that the proper instructions were issued,
so that my men would take care of these particular things that
gave us annoyance, and 1 believe that is the proper way to do.
Mr. Curry: This is one point that you apparently overlook.
These cars may come from the .South to the North, and we have
encDiintered considerable trouble on that account.
Chairman: Tlu- first lime lbe\ reach yuur rails tiiey can be
drained.

Mr. Curry: That is all right. When they reach our rails
You are
there is a whole lot of drainage; we find it necessary.
putting the practical burden on the Northern Pacific and the
.Northern roads, of taking care of all the work to drain the cars
that come to our country.
Chairman: I believe that that thing will adjust itself. There

some other section than the North that has to do a lot of
things you don't have to do.
Mr. Fuller: I make the motion.
is

Beam Equipment

dently, one of the other.

was not a
. Beam"
complete beam, certain details having been omitted in
order to save it from being
lost as were its predecessors
Brake

in the letter ballots of

1913, 1914

many thousands of cars. The committee
medium of a questionnaire, collecting from

to,

built

and

1916.

1912.

/

upon the
letter

^V

now, through the
the roads, brake

\

^
[

^isk^

"4

\

1

*s^^

In 1918.
/7

results of the

appeared
Chairman
among the M. C. B. Standard Sheets as the result of
special Executive Committee action suggested in connection
with the car equipment built by the Railroad Administration,
it being evidently thought that a beam supposedly used on the
100,000 administration cars would be tit for adoption and that
such large initial use of a beam would be a favorable beginning
1917

is

all

^Ai;

1 P

a completely detailed beam,
B. B. Milner

Yet that appears to have been virtually

Without knowledge of the country's brake beam
conditions, the committee has, in the past, submitted to you for
adoption, a beam which, on account of lack of adequate clearance between the spring plank and wheels, could not be applied
attempted.

practice,

margin.

close

1919

The motion was

Report on Brake Shoe and Brake

T

19,

J

-\;Ji,

A

ballot,

a

^-'

-^h

^?
^^
Vii^

>

\

\

\;

/U-^

r

^Ai

for any standard.
On account of the generally unsatisfactory situation, which
has obtained in connection with the committee's work, particularly with regard to the adoption of a standard No. 2 Beam, it
was the opinion of the committee that the difficulties or objections which have beset its work and have operated to keep
the committee from making the desired contribution to the

beam information essential for passing judgment upon brake
beam problems.
Large numbers of dimensions .shown upon drawings submitted for adoption, and in some cases, adopted, have caused

in the state of the art, should be reviewed for your
information and for the benefit of the committee in planning
for its future work.
In addressing itself to the brake beam and brake shoe problem of the country, the committee has not benefited by an adequate knowledge of the brake beam conditions of the country.
It should appear impractical to divorce new equipment design
from the maintenance of old as well as the maintenance of new,
or to attempt to treat new and old equipment entirely indepen-

dissension with some, and, with others, confusion because of an
attempted use or interpretation not clearly intended by the committee or specifically contemplated by some of the members in
casting their letter ballots. For example, in the 1917 Proceedings,
page 394, the statement is made that "The committee recommends a revision of the present face of contour shown on Sheet
M. C. B. 17, including the contract of the shoe to the head in
it being understood
the revised contour of the head
that only the contour lines of the head, where the shoe is in

advancement

Fig.

1

...

—
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contact with the head, are under consideration," introductory
to question 81, "Do you approve of the above recommendation?"
comparison af the 1916 brake head drawing identified as A
upon Fig. 1 of this report and the brake head drawing which
action upon the above question gave place in the standards as
shown by Fig. 2, will justify and reflect, very apparently, the
cause for the dissension and confusion referred to, notwithstanding the following note which the 1917 Sheet 17 bore
"Dimensions affecting contour, lugs and slots only are standard. Other dimensions for information only." The present committee submits that such notes are very likely to be overlooked
and that text in the report or explanations of the meaning of
letter ballots qualifying the significance of information, particularly dimension information, on .Standard and Recommended

A

1511

face of new shoes, were adopted in
for inside hung beams, 13 in.; for outside
but has never appeared upon any of the
Standard or Recommended Practice Drawings.
Failure to exhibit this dimension upon the drawings has, it
is believed, contributed to some further confusion which the
1917 letter ballot action unwittingly occasioned. Upon the brake
head drawing A of 1913, 1914, 1915 and 1916 Standard Sheets,
Fig. 1, the (unmarked) radial line drawn from the wheel center intersects the horizontal (unmarked) center line of the
strut at a point which is the center of the center loop hanger
opening.
This same situation has obtained and has been generally used since before introduction to the Standard and Recommended Practice Sheets in 1907. Note, however, that upon
rails

1894,

to the center of the

as

follows:

hung beams,

14!/2

in.,"

L ugs cored as de»rtt/.
These must hare four
broad bearing surfactSt

Heoa /7?ws' x/mffsie/e of gauge marked A
fi/tldepTh ondrpusr f'f radius Distance
between cenler lugs qf head must not be
more than widtti of'B'orless than tvidthof
'Congauge Slots'D'andT'are for gauging
thideiiss ofmetal between faceofcpter
(ug ond Irey slOtiDls minin
majnmum for this d'StatK

F'lS for gauging

and must go in

warhpf hanger groove at X
"6'and'H'a/e/or gauging nidth
'H 'must not go in

ofkey slot 'O'musfgo tn
'K'lS

forgouging head at V'

iOi^'
This drawing; r eflectH exactly Infonnatlou aliowu by
M. C. B. Stundnrd nnd K eeoinmended Proctlee Sheetn ot

nm

iiKed * ith the thought that the Com.
lOir, and wns
lulttee would recoi iniend to the AMNOclntioD letter bitllot

uction hereou.
After mature <• >nHlder ntlon, the Committee, however.
decided to \%ltlih»ld the Ti'commeudntlon of such DCtlon
and to aabiuU thbi dra« atj; ** for inforrantlon only.**

N07£ ' D/mensiOns afhcTing contour hgs
andtloH onl^an stemcfara Ofher
dt-Titiii-iii

for m for maTion Only

Fig. 2
Practice Sheets,

All that was said
is even more apt to confuse.
matter in the body of the report of that year was
".
the committee has strengthened the head design as
well as the bearing surface of the head to the shoe and eliminated the Me-in- offset between the two center lugs of the head
and the outside lugs where they engage the ends of the shoe."
This very meagerly covers what the drawings reflect.
Again, while unauthorized dimensions or dimensions which
had not specifically received formal approval, occasioned dissension and confusion through fmding place upon Standard and
Recommended Practice Sheets, it is suggested that the service
has suffered because some dimensions which have been formally
approved, have never appeared in the drawings. One, very important, has appeared each year for years in the text of the

what was adopted

on

intersects the horizontal referred to, at a point

Standard and Recommended Practices as follows "Standard
when measured from the tops of the

tive

this

.

.

:

heights of brake beams,

in 1917

(Fig.

2,

this report), this radial line

much

farther

back and that the center of the center loop hanger opening remaining upon it (the radial line), is raised very significantly,
although these facts were not referred to, much less explained,
in the 1917 report

or in the letter ballot circular of that year.

situation would be positively obviated by adopting,
cither directly or indirectly, but clearly represented upon draw-

Such a

ings, a process of laying out

brake heads and brake beams such

This one has been in
the accompanying Fig. 3 presents.
most general use among manufacturers for years, being their
interpretation of what found place in the Standard and Recommended Practices in 1907 and remained unchanged until 1917.
The committee is on the point of soliciting from the representaas

members, statements

the procedure which Fig. 3

of any reasons for not adopting
would clearly fix, with any proposed

.
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151.

which

siidi
is

futulaincntal

rellecled

l)y

and

Fig. 4,

rccommrnd

for aduplion next year
procedure, tlie iinportanee of
whicli presents a cut resulting from

pliins, aiul li<i|U's lo

SUKK<''''<''I

some

l)asic

superiinposinn upon one cif the many heads rcccivcil upon tlie
achiiinistration cars in accordance with the plan of layout antedating' 1917, the one head furnislied in accordance witli tlie
1917-18 layout.
The committee is not, and probably will not be, for sonic lime,

June

19,

1919

eiiter upon the committee work independeiu of the operation
of any sucli impending factors, contributing to the fullest tlieir
iiulividual engineering judgment, skill, experience, etc., to the
solution of the country's brake beam and brake shoe problems.
'I'lie committee plans to arrange adequate trial of
the gages
shown in this repnri and otiier gages which the committee's canxass of llie representative members lirings forth, and so ulti-

ncommend

concerned

adoplinn the best of the lot.
four pages in the text of
the Slandarii and kecommeiKled Practices devoted to brake shoes
and beams, all of which is or could be advantageously represented
on Standard or Recommended I'ractice drawings, and roiitemplates ncomiiiending, with the ado])lioii of New Standard and

next

Ivcfoiiiniended Practice drawings next \car,

in [losition to

recommend

is,
a beam havinR all
ardized, but plans to

for adoption a "Standard Ream," that
of its detailed dimensions duly standinckule in its reports, beams and parts

thereof fully dimensioned for the l)cnefit of any who may he
in sucli information, and to arrange for adoption
vear, from tin- 191" .'^t:mdar(i and RiTninnuii(le<l I'rac-

niMlil\
I

lie

coniiiiitlee liiids aiiproximately

tiiat

the association

BRAnE SHOE & TACE
OF the: brake he/sd

-BACK OF THE

jO CElNTRt:
"

LINL OF 5 TR UT & OF BRAKE
-parallel" to top of ra\l

BEAM
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR U^YING OUT
DRAWING FOR BRAKE HEAD AND
BRAKE BEAM.
Scribe about selected center, an arc representinj
1
the 33-in. wheel.
Draw a line parallel to the rail 13 in. above same,
2.
the intersection of which line and the periphery of the
33-in. wheel will locate the center of the face of the

brake shoe.
3.

of this

Draw from

the wheel center through the center
brake shoe face, an extended "radial line."

Locate from the intersection of this "radial line"
and periphery of the wheel, a point 1 1/2 i"- outside the
periphery of the wheel.
Through this point, with }7% in. radius, scribe
5.
an arc, which arc will represent the back of the brake
Shoe and face of the brake head's center lugs.
4.

On the same "radial line" locate point lM «.
6.
outside the back of the brake shoe, or the face of the
head, through which point draw a line parallel to the
top of rail. This horizontal line will be the center line
The "radial line"
of the strut and of the brake beam.
referred to is the center line of the brake head face and
the intersection of the "radial line" referred to and the
center line of strut shall be the center of the center
loop hanging, provided center loop hanging is used.
ibove. together with the 13

io-

dimension.

with s Dew shoe (IH in- thick) ante-<Ute3 1906 and
been cb&nged.
dimension above was show^n in 1917 Proceedioga"
ill'
rrroneoualy as 1^ in., which dimension should have been the Iftin
here used, in order to be consistent with \^4 in- dimettstOD, taken in a
plane parallel to the plane of the beam aild track, used by oianu-

The IH

facturera for years.

TOP OF RAIL-^
Fig. 3

and from \vhate\er of the questions referred to in this report tlie committee may be able to decide and agree upon, drawings exhibiting those dimensions only which have had definite
approval.
The committee will then assume to recommend for
formal adoption dimensions missing from the Standard and
Recommended Practice Sheets, just as rapidly as the committee's
judgment will support and warrant.
This committee has not. in the past, benefited by reason of
much constructive criticism. In order to make progress, the
committee should, at least, benefit by the reasons for a negative ballot, if definitely constructive criticism can not be furntices

ished.

We

have heard from time to time

in the past of the repreforce matters, others being
on the defensive either on account of pending damage to them,
or of simply a disinclination to change anything, and then, too,
of the selfish influence of manufacturers' interests. It is the belief of the present committee, that each of its members should

sentatives of

some roads trying

to

approve eHminating from the Standard and Recommended Practice text all unnecessary duplication, reducing it to very little
more than specifications for Brake Shoes and for Brake Beams.
The committee proposes to solicit from the exponents of various views on disputed questions, written argument sustainiilg
their respective positions.
During the current year, the matter
of prescribing the process of laying out, upon the drawing board,
a standard brake head and beam, previously referred to in the
text and Fig. 3, will be so pursued, and the association may anticipate our recommending action on the matter next year. Another question which will, in all probability, be similarly handled,
but later, is that of brake beam hanging arrangement. We anticipate it will be sometime before one hauging can be made standard to the exclusion of other arrangements. On these accounts,
the committee plans to, just as far as possible, forecast, in its
reports, the work which it sees ahead and to, just as soon as
possible, indicate, subjects which are or will be in the way of
being placed before the association for letter ballot action. Prin-

;;
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may

then occupy several consecutive stages
follows: (1) mention in report, (2)
study, (3) approval of the principle involved, (4) suggestion or
recommendation of trial, (5) Recommended Practice, under
which it may be said that no mistake is made in applying the
ciples

or subjects

some such order

in

as

and (6) Standard Practice, in which stage the principle
should be used, maintenance practices should be in the direction of applying the principle or should at least be consistent
therewith, and a new car is not a car without it.
The committee is of the opinion that its work and the work
undertaken for it which has been reported in the Proceedings,
should lie classified and indexed so that any part of the history
of the subject should be immediately available to any one interested therein. Such an index we propose to arrange as a part
of our next year's report.
Likewise, the committee is considering the advisability of
presenting next year a report on the "state of the art," both as
regards brake beams and brake shoes, the latter being now suggested because of the following quoted from the 1917 report.
In its Circular of
page 155 of the Procecdijigs of that year:
principle,

Two
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otiier plates

which were applied

showed
to

12 ditTcrenl designs of brake beads

the order of

100,000 cars for the Rail-

road Administration.)
Considering the many things obviously wrong or subject to
criticism in the Standard Sheets of 1918. particularly in view
of the additions and changes represented therein which had
never been Ijefore the committee, the fact that the Standard
Sheets of 1917 were accepted by letter ballot, although by a very
close vote the impossibility of the committee's being able to present a recommended decision on many of the disputed questions
in the time available after its organization for this year's work,
;ind prevalent criticism directed to the arrangement of the Standard Sheets and their illegibility on account of the smallness of
tlic drawings and dimensions, the committee decided upon presenting a rearrangement of the 1917 sheets to larger scale.
.\side from the difficulties already referred to in this report,
the committee will address itself to the following questions or
suggestions, with the hope that upon soine of them conclusive
report may be made next year: The question of increasing the
No. 2 Beam capacity from 12,000 to 15,000 lb., and the counter
suggestion that a new beam. No. 2y2, with a capacity of 15,000
lb., to be recognized among the Standards, comes from several

members.

A member

suggests

that

full

recognition

be

given

the

top

hanger opening.
Dimension and details upon compression and tension members.
.\ member suggests covering of various types and locations
of third point suspension lug. and that the liole in this lug
should be ^%6 in. for a 54-in. pin. in lieu of the larger pin
shown on the present strut drawing.
It is suggested that the strut should be dimensioned to show
the minimum distance from the pin hole to the ends of the slot
that the chamber in the compression member should be "not
less than -)4 in.", instead of V^ in. The strut and compression
member fastening with key is objected to, together with the use
of nuts on the ends of compression members, it being believed
that these arrangements might be replaced by better ones.
Some believe that the vertical dimension between the centers
of the loop hanger opening should be restored from 3^ in. to
that the width of the center head lugs be reduced from
3 in.
\Vi in. to 154 in-; that the upper pot hook hanger hole should
lie 1^ in. above the center line of the upper loop hanger opening, and that the cross section of metal in the pot hook hanger
opening should be changed to a single ribbed style.
Some believe that the Mc-in. clearance back from the 17-34-in.
radial line on the top and bottom head toes should be restored
that the width of opening in the brake head for the brake key
should be shown as "not less than Y% in. instead of ^-^^g '"•
that the length of the face of the head lug shown precisely as 3^4
in. should be replaced by a minimum dimension, say 3 in., and that
the head lug note reading "Lugs cored as desired. These must
have four broad bearing surfaces, etc.," should be changed to
"Lugs cored as desired. These must have four jull bearing sur;

;

The above shows ffraphieally the
BQhs of exchanging

re-

center loop hangers, therefore preserving the same location of the
center loop hanger openings, bralte
beams with heads laid out in accord
with plans represented in 1917 and 1918
Standard and Recommended Practice Sheets
(the solid head shown) and heads laid out
in

faces, etc."

accordance with Standard and Recom-

mended Practice Sheets prior
dotted liead shown)

to

1917

(the

Fig. 4

Inquiry, the committee requested the members to furnish designs of steel back brake shoes which they were manufacturing
if they were free from patents.
The replies in-

and to advise

forms of steel back brake shoes as are being
manufactured by the members and which would be acceptable
as Recommended Practice of the association are not free from
patents, and probably will not be until 1919; that one of the
members is using a steel back brake shoe of his own manufacture which is free from patents, but this design does not incorporate carrying the steel back reinforcement around the key
lug. The committee therefore feels that until the above mendicate that such

A member suggests that the width at the base of the tie lug
openings should be re-established from l->^ in. to 1^ in., and
the head gage changed accordingly; that %2-in. radius should
be added to the adjacent corners on the head gage; that the
Vi-m. radius at the bottom of the B and C head lug opening
should be made %i in. instead of V^ in., because, otherwise, the
gage will not "bottom" in the head. It is further suggested that
the brake beam outline and salient dimensions thereof should
be inserted inside of the limiting outline drawing, together with
interchange dimensions, that is, angle of strut, spacing between
shoes, etc... and that the 19^4-'"- maximum width of limiting
outline opening should be extentled to within 1%(; in. of the end
of such opening.
A member suggests that the A and B openings of the brake
shoe gage should be changed from 1^ in. to 1%2 in.; that the
liase of these openings should be a radius of 18'''%2 in., in lieu
of 19 in., and that strut markings should be changed from the
rear to the front end of the strut, because of being, in that lomore

easily seen.
also suggested that the "outside lieam
should be eliminated that

tioned date it can not offer to the association as Recommended
Practice any design of steel liack brake shoe which would be
free from infringing any valid existing patents."
(The committee submitted with the report several plates show-

cation,

ing information incorporated in the standards from
1916 and called attention to the successive changes.

to center of face of brake heads 60 in. on the plane of the strut
center," and that the center of the third point suspension should

1906

to

It

is

hanging 14^

in."

;

"Center of Brake Shoes 60

in.,"

should be changed to "center

:

:
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lie

spcciliLil

as

10'V4o in.

from

ilic

center of

the

face of

thr

head.
«

committee carefully considered the advisability of sugletter ballot action on the (lucstion of substitutes in
Standards for present 1918 sheets 17, 17 A and 17-B of this report, but linally concluded that the I'MH sheets referred to mi^ht
as well stand during the coming year, it beiii({ understood that
tile committee anticipates recommending reiilacement thereof by
I'lu-

ijestiiiK

appropriate letter ballot action in 1920.
riie report is si^^H'd by H. H. Milner, Chairman, New York
Central; I'rof. Chas. 11. Benjamin, I'urduc University; T. L.
Burton, New York Central C. B. Young, United States RailII.
K. l"ox, Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
road A<lministralion
Paul; Ci. II. Ciilman, Northern I'acific; T. J. Burns, Michigan
!•'.
lentral,
M. Waring, Pennsylvania.
The committee assumes to submit this report
K. B. Milner:
as a progress report, and requests an extension of time covering
in
year,
which
to consider and report to you if possible
the next
definitely upon many ([uestions which this report indicates as re
ipiiring time for further study.
received anil tiie com1 move that the rqport be
C. F. Giles:
mittee continued to report at the next meeting.
;

June

of punitive overtime for

19,

1919

work performed on Saturday

afternoon, where provided for in existing agreements.
( )ther
points, however, are involved gravely alTecting
not only the .solvency of Canadian railways, Ijut the
ai)ility of Canadian business concerns to meet foreign
'i'lie board has declined to conclude negoc()m|)etition.
tiations or to give delinile assurances except and until the
same points in negotiation by the main branch of the
same lal)or organi/alion, constituting 90 i)er cent of its
memljcrship, with the United Stales Railroad Administration in

Washington have been announced.

;

The motion was carried.
The meeting then adjourned

until 3 P.

The Track Exhibits
immber of

track exhibits this year has
that practically every available track be
occupied, and of necessity the exhibits are somescattered.
The following is a list of the exhibits

large
TiiKrequired

what
and the tracks on which they

will be

found

M.

Pennsylvania Cars

The Afternoon Session
of the afternoon session which took up the
consideration of reports of the Committees on Arbitration, Revision of Prices for Labor and Material. Depreciation for Freight
Cars and Revision of Passenger Car Rules of Intercluingc will

The proceedings

be published in to-morrow's issue.

exhiljited this year by the Pennsylvania Railroad, a 105-ton hopper car, a 110-ton gondola and a general utility express and baggage car.
These cars are located south of the pier entrance, on
Georgia Avenue, near the Boardwalk.

Three cars are being

The Locomotives

Apologies to the Camel

Company

SHOP SURGERY amputated a line from tlie items
included in the exhibit list statement made for the
Camel Company yesterday. By this operation W.W.
Darrow, A. B. Wegener, Arthur Allen and Belden D.
Jones, of that company, were omitted from the names
of those attending. The spaces of the company also were
given incorrectly. The correct spaces are 534-536.

PKiNT

Canadian Delegates Missed

From Convention
DEADLOCK between
THEBoard
No.
and

the

Division

Canadian Railway War
Railway Shopmen of

electric

The Army Ordnance Exhibit

4,

America, has made it necessary for all of the
mechanical officers on the Canadian roads to remain on
their jobs.
They will be greatly missed because they
have been a most iinportant factor in all of the conventions which have been held during recent years.
The following are the most irnportant demands made
by the employees' committee
1. Increases in rates for helpers from 45 cents per hour
to 70 cents; for the machinists, blacksmiths, carpenters
and similar tradesmen, ranging from 53 to 68 cents per
hour, to 85 cents.
2. Forty- four-hour week as compared with forty-eight
hours now in vogue in round houses and operating yards
and forty-seven hours in main shops.
3. Double time for overtime in place of time and onehalf.

pay each year.

Thirty days' holiday with full
Extended issuance of annual free transportation.
Upon some of the foregoing and on a number of minor
The
points the board has already made concessions.
employees have been informed that an eight-hour day
has been granted, with Saturday afternoon holiday,
where that privilege is already enjoyed, and the payment
4.

exhibit, one a powerful
freight locomotive, built by the Pennsylvania
Railroad and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, a simple Mallet locomotive, just completed
at the Juniata shops of the P'ennsylvania Railroad, and
the class I is Decapod locomotive, the first of which was
These three
built by this road about two years ago.
locomotives are located on track 5 of the Pennsylvania
electric train station at Tennessee Avenue.
Bus service
between the hours of 2.30 and 4.30 P. M. will be maintained by the Westinghouse Company between the Boardwalk and the Tennessee aventte station for the benefit of
The
those who wish to visit the locomotive exhibit.
busses will make frequent trips, starting from Arkansas
Avenue at the Boardwalk, just in front of the pier
entrance.

Three locomotives are on

The American Car & Foundry Company has on exhibit
at Mississippi Avenue four heavy railway gun mounts.
These are a 14-in. army rifle, a 7-in. rifle, a 12-in. mortar,
an

8-in.

way

rifle

and an armored ammunition car for

rail-

artillery.

In addition to the track exhibit, the American Car &
Foundry Comf>any also has a number of field artillery
pieces, which are being exhibited near the Boardwalk,
between the MarlboroughBlenheim and the Brighton
hotels.

A

Four- Wheel Drive Automobile

The Four-Wheel Drive Auto Company,

Clintonville,

Wis., has on exhibit, on Mississippi Avenue, a three-ton
truck with four-wheel drive, used by the Army for

handling ammunition.
Self-Propelled Cars

5.

The storage battery cars, being exhibited by the Railway Storage Battery Car Company, and in operation
between Atlantic City and Ocean City, leaves the Boardwalk on Virginia Avenue, at 10 A. M. and 3 P. M. daily.
The round trip requires one hour and forty minutes.

June
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car, exhibited by the Unit Railway
located on Mississippi Avenue.

The steam-driven
Car Company,

is

Special Guests
.\llcn,

The Naval Ordnance Exhibit

Edgar

Navy.

R. S.

M. A. Nominations

Nomination Committee
THEManufacturers'
Association

of the Railway Supply
has nominated as
president W. S. Bartholomew, president of the
Locomotive Stoker Company, and vice-president of the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company.

It

has nominated

H. Symington
Mr. Schurch has been located at Rochester,
but expects shortly to remove to Chicago.

as vice-president J. F. Schurch, of the T.

Company.
N. Y.,

Registration,

American Railway

Association, Sec. Ill, Mechanical
Ayers, A. R.,
Boyer, Chas.

S.

E„

M.

P.,

N. Y. C.

&

St. L.,

Marlborough.

Penna., Runnymede.
Brogan, Jas. P., Asst. M. C. B., D. L. & W., Blackstone.
Brown, M. C, M. M., South Georgia, Haddon Hall.
Carroll, W. P., Genl. Supt, E. B. & A. C. Whiting Co., Schlitz.
Dickson, J., S. M. P., S. P. & S., Ambassador.
Duffy, A. P., Mgr. Safety' Section, U. S. R. R. A., Blackstone.
C. C.

I.,

S. M. P., W. L. E., Strand.
Frye, A. D., Pietmont & Northern, Strand.
Gibbs, A. W., C. M. E., P., Chelsea.
G'illis, H. A., Seaside.
Corell, W. T., Monticello.
Grewe, H. F.,'M. M., Pitts & West Va.
Hainen, J., Staff Officer Mech., V. & S.
Hartley, Geo. B., Solvay Process Co., St. Charles.
Henry, J. M., A. G. S. M. P., Penna., Chelsea.
Irvine, William, M. M., U. P., Haddon Hall.

Durham, Geo.

W. P., Jr., N. E., Penna., Chelsea.
Kilroy, P. M., M. C. B., St. L. & S. W., Breakers.
Klinefeld, R. B., F. C. R., Newburgh & South Shore, Seville.
Kneass, Strickland L.,
Shellers Co., Ltd., Chalfonte
Knox, W. J., M. E., B. R. & P., Arlington.
Lavallee, J. L., Mech. Supt., Strand.
Kiesel,

Wm.

McConville, H. A., I. F. C. R., L. & N.
Mcllvaine, C. L., S. M. P., P., Chalfonte.
May, Walter, M. M., C. C. C. & St. L., Chalfonte.
Mercur. R. E., T. M., Westmoreland Coal Co., Seaside.
Miller, R. S., M. C. B., N. Y. C. & St. L., Traymore.

Needham,

& C. D., Wabash, Alamac.
M. Supt, C. R. I. & P., Breakers.
M. C. B., Seaboard Air Line, Haddon Hall.
Peiffer, Chas. E., Master Car Building, B. R. & P., Arlington.
Ralston, J. A., M. E., Union, Marlborough.
Sasser, J. W., S. M. P., N. S., Chelsea.
O'Neil,

Pardue,

W

E. F., S. L.

W.

J.,

T.,

W. H., G. C. L, P., New Clarion.
Smith, C. B., M. E., B. & M., Chelsea.
Stork, W. A., F. C. R., L. V., Regent.
Taylor, F. C, G. C. I., P. B. & W., Berkshire Inn.
Thomas, F. H., V. P. & G. M., Bellefonte Cent., Craig Hall.
Thomas, R. V., S. M., Tex., Okla. & East., De Villa.
Turner, John A., M. M., C. St. P. M. & O.
Van Slyck, Frank, G. M., Fairport Painesville & East., St.
Charles.
Wallis, J. T., G. S. M. P., Penna., Chelsea.
Way, E. S., S. E., Gen. Amer. Tank Car Corp., Haddon Hall.
Weight, G. C, G. C. I., P., Berkshire Inn.
Weiler, G. S., G. C. F., G. C. & S. F.
Werst, C. W., Baldwin Loco. Works, Marlborough.
Wieseckel, G. F.. S. M. E., W. Md., Dennis.
Sitterly,

&

Car Repairs, Kas. Okla.

Texas,

Arlington.
Allen,

The Baldwin Locomotive Works is exhibiting', on the
Georgia Avenue tracks, a 14-in. railway gun mount and
a 7-in. caterpillar gun mount, built for the United States

Supr.

O.,

Edgar

O.,

Jr.,

Supr.

Car

Repairs,

Kas.

Okla.

&

Texas, Arlington.
.\nderson, C. M., Reg. Supr. of Safety, U. S. R. R. A.,
Blackstone.
Belk, M S., Gen. Air Brake Insp., S., Arlington.
Beyer, F. A., Supt. of Shops, Frisco & M. K. & T., Osborne.
Butler, T. F. M. M., P., Craig Hall.
Burns, R. C, Chief Air Brake & Steam Heating Insp., P.
East,

Haddon

Hall.

Calmback, G. M., Supr. of Welding, K. C. S., Traymore.
Clewell, C. W., Asst. Equip. Agent, Penna.
Col, T. W., M. M., N. P., Ambassador.
Coulter, A. F., Gen. Car. Fore., Union, Channel!.
Darden, C. M., M. E., N. C. & St. L., Breakers.
Diehl, W. T., Gen. Storekeeper, M. & O.
Duncan, J. N., M. M., F. D. D. M. & S.
Durham, Edwin, S. M. P., W. & L. E., Strand.
Femino, Alexander, Car Repairman, W. J. & S.
Ferrier, N. A., Supr. Shop Mach., N. Y. C. Haddon Hall.
Flinn, R. M., M. M., P. West, Craig Hall.
Graham, A. A., M. M., F. W. & R. G., Osborne.
Gregg, C. W.. Supr. of Safety, U. S. R. A., Blackstone.
Groten, N. N., Russ. Miss, of Ways of Commun., Terminal.
Heiser, H. F., C. C. S. M. P., So. B., Pennhurst.

Hinger, A. W., For. Mgr., Baldwin Loco. Works, Marlborough.
Kirkendall, Arthur, Reg. Supr. of Safety, U. S. R. A., Blackstone.
Klingel,

Repairer, W. J. & S.
Car Plant, Santa Fe, Blenheim.
Martin, William, Supr. of Equip., U. S. R. R. A.. Breakers.
Mercur, Henry, Westmoreland Coal Co., Seaside.
Needham. H. S., M. M., P., Seaside.
Morris, Wm. W., Asst. to Dir. of Pur., U. S. R. A., Galen

W. C, Car

Lundberg,

C. H., Supt.

Hall.
Oelkers, A. H., Asst. Supt., S. P.
Owens, R. H., M. C. B., Cosden & Co., Breakers.
Pape, W. Howard, Mech. Supt., Cosden & Co., Breakers.
Parker, W. V., Gang Leader, W. J. & S.

M.

Peters, R. F.,

E., St. L.

& San

Fr.,

Traymore.

Puckett J W., Gen. For. Car Repairs, S., Arlington.
Traymore.
Ramsdell, T. M., Jr., O. W. R. R. & Nav. Co.,
Hall.
Richman, John, C. C. I., Penna. Lines, Craig
Riggs, J. R., M. M., Penna. Lines, Osborne.
See, P. v., M. M., H. & M., Pennhurst.
P., Haddon Hall.
Sch'aller, Frederick, Gen. Air Brake Insp.,
K. & T, Marlborough.
Scott, C. E., P. A., St. L. & S. F. & M.
Shreeman, M., G. F., South Buffalo, Pennhurst.
Osborne.
Smith, E. S., Asst. M. C. B., F. E. C,
Strand.
Stokes, Willard N., Adv. Depart., P & R.,
Stoll W. J., C. I. Ins., Pennhurst.

M. M.. L. & W. B. C.
M. E., Danish State Rwys., Marlborough.

Strous, C. E.,

Suaning,

B.,

Timmey, H. W., Draftsman, P. & R.
Blenheim.
Tolley, S. J., Gen. Car For., Santa Fe,
Wentzell, R. L., Car Repairman, W. J. & S.
Arlington.
Willes, Howard, Clerk, A. R. A.,

Williams, C. B., Car Repairman, W. J. & S.
Lines iJennis.
Wilt W. L., M. P. Accountant, Penna.
De Ville.
Wink L. R.. D. W. Gen. For. Car Shop, C. & N. W.,
Shelburne.
P..
Winter, P. C, M. E., C. M. & St.
St Charles
Woods Charles K., Asst. Supt., U. S R. R. ANor.
Ypn<Tpr T P Gen Car Fore., Pitts. Shaw. &
,

Yorke?T.

H.,

M M

,

O.

W.

R. R.

&

N..

Haddon

Hall.

the
The extent of the moving picture industry in
that about
United States mav be judged from the fact
are used daily
300 000 kilowatt-hours of electric current
mvestment
merely for moving picture machines. The
devoted to movmg picture
in the machine industry alone,
Probablv
machines, has been estimated at $11,000,000.
and the total
5000 machines are worn out annually,
may be
amount of money absorbed by the industry
Machinery.
year.—
a
$.500,000,000
about
at

estimated
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.\ieckerl
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attending the convention this year

new general manager of the I'orl Pitt
Mi.
.S|)ring it Mainifacturing Company, Pittsburgh.
.\Ieckert was for years with the Standard Steel Works at
Philailel])hia, having severed that connection last Mardi
in the role of the

Conventionalities

I

M

mill

in

iiiiiiiiMiiiiM

iiiiiiiiiiit

iiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiliillliliiiiiiiiii

ini

iiiiiiillllllliiiiiirv?:

to ;iccei)t his present position.

Oscar Haywood, of
is

accoiiipaiiiccl

to tlio

Toiisoy N'aniisli ('omi)any,
convnitioii hy liis motluT, Mrs.
tlu'

W. Haywood.

.\.

K. C"arsrii, distriil master car builder of the New
York Central at .Mliany, is acc{)nii)anied hy Mrs. Carson
Their dani^htor, X'irjjinia. was married on
this year.
Jnne 2d to M. Croisant. an attorney in .Mhany.

A. MacRae. mechanical

Minneapolis
& St. Louis, is attendiuij- the convention, and from his
appearance seems to have fully recovered from a serious
J.

cn,t;ineer of the

operation last winter.

W. R. Haiji^ert. vice-president Samuel Rennett, Western representative of the Anchor Packing Company, are
all accompanied hy their wives to the convention this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Maggert and Mr. and Mrs. Bennett live in
Philadelphia and Mr. and Mrs. Landreth in Chicago.
;

Norman C. Naylor, of the Railway Steel Spring Company, who arrived from Chicago on the Special, Tuesday,
will be joined here Saturday by his sister, Mrs. J. Larned
Green, of New York, who will remain over Sunday. Mrs.
Green has never attended the convention before.
C. C. Hall, master car builder of the Cuba Railway at
Camaguey, Cuba, arrived last night and is stopping at
the Francis Hotel. Mr. Hall brings the regrets of George
E. Knight, superintendent motive power of the same
road, who was unable to attend the conventions this year.

Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Massey, of Chicago, who have been
attending the conventions of the signal associations for
some years, already are here, and will stay for the signal
convention, which will closely follow the mechanical convention.
Mr. Massey is president of the C. F. Massey
Company..

master car builder of the Lehigh \^alhas been treasurer of the Master Car Builders'
Association for many years, says that his name was misspelled for the first time in his 40 years of attendance at
the conventions in the registration list reported in yes-

John

S. Lentz,

who

terday's daily.

Among

those

W.

arrived on the special train from

ToUerton, vice-chairman of the MeMr. Tollerton is stopping at the
Marlborough-Blenheim, and has with him Mrs. Tollerton
and his two children, Miss Frances Lee and Robert
William.

Chicago was
chanical

J.

Section.

and Mrs. Frank

son, Frank, Jr.,
mechanical convention.
Mr. Lepreau, who is manager of railway sales of the
Macbeth Evans Glass Company, Pittsburgh, has for years
been identified with the Edison interests and is one of the
IMr.

Commerce Commission,

J.

Lepreau and

are this year attending their

first

old guard at the signal conventions. He will, of course,
remain over to attend the semi-annual meeting of the
Signal Division at the Breakers before returning.

at the .Siicl-

with

Safety of the
Mrs. I'orland

and a party of three, motored from Washington to AtlanMrs. Bortic City on Tuesday to attend the convention.
land was so severely burned by the wind ami hot sun
that she was confined to her room yesterday, but will be

*
i,

I

,

1

out again today.

Captain George Hull Porter, who formerly was manager of the central district of the railroad department of
the Western Electric Company, comes to the conventions
this year as manager of the entire railroad department.
Captain Porter was in the Signal Corps of the army during the war, and was assigned to si)ecial signal w(jrk on
outpost wires.

Arthur Allen, vice-president of the H olden Com])any,
The
of Montreal, Canada, is here for the convention.
Holden Company represents a number of imjjortant
United States concerns in Canada, including the Camel
Company, McCord & Company, the American P.rake
Shoe and Foundry Company, the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company, the Pyle-National Company and the
.

Bradford Draft Gear Company.

We regret to see our old friend, Walter B. Leach,
walking with crutches, but Mr. Leach himself is very
glad to be able to walk even with the aid of the crutches.
On account of sickness there was a long period during the
last two years when he was hardly able to get around at
Recently, however, he has been getting better, and
all.
while he still walks with much difficulty, he hopes he is
now on the road to recovery. Mr. and Mrs. Leach, who
have been regular attendants at the conventions for years,
arrived

Monday.

man we saw after our early arrival in Atlantic
was John D. Hurley, president of the Independent
Pneumatic Tool Company. According to custom of many
years standing Mr. Hurley has a habit of getting on the
ground early and making his plans for contributing to the
at
success of the gathering. Mrs. Hurley is with him
first

City

—

the Marlborough-Blenheim.
R. S. Cooper, vice-president of the company, and F. J.
Passino, southeastern representative, are at the Tray-

more.
L. Woods died in Pasadena, California,
This 'simple announcement in the daily will be
read with sincere regret by the many friends of Major

Major John

June

13.

Woods now

who

stopping

P. I'orland, chief of the Division of

The

H. L. Irving and H. C. Delcher, inspectors of the Baltimore & Ohio test department at Baltimore, are at the
]\Iartinique. They have been specially delegated to report
their impressions to the Test Bureau of the B. & O. on
their return.
Both admit that the convention will pass
every known test to which it can be subjected.

ley,

W.

Interstate

(i.

ie is

1

burne.

in Atlantic City.

Major Woods was a

vet-

eran of the Civil War. In business life he was connected
in a managerial way with the Allen Paper Car Wheel
Company, McKee, Fuller & Company (both corporations
later on being merged into the Steel Tired Wheel Company, of New York) the Railway Steel Spring Company
and the Buckeye Steel Casting Company. Major Woods
leaves a widow, but no children. He was the father of
the late Edwin S. Woods, president of Edwin S. Woods
,

& Company.
Edwin B. Leigh, president of the Chicago Railway
Equipment Company, arrived in Atlantic City on the
opening day and registered at the Traymore. Mr. Leigh
has recently been honored with the vice-presidency of the
National Manufacturers' Association. C. Haines Will-

I
'

—

;
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iams, vice president of '"Creco," is also attending the
conventions,
l^rcd Dc Lono- and Arthur Wyman will
probably not be able to be here this year. Mr. Leigh recently has written and published a pamphlet entitled
"Value of Railway Plant Compared with That of Other
Industry," which is an interesting contribution to the discussion of the relation of the railroad industry to general
prosperity.

George E. Scott is returning to his duties as first vicepresident of the American Steel Foundries. In July of
1917 he severed his business and home ties in Chicago,
moved to Washington and entered actively in Red Cross
service.
He became assistant general manager of the
American Red Cross and later its general manager. He
literally worked day and night and his record of achievement is a splendid one. Now that he is again an American Steel Foundries man he is in Atlantic City, accompanied by his sister, Miss Cornelia Scott, who, by the
way, has also been an earnest Red Cross worker in
Washington since we entered the war.

The
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thing that Juan Romaiiach, locomotive superof the Cuba Cane Sugar Corporation of
Havana, inquired about on his arrival at the convention
was, "Where's Hale?" Otis R. Hale, overdue, is superintendent of motive power of the L'nited Railways of
Havana. When last seen on Monday, Hale was reported
as alive in New York.
In addition to Romanach, Mr.
Hale is sought by several manufacturers who have inquired for him.
first

intendent

Secretary John I). Conway, of the Railway Supply
Manufacturers' Association, you must remember, came
here long before the rest of us. He looked around Atlantic City in odd moments, and somewhere he glimpsed
this placard

:

"TAKE A SKY TRIP OVER ATLAN-

TIC CITY."

Now, Secretary John is not
The stock market never

nature or choice.

a "flyer" by
did interest

or excite him in fact, on his travels he prefers the way
freight to the "Century'' and the "Broadway." But the
;

One

of the former attendants at the conventions who
be missed by many friends this year is Samuel T.
Fulton.
Mr. Fulton, who was vice-president of the
Railway Steel Spring Company, became ill with pneumonia in the latter part of last March, at his home in
New York, and died within a few days. Before going
in the railway supply business Mr. Fulton was a railway man, his last railway position being assistant to the
president of the Rock Island Lines.
He was widely
known, and nobody ever knew Sam Fulton who was not
glad and proud to call him a friend.
will

Ethan I. Dodds motored down with his family from
Central Valley, N. Y., to Atlantic City, arriving here at
3 p. m. Tuesday. He left his farm at Central Valley at
5 a. m. and made the run of 200 miles in 10 hours.
At
least 50 miles of the trip was through a fog and one
hour was used to repair a puncture and eat lunch. Mr.

Dodds
and

is

accompanied by his wife, his son, Ethan I., Jr.,
Miss Dorothy. Mr. Dodds' name, by

his daughter.

the way, was misspelled in connection with the list of
representatives of the Flannery Bolt Company in Wednesday's Daily.

Charles L. Humpton. manager of the tube mill and
director of the Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg.
Pa., died at his home in Parkesburg on May 26 at the
age of 48. Mr. Humpton was taken ill just a few days
before and his trouble almost immediately developed into
bronchial pneumonia.
He served for many years with
the Parkesburg Iron Company in various departments
for some time he was connected with the Philadelphia
office, where he devoted his time to the railway trade. He
was one of the old-timers at these conventions.

Frank McManamy. who has come

to the conventions
years as chief locomotive inspector of the Interstate Commerce Commission, has come this year as assistant director of the Division of Operation of the U'nited
States Railroad Administration in charge of the mechanical department.
He is accompanied by Mrs. McManamy, and they arrived from their home in Washington.
D. C, on Tuesday evening. To the broad view Mr.
McManamv took of the desirabihty of holding the convention and exhibit in Atlnntic City this year and of having as many mechanical officers as practicable attend, is
very largely due to the great success of the convention
and exhibit. Mr. McManamy expressed satisfaction vesterday both because of the size of the crowd attending
the convention sessions and the magnitude and completeness of the display of railway equipment and machinery.
in past

Secretary

Conway About

to

Go Up

in

an Airplane

placard interested him, and he pondered over the vision
of a real thrill in his young life.
He thought of it day
night, and after he had made all arrangements for
our coming and had figured out the last detail of making
that splendid exhibit on the Steel Pier, he came to the
conclusion that his life's work was practically ended
all but the thrill.
He nearly decided definitely to give

and

the pier and the exhibit the "once over" from above, but

he might have changed his mind had he not. in an unguarded moment, told a friend of his intention. Well,
the friend told the story to a friend, and soon several
friends heard of the plan. Then it was all over, except
the flight. Thursday, June 12, 1919, at 4 P. M., Secretary John and Lieut. Bob Shank, the hero of many hours
in the air, made a beautiful "hop-oft"' from Aviation
Field, Atlantic City, in the lieutenant's plane. Let Secretary John finish the story: "We made a beautiful start.
ascended
I had no sense of leaving the ground.
rapidly to a height of 3,000 feet and then flew over the
city.
It was a beautiful sight
an experience I will
never forget. I felt perfectly safe from the very start,
and enjoyed it more than I can tell vou. h'.yery man
should eo. It's the life."

We

—
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The Man was told lliat tlic niattinj^ on tlic floor in
some of the booths lias chanielcon-like cliarartcristics this
year, due to the i)eeiiliar qualities of the coloring with
it

Water

is

19,

1919

"Take limitations," said he. "Hundreds of standardized locomotives are oi)erating on lines to-day deprived

Don't Spit on the Matting

which

June

dyed.

on the matting will transform it from
the conventional grass green to black. Visitors, in deference to a sense of orderly color, should refrain from
expectorating on the floor.
siiilled

of steam dome space because they were ordered built
to a minimmn clearance established by a road to which,
]ierlia])s, was allotted a small number of the standard locomotives, after all.
.shall correct that, and meantime we are urging those who are so afflicted, to reconstruct these domes and give their engines dry steam."
The Man saw that the builder meant business, ,^ntl he
sus])ecte(l that the return of the roads would signal the
repeal of regulations which, under the stress of apparent urgent necessity, had imjiosed unpractical ideas on
the carriers.

We

A Pow-wow

on the Pier

quest of the worm had nothing on
The
Tile Man.
He was abroad early, and a slowly rising
fog revealed the outlines of the Pier, toward whose enearly bird in

Co-operation

To The Man Who Saw them
some way The Four

was evident that in
were in some man-

it

in the discussion

ner "out of luck."
"I counted every box
six of them
none of them
contained the drills."
"Well, we're in bad all right.
We had better wire
home for drills, or else we don't demonstrate."
"Why, there are all kinds of drills here let's see what
we can do."
The Man followed them, interested in the results. A
partly emptied box of assorted twist drills invited The
Four into the booth of the drill exhibitor. They told
their hard luck tale and were given the drills with the
admonition, "You can use all you want, but be sure to
tell them whose drills you are trying to burn up."

—

—

;

The master mechanic from Cuba complimented the
maker upon the substitution of incandescent lamp bulbs for the troublesome carbons.
The
headlight maker seemed pleased.
"Rut." added the Locomotive Man, "they have become
so popular with the engineers that they will, on every
possible occasion, remove the high-powered bulb from the
headlight, place it in the cab, and put the smaller cab

Man

asked the most nat-

this

;

can't

you cure them

of the habit?"
"Well," said the Locomotive Man, "it got so after
awhile that we had to resort to extreme measures to
prevent the over brilliant illumination of the comfortable cab at the expense of the front end. When we put
in a new headlight bulb now, we seal the door with a car
seal.
If the engineer wants a new one he has to produce
the old lamp and the seal."

A

Forecast

The Man was

interested in the latest developments
in the construction of what someone has termed "the
real money earner on the railroad."
He wondered, as
he sought the booth of the maker of locomotives what
shape the tendency of design would assume under the
private control of railroads, which is considered imminent.
What features of standardization would rem.ain?

What

innovations would be conspicuous by their absence in future design?
The builder quickly dispelled any idea The Man might
entertain as to their intention of perpetuating some
of the mistakes which have resulted from the headlong
plunge into standardization. He admitted that perhaps
some of the lessons learned during the war would be
profitable
but he couldn't think of them just then.

—

deliberation. Just as he
three or four exhibits he glanced

Smoke
down

—

zation pales into cold and morbid insignificance.
As
The Man, somewhat shy of breath, arrived at the scene
of his suspected blaze he gazed upon a comfortable

There were those
of them inhaled
cigarettes, some puffed black cigars, and two or three
contributed their bits with well seasoned pipes. But all
smoked furiously as the argument waxed hot and the
smoke cloud grew denser.
sat,

and those who stood.

!

Most

"Why, this is the best mechanical convention ever
held," escaped through the cloud to the ears of The
Man who leaned against a post and fumbled for a
cigarette.
"Believe me," volunteered a member, lighting another stogey, "the Railroad Administration knew what
was doing when it encouraged this show."
"You're right," said Joe, "I have attended these
conventions since Hector was a pup and nothing like
possibly, never again.
this was ever pulled ofif before
it

:

"But how do you overcime

way with

his
first

apparently arose from a bocjth some disthe aisle.
Where there is smoke there
must be fire, he thought, and the enjoyable ease of his
stroll suddenly developed into a trot.
As he ran his
mind (juickly framed him as a possible hero perhaps
he would shine in to-morrow's Daily as The Man Who
Saw and quenched a threatening blaze on the pier
Visions of congratulations increased his speed.
Anticipation is truly the joy of life; by contrast, realiup.

tance

who

electric headlight

ural question in the world

made

had passed the

smokefest of no mean proportions

The Light Cure

lamp in the headlight."
Overcome by curiosity, The

trance he

—

."
remember
Here he was intercepted by one

\N\\y, I

of the listeners with
a request for "a little tobacco."
One who perceived
the psychological chance assumed the floor. Respectful deference was accorded the "old timer," a superintendent of motive power, who delivered a lesson born of
up-hill toil against odds and the observance of a life-

time of "conventions."
"Boys, listen to the voice of Nestor," he said. "Ten
years ago I made the statement just made by Joe. I
never thought that another convention would eclipse
the one we saw that year and look what has happened
Put away the pipes and let's get to work. Let's go out
among these exhibits and study them. If you can't

—

!

remember it all, write it down. Think of some of these
things as possible solutions of your problems."
As the smoke subsided. The Man Saw. And he felt,
as he quietly withdrew, that there ivas some fire behind
that smoke after all a fire of determination to make it
pay: a fire of enthusiastic appreciation of the railway
mechanical brains of a continent, and the far-sightedness of a nation of contributors to their welfare,
stretched along the pier.
;
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New

Among

Devices

the Exhibits
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A

THE

Portable Steam Sterilizer

\A'est

Disinfecting Company,

New

York,

is

exhibiting an improved portable steam sterilizer
which is intended for use in railroad yards for sterilizing water coolers used in passenger cars and stations.
The sterilizer consists of a steam boiler, a fuel tank and
burners and an air pump, all substantially secured in an

of each burner and is supported on an asbestos partition
between the burners and the fuel tank.
The boiler, fuel tank and burners are encased in a
Russia iron jacket lined with asbestos, which makes the
danger of communicating the flames to surrounding objects extremely remote.
This apparatus is equipped with
adjustable safety valves, safety water gage, steam gage
and other safety devices. The capacity is about 10 gallons nd the working pressure from 15 to 50 lb. per square
inch according to requirements.
The device may readily
be moved to any desired location without damage to the
apparatus or danger to surrounding objects.

A Car Window That Will Not Drop
ABATEMENT OF THE NUISANCE of the car window
is

which may suddenly and without warning drop on
the hand or the arm of an unsuspecting passenger,
obtained by the device illustrated herewith, which will

effectively retard the

The

Sterilizer

Mounted Ready

for

downward movement

of the sash.

Use

iron frame work mounted on heavy wooden wheels and
using kerosene vaporized under air pressure as fuel.
The boiler shell is constructed of open hearth sheet
steel having a tensile strength of 55,000 to 65,000 lb. per
sq. in.
It is 14 in. in diameter and 22 in. in height with
convex top and concave bottom. The seams are lap
joint, and after being securely riveted, and the various
pipe connections inserted, the entire boiler shell is galvanized and thoroughly tested under a pressure of 200 lb.
per sq. in. The fuel tank is of sheet steel, 12 in. in diameter and 9 in. high, with seams brazed or riveted.
Both the boiler and fuel tank are provided with fusible
plugs having a melting point of 300 deg. F.
Three
Giant burners, constructed of bronze, are provided and
ai-e especially adapted for use with kerosene.
A brass
screen in the central supply pipe of these burners reduces carbonization to a minimum and a clean-out hole is
The burner tip can be removed for cleanalso provided.
ing.
A priming pan or cup fits around the supply pipe

Shoe Automatically Slides

to the

Top

in

Lowering the Sash

thereby preventing damage to the sash frame, glass and
sash lock. As indicated in the illustrations the springs
One photograph shows the
are of different strengths.
device applied to a sash which is raised, and it will be
noted that the heavy spring is at the top. In raising the
sash the shoe compresses the weaker spring, allowing
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sa.>>li to la- r;n.si'il willi comparativi- case, at llir sainr
In loweriiijj the sash, the slioe
lime piTviiitiii^ all rattle.
automatically slides to the tup ami compresses the heavy
sprmj:. IS is shown in the second illustration.
This inoreasi'd press\irc gives sufticient friction to i)revent the

the

June
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to be (hie to the absence of soJip greases, caustic aiul sal
soda.
The name of the comi)oiiu(l is Wyandotte Sanitarv Cleaner and Cleanser.
i'lie cleaning of tile, marble, rubber and cork mats and
all similar furnishings that arc mopped or scrubbed, as
well as floors, walls and woodwork in offices, shops,

coaches and elsewhere is accomplished by a compound
known as Wyandotte Detiigent, another product of the
;d)<i\('

eompanv.

I
Styles in Car Lighting Fixtures
Ni;w TVPiis of Car lighting fixtures have been
put on the market by the Safety Car Heating and

SEVERAL

Lighting Company,

Xew

York.

The

totally indirect

type has succumbed and signs seem to point to the gradual elimination or refinement of the semi-indirect type,
])ossibly due to the cost of maintaining light colored
luadlinings in perfect condition for light reflection. The
brilliancy of the modern gas filled electric lamp has revived the bowl type of deck fixture and has also brought
into vogue the enclosing bowl type.
Tlie illumination
with both of the fixtures shown in the illustrations produces a soft, restful effect, and when fitted with gas filled
lamps they provide ample light for all purposes.

Inserted Tooth Metal

Saw Grinder

INEXPENSIVE MACHINE for cjuickly and accurately grinding the inserted teeth of metal saws is
shown in the photograph. It is a self-contained,

ALIGHT,

portable aiYair and may be screwed down on a bench and
driven from the line shaft. The movement of the saw
in the path of the grinding wheel is governed by the
lever which is seen protruding from the base. Stops are
provided for governing the "bite"' of the wheel, and ad-

Application of Compression Brake Device to Sash

sash from falling and at the same time holds the sash
tirmly against the outer stops when the vi^indow^ is closed.
If preferred, this device can be placed on the edge of
the stop casing adjacent to the sash, in which case application is made with the heavy spring at the bottom.
This
attachment is known as the compression brake device No.
A-151 and A-152, and is manufactured by the O. M. Ed-

wards Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

New

Cleaning Materials for Railways

\\'v.\NDOTTE METAL CLE.VNER is especially adapted
to cleaning driving boxes and rods, brake rigging
and other locomotive parts and is said to render
metal surfaces chemically clean without pitting the metals
or causing rust.
It is further claimed that this is accomplished without creating any objectionable fumes and
that by its use the amount of time devoted to cleaning is
reduced to a noticeable degree. This material is manufactured by the j. B. Ford Company, Wyandotte, Mich.,
who have samples of it on exhibition.
For cleaning the interior of box and refrigerator cars
and coaches, a material having sweetening and deodorizing as well as cleaning properties, has also been brought
out by this company the success of this material is said

TtiE

;

Grinder for Sharpening Inserted Teeth on Metal Saws

justment is furnished to neutralize the wear of the 5^-in.
bv Yz-'m. by yi-m. hole, 46-J vitrified Norton grinding
The teeth may be
wheel, which has a 45-deg. bevel.
ground on the top by using a cup wheel and turning the
wheel head at right angles to the position maintained in
grinding the face of the teeth.
This handy little saw sharpener is at work in the booth
of the Simonds Manufacturing Company, Fitchburg^
Mass.
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Electric Trucks

and Tractors

TYPES OF ELi-XTRic TRUCKS and tractors have
FOUR
lieen developed and improved by the Elwell-Parker

I'^lcctric

Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

particu-

meet the needs of the railroad field. The type
EH truck is equipped with large wheels, high lift elevatThe
ing platform and interlocked control mechanism.
drive wheels are 21^/1 in. in diameter with Sj/S-in. treads,
and the trailing wheels are 15 in. in diameter with 3j^-in.
treads. The vertical motor is direct-connected to a single
reduction worm and runs in a dust tight oil case. The
brake is located between the motor and differential and
larly to

object.

1521

The

])latfc)rm is three-point supported.

It

rests

on vertical links when up and is steadied by guides on
each side.
A heavy, hot-riveted steel frame provides
support for the equipment and protects it against abuse.
The type CC truck with a revolving crane has been
designed for service where heavy castings are stored

Truck Equipped with Revolving Crane
a traveling crane. The crane is elechas a capacity of 1,000 lbs. and a reach
of 4 ft. It is used to load heavy pieces on the truck and
transfer them to machine or forge shops for finishing.
The truck has a carrying capacity of 3,500 lbs. and operates at a speed of 400 ft. per min.
The type IK truck with wheels 20 in. in diameter and
battery located beneath the platform, so that all of the
platform may be used for loading space, is especially
designed for operation over poorly planked platforms,

beyond the reach of
trically operated,

Truck Designed

for Operation

Over Rough Pavements and

Soft Yards

operated by one of the two foot pedals. The driving
is of the full floating type.
The lifting mechanism is operated by a separate motor
especially designed for a service differing from that of
the heavier propelling motor. The motor is high off the
is

axle

floor

away from

the dirt and

possibility

of

damage.

This lifting motor may be started or stopped at the will
of the operator at any point in the upward or downward
of the platform, or it may be started and left
automatically stop when the load has reached its
highest or lowest position.
The upward travel of the
travel

to

^^f^l^SwP^^

^hHHb-I^^
Elevating Platform Truck

rough pavements or soft yards. The motor in this truck
is large enough so that it cannot be injured by the battery, even though the motor is at a standstill, with the
This makes fuses unnecessary and
current full on.
assures the climbing of inclines from yards to loading
The capacity of the truck is 4,000 lb., and
platforms.
it operates at a speed of from 400 to 550 ft. per min.

TA

Three- Wheeled, Light Weight Tractor

platform may be set any lift up to 4j 2 in., assuring clearance for the separate tray on which the load is carried.

A

special

in case the

device

protects

the

elevating

mechanism

platform should catch under some immovable

tractor is a light weight, high torque,
The type
short turning tractor for operation where machines or
construction restricts operating room. This tractor has
three wheels and carries a battery of 50 per cent greater
capacity than a standard truck.
It cannot be operated
unless the driver is on the seat, which automatically closes
the circuit breaker connecting the controller to the bat-

1

KAll-WAY
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ThciT

no fiisi- in ilu- niutor ciritiit as tlic inntin
the current llu- hattcry can deliver.
The motor is direct connected tlnonj,di a sinj^le redncThe wheels are
tion worm on a full lloalinK drive axle.
JO in. in diameter with ,V j-in. treads, and may l)o litteil
The operator sits on a
with chains ior outside work.
U-ry.

will

AUl

June

Improvement

is

in

ly,

I'ji'j

Journal Packing

:il)S(»il) all

cushioned seat and is jjrotecled hy a stout dash in front.
The tractor has a normal drawhar pull of (> Ions, and
turns practically in

its

own

len,i;th.

Refrigerator Car Insulation
TiiK MOST viT.M,
ONMCof OKrefriiicrator
cars

is

iu the

Construction

the use of an efficient insu-

W. johns-iManvillc C"omYork, is showins;' tlie Keystone hair felt inwhich was used in tlie construction of tlic

latinj::

panv.

i-"i-:.\Ti'RKS

material.

The

11.

New

sulation,

M'SK

r,\- TIIK SCAUCITV and
high price of woo! it
been necessary to lind sui)stitnte materials for
use in journal packing.
The resiliency in journal
packing was in the past derived almost entirely from the
wool in the |)acking mixture, Init with the great reduction
iu the i)riiportion of wool waste, various fibrous and
metallic substitutes have been used. The Rogers Journal
Packing Company, Chicago, has improved and (leveloi)e(l
the old Rogers journal packing, under the trade names

Bi has
(

of Steccjs and h'racar.

The Stecos packing

for high s])eed service consists of
of wool waste with a mixture of cotton,
pieces of sponge and steel shavings. The cajjillary action
is provided chiefly by the cotton
the resiliency imparted
!)y the wool, sponge and steel shavings makes a jjacking
mixture that will resist the tendency to glaze over and
remains in a resilient condition for a long period. The
])ieces of sponge, being highly ab.sorbent, act as reservoirs of oil throughout the whole mass as it rests in the
journal box.
.•\
cheaper form of packing is the I^'racar, which is
ronijiosed of colored cotton waste, sponge and steel shavinL;s. and is intended for use in freight service.

25

cent,

i)er

;

Drexel Multiple Roller Side Bearing
THE iLLUSTR.\TioN

INbearing
ment.

liELow

is

shown

a

roller

side

adapted for use under extremely heavy equip-

of the multiple interposed roller type,
Being of the
inverted design, it does not become inoperative through
accumulations of dirt, cinders, snow or ice.
It is so
It

is

which i)rovides large contact surfaces.

Keystone Hair Felt Insulation
refrigerator cars built in this country and sent to France
for the purpose of transporting fresh meats to the
American Expeditionary Forces. This hair felt insulation consists of a cushion of specially treated hair placed
between two sheets of insulating paper and securely
bound together at the edges and at several intermediate
The
points, making an insulation one-half inch thick.
results in refrigerator efificiency obtained by the use of
this hair felt insulation are said to be most satisfactory.

Inverted Multiple

Roller

Side

Bearing

constructed that all parts are open to close inspection.
This side bearing is made by the Chicago Railway
Equipment Company, Chicago.

Reinforced Flanges
for Freight Car Wheels
.

that there are over 650,000 33-in. wheels
IT of various weights with flanges thicker than the Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' standards
in service in the United States today in both freight car
IS

Sand on Axle-Generator Belts

CLAIMED

and engine tender service.
The Southern Wheel Company, St. Louis, Mo., has on
exhibit three pairs of wheels on axles, the wheels having
flanges ^/le-'m. thicker at the base line than the present
Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' standard
flange.
Wheels with the flange as described above have
been recommended by the Association of manufacturers
One pair of the above-menof Chilled Car Wheels.
tioned wheels the 800-lb. special wheel has just been
removed from service under a 50-ton steel, hopper bottom coal car on the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad and the
wheels show practically no wear on either the front or

—

—

back of the flange.

The three pairs of wheels mentioned above are shown
on a standard section of track with a No. 4 frog and
guard rail, with standard 1^-in. guard rail clearance.

Car Heating and Lighting Company,
THENewSafety
prevent
York, has developed
a device to

slip-

ping of axle generator belts for trains operating in
severe winter weather. This device operates by automatically depositing sand on the belt.
A small motor is
mounted on the frame of a small metal case located at
some convenient place on the car. Geared to the armature shaft of the motor is a valve operating mechanism,
whereby a valve is opened at predetermined intervals, releasing air under pressure from the air brake system.
The velocity of this air passing through an injector carries a spray of sand onto the generator belt, counteracting any effects of ice on the pulleys.
The sand is stored
in the locker or some other suitable place and feeds
through a pipe to the injector. The motor operating this
device is connected directly to the lighting generator so
that the sander is only in operation while the train is in
motion.
When the service of the sander is not required
it is disconnected from the axle generator by a switch.

G

Table of Contents

will

be found on Page

Director General Hines has issued a statement appealing to
railway employees to give him their energetic co-operation in
trying to operate the railways more
Mr. Hines
economically.
It will be interesting to
Appeal
see whether Mr. Hines' appeal has any
perceptible effect.
Railway labor has
to Labor
received advances in its wages and conits conditions of work since government
was adopted which are costing approximately a bil-

cessions affecting
control

The government is incurring a deficit in
operating the railways which is running at the rate of about
three-quarters of a billion a year.
If cordial and energetic
co-operation could be brought about between railway managers and employees in devising and carrying out efficiency
methods, probably a large part if not practically all of this
deficit could be wiped out without any increase in the hours
of work or a reduction of the wages of a single railway employee. The result would necessarily be a large reduction in
the number of employees, because wages are so large a part
of total railway expenses that without increases in efficiency
having the direct effect of reducing the number of men eraIt has seldom
ployed, no large economies can be effected.
been possible on any individual railway and never possible
lion dollars a year.

.

on the railways as a whole to secure the good understanding
and co-operation between the managements and the men necesThus
sary to obtain the greatest efficiency and economy.
far it has proved even more impracticable to secure this coFrankness requires
operation under government operation.
us to express some skepticism as to whether Mr. Hines' apThe duty of railway employees, in
peal will do any good.
vietv of the vast increases in wages they have received, is
plain, but, unfortunately, the supposed rights of railway employees occupy a larger place in their thoughts than their
In this respect, of course, they are merely human;
most people think and talk a great deal more about their
As long, however, as both
rights than about their duties.
employees and employers in the various lines of industry constantly subordinate consideration of their duties to consideration of their rights, the difficulties in the way of securing
the increases in industrial efficiency which are needed to further the loest interests of all, will not be removed.
duty.

S of

the Advertising- Section

the indication which it gives of the change that has taken
place since the signing of the armistice and the lifting of the
restrictions on foreign exchange.
At one time in 1917, a

Swedish krona was worth a little over forty-seven cents in
York.
The parity of American and Swedish money
makes the krona worth a little over twenty-six cents. At
present, the krona is selling in New York at about twenty-six
cents, and before the offering of the loan, was selling at
about twenty-five cents. In the four months ended April 30,
1919, exports from the United States to Sweden amounted
to over $38,000,000, while our imports from Sweden were
between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000. The large premium at
which kronars were selling in this country in 1917 and 1918,
was due, not to an excess of Swedish imports into the United
States over United States exports to Sweden, but to the fact
that England and other of our allies were importing heavily
from Sweden and settlement for these transactions was being
made through New York at a time when the exchange rate
of the pound sterling in New York was "pegged," that is,
fixed arbitrarily.
The large premium on the krona in New
York was the reflection of the relations between our allies and
the Scandinavian countries, and even during the war,
Sweden was an importer from the United States rather than
an exporter to this country. The ability and willingness of

New

this country to place credit at the disposal of
a definite stage in the progress of gaining

American goods

Sweden marks
a market for

in that country.

Mr. Borland's report on the Fort Washington collision of
January 13, noticed on another page, brings out the fact
that there were failures at five points;
nothing new or surprising, perhaps, yet

••"^

Fort Washington a

second point

is

fact to be noted, lest

we

concentrate

on the main point, the mistake
or neglect of the engineman.
The
the failure of the monitorship of the fireman.

Collision

too fully

This weakness is so nearly universal that there is, perhaps,
no occasion for discussing it; though in this case the fact that
the engineman and the fireman were in separate cabs adds
significance to the point. The third point is the engineman's
defective record.

It is not for a distant critic to say that a
should have been on this engine; circumstances
may have afforded various reasons for having this man
there; but the fact remains that when a superintendent sets
out to have his best trains manned by the best men he has
undertaken to sustain his road's reputation at a vital point,
and is bound to give reasons for any condition lower than

better

A

syndicate of American bankers, headed by the National
City Company of New York, have arranged to sell in this
country $25,000,000 of Swedish Govc
A
Ti-AAbweden
Bidding
g^nment twenty-year six per cent bonds.
In Our
The offering price of these bonds is

which is approximately the
993^,
same price at which the Norwegian
Government six per cent bonds, sold in this country some
time ago, are now dealt in on the open market. The Swedish
loan is particularly interesting for a number of reasons. In
the first place, prior to the war, Sweden bought railroad supplies both from Germany and from Great Britain, and
was,
moreover, a fairly large manufacturer of machinery and
tools herself. The proceeds of the present loan are,
presumably, to be used in the purchase of machinery and tools,
textiles, and possibly some other goods in this
country.
It is
understood that the machinery and tools include some rail-

Markets

road supplies.

Another interesting point about the loan

is

man

The

fourth failure was in the weakness of the
This cannot be called a major feature, for
all space-interval and flagging rules provide for a margin
of safety; but this was one point in the aggregate of reasons
why the railroad, in this case, did not reach 100 per cent
The fifth point was the
safety and save the fourteen lives.
It is no different from a hunnegligence of the flagman.
perfection.

brake power.

dred other cases, except that the evidence in this case
peculiarly strong, clear

and understandable.

On

is

this point

Commissioner McChord has given us a two-page excursus
(which we print following the notice of the official report)
which operating officers may do well to paste in their scrapbooks.
He dees not present any facts that they did not
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before, hut liis Burciiu of Ssifi-ty ha.s Riven him a telling array of citations, which give "InKly" to hi.s dissertation
ami which will be useful to refresh one's memory when goIf any
ing to the confessional or in any quiet night season.
reader is so bu.sy as to be deterred l)y the length of tliis essay

know

on flagging he will do well to turn to the fourth paragraph
from tlie end, about "the human tendency toward minimum
toward what some people call laziness.
effort"

—

Nine investment bankers out of ten will tell you that when
American people have no imaginit comes to investments, the
In Indiana one of the standard
road bonds.
investments is gravel
Why? Not because it is a particularly
sound investment, but because the ination.

Investment
in Foreign
Securities

vestor can go out and see his security,
or at least a gravel road similar to the one which his investment will help to pay for. If the American public is really
devoid of imagination in regard to investments, the task of
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are true to

life.

This note

is

not being written with the idea

of refomiing all of the enginemen, or even of telling

them

hut to cite a praiseworthy rule on the noise
luiisancc, tliat of the Pennsylvania Railroad, which is printed
To make the jjracticc as praiseworthy
in anotlicr column.
:is llie rule, however, it is necessary to pay constant attention
lo those clau.ses which we have printed in italics.
All of the
tiitir

duly;

roads have a rule on this subject; how many
trainmasters find themselves able successfully to enforce those
Rule 468 .seems to refer to noi.ses which
italicized features?
arc considered objectionable, not by the railroad, but by
the citizens, those of reasonable minds and those of the other
Mr. Statler, the hotel-keeper, professes to be able
kind.
always to admit that complainers are right; can it be done
How long does it take to teach the average
in this matter?
engincman to use the whistle "judiciously"? What percenttage of the whistle signals on your road are no louder and
not a second longer than is actually necessary?
principal

Commerce Commission
and Adequate Railway Revenues

Interstate

is nearly hopea recent issue, tells
of a contract which France is to place in this country for
100,000 cattle which we secured in competition with the
Argentine, simply because this country was able to finance
the purchase; in other words, extend credit to France, whereas
American bankers, exthe Argentine was not able to do so.

RAILWAYS are to be returned to private operation, the heart of the railroad problem is
the question of how the companies are to be assured net
operating income adequate, first, to enable them to pay

know nothing about foreign investments.
who are working on this problem of financing American exports have at their command the re-

and refund them as
they become due, and second, to raise sufficient new capital
to improve and enlarge their facilities enough to handle the

sources of some of the largest financial institutions in the
United States. It ought to be possible for these bankers to
arouse the imagination of the general public. Recently there

commerce of the country.

establishing a great
less.

The United

American export business
States

Investor,

in

cept a very few,

The

few, however,

have been two very interesting advertising campaigns carried on in the East, based on the expectation of arousing the
romai^tic imaginat'on of comparatively wealthy peopl-". One
was a series of advertisements illustrating the various phases
of pearl fishing. The other was a campaign carried on by a

ASSUMING THAT THE

returns on their outstanding obligations

The new

may work

fairly successfully, though
deals clearly, wisely and effectively with this question.
However perfect it may be in
other respects, if it does not deal clearly, wisely and effectively with this question, it will be a failure, because under

legislation

defective in other respects, if

it

it

private operation will be a failure.
Before government operation was adopted regulation

firm selling furs, the advertisements illustrating the life of
the fur trapper in the far north. Englishmen with their supposedly less imaginative perception will buy shares in a diamond mine in South Africa,- a rubber plantation in Brazil,

proved a failure because it had denied
opportunity to earn adequate returns.
some quarters. It is denied in a recent
Commissioner McChord of the Interstate

an oil well in Mexico. Would it not be worth while for
the banking interests which are forming great combinations
to aid American exporters to make an attempt through a campaign of advertising, to help the American people visualize
the romance of foreign investment?

sion.

;i.nd

had

to the railways the

This is denied in
public statement by

Commerce Commis-

He

points out that net operating income in the three
years 1915-1917, which immediately preceded the adoption
of government control, was the largest in amount ever
earned in three consecutive years. This proves nothing as
to the wisdom and success of the old policy of regulation.
The most pertinent and convincing evidence regarding the
success or failure of the old policy of regulation, is afforded
facts as to the tendency of railway development under
Before the state legislatures and commissions and the Interstate Commerce Commission began to make reductions and
prevent advances in rates regardless of advancing operating
costs, the mileage of new railways built in the country annually was about 5,000 miles. Since 1907 new construction
has never equalled 5,000 miles in any year, and in the last
three years before the United States entered the war, it was
only 3,563 miles, an average of less than 1,200 miles a year.

by the

many

One more
war

evidence that, in
conditions have passed,

is

of our everyday affairs,
found in the renewal of com-

plaints of the whistle nuisance.

Abuse of
the Locomotive

problem

of

making

all

The

enginemen

reasonably careful in the prevention of

—

whether by whistles, or bells, or
pop valves or by just plain banging of
is one small burden from which the careful superincars
tendent is never free; but for the past year or two people who
The folrightfully might complain have held their peace.
lowing press despatch from Macon, Georgia, serves as a
reminder that the problem is still a live one:

Whistle

noise

—

— Belns

an alderman in the city of Macon at the present
People
time, lacks a whole' lot of being the sinecure it is imagined.
the
living in the vicinity of the various railroad lines have combined to stop
The matter comes before the city
blowing of whistles during the night.
failed
to
get
have
kickers
the
council regularly each week, but so far,
Petitions failing to have their effect, new tactics have been
results.
slumtheir
from
roused
are
aldermen
the
night
each
now
adopted, and
stranger calmly informing
bers in the dead of night by telephone, some
the alderman that "the whistles are blowing."

Macon, Ga.

The despatch may

be somewhat colored, but

its

elements

it.

There were corresponding declines in the other

facilities pro-

vided.

This downward tendency of the provision of new facilities

was of course

investment.

reflected in the statistics regarding

The investment made

in road

new

and equipment in

1910 was $778,000,000 and in 1911 $808,000,000. In 1911
Commerce Commission rendered its decision in
the first rate advance case, refusing to grant the carriers the
advances for which they asked. In the next year 1912
the investment made was $680,000,000; in 1913, $478,000,000; in 1914, $584,000,000; in 1915, $311,000,000 and in
In every year from 1911 to 1916, ex1916, $268,000,000.
the Interstate

—

June

20, 1919

cept 1914, there was a decline in investment;
the investment made was less than one-third
five

RAILWAY AGE
and in 1916
what it was

years before.

Why

was

there this decline in investment?
The average
percentage of net operating income on cost of road and equip-

ment earned in each year from 1910 to 1915, inclusive, as reported by the Commission, was as follows: 1910, 5.73 per
1911, 4.87 per cent; 1912, 4.62 per cent; 1913, 5.12
per cent; 1914, 4.19 per cent; 1915, 4.09 per cent. The average return in the five years ending with 1905, according
cent;

to the Commission, was 4.97 per cent; in the five years ending with 1910, 5.41 per cent; and in the five years ending
with 1915, 4.56 per cent. The percentage of return earned in
1915 was the smallest in any year since 1899. The tendency
of net operating income under government regulation down to
and including the fiscal year ended on June 30, 1915, explains the decline of investment.
But, it is said, in the three years 1915-'17 the railways
earned the largest operating income they ever earned in any

What was that due to? In the fall of 1915 the
railways began to feel the effects of the tremendous increase
of industrial activity in this country which had been caused
by the war in Europe, and in the year ended on June 30,
1916, there was an increase of 24 per cent in freight traffic,
and of 21 per cent in freight earnings. No such increases in
volume of traffic and in earnings ever occurred before, or
probably ever will again.
The traffic and earnings in the
calendar year 1916 were larger still.
In the calendar year
1917, they showed a still further increase, although because
of large increases in expenses there was a decline in net operating income.
The foregoing facts show that under ordinary business
conditions in the United States in the five years up to and
including the fiscal year 1915 the policy of regulation followed resulted in a steady decline of the percentage of income earned by the railways. This crippled the companies
Then suddenly, owing to abnormal
in raising new capital.
conditions created by the war, there was a tremendous increase in traffic and earnings, and in consequence a large increase in net operating income. The policy of regulation had
nothing to do with this increase in traffic, or the large inIf normal concrease in operating income which it caused.
ditions had continued the percentage earned probably would
three years.

have continued to decline.
Railways officers and investors know this. Therefore railway men and investors judge of the effects which the old
policy of regulation would produce in future, not by the abnormal results caused by abnormal conditions in 1916 and
1917, but by the normal results produced by normal conThey
ditions and regulation in the years preceding 1916.
know that just before this abnormal increase in traffic came,
more miles of railways were in the hands of receivers than
They know this affords a better measure than
ever before.
the earnings of 1916 and 1917 of the fairness and wisdom of
the old policy of regulation.
But this is not the whole story. The
business came so quickly that for a time

enormous increase of
it was impossible for
But in
the increase in railway expenses to keep up with it.
1917 the expenses again began to grow faster than the earnings.
This was especially true as to the railways in eastern
They asked for an advance of 15 per cent in
territory.
freight rates early in 1917, but were given only half of it.
Finally in December, 1917, when it had become clear that
a large advance in rates would be necessary if increased expenses were to be offset, the Interstate Commerce Commission
side-stepped the acute problem presented by sending a special
report to Congress in which it said, in effect, that it could
not grant the advance in rates which were needed to keep the
Within a month government
railway companies solvent.
A few weeks afterward the Commiscontrol was adopted.
sion granted another advance of about 7J4 per cent in the
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freight rates of the eastern railways; and before we had had
months of government control freight rates throughout the

six

country were still further advanced 25 per cent, and passenger rates 50 per cent.

To one who knows this record it is futile to say that the
railway companies need have no fear of future regulation by
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
They have the best
of grounds for fearing any legi.slation which would leave almost entirely in the hands of the state commissions and the
Interstate Commission the determination of what
measure
shall be applied in deciding what the railways shall
be allowed to earn.
There are available certain other methods which may be
adopted.
Congress may fix by law the percentage of return the railways shall be allowed to earn, and on what basis.
It

to

may .specifically instruct the Commission
make net operating income sufficient to

ways adequately

to develop their facilities.

to so fix rates as

enable the railIt

may

delegate

determination of what return they shall be allowed to
earn to some other governmental body. The Esch-Pomerene
l)ill is fatally defective because it leaves
the determination of
thi.s question to the Commission without
in any way indicating that rates, as a matter of public policy, must be
made
adequate.
tlie

Are the Roads Being Over-Maintained?
-pHE Railroad Administration
A

appears to have suddenly

become obsessed with the fear that it is over-maintaining the railways and that heroic measures must
be adopted
to prevent this.
An order was issued by the Director General on May 27, instructing Federal managers
to so hold
down maintenance of way expenditures that the ratio of
these expenditures to the operating revenues for
June would
not exceed the average yearly ratio during the
three-year
test period.
This drastic order must have presupposed that
the ratio of maintenance expenditures to
operating revenues
during the test period is a fair measure of what present
expenditures should be.
Any such assumption would be
grossly erroneous.
That the Railroad Administration

smce realized

has

this is

indicated by the fact that the order

has since been annulled, at least for June.

The obligation of the government to the railway companies with respect to the maintenance of their properties
is
set forth in the standard contract, by the
terms of which
the director general is required so to maintain each
property that it will be "returned to the companies
at the end
of Federal control in sub.stantially as good repair
as it was
on January 1, 1917," provided that an annual expenditure
for such purpose equal to that of the test period, equated
for
changes in costs of labor and materials, shall be considered
as full compliance with this obligation.
The fear of the
Railroad Administration that the government will exceed
its obligation in this respect is in direct contrast with
the
anxiety on the part of most railway men that the government will leave them with a large accumulation of deferred
maintenance at the termination of the period of federal control, settlement for which will be made only after extended
controversy, if at all.

According to the figures on which this order was based,
maintenance of way expenditures consumed 15.3 per cent
of the operating revenues for the first three months of 1919,
as compared with 11.1 per cent for the same months of the
test period, and 12 per cent for the entire test period. Rather
than indicating excessive maintenance, these figures reflect
the radical changes in conditions during the last four years
which make these ratios valueless for comparative purposes.
All costs of operation have risen greatly during this interval,
those for the first three months of 1919 being 85 per cent
greater than for the same period of 1916, while earnings
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increased only 38 per cent.
It is this failure of earnings
keep pace with expenditures that has brought the operating ratio up to 91.5 per cent, as compared with 72.4 per
cent three years ago, and has reduced the operating income
from $214,000,000 in the fir.st quarter of 1916 to $45,977,752
in 1919.
No further data .should l)c necessary to demonto

strate the undesirability of attempting to

lations between earnings

apply pre-war

and any part of expenses

re-

to present

With the ratio of all operating expenses to
earnings increased from about 70 per cent in the test period
to over 90 per cent at present, to suggest that one large item
of expense shall be made to bear the same ratio to earnings
that it did in the test period borders on the absurd.
conditions.

The

director general stated in his order that the ratio for
the calendar year 1918 was 13.3 per cent, as compared with
12 per cent for the test period, thus intimating that the
That this is
roads were over-maintained during 1918.

purely a paper comparison which is not supported by the
physical facts is best indicated by a comparison of the tie
and rail renewals of last year, with those of the test period,
these being the only two materials the 1918 replacements of
which have been tabulated and made public. The rail renewals failed by 250,000 tons, or approximately 20 per cent,
to reach the test period average of 1,350,000 tons, while tie

renewals failed by 17,000,000, or 18 per cent, to meet the
period standard. Other important units of maintenance
It is therefore difficult to
renewals are equally in arrears.
apparent
see how the Raiload Administration can justify its
position that the roads are being over-maintained.
The order was also ill-advised because it applied alike to
part
the road which started its work early and had a large
was
of its season's program completed and to the road which
only starting. It was issued at a time when the best progress
could be made and before the call of the harvest field de-

test

Its drastic nature is indicated by the fact
would have required the laying off of as many as
Middlethree to four thousand men on each of several
Western roads.
issued, and it is to
It is unfortunate that the order was
way
be hoped it will not be renewed since maintenance of
expenditures should be determined by physical needs and
meaningless
facts and not by statistical ratios which are

pleted the forces.
that

it

unless considered with reference to physical facts.

New
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many of its aspects, under private operation. Colonel
Haines, however, studies the question from the point of
He examines the factors
view of the scientific student.
which go to make up the business of transportation by railroad; he examines these in the light of history, in the light
of comparisons with other countries and with other busithat is, in the light
nesses and from the ideal standpoint
of what could be hoped for in the solution of the problems
The work is undertaken in a strictly
that they present.
critical spirit; but at the same time it is the spirit of a
friend, not an outsider, for the author has a full knowledge
in

—

of the problems involved.

Colonel Haines is a veteran of the veterans, having
served in both the mechanical and the engineering departments away back before the civil war. He was superintendent of the Charleston & Savannah through that war, and

was the chief operating officer of the Plant System for IS
He had a wide acquaintance, and
years ending with 1895.
was president of the American Railway Association for nine
1887-96.
This practical experience is reflected
years,
throughout the book in a wealth of detail, sometimes contained in the text itself; sometimes in the invaluable appendices.
From this point of view the book may be regarded as both a text book and a reference work of inIt would be hard to
calculable value to railroad men.
say whether the ambitious train master or the general manTo
ager would gain most from its possession and study.
the younger men it answers, for the period which it covers,
as a very useful historical sketch.
The scope of the book is very broad. After a brief but
fascinating history of transportation from the dawn of history, the author describes in some detail the modern develop-

ments of motive power, of rolling stock, of substructure
and superstructure of roadway, traffic, transportation and
what he calls operation. By traffic. Colonel Haines means
which includes safety, speed, car supply, etc.
service,
"Transportation" is self-explanatory, but by operation he

means real control of operation, including both
tion and what he calls traffic.

The chapters on operation are possibly the most interesting in the book.
They will be appreciated by the general
reader as well as by railroad men. After all, it would be useless to show that American engineering skill and American
ingenuity had devised the best tools for transportation of
which we have any knowledge, if it could not be shown also
that American genius for organization had so utilized these
tools as to get

Railway Operation. By Henry S. Haines. 709 pages.
The Macmillan Company, New York.

Efficient

perspective in disIt is peculiarly difficult to get a true
cussing the efficiency of American railroad methods. Louis
D. Brandeis, when he was counsel for the Interstate Commerce Commission, raised a widespread but rather superthat a
ficial discussion of the railroad question by asserting
million dollars a day was being lost through inefficiency in
A traveler who meets with a discourterailroad operation.
ous ticket seller or a grumpy conductor makes a mental comparison between the railroad business and the hotel business,
forgetting that it is ten times easier to change a hotel clerk
A
or to correct his errors, than in the case of a conductor.
shipper whose freight goes astray, possibly because of poor
marking, compares the efficiency of the railroads to that of

company and gives the railroad a very
But these are unweighed averages, all of
them. A careful and scientific investigation into the efficiency
of American railroads has seldom been made even on a lim-

the large drygoods

low

rating.

ited scale.

Government operation of railroads has afforded a helpful
contrast by which the general public has been able to judge
of the efficiency of railroad operation in America, at least

transporta-

from them a large measure of

their potential

In this chapter on operation. Colonel Haines
critically examines American railroad organization and the
methods used for control of the organization, and sums up
his conclusions in this regard as follows:
"The exercise of executive control of a high order reefficiency.

a combination of knowledge and experience with
natural ability, a sense of justice and honesty of purpose.
These qualifications have been eminently conspicuous in the
men who have brought our railroad system into the state of
efficiency by which our national resources have been marvelquires

ously developed and our prosperity augmented; and, furthermore, by which railway operation elsewhere has largely
It is not to be expected of our railroad manageprofited.
ments that they have attained the highest possible stage of
for inefficiency, nor is this claimed for them, for the field
vestigation in railway operation is continually broadening,
as in other fields for research. General practice will always

In this respect, it will
lag behind the pioneers in every art.
compare
lie difficult to prove that our railway managements
unfavorably with those in other countries or with the directhome or
ors in other fields of production or distribution at
abroad."

So broad

is

the scope of the book that

it

is

out of the

June
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question to discuss any but a very few of the points which
There are many points on which practhe author covers.
tical railroad men, as well as other competent critics in the

might disagree with the author.
For inmost railroad men would agree that questions
of policy should be left to the board of directors, how far
this should apply in regard to "terms and conditions of employment"' is a question about which there is no settled
agreement.
Colonel Haines would relieve operating officers
entirely of such matters; but our Central Railroad Administration at Washington, which undertook to relieve the federal managers entirely of just this responsibility has not yet
demonstrated its success. Whether many American boards
of directors are able, ready and willing to do any better
railroad

field

stance, while

may be

—

and rational comment.
is not free from errors; in such an extensive
and laborious undertaking no author could expect to attain
perfection except by referring every chapter to a committee
lucid

The book

The development of the electric train staff
credited (page 393) to the General Electric Company instead of to Tyer, Thompson and the engineers of the Union
of specialists.

is

A

Switch & Signal Company.
foot note on page 394 gives
the erroneous impression that yellow is the night color indication (in fixed signals) for "proceed" on the Pennsylvania

The

distance from

New York

to Chicago, over

Pennsylvania Lines (page 588) is given as 870 miles,
some 36 miles less than is shown in the time-tables. Howthe

ever,

these

errors

are but as the small

dust of the balance in a great mass of facts in which the reader gains
interesting information on every page.
It is hard to conceive of anyone reading Colonel Haines'
book with an open mind and a clear understanding who can
fail to agree with the author that in this field of railroad
operation Americans have made a brilliant record of ef-

that American railway operation
degree efficient operation.

ficiency;

is

in the highest

mn
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Selection of Local Officers
Fort Worth, Tex.

To THE Editor:

Since government control of railways became effective
there have been many statements in the press about the lack
of discipline, non-observance of rules and general inefficiency of railroad men, especially in train, engine and shop

The truth
who are not

service.

seriously questioned.

a rare thing to find a practical man who can write
really well about the art, profession or business in which
he has proved himself an expert.
This rare combination,
however, is found in the author of "Efficient Railway Operation."
The writing is both polished and scholarly.
It
shows no signs of old age. It has a leisurely tone that is
quite unusual in present-day writing on technical and professional subjects.
The book, however, is not technical,
except, of course, in the statistical tables in the appendices.
Any well-educated layman can understand and appreciate
the discussion not only of the history of the development of
the railroads but of the operation of the roads and the engineering features which have gone to make this development
possible.
The book is, therefore, thoroughly well worth
reading consecutively.
It is also a valuable reference work.
The index is comprehensive and very carefully made.
This is said with a
full knowledge of how extremely rare it is to find a comprehensive index for even a short treatise.
A bibliography, so-called, is included, but apparently
what is meant is a list of books which the author consulted,
for certainly no attempt is made to give a complete list of
even the most important books that have been published in
the last 10 or 15 years on railroad subjects.
Colonel Haines has spent on this work a period of three
or four years which, at his age, he might have claimed as a
well earned leisure; but the literary and historical workshop seems to be his natural element and this is a condition for the existence of which all students of railroad history will have occasion to be grateful.
To foreign readers
the book may be of somewhat less absorbing interest than to
the American, because of its wealth of details which they
will perhaps be likely to skip over; but in no other place
can they find such a rich collection of facts combined with
It is
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to all

of most of these allegations is evident

entirely blind to plain facts.
writer recently re-read an article by E.

The
H. Heath,
published in the Railway Age of November 16, 1917. The
author is a very close observer and a good judge of human
nature, and he hits the "bull's-eye" in almost every paragraph.
The general manager of today is rather dull of
comprehension if he is not studying evident facts and their
Mr. Heath points out the principal reason for unand loose discipline, but his statement should be am-

causes.
rest

by the following addition: "Some local officials vie
with each other to find ways and means to violate the contracts that exist between the brotherhoods and the railroads."
There has been a great change in railroading in tlie past
10 years and local officials who would have been a success
15 years ago may be failures today.
My early training began under a superintendent who had
served in the ranks as a civil engineer and he fairly had

plified

the itch to learn the practical side of train movement as
well as all other branches that go to make transportation
This man climbed from the position of supersuccessful.

intendent of a subdivision to general
est railroad in the country,

and

this

manager of the greatwas done by the force

The next best superinof his ability in about seven years.
tendent I worked for was in the West and he was taken
from the freight department. If all the other local officials
I have worked for in the past 30 years were put into these
two men's shoes, they would rattle like peas in a gourd.
Chief clerks generally make better local officers than despatchers for the simple reason that they are better "mixers"
and are in a position to hear all transportation problems
Mr. Heath states, "Efficiency comes through perdebated.
sistent instructions by an efficient field staff, explaining the
why as well as the how." Many local officers apparently
think that efficiency is in the atmosphere and we absorb it
Efficiency in the rank and file of railroad
as we do air.
If the
employees is simply a result of good management.
general manager does not know whether the general superintendent, superintendent and trainmaster know the factors
of successful transportation, how can he be successful?
The braking problem on railroads gives the best illusA
tration of the effects produced by the "I don't knows."
prominent air brake man wrote me some time ago, "We
have tried for 30 years to have the trains handled smoothly."
I admitted it was a fact, but added that we had been trying
all that time to use devices which we did not properly understand, and had failed to notice that the devices could not
do in actual service what they did in the instruction car.
Engine crews are the only employees on a railroad who receive

a progressive examination.

rounded with

inefficiency, neglect,

They

are

literally

sur-

incompetency and theory.

Despite this mass formation and attack on all sides, they
The engiare expected to deliver 100 per cent efficiency.
neers have the experience and others have the theory.
This letter is not written to direct attention to the important fact that local officials must be trained, trained and
for

modem

ideas.

An

Observer.

Flagging and

Its

Relation

To

Railroad Accidents.

Review of American Experiences with the Flagging Rule; Things
Needed to Improve the Practice
By
Interstate

C. C.

of the Interstate Commerce Commission
TiiKuponKKi'ORT
a rear-end collision which occurred on the Phila-

delphia & Reading Railroad near Fort Washington,
on January 13, 1919, has recently been issued. The
collision was between two passenger trains originating at
Pa.,

Philadelphia;

One

it

occurred about 15 miles north of that

city.

wooden coaches,
was stopped and

of these trains, a kxal consisting of 8

Philadelphia at 5:J0 p. m. and
delayed just south of Fort Washington on account of a preceding freight train Ijlocking the track. The following train,
known as the Scranton Express, left Philadelphia at 6
The engineman of this train stated that an autoo'clock.
matic block signal laated about 4,000 feet south of the
point of accident indicated clear, and he proceeded past
this signal with undiminished speed; under the circumstances, however, this signal should have been in the caution position. Approaching the point of accident, his view of
the track ahead was obstructed by an overhead highway
loft

McChord

Commerce ("ommissioner

crossing with bridge abutments close to the track, also a railroad bridge over the Philadelphia & Reading track, together
with sharp curves and trees located along the right of way.
The flagman of the preceding train had gone back some
1,500 feet for the purpose of protecting his train, but on
account of the local circumstances, the engineman of the
Scranton Express was unable to see him in time to bring his
train.
train to a stop before colliding with the preceding
The colliding locomotive telescoped in the rear coach of
demolthe local train for a distance of about 45 feet, entirely

Thirteen passengers and one employee were
and twenty-two passengers were injured.
A thorough investigation and extensive tests of the signal
the railsystem at this point were made by the employees of

ishing that car.
killed

Interstate
road company as well as by representatives of the
Commerce Commission. This investigation disclosed no conof the sigdition which could have caused a false indication
the engineman
nal, and the conclusion was reached that
indication.
either misread or overlooked the caution signal
A contributing cause of the accident was the failure of the
flagman of the local train to go back far enough to insure

disclosed that
full protection to his train. The investigation
1,500
the flagman went back a distance of approximately
was within the
feet from the rear end of his train and he
train
range of vision of the engineman of the approaching
results of
for an additional distance of about 750 feet. As the
provided to
this accident show, sufficient distance was not
enable the engineman of tlie express train running at full

speed to bring his train to a stop before reaching the point
Tests made subsequent to the accident with a
of collision.
similar train confirm the conclusion that the flagman was
not in position to warn the engineman of the approaching
train of danger in time to enable him to prevent the collision.
rule of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Comduties in a case of this charunder
acter provides that when a train stops or is delayed
circumstances in which it may be overtaken by another train,
the flagman must go back immediately with stop signals a

The

pany prescribing the flagman's

According to
sufficient distance to insure full protection.
evidence in this case a period of at least 15 minutes
elapsed between the time the local train stopped and
It is clear, therethe time the express train approached.
fore, that the flagman had ample time to have continued

liatk
'J'he

far

enougli

to

insure

full

protection

flagging rule on the Philadelphia

to

his

& Reading

train.

Railroad

similar to the rule in effect on practically all railroads in
Some roads have elaborated upon this rule to
the extent of specifying minimum distances which are considered to provide adecjuate flagging protection. But experiis

the country.

ence has shown that on account of the widely varying factors
affecting flagging protection, such as speed and weight of different trains, weather conditions, grade and curvature of
track, it is impracticable from an operating standpoint to
make this rule specific and absolute in its requirements. It
is, therefore, a practical necessity to rely to a very considerable extent upon the experience, discretion and judgment of
a flagman for the proper protection of his train under the
local circumstances and operating conditions existing in each
case. This is true not only with respect to the interpretation
of the requirements of a rule when applied to any particular
location, but also to the judgment of the man as to what constitutes adequate protection under any given circumstances.
It is a universally recognized principle or requirement
where automatic block signals are in use that the signal system must not be relied upon entirely for protection; the fact
that train movements are protected by automatic block signals does not alter the requirements of the flagging rule.
Under the circumstances in the Fort Washington wreck, if
the engineman of the express train had properly observed
the caution indication of the automatic block signal involved, he would, no doubt, have been able to bring his train
to a stop after seeing the flagman in time to prevent the accident. But the flagging rule contemplates that adequate protection shall be furnished in a case of this character, even
though the engineman, as in this case, overlooks or for any
reason fails to heed the signal indications. Had the flagman
gone back as far as the available time permitted in this case
or at least \he maximum distance required for bringing a
train running at full speed to a stop, he would have been
able to warn the engineman of the presence of the preceding
train in time to prevent the collision, notwithstanding the
failure of the engineman to heed the signal indication.
The
flagman had had nearly 15 years' railroad experience and
He exercised poor judgment in
his service record was good.
this case, and no doubt relied upon the automatic signals.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has been conducting investigations of serious railroad accidents for the past
eight years.
Since July 1, 1911, a total of 567 accidents
have been investigated, of which 358 were collisions, and in
1 1 1 of these collisions flagmen were involved to a greater or
Of the 358 collisions, 139 were rear-end colliless degree.
sions, and in this class of accidents there were 76 in which
flagmen were involved.
Of the total of 111 collisions in
which flagmen were involved, 57 occurred on lines operated
by the block system, while 54 occurred on lines where no
iilock system was in use.
The records disclose case after case in which flagmen
neglected or failed fully to carry out the requirements of
the rules. In some instances it has developed that experienced
men have grown careless and have acted in a perfunctory
manner, apparently without realizing their responsibility.
There are also a large number of instances in which the
flagman exercised poor judgment, due either to failure
properly to realize what was required of him in a particular
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and sufficient instruction by experienced railroad men.
Many instances may also be cited
showing lack of proper supervision of men when entering
railroad employment, or when assigned to trains as flagmen.
.Another condition which has been found to exist is the
fact that conductors too seldom give their flagmen specific instructions with reference to proper protection of their trains.
In a large number of cases conductors have apparently taken
it for granted that flagmen with comparatively little experience know what is required of them and can be depended
upon properly to perform their duties. In many cases a suggestion from the conductor or a few words of instruction as
to what was expected of the flagman would probably have
prevented serious accidents.
One of the most disquieting features of the record of accidents in which flagmen were involved is the fact that a
considerable percentage, and some of the most serious accidents which have been investigated, occurred on lines
equipped with modern automatic block signals.
The fact
should be recognized that lines equipped with such signals
carr}' the densest and fastest traffic in the country and perhaps in the world. It is a fact that frequently fast trains are
run at such brief intervals that when a train is unexpectedly
stopped or delayed, there is not time for a flagman to get
back far enough to provide adequate protection for his train.

A Compendium
An

of Flagrant

own

although the flagging rule required their use in all
The flagman had been in railroad service a total of
only four months and had never been in.structed, examined
or cjualified as a flagman.
In another case of this character, the flagman at fault had
been employed on this road less than one week, but had had
some previous railroad experience. He was assigned to duty
as a flagman by the trainmaster's clerk; the only question
asked was whether or not he had a watch. No instructions
were issued to him, and he received none from his conductor
during the trip.
He stated that he went out without any
knowledge of the operating rules and did not even have a
time table; and that he paid only half a dollar for his watch.
In another case the investigation developed that men were
used,

cases.

employed

Cases

Carelessness and failure to realize responsibility of
Accidents
of flagman by experienced men.
wherein experienced flagmen fail properly to perform their
In a recent case of this
duty are surprisingly common.
character, a train had been standing 25 minutes on the main
line without protection; the flagman had visited various saloons during the preceding night and was in no condition to
work. This man had had more than 7 years' experience as
In another rear-end collision, a passenger train
a trainman.
had stopped at a flag station on account of low steam. The
flagman went back and in about 20 minutes returned to the
train to obtain a fusee on account of his lanterns beginning to
burn low and also to see how much longer the train would be
delayed. He had started back the second time, but had gone
only 2 or 3 car lengths beyond the rear of his train when the
following train passed him.
At no time did he have any
torpedoes with him, and he was unable to light the fusee as

This flagman was a

man

3.

of this class.

of nine

In another case a train stopped with rear-end about half
yard limits; the engineman whistled out a
flagman, and the conductor told the flagman they would be
there about two hours, but did not give him specific instructions to flag, as he was qualified and he considered him to be
trustworthy. The flagman said he did not know the location
of the yard limit board and thought his train was within yard
limits, so he remained in the caboose reading and writing.
Train stopped at the usual point and he said he had never
gone back to flag in the month he had been running over
this part of the road.
Train had been standing one and onequarter hours at the time of accident.
Flagman had had
eight years' experience of which four was as a flagman.
2.
Inexperienced and incompetent men.
In a rear-end
collision between two passenger trains, resulting in the death
of 14 persons and the injury of 200 persons, the collision occurred at night.- The flagman did not go back a sufficient
distance, and did not use either fusees or torpedoes, although
he had both with him. The flagman entered the service of
the company 24 days before the accident, had no previous
railroad experience, and had not been examined on the rules.
In another case the flagman of a work train was given
verbal instructions to go to the next station on a preceding

Poor judgment on the part of experienced flagmen.
accident described above is an example

The Fort Washington

years' experience in train service.
a mile outside of

by a trainmaster's clerk who had

These and many similar cases point clearly to the menace
of employing incompetent and careless men in responsible
positions, and emphasize the need for the most rigid enforcement of rules and for frequent inspection and test by officers
in order that they may know aljsolutely that rules necessary
for the safe operation of trains are understood and obeyed.

position

it.

for train service

never been examined on the rules.
The examination given
was very perfunctory and consisted merely of filling in
answers to questions contained in a printed form which was
supposed to be checked over by the clerk and supplemented
by such explanations or instructions as he might give.

examination of the records of accident investigations

was no cap on

trains in the opposite direction until his

train arrived.

engineman of the passenger train took it for a wave of the
hand or a salute, acknowledging it with two short blasts of
the whistle and resuming full speed.
No torpedoes were

1.

there

all

The evidence indicates that when a passenger train approached from the opposite direction he did
not unfurl his flag and the signal he gave was such that the

suggests the following general classification of accidents resulting from the lack of proper flag protection.
the

and hold

train

case, or to lack of experience
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In another case, a rear-end collision occurred
on a six-degree curve, 550 feet from the point of curvature.
From that point, there was 150 feet of tangent, 475 feet of
2-degree curve, and 1471 feet of tangent.
The grade was
descending for several miles, averaging about one-half pe
cent.
The accident occurred during the day time, in cle£
weather.
The flagman went back a distance of 30 car
lengths, which brought him to the tangent 1,471 feet in
length, and tiiere put down two torpedoes.
He then walked
back and forth between the torpedoes and his train, being
about 24 car lengths from his train when the following train
passed him. According to the evidence, the engineman could
not see the flagman until within about 8 car lengths of him,
'Ugh his fireman and head brakeman could have seen the
lan a distance of 60 or 75 car lengths.
The head brakecalled attention to the flagman, and the engineman made
'ice application of the air brakes when about 12 or 15
v^...
lengths from the flagman. The speed of the train at the
time of collision was verj' low, the weight of the 85-car train
contributing materially to the damage.
The flagman had
had more than a year's experience and had a good record.
Accidents due to errors of judgment on the part of responsible employees cannot be entirely eliminated; the most that
can be expected is to reduce their occurrence to a minimum
by care taken in employing men for train service and by educating them to the responsibilities and duties of their posialso by making the rules as definite and specific as

tion;

practicaljle.
4.

Lack

instructions.

of definite instructions or misunderstanding of
In one case of this character the conductor

sent the flagman forward to assist in switching in place of
an inexjiericnced head brakeman; he told the head brake-

man

to look out for a following

passenger train but received

no acknowledgment from him.
The head brakeman said
he had not been instructed to flag the passenger train
and thought the reason no attempt was made to protect
was because the conductor had time on that train. Head
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braki'in.in

li.ul

lurii

in

tlu'

srrvicc

less

than

four months.

In another case tlio condiutor of a work train sent a flagman to a station with verbal instructions to hold all trains
until his train arrived, hut tlie flagman understood tliat he
was to hold all hut first class trains. He failid to hold a

passenger train, and a collision resulted. 'I'liis flagman had
never iieen instructed or examined on the rules, although lie
had been in the service of the railroad c()mi)any 9 months.
He had had some previous railroad experience.
Accidents due to the misunderstanding or misinterpretation
of flagging instructions in connection with work train operaSuch ca.ses occur l^ecause instructions are
tion are common.
given verlially and without sufticicnt care to know that they
Many roads require by rule that
are properly understood.
flagging instructions be given in writing and make it the
flagman's duty to show his written instructions to the enThis rule should l>e universal and
flagged.

ginemen of train?
should

l)e

strictly observed.

trafilc or trains operated so close together as not
allow necessary time for flagman to go back a sufficient
There have been a condistance to provide full protection.
5.

Dense

to

siderable

number

of disastrous accidents in which this was
In one case several years ago four

a contril)uting cause.

more importand- and

dignit)'

tiian

is

at

pre.sent

the

JCxtraordinary precaution should In; taken to insure
that only competent men having a keen sen.se of their responsibilities, are given this jmsition. In addition, special measures
siiould be taken to see tliat flagmen are fully instructed in tlie
performance of their duties, and tliat (onstant .supervision
over all details of tlieir employment is given.
case.

In (onnection with tiiis im|)ortant matter full consideration
to the human tendency toward minimum effort.
Individuals are naturally indolent; they do not wish to ex-

must be given

themselves unnecessarily, and they are aroused only when
more unbearaljle than action. Men rarely do the ijest
of which they are capal)le.
They grow to the smallest dimensions of their jol) and then stop. No more effort is expended to perform a ta.sk than is required to produce a satisfactory result, and what is "satisfactory" is usually a
varial)le quantity.
There being no standard, the result obtained is generally far I^elow the individual's capacity.
It
requires severe effort on the part of an individual to maintain his highest level of efficiency, and effort is a strain that
he is loth to make.
Consequently, he is contenterl with efert

ea.se is

forts tiiat

produce fair

results.

Aj:)pl\ing the fact of this

well-known human tendency

to

sections of a fast freight train were being run at high speed
in a dense fog at intervals of only about 5 minutes apart.
The engineman of the third section decided that in view of

the subject of flagging, the necessity for constant supervision
and admonition, even with men of the highest grade, is apparent.
Take a conscientious man of good intelligence, hav-

the weather conditions it would be unsafe to attempt to go
to the next station, 4.4 miles distant, in 10 minutes and clear
an opposing passenger train. He therefore slowed down in

at the outset

As the flagman opened the caboose
order to take siding.
door on his way out to protect, he heard the fourth section
approaching and called to the conductor to jump, but the latThe last open telegraph office
ter did not have time to do so.
5.6 miles distant, and the fourth section travelled that
distance at an average speed of 48 miles an hour and intended going to the station beyond to clear the passenger train.
The third section had been running at a lower rate of speed,
and this, coupled with a minute or two lost when making the
!^*^stop at the siding, enabled the fourth section to overtake the

was

There have been recent examples of accidents
'hird section.
^^^^' this character, attended by much more serious results. In
^

.

a. m. in a dense
fog on account of an interlocking signal being in the stop poThe signal was cleared and the flagman called in,
sition.
but when endeavoring to start, the engine stalled. The flagman again started back, but had gone only one or two car
In
lengths when he heard the following train approaching.

'one of them, the first train stopped at 3.13
"'

witli
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the meantime, the engineman had started the train and it had
traveled 6 or 7 car lengths before it was struck, at 3.18 a. m.
The accident was due either to the engineman missing the
automatic signal indications entirely or to his misreading

and dense fog. In another
stopped at 3.55 a. m. and the flagman
started back, seeing the approaching train after he had gone
When he saw that the engineman
but a few car lengths.
of the following train was disregarding the automatic signal
indications, he began to run toward that train and was back
about 700 feet when it passed him, colliding with his own
The accident was due to the engineman
train at 3.57 a. m.
being asleep, but could probably have been prevented had
the flagman had time enough to go back a proper distance
and put down torpedoes, which he had with him.
In view of the evidence furnished by the accident investigations which have been conducted by the Interstate Commerce Commission, it is apparent that the safety of railway
them on account
accident,

a

of high speed

train

travel mav be greatly enhanced Ijy more careful attention to
This is a matter that
the requirements of proper flagging.
should receive the constant attention of railway operating
officers, bv the promulgation of definite and easily understood rules, as well as by adequate measures to insure that

The position of flagthe rules are understood and obeyed.
man should be made a preferred job, and should be invested

ing a full sense of the responsibility imposed upon him, and
he will exercise extraordinary care, and make a

tremendous effort to do his job well. Then, as he becomes
more familiar with the details of his task, the human tendency
to do things in the simplest way, in a way requiring the least
expenditure of energy, causes his efforts to relax, perhaps at
first gradually and imperceptibly, until he is finally acting
much below the level of efficiency demanded by the safety of
his train.
To counteract this tendency requires constant and
intelligent effort on the part of railway operating officers.
They should be especially vigilant in this regard, bearing always in mind that they themselves are subject to the same
It is
psychological propensity as are their subordinates.
highly essential for them to know that men of the proper
calibre are placed in these positions in the first instance.
On many roads flagmen of passenger trains are prohibited
by rule from riding on the rear of an observation or private
car.

Such a prohibition

is

not in the direction of safety, and

wherever the rule exists it should be rescinded.
A seat
should be reserved exclusively for the flagman just inside the
rear door looking out.
It should be made compulsory for a
flagman to ride in the rear end of the last car of the train,
as that, or on the rear platform, is the only place where he
can ride and properly protect his train.
Occasionally accidents occur due to the existence of dangerous operating practices which have grown up with the
full knowledge of responsible officials and which they have
When such conditions exist,
failed to take steps to correct.
they are usually found in and around yards, interlocking
plants and other points where train movements are more or
In connection with one such accident, the
less congested.
superintendent stated that in his opinion it was a safe pract'ce for transfer trains to use the main track within yard
limits on the time of a first-class train, provided the crew
of the transfer train were told by someone that the first-class
train

was

late.

Such operation

is

in violation of all rules

provided for the safeguarding of train movements, and when
responsible officials are acquainted with and acquiesce in
the continuance of such practices, accidents are bound to
Not only that, but the effect on the employees under
occur.
their jurisdiction is detrimental to a proper performance of
their duties, for slackness and inattention by officials to violations of the rules on the part of employees will be reflected
in their daily work and can only result in the occurrence of
those accidents which it should be the duty of all officials
to prevent to the best of their ability.
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Mexican Xc

A

Trip Over the Railway Lines of Mexico
Construction and Operation Under

Difficulties.

Private

Trains to Secure Better Service

By

p.

Harvey Middleton

Executive Assistant, Railway Business Association

Part

THE tenacity,

enterprise

Private Lixes and Proposed Extensions

ii.*

and foresight

of

Harriman

re-

sulted in the construction a few years ago of the South-

ern Pacitic of Mexico, w'hich owns approximately 1 ,000
miles of line in some of the most beautiful countr)' on this
This line is the result of the consolidation into a
continent.
single system in Mexico of the lines controlled by the Southern

The Mexican concession
and carried a subvention of $10,058 U. S.
currency per mile.
This company has virtually absorbed
what was hitherto called the Cananea, Yaqui River & Pacific,
which had constructed lines frcm Nogales and Naco on the
Pacific system of the United States.

dates from 1905,

Pacific-Arizona border to Cananea, a copper-producing center
in the .state of Sonora, and down the west coast of Mexico on
the Gulf of California from the port of Guaymas to Mazatlan, continuing to Tepic, from which point it is eventually
to

Guadalajara and Mexico City.
The company suffered considerably between 1910 and 1913,
go

to

the traffic loss for this period being estimated at $3,000,000,
and the cost of maintaining the property during the same

period was $510,000 in excess of the revenue collected. The
road in its progress southward crosses the wealthy regions of
the Ma}o and Yaqui rivers, which produce the best garbanza
(chick peas) in the world. It passes Navajoa, the center for

and then touches San Bias, in the state of
Sinaloa, where it connects with the Kansas City, Mexico and
Orient.
At Manzanillo it connects with the National Railways of Mexico.
The Southern Pacific of Mexico runs triweekly trains from
Nogales to Naco via Cananea, 120 miles, but the property of
the railroad in this section has greatly deteriorated, owing to
this

the bridges have been destroyed, and all rolling stock, roadbed, terminals and buildings will have to be renewed at an

At one point on this line, between San Bias and
Culiacan, H. J. Temple, the general superintendent, rebuilt
Every time the bandits destroyed it,
a bridge nine times.
Temple rebuilt it. A pile driver outfit was maintained at the
bridge all the time, and in one month the bridge was rebuilt
As will be seen in the photographs reproduced in
five times.
this article, the Southern Pacific of Mexico is compelled to
early date.

operate armored cars on all trains.
A glance at the map published in the Railway Age of May
30 will show the small portion of the route between Tepic and
Guadalajara which is still to be completed. The intervening
distance is only a few miles, but it is in the difficult Sierra
Madre country, requiring a number of tunnels one of them
and much heavy grading. Repnearly three miles in length
resentatives of the Southern Pacific are now in the field ar-

—

—

ranging for the early completion of the line. When this is
done the Southern Pacific will have a direct connection between its great system in the United States and the entire
west coast of Mexico a region immensely wealthy in agricultural and mineral products.

—

Difficulties of

Construction

product,

the fact that

withdraw
•The

first

it

has been compelled on several occasions to
and practically abandon the roadbed. All

all trains
.irticle will

he found in the Railway

Age

for

May

30. |)age 1297.

have to be overcome by the
American engineers in completing thi"> short stretch between
Tepic and Guadalajara are graphically illustrated by the
description of the survey made under exactly similar circumstances of the Caiion de Tamasopo on the Mexican Central
by Max E. Schmidt, an American engineer. This canon is 18
miles long, with perpendicular cliffs many hundred feet high
on both sides.
When the first surveys were made, the canon was devoid of roads or

The

tra
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difficulties

which

will

The sun hardly ever penetrated the rockbed where the engineers

"
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iiMtl where > sticUIrn rain in a (ew honrs niiifhl rrcalc a ton rut
Hiitilil till the bottom of the lanoii fnini aiilr In hkIc many frri ilrr|<,
cany awny every vealiKe of the camj> oiittit anil mirvey. At niuhl,
the noi»c of the ri>ck% heronung ilrtaihcd f^roni the ilitTii iihove and fainnii
iiitu the cahon niaile aleep a siirreHtioii of iiiKhtin.irrft.
When the actnnl
location wan made it \v!i!> found that, in order to ohtain |iro|>rr uradca, the
load wonhl have li- intersect the clifTs at ahout half thiir heiKlitti.
Difliciiitirs then began in carnc.it.
On many days .lot over 100 feet could l>c
staked.
All cam|> comforts had to he abandoned, and night would find the
engineeis cauiping on the clilTs, near tiie last stake, swinging their hammocks iver rocks and prccipires and securing what little rest they couhl.
The roadbed as now finished is nearly all carved out of the solid rock.
Tne total track curvature is 1J,.MS degrees, and in the aggregate only about
one-hfth of the distance is on taiigrnls.
c.iiii|<r>l,

that
.iiul
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steel girder bridge which
detk girders.

The

length

Grande

of

the

is

compri.sed of 17 .spans of 50

main

TopoIobamiJO,

line

in

ft.

Mexico, from the Rio

which distance infrom
Tabalaopa to Minaca, 120 miles, operated under lease. The
terminus of the line at the bay of Toi)olobampo is a magnificent port, completely mountain-locked, measuring al>out seven
to

is

6A.i

miles,

cludes a ])or(ion of the Chihuahua

&:

Pacific Railway,

square miles in area, with a depth over the bar at the entrance at low tide of about 22 ft.

Another American Line

A gigantic nionunu'nt to tiic pluck and resourcefulness of
American engineers is the Kansas ("ity, Mexico & Orient, running from Kansas City to the Bay of Toj)olobani])o on the
Pacific Coast of Mexico, a total of 1,451 miles.
It was promoted by Arthur E. Stilwell, who carried large parties of
jirospective stockholders from the western states, and in this
way sold enough stock to carry on the construction work. The
com]iany was incorporated in 1900 under the laws of Kansas.

Privately Operated Trains

A

large j)art of the freight in northern

handled
.iO

in

Mexico is today
which there are about
.Xmerican mining companies have agreed to

in ])rivately ojjcrated trains, of

service.

—

Two

sections are still under construction
one between
Alpine, Texas, and the Rio Grande, 81 miles, and the other

f^f

M

,.

9
i^
Hj HpH

•«»
1

The Southern

Pacific of Mexico Protects Its Trains With a
Gondola Car Cut With Slits for Rifles

rebuild a part of the destroyed cars on condition that such

^j^kr

~t>~

^%M

HP
SW^IB^

.

A Gun Made

in

^^s^

the Railway Machine

''^^^^

Shop

at

years, after

private trains for quick service, freight being delivered in
about ten days, at rates 50 per cent higher than the regular

government rate. As freight is not received on private trains
in less than carload lots, .shippers of smaller quantities who
require regular Cjuick service must ship by express or pay

'

WF

them for a period of two
which they revert to the regular equipment of the
service.
From the American border to San Luis Potosi, 475
miles, on the government railways, shippers are dependent on
cars are to be used exclusively by

.

Monclova,

Mexico
between Sanchez, in the state of Chihuahua, and Los
Hornillos, in Sinaloa, 198 miles.
This line also taps large agricultural and mining districts,
it

being estimated

that

there

are

about

500 mines

and

prospects on the line, as well as important haciendas producing, sugar, cattle, grain, timbe/ and fruit.
Owing to bandit

on the stretch of line
287 miles.

activities, service is at present irregular

from the Rio Grande

to Sanchez,

The construction of this line is all first class, rails of 75 lb.
weight, ties of California redwood, tarred, bridges well piled
and provided with safe approaches and abutments. On the
tirst hundred kilometers of the line, starting from the Pacific
terminus at Topolobampo, there is but one bridge of any importance, namely, that crossing the Fuerte river, comprising
three truss spans, each measuring ,300 ft. in length. Several
smaller bridges are from 15 to 50 ft. in length. On the second
division, from Chihuahua east, however, when the Sierra is
In this
reached, the countn' becomes difficult to negotiate.
long section tunnelling has been both expensive and difficult,
the longest of the excavations being 1,520 ft., while there ar?
two others which measure 810 ft. East of Chihuahua there is
a bridge across the Chuviscar river near Aldama consisting of
10 spans of 50 ft. deck girders on concrete piers and abutments.
Further on, crossing the Conchos river, there is a

One

of

the Locomotives Left on the San Jorges Bay
Had Stripped That Road

&

Eastern After the Rebels

insurance.
There are special express trains leaving Nuevo
Laredo on the Rio Grande for Mexican points twice a week.

An effort is being made at the present time to bring about
an agreement with the United States Railroad Administration
for the through billing of freight from points in the United
States and Mexico, and for the regular interchange of cars.
Through billing has been discontinued since 1915. American
owned freight cars are, however, going across the border into
Mexico under bond furnished by the shipi)er. and bond is
released as soon as the car is returned to the United States.
There are at present about 500 American owned freight cars
in shops and in ser\'ice in ISIexico.

June

20,
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Extension of Lines

ing with the National

IMexico City on May 7 the extra session of the
Mexican Congress had completed its organization, and was
starting to work on the big questions which it is now comOne of the most important of these is
pelled to deal with.
the extension of the railroads of the country, as recommended
by President Carranza, and the purchase by the government
of all or a majority of the stock of the United Railways of
Yucatan. This company was incorporated under the laws of
Mexico in 1902, and is a system formed through the consolidation of lines formerly independent and then owned by
henequen (hemp) planters of the peninsula of Yucatan.

When

1533

isthmus.

I left

The

Railway of Tehuantepec across the
from some point
between Magdalena and Hermosillo,

third proposed line will run

on the Southern Pacific,
to Ensenada, the capital of Lower California.
The completion of these lines will enable troops to be transported by rail
from any part of the country to Lower California without
entering the United States.
The American Smelting & Refining Company is also planning the construction of a new line to be operated in connection with its extensive mines and smelters in the states of
Chihuahua and Durango, and will expend some $5,000,000.

Smaller American Lines
Another American owned line is the Mexican Northern,
with offices at 82 Beaver Street, New York, which has a total
track of 78 miles and runs from Escalon, in Chihuahua, to
Sierra Mojada, connecting that region with the Mexican Central.
This line is now under the control of the Mexican
government.
The Mexico Northwestern Railway, incorporated in 1909 under the laws of Canada, with offices at 115
Broadway, New York, was formed for the purpose of providing northern Mexico with railroad facilities.
It has 476
miles, and is still privately operated.
It owns the following
I'nes: The Chihuahua & Pacific (incorporated in 1897 in

A

Big

Fill

on the Mexican National Railway

—

There are four divisions the Northern, between Merida, the
and Progreso, its seaport, and between
Merida and Izamal, all standard gage; the Eastern, between
Merida and Valladolid, with two branches, all narrow gage;
the Western, connecting Merida with Campeche, capital of the
state of the same name, and two branches, all narrow gage;
and the Southern, between Merida and Peto, with one branch,
narrow gage.
Since 1914 the Yucatan railways have been operated by the
local government of the state of Yucatan.
The share capital
is 23,000,000 pesos ($16,500,000), in addition to which there

capital of Yucatan,

Bridge Across

Rio

Grande Between Pedras Negras and
Eagle Pass

New

Jersey), the Sierra Madre &: Pacific, a lumber line, and
Rio Grande Sierra Madre & Pacific, which owned several
all rich in agricultural,
lines in Sonora and Chihuahua
mineral and forestr\' resources.
The Parral & Durango Railway was incorporated in Colorado in 1898, and runs from Minas Nuevas Chihuahua, to
Paraje Seco, Durango, 59 miles, with a short branch line to
Parral.
The head offices of this line are at Pittsburgh. The
Potosi & Rio Verde, narrow gage, is another American enterThis runs
prise, with offices at 82 Beaver Street, New York.
from San Luis Potosi to Ahuacatal, 38 miles, and is at present under the control of the Mexican government.
the

The Other Extreme

of Transportation in

Mexico

is an issue of $4,125,000 first mortgage 5 per cent redeemable
At the time of my visit to
gold bonds issued in London.
Yucatan on May 12 there were 500 miles of railway operating
on schedule time. Track was in good condition, but rolling
stock was badly in need of repair.
Three new lines are proposed for Yucatan. The first would
link the Yucatan system with the territory of Quintana Roo,
running through Peto, Yucatan, Bacalar and Santa Cruz.
Surveys for this line were made under the rule of Porfirio
Diaz. The second extension, also proposed by Diaz, would
connect Santa Lucrecia, in Vera Cruz, to Campeche, connect-

—

Building a Tropical Railroad
It was a Kansas City man, Dennis W. Hedrick, who built
the bridges on a line which crosses more rivers and streams
than any other railway on the North American continent.
This was the Vera Cruz & Pacific line, ^-ompleted in 1903, and
now part of the Mexican government railways, extending from
Vera Cruz to Santa Lucrecia, a station on the National
Tehuantepec, midway between the Gulf of Mexico and the
Pacific.
The distance was only 242 miles, but the road
crosses six large rivers and numerous streams, which necessi-
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15.^
tated the building of .>00 stool bridges.
crosso.s the

Pajjaloajian river at

con.si.sting of five span.s,

of 22S

ft.

and two

steel

V.\

The

Hule,

largo.>;t

tlie

of tlusi

sui)erstructurf

eaeh 170 ft. in length, a draw span
approaches of 245 ft. each, making a

length of nearly oiu'-third of a mile, and consuming
1,250 tons of steel.

total

Engineering Council Committee
on Compensation for Engineers
KAii.KOAi)
of iMiginiering CouncilV omTiiKmittoe
on classification and compensation of engineers
si.(

Mexican Railroading

poses had to 1)0 thrown away l^ecause the peons would not
use them unless permitted to take the wheels off and carry the
bodies on their backs.
Government requirements for tlie construction of new railways have also in the past caused large unnecessary expendi-

When

was traveling on the Mexican Railway from
Vera Cruz on May 8 I was informed that the
probably
cost of the road had averaged $136,000 per mile
and that while only
the most expensive railroad in the world
264 miles long it had taken 20 years to build the road. A
tures.

Mexico City

I

to

—

—

(

suljmitted

from which

There are a number of reasons, other tluin tliosc relating to
natural obstacles, wliich make railroad building in Mexico
expensive.
The peculiarities of the Mexican peon is one of
these.
During tlie construction of a line in the south thou»
sands of wheelbarrows which were imported for grading pur-

ri<).\

a preliminary report of its activities
following abstract will be found of interest to
engineers em[)loyed In' railroads.
This section of the committee is composed of Francis Lee Stuart, consulting engineer. New York City, chairman; Frank H. Clark, consulting engineer. New York City and Bion J. Arnold, conThe work of this committee to
sulting engineer, Chicago.
date has consisted essentially of the preparation of a questionnaire to be suljmitted to the chief engineers of railroads,
to gather information on comjiensafion being paid to engineers in railway service and opinions on the adequacy of such
comjiensation.
It was proposed to have this transmitted
through the agency of tlie Railroad Administration, but Director General Hines did not concur to this view and in consequence the questionnaire has been sent only to members of

has

Curiosities of
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tlie

the "founder societies."

The work
A.
B.

of the committee has been divided as follows:

Determining the classes of engineering positions.
Collecting data in regard to compensation now paid

for each class.
C.

Determining an

eciuitable

rate

of

compensation

for

each class.

The committee has adopted a simple general classification
containing eight groups which it is believed will be generally
applicable to all organizations of engineers.
Chief administrative officer having full charge of or1.
ganization, including determination of policy.
2.
Head of major subdivision in responsible charge of

L

large unit.

liiLilii/i!'

ik

\

44

Head
Head

of intermediate subdivisior in responsible charge.
of minor subdivision.
5.
On general duty under direction but requiring special
education and special training and the use of initiative and
3.

4.

originality.

On subordinate duty requiring special education or
6.
training, but not requiring special originality.
On subordinate duty not requiring special education,
7.
Bridge Across Balsas River, Mexico

little

inquiry soon cleared up the mystery.

in granting the concession

had

The government

insisted that the railroad be

Notwithconstructed from both terminals simultaneously.
standing the vehement protests of the English contractors,
they were compelled to transport rails, parts of locomotives
and other machinen,- on mule-back or carts over 250 miles
inland, over rugged mountains, some of them over 8,000 ft.
high, and then the track had to be laid backwards to meet the
section

which was working up from the

Some

coast.

Statistics

and passenger traffic of Mexico is growand rebel activities, is evidenced by the
statistics of transportation of commodities on the railways
under government control representing only about 8,000
Here are the
for the year ended June 30, 1918.
miles

That

the freight

ing, despite bandit

—

—

in metric tons: Forestry products, 393,968 tons;
agricultural products, 1,236,719 tons; animals and animal
products, 216,443 tons; inorganic products, such as lime,
cement, asphalt, coal and coke, oil, minerals, etc., 1,935,105
tons; general merchandise, 372,475 tons. For a country configures,

taining a population of only 14.000,000, of which about
10,000,000 are Indians and half-breeds living under the
most extreme primitive conditions, a country which, moreover, has been torn up by nine years of revolutions, these
figures are remarkable.

training nor originality.
On special duty of responsible character requiring par8.

and initiative.
In supplementary remarks issued by the entire committee on classification of Engineering Council considerable information is submitted showing the decreased purchasing
power of the dollar and the embarrassing position of the salaried man when compared with wage workers whose compensation has been largely increased by collective bargainThis statement is concluded by the following:
ing.
"The committee believes, therefore, that in adopting standards for the compensation of workers in all technical fields
due consideration must be given to the great increase in the
The dollar of salar)'
cost of living which has taken place.
must be considered with regard to what it will purchase today
and is likely to purchase next year, and not with regard to
This increase in
the value of the dollrrr 10 or 15 years ago.
compensation is necessary not merely as a matter of justice
to the engineer, but in order that engineering work may be
maintained on the plane that it must be to secure economical
and efficient work. Not only the leaders but the rank and
file of technical workers often have it in their power largely
;o affect the cost of the work in their charge by the quality
There is no economy in paying
of the effort they exert.
ticular qualifications

men at rates inadequate for their support, for this
leaves their minds burdened with anxieties, when they should
be free to give their best efforts to the work in hand. Moreover, such a rate automatically tends to drive the abler met
fuch

into other occupations and to leave in charge of the worl
only those of less ability, who are unable to make a change.'

Corporate Accounting During Federal Control
Responsibility Rests on the Corporation Accounting Officers to

See that Proper Accounting Is

Had With

the Administration

By Frank Nay
&

Vice President and Comptroller, Chicago, Rock Island

United States Government took

THE

possession of

the railroads of the United States under proclamation

of President

December

Woodrow Wilson,

at 12 o'clock noon,

on

28, 1917, but for the purposes of accounting, the

possession dated from 12 o'clock midnight on December 31,
1917.
Under general orders Nos. 1 and 2, the railroad accounting
officers handled both corporate and federal accounts; in fact,
at that time they had no knowledge as to the difference between a corporate account and a federal account. They continued, for several months, to perform their duties exactly as
prior to federal control.
January 1 being the beginning of
the calendar year and of the fiscal year established by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, was the most propitious
day on which to inaugurate the period of federal control.
Naturally the accounts for the year 1917 separated themselves from the accounts for the year 1918, barring certain
over-lapping items which will be considered later.

Corporate and Federal Accounts
it

For some months there was indecision as to whether or not
was necessary to make a complete separation of the ac-

counts, such as has since been decided upon.

The under-

signed was asked by an official of the United States Railroad Administration if he could fairly and impartially keep
the accounts of the road which he represented, for the corporation and for the director general, and give a square deal
to both.

The answer was in the affirmative, and reference
to the many joint agencies of various kinds existover the United States, filled by men who have for

was made

ing all
years been serving two or more railroad companies, and have
been giving each railroad company served, a square deal.
However, further consideration of the matter led the Administration officials to the conclusion that it was desirable
and necessary to have not only a complete separation of the
accounts between the corporate accounts and those of the Administration, but that they should be administered by separate accounting forces, in charge of separate accounting officers; or, to put it another way, the Administration desired to
have their accounts kept by men who were 100 per cent Administration, and who had no official connection with the
corporations. With this in mind, General Order No. 17 was
issued, under date of April 3, 1918.
This order provided for
a complete separation of the accounts of the corporation from
those of the director general, and required that they be written in separate sets of books.
This was done, and when the
work was completed, the corporate books were turned over
to the corporation, and it was then necessary for the corporation to have an accounting officer who would take charge of
the corporate books, as the accounting officers of the Administration were prohibited from keeping them further without special permission from the Administration.

Corporate Accounting Departments Organized

"From an address before

New

York,

June

11,

1919.

connections with the railroad corporations, as officers, directors, or otherwise.
That action obliged the corporations
to create organizations entirely separate and distinct from the
federal organizations.
One of the first essentials of the separate corporations was adequate provision for corporate accounting, because it was extremely important that the accounts of the corporation should be given proper attention.
As illustrating how the corporate executives felt, I quote the
following from a letter dated October 26, 1918, from Mr.
Samuel Rea, president of the Pennsylvania, addressed to a
number of presidents of other large railroad companies, in
connection with the proposed formation of a corporate railway accounting officers' association:

"You will appreciate that the contract is in large part an accounting
matter.
It lays down the general basis and principles of the relation with
the government, but the details for carrying it out will devolve largely upon
the accounting officers."
I

imagine very few corporate accounting

had any grasp upon

the Association of Railway Accountine Officers

the conditions

and

officers

situations

at first

which con-

fronted them.
I confess to you that when I was appointed
corporate accounting officer, or rather, retained in that position, because no change was made in my title and no change
in

my

duties, except the separation of accounts relieved

—

me

from the detail of the operating accounts, I said to my assistant, something like the following:
"Joe, I believe you
and I can handle the corporate accounts for the Rock Island;
there will not be very many journal vouchers, and we may
have to get a clerk or two to work on the subsidiary accounts
and check the lap-overs, but you and I can do the general
work without any difficulty at all; in fact, I rather welcome
the idea of getting a chance to make some entries on the books
again;

it

has been so

pen in hand

to

make

many
entries

years since

I

actually took

my

on ledgers."

Today I have in my corporate accounting office for the
Rock Island, 34 clerks; they are all kept busy and many of
them are working overtime. By actual count we record just

many

journal vouchers on our books as prior to federal
to this time I have not personally made any entries on the books and it looks as if I would not be able to do
as

control.

Up

so during federal control; in fact, I give you my word that I
have never worked harder in my life than during the last
year, and I may add, I have never had less to show for hard

work.
In taking up this corporate accounting work, we had an
entirely new proposition.
None of us had had experience
with a similar accounting situation, and we had to blaze the
trail.
We were also confronted with the difficulty of obtaining adequate and competent help.
The very cream of the
young railroad men of our country had eagerly offered the
supreme sacrifice to help win the war, and there was a great
shortage in railroad accountants.

Compilation of Standard Return

One

.\bout July 1, 1918, the separation of the sheep from the
goats began.
At that time federal managers were appointed
for the various railroads, complete federal organizations were
established and the federal officers were required to sever all

Pacific

first things to which the attention of the corporate accounting officer was applied, was the compilation
of data to demonstrate prior to the signing of the contract
covering federal control, whether or not the average net railway operating income as reported to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for the three years ended June 30, 1917, was
the true income for that period.
It is assumed that when the

1535
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I'rcsidont issued his prcxlamation and wlun Congress pas.scd
the Alt of Manli 21, 1918, fixiiiK as the compensation for
the use of tlie railways, the averafje annual net railway operatinji iiuome for the three years ended June M), 1917, the
actual net income as nearly as mifi;ht he ascertained without

completely re-working all of the detailed figures, was intendetl.
In the case of carriers where that net figure was
over-stated, due to the omission of some charge or to an excessive crrtlit, which would he adjusted in a subsequent
period, unless adjustments are made, such carriers would receive a rental in excess of the amount intended by the President and by Congress. In the case of a carrier whose net in-

come

as stated to the Interstate Commerce Commission for
the period named, was less than the actual figure, due to

items similar to those hereinbefore mentioned, such a carrier

would be underpaid unless proper adjustment was made. As
the Interstate Commerce Commission was required to certify
to the President, the average net railway operating

income
June 30, 1917, it would seem
natural that the Interstate Commerce Commission would
make an effort to locate the relatively important items which
should be adjusted and thus produce a net figure which would
more nearly reprcesnt the actual net railway operating income
than the one which was reported to the commission.
for

the

three years ended

It should be said right here that when the statement is made
that the net operating income reported to the commission, is
not the actual, the impression must not be created that any

intentional omissions or errors were made or that the net figure that was stated was intentionally greater or less than the
actual, l)ut owing to the large volume of items entering into
the net operating income of the carrier during the year, or

during the three year period, and the complications in connection therewith, it is a practical impossibility to state the
net income of the carrier on an actual basis within the time
prescribed for rendering the reports.

Along in the summer of 1918, the Interstate Commerce
Commission became aware that certain carriers had included
in their accounts, subsequent to June 30, 1917, certain Adamson law payments, which accrued prior to June 30, 1917, and
should have been charged against the expenses of the three
year period ended June 30, 1917. Further, they were aware
of the fact that under the income or war tax law of October,
1917, the carriers could not possibly have included the taxes
under that law which accrued during the first six months of
the year 1917, in the accounts for that period. The very fact
that the law was not enacted until more than three months
after the close of the period, precludes the possibility of including the figures within the period. Therefore, the Interstate Commerce Commission sent out a communication to the
chief accounting officers of the various carriers, requesting
them to modify their previous reports of the net railway operating income for the three years ended June 30, 1917, by
deducting therefrom such omitted Adamson law payments as
had accrued within that period, and also by deducting therefrom one-half of the war taxes under the Act of October,
1917, for the year 1917. This action was commendable and
in harmony with the spirit to determine a figure for the net
railway operating income for the three years ended June 30,
1917, which should be as nearly as practicable the actual
The carriers responded with the corfigure for that ]>eriod.
rections requested, and then later, certain carriers called to
the attention of the Interstate Commerce Commission items
which were erroneously included as a charge against the net
income of the test period, and to revenue which was erroneously omitted from that of the test period; the adjustments requested would have the effect of increasing the net
However, the
railway operating income for the test period.
Interstate Commerce Commission declined to make any further adjustments unless it could be shown that the accounting rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission had been
violated.

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission

initiated the

move
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to decrea.se the net

railway operating income l)y detwo items mentioned, the omitted
Adam.son law payments and the one-half of the 1917 war
taxes, neither of which constituted a violation of the accounting rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission, but the
commission has .so far declined to make adjustment of sim-

ducting

ilar

therefrom

the

items subsequently I)rought to their attention.

Lap Overs
Under General Order No.

17, certain

items affecting the

income accounts of tlie corporations j)rior to midnight of Dcceml)er 31, 1917, were classed as lap-overs.
On the expense
side, these lap-overs were very clearly defined by General
Order No. 17, and accounting bulletins and circulars. They
referred to all payments by the director general for expen.ses
which were incurred prior to January 1, 1918, which if they
had l)een paid j)rior to federal control, would have been
charged to operating expenses or income account of the corI)oration prior to such control.
In other words, the lap-over
expense items were allocated according to the date on which
the service was performed or the liability incurred.
The general orders and circulars of the Administration provided that such lap-overs would be paid by the Administration, and charged again.st the railroad corporations, and that

would simultaneously credit the Administration on the corporate books.
This was an entirely
equitable method of handling these lap-overs as the Administration had taken over the cash on hand January 1, 1918,
and had collected all operating funds accruing to the corporations on and after that date; in fact, the Administration
collected all moneys, whether operating or corporate, that accrued to the corporations for several months after the beginning of federal control, and naturally, it was incumbent
upon the Administration to pay the liabilities of the corporations.
the railroad corporations

On

the revenue side, however, the lap-overs have not been
and equitably defined. In General Order No. 17 it
provided that the Administration would continue to

clearly

was

revenue the freight, passenger and other traffic in the same
manner that the corporation had accounted for such revenue,
taking into the Administration treasury, the revenue that
would have accrued to the corporation in the months during
federal control.
As to passenger service, the revenue on
which is accrued largely on a forwarded basis the corporations are credited with more than their proper proportion of
the revenue on lap-over passenger traffic.
The average
journey per passenger is shown in the reports of the Interstate
Commerce Commission to be anywhere from 20 miles to 100
miles in the different sections of the United States, and therefore, on the average, because of the short journeys and becanse passengers do not become congested at terminal points,
like freight, the method of determining passenger lap-overs as
prescribed in General Order No. 17 does not miss the mark
very far, but as heretofore stated, it is not exact, and is on
more or less of a hit-or-miss basis. However, neither the
revenues of the corporations nor the revenues of the Administration would be seriously affected by the application of
General Order No. 17 to the passenger business, assuming
that exactly the same method of ticketing passengers and of
accounting for passenger revenue will prevail at the end of
federal control as at the beginning of federal control.
As to the freight traffic, the method proposed in General
Order No. 17 of revenuing freight at the beginning, during
and at the end of Federal control, in accordance with the practices of the carrier prior to federal control would cause certain carriers or corporations to suffer heavy losses in their
revenues, and the U. S. Railroad Administration to have
the advantage of similar gains. At the time that the railroads

were taken over by the Administration, freight was interrupted
en route and congested at many terminal points. This was
due to the increased movement of traffic on account of trans-

—
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portation for the War and Navy departments and by orders
given to expedite the movement of certain classes of traffic,
which resulted in the delay and congestion of other classes
In fact, at December 31, 1917, there was an unof traffic.
usual congestion and freight was delayed en route to a much
greater extent than in the ordinary course of business, and
the accrued earnings on such freight delayed en route,

amounted to many millions of dollars. In the case of the few
railroads which accrue their freight revenues on the "forwarded" basis, that is to say, those which put into their revenue and income account the earnings when the freight starts
on its journey, these congestions would have no effect, but
the large majority of roads which accrue their revenue on a
"received" basis, that is to say, those which credit their revenue or income account when the freight arrives at destination and the transportation service is complete and the contract fulfilled, would suffer a very large loss of revenue under the provisions of General Order No. 17. Of course, the
losses to the corporations would be minimized if the congestion at the close of federal control should be as great as at
the beginning, of federal control,
a condition which is
scarcely possil)le because at the close of federal control, under peace conditions, there will not be the enormous volume
of traffic and priority orders that caused the congestion and
delay which existed at the beginning of federal control.
However, as to lap-overs, that order was framed on an unsound accounting basis, and provided a hit-or-miss division
of the freight revenue between prior or corporation account,
and the accounts of the federal Administration. This condition was later modified by the contract, see Section 4, paragraph (b), and by accounting circular No. 53 of December

—

1918.
The accounting circular No. 53
basis, although it does provide
2,

on a hit-or-miss
an adjustment of
certain delayed carload shipments on which the service was
is

still

for

completed prior to federal control but the accounting delayed
However, accounting circular
until during federal control.

No. 53 does not take care of the large number of shipments,
that were delayed in transit
carload and less than carload,
on which the service had not been completed at December 31,
1917.
Take for example a carload shipment moving from
Chicago to Baltimore, which reached Pittsburgh in December, 1917, and lay there until, say January 10, 1918, when
it moved out to destination, the settlement being made on the
The lines west of Pittsburgh included in
"received" basis.
their operating expenses, the cost of transporting that shipment from Chicago to Pittsburgh, but never have, and according to the present attitude of the Railroad Administration,
never will receive a dollar for such transportation. An offset will result at the end of federal control if a similar car
is en route from Chicago to Baltimore, reaches Pitsburgh just
prior to the end of federal control and lays there until after
the end of federal control, and then moves to destination after
federal control, the revenue being taken into the accounts of
If a sufficient number
the corporation after federal control.
of such cars move just prior to the end of federal control, to
produce the same lap-over revenue as that produced by delayed cars which moved just prior to the beginning of federal control, there would be an offset, but considering the congestion that existed at the time the railroads were taken over,
and that probably there will be no congestion at the end of
federal control, it is inconceivable that there will be anything
like the number of such cars en route at the end of federal
It has been
control as at the beginning of federal control.
urged that to make a separation of the accounts between the
carriers, would require additional clerical expense, and of
course, it is true that to prepare an account accurately requires more clerical work than to guess at it. It is my judgment that the railroads as a whole will lose millions of dollars because of the failure to separate the freight revenues
at the beginning and at the end of federal control on the
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basis of the service performed; that is to say, take the case
of the shipment Chicago to Baltimore, hereinbefore referred
to; the revenue from Chicago to Pittsburgh should have been
credited to the corporation because the expense of that haul

was charged to the coq:)oration, and only the revenue from
Pittsburgh to Baltimore should have been credited to the federal Administration because the Administration paid the expense of that haul.
The increase of 25 per cent in freight
rates would require that 80 per cent of the freight that was
delayed en route at December 31, 1917, should be delayed en

route at the end of federal control; that is to say, where there
were 100,000 lap-over cars from certain points to certain
points delayed in transit at certain points at December 31,
1917, there should be 80,000 lap-over cars from the same
points to the same points, delayed in transit at the same
points, at the end of federal control in order to give the corporation an erroneous credit which would offset the erroneous
credit given the Railroad Administration at the beginning of
federal control.
If there should be less than 80 per cent of
such cars delayed in transit at the end of federal control, the
corporation loses revenue; if there should be more, it will
gain revenue, but such methods are unbusinesslike and are
not good accounting methods.
I daresay that the accounting
between the U. S. Railroad Administration and the War
department, Navy department, or any other department of
the same government, is not conducted on a basis as loose as
that.

Of

course,

average haul
smaller,

as
is

to

the

shorter,

less

the

and the expense of

than carload

shipments,

the

amount of money involved is
separation is greater. The ma-

the less than carload shipments of freight are
handled on the "received" basis, while the passenger business is handled on the "forwarded" basis.
The less than
carload business might be ignored and any loss to the corjority

of

poration thereon be considered as an offset against the gain
in the passenger business.
In those two cases, the amount
of revenue involved would be comparatively small, and although it is unbusinesslike not to make any attempt at a separation on the basis of service performed, yet accountants
must be practical, and where the expense is liable to be more
than the amount involved in a separation of accounts be-

tween the railroad and the government during the time of
war, there would be no serjous objection to waiving the strict
accounting practices in such cases. However, the expense of
apportioning the revenue on carload shipments substantially
in accordance with the service performed, would not be seriously burdensome and where millions of dollars are involved,
good accounting and businesslike methods should not be
sacrificed.

Another question regarding these lap-overs relates to the
proper accounts to be charged and credited by the corporation after the amounts have been determined.
A bulletin
was put out by the Committee on General Accounts of this
association, stating that Alexander Wylie, chief examiner
of accounts, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, had
ruled that these lap-over expenses and lap-over revenues
should be charged and credited to the income accounts of
the carriers, while a large number of railroad accounting officers maintain that they should be charged and credited to
the profit and loss accounts of the carriers.
The theory on
which the instructions to charge and credit the income account is that if the corporation had been operating the prop-

items would have been taken into the income account under the head of operating expenses, operating revenues, etc.
In other words, the decision is based on an "if"
statement, but the "if" goes the wrong way. The corporations
are not operating their properties and have not operating expenses, operating revenues, etc., in which to include those
Furthermore, the corporation's income account is
items.
based on the average net railway operating income for the
test period, which theoretically is complete and represents the
erties, these
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coini)U'tf iiHoMK' for tliosi- tliroo yi-ars imliulin^; tlie hip-ovcrs
from tin- l)i\j;innini,' of tlio i)i'rio<l and excliuliiif.; the l:i|)-overs

An average of tlirre complete years
at tlic vnd of tlu- iK-riocl.
maki's tlie complete income account so far as the operating
accounts included in the standard return are concerned.
Hence, any lap-overs added to the income account or deducted tlierofrom, cause a ini.s-statement of tlie income of tiie
corporation.

such items to be debited and
income account of the corporation, was to offset the corresponding debit or credit to the income account of
the Administration, so that when the two accounts w-ere put
together, these lap-over debits to expenses and credits to rev-

Another

credited to

rea.son for requiring
tlie

enues would disai)i)ear in tiie consolidated account, offsetting
However, I have learned recently that it is the
each other.
intention of the Administration, and I want to express my
commendation of their proposed practice, not to charge and
credit these items to the Administration income account, but
to set up reserve accounts which will take care of similar

freight

end
of federal control there will be lap-overs in expenses which
must be charged back to die federal Administration, and lapovers in revenues which must be credited back to the AdminIf these items are put into the income account of
istration.
It is

evident, of course, that at the

the Administration currently, it will be necessary for the lapovers to be put into the income account of the Administration
a long time after the close of federal control, which might

prove very embarrassing to the Administration because they
It seems to me to be very
will run into millions of dollars.
wise, good business and sound accounting for the Administration to charge and credit these lap-over items to a reserve
account against which they will charge and credit similar
items after the end of federal control.

receipts

by the federal

officers

which are

chargeable or creditable to accounts outside of these comprised in the standard return. Such debits and credits should
be carefully examined by the accounting officers to determine
whether or' not they are properly chargeable or creditable to
the corporations, and the principle to govern is whether or
not the item is properly chargeable or creditable to an account which is not embraced in the standard return.

Verification of Accounts

One of the principal duties in connection with corporate
accounting is to check the debits and credits made against the
corporation by the U. S. Railroad Administration, to determine the accuracy of the lap-overs, the charges for additranstions and betterments, the charges against corporate
in
actions, and in fact, all debits and credits made against or
favor of the corporation, in order to see that the corporation's
revenues and income are properly protected so far as its acOf course,
counts with the Administration are concerned.
is to
this does not mean that the corporate accounting officer
neglect in any way whatever his usual functions with regard

handled by the
to strictly corporate transactions which are not
Administration, but this section of the paper is to lay emphasis on the necessity of checking the accounts with the fedNot only should the items which are
eral administration.
charged and credited to the corporation be thoroughly audited
and their accuracy completely determined, but the accounts of
the federal books should be examined with a view of determining whether or not omissions have occurred, which
would affect the accounts with the U. S. Railroad Administration.

As

to the lap-over items, the principal

work

and

tliat

work diminishes

accountants should Ijc employees.
Any lack of
on the part of the accountants checking the accounts
with the government may result in heavy losses in revenues
first-class

ability

much

to the corjioration.

It

is

some

to

employ

later

day than

work

better to defer the

to

inferior accountants for that

kind of work.

Co-operation of Corporate
and Federal Accounting Officers
Throughout

this paper,

reference has been

made

to the

This has been
done for the reason that the subject assigned to me was "Corporate Accounting during Federal control."
The accounts
between the U. S. Railroad Administration and the corporations involve hundreds of millions of dollars resulting from
transactions w^hich mu.st be recorded on the federal books.
Hence, the federal accounting officer is interested in protectprotection of the revenues of the corporation.

ing the revenues of the corporations to the extent of seeing
that all his accounts with the corporation are recorded with
the greatest degree of accuracy.

From my

personal knowledge

of the honesty and fair dealing of the railroad accounting
officers of the United States, both federal and corporate, I

know

that during federal control the federal accounting offihave been diligent and faithful in their efforts to record

transactions with the corporations, with the greatest degree of accuracy and thus to render substantial assistance in
If any federal
protecting the revenues of the corporation.
accounting officer has intentionally deprived the corporation
all

Corporate Transactions

payments or

(lc])artnu'nts,

on until the present time, the lap-over items are very .small.
However, as most of the railroad corjxirations did not get
their cor{)oratc accounting deijarfments on a working basis
until the latter part of 1918, it is probable that the work of
checking the lajj-over debits and credits and the accounts to
determine whether omissions have CKCurred, has n(jt been
For this ])uqx)se,
comi)leted to date by very many carriers.

cers

Certain debits and credits are made to the corporations by
of
the United States Railroad Administration under the head
These debits and credits rep"Corporate Transactions."
resent

and ])assenger

as time goes on, because naturally there would l^e more lapovers in January, 1918, than in any subse<iuent month, and so

items that will be charged and credited to the Admini.stration
after federal control.
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will be in the

revenues to which he believed it was justly entitled,
whether through erroneous debits or through omission of
proper credits, then such accounting officer is unworthy of
of

his profession

and

is

unworthy of membership in
an one

association, but I will not believe that such

Director of Accounts

While

in this

paper

I

— U.
have

S.

this great
exists.

Railroad Administration

criticised a

few of the account-

ing provisions of the Administration, it is not intended to
create the impression that I think the Administration has a
weak accounting department. On the contrary, I think 'it
has a strong accounting department, administered in its details

by men of recognized accounting

ability.

It

would be

of the accounting provisions of the AdminI also want to pay a tribute
istration were beyond criticism.
to Director C. A. Prouty at the head of the Division of Accounts of the U. S. Railroad Administration, in his adminis-

a miracle

if all

The magnitude of his duties
tration of that department.
prevents him from giving attention to details, but the policy
of his administration has been broad

and fair-minded.

Conclusion

Many

other things could be said with reference to corporate
accounting during federal control; this paper has attempted
to touch simply a few of the high spots as they appeared to
It would be an insult to the intelligence of the
the writer.
many experienced accounting officers if I should attempt to

go into the details and try to touch upon every phase of this
If my paper has resulted in
subject during federal control.
suggesting chains of thought which may be of benefit to the
corporations and to the U. S. Railroad Administration, the
effort has been amply repaid.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
With

Reduced Appropriation the Administration Is Making
to Hold Down Expenses and Increase Traffic

a

Every Effort

Washincton, D.

returned to his office on Monday after a speaking and inspection trip to Boston,
Denver, Chicago, Omaha, St. Louis and Birmingham.
He will also speak before the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce on Friday and before the New England Bankers' Association at Boston on Saturday. Mr. Hines has stated that he
is exceedingly anxious to come into contact with the people of

DIRECTOR

General Hines

the country as far as

it is

in his

power

to

do so and

to get

them

understand the policies which he and his associates are trying to carry out in the Railroad Administration, as well as
to seek every practical opportunity to get the point of view of
the people as to what the Railroad Administration should do.
He is also presenting his views and suggestions as to a permanent solution of the railroad problem and in his speeches
takes occasion to explain why he is not yet prepared to decide
on a rate increase. In one recent address he said he had had
the rather unique experience of having various shippers come
This he atto him urging that rates ought to be increased.
tributed to the fact that "there has been such a striking object lesson that railroad prices have increased to a much
greater proportion than the rates have been increased, and
to

therefore that the railroad operations are not likely to be
self-sustaining in business with no increase in rates."

Appropriation Is Reduced

The

principal effect of the reduction of the Railroad Administration appropriation from $1,200,000,000 to $750,000,000 apparently will be in the direction of making it

necessary for the Railroad Administration to continue, although to a less extent, the policy forced upon it during the
time it has been waiting for an appropriation, of postponing
some of its disbursements as long as possible. The estimate
of its requirements did not represent contingencies but
amounts already expended, contracted for, or to which it
stood committed and practically none of the items can be reduced.
As soon as the money is m?de available it will be
possible to pay off the certificates of indebtedness, of which
$234,000,000 were outstanding on May 31, and to make additional deferred payments on rental and equipment which
were not represented by certificates. Meanwhile its working
capital will be somewhat increased and a considerable part
of the payments on equipment will not become due until
later, by which time it is hoped that they will be financed by
an equipment trust, and also pressure will be brought to bear
on the corporations to pay what they owe to the government
for additions and betterments.
The financial situation of
the Railroad Administration will then depend largely on the
amount of any additional operating deficits and on how fast
the corporations are able to finance their indetatedness.
The
administration officers feel some relief because of the suggestion held out by the House committee that an additional appropriation may be had later and presumably it will follow
familiar methods of adjusting its disbursements to its cash
on hand until it becomes necessary to ask for more.
From June 2 to July 1, according to an estimate prepared
some time ago, the requirements of the railroad companies

C.

nual payment of $16,540,717 and one with the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley for $3,862,317; also one with the Bennettsville & Cheraw for $29,077.
Short line co-operative
contracts have been executed with the Boyne City, Gaylord
& Alpena; Virginia & Truckee; Tennessee, Alabama &
Georgia; Wilmington, Brunswick & Southern and the
Loranger, Louisiana & North Eastern.
The War Finance Corporation has made a loan to the
Wabash of $68,000 and to the Seaboard Air Line of $110,000 on the security of certificates of indebtedness issued by
the director general of railroads.

Improvement

in Traffic

Noted

In the Central Western Region there was an increase in
the loading of grain, for the week ended June 9, amounting
to 64 per cent over the same week of last year; live stock
loadings increased 34 per cent in the same region.
Grain
loadings in the Northwestern region showed an increase of
100 per cent over last year, while grain products, livestock
and miscellaneous freight also showed increases. Passenger
travel is on the increase in nearly all the regions and indications are that it will continue to improve.
Reports from the Southwestern region continue to show
increases, both in freight loadings and earnings, the increases amounting to 11.1 per cent for the past week.
Both
the local loading and the cars received from connections
show increases. Cotton is moving more freely in this region
and with promises of additional steamers for Gulf ports,
an increased shipment is expected in an effort to reduce
the large surplus on hand.

A summary

follows:

Eastern Region.

—Reports

show the general movement

from nearly all sections still
and coal traffic to be

of freight

sub-normal.
The blast furnace situation remains about the
same, and while the ore movement on the lake is increasing,
it is not up to last year's figures.
Passenger traffic continues good, and the travel on Decoration Day was extremely
heav}-,

some

stations

their companies.

showing largest receipts

in history of

—

Allegheny Region. Heavy orders for refrigerator cars
have been received through Chicago and Potomac Yards,
and special attention is being given to the handling of this
equipment.
Some slight improvement is noted in the blast
furnace situation in Pittsburgh

district.

The demand

box cars continues heavy, and we are just able
quirements.

to

meet

for
re-

—

Pocahontas Region.
Coal dumped at tidewater for the
week showed an increase of 50 per cent over the preceding
week, although still showing considerable decrease under
last year's dumping.
Southern Region. The cotton movement seems to be in-

—

creasing throughout the region.
The recent fall in prices
handicapped planters to the extent that their activities were

$113,000,000 was for cor-

embarrassed and their purchasing power reduced to the
minimum. The recent sharp advance in price, however, has
enabled them to recoup their losses, dispose of much of

porate requirements, $51,000,000 for maturities, $23,000,000 for capital expenditures and $2,962,000 for equipment
other than standard.

their cotton which they have been holding, and consequently
they arc in better financial condition, and have again become an element of large purchasing power in the Southern

amount

to $190,850,271.

Of

this

region.

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has

Northwestern Region.

executed a compensation contract with the Illinois Central providing for an an-

the

general

—Reports

movement

and eastbound tonnage.
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of

improvement in
merchandise
The loading for the week, howtraffic,

a gradual

particularly

:
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ever, sl\o\\vd a dccrca.se of 8,468 cars, consistiiiK princiiKiUy

a contimud iinTlie oil
l>ri)vement in the I'aeirR- Coast l.uniher situation.
traftu- from Wjoniing fiekls continues to show an alinormal
increa.^e and the facilities for handling same were taxed to
The movement of ore for the week shows a dethe utmost.
crease of al)out 15 per cent under corresjxmding week of
of coal, coke, luml)er

and

ore.

There

is

year, l)Ut the output of the indei)endent companies is
improving and the indications are that tlie production of ore
The movement of freight
will lie normal in a short time.
eastl)oun(.l is alxmt the same as last year, l)Ut the westliound
movement is lighter, due chiefly to absence of shii)l)uilding
material and munitions, which moved in large ciuantities last
Pasyear, also lighter exports through Tuget Sound ports.
senger l)usiness continues to .show an increase over last year,
The recent warm weather has
particularly pleasure travel.
greatlv stimulated resort and vacation travel, and many re-
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SivitMfNF SiiowiNii Names ok Railroad Co.mpaniks

W'iik.ii

IIavk

Iii.ed

comi'kn.sanon in addition to standard
Kkti'un and Disi'osition Tiikkkok
Kec.TpituInlioii of claiiiiH allowed to June 1, 1914, in cxcciiii
(.laima

of

i'ok

riturn:

.Htanil.'ird

llalliinorc

Ohio

iv

Milw,iiil«-r
.iroliiia, Clindificlil
N.iilhwpslirn Tacific

.

l.ir.iud,

(

&

&

•$2,136,932.00
440.0R2.39

Paul

St.

Ohio

St.

17.1.798.41

172.479.50
101.230.00
140,926.61

Arkansas
Kansas City, Mexico St Orient
MisMJiiti

.Ni.rth

last

quests are being received for reservations.
During the week 93,914 cars
Central Western Region.
of all freight were loaded in this region, which was 4 per

—

Passenger travel
cent less than the same week of last year.
in general continues to l)e heavier than last year, particuaccount of
larlx- to Colorado and locally within the state, on
There is also
the inauguration of summary tourist rates.

an cspeciallv heavy movement at the present time lietween
Kansas (^ity and tlie new Texas oil fields. Notwithstanding
the heav\- outbound travel from Southern California, it is
as
rcjiorted that the numlicr of people there seems as great
ever, and that hotels and apartment houses are still crowded

and unable

to

accommodate all applicants. Indications are
means of transportation are available, a large

& Ohio .nllowancc includes $1,724.H00 allowed for Toledo &
Division, whicli had no separate st.'mdard return, for the reason
ilariim the test period it formed a iiart of the lines of the Cincinnati,
Ilamiltdn & Oayton and made no separate report to the Interstate Com•Haltinu.rc-

Cincinnati
th.it

merce Commission.
Ccorgia &

Western

R. R.

I-'lorida

(including AuRUsla Southern)..

Pacific

Louis Southwestern
Cumberland & Pennsylvania
New York. Susnnehanna & We.'tern
WriKhtsville & Tennille
St.

.Xorthiin

S.ilina

\au llmen liridKeCo
Louisville & Wadley
Trinity & Brazos V'alley (lump sum)
(^ulf, Texas & Western (lump sum)
Total

$3,709,887.09

Claims denied

to

June

1.

I9I9:

New York Central
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
St. Louis-San Francisco
Missouri Pacific
Wabash

New
fireat

Vork. New Haven
Northern

& Hartford

Krie Railroad

Minneapolis & St. Louis
Lehigh Valley
Boston & Maine
St. Louis Terminal Association Lines

Delaware & Hudson
Evansville & Indianapolis
I'nion Pacific
Cincinnati, Indianapolis &

Western

that as soon as
number of foreigners will leave Southern California for their

Toledo & Ironton
Norfolk Southern

native countries.

Chicago,

—

Crops in general are in need of
Southwestern Region.
warm weather and sunshine, as the rainfall throughout the
Southwestern region, especially during the last two weeks of
May, caused considerable damage to cotton, wheat, corn and
Regular passenger travel, both local and
alfalfa hay.
through, continues above normal with adequate equipment

The movement of farm hands to
jirovided to handle same.
harvest fields during the present month will be an item of
considerable importance.

Railroad

Admirxistration

Paying
Extra Compensation

Little

claims for extra compensation had been alUp
June
lowed amounting to $3,709,887 and an estimate of $1,500,000
has been used, in figuring the total standard return at $940,000,000, as a reserve to take care of additions to compensation which may yet be allowed, although the claims pendThe total claims filed
ing amounted to $26,285,000.
to

1

The federal control law of
to about $69,000,000.
21, 1918, provides in section 1 that 'Tf the President

amounted

March

shall find that the condition of any carrier was during all or
a substantial portion of the period of three years ended June
30, 1917, because of non-operation, receivership, or where

recent expenditures for additions or improvements or equipfully reflected in the operating railway income
of said three years or a substantial portion thereof, or because
of anv undeveloped or abnormal conditions, so exceptional as

ment were not

the basis of earning hereinabove provided for plainly
inequitable as a fair measure of just compensation, then the

to

make

President

may make

with the carrier such agreement for such

as just compensation as under the circumstances of
the particular case he shall find just."
It is also provided that claims not adjusted may be sub-

amount

mitted to boards of referees appointed by tlie Interstate Commerce Commission. Following is a statement of the disposition of the various claims for extra compensation up to

June

Illinois

Indianapolis

Northern

&

Louisville

Pacific

Chicaeo. Terre Haute
Lnuisviile & Nashville

& Southeastern

Norfolk & Western
Pullman Co
.New Orleans Great Northern
Philadelphia i Reading
Gulf & Ship Island
Waterloo, Cedar I-'alls & Northern
Louisiana & .Arkansas
Toledo. Peoria & Western
.\nn Arbor
r.ansor S: Aroostook

Hudson & Manhattan
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
Port Townsend & Puget Sound
Ulster & Delaware
Lehigh & New England
Kansas City Southern

Toledo Terminal
Port Reading

Wharf Co
Detroit. Bav City & Western
Wildwood & Delaware Bay
Galve=,ton. Houston & Henderson
Catasauqua & Fogelsville
Piedmont & Northern
Galveston

City

Railroad

Total

$5,339,941.20
5,193,045.34
4,971.520.70
4,383,736.12
2,731.368.00
2,000,000.00
1,426,320.00
1,397,577.91
1,073,680.75
900,273.98
809,624.34
696,593.66
693,861.87
622.504.69
595,079.00
529,699.00
524.736.84
512,791.00
476.595.43
470.808.12
437,579.28
392,856.95
341,776.40
189.700.09
160,000.00
155,192.21
128,059.50
124,908.00
123,410.94
120.695.30
120.260.23
109,721.01
107,170.24
89,224.00
86,084.99
74,863.06
71,722.32
57.520.45
57,447.11
47,000.57
42,288.86
32,479.41
18,000.00
15,562.75
9,458.00
8.107.52
2,605.23
642.81
$38,474,095.21

Claims withdrawn to Tune 1, 1919:
Chicago Great Western
Elgin, Toliet & Eastern
Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis
Farmers Grain & Shipping Co
-Atlantic Coast Line
Ocean Steamship Co
Central of Georgia

$171,513.49
115,756.01
78.230.47
53.647.33
44,361.84
43,818.97
39,468.09

$546,796.10

Total

Claims pending June

1,

1919:t

t Amount not stated in claims of Toledo, St. Louis & Western. Gulf.
Mobile & Northern, Lake .Superior & Ishpeming Ry. Co., Old Dominion
Steamship Co., Old Dominion Terminal Co., and Virginia Navigation Co.
Missouri, Kansas & Texas System (3 claims)
$5,559,539.61
Southern
4,771,398.97

Wheeling & Lake Erie

New

York, Chicago &
Seaboard .\ir Line

Western

St.

Louis

Marvland

Gulf Coast Lines
New York Connecting
Chicago & Alton
Florida East Coast
Chicago S: Eastern Illinois
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf (approximate)
Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern
.Atlanta.

1

Central

Detroit,

Atlantic

'

116,000.00
86,229.76
67,303.78
19.885.50
19.807.00
16,531.21
15.000.00
11,126.47
2.819,57
100.000.00
29,734.80

Birmineham & Atlantic
& Great Northern

International

2,828,314.63
2,732,941.09
2.538,726.00
1,883.478.94
1,487,722.75
1,469,758.80
926,685.08
672.804.71
414.159.12
211.480.00
154,164.39
134,823.16
129.259.18

2
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Houston & Brazos Valley
Pittsburgh

102,733.00
157,302.81
46,311.99
35,222.28
28,780.00

& Shawmut

Escanaba & Lake Superior
Coast
Vicksburg, Shreveport
Pacific

&

Pacific

Total

$26,285,606.51

now pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission board of referees:
Boston, New York & Cape Cod Canal
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf
Midland Valley

Claims denied and

Total

$495,644.04
216.054.32
87,145.13
$798,843.49

Director General Appeals for Efficiency and
AA'alker D.

Hines, director general of railroad.?, has sent
and employees of railroads

"The

increased payroll cost, due to improved wages and
working conditions, and the increased cost of material and

now

resulting, in connection with the falling off

in business, in the United States Railroad Administration
incurring heavy deficits in railroad operations.
"For the first four months of this year, these deficits, after
deducting the rental due the railroad company, were about
$250,000,000 or at the rate of $62,500,000 per'month. This
critical condition makes it imperative not only that costs
shall not increase but also that every effort be made to help
the government through every reasonable effort to economize
and realize greater efficiency.

"These

deficits, so far as the}' cannot be eliminated throu"ii
economies and through increased business, will
eventually have to be offset b}' increased transportation rates
which all should endeavor to avoid.
" I ask ever}' officer and ever}' employee to redouble bis
efforts to do efficient work, to economize in the use of railroad materials, fuel and other supplies, and to use great care
not to injure equipment, tools, office furniture or injure
property being transported by the railroad and for which payment must be made if injury occurs, and further than this,
Please remember
to try to encourage others to do the same.
that if you should fail in any of these respects to do what
you reasonably could and ought to do you would impose unnecessary cost upon the government. This is true because it
is the government which has to bear the loss if there is one
or which will receive the profit if any is earned.
"Do not wait for the other fellow to begin this improvement, but begin yourself. Do not decline to help because some
other fellow is not helping; turn in and help, and keep on
You are interested
setting the other fellow a good example.

greater

in the great

movement

for the

cf the individual worker.

improvement of the condition
aid in that great move-

You can

ment, through efficiency and saving in reducing the cost of
railroad operation, because thereby you help to keep down
transportation rates, and thereby you help to keep down the
An increase in rates will give occasion for an
cost of living.
increase in prices of what the public consumes and that will

mean

new

cycle of increasing still further the cost of living.
the interest of every man, woman and child in this
country that this shall 1)6 avoided just as far as possible.
"The government, during federal operation of the rail-

a

It is to

nation-wide control, has been able to
do much to promote justice to railroad employees through
making proper increases in their wages and proper improvement in their working conditions. In the nature of things
the result cannot be ecjually satisfactory to all, involving
roads, as a result of

its

2,000,000 employees, because it is not possible in this vast
undertaking to satisfy equally every one or even even' class of
If any employee feels he has a ground for
these employees.
such dissatisfaction he ought to remember the remarkable
strides that have been taken by the government in the last 1

months

emwas in

in the recognition of the just rights of railroad

and compare the situation today with what it
December, 1917, before federal control Jsegan. It has been a

ployees,

me

Will
government and help
sustain my work, as director general, and also justify what
has been done for you, by doing all that you can reasonably
do to save the government money and to increase the efficiency
of your work ?
"I sincerely want your assistance in demonstrating that the
railroads may be operated successfully even though the wages
of its emplo}'ees have been materially increased."
source of satisfaction to

you

not,

in

turn,

do

to aid in this great work.

justice

to the

Economy

the following letter to all officers
under federal control

supplies, are
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Report on Fort Washington Collision

THE Interstate Commerce Commission
W.

has issued a

P. Borland, chief of
the rear collision on the

report, dated April 10, signed

the Bureau of Safety, on
Philadelphia & Reading near Fort Washington, Pa., January 13, 1919, which resulted in the death of 14 persons and
in the injury of 22.

This collision was reported in the Railway Age of January 17, page 212, the accident having happened in the same
week with that at South Byron, N. Y. also in the monthly
record printed in the Railway Age of February 28, page 510.
While the principal cause was the failure of the engineman
of train 319 to observe the adverse indication of a distant
automatic block signal, the report brings out other elements.
;

The

signals are enclosed disks, and the distant signal is not
controlled by the position of the home signal; it is controlled
directly by the track circuits of the two block sections in advance. The engine had two cabs, the engineman's cab being

located ahead of the firebo.x and about the center of the locomotive. The colliding train. No. 319, was running at moderate speed, but the engine, weighing 98 tons, penetrated the

wooden passenger car
45

feet.

None

at the rear of the standing train about
of the cars in either train were derailed.

A test of the brakes on train 319 developed that the engine had no brakes on the engine truck, and that the piston
travel on the tender was too great, so that the brake apparatus
of the engine and tender, as a whole, was weak.
The flagman went back only about 1,500 ft. and there
stood from 3 to 5 minutes before the approach of the following train; by going a short distance farther he would
have made his signal visible beyond the abutment of an
overhead bridge.

The report recounts very careful inspection of the signal
apparatus, leading to the conclusion that the possibility of
any abnormal condition existing in the distant signal, which
would be necessary to justify the engineman's claim that he
saw a clear signal, is exceedingly remote. The engineman
declared that about six weeks prior to this collision he had
found this distant signal clear when the next succeeding home
signal was at stop; Ijut from testimony of the signal maintainer it appears that the distant signal, in indicating clear,
was in proper position, and that the wrong position of the
home signal was due to local circuit trouble in the clearing
Though the home signal indicated stop, the section
relay.
was

in fact clear.

The engineman

fault is 39 years old; was employed
and promoted to engineman in 1913. In
February, 1918, on account of unsatisfactory service he was
put back to firing; and was restored to the position of engineman twelve days later. Since then two other adverse
at

as fireman in 1907

The flagman is 35
items appear on his discipline record.
years old, and had been in the service 13 years: was a freight
train conductor for one year.

is the latest speed
This record was
an automobile race.
made at Sheepshead Bay, New York City, on June 14, by
Ralph De Palma. It is equal to 113.7 miles an hour.

Fifty miles in 26 minutes, 23.2 seconds

record

reported

in

Convention of the Telegraph Superintendents
Mailgram

Service,

Wire Crossings and Pole Line Construction

Among
AM)

Important Subjects Considered

(livisioii of "Section
Railroad Association,
licld its first annual meeting at the La Salle Hotel,
Chicago. June 11, 12 and 1.5. 'J'his division of the A. R. A.
was formerly the Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents and this was the thirty-seventh meeting of the
former association. M. H. Clapp, manager of the Telegraph
section of the United States Railroad Administration and

TiiK—

ri;i.i;(iK.\i-ii

1

I'l.i.KiMioNK

Oi>er;itinj^," of the Anifricaii

chairman of the division, presided, and the total registration
was about 180. The chairman said that altliough the reorganization was intended to he only for the duration of the
Railroad Administration he felt that it was for the best interests of the meml)ers that the amalgamation be permanent.
He said that reports presented were to be divided into two
groups consisting of those ready for final adoption and those
of a preliminary nature.

He made

in and between
and commercial companies.
R. H. .Aishton, regional

director the Northwestern region,

a plea for co-operation
different departments, railroad companies

United States Railroad Administration, made a short ad-

In 1908 the only telephone circuit for train despatching in
use was one 45 miles long on the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, while at the present time there are 1,S,440 miles of
such circuits.
He was a great believer in association work
and favored amalgamation with the American Railroad Association; the railroads w-ill of necessity have to look to
somebody to keep them from being foolish after their return
No railroad would be foolish enough
to private operation.
to go against recommendations of such a body as the AmeriWhat is accomplished by the
can Railroad Association.
association will in the course of the next four or five years
come ver}- close to being railroad law. If the roads go back
to private operation at the end of the year it will be under
changed and better conditions and greater progress will be
made during the ne.xt few years than ever before.
A banquet was given for the members of the association
on Thursday evening at the La Salle Hotel under the
auspices of the Railroad Telegraph and Telephone Appliance .Association. The speakers were E. E. Nash (C. 8: N.
W.): C. Selden (B. & O.); G. A. Cellar (Pennsvlvania
Lines West), and H. Hulatt (Grand Trunk).

Committee Reports
Maintenance and Construction of Pole
Sul)-Committee A,
Construction and Maintenance,
Lines of committee No. 1
Outside Plant, presented a preliminar}- draft of pole line
specifications including 15 of the proposed 16 sections but
in general without the official drawings and without certain
appendices yet to be decided upon.
A plan for pole line
specifications involving complete independence of any other
organization or company was presented at the meeting held
It was decided, however, to dein Chicago last December.
velop through joint action if possible uniform specifications
satisfactory to both railroad and telegraph interests and
this

report

sjjecilications also divide the country into four pole-line

determined by the severity of the climatic conditions

wiiich arc designated as extra heavy, heavy,

medium and

light,

The

various grades of tiie lines to be Ijuilt under
these specifications are to be fitted to climatic conditions.
The committee asked approval of the plans submitted and for
further instructions.
E. C. Keenan, general superintendent telegraph, New
York Central, pointed out the advisability of the committee
estai)lishing a set of s])ecifications leased on engineering
principles and oft'ered an amendment to the original motion
to the eft'ect tliat the committee should continue along lines
consistent with principles heretofore adopted by the Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.
He prores])ectively.

posed changes in certain tables.
\\'illiam Bennett (C. & N. W.) felt that it was unnecessary
for the committee to follow engineering principles in pole
construction as strictly as for other items of railroad
railroads could operate temporarily notwithstanding failure of pole lines.
E.
A.
Chenery,
general
superintendent
telegraph
line

dress Thursday morning.
He referred to the wonderful
progress that had been made by the association in the past.

—

i'iie

districts

—

was made upon

this

basis.

The

specifications

provide for three grades of line according to the character
of circuits carried, viz., special trunk lines, trunk lines, and
Trunk lines are described as all pole
non-trunk lines.
lines carrying trunk and other important circuits; special
trunk lines are defined as special pole lines connecting imNon-trunk lines are all other pole lines.
portant centers.
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construction;

Southwestern

United States Railroad Administraunder the present specification a mile of
41 Class B 22-ft. chestnut poles carrying 40 wires would
cost $1,355 which is considered a pretty good pole line,
compared to practice 10 or 20 years ago when 30 to 35 poles
tion,

region.

stated that

per mile was common practice.
Comparing these figures
with the proposed specifications for pole lines in extra heavy
districts, the cost would be $1,327 to $2,419, the lower figure
being for non-trunk lines.
A mile of pole line in extra
heavy districts would cost from $1,951 to $2,419 or from
41 to 80 per cent more than the same line built under present
specifications.
Ever)' railroad has some mileage so unimportant that a 50 per cent increase in the cost of construction is not justified.
The report was accepted by the association as a progress report.

Wire Crossings

—

Wire Crossings, ComConstruction and Maintenance, Outside Plant,
contained recommendations covering wire lines crossing
over railways.
Dr. M. G. Lloyd of the Bureau of Standards requested the association to criticise the Bureau of
Standards' proposed revision covering such crossings. This
revision was considered at committee meetings and the subcommittee conferred with Edwin B. Katte, representing the
Committee on Electric Working of the A. R. A. and the

The

report of sub-committee B,

mittee No.

1

Committee on

Electricity of the

who

American Railway Engin-

concurred in the recommendations
of the sub-committee as presented here.
In the proposed
revision the Bureau of Standards wished to have the rules
governing signal line crossings over railways based upon
engineering principles with proper assumed loading so a.^
to be consistent with other sections of the Safety Code. While
the proposed revision as shown by the first draft is generally based upon scientific principles it contains some articles
which in the opinion of the committee were not consistent
with good railroad engineering practice and changes were
After the Bureau of Standards finally issues its
proposed.
revision it is the purpose of the sub-committee to get up
detailed specifications for wire crossings over railroads as
well as parallels or conflicts between signel lines and power
lines.
The association instructed the committee to proceed
eering Association,

:

June

20,
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along the lines on which it was working with the understanding that it follow the engineering practice of the Bureau of Standards.

Underground Construction and Transpositions
Sul>

Committee C,

—Underground Construction, Committee

No. 1, Construction and maintenance, Outside Plant, reported on a revision of the draft of the specifications which
appeared in the proceedings of the meeting held in Chicago
last

December.

The

specifications presented at this meeting

prescribed the general recjuirements for underground conduit
construction for telegraph, telephone and other low voltage
signal cables on railroad right-of-wnv.
The specifications
covered conduit construction, general specifications, high
and low tension ducts in the same trench, location and
clearances,

manholes and handholes, and material.

The

report was adopted as
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have their own specifications which may be presumed to be
safe.
Some felt that hazard to life had been given secondary
consideration and property hazard first.
The report was
accepted as showing work accomplished to date.
Committee No. 5 Telegraph and Telephone Development,
presented a report upon a number of recent improvements
which was accepted as information.

—

Messages and Mailgrams
Committee No. 6

—

Message Traffic, reported in part as
"Assuming that many communications have been
offered for transmission by wire which would have served
their purpose equally well if handled by mail, we are confollows:

fronted with the proposition of establishing a dividing line

between message traffic and mail traffic."
The committee recommended that the railroads generally
be asked to instruct all persons originating telegrams and
correspondence to offer for transmission by wire only communications which require attention prior to the time such
attention would be given if forwarded by mail or where the

recommended practice.
Sub-Committee D. Transportations, Committee "No. 1,
Construction and Maintenance, Outside Plant, submitted
complete specifications for locating and installing transpositions in telephone circuits.
The specifications were
accompanied by numerous tran.sposition diagrams for standard auxiliarj' and unit sections showing non-phantom, horizontal phantom and vertical phantom transpositions.
The
specifications cover the creating of both physical and phantom telephone circuits and provide a method for transposing
these circuits so as to reduce inductive disturbances from
neighboring circuits. These specifications follow those of the
American Telephone & Telegraph Company and the Western Union Telegraph Company.
It is the intention of the
sub-committee during the coming year to prepare specifications for the line materials which are referred to in these

transmission by wire will mean a considerable money saving.
A mailgram service could be established to advantage on
practically all railroads.
"Mailgrams" should be placed in
a pouch in the telegraph office and, immediately before the
departure of train, a special messenger should be sent to the
train with the pouch, delivering it to the train baggageman.
At destination a telegraph office messenger meets the train
and takes the pouch to the telegraph office, from which point

specifications.

grams can be carried as mail.

the messages are delivered the same as telegrams.
On some
railroads special forms of envelopes, or envelopes specially
stamped, are kept open in the telegraph office until immediately before the departure of a train on which such tele-

The

The

question was asked whether the telegraph wires should
be placed above or below telephone circuits and as to where
the ticker circuits and signal circuits should be placed on
the pole line.
In answer the chairman of the sub-committee
said there was no preferred position as regards the telegraph
and telephone circuit but that the ticker circuit should be
on an end pin on the top cross arm in order to be as far
removed from inductive disturbances as possible. When signal circuits were carried on the same pole line with the telephone and telegraph circuits the signal circuits should be on
the lower cross arm.

Report on Office Wiring and Equipment
Committee No.

Construction and Maintenance, Inside
Plant, submitted a preliminary draft of specifications for the
installation of telegraph and telephone equipment in railroad
offices.
The report was accepted as a progress report.
2,

Reports on Electrolysis and Lighting Protection

—

Committee No. 3 Protection Against Electrolysis, presented a report which consisted of a general discussion of
electrolysis as affecting telegraph and telephone conductor
cables, its nature, causes and remedies with descriptions of
instruments for making electrolytic tests and instructions
concerning the use of such instruments.
Certain specific
maintenance instructions were also given. The report was
accepted as recommended practice.
Committee No. 4 submitted a report on Protection Against
Lightning and Against Electric Light and Power Circuits
in the form of a preliminary draft of specifications for such
protection.
The committee felt that it was necessar}- to
differentiate between wires owned by railroad companies
and those not owned. During the discussion some members
felt that the railroad companies should specify the protection to be used on all lines entering railroad company buildings irrespective of whether they were owned by the companv
or not.
Others felt that specifications should not be carried
that far as the larger telegraph and telephone companies

rest

of the report discussed

censoring,

filing

time,

adequate address, use of symbols and codes.
These items
were referred back to the committee for further consideration.

Regulations Governing Telegraph

and Telephone Division
The

regulations as drawn up by the Committee of Direction for the Telegraph and Telephone division Section 1,
Operating, were presented to the meeting and they were
adopted. The regulations provide:
1. Representatives
of members shall be those actively

connected in official or sufjervisory capacities with railroad
telegraph or telephone service, who have general charge of
such service over an entire railroad or grand division of a
railroad consisting of two or

more transportation divisions.
reasonable number of such other employees in supervisory
capacities as may, from time to time be presented by the
railroads for reasons special to themselves, or as may be

A

called

duties

by the Telegraph and Telephone division for special

may

be designated as temporan,- representatives of

members.
2.

The Committee

of Direction consists of eleven repre-

members within the division, including the
chairman and the first and second vice-chairman of the divisentatives

of

sion, the two past chairmen of the division last holding office,
and six representatives of members; and a committee on
Nominations of five members to be elected annually by the

division.

The Committee of Direction shall conduct the business of
the division and fix the number of and appoint the members
of committees.
For the present there shall be the f ollowint'
Committee No.
Committee No.
Committee No.
Comniittee No.

Power

—Con.stniction
— Construction

— Protection

4—Protection

Circuits.

Committee No.
Committee No.
Committee No.
3.

1

2
3

5

6

—Telegraph
— Message

7— Editing.

and Mainten.ince -Outside Plant.
and Maintenance -Inside Plant.

."Xsjainst

Against

Electrolvsib.

Lightning

or

Electric

Light

and

and Telephone Development.

Traffic.

Regular meetings of the Committee of Direction shall
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i|uarttTly,

liild

111-

Manli

and

n-f^iilar

annual

iiurtinns of

Spcrial inoetinn.s

.-^rssion.

llu'

The ScptcnibcT meeting

anil Si-pti-nihcr.

nia\'

iir

divi.sion

be

siiall

in
tlie

held at the eall

of the ("onmiittec of Direction.

The Committee of Direction

4.

ten

."^hall

offer the

names of

reprc-ientatives of memliers, not officers of the division,

as candidates for the committee on nominations.
5. Defines duties of the Committee on Nominations.
(>.
Ofticers shall he elected at the annual meefinj^.

The

and second vice-chairman and members
the Committee of Direction and the Committee on Nomi-

chairman, the
of

first

nations .shall be elected by j)rinted l)allot each year, the candidates receivinu the majority of the votes cast shall be declared elected ami shall hold office for one year or until their
successors shall be elected.
7.
The right to hold office, vote and attend executive sessions shall be vested in representatives of members only.

Election of Officers

manager

Martin H. (lapp,

Telegraph

section

United

was elected chairman; J. F.
Caskey, superintendent telegraphs, Lehigh Valley, first vicechaimian; H. Hulatt, manager of telegraphs. Grand Trunk
The secretary of
Railway System, second vice-chairman.
Church
the teiegraph section is J. E. Fairbanks, 75
street,
New York. The members elected on the ComStates Railroad Administration,

G. A. Cellar, superintendent
Lines West;
E.
A.
Chenery,
general superintendent telegraph on Southwestern region,
United States Railroad Administration; W. H. Hall, superintendent of telegraph, Missouri, Kansas & Texas Lines of
Texas C. S. Rhoads, superintendent telegraph, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis; L. S. Wells, superintendent of telegraph and electricity. Long Lsland Railroad, and
F. T. Wilber, superintendent of telegraph, Illinois Central.
In addition E. C. Keenan, general superintendent of telegraph and telephone. Eastern region. United States Railroad
Administration, and ^^"illiam Bennett, superintendent of
telegrapli, Chicago & Northwestern.

mittee

of

Direction

were:

Pennsylvania

telegraph,

;

The Appliance Association

Elects Officers

The Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association at

its

elected the

annual meeting

following officers:

New
Wire &

Telephone Company,

at

Chicago on June

A. D. Walters,

12,

re-

New York

York, (hairman; G. A. Graber.
Cable Company, Chicago, vice-

Insulated
chairman; G. A. Nelson, Waterbury Battery Company, New
The executive committee of the
York, secretary-treasurer.

Kerite

association also remains unchanged.

Vol. 66, No. 25

—

Superheaters:
A. T. Hardin, regional director, Eastern
Region, by circular S00-1-97A728A promulgates for the information of federal managers the order of the director of
the Division of Capital lOxpenditures relative to the applica"('ontion of sujierhcaters to locomotives. The order says:
sideration by the Mechanical Section of the Division of
Operation develops that these superheaters will not pay for
the cost of application, irre.spective of the cost of the material, if the engine is not actually in .service by October 1,
1919.
It is of course exj)ected that business judgment will
be exercised in installing the superheater even after that
date, but unless the corporations arc willing to stand the
operating charge as well as the capital charge for applying
superheaters after October 1, 1919, the program should
cease as of that date."

trains.

—

Label Holders for Express Cars. The regional director.
Eastern Region, by circular 500-1 04A784, recommends that
all cars used in express service be fitted with two -.holders,
one on each side, for the labels u.sed by the express company.
A standard label, six inches by nine inches has been adopted,
and the circular shows a drawing of a metal holder suitable for this size label. It can be made of sheet metal or of
The holder should be near enough to the door to
cast iron.
permit of being reached by a person standing inside, and
with the center of the holder about six feet above the rail.

—

Per Diem Settlement. Supplement 4 to Circular 78 of the
Northwestern regional director amplifies instructions contained in Supplement 3 to Circular 78 (Railway Age, page
1202, May 16) regarding per diem settlements with nonfederal controlled roads.
A similar order has also been
issued by the Southwestern regional director.
Shipments of Nut and Bean Oil. -Order 212 of the Southwestern regional director states that shipments of nut and
bean oils are being made in barrels and other wooden containers which are not of sufficient strength to prevent leakage
and instructs all concerned to apply rules making it permissible to decline freight unless shipped in containers of suffi-

—

cient strength to afford reasonable protection.

—

Movement of Oil and Tank Cars. Order 211 of the
Southwestern regional director amends Circular 72 issued
on April 9, 1918, by Regional Director R. H. .\ishton to
all western railroads in that roads in the Southwestern Region may symbol, report and handle as trainload 20 or more
cars of oil for one destination instead of the 25 cars stipulated as the

minimum

—

CAR DISTRIBUTION. The regional director. EastRegion, by a circular, dated June 12, issues revised instructions for sending freight cars towards
home. System cars w-ill be confined to local loading to the
fullest extent practicable and will not be furnished for offIn
line loading if other suitable equipment is available.
filling orders for off-line loading, special effort .should be
made to furnish equipment for loading to or in the direction
of:
(a) the car owner; (b) the Regional territorj' in which
car is home; (c) to an intermediate connection in the direction of car owner or Regional territory in w'hich car is home;
(d) locally in the direction of car owner or Regional terriIn furnishing empty cars on
tory in which car is home.
Inter-Regional or Regional orders, care will be exercised to
(a) the
furnish to fullest extent possible cars owned by:
receiving road or roads; (b) the receiving Regional territory

FREIGHT
em

in

which car

is

home.

for the

movement

of oil in train lots

may

be filled out with other
traffic when practicable and where it can be done without
unreasonable delay. In any case where the engine rating is
less than the tonnage of 20 cars of oil, then the full engine
rating of oil tonnage will be considered a trainload of oil.

in the original order.

Orders of Regional Directors

—

New Locomotives Moved Free. The regional director,
Eastern Region, l)y circular SOO-1-106-A78.3, advises that
no freight charges are to be assessed on any class of new
locomotives moving from the works of the builders to the
purchasing roads, whether under their own steam or dead in

All trains

—

Routing Instructions for Eastbound Carload Freight.
Routing Circular 103A-Chicago, superseding Routing Circulars 101, 102, 103 and 104, issued by J. E. Weller, resident traffic assistant, Allegheny Region, Chicago, outlines
routing instructions for eastbound carload freight including
fresh meat, live-stock, perishables, grain, grain products and
dead freight originating in Chicago districts and west,
when destined to the Allegheny or neutral territorv-. These
routing instructions are not to apply when in conflict with
current embargoes.

—

Hale Holden, regional direcWestern Region, in a letter dated June 6,
federal and general managers of Central Western rail-

Atlantic City Convention.
tor of the Central

to

roads, issues similar instructions to those contained in Circu-

June

20,
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131-75A731A of the Eastern regional
way Age, June 13, page 1438).
lar

director

{Rail-

—

Supplement
Notifying Consignee of Arrival of Freight.
74 of the Northwestern regional director states
that freight waybills do not ordinarily show the street address of consignee and that notice of freight arrivals, where
street address is not shown, should be given by sealed letters
rather than by postal cards in cities where mail is delivered
by carriers because of the fact that postal card notices which
do net show street addresses are not delivered, whereas sealed
letters without street addresses are delivered when the city
directory shows the location of person addressed.
Forage Consigned to Army Camps. The Northwestern
regional director, file 73-1-83, amends orders issued in a
circular dated February 14, (Railway Age, February 21,
page 444), relative to the weighing of shipments of forage
consigned to army camps. The Southwestern regional direc-

—

tor issues similar

amendments

in

Supplement

1

to

Cotton Shipments

to

Southern Points.

— Circular

the Southwestern regional director outlines

to Circular

1

1545

Order 165.

221

of

instructions

is-

sued by the regional director of the Southern Region relative to the shipment of cotton originating at points west of
Chattanooga, Tenn., Birmingham and Montgomery, Ala.,
and Pensacola, Fla., and destined to Jacksonville, Fla.,
Brunswick, Ga., Savannah, Ga., Charleston, S. C, Wilmington, N. C, proper or for export through these points unless
shipments are covered by transportation orders issued by the
Inland Traffic Service or by permits issued by the Southern
Export Committee, Atlanta, Ga., and requests that cotton
restricted by this circular be refused for shipment unless
covered by the proper authority.
Flexible Staybolts.
Northwestern Regional Purchasing
Committee Bulletin 146 states that the American Locomotive
Company has completed the installation of equipment neces-

—

san' for the manufacture of flexible staybolts and will pre-

pare to furnish them upon order.

Big Four Increases Capacity At Congested Points
Builds 87 Miles of Second Track and Reduces Grades to

Handle More

Ax

Traffic

INXKEASE IN TR.A.FFIC density on the Cleveland, CinChicago & St. Louis during the war period

cinnati,

made

necessary to provide additional facilities,
main tracks. As a consequence the construction of 87 miles of second track was undertaken during
1917 and 1918, nearly all of which is now in service. The
largest part of this is on the Cleveland-St. Louis line, the
backbone on the Big Four system. Later, work was also
undertaken on the Chicago-Cincinnati line and on a short
stretch at Columbus, Ohio, in connection with terminal
it

particularly second

improvements at that place.
Considerable improvement in
grade was undertaken in connection with the second track
work, but, as explained later, the conditions did not warrant a complete change in ruling gradients on any of the

During

War

Period

Ohio to Cleveland 101.5 miles. Of this last stretch
miles between Marion and Gallon consists of the
parallel, singe-track lines of the Big Four and the Erie
which are operated as joint double track. The 284 miles of
line between Cleveland and Indianapolis is operated as two
engine districts; one of 141 miles from Cleveland to Bellefontaine and one of 143 miles from Bellefontaine to Indianapolis.
The ruling grade in both districts is 0.8 per cent in
Ijoth directions.
The present improvements include 18.6
miles of second track between Ansonia, Ohio and Winchester,
Indiana, and 44.6 miles between Gretna, Ohio and
Marion, work on which has been in progress since the latter
part of 1917.
All of this work is being conducted in conformity with a
Alarion,

the

21

Sia6400

Sta.6700

Profile of the Zionsville Cut-Off

engine
to

districts.

make

In only one case was

a deviation

it found necessary
from the existing alinement.

The Cleveland-Indianapolis
All of the improvement

work on the Cleveland-St. Louis

This is the busiest section of
the road.
The traffic amounts to about six passenger and
seven scheduled freight trains each way daily, in addition

During 1916 the gross tonnage handled amounted
8,782,000 ton miles per mile of road while the train
movements aggregated 6,800 freight and 5,700 passenger
train miles per mile of road.
Previous to the inception of
the present project double track had been in operation on
this line between Indianapolis and Taft 32.9 miles, and from
to

program

of Indianapolis

for reducing the ruling grade in both directions to

0.3 per cent, with the exception of that portion of the line
a summit about four miles east of Bellefontaine
where the track reaches an elevation of about 1350 ft. above
sea level, one of the highest points in the state of Ohio.
The two approaches to this summit cover practically the
entire distance of 25 miles from DeGraff, at elevation 1000,
to Ridgeway, at elevation 1060, and entails the use of 0.8
per cent grades which could not be eliminated on the present location, without an objectionable increase in distance.
It would be possiljle to build a line several miles to the north
of the present location which would largel}- avoid this summit, but such a line would miss the city of Bellefontaine
and involve the abandonment of the engine and freight ter-

crossing

Lifte

line is east of Indianapolis.

to extras.

North
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minal facilities at that place to wliich the railway company
This solution also would not have
has been committed.
afforded tlie immediate relief to the congested line which
it was possible to obtain by second tracking on the existing
location, since this plan adopted afforded opportunities to

Map

Four Showing Location of
Double Track

of a Part of the Big
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new eastward yard and tiie extension of the existing "B N"
yard east of Bellefontaine, each of which comprises a simple
grid of track.s having car capacities of 80 to 102 each.
The work between Marion and Gretna was relativel)
liglit, consisting in the main of the widening of exi.sting embankments and cuts. 'I'he cuts were taken out with teams
and the lighter fills were made with material from the cut*
and from i^orrow pits. The heavier fills were made with
material handled by train from steam shovel cuts.
One
of these was in the eastward yard which required 195,600
cu. yd. of excavation, .i.5,000 cu. yd. of which was used for
filling in the yard and the rest in the completion of main
line embankments.
After the completion of the excavation in the yard this shovel was moved to a ix^rrow pit near
Mt. \'ictory for the completion of the emljankments between
-Marion and Ridgeway.
In laying out the second track
work, existing passing tracks were incorporated where this
was j)os.sible, but new 100-car passing tracks were installed
at intervals of about 10 miles.
The work between Gretna

New

throw sections of the new track into operation as fast as comAs a consequence it was concluded to double track
the 21 miles from Ridgeway to Gretna without change of
grade, except that the lYi miles of 0.8 per cent grade east
from the Bellefontaine yard to the top of the hill was reduced to 0.5 per cent against eastbound traffic. As a result
of this arrangement the Bellefontaine hill still imposes a
0.5 per cent grade against eastbound traffic and an 0.8 per
pleted.

l-PI.20\§'xSe-oy

C4-/sSxS'x/f

Progress View on Bridge Construction at Columbus

jind

Ridgeway was

the extension of the
Note-Floor beams S-7'c/rs

to

-IS-0-

Ridgeway was

November, 1918, except for
work from Marion
July, 1918, and is now prac-

finished in

"B N"

yard, while the

started in

tically completed.

From Winchester

f2-Ls6'xexE
/-P/./'4'KJx24-67g

F/angesl
l-PI./4x^xBl'-67g.

[l-PI./4'x{xl8-07g.
•se

of /hi/

Ansonia the double-track work conwidening of the existing embankments
and cuts and partially in raising the grade through sags to
Of this work which amounted to
reduce the gradient.
500,000 cu. yd. in embankment, the heavier portion is between Union City and Ansonia. The improvement also into

sisted partially in the

cludes the construction of a small enginehouse, coal dock,
cinder pit and water tank at Ansonia to take the place of
existing facilities at

The
fl

Gussef ply

^£-^ Splice pis.
at

Columbus

City.

work on

this section

long containing 190,000 cu. yd.
To
with a maximum raise above the old track of 17 ft.
laiild this it was necessarv- to place the operated track in
temporary position a maximum of 24 ft. to one side of the
old center line at the old grade on a new shoulder which
is

DetaUs of Heavy Girder Span Used

Union

largest single feature of the earth

an embankment 10,000

ft.

;i

cent grade against westbound traffic in the engine district
between Bellefontaine and Cleveland, and it imposes an 0.8

per cent grade against eastbound

traffic

between Indianapolis

and Bellefontaine.
In addition to second track work and grade changes the
improvements in this section included the construction of a

eventually formed a part of the higher embankment. With
temporary track in operation, the embankment was completed to the new grade line on the opposite side for as
great a width as was possible without interfering with the

this

June
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After this had been done, a track was laid
on the new embankment which was then
The shoulder for the temto the standard width.
porary track and the first portion of the high embankment
were made with teams from borrow pits along side having
A steam shovel was also used
a maximum depth of 15 ft.

1547

without effecting mucli progress in the completion of

operated track.

filling

and put
widened

This difficulty was finally overcome by discontinuing the use of a heavy clay filling in favor of cinders,
which, being much lighter and not being subject to the flowing which took place in the clay, did not disturb the equilibA
rium of the subsurface materials to any great extent.
more complete account of the experience with these sink

in service

the work.

in the Railway Age of January 17,
All of the grading on the Cleveland divi-

was published

holes

l<ny, page 217.

Contractors Plant at the Eagle Creek Bridge

embankhad been installed on the top and for
widening embankments at other points in the section. All
filling handled by the shovel was hauled in standard-gage
The bridge work on
equipment over the operated track.
this section was of minor importance, the only structure ot
any size being an existing undercrossing used by an electric
This had to be largely reconstructed to provide for
line.
the second track and a raise of seven feet in the grade line.
Aside from the extension of the abutments and the raising
of the grade, the single-track, deck girder span was replaced
in this pit to supply material for completing this

ment

after the track

by a reinforced concrete

One
of the
holes.

slab.

of the points of chief interest attached to this section

woik arose from
At several places

difficulties

east of

encountered with sink
City, the bottoms

Union

The Embankment

in the

of depressions traversed by the railroad are underlaid with

In three
stratum of peaty loam of varying thicknesses.
locations this was so thick that the weight of the newly imposed embankment squeezed it out along each side and proa

nounced and protracted settlements occurred, accompanied
by extensive upheavals of the adjacent ground surface. As
a consequence large quantities of material were placed in the

Building a Drainage Diversion Ditch Alongside the Eagle

Creek Embankment
sion

was done by the Walsh Construction Company, Daven-

port, Iowa.

Heavy Work Near
By

Indianapolis

and most interesting feature of all the
improvement work undertaken by the Big Four is the double
track work between Augusta and Whitestown, a short disThis improvement covers 10.2
tance north of Indianapolis.
miles of which 4.5 miles is on a new location known as
This constitutes an extension of secthe Zionsville cut-off.
far the heaviest

Eagle Creek Bottoms

ond track on the Indianapolis-Chicago line which had previously extended from Indianapolis to Augusta, a distance
It also affords a considerable improvement
of 10.8 miles.
The old line has grades of 0.78
in grade and alinement.
per cent southbound and 0.67 per cent northbound, whereas
the

new

direction

line has

maximum

conforming

to

the

grades of 0.4 per cent in each
adopted ruling grade between

1
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maximum rale of
J 7 min. with a total
irntral angle of 75 deg. 5o min. whcrca.s the new line now
has a maximum rate of curvature of
deg. .U) min. with a
K.mkaktr,

liuli;ma|u)li>

ami

(.urvaturc on

tho old

total central

angle of

tance on the new line
nearly one-half mile.

work

On

in

line

excavation

the l)asis of

.<4

is

111.

J

Tiif

dog.

deg. 50 min.

The saving

in di.s-

important, amounting to 2,500 ft. or
A total of 580,000 cu. yd. of earth
involved.

i.>^

is

ph\sical features this project is naturally divided into four .sections.
At the south end is 3.2
miles of second-track work on the old alinement, the most
its

important feature of which is an 11,530 ft. grade reduction
involving a depression below the existing grade to a dei)th of
8 ft. ami requiring the removal of 189,000 cu. yd. of material
This total includes a 2,000-ft. continuation of this cut on
to the south end of the cut-off.
The cut-off embraces two
essential features, an embankment a mile long and 40 ft.
high across the Eagle ("reek valley containing 478,000 cu.
yd. and a cut 2'j miles long containing 397,000 cu. yd.
The remainder of tlie work including 2,300 ft. of the cut-oft

Steam Shovel

and
fills

the north section of second track
with' only

two

slight

work

m

in the north

consists of light

track portion.

The lowering of the grade south of Eagle Creek is being
accomplished by making a preliminary cut along the east
side to the final grade without disturbing the existing track.
This could be done readily for a considerable portion of the
distance without any excavation beyond the finished cut line
because the cut had to be made of sufficient width to accommodate a passing track on the east side. After turning
trains over a temporan' track at grade in this portion of the
cut, the old track will be abandoned and the rest of the
cut taken out.
This cut and the long cut north of Eagle Creek are l^eing
taken out with 70-C Bucyrus shovels, the material being handled by standard-gage equipment into the Eagle Creek embankment and some minor fills by dumping from trestles.
Two shovels are being operated in the north cut and one in the
south cut, each being sen-ed by two trains of 12-yd. Western
air dump cars.
The complete equipment includes seven sixwheel switch engines and 100 cars. To keep the four trains

(

ut

moving without interference

entails a carc-

planned and extensive track layout as indicated by the
use of 7 miles of temporary track in the 4'/> miles of cutlully

off.

One noteworthy feature of this work is the special pains
taken to obtain ade(|uate drainage as well as freedom from
washing of the cut and embankment slopes.
Cuts were
given a sui)-grade width of 10 ft. from the center line of
track plus a minimum of 5 ft. for a ditch, this ditch being
increa.sed 0.1 ft. in width for each 100-ft. of distance in the
direction of drainage.
The contractor was required to finish
cut in perfect slope wliile surface ditches of adccjuate proportions were provided wherever conditions demanded.
In
the long cut, the first 2,500 ft. from the low-er end is drained
by side ditches carried to a catch liasin 500 ft. from the
tiic

lower end where a depression in the ground line made it
po.ssil)le to install a line of 24-in. pipe leading down a
transverse gully.
At a point 2,600 ft. from the lower end
of the cut the ground surface conies practically to grade for
a distance of 150 ft. where a double 6-ft. by 4-ft. l)OX culvert

the Big Cut

changes of grade in the second-
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Near Zionsville

was installed

to carr\' the drainage of a creek that crosses
depressing the bed of this creek for a distance
of 200-ft. downstream, it was possible to use it as the outfall for water draining into the cut north of this point, as
well as for a surface ditch extending for nearly the entire
length of the cut along the east side and a channel diversion
ditch one half mile long on the west side.
These surface
ditches were made with teams before the cut proper was
started, the material being wasted on the site of the cut so
that it could be picked up by the shovels in taking out the

the line.

By

cut.

The structures formed an important feature of this project,
among them being the Eagle Creek bridge which is lo-

chief

cated about centrally in the long embankment. This is a reinforced concrete arch structure of the filled-spandrel type consisting of five semicircular arches
three central openings of
45 ft. with one at each end of 39 ft. The total length of

—

with a maximum height of 62^/2 ft.
bottom of footing. It requires the placing of 6,200 cu. yd. of concrete and 112,000 lb. of reinforcing steel. Pile foundations were used.
the bridge

is

from base of

273

ft.

rail to

Rail^vay Developments in Foreign Countries
Authority Asked for the Construction of 1500 Miles of

New

Railroad in Mexico; Other Notes
American Railway Manufacturers May
Be Under Handicap
\Fr

in

resentatives of the stockholders of the late Chekiang and
Kiangsu Provincial railways.
The Chekiang and the
Kiangsu Provincial railways represent two of the many
attempts made about ten years ago to build Chinese railways with local capital. The officials and gentry of these
two provinces undertook to build a line from Shanghai to
Ningpo.
This route was already under contract to the
British and Chinese Corporation, but yielding to this local
pressure the Manchu government secured a release from the

China

Special Correspoiiilciit in China)

\\'hile there is considerable feeling of

disappointment that

America has not been able to "put over" a reorganization of
affairs in the Far East, Chinese are not disposed to blame
either America or Mr. Wilson.
But they do point out that
unless something very pointed is done, American interests
completely in eclipse.
The peace settlement clearly
recognizes the "sphere of influence" in China.
It intensifies tlie competition between British and Japanese, with
are

Some six or seven years of painful progress, quaramong stockholders, and exhaustion of funds brought a
realization that a foreign loan and foreign management was
necessary.
The government, now the Republic, therefore
British.

rels

the F'rench-Belgian interests holding a position of balance
Under these conditions, since there is no Amer-

of power.

"sphere of influence" or room in which one can be
up, American manufacturers are relegated to a position

ican
set

permanent handicap. For a year or two, until Europe
back to a peace basis, there is likely to be a small
market for materials w-hich are urgently needed, in which
Americans may bid w-ith some hope of success. But after
that, the "home" dealer, it is thought to be beyond question,
will always have the preference.
of

gets

The Peking Hankow has ordered 10 Prairie Type locomotives from the Baldwin shops and 10 more from the Lima
works.
Tientsin Pukow tenders are delayed pending a
discover}' of

means

of payment.
*
*

*

The jNIinistry of Communications has received advices
concerning the arbitration of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway net profits case, to the effect that one of its contentions
has been sustained, one decided adversely, and one reserved
for further taking of evidence. Due principally to the favorable rates of exchange for interest payments, this line found
itself with a surplus for the year in 1916.
The ministry
contended, however, that deficits from previous years should
be met before profits could be divided with bondholders.
This is the contention which is sustained. It also contended
that interest upon land purchases, although in excess of the
amount provided in the contract, should be deducted as
expenses, before a declaration of profit.
This has been
denied.
Its third contention was that its regular depreciation charges are a proper charge to expense before declaration of profit, and this point is still under consideration.

The immediate

result of this decision, so far as

it

goes, is

pending the award.
This line is sorely in need of locomotives. Because of overwork, its expense for locomotive repairs increased in 1918
over 50 per cent above 1917, and loaded wagons were constantly being left standing for want of power.
Whether
the necessities of the government for ready money will permit the use of this sum now in the treasur}- for the purchase
of the needed power remains to be seen.
to release $1,250,000 held in the treasur\'

^

^

^

The Lung-Hai management

has cancelled certain inquiries for bridge steel entered with an .'\merican firm just
prior to the armistice.
The explanation is that the line is
now required to make such purchases "at home" (Belgium).
*

The

*

*

admission of approaching bankruptcy which any organ of the government has made was
contained in the recent report of a conference between a
representative of the Ministry of Communications and repnearest

official

'

took over the line, agreeing to refund the shares with its
own bonds and cash. The two lines have now been consolidated, practically rebuilt, and are operated by the
Shanghai Nanking administration.
But the shareholders
object to receiving their interest in depreciated bank notes,
and demand certain cash payments which were promised in
installments.
The latter the ministry representative professed to be impossible at the present and soundly scolded
the provincials for expecting anything besides depreciated
bank notes "when the ministry had millions of them which
it can not dispose of."

The Tientsin Pukow has now given notice of refusal to
accept payment of freights or fares in anything but silver
or its equivalent.
This line has as managing director a
brother of Hsu Shih Chang, president of the Republic.
The other Chinese managed lines are still accepting the
notes for payment of fares.
*

The

situation

*

*

very tense over reports from the Peace
Conference in Paris.
It has been rendered more so perhaps by the very evident tampering with telegraphs and
cables along the China coast.
For two weeks Peking has
been practically out of communication with the outside
world, except over the Japanese wireless. At the same time
reports in the Japanese papers seemed to be baiting Chinese
into some act of violence.
At the same time that assurances were extended that Japan had succeeded to everything it claimed in Shantung, a Japanese paper published
is

in Chinese in Peking contained a circumstantial account
of the assassination of President Wilson.
The result was
that on the following day students of government schools

formed a procession and marched to the legation quarter
with banners expressing disappointment and anger with
Chinese officials, who are held responsible in the public
mind for "selling China." The delegation was peaceable
the home of Tsao Ju-lin, Minister
found gates barred and the minister
refusing to appear.
The procession was immediately transformed into a mob, which broke down the gates, rushed the
guards, and made a search of the house, breaking everything
in its way.
The minister made his escape, but his father
was badly beaten in the hope of provoking Tsao to appear
from his supposed hiding place. Chang Chung-hsiang,
minister to Japan, who signed with Tsao many of the
treaties and agreements which are objected to, was found
in the house in conference with a Japanese.
The latter
was quickly passed outside without violence, but Chang was
beaten and kicked into insensibility, and is now in the
Japanese hospital. Tsao and Lu Cheng Yu, who also has
until

upon arriving

of Communications,

1549
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Carranza's Railroad Program
Calls for 1,500 Miles of

New

Line

ambitious program of government railroad building wliicii President \'cnustiano Carranza has mapped out.
In his recommendations to Congress authority is asked for
the construction of more tiian 1,500 miles of new railway.
It is expected that the recommendations will be favorably
It is significant that all of the
acted upon l)y Congress.
proposed new lines cover practically the same routes tliat
were designated in concessions that were held by American
and British interests at the time their plans were upset l)y
the beginning of the revolutionar)' period nearly nine years
The most important perhaps of the proposed new
ago.
roads is that which is to run from a connection with the
United Railways of Yucatan at Campeche, about 450 miles.
The concession for the construction of this proposed line
was owned by a .syndicate of British investors at the time
is ;ui

phuf

shape to pro[>erly
road was operated for
many years Ijy the IJritisli contracting firm, S. VVeetman
Pearson & Son, Ltd., of which the present Lord (!owdray ithe head.
The firm had the road leased for a period of
51 years from the National government, but on account of
pressure that the Carranza administration brought against
the lessees, the lease was given up and tiie line turned Ijack
gold will

bi-

to

ri'i|iiirc(|

handle Iran.s-isthmian

tlu"

It
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traffic.

that line in
'I'his

government some months ago.
runs from Piacho, on the National Tehauntepcc line, to Suchiate, 284 miles, is also bad
off physically.
This line was constructed by David Thompson, former American ambassador to Mexico, and associates.
They disposed of the property to the Mexican government
during the latter days of the Diaz admini.stration at a profit
to the

The Pan-American which

of

many

millions of dollars, according to report current at

The Pan-American was to have been a link in a
through trunk railroad that was to have continued on down
through the countries of Central and South America. Just
The
across the river from Suiache is Ayutla, Guatemala.
original plan was to extend the railroad system of Guatemala
President Porfirio Diaz was forced to vacate the chair of 'to a connection with the Pan-American, but this has not as
The route is through a remote part of yet been done. The coastal region traversed by the Panchief executive.
Mexico that is said to be capable of wonderful agricultural
American is capable of producing big yields of various kinds
The region is also rich in mahoghany and of crops. Large areas of land in the territory along both
development.
President Carranza's plan also emother valuable timber.
the National Tehuantepec and the Pan-.\merican are owned
braces the construction of a railroad from Peto, .state of
by Americans but on account of disturbed conditions that
Yucatan, to Chan Santa Cruz, in the territory of Quintana
have prevailed for several years most of these properties
Roo, a distance of about 300 miles, including proposed
have long been abandoned.
This proposed road would penetrate what
branch lines.
The Mexican Southern Railroad occupies an unique posiwas formerly the heart of the hostile Maya Indian country.
tion in the government affairs of Mexico.
Although the line
The line would be of important military value, it is asserted. is owned by the government it has been in control of the
recommended
is
which
of
construction
Another new line, the
revolutionists under General Felix Diaz for several years.
by President Carranza, has for its purpose the connecting of
Little is known here as to its physical condition.
It is said
the
with
Ensenada, on the Pacific side of Lower California,
to be giving very good passenger and freight service between
Mexico,
Nogales-Guaymas Ijranch of the Southern Pacific of
points on its line in the state of Oaxaca.
The buildat a point a short distance north of Hermosillo.
The government recently ordered that construction of the
ing of branch lines is also contemplated. This proposed road
branch line that is to run from Allende, situated on the Eagle
would closelv parallel the international border between MexPass-Torreon division of the National Railways of Mexico,
the rich
ico and the United States and traverse a part of
to Las Vacas, 75 miles, be resumed.
From an international
factor
valuable
a
serve
as
also
would
It
Imperial Valley.
standpoint this is a ver)' important piece of work for the
that
along
troubles
time
of
in
troops
in the movement of
reason that Las Vacas is situated just opposite Del Rio,
part of the border.
Texas, and it is purposed to connect there with the
be
ma\government
It is not questioned that the Mexican
branch line of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient that is to
out
able to assemble men and materials sufficient to carry
])e constructed south from San Angelo.
The National Railthese railroad construction projects, but it is not understood
ways of Mexico and the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient enwhere the equipment for operating the proposed lines is comtered into a contract several years ago to jointly build a
systems
ing from. It is well known that the present railroad
bridge across the Rio Grande at Las Vacas-Del Rio.
The
of the country are so short of equipment that traffic is far
accomplishment of this project will mean the opening of a
has
government
the
which
road
new
The
below nomiai.
new international railroad gateway between the two counconstructed between Durange and a point on the old Mexican
tries.
appreciany
to
operated
Central near Zacatecas is not being
able extent because of the lack of cars and engines.

The

which the government recently
finished between Cuatro Cienegas and Sierra Mojado.
At this time a large force of men are employed on the
construction of the railroad which the government is building
between Durango and the Pacific port of Mazatlan. From
an engineering standpoint this is one of the most difficult

same

is

true of the

new

American Rivalry

line

It involves
pieces of railroad ever attempted in Mexico.
the crossing of the Sierra Madres at an altitude of nearly
8,000 ft. and an almost precipitous descent to the sea-level
The late Collis P. Huntington, who
of the coastal region.
Texas,
built the old Mexican International from Eagle Pass,

Durango, had corps of engineers in the field constantly
for several years endeavoring to find a feasible route over
the mountains for the proposed extension to Mazatlan and

to

none was found.
According to the report of engineers who have made an
of the physical condition of the National
Tehuantepec, the expenditure of not less than $15,000,000
investigation

the time.

in Steel

Discussed in British Parliament
In the British Parliament on May 26 Lieutenant Colonel
Sir F. Hall asked Sir Auckland Geddes, minister of national service

and reconstruction, w^hethcr America was now

able to import steel into Great Britain at a price which
enabled manufacturers in the United States to undersell
British manufactured steel by £4 10s a ton and upwards,
after allowing for freight and all other costs; and, if so,

what practical steps had been taken by the government to
meet the position thus arising. In reply Mr. Geddes said:
"I understand that American steel manufacturers are quoting prices for deliver)' in the United Kingdom lower than
those quoted by British manufacturers (though, not so far as
As regards the second
I am aware, to the extent suggested).
part of the question, his Majesty's government is) not prepared at present to impose any restrictions upon the importation of iron and steel, in view of the demand in the country."

June
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Sir F. Hall interposed: "Is the right honorable gentleman
aware that the difference of price is upward of £9 10s and
that the government has undertaken to protect the interests of
Are they going to do anything or are they
this country?

not?"

"Under the provisional trade policy that is being followed," Sir A. Geddes replied, "the interests of this country
are being protected to the best ability of the government, and
the matter is not so simple as the honorable gentleman appears to imagine. There is a very great demand for iron and
steel in this countr}', which at present the producers of this
country are unable to meet."
"Is not iron being produced at places which are much
nearer the United States, and does it seem reasonable that
Americans should be able to send this produce to this country
at £9 1^:4S per ton lower to the detriment of the manufacturers in this country?" asked Sir F. Hall.
"I do not know whether it is reasonable or not, but it is a
fact that they are producing iron and steel at the present
moment cheaper," was the answer, "and it is also a fact that
our export still demands a large amount of iron and steel to
be worked up in things to be exported."
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According to a plan announced in London, two trains will
meet at Milan, one from Calais and one from Bordeaux.
From there a single train will proceed to Brod, where a
second division will be made with one part of the train going
direct to Constantinople through Bucharest, while the other
part will run direct to Odessa.

Exports of Railway Track Material in April
'Exports of rails amounting to 60,463 tons valued at $3,416,590 showed an increase over March but did not reach
as high totals as in January or February.
Exports during
April of railroad spikes amounting to $413,292 and of
switches, frogs, etc., amounting to $1,063,437 were, on the
other hand, considerably greater than for any of the preceding months of the year.
The figures in detail as compiled
by the Division of Statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and

Domestic Commerce were as follows:
Switches,

Railroad spikes

Pounds

Rails

Tons

Dollars

f

ogs, splice
bars, etc.

Dollars'

Dollars

steel

267',76i

15,153

197,098
13,163
859,483

"'3',254

""i83

40

"2,598

"465

""646

'32,755

54

3,802

200
4,746,i()6

1,007

645,152
33,750

Italy

President-Elect of Brazil to Visit United States
Dr. Epitacio Pessoa, who was elected president of Brazil
on April 13 while he was in Paris serving as president of the
Brazilian delegation to the Peace Conference, is to visit the
United States on his way back to his country and is expected
Dr. Pessoa is one of the first
in New York on June 20.
presidents of Brazil to be elected from a northern state, the
presidents as a rule having hitherto been of the more populous and further developed southern regions.
He is a comparatively young man.
After taking his degree with honors
in one of the leading law schools of Brazil, he became public
prosecutor in the state of Pemambuco, where he revealed
striking legal and oratorical abilities.
He came rapidly to
the front with the proclamation of the republic in 1889 and
his reputation as a jurist won for him the position of professor of law in the faculty of the University of Pemambuco.
At only 26 years of age, he was elected deputy to Congress
and became one of its leading figures.
Before he was 33 years of age, President Campos Salles invited him to be minister of justice and public instruction in
his cabinet, where he rendered brilliant service. Later, he occupied the position of attorney general for the republic and
became a judge of the highest judicial body of Brazil, where,
in the execution of his duties, he was noted for his firmness
and impartiality. At the time he was appointed president of
the Brazilian Mission to the Peace Conference, he was serving as senator from the state of Parah\-ba.

Sweden

....

Hond uras

British

Honduras

.

....

.

Mexico
Newfoundland and La-

'"I'coo
118,387
100
10.000
16,760
16,200
200,537

8,525

22,400

1,142

20,666

'r.666

3,908
10

500
805
892

"'l',58i

'96,536

'io,7i7

429,615

""121

"8,275

5,404
28
61,700
375

188
8,559

2,683

2,555

1.308
1,008

"7,133

382,287

97,139

2

""264

2

152

40'
'

Trinidad and Tobago.
Other
British
West

Cuba
Dutch West Indies...
French West Indies..

147,71 i
5,852

"7,261
448

600
28,0CO

32
1,170
123

Haiti

R epublic.

Dominicin

2,000
12.184

.

785
14,820
10,173

Peru

270,000
172,656
21,110
2,000
44,600
29,030
'26',666

""965

China

285,000

11,458

Brazil
Chile

.

.

Eci-ador
British

.

.

.

Guiana

lapanese Chi na
British India
Dutch East Indies.'.'.'

Hongkong

As

a

Xew

Zealand
Philippine Ul ands

.

6,359

337,441
11,174

7,806

""269

Tela:

'io,296
15,040

192

'

59,664
193,964
36,231
59,779
2.989
462,708
59.441
8,925
54,822

516
'3'l',574

1,028

49

44

522,188
732.800
4,480

19,429
23,687

6,375
1,225

260

139
777

6,866

'l',244

""166

7,799,630

4:3,292

7,414
7,456
225

637

""96!

32'6,448

'i

338

'47766

5,404
158

1,219

'.'.'.

British West Africa.
British South Africa..

2.666
11,350
765

""631

994
92
2.277
1,619

'i

2,581

.

Russia in

"179

'

17,550
4,554
31,374

269
10,104
7,625

487
3.157

264

"6',4i7
13,295

'1,608

60,463

3,416,590

1,063,437

Train Connection with Southeastern Europe
Mr. Chaveille, the French minister of public works, presided recently over a meeting of diplomatic and technical
representatives of Great Britain, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy,
Serbia, Roumania, and Greece, called to consider under what

Exports

Locomotives

in April

exports of locomotives from the United States in April,
totaling 55 and having a value of $2,193,168 were more
than double those of March but not as great as in January

a train service could be established with the
southeast of Europe to replace the former Orient express,
writes Trade Commissioner Eliot G. Mears at Athens.

or February'.

The proposed line will pass through the Simplon Tunnel,
Milan, Venice, Trieste, Agram, and Belgrade.
Ultimately
the line will be prolonged to Bucharest and Constantinople,
where a connection will be established with the Bagdad
railway. A branch will go to Odessa. The project of building a suspension bridge to connect the two shores of the
Bosphorus was also considered.
This bridge would serve
as a line of communication with Asia.
Train service with the Balkans will probably be established ven- soon, although no definite date has been set.

as follows:

conditions

of

The

The

detailed figures as compiled by the Division of Stathe Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce are

tistics of

Steam locomotives
Countries

France
Italy

Canada

Cuba
Brazil

Colombia
China
Japanese China
.Tapan

Total

Number

Dollars

8
10

379,600
575.000
49,100
364,889
10,950
85,085
260,000
457,980

5

12
1

3
5

8
3

10,564

55

2,193,168
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Tokyo Considering Building

a

Subway

iluory,

considering the Iniildinj^ of a
The lit) i)f Tokyo, Japan,
Miliway to liclp relieve its serious transportation ])rol)lem.
lUit iii tlic meantime, and in order to reteive immediate relief, the mayor of the city lias recommended to the city couni.s

the purchase of 200 additional street cars.

cil

Railroad Affairs in Congress
railroad

CoNi.KKSSioN.-\i. c•()^sll)lu.^TI()N of tlic general
problem has been somewhat delayed by the precedence
otlier
i^iven bv die Senate and House committees to
Esch of
matters in an effort to clear the decks, but Chairman

House committee now hopes to begin hearings either next
week or the following week, depending on the time reciuired
for
by the water power bill, which will probaijly continue
the
about two months, and at which the director general and
given the
Interstate Commerce Commission will probably be
the

The passage of the deficiency apRailroad Administration has not been
re-ponsil)le for anv delay because it was handled by the apcommerce
proi^riations committees 'and not In- the interstate
committees, but both the House and Senate committees have
regiven some time to the problem of getting the wire systems
with
Uirned, while the House committee has been concerned
saving law
the farmers' demands for the repeal of the daylight
and the Senate committee desired to do a little tinkering with
Senator
railroad laws before tackling the big question.
first

opportunity to

propriation

l)ill'

for

testify.
tlie

the

was
is in charge of general railroad matters,
ambitious to get through his hill to restore the Interstate Commerce Commission's power to suspend rates and other Senadispose of another
tors took advantage of the opportunity to
on an
question that has bt^n disturbing them by tacking
amendment requiring the director general to pay out of the
berailroad rental judgments based on claims that accrued
federal control. Many of such claims had been held up

Cummins, who

fore

of the government to
it was not considered the duty
or
pay them and many railroads were unable to pay them
not be
took advantage of the fact that their property could
attached while under federal control.
Some of the Senate committee members are also sym-

because

pathetic toward the bills to amend the fourth section to rerule
quire a strict enforcement of the long and short haul
and hearings Were held before the committee last week on
Some of the Senators who had
Senator Poindexter's bill.
got their views on the question principally from the representatives of the inter-mountain country who have been most
in evidence during the previous discussions on this subject,
had their eyes opened when the first testimony was presented at this hearing by prominent representatives of a large
number of shippers who vigorously opposed the bill and
showed that its passage would not only not accomplish the

desired object but would disrupt the rate structure in practically all parts of the country.
bill, if it becomes a law, would leave the
no more pow-er to put rates into effect than
He may continue
that forrnerly possessed by the railroads.
to initiate rates, but must file a fifteenth section application
with the commission for permission to file a tariff increasing
a rate, until January 1. 1920, when this provision of the lawexpires, and the commission may suspend his rates if it sees

The Cummins

director general

Heretofore the Railroad Administration, while it has
has merely filed its rates
and set the effective rate, regardless of the former statutory
30 days' notice in many cases. The commission could review- them later on complaint, and it has made several minor
changes without any attempt to disturb the general 25 per
fit.

frecjuently consulted the commission,

As to
cent advance, but meanwhile the rates were in effect.
intrastate rates, the director general is still supreme, on the
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a.s

:?tatetl

by Senator Cummins,

tliat

it

would be

in-

tolerable to have the federal administrator .suljject to the in
l-'.fforts were made by >everal S( u.i
terfeience of 40 states,
tors to restore the

former autliority

c)f

the states, Ijut

it

was

recognized in the deliate that the jjurjjose was to give them an
opportunity to reduce tlie rates increa.sed Ijy the Railroad Administration and that even if they did not do so affirmatively
Senators
the .state statutory rates might Ije put into effect.
Sheppard of Texas and McKellar of Tennessee introduced
amendments to restore the state authority Ijut were voted
down after Senator Cummins had stated that it might be
IK)ssible for the states, if given the authority, to reduce the
Senator Trammcll of
federal income by $200,000,000.
Florida, however, secured the adoption of an amendment
providing that no intrastate rate shall be increased until at
least .50 days' notice has Ijeen given to the shippers of the
Another amendment provides
state and a hearing granted.
that in computing the time allowed for presenting claims or
bringing suit for reparation or loss or damage, the period of
federal control prior to the passage of this bill shall be excluded.

The

principal provision of the

bill

is

as follows:

initiate or change
regulations and practices exercised by
rritc.i,
fares, charges,
lire carriers now under federal control, prior to the 29th day of December,
1917, shall hereafter be exercised by the I'resident. or by the director general of railniacls. but such right as to interstate commerce shall be exercised
under all the limitations and conditions which vere imposed upon said
right by the act to regulate commcice, approved February 4. 1887, as
amended; and the Interstate Commerce Commission shall have as full and
complete authority and jurisdiction to set aside, change, modify, suspend
or olheiwise review all such rates, fares, charges, classifications and regulaticrs directly affecting interstate commerce as though the government
liaa not assumed the possession and control of said transportation systems.
Jo that end the said act to regulate commerce, as amended, is hereby declared to be in full force and effect with respect lo rates, fares, charges,
regulations, anything in the act approved
practices;
:ind
classihcatioris,
March 21, 1918, to the contrary notwithstanding. The procedure before
the Interstate Com.i.nerce Commission shall be the same as formerly, except
(hat the President or the director general of railroads shall stand in the
stead of the carru rs, and all notices theretofore reciuired tfi be given to or
seived upon carriers '^I'-tD lie ^'iven lo or served on said director general.
All ordeis or findings
of the commission shall bind the director
j,pneral to the same extent as they formerly bound the carriers.
Tiial

during the period of federal control the riRht to
classifications,

make it slightly more difficult to put
advance in rates there is a belief that it
offers a sharing of responsibility between the director general
and the Interstate Commerce Commission that might not be
\Miile this would

into effect a general

unwelcome

to both parties.
Senator Pomerene especially took occasion during the de-

bate to criticize many of the rate and other orders issued by
the director general. He said in effect that as a railroad man
Mr. AIc.A.doo w-as a wonderful secretary of the treasury. He
also pointed out that whereas Mr. Mc.^doo had claimed a saving of .S6, 000, 000 last year on the salaries of executives, an
examination of the director general's payroll indicated that
He said
there had not been much saving in the long run.

men on the staff of the director general receive salaries
aggregating $1,398,100, or an average of $19,418. which he
compared with the $15,000 received by the chief justice of
that 72

the United

States.

Several Senators said they were more interested in getting
the railroads back to their owners than in the bill before them
and expressed an opinion that the question of rate jurisdiction could well wait to be considered in connection with the
proposed general legislation, but they were willing to support
the bill.
In reply to a question as to when such legislation
could be expected. Senator Cummins expressed confidence
that it could be worked out before the end of the year.
H. C. Barlow-, representing the Chicago Association of
Commerce, the National Industrial Traffic League, the Illinois Manufacturers' Association and the Illinois Traffic
League, in testifying on the Poindexter bill said that those
for whom he appeared are opposed to a rigid application of
the long and short haul rule and that the act as it now reads
is conduci\-e to the greatest good to the greatest number.
The
commission should continue to have the broadest discretionary- power because each ca.se presents a different aspect.
He
said that if the railroads were prohibited from meeting the
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water rates the intermediate points would not get the benefit
that the rates on sugar from San
Francisco to Chicago are less than those to Kansas City because the western sugar industry could not reach the Chicago
market in competition with Cuba by New York and New
Orleans if the rates were higher.
In such a case, he said,
Chicago would be dependent on one source of sugar supply.
J. C. Lincoln, representing the Merchants' Association of
New York and the National League of Commission Merchants, said the question involved is that of the railroads
competing with water carriers and that the possibility of an
all-water service from New York to the Pacific coast causes
keen competition which the railroads have to meet if they
wish to participate in the traffic. If not allowed to participate
their ability to conduct their other business would be impaired and he thought the eastern shippers were entitled to
the benefit of both rail and water facilities.
W. H. Chandler, who appeared for the Boston Chamber
of Commerce and several New England industrial organizations, pointed out that a rigid long and short haul rule would
encourage an increase in the water rates and would require
the rail carriers to increase their non-competitive rates to make
up for the loss of the other business. He also said that enforcement of a rigid long and short haul rule would mean
either a very material advance in rates in the southeastern
territory or a reduction of all rates to the level of the Mem-

anyway and he pointed out
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phis and Mobile rates and that such a change would put New
England out of market.
Senators Poindexter, Cummins and Pomerene kept referring to the argument that the present adjustment penalizes
the intermediate points for the benefit of those enjoying water competition, while the witnesses asserted that their only
penalty was by comparison with localities better situated.
J. A. Morgan, representing Texas shippers, and E. J. Rich,
representing New England shippers, also opposed the bill.
E. E. Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission testified on June 17, opposing the bill.
He said he could not see
how any public good could result from it while it would uproot rate structures representing years of development.
He
said the commission had done its best in applying the law
but had felt it necessary to prevent undue disturbance of
business relationships and had narrowed its policy in regard
to meeting water competition from one of recognizing potential competition to recognizing only actual and active water
competition as a justification for fourth section relief.
He
thought the commission should have power to establish
minimum rates and to have control over the rates of water
carriers and that possibly it would be well to lay down some
rule to govern the commission in its application of the fourth
section.

The representatives of the intermountain section were to be
given their inninsrs on Thursdav.

New^ York Commission on the

Collision

Problem

Mechanical Automatic Stop Discussed and the Inventors Give Full
Descriptions of Their Devices
Public
THE NewheldYorkhearing
on
a

trict,

York City on
conducted by the

full

Service Commission, Second Disthe collision problem in New

^^'ednesday, June 18. The hearing was
commission, Charles B. Hill (chairman),

Irvine, John A. Barhite, Thomas F. Fennell and J.
A. Kellogg; with C. R. Vanneman, chief of the Division of
Steam Railroads. Among those attending the hearing, many
of them invited by the Commission, were F. P. Patenall, signal engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio; Frank Rhea, engineer,
New York City; W. Y. Scott, signal engineer of the Boston

Frank

D. Bourne, superintendent, Boston & Maine:
member of the Public Service Commission; Frank J. Sprague, of the Sprague Safety Control and
Signal Corporation, New York; D. H. Schweyer of the
Schweyer Electric & Mfg. Co., Easton, Pa.; J. F. Webb, Jr.,
International Signal Company, New York; C. E. Doyle,
"M-V All Weather" train control system; C. G. Riddick, locomotive engineman; Thomas E. Ryan, representing locomotive firemen; and other enginemen.
Messrs. Sprague, Schweyer and Webb spoke in advocacy

& Maine;
J.

J.

E. Sague, former

of their respective systems and the locomotive men outlined
the necessary elements of safety as viewed from their standpoint: while ^Messrs. Sague ancl Rhea appeared as independents, not favoring any railroad, any device or inventor or
anything but the public interest.
He suggested
The first speaker was Mr. Patenall.
a closer alliance between the railroads and the inventors and said this was being done at present through
the Automatic Train Control Committee of the Railroad Administration. He briefly outlined some of the .systems of train
control that have been tested.

It

has taken approximately 30

years to develop the present system of automatic visual block
signals and it will 1)e necessary to have patience in the development of train control apparatus.

Mr. Scott told of the practice with automatic block signals

on the Boston

& Maine

position before

it is

where each signal goes to the stop
reached by the train which sets it; that is
to say, the signal is set 200 ft. beyond the entrance to the
block section; and the engineman, seeing it move, knows that
it is in working order and will indicate stop behind his train.
Mr. Bourne told of his experience with surprise tests. He
said that the Boston & Maine conducted large numbers of
these tests which, he felt, were instrumental in securing
proper observance of signal indications; personally he felt
that an automatic train control would be a desirable adjunct.
Mr. Sague believed that safety of operation could be improved by using a full block overlap which would make it
necessary for an engineman to run by two stop signals before
colliding with a train ahead.
At the time the full block
overlap was discussed by the commission, some years ago,
the members were divided on this question, as some felt it
would have a tendency to make the engineman less vigilant
in the observance of signals.
He suggested the physical examination of enginemen who had reached a certain age; the
further development of the present signal systems, and the
use of surjjrise te.sts to improve discipline. It was a question
in his mind whether generally speaking, a man of 60 odd
Mr.
}ears should be allowed to run high speed trains.
Patenall raised an objection to the use of a full block overlap; it does not tell the engineman the truth as to actual conMr. Sague favored automatic speed recorders
ditions ahead.
on locomotives. He spoke of the high record for safety made
l)y English railroads, where the flagman and the perplexities
of the flagging rule, as experienced in this country, are unknown, and suggested that American roads ought to heed this

from British practice.
Mr. Webb described his mechanical automatic stop as it
was tested over a period of two }'ears on the New York,
New Haven & Hartford. This apparatus was described
in t!ie Rail'fay Age Gazette of April
13,
1917, page
lesson

1
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of lliis dc.-^criplion were luiiuliil to the
Rtfcrring to iliitrital devices, with no mechaniial contact, Mr. Wcbl) .-aid that there should be no
unsucmlv rivalry; there would be room for several companies
in this field; no one manufacturer can supply all the requirements of all the railroads. He claimed the advantage,
for the mechanical device, that no further demonstration was
His two years" test had demonstrated the integrity
neetled.
It had functioned projierly in all weathof his aj)paratus.
ers, tlirough two winters, with never a failure; not even failHis
ures on the safe side (which cause unnecessary stops).
is the only machine that has been tested which ojjerates at
every signaling point, both when the road is clear and when
The air valve is opened directly by the vertical
it is not.
memljer, when it comes in contact with the ramp on the
In addition
roadway, reiiuiring no intermediate apparatus.
to the apparatus that was tested, Mr. Webb has also a mechanical .speed control device depending upon centrifugal
anil

7i>'^

CDpits

conimi.ssioners.

force

and the

force of gravity.

He

estimated the cost of equipping one engine and one
signaling point at $500 and was sure that he could provide
satisfacton,- apparatus at a lower price than Mr. Schweyer,
while Mr. Schweyer had named figures lower than those
quoted by Mr. Sprague. The apparatus can be maintained
by an ordinary mechanic; no special talent required; and

and renewals are not
Asked about the results of

repairs

his tests as throwing light on

it

mind

of the engine-

was good rather than bad;

with automatic stops on the Interborough
City and on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois has shown that the enginemen are more vigilant, not
His company has already invested money mounting
less so.
into six figures, but the conservative attitude of the railroads
and the delays incident to the war have halted progress.
Mr. Schweyer described his induction apparatus which is
now being tried on the Colebrookdale branch of the Philadelphia & Reading extending from Pottstown, Pa., to Barco.
This apparatus was tried last year and was described in the
Railway Age and, with illustrations, in the Railway Signal
Engineer, but a new and more extensive installation is now
being made for the inspection of the Committee of the United
States Railroad Administration.
The induction apparatus is the only practicable automatic
the

experience

lines in

New York

stop, because of the difficulty with clearances if

mechanical

Induction is the only means of meeting
devices are used.
climatic conditions. The air mechanism, as well as the electric circuits, must be normally closed so that a leak in the
main reservoir will cause an application of the brakes.

Audible indications may or may not be given in the cab.
Audible signals at the roadside are not practicable in the
present state of the art, as they must be designed on the
open circuit principle. The air brake mechanism must be
such that by merely turning a valve the application may be
made either service, or emergency, and the service application must be of a predetermined amount, to be decided by the
railroad company.
The public should demand that a start be made, even if

money has

to be spent lavishly in

making

tests.

Millions

of dollars have been spent on experiments in this field by
private parties, and if a definite policy is not soon decided
upon there will be little encouragement for further activities

by inventors.
After the government committee has made its inspection
(about July 7), Mr. Schweyer invites everybody else to come
This can be observed
to Pottstown and see his apparatus.
in the baggage car; visitors need not ride on the engine.
Mr. Sprague told of the experiments which he has Iseen
making during the past five years, and outlined what he held
to be the wise policy to be

lli« device, whiili ]ia> nul .iU( ces.sfully the criticisms
most con.servative signal engineers, is still in the laboratory stage, but the United States Railroad Administration
has asked him to prepare for an installati(;n as soon as he
roa(l>.

of the

is

ready to do

Thomas

so.

Ryan, sjjeaking in behalf of the Urotherhood
of Firemen and Enginemen of New York State, called for
tlie abolition of surpri.se tests, which he declared to be grossly
unfair.
He .said that he expected the Director General of
Ri'.ilroads to issue an order forbidding such tests.
Mr. Ryan
answered numerous (juestions put to him Ijy the commissioner.-.
He and otlier spokesmen for the locomotive men proE.

against relaxation or susjjension of the flagging rule

tested

{which Jiad Ijeen suggested l>y another si)eaker). The firemen and enginemen want the flagging made more thorough
and complete, both within and without yard limits.
Mr. Rhea gave in condensed form his views of the whole
collision problem.
He said, in substance: "There is a decided public sentiment in favor of requiring installation of
devices for prevention of rear and butting collisions.
This
opinion is held by many representative business men, who
doubtless have but vague ideas of the probable large cost
of installation, the heavy continuing expense for maintenance

and operation and the probable

restriction of traffic capacity

of the railroad; but the time has arrived for determining the

and limitations of automatic train control.
of automatic train control can be properly
done only by completely equipping given railroads of considerable length and operating automatic train control under
actual service conditions.
On account of the probable great
cost the expense can best be borne and probably can only
be provided as a matter of public expense instead of being
borne directly by the railroads equipped.
There must be
entire unity of action by all interested parties, particularly
by the regulating Public Service authorities.
"Methods of train direction can be divided into two genreal po.«sibilities

costly.

the effect of an automatic stop on the

man, Mr. Webb believed that
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pursued by the

state

and the

rail-

The development

eric classes:

(1)

Manual

direction, including ordinary tele-

graph despatching, central controlled staff operation for single lines and lock and block for multiple track lines; (2)
automatic direction, in which I include the so-called audible
and cab signal systems as well as the usual automatic visual
fixed signals.

"All classes of train direction and automatic train control
must be considered as between single track lines with traffic
in both directions and multiple track lines with traffic in
To permit of the
one direction only on assigned tracks.

most desirable arrangement of single track automatic train
control

it

is

highly desirable,

the train control to be both

if

not actually necessary, for

'cautionar\-'

and

'stop.'

For

multiple track lines with traffic in one direction only on assigned tracks, while 'cautionary' control might be desirable,
this is not a necessity particularly, as full protection can be
provided by a complete overlap, although this arrangement
may substantially restrict the traffic capacity of the line.
"There are at least two and probably three or four typical

arrangements of automatic train control which can be inThe best ultimate system of
stalled as workable systems.
automatic train control would be obtained by appropriating
the best features of several suggested arrangements and combining these.
The more simple problem of multiple track
installation should first be attempted, to get the benefit of
this experience for the more difficult problem of single track
train control.
It is highly desirable that all parts of all systems be standardized as far as practicable. If the best results
are to be obtained, it is absolutely necessary that there be

same classes of roads Vjy all
It is highly desirable that
regulating authorities.
there shall be only one set of standards and requisites for the
entire unity of requisites for the

public
entire

"To

United
attain

States.

the best results

the

situation

warrants tern-

{{

June
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porarily

commandeering the

best qualified

States to carry out test installations

;

the

men

number

in the

United

of thoroughly

If overlapping of
qualified men at present is limited.
patents prevents the adoption of the best system the good of
the public service warrants the commandeering of such
patents as may be necesary for carrying out the best composite
installations.
Some railways are better adapted for trials

than others and the situation warrants the commandeering of
such railways, if necessary.
"With approval rather than criticism of past policy I feel
warranted in making the statement that the installation of improved systems of train direction in the past has been equally
a matter of expediting the movement of traffic as well as the
safeguarding of the traffic. In fact the installations in many
instances has been made on the basis of expediting the move-
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ment of
In

traffic as one of the best means of safeguarding it.
probability installations of automatic train control will

all

somewhat

restrict

the

traffic

capacity

of

the

railroads

so

equipped.

"The cost of installation and expense of maintenance and
operation no doubt will be very considerable, especially when
taken into consideration with the possible restriction of traffic
capacity, but in my opinion no definite conclusion can be arrived at until actual working results of automatic train control are available.
Therefore, I believe unity of action by all
Public Service regulating authorities is necessary and that
the cost of installation and the extra expense of maintenance,
operation and indirect expense, if any, of restriction of
traffic, is properly a cliarge which should be borne by government appropriation."

Canadian Railway Progress During 1917-1918
Forty-Four Per Cent, of the Mileage of the Dominion
ill

the

Hands
By

Comptroller of

Statistics,

J.

L.

June 30, 1918, which
This total
the nature of a high level record.
for the fiscal year ended

was in
was $19,284,988 better than that of the preceding year, and,
to make such an encouraging feature more striking, it was
$89,694,398 above the showing for 1914 the year prior to
the outbreak of war. The latter increment alone was greater
than the aggregate of gross earnings no farther back than
In fact, everytliing on the side of receipts was most
1902.
satisfactory.
Per mile of line, they reached $8,493, which
represented a gain of $442 over 1917. Freight traffic swelled
in volume and yielded a higher average per ton and per ton
per mile. While the number of passengers carried showed a
slight decrease, passenger train revenue and the average

—

receipts per passenger per mile were above the results for the
year before. All the conditions on the inflow side suggested

growth and prosperity.
It would be very agreeable to stop there and ignore the
other side of the account. The facts growing out of the positive side of railway finances in 1918 would make a gratifying and inspiring story, and it is always pleasant to be the
bearer of good tidings; but the truth must be told. Despite
the buoyancy of business and the expansion of revenues, the
railways of the Dominion had rather a hard year. Operating
expenses not only ate up the extra income, but made serious
Since all the operations of
inroads on normal net earnings.
railroading find a focus in the running of trains, the results
for 1918 may be summarized quite conveniently and illuminatingly in this vital statement. That whereas earnings per
train mile increased for the year by 12.1 per cent, operating
expenses per train mile increased by 29.5 per cent. In other
words, while receipts grew by $19,284,988, operating expenses grew by $51,233,446. The railways were practicallv
Net operating revenue fell from
poorer by that difference.
$87,880,842 in 1917 to $56,264,714 in 1918. Thus, while
^
u
1-i J
receipts gave encouragement, outgo brought despair.
The situation in Canada in 1918 will be better understood
on further analysis^ Out of 68 reporting units, 30_ did not
make one hand wash the other as between gross earnings and
Three more fell below superficial solvency
operating cost.
when taxes had been paid. After deducting further fixed
charges there were only 24 survivors, and of these six were
•

.

i.

i.

Now

Payne

Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa, Canada

RAIL^^•AYS OF cANAD.A. had gross earnings of $332,-

THE777,937

Is

Government

of the

able to declare dividends.
The aggregate of dividends was
$37,403,499, and of that the Canadian Pacific paid $36,278,672. These facts put the whole case in a nutshell,

The railways, of course, saw the finish coming. It would
perhaps be more in accordance with actual experience to say
they felt it coming. They applied for relief in the only
way
relief
tolls.

—

was practicable by being allowed to charc^e higher
Resistance at once came from all quarters. Some of it

was broad and general, in the sense that it was contended all
passenger and freight rates were as high as they should be
allowed to go; but the chief pressure was against the prosparous Canadian Pacific being permitted to better its earning
power.
The Railway Commission answered to the logic of
stern and indubitable facts by granting increases equal
to
about 40 per cent

all round, but, sheared the Canadian
any direct share therein by providing that all net
earnings of that road created by the new rates should go into
the Dominion treasury.
The higher tolls went into effect in
August, 1918, and will be reflected in the operating results
for 1919
In what particulars did operating expenses increase in
1918? On the surface, it would appear tliat all accounts
were affected; but on further examination it is made clear
that the chief difference between 1918 and 1917 was in the
cost of labor and materials.
The railways actually employed
about 3,000 fewer persons, and yet the salaries and wages
bill for the year was higher bv $22,648,766.
Cost of materials made up in large measure the balance of the increase in

Pacific of

operating expenses.
If the figures attaching to the eight
divisions of accounts be put side by side they practically tell
their

way

own

story:
,5j7
$41,154,19311

and stmctmes

f^X"""

"•342'393l9

114;327:343;71
3.271,892.63
3.952,543.94

I45;i07;396:i5
1,552,958.83

{nie.u.ini-Cr::...

''VsZU

'•'VolHt

72ii:i9^:637^

,273.955.'43S.79

Miscellaneous operations

^^^.^Z^'Zr
^^,^,

$5i6i48577i

^lillillfi
:..:.:

Transportation— rail line
IransportatK.n— w.-.ter line

444366575

I have not taken up the .space to show the percentage of
each division in its relationship to the total; but the figures
in that regard are surprisingly alike for the two years.
That

—
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maintniaiuc of \v;iy ami structures in
was 18.40 per cent of total operating expenses, and in l')18 it was 18.84. Maintenance of equipment
showed 20.80 as against 20.92. To keep up those percentages,
owing to the higher cost of labor and materials, meant a
larger outlay in 1918, as compared with 1917, by $21,393,721. This condition ran down through the whole list, and it
very clearly and emphatically shows that the railways had to
meet tiie higiior cost of living created by the war in precisely
If food, clothing and so
the .<amo degree as had individuals.
on, cost railwa_v employees more money, that additional cost
had to i)e provided by the employers; and it was rcllected
is

to

s;i\',

1917, for

tlu'

t(i>l

1)1'

i".\aini>lo,

quite directly in operating expenses.
It may be worth while to pause right here and interject a
thought or two about this cost of living, which we see very
clearly concerns the railways in a vital way.
During the

war, and until 1866, the prices of all commodities w'ent steadily upward to a very high level
in some
respects almost as high as at present.
Then they receded.
The whole duration of rise and fall was not above twelve
years.
In fact, by 1870 the recession was very marked. The
upward flight began with al)normal conditions, among which
the low ratio of specie to total currency was an outstanding

American

civil

—

from which we are now suffering
began in 1896, and ran concurrently with a remarkable period
It
of trade expansion and iirosi^erit)' world-wide in scope.
was first demonstrated in the higher cost of food, and this led,
In 1865 there
quite natural!) to demands for better wages.
was scarcely a trace of organization on the part of labor; in
1896 there was a vast change in that regard. The fattening
of the pay envelope increased the power to bear the rising
burden of food cost, which, we must see, was not attacking the
problem at its base, but at its apex. Had a courageous and
determined effort then been maade to check the upward movement of food prices we should probably have a different situation today; for we must definitely recognize the basic charHigher wages
acter of food prices in relation to all prices.
to meet the higher cost of living was a process so much to the
taste of the food profiteers, whose vast and powerful organizations had full control of supply, that from that time onward
they persistently took advantage of it.
Higher wages quite logically and unavoidably meant the
higher cost of all products into which labor entered. Thus

The

fact.

rise of prices

,

was begun, with steadily increasing momentum, that process
of reciprocal leverage by which the cost of one thing raised the
It has brought us to our present distressing
cost of another.

The

being fundamentally different,
for the hope that the experience
In my humble judgment,
of 1862-1870 will be repeated.
after most painstaking study of the whole problem, not only
will prices be maintained, but they may be further advanced.
The law of supply and demand cannot possibly be identified
as the controlling factor in what has occurred, particularly
during the past three years. What we have seen has been
the
the ea.sy triumph of organization over unorganization
On one
strong in that respect winning against the weak.
position.

there

is

conditions

scarcely any

ground

—

hand, tremendous forces have been behind the exploitation of
the world's needs for food, without regard to the adequacy of
supply; on the other, consumers have not made the slightest
attempt at co-operation and therefore have not offered reIn short, no matter from what angle our bitter
sistance.
experiences may be viewed, the whole trouble may be quite
Hence, if a remedy
clearly traced to this lack of resistance.
for high prices is to be found it must have its foundation
Market prices are
in some effective form of opposition.
made by human beings and not by the force of automatic

and inexorable laws.

Can
is

to

was

this resistance

in

be asserted?

To

reply in the negative

war by the Allies. If the struggle
behalf of democracy, and victory has come to those

admit the

loss of the

AGli
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that Icjfty principle, tiien the judgment of
must prevail.
The winners are sane and .sagaThey can do anything for the common good if they
cious.
are agreed aljout it and in earnest.
Since food prices are
dearly recognizalile as forming the basis of all prices, then
the course of action suggested is to proceed in a firm and
com|)rehensive way to stal)ilize them.
This should Ijc done
on the just ground of cost plus a fair profit. The cost of
jjroducing a jjound of butter or a dozen of eggs can be ascertained with greater accuracy than can the co.st of moving
freiglil by a railway.
We have .seen frejgiit rates fixed by
law for a generation past, without any reference to the alleged law of .supply and demand, and the producer of transportation is not in any essentially different position from
tlie i)roducer of food.
What has been deemed just for one

wiio

for

fou.^lit

the majorit)

surely cannot be unjust for the other.

If this

is

not done,

we must be prepared to see the operating expenses of
railways rise with the upward movement of everything else.

tiien

The whole

process by which the cost of food is first crysand then by reaction into the
cost of everything which lal^or needs
moving upward at one
end and then at the other in response to changing gravity
tallized into the cost of labor,

— can

only

l:)c

That

factor.

—

arrested by taking control of the fundamental
is food.
It is now yielding what many

factor

regard as a high and more or less unearned profit to proyet prices will unquestionably continue to ascend
unless steps are taken to interpose the thing now lacking
ducers;

resistance.

From

this digression, if

it

can be so regarded

at a

time

when

the responsiveness of railways to general cond'tions should be clearly recognized, we must get back to
the presentation of further statistical facts regarding the year
like this

1918.

It

has been said that

ations.

687.

Tons
For

was buoyant. It was
Canadian railway oper-

traffic

actually the best in the history of

of freight rose from 121,916,272 to 127,543.higher volume of business the average re-

this

ceipts per ton per mile

amounted

to .736 cent, as

compared

with .690 in 1917 and of $1,789 per ton, as against $1,765
for the year preceding.
The average trainload was raised
from 436 to 457 tons, and in this betterment lies one of
the brightest features in the story of 1918.
It was by such
means the strain of financial conditions was in some degree
met.
Tonnage per mile of road expanded from 3,159 to
3,281.
It must be borne in mind that Canada still has a considerable mileage of undeveloped line.
The total operating
mileage in 1918 was 38,879, which was 247 miles ahead of
1917.
Since the outbreak of war in 1914 the addition to
mileage has been 8,084. This would seem to indicate con-iderable activity in construction; but, as a matter of fact,
it
merely represents the completion of mileage which was

under way when Germany invaded Belgium. Not a single
new project has been undertaken since 1914, and at this
juncture it does not seem probable that much railway building will be done in the near future.
There are two diffihigh cost, and the uncertainty of subsidy
culties in the way
aid by government. Practically all railways in Canada, with
the exception of some of those which are owned in the
United States, have been given substantial subventions. This

—

policy of stimulating the increase of transportation facilities,
in which the people heartily concurred, is alleged to have

Dominion beyond

its immediate capacity to asfrom that consideration, the burden of
debt arising out of Canada's conspicuous part in the war
may call for rigid economy during the next decade at least.
Leaving aside all further references to merely statistical
data, this brief sketch in relation to the year 1918 would
not be complete without some allusion to the altered condiOn July 1, 1918, govtions under which 1919 was begun.
ernment assumed full possession of the Canadian Northern

carried the

similate; but, apart

June
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System, thereby

addmg

'^',479

miles to the 4,334 operated by

Since then the

the state at that time.

Grand Trunk

Pacific,

with 1,794 miles of line, has passed into the hands of a
and the Minister of Railways holds the assignment.
To this might be added 1,000 miles owned by the Grand
Trunk Pacific Branch Lines Company; so that, actually and
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the Administration or the voters of Canada has been declared in favor of or against state ownership of railways as
distinct

from corporate ownership.

Whatever may happen

receiver,

in that regard in the future, scarcely a single aspect of the

prospectively,

whole matter has been presented as a clear-cut issue. Cerwhat has been done or may be done has as
yet come before the people at large as a question of i)ul)lic

it

might

assumed that government owner-

ije

ship has been applied to a system aggregating nearly 17,000
miles, or approxunatel) 44 per cent of the total mileage of

tainly neither

versus private control of railways.

Dominion.
This will appear on the surface

the

like a very sweeping and
but due regard must be had
to the facts of the case if a misunderstanding is to be avoided.
This has come about wholly because of financial conditions.

significant change,

and so

The Canadian Northern had

fallen into difficulties just be-

and with the outbreak of hostilities was unable
Government was the guarantor
to carry on its financing.
of about 75 per cent of its total obligations, and because
of that important fact deemed it expedient to take over the
road. Although a decision has not been reached with regard
fore the war,

to the

Grand Trunk

Pacific, the situation as respects guar-

is practically the same.
The acting Prime Minister,
speaking recently in Parliament on the railway situation,
implied that it might also be necessary to absorb the Grand
Trunk.
In that event more than half of all the mileage
in Canada would be brought under government ownership.
Up to a few years ago the Dominion merely operated the
two lines of railway, representing about 1,800 miles, which
had been built as an integral part of the bargain of con-

antees

federation.
It

is

no part of

my

The

is;

it

purpose to write a single syllable
government ownership.

either for or against the principle of

is solely my intention to present in the briefest possible
form, without comment, the facts of the case for the information of American readers.
Let it therefore be clearly
understood that the present situation in Canada was brought
about by circumstances of a purely monetary character. Government might be regarded as having no choice in the matBe that as it may, the point to keep definitely in view
ter.
is that the far-reaching changes of 1918 and the current
year came about without a direct decision being reached by
either government or the people on the underlying principle.
Nobody may say at this moment that the judgment of either

It

Military Railway*

both of food and
RAPID TRANSPORTATION to the front,narrow-gage
military
munitions, was made largely over
railways, thousands of miles of which were furnished
by this company for use in France by the French Government
from the beginning of hostilities, and also Ijy the United
States Government for the American Expeditionary Forces
after our entrance into the war.

The French track was ordered mostly in sections 5
metres long, or approximately 16 ft. 4 in. and in 60
The
centimetre gage, which is slightly less than 2 ft.
weight of the French rail was approximately 20 lb. to
the yard of single rail and the American 25 lb. to the yd.
Eight pressed steel ties were riveted to the 5-metre lengths of
French track, while American practice bolted the ties to the
it could be packed knocked down to save shipping
Although most of the track was in 5-metre lengths,
space.
many longer and shorter sections were used, all, however, in
multiples of 2^ metre, accurately sawed so as to insure abrail so that

solute fit of intermediate sections when shell fire necessitated
replacement. Vast quantities of curved track were also speciAfter tiie
fied as well as innumeraljle switches and turnouts.
track was unloaded at the French port it was shipped over
standard gage railroads to points close to the war zone. Here
it was either stacked up according to length of sections to await
requisitions from the Engineer Corps, or sent at once to the

The

front.

necessary splice bars and bolts accompanied the
Engineer Corps were able to lay it quickly

track, so that the

ready for use.

The "Stars and Stripes," the official newspaper of the
American Expeditionary Forces, published in France, in a
recent issue devotes

much

space pertaining to the contests

which were held by the engineers in laying narrow gage track
which had been shipped overseas unassembled to save shipping space. Remarkable results in distance of track laid per
day were obtained by these contests, always friendly. Teams
were composed of 12 men each, working in pairs. Six men
iwlted the ties to the rails, while the other six men, acting as
helpers, supplied the necessary ties, splice bars, clips and
Ijolts

as fast as needed.

rival teams Isegan at 7 o'clock
day without let-up, in spite of
One of the teams luid not
rains.
tasted defeat in track laying since it arrived in France 15
months earlier. But it had a strong rival this day.
"With the first defeat seemingly inevitable they became
As the time for the finish grew shorter the two
desperate.
teams were neck and neck, but at the close they were the winners in a grandstand finish that equalled any uphill fight ever
staged on the Polo Grounds in New York in ante-l)ellum

One

contest started by

morning and ran
raw winds and drizzling

in

-r-.

•*•'» -im:'^

the

two

all

days.''

They had laid 280 sections, or about 4,572 feet of track,
while their rivals were a close second with 279 sections, losing out by just one section, or approximately 161.3 feet. Officers had promised a feast for the winners, but the race was
so close l)oth teams were invited to the celebration that night
in the

Piwto from Central Ncivs

Breaking-Up Shells

at a

German Manufacturing Plant

mess

hall.

Reproducer! from "The Road to Peace."
wood Engineering Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

cently issued by the Lake-
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The Artesian Belt Railroad, connecting Macedonia ami
Christine, Tex., a distance of 42'^ miles, was sold at auction
on June 3, for $150,000, to Harry Landa and associates, who
They plan Id make improvements
will coiitinuc operation.
in the near fnture.
Seven employees of the Kanawlia & Micliigan at Hobson.
have been arrested by railroad detectives, followinpf the
investigation of thefts of tliousands of dollars worth of merchandise from freight cars in the yards at Hobson. The reports say that one of the men has signed a confession im-

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

line

violations from 1911
rci)resented part of a large

covered

amount

lo

1914 and the
of suits, approxi-

al>r)ut

number

mately 475, commenced at Detroit and also at Buffalo, N. Y.
The Grand Trunk was fined for not having air brakes properly repaired and for not having sufficient grab irons on
cars; and
ofTense.

Wabash company was

the

fined

for

the

same

Oliio,

plicating

the other six.

of the Norfolk & Western of whom, according to the newspapers, a large number have been on a short
strike, agreed with officers of the United States Railroad
Administration on June 13 to go back to work this week
Monday. Their chief grievance was the alleged unfair disIn the negotiations the shopmen
charge of certain men.
were represented by officers of the American Federation of
Labor.

The shopmen

The

Brotherhood of Locomoopened at Denver, Colo., on
June 9 with approximately 900 delegates present and will
continue in session for approximately a month, during which
the average attendance is expected to be approximately
Among the questions which it is understood will be
2,500.
discussed by delegates to the convention are those of federal control of the railroads, the attitude of the Brotherhood
toward a solution of the railway problem, and the matter
Among the
of wages of railroad firemen and engineers.
first resolutions adopted by the Brotherhood were ones endorsing the League of Nations and requesting the release
from prison of Eugene V. Debs and Thomas J. Mooney.
tive

triennial convention of the

l'"iremen

& Enginemen

Three hundred shop employees of the Southern Railways
went out on strike on June 17 by way of
protest against what they term the delay in passing on the
proposed uniform rules and working conditions and also the
general demand of the shop employees for an advance in
wages which have both been before the Board of Wages and
Working Conditions for some time. The strike was unauthorized and the men were persuaded to return to work later in

Safety-first campaigns will be begun in both the Central
Western and the North Western regions on June 22, and will
continue through June 28 seven days. The government operated railroads in these two regions aggregate about 104,000

the day.

railroad men.
The men in these regions operate
roughly 700,000 freight cars, 21,000 locomotives and 17,000
passenger cars, or 30 per cent of the total railway equipment
of the United States. So far as practicable personal appeals
will be made to every employee to equal or better the records
made in similar campaigns in other regions.

at Alexandria, Va.,

Governor Frank O. Lowden of Illinois, and State Director
Omar Wright have been exonerated of charges
a member of the State Board of
Equalization, of tampering with the State Board of Equalization over its assessment of the Pullman Car Company, in
the original draft of the report of the legislative committee
appointed to investigate the charges. Mr. Malone charged
that the governor and Mr. Wright threatened to abolish the
board if the Pullman company assessement was not reduced.

of Finance

made by W. H. Malone,

The Voluntary Relief Department of the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh for the 18 months ending December 31, 1918. reports total receipts of $1,942,551 and total disDuring this 18 months there has
bursements $1,834,449.
been paid $252,866 for expenses of the relief department out
of the railroad treasury. The number of death and disablement benefits paid during the 18 months was 32,444, of which
182 were deaths due to accidents and 12,928 disablements due
The total membership of the Department on
to accidents.
December

31,

1918,

was

52,780.

The use of heavy guns on railroad cars is engaging the
attention of officers of the War department at Washington
in connection with their studies of the defenses of the Chesapeake bay district. Coast artillery officers are now conferring
with railroad officers regarding the practicability of constructing permanent spurs from the main lines to the coast
around Chesapeake bay. The vicinity of Roanoke, Va., is
also being studied in connection with its importance to the
defense of the National Capital. Several heavy howitzers and
rifles mounted on cars already are available, other units are
under construction and still others will be brought back from
France.

Fines aggregating $8,000 were recently imposed upon three
railroad companies, namely, the Michigan Central, the Grand
Trunk and the Wabash, by Judge Arthur J. Tuttle, in the
The Michigan Central was
federal court at Detroit, Mich.
fined $6,700 for violation of the law requiring that cattle be
watering
and feeding. This
seasonably
for
taken from cars

—

miles of
try.

or about two-fifths of the mileage of the counwill be under the direction of H. A.
in the Central, and H. J. Bell in the North Western
line,

The campaigns

Adams,

The two

region.
550,000

campaigns

will

concern

approximately

Eight Miles of Belting

The

Goodrich Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, recently shipped to the Pennsylvania Railroad, 44,254 ft. of
rubber belting for use in its new grain elevator at Camden
(Baltimore). This shipment included 32-in. and 38-in. widths
for belting, and 36-in., 42-in. and 48-in for use in conveyors.
The capacity of one of the 48-in. horizontal carriers is 35,000
bushels an hour. It is expected that at this elevator 2,000,000
B.

F.

bushels of grain can be loaded daily.

The Trouble Begins
Today (June

is the last day for shipping whisky by
railroad, according to a Cincinnati paper, which says that a
notice to that effect has been sent to distillers and wholesalers by the United States Railroad Administration.
It is

20)

that more than a third of outbound shipments from
Louisville are whisky; for the last week freight houses have
been packed with liquor. "All whisky going out now must
liave freight prepaid so that railroads will not be the loser
if the goods arrive at their destination after the curtain falls.
July 1."
said

The

International Fuel Association

The report of discussion
economy appearing in the

of F. H. Hammill's paper on fuel
article on the Eleventh Annual
Convention of the International Railway Fuel Association as
given on page 1254 of the Railway Age of May 23 referred to
This is
a statement by A. D'Heur of the Southern Pacific.
incorrect as the speaker was Thomas Ahern, division superin-

tendent of the Coast division. Southern Pacific. The division fuel oil meetings there referred to are attended by em-
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ployees from all departments, as they can be spared. Engineers and firemen attending the-se meetings are selected because they have the best fuel records, as shown by performance sheets.

Spruce Forest Railroads to Be Sold
The Spruce Production Corporation announces

at

Port-

bought by the governsupplying lumber for airplanes,

land, Ore., that the extensive forests

ment

last year with a view to
together with the railroads built to get at this lumber, will
be soon advertised for sale.
The timber area amounts to
hundreds of square miles, and the length of completed railroad is more than 75 miles. About half of this railroad is
on the Olympic peninsula in Clallam county, Washington,
and grading has been done on many miles of short spurs.
There are also long pieces of railroad in Oregon.

Winnipeg

Strike

1559

investigation to which we proceeded, it follows that the engineman of the machine 1242, which was joined to machine
1579, had opened his regulator just as he was about to engage
the center of the crossing. This operation, causing pressure
of the first machine, uplifted slightly the front axle of the
machine 1242 and enabled it, thanks to a curve of 280 mm.
(eleven inches!) diameter to take the tangent and to engage
itself in the groove preceding the frog.
"As we have no regulation whatever, in case of a double
draw-gear, forbidding the engineman of the second engine to
open his regulator, when the operation is necessary, the responsibility of the engineman, at machine 1242, cannot be

looked

for.

.

."

.

Net Operating Income
The

chart made by the Bureau of Railway Economics
shows the net operating income of the Class I Roads in 1919,
compared with the average in the test period (1915-1916-17)

With

the arrest of 10 of Winnipeg's general strike leaders
on June 17 on charges of making seditious statements, the
situation at Winnipeg is less tense, and it is expected that
the difficulties between employees and metal trade workers,
in whose support the general strike was called, will soon be
adjusted.
The "labor temple," from which the strike has
been conducted, was raided by the police and considerable
literature confiscated.
Members of the Winnipeg lodges of the firemen's and
brakemen's brotherhoods have voted to join in a sympathetic
strike unless certain demands of the local unions are met.
The executive officers of both brotherhoods immediately declared that the action of the Winnipeg locals was unauthorized and that union men would be used to replace the "illegal
The railroad brotherhoods acting as mediators
strikers."
Train service in
did not accomplish any definite results.
and out of Winnipeg has been maintained, and with the
exception of a few suburban trains the service has not been
curtailed in any manner during the strike.
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THE "STANDARD RETURN" IS TME
AVERAGE NET OPERATING INCOME
THE THREE YEARS, I9J5-I9I6H9I7

IN

James Peak Tunnel Proposed
Mayor Dewey

C. Bailey, Den\er, Colo., has recently made
proposal to the Denver Civic & Commercial Association
to create a six million dollar corporation to complete the
tunnel under James Peak for the Denver & Salt Lake independent of state aid.
In making his proposal Mayor
Bailey promised city aid in promoting the new company
and proposed to ask the citizens of Denver to vote bonds
a

to build the tunnel.

The Colorado legislature at its last session authorized the
appointment of a special commission to prepare plans for
submission to the \oters of a bond issue to complete the
tunnel.
Mayor Bailey's proposal was based on the supposition that the southern part of the state would not support
a plan to vote bonds by the state to build this tunnel for
the Moiifat road, whereas Denver is directly interested in
this project because of the great business which otherwise
would be diverted to Wyoming, Omaha, Neb., and Salt Lake,
Utah. President W. D. Hodges of the Denver Civic & Commercial Association, promised to back the campaign, which
will probably start about September 1.

The Franco-American Tongue

A

correspondent in France sends us the following extract
from an Anglicized report, received from a French superintendent, replying to correspondence about carelessness or
neglect on the part of a certain engineman. Superintendents
and others who do not feel themselves 100 per cent proficient
in correspondence may perhaps learn a point or two from
this translator.
The incident referred to was the derailment
of a tender, the engineman of Engine 1242, coupled to the
rear of Engine 1579, putting on steam at the wrong moment
and derailing the tender of 1579, as they were entering a side

STANDARD RETURN

Net Operating Income, Cumulated by Months, 1918 and 1919
Compared with Standard Return, Class I Railways
of

—

"In reference to the correspondence exchanged your note
No. 580 DM. concerning the derailing of the machine L'rS.\
1242, on the heart of switch 328
according to the

—

.

.

.

States

on which government rental is based.
figures on which the chart is based.

The

table gives the

Average net
operating income
(standard return)
in 3-year test period

Net operating income
earned

in

1919

Deficit in 1919

_A-_

Month
.Tan...

Feb.

..

March.
.'\pril.

May..

.

Tune.
July...

track.

United

August
Sept...

Oct..

.

Nov.
Dec...
.

By

Cumu-

By

Cumu-

montlis

lative

months

lative

By
months

Cumulative

$56,613,000 $56,613,000 $18,783,702
$37,830,000
47.934.OOC 104.547,000 10.106,268 $28,889,970 37,828,000 $75,658,000
68,251,000 172,798,000 10,842.608 39,660,778 57,409,000 133,067,000
67,289,000 240,087,000 26,115.214 65,916,807 41,174,000 174.241,000
77.385.000 317,472,000
82,550,000 400,022,000
75,341,000 475,363,000
86.860,000 562,223,000
91,273.000 653,496,000
94.333,000 747,829.000
83,536,000 831,365,000
73,282,000 904,647,000

—
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Atlantic Crossed in 16 Hours, 12 Minutes
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across the .\tlaiitic, liy way ol the .X/oics by the
I'liiti-il
Slates Navy biplane in coinmaiul of l.ieiit. CoiuniaiuItT .\. (.'. Read on May 20 and 27, was followed on June
14 and 15 by a llinl't from St. John's, Newfoundland, to
C'lilden, Ireland, 1,960 miles, in 16 hours, 12 minutes, without
This lli^ht was made by Capt:iin John Alcock, and
a stop.
Lieutenant .Vrthur W. Brown of the Hritisli Royal .Air Force,
llyinj; in a \'ickers-Vimy biplane.
They left the Newfoundland C(ia>t about noon on Saturday, and arri\ed at ("lifdcn,
near Clalway, at 8:40 a. m., Greenwich time, on Sunday.
This lliKlit wins a prize of $50,0(X) offered by tlie London
Daily Mail several years apo.
rill-
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Edward L. Ilamilton has been apjiointed general agent for
the .American Railway Express Company at Chicago to succeed William (iourlay, who has been appointed manager of
the London, Eng., branch of the American Express Company.

Representatives of the railroads and electric lines centering
Toledo, Ohio, expect to transport 60,(X)0 or 75,000 persons
on the occasion of the Willard-Dempsey light at Toledo on
Parking space for approximately 600 sleeping cars
July 4.
has been provided.
in

Safety First in Southwestern Region
The canipaijin to reduce accidents to employees in the
Souihwestcrn region during the niontli of May, 1919, reduced
the number of these accidents 56 per cent from the records

same month last year. During the month of the campaign there was a total of 646 accidents to employees as
compared with 1,475 during the corresponding period last
year.
During the three months' period January to March,
1919, inclusive, an average of one employee per month was
killed to every 9.715 in service, while during the month of
May the number was reduced to one employee killed to every
24,983 in service. During the same three months' period one
employee out of every 153 was injured, while during the
month of May one employee was injured to every 273 in
lor the

service.

To

Eliminate the Noise Nuisance

compared with 9,200,843 tons in May of last year. The total
tonnage westbound was 2,670,784 tons; last year it was 2,203,202 tons.

The record of overseas traffic for the week ended June 11,
siiowed 10,146,408 bushels of grain in the elevators at North
.\tlantic Ports, the excess for the week of deliveries over receipts being 1,459,809 bushels. South Atlantic and Gulf Ports
report on June 7, 4,788,751 bushels of grain in elevators distributed as follows: New Orleans, 2,511,880 bushels; Galveston, 2,276,871 bushels; Port Arthur, empty; Texas City,
empty.

Among

the rules prescribed by American railroads for the
guidance of enginemen, and other trainmen, in performing their
work with the least practicable offense to adjacent residents, that
of the Pittsburgh division of the Pennsylvania Railroad is one
of the most comprehensive. It is embraced in Sections 464 and
468 of the working time-table and is reprinted below. The italics
are the editor's; a brief comment on the rule will be found in the
editorial columns.

Pexnsvlv.\nia R.mlroad, Pittsburgh Division
"464.
Enginemen will use the whistle judiciously where required by rule or law, but all unnecessary long and loud blasts
must be eliminated in order to minimize the annoyance to and
complaints from the residents along our right-of-way.
"When handling trains in or about borough limits, except in
approaching grade crossings, the bell must be rung when proper
to have it serve the purpose instead of using the whistle.
"Boroughs have very generally passed ordinances prohibiting
all unnecessary noises and smoke, a violation of which involves
a fine and imprisonment of person at fault.
"468.
In order to avoid complaint of what may be considered
unnecessary noise in connection with the movement of trains and
shifting of cars, it is desired that all employees give this matter
The engine whistle must not be used except
special attention.
as provided by rule or special instruction, or when necessary to
prevent an accident, and when so used it must not be sounded
Engines should not be peran\' louder than actually necessary.
mitted to blow off steam except when testing safety valves.
When shifting cars at stations and elsewhere, care must be exercised to eliminate all unnecessary and avoidable noise."

New York

Traffic through the canals at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan
and Ontario for the month of May, 1919, shows a substantial
decrease eastbound; a total of 7,895,542 tons of freight as

A comparison of freight car loadings on the lines of the
Northwestern region for the month of May, 1919, with the
corresponding period last year shows a decrease of 53,962
cars, 640,698 cars being loaded during 1919 as compared with
694,660 in 1918. A comparison of grain loading for the same
period shows an increase in 1919 of 12,755 cars, while bituminous coal loaded at mines during the same period show a decrease of 13,078 cars.
R. D. Williams has been appointed traffic manager of the
California Fruit Exchange, Sacramento, Cal., to succeed
Henry Cole, who becomes traffic manager of the California
Fruit Growers' Exchange at Los Angeles, Cal. Mr. Williams
was formerly connected with the traffic department of the Erie
railroad at San Francisco, Cal. In April, 1918, he organized
the traffic department for the housing division of the Shipping
Board, completing that work in May of this year.

The agricultural departments of the railroads of the Southeastern States are praised warmly by J. J. Brown, Commissioner of Agriculture of Georgia, in his annual report. Their
extension work is carried on by "some of the ablest and best
informed men of Georgia," who give their entire time to the
furtherance of agriculture.
These men, being thoroughly
conversant with up-to-date agricultural methods and the
most modern means of marketing and transportation, are
The commissioner also comrendering valuable service.
mends the hearty co-operation of the railroads with his
department in moving promptly all shipments of products
directed through the State's market bureau division.

Howard H. Hays, manager

Electrical Society

of the

Bureau of Service Na-

B. Katte, chief engineer of electric traction of the
Central, has been elected president of the

New

tional Parks and Monuments, a sub-committee working under the direction of the Western Passenger Traffic Committee for the advertisement of America's national parks and

Mr. Katte is a graduate of Sibley
College, Cornell University, with the degree of M.E. in 1893,
and with the degree of M.M.E. in 1894. He began railroad
work on the New York Central & Hudson River in 1896.
In 1903 he was appointed electrical engineer, which carries
with it the secretaryship of the electric traction commission.
In 1906 he was appointed chief engineer of electric traction
of the New York Central & Hudson River. He is a past vicepresident of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

monuments, has bought the Yellowstone Park Camping
Couipany and assumed the position of general manager of
Mr. Hays
that company with office at Livingston, Mont.
was formerly manager with the Union Pacific-Chicago &
North Western department of tours and was the organizer
as well as the manager of the Bureau of Service National
Parks and Monuments. Prior to his connection with the
railroads he was general tourist agent of the "Wylie Way,"
the pioneer Yellowstone Park camping company.

Edwin

New York
York

Electrical Society.

.
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Supply Trade.
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Week Ended May

Locomotive Deliveries,

Number

Road

L

Ca. C.

American

"i
I

&

&

S.

'A.

T.

I. H.
B
Southern

Baldwin

-,

B.

& O

S.

P

L

.

.

USRA
USRA
USRA

F.
.

.

Pacific

Santa Fe
8-w. Sw.

8-w. Sw.

Mount.
6-w. Sw.

Santa Fe

Mountain
Santa Fe

& Q....

U. P
N. &

Mikado
Santa Fe

W

N

Mallet
.

.

,.

.

& P
& R

The Niles-Bement-Pond Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has
removed its office from the Frick building to 425 Seventh
avenue. This company will keep a stock of Pratt & Whitney small tools at the new office and store.
Major John L. Wood, formerly connected with the Buckeye Steel Castings Company, Chicago, and interested in several railway supply companies including Edwin S. Woods &
Co., Chicago, died on June 13, at Pasadena, California, after
a protracted illness.

Logan

41

•

American

June 6
roads under

to
6:

Number

Roal

W

fN. &
^ P. L.
[Wash. Ter

Type

USRA
USRA
USRA

20

W

2
3

Mallet
6-w.
6-w.

Sw.
Sw.

25
'C.

1

Mallet

Pac

5

& P
& Q

3

Santa
Santa
Santa
Santa

.Sou.

T.

Baldwin

J

C.

B.

1

P

U.
I.

&

C,

H.

1

B

USRA
Mallet
USRA

6

W

N. &
^Southern

1
1

Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
8-w.

Sw.

Mount.

19

44

Total

Freight Cars
The

Pennsylv.^ni.a.

Equipment Company, Philadelphia,

the market for 100 second-hand
gal. capacity, without heater coils;
capacity.
is in

all steel

also

Pa.,

tank cars. 8,000-

100

The Pennsvlvaxia Equipment Company,

will

continue a special representative

of

10,000-gal.

Chestnut
street, Philadelphia, is in the market for several second-hand
steel self-clearing hopper bottom coal cars; one 40-ft. box car
with automobile end doors, and one gondola car with drop ends.
1420

The Canadian

X.\tion'al, Toronto, Ont., has sent inquiries
Canadian car builders for the construction of 20 steel
postal cars and 20 steel first-class coaches. The postal cars
are to comply with the latest Canadian Railway Mail Service
department specifications and also those of the United
States Railway Mail Service and will be 73 ft. 6 in. in length.
George E. Smart, general master car builder, is receiving

to

Edwin T. Jackman, formerly of E. S. Jackman & Co., Chicago, has returned from Sheffield, England, where he has
been investigating methods in connection with tool and
alloy steels.
On July 1 he will become manager of the
Boston, Mass., office of the Firth-Sterling Steel Company,
McKeesport, Pa.
The Betson Plastic Fire Brick Company has been incorporated under the name of the Betson Plastic Fire Brick Company, Inc., with headquarters at Rome, N. Y.
Frank J.
Jewell is president and secretary, and Nelson Adams, vicepresident and treasurer. The company manufactures plastic
fire brick for boiler furnace linings and baffle walls and "HiHeat" cement for use in boiler rooms,

A company, known as the Cummins-Blair Company, a
subsidiary organization which will be affiliated with the C. R.
Cummins Company has recently been formed. This company
will specialize in reinforced concrete and brick building construction and reinforced concrete bridges and arch culverts.
N. F. Blair is president, C. R. Cummins, vice-president and
W.

A. Beaumont, treasurer.
Cleveland, Ohio.

be at

sistant to the chief of the procurement division, later as
chief of the procurement division and as a member of the
claims board of the ordnance department," and for "render-

ing material assistance to the nation's industrj' in adjusting
equitably outstanding contracts in full justice to employers

and employees

alike."

The Central Steel Company, Massillon, Ohio, has opened
new offices in Detroit, in the Book Building, 35-37 Washington boulevard, rooms 948-9-50.

Arthur Schaeffer, former asoffice, Massillon, has been
manager of sales, with Frank Gibbons as

home

Mr. Gibbons, who has just joined the organizahas been associated with the Carbon Steel Company
He spent a great part of this time in
for five or six years.
the Carbon Company's Pittsburgh plant, and for the last several months he has been district sales manager of its Detroit
his assistant.
tion,

of rails from

the

tons of rails

from the Algoma Steel Corporation.

Signaling
The New York Central

will

Colonel R. T. Lamont, president of the American Steel
Chicago, has been awarded the distinguished
service medal for "exceptionally meritorious service as as-

appointed district

Iron and Steel
The Belgian Government has ordered 8,000 tons
Algoma Steel Corporation.
The Canadian Government has ordered 10,000

The headquarters

Foundries,

sistant director of sales at the

the bids.

has ordered from the Federal Sig"A" mechanical

nal Company, Albany, N. Y., a 68-lever style
interlocking for Port Byron, N. Y.

in this territory

as heretofore.

Week Ended

The following locomotives were shipped
Federal control during the week ended June

of Philadelphia,

has opened an office in Boston, Mass., for the purpose of
having representation in the New England territory. H. G.
Hathaway has been appointed office manager and C. J.

Mallet

Total

Works

Orleans, La., with O. E. Duggan, general agent,

Pa.,

Pacific

Locomotive Deliveries

New

in charge.

The Railway Audit & Inspection Company

Sw.
Santa Fe

8-w.
P.

&•

will

street,

Pacific

USRA
USRA
USRA

.

& S. F.
& Q....

A. T.
C. B.
C. B.

G.
T.
T.
P.

St.

iiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Type

2
3
3

W

P. L.
C. C. C.

News

The Judson Freight Forwarding Company, Chicago, 111.,
open its new office, 202 Wells Fargo building, 204 Camp

31

Locomotives were shipped to railroads under federal con
trol during the week ended May 31 as follows:
Works

iiMiiiiiiiiiiiiririiini:

office.

The Carter Bloxonend Flooring Company, Kansas City,
Mo., has been formed to take over the manufacturing and
selling interests in Bloxonend Flooring formerly held by the
C. J. Carter Lumber Company, Kansas City, Mo., the Doniphan Lumber Company, Kensett, Ark., and the Marsh &
Truman Lumber Company, Chicago, 111. The Kansas Cit}^
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will Ih- uihUt
and Mabry Mellier,

olVico

tlic
\

(lirci-liiui

ii'r-i)rcsi<li-nl.

of C. J. Carter, ])icsi(lcnt,
will have cliarnc uf sales.

The .>ialcs udKc ill tile MrCOrinick Bids:., Chican", will be in
charge of M. G. Truman as vice-president, who will also have
charge of the railroad sales to those roads with iirincipal
operating: ofliccs east of the Mississippi river. The Builders'
Material Supply Conip^tny, New Yorlc, will continue as sales
agents for the new company in the New York district for
The manufacturing plant
all other than railroad business.
of the company will be located at Kensett, .Ark.

advertising and paving
J. M. Woodruff, manager of the
departments ot tiie Standard .\si)lialt & Relining Company,

Chicago, a subsidiary of the Cities Service Company. New
York, has resigned to become general manager of the Southern Asphalt Association, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.
In this capacity he will have charge of the publicity of this
association which was organized for the purpose of supplying information to public officers and taxpayers concerning
the advantages of asphalt for paving roads and streets.
From 1909 to 1913, Mr. Woodruff' was manager of the paving
department and in charge of advertising for the Standard Asphalt & Rubber Company, and the following four years he
was southern representative of the Warren Brothers Company, Boston, Mass., bitulithic paving contractors, with headquarters at Richmond, Va.

The S. F. Bowser Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., which
has for a number of years been manufacturing and selling
Bowser gasoline and oil puinps, tanks and storage systems
under the control of the parent compaijy, S. F. Bowser &
under
Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind., has been re-organized
firm.
the' Canadian laws to operate as a strictly Canadian
H. C. Christie, who has been for some time past connected with the Canadian factory of the F. S. Bowser Company, recently as sales manager, has been elected manager,
withE. E. Cummings as factory manager. For a number of

Bowser
years, nearly the entire Canadian trade of the S. F.
Company has been supplied from the Toronto factory, but
home ofifice
this company has been under the direction of the
Through the present re-organization, the
at Fort Wayne.
Canadian factory is to be operated and controlled as a sepaThe ofificers are S. F. Bowser, president;
rate institution.
V. Bechtel, vice-president; H. J. Grosvenor, secretary,
S.

and W. G. Zahrt, treasurer.

Railway

&

Industrial Engineers, Inc.

The Railway & Industrial Engineers, Incorporated, with
organized by
offices at 25 Broad street. New York, recently
and V. Z. Caracristi, as announced in the
J. E. Muhlfeld
Railway Age of May 23,
page 1288, announces
that

it

with

it

has associated
an experienced,

competent and
of

staflf

reliable

experts

thor-

oughly familiar with
domestic and foreign
methods and practices,
and oflfers to bankers,
corporations and others

av

«-

l^f^'

Bt^

y^

w^
'

its services in a representative, advisory, consulting or administracapacity as foltive

of

railroad,

utility,

manufacturing

enterJ.

E.

Muhlfeld

Examination of proposed capital and consequential expenditures for facilities or
equipment to ascertain whether they are justified and will
improve conditions, increase revenues or reduce costs of
operation and maintenance.
Assistance in connection with plans for financing projected

improvements and extensions.

engineers

for

exporters

and

importers

and

foreign

representatives, to co-ordinate specifications,
prices and purchases for the best interest of each.
Reporting on inventions, new methods and processes, and
assistance in the development of those having practical merit

and commercial value.
J. E. Muhlfeld, who has been in transportation work for
about 25 years, has, during the past ten years, been engaged
in the habilitation of roadway, terminals, shops and equipment on various railways, and more particularly in the design
and development of the Mallet and other types of large
steam locomotives in combination with the utilization of
low-grade fuels for the purpose of increasing the average
train load and reducing the costs of operation and maintenance on railroads in the United States, Canada and Brazil.
He was born at Peru, Ind., on September 18, 1872, and
studied mechanical engineering at Purdue University; he
served as machinist, and then as locomotive fireman and
engineer on the Wabash Railroad and later successively as
enginehouse foreman and general foreman on the same
road; master mechanic at Port Huron and Montreal, on the
Grand Trunk; superintendent of machinery and rolling
stock on the Canadian Government Railways; superintendent of motive power on the Baltimore & Ohio, and vicepresident and general manager of the Kansas City Southern.
During the past five years he has been located in New York
and has specialized in railway and other ^aluation and improvement work and in the development of methods and appliances for the modernization of locomotives and central
power stations for the purpose of reducing investment and
fuel costs, utilizing waste heat, eliminating arduous labor,
and increasing capacity.
V. Z. Caracristi has been engaged in railway and industrial
work for the past 20 years, having specialized in locomotive,
He served as shop
car and shop design and construction.
engineer and maintenance supervisor for the Richmond

the American
Locomotive Company,
and in the inauguration
and installation of a
uniform system of
maintenance and shop
betterment he was general maintenance superplant of

pervisor for all of the
plants of the same company.
He associated
on the design and construction of the Washington, D. C, terminal
station,

of motive

and

prises.

Consulting
their

and

later

served as assistant to
general superintendent

public

industrial

Review or preparatirm of plans, spccilicalioiis and estimates
of costs of coiiiemplated new construction work, or enlargements of existing facilities.
Rehabilitation and modernization of unprolitablc undertakings, including, if desired, their temporary management and
operation until satisfactory results are obtained.
Advisory or consulting engineers to insure that exjiendi
tures are made in a manner that will produce inaxiniuni
economic results and reflect the greatest return to the prop
erties, and provide the best security to the owners.
.Advisors and conferees in labor problems and in the prepa
ration of rules and regulations governing comjiensation and
working conditions.
Preparing, passing upon or approving inventories, valua
tions anrl api>raisals of properties and equipment.

and

lows:
manOrganization.
agement and operation

Vol. 66. No. 25

power

of the

Baltimore & Ohio, in
charge of shop additions, construction and
Z. Caracristi
equipment, and general
betterment of the design and construction of locomotives and cars, which included
the design and construction of the first Mallet type locomoHe was then engaged in carrying out improvements
tive.
of the Brewster shops of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, and the
Watervliet shops, and Carbondale mechanical terminal of the

June

X
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Delaware & Hudson Company; in charge of the layout, design and equipment of extensions to the Lima Locomotive
Works, and various additions to plants and power houses of
the American Locomotive Company. For the past six years
he has been engaged in consulting work for various bankers
on financial reports and suggesting improvements in indusDuring
trial operating methods for controlled corporations.
this time he was engaged in development and commercial
work on means and methods of burning coal in suspension,
which work he will continue.

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Changes
William G. Pearce has retired as president of the American
Brake Shoe & Foundry Company to become chairman of
the executixe committee, and Joseph B. Terbell, vice-president, has been elected
president
succeed
to
Mr. Pearce, effective
July 1. Randolph Ortman, who has been
president for one of
the company's subsidiaries, has been elected
a director, succeeding
the late Joseph D. Gallagher.
Col. James B.
Curtis, of Baldwin &
Curtis, has

been elected

general counsel of the

American Brake Shoe
& Foundry Company
Mr.

succeeding

also,

G. Pearce

William G. Pearce,
chairman of the executive committee of the
American Brake Shoe

& Foundry Company,
Marietta, Ohio, on June 11, 1859.
He entered
railway service in August, 1877, as a clerk in the office of the
controller of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at Sedalia, Mo.

was born

at

He was later promoted to bookkeeper and chief clerk in the
same office, and in August, 1879, left that road to take a
clerical position in the auditing department of the Northern

He was

Pacific.

partment, and in
1890,

ber. 1896,

was

—

ings accompanied by standard detailed drawings for crossings
heavy and medium duty and for three-

at various angles, for

hole and two-hole drilling.

—

Cement Gun Work. The Cement Gun Construction Company, Chicago, has issued Gunnite Book No. 6, containing 24
pages illustrative of the structures which have been treated
with the Cement Gun process for the application of a coating
of gunite to produce wall, roof and floor surfaces or to protect structural steel against corrosion.
Eye Shields. The Chicago Eye Shield Company, Chicago,
has issued a new catalogue describing various types of goggles, respirators and protective shields for chippers and foundry workers. Interesting data are included on the spectrum of
the welding arc and the absorption of ultra-violet rays by the
special Essentialite lenses which this company uses in
welders' goggles.
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l'"eb-

was

general

appur-

From

Septemhe was assist-

1892,

1916,

Specifications for Manganese Crossings. The Balkwill
Manganese Crossing Conipany, Cleveland, Ohio, has just
issaed specifications for its articulated cast manganese cross-

disburseof
ments in the same de-

May,

May,

in

and

disbursements

pointed
chasing

Conipany, and

Trade Publications

auditor

ruary,

& Foundry

suc-

cessively promoted to
assistant express auditor,
assistant
auditor
of

can Brake Shoe

elected president, with headquarters at New York.
J. B. Terbell, the new president, was l)orn at Corning,
N. Y., in February, 1863, and was educated at Hamilton College, graduating in the class of 1884 with the degree of A. B.
After leaving college he served with. the I'all Brook Railway,
now the Pennsylvania division of the New York Central,
with headquarters at Corning, N. Y., and later was vice-president of the Corning Iron Works. In 1897, he became president of the Corning Brake Shoe Conipany, and in 1902. was
elected vice-president of the American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, with headquarters at Chicago, in charge of
the company's western business. In 1915, Mr. Terbell came
to the New York office in connection with munition contracts for the British Government, and on July 1, succeeds
]\Ir. Pearce as president.

—

Gallagher.

W.

1567

to

ant general manager of
the
same road, and
when the Northern Pacific was
re-organized
on the latter date, he
was transferred to Tacoma, Wash., as assistant
general
superinJ. B. Terbell
tendent. From August,
1900. to July 1, 1901, he
was assistant to the president of the Northern Pacific, the
Seattle & International, and the Washington & Columbia
River, at the same time being general manager of the Seattle
& International. From July, 1901, to March, 1902, he was
general manager of the Northern Pacific, leaving railway
service at the end of that time to become second vice-president of the Griffin Wheel Company. On June 5, 1905, he
was also made general manager of this company, with headHe left the Griffin Wheel Company
quarters at Chicago.
on November 22, 1910, to become vice-president of the Ameri-

—

Artesian Belt. This road was sold at auction on June 3 for
$150,000 to Harry Landa, J. E. Jarrett and W. R. Wiseman,
officers of the Commonwealth Bank and Trust Company of
San Antonio, and their associates, who were the only bidders
for the property.
The Artesian Belt has a length of line
of 46 miles and has been in the hands of receivers since

April

25, 1917.

Railway Construction

—

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh. This road will
build a group of repair shops at Stark, Ohio, consisting of a
locomotive erecting shop, heavy and light machine shops,
tank shop, flue shop, wheel and pipe shop, blacksmith shop,
firing-up shed, storehouse, office building, rest house and
shed for the storage of miscellaneous material. A portion
of these buildings are already under contract, and bids have
been requested or will be requested in the near future on
the remainder. The buildings, with the exception of the rest
house, office building and storehouse, which are of brick and
timber construction, and the fiiing-up shed, which is of reinforced concrete construction, will be of steel frame and
brick exterior wall construction and carried on concrete
foundations.

—

ANNUAL REPORTS
The New York Central Railroad Company
To th* Stockholdi'ri nf

Tm

Nbw York Centkal Kailsoao Coupanv:
The Board of I'lrrctors hrrewilli siilnnits its report for the year ended
December Jl, 1918, with stateimnts showing the income account for the
year and the tinancial condition of tin- cotniMiny.
The oi>eruiion and maintenance of ilie company's road were conducted
The milcaKe covered is as
under Kcderal control during the year 1918.
follows:

Miles

Main

line and branches owniil
Leased lines
Lines operated under trackage rights

Total

road

3,699.14
1,920.40
4S6.2S

operated.

6,075.79

Putnam Branch

at Sedgwick
agreement with the IntcrAvenue, New
borough Rapid Transit Company, whereby the Putnam bridge over the
Harlem River was surrendered for use in connection with the extension
ot the elevated system up Jerome Avenue, decreased the length of the

The construction

of a joint terminal of the
Voik, in accordance with an

Putnam Division by 23/lOOths of a mile.
The CardilT Hranch, Rciidick to Cardiff,

Illinois,

3.49

wras

miles,

abandoned.

To

correct an error in the 1917 report, 11/lOOths of a mile has been
added to the main line mileage in the State of Illinois.
These changes produce a net decrease in operated mileage of 3.61 miles.
There was no change in the capital stock of the company during the year.
Since the date of the annual meeting on January 23. 1918, the number
of stocKlioIdcrs has grown 1,591, the total number at the end of the year
being 28,693, of whom 28.395 are in the United .States, and 298 abroad.
The par %alut held by those here is $247,543,855, and by those abroad
$2,053,500, the average holdings being 87 and 69 shares respectively.
In
1915 the numbers reported were 22,270 here, and 2,772 abroad, the general
average holding being, approximately, 100 shares, while now it is 87 shares.
The change.-, in the funded del)t of the company are shown in the following statement:
Anuiunt as reported on December 31, 1917, was
$711,883,086.19
I:icluded theiein were the following securities which had been reacquired or held
pending their sale, and (with the exception
of certain of tlicin with a par value of
$730,000) had been pledged for the company's notes:
N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Co. refunding and
improvement mortgage 4J^% bonds
$20,000,000.00
N. Y. C. R. R. Equipment Trust certificates
of 1917
1,218,000.00
N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Co.— Lake Shore
collateral gold bonds
10,000.00
R. W. & O. R. R. Co. 1st consolidation
bonds
2,000.00
21,230.000.00
leaving the total funded debt actually outstanding at the beginning of 1918
$690,653,086.19
Retired during the vear:
R. \V. & O. Terminal 1st mortgage 5%
bonds matured and paid
$375,000.00
Payments falling due during the year on the
company's liaoility for certificates issued
under equipment trust agreement as follows:
N. Y. C. Lines Trust of 1907, insUlIment
due November, 1918
1,492,884.74
Boston & Albanv Trust of 1912, installment
due October, "1918
500,000.00
a

total

decrease

of

leaving the funded debt actually
31, 1918

Early in 1918, the Diiector General decided th.it officers in charge of
Federal operation should not continue their positions with the corporation,
Thercuimn, Mr.
except in special cases and where permission was given.
.Smith re-'igned his office as President, efTective May 31st, and Mr. William
I^tcr in the year the folK. VaiideiTjilt, Jr., was elected in his stead.
general
executive
officers
also
resigned
in
order
io .ving
that they might
continue in the service of the United States Railroad Administration:
Mr. A. T. Hardin, Vice-President; Mr. C. F. Daly, Vice-President;
Mr. P. IC. Crowley. Vice-President, and Mr. II. M. Biscoe, Vice-President.
A separate corporate organization has been formed to conduct the affairs
of the company under instructions from the President and the Board of
Directors, and to take all appropriate and necessary corporate action to
carry out the obligations assumed by it under the agreement.
Through
this organization, the personnel of which is shown on the first page of this
report, expenditures for additions and betterments to the property, and
for the maintenance of road and equipment under federal management, are
investigated and verified and supervision is exercised for the protection
of the CDiiiiiiny's interests, both as to the property transferred under the
Federal t onlrol Act. and that remaining with the corporation.

SUMMARY

December
$688,285,201.45

New York Central Railroad Equipment Trust certificates of 1917
aggregate amount of $6,648,000 were issued during 1918, but as
them were concurrently acquired by the company, there is no change

to

an

all

of

Federal Managers to the Regional Directors and the Director General.
As of December 27. 1918, the company, jointly with The Toledo and
Ohio Central Railway Company, The Zanesville and Western Railway Company, The Kanawha and Michigan Railway Company and the Kanawha
and West \'irginia Railroad Company, executed an agreement with the
Director General of Railroads providing for the operation, during Federal
control, of the roads of the parties to the agreement by the Director Genof
era!
Railroads
for
an
annual total standard compensation of
$58,122,084.92. divided as follows:

Net DEFICIT
Other cORroRATE income
Income from

lease
Miscellaneous rent

ficit)

all

income

—

1,147,244.01
6,379,728.57
500,845.06
3,745,610.50
54,274.23

Miscellaneous income

Total other corporate income.

13,471,252.35

Gross income
l)F.DrCTIONS

$69,270,920.66

FROM CROSS INCOME

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

rents
tax accruals

Rent for leased roads
Interest on funded debt
Interest r^n unfunded debt
Amortization of discount on funded debt.
Miscellaneous income charges

.

$689,074,60
300,045.83
9,314,910.15
29.432,623.35
2,004.364.10
556,975.56
138,783.96
62,628.25
2,017,501.92
288,667.84

.

Separately ooerated properties— loss
War taxes
Corporate gener.->.l expenses

Deductions from gkoss income.

44,805,575.56

$24,465,345.10

Less revenues and expenses applicable to the
period prior to January 1, 1918, settled for
account of the corporation by the United
States Railroad Administration

Net corporate income
Disposition of net income
Dividends declared- 5 per cent
To sinking funds

the railroad lines north of the

6,548,223.55

$17,917,121.55

—

$12,479,610.00
115,563.46

Total appropri-\tions

12,595,173.46

Surplus for the year carried to profit and loss..

$5,321,948.09

Profit and Loss Account
HaLANCE to CREDIT OF PROFIT AND LOSS DECEMBER

31,

1917.. $75,245,201.74

.\dditions;

Surplus for the year 1918
Sundry deferred credits and adjustments.
Profit on road and equipment sold

.

.

$5,321,948.09
802,435.98
27,766.74
6,152,150.81

$81,397,352.55

Deductions:
Loss on retired road and equipment
l-oss on sale of capital stock of the Pennsylvania Coal and Coke Company
Charging ofl various uncollectible accounts..
Readjustment of operating results of the Detroit Terminal Railroad prior to November

1,

1912.

Sundry deferred

debits

and adjust'nents.

.

.

.

Balance to credit of profit and loss December 31, I91S

$58,122,084.92

time included practically

$106,424.88
904,841.70
632,283.40

From funded securities
From unfunded securities and accounts

107,598.45
1,295,141.37
45,260.63

Under the agreement, all salaries and expenditures incurred by the
company, during federal control, for purposes which relate to the existence
and maintenance of the corporation, are required to be borne by the corporation, out of its compensation and other income.
Immediately upon his taking office, the Director General of Railroadf
appointed as Regional Director in charge of the Eastern District Mr. A. H.
Smith, then President of The New York Central Railroad Company.
This
district, at that

2,962.19

of road

Miscellaneous non-operating physical property
Separately operated properties profit
Dividend income

The New York Central Railroad Company
$55,802,630.50
The Toledo and Ohio Central Railway Company.... 1,086,650.87
The Zanesville and Western Railway Company (deThe Kanawha and Michigan Railway Company
Kanawha and West Virginia Railroad Company....

FINANCIAL OniKATIONS AFFECTING INCOME
Year ended
December 31, 1918

in the

funded debt in this connection.
As was pointed out in the last annual report, the President of the United
States took possession and assumed control of the railroad property of
jour company on December 28, 1917.
By the terms of the President's
proclamation the possession, control, operation, and utilization of the
tran.= portation
systems were vested in a Director General; and it was
staled that, until the Director General should othenvise determine, his
powers would be exercised through the boards of directors, officers, and
employees of the systems taken over.
The Director General appointed
Regional Directors under whom the railroads of the several districts were
unified as to control and operation.
Subsequently, Federal Managers and
other federal officers were appointed and required to report through the

01--

lOMI'KNS.MION ACCRUED FOR THE POSSESSION, USE AND CONTROL
OF THE PROPERTY OF THIS COMPANY AND ITS LEASED LINES.. $55,802,630.50
.\llSCELL.\NEOUS OPERATIONS
Revenues
$1,963.59
Expenses
4.925.78

2,367,884.74

outstanding

Annual Report

Ohio and I'olomac rivers and east of the Indiana Illinoiii state line. Mr.
Smith assumed the duties of the Regional Uircclor's office, which involved
dealing with a complicated traffic situation and the co-ordinating of the
lines lor war purposes, as an addition to his obligations as President of
the company.

281,250.00
29,850.40

42,645.66
69,254.43

$80,943,297.90

The amount of standard compensation, $55,802,630.50, accrued under
federal control for the possession and use of the company's property, and
its leased and operated lines, was based upon the average annual railway
operating income for the three years ended June 30, 1917.
.\s required by the Federal (Control Act, this amount was certified by
the Interstate Commerce Commission as agreeing with the income reported
to it, subject, however, to such changes and corrections as the Commission might hereafter determine and certify to be requisite.
There were delivered in 1918. 1 electric locomotive, 139 steam locomotives, 20 steel baggage and mail cars, 71 steel passenger coaches. 2 steel dining cars, and 105 steel baggage cars, which were provided for under the New
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;

June
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Vork Central Railroad Equipment Trust of 1917 as authorized by the
Board of Directors on October 19, 1916.
On nccount of the prevailing
unsatisfactory niarl<et conditions for the sale of the equipment trust certificates, and in order to procure the equipment as needed, the company has
purchased at par and accrued interest $6,648,000 of the certificates, of
which $4,187,000 were pledged as security for short-term loans
and
$2,461,000 carried in the treasury of the company.
The Director General of Railroads allotted to the company 4,500 freight
cars, estimated to cost $13,201,000, and 120 locomotives, estimated to cost
$6,192,955; a total of approximately $19,393,955.
Of this equipment,
2,556 freight cars and 114 locomotives were delivered during the year.
The Director General also allotted to the company, as Lessee of the
Albany
Boston and
Railroad, 10 locomotives, estimated to cost $622,770,
for use on that road.
These allotments were accepted by the company and the equipment is
being constructed under contracts between the Director General and the
builders, and the financing of the cost thereof is being arranged between
the Director General and the company.
The changes in the property investment account for the year were as
follows:

—

Aoditions and betterments Road
Expenditures by the Federal Manager
Lxpenditurcs by the corporation

$11,432,818.09
126,860.84
$11,559,678.93

Less

.sale
of land by
cellantcus credits

corporation

and mis63.522.96

$11,496,155.97

—

Additions and betterments Equipment
Expenditures by the Federal Manager, less
equipment retired and transferred
$2,933,531.70
Equipment assigned to the N. Y. C. R. R.
by the United States Railroad Administration

Expenditures by

the

13,002,056.00
8.511,006.80

corporation

24,446,594.59

Total addition
counts

to

road

and

equipment

rowcd

balance, $6,500,000, beint; unsecured.
In the operation of the Pension Department, 107 employees were retired
and placed upon the pension roll. Of these retirements, 43 were authorized
bec-uise of tlie attainment of seventy years of age, and 64 because of total
and permanent physical disability; 165 pensioners died during 1918, and
at the cloijc of the year 1,469 retired employees were carried upon the
pension rolls.
The average monthly pension allowance of these is $26.34,
and the total amount paid in pension allowances during the year was
$471,075.11, which was paid by and charged to the operating expenses of
the United States Railroad Administration, as provided in the agreement
with the Director General of Railroads.
The following changes took place in the Board of Directors during the
year

Resigned: March

1918
Robert S. Lovett
1918
.Marvin Hughitt
1918
Alfred H. Smith
Sept.
18, 1918
Frank J. Jerome
Sept.
18, 1918
Leonard L Hackney
Elected: Sept.
18, 1918
Charles f. Lewis
Sept.
18, 1918
Charles B. Seger
Sept.
18, 1918
Edward S. Harkness
Nov.
13, 1918
Samuel Mather
Re-elected: Dec.
11, 1918
Frank J. Jerome
The Hoard records, with regiet, the death on August 10, 1918, of Mr.
William H. Newman, a Director of this Company, and who was President
(.f
The New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company from
April

13,
10,

May

31,

June 3. 1901, to February 1, 1909.
The Board also records, with regret, the death of two other of its membcis, Mr. Charles T. Lewis, on September 29th, and Mr. Horace B.
Andrews, on December Ist, 1918.
Appreciative acknowledgement is made to all officers and employees of
llieir loyal and efficient co-operation and service.
For the Board of Directors,
WlLLI.\M K. V.\XDERBILT,

APPENDIX

Improvements on miscellaneous physical property

Expenditures by the Federal Manager
Expenditures by the corporation
by

the

$18,541.61
52,293.74

Included toe Information from Reports Suptlied by the Federal
Auditors
report of operations of the new york central railroad (excluding
boston and albany railroad) by the united states railroad
administration for the year 1918

$70,835.35
50.000.00

corporation

m

property investment
counts during the year being

5.685.43
miles operated

miles operated

revenues. $269, 270, 956. 5 $216,267,517.22
expenses. 210,637,848.99 153,597,905.35

$53,003 439.29
57,039,943.64

Operating income
Railway
Railway

ac-

operating
operating

1

Pending the execution of the agreement with the Director General of

fro.m

railway

operations

$58,633,107.52

CONDENSED GENERAL BALA.NCE SHEET. DECEMBER

31,

ASSETS
road

.Stock
Capital

$472,010,405.09

1918

stock

$249,597,355.00

Long term debt
FundcJ debt unmatured

Investment in equipment
Trust
Other

Equipment obligations

$116,733,517.07
141.642,399.21

Mortgage bonds
Debentures
Notes

$258,376,116.28
$730,386,521.37
96,903,574.44
8,701,439.17

Improvements on leased railway property
Miscellaneous physical property
Investments in affiliated companies
Stocks

Miscellaneous

Dividends

Miscellaneous

5,921,122.51
3,955,549.15

February

1,

3,119,902.50
170,630.42
4,790.00
6,241,945.73
748.207.37
4,596,902.90

matured unclaimed

Funded debt matured unpaid
Unmatured interest accrued
L'nmatured rents accrued
Other current liabilities

'

47,503,409.13

—

Deferred liabilities
Liability

investments

payable

1919

$31,140,024.32
3,858,079.67
11,780,026.03
712.514.11
12.765.00

Bonds

accounts

matured unpaid
Dividend declared, payable

Other investments
Notes

688,285,201.45

Interest

201,653,097.46

Advances

,

Loans and bills payable
$41,963,000.00
Traffic and car-service balances payable..
2,239,089.84
Audited accounts and wages payable....
4.380,970.65

14,'968,985.60

Stocks

$41,591,201.45
526,194,000.00
105,500,000.00
15,000,000.00

Current liabilities

$133,447,346.64
9,735.838.38
43,500,926.84

Bonds
Notes
Advances

Total

$62,669,611.87 —$4,036,504.35

LIABILITIES

Investments
in

3.61

$40,734,958.54

Net revenue

Investment

Increase
or Decrease

1917*

1918
5,681.82
miles operaleil

Income Account
20,835.35

The net increase

Jr.,

President.

$35,942,750.47

4,771,372.72

credits

and Ihe settlement ot accounts tnereunaer, t?ie company oorfrom hiin $20,000,000 for which it gave its 6 per cent demand
Of the notes se given $13,500,000 were secured by collateral, the

Railroads
notes.

ac-

imijrovements on leased railway propertv
Expenditures by the Federal Manager
$4,783,284.40
Less miscellaneous credits bv the corporation
11,911.68

Less

1569

to

lessor

ment

$1,085,148,041.57

73,342,111.07

companies for equip$1_4.715.322.52

Current Assets
Cash
Special deposits

Loans and bills receivable
and car-service balances receivable

Traffic

Miscellaneous accounts receivable
Interest and dividends receivable

Government
and betlermerts
December 31, 1917, paid

Corporate

transactions

States

Revenue and expenses prior
1,

to

1918

6,906,821.83
5,734.017.03

27,672,084.92

Other deferred

48,916,805.25

S16,65O,703.63
21,512,363.92
8,214,989.85

January

Other items

Rents receivable
Compensation due from Ignited States

Government

.Xdciitions
liabilities

''nited

$8,993,280.27
981,245.14
59,108.99
41,509.59
6,815,012.76
4,354,563.58

$59,018,896.26
192,861.20

liabilities

Deferreu assets

Working fund advances
Insurance and other funds
United States Government
Cash taken ov-r
Agents and conductors balances
-Assets

Insurance and casualty
Operating reserves

$13,407,045.26

and supplies
December 31, 1917, collected...

Other Hems

reserves

Accrued

depreci.ition of equipment
Liability to lessor companies for securities

9,616.893.8-1

Materials

73.927,079.98

Unadjusted credits
Tax liability

$124,392.30
908,611.38

34,239,829.70
6,919,234.06
5.163.370.15

acquired

(per contra)

Other unadjusted

credits

$2,553,255.51
565,079.82
350.029.88
32.806,683.77

457,851.00
13,970,888.63

_

Additions lo property through income and
surplus
Sinking fund reserves

Uvadjusted debits
Discount on funded debt unamortized...
Securities acquired from lessor comoanies
(per

Other unadjusted debits

Total

—unpledged.
—pledged. ($24,687,000.00)

Securities issued or assumed
Securities issued or assumed

Total

$93,924.85
643,547.39

$6,321,634.59
Profit

457,851.00
2,214,851.31

contra)

50,703,788.61

Corporate surplus

$69,346,373.01
4,097.745.84

Other deferred assets

and

appropriated surplus
loss
balance

—

$737,472.24
80,943,297.90
Sl.680.77O.14

8,994,336.90

($3,44,^,005.00)

..

$1,217,536,306.25

$1,217,536,306.25
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I'trctntaie

of

tif""'''

nKDUCTlON!. F«OM GROSS

'"

(71.02;
$10,594,035.62

$679,120.09

Uncollectible rnilwoy revenues.

17,59<l.44

19,395.51

—1,801.07

Raiiway orERATiNC INCOMK.

$47,342.357..I7

$52.0.S6.180.74

— $4,7U.8:.V37

accrued

INCOME

(7.2U

(78.23)
$11,273,ISS.7I

rn>f»uet
Kiilwuy taxo

equipment,
of
balance
joint lacilily rents
Miacellancouii rents
Iliic

InicrcHi

income...

$3,262,788,23

$3,148,788.33

$113,999.90

59.331.16

284,520.60

—225,189.44

f.tcilily

rent

1918

other

Gross

incomk...

incomb

The Cleveland,

$4,516,831.08

$3,433,368.93

$6,083,522.15

$56,859,188.45

$55,489,489.67

$1,369,698.78

Cincinnati, Chicago

and

St.

$191,558.21
-24.207.71
62.737.99
133.21

$3,219,768.18
1,178,790.89

62,737. 99t
133.21

the StockltoUios of
L'lkvei.and, Cincinnati. Chicago and St. !.ouis Railway Company:
The Uoard of Directors herewith submits its report for the year ended
December il. 1918, with statements showing the results for the year and
the financial condition of the company.
The oper,ilion and maintenance of the company's road were conducted
under federal control during the year 1918. The mileage embraced in the
operation of the road is .ts follows:
1,693.03
Main line and branches owned
126.09
Proprietary lines
204.43
Leased lines
201.37
Operated un-ier contract
170.85
Trackage rights

The

Total road operated (;is shown in detail on an2,395.77
other page)
with mileage operated in 1917, there was an increase in
mileage of leased lines of 2.01 miles account of the Mt. Gilead Short Line
Railroad, which heretofore had been reported as separately operated, and
an increase of tracl<age rights of 6.85 miles over the Toledo Terminal
Railroad between Stanley and Gould, Ohio, making an increase of 8.86 in
mileayfc operated durine: 1918.
There was no change in capital stock during the year, the amounts
authorized and issued to December 31, 1918, being as follows:
$10,000,000.00
Preferred stock avthorized
50,000,000.00
Common stock authorized

As compared

$60,000,000.00

stock .-(uthorized
stock issued
stock issued

$10,000,000.00
47,056.300.00
57,056,300.00

Balance common stock
cember 31, 1918

authorized

but

not

issued

$2,943,700.00

The funded debt unmatured outstanding December
was
been decreased
Big Four Railway
payable Tune 1.
Big Four Railway
payable Tuly

It lias

De-

31,

1917,

$99,231,284.62

during tlie year as follows:
equipment trust certificates
1918

equipment trust

$373,000.00
certificates

1918
Central Lines equipment

115,000.00

trust certificates payable November 1, 1918
C. I. St. L. & C. Ry. Co. general first mortgage bonds retired
C. I. St. L. & C. Ry. Co. first consolidated
mortgage bonds retired
Central Giain Elevator Co. bonds retired...
C. C. C. & St. L. Ry. Co. (St. Louis Division) first collateral trust mortgage bonds
purchased for sinking fund

246,689.81

l',

Pro rata

New York

$4,628,780.77

$4,398,559.07

$230,221.70

$52,230,407.68

$51,090,930.60

$1,139,477.08

•Figures for 1917 revised to agree witb basis in 1918.
tReprcsents increase in rental of properties over amounts paid prior
January 1, 1918.

Louis Railway Company

To

Total
Preferred

Net INCOME

6,194.711.69

6.194.711.69

tofai.

Common

$3,411,326.39
1.154.583.18
..

on unfunded debt..

Total deductions from
GROSS income

Revenues and expenses prior
to

debit

INCOME

t1.Ilr.K

Inconir from interest on bnnk
balances

Itiini
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inchided jiractieally all the railroad lines in Ihe dislrici north of the Ohio
and Potomac River' and east of the Indiana! Ilini.is slate line. Mr. Smith
assumed che duties of tlie Regionid Director's office, whicli involved dealing
with a complicated traffic situation and the co-ordinating of the lines for
war purposes, as an addition to his obligations as President of this company.
Early in 1918, the Director General decided that officers in charge of
t*ederal operation rhould not continue their positions with the corporation,
in special cases and where permission was given.
Thereupon. Mr.
Smith resigned his office as President, effective May 31st, and Mr. William
K. Vanderbilt, Jr., was elected in his stead.
Later in the year Mr. Abra-

except

ham

Vice-President, and Mr. Marry A. Worcester. Vice-PresiManager also resigned in order that they might continue
the United States Railroad Administration.
A separate corjioratc organization has been formed to conduct the affairs
ot the company under instructions from the President and the Board of
Directors, and to take all appropriate and necessary corporate action to
carry out the obligations assumed by it under the agreement.
"Through
tiiis organizatirn,
the personnel of which is shown on the first page of
this report, expenditures for additions and betterments to the property,
and for the maintenance of road and equipment under federal management,
arc investigated and verified and supervision is exercised for the protection
of the company's interests, both as to the property transferred under the
Federal Control Act, and that remaining with the corporation.
Pending the execution of the agreement with Ihe Director General of
Railroads and the settlement of accounts thereunder, the company borrowed $5,300,000. of which $4,300,000 were obtained from the Director
General of Railroads and tlie Secretary of the Treasury, for which the
company gave $2,500,000 of 6 per cent demand notes secured by collateral
and $1,800,000 unsecured. For the balance of $1,000,000. an unsecured 6
per cent demand note was given by the company to TTie New York Central
Railroad Company, endorsed by that company and sold by it to the Director
General of Railroads.
T.

Hardin,

(ifnt and General
in the .service of

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INCOME
Year endeci December 31, 1918
Compensation accrued for the possession, use
ind control of the property of this company
and its leased lines
Revenues from MiscELLANEotJS operations
Revenues
Expenses and taxes

$9,938,597.23
$18,8'«2.68
16,867.55

Miscellaneous operating income

1,975.13

Other corporate income

76,000.00

Miscellaneous rent income
Misceilancous non-operating physical property.
Separately operated properties -profit

11,000.00
26,000.00

Dividend income
From funded seeurine.s

22.000.00

From unfunded securities and accounts
Release of premium on funded debt
Miscellaneous income

869,689.81
Total funded debt outstanding December 31, 1918... $98,361,594.81
The Big Four Railway Equipment Trust of 1917, established by agreement dated June 1. 1917, provides for a total issue of $2,370,000 equipment
trust certificates.
The original agreement provided for an interest rate of
5 per cent per annum, but under date of December 31. 1918, by supplemental agreement, the interest rate was increased to 6 per cent per annum.
Under the provisions of the Trust 20 locomotives and 30 passenger cars
were delivered during the year.
The Big Four Railway Equipment Trust certificates issued during the
year am.ounted to $465,000.
On account of the prevailing unsatisfactory
market conditions for the sale of equipment trust certificates, and in order
to procure equipment as needed, tlie company, through the medium of
short-term loans, purchased at par and accrued interest these certificates,
using $317,000 of them as collateral, pending more favorable conditions for
their sale.
There is therefore no change in the funded debt in this
connection.
As was pointed out in the last annual report, the President of the United
States took possession and assumed control of the railroad property of
your company on December 28. 1917.
By the terms of the President's
proclamation the
possession,
control, operation, and utilization of the
transporiation systems were vested in a Director Gencial; and it was
stated that, until the Director General should otherwise determine, his
powers woul.-l be exercised through the boards of directors, officers, and
employees of the systems taken over
The Director General appointed
regional directors under wliom the railroads of the several districts were
unified as to control and operation.
Subsequently, Federal Managers and
other Feder-il officers were appointed and required to report through the
Federal Managers to the Regional Director and the Director General.
As of Decemher 27, 1918, the company, jointly with The Muncie Belt
Railway Company, executed an agreement with the Director General of
Railroads providinf for the operation, during federal control, of the roads
of the parties to the agreement by the Director General of Railroads for an
annual total standard compensation of $9,945,738.41. divided as follows:
The Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago and St. Louis Ry. Co
$9,938,597.23
Ihe Muncie Belt Railway Company
7,141.18

$195,016.70
81,107.27
2,797.20
74,705.89
238.218.40
234.546.14

—

1,885.80
3,427.88

Total other corporate income

831,705.28

Gross income

$10,772,277.64

Deductions from cross income
Miscellaneous rents
Miscellaneous tax .iceruals
Separately operated properties loss
Rent tor leased roads
Interest on funded debt
Interest on unfunded debt
Amortization of discount on funded debt
Miscellaneous income charges
War tax accrued
Corporate general expenses

$141,315.15
469.86
64,290.97
561,280.09
4,580,303.37
505.581.75
9,026.69
56.392.50
74,825.62
42,085.45

—

Deductions from gross income

6.035.571.45

$4,736,706.19

revenues and -expenses applicable to tlie
period prior to January 1, 1918, settled for
account of the corporation by United States
Railroad -'\dministration

T^css

1,616.343.07

Net corporate income

$3,120,363.12

Dtsposiiion of net income
Dividends declared 5 per cent preferred stock
Sinking funds
Investment in physical property

—

$499,925.00
31.894.10
95,530.40

'.

Total appropriations of income

627,349.50

Surplus ior thf year carried to profit
AND loss
Profit

Amount
31,

Total
$9,945,738.41
I'nder the agreement, all salaries and expenditures incurred by the company, during federal control, for purposes which relate to the existence
and mainten.nnce of the corporation, are required to be borne by the
corporation out of its compensation and other income.
Immediately upon his taking office, the Director General of Railroads appointed as Regional Director in charge of the Eastern District. Mr. Alfred
H. Smith, then President of this company.
This District at that time

to

to

credit

of profit and

nnd

loss

loss,

$2,493,013.62

account

December
$9,661,133.72

1917

Add:
Surplus for year 1918
Unrefundrblc overcharges
Rcacquiremenl of securities below par
Unclaimed wages and nens'.ons 1912

$2,493,013.62
13,360.31
15,357.60
6,524.94

2.528,256.47

$10,772,277.64

June

Interest to
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1919

20,

December

31, 1917,
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In the operation of the Pension Department 32 employees were retired
and placed upon the pension roll; of these retirements 18 were authorized

on advances by

because of the attainment of seventy years of age, and 14 because of total
and permanent physical disability; 39 pensioners died during 1918, and at
the close of the year 313 retired employees were carried upon the pension
rolls.
The average monthly pension allowance of these is $2.i.06, and
the total amount paid in pension allowances during the year was $86,471.77,
which was paid by .ind charged to the operating expenses of the United
States Railroad Administration as provided in the agreement with the
Director General of Railroads.
The following change took place in the Board of Directors during the

New York

Central Railroad Co. for purchase
$546,267.60
of coal lands in tbe State of Illinois
Unaccrued depreciation prior to July 1, 1907,
123.983.21
on equipment retired dui ini; 1918
Operations of Peoria and Kastern Railway included in income account for 1918 and cred107,341.11
ited to that company
Refund of freight overcharges previously
written off
24,199.66
Surplus appropriated for investment in physical
properly
3,438.97
Adjustment 0£ sundry account* (net)
58,550.48

year:

Resigned: March

mine and

certify to be requisite.
Director General of Railroads allotted to the company 2,000 freight
estimated to cost $5,736,000, and 35 locomotives, estimated to cost
$1,780,000, a total of approximately $7,516,000.
Of this equipment 1,246
freight cars and 25 locomotives were delivered during the year.
These
allotments were accepted by the company and the equipment is being const! ucteci under contracts between the Director General and the builders and
tne financing of the cost thereof is being arranged between the Director
General and the company.
The chanires in tiie road and equipment accounts for the year were as

The

cars,

follows:

31,
31,

September
September

Jerome

1

Edward

S. Harkness
Horace E. Andrews
Samuel Mather
Re-elected;
eonard J. Hackney
The Board records, with regret, the death on August 10, 1918, of Mr.
William H. Newman, a Director of the Company, and who was President
of tlie Company from January 31, 1905, to February 1, 1909.
The Board also records, with reg.et, the deaths of two other of its
members, Mr. Charles T. Lewis, on September 29th, and Mr. Horace E
Andrews, on December 1st, 1918.
Appreciative acknowledgement is made to all officers and employees of
their loyal and efficient co-operation and service.
For the Board of Directors,
William K. Vanderbilt, Jr., President.
1

APPENDIX
$4,088,370.76
52,283.58
$4,140,654.34

—

Additions and betterments Equipment
Equipment assigned to the C. C. C. & St. L.
Ry. by the United States Railroad Administration

J.

eonard T. Hackney
Charles t. Lewis
Charles B. Seger

Elected: September

—

Additions and betterments Road
Expenditures by the Federal Manager
Expenditures by the corporation

.

Expenditures by the Federal Manager
equipment retired snd transferred
Expenditures by the corporation

Frank

18, 1918
18, 1918
18, 1918
September 18, 1918
September 18, 1918
September 18, 1918
October 30, 1918
December 11, 1918

Balance to credit of proi'it and loss
December 31, 1918
$11,325,609.16
The amount of standard compensation, $9,938,597.23, accrued under federal control for the possession and use of the company's property, and its
leased and operated lines, was bashed upon the average annual railroad operating income for the three years ended June 30, 1917.
As required by the
Federal Control Act, this amount was certified by the Interstate Cominerce
Commission as agreeing with the income reported to it, subject, however,
to such changes and corrections as the Commission might hereafter deter-

Robert S. Lovett
Alfred H. Smith
Harry A. Worcester

1918
1918
1918

13,

May
May

863,781.03

Included as Inform.ation from Reports Supplied by the Federal
Auditor
results of operations of the cleveland, cincinnati, chicago and st.
louis railroad by the united states railroad administration
for the year 1918 as reported to the interstate

commerce co.mmission

.$4,875,074.00

Increase

Income Account

less

Railway
Railway

78,483.15
1,344,469.35

1918
revenues. .$71,403,970.21
expenses.. 51,895,288.69

operating
operating

1917
$52,650,920.24
38,059,421.05

or Decrease
$18 753 049 97

$14,591,499.19

$4,917,182.33

13,835.867.64

6.298,026.50

Improvements on leased railway property
Expenditures by the Federal Manager
Expenditures by the corpoiation

Xet revenue from
way OPERATIONS

$229,458.28

rail-

$19,508,681.52

1,774.85

i^ercentage

231.233.13

Total (as shown in detail on other pages)

$10,669,913.97

expenses

of

to

revenues
Railway tax accruals

(72.68)
$3,538,917.93

CONDLNSED GENER.U. BALANCE SHEET. DECEMBER

(72.29)
$2,144,867. 99*

1918

31,

ASS.ETS

LIABILITIES

Investments

Stock

in read and equipment
$172,342,676.82
Improvements on leased railway property.
705,103.21

Investment

Sinking funds
Miscellaneous physical

Investments in
Stocks

Capital

property

Collateral

$6,798,534.16
5,285,402.00
J.OOO.OO
1,177,167.61

Notes

Advances

affiliated

companies

$98,361,594.81
6,025,927.00
104,387,521.81

payable

bills

Audited accounts and wages payable.
Miscellaneous accounts payable
Interest matured unpaid
Dividends matured unpaid
LTnmatured dividends declared
Unmatured interest accrued
Unmatured rents accrued
Other current liabilities

$36.00
1,115,166.45
30,775.15
81.000.00
1.330.00

Miscellaneous

obligations

^on-negotiable debt to

Other investments
Notes
Advances

$10,358,488.87
59,146,500.00
9,194,000.00
19,662.605.94

.

Current liabilities
Loans and

Stocks

.

bonds...

trust

Miscellaneous

$13,266,103.77

Bonds

$57,027,200.00

Equipment obligations
Mortgage bonds

companies

affiliated

stock

Long term debt
Funded debt unmatured

652.42
2,341.825.32

Bonds

$1,228,307.60

$8,327,650.00
212,549.90
38,466.23
1,079,218.19
7,898.77
124,981.25
739,273.46
103,103.40
5.514,948.18

$189,884,669.14

Current assets
Cash
Special

(.39)

$1,394 049 94

deposits

Loans and bills receivable
and car-service balances receivable

Traffic

Miscellaneous

accounts receivable
dividends receivable

Interest and
Rents receivable

16,148,089.38

.Deferred liabilities
Other deferred liabilities.

$1,277,803.60
623,631.41
650.00
29.583.58
646,335.78
26,220.50

United States Government
Additions and betterments
Liabilities,

December

Corporate

transactions

Expenses piior

to

31,

1917,

January

1,

paid

1918

Miscellaneous
Compen.sation

due

from

United

States

Government

$7,295,738.41
17,411.34

Miscellaneous

Unadjusted credits
Tax liability
Premium on funded debt
Accrued klcpreciation equipment

$7,313,149.75
812.75

—

Other

9.918,187.37

unadjusted

credits

Deferred assets

Working fund advances
Other

deferred

$8,881.99
261,883.69

assets..

.

orporate surplus
Additions to property through income and

$18,882,629.72

21,227,108.44

$213,925.12
9,272.44
5,505,568.14
1,338,044.64
7,066.810.34

surplus

United States Government
Cash taken ovei
Agents and conductors balances
Materials and supolies

December
Lquipment retired

.Assets,

31.

1917,

collected.

Miscellaneous

Sinking
$1,655,048.11
3,235,259.67
5.381,116.19
5,133,017.72
505,090.47
337,907.73

$16,247,439.89

Unadjusted

anu

reserves.

appropriated
loss

—

surplus

bal.-ii

12,698.672.40

16,518,205.57

debit--

Rents and insurance paid
Discount on funded debt
Other unadjusted debits

advance

in

— unpledged..
— pledged....

Securities issued or assumed
Securities issued or assumed

Total

fund

Total
Profit

$111.41
52,960.22
2,181,268.66
:

2,234,340.29

($163,330.00)
($6,963,000.00)

$218,555,402.37

$218,555,402.37

1573
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i.ulw.iy

$14,688.93

8^

$10,536,474.93

7,752.?0

— 1,879.43

9,6J.MJ

$16,367,655.06
ol

m\\v%
m\\vt

of
2 395.77

3,386.91

8.86

$rf,lS2.463.50

1.678.716.6.!

,

irvriiiiri

I.MOME

Avci.imVvci.igi- iiiiinhcr
load u|)cralc(t

•

<>lhrr

—

—^

iNCOMt ITKMS

NtT

$3,525,011.82

which the co.poration

i.

redjItVcd to pay

19%"'"'^'' "'"• "« *•«"

fo*

$18,448,755.41
infr

Main

line and branches
I-inc lointlv owned..
Leased lints

owned

"'°""

^'""itCpnge)'"'''..^"
no

chance

.'.'.'.'.'.\..:

''"*•'''

'"

i^;o6

°" ^"1,861.77

'

in

UA.ir.

ciniV-ii

j

'

authorized being SlsV^lsOOO and actMnMv

The^Junded de^t\.Us.andh,g on

It

'.'.'.'.

rights.'

'

wiis

, '^Ji"
1,182.84

-71

Lines operated under trackage

There

as

'

^V''.'"*'^"'^ J"'"''

»ecembcT

3'""^'"'^

"'<^

amount

$18,736,400.

has' been dccVea'sed' duHng'
'ti,;'
mcnt of pru.rnta of installments VeaV b'v nav"
on acconnt*^ °'
of
^' follows:

$52,738,843.79

'

cago.

Kalathe
federal
Director
pensation of
vith

\T.lTT,^\'n'\'"'i^'-''^^
November, 19I8 (N. Y. C.
L n I
Trust'o^ 19lX"due OctobeV;-i9i8-(M.-cVk:R:)^^;000:M
debt outstanding

'''°'-^{gf"'"l=d

^^""•'' Kailroad Company
r
irarr K.ilamazoo
Chicago,
& Saginaw Railway Company

560,425.45

December

'

1

31,

$52,178,418.34

^n%i^\p^^

i-ed'^d^i^g^;!:--r'",TS7T°orr
cnange

°

tion.
JIicliis.an

Central

dui:ng the

•

the

r^^^rF^'

funded debt

in

this

connec-

Equ
-

Railroad

-

m

--

•

satis'

SUMMARY OF

therefore no change

"in

the"

funded

FINAKCIAI. OPERATIONS AFFECTING
INCOME

Compensation accrued

for

of the property of .his

Income from

is

the

„.

nossfxtsin,,

Year ended
December 31, 1918

j

companrandh' leased 'lines'""'"'

Miscellaneous

lease of road
rent income.

-Miscellaneous

nonoperatin

r..^^h:?.^,^^l^t ^\^Ji::.t^-^:T^:^

the Ol;
and
"''' l':''^',^"=»-I'linois Slate
Mr. .^m.tli assumed the
Line,
dut"ies"nf 'fiV. "p
involved dealing with a
""•"tor's office, which
comnlicated Vinffi?^',""^.'
of the lines for war purposes
^o-ordinating
as an
'
addition"to'°haadition
""^i"'^to his obligations as
"
^lent of this company.
Presi-

M

There

^"-^^ »f
f.-dfr;'/;operit'ii':'sltu?d'To't°'-co^Tiru'e^^,;il?'t'.i.'^^
P°^"'on? with the corporation
ept in special caSrs and where
nlr,„;.'
ith resigned his nKr. Jt
J5.I'5™'"'^'o." "l^s given.
Tl

'^^V^

p„

!.052,127.48

$123.43
2,883.56
physical

ertv

prop-

Dividend income ...'.'.'.'..
From funded securities......;
securities and acciunu!
M?J:i.""''""''^'^
Miscellaneous income

o?'?!''^^

.

4s'c^o-2
.'

."

!

!

!

359'257'o6
jj>.^3/.uo
1,714.81

Total other corforate income

902,979.87

Gross income
Deductions from gross income

$8,955,107.35

MiscelIaneo^;s rents
Miscellaneous tax accruals. '.'.'.'.'.
Kent for leased roads.
interest on funded debt
Interest on unfunded debt
Amortization of discount on funded

$3,208.88
5,379.92
2,774,022.11
2,077.363.38
1,282
2'' 4R9 ?i

debt
'^"^Miscellaneous income charges....
Separately operated
War taxes accrued properties— los..
Corporate general expenses. ..."

'^r'^°2.24

!

=iRS«i«
ofcf^^S
^oo^S

.'

2
/

Deductions

1,605.54
'

fkom gross income

6,385,544.23

Less revenue and expenses
applicable to the
period prior to January 1. 1918,
settled fo?
">•

'R"r"J.°'A!,'L^f-L°?A':Railroad
Administratio

leased,

and operated

'

lines.

was"'b';sed\rp'on

,'"me for the three
^'5_ Fed^eral Control Act. this
mcrce Commission a= aereeino

$2,569,563.12

-

„f

company
the"
<:

,

s

^'''7„^,?.'^

,",

^^^^-

annual

As

its

railroad

required by

."'"iJ^d by the Interstate Comlultt,
.i,„
"h
.h
nowever. to such
!;«Ported to it, subject.
changeraTd^rectio'n's a"s'7 Commission
after deterinine and
might herecertify to be requ
^-ending (he execution of
the agreement with the
Kailroaas and the settlement
Director General of
o
icMunts thereunder, the company
rowed $/.05C.00O, of which
bor!
$4 000,000 were obtained'
Gen
fro
the Director
KaiIro,ids_ and the Secretary
-L*?.^
of the Trea
reasury on 6% demand
notes secured
by collale
and
$3,050,000
from Th New
Ivailroad
.x«.
,o<iu company
"^ York
Company en unsecured not-< pnHnril^
orK (.entra
Central
k
Ii.
"'^' company and sold
V,' *°J^^, .Director General of Railr'oads

^

t^nited Stains

property and

"^

Net corporate income.
Disposition cf net income
Dividends declared 4 per cent.

&

—

TJ^^^^ViTX-'^^^ .^.::::::-J^^
$18,589,136.74

Profit from sale of land at
Detroit
Readjustment of advances and
interest'

December

31

1917,

account

Detroit

minal Railroad Company
"'*>' s^'<= of
?„V'".
''"""r""?
to Eastman
Lumber Company..
Defr'oft

.'"!".'"'"

°^

^"'"

^'

$96,960.00
.„

Ter"
911 ><o
'

12.643.17

AaMitions and betterments—
Road

E'levaio;'"B
!.".'!.'!]
]

6,762.32
63,963.80

Deduct:

391,799.17
$18,980,935.91

for year

^s'-ima^-J fo^e^ol' fs ^Af^St.^'^'''^^'^ the company 2.000 freight
fl.= 12,000,
a
total of ap'prox^atefy
-"-- "*!?«t^d »» cost
''s? 259.0oT
car^.

rail" leased

Adjustment of sundry accounts "(net)

Deficit

were delivered

749,456.00

1918

Depreciation unaccrued prior to'fuly
l' "I'g'oV
on equipment retired during
1918.........'

$201,598.29

'

311,910.04

80
Additions and betterments—
Equipment
Jiqu.pment assigned to the M.
C. R. R. by the
'-'
^- K. K Administratio"
$3,302,419.00
Expenditure:
'jpetiditurcs by the Federal
"Mana'g'er"less
equipment retired and fransferred
,^^«-«^0A2
Expenditures 'b^'S; corporlu^^^^'^"':
]

/_

119,481.66

$2,067,853.68

8,540,730.78

;

June

20,
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iinpioveinents on leased railroad property
Expenditures by the Federal Manager
Less miscellaneous credits by the corporation

Total (as

shown

in detail

1573
1918

$162,187.13
725.87

on other pages)

AccofM

i.NCOME

1,861.77 miles

161,461.26

operated

Net reve.nue from
way OPF.RATiONS

$10,770,045.72

In the opeiation of the Pension Departinent, 24 employees were retired
roll; of these retirements 5 were authorized
because of the attainment of seventy years of age, and 19 because of total
and permanent physical disability. 29 pensioners died during 1918, and at
the close of the year 288 retired employes were carried upon the pension
rolls.
The average monthly pension allowance of these is $23.82, and the
total amount paid in pension allowances during the year was $82,635.68,
which was paid by and charged to the operating expenses of the United
States Railroad Administration as provided in the agreement with the
Diiector General of Railroads.
The following changes took place in the Board of Directors during the
year
Resigned: April
10, 1918
Robert S. Loveit
April
Marvin Tlughitt
10, 1918
M.iy
Alfred H. Smitii
31, 1918
Eleeted:
September 18, 1918
Charles B. Seger
September IS, 1918
Kdwarii S. llarkness
October
Samuel Mather
16, 1918
October
Henry Russell
16, 1918
The Board records with regret, the death on August 10, 1918, of Mr.
William H. Newman, a Director of the company and who was President of

$17,450,014.94

Percentage of expenses
revenues
to
(74.53)
Railway tax accruals
$1,899,790.41

and placed upon the pension

Uncollectible

railway

operating

$15,542,761.22

$12,814,096.62

$2,728,664.60

$42,835.11

$45,476.76

—$2,641.65

105,080.27
38,819.56
229,268.70

140,865.51
18,318.41
225,778.53

—35,785.24

t

85,769.80
2,019,705.41

in-

rent income..

Income from unfunded
curities and accounts

20,501,15
3,490.17

se.

.

.

Miscellaneous income

company from January 31. 1905. to February 1, 1909.
The Board also records, with regret, the death on December 1, 1918, of
Mr. Horace E. Andrews, a Director of the company.
Appreciative acknowledgment is made to all officers and employes of
their loyal and efficient co-operation and services.
Foi the Board of Directors,

(2.12)

$136,995.04

—$5,942.67

cars

-

$2,859,716.97

(72.41)
$1,762,795.37"
13,405.98

Rent from work equipment

Total non
income

$14,590,297.97

7,463.31

Non-operating income
Rent from locomotives
Rent from passenger--train
Joint facility

Increase or
decrease

operated

reve-

nues

Railway
come

mJes

1,861.77

rail-

85,769.80
2,019.705.41

1-

operating
$2,521,478.85

$430,439.21

72,091,039.64

$18,064,240.07

$13,244,545.83

$4,819,704.24

the

WILLIAM

K.

VANDERBILT,

Gross

Deductions from gross income
Hire of freight cars debit

—

balance

Rent lor locomclivcs
Rent
for
passenger-train

Jr.,

President.

$1,507,426.72
51,994.54

cars
Rent for work equipment..
Joint facility rents
Interest on unfunded debt.

APPENDIX
In'Form.\tio«j from Reports Supplied by Federal Auditor
REPOKP or OPr-R.VllOXS DF the MICHIGAN CENTR.^L RAILROAD BY UNITED STATES

Included

income

.vs

RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION FOR YEAR 1918 AS REPORTED TO
THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
1918
1917
iNco.ME ACCOUNT
1, S61. 7 7 tniles
Increase or
1,861.77 miles
ope^ntcd
operated
decrease

Total deduciions from
GROSS income

Net

income

177,099.62
31,889.78
583,874.57

$3,358,129.26 -—$1,850,702.54
68,147.03
—16,152.49

—143,514.31

320.613.93
5,121.45
606.137.80

26,768.33

—22,263.23

12.53

12.53

$2,352,297.76

$4,358,149.47

$15,711,942.31

$8,886,386.36

-$2,005,851.71

-

$6,825,555.95

Operating income
Railway operating revenues. $68,520,087.06
Railway operating expenses. 51,070.072.12

$52,879,434.29
38,289,136.32

'Revised for comparative purposes.
; Figures
for 1917 not comparable.

$15,640,652.77
12,780,935.80

CONDENSED GENERAL

SHEET, DECEMBER

'.ANCE

31,

ASSETS
Investments
Investment in road and equipment
Road and equipment to June 30, 1907
Road and equipment since June 30, 1907

Road
Equipment

—

Capital stock
..

Book liability at date
Held by or for carrier

.$35,213,257.09
31,238,429.62
37,182,261.35
1,718,831.86

trust

Equipment— owned

Deposits in lieu of mortgaged property
Improvements on leased rail property
To June 30, 1907
Since June 30, 1907

$823,773.76
1,867,447.92

Loans and bills payable
.\-i(lited accounts and wages unpaid.
Miscellaneous accounts payable

2,691,221.68

matured unpaid
Dividends matured unpaid

Notes

Advances

Funded debt matured unpaid
Unmatured dividends declared
I'nmaturcd interest accrued
rents accrued

Unmatured

Dei erred liabilities
United States Ciovernment

Other investments
Stocks

$15,004.00
220,360.62
25,001.00

Bonds
Miscellaneous

investments

and betterments
Revenue prior to January 1, 1918
Corporate transactions

Additions
260.365.62

Expenses prior
'"'—
Other '"—
items
$1,397,745.44
74,893.81
22,000.00
420,552.61
264,127.72

deposits
bills

receivable

Miscellaneous accounts receivable
Interest and dividends receivable

Rents receivable
Compensation due

from

United

Other deferred

Other

—road

and equipment.

— miscellaneous

$81,566.38
69,460.34
5,842,971.10

physical

Other vnadjusted credits

6.949.38
3,604,773.64

9,605,720.84

$6,455,884.64
18,448,755.41

24,904,640.05

Corporate surplus
Additions to
„ surplus
,

1

rofit

and

property

through income and

loss— balance

411,350.73

deferied

assets.

Securities issued
Securities issued
.

71130

$22,059,249.12
3,297.33

tjNADJUSTED DEBITS
Rents and insurance prcmiii
advance
Discount on funded debt
Other unadjusted debits

Total

.Accrued depreciation
Accrued depreciation
property

7,235,046.62

Deferred assets
Working fund advances
$29,508.10
United States Government
Cash taken over
$2,713,163.02
Agents and conductors balances
5,487,939.17
Material and supplies
8,070,073.80
Asseis December 31, 1917, collected
4,045,116.89
Equipment retired
1,032,643.09
Other items
298,962.42
Cash transfer.-ed subsequent to December
1917

liabilities.

Operating reserves
5,055,727.04

1,812

$19,639,306.75
338,068.72

Unadjusted credits
Tax liability

States

Government

$4,361,668.39
103,289.60
2,942,793.10
10,365[439]22
53,405.14

•

Cash

31,

December 31, 1917, paid
to January 1, 1918

Liabilities

$120,276,935.55

Current assets
Loans and

52,178,418.34

$22,885,228.00
787,153.35
109,232.75
78,435.00
4,646.00
2,000.00
374,728.00
596,326.90
457,272.26

Interest

$8,808,194.50
807,200.00
1,014,468.63
660,026.35

Bonds

Special

7,634,000.00

CUKKENT LIABILITIES

Miscellaneous physical property
Investments in affiliated companies
Stocks

Total

$11,388,418.34
33,156,000.00

Miscellaneous obligations
Gold debentures of 1909...

$105,352,779.92
13,279.70

sold

$18,736,400.00

Equipment obligations
Mortgage bonds

equip-

ment

;18,738,000.00
1,600.00

at date

Actually outstanding at date.
Long term deet
Funded debt unmatured

$70,139,522.83

Total investment in road and

1918

LIABILITIES

Stock

.

.

or .-issumed
iissuined

paid

— unpledged.

— pledged

$47.06
779,702.26
313,790.92
421.600 no
14,042,000.00

1,093,540.24

$150,697,576.96

[Adv.]

Tc"L

$150,697,576.96

—
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assistant lo the federal manager, succeeding H. M. Sloane,
who has resigned to become assistant in ihe presidnit of tlie
Chicago, .Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Purchasing
niniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiMiiiiiiniii

IIIIIMIMIMKIIIIMMIII

IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi

Railroad Administration
Operating
Nelson, traiiniiastcr on tlie CliicaK<>. BiirlinKton &
yuincy, witli headquarters at Alliance, Neb., has been promoted to assistant superintendent with headquarters at
Greybull, Wyo., to succeed C. C. Holtorf, who has been
transferred to the Wymore (Neb.) division.
O.

R. R. Jackson lias been appointed division storekeeper of
the Pittsburgli division of the I'altimore & Ohio, Eastern
Lines, with headquarters at Glenwood, Pa., vice T. C. Hopkins, assigned to other duties.

J.

Newman

Kline, division superintendent on the Northern
with headquarters at Minneapoli.s, Minn., has been
promoted to general superintendent witii headquarters at St.
Paul, Minn., to succeed C. L. Nichols, whose promotion to
assistant general manager was noticed in the Railway Age of
Pacilic,

June 6 (page

1450).

Traffic
R. N. Golden, general agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has resigned to become general
agent of the Shippers & Manufacturers Export Corporation,
Marquette, Bldg., Chicago.

D. G. Gray, freight traffic manager of the Baltimore &
Ohio, Eastern lines, and assistant freight traffic manager of
the Western Maryland, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.,
has been appointed assistant traffic manager of the Baltimore
& Ohio, Western lines, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Herman

Noyes, traveling engineer of the Maine Central,
has been appointed superintendent of fuel economy of that
road and the Portland Terminal, with office at Portland,
Maine.
F.

Albert M. Traugott, whose appointment as acting chief engineer of the Virginian Railroad, with headquarters at Norfolk, \'a., was announced in the Kailway Age of May 9 (page
1184) was born on July
31, 1882, at Rochester,
N. Y. He was educated
Purdue University
at

and during

his

summer

vacations worked as a
chainman with the Buf-

Rochester

falo.

&

Pitts-

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
A. H. Barnes, auditor of the Kans.is City Sotilliern has
been apjiointed in addition assistant secretary succeeding

M. Souby, solicitor and assistant secretary.
tains his position as solicitor.

J.

Mr. Souby re-

Traffic
R.
with

W. Long,

division freight agent on the Grand Trunk,
office at
Hamilton, Out., has been transferred to
Toronto, vice L. Macdonald, promoted; R. J. S. Weatherston,
dixision freight agent at Ottowa, has l)ccn transferred to
Hamilton, vice Mr. Long, and E. J. Hilliard, commercial
agent at Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed division freight
agent, with office at Ottawa, Ont., vice Mr. Weatherston,
transferred.

Obituary
Carl Remington, assistant secretary of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway Company and the Hocking Valley Railway
Company, with office at New York, died in that city on
June 6. Up to January, 1918, Mr. Remington was secretary
of these roads, and for about a year he had been out of active
service on account of

ill

health.

Joseph C. Thompson, formerly district passenger agent of
the Northern Pacific with headquarters at Chicago and recently connected with the Chicago Consolidated Ticket OfMr. Thompson was also
fices, died at Chicago on June 10.
president of the Tri-State Passenger Agents' Association
prior to government control and was a brother of E. Thompson, secretary of the Western Passenger Traffic Committee.

The new shops of the Canadian National at Leaside, near
Toronto, were opened for business this week. Construction
work is practically completed. The plant consists of a
roundhouse, powerhouse, administration building, locomotive repair shop and car repair shop.

and later as a
rodman on the Delaburgh,

ware,

Lackawanna

&

Western.

In February,
he entered the
1903.
ser\ ice of the Virginian
Railroad
and has
served successively as
rodman, draftsman, instrumentman, resident
engineer on construction

work and

later as

engineer on
A. M. Traugott
preliminary surveys. In
February, 1913, he was
appointed resident engineer of the Norfolk division, and one
year later became division engineer of the third and Deepwater divisions, which position he held until his recent appointment as acting chief engineer, as above noted.
locating

H. G. Clark, who was chief engineer of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific prior to the return of C. A. Morse, as noted
the Raihcay Age of June 13, page 1450. has been appointed

H

fl^M

^THre

Charles J. Scudder has been appointed superintendent of
shops of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, with headquarters at Scranton, Pa., vice Joseph Grieser, assigned to
other duties.

in

^x

V

British

Officers

and Bluejackets at Soroka
mansk-Archangel Railway

I^^^F^Lpa^

on the Mur-

serious trouble experienced with the present standards
is the breakage of 625-lb. wheels under refrigerator cars.
The high brake shoe pressures and high speeds combine
While
to make the service conditions unusually severe.
1917 design
it must be admitted that the merits of the
cannot be definitely determined as yet, the performance
which has been secured thus far is very gratifying. In
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view of the apparent resistance to breakage under temperature stresses exhibited by the arch plate wheel, the
next problem to which the committee should give attention is the re-design of the 625-lb. wheel, with special
regard for the recjuirements of refrigerator car service.
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unfortunate that with the fine attendance at the sessions of the convention this year, probably not half of
those in the room are able to follow
The Acoustic
closely the reading of papers and the
The acoustic
Properties of
discussion following.
Convention Hall properties of the hall are exceedingly
poor, a fact which the large attendance, necessitating the use of the entire floor space, acIt is noticeable that most of the discussion
centuates.
comes from those well toward the front. Is this due to
the fact that those deeply interested in the alYairs of the
section are grouped in a comparatively small section of
the hall, or is it because those farther away are unable to
follow the course of the proceedings sufficiently closely
In either case, the result is
to take part intelligently?
the same and is detrimental to sustained interest in the
Many of the younger members and attendmeetings.
ants receive an unfortunate impression of the value of
It is

Treas.

of

daily

pttendance at the conventions, due to this situation. It
would seem to be highly desirable that some experiments
be made to determine whether it is not possible and practicable to

improve acoustic conditions.

York, or in places other
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Great Britain and Egypt: The Dorland Agency, Ltd., 16 Regent Street,
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On March

1.

WE GUARANTEE

of this issue, 17,100 copies were printed; that
of these 17,100 copies, 15,406 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to
the Railway Age and the Railway Mechanical Engineer; 119 were mailed
to advertisers, 300 were provided for counter and news compaines' sales,
new sbscriptions, bound volumes, copies lost in the mail and office use;
and 1,275 copies for distribution at Atlantic City.
that
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It is a remarkable fact that even though the Wheel Committee has been reporting for many years, hardly a convention passes without some concrete
The Wheel
suggestion for securing increased
In 1917
service from car wheels.
Committee's
^^^^ re-design of the 675-lb. wheel
Report
practically eliminated the cracking
of the plate, which had proved so troublesome with the
older design. This year the strength of the tread seems
to have received special attention, as the committee is
considering a change in the location of the limit of wear
groove on wrought-steel wheels, and recommends the
adoption of a gage to fix the allowable limit of wear for
wheels with hollow treads. Undoubtedly a definite condemning limit should be fixed and the gage proposed
should meet all requirements. As a measure of protection against arbitrary scrapping, it should prove valuable,
and will no doubt be adopted by the association. The
suggestion contained in the committee's report that the
625-lb. and 725-lb. wheels may be re-designed Is an indication of the excellent service secured from the arch plate
design.
It has been reported that of forty thousand
7(X)-lb. arch plate wheels in service, only two have been
found with cracks in the plates. Probably the most

1 the aggregate surplus of freight cars in the
United States and Canada amounted to 473,080, a greater
surplus than has ever before been
The
recorded. During March and April
the surplus was reduced and now, litGrain Car

more than three months later, the
roads are facing a severe shortage of
one class of ecjuipment at least, namely, box cars. The
representatives of the car departments of the Western
roads who are attending the convention have expressed
great concern over the problem of furnishing cars to care
for the wheat crop this season. The yield will unquestionably be greater than ever before, and the demand for
cars will be augmented by the present circumstances.
There is little incentive to hold the grain for an advance
in price.
Consequently the farmers will attempt to dispose of it as quickly as possible. Furthermore, the elevator capacity is not adequate to take care of the crop,
and it will be necessary to market a large percentage of
The abnormal demand for
it to prevent deterioration.
cars comes at a time when the roads are not well prepared to meet it. The percentage of equipment in suitable condition for grain service is unusually low, due in
part to the small amount of new equipment purchased in
Less than one-half of the Administhe last two years.
tration's order of 100,000 cars has been built to date.
About 5,000 box cars are stored at the car builders' plants
awaiting disposition, but even if these cars are used they
will care for but a very small portion of the crop and it
will be necessary for the roads to make every effort to
repair the maximum number of cars in time to transport
Situation

the sfrain

1575

traffic.
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Comparative Draft Gear Data
Tin:

Ki riiivi

Hi'

riiic

was presented

I.

um m

i

rri;i-.

on

l)i;ilt

(

ir.ir,

wliiili

Thursilay's session, calls alteiitinn
to the drop j^ear inveslij^ations which are heinj; coiulucled
by tile Iiispeclion antl Test Section of the Railroad Administration. Reference has already been made to these
investi.naiions in an article in the May 2, issue of the
J\iiihi.\i\ .li^c. describing; these methods of testing the
at

years under practically service conditions, which have
been developed by the Inspection and Test Section and
are bein^- applied at the draft gear test plant of the T.
11. Svmingtou Company at Rochester, N. Y. The subject of draft gears, is one of importance and one involv-

many considerations.
The committee brings

ing

tions of the various
that no one of the

out clearly in

its

report limita-

methods of testing. It is evident
methods provides data on which

a defmite conclusion may be reached as to the relative
value of different gears in service. The ideal draft gear,
from the standpoint of its characteristics, new, is not

necessarily the best gear when considered from the
standpoint of the service to be obtained from it over a
period of years. The question of life, the change of
characteristics during the life and the cost of maintaining the gear in a reasonably perfect condition are factors which are of equal weight with the characteristics of
the new gear. It is evident that tlic only reasonable
basis of comparison, considering these factors, involves
the accummulation of a large amount of service data
which can only be accomplished after the lapse of years
of service. The work of the Inspection and Test Section will be of great value in arriving at conclusions on
one phase of the subject and it is fortunate that through
the co-operation of the committee of the mechanical secThe
tion, the data will be available to that committee.

committee, however, will

still

have much work to do

in

the accumulation of service data involving the question
of life and repairs.

The Automatic Train Line Connector

THE

MECHANTCAr. Sectiox has taken up

the automatic

connector as a subject for consideration.
The question was brought up during Thursday's session
and referred to the general committee by vote of the
members in attendance, with the result that a special
committee will probably be appointed to take it up, or it
will' be referred to one of the standing committees.
The automatic train pipe connector is not a new device.
The first connectors were placed in service about eighteen
train

interchange, all automatic train pijjc connectors must
operate interchangeably.
To expect the immediate or
hasty development of a standard type to meet this re(|uirement is unreasonable, as the form of a perfected
mechanical device can only Ije arrived at by first allowing designers the widest latitude in the devebjpment of
their various ideas.
It would be unfortunate, however,
if this fact were used as an argument against the widest
jiossible application of the various devices which are now
or may be developed, because it is only through such development that the advantages of safety and economy
offered by a universally interchangeable automatic connector may ultimately be obtained.
When the investigation of the connector [)roblcm has
become sufficiently extensive so that well-supported oiJin
ions may take form as to the essential requirements of
such a device the probleiu of interchangeability may be
considered.
Until that time has arrived lack of interchangeability should not be a deterrent on the development of coimeclor devices. In its present stage the question is one of a fair field and may the best man win.
in

])iiie

years ago and many different devices have received trials
since then, \\hile not all of these have proved successful, the eighteen years' development has demonstrated
the desirability of continuing the development so that
the manifest disadvantages of the manual couplings may
be eliminated. There are several connectors at the present time which seem to be working successfully and the
outstanding facts in connection with the service of all
of these devices are the increased life of hose and the
The advantages from
reduction in train line leakage.
the standpoint of safety are self-evident.
There seems no insurmountable difficulty in dcvcloi)ing devices of this kind to meet the essential mechanical
requirements.

The greatest difficulty in the universal use of connectors is the question of interchange. This problem for
the connector is practically the same as that which had
to be solved in the development of the automatic coupler
To
to the present universal interchangeable standard.
secure the benefits of more than local or isolated installations on special service equipment which is not offered

Opportunity of the

American Railroad Association

IXyesterday, Mr. Aishton, Mr. Tyler and others touched

their addresses before the mechanical convention

upon tlie part the new American Railroad Association
can play in bringing about unity of action by the railroads after Government control has ceased, and the Railroad Administration has gone out of existence.
This is a point of the utmost importance. Many of the
serious troubles of the railways before Government control was adopted, were due to their failure to work together. In fact, they did not in all things work together
as they should have even when the Railroad War Board
was in charge of their operation, and this was one of

made Government control practically
unavoidable.
While, on the whole, Government operation has not
been a success, it has brought about some important improvements in operation which could not have been effected without centralized control, and which cannot be
perpetuated without some form of centralized control
provided by the railroads themselves.
The new American Railroad Association aflfords the
best, and indeed, the. only agency in sight, for effecting the co-ordinated working under private control
which will be necessary if the best results are to be obthe things which

tained.

Fortunately, the difficulties in the way of co-operabetween the railroads regarding operation will be
much less formidable in the future than they^ have been
in the past, since it appears certain that the Sherman
anti-trust law and the anti-pooling law, as they apply to
railways, will be repealed at the present session of Congress. These laws in the past rendered it very difficult
for the railways to adopt and enforce among themselves
the measures necessary to secure the co-operation and
co-ordination of operation which all recognized as detion

sirable.

The new American Railroad Association
that

it

is

fortunate

to begin its career with R. H.
railway manager in the
president.
is

going

No
as its
unites in himself better than

Aishton
country

Mr. Aishton does the qualiof energy, courage, tact, thorough knowledge of the
"railroad game," which are needed in order to give the
association a good start in the right direction. Upon
the way the new American Railroad Association performs its enlarged functions will largely depend the futies

ture of the railwavs of the United States.
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Program For To-day
9.30 A. M. TO 1.30
Discussion of Reports on:
Safety Appliances
Loading Rules
Car Construction
Car Trucks
Train Lighting and Equipment
Tank Cars
Questions Proposed by Members.

r.

chairman; R. J. Himmelright, chairman; Ellsworth
Haring, L. O. Cameron, H. E. Passmore, G. A. Nicol, R.
H. Gwaltney and J. E. C. Holding.

m.

M.
M.
A. M.
A. M.
A. M.
M.
P. M.

M.
M.
10.45 A. M.
11.30 A. M.
12.00 M.
12.30 P. M.
1.30 P. M.
9.45 A.

9.30 A.

to

9.45 A.

to 10.15 A.

10.15
10.45

11.30

12.00
12.30
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to
to

to
to

Air Brake Meeting
The Executive Committees

of the Air Brake Associaand the Air Brake Appliance Association will hold
joint meeting at 10 o'clock Friday morning at the Marl-

tion
a

borough-Blenheim.

ENTERTAINMENT

M.—

10.30 A.
Orchestral Concert at Entrance Hall,
Million Dollar Pier. Fry I'hilharnionic Orchestra.

—

Band Concert and Impromptu Dancing,
3.30 P. M.
Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band. Tea will be served at 4.30 P. M. in Entrance Hall.

9.30 P.

M.— Grand

Ball,

Ball

Room,

Million Dollar

Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.

Pier.

Chairman Chambers
Appoints Committees

CHAIRMAN

THE

has appointed the following

Committee on Subjects for the American Railway
Association, Section III, Mechanical; M. K. Barniim, C. E. Fuller, D. R. MacBain, T. H. Goodnow and
J.

Badges Must Be Worn!

Chambers

C. Fritts.

Messrs. W. E. Dunham, B. P. Flory and R. L. Kleine
have been appointed on the Committee on Resolutions
and Correspondence.

Door Committee

of the Entertainment Committee again wishes to einphasize the importance
of the wearing of badges at all times. The Door
Committee is an important unit it has difficult problems
to solve and rather hard situations to adjust.
It should
be given real, not half-hearted, help.
;

Committee on Obituaries
CHAIRMAN Chambers named the following Committee
on Obituaries at the Wednesday afternoon session
On J. L. Greatsinger, F. W. Brazier; on Henry
Hardie, C. F. Giles on C. D. Porter, A. W. Gibbs on
R. E. Smith, Willard Kells on C. W. VanBuren, W. H.
Winterrowd; on R. A. Billingham, F. W. Gaines; on
D. M. Perrine, J. T. Wallis; on Dr. Angus Sinclair, C. E.
Chambers and on J. W. Heintzelman, Geo. McCormick.
;

Daily Distribution
MANY YEARS
has been the policy to put the
FOR
Daily Raikiny Age
the hands of those attending
it

in

the convention as early as possible. In most of the
hotels the Daily will be found on a table at the entrance
to the dining rooms, while at others they will be found
on the hotel registration desk.

;

Lost and Found

FOUND— Badge
Big Guns in Action
CONNECTION with the program to be given on the
on Sunday evening, at 8.15, there will be shown

INpier

a series of motion pictures illustrating large naval
in action in France.
These pictures will be exhibited by the United States Navy and a naval officer will
be present to explain them.

guns

;

;

No. 2290.

Call at the office of the

Daily Railway Age.

LOST— By
lantic City, R.

Miss E. D. Knapp, Iroquois, Hotel, At^
S. M. A. badge; also bar pin and silk

handkerchief (colored).

—

LOST Dark brown sable scarf during the informal
dance Wednesday evening. It was left on one of the
chairs immediately in front of the Galena Signal Oil
Company exhibit. Please return to Mrs. C. F. Massey,
care Raikvay Age office, at the entrance of the pier.

Carnival Night
was carnival night

at the Million

Dollar Pier last
convention people who
attended the entertainment voted unanimously that it was
"some big night to-night" and it was.
Those who went were fortimate and by the same token
those who failed to attend now regret it.
The fun commenced in the ball room at about 9 o'clock
Vv'hen the Royal Scotch Highlanders started a program of
sixteen dances.
During the dances members of the
Entertainment Committee distributed vari-colored paper
It

night.

The

three

Railway Club Secretaries

thousand

hats and caps, confetti, ticklers and so forth.
The management of the evening's entertainment was
in the hands of the following: W. K. Krepps, general

The

Society of Railway Club Secretaries held a brief
meeting yesterday morning, Mr. A. J. Merrill, of
Atlanta, chairman, presiding, and adjourned to
meet again at 10 o'clock this morning in room 192 of the

Blenheim.
Later, with several invited guests, the members had a
"round table" luncheon at the Blenheim. This is an
innovation in the society's work. It proved of so inuch
pleasure and profit to all concerned that it will be a permanent feature of the annual meetings.

!
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u]i a siL;n

hat

I
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which rc.id, "Look what's coming off here!'
13 years ago
to-day they are all moving."
"Tliat is talent," said 'I'he Man, in appreciation of the

piu

clkc^Tyiow

June

liress

—

was

agent

:

and

"Ih.it w;is initiative," said

the mechanical

engineer, as a tiilmtt- to the pioneer exhibitor of operating;

riu-

was

tiiiuT's" cmiiiH.n

"(lid

oiily

cxrocdcd

I

v

tools.

liis

as lu- surviyi'd llu' latest L^rcyliomul of ilic
the lUDiistcr Mallct locomotive in the exhibit of the
lyniisylvania Railroad, near the Atlantic City station.

The Shipper Speaks

adinir.ilioii
rails,

The Man, oiiservini; his interest, came nearer and ventnred to ask him what he thouijlu of it.
"It is wonderful, sonny." said Andrew Chamhers.
"I
lia\e watched them j^row for 50 years.
In 1X6X
started
I

rumiins;

for

the

I'ennsylyania Railroad, and held tiie
job without an accident for 44 years.
.Since 1S7.^ I
have had the honor of pulling- seven different jjresidents
of the Pennsylvania Railroad and three Presidents of
the Tnited States.
1 have never missed a nieclianical
convention, and this is the finest one I ever saw.
I
handled one enijine the 937- from 1873 to 1912. Yes.
it is wonderful.
am throut,di now let the younj^er boys
have a chance."

—

I

;

Running Orders

"What
running

The

T

would

like to

this job here,

for the

know

is,

Boss

who's suijposed to be

Tiie .Shi])j)er and the Labor Delegate had casually
noted each other's ])resence in the lobby and The Man
bad been watching them both. l'"eeling that each other
bad something to "get off of his chest.'' The Man timidly
a|)i)roached the Delegate to get .some "views."
"Wages won't come down; if they change, they'll go
u|).

The

master car builder bounced out
of his office and bumped into The Man who waited
patiently outside for an "interview" and nearly knocked
irate, .sputtcrino-

him down.
"Last night I told the worst stenographer I ever saw
that she wouldn't do. and I was sorry to be compelled to
seek another in her place.

"Why,

she even leaves the "i'' out of railroad.
De])rive her of her trusty eraser and she would cease to
function altogether
"Now comes an important person who calls herself the
Secretary of the Amalgamated .Association of Secretaries to inform me that she has reviewed the case and
finds that Miss Smith has done nothing whatever to
merit dismissal.

"She furthermore stated that she has decided to recthat Miss Smith remain on the job.
If Miss
Smith goes, she says the whole works goes."
Now, what do vou think of that ?

the conver.sation.

ity

of

S.

Presidents and Machine Tools

realize," said a

some of the

The
among

talent

mechanical engineer, "the qual-

employed on

this floor?"

referred to, scattered here and there
the exhibits in the machine tool section, was surrounded by interested groups from 48 States, w^atching
this year's innovations in drilling, boring, planing, grinding and other operations. The turning of wheels everywhere evidenced the machine tool builders' ingenious
perfection of devices that meant "more miles for less
"talent"'

money."

"Do you

see

that

fellow

with

the

gray

suit

and

glasses ?"

"Yes," said The Man. "Who is he?"
"Well, he is the publicity manager for the tool concern
in whose booth he is standing.
A few years ago, right

on

this

same

pier, this

unassuming

fellow,

who was

the

personal press representative for a presidential candidate, closed a campaign that helped to elect a President
of the United States. The man standing on his right is
the 'daddy' of motion on the pier. He was the first man
to exhibit a tool doing business at the convention, and he

will

be

promi)tly

h'or the

benefit

of the .Shipper, the

Delegate repeated his threat, whose intended effect
brought this immediate response:
"(ienllemen. i)ardon me. I could not liel)) overhearing
your conversation. Lvidently you men represent the interests of the workman.
I am a shipper of a thousand
tons of merchandise a month. I acknowledge our obligation to the men whom you represent.
As proof of my

my

plant. Come and talk
our workmen have all
they demand
and a little more. P)Ut I want to tell you
that the forty-five men who are soldiering on the thirtyman job at the P. S: X. shops right in this town, have
something to do w ith the rate that I pay to send my stuflf

you are invited

my men.

to

You

—

to visit

will find that

to you.

use my ])roduct. You arc paying more for
goods than you would pay if you were more concerned over an honest analysis of the condition that J

"You both

my

mentioned, than

Think

it

in the

indulgence of defiant generalities.

over!''

The Man looked at the Delegate as the Shipper withdrew. "Well, what do you say?" said The Man. "To
bell with him," said the Delegate.

The Crepe Hanger

—

"Oh, Lve tried that darn thing put it on three locowe didn't get anywhere with it.''
In hanging this little bit of crepe on the door of the
supplyman, the visitor complimented his own alleged
abilities in his remark.
He seemed to have stamped
himself as a duly qualified member of an ever-present
motives

U.

driving'

anxious to hear any discussion i)articiby the well-known Delegate, moved nearer to

in

ommend

"Do you

'slave

.Shii)per.

l)ated

sincerity

anyway?"

at

.\ttenii)ts

s(|uelched."

—

minority of weak sisters

who

usually only half-heartedly

encourage the development of new devices to which the
transportation world to-day owes its very existence.
"I wonder," thought The Man, eyeing the retreating
crepe hanger with suspicion, "if that fellow really tried
it to get the results.
I wonder if he thought of the supplyman's contribution of confidence, courage and money
in the gradual perfection of the device which was already
commencing to exceed its promises on other lines ?"
The Man's thoughts took him back to the early days
of the superheater and brick arch. He remembered the

army of "conscientious" objectors, the coldness of whose
feet was only exceeded by the chilliness of their recep-

who persisted day and night in their efforts
and increase the train load. And hope for
the ultimate salvation of the crepe hanger lies in the
tion of those
to save coal

supplyman's refusal to attend the funeral.

:

:

—
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A. R. A. Executive Committee at the Convention
R. H. Aishton Elected President of the Big Organization and

W.

THE

FIRST

the

MEETING

reorganized

T. Tyler, First Vice-President

of the Exccutive Committee of
American Railroad Association,

the public.

which was held in Atlantic City yesterday, proved
one of the most interesting- and important events
that have ever been associated with the mechanical conventions. All the members of the Executive Committee
were present except Charles A. Prouty, director of the
Division of Accovmting of the Railroad Administration
E. E. Calvin, federal manager of the Union Pacific, and
H. G. Kelley, president of the Grand Trunk Railway.
The most important work done at the meeting was the
election of officers, which resulted as follows
President, R. H. Aishton, regional director, North
Western Region.
to be

;

"We have been going through strenuous times. We
have been through the greatest war in history. It is
true that we only went in in 1917, but previous to that,
for two or three years, we had given all the assistance
we could to the Allies in an indirect way through our
transportation machine, and I think it is the general verdict of everybody in Washington, at least of the real
people in the United States, that if there was one class
of men in the United States who met successfully the
burden that was put upon them, it was the railroad men.
"We are going through strange times, times when all
our past precedents and ways of doing things are in the
No man can tell what the future has in store
discard.
The President of the
for us or where we are going.
United States has announced very definitely that the
roads are going back to their owners on January 1st
next. I do not think there is a dissenting voice on that

tion.

Second vice-president, E. H. Coapman, federal manager of the Southern Railroad.
General secretary and treasurer, J. E. Fairbanks, who
re-elected.

Assistant general secretary and assistant treasurer,
H. J. Foster.
It was decided to hold the first annual meeting of the
reorganized association in Chicago, on the third Wednes-

day in January. C. W. Crawford was elected chairman
of the General Committee on Transportation, which will
constitute Section 5.
After the meeting of the committee adjourned all of its
members proceeded in a body to the Million Dollar Pier,
where the Mechanical Section of the association was in
session.
C. E. Chambers, president of the Mechanical
Section of the association, who was presiding, invited the
visitors to the platform and introduced the new president
of the association, Mr. Aishton, who delivered a short
address, which was received with much enthusiasm. In
the course of his remarks, Mr. Aishton said

Mr. Aishton's Remarks
"I was just elected president of the American Railroad
Association. I do not know why, or did not know until
I got on this magnificent pier, and some fellow told me
they elected me president so that I could make a speech
for them at your convention.
That is not much of a
reason why a man should be elected as president of such
an important institution as the American Railroad Association, and, furthermore, I could hardly qualify on
those grounds, because I am not a very great success as
a speech maker.
"I have been connected with the American Railway
Association now the American Railroad .Association
for a great many years, and I have been on the Executive Committee ifor a long while, and I want to tell you
gentlemen that a visit to your convention here has certainly broadened us out, because I know all the history
of the American Railroad Association, and we never
had a meeting in a Greek temple on the Million Dollar
Pier, and at no place where we went did we ever get
a badge that entitled us to the many things that this
badge of your association entitles us to.
(Laughter and
applause.)
"It goes without saying that the Executive Committee is glad to be with you.
Government control of railroads, as you know, is almost universally condemned by

—

the public could be here with us today,

praise.

First vice-president, W. T. Tyler, director of the Division of Operation, United States Railroad Administra-

was

Ivut if

and could see what a magnificent meeting you folks are
having, I think they would say that government control,
at least, has given you the largest and I think one of
the most enthusiastic meetings you have ever had in your
associations.
(Applause.) You also have here a wonderful exhibit of railway equipment and devices for
which the manufacturers deserve unstinted credit and

proposition,

either

from Congress, the people of the

United States, from the Administration or from the railroad men.
"But we are going to be up against one of the greatest
constructive periods we have ever gone through. I am
one of those who do not believe that in the future the
selfish conditions which have prevailed in the past are
going to prevail in the railroad business or any other
I believe the time
business of this country in future.
has come when all men must work together, and I firmly
believe that the welding together of all these railroad interests,
the welding together of your Master Car
Builders' Association, and your American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, and all these various associations, into one big force, is going to be to the advantage of all of us.
"What has held the railroads together during the last
18 months? It has been the Railroad Administration
it has been the central authority that said what ought to
be done, and how to do it, that has held us together. We
have made mistakes in the Railroad Administration, lots
they made mistakes in all the
of them who has not?
they are free to admit that they made
Allied countries
many mistakes in the conduct of the war but, on the
whole, if it had not been for the centralized control of
the Railroad Administration, I doubt if we could have
gotten through the job as well as we did. In fact, I know
we could not have done so.
"What is going to happen? The Administration is
going to let go control the first of January, and we will
that is what they
be placed upon our own resources
say, and most of us hope that it is true.
"In my opinion, the action you people have taken in
joining hands in one great big functioning machine is
what is going to hold us together, and the people will
look to your organization to co-ordinate this whole railroad system into one great big system, in so far as
methods of doing things are concerned, and I firmly be-
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the day lias coiiu' wlu'ii individual idiosynall that kind of thinj,^ wliicli in tlu- end cost
oonsidi'iahlc money ulu-n applied to railroads, and which
that

licvc

crasii's,

and

end the

in the

i)ul)lic

has

,^ot

to

pay

for, will (lisai)i)ear,

helieve that the American Railroad Association,
with yon j^entlemen as the directinij; force of that Association, jinttini; it np to the Association to make effective
yonr recommendations retjardini; the thinj^s that yon as
a collective hody l)elieve to he rij^ht, is f^oint^ to he tlie

and

main

I

s^oinf^ to tie this railroad system toa smooth workinq; machine of it, when
the central direction, as represented in the Railro.id Ad-

thint; that

is

and make

,i;ether,

ministration lets t;o.
"Now, for the memhers of the Execntive Committee
they are all very modest, and I am afraid they will not
speak for themselves, and they want me to s])eak for
them. All I have to say is that the Kxecntivc Committee of the American Railroad Association will stand
with you on any reasonable proposition.
If vou have
somethino^ botherinj^ you, and you want to have it
strais^iitened out. call on us and we will send some one
down here to take it up with you, or I will come myself,
if I can, as I spend most of my time traveling; about the
country, and, if possil)le. I would be glad to come.
"You are here to work out the practical prolilems connected with the operation of the railroads. Who knows
the mechanical end of the railroads, if you gentlemen do
not? I have been a railroad president for three or four
years and all of these gentlemen on the platform are railroad presidents, and pass as 'wise guys,' but when it
comes down to finding out soinething you know wlio
they go to.
"I want you to know that we are all traveling together,
and that we must work out this problem together. There
is no one man who is going to do it, but it is the hundreds and thousands of men who are thinking about
these things that arc being brought up in your Association,

and who

finally crystallize

nite that finally

them

into something defi-

produce something that

is of inestimable
value, in the line of progress, who' are going to bring
about the results which are so much to be desired.
"I would like to state to your entire convention that,
from the sample I have seen so far of it, it is very fine.
I have had two free rides in a rolling chair on the

Boardwalk because I have this badge, something that
never happened to me before in Atlantic City (laughter),
and all I can say, in conclusion, is that if there is anything that the Executive Committee of the American
Railroad Association can do to assist you, call upon us
and we will be glad to help you." (Applause.)

Remarks

of

Mr. Tyler

The chairman then introduced W. T. Tyler, who in
turn presented to the convention J. E. Fairbanks, general
secretary of the American Railroad Association; Mr.
Bush, Regional Director of the Southwestern Region
Mr. Powell, Director of the Division of Capital Expenditures Mr. Jackson, Federal Manager of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois, and G. L. Peck, Federal Manager of the
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh.
Mr. Tyler said in part
'T cannot add anything to what Mr. Aishton has
said, except to say if these two rides which he has had
are the first two free rides he has ever had, he has one
still coming to him.
(Laughter.)
"I do want to say that I think while the work of the
Railroad Administration and the work of the railroads
under the Administration has been most remarkable in a
great many ways, one of the most remarkable results has
been in the matter of organization.
\\'hen the railroads were taken over in January, 1918, the Railroad
;

June

20,

1919

Administr.-ition was entirely without any l.indmarks,
withont any precedents, without any light ;tl all on the
m.itlcr of procedure. The Director (leneral had to reach
out largely in the dark, and gather together an organization.
i)resnme that he had advice on the subject, although most of the additions that were made to the
organization after
became connected with it, which was
in the second week of its life, seemed to Ik- almost entirely withcnit suggestion.
The Director (ieneral might
call his staff together, but, as a nde, either he or some
member of his staff recommended a man and it v/ent
through.
"There was gathered together at \\';ishington an organization that worked in absolute and complete harmony, and is doing so up to this time. There has never
been, so far as
know, a discf)rdant note in that central
organization.
think that thing itself is most remarkal)le.
Now, that condition prevailed naturally, you might
.say, during the i)eriod of the war as the result of the
patriotism of the members, but it continued after the
signing of the armistice in just exactly the same degree
as it did before, and it continues and goes along, even
when the minds of the individual members very naturally
are largely turning to the return of the railroads.
"That organization, as I have said, is functioning today i)erfcctly, and in this meeting here we see the same
signs of perfect success in working out a complete organization of the railroads of the United States, to take
the place of the U. S. Railroad Administration when it
shall cease to exist by act of the President.
So that I
think, not only from what the railroads did toward winning the war and when I say the railroads I mean, of
course, railroad men
but from what is now being done
by the rank and file of these various organizations to
promote an organization that will go on and keep up
what has already been accomplished, we are going to
get results that could not have been accomplished in any
other way, and results well worthy of all that we have all
(lone in the past eighteen months, for first, the Government, and second, the railroads.
"I am hopeful that before the roads are finally turned
back there will be, as Mr. Aishton has said, a complete
organization of all the functions of the operation of these
railroads in one smooth, working body."
I

I

I

1

—

—

Mr. Markham Speaks

Markham, the Chairman, Mr.
"While there were no doubt many difficulties attending the work under the Railroad Administration, I presume almost everyone found some pleasure
in the work
I know that was true in my case
for if it
had not been for the creation of the U. S. Railroad Administration, I might have lived my lifetime and never
been associated with one man, to know whom it has been
a great pleasure to me, and I will ask Mr. Markham,
Regional Director of the Allegheny Region, to say someIn introducing C. H.

Chambers, said

:

—

—

thing."
"I am very glad," said Mr. Markham, "to have had the
opportunity of appearing before the organization that in
its work is doing as much for the railroads of the country
as any that I know of.
I am particularly glad of the
opportunity that is given me to testify to my own
appreciation of having had the privilege of being associated in the work of the Regional organization of the

Allegheny Region, with your esteemed Chairman, Mr.
Chambers. To be associated with Mr. Chambers is not
only a privilege but a great pleasure."

Remarks by Mr. Powell

Mr

called upon, said
"I am in a most
unfortunate position, because while I have the title of
Director of the Divi.sion of Capital Expenditures, my

Powell,

when

:

;
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constant effort

is

to keep

down

expenditures.

hoped that Congress would be wilHng and

We

liberal

had
enough

to give us the money that we required for the operation
of the railroads, but they became cautious and cut down

the appropriation bills, including the Army and Navy
appropriation bills, and when they came to the appropriation for the Railroad Administration, they landed on
us with both feet, and cut off a greater proportion of our
appropriation than in any other bill, and because of this
you will see that I really have not much to say."

1581

some time before they arrived, and the hall was crowded
and many persons were standing. In proceeding to the
hall, the distinguished visitors passed through parts of the

Most of
pier containing a large part of the exhibits.
them had never seen a mechanical exhibit at Atlantic
City before, and they expressed great astonishment and
satisfaction because of its magnitude and completeness.
few of the executives left for their homes yesterday,
but most of them remained over for the purpose of taking advantage of the opportunity of making a more thor-

A

ough inspection of the

exhibit.

Regional Director Winchell Introduced

Mr. Winchell, the southern regional director, said in
part:
"I want to comment a little upon what Mr. Tyler said
about the Director General reaching out in the dark, and
not knowing what he was doing. That is not quite so in
my case, because he did not send -for me until he knew
what he wanted, and that was the first of June.
(Laughter.)
This thing of being a Regional Director
may be more or less hard for you to understand, because
it was hard for us to understand.
I think it was Samuel
Butler, who said a great many years ago, that life is a
good deal like playing a violin solo in public without
knowing anything about the violin, but learning the instrument as you went along. That is very much like
what the position of being Regional Director has been,
but it has been the most interesting work that I have ever
done in my life, and I am sure it has been so to a great

many

others.

"We

have had broad opportunities, doubtless many
opportunities we have not risen to, but anything we did
accomplish could not have been done without the splendid support that has been given us by everybody, and no
support has been more valuable than that which came
from the members of your organization. Before I sit
down I want to testify to the accuracy of the remarks
which were being made by a very talented speaker as
we came into the room, on the subject of cleaning air
brakes.
I want to tell you there is no discriminatory
practice in that matter, for I started out from Atlanta not
long ago with bright new lettering, stating the date I had
beencleaned up, the day before, and I got to Louisville
with the brake acting badly, and found it was dry and
(Laughter.)
full of sand."

Regional Director Maher Speaks

Mr.

Maher,

regional

director

of

the

Pocahontas

Region, said:
"I am reminded at this meeting that when I was on a
railroad once I heard a man say that an engine was the
only thing that earned money on a railroad. This section
of the American Railroad Association I regard as a vital
section.
I think your work is probably as important, if
not more important, than that of the other sections
unless we have the locomotives and cars in good shape,
the railroad cannot be operated.
I am very much in
sympathy with the statement of Mr. Aishton and Mr.
Tyler that the amalgamation of this association with the
American Railroad Association is going to be one of the
greatest helps to the whole railroad situation that we

have in this country."
Mr. Stone, Federal Manager of the Erie Mr. Gorman, Federal Manager of the Rock Island, and others
also spoke briefly. Mr. Gorman paid a high compliment
to Mr. Tollerton, mechanical superintendent of his lines.
The members of the Executive Committee of the
;

American Railroad Association constitutes the largest
body of the higher operating officials of the railways who
have ever attended the mechanical conventions in one
group. Tliev had been expected at the convention hall

Some Facts About

the

Members

of the

Committee

regarding the personnel of the Executive
Committee of the American Railroad Association may

Some

details

be of interest.
Mr. Aishton, the new president of the association, is
regional director of the North Western Region, and was
formerly president of the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad. When the Railroad Administration was originally
organized, all the railroads west of the Mississippi River
were comprised in the Western Region, of which Mr.
Some years ago he was first
Aishton was director.
vice-president of the American Railway Association, and
was in line to be elected president but declined the office
because at that time W. A. Gardner, then president of
the North Western, was in bad health, and Mr. Aishton,
who was then vice-president of the road, felt that his
He is one of
railroad required his undivided attention.
the biggest, ablest and most public spirited railroad men
in the United States, and withal a man with a personality
so attractive that he is one of the most popular railroad
men in the country.
William T. Tyler, the director of operations of
the Railroad Administration, and the new first vicepresident of the American Railroad Association, is
thoroughly experienced railroad operating man,
a
who has served on various railroads, including the
Great Northern, the St. Louis & Iron Mountain, the
St. Louis-San Francisco, the St. Louis-Southwestern
and the Northern Pacific. He was general manager of
the Frisco, vice-president of the Cotton Belt, and assistHe
ant to the vice-president of the Northern Pacific.
was occupying the last-named position when the Railroad
Administration was organized and C. R. Gray was apMr. Gray immediately
pointed director of operation.
wired, asking Mr. Tyler, who had served under him on
Mr. Tyler
the Frisco, to become his senior assistant.
served as senior assistant director of the Division of

Operations until Mr. Gray retired, late in 1918, when
Mr. Tyler was appointed to succeed him. No railroad
man in the country has worked harder than Mr. Tyler
during the last year and a half. The strain imposed by
the long hours he has had to keep in his office in Washington has been tremendous, but his rugged constitution
has enabled him to stand up under it. Personally, Mr.
Tyler is one of the most congenial and approachable of
men, and all of his friends know that promotion to his
present position as the head of the oi)erating department of the railroads of the United States, while it has
made him busier, has made him no less democratic and
approachable than he always has been.
T. C. Powell, director of the Division of Capital Expenditures, was connected with the Southern Railway
System for many years, having become vice-president
Mr. Powell did much important
of this road in 1905.
work for the Government in important positions in
Washington during the war. He succeeded Judge R. S.
Lovett as head of the Division of Capital Expenditures,
when Judge Lovett retired after the signing of the
armistice.

.
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I

lauliii.

was formorly

ri\i;it)ii.il

diri'itor of the

vici'-iJn-sick'iU

in

l'".aslcrii

cliarf^e of

I-tcniDii,

oijcration

of

New

^'nrk CViitral.
Ik- was made assistant rejjioiial
of tlu- l'"astiTii Kfj^ioii and sni'i'ccdcd A. II.
Smith as rt-j^ional dirrclor when tlu- laltit rdiri'd a shdit

the

ilirei'tor

time

a.no.

.Markham was pn

Illinois (ciilral
dl' the
railnuids was adoitlcd.
Ik- was lirst appointed rej^ional direetor of the Southern
Kei^ion, and later was a])]X)inted res^ional directtn- of the
Allei^heny Reijion when the latter ret^ion was created.
N. 1). Nhiher, rei^ional director of the }\)cahontas Rejjion, was president of the Norfolk & Western when
(Government control was adoiited and served as federal
manaj^er of that road nntil the Pocahontas Re.!.jion was
created.
1".
r>.
I'.rnsh, retiional director of the Southwestern
Region, was president of the Missouri Pacific hefore
(Jovernment coltrol was adopted and later was federal
manai^er of that road.
Hale Holden, regional director of the Central Western
Region, was formerly ijresident of the Cliicago, P>urlington iS: Quincy. lie was chairman of the Railroad Presidents' Conference which, in 1916, carried on the negotiations with President Wilson in the eight-hour controversy with the train service employees. He was a member of the Railroads' War P>oard, which supervised the
operation of the railroads for the railway companies
in 1917.
B. L. Winchell, regional director of the Southern Region, was formerly president of the Rock Island, and
later the Frisco,
lie was traflfic director of the Union
Pacific when he was appointed regional director of the
II.

I.'.

wlu'ii

(iovcrnnu'nt

control

sidfiit

of

South.

W.

Jackson, federal manager of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois, was formerly president and later receiver of that road. He was long chairman of the Committee on Relations of Railway (3peration to Legislation.
E. H. Coapman, federal manager of the Southern, was
vice-president in charge of operation of that road when
Government control was adopted.
H. E. Byram, federal manager of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, was federal manager of that road,
and J. ]M. Hannaford, federal manager of the Northern

H,U-

J.

)\>rJs

and Kuioulhome

at

Si(sqi(chaiu,u,

P,

Pacilic,

June

was

20, 1919

were aj)managers, (j. L. Peck, federal man.-iger
Pennsylvania Lines West, was vice-president in
presidiMii of that road, before (licy

poinltij federal

of

ilii-

of operation of those properties.
( JorJ.
inan was president of the Rock Island Lines hefore he
was a|)poinled their federal manager. A. J. Stone, federal niana.ger of the fu-ie, was vice-president in charge
of o|)eration of that road.
Mr. h'airhanks, general secretary of the American
Railroad Association, stated yesterday that its headquarters in Chicago will he as large as those in New York.
They will he located in the Manhattan Building. The
activities of the mechanical, engineering, traffic and transportation sections will he carried on from Chicago, and
the general secretary will have an office there. The general secretary will also have an ollice in New York. The
treasurer will be located there, and the activities of the
operating, telegra])h .'uid telephone, signal and transjxirtation and ])urcliase and stores section will be carried
cli.nge

on from

I'"..

New

York.

The Cure
"How

do you

do,

of the

Mr. X.

convention this year?"
head to hear the reply.

Model Hater
What do you

think of the

The Man who saw turned

"Why,

his

hello, Dick.
I'll take
It's the best I ever saw.
hat to the far-sighted crowd who brought these
splendid exhibits here. And, Dick, I'm going to make a
have deconfession. For years, as you know,
I
clined to look at the models you have so patiently
dragged around for my benefit and other fellows like
me. Models, to me, have always been a bore, but now I
am cured. I have spent four straight hours looking
at models and nothing else, and I'll say frankly, that I
wish I had more time."
The Man thought of unconverted others of his type
who, safely fortified in their private offices, politely declined to give the "once over"' to carefully constructed
models which were made for their sole education and
brought to their very doors. Truly, the "greatest convention" is a converter as well as an educator.

off

my

—

—

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

Western Car Slwfs

Kingsland, N.

at

J.

American Railway Association, Section

III,

Mechanical

Report of the Proceedings of the Wednesday Afternoon

and the Thursday Sessions
The Wednesday afternoon

was

session

called

The Report

to

order

by Chairman

of the Arbitration

URING THE YEAR, CaSeS
Nos. 1148 to 1155 have
been decided and copA
ies sent to the members.
vote of concurrence in the

D

decisions

is

respectfully

committee.
approval of the
General Committee, this comcontinued the
mittee
has
rendering of interpretations
of such questions as have
been asked by the members
regarding the rules.

asked

by

With

the

The

the

committee

recomMaster Car

mends,

as the
has
Builders'
Association
become a part of Section III

— Mechanical,
J. Hennessey
Chairman

of the

Ameri-

Railroad
Association,
J.
that all reference hereafter
to the Rules of Interchange,
Loading Rules, Specifications, etc., and all printed forms issued
in connection with the interchange, repairing, billing, defect
carding, etc., be changed to conform therewith, i. e., be designated as "A. R. A." instead of "M. C. B."

Changes

in the

can

Rules of Interchange

the following addition to Rule 9:

"Length of journal.
Date previously repacked
"
or 'No date.'

This information will be required if the recommendation for
repacking journal boxes under Rule 66 is approved.

Rule 12

The committee recommends
rule be amended to read as

that the fourth paragraph of this

follows

:

"Joint evidence

3:15 o'clock.

Committee

We

Rule 17

The committee recommends

the following interpretation of
of this rule, to be included in the revised rules: "Q.
Are special steels, or alloy steels, considered to be the equivalent
of and permissible in substitution for malleable or gray iron
A. R. A. standards A. Yes."
The committee recommends that the following interpretation
of paragraph (e), as shown on page 31 of the 1916 Rules 'of
Interchange, be reinstated and shown in the Rules when revised
"Q. When substitution of different makes of M. C.
for 1919.
B. metal brake beams necessitates changes in brake hangers or
connections, is the company making the repairs liable to the car
owner for wrong repairs on account of these hangers, etc., being
A. The' association
different from that standard to the car?

Section

B

—

—

—

has no standard method of hanging beams, and until such a
method is adopted the standard to the car must be maintained."
The committee feels that this interpretation is necessary to properly protect the car owner.

Rule 22

The committee recommends
lows: (Delivering Company

Rule 9
Journal Boxes:
Periodical repacking,
per Rule 66.

at

obtained within 90 days after first receipt of car home and said
joint evidence shall not be valid unless used within 16 months
from date of issue."
feel there should be a time limit within which joint evidence must be used. As there is a twelve-month limit upon the
rendering of bills, there should be some additional time allowed
the car owner to make use of joint evidence.

Recommended

by the Committee
The committee recommends

Chambers

must be

that Rule 32 be rewritten as folResponsible.)
"Dome covers or
Material missing from
safety valves missing from tank cars.
Removing or cutmachines.
cars due to handling on unloading
ting out parts of car to facilitate loading or unloading. Known
theft of parts of car occurring on handling line.
"Damage to any car (including cars on ferries or floats) if
(c) Sideswiping.
(b) Cornering,
caused by: (a) Derailment,
(d) Collision or impact other than that occurring in regular
switching,
(e) Handling of cars with broken or missing cou(f) Colliding with or shoving
plers, or couplers out of place,
over liumping post or other fixed obstruction, (g) Shifting of

1583

—

:

from (Ulur

Collapsing

tire

(h) ( )vtrlua(liiin.
(i) ICxplositni.
or oilier structures on ri({lit-of-way.

cars,

liuiltlinns

Unconcealed

damage.

derailed or destroyed,

(ii)

(I)

i'ailiire to

(j)

(k)

(m) Storm where car

Mood,

is

close iiopper or drop doors

before moving car."
These chanijes are intended to hitter cover tliose causes of
damage wliich should he coTisidired as unfair usa^e and more
clearly outline such causes and the loss of certain parts of cars
which it is felt arc properly a handlinij line responsihililx and to
eliminate the indefinite term "'wreck."
,

Rule 33

The committee recommends

that

the

first

paragraph of

tliis

rule be rewritten to read as follows: "Owners will he responsible for the expense of repairs to safety appliances where not in-

June

i

Rule 95
referenec to a recommendation thai
t(i inchide missing brake beams and oilier
merly covered, tlie committee recommends
present for the reason that in case of bills
In

as

The committee recommends that Rule .S8 he reinstated to read
follows: "Delivering company responsible when cars are

this rule be changed
details, as for
the rule remain as :'
for defective or mis^

brake

ing lirake beams, the average credits allowed under Rule 101 ap
high enough to offset the value of occasional missing beams, an.i
ihe billing is thereby greatly simplified. Furthermore, the condition

missing l)eam cannot be ascertained and

tlie

i]f

is

no

doui)t

fre(|uenlly defective.

Rule

The committee

Rule 58

1919

20,

.-lelual maleiial stated on card and items of labor for straigliten
ing or repairing material returned to store stock.
No ollu
labor shall he charged in such cases except in so far as labor r
already included in the A. U. A. prices for material."

volved with other delivering line damaRc, except damage to running boards on tank cars when sideswipcd or cornered."

101

recommends

tliat
the following items be
inserted in Rule 101 to provide for the charge for the periodical
repacking of journal lioxes as per Rule 66: "Journal Boxes, periodical repacking of, per car, net

interchange with missing brake cylinders, reservoirs,
cocks
or air hose, each or all complete." Also that reference to Rule
58 be added to I\ule 43 as an exception.
oflfered

:
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lojuls

:

in

149-a.

triple valves, pressure-retaining valves, cut-out cocks, angle

149b.
I49-C.

149d.
149-e.

For journals 7 in.
For journals 8 in.
For journals 9 in.
For journals 10 in.
For journals 1 in.
1

long and
long and
long and
long and
long and

over, but not

Sin

over, but not

9 in

$1,75
2.10

over, but not 10 in

2.35

over, but not 11 in

2.50
2.80"

over

Rule 66
Rule 108

The committee recommends

that Rule 23, as printed in Circular
January 1, 1919, be incorporated in the Rules of
Interchange as Rule 66, and amended to read as follows "Own-

No.

25, issued

:

—

Periodical repacking of journal boxes, regardcompany for change of
wheels, journal l)oxcs or journal bearings.
No charge shall be
made for repacking unless all boxes are repacked. No charge
shall be made if the repacking is done within nine months from
date stenciled on car. If car bears no stenciling, showing date of
previous rejiacking, all journal boxes may be repacked, if necessary, and cliarged for.
"(a) All journal boxes shall be repacked with properly pre-

ers responsible.)

less of the responsibility of delivering

pared packing (new or renovated) at least once every twelve
months, at which time all packing will be removed from the
boxes and the boxes cleaned; dust guards to be renewed when
wheels are changed.
"(b) The date and place (railroad and station) where the
work is done must be stenciled on the car body near the body
bolster at diagonal corners in 1-in. figures and letters, using the
same station initial that is used for air-brake stencil.
"(c) This work to be done as far as possible when cars are on
repair track undergoing heavy repairs. When on repair track for
heavy repairs, cars which have not had boxes repacked within
nine months will have all boxes repacked and the record stenciled

The committee recommtnds

that Rule 108 be rewritten to read
".\o labor to he charged for the inspection of cars,
adjusting
brakes,
adjusting
or
angle cocks, tightening
unions or spreading cotters; sill steps, ladder treads or handholds, tightening or straightening on car.
"No material or labor to be charged for the following items of
repairs
1. Air-hose
gaskets, applied, except with hose complete, applied.
3. Brake
2. Brake pins or key bolts, applied.
ratchet wheel keys, applied.
5.
4. Brake-shaft rings, applied.
Brake-shoe keys, applied. 6. Carrier iron, Bettendorf type, when
turned over, no charge for adjustment. 7. Coupler release clevises, clevis links or chains, clevis pins or bolts, applied.
8. Lag
screws, applied, except when used to complete other items of
repairs not herein listed. 9. Nuts or lag screws, tightened.
10.
Nuts,
in. or less, applied, except when used in renewal of bolts.
11. Nut locks, or lock nuts, applied.
12. Release-valve rods,
repaired or applied.
13. Straightening brake shafts and uncoupling levers when not removed from car. 14. Spring cotters and
screws,
applied.
16. Wood
15. Staples,
split
keys, applied.
17.
applied, except when used in renewal of running board.
Washers, applied, except when used in renewal of bolts.
"No charge to be made for the material or labor of lubrication,

as follows

:

testing

:

%

except as provided in Rule 66."

on the car as above.
"(d) This does not contemplate any change in the intermediboxes when it is necessary to do so. No change
should be made in the stenciling unless all boxes are repacked."
ate packing of

Rule 88

The committee recommends

that Rule 88 be rewritten to read
"In order that repairs of owners' defects may be
expedited as fully as possible, foreign or private line cars may be
repaired by the handling line by using material, from their own
stock instead of ordering material from car owner, as prescribed
by Rule 122, in which event the repairing line must issue its
defect card for the labor only of correcting such improper
repairs, and defect card should be so marked.
"In case of delivering line defects, defect card shall be issued
for both labor and material for correcting the improper repairs."

as follows

:

Rule 90

The committee recommends

the elimination of the last exception in this rule, reading "except in cases covered by Rule 88."

Rule 120
that the fifth item under Paragraph "B," "Repair Limits for Labor," be corrected to read as
follows: "All steel and steel underframe cars, excepting steel
or steel underframe flat cars."
The report is signed by J. J. Hennessey (Chairman), Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul; P. F. Smith, Pennsylvania Lines; James
Coleman, Grand Trunk; F. W. Brazier, New York Central; T.
H. Goodnow, Chicago & North Western; J. J. Tatum, United
States Railroad Administration, and George Laughlin, Armour
Car Line.

The committee recommends

Discussion
After the reading of the report, the Secretary made the following statement r At a meeting of the Arbirtation Committeee,
held last night, the committee decided to recommend the following changes in Rule 36
"To be permitted only on cars loaded with perishable or fragile
freight and on tank cars containing dangerous articles as per
C. C. regulations."
Also, that the following be added to the last paragraph oT the
same section
"Commodity cards required on tank cars may be pasted, glued,

I.

Rule 94

The committee recommends

that the third paragraph of this

l)e changed to read as follows: "If the owner elects to dismantle the body or trucks, or both, charge may be made for
such material as would have been required for the repairs covered by the defect card, but such charges to be confined to the

rule

^^

or otherwise secured."
.\lso. that the second sentence in second paragraph of Section
3 of this rule, be changed to read as follows:

:

June

:
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"Placards and certificates on empty cars, except .inflammable
and commodity placards on tank cars, must be removed."
Apparent conflict between above M. C. B. rule and
Reason
:

1585

paragraph 1712 of I. C. C. regulations relative to use of commodity cards on tank cars containing dangerous articles.
On motion the report was accepted as read.

Report on Prices for Labor and Material
'HE COMMITTEE after the
1915 M. C. B. convention took up the work
of analyzing the prices for

T

labor and material (as outby* the Committee on
Compensation for Freight
Repairs
in their report
Car
to the 1915 convention) as
instructed by the association.
For the 1916 convention the
report presented gave a gen1-ned

outline of the method
being followed in carrying on
the work, and included a list
of items for Rules 101, 107,
eral

108,

111,

116 and

Passenger

be added and
changed.
This report was
adopted and the revised 1916
P. F. Smith, Jr.
M. C. B. rules included the
changes in items and prices
Chairman
as suggested.
For the 1917 convention the report presented covered all items
for labor and material for freight and passenger car repairs, and
specified that during the coming year the studies of the committee would include the direct and overhead charge for yard
repair work as compared with shop track work
center, intermediate and side sill renewals; tank car repair studies; items
per Rule 111; also giving further consideration to material
prices and making recommendations for alterations in such
prices as might be found necessary.
This report was adopted,
subject to the modifications which the Price Committee had in
mind and that were reported upon at the meeting held in
Chicago, but the items for labor and material as reported on

Car Rules

to

were not introduced in the M. C. B. Rules of Interchange, and
the proceedings do not give any reasons therefor; further, the
Price Committee was not informed or given any instructions
how to proceed in the future.
For the 1918 meeting the report presented, due to abnormal
conditions existing at that time, was to the effect that the items
for labor and materials, as printed in the 1917 revised M. C. B.
should stand, but the percentage to be added should be
increased to 50 per cent.
On this report apparently no action
was taken, as the proceedings make no mention of such a report,
further
price details were taken care of by the Arbitration
rules,

;

Committee.
In view of the above, the committee asks for further instructions.
If it is decided to continue this committee, we suggest
that the work left unfinished in our 1917 report be continued,
and the entire price schedule be revised to date and submitted

We

further recommend in the revision
to the 1920 convention.
of time allowances that time basis be used and the hours divided
on the decimal plan in multiples of tenths.
The report is signed by P. F. Smith, Jr. (Chairman), Pennsylvania Lines; G. E. Carson, New York Central; J. E. Mehan,
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; Ira Everett, Lehigh Valley;
Willard Kells, Atlantic Coast Line; E. S. Way, General American Tank Car Corporation H. L. Osman, Morris & Co. G. F.
Laughlin, Armour Car Lines, and A. E. Smith, Union Tank
;

;

Line.

Discussion

;

In the last year and a half the prices of both labor and material were continually shifting, but your committee has considerable data on time studies that were made for the various
items in the rules, so that we can now go ahead if the Association so desires.

A

motion

to accept the report

was

carried.

Report on Depreciation for Freight Cars
ORDER THAT the committee's conclusion^ might be based on
factors as to average life and residue values.
Circular No. 35 was issued requesting data on equipment dismantled during a period of three years ending December 31,
1917.
This period was taken because it represented normal
This
conditions more nearly than those existing during 1918.
information was requested by classes in three groups wooden
cars, wooden cars with steel underframes and cars of all-steel

INrepresentative

—

construction.

Replies were received from 55 railroads and 7 private lines,
representing the ownership of 2,023,783 cars and covering 106,010
cars dismantled during the three-year period, a summary of which
is

shown below

refrigerator cars is very
reporting the dismantling of a
large number of cars of an average life of only 15 years, which
is much lower than the general average for all railroad owned
wooden refrigerator cars, and by excluding these two lots of cars

average

life

largely

affected

owned wooden

of railroad

by two

lines

the results are as follows
Railroad owned wooden refrigerator cars dismantled. .21.3 years
Private line owned wooden refrigerator cars dismantled. 21.9 years
.21.7 years
life for wooden refrigerator cars dismantled.
.

Cars
(Cars retired

underframes was very limited and not representative of average
conditions, and the committee did not feel justified in using it.
The average life of railroad owned wooden refrigerator cars
dismantled was 17.1 years and of private line wooden refrigerator cars dismantld 21.9 years, making the average life for all
wooden refrigerator cars dismantled 19.4 years. However, the

in

Worn Out and

Dismantled.

Average

connection with rebuilding are not included.)

All Wood

Cars.

Average Life of
Class of Cars.

Box

No. of Cars. Cars in Years. Scrap Value.

4,591
81

22.3
20.1
Z2.3
18.0
20.3
21.7
24.6

12.2
12.1
17.1
14.7
14.4
12.3
31.5

105,057

20.9

13.5

47,672
5,201
6,800

Stock
IFIat

24,630
16,082

Gondola

Hopper
Refrigerator

Tank
Weighted Average

All Steel

Cars.

Average Life of
Class of Cars.

Gondola
Hopper

Weighted Average

No. of Cars. Cars in Years. Scrap Value.
11.7
817
13
136

UJ^

953

13.1

The information furnished regarding wood

17.2
12i

cars

with steel

.

should be taken as the average life
of wooden refrigerator cars and which has been shown in the

which your committee

feels

table.

In order that the information would be obtained on a unibasis, the committee asked that the scrap value be expressed
in the percent of the M. C. B. price of the car, as shown in Rule
No. 112 in the 1918 M. C. B. Rules, using the 1918 price for

form

scrap.

From the information secured we obtained a weighted average
percentage of scrap of the M. C. B. value new, on all wooden
It is the opinion of the committee that
cars, of 13.5 per cent.
34 cent per pound is more nearly representative of the average
current market price for .scrap than !^ cent per pound as quoted
in the present M. C. B. Rules, which would increase the weighted
average percentage from 13.5 per cent to 20.25 per cent.
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111

llic

f;u-|

licit

fur ilesiroycd c;irs, rccDKnition sliouUl lie Kivfii
car has a value lo tho owner above that of

tlif

value of the scrap to llie line dcstroyinK the car, and
that there is consideiaMc serviceable material on
the line destroyini; the car can obtain the secondhand
instead of the scrap value.
If JO.iS per cent represents the
value of the scrap to the line deslroyinn the car. the committee
furlluT,

wliich

justilled,

feel

in

the absence of any other figures, in

recommending any change in the provision of Kide No. 112
which provides that in no case shall the depreciation exceed 60
per cent of ihc value new.
The wci.uhted average life of all classes of wooden cars was
found to lie 20.9 years, as indicated in the above table.
have
no information as to the average life of cars of steel underframe or all-steel construction, in the absence of which we
would suKijcst, that on such c.Trs, other than Rondola or hopper
cars, the same rate of depreciation lie used as on wooden cars,
until such time as experience may warrant a diflfcrent rate.
The weighted averai-e life of all classes of open top steel cars
was found to be 13.1 years, but on account of the committee
having knowledge that the cars reported as being dismantled
during the period did not represent the present standard for
this type of car we are inclined to believe that the information
does not represent the average life of this class of equipment
and, (lending the time when experience wilj warrant a revision, the
committee recommends considering \7'/j years as the average
life for open top steel cars.
Based on the average life as indicated in the above table for wooden gondola cars, the committee suggests that wooden and steel underframe gondolas and
hopper cars, for the i)urpose of depreciation, be included with
similar cars of all-steel construction.
Opinions were requested as to whether depreciation should be
applied on air lirake values at the same rate as for car bodies
and. on a car-owned basis, the majority of the replies favored
depreciating both 8-in. and 10-in. air brakes at the same rate
as the car body, which is recommended by the committee. The
majority of replies to the question about depreciation of trucks,
considered on a car-owned basis, favored having the trucks
carry their own rate of depreciation and having that rate less
for all-metal trucks than for composite trucks.
However, the
committee finds that the rate of depreciation of car bodies should
lie reduced to 3 per cent and 3y2 per cent, according to construction, and we do not feel that a rate less than 3 per cent for
trucks is justilled: therefore we recommend that the trucks be
depreciated at the same rate as the car body to which they belong.
In view of the information at hand, the committee submits the
following recommendations for the depreciation of freight cars:

Wc

Str.mght Depreciation Basis.
1918 Rules
of

Interchange.
Per Cent.

Items.

Wooden
Wooden
Wooden
cept

car bodies, except gondolas and hoppers.
car bodies, gondolas and hoppers
car bodies with steel underframes, exgondolas and hoppers with steel under-

Rate.

Per Cent.

5.5
5.5

frames

Wooden

car bodies, gondolas and hoppers
flat cars
car bodies or those with steel underframes and steel superstructure frames, except

Steel

Proposed

underframe

3

3.5

4.5
4.5

3.5

5

3

4

3

4
4

3.5

3

All-steel

gondolas and hoppers
car bodies or those with steel underframes and steel superstructure frames, gondolas or hoppers.

All-steel

for non-corrosive material
TanlvS for corrosive material

Same

Trucks

rate as

car body.

The age
on

3

3.S

5

None

Air brakes

Same

rate as
car body.
Same rate as
car body.

of the car body shall govern in figuring depreciation

air brakes

and trucks.

The

depreciation rate for the class of car shall govern in figuring depreciation on such betterments as are listed in Rule 112
and shall be figured from date of application.
In its study of the subject of depreciation your committee
was confronted with the question of rebuilt cars, and believes
that this should be referred to a committee for consideration, and
suggests this committee, if appointed, be requested to take up the
part of Rule 112 which provides that in no case shall the depreciation exceed 60 per cent of the value now.
The report is signed by M. K. Barnum (Chairman), Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad J. Hainen, Southern L. K. Sillcox, Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul; A. E. Calkins. New York Central, and H.
L. Osman, Morris & Co.
;

:

(
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Fuller (LI. I'. )
I
think this cummiticc- should be cither
conliinicd or another comiuitlee appointed to take up the <|uestion
.1*;.

:

That subject is very pertinent and one we ought
have settled. There is quite a diversity of opinion as to the
value of a rebuilt car, especially the refrigerator cars, and now,
with sleil underframes and the betterments and imiirovemcnts
on the car, they place that car in a class by itself. I think the
stiliject shnidd lie tiioroughly considered and a report given on it
by this committee.
(ihairman: If there is no objection, that will be included in
the motion that the report be accepted and the committee re(juested to continue the investigation in accordance with the
recommendation of Mr. Fuller.
of rebuilt cars.
to

—

V. F. Gaines (U. S. R. .\.)
would like to iiear from some
memlicr of the coinmittee as to what grouinl they justify the
limitation of 60 per cent and that the scrap value lies between
12 and 13.5 per cent.
If you leave 40 per cent there which you
cannot get back, you are penalizing somebody the owner of the
car, in other words, can only get 60 per cent value of the car up
to its 20 year life.
I
do not understand why the figure of 60
per cent is the dividing line, and have never understood it.
R. L. Kleine( Pcnna. Lines)
I think the average life of 20
years for wooden cars seems to be right, and what would be
expected, although during the early portion of this life, wooden
cars were not subjected to the severe strains of being hauled
with steel cars and in heavier trains.
No steel or steel underframe cars have been retired on the
Pennsylvania Railroad on account of being worn out, and the
I

:

;

:

of these cars was built in 1898. The life of a steel or steel
will naturally be longer than that of a wooden
car, since during the first ten years of the life of such a car the
repairs,
total cost of
aside from running repairs, would be about
$100.
After the tenth year, and until it is 25 years old, the car
will require normally, barring accidents, in turn a new floor,
possibly new side sheets, and another floor, which may carry the
car until it is 32 years old. Around that time the cost of maintenance per year will be much higher, as it will not have the
initial ten years' low maintenance cost of a new car, and then it
becomes a question of whether to maintain such a car or build a
new one. This would be decided by taking into consideration the
yearly costs of maintaining the old car and the cost of building a
new car, including the interest on investment and the defirst

underframe car

preciation.

With the value of scrap in a car,representing the per cent of
the original cost of a new car, the limit of depreciation in per
cent should be the difference between 1(X3 per cent and the per
cent representing the value of the scrap, both figured in normal
times, and if the price of either scrap or new car should materially change, the percentage could be adjusted accordingly,
although they generally run hand in hand. That is, if the cost
of the car new is materially increased, the value of scrap gen-

Under all conditions the total
value of the car (100 per cent) should be made up of the limit
of depreciation in per cent, plus the value of scrap in per cent.
The value of scrap recovered from destroyed and badly damaged
cars is not worth more than the scrap rate net to the handling
line, as there is a very small percentage of this material that can
erally increases correspondingly.

l)e

.

Tanks

20,

Discussion

<if

liic

actual

docs not

June

used in repairs.

Since January 1, 1918, the Pennsylvania' Railroad Company reclaimed, at the request of the regional director, all serviceable
parts from destroyed foreign cars, recorded and tabulated them,
and submitted lists to the car owners for instructions as to what
items they desired shipped home. Very few items were desired,
and these were mainly truck sides and truck bolsters of the latest
design, and the majority offered no more than scrap rates, plus
the expenses of handling.
The conclusions are: 1. The yearly rate of depreciation for
badly damaged cars or maximum allowable depreciation should
be such that neither the owner nor the handling line would make
money in settlement for destroyed cars.
2.
On account of the different retirement programs and rates
of depreciation used by various roads, a definite life should be
established for wooden, steel underframe, and all-steel and tank
cars, or at least a definite time at which depreciation should
cease as a basis for settlement of cars destroyed
20 years for
wooden cars and 27 years for steel cars.
3.
The limit of depreciation should be a percentage based on
the value of new cars (normal times) to the value of scrap
:

;;

June
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(normal times) obtained from the car at time of destruction: 20
per cent scrap value, and 80 per cent limit of depreciation.
The rate of depreciation should be the number of years
4.
established for the life of the car divided into the limit of depreciation
4 per cent for wooden cars, and 3 per cent for
:
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ihe committtee gave any consideration to that in their recommendations.
Mr. Calkins: The committee had that subject in mind, but according to the instructions it had, it did not consider it was to go
into anything other than the rate of depreciation.
if

Mr. Goodnow:

steel cars.

Provision should be made for return of trucks at the option of the destroying line.
Rate of depreciation should be the same for trucks and air
6.
brakes as for body of car.
The
M. C. B. values now have been increased 55 per cent in
7.
the last two years, and the arbitrary values of betterments were
increased 100 per cent without any of the depreciation rates
being changed and the long standing practice of depreciating
betterments from the original date the car was built was superseded by depreciating from the date applied, which makes it
difficult for the handling line to estimate depreciated values of
such cars. Unless arbitrary values are reduced, the maximum
allowable depreciation should be increased, in order that the
remaining depreciation may represent only the value of the
5.

scrap in the car.
If the low yearly depreciation rates, as recommended, be
8.
adopted, it would prohibit roads from settling for many damaged foreign cars, on account of the high settlement price, would
result in more old wooden equipment being maintained instead
of getting this weak equipment retired and might result in additional building of wooden equipment.
There are thousands of
old wooden cars, especially of low capacity, which will not
stand up under ordinary service, and are a danger to themselves, to other equipment, to the roadbed and to life, and when
such cars fail to the point of destruction, they generally cause
considerable expense to the handling line by damaging other
cars and the roadbed.
Furthermore, the corporations set up a yearly depreciation
for the cars, and the depreciation which the Association set
ought to more nearly approximate what the corporation has
already in its accounts.
Mr. Gaines
I think that this convention will take a big step
backward to put in that old method of depreciation on equipment. The only way you can get at it rationally is to take 100
per cent, minus your scrap and divide by the life of the car for
your yearly depreciation, and I think if we adopt this report
as a whole, we are taking a step backward.
Chairman
I have had some experience with these items, and
I never did agree to it in my own mind.
The depreciation has
never been right, and there is no reason at all for the wide gap
between the Rule 120 basis and 112, and I favor a little more
latitude than 120, so that there will not be any incentive for a
man to destroy a good car if he happens to damage it, and finds
he can pay for it more cheaply than for the repairing but there
should be a basis so that at the time when a car was dismantled
there would be an established figure that can be represented in
dollars and cents.
I think we could and should establish it before we drop this subject, or recommend rather some basis that
seems sensible and will. bear argument.
Mr. Giles
It appears to me that some further consideration
should be given to establishing a different basis for figuring the
depreciation of trucks, especially steel trucks under modern
equipment, than that which is used in arriving at the depreciated
value of the body of the car. The trucks do not depreciate as
rapidly as the body of the car does, either in steel or wood, and
I have always been in favor of establishing a different basis for
:

:

;

;

the trucks.

Mr. Goodnow: It is not brought out in this report at all
what consideration was given the present value of cars.
Arbitration Committee is accepting as the basis of settlement the book value of the car purchased since 1914. Prior to
that time the cars go on the arbitrary values as established in
the M. C. B. rules. That took care of the war conditions which
just

The

prevailed, but in the settlement for cars built in the years just
prior to 1914 and cars which may have been contracted for and

delivered in 1914, and for the cars that have been bought under
the present prices, there is no difference, as an earning unit to
your company. There were cars built in 1912, 1913, and 1914
that will go along for years and be just as good as a car built
since 1914.
They represent only about one-third of the value of
the car that has been built since that time; so that if this is to be
analyzed right, there must be some basis of settlement or of
cost set up to take care of the depreciated value.
I don't know

dei)reciated on the

You mentioned
M.

just prior

to

that

that

you

C. B. prices.

Mr. Calkins: That was in determining the value of scrap, as
compared to the value of the car. We did not get any of those
new values because all the cars dismantled were of the type that
came under the old arbitrary value established by the
Association.

Mr. Goodnow: I don't think the rate of depreciation is half
as important as setting up proper values, because what we would
actually lose, whether it is three or five per cent, in depreciation, does not represent the value of cars to your company today under present prices, although they may have been bought
just prior to 1914.
This matter of reconciling the M. C. B.
depreciation and that set up by the various companies on their
books was attempted about two years ago, and at that time the
depreciation as carried by the companies varied so much that it
was impossible to reconcile it at all. It ran from one-half of one
per cent up to 3 per cent or more, so that at that time there was
no common depreciation, as between the companies, on the
equipment.
Mr. Kleine
It would be a simple matter to cover Mr. Goodnow's point in regard to the various prices paid for cars during
recent years. You could establish a basis for normal times, and
as the cars increased in price in following years, you could use
that as a base and add a percentage.
But the rate of depreciation, and the total depreciation of the car, is the thing that
should be established as a fixed basis. We have had enough experience with the wooden cars to know what that is, and I think
the committee brought that out very nicely. It is about 20 years
that is our experience also, but I think the committee is wrong
in stating 60 per cent.
If 80 per cent were used to represent the
depreciated value of the car and the 20 per cent remaining in
the car the scrap value, it would be approximately correct.
Mr. Calkins: We did not set the 60 per cent limit. We had
this 20 and 80 per cent figure in our mind, too, but we thought
the thing ought to be carried over, as we suggest there, to the
committee, who will go on with this work another year. The
last paragraph says:
"And suggests this committee, if appointed,
be requested to take up the part of Rule 112 which provides
that in no case shall the depreciation exceed 60 per cent of the
value new."
did not change the present practice.
:

We

Mr. Tatum

I was wondering how these figures are arrived
place the average life of wooden cars at 22 and 23
years. The average life of a wooden gondola is 18 years
steel is placed at 13 years.
In considering the repairs to steel
cars when repairs or rebuilding is necessary, you- are required to
renew the floor sheets and the side hopper sheets possibly. The

at.

:

We

side sheets of the car are fairly good, yet 50 per cent of the life
is gone.
In repairing a wooden gondola car, if you are required to renew the floor and side hopper planks, the planks may
all be there and intact, and for the reason that they do not
depreciate by deterioration they are worth as much in the re-

building of that car as if they were new. It is well seasoned,
liardened and in good condition, and as the car is rebuilt with
the new floor and side planks, as it may be, or end sills, these
old side planks applied to the rebuilt wooden gondola car are

good as if new. It would not be so with the steel car,
because if you apply a new steel floor to the steel car, or perhaps new sills, the side plates of that steel car have depreciated
50 per cent or probably 75 per cent, and maybe it would not
justify the rebuilding of that car, or scrapping it, and building a
new body, as it would the wooden car. By that method you are
just as

able to increase the life of the wooden car, if you don't consider
the rebuilding along with the scrapping of the car, while with
the steel car you shorten the life. If we take a steel car and

compare the cost of rebuilding

you might find
it would
l)e to repair the old
steel body.
There have been some test
cases made where there was only $50 difference between the
building of a new steel body and the repairing of an old steel
body. It is very expensive to get the car down so that you can
apply new parts and build it up, while you can use the oxyacetylenc or other methods, and cut the steel down, put it in the
scrap and use the money you save in cutting out the rivets to
it

it

or repairing

just as cheap to build an entire

new

it,

steel body, as
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ImhIv, and piaiticaliy ml an ciiliii' new liody
pay for tin- repair or rcliuililinn of the old body,
lias tlu' conimillcc considered the cars havinm had new bodies
If you continue the trucks,
built, and the old bodies scrapped?
draft Vf'Ts and air brakes, and simply build a new body, you can
to
car,
just
as much as you can In
considerable
life
steel
a
add
a wooden car by renewin.u the defective parts.
Mr. Hennessey: The committee is up against a very ban!
proposition when it attempts to i^et the averane dei)reciation of
You may build a wooden car, and
a wooden car or a stei;l car.
use material in that car tiiat will depreciate to a very small per
cent;
may build from the same drawings a car practic.illy
It will depreciate twice as fast a.s a car that is built
out of sap.
have inspected some 1(X).()(K) ^dndola
1
out of Kood material.
cars that in 8 years are practically lit for the scrap heap; 1 have
that
have the same cubical capacity, but
other
cars
insiK'Cted
instead of having been built 38,000 lb. in weight when new, a
good car was built about 45,(XX) lb. That car had the great
factor of safety, and depreciation was very small in per cent, as

apply to
fur

what

llif

now

yi>u

1

was practically a tin pan. The same
wooden cars.
Mr. McHain: The committee should consider an arbitrary
point of depreciation at some point above the actual scrap values.
compared
is

should take into consideration the maintenance of that car in
the service, depending on the maintenance policy of the owner.
Any car that is maintained in serviceable condition, so as to
pass interchange and carry the load to destination, certainly must
have a value somewhere in excess of the actual scrap in the car.
1 urge that the committee consider that point before it reaches
It

Mr. Gaines
I would like to amend the motion that is now
before the house to this extent: That the report of the com:

mittee be accepted, but in publishing this report we substitute
for the method of depreciation, the plan of using 100 per cent,
minus the scrap value divided by the life of the yearly depreciation.

Mr. Kleine
I second that amendment.
Mr. Calkins: I don't quite get that point. Do I understand
then if you have a $1000 car, and it runs 5 years, and is destri)yed, and is worth $200, that you have got to account for
:

depreciation in the five-year period? What is to be the
that you use for that divisor?
The estimated life is 15 or 20 years, whatever
Mr. Gaines
you adopt.
Mr. Kleine: That simply substitutes the depreciated rate, or
to establish the depreciated rate, we take 100 per cent, subtract
the scrap value, divide the life into that and get the rate of

$800
life

in

of

it

:

my

suggestion I had set a definite life.
depreciation, whereas in
Mr. Gaines' motion is that the
I understand
Mr. Tatum
committee or the Association fix the life of the car. For example, say that they have established a life of 20 years or 30
years, or whatever it may be, if a car costs $1000 and the scrap
value is $200, and they divide the $800 remaining above the
scrap value into the age of the car, that would be its depreciated
:

value per annum.
would say it is my intention that we take
Mr. Gaines
I
for the present, until we get different figures, the estimated life
given in this report and use that as the basis to work on.
Mr. Calkins: When a car reaches the estimated life, it is
worth nothing but scrap value, according to the process of reasoning used. There is always some value in a car above its
scrap value, if it is used as a unit of equipment, and is in condition to be so used. At the end of 17.5 years a steel car is
worth $200 as scrap value, according to this report. I still believe
there is more value in the car than its scrap value at that time.
Mr. Tatum
Is it Mr. Gaines' intention to accept the figures
of 13 years as the life of the steel car?
should accept
Mr. Gaines: I had in mind 17.5 years.
these figures as the best we have obtainable at the present time,
that
the
committee
will
give further
understanding
with the
attention to the subject and report at a later time. You can
extend the life of a car, or cut it down, but you must make an
arbitrary life, and my suggestion is that we accept the committee's report this year as to the life.
Mr. Goodnow
I understand the motion which was first made
was to receive the report of this committee, and that the committee should be continued, to give further study to the subject,
Representing a comparticularly with reference to rebuilt cars.
pany which owns and operates cars, I am not ready, without
:

:

We

:
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chance to give further .'itudy to this sulijcct, to vote one way or
such a motion, and
think, without eslablishing
some rule as to how your scrap values and similar matters are
to be arrived at, we never would settle for a cir.
do not
think this convention is in any shape to act on .i mutiou now,
;\utl
think we had belter go ;iIoiig for aiiollur \iar wilb what
wi- have at the present time.
Mr. Gaines: The committee has worked out the scrap value
and it lias gi\eii averages. The proposed amendment is superior til the old melbods of the 60 per cent limit, and has some
rational basis at the liotiom of it, which the other has not, and
we must adopt some rule for handling the business this year.
Mr. Goodnow: If you can arrive at some standard of value
for cars, you are right, iiut in the absence of that.
believe a
car built in 1913 will earn as much money as one built in 1915,
and there is a wide line of settlement on the original values of
the other on

1

I

I

I

these cars.

Mr.
life

Do you mean

l'"uller:

would accept

yf)u

14 years as the

of a steel car?
i)art of the report does not agree with my
willing to ride with that part of the report.
It does not seem right to put the period of life of

Mr. Gaines:

That

experience, but
Mr. Fuller:

am

I

steel car, gondola or hopper, at 14 years, when the figures
.liow that the life is 17 years as an average. Every one knows
that if the steel car is taken care of it has many more years of

a

life

than 14 or 17 years.

Mr. Tatum: Some of the railroad companies are tearing down
and settling for a car which was in bad condition, rather than
to rebuild a car.

Suppose the car

a tinal conclusion.

20,

a

to the car that

true with the

June

and

it has been maintained in
goes on a road and it is
damaged, and the managers of the road say- "We will settle for
this car, we will not repair it.
There is $200 worth of scrap
in it, it will cost us $300 to repair it.
By settling for it we will
save $100, and we will settle for it." I do not think that is good
will
and I am sure that is what
happen if Mr. Gaines' motion

is

17 years old,

fairly good, serviceable condition.

It

—

prevails.

Mr. Goodnow
Under Mr. Gaines's motion the scrap value is
the only thing to be considered, and it reflects back to the value
of the car as it is estalilished under an arbitrary figure, and as
it is represented in value on the books of the company.
The present rates of depreciation are too high.
R. L. Kleine
Mr. Gaines wants to extend the life of the car to a longer
period instead of 60 per cent of the value of the car he wants
to extend it to 80 per cent, or 100 per cent less the scrap
:

:

—

That means anywhere between 15 and 20 per cent. The
committee has found that the life of the average wooden car,
torn down as worn out, is about 20 years. We have data on
wooden cars, but in connection with the steel cars, we have not
any such data. We have steel cars build in 1898, which are now
20 years old, but we have not torn down a single one of these
cars on account of being worn out.
value.

If

we

wooden car, as
the committee, and run the depreciation to 80

establish 20 years as the life for the

recommended by

per cent of the value of the car, that will give 4 per cent a year
depreciation. In the case of the steel car, we do not know what
it is, and no matter how much investigation is made, we have to
wait until the end of the normal life of the car to determine it.
will have to estimate it for the present.
Suppose a car has been running
J. H. Milton (Rock Island)
15 years.
Do I understand that we will depreciate that car on a
20-year basis, notwithstanding the fact that we may have prac-

We

:

and spent $700 or $800 on the car, reinevery way, and added years of life to it? It seems
to me when that amount of money is spent on a car we change
the life of the car and in my opinion it should be considered as
a new piece of equipment.
L. K. Sillcox (C. M. & St. P.)
I want to point out one of
tically rebuilt the car,

forced

it

in

:

the conditions prevailing today.

We

settle

on a car

basis,

ac-

cording to the cheapest method, we either fix the car up to stand
the pull, or settle with the owner, and our experience has been
that we have a vast majority of steel cars on our hands for
which we have settled. The committee has reported a less rate
of depreciation than that which was formerly used, and I think it
is on the right track.
We had to use figures based on informa-

which was furnished.
evidence which has been submitted with respect to the
steel cars does not cover a long enough experience, and shows
cars taken out of the service which have a short life naturally.
tion

The

June

20,
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There are cars running in the lUinois territory which have eight
years of service, and that is the normal condition in the coal
traffic in that section, whereas if you take the same cars out in
Colorado, wliere the conditions are not so severe, the same type
of car miglit run 15 years, and yet be in good shape. The point
that we are settling for cars today which
I want to make is this
arc in good shape, because it is the cheapest way to do it. A lot
of these cars could be continued in service if there w'as a less
rate of depreciation prevailing.
E. S. Way (Gen. American Tank Car Corp'n)
I do not think
it is wise to take any hasty action on the amended motion liefore
us.
I wish to offer another amendment, that the subject be referred back to the committee for further consideration, and that
the committee give weight to the value of a tank car, as well as
the scrap value, and allow for the maintenance of the car.
Under the present rate of depreciation, which I
Mr. Calkins
think is too high, a car at the rate of 5.5 per cent depreciation
reaches the 40 per cent limit in Wi/4 year; at the 4.5 per cent rate
of depreciation, it reaches the 40 per cent limit in 13.3 years; at
the 5 per cent rate of depreciation, it reaches the 40 per cent
limit in 12 years, and at the 4 per cent rate of depreciation, it
reaches the 40 per cent limit in 15 years. I believe the work of
the committee should go further, and take up the question and
determine the facts regarding the rebuilt car.
Mr. Alilton
Take a steel car that costs $1500 when you
bought it, and it is depreciated down to $500.
repair it and
use $1000 worth of good material with $500 of partly worn-out
material; it has only 3 or 4 years more life. Is it policy to do
this?
It would appear to be better to tear it down and build a
new one.
Mr. Way: Perhaps it will clear up the situation if an amendment is made to the effect that, instead of accepting the rate of
depreciation as worked out by the committee based on the data
compiled, to let the present rate of depreciation stand, and refer
the matter back to the committee for continued consideration
as to the actual point of depreciation. I make that as an amendment to the motion.
The Chairman
It is not within our province to settle the
The
rate of the value of the car under the present operation.
corporate interests value the car, and any rate change, one way
I would
or the other, can only be done with their consent.
suggest that you keep that in mind when we undertake to make

—

:

:

:

We

:

any change
it

is

not

this year,

my

and

intention

to

I

want

to say, that as chairman, that

allow any of

these

motions to be

passed, if it is in my power to have them withdrawn.
In the first place, this matter will have to be referred to letter
ballot to change any method of value of a scrapped car.
have always had two methods of depreciation, and the reason we

We

have had these two methods, is because one covered a worn-out
and the other covered a destroyed car, and we had the two
methods to prevent the very thing Mr. Sillcox told us about^
that many cars have been destroyed because they could be paid
for more cheapely than they could be repaired.
I hope that some one will make a motion to take the place of
these amendments, so that a proper vote can be taken with regard to the matter. We had better go on, in my opinion, as we
are, for another year, and let the committee put further study

car,

to the subject.
It

is

to think of limiting the life of a steel car to

17

years
I would say that 25 years is the life of a steel car, on the
average. I think that 20 or 22 years is the life of a wooden car.
Thirteen years is not anywhere nearly long enough for the life
of a steel car, unless it has been abused and practically thrown
away. I do not want to see anything passed that is wrong, and
we had better accept what we have until we get something better, rather than adopt something we have not the authority to do.
Mr. Fuller
I approve of everything you have said, Mr. Chairman. I cannot afford, and I do not think there is anybody in
this room who can afford, to vote on the period of 15 or 17
.

:

who made

preciation, but simply changes the rate from 5.3 to 4.3 per cent.
That is perfectly safe. The only reason the question of the

of cars was brought up here was on account of the
change attempted to be made in the rate, and if you make that
change you must take into consideration the value of the cars.
Mr. Way's amendment does not take into consideration the

value

value of the cars at
rate of depreciation.

but simply takes into consideration the

all,

Air Gaines: I move that the report of the committee be
received, and that the committee be continued for another
year to take up all these questions which we have discussed;
that we maintain the old rule which we hive for the ensuing year, pending another report from the committee at
next year's convention.
C. E. Spoor (B. & S.): I want to say that for the past
month or two I have been making an inspection of the
equipment on our roads, and I found that we could repair
the cars at our home shops at less than $200 in two instances,
and from these facts I do not believe the steel car equip-

ment should be put below 20 years. I think it should be
extended longer. I believe the committee should be continued.
F. W. Brazier (N. Y. C. Lines): We have had some
steel cars on our lines that have gone to pieces in less than
12 years. It makes a big difference what service the cars
are in.
I ask Mr. Kleine what service the cars are in that
have been on his road for 20 years in coal service?
Mr. Kleine: Yes, the cars go to tidewrater daily.
Mr. Brazier: I believe the best car ever built, with steel
underframe, will not survive the coal business.
Mr. Sillcox: One of the difficulties the committee was
confronted with, and one of the matters which made it so
confusing for the committee to arrive at a conclusion, was
the fact that we labored with the question of depreciation
without giving due consideration to the question of rebuilding.
You cannot consider one without the other, because
one takes in the question of repairs and of maintenance,
and I think now that the opportunity has been given to
give consideration to the rebuilding feature that the committee can work with a great deal more freedom. The fact
remains that there has not been enough experienc had with
the steel car to date in order to arrive at definite conclusions.
It is a question of type of construction employed,
whether of wood or steel, which enters into this question,
and we must solve that feature before we can solve the
general question.

—

There are classes of steel cars in service today not as
good as wooden cars. There were a lot of general service
cars built in 1912 to sell and Jiot to give long service.
Chairman: The first steel cars operated on the Central
Railroad of New Jersey were bought in 1901. These cars
are still in service, with the original sides, most of them;
new bottoms and hoppers in most cases, and they are good
for eight or ten years more.
Mr Fuller: I would like to make a motion that the committee's report be received, so far as the 3 per cent, depreciation is concerned, and that the report then be returned
to the committee for further consideration.
Prof. W. F. M. Goss Before the question is put, I would like
to say that we all fully understand that the depreciation which
is
discussed by the committee is really a depreciation of
investment, not of a car, and I make that distinction because
there are other uses of depreciation which we sometimes wish
to employ, which would lead us to a different result from that
which is reached by the committee. You are trying to determine the diminished value of your investment, of your car. and
hence you credit your scrap values, but suppose I wish to determine the rate at which new cars are to be built, because of the
losses through depreciation, then there is no scrap value that I
can take into account, and I must work upon the basis of
cars put out of service from depreciation, that is, through the
using up of their life tenure.
The point I wish to make is, that in fixing the value for
depreciation, as the committee has recommended, and as is
contemplated by this motion, we are depreciating investment,
and not cars.
The motion, that the committee's report be received so far as
the 3 per cent depreciation is concerned, and that the report
be returned to the committee for further consideration, was put
to vote and unanimously carried.
:

wrong

years as the
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for a steel car.

life

this

motion,

I will

If

Mr. Hennessey

ask him to withdraw

is

the

man

it.

My

only motion was to receive the report
Mr. Hennessey:
of the committee and open it for discussion. I have no motion
before the house. Mr. Gaines has a motion pending.

Mr. Gaines
I will withdraw my motion.
Mr. Goodnow
As I seconded Mr. Way's amendment, I do
not understand that it has anything in view except to change
the rate of depreciation which is arbitrarily established by the
M. C. B. rules. It does not change the time allowed for de:

:

—
:

:
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Revision of Passenger Car Rules of Interchange
coMMirTiK

T

vision
(ai-

anil

11

C

shcmlil

to coiiforTn

whatever changes
Article

con-

for

diaiiKi's

clianjj;<-'(l

Iration

the

:

Sections A,
1)0

the

siihniits

Iviik's

lulliiwiiiK

sideration

on

I'assi'nvor

(if

tlic

with
Arhi-

t'oinmittce makes in
II of the freiRht car

rules.

Add a Section "D" to read
as follows: "It will no longer
necessary to apportion
i)e
among interested carriers the
expense of heating, lighting,
cleaning, etc., of passenger
train equipment employed in
through service over railroads under I-'ederal control.

not

if both
wheels are turned off to correspond."
9. Make the third line of paranraph "C" read "Mantles,
burners, domes, globes." Add a |)aragraph "E" to read as
follows: "Illuminating oils, water and ice are not a line expense.
Coal, wood and charcoal are not a line expense unless
used as specified in paragrapli 'H' for cars in line service. (See
note below.)"
Make jjaragraph (4) read as follows: "Coal,
wood, charcoal, water and ice.
(Such items furnished private
or business cars shall be charged against the car owner.)"
Rule 13. The labor rate referred to in answer to the question
in the interpretation should be changed to 68 cents, instead of

defective,

Rule

tij)s,

.SS

cents.

Rule
Rule

17.

Omit

19.

Add

the words "Not in line service" in the first line.
a sentence immediately after the third line to
read as follows: "Original record of repairs and billing information shall be prepared as required in the freight car rules."

"Note. Under Section 'D.' items per Rules 6 'C and 'I),' 9
and 10, also other expenses chargeable to I. C. C. Account 402
Train Supplies and Expenses, shall not be billed for as between
roads under Federal control, nor shall owners be billed for
items mentioned in Rule 7 'C when such items are chargeable
to Account 402.
'.^ny Federal controlled road incurring any expense as above
in connection with throu.nh service in which a non-Federal con-

Rule 20. If the percentages in the freight car rules are
changed, those mentioned in this rule should be changed to correspond.
Rule 21. Labor on repairs (Item 20) should be changed from
58 cents to 68 cents per hour.
Rule 22. Make a third note on page 204 to read as follows
"Material not listed above, but listed in Rule 101 of the freight
car rules (if same as that used on freight cars), shall be
charged at prices shown in Rule 101. All other material to be
charged at net store department cost, except material ordered
from car owner, which shall be handled in accordance with
Rule 122 of the freight car rules."
The report is signed by H. H. Harvey (Chairman), Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy C. J. Nelson, Chicago & Northwestern;
W. R. McMunn, New York Central; J. E. Mehan, Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul T. J. Boring, Pennsylvania, and C. J.

trolled road participates will bill direct against the latter for

Forrester,

H. H. Harvey

Chairman

.\

fair

pense
against any non-Federal

mad

proportion of the exshould
charged
be

which participates

in the

through

service."

—

its

Any non-Federal controlled road
fair proportion of expense.
incurring expense in connection with items mentioned in Rule
7 'C w-ill bill direct against car owner."
Rule 7. If the Wheel Committee makes provision for a change
in Item 4, paragraph F (tread worn hollow), this rule should be
changed to comply with their report.
Rule 8. If Freight Car Rule 32 is changed by the Arbitration Committee, paragraph "A" should be changed to correspond.
Add a paragraph at the end of Section "F" to read as follows
''The above provisions shall govern any loss or increase of
service metal on account of the mate wheel, even if same is

;

;

Grand Trunk.

Discussion

A

motion that the report be adopted was carried.
The
meeting then adjourned to 9.30 o'clock Thursday morning.

The Thursday Morning

Session

The Thursday morning session was called to order at 9.40
by Chairman Chambers. It immediately proceeded to a consideration of committee reports.

Report of Committee on Car Wheels
E R T

C

.X

1

N

RECOMMENDA-

TIONS have been made
by manufacturers of
wrought-steel
and
wheels
referred to this committee.

Among them

is

one, that the

diameter wrought-steel
wheel be eliminated from our
standards, it being stated that
the number of wheels of
f''''s
diameter manufactured
is
small and that in many
38-in.

A-'^^mfr'

^k

1

^^^^^

^^^^^^^,

^^^M ^ ^^^^^^^^f
^^^K j^[^^^^^^KF
yf^^m -V^^^^^^^B^
Vhj> JK^^^KKfr
"**

.^^HH^^^

cases

the 36-in. wlieel could

used.

The

committee

sufficient

formation
ing

to

definite

makrecommenda-

justify

tions at this time, but arrangements will be made to
obtain
this information, meanW. C. A. Henry
while the use of the 38-in.
Chairman
wheel should be discouraged.
It has been recommended that the limit of wear groove for
wrought-steel wheels be located yi in. from the inside of the
in. as at present, it being that the
rim of the wheel instead of

K

thickness of metal would be sufficient to afford the necessary
strength. Other questions than the strength of the wheel are involved, namely, maintenance of draw bar height, truck clearance,
and effectiveness of brakes with increased range in diameter of
wheels. The committee, therefore, requests that the members
give this subject consideration in order to reply to a circular of
inquiry that will be sent out.
The question has been raised as to whether the standard wheel
circumference measure, sheet M. C. B.-16B, should have the
points indicating the normal circumference of the 33-in. and
36-in. wheels located on the tape when laid out flat, or whether a
correction should be made for the tape thickness there being a
difference of y'lo in., or more than one tape size, depending upon
which way the tape is laid off. In playing out the wheel circumference measure, due correction should be made for the tape
thickness and in order that absolute uniformity may be obtained
the Executive Committee has decided that the association obtain
standard rings of 33-in. and 36-in. diameter these rings to be
certified by the Bureau of Standards and used in cases of dispute to check wheel tapes. The committee was instructed to prepare a design and mounting for these rings and they are submitted herewith (exhibit A).
The specifications for wrought-steel wheels permit a variation
of five tape sizes under and nine tape sizes over the size called
It is felt desirable to provide for these additional tape
for.
;

;

:
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and 38-in. wheels by adding to the spaces
for taping cast-iron wheels. The continuous markings on the upper side of the tape would then be used for mating
worn wheels. Exhibit B shows the recommendations of the
sizes for 33-in., 36-in.

now provided

committee as

to

how

this

could be carried out.

pass the M. C. B. test the first letter of the initials of the purchasing road be chipped of? with the idea of stopping the practice
claimed to exist to a certain extent of roads purchasing rejected
wheels. It is felt that action of this sort is desirable, but that the

C in the legend M. C. B. be chipped ofif for the reason that,
being located on the outside of the wheel it can be more readily
seen than if a letter on the inside, where the purchaser's name is
placed, were chipped off. Furthermore, wheels not coming up to
letter

The following note should be inserted on sheet M. C. B.-16B
The linear dimensions shown represent measurements of the actual circumference of the wheel

1591

and not the straight length of the

OH MAD£. OF STCCL. >4/V^
TO B€. u/GMTL.r ^JV/V£jAi-£.0 j</VO
>)//? C00l-£.0 BSFORC FlfJ^C TURfJI^/O
7-/?£y»a & f^ffO/^T OF Fi-/^ivoc: to BCi

R/f^GS TO

S£.CT/ON A-A
Exhibit
tape.
flat,

A.—Wheel

Circumference Measure Test Rings for

Graduations are to be spaced Vf, in. apart with the tape laid
and the space between lines 157 and 158 on the upper side

of the tape

to coincide with the space representing tape size
3 for the 33-in. diameter cast-iron wheels.
is

No.

Rule 76 of the Rules of Interchange reads as follows "Tread
if the tread is worn sufficiently. hollow to render the
flange or rim liable to breakage." It is the opinion of the committee that the meaning of this rule is not clear and subject to
:

worn hollow;

Exhibit

B.— Additional

wide variation in actual application; it having been found that
many wheels are being withdrawn on account of tread wear without the wear being sufficient to injure the wheel. The committee

recommends that a gage, as shown in exhibit C, be used in determining whether or not a wheel should be condemned on account
of tread worn hollow a wheel not to be condemned on this account unless the projection on the underside of the gage does not
;

come
It

and

36-in.

Wheels

M. C. B. requirements cannot be considered M. C. B. wheels.
The committee, therefore, recommends that the following clause
be a'dded to the specifications for cast-iron wheels under the
heading "Rejection," paragraph 16: (d) In all cases where
wheels are rejected the letter C must be chipped out of the
legend M. C. B. on the outside face of each wheel. It is further
recommended by the committee that a rule be inserted in the Rules
of Interchange prohibiting acceptance, in interchange of a car.

Spaces to be Added to Standard Wheel Circumference Measure Tape for Taping

Wrought

in contact with the tread of the wheel.
has been recommended that a clause be inserted in our specirequiring that in case of cast-iron wheels failing to

fications,

33-in.

Steel

Wheels

letter C chipped out of the
legend M. C. B.
The Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels
advises that all information thus far available indicates the superiority of the arch design of plate adopted in 1917, for the 700
and 850 lb. wheels over what has been considered our standard
design of plate. It is our feeling, however, that another year
should be allowed to elapse in order to accumulate more information before considering the re-design of the 625 and 725 lb.

any of the wheels of which have the

wheels.
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The report is siniu-d tiy \V. C. A. lii-iiry (Cliairman), Pennsylvania Lines; K. J. Hrennan, CliicaKo, Milwaukee & St. Paul;
W. 11. Winterrowd, Canadian Pacilic; J. A. I'ilclur, Norfolk
MAKK LINK ON CACS AT

Exhibit

&

THIS POINT

C— Wheel Tread Worn

Hollow Gage

Western: O.

C. Cromwell, Haltimore & Ohio; J. M. ShackDelaware, Lackawanna & Western H. E. Smith, United
States Railroad .Xdniinistration
C. T. Ripley, Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe. and R. K. Jackson, Virginian.

ford,

;

;

Discussion
At the conclusion of the report, Mr. Henry said; The committee would like to supplement its report by recommending
that

we submit to letter ballot the following items:
The standard rings referred to in our report as

exhibit A;
the modified wheel circumference measure referred to in our
report as exhibit B 3, the gage for determining tread wear referred to in our report as exhibit C 4, the modification of the
wheel specifications to require the letter C to be chipped from
condemned wheels 5, provide in the Rules of Interchange to
1.

2,

;

;

;

prohibit accepting cars, any wheel of which has

chipped

had the

letter

C

oflf.

A

motion that the report be accepted and opened for discussion, and the questions suggested submitted to letter ballot

was carried.
Mr. Gaines

Referring to the recommendation of the commit-

20, 1919

chipping ofF the letter "C." While I believe that
to do, 1 wonder if you won't throw a lot of work
on our interchange inspectors to examine every wheel and see
whether they have the "C" on them or not. I would like to hear
from the committee whether they think they ran carry tliat out
or not. The principle is good.
Mr. Henry: It was not tliought tiiat that will place very
much of a burden on the inspector. The wheels arc supposed
to be carefully looked after in interchange, and the fact that
these letters are large and on the outside plate, should not place
any appreciable amount of work on the inspectors.
Mr. Brazier: The idea is all right, but I would like to know
iiow llie inspector, with four or five inches of sncnv or ice on
the wheels, will be able to sec it.
The inspector condemning
the wheels having the "C" cut out is all right, but there may be
some unprincipled people that will buy them and use them over
again, and the idea of the committee is to overcome this by
having the inspectors reject them. I can see how that would
work in the summer, but it will be rather difficult in the winter,
with snow and ice on the wheels.
Mr. Tollerton: I would like to ask the chairman of the
committee, if he has any guarantee that the inspector will chip
the "C" off the wheel. I think they will have car repairers do
it, so that might involve the question of expense.
Mr. Henry: It was the idea that the letter "C" would be
chipped from the wheels at the place of manufacture. Some
roads now require one of the initials of their legend to be
chipped off wheels which are manufactured for them, and which
fail to pass the test.
The removal of that letter should be
done at the point of manufacture of the wheel and nowhere
tee, relative to
is

a

Rood thing

else.

Mr. Goodnow:
go to letter

have just one question about the two items
Will that not be too late to get in the
The results of letter ballots are not
generally known at the time the rules are printed in interchange.
The items that go in the rules are usually passed by the vote
of the floor here, rather than by letter ballot, so as to get
that

I

ballot.

Rules of Interchange?

them in in time.
Chairman: The Secretary informs me that they
all

right, that

our

will be in
goes out earlier than formerly.
If there are no other questions, we will

letter ballot

will be included.
declare the subject closed.
It

:
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Standard Blocking for Cradles of Car Dumping Machines

T
I

HE COMMITTEE appointed
to make recommendations covering standard
for cradles of car

blocking

dumping machines has found
by observation of the operation of the machines equipped
with the present M. C. B.
blocking that cars receive
more or less damage while
passing through the machines.
The railroad mechanical department, with the co-operation of the heads of various
industries in the coal and ore
district, after experimenting
with several types of blocking, developed what we consider the most suitable blocking for protecting the various
types of cars now being hanChairman
dled on the car dumper.
This blocking consists of vertical posts covered with horizontal
planking.
This arrangement furnishes the greatest possible
bearing surface for the side of the car, which is one of the
most important requirements. The proposed blocking can be
renewed at less expense than the old style, as it is only necessary to renew the planking at the places where it wears out,
while with the present M. C. B. blocking it is necessary, in some
cases, to renew the heavy vertical posts when they become worn.
Provision is made to take care of projecting grabirons, ladders
J.

McMuUen

and the ends of winding bars by omitting a part of the 3-in.
planking at the B end and near the center of the cradle wall.
The planking is also omitted between the first and second posts
at the A end of the machine so that short cars may be handled
nearer the center of the cradle, this to be accomplished by spotThe
ting the car with the side ladder between the two posts.
long cars are to be spotted with the ladder outside of the end
This post is to be faced with 3-in. timber to make the
post.
Railroads operating cars having
face flush with the planking.
the top side angle projecting beyond the face of the car side
may cut a horizontal recess 6 in. wide and 3 in. deep in the face
of the blocking at the point of contact with the angle.
The matter of applying a metal plate to the face of the posts
above the planking to prevent wear of the facing on the posts
All
is left optional with the company operating the machine.
fastenings, such as bolts, lags, spikes, etc., shall have heads
flush or below the face of the blocking. The distance from the
center of the track to the face of the planking should be made
5 ft. 9 in. (where possible) when the cradle is in the normal
position. A guide plate should be located as shown on the drawing at the B end of the cradle to prevent damage to the blocking by cars having sides bulged too wide to clear.
The planking directly under the clamps should not extend
more than 6 ft. 7 in. above the top of the rail in order that the
clamp may drop low enough to engage the top of low side cars.
The spacing of the vertical posts will have to be governed to
some extent by the construction of the cradle, but they should not
be spaced further apart than 3 ft. centers where possible, with
the exception of the first two at the A end, which should be
spaced not less than 2 ft. 6 in. between the posts, as shown on
The bottom ends of the posts should be tapered
the drawing.
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to prevent material falling onto the cradle from lodging against
them when the cradle is overturned. Oak lumber is recommended for the planking on the face of the posts.
The report is signed by Jas. McMullen (Chairman), Erie;
Tatum, United States
J. W. Senger, New York Central; J. J.

as
it
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recommended

practice

it

would be better than

to

adopt

as a standard.

T. W. Demarest (Pennsylvania Lines): The question of
proper blocking on coal-dumping machines is a more serious
and important proposition than you may realize. The rail-

Blocking Suggested for Protecting Cars on Car Dumping Machines
George Durham, Wheeling & Lake
Railroad Administration
Erie; T. W. Demarest, Pennsylvania Lines; J. E. Davis, Hocking Valley; G. M. Gray, Bessemer & Lake Erie, and J. A.
Pilcher, Norfolk & Western.
;

Discussion

W.

Brazier: This committee has gone to a great deal of
trouble in compiling this report, and it seems that some of the
men who handle the machines ought to make some statement
concerning them. Our road does not handle them, but I think
when a committee has worked as hard as this committee, and
has presented such a report, that some one should say whether
the report is right or wrong, and in that way encourage the
committee.
F.

George W. Rink (C. R. of N. J.)
I would like to have an
interpretation of what is meant by the "A" end of the cradle
and the "B" end of the cradle; does "A" end signify the approaching end, that is, the end in which the car is delivered, because the lay-out of the blocking has a bearing on which end
:

you are going to work from?
The "B" end of the cradle is the approachJames McMullen
ing end. In the case of the "A" end of the cradle, you will note
the first post is five feet from the end of the cradle. This is so
arranged in order to clear the ladder from the end of the
coupler to the inside of the ladder, and for that purpose we leave
that five feet, and consider that will take care of long cars.
Many of the people operating these machines do not like to
have all of the cars dumped, long and short cars, at one end of
the machine, they said they wanted to get the short cars nearer
to the center, and therefore we leave a space of 2 ft. 6 in. between the first and second posts, so that the short cars could
be located nearer the center, and allow the ladder to drop into
this recess between the first and second posts.
F. F. Gaines (U. S. R. A.)
Is it the intention of the con:>:

:

mittee that the report shall be submitted as recommended pracI think we should have
tice, or shall be adopted as a standard?
a definite

recommendation from the committee as

to

what

is

to

be done with the report.

We

have submitted this report in the form
James McMullen:
of a statement of general information on the subject, and placed
The report may be adopted as recit before the association.
ommended practice, and tried out for a while, although the
methods which are described in the paper have been in service
for some time in the Youngstown district.
report be made
I
recommended practice, because there is constant changing
in the design of equipment in the way of capacity.
In the
Pennsylvania cars which are on exhibition here there is
some difference in the lay-out, and it may be necessary to
make other changes. If the report is approved and adopted

Mr. Tatum:

would suggest that

this

roads operating along the lakes and throughout the steel
territories come "in contact with coal and ore-dumping machines.
Cars are run on the cradle, the cradle is lifted and
clamps thrown over the cars, and the cars turned upside
down. In the operation of dumping the car lies on its side,
and unless the side of the car is properly supported at the
time it is being dumped there is a great deal of damage
done to it. That includes not only the side of the equipment, but perhaps safety appliances and other attachmerrts

on the sides of the

car.

Some

four or five years ago the Erie, the Baltimore &
Ohio, and the Pennsylvania tried to get together with a
view of having the dumping machines at the mills and the
docks blocked in a standard manner. The blocking used on
machines was all different, and the result was that while
one machine was properly blocked, others were so blocked
that cars were being badly damaged.
The basis for the recommendations made by this committee is the blocking which was worked out experimentally and has been in service on some of the machines for
over three years. This method has been so arranged as
to avoid, as far as possible, damaging the car, and in severe
cases it will almost straighten up the side of the car.
The association ought to receive this report, and the
matter should be submitted to letter ballot with a view
to adopting
tant item.

it

recommended

as

practice.

It is a

very impor-

Samuel Lynn (P. & L. E.) I concur in what Mr. Demarest
said.
For several years we have had more or less trouble
in the Pittsburgh district, on account of the dumping machines.
The committee has worked up a very good report
and a method to protect our cars when they are going over
:

the machines.
I would like to ask an explanation
J. J. Ewing (C. & O.)
of this guide plate.
I don't quite understand the construction of it.
Mr. McMullen: The guide plate is to be applied at the
"B" end of the machine, bevelled off to guide wide cars into
the machine, so that they won't damage the end of the
planking when entering. Perhaps it would have been well
if we had shown a detailed sketch of this guide plate.
However, we can arrange to have that shown so that it will
appear in the proceedings.
Mr. Rink:
happen to be unfortunate, I presume, in just
getting two McMyler machines in operation, to find that the
blocking does not check with this proposition.
They have
installed a square section of blocking, and I am wondering
whether it could be changed to this type without any great
•xpense, if we should find that the square type arrangement will
»ot prove satisfactory.
Mr. McMullen I believe it can be changed to come pretty
:

We

:
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will wcir imiI
you will have to renew it aiiUiow.
Mr. Rink Tlic present installation

close to this lay-out.

slum

a

in

lime, so that

a larne square block,
setting lengthwise, with a iieavy anfjlc iron frame, and we would
liave to make some cliauKes to the franic l)efure we couhl ;iiii>Iy
two thicknesses of material.
:

is

and Tests

Specifications

which

subjects

reviewed

,0)1^

the

past

recommends that
changes be made in the sevcral specifications, as shown

I^^B

>'-«"'

^^^^
H^^^

.

during

w^ere

''"'^

under the respective exhibits.
All references to page numbers relate to the 1918 Pro-

Exhibit
lo

Tlie

supercede

the

present

Specifications for Galvanized

Sheets

M. Waring
Chairman

for

I'reight

Passenger

Equipment

and
Cars,

page 1042, as Standard.

Specifications for Galvanized Sheets for Passenger and
Freight Equipment Cars.
(Standard)
cover galvanized steel and
iron sheets for use on passenger and freight equipment cars.

Scope.

1.

— Tliese

— (a)

Manufacture.

sheet material may be either open-hearth
mild steel, or puddled iron made wholly from pig iron.
(1)) All sheets shall be thoroughly cleaned and then galvanized
with a coating of not less than 1.5 oz. of zinc per square foot.
II.

The

Physical Properties and Tests.

—

(a) A test specimen shall stand bending
around a mandrel, the diameter of which is
equal to twice the thickness of the specimen, and straighten,
without cracking or flaking of the coating on either side of the
3.

Bend

double on

Tests.

A

material.

Sheets of Gage No. 26 and less in thickness shall doubleseam without cracking of the sheet or coating.
4. Test Specimens.
Specimens eight inches in length by two
inches in width shall be cut from the center of a sheet selected
at random from each lot of 1,000 sheets or fraction thereof, for
(c)

lock

—

test purposes.
III.
Permissible Variations in Weight.
Permissible Variations. The weight of the finished sheets
shall not vary more than 2^/2 per cent either way from that
shown in Table 1.

—

5.

TABLE
Weight

1.

of Galvanized Sheets.

Weight Per Square Foot,
United States Standard Gaee Number.

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

— The

anmj 1'"i.msh.

sheets shall

conform

to tlie

gage and

V. Marking.
Marking.- -The finished sheets shall, when ready for shi])ment, be properly marked with the name or brand of the manufacturer and a lot number for identification.
S.

Inspection and Rejection.

VI.

conform

to

— (Same as paragraph 7 of 1918 specifications.)
— (a) Sheets represented by samples which

fail

the requirements of these specifications will be

rejected.

Sheets which, subsequent to tests and inspection at the
and their acceptance, show black spots, inferior galvanizing, improper trimming or other defects will be
rejected and shall be replaced by the manufacturer.
11. Rehearing.
Samples tested in accordance with Section 9
(b), which represent rejected material, shall be preserved for
two weeks from the date of the test report. In case of dissatisfaction with results of tests, the manufacturer may make claim
for a rehearing within that time.
(b)

mills or elsewhere

—

Exhibit B.
The following

revision to supersede the present Specifications for Miscellaneous Steel Castings for Passenger and Freight
Equipment Cars (Recommended Practice), Specifications for
Cast-Steel Truck Sides (Recommended Practice) and Specifications for Cast-Steel Bolsters (Recommended Practice), pages
1029,

499 and 502, respectively.

Annealed Carbon Steel Castings for
Passenger and Freight Equipment Cars.

Specifications for

itself

specimen.
(b)
test specimen shall bend twice in the same direction,
first around a mandrel the diameter of which is equal to fifteen
times the thickness of the specimen, and straighten, and then
bend flat on itself and straighten, without cracking of the base

16
17
18
19

(M. C. B.)

specifications

I.

Process.

heavy

—

2.

2.

is

The finished sheets shall be properly galvanizc'l,
7. Finish.
be free from blackened and acid si)ots and surface defects.

to

revision

perhaps your hlockinj?

1919

size ordered.

Inspection.
10. Rejection.

A

following

th;il

Workmanship

\'.

Workmanship.

9.

1.

F.

1

6.

ceedings.

^^^^^

j

llniik

I

for Materials

report covering the

its

r^

i\l(MiiII(ri:

20,

enou^li lliere, sd that you could reduce the posts sufTicicntly
to compensate for the horizontal planking that would be applied
on the face of tiic posts.
A motion that tlie report he submitted to letter Iiallul for
recommeiulcd practice was carried.

COMMITTEK SUBMITS

TIIK

jf-'

.Mr.

June

:

Oz.
42.5
38.5
34.5
30.5
26.5
24.5
22.5
20.5
18.5
16.5
14.5
13.5
12.5
11.5
10.5

(Recommended

Practice)

—

Scope. These specifications cover all steel castings for
passenger and freight equipment cars, including couplers, truck
bolsters, truck side frames, yokes and miscellaneous castings.
1.

I.

—

Process. The steel
ble or electric process.
2t

Heat Treatment.

Manufacture.
be made by

may

the open-hearth, cruci-

—

Castings shall be allowed to become cold
3.
They shall then be uniformly reheated to the proper temperature to refine the grain and allowed to cool uniformly and slowly.
If, in the opinion of the purchaser or his representative, a casting is not properly annealed, he may at his option require the
casting to be re-annealed.
II.

Chemical Properties and Tests.

—

Chemiccil Composition. The steel shall conform to the
following requirements as to chemical composition:
4.

Carbon
Manganese

0.20-0.37 per
not over 0.75 per
not over 0.05 per
not over 0.05 per

Phosphorus
Sulphur

—

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

5. Ladle Analyses.
An analysis of each melt of steel shall
be made by the manufacturer to deter mine the percentage of
carbon, manganese, phosphorus and sulphur. This analysis shall
be made from drillings taken at least J4 in- beneath the surface
of a test ingot obtained during the pouring of the melt. The
chemical composition thus determined shall be reported to the
purchaser or his representative, and shall conform to the requirements specified in Section 4.
.A check analysis may be made by the
6. Check Analyses.
purchaser from the broken tension test specimen or from a

—

:

June
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The chemical compofinished casting representing each melt.
sition thus determined shall conform to the requirements speciDrilHngs for analysis shall be taken- not less
fied in Section 4.
than J4

in-

beneath the surface of the casting.
PHV.SICAI. Properties

III.
7.

Tension Tests.

lowing

— (a)

The

minimum requirements

Tensile strength,

per

lb.

sq.

in

Elastic limit, lb. per sq. in
Yield point, lb. per sq. in
Elongation in 2 in., per cent
Keduction of area, per cent

steel

and Tests.

shall

conform

melt that the failed bar represents, and the other four melts of
the group thall be tested individually.
(b) In case of small orders for bolsters, truck sides, draft
arms, yokes or castings weighing over ISO lb., where the size of
order and the available pattern and foundry equipment are such

more than five castings can be cast in any one melt,
the physical properties as required in Section 7 may be determined from an extra or spare test coupon cast with and attached to some other casting from the same melt.
(c) If there is a period of more than six months between
shipments of the class of castings covered by these specifications, then each melt shall be tested individually until 15 consecutive melts have been accepted, after which the melts may
that not

to

the

fol-

as to tensile properties
65,000
0.4 Tensile StrenRth
0.45 Tensile Strength

1,600,000
•

1595

Not under 22 per

cent.

Tensile Strength
35

(b) Either the elastic limit or the yield point, but not both,
The elastic limit shall be determined by
shall be determined.
an extensometer and the yield point by the drop of the beam of
the testing machine.
(c) The yield point, or the elastic limit, shall be determined
at a cross-head speed not to exceed Vs in. per minute, and tensile
strength at a speed not exceeding 1]^ in. per minute.
In the case of orders
8. Alternative Tests to Destruction.
including only castings not exceedings 150 lb. in weight, a test
casting
100
castings or smaller
for each
to destruction on one
This test shall
lot may be substituted for the tension tests.
show the material to be ductile, free from injurious defects,
and suitable for the purpose intended.

—

again be grouped as in paragraph (a).
(d) If one or more melts are rejected each succeeding melt
shall be tested individually until 15 consecutive melts have been
accepted, after which melts may again be grouped as in para-

graph (a).
12.

Number

of

Tests.— (a) One tension

If

the

is

less

Dimensions.

missible variations

Filleted
Shoulders
qr Threaded

L>

0.606-

_i
r— 2"

Gage Length

Ends.

H

made

Permissible Vari.\tions.

—The

dimensions shall conform to the perthe drawings.
one
14. Weight.— The normal weight of the castings of any
design .shall be determined from the actual weight of at least
The weight of individual
50 castings weighed at one time.
castings shall not vary more than 5 per cent over or 3 per cent
The gross
under the normal average weight so obtained.
weight of the entire order of castings to be not more than 2'/$
multiplied
by the
per cent over the normal average weight
number of castings in the order. The gross weight as specified
herein shall apply only on large orders of castings from machine
13.

2Vi inch

be

percentage of elongation of any tension test
than that specified in Section 7 (a) and any
part of the fracture is more than J4 in- from the center of the
gage length, as indicated by scribe scratches marked on the
specimen before testing, a retest shall be allowed.
(c)

specimen

IV.
,

shall

stituted.

K&ditis not

less than l/e»

test

from each melt, except as provided in Section II (a).
(b) If any test specimen shows defective machining or develops flaws, it may be discarded and another specimen sub-

shown on

_

Fig.

1.— Exhibit B, Paragraph

8

—

9. Test Specimens.
(a) Tension test specimens shall conform to the dimensic)ns shown in Fig 1. The ends shall be not
less than Ji in. in diameter and of a length and form to fit the
holders of the test machine in such a manner that the load will

be axial.
(b) An adequate number of test coupons shall be cast with
and attached to castings, weighing over 150 lb., from each melt

when presented

for inspection. If the design of the casting is
such that the test coupons cannot be attached, the test bars shall
be cast in runners outside of the casting, but attached to it to
represent each melt. The location of the test coupons or bars,
as well as the method of casting such coupons or bars, shall be
subject to mutual agreement by the inspector and manufacturer.
In the case of any orders for castings weighing under ISO lb.,
the physical properties as required in Section 7 may be determined from an extra or spare test bar cast with and attached
to some other casting from the same melt.
(c) When sufficient coupons have not been cast, a test specimen may be cut from a finished casting at a location mutually
agreed upon by the inspector and manufacturer.
For the purpose of determining the
10. Annealing Lugs.
quality of annealing, at least two and not more than four
annealing lugs shall be cast on all castings 150 lb. and over, and
on such castings less than 150 lb. as required by the purchaser.
The location of the aimealing lugs shall be agreed on by the
The standard annealing lug
inspector and the manufacturer.
shall be 1 in. in height and 1 in. in width by i^ in. in thickness
where it joins the casting. The inspector may remove one-half
and the manufacturer one-half of the number of annealing lugs.
11. Grouping Melts.—-(a) After 15 consecutive melts, which
may contain any or all classes of castings covered by these
specifications on one or more orders, have been tested and
accepted, the manufacturer may group the succeeding melts in
the
Jots of five melts each, but each lot not to exceed 40 tons
entire group to be accepted if the test specimen selected from
physical
requirements
chemical
and
the
herein
the lot fulfills
specified.
If this test fails, a rehearing will be granted on the

—

;

patterns.

V.

Workmanship and

Finish.

substantially conform
and shape shown on standard drawings, and shall
be made in a workmanlike manner.
16. Patterns.— When patterns are furnished by the purchaser,
the manufacturer shall make sure that the allowance for shrinkage in these patterns agrees with his own practice, and castings
shall be rejected which do not conform closely to dimensions on
prints, or if distorted by improperly matched flasks, undue
15.

to

Workmanship.— All

castings

shall

the size

rapping or any other defect caused by molding.

Special attenand corners shown on drawings. Where surfaces are to be machined,
the castings shall have the proper allowance for finish. Under
no circumstances shall manufacturer change purchaser's patterns, without written permission from the purchaser.
17. Finish.— (a) The castings shall be free from all injurious
Castings shall not be painted before inspection. Castdefects.
ings rusted to any extent, or covered with any material to hide

tion should be given to properly rounding all

fillets

defects, shall be rejected.

(b) Any casting found wath blow holes, cracks, low spots or
thin sections filled with cement or like material will be rejected
and shall not be further considered. Welding will not be per-

mitted unless authorized by the inspector and then only when
the defects are cleaned to solid metal and only at locations
where the defects will not in any way be detrimental to the
strength of the casting.

VI.

Marking.

name or identification
the specified pattern number shall be cast on all
In addition, the month and year when made shall
castings.
The
be cast on all bolsters, truck sides and similar castings.
location and size of numbers shall be agreed upon by the
manufacturer and the inspector. In accordance with the stan18.

Marking.— The

manufacturer's

mark and

dard practice of the individual foundry, to identify individual
number may be cast or the melt number may

castings, a serial

:
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be stamped on bolsters, truck sides and similar castinRS
agreed upon by the manufacturer and the inspector.

H.— Requirements

as

Inspection and Rijkction.

—

— (a)

Unless otlierwise specified, any rejection
based on tests made in accordance with Section 6 shall be reported within five working days from the receipt of samples.
(b) Castings which sliow injurious defects subsequent to their
acceptance at tlic manufacturer's works will be rejected, and the
manufacturer shall be notified.
21. Rehearing.
Samples tested in accordance with Section
6, whicli represent rejected castings, shall be preserved for two
weeks from the date of test report. In case of dissatisfaction
with the results of the tests, the manufacturer may make claim
Rejection.

—

Exhibit C.

and Rivets for Passenger
and Freight Equipment Cars.

Specifications for Rivet Steel

—

freight equipment cars.

I.

— The

steel

be

— The

steel

of Tests.

shall

conform

to

12.

Permissible Variations in Gage.

The chemical composition thus determined shall be reported to the purchaser or his representative, and shall conform
to the requirements specified in Section 3.
5. Check Analyses.
An analysis may be made by the purchaser from finished bars or rivets representing each melt. The
chemical composition thus determined shall conform to the requirements specified in Section 3.

—

Physical Properties and Tests.
A.

— Requirements for Bars.
— The bars shall conform

requirements as to tensile properties

Dimensions of Rivet

to the

Elongation in 8

lb.
in.,

per sq. in
min. per cent

— 60,000

45,000

1,500,000

Tensile Strength
but need not exceed 30 per cent.

Bend

—

Tests. The test specimen shall bend cold through
180 degrees flat on itself without cracking on the outside of
the bent portion.
7.

—The

Finish.

finished base shall be circular within

and the rivets shall be concentric, true to form and shall
in a workmanlike manner.
Finish. The finished bars and rivets shall be free from
injurious defects and shall have a workmanlike finish.

0.01

be

in.,

made

15.

—

VI.

— (a)

Marking.

—

Bars. Rivet bars shall, when ready for
shipment, be properly separated and marked with the name or
brand of the manufacturer and the melt or lot number for
16.

Marking.

identification.

—

(b) Rivets.- Kegs of finished rivets shall, when ready for
shipment, be properly marked with the name or brand of the
manufacturer, diameter of rivets and the melt or lot number
for identification.
(c) Samples. The melt or lot number shall be legibly
stamped on each test specimen representing a lot of bars. Samples representing a lot of rivets shall be marked in a manner
that will not impair their value for test purposes.

—

VII.

following

:

Workmanship and

Workmanship.

14.

Inspection and Rejection.

—The

inspector representing the purchaser
have free entry, at all times while work on the contract of
performed,
to all parts of the manufacturthe purchaser is being
er's works which concern the manufacture of the bars or rivets
ordered.
The manufacturer shall afford the inspector, free of
17.

Tensile strength,

— The bars shall conform to the
Heads. — (Same as paragraph 19 of

C. B. standard limit gages.

V.

—

Tension Tests.

one bend
from each
conform to the

of 200 bars, or

Permissible Variations.

the

melt.

6.

— One tension and

from the bar or rivets originally
represent a lot of bars or rivets contain surface
defects not visible before testing, but visible after testing, or if
a tension test specimen breaks outside the middle third of the
gage length, one retest shall be allowed.

13.

Ladle Analyses. An analysis of each melt of steel shall
be made by the manufacturer to determine the percentages of
carbon, manganese, phosphorus and sulphur. This analysis shall
be made from a test ingot taken during the pouring of the

III.

lot

1918 specifications.

perceneage optional.
percentage optional.
not over 0.04 per cent.
not over 0.05 per cent.

4.

Bars.

to

following requirements as to cheimcal composition
Carbon
Manganese
Phosphorus
Sulphur

— (a)

made from each

specified.

the open-hearth pro-

Chemical Properties and Tests.

Chemical Composition.

be

rivets.

diameter in any one melt, each of which shall
requirements specified.
(b) Rivets.— One bend and one flattening test shall be made
from each lot of 100 kegs of each diameter or from each diameter
in any one melt, each of which shall conform to the requirements

M.
II.

Number
shall

test

identified, only one set of specimens for
each melt shall be taken from either the bars

in

IV.

made by

cess.

3.

(

M.\NUFACTURE.
sail

test speci-

—

selected

These specifications cover steel bars for the manufacture of rivets and finished steel rivets for passenger and

Process.

Bars.— Tension and bent

(c) If any test specimen

(Standard.)

2.

— (a)

shall be of the full section of bars as rolled.

(1)) Rivets.
Bend and flattening test specimens shall be of
the full section of rivets as manufactured.
(c) When accurate account of the material has been kept

11.

The following

Scope.

Test Specimens.

10.

mens

each diameter
or the finished

revision to supersede the present Specifications for Rivet Steel and Rivets for Passenger and Freight
Equipment Cars (Standard), page 1038:

1.

—

9. Flattening Tests.
Rivet heads shall be flattened sideways,
when cohi, to a thickness of one-third, and when at a driving
heat to a thickness of one-fourth the original diameter of the
shank without splitting.

and the melts can be

for a rehearing witliin that time.

3.

1.— Rivet Shank Bent Cold

Fig.

lied.

20.

for Rivets.

Tests. -The rivet shank shall bend cold through 180
degrees (lat on itself, as shown in I'ig. 1, witlioiu cracking on the
outside of the bent portion.

Inspection. The inspector representing the punliaser
shall have free entry, at all times while work on the contract of
the purchaser is bcinK performed, to all parts of the manufacturer's works which concern the uKUUifacturc of castings ordered.
The iiianufacturor sliall afford tlic inspector, free of cost, all
reasi>nal>Ic facilities to satisfy him that tlie castings arc being
furnished in accordance with these specifications.
All tests
(except check analyses) and inspection shall be made at the
place of manufacture prior to shipment, unless otherwise speci19.

20, 1919

Bend

R.

VII.

June

Inspection.

shall

to satisfy him that the bars or
accordance with these specifications.
All tests (except check analyses) and inspection shall be made
at the place of manufacture prior to shipment, unless otherwise
cost,

all

reasonable

facilities

rivets are being furnished in
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June

specified, and shall be so conducted as not
necessarily with the operation of the works.

to

interfere

un-

—

—

Exhibit D.
The following revision to supersede
Black Paint (Recommended Practice), page
4.

Specifications
1058:

for

Specifications for Black Paint.

(Recommended

Practice.)

—

Scope. These specifications cover carbon black semi-paste
used as a protective paint for M. C. B. equipment cars.

1.

to the following

Tensile strength,

Elongation in 2

Chemical Composition.

— (a)

to the following requirements

oil

Annealing Tests.

Paste.

— The

if

will not interfere with the assembling of the castings, and may
be broken off by the inspector.
(b) If the purchaser or his representative so desires, a casting
may be tested to destruction. Such a casting shall show good,
tough malleable iron.
(a) Tension test specimens shall be of
5. Test Specimens.

—

the

form and dimensions shown

the

mean diameter

not be accepted for

3

in Fig.

1.

Specimens in which
than i%2 in. will

at the smallest section is less
test.

-+1"-^

*KH»lOlOO

12
Fig.

1.

— Exhibit

E, Paragraph 5

—

not more than 62 per cent.
not over 15 per cent., and may be
Oxide of iron, if present
substituted for an equal amount
of lampblack.
* The lampblack shall be of a good quality and of such a character as
Ground coal, etc., will not be considered.
to produce the standard shade.

(The

last

paragraph under (b) together with paragraph (c)
remain the same as in the 1918 specification.)

article 3 to

Physical Properties and Tests.

II.

—

Shade. (Same as in 1918 specifications.)
The pigment shall be ground so fine that it
5. Fineness.
will not show any appreciable settling in the barrel, and, when
a sample of the paste is washed on a 350-mesh sieve with a
suitable solvent, at least 97 per cent of the pigment shall pass
through the sieve. There shall be no visibly coarse particles in
the residue on the 350-mesh sieve and shall pass through a
200-mesh sieve.
6. Sampling.
A sample of the paste shall be taken at random
from any barrel, can or package in each shipjnent, at destination.
7. Place
of Making Tests. The purchaser may make the
tests to govern the acceptance or rejection of the material in
Such tests shall be made at
his own laboratory or elsewhere.
the expense of the purchaser.
4.

—

—

—

III.

Permissable Variations.

—As

quotations are made by the pound on the
basis of the paint weighing not over 10.5 lb. per gallon, all paint
received which weighs more than 10.5 lb. per gallon, but not
over 11.5 lb. per gallon, will be accepted at the weight of 10.5 lb.
per gallon, the excess weight being at the expense of the manu-

Weight.

facturer.

(Sections IV., and V., remain the same as in the 1918 specications.)

Exhibit E.
The following

leable

Castings

(Recommended

for Passenger and Freight
Practice), page 1027:

(Recommended

Equipment Cars

Practice.)

—

These specifications cover all malleable iron cast1. Scope.
ings for freight and passenger equipment cars.

Manufacture.
The castings shall be made by

—

nace, open-hearth, or electric furnace process.

—

be rejected.
7.

Re-Annealing.

— Any

castings that have

shown

insufficient

annealing may be re-annealed, but not more than once. If the
remaining test lugs, or castings broken as specimens, show the
castings to be thoroughly annealed, they shall be accepted; if not,
they shall be finally rejected.
III.
8.

Workmanship and

Workmanship. — The

castings

shall

Finish.

conform

substantially

drawings furnished by the purchaser, and
also to gages which may be specified in any individual cases.
The castings shall be made in a workmanlike manner. A variato

the patterns or

tion of Va in. per
9.

ft.

will be permitted.

Finish.— The castings

shall be free

IV.

from injurious

defects.

Marking.

—

The manufacturer's identification mark and the
10. Marking.
pattern numbers assigned by the purchaser shall be cast on all
Markings shall be applied at such
castings of sufficient size.
a point that they will not interfere with the service of the
(Section V., remains the same as in the 1918 specifications.)
report is signed by F. M. Waring (Chairman), Pennsylvania; J. R. Onderdonk, Baltimore & Ohio; J. J. Burch, Norfolk & Western; I. S. Downing, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis; Frank Zeleny, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy A.
H. Fetters, Union Pacific; H. B. MacFarland, Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe; H. G. Burnham, Northern Pacific; H. E. Smith,
United States Railroad Adminstration, and J. C. Ramage,

The

;

Southern.

Discussion

I.

Process.

(b) A set of three tension test specimens shall be cast from
each melt, without chills, using heavy risers of sufficient height
The specimens shall be suitably marked
to secure sound bars.
for identification with the melt. Each set of specimens so cast
shall be placed in an oven containing castings to be annealed.
(a) After annealing, three tension test
6. Number of Tests.
specimens shall be selected by the inspector as representing
castings in the oven from which these specimens are taken.
(b) If the first specimen conforms to the specified requirements, or if, in case of failure of the first specimen, the second
and third specimens conform to the requirements, the castings
in that oven shall be accepted, except that castings will not be
accepted if the test lugs show that they have not been properly
annealed.
If either the second or third specimens fail to conform to the requirements, the entire contents of that oven shall

castings.

revision to supersede Specifications for Mal-

Specifications for Malleable Iron Castings.

2.

castings,

^

m\rt

ment

5.

7.5

All

paste shall con-

China clay or other approved inert pig-

8.

— (a)

:

Pigment. The pigment shall conform to the following requirements:
not less than 30 per cent.
•Lampblack or carbon black
not less than 8 per cent.
Red lead

(b)

and

45,000

per sq. in
per cent

of sufficient size,
shall have cast thereon test lugs of a size proportional to the
in. by ?4 inthickness of the casting, but not exceeding
cross-section.
On castings which are 24 in. or over in
These test
length, a test lug shall be cast near each end.
lugs shall be attached to the casting at such a point that they
4.

43 to 47 per cent by weight.
53 to 57 per cent by weight.

Pigment
Linseed

lb.
in.,

Chemical Properties and Tests.

I.

2.

—

The tension test specimens shall conform
minimum requirements as to tensile properties:

Tension Tests.

to be

form

Physical PK0Pf;RTiES and Tests.

II.
3.

(a) Unless otherwise specified, any rejection
18. Rejection.
based on tests made in accordance with Section 5 shall be
reported within five working days from the receipt of samples.
(b) Bars or rivets which show injurious defects subsequent to
their acceptance at the manufacturer's works will be rejected,
and the manufacturer shall be notified.
19. Rehearing.
Samples tested in accordance with Section 5,
which represent rejected bars or rivets, shall be preserved for
two weeks from the date of the test report. In case of dissatisfaction with the results of the tests, the manufacturer may
make claim for a rehearing within that time.
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either the air fur-

After presenting the report Mr. Waring said: In addition
the committee wishes to offer an amendment to the report,

RAILWAY AGK

i5ys
wliiih

not covcii-.l in llu- piiiilfd ciriiil.ir
this aiiuiidinfnt
a modification of tin- specifications for steel axles,
standard, paRc 483 of the lOlS Proceedings, Section 7; from
the tests omit the letter "a" at tlie l>e^:imlin^,' of first paragraph
and omit the entire iiarasraph "H." I'aranrapli "1!" covers the
selection of the test sample for chemical analysis and requires
that a six-in. piece shall he cnt olT the axle and the test analysis
is

;

to

i-ovcr

be taken from this six-in. piece.
Tiie majority of the purchasers seem to be making their inspection and tests, by drilling
directly from the end of the axle, instead of cutting ofT a sixin. test piece.

The committee felt it would be well to substitute that method
of taking the chemical analysis sample. The chemical analysis
clause would then read as follows ".\n analysis shall be made
by the purchaser from one axle representing each melt. The
chemical composition thus determined shall conform to the
:

requirements specified in Section 2.
sis shall be taken, with a five-in.

Tiie drilling for this analydtiill,
from one end of the
between the center and surface."

axle at any point midway
A motion to amend the report by including the modification to the Specifications for Steel Axles was carried, and
-Mr, Waring then read exhibit "B" of the printed report.
test

Mr. Waring: This recommendation was made as a result
committee held in Chicago in April,
at which time it was decided that the advance that had
been made in the art of making steel castings was sufficient
of a meeting of the

to justify us in recommending to the association a complete revision of the steel castings specifications, raising the

physical properties from a test strength of 60,000 to 65,000
lb.
per sq. in., and making a complete revision of the
remainder of the specifications to cover certain details of
inspections and tests.

Chairman: Mr. Waring, may I ask you if in each instance
where you have made these changes that you give for the
benefit of the members the reason that brought about the
chr.ngcs.

Mr. Waring: Our specifications for steel castings are
rather old, and they are in accordance with what has been
used for a great number of years. They do not recognize
the fact that a great improvement has been made in the
quality of steel castings, and we found that the castings we
were act;'ally getting showed physical properties greatly
in excess of those required by the specifications.
At the
same time it was recocnized that the grade of steel called
for by the specifications might be entirely satisfactory in
certain miscellaneous castings, which were not subjected
to any great stress, or did not form part of any important structure, but in considering castings, such as truck
sides and bolsters, many felt that since the design of these
parts were required to stand stresses as high as 12,500 lb.
per sq. in., and in some cases greater, that it would be well
to provide designs with specifications covering material
be amply safe for such stresses. T have to
make some explanation as i go along, because the committee's action was not unanimous, and we will get down to

which

wot'.ld

something

a little bit diftereiit at the end.
Subsequc'it to a meeting, at which nine members were
present, and all of them voting in favor of the specifications,
there was apparently a change of opinion among certain
members, thinking that this recommendation for a complete revision of the specifications and increase in physical
properties was perhaps a little bit too radical to present
to thf convention at this time. As a result of conversation
among some of the members of the committee, it was suggested that the committee's report on steel castings specifications be offered at this time simply as a part of the
report, and not to go to letter ballot.
On that proposition
the committee was divided, two being opposed, desiring that
the specifications sho'ild be submitted as they stand, o'withdrawn completely, and the remainder of the committee
in favor of sending them as information only.
I do not
have any unanimous recommendation from my committee
in regard to the specifications.
It seems to me there
are two things we can do: one of them taking the majority
vote of the committee to present these specifications as
infor'.nation only as part of the report, but mt to go to
letter ballot for recommended practice; and the other that
the specifications be withdrawn and referred back to the
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c.iinniillee iny further action.
1
would ino\ e that the revised
specificatirjns for steel castings, as presented in e.xhibit
B
of this rejiort, he included in the report of the eomniittee
as

infornialion only.
li.
<;.
Maebarland (A. T. «,- .S. F.)
I
vnied against that
proposition of having it for information only. 1 really could
not
see what is to be gained by the presenlatioii of the specifications
after deliberation on the part of the committee for two
years
for information only.
have prepared a specification
:

We

that

meets very .satisfactorily the requirements furnished by the
steel companies except for a small percentage of rejections,
and
we think they will be very satisfactory, showing a tensile
strengtii of 65,000

minimum

lb.,

a reduclif)n of area of

ductility of 22 per cent.

.35

Those most

per cent and a

essential require-

ments can

easily be met and will provide a steel exceptionally
satisfactory.
I would much prefer that this go to letter ballot

and be determined by the association, rather than left for information only, or if the association feels that it docs not want
a letter ballot, return it to the committee until we have a unanimous opinion. We did have a unanimous opinion at one time
and I do not see any good rea.son why we should not continue
with the same unanimity that we had expressed at one
meeting.
Mr. Gaines

what

:

I

would

like to a.sk the

the

attitude
regard to the question.
tee,

is

of

the

chairman of the commitmakers themselves in

steel

Mr. Waring; We have heard from six steel makers, and
from the chairman of the sub-committee representing them,
and they have stated to us that they would agree to the tensile
strength of 65,000 lb. per sq. in. as the least limit of tensile
strength, but they felt that the ductility requirements as
expressed in these specifications, were very difficult for them
to meet; they thought they were too high and that it would
result in the rejection of from 8 to 10 per cent of their product.
That is the main feature of the statement. Three members of the committee seemed to think that there might be a
great deal in what the steel makers had to say, and for that
reason they wished to change their views a little.
Mr. Kiesel I fully agree with what Mr. McFarland says.
I am speaking now from the design standpoint.
allow a
stress of 16,000 lb. per sq. in. in side frames and bolsters. Steel
that is made in accordance with the old specifications, under
the lower limit, is not to stand that stress; therefore, we ought
to have better steel, or we will have to increase the weight of
the bolsters and side frames at least 25 and maybe 50 per cent.
get better steel
absolutely have to have better steel.
now, and there is no reason why we should not make a specification in conformity with the steel we now get. and eliminate any
that comes down near the lower limit, which would not be safe
to use in bolsters and side frames, and possibly also couplers.
are having freI agree with Mr. Kiesel.
Mr. Tatum
quent failures all over this country with our cast steel bolsters
and cast steel side frames. Our trains are delayed we are not
able to get the traffic over the country because we haven't steel
:

We

We

We

We

:

;

and side frames that will meet the requirements. I don't think that we should add metal over w'hat
is reasonable for a cast steel side frame, or a bolster, in order to
get the bolster or side frame to hold up under load. I believe
that this matter should be referred to the railroads, and that
they be given an opportunity to vote their opinion by letter ballot, and not ofTer it only to the convention or to the railroads
I think it would be well for the comat large as information.
mittee to know the sentiment of the railroads throughout the
country. They have men in their employment who have studied
the necessity of steel and its requirements, and they should be
given opportunity to express their views to the committee.
Mr. Cromwell (B. & O.)
I am quite sure that it would be
no hardship upon the steel manufacturers if these specifications
were adopted. The railroad with which I am connected has no
trouble whatever in obtaining steel castings to meet these requirements. It is absolutely essential to have a better grade of
steel in cast steel side frames and cast steel bolsters.
As Mr.
Kiesel remarked, we will have to make the castings heavier if
we hold to our present specifications. The failure of cast steel
side frames and bolsters is quite a serious matter, and the matter relative to the welding of these parts has been before this
committee a number of times. If we had had a steel of higher
quality in those frames, those parts would not be annoying you
in

our cast

steel bolsters

:

:
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at this time.

I

hope the convention here

will

submit the

cations to letter ballot.
Mr. Fuller: I think

specifi-

mittee's report

comit would be a mistake to ignore
and simply accept it as information. Everything

that has been

said here so far tends

this

to the opinion that the
not unduly high.
To relieve the embarrassment of the chairman of this committee, as he evidently made
that motion under more or less compulsion, I would like to ask

specifications are

he will withdraw his motion so that we can put a motion
house without wasting a lot of time, and accept the
report and submit it to letter ballot.
A. W. Gibbs (Penna. Lines)
I would like to ask the chairman of the committee what is the practice on which these figures
are based
are these figures the upper limits of the possibilities
of the steel casting, or have you allowed a good margin even as
it is over the common ones?

him

if

liefore the

:

—

According to the results of a large number of
possession of the members of the committee, these minimum figures given in the specifications are quite low, and could
be easily met. Of a series of 3,000 tests, there was only one
which would have been rejected under this specification.
Mr. Fuller
I do not think there is any reason why this specification cannot be met by the steel makers, and it is up to this
Association to get out a specification that will meet our requirements, and if we put that specification through, I doubt if we
As
will have any trouble in obtaining a steel that will meet it.
The
I understand it, there is not very much opposition to it.
tensile strength is a little high, but not enough to interfere with
the general acceptance of the specification, and I would like to
see the Association go on record as accepting the report.

Mr. Waring:

tests in

:
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Cliairman
Mr. Wiring, have you made up your mind to
withdraw the motion?
Mr. Waring: As that motion represented the latest majority
vote of the members of the committee, I think we ought to let
it go through to a vote, and either sustain it or vote it down.
I do not feel justified in withdrawing it.
The motion that this report be referred to the association
as information only was then put and lost by unanimous vote.
F. F. Gaines
I move that the report be received and submit:

:

ted to letter ballot in

its

entirety.

There is one question
C. Lines)
This specification covers miscellaneous
castings, side frames and bolsters.
We are quite concerned
about the material going into the side frames and bolsters,
but I am wondering what the committee would say on the question of having a separate specification for miscellaneous casting.
Mr. Waring: We thought it would be better to have one
B.

I

B.

would

Milner

to

like

(N.

Y.

:

ask.

specification covering all grades of casting, since the properties
specified were not particularly high, and are being met in the

case of the miscellaneous castings, practically in all cases.
The committee considered that carefully, and
Mr. Milner
decided unanimously that all steel castings should be covered
:

under one specification?
Mr. Waring: Yes.
Mr. Tatum It is not only the side frame and bolster which
put the cars on the shop track, but it is the center plate and the
side bearing as well, so let us have a good casting properly
made for all our parts.
The motion that the report be received and submitted to
letter ballot in its entirety was then put to vote and carried.
:

Welding Truck Side Frames, Bolsters and Arch Bars
'HE COMMITTEE MADE .\
REPORT to the 1918 convention;
however, it
was omitted from the proceedings and the committee
was requested to continue its
researches and report again

T

this year.

The Committee on Standards

also

referred

to

this

committee the following
from I. S. Downing, general
master car builder, C. C. C.
& St. L., which was re-

Thompson

Chairman

steel

Committee

ance with these standards be used.

is

our

on

Standards

opinion

that

a

on the
welding and reclaiming of
various parts, such as coup-

lers, side frames, etc., inasas at the present time there is nothing definite as to what
extent broken or cracked couples, side frames, and the like, can
be welded and placed back in service.
This practice would
eliminate any possibility of relying on the judgment of one
man as to whether or not the part in question would be serviceable after being repaired."
Prior to the 1918 Convention the committee conducted static
tests at tlie Bettendorf Company's plant, Bettendorf, Iowa, and
at the American Steel Foundries' plant, Alliance, Ohio, on cast
steel truck side frames and cast steel bolsters, some of which
had been autogenously welded, whereas others were tested with
The results were variable some of the
cracks not welded.
frames and bolsters which had been welded failed at a point
other than where the weld was located and in other cases the
It also developed that some of
failure was through the weld.
the welds proved to be of inferior quality upon examination of

much

;

the fracture.
The fact that so many cast steel side frames and cast steel
bolsters are failing in the tension members is conclusive evidence
of weakness in design and the welding of the fractures will not

add

necessity for a greater factor of safety in the design of
truck side frames and steel bolsters has been recognized by the association in the adoption of specifications including chemical properties, of load tests and limiting weights
for cast steel truck side frames, as well as specifications including definite designs, limiting weights, chemical analysis and physical tests of the steel for both pressed steel and cast steel bol-

The

cast

ceived ill reply to the Circular
of Inquiry from the

limit should be placed

O.

ern such welding.

and the United States Railroad Administration adopted
frames and bolsters based on
those specifications and also prescribed that when renewals are
necessary on existing cars side frames and bolsters in accord-

"It

W.

ther weakness by improper workmanship and change in the
It is, therefore, necessary to confine
structure of the. metal.
autogenous welding within specified limits on structures subject
to alternating stresses and prescribe definite instructions to gov-

to the strength but is likely to introduce a condition of fur-

sters

;

definite designs of cast steel truck

It is, therefore, desirable from the standpoint of economy and
safety to retire cast steel truck sides and bolsters not conforming to these specifications, as rapidly as they show signs of failure; however, it is realized that this would entail a large expenditure of money and, therefore, the committee believes that as an
expedient autogenous welding should be permitted on these members within well defined limits and regulations.

Other metal car parts subject to compression only or to comWorn surpression and low tension stresses may be welded.
faces of any nature and on any parts may be built up, provided
that the material remaining in parts subject to high tension,
such as hangers, etc., before welding, is equal to at least 80 per
cent of the original section area, and in parts such as bolster
guides, column castings, center plate rings, etc., the material reto 60 per cent of the original section area.
bodies, knuckles, locks, lifters and throwers
should not be welded for the reason that reinforcing of the fractures cannot be permitted on account of interfering with the

maining must be equal

Broken coupler

proper operation of the parts. Worn coupler bodies, knuckles,
and throwers may be built up to the original sections,
dressed and checked with proper gages to insure interchangeability and proper operation.
In order to determine what results would be obtained with
blacksmith welding of wrought iron arch bars, four full sized
pieces of 5 in. by 1% in. arch bar material were welded by comlocks

';
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pclciit

l.Iarksmillis

an.l

wire IcMid

llu-><-

coinparison with four other i)ars whicli
The following results were obtained

Ml

(pull

UM)

size

full

nnt lu<ii wildcd.

lia<l

:

-h.

Per

S<|,

In.

Kl. tiKiitiiin

Ultiinntc
StrciiKth

Wclilcd bar
Wfl.lcd Imr
Wcliled bar
Welded bar

34,170
29,580
37,200
33,140
46,270
45,250
46.360
46,260

'.'.

Unwelded bar
Unweldcd bar
Unwelded bar
Unweldcd bar

'

IV

.

'.

(Viil in

i:iK
5

3
7

9
3i
3.^

36
.11

The average tensile strengtii shown i)y the unwelded l)ar.s
was 4<),(XX) lb. and the strength of the welded bars varies
from 64 per cent to 81 per cent of this average, with very low
elongation in eight inches. The general average of the
strength
of the welded bars gives 74 per cent of the average of
the unwelded material. No attempt was made by the smith shop
to
produce a special weld but the material was handled as would
be
done for any ordinary welding of this character and liie figures

Parts
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made

of alloy steel or heat treated carbon steel.
Top
all steel ears if the fr.ieture is located
at a point between bolsters more than five feel from the center
of either body bolster.

chord

.ingles

of open top

III.
Building up worn surfacs will be permissijjlc on the following:
Parts subject to compression only.
•Spring or bolster hangers, holes in levers.
tCenter plates, truck sides, bolsters and column castings.
Journal boxes, coupler bodies, knuckles, locks, lifters and
throwers. After building up to the original section, the same
must be dressed and then checked with proper gages to insure
interchangeability and proper operation.
Mat spots on rolled steel wheels and tires if thickness of tread
is 1 in. or more above limit of wear groove.
* Provided that the material remaining in the part
is c'lual to at least 80
per cent of the oripinal section.
t Provided that the material rcmainins in tlic part is CMiial to 60 per cent
of tlie oriKinal section.

IV. Welding cracks or fractures will be permitted on the following
Parts subject to compression only and general car parts not
subject to high tension strains except as otherwise prohibited.
Car and roof sheets.
Cast steel truck sides.
Pressed and structural steel truck sides, bolsters and transoms.
:

A

SHOULD B£ JLKfHTLr $IZ£A7TK

T^W

Di^/irrrjZ Of /VNC/L

Cast

steel bolsters.

Draft castings.
Brake beams.

Case
Car

steel

sills,

coupler yokes.

posts, braces,

stakes,

carlines,

side plates

and end

plates.
*

2-5,

Welding

is permitted only
when the area of the crack is less than
or 40 per cent, of the total area through the section at the point of
it is not permissible to weld any crack located within 6 in. of

fracture, but
an old weld.

y/HSN p/rcr /s soBjrcr to h/sh rr/vs/d/v
/10/SS

TNAN /jr

-mr LESS-

^

/rujr

b£

THAN-A

THAN /^r

r/(f.4-

probably represent what

may

be expected under ordinary condi-

tions.

simple process to form and drill arch bars and as the
of this important member of truck construction is a
serious matter, the committee is not justified in approving any
process of welding which will decrease the strength of the
original bar.
It is a

failure

The committee,

therefore,

recommends

the following:

Autogenous Welding:, Limits and Regulations

—

I.
General. In welding, either by the use of gas or electricity,
care and good judgment on the part of the operator are of prime
importance. The operator's ability as to the desired proficiency

should be certified by the mechanical officers in charge or by
instructor qualified by experience in general railroad welding
with the method involved.
The metal added is liable to be porous and relatively brittle.
The heat at the surfaces welded afTects other sections near the
weld, tending to reduce strength and toughness.
The following general rules must, therefore, be carefully observed
II.
Welding cracks or fractures will not be permitted on the
following: Axles, arch bars, car wheels or tires, track equalizers,
spring or bolster hangers, brake staflFs, brake wheels, coupler
bodies, knuckles, knuckle pins, locks, lifters and throwers.
ari

:

Regulations for Welding
V.
(a) All parts marked () in Section IV, except truck
transoms, must not be welded unless removed from the car
or truck. Truck transoms may be welded in place by removing the truck from under the car body.
(b) The edges of pieces for welding must be prepared as
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. If both sides of the fractured member
can be worked upon, the fracture should be prepared as per Fig.
1, and where only one side of the fractured member is accessible.
Fig.' 2 should be followed.
The entire crack should be burned
or chipped out far enough back so that there will be no portion
of the crack in the metal. Failure to do this permits the check
or crack to work its way across the metal to the farther side,
due to the constant vibration, even after the weld has been made.
A hole maybe drilled at the end of the crack or check and chipped
or burned towards the hole. The surfaces where new material
is to me deposited must be clean and bright and reasonably
smooth and, therefore, if the surfaces are prepared by the burning process the surfaces must be finished by chipping before
welding.
(c) The portion of the part adjacent to the fracture should
be heated before the welding is begun. In welding, the operator
should begin to weld at the point farthest away from the outside
edge and work the weld towards the edge. All efforts must be
made to prevent oxidization, and to accomplish this the work
should be placed at an angle that will allow the blowing out of.
Giving the torch a
all slag or impurities in the fused metal.
rotary movement will assist in their removal.
(d) The new material must be deposited to the form shown
in Figs. 3 or 4 in order to properly reinforce the weld, and B
should be somewhat greater than T. For the important items
marked () and (f) in Section IV, as well as for car sills, posts,
braces, stakes, carlines, side plates and end plates, B must be at
least XYi times T.
(e) The parts marked () in Sections III and IV, with the
exception of truck transoms welded in place, must be carefully
annealed by uniformly heating to approximately 1,400 or 1,500
degrees F. and allowed to cool slowly in the atmosphere.
(f) Worn surfaces permitted to be built up to the original section by depositing of new- metal thereon must first be trade clean.

;
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bright and fairly smooth, and after the metal is deposited must
be dressed to the required dimensions and gaged where necessary,

When

truck side frames and bolsters are welded the weld
(g)
must be made smooth and the following record legibly stamped
on the weld by at least J^-in. steel stencils, in the following

form:

(Mo.—Day—Yr.)

——00

(Railroad)

oo

A. B. C.

XY

X

(Shop Abbreviation

(Welder's Identification

Mark)

Number

or

Mark)

the tension

these

W.

;

;

Giles, Louisville

&

Nashville.

During the reading of the report Mr. Thompson said: Your
committee would like to have the paragraph in the middle
of page 4, reading: "Flat spots on rolled steel wheels and
tires, if thickness of tread is 1 in. or more above limit of
wear groove," eliminated from the report, because after giving
the matter further consideration we do not believe it is good
practice to have that inserted.

Discussion
At the conclusion of the report Mr. Thompson said: There
was a part of the report which was not printed, and that is that
the thanks of this Association are due to The Bettendorf Company, The American Steel Foundries, and the Pennsylvania
Railroad for placing all of their appliances at our disposal and
for the considerable time and amount of money that was spent
long extended experiments made with regard to welding.
Mr. Fuller
The committee's report has one recommendation
that is all right, but I think you all ought to understand it.
The last paragraph of the report reads as follows

in the

:

:

"A

penalty should also be prescribed in ihe Rules of Interchange providing for the rejection of any car on which a truck
side frame or truck bolster is welded, after the adoption of these
regulations, when not conforming to same."
That should be carefully considered, as I presume there are
hundreds and thousands of cars with the truck side frame
or truck bolster welded,, that have been welded for years, and
are in use, and this paragraph may be the means of rejecting
quite a number of cars.
Mr. Gaines Mr. Fuller is right in this matter, and rather
than make that penalty operative immediately, it would be better to set a future date, when the matter will become effective,
so that we can gradually eliminate these cars.
I would like
to ask why the committee desires to cut out the recommendation relative to flat spots on rolled steel wheels and tires, if
thickness of tread is 1 in. or more above limit of wear groove.
Mr. Thompson: They do not stick and you have a flat wheel,
which is a great deal worse than what you had before.
A. W. Gibbs I would like to ask, in connection with Section
IV, on page 4, why it is stated "Welding cracks or fractures
will be permitted on the following: 'Parts subject to compression only and general car parts not subject to high tension
strains except as otherwise prohibited."
Why is the welding of bolsters and truck frames confined to
:

:

the compression

members only?

Mr. Thompson It is hard to define what the tension and
compression is in truck sides and bolsters. There are times
when they are in tension and other times when they are in
compression.
It would be hard for anyone to say what are
:

members and what are

the compression

members

in

parts.

Tullerton (Rock Island)
In welding these flat spots
on rolled steel wheels and tires, did you use the electric process as well, and did you have the same difficulty with the welds
giving out when you used the electric weld?
It is a wellknown fact, that you cannot use the acetylene process for this
purpose, as well as the electric process, for the reason that the
acetylene calls for pre-heating, which the electric process does
not.
I think it is a mistake to condemn the welding up of flat
spots on rolled steel wheels and steel tired wheels, until we

know
VI.
It is also recommended that reference be made in the Rules
of Interchange to the effect that autogenous welding, by either gas
or electric process, when performed must be strictly in accordance with these limits and regulations.
The present price in
the Rules of Interchange, Rule 107, Item 432, will not properly
compensate the party performing the welding according to these
regulations, and should be revised. A penalty should also be prescribed in the Rules of Interchange providing for the erection of
any car on which a truck side frame or truck bolster is welded,
after the adoption of these regulations, when not conforming to
same.
The report is signed by W. O. Thompson (Chairman), New
York Central G. W. Rink, Central Railroad of New Jersey
T. J. Hennessey, Chicago, Milwaukee
J. T. Walls, Pennsylvania
& St. Paul; A. M. McGill,' Lehigh Valley; R. W. Schulze, St.
Louis-San Francisco; Willard Kells, Atlantic Coast Line; J. R.
Gould, Chesapeake & Ohio; E. H. Sweeley, Long Island and C. F.

two
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:

the reasons.

Mr. Thompson: Both processes were tried, and we could
see no difference between the two in the result.
John A. Pilcher (N. & W.): I wish to point out in Paragraph 4, the first statement, as follows:
"The fact that so many cast steel side frames and cast
steel bolsters are failing in the tension members is conclusive evidence of weakness in design, and the welding of the
fractures will not add to the strength, but is likely to introduce a condition of further weakness by improper workmanship and change in the structure of the metal."
There are exceptions to that, because the stresses in the
side frames can be very much increased by improper spring
capacity; that is, any roughness in the track transmitted to
the spring causes stresses to be set up which are indefinite,
so there is a possibility of improper spring design affecting
the breakage of the side frames, irrespective of the weakness of the casting I want to take exception to that particular paragraph, because the spring must be properly
designed to take care of the load, to avoid the breakage of
the side frames.
There is another thing to which I desire to call attention.
Under heading III "Building up worn surfaces will
be permissible on the following:" I notice they do not
mention the building up of collars on axles. This is a
source of great saving, and where the collars are built up
simply to prevent their excessive lateral movement, it will
not materially affect the strength of the axle, because the
stresses are immaterial at that point.
I wonder if that
feature cannot be introduced the building up of collars on

—

—

axles.

Mr. Thompson: The committee did not consider the quesup of axles, but it is a question if that
same category as the steel-tired wheels
would be. That is something, as I said before, that we did
not look into.
The fact that so many cast steel side frames and cast
tion of the building
would not be in the

steel bolsters are failing in tension members is conclusive
evidence of weakness of design.
When you consider the
way the side frames are breaking down and the results we
are experiencing from their breaking down, I do not believe
that you could arrive at any other conclusion.
Conditions
have changed greatly since these truck side frames and
bolsters were designed.
The roads are carrying heavier
loads and the service is more severe, all tending to the conclusion that the side frames were not designed for the
service they are giving at the present time.
Mr. Gaines: I hope before the report of the committee
is printed they will include the building up of collars on
axles, as it will save many axles that now have to be thrown
out.
As to the building up of tires, I believe if you used
the electric arc and the weld is made properly, that it can
be done, and before we turn that proposition down finally
it should be tested out further, because you can save money
by we'ding up spots in the wheels by that process.
We have had a good deal of experiJohn McMullen (Erie)
ence in electric welding flat spots on wheels. We have weMed
cast steel wheels and rolled steel wheels, and used them under
our passenger cars, where we could see them and follow them
up, and the results obtained have been very satisfactory.
If
the flat spot is properly cleaned off and cut in around the
edges, and the weld is then made, rather than to apply it right
on top, I do not think we will have any trouble with the electric welding process.
We have built up the collars and reclaimed a great many
The price of axles to-day is such that I think we are
axles.
We have reclaimed many
justified in building up these collars.
:
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Mr. Taliim
Kcfcrrinn to i>araKiai)li four on pa^f two, 1
inclined to agree with the .statement of the report.
There
are a nuniher of .siilc frames used on the tnuks of various railroads in which the desiRii is not proper, causing a number of
them to fail. Another cause for the failure of truck frames
is that they are not made of proper metal.
As Mr. Pilcher says,
because of weak springs the frames do get punishment.
The
truck frame receives more punishment than if you had a
spring doing good work, hut that makes no difTercnce, in view
of the committee's report that we had in service truck frames
which show evidence of weakness in design.
The idea of building up the collar of the journal is very desirable.
A great nundier of axles have been reclaimed by building up the collar of the axle, and I believe the committee should
give that very thorough consideration.
:

am

Slid flat steel wheels and steel tired wheels have been successfully reclaimed when the work of building up the flat spot

has been properly done.

cannot agree with the reclaiming of the coupler.s.
G. Dickson (Oregon Elec. Ry.)
Were the side frames
tested, as mentioned in paragraph three, annealed for the welding, or were they welded without annealing them?
Mr. Thompson
They were experimented on, annealed and
not annealed. We tried out every scheme we could think of.
Mr. Dickson The Oregon Electric Railroad has been successful in welding flat spots by the electric process. We found
the best material to use in filling in was cuttings from steel
tired wheels. We had difficulty when we used other metal, but
when using that metal we had good success, and I would not
like to see this Association go on record against welding flat
I

J.

:

:

:

spots.

Mr. Thompson The opposition to the recommendation of
the committee, with regard to the matter of not welding the
flat spots, has only been on the part of men who are operating
suburban service, or electric railway service, which is a comparatively light and easy, but let us hear from some of the
members who are running 120,000 lb. or 140,000 lb. capacity
coal cars, and heavy trains.
C. E. Fuller (U. P.)
have been and are welding flat
spots on steel wheels, and steel tires, with successful results.
would not think of removing a pair of wheels, or removing
a tire, from service today because of a flat spot.
would
use the electric weld, and if the work is properly done there is
no question about its being a success.
have never welded
any flat spots on wheels with the oxy-acetylene process.
are reclaiming axles with worn collars. It would be a
waste of material to throw axles away because the collars are
worn
or ^^io, or even 14 in. This committee should embody
these items in its report, and should change the last paragraph
on page 7 regarding the penalty, so that it will not compel us
to take out of service side frames that have been welded and
are giving good service.
:

:

We

We

We

We

We

%

The

is that some of it has been done in an improper
have had lots of trouble from bad welding, but we
to a point where we feel that we can weld safely,
and I know of truck frames today that have been in service
five or six years, and they are giving good service.
I do not
believe that anybody would ask to take them out of service
because they had been welded.
The welding of some of the side frames has been done without
regard to the service the truck frame is to perform there have
been too many tension members of improper design and bad
steel that have been welded, and they have caused lots of

trouble

manner.
have got

We

—

trouble.

F. W. Brazier: The way I understand the recommendation of
is that in the future, any welding that is done
must conform to the methods prescribed after a certain date.
The date must also be attached, showing when the welding is
done. If you get a car in the future with this date on it, and
the welding is not done in conformity with the recommendations prescribed by the committee, you have the right to reject
the car and that is the important point.
Frank McManamy (U. S. R. A.)
The committee has rendered an excellent report, and while there may be some points
not fully covered, there is so much good in the report that the

the committee

:
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idinmiiier shuuld be congralidated on il. In the par.tgraph Mr.
h'uller refers to, I believe his inlerprclation may be due to a
cnnniia, which is misplaced.
The clause reads: "A penalty
shoidd also be prescribed in the Rules of Interchange providinj;
for the rejection of any car on which a truck side frame or
truck bolster is welded, after the adf)pti()n of these regulations,
when not conforming to same." The trouble c<jmcs with the
comma after the word "welded."
The object was to |)r()vi(le a penalty in the case of welding
that is done after the adoption of these regulations, taken in
connection with the dale .it the bottom of page six, and then I
believe that llic ri|Mirt of the committee will not be subject to
the objection raised by Mr. Fidler. Autogeneous welding is one
of the most useful processes we have nf)w in railroad work, but
it has come near being discredited, due to the ineHiciency (jf the
operator.
have been attempting to do things by means of autogeneous welding which wc ought not to do, and 1 think in the
interest of safety as well as economy, that considerable of that
work might be reduced, and the rest of it tnorc carefully supervised, particularly with respect to the efficiency of the operator.
Mr. Fuller: 1 am glad to have had pointed out my misinterpretation or misunderstanding of the paragraph referred to. I
have no objection to the rule if it applies to welding after the
date set.
(At this point. Mr. Tatuni called attention to errors
regarding truck equaliizers and top short angle, which
should be top chord angle.)
Mr. Fuller: I would like to make a motion that the report
of the committee be adopted, leaving in the building up of
flat spots on wheels.
I would like to see the word "electric"
used in connection with welding, and also request the committee to put into the report a section relating to the building up of collars on axles.
H. C. Oviatt (New Haven): I would like to get straightened out on the question whether the committee experienced any trouble in building up flat spots where the thickness of tread was more than one in. above the limit of wear

Wc

groove.

Mr. Thompson: The allowable limit of running the tire
in. It was not considered good practice
to try to weld a truck member, when it is weak, if it is
under one in. thick.
H. C. Oviatt: As I read this, it says this is permissible
when the thickness of the tread is one in. or more above the

would be about one

wear groove.
Mr. Thompson: We considered anything below one in.
was not worth it anyway.
H. C. Oviatt: Was there any experiment made with tires
more than one in.?
Mr. Thompson: A great many, both by the electric and
limit of

acetylene processes.
H. C. Oviatt: They were satisfactory?
Mr. Thompson: No, they were not satisfactory: that's the
reason we backed up on it.
Mr. Kleine: This committee has been continued from year
to year, and it has finally presented a report which I think
we can all go along with. There are requests for certain
additions to the report, but rather than adopt them on the
floor or read them into the report of the committee, it would
be better to continue the committee for another year, and let
it look into the proposition of welding collars on axles, welding flat spots on wheels, and also the welding of couplers.
I amend Mr. Fuller's motion that the report of the committee be accepted as read by the chairman and referred to letter ballot, and the committee continued to report on the
items which were brought out in the discussion.
Mr. Gaines: Before that motion is put I would like to
have the vote on Mr. Fuller's original motion. The building
up of flat spots is not an experiment: it has been going on
for years. It is common practice and good practice, and as
long as we can reclaim a whole lot of material, let those
that want to do it do so.
Mr. Kleine: This would in no way stop any road from conpresent practice, but I don't believe that the Assoshould recognize it as an accepted practice until the
committee has had an opportunity to go into it further. I would
tiniug

its

ciation

refer the

members

to the report of

Mr. Miller on Autogenous
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Welding, that appears in the 1918 American Engineer, which
condcinns the practice. That was a very carefully
considered report, and, therefore, I don't think we should take
any precipitate action.
I would like to ask the chairman of this comMr. Gihbs
mittee, referring to paragraph four of page four, would it
be a very difficult job to introduce into this report drawings
of typical side frames and bolsters, and indicate the parts that
should not be welded. I think that would clear up the ambiguYou have a pretty clear idea of the parts that should not
ity.
Ije welded; would it be much trouble to do that?
That is a very good suggestion, Mr. Gibbs.
Mr. Thompson
It would not be much trouble at all.
Mr. Fuller: Do I understand that the amendment carries
with it the two suggestions that I made? My motion was to
reinstate the paragraph covering the welding up of flat spots
and also adding to the report the building up of collars on
Does your motion include those, or not?
axles.
Mr. Kleine
My motion eliminates those two items, and
simply defers them for further investigation for the committee
to report upon next year.
Mr. Sillcox: One thing to consider is the number of cars
which are going to be tied up in this country on roads which
are isolated and have to move equipment, where you have to
we'.d the arch bars and the truck side frames. Some roads weld
We had a train wrecked the
these frames and paint them.
other day that was one of the worst disasters we faced this
year, and the train had passed four inspection points. The truck
frame had been welded and thoroughly painted and the best
inspector in the world could never have detected that condition.
We can't get arch bars to points way out in the mountains on
a 12,000 mile railroad, unless we tie the car up for two or three
weeks. The question of whether we would render a bill for
a welded arch bar should be brought up, or some explanation
should be given how this would be included in the rules and
applied.
If the committee is to carry on its work it should be
prepared next year to tell us how that would be controlled.
Mr. Tatum
I would
I don't quite understand Mr. Sillcox.
like to ask him if he thinks we should continue welding side
frames and arch bars, or whether we should discontinue it.

al)Solutely

:

:

:

:

Mr. Sillcox: I don't say that the universal practice is good,
If
but there are cases where you have to weld the arch bar.
you have the car in a big shop, where you can put a new arch
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ADOPTION, last
of the details,

such as contour line,
design of 6 in. by 8 in. shank,
etc., for the M. C. B. Standcoupler, the duty asard
signed to the committee to
present to the association a
one standard coupler has been
completed.
To realize the
benefits of this work it is essential that the coupler be
placed into general use as
as practicable. The design has passed the experimental stage and the coupler
manufacturers are in a position to furnish the coupler in
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any quantities desired.
R. L. Kleine

Chairman

accomplish the univeruse of the standard cou-

committee recommandatory that all
mends the following program:
equipped
with the M. C. B.
certain
be
date
new cars built after a
(B) Make it
Standard D coupler with 6 in. by 8 in. shank.
mandatory that after the present stock of S in. by 7 in. couplers
is used all future renewals will be made with the M. C. B.
Standard coupler with 5 in. by 7 in. shank.
NOTE. On existing cars equipped with 5 in. by 5 in, shank couplers,
the

(A) Make

—

We

:

:

Chairman

:

No.

Mr. Kleine:
the meantime;

can use your own option about that in
simply not recognizing it as recommended

You

practice.
Mr. Fuller:

Evidently there is some confusion here. I
asked Mr. Kleine, who seconded my motion, whether or not
that left out, as the chairman read, on page 4, the paragraph
"Flat spots on rolled steel wheels and tires, if thickness of
tread is 1 in. or more above limit of wear groove." Now,
Mr. Kleine says: "The report as it stands." To make this
clear, I think the members should have both motions, and
my motion was to reinstate this item and also add into the
report the building up of collars on axles.
The amendment was put to vote and carried.

in the draft arrangement when provision should be made for
applying either the 5 in. by 7 in. or the 6 in. by 8 in. shank M. C. B.
Standard D Coupler.
It is impracticable to apply the standard type
coupler to the 5 in. by 5 in. shank.

changed

D

In order to carry out this program the committee recommends
the following changes in the M. C. B. Rules of Interchange for
Freight Cars: (A) Add the following paragraphs to Rule No. 3:
I. Cars built after June 1, 1920, will not be accepted in interchange unless equipped with 6 in. by 8 in. shank M. C. B.
Standard D couplers.
II. Existing cars, equipped with 5 in. by 7 in. shank couplers

of

the

present types,

when

requiring coupler

it

of coupler should be maintained except

where cars are

renewals,

shall

have 5 in. by 7 in. shank M. C. B. Standard D couplers applied.
This rule to be effective when present stock of new and secondhand 5 in. by 7 in. shank couplers has become exhausted.
III. Existing cars equipped with 5 in. by 7 in. shank couplers
shall have the existing type of couplers maintained in repairs.
Where changes are made in the design of the draft arrangement,
provision should be made for the application of either the 5 in.
by 7 in. or 6 in. by 8 in. shank M. C. B. Standard coupler.

To
sal

pler,

the present type

bar in, that is the thing to do; but if you have a car 200 or 300
miles away from a point where can you obtain the proper arch
bar? You have to keep the car moving somehow, and you are
going to tie up a world of cars this way if you have to tie up
to put in new arch bars.
Mr. Tatum: It would be far better to tie up a car than to
allow it to go out on the railroad and tie up many more cars
and destroy the property of the railroad, and tie up the traffic.
Mr. Gaines: I would like to ask Mr. Thompson if the committee's report bars the welding of arch bars in a blacksmith
fire.
are talking of two things, the welding i)y autogenous
process is one, but it does not say the arch bar must not be
welded in an open blacksmith fire in the old way.
Mr. Thompson Perhaps wt don't say that, but that is what
we meant; it should not be welded at all.
Mr. Fuller: This Association should go on record as absolutely prohibiting the welding of an arch bar, either in a blacksmith shop or any other place.
The Chairman: Any further remarks? If not, the amendment is before you. Will you please state your amendment
again, Mr. Kleine?
Mr. Kleine: That the report of the committee, as read by the
chairman, be adopted, and submitted to letter ballot for adoption
as recommended practice, and the committee continue to consider the question of welding of collars on axles, the welding
of flat spots on wheels, and the welding of couplers.
Mr. Tatum Do I understand that motion to intend to stop
the building up of solid flat wheels during the period that this
investigation is going to be made?

Committee on Couplers
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Uncoupling Attachments

— Revision of Standard

the Coupler Committee
date of February 25, 1919, to consider revising the
standards for the uncoupling arrangements shown in the Master
Car Builders' Association Standards, Sheet 19-B, with a view
of providing a standard in accordance with Paragraph (m) of
Rule 3 of the 1918 Code of Interchange Rules and with the
United States Railroad Adminstration's standard.
Cars built after January 1,
Rule 3 (m) reads as follows:

The General Committee

under

instructed

;
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l)C eniiippcil with louplcr opcruliiiK Icvcr coiiiu-iicd
with ouipiir lock or locklift without tiic use of links,
The Unitctl Slates Kailroad Ailniiiiislration
clevises or chains.
Coupler operating device to he of the top
Stamlanl reads:
that
operating type without the use of clevises, links and pins
Apparatus to
is, to he direct connected to tlic locking-block.
United States Railbe in accordance with c<uidition drawings.
road .'\dniinislration. Division of Operation, Mechanical Dipartmcnl Circular No. 8 reads: Coupler nperatinn device to l)e of
type directly connected to coupler knuckle lock wiliunit use of
clevis, link, chain or pin and to be interchangeable with operating device on United States standard cars where possible.
United States Safety Appliance Standards provide for uncoupling levers to be either single or double, and of any ellicient
design with prescribed dimensions for various types of uncou-

niusl

191'.',

direct

;

employ clevises and link, and
provide penalties for uncoupling levers not conforming to the

pling levers including those which

detailed specifications.
coupler makes provisit)n for both
The M. C. B. Standard
top and bottom operation, the bitter being necessary for cars
with low height of floors from rail and where it is desirable to

D

portions of the uncoupling arrangement below floor line.
The object of changing the standard is to provide an uncoupling lever _ that is entirely connected to the locking-block or
locking-block lifter and avoid the defects existing in levers which
employ clevises, chains, pins and cotters. On account of the
United States Safety .•\i)pliancc Standards providing certain
specitications for the various types of uncoupling levers used,
It
it is necessary to retain these specifications in the standards.
is also desirable to retain the bottom connection for certain cars
that require it. The types of uncoupling levers directly connected
to the locking-block or locking-block lifter are covered by
letters patent which, under the rules, prevent adoption of any
It is, therefore, the suggestion of your comspecific design.
mittee to provide for the uncoupling rigging directly connected
to the locking-block or locking-block lifter by making the following changes in the standards: 12. (A) Plate M. C. B. 23-A.
Eliminate the uncoupling attachments (links, clevises, pins and
(B) Plate M. C. B. 19-B. Add a
cotters) shown on this plate.
"For Existing Cars Only."
heading over the cuts, reading

keep

all

:

"For New Cars
Design Uncoupling Levers to Existing
Cars." Coupler operating device must be of a type directly connected to the coupler knuckle locking-block or locking-block
lifter without the use of clevises, links, chain or pin and must
conform to the detailed specifications prescribed in the United
(C) M. C. B. Proceedings,
States Safety .\ppliance Standards.
Change Recommended Practice to
1918, Page 607, Heading:

Add

the following to the right of the cuts:

and Application of

New

Standard.

On Page 607, eliminate the paragraph at the bottom of the page
relating to chain conection. Page 608, eliminate the last sentence
in the first paragraph reading: Details of uncoupling rod chain
are shown on sheet M. C. B. 23-A. Page 608, add a new paragraph after the second paragraph at the top of the page, reading:
In 1919 the standard for uncoupling levers for new freight cars
and application of new design uncoupling levers to existing
freight cars specified that the coupler operating device must
be of a type directly connected to the coupler knuckle lockingblock or locking-block lifter without the use of clevises, links,
chain or pin and must conform to the detail specifications prescribed in the United States Safety Appliance Standards.
(D) 1918 Proceedings, Page 553. Add a paragraph after
the second paragraph at the top of the page, reading: In 1919
the Standard for Uncoupling Levers for new freight cars and
the application of the new design uncoupling levers to existing
freight cars specified that the couple roperating device must be
of a type directly connected to the coupler knuckle locking-block
or locking-block lifter without the use of clevises, links, chain
or pin.
(E) M. C. B. Proceedings 1918, Plate B, Safety Appliance
Standards for uncoupling levers, following Page 574: Add the
same notes as provided for Plate M. C. B. 19-B and covered in
foregoing paragraph (B).
In conclusion the committee recommends submitting to letter
Coupler operating device for new freight
ballot the following:
cars and the application of new design coupler operating device
to existing freight cars must be of a type directly connected to
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the i.^uplcr knuckle locking-block or locking-block lifter without
liie Use of clevises, links, chain or pin and must conform to the

detailed

siiecilications

prescribed

in

the

I'niled

Stales

Safety

Appliance Standards.

The

signed by R. L. Kleinc (Chairman), PennsylNew York Central; !'. 11. Stark, Montour;
E. J. Hrennan, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; J. W. Small,
Atlantic Coast Line, and J. A. I'ilcher, Norfolk & Western.
Mr. Kleinc: You will note that we don't specify any
given date, for the reason we desire to give the railroads
an opportunity to use up their present stock of couplers,
either new or second-hand.
1 have an inquiry from one oT
the niembers in regard to the specification for uncoupling
levers.
is
understood that the recommendation for
It
uncoupling levers simply relates to the connection of the
uncoupling lever to the locking block, or locking block lifter,
and does not take in any other part of the unctnipling lever.
(Mr. Tollerton occupies the Chair, during absence of Mr.

vania;

report

I'".

W.

Chambers.)
Mr. Tatum

is

Brazier,

Mr. Chairman, I note the recommendation at
conclusion, "your committee recommends sulimittiiig to letter
ballot the following: 'coupler operating device for new freight
cars and application of new design coupler operating device to
existing freight cars must be of type directly connected to coupler
knuckle block or locking block lifter without use of clevises,
:

tlie

I thought that if the committee gave consideration to
requiring that the standard that it has recommended be adopted
on cars receiving a ciiangc in the device, why not extend it a
little further, and say, "when new operating devices on the existing cars are manufactured, that they be made to conform
with the new standard."
Why should we perpetuate the old

etc' "

device.

Mr. Kleine
This is a matter of interchange, interchange
could not control^ the manufacture, but they can control the ap:

plication.

Mr. Tatum
The idea that I want to bring out is that a number of the railroads are manufacturing the old device, perpetuating the old existing trouble.
In manufacturing the old device
the railroads manufacturing it are making themselves liable to
frequent penalties because the device is not always found operating, and I believe the sooner we understand the conditions
and get away from the old device and put in a device that will
prevent these violations of the safety appliance law, the better
ofif our railroads will be, and the more our men will be protected.
Mr. Brazier: It would seem to me after all the arguments
that have been made in years gone by and with the reports of
the Interstate Commerce Commission inspectors showing violations
there have been more penalties attached to the system of
the old method of chain clevises, and if you keep acmount of it
very carefully, you will find you are spending thousands of dolThe average road that is spendlars a month in maintenance.
ing money on equipment today should put in the new uncoupling
device in the reclamation work as well as in the new care.
Mr. Gaines
I agree with all that has been said about incorporating something of that kind, but I don't think you can
put it in that paragraph because this is an interchange.
Mr. Kleine
I may explain that the report covers two devices
one, the interchange, and the other the recommended practice.
In the recommended practice, your recommended practice would
read this way
"Coupler operating device for new freight cars
and application of new design coupler operating device to ex:

—

:

:

:

isting freight cars."

It is

covered right there.

Mr. Gaines There are two distinct things we have here one
is a recommendation of letter ballot relative to the couplers;
then, if I understand it, the committee also makes a number of
recommendations for recommended practice in addition to that.
referred to letter
I move that the matter be accepted and
:

:

ballot,

both questions.

I don't quite understand how this is going to be
referred to letter ballot. Is it going to be referred by letter ballot for the roads to vote whether or not the manufacture of new
uncoupling operating devices for old cars in existence is to be
in accordance with the new recommended practice?
Mr. Kleine Inasmuch as this is a change in the standards,
it should first be approved by letter ballot, and then the change
made in the Interchange Rule.s.
The motion was then put to vote and carried.

Mr. Tatum:

:

;
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TO THE 1916 M. C. B. convention, the committee
addressed a circular of inquiry to the railroads with a view
of ascertaining the kind and capacity of draft gears in service, travel, performance, sustained capacity in service and repairs,
also sill spacing, coupler attachments, riveted versus key connection between coupler and attachments, draft lug spacing, overall length of gears, coupler horn, clearance, etc.
Replies to this
circular were received covering a total of 1,678,000 cars owned.
The data received gives a very fair idea of the gears in service,
forms of attachments used, spacing of sills, etc., but the information is very meager, generally, as to the efficiency of the gears
in service, cost of maintenance, practicability of repairs and

SUBSEQUENT

on Draft Gears

drop test machine will measure the height of drop at which
various gears will close, and, therefore, can be considered a
relative measure of shock-absorbing capacity in different gears
however, the weight used is so much less than in actual service
that the question arises whether the weight and height of drop
of the test machine is comparable to the weight and speed of a
loaded car in service, and if a gear so tested in a 9000-lb. drop
lb.

test machine will have the same relative efficiency in service
under tlie heavier weight car and slower speed. The 15,000Ib. single pendulum machine in conjunction with the 30,000-lb.
car on level track, as used by the Union Draft Gear Company,
is another form of drop testing and is comparable with the drop

-Pennsylvania

Railroad

Fenciulum 06- Test Mnchine

6«nerol- Arrcl^tJeme^^

Exhibit A.

— General

Arrangement of Pennsylvania Draft Gear Testing Machine

capacity of repaired gears, although valuable data are included
on tests of two types of draft gears taken from service before
repairs were made, as well as tests of these gears after repairs.
It was felt essential that gears should be thoroughly tested
out, not only when new, but after they had seen service, as well
as after repairs had been made to gears taken from service, also
that such tests should be made approximating as closely as possible actual service conditions, eliminating variables as far as
possible.
The static machine gives a certain comparison as
determined by its diagram and absorption of work but does not
measure the capacity of the gear as a shock absorber. The 9000-

weight.

The Symington

test

plant

for testing draft gears in

(See Railway Age, issue of May 2, 1919,
This testing arrangement represents more nearly
page 1097.)
actual service conditions than any of the tests previously referred
to.
It, however, necessarily includes a number of variables, but
is no doubt valuable for check testing and action under service
full-sized freight cars.

conditions.

In order to reduce to a minimum all variables and for the
purpose of accurately measuring impact blows, recoil, etc., the
Pennsylvania designed a pendulum draft gear testing apparatus (Exhibit A), consisting of two weights of 200,000 lb. each.

;
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tests conducted l)y it,
machine has not hcen huilt.
^'oun^^, ManaRcr, Inspection and Test

(•ear Coniniiltee to use this

hut on account of the war,

It

varied up to
purpose of the Draft

niacliine in

tlic

Section, Division of Operation. United Stales Railroad

Admin-

advised it is tiie desire and intention of that section
to make an extensive test of draft nears to determine what a
<lraft ^;ear should he, and also the value of tiie draft Bears now
on the market measured hy the ideal standard, and invited sufjRestions anil recommendations of the Draft Gear Committee,
draft gear manufacturers and railroad oflicers.
Tlie committee acted upon tliis iiivitatiiin and placed at tlie disposal of the
novernmenl all the data and tests tliat had hcen collected, as well
as their views in connection with the tests to he conducted.
After outlining their plan of procedure, the Inspection and Test
Section of the United States Railroad Administration conducted
tests of draft gears on the static and drop test machines, for
the purpose of calibrating the gears used in the cars at the Symington testing plant, which were started April 10, 1919, and to
which the committee has been invited.
In order to avoid duplication of work and entailed expense,
this committee has suspended making any tests of draft gears,
but will work in close harmony with the United States Railroad
Administration, Inspection and Test Section, and thus have
available the results of these tests.
The report was signed by R. L. Kleine (Chairman), Pennsylvania; Prof. L. E. Endsley, University of Pittsburgh; W. E.
istration,

Dunham, Chicago & North Western; J.. R. Onderdonk, Baltimore & Ohio; A. R. Kipp, Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.
Marie; G. W. Rink, Central of New Jersey; J. C. Fritts, Delaware. Lackawanna & Western R. D. Smith, Boston & Albany
.\. M. Darlow. Buffalo & Susquehanna, and H. C. May, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.
;

Discussion
Mr. Kleine: I may say, subsequent to describing the testing
machine at the Rochester plant, that this description is prior to
the time that the U. S. R. Assn. test section took up the work.
It has added considerable to the machine which brings it up to
date.
Mr. Kadel, who is the engineer in charge of the tests at
Rochester, is here, and I believe we should hear from him on
the progress of these tests.
A motion to accept the report was carried.
Mr. Kadel In taking up the work of testing draft gears for
the Railroad Administration, we have given consideration to all
of the methods of testing that are in vogue, and in assembling
cars for testing, we put them through all of the recognized
:

might show any results, and in our tests, at this time,
16 different types of draft gears. These will, undoubtadded to as there are several more being considered,
and I think the total would be about 20 w-hen we complete the
program. The gears were first assembled at Baltimore, and
were given their static tests, a 9,000 lb. drop test on solid anvils.
On Mr. Onderdonk's gear-testing machine the gears have been
carefully calibrated to see just what results they show there, and
we have made destruction tests in testing the gear under the
9.000 lb. drop test.
We know just what it takes now to first
start destruction of any gear under that test.
The gears were
then taken to Rochester and are now being carried through tests
in the Rochester plant of the Symington Company, and at that
tests that

we have
edly, be

we are recording the exact striking velocity, the exact
impact velocity, and when I say exact velocity it means the

plant

velocity at the instant of impact, which is somewhat different
from the average velocity over a long length of track.
W^e get the exact amount that the draft gear closes.

We

are taking each type of gear, first running two tests with
one of each type on each of the two cars that are there;
then we take the gear out of the striking car, and put in a
so'id buflfer of 24 sq. in. area, and we run a test with another
In the standing car we get some
gear in the struck car.
additional new action on the draft gears, whether there be
get the exact amount that these
one or two gears.
draft gears close at difTerent speeds, and we get a different
When we say cushioning
measure of cushioning value.
value, we do not mean absorption, because a spring draft
gear, whatever its capacity, has just as much a cushioning

We
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action as a friction gear that may absorb all oi the sliuck.
They are two entirely different things. But we arc also getting the absorption, because the absori)lion is a very imporThe absori)tion spells absence or presence of
tant feature.
what we c.ill recoil, your kick-back in cars, and we are getting the cushioning value and the cflfcct of recoil also in
are able to tell you just what the gears
inip.ict tests.
do as they close, and how long it takes them to close, how
far the cars travel while they are closed, how long it takes
them lo open that is, what period of time, and how far the
tell you how much
cars travel while they are opening.
the striking car was decreased in speed by the closing of
the gear and how much it was decreased by the ojiening of
tell you on the struck car how much its
the gear.
speed was affected by the closing and how much by the
There is one class of tests
f(5llowing release of the gear.
that properly should iirecede all of these that we have not
been able to even begin, and that is the tests on pulling, the
tests that are really road tests of draft gears, and should
properly precede all other tests in the determination of an
Draft gears, first of all, must hold cars
ideal draft gear.
together, they must enable us to handle cars in trains, and
then, alter they do that, we must get just as much cushion value
and absorption value as we can get to keep destructive loads
oflf the sills.
Briefly, that is the work going on at Rochester.
The Draft
Gear Committee is taking an active part in that work and have
Mr. Slaughter of the
a representative there at all of the tests.
Pennsylvania Railroad has been named by the committee to attend all of these tests, and is in constant attendance there. The
Symington Co.'s plant has always been a valuable testing plant

We

—

We

We

for draft gears.

The

original plant of the

Symington Company

had means for measuring a draft gear closure, the distance the
cars traveled, and a seismograph on each gear. There has been
added to that a double drum, alongside of the track, setting on
a base on the ground. That track is stationary with respect to
the ground. The struck car is, what we term the B car, ordinarily the standing car, and it has means by which a pencil on the
car draws a line on the drum. The other car drops down an incline, and as it approaches the first of these two drums it picks
up a pencil there and draws a line on that drum, at the same time
that the B car is drawing its line on the other drum. The two
drums are running on a common shaft at exactly the same speed,
and we have a very simple and very accurate means for marking
the cars, so that we can time them together, both lengthways to
the drum. When this pencil is used we can time them exactly
around the drum, so that we know at any point around the drum
just exactly where the two pencils stood, and from the two
drums working on the same shaft at the same speed, we know
exactly what each car was doing at any instant. We can trace
the whole path and the whole action of the two cars all during
that impact. There is only one way to really measure the path
of the travel of any body.
If it is a resilient body we would
have to take the record from the center of the mass and we
would have to apply the force to the center of the mass, but
unfortunately we cannot do that. We could approach it, but we
can never obtain it absolutely. So we are always going to have
some resilience, some elastic yield in the car body, and that
makes trouble for us, but we get mighty good records in spite of
that.

We

found that if you take a draft gear and test it under
the 9,000 lb. drop, for example, we get practically an unyielding testing device.
have a base that we take for granted
is unyielding, and then we have a weight that is pretty nearly

We

unyielding also, and we drop it on there. If a gear has any
tendency to chatter as it goes in you would not hear the chattering, and would not see it. The weight will prevent your discovering the chatter, but if you have the yielding car the little
yield of the car striking is just enough to leave a chatter as it
goes in. It is a little different thing from what any of us in
the work there anticipated because we did not appreciate that
that little yield alone might allow the chatter that the solid
weight won't decrease and won't detect. I think that gives a
description of the test plant.
G. H. Wood (A. T. & S. F.)
I understand the report of
committee is merely a report of its investigations. There
is no recommendation or anything of that sort in it, and the
committee is to continue their investigations along the lines of
:

this
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It is a standing committee.
The gentleman saul
draft gear.
there have hecn no tests made to determine the pulling strengtli
on couplers, and as that is where we have the greater part of

our coupler failures, or draft gear failures I would lilce to
suggest that if it is possible to make any tests that will determine the pulling strength in the draft gear and the draw bars
that the committee try and determine the relative strength between the coupler, draft gear and knuckle parts, so that any
failure that may occur will occur throughout the knuckle, knuckle
pins, or those parts that can be reapplied readily, because if the
knuckle and draw bar is made strong enough, and it seems to
be the general opinion that it ought to be made stronger, we
are simply going to pull the draft gear out of the car. We are
never going to stop breaking couplers and draft gears, and
things of that kind, but the committee is trying to evolve some
means of reducing the failures and tlie shocks due to slack action.
In doing this they might evolve a draw bar and knuckle parts
that will give us knuckle failures instead of draft gear and draw
bar failures.
The present M. C. B. standard "D" coupler is
Mr. Kleine
designed to fail through the knuckle hub. It is recognized that
that is the portion of the coupler which is most easily reFollow'ng that up, the draft attachment should, of
newed.
The test for the
course, be stronger than the knuckle hub.
knuckle hub now is 175,000 lb. within the elastic limit of the
therefore, your attachment should be stronger than
cast steel
that, and, so far as the attachment of the draft stops to the sills
are concerned, it is rather a simple matter. So far as the draft
gear itself is concerned, there isn't so much trouble on the road
from the failure of the draft gear as it is from the failure of
the draft gear that results from the failure to properly function,
and Mr. Cadel's explanation in making these road tests was
simply to ascertain how a draft gear should function in order to
ascertain how a draft gear should function in order to take
care of the proper starting and stopp'ng of trains.
Mr. Gaines: I was present at some of these preliminary tests
at Rochester, and have seen the apparatus, and understand it to
a certain extent. I think they have apparatus up there that is
going to give us very definite and very fine information on
draft gears when they get the whole series completed.
A motion that the report of the committee be accepted and
the committee continue its work was carried.
:
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Association, Sec. Ill, Mechanical
Aishton, R. H., Reg. Dir. Northwest Reg., U. S. R. A.
Akans, E. L., M. M., Osborne.
Akans, Geo., M. M., Southern, Schlitz.
Aldcorn, Thomas, Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Shelburne.
Allen, C. E., Gen. M. M., No. Pac, Ambassador.
Amend, D. H., Keystone Coal & Coke Co.
Anderson, J. J., M. M., Chattahoochee Valley, Osborne,
Andrews, S. B.; M. E., S. A. L., Chelsea.
Aloquist, Peter, M. C. B., Pere Marquette, .Embassador.
Appier, A. B., M. E., D. & H., Marlborough.
Arden, D. D., M. M., Sav. & Statesboro, Lexington.
Armstrong, S. T., S. M. P., I. & A. N., Traymore.

W. J., M. C. B., D. & H., Osborne.
Barker, N. M., Copper Range, Strand.
Barons, J., Asst. Gen. Car. Fore., K. & I., Osborne.
Barry, F. J., M. M., N. Y. O. & W.. Chalfonte.
Bartlett, Henry, G. S. M. P., B. & M., Chelsea.
Basford, G. M., Loco. Feed Water Heater Co., Marlborough.
Bawden. Wm. M. M., Wiggins Ferry Co., Strand.
Rabcock,

Beaumont, H.
Berg, Karl, M.

&

O., Osborne.
A., G. F. C. S.. B.
L. E., Pennhurst.
E., P.

&

Bilty, Chas. H.,

M.

E.,

U.

S.

R. Y.

Adm. N. W.

Reg.,

Am-

bassador.
Bishop, G. C, S.
Blair,

H.

M.

P.,

Supv. C.

A.,

Long
R.,

Island, Chelsea.

Allegheny Region U.

S.

R. R. A.,

Dennis.

Bohan,

W.

J.,

Boutet, H., C.

M.
J.

N. P., Ambassodor.
Chalfonte.

E.,
I.,

& Ohio Cent., Chalfonte.
Brandt, C. A., Loco. Superheater Co., Marlborough.
Bray, B. H., S. M. P., N. O. M. & C, Osborne.
Bowerson, C, M. M., Tol.

lircnnan, E. J., Supt. M. P., C. M. & St. P., Marlborough.
Hreyer, J. S., M. M., Southern, Dennis
Brown, E. L., C. I., Iowa Transfer Ry.
Burch, J. J., G. F. C. D., N. & W.
Burroughs, C. R., S. P., Monticello.
Burton, Thos. L., C. A. B. E., N. Y. C, Marlborough.
Bush, B. F., Reg. Dir. Southwest Reg., U. S. R. R. A.
Butler, W. S.. M. M., C. & O., Marlborough.
Buzzzell, O. D., G. F. C. D., A. T. & S. F.. Craig Hall.
Byram, N. E., Federal Mgr., C. M. & St. P.
Calkins, A. E.. Eng. R.

S.,

&

N. Y. C. Lines

Rutland, Tray-

more.
Caracristi, V. Z.,

Carmer,

J.

R.,

Traymore.

G. F., P. B.

'

&

W.,

Haddon

•

Hall.

Case, S. T., M. C. B., N. Y. C, Pennhurst.
Caton, S. W., C. C. I., Western Maryland, Monticello.
Charlton, Geo. J., G. C. F., D. L. & W., Pennhurst.

Clark, F. D., Supt., Cambria & Indiana, .'\lamac.
Clark, F. H., Consulting Engineer, Marlborough.
Coapman, E. H., Federal Mgr., Southern
Coddington, H. W., Eng. Tests., N. & W., Shelburne.
Colgate, Thos., Litchfield & Madison, New Holland.
Combs, W. B., M. M., M. D. & S., Arlington.
Connolly, J. J., S. M. P., D. S. S. & A., Chelsea.
Coulter, J. W., M. M.. Alton & So., Grand Atlantic.
Courson, J. F., G. F., Pa., Seaside.
Coutant, G. E., G. I., L. & C. D. Wabash Alamac.
,

Cowgill, L., M. C. B., A. T. & S. F., Shelburne.
Cross, D. \V., M. M., T. St. L. & W., Traymore.
Cunningham, J. L., S. M. P., Penn., Dennis.
Curry, H. M., S. M. P., N. P., Marlborough.
Daley, J. H., M. M., N. Y., N. H. & H., Dennis.
Davis, J. H., El. Eng., B. & O., Shelburne.
Davis, M. J., A. E. M. P., Pa., Chalfonte.
Dawson, E., M. M., Ariz. & New Mex., St. Francis.
Demarest, T. W., S. M. P., Penna., Brighton.
Deverell, A. C, S. M. P., G. N., Traymore.
De Vilbiss, E. B., A. E. M. P., Penna., Marlborough.
DeWolff, F. A., A. L. S., Cuban Central Rys. Ltd., Corinthan.
Dickinson, F. W., M. C. B., B. & L. E., Monticello.
Dinan, Arthur, M. M., A. F. & S. F., Wellington.
Ditmore, George W., M. C. B., D. & H., Osborne.
Donehue, Thos., D. G. C. P., N. Y. C, Planters.
Doring, T. J., G. F. M. C. B., Penna., Craig Hall.
Dougherty, W. Q., M. M., M. & O., Deville.
Downing, I. S., G. M. C. B., C. C. C. & St. L., Traymore.
Dunham, W. E., C. S. M. P., C. & N. W., Marlborough.

Dunkle, S. K., S, M. P., Benwood Wheel. Con. Rys., Wiltshire.
Dunlop, P. T., G. S. M. P., St. L. & S. F., Traymore.
Dyer, R. H., U. S. R. R. A., Arlington.
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Edwards, H.

P.,

G. M., A.

&

W., Bouvier.

C, G. S. M., C. G. W., Chalfonte.
Elliott, B. F., M. C. B., United Rys. of Havana, Strand.
Ettinger. R. L., C. M. E., Southern, Dennis.
Ewald, Wm., Asst. M. M., Cumb. & Pa., Monticello.
Ewing, J. J., M, E., C. & O., St. Charles.
Eich, H.

Farr, B. J., C. M. P., G. T., Traymore.
Fisher, W. J., Midland Valley. Seville.
Fitzmorris, James, M. M., C. June, Lexington.
Flynn, W. H., S. M. P., M. C, Marlborough.
Foque, T. A., S. M. P., M. St. P. & S. S. M., Ambassador.

Fowler, Geo. L., C. E., Dennis.
Fox, H. K., M. E., C. M. & St. P., Ambassador.
Freeman, J. F., G. F. C. D., Sunset Cent., Strand.
Fritts, J. C, M. C. B., D. L. & W., Kentucky.
Fry Lawford H., Standard Steel Works, Brighton.
Fryer C. V., G. F. C. D., N. Y O. & W., Chalfonte.
Fuller, C. E., S. M. P., U. P., Marlborough.

F Vice Chrn., U. S. R. R. A., Marlborough.
Gallagher, F. S., A. E. B. S., N. Y. C. Haddon Hal.1.
Garstang, William, life member, Traymore.
Gemlo, William, S. M. P. & R. S., M. & St. L., Slielburne.
Goodnow, T. H., S. C. D., C. & N. W.. Marlborough.
Goodwin, George S., M. E., C. R. I. & O., Chalfonte.
Gorman, J. E.. Federal Mgr., C. R. & P.
Goss, W. F. M., Pres., Railway Car. Mfg. Assn., Chelsea.
Gould, Jos. E., M. M., C. H. & N., Dennis.
Gray, G. M., S. M., B. & L. E.. Shelburne.
Griffith, W. C, M. M., Pere Marq., Ambassador.

Gaines F
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Halbert, M. W.,
Princess.
Hall, C.
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A., S.

Hicks. I. CV, M.
Hildreth. I'red

S..
I".,

M.

P. Lines West, Chelsea.
S. F.. Holmeshurst.
Vandalia, Craitf Hall.

P.,

&

A. T.

M.

i"...

lioiiarth. Wni., (."iidahy Refr. & Tank Lines. liaddMii Hall.
ilolden. Hale, Reg. Dir. West. Reg., l\ S. R. R. A.

Horrigan, John,

S.

M.

P.,

E.

&

J.

E.,

Trayniore.

&

II.,

Clialfonte.

Southern, Fredonia.
Jones, C. H., M. M., Hunt. & B. T. Mountain, Marlborough.
F.,
M., C. & W^ J., Strand.
E.
M.
Jones.
Justus, I. J., G. C. I., X. Y. C, Pennhurst.
J.

O.,

Kantmann, A. G.. G. M. M., V. S. & P., ChaUonte.
Reiser, C. B., S. M. P., Penna., Haddon Hall.
Kelley. H. G., President, G. T.
Kells, Williard, G. S. M. P., Atlantic Coast Line, Dennis.
Kellyj John P., Inspr. Safety Appl., I. C. C, Blackstone.
Kent, F. S., G. C. I., Penna., ^larlborough.
Kinney, W. H., Dearbon Chemical Co., Strand.
H., G. F. C. D., Monongahela. Watkins.
Kinter,
Kipp, A., G. C. I., N. Y. O. & W., Chalfonte.
Kleine, R. L., G. C. I., Penna., Dennis.
Kucher, T. N., M. M., T. P. & W., Ambasador.
La Mar, A., M. M., Penna.. Dennis.
Laughlin, Geo. P., S. C. D., Armour Car Lines. Marlborough.
Lenian. W. W., S. M. P., D. & R. G., Pennhurst.
Linstrom. C. A., C. Eng., P. A. & Mck. R., Shelburne.
Lvnn, W. K.. S. M. P., G. & S. I., De Ville.

D

Lynn, Samuel, M.

C. B., P.

&

L. E., Pennhurst.

McBride, B., M. M.. Southern, Shelburne.
McKinsey, Capt. C. R., M. M., Wash. Term.
IMcMullen, John, M. S., Erie, Shelburne.

McNanamy,

Frank, Asst. Dir., U. S. R. R. A.,
J.

Rnnnymede.

Marlborough.

M. P., Monongahela Con. R. R.. Chalfonte.
M. S., G. C. & S. F., St. Charles.
M. E., M. & St. L., Chalfonte.

:McNultv, F. M.,

McQuilien,

Co.,

S.

E.,

McRae, J. A.,
Maddox. C. W^,

C. C. L, C.

&

O.,

Haddon

Hall.

Maher, N. H., Reg. Dir. Pocahontas Reg., U. S. R. R. A.
Manchester, H. C, S. M. P., D. L. & W., Traymore.
Marden. J. E., G.- F. M. P., Portland Terminal, Alamac.
Markham, C. H., Reg. Dir. East. Reg., U. S. R. R. A.
Martin T, O., Foreman. 111. Cent.
Mehan, J. E., A. M. C. B., C. M. & St., Traymore.
Meister, C. L., M. E., Atlantic Coast Line. Dennis.
INIeloy, H. C, Supt. Elec. Appl., N. U. C.
Michael. J. B., M. M., Southern, Osborne.
Miller. E. B., Super. Car Repairs, U. S. R. A., Lexington.'
Miller. W. J., S. M. P., St. L. S. W., Traymore.
Milner, B. B., Eng. M. P., N. Y. C, Haddon Hall.
Milton, J. X., S. C. D., C. R. L & P., Chalfonte.
Montgomery. Hugh, S. M. P., Rutland R. R., Dennis.
Moriarty, G. A., M. S. Lines East, N. Y., X. H. & H.,
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IVniiie, \V. M.. M. M.. C. R. R. of N. J., (irand Allantu.
well. T. C, Dir. Div. of Cat). I'.xpend., U. S. R. R. A.
M., S. P., Anibas.sador
power, J. A.. A.
Powers, M. J.. S. M. P. & C. 1)., C. C. & C. S., Ambassad.ir.
i.

RafTerty, C. D.. M. .M.. A. C. «: 11. B., St. Charles.
Ranrage, J. C, Supt. Tests., Southern, Southland.
Rasbridge, R. B., S. C. D.. P. & R., Dennis.
Reese, (). P., S. M. P., Penna., Chelsea.
Reid, VV. L., V. P., Lima Loco. Works, Travniore.
Richardson. Louis A., M. S., C. R. I. & P.. Breakers.
Ridgeway, H. W.. S. M. P., Colo. & So., De Ville,
Rilev, S. li., M. M., Cumb. Valley R. R., Chalfonte.
Rink. George VV., M. E., C. R. R. of N. J., Traymore.
R<)l)ertsi,n, E. J., S. C. D.,
Rosing,
H. v.. Globe

W.

M. St. P. & S. S. M., Ambassador.
Seamless Steel Tubes Co., Marl-

borough.
II.,

S. P. C.

Dcpt., B.

&

().,

Dennis.

Sage, R. \^. Cambria Steel Co., Marlborough.
Sandman. A. G., M. E., R. & O., Marlborough.
Schrader, J. R., C. F., N. Y. C. Osborne.
Schultheiss, Rupert, M. P. Dept., S. P., Sacramento Shoj), Lex-

.

Jaynes, R. T., M, M.. L.

20,

I'..

Russum, T.

Jackson, W. J., Federal Mgr., C. & E. F.
Jackson, O. S., S. M. P., C. T. H. & S. E., Strand.
Jansen. E. W.. F.lec. EiiR I- C., Ambassador.

Johnson,

June

(

M.. Federal Mur., N. P.
Ilanlin. A. T.. Rcj{. Dir. Fast. Rck.. U. S. R. R. A.
(.. M. I.. 1. C. Alamac.
K.
N.
llanlinR.
Harris. A. A.. iM. S.. N. Y.. N. H. & H. Marlbnnninli.
Ilarvi-y. II. H.. C. C. V.. C. H. S: (J., Clulsoa.
Hatch. M. C. ^i.. I'lilvcrizod Fuel l-'-iiuip. Corp., Traymorc.
reniiliurst.
Hayiies. A. (.'.. F". Ci. I".. X. Y.
Ilavnes. J. V.., Montour, Clialfonte. •
Hennessey, I. J„ M. C". H., C. M. & St. P., Traymorc.

Henry.

AGIi:

Shel-

burne.

Moses, F. K., M. M., B. & O. Chgo Term.. Osborne.
Murray, E. A., :\I. M.. C. & O., Marlborough.
Mussey, William H., A. E. M. P., L. I., Chelsea.
Naery, J. S., M. C. B., C. I. & L., Brighton.
Nash, J. H., S. M. P., 111. Cent., Chalfonte.
Naylor, F., M. M., Miss. Cent. R. R., Osborne.
New, W. E., M. M., K. C. Term. Ry., Monticello.
Nordberg, A., M. M., P. & S., Arlington.
O'Brien, J. J., St. L. Mer. B. Ter., Strand.
O'Brien, M. S., M. P., Traymore.
O'Brien, W. J., M. M., K. & M. Rv., Haddon Hall.
O'Dea, P. J.. C. I. C. D., Erie. Pennhurst.
O'Donnell, T. J., Arbitrator, Niagara Frontier Car Insp. Assn.,
Pennhurst.
Onderdonk, J. R., Eng. of Tests, B. & O., Marlborough.

ington.
Schultz, F. C, C. L I., Grand Central Sta., Marlborough.
Schulze. R. W., S. C. D.. St. L. & S. F.. Traymore.
Schuyler, A. J., G. C. I., Virginia, Osborne.
Seddon, C. W., S. M. P., D. M. & X., Traymore.
Sedgewick, E. V., M. M. Ret., Inter Oceanic, Shelburne.
Seiders, I. A. S. M. P. & R. E., P. & R., Dennis.
Seley, C. A., Chalfonte.
Shackford, J. M., C. D., D. L. & W., Marlborough.
Sheafe, J. S., Shaefe Eng. Co., Dennis.
Sheahan, J. F., S. M. P., A. B. & A., Chalfonte.
Shearman, C. S., M. C. B., Chicago Jet., St. Charles.
Shoemaker, H., M. S., B. & A., Haddon Hall.
Shull, G. F., M. M., C. C. & O., St. Charles.
Sicardi, E., V. P., Union Tank Line, Traymore.
Sillcox, L. K., M. C. B., Tacoma Eastern, Traymore.
Simpson, C. S., Foreman Car Dept., Cape Girardeau

&

Northern.
Sloan,

R., E. E. C. L., Penna., Haddon Hall.
E. W., S. M. P., P. R. R., Chalfonte.

J.

Smith,
Smith, Henry J., G. C. I., D., L. & W., Kentucky.
Smith, Jno. L., Jr., E. C. F., P. & L. E., Osborne.
Smith, A. E., M. C. B., Union Tank Line, Traymore.
Smith, Jno. L., S. M. P., Pitts. Shawmut & Nor., Osborne.
Smith, P. F. Jr.. S. M. P., P. Lines, Brighton.
Smith, W. A., Traymore.
Spoor, C. E., M. C. B., B. & S., Haddon Hall.
Sprowl, X. E., S. M. P., Atl. Coast Line, Chalfonte.
Stone, A. J., Federal Mgr., Erie.
Storey, J. W., C. D., C. of G., Arlington.
Streeter, L. P., A. B. E., I. C, Ambassador.
Stubbs. G. W., M. M., Kentwood & East.. Arlington.

Summer, Eliot, C. M. P., Penna., Chalfonte.
Swanson, Chas. N., Supt. Car. Shops, A. T.
hurst.
Svveeley, E. H., G. F. L. R.,

Long

&

S.

F.,

Holm-

Island, Chalfonte.

Talum,

J. J., Gen. Supv. Car Repairs, U. S. R. R. A., Chelsea.
Terrell, C. H., A. S. M. P., C. & O., Haddon Hall.
Thomas, H. T., M. M., Detroit & Mackinaw.
Thomas, J. J. Jr., S. N. P., Southern, Chalfonte.
Thompson, A. W., Acting Pres., Am. R. R. Asso.
Thompson, Geo., Oxweld R. R. Serv. Co., Shelburne.
Thompson, \N. O., S. R. S.. N. Y. C, Marlborough.
Thorn, W. H., M. C. B., C. St. P. M. & O., Pennhurst.

Tollerton, W. J., C. M. S., C. R. I. & P, Marlborough.
Trapnell, F. W., C. I. I., Kansas City Car Interchange Bureau, Chalfonte.
Tyler, W. T., Dir. Div. of Operation, U. S. R. R. A.

Wagoner, J. V., M. M., G. F. & A., Arlington.
Walter, P. S., C. C. L, P. C. C. & St. L., Craig Hall.
Waring, E. T., Penna.
W^arnock, H. R., G. S. M. P., C. M. & St. P., Traymore.
Westervelt, Jos., M. C. B., N. Y. C, Winniefield.
Wilder, R. E., Car. Eng., Cambria Steel Co.. Marlborough.
Wood, G. H., C. A. B. L., Santa Fe., Osborne.
Vittum,
Y'ercy,

J.

J.

E.,

P.,

Chf. Joint Insp., Colwyn.

Genl. Fore., Penna.
Mgr. Insp. & Test Sec, U. S. R. R. A., Strand.
Mo. Pac, Ambassador.

Young,

C. B.,

Y'oung,

J. P., G. I. P. C. E.,

Zercher, F.

B.,

M.

C. B.. G. T.

W.. Marlborough.

Pennsylvania Gc

://

Utility

lixfr

^agc Car

P. R. R. General Utility Express and Baggage Car
Capacity of 70,000

ments

lb.

Obtained

in

Design Meeting Require-

of Universal Passenger Service.

AN ECONOMIC STANDPOINT One of the most interFROM
esting track exhibits this year
the Pennsylvania
is

class B-50 general utility express and baggage car,
which will be found on the Georgia Avenue tracks near
the boardwalk.
This car was designed primarily to
handle the traffic now generally moved on the I'ennsylvania in 50-ton express box cars of the X-25 class.

keeping with the character of the traffic it is primarily
intended to handle, the greater range of usefulness has
been efifected by providing two doors of suitable width
of opening on each side, end doors of standard width for
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Semi-Passenger Truck for the General Utility Express Car

The design has been modified, however, to make it available for baggage, mail storage and parcels post service,
as well as for some classes of perishable shipments.
But while it may be pooled with other passenger equipment and moved

freely in passenger service,

it

is

much

.

End View

of the

Truck

communicating between cars in passenger service, steam
heat and electric lights, and a suitable ventilating system which may be operated from the outside when the

-Vi<r^—><— .^c^'— — >k-

6^0'-

>i<r—j'-8'—x-—3'-8'-x--J'-6/*'^

-S4'-0'A"'

Floor Plan of the Pennsylvania General Utility Express and Baggage Car

can be built for considerably less money, and has
greater load capacity than standard passenger
equipment. Furthermore, with the addition of running
boards and ladders it will meet the requirements of the
lighter,

a

much

Interstate Commerce Commission for freight service.
While retaining a weight and first cost which are in

car is moving under seal. A modified design of freight
truck has been used in order to make the riding qualities
of the car suitable for high speed passenger service and
the car is equipped with the Westinghouse \JC brakes
generally used on Pennsylvania Railroad passenger
equipment.
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transferred to the center construction
at two intermediate points between the truck centers.
The center sills arc 15-in.,
40-11). channels and the side sills 6-in. by 4-in. by J^-in.
uliicli

llie

Ioa<l

is

ends of the car and

at the

aiij^^les.

The Body Construction
'11k-

.HI-

fr;

-ill.

iK'

of the car body consists of corner posts of

.^)j-in.

by

'/i-'m.

angle section, end and side

of 4-in., 7.25-lb. channels and ])ressed steel
intermediate side posts of U-section, flanged and riveted
The channel
to the inside of the j/^-in. side sheets.
openings on the outside of the posts are closed by butt
strips eight inches wide and the edges of adjoining side
sheets are rivete'd between the butt strips and the post
Hanges. The top member of the side frame is a 4-in.,
10.3-11)., Z-bar, tlie outside llange of which extends down
belt rail of 23/2-in. by
over the top of the side sheet.
2-in. by /i-m. angles is fitted between the side posts and
riveted to the side sheets on a line 4 ft. 3^-in. above the

door

])osts

A

floor.

The car is fitted with the A. K. A. steel box car roof,
wliich is carried on U-section carlines and is attached at
the sides to the vertical flange of the Z-bar side plates
and at the ends to a pressed steel connection angle flanged
over the top of the end sheet, the contour of the vertical
flange of which is shaped to suit the slope of the roof.
The car has a double floor, the lower course of which
is

The

Interior of the Car

6^

ft.
in. long, 9 ft. 1% in. wide and 10 ft. high at
The trucks are 36 ft. from center
the center of the car.
The car
to center and have a wheel base of 5 ft. 10 in.
has a weight (estimated) of 72,000 lb., which gives it a

50

H—-2m'-

—

of 1^-in. yellow pine laid transversely and secured

to the top of the side sills and the top center
plate by %-in. carriage bolts with countersunk

sill cover
heads and
riveted ends. The sub-floor is surfaced with %-in. maple
flooring laid longitudinally.
Drain troughs of %6"i"steel are let into the floor along the sides of the car,
except at the door openings. Two drains open through
the fioor of the car from each of these troughs.

""

>k

/6'/i'—>,

3^,\k-//'-~><""'

\.L

J«
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rr-TTK
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General Arrangement of the Truck

lading capacity of about 70,000 lb., limited by the remaximum for the total load be about
140,000 lb., or 35,000 lb. per axle.

quirement that the

Underframe

The car is built on the Pennsylvania standard steel
passenger car underframe, which is of the center construction type with center sills of uniform section, in

The
sides, ends and -roof of the car are insulated.
and end insulation is composed of eight layers of
asbestos paper, covered on each side with burlap and

The

side

applied to the inside of the sheets with freight car color
in a semi-paste form.
Corrugated iron lining is applied
inside the insulation and is held in place at the top by
2j/<-in. by Zy^-'m. by 34-in- angles riveted to the web of
the side plates, ly^-'m. by V/i-m. by %6-in. angles fast-

June
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ened to the floor with No. 12 wood screws and a special
double angle of pressed steel fitted over and rivited to the
horizontal flange of the belt rail. The roof is insulated
with ground cork applied to the sheets with paint.
There are two doors on each side of the car and the
center of each door opening is 13 ft. 9y& in. from the end
in. wide,
The door openings are 6 ft.
of the car.
which is the same as for doors on standard baggage cars.
The end door openings are 2 ft. 5^ in. wide. To meet
the requirements of express service all doors are fitted
with locks on the outside, and to suit the requirements
of baggage service, are also provided with auxiUary
In
locks which cannot be operated from the outside.
order to facilitate cleaning, the side door guards are
made of one-inch wrought iron pipe.
Ventilator openings are placed in the car body, one in
each end and two in eacl: side, near the corners. These
openings are 15 in. wide by 27 in. high and are framed
by 2-in. by 2-in. by 3/16-in. angles, riveted to the inside
of the sheets, to which the ventilator frame is attached.
The ventilator itself is made up of horizontal slats placed
one inch apart and inclined downward and outward. A

1611

boxes.
The truck side frames are unit steel castings,
the members of which are disposed in truss form. The
top or compression members and the bottom members
under the spring seats are of box section with coil spring
pockets above the journal boxes. The two frames are
connected by a flat spring plank secured to each frame
by four bolts, and the load is delivered to the side frames
Ijy a cast steel bolster resting on three-unit, full elliptic
springs. The wheels are 33 in. in diameter, mounted on

Special NalAsbestos Paper insulation composed
of Slayers ofAsbestos Paper coi/eredon each side
by Burlap. To be applied to inside of side and end
sheets with freight car.Color in semi- paste form.

SECTION THROUGH INTERMEDIATE POSTS

-i*^^

^''^'Haple

Flooring

S'xS/i-x'/z'L

\i
fr

4'-6'/s' To Finish

4-7WOver Side Sheets

Details of the Car

SECTION A-A

End

Elevation and Sections

heavv galvanized wire screen is placed outside of the
and welded to the frame at the top and
sides, with a •>^-in. opening at the bottom for draining.
The ventilators are closed by sliding steel doors placed
on the outside of the car.
ventilator slats

trucks are basicly of freight car design, differing
from freight car practice in the use of pedestals, and provision for the msertion of coiled springs
between the truck side frames and the top of the journal

The

principally

Body Construction

passenger car axles with Sj^-in. by 11-in. journals, running in passenger car journal boxes. The trucks are
equipped with clasp brakes and have a weight complete
of 12,000 lb. each.
Five electric lights, supplied from an axle generator
and storage batteries, are located along the center line
of the roof of the car close to the ceilinng, in order that
they may be out of the way when the car is used in
express or mail storage service. The car is fitted with
standard steam heat equipment, with radiators along the
side of the car protected by screens and a dry hopper is
provided for messenger or crew service.
This car, in point of lading capacity, comes approximately half-way between a 50-ton freight car and a
standard steel baggage car, a gain of approximately
30,000 lb, in capacity being obtained over that possible
In point of cost the car also comes approxiin the latter.
mately in the middle of the range between a steel box
car and the standard baggage car. A wide range of usefulness is thus provided at a cost representing a substantial saving over the amount which would be required
to produce standard passenger equipment.
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Special Guests
AiLiir, Jiilm

I

.,

Siipcrv. ot

lM|iiipmoiil,

L'.

S.

H.

I\.

AD,

(iraiul

Atlantic.

Akiu'w, S. H., M. M.. Kivcr Ti-rminal. St. Charles.
AlcxamliT, X'crnc M., riinli. .Ant.. C. & .Mton, .Amijassador.
Aii(icrs..n, A, W.. Gen. Sui)l.. C. & W. C. & Ga.. Alainai-.
V.. C, Asst. Mich. Hni^.,
H. & A., lirtakors.
Andrews, Henry, Asst. Gen. I'or., X. V. C., .Xnihassador.
Ardcn. Morgan. M. M.. Sav. & Statesboro, Lexini^ton.
Armstrong, A. G., S. S., A. T. X: .S, I'c, Anihassa.lor.
Atkinson, K. M.. Apt., I*ciin.

Antlcrson.

(.'.

Averill, E. A., Trayinore.

Hakcr, G. T., Gonl. Car Insp.. 1', R. K., Worthinnton.
HalkotT, Peter S., Asst. C liief of Russ. Miss, of Ways of Comni,,

Grand

.Xtlantic.

Barstown, W. A., Pres.. Union Tank Line Co., Trayniore.
Barrow, Claude M., U. S. Rep., N. S. W. Gov. Rys., Traymorc.
Harthlemv, K. P., A. G. C. F., G. N., Regent.
Batchelder, K. H.. Jr., Secy, to Reg. Direc, U.
Dennis.
Batenian. Frank, Director, A. C. R. R.
Beahin. P.. F. P., Matley Tran.

Thomas,

Beaiihen.

Jr.,

The Texas

Co.,

S.

R. R. A..

Traymorc.

Hall.

Borland,

W.

Bradshaw,

J.

1919

Dobson, W. K., C. & I,, Alamac.
Donogluie. C. II., Asst. Dir. Gen. Car For., N. Y. C, Pennhurst.

Donovan,
Dow. A. .M

I

lenry, .Spec. ICng. Pur. Dept., U. P., Traymore.
Gen. Fore. Frt. Repairs, El Paso & Southwestern,
,

Monticell
Asst.

J

Road Fore,

of Eng.,

P.

R.

R.

East

Lakewood.

Lines,

W. A. Asst. Mgr., Penn Tank Line, Trayinore.
Dunn, George T., G. F. C. D., N. C. & St. L., Fredonia.
Dunn, Percy A., Insp. of Locos., I. C. C, Blackstone.
Durham, F. F., Genl. Insp. Car Dept., M. K. & T., .Arlington.
Dwycr, Kd., Priv. Secy., Dir. of Oper., U. S. R. R. A., Marlborough.
Dyson, .Admiral C. \V., Bur. of Steam Eng., U. S. Navy,
Craig Hall.
Drake,

S. R. A., Traymore.
Bennett, G. R., Insp. of Locos., I. C. C, Blackstone.
Bernhardt, C. F. M., Gen. F"or. Car Dept., Geo., Haddon Hall.
Bettes, J. J., G. F., Georgia Central, Marlborough.
Bingham. P. R. R., Geid. Fore., Penna., Shelburne.
Boltwood, Harvev, Supt. of Equip., U. S. R. R. Assn., Haddon

Y.. N. H. & H., Seaside.
P., C. lUireau Safety, I. C. C, Blackstone.
H., Supt. Car Dept., Amer. Cotton Oil Co.,

\V.,

20,

Dalev, J. 11., Gen. h'lir., Cent. Tenn., Osborne.
Dallv, !•. M., G. F. L. D., C. R R. of N. J., Lexington.
D.unelIs, George F., Penna., 926 .Atlantic Avenue.
|),-iiiielIs, O. v., Asst. (Jeid. Store, penna., 926 Atlantic Ave.
l)a\is, lames P.,(;en. i-rt. .Agt., McKeespurt Conneit., (iaien Hall.
Davis, VV. II., orfiee Ivng., Ins. & Test. U. S. R. R. A., Shelburne.
Deal, Al..nzo W., Sr., Air Brake & Mchy. Fxam., P. & K.,
Ast.
Delcher. II. C, Insp. Test. Dept., B. Ik ().. Martiniiiue.
Dempster, C. M. M., Southern, l)e N'ille.
Dewart, II. M., P. A., C. V., Arlington.
De W'oIlT, brank A., Asst. Loco. Supt., Cuban Central Rwys.
l.im, Corinthian.
Dick, M. M., Gen. Car Fore, C. T. H. & S. E., St. Elmo.
Dinan, Wilfred T., A. T. & S. Fe, Brighton.

Downes.

Beanniont, Clifton, U.

Booth, C.

June

Edwards. James M., Secy, to Gen. Mgr., Bouvier.
Ehrich,

M. M.. N.

Thomas

Reporter, Canfield.
C. B., Unit. Rys of Havana, Strand.
Epperson, J. E., Sec. to Staff Offi. Mech., Southern, Craig Hall.
Epright, A. W., Scale Insp., P., Craig Hall.
Estrud, H. H., Gen. Car Fore., C. & E. T., Arlington.
Evans, Capt. Geo. H., Southern.

Haddon

Hall.

Brady, J. Frank, Asst. Super, of Eiiuipment, U. S. R. R. A.,
Regent.
Brewster, E. J., G. F., C. & X. W.
Briggs, W. G., Reporter, Craig Hall.
Briggs, C. A., Asso. Phys. Bur. of Sts., P. R. R., B. & O.,

P. & R., Craig Hall.
Bromley, Joseph. Insp.. Inter. Com. Com., Monticello.
Brown, C. W., Supt., L. & X. E.
Brown, B. S., Asst. Engr., P. R. R., Morton.
Bunn, D. M., Asst. Supt., A. C. & R. R.
Burt, A. M., Ast. Direc. of Oper., U .S. R. A., U. S. R. R., Car
No. 2.
Bustch, H M., Insp. Bureau Safety, I. C. C, Blackstone.
Byrne, F., Rd. For. of Eng., Chicago Junction, Lexington.

Cair, M., Round House For., Chicago Junction, Lexington.
Callison, W. A., S. M. P., C. I. & L., Traymore.
Campbell, E. R., Chief Joint Car Insp., C. St. P. M. &

O.,

J.,

M.

Elliott, B. F.,

&

W. V., Ambassador.
C. B., Cent, of Geo. Arlington.
Fineron. F. W., Fmn. M. P. Dept., St. Elmo.
Fisher, H. B., Asst. Pur. Agt., P. A.
M. Ck., Traymore.
Fitzgerald, L. C., C. S., Erie, Shelbourne.
Fitzgerald, M. E., M. C. B., C. & E. I., Arlington.
F'lowers, S. R., F. C. D., A. C. Line, Terminal.
Ford, J. H., G. C. F., L.
N. E.
Fuller, W. W., Safety Supt., Seaboard Air Line, Dennis.
Fairhead.
Field,

J.

W.

E.,

E.,

Gen. Supt., P.

M.

&

&

Gainey, J. J., Gen. For. Rep., Southern, Chalfonte.
Gallagher, P. F., Foreman B. M., State Island R. T.,
Williams.
Garman, Delbert, Insp. Bureau Safety, I. C. C, Blackstone.
Gearhart, J. H., Secy, to Reg. Dir., U. S. R. R. A., Marl-

borough.
E., For. Mech. Eng. Ofifice, Penn., Morton.
Geisking, Charles, Gen. Fore., P.
Gemlo, Wm., S. M. P. & R., S. M. St. L., Shelburne.

Gee, H.

Arlington.

Carey, J. J.. Gen. Fore., L. V.
Carlton, E. T., Chief Car Insp., L. I., Strand.
Carlton, H. C, L. I., Strand.
Cartmill, L. E., Supt. Car Dept., P. F. E., Chelsea.
Case, T. G., Asst. Gen. For., N. Y. C, Pennhurst.
Caton, Frank, West Md., Monticello.
Chambers, James A.. U. S. R. R. A., Dennis.
Chandler, R. L., Div. M. C, N. Y. C, Marlborough.
Cheadle, T. S., Ch. Joint Insp.,R. F. & P. R. T

Gilbert,
Gilbert,

W.

Gimpel, Julius H., S. C.

.

Eng. House For.,

&

W.

J.

&

S.

S.

S. S.

R.,

U.

S.

R. R. A., Strand.

Borton.

New

Jersey Ave.

Coopman.

E. H., Fed. Mgr., S., Ambassador.
Cooper, J. N., Sup. of Equip., U. S. R. R. A., St. Charles.
Cooper, J. W., Secy, to Reg. Dir., U. S. R. R. A., Dennis.
Corner, W. S., Power Supt., N. S. W. Rys. & Tran., Traymore.
Coyle, C. H., Asst. to Pres., Cenl. American Tank Car Co.,
Haddon Hall.
Crampton, John B., Eng., L. I., Strathaven.
Creel, Charles L., M. M,, W. Va. North.
Creswell. R. A., Steel Expert, N. S. W. Gov. Rys., Traymore.
Crissinger, S. C, Ch. Ck., Railway Mail Service, Stevenson.

S.

B., Jr., Asst.
Sr.,
J.

B„

Goff, C. G.. M. M., Ga.. So. & Ha.
Good, Harold. M. C, Shelburne.
GorbounofT, Simon T., M. E., Communications, Grand Atlantic.
Griffith, H. C, Insp. Ofifice of Mech. Engr., P. Eastern Lines,

Clark, F. D.. Jr., Alamac.
Clark, J. P., Sup. of Signals, Atlantic City R. R.
Clark, Milton, Storekeeper, Penn.
Cofifey. J. E., Fore. Car Dept., C. R. R. of N. J., Tracy.
Goldsmith, A. C, G. F., P., B. & W.
Coombs, A. C, Asst. to Gen. Mgr., T. H. & B., 121

Crooks, W. B., Trav. Insp., S.
Cross, Bob. M. M., T., St. L. & W., Traymore.
Grossman, T. E., Reporter, Craig Hall.
Cunningham, W. J., Asst. Direc. of Oper., U.
U. S. R. R., Car No. 2.

J.

J.

R.

R. A.,

Hadley, E. A., Eng. Asst. to Reg. Dir., So. West. Reg.
Hair, John, Special Eng., B. & O., Clarendon.
Hale, O. R., M. P. Supt., Western & Cuban Central, Marlborough.
Hammond, F. S., Gen. Strkpr., Pgh. Shawmut & Nor.,

Osborne.
Hankey, Elmer
Harbert,

W.

F.,

B.,

Chf. Clk.,

C.

C..& M. C.

P.,

Craig Hall.
Indiana Harbor

B.,

Belt,

Or-

borne.

Harlow, E. H., M. M., A. T. & S. F., Arlington.
Harper, F. J., Gen. Car Insptr., Frisco, Strand.
Harper, E. L., M. C. B. Acct., Northwest Pac, Grand Atlantic.
Harris, R. C, Genl. Store, P. Lines West, Traymore.
Hardie, J. S., Genl. Fore. Car Dept., K. C. M. & O., Belfort.
Hay. J., M. M., G. T. R., Wiltshire.
Hayes, C. J., Asst. Eng., N. Y. C, Dennis.
Helwig, P. W„ M. C. B., C. & A.
Hengstler. D., Fore., P., 143 S. Illinois Ave.
Herrold, A. E., M. C. B., Monongahela Connctg., Philip House.
Herring, W. M., Ch. Ck., So., Arlington.
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Morris, R. L., Gen. Store., C. & O., Craig Hall.
Morris, R. T., Jr., C. & O., Craig Hall.
Moses, E. P., Genl. Car Insp., N. Y. C, Dennis.
Mueller, J. R., Pur. Agt., Hocking Valley, Chalfonte.
Munay, G. E., Mech. & Ele. Eng., G. T., Marlliorough.
Murrian, W. S., Ry. Board of Adj., Lexington.

Heslin, H. W., M. M., N. O. Ct. No., De Villa.
Hickok, W. H., Ch. Insp. Car Dept., D. & H., Osborne.
Hill, F. J., Chief Elec, M. C, Traymore.
Hill, A. T., Gen. Frt. Agv., Lake Term., Galen Hall.
Hitch, C. M., M. C. B., R. & ()., Osborne.
Holzemer, J. P., P. A., T. & O. C, Traymore.

J. M., Siipt., Akron Canton & Youngstown, Kenderton.
Hoover, G. W., M. C. B., Texas So. EastM., Osborne.
Hope, P., Gen. For., C. V., Osborne.
Howell. H. T., M. S., C. V., Arlington.
Hubbell, C. C, P. A., D., L. & W., Traymore.
Hughen, J. M., M. C. B., P. Tank Lines, Traymore.
Hummel, Herman H., C. C. to Gen. S. M. P., S. P., Shel-

Hood,

Nicholas, R. H., Asst. M. M., C. R. R. of N.
Nordbcrg, C. R., Spec. Apr., Pen., Arlington.
North, L. A., Shop Supt., I. C, Sterling.

Lyric.

J.,

Ogilrie, James, Mch. Expert, G. T., De Ville.
Oliver, C. E., Genl. Car. For., Santa Fe, Osborne.

Otto, Alfred, Clerk, N. Y. C, Marlborough.
F., Genl. Mgr., \. M. & West., Osborne.

burne.

Owen, W.
Ingersoll. Howard L., Mech., Asst. to Reginal Dir., N. Y. C.
Lines, Traymore.
Irving, H. R., Sup. Test Dept., B. & O, Martinique
Irwin, J. E., M. M., Sand Springs, Continental.

Jackson, W. J., Frd. Mgr., C. & E. I., Ambassador.
Jackson, John R., M. E., U. S. R. R. A.
Jellison, B. T., Pur. Agent, C. & O., Marlborough.
Jett, Emery E., M. C. B., Morris & Co.
Johnson, B. P., M. M., Nor. Pac, Ambassador.
Jones,

James

Jones,

W.

C

Safety, I. C. C, Blackstone.
H., Supr. R. R. Repairs, Chalfonte.
E., Insp. of

Kadell, B. W., Asst. Eng, Insp. Test., U. S. R. R. A., Monticello.

Kane, John

P., Supr. of Equip., U. S. R. R. A., Regent.
Kapp, J. B., M. M., P., Grand Atlantic.
Kauflfman, G. B.. Inst. Pass. Train Employees, P. & R.
Keiber, Henry, Asst. For., P. & R., Elberon.
Kells, Paul, A. C. L., Dennis.
Kendall, W. C, Mgr. Car Service Dept., U. S. R. A.
King, John H., C. C. M. of W., N. Y. & W., Philip House.
Kirk, J. W., U. S. R. A., Lexington.
Kleinhaus, F. J., Car. Ace, Interstate Tank Car Corp., Chelsea.
Koeneke, Thos. B., Supt. Equip., Indianoma Refining Co., Strand.

L.,

W.

S., Mech. Eng., The Central, Alamac.
Leflot, C. H., Rep. Engineer, Paris-Orleans Ry., French

Langzettel,

High

Comm., Pennhurst.
J., Draftsman, Penn.
Levan, Frank J., M. P. Clerk, L. I., Alamac.
Lewis, Herbert, Loco. Inspr. Bur., I. C. C, Blackstone.
Lower, M. J., Asst. Genl. Mgr., O. R., Traymore.
Lumley, Charles, Estimate Engineer. C. St. M. & O., Penn-

Leslie, B.

hurst.

McAlpine, J. D., Ace, N. Y. C, Pennhurst.
McBrian, Jas., Dist. Car Insp., C. R. T. & Pac, Lexington
McClennan, W. J. Asst. Eng. R. S., N. Y C, Dennis.
McGinty, Geo. F., Secy. Inter-Com. Com., Blackstone.
McLaughlin, M. C, Loco. Insp., B. & M., Seaside.
McMillan, A., Supt. Car Service, Morris & Co., Traymore.

.

McNamara, James

F.,

McNicoll, Chas.. D.

Secy, to Reg. Dir., U. S. R. R. A.

F. A.,

Pencoyd

&

Phila.,

Quinn, M. H., Gen. Fore., Erie, Pennhurst.

W. G., M. M., Ariz. East, Strand.
Ramage, Master Cowan, Southland.
Ranck, Capt. J. M., U. S. Army, Runnymede.
Reid,

&

Pleasantville.
W. M., Secy, to Frt. Agt., Atlantic City
Pleasantville, N. J.
W. C, Wiltshire.
Reed, H. A.. Yardmaster. B.
Reed, M. R., Supt. of Car Reps., Penn., Craig Hall.
Mach., N. Y., N. H.
H.
Reice, John, Insp. Tools
Rice, N. W., Engineer, S. P.
S., Ambassador.
Richardson, Louis A., Jr., C. R. I. & P.. Breakers.
Rivett, R., Supt. Car Repr., U. S. R. R. A., Chelsea.

Reed,

&

&

&

&

Amour Car Line, Marlborough.
M. M., M. & Q., Alamac.

Laughlin, Geo. C,

Lambeth, G.

Pack, A. G., Chief Insp., Bur. l.oco. Insp., Inter. Com. Com.,
Blackstone.
Parrish, J. B., Genl. Mgr., C. & O., Breakers.
Patram, B. F., Gen. For. Car Repairs, So., EHieron.
Patterson, F. M.. Of. of Dis. Dir., U. S. R. R. A., Haddon Hall.
Perry, M. R., Chief M. C. B. Insp., B. & O., Bouvier.
Pfeifier, I. F., Spec. Eng., Penn.
Phelps, W. C, Pur. Agt., P. Western Lines, Traymore.
Pole, Thos.
Engineer, D. R. & W.
Porter, C. A., Supt. Transp., Indian Refining Co., Traymore.
Forth, H. W. L., M. C. B., Swith fief. Trans. Co., Blackstone.
Pournall, W. A., M. E., Wabash, Alamac.
Prettyman, A. J., F. C. D., N. Y. C, Craig Hall.
Priest, Harry M., Insp. of S. A., I. C. C, Blackstone.

Galen Hall.

Mallard, J. T., M. M., Norfolk So.. Monticello.
Mallory, C. E., Supt. & Traf. Mgr., Kingan Refrig. Line, Traymore.
Manley, W. J., Car Service Section, U. S. R. A., Pennhurst.
Martin, Livingston, Ch. M. C. B., B. & O., Wiltshire.
Marriott, Geo. A., Corp. M. Mech., C. & O., Grand Atlantic.
Mase, C. F., Super. Car Repair, U. S. R. R., Adm., Avon.
Mathews, Woodrow. A. C. L., Revere.
Mattingley, E. H., Gen. Car For., B. & O., Osborne.
Maurer, W. R., Engr. of Equip., N. Y. N. H. & H., Haddon
Hall.

Mayer, Frank A., Gen. M. B. M., Southern, .Arlington.
Mendenhall, D. H., Gen. For., Wheeling Term., Castro.
Merrill, A. J., Sec, So. & So. West., Arlington.
Michael, H. C, Secy, to Eng. of Tests, B. & O.
Mills, A. N., Insp. Test Dept., B. & C, Arlington.
Miller, Robert N., Asst. Eng., Penn., Morton.
Miller, R. E., U. S. R. R. A., Lexington.
Mitchell, A. G., Supt.. P. R. R. & W. J. & S. R. R.
Mitchell, E. B., Div. Frt. Agt.. Penn.
Mitchell, P. H., Car Fore.. M. D. & G., Osborne.
Moir, George B., Asst. Supt. Equip., U. S. R. R., Haddon
Hall.
Moncure, A. H., Gen. Fore., Car Shops, R. F. & Pot.
Moody, F. C, Sup. S. R. Car Reps., U. S. R. R. A., Chelsea.
Morrison, William, Storekeeper, L. I., Regent.
Morris, J. C, Fore. Car Shop, Cumb. Valley, Chalfonte.

Roberts, Mord, Retired, Kansas City So., St. Charles.
Robertson, H. M., S. S., N. P., Ambassador.
Robinson, T M., Ch. Draft., Hocking Valley, Chelsea.
Rogers, A. D., Insp. Buy. of Loco., I. C. C, Blackstone.
Romanach, Juan A., S. of L., Cuba Cane Sugar Corp., Dennis.
Rommel, C. T., G. M. P. I., B. & O., 125 S. Illinois Ave.
Ross, B. B., Gen. For. Car Dept., L. I., Regent.
Ryan, J. W., G. C. I., C. St. P M, Pennhurst.
Sale, C. S., Asst. to Pres., Railway Car Mfg. Assn. Chelsea.
Samuels, W. H., Gen. For. Car. Dept., Frisco, Strand.
Sandhas, H. L., Gen. Insp., C. R. R. of N. J., Schlitz.
Scheifele, John, R. F. of E., P. & B., Ariel.
Schjerning, E., Insp. Eng., Danish Sate Railways, Marlborough.
,

Schlatter, L. H., Asst. Fore., P.
Schneider, Louis, Asst. Ch. Clk. to S.

M.

P.,

G. N.,

Grand At-

lantic.

Scofield, W.
Scott, J. R.,

C, For. Blacksmith, I. C., Sterling.
M. I., Frisco, Osborne.
Shank, A. B., G. F., M. K. & T., Belmont.
Shaw, O. E., M. C. B., Wilson Car Lines, Monticello.
Sheehan, J. J., Tool Fore., N. & W., Louella.
Sheen, John, M. C. B., Atla. & West Point, Osborne.
Shirlev, Tohn A., Ass. Ch. Insp. of Loco., I. C. C, Blackstone.
Simms, H. A., M. S. C. E., Am. R. Ex. Co., Chalfonte.
Sipes. W. C, C. & I., Alamac.
Skilling, John K., Ace, U. S. R. R. A., Monticello
Slutzker, Joseph, M. M., P. Lines East.
Smith, J. C, Supv., A. C. & S.
Smith, J. H.
Smith, Montgomery, A. P. A., P.
Smith, R, M. M., Union, Neville.
Snyder, Joseph, M. M.. Monongahela, Osborne.
Bowman, Commander Roy S., U. S. Navy, Shelburne.
Stapleton, J. F., Pur. Agt., H. I. D., Strand.
Stevens, F. J., M. M., A. & C. & S.
Stewart, A. B., Rv. Tr. For., C. R. I. & P.
Stone, Walter C, Supr. Car. Repairs, U. S. R. R. A, Chalfonte
Storke. C. H., Supr. of Loco. Maint., U. S. R. R. A., Traymore.
Sutherland, T M., Gen. Car For., Santa Fe, Los Ang., Holmhurst.

Summers,

E. P., Gen. Fore., S. P. R.,

Grand

Atlantic.

Sweeny, U. S., Asst. Ch. Ck., Supt. M. P., Wash. Southern.
Sweringen, F. H., The Streets Co,. Alamac.

—
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.XrliiiKiun.
II., Gen. Modi. Insp. Test I)., 11. &
Titus, T.. As.st. Imik'. M. p., IVnn. \V I.. Uiimi.s.
TliDHias. William. Ill Albion I'lacc, Atlaiitii- Citv, N. I.
Tiionipvon. I',. H.. Assl. F.nv;., C. N. &
\h- \ illo.
.,
TliDrn, Willis W., C. St. 1". M. S: ()., I'.imhnrst.

Tupinan. \V.
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W

Tliornc. I'litTurd, Kcp. Tank Car OwniTs, Trayniorc.
Tliornloy. h". W.. Ui-n. Siipv. of Stori'S, Allegheny Reg.
Tierncy, James K., M. M., L. & A., Sterlinij.
Tilcy, Geo. E., Snpf. Tank Car Eciuip., Crescent Tank

IIIIIIIIIIIIIMirMIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMnilllflMIIIMMIITIMIIIIMIIMIIII

Line,

Lexington.
Tollerton, Robert W., C. R. L & P., MarlUonmijli.
ToUey. Geo. H., Insp. Locos., L C. C, Hlackstone.
Trottnow, K. II., Assr. Gen. For., N. ^. (', .\nil)assa(liir
Tnrncr, J A., 1'. A., Mobile & Ohio, Brij;liton.

IIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Michael Quiiin and sister, Miss Carroll, of I'ort
N. Y., are attending the convention with Mr.
(Juinn, \v!io is general foreman car re])airs of tlie lines
.Mrs.

jervis,
i^-ist,

l''.rie

Railroad.

Tntt, T. 1.. Mgr., P. Tank Line*, Travinme.
Tyler, U. T., Dir. Div. of Upcr., U. S.' R. R. Ad.. Mariborougii.

George, Mgr., Amcr. R. R. of Porlo Rico, Traymorc.
Voigt. Jake, Pur. Dept., P.
Vollnur. W. G.. Asst. Reg. Dir., U. S. R. R. A.
Vought, Harry D.. Secy.. N. Y. R. R. Club & Central R. R.
Club, Marlborough.
\'yne. A, G., For. Eng. House, W. J. & S. S., Worthing.
\"illarcl,

Waddy, G. N., Gen. Car Fore. Lines, West. Eric.
Wagar. Walter F., Bureau of Safety, I. C. C, Blackstone.
Walker. J. N.. Carman, C. R. I. & P.
Walker, J. W., A. B. & S. H. Insp.. Penn.
Walker, J. J., Secy, to Reg. Dir.. U. S. R. A., South. Reg.,
Ambassador.
Walsh, C. E., Asst. Pur. Agt., Penn. L. W.. Traymore.
Warne. C. C. Asst. Pur. Agt., N. Y. C, Ma.lborough.
Warner, W. W.. S. S., Erie.
Welsh. John. Dist. Insp. of Loco.. U. S. R. R. A., Blackstone.
Whaley, T. H., Boilermaker, W. J. & S. S.
White, E. E.. Gen. Car Insp., P. R. R., Craig Hall.
Wightman. F. A., Reg. Supt. of Safety, U. S. R. R. A., Blackstone.

Wilbur. R. II., Gen. Mgr., L. & N. E.
Williamson. C. H., For. Of. Gen. Sm. P.. P. R. R., Morton.
Williamson, G. B.. M. C. B. Insp., Bouvier.
Wilson. C. A., Asst. M. M.. W. J. & S. S.
Wilson, H. A., Secy. & Mec. Asst., U. S. R. R. A., Dennis.
Wilson, H. A., A. R. M. Allegheny Reg., U. S. R. R. A.
Wilson. O. A., For. Car Insp., Keystone Coal & Coke, Traymore.
Winchell, B. L., Reg. Dir., Southern, Ambassador.
Withall. .\rthur. Asst. Eng. Car Const., A. T. & S. F., Alamac.

Wood. D.. Asst. M. E.. S. P., Shelburne.
Wood. C. W., Supvr. P. C. W. K., M. C, Shelburne.
Woods, G. D., Supt. Car Plant. Santa Fe, Osborne.
Woods, T. G., Pur. Agt., M. C. & St. L.
Woodward. C. N., Gen. Supt.. N. Y.. N. H. & H., Denni>.
Woodworth, E. A., U. S. R. R. Adm., Arlington.

Juan Etenderson, General Locomotive Inspector, United
Railways of Havana, and Juan Romaiiach, Superintendent of Locomotives and Cars, Cuba
Cane Sugar Corporation, Havana, Cuba

Did you ever see a broader grin than that on the face
of Walter Johnson? There must be a reason and -we
Walter has been made assistant manager of the
have it
pneutnatic tool sales of the IngersoH-Rand Company.

—

!

F.

Shoe

W. Sargent, chief engineer of the American Brake
& Foundry Company, was in action early. He has

been in the ring at these conventions for more years than
he will tell, but he still has the punch and the smile.

Yeager, J. R., Genl. Fore., West Maryland, Monticello.
Yergy, H. J.. Gen. Car Inspr., P., Northwest, Craig Hall.
Yong, James, Pur. Dept., P.
Young, F. W^, Genl. Boiler Insp.. C. N. & St. P.. Schlitz.
Zane,

W.

Zartman,

&

H., A. B. I.. W. J.
S. S.
S. B. Supt. of Safety, P.

MoNEL METAL

is

R.

an alloy of 60 per cent nickel, 38 per

cent copper and a small

num.

&

amount

of

manganese or alumi-

tough and ductile and can readily be machined, cast, forged, annealed, rolled, soldered, brazed
It

is

Monel metal is sold in rods, sheets, tubes
or in cast form.
It is used for parts requiring great
strength, hardness and incorrodibility. such as pump
liners, valve seats, bolts, studs, shaft nuts and caps, nails,
screws, chains, etc.
Machinery.
and welded.

—

Beehive Ovens. The continued existence of the
wasteful beehive coke oven, said Secretary of Commerce
Redfield recently, ought to be an ofifense against accepted
business standards, just as higher business standards.
will soine day think it an economic offense to allow black
smoke to escape from a chimney for lack of careful
firing.

H.

S.

Irving and H. C. Delcher, Inspectors, Test Department
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Ben Elliott, master car builder of the United Railways
of Havana, Havana, Cuba, arrived Thursday with Mrs.

June

20,

1919
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Elliott. Tliey are registered at tlie Strand. Neither can
voucli for iJale, reported overdue in yesterday's Daily.

(ieori^e .Mus^rave is introducing his son, Howard (1.
Musgrave, who has recently been released from the Naval
Aviation Corps. Mr. Howard Musgrave is joining his
father in the service of the Star Brass Manufacturing
Company.

1615

Burton Mudge, ])resi(lent of Mudge & Company, was
an early arrival at the convention. Mrs. Mudge accompanied him but Burton, Jr., who has also been a consistent "conventioner," was forced to stay home to ponder

E. E. Griest, formerly master mechanic of the Pennsylvania Lines at Fort Wayne, Indiana, and now assistant
general superintendent of the Chicago Railway Equipment Company, is attending the conventions. He is quartered at the Traymore.

Frank Morrison, of the Mason Regulator Compan\-,
has been prominent in past years in R. S. M. A.
Committee work, has brought with him this year his
daughter. Miss Lavinia.
This is Miss Morrison's first

who

visit to

these meetings.

Frank De Wolff, assistant locomotive superintendent.
Cuban Central Railway at Sagua La Grande, Cuba, who
is stopping with friends here, wishes to deny the fact
that Sag-ua is not on a railroad. He states that it is on a
good railroad and that the custom of the country is his
"my house is at your disposal."

—

Thomas L. Mount, who,, for seventeen years, has
attended these meetings as a representative of the Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment Company, has, since May, been attached to the Electric Storage Battery Company, of Phildaelphia. Mr. Mount is
one of the pioners in electric lighting for railway coaches.
Twenty-four hours late but still smiling. Colonel
Savage, vice-president of the Pulverized Fuel Equipment
Corporation, and party "blew in" to the Traymore Wednesday evening. It is whispered that "Old Maude," the
Colonel's 'benzine buggy" balked somewhere up the
road when she found she was to travel all the way from
New York to Atlantic City on pulverized fuel.
J. Snowden Bell, who has been a regular attendant at
the conventions for many years, will be unable to attend
this year.
Several weeks ago he fell on the postoffice
steps in Pittsburgh, Pa., breaking his leg near the hip.
He is still confined to the Western Pennsylvania Hospital
in Pittsburgh, but is getting along very well and expects
to be moved to his home within a short time

—

Master Car Builder, Cuba Railroad.
Camaguey, Cuba

examinations.
He expects, however, to
arrive later in the week. Father and son Mudge are becoming a formidable golf team, and while no challenges
have been issued, accompanying golf bags show preparedness to defend a good golfing reputation.

over college

Compelled to remain at home on account of the illness
his wife, William O. Duntley, president of the
Duntley-Dayton Company, regrets his inability to attend
the conventions this year.
He had made all arrangeof

Mrs. W. W. Lemen and Miss Catherine Lemen, wife and daughter of W. W. Lemen, Superintendent
Motive Power, of the Denver & Rio Grande. Dan Cunningham, Assistant Superintendent of Motive
Power, D. & R. G.. and R. H. Dyer, Supervisor of Car Repairs, U. S. R. A., Washington. D. C.

Left to right
of

C. C. Hall,
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ICIC)

nuMits to

\'icc-presi(lciU

here.

lie

a son, will arrive Saturday.
of the IMiiladidphia territory,
Dardon could not attend.
L.

W.

.*^clinit/er,

attending;; the

frawford A.

Diiiulcy.

liardoii,

inaiiaf^vr

(ic<ir};e
is

hew,

l)ut

this

year Mrs.

of the Inj;er.soll-Rand Company, is
in a new cai)acity this year.
He
manai.;er of the iHieumalic tool de-

has just been made
partment of that company

at

Chicago.

Chas. \\ Allen, formerly with llu' motive power del>artment of the I'hiladelphia and Reading and who
later entered the sui)i>ly field with L. J. llordo, died at
Reading-, I'a., June lltli. Mr. .Allen was the son of (leo.

20, 1919

use of his general utility industrial truck and delivered a
large volume of material to the booths each day.

lyndman, who is now living at Cleveland,
was associated with the Procurement Division
of the War Department during the war, motored to Atlantic ( ily with Mrs.
lyndman. lie expects to remain
here over Saturday and will then return to Cleveland,
going back by a northern route which will carry him
tlirough New York and northern Ohio.
I'rank

and

convention

June

1'.

1

will)

J

.

S. .\Ilen, retired,

delphia

\-

who was master mechanic

Keadint;' at

of the Phila-

TanKKjua, Pa.

who has attended all the conventions
here this year with Mudge & Company, of
which company he is general manager. He was formerly
Karl

J.

since 1910,

l'~klund,
is

.S.
Wilcoxen, a long-time convention attender,
be missed this year by his many friends.
He is
unable to attend this convention on account of his duties
with tlie I'uel Conservation Section of the Northwestern
Regional Director's Office. He has attended each year
since l^K), having been connected with the Service Department of the Pilliod Company in the Western terri-

h^'ed

will

tory.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & .St. Paul delegation this
year includes two eastern railroad men wdio since the last
convention have followed Horace (ireeley's advice. They
are H. R. Warnock and E. J. Brennan, who left the
Western Maryland and the Baltimore & Ohio about two
years ago. Contrary to the general belief Mr. Warnock
and Mr. Brennan say they are not worrying about a surplus of locomotives and cars on the Milwaukee after
July 1.
Nothing but an extremely important appointment
could keep Robert F. Carr, president of the Deerborn
Chemical Company away from the conventions. Unfortunately, the date of the convention this year conflicts
with the commencement exercises at the University of
Illinois. Mr. Carr is president of the board of trustees
of that university which this year, will graduate more
than 600 students. His duties in this connection make
it absolutely necessary for him to be in Champaign.

R.

S.

Mounce, General Foreman Car Repairs, Erie, and
J. T. Munroe, Shop Superintendent, Erie

associated with the Pilliod Company and is still representing its interests. Mudge & Company being western
representatives for the Pilliod Company.
J. H. Gimpel, a supervisor of car repairs for the railroad Administration, with headquarters at Denver, Col.,
is accompanied by his wife and his oldest daughter. Bertha. It is hard to believe that ]\lrs. Gimpel is the mother
of nine daughters. Mr. Gimpel reports that the crop conditions in the West are splendid and that the roads are
rapidly getting their car equipment into shape to take
care of the heavy traffic which will soon be upon them.

P.

Assistant Chief, and (Right)
Chief Inspector, Russian Mission of

Balkoff,

S.

Gourbonoff,

Ways and

Communications

^Million Dollar Pier

Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Noble are again at the Marlborough-Blenheim.
Mr. Noble, who is president of the
Pittsburgh Spring and Steel Company, has been attend-

week. When the congestion of express and parcelpost packages became acute he generously offered the

ing these conventions for upwards of thirty years. It is
only natural that he takes considerable pleasure in the

Baker R. &
splendid account of himself on the
J.

last

H.

Killius, of the

I.

Company, gave a

I

June
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ever-growing success of the meetings, since for many
years he was very active in the management, having at
one period been treasurer of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.

E. Mechling, superintendent of motive power of the
Louis system of the Pennsylvania Lines West ,with
headquarters at Indianaix^lis, Ind., brings the regrets of
W. C. Arp, former superintendent of motive power of
the same lines, for his inability to attend the convention
for the first time in years.
Mr. Arp's host of friends
J.

St.
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h'rank W. Furry, president of the Ohio Injector Company, who had been attending the conventions for years,
died at his home in Chicago recently. It had been Mr.
Furry's custom for a long time to come to Atlantic City
on the Special from Chicago, and he followed the pleasant practice of providing himself with some fine California cherries which he passed around on the train.

William

him

S.

Furry, his .son, who was asosciated with
and who has now succeeded him as presi-

in business

will be sorry to learn of his indisposition and inability to
be here this year. Mr. Mechling is accompanied by Mrs.
Mechling and Miss Lois, their daughter.
It is good to see J- C. Currie on the pier. His railroad
friends have missed him during recent months because of
the fact that he retired from the Nathan ManufacturingCompany sometime ago. The pull of the conventions,
hov/ever, was too strong for him to resist, and he is
attending as a guest of the Nathan Company. Mr. Currie
has always taken an extremely active part in the affairs
of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association and

Andrew Chambers, Veteran Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad
dent of the company, continued his father's custom on
this year's Special, and the crowd received its cherries
as usual. The elder Mr. Furry had many friends among
those who attended the conventions, who have greatly
regretted to hear of his death.

W. T. Tyler, accompanied by their
Misses Lucile and Veronica Ermatinger, arrived
Wednesday evening, and are at the Marlborough-Blenheim. Mr. Tyler is director of operations of the Railroad Administration. The Misses Ermatinger are daughters of George A. Ermatinger, brother of Mrs. Tyler,
who is connected with the mechanical department of
the Railroad Administration, and who already was here
Mr. and Mrs. Tyler and their party
at the convention.
paid their first visit to the exhibit on W'ednesday evenThey probably will
ing, and were interested spectators.
remain at least until Saturday, as Mr. Tyler is very
anxious to give the exhibit a thorough inspection. The
Tylers' only son, Harold, entered the Lfnited States
Navy as a lieutenant when this country became involved
in the war, and is now on the ship Mongolia, which is
said to have made more trips carrying American troops
and to have brought more troops home than any other
ship.
Mr. Tyler was greatly impressed by the attendance at the convention and by the magnitude and importance of the exhibit, and he is a good judge of anything pertaining to railroads, as he has been in the business ever since his youth, and rose from the ranks
through all the grades of the operating department.
Mr. and Mrs.

nieces,

Sam Andrews, Mechanical
was chairman of

Engineer, Seaboard Air Line

the Finance
zation at the 1916 convention.

Committee of

that organi-

W'iUiam Owens, representative of the New York Air
Brake Company at I'uffalo, is at the Chalfonte. Mr. and
Mrs. Owens have been attendants at these conventions for
years and their many friends will learn with regret of
Mrs. Owens' death about two months ago. Mr. Owens
holds the distinction of being one of tlie engineers who
took the Black Diamond over her maiden trip in May,
1897, his run being from Sayre to Buflfalo. He has been
with the New York Air Brake Company continuosly
since January, 1900, except for two years (1910-1912),
when he was general air brake fuel inspector on the
Lehigh Valley. He is also one of the charter members
of the Traveling Engineers' Asociation and has attended
its convention for twenty-five years.
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Devices

Ne^A/^

Among

the Kxhibits
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Red Devil Pneumatic Rivet Cutter
kivkt
Tilll);.vK toii Dkvii.
t'oiupanv
ii>

—

Iv

simple tli;it
conipressc

slidwii

1)\

till-

DiiMllcy-

a jJiK'nmalii- tool (k'sij^tu-d
and l)ack out rivets. 'I'lii" priiK-iplo is

to ciil
ol'

cuttkk

a

is

pluiiL;!

loiii;

l)arri'l,

on the

trikiiiij-

cliisol

drix'ni

l)v

licad.

It

full f(jii c nf tlic air to act on ilu- plniiL;cr, driving it down
the barrel and striking the chisel lie;id. The valve handle
is then thrown down to e.xhaust, aiul the ])lunger returns
to the liead of the too! ready for the n.e.xt blow.
The force ol' the blnw is entirely under control of the
ol)erat<)r. and when the rivet is nearly olT a light blow can
l)e struck so that the rivets will not be thrown about with

injury to i)crsons nearby.
\al\e head and nose ])iece are attached to the bar-

]>ossil)k'

i'he

Ining f(jrced on under 50,0(X)-Ib. ])ressure. With
chisel the Red Devil rivet cutter weighs 65 lb.
It will .give fairly good results with air pressure as low
as 40 lb., and it will cut from 12 to 15 times as many
The
rivets as can be cut in the same time by hand.
Duntley-Dayton Com])any, 1416 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, are sole distributors for the Rice Manufacturing
C'omijany. of Indianajjolis, who maiuifacture the tool.
rel l)v
its

li-11).

A

Recent Development
in Brake

Beam

Supports

Chicago R.mlway Equipment Company, Chicago, is exhibiting at the convention a recent modification of the Creco brake beam support, which
was applied to all the tenders on the Railroad Administration standard locomotves.
The flexible spring in

THE

The "Red Devil"

at

Work

is used only under the chair at the end of the
This flexible element furnishes an adjustable
support and is riveted to the end of a 3-in. by 3-in.
by y^-m. angle extending under the spring plank, which
provides the maximum of safety in case the brake beam
drops.
This arrangement retains all the features of
the former designs of the Creco third and fourth point
supports, and is particularly applicable where a combination of long wheel base and heavy brake beam service is

this
will cut cold 1'4-in. rivets in

and

an average of ten seconds,

are cut in from three to five blows.
of the cutter is simple and requires no
special skill.
Three men are necessary to operate the
tool.
The operator takes the left side handle with his
Anleft hand and rocks the valve handle with his right.
other man holds the right side handle, while the third
man holds the chisel on the rivet. Turning the valve
handle up opens the air port, which instantly permits the
1-in. rivets

The operation

design

strut.

found.

^'CONNECTIOMPIN.

Latest Design of Creco Brake
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Labor Saving Shop Tools

T

HE Liberty Tool Company, Baltimore,
showing a number of new devices designed

Mel.,

is

to et¥ect
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to a cherry red or suflficient to readily conform to the
work in the riveting oiieration. The tojj of this furnace
is pierced with holes, through which the rivets are inserted, so that tbe point of the rivet is in the flame, while

time and labor saving in shop work.

Portable Drill Presses
portable drill press, designed to fit any make or
shape of air drill having a vertical motor, is especially
adapted for drilling and countersinking flange and plate

A

Portable Heating Torch
the rivet head rests on the outside or top of the furnace.
T\\& intensity and uniformity of heat may be regulated
by means of a control valve.

Portable Drill Presses with Crowfoot (center) for Double
Cylinder Press (right)

Portable Heating Torch
This apparatus consists of a feul tank, a hose and a
burner. The torch has one line of hose leading from the
tank to the burner, which makes it convenient to handle
This torch will heat to any desired temin close places.
perature and may be used in the open air with excellent
results.

Holding-On Bar
work, such as firedoors, flue sheets and door sheets. This
device has a 2y^-'m. pneumatic feed end and is equipped
with a sliding head taking any work from >2 in. to 14 in.

This holding-on or dolly bar has a pneumatic clamping
device secured in a rectangular frame which is part of the
bar itself. The bar can be placed in position quickly and
It may
the recessed end tightly clamped over the rivet.
be readily applied in close quarters and is especially
designed for use in locomotive flue sheet riveting and

Holding-on or "Dolly" Bar
thick. It will drill holes

sink

up

from >4

to

1

5/16

in.

and counter-

to 2 in. in diameter.

A double cylinder portable drill press with a crowfoot
attachment is designed for any class of work and fits any
It is equi]iped
of the pneumatic drills commonly used.
with a sliding head and a sliding table, has an 8 in. pneumatic feed and will drill holes up to 1 5/16 in. and
It can be used as a
countersink to 2 in. in diameter.
radial drill press up to 18 in. in diameter of hole circle
and the sliding head can be adjusted to take work up to
14

in. in

thickness.

Rivet Heating Furnace

A

portable rivet heating furnace using oil as fuel is
designed so that the point of the rivet may be heated to
any desired temperature, while the head is heated only

Rivet Heating Furnace

repair work. This company is showing a heading attachment for a riveting hammer, designed to rivet stay bolts
and stay rods or countersink rivets and also a portable
drill press for a close corner motor.
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Combination Pressure and Vapor Valve
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claimed to be one-third to one-half less than that rcby the ordinary vapor system. The complete
valve is of packless desij^n, non-adjustable and so constructed tiiat by the operation of the lever handle, either
pressure or vajJor is obtained in the system.
This system com])rises a combination of vajjor valve
and steam trap arrangement for application insidt- (jf the
it

is

(juired

TIIK INTKdDlC THIN' of lllf VUpor sysU'lUS
car licatiiij; arrani^cnu-iUs were of the
direct or pressure type, tlie radiation of wliicli was
Many roads have
sutVicieiU for severe winter weatlier.
increased the i)ii>ini; in t)lder cars from time to time in
order to proviile sullicienl radiation for vapor heat.
Tliis was an expensive proposition, hut hy the intro(hic-

PRKVIOL'S

T(t

most of

tlic

tion of the coml)ination pressure

and vapor valve shown

in the illustration, to cars already eciuipped

with the pres-

car away Irom the danger of freezing.
The diaphragm
is located in the cradle, which is moved forward by a cam
when tile iiandie is set for vapor. In this j)osition the ex
])ansi()n of the <liai)hragm is forward and the valve operWhen the handle is set for ])resates as a vapor valve.
sure the cradle containing the diaphragm is moved backward. In this ])osition the expansion of the dia])hragm
is to the rear, or in the reverse direction to that when
set for vapor; therefore, the vapor operating mechanism
is held stationary in the open jjosition and the valve operates as a steam trap.
This valve, which is the ])ro(luct of the Gold Car Heating; and Lighting" Comjiany, New York, is known as its
No. 1170, and embraces the use of a diaphragm that is
identical with the one used in its vapor valve No. 1112,
and its steam trap No. 1165. It is constructed in two
separate and distinct sections or diaphragms joined together as a unit, each section sejKirately containing a volThis construction increases the flexibility
atile licjuid.
and power of the diaphragm and also doubles its life.
Should one section fail, the remaining section will operate
the valve until replacement can be made, thus avoiding
shutting off the steam from that side of the car.
The disk holders both on the vapor valve and the trap
end are of the quick removable type, the rear portion
being slotted. In case of necessary removal they can be
slipped off their respective spindles and be readily replaced.
The two plugs, one on either side of the vapor
chamber, give access to one disk holder and the cover of
the diaphragm chamber gives access to the other.

Special Metal

Union Connection

Car Heating Company,
THE Vapor
Vapor regulator with a
showing

Inc., of Chicago,
special metal
a
joint type of union used in order easily to make
repairs and renewal of parts of Vapor regulators. The
1-in. size is used in the feed and delivery pipes near the
is

Sectional

View

of

Combination Pressure and Vapor Valve

sure system, the advantages of the vapor system are obtained without additional radiation, and in addition the
pressure system is available for the severest conditions.
By the use of this valve, vapor can be used entirely on a
car or pressure can be used entirely, or pressure can be
used on the cold windy side of the car and vapor on the
other.
It is stated that in the heating" of cold trains in
terminals pressure can be turned into the system, and the
cars can be heated in much less time than with vapor,
The installation
after which the vapor can be used.
of this valve on old equipment is said to be inexpensive
and on new equipment the cost of its installation is
claimed to be materially reduced because less radiation
This combination valve is said to weigh
is required.
less than the ordinary vapor valve and the weight of
the pipe and necessary fittings used in conjunction with

Regulator Connected with the Special Unions
top of the regulator, and is so made that there is ample
clearance for the union nuts when both are used on the

i
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side of the regulator. The 1^-in. size is used for
the bottom or return connections. The male end of the
union (made of wrought iron) screws in the regulator
casting, and the female end (made of brass) is used on
the end of the pipe.
When a regulator is removed the male end of the
union remains in the regulator and the female end of the
union remains on the pipes, so that a duplicate regulator
equipped with the male end of the union can be applied
in place of a defective regulator very quickly and conveniently. This avoids the inconvenient and slow method
of making repairs or renewal of parts to a Vapor regulator when it is attached to the pipes underneath the car.

same
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bottom and run on a continuous track of specially designed section. The hangers are of the double supported
type, permitting of replacement of the wearing parts. A
hook hanger between the rollers keeps the bottom end of
the door from moving outward.
The door is made spark and weather-tight at the front
door post by extending the flange of the Z-bar on the
frame between the Z-bar and angle on the post, and at
the rear post by a post strip which overlaps the angle on
the frame when the door is closed.
A burglar proof
locking arrangement is used and a door starter of the
eccentric type is located above the hasp. The design of
the No. 50 door as applied to double sheathed cars is
generally similar to the one illustrated, but there are
numerous changes in the details.

Bottom Supported Car Door

A

BOX

DOOR OF

NEW

DESIGN which has been applied
Railroad Administration is being exhibited by the Camel Company, Chicago. This
c.\R

Spring Journal Box Packing

to cars built for the

door, which is known as the No. 50, is applicable to either
single or double sheathed cars.
The ilustration shows
the arrangement of the door as applied to the single
sheathed standard cars.
It has a steel frame made of

Universal P.xcking & Service Company, ChiTHEcago,
exhibiting
booth
Anchor
in

is

the

of the

Packing Company a journal box which has been
in service for ten months under a locomotive tender,
without any new material being added or the waste in

-6-7

Camel No.

SO.

Door Applied

to

angles and two bars braced by gusset sheets at the four
corners. The door guide, which is of ^-in. pressed steel
reinforced the side plate and fits between the Z-bars at
The rollers are mounted at the
the top of the frame.

Single

Sheathed

Standard Cars

The ]mcking used in this box is of
the box jjickcd up.
It
a new type known as Spring Journal Box Packing.
is composed of thread stock cotton waste, with mechanically inserted coiled wire springs, to give it resilience.

KAILWAY

loJJ
Main ititltm waste

of nil, liLiaiisi' of
but lacks tosilic'iicc.
\\ Ool
waste lias more resilifiice than cotton waste, hut lacks
the caiiillarv properties of the cottHu.
In Sprini^ journal
r>o.\ Tackini; cotton waste, with its liij^li capillary <|naliI

its

lii^li

capillary

ties, is ^'iven

is

a .muni

i.iiiivi.'V()r

|)i(i|)i'rtii's,

a resilience

much

wool hv means of the inserted

greater than that of
spriiij^s.
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Iur<- occiuTing at a coiisidcralilc distanic from the point
of attachment.
rile advantages of the mechanical structure, as cnilii'du-d in the design displayed, over other types of jaws

i)lain

The packin}^

is

made with

either brass or steel s])rini;s, as may be specilied.
Jhe sjjrinjjs are made of No. 18 ii'di^e wire, with a
lineal pitch of :\s in., 2 in. Ions; and 1 in. in diameter.
Durinji the past twelve months a series of tests has

been conducted which,

claimed, has demonstrated
entirelv successfid
20 per cent less weifi^ht of dry
|);ickin,L; in the initial |)ackini;' of the boxes, a.s compared
with the amount necessary if packing' without springs
is used.
This ])ackinj4' does not have to be ])icked ui) ii]
the journal box with a ])ackinj.j iron at frc(|uent intervals,
nor is it necessary to add to the orijjinal amount of
waste.
Due to its looseness, or o])enncss of structure.
spriufj packini; does not .^laze over tiie sur-face which is
in contact with the journal.
The sprin,c:s are of an oi^en pitch, so that when laid
on the side they will have a spring action as well as when
on end. The boxes should be packed in the same manner
as with ordinary waste, except that it is unnecessary to
pack them as tisjht, due to the fact that the springes will
keep this packing- a.qainst the journal, whereas in the
case of plain waste there must be tight packing in order
to get this result.
Spring i)acking can be reclaimed bv
the same methods used with the ordinary ]iacking when
that sjjring packing
lubrication, re(|uirin.<;

it

it

will

is

i)ro(luce

has become dirtv.

the Jaw with Locking Prongs Open
bent over portion of the rod engages a solid
jaw structure; the rod entering the jaw in
a slraigiu line vyitli the hr)le, the locking jjrongs engaging
the brake rod j)r(ii)er ])ractically o])])()site that |)ortion of
arc that

llic

jxirlion of the

The Jaw Attached

to the

Brake Rod

the rod which locks the front end; and the jaws has been
designed so that it can be i)roduced in a drop forging
operati( n with correspcMuling increase in strength and

decrease in weight.

Detachable Drop Forged
Brake

Rod Jaw

A

Flexible Car Roof for Repairs

DEVELoi'MENT
AXEVv
the application of a

in the repairing of car roofs

SciiAEFER Eoi'iPMENT CoMTANv, Pittsburgh,
THEwhich
manufactures
Schaefer truck lever conPa..

the
nection, has developed and

show^ing at

booth,
a drop-forged detachable type of brake rod jaw of improved design and increased strength as compared to the
common welded-on type of jaw.
is

its

This jaw is made from open hearth low "carbon bar
?teel. and is so constructed that it is very easily attached

new

is

all-steel flexible roof to

This method has been developed
Hutchins Car Roofing Company, Detroit, Mich.
In the past it has been necessary to use a special steel
carline vvhen applying a new- steel flexible roof and the
old carlines were usually scrapped this waste of material
is now eliminated and the labor cost of applying a newroof is reduced to a minimum. When applying a flexible
roof in this manner the old roofing boards are removed,
leaving the old carlines of wood or steel in place and
the old carlines.

b\ the

;

the

new

all-steel flexible

roof

is

applied direct to the old

6
Proportions of the Bend

in

the

Brake Rod

and

is securely held to the rod by means of double locking prongs. In the event of a change in the length of
brake rods, these prongs may easily be folded back and
reattached without danger of damage to the brake jaw\
It is of the same relativelv light construction that characterizes the Schaefer design of brake lever connectors
and is so proportioned that it will develop the full
strength of any given size rod.
At the booth may be
seen several samples applicable to freight car equipment,
which have been pulled to various loads, one of these
having been subjected to a tension load of 32,200 lb., at
which load the J^^-in. diameter steel rod broke, the frac-

The

Flexible Roof Applied to the Old Carlines

carlines.
These steel flexible roofs are made of 16, 18
This thickness is about three
or 20 gage sheet steel.
times that of the ordinary outside or inside metal roof,
and because of the thickness of the weatherproofing steel
sheets, together with the fact that no roofing boards are
required, this method of repairing car roofs offers great
possibilities in facility in repairing and economy in cost

of material and labor.
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prediction has been made that the discussion of the
reports at the convention will gradually grow less and
less because under the better methods
Discussing
of organization which are being

The

for the making up and
working of the various committees,
the reports will be so thorough and
complete that there will be little need of very much genIt is extremely doubtful whether this
eral discussion.
prediction will prove correct or that it would be desir-

the

planned

Reports

It is true that there is a great deal of useless discussion that can be eliminated if the members generally
The great
study their reports carefully in advance.
value of the conventions, however, is in having a large
number of capable men from all sections of the country
to criticise any statements that may be made or to suggest improvements or modifications in the findings of
It may even be desirable for the
different committees.
General Committee deliberately to plan to insure having
several of the best posted men in the country on each
Some
particular subject present to discuss each report.
of the general engineering societies and two or three of
the railroad clubs have got excellent results by specifically
inviting different men well in advance of the time of
meeting to discuss certain points in the reports which
The
these men are particularly well fitted to talk on.
more thorough and complete the reports are, the greater
the importance and value of having such expert discusThis means that special and intelligent effort must
sion.

able.

be made to develop

it.

Several of the railway supply manufacturers have stated
is the most businesslike convention that has ever
been held, and they hope that the
high standard which has been set
Businesslike
will be maintained and even raised
still higher in the years to come.
Convention
Various reasons are given for this
change in spirit, such as its being part of the after-effect
of the war, which is noticed generally, or the fact that
there has been no convention for three years. Still others
say it is because of the larger and more general attendance of railroad men, a very large number of whom come
from long distances and who are at the meetings for
the first time. Then, too, there are those who say that
the most important factor is the suggestion that was
made to the regional directors that the various representatives from each road be asked to report back to their
managements in writing on the important and practical
things that were drawn to their attention at the conventhat this

Smith

J.

F.

Thompson

H. H. Marsh

D

sible distribution.

Editor.

Roy V. Wright, Managing Editot
C. B. Peck
C. W. Foss
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action taken by the Master Car I.uilders' Association
recent years is so far-reaching in its effects as the
adoption of the type
coupler. The
The
dcveloijmcnt work was a matter with
Coupler
which the committee was principally
concerned, but the maintenance of
Exhibit
the coupler is of interest to all car
men. For that reason it is to be hoped that every one
attending the conventions will avail himself of the op])ortunity to visit the exhibit prepared by the Coupler
Committee in co-operation with the coupler manufacturers. The exhibit of gages to insure interchangeability
of parts is an indication of the care that is taken by the
makers to secure satisfactory operation. The railroads
must do their part to obviate trouble, and one of the best
ways of attaining this end is to see that the construction
and operation of the coupler is thoroughly understood.
The descriptive circular distributed at the convention has
been prepared with great care and merits the widest posin

Whether any one of these factors is more important than the other it is, of course, impossible to say.
One thing is certain, the railroad men generally are
making the most of their opportunity to get practical
suggestions and the railway supply manufacturers feel
that they have been mighty well repaid for the effort that
they have made to bring their exhibits to Atlantic City.
It may not be amiss to suggest that it is not too soon
for the heads of the railway and railway supply associations to get together and, after analyzing the situation
thoroughly, to start to prepare for the next convention
along such lines as will insure continuing and further
developing the businesslike spirit which has so thoroughly entered into the convention this year.
tion.

Increase Facilities for Car Repairs
HThe shortage OF CAR

REPAIR FACILITIES OH American

railroads was very strikingly brought out by the
unusual conditions which existed during the war. The
heavy traffic which the railroads were compelled to handle taxed the capacity of the rolling stock to the utmost
and made it necessary to use every car which could turn
a wheel. This resulted in serious deterioration of rolling stock, which bad order reports did not reflect. Fig-

ures compiled by the Mechanical Section of the Railroad
Administration during the latter part of 1918, while they
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sliDU'fd a viT\- ^()ti(l |KT<."i'iit:i^r nt had oiclrr lars ;iii<l
iiuliiali'il that tin- daily aiiiiiiiulation of l)ad ordi-rs

also

was

aliDiit lialaiu-i'd Itv tlu-

daily output of rt'pairs, sliowcd

a nuicli lii^lu'r ratio of liad order cars slioppcd for heavy
repairs tliaii thr ratio of tin- output of heavy re])airs to
Of course, this was
tile total inuuhcr of cars rei)aire(l.
ti> conditions other than a lack of shop
such for instance, as shorla.ne of laljor and the
necessity for an early return of the cars to service; in
the main, however, it could have been prevented liad tlie
railroails heen i)rovicled witli adeciuate car shop facilities.
Steel cars have now been in service for about twenty
\ears and the extent of tiieir use has been growing conAdecjuatc facilities to make
tinuallv dnriiiij- that time.
lieavv repairs to these cars, however, have not been provided and the time has now come when lars^e numbers
of them have reached the a.^c where these facilities are
Many of the eastern roads and some of
luidly needed.
those in the southeast have provided shops equi])ped espeThe western roads,
cially for handlinc: steel car work.
however, have not anticipated their rc(iuircments and are
Willi the
seriously short of steel car rc])air facilities.
lessons tausiht by the war fresh before them, it should
be the duty of mechanical department officers carefully to
consider and formulate i)lans for shop facilities which
The preswill be adeciuate to meet their requirements.
ent situation with respect to capital expenditures will
not continue indefinitely and it is well for the roads to
have their ]M-os;rams laid out, ready to put into action
when conditions cbaiiiie so that capital may be provided.
ill

a

measure due

facilities,

Limiting Loads for Freight Cars
coMPREiiEXSiVE STUDY of the factors affecting the
THE
a piece of work
permissible capacitv of freitjht cars
is

Committee on Car Trucks deserves to be
commended. While the proposed methods of marking
cars are a radical departure from the former practice,
they are more logical, and the change should be welcomed
paraby both shippers'" and railroad employees. The last
graph of Interchange Rule 3-d, which was to be eiifective
October 1, 1920. would have made it necessary to redtice
the allowable loads for cars having axles of less capacity
the
than required bv the sum of the light weight and
marked capacity. If the committee's recommendations
for which the

the
are adopted the maximum axle capacity will be made
permissible
basis for increases as well as decreases in the
loads.

capacity of some of the equipment now in service
be appreciablv changed bv the new rules. The allowin general be
able load on cars 'of 60.000 lb. capacity will
notably
decreased, while on the heavier equipment and
increase
on the 80.000 lb. capacity cars there will be an
(assuming that the car bodies are considered strong
enough to carry the extra weight). The load limits estabshould
lished for cars with non-M. C. B. standard axles
Statistics reresult in such axles being retired rapidily.
were
garding the number of cars that will be affected
furnished bv only one road, but this probably represents
Whatever the
a large proportion of the total equipment.
justified conresults, "the committee's action seems fully
of
sidering the time that has elapsed since the adoption

The

will

the ^I.C. B. standard axles.
The new method of determining the allowable load
mav have an appreciable effect on the design of cars. In

reduce the deadweight earned has
The
been the onlv incentive for designing light cars.
proposed rules will give light cars a double advantage:
the' past the desire to

June

21,
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iitiK will the deadweight be less, but the maximum
load will be increased as well.
(Jf course, the stresses
in the car will increase as the load increases and no very
great reduction in weight will be feasible. The ])robleiii
is to balance the saving in transportation expense against
tin- cost of repairs.
If the ])r(;|)ortion of jjaying load can
be increa.sed by lighter construction, such design may

not

even though
nance costs for the eciuipment.
jirove economical,

it

results in higher mainte-

Important Effect of
A. R. A. Meeting Here
r\
^^

oE THE iLLUsio.vs which many railway executives
and operating officers have cherished for years has
been that the mechanical conventions were largely
junkets. Few of them have appreciated the large amount
of important work done at the conventions and the great
eihicational value of the exhibit of equipment and sup.NE

made

connection with them.
misunderstanding has prevailed so widely,
the visit of the executive committee of the American
i\ailroad Association to the pier on Thursday was of very
great importance. By the reorganization of the American Railroad Association the mechanical associations have
lost their indejjendence and in consequence, to a large extent, the future of the conventions and of the exhibit
dei)ends upon the attitude that would be assumed in
future by the operating executives.
The comments made by members of the executive committee who were here
comments made both in public and
in private
make certain that most or all of them have
gone away from Atlantic City with a realization of the
fact that the conventions and the exhibit constitute a
great educational institution, which contributes more than
can be estimated to broadening the vision and increasing
the efficiency of the officers of the mechanical departments of the railways. It is a fact that in years long
past there was conduct at the conventions which would
not have borne close scrutiny.
The conventions have
suffered ever since from a taint acquired at that time.
But for many years there have been no cleaner and more
wholesome gatherings than the mechanical conventions.
There never was a doubt that the mechanical conventions would be continued to be held, but there has been
talk at times of taking them some place where the exhibit
could not be held. This would have been a serious mistake,
since from an educational point of view the exhibit is
fully as valuable as the convention sessions.
The visit
of the members of the executive committee to the pier
this week cannot fail to have the effect of making the
operating executives, generally, regard in a very favorable way the sessions which are hold here and the exhibit which is made, and the more operating executives
that attend the conventions, the more favorable their impression of the value of the sessions and the exhibit will
plies

in

iiecau.se this

—

—

become.
.Since the mechanical associations have been merged
into a section of the American Railroad Association it
would seem that there is good reason why the executive
committee of the A. R. A. should in future meet once a

year where the mechanical convention is held and look
over the exhibit. The enterprise of the railway supply
manufacturers deserves this recognition, and it would be
very beneficial to the railways for the higher operating
officers to keep in touch with the progress being constantly made by the supply companies in the design and

manufacture of equipment and supplies.
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Program

for

Today and Tomorrow

Saturday, June 21,

1919

9.30 A. M. TO 12.00 M.
Discussion of Report on Train Lighting and Equipment
Consideration of Rules of Order.. 9.30 A. M. to 10.00 A. M.
Election of Officers, General Committee and Nominating CommitPresentation of Badges to
tee
10.00 A. M. to 12.00 M.
retiring Officers, Etc

1625

Traveling Engineers' Meeting
Committee of
The Executive
Supply Men's Association
neers'
in the Green Room of the
at one o'clock Saturday.

the Traveling Engiwill hold a meeting

Marlborough-Blenheim

—

The Grand

Entertainment

M.— Band

Concert at Entrance Hall, Million
Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.
A special program has been prepared in
8.30 P. M.
appreciation of the railway and railway supply men who
went into the service during the war. The speakers will
be Franklin D. Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of the
Navy Brigadier-General W. W. Atterb'ury, Col. Henry
W. Hodge, and Senator Walter E. Edge, New Jersey's
war governor.
Sunday, June 22, 1919
Sacred Concert. Music Rooms of Marl3.30 P. M.
borough-Blenheim. Fry Philharmonic Orchestra.
10.30 A.

—

;

—

Pictures from the Front

Ox Sunday

Evening, at 8.15, an entertainment will
be given on the pier. The program includes the
presentation of an interesting series of motion
pictures, representing large naval guns in action in
France. These pictures will be exhibited by the United
States Navy, and a naval officer will be present to explain

Ball

GENERALLY CONCEDED that the social cvcuts of the
ITweek have been delightful affairs, but it must be adIS

mitted that last night's event on the Million Dollar
Steel Pier eclipsed all previous social fimctions.
It was
the convention grand ball.
Fully three thousand conventionites were in attendance.
At 10 o'clock the grand march was started. It was
headed by the officers and members of the executive
committee of Mechanical Section III, American Railroad Association, and their ladies. The ball room of the
pier certainly never presented a more beautiful sight. At
the conclusion of the march the Royal Scotch Highlanders' band began a twenty-dance program.
The
pleasure was continued until long after midnight.
William M. Wilson, Chairman, was ably assisted in
the management of the evening's entertainment by the
following: G. A. Nichol, R. J. Himmelright, J. C. C.
Holding, J. L. Paxton, L. O. Cameron, N. C. Naylor,
Ellsworth Haring and H. E. Passmore.

them.

R. S.

Lost and Found

LOST—

Badge No. 2425, issued to W. S. Clock. If
found, please leave at the Railway Age booth,
LOST Lady's badge No. 4334, lost last night on pier.
Mrs. H. E. Graham, Room 1306, Hotel Traymore.

—
LOST— On
Mrs.

4209.

J.

dance

floor,

Thursday

E. Gierney, L.

&

night, badge

A. Railway,

Room

No.
35,

Hotel Sterling.
R. S. M. A. badge No. 2425 by Mr. Clock,
Joyce-Cridland Company, Strand Hotel.
LOST Bar pin, gold, three inches long, with square
blue stone. E. D. Knapp, Iroquois Hotel.
R. S. M. A. badge No. 3226. Please return to
the office of the Enrollment Committee or any member.
Return to
R. S. M. A. badge No. 5349.
Enrollment Committee.

LOST—

—

LOST—

LOST—

M. A. Annual Meetings

THE

DISTRICT MEETINGS of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association will be held from 9 A. M. to
10.30 A. M. this morning in the Executive Committee Room, which is next to the Enrollment Booth. It
will be necessary for the third district (Pennsylvania)
to elect two men to the Executive Committee for three
years; for the fifth district (Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and
Minnesota) to elect one member for three years, and for
the sixth district (Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky and Tennessee) to elect one member for three years.
A special election is also necessary for the fourth district
(Ohio, Indiana and Michigan) to elect a member to serve
one year to fill the unexpired term of J. F. Schurch, who
has moved out of the district.

The annual meeting

Railway Artillery

The

precede the informal dance on

Monday

Manufac-

and a vice-president. The nominating
committee on Wednesday nominated W. S. Bartholomew
as president and J. F. Schurch as vice-president.
Mr.
Bartholomew found that it would impossible for him
to accept the nomination.
Following the receipt of a
elect a president

convention attendants have a real treat before
them in a special feature which was arranged for
too late to go on the official program but which

will

of the Railway Supply

turers' Association, itself, will be held at 11 o'clock this
morning in the Hippodrome. It will be necessary to

evening.

of the Railway and Seacoast Section, Artillery Division, Ordnance Department, United
States Navy, has been assigned by the Navy Department
to deliver an illustrated lecture on Railway Artillery.

Major E. D. Campbell,

Readers of the Raihvay Age have followed with much
interest the development and use of railway artillery during the war and will undoubtedly appreciate the importance of this announcement. The lecture will be given
in the Hippodrome at 9.00 P. M. Following it a representative of the Navy Department will show pictures
illustrating the effect of the 14-in. guns on the other side.

it was necessary to hurriedly circuorder that another nomination be posted,
in accordance with the requirements of the Constitution
and By-Laws, before six o'clock last night. George R.
Carr, who is a member of the Executive Committee representing the Fifth District and who is a vice-president
of the Dearborn Chemical Company, was nominated.
Just before six o'clock last evening a petition placing
George Hull Porter, of the Western Electric Company,
in nomination for the office of vice-president of the
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, was posted

letter to this effect,

late a petition in

:

:
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oil

llic

l)iillt.-tin

Ixianl on

I'orlor will tlu-ri'lorc
otVu'c

of vici'-prcsidnil

llii-

Mr.

l)i'

al

llif

Million Dollar V'wv.
Si-luiri.ir.>;

oppoiu-iit

Mr.

for llic

rlcitimi to liay.

DKT.Mi.s coiKoriiiiij^ till' s])iHial ])ro!;raiii
wi'ic not availahle wlu'ii the ollicial
pro.t;rain was published. The nature of the niccling
is so iinporlant that the Railway Supi)ly Manufacturers'
Association, which has the pros^ram in charge, is desirous
of sivinj;: the information concerning the program as
great many of the
widespread publicity as possiljle.
railway men and railway suj^ply men were called into
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pinihasing agents come here and thoroughly inilie e.\hil)il.
am extremely glad to have liad o|)liopc lo sec more of ihcin
l)orlunily to see ibis one and
ilun

.s|HHl

I

I

in (he

Important Special Program
for This Evening

June

future."

Mr. Aishton was accompanied to Atlantic City i)y Mrs.
Aishton and they stayed unlil yesterday afternoon, when
they started on their return iiomeward lo Chicago.

CoMi'i.KTK
lliis

rvonins;'

A

service during the war; many of them in uniform
to help in looking after the necessary workbehind the lines on this side. It is quite appropriate,
therefore, that recognition of this service should take the
form of a patriotic program in appreciation of the work
tlie

and many

The committee in charge has been fortunate in securing as speakers Franklin D. Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, who will speak for the administration
on behalf of the War and Navy Departments; Colonel
Henry W. Hodge, who was Assistant Chief Engineer of
the American Exi)editionary I'orces and who will tell of
the achievements of the railway men in France, and Senator Walter E. Edge, who was Governor of New Jersey
during the war. It is expected that Brig. General W. W.
Atterbury, who did such splendid work as Director General of Transportation of the American Expeditionary
Forces under General Penshing, will deliver an address.

R. H. Aishton Praises the Exhibit
MO-ST ENTiiusi.\sTic man
TiiKregarding
the exhibit of

on the pier yesterday
equipment and supplies made by the railway supply manufacturers
this year was R. H. Aishton, regional director of the
Northwestern region and new president of the American
Railroad Association. Mr. Aishton, accompanied by General Secretary Fairbanks, of the A. R. A., arrived on the
pier early yesterday morning and was shown through
the exhibit by E. H. Walker, president of the Railway
Supply Manufacturers' Association. He and Mr. Fairbanks saw the entire exhibit as thoroughly as could be
done in a half day. After he had finished his tour of
inspection Mr. Aishton said
"I confess that before coming here I had no adequate
idea of the magnitude, completeness and importance of
The railway supply manufacturers of the
this exhibit.
United States deserve the greatest credit for having
made such an exhibit, especially under present conditions
and in view of the fact that for two years they have had
nowhere near a normal business. It is a fine expression
of their optimism as well as their enterprise.
"The railway executives of the country have not appreciated the value and importance of the exhibit in past
years because most of them have not seen it. Its educamechanical officers, could
cannot imagine anything which
w'ould do more to increase the railway mechanical officers' efficiency than to come and spend six or seven days
thoroughly studying the equipment and devices being
shown, their uses and methods of operations. Furthermore, it would be of great value to the railways to have
value,

especially

hardly be exaggerated.

TWO OKCANiZATiONS enrolled
ONLY
Railway Club Secretaries were not

in the Society of

represented at

the adjourned annual meeting of the society Friday morning, at the lUenheim. The session lasted several hours with A. J. Merrill, of Atlanta, presiding.
\\ iiile much of the time was taken up with an interchange
of ex])eriences as to practices and methods in handling
club v.ork, several subjects of special interest to execu-

and club members were discussed.
was agreed that in view of the suspension of activities during the war ])eriod and the condition of the treasury it would not be necessary to ask the clubs to contive officers
It

done by these men.

tional

Railway Club Secretaries Meet

to

I

tribute the usual assessment this year.
In addition to
economizing in running expenses the society invested in
a Third Liberty Loan bond and hopes to be able to hold
it in reserve until its payment becomes due.
Vice-President Wood, of the Pacific Raihvay Club,
after conferring with the secretaries, and having attended their luncheon, stated that he was much impressed by the earnestness and activity shown, and on
his return home would recommend that his dub become

a incniber of the society.
The possibility of the western club resuming its membership was the subject of an encouraging report.
It
vvas decided that future annual meetings in connection
with the Mechanical Section of the American Railroad
Association shall be held on the first Saturday of the
convention period, preceded on the previous Fridav by
a "Round Table Luncheon," each secretary to arrange
for the attendance as a guest of the society of the highest
ranking officer of his club present at the convention.
In connection with a referred subject from the NewYork and Central Clubs, an adverse decision was reached
as to whether it would be advantageous for railroad
clubs to identify themselves with the activities of the

National

Engineering Council

organized

in

Chicago.

The reason was

that as railroad clubs have not a large
representation of the engineering profession in their
membership and the various engineering societies being
actively identified with the work contemplated by the
promoters of the council, it would be an undesirable
duplication of membership for the railroad clubs to unite

with it.
In considering conditions incident for two years to the
attitude and policy of the postoffice department with
respect to the postal privileges of the clubs in mailing
Official Proceedings, it was agreed to recommend to the
executive committees that as the clubs have a combined
membership of 8,000 or more, they should unite in petitioning the Postmaster-General to reopen the matter,
and give it his personal consideration. It is believed
that if this can be accomplished, the question can be presented in a manner calculated to secure more favorable
consideration.
After electing the following officers for
the ensuing year, the society adjourned subject to call
Chairman, A. J. Merrill, Atlanta, Ga. Vice-Chairman,
W. E. Cade, Jr., Boston; Secretary-Treasurer, Harry D.
;

Wright,

New York

City.

Building Freight

Cars

at

Los Angeles on

the

Southern

American Railroad

Pacific.

Copyright by

Film Servia

International

Association, Section

Mechanical

III,

Report of Proceedings for Friday; Convention Hall

Crowded; Lively Discussion

T

HE Friday morning session of
ciation,

Section

the American Railroad AssoMechanical, was called to order by

III,

Chairman Chambers

at 9.40 o'clock.

The chairman stated that the Committee on Safety Appliances had submitted a written report, because it was not
possible to have it printed in time for the convention.

Report of the Standing Committee on Safety Appliances
REPORT WAS PRINTED by the Committee on Safety
Appliances, because it was not possible to get the
information together to draft such a report. The
information, however, reached the chairman on June
16 and the attached report has been compiled for your
It will be noted that this includes the
consideration.
total number of cars owned in each region, the total
number equipped with safety appliances, those remaining
to be equipped, and the percentage remaining to be
equipped as per cars owned. The totals of all regions
are also shown, from which it will be noted that there are
still 89,645 cars to be equipped, or 3.8 per cent of the
equipment owned. This should receive vigorous action
from all roads until such cars are so equipped.

EXHIBIT B

No

Eastern Region

Statement of Freight ( ARs Equipped and Femaining to b E Equipied
with Safety .Appliances as of March 31, 1919
Per cent of
Cars Owned

Railroads

Buffalo,

Regions
Eastern
Allegheny
Pocohontas

Southern
Central Western
Southwestern
Northwestern

Total

Total

Equipped

Freight
Cars Owned
604,622
467,099

with Safety

Per cent of
Cars Owned
Reniainint! Remaining
be

to be
Eqiiippec

Equipped

580,425

24,197

4.0

448,004
105,214

19,095

4.1

2,643

2.5

299,166

290,497

8,669

2.9

334,791
168,284

325,462
158,621

9,329

2.8

9,663

5.7

390,949

374,900

16,049

4.1

2,372,768

2,283,123

89,645

3.8

107,857

Appliances

Roch.

&

Central Vermont
Chicago. Ind. & lyouisville
Cinn., Ind. & Western..
Cincinnati Northern
Cin.,

Chic.

to

&

to

be

Equipped

to

be

Equipped

1,960
5.034
7,612
21,039

1,243
4.353
7,603
20,993

717
681

17.697
2,816
6,201
2,440
1,596

15,438
2,656
5,978
2,013
1,468

2,259

33,210
18,705
28,439
1,487
3,092
201
59,266
6,002
14,446

32,131
18,522
28,422
1,407
2,951
201
56,689
5,028
14,203

1,079

6,406

5,920

486

7.29

3,374
531
3.529
42,601
8,585
34,651
136,350

3.2i27

147

4.4

531
3,529
42,535
8,476
33,482
128,630

66
109
1,169
7,720

.16
1.26
3.27
5.21

11,626

10,535

1,091

9.0

38,437

37,395

1,042

2.79

5,422

4,996

426

7.57

9

46

36.6
13.5
.12
.2

.

.

Erie

Grand Trunk Western...
Hocking Valley
Kanawha & Michigan (including K. & W, Va.).
Lake Erie & Western <incUidine Northern Ohio)
Lehigh & Hudson River.
Lehigh & New England.
Lehigh Valley
Central

New York Central
New York, Chi. &

160
223

427
128

12.7
5.68
3.6
17.5
8.0

St.

Delaware & Hudson.
Del., Lack. & Western..
Detroit & Mackinac
Det., Toledo & Ironton.
Det., Toledo Shore Line.

Michigan

Remaining Remaining

Pitts-

burgh

.

Statement of Freight Cars Equipped and Remaining to be Equipped
WITH Safety Appliances as of March 31, 1919

Equipped
with Safety
Appliances

Bangor & Aroostook....
Boston & Albany

Clev.,

EXHIBIT A

Total

Freight
Ca rs Owned

1.S3

17

3.2
.98
.05

80

53

141

4.5
.0

2,577

974
243

4.57
16.2
1.6

.0
.0

St.

York, New Hav. &
Hartford
New York, Ontario &

New

Western

1627
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Kiiilrn»<ls

IVrc

Total

K<|ui|i|>e<l

I-rrinht

with Safely

Owned

Cars

Mnniiirlle

riltubiiiKh

vt

I'ltlsburKli
ritlsburtili

& Shawinut.
& \V. Vu...

Tolcilo \ Ohio Central.
loU-.lo, St Louis & W.,

•'••tHU

,

I l»t<r

2,682
170
7.809
2,638

& Delaware

WliccliMK & Lake Erie..
New York. Stisii, & VV.
Detroit It.iy lity & \V..
Central Indiana
Susquehanna & N. Y.
Central New Kngland..!

ii;

Cars

Owned

l--'iui|>|ie(

15,845
JJ.OSl
2,360
3,246
2,433
9,245
2,512
170
6,984
2,572

2,J/'J
3, -Mo
2.40-4

KmlaiKl

cent of

Freight
Railroads

.47

455

L3

13

Cm. & Eastern
Cm., leori.i &

235
170

.0
1.2

Cln.,
(hi..

2.37

C

6.4

Henver

1J4

604,622

580,425

as

of

1.1

Mahch 3^

be

Total

E(Hiii)ped

with Safety

Railroads
Cars Owned
& Ohio (Entire)..
97,197
Bessemer & Lake Erie.
15,708
HulTalo & Susquehanna..
3,236
Bait.

.

Central

R.

R. of N. J.

27,182

.

Cumberland Valley
Grand Rapids & Indiana.
Long Island
Pennsylvania
I

Lines

East

iiinsylvania Lines

West
& Reading..

I'hil.idelphia

St.Ucn Is. Rapid Transit.
\\ cstern Maryland

Total

596
2,969
1,214

Aj)pliances

P.
St.

to be
E(|uipped

to be

1,503

76

214
46

10.6
7.0
3.0

1,168
165,34!
91,012
41,321

3,046
3,994

4.2

823

1.9

13,460

13,271

"i89

448,004

\

irginian

Total

Equipped
with Safety

Ashland Coal & Iron....

Total

48,162
50,648
8,897
150
107,857

Owned

Appliances

Remaining Remaining
be

to

be

to

Equipped

Eciuipped

2.586
34

5.3

45,576
50,614
8,897
127

0.07
0.0
15.3

23

105,214

2,643

2.5

Statement of Freight Cars Equipped and Remainin
BE Equipped
with Safety Appliances as of March
31, 1919
Southern Region

Total
Freight
Cars Owned

Railroads

Alabama & Vicksburg.

.

.

Atlanta, Bir. & Atl
Atlantic Coast Line
Atlanta & West Point...
Carolina, Clinch. & Ohio.
Central of Georgia
Charleston & W. Car....
Florida East Coast...!.'

Georgia
Georgia Southern & Fla.
Gulf, Mobile & Northern
Gulf & Ship Island
Illinois

Central
& Nashville..

Louisville
Louisi'ille

Mobile

& H. &

St.

L.

& Ohio

Nashville, C.

&

L.

.

.

Orleans Gt. North.
Norfolk Southern

Richmond, Fred. & Pot.
Seaboard Air Line
Southern Railway
lennessee Central
Georgia & Florida

Statement

6,'708

9,567
'91s

1964
l_86n
5.540
r7';5

44^
67 847
1

S4'749
492

1^014
St.

£vew-

Total

058

1

2,921

29502
r548

.

101287
1,453
3,602

936
17 187
68,'l

1

388

;;

Equipped

Per cent of
Cars Owned
Remaining Remaining
:

with Safety
Appliances
1,058
2,815
27,811
1,439
6,544
9,136
899
1.963
1.739
1,985
1,717
1,446
66,240
53,717

to

be

to

Equipped

0.0
3.0
5.0
7.0
2.7

106
1,691

109
164
431
39

4.3

3.0

1

0.5

121

6.0
15.0
2.0
0.0
2.0

355
38
1,607
1,032

Statement

o-; J;«e.cht

208
500

3.102
893
16,908
67,280

296
463

43

Fort Worth & Rio Grande
Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe
Uulf Coast Lines
Internl. & Great Northern
Kansas City Southern...
Kan. City, Mex. & Orient.
Louisiana & Arkansas...
Midland Valley
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Missouri & N. Arksansas.
Missouri Pacific
San Antonio & Ark. Pass
Missouri, Okl. & Gulf...

Southern Pacific
St. Louis, San Francisco.
St. Louis, Southwestern.
Texas & Pacific
Vicksburg, Sheveport &

2.0
2.6
4.3
10.5

489
232
423
159

66.0
22.2

1

9
10

3.9

56

40.6

1.8

00
0.0
0.0

9,329

Equipped

Freight

with Safety

Owned
3

Louis,

1161
]

City,
Sprinfield

720

2r889

16,975

16,053

30^91
13 900

28,422
13,304

10'255

&

St

55
1,869
78

130
247
450
922
2,490
596
444

9,811

34.5
5,4
8.1

4.3
4.3

860
34

86

9.1

118

103

15

0.0
12 7

-i

60

5

6.8

5

11.6
13.3

8

55
20

9

3.6
90.0

18

11

88
2O6

'Vail'e'y.

1

00

79

9

10.2
0.0

206

482

56 3

610

41.2

143
180

46.0

Louis Merch. Bridge

Term

0.0

St. Louis Transfer
Alton & Southern...

14.3
13.4
4.6

8.4
0.0
3.2
8.5
10.9
0.3
9.5

-^
Brazos'

79

137

94g
34

W

Terminal R. R. Asso. of

0.0
0.7
9.9
5 9

5

43

Quanah, Acme & Pacific'.
Galveston,
Houston
&
Henderson
Houston & Brazos Vallev
Weatherford, Mineral
Wells & N.
Gulf, Texas & Western..
Texas, Midland
San Antonio, Uvalde &
Trinity

to be

Equipped

362
322
403

20,020
637

854

be

to

Equipped

1,501
1,161
1,665

304

1

Remaining Remaining

757
3,308
5.162
4.688

45,313
2,340

"&

Clinton

Appliances

715
45 443
2*587

San Fran. &

Texas
Kansas

762
670

5.484
5 091
1,638

Pacific

St.

Per cent of
Cars Owned

Total

Arkansas Central
Memphis, Dallas & Gulf.

East St. Louis Connecting

jg
p

1

12

00

9
31

& Madison

]

0.0

168

1,053

T"TAL

17.1

168,284

279
833
18.0
5.0

Per cent of
Cars Owned
with Safety
Appliances

1.0
4.1

C

Cars

Statement of J-reight Cars Equipped
Remaining to be Equipped
"'-"^'^'=0
with Safety Appliances as and
of March 31 1919
Northwestern Region

"> F^^'oht C
equipped and Pemaining to be Equipped
WITH Safety Appliances as of March
31
1919
Central Western Region

Equipped

0.3

0.0

Equipped and Remaining to be
Equipped
WITH Safety Appliances as of March
^-''^ "^^t"
1919
31
Southwestern Region

Railroads

Litchfield

1,245

290,497

Freight

OS

l.M
74
504

334,791

l.S

11,807
9,502

491

Railroads
Cars Owned
Arizona Eastern
17]
Atchison, Top. &• Santa Fe
69,424
Chicago & Alton
13,070

2.6
9.7

2.1

10

T'^tal

be

Equipped

492

299,166

Total

125

&

\\"'"'i

1

7.9
2.4
3.6
3.4

16

48
48
218
502

140
1,,
Ji
84

19,095

Cars

Chesapeake & Ohio ....
Norfolk & Western

996
4,235
5,257
1,304
13,779
1.725
22.912
17,373
5,061
3,528

207
49
227
i72

.

.

16
8

250
257
477

0.0

Freight

Owned

&

J.

1.8

Per cent of

Cars

.

to be

Equipped

124
1,9K1
150
1,159

2.6

Statement of Freight Cars Equipped and
Remaining to be Equipped
'^^'"^'^^°
WITH Safety Appliances as of March
31, 1919
PocoHONTAS Region

Railroads

...
.

Kapi.l City, Black Hills

2.1
5.5

168,387
95,006
42,144

467,099

U

P.

Dcs Moines Union
Ilinois Terminal

Equipped

8,734
403
67

&

G. I
VVichila Valley
D. R. I. & Si

Keniaining Kcniaining

88,463
15,305
3,169
25,679
520
2,755

23,436
17,862
5,293
3'951

City

(jilmor & Pittsburgh
1 eoria
Ky. 1 erininal

I-cu.iM.m
'"^""^°

1.541

L799

to be

E<|uipped

70,116
22,404
44.087
6,642
6,639
16,716

13!915

Pacific

Wab,-,.sh
esterti
Pacific
Ft. Worth &• Denver

Per cent of
Cars Owned
Ereight

Pion

Remaining Remaining

Applianceii

1,691

1,121
4 258
5,273
1,304

1919

21,

Per cent of
Cars (.)wncd
Kquir.ped
with Safely

45,246
6:h92
6,896
17 I9J

S,ilt

it

u

1919

Allegheny Kecion

LouIh

St.

oloiado .'oulhcrn
Ai
Kio Crandc...

I

24,197

Statement of Freight Cabs Eouipped and
Remaining to
WIT.. bAFETV
Appliances

70,242
24,385

Illinois..

Lake.....
.1
I'.iso Southwestern...
Los Angeles & Salt Lake.
Northwestern Pacific ...
Oregon Short Line
loledo, Peoria & Western

21.0
40.3
12

Syuincy

Rock sland & I'ae.
Terra Haute vStS.E.

l).nv,r

101

157

Owned

Cars

;'",r''"K"'>i

S','''

.54

31

1,U4

Total

Total

I'-'luipped

75

17()

.

June

Remaining Keniaining
lobe
to be

A|i|>liances

15.920
3i,S0b

Lake Kric

I'er

Remaining Remaining
to

be

Equipped

161

in

67,224
12,606

2,200

464

to

be

Equipped
6.0
3.6
3.4

Total

Per cent of
Cars Owned

Equipped

Remaining Remaining
;

Freight
Cars Owned

Railroads
Chi. Great Western.
Chi., Mil. & St. Paul.
Chi. & Northwestern

.

Chi.,

St.

Omaha
Duluth &

Paul,

.

.

Appliances

to

be

Equipped

9,642
55,597
73,340

718
8,764
600

13,419

13,016

7,151

403

7,151
9,323
2,760

Minn. &

Iron Range!
Duluth, Miss. & Northf
Duluth, S. S. & Atl

with Safety

10,360
64,361
73,940

9,350
2,875

to

be

Equipped
7.8
13.6
0.8
3.0
0.0
0.3

4.0

June
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Railroads

Total

Equipped

Freight

with Safety
Appliances
11,084
57,992
995

Cars

Owned

Per cent of
Cars Owned
Remaining Remaining
to

be

Equipped

to

be

Equipped

& Eastern..

11,284

Great Northern
Mineral Range
Minn. & St. Louis
Minn., St. Paul & S. S.

58,452
8,990

7,595

Marie
Northern Pacific
Oregon, Washington R.
R. & Nav. Co
Southern Pacific
Spokane, Portl'd & Seattle

25,088

25,052

38

53,400

51,799

1,601

2.9

7,677

7,495

182

2.4

35,486
819

34,645

841

2.3

Elgin, Joliet

Ontonagon

1,024

200

1.8

460
29

0.8

1,395

15.5

2.8

0.14

819

0.0

417
278
648
284
195

74

27.5

Southern
Green Bay & Western..
Indiana Harbor Belt....
Manistique & Lake Sup.
Copper Range
Chicago River & Indiana.
Fairchild & Northeastern.

2,427

2,080

347

14.3

1,250

Coast
Paul Bridge & Terminal
Waterloo, Cedar Falls &
Northern

Bolt

& Western Indiana.

Chi.

Chicago Junction

Milwaukee & Gary.
Dodge, DesMoines &

Chi.,
Ft.

Pacifit

2

88

97.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

Total

1,172

78

6.2

41

31

10

24.0

203

188

15

7.3

626

626

51

5

46

90.0

20

20
518

0.0

518
8

8

0.0

143

143

0.0

390,949

374,900

0.0

0.0

16,049

4.1

&

will

I

Fuller

to

accept

put
this

1921,

instead

the original motion made by
report before we take further

action.

The motion was put to vote and carried.
Mr. Brazier: I will second the resolution made by Mr.
Tollerton. The material Mr. Tollerton speaks of is standard,
and the roads are equipping the cars with this standard
material.
We do not care about the safety appliances put
laws.
think it is in the hands of the government to say whether
I
they will extend the time, or insist on our having the equipment provided with the safety appliances by September 1.
1919.
I would like to .see all the cars equipped.
The equipment is standard to our cars amd will be in the nature of
repair work in the future.
C. E. Fuller (U. P.)
If we could get the cars home we
would do the work.
There never was a time so opportune, nor a power so strong, as exists today that can get
the cars home. I would like to see something go on the
record to the effect that the movement of foreign cars to the
hoine line shall be put into operation immediately.
received some cars recently that had not been on our line in
12 years. They were not equipped with safety appliances,
or very much of anything else when they got home. I think
that if this Association would go on record as asking the
director general of railroads to make some rule although
there is a rule now in force to that effect to have the cars
returned home, and have this made absolutely effective, this
question can be handled very easily and expeditiously.
T. H. Goodnow (C. & N. W.)
In connecion with the
motion made by Mr. Tollerton, I was going to say that all
railroads have undertaken to equip a great many cars in the
18 months, which it was never anticipated would be
last
equipped.
had a retiring schedule lined up, with several
thousand cars on that schedule, which, had it not been for
the conditions caused by the war, would have been retired
by this time. They were old, light capacity cars, but instead
of retiring them we withdrew the schedule and have been
repairing the cars, so that in a way accounts for a number of
cars in the country at the present time that remain un-

We

—

—

:

signed by C. E. Chambers (Chairman), U. S.
R. A.; D. R. MacBain, New York Central; C. E. Fuller,
Union Pacific; C. B. Young, U. S. R. A.; H. Bartlett, Boston
& Maine; E. A. Sweeley, Seaboard Air Line; H. T. Bently,

Chicago

Chairman:
Mr.

1,

:

St.

The report

tion of the safety appliances until January
of September 1st of this year.

on our equipment as long as they comply with the Federal

90
417
278
648
284
269

Escanaba & Lake Sup...

1629

is

North Western.

Discussion
Mr. Brazier:

very clear that th.e law defines that after
September 1, 1919, no cars shall be received in interchange
unless so equipped. You have had plenty of notice, and I
would like to give you a few facts on the road which I represent.
I thought that under government control all cars
were home wherever they were, and I have treated them as
such, but I find this is not a fact. The New York Central has
equipped, in the last two years, between 500 and 600 foreign
cars with safety appliances, and less than 10 cars of the New
York Central have been equipped on the foreign lines. Our
cars are somewhere in this country, and we would be pleased
to have you put safety appliances on them so we can live up
to the law.
Under Federal control no cars are to be received
after September 1, 1919, unless they are equipped with safety
appliances.
That means you must hold the cars on your
lines and equip them before they are offered in interchange.
Mr. Tollerton: What Mr. Brazier has said is true. However, it seems from this report that the number of cars still
unequipped with safety appliances is very small.
We have
all had a vast number of foreign cars on our lines during the
past year and a half.
There is an effort now being made to
get the cars home.
Our line has provided special material
for equipping cars with safety appliances and I think many
of the other railroads have provided the same thing.
If the
rule is provided that before September 1st these cars on foreign lines must be .equipped with safety appliances, it will
leave the individual lines with a lot of material they cannot
It is

use.

As the number of cars still uneqipped is so small, I
believe it will put an unnecessary burden on the railroads
to insist on the observance of September 1st as the date when
cars shall be refused in interchange if they are not equippd
with the safety appliances.
The time should be extended, to give time for thes,e cars
to get home, so that the individual lines can equip them with
the material they have on hand. I offer a resolution at this
convention, that we go on record as asking the Interstate
Commerce Commission to extend the time for the applica-

We

equipped.

So that there will be as little interference as possible in the
interchange of cars when the law becomes effective, it will be
necessary to see that th intrchange inspectors are educated.
While the United States standards are alike, their manner of
application has not been the same on account of the construction of cars, and if inspectors are not educated, undoubtedly
there will be cars rejected or refused that should be accepted,
and others accepted that possibly should not be.
Mr. Gaines I think this a very opportune time to request
the Railroad Administration to make it imperative to send them
home. While there is a rule out to send foreign cars home as
rapidly as possible, it could be made imperative to send such
cars home as are not equipped with safety appliances, and I
think if that were done the majority of roads can get the
cars home in time to put the safety appliances on in the near
future.
I don't know whether they could do it all by September 1 or not, but they could d3 a great many of them.
:

Mr. McManamy So that we won't misunderstand the attitude
of the Railroad Administration, I will say that rules are in existence for sending foreign cars home as needed for general
repairs, or for betterments.
I don't think there is anyone in
this convention that would seriously ask the Railroad Administration to send empty cars long distances home to have ladders,
handholds, hand brakes, or standard running boards, put on
them. We iiave to consider the empty car mileage in that connection, and if we send cars four or five hundred or a thousand
miles, for the application of such minor appliances, the actual
cost of movement of the empty car will be several times the
cost of the repairs.
The Railroad Administration is trying to
use judgment in the matter of sending cars home for repairs
of any kind, realizing all the time that as a general proposition,
heavy repairs or the application of betterments, can be better and
:

more

satisfactorily

That

is

performed on the home

line.

the principle that the Railroad Administration

is

fol-
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lowing.

sure tli;it tliis convciilinn would not
asking fur cars lo he sent lioinc for tluapiiiicatiiin, for instaiKT, of the addition.i! sill steps re(|uired
by tlic law, or for the application of additional ladders or for the
standardization of hand brakes.
Where the safety appliances
retpiired mean practically the rebuilding of the car, every road
has it in its own liands to have a car sent home l)y appiyiu).! for
it.
If a request from any road is made lo tiie Kailroad Administration that such cars be sent home for extensive repairs or
file application of betterments, orders are issued tbrounh the
Car Service Section to send the car home, and yon net them as
fast as may be necessary—;as fast as you can handle them.
\Vc have had to regulate 'the sending of cars home because
some roads were being buried in bad order cars, which other
roads were sending home without re(|uest. Those things have
Wc have at present, if I recall
to be handled in a broad way.
correctly, about 89,00() cars that are not yet equipped with U.
During the last year we have
S. safety appliance standards.
equipped al)out 11,(K10. The time is not long, and in many instances the work is not very heavy, but there is not a railroad
sliop in the country that cannot put the standard safety appliances on any car just about as cheaply as they can be applied
at home, with the exception of changing the superstructure of
The other
the car to give necessary end ladder clearance.
things can be standardized much more quickly, and just as satisfactorily by any line and at any shop, as they can at home, and
we will save a great deal of extra empty car mileage in that

want

tu

Hut

I

iiuilc

.Mil

Ku on n-iord

,is

way.
It

may

be possible that

Interstate

it

found desirable to ask the
for an extension of time, but

will be

Commerce Commission

we must remember

that the Commission has been frequently
asked for extensions of time on this matter, and I think we
will all agree that it has been very fair and even liberal in the
granting of such extensions when the need for them could be
shown. I think this convention should take some action which
would expedite the application of Federal safety appliance standards wherever the car happens to be.
A large proportion of these 89.000
I think we will find this:
cars that remain yet to be equipped are special service cars, outfit cars, and other cars that are not largely used in interstate
traffic, and if we take those away from the total, it will reduce
the number to be equipped at foreign shops very materially.
I simply want to lay before the convention the situation as we
We are sending home cars on request,
see it at Washington.
not otherwise, except where cars are ofifered to the owning
line at interchange point, when all empty cars must be accepted.
But I don't believe the convention wants to go on record as
asking for excessive empty car mileage to get these cars home,
when most of them can be just as well equipped at any other

shop.

Chairman

I

:

am

thoroughly in accord with what Mr. Mc-

would cost five times as much to get some
would cost to equip them. One thing I think is
really important: Each mechanical department man on a railroad knows the attitude of his corporate interests as to what
know that quite a number of
I
cars are to be maintained.

Manamy

cars

has said.

home

as

It

it

cars remain on foreign lines today that are not equipped because
they are of the oldest type, and in all probability they don't
I
favor a resolution from this
expect to maintain the cars.
convention that each road, so far as possible, learn the location
of such cars and notify that road that it is not intending to
maintain them. In that way, they would prevent any further
spent.
I would like to see an extension asked, for
They are cars that will be mainthe end ladder clearance.
tained for many years, and you might be able to get some
extension to that particular portion of the requirements.
Mr. Fuller: I want to correct a misunderstanding. It was
not my thought to move cars light, but to load them to home
full appreciate the fact that there are a lot of cars
I
Inie.
in this country that will not be equipped, and also appreciate

money being

that there are a lot of outfit cars in this list. If the real list
of the cars that are to be maintained was under consideraI
tion, or given, it would reduce that number considerably.
don't see any reason why the Central Railroad of New Jers.ey, if it has a modern car belonging to a Western road,
could not just as well load that car to the West as to load

some other

car.

Chairman:

I

think that all roads are so instructed at the
should make it a point to load a foreign

present time, and

June
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Hut most of these cars are cars that cannot l)e loaded
something is done to them.
McManamy: I think W. 1'. Borland, the Chief of the
Ifiinau of Safety, is in the audience soinewlicrc. and I suggest that he be asked to explain to the convention just what
the provisions are with resi)ect to reconstructing cars to give
llieiii the desired end ladder clear.ince.
I think that provision
is covered in tlu- Federal orders as they now stand, but he is
more familiar with that than 1 am.
VV. r. Borland: The motion made by Mr. Tollerton is one
tiiat tlie C"ommission
will not look on very favorably.
The
Commission has already extended the time for the equipment of these cars on four different occasions, and I am
sure they will not favor any further extension of time.
It seems to nie tiiat a great proportion of these cars that
are still to be equipped are cars that naturally would be
retired from service, and as to those that are still to remain
in
service, I cannot see any reason why they should not
be c(|uii)ped wherever they are found just as .easily as send-

lai.

until

Ml.

ing

them home.

noticed in the list which was read two roads which in
reported they had no cars to equip.
One of them has
reported here that they have 3.1 per cent and the other one
I

1915

another percentage which I cannot recall. When some of
the roads were asking the Commission for further extension
of time, those two roads stated that they wanted no further
extension of time, because they were fully equipped.
I
cannot see any particular reason with the Railroad
Administration able to get these cars fixed wherever they
may be found for another extension of time. The material
is standard and can be used at any time and anywhere, and I
cannot see that there is any hardship placed on the roads.
Chairman: There is some special provision in regard to the
end ladder clearance, is there not?
Mr. Borland: Yes, but I cannot recall that. I cannot state
it specifically without the order before me.
H. W. Watkins (So. P.) I favor Mr. Tollerton's motion for

—

—

:

an extension of time, because I think it is necessary. It has
been stated here that only 11,000 cars were done during the past
year.
How are we expected to do 89,000 cars in two months?
Let us have the time that is asked for, and I believe by that
time the railroads will be in a better position, and will have the
job completed.
The safety appliance parts that we
J. J. Tatum (U. S. R. A.)
have in stock on the various railroads of this country to apply
to cars belonging to the individual roads are United States standard Safety dimensions and meet the requirements of the law.
If they did not meet these requirements, you would not apply
them to the cars. For that reason they are suitable to apply
to the cars of any railroad, and will meet the requirements of
the law if properly applied.
I see no reason why we should
send a good order car home to have safety appliances applied
to it. If you have safety appliances on your railroad, apply them
to your own cars, apply them to your neighbors' cars, let your
neighbors apply their safety appliances to your cars and we will
get the safety appliances applied promptly.
As to the number of cars being equipped with safety appliances during the Federal control, we must all bear in mind that
the men of our individual railroads were beyond the sea, apply:

ing safety appliances to the Germans. They did it well, and now
that a great many of them are back with us and more coming, we
can apply safety appliances to our cars very quickly.
Mr. McManamy said that we had equipped 11,000 cars during

Federal control.

Probably

this figure slipped

him

in

some way

—

or another, but as a matter of fact, we applied 29,788 almost
three times that number.
F. F. Gaines (U. S. R. R. A.)
It would seem from what has
been said here this morning, that it is a very easy matter to apIt may be on some
ply safety appliances anywhere at any time.
roads, and on some cars, but my experience as far as the end
ladder clearance goes, it is not anything of the kind. On a
great many of the cars it means new draft timbers, new end
If
It can not be done cheaply.
sills, and a lot of other things.
the end ladder clearance was excepted from all the other things,
we could get busy with it without any trouble we could put on
the grab irons, and ladders, and all the other things that are
required, but it will be a very difficult matter to apply the end
ladder clearance, as far as the coupler is concerned, on old cars
:

—

cheaply.

June
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Mr. Tatum
I do not
rebuild them to get the
quirements of the law as
by changing the coupler
can put in the end ladder
:

we

think

we

can tear

down

the cars and

end ladder clearance to meet the

promptly as we would

re-

like to do, but

and using the long head coupler, we

clearance almost in the same time that
are applying the ladders and grab irons. I do not believe we

can do

all

work by September

this

1,

but

we

can facilitate the

and get a greater number of cars
a shorter time than we have been able to do in the

application of the appliances

equipped

in

past.

McManamy:

Mr.
I want to thank Mr. Tatum for correcting
my figures. Roughly speaking, the provision for end ladder
clearance in the requirements of the law, is that where cars have
10 in. or more clearance, they may be operated during the life
of the car. Where they have less than that, they are supposed
to be in a dangerous condition and the repairs should be

made.
Mr. Tatum

1631

gave us the privilege of running the cars. Today we cannot get
the long shank couplers, and that is one condition which should
be looked into in regard to the end ladder clearance. I put the
appliances on individual cars, including the coupler, and if there
is anything that can be done to help the situation in regard to
this end ladder clearance it should be done.
E. T. Millar (B. & M.)
I was very much impressed by what
Mr. Rrazier said regarding the number of cars that his road
had equipped. Some two years ago I appointed my.=;elf a committee of one to do what I could to accomplish the end in view
and get all our cars equipped. I presume the figures read, as
far as the Boston & Maine is concerned, were correct
onetenth of one per cent. Before coming to the convention I cleaned
up all the matter I had on my desk, and I found that we had a
total of 28 cars to equip, four of which would come under Form
:

—

RE

2.

month we equipped 64 foregin cars on the Boston
Maine, and I have so reported to the mechanical head.
I
also advised him that a proper billing statement would be sent
through the Accounting Department, and sent a copy of that to
our Accounting Department. I have had a number of inquiries
from different mechanical men regarding their cars, and to the
best of my ability I have run them down, and shopped them. In
many instances I have found that their cars were equipped, and
that, through some error in reporting, they had not been checked
off on their books.
I found that is true also as far as the Boston & Maine cars are concerned. I next checked up our own
cars.
I found there had been errors made and cars were not
reported, or the reports had been lost, as all the reports were
handled through the U. S. R. R. mail.
I agree with Mr. Fuller in regard to loading cars in the direction of the home road.
I thoroughly believe in that.
I sent
out three tracing letters on a car which was passing over our
lines.
The car was owned away down in the South. It was
loaded in the Middle West, and destined to a point about
as far East as cars run.
I know positively that where that car
is to be unloaded it is utterly impossible for those people to
equip it.
In the last

is

correct

when he

says

that

in

practically

all

many cases, that the end ladder clearance is given by
applying a coupler with a special head, so that with the provision which is now contained in the law, making exceptions of
cars with more than 10 inches end ladder clearance.
I do not
believe that phase of the question is as serious as it appears.
Mr. Borland: I am quite sure that Mr. McManamy is corI will have the order in a few minutes and
rect on that.
will let you know exactly how it reads.
I.
S. Downing (C, C, C. & St. L): Our great difificulty
has been in getting the cars to the repair tracks.
had
equipped a large number of foreign cars with safety appliances. The trouble is that at the large terminals, where you
can equip them, the car comes to you loaded. It is loaded
to an intermediate point, when it is unloaded, and reloaded
again, so that the inspectors do not get at them and they
cases, or in

We

go on through.

To get them to the repair tracks, I believe some kind of a
general car could be used, to the effect that if the car is found
without the safety appliance, and is loaded, it should be shipped,
when it is unloaded, to the nearest shop in order that the appliances may be applied.
The ladders and end holds are near the proper location on
a great many of the cars, so that unless the inspectors stop
to measure them, they do not know that they do not comply
with the law, and they are pased along. In order to get these
cars to the shop, when they are received loaded, and the
safety appliances must be applied to the car, we must indicate on the car in some manner that when it is unloaded it
must go to the nearest shop for having the appliances
applied, regardless of the road it is on.
get long lists from other roads, telling us that certain
The inspectors have so
classes of cars are not equipp.ed.
much to look after and so many reports to make that they
p:iy but little attention to these lists of numbers. About two
weeks ago. I thought I would vit some special men in our
large terminals for a test, and I put these men at Indianapolis. Cincinnati, St. Louis : nd Cleveland, and we did not
find
Big Four car in any of these yards not equipped.
found several foreign cars not equipped, but they were
had no right to pull
loaded cars, loaded ofif our line.
them to some other shop, but I do believe that a very simple
card could be gotten up that we could apply to the car, to the
effect when the car is not equipped with the safety appliances
that when it is unloaded it should be sent to the nearest shop
to have the safety appliances applied.
Mr. Gaines: The main objection to the present status of
the proposition is the end ladder clearance, and I feel that
we could very justly ask the Interstate Commerce Commission to give us an extension of time on that one item.
I

We

We

;i

We

therefore, move that this convention make that
request to the Interstate Commerce Commission as an
amendment to the motion now pending before the house.
Most of the cars we have to-day
J. S. Naery (C. I. & L.)
running over the country are cars that only need the replacement of the coupler. If we had the material to make this
change, we could equip the cars. I have no doubt there are
started out to
many other roads in the same condition.
equip our wooden cars with the long draft arms, but you all
know that previous to the war everybody wanted this material
use the long shank couplers,
and it could not be furnished.
but could not get them, and when the extension came along, it

&

Motion Withdrawn
At this point the original motion was withdrawn by Mr. Tollerton in favor of the amendment which covered only a request
for an extension on the end ladder clearance. This motion was
put to a vote and unanimously carried.
Mr. Borland If you will permit me to proceed a little out of
order now. I was unable to quote this exactly, and I did not
want to say anything until I was sure I was exactly right. With
respect to the steel and steel underframe cars, the roads have a
definite extension, in which to provide for any change in these
end ladders on these cars until the safety appliances are
renewed. I suppose you all understand that.
Now, with respect to paragraph D, the carriers are not
required to make a change to secure additional end ladder
clearance on a car, that has more than 10 in. end ladder
clearance within 30 in. of side of car, until the car is shopped
for work amounting to practically rebuilding body of car, at
which time they must be made to comply with the standards
prescribed in the order.
That cuts you down to paragraph
E, which refers to cars which have less than 10 in. end
ladder clearance. Those are the only ones that you need bother
about to any great extent.
Paragraph E refers to cars with
less than 10 in. end ladder clearance, which must be changed at
once.
The original order gives five years, and as you know,
there has been four different extensions on that, or three
since the original order was passed, and as I said before, I
don't believe the Commission will look very favorably upon any
request for further extension of time, and it don't seem to
:

me

:

We

We

is

it

required.

Mr. Harvey

would,

refers
1911?
1,

to

all

I

:

would

cars,

like to

or simply

ask whether the 10
the

cars

built

in.

prior

clearance

to

July

1,

My

understanding was that on cars built after July
1911, it was necessary to have the 12 in. clearance.
Mr. Borland That is true. It refers to cars built prior to
:

July

1,

1911.

When that law went into effect there was a
Some of the cars were delivcars under contract.
ered, say, June 30th, and the 10 in. clearance was permissible.
Cars delivered July 1, have to be changed, according to my
understanding. That accounts for about half of our cars that
Mr. Harvey

great

:

many

are not equipped.
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Report of the Standing Committee on Loading Rules
lOMMirlKK

Kksonic corrcs('.
pcindcncf from
R.
(Iray, director, Division

T
of

I

;

KlVKii

Operation,
Railroad

Slates

United

Adminis-

tration, instructiiiK tliat tiic

t'odo of Loadint; Ruks he
rcarraiim'd so that all instriu'tioiis rflating to cai'li
class of lading would be
fully
covered under the
specific heading referring
to
thereby
such lading,
eliminating as far as practicable all cross references.
The rearranging of the
Code of Loading Rules
will now meet these reJ. turch
Chairman

quirements.

J.

rules

comes

The

general

first

in

the

code and are intended as a
guide to the shipper in securing lading on the car. which is
not specifically or definitely covered. Following this appear
in their order the specific rules covering the manner of securing on cars the more common class of lading. The rules
covering any specific lading referred to in the code, may, if
desired,

be

obtained

from the secretary,

in

pamphlet

form,

thereby eliminating in many cases the unnecessary expense
of buying the complete Code of Loading Rules.
In addition to rearranging the rules, the committee reproduced all cuts to a larger scale and made the lettering
and figures uniform in size and more legible. After the
loading rules were put in their final shape, they were submitted to and approved by the .Assistant Director of Operation, United States Railroad Administration, and the Executive Committee of the M. C. B. Association.
The committee has received a number of recommendations
and suggestions from the Regional Directors, the Car Service Section of United States Railroad Administration, and
others, relative to new rules to cover lading not taken care
of in the present Code of Loading Rules and changes in the
present rules. The suggestions in the main have reference
to the conservation of the car supply by increasing the load
carried per car and revising the present rules to bring them
up to approved practices.
On account of the apparent necessity that immediate
action be taken, the committee prepared several new rules
and revised others, sending them to the Executive Committee for approval. The new rules, and the rules whicli
have been revised and issued as supplements to the 1917
Code of Loading Rules by the Executive Committee, are
as follows: Supplement Circular No. 6..issued July 15, 1918,
includes a modification of Rules 17, 56, 57 and 59 and the
following new rules: Rule 88. Manner of Loadine Metal
Plates in Gondola Cars Rule 112C, Manner of Loading WroughtIron Pipe 12 in. or Less, on Flat Cars; Rule 117B, Manner of
Securing Concrete Culvert Pipe Loaded on Flat Cars, and
Rule 135. ?ilanner of Loading Metal Sheets in Box Cars.
Supplement Circular No. 11 issued July 25, 1918, contains
a modification of Rule 121-B, 1917 Loading Rules, Loading
of Gasoline Tractor Engines.
These modifications and additions were incorporated in the
rules as revised for 1918.
;

Proposed Changes in the Loading Rules.
The committee recommends the following changes

in

and

additions to the present (1918) Code of Loading Rules:

Wide

I*lat£s Lo.^ded Di.agonally

ox Gondola Cars

—

Paragraph 313. Change marginal note to ''Plates
loaded diagonally on gondola cars having wooden side boards."
Page 89, Paragraph 313. Change second sentence to read "The
plates must be placed on the car so that the center of gravity

Page

89,

—

of the load (center line of plates) will be in the longitudinal

.1 iiicr

line ol tile c.ii.

1I

iicic>.sary liilcr pieces

may

be placed

between post and side boards to accomplish this"
/'(///<• 89, Paragraph
.5/.^--Change sentence beginning "When
used, the size of bearing-pieces is optional," to read "When
used, the size of bearing-pieces is optional, but they must bs
located oppf)site each post and longitudinal shifting of thf
jilates prevented by either stop blocks spiked to side an(
llnor of the car or by horizontal tie rods across car."

KdiM)

I'l.ATKs, I'l.AT

on

I'"i,an(;ei)

—

Puraaraph 313. Change the last sentence "blockt:'
securely spiked each edge of the plates" to rea<l "To preventji
longitudinal shifting, stop blocks 6 in. by 8 in. must be eitheti
I'age 90,

bolted to the floor of the car or secured by cleats spiked to the|
sides

and

floor of the car."

—

Paragraph 314. Revise as follows "Gondola car$
loaded with plates or other material on the floor of the cari
may have plates that are too wide for the car, loaded on]
top of the car sides when the height of the sides does not
exceed three feet (.See Fig. 38-D.) Such superimposed plates
must be supported by posts, one set of posts for each length
of lading with a minimum of three sets of posts for each
tier of plates. Side motion to be prevented by not less than
two clamps consisting of a clamping-piece secured through
the side boards of the car by an angle rod, the vertical leg
passing through the clamping-piece and the horizontal leg
through the side board of the car. Longitudinal motion to
be prevented by struts against the end of the lading and
spiked or bolted to the side of the car."
Page 102, Paragraph 327. Revise to read "When bearingpieces are on the ear floor they must be over the car bolster
or between bolsters. When one or both bearing-pieces are
located on top of the car sides, they may be placed within
twelve inches of either side of the center line of the car

Page

90.

:

—

bolsters.

—

Page

120, Paragraph 335.
Revise to read as follows: "Maloaded on gondola cars with drop ends or on flat
cars, as shown in Figs. 55 and 56, must have one hardwood
bearing-piece not less than 10 in. by 10 in. for loads up to
65,000 lb. per bearing-piece and not less than 12 in. by 12 in.
for loads exceeding 65,000 lb. per bearing-piece (see paragraph 507 for light loads), secured to the floor of each car
with '/i in. bolts."
Paragraph 353-A. When the lading consists of I-beams
dr similar material lying flat, and the load is 40,000 lb. or
more per bearing-piece, or where there is danger of the
flanges cutting into the bearing-piece, the webs must be
supported by web-pieces or the lading must be placed on
pivoted bolsters. (See Fig. 42.)
Paragraph 335-B. In placing lading on cars the following
general requirements should be followed, (a) Make the
width of the load as great as possible consistent with side
clearance; (b) the longest pieces must be placed at the bottom
of the load and, when possible, near the center of the pile:
(c) When the lading consists of different kinds of material
such as I-beams and angles, spacing blocks not less than
2 in. by 8 in. in section placed over and in line with the
bearing-pieces may be used between the various kinds of
material to properly align and stabilize the load. (See Fig.
42); (d) All structural material should be interlaced as far
as practicable to prevent independent side motion; (e) The
various tiers of the lading must be moved close together.
Where space is left between tiers it must be filled up with
upright spacers located at the bearing-pieces and binders
so as to make a compact load when the binders are drawn
tight.
These spacing pieces must be secured at the top
against falling out; (f) Height of the load is to be measured
from the top of the bearing-piece to the top of the load; (g)
Loads are limited to six feet in height and 180,000 lb. on the

terial

—

two bearing-pieces.
Paragraph 333-C. A clamp consisting of a hardwood top
clamping-piece 6 in. by 8 in. in section and two vertical rods
154 in. in diameter placed close to the load and passing
through the clamping-piece, the bearing-piece and the floor
of the car shall be applied at each bearing-piece as shown in

I
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Fig. 42. Each end of the clamping-piece shall have a Vi in.
bolt with a suitable washed under the head and a nut to prevent the clamping-piece from splitting. If the load is 24 in.
in height or over, braces 4 in. by 6 in. for loads up to 5 ft. in
height and 6 in. by 8 in. for loads 5 ft. and not over 6 ft.

height must be added as shown in Fig. 46. The batter of
the brace should be as great as possil)Ie. The clamping-piece
should just clear the load when braces
are used.
Paragraph 355-D. Binders consisting of two vertical hardwood pieces of timber 6 in. by 8 in. in section with 'A in.
bolts and a suitable washer under the head and a nut in each
end to prevent splitting, drawn together by means of two
\]4 in. rods, one on top and one below the load, shall be
applied to all loads as follows: Loads up to 4 ft. in height,
one binder located midway between bearing pieces. Loads 4
ft. and up to 5 ft. in height, two binders, one adjacent to
each bearing-piece (either side) and 6 in. from it. Loads 5
ft. and not over 6 ft. in height, three binders, one adjacent
to each bearing-piece and one midway between bearingin

1633

blocks must be sound, straight-grained lumber (hardwood
preferred) and free from knots that materially impair their
strength, or may be rolled or built up steel sections of equal
strength. Decking or staging may be of lumber or steel
construction.
1306.
All trucks measuring more than 14 ft. over all
should he loaded on open top railway freight cars, wherever

at the top of the load

pieces.

Page
added.

i2o.

Paragraph

556.

— The

following notes should be

—

Note 1. The side clearance given in paragraph 556 for a
on three cars with the bearingpieces located on the first and third cars and the center
car acting as an idler.
Note 2. A twin load supported on bearing-pieces on the
first and second cars with the overhanging load over the
third car, either with or without sliding-pieces on the third
car, should be treated as a twin load for side clearance. The
overhang governs the width of the load according to the
tables under paragraph 554. The clearance required on each
side of the overhang is one-half the difference between the
width given in the table and ten feet.
Paragraph 338. Change the reference to Fig. 47 in the
second line of this rule to read: Fig. 48.

nn
—

on:

Tilting

Fig. 99.

Method

of

Loading Three or More Auto-

mobile Trucks on Open Top Freight Cars

Load freight cars as nearly as possible to capacity,
using such of the methods given in the following specifications as will obtain the most economical results.
1307.
Never load one vehicle, only, on a frieght car, when
Two trucks each 22 ft. long can be
it is possible to avoid it.
possible.

triple load relates to a load

—

—

Bearing-pieces to be Provided with Vertical Rods
AND Clamping-pieces
Paragraph 339- Revised to read: "The bearing-pieces only
are to be provided with vertical rods and clamping-pieces.
When the bearing-piece is located on top sides of gondola
cars it must be secured by cross braces and diagonal struts,
as shown in Figs. 49, 50 and 54, to prevent breaking down
of the sides of the car when going around curves. When the

OLE1A.R.KNCE.

NOT UtSS
HAN©'

Fig. 99a.

—

Tilting Method of Loading Four or Five Automobile Trucks on Open Top Freight Car

loaded on 35 ft. freight car by tilting one of the trucks. Three
trucks each 22 ft. long can be loaded on 40 ft. car by tilting
two trucks. Four trucks each 22 ft. long can be loaded on
a 45 ft. car by tilting three trucks. See Figs. 99, 99-A and
99-B. (When tilting, the wheels of either end of the vehicle
may rest on the floor of the car, the other end raised.)

measured from top of bearing-piece to top of load,
exceeds 24 in. in height the bracing for the clamping-piece
on top of the load must be as shown in Fig. 46."

load,

Center-posts and Bearing-piece Cross Braces may be Omitted
Paragraph 360. Revised to read: "For twin load of plates,
structural bars and shapes carried on two bearing-pieces not
less than 8 in. by 10 in. in section (with or without slidingpieces) located on top sides of car, the center post and bearing-piece cross braces may be omitted if the total weight of
lading does not exceed 20,000 lb. or 10,000 lb. per bearingpiece.

Rule Governing Loading of Automobiles, Trucks and
Trailers on Freight Cars

Tilting Method of Loading Four or Five Automobile Trucks on Open Top Freight Car

Fig. 99b.

Where

three trucks arfe to be loaded on a freight car
long enough to hold two on the floor, back to
back, the third truck can be loaded on top of the other two.
This is done by fastening cross beams on the frames of each
of the other two lower trucks with J- or U-bolts. Upon these
1308.

which

is

Cars must be carefully examined, all defects remand must be properly cambered.
1301.
Cars should be in such condition that the trucks
can curve freely. The maximum side-bearing clearance for
loaded cars must not be more than -Vw in. per side-bearing for
loads less than 10 ft. high from top of rail, and must not
exceed ^Aa in. per side-bearing for loads 10 ft. high or over
1300.

edied,

from top of

CLEARANCE
NOT

rail.

All single cars must be so loaded that one hand brake
accessible and operative. There must be a clearance of at

1302.
is

between the brake wheel and
clearance to extend the width of the car.
1303.
The lading must be so placed on the car that there
will not be more weight on one side of the car than on the

least six inches

se:c.ur.e

Fig.

height and width of lading must be governed
by the clearance limits of the roads over which the lading is
to pass.
1305.
All

clamping-pieces,

bearing-pieces,

braces

and

ofeos^ RiEiocs
"S.

8

"J"

to

f-rame

OR "U" BOLTS.

Manner of Loading One Auto Truck on the
Frames of the Two Trucks Loaded on the

99c.

Floor of the Car

mounted

board which will support the wheels
of the third truck and the blocks that hold it. See Fig. 99-C.
1309.
Where the over-all length of trucks being loaded is
slightly greater than the length of the freight car, safe loading can be made by removing the front or rear wheels of

beams

The

4-)t4-

OF TRUCK- VJITH

the lading, this

other.
1304.

l_Ese>

TH AN e"j

is

a
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truck so tliat it uvcrlaps ilic cm! of the first truck. This is
to prevent the truck Ironi projcctiuK hcyonil the em! of tlufreijjlit

car.
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Wherever Group 4 is used for making wheel blocks,
131(1.
the heels and sides of the blocks must be bored to receive
the nails.
Wherever blocks in Group
are used in combina1317.
tion with blocks in other groups, these blocks shall be re1

case of autonmbiles or li^lit trucks haviun a
wheel base not over 125 in. from four to five can be loaded
on a freight car by tilting all but one. See I'"ins. W-.\ and
1310.

June

tlic

yy-ii.

Mkt lions

I

OP Loading

There are three nictlioiis of loading and stayiuR
automobiles, trucks and trailers on freight cars: (a) IdockinK
1311.

OROOvdb UJAOING BLOCK WITH INCUT
HBCU FOR. PNEXJMATIC TIRAtt

I

3 PiecE

X BUOCK
Fig.

100a.— Types of Heel Blocks

with side strips and heel blocks as specified in
paragraph 1313 on each wheel in which the combination
inforced
occurs.

Whekl and Axle Blocks
of the following blocks may be used: Curved
grooved block with incut heel. Curved grooved block withinctit heel. Curved plain faced block with incut heel. Curved
1318.

Any

rc
Ci'-x 4"x 6" min.

Fig. 100.

—Manner

^x^N.

Securing Wheels to the Floor

of

g>^4-

fit

2X4

or chocking on the floor of the car; (b) tilting (one end of
the vehicle resting on the floor of the car, the other end
raised; (c) double decking. These three methods are treated
separately.

Blocking
the construction of wheel blocks,
and heel blocks, must be sound (free from decay
and dote) and no knot shall be permitted that interfers with

Lumber used

1312.

in

side strips

SHEELT

the nailing.
principal

Virginia and Carolina

Pine
Cypress
White Pine

woods used

Group No.
Yellow Poplar
Balsam Fir
Chestnut
Sugar Pine

Southern Ycllov V Pine

White Elm
Red Gum
Sycamore

Black

Butternut

Cucumber
Apine Fir
Lodgepole Pine
2.

Hard Maple

Hackberry

Beech

Birch

Oak-

Rock Elm

1.

2

TRUSS

&LOC\<.VN&
FOR. FLOOR. l_0 ADI NG.

Larch (Tamarac
3.

Tupelo
Maple, sofe or

s

axle: slock.

4.

White Ash

Wherever wheel blocks are made from Group 1, side strips
not less than 1 in. by 4 in. and heel blocks not less than 2
in. by 4 in. by 6 in. must be used as an additional reinforcement, regardless of the weight of the vehicle loaded.
Side strips must be used on all plain faced blocks
1314.
and grooved blocks that do not have incut or extended heels.
Heel blocks must be used with all solid blocks that do not
have incut or extended heel. (See Fig. 10.)
Groups 2 and 3 will not require side strips as does
1315.
Group

-3-1

HO.R.SE. OR.

Gum

Group No.

bolt

Redwood

Douglas Fir

Group No.
Pumpkin Ash
Black Ash

carr.\age:

Buckeye
White Fir
Cedar

Noble Fir

Group No.

in

1.

Basswood
Willow
Magnolia
Western Yellow Pine
Cottonwood

MEITAL LINED

^X92

blocking automobiles,
trucks and trailers are, for the purpose of these specifications, divided into four groups as follows:

The

1313.

these: are minimum dime.nsions.
the: base:

must be increased

pr.0p0t10n
in height.

it^

"to

the increase,

Fig. 1001
plain faced block without incut heel. Solid plain faced block
with or without incut heel. Three-piece A-block. (See Fig.
1(X)-A for cuts of foregoing blocks.)
Axle Blocks (see Fig. 100-L).
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V-block (see Fig. 100-M, for detail construction).
1319.
(a) Where wheel blocks are used without incut heel, the
back of the block must be extended so as to form an extended
heel not less than 2 in. from a vertical line drawn from the
back edge of the top of the block, or the block must be backed
up with 2 in. by 4 in. blocks securely nailed to the floor of the

When

must be made
Groups 2, 3 or 4 of paragraph 1313. (C)
When the horse or truss method is used for floor loading the
wood for construction must conform to paragraphs 1330, 1331 or
(b)

car.

solid axle blocks are used, they

from wood shown

in

1332.

1320. Blocks must be one inch wider than the tire.
Curved
grooved blocks must be made so as to conform to the contour of
the tire. For five ton trucks or heavier, increase the width of the
block one inch and use one additional nail.

Size of Blocks with Incut or Extended Heels
l"or tires
For tires
l"or tires
For tires
For tires

to 30 in. in
to 32 in. in
to 34 in. in
to 36 in. in
to 40 in. in

diameter
dimaeter
diameter
diameter
diameter

6 in, high

by 10

in.

long

in. high by 11 in. long
8 in. high by 12 in. long
9 in. high by 13 in. long
10 in. high by 14 in. long

7

1635

(d) If the horse or truss method is used, paragraph 1349 governs the manner of securing it to the floor of the car.
(e) If a solid block is employed, use not less than three 20penny nails (cement-coated preferred) at the back and one
10-penny nail (cement-coated preferred) on the outer side. If
side strips are used, the 10-penny nail on the outside may be
omitted.
(f) If a three-piece A-block is employed, use not less than
three 20-penny nails (cement-coated prefcrrd) at back and two
on the end next to the tire, one on each side.
(g) With all solid grooved blocks having incut or extended
heel made from Groups 2, 3 or 4 and when loading vehicles
weighing 3,000 lb. or less, side strips are unnecessary.
(h) A- type blocks must be constructed so that the bottom
board projects sufficiently far to the rear to act as a heel block.
(i) When loading, emergency brakes should be set.
(j) The distance between any two vehicles at the nearest
points loaded on a freight car must not be less than 2 in. horizontally and 4 in. vertically.
1324. Each wheel must be tied to the floor with a strap and

Where wheel
add 2

ZX.

blocks are used without incut or extended heel,
above lengths.
For tires seven inches wide or wider, use plain curved
(See Fig. 100-A, Blocks No. 5 and No. 6.)

1321.

blocks.

^

I

^

xe

^

LJ

SIDE

Fig 100m.

—These are
the Block

Minimum Dimensions. The Spread
Must Not Exceed 90

Fig. lOOn

for Automobiles,

Trucks and

Trailers
(a)

In raising vehicles for tilting or double-decking, the

tackle should be secured by means of a hook or loop fastened to
The tackle should not be
the side or end posts of the car.
fastened to the ridge pole or carlines.
on
loaded
the floor, chock all four
vehicle
is
When
a
(b)
wheels, using two wheel blocks to each tread, or solid axle
blocks, or secure the front axle by two horses or truss blocks
tie

the rear wheels securely to the floor, as per paragraphs

1324, 1325 or 1326.

must have an ultimate

tensile strength equal to onefourth the weight of the vehicle, for which purpose rope is recommended. (See Fig. 100.) The following table may be used
for estimating the size of manilla or hemp rope to be used.
eacli strap

1323.

4^'
l"x.

of

used.

Loading Instructions

STRIPS

deg.

1322.
(a) When using the three-piece A-block or a straight
faced solid block, a grooved or triangular shaped block should
be fastened to the top so as to bring the resistance to the highest
point of the block.
(See Fig. 100-A, Blocks No. 7 and No. 9.)
(B) In lieu of the foregoing, blocks as per Fig. 100-N may be

and

,

in. to the

diameter
2,450 lb. ultimate tensile
diameter
4,000 lb. ultimate tensile
diameter
4,900 lb. ultimate tensile
diameter
5,900 lb. ultimate tensile
H
diameter
7,000 lb. jjltimate tensile
Yi
8,200 lb. ultimate tensile
1 in. diameter
(Sisal rope possesses 25 per cent less strength than manila or
Yi
Yi
y^

in.

in.

in.
in.
in.

strength
strength
strength
strength
strength
strength

hemp

rope.)-

used for tying down vehicles which have a varnish finish, the rope should be wrapped with burlap or cotton'
clot'- -around that portion coming in contact with the spoke
1325. If rope

and

is

felloe.

If a solid axle block is used, a 2 in. by 4 in., 24 in. long
be securely nailed to the block and to the floor of the car

(a) .^ metal clip or wood block should be used to
fasten the ends of the rope to the car floor.
The metal clip'

with not less than six 20-penny nails (cement-coated preferred).
This 2 in. by 4 in. may be omitted in connection with the front
axle blocks. A solid block 8 in. high must have a 14 in. base, and
for higher blocks the base must be in proportion to the increase

should be stamped to fit the rope and should be so made that
nails pass through the clip and rope, and two nails through
the wings of the clip. The wood blocks should be not less than
2 in. by 4 in. by 6 in. grooved to fit over and pinch the rope. Clips,
or wood blocks should be spiked down over each end of the-

(c)

must

in height.

Ivi26.

two

:
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as close to

ri>|H'

of mc-lal

wlu-i'l

tlic

To

apply the rope
Hour with
ferred), then secure the
dose to the wheel, cross
other end out and secure
(I>)

one end

prai-tii-.-il.

I

Sec Imk. HH) Idr

ml

ri>|)C clip.)

to the

to the

one

wlieel

:

if

l()-|)enny nail

a spoke wheel -nail
(ceineiit-eoated pre-

block to this end of the rope
around the spoke, stretch the
it with a 10-penny nail (cement-coated
end,
afir
which apply a lilock <ir dip
preferred) at the extreme
If a wire
to the rope, drawing it down and makin({ it taut.
clip or

the rope

June

AGl')

191<<

dianutrr of knots in the center half of any side shall not e,\c^e(l
one-(piarler the width of that side. No knot on the vertical sidtg
shall III- within i.ne-iiuarier of the width of that side imm the
n|)per and lower ednes.
13.(0.
The principal woods usid for double-decking and tilting
drviiis and for cross bracing arc grouped as follows:
(iROt'P Xo.

While

I'inc
Norway I'ine

(

.\»pen

ric* looer"

21,

Spruce
Wtstirn Yellow Pine

1

lu-HllUlt

.\olilr

iMaKnolia

kc.lwood

Buckeye
While 1-ir
Cedar

iiciiniber
SuKar I'ine

(

ypress

(

Balsam Fir

Willow

.\sli

Oak

Alpine

Groip \o.

2
Southern Ycllo\

Maple
lieech
\irj«inia

llacklicrry

DouKlas
a>

<1

No rth

Carolina Pine

Stc-unore

1-ir

I-oilKepole Pine

lia»»wi)0(i

Hemlock
Kim
Red Gum

l-ir

Itutleriuit

Colloiiwood
Yellow Poplar

1

Black
Birch

I'ir

Gum

Tupelo

Rirc-h

(Iroup .\o. 2 should he used for all supporting members
1 or 2 may he used for cross bracing.
1 is used for support inembers, the lumber
should he cut ;/2 in. thicker than when using Group No. 2.
1333.
There are two methods employed in "double-decking."
(a) Staging,
(b) Truss or horse.
1334.
Staging consists of uprights, supporting cross pieces.
which in turn support a floor upon which rest the axles or wheels
The whole must be secuf-cly fastened to the
of the vehicle.
freight car and strongly braced both horizontally and obliquely.
(See Figs. 100-B and 100-C.)
1331.

and either Groups No.
1332.
If Group No.

— Staging

Fig. 100b.

for

Double Becking anJ Ti.tlng

the rope over the felloe and fasten on the inside
If a solid wheel— the rope may be passed
(c) If canvas or burlap straps are used, they
over the hub.
must be fastened to the floor with blocks of not less than 1 in. by
4 in. lumber, not less than 6 in. long. The strap must be given
one turn around each block and the blocks nailed to the floor

wheel— pass

and outside as above.

with not less than 12-penny nails (cement-coated preferred). A
metal stamping, not less than one ^i-j in. in thickness with '4 in.
radius, may be used in lieu of a wooden block in securing the
burlap to the floor of the car.

Nails
(cement coated preferred) must be as follovys
Not less than 20-penny nails for wheel blocks (except the side
20-penny
nail in a solid block which should be a 10-penny nail),
nails in the heel blocks and 10-penny nails in the side strips and
1327.

Nails

Where wood blocks arc
through the rope and rope clips.
used for tying down the rope 20-penny nails (cement-coated preferred) must be used.
Lumber

to be used in construction of horses

sound (free from decay and dote) and uniform

....,

in

must be
thickness

Fig.

100c.

for

1

Double Decking

and width. The supporting braces must be free from knots
and
greater than one-fourth the width of the face of the board,
than one-third
cross bracing must be free from knots greater
No knots shall be permitted that
of the width of the boards.
interfere wieh the nailing.
staging shall be of
Lumber to be used for beams
1329.
rotten
high class structural material free from rot, loose or
aggregate
knots and dote. When the beams are cut to size the

m

i

^^^^

I

lOOd.

—Double

Decking Horse

-with

Mortise Head

1335.
When two or more vehicles are tilted on the same
freight car, the horses used for tilting are exactly the same as the
horses for double-decking. Where only one vehicle is tilted, the
horse has to take the strain alone, both forward and backward,
diflfers accordingly.
outside legs of this horse are each of equal length
and are braced at the bottom by a piece of 2 in. by 4 in. material
spanning the entire length of the horse, properly beveled to fit
the inward slope and nailed securely to the foot before the horse is
placed in position. This foot brace is then nailed to the floor of
the freight car. The horse is otherwise braced the same as the
double-decking.
(See Fig. 100-D.)
1337.
The truss or horse method is the one recommended. It
The horse required
is adaptable to any size or kind of vehicle.
for vehicles up to 3,000 lb. in weight, consists of two legs to the
F"our horses are
floor and an arm to the wall of the freight car.
required for double-decking and two for tilting vehicles, one for
each wheel or axle raised. (See paragraph 1305 which governs.)
1338.
The horse required for vehicles over 3,000 lb. weight,
consists of three legs to the floor and an arm to the wall. In the
lighter horse the lumber used for the legs consists of 2 in. by 6
Where three legs are used, this size is sufficient for
in. material.
w^eights up to 5,000 lb. For increased weights increase the size
of the lumber; for instance, a truck weighing 10,000 lb. would
have a central leg not less than 4 in. by 8 in. (See Figs. 100-H
and lOO-I.) (See paragraph 1305 which governs.)
1339.
The horses for automobiles and light trucks are made
approximately 6 ft. high, one leg 6^ ft. long and the other

1336.

4"x.e"

— Staging

i

and the construction

r\

^^VxV
1

li

i

Fig.

Tilting and Double-Decking
1328.
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For larger vehicles, the lej^s arc proportionately
10 ft. long.
longer. The long legs of the front and rear horses on each side
overlap each other and are nailed together after being put in
is unnecessary to remove the wheel where the hub
caps arc strong enough to take the weight of the vehicle. The
horses must be reinforced by cross pieces of 2 in. by 6 in. material at the top and 1 in. by 6 in. material in the middle.
(Sec
paragraph 1305 which governs.)
134().
Another style of horse wliich may be used for vehicles
weighing not more than 2,600 lb. net, consists of one leg to the
floor 4 in. by 4 in. and three arms 2 in. by 6 in. by 36 in. to the

place.

It

1637

used to

is

fasten

tiie

upright leg

graph 1305 which governs.)
1344.
The two rear horses

trj

and

the

ear floor.

the

two

See para-

front

horses,
fastened together laterally, with a timber 1 in.
by 4 in. by 72 in. (See paragraph 1305 which governs.)
1345.
The foot of each upright must be braced fore and aft
with blocks 2 in. by 4 in. by 6 in.
(See paragraph 1305 which
governs.)
resiiectivcly, are

1346.

The

horizontal arms arc further braced by steel strap-

and by nailing to them a board of 2 in. by 6 in. back of the
upright support. (See paragraph 1305 which governs.)
1347.
Another adaption of the same system ff)r automobiles
not over 2,600 lb., is as follows: An upright support 4 in. by
4 in. by 66 in. (minimum length) mortised to take a specially constructed head (see hig. 100-G). This head receives the end of
two arms which take the longitudinal strains and one arm which
takes the lateral strains. The arms are all made from material
2 in. by 4 in. and are reinforced on the car wall with heel blocks
and at the bead with steel strapping. (See paragraph 1305 which
|)ing

governs.)

\

further reinforcemtn consist of a brace of 2 in. by 4
from a block fastened to the upright immediately
below the head to tlie floor, at an angle of about 45 deg. This
brace is reinforced at the floor with a heel block not less than 2
in. by 4 in. by 6 in.
(.See paragraph 1305 which governs.)
1349.
It is best to
fasten the legs of the horses to the car
1348.

in.

lumlier

Fig. lOOg.
wall.

leg

If the leg to the floor

and arms are secured by

is

made

of 4

by 6 in. and the
stampings, vehicles

in.

steel straps or

not exceeding 3,200 11). net, may be loaded by this method. (Sec
paragraph 1305 which governs.)
The arms support the upright leg horizontally and
1341.
are fastened to the car wall at the belt rail. One end of each
arm rests in a notch or ofifset which has been made in the
head of the ui)right and is fastened witli 20-penny nails

Fig. lOOi.

— Double

Decking Hcrse With

3

Leg Eutting

by using an angular metal stamping 8 in. long and the
width of the supporting members, but if these are found difificidt
to obtain a wooden foot lock may be used consisting of two
pieces of 2 in. by 4 in. material nailed one on each side of the
foot with a third piece across fitting into a notch made in the
foot to receive it. (See Fig. lOO-D.)
(See paragraph 1305 which
governs.)
1350.
The 2 in. by 4 in. blocks on both sides of the foot should
be beveled to accommodate tliemselvcs to the slant of tlie horse
floor

«'-o"DE:P£^NOlNCb OH

CON-

DITION.

so as to make a snug lit. The inside block should be nailed to the
foot before it is placed in the freight car.
(See paragrajih 1305
which governs.)

There are several methods of construction wliicit have
1351.
been approved and which may be used in accordance with the
necessities or requirements made by the special construction of
individual vehicles, as follows:

"ril_TlNG HOI^&E 'vAJITH NOTCH TOR.
'^E.CE.IV<M& HUE> Oie. AX.L,E..
Fi°-.

lOOe.

(cement-coated preferred.)
If the arm comes above or below
the belt rail a runner of 2 in. by 6 in. lumber must Ik; nailed along
the side of the box car and the arms nailed to this runner.
(See
paragraph 1305 which governs.)
At the end of each arm resting against the freight car
1342.
wall must be placed a heel l)lock not less than 2 in. by 6 in. I)y 8
in.
(See paragraph 1305 wliich governs.)
The third arm should be placed from the head of the
1343.
upright upwards and outward to the car wall and fastened in
place with a heel block, secured so as to prevent any uiiward
movement of the horse. This arm is not necessary if a steel
strap or stamping 8 in. long and the width of the upright member

Horse Head Construction

The

quickest and cheapest method of construction is to form
the head of the horse by bringing together the two pieces forming
tlie legs so that they abut.
This head should lie notched ti>
receive the hub or axle, and cross braces nailed and bolted
bolts
through
the
top brace and legs. Where the
with
in.
on
3/i
vehicle is loaded on its hubs the top of the head should be twice
(See Fig. lOO-E.)
(Sec paragraph 1.305
the width of the huh.
which governs.)
1352.
The heavier vehicles recniire the addition of a third leg
to the horse.
The horse may then be constructed in any one of
three ways, depending upon the weight or construction of the
vehicle to be loaded.
Ca) A center leg with two side legs abutting, cross braces
in. bolts through the top braces and
nailed and bolted with two

H

side legs.

(See Fig. lOO-I.)
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the luiid lluis formed;
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llic

tup.

Tlic center Icr fastened to

whole cross braced, nailed and bolted
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on an arm made of not
material fastened horiontally between the
horse ,ind the wall of the freight car.
(Sec I'ig. 100-E.) The
arm is supported at tacii end on a block 2 in. by 4 in. by 6 in. and
fastened down with steel strapping. To hold llie vehicle securely
in iIk' li(jrsc and to prevent any bounce or upward movement,
sleel strai)s arc passed over the hubs or axles, crossed and nailed
securely to the horse. A piece of two-ply 10-oz. burlap is placed
under the strap to prevent chafing. (See paragraph 1.105 which
governs.)
li.'-l.

less

iIkiii

2

lateral

in.

by 4

strains are taken

in.

When

steel decking, as shown in Figs. 100-J anrl 100-K,
following precautions should be taken: (a) Lock
nuts should be usel on all bolts,
(b) Axles of automobiles,
trucks or trailers should be fastened securely so the fastening
will not come off if the tires deflate,
(c) Angle A should be
kept wrapperl to avoid tire chafing,
(d) All floor angles shoiilij
lie nailed through all holes and at the front and rear end of the

1355.

is

Fig. lOOh.

with two
leg.

fit

(See

— Double

Derking Horse With Side
L^7 Butting

bolts tlLou^ih the top brace, side legs

in.

and center

»^

^

Fifi.

100-11.)

lci;s

mortised at the top, the center leg fastened to the

(c) Side

used, the

IVrarp Angle 'A"

Wifh

Canvas
Nofe-

®
O
•

-Bolts
'Rivets

'Open Holes

Cliains to be

Secured as
Per Far
I355fe)

Fig. lOOf.

— Double

head thus formed.

Decking Horse With Morticed Head

The whole

cross braced, nailed and bolted

H

in. bolts through the top brace, side legs and center
with two
leg.
(See Fig. 100-F.)
Another form of head construction may be used
1353.

OPtN
HOLES

'OPEN
hoi_e:s.

Fig.

100k.— End View of

lOOj

angle with not less than 20-penny nails, the top J^ in. of the nail
(e) Two chains with plates securely attached
in direction as shown should be used to tie each leg of the deck
with a downward tendency and be securely fastened to the
bracing of the car side which must be heavier than 2 in. by 4 in.

to be bent over,

and the anchor must not be more than 2^/2 ft. from the car
These chains should not be fastened to the car floor except
in exceptional circumstances and then should be reinforced with

floor.

18

in.

pieces of 2 in. by 6 in. securely nailed to the car floor
On flat cars fasten chains to side sills. (See

over the plates.
Fig. 100-K.)

(f) The toes of the deck should be set toward the center of
the vehicle supported. This applies to half decks or tilted loads
as well.
The chains for decks of tilted loads should preferably

Decking for Use in Tilting or Double Decking Automobiles and Trucks

be used one in each direction.
In lieu of the above methods of loading, automobiles
1356.
may be loaded on their side as per Fig. lOO-O.

wherever desired; namely: A higher horse with "all-around
head" having an opening to receive the hub or axle as shown in
(See paragraph 1305 which governs.)
Fig. lOO-E.

the methods of double-decking or superimposing
automobiles, trucks and trailers, the staging system described

Fig.

lOOj.-

-Steel

Patents
1357.

Of
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in paragraph 1334 is tlie only system not covered by patents and,
therefore, the other systems specified cannot be used without purchase or proper authority from the patentee or his agent. The
incut heel block shown in Fig. 100-A is also patented and sub-

to the same conditions.
(See paragraph 1305 which permits the use of other constructions of equal strength.)
The committee recommends that, in view of the increased
cost of the Loading Rules, these proposed changes and additions, if approved, be printed in the form of a supplement to the
ject

1639

change paragraph 1340. the third line "2 x 6." to read
"2 X 4 X 36," and the fourth line
Mr. Milner: Can the speaker try to make himself heard
back here, please?
Mr. Barnes: I would like to amend the motion, and in view
of the fact we have all had the paper, and ample chance
to read it, I move that the paper as prepared be accepted,
and referred to letter ballot.
Mr. Burch:
You haven't heard the paper as prepared.
There are some slight changes which have been made in
the report since the printed copy went out.
Paragraph
1340, the third line, should read: "4 in. and 3 arms 2x4 in.,"
"2
instead or
x 6 in.," and the fourth line, after the word
"and," "the arms 2 in. x 6 in. x 26 in. and." That is to
clarify the paragraph.

Paragraph

1341,

at

the

end of the sentence,

line

4,

add

"See Fig. lOOG."

Paragraph 1346, line 2, change "2 x 6" to read "1 x 6 x 15
x 30 in." That is to make the paragraph conform to the cut.
Because of an accident which we had on the Pennsylvania
with some steel loading we would like to ask that paragraphs
555, 555A, 555B, 555C and 555D be approved by the convention,
so that the rules can be made effective at once. I think that is
very necessary because these rules are now followed by some
other steel shippers. I overlooked stating that I would like to
add a sentence to the paragraph referring to spacing blocks,
making the composite spacing blocks an alternative method, and
the committee will prepare cuts showing the block to be used
and will follow up the subject of blocks during the coming year
and make a report at the next convention.
Being a member of the
C. M. Swanson (A. T. & S. F.)
Loading Rules Committee, I know of the untiring effort of our
chairman for the last two years in changing the rules into sections, for different commodities. We have had meetings all over
the country with manufacturers of steel, tubes, automobiles, concrete pipe, and lumber dealers, and I do not believe that at any
time there has been such hearty co-operation between the carI
riers and the manufacturers as there is at the present time.
feel that the work that the chairman and the committee have
done has been the means of bringing together in closer cooperation the interests of the carrier and the manufacturer. The
great majority of the suggestions are made by the manufacturers
owing to their large experience in handling their special commodity. I also find that the manufacturers are not supplied sufThe Loading Rules are not disficiently with the loading rules.
tributed to the men who actualy shoud have them.
Mr. Gaines
The committee on Loading Rules has done a
About a year ago I
very fine job in segregating these rules.
the Director of the Southern Region to go
delegated
by
was
down on the west coast of Florida and settle a three-cornered
fight between the Emergency Fleet Corporation, a timber contractor and some of the railroads, regarding loading piles for
Hog Island. I thought I knew something about the Loading
Rules, but when I came to go into the details of it I found
that I did not know anywhere near as much as I thought then
I found that Rule
I stepped down and tried to study them out.
101 tells you to look at Rule 3, and when you look at Rule 3
that tells you to look at Rule 48, and then I wondered what a
I think
car inspector out on the job ever could tell about it.
this report will go a great way toward simplifying the work for
the people doing the loading, and the man loading piles, or loading concrete pipe, or any other commodity, can look at the rules
covering that commodity instead of referring back from one
rule to another rule, dealing with something else.
A motion that the recommendation of the committee, in regard to the special circular being issued, be adopted, was carried.
The rule callI want to add one suggestion
Mr. Snyder
ing for the spacing block is given in the front of the book, but is
not repeated in the steel loading rules. It should l)e added to
that pamphlet when that is prepared.
That has been done. It is in every pamphlet.
Secretary
Mr. Fuller: Mr. Chairman, I move you that the Rules be
received and submitted to letter ballot, with the exception
of that part that has already been passed on.
The Chairman: What about the spacing block suggestion?
Mr, Fuller: I think that is all right. I think it should be
:

Fig.

lOOo.

—Manner

Automobiles
on the Sides

of Securing

When Loaded

in

Box Cars

:

rules rather than revising the entire code, and that when the
present stock of complete Loading Rules is exhausted the secretary be authorized to incorporate this supplement in any reprint
made.
The report is signed by J. J. Burch (Chairman), Norfolk &
Western; A. B. Corinth, Atlantic Coast Line; R. L. Kleine, Pennsylvania; H. H. Harvey, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy C. N.
Swanson, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe E. J. Robertson, Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie; J. E. Mehan, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and Samuel Lynn, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.
Before presenting the report of the Committee on Loading
Rules, Mr. Burch said
Since the printing of the Loading Rules, your committee has
found it desirable to make some slight changes and additions in
the report which they would like to have included in tlie report.
;

;

:

Discussion
Mr. Burch:
cut out.

The

first

sentence of paragraph 1306 will be
it advisal)le to add a note

The committee thinks

to paragraph 1324, as follows:
Note: Any mechanical device for holding down the wheels
equally efficient to that specified will he accepted as an
alternative arrangement.
May I interrupt one moment? Inasmuch
Mr. Gaines:
as this report has been distributed, I think it is unnecessary
1 think it would be much better
to read all these details.
to call attention to what changes have been made, and answer any questions that may be asked from the floor on the

W.e are taking up a long time on this detail work.
Mr. Burch: I was reading that on account of the change,
The committee has decided to
which reads as follows:

subject.

;

:

:

:

included in

all

the rules.

The Chairman:
spacing block.

They want

to

go back

to the

composite
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and carried, and ihcn the

carried.
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all liox cars,
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12 inches from tlie edge of the
sills, spliced between the the body
must be reinforced as per Figs. 11 or
11 -A.
Intermediate sills, spliced between the bolster and the
end of the car, and side sills, spliced on either side of the bolster,
must lie in accordance with Figs. 10 f)r 10-A.
V\ hen splicing or renewing any longitudinal sill, the reinforcement shall be applied to all existing non-reinforced splices, in

sphcc

body

except side
reinforced

If the old splice is a four-bolt splice,

sills.

it

accordance with Figs. 11 or U-A. If the
old si)lice is a three-bolt splice, the reinforcement shall be applied
Fig.
accordance
with
IS.
in
Ceiiler sills shall be spliced only between the body bolster and
The nearest part of the splice must not be
cross-tie timber.
shall

l)e

'<^
>i"
members, asking for
suggestions and recommendations for clianges in Rule
22 of the Code of InterW. F. Keisel, Jr.
change, and the replies thereto
were carefully considered by
Chairman
the
committee,
based
on
which the following rule has been formulated, and is ofTered
herewith as a substitute for present Rule 22.
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Rule 22: Draft timliers must not be spliced. Longitud:n;d sills
must n t be spliced between or over cross-bearers. Longitudinal
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Fig. 10a
less

than 24

in.

from the edge of the body

bolster.

splices shall be in accordance with Fig. 11.
horizontal or vertical splice bolts shall be Y%

Center

The diameter

sill

of

in.

For Cars Having Steel Center Sill Splices Located at
Least Seven Inches from the Face of the Bolster
AU

BOLTS i Ol/I

Adjacent sills may be sphced. All splices shall be of the buttjoint type, reinforced on both sides by plates not over 24 in. in
length, and not less than twice the length of the protruding end

BODY BOLST£g
(hit J/UJ in

[j/PC

when

nONT OF BODY BMSTCJl.
el

ilUi

s'lls

(intermediate or side

sills)

may

bolster.

is

on the t^ange side of the

less

than 12

The

in.

web of

the

sill.

reinforcing plates

The

splice plate

U-shaped, to include flanges,
while the plate on the opposite side shall cover the web only.

Fig. 10

en e'.her side of the body

the projection

shall be at least as thick as the

be spliced at both ends,
nearest part of the

The

Rivets to be placed as

enous welding

is

sill

shown

shall be

in Figs. 12

available, the sills

TO BOPy B0l5T^J?
Fig. 11

and 12-A. Where autogbe welded after rivet-

may

,
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/2 M/Y.

Fig. 11a

ing the U-shaped
on the web side.

plate

on the flange

side,

omitting the

flat

plate

.50

For Cars Having Steel Center Sill Splices Located
Between the Body Bolster and End Sill, and Less
T'u
U4. T
u
r
^i
Than t:^Eight
Inches
from ^u
the tFace ofr the
Bolster
t->

All splices

siiall

in.,

as

shown

in Figs.

or 13-A.

1,3

The

rivets shall he spaced

as shown.

i

Side
.„ splices
,.
All

-

be of the Initt-joint type, with the addition of

,

Sill

Splices

,^
must be of, ,u
the butt-joint,

,,;d,3

^^ pj^t,, 14

le:.st

as thick as the

j^.
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web

,

.

,u
type, remforced on both
reinforcing plates shall be at
of the sill.
The splice plate on the
,

,

,

.

^he

Sfcr/ON
Fig.

a cover plate.

web
sill,

The splice plates
They may be

12.— Steel Center

Sill

Splice in Front of Bolster

shall be at least as thick as the

located on either side of the
extending forward and back of the center line of the bolster
of

the

sill.

flange side of the sill shall cover the web only, while the plate
on the opposite side shall be flanged over the bottom leg o f the
side sill, and riveted to it, as shown in Fig. 14.
The splice mav
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Fig.

12a.— Steel Center

Sill

Splice
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Fig. 13.--Steel Center Sill Splice
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(Outside), Less

Than

From Face

8 Inches

of

DD

Body Bolster

Tlie traffic manager of the General Motors Corporation suggcsts the followins for box car side doors: "It has long been
my conlenlion that a 6- ft. wide side door, with a movable post,

be located on either side of the body bolster. The rivets sliall
be spaced as shown.
Side sills may also be welded by the autogenous process, mak-
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(Inside), Less

Steel Center Sill Splice
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From Face

8 Inches

of
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Fig. 14.— Side Sill Splice

and a 4-ft. extension beyond, is the proper kind of a door to be
used on either 36-ft., 40-ft. or 50-ft. cars. This kind of a door
enables everyone to use a box car. In other words, with only

ing the thickness of the metal through the weld one and onehalf times the thickness of the metal in the sill, in which case
the reinforcing plates and rivets shown in Fig. 14 may be omitted.
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a 6-ft. door it confines the use of this box car to certain commodities, and certain other commodities, such as light and bulky
articles, are excluded from the use of these cars, as it is impossible to get a light and bulky commodity in anything; less than

—

an 8 ft. wide side door 10 ft. wide preferred. If all box cars
in future were equipped with the kind of a door above described,
it would mean that on a car coming into our factory, loaded with
any kind of commodity, when this car was unloaded we could
immediately use this car for loading automobiles or trucks, by
removing the post and takmg advantage of the 4-ft. additional
extension. This, you will note, gives a load to the car in both
directions, and means that there will be practically no empty
movement of a box car in any direction, as it could be used for all
classes and kinds of commodities from merchandise to gra'n."
The point raised in the above is a matter of policy, for adoption or rejection by the management of the railroads.
It, however, raises the question of providing a satisfactory design of
door openings, wider than 6 ft, as a basis of construction. -Special automobile cars with side door open'ngs varying in width
from 8 to 12 ft., and some with end doors 8 ft. and more in
width, are in existence. If so directed, the committee will take
up the task of providing such s'de door ensign.
The report is signed by W. F. Ke'sel. Jr. (Chairman), Pennsylvania
A. A. Ayers. New York. Chicago & St. Louis C.
E. Fuller. Union Pacific; E. G. Chenoweth, Chicago. Rock
;

;

Island & Pacific T. C. Fritts, Delaware. Lackawanna & Western
C. L. Meis^er, Atlantic Coast Line, and H. T. Benlley. Chicago
;

;

&

North Western.

After presenting the report Mr. Kicsel read the following communication from the committee.

To the Members
Under date of June
:

9, 1919, your secretary, V. R. Hawthorne,
sent us the following copy of communication from F. C. Ferry,
master mechanic, L. H. & St. L., dated April 5. 1919:

"I am in receipt of your Circular No. S-lll-No. 2, requesting
suggestions as to subjects for committee investigation during the
year from June, 1919, to June, 1920, reports to be submitted
to the 1920 annual convention.
"Question: 'Why is it that refrigerator cars cannot be so
arranged as to prevent salt water dripping on the rails, etc.; lack
of such an arrangement causes untold thousands of dollars of
damage every year.'
"Rule 3, Paragraph F, Rules of Interchange, Master Car
Builders' Association, provides that cars lacking such an arrangement mentioned in above question, shall not be accepted in
interchange after October 1, 1920. This rule has been promulgated from year to year, but has been rendered null and void
and of no effect by reason of postponement of the effective
date. Why not put an end to this evil and have done with it?"
The Secretary stated that he was instructed to refer this matter to the Committee on Car Construction, to investigate and report at the convention in connection with their regular report;
also to consider and advise as to observations of the use of open

tanks.

Your committee has made an investigation of the status of the
question of salt water drippings from refrigerator cars to date.
In 1898 a committee consisting of Messrs. S. Higgins and
A. M. Waitt made a report on "Rust From Salt Water Drippings," This committee presented two methods of equipping
refrigerator cars without much expense, and submitted two drawings, the obpject being to lead the salt water to the center of the
track, instead of permitting it to drop at or near the rails.
In 1910 the following rules were adopted:
1. All salt water drippings should be retained in the ice tanks
and drained off only at icing stations.
2. The total capacity of drain openings should not exceed the
capacity of traps, and the capacity of both drains and traps
should be sufficient to release all drippings within the time limit
of icing the train.
3. The mechanism adopted for handling drain valves should
be simple and positive, and so designed as to insure closing the
valves before hatch plugs can be returned to their places.
4. Salt water drippings should be conducted from ice tanks
through the drain valves above described and thence to the outside of cars through the regular traps and drain pipes.
In the interchange rules. Rule 3, paragraph F, reads as follows "After October 1, 1920, no car carrying products which
require for their refrigeration the use of salt with ice, and which
are equipped with brine tanks will be accepted in interchange.
:
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unless provided with suitable device for retaining brine between
icing stations."

We
ciation

also find records that

some

of the

members of

this asso-

have made independent investigations.

In January, 1905, C. A. Schroyer, superintendent car department, C. & N. W., wrote to important railroads operating dressed
beef refrigerators, in order to ascertain the results of following
the

M.

C. B.

Recommended

Practice of 1898.

To

the best of

our knowledge he did not receive any very encouraging replies,
and the consensus of opinion semed to be that it is not feasible
or desirable to consider the application of tanks for the retenof the brine.
This referred only to such cars as were
equipped with so-called "ice baskets," for we find that some milk
cars and also some meat cars have been equipped with brine
tanks, somewhat of the nature of those recommended by the
M. B. C. Committee in 1910. An arrangement of this kind is
tion,

shown on

plate A, attached hereto. The brine tanks there shown
have a pipe arrangement so installed that the upper part of the
tanks can be emptied at terraifials by opening certain valves,' and
when these valves are closed the pipe openings are at a sufficiently higher level to retain all of the brine plus the water from
the ice meltage
should, however, there be too much water
collect, there is a possibility for this water to overflow.
There has not been sufficient time to ascertain from all railroads how many cars they have equipped with brine tanks, but
our perliminary investigation indicates that there are very few
;

cars so equipped, and that the bulk of the refrigerator cars are
equipped with so-called ice baskets, in which the ice is loaded, and
all of the drippings pass out through traps to the track.
On
some cars there is a trough leading these drippings toward the
center of the track and on other cars the traps are directly under
the car side, where the drippings escape the rail.
When meat
is

loaded in these cars it is the custom to add salt to the ice.
Although the question of guarding against damage from brine

has been raised periodically, there has been little specific evidence produced to show the seriousness of the effect therefrom.
should first determine whether this is sufficiently serious
to justify making radical changes in present practice.
Explicit detail information should be obtained from the Maintenance of Way Section concerning the extent of damage, traceable to brine from refrigerator cars, that has been done to
bridges, tracks and other maintenance of way structures; also
whether any attempt has been made to protect these structures
and with what success.
\A'hile this information is being collected, your committee
will get in touch with Mr. Ferry in order to ascertain the details
of damage to permanent structures on which he based his obserxations.
Respectfully submitted,
Committee on Car Constructio.\.

We

Discussion
Mr. Gaines: Referring to the diagonal splice shown on
page 3. Th.ere is an alternate splice on the next page, and
if I am not mistaken, the committee made a report to this
association several years ago, showing tests rnade on the two
forms of splice. There was no question whatever at that
time that the splice shown on page four was much the
stronger form of splice, and it is much the cheaper to put
in a car when you are splicing sills.
As it stands, I think
that we ought to discard that old diagonal ship splice that
you have on the first page.
Mr. Lentz: I recall the tests made in the shops at that
time, and the results were as stated by Mr. Gaines.
Mr. Gaines: In addition, I am goin.g to make a motion
that in publishing this report we do away with that diagonal
splice.
It is expensive, is hard to make, and is not strong.

move that we eliminate it.
Mr. Goodnow: At the time that investigation was made
the splice shown on page 4, as a bucking proposition ,was the
I

but the other splice, the ship splice, as Mr. Gaines
referred to as a load carrying proposition for inner sills, was
considered at that time to be a better splice than the buck
best,

splice.

Mr. Gaines: If you had that splice made accurately, posmight be true; but the average carpenter is not
a diagonal ship splice, and I doubt that as a load

sibly that

matching

carrying proposition, as a buffing proposition, as a pulling
proposition, or in any other respect, it is as strong as the
straight splice.
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Mr.

W'v do not

Kris«'l:

lor ci-ntiT
III

sill.s,

intcrnu'iliatc

and

liavi- tliis splii-f,

shown

in

Imk

10.

which tnkv litilVmK action. They arc usc<l
where ihcy are under hendin^ action,

.sill-.,

type of sill makes a stronger sill with that tyi)e of
than tlie Imtt splice for hendinfj;.
The report says:
"Interniediate sills spliced between Ixdstei and end of car,
and side sill, spliced on either side of holster, must be in
accordance witli Ki^s. 10 or 10-A." Therefore, it is not a
llial

splice

bulVmjj resistance that we Kct. l)Ut a bending resistance.
Mr. (iaines: I am williiiK to admit that, tlicorctically,
loading, the dianoiial ship splice may be the stroiiRcr,

1

am

in

favor of eliminating

the diagonal splice.

Mr. Keisel

\"(ni

:

accordance with
diagonal or butt.

can have cilber one.

I'igs.

10 or

reads "must be in
It
\'ou can make it eitlier

l()-.\."

IXiwning (C. C. C. & St. L.) Some years ago two splice
were made on the C. B. & Q. at Peoria, 111., and Mr.
Young had charge of the tests. That test showed that in no
manner was the ship splice as strong as the butt, in any of the
tests which we made.
Joiin McMullcn (Eric): I wonder if Mr. Gaines took into
consideration that if we splice a 14 in. side sill and cut it in the
center, making the butt splice, if we are going to have as good
a sill, to carry the load as we would have with the ship
think it would be a mistake to make the butt
lap splice.
I
splice on all sills, because in the 14 in. sill you have 2 in.
on the bottom, and that would leave 12 inches of sill, otherwise you will cut it in two and ony have 7 inches.
Mr. Gaines
In the ship lap splice you have only 50 per
cent when you cut it down, and I think Mr. Young answered
the question as to the strength.
I do not believe that one car
1.

S.

:

tests

:

repairer out of ten can make a perfect ship lap splice.
am very much in favor of
H. H. Harvey (C. B. & Q.)
I
:

the butt splice, but this committee's recommendation is on
Rules of Interchange, and you have both forms of splice.
You will have to leave the report as it is and mention both
kinds.
H. M. Curry (N. P.): Mr. Harvey brought out a question
which came to my mind: If the recommendations formerly
made were in favor of the butt splice, why was the other
adopted? Some of the real old-time car men might give us
some advice on that subject.
T. J. Hennessey (C, M. & St. P.)
When the butt splice
\vas first adopted it was alto.gether. as stated by Mr. Young,
on the center s'll. and leaving it optional to use either splice
:

The Report

U

NDER
10.

of the

1919, the secretary

of the

M.

C. B. Asso-

ciation, at the request of the

Car Service Section of the
United States Railroad Administration, referred to the

Committee on Car Trucks
correspondence on the subject
of
marking
freight
equipment cars to 'show the
load limit and requested the
committee to make a report
to be submitted to the Car
Service Section.

This correspondence covered

two

J.

T. Wallis

Chairman

points, viz.

:

:

Fail-

lb.

capacity cars.

and confusion in determining the allowable
be placed on the car from the weight markings

Difficulty

may

First

ure of axle in service due to
being overloaded in accordance with the marked capacity on the cars, particularly
the 60,000

Second

lading that

:

ibi

wc

in. lib-

inlermediate

sill.

Id ibe association,

and

sidi-

iir

coiiiMiil lee to-day. to

wmibl not

I

leave

it

That was the

first

1919

report

believe the report of the
optional, is a correct report.
I

.'idvocate the use of ship lap sjjlices in center

but there are conditions and times when
is easier
to apply a ship lap s])lice, especially between
it
the body Ixdster and end sills on intermediate and sifle sills,
tban it is to apply the butt lap splice.

sill

coii>.lruction,

W. Brazier (N. Y. C. Lines): I agree with what Mr.
lieiincssey says. On liie other hand, it is optional, and you
can use cither one you like. When the first ship lap splicewere put into the rules it was because we had car men who
were mechanics, an<l to-day we have not got them, and we
put something easy in the rules, so that the mechanics can
work it out. You can use it if you want to. The ship lap
splice, as the report leaves it, is optional.
Mr. Gaines:
It has been determined by actual test that
the ship lap splice is not as good nor as strong as the butt
siiiice, and to make it requires a better grade of mechanics
than we have to-day. In view of the present state of the
art, we should eliminate the ship lap splice from our rules,
and take the one that can be made.

How would you cover that in interchange?
Mr. Gaines: I would not bar that out in interchange.
Chairman: How do you know when it is made?
A man
might make a splice tomorrow and you would not know whether
it was made a year ago, or six months ago.
Mr. Gaines: I would put in the straight butt splice as recommended practice to get rid of the ship lap splice. I have
seen ship lap splices that did not meet within an inch.
Mr. Hennessey: If you put the butt splice in, and it does
not meet within an inch, you do not know what you have
then.
The report leaves the matter as optional, and you
must be careful not to get things into the interchange rules
which will cause a turmoil for years to come. It will be impossible for an inspector in the yard to say when the sill was
spliced, if you pass it along on your own road, and leave it there
Chairman:

for years.

Mr. Gaines As my motion was not seconded, I will withthat, and make another motion.
The recommendation of
the committee on page two says "must be in accordance with
10-.\,"
and I now make the motion that that
Figs. 10 or
portion of the report be amended to read "must be in accord:

draw

ance with Figs. 1 Oor 10-A, but the latter preferred."
This motion was put to vote, and carried.
A motion that the report be accepted and go to letter ballot,
and that the committee be continued to investigate the question of salt tanks was il en made and carried.

Committee on Car Trucks

OF FEBRUARY

1).-\TE

iiri

21,

1''.

for
bill

under practical conditions, in the car yard, you arc not gettini;
anything like what you think you arc RcttinR in theory, and
you can get a strainht butt splice which will he as strong, and
stronger, practicall\', than the other.

June

on the cars as well as from the provisions of the M.
C. B. Rules of Interchange governing the amount of load that
may be carried.
stenciled

axle complication dates back to 18%, when it was found
were too light to carry the load
and axles of proper dimensions were designed. These axles, as
subsequently modified and adopted as a standard of the association, have given satisfactory service without failure when purHowever, the
chased in accordance with the specifications.
condemning limits of the lighter design of axles, of 40,000 and
60,000 lb. capacity, were carried along in the interchange rules
and in only the more recent years condemning limits were added
for the M. C. B. standard axle. No penalty in repairs was provided for substituting a Non-M. C. B. standard for an M. C. B.
standard axle until recently and the failure to have in stock M.
C. B. standard axles resulted in axles of the same journal diameters, but different diameters at the wheel seats and the center of
the axles, being under the same car. After the Rules of Interchange provided condemning limits at the wheel seat for both
M. C. B. and Non-M. C. B. standard axles of the same capacity,
some roads resorted to the practice of turning down the wheel
seats of M. C. B. standard axles below the minimum limit and
used such axles as Xon-M. C. B. standard, thus prolonging the
life of Xon-M. C. B. standard axles and defeating the object

The

that the axles used at that time

:

:
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of having all cars in service equipped with standard M. C. Pj.
axles. In some cases these axles with M. C. B. standard journal
and center dimensions, but wheel seats below the minimum limit,
were improperly applied in repairs to cars equipped with standard M. C. B. axles, causing justified complaints from the car
owners.
Furthermore, odd sized axles were introduced and
applied to cars marked 50,000 and 70,000 lb. capacity.
Cars have been marked with varying capacities as follows:
40,000, 45,000, 50,000, 60,0(X), 65,000, 70,000, 80,000, 85,000, 90,000,

100,000, 105,000,

110,000, 115,000, 130,000

notwithstanding that we have but
axles as follows
M. C. B.
Standard
Axle

and 140,000

M.

capacity,

Total Weight
(Car and Load
on Rail)

Nominal
(Load)

Size

lb.

C. B. standard sizes of

Capacity

Journal

A

five

66,000 lb.
40,000 lb.
95,000 lb.
60,000 lb.
132,0001b.
80,000 lb.
161,0001b.
D
5 J4 in.
100,000 lb.
2110,000 lb.
in.
in.
140,000 lb.
E
6
Note. The above table is based on four-wheel truck cars (four axles
per car). The loads for six-wheel truck cars (six axles per car) would be
5() per cent greater than given in the table.
3-54 in.

B
C

2!4
5

—

in.
in.

by 7
by 8
by 9
by 10
by 11

in.
in.

in.
in.

The various markings can be attributed to the following: (A)
Heavy light weight of body (as in the case of refrigerator cars)
plus nominal capacity, including 10 per cent excess lading, exceeding the nominal car capacity for the axles used. (B) Low light
weight of body (as in the case of flat and open top cars) plus

nominal capacity, including 10 per cent excess lading, being less
than the safe load the axles will carry.
(C) Some cars being
marked with capacity markings disregarding the safe load the
axles will carry.
(D) Other cars marked with "Load Limit"
weight in order to obtain the maximum paying load on the
car based upon the safe load for which the axle was designed.
This has caused general confusion and it, therefore, seems
evident that some standard method of marking cars with weight
markings should be adopted, which from a safety standpoint must
be based on the safe allowable load on the axle used under the
car and should be stenciled on the car, indicating the total weight
of the car and lading as resting on the rails. This would indicate
to scale agents, when cars are weighed, whether the car is
overloaded or not without making any calculations; however, it

1645

Total Wt to be the sum of the Max Load that can be
placed on the car and the Light Wt of the empty car. This
axle
total weight is shown for each size of M. C. B. standard
under M. C. B. Interchange Rule 86.
86 is
Note.— The toal weight given in the M. C. B. Rule of Interchange
capacities, shown
based on the safe load for four axles, of the respective
axles.
M. C. B. Standard Sheet 15, plus the weight of the wheels and

on

These markings involve a safe predetermined value for all
placed safe
axles now used under the cars and the committee has
on the
load limits on the Non-M. C. B. standard axles, figured
same basis as the M. C. B. standard axles as shown in Exhibit A.
for the Non-M. C. B.
It will be noted that the carrying load
capacity
standard axles of the lighter capacity cars, 60,000 lb.
capacity plus
and less, are considerably reduced over the nominal
This mainly affects the house cars, as
the usual 10 per cent.
and house
there are few open top cars of these low capacities
capacity. On
cars very rarely carry loads up to their nominal
capacity and over,
the other hand, it permits cars of 80,000. lb.
loads up to the
which comprise the modern equipment, to carry
handled in these
axle limit, which will increase the paying loads
cars.

.

.

In the past, objections have been raised to permitting certam
of
cars to be loaded to their axle carrying capacity on account
designed
the truck or body details or both not having been
loaded
with a factor of safety sufficient to permit them to be
beyond their nominal capacity. To provide for this contingency,
such cars be perthe committee suggests that the owner of

Committee, to mark
mitted, on authority of the Car Construction
of the particular series of cars to the
down the Total
axle with
proper figure and place after such figure the size of
100,000 lb. capacity
which the car is equipped, for example:

Wt

A

would be necessary for them

to record the light weights as at
present in order to obtain the weight of the lading for billing
purposes, which makes necessary the stenciling of the light
weight on the car.
The maximum load weight, difference
between total weight and light weight, should also be shown as
the maximum limit weight of lading which shippers can load on
the car. These markings should, in the opinion of the committee,

be

WT
TOTAL WT

000 000 Lb.
00 000 Lb.

WT
TOTAL WT

LIGHT
New 3—19

000 000 Lb.

Max Load to include lading, as well as ice, brine or packing
or blocking material used in connection with transporting the
load shipped on the car. It is the difference between the total
weight given in M. C. B. Interchange Rule 86 and the light
weight of the car. This is the alisolute maximum that can be
placed on the car and no percentage for overload is allowed.
Light Wt to be the weight of the empty car resting on the
rails.

Exhibit
C. B.

Permissible

Tfjurnal

Wheel Seat

Ce:nter

Diameter.
Diameter.
Hi ameter.
Wcieht nf (_ai
or
Capacity
Worn
Worn
and Lading
Standard
of Car
on RniV
New. Limit. New. Limit. New. Limit.
Lb. Non-standard.
6
7«
6A
6A»
210,000
5/2
140,000 M. C. B. ...
75/s
5'/,
5
7
5% i%*
161,000
6Va
100,000
M. C. B. ...
5%*
4 'A
654
5%
132,000
5
6'A
80,000 M. C. B. ...
4
105,000
5^
41A
70,000 Non-standard
4 '4
3y.
SV4
5 v.
95.000
4H 4V4t
60,000
S
78.000
4^
J Non.standard
4y,
66,000
VA
4/^
50,000 Non-standard
4-4
5-/«
66,000
iVi
yn
3H
454t
"0.000
56,000
iVi
4H
1 Non-standard

m

Rules of Interchange provide that M. C.
—The capacity
may have a
and over (marked

B. standard axles
limit at the center
new, and that the

*)
of 80,000 lb.
in. lower than the standard axle when
of the axles
60,000 and 40,000 lb. capacity M. C. B. standard axles (marked t) may
have a limit at the center of the axles -h in. lower than the standard when
new. The committee is of the opinion that all new axles should be strictly
in accordance with the standards, and the allowances now provided in the
rules should only apply to existing axles under the equipment.

%

The

The

light

marked

as

110 000 Lb.
38 000 Lb.

New 3—19
M.C.B.

148 000 Lb. 5J^ in. by lOin.
Std. Axle.

M.

C. B. Rules of Interchange and the committee will formuchanges for submission to the Arbitration Committee

late these

Total Weight Limits Based ox Safe Allowable Load on .Axles
(FoLU Axles per Car).

M.

of lading.
car should be

10,1X10 lb.

the
The only time the axle stenciling will be placed after
prescribed
Total Wt is when the total weight is less than the
allowable axle load.
With the proposed markings it is understood that when the
light weight of the car is changed for any reason the maximum
lading in pounds will also be changed. The total weight only
changes when the type of Non-M. C. B. standard axle is changed
in
to M. C. B. standard. The proposed markings involve changes
the

A

1

follows

MAX LOAD
LIGHT

Note.

coal car can onlv safelv carrv
weight of the car is 38,000 lb.

:

MAX LOAD

Normal

Exhibit B, M. C. B. Sheet 31

when the plan is agreed upon.
With the adoption of the Max Load and Total

Wt

mark-

The new
the nominal capacity marking is unnecessary.
markings will require three lines for stenciling under the initials
and number of the car and, as the distance from the center of
the coupler to the bottom of the numerals in the number is fixed
within certain limits, it leaves no space in which to stencil the
ings

The committee is of the opinion
cubical capacity of the car.
that the cubical capacity should be placed among the other dimension markings of the car, preferably under the inside dimensions.
The committee was not unmindful of the fact that the Transportation, Traffic and Car Service Sections are vitally interested
in any changes in the markings of weights, cubical capacity, etc.,
on freight cars and, therefore, the secretary arranged for a
joint conference between this committee and the committees rep-

resenting these sections. The representatives fully concurred in
the report of this committee and considered the proposd mark-

:

;
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Norfolk

& Western

Special Axle

5^

in.

by 9

in.

Inasmuch as the wheel

center to center of journals.

seat

axle, although
other dimensions are greater, the committee cannot assign a
in.
9 in. axle.
standard
by
greater load to tliis axle than the

on

tlie

by 9

5 in.

in.

.S

Remuneration

Light Weighing Cars

for

raised whether the present remuneration
as given in the Rules of Interchange for light weighing cars is
sufficient to reimburse the road performing the work. The committee has carefully checked this matter and finds that the pres-

The

i]uestion lias

lieeii

ent prices in the Rule of Interchange are adequate.

Spring Plates— M. C. B. Sheets 31 and 31-A
Young, Manager, Inspection and Test Section of the
United States Railroad Administration, calls attention to the
height of the boss on the spring plate shown on M. C. B. Sheet
C.

B.

31 not being clearly defuicd, as well as differing

from the height

of the boss shown on M. C. B. Sheet 31-A. The committee concurs in the suggestion that the drawings should be clarified and
in- '" the
recommends that the height of the boss be made

H

dimensions in the detailed views changed to accord
with this dimension, and an enlarged view added to the section
showing the recess for the bolt heads in the spring caps, showing the detail of the boss as per Exhibit B. In addition to the
above the committee recommends that a note be added that the
bolt must be riveted over the nut.
clear, the

Five Inch by Nine Inch Passenger Journal

Box

— Dust

The secretary referred correspondence originating with the
T. H. Symington Company to this committee, advising that the
dust guard well on the 5 in. by 9 in. passenger journal box differs
in dimensions from the dust guard well for the 5 in. by 9 in.
freight journal box. and that this difference interferes with the
interchanging of pattern parts. In 1916 changes in the dust guard
letter
5

in.

by 9 in. freight journal box were adopted by
ballot, but corresponding changes were not made in the
by 9 in. passenger journal box, and they should be the
in.

same.

Recommendations
The committee recommends: That

the following be submitted

Standard
Load, Light

to letter ballot for adoption as

Wt and Total Wt as
1. Marking cars with Max
per paragraph 7 of this report.
2. Marking the cubical capacity under the inside dimensions as
per paragraph 13 of this report.
That the secretary be instructed to make the necessary changes
3. In the spring plates shown on M. C. B. Sheets 31 and 31-A
to accord with Exhibit B of this report and that a note be added
reading "Rivet bolt over nut."
4. In the dust guard well of the 5 in. by 9 in. passenger journal
box shown on M. C. B. Sheet 8-A to conform to the dust guard
well for the S in. by 9 in. freight journal box shown on M. C. B.
:

Sheet

8.

J. T. Wallis (Chairman), PennsylvaChicago & North Western; James Coleman,
Grand Trunk; J. J. Tatum, United States Railroad Administration; Major E. C. Schmidt, New York District Ordnance Ofifice
W. J. Robider, Canadian Pacific; J. McMullen, Erie; A. R.
Ayers, New York. Chicago & St. Louis E. G. Chenoweth, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; J. J. Maginn, Cincinnati Northern,

The

report

nia; E.

W.

is

signed by

Pratt,

;

and B. B. Milner,

New York

Central.

Discussion
H. H. Harvey (C. B. & Q.) In page four, paragraph 10,
sixth line, where it refers to the question of marking down the
:

do not see the necessity for that particular recommendation.
Mr. (iaines: I have heard a great deal of criticism in the last
two or three years of a lot of old equipment to the effect that
the present condition of the car is not strong enough to carry
the loading that would be given under this new maximum loading rule. There should be a clearing house of this association to
determine whether such cars are justified in carrying the loads as
It
marked before they are checked up by some committee.
is proper for some association like this to see whether they are
strong enough to carry the loads, instead of allowing them to
go around the country because the owners would like to have
them do so.
Mr. Harvey: It is not a question of the trucks; it is largely
A 100,000-lb. capacity car will
a question of body construction.
carry 92,000 lb. of freight in certain commodities, but if you load
The body of the
it with bulk grain it may not carry it safely.
car is not heavy enough to carry it. The new cars will carry
iS'O.OCK) 11)., and you ask the older cars to carry 6,000 lb. more
than the new cars. For this reason the owner ought to have the
right to mark down his car, if he so wishes, without referring
the matter to the Committee on Car Construction.
T. J. Burns (M. C.)
There is a matter which is more important than that, and has to do with the first recommendation
seven.
on page.
You are providing a remedy that will not be
operative for years to come. We know how long it took us to
get the safety appliances, on the cars, and we have an idea how
long it will take us to have the cars properly stenciled, and in
tlie meantime, while the stencils are being put on the cars,
they are going around overloaded. We have a great deal of
trouble with 60,000-lb. capacity cars, and few roads are observing Rule 86 as it was intended it should be observed.
Since I came to the convention, I received a letter from our
federal manager and chief operating officer, which, in part,
:

Guard Well

well for the 5

1

standing committee on car construction.
Mr. Harvey: It seems tu me, especially as the roads will probably go back to private management, that the owner will be the
party wlio is the better judge as to whether the car is strong
enough to carry the marked capacity than anyone else. Ikknows the cquipnient, the time it was constructed, and knows
I approve the report as a whole, hut
iiow it has been kept up.

6H

this axle is the .same as

1919

would like to ask the committee what they have
mind willi regard to the owner of the car applying to the
Commillie oil Car Construction for permission to do so.
Mr. .Ayres: That is only as a general check, as there is a

desired to have its special 5% in. by
9 in. jonrnai axle included in the table with Non M. C. H. standard axles, ilaiininv; that this axle is good for a total wcinlit
of ISi.tKX) 11).. the dimensions of the axle now being as follows:
in- diameter, wheel
Journal, S,'4 in. by 9 in., dust guard seat,
seat, 6!-j in. diameter, center of axle. 5^ in. diameter, with 6 ft.
in.

21,

in

The Norfolk & Western

on

June

jiresent en-.,

inns essential and ado<iuali-. It was pointi'd <uit that tlic aduptiun
tliesc markiiiRS will necessitate revisiuns in the tarilTs.

yf

4

:

reads
"I- am surprised at the general application of this order (Rule
86). No two railroads in the country appear to be applying the
instructions alike; This is a confusing operating arrangement

and also has a strong tendency to bring about discord among
various shippers." Further on, he recommends that the matter
be brought before this convention, to see if the members
of the association have any suggestion to make to straighten
out the matter. I do not know exactly how the committee can
handle it, but there should be some court that will have the
necessary authority
tiie

to

make

the people observe

this

rule

in

true spirit.

& St. P.) Without attempting to
of the committee, there is one thing I want
to call to the attention of the association.
You equip a car
with a 60,000-lb. or 80,000-lb. standard M. C. B. axle, and so
mark it. I receive that car in a short time, after you have
so stenciled it, with the proper size axle under the car to carry
the load according to the stencil, but I apply a non-M. C. B.
60,000-lb. axle, that is turned down in the wheel seat.
Will
you hold that car up in interchange? You cannot get anything into the rules and make it binding, unless you run
the danger of holding up cars interchange, and I do not believe
you want to do that. This subject should be handled very carefully indeed, because these interchanges of axles will be made.
J.

J.

Hennessey (C. M.

:

criticize the report

The report of the commit.\.
Pilcher (N. & W.)
paragraph IS, refers to the application of the Norfolk &
Western, in regard to an additional non-standard axle, in which
the committee refuses to accede to the request to put this
additional non-M. C. B. axle in their list, and I wish to bring
before the Association the full significance of this ruling to the
railway company.
The axles in question have been in service since 1899, so far
At that time the wheel
as size of the journal is concerned.
J.

tee,

:

—
June
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seat, which is the critical point referred to by the committee, was 6^ in.
Several years later the wheel seat for this
axle was increased to 6>^ in.
In paragraph 15, the committee brings out the point that the
6j^-in. wheel seat is the standard diameter of the 5 in. by
9 in. axle. That is true, but the rules of interchange and the
table in Exhibit A, allow the wheel seat of a S in. by 9 in. axle
to be made as low as 6K in.
In paragraph one, on page one, they speak of the failures
being due to overloading. The question of failure from overloading is largely a question of experience, in so far that
all of our stresses in shapes or structures, have been determined upon someone's experience. In all the twenty years'
service of these axles, there has never been a single report of
an axle breaking in the wheel seat, even though a large number of them were originally 63^ in.
I wish to ask that this additional non-standard M. C.
B.
axle be put in this list, in accordance with the letter to the
committee, with one modification.
stated in the letter
that we desire 152,000 lb. as the load.
would like to
modify that and use 148,000 lb., as that will take care of the
real carrying capacity of the cars
110,000 lb. in most cases
and allow, at the same time, throwing the axle stresses well
within the limits as established in the standard M. C. B.
axles.
I wish to illustrate that by referring to the variations of
w.eight and comparing this axle with the standard M. C. B.
5-in. by 9-in. axle and the standard M. C. B. 5^-in. by 10-in.
axle.
I will make the first comparison with the 5}^-in. by
10-in. axle.
The decrease in weight is 8 per cent of the decrease in the strength of the axle at the wheel seat is 10.7
per cent. That looks as if it was below the standard axle,
but you have further to take into consideration that the distance from the center of the bar to the c.enter of the rail,
measured in a horizontal line, is reduced one-half inch, which
is equivalent to a 5.5 per cent reduction; so if we add the 5j^
per cent to the 8 per cent, we have practically 13 per cent
reduction in stresses and 10.7 per cent in reduction of the
strength of the axle at that point.
It is, therefore, well
within the limit at the wheel seat.
Comparing it again with the 5^-in. by 9-in. axle, using the
148,000 lb. and 132,000 lb!, the lengths there are identical.
The increase in lading is 12.1 per cent. The increase in the
strength of the axle at the wheel seat is 12.5 per cent. As
a matt.er of safety and strength, it meets all the requirements of the M. C. B. axle.
I therefore move that this non-standard
C. B. axle be
placed in the iist with the others.
As to j:he operation of the rule, it is significant to the company that they have now in service, so far as we know,
something over 14,000 open-top coal cars, so constructed.
None of these cars have been built since 1909, so that you
will see we started to be good 10 years ago. By cutting down
the capacity of these cars on an average of 10 tons, that
would be equivalent to a destruction of 2,800 50,000-lb. cars,
the value of which, if you put it on a liberal basis, would be
something like $7,000,000. If we should estimate the carrying capacity of the cars on the basis of mileage of the cars
during the year 1916, of which we have a record, and allowing only half the mileage to be the loaded mileage, it would
reduce the capacity something over 1,000,000,000 ton-miles.
R. L. Kleine (Penna. Lines)
The present chaotic condition of
the markings of cars and the amount of loaded carrying capacity
has brought about a recommendation on the part of the U. S. R.
R. A. Car Service Section to get a uniform marking, in order
to obtain the maximum loaded carrying capacity on the cars, and
as well to overcome the trouble that has been experienced with
broken axles in service. The matter was referred to the Car
Truck Committee to solve the proposition.
well know that the M. C. B. standard axle has been abused
in that it has been turned down below the safe limits set for the
particular axle, and I do not think we can justify Mr. Hennessey's statement that, due to expediency, we have disregarded
the safe loading on the axle and ti:rned it down below the safe
limits, and ask to continue such practice.
The committee has taken all of these details into consideration, and formulated the safe loads on the standard axles, as
well as figuring the non-standard axles by the same formula
as the standard axle was figured, and in cars now in service,

We

We

—

M

:

We

164/

we do not think that the standard axle will have
down to the figures presented by the committee.
The committee has had a joint conference with

to be

marked

the Car Service Section, and also with the Traffic Section, and they have
unanimously agreed to the markings as recommended by the

committee.
In regard to submitting to the car construction committee such
questions as marking down the cars below the carrying capacity,
the thought, there, was that the controversies might arise where
a car has been marked in accordance with the standard axle

under the

and the car shows weakness

car,

in

service.

When

such occasion arises there will be a controversy between the
road on which the car failed and the car owner, and it was
thought best that such controversies should be submitted to the
car construction committee.
In regard to the Norfolk & Western axle, the committee
carefully considered the subject.
This is a special axle of the
same length as the 5-in. by 9-in. axle.
They have larger
diameters as to journal, also center of axle, but their wheel seat
is exactly the same dimensions as the M. C. B. 5-in. by 9-in.
axle in other words, 6H in. Mr. Pilcher did not allow for any
turning down of the wheel seat in service, where they changed
the wheels under any such cars.
The figures given by Mr.
Pilcher are entirely correct, in accordance with the formula,
that if the axle has a wheel seat of 6^ in. it is good for a load
of 148,000 lb., but if the wheel seat is turned dow^n to 6ii in..
it is good for a load of 140,000 lb, and if turned down to
6J4 in.,
which is the minimum limit for the 5-in. by 9-in. axle, it is good
for 132,000 lb.
Axles, under the N. & W. cars referred to,
have wheel seats turned down to 6^^ in. and 6^ in., and therefore, the committee could not consistently accept tlje recommendation of Mr. Pilcher.
For many years we have talked about the overloading of our
refrigerator cars, considering the size of the journal that was
under the car and the capacity marking on the car. Now, we
all agree that the refrigerator marking was not correct considering the diameter of the axle under the car.
After a while
we found a lot of our cars weak and we began to apply steel
underframes, steel centers and steel ends, and other improvements and added to their weight. Finally we found that our
box cars had the journals overloaded with the marked capacity
they were supposed to carry, considering the 10 per cent added.
Mr. Pilcher brings out the dimensions of his axle. He says
it is strong.
The 5^ in. by 10 in. axle was established because
its
dimensions were found necessary in order to carry the
load that the car was supposed to carry, that it was placed
under.
He has not made any mention as to what the load
would represent on the journal, or the journal bearing, that
would increase the heating of his 5 in. by 9 in. journal over
He probably didn't break the
the 514 in. by 10 in. journal.
axle at the wheel seat, but probably broke the journal ofif
because it was frequently hot.
Chairman I would like to ask Mr. Pilcher whether any
record has ever been kept of loose wheels.
Mr. Pilcher We have loose wheels, but I am sure there are
no more loose wheels in connection with this construction than
any other construction we have. The loose wheel construction is
not a question of the particular size of that axle fit. It is a
very serious matter to cut out such a large hauling capacity in
the country at this time, and the cost of replacement is so very

—

:

;

great.
I would like, therefore, if I could get a second to my motion,
so that the matter could come up for a vote, if nothing else,
to see if we cannot stave off this enormous expense
Mr. Kleine brought out the point of the turning down of the
Penalize us when you find them turned down, and don't
axles.
.

penalize those that are not turned down.
There has been no indication whatever of any unexpected
or any unusual heating that would bring about the breaking of;
have had broken a.xles, due
these axles in the journal.
to hot boxes, but I cannot say that any one of them was this

We

particular axle.

Mr. Gaines
10 axle

was

Secretary:

:

like to ask the Secretary when the 514 by
the standard of the Association.
That was in 1899, Mr. Gaines. In 1901 the diameI

first

would

made

wheel seat was changed from 6^s to 7 in.
It is my duty to make a reCoddington (N. & W.)
port on all of these failures wherever they occur, and it is our
experience that we have more broken journals in the boxes in
ter of the

H.

W.

:
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the journ.il beariiiR on the S'-'j-in. by 10-in. journals tlian wc have
in the 5'4-in. hy 9-in.
It is very seldom tliat wc ever have a
5'4-in by '>-in. axle failing in the journal bearing section.

Mr. Tatuni: 1 would like lo know if there is any comparative
records kei)t or is this simply surmise? Have wc a ciimparative
record of the number of hot boxes we have on a 5-in. by 9-in.
journal carrying lUUKK) lb. capacity load, with other cars
equipped with the 5!j-in. by lO-in. journal, to measure up the
ilitTerence existing on that railroad?
If you have one
would
1

like to

know what

it

is.

Mr. Coddington
was speaking alxnit jouiiuil failures, not
hot boxes.
understood Mr. Tatum took the point that \va\.
have a record of that. The motion to permit the use of the
I
5' .(-in. by 9-in. journal was put and lost.
.\ motion that the report of the committee be received ;iiid
the recommendations referred to ballot was carried.
Mr. Ayers; I don't know that this requires any action by
the convention, but it is a matter to which Mr. Barnes
refers, and I would like to speak a little on it.
It will possibly involve other and similar questions. That is, the matter of getting this rule about the maximum load followed
out.
It will not be taken care of at all by changing our
Rules of Interchange, because the trouble goes a good deal
farther back than the inspector.
The trouble originates
with the shipper, and I don't know just, how the question
can be handled. It is probably one for the Executive Committee, but the matter will have to be controlled before it
gets to the Mechanical Section people, it seems to me.
:

1

1

Report of Committee on Tank Cars
The report of the Committee on Tank Cars was presented
by Mr. Gibbs, and a lengthy discussion ensued. This dissussion will be published in the next issue of the Daily, next

Monday morning.

Moving Tonnage

THE

TO

in

I.\CRE.\.SE

Large Units

ation, iiauu-iy liaiiliiig witiioiU delay

till.'

21,

1919

tonnage olTcred

for transit.

With tlic introduction of tlie large l'"Fl 250-ton locomotive of the i'eiuisylvania Railroad, on exhil)it at the
Pennsylvania I'".lcctric .Station, Tennessee Ave., there
dawns a new era in tiie possibility of moving heavy tonnage in large units over steep grades. Tlie hM-omotive
has a maximum accelerating horsepower of 7600, with a
stistained horsepower capacity of 4K00 for one hour.
With two of these engines a 6300 ton train can be handled up long grades at constant speed for instance on a
2.^-mile 1 per cent grade, such a train could be moved at
20.6 miles an hour.
The Pennsylvania I-'I'T locomotive was l)uilt within existing operating limits, including the maxinnim starting
draw-liar ])idl which average freight cars will ])ermit;
the maximum tractive effort consistent with the wheel
arrangement used the maximum weight on drivers the
maxinnnn horsepower per unit weight, and the maxiinuin
si)ee(l considered desirable for contemplated operation.
;

;

;

Registration, American Railway
Association, Sec. Ill, Mechanical
Eimer, Wm., S. M.
Gray, C. B., Penn.

Hellman, Chas.,

P.,

Pitts.

Penna. R.

&

&

V. Div., Marlborough.

.V.

Shaumont.

Hess. Geo. F.. S. M., K. C. Southern. Traymore.
James, Chas., M. S., Erie.
Kimmett, M. A., G. F. C. D.. C. R. R. of N. J., Arondale.
Lee, ¥. H., A. S., F. C. D. of the B. & O.
Long. B. O., So. Pac.
McMunn, W. R., A. S. R. S., N. Y. C, Shelburne.
Pratt, E. W., A. S. M. P. .C. & N. W., Marlborough.
Robbins, F. S., A. G. F.. Penn., Haddon Hall.
Shepard, L. A., Brighton.
Vaughan, H. H.. Dominion Bridge Co.. Marlborough.
Wintersteen, J., M. AL, Cornwall R. R., Arlington.

TRACK C.\PACITY for

the
rapid expedition of heavy freight trains is fast becoming a difficult problem, owing to the treinendous
increase in train tonnages to be moved as a unit.
In
other words, the problem before inany steam railroad
operators is how to increase the physical capacity of a
.\BI1,ITV

June

Special Guests
Anderson, H.

Asst. P. A., Pa.
Baker, C. N., M. M.. Tennessee, St. Charles.
Barton, Wm. R., Chief Draft., N. Y. N. H. & H., Osborne.
A.,

Borup. Mrs. O.

V..

Draftsman. B.

&

0..

Pennhurst.

McCampbell, Jas., M. M., Ft. Smith & Western, New Strath
Haven.
Clark, Edward, Gen. Mech. Fore., Cornwall, Arlington.

&

H., Asst. P. A., B.
C. Breakers.
Shop Supt.. M. K. & T., Osborne.
Cornvvell,
H. R., H. D. F., P. East Lines, Strathhaven.
DeGuire, G. N., Gen. Supr. of Equip., U. S. R. R. A., MarlClifton.

W.

Corbett. A. B..

Wm.

borough.

Dynan, T.

J.,

Secy, to Mech. Asst., East Reg. U.

S.

R. R. A.,

Breakers.

Dugdale, Geo., U. S. R. R. A., Marlborough.
Dunn.. Col. B. W., Ch. Insp. Bur. of Expl.. U.

Enwright.

J.

T., Insp.

Wgts.

&

Meas., Bur. of

S.

U.S.

R. R. A.,

R. R. A.,

Strand.
Ford. J. F., Fore. Frt. Dept., B. & O.
Grams, S. C, For. Passenger Shop. B. & O.
Grant, W. M., Boiler Shop For., Penna. E. L., Strathhaven.
Grant. J. E., Insp., A. R. A., Sterling.
Hall. C. B., Asst. P. A., Pa.
Hammond. R., M. M.. N. Y. N. H. & H.
Henry. H. B., Asst. Dir. of Pur., S. P., Traymore.
Hill,

"T.

P.,

Pennsylvania FFl 250-Ton Electric Locomotive
certain heavy tonnage division without prohibitive expense. At the same time, after such an expenditure in
correcting alignment, grade reductions and other operating difficulties, there still remains the problem of oper-

Storekeeper.

W.

J.

&

S. S.

M. M., B. & O., Normandie.
Ingersoll, Howard L., Mech. Asst. to Reg. Dir., East.
Traymore.
Hodges, A.

H.,

Kapinas, G. H., G.

F., B.

&

Dist.,

O.

Kimmett, M. A., G. F. D., C. R. R. of N. J., Avondale.
Lawson, A. B., Draughtsman, B. & C, Arlington.
Lehr. N. W., Gen. Foreman, P.
Madden, T. P., Gen. Boiler Insp., M. O. P.
G. X. Norman. Pa.
Parker.

W.

T.,

Machinist,

W.

J.

&

S.

S.

—
;
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Pinkerton, N. W.. Asst. Eng., N. Y. Cen.
Foley, G. M., Architect. A. C. L., Strand.
Exam., U. S.
Price, Towson, 3rd Asst.

Patent Office,
Kingston.
Roberts, Geo. S., Shop Insp., Penn.
Rogers, N., Asst. Sec. to Dir. Div. of Operation.
Rhul, Andre, M. E., Branch P. L. M., Chelsea.
Shank. H. T., P. A., L. & N. & L. N. & St. L., Chelsea.
Driscoll, F. E., Asst. Pur. Agt.. Erie, Traymore.
Whitsitt, W. B., Chief Draft, B.& O., Arlington.
Williams, M. A., Blackstone.
Wheeler, H. B., Fore. Mill & Cab. Shop. B. & O.
Van Moss, J. H., Sales Rep. P. Tank Line. Traymore.
Weigle, John. Ret. Foreman, Penn., Elvvood.

Important A. R. A.

Committee

THE

to

Meet Here

Committee on Grade Crossings,

Protection and
Trespassing of the American Railroad Association
will hold a meeting at the Marlborough-Blenheim
Hotel on Monday. The committee is composed of the
following railroad officers
Col. A. J. McCrea, chairman
C. L. Bardo, general manager, New York, New Haven
& Hartford J. Q. \'an Winkle, general superintendent, Central Indiana Railroad D. H. Beatty, superintendent of safety, Southern Railroad W. J. Towne, assistant
general manager, Chicago & Northwestern J. H. Dyer,
T. S.
general manager, Southern Pacific Company
Stevens, signal engineer, Atchison, Topeka &• Santa Fe
F. L. Thompson, chief engineer, Illinois Central, and
C. H. Tillett, acting signal engineer. Grand Trunk.
:

Conventionalities
James E. Tierney, master mechanic of

the Louisiana
Stamps, Ark., is here with Mrs. Tierney
and the future master mechanic of the L. & .\.., Master

& Arkansas

at

Stanley Tierney.
Air. and Mrs. Burton W. Mudge are attending the
conventions as usual. Their son, Burton, Jr., was unable
to come with them, as he is taking some important examinations in school, but he expects to come later.

B. L. Winchell, regional director of the Southern
region, was accompanied to Atlantic City by Mrs. Winchell.

to

They stayed here

New York

83 years

to visit Air.

until yesterday

and then went

Winchell's mother,

who

is

now

old.

;

;

;

;

;

;

"Look Me Up"
"I

want

to register a kick," said the tired car inspector,

buttonholing The Man Who Saw.
"I got here at 10.00 A. M. this morning. At 10.02i^
A. M. Dan Gitem, of the Fit-em-all Equipment Company,
had my pedigree and a promise to bring my wife, and
lunch with him at noon.
" "Look me up,' he says.
"Where are you at?" savs I.
" 'Booth 4076.' "
" 'All right, Dan, we'll be there with our hair in a

D. H. Kinter, General Foreman Car Department, Monongahela Railroad; Mrs. Kinter and Miss Grace Kinter

D. J. Champion, President of the Champion Rivet Co.,
here as usual.
say "as usual" because while Air.
Champion can not lay claim to the "long distance" record,
that having almost been conceded to Frank Edmunds,
he has been coming a long time.

We

is

braid.'

"Well, it's nearly one o'clock now and me and Mary
here have been trudging all over the place to find booth
4076.
went through 2,000 of them and got tired
can you take us there direct ?"
The Alan, having qualitied as a puzzle expert in the
postoffice department, felt that he had acquired a sufficient knowledge of the intricate lay out of booths on the
Pier to guide them safely to Dan Gitem's lair, and thev

We

started

off.

"Why,"

said the

Inspector, "doesn't

somebody hand

out a map so a fellow can find his way around ? It might
be a good idea to divide the whole exhibit floor into sections A, B. C, etc., and list the numbers as Al, Bl, etc.,
anybody who could read could get there then.''
"Perhaps," suggested The Man, "there may be 'method
in their madness.'
The object of the arrangements here
is to assure the spectator that he won't miss anything. For
this reason the exhibit spaces are laid out in such a manner that no matter what booth he starts out for, he is
automatically sidetracked along by-paths which contain
things he really shouldn't miss. From there, it is but a
willing step farther to the next
and although he gradually gets away from his objective, in the long run he wins.
He wins a liberal education."
"Well, well." said the Inspector. "I had a hunch that
there was a purpose behind it
let's hurry, I'm hungry."

—

—

—

Right R. J. Leslie, Draftsman, Car Department,
P. R. R.; C. Geiskino;, General Foreman P. R. R.,
and G. T. Baker, General Car Inspector, P. R. R.

Left to

W. H. Keller, president and general manager of the
Keller Pneumatic Tool Company, Grand Haven, Alich.,
arrived Thursday from New York, bringing with him
export orders for Keller tools approximating a quarter
million dollars.
Mr. Keller reports business brick with
his company.
An enlargement of the Keller factory
to nearly double its present capacity is planned for the
near future.

;
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Railway

l*'(|nipnK'n(

and

t'onipany, Xational Mak-abU" ("ast-

I'.duiii S.

UOods

\'

l'nnii)any,

I'.

J.

i'Oiey

came

sales agent of the
iictii

Villard,

Manager American Railroad

of

1919

(

is at tin-

Travnioic.

G.

21,

So far as wc are able to ascertain, tiu- only Canadian
railway olTiccr at the convention is VV. A. Ilootli, of Montreal, snccessor to James Powell as chief draftsman of
the irand Trunk and also as secretary of the ('anadian
Labor conditions have ])revented our
Ixailwav Club,
Canadian friends from coming to Atlantic City this year.

v.. (\. Jacksiin, iin-sidciU ami (general iiiaiia),'cr of the
Intonialioiial l^iniiiniu-iit Company, Mimlrcal, repiTscntin.i; in liis Icrriloiv llu" AnK-iican SU'fl iMiundrirs, Kcyokc

ins^'s t'()nii)aiiv

June

to the conventions this year as general

Railway Steel Sjjring Com|)any, hiving

appointed to that position recently, following the

Porto

Rico, San Juan, P. R.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Pratt, who have been attending
the conventions for years, arrived on Thursday, a little
Some months ago Mr. Pratt, who is
later than usual.
assistant general superintendent of motive power of the
Chicago & Northwestern, secured leave of absence for
six months and has since been enjoying himself. He took

M. N.

Groten, First
mission on

Assistant

Engineer,

Com-

Russian

Ways and Communication

death of S. T. Fulton, vice-president in charge of sales.
Mr. Foley is a sales agent who thoroughly knows the
products he is selling, as he was until his recent promotion general superintendent of the plants of the company.
He was accompanied to Atlantic City by C. K. Shreve,

leave of absence merely to get a good rest and we expect
to see him back on the job in the railway business one of
these days.

assistant secretary of the

company.

Executive Conimittee, American Railroad Association

—

Left to Right B. F. Bush, Regional Director, Southwestern Region Hale Holden, Regional Director, Central Western Region B. L. Winchell,
Regional Director, Southern Region; W. T. Tyler, Director of Division of Operation, U. S. Railroad Administration; J. E. Fairbanks, GenernI
Secretary, American Railroad Association
R. H. Aishton, Regional Director, Northwestern Region and President, American Railroad Association
C. H. Markham, Regional Director, Allegheny Region; G. L. Peck, Federal Manager, Pennsylvania Lines West: N. D. Maher, Regional Director,
Pocahontas Region; T. C. Powell, Director of Division of Capital Expenditures; A. ,T. Stone. Federal Man.nger, Erie; H. E. Byram, Federal Manager.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul J. M. Hannaford, Federal Manager, Northern Pacific E. H. Coapman, Federal Manager, Southern Railway A. T.
Hardin, Regional Director, Eastern Region; J. E. Gorman, Federal Manager, Rock Island; W. J. Jackson, Federal Manager, Chicago & Eastern
;

;

;

;

Illinois.

;

;

June

A
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how much these
family reunions. Men
and women are here to whom the convention has been a
definite part of their lives annually.
The Ashton family
represents this type in a high degree.
Mrs. Emma C.
Ashton, the wife of Henry G. Ashton, has attended these
lapse of three years defines sharply

meetings partake of the

spirit of

1651

The name

of

James M. Hopkins should be added

to

the list of "farmers" we mentioned in the daily the other
day. And, by the way, he is no longer president of the

Camel Company, Percy M. Elliott having succeeded him.
"Earmer" Jim motors occasionally from his country estate near Liberty ville. 111., to Chicago, where he' assumes
his duties of chairman of the board of the Camel ComAfter a

pany.
tions

fine

record of attendance at the conven-

Mr. Hopkins remains

at

home

this year.

How

children are trained up in the way they should
go finds an example in the Bullard Machine Tool Company. Edward C. Bullard, grandson of the founder, is
assisting demonstrators at the pier exhibit.
He is a
graduate of Sheffield School at Yale, and enlisted in the
army and was assigned to the Ordnance Department,
where he did active duty. On being released from the
government service he began the routine shop education
in the Bullard plants.
This means a three-year term of
apprenticeship, which includes work in all departments.

W.

G. Phelps, Purchasing Agent, Pennsylvania Lines

West

meetings for more than forty vears. Her son, xA. C Ashton, who has married since the last convention, brings his
wife.

plays a good game of golf.
He is a
of the Glen View Club, Chicago. When we were
in Atlantic City in 1916 he played in the M. C. B. and
M. M. golf tournament. He made a fine score, but failed

Wortham

E. S.

member

Right— George

Left to

C. R.

C.

Weight, General Car Insector. P. R. R.;

win a

.

F. S.

Kent, General Car Inspector, P. R. R.; Captain

McKinsey, Captain Engineers (ex-Master Mechanic, Washington Terminal); Captain J. M. Rank,
Staff of Director General, Military Railways; Charles E. Beyer, General Car Inspector,
P. R. R., and Frank E. Taylor, General Car Insector, P. R. R.

The reason was

that the handicap comMr. Wortham was suffering with a
case of poison ivy, made him a "scratch" man.
Mr.
Wortham, Frank L. Norton and George L. L. Davis, all
of the ScuUin Steel Company, are guests of the Marlto

mittee,

J. E. Erwin, a 20-year member of the A. R. M. M. A.,
probably has the unic|ue distinction of representing a railroad at the convention owned by an orphans' home and
so far as known, the only one in the world. Mr. Erwin
is master mechanic of the Sand Springs Railway and
hails from Sand Springs, Okla.
This railroad has a hisCharles Page went to Oklahoma about 12 years
tory.
ago a poor man. His youth had been beset with hardships and deprivation because of the necessity of providing for a mother with a large family, and he firmly
resolved that if the time ever came he would in some way
lighten the burden of widowed mothers and orphans. In
a short time he acquired undeveloped "Indiana country"
and struck it rich in oil. He built the railroad with no
prospect of immediate, paying business and then built
the business on the railroad. It is today both steam and
electrically operated and is the smallest, large railroad in
the mid-west, both from a passenger and freight earning
basis. He subsequently built the Sand Springs Home, a
widows' and orphans' colony, where widows are given an
opportunity to help themselves and where orphans are
given the advantages of a home and a good education.

prize.

knowing

that

borough-Blenheim.

This home provides for nearly 600 children and 70
widows, and includes a cannery, greenhouses, dairy, hospital, cold storage and ice plant, manual training school
and other educational institutions. The Home owns the
railroad and other business concerns established by Mr.
Page and all are dividend payers.

•
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Dimliam, assistant to tlic
Those wlio have iiu-t W.
gciuTal suiHiiiiliiukiu of im'tivc power and car (lc'|iai"t1-"..

mcnt of

till' e

liicai^o

hours and

iSj

Norlh Western,

oiilv (iiuin^^

work-

Unow

onlv his serious cliaractcristies will
not sus])eet that there is a reeos^nized humorist in the
Dunham family. His friends at the eonvention, however, will not he surprised to learn that Mr. Dunham's
son, who is a sophomore at I'ornell I'niversily, has heen
elected to the stalT of Tlic ilidow. the humorous i)eriodical jiuhlished hy the underjiraduatcs.
'n\\i

t

ol.

June

Iiihn

hiikin-on. \\idcl\

r.

known

21,

1919

as secretary of

Columhian Commission at Chicago and who
iiinetiiMi vears ago jjioneercd the introduction of the axle
light svsteni of electric car lighting which is now in universal use on all lirst-class passenger and I'ullman cars,
the Wdrld's

is

registered

at

i

laddon

Mall

with

.Mrs.

Dickinson.

(.'. II. Iloi^an, assistant superintendent of motive power
of the New York Central at Alhany, N. Y., was s'iven
hadi^e Xo. *^*^*) wiien he ret^istercd on Friday. This was
not intentional hut it is (juitc significant hecausc of the
reputation which he made as an engineer on the New
York Ontral's Empire State express on the famous
engine numhered "999."

To the old guard at the convention the Crane Company's hooth without h'rank Fenn looks almost as strange
as a performance of "Ilamlet" without the Prince of
Denmark. For many years he has Ijeen a regular attendant at the Atlantic City conventions, hut at present he is
taking a much needed rest on his farm at Chillicothe,
Illinois.

from the
of the chief
mechanical engineer, Division of Operation of the Railroad Administration, and is attending the convention as
a special guest this w'eek. ]\Iajor Jackson was formerly
assistant engineer of tests of the Santa Fe, leaving that
position in the fall of 1917 to enter the Ordnance Department of the army. Out of a total of 18 months in the
service he was with the A. E. F. in France for a year.
During his service abroad he was liaison ofificer on the
r^fajor

John R. Jackson,

since his discharge

army Ordnance Corps, has joined

the

stafif

Anglo-American Tank Commission, which was formed to
design and construct heavy battle tanks for the joint use
of the British and American armies. After five months'
service in this position he went with the Engineering
Division in the office of the chief ordnance officer, investigating the performance of tanks with the First Army

W.

P.

C. E. Slayt~n,

Master Mechanic, Union Pacific, Marysville,
Kansas, and Mrs. Slayton

He

is now living in Washington, D. C. and
the conventions after a lapse of six years.

is

attending

"Dave Pye," who has been coming to these convenfor many years, was introduced last night to a
young lady who is attending this convention for the first
tions

After being introduced she said, "I don't like
nicknames, what is your real name?" Somehow that reminds us of "Jack High." Pve and High are business
time.

Borland, Chief of the Bureau of Safety, Interstat e Commerce Commission and a Group of His Inspectors
Right— I. 1'. Kclley, W. F. Wagar, II. .M. Burtch, J. E. Jones, W. P. Borland, Joseph liromley, D. Garinan and li. M. Priest

Left to

in the

1918.

Argonne

oitensive, during the month of October,
This was one of the real fighting jobs of the Ord-

nance Department and involved the reclamation

in the
of tanks put out of service in action. At the signing of the armistice he was with the Second Army at
Toul in connection with the motorization of artillery.
Mr. Jackson says that it is some job to get back to this
country even after assignment for return has been made.
In his case it took six months.

field

cronies and occasionally find themselves resting in the
same hotel lobby. On such an occasion recently at the
Waldorf, a boy with a falsetto voice came up the hall
paging "Mr. High,"' and closely followed by another boy
equipped with a basso-profunda voice paging "Mr. Pye."
And so they went up and down the halhvays and lobby
"High, Pye, Pye, High," much to the amusement of the
guests.
Our relator doesn't tell whether either Pye or

—

High answered

the

call.

New^ Devices

Among

the Exhibits

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii!iin^

Balancer Set
arc welding set of the balancer
a novel type of arc welding equipment which com-

Welding Sets

THEGeneral

The constant energy

TYPE WD-9 WELDING Eoi'iPM EXT made by

the
includes a constant en-

Electric Company
ergy self-excited generator to be driven by belt,
electric motor, or engine.
When belt driven by engines

the speed should be 1200 r. p. m. or 1500 r. p. m.
The constant-energy self-excited generator is designed
to embody all the characteristics demanded by arc welding service.
There is no external ballast resistance or

type is
bines electrical characteristics for the arc with high efficiency and light weight.
The charactesistics have been
determined by a series of practical tests under commercial operating conditions and by oscillograph curves.
This set is built for operation on 1 10 to 125 volt directcurrent supply circuits. The two armatures are mounted
on one shaft and connected in series across the 125 volt
circuit.
One terminal of the welding circuit is taken
from the connection between the two armatures and the
other from the positive line.
By this means each of the
machines supplies part of the welding current, and consequently the size and weight of the machines are minimized.
The design of the fields and their connections
is such that the set delivers the voltage required directly
to the arc without the use of resistors.
The welding control panel for the balancer set consists of a slate base 24 inches square, which is mounted
on 24-inch pipe supports for portable work and on 64inch pipe supports for stationary work.
The equipment consists of
a meter and voltmeter
inclosed in a common case, dial switch, motor and generator field rheostats, starting equipment, and reactor.
The ammeter indicates current in the welding, circuit and
the voltmeter is so connected, that by means of a doublethrow switch, either the line of voltage or the welding
voltage can be read.
The dial switch is connected to taps in the series field
of the generator, the field being connected to oppose the
main field. This feature provides the current control by
:

Self

Exciting Welding Generator Direct-Connected to an
Alternating Current Motor

separate excitation from any external source. Neither a
separate circuit nor direct-connected exciter is used. Since
the machine provides its own excitation, the voltage characteristics are such that throughout the proper working
range of the arc the energy delivered is practically constant.
The voltage and current follow the momentary
variation in the arc conditions practically instantaneously,
and consequently the lag between change in arc conditions and resulting corrective change in electrical condiThis lag is a possible
tions is reduced to a minimum.
source of trouble in welding with self-regulating welding
equipments when the automatic feature is embodied in
the revolving apparatus or mounted on the control panel.
The generator is so wound as to give a no load or striking voltage of 60 volts which, when the arc is struck,
automatically decreases to the voltage required by the arc.
This is from 18 volts to 20 volts for the average operator and general work.
A long arc is generally considered undesirable. Skilled operators are able to hold a
very short arc with a voltage as low as 16 volts, but 20
By adjustvolts is the average rating of the generator.
ing the dial switch on the panel, the current may be*
varied from a maximum of 200 amperes to a minimum
of 75 amperes in 25 ampere steps.
The standard motor generator sets are assembled complete with the panel on a htructural steel base so the entire equipment may be picked up by a crane and handled
as a unit, or if desired can be mounted on truck.
The connections are simple, the motor leads being
brought out at one end and welding leads at the other.
Mounted on the control panel are the motor starter ami
the generator field rheostat, voltmeter, and series field
dial switch.

Belt driven generators are mounted on standard sliding
and the control panel is arranged for separate

bases,

mounting.

Balancer Type Welding Outfit

which six approximately equal steps are obtained between 50 amperes and 150 amperes.
If intermediate
current values are required, they can be obtained by
of the generator field rheostat. A small reactor is
used to steady the arc and current, both on starting and
during the period of welding.
Arc welding is always done on metal which is
grounded. Since successful operation requ'res that the
positive terminal be connected to the work the supply
circuit should be arranged so that it can be safely
grounded on the positive side.

means
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An

Easily Erected Steel Building

TiiK AiMM.UATKiN of till' f al)ric;ito(l idea to tlic erection of buildings, startliiii; striiles Iiave I)eeii made
during: the past year l)ecau.se of the necessity in iiian\
industries for stronj^ and (hnal)le fireproof Iniildins^s
which could be erected without llie inconvenience of

IN

June

c()ni]!,iralively sliort lime,

21.

1919

ht-y can lie .stiijpHid in any
length or wi(hli, it l)einf4 rehited that one installation has
been furnished which was only HO ft. short of a mile.
I

Starting Erection of Stefco Standardized Sectional
Steel Building

delays and disappointments incidental to the activities of
architects, contractors, and skilled labor.
recent development in this type of standardized steel units for
building' purposes is shown in the photographs.
In designing" this type of building the engineers had in mind
the fact that some of the early constructions along these
lines had limitations because of lack of strength.
The

A

These Buildings Are Designed For Heavy Service

The

construction described

is

known

as the Stefco struc-

manufactured by the Liberty Steel
Products Company, New York, who are exhibiting sevlypes of them at the convention.
tural steel building,

Trunnion Type Coupler
and Yoke Connection
TRUNNION TYPE of coupler and yoke connection
ANEW
which eliminates the
the functions of which
tail pin,

Erection of Sectional Steel Building Nearing Completion
is said to be strong enough to stand
any of the strains to which an industrial building can be
put, and it is further stated that these buildings are
strong enough to carry a line of shafting on the trusses
without any pillars, trusses or supports.
Practically any combination of window lighting effects

design illustrated

can be obtained so that they can be adapted to a varied

are performed by trunnions cast integrally with the
coupler, is exhibited by The McConway & Torley ComThe trunnions are of generous
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa.
])roporticns and provide, in addition to great strength,
The yoke
;.n extra large bearing surface for pulling.
contains a single bearing block which, while .readily
moved, is normally held securely in place. This feature,
in combination with the design of the coupler shank, provides for the application or for the removal of the coupler
from the car independently of the yoke.
This trunnion type of connection is also shown in
modified form, the coupler and yoke being cast separately
hut interlocking, in a manner requiring no tail pin, blocks
or other details to form the connection, the device consisting simply of a coupler and a yoke.

Collapsible Stake Pockets

T

HE Dam.\scus Br.\ke Beam Co.mpany, Cleveland,
Ohio, is showing for the first time a novel form

of collapsible stake pocket for application to the
of gondola cars.
It consists of three links of
wrought iron chain of the proper dimensions to hold
standard sized stakes. When the stake is removed, the
chain hangs slack and will not become damaged or distorted, as is often the case with rigid stake pockets on
gondola cars. Another new type of stake pocket exhibited by this company is designed for application to
flat cars.
It has corrugations which prevent vibration
and shocks from loosening the wooden stake, thereby
preventing the stake from working out and insuring
against loss or damage to the lading.
inside

Building Completed

purposes for manufacturing or for storage. It
claimed that these buildings are so simple to erect that
common labor without any supervision, except that of a
man who can read simple directions can erect them in a

line of
is

'
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All this applies without qualification to the technical men
of railroads. The important developments in their field
do not all take olace in the railroads. Manv of the most
important of them occur in the laboratories, the manufacturing plants and the offices of railway supply concerns.
From them proceed a very large part of all the
improvements in railway equipment and devices. No
railway man can visit the laboratories and factories of
all the equipment and supply concerns.
On the other
hand, every railway man, by participating in the annual
meetings of the Mechanical Section, and carefully inspecting the exhibits made in connection with them, can
do a great deal toward keeping abreast of all the important developments in his field, both those which originate
on the railroads and those which originate with the
equipment and supply companies. It would be an excellent thing if Mr. Tyler's suggestion that the sprine meeting of the American Railroad Association be held at a
time and place when and where the operatin«^ executives
of the railroads could visit the exhibit should be adopted.
The operating executives need "post-graduate courses"
as well as the mechanical officers.
-
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THE "ATIW^Y

To

preside over a large convention meeting is not an easy
At
task even under the most favorable circumstances.
the sessions held last week, the diffiAn Executive
cnltv was increased by the poor
in the
acoustic properties of the auditorium,
and the retiring chairman is to be
Chair
rongrat'ilated on the way in which he
handled the situation.
Chairman Chambers demonstrated that he possesses in a marked degree the qualities that go to make up a good presiding officer.
He
showed his familiarity with parliamentary law and, regardless of the complexity of the situation resulting from
motions, amendments and protracted discussion, never
became confused. He was impartial in his attitude and
encouraged full and free discussion, but held the meetings in hand at all times and was decisive, though never
arbitrary, when decisions were requiredAmong the
factors that contributed to the success of the meetings,
Mr. Chambers' work as presiding officer deserves recognition.

"Post Graduate Courses" for Officers
Tn HIS ADDRESS

before the Mechanical Section yesterday,
T. Tyler referred to the annual convention and
exhibit as a "post-graduate course in railroading" for
those attending. This is a very good description of the
purpose which the convention and exhibit serve. The
time never comes when any professional man can safely
consider his education in his special line finished.
The
moment he begins to consider it finished and to act accordingly, he begins to retrograde, for in every line of
professional activity new discoveries and developments
constantly are occurring, and no man can keep u]) with
them who does not inake unflagging efiForts to do so.

W.

Innovation in Locomotive Design

A BOUT TWO AND
^^ Railroad built

A HALF YEARS ago the Pennsylvania

a Decapod locomotive, in the design
the principle of the short maximum cut-oflf was

of which
The design
first incorporated in a simple locomotive.
was a development from the class Lis Mikado tyoe.
which was exhibited at the 1914 conventions, the boiler
being essentially the same so far as proportions and
capacity are concerned, with the notabV exception tl^'at
the working pressure was raised from 205 lb. to 250 lb.
By increasing the size of the cylinders and inrrepsine
the steam lap of the valve, the maximum possible cut-ofif
was reduced from about 85 per cent to 50 per cent,
thereby materially reducing the steam consumption of
Advantage
the engine when working at slow speeds.
of the decreased steam consumption was taken to increase the tractive eflfort, wh'ch was increased about 40
per cent over that of the Mikado. The .simple Mallet
locomotive is the next step in the application of this
principle.

A comparison of the characteristics of the compound
with the simple locomotive show a decided advantage in
the speed to which the maximum tractive efiFort may be
maintained before the capacity of the boiler is exceeded.
This is, obviously, due to the expansive working of the
steam. The simple engine with short maximum cut-ofif
possesses essentially the same characteristics in this respect as the compound locomotive, and it is this fact
which gives promise of providing sufficient boiler capacity to take care of two sets of simple cylinders.
The
compound engine differs, however, from the short cutofif simple engine in that the full expansion takes place
in a single cylinder with the disadvantage of smaller
temperature dififerences in the cylinder walls. But with
superheated steam this advantage is largely discounted.
This design, however, involves another feature which
is decidedly to the disadvantage of the simple engine.
This is the stresses to which the running gear is subjected.
With a cut-oflf between 85 and 90 per cent of
the full stroke the maximum pressure at any point in
the stroke is comparative uniform and is very little
higher than the mean efifective pressure, on which the
tractive eflfort depends.
With the short cut-oflf, however, the maximum pressure is much higher.
On a
rough estimate, the maximum pressure with the long
cut-ofif is about 17 per cent higher than the mean
efifective pressure, while with 50 per cent cut-oflf it ^vill
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be expected.
The driviiiL^ l)()s, with its erown type of
l)earinfr. is not well adai>ted to take heavy thrusts, a
fact which already has resulted in increased maintenance of main boxes on lartje power.
The added
thrusts which must be, resisted w^ith tlie 50 per cent
cut-off will increase the difficulties of keepinji^ these
boxes in tjood condition. Tlierc is no inherent ol)jection to tlic siiort ciit-olT from the strength standpoint,
but to provide ample strens,'-th the weic^ht of frames,
rods and pins must be increased.
There is notliinq; on which to base a i)rcdiction as to
the ultimate success of the idea; it must rest upon a
careful wei.nhins- of the advantage as demonstrated in
service with the above-mentioned disadvantages.
Applied to the Mallet locomotive, however, as a substitute
for compounding^, it docs not possess the advantag^es
which niiglit be expected when compared with the usual
type of simple locomotive.

The Tank Car

Situation

CoL. P>. W. DuNN during Friday's
session on the seriousness of the danger and economic
loss in connection with the transportation of gasoline in
tank cars, placed before the Mechanical Section a matter
which should receive the very serious thought of the
members. The bottom discharge valve is the greatest
source of trouble and is most in need of attention. The
solution of this safety value and dome cap questions offer
less difficulty.
The inadequacy and unsatisfactory nature
of the type of valve generally used at present was clearlv
indicated in the report of the Tank Car Committee and in
the individual discussion of the bottom outlet valve by
Chairman Gibbs.
The principal point of difference
between the committee and Colonel Dunn seems to be in
their respective attitudes toward the proper methods of
improving the situation. Mr. Gibbs' remarks, tacitly at
least, recognize the bottom outlet valve as a necessary
adjunct of these cars, but strongly recommends its improvement. Colonel Dunn points out that, since 20 years
have elapsed without the development of a satisfactory
device, it is unreasonable to expect any better results
from future attempts at improvement.
For cars handling volatile liquids exclusively there
seems to be no eood reason why the bottom outlet should
not be eliminated, as these liquids can very readily and
satisfactorily be unloaded through the dome by several
methods and the equipment required for top unloading
is not of such a nature that its installation can be considered burdensome when the advantages of the elimination of the bottom valve in decreased danger and loss of
lading is considered. There may be some difficulty in top
unloading of some of the viscous products commonly
handled in tank cars, which would make the elimination
of the bottom valve burdensome to those having to do
with such products. The matter, however, is one which
must be determined on the broad grounds of country
wide economy and safety and it will probably be impossible to arrive at a final solution which adequately considers the matter of safetv and freedom from loss of
volatile products, that will be entirely satisfactory to
shippers of other products. It would be better to provide
special equipment to meet the requirements of such cases
than to perpetuate present conditions as thev effect the
vastlv greater volume of traffic in highly inflammable
volatile products.
Such a solution of the problem is not
impracticable when it is considered that the greater part
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of the tank car e(|uipnu'nt of the country is jjrivatcly
owned an<l I)uih for use in one class of traffic and that
the volume of traffic in products which cannot readily l)c

handled

in a car designed for volatile products are
l)aralively of very small voIimuc.

Training for Car Department
In

Till-:

fouKSK

com-

Men

addre.ss at Saturday's meeting,
* V. \V. Hrazier gave some interesting data concerning
the relative expenditures for labor and material in the
car department. He quoted statistics whicli shf)wefl that
iiis

oi-

wages formed approximately 60 per cent of the total
expenditure for the maintenance of cars. This fact is
of peculiar significance, coming, as it does, at the end
of a four days' session devoted to discussions of the problems of the car department.
During these meetings
committee reports were presented dealing with questions
involving various phases of operation, design, the technical aspect of equipment maintenance and the efficiency
of materials and devices. During the entire session not a
sincle report was presented which dealt in any wav
with labor matters in other words, the attention of the
committee has been devoted entirely to methods of saving a part of the 40 per cent spent for material, while
the 60 per cent spent for labor has been ignored.
The natural inference that would be drawn from this
;

that labor conditions are entirely satisfactorv and
no opportimitv for improvement. Such an idea
would be promptly dispelled by reading the discussion
of the report of the Committee on Car Construction. Tn
the course of this discussion there were repeated referfact

is

there

is

ences to the inability to secure good workmanship from
the present day car repairers and the butt splice for car
sills was adopted in preference to the ship lap splice,
partly at least because the butt splice is easier to make.
Is it not time for the members of the mechanical associations to abandon their attitude of indifference toward
the problems connected with the efficiencv of labor? The
bv-laws of the Master Car Rui'ders' Association prohibited the discussion of rates of waees or hours of
labor. Even granting that the consideration of these particular questions bv the Mechanical Section mieht be unwise, it is. nevertheless, a fact that the training of men
to increase their efficiency is a subject which demands attention and to which no valid objection could be offered.
The need for svstematic training is proved when the
master car builders agree that formerlv the car department employees -were comnetent mechanics, but now
it is necessary to "put something easy in the rules so that
the mechanics can work it out."
It is doubtful whether there is a road in this country
that has a svstem of training car men that is satisfactory
under present conditions. A consistent aualitv of developing the personnel of the car department is needed
to reduce the labor tvirnover. to train skilled mechanics
and to provide capable executives in the future. At the
present time some roads are preparing comprehensive
instructions for the euidance of car repairers.
Such a
pob'cv. in coniunction with an apprentice course, should
brin<T about a marked betterment in labor conditions.
The results of the methods developed to improve the
labor situation mipht well be consider^^d in a tonical discussion at next vear's convention. Ther^^ is sorne nuestion whether the Mechanical Section will confine itself
to technical problems or whether it will broaden its activities to emhrnce all matters concernino- the mechanical
department. The decision which the officers and memliers come to will be watched with interest.
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Program For Today
9.30 A. M. TO 1.30 p. M.

Address of Vice-Chairman
9.30 A. M. to 10.30 A. M.
Action of Minutes of 1918 Annual
Meeting (M. M.)
10.30 A. M. to 10.35 A. M.
Reports of Secretary and Treasurer
(M. M.)
10.35 A. M. to 10.50 A. M.
Discussion of Reports on: Standards
Recommended Practice (M. M.).. 10.50 A. M. to 11.20 A. -M.
Mechanical Stokers
11.20 A. M. to 11.50 A. M.
Individual Paper on ".Standardization," by Mr. Frank McManamy...
11.50 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.
Questions Proposed by Members
12.30 P. M. to 1.30 P.M.
Band Concert. Entrance Hall, Million
10.30 A.
Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.
Orchestral Concert and Impromptu Danc3.30 P. M.
ing.
Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier. Fry Philharmonic Orchestra. Tea will be served at 4.30 P. M., in
Entrance Hall.
Major E. D. Campbell, Railway and Sea9.00 P.
coast Section, Artillery Division, Ordnance Department,
United States Navy, will make an address in the Hippodrome on "Railway Artillery." There will be an Informal
Dance in the Ball Room, Million Dollar Pier.
Royal

improvement over a number which were built during
the war, and were used in action in France.
The
mounts were constructed by the Baldwin Locomotive
Works and the guns by the Midvale Steel and Ordnance
Company.

Lost and Found
LOST — Lady's badge No. 5105. If

found, please
return to the Railway Age booth.
LOST Plain gold lingerie pin, between Hotel Traymore and Dixon booth on pier. Finder will kindly return to F. W. Cohen, Metal and Thermit Corporation.

—

LOST — Gold

M.—

mesh purse by Miss Louise Guldman.

If found, please return to

Royal Palace.
No. 2591. If found, please return

LOST— Badge

—

M.—
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—
LOST — Two return
Baltimore by A.
Jenkins, Ambassador Hotel, Room 926.
LOST — Railroad badge No. 238. Please return
H. Milton, of the Chicago, Rock Island &
FOUND— Five-point
and
enameled
tickets

LOST—

WT.

Apply

—

LOST—

Mechanical, American Railof Section III
road Association, at 4.00 P. M. on Monday, at the
Marlborough-Blenheim. Members of the retiring Executive Committee are also invited to attend.

The Lecture Tonight

Golf

is

tO be

Don't Fail to See the Big Guns
EXHIBIT of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
which is located on Georgia Avenue, three blocks
below the pier, is of unusual interest. Through
the courtesy of the United States Navy, two gun
mounts are exhibited one a railway mount carrying
a 14-inch gun and the other a caterpillar mount carrying
a 7-inch gun.
The big gun is manipulated at 11.00
A. M. and 3 P. AI. The 14-inch mount represents an

—

ANNUAL TOURNAMENT AND DINNER

THEMcBarmma

of the
Golf Club were held at the Seaview
Club on Saturday. N. M. Garland won the chainpionship medal with low gross of 84. He also won the
Sargent Luck cup with a selected score of 77. C. F.
Street won the club handicap cup with a net score of
82.
Other winners in the tournament were
Class A, first, A. H. Sisson second, C. L. Bardo and
H. A. Giilis tied.
Class B, first, F. H. Clark, George Bishop and C. F.
;

delivered in the
at 8-30 tonight by
Major E. D. Campbell, Railway and Seacoast Section, Artillery Division, Ordnance Department, United
States Army, should provide interesting entertainment
from the popular as well as the engineering standpoint.
Major Campbell was with the Ordnance Department
throughout the war, following the development and progress of railway artillery from the very beginning, and is
therefore specially well fitted to speak on this subject.
The lecture will be accompanied by descriptive moving
pictures and lantern slides.

THE

If found, please call at the

Railway Age booth.

Tournament and Dinner

new General Com-

ARTILLERY, which
THE LECTURE ON R_AILWAY
Hippodrome

blue stone pin, set in filagree silver.

Conway.
Badge No. 2747.

McBarmma
the

to en-

to Secretary

Meeting of General Committee
WILL BE a meeting of

pin.

circle

Conway, Million Dollar Pier.
M. A. badge No. 3165- Return

FOUND — Lady's

Tyler, director of oper.a.tion of the Railroad Administration, will deliver another
* brief address before the Convention on Monday morning.

to

to Secretary

R. S.
rollment booth.

W. T. Tyler to Speak Monday

F.

Pacific.

J.

Apply

THERE
mittee

to

star

Scotch Highlanders' Band.

to

Raihvay Age boothLOST A diamond and platinum bar pin on Saturday
evening by Miss Raster, at the enrollment booth.

Street tied, and

W.

Mr. Street won

in the play-off

second,

;

O. Wood.

Class C,

Carroll second, D. R. MacBain.
H. C. Manchester; second, Alfred

first, J. T.
first,

Guest prizes,

;

Calkins.

The following officers were elected President, C. L.
Bardo; vice president, E. W. Van Houten; secretarytreasurer, C. F. Street directors, B. F. Flory and W. L.
:

;

Conwell.
The following

new members were elected J. H.
Young, E. H. Walker, H. C. Manchester and Samuel
O. Dimn.
:

Election of Mechanical Section Officers

THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS

for the American Railroad
Association, Section III, Mechanical, was held on

Saturday morning.

W.

J. Tollerton, general mechanical superintendent,
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, was elected chairman,
and James Coleman, superintendent car department,
Grand Trunk Railway, vice-chairman. These officers will
serve for the next two years.

:
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For members of llic
piring June, 1921: C. b'.
r. 11.

:

Lioodnow, Chicago

Commiltc-c, term ex& Nashville;
iNorlliweslerii J. T. VVallis,

lii'iioral

(iiles,

&

J.ouisville

;

IVimsyivaiiia Lines; VV. 11. \\ iiiterrowd, Canadian I'aeitie; term e.xpiring June, 1920: C. li. l'"nller, Union Pacific John K. CionUl, Chesapeake & Ohio John S. l.entz,
1-ehigli Valley Sanniel Lynn, Liltshurgh & Lake ICrie, A.
I'rendergast, Te.xas & I'acilic, St. Louis, SouthwestI'.
ern, International & Great Northern; J. VV. Small, mechanical assistant to the regional director, Atlanta, Ga.;
11. R. Warnock, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
For members of the Committee on Nominations: F. \V.
Brazier, New York Central Lines; H. T. Bentley, Chicago & Northwestern; J. T. Willis, Pennsylvania Lines;
D. R. MacHain, New York Central Lines, and J. J. Hennessey, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
;

;

;

Industrial Car Manufacturers' Institute

THEhadIndustrial

Car AL\nufactiirers' Institute

regular monthly meeting on last Friday at
The Institute is a new
tile Marlborough-Blenheim.
organization of manufacturers of the lighter type cars
used for industrial purposes. While the organization is
a comparatively new one, it is quite progressive. At the
its

present time there are 22 manufacturers in its memberThe objects of the Institute are to bring about
ship.
co-operation of business methods and the standardization
of equipment; special attention is also being given to
welfare work and to the improvement of labor conditions.

Colonel James Milliken of the Corps of Engineers,
elected president of the Institute and assumed charge
on May 1. It will be recalled that Colonel Milliken, who
has been a member of both the M. C. B. and the M. M.
Associations for a number of years, was, prior to the
taking up of war duties at Washington, superintendent
of motive power of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Wilmington, Del. Soon after the outbreak of the war he
was called to Washington as mechanical aide to the director general of military railways, where he had charge
of the design, purchase and production of the mechanical
appliances for use by the American Expeditionary Forces.
In the summer of 1918 he was commissioned a Colonel
of Engineers and placed in direct charge of the design,
purchase and production of all railway equiprnent, apThis position he occupied until
pliances and supplies.
he received his discharge the latter part of April, 1919.

was

Frank

McManamy Honored

June
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PfaliKr; J. J. Tatuin, general supervisor car repairs,
and the Misses Lucille and Veronica Ermatinger, nieces
of Mrs. Tyler, as well as the following supervisors and
assistant sui)ervis()rs of e(juipment, several of whom
were accompanied by their wives: J. (i. Adair, Harvey
Boltwood, J. Frank lirady, Mr. and Mrs. R. Cami)bell,
Mr. and Mrs. J. 11. Cooper, G. E. Dougherty, Mr. and
Mrs. George Dugdale, CJeorgc I'>matinger, Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram K. Green, Mr. and Mrs. John Kane, Mr.
and Mrs. William Martin, G. B. Moir, Mr. and Mrs. C.
R. Woods and Mr. and Mrs. C. Woodworth and
daughter.

R. S.

M. A. Annual Meeting

A

LARGER NUMBER of members than usual attended
the annual meeting of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association in the Hippodrome on the
Million Dollar Pier Saturday morning at 11 o'clock. All
attendance records are nowadays being broken and it
was therefore not surprising that the gathering Saturday
morning was a large one.
President E. H. Walker occupied the chair. Although
he reported verbally for the Executive Committee his
statement of the activities of the association since the
last convention in 1916 was very complete, and was listened to with interest and approval. The present convention and exhibit was, he said, by far the best and largest
ever held. Keen interest was aroused when he told of
the visit of seventeen of a total of twenty members of
the Executive Committee of the American Railroad
Association to the meeting of Section III, Mechanical
A. R. A., on the pier Friday and of the interest of these
men in the splendfd exhibit of railway appliances. Mr.
Walker did not use the word, but he plainly conveyed
the idea of a great "awakening" among the railroad executives of the entire country in connection with the
Atlantic City activities this year.
In the way of routine business the association passed
a resolution increasing the amount to be retained in the
association treasury from $5,000 to $10,000. It was also
resolved that hereafter the fifth association district be
composed of the State of Illinois alone and that the other
States heretofore included in the fifth district be added to
the seventh district.
District elections for the Executive Committee were
reported as follows
Third W. H. S. Bateman, Champion Rivet Company, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mr. Bateman also represents
the Parkersburg Iron Company), and John M. Gillespie,
Lockhart Iron and Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

—

—Charles D. Jenks, Damascus Brake Beam
Wright, National Malleable Castings
Fifth — L.
Company, Chicago.
George L. Morton, Galena-Signal Oil
Sixth—
Fourth

Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

As A TRIBUTE

to

Frank McManamy,

assistant director,

Division of Operation, his associates gave him a
'
banquet in the Forest Room of the MarlboroughBlenheim on Saturday night. He was presented with
one of only fifty-six Webb C. Ball watches, which passed
the test of the United States Government Bureau of
Standards. Inscribed in the back of the case are these

"Presented to Frank McManamy, assistant
director. Division of Operation, U. S. R. R. A., by his
associates, in memory of his services rendered in connection with the winning of the world war. June 21,

words:

1919."

The guests included Mr. and Mrs. Frank McManamy,
T. Tyler, director of operation, and Mrs._ Tyler;
George N. DeGuire, general supervisor of equipment;
Fred P. Pfahler, chief mechanical engineer, and Mrs.

W.

S.

Col.

Company, Atlanta, Ga.
The duties of the new members of the executive committee become effective September 1, 1919.
The election of officers for the coming year resulted
as follows
President,

George R. Carr, vice-president of the Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago.
Vice-President, J. F. Schurch, vice-president T. H.

Symington Company, Chicago.
Mr. Carr, the newly-elected president, was compelled
to leave on an important business trip to San Francisco
just after the meeting.

:

W.

T. Tyler Addresses Mechanical Convention

Director of Operation of Railroad Adminstration Praises Sessions and

Exhibit as "Post Graduate Railroad Course"

WT.

TvLER, Director of Operation of the United
States Railroad Administration, attended the
* session of the Mechanical Convention on the
Pier, Saturday morning and delivered a brief, but interesting address. In the course of his remarks he referred
to the achievements of the railroads in helping win the
war praised the work done by the mechanical officers
and paid high tribute to the educational value of the exhibit on the Pier.
He declared he would use his influence to get the American Railroad Association to hold
its spring meeting in Atlantic City next year to enable
the operating executives attending it to see the exhibit.
Mr. Tyler was introduced by C. E. Chambers, Chairman of the Mechanical section. He said in part
I am here this morning as director of the Division of
Operation of the Railroad Administration. The other
day I called as a member of the Executive Committee of
the Railway Association.
I am not here with a speech
or an address.
I presume a great many were too busy to keep up with
all of the war activities of the railroads, and it may be
of interest to you to know how many times the railroads
actually won the war.
That was, at times, a daily occurrence, and other times it did not occur more than two
or three times a week but whenever any fellow had anything he wanted done by the railroads, the outcome of the
war depended on the railroads being able to do that one
thing.
Seriously, I am of the opinion that the railroads
of this country did as much to win the war as any other
agency.
The war produced three or four millions of
soldiers in this country in an incredibly short time. That
same thing applies to railroad soldiers. It was necessary for almost every man in the service, especially the
officers, to entirely change his methods and readjust himself to an entirely new situation.
There were many misgivings about the mechanical
preparedness of the railroads to meet the demands of the
war.
Unfortunately, the railroads did come into the
thing in bad condition, because they were laboring under
the disadvantage of inadequate rates for several years,
and matters had reached a point where many of the
railroads were practically bankrupt.
There was unpreparedness in the number and condition of locomotives
and cars. There had been the most remarkable increase
of business during the year 1916 and the first half of
1917, and locomotives and cars were run to their utmost.
There was not the time, the labor, nor the facilities, and
there was not the money with which to repair them.
Many predicted that it would not be possible for the
railroads to meet the burden that would be thrown upon
them.
But the situation did straighten itself out, and
the only wav in which it could have happened was through
the soldierly qualities of the members of the mechanical
organizations.
They simply got together and met that
;

;

situation.

War

Achievements

of the Railroads

C. R. Gray, in an address at St. Louis recently, touched
briefly on one of the special features of our work that

stands out in my mind. On February 8, 1918. three Cabinet officers, supported by Mr. Hoover. Dr. Garfield and
Mr. Hurley, walked into Mr. Gray's office and laid on his
desk a cablegram to the President of the United States,
signed by the Premiers of England, France and Italy,
serving notice upon him that unless the United States im-

mediately brought its food program for the Allied
armies up to par and kept it there, the Allied armies
would have to discontinue fighting and withdraw from
the

field.

was a notice, putting upon this country the whole
burden, the whole responsibility for winning the war, and
characteristic of the great American game called "passing the buck," it was brought over to the Railroad Administration with a brief speech from each of the gentlemen present, each one assuring Mr. Gray that his department of the government was ready to meet the situation and it was up to the Railroad Administration to
bring the foodstuffs down to tidewater and they would
take it across.
Drastic measures were taken immediately to meet the
situation.
Mr. Hoover said "it is out there" he said it
covered the country but he could not say just where
it was.
Dr. Garfield assured us that the coal was already
mined, and the miners were waiting to put it into the
cars if we furnished the cars.
Mr. Hurley assured us that the ships were all on the
ocean, and that they would be in port whenever we had
food there.
An order was issued taking equipment away from the
Eastern section of the country, regardless of the freight
offering for movement. Cars were taken out of the industries empty, when the shippers had the freight piled
up on their platforms ready to put into the cars. In
about two weeks Mr. Gray was able to send a letter to
the French High Commission, and to Sir Cunnifs Guthrie,
the British representative in charge of the purchases for
the Allies, and to each of the gentlemen who had visited
him that morning, that the principal ports of commerce
were at that time practically blocked with food supplies
in cars waiting for ships, and while he would very much
regret to do so, unless relief were offered at once, he
would find it necessary to issue an embargo. From that
moment on the shoe was on the other foot all the time.
The movement of food supplies into the ports had to be
regulated to meet the arrival of ships which could transport the food overseas.
Right along, almost every few days, we had some delegation come to see us who stated that their industry
would perish if not supplied with cars. I recall that a
great many cars had to be taken out of the Southeast,
where the big bulk of fertilizer is manufactured.
had a call in a few days from members of the Association
of Manufacturers of Fertilizer, with a representative
from the Department of Agriculture. They assured Mr.
Gray unless cars were furnished immediately, and in
preference, for the movement of fertilizers, that there
would be no crops in this country in the Fall of 1918,
that a great majority of the farmers of the country deIt

—

—

We

pended upon fertilizer for their crops, and that at that
time they were so far behind in its movement that it
would be almost impossible to catch up and meet the
situation, but that if we would turn over to the fertilizer industry the exclusive use of the cars and railroad

facilities for the

period of about thirty days, they

might possibly save the situation.
Then came Mr. Hoover again

to say that about 90
per cent of the total corn crop of the United States for
the previous season was still unmoved
it was largely
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^otlin onl of till- way, it would he a total loss, and we
would starve to de.ith, heiimse all of our wiual had to
That situation did, in fact,
j;o to the armies al)roa(l.
that time tlie overseas food
exist, hut it was met.
I'.y
situation had heeii met, and we were ahle then to turn
tlie ears into tlie movement of corn.
In alioul si\ weeUs there was more loni moved to jjriniarv marUels. dried and nu)ved out lo its ultimate destination than had ever tieen moved in ^i\ monliis in the
do not know iiow it was aeeomI'nired States hefore.
plisiied
it
was acc()mi)hNhi d liv ilu- humi on the joh,
that's ail; tliev were told w h,il was necessary lo he done,
soft

itiiii,

tlic

iiioiitli

I

and did

it.

{•"ollowins;

that

came

the

men who

huilt

silos.

They

explained tlial for ahout two years they had not hcen ahle
to carry on the work of buildinij and distrihutini^ silos
throui^hout the country, and that there had been a tremendous loss the year hefore in foodstuffs as the result
of not havint;- silos to take care of the corn crop, which
was destroyed in the field, and there was greater danger
last year than ever before of that happening again, and
unless thev could be fin-nisbed with cars we would all
starve to death.
Then came the tin can manufacturers. They said even
if we were at that time to give them absolute preference
to the use of the railroad facilities of this country, in the
movement of tin to their plants, and the movement of the
manufactured product out to the distributing centers,
they would not be able to meet the situation. They said
they were so many hundreds of millions of cans behind,
it was impossible to meet the situation, and a great deal
of food would go to waste because of their not having
cans in wdiich to preserve it, and we would starve to
That thing followed right along. Every fellow
death.
came in with his particular product and proved to us,
unless he was given preference, the whole thing would go
to smash.

out on the job, met that situation, and
you saved the country every time you did it.
Each and every situation that I have mentioned, and
many more which the railroads had to meet, they did
meet. In doing so, I feel that we produced as good soldiers in the railroad operation as were produced in the
Army. Speaking once again for the mechanical organization, as I saw it from \\'ashington, while the Army produced wonderful soldiers, and the Navy produced wonderful sailors, our organization was absolutely amphibious
we worked above or below water, and it did not make
any difference.

Now, you men

as

I

say,

—

Praise for the Convention and Exhibit
just a word about the Convention, and our experience here this time. I do not know of any department of the service that has labored under greater disadvantages than the mechanical men. The building of a
roundhouse comes only after you have supplied the wants
of all of the other departments on a railroad- You are
expected to get along out-of-doors you are expected to
get along in any kind of weather, and if you do not do

Now,

;

you are simply inefficient, that's all. This is my first
experience at one of these mechanical exhibits, and I
want to say here and now, and say it for publication, that
I regard the mechanical exhibit here as a post-graduate
course for mechanical officers that is not available in any
The doctor, for instance, takes his postother way.
graduate course every year or two, in order to keep up
with the times. You gentlemen have great need for the

it,
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.same post-graduate course, frequently, and nowhere else
is it available as it is right here on this I'icr, and I am
going to use my ])ersonal effort as a member of tin
Executive Connnittee of the American Railroad Asso
ciation, to bring the spring meeting of that Association

while you are in session. (Ap
be just as hel|)ful to the Executive officers of the railroads of this country, as it will
be to you, and it will give them an entirely new conce])tion of what you accomplish here, and of the oppfjrtum
ties that are put into your hands for, as I say, gettini;
]X)st-graduate course in mechanics.
think it will be helpful to you, in that it will enable
you to demonstrate to the executives and the chief operating officials of the road what you can do if you are
given up-to-date machinery and up-to-date tools; in fact,
as you all know, there is a great difference between goingon with what you have been able to utilize in order to
keep your machinery in operation, and in going on with
what is u]i to date and what really meets your need in
handling the heavier power, and heavier cars, and heavier
traffic which moves over the road.
think a great deal of good will come from the visit
of the Regional Directors and members of the Executive
Committee of the American Railroad Association to this
convention and the exhibit.
If I had realized the iml)ortance of it a little earlier, I would have endeavored to
liave had the spring meeting at this time to cover two
or three days, so as to have had them all here for several
days but some of them had important engagements and
they hurried away after finishing the work in one day.
Two or three of the gentlemen have remained over, and
every one has voiced himself as anxious to come back,
and as having an entirely new conception of the.se meetings and of this railway supply exhibit.
Now, I want to say in that connection, that as the
result of the variety of interests of the different railroads
and of business competition, it has been difficult in the
])ast for you gentlemen to get over some of the things
that you have recommended, to secure approval of many
of the standards that you have recommended, and that
you have seen the need of. The life of the United States
Railroad Administration, we are told, is limited now to
the close of this year, and I want to ask, therefore,
that while the opportunity is ripe, you bring as many of
these things to the attention of the Railroad Administration as you can, through Mr. McManamy, and let us
work them out at this time, and get them into effect,
and perhaps they will last after the roads go back to the
individual owners.
I pledge you my own personal assistance in this matter, and I want you to think seriously
of taking advantage of the opportunity that we have.
can perhaps accomplish some things now that you
gentlemen have had in your minds for a long time, but
could not get all of the interests together on.
Now,
while we have that opportunity, let us go along with it.
I will help vnu.

here to .\llantic
think

|)lause.)

1

t"ity
it

will

;i

I

1

;

We

Plans for 1920 Air Brake Convention
Air Brake Association
THEAppliance
Association

and the Air Brake
held a joint meeting in the
Marlborough-Blenheim on Friday, F. J. Barry
presiding. Plans were formulated for the exhibits in
connection with the next convention, which has been
':et for May 5, 6 and 7, 1920.
Chicago was chosen as
the place of meeting. Twenty-two new applications for
membership in the Appliance Association were acted
on and arrangements were made for the assignment of
exhibit space.

Chicago Sr Alton Engine Terminal

Bloomingto

at

American Railroad Association, Section

III,

Mechanical

Proceedings for Saturday Morning, Including the Tank Car Report

which was Presented Friday.

THE Saturday

morning session of the American Railroad
Association, Section III, Mechanical, was called to order at
9.40, Chairman Chambers presiding.
The session on Saturday was an innovation, as compared to previous conventions.

was a large attendance and the arrangement proved
The report of the Committee on Tank Cars, which
was presented on Friday, was not published in Saturday morning's DaJlv and follows herewith
but there

satisfactory.

:

Report of the Committee on Tank Cars

WITH

THE WAR CAME the necessity for the transportation
of various products, among them toxic liquids for filling
shells, not previously handled in tank cars.
The Class
III car was adapted to this service by the modification of certain
details, such as omitting all openings in the shell, making the
dome capacity about one per cent, special arrangement for
closing the dome opening, etc.
Another demand was for tank
cars for carrying compressed liquefied gases, notably chlorine.
The specification for Class V car, with welded tanks, adopted by
the association in 1917, with some modifications of details, met
the situation very well.
Some difficulties were experienced in welding anchorages to the
tanks.
This was remedied by avoiding the use of anchorages
having great length of welded contact with the shell.
The seams of these tanks were hammer welded throughout,
using water gas as the heating medium. With steel of a proper
quality there seems to be no difficulty in securing throughly sound
welds and containers which are bottle tight. The American Society for Testing Materials has prepared a specification for
"Plates for Forge Welding," which meets the views of those engaged in producing welded containers. If this specification is
adopted by the A. S. T. M. this year, the committee recommends
it be substituted for the specification of the A. S. T. M. for
Boiler Plate Steel, Fire Box Quality, now prescribed by the Tank
cars. To insure getting
Car Specifications for tanks of Class
satisfactory material under this latter specification it has been
necessary for the users to make certain restrictions within its

that

V

limits.

Suspensions of Requirements.

—As

stated in the committee's

report last year, the necessity of keeping in service every car
capable of safely handling liquid products made it advisable to
suspend until July 1, 1919, the requirements of flange quality
steel for Class III tanks, and until January 1, 1920, the hydraulic

V

cars.
retests of tanks of Classes I, II, III, IV and
As the
conditions which led to these suspensions have passed, your committiee has recommended to the Executive Committee that no

further extensions of these requirements be granted and that
inform all interested accordingly.
The Notes of Section 2 (a), Material, Class III Specification,
and Section 23, Tests of Tanks, Classes I, II, III, IV and
Specifications, covering these suspensions should be omitted.
The notes to Section 2 (a). Material, Class III Specification,
portant matters, the committee has been able to make but little
progress during the past year with the experimental work in connection with the safety valve. For use in connection with these
tests better springs than are ordinarily used in these valves have
been purchased but even these do not entirely comply with the
circulars be issued to

V

specifications.

very evident that for certain products it will be necessary
which corrosion is guarded against
by the use of non-corrosive material in both the housing seat and
the bearing face of the valve proper.
The committee has made some experiments in electrically
welding the non-corrosive metal to the iron parts, but the results
so far have not been satisfactory. Further work will be done in
It is

to provide a safety valve in

this direction.

not certain that an absolutely tight valve can be secured
same time retain the valuable feature of the
present design, viz., very free discharge in case of necessity.
considerable amount of information has been accumulated concerning the behavoir of safety valves under pressure, and the
committee hopes to be able to push the work to a conclusion durIt is

which

will at the

A

ing the coming year.
Safety Valve Collar, Fig.

10-A.— Complaint has been made

that with the rivet circle of S%-in. radius the hub of the collar
interferes with the rivet set. The size of this collar is limited by
its location on the dome head, and the committee does not believe
that there will be any question of safe construction if the radius
of the rivet circle and the radius of the outside of the collar are
left

to the

car builder, and therefore

recommends

dimensions be omitted from Fig. 10-A.
Bottom Discharge Valve. Complaints

1661

—

continue

that these
to

be

re-

—

notiilily

I'idiii

tin-

ItiiiiMii

of

I'.xplosivi's,

CDiKiTiiiiiK the

valves iii>w iisrd. 'liii'
(|iicsli(>n was disciissoil in the coniinitU'cs' report for 1917 and it
is to he re^reited tliat little or no jjronress lias htfcn made in
tile improvement of this feature.
Reliance against leakage seems
to lie really placed on the cap of the discharge p'pc instead of
on the valve and allhounii the rcj^nlations prescrihed hy the
Interstate Coinineri.e 1,'ommission require that cars shall he loaded with the caps olT, it is apparently the K^'ucral practice for
loading to l>e done with the caps on, primarily for the reason
that tlic valves are iu)t tiKJit, and the only way to prevent leakiinsatisfaitorincss

i>l

llu' liollcnii ilisiliaruc

age during; the process of loading is to rely upon the cap. The
hreaking of the cap in derailments and from other causes frequently results in the partial or entire loss of the contents of
the tank, and too often in fires.
The conunitlce docs not feel that it would he proper for it to
undertake the design of this part and then recommend it as a
standard, and trusts that, a design may he developed hy the tank
car builders or users which will he enough better than the present
ones to warrant its adoption. The committee believes that the
present conditions of the tank car trallic require some form of

bottom

—

:
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outlet.

Riveting.

Crit'cisins

been

liave

received

that

tanks

witii

June

Calking.— Attention

23, 1919

been

calle<l
to the injury of tlie
of ciiisel pointed calking tools, and
the louiinitlee recommends that a new sentence he added at the
end of .Secli(jn 4, Calking, Specilicalions for ('lasses III and IV
Cars, reading,

sbtll of the

".S])lil

lias

tank by the

u.sc

calking shall not be perniiltcd."

Application of Running-Board Brackes on Tanks Covered
with Jackets.
It is recoMnmiidcd that in paragraph "Manner of
Application of .Safety .^ppliances" the sentence, "The runningboard brackets must be attached preferably to the underframc,
or to metal pads attached to the shell proper," he changed to

read: "Running-hoard brackets must be attached to the underframe."

Application of

Dome

Platform Brackets to Tank Cars
recumnunded that in the jjaragraph
of .Safety .Apijliances," the words "on
the outside of the jacket" he omitted from the third sentence, so
tiiat it will read, "Dome platform Ijrackcts must be attached to

Covered with Jackets.
"ManiKT of .'\i)plication

It

is

"

bands
Inspection. Section 25 of Specifications for Classes I and
11 cars has a note which seems to conflict with Interchange Rule
3 (e) and the committee now recommends that it be omitted from
suitaliie

—

the

two

sjjecifications.

^^«o^-L-

\&.
Jiii—

si'—

—

eV

1,
aeCTiotiA-*..

secTit>"B-B.

SPRIMQ CASE:

M.C.

FOR DETML5 or VALVE. VALyE STEM, VALVE PLUi^,
FOLLOWER, SEE pl<^. °>-fK.

5PieiN6 ANt> 5Pf?lM^-

Tolerance limits fixed for certain
Revised 1918: Spring seat and opening for valve to be dressed.
Form of inside ribs of spring case changed.
of spring case changed from Yt in. to 5-16 in.

bottom

Fig. 10a.

— Details

of S-in. Standard Safety Valve, Applied to

tanks having 'Ae-in bottom plates,
heads, have given trouble
%6-in. shell plates, and
l/z-'m.
from leakage laecause of the small size of the rivet head. While
the committee believes that such cases are due rather to bad
workmanship than to any mistake in the size and spacing of the
rivets, it has made a canvass of the car builders and finds that a
number of them, considering the fact that the circumferential
seams have a surplus of strength, prefer the use of the J4-in rivet
with sheets yi6-in. thick and over, and show that with a spacing
of 2J4 in. they can still maintain the required 70 per cent strength
of seam. In the head seams it is undesirable to use different sizes
and spacing of rivet holes where the different thicknesses of
bottom and shell sheets are jo'ned to the head.
The committee recommends that for Classes III and TV cars
the use of f^-i"- rivets with 2j4-'n. spacing be permitted with
%6-'n- plates. The committee is not prepared to recommend a
5^-in. rivets, particularly those

wider spacing.
Riveting,

Section 3 (b).

amended

in this respect,

Thickness of

Diameter of

Longitudinal

Plate.

Rivet.

Pitc)i

^

would read:
T!acl< P'tch.

lyi to IH in.
2/2 tn 2ii in.
See Note.
* Note.
For longitudinal seams with K-in. rivets, 2)4-in. longitudinal
pitch is necessary to insure 70 per cent strength of seam.
.

*

.

'"

—

f

l^Vi

in.
in.

Dome

Boards for Attaching Placards Prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
It is recommended that a new
section be inserted in the Specifications for Classes III, IV and

—

V

Cars, reading: "18-A. Cars shall be equipped with suitable
boards for attaching placards prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission. These boards shall be of sufficient size to
permit placards to be applied with the opposite points of the
diamond in vertical and horizontal positions respectively."
Some minor corrections which were overlooked in the 1918

Revision should be

made

as follows

—

Method

of Testing Safety Valve in Place on Car. In the
Table of Scale Readings, 25-lb. setting the minimum scale reading sould be 430 and the maximum 550, the same as shown in
Fig. 13.
The reference to tolerance sould be changed to agree
with the 3-lb. tolerance for the 25-lb. setting, as follows "The
minimum and maximum scale readings are the limits within
whch the valve must open when being tested to come within the
tolerance of 1 lb. for the 12-lb. setting and 3 lb. for the 25-lb.
setting, above or below the normal pressure per square inch at
which tl'.e valve is supposed to open."
:

United

Under

States

Railroad

date of February

7,

Tank Cars.
by direction of the

Administration

1919, the secretary,

1

June
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Executive Committee, referred to the Tank Car Committee the
suggestion that they go over the plans and specifications for the
United States Railroad Administration Tank Cars (Oil Cars,
7000, 8000, and 10,000 gal. capacity, and Acid Cars of same capacities), and consider the advisahility of adopting them as standards
of the Master Car Builders' Association, report to be made at the
coming convention.
This involves two questions: 1. As to the wisdom of
adopting any particular tank car designs as M. C. B. Standards.
Whether from all standpoints the government tank car de2.
signs meet the requirements of the tank car traffic better than
others now being followed. In deciding these questions the interests of the railroads, the tank car owners, and the car builders
must be considered..
The committee believes that as long as the requirements of the
Master Car Builders' Standard Specifications covering the essential features of tank car construction are complied with it would
be unwise to restrict the builders and users to certain standard
designs, as the many commodities of widely diflferent characteristics, weights and values transported in such cars require for
their safe and economic handling various modifications in
detail design.

The Railroad Administration

designs were prepared to meet
the M. C. B. Specifications, and this committee passed them in
The tank car
conference with the Railroad Administration.
equipment of the country, in which the railroad ownership is
comparatively small, must also be assumed to comply with the
M. C. B. requirements, as it is moving in interchange. Specifications and prints have been furnished by the Railroad Administration for its cars, but the time available is entirely too
short to permit the proper comparison and consideration of them
and of the plans and the specifications for other designs of
cars which must be gone over to answer the second question.

1663

Thf committee

will be

glad to have further instructions in this

matter.

The

report is signed by: A. W. Gibbs (Chairman), PennsylC. E. Chambers, United States Railroad Administration
Schlafge, Erie; Samuel Lynn, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie;
John Purcell, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
O. J. Parks.
General American Tank Car Corporation and A. E. Smith, Union
Tank Line.

vania

;

;

Wm.

;

Discussion
Mr. Gibbs: On page seven recommendations are made to suspend the requirements, and among those you will remember that
during the course of the war we recommended the allowance to

A

use tank steel instead of the specification boiler steel.
great
cars have been built according to those specifications, and a number of railroads and some builders have material to build cars which are on order.
I would like to withdraw that part of the specification to suspend entirely until
July 1, 1919, the requirement of flange quality of steel for Class
III tanks, but have left it to the Executive Committee to fix a
date after our committee can get all the facts.

many

There is a paragraph on bottom discharge valves, which I
need not read, because I have a separate paper, and Colonel
Dunn will also speak on that subject.
In regard to riveting, your committee is in doubt as to how
much of this is based on poor workmanship, and how much is

We

real necessity.
recommend that it be permissible to increase the size of rivets from 5^ in. to f^ in.
At the time the report on Hand Brake Power w^as written the
Executive Committee had not adopted rules for any practice on
tank cars. Since this was written they have done so, and the
Committee on Train Brakes has issued a diagram and circular.
recommend that this be made part of the report.

We

The Bottom Outlet Valve on Tank Cars
Individual Discussion by A.

THE

following discussion is to be undertsood ds an expression of personal views, and does not of necessity
express those of the members of the Tank Car Com-

mittee.

The bottom discharge valve on tank cars antedates the
formation of the committee in 1903. Its use was due to its
manifest convenience in discharging the contents of such cars
without the aid of any auxiliary machinery. In detail, it consists in nearly every care of a miter valve, fitting into a conical seat.
The valve is guided by either a pin passing through
a hole in a bridge below the seat, or wings fitting a cylindrical
hole forming the discharge passage below the seat. The material may be either steel or cast or malleable iron, the seat
usually being cast or malleable iron. In practically all cases
the valve discharges into a vertical cast iron pipe having a
flange riveted to the shell of the tank. The seat for the valve
is machined in this pipe casting.
At its bottom end the pipe
is ordinarily closed by a screw cap with internal threads corresponding to those of the union of the pipe leading to the
storage tank.
The valve is as a rule operated by a certical rod socketed
and pinned to the valve and extending up into the dome
where it is guided by a suitable bracket. This bracket also
serves as a support for a lifting cam or some form of nut
engaging a threaded portion of the rod.
Where the lifting
cam is used a spring below the bracket engages a col'ar on
the rod and is supposed to keep the valve firmly on its seat.
Other variants of this arrangement have been used, such as a
yoke and nut immediately above the yoke, but not, so far
as we are advised, combined with the yoke and spring. While
this arrangement has possible advantages, it has also the disadvantage that the wliole assembly is submerged and very
inaccessible in the event that anything goes wrong.
There has been a great deal of complaint of the whole bottom discharge arrangement, and it is probably the main
source of leakage of tank cars. The Tank Car Committee is
in receipt of numerous complaints from the Bureau of Ex-

W.

Gibbs

plosives, relating to cases where tank cars have lost all or a
part of their contents by leakage at the bottom discharge
valve.
The indication is that shippers rely mainly on the
bottom cap to prevent leakage.
Complaints from other

sources have supplemented those from the bureau. A numof bad cases have been due to water leaking past the
valve into the discharge pipe and subsequently freezing and
bursting the discharge pipe and unseating the valve. Still
others have resulted from the exposed end of the discharge
pipe being struck and broken, unseating the valve at the same
time. The modern anchorages almost insure against the
cases where the discharge pipe is broken by the tank
ber

shifting.

The question naturally arises, why should there be any
difficulty in securing a thoroughly tight valve where the
pressure is so very low usually only that due to the static
height of the liquid.'' At first thought it seems to be the
simplest kind of a mechanical problem. This may be the
reason why no serious attention appears to have been given

—

making a radical improvement. It is difficult to see where
there has been any betterment in this feature of the car
during the life of the Tank Car Committee.
In seeking for the causes of leakage we suggest the
following possibilities;
1. Corrosion
of the valve or seat.
2. Lodgment of dirt or trash on the valve seat.
3. Cocking
of the valve from insufficient guide or from improper fitting
of the lifting socket.
Displacement
4.
of the valve from
surging action of the liquid contents of the tank. 5. Change
of shape of the tank due to the weight of the lading causing
lateral spreading with resulting decrease of vertical height.
The first of these sources of leakage is easily remedid by
the use of non-corrosive material in the valve and its seat.
As the seat is usually formed in the top end of the discharge
pipe it will be desirable to roll or pean a ring of non-corrosive
material into a proper seating in an undercut groove in the
pipe, so as to reduce to a minimum the amount of stealable
material.
The same care would have to be taken in preto
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It may be desiral)lc to so arrange tiic valve and its niiiilc
and till- valve seat that the whole assembly can be riaililv
removed from below. This will insure better workmanship
in refitting, as the work can be done under very nuuli more

with the present arrangement
In the case of
into the tanks.
cars carrying inflammables the tanks have to be steamed out
before the men can enter. Such an arrangement would i)robably recpiirc a larger discharge pipe, which does not seem to
be particularly objectionable.
conditions

satisfactory

where the men have

than

to

go

The lodgment of dirt or trash on the valve seat probably
occurs during the drainage of the last portion of the contents of the tank. Tlie only practical remedy that wc can
suggest is care at the loading rack, passing the contents
through a proper screen.
T believe there is a great chance of improvement by the
I'se of some form of rotating valve in which the valve and
seat are always in contact, the litjuid contents discharging
through ports which register when in the open position.
The main disadvantage of this arrangement is the size of the
opening required to provide the necessary area of discharge
ports.
I believe that the rate of discharge, especially during
the latter stages, can be much increased by the use of proper
overhead shields which will prevent the access of air through
eddy action of the outflowing liquid.
Cocking of the valve is believed to be a potent cause of
leakage. It should be borne in mind that a conical seated
valve fits its seat only when the axes coincide; any but right
sections of such a valve are ellipses. Spherical seats are free
from this objection, but are so much more difficult to maintain that they are not to be recommended.
The causes of
cocking are many, such as rigidly pinning the valve to the
operating rod, poor workmanship in providing proper guides
above or below. I believe that an overhead cylindrical guide,
such as that of the cup-shaped valve used in the old-time
crosshead feed pump, has great possibilities.
The displacement of the operating rod by the surging of
the liquid contents of the tank is offered as a possible source
With some of the large tanks having much
of valve leakage.
less than the required percentage of dome capacity, which in
consequence must not be loaded shell full, the rod is continually subject to this action, especially with viscid liquids.
Enclosure of the rod in a protecting pipe would .guard against
this action.

Colonel

Dunn Speaks

am

very glad for ,ui oiiporlunity to talk to you gentlemen on
the subject of tank cars.
You all know that the Interstate Commerce Commission has issued regulations intended to safeguard
the transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles;
that a part of those regulations has been to i)rescribe tlic specifications governing the manufacture or shipping and the containers for dangerous articles. A single exception to that practice was made in the case of tank cars.
When these regulations
were promulgated, this Association through its tank car committee had charge of prescribing specifications for tank cars, and
it was thought
best to leave the matter in the hands of that
committee.
There are three things about the tank car which are weak.
They are the bottom discharge valve, the safety valve and the
dome cover. The people who are responsible for designing and
constructing the tank car, to make it an efficient shipping container, have liorne for about 20 years a responsibility of getting
these parts of the tank car right.
The most destructive article, from the railway standpoint, that
we have to transport to-day, is gasoline. Some years ago, when
the Bureau of Explosives was organized, every one thought it
was dynamite and similar explosives. Let me read you a few
1

figures that

come from our

reports.

In the period of 1910 to 1917 the number of people killed
on tiie railroads in the transportation of dangerous articles of
all kinds, not including explosives, was 97
78 of those people, or
over 80 per cent, were killed by gasoline; 901 people were in-

—

jured; 607 of them, or 67 per cent, were injured by gasoline.
Only four people were killed by explosives, gasoline being nineteen times as dangerous from that standpoint. Thirty-four people were injured, gasoline being eighteen times as dangerous as
explosives. The properly loss in those eight years was $3,500.Gasoline caused $1,600,000, or 46 per cent. The property
000.
loss from explosives, omitting the Black Tom explosion, which
was a war outrage and not a transportation accident, was
$135,000; to $1,600,000 for gasoline, or gasoline was twelve times
as destructive from the standpoint of money as explosives of
all

kinds.

During 1918 the tank car carrying inflammable liquids, acids
and corrosive materials, killed 22 people, injured 56, and caused

money loss of $977,000, or about 1-23 of all the freight losses
on the railroad.
The tank car accidents in 1918 summarize as follows 49 were
due to derailment, which killed 12, injured 13, and caused a
money loss of $651,000; 37 collisions, killing 2, injuring 9 and
causing a loss of $199,000. There were 59 leakages not caused
by derailment or collisions, which killed 8, injured 34 and
caused a loss of $126,000.
In 1918, if our tank cars had not had bottom valves, we would
have saved the lives of 3 people, the injuries of 11 and money
That does not include very large losses as a
loss of $245,000.
result of evaporation from both the bottom valve and the safety
a

:

Deformation of the tank from the weight of the contents
known to occur. We have some data concernin.g the flattening which occurs at the loading rack, but none as to that
which occurs in transit due to uneven track. Where the
valve is cam operated with spring take up it is not quite clear
is

that

this

action

should

cause

the

valve

to

chatter

on

its

seat.

Finally, there is the failure to properly close the existing
valves, for which we have no remedy to suggest other than
to make the open and closed postion of the openating handle
so plain as to be reasonably foolproof.
The Chief Inspector of the Bureau of Explosives has suggested that the Tank Car Committee design a proper outlet
valve arrangement, but we have felt that it is not advisable
for the committee to devise such an arrangement and then
believe that there is ample talent
push its adoption.
among the engineers of the car building and car operating
companies to provide adequate devices if they will give this
feature the same attention that has been given to the improvement of the general construction of the tank car.

We

Discussion
Mr. Gibbs
Our committee has been in constant receipt of
complaints from the Bureau of Explosives of loss due to continued leaking at the bottom discharge valve. The designers
have made little or no progress over a long period of time, and
this report is written with the hope that those who are designing
cars will submit designs which give some promise of being tight.
Colonel Dunn is present and I would suggest that he be given
the privilege of the floor, to tell us just how bad the trouble is.
:

valve.

Bureau of Surveys,
of Fire Underwriters, and President of the
National Fire Protection Association, in answer to my questions, says:
"I first familiarized myself with the present provisions for emptying such car tanks. I am impressed with the objectionable features of the outlet valve, located at the bottom
of the tank and having .a discharge pipe extending some distance
below. This arrangement is a serious violation of a fundamental safeguard which the National Board of Fire Underwriters have stood for for many years. I refer to the prohibition
against gravity pressure upon such a valve, which experience
has shown is exceedingly difficult to keep tight. On the tank
car the danger of derangement of this valve is infinitely greater
than in the case of a fixed storage system. The valve being
located in the bottoin of the tank is affected by the slightest
amount of sediment. Water, due to condensation, is also likely
to accumulate at this point and freeze in cold weather. The
projection of the outlet pipe below the valve offers an additional opportunity for derangement of the valve by being struck
Serious fires have resulted
in case the car leaves the track.
F. J. T. Stewart, Superintendent of the

New York Board

;
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from this bottom valve, causing losses not only to the tank cars
and their contents, but also to adjacent properties."
An extract from a report of one of the inspectors of the Bureau of Explosives indicates the general impression produced
upon the mind of a disinterested man who has spent all his life
traveling over railroad lines, where very large numbers of tank
cars move.
"Aside from the fact that this tank car should not have been
in transportation service, because of being in bad order and not
complying with the M. C. B. Rules, and the various violations
committed by the agent in waybilling the shipment, the contents
would not have been lost if the tank had not been equipped
with an outlet pipe at the bottom, which broke off when the
tank shifted on the frame. The outlet pipe on tank cars is responsible for 95 per cent of the leakage of contents of tank cars,
due to the fact that the outlet valve and the fittings on the outIn the winter, water will
let pipe cannot be made leak proof.
get in the outlet pipe and cause it to freeze and burst and the

The safety valve is second in importance to the l)ottom discharge valve. It was put on, as you know, to avoid the danger
of a rupture of the tank in case of accidents involving fire. I
will read what Inspector Grant found in regard to safety valves

unseat the outlet valve. The only reason that
can see for having tank cars equipped with outlet valves and
outlet pipes is for convenience in unloading and that can as
well be done from the dome and a five-in. tapered plug can be

pressures up to the popping point.
"At Argentine, May 31st, at the works of Thomas Track
Appliance Company, I found that they were machining a wider

ice in the pipe will
I

substituted for the outlet valve."
Similar reports show that that

is

the general opinion of repre-

Bureau of Explosives.
In England they do not allow bottom valves in any tank wagon
which carries an inflammable liquid. They do not allow the
most dangerous inflammable liquids to go into tank wagons at
all, and gasoline is one of them.
Another extract from a report of one of our inspectors assigned to tank car work, who has just returned from a trip
through the oil region in Oklahoma and Texas, follows:
sentatives of the

Of

leaky outlet valves, he says
"This condition was observed on May 9th at Forth Worth,
14th at Burkburnett, 27th at Sapulpa, 28th at Kieffer. and the
29th at Shamrock. Tanks involved were owned by Anderson
and Gustafson, General American Tank Car Corporation, Inland
Refining Co., M. R. Travis Co., Oklahoma Petroleum Co., Keith
Tank Line and Pelican Oil Refining Co.
In addition there must be many which do not show valve
trouble because of the practice of using lime in the outlet valve
caps.
While this has proved to be the best method of insuring
against leakage from the cap, it is depended upon too much by
those who do not leave the cap off while loading. On several
cars on which I saw the caps removed, leakage came from the
outlet valves in streams, showing that the cars had been loaded
with the caps on and the responsibility of the valve transferred
to the cap by the use of lime. Efiforts to reduce the leakage by
manipulation of the valve rod failed and transfer was necessary.
:

securing empty
cars, the temptation is strong to try to hold the load with the
valve cap if another car is not available.
.\t Sapulpa. on May 28th, I saw a car loaded with gasoline

At

isolated tracks,

where there

and bearing on each side a

is

difficulty in

label,

DO NOT REMOVE
BOTTOM OUTLET VALVE
We will not be responsible for
any loss entailed in unloading

from

the bottom.

UNLOAD FROM DOME
I think our 20 years" experience in waiting for a satisfactory
bottom discharge valve, is about as much time as we ought
to wait.
My remedy is to do away with it entirely. This suggestion is radical from the standpoint of the owners of these
tank cars, and for the shippers who use them. I am not making
it with the idea that it will be adopted at once, or that all of
these sacrifices that it would entail would be brought at once
upon the owners of tank cars. I have asked a number of the
larger shippers to give me some data as to what it will mean
to them if this bottom valve is taken oflf, but I have not yet re-

ceived their replies.

beheve that most large shippers are prepared at their large
plants to unload through the dome. If a shipper is large enough
to get gasoline in tank car lots, he ought to be" large enough to
get an equipment to unload through the dome.
I

down

in the oil region
"In the usual trouble from blowing safety valves it was nothat the temperature raised and interior pressure developed from exposure of the tanks to the sun. I went up on a
number of cars where the leakage of gas from valves was heavy
and the hissing noise could be heard from the ground at a considerable distance. There were a number with a quiet escape of
gas evident only from a wavy appearance in the air about the
:

ticed

valves and a very strong odor.
"At Sand Srings, in the shop of the General American Tank
Car Corporation, on May 30th, I had Superintendent Eakins
conduct some tests with new safety valves of Trumbull make as
well as their own. No amount of adjustment or regrinding could
make them tight, and they blew under lest at practically all

valve seat than called for in M. C. B. specifications. I arranged
to have two complete valves machine to exact dimensions for
testing at the shop of the Sinclair Refinery on June 3rd. These
tests were conducted in the presence of Master Car Builder

Shop Superintendent Osborn and Inspector J. M. Scott.
was found impossible to get the valve tight, and the trouble
showed itself due to a side lift. I do not believe that the

Beasley,
It

present type of valve will ever prove satisfactory.
"The bottom outlet is not necessary in transportation, and
without the development of a type to reduce or prevent the
rapidly increasing cases of leakage it seems to me that it would
be best to eliminate bottom valves."
He found that they could not make a new valve work in
haven't yet had any big
accordance with the specifications.
disaster in the storage yards in the oil region, but I am living

We

to day I am going to hear from one.
shippers to have that constant escape
from this loose safety valve? A great many of them get to
destination with shortage of contents. The railroads are asked
to pay for a great deal of it, and the shippers themselves have
to pay the major portion.
It is by no means uncommon to hear of a tank car losing 10

in trepidation that

What

does

it

from day

mean

to

per cent of its products while en route. That is a tremendous
tax upon the resources of the country and is due in a large
measure to the fact that safety valves on tank cars do not hold
they leak almost from zero pressure.
Most of the dome covers are secured by a screw thread. It

Many of the men who should
a very large and heavy piece.
secure it after loading a car do not secure it properly, and many
of them injured the thread. They are not vapor tight or even
water tight. In attempting to screw them down, the gaskets
underneath have been punched and inured; the holes that have
been drilled to prevent opening the domes under pressure have
is

taken up part of the thread, and the result is that wherever you
get a high vapor tension product in a tank car today, you are
liable to have the vapor, escaping from under the dome cover.
The design, assembled from the interior, which was submitted by the Union Tank Line sometime ago, and I understand
approved by your committee, is a very much better one than
the screw design that we are using. A large number of accidents
have occurred as a result of men attempting to unscrew the
dome cover, when there was interior pressure in the car. The
usual result is for them to unscrew it until only one or two
threads remain, and then the pressure in the car does the rest
of it, blowing up the dome cover and a column of liquid with
The hinged bolts, or the design assembled from the inside,
it.
would make it impossible for that accident to occur.
I hope that the owners of tank cars, those who construct
them, those who are responsible for their use, will give serious
consideration to the troubles that I have detailed and that they
will meet us in the right spirit and devise some reasonable way
to at least better the condition.

Before Colonel
Mr. Gibbs
us whether that great loss
safety valves, is on cars which
special car for handling these
:

tell

observation

is

Dunn

leaves the stand, will he

through the valves,

We

particiilarly

prescribe a
are jacketed?
casing head gasolines, and my
number.
small
in
comparatively
that they are

—
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Dunn:

This

tlic (Hcliiiary
lank car. Tlie
an ordinary lank car of casing
head Ki'soliiU'S, wlicn tlicy rechicc the vapor tension down to 10
lb.
All of these shipper.s claim thai they ilo reduce the vapor
tension down to tiiat point
hut experience shows that when
the sun heals down on one of these lank cars lon^ cn(ni«;h, you
will j;et a vapor pressure that is sulVicient to n've this trouhlc,
even where it is not a prohiliiled article. I have heard of very
little troulile from those insulated tank cars.
Mr. Harding: 1 represent a private ownership. W'e have a
number of tank cars that carry explosive products. Colonel
Dunn's remarks are very interesting and instructive. I wish he
could be a little more helpful in reference to that discharRe
nozzle.
We have followed vfry carefully the Tank Car Com-

I'l'loiiol

fruiii

is

rcRiilatiiiiis luTinilU'd sliipnu'iit in

;

recommendations

In addition to a discharge nozzle there arc also two pipes entering into all our tank
coils.
instance,
the
bottom,
for
It is necesthrough
cars; for
sary to take care of crystallized products, as they niust also be
mittee's

in

past

years.

Our greatest losses arc through the heating coils.
pipes extend from the bottom down each side of the discharge nozzle, and a man swintring himself under the car. grasping that pipe to help himself through, has, at times, broken oflF
removed.

The

the pipe. It is necessary to have a valve on that, and at times
that valve has been opened, causing loss.
W'e find that there are very few people receiving our commodities that are equipped to blow out or syphon or pump out our
products. Our dome covers are of cast steel; they are hinged,
ship the highest
and are held in place with swining bolts.
grade ammonia, and I cannot recall an instance in the past 19
years that we have had losses from leaking dome covers. I

We

don't believe that this convention should put it up to the builders
of tank cars, or the operators of tank cars, to find out the best
means. I believe it remains for the Tank Car Committee to
tell tank car users what to use, just the same as you are telling
all other people what to do, and properly so.
Chairman: Evidently you don't think we would have any
controversy if the Tank Car Committee did all of these things.
Yes, but- the controversy would have the
Mr. Harding:
authority back of it at any time.
Chairman
It would have to be approved by the Tank Car
Committee. I am sure we are very thankful to Colonel Dunn
He is always helpful, no matter where or
for his talk to us.
when.
Kow, the Report of the Committee is before you gentlemen.
It has really only one specific request, and that is that the
paragraph about the time limit of the use of flanged steel,
whether it should be left to the Executive Committee for action
after further investigation and developments.
A motion that the report be accepted and that matter be
referred to the Executive Committee for action was carried
The convention then adjourned until 9:30 o'clock Saturday
morning.
:

Saturday Morning Session
The Saturday morning session was called
man Chambers at 9.40. The Secretary read
of Order

to order by Chair-

the proposed Rules
for the Mechanical Section and then said

June

23,
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.Such membership shall continue imlil writlen resignalion is
received by the secretary or the membership is terminated by the
(ieneral Committee or by the members becoming engaged in business which, in the judgment of the General Committee, would
impair his usefulness to the section or <liscriminate against
others similarly engaged. Afhiiatcd members sb.dl not be subj<-ct
ti> dues or assessments.
(i\) Representative members who have been in good standing
Iwcnly years, or members who have served as President of the
Master Car Builders' or American Railway Master Mechanics'
Associations or chairman of the section become life members.

Those persons, active or representative members, who
in good standing in either the Master Car Builders'
Association or the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association for twenty years, or members who have served as president of either association or as chairman of the section become
life members.
Tiiose now carried by the Master Car Builders'
Association as life members or by the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association as honorary members will be continued as
life members of Section Three
Mechanical.
(e)

have been

—

8.
(b) In all ballots for chairman, vice-chairman, members of
General Committee and Committee on Nominations at the
meetings of the section, the following form of voting shall be
adhered to: An envelope shall be provided on which there shall
be a blank space for the name of the railroad, and the name
of the official voting; smaller envelopes shall be provided on
which shall be printed the words "For Officers," "For Members
General Committee," "For Members Committee on Nominations,"
and otherwise unmarked. In these envelopes the ballots shall
be placed by those voting them and they shall then be placed
within the larger envelope and presented to the general tellers.
When a ballot is to be taken the chairman will announce the
names of all required tellers. Three general tellers shall have
charge of receiving and recording the ballots cast. When all
ballots have been cast these tellers will announce that the

They shall then remove the smaller envelopes,
count and announce the vote for officers and shall deliver the
envelopes marked "For General Committee" to two tellers, who
shall count and announce to the general tellers the vote for General Committee and those marked "For Committee on Nominations" to two tellers who shall count and announce to the
general tellers the vote for the Committee on Nominations.

polls are closed.

When a ballot for officers or membership on committees
be announced as having eventuated in a tie vote, or be
otherwise undecided, upon such announcement the final result
shall be determined by the majority of the members present.
(d)

shall

9.
(a) Unless otherwise provided herein, a vote in the session of the section may be taken inva voce, by arising, or by
written or printed ballot. In a vote taken by written or printed
ballot only representative members and representatives of the
United States Railroad Administration shall participate. Letter
ballots may be ordered to be taken in such manner and under
such conditions as the section may by resolution from time to
time or the General Committee may direct.

:

(b) Votes on letter ballot on all measures affecting the interof the railroads represented, which a majority of the
Association decide, shall be determined on the basis of cars
and locomotives owned, or which are in use or process of purchase by the railroad. Votes on car standards shall be on the
basis of one vote for each 1,000 cars and on locomotive standards
on basis of one vote for each 100 locomotives. The ballot shall
be cast by the representative member in the section designated by
the federal manager or executive officer of the member of the
ests

Rules of Order
The Rules of Order as read corresponded with those printed
Railway Age of March 7, 1919, page 535, with the excep-

in the

tion of the paragraphs printed below.

Editor.

(c) Any person having such knowledge of science or practical
experience in matters pertaining to the construction of motive
power or rolling stock as would be of special value to the section
may be admitted by the General Committee as an affiliated member on being recommended by three representative members.
Affiliated members shall be entitled to all the privileges of representative members excepting that of voting on matters submitted to written or printed ballots and being elected to office
in the section and may serve on committees on appointment by
the General Committee, in addition to the regularly elected members of such committee.

Association.
(c) Printed ballots for use in the election of officers, members of the General Committee and the Committee on Nominations, to be of the form as prepared by the Committee on

Nominations.
(d) Printed ballots for use in letter ballots to be of the form
as prepared by the General Committee.
motion thai the Rules of Order, as read by the Secretary,
be received and adopted, was put to vote and carried.

A
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Report on Train Lighting and Equipment
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is not. at the prescnt time, any method of rating axle generators, or of
testing them to ascertain
their rating, that has been
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R. Sloan

Chairman

accepted by any society or

The various manufacturers have their own basis
and some few of the railroads cover the subject

association.

rating

of
in

no generally accepted method.
In order that when quotations are received from axle generator manufacturers the purchaser may compare them on an
their specifications, but there

is

equal footing,

it appears
essential that there be an officially
recognized method of rating and of testing to determine the

limits, it is apparent that the field strength must vary approximately inversely as the train speed, and therefore the maximum field current will be at the minimum train speed.
As the heating of the generator is due principally to the
energy dissipated in the fields and armature, the maximum
heating must occur at a speed of the armature that will generate sufficient voltage to make the generator carry the current, and as the maximum temperature is limited, the object
of a capacity test or heat run is to ascertain the maximum
current that can be carried without exceeding this temperature limit, and this heat run must necessarily be made at the
minimum r. p. m. that will generate the rated voltage and

current.

In service, the following conditions occur, all of which tend
compared with operation on the
commutator's hand-hole covers must be
stand:
1. The
in place, tending to increase the temperature, as the heated
air enclosed in the generator cannot escape, while on the
stand test they are customarily removed. 2. Due to the movement of the train, the axle generator is subjected to a very
3.
effective air wash, tending to decrease the temperature.
TTie intermittent character of the load, due to the train speed
falling below the "cutting-in" speed on account of slowdowns and stops will tend to decrease the temperature. 4.
The ambient temperature will rarely attain a value of 40 deg.
C, and when it does, only for a comparatively short time. 5
The time at which the load on the axle generator is likely to
be greatest during the day is the time at which the ambient
to affect the temperature, as

rating.

The current carrying capacity of any electrical apparatus,
including axle generators, is dependent upon the ultimate temperature attained by the insulation.
The materials used as
insulators have been divided by the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers into three classes: Class A, Class B
and Class C. Class A insulation consists of cotton, silk, paper and similar materials, when so treated or impregnated as
to increase the thermal limit, or when permanently immersed
in oil; also enameled wire.
Class B insulation consists of
mica, asbestos and other materials capable of resisting high
temperatures, in which any Class "A" material or binder is
used for structural purposes only and may be destroyed without impairing the insulating or mechanical qualities of the
insulation.
Class C insulation consists of fireproof and refractory materials, such as pure mica, porcelain, quartz, etc.
The maximum temperatures to which these various types
of insulation may be continuously subjected have been determined by the A. I. E. E. to be as follows;
Maximum Temperature
to

Class of Material.
•Class
Class B
Class C

A

Which

May Be

the Material
Subjected.

lOSDeg. C.
125 Deg. C.

No

Maximum
Temperature

Rise.
65 Deg. C.
85 Deg. C.

limits specified.

For cotton, silk, paper and similar materials, when neither impregnated
nor immersed in oil, the highest temperature and temperature rises shall
be 10 deg. C. below the limits fixed for Class "A" insulation.

Generator with Thermometers Applied to Bearings

*

It is further provided that the above temperatures are
based on a standard ambient temperature of 40 deg. C, and
that when the temperatures are determined by thermometer
readings, 15 deg. C. shall be added to the highest temperature observed. This correction shall apply to insulated windings, but no correction is required for commutators, while
the correction for bare copper solenoids, etc., is 5 deg. C.
Class A insulation is now generally used in axle generators,
except on commutators where Class B is used.
The test to determine the rating will necessarily be made
in the shop, where the conditions of operation are quite different from what they will be in actual service.
With a constant field current, the e. m. f. of any generator
is directly proportional (within limits) to the speed, and with
constant speed it is directly proportional (also within limits)
As satisfactory illumination and lamp life
to the field current.
are dependent on an approximately constant voltage, it is obvious that the generator voltage should be maintained between
as narrow limits as the range of charging voltage of the battery will permit. Also to maintain the voltage within these

What the
is likely to be least, and vice versa.
railroad car lighting engineer desires to know is what the
capacity of the axle generator will be in service and not what
it may give on a stand test.
temperature

A
The committee

Series of Tests

therefore, conducted a series of tests
axle gen1. The rating of an
with a view of determining:
method of testing to determine this rating. 3.
erator. 2.
If possible, the relation between the capacity as found on the
stand test as compared to the capacity in actual service.
These tests are as follows: 1. Stand test for five hours to
has,

A

attain

maximum

temperature.

2.

Stand

test

for

five

hours

rated full load. 3. Road test with genera4. Road
tors forced to carry manufacturer's rated full load.
normally.
5. Stand
test under same condioperating
test
tions as No. 3. 6. Stand test under same conditions as No. 4.
The apparatus used in making these tests was as follows:
A standard make of body-suspended axle generator, rated at
40 volts and 41 amperes net output. A standard make of car
lighting battery, rated at 150 ampere hours' capacity, having
The number of cells
a normal charging rate of 30 amperes.
at manufacturer's
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the road tests the seneralors and battery were
rennsylvania steel coach W).^, and the car was
service on train No. 12, operated between Pitts-

make

applied

to
in

f-«.f s*.<^

f

!.

23,

1919

Nos. 12, 1.5, 15 an<l 16 were .elected as beinn the most r' ,/
senlative of the conditions and as cnnforininK most neaily to
)n these tests, temperathe normal schedule of the train.
ture readings were taken at .3()-inimile intervals and immediately before and after stojjs.
I'^ollowing these road tests, the entire e(|uipineiit wa.s removed from the car and set up for operation in the shop,
wlure road tests Nos. 12, 13, IS and 16 were duplicated as
closely as possible with regard to load, nnniber and duration
It should be noted that the speed
of stops and avera^;e speed.
in the shop tests was not the actual speeil as obtained on the
<

y* ^ f,vf

liSZZ

Plate No. 5.— Test No. 12.— Electrical

Values— Normal Operation—45 "Load Side"

burgh and Philadelphia. The results obtained on this run
did not prove satisfactory, on account of the cooling due to
the frequent stops of train No. 12 between Pittsburgh and
Harrisburg, while between Harrisburg and Philadelphia the
run was covered at high speed with few stops, with the result
that the temperature of the generator was still rising at the
end of the run.
The car was, therefore, transferred to train No. 44, operating
between Pittsburgh and New York, and on this run a number
Train No. 44 has a faster schedule and
of tests were made.
less stops than train No. 12, and it was noted that the temperatures attained on the run made on train No. 44 were
higher than the temperatures attained on train No. 12. This
indicated that the intermittent load obtained on No. 12, due
to the frequent stops, more than compensated for the infield current at the lower speed.
Considerable difSculty was encountered in obtaining concordant data on these runs, due to the fact that in some of
them the control was hand operated and also to other factors
over which we had no control. TTie results obtained from runs

crease in

June

No.

Train

Volts.

14.

the
road, but the average speed obtained by calculation
of distance and running time between stops.
The data accumulated on these tests are shown on the follow-

basis

ing plates:
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Temperatures
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tests
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15-A

lost

report are

yTop

'V.'do Horn net,

were

16

on

and

ence

between corresponding stand and road tests is
normal operation and 3.8 deg. for forced load oper-

rise

in

7.6 dog. for

cannot, therefore, be submitted.
[Due to lack of space the charts accompanying the
Editor.]
repriiduced.

^er

No.

volts) is 26.1 and 29.9 degrees Centigrade, r*gpebtiVe1y, the
difference in rise being 3.8 degrees.
The difference in rise in the above tests, which, so far as
electrical values were concerned, were as near identical as
possible, is accounted for by the different conditions of heat
radiation on stand and road. The rise in temperature of the
tield, as shown in curves for stand test SS-1, is 25.5 deg. C.
This rise is greater than the rise
at the end of five hours.
under road conditions as found in tests 12, 16 and 13, and
only slightly less than was found in test 15. Also the differ-

not

all

neg bntsh

.

ation.

When it is considered that in making what is called the normal operating tests the tests were intentionally started on a
battery that was only about one-quarter charged, and that
the output of the generator was, therefore, greater than it usually would be in regular service, and also taking into account
that the tests were run in very warm summer weather, it is believed that 5 deg. C. can easily be allowed for the difference
in operating conditions on road and stand.
The generator was rated by the manufacturer at 41 amperes

m
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Plate No. 6. Test No. 12.
Operation, 45 "Load Side" Volts. Train No. 44
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On

Plate No. 21, considering the curves for tests 12 and
12-A after the sixth hour, when the temperature of the fields
had attained practically constant values, it will be noted that
the rise in temperature (generator operating in normal manner at 45 load side volts) is 21.3 and 30.7 degrees, respectively,
the difference in rise being 9.4 deg. C. Considering the curves
for tests 16 and 16-A, also after the sixth hour, the rise in temperature of the fields (generator operating in normal manner
at 43.5 load sid'e volts) is 22.85 and 30.46 degrees, respectively,
the difference in rise being 7.6 deg. C.
On Plate No. 22, considering the curves for tests 13 and
13-B after the sixth hour, when the temperature of the fields
had attained practically constant values, it will be noted that
the rise in temperature (generator operating at a forced output of 41 net amperes at 45 load side volts) is 23.6 and 33.2
degrees Centigrade, the difference in rise being 9.8 degrees C.
Considering the curves for tests 15 and IS-A, also after the
sixth hour, the rise in temperature of the fields (generator operating at a forced output of 41 net amperes at 43.5 load side

Air Reg Lo ker
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§
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fit
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Plate No.

No.

8.—Test No.
12

12-A. Bench Test Duplicating; Test
on Train No. 44. Temperatures Normal
Operation 45 "Load Side" Volts

—

—

net output, so tests were run to determine its actual output.
It was inconvenient to obtain the temperature of the field, but
will be noted in the other tests that the field and armature

it

temperatures

very

closely

approximate

each

other.

From

these tests, test S-1 was selected as being nearest the condition desired, i. e., a rise of temperature of 65 deg. C. This test
was run at 58 net amperes and the actual rise in temperature
of the armature, the hottest part of the generator, was 67.5
deg. C.
The ambient teinperature of an axle generator in actual
service is rarely over 90 deg. F. or 32 deg. C, except in cer-
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U)70
limited sfctioiis of I'tuiiilry wIutc
aturc of UK) .Ick. K. or 3« doR. C"
tiiiii

it

may

allaiii

Tliat

till-

iiu'tlioil

an axlo Koin'ialor
gctlicr

witli

tin-

l)i-

of tfsliiin
as follows:

niMicrator and

to

li-ni|)cr

(a)

That

tlio

followiiin:

tlu-

(Ictiriniiic

tlu-

latiiin

n<""t'rator,

lamp ronulator,

if

tisi-d,

of
to-

shall

be coniiccli'd in a normal manner to dead load resistance in
the battery and lamii circuit, and (I)) Shall be operated continuously for live hours, with couimntator hand-hole covers
removed, at the minimum r p in. that will generate rated

Plate No. 7.—Test No. 12-A.— Bench Test Duplicating

Operation

—45

volts at the load side of the generator regulator and carry
the current, and that (c) The net current output shall be the
armature current less all current consumed in the generator
fields, generator regulator, and lamp regulator, if used.
2. That the rating of an axle generator be based upon the
following: (a) T'he rating of an axle generator, when connected and operated as above, shall be the maximum net current that the generator will carry without exceeding the fol-

lowing

eralor

which

shall

show

the

following:

(a)

23, 1919

Manufacturer's

(c) Nominal voltaKC of generator
(b) Type mimber.
(40 volts for 30-volt system and 80 volts for a 60-volt system),
(e) Minimum
(d) KatiuK in amperes as above determined,
speed in r. p. m. at which generator will deliver rated volts and

name

11)0 coiuniitloe woiiUl. tlicn-fori-, rrcoimiu'iicl
1.

;i

June

valties:

Maximum

Maximum

Observable ObservableRise in
Temperature. Temperature.

Any

part of generator or regulators, except
commutator, brushes, brush rigging and
bare copper solenoids
Commutator, brushes, brush rigging and bare
copper solenoids

110 Deg. C.

70 Deg. C.

130 Deg. C.

90 Deg. C.

3. That the rating test shall be made at or above 15 deg. C.
ambient temperature.
4. That a badge plate be securely attached to each axle gen-

amperes.

That the above rccomtncndatirtn be submitted to letter
Reconimenclcd Practice.
The fiTial meeting of the committee was attended by repre5.

ballot as

sentatives

of

all

the

axle

Test No. 12 en Train No.

"Load Side"

44.

generator

manufacturers

Electrical Values

in

this

— Normal

Volts.

country but one, and the above recommendations were unanimously approved by the representatives attending.
A method of rating axle generators is one of the essential
portions of an exie generator specification. The committee,
while it realizes that it is impossible to draw a complete detailed specification that would be applicable to all types of axle
generator equipment as now commercially manufactured, nevertheless believes that there are a number of essential characteristics that are common to all types of axle generators

and which would be included in complete specifications. The
committee, therefore, recommends that it be instructed to investigate this matter with a view to drawing up a partial
specification which will include the features common to all
axle generator equipment.
The report is signed by J. R. Sloane (Chairman), Pennsylvania; C. H. Quinn, Norfolk & Western: D. J. Cartwright.
Lehigh Valley; E \V. Jansen, Illinois Central: E. Wanamaker.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; .\. McGary, New York Central, and L. S. Billau, Baltimore & Ohio.
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Discussion
:

1

/

y

rigging and bare copper solenoids, the

l)ru.sh

Referring to paragraph three on page five, my
attention is called to the fact that for trains using a slipping
belt, the field strength does not vary inversely with the train's

Mr. Sloane

A IM' SI

1671

perature

prescribed

rise

The maximum allowable

maximum

tem-

these specification is 75 deg. Cincrease in bearing temperature is

in

50 deg. C.

Current output, according to paragraph (c), at the top of
page 12, is "the armature current less all current consumed
in the generator fields, generator regulator and lamp regulator, if used."
The rating of current which the N. Y. C.
Lines has been using is the serviceable current, that is the
current measured at a point nearest the lamps and the
batteries.
The paragraph referred to might be made to
cover that by including some additional relays or automatic
switch solenoids which might be a part of the testing
equipment. The service test prescribed is paragraph (b) on
this same page is for some five hours under regular conditions of
load and speed.
Under the specifications referred to the
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Plate No. 21.

Comparison

of

Temperatures for Tests
and 16-A

S-1. SS-1, 12, 12-A, 16

But if you substitute here the words "armiture speed"
words ''train speed" it is practically correct. In the table
on page 12, paragraph 2-A, there should be inserted after the
words ''copper solenoids" the words "resistance units and carbon piles," so it will read "any part of generator or regulator
except commutator, brushes, brush rigging, bare copper solenoids, esistance units and carbon piles," shall have a maximum
speed.

for the

observable temperature, etc."
Mr. Gaines
I move the report be received and the recommendation of the committee be referred to letter ballot, and
that the recommendation of the committee relative to further
investigation be carried out.
The only criticism that I had of
J. H. Davis (B. & O.):
the report was in paragraph 3, page 5, to which Mr. Sloane
referred in reading the paper.
B. B. Milner (N. Y. C. Line): This report is a very commendable piece of work on the part of the committee. The
method of basing the rating of the generators and the
method of testing to determine that rating, as reported by
the committee, represents pioneer work. As the committee
states in its report, it has never been passed on by any
society or association.
The N. Y. C. Lines have in operation some 2,800 axle light
equipments which were purchased under, and meet, a specification somewhat more severe than that suggested by the
:

committee in its recommendations on page 12. The temperature rise sviggested by the committee as shown on that
page is 90 deg. C. As applied to commutators, brushes.

— Comparison

Plate No. 22.

of Temperatures for Tests S-1,

SS-1, 13, 13-B, 15

and 15-A

hour of that period of testing is replaced by 15-minute
speed and load set up to cover unusual
conditions under which the generators may be called to
fifth

tests with increase in

operate.
Mr. Sloane: In regard to Mr. Milner's remarks about 1-C, the
net current is specified as the armature current less all current consumed in the generator field, generator regulator, and
lamp regulator, if used. That means that what current is put
down as net current is what is available for use.
had a
fully attended meeting of the committee and representatives
of the axle generator companies, and this question of the N. Y. C.
specifications was brought up.
The committee decided that it
could be omitted that it did not consider that the service which
an axle generator underwent was so severe that it had to put
an additional test on it. I have received the following communi-

We

;

cation
"In the replies
:

from

New York

Central Lines roads to

M.

C.

:

'

:
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No. 29. dated January 1. V)\0 -Circular nf Inquiry
Committee on Standards and Recommended rractiec—
included the following from I. S. DowninK, CI. M. C. I!., C. C.

C.

&

M. Circular
rif

tlif

St. L., Indianapolis, Ind.

"There arc different ideas and systems of applying generator
pulleys to axles of jiassenner equipment cars.
Some roads use

June
The huh of

"(el

pulley

.ixlc

tile

shall

have

a

23,

1919

uniform

in-

ternal diameter of IVi in., the hiiKtli of the hub shall be dVi in.
"(d) The face of the axle pulley shall be not less than 9
in. if flangeless, and not less than 8 in. if flatiRcd.

The diameter

"(e)

the construction
17 in.

of

of the axle pulley shall be as lar^c as
car will permit, preferably 21 in, or

the

"The reconmiendations were No. 88
^-

were

IS17 \otinj{ 'ves'

adopter!,

to ch.,ice',

;

1.S4

in the letter ballot and
voting 'no' and 'necessary

1.314.

"These recommendations specify that a 'straight' seat shall
for the axle pulley but do not say by what means
this end shall be ;ittained. They do intimate that a speci.al bushing is preferred, and this implies that a standard M. C. 1). axle
's used, as, if a special axle were used, the Inishing would be
he provided

-

«

unnecessary. They specify how the pulley bushing will i)e secured, its essential dimensions and also the essential dimensions of the pulley itself. It did not seem possible to prepare
a 'standard' in the shai)e f)f a ditnensioned drawing.
"If yim feel that our committee can go further in the matter,
please outline clearly what you would propose."
The stand of the committee is that the action desired has
already been taken, and is recommended practice of the Asso-

IC

ciation.

— —— —
^

VJLTS

-

W. E. Dunham, (C. & N. W.)
It would have more force
with the members of the .-Kssociation if the opinion of the
Con'mittee on
rain I.-uhtinj; was expressed a little more dis-
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Plate No.

1.

-

Test S-1.— Heat Run: Electrical Values— Load:

Dead Resistance, 43.5 "Load Side Volts," 58 Net
Amperes; Speed 16 M. P. H., 333
R. P. M. of Armature

D
U

I

^

li

axles for the generator pulley, and it would be our
recommendation that such pulleys be designed to conform to
standard M. C. B. axles and avoid having special designed axles
to accommodate the axle pulley."
(b) "Extract from Minutes of Meeting of the Committee on
Standards and Recommended Practice, held in office of the Secretary at Chicago, Tuesday, March 18, 1919.
"It was decided that the subject of generator pulleys for axles
of passenger equipment cars, mentioned in letter dated February
13, 1919, from E. Chamberlin, Secretary of Equipment Clearing
House, New York City, be referred to the Committee on Train
Lighting and Equipment."
I answered that letter to the Secretary of the Committee on
Standards. I will quote in part
"The Committee on Train Lighting and Equipment covered
this subject as fully as it could be done, considering conditions
as they exist, when they submitted the following recommendations in their report to the 1917 Convention.
"6.
Axle Pulleys and Bushing.
"(a) A straight pulley seat shall be provided for the axle

special

^ \
.
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r
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/
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u
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— Heat

—

Run: Temperatures Load:
"Load Side" Volts, 58 Net AmM. P. H., 333 R. P. M. of Armature.

Plate No. 2. Tests S-1.
Dead Resistance, 43.5
peres; Speed 16

s

pulley.

preferably be secured
shall have an exlength of lYz in., and be not

"(b) If a bushing be used, it shall
to the axle independently of the pulley,
ternal

diameter throughout

less than 8J4 in. long.

its

and

recommended practices and standards. .\n axle shown
recommended practices has a straight seat, and it is the

tinctly in
in

Hie

appearance of that axle in the proceedings which leads a great
many to continue to use it. I would like to see the action of

—

:
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the Convention such that the straifjht sided axle will be eliminated entirely from the records.
Mr. Milner I support the elimination of the special axle, or
what appears to be a special axle, from the records of the Asso:

ciation.
The N. Y. C. lines, are eliminating its use, and using
only M. C. B. standard axles to which bushings are applied.
If paragraph C. at the top of page 12, were amended in accordance with Mr. Sloane's remarks, it would be entirely clear.
Mr. Gaines: If we want to eliminate the special axle and
adopt the standard axle in connection with car lighting, that is
a subject of recommended practice and letter ballot.
I would,
therefore, add to the motion that the question of eliminating the
special axle, and the adoption of the standard M. C. B. axle
in connection with car lighting, be referred to letter ballot.
Mr. Sloane
did not have a special axle.
say if you
use it, make it thus and so, so that when you get your pulley
bushing on it will conform to the same bushing as the M. C. B.
axle, and be interchangeable.
Mr. Davis I was chairman of the Train Lighting and Equip:

We

We

:

and we made a special effort to steer
don't think you will find a thing in
any of the reports of the committee which requires a special
axle.
If the Committee on Standards should see fit to eliminate
the special axle shown, there certainly will be no objection on
the part of the Car Lighting Committee.
1 believe that the interests
B. B. Milner (N. Y. C. Lines)
of the Association and the interests of the railroads are somewhat broader than as stated by Mr. Sloane, and it seemed to

ment Committee

1917,

in

clear of special axles,

and

I

:

me

that some action should be taken in connection with the
elimination of the special axle. As a matter of information, I
would like to ask Mr. Sloane how many cars are carrying

these special axles.

The committee cannot

Mr. Sloane;

state

how many

roads

We

considered that
or how many cars are using special axles.
the axle was out of our province, and what we considered our
duty was to report on the conditions whereby we could make
the pulleys interchangeable.
It seems to me that the axle
C. B. Keisel (Penna. Lines)
has nothing to do with this. The committee stated that it made
the pulleys interchangeable so that you could use either the
standard axles or the special axles, as you pleased.
Mr. Games' motion, with the addition, regarding the special
axle and adoption of the M. C. B. axle was then put to vote
:

and

carried.

Election and Other Business
While the Secretary is busy with the tellers,
him a bouquet as I think it is due him. I do
not think we have ever had a convention where things have
been so conveniently arranged. Every morning we get the
papers in a nice envelope, and everything we are to have for
the day is right before us.
The Chairman A great many improvements could be made
in this room.
We changed the arrangement this morning beF.

I

Gaines

F.

want

:

to ofifer

:

cause of the bad conditions of the speaker's rostrum when it
was at the other side of the room. If anyone talked from the
back of the hall his voice struck the big girder and died at
that point. The arrangement this morning was the old arrangement before the extension was built. I think we have a right
to request at least, of the pier owners, that during the sessions some of this noise be eliminated. They started to rebuild
out there the other day about the time we started our prayer,

We

and there is no necessity for it at all.
these things, and I think by requesting
provement.
in the last

:

quite the thing.
the window there

had

to

to stop

move

will get that

think cutting windows on the side
day of the Convention I sat near
and there was a little too much ventilation.
toward the center where I found it too hot. I
need is a passenger car deck above here to let

Mr. Cromwell
is

I

have a right

we

imThis Convention has grown with great rapidity
fourteen years, and these things need revision.
it

I

don't

The

first

think what we
this hot air out.
Here the Secretary read tlie report of the election which
resulted in the election of VV. J. Tollerton as Chairman of Section III, Mechanical, and of other officers.
The results are
given in full on another page of this issue
Chairman: You have heard the result of the election and with

1673

immediate placing of the new ot'ticers. I take great
pleasure in introducing to you Mr. Tollerton, the Chairman of
Section III, Mechanical, for the next two years.
Mr. Tollerton: Mr. Chairman, and members of Section III,
Mechanical I want to say how much I appreciate your selecting
me to preside over this section for the next two years, and I
shall endeavor in every way possible to handle the work as successfully as it has been handled by my predecessors.
Mr. Tollerton then took the chair and requested Mr. Brazier,
of the New York Central Lines, to make a few remarks on the
history of the M. C. B. Association, which after over 50 years
of existence, is now merged with the consolidated association.
that goes the

:

Mr. Brazier Speaks of M. C. B. Assn.
have prepared

a paper touching on the history of the MasCar Builders' Association, but, after listening to the very
able and masterly address of Mr. Chambers, who covered the
ground so accurately, there was little more I could say. It is
a great privilege for me, one of the oldest members in the
Association, to be called on to read this paper:
The Master Car Builders' Association has been in existence as
an organization for fifty-two years.
The Association had its
origin in informal meetings which were held by car men of the
Xcw York Central Railroad for three years prior to the formaI

ter

tion of the Association.

long

It is

of honored
Association, to the efficient

to the

list

a privilege briefly to call attention

members of the Master Car Builders'
work it has done, to its rules of inter-

change which have made possible the operation and interchange
of equipment and to its standard and recommended practices
which have been generally adopted by the railroads of the country.
The decisions of its Arbitration Committee have beeM
binding on its members, with a force equal to the decisions of our
courts.

In years gone by when most railroads had their Master Car
Builders, the Car Department was considered to be an important
one.
Looking back over the history of the Association and
the foundation on which it was built and realizing that in the
past few years there has been a tendency on the part of some
railroads to consolidate the departments, it is regrettable to note
that the prominence of the Master Car Builder has disappeared.

Those

in

charge of the equipment departments, in

many

cases,

known under a different title.
Our government practically adopted

are

its standards for safety
appliances, which, to my mind, was a great compliment to our
association. There has been altogether too little attention paid t*
this important department in recent years.
You will find, if the
car department is properly managed, and the equipment maintained and improved to the proper standard for present day
operating conditions, that the expenditures for labor and material of the car department will be in excess of those of the

motive power department.
It might be interesting for you to know the total of payrolls and material disbursed for the year 1918 in both the car
and locomotive departments of the New York Central Railroad,
Lines East
:

r.abor

Car

DepartiiH-iit

l,ocomotive
Total

Department.

.

Material

Total

$12,861,877.44
12,109,132.74

$9,787,350.90
5,778,196.30

$22,649,228.34
17,887,329.04

$24,971,010.18

3115,565,547.20

$40,536,557.38

Tn the last two years and particularly since we have been
under Federal control, investigations have shown the importance
of the car department in connection with the upkeep of equipment. I believe there is a brighter future for competent car
men than there was prior to the period of Federal control.
Like the Constitution of the United States of America, adopted
by the forefathers of our country, you can add to it by amendments, but the foundation stands forever. So with the Constitution of the M. C. B. Association
it can be added to or called
by any other name, yet the principles stand forever.
There have been twenty-nine presidents of our Associatioa
of whom twelve have gone to their reward, nine have retired
from railroad service and only eight are in active service to-day.
In the list of officers and members of this association there are
at the present time but five in active railroad service who have
been members for twenty-five years or more
W. K. Carr,
chief car inspector, Norfolk & Western; Past President J. J.
;

:
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Hennessey,
nmsU't car

inastt-r rat
biiilder,

Nfxt on our

list

l>iiilil»-i,

M. K.
is

a

vSi

('

M. \

St.

P.,

and

Iv J. Doyle,

man whom we

all

honor and

respect.

He

has heen a memlier of this association for forty years; has
served one railroad of this coimtry for over half a century;
has filled with honor the position of president of our associarefer to the dean of the association, our treasurer, J. S.
Lent/, master car Imilder of the Lehigh Valley, and your luimhle
serv,inl completes the mmdier of live.
tion

;

I

Badge Presented

to Mr.

Chambers

Mr. Brazier: Mr. t hamliors, I have heen selected hy the officers
and members of the Master Car Builders' Association to present
you with the Past President's h.ulKe of that association. 1 trust,
sir, you will wear this with pride and when you look back over
the work which our association has accomplished in the interest
of the railroads of the country that it may brin^ pleasant recollections to your mind as to the part which you have taken in the
work. You have filled the chair and administered the duties of
the Pres'ilent of our .'\ssociation with honor and credit to yourself and to the .Vssociation, and when you look upon this badge
it will reflect the esteem and confidence of your associates.
1
also have the pleasure, Mr. Chambers, of presenting you
You were
with the Past Chairman's badge of the A. R. A.
elected as President of the Master Car Builders' Association in
1917 and in the changes made in our standing, which now places
us under the American Railroad Association, you have had the
in fact, you
distinction and honor of being our first chairman
will be, without doubt, referred to as our war chairman, as you
presented
is
period.
This
badge
through
this
have carried us
to you by the officers and members of the Mechanical Section
and I trust, sir, that it may serve to convey to you the appreciation of your associates for the creditable manner in which
you have conducted the affairs of the Mechanical Section.

—

Mr. Chambers' Response
event in my life will carry with it a more beautiful recollection of the past than the favors conferred upon me as being
the last president, or any president for that matter, of the
Master Car Builders' Association, and Chairman of Section
III, Mechanical. Three years ago, when I was elected to this
also realizoffice, I took it not unmindful of my predecessors
ing to the fullest extent my inability to fill the office as it had
been filled in the past. However, with your most hearty co-

No

;

I have done the best I could, and I trust that I have
measure given satisfaction. I can only say in retiring that
I want to oflfer my heartfelt thanks, not only to the members of
the association, but to the secretary, and to the members of
the General Committee and Executive Committee, who have
unstintingly and without a dissenting vote, favored everything
that I wished to put through or get before you. I could not
ask in my future ever to have any better support than I have
had in the past. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. Hennessey: I move that there be a vote of thanks extended to the retiring Chairman, Mr. Chambers, for the courtesies that all the members have received during his three years
as President of the Master Car Builders' Association, and one
year as Chairman of Section HI, Mechanical.
This motion was seconded and unanimously carried.
The meeting then adjourned.
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Simple Mallet Locomotive with Short

Maximum

Cut-off

Pennsylvania Engine Has Unusual Boiler Design; Longest Port

Opening

Per Cent of Stroke

Is 50

ONE OF

TTJE MOST INTERESTING FEATURES of the track
exhibit this year is the simple Mallet type locomo-

just been completed
by the Pennsylvania Railroad. This
locomotive, together with the Pennsylvania Class lis
Decapod and the Class FFl electric locomotive, is on
exhibition at the Pennsylvania Station, at Tennessee
Avenue, just off of Atlantic Avenue.
Many unique features are incorporated in the design
Like the Pennsylvania Decapods of
of this locomotive.
the Us class, the first of which was built in December,
1916, and one of which is also included in the track
exhibit, the Mallet locomotive has cylinders designed to
produce the ma.ximum tractive effort at a cut-off of 50
The boiler, with a total equivalent heatingper cent.
surface of 11,360 sq. ft., a grate area of 112 sq, ft.,
and a barrel combustion chamber 11 ft. 7>4 in. long, is,
tive,

Class

HCls, which has

at its Juniata shops

The
as a whole, of unusual proportions and incorporates a
number of details of construction the fabrication of
which involved a high degree of skill and ingenuity.
The locomotive is designed on the basis of driving
axle loads of 65,000 lb. to 68,000 lb. at the rail, the eight
pairs of drivers thus giving a total adhesive weight of
520,000 lb. to 544,000 lb. The weight of the locomotive

working order is 555,000 lb. to 580,000
working order the engine and tender have a
in

lb.,

while in

total

weight

In all cases the weights
of 774^000 lb. to 800.000 lb.
are estimated. With two sets of simple cylinders; each

30>4

in

in.

diameter by 32

in.

stroke and limited to a

cut-off of 50 per cent, driving wheels 62 in.
in diameter and a boiler pressure of 205 lb., it is estimated that the maximum tractive effort, based on driver

maximum

weight, will be about 135,000

The

lb.

Boiler

The boiler is of unusual interest both from the standpoint of design and of the methods employed in the
It may be considconstruction of some of its details.
ered as in three parts, each involving a different type of
construction
the two barrel courses, the combustion
chamber course and the firebox. The barrel courses are
:

The first course is conical,
1 5/16 in. plate.
minimum outside diameter at the front end of
The second course is straight, with an outside

formed of
with a

96 in.
diameter of 110

in.

This course contains the shoulders

Boiler

for the Belpaire roof connection and, as shown in one
of the illustrations, is rolled in one piece, the corners
being formed in one operation on the flanging press
after the sheet is rolled. The combustion chamber course
is made up of four parts: a tapering throat sheet of
^-in. material, two side connection sheets of the same
thickness and a Belpaire roof sheet 7/16-in. thick.
Two of the illustrations show how the throat sheet is
formed. After it has been rolled the rear end is heated
locally and then broken down to form the mudring connection the Juniata boiler shop is equipped with a 700-
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lull

June

ll.iii'^iiii^

pros

for carrvini^

<iut

23,

wot k of this

1919

rluir-

.ictcr.
J'lic

Icii.mh

and coinhiistion cliambcr liavc a total
9 in. from the door slicft to tlu- rear
and some special provision was considered

firel)f)x

of 25

ft.

tube slicet
necessary for takinji care of expansion,

'i'liis

has l)een

The Throat Sheet before Flanging

made

Ijy

the insertion of a folded throat sheet connection

between the firebox and combustion chamber.
The
form of this sheet is shown in detail in the boiler drawings, and one of the photographs shows it in place in
the firebox.
The sheet is formed in two parts, which
join and are welded together on the transverse center
line of the combustion chamber.
Tile top half

is

The Throat Sheet

a comparatively simple flanged channel

— Flanged

•Q

in One Operation under
Ton Press

a 700-

and is formed under the press in one operation.
fold in the lower part forms in effect a bridge wall
between the firebox and the combustion chamber, and
here the contour of the inverted U-section makes exceptionally difficult the securing of a satisfactory flow of
To avoid exthe metal during the flanging operation.
cessive puckering and drawing of the metal it was necesIn the first
sary to form this sheet in three operations.
operation the combustion chamber flange and the contour
section

The

of the bridge wall were formed by breaking the sheet
over a die, the throat and combustion chamber sides of
which were separated by an angle of 32 deg. This operation resulted in some upsetting and thickening of the
metal in the bend and the throat sheet corners pulled up
about three inches. In the second operation the partially finished sheet was placed on a die with the combustion chamber side vertical and the throat sheet side
pressed down through an angle of 32 deg. parallel to the

combustion chamber

side.

The corrugation

just

below

June
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coministion
operation.
tlie

chamber flange was formed

in

a lliird

;

The

firebox is built up of separate crown and side
and the combustion chamber of a crown and a half

The

adjoining' edges of these sheets are
welded after the firebo.x is assembled.
The firebox has a length of 14 ft. and the combustion

barrel sheet.
l)utted

and

electric

The Second Barrel Course; Beloaire Shoulders Pressed
One Operation

in

chamber extends forward into the boiler 11 ft. 7 11/16 in.
from the throat sheet. The tubes and flues are 19 ft.
long. There are 137 234-in. tubes and 284 3^-in. flues,
the latter containing the elements of the type E superheater with which the engine is ecjuipped.
The type E superheater has three vertical headers,
one central saturated steam header and two superheater
steam headers, one on either side of the smokebox. Each
header connection serves a cluster of from two to five
units, depending upon the arrangement of the flues. Each
unit consists of two loops, each of which occupies one of
the 3^-in. flues.
The boiler is fitted with three 5-in. Coale safety valves
and is fed by two non-lifting injectors, one a No. 16 7/10
Sellers, and the other a No. 17 Nathan Simplex.
It is
also provided with a Sentinel low water alarm. The
engine is fired by a Duple.x stoker and is also fitted with
a Franklin power grate shaker.
The extreme length of the crown sheet makes the
question of water level variations due to changes in
grade one of great importance. This is particularly true
on ascending grades, where the upward slope towards
the front of the crown sheet augments the effect of the
inclination of the locomotive.
Under these conditions
the water level at the backhead, as registered in the
ordinary gage glass, is no criterion of the condition at
the front end of the combustion chamber in fact, the
water level at the backhead may be above the top of the
gage glass. Provision has been made in two ways for
determining directly the water level at the front of the
;

crown

through the wra])per sheet near the front end of
combustion chamber, terminating at points respectively 4 in., 7y2 in., and 11 in. above the front end of the
crown sheet. These ])ipes are carried back over the top
boiler

the

When completed, the two sides of the channel, wliich
extend completely around the mouth of the combustion
chamber, are 4^ in. apart the channel has a depth of 5
in. at the top and 14 in. on the bottom center line.
sheets,

1677

sheet.

Instead of being connected directly into the backhead
of the boiler the gage cocks are each connected to a
^-in. copper pipe, and the three pipes lead into the

of the boiler to a point just inside the cab in a 3}^-in.
extra strong wrought iron pipe, opening into the boiler
through a special flanged ciMinection and closed at the
rear end by a ground joint cap. on the face of which is
located the gage cock fixture. Steam for cab auxiliaries
is taken from a turret casting let into the wrought iron
I)ipe just outside the cab.
.\ further check on the water level is obtained by an
ingenious device which gives a visible indication of the
level of the water at the center of oscillation of the water
in the boiler; that is, at the point where the height of the
water with relation to the crown sheet does not change
with variations in the slope of the locomotive.
This
point is located about 16 in. ahead of the rear tube sheet.
The operating element of this device consists of a
longitudinal arm pivoted in a bracket attached to the
shell of the boiler, one end of which carries a float and
the other a counterweight balanced so that in water at a
temperature corresponding to 205 lb. pressure the float
is one-half submerged.
The float arm has a downward
projecting lever which is conected to the indicator on
the backhead by a rod of watertight steel tubing, the
weight of which is practically equal to the weight of the
water displaced.
The indicator consists of two flat
springs on the end of this rod, the ends of which bear
lightly on the inside of heavy glass windows in a horizontal casing opening into the backhead of the boiler.
A disk valve carried near the end of the rod and seating
against the inside face of the indicator casing closes
automatically in case of failure of either of the indicator glasses.
The casing is provided with steam and
drain pipes, the former for the purpose of breaking the
seal of the disk valve and starting the device after the

The Firebox and Combustion Chamber Connection Sheet
valve has for any reason been closed. The range of this
indicator is the same as that of the gage cocks.

Steam Distribution
Contrary to the usual practice in Mallet locomotive
design, this engine is driven by two sets of simple cylinders, a relation between boiler capacity and cylinder
]-»ower roughly equivalent to that obtaining in compound
locomotives being obtained by the use of a 50 per cent

RAILWAY AGE
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inaximiiin cut-cfT.
This scheme, fust tried (mi the lis
Class Decapod locomotives, was developed in order to
eliminate the ran,t;e of cut-ofTs in simple cylinders witliiii
which the water rate is excessive. As experience has
demonstrated that little advantaj^e is ohtained hy reduc
ins cnt-olTs helow ahont 25 per cent, it will he evident
that at the range of speeds from slartin;^ to that corresponding to 23 per cent cul-o(T, this locomotive works
in the most economical range of cnt-otTs and has a
decideil advantage in i)oint of steam consumption over
a simple locomotive, on which the cut-oft varies from 90
to 25 per cent.
With the exception of the 2-in. steam lap cmjiloyed to

June

23, 1919

permit steam |)rcssure to accumulate in the cylinders sufficiently to move the engine and oi)en the main port.
Under running conditions the relation of their size to
the main i)orts and the lime element is so small that they
liave no appreciahle effect upon the steam dislrihution.
Tiu' arrangement of the steam ])ipes is shown in one
of tile drawings.
Two connections lead through the
smoUeliox from each of the su])erheater steam headers.
'J"he lower of these openings terminates in an elhow, a
pipe from which leads directly hack along the .shell of the
l)oiler to an elI)ovv connection with the rear unit steam
chest, where a sli]) joint is i)rovided.
'I"he u])per connection terminates in a ball joint, from whicli a short

Enlarged section showing connection
between side fieader casting and front
steam pipe elbow for rear engine.

"^

SECTION B-B

B-c-

SECTION C-C

SECTION E-E

Front End Arrangement of the Pennsylvania Simple Mallet
limit the

maximum

cut-off to 50 per cent, the arrangediffer essentially from

ment of the valve gear does not

the usual Pennsylvania practice.. The long steam lap
necessitates, however, the use of some auxiliary method
of admitting steam to the cylinders when the locomotive
is standing, in order that it may be started from any
position of the crank pins. This condition is met by the
use of an auxiliary port opening Y^^ in. wide by Ij^ in.
long, cut through the valve chamber bushing and opening into a recess cored in the inside edges of each valve
chamber steam port. The auxiliary ports are so placed
that their steam lap is ^4 in., and they serve merely to

Locomotive

down

elbow casing;
forward to the front unit
valve chamber connection, which is also a ball joint.
The steam pipes are 6 in. in diameter, and in order to
fully utilize the combined opening of the pipes and the
superheater elements on both sides of the locomotive,
the valve chambers of each unit are connected by a cross
vertical pipe leads

from

to a ball joint

this casing a pipe leads

diameter.
pipes for the two units teminate in separate exhaust stands, each of which in turn terminates
in a double nozzle.
This arrangement is clearly shown
on the front end drawing. The openings of tlie tips are
pipe 5^4

in. in

The exhaust

June
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in.

in

diameter and the center lines are located at
measuring 15^^ in. on a side.

the corners of a square
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obtaining a satisfactory ratio of stack diameter to length,
with one stack passage. The arrangement described was
tliereforc adopted in order that a more satisfactory ratio
of length to diameter might be obtained.
Another interesting feature of this locomotive is the
power reverse gear. This is a hydro-pneumatic device,
the cylinder of which is made up of two sections, one 16
in., and the other 12 in. in diameter.
The cylinder contains a piston of the differential type, the full area of the
16-in. face of which is subjected to liquid pressure.
The
differential area between the 16-in. and the 12-in. head of
the piston is always open to air pressure drawn from the
brake system. The outside face of the 12-in. head is not

under pressure.

The operation is controlled entirely on the hydraulic
side by the admission of liquid to the operating cylinder
to move the piston forward and by the release of air pressure from the surface of the liquid supply, carried in a
reservoir in the cab, to move the pistou backward.
The
backward movement

is

caused by the air pressure on the

differential area of the piston,

which forces the liquid

from the cylinder back

into the reservoir through a check
valve in the control valve. The function of the control
is to perform these operations only, and it occupies
central, or lap, position at all times except while the

valve
SECTION THROUGH CENTERING DEVICE

SECTION THROUGH REAR SADDLE
AND CYLINDER

The Front Unit Centering Device and a Cross Section
Through the Rear Cylinders

Each
a

tip

discharges into a separate stack passage having
of 15 in. The four stacks are cast

minimum diameter

its

is actually moving.
The position of the gear is
shown by a sliding indicator at the side of the control
valve.
The gear is fitted with a steam connection for
use when air is not available.
The purpose in the design of this device was to eliminate the constant tendency of the piston to move against

piston

tlic

air

cushion

Front End View of the Pennsylvania Simple Mallet

and are contained in a circular shell 3 ft. 2 in.
diameter conforming to usual lines so far as apearance is concerned. The inside stack extends down to the
center line of the boiler, 10 in. above the nozzle tips.
Owing to the area of stack passage required for the
four simple cylinders, no opportunity was afforded for
integral

in

in

pneumatic gears not provided with a

Locomotive

mechanical lock, hence the substitution of an inelastic
operating medium for steam or air.

The Cylinders and Frames
The
are

all

cylinders are cast separate from the saddles, and
interchangeable.
Between the cvlinders and each

I
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of the

frame

saddle cniiiuvtinns

p.isMs a

shd)

seclioii

front

deep and 4-iii. wide. Tlie front eylinders are iuhriealed In a two- feed .oeomotive l.uhrieal
iiit;
Company's force feed Iniiriealor and ilie riar isl
rail

itS-in.

I

June

toni;ne is east intej^ral with the
rear eni^ine cylinder saddle, and lits l)etween the jaws of
the articidatin}4 casting ijolted between llie rear ends of
the front eiii^inc frames,
'riiese jaws are sjiaced to
articiiialiu};- joint

allow one inch vertical clearance.
The tonjjue is 10-in.
deep, bored out to a diameter of 1.?' j-in. to receive the
ball joint articulatinii pin connection.
The centering; device for the front ens^iiie is shown in
one of tlic ilhislrations. This consists of a .^ronj) of
three tri])le coil sjiriniis placed l)etwcen follower castin,tis
which seat against the inside faces of tlie to]) frame rails.

1919

Ms class, on which it was fnst irieil, and the In
of these eni^ines has been in o|)eration, citlier on the tiv
pLinl or in road service for more than two vears.

on the

i

The Running Gear

iiiders l)y a iiydrustatie lidjricalor in llie cab.

The

23,

he design of

rnnnni,' ^ear delaiK is ciiaracteri/( •!
by a hij^h decree of refinement in tiie distribntion oi
metal to secure the lij^htest possible wei^dit for allowaMi
maximtim stresses.
lollow sections are employed tm
I

tiie

1

liie

axles, craid< ])ins

and

])iston

rods, a practice wdhi h

has become well establislied on the I'ennsylvania, an'
llu
main and side rods are of deei) I-section with thin
webs.
The loconiotise is designed to traver.se curves with
a mininunn r.idnis of 400 ft. and has actually been moved
aronnd ;i curve of ^')r ft. radius. The tires on two uairs

fe#-

The Outside Steam Pipe Arrangement
These are cast with flanges which engage the inside of
the saddle castings, so that the springs are compressed by
tlie movement of one or the other of the followers as the
engine swings out of alignment with the boiler.

The frames, in detail, are similar in design to those
used on the class lis Decapod locomotives. The top
rails are 7'/^-in. deep and 7 in. wide, the section being
thickened on the inside over the pedestals to a width of
9>^-in. The lower rails are GV^-m. thick over the binders
and 7-in. thick where the brake hanger brackets and
frame braces are attached.
The driving boxes are of straightforward design and
are ,the same as those used on the Decapod locomotives.
One point in connection with the design is especially
worthy of note. In order to secure a bearing 16-in. long
the box has been extended inside the frames so that its
center line is one inch inside of the center hne of the
frames and spring rigging. The eccentricity of journal
loading thus effected has shown no undesirable concentration of wear at the outside ends of the boxes or axles

of drivers on each engine are flangeless.
On the rear
engine these are placed on the second and third pairs.
On the front engine they are placed on the second and
fourth pairs, thus relieving the tendency to cramp the
rear wheels of the front unit and the front wheels of the
rear unit in traversing curves.
The equalization of the two engines has been arranged
to produce in efTect a three-point suspension of the locomotive as a whole. On the front unit the equalization
of all four drivers is continuous on each side and the two
The
sides are cross-equalized with the engine trucks.
load on the frames of this unit is thus free to distribute
itself over three fixed points of support, /. e., the engine
truck equalizer, fulcrum under the cylinder saddle and
the rear spring hanger connection on each frame. The
drivers on each side of the rear unit are also equalized
continuously, but are not cross equalized, and so from
two separate system, equivalent to two points of support
of tlie locomotive as a whole, while the third point is
|)niv;dcd by the front unit.

—

:
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The Brake Rigging
Instead of dividing- the hrake riggin" into separate
systems on each side of the two units willi an operating
cylinder for each, the wheel base of each unit has been
divided transversely into two systems of two pairs of
wheels each. The space between the frames is too small
to permit the location of the two cylinders side by side,
and this arrangement of the brake rigging facilitates
placing them at dififcrent points on the center line of the
engine.
On the front engine the cylinders are attached
respectively to the frame braces back of the first and
third pairs of driving wheels, which gives them practically identical positions in relation to their foundation
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I'irebox, water space
Tubes, number and outside diameter
I'lues, number and outside diameter

Tubes and

,

5

—

2'^
3J4
19

6,125
531
6,656
3,136
11,360

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

137
284

length

flues,

Heating surface, tubes and
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total

flues

.Superheater

heating surface
Equivalent heating surface*
(irate area

112

in.
in.

in.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

ft.

Tender

Frame
Weight

Rolled

and

Wheels,

diameter
fournals, diameter and length

6'A

Water capacity

cast

steel

219,000
33

in.

bv 12

in.

in.

lb.

13,000 gal.
14 tons

Coal capacity
* Equivalent heating surface ^= total
times the superheating surface.

evaiiorative

heating surface + 1.5

gears.

On

the rear engine the fact that the firebox extends

forward over the third pair of drivers made it necessary
to place the cylinder for the third and fourth pairs of
wheels on the cross brace back of the second drivers.
This required the placing of the brake lever fulcrum
shaft for the rear half of the engine in front of the second pedestal jaws, from which the pull rods are carried
back over the second brake bearer, above which they are
broken in a horizontal pin joint and supported by a
swing link hanger from the brake hanger bracket.
Two pull rod connections are provided on each cylinder lever fulcrum shaft, which are attached to equalizers, one end of each of which is attached to the forward brake beam and the other to a cross equalizer.
From the center of the cross equalizer a pull rod leads to
the center of the rear brake beam.
The brakes are operated by the Westinghouse E-T
equipment and four 16-in. by 12-in. cylinders. Air is
supplied by two Sj-^-in. cross compound pumps carried
on the front end of the smokebox. The location and
method of attachment are clearly shown in one of the
jihotographs.
The principal dimensions and data are as follows

Registration, American Railroad
Association, Sec. Ill, Mechanical
W. C, M. M., N. Y. C. Sea.side.
P.arnum, M. K., Asst. to G. S. M. of E., Baltimore, Dennis,
Rarr, L. S., S. C. D., Live Poultry Transit Co., Strand.
Rillau, L. S., Asst. Elec. Eng., B. & O.
Brady, C, E. C. C, Canadian Pacific, Fredonia.
Brangs. P. H., Dennis.
Burel, W. C, D. M. M., B. & O., Monticello.
Byers, R. F., Dufiington.
Carson. G. E., D. M. C. B., N. Y. C, Dennis.
Clark, J. H., Supt. Float Equip., B. & C, Traymore.
Rabcock,

Cole, F. J., C. C. E., American Loco Co., Marlborough
Colligan, P J., M. M., C. R. L & P., Bothwell.
Coniiiff, P., Asst. S. M. P., Fla. East Coast.
Crawford, C. H., Gen. Engineering Dept., Marlborough.
Cromwell, Oliver C, M. E., B. & O., Strand.
Davis, W. P., M. M., N. Y. C, Haddon Hall.
Deems, W. A., M. M., Staten Island, Haddon Hall.
Deems, W. A., M. M., Staten Island Rapid Transit Ry
Diehr, C. P., M. M., N. Y. C, Fredonia.
Haddon Hall.
Dillon, S. J., M. M., Penn.
Dobson, F. L., M. M., Penn. Haddon Hall.
Doty, D. M., Inspr. Ord. U. S. N., American Road Machine
Co., Strand.

General Data

Ennis,

Cage

4

Service
Fuel
Tractive

8'/;

in.

Freipht
Rituininous coal
135.000 lb.

(estimated)

effort

ft.

Weight in working order (estimated)
Weight on drivers (estimated)
Weipht on leading truck (estimated)
Weight of engine and tender in working order (estimated)
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

S/.'i.OOO Ih.

540.000
35,0€0
794,000

M

17

ft.

1

54
97

ft.

S'A

ft.-

3H

lb.
lb.
lb.

in.
in.
in.

Ratws
W^eight on drivers -H tractive effort
4.0
Total weight -i- tractive effort
4.3
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -;- equivalent heating surface*
736.81
Equivalent heating surface* -^- grale area
101.41
Firebox heating surface -^ equivalent heating surface,* per cent
4.7
Wei.L'ht on drivers -H efiuivalent heating surface*
47.5
Total weight -^ equivalent heating surface*
50.6
Volume equivalent cylinders with 90 per cent maximum cut-off. .43.6 cu ft.
K(|uivalent heating surface* -r- vol. cylinders
260.0
Grate area -v- vol. cylinders
2.6
Cyliiulcrs

Kind

Simple

(two sets)

30^

Diameter and stroke

in. by

Kind

32

in.

Piston

Diameter

12 in.
6 in.

(ireatest

travel

Outside

lap
lap
cut-off

Inside

2 in.
'A

Maximum

in-

50 per cent
It'll

eels

Driving, diameter oveer tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck, journals

62 in.
12 in. by 16 in.
11 in. by 16 in.
33 in.
6^ in. by 12 in.

n,'i!e

Style

Outside diameter of
Firebox,

length

Firebox

plates,

in.;

Helpa
per
96 in.
by
96 in.
168 in.
chamber connection, !'2
.

Working pressure

do<ir,

3J

205

first

ring

and width
thickness
in.:

others,

tube
,V

in.

and

combustion

lb.

J.

V.

B.,

Gordan, H.

D.,

GrafT, F. M., S.

P., American Loco. Co.. Traymore.
Marlborough.
A. M. D., Erie, Shelburne.

Graham,

Chas., Jr., Pennhurst.
Hainen, J., Staff Oiflcer Mech., Southern, Dennis.
Hankins, F. W.. M. M., Penn. E. L., Cheltenham.
Harris. H. Y., M. M., Tampa Northern, Westminster.
Hice, Geo. T., M. M., Morgantown & Kingwood, Monticello.
Hogan, C. H., A. S. H. P., N. Y. C. & H. R., Marlborough.
Jennings, Thos., M. M., B & M, Arlington.
Right, H. R., M. M., Western Maryland, Monticello.

Lovell, Alfred,

Traymore.

McDonough, John,

M

M., Santa Fe, Francis.

R., S. M. P.,
Marriott, F. I., C. D., C.

MacBrain, D.

N. Y. C, Marlborough.

&

O.,

Alamac.

Maxfield, H. H., Works Mgr., Penn., Chalfonte.
Mellin, C. J., American Locomotive Co., Traymore.
Murray, F. H., Insp. Mech. Maint.. Erie, Alamac.
Muchnic, C. M., American Locomotive Co.
Nanney, T. H., M. M., B. & S., Chalfonte.
Nelson, C. J., Genl. Car Insp., C. & N. W., Chalfonte.

Page, Charles N., M. M., Lehigh. Arlington.
Pidock, C. W., Pres., Georgia Northern, Chalfonte.
Porcher, Samuel, P. A., Penn.
Purcell, John, Asst. to V. P., Santa Fe. Shelburne.

Ream, A.

H.,

M. M.,

Pitts.

& Shawmut.

Redding. D. T.. M. P. & L. E., Traymore.
Rhuark, F. W., M. M., B. & C, Pennhurst.
Riegel, S. S., M. E., D. L. & W, Runnymede
Schlafge. Wm.. C. M. S., Erie, Shelburne.
Schmoll, G. A., S. M. P., B. & O., Marlborou.gh
Smith, J. A., Middletown & Unionville.
Strauss, M. H.. M. M., N. Y. C, Holmhurst.
Sweeley, E. A., M. C. B., Ry. Bd. of Adjustment. Lexington.
Trumbull, A. G., Asst. to C. M. S., Erie, Traymore.
Vaughan, H. H., Dominion Bridge Co., Marlborough.
Zeleny. Fr.ink, Engr. Tests. C. R. & Q.. Traymore.
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Addresses by Distinguished Convention Visitors
Navy

Assistant Secretary of
of

ADDKKSSKS

Roosevelt, Senator

American Achievements

HV ASSISTANT SKCkliTAKV

think it is fair to say that in handling the work of
I
the supply department of the Navy we earned the good
will of the men that we did business with, because we
met them, or at least tried to meet them, on the level.
The first jjrinciple which I ])resented two months before
the outbreak of the war was this:
were going to
increase the purcha.ses for the Navy Department many
hundredfold, and I saw signs at that time of other
branches of the government trying to go out and do
something new with new tools. And I said "No." In
the purchase of our sppplies, I believed it to be the right
principle that we should take the men who know about
sui)i)lies to assist us, and go to them first.
In other
words, we did not try to ask watchmakers to give us
14-inch shells; neither did we ask i)eople who turn out
armor plate to make chronometers for us.
So far as possible, the Navy tried to develop existing
That system proved its wisdom, and the result is
l)lants.
that, so far as I know, the Navy happens to be one of
the few departments of the government that is not under
serious investigation at the present time
I think the
country, as time goes on, will begin to recognize the
magnificent spirit of service of the quarter million of
men who went into the uniform from the railroads, and
])robably an equal number of men who went into the
uniform from the railway supply organizations all over
the country
a total of probably half a million men, who
were trained in the work that you have been trained in.
That half million men, plus the Navy, were responsible
for getting the munitions and supplies to the troops from
away back home, up, yes, to the Rhine.
appreciate
It in Washington.
1 do not need to tell you that.

We

We

We

;

—

;
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Address

Roosevelt

.Secretary Roosevelt said, in part
Unfortunately, from the point of view of a good many
people in the naval service, the primary purpose for

which a navy had been thought to be created, of .going
out and fighting an enemy, was defeated because no
enemy would come out to fight us. And so our task fell
to fighting an invisible enemy.
Our task fell along the
same lines as vour tasks fell to throw ourselves heart
and soul into the great game of winning the war where
the enemy was that is to say, on the soil of Belgium
and France and Italy.
We, with you, were merely one link in that great
chain that brought about the ultimate victory, because

—

;

that chain started in the factory town in this country.
It started on the farm, and the first link in the chain of

was composed

partly of the material
which existed, of the steel rails, the locomotives and the
cars but it existed far more in the personnel that made
possible the operation of those material things.
It was
through the co-operation of the individual, not so much
of a few people at the top in the railroads, in the Navy,
and over in France, but in the individuals who made up
the great mass of the servants of the Nation who made
the locomotives. run, and the car wheels go round; who
made the ships cross the ocean, and who protected them
;

;

;

part.

We

transportation

Tell

War

across the ocean

:

D

Hodge

off in France,

1).

Address of Hon. Franklin

in

Col.

who took the su])plies and the troops
and then another railroad (jrganization took
them up to the lighting front. That was the chain that
made it possible for the nun in ihe trenches to do their

Ol'" TUli
NaVV,
Roosevelt, L'nited States Senator
\V. K. E(lj;e, of New Jersey, and Col. Henry W.
Hodge, of the American M.vpedilionary I'orces, were delivered to a lars^e crowd of interested convention visitors
on the Pier on .Satnrday niijlit.
Secretary of the Navy Daniels had promised to come,
l)nt was jirevented hy important duties, an<l Assistant Secretary Roosevelt consented to come in his place. .Senator
luli^e, who was governinc: New Jersey during nio.st of the
time the country was at war, lives in Atlantic City. Colonel Hodge was connected with the engineering work of
tiie .Vmerican army in l""rance, and for a time was in the
transportation department under General Atterbury.
.\rrangements for the meeting were made by the Entertainment Committee of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association, and E. H. Walker, president of the
association, presided and introduced the speakers.
In opening the meeting, Chairman Walker said
It is
three years since we have met in convention, and during
that time we have seen a world remade.
have seen
nations regenerated into serious, glorious manhood.
have seen this nation changed from indifference into
passionate devotion.
have seen cynicism changed to
patriotism; luxurious self-indulgence transformed into a
tine abnegation
individual character exalted by a common cause.
When this nation decided that it could no longer be
neutral between right and wrong, and there was a call
to arms, two hundred thousand men went from the railroad ranks into the uniformed ranks, and as many more
from the railway supply manufacturers' mills, foundries
and desks.
To these men we meet to do honor but not only to
them, but you also, who served in civilian clothes, and in
dungarees back of the lines, because this war was not
won alone by burnt powder and shot and shell.

I'laiikliii

Edge and

of Senator

Walter E. Edge

.Senator Edge said in part
I think it is a magnificent
tribute for you men and women to come to this hall to:

night and spend an hour in consideration of those who
have been associated with you in business, who offered
their services to their country in the time of war.
could not all go abroad.
should not have all gone
abroad. There were many responsibilities here, and it
was a wonderful inspiration to see the way the men and
women of New Jersey and that simply typifies the sentiment of every State in the Union met the obligation,
and the way they were ready and determined to do their
full part as members of the home army.
must appreciate right now that we are facing the
greatest problems this country has ever faced problems
that must be solved by sound, careful and mature judgment, and without sensation or too much visionary
thought, and adherence to too many ideals in trying to
reach the solution of these problems. I do not propose
to discuss any of these problems, particularly the position
of our country in the League of Nations. I do not want

We

We

—

—

We

;

America to evade any responsibility. As we all know,
she was a very potent factor in winning the war, but at
the same time we must not evade any responsibilities in
endeavoring to maintain
bought.

1682

the

position

she

so

dearly

—
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But with all that, I feel that this country can he
stronger and better able to meet this great new and
broadened responsibility, now that we occupy practically a position at the head of the council table of all the
nations of the world. Under these circumstances, we can
be stronger and better ecjuipped to meet and help solve
these problems by maintaining, at least, the sovereignty
that has made us great, and although I want to see this
country do its full part in any League of Nations or any
other combination of nations, which will help to maintain peace, yet I do not want to see her as a minority
stockholder in any international corporation.
We must forget everything but the duty we owe to
protect the Flag, and back up the four million boys who
went into the service, and now that we are trying to solve
the problems before us, I propose to stand for the principles which actuated us in our part in the war, in order
that the sacrifices we have made will not be in vain.
We have decitled in the Commerce Committee, of
which I am a member, that we will spend $25,000,000, in

1683

the credit of the country in a way that will enable you
to push your business ahead, with the understanding
that the government will back you in securing your
payment for the business which you secure abroad.
There is a great difference between the government
running your business and the government giving you
and with the backing
the moral and financial backing

—

Colonel Henry

W. Hodge

of the American government, with its almost inexhaustible resources, we can go ahead and expand our business in all parts of the world, and that is the basis on
which some of us are working.

Address of Colonel Henry
[Chairman Walker,

Senator Walter E. Edge

order that we may build a merchant marine, and some
of us are trying to decide what we are going to do with
it after it is built.
I want to see a splendid merchant
marine, carrying the American flag on all the seven
seas.
I want to see the men now employed in shipyards
continue in that industry, and do not want to scrap the
terribly costly equipment put in during war times on
the Atlantic Coast.
But I want to go a

little further, and find out if we are
by the European countries for the manufactured prodticts, the engines and tenders and machinery
which we sent to France, and also to other countries.
We can get the merchant marine readily, and we can
get orders by the thousands, but we cannot get paid for
them under present conditions. I want this country to
prepare now, in times of peace, as in times of war, so
that we can finance our credits and buy securities abroad,
and bring them back here, and use their credit against
our credit, so that they can pay us for the commodities
and products that we send abroad. We desire that the
government will co-operate and back your business with

to be paid

W. Hodge

introducing

Colonel Flodge,
transportation department of the American
Expeditionary Force achieved marvels.
Many things
which the French and British war chiefs claimed were
impossible were accomplished sometimes so easily as to
intimate magic. Colonel Hodge was in France even before General Atterbury, and was with the General after
he arrived. He was then made the Manager of Roads,
and finally Assistant Chief Engineer of the American
Expeditionary Force in France he traveled over 28,000
miles in his automobile, back and forth, from Dunkirk
to the border of Switzerland, and up and down the
Coast, with all of what that means to the observant man,
with the trained eye. He is going to tell up some of the
things our boys did over there, and some of the things
he helped do himself.]
I do not think that we have a true perspective of what
has been going on in France we do not know the size
all know we had two million men in
of the job.
France, and we thought that the most of these two million men were in the front line trenches. Thev were not.
There were never more than 435,000 men at the front,
out of two million men, and that is about the usual percentage in any army in other words, in the Army you
have four men back of the lines supporting every man in
the line. But do not think that the rest of them, the one
million six hundred thousand, were not fighting they
said

:
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over

UK),()(K) nicii (loiiij; ciitjiiKcr-

railroads, (locks, tcK'<4ra]>li

and

Iclc-

systems, hnildini;- the l)i'4,i,a'st storage y.ard the
worlil has ever known, hnilding loct)inotivc ronndlionses.
autoniohilos, refrigerator plants
tlic latter, the higgcst
on the face of the earth and all liiesc tilings being ])rovided for the maintenance of onr two million men whom
we had in l-'rance, and we did the work jiretty well.
had tlie greatest transportation i)robleni the world
has ever faced. Our Allies did not have any problem
such as we had. The r>ritish occupied the ports of Havre

—

—

Wo

and

Calais, and the average iiaul from England to tlieir
front lines was about 7r< miles.
The French had tiieir
supplies immediately behind the lines all the time; they

had their shops and all their equipment behind their
lines, and their haul was not more than 35 or 40 miles.
We had to haul our stuff half way across the United
States and 3,000 miles across the .sea, and land it in
France; and perhaps you think when it was landed in
France all our fellows had to do was to fall on it and cat
No, it was not as easy as that. We then had 600
it.
miles to transport it, and we did transport it that distance.
When we got in France, we Americans were as green
as green could be about the transportation problem. Wc
did not know how much material we had to transport.
They sent several of us up to the British and French
headquarters to find out what heir transportation problem was, and we discovered that the British were hauling 50 lb. per man per day and the French were hauling 47 lb. per man per day.
That means ever\thing,
food, munitions, equipment, fodder, and everything
else that is required by an army.
That does not seem
you, perhaps, but when the Armistice' was
we were handling 53,000 tons of freight every
day from our own ships. We were unloading every
to

signed

—

day 20 ocean steamships literally every day, weekdays,
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
Our great problem when we arived in France was to
find out how we were going to do that.
When we
got there the British were occupying the two main ports
They really had possession of all
on the Channel.
the available ports, and when we asked the French and
British if there were any of the ports that we could
use, they did not seem to be able to give us any reliable
information.

The

first

thing

Building a Port
did was in August, 1917, when

we

there was no American Army in France.
That was
to select a site for our first port.
picked out the
port at Bassens, near Bordeaux, and when I was there
for the first time, in August, 1917, it was a slimy mud
bank, with a large swamp behind it.
took it as the
best place where we could build a port because we had
deep water up to the very front of the location, a good
found we had nothing to start with,
piling bottom.

We

We

We

and we asked General Pershing if we could borrow
material from the French, and he said
'We came to
help the French, and not have the French help us. You
must get your materials elsewhere."
We cabled to
the United States, and we got big lumber from Oregon
and Florida, and we got pile drivers and cranes from the
United States, and we got generators to generate electricity to run the trains, and American operators to operate the trains and we started in with about 13,000 men.
Inside of 10 months we turned a swamp into docks for
10 ocean-going ships, and handled 25 tons of freight per
:

day every day.

Then we started on other ports, and after we got these
we had to take care of the stnfi that came in. You

ports,
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we had a sujjiily of common labor in I'rance.
went across on a ship with two engineering regiments,
and on the way over those 5,0(X) men were constantly
t.'dking about the men who were to do tiie labor on the
job they were going to l)e the brains for. One of the
oflicors said:
"Is there much lal)or in h" ranee?"
My
reply was:
"Not that I know of, but there arc 5,000
good laborers aboard this ship." He rei>lied, "We are
not ex|)ecle(l to do the labor, we are tlic brains of this
organization, and someone else is going to do the labor."
The lir.st job I was assigned to was at Bassenes. As
m.iy think
I

l>hont'

much

June

came across the swamp I saw the Colonel of the regiment, and the 2,500 men stretched out in a line, hip deep
in mud, shoveling up the mud on to the bank; he waved
I

his

hand

to the long,

hard-working

set of

men and

said

"behold the fate of a college graduate"
As wc got
further down the line he stopped opposite a nice-looking
boy, perhaps 20 or 24 years old. lie said, "You see that
boy with the long handled shovel his father is one of

—

San hrancisco. He wanted a commission and could have had it, but he did not wait for it,
and joined as a private." He then said to the boy.
"Walter, how is it?" The boy wiped the perspiration off
from his forehead and said, "Colonel, I passed three exthe richest

men

in

aminations to get this job."

Building Yards the Next Step

That was the class of laboring people our railroads had
there.
After we got through the building of the railroads, we went to build yards. We had freight coming
in at the rate of 50,000 tons a day, and we had to build
\ards to accommodate that freight. We laid out our first
yard in the center of France, 8 miles long and 4 miles
wide, and we had 125 miles of ladder tracks, and between the ladder tracks we had warehouses. The General came to me in August, 1918, and said, "Hodge, can
you write a cablegram to be sent to the United States, describing the character of storehouses that you will require?"
I
then wrote the following:
"We want storehouses
fifty feet wide, 11 feet high, at the eaves, built of wood
or iron frame.
Length immediate required 25 miles."
That was the cablegram for the first order of warehouses,
did
and we got it. That is the style we went into.

We

it

on grand

scales.

When we first took that yard drawing up to the Army
headquarters, they said, "We never would think of using
are here to fight
don't need it.
a yard like that.
But before the armistice
a war, not build warehouses."
was signed, we had six yards like thatAfter we got the yards built, we had to commence
Perhajjs
building roads, to get stuf¥ up to the front.
you might think we could take our stuff up to the front
took it up to within
on railroads. W'e could not.
about 15 or 16 miles of the front, then we took it the
rest of the way by motor trucks, and the War Department says we had 16,000 trucks. Perhaps that is so.
did, but we didn't think so, we never saw them.
They were great roads, not roads like the ordinary counThey were 80 feet wide and had rock on
try roads.
them three or four feet deep, because we had to get a
good bottom in that muddy country and we re-surfaced
them all the time, the motor trucks wearing about 3>4 in.
had to employ about
of rock ofT every month.
36,000 men in keeping those roads in order, but that was
not enough, we could not keep the roads up.
Well, our road work commenced in the Chateau
were told tliis drive was coming
Thierry drive.
and were told to carry rock, a total of 40 or 50 thousand
That doesn't seem much to you
tons, to build roads.
because vou could go to the telephone any day in our big

We

We

We

We

;

We

We
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and call up a few quarries and they would furnish
}ou wanted, but you must remember that in
France we had nobody to telephone to, and if we needed
the rock we had to dig it out and crush it and carry it
cities

you

all

ourselves.

So we opened 42 cjuarries, one up on top of a hill up
on the Marne. It was 240 feet above where the trench
was it had never been opened. "It was good stone," the
French said, "but rather expensive to get it down."
And they did not think we could do it they stood in
open-eyed wonder when we hauled two big 45-ton Marion steam shovels up the hill, for we hauled them with
beef, man-power, and block and tackles.
Then we did
not have any ordinary drills, we had only 8 in. well drills,
so we drilled holes and loaded them with TNT and or:

;

men

next county until we fired,
and what did not land in the next county we picked up.
There was six or eight thousand tons after we fired
those shots.
Then we tumbled it into the crushers on
top of the hill and brought it down to our cars at the
bottom of the hill, and within five days after we started
dered the

off into the

work we were

getting five or six hundreds tons a
day, and there wasn't another quarry in France getting
fift\' tons out.
that

The Bridge Work
The
Just one thing as to the bridge work we did.
l)ridges were generally very simple, but most of the
work in the Argonne fight was pontoon work, and we
an American pontoon over there.
Americans did wonders. You people at home did
wonders. You sent us all the ammunition and clothing
and many other things, but you don't want to ever

didn't have

We

accept as true the statement that an eminent late statesto make that a million men could rise to arms
over night.
million men could rise to arms, but they
are not an army, they are not equipped with lots of the
things we need, but could not make in time for use in
this war.
To begin witli, we did not have any artillery in France.
I was taken up l)y one of the Army officers in that
statement. He sent me a list of 57 guns we had. Well,
what is 57 guns ? W^e did not have any aeroplanes to
speak of.
had a lot being assembled but they were
not on the front. The gas masks and helmets we fought
with were almost entirely British, and so also were a
lot of supplies.
had to get hem from our Allies,
and they furnished them to us.
Among other things we did not have any pontoon
boats we had to cross the rivers, and the Chief Engineer said: "Now, you are in charge of the bridges. It
is up to you to know where things are and to get them."
And I did get them, because I found out the Germans
had come to the Marne with the greatest pontoon equipment the world has ever seen. They had come with 183
boats, better than the U. S. Arrny had ever seen.
Somebody said, how do you know they had 183 boats.
I know it, because after they had been shelled for three
weeks, they had the experience and we had the boats
took a gang of men up along
and we needed them.
the Marne and pulled those boats out of the bottom of
the Marne mostly, filled with dead Boche and holes. We
did not care about the dead Boche, but we did worry
about the holes. And we had some trouble patching up
those holes and making timber structures, but we got
them fixed up, made them sound, and used them to
chase the Germans in their own boats. And when we
got one of the bridges up I saw some of the boys were
very busy at a certain spot, near the end of the bridge. I
went and looked to see what they were doing, and found
they were placing a sign, and it said "Made in Gernianv but erectecl bv the U. S. Engineers."

men used

A

We

We

;

We

:
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If anybody asks you who won the war, and there is any
question about it, it was not General Pershing; it was not
the general staff; and not the officers; it was nobody in
the world but those same dead boys in olive drab that won
the war.
And it was a job well done. But we don't
want to give way to the feeling that we did it all.
want to be a little bit careful not to give way to the
American feeling that we are the whole thing.
When we look carefully at the war, we, the Americans,
fought the Chateau
only fought two campaigns.
Thierry campaign from Soissons to Rheims, which is a
distance of 27 miles, and took us two months. Then we

We

We

moved

to

Argonne and we fought from Verdun to Vin50 miles, and it took us two months.

cenncs, a distance of

we were fighting on a front of eighty miles,
for a total of four months, and our total losses were
about 80,000 killed, and total casualties 300,000 men.
That is a lot of good American boys, and we are sorry
they are lost, but when we compare that with our allies,
who fought AYz years, on a front of 450 miles, and had
then you can't
total casualties of nearly 7 million men
look them square in the eye and say we did it all.
The meeting was preceded by a dinner given by President Walker, of the Supply Manufacturers' Association,
at the Shelburne, in honor of the visitors- Those present
were
Walker, Assistant Secretary Roosevelt, Ralph
Coburn, who was a college classmate of Mr. Roosevelt;
Senator Edge, Colonel Hodge, C. E. Chambers, W. J.
Tollcrton, E. Hoover, E. H. Bankard, J. E. Fairbanks
Therefore,

—

Mr

and Samuel O. Dunn.

The Army Ordnance Exhibit
THROUGH THE COURTESY OF THE OrDNANCE DEPARTMENT

of the United States

Army,

the

American

& Foundry Company

has a group of three
ordnance exhibits, one of whith is on the pier and the

Car

others

outside.

The

outside exhibit consists

of

four

heavy artillery pieces on railway mounts and an ammunition car, which are on the Mississippi Avenue tracks,
and an exhibit of field artillery trucks and artillery repair trucks, which are parked near the Boardwalk, just
north of the Marlborough-Blenheim. An exhibit of shells
is located on the pier.
The four heavy artillery pieces in the track exhibit are
a 14-in. rifle, a 7-in. rifle, a 12-in. mortar and an 8-in.
rifle.
The 14-in. rifle is mounted on a heavy built-up
frame of deep girder section, which is carried on two
eight-wheel trucks.
This rifle can be elevated to any
angle up to 45 deg., and has a full traverse of 360 degs.,
with a range of 20 miles. The mount, ready for service
with the gun in position, has a total weight of 436,700 lb.
The eight-wheel trucks are completely equalized on each
side with semi-elliptic springs over each journal box.
The axles have 6-in. by 11-in. M. C. B. journals. The
truck frames extend out beyond the ends of the gun
mount, and are of such a height that the coupler and
draft gear are mounted on the ends of the frames.
This mount is essentially for coast defense work, although its mobility makes it available for use in the field.
The gun is not traversed when on the trucks. A base
ring with a conical roller path is carried on a separate
car, and is set on a foundation in the ground when the
gun it to be put into action. The car is run over this
ring with the center of the car over the center of the
The mount is then jacked up, the trucks removed,
and the mount let down on the base ring. The gun may
also be fired from the trucks, but at a reduced elevation
of 22 deg. This mount is the only one of its type which
has so far been built.
ring.

RAILWAY

lo8<j

Tlu- si'vcn and ci^lit-iiidi rillos and the 12-in. morlar
aif all carni-d i)n nidunts of tlic urll type, and tintwo rillr cars arc carried on trucks of standard railway
type. Tlie rifles are both mounted ou l)arl)ette carriaj;es,

These outJt is carried on standard 50-ton trucks.
were designed for cogst defense purposes and v^ere

used as protection against submarines. The 8-in. rifle
has a range of elevations from horizontal to 42 deg. and
weighs 174,000 lb. on the truck. The trucks of the 8-in.
rifle are the standard 70-ton truck.

14

Inch

1919

is shown
tlie method of
K"" 's '" service, 'lo place
mount is freed from the truck"-

the piece in action the
hy means of jacks which form an inle}.;ral part of tli'
car hody, arc are lowered hy means of these jacks to
rest on crosslies jilaced on the rails. ()utrij^;.(crs, pivoted
to the car l)ody and carried at^ainst the side of the car

7

Inch

Army

Rifle

not in use, are swung and braced against suitable
foundations, arranged as the angle of traverse requires.
It is said that a trained crew can place these pieces in
action in about 20 minutes.
The 12-in. mortar mounts are carried on six-wheel
trucks, fullv equalized, the frames of which are of

when

f^'upssi*^

Railway Mount with

23,

one of the illustrations

In

Railway Mount with

tits

June

hraciui; the car wlien the

havinj; a full circular traverse.
The 7-in. rillc has a
ranf;e of elevations from minus five to plus liftccn degrees, and the unit complete weighs IdO.OCO Ih. at the

rail.

AGli

Army

Rifle for

Seacoast Defense
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The mortars have

a comelevation of 65
The mount with the gun ready for service has a
deg.
This is essentially a field
total weight of 180,000 lb.
piece and is intended princii)ally for destroying deep
special built-up construction.
plete circular traverse and a

underground

The

8-in.

maximum

fortifications.
rifle

and the

12-in.

mortar mounts are

Railway Mount with 8 Inch

equipped with the French type of sere

Army

coupling and

buflfers.

The armored ammunition

car is designed for railway
artillery equipment and has a capacity of 66,000 lb.
In
the design of the body and the underframe structure, this
car follows closely the box cars built by the American

1687

Car

& Foundry Company

The

interior

for the French Government.
ecjuipped with amnmnition racks and a
Doors in the end of the car
longitudinal trolley hoist.
permit the hoist beams to be extended outside the car for
the purpose of serving ammunition to the gun.
The field artillery exhibit includes a caisson limber
and carriage limber for a 77-mm. field piece, a powder
is

Rifle in Position

Ready

for Firing

and store wagon, forge and store limbers, a
and gun caisson, and a 75-mm. field gun and

4.7-in.

tractor.

gun

A

number of artillery repair trucks are also included in the
exhibit. With the exception of the 75-mm. field gun and
tractor, these units were all built by the American Car &
Foundry Company.

Railway Mount with 12 Inch Seacoast Type Mortar
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Many railroad and supply men are exjiressing their
feeling in the loss by death of Secretary Joseph W.
Taylor, of the M. C. 15. and M. M. Associations. The
l)assing away of Mr. Taylor, suddenly and unexpectedly, in the midst of his activities meant a loss which
time will hardly

of tlic committee on train
J. R. Sloan, diairnian
iiifj an<I (.•(|ui])nu'nt, says that Altot>na, Pa., is no

23,

rc])a\

.

lip;ht-

iilacc

wliito scrqo.

Amoni; tlu- workiTS in tlio sui)|)ly ranks tlic l)(.-li(.l
Rrowinj; tliat V.. A. Lc Hcau. of "Creco," is very jirop
erly naniod luirnost.

is

salesman for the Bass Foundry
received the congratulations of
his friends Friday upon the seventieth anniversary of
R.

I.

iMslicr, travolin<;

& Machine Company,

his birth.

Many will know what \vc mean when we say that it is
understood that Clark Moore, vice-president of the
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, is writing
several volumes, entitled "'Life on the Pacific Coast."
L. C. Fitzgerald,

Friends of W. A. Hall will he interested to learn that
he left Yale & Towne to enter the navy in March, 1917.
He was only recently released from service and has
joined the Cleveland Tractor Company's organization as
manager of industrial ^alos. at Cleveland, Ohio.

Shop

Supt..

Erie; G. N.

Waddy. General

Car Foreman, Erie Lines West
E. R. Viberg, mechanical engineer of the Canadian
Car & Foundry Company, Montreal, missed the 916
convention because of being sent to France in connecPie was at one time located at
tion with war supplies.

Camp

Audrie, to assist

in the erection of

Belgian cars,

and while there heard the incessant booming of

H.

S.

Fentress, Gen.

Car

Insp.,

Norfolk

&

artillery.

Southern.

Lalor, president of the W. M. Lalor Company,
is attending the conventions this year as railway sales representative of the Zapon Leather Cloth
Company. This is Mr. Lalor's sixteenth convention, he
having been connected with the electric car lighting interests for a number of years.

W. M.

Chicago,

memorandum on

this

his

list of members and guests who have taken
trips in aeroplanes over Atlantic City during the conventions may be added the names of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Vissering and James A. MacLean. Latest report
says that President Jackson, of the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company, is to take, or has already taken, a
"flyer" in the latest sport.

To

P. Yergy,
P. R. R.;

west

General Foreman, West Philadelphia Shops,
.J. Yergy, General Car Inspector, NorthP. R. R., and Mrs. J. P. Yergy.

H

System,

so many new faces seen
T. A. Foque, mechanical superintendent of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie,
When one looks back
is attending his first convention.
at the remarkable work that he did as secretary and later
as president of the old Northwest Railway Club, it is
hard to believe that he could have kept away from the

Never before have there been

desk a few
minutes after the dailies were delivered on Saturday
morning: "My name is Harry D. Vought and not
Harry D. Wright, as reported in the account of the
Railway Club Secretary's meeting in Saturday's Age.
!"
Bang that proofreader

The Editor found

J.

at the convention.

Atlantic City conventions as long as he did.

the

limit of space on the pier worked severe hardupon one firm which shipped a carload of material here but were unable to get space. The Computing-Tabulating-Recording Company, of New York,
would have made a most interesting display of machines used by the accounting departments and illus-

The

ship

Jane
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trati\^e of tlif adxaiitaii^cs their

latint^ details

Harry

S.

in

Evans

tlie
is

use

nieciianical

may

S'ive in

tahu-

department records.

representing the

company

here.

Captain R. de Heidenstam, of the Gas Accumulator
Company, Stockholm, Sweden, has recently arrived in
His comthis countr\' and is attending the convention.

1689

—

vention service flag record a star for each year, count
them still going strong."
Mr. Edmonds returned
yesterday.

—

Alas and alack
year.

Many

!

There

will be

no golf tournament
Have you heard

this

will be disappointed.

The

Golfer's Prayer

Lord, I pray Thee for a drive
Of such a length that I,
In telling of it afterward,
Shall have no cause to lie.

()

And

this will

amuse some

of us:

There was an old duffer who stood
For a sHce, as he aimed at a wood
r>ut by some twist or crook
He came through with a hook,
And the little pill left him for good.
;

J.

,

T. Mallard, Master Mechanic, Norfolk Southern.

pany represents the Dalen patents, covering gas

light-

ing of railway signals, grade crossings, buoys, etc., and
he is in this country studying American conditions.
Captain de Heidenstam expects to remain another two
months and is making his headquarters at the offices of
the American Gas Accumulator Company, Elizabeth,
N. J. The captain expects that a very large portion
of supplies of all kinds bought from Germany or
through German export houses prior to the vvar, will in
the future be ordered from the United States and

England.

Frank W. Edmunds, of the Schrdeder Headlight
had to return home last Friday to function as
president of the School Board at West Nvack, N. Y.,
Mr. Edmunds has taken
at the graduating exercises.

Left to Right: George Thomson, Master Car Builder, N. Y.
C; I. W. Senger. Master Car Builder; N. Y. C; E. H.
Trottnow, Assistant General Foreman, N. Y. C.

family,

a personal interest in educational matters in his neighborhood and has been responsible for many school im-

provements.

During

his absence, his

co-workers have

The Fuel Conservation Section of the Railroad Administration is represented at the convention by three
regional fuel supervisors, all of whom have been presidents of the TraveHng Engineers' Association or the
International Railwav Fuel Association. They are F. P.
:

Left to Right: H. F. Grewe, Master Mechanic, P. W. & B.; C. B. Keiser, S. M. P., P. R. R.; O. S. Jackson, S. M, P.. C. T.
H. & S. E.; C. Bowerson, M. M., Toledo & Ohio Central; F. K. Moses, M. M., B. & O. Chicago Terminal; C. M.
Hitch, M. C. B., B. & O.; E. H. Mattingley, General Car Foreman. B. & O.; J. S. Naery, M.
C. B., C. I. & L.; J. F. Holzemer, Purchasing Agent. Toledo & Ohio Central

hung

his "convention service" flag in the Schroeder
booth, on which are thirty-seven stars and the following words "The old war horse, 'Pop' Edmunds. Con:

Roesch, of the Northwestern region L. R. Pyle, of the
Central Western region, and B. J. Feney, of the South;

ern region.
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New Machine
Co.MrAK.\ri\i;i.v
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war is evidenced by the number of new designs which
have been placed on the market during the past few
months. A large proportion of the new tools and shop
suitable for use by railways was fully described in the June number of the Railway Mechanical
Engineer, subscribers to which are receiving copies of
.shall therefore in this article attempt
the Daily.
only to briefly call attention to the new machine tools and
shop equipment devices that are exhibited on the Pier
and which were described in the special Shop Rqui])ment
Number of the Railway Mechanical Engineer in June.
ecpiiiMuent

We

High Power Multiple Spindle

Drill

An

interesting exam])le of drills of this type is being
exhibited by the Defiance Machine Works Company of
Defiance, Ohio.
description of it will be found on

A

page 358 of the June Railway Mechanical Engineer. It
is a heavy service production tool, especially intended for
use in locomotive and railroad shops and will be found
useful whether the work involves heavy gang drilling or
heavy jig drilling.
On jig work the compactness of
the machine enables one operator to keep a number of
spindles
either singly or in groups
in operation, and

—

as a result, the operator is kept constantly reloading
the jigs.
One of these drills is in the exhibit of Manning, Maxwell & Moore.

The Ohio
That there
signer will go

is

Ihe Mult-Au-Matic

Tools and Shop Devices

ii;w m;\v tools or sliop devices for

railroad use were placed on the market diiriii<j llie
war.
Tlie Imilders were kept busy inakiiii^ their
standard machines or in devising' ei|nipment for the
manufactiu^c of war supplies and munitions. That the
desijiners were not unmindful of the demands after the

—

Tilted Rotary Milling Machine
apparently no limit to which the de-

in the search for the practical application

of every possible principle which will influence the efficiency of machine tool production is strikingly illustrated
in the tilted rotary milling machine which is on display
in the booth of the Osterlein Machine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
As implied by its name, the table on this
machine revolves, carrying the work to the cutting position
during the cutting operation the finished work is
removed on the opposite side of the table, and the new
work is set up. The cutter may be held in a fixed position and the table rotated continuously by automatic
feed for continuous milling, or the cutter may be
reciprocated radially in combination with an intermittent
motion of the table, controlled by an indexing mechanism
which provides for from two to 72 divisions. The table
revolves rapidly between divisions in order to reduce the
idle time, and by feeding the cutter radially over the
surface of the work the loss of time between milling surfaces is avoided on such jobs as cannot be compactly
spaced. Other advantages in the design of this machine
include the avoidance of non-productive time of cutter
approach.
The cutter travels the shortest possible
distance. Two or more simple fixtures may be used instead of one large fixture, and the marhine is practical
when applied to small qnantitv lots. This machine was
;

rieuds of the (|uanlity producer, the Itullard Mult-aumatic, manufactured by the I'ullard Machine Tool Company, Bridgeport, Conn., will be interested in noting the
refinements and changes which have been made in the
1919 model of this machine. The new model is shown
in operation on the pier.
A detail description of it will
be found on page 3V4 of the June issue of the Railway
I

Mechanical

page 360.

in

the

June Railway Mechanical Engineer,

b'.nginecr.

Internal Grinders for the Locomotive

Shop

valve motinn levers, parallel rods, and
various similar parts where the holes in the rods or in
the bushings are worn oblong or rough, or the holes in
the levers have become distorted, the use of the internal
In

rc])airing

grinder commends itself.
Those who have benefitted
by their recognition of the cylindrical grinders' place in
the locomotive shop will be interested in the machine displayed by the Heald Machine Company of Worcester,
Mass. It was described on page 362 of the June issue
of the Raihuay Mechanical Engineer. It combines several
noteworthy features, among which may be mentioned a
large crosswise adjustment for the work, large vertical
adjustment of the knee, multiple speeds for the rotation
of the head, quick change gear boxes for speeds and
feeds, and micrometer readings throughout.

Belt

Type Finishing and Buffing Machines

These machines embody the principle of a two-belt
system employing an abrasive cloth belt running at high
speed over a heavy corrugated leather cushion belt.
Without memchanical holding devices or power feed attachment the work is held by hand, and produces a finished product of a superior nature.
Equipped with a
holding device and the power feed attachment, the
machine is automatic in its operation, and thus production is limited only by the ability of the operator to
They are being exhibited by the
handle the work.
Blevney Machine Company, Greenfield, Mass., and were
described on page 345 of the June Railway Mechanical
Engineer.

Automatic Screw Cutting Die Head
chasers on the new Landis automatic
screw cutting die head may be easily and quickly removed for grinding or changing, as they are supported
on the face of the head. The head is opened automatical! by retarding the forward motion of the carriage,
is closed by hand, and is locked by the operating handle
which contains a latch having a tongue milled on the
lower end. This tongue is milled ofT center, which permits roughing and finishing cuts to adjust the head for
either merelv requires a half-inch turn of the latch to a
suitable graduation. It will be found among the other
products in the exhibit of the Landis Mach'ne Company
of Wavnesboro, Pa. It was described in the June Railway ^iechanical Engineer, page 372.

The thread

:

Constant Speed Motor Drive for Shaper

.

describf'd

the Exhibits

A

"selective type" gear box, with steel case-hardened
gears, which may be used with a constant sDeed motor
drive or a single pulley beU drive giving the same

changes of
1690

.speed

as are ordinari'y obtained with

the

June
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cone pulley drive, has been designed by Gould & Eberhardt, Newark, N. J., and is being exhibited mounted
on one of their 28-in. Invincible shapers. By the use of
this device it is unnecessary to stop the machine in changing speed except when changing from single gear to back
gear, or vice-versa. The apphcation of this device was
recently described in the Railway Mechanical Engineer
for June.

Combination Punch and Shear

The combination punch and shear exhibited by the
Beatty Machine & Manufacturing Company, Hammond,
Ind., is especially designed for steel car repair work, and
combines some interesting features, noteworthy among
which is the provision for three different sizes of punches
which can set up simultaneously and be operated independently of each other. One end of the machine is
built as a guillotine frame of semi-steel and supports
and operates three different types of shears
one for
flat work, one for different sizes of round bars, and
another for angle irons. The extreme right end of the
machine contains a set of coping tools. Seven sets of
tools, each set ready for instant use, constitutes the
working range of this interesting combination. The
machine was described in the June Railway Mechanical
Engineer, page 396.
:

Motor Driven Double Holder

:

Drill Grinder

Those who seek "more holes for less money'' should
be interested in the motor driven double holder drill
grinders which have been brought to the convention by
the Grand Rapids Machine Company, Grand Rapids,
Mich. One of its style C-6-A grinders, which was described in the June Railway Mechanical Engineer, is on
display with several models of other types. The C-6-A
grinders combines a small min-'mum capacity convenient
with the necessary capacity for
small holder will accommodate drills
from No. 52 to %-in., while the larger one will handle
drills up to 4 in. or more.
The larger holders grind the
large drills wet and use a coarse wheel. The small drills
are ground dry on a fine grain wheel. The rotation of
the wheel of this machine is downward from the point
of the drill, which not only obviates a tendency for the
drill to lift from the holder, but throws all grit downward, resulting in safety for the operator's eyes.
in

handling small

large

A

drills.

drills

The

Valveless Air Drill and

New

Shipping

Hammer

Because of the elimination of the delicate valve
mechanism, the valveless air drill which is being exhibited
by the Keller Pneumatic Tool Company of Grand
Haven, Mich., is exceptionally light and compact. Economical air consumption is claimed for it, and it is stated
These mathat it will stand up under severe service.
chines are built in the non-reversible or reversible types,
including a reversible wood boring machine and a reversible grinder.
The company is also exhibiting the new type of pneumatic chipping hammer, which it calls the Sure-Lox, a
name derived from the manner of locking the handle to
the cylinder, which eliminates the old-style clamp bolt.
The new handle of the Sure-Lox hammer is locked directly to the cylinder in a rigid manner by means of a
key which is inserted in the cylinder and engages one of
a series of slots in the handle. The key is securely held
in place and the entire lock arrangement is covered by a
neat spring clip. An extra long striking end is provided
on the piston and these hammers are furnished with
either open or closed handle styles in 10 sizes, ranging
from 1^ to a 41 in. stroke. These devices were fully de-
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scribed

in

June

the

Railway

Mechanical

Engineer,

page 363.
Jacks for Unwheeling Coaches

A

contribution to the efficiency and cleanliness of
the coach repair track is made in the production of the
new Whiting coach jacks which were described on page
392 of the June Railway Mechanical Engineer, and
which are shown in actual operation at the convention
by the Whiting Foundry & Equipment Company, Harvey, 111. The upright members of the jacks are spaced a
fixed distance apart laterally. One pair of jacks mounted
upon trucks which provide for adjusting the spacing
longitudinally for different lengths of cars. Heavy steps
or knees on the jacks travel between the jaws of the cast
steel columns or posts and are controlled by a revolving
screw.
Provision is made for raising each .step to the
sill of the car independently; then all four jacks can, by
throwing a clutch, be controlled as a unit.

Lamp and Welding

Carbide

New

Torches

5,000 candle power carbide lamps, with 12 hours
capacity on 8 lbs. of carbide
a cost of approximately 3
are being exhibited by the Alexander
cents an hour
Milburn Company of Baltimore, Md. One of the interesting features of this new lamp is the carbide container, which being made up as a series of pockets will
accommodate the safe loading of carbide and no more.
This construction also facilitates disposition of the
residue. The cotainer is simply withdrawn and the edge
tapped lightly to dump the conhents.
The same company is exhibiting its new oxy-acetylene
torches.
One is the "Cut Weld" combination torch,
which is an all-purpose torch with interchangeable tips
th:.t can be used for cutting or welding as the case requires. Its type J or "quick-weld" is an equal pressure
oxy-acetylene torch for welding. In this torch the gases
are mixed in the tip. The torch head and tips have a flat
seat which insures a perfect fit at all times, a new tip
It is stated that
fitting the old torch without difficulty.
the equal pressure feature holds the oxygen and acetylene at equal pressure, making a softer flame, preventing
flash-back and danger of oxidation of the metal. These
devices were described in the June Railway Mechanical

—

—

Engineer.

Davidsonized Cast Tool Steel
Seekers for the ultimate in production for machine
tools

who have

tested

and

makes of tool steels
Oscar F. Ostby & Comwhich is being shown on

tried all

will doubtless be interested in

pany's line of cast tool steel
comprehensive review of the history of
the pier.
the production of this rather remarkable product was
ipubhshed on page 371 of the June Railway Mechanical
Engineer.
In the exhibit mentioned are samples of
reamers, various types of milling cutters, counter-sinks,
etc., which were cast in an electric furnace so nearly
finished and ready for work that all that is required is
hardening and grinding the cutting edges. The cutting
possibilities of this steel are no less remarkable than the

A

process of

its

manufacture.

High Speed
Three

Ball Bearing

Screw Jacks

and three sizes of the
are described on page 343 of the RailEngineer for June. These jacks, manuDuff Manufacturing Company of Pittson exhiliition and are specially recom-

sizes of the 75-ton jack

50-ton capacity

way Mechanical

factured by the
burgh, Pa., are
mended for handling all railway equipment. The load
is raised with the use of a solid steel bar in the lever
The load being
socket, using it like a pump handle.
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raised

lacli

cmi

downward

A

stroke.

positive

clulcli

holds the load for the return stroke of the handle. Regardless of the speed with which the jack may be de
sccnding. the loweiin.^- handle may he stopped with
absolute safety to within a thonsandth i)art of an inch of
any desired point. It is slated that so little effort is re(jiiired to lower the load that the 75-Um jack can he
operated l)v a l)o\' with ease.

intricacies

June

which the operalcjr and
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ins])ector usually con-

demn.

A Truck for Car Jacks
AcoNVK.NiKNT MEANS

of supporting and moving car
jacks about the .shop or yard is i)eing exhiijited by
the Union Connector Company, St. Louis, Mo. The
device consists of a heavy block, on top of which the
jack is mounted and to which is attached a lever handle

Spring Drive for Electric

Axle Generators
Tiir;

S.MF.Tv

\'ork,

is

Car

IIe.xting

and Lu;iiting

Co.,

New

showing a new method of drive for car

lighting generators, using a principle entirely

Power

new

transmitted from
the revolving car axle through springs connected to gear
mechanism mounted on the truck, hut free from the axle.
Two split collars are bolted to the axle between the
wheels, one at each end. Attached to each of these collars are three coil springs paralleling the axle and connected to the split ilrum. This drum surrounds the axle
about midway between the wheels, but is of such internal
diamenter as to give several inches clearance between the
flexible shaft running at right
axle and the drum.
angles to the axle is geared at one end to the drum and

and uni(|ue

in its ai)plication.

is

A

JUMr

^^^^^^^
M'W

^i^j-i

^HBBlHi

\^'

^rnsdBHB^i ^^PP&mH

\
\

l^

The Union Jack Truck
and a pair of wheels, as shown

in the illustrations.

When

not used, the handle of the jack is raised and the block
When the jack is to be
rests directly on the ground.
moved the handle is lowered, carrying the wheels down

Spring Gear Driving Mechanism Mounted on Axle

end to the armature shaft of the generator,
the generator being mounted on the car body. The drum
and gears are mounted in a two-part housing, split horizontally and bolted together the upper part is securely
fastened to the truck frame.
The generator being mounted in a fixed position on
the car and connected to the axle drive by a shaft, necessitates providing for the variable relations between the
car body and the axle when the car is traveling on a
curved track. Compensation must also be made for side
thrust through the truck equalizer springs and the variable pressure on the bolster springs.
This is accomplished through the springs connecting the car axle with
These springs not only give great
the geared drum.
flexibility in operation, but also provide wide latitude in
assembling at the shops or on the road.
In case of flat wheels or other defects to wheels or
axle, provision is made for quickly changing wheels and
axle without changing any parts of the generator drive,
thereby avoiding the necessity of carrying extra parts
with each new axle. The same equipment can be applied
to either straight or tapered axle without change, which
is, of course, a great advantage.
The device is simple and compact and devoid of those
at the other

;

The Truck Ready

to

Move

with it and raising the block off the ground. The handle
is locked in the moving position by a link, which engages
a lug on the front of the block. When the jack is in use
the block forms a solid foundation for the jack.

—
June
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Worm

A New

Hand Brake

Driven

SHOWS A HAND BRAKE
THEbeenDRAWING
being
developed and

wllich has

jllst

by the
Atlantic Hand Brake Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.
The brake is worm driven and connects directly to the
end of the push rod without the interposition of levers.
The device consists of a short shaft, at the top of which
the handwheel is placed. On this shaft is a Ions? worm,
which meshes with a gear and the gear in turn meshes
with a stationary worm segment placed parallel to and
on the opposite side of the casing from the driving
exhiliited

is

The movement

shaft.

gear to climb the

of the driving shaft causes the
rack, carrying with it a clevis

worm

which the brake chain

link, to

is

fastened.

As the leverage at the handwheel is
means must be employed to prevent the
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high, special
application of

Use

for Fabrikoid

OF THE EXHIBITS of
ONEpany,
Wilmington,

the

the

body of which

is

DuPont Fabrikoid Com-

a Cadillac automobile,
completely finished with Fabri-

Del.,

is

of the usual enamel finish. This is the first
which has been made in the use of Fabrikoid as an
exterior finish where it is exposed to the weather. The
bodv of the automobile was prepared for the Fabrikoid
by the application of a coat of shellac. The Fabrikoid

koid

in place

trial

then applied with cement. The entire exterior of the
car body is covered in this way, including the top and the
fenders.
The automobile on exhibit is the first one to which
Fabrikoid has been applied and it has now been driven
1.S.000 miles, with the finish showing every evidence of a
high degree of durability. So far as the test has been
conducted the material has been unaffected by weather
conditions or by the heat of the radiator and engine hood.
number of other automobiles have since been and are
is

A

being finished with

A

this material.

Lathe with a

A

Low Motor Mounting

DISTINCT AND NOVEL ADVANCE in lathcs of the type
illustrated is characterized by the low mounting
of the motor on a standard motor frame, upon

which a large or a small motor may be placed to suit the
nature of the work on any given size machine. A pulley
may be applied and the motor disconnected so that indedependent or group driving is at the option of the user.
The use of the silent chain in the head effects a smoothness of operation which makes the drive practically noise-

The

Atlantic

Worm-Driven Hand Brake

excessive force to the brake chaiiu The lower end of
the shaft rests on a plate, which in turn rests upon a coil
spring in a pocket below the body of the device. This
spring is designed to close under 12,000 lb. As the
brake is applied, the shaft gradually compresses the
spring, until it goes solid. This brings the end of the
worm into engagement with a lug inserted in the casing,
which prevents further movement.
No ratchet or other locking device is required, as the
will not back off. However, it is only necessary to
give the handwheel a spin to release it. In applying, a
spin of the wheel quickly takes up the slack and the
full force may be applied with one hand.
The leverage of the worm is such that the brake chain
is connected directly to the end of the push rod without
the interposition of intermediate leverage.

geer

•

Supplementary Exhibit List

Twenty-Four-Inch Motor Driven Bradford Lathe

Broschart Threadless Pipe Coupling Company, Trenton,
Mo., Train line coupling for temporary repairs. Represented by J. L. Broschart. Space H.
Cleveland Osborn Manufacturing' Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Edhmd railroad and mill broom. Represented by
Jos. L. Sullivan, T. A. Unsworth and William P. Carroll.
Space H.
General Welding & Equipment Company, Boston, Mass.
Oxv-acetylene welding and cutting equipments. Represented by Thomas F. Stoddard. Space 537-538.
Southern Economy Device Company, Shreveport, La. International adjustable lateral plate and International reRcoresented by H. McDougal.
movable driving box.
Space 38.

—

—

—

less

and the spindle

chatterless.

tive driving gears in the speed

Gear shifts in the selecbox can only be effected

after momentarily changing the drive through the shifter
In this gear shift no abuse of the mating gears is
pole.
possible and speed changes are instantly made without
noise or conflict. The back gear lever on the head not
only engages the direct and back gear drives, but it is so
arranged that in its central or disengaged position it

stoppage of the spindle by automatically
applying through a direct friction brake. It is possible

effects a quick
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wovk around

hand

June

23, 1919

witli the

The water e(|iii|)nicnt includes a |)iuiip, tank, waterguard and connections, while a swivel joint in the dis-

used for drivinjj pvirposcs only and promechanical means in the
lathe itself
for startinpf, stopjiinp^, reversing, speed
chan^inp and brake stoppini:^. A 24-in. lathe of the type
herein described, manufactnrcd by the Bradford Machine
Tool Com|>any. Cinciiniali. Oliio, is bcint,^ displayed by

tributing nozzle enables the operator to direct the flow
of the wafer to any desired i)oint.
The machine is self-contained, re(|uiring but a single
belt from the main line shaft or motor.
Motor driven machines can be furnished if desired, the motor being placed
where it is most convenient.
One of these rotary surface grinding machines is upon
exhibition in the booth of its manufacturers, the Heald
Machine Company, Worcester, Mass., who are also exhibiting a line of other types of grinding machines, one
of which the Heald internal grinrler, was illustrated and
described in the June issue of the Railway Mechanical
Kngineer.

to pull tin-

I)y

lo inspect

it

fiiction hraki- ai)phi'd.

motor

Tlic

vision

the

is

is

made

throuf^li simple

Swind Machinery tompany,

riiiladcliihia.

Rotary Surface Grinding Machine

THE

KOTAKV SUKKACE CKI NDI NC. MACHINE sllOWn In
is built in two sizes, 8 in. and 12 in.
rci;ular equipment for both of which includes mati^netic chucks.
Prominent features incorporated in its design include the wheel slide which is a massive casting
having a flat and "V" way which assures alinement. The
wheel sjiindle is large and is mounted in a plain adjustthe illustration

Single Hoist Grab Buckets

THE

AUTo.\[ATic SINGLE HOIST GRAB BUCKET illustrated is recommended for use in the cinder pit it
will be noted that it is built without projecting
parts which might catch on the sides of the pit.
This
bucket requires only a single drum hoist to handle it and
is much faster in its operation than a two-line bucket because the operator has only one controller to handle. This
grab bucket is automatic in operation, dumping at a fixed
height controlled by a tripping hanger permanently
attached to the hoist of the crane.
;

Front View of

12-in.

Rotary Surface Grinding Machine

able bronze bearing in the rear it is lubricated through
a large sight feed oiler.
Automatic and hand feed for
the wheel slide has been provided for by an automatic
;

pilot wheel which may be disengaged whenever the automatic feed is being used.
The main speed box which is situated on the rear of the
machine furnishes power to the wheel slide by a threestop cone and three speeds to the chuck through a bank
of gears. The speeds of wheel slide and chuck are independent of each other allowing for a large latitude as
regards speeds and feeds. The speeds to the chuck are
controlled by a pull rod on the front of the machine.
The chuck spindle is driven by spiral gears, one of
which is mounted directly on the spindle. The chuck
bracket is adjustable to allow for the grinding of concave
and convex surfaces up to an angle of 10 deg. The
chuck feed is controlled by a hand wheel and vertical
screw through a nut on the spindle sleeve. The chuck
spindle is mounted on the ball bearings, while the vertical
screw has a ball thrust bearing allowing vertical adjustment of the chuck. These machines are also equipped
with an automatic vertical adiustment to the chuck which
will feed from 0.0005 in. to 0.003 in. at each end of the

box and a

wheel traverse.

Brosius Automatic Single Hoist Grab Bucket

A special design of this particular type of bucket for
use in ash pit service has been put out by Edgar E.
Brosius, Pittsburgh, Pa., a specialist in the manufacture
of grab buckets for ash handling plants it has a capacity
oi lyi cubic yards and is 3 ft. >^ in. wide, allowing a
clearance between the walls of 4 ft. pit.
;

—
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great deal of time is lost in the convention meetings
by the reading of the reports in detail. This is, of course,
necessary where the reports are sent
Stop
out late and do not reach the memReading
hers until just as they are leaving
for Atlantic City. This year, howthe Reports!
ever, the most of the reports were
sent out several weeks in advance of the meetings and
the members should have had plenty of time to read and
digest those in which they were particularly interested.
Indeed, many of the reports are so carefully prepared
and go into such technical detail that it is hardly safe to
attempt to discuss them unless they have been studied
carefully in advance.
While it may not be advisable to
take such a radical step this year, some measure should
be adopted to insure that the reports will be read only
in abstract at the conventions next year.
Secretary Hawthorne made a remarkable record this year in getting the
reports out early and his staff is now so organized that
it
is safe to predict that even better results will be
obtained next year.
If this prediction is correct there
is no reason why lime should be wasted next year in
reading the reports in full. It is an extremely difficult
matter to get committee chairmen or the authors of individual papers to realize the importance or necessity of
taking only a few minutes to place their reports before
the convention.
To check against this, the chairman
should prepare their abstracts in advance and .submit
them to the General Committee to pass upon or it might
be advisable to have Secretary Hawthorne's office prepare such abstracts and submit them to the committee
chairmen for approval. In this way prompt tran.saction
of business would be insured and there would 1)e more
;

man
own

Ideal

less

of a joke.

finds

it

easier to rely

upon

his

organization to do the greater
part of the work in compiling and
preparing the report because of the difficulty of arranging for meetings of the committee. Secretary Hawthorne
is helping to overcome the latter difficulty by arranging
through his office for the meetings of the committees at
the convenience of the chairmen, but taking the details
of calling the members together off their hands. It is understood that a Committee on Committees has been appointed whose duty it will be carefully to study the makeup of each committee and see that it is composed of the
kind of men who are specially well fitted to work on it.
An example of how a committee should do its work is
afforded by the present Train Brake and Signal Equipment Committee. Its meetings are noted for the fact
that ordinarily 100 per cent of its members are present.
All of the men on the committee are experts on the subject, and it is not unusual for them to sit in conference
for more than a day; indeed, one conference laster several days, and all of the members worked hard and

Committee

Published Every Friday and Daily Eight Times in June by the

more or

likely to place the entire re-

sponsibility of doing the work on the
chairman, and sometimes the chair-

by the Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co.

^^
Volume

is

heartily during that time.

With committees managed

and made up in this way there is still another factor to
be desired, and that is that the individual roads back up
their representatives on committees and express a real
pride in having them give the best that is in them to the
committee work. The Pennsylvania Railroad has always
insisted that its representatives on a committee make
good, regardless of whether they were chairmen or memthese

More than this, it has placed its
men in the way of making special

tests

for the benefit of

bers.

resources behind
investigations or
the committee.
Other roads

should adopt the same policy.

Mr. Tyler's Tribute to the
Railway Supply
Tyler paid a deserved tribute

MR.ply

men

Men

to railway sup-

address to the Mechanical Section
published elsewhere in this issue.
He said the fact that more progress has been made in
the United States than in any other country in the development of railroad equipment is due largely to the
railway equipment and supply manufacturers.
We believe it is not generally known that the railway
equipment and supply manufacturers occupy a much
more important place in the transportation industry of
the United States than of any other country.
In most
other leading countries a large part, or even most, of
the equipment and naaterials used by the railways is
made in their own shops. For example, the British
railways built most of their own locomotives and cars.
There are big builders of locomotives and cars in Great
Britain, but they get 90 per cent of their business from
foreign countries.
In this country, on the other hand,
the railways buy almost all of their equipment and supplies from manufacturers.
The technical officers of the railways have invented
many of the most important specialties and materials
used.
They have suggested improvements in many of
those which have originated with the sui)ply companies.
They have designed a large part of the locomotives and
cars which have been built.
On the other side, the
supply companies have bought and put on the market

yestertlay,
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many
and

of

(lie tliiiij^s

wliidi railway ofTiccrs liave iiivi'iiUd

liave co ojicrati-il

railway oiViccrs in pi-r
trctiii}^- thoir dcsi^nis, while, of course, they have iiiaiie
imist of the devices and eciiiipnient whicli the railway
oflieers

have

witii

tin-

desi'^^ned.

heen chiefly this co-o|)erali()n Ixtucen llie oflieers of the railways on the one side ami tin- supplv concerns on the other that has pronmteil the technical develonnient of our railroads and enai)led them to haul a
ton ol freight one mile cheajier than any other railways,
while payiui;- the iiii^hest wa^-es paid by any railways.
While there has In'en this co-operation between the officers of the railways on the one side and the e(iuii)ment
and supply com|)anies on the other, they have always
had the relationship of buyer and seller. They, in consciiuence, have rej;tirded themselves as beino^ engaged in
sejjarate industries. As a matter of fact, however, in a
I)road way, the rairoad business and the railway supply
business are one big industry. It is not always even true
that the railroad is the buyer and the supply company the
seller since the supply companies are large shippers and
in the relationship of carrier and shi])per it is the railroad that is the seller and the supply com])any the buyer.
To say just how much the technical development of
the railroads has been due to railway officers and howmuch to railway supply men would be impossible. But
in view of the superior efficiency with which our railroads are operated, it may be safely said that the railway and railway supply men of the United States have
both done their work better than those engaged in similar lines of work in any other countrv.
It

lias

Locomotive Standardization
N HIS ADDRESS

at

Monday's session Frank McManani)

*

very ably presented the arguments for standardization.
The great strides which have been made in industrial developments in this country have been made in an atmosphere of individual initiative which is the expression
of the principle of freedom on which all our national institutions are founded. According to this principle, organizations as well as individuals should have the fullest
possible latitude in the development of their own policies and ideas, onlv being restrained where it can be
proved that the national interest demands the imposition

of restraint.

The burden

of proof, therefore, must

ponents of general standardization.

lie

with the ex-

This has been done

which are universally ofifered in interchange, the question of standards therefore becoming
a matter of general concern. On the other hand, while in
special cases they may be used on foreign lines, locomotives are essentially a fixed part of the transportation machine, functioning to the greatest advantage when retained within the limits of the owning road, and to even
better advantage when they are used exclusively on the
home division. The fact that the extradorinary transportation conditions which were brought about by the war
have made it expedient to transfer locomotives from one
railroad to another does not alter this principle. Even
the building up of permanent joint terminals in which
locomotives of several roads are handled and dispatched
by a common organization does not materially afifect the
situation, because these are largely turning points and
the greater part of the actual repair work is cared for
in the case of cars,

at terminals

on the home road.

Standardization of locomotives has been adopted quite
generally by individual railroads and where sufftcient latitude is allowed in the working out and application of
improvements, this is a highly desirable policy. But it

24,
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not .safe to draw general conclusions from tiie fads
particular cases, and standardization should not l)e
regarded as a principle, but as an expedient for the allaiiimcTU of certain ends.
These ends are uniformity of
siiop practice and tools, the ri'duclion of the variety of
repair i)arts and hence tiie number which must be carried in slock, and the reduction of first cost.
As it has been adopted by individual railroad systems,
the first two of these ends have in a measure heen attained. To apply a single set of standards to the nation,
however, will add nothing to the benefits which are being derived from the standardization ])r(jgrams of individual roads.
is

in

These iirograms make possible uniformity in shops
under normal conditions and reduce the mate-

practically

carrying charges as far as they can practically be
reduced.
In fact, general standardization would be a backward
step, so far as the attainment of these benefits is concerned, for a period of 15 or 20 years. The standard locomotives already built have added to the number of
classes and non-interchangeable details, now too large
in many cases, which the more progressive railroads are
endeavoring to reduce. To offset the disadvantage of
this long transition period there must be assurance of
large benefits in the end in addition to those now already
assured from the measure of standardization which has
developed naturally under private ownership and operrial

ation.
)f the advantages claimed for standardization the only
one which offers reasonable hope of fulfillment is that of
reduced first cost, which may be secured through ecenomies in construction made possible by quantity production.
This, however, is not large, owing to the compara(

number of engine* to be built of a single
standard type and is a question of minor importance as
compared with the question of the preservation of individual initiative and incentive in the development and im])rovement of motive power. It is not difficult to form
an opinion of the effect on the state of motive power development 20 years hence, if the actual application and
working out of new ideas and improvements must pass
through the hands of a central organization for approval
or rejection by a comparison of the motive power of 20
years ago with that of today. And yet 15 or 20 years
must elapse before a general standardization program
will have become effective.
The statement that standardization does not mean
stagnation is true within certain limits where it has naturally developed and has taken a form expressive of the
ideas of close knit organizations. In few cases have
standards been so rigidly maintained that improvements
were not very readily incorporated, not only in new designs, but in the old power. The attempt to maintain
universal standards of necessity must greatly increase
the difficulty of securing the adoption of improvements
to prevent a rapid growth of local changes which would
soon destrov the standards. The inflexibility and unwieldiness of such a central organization will effectively
kill the incentive to continue the rapid pace which developments of the past twenty years have taken.
There is still much to be done before the locomotive
is sufficiently perfected to attempt to maintain fixed designs. Take the question of fuel economy which is only
just beginning to receive serious attention in this country.
It involves the consideration of many problems of boiler
and firebox design. The present high cost of fuel and
the necessity for conserving the nation's fuel resources
demand the utmost freedom in the development of improvements and in themselves are a sufficient reason for
not adopting, a program of national standardization.
tively small
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9.30 A. M. TO 1.30
Fuel
Reports on:
Economy and Smoke Prevention
Specifications and Tests Materials
(M. M.)
Design and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers
Locomotive Headlights
Superheater Locomotives
Individual Paper on Carbonization in
Valve Chambers and Cylinders
of Superheated Steam Locomotives; Its Cause, Effect on Lubrication and Maintenance, and
Proper Measures to Overcome
Same, by F. P. Rocsch
Amalgamation of other Mechanical

1'.

.M.

M.

to 10.00

A.M.

10.00 A. .M. to 10.30 A.

M.

M. to
M. to
M. to

M.
M.
M.

10.30 A.
11.00 A.
11.30 A.

11.00 A.
11.30 A.
12.00 A.

IJ.OO A.

M.

12.30 P.
1.00 P.

M. to
M. to

to 12.30 P.

M.

.

.

1.00 P.
1.30 P.

M.
M.

Entertainment

in

the

A

Big Convention

RKCLSTRATioN BOOK
will

Associations with Section III

Mechanical of the American
Railroad Association
Questions Proposed by Members.

people attended an added
Sixteen dances comHippodrome.
posed the evening's program. The committee in charge
consisted of Langley Ingraham, Chairman, assi.sted by
J. L. Paxton, H. E. Passmore, J. C. C. Holding, Ellsworth Haring, F. T. Connor and R. J. Himmelright.

attraction

of

9.30 A.

many convention

although

Program For To-day
Discussion

1697

NO. 4, which will be issued to-day,

show some astonishing attendance

—

M.—

We

follows
Members

M.—

10.30 A.
Orchestra! Concert. Entrance Hall, MilFry Philharmonic Orchestra.
lion Dollar Pier.
3.30 P. M.
Band Concert and Impromptu Dancing.
Entrance Hall, Million Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band. Tea will be served at 4.30 P. M. in Entrance Hall.
9.30 P.
Mardi Gras Dance. Ball Room, Million
Dollar Pier. Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band.

figures.

have talked about the year 1911 as a recordbreaker. It was and has continued to hold this distincBook No. 4 will show a total
tion until this year.
attendance of 5,771. It is safe to say this morning that
over 6,000 people have attended the conventions up to
this time. The comparative figures between 1916 (up to
Sunday evening) and 1919 (up to Monday noon) are as

Special guests

Railroad ladies

Supply ladies
Supply men
Foreign guests

-

Total

1916
628

1919
630

511

1,795

417
JOj

600
450

1,453
....

2,246
50

3,315

5.771

"members" needs some explanation.
In former years many members registered for
both the M. M. and the M. C. B. conventions and were

The

figure

counted twice.

for the

This, of course,

is

not being done this

vear.

The Mardi Gras To-night

THE

BALL ROOM on the Million Dollar Pier will be the
scene to-night of a merry affair. It will be termed
a Mardi Gras dance and will be in its nature somewhat similar to the carnival dance of last Thursday
The Highlanders' band will furnish the music
night.
for a twenty dance program and during the intermission
the members of the Entertainment Committee will distribute paper caps, streamers, horns, squakers, confetti,
Fun will then reign .supreme till long after midetc.

midnight.

American Society

THEcan

of the AmeriSociety for Testing Materials will be held at
the Hotel Traymore, beginning today and closing
b^riday, June 27. The program for today's sessions is as
follows
First Session, 10 A. M.
Minutes of twenty-first annual meeting.
.Annual report of Executive Committee.
Report of Committee E-6, on Papers and Publications.
Report of Committee D-3, on Method of Sampling and Analysis

Lost and Found

for Testing Materials

TWENTV-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING

of Coal.

Report of Conmiittee E-4, on Magnification Scales for Micrographs.

LOST— Badge No. 4187 by Mrs. S. F. Armstrong
and Badge No. 184 by George Akans. If found, please
return to Raikvay Age booth.
LOST— R. S. M. A. Badge No. 2312 by J. N. Gallagher of the O'Malley-Beare Valve Company. Finder
please leave at the Raikvay Age booth.
Badge No. 5349. Apply to Secretary Con-

election of ofScers.
Miscellaneous business.
of the National Service Committee
Leighton,
chairman
M. O.
of the Engineering Council, will address the meeting on the
activities of that committee.

way's

tural Materials.
Paint, a Plastic Material

FOUND—
office.

LOST — Parasol,

blue with

Roman border, tan stick
E. W. Winchester, Logan

with fork handle. Return to
Hotel, or Secretary Conway's office.
Small fur neckpiece.

FOUND —

Conway's

Call

at

Secretary

office.

Announcement of

Second Session, 3 P. M. On Preservative Coatings,
Lubricants and Containers.
Report of Committee D-1, on Preservative Coatings for Strucand Not a Viscous Liquid.
Report of Committe D-2, on Lubricants.

A

Viscosimeter for Gasolene.
Report of Committee D-10, on Shipping Containers. Motion
will be presented showing certain activities of the
United States Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

pictures

Third Session, 8 P. M., Presidential Address and
Memorial Session.
Annual address by the President, Guilliam H. Clamer, on the

Yesterday's Entertainment
ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES of yesterday and last
night were greatly enjoyed. In the morning a band
concert was given in the ball room of the Pier, and
in the afternoon an orchestral concert received a generous
The afternoon affair was followed by an
attendance.
informal dance during which tea was served.
In the evening the announced informal ball was thoroughly enjoyed, and there was a large attendance,

THE

subject of Standardization.
Memorial pes^ion in honor of Dr.
ary-treasurer of the society.

Edgar Marburg,

late secre-

M.

A., has extended the
full privileges of the Million Dollar Pier to the members
of the American Society for Testing Materials during the

President Walker, of the R.

S.

remainder of the convention of the American Railroad
Association, Section III. Mechanical. The badges of the
meinbers of the Testing Material Society will admit them
to the Pier at any time.
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Train Line Connector to be
Investigated by Mechanical Section

Air. .Mussey:
didn't w;mt to he understood as saying that the automatic connector did not have a lot of
very good features, hut the difliculty on one of the jjoints

DIKINC

.\lr.
McMullen has just brought out is the (piestion of
coupling other cars, and the attachment of the coupling
is so closely allied to the couplers that it is really almost
a part (jf the coui)ler, or should be, and the subject might
lie sent to a sub-committee of the Coupler Committee.
Mr. l'"uller: We have been using automatic connectors
for a long time.
had an experience in l'J02 and 1903
on the .Mton. with varied results. There is no question
but that we have got to eonie to it and this association
should be in touch with anything that is being done.

LAST 'riUKSDAV's SICSSION tllC SUl)jc'Ct ot
automatic train i)ii)c connectors was broiif^lu ni).
i'roiiosod l)v tlu'
uiiiltT till- luad of Oncstioiis
MouiIkts, hv ('. 1'. I'ullcr, superintendent motive iiower
and machinery, L'uion racilic. 'I'lie discussion, whicli
follows, was referred to in an editorial whicli appeartd
in the June 20 issue of the Daily Riiiiwoy ^-i.t;<';
Mr. I'^iller: Sooner or later we may lie confronted
have
with automatic steam and air hose couplin,i;s.
do not remember whose it is,
noticed one on the jiier.
think this assohut it looked pretty j^ood to me, and
ciation oug-ht to study the subject, because I am sure
we are g'oinq: to be confronted with an automatic
coui)ler sooner or later and we ought to anticipate it.
W ni. II. Mussey (Long Island): We have had a
g-ood manv years' experience with automatic connectors
and I thiiik we ought to consider very carefully before
we go into it. We have come to the conclusion that the
straight automatic connector has so many difficulties
involved in it that it involves the coujiler question.
We have a train
F. W. Brazier (New York Central)
on one of our divisions running between liig"hl)ridge and
Vonkers, a short distance, which has been equipi)ed for
about eighteen years with automatic connectors, but
train has been kept going on the run back and forth
without being broken up and they have been very successful.
We are using one manufactiu'ed by the Westinghouse Company. This question was very much debated by this association a few years ago. We had committee reports on the subject, but the movement has
I

I

I

I

'l"he

1

:

a movement on foot now to make
deeper, and it would be a good idea
if this matter were referred to the Train Brake and
Signal Equipment Committee. There are a number of
different designs, and on the Lines West, Mr. Thompson can tell you they are testing out some on his trains.
are
W. O. Thompson (N. Y. Central Lines)
trying out some of these connections on the lines West
of Buffalo, but we are not in a position now to give any
definite information, for the reason that we have put
the equipment on our suburban trains and there is no
cutting apart and switching or anything of that kind
with those trains. W'e have now changed the couplers
on some branch line trains that will be cut apart and
switched around and perhaps that will give us a chance
to give you a little more information later.

died downtests,

and go

There
into

We

A.)
We have been working
with connectors. All of us have realized for a number
of years that the connector is going to come into use
some day, and I believe we ought to get into position
by having a committee follow up the development of the
connectors so we will know more about them when they
are developed than we know about the draft gear. You
would be surprised to know how little we know about
draft gears.
It would be a good move by the association to have a committee follow up the development of
the connector so that when it is complete and ready for
use, they will be able to tell us something about it that
we can bank on.
(Erie)
We have a suburban train
J. McMullen
I happened to
equipped with an automatic connector.
be at Jersey City a few days ago when I was coming
down here and I noticed this train come in on the platJ. J.

Tatum (U.

S. R.

:

:

was there and it seemed to be working
There was a car connected on the end of
This was done bv the
this train that was not equipped.
use of a dummy which they have in connection with the
connector that we are using, and gives satisfaction.
form while
very nicely.

I

:

These men who have remarked

that

Message From General Atterbury

is

it

:

Chairman

they have some in service on their trains that are never
broken up must realize that there is absolutely no advantage in an automatic cou])ler if that is the .service you
are going to put it in. The argument has always been
that the absolute need for them, if there is one, is for
use in suburban trains, where you are breaking your
trains up and slamming them together.
suggest if
I
anybody is going to use automatic connectors that they
l)ut them in service where the trains are broken uj) and
not where the benclits of the automatic coupler cannot
be fully realized. The real test is in the suburban service, where you have a great deal of crossover conditions
and conditions which are severe, but actual working
conditions, as a rule.
On motion, the subject was referred to the General
Committee, to be assigned to a new committee or to one
of the standing committees.

WAS EXPECTED that General Atterbury would be presIrent to take part in the "Recognition Program" last Saturday evening. President Walker of the R. S. M. A.
received the following telegram from him on Saturday

morning

am

deeply grateful for the cordial invitation exme verbally by yourself and also in the telegram of Mr. Chambers and Mr. Tollerton to be present
at the session of the American Railroad Association,
"I

tended to

Mechanical Section.

would be a great privilege and pleasure to me to
evening were it not that
other arrangements previously made preclude my being
''It

])articipate in the affair of this

Atlantic City for the occasion.
you call it a night of recognition and ap])reciation of the service rendered by A. R. A. members
during the w'ar.
"So far as this concerns the railroad men who served
in France, I can speak with authority regarding their
accomplishments, and my message to you is that you can
in

"I note that

I rank their work
limit in commending them.
with the most distinguished performed in France
"A large percentage of the railroad men who went to

go the

J'rance were well beyond the age at which military service might reasonably have been expected, many gave
up very rumunerative positions, home ties and all those
comforts and conveniences that are so foreign to army
life, all 10 answer the call of their country and to serve
in such capacity as they could be used with benefit to the
I think that if the facts were analyzed it would
be found that of all agencies that contributed over and
above what might be termed the reasonable call of duty
I am
the railroad profession stands out pre-eminently.
proud not only of the sum total of achievement of the
railroad men in France, but also of every man who had
W. W. .Atterbury.
the opportunity of serving there."

cause.

Co fy right by

I'

American Railroad

Association, Section

III,

Mechanical

W. T. Tyler, Chairman
McManamy

Proceedings Include Addresses by

and Frank
FIFTH DAY of
THEAmerican
Railroad

first annual convention of the
Association, Section III, Mechanical, began with a morning session on Monday,
June 23, 1919. The meeting was called to order at 9.45

the

o'clock by

who asked
also

Mr. Tollerton, the newly elected chairman,
that the past presidents in the audience and

Mr. MciManamy,

partment of the U.

Address of Vice-Chairman, W.
LISTENED to SO many excellent addresses since the
opening of the convention and the ease with which they were
delivered and it would seem that any one should be able to
make a public address merely by close observation as to how it
was done. However, I am inclined to think that making addresses
in public is like the great game of golf, you may be one of a
gallery that is following a professional golfer and watching the
ease and accuracy with which each shot is made, it seems not

IH.WE

all, but when we try it ourselves we generally
Therefore, I trust that if my drives are short
and I am occasionally in the bunkers the convention will bear
with me for I assure you if given strokes enough I will get
over the course somehow.
The American Railway Master Mechanics Association is just
closing its 51st year and as I had the honor of serving you as
President until its consolidation into Mechanical Section No.
III.
I will therefore address you as Past President of your

to be difficult at

dub our

shots.

association.

In addressing you today as President of the American RailAssociation, I thoroughly appreciate
the honor conferred upon me and the privilege of appearing
before you in a capacity which has in the past been so ably
filled.
It is therefore with an especial pleasure that I extend
to the members and distinguished guests, a sincere welcome with
the hope that this meeting shall be truly beneficial. I am certain
that none of us will leave this beautiful city and its charming
hospitality with other than the most pleasant recollections.
During these eventful years of change and progress, we have
witnessed the growth of a co-operative spirit among nations
and national institutions, the far-reaching efifects of which, will
not be fully appreciated for some time to come. In the railroad
The amalgafield some of these tendencies are already evident.
mation of various organizations is in line with the general trend
and will lead undoubtedly to a broader opportunity for useful

way Master Mechanics'

effort,

Tollerton

J.

S.

assistant director, mechanical deR. A., take seats on the platform.

Tollerton

and a more complete development of the inherent possi-

tiian could be expected from the organizations acting
independently.
Most of us will view with considerable regret the passing of
our old association. In fact had it not been for this sentiment
in favor of retaining the identity of the American Railway
Master Mechanics' Association, it is probable that a combination
of the different organizations would have been effected a number of years ago. While at that time the advantages of a more
complete co-operation were realized, there was no urgent incenToday,
tive to the formation of an amalgamated association.
however, we are confronted with problems, the solution of which
will indeed necessitate our combined efforts, and in the wise
consideration of these matters, we will have increased opporbilities,

been ours
during the preceding years.
It is only necessary to glance through the published proceedings of the Master Mechanics' Association to realize that there
has been a consistent growth right from the beginning, and also
that in the various lines of investigation under way, there still
remain great possibilities for future endeavor. It would require
altogether too much time to attempt anything in the nature of a
complete review of the work accomplished by this association
during the past fifty-one years. I feel, however, that on this
occasion it will not be entirely out of place to mention briefly
some of the more important results secured. This is the only
true measure of our success and consequently a summary of
these results seem to be a logical topic for incorporation in my
address as last president of your association.
tunities together with a graver responsibility than has

It

this

the

1699

History of the Master Mechanics' Association
may appear to some of the members, that a synopsis of
association's efforts

is

not entirely necessary inasmuch as
of today might be considered

modern American locomotive

;;

RAILWAY AGK
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cinhodimcnt of our work and clTi'ils diirthr past yiars.
The (lifTcniicc hrlwmi tliis inailiiiif just
prior to tlio orRimization of tlif Railway Masli-r Mcchaiiit>'
Assorialion and as it stands today, constitutes a vivid fact,

ia itselt' us n i-oinplctc
inpf

intmitdy more impressive than any written account. This is tiic
concrete evidence of our labors as meml)ers of the old association and in the progress of its development during years to
come, the locomotive will still remain as a true representation
of our work in the amalgamated organization.
It niay be of
interest, however, to outline a hrief liistorical record of the
Master Mechanics' .\ssociation, with an indication of some of
the results accomplished.
The American Railway Master Mechanics' Association is
today just closing its litly-first year of existence. On June Id.
18()8, six railroad master meclianics met at Dayton, Oliio, to
plan this great oigani/ation. Another meeting was held at Cleveland just fifty-one years ago tomorrow, and was attended by
twenty master mechanics, who issued invitations to the first
annual meeting held at Cleveland, September ,^()th and ()ctol)er
I
of the same year.
This time there was a more general attendance and the work of the association was formally started
It was the purpose of these earnest men that annual meetings
be held and appropriate committees be appointed to gather from
all parts of the country ideas, practices, and the experience of
manufacturers and mechanics, then after digesting them thor•ughly, to present full and complete reports to the association.
In this manner a valual)le fund of information has been accumulated for the professional guidance and bcnelit of railway
©fhcials.
During the first annual conventions reports on such
subjects as Boilers and Boiler Material, Steel Tires, Wheels and
Axles, Cylinder and Stufling Box Packing, Boiler Incrustations,
Safety Valves, Material for Flues and Standard Nuts, were
presented and discussed.

Development
Of

of

Standards

the greatest value has been the

work

of the association

committees in preparing and recommending various standards
and practices, which have been adopted by acti(m of the association assembled in convention, or by a letter ballot of all the
members.
The first recommended standard was for screw
Some of
threads, and was adopted at the convention of 1870.
the more important standards that have been adopted are for
axles, wheels, safety appliances, screw threads, bolts and bolt
heads, tires, wheel mounting pressures, formulae for main and
side rods, specifications for axles, boiler and fire box steel castings, cast-iron wheels, cast-iron cylinders and cylinder parts,
steel forgings, packing rings, safety valves, steam chests, superheater castings, superheater pipes, boiler and arch tubes, solid
and forged steel wheels and valve bushings.
In addition to the above association .Standards, the following
are some of the more important Recommended Practices that
Rules for the testing and inspection of
have been adopted
locomotive boilers; rules for the inspection and testing of locomotives and tenders, air brake and train air signal instructions,
photometering of headlights; rules for determining stresses in
locomotive boilers; rules for boiler washing; fastenings for
tires of steel wheels; standardization of tinware, various gauges
and specifications for lumber, wrought iron bars, bronze bearings, steel forgings and castings, cast-iron wheels, engine bolt
iron, air brake hose, journal bearings, lap welded and seamless
boiler tubes, rivet steel and rivets, staybolt iron and welded pipe.
The above constitutes a brief synopsis of the most important
work carried on by this association since its organization. It
does not, however, give any indication of the tremendous amount
of labor and investigation necessary on the part of the various
committee members before the recommended standards, practices
Eminent railway
and specifications, were finally adopted.
mechanics held diverse opinions regarding important details
of locomotive construction, regarding the proper proportion
:

—

of various parts; the strongest and simplest method of building
and bracing locomotive boilers to insure them against explosion
the most elficient form and construction of fire boxes to develop
the value of the different kinds and qualities of fuel; the relative
value of iron and steel plate for boilers, and especially of copper,
iron and steel for fire boxes and flues; the relative safety and
.economy of iron and steel axles, crank pins and truck wheels
the cause and prevention of boiler explosions; and a multitude
• f kindred topics, embracing a wide range.

June
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In view of the v.irious conlliclinK opinions held by llic nieni'
hers upon these imporl.int subjects, a careful and systematic
investigation by (lie dilTcrenl committees has i)een necessary in

order to haruKmi/.e and develop a

set of Standards and Reef)mPractices that would represent the best coni|)osite ojiinion of the entire organizati(jn. These discussions and investigations have also had the very excellent effect of awakening and
directing attention to the subjects under consideration.
It is

mended

doubtful

if

of

in.iltcrs

b.iving

bis

any railroad man can listen to discussions upon
iiearing upon his daily occupation, witiiout
t|uickened and awakened.
He may not

vital

attention

always take part

home

in these discussions, nevertheless when he goes
he will see and look for things he never saw or thought

of before.
.\t tile convention of 1891, it was decided to incorporate under
tlie laws of the .State of New York, as owing to its steady increase in meml)ership and influence, it was felt that the association should be in a position to exercise a legal control over its
finances and to make and execute contracts and do all other acts
that an association of this kind may do to maintain and perIK-tuate its existence.
Incorporation was elTcclcd July 2.3. 1H91.

Association Establishes Scholarships
the fifth annual convention, held in Boston during the year
1872, there was a surplus of three thousand dollars.
By an
:\t

unanimous vote of

the subscribers (merchants and manufacturers of Boston) this money was turned over to the association
to ])e placed in the hands of three trustees, chosen by the association,

to

manner

as

be used for the benefit of the association in such
the trustees might direct.
There were many dis-

cussions as to the proper use for this fund, among which was
the project of erecting a Ijuilding for the association. However,
was finally invested in government bonds until the year
A
1891, when with accrued interest it amounted to $6,898.13.
committee was then appointed to find a suitable use for this
money and recommended that $5,000.00 of the amount be invested in four scholarships at Stevens Institute of Technology.
In 1903, Jos. T. Ryerson & Son of Chicago provided a scholarship in any institution and assigned the filling of this scholarThis scholarship provided for $500.00
ship to the association.
a year. In 1915 this was changed to two scholarships of $300.00
scholarships
These
have been filled every year
per year each.
since first established. They are available to the sons of members
and under certain conditions as provided by the constitution to
Successful candidates
the sons of other railroad employes.
No
are required to take the mechanical engineering course.
more worthy use of money than this can be conceived and it is
to be earnestly hoped that there may soon be many more such
scholarships under the supervision of the association.
In 1904 the constitution was amended to provide for representative membership on the basis of locomotives owned and
operated.
Since that date relations between railroad corporaPrior to 1904
tions and the association have been very close.
the membership was entirely voluntary, the members all paying
their own dues, but of late years the railroads have manifested
great interest in the association, appointing representative members and paying their dues, no doubt feeling that the expenditure
the fund

was fully justified by the results achieved.
As we look over the activities of the American Railway
Master Mechanics' Association during the past 50 years, we
cannot fail to be impressed by the work which it has accomplished.
in the

Its entire history is a

record of splendid achievements

improvement of the steam locomotive on American

rail-

duty of the members of this association to see
that the work which has been so ably carried on under its direction is prosecuted just as earnestly under the new organization
which has been formed.
roads.

It is the

Benefits to be Derived from

am

Amalgamation

convinced that the amalgamation of the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association with the American Railroad
Association offers even better opportunities than formerly existed for carrying on this work, and that it comes at a time
that is very opportune to permit us to secure the greatest
measure of co-operation. The period of stress through which
we have just past demonstrated conclusively the necessity for
efficient motive power and adequate facilities for maintaining
it to a high standard while in service.
Much of our work in
I
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hampered by lack of funds to carry on improveWlien the re-adjustment of the transportation situation
now under way is accompHshcd there is reason to hope that the
financial return which the roads receive will be more nearly
adequate and will permit of making improvements in motive
power which have long been recognized as ni.'cessary to the
the past has been

ments.

economical operation of the roads.
The cost of fuel and to some extent, the cost of wages per
ton mile are largely determined by tiie type of motive power
and the condition in which it is maintained. These items form
such a large proportion of the total cost of conducting transportation, that in the last analysis the extension of our railroad
systems depends upon the ingenuity of mechanical men in devising means for reducing the cost of transportation. There are
fertile sections of tliis country remaining undeveloped
still
owing to the lack of railroad facilities. As the population increases we siiall need the additional production obtainable from
this territory.
The present tendency, however, is toward a
decrease in railroad mileage. In fact during the past two years
the mileage of railroads abandoned has exceeded the mileage
Nothing will be more effective in overcoming this tenbuilt.
dency toward a reduction in railroad mileage than the general
development of improved facilities for the ecouduiical handling
of light

traffic.

Many

Engineering Problems Requiring Solution

There is great need for the continued study of motive power
from an engineering standpoint. Further investigation is required to determine the best proportions for locomotive boilers
and draft appliances.
There are many devices now on the
market and no doubt many others will later become available,
with the object of bringing about a reduction in the cost of locomotive operation. These should be studied and every assistance
given toward their further development. The design of machinery for large locomotives is a problem well worthy of our most
careful attention.
It is also of importance to determine possible economies by the addition of improvements to existing mothe
tive power and
advisability of such alterations based on the
type and service life of the equipment.
The development of roundhouses has not kept pace with the
increase in size and weight of locomotives. The length of time
locomotives are held out of service is in many cases unreasonably long.
There is a splendid opportunity for increasing the
service secured from locomotives, by improving terminal facilities and mechanical men should give the matter careful study.
Many of the technical problems pressing for solution cannot
be properly investigated without a complete equipment of testing and laboratory apparatus. Few roads are able to undertake
the expense of such work alone and as the benefits are shared
by all, the establishment of a joint laboratory for test and research work seems a logical method for furthering such investigations. I believe this association should go on record as recommending a central testing bureau and that an earnest effort
should be made to bring such an institution into existence at
the earliest possible date.
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As we examine the progressive steps whereby the locomotive
has advanced from the early crude conception to its present
state of comparative perfection, it becomes very evident that
in this marvellous growth the locomotive builders have exerted
a most decided influence. In fact it would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of what has been accomplished by their
engineering ability, not only in the development of locomotive
appliances, the perfection of design and proportioning of parts,
but also in the adaption of locomotive construction to a great
variety of severe operating conditions and the working out of
In this connection
original ideas, frequently at heavy expense.
it
is only fitting to say a few words in behalf of the manuinitiative
and energy
facturers of railroad supplies, who by their
in the development of new devices have contributed so much to
the progress of railroads in this country.
To the Railway Supply Men's Association we owe a debt of
gratitude. They have brought together for our inspection what
is beyond doubt the most complete display of railway appliances
ever exhiljited. 1 desire to urge upon all of you to devote your
spare time to the examination of these exhibits, and to bear in
mind tiiat the use of more efficient labor saving machinery is
probably the only means at our disposal to bring about a reduction in operating costs.
The increased wages which employes
arc now recc'iving has changed the economic aspect of the shop
situation.
In view of these altered conditions it has become
more vitally important than ever to see that our men are provided with modern tools and facilities. There are no doubt a
considerable number of the members, having under their jurisdiction shops filled with machine tools built sometime during
the nineteenth century.
Practically all of this machinery is
operated at a loss and in numerous cases at a very great loss.
Many of us have realized for years the necessity for replacing
and adding to our equipment of shop machinery, but owing
to the ever-increasing burden of expense and financial difficulties
under which the roads struggle, it became almost impossible
to secure a sufficient appropriation to put the shops on a truly
It seems to me that these matters are worthy
efficient basis.
of our consideration and as members of the combined organization we should have a better opportunity than ever to formulate a definite policy

of shop improvement.

closing I wish to express an appreciation of the work
done by the committee members and officers during the preceding year.
I am sure that the new organization will receive

In

the benefit of your continued activity together with that loyalty

and earnest endeavor which has accomplished so much throughout the life of the Master Mechanics' Association.
It is my
sincere desire that the members and their families shall secure
from this meeting the greatest possible instruction and pleasure
with a safe and enjoyable trip home.
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Speaks on Stanardization
in

the

there are perhaps none that are
^ more far-reaching in their effect than the general movement towards standardization, not only in railroad equipment,
but in all branches of industry.
Because of the necessity of placing each plant engaged in producing articles which were necessary to the successful conduct of
life

the war upon a basis which would insure maximum output,
standardization was made compulsory in many lines, and the
War Industries Board, through its numerous sections, standardized literally thousands of articles. In so far as some of these
were concerned, as for example hardware, hand tools, pneumatic
tools, electrical apparatus, etc., the process of standardization was
in effect a process of elimination, and because of the comparatively short life of many of these articles in use, some of them
may not leave very much impression on our industrial life.
Among the changes in railroad methods that wliich has per-

haps been most commented upon and probably least understood
the standardization of equipment, which was started by
is
Director General McAdoo very early in the life of the United

States Railroad Administration, and its relation to production,
maintenance and operation of equipment.
In the standardization of rolling stock, where each unit has
a prospective life of twenty-five years or more, this standardization could not be accomplished by elimination and required,
therefore, the preparation of plans and specifications, with the
single object of building locomotives and cars which would have,
so far as possible, those parts subject to frequent renewals because of wear, interchangeable on as many classes as possible.
By some, standardization has apparently been construed to
mean the preparation of a standard design for equipment which
must meet the demands of all classes of service in every section
of the country, which of course would be impracticable because
it would hamper improvement and retard development.
As a matter of fact, however, nothing of this kind was even
remotely considered in connection with the program of stand-

ardization of equipment. The fact that the standardization program was entrusted to a committee composed of some of the
ablest superintendents of motive power and mechanical
engineers in the railroad business, who for years have been active
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assmiation, tonctlier witli tlii' (.•nuinccrs and
locomulive biiililiTs, should have hern a sufficient Kuaranlcc tiiat
nothiiiK radical or iniinacticahlc could
conu' frmn tlic dfliln-ralions of such a coininiltcc.
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ilie expense of
tiie ro.'id
wiiicli receives them, which corresponds in a great measure with the plan followed hy the Administration in furnishing drawings of the U. S. Standardized

at

cars and ioeonioiives.

just as vita! to the wel-

.As a

matter of

fact,

however, the real foimdation for standard

was

fare of the nation in time of peace as it is in time of war. (Juantity production, standard parts and etVicient performance are just

c.irs

as necessary to eflicient industrial progress now as they were one
or two years a^o.
An attempt to agree on a single slaiidiird for locomotives <>r
cars, without regard to tlie character of llie service performed,
woidd of course he inipracticahle and sucli a plan must of neStandardization of certain dimensions and
cessity he a faihire.
appliances common to all locomotives and the preparation of
designs for a numher of standard types of locomotives using
appliances common to all and which arc as far as practicahle
interchangealile, is' an entirely dilTerciit proposition and is intended to hring aliout a condition whicli has been striven for by
railroad men durint; the century of locomotive develupment
which has just passed.
While it has been generally agreed that cars may be standardized, it has been frequently pointed out that the differences
in operating conditions, such as grades, character of fuel used,
and nature of trallic would make a single standard design of
locomotive impractical)le. This is entirely true and such a thing
was not attempted, but it is equally true that a locomotive that
is designed to haul a certain train at a pre-detcrmined speed on
a 2 per cent grade will perform that service equally well whether
the grade be in the Alleghenies or in the Rockies, and while
standardizing the design of locomotives does in a measure prevent some of the various designers from giving undue preference
to their individual ideas, experience with the standardized designs has indicated that so far we have lost little or nothing of

to the transfer of lading from one car to another at the terminus
of each railroad, because of the difference in gage of track which

value thereby.
This, and other associations of railroad meciianical men have
been built up almost entirely on the principle of standardization.
It will be interesting perhaps to those who have not closely followed the work of this association in its early days to refer
to the proceedings of a meeting of this association, held at
Adrian, Mich., September 19, 1866, under the name of "Car
Masters" at which time the following resolution was adopted
"Whereas, It is very desirable, in view of our extensive
:

interchange of cars of our various compromise lines that we
adopt some uniform plan of Iniilding for future use, and
"Whereas, It is found impossible to agree as to a uniform
truck, some preferring wood, and some iron, therefore
"Resolved, That we recommend to the Red and White Lines,
that they, through the Presidents and Superintendents of the
different roads, authorize N. H. Marsh, of the Cleveland, Plainsville & .\shtabuia Railroad, and Joseph Jones of the New York
Central Railroad, to each build a sample car of such style as
in their judgment they may think best, and after such cars are

and approved by the Presidents and Superintendents of
our connecting lines, we recommend that such cars be our
pattern cars, and that all roads running in connection conform
in all the details to the pattern cars, thereby saving all our comWe would
panies expense and delay in running and repairs.
built,

recommend that in the building of the different styles that
the axles and brasses and other parts that it is possible to make
so, be precisely uniform, also that Mr. Marsh and Mr. Jones
each furnish to each road, patterns for the use of each road,
at the expense of the road that receives them.
also

also would recommend that, in view of the constant increase of the cars in the various lines in connection with us,

"We

and Superintendents have this matter acted
order to meet the wants of roads now
building cars. Adopted."
It will be noted in this resolution that they had the same

that the Presidents

upon immediately

in

disagreements relative to the use of wood or metal foi_the
It will also be
different parts of the car that we have today.
noted that the purpose of standardization, as pointed out in this
expense and
much
companies
our
resolution was to save "All
delay in running and repairs."
It will be noted that "Pattern Cars" were to be built which
corresponds largely with the method of the Administration
in having sample cars built by each of the builders and inspecj^ed
before they were allowed to proceed with their regular orders
and that patterns for the use of each road was to be furnished

oi

;i

laid long before the date of this meeting in the ad<.iption
siand.ird gage of track to avoid exjjcnse and delay incident

prevented ears
the shipment.

.Mtbough

from

War

sent

ibrough

to

the destination of

of gage of track was pretty
remained for the emergency created hy the
to br'ng about the practice of sending cars through
the

well eslaiilished
Civil

lieinj.;

standardization

it

to the destination of their lading regardless of ownershii).

of standardization needed any justification the
provided by the larger railroad systems, such as the
.\cw Nork Central or the Ilarriman lines, in immedialely proceeding to standardize the equipment of their entire line and
extending its standards as their lines are extended, either by construction or purchase, would surely be sufficient, and it has
always been difficult to explain why parallel lines operating
through the same section of the country over approximately the
same grades and handling the same kind of traffic should each
have their different designs of equipment.
Changes in operating conditions are constantly emphasizing the
need for standardization both in locomotives and cars. Freight
cars have for many years been interchanged under the rules of
If the practice

illustration

the Master Car Builders' Association, and we arc all familiar
with the delay to ec|uipment and the added expense of making
repairs, including the necessity of carrying numberless parts in
stock to provide material for repairs to other line cars which is
made necessary by the different types of construction which are
now in general use.
It is unlikely that locomotives will ever be as freely interchanged as cars, but at the present time locomotives are rendering an increased amount of service on the railroads of other thnn
owning lines, and the indications now are that during the
coming fall and winter this will be further increased, therefore
the need for standardization of locomotives is becoming almost
as .great as for freight cars.
On March 1, 1918, 33 railroads were using 522 domestic locomotives belonging to other lines, and in addition 135 locomotives
originally constructed for the use of our army in France, popularly known as Pershing locomot'ves, were in service on railroads under Federal control. Although the Pershing locomotives have long since been converted back to French standards
and shipped overseas, there are at the present time 422 other line
locomotives on 51 railroads under Federal control and in addition 200 locomotives originally constructed for the Russian Government, which have been modified for use on American railroads.

Another need for standardization of equipment which has been
created by the Railroad Administration is the work which has
been done in the way of consolidation of terminals and locomotive
dispatching and car repair facilities. The consolidation of locomotive dispatching stations alone has effected the elimination of
820 engine houses end engine house organizations; therefore,
many locomotives which were formerly cared for in the engine
houses operated by the owning lines are now being handled at a
joint terminal.

Nationalization of Railroad Shops

What

has been termed the "Nationalization of Railroad Shops"
has resulted in 3,493 locomotives receiving repairs in other line
shops during the period from January I. 1918, to June 1, 1919.
The handling of these locomotives, both in engine houses and at
shops, has necessitated additional material for the particular locomotive, and has frequently caused extended and expensive delays
because the material was not in stock at the point where it was
needed.
An illustration of this is a case where a Mallet locomotive
leased to another line was held out of service for repairs until
rental amounting to $4,800 had accumulated, while waiting foi
In
a repair part which cost less than $30 to manufacture.
another instance, a leased locomotive was held out of service
while rental amounting to $1,680 accumulated while waiting for
tires and another while $1,375 accrued while waiting for a piston
and rod. Numerous other illustrations of this kind can be given
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which amply justify a greater degree of standardization than has
formerly existed.

The illustrations given, of delay and expenditure caused i)y
waiting for parts for repairs, are not intended as a criticism of
operating methods but rather as a criticism of any failure to use
standard parts wlierc they may reasonably be used.

Standard Locomotives and Production
Considering standardization from the standpoint of producit is only netessary to refer to what the builders have done
with standard designs as compared with individual designs to
see how very much production can be increased.
In this connection, it is interesting to note that one of the
large locomotive companies were able to produce 163 locomotives
of standardized design in a five weeks' period, while they were
able to complete but 104 locomotives of individual design during a similar period, and this experience is typical.
The experience of another locomotive builder during a year's
trial proved conclusively that they could produce at least 30 per
cent more tonnage of standardized locomotives than miscellaneous locomotives of similar weights requiring separate specifications and a separate set of standards and gages.
Standardization means, therefore, tremendous economies not
alone to the builder, but to the purchaser, and for this reason
if for no other, the efforts of this association to standardize
equipment should be encouraged.
In computing the cost of a locomotive it is of course necessary to include the cost of the design and the making of drawings, patterns, dies and formers.
Therefore it will be clearly
seen that this expense is multiplied by the number of different
designs which are built. Because of this, and the reduced work
in the drawing room and in the preparation of bills of material,
as well as the reduction in other overhead expenses the cost of
standardized locomotives is reduced.
tion

Standards and Maintenance
Standard locomotives and standard cars will reflect superior
maintenance and will show a reduction in time at terminals, also
a reduction in the time in shop. Parts standard to such equipment can be manufactured in quantity well in advance of the
shopping. Men engaged in repairing equipment, because of their
familiarity with them, will achieve greater speed than where each

new problems in each part.
Striking illustration of this is found in the cases where locomotives were sent to other line shops for repairs, and hundreds
of instances have occurred where the time lost by the locomotive
due to sending to the owning lines for some minor part or making patterns and manufacturing it has cost more than the entire
repair bill.

vehicle presents

The Committee on Standardization of locomotives working
manufacturers brought about
dimensions of numerous specialties.
These specialties need not be of the same type or purchased
from the same manufacturer; in fact they may be of w'dcly
different desien yet their dimensions were standardized so as
to be perfectly interchangeable.
This is true of injectors, lubricators, safety valves, power reverse gears and many other highly
jointly with representatives of the

standardization

of

the

specialized productions.

The

po'nt has been raised that locomotives built to standarddesigns wiil not be uniform with the present standards,
therefore, will increase the number of spare parts necessary to
be carried in stock. This in some cases will no doubt be true,
but as a matter of fact there is no more difference between the
locomotives built to standard des'gn, the working parts of which
are largely interchangeable with other locomotives, than there
is difference between two road classes of locomotives on the same
railroad.
For instance, there are 66 different items, or 10 per
cent, of the total which are standard for all of the 12 standard
types of locomotives. There are 110 different items, or 16 per
cent of the total wh'ch are standard to 9 or more of the 12
standard types of locomotives and there are 165 different items
which is 25 per cent of the total number that are standard to 6
or more of the standard types of locomotives.
The importance of this will be more fully realized when we
consider the fact that few roads will probably ever require
A compar'son
locomotives of all of the 12 standard types.
of the cost of locomotive repairs on various railroads will indicate conclusively that railroads which have developed and which
ized
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maintain definite well selected standards are experiencing decreasing maintenance cost.

1297 Items Standardized
The work of standardization covered a total
therefore,

I

shall not attempt to outline all of

of

1297 items,

them but on the

locomotives the following are some that will be recognized as
facilitating maintenance without in any way decreasing operating
efficiency.

All boilers and boiler seams are of the same general design,
in nine classes boilers are of the conical extended wagon

and

top type.

Superheaters of similar arrangement are applied to all, the
top header type being used, although the number and length of
units varies with the type of locomotive.
Flues and tubes were so worked out that four flue lengths,
in, fdled all
in., 20 ft. 6 in. and 24 ft.
viz: 15 ft.
in., 19 ft.
requirements. All superheater flues are S'/j in. diameter and all
fire tubes on road locomotives 2]/^ in., and on all switching locomotives 2

in.

The

standardization of firebox dimensions permits the interchange of boiler and ash pan details. Without any sacrifice of
grate area it has been easily possible to make the firebox lengths
the same on five and three classes respectively, and to care for
Simiinall classes with widths of 66^ in., 8454 in. and
larly it was found possible to make the grate surface and grate

%%

arrangements uniform on three classes with an area of 76.3 sq.
ft. each, and two classes with an area of 66.7 sq. ft. each.
Innumerable details are susceptible to standardization. Thus,
the dome caps, safety valve fittings, injector check and pipe support, hand rail posts, longitudinal and radial staying, tube and
flue end styles, smoke box and other details are interchangeable
on all classes of locomotives.
Mud ring corners, staying in
throat sheet, superheater damper arrangement and smoke stacks
are interchangeable for all road classes.
Cylinders are of similar, general design with only differences
in dimens'ons and proportions imposed by the work to be developed.
Fourteen inch piston valves are used on all road classes,
.Ml steam chest and cylinder glands
except the light Mallet.
are of similar design.
The diameter of drivers are worked out to give the best proportions for each type within the limitation of the design.
Wheel centers and f'res are largely interchangeable and three
classes of road engines are each provided with 57 in. and 63 in.
diameter driving wheels.
In main journals only four sizes were found necessary, viz
9 in. by 12 in., 10 in. by 12 in., 11 in. by 13 in and 12 in. by 13 in.,
and for driving wheels other than main, 9 in. by 12 in., 10 in. by
In addi13 in. and 11 in. by 13 in. journals only are necessary.
tion, other than main axles on some heavy classes are used for
main axles on other classes. The same is true of driving boxes
;

and their parts, crown brasses, cellars, etc.
Traihng trucks are interchangeable on all road locomotives
except the heavy Mallet and the tires, wheel centers, axles,
journal brasses and details are similarly interchangeable.
All leading truck wheels and axles are interchangeable as are
brasses, boxes and cellars.
One crosshead pattern serves eight classes of locomotives and
other details, shoes, piston rods, etc., are used on two or more
classes.

In the design there was borne in mind the entry of better
or improved parts at some future time. To illustrate this I desire to point out that the frames of all locomotives have been
slotted so that automatic driving box wedges may be applied
in the future without the necessity for any machine work on
Three designs of tenders with water cap-^city of
the frames.
10.000 and 12,000 gallons respectively, satisfactorily meet
the requiremerts of all classes of service.
On the cars, it w-as possible to standardize numerous items; for

8,000,

example, three trucks with capacities of 40,000 lb.. 50.000 lb., and
70,000 lb., respectively, may be used for a total of seventeen
classes of cars, so that three patterns each of bolsters and truck
side frames, and three lots each of brake levers and brake connections only are required.
Roofs are interchangeable. The dimensions of draft gear
pockets are uniform and couplers, coupler yokes, uncoupling

mechanism and many

details are interchangeable on all classes
of cars.
In the design and construction of the cars built on .\dministra-
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M. C. H. Assoiiation were fcnind
and they wi-rc closely adhered to. I'or
example M. C. R. sizes of lumber were used throuRhout the
cars, and wherever possible other items which the M. C. V,.
Association has made standard were used.
The winter of 1917 and 1918 exploded the theory that in
order to render cflicient service locomotives must he specially
designed for the roail on which they were to he operated. When
it was necessary to bring western locomotives east, whicli
was
done to the extent of several hundred, it was found that these
locomotives rendered excellent service and the only interference
was due to the ditlicidty in petting rei)air parts and getting
employes familiar with their repair and operation, all of which
would luive been avoided by even a moderate degree of standtidii

of

tlir

sl.iiulards of llic

incalcnhililc

help,

ardization.

Standardization of locomotives and cars will reduce the time
and in shops by reducing delays caused by manufacturing material for repairs, because of not having suitable
materials in stock.
It will provide locomotives that will be
familiar to enginemen and repairmen so that no loss of efficiency
will result in transferring locomotives from one division or
from one railroad to another as trafiic conditions require.
It will reduce the quantity and consequently the cost of material necessary to be carried in stock at various terminals in
Tlie reduction in expenses
addition to the reduction in delay.
will be found to be substantial and this is confirmed by the cost
figures of those railroads which have to the greatest degree
standardized their designs and practices.
In the item of material alone, there would be an estimated
saving of 50 per cent in the cost of the spare parts necessary
to carry in stock and this saving can still further increased.
The cost of carrying $100 worth of material is not less than
$5 per annum for carrying charges only, but the carrying charges
only, but the carrying charges are really only a small part of the
total cost.
In addition to the cost of carrying material, there
must be included the expense due to deterioration and obsolescence. I have been furnished the figures of a well-officered road
covering a period of ten years, which shows that these total

at terminals

figures are almost 18 per cent.
It should also be borne in mind that the interest on the
investment, as well as the annual charges to depreciation, must
be charged to operation, and this figure on an average railroad,
assumes important proportions. Thus, an increase of $5,000 in
the cost of a locomotive means an annual charge to interest and
depreciation of approximately $450, or say $1.25 per day, and this
amount accrues irrespective of the service rendered or the productivity of the investment.
Standardization does not mean stagnation. This is evidenced
not alone by the railroads which have extensively adopted this
principle on their own line, but by companies which manufacture
specialties used in railroad work.
No one will accuse the air
brake companies of having failed to keep abreast of the times,
and yet their product is standardized to a very high degree.
The same is true of a great many other specialty manufacturers,
which, by the establishment of, and a strict adherence to definite, well selected standards, have built up businesses which are
more than nation wide.
Surely no one will say that the adoption of standard dimensions for axles, journal boxes and contained part;, couplers or
safety appliances as referred to in the annual address of the
President of this Association has had the effect of reducing
the carrying capacity or the types of cars which may be built.
As the need for axles with increased carrying capacity became
apparent, the need has been met.
The American eight-wheel
locomotive gave w-ay to the Atlantic type and the ten-wheel passenger locomotive to the Pacific, and when train weights continued, the natural development was the Mountain, so with
standards, as the need for additional ones arise, it can be met,
without destroying the principle of standardization.
In this connection it is interesting to note the instructions
issued by the Direction General of Railroads, when the original
committees on the standardization of locomoiivcs and cars were
assembled. The instructions which were issued to the Locomotive Committee were to work up specifications for 12 types of
locomotives with particular consideration, given to creating
standards of parts subject to wear and frequent replacement, so
that these may, as far as economy and efficiency would permit,
be made standard for as many types as possible, and permit the
entry of better and improved parts in the future.
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.Sinul.ir insiruciions were issued lo the connnittec having in
charge the preparation of the designs for freight cars. They
were charged that plans and specifications should comprise the
most improved and modern designs of cars, -lot only as to
structural strength, but having in mind the important ques-

tions of:

(a) Original cost.
(b) Maintenance cost for road service, and to be sucii as
permit the entry of improved or better designs than those
1

descrii)e(l in the jilans

They were

i

and specifications.

also instructed to ])rovidc for the interchangeabi!such as standard truck, applicable to various classes
of cars, with the same weight carrying capacity, wi'.Ii a view
to reducing the material stocks necessary to be carried Lt
repair points throughout the country.
All of these things have been accomplished.
It has been
shown that it is possible to build locomotives covering practically the entire range, in weight, size, type and service, usinu'
to a very great extent standardized parts and dimensions witiioir
the introduction of any designs or parts whose reliability had
not been demonstrated by extensive service
As a result, 12
classes of locomotives have been designed and built, with a
great many parts standard to all of the classes of locomotives
and with details interchangeable not only with locomotives of the
same class, but with other classes.
The same thing has been true of the cars. .Seventeen ditferent
classes of cars, including box, stock, gondola, hopper, refrigerator and tank cars have been designed of varying sizes, capacity
and kind of construction, and yet it has been possible to not only
build these cars so that three kinds of trucks only were necessary, but also to realize a very high standard of car construction.
Where standards are adopted under suitable safeguards, and
where those not only engaged in the production, but also those
who are responsible for the maintenance and operation, have
their wishes considered, superior results may be expected.
The success of a transportation company is not reflected by the
number of patterns they own, by the sheets of tracings they
possess, nor by the number of types of locomotives and cars on
their equipment list, but rather by the service they obtain from
their facilities and the promptness w'ith which they are able to
move the business offered.
The measures of operation is the use which may be had from
If, by reason of reduction in time at tera locomotive or car.
minals or time at shop, we can add 1 per cent to the time available for service, we have in effect added one locomotive or car
to each 100.
An addition of this kind adds nothing to capital,
costs nothing for repairs and carries no charges for depreciation.
In carrying out this policy of standardization the Railroad
Administration has simply followed not only the policy, but the
practices which have long been advocated by this Association, the
difference being that the Railroad Administration has a greater
measure of authority to make its rules effective and it is a
notable fact that most of the objections to the standards established comes from those roads which have shown the greatest
disregard of M. C. B. standards.
This Association has originated most of the standards now in
general use on American railroads, but has frequently required
No better organization
assistance in making them effective.
exists to continue on behalf of the railroads the work of standin
and
if
assistance
is needed to make the
ardization
the future
rules of this Association effective it is to be hoped that in the
final settlement of the railroad problem such means will be
provided.
It would be a serious loss to the railroads of the country if
the co-ordination of the work of standardization and the spirit
of co-operation in the application of such standards which has
been fostered during the period of Federal control should be
permitted to decrease in any degree and it will be a distinct
loss to the railroads, particularly to the mechanical departments,
if in the final arrangement some way is not provided to hold all
that we have gained and to continue the work of standardization for the promotion of both safety and efficiency in a cooperative way between the Federal government and the railroads as represented by this Association.
In this huge constructive work some mistakes were made,
but the sum total constitutes the greatest step in standardization
that has ever been taken by the railroads of America, and the
standardization committee is to be congratulated on its work.
Critics may magnify minor but irritating defects, and may

ity of parts,

.
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from a reasonable procarried out, but in spite
of all this, I venture the prediction that among the many pr-o
gresisive methods initiated or fostered by the United States
ininiinize the vast benefits to be derived

iram of standardization

intelligently
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Railroad Administration which will be perpeuated and improved
upon, none will last longer, be of more benefit, or give more
satisfaction to the railroad men of the country than the program
of standardization of rolling stock.

Report of Standards and Recommended Practice (A. R. M. M.)
FTER CONSIDERATION of
the p r e s 'Ml t Standards and
inended
Practice
of
the

A

Recom-

American

Master

Railway

Mechanics' Association, together with replies received
the Circular of Inquiry,
sent to all members, the

to

committee submits
lowing report:
Specifications

t'le

for

fol-

Solid

Wrought Carbon Steel
Wheels (Standard, Pages
M. M.

239-242, Sheet

Attention
fact

E.

Dunham

Chairman
tion to

3%G

in-

as a

the

specification-;

wrought

carbon
steel engine truck wheels in
Section II, Paragraph 7-(l),
for

W.

that

24).
called to the

is

solid

limit the inner

maximum from

the line

some few railroads specify it smaller. It is suggested that the
wording of this paragraph be changed to read "shall not be
less than 3'H(i in." instead of "shall not exceed 3%6 i"-" The
committee concurs in the suggestion.
Pipe Unions (Standard, Pages 332, Sheet M. M. 19).
The standardization of pipe unions, both flat and ball joint
types, as concerns the contour and interchangeability of parts,
which was a matter of special investigation with the A. S. M. E.
and M,. C. B. Associations, in accord with the action of the 1916
convention, and which was dormant during the war period,
has again been taken up with those associations. Progress
only, at this time,

is

reported.

The report is signed by W. E. Dunham (Chairman), Chicago
& North Western; M. H. Haig, Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe; A. G. Trumbull, Erie; A. R. Ayres, New York, Chicago
& St. Louis; G. S. Goodwin, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific:
R. L. Ettcnger,
Central.

Southern,

the actual projection from the rim face ^%o in., and that sheet
M. M. 24 shows these figures also. Information is submitted
which indicates that by far the larger proportion of the railroads specify this projection as ^Vie in. and greater, while

B.

B.

Milner,

New York

Discussion

hub projec-

AB, thus making

and

Mr. Dunham

:

I

move

that the first item, "Specifications for

Solid Wrought Carbon Steel Wheels" be referred to letter ballet
for a change in the standard.
Mr. Gaines I second the motion.
:

The motion was

carried.

Report of Committee on Mechanical Stokers

THE Committee on

Mechanic.\l Stokers has been reporting

convention of 1913. It has now
become extremely difficult to compile any additional data
that might be received with interest and appreciation by the
to this association since the

members of

During the

association.

the

two

last

years,

the

railroads have done very little research or experimental work.
Consequently, there has been practically no information established relative to the performance of locomotive stokers in
service such as is obtained from specially conducted tests.
This two-year's w'ar period, from a manufacturer's standpoint, however, has been extremely active, and there have been
Inquiry was made of the
a large number of stokers applied.
different stoker manufacturers as to the number of stokers they

had actually applied which were

The following
sentative

table

indicates

then

stokers

in

Kind of Stoker
Street

Duplex
Standard

Hanna
Total

1,

?

c

-5

j<

c

638
804
338

380

70

6

repreengins to

195
36
73

4

14

o

.

.

^^

c

.

22

53

1

33
16

...

21

...

4

63

53

.

.

.

S

2

3

37

l,522i

1

...

1,294
731
169

162
4

21
,.

1

854

1,786

1919.

different

:

424
240
120

Elvin

number of

and the type of

service

which they have been applied

January

in service as of

the

685

1

44

170

58

3,717

There was a total of 3,717 stokers of the above types in service
January 1, 1919. The stoker report of 1917 shows a total of
1.611 stokers (exclusive of Crawford) in service as of April
1, 1917.
There have been i)laced in service 2,106 stokers between
April 1, 1917, and January 1, 1919, which indicates the rapid rate
at which locomotive stokers are being applied. The types of locomotives to which the stokers are largely being applied are the
Mallet, Mikado and Santa Fe, which represent the locomotives
of large capacity. The question as to the size of locomotives
upon which stoker installations are justifiable is one that is
frequently referred to and is jet unsettled.
It is the opinion

of the committee that the conditions surrounding individual
conditions are so variable that no fixed rule can be recommended
for guidance in this connection.

Suggestions have been made involving certain limits in the
weight and tractive effort of locomotives, the character of fuel
used and the rate at which it must be fired. Limitations on the
basis of weight and tractive effort of locomotives may be feasible
where the locoinotives operate under uniformly heavy conditions,
Init even then there are certain local and physical conditions to
be considered that prevent any general recommendation being
laid down even on such a basis as this.
Locomotives operating

where the demand for maximum power is intermitand for short duration could not be considered on the same
basis as locomotives of the same weight and capacity operating
where the maximum power is demanded for extended periods.

in districts

tent

The character of fuel available for firing may also be considered
one of the controlling factors in consideration of the application
of locomotive stokers to comparatively small engines. In view of
these governing factors, the committee does not feel justified in
attempting to suggest a ruling which might be followed in the
consideration of this phase of the subject, as it is believed that
this question will have to be settled based upon the surrounding conditions under which the locomotive is required to operate.
There were some questions of general interest in connection
with stoker operations concerning which it was thought well to
secure an expression from the roads using mechanical stokers.
These questions were sent out to such roads and replies to this
inquiry have been received from thirty-two roads; these thirtytwo roads represent a total of 1,777 of the stokers now in service.
Inquiry was made relative to the kind and character of fuel
used, and it is noticed that on all of the roads bituminous fuel
is used
the fuel reported varies in heat units from 9,212 B.t.u.
;

to 14,520 B.t.u.

In answer to the inquiry as to whether the same size exhaust
nozzles are used on stoker-fired locomotives as employed on
hand-fired locomotives, it seems that the general practice is
to use the same size exhaust nozzle, although a few roads vary
from this general practice. Three roads report smaller nozzles
on tlie stoker-fired locomotives, ranging from ]/$ in. to 54 in.
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smaller in diameter.
zles
(Ml

from

Jfi

in.

Two

roatis report tliat they arc usinK nn/.-

to ]4 •"• larger in

diameter than arc cmjiioyed

their hand-fired locomotives.

Tlie ei>nsensus of opinion

i.s

tlial

tlu-

sloUei

I'lnd lininnnlives

than tlu' liand lirnl.
Where pereeiitanes of
(hlTerence liave hccn expressed llicy lannc from 10 to 41 per cent
in favor of hand-firing.
Tiiis di (Terence, liowevcr, is expressed
in terms of coal as lired and does not recognize the advantages
that have hccn gained i)y improvement in the performance of tlic
locomotive resulting in uniform steam pressure and more active
and uniform performance over the division. These increases in
fuel consumption may. in some instances, he considered as the
price of firing locomotives of capacity licyund the range of suc-

hurn

more

fuel

cessful hand-firing.
In referring to the continuous performance of stokers over a
tiie majority of cases the

division, the record indicates that in

stokers are doing ahout UK) per cent of the firing of the locomotive.

The failures occurring on the stoker equipment are the same
old offenders and are classified as "failure of stoker parts," "foreign matter in fuel" and "wet coal." The record tabulated from
the information received as to the percentage of failures that
may be classified under these three headings is ([uite interesting
in the variety it presented.
On some roads the highest percentage of failures is due to broken stoker parts; on others, foreign
matter in tlie fuel seems to be the cliief offender, while on others
the question of wet coal is apparently causing the most concern

and delays to stoker-fired locomotives.
An effort was made to obtain information relative to the cost
of stoker maintenance upon a thousand-mile basis.
Very few
roads keep such a record, and those that have reported on this
item, when grouped together, show a very wide range of costs.

One road with 92 stokers in service reports a cost of $1.77 per
thousand miles, while another road with 54 stokers in service
shows a cost of $40.00 per thousand miles. These are the maximum and minimum cost figures presented and indicate the
extent of the variation in cost, and if closely analyzed it would
no doubt be found that local conditions were possibly largely
responsible for the variation.

In the circular of inquiry sent to the users of mechanical
stokers, suggestions relating to features of mechanical stokers to
which attention should be directed by the manufacturers were
solicited, and it might be well to incorporate some of these
suggestions in this record. A simpler and more accessible lubricating system has been suggested by several roads.
Provision
for the better handling of wet coal comes as a suggestion from
roads that are experiencing trouble in this respect.
Recommendations for more accessible conveyor screws are presented,
which might be considered in conjunction with one road which
suggests that the stoker be constructed so that it will be less susceptible to failure when foreign material gets into the stoker
mechanism with the coal. Provision for overcoming the loss
of fuel from the conveyor system ma)' well be considered by the
manufacturers as this feature has been suggested as a stoker

deficiency.

Improvement

in

the arrangement

for

the positive

adjustments of conveyor adjusting plates is recommended, and
it has also
been suggested that consideration be given to the
design of a system of conveyance of the fuel from the tender
to the fire box that will provide against pulverizing the fuel in
conveyance. Better protection from dust for the bearings and
gears of the stokers is referred to as desirable.
In the report of 1917, additional reference was made to the
Elvin stoker then undergoing development on the Erie. This
stoker has passed through its experimental stage and it is
understood that it is now in condition to be presented as a commercial proposition. The committee has learned that the Elvin
stoker now in operation on the Erie is giving very satisfactory
service, and that it embodies several individual features which
may mean greater economy in mechanical firing. The opinion
has been expressed by disinterested parties who have come in
contact with this type of stoker and have seen it in operation
that, while it may not have reached its final stage of development, there are, nevertheless, marked possibilities in a stoker of
this type.

The committee wishes

to recognize the unceasing efiforts and
manufacturers in the development of their
respective devices, and is of the opinion that with continued

activity of the stoker

effort in the light of service experience, a

more

perfect stoker

June
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m.iy be developed in which objcclionahlc features, such as those
outlined in this report, will have been eliminated.
The rejiort is signed by A. Kearney (Chairman), Norfolk &
Western; M. A. Kiimey, Hocking Valley; J. R. Gould, ('hcsapeake & Ohiii; J. T. Carroll, lialtimore & Ohio; J. W. Cyr. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy A. J. hries, New ^ork Central, and
;

L.

15.

Jones, Pennsylvania.

Discussion
Mr.

When we were working

out the administration
of discussion on the stoker, and
the thing that struck me most forcibly in that discussion was the
(|uistion of its lack of economy over hand firing.
The discussion seemed to hinge on the point that the stoker, while necessary on heavy power to get the maximum results, was not as
economical as hand firing.
have seen the exhibit that is
I
here this year of a stoker that approximates hand firing in principle, and I think it is a very valuable princijile and new.
Should we have a coal crusher on our engines and carry that
unnecessary weight around, or should some method be procured
for curing the fuel before we put it on the tank? Carrying this
crusher around on our engines is an unnecessary burden, and
I think
we should go into the feature of purchasing the fuel
liefore it is put on the tank.
Mr. Dunham The preparation of the coal has always been a
very serious detail in the successful operation of mechanical
stokers.
I
believe that the committee can do no better in the
coming year than to gather information concerning the cost of
preparing coal off the engine as compared to the cost of preparing
it on
the engine, taking into account the necessary equipment
both off and on the engine, and the results obtained in the
fire.
/, therefore, move that that be considered very, seriously,
and if necessary, referred to the general committee for action.
Mr. McBain I second the motion.
In the preparation of coal on my road, which
J. A. Pilcher
has a large number of stoker engines, they provided, in their
new types of coaling plants, a method by which the coal is separated as it passes into the storage bin. It goes over the screen
in such a manner that coal suitable for the stokers is stored
in one part of the plant, and that suitable for hand firing in
another, with the further arrangement that in case there is an
over supply of the lump coal for hand firing, that can be
passed back through the crusher and into the bins for the stoker
firing.
That seems to be a very simple solution, although it
makes quite an elaborate plant. It would appear to be the best
method to have one breaker at the terminal instead of a large
numlier on the tenders.
H. T. Bentley (C. & N. W.)
have just been considering
a rather heavy locomotive to be fired with either oil or lignite,
and I had a meeting with the locomotive builders yesterday to see
how they could handle this particular type of engine. No one
seemed to have had any experience with burning lignite coal
with a stoker. Are there any members who have successfully
burned lignite coal such as W'yoming lignite, and, if so, what
kind of stoker was used for that purpose? It is a very serious
situation with us.
have large fields of lignite in sight and
we would like to get some kind of stoker that would handle it as
satisfactory as it does the bituminous coal.
Mr. Fuller:
are handling Wyoming lignite or semi-lignite
the fuel is prepared for and put on the
coal with a stoker
tender, and with another class we have the crusher on the engine.
have two grades of lignite coal or semi-lignite. The Hanna
coal is best, not crushed too fine but about the size of a walnut.
It does deteriorate and it does interfere with the stoker operation, in wet weather, when very fine coal becomes thoroughly
saturated with water, but I don't think, Mr. Bentley, you will
I
have any trouble either with the Street or Duplex stokers.
presume other stokers are just as good for burning a semilignite coal or any Wyoming coal if the stoker is properly
have been very successful with both makes of
handled.
stokers.
have had some trouble at the start with the Hanna.
It was felt that Hanna coal could not properly be prepared at
mine, but we prepare all our coal at the mines with the
the
exception of that for engines that are equipped with a crusher.
Mr. Chambers I note one item in this report speaking of
percentage, increased percentage of consumption of coal with
That was no surprise.
stoker as compared with hand firing.
new device never starts out with its best effort. There is
(hiiiies:

engines,

wc heard

a great deal

:

:

:

:

We

We

;

We

We
We

:

A

We
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much to be learned in the manipulation of a stoker, and the
easy part of the job would incline a fireman to waste coal.
While

have never had any direct supervision of a stoker
engine in operation, I think that a man who would practically
starve his fire at all times would have you a lot of coal, because
you are taking no chance whatever if you get a little behind.
It is very easy to increase the operation and your fire is covered all over at one time. It is not like the hand firing which
might develop holes and make your engine go back materially
in steam.
I am not in favor of the system of automatically
sifting your coal out as it goes into the bins.
To get proper
results you have got to prepare the coal either at one bin or
in as many bins as necessary for the system and deliver it to
the engines and to the bins in a prepared state.
Mr. Gaines I think that the committee ought to develop
whether or not it is feasible to have the coal producers run the
coal over a screen and give you such portion of the screenings
as you need for firing. I think that is going to be one answer.
If the committee will take it up with the producers, they will
find in many parts of this country that the producers would be
very glad indeed to take out the lump that is too big to go into
the stoker and prepare the fuel without any cost whatever.
Mr. Barnum (B. & O.) To derive any benefit of the figures
on increased cost for fuel we should have, to go with that,
the increase in the work done. One of the principal advantages
realized by the roads using stokers is the increased tonnage
hauled by the steam locomotive as compared with the tonnage
that can be hauled by that locomotive when hand fired.
One
of the omst important things for this committee during the
next year is to give us something definite in the way of increased
work performed with the stoker as compared with the handI

:

:

fired engine.

Mr. Fuller: There
the locomotives that

is no doubt but that a large percentage of
were equipped with crushers were equipped

because of the inability to use these engines in any territory
on their railroad due to lack of having crushers at their coaling
stations and their inability to get the coal crushed at the mines.
After the crusher becomes a universal equipment there is no
doubt but what the engines can run without a crusher on them.
Mr. Gaines spoke about having the mines prepare the coal. We
have our own mines and we prepare our own coal. Some years
ago slack was a drug on the market and they threw it away,
but

when we got

stokers

there

was more demand

for

slack

than anything else. If you depend on the mines to crush your
coal, those of us who have to store coal would want to store
crushed coal. The loss in deterioration would be so great that
don't believe you would want to do it
and if you did store
lump coal and did not have a crusher you could not crush your
believe from our experience that we have to put
coal.
I
I

;

crushers in our coaling stations and crush coal when we want.
If you don't have a crusher on the engine, then you will be up
against it.
Mr. Gaines Perhaps I did not make clear the preparation of
At the mines in .'\labama they are very glad to screen
fuel.
the coal, run it over a three-inch mesh screen and give you the
screenings and take the lumps out, and when that has been
done it js all ready for the stokers. The next thing to be considered is storing the screened coal. It is surprising how little
that deteriorates. I have had experience for four or five years
with storing the nut coal to take us through the winter season.
About Christmas time it is almost ^npossible to get fuel for
your locomotives unless you store it in the summer, the demand
for domestic fuel is so great and the depreciation is certainly
very, very small. I would say that it is less than 5 per cent from
:

tests

W.

we have made.
J. Bohan (N.

P.)

store coal in prepared

:

The question of whether we should

form

for delivery to the locomotive or

whether we should load reasonably prepared coal on the engine
and there crush it for the firebox is one that should be
The subject is very apt to be
approaclijcd with extreme care.
looked at from the viewpoint of local conditions instead of looking at it as a machine that would have to be used to take care
of coal over a very wide area. We are approaching a period
when lignite coal will necessarily be used on locomotives and wc
should creep before we walk. We are too prone to take broad

jumps without making preparation.

We can't
We

aflford at present

have lots of territory
to equip the coaling stations necessary.
west of the Mississippi river where a highly developed coaling

We

station would be a failure.
lose sight of the fact that there
are thousands of miles of outlying territory and very few miles
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of the territory where the operation is intense, and where, perhaps, specially prepared coal would solve the problem.
All we
need at the coaling station is a clean, dry coal.
have to
burn the coal, both lump and slack and poor and good, and
the thing we should do at the present time is to develop the
stoker that we have started out with to its highest possibilities,

We

before attempting to install highly developed and expensively
operated coaling stations.
Mr. Kinney (Hocking Valley)
This committee does not
desire to convey the impression that the stoker is not an economical machine on the locomotive.
We have attempted to make it
plain Ihat in all cases where the stoker is applied it is where the
range of successful hand firing has passed and you are applying
the stoker for the benefits that will come from it, and these
benefits are derived in other directions.
We would very much
decry any thought that this meeting would have, or individuals
here that are considering or are operating stokers, that the
stoker is not an economical proposition. As to the preparation of
fuel.
The stokers come on your line perhaps one one or two
engines.
You are not prepared to put in an expensive plant.
These devices and methods that have been placed in use on
the locomotives are in their infancy, and possibly, as time will
tell, a makeshift in the development of the stoker.
This committee will be very glad to have the co-operation of all users of
:

stokers.
F. P. Roesch
In regard to the preparation of coal for the
use of stokers, you will recall, the original stoker that was put
out used prepared coal, and there are more of this type of
stoker in use at the present time than of any other type.
met with considerable difficulty, due to the fact that all locomotives on all railroads using this stoker were not equipped
with the stoker. The result was that it was necessary to carry
two kinds of coal, having a two-compartment shute. The coal
for the Street stoker is prepared at the mines, either by means
of crushing or screening.
I have known of instances of railroads equipped with this type of stoker where the coal is prepared at the mines and a mistake was made in the billing of
the coal, the result being that the division using the hand fired
locomotives received the prepared stoker coal and the divisions
having the stoker fired engines had the lump coal. You may
say that such a mistake as that is inexcusable, but such mistakes
do occur.
know that this fine screened coal is not the best
:

We

We

coal

for

hand

firing.

We

also

know from

tests

made

at

the

University of Illinois and on various railroads ha lump coal,
screened lump coal, is not the best coal for firing.
will get
the better results through the use of a mine-run coal, in view of
the fact that it is not probable that any railroad will be operated
with all stoker fired engines; it would be well to give the matter
of taking the crusher off the engines very serious considerations
before any recomendations are made in that direction. It costs
a little more to crush coal; there is a great loss of crushed
coal in transit, there is a great loss at the chutes, and it will
not store due to the fact that it is more liable to spontaneous
combustion.
I
do not know whether the Alabama coal that Mr. Gaines
speaks of fires in that way. All of these things must be taken
into consideration before we make any recommendation toward
the elimination of the crusher on the engine.
In the handling of lignite, the quality of the coal makes absolutely no difference; it is simply a question of capacity, and the
stoker as now developed is of a sufficient capacity to successfully
fire the largest locomotives that we have.
So far as the economy of the stoker is concerned, when compared with hand firing, if we take into consideration the fact
that the stoker in itself has never burned a pound of coal, we
can see that the lack of economy is not due to the soker as a
machine, bu to the man who is operating it. If we educate the
man to handle the stoker in the way we have educated them to
handle the scoop, we will get exactly the same results, or possibly
Ijetter results, from the stoker in pounds of coal per thousand
gross ton miles that we get from the scoop.
Mr. William Schlafge (Erie)
have, on the Erie, approximately about one hundred and fifty stoker-equipped locomotives.
It would be expecting rather too much if you did not have
trouble with the stokers as they are not entirely out of the
experimental stage.
usually experience trouble with any
new device that is put on a locomotive.
have had troubles
with air pumps and the injectors and without an exception you
will have troulile where a new device is put on a locomotive.
Such troubles the designer cannot foresee and service conditions

We

:

We

We

We

—
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i;os
only can produce thcni.
efficient stoker,
is

concerned.

delivery of

tlie

They, undonhtedly,

an economical stoker

makers

Tlic sinker

so far as

ant!

in

will

my

liavo workcil out an

tlic

work

opinion

coal to the firebox
mit the prol)Ieni of
will

it

he

just

as

economical as intelligent iiand liriuK'.
We have our coal prepared at the mines. We did h:ive some
trouhle, hut that was due to the conditions of the period thai
\vc went through.
Wc can now net our coal jirepared in any
way wc may specify. While there is no data.
am very miK-h
of the opinion that there is no economy in making a coal
breaker of every locomotive e(|uippcd with a stoker.
The committee recommended that in breakdowns there should
be a weak link provided somewhere in a convenient location and
Our troubles today are
1 think this is a good recommendation.
he breakdowns mostly due to foreign matter Retting in the
machinery. Wc have one engine equipped wih the Elvin stoker,
which is very satisfactory. When foreign matter gets into the
machinery the engine stops, but it is only a small matter to
remove the obtsruction and start the engine.
W'e ran a test sometime ago, as I remember it about two
years ago, on the Kent division, and later on ran a test on the
Meadville division. We are conducting further tests now.
T
believe we will be in a posiion to give the committee some
report.
valuable information for its next
Mr. Gaines: I believe that a scheme can be worked out at
1

large coaling plants whereby you could screen the coal as it
goes over the chutes into the tenders, taking the lump coal out
for hand firing the engines, and using the slack for the stoker.
The committee should look into that, and see if something of
that kind could not be worked out at the coaling plants to
properly prepare the coal for the stoker and also the lump

hand firing.
Chairman: The motion before the house
received
and the committee continue with
be

coal for

is

that the

report

special instructions

to investigate the preparation of coal.

(The

uiotion Tvds put to vote

Automatic Coal Weighing Devices
:

The only record that I was able to find
of such devices being tested was a case on the D. L. & W.
H. C. Manchester (D. L. & W.)
did test out for about
a year a coal-w-eighing device which was invented by L. A.
Watres. the same gentleman that invented, the National graphite
lubricator.
It consisted of a separate coal container, built so
It was set on a
as to fit inside of the coal space in the tank.
scale arranged underneath the coal container, and supported by
the tank frame; a gage which was located upon the left leg of
the tank in view of the engineer and fireman, showed in actual
pounds, how many pounds of coal were in the container at all
times.
The experiment was very much handicapped at first in
getting the proper gage, but after a tiine that was quite satisfactorily taken care of. There was some difficulty with the dust
and particles of coal getting around the device and the mechanism of the device underneath, and we were never able to
coal -weighing devices.

We

quite satisfactorily solve that difficulty so as to get satisfactory
Therefore, we abandoned the test
results from the apparatus.

number of months, and have done nothing further with

That is about
we have gone with
it.

Snow
C. E. Fuller (U.
fighting equipment.

all

I

can say, and that

is

about as far as

it.

Fighting Equipment
P.):

I

really

1919

1910-17-1 think

it was in that year— we fonnh!
months constantly over the Rocky Mountains, and it was a fight <lay and night.
The snow woidd blow
from the up moimtain and collect on our tracks just as fast as
we could take it out. Wc got up a plow built new from the
grciund up. It is a bucking plow, a plow that it is necessary to
gel a speed up of twenty-live or thirty miles an hour, with three
or four engines, depending upon their size, to shove it through
.\fter we had worked with the rotaries and fought
the drifts,
the Itattle imtil pretty nearly everybody was down and out, the
home manufactured plow was put into Cf)mmission and kept
the road open the balance of the winter. The plow was christened the h'uller plow,
don't know why, but we liuilt the plow
and we had a great many of them. Our transportation people
can't speak high enough of them, after they learned that they
would stay on the track, and there wasn't any danger in operThey are scattered all over our railroad now.
ating them.
There is just one feature of this plow that has made it a
success, and that is the nose of the plow. It digs down in place
of digging u]). Most of the plows, the push plows, will mf)unt
the rail in hard snow or other conditions.
The greater the
load, the more this plow hangs to the rail.
Mr lientlcy: Dan Cunningham, of the Denver & Rio Grande,
suggested to me that a paper on snow-fighting apparatus would
be entirely proper, and I think it is a very good subject, if the
Committee on Subjects will permit of that being given consideration.
I think there are a numlKr of us who would like to
get some information about snow fighting. We are fighting all
the time during the winter months and sometimes we have

In the winter

snow

for about

live

I

derailments that are caused, the superintendents say, by the
type of plow we use and the type of car we use behind the
plow. It is a real live subject, for the Northern roads particularly, and I move you, that we have a paper on snow-fighting
apparatus.
Mr. Fuller Last April, I believe it was .'\pril, we had a tremendous storm in Kansas, wet snow and very heavy.
had
one of these plows going over a part of the Kansas division.
Telegraph poles were all on the track, wires and everything else,
and there was a passanger train stalled on the main line. They
opened the switches at each end so that if anything was coming
which they did not know about, they would be protected. The
snow plow came along. It saw nothing, it found the telegraph
poles, and finally it landed into a box car and cut it to pieces
and went through another one while it damaged the plow,
nobody was hurt and the plow was not oflf the track. We have
only had one derailment of this snow plow, and that was on
a branch line due fo the ball of the rail being broken for about
two feet the plow went off the track and did a iot of damage,
with two engines behind it. Two men were killed and two were
injured.
But it is our opinion that if the rail had been sound

We

Mr. Barnum I made some inquiries aliout the automatic coalweighing devices for locomotive tenders and started with the
locomotive builders, but was unable to find that any of the
principal locomotive builders had built any tenders with any

after a
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and duly carried).
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know very

little

about snow-

Of

course, we have to fight snow in our
line.
Our experience is that it requires different kinds of plows
to some extent to successfully fight snow. The trouble with the
rotarj' plows is that there have been too many people who have
attempted to buck snow with the rotary plow, which you cannot do. If you endeavor to do it, the rotary plow will soon

be put out of commission, because it will not handle snow in a
snow bank, unless j-ou have suiTicient power behind it to keep
The capacity of the plow is
the plow fed up with the snow.
controlled bv the wheel.

;

;

the plow would have gone through this drift as it had Ijeen
going for several days under the same conditions, without any
trouble.

Dan Cunningham One of the reasons that I suggested this
subject is that the snow-fighting equipment receives so little
attention that it is something like the Arkansas Traveler
"When it is raining we can't fix the roof, and when it isn't
raining we don't need it."
Recently I was connected with a
road that had to fight snow for eight or nine months a year. It
was in an elevation of about 11,600 feet and had 28 miles of 4
per cent grade, so we really know what the snow game is.
Some snow is better Iiandled with flangers of different kinds,
and others with the appliance that Mr. Fuller has just mentioned, and others with the rotaries. The rotary game is somewhat complicated, because there are so many things about a
rotary plow that will give out.
Mr. Gaines Mr. Chairman, I am going to suggest that the
:

:

Secretary get in touch with Mr. Fuller and procure the drawings of his plow that he has described this morning and attach
them as part of the minutes of this meeting.
Mr. Fuller This plow is not patented. It is one of our own
design and everybody is welcome to it.
Mr. Barnum I second Mr. Bentley's motion.
(The motion on being put to vote ivas carried.)
The Chairman There seems to be another motion before
us the incorporation of the drawings of the Union Pacific plow
with this report, if that motion has a second.
Mr. Bentley I second that motion.
(The motion zcas put to vote and carried.)
:

:

:

—
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Remarkable Exhibit

of

Railway

Artillery

Conventionites Accorded a Rare Privilege Through Courtesy
of the

Government and the Manufacturers.

ARE TWO KXiiiiUTS of railway arlillt-ry at tlic
conventions this year. One of these, The American

TiiiiRE

Car & Foundry

which

made

possible
throusi'h the courtesy of the Ordnance i)ei)artnient of the
United States Army, was described and illustrated in the
exhibit,

is

Railii.'ay Age of June 23d, pai^e 1685.
The other
one, that of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, which consists of a 7-in. caterpillar gun mount and a 14-in. railway gun mount, built for the United Stotes Navy, was

Daily

described in the Daily Raihvay Age of June 19th, page
1494. The first of the 14-in. naval guns that were placed
on railway mounts which were built by the Baldwin
Locomotive W'orks, are familiar to the readers of the
Railway Age, descriptions having been published in the
Raikvay Age of November 1, 1918, i)age 767; November
15, 1918, page 875; and November 29, 1918. page 967.
In connection with the American Car & Foundry
Company's War Activities Exhibits and through the
courtesy of the Ordnance Department of the United
States Army, Major E. D. Campbell, Railway and Seacoast Section, Artillery Division, Ordnance Department,
United States Army, gave an illustrated lecture last

evening on "Railway Artillery." The Raikvay Age owes
an apology to Major Campbell for having announced in
an earher issue that he was connected with the Navy
Department. Extracts from Major Campbell's address
follow

:

Major Campbell's Address

The popular

idea of railway artillery is that it
As a matter of fact,

development of the recent war.

is

a

it is

almost as old as the railroads. It is important to remember that, so far as we can find any record, it had its
beginning as early as the Civil War and was used by both
Thus,
the Confederate and Union forces at that time.
railway artillery is doubtless an American invention.
The development since the beginning of the world war
has been so rapid as to make previous efforts seem of
small consequence.

During the campaign against Richmond the Union
forces used a piece of artillery which created great
havoc among the Confederate gunners. This was a 13in. mortar Vv-eighing 17,000 lb., mounted on a reinforced
During the period from
flat car having eight wheels.
1863 to 1912, while the idea of mounting guns on trucks
had not been discarded, only crude railway mounts of an
France and Gerexperimental nature were produced.
many, according to record, appear to be the only countries actuallv working with railway artillery during these
In 1912 the Schneider Company, a French manyears.
ufacturer, produced a 200 mm. 8 in. howitzer railway
mount, which was quite a step forward in the design of
This mount possessed some of the
railway artillery.
features which were used in the design of railway artillery during the late war.
America manufactured some railway mounts during
the year 1912 for use in the Panama Canal Zone. The
cannon mounted on the cars were small, being 4.7 in.
During this period the main idea for the
howitzers.
development of railway aritillery in the minds of the
designers was its obvious use for coast defense work.
However, during the present war, the use of this artillery has been confined to field operations entirely, necessity of its use for coast defense not having developed.

i)K.M(,.\

I

'RlM!I.K.M.-^

— Transportation

of railway
that requires the
closest consideration of weight, clearances, and the tyi)e
You will appreciate that in handling
of track used.
Traiisf'ortatioii I'rohle»is.

mounts involves a problem of design

mounts weighing 600,CCO lb. and upward, a system of
trucks must be utilized that combines perfect equalization

and

flexibility.

Trucks have been designed which

10 and 12 wheels each. Conditions of road
in France have limited all axle leads to 17 metric
tons each, and this limitation has been followed in the
design of equipment intended for foreign service.
Trucks to meet these re([uirements have units, with
short wheel-base, connected by span bolsters.
Railway clearances present limitations to the design of
all heavv railway artillery that are ever present to handicap the engineer. It is absolutely necessary to give careful consideration to this i)oint in order to transport your
mount over any line that an emergency calls for. To keep
within this clearance, it is necessary to swing the larger
guns out of balance in order to keep the trunnions sufficiently low and at the same time get proper elevation
In fact, on some mounts where this is not
of the gun.
done, an excavation between the rails is required in
order to take care of the recoil of the gun at high elevaThese conditions impose extra work and complitions.
cations which, you will appreciate, enter into the production of railway mounts, but which, none the less, must
be met and overcome.
The Ordnance Department has made an extensive
study of railway clearances covering both European and
American railroads. A map has also been prepared of
the coastal lines, the main transcontinental lines and a
few central, north and south lines.
Regardless of the care and patience exercised by the
Ordnance Department, in designing railway mounts, that
could safely be transported over American and F'rench
railroads, most of the roads seem to have the opinion
that these features have been entirely overlooked in the
designSome peculiar incidents have occurred in the
shipment of railway artillery, as, for instance, one prominent Eastern railroad held up a railway mount on its
way to the Coast with the information that it would not
meet their clearances. Yet two other mounts of exactly
the same type had been shipped over the same road without a murmur.
Carriage Problems. In designing a railway gun
carriage one of the big problems involved is to transmit the force due to firing to the earth with the least
Many different
number and complication of parts.
methods of accomplishing this result have been developed, of which the .\merican railway mounts, to be
described, are typical examples.
The main features entering into a railway mount design are the recoil system, traversing mechanism, elevating mechanism, and the means of securing stability when
firing.
These four elements are common to both field
and railway artillery, but certain limitations are imposed
The type
in raihvay mounts which bother the designer.
of railway carriage to be designed fixes, to a large exLikewise the
tent, the four features ju5t mentioned.
converse is true, namely, that these features govern the
Many other elements
type of carriage to be designed.
enter into the design, but once the above are fixed, a

have
beds
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necessarily lullows this <locision.

dcsij^ninn railway artillery, as is the
case of any hi^h-class inailiiiu-ry ck'si<;n, (k-rmitc uses
or special work to which the railway artillery unit is
(.'onsaiiR'iilly,

to be used

in

must be

jjiven first consideration.

American
riu-

two

Tvi-ks

features in the desi,t;ii of railway
artillery, namely, that of haviiii; an artillery piece wiiicli
can be quickly emplaced in a battery and that of havint;
a piece so designed as to permit the j^un to elevate to
any antjie up to 42 degrees and to be traversed around
the entire a/.imuth, have been met with in the 8-in.
mount in ;i hii^hly satisfactory and efficient manner.
This mount is tlic only one of its kind in existence, and
perhaps represents the bitj;hest type of railway artillery.
When in firing' position this railway mount is su])ported by a firing platform consisting of four (S-in. 11
beams, on top of which are placed six cross-ties. The
beams arc simply laid on the railroad ties with no
spiking, neither do the oak cross-tics require any fastening to the II beams. This emplacement can be laid in
position in 15 minutes by a common crew and of course
can be removed in less time- When firing at right angles to the track, the side outriggers of the mount are
used.
When firing railway mounts the trucks are relieved from the shock of recoil.
The gun carriage, known as the 8-inch Barbette Carriage Model of 1918, is mounted on a base ring which
is bolted to the car undcrframe.
Traverse is secured
by means of a racer which rolls on a roller path formed
by machining the top surface of the base ring. The
rollers, of which there are 24, are forged steel, 4 inches
in diameter, spaced equi-distant by means of a distance
ring.
Motion is imparted to the carriage by means of
a hand wheel which moves a pinion whose teeth mesh
into a circular rack secured to the base ring.
system
of gears transmit the hand power at the wheel so that
one man is able to traverse the carriage with ease. The
gun can be elevated from zero degree to 42 degrees by
means of an elevating rack secured to the cradle and
turned by worm which is rotated by means of gears and
hand wheel.
The car part of this raihvay mount consists of a structural steel drop type of under frame supported by two
4-wheel 70-ton trucks of the Pennsylvania standard 70-

June

A

ton type. The underframe of the car is a daring departure from accepted car practice in that the center
portion drops abruptly. It is recognized that this weakens the car in its resistance to bufiing shocks, but in railway artillery this doeg not present a serious disadvantage.
The car is 40 feet 6 inches between end sills, which are
15-inch channels. Both the center and side sills are the
box girder type of construction continuous between end
sills.
Each has top and bottom cover plates and a
3^-inch plate covers the entire under frame.
Seven
cross-ties are interposed between the body bolsters. The
body bolsters are of single web construction, having top
and bottom cover plates. The underframe is of structural steel construction throughout except the special
transoms which take the side outriggers and special
transoms for the jacking mechanism.
As an auxiliary feature it is possible to transport this
car on 60 cm- gage track by means of special narrow
gage trucks, which take the place of the four-wheel
standard gauge trucks.
It is necessary, however, to
remove the gun from the cradle in order to bring the
center of gravity sufificiently low to prevent overturning.
This railway mount weighs approximately 180,000 lb.,
which load is carried on two 4-wheel standard gage
trucks or four 6-wheeI narrow- gage trucks.
The gun

1919

mount is known as the H-inch Seacoast < lun
ISSK, considerable numbers of which were withdrawn from the seacoast fortifications for use as railway
artillery.
It has a maximum elevation of 42 deg., with a
corresi)onding range of 21, (XK) yardsI'"or field u.se it
fuvs ;i 2fK) lb. projectile with 65 lb. of jKtwdcr.
used

in this

.M(j<lel

7-Inch

dcsirai)le

H

24,

Gun Railway Mounts

guns were secured from the
navy and mounted on the same tyi)C of car for operation
along our coast as protection against submarine attacks.
This car embodies the same outrigger and float idea for
securing slabihty, but is somewhat different in the
underframe construction, the main difference being the
installation of hydraulic jacks in place of the screw jacks
used on the 8-inch railway mount. This mount does not
use any em])lacement or firing platform, but is simply
lowered so that the cross ties rest on the rails. It weighs
171,000 lb. The trucks are 4-wheel Pennsylvania standard, two of which weigh 21,000 lb. The gun is 45 calibers in length, the range is 17,000 yards, with 15 deg.
elevation. The jjrojectile weighs 165 lb., using a powder
charge of 58 lb.
Sin]]^ 7-iiich 45-calibcr

12-Inch Mortar Railway

Mount

This same type of car is also used for mounting 12inch mortars except that six-wheel standard trucks are
used in place of the 4-wheel standard 70-ton trucks.
The carriage for the 12-inch mortar has all the advantages of the 8-inch barbette carriages, but is substantially different in design.
This diflFerence is in the recoil
system, which utilizes a hydraulic cylinder using piston
buffer for recoil with an air pressure arrangement for
counter recoil. The air is compressed by the recoil of
the piece, thus utilizing a portion of the energy of recoil.
Six-wheel trucks are used under the 12-inch mortar
railway mount in place of 4-wheel standard gage
trucks. These 6-wheel trucks are unique in their design
since the wheel base and center plate heights are the
same as the 4-wheel trucks. As a matter of fact the
6-wheel trucks can be interchanged with the 4-wheel
trucks.

14-Inch, Model E, Railway Mount
During the year 1915 a design was started for a railway mount of sufficient capacity to mount the 14-inch
Army gun, which would have all around fire, and which
could be adapted for seacoast defenseFor seacoast
work all guns must have at least 180 deg. traverse, and
must be easily operated, since the objective is always a
moving target. This mount was designed for seacoast
work primarily and requires a special emplacement, consisting of a base ring carried on a flat car accompanying
the mount. This base ring is inserted in the track and
is provided with a roller path du its top surface on
which the gun carriage is traversed after the trucks are
withdrawn. The method of maneuvering this mount is
to first emplace the base ring on any part of the track
desired, then running the mount over this emplacement.
When it is in the exact position the entire car body is
jacked and the trucks withdrawn. It is then lowered in
position on the base ring, the rear end resting on an
The trucks used under this mount
annular support.
are of 8 wheels whose diameter is 31 in. The journals

M. C. B. 6 inches by 11 inches. The trucks are the
rigid side frame type, with cast steel bolster and tran-

are

soms.

The weight

of this

mount

is

two trucks weigh 56,000 lb.
The gun is a 14-inch Army gun, 40
It

436,700

lb.

calibers in length.

has a range of 32.000 yards at 30 deg- elevation.

projectile

of 360

lb.

weighs 1200

lb.

and

The

utilizes a

The

powder charge
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The railway

which

I have just described is
week.
The mounts are so
designed that they can be used either in the field or for
seacoast work.

on exhibition

artillery

durinjr

this

American 12-Inch Sliding Railway Mount
The American 12-inch sliding railway mount weighs
lb., mounting a 12-inch 50-caliber gun.
It is
similar to the brcnch A'Glissement or sliding type, in
that it has no recoil mechanism or traversing mechanism.
The entire mount is 105 ft- long. Each truck weighs

600,000

approximately 20,000 lb. This load is distributed over
32 wheels, giving approximately 18 tons per axle. The
mount can negotiate curves as sharp as 16 degrees and
has been moved at the rate of 45 miles per hour. The
gun on this particular mount is one of the most powerful in existence, being 12 inches in caliber, 50 calibers in
length, and having a muzzle velocity of 3200 foot seconds.
The range of this gun is approximately 45,000
yards. The projectile weighs 700 lb. and uses a powder
charge of 305 lb.

16-Inch Howitzer

1711

6j/2-in. x 12-in. journals. An
bolster and transom casting connects the locomotive type of side frames so that the load
at the center is uniformly distributed along the side

using inside journals with

immense combination

frames. These trucks are equipped with both hand
airbrakes, which, of course, are of special design.

Other Railway Mounts
The Ordnance Department has four other

types of
railway mounts in existence.
These include a French
type, known as the 305 millimeter Schneider Railway
Mount, which is very similar to the American 12-inch
Sliding Railway Mount, and is operated from a curved
track or epi.
The 12-inch French Batignolles railway
mount is another French type using the Army 12-inch
gun. It is equipped with the hydro-pneumatic system of
recoil.
The mount is fired from a firing platform which
is carried on a ground platform car.
The other two
railway mounts in existence are the 12-inch Howitzer
and the 16-inch Howitzer Model E. Both are adaptable
for seacoast defense since they have all around fire.
It is perhaps wondered how it is possible to negotiate
curves with some of the railway mounts having 8, 10
and 12-wheel trucks. Contrary to what might be expected, every truck and mount is subjected to a test requiring that it negotiate a 17-degree curve. The ability
to round curves is secured by means of extra pedestal
clearance on the inner sets of wheels and the changes
in wheel gages on the same set of wheelsIt is only
necessary to do this on trucks with more than eight
wheels each. It has been found in practice that these
two methods give all the flexibility required.
It is necessary in the design of railway artillery to
so detail the construction that both the French State
standard screw couplers and bufifers and the American
M. C. B. couplers and draft gears could be applied in
the field.
All the mounts sent abroad, of course, were
equipped with the French standard. When these mounts
were returned, the French couplers were taken ofif and
the M. C. B. equipment installed. Although the French
do not use any airbrakes on their railroad artillery, the
Ordnance Department received instructions from General Pershing to equip all railway artillery with both

In the case of the 7-in. and 8-in. guns and 12-in.
Mortar, the firing platform is so simple that only a few
minutes are required to put it in position. By actual
test one of these mounts has been brought up to position, firing platform and outriggers placed, five rounds
fired, platform and outriggers replaced on car, and the
mount gotten under way, in 37 minutes.
In the case of the large guns and howitzers considerable time and labor are required to prepare the mounts
for emplacement.
This is a serious matter in the case
of large mounts when used in the field for various reasons one being, that the enemy is likely to observe the
work of preparing the emplacement by means of aeroplane observers after which it would only be a question
of a few hours until the enemy could drop a large shell
which would obliterate that part of the landscape. Another reason is that in case of sudden advancement of
the enemy, sufficient time is not allowed for withdrawal
of the railway mount, due to the fact that so much time
is consumed in preparing it for transportation, thus inviting its destruction or capture by the enemy.
Hence,
any railway mount which can be brought into battery
and withdrawn in the course of a few minutes, has a
distinct advantage over the other types.
The 16-in. howitzer overcomes the above disadvantages and is perhaps the very latest type of railway artillery.
This mount carries the huge 16-in. howitzer,
which is probably the most powerful howitzer mounted
on a railway mount. This howitzer can be fired directly
from the trucks on standard gage track. The shock of
recoil is taken care of through the recojl mechanism and
in moving the car backward along the track on its own
trucks.
Two 12-wheel trucks with specially designed
truck frames and spring arrangement are used so that
the recoil shock is comfortably transmitted through a
system of equalizer springs to the rails. Ordinary rockballasted track of 80-pound standard rail is used, and
after repeated firings, the test track shows absolutely

question of clearance

no

immediately came up.

;

distortion.

The spring arrangement on

these trucks is worthy of
and volute springs
are used.
The semi-elliptic springs are of sufficient
strength to withstand the firing load. The volute springs,
which are interposed between the semi-elliptic springs
and equalizer beams, are designed to take the carrying
load only.
Thus on firing the gun the volute springs
go solid and the shock of recoil is transmitted to the
The truck is the locomotive type
semi-elliptic springs.
interest,

inasmuch as both

semi-elliptic

and

hand and

air brakes.

The

application of air

and hand

brakes to the trucks is an exceedingly difficult task. No
standard locomotive or car brake arrangement could be
utilized.
The loads of course are static loads and after
considerable experimental and development a brake
l)0wer of 40 per cent was adopted.
In most all cases
this entailed the use of two airbrake arrangements utilizing two cylinders with other auxiliary equipment.
On
all trucks except four and six-wheel trucks, all the air
brake apparatus is contained in the trucks. It was exceedingly difficult to so design the trucks and air brake
arrangement to secure this feature, of having the brake
arrangement self contained in the trucks.
It was early found out that the secret of safe running
of heavy artillery was keeping the axle loads down to
17 metric tons. This necessitated the use of many wheels
and axles on the extraordinarily heavy mounts and the

and negotiating railway curves

Armament Train
The organization

of railway artillery is made up of
regiments, battalions and batteries.
A battery consists
of four -pieces of railway artillery, together with arma-

ment train cars. A battalion consists of three batteries
and a regiment of two battalions. The armament train
cars include ammunition, supply, spare parts, fire control and repair cars.
The ammunition car is a steel car
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tinctive features.

The

repair car is of exactly the same construction as
the fire control car with the interior eciuipi)ed with machine shop, carpenter shop and blacksmith shop, drear
care was exercised in procuring' the equipment for this
i-e|)air car. so that a complete outfit of tools sufficier.t
for all rei)airs in the field, except those occasioned by
direct hit, could be made. The machine shop part of this
car has a lathe, shaper, radial drill, .grinder, work bep.ch

and complete outfit of tools, gages, micrometers, etc.
The machine tools are motor driven, current for which is
furnished

1)\-

3 k.

w. gas electric

set.

Camouflage
mounts for use abroad were camoufla.ged
by the Ordnance Department with the Ordnance fiveAll railway

color contrast system of camouflage. To the uninitiated
it will appear that no jireconceived arrangement of colors is u.sed in painting this railway artillery. As a matter of fact, the colors and their arran.genient on the
mount is scientific, and will effectually conceal the piece
from aeroplane observation. Shadows cast by any object
on the ground are very distinct from a height, and it is
necessary to conceal the outline of the shadows as well

For this reason railas the outline of the mount itself.
way artillery units are hidden under camouflage screens
or canopies which are so constructed that no distinct
shadows are apparent.
It is interesting to note here that the invention and
use of microphones locate the position of heavy artillery
by sound. At the time of the signing of the armistice
the Americans had enormous quantities of these planted
on the western front. I am told that 400 German guns
were located and put out of commission by this system.
It is doubtful, however, if the use of the microphones
The use of the microwill do away with camouflage.
phone is only possible after sounds have been produced.
Unless the artillery is camouflaged it could be located
and destroyed before a shot was fired.

Future Types of Artillery

A

forecast of the future types of railway and field
worthy of our attention in the light of all the
experience gained during the war. In spite of the popular appeal to the ima.gination, and the widespread conception of lon.g range artillery as an instrument of war,
artillery is

I
the shorter range artillery which wins battles.
have only to call your attention to the effectiveness of
the French 75's at Verdun to illustrate the vital necessity
of having armies equipped with a plenty of mobile field
artillery. Bv field artillery we of course mean the 3 in.,
it
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smaller

caliber howitzers.

range artillery has certain tactical uses in the
hut is very rarely used to fire on men. These tacII.
uses prepare the way for an offensive operation by
drsiKjying railway centers, ammunition dinnj)s, observali'>n lowers, bridges and fortified works.
It may also he
desirable to destroy and interru])t traffic on the lines of
communication.
.\ few well-placed shots will accomplish any one of the above objects and then that day's
work is done.
Hut the field artillery never ceases to
opei;ite in all kinds of fighting.
This war has i)roven
the great advantage of hav-ng- all artillery mobile and
ca])al)le of being moved swiftly over any kind of road
or terrain where there are no roads.
The ( )rdnance Department early recognized this neI.>>ng

In Id,
1

1

and produced

field ])ieces on caterpillar mounts.
ones are cai)able of moving 15 miles per hour
over any road or field, while the heavier howitzers can

cessity

The

light

travel at the rate of 3 miles i)er hour.
Our forecast, then, of the field artillery of the future
will include the light field artillery all mounted on caterpillar mounts or drawn by tractors, and the heavy how-

and guns on railway mounts.
seacoast defense, which is an entirely different
l)rol)lem, we have the navy as our first line of defense.
It is obvious that no enemy can reach us from the sea
unless they first defeat or elude the navy. Granting this
accomplished, the next move of any enemy would be to
capture our seaports or effect a landing on some suitable
itzers

h'or

point along ovu- coast.
Our seacoast fortifications are
admittedly the finest in the world. The great extent of
our coast line, however, makes it physically impossible
Our railway mounts
to fortify every vulnerable point.
will constitute a mobile seacoast defense, supplementing
our permanent fortifications.
It is desirable that the
entire cost line be divided into zones and batteries of
railway artillery assi.gned to each zone, so that sufficient
units could be concentrated at any point attacked. Railroads running parallel to the coast should be extended
so that their tracks will cover any strategic points and
all jilaces where an enemy might land an expedition.

Closing Remarks

most dramatic scene was enacted.
Campbell removed his coat and spoke as follows
have received my discharge as an officer in the
I
United States Army, and so remove my coat prepartor\'
to making a few remarks tributary to an officer of
exceptional merit serving in the regular army.
I am
now talking to you as a civilian. Do you know that only
3S per cent of the officers of the regular establishment
.got to France during the war? Only those men who were

At

this

point

a

]\Iajor

associated with these officers know the bitter disappointment these regular army men felt in being forcibly
detained in this country. It is hoped that these officers
received just recognition for their invaluable work on
These men were held here for the simple
this side.

reason that they were practically the only ones in this
country competent to handle the designs and problems
of supplying the troops with the necessary equipment.
Some of them have received the Distinguished Service
Medal. One of the recipients of this decoration was a
former chief of the engineering division of the ( )rdnance Department. This officer, to my personal knowledge, worked day and ni.ght, Sundays and holidays, and
was a constant source of inspiration to all who worked
for him, not only on account of his tireless energy, but
for his exceptional ability as an engineer, executive and
Too
refer to Colonel Jas. B. Dillard.
organizer.
I
much praise cannot be riven Colonel Dillard for the

—
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stimulus he inspired in the manufacturers of ordnance
material, which resulted in their noble and patriotic
response.
I wish also to pay tribute to the manufacturers who so
willintjly co-operated with the Ordnance Department in
Amonja: these is the American
all branches of its work.
Car and Foundry Company. This concern absolutely
placed its entire resources at the disposal of the Ordnance
Department. Why, at the inception, in April, 1917, of
the first project of railway artillery, the 8-inch mount,
one of which is now on exhibition, this company submitted a bid which was 50 per cent below their competitors, with a promised delivery in one-third lass time.
In spite of this, the first mount was shipped in half the
time promised.
In artillery vehicles such as you have seen on exhi-
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bition here they reached at their peak of production a
total of 277 vehicles per day, with spare parts ag'gregatino^ the equivalent of 32 vehicles
thus their production
;

can be stated to have reached 309 complete artillery
Previous to this the best output
vehicles per day.
accomplished in the same kind of equipment was one
vehicle per day.
We all know that one of the principal causes of Germany's request for an armistice was the s])lendid production of war materials in America. This jiroduction
was only reached by the untiring work and co-operation
of manufacturers, railroads. War Department and
laborer. As one of the American generals remarked, had
the war lasted three months longer the infantrv would
have to be put on horseback to keej) up with the railway
artillery.

Break-Down" Not Due

"Too Much Government Interference Caused

It,"

to Railroad

Says

W.

T. Tyler

Men

— Praise

for

Enterprise of Railway Supply Concerns

WT.

Tyler, director of the Division of Operation
of the Railroad Administration, delivered a very
* interesting address at the Convention yesterday.
In the course of his remarks, Mr. Tyler said:

indefinitely and that would nut require changes and modifications as experience taught the need of them, so that

Public Interest in the Railroad Problem

ence shows the need of changing. My own opinion is
that the Congress cannot do better than to face about
and look to the first year of the war for its guidance as
to what should be done for the railroads, and to meet the
needs of transportation of this country.

presume we have

attended the circus "just to
take the children," so that I am glad your chairman has
explained my reason for staying over in Atlantic City
it has not at all been a hardship, in fact, I tried to have
him defer this talk until Wednesday, but he insisted on
my coming over this morning. (Laughter).
I presume that the interest of the public to-day is about
equally divided between the League of Nations and the
railroad problem. I do not know but that we hear the
railroad problem discussed among active business men
more than we do the League of Nations. They do not
expect to have much voice in settling the question of the
League of Nations, but they do hope eventually to have
a part in on the settlement of the railroad problem, and
its settlement touches us all more nearly and the need
for it is more immediately pressing, so I believe we can
consider the railroad problem in this country at the moment the most important subject of thought and discussion. I believe we can rest assured that the President will
carry out his expressed intention to return the roads to
their owners at the close of this calendar year.
A great
deal of concern has been expressed, and is being expressed from day to day, lest this does not afiford time
for Congress to prepare and pass the necessary enabling
legislation.
My own opinion is that six months will
serve every purpose that would be served by five years.
are not getting from the present method of operation any helpful experience, unless it be the lesson of
what not to do. Public operation of privately owned
railroads will not work, it is not practicable, and I think
practically everyone who is interested and has given the
matter study, is satisfied of that fact. I believe the situation is best expressed by the apt remarks of a member
of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce that it
is like trying to teach a man to play the violin by having
him practice on the piano. If Congress was given five
years in which to take action, very naturally it would
defer action until the last six months, because the situation is constantly changing, and it would be a miracle if
at any time Congress could enact a law that would serve
I

all

.

We

is as good as another.
And the immediate soluto pass at this time the best legislation Congress
can, and then as w^e operate under it change it as experi-

one time
tion

is

How

the Railroads "Broke

Down"

We

hear a great deal about the railroads, especially
of the East, breaking down at that time. I want to say
to the railroad men all over this country that the railroads owe no apology for their breakdown or for their
failure absolutely and completely to meet the transportation requirements during the first year of the war and
before government control was adopted.
They broke
down in the same sense that the cathedrals of' France
broke down under artillery fire.
With German guns
playing on them for days at a time they did break down.
The railroads broke down, especially in the Eastern section, where the war activities were greatest because of
the multitude of government agencies exercising priority
authority, each demanding that the freight for its particular department be moved in preference, and even to
the extent of passing out to the railroads the individual
car numbers of thousands of cars to be picked out of
this great mass of blockaded traffic and brought in.
It was absolutely impossible to meet such a situation.
For a long time the railroads had suffered from inadequate rates, and from all manner of hampering regulation.
These things together constitute the reason why
the railroads were not able to meet transportaion needs
during the first year of the war. Lhider government operation they were able to do it because the government
agenc}- placed in charge of the railroads was able to exercise absolute control regardless of all the other government agencies that hammered away day after dav
for their little part in control of the railroads.

What
The

the Railroad Administration Did

thing that the Railroad Administration did
was to lock the door on these various governmental
agencies and say to the War Department "you tell us
first
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wli.u

wav.

\i>ii

^

iiii

want moved and wc will move it in our (»wn
will m't what you ask for and you will ^;cl

promptly.'" Ri-ally tho very first tiling that llu- Kailroad Administration did, however, was to set aside and
tlisret;ard all the restrictive laws and rej;ulations that
had heen enacted hy hoth the State and the Federal ('lovernment. It was early recoj^nized as inip()ssi!)le to meet
liie transportation needs of the (iovernment and at the
same time follow its regulations, and tlie rei^ulations of
tlie States fortunately the man placed in charge, Mr.
McAdoo, heini;- himself familiar with the .government
nu'lliods and at the same time a man of extraordinary
strength, wholly fearless and utterly disregardful of
criticism, ilid apply the strong hand and defeat every
etYort at interference, lie said to not only the central
organization at Washington, but passed the word out
it

the raihxiads, "you know the lransi)ortation game,
you know what you ought to do, go ahead and do it and
will stand hehind you." That was all that was needed.
The only thing needed was to have someone between us
and outside interference and the railroads resumed their
to

I

functions.

Now,

it

would have been

impossil)lc for

any central

organization or any number of men, no matter liow well
selected, to have themselves operated all the railroads,
brought method and order out of chaos, without this
cessation of interference by so many governmental
agencies. So 1 say I think that Congress can do no better than to look back uiwn the first year of the war and
the first four months of Government control to find the
solution. If what was done during the first four months
of Government control was necessary to enable the railroads to function, similar treatment is necessary now to
enable them to go on and meet the requirements of
transportation in this country in time of peace and to
meet the expansion in business that we are sure to have
and that we see coming at this time I should say that
the first need is responsible centralized control. That is
something that we have never had until we had Governhave had scattered control, but
ment operation.
never responsible control we have had centralized control, but never responsible control. The Interstate Commerce Commission has been much abused, but I do not
feel that the criticism is entirely deserved, because the
Commission has never been charged with the responsibility for results. It has named a maximum rate after
long investigation, and after several roads had become
bankrupt, but it never was responsible for the effect of
that rate upon earnings. If the railroads went bankrupt under it, the operating officers were considered responsible, and not the officers of the Government who
named the rate. So when I say responsible central control, I mean a central body that will have absolute control of the rates and will also be responsible for those
rates furnishing adequate returns to enable the railroads
not only to meet the transportation needs of the moment,
but to improve and build up their properties so as to be
prepared at all times to meet just exactly what we met
during the war, the maximum of requirements in the
way of transportation service.
There should be at the same time a repeal of a great
many of the restrictive laws, and the enactment of others
in their place, because I think it would be entirely
wrong and a most serious mistake for the railroads to be
handed back to their owners without regulation of their
operation. It is needed, and there will be no satisfactory
solution without it.
If I were asked to name the most important benefit
accruing from Federal control, I would say that away up
at the top of the list stands the methods that have been
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worked out

for dealing with labor.
tliink it would l)e
1
if the corporations in taking back
their proi)erties should not work out of the existing
boards and agencies for handling labor matters a permanent metliod, something along the .same line, for adjust-

a

most serious mistake

ing labor disputes.

Dealing With the Labor Problem
have

very clearly delined idea as to just what form
the i)lan should take, but 1 do want to say that a most
serious mistake will be made unless this is provided for,
1

lU)

and some

definite

worked

out.
1 think it highly derepresented in this meeting give
the mailer serious thought and consideration. There has
been, of course, nuich complaint about interference of the
central administration with discijiline, but 1 believe any
one who will stop to consider what the situation would
have been if each railroad had been obliged to deal with
its labor problems in its own way, will agree that the
methods adopted, regardless of wliether they arc as complete and as perfect as they should be or not, were necessary and did absolutely save the day.
Now, I want to speak just a moment about the conven\)\:n\

siraliie that the officers

tion

and its relation to the exhibits. I said on Saturday
Master Carbuilders that I regarded this sujjply ex-

to the

hibit as offering to the railroad

mechanical officers a postgraduate course in their profession not available in any
other way ,and I want to repeat that to you gentlemen
now, and to say to you that you will not at all have justified this meeting and your trip here if you do not see
every exhibit on the Pier.
Praise for Railway Supply Concerns
railroad supply man, to my mind, is entitled to a
very large measure of credit, for the progres of railroading that has been made in this country, and I want
to say furthermore he has accomplished that progress
largely against opposition.
He has not been met halfway, he has not had the encouragement he should have
had, nor the help.
I think it is the duty of every railroad officer here to go through the exhibits and not only
listen attentively to the demonstrator but to give him your
suggestions. He is entitled to that, and out of all that he
gets unquestionably some will be valuable to him.
I
do not think there is any question that we have made
greater progress in this country in the development of
the art of railroad transportation than has been made
in any other country on the face of the globe, and as I
say, it is largely due to the supply man. It has not been
a work of philanthropy, at all, it has been a business
proposition, but it has been the result of foresight.
I know of a number of railroads in this country that
encourage initiative and inventive genius, but a great
many of them tie a string to it. If you produce something of value, the fact that you are on the payroll of
that company gives it the right to use it without pa}'!ng
you for it. I think this policy is wrong. I think it has
proceeded from an entirely wrong viewpoint, and if it
were not for the supply man who stands ready to take
whatever the inventor can work out and pay him for it,
we would not have had this progress. The supply man
mav recognize that the appliance is not perfect and is
even of doubtful value, but he always realizes that no
other action will stimulate the interest, not only of that
man. but of others in the same line of work, to use the
inventive genius they have and to go along improving,
and the supply man has prospered, not at all l)eyond his
due, because he, after all, has carried the financial burden,
and he reafizes that a very large number of the appliances that he invests his money in must fail, but he
keeps right along, trying again, buying something today.
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it and discarding it to-morrow when he sees
something that is a httle better. For these reasons they
are entitled to all you and I can do to help them along

perfecting

in that direction, to justify

say to you

what they are trying

to do,

my own
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serve as an excellent basis for present practice, and as
such, it was accepted by the association. It was, however, referred back to the committee again for its further

consideration in order that any new developments might
be included when the report will be again presented at
the annual meeting of the association in October.
In view of the fact that the report embodies an ex-

idea about the convention
is that even if you find it necessary to stay here and
transact your business after the exhibit closes, such a
course would be preferable to neglecting one single booth

cellent

on

ent time

and so

I

this pier.

I was introduced here to-day as the Director of the
Division of Operation. When you meet next year there
will perhaps not be a director of the Division of Operation.
I hope at that time I may be a.sked to come down
here again simply as one of yourselves to meet with you,
listen to your discussions and avail myself, as I have on
this occasion and as I propose to do during the next
couple of days, of what there is to learn from the rail-

road supply exhibits.

Meeting of Railway
Electrical Engineers

THEof SEMI-ANNUAL
Railway

CONVENTION of the Association
Electrical Engineers was held at the
Hotel Dennis on Monday, June 23. The opening
session was called to order at 10 A. M. by President J.

E. Gardner, of the Chicago, Eurlington & Quincy.
Jos. A. Andreuceti, secretary and treasurer of the association, presented a brief report in which the excellent financial condition of the association was shown.
Mr. Andreuceti explained that it had not been the thought
to provide an extensive program for this meeting, but
that it was intended to provoke discussion to assist the
members of the several committees in presenting more
comprehensive reports at the annual convention in the
fall.

Although the meeting was held ostensibly for the purpose of hearing the progress reports of the committees,
one report was presented in completed form. At the annual convention last October the Committee on Electric
Headlights was instructed to make a more extensive
study of this subject and present its findings at the
June meeting. The subject is a particularly live one at
this time and the report was presented to a large and
appreciative audience.
In substance the report is based upon facts brought
out by a questionnaire sent to a number of roads sometime ago to obtain information as to their practices.
Although there is apparently a decided lack of uniformity in the headlight practice on the dififerent roads
there was sufficient information gathered from the questionnaire to enable the committee to prepare an interesting and instructive report. All phases of the headlight
question were considered, including the conduit runs,
wirine, switches, lamps, receptacles, etc. The committee
was highly complimented on the excellent report it had
prepared, although it was very evident from the lengthy
discussion which followed that the time has not yet arrived when electric headlight equipment can be permanently standardized. The practice has changed so rapidly
in headlight equipment that it has been exceedingly difficult to fix upon
definite and permanent standards.
There is every reason to believe that many other developments will take place before all of the dififerent parts of
this apparatus can be permanently standardized. In fact,
it
is exceedingly doubtful
if it would be possible to
standardize all equipment so that all roads would use the
same standards. Nevertheless, the report of the committee is full of important recommendations which will

resume of

electric headlight practice at the preshas been accepted as such by the Mechanical
American Railroad Association and will
be jjresented in its entirety at the meeting of this assoit

.Section of the

ciation

The

on June 24.

report presented at the afternoon session was
the progress report of the Electric Headlight Handbook
first

Committee.

It is the thought of this committee to prepare a handbook similar in all respects to the Car Lighting Handbook which was compiled last year and which
so satisfactorily filled the requirements in the maintenance of car lighting apparatus. Special emphasis was
placed upon the importance of preparing the headlight
handbook, so as to include complete information concerning the theoretical operation of the various equipments.

The work of the Committee on Ilhunination was assigned to three sub-committees, namely, Sub-committee
"A," car illumination; Sub-committee "B," on shop illumination, and lighting, etc. ,and Sub-committee "C," on
lamp specifications.
In answer to the question as to
what might be expected in the way of increased efficiency
of lamps, L. S. Billau, of the B. & O., seemed to be of
the opinion that there was little to be expected in the way
of reducing current consumption by increased efficiency
of lighting units ,as the tendency at the present is toward
increased use of lamps with a corresponding increase of
current.
E. Lunn. of the Pullman Company t,hought that some
attention should be given to the artistic design of the
lighting fixtures and that this question was at present

under consideration by the Pullman Company.
In the matter of lamps for use on extension cords in
shops, the practice of using carbon filament lamps, while
desirable in view of its more rugged construction, will
probably be eventually supplanted by tungsten lamps,
due to the difficulty of securing a good grade of carbon
lamps. It was suggested by J. L. ]\iinick, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, that auto transformers might be used on
110-volt circuits, and by this means reduce the voltage on
the lam])s to 2,2 volts
Tungsten lamps of much larger
filament can be used with the corresponding rugged construction.
The more general opinion of the members,
however, was that the matter should be taken up with
the lamp manufacturers, with the idea of getting them to
develop a tungsten lamp that would be sufficiently rugged
to withstand use on extension cords.
The Committee on Electric Arc Welding in its progress report expressed the intention of going into the matter of arc welding in a most thorough manner, insofar
as the matter is applicable to the repair of locomotive
parts and in the numerous other fields on the railroad
where welding can be carried on to advantage.
.

E. Wanamaker, of the Rock Island Lines, read the report of the Committee on Electrification. The committee
expressed its desire to secure from as many of the members as possible all the information on this subject that
is available.
There is undoubtedly an increasing interest
being taken by railroad managements in electrification

and it is information along this line that the
committee wishes to be in a position to supply those road.=
projects,

that are logically interested in electric traction.
L. S. Billau read the report of the Committee on Train
Lighting E(|uipment and Practice. This report covered
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represent
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the assistance of tlie various roads as to their present
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Richmond, J. A., M. iM., C. T. H. & S. E, Traymore
Rocsch, F. P., Ambassador.

Rolston,
Rusling,

W.
W.
W.

& E.,
& W.

E., Supt. P.
J.,

P.,

B.

C. L. S.

&

S. B.

H., Gen. S. M. P. & C. D., G. T, Chelsea.
Scchrist, T. O., M. M., C, N. O. & T. P., Ambassador.
Small, J. W., Staff Ofticcrs Mech., S. P. A. A., Marlborough.
Smith, E. J., M. M., A. C. L., Lexington.
Smith, J. G., M. M., West. Md. Ry., Monticello
Snvder, W. H., U. M., N. Y. S. & W., Elberon.
Stewart, T. R., M. M., B. & O., Schlitz.
Stevens, T. S., Sig. Eng., A.. T. & St. Fe.
Stohlberger, P. J., M. M., Atlantic City.

Sample,

Sweetman, E. M.,-M. M., Southern. Osborne.
Symons, J. E., D. M. M., G. C. & S. F., St. Charles
Svmons, W. E., Con. Eng., L. E. F., & C., Alamac.
Tawse, Robt., S. M. P., D., T. & I.
Taylor, C. S., M. M., A. C. Line, Lexington.
Thibaut, Geo., M. M., Eric, Osborne.
Thompson, F. L., Chief Eng., I. C.
TUlett, C. H., Asst. Sig. Eng., G. T.
Towne, W. J., Asst. Gen. Man., C. & N.
Turner, Amos, M. M., L. V., Lexington.
J. S., Honorary Man, Marlborough.
M. M., U. P., Chalfonte.
Winkle, J. L., Supt., Central Indiana.
Wagstaff, Geo., American Arch Co., Chalfonte.
Wall, H. S., M. Supt., A., T. & S. F., Ambassador.
Wallace, F. C, M. M., Erie, Deville.
Wanamaker, H., S. S., N. Y. C, Traymore.
Warthen, H. J., S. M. P., R. F. & P., Seashore
Watson, Samuel, D. S, M. P., N. Y. C, St. Charles

Turner,

Turtle, J. A.,

Van

E. R., Div. M. M., M. C, Haddon Hall.
W^ebster, H. D., Eng., M. P., B. & L. E., Chelsea
Wiggin, C. H., S. M. P.. B. V. M., Chelsea
Wood, Walter D., S. M. P.. Mount Hope Mineral, Breaker.
Woodbridee, H. C., Supr. Fuel Cons., U. S. R. R. A., Strand.
Wrav, R. W., M. M., Penn.
Wvman, Geo. A.. M. M., B. & M., Monticello.

Webb,

Special Guests

M., M. C, St. Charles.
Jennings, J. F., Div.
Karibo, J. J., M. M., C. C. C. & St. L., Alamac.

Midvale Steel

& Ordnance

Co.,

Marlborough.

M. M., So.. Ambassador.
Kendrick, J. P., M. M., B. R. & P., Osborne.
Kinnear, C. W., Asst. Gen. Store.. Pa.
Kuhn, B. P., A. M. M., X. Y. C. Arlington.
Laux, J. P., M. M., L. V.
Lavves, T. A., M. E., N. Y. C. & St. L.. De Ville.
Leinbach, H. W., Elec. Eng., W. & S. E., Dennis.
Leyonmark, J. H., M. E., C. & A., Brighton.
Ligon, J. F., M. M., Ashland Coal & Iron Ry.
Lipetz, A. I., Russian Rys., Marlborough.
Little, J. C, M. E., C. & N. W,. Travmore.
Mauldin, S. R., -M. M., I. C. Whittle.
McGahev, R. F., M. M., Washington Sonthern. St. Charles.
MacBain", D. B.. Asst. G. M.. X. V. C, Blenheim.
Kellv, S. R.,

1919

M. M.

Irvin, L B., G. P., P. S. & X., Terminal.
Irvine, William, M. M., U. P.
Jackson, W. S., M. S., Erie, Haddon Hall.

Kecnan. C.

24,

.\ve.

I'he L'onmiittee

Head

June

M. P., So. East. Line of Mex., Marlborough.
House
For., L. I.
Anderson, A. L., Eng.
Anderson, B. W., Asst. Supt. M. P., C. M. & St. P., Traymore.
Anderson, J. B., C. C. to Asst. A. M., P. R. R., Runnymede.
Ballda.F. F., Supt. Shops. N. Y. N. H. & H.
Barrett, A. D., Asst. M..M., C. C. C. & St. L.
Beck, H. J., Gen. Loco. Insp., P. & R., 2219 Atlantic Ave.
Bennett. M. D., Asst. Mgr., N. & St. L.. Dennis.
Bickford, S. A., M. M., N. Y. C, Chelsea.
Bocdemer. C. J., .Asst. Supt. Mach., L. & N., Ambassador.
Bogdanovitch, Ignaty W., M. E., member of Rus. Mis.
Boorzhinsky, Eng. of M. E., Russian Mis. of Ways.
Boucher, E. F., Gen. For,, Wash. Term., Whittle.
Brenholtz, Thos. E.. Draftsman, P. & R.
Britt. F. W., N. Y. C, Pennhurst.
Bronikovsky, Michael M., M. E., Russian Mis. of Ways.

Ampapan. Lanio,

Supt.

June

24,
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BrutU'lI. J.E., Ch. Loco. Insp.. Penn., Sterling.
Brvant. VV. T., Rd. For. of Eng., R. F.
P., Marlbonnmh.

Hunt, Robert, Chief Mech. Dfts., S A.

Bucklen. E. J., M, M., Big 4, Breakers.
Burns, Jame.s P., Asst. to M. M.. B. & O., Schlitz.
Bush, W. R., Safety Sup. Mecli., Southern, Osborne.
Butler. J-. A., M. M., B. & A., Chalfonte.
Butterworth, J. .\., Asst. Ch. Clk. Pur. Dept., Southern, Grand

Hustch, F. T., M. M., Pa., Dennis.
Ingram, M. D., Supt. Mach., No. Okla. & Gulf, Holmhurst.
Jennelle, C. M., Asst. Gen. For., N. & W., Chalfonte.
Jones, W. C. Lyster, Chf. Draft., Penn.
Juneau, C. G., Gen. Supvr., C. M. & St. P., Traymore.
Keagyand, C. O., M. M., P. R. R., Strand
Keiling, K. E., Chief Clerk, N. Y. C, Traymore.
Kelly, C. W., Fore. Blacksmith Dept., C. R. R. of N. J., Sterling.
Keen, C. C, Engr. W. of S., American Rys.
Kern, M., Upholsterer For., B. & O., Strand.
Keyes, R. W., Asst. Chief Matl. Insp., N. Y., N. H. & H., Strand.
Kleinhans, F. J., Car. Acct., Interstate Tank Car Corp., Chelsea.
Knott, F. W., M. M., Seaboard Air Line, Osborne.
Kokawa, M., Asst. Resident Repr., Japanese Govt. Rys., Marlborough.
Laugton, G. H., Shop Supt., Virginia, Breakers.
Learner, M. F., Asst. to Chief of Ry. Dept., Russian Gov. Rys.,
Blackstone.
Lee, Elisha, Fed. Mgr., Pa.
Lenard, W. L., P. R. R.
Leonard, W. W., Super. Car Lighting, B. & O., Hayden.
Levin, V. Z., Chief Loco. & Car Inspt., Russian Gov. R. R.,

&

.\tlantic.

M. M., N. Y. C, Fredonia.
Callet, Robert. Asst. Mgr., U. S. R. A., Strand.
Campbell. R. S., Chief Clerk to Chief Mech. Kng., .\rlington.
Cantlcv. W. L, M. E.. Lehigh, Traymore.
Cartv. F. J.. M. E., Boston & Albany. Breakers.
Casev. J. G.. M. P., Penn.
Christy, C. C, M. M., & & M. V. R. R., Chalfonte.
Clark. Juan M., Loco, Inspr., Cuba Cane Sugar, Dennis.
Caley, G. W.,

Clemson, L. C, M. M. Insp., Pa.
Cloggett. Meyer, Asst. to Direc. Gen. of Rys., U.

S. R. A.,
Travniore.
Coffni'an, Allen B., Asst. Elec. Eng., P. & R., Wiltshire.
CofTman, B. J., Atg. Mech. Eng., R. F. & P.
Col, B. N., Ch. Clrk. to Asst. Fed. Mgr., Southern, Iroquois.
Cooper, F. E.. Supt. Siiops, B. & O., Osborne.
Couch, R. F., M. M., M. D. & G., Osborne.
Cow, .A.lberto, Representative, Culia Cane Sugar Corp.
Craddock, R. B., Ch. Boiler Inspec, Southern.
Cramer, C. B., M. M., Wash. Term., Whittle.
Cramer. H.. M. M., Seaboard Air Line.
Crawford. M. R.. Gen. Fore., C. R. of N. J., Louvan.
Culver. C. H., Super. Mach. & Tools, B. & O., Craig Hall.
S., Draftsman, B. & O., Marlborough.
Dailey, E. B., Corporate Wech. Eng., S. P., Traymore.
Dale, L. E., Supr. Office of Asst. to Gen. Mgr., P. R. R.
Dawson. V. N.. Trav. Strkpr., U. S. R. R. A.
Deniarest, G. L.. Gen. For., C. R. R. of N. J., Stehling.
Dampman. Charles P., Supvr. Fuel Conserv., P. & R., Strand.
Davis, .A. J., M. M., Erie, Alamac.
Davis. B. H., M. M., D. L. & W., Lexington.
Dc Salis, J. H., M. M., N. Y. C, Pennhurst.
Dickert, C. L., Supt. Shops.. Cent, of Ga., Schlitz.
Dickerson, T. B., Supt. Lo. Shops, C. R. R. of N. J.
Dillon. E., .Asst. M. S., Central Vermont, Osborne.
DolingofT, Alexis ].. Min. Eng., Member of Russian Mis.
Easterly. H. R.. Cli. Lo. Insp., U. S. R. R. A.

Cunningham, L.

Edge. Senator Walter E., U. S. Senator.
Edwards, J. B., M. M., Newberry & Laurens, Continental.
Ellington. R. F., R. F. E., Southern, Borton.
Ellinsky, S., M. E., Russian Gov. Rys., Grand Atlantic.
Elliott.

R. H., Genl. Elec,

W.

J.

&

S.,

Elberon.

Enockson. H. A., R. H. Fore., C. St. P. & M. & O., Marlborough.
Enockson. J. O., Supt., M. P. & M., Marlborough.
Estevez, Santiago, Gen. Mgr., Cardenas Ameritan Sugar Corp.
Farrington, T. B., M. M., P., Ambassador.
Feeny. B. J.. Supv. Fuel Con. Sec, U. S. R. R. A., Ambassador.
Fellows. P. S., Foreman Mach. Shop.
Forbes, H. W., For., Erie, Blackstone.
Fravel, George B., M. M., Penna. L. W., Dennis.
Fuller, E., M. M.. So., Dennis.
Funnell, Walter, Mach. Shop Fore., N. Y. C. & W., Netherland.
Gardner, J. E., E. E., C. B. & Q., Marlborough.
Gaughan, Richard, Fore., C. R. R. of N. J., Arndale.
Gaun. J. G.. Reg. Store Ins., Allegheny Reg. Pur. Com.
Geoghegan, J. T., M. E., Southern, Chalfonte.
Gilleland, G. W., M. M., S. A. L.. Berkshire.
Gilles. W. H., Genl. Air Brake Inspr., L. I.

Gorman, T.

F..

M. M.,

Erie, Chelsea.

Good, G. W., Supvr. Pcwk., M. C, Shelburnc
Good, Harold, M. C, Shelburne.
Graef, C. S., Supr. Elec Weld., B. & O., Alamac
Grimes, L., M. M., I. C, Ambassador.
Hall. John M., Asst. Chief Insp., Inters. Com. Com., Blackstone.
Harriman. N. F.. Eng. of Tests, U. P., Travmore.
Hassett. J. C. M. E., N. Y., N. H. & H., Osborne.
Hatakeyama, I.. Professor. Japanese Waseda University.
Hedeman, W. R., Leading Dfmn., B. & O., Arlington.
Hendricks, L. W., Supt. of Shop.s, N. Y., N. H. & H.
Hennessy, B. J., Ch. Boiler Insp., N. Y. C.
Hertzler, S. H., Special Engineman, Pa., Lyric
Higgs, G., Asst. R. F, E., C. R. R. of N. J., Lcvan.
Hodge, Col. Henry W., U. S. A.
Holder. J. A., Genl. Master Boiler Maker. S. .\. L., Osborne.
Hopkins, J. W., M. M., Pa. Lines West, Dc Ville.
Houser, G. A.. Spec. Ast. Legal Dept., Penn., Pennhurst.
H(3user, W. M., Penn., Pennhurst.
Howlev, T. F., S. L. O., Erie, Schlitz.
lludfon. W. R., Gen. Mgr., A. B. & A., A. & W.. P., Ga
C.

W. &

C.

Hurst, G. E.,

M. M.,

P.,

L.,

Chelsea.

Chalfonte.

Blackstone.
Linthicum, Frank, Road For. of Eng., Pa.
Lipetz, A. I., Chief Russian Ry. Mis., Russian State Rys., Marlborough.
Logan, (i. H.. Gen. For., C. & N. W., Traymore.
Lorcbun, A., Gen. R. H. F., C. R. R. of N. J., Levan.
McCann, J. R., Chief Clerk S, M. P., Milling & Lake Erie, Elberon.

McConnaughy, H.

G., Secy., Nat. Elec. Light Assn., Shelburne.
V., M. M., Pa., Dennis.
C. D., Chief Loco. Insp., N. P., Breakers.
Manderson, A. R., Asst. S. M. P., Maine Cent., Alamac.
Milliken, Jas., Cal. Eng., Military Railways, Brighton.
Moist, H. I., Gen. For., R. F. & P., Marlborough.
Moll, R. H., R. F. E., P. & R., Netherlands.
Montague, W. T., M. M. Asst. to Gen. Mgr., Pa., Dennis
Moore,
M. M., Erie, Haddon Hall.
Moran, W. F., M. M., B. & O. West, Alamac
Morton, B. C, Draftsman, B. & O., Arlington.
Mullen, M. E., M. M., B. & O., Schlitz.
Murphy, J. W., G. Fore., B. & A., St. Charles.
Murphy, T. J., Asst. to Pur. Agt., B. & O., Strand.
Needham, R. J., Mech. & Elec Eng., Grand Trunk.
Nelson, C. B., M. M., I. H. B., Chelsea.
Nevins, B. E., M. M., Virginian.
Newman, W. A., M. E., C. P. R., Marlborough.
Norton, A. M., Equipment Pilot Eng., B. & O., Arlington.
Norton, C. H., M. M., Erie, Arlington.

McDonnell, D.

McKay,

Wm,

Orghidan, Constantine C, Roumanian Gov. Com., Traymore.
Harold E., Chalfonte
Owens. VV. H., M. E., Southern, Borton.
Page, A. N., L. V., Arlington.
Page, Earl, L. V., Arlington.
Patterson, D., M. M., N. So., Osborne.

Oviatt,

Pearce, E. S., M. E., C. C. C. & St. L., Alamac
Peddle, C. R., Asst. Pur. Agt., Penn., Traymore.
Pie, E. F., M. Draft., Penn.
Pohlman, Wm., Gen. Fore. Loco. Dept., N. Y., O.
erland.
Pribble, B.

& W., Neth-

M. P., R. F. & P. R. R., Wiltshire
Pugh, A. R., Gen. Air Brake Insp., S. A. L., Osborne.
Ramsdell, F. H., M. M., Maine Cent.
Randolph, \'. C, As. Sup. Fuel Cons., U. S. R R. .A... Schlitz.
Rhodes, Robert S., Ch. Draft. Elec. Dept., N.
f., Runnvmede.
Rice, Frank J., Chf. Lo. Insp., U. S. R.R. A.
Richardson, W. P., Sen. M. E., I. C. C, Pennhurst.
S.,

C. C. to S.

"i

.

Richardson, Laurence, Asst. Supvr. of Equip., U.

R. A.,
S. R
Haddon Hall.
Riegler, Fred, Wheeling & Lake Erie, St Charles.
Robb, E. H., C. D., Long Island, Homestead.
Roberts, R. D., Leading Mech., Florida East Coast
Robey, A. A., Asst. Ch. Clerk to Stafif, S. I., Arlington.
Robsnson,, J. J., M. M., So. Ry., Osborne.
Roosevelt, Franklin D., Asst. Secy, of Navy,
S. Navy.
Rosenberg, Chas. R., C. C. to Div. Pass. Ogt., Penn.
Russell, Harry B., For. Eng. House, P. & R., Haddon Hall.
Russell, Walter L., Genl. For., Reading, Speidles.
Starke, Aubrey H., Supr. of Loco. Rpr.. U. S. R. R. A., Chalfonte.
Sands, Edwin A., Div. Ace, B. & O., Bouvier.
Siebert. Frank T., Fed. Insp., Inter. Com. Com.
Sdigletch. W. L., Safety Super., Mech., Southern, Osborne.
Siegfried, M. A., Trav. Fire., Central R. R. of N. J.
Singleton, A.. Gen. Store., Hocking Valley, Haddon Hall.
Simc ns, -V M., Ri^ad Fore, of Eng.. P. S. &• N., Reading Ter.

U
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Dan," Assistant Superintendent of Motive i'owcr
of the Denver & Uio drande, in introducing his little
brother, I'Vank Cunningliam, of the Standard Stoker
Company, says, "We're trijjlcts. lie's one of them; J'ni
"l{ig

the other two."
llllllllllllllllllllll
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Alfred \'>. arhart, vice-president of tlic Crcjsby .Steam
(iage and Valve Company, of I'loston, came here to drown
his .sorrows in the Atlantic and incidentally to look over
Mr. Carhart's disconsolate frame of
the convention.
mind was caused by the outcome of the Yale- Princeton
Princeton
l)asel)all game wliich he attended yesterday.
"blew up" in the fifth imiing.
(.

Small, well-known railroad man, now a resident
of San Francisco, conld not attend tlie convention this
year on acconnt of illness.
II.

I.

mechanical departJ. I^. O'Hearne. formerly with the
ment of the fhicaijo & .\lton, was recently seriously inin a street car accident in

jm-cd

Denver, Colo.

It is a matter of re.uret to many that \V. L. Kellogi;',
formerly of the Pere Man|uette, is ill and will not l)e
here this year. Mr. Kellogo; lives in Denver, Colo.

M. Kokawi, resident inspecttir of the Imi)erial Government Railways of Japan, with headciuarters in New
Yiirk, arrived Satnrday and expressed his amazement
at the first

convention he

ha.s

'-0

ever attended.

Marriott, chief draftsman of the Chesapeake (S:
Ohio is ,known as the human calculator. It is said thai
he can "figger" the numher of tuhes in a boiler from the
width of the running board.
V.

I.

The many

friends of Mrs. Stanle\- Midgley will note

her presence this year after an absence of some six
years. Prior to that time her record of ten consecutive
conventions is a good one.

Many

friends of

Mr. and Mrs.

J.

F.

Dunn

will

be

They are in California with
their daughter, Miss Edna Dunn, and are visiting another daughter. Marganeret, whose husband is in army
service in San Francisco.
jileased to hear of

them.

conventions is the
mother of F. B. Ward, of the Elwell-Parker Electric
Company. Mrs. Ward has recently celebrated the
ninetieth anniversary of her birth.
She is enjoying
the conventions each day on the pier.

Probably the oldest guest

JftM F

at the

ilfB

^.%)

Biom

^

mmMk r

^

I

yyi ijiE-—-ji

no'
1
mWOm.^ vfl
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W.

T. Tyler, Director of Operation, U. S. R. A., and

Mrs. Tyler

Miss Irene M. Dunne, who was the soloist of the sacred
concert given in the Exchange of the Marlborough-Blenheim Sunday afternoon, is a young soprano of remarkable promise. She completed her last year at the Chicago
Musical College just before coming here. She sang with
the Marlborough-Blenheim Orchestra Sunday afternoon.

Enrollment Committee
H. Smith, William S. Edgar. Second Row: F. V. McGinness, J. A. Stevens. Bottom Row: S. luglis Leslie,
George A. Harden, L. D. Mitchell. G. H. Gayetty (Chairman), S. H. Campbell, Joseph E. Brown, George W. Denyven, Gilbert E. Ryder.

Top Row, Left

to Right:

Harry Jacques,

F.

Donald R. MacBain, of the New York Central Lines
comes to the convention this year as assistant general manager instead of superintendent of motive power,
having been promoted a short time ago. Mr. ^lacBain
had been superintendent of motive power nine years.
A\'est

Miss
and everybody enjoyed her singing greatly.
Dunne's home is at Madison, Ind. She is a friend of Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. Jones and Fritz Ernest, of the American
Steel Foundries, and has been visiting them while in
Atlantic City.
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Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Welles are accompanied this year
their son, Edward, who paid the convention the compliment of preferring; to come here from Yale, where he
is a student, to going- to the boat races. Mr. Welles is
president of C. H. Besly & Company, of Chicago.

by

J.

F.

1719

Graham, superintendent of motive power of the

Pacific, could not be present on account of
Mr. Graham has had an attack of intluenza,
but is recovering. Mr. and Mrs. Graham, well known
to conventionites, are residents of Portland, Oregon.

Southern

illness.

Mention was made in Mondal's issue of the Railway
Age, regardinjT the celebration of "Bob'' Fisher's seventieth birthday."
This statement was somewhat incorrect.
Mr. Fisher is celebrating, but not his birthday. He will
be 74 years old this fall and will then retire from service with the Bass Foundry & Machine Company, after
55 years' service.

Nelson B. Gatch, of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Company, received a promotion during the convention.
He was yesterday named as manager of sales of the
New York district. Mr. Gatch was a captain in the air
service and, upon receiving his discharge in February,
joined the forces of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company as district manager in the Minneapolis territory,
lie later on held the same position in Chicago.

H. Young, senior assistant director of operations
the Railroad Administration, accompanied by Mrs.
ioung and their daughter, Miss Jeannette, are visitors
Before the adoption of Government
at the convention.
Lcntrol Mr. Young was president of the Norfolk Southern. He became federal manager of the Norfolk Southern and later also of the Virginian, which position he
J.

of

held before he

was promoted

to his present office.

William K. Krepps, of the Crucible Steel Company of
America, who was chairman of the Entertainment Committee one year and a member of this commitee for six
conventions, received a telegram yesterday from President-elect Carr, of the R. S. M. A., appointing him
chairman of the Entertainment Committee for the 1920

When Alajor Leonard J. Hibbard appeared this year
on the Pier he received as cordial a welcome as any man
could possibly be given. And well he might. Enlisting
in the French aviation service early in 1916 he flew durIn 1917 he joined the
ing- five months of that year.
American forces and was assigned to the first division as
first lieutenant.
In may of 1918 he was promoted to the
captaincy of Company C, First Regular Engineers.
\\ bile brigaded with the British forces in November of
1918 he was wounded, and again received wounds at
Cantiguy, at St. Mihiel and in the Argonne. Major Hibbard's wounds consisted of two broken legs, a machine
gun bullet through the wrist and minor injuries. For
nine years Major Hibbard served on the Entertainment

conventions.

Committee of these conventions.

Center, Mrs. W. T. Tyler, wife of the Director of Operation,
U. S. R. A., and her two nieces, Misses Veronica
and Lucile Ermatinger

Entertainment Committee
Ton Row Left to Ripht: W. W. Melcher. W. H. Olive--, Langley Inprahnm, WorcestPr Sarecnt, E'lsworth Hnrirg, W. M. Wilson and L. O. Cameron.
Second Row, Left to Right: J. M. Brown, A. C. Moore, George A. Nicol and T. L. Paxton. Bottom Row, Left to Right: W. K. Krepps,
N. C. Naylor, L. B. Sherman, E. H. Bankard, Jr., J. E. Slimp, H. E. Passmore and R. J. Himmclright.
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knife ami cut the hose in two
its quicker, and they
don't understand the hose coupler anyway."
"They do that here," said the M. C". J', from Kansas.
"The only difference is that we don't use a knife."

A

Tribute

From Darktown

motive power, master mechanics,
other locomotive men and the convention attendants in
general are not the only ones who have visited and paid
tribute to the Penn.sylvania Railroad's latest masterthe monster simple jMallet locomotive illustrated
piece
and described in the Dail\ Raikmy Age for Monday,
.Suiierintendent

of

—

the 23rd.
delegation from Darktown was in attendance the
other day and the Man
Saw heard this little coml)liment from one of the colored admirers, "My, my,
(hit sho' am some injun.
Hook her on to Atlantic City
and she'll pull her right on up to Philadelphia."

A

Who

One

man on

a large recent i)urchase

and learned

tiiat

aim
re-

made

after the order

why not?"

said The .Man,
the arrival of the Latin Americans
shallowed events which mii^ht be wurlh encouragiiii^.
1

seemed

that

The New Mail Car
Rumors

Poscyville had it that the Poseyville
Northwestern Railroad had ordered a mail car. .\s a
consequence the usual daily committee of prominent
citizens who considered it their sacred duty to see
in

&

that the wdieezy little train arrived safely, was considerably increased.
Finally .she arrived and was given a reception and
a write-up in the Daily Taddle-Tale.
"Well," said the well-known motive jiower accountant, who was telling the story to The Man Who Saw,
"Everything seemed clear about the new car except
the strange hook across one of the doors.
"What is that hook for?" inquired the druggist.
"It's to keep the door shut," ventured the grocer.
"You're both wrong," asserted the editor of the
Taddle-Tale, "that's the mail hook. It grabs the mail
as the train rushes past a station."
"Well, Andy," said the grocer, "don't you send any

more eggs by

i)arcel post."

The Builder

—

It may be new to many to learn that seasoning
air
seasoning from two to five years is necessary before
steel is in a fit condition to be used in the construction of
certain machines and tools.
To prove the truth of his
statement to The Man Who Saw, the fine tool manufacturer produced a Hoke precision gage and explained that
it is the most precise instrument ever produced by the
hand of man. It is accurate to one millionth of an inch
count 'em. And he said one millionth is just as easy to
measure as one thousandth. All you have to do is to
catch a sunbeam and measure your work by it to prove it.
That is how it came about that seasoned steel the
time and air seasoned article that is steady and settled in
its ways
must be used in the construction of certain

—

this list

I.

ir

vertical turret lathes were a<l( led as
result of the visitor's attendance at the convent ion.

1

Millionth of an Inch

.

—

—

instruments.

Signs of the Times
One of his friends who has cultivated Cuban, Mexican
and South American railroad men to a considerable extent, called The Man's attention to the significance of
the fact that among the visitors here this year are two
well known Cuban locomotive men, one of whom is in
charge of 110 locomotives; two master car builders of
Cuban railroads two locomotive superintendents of im;

portant Cuban lines
a native general manager of Porto
Rico's railroad system, and a distinguished Mexican who
represents in the United States the purchasing interests
of the National Railways of Mexico.
"Two of the Cubans," said the friend, "were amazed
at what they saw at this, their first convention.
They
said that they took a chance on coming here in spite of
the report that it would cost them $40 a day.
"Why,"
added the friend, "doesn't somebody start something that
;

Man remembered

"^es,

jnsl

Don W'liustiano (.'arraii/a.
^(>Il kiimv," said lie to The Alan Who Saw, and
the snnply man who said he was sittinfj uj) nip^lits
studyins- Si)anisli, "I learned how tlu- Alcxioans niicoiiple air brake iiusc down there. Tliey ])nll ont a
I

a representative shewing here fmin
every year?
Wliy not arrange for tlu

1919

was conchuled, two

Switchman

Efficient

24,

iiiiluce

\iiierica
ception ?"

1>\

The

June

of

The mechanical engineer from

Men

the southwest turned

railwav mechanical engineering paper
with unconcealed affection.
"1 have a fine drafting room," said he. "Whenever

the pages of a

I hire a new man for my department my instructions to
him include the following:
" 'W'e are buying your time which is eight hours a
day. In return therefore, we give you eight dollars
dollar an hour. The money we pay is real money; its
value doesn't fluctuate. It is never discounted and repre-

—

sents full value. In return for this money we expect
eight dollars worth of your time, which is eight hours
a day of conscientious concentration on our work.
no more expect you to discount the value of these hours
than you would have us deduct from your pay check.
" '^^'hen the work slackens, instead of killing your own
time at a dollar an hour and perhaps the time of another high-priced man as well, I want you to go to the
book shelf and get a bound volume of a railway mechanical engineering paper and dig something out of it,
which, from your observations around here, you think
would benefit us by its adoption. I don't care what it
is, just so its worth having or doing.
If you have the
time I would appreciate your writing it up, setting it
forth as a recommendation or an argument for our con-

We

sideration.'

"

"How

does 3'our system VvOrk? Has it increased the
interest
tell me about your results," asked The Man
Who Saw that his informent was a psychologist as well

—

as

an engineer.

"Well," said the thinker, "it worked well for my showing and it helped the boys. Two of them recently left
me to do really big things on their own hook. The
P. & Q. is after another one and I am afraid I shall lose
him, as I can't very well see how he can turn it down."

;

;
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New

I

Devices

Among

the Exhibits

|
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Pyrometer

Locomotive Service

for

on t!ic perthe water is too high in the
boiler or the fire is not properly kept, or if any other
condition affecting the steaming qualities of locomotives
should arise, it is at once indicated by the pyrometer.
Tiiis api)aratus jjroN-ides a constant clieck

formance of the engine.

Sipekiieatek Company^ New
THEYork,Locomotive
showinomodel 496 pyrometer equipits

is

ment which is of the electrical type. This instrument makes use of the thermo-couple principle, by nicans
of which an electric current proportionate to the difference in temperature between the hot and cold junctures
of the couple

is

Advances

generated.

THEChicago

The

If

in Air Drill

Design

year by the
Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, con-

Little (Jiant air drills displayed this

indicator itself contains a millivolt-mclcr actuated
by the current generated at the thermo-cou])le and moves
a pointer on the dial indicating the actual temperature
of the steam. The pyrometer equipment for each locomotive consists of three parts; a steam fixture (containing the hot junction of the thermo-couple), which
screws into the steam pipe or steam chest of the engine
an indicator, whicii is ])laced in the cab, and a cable connecting the fixture to the indicator. The cold junction
of the variations in the atmospheric temperature are au-

tain several

new

features of interest to users of

pneumatic tools. One of the important recent developments is a new form of toggle and piston construction,
including a replaceable crank-pin bearing and a one-piece
connecting rod by means of which all joints, eye holes
and toggle nuts are eliminated. The company is also
displaying a

new corner

and non-reversible

drill

types.

made

in

both reversible

Another innovation

is

the

I'oycr grip, a new grip attachment which does away with
the necessity of gripping pneumatic riveting and chipping
hammers by the cylinders, providing instead a convenient
full handhole for the operator.

tomatically compensated

for.

The

exposed

hot

directly

Universal Air Hose Coupling

junction of the

to the flow of super-

thermo-couple
heated steam and the slightest variation in the steam
temperature immediately affects the current generated,
showing this change instantaneously ujion the dial in the
is

cab.

The entire equij^ment has been completely adapted to
locomotive conditions and has been found valuable in
checking operating and maintenance conditions, as well
as proving a substantial aid in making adjustments and
drafting locomotives.

'.\ Eu
ATic TooL Co.. Chicago,
exhibiting an improved universal hose coupling.
The coupling ends are absolutely interchangealile
consequently all confusion in ordering is eliminated and
Once cononly the size required need be specified.
nected the coupling cannot open when not intended,
yet it can be uncoupled instantly by a pull on the sliding
The gasket cannot blow out, as it is protecte<l
sleeves.
from the flow of air by a protruding seat and the
tapered l)ack holds it securely in place.
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The Clark Tructractor

d

m;

arc

cxc liisive representatives for the railroad trade.
desitjn of this vehiele indicates a powerfn!
al the same time, a (Ie\il)le machine.
is con
It

TlIK l.ATKST DKVF.I.Ol'MKNTS ill industrial tiatthe Clark Triictraclor. c.\liil)ilc(l by tlic
I.ilHT ty Steel I'rodiK-ts Company of Chicat^o, wiio
()!•

lors

iIk-

The yoncra
aiul,

is

striuioil

ill

1

1

most

sul.staiitial

mamicr

witli

;i

steel

frame

June
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ehine, uitji a one-yard dunii) hody, are 125 in. by 46
in.,
and the truck wheel base is 84 in. The tractor will develop a .speed rangiu),' from one-qnarler mile an hour
to
15 niiles an hour.
In a recent test this machine was

driven a distance of 143 miles over coimtry roads in
a
sin},de day and it has given remarkable service in
shifting
loaded freitjht cars wilhont any injury to its structure.
The clearance above floor level is 9/^ in., which enables it
to move over rough foundry floors, factory yards or bad
roads, and because of its low center of p^ravity it can l>e
successfully used imder almost any conditions.
'I'he steerinfi: gear acting on the single trailing
wheel
and tlie driving mechanism are substantially that of the

^.«^;-

;jir^M
Clark Tructractor with

Dump Body

carried on two driving and one trailing wheel. The load
carrying body is of sheet steel substantially braced with
angle iron. The engine is mounted on the rear end of
the frame,
it is a four-cylinder 25 horsepower automobile type, with a differential gear acting on the forward axle, and will furnish suflicient power to propel
the vehicle over rough roads or floors with a maximum
tractive effort and enables it to haul heavy loads easily.
The driver's seat is located directly over the engine hood.
Its carrying caiiacity is 1>4 tons and with the dump
body and its ability to make sharp turns, due to the wheel
arrangement, it has proved very useful in congested
places, such as foundry yards or shops, for the carrying

The Dump Body

sand or other material and the removal from the
foundry of castings or refuse. The Tructractor is furnished either with the plain load carrier body without any
dumping facilities, or with the dump body.'
A clevis is provided at the rear end of the frame so
that other trucks may be attached and the tractor used in
a hauling capacity. The over-all dimensions of this ma-

Operation

en-

machine to travel over rough roads with no undue strain on ibe body or machinery.

able the

The Tructractor Used
in of

in

automobile.
The axles are equipped with frictionless
bearings and the wheels with rubber tires. The load carrying end is supported on semi-elliptic springs, wliich

for

Hauling

The steering gear acting on the single turning wheel
sumption of three gallons of gasoline a day, and because
of its unusually strong construction it should prove a most
efticient and economical tractor for industrial purposes.
The Tructractor is demonstrated each day, on the pier
beside Convention Hall, between the hours of one and
three o'clock.
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Lubrication of Valves and Cylinders
1911,

THE Evolution

of the force feed lubricator for

INcylinders

and valves of locomotives had proj^ressed so
little beyond the experimental stage that the Master
Mechanics' Association's committee, which had been appointed to report on the comparative progress of lubrication of locomotive cylinders, summed up its findings in
favor of the hydrostatic libricator as against the early

1723

system which is used in the force feed lubricator made
by the Locomotive Lubricator Company, Chicago. The
lubricator is mounted on a vertical flat plate, which is
bolted to the head of the valve chest. The mounting of
the apparatus is illustrated in one of the drawings it will
be seen that the mechanism is well out of harm's way, is
;

and attention, and the installawhole presents an impression of compactness.
The secret of the pump's cftlciency lies in the variable

easily accessible for filling
tion as a

control of its drive.
Tlie pumping arm

is driven from an extension on the
combination lever of the valve gear. The distance between the radius rod connection and the center of the
pump drive connection equals tlie distance between the
valve stem connection and the radius rod connection,
which insures a movement of the lubricator lever at all

different cut-offs equal to the valve travel. The length
of the lubricator lever, together with the valve travel,

determines the amount of oil that is delivered into the
steam at every revolution of the drivers. The formula
by which the length of the lubricator lever is determined
includes the valve travel at the normal running cut-off,
multiplied by a constant of 2,500, divided by the diameter
of the cylinder times the length of the piston stroke.
This results in the injection of oil into the steam in proportion to the area of the cylinder walls to be lubricated.
In the 1919 model oil is delivered into the steam at

Diaphragm Terminal Check Valve
systems of mechanically forcing the oil to the valves and
cylinders. The committee made the statement that "the
accurate regulation of the amount of oil delivered to the
valves and cylinders under the varying conditions of

&M
19)9 Model, Locomotive

service performance by the locomotive at different speeds
and points of cut-off" was only achieved by the hydrostatic lul)ricator.

Interesting evidence of what has been accomplished in
eight years in tlie development of force feed lubrication,
which successfully overcomes the objection cited above
is afforded in the following description of the Schlack's

Force Feed Lubricator

every revolution of the drivers through the action of one
pump in each oil pipe line, details of which are shown
The wedge cam No. 1032
in one of the drawings.
presses the stroke shaft 1030 and its bearing 1027 downward until it passes the lowest point on the cam, after
which the spring 1028 carries the stroke shaft 1030 up
quicklv. The tw^o plungers, 1023, one for each oil pipe
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;ni' (.•DiiiicrU'd to llic stioki' sliaft

liiu',

the cross head 10J<)

and on

tlic

(|uick

KMO

|)liiii^ri.i-_

l)tuii|)

phiiif^ers.

The lower end of llie suction |>ipe is considerably l)clow the top of tile oil well and is covered by a very fine
screen, which laps the up[)er part of the well about lianf
an inch. Any li.nht foreign matter in the oil will float
on top that which is heavier sinks to the bottom. The
clean oil i^oes directly through the small meshed, socalled umlirella should the screened umbrella be stopped
up, it will ])ass lietween the lari^er diameter of the umlirella and tile well, the combination of which makes extremely rare tiie ciiances of any foreign matter entering
;

:

and

affecting" the ])umpiug- system.

The cam 1032

is revolved by means of a lever connecting through a friction ratchet. The pump mechanism
is so designed that it delivers practically the same amount
of oil at 140 degrees of temperature that it does at 265
degrees. Steam is delivered to the lubricator through a
copper pipe tapped from the fountain and running under
the lagging and against the boiler.
The drain from the
hibricator can be passed either directly into the exhaust
channel in the locomotive saddle or to the air pump exhaust pipe.
\\'ben the locomotive is standing in the roundhouse,
with very little radiation affecting the temperature of
the lubricator, the steam in the lubricator heating chamber is under less than 2 pound pressure, keeping the
oil at a temperature of less than 200 degrees. When the
engine is running and the radiation of the lubricator reservoir is increased, the back pressure in the cylinder exhaust channel increases the pressure of the steam in the
lubricator heating chamber, thus automatically increasing the temperature of the heating medium when re-

Typical
quired.

1084
tion

Application

of

the

The diaphram terminal check valve

Schlack's

indicated by

drawing of the front view of the applicaconnected with the steam pipe and maintains a

is

constant oil pipe pressure, irrespective of the fluctuating
steam pipe pressure, so that for every drop that the
pump injects into the steam pipe, an equal size drop is
simultaneouslv injected into the steam.

191<J

I'/.ATK
which combines features of
unusual interest is being sliovvn in space C on the
porch at the left of the main entrance to the pier.
It is a new idea, which dis])enses with much of the weight
of older types of trap doors and is said to overcome the

ATK.M'

iMKik

sticking tendencies of the latter.
ibe trap door plate is made of one-piece steel, No. 10
gage, with reinforcing rit)s jjressed in it on the under
side, and turned over the edges, jiroviding maximum
Its weigiit
strength and rigidity with minimum weight.
is claimed to ])e a])proximately two-thirds that of other
designs for the same area and rigidity.
The tlireshold is of one-piece steel l)eaded tread,
securely riveted to the outside edge of the trap door plate
and sufficiently strong to preclude possibility of buckling,
through the pinching action of the buffer wings on the
train when rounding curves.
The construction of the traj) door ])late makes it ideally
adapted for the application of composition to replace rubber matting. I'lxpanded metal is welded to the plate to
provide the proper bond. Rib depressions permit material to work in tinder expanded metal, increasing the

bonding

action.

lifting device

projier consists of a specially designed spring and adjusting i)lug and worm. The spring
is 34 ill- hy 1 in. cross section high carbon spring steel,
carefully tempered, wound helically, with coils approximately '4 in. apart. This provides a winding action, also
a very low fibre stress, and. therefore, long life, with the
least possibility of breaking in service, and upon release
of the trap door insures its rising with a slow, smooth
action, thus eliminating customary banging. For a spring
of this type a very fine adjustment is required. This is
obtained by means of an adjusting plug and worm
arrangement. The spring is anchored in a slot in the
'i'he

System

in the

24,

Trap Door Plate

by nu-aiis of

upward stroke of

,)ji
froiii tlio reservoir is sucked tlirout,di
pipe 101'' into tlie ])lun.ncr clianiher and forced out into
the oil jiipe 1)V the successive downward uioveMient u{ the

tlio

June

of

Locomotive Force Feed Lubrication

plug, which has gear teeth bobbed in it. and which meshes
with the adjusting worm seated in the bracket. By turning the worm and thereby the plug a fine initial tension is
placed upon the spring, this tension depending upon the
size and weight of the trap door. With this arrangement
any required adjustment, no matter how fine, is obtainable. Permanent adjustment is secured by means of a

June
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locking washer which fits over the square shank of the
worm and is locked on by means of a cotter pin. The
lifting device is encased in a pressed steel housing of No.
13 gage material and consists of few parts of simple
construction.
The entire device is fitted directly to the
trap door plate itself, thus facilitating repairs, whenever
necessary.
This trap door is exhibited Iiy the Tuco Products Corporation,

New

1723

compressed air will be intermittently supplied in sufficient volume to the steam governor cylinder 9, Fig. 3,
to raise piston 10 and valve // and retain valve // open

York.

Automatic Drifting Valve

THE

Lewis Valve Company, New York

City,

is

exhibiting a mechanically operated automatic drifting valve.
This valve is connected to the valve
gear as shown in Fig. 1. In its operation when the locomotive is running, link j. Fig. 1, swings lever 4 to alternately open the compressed air governor valves / and 2,
Fig. 2. When valve / is open compressed aid is supplied
from the air reservoir through pipe 6 to the compressed

Fig.

2.

— Compressed

Air Governor

for the pas.sage of steam from the boiler through pipe
14, Fig. 1, to the locomotive cylinders.

When coming

Steam Governor

and 2 will not open
supply compressed air in sufficient
volume to retain valve // open and the compressed air
in pipe 8 and cylinder 9 will escape through the steam
governor packing ring 12 and pipe ij to the atmosphere.
Valve // will be seated by spring 75 together with the
rapidly

governor chamber 7, Fig. 2. When valve / closes,
valve 2 opens, and the compressed air in chamber 7 expands into pipe 8 leading to the steam governor. When
the locomotive is running above a predetermined speed
air

Fig.

1

— Application

of the

enough

to a stop valves i

to

Lewis Automatic Drift'ng Valve

d
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10

nl'

and

will

lie

comes

the str.im on

tlk-

llu'

iipiHi

supply of stoani to

out olT a short

ciid of

llu-

interval

tlir

viilvt-

stfiii

loioniolivi.- ivliiulcrs

hcfore the loioinniivo
will >li p with no

to a stop, ant! llie locomotive

steam remainin.i; in its cylinders.
The packini; used on the valve stems of the compressed
air {governor contains a permanent luhricant and oil holes
No other luliricaare also provided on li-ver /. hii;. 2.
lion

is

necessary.

Locomotives e(|uipiied witli this driflin.u valve are in
service hetween Kichmind, \'a., and W'ashinjjton, 1). C,
on the Kichmoiid-W ashintiton Line, the Richmond, hredPotomac and the W'ashini^lon Southern
ericUshur.L; X
Railroad.

Turbine Headlight Set
for

Steam Locomotives

MKi r Till-: KKnriKK.\ii',.\Ts of slcam locomotive
headiiuhl service, the Cleneral lilectric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., has placed on the market a turhine s^enerator set known as type CY-32I), especially designed to sup])Iy power for the hcadliijht and cab li.q'hls.
This set consists of a sing;le stage Curtis turijine direct-

To

connected to a compound wound generator governed on
the steam end by a self-contained pressure regulating
valve, and controlled electrically by a stationary magnetic
brake coil and rotating copper disk which maintains practically constant voltage under different loads.
The machine is made in two sizes, 175 watt, 6^ volt,
and 500 watt, 33 volt, for operation on boiler pressures
varying between 125 and 225 lb. per sq. in. It is com-

the I

a<l

June

rii.;ulation

is

oiilained.

24,
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Cast integral with

tiif

steam separator upon which is monnt(
the i)ressure reducing valve and |)oi) relief valve.
he ^leam pressure at the turbine is maintained constant by the action of a hollow valve, steam working'
against the |)ressure of a spring, the section of the stem
immediately below the jiorls being tapered, 'i'he tensior*
of the spring is adjusted l)y the addition of thin wasjiers,
so tli.'it when the boiler ])ressure does not exceed 125 lb,
tlu' stem remains in its lowest position and no throttling'
of the steam takes place.
When the boiler pressure exceeds 125 lbs. the stem is forced up and the tapered porlii-n throttles the steam flowing out.
The upward movement of this stem at all boiler pressures above 125 lb. isjust sufficient to maintain constant steam ])ressure at the

main frame

is

a

I

])orts in the

valve bushing.

The magnetic brake has no moving

])arls except the
riveted to the bucket wheel and
rotates in the air gap around the pole faces. The brake
winding consists of a series and a shunt coil so proi)ortioned that at full load the series coil neutralizes the
magnetic effect of the shunt coil. Consequently no drag
is produced on the rotating copper disk.
When cither
the headlight or cab lami)S are turned off, thereby reducing the current through the series winding, the field
set up by the shunt winding is not entirely neutralized
by the series field and produces eddy currents in the copper disk which results in a sufficient drag to hold down
the speed of the rotor, thereby preventing over-voltage.
The machine will run at its highest speed, 3,600 r. p. m.,
at full load, and any other condition produces a lower
speed, unless an open circuit occurs between the brushes
and brake windings. In this case, of course, no voltage
is generated and the speed increases to approximately

copper disk which

is

3,000 r. p. m., a speed which the machine is made to
withstand, however. This braking effect prevents burntout generator coils, for if an overload or short circuit
occurs, the flux from the series coil overbalances the flux
of the shunt coil, thereby producing a drag on the copper disk which is proportional to the amount of the overload. While the full-speed current of the machine is 15.2
amperes, and the soecd 3,600 r. p. m.. the short circuit
current is about 12.8 amperes and the short circuit speed
approximately 800 r. p. m. This form of governing is,
therefore, not only simple, but it is also of value as a protection against burned-out windings.
There are no moving regulator parts to become worn.
Railroad standards have been followed in the mechanOnly two sizes of cap screws and one size
ical design.
of nut are used, both sizes of cap screws being hexagon
headed and slotted, so that if necessary the machine may
l)e completely disassembled with the aid of an ordinary

wrench and screw

driver.

Storage Battery Cars
CARS Constructed according to
and having the car body and its
appliances of steel with the exception of doors and
inside fittings, are exhibited and demonstrated by the
Railway Storage Battery Car Company, New York. Motive power is supplied to the wheels through gears by
four 250-volt direct current motors, and current is supplied by these motors by Edison storage batteries. These
cars were described in detail in the April 19, 1919, issue
of the Railway Age. One of these cars is making exhibition runs between Atlantic City and Ocean City, leaving \'irginia avenue and the boardwalk at 10.00 A. M.
and 3.00 P. M. The running time is 50 minutes for the
round trip.

STORAGE
M.

Turbine and Generator Complete Ready
for

Mounting

posed essentially of one metal casting equipped with three
This casting embodies the generator
substantial feet.
frame, regulating brake coil chamber and turbine casting.
The generator shield carries one of the ball bearings and
the brush holders, and the exhaust head carries the other
ball bearing.

The rotating part is composed of a shaft upon which
mounted the armature and bucket wheel, and to the
Inicket wheel is riveted a copper disk by means of which
is

B.\TTERY

C. B. standards
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The Union Automatic

come together

the gaskets are registered and the connector springs comi)ressed 2>^ in. each, thus holding
the heads locked together. Before coupling, the springs
are designed to hold the connectors in a fairly rigid posi-

Train Line Connector

AN

AUTOMATIC CONNECTOR

1727

for stcaiii, siKnal and

ait-

brake train lines has been developed by the Union
Connector Company, St. Louis, Mo., and is on exhibition.
This connector is of the side port type, the
gaskets registering in a plane making an angle of about
one in seven with the center line of the car.
The connector is attached to any standard drawbar
without welding or removing the couplers, by the use of
attachments designed to meet the requirements of each
application.
Where the conditions permit, however, a
lug may be welded to the drawbar to carry the connector.
AV'hen new couplers are to be fitted with the equipment
the lugs may be cast integral with the couplers.
Xo

Union Automatic Train Line Connectors Coupled
but when coupled the two connectors as a unit have
niversal freedom of movement, unhampered by the
spring pressure.
The side registering feature permits
the use of light springs, the coupled compression of
tion,

1

which amounts

The Coupler Disconnected and Swung Aside
change with Unequipped Cars

for

to only

250

lb.

When

interchanged with

Inter-

change in the air or signal hose need be made, as hose
of standard length are attached to the connector by means
of the standard hose couplings.
This takes care of the
interchange feature without the use of special dummy
couplings, as it is only necessary to uncouple the hose
from the connector to prepare for interchange with
unequipped cars. The steam hose is ordinarily replaced
with a flexible pipe connection leading to the connector.
This pipe is screwed into a specially designed three-way
end valve with two outlets, in one of which the standard
steam hose may he screwed for interchanging with unequipped cars.
The connector has a gathering range of 11 in., both
horizontally and vertically, which is about two inches
more than the range of the car couplers. In registering
horizontally the vertical tongue is gathered inside the
points of the horns on the opposite head. Vertically, any
variation in height is taken care of by the horizontally
protruding pin, which is gathered between the upper and
lower horns.
The connector is located with the center line of the
brake pipe port about 17^ in. below the coupler, with
the center of the gasket extending 2]/^ in. out from the
As two connectors
inside face of the coupler knuckle.

End View

of the

Coupler

unequipped cars the connector is swung to one side, as
in one of the illustrations, and locked.
When coupled, the steam gaskets do not come in contact with each other, but remain loose in the heads.
When steam pressure is admitted to the train line the
steam forces the gaskets to close tightlv against each

shown
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otiior.

I'lu'v

arc

.said

to rrmaiii slcaiii

cU-nsatioii acciimulalt's in tlio coiipliiij^,

toniatii-ally witliont the i-scajK- of stcani.
ti\c at

until condrains aiiTIio slif,dit an-

li,L;lil

when

il

wliioli the j^\-iskcts register is desi},'ned

to |irevcnt

any tendency for tlie gaskets lo sliear.
This connector has hccn developed as the result of a
long period of service trials under a variety of conditions
in which special attention has heen given to the design
of a device which will meet in a practical manner the
requirements of interchange during the period when
such connectors uuisl fre(|uently he used w itli une(|ni])ped
cars.

New

Designs of Flexible Staybolts
NKW

DESIGNS of flcxihle stayI)olts, made feasby the development of autogenous welding, arc
being exhibited by the Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Electric welding is used to secure the caps

SiiviiRAi,
ible

and sleeves of

flexible staybolts to the outer sheet for the

purpose of doing away with the threaded sleeves and the
tapping of the outer sheet, and in order to overcome

iliiis

June

|)i(i\i(liiig a

Solid

1919

reiiifoMcuKiii that adds .sirengtii to

tiie

where the sleeve is applied. The hrjlt is then
inserted through the sleeve and screwed into the (ireho.x
sheet until the round head takes its bearing in the sU>
It is tlien riveted u\) and the plug and gasket are iliscu.,!
plate section

in the sleeve.

The

I'".

B. C. plain ly|)e of llexihlc staybolt

is

made

in

two designs. One design jjrovides for seating the round
head Tate holt directly on the outer surface of the wrapper sheet, in a counterbored bearing. A one-piece cap is
placed over the bolt head with aini)le clearance to allow
I'or holt movement, and is then welded to the outer plate.
The closed caj) used in this design necessarily demands a
hollow staybolt and a drilled hollow 'I'ate holt is i)rovided
with a telltale hole extending from the riveted end of the
stayliolt to a point just beyond the round head, so that
if a
fracture should occur at any portion of the bolt
beyond the round head it could be detected, provided it
reached the telltale hole.. The holes are cleaned out
before inspections and tests,
his design is very simple
and no doubt will be found useful in certain types of firebox boilers. For locomotive boilers at the present time
there is no nding for inspection and test for a flcxihle
bolt of this kind.
The other design provides for the use of a cylindrical
housing with plug and gasket, welded onto the outer i)late
surface, covering the Tate staybolt. which is applied to
the ])late in the same manner as for the one-piece closed
cap, thus allowing for the use of a solid bolt, and the
removal of the plug in the housing for the periodical
inspection and test of the staybolt.
At the Flannerv Bolt Company's exhibit several
models of the F. B. C. flexible staybolts are exhibited,
showing the welded sections and separate parts, as well
as the drilled Tate bolts, which can be used in the regular
'i

Tate flexible staybolt assemblages whenever
advantageous.

Hollow Flexible Bolt with

24,

it is

thought

Cap

occasional troubles resulting from the leakage of sleeve
threads.
It also eliminates the uncertainties of the tooling operation in tapping the outer sheet to obtain perfectly tight installations of the sleeves in all instances.
The F. B. C. universal type of flexible staybolt contains
a universal sleeves with inserted plug and gasket, that
rests on a counterbored seat made in the outer plate at
an angle corresponding with that of the staybolt. The
round head Tate bolt has its bearing inside the sleeve,

Hvid Oil Burning Engine

THE

Hvid type oil burxing engine is being exhibited by Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New

York. This engine operates with any liquid fuel
and the fuel is not compressed before being fed to the
engine. The small engines of this type are said to develop about 12 brake hp. hours per gallon of fuel oil and
the larger engines 16 brake hp. hours per gallon. The
small engines are started by cranking, while the larger
ones are equipped with auxiliary air or engine starters.
The fuel oil is completely burned so that there is no
trouble with a carbon deposit; the exhaust is clean because of the high temperature in the cylinder at the time
of combustion.
Briefly, the operation of the engine is as follows:
During the suction stroke of the piston air is admitted
to the cylinder through an intake valve. Simultaneously
liquid fuel for one charge is admitted into the fuel cup
small amount of air also enters the
by gravity flow.
fuel cup, which is always open into the cylinder through,
small holes in the fuel cup. On the compression stroke
of the piston the air in the cylinder is compressed to
such a degree that it is heated to the point of ignition
of the fuel, which is thus vaporized and ignited, creating a partial explosion in the fuel cup. The fuel is
thus heated and then atomized through holes in the fuel
cup into the cylinder, where it is completely burned. The
pressure generated forces the piston through a power
stroke. On the following exhaust stroke the piston expels the burned gases through the exhaust valve and

A

Application of Universal Staybolt Sleeve

with sufficient clearance between the cap and the bolt head
to obtain the necessary longitudinal movement under
firebox expansion.
The universal sleeve, when located
on its counterbored seat on the plate stirface, is held up
tightly to the plate, and is then electric welded to the
outer plate surface. \\'elding seals the connection tightly.

the cycle

is

repeated.

;

June
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Removing Old Paint
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and water or

a scraper knife, leaving a clean surface for

relinishing.

REM()ViN(; THE

OLD PAINT

froiii Steel passenger and
locomotive tanks, structural steel,
trucks, underframes, locomotive jackets, etc., is
often as much of a prohlem as the repainting job itself
while methods of quick applications of new coats of
paint have been brought to a high point of efficiency, the

freight

cars,

This compound

recommended

for use on metal obof brass and aluminum.
It is not recommended for the removal of paint and
varnish from wooden surfaces. The liquid can also be
used for cleaning and renovating interior walls, hoppers,
dining car kitchens, etc.
is

jects only, with the exception

The photographs show one of the methods of the application of Solvit in removing the paint from a switch
engine tender. The liquid may be applied with a brush,
but for the purpose of speed and economy the method
shown in the second illustration is recommended.

Alternating Current
Headlight Generator
Coupler Co.mp.xxv, New
placing
THEon Gouldmarket
new
32-voU turbo-gener\'ork,

Removing Old Paint with

Solvit

Compound

various procedures incident to the removal of ok paint
ofifered room for improvement.
new paint dissolving solution called Solvit has been
recently brought out by Mudge & Co., Chicago.
It is
said to be non-inflammable, easily applied to flat surfaces
and being of the proper consistency, will adhere easily
One of the greatest difficulties
to any vertical surface.

have

A

is

the
a
300-watt,
ator for locomotive headlights.
The generator is
designed on an entirely dift'erent principle from any of
the headlight equipments that have heretofore been tnarketed.
It is an alternating current device and combines
a number of advantages that are inherent with this tipe

^062
The Open Cover Shows the Absence
and Commutator
Before Applying Solvit

Compound

in the use of many paint removers is the tendency of the remover to dry within a short time after it
has been applied it is necessary constantly to spray such
removers with water. This of course means additional
Solvit will remain moist for
time, labor and expense.
from 10 to 24 hours, and when once applied further attention is unnecessary until the paint is in condition so
that it can readily be scraped or washed off. After being
applied it is allowed to remain from one-half to six or
;

Brushes

There are no rotating wires, no communo brush holders or brushes. The rotating element

of machine.
tator,

met with

of

revolves in ball bearings.
More electric headlight t:rouble and headlight failures
can be attributed to commutator and brush trouble than
to any other source, and in view of the fact that there
are a great number of locomotives which must soon be
equipped with electric headlights, the generator should
receive most critical attention.

Pivoted Type

THE

D

Passenger Coupler

McCoNWAY AND ToRLEY CoMPANY,

Pittsburgh,

showing an adaptation of the new standard
D coupler with pivoted head for use on passenger
cars. The coupler head and shank are separate members
and are connected in pivotal fashion by means of a 2^
inch pin. In the shank are mounted devices, simple, com])act and readily accessible, for centering the shank on
the car and for holding the coupler head normally in
alignment with tlie shank. The coupler head and all conPa.,

Immediately After Applying auivit Compound
seven hours, depending entirely on the thickness of the
paint to be removed. After it has thoroughly penetrated
the paint, the latter may be easily removed by using hose

is

tained parts are "standard D." the rear portion of the
head being designed properly to co-operate with the
shank and centering device, the whole fortning an equipment having the flexibility recognized as being so essential for passenger car service and providing for the use
parts.
of standard

D
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Sellers Injector Indicator

i\;itli;iii

lifting

rsiAi, i()K\i of 'icll l;iU" for noii-liftiii}; iiijecw.inis tlic ciis^iiu'iT by diMharj^inj^ a jcl of
."ii'ini into tlu' c.'il) when the iiiji-ctor l)lovvs hack.
'1
1k' indiiator ilhistratcd lififwilli, and wliirli is i'xhil)ili'd
l)y William Sellers iV Co., Inc., not only i)crforiiis the
function of till-lale without dischai'L^e of steam into the
cab, but, in addition, advises the enL^ineer if the injector
is wastini;' water at llie overllow and enables the operator
to adjust the feed valve to the actual maximum or minimum cai)acities of the injectors, lis action depends upon
the well-known princii)le that when fecdint;' without
waste there is always a partial vactumi within the overflow chamber of an injector of the gravity overflow type.
This vacuum is utilized to raise the loosely fittinii^ piston
to its uj^per seat, causing the projectint^ plug to disa])pear
from view. If, for any cause, the injector starts to waste,
the vacuum within the overflow chamber is broken, the
piston drops to the lower end of its stroke and exposes
the projecting plug. The operator is thus warned and
will i)artially close the lazy cock, stopping the waste.

Till-

tois

660

66 3
661

652

Injector Indicator

is an interruption of the water or steam supand the injector "tlies ofi," the piston will instantly

If there
ply,

drop

to its lower seat, preventing outflow of steam; the
engineer will be again warned of the danger.
further advantage of this form of indicator is that
it enables the engineer or hreman to obtain the actual
minimum capacity and adjust the feed to the varying
needs of the boiler. Most operators do not regulate the
water supply closely, fearing that the injector may break
ofif without warning, or waste at the overflow.
The indicator is so sensitive to conditions in the overflow chamber that the exact minimum can be obtained by regulating the lazy cock until the end of the piston appears, due
to the loss of the vacuum in the overflow chamber a very
slight opening of the lazy cock will cause the piston to
rise and the exact minimum is obtained, with resulting
economy of fuel.
Further, the application of the indicator will reduce
the tendency of the engineer to close the heater valve,
which prevents the injector from restarting automatically,

A

;

so that this form of indicator materia'ly increases the
safety of the boiler feeding system.
The Sellers indicator makes the non-lifting injector as safe and certain
to operate

by night or day as an open overflow

lifting

injector.
It is said to

be applicable to the Sellers, Nathan W'F,

June

24, 1919

.'^imijle.x. ( hieago, and
other forms of noninjectors using an overflow chamiKT containing

the combining tube and closed against the atmosphere by
a gravity overflow valve.

Chrobaltic
Miii.i.Ni;

High Speed Cutters

\i.\(iii\i;

are one

(I

riKks cast

from high

sjjced

new

])roducts developed to
meet war-time demands, which are being exhibited at the convention.
The demand for high speed
steel for nnmitions work taxed the available supply of
steel

(jf

the

tungsten, and to meet the emergency the Chrobaltic Tool
Company, Chicago, develoi)ed a high speed alloy steel
made without tungsten, known as Chrobaltic alloy. This
nevv- product not only makes the use of tungsten unnecessary, but also saves material and high priced labor,
as it can be cast into the most intricate shapes.
Chroi)altic alloy lias been used in the manufacture of
milling cutters, blanking, drawing and forming dies and
hot and cold trimmers.
It offers remarkable resistence
to abrasion and is therefore particularly adapted for
gages and similar instruments. The cutter or tool is
cast to practically the flnished form, leaving from Vm in.
to yi in. for finish, and the tools are machined to within
a narrow tolerance before heat treating.
I-inal finish,
however, is attained by grinding as in the case of regular high speed steel cutters. These new high speed steel
castings have tlie appearance of good smooth forgings.
They are practically non-rusting and acid-resisting, and
their grain is uniform and dense.
The heat resisting
qualities of the new alloy are high and it does not scale
in the fire, thus adapting it to milling cutters having very
thin cutting edges.
The cast tools are furnished in the
finished state ready for use, or they are supplied in
annealed form to the customer who machines them to
accurate dimensions and hardens them for use.
They
may be hardened in oil or air, and the process of annealing and rehardening may be repeated many times without
losing any of the properties of the steel.
Annealing is efi:'ected by heating to 1,832 deg. F. in
closed muffle furnaces and allowing the part to cool
However, very rapid annealing may be eiifected
slowly.
by heating slowly to 1,202 deg. F. in a muffle furnace
or in a blacksmith's fire, allowing the temperature to
fall there to a black heat, and afterward cooling natuAfter
rally in still air or quenching in boiling water.
annealing, the casting should show about 38 scleroscope
hardness. It can then be machined at the rate of 25 to
30 lineal ft. per minute.
To harden Chrobaltic cutters, they should be heated
slowly in a hardening muffle furnace to 1,832 deg. F. to
1,877 deg. F. and held at this heat until the tools are
thoroughly soaked. The heat is then allowed to drop
about 20 to 50 deg., at which heat the cutter is w-ithdrawn and quenched in oil. Good results may also be
obtained by allowing the cutter to cool in still air until
the red disappears and is invisible in the shade, then
quenching in oil. The slight drop in temperature while
the tool is still in the hardening furnace is important.
On very large milling cutters, a blast or air current
may be used to accelerate cooling before quenched in
oil.

In comparing the cutting and wearing qualities of
Chrobaltic alloy with those of tungsten high speed steel,
there is practically no difference where the ordinary temperatures in service are involved, but in abrasive service,
as in the machining of phosphor bronze, white metals,
etc., as much as ten times the wear is obtainable from
Chrobaltic cast cutters.
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Type E Locomotive Feedwater Heater
ALTHOUGH THE TYPE E HEATER of the LoCOmotivC
I'eed

Water Heater Company, New York, has been
over two years it has never before been
convention. A half-size model is beino- shown

in service

seen at the

embodyin<T the corrugated agitator feature that is responsible for results beyond what was even hoped for.
This type is a development of the double tube or corrugated film tyi^e that was shown at the last convention.
It was found that a higher heat transfer could be obtained by agitation of the water in the tubes. Metal
agitator strips were therefore introduced in ya-'m. brass
tubes. The tubes are four feet or more in length between tube sheets and are arranged in groups so that
the water makes the passage of four dififerent lengths of
tubes in going through the heater, giving it a travel of
over 16 feet in the tubes.
Within each tube is a spirally corrugated agitator
made of this brass stripping. These agitators have stops
at one end which overlap and interlock and prevent the
agitator from turning in the tube. The water in passing through the tube and around the agitator is constantly impinging against the inner surface of the tube.
This results not only in the high transfer of heat for a
given area, but also scours the inside of the tube and
keeps it clean.
Heavy cast iron headers are ]>olted to the tube plates
and are arranged with partitions which cause the water
to flow through the four passages in succession. These
headers are easily removable for inspection. One of the

1731

Inlet and outlet water connections are provided at one
end of the heater, the arrangement being for a flanged
pipe connection to allow the removal of the header with-

A

out disturbing the pipe lines.
thick coating of asbestos lagging is placed around the body of the heater and
this is covered with a sheet steel jacket.
point of special interest in this heater is the form
of joint used for the connection of the tubes and the
tube sheets. This joint includes a groove in the tube
sheet about midway between the two faces, and as the
brass tube is rolled the metal is forced into this groove.
Experience has shown that by employing this construction a leaky tube at its connection with the tube sheet is

A

practically

unknown.

A

drain is provided at the inlet end of the heater
which, when opened, will remove the water, not onlv
from the heater but also from the pipe leading to the
pump and the connection as far as the check valve at
the boiler. Thus by opening the drain on the end of
the heater all of the line between the ]>ump and the
boiler check valve is easily drained.
Connections are provided to receive the exhaust steam
pipe from the boiler feed pump and also from the air
pumps at the back of the elbows on the top of the heater
body.

This design of heater has been developed after three
years' practical experience in locomotive .service and is
the result of a most careful study of roundhouse and

shop conditions as well as regular road service.
A boiler feed pump designed especially for this work,
has been developed by the assistance of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company. This pump has operated
under the most difficult conditions with a slip of not
over four per cent and a steam consumption of not over
70 lb. per water horsepower at any point of the range
of capacity. The pump will consume less than two per
cent of the capacity of the boiler and the amount to be
deducted from the theoretical saving of the feedwater
heater is less than two per cent.
Between 65,000 and 70,000 lb., or from 7,800 to 8,400
gallons of water an hour can be handled by this pump
at its maximum rate. A normal continued rate of 50,000
lb. or 6,000 gallons an hour is maintained with quiet
action.

Sectional

View

of the

Type E Heater

The steam end is essentially the standard 9j/^-in. locomotive air compressor of the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company. All standard 9>^-in. air pump parts for the
steam end are used in the water pump. On the water
end the effort made was to develop a rugged construction with every part easily accessible for inspection and
of the simplest and strongest design.

tube plates is larger than the other and is arranged to
be secured to the end of the cast iron body which encloses the whole nest of tubes. The smaller tube sheet
is allowed to move freely in a longitudinal direction within the body and thus provides for the difiference between
the expansion of the brass tubes and the cast iron shell.
This end of the shell is enclosed by a casing to prevent
the escape of the exhaust steam around the floating
header.
Feet for securing the heater to the locomotive frames
are formed on the body and elbows are provided for
connection with the pipes leading from the exhaust pasdrain is provided at the bottom
sages in the cylinder.
of the shell for clearing away the condensed steam. It
will be noticed that there is a baffle plate at the top of
the nest of tubes to prevent the impinging of the steam
directly on the tubes, and a tube nest guard is placed at
the bottom to prevent damage to the tubes when the
nest may be removed for any purpose.

A

Valve chambers containing the suction and discharge
valves are located on either side of the water cylinder
in order to get ample volume for the free passage of the
water and at the same time keep the pump within clearance limits for attachment to the side of the locomotive.
The valves are located in groups of five, each side containing two sets, one for suction valves and one for discharge valves. Each set of five valves is arranged in a
separate removable deck which is held in place by a
center bolt. The stops for the suction valves are part of
the upper or discharge deck and the stops for the discharge valves are attached to the valve chamber cover.
jjy using this large number of valves in each deck it
is possible to get the desired area of opening with a very
small lift of the valve, which gives high efficiency and
also results in greatly reduced maintenance cost. With
the low lift the valves do not pound themselves and their
seats, or start leaking nearly as soon as would valves
of larger size. Bronze valves and valve seats are used
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and over

i-arli is a li^lil broii/i- spiiii^
positive action to caili valve.

iiisin

iiij;

i|uiik

ami

An accepted standard water i>aekinL;; is nsed on the
water piston and the eonstrnctinn at this Jioint is extremely simple. It incorporates a follower jilate which
carries an a(ljnstin<; screw in the center for foUowin},'
down the pacUini,''. if necessary. Ivxperience has slunvn
that verv little attention is reiinired at this point. The
packing- shoiili nccij ri'iicuinL; onl\
the en,i;'ine.

;it

tlic

^lioi)piiii^

of

riiis pnmp has a lire hose connection at the hottom of
the air chamhcr. .'^uitahle provision is made for a careful drainini; of all parts of the pumj) in case the locomotive is to l)e laid up dead in cold weather.

Electric Headlight
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prevented and ihc anionni of Hushing reipiircd is
is
greatly reduced.
Lamp voltage regulation is obtained in the same manner as with the two-battery system, except that the regulating voltage is ol)lained from the one battery.
hour devices control the o])eration of the e<|ni])ment.
These are the constant watt generator outjiut by speed
control, the auto tri|)lex switch, the reducer switch and
i'he .seipience of o])erations is quite simple.
a relay,
W hen tile sjieed of the train is sufficient to bring the
generator voltage nj) tf) the jirojier value the auto triplex
switch connects the generator with the battery,
h^ive
contact fingers on this switch, wiihoul any adjustable
si)rings, interpf)se pro|)crly projiortioned lamj) resistance
for anv snpiiK' \iill.-i'.j(', rnid finall\- connect to the |)Osi-

and Generator

SCIIUCIKDKU HkADI.ICHT .\M) (JENF.KATOk COMPANY, Evansvillc, Ind., has imiirovcd its equipment
by the additicm of several devices. Automatic disconnecting switches have been applied to the hcadliglu
so that the reflector and other internal parts in the head-

TllK

Headlight with Side Open, Showing Disconnecting Switches

may be removed wiihoul the necessity of disconnecting any wires. Another improvement in the headlight makes the interior of the headlight easily removable
and at the same time holds it firmly in position under all
conditions of vibration to which headlights are subjected.
A piston valve, operated by the governor which controls the flow of steam and the speed of the turbine, has
been added. The makers claim that this valve has done
away entirely with the sticking of the valve caused by
deposits of lime or other foreign substances common to
localities where the water is bad.
light case

Car Lighting Equipment

THEtroduced

Stone Frnklin Company,

Ne,w,c.Mfl"'k,

has

in-

a single battery system of car lighting, the
operation of which is based on principles never before applied to car lighting equipment. It has been discovered that with constant output from the generator
there is a certain relation between voltage and current
deHvered to the battery when gassing commences. When
the charge reaches the gassing point the rate of charge
is automatically reduced.
In this way excessive gassing

Panel, Generator and Connections
tive lighting circuit, a battery potential equal to the

voltage potential which

is

lamp

used for lamp voltage regu-

lation.

As
rises

the battery approaches the gassing point the voltage

and the current

falls off.

When

gassing commences

the relative values of voltage and current are such as to
cause the reducer switch to operate. This switch shunts

June
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out a part of the generator current through a resistance
It
thereby reducing- the rate of charge of the battery.
also prepares the relay to operate at a predetermined battery voUage. After rechicec! the charge rate has been continued for a period of time, the relay disconnects the
generator by opening the triplex switch when the battery
voltage has increased to a certain predetermined value.
.\ change of adjustment of the reducer switch makes
])ossil)le to use either lead-acid or alkaline batteries
it
If two batteries are wanted
with tlie same equipment.
for dining car or private car service they may be taken
care of by the addition of a change-over switch.

Babcock Water Gage Protector
Johnson LJkoxze Companv, New Castle, Pa.,
TiiK
exhibiting an improved design of the Babcock water
is

gage protector, which
terially the visibility of the

1733

the cab.
The photograph shows the front of the protector with the slot for admitting light in the casting
bchinfl the front window.

Packless Steam Heat

End Valve

end of i)asthe general practice has
been to open the end valve slightly. This, however,
has not proved satisfactory, and many different devices
have been designed to take care of this drij) automatically
All of these have been arranged to drain through the
hose and have frequently caused freezing and decay of
the hose. The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company,
New ,York, has recently developed a new end valve
known as No. 1126, in which the drip is automatically reRKLiiiNixc

IXsenger

Till':

train

f()NM)iiNS.\TioN at the rear

heating

lines,

is intended to improve mawater gage glass for obser-

vation with either natural or artificial light.
The protector ]iossesses all of the features formerly incorpor-

Section

Through

the Center of Valve

lieved through the valve itself, thus eliminating the continual dripping through the hose. The valve is also of a
packless design and will not leak around the stem.
In the sectional view of the valve it will be seen that

of the piston type, similar to existing Gold end
composition disk F, insuring a tight valve
when it is closed, is mounted on the face of the piston.
composition disk L is located in the base of the valve
is of
and is held stationary in its position. The seat
metal and rotates against the composition disk L. The
metal seat
also has a sliding motion on the base of
spindle H, so that the pressure from spring G will force
it to a positive contact with the composition disk L, thus
and the
hole in the seat
insuring a positive seat.
disk L is so located that when the valve is closed (Piston
B being forced to the right by the cam on spindle H)
the seat
will rotate to a position so that the holes are in
The spring
linC; thus allowing condensation to drip out.
upward firmly against the bonG presses the spindle
With the disk / at this point a leak is practically
net
impossible, thus doing away with the packing at this
it

is

valves.

A

A

K

K

A

K

K

H

.

point.

Babcock Water Gage Protector with

a Slot in the Casing

to Illuminate the Interior

ated in the design, which include the heavy cast bronze
body, the double observation glasses, each of Y-iQ-'m.
glass plate, and the outlet for steam, hot water and
broken glass in the event of a broken gage glass.
The new feature consi.sts of a narrow slot in the front
of the protector, which, by admitting the light, either
natural or artificial as the case may be, illuminates the
gage glass in such a way as to clearly show the water
level to the engineer and fireman on opposite sides of

A quarter turn fully opens or closes the valve, and it
cannot be jarred from its set position by the vibration of
The
the train, or be unseated by the steam pres.sure.
valve is substantially built, the body being of iron and
The
the cam and spindle of brass cast in one piece.
spindle is short and of large diameter and should keep
The di.stance
in perfect alinement for a long period.
from center of the train p!pe to the top of the spindle is
2}i in., and it will clear any adjacent apparatus.
The area of the passage in the valve is so large that it
offers less resistance to the flow of steam than the train
line itself. The seats of the valve arc renewable and can
In addibe replaced without disconnecting any piping.
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to rclu'viiii; llic liosr ol

llic clU'its of the loiitiimal
the condt-nsalion passing tluoii^h tlic
liosc coiiplin^r, it is also a proti-clion to tlic trainnu-n
wlu-n nncoii])linj; the hose, as the opeiiin}; l)etween tlie
train line and tile liose is ti.nlitly closed when the valve
is shut.
tioii

drip incident

to

Valve Gear for Standard Locomotives
si'iTK

Tin: AKMV of conscicii
jiin (jl)jeclors to the
"monkey motion"-— a term imcc sarcastically

()!•

INso-called

t

i.

—

applied to all types of outside valve shears
and stronj^
predictions from some "old timers" that "they would
scrape it off on the corners of box cars as they pass,"
eccentrics and links seemed to disa])j)ear almost over

motion from the crank pin and
the crossiiead.
Ivvidence of continued tlious^ht and consideration for the l)etterment of the Baker valve sc<ii" i"
contending- with the regularly increasing; demands made
njjon it, is contained in the announcement ])y its manufacturers, the Piiliod Company, New York, of recent
derivin,^^ its
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made

])ossil)le i>y the ulili/ation of ail four wheels for
driving the truck.
To effect uniform traction on all
wheels tlie weight of the truck is also eciually distributed
.111(1 the .same size tires are used all around.
This truck is
readily adapted to run on railway track l)y the substitution of Hanged steel tires for the .solid rul)ber tires ordinarily used.
No change in gage is necessary in making
lliis conversion.
.Such an ajjpiication has alreadv been made on the
.\orthweslern Tacilic, where one of these trucks is handling two 40,0()0-lb. dump cars and two r.0,a)0-lb. flat cars
on a 1.2 per cent grade. This installation indicates the
adaptability of the truck to railway contractors' work.

nii'ht.
In their places appeared the comparatively simple,
accessible and more trustworthy steam distril)utin,ti-

mechanism,

June

Double Butterfly Firedoor
ADoiisi

!. i)iM)i< liiat provides for the in(lei)endent operation of each firedoor has been developed by the
I'"ranklin Railway .Supply Company, New York, and

known as the I'ranklin doulile No. 6 type. This door
used on o]ienings from 20 in. to 36 in. the latter is the
widest so far made.
Its use cuts down by one-half the
is

is

;

changes in its construction to comply with the recjuirements of the United States (lovcrnment standard locomotives.
For passenger engines, cast steel frames,
vanadium cast steel bell cranks and drop forged reverse
yokes, radius bars, connecting rods and other minor
parts will henceforth be standard. On freight and switch
engines all frames will be of cast steel. All principal gear

vanadium steel except the radius bar,
drop forged.
More than 800 of the Railroad Admini.stration standard locomotives have been equipped with this valve gear.

parts will be of

which

will be

Four- Wheel Drive Auto Truck

THROUGH

THE COURTESY of the War Department the
r-'our-Wheel Drive Auto Company, Clintonville,
Wis., is exhibiting a three-ton, four-wheel driven
truck, which is one of over 17,000 of these trucks used
by the Allies and the United States Army during the war.

Double Butterfly Door for Wide Fire Door Openings

amount of

Four-Wheel Drive Ammunition Truck

The

which are included in the exordnance, are also of the same type.
feature of this truck is its high tractive power,

artillery repair trucks

hibit of

The

U.

S.

Army

air entering the firebox opening, as it is used
only when the opening of one side will admit a coal
scoop.
The single operating cylinder contains two pistons that
work in opposite directions, each operating one door by
means of a link connection. The construction of the
pistons and port valves and foot levers is the san^ as in
the single operating Franklin No .8 door, one for the
right hand and the other for left hand operation.
This
does away with the use of the gear in automatic operation.
While this type of door still retains a gear, it is
The door is also arranged so
for hand operation only.
that it can be opened by hand so as to uncover the entire
opening to permit passing grate bars through the door
frame. This arrangement of door is now being applied
in place of the horizontal or vertical double doors to
engines having a wide fire box and a large fire door
opening.

need
methods and macliinery, and the fact that better machinery is available if they can only buy it, will
introduce an era of increasing efficiency in operation that
The interest, the
will surpass any known in the past.
optimism and the enthusiasm shown by both railway men
and railway supply men or this convention is a good
omen as to the future of both the railway and the rail-

ter than they ever did before, both tlie imperative

for better
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THE RAILWAY

The convention which

will close to-day will be unanimously voted the most successful mechanical convention
ever held. It may have a great inThe Most
fluence upon the efficiency of Ameri-

Railroad
can railroads in future.
expenses at present are extremely
high chiefly owing to increases in the

Successful

Convention

wages of labor and the prices of fuel and materials. If
greater economy of operation is to be secured, it must be
done chiefly by using less labor, fuel and materials to
move a given amount of traffic. Greater efficiency in the
use of labor, fuel and materials can be obtained only
by the employment of l)ctter operating methods and betThe better methods of
ter machinery and equipment.
operation must be worked out principally by railway
officers.

The better machinery and equipment must be provided
by the railways and the railway supply companies jointly.
Never was so much equipment and machinery adapted to
saving labor and materials on railways shown at one
time and in one place as has been shown on the Pier at
Atlantic City within the last two weeks; and never was
such equipment and machinery examined by so many railway operating and mechanical officers in so short a time.
Equipment and machinery to save labor cannot be provided by the railways in sufficient quantities to accomplish the maximum practicable results unless they have
available the money which must be spent in order to buy
it; and they cannot get enough money unless their rates
are made reasonable and their earnings adequate. There
are strong indications, however, that after the carriers
are returned to private operation they will be regulated in
a more liberal and intelligent manner than they have been
in the past;

and

if

they are, railway

officers, realizing bet-

The Electric Headlight Situation
ou electric headTHE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE Railway
Electrical
lights

of

the

Association

of

Engineers which was presented before the semiannual convention of the association on Monday, and
which was again read before the meeting of the Mechanical Section of the American Railroad Association on
Tuesday deals with a subject which is a particularly live
one at the present time because of the large number of
locomotives that are being equipped with headlights.
The first presentation of the report provoked a great
deal of discussion and brought out many and diverse
opinions as to just what should be considered as standard practices in the various parts of the equipment.
While the work of the committee indicates that it obtained information from a large number of roads as
to the practices that are being used, it is plainly evident
that the time is not yet ripe to bring about a complete
elective
headlights,
locomotive
of
standardization
There will evenprobable
or advisable.
is
not
tually be standard practices adopted in some of the
roads will all agree on the same methods of installing"
the wiring, conduit, switches, turbo-generators, etc. Unquestionably the several roads will retain their own
practices to a large extent. Although methods of installation cannot be generally agreed upon there are

parts of the electric headlight which can be
standard, such as the capacity of the generators,
voltage of the lamps, kind of wire to be used, as well
as lamp fixtures. These parts can readily be made
standard on all roads and have already been made so
to a large extent. The actual necessity for standardization of methods of installation is not a paramount issue,
however, since locomotives are seldom used on any
other than their own lines and the equipment adopted
by any one line will not conflict in any way with the
practices of the other lines.
The report as submitted by the committee should not
be considered as a final attempt at standardization, but
rather as an outline which represents the main features
of present practice on a number of the largest roads and
something which may be changed from time to time as
certain

made

necessity seems to dictate.

Economics of Stoker-Fired Locomotives
COMMITTEE
LoCOmotivC Stokcrs
THE REPORT OF THE
while great progress has been made in
Oil

showed

that
applying stokers to locomotives, little or no work has been
done during the past two years with a view to determining the results secured or the net eiTect of stokers on
The report conthe cost of conducting transportation.

tained several suggestions regarding matters in connection with mechanical stokers which required further
The cost of stoker maintenance as reported by
study.
the roads using them, showed wide variations. In view

of the difficulty experienced in operating stokers with
certain kinds of coal it might be well to keep a separate
record of the cost of maintaining the crusher in order to

1735
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dcfcrniiiio wliotlier tlio cost of maiiitc-iiaiicf could he reduced hy cliiuinatiufj this feature and i)rc])arinp the coal

The metliod of opcratiuK stokers to secure
the inaxiinum fuel economy was mentioned in the course
of the discussion, and wliile it is not certain tliat it has
any marked influence some consideration sliould he i^iven

at tlic chutes.

to the matter.

The committee

stated that the size of a locomotive is
not the conlrollint;- factor in determinin.u tlie a<lvisal)ility
of ap]»lvini;- a stoker. .\nv data tliat could lie furnislied
to enahie the roads to juds^e the advisahility of ecjuippiui^

a i^iven type of locomotive with a stoker would prove
extremely valualile and it is to he lioped that the committee will carry on investigations with this ol)ject in view.
The ecouotnics of the o])eration of stoker-fired locomotives are so important that tests should he arranj^ed

the most economical methods under various
Stoker-fired locomotives can he worked at
of combustion than hand-fired engines and
increased evaporation secured is utilized to
haul heavier tonnage, although it might be used to increase the speed of the train. As the rate of combustion
increases the efficiency decreases, but the heavier tonnage
hauled reduces the cost of wages on the ton-mile basis
an amount which is generally assumed to more than compensate for the increase in the cost of fuel. The maximum economy of operation cannot be secured unless it
is definitely known whether the combined cost of fuel and
wages per ton-mile decreases constantly with the increase
in tonnage up to the point where the locomotive is loaded
to the limit of the available tractive effort. It is to be
hoped that the next report of the committee will include
cost data bearing on this question.
to determine
conditions.
higher rates
as a rule the

Pyrometers

for

Superheater Locomotives
IN DISCUSSING THE REPORT of the Committee on Superheater Locomotives one of the speakers urged the use
of pyrometers to check the temperature of the steam
and characterized the device as quite as necessary as the
steam gage. There is no doubt that an increase in the efficiency of locomotives could be secured by the use of pyrometers and the fact is realized by motive power officers.
It remains to be seen whether the device will be genrally
adopted or whether a long campaign of education will be
required before it is recognized as a necessary adjunct to
The railroads are generally slow to
the superheater.
adopt anything that adds to the cost of maintenance even
though the increase is justified by the results obtained. It
goes without saying that the pyrometers will require
some attention, although the instrument now being
offered for this purpose is very rugged and specially
adapted for the purpose.
In considering the advisability of equipping superheater
locomotives with pyrometers one important advantage
secured by their use should not be overlooked. The pyrometer serves as a check on the operation of the locomotive an-l discloses conditions that could otherwise be
determined only bv very careful inspection. Mechanical
department officers realize that due to hidden defects or
improper operation the full benefit of the superheater
The expense of examining locomois often not secured.
tives every trip to determine whether draft appliances are
in CTQod condition, superheater flues clean and superheater
unit joints tieht would lie prohibitive. The pyrometer will
immediately show up any of these defects which reduce
Furthermore, the improper
the degree of superheat.
methods of operation would be brought to the attention
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enginemen by the decrease in the degree of supcrand they would be enabled to correct such practices.
In short, th iiyrometer would lighten the work of the
inspectors and locomotive supervisors and would l>e of
great value in insuring proper maintenance and operation.
The railroads spend large amounts in order that they may
of

tile

lieat

occasionally check the condition of tiie e(|uipment.
It
should certainly prove advantageous to maintain such a
device as the superlieater pyrometer, which would disclose many important defects affecting the efficiency of
the locomotive as soon as they occur.

Constructive Suggestions for
the Mechanical Section
IN

TIIE .ADDRESS of

issue,

W.

J.

Tollcrtou, printed in yesterday's

numerous subjects were mentioned

to

which the

Section might well devote its attention.
Among the most important of these are two which have
])een touched on before, but should be taken up with renewed interest because under the present organization
there is a better opportunity for dealing with them than
has existed before.
One of these is the question of
engine terminals the other the establishment of a cooperative research bureau.
It is 15 years since the Master Mechanics' Association
had a comprehensive report or paper dealing with the
design or operation of round houses.
The conditions
have changed greatly since then, and as stated by Mr.
Tollerton the development of the locomotive has outstripped the improvements in the terminals. The need
for improved facilities was very evident during the winters of 1917 and 1918, when great difficulty was ex])erienced in caring for power at the terminals Since the
introduction of the report prepared by the Operating
Statistics Section showing the distribution of locomotive
time it has become apparent that even under normal conditions motive power is delayed unreasonably long at
many roundhouses. By comparison with the cost of
locomotives the investment in terminals is small and
efficient roundhouses, cinder pits and coal chutes will
bring large returns in the increased efficiency of the motive power.
Under the circumstances the question of
terminal design and management should be an excellent
subject for a committee report and since engineering as
well as mechanical problems are involved the engineering
Section of the American Railroad Association might be
invited to co-operate in the preparation of a paper on

Mechanical

;

these subjects.
Mr. Tollerton advocated the establishment of a cooperative research bureau, and the applause which
greeted his remarks showed that the members were in
sympathy with the project. Some of the investigations
that should be undertaken by such a bureau were outThe need is apparent,,
lined in the chairman's address.
and if a practical working plan can be drawn up the

American Railroad Association could probably be

in-

duced to provide the funds for carrying on the work.
There is no reason wdiy this should not be started without
delay, as some of the universities having facilities for
such work have in the past expressed their willingness
to conduct investigations in co-operation with the railroads. The failure to establish a co-operative laboratory
has been largely due to a lack of funds, but if the financial assistance of the parent association can be secured,
the Mechanical Section will have an opportunity for
carrying on research that should point the way to im-

proved practices that
operation.

will

effect

marked economies

in

!
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9.00 A. M. TO 1.30
Discussing of Reports on:
Design, Maintenance and Operation
of Electric Rolling Stock
Individual Paper on "The Use of

V.

M.

9.30

.\.

M.

Bronze for \'alve Snap Rings and
Piston Surfaces, and Bull Rings in
Large Cylinders, to Prevent Rapid
Wear and Cutting of Cylinders
and Valve Bushings"
10.00 .\. M.
By Mr. C. E. Fuller.
Discussion of Reports on
Train
Resistance
Tonnage
and
Rating
10.30 A. M.

.\.

M.

to 10.3U A.

M.

to 10.00

Subjects
Resolutions, Correspondence, Etc...
Auditing
Unfinished Business
Questions Proposed by Members..
Closing Exercises

OF THE TrANSPOTATION COMMITTEE are
requested to meet in front of Mr. Young's house
on the Pier at 12 o'clock to-day to have a group

photograph taken.

Section V, Transportation, Meeting
the

Marlborough-

10 o'clock, there
will be held a meeting of Section V, Transportation,
American Railroad Association.
this

E. H. Bankard, Jr., on
the Executive Committee
Jr., who has made such an e.Kcellent
record this year as chairman of the Entertainment
Committee, was elected yesterday a member of the
Executive Committee of the Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.
The vacancy which he was
elected to fill occurred because George R. Carr, on being
elected president of the association, had to resign his
membership on the Executive Committee.

Push Repair Work on Cars

—Attention

MEMBERS

THE P.\RK Avenue room of
INBlenheim
morning
Hotel

at

McManamy, the assistant director of the Division of Operation, on June 20, sent the following
letter to the regional directors
"Confirming the understanding reached at our conference yesterday, arrangements should be made at once to
condition freight cars to handle prospective traffic
"1. Car repair forces should be put on full time at all
points where a reduction in hours has been made.
"2. Car repairers who have been furloughed should be
returned to service in all cases where they can be used
to advantage. Such increases should be made at principle
shops and at points where the work can be most econom-

FRANK

ically
"3.

President of A. R. A.
Congratulates Chairman Tollerton
ToLLERTO.N on Monday received the followingtelegram from R. H. Aishton, the newly elected
president of the American Railroad Association
"My sincere congratulations on your election as chairman
of the Mechanical Section of the American Railroad

Wj.

:

A Remarkable Miniature

Presentation of Badge to E. H. Walker
MEETING

of the Railway Supply Manufacon Saturday, the presentation

turers' Association

of the past president's badge to E. H. Walker was
overlooked. The general committee of Section HI, Mechanical, has extended an invitation to the Supply Manufacturers' Association to attend the Wednesday session near the close of the convention and the presentation ceremony will take place at that meeting.

Lost and Found
at

S. M. A. badge, number 2775. Apply
Enrollment Committee office.
LOST— Badge No. 4026. Return to Railzvay Age
.

booth.

LOST — A

gold watch this morning on pier. Return
Conway's office if found.
LOST Lace filet collar on pier this morning by Mrs.
W. F. Robinson, Room 553, Dermis. Return to J. D.
Conwav.

to J. D.

—

performed.

Where additional work is needed and penalty overtime can be saved thereby a second shift may be organized at shops where the facilities are such that it can be
profitably employed.
"4. Special attention should be given to grain cars, coal
cars and refrigerators cars in the sectons where such cars
are most needed, so that the possibility of a shortage may
be averted."

Association."

FOUND— R.

:

*

to 10.45 A. M.
10.45 A.M. to 11. IS A.M.
11.15 A. M. to 11.25 A. M.
11.25 A. M. to 11.35 A. M.
11.35.\.M. to 11.40 A.M.
11.40 A. M. to 1 1.45 A. M.
11.45 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.
12.30 P. M. to 1.00 P.M.

Transportation Committee

Following badges in Secretary's office 2775,
3679, 3922, 4209, 4334.
H. S. Wall, mechanical superintendent of the Santa Fe
Coast Lines, lost a five-eighth carat diamond on the Pier.
l'"in(Icr will please return to Railzvay Age booth.

EH. Bankard,

:

Powdered Fuel
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LOST —

Program For Today

AT THE

:

THERE
ing

IS

Car

ONE CONVENTION EXHIBIT which

is

attract-

a great deal of attention which is not designed
as an advertisement for any manufactured product.
Through the courtesy of the American Railway Express
Company there is exhibited in booth 18 a model of a
50-ft. standard refrigerator express car built to oneeighth scale. The model was constructed by the American Car & Foundry Company. The underframe is of
steel girder construction, the rivet heads in the model
being hardly larger than the head of a tack. The body
is of wood and is equipped with siphon ice bunkers with
operative hatch covers and plugs. The inside is fitted
with floor racks and the walls are insulated. The doors
are fitted with a cam operated locking device and a ininiature seal pin.
The United States safety appliances
have been appHed t'o the car. Space will not permit of a
It
description of all the details included in the model.
has all-metal trucks, hand brakes and brake rigging, air
brake, signal and steatn heat lines. coui)lers and safety
The model
chains and even a card holder on the side.
will well repay inspection on account of its educational
value and also as an example of high grade workmanship.

:
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Secretary Hawthorne
llir.Sl'.

INvidii.'il

|)A^^

I'KKSONM,

()|

\i

1

1

1

1.\

I

M IN

I,

wIk'II

iiuli

hy a modest
IHTsmiality, tlu' work of Secretary 1 lawtliorne, of Section 111, Mediaiiical, American kailroad Association,
sliines in no reflected lii^lit
and it is both the privilej^e
and tile pleasnre of tlie Daily [n call attention to his
record of cHiciency hotli before .md dnrini^ the convenari-oinplislinuMU

i-aiiiu)t

lie

liuldi-ii

;

tion.

liuJiT the direction of M r. law lliorne the work of the
secretary's oltice has been thoroni^hly reorj^anized in order to meet the new conditions involved in becominp^ a
This has
part of the American Railroad Association.
been done with ener,t;y and tact and with a vision of the
fntnrc jiossibilities of a lart^er mechanical association.

June

25,
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ager of the Rock Island, before the c(invention a few
days ago, that he replied implicitly on Mr. Tollerton.
It is characteristic of the new chairman to devote
his
energ-y without stint to whatever he undertakes and
those who know him feel assured that under his direction
the Mechanical Section will live u\> to the best traditions
of the old associations.

The American

Society

1

Mr. Hawthorne was born November 27, 1886, at
Oleona, Pa.
He received a common school and high
school edncation and graduated from the h'lmira Free
Acailemy, Klmira, N. Y., June, 1905.
He entered the
service of the Pennsylvania Railroad at the Klmira shop
as painter, in June, 1905, and was transferred to Baltimore as a car builder in the passenger car shop, November, 1S'05.
While at Baltimore shop he was assigned to
work in M. C. B. billing department. He was transferred to the M. C. B. clearing house, Williamsport, Pa.,
in June, 1910, and was transferred to the Pennsylvania
Railroad M. C. B. clearing house at Altoona, Pa., June,
1914. While at Altoona he served on the M. C. B. shop
Committee of the Pennsylvania Railroad and also the
special investigating committee of the American Railroad
Association. He was serving on this latter committee at
the time of the death of Secretary Joseph W. Taylor.

The New Chairman

WHEN

A

MAN

WORK as a machinist apprenthe position of master mechanic at

STARTS

tice, rises to

the age of 26 and is made general mechanical superintendent of a road of 8,000 miles at 42 it is safe to say
that he possesses unusual qualifications for railroad work.
This in brief is the story of the career of W. J. Tollerton,
who was elected chairman of the Mechanical Section of
Mr.
the American Railroad Association on Saturday.
Tollerton might well be chosen as a typical representative
of the higher officers of the railroads of this country.
tireless worker, he has risen to the position he now occupies bv his abilitv and the force of his personality
Mr.' TollertonWas born in 1870 at St. Paul, Minn., and
was educated in the public and high schools. He entered
railroad service as a machinist apprentice with the St.
Paul & Duluth, now part of the Northern Pacific, and subsequently became a fireman on the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha, since which he has been consecutively from 1890 to 1896 foremen and afterwards general
foreman x)f the Union Pacific; from 1896 to 1903 master

A

:

mechanic of the Utah Division, Oregon Short Line from
1903 to July, 1906, master mechanic of the Idaho, Utah
and Montana Divisions of the same road, with headquarters at Pocatello, Idaho; from July, 1906, to April, 1907,
superintendent of motive power of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific in charge of lines west of the Missisfrom April, 1907, to May,
sipi river at Topeka, Kan.
1912, assistant general superintendent of motive power
;

;

of the
to

at Chicago, 111.; May, 1912,
1913, mechancal superintendent, and from
1913, to date, general mechanical superintend-

Rock Island Lines

January

1.

Taiiuarv 1,
ent of the same lines.

The high esteem in which Mr. Tollerton is held was
evidenced by the statement of J. E. Gorman, federal man-

for Testing Materials

TiiKican

for the first day's sessions of the AmerSociety for Testing Materials was i)ublished in
yesterday's issue of the Daily Railway A^i^e. The
program for the remaining sessions is as follows
I'1<()(;k.\m

Fourth Session, Wed.nesday, June 25, 10
Whoucht Iron
Report of CommitU-e A- 1, on Steel.
Report of Committee A-2, on Wrought Iron.
Deep EtchinK of Rails and I'orgings.
Modern High
Some Fatigue

a.

m., o.n

Steel and

.SjR-ed Steel.

'lests of Nickel Steel

and Chrome-Nickel

Wednesday Afternoon, June

Sleel.

25

Committee Meetings
Fifth Session, Wednesday. June 25, 8 p. M., on Corrosion and
Magnetic Analysis
Report of Committee A-5, on Corrosion of Iron and Steel.
The Influence of Very Low Percentages of Copper in Retarding

the

Corrosion of Steel.
Topical Discussion on "Magnetic Analysis."
This discussion will be formally introduced by several speakers under a

number of

titles.

Sixth Session, Thursday, June 26, 10 a. m., on Testing and Apparatus;
Rubber Products and Textiles
Report of Committee El, on Methods of Testing.
A Wire Testing Extensometer.
A Machine for Measuring Hardness of Thin Metal Sheets.

A Fatigue Testing Machine.
The Single Blow Notched Bar Impact Test as used in the American
Industry.
.Report of Committee D-11, on Rubber Products.
(or Lar
Car Heating.
Steam Hose lor
bteam
Report of Committee D-13, on Textile Material.
Thursday .'\fternoon. Tune 26
Golf Tournament
Seventh Session, Thursday, June 26, 8 p. m., on Malleable Iron and
Non-Ferrous Metals

Report of Committee A-7, on Malleable Castings.
Physical Constants of Malleable Cast Iron.
Report of Committee B-1, on Cojiper W^ire.
Report of Committee B-2, on Non-Ferrous Metals and Alloys.
The Behavior of W'rought Manganese Bronze Exposed to Corrosion
while under Tensile Stress.
Some Tests of Light Aluminium Casting Alloys: The Effect of Heat
Treatment.
Eighth Session, Friday, June 27, 10 a. m., on Ceramics, Lime and

Some

Road Materials
Report of Committee C-3, on Brick.
Report of Committee C-6, on Drain Tile.
Report of Committee C-8, on Refractories.
Preventable Defects in Refractory Brick.
Report of Committee C-7, on Lime.
Report of Committee 1-4, on Road Materials.
.^n Apparatus for Determination of the Breaking Point of Pitches.
Session, Friday, June 27, 3 P. m., on Conckete and Gypsum
Report of Committee C-2, on Reinforced Concrete.
Report of Committee C-4, on Clay and Cement Sewer Pipe.
Report of Committee C-11, on Gypsum.
Proportioning of Pit-Run Gravel for Concrete.
Theoretical Studies of the Surface Area Method of Proportioning as
Applied to Concrete.

Ninth

of Elasticity of Concrete.
Relation between the Methods of Curing Standard Concrete Specimens
their Compressive Strength at 28 Days.

Modulus
and

Session, Friday, June 27, 8 p.m.. Joint Session with Amexican
Concrete Institute on Cement and Concrete
Report of A.S.T.M. Committee C-1, on Cement.
Report of A.S.T.M. Committee C-9, on Concrete and Concrete Aggre-

Tenth

gates.

Report of A. CI. Committee on Fireproohng.
A.C.I. Paper: Later Fire Tests of Concrete Columns.
A.C.I. Paper: The Strainagraph and its Application to Concrete Ships.
A.S.T.M. Paper: Effect of Fineness of Cement.
A.S.T.M. Paper: Cements Producing Quick-Hardening Concrete.
Miscellaneous Business.

President Walker, of the R. S. M. A., has extended
the privileges of the Million Dollar Pier to the members
of the American Society for Testing Materials, whose
badges will admit them to the exhibits until the close of
the Mechanical Section Convention, at one o'clock this
afternoon.

American Railroad Association, Section

III,

Mechanical

Fuel Economy, Maintenance of Boilers and Superheating

Among
The convention was

called

on Tuesday morning, June

to

Subjects Considered Tuesday

order by Chairman Tollerton
and immediately

24, at 9.45 o'clock,

took up the reports of committees,

Economy and Smoke

tlie

tirst

beins

that

on Fuel

Pre\'cntion.

Report on Fuel Economy and Smoke Prevention

T

HE

COMMITTEE

HAS

heretofore aimed to
deal with the methods
of firing and the means to be
adopted for developing the
required supervision, rather
than with the details in de-

sign and maintenance which
are subjects that more properly fall within the scope of

other committee assignments.

The situation immediately
preceding the report of 1918
was so extraordinary and the
need for economy so pressing, that a departure was
made from the earlier policy
and some consideration given
more general features attending the purchase, transportation and use of railroad
Chairman
fuel. This situation has been
practically relieved so that now the importance of the subject
arises from its influence upon operating expenses which have
reached a point where they are absorbing the gross rail revenues
the

W.

for

many

Schlafge

roads.

There has been a steady increase in the total fuel cost to the
railroads, chiefly caused by two factors
increased cost of production and increased consumption due to the natural expansion
of traffic. The accompanying curve No. 1 exhibits the trend of
total cost for the past nineteen years for which there are availComparison with curve No. 2 shows that while
able figures.
the trend of prices at the mines has been steadily upward, the
increased total cost is chiefly due to increased consumption.
The increase was reasonably uniform for the ten year period
ending with 1909 and subsequently it was more gradual. On a
basis of the general trend of increase for the previous few
years, a reasonable estimate of cost would have placed the total

—

1917 at about $265,000,000, but the total actually
an increase of 55.9 per cent over
the preceding year.
for the year

amounted

to $401,297,300.00,

The official statistics for 1918 will undoubtedly disclose a total
even greater, although there will be a substantial decrease in
1919 due to the greatly reduced tonnage handld and to the
influence of a generally organized effort to promote economies
in every possible manner.
But the total will still be a vast sum,
and since it represents approximately 14 per cent of the total
operating expense it has assumed a greater importance than ever.
In view of the situation this committee is of the opinion that
its report for this year may be profitably devoted to some consideration of the application of its previous recommendations
and to methods for economy in the use of fuel for other than
locomotive purposes.
In one of its earlier reports your committee provoked some
criticism because of its suggestion that railroad fuel should be
purchased to specification, but the past few years have furnished
convincing evidence that this procedure is highly important if
reasonable economies are to be effected. The advantage lies not
so much in the purchase of fuel having the higher B. t. u. vahres
as in the opportunity for selecting coal that can be economically
burned under the peculiar conditions prevailing in locomotive
service.
A specification which limits the percentage of easily
removable non-combustible produces economies in fuel, labor and
transportation and involves no economic losses.
Action should be taken at no distant date to determine the
most favorable conditions under which economical combustion
may be obtained with various grades of fuel so that plant
design and equipment may be made to utilize available supplies
Such an investigation would naturally
to the best advantage.
include the difficult and varied circumstances attending locomotive service.

In the opinion of the commmittee public interest will ultimately
require the exercise of reasonable efficiency in the use of fuel,

which prompts a brief consideration of the conditions of purchase. Specifications should include the characteristics of the
available supply with particular reference to the percentage of
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ash present, to its clinker forminK qualities, ami to its liability to
spoiuancous comluistion. The si/e demanded for best results is
also important and slionld he specified hy the road supervision
whicli siioidd he familiar with re(|tiireinents for the most satisfactory combustion conditions.
It should l)e observed also that
where these conditions cannot be ol)tained with one ^radc of
coal, analysis will frequently develop that a suitable mixture
may be secured with another grade. The character of the ash
content exercises a great influence upon the combustion condi-

June

25.

1919

not generally ai>plieable since they were made with Illinois coal
from a single mine with one locomotive. It is not impossible that
other coals with a locontolive having diflferent stoker, grate, fire
box or front end conditions might develop a diffcrint ratio, but
the figures are useful in demonstraling the importance of the
subject and emphasi/ing the necessity for ascertaining the conditions applicable to the different coals on each railroad.
The foregoing observations are made for the purpose of
emphasizing recommendations of your committee made in earlier

-i.i,iurBUii.juiiiii.vu.ii i i.ij i K.iiuu4!u,iii.itiuui4ji.L>!quimuii,4Ui>mi mi4ji4iiun |ii
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Curve No.

1.

—Total

under certain circumstances, the free burning of the
is prevented and clinker formed over the
grate surface, thus interfering with combustion by cutting off
the air supply and not infrequently preventing proper operation
of the grates to keep the fuel bed open.
There is also a common source of waste through clinkering
coal.
The ash constituents producing these cnditions are not
only visible and mechanically separable, but may be intimately
tions since,

combustible material

mixed w^ith the combustible elements and, therefore, disclosed
only by chemical analysis.
Reference has been made to the importance of properly grading
the sizes of coal to insure the greatest efficiency. It is generally
understood that existing locomotive operating conditions prohibit
the use of slack, but not that different grades of lump coal have
different evaporation values.
This has recently been demonstrated at the University of Illinois in a series of tests with a

modern Mikado type locomotive, the results of which are indicated below.
It should be said concerning these results that they are probably

Curve No.

2.

— Price

;.;:.|-.UTT4i:iK -;t;:.;i-.i;;m'l.;i.i.i:.is:i;t;^H-n^H4i-

Locomotive Fuel Cost
reports concerning the desirability of creating an organized fuel
department which should embrace the services of a chemist and
an inspection corps whose attention could be devoted to those
problems involving research and experiment and whose co-operation with the purchasing deftartment would insure selection of

Equivalent Evaporation per Lb. Dry Coal
Size of Coal

by 6in. egg
Mine run
3in.'
i-in.

lump

2-in.
J-in.

by

3-in. nut
screenings
screenings

\Vi-\n.

Medium Rate

High Rate

Tests

Tests

10.21
10.12
9.95
9.90
9.25
8.47

9.09
8.66
8.32
9.11
7.43
7.06

those coals promising the greatest service value. Where the purchases are relatively small, a joint arrangement might be effected
whereby the cost of this work could be distributed among several
consumers. It is believed that the fuel Administration and Fuel
Conservation Section have fully demonstrated the advantages of

of Coal at the

Mines
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systematic inspection and analysis and a reasonable exercise of
control over the supply.
The benefits which have thus been
received should be made permanent.
It may be well to describe a system in effect for some time on
a large railroad, which has proven satisfactory and which has
resulted in co-ordinating the various agencies responsible for the
purchase and use of fuel.
chart of the organization appears
in Fig. 1, and its functions are briefly described as follows:
The chemist and coal inspectors report to a stafT officer of the
Mechanical Department who is responsible for co-ordinating the
laboratory and inspection work with that of the road supervision
and the purchasing department. In this manner a proper anlysis
of the varying conditions is insured and a check maintained upon
shop maintenance and upon fuel distribution by the operating
department.

A

is

Whenever purchase from a new mine
made of a representative mine sample.

is

proposed analysis

From

this

analysis

determined and, if satisfactory, road tests arc conducted to determine the service characteristics.
As a rule the chemical analysis and physical inspecthe general availability of the coal

is

tion at the mine are sufficient to justify conclusions, but final
acceptance requires favorable report by the road supervision.
For the following regular shipments, samples from cars at des-
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Another feature of importance is the distribution of equipment to suit unloading conditions. The cost of unloading is
now a large item and it constitutes a part of the total fuel
charge. The field inspection force should be required to maintain a check upon these details and upon the scale and manifest
weights to detect discrepancies, and to insure loading of equip-

ment

to the prescribed limit.
If the information collected by the inspection

force is to be
of value it must be promptly transmitted to headquarters, consequently, a daily report should be required covering all the
features of inspection so that prompt steps may be taken in conOne of the
nection with any conditions requiring correction.
inspectors, designated as the chief, is held responsible for the
work of the others and is expected to be informed on the technical features of the work so that the department will be assured
of information concerning developments in the entire field of
investigation concerning fuels, combustion and other related
subjects.

Such an organization requires a high order of ability, but the
cost involved is readily justified in view of the possibilities for
economy presented. While varying circumstances will affect the
number of men required in such a force, it is believed that, in
general, a thoroughly satisfactory inspection service for a large
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Department Organiz

from time to time. These analyses are then
compared with that of the original mine sample in order to
determine whether the quality remains uniform. The inspector

tination are taken

taking these samples effects contact between the road supervision and headquarters, interviews the road supervisors, investigates engine failures caused by poor coal to insure obesrvance of
the schedule provisions and to see that the quality of the shipments is up to the standard; he checks manifests to insure proper
distribution and the coal dock records to see that the right grade
of fuel is used for the specified service. The other field inspectors are assigned to specific territories and live at a point central
to them.
The duties of the field inspection force comprises not only the
preparation and sizing at the mines, but should include all
features affecting efficiency, cost of transportation and handling,
such as inspection of the empty cars for foreign matter, particularly sandstone, cinders, gravel and similar materials likely to
be mixed with the coal and dumped into the pockets. Experience
has demonstrated that a quarter of a ton of such refuse is frequently found in empty cars consigned to the mines. The inspection should also cover defects in equipment and all conditions
affecting the loading, unloading or loss of lading in transit frequently overlooked in routine car inspection.

ation for a

Trunk Line Railroad

railroad should involve an expense not exceeding one-tenth of
one per cent of the fuel cost.

The problem involved

and utilwhich each division of the operating
department has some responsibility, and it is, therefore, advisable that the chief operating official should be fully informed as
to the requirements, procedures and accomplishments of this
branch of the organization. In the opinion of some, the head
of the fuel department should report directly to the chief operating official, but, in view of the wide divergence of opinion on the
subject, the committee is not yet prepared to make such a recommendation because it is thought that co-operation between the
various operating branches will produce the required results,
especially since fuel is now the second largest item of operating
expense and, therefore, of prime importance to the transportaization of. fuel

is

one

in the inspection, distribution

in

tion department.

The limitations upon a report of this kind do not permit
further discussion of the features of inspection and we will now
consider the locomotive and the influence of maintenance upon
fuel consumption.

Since a knowledge of the nature of heat losses in locomotive
is essential to a proper appreciation of the possibilities
for economy, it is desirable that brief reference be made to the

service
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a\iinus iIhuukIi

wliiili lu;it is wastchilly dissipatitl, wliich are
as folldws: 1. Sti-am leaks in fire box, siipiTlicntcr, front end
or to the atinospliiTc. 2. (iralc, cindir pit and stack losses. 3.

steam ))ipes and lire box surfaces are properly insulated. I'or
this purpose it is rccoinmendc<l tb;it magnesia-asbestos or hair
felt be used and that it be not less than \'/j in. in thickness except

I'.scapiuK steam tlironuli safety valves, unnecessary operation of
auxiliaries, such as lieadlijjlit generator, air pump, etc. 4. Unconsuined volatile matter usually denoted liy excessive smoke.
S.

for small pijjcs

Heat losses

in cseapinn (.jases.
(>.
K.idialion.
Tliese items arc
inlluenced hy factors independent of operation and maintenance, but it is wit!) the latter that we are ^ow chiefly con-

larK'ely

cerned and to which attention is directed.
Recent observation indicates that steam leaks arc not reccivinu;
Ihe attention demanded by the extent of losses involved.
One
remedy for this situation lies in o proper inspection of locomotives while under steam in advance of each boiler washing, this
inspection to be follow'ed by a check inspection after the locomotive is ready for service.
This practice would insure reasonable
freedom from leaks because excessive leakage rarely develops

between two boiler washing periods.
through faulty superheater maintenance.
Pressure tests should be regularly applied to superheater units and steam pipe joints in order that defects may be
located and corrected. Recent inspection on one railroad developed that out of IS locomotives in service 11 had leaking superheater joints. This condition can virtually be eliminated through
the observance of standard methods for the maintenance of
units.
This should include proper assembly with the required
bands and supports in the tubes. Observation on several railroads shows that this feature is being neglected with the result
that vibration opens the header joints, causing bad leaks in
the smoke box and, frequently, costly damage to adjacent parts.
Faulty combu.stion, represented by unconsumed hydrocarbons
and higii combustible in the ash, is most frequently occasioned by
improper air supply. For a given furnace and fuel, the excess air
in the intervals

I-arge

losses are sustained

fixed within comparatively small limits. An increase in the
air supply reduces efficiency because of the loss in heating the
is

hand a decrease below the required
complete combustion. Coals having low

excess, while on the other

percentage produces less
percentages of volatile matter require less excess air for nearly
complete combustion than those having higher percentages of
volatile. This not infrequently accounts for better results with
one grade of fuel than with another.
In locomotive service the air supply is controlled by front end,
flue, grate and ash pan conditions, which often do not receive
proper attention from the designers. Many modern locomotives
have grates with insufficient air-inlet openings, or with openings
that readily become clogged, thus increasing the resistance to air
flow. Attempts are frequently made to overcome this condition
by adjusting front ends or reducing the diameter of the exhaust
nozzle.

Many of the older engines are still equipped with ash pans
having insufficient air openings, a defect readily detected with a
U-tube draft gage. There should be no indication of vacuum in
the ash pan.
It is highly important that the flues and tubes be free from
obstructions which not only interfere with the air supply to the
fire box, but reduce tube evaporating efficiency and superheater
economy. The Fuel Conservation Section has recently pointed
out that the fuel loss through drop in superheat with half the
tubes stopped up may reach 24 per cent. In order that thorough and efficient cleaning may be assured, standard apparatus
and methods should be established and suitable records maintained. The maximum interval in mileage or time between cleanings consistent with the requirements for different classes of
power and service should be determined and flues thoroughly
cleaned within these limits. Periodical checks by the supervising
officers are required to insure proper work and continuous
records.

Radiation losses have heretofore received little attention from
writers on locomotive fuel economy and even less from those
responsible for locomotive design and maintenance, as a casual
inspection of any locomotive will disclose. It is estimated that
the radiation from each square foot of surface carrying 200-lb.
perature wastes 1000 lb. of coal per year. This loss increases
rapidly with decreasing temperatures, certain weather conditions
and rapid circulation produced by moving locomotives. The
average locomotive has approximately 100 sq. ft. of such exposed
boiler and pipe surface, easily representing an annual loss of
$150 to $200. This can be substantially reduced if cylinder heads.

where

H

in. is sufTicicnt.

boxes may be covered by removable sections where acc( s-,
to staybolts is rec|uired.
These practices, once somewhat general, have been neglected because of the maintenance problems
introduced with modern power.
.\ common source of loss of power and combustion efficiency
arises from frequent unnecessary changes in the dimensions or
adjustment of front end appliances. Standards suited to local
conditions for each class of locomotive should be determined and
maintained, and i)eriodically checked by the inspection force.
The common practice with respect to a poor steaming locomotive,
for which the cause is not readily discernible, is to alter some
of the front end details, whereas, proper investigation usually
discloses a leak in some of the joints, frequently between the
front and the ring or around the outside steam pipe joints. As
an ovcrdraftcd locomotive produces air, spark and back pressure
losses, the importance of maintaining standard front end details
I'"ire

may

be understood.

its last report the committee briefly covered those features
of maintenance that contribute largely to power and fuel losses,
but the work of the I^'uel Conservation Section has demonstrated
that two other appliances are exerting an appreciable influence
upon locomotive fuel losses, the power reverse gear and the
pneumatic sander. There are some power reverse gears in use
that, not being positive, permit "creeping" while the locomotive is
in operation, thus increasing the cut-off and decreasing efficiency.
It is recommended that all such gears be modified so as to permanently correct this defect and that particular attention be paid
to the maintenance of valves and packing to insure proper operating conditions.

In

The

losses occasioned by poor sand and defective or inoperasanding appliances are greater than commonly supposed
and arise chiefly through failure at critical points, necessitating
stopping, taking slack and doubling hills. The committee recommends the adoption of suitable specifications governing the purchase of locomotive sand which, by establishing reasonable
tive

limits for silicon content, will insure a suitable quality. To make
the material effective, the sand pipes should be firmly held over
the rail by substantial clamps not less than yi in. by 2 in. in
With
section, attached to the extreme lower end of the pipes.
the adoption of these provisions the prescribed daily or trip
inspections should insure the desired sanding efficiency.

Previous discussion has been confined to the influence of the
locomotive and its details of construction, maintenance and
operation upon fuel consumption, but it may be well to mention
the fact that car equipment also exerts a large influence upon
the problem. While any defect contributing to increased resistance produces a corresponding increase in the fuel required,
perhaps the most general features are defective brakes and air
The leakage
leakage caused by defective hose and gaskets.
limits for freight trains established by many railroads should be
generally adopted and consistently maintained. The committee
recommends that they be given official recognition and incorporated in the air brake rules now the standard practice of
the section.

While the opportunity for the greatest savings occurs on the
road, there is an aggregate annual loss now amounting to millions arising from locomotive fuel consumption that is occasioned through the limitations imposed by service conditions.
The fact is that irregular demands upon the locomotive render
side track and terminal economies of the highest importance.

A large part of the terminal losses arises from maintaining
locomotives under steam when not required for early service
and from unnecessary cleaning or removal of fires. Where locomotives are not likely to be required for service within twenty
hours, as frequently occurs on Sundays or holidays, or under
special conditions arising from variations in operation incident
to reduced business, fires should be drawn. Under all circumstances grates and stacks should be covered to prevent the cooling eff^ect of air circulation through the fire box and flues. This
suggests the frequent waste observed through faulty methods of
firing up, resulting in the loss of green coal through the grates
either because they are defective or the openings are large
enough to permit the green coal to fall through. Observation
of recently prevailing methods discloses that enough coal is fre-
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manner to haul 1000 tons one mile on the
average railroad. Grates should be covered with shavings or
wood before coal is applied, which will not only minimize the loss
mentioned, but reduce the quantity of coal otherwise required in

operation rather than design, and consideration will, therefore,
be given to those details susceptible of correction in existing

kindling fires.
Side track losses arise from excessive draft which should be
Another factor in this
regulated by means of the fire door.
connection is the influence of the superheater damper which is
frequently tied open, a practice that should be discouraged
because of its influence upon maintenance as well as upon fuel

arises

quently wasted in this

consumption.
Cinder pit operation offers much greater opportunity for fuel
Recent investigation
economy than is generally recognized.
developed that the combustible content of locomotive cinders at
In other
certain terminals averaged 35 per cent by weight.
words, every car of cinders contained more than a third of a
car of coal._ It is at present impossible to avoid large losses
here, but they may be mimimized through the co-operation of
engineers, firemen, hostlers and ash-pit foremen by careful firing
.before engines reach the pit avoiding the application of green
coal immediately before fires are cleaned.
This suggests the service that competent supervision may render on the ash pit in cleaning fires promptly, moving locomotives as soon as ready, in careful cleaning of fires to properly
remove ash and clinker without waste of fuel, in preventing the
excessive use of the air pump and steam blower and in maintaining co-operation with the roundhouse in order that no fire
shall be dumped unnecessarily and no fire cleaned that will
require subsequent dumping.
The ash pit foreman should be
provided with a copy of the monthly boiler list and see that
fires are dumped as the engines pass over the pit.
The coal pocket foreman should be furnished with a schedule
of coal required by locomotives in each class of service and
should be charged with the responsibility for observance of the
schedule. The Fuel Conservation Section estimates that at least
100,000 tons of coal, unnecessarily carried on engine tenders, is
being transported 100 miles every day at a total expense for
fuel alone equivalent to 1000 tons per day. The schedule should
also indicate the kind of coal required for different classes of
locomotives and assignments so that the better grades may be

employed

plants.

The

inefficiency in the ordinary railroad stationary boiler plant

from equipment, maintenance and operation.

Large losses

are frequently encountered because of insufficient or inefficient
equipment.
Investigation has developed frequent instances of
low rates of evaporation in very infficient plants caused by an
attempt to force boilers above their normal capacity. This is a
frequent accompaniment of the discarded locomotive boiler
which is always uneconomical for stationary purposes. In one
instance of recent occurrence, a locomotive boiler in stationary
service, consuming seven tons of coal per day, was replaced by
a return tubular boiler which effected a saving of three tons

per day under the same service conditions.
Many stationary boilers are not provided with dampers in the
uptake, and yet draft regulation should be obtained with dampers
and the draft should be varied to suit the rate of combustion,
which is proportional to the load. Maximum efficiency is attained
when the proper draft for given rates of combustion under given
condition is established by suitable tests. The influence of proper
draft regulation is plainly indicated by the curve marked Exhibit
A from which it will be observed that under the conditions represented, damper regulation effected an average saving of 9j4 per
cent.

m

in the heaviest service.

The

extent of the possible terminal losses suggests the desirof an accounting system that will distinguish between
the fuel consumption of locomotives in the hands of the mechanical and the transportation departments.
Such records would
readily disclose uneconomical practices and permit their prompt
correction.
The road performance should be compared with
predetermined figures based on an estimate and trial under average conditions.
ability

While the responsibility for fuel conservation rests in a large
measure upon the mechanical department, there are features of
operation affecting the problem that are under the immediate
control of associated departments whose interest is essential tn
many economies that are possible only through improved efficiency in daily routine.
This includes prompt dispatching of
locomotives and trains, proper adjustment of tonnage, proper
make-up of trains, prompt completion of station work and the
•elimination of delays in the movement of ash pit and coal cars.
Maintenance of way and signal department officers can also
render effective service in the cause of fuel economy by eliminatfas as possible, the necessity for stopping or reducing
speed of trains because of prolonged slow orders, the

ing, as

the
unnecessarily prolonged display of caution flags or inoperative
signals.
This department is also directly responsible for lighting and pumping-plant operation and should eliminate fuel losses
through radiation from exposed surfaces and the steam leaks
that are frequently characteristic of these isolated plants.

-
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Exhibit A.

—Variation

of Percentage of

CO2

in

Flue Gas

Stationary Plant
h'eed water heaters are not economically employed and yet
the conditions prevailing in practically all railroad power plants
will permit their use for eight months in the year. When it is
considered that uuder average conditions an increase of 11

which the remainder of the paper

degrees F. in the temperature of feed water effects a saving of
about one- per cent in fuel consumption, the loss from free
exhaust stam.is plainly evident. There is no more immediate
and effective means of economy than through feed-water heating.
One other prime factor in power-plant economy lies in the
disposition of exhaust steam other than for feed-water heating
purposes. This feature would not be lost to view if the engine
portion of the plant were considered, the auxiliary and mechanUnder average conditions the heat
ical power a by-product.
consumption of stationary engines does not exceed 15 per cent
of the total heat generated, the difference being represented by

Questions of relative economy in the purchase of power or its
generation in privately owned plants are important, but do not
fall within the scope of a paper which deals with the problems of

the heat of the exhaust. In practically all railroad shops, therefore, the heating requirements should be satisfied with exhaust
steam, and in large plants the condensate should be returned
through a suitable vacuum system. The outside purchase of

Locomotive fuel constitutes about 88 per cent of the total railroad consumption, and, therefore, offers the greatest opportunity
for conservation and economy, but the remaining 12 per cent represents the very substantial sum of $45,000,000 on the 1918 basis,
an amount approximating half the total fuel cost for locomotives
ten years ago.

Of

this total the largest

by power plant consumption

to

percentage

is

represented

will be devoted.
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powtr and llic use ol IiikIi pri-S'iurc
is nt) unwarranted extravaKiuu-c.

slr.im

I'nr

iR-ating purposrs

Experienre has convinced the connniitce lluit the larncst losses
encountered in the operation of stationary boilers on

usually

railroads arc included inider tlu- fcdlowinn lieadinns, wliicli arc
enumerated in the order of frequency and importance. 1. l.eaky

Radiation
and stack connections. 2. Poor liriiiK.
from uncovered surfaces. 4. Dirty flues.
Leaky settinjj.s produce excess air in the comliustion si)acc,
The importance
altliouKh this may arise from other causes.
of this common source of inelliciency will he understood from
seltin^s

.'•

the tact that hoilcr elViciency falls olT in almost direct proportion
percentage of excess air. and this not infrequently pro-

to the

Brickwork settings are sure to
duces a loss of 40 per cent.
develop cracks in addition to which the porous character of the
brick permits air infiltration. .Ml cxixised brick settings should
at

least

receive a coat of a

good

plaster sealing

compound;

a

covering of magnesia-asbestos cement, followed by the
I''requent leaks are fouiul
sealing ci>mpound, is even better.
around stack connections, plates, damjjcrs and doors, all of which
These parts
influence the draft and reduce boiler efficiency.
require occasional inspection to insure a high order of mainl2-in.

June

"FORM

Poor tiring includes too thick or too thin a fuel bed, accumulation of clinkers, too frequent shaking, uneven distribution, per-

It is, unforcoal per sq. ft. of uninsulated surface per year.
tunately, common practice to burden railroad shop boiler plants
with a multitude of accessories usually involving large heating
loads.
It is certainly economy to centralize steam production,
but economical steam distribution is a matter too frequently left

to the division plumber or the shop pipe foreman, who may be
masters of the technique of thei rtrade, but to whom lost B. t. u.'s
are of no particular interest. The surest evidence of this statement lies in the appearance of bare ground in winter over the
average buried steam pipe. Plain, unprotected, asbestos covering
on an underground steam pipe may be expected to become a

evidence where

it

is

'<ank (Icteriniiied from the standpoint of Fuel Economy.
Size of
olants not considered.
I'ank based upon consideration of the folIowinR:
1.
("omluistion efficiency.
1.
Condition of plant, including air-tight boiler settings; dampers
.ind da'nper operators; grates; scale; soot; engine-room equipment; steam
-lir
ruu'
ieal<s and pipe insulation throughout shop facilities.
3.
Interest of local forces in plant and effort to follow recommendations for operation

and improvement.

appearance fwith due consideration of conditions).
of general overhauling.
()uality of fuel furnished.
6.
7.
Efiiciei'cv of firemen.
(Master Mecbiinics will report by mail improvements made from time
to time which will affect standing of plants they supervise.)
4.

''.eneral

5.

Need

KEY TO RANK

— Excellent
Ciood
—
C — Medium
D— Fair
E — Poor

91 per cent to 100 per cent.
71 per cent to
90 per cent.

.\
1!

Rank A
None

M.

51 per cent to
26 per cent to
per cent to

Pank B
.\

81 prct

H

D

81 prct

I

E

81 prct J 73 prct

L

76 prct
74 prct

67 prct
65 prct

Pank D

M63
N 61

O

P

54 prct

Q

51 prct

prct

R

51 prct

prct

S

51 prct

of free air used, and yet the waste in many plants is enormous.
Reasonable economy requires that a periodical inspection of air
losses shall be conducted and leaks in pipe lines, valves and hose
promptly repaired. Once each week is not too frequent for inspection in the average shop.
Preparation of systematic records

when

the equip-

Rank E
None

30 prct

Carbon ccpy to Gen. Officers Asst. Gen. Mgrs., Mech. Supt., Eng.
W., Supvr. Fuel Econ., Supt., M. M., Power Plant Mgr.

of

Form

B.

Key

to

numbers appears on

FORM

WORKING CHART.
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none

1

is essential to every well
operated plant. The possibilities should be developed through
suitable experiments, and standards once established should be
checked with the daily operation. Such records should be made
to correspond with the available equipment, and, for smaller
The results for a general division
plants, may be very simple.
of a railroad may be tabulated and a rating established which will
stimulate competition. For this purpose plants having the same
general facilities should be grouped by classes in order that the
The attached forms, A and B,
ratings may be comparable.
are ofTered as a simple basis for rating plant maintenance.
Stationary power-plant operation may be reduced to a reason-

ably exact basis and the best results are attained

T

54 prct

The

losses outside the plant are also
much greater than usually supposed, particularly in compressed
It is estimated that the cost of air, compressed in a
air lines.
modern plant, approximates 10 cents for each 1000 cubic feet

70 per cent.
SO per cent.
25 per cent.

Pank C

K

88 prct F 80 prct
82 prct G 78 prct

B
C

unnecessary to maintain a suitable relation

between input and output.

A"

R.\NK or PO'WliK PLANT.S

surface condenser of large capacity. The committee recommends
the adoption of specifications for pipe coverings suitable for
superheated and saturated steam and hot water, and* also for
water-proof underground coverings for low pressure lines.
Clean flues and boilers are a matter of standard practice and
In plants having no engineer, the responsibility
organization.
for cleaning flues and washing boilers at the prescribed intervals
should be placed upon one of the firemen, and he should be followed up by the general supervision.
Auxiliaries are frequently neglected, especially in the smaller
and older plants. Blowing rod packing, excessive water-pump
slippage and leaking steam-pipe joints are all too commonly in
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inrnt is planned for the rcipiired service.
Results inay then be
obtained upon a basis correspon<linK with rcasonatilc exactness
to a predetermined production cost, but the variables in the
operation must be worked out to produce maximum economy
for \arions rates of output. These arc problems requiring skill
and experience, and should be intrusted only to qualified engineers. The committee repeats its recommendations of last year
that mechanical stationary power plants be placed under the
responsible supervision of one man, whose time on the larger
systems can profitably be devoted to the problems and economics
in steam generation and utilization.
In conclusion, the committee recognizes that without any attempt at research or experiment, it has been necessary to sacrifice originality of subject matter.
But if many of the things
mentioned have long been familiar to mechanical department
oflicers, perhaps their present existence is the best of reasons for
their consideration at this time.
It is reasonable to assume that
neither the cost of mine production nf)r that of transportation
will be appreciably lower in the immediate future, so that economy in consumption assumes an importance relatively greater
than ever before. But, it may be asked, what shall be done to
realize the economies admittedly so necessary.
The answer is

tenance.

mitting holes to develop, improper manipulation or neglect of
dampers and carelesjness in fire cleaning. Correction of these
It
faults is a matter of analysis, education and supervision.
should be observed, however, that the economies of the best
equipment may be lost in poor boiler room practice.
Radiation losses are usually considerable and nearly always
neglected.
.'\t 100-lb. steam pressure and 70 degrees F. atmospheric temperature, the loss in radiation amounts to 718 lb. of

25,

1

stoker
2

2

3

5 4

6

5

2

5

2

with
3

8

20

76

2 15

7b

1

5

the first requisite is full knowledge as to the extent to
which wasteful practices prevail, which should be determined
by careful survey. Remedial measures will frequently involve
mechanical equipment requiring appropriations, but the chief
problem is one of efficient operation and effective supervision.
The results .depend upon maintaining an enthusiastic interest
on the part of those responsible for the use of fuel and the
that

June
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elimination of wasteful practices. And the interest and enthusiasm must begin at the top and permeate the entire operating
organization if the maximum efficiency is to be attained. The
great difficulty, on a railroad, lies in the tendency to relaxed
effort, bcsause of the routine involved, but this is a subject
demanding sustained and interested support from the chief operating officer to the fireman and the roundhouse man.
The report is signed by Wm. Schlafge (Chairman), Erie;
W. H. Flynn, Michigan Central; Robert Quayle, Chicago &
Nortli

W.

J.

Western

;

D.

J.

Redding, Pittsburgh

Toilcrtnn, Chicago,

Rock Island &

& Lake

Erie,

and

We

There is no question about that, but you can't get that cooperation unless you have, as is stated in the report, the results
dependent on maintaining an enthusiastic interest on the part of
those responsible for the use of fuel and the elimination of
wasteful practices.
The transportation department can waste
more coal than all the firemen in this country can save, and you
must have co-operation.
The interest and enthusiasm must
begin at the top.
You cannot get the co-operation that you
must have unless you have at the head of the organization some
one connected with the chief operating officer who is willing to
assist you in checking the t ther fellows
maintenace of way
men, for example, slow orders and so on.
Mr. Bentley
Some question was raised about the sandpipes
not being in line with the rails. One of our men squared the
ends of the sandpipe and put a square clamp on so that it is
impossible for tlie pipe to turn. The covering of the outside
steampipe is something that has given us a lot of concern, but I
l)elieve we have finally arrived at a solution of the difficulty.
are putting a shoulder on the casting that goes into the
smokebox, putting a collar around the steam pipe about eight
inches below that and covering the intermediate space with a
sheet iron covering, which apparently is an air-tight proposition.
D. J. Redding, (P. & L. E.)
One item in the report which
perhaps does not receive enough consideration is the matter of
sanding equipment. I know of some tests conducted some time
ago to find out what sanding locomotives meant, and all of the
standard makes of sanders were tested.
found as much as
500 per cent, difference in the amount of air required, as between one sander and another, to put sand on the rails.

—

Pacific.

Discussion.
Mr. Schlafe:
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:

have received, too

the report, a suggestion

made by

a

be eml)odicd in
of the Fuel Conserva-

late to

member

and we desire to ofifer the following:
"Since the advance copies of the report have been distributed,
it has been suggested to the committee that there may be possibilities for fuel economy, in stoker-fired locomotives, through
screening out a portion of the slack.
"There can be little doubt that the rate of evaporation would
be improved if this was done, but the net efficiency would obviously depend upon the mine cost of the fuel so prepared. The
committee suggests that the subject is sufficiently promising to
justify investigation by the railroads having stoker equipment,
in order that immediate advantage be taken of any economies
that can be realized in this manner.
"Attention is directed to a typographical error appearing in
Curve No. 1 of the report, the ordinates of which should be
expressed in millions instead of thousands."
Mr. Woodbridge (Supt. Fuel Conservation, U. S. R. R. A.)
I
feel that the members of this association should take home the
lesson that Mr. Tyler gave us yesterday, relative particularly to
new devices. I was very sorry that the subject of weighing the
coal on a tender was passed over so hurriedly.
There is no
question whatever but that accurate records of the consumption
on individual engines will result in greater fuel conservation
than any other one thing. Everyone knows that the experiments
that have been performed in the last few months of counting
scoops of coal, or estimating the coal placed on tenders, unsatisfactory as they are, have produced a rivalry among engine
crews that has resulted in a tremendous economy in fuel. I sat
in this convention in 1906 and 1907 when H. H. Vaughan
pleaded with you to put superheaters on your locomotives, and
most of the things he said fell on barren ground. Five years
after that Russia had six per cent of her locomotives equipped
with superheating apparatus, and you had six-tentlis of one per
cent equipped. A proper weighing device on the tender to tell
what coal was being used would result in fully as great a
reduction in the fuel consumption as the superheater, and I
commend that thought to your very serious consideration.
I want to read a paragraph in this paper here, and to commend it to you
"The greatly increasing coal consumption and
the present growing importance of conserving this indispensable factor in our economic life prompts your committee to say
that in its opinion action should be taken at no distant date to
determine the most favorable conditions under which economical
combustion may be obtained with various grades of fuel so that
plant design and equipment may be made to utilize available
supplies to the best advantage."
And just following this, "In
the opinion of the committee public interests will ultimately
require the exercise of reasonable efficiency in the use of fuel,
which prompts a brief consideration of the conditions of purtion Board,

:

:

chase."
It seems to me there is a slight inconsistency in two paragraphs, and it is a mighty important matter. I also want to read
these two paragraphs
"The problem involved in the inspection,
distribution and utilization of fuel is one in which each division
of the operating department has some responsibility, and it is,
therefore, advisable that the chief operating official should be
fully informed as to the requirements, procedures, and accomplishments of this branch of the organization. In the opinion
of some recognized authorities, notably the chief of the Fuel
Conservation Section, the head of the fuel department should
report directly to the chief operating official, but in view of the
wide divergence of opinion on the subbject, your committee is
not yet prepared to make such a recommendation, because it is
thought that co-operation between the various operating branches
will produce the required results.
:

We

:

We

We

also found that no one was paying particular attention
sanding and its cost, and the cost of the operating mechanism
handle the sand. The sand, at least on that railroad, cost
more than the oil for locomotives, and the oil was given a lot
of expert attention.
to
to

W. J. Rohan (N. P.): Approximately one-third of the coal
consumption of the country is credited to the railroads. We are
apt to confine our coal conservation too much to our locomotives,
and do little or nothing towards coal conservation in our stationary plants.
Probably one of the most wasteful things we
have is the ordinary round-house plants, with condenser systems,
consisting of the blower outfits used in roundhouses and inefficient transmissions for operation of our shop tools.
Little
or no attention is given to what might be done in purchasing
power from outside concerns.
Railroad people might well give consideration to the acquiraccurate data on their power plants,, to determine at
what rates they could afford to buy current. Some recent investigations showed that from 30 to 50 per cent, can be saved
in some instances, in the purchase of current at proper power
rates. The public utility man has not recognized the possibility of
securing this business to a very great extent, and it is time that
we started an educational programme with him so that he will.
I would like to ask if the committee has considered tnat one
part of its work is to look into this very important matter of the
purchase of power and the shutting down of the local steam
ing of

plant.

Feeny, (Supv. Fuel Conservation Sec. U. S. R. A.)
reference was made to the difference in opinion as to who
handle the coal on the railroads. If you have any difference of Opinion as to who will be responsible for it, you do not
understand how big a problem it is. If the fuel used on the
railroads in this country in 1918, was put in fifty-ton cars and
moved at the rate of sixty miles an hour, it would require
twenty days and twenty nights for that amount of fuel to pass
you, and when put in the storage yard, it would be necessary to
have a yard one hundred miles long with two hundred and
eighty-eight tracks and this coal is costing the railroads appro.xiB.

J.

:

Some

was

to

mately $1,500,000 a day.

There should not be much difference of opinion as to who
should handle the fuel problem. Some one should be responsible
for the handling of fuel on the railroads, because we know
that there is a great waste of fuel.
You would get more results out of the use of weighing apparatus, if there is such a thing, than you do out of the use of
superheaters. It is, maybe, we are not getting the full results
from the super-heater, but this is due to neglect.
Faulty workmanship on locomotives is responsible for a large
amount of waste. If you will go home and took down ten in-
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dividual

siimkcslaiks ymi

see

will

wlial

faulty

work

is

ln-iiiK

On some stacks 1 have seen talile plati-s that you could i)Ut
your hand through, and these locomotives were iiispecled every

We

for lire protection, hut that

inspect the netting

far as we no unless there
plainly seen.

is

a loose

The Kussfan locomotive came
opinion

of

as

the

to

front

nut or

liolt

is

as

that can he

and there was a diversity
These locomotives had as

to us

ends.

many chanses made in them as the numher of railroads they
were put on. One railroad changed the urates of these locomotives, put on a standard no/zle and made the hest records in
fuel consumption of any ennines on that division.
We have learned from the Russian locomotive front ends that
when the jj;asses reach the end of the flue they arc not restricted,
hut pass right through the stack. On a great many of our older
locomotives in this country we have the draft sheet set so close
to the Hue sheet that the gasses and cinders strike this plate so
hard as to cause tlicni to rebound and pass hack through other
flues.
This is responsible for the hot lire doors we iiave heard so
much about.
There is too great a variation in the grates on the dilTerent
locomotives. One railroad will operate its locomotives with 25
per cent of air opening grates, and another railroad in the same
vicinity using the same coal will use a grate with 50 per cent
opening.

On

many

of the locomotives there is fifty lineal feet
of exposed steam heat pipe from the source in the cab to the
rear end of the tender and we run this equipment through zero
weather and wonder why the train-line freezes up. If we will
give the same attention to the fuel on locomotive tenders that

we

a great

give to

tlie

lubricating

oil

on locomotives we will make prog-

ress.

railroad in the southern region a man was put on for
the purpose of saving fuel and in looking over the record. I find
that that road saved $n6,0(X) the first three months of 1919 as

On one

three months of 1918.
Reference is made to the importance
C.)
of reducing the permissible air leakage limits for freight trains.
That matter was recognized by the Fuel Administration last
year, and it requested the Air Brake Association to write rules

compared with the
L. P. Streeter

first

(I.

:

would eliminate or reduce that leakage. A commitiee was
appointed, of which I was chairman, and the result was the
issuance of Fuel Conservation Circular No. 13, over the signature of Eugene McAulifTe, and a marked improvement followed.

that

on the part
of the men since the armistice was signed. Possibly they thought
that it was not so important to continue the strict oDscrvance o\
these rules as it was during the war.
It is important that every one of us should make the efifort
to keep that circular before all concerned.
You genLeslie R. Pyle (Supervisor of Fuel Conservation)
tlemen think probably that the Fuel Conservation Section is
I

have noticed, however, a lapse

25,
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any number of roundhouses ami Imd leaky steam
blowers covered with burlap to cover uj) the leaks.
can find air compressors that are compressing no air, but are
running, and some one around the shop will see this, but nothing
is done about it.
have read the minutes of fuel meetings where the road fore1
man will get up and say there is nothing left to do at a terminal
to save fuel, and the superintendent will say that he could not
save ten dollars worth a month on his division. What he says
can go

I

to

lines with the

diHic in the sliojis of the railroads.

day.

June

in the efforts r:iade

:

few

and they

I

indicates that in his

conserve

to

mind there

is

no necessity for further

effort

fuel.

Fvery one sboidd feel that it is his duty to save fuel. When
you go back into the roundhouse see if there are not a number
of these things that re(|uire attention.
Sometimes when 1 talk
to the foremen about steam and air leaks they say they cannot
get the men to fix them.
You cannot expect any man working
for you to do any more than you do, and if you see burlap tied
around a steam i)ipe to prevent a leak, or to lessen a leak, and
you do nothing to have that dilTuulty remedied, you cannot expect the men to take any interest in it.
You can bring about fuel economy and get your men to take
the proper interest in that subject, by setting them the example
and seeing that these things are properly card for.

The

last

two pages of the report contain diagrams giving the
showing the attempts made to

results of rating of jiower plants,

bring about the

efficient

operation of stationary plants.

This

recommends standard practices, and while this report
does not recommend the standardizing of this practice of rating
power plants, yet I would like to recommend that this rating be
standardized on all railroads, because this system has worked
a wonderful change in the power plants on the railroad on
which it was developed. Before this system went into effect,

association

due to the apparent lack of interest on the part of the company,
one of the power plants was rated at 68 per cent, the best mechanical plant on the railroad. In the last report that plant is
rated at 91 per cent. It would not have been 91 per cent had it
not been for this report going out to the superintendent, showing that there was room for improvement in the operation of a
plant.
If it had not been for this system of rating the terminal
probably would still be 68 per cent. When you point out an
evil to a

man who

is

responsible for

it,

he will give his attention

overcoming it. All that we need is to have a regular inspection, and not simply say that the fuel is being wasted, but
do something to prevent that waste.
C. A. Bingeman (P. & R.)
We have given the matter of fuel
conservation some careful consideration on the Philadelphia &
Reading, both from the standpoint of the locomotives and of
the stationary power plants. It is not only a matter of seeing
the things that require attention and co-operation on the part of
to

:

parties concerned, but

all

money investment,

in

it is

many

amount of

a matter of a certain

cases, in order to achieve fuel con-

Many

of the old plants have grown up
under the old practice of using locomotive
service at roundhouses, which practice
everybody knows is wasteful in fuel. They do not have the
proper size of chimneys, in many cases, no proper regulators, in
some cases no damper provisions whatever and no gages so that
the firemen ma yknow just what his combustion conditions are at
any time. W^e have found cases where grates were not properly
servation in these plants.

from year

to year

stationary

lot of talking, but I
are things connected with the mechanical equipment, either in
or stationary plant.
locomotive
the
In the last year I have had hundreds of meetings in the Central
and Western regions, and I have made a number of inspections.
I see things that lead me to believe that there is no real heart

boilers

The railroad companies in the last
fuel economy.
months of 1918 and the first six months of this year saved
nearly $10,000,000 in fuel, a saving on practically all railroads,
but we cannot stop with what we have done.
All of the work you gentlemen have done with the assistance
of your force, and the transportation people as well, show the
new conditions that exist today. A master mechanic said to me
"Mr. Pyle, after you have seen what we have
a few days ago
done, you might give us some credit for it." It is not the credit
we are looking for, but to save the dollars and cents of the railroad company, and when we are wasting fuel to-day to the
extent of hundreds of dollars' worth around our terminals, there
What is needed tois no use in talking of what we have done.
day in order to continue savings, and increase them, is for the

proportioned. All of this can be cured with little expense, after
the conditions are determined by making tests with suitable

want

doing a

to say a

things,

interest in
five

:

people who are responsible for these conditions to take the
proper interest in them and see that the saving is made. When
I can go to a terminal and casually discover eight or ten places
where steam is being wasted, and <'"»! wasted, it shows that the
conditions are not what they should be.

for

appliances.

A
the

great amount of fuel can be saved at all of these plants if
management will give co-operation, from a financial stand-

motive power department which has charge of these
its recommendations.
T. A. Barton (D. L. & W.) I have had a great deal of experience in sanding locomotives, and I find that, in a great many

point, to the

various plants and will give attention to
:

enough attention paid to the quality of the
sand put on the locomotives. In many cases you will find the
sand pipes, sand traps and sanding apparatus all hammered to
pieces, and it is due to no other cause than the material put in
the sandbox.
Robert Collett (Fuel Cons. Sec, U. S. R. R. A.) This very
valuable report marks a very decided step in fuel conservation
generally. It is a big thing for the motive power men and the
,^,pri,.,„:,-^l ^-g-,,pj^^jj^,^ represented by this association, which is
the mouthpiece of the people who use the fuel. After all, it is
cases, there is not

:

:
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the mechanical department that uses the fuel, and the tiling which
a big text is the paragraph "that the chief problem is one of

is

operation and effective supervision, and the results
depend upon maintaining enthusiastic interest." It is not so
much a question of who has the organization. Obviously the
department that has the organization takes with it the responsibility, and I have never found any lack of willingness to assume
If such attention be given to these recomthat responsibility.
mendations, as they are picked out as applying to the individual
road, results will surely follow that will be gratifying to any
managing officer. In fact, they are now obtaining those results.
It is only a comparatively short time since they have, on a
great many roads, specialized on fuel to a large extent. Service,
of course, has had to be first all the time. You must be careful
about what suggestions you make, because the average operating
officer is going to at least give some consideration to the things
you say. I just recall an engine that I rode two days ago, it
was a regular engine, and it looked like a jewelry ship in the
interior, and the substance of what I said to the crew when I
got off was that you are doing a good job operating this engine,
it is a pleasure to ride with you and I want you to tell your master mechanic or your road foreman of engines that I said so, if
you want to." Incidentally I told his federal manager the first
time I saw him.
Sometimes we ride engines that are not so good. I rode an
engine the other day on one of the most important trains in
the Eastern region, and it does the railroad no injustice to call
attention to it and say that we found a condition that was not
quite so good as they should have it. The next day we had a
meeting and there were about fifty or sixty men there. I did
not call the meeting I was invited to it, and I said to the chief
fuel supervisor, "I want to tell you that this railroad has provided a very thorough organization that has the full support of
the general operating officer as well as the chief mechanical
officer and every other officer on the road."
I told him what
the performance had been the day before when I rode the
engine for forty-five minutes, and I asked what fuel they
efficient

;
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burned.

Tliey told

nie,

and

it

checked very closely with

my

estimate.
I

w;'.nted

to

tell

you

this

little

story,

We

was a regular
checked the work back,
as this

manned by a regular crew.
the mechanical officer and myself, for fifteen days at both ends
of the road, and there was not a thing recorded on that engine
by the engineer to show that it was wasting fuel until the night
I went in, and then he said it was burning ton much coal and
that "the reverse gear creeps."
What the men that come here and talk on this paper want,
what the chief operating officers of the railroads want is to get
their money out of the things that they put on.
can get
money to put all these things on the engines, but what is the
use of putting all of them on if he was going to have a seventyfive per cent waste just because the man was not doing the
job properly, and the man he had to supervise him was not
engine,

We

supervising him.

We have derived as much benefit
J. Dickson (S. P. & S. Ry.)
from the monthly fuel meeting of each division as from any
other thing that we have tried. Our fuel meeting is held on the
first Tuesday or the first Monday, depending upon the division.
The assistant general manager is the chairman of the fuel
:

The superintendent of the division, the yardmaster,
the chief dispatcher and all the other officers who are in charge
of departments are at that meeting.
also encourage engimeeting.

We

neers, firemen, conductors,

yardmen and any one we can

interest

meeting to come. We discuss the different complaints we
have against each other. Instead of talking about the transportation department among ourselves, we air it at the meetings,
and I have found the transportation department always ready
I believe
to make improvements that help in fuel conservation.
that that monthly meeting is one of the best things that any
railroad can institute. We have unearthed a number of things
which cause fuel leaks that I don't believe we could ha\e gotten
to the bottom of otherwise.
A motion that the committee be continued and that it should
broaden its inz'estigation to cover stationary plants zt'as carried.
in the

Report on Specifications and Tests for Materials (A. R. M. M.)
COMMITTEE SUBMITS
report covering the different subTHiLjects
which were reviewed during the past year and recomits

mends that changes be made in
shown under the respective exhibits.
numbers relate to the 1916 proceedings.

several specifications, as
All

references to page

block

Specifications for Lap-welded and
less Steel Boiler Tubes for Locomotives

Exhibit A.

(Recommended
1.

Scope.

— These

This flange, as measured from the outside diameter of the tube,
shall not be Ic^s than 15 per cent of the outside diameter, but
(b) In mak:ng
the flange shall m no case exceed yi in. in width,
the flange test, it is recommended that the flaring tool and die

shown

in FiL>.

1

be used.
Fos/P'on
etfterUsing

Seam-

Flaring Took.,

Pr.\ctice, F.age 552)

and seamless
superheated pipes, safe ends and

specifications cover lap-welded

steel boiler tubes, boiler flues,

arch tubes.
I.

2.

Process.

— The

steel

M.\NUF,'\CTUKI-;
shall

be

made by

the

open-hearth

process.
II.

Chemical Properties and Tests

—

Chemical Composition. The steel shall conform
lowing requirements as to chemical composition
3.

Flaring Tool.
to the fol-

per cent.
per cent.
0.04 per cent.
0.045 per cent.

0.30— O.fcO
not over
not over

Phospliorns

—

Check Analyses. (a) Analyses of two tubes in each lot of
less, and of 2,000 ft. or less of safe-end material may be

250 or

made by

The chemical composition

thus deterthe requirements specified in Section
3.
Drillings for analyses shall be taken from several points
around each tube, (b) If the analysis of only one tube does
not conform to the requirements specified, analyses of two additional tubes from the same lot shall be made, each of which
shall conform to the requirements specified in Section 3.

mined

the purchaser.

shall

conform

III.

Di'arrr. of Flue /ess§'.
Outs.Diam.of Flut /«j|'
Outi. Diam. of Flue pfus A'

Outs.

Fig.

1.

— Flaring

0.08—0.18

Carbon
Manganese
.Sulphur
4.

A•
B'
C"

to

Physical Properties and Tests
(a) For all tubes 6 in. or under

—

in diameter
5. Flange Tests.
and having a thickness less than 9 per cent of the outside diameter, a test specimen shall have a flange turned over at right
angles to the body of the tube without show'ng cracks or flaws.

l/ners-- '^- A
A' Ovts.Diam. of Flue plus ^.
''

Die

Block

Tool and Die Block for Flange Tests

—

(a) For all tubes, except small tubes and
6. flattcninij Test.
superheater pipes, on which the flange test is not required, a
test specimen 3 in. in length shall stand flattening between parallel plates until the distance between the plates is not over three
times the wall thickness, without showing cracks or flaws. For
lap-welded tubes, care shall be taken that the weld is not located
(b) For small tubes and superat the point of maximum bend,
heater pipes on which the flange test is not required, a test
flattening between parallel
3
in.
in
length
shall
stand
specimen
plates until the distance between the plates is not over four times
the wall thickness, -without showing cracks or flaws.
(a) For all tubes except superheater pipes,
7. Crush Tests.
a test specimen 2J4 in. in length shall stand crushing longitudinally until the outside folds are in contact, without showing
(h) For superheater p'pes, a test spec'men Z'/cracks or flaws,
in. in length shall stand crushing longitudinally to 1J4 in., without showing cracks or flaws.

—

A
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S.

ail

Hydrostatic Test.— Tubes
over

5 in. or

sure of

exceed
he

iiiuler 5 in. in

internal iiydrostatic pressure of KXX)
S()()

in

11).

1 ().()(

H)

lb.

diameter shall stand

per

sq. in.,

I',

liy

per sq. in., in wiiicli c.ise
ihe following formula:

VII.

P

=

D

Rejection.

=

=

-

the manufacturer shall be notified.

9. Trst Speciiiiciis. (a) Test specimens shall consist of sections
cut from tubes, selected by the inspector representing the purchaser, from Ihe lot offered for shipment. They shall be smooth
on the ends and free from burrs,
(b) All specimens shall be

Exhibit B.

Specifications for Lap-welded CharcoalTubes for Locomotives

iron Boiler

tested cold.

(Recommended Practice, Page

—

Number

of Tests. One of each of the physical tests specibe made from each of two tubes in each lot of 250 or
less, or each 2000 ft. or less of safe-end material.
Each tube
shall be subjected to the hydrostatic test.
11. Relcsts.
If the results of the physical tests of only one
tube from any lot do not conform to the requirements specified
in Sections 5. 6 or 7, retests of two additional tubes from the
same lot shall be made, each of which shall conform to the
requirements specified.
10.

— The tube

2. Process.
charcoal iron.

II.

Bend

Wkights

—

knf)bl)led,

hammered

Physical Properties and Tests

—

Tests,

—

—

Permissible Variations. The weight of the tubes shall not
vary more than fixe per cent from that specified in Table 1.

^

Workmanship and Finish

V.

—

Workman-ship. (a) The finished tubes shall be circular
within 0.02 in., and the mean outside diameter shall not vary
more than 0.015 in. from the size ordered, (b) The thickness
at any point shall not vary more than one gage above or below
that specified.
In the case of boiler tubes which are expanded
and swaged, the thickness of the expanded end may be V/4 gages
14.

and arch tubes for locomotives.

Manufacture
shall be made from

(a) Quench-bend.
Strips J4 in. in width by 6
in. in length, planed lengthwise from tubes, when heated to a
cherry red and quenched at once in water the temperature of
which is 80 degrees F., shall bend in opposite directions at each
end, as shown in Fig. 1, without showing cracks or flaws,
(b)
Nick-bend. Strips
in. in width by 6 in. in length, planed
lengthwise from tubes, when nicked and broken by light blows,
shall show a whollv fibrous fracture.
3.

1.

13.

552)

specifications cover lap-welded charcoal-iron

I.

12. Standard Weights.
The standard weights for tubes of
various outside diameters and thicknesses are as indicated in

Table

— These

boiler tubes, boiler flues, safe ends

—

St.'\nd.\rd

Scope.

1.

fied shall

IV.

and Rkjkctio.v

In.si'Ixtion

— (a)

Unless otherwise specified, any rejection
based on tests made in accordance with Section 4 shall be reported within five working days from the receipt of samples.
(1)) Tubes when inserted in the boiler shall stand expanding and
beading without showing cracks and flaws, or opening at the
weld. Superheater pipes when properly manipulated shall stan'l
all forging, welding and bending operations necessary for appb
cation without developing defects.
Tubes or superheater pipi
which fail in any of the above o[)eratirins will lie rejected aii'l

t

D
which

—

pressure shall

tlie test

the pressure in pounds per square inch, /
the
thickness of wall in inches, and
the inside diameter of tube
in inches.
Lap-welded tubes siiall be struck near both ends,
while under the test pressure, with a 2-Ib. steel Iiand hammer or
the equivalent.
in

1919

Marking. The name or brand of the manufacturer, the
material from which it is made ,and the pressure in pounds at
which it was tested, shall be legibly stenciled on each tube.
16.

17.

32,000

25,

Marking

VI.

and tubes

diameter shall stand an internal hydrostatic presper s(|. in.; providi-d th.ii the liber stress does not

deleiiiiiiK'i

June

G
Fig.

1

—

E.vpansion Test. A test specimen 12 in. in length shall be
heated for a length of 5 in. to a bright cherry red (1200 to 1400
degrees F.), placed in a vertical position, and a smooth tapered
4.

TABLE 1— STANDARD WEIGHTS
Lap-welded and Seamless Steel Boiler Tubes for Locomotives
(Including Safe Ends, Arch Tubes and Large Boiler Tubes.)
Thick.ncss.

Weight,

Birmingham Wire Gage.
No.

9
8
7

180

12
11
10

m

In.

0.095
0.109
0.120
0.134
0.148
0.165

13

lb.

Out side

1.679
1.910
2.089
2.312
2 532

IVi

1.806
2 055
2.249
2.491
2.729

2

1.932
2.201
2.409
2.670
2.927

2'A

2.783
3.050
3.386
3.717
4.114
4.460

ft .

of Length.

Pi.imtter. In.

3

3 'A

3.365
3.691
4.101
4,508
4.995
5.421

4.331
4.817
5.298
5.877
6.382

2'A

2.186
2.492
2.729
3.028
3.322

per

4

5 532
6.088
6.758
7.343

4 'A

5

6.879
7.639
8.304

7

5^8

5!4

.

669

8.064
8.960
9.746

8.520
9.2:66

8.262
9.181
9.987

5

A

8.459
9.401
10.227

6

9.250
10.232
11.183

Small .Superheater Pipes
(Seamless Only)

Thick ness.

Weight, lb. per ft. of Length.
Outside Diameter, In.

Bin ningham Wire Gage.
Xo.
13
12
11
10
9

In.

0.095
0.109
0.120
0.134
0.148

Vs

537

H

Va

H

Vs

H

6.967

i.047

1'4

1

IH

ItV

I

l-Vs

0.601
b.'74'6

6.818

lighter, and of the swaged end two gages heavier than the
thickness specified,
(c) The length shall not be less, but may
be 0.125 in. more than that ordered.
15. Finish.— The finished tubes shall be free from injurious
defects and distortion, and shall have a workmanlike finish.

i'1'27

.597
1.741
i

steel pin at blue heat

1

939

i.86.5

i.95'4

2.'l33

2.038

2.137

2.334

(600 to 800 degrees F.), forced into the

end of the tube by pressure or by light blows of a 10-lb. hammer.
Under this test the tube shall expand to lj4 times its original
diameter without splitting or cracking. The pin shall be of tool
steel and shall have a taper of V/i in. per ft. of length.

:

June
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25,

—

A test specimen 2^/2 in. in length shall stand
5. Crush Test.
crushing longitudinally to a height of 1% in. without splitting in
either direction and without cracking or opening at the weld.
6. Hydrostatic Test.—Tuhcs under 5 in. in diameter shall stand
an internal hydrostatic pressure of 1000 lb. per sq. in., and tubes
5 in. or over in diameter shall stand an internal hydrostatic pressure of 800 lb. per sq. in., provided that the fiber stress does not
exceed 16,000 lb. per sq. m., in which case the test pressure shall
be determined by the following formula:

p_

32 000
'

which

1749

•

Association and
j9lg p^jog 1490)

=

•

r

,

•

•

.

•

•

1

4.

1

1

I

1

I

1

-.1

1

1

,

—

steel tube
o -n
•

would show

homogeneous

surface.
11
f
lest specimens shall consist of sections cut from tubes, selected bv the inspector representing the
.
r
;
r
a:
t
T-i
1i
purchaser, from .1
the Ilot^ offered
Ihey shall
for shipment.
be
smooth on the ends and free from burrs, (b) All specimens,

o^
lest specimens.

8.

a

— (a)
/

\

T-

^

1

•

.

.

,

•

except as specified in Section

4,

i.

shall be tested cold.

Each tube

less

,

.

,

Ci
J
J
Standard

various
rp

,

U

rr-

;.

^

— The

j
^
J
standard

I,
weights

^
r
for tulies of
,.
^ -J
J .,
Ji J
outside d'ameters and thicknesses are as indicated in
•

eights.

i-i.

•

r

_j,j

•

,

1-

IV.

iir

Scope.—These

rj
Process.
process

t.-

,

t>

i-

•

,.

i

Locomotive Rivet Steel

^

Ik.xctice,

^

P.-xge

^„„^

609)

— The
t-i

it

n.

.

Manufacture
u n be made by

i

shall

steel

i

i

^t

i

the

manu-

ii
open ihearth

Chemical n
Properties and iTests
r-

Chemical Composition.— The steel shall conform
lowing requirements as to chemical composition

to the fol-

^-

Manganese

0.30 to 0.50 per cent.
not over 0.04 per cent,
not over 0.045 per cent.

Phosphorus
Sulphur

^„^;^ Analvses.-!Kn analvsis of each melt of steel shall be
j^^. ^^^ manufacturer to determine the percentage of carbon,
.^ang^nese, phosphorus and sulphur. This analysis shall be made
^^^^ ^ ^^^^ i^^^^ ^^^^^ j^,^i„g j,^^ p^^^i^^ ^^ j,^^ ^^U_ ^j^^
^^^^,^^\ composition thus determined shall be reported to the
purchaser or his representative, and shall conform to the require-

^^^^

from
.

,

r:-

tubes 3^^ in. or under in outside diameter shall be circular within 0.02 in. and the mean outJu
11
t
Ai c
r
i\
side diameter shall not vary more 4.U
than n
U.015 m. from the size
ordered.
For tubes over 3^ in. in diameter, these variations
shall not exceed 0.5 per cent of the outside diameter,
(b) The
th-ckness at any point .shall not vary more than one gage above
,,
^
,
-c J
T
iU
c 1, -1
1
1
specified.
the
case
boiler
In
of
tubes
or one gage below that
which are expanded and swaged, the thickness of the expanded
end may be 1^ gages lighter and o f the swaged end two gages

3.

—

An analvsis
mav be made bv the purchaser
"
;•
,
^
'i.
t~,
finished bars or rivets representing each melt.
1 he cnem-

Check Anoh'scs.

5.
,

,

,

,

,

.

.,
n
r
composition thus determined shall conform to the require.

ments

Workmanship and Finish

.

,

•

,

specified
in Section
'

HI.

,

i

,

3.

Physical Properties and Tests
a

A.

•

.

i

specifications cover steel bars for the

j
.,

2.

Workmanship.— (a) Finished

,

i

facture of rivets and finished steel rivets for locomotive boilers.

ical
TT7-

12.

c-.

Rivets

,„
(Recommended

i

,

.

^

-r.-

Specifications for

rnents specified in Section

Standard Weights

Ill.
11.

r

.

4

Rctests.-\i the results of the physical tests of only one
tube from any lot do not conform to the requirements specified
in Sections 3 4 or 5 retests of two additional tubes from the
same lot shall be made, each of which shall conform to the requirements specified.
10.

11

M. C. B.
June 21,

'

Exhibit E.

,

shall be subjected to the hydrostatic test.

^-

,

m

9. Number of Tests.— One of each of the physical tests speci^
',.
- Jl
.
„,,,,,
bed shall be made from each of two tubes m each lot of 250 or

,,

-r

,

i_

1

the

(bamc as bpecihcations
for Kivet bteel and Rivets for Pas„
„
„
„ '^.
^
.
r
rsenger and breight Equipment Cars. See report of Committee
^
^-r
j ^
.
r
n/r St> \
'Jn Specifications and Tests for Materials, M. C. B.)
^

A

cross-section of tube shall be turned or ground to a perfectly
true surface, polished free from dirt or cracks, and etched until
the soft parts are sufficiently dissolved for the iron tube to show
a decided ridged surface, with the weld very distinct, while a

is

Specifications for Tank and Underframe
Rivet Steel and Rivets
(Recommende!) Praltice, P.\ge 604)
^

,c-

P.\ge 591)

same

as that adopted by the
revised in 1918. See Railway Age for

(-phis specification

Exhibit D.

^

,

,

i

Gaskets
(Recommended Pr.\(Tice,

t

the pressure in pounds per square inch, t
which P
the
< ii
r
,
II
t
IT-,
ii
.
thickness of wall in inches, and u ^= the inside diameter of the
,
T
I,
II
i
.u
tube in inches. Lap-welded tubes shall be struck near both ends,
.,
J
-it,
o 11
t
1
u
i-i
while under
the pressure, with
a 2-lb. steel hand hammer, or the
equivalent.
•7. Etch
Test.
In case of doubt as to the quality of material,
the following test shall be made to detect the presence of steel.
,,

and the manufacturer

shall be rejected

u
tj
Specifications for Air-brake Hose

.

Exhibit C.

D
in

manner

fail in this

shall be notified.

— Requirements
^
•

i-.

^

r,

for Bars

Tension Tests.— {^) The bars shall conform
'"§ requirements as to tensile properties:
6.

T°"S''e strength,
Yield point, min.

,

per
per

lb.
lb.

sq.
sq.

45_.aoo-55,ooo

in
in

0..i
/

Elongation in 8

in.

to the follow-

min. per cent

i.-ns

str.

1,500,000

)

^

'

|

but need not exceed 30 ne?^'cent."

TABLE 1— STANDARD WEIGHTS
Lap-Welded

'"hakco.m.-Iron Boiler Tubes for Locomotives
(Including Boiler Flues, Arch Tubes and Safe Ends)

Thickness

Birmingham Wire

Weight, lb. per Ft. of Length.
Outside Diameter, In.

Gage.

Xo.
1.1

12
11

10
9
8
7

In.

0095
0.109
n.120
0.134
0.148
0.165
0.180

1J4
1.65
1.87
2 05

2,27
2 48
....

2
1.90

2.16
2.36
2.62
2.87

2'4
2.14
2.44
2 68
2.97
3

25

2'/<

2.39
2.73
2.99
3.32
3.64
4.03
4.37

3
....

3.30
3.62
4.02
4.42
4.90
5.31

heavier than the thickness specified,
(c) The length shall not
be less, but may be 0.125 in. more than that ordered.
13. Finish.
The finished tubes shall be free from injurious
defects and distortion, and shall have a workmanlike finish.

—

V.

Marking

—

14. Marking.
The name or brand of the manufacturer, the
words "knobbled charcoal," and the pressure in pounds at which
was tested, shall be legibly stenciled on each tube.

it

VI.
15.

Rejection.

Inspection and Rejection

—-Tubes

when

inserted in the boiler shall stand
splitting or breaking.
Tubes

expanding and beading without

3"/'

4.25
4.72
5.19
5.76
6.25

4

4'_

S

Mi

....

...

....

6.74
7.48
8.14

7.51
8.35
9.08

7.91

5^

6

514

5.42
5

97

6.62
7 20

8.78
9.55

S.IO
9.00
9.79

8.29
9.21
10.02

9.06
10,07
10.96.

(b) The yield point shall be determined by the drop of the
beam of the testing machine.
7. Bend Tests.
(a) Cold-bend. The test specimen shall bend

—

—

cold through 180 deg. flat on itself without cracking on the out(b) Quench-bend. -The test specimen
side of the bent portion,
when heated to a light cherry red as seen in the dark (not less
than 12(X) degrees F.), and quenched at once in water, the tem-

—

perature of which is between 80 degrees and 90 degrees F., shall
bend through 180 deg. flat on itself without cracking on the
outside of the bent portion.
B.
8.

Tension Tests.

— Requirements

— The

rixets.

for Rivets

when

tested, shall

conform

to

:
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the rc<|uiremi-iits as tu ti-nsilc proiiertics spccitiftl in Section 6
(a), except tliat tlie elcm^'ation shall lie measured on a Ka«c
length niU less than fmir limes the diaineter of the rivet.
9. Hiiid Tests.- (-a) Cold-bfiid. —The rivet shank sliall lund
cold Ihronj^h ISO dei;. Hat on itself, as shown in l>"iK. 1. wiliiout
crackiny on the outside of the lieiil portion. (Ii) (Jiiriich-hriul

The

rivet shank,

when heated

to a linht cherry red as seen in

June

Exhibit F.

Specifications for Steel Blooms. Billets
for Carbon Steel Forgings

and Slabs

dark (not

—

when

and when at a driving
heat to a thickness of one-fourth the original thickness of the
shank, willunit splitting.
cold, to a thickness of one-third

1919

25,

ported within five working days from the receipt of samples.
(I)) Mars or rivets which show injurious defects subsecjucnt to
their acceptance at the manufacturer's works will lie rejected,
and the mamifacturer shall he notilied.

liu'

less than 1200 degrees I'".), and (luenchcd at umc in
water, the temperature of which is between 80 dcKrees :iiul 90
deiirees F., shall lieml through ISO den. (lal on ilself witlmul
cracking on the outside of the bent portion.
10. i'hittciiiiitj TtSt.
Rivet heads shall be flattened sideways,

—

:

(Recommended Practice,

Pagic 562)

the <letermination of segregation, as specified in Section 8 (b), shall be omitted for "Class C" material, and the letter C removed from the last sentence in the paragraph.
6.

1'liat

Exhibit G.

Specifications for Solid
Steel Wheels

Wrought Carbon

(Rixo.M mended Practice, Page 543.)
7.

ing,"

"(b)

Sec.
the

8.

— Add

to this paragraph, following the title

and add as paragrapii

a

letter

When

so specified, the purchaser's

from

shall be obliterated

all

(b),

the

name and

"Brand-

following:

serial

number

rejected wheels, in the presence of

the inspector."

Specifications for Annealed

Exhibit H.

Carbon

Steel

Castings for Locomotives
(Recommended Practice, Page
Fig.

Test Sf'ccimcns.

11.

mens

— (a)

Bars.

— Tension

and bend

test speci-

shall be of the full section of bars as rolled,

—

(b) Rivets.
Tension, bend and flattening test specimens shall be of the full
section of rivets as manufactured,
(c) When accurate account
of the material has been kept and the melts can be identified,
only one set of specimens for each diameter in each melt shall
be taken from either the bars or the finished rivets, (d) If rivet
bars or rivets have been cold-worked, the test specimens shall
be heated to a drawing heat and allowed to cool in air before
testing.

—

—

Two tension, two cold-bend
(a) Bars.
of Tests.
quench-bend tests shall be made from each lot of 200
bars, or from each diameter in any one melt, each of which shall
conform to the requirements specified, (b) Rivets. One tension test (when specified), one cold bend, one quench-bend and
one flattening test shall be made from each lot of 50 kegs of
each diameter or from each d'ameter in any one melt, each of
which shall conform to the requirements specified, (c) If any
test specimen from the bar or rivets originally selected to represent a lot of bars or rivets contains surface defects not visible
12.

and

Number

tw'o

—

before testing, but visible after testing, or if the percentage of
elongation of any tension test specimen is less than that specified in Section 6 (a), and any part of the fracture is outside
the middle third of the gage leng'h, as indicated by scribe
scratches marked on the specimen before testing, a retest shall
be allowed.
IV. Permissible Variations in Gage

—

13. Permissible Variations.
The gage of each bar shall not
vary more than 0.01 in. from that specified.

Workmanship and Finish

V.

—

Workmanshi[>. The finished bars shall be circular within
0.01 in., and the rivets shall be concentric, true to form and
shall be made in a workmanlike manner.
15. Finish.
The finished bars and rivets shall be free from
injurious defects and shall have a workmanlike finish.
14.

—

VI.

— (al

Marking.

17.

Rejection.
tests

— (a)
made

—

II.

Chemical Properties and Tests

—

Chemical Composition. The steel shall conform
lowing requirements as to chemical composition
4.

Carbon
Marganese
Pliospliorus

not over
not over

Sulphur

not over

Cla s A.
25--0.45
75
0.05
0.05

to the fol-

Class B.

20—0.37
0.75
0.05
0.05

—

5. Ladle Analyses.
An analysis of each melt of steel shall be
made by the manufacturer to determine the percentage of carThis analysis shall
bon, manganese, phosphorus and sulphur.
be made from drillings taken at least 54 in. beneath the surface
of a test ingot obtained during the pouring of the melt. The
chemical composition thus determined shall be reported to the
purchaser or his representatives and shall conform to the requirements specified in Section 4.
6. Check Analyses.
An analysis may be made by the purchaser
from the broken tension test specimen or from a finished casting
representing each melt. The chemical composition thus determined shall conform to the requirements specified in Section 4.
Drillings for analysis shall be taken not less than 34 '" beneath
the surface of the casting.

—

II.

Physical Properties and Tests

—

Tension Tests. (a) The steel shall conform to the following minimum requirements as to tensile properties

—

Tensile strength,

Unless otherwise specified, any rejection
accordance with Section 5 shall be re-

in

Manufacture

I.

—

Process. The steel may be made by the open hearth,
crucible or electric process.
3. Heat Treatment.
Castings shall be allowed to become cold.
They shall then be uniformly reheated to the proper temperature
the
refine
grain
to
and allowed to cool uniformly and slowly.
If, in the opinion of the purchaser or his representative, casting
is not properly annealed, he may at his option require the casting to be re-annealed.
2.

Marking

—

based on

—

—

Bars. Rivet bars shall, when ready for
shipment, be properly separated and marked with the name or
brand of the manufacturer and the melt or lot number for
identification,
(b) Rivets.
Kegs of finished rivets shall, when
ready for shipment, be properly marked with the name or brand
of the manufacturer, diameter of rivets and the melt or lot
number for identification, (c) Samples. The melt or lot number shall be legibly stamped on each test specimen representing
a lot of bars.
Samples representing a lot of rivets shall be
marked in a manner that will not impair their value for test
purposes.
VII. Inspection and Rejection
16.

569.)

—

Scope.
These specifications cover all steel castings for
locomotives and tenders, including tender truck bolsters, truck
side frames, locomotive frames and driving wheel centers, as
well as miscellaneous castings, classified as follows:
Class A
Steel for locomotive frame.
Class B. Steel for all other castings, except as otherwise specified on individual orders.
1.

1

7.

Class A.
Class B.
75,000
65,000
in.... 0.4 Tens Str
0.4 Tens. Str.
"^.45 Tens. Str.
lb.
in... 0.45 Tens Str
1.600.000 Not under
Elongation in 2 in. per cent.. 1-600 OOP Not under
Tens Str. 18 per cent. Tens.Str. 22 per cent.
30..
35
Reduction of area, per cent.
Elastic limit,
Yield point,

lb.

lb.

per
per

per

sq. in.

sq.
sq.

.

Either the elastic limit or the yield point, but not both,
The elastic limit shall be determined by an
shall be determined.
extensometer and the yield point by the drop of the beam of the
test machine.
(c) The yield point, or the elastic limit, shall be determined
at a cross-head speed not to exceed yi in. per minute, and tensile
strength at a speed not to exceed IJ^ in. per minute.
(b)

;
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8. Alternative Tests to Destruction.^ln the case of orders
including only castings not exceeding ISO lb. in weight, the test
to destruction of one casting from each 100 castings or smaller
This test shall show
lot may be substituted for the tension tests.
the material to be ductile, free from injurious defects, and suitable for the purpose intended.
(a) Tension test specimens shall conform
9. Test Specimetis.
to dimensions shown in Fig. 1, the ends shall not be less than
}i in. in diameter and of a length and form to fit the holders of
the test machine in such a manner that the load will be axial.

—

R&dlTis not

less than 1/8"
2Vi

inch'

H.
0.505"

_J
r*— 2" cage Length
Fig.

1.

— Test

I

t^Kllleted
Shoal ders
ojr Threaded
Ends.

»J

Speciir--;n

(b) If the test specimen shows defective machining or develops
it may be discarded and another specimen substituted.
sufficient number of test coupons, from which the re(c)
quired test specimen may be prepared, shall be cast attached to
each end of each locomotive frame, to each locomotive cylinder,
to each wheel center and to miscellaneous castings weighing
over 150 lb. These test coupons shall remain attached to the
castings throughout the annealing and until the castings are
presented for inspection. If the design of the casting is such
that the test coupC" cannot be attached, they shall be cast in
runners outside of tne casting, but attached to it, to represent
each melt.
The location of the test coupons, as well as the
method of casting such coupons, shall be subject to mutual agreement by the inspector and the manufacturer. In the case of any
orders for casting weighing under 150 lbs., the physical properties as required in Section 7, may be determined by an extra
or spare test bar cast with and attached to some other casting
from the same melt.
(d) When sufficient coupons have not been cast, a test specimen may be cut from a finished casting at a location mutually
agreed upon by the inspector and the manufacturer.
10. Annealing
Lugs. For the purpose of determining the
flaws,

A

—

two and not more than four annealing lugs shall be cast on all castings 150 lb. and over and
on such castings less than 150 lb. as required by the purchaser.
The location of the annealing lugs shall be agreed upon by the
The standard annealing lug
inspector and the manufacturer.
shall be 1 in. in height and 1 in. in width and 5^ in. in thickness
where it joins the casting. The inspector may remove one-half
and the manufacturer one-half of the number of annealing lugs.

quality of annealing at least

— (a)General

Requirements.
(1) One
tensile test shall be made from each end of each locomotove
frame and both tests shall meet the requirements of the specifications.
One tensile test may be made from each wheel center
and each locomotive cyhnder casting, but at least one of each
kind of such castings in each melt shall be tested. For miscellaneous castings from melts which do not include frames, wheel
centers or cylinders, one tensile test shall be made from each
melt. (2) If the percentage of elongation of any tension test
specimen is less than that specified in Section 7 and any part
in. from the center of the gage
of the fracture is more than
length, as indicated by scribe scratches marked on the specimen
before casting, a retest shall be allowed. (3) If the results of
the physical test of any test lot do not conform to the requirements specified, the manufacturer may re-anneal such lots, but
not more than twice, and re-test shall be made as specified in
Section 7.
(4) No part of this specification shall operate to
cause any one tensile test to apply to more than 40 tons of cast11.

Number

of

Tests.

^

ings as offered for inspection.
(b) Special Requirements for
After 15 consecutive melts, which

—

Miscellaneous Castings.
(1)
contain any or all classes
of castings (except frames, wheel centers and cylinders) covered
by these specifications on one or more orders, have been tested
and accepted in accordance with the above requirements, the

may

i":i

manufacturer may group the succeeding melts in lots of five
melts each; the entire group to be accepted if the test specimen
selected from the lot fulfills the chemical and physical requirements herein specified. If this test fails, a rehearing will be
granted on the melt that the failed bar represents, and the other
four melts of the group shall be tested individually.
(2) If
there is a period of more than six months between shipments
of the class of castings covered by these specifications, then each
melt shall be tested individually until IS consecutive melts have
been accepted, after which the melts may again be grouped as in
paragraph (a).
(3) If one or more melts are rejected, each
succeeding melt shall be tested individually until 15 consecutive
melts have been accepted, after which melts may again be
grouped as in paragraph (a). (4) In case of small orders for
bolsters, truck sides, draft arms, yokes or castings weighing over
150 lb. where the size of the order and the available pattern and
foundry equipment arc such that not more than five castings
can be cast in any one melt, the physical properties, as required
in Section 7, will be determined from an extra or spare test
coupon cast with and attached to some other casting of the

same melt.
(The sections on Permissible Variations, Workmanship and
Finish, Marking and Inspection and Rejection follow the wording of the corresponding sections in the M. C. B. Specifications
for Annealed Carbon Steel Castings for Passenger and Freight
Equipment Cars. See Report of M. C. B. Committee on Speciand Tests for Materials.)
is signed by F. M. Waring (Chairman), Pennsylvania J. C. Ramage, Southern J. R. Onderdonk, Baltimore &
Ohio; A. H. Fetters, Union Pacific; Frank Zeleny, Chicago, BurH. B. MacFarland, .Atchison, Topeka &
I'ngton & Quincy
Santa Fe Prof. L. S. Randolph, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
H. E. Smith, Chief Materials Inspector, United States Railroad
fications

The

report

;

;

;

;

Administrator.

Discussion
Mr. Waring: In addition, the committee wishes to make the
addition of an Exhibit I to modify specifications for steel axles
for locomotive tenders, standard page 229 of the 1917-18 proceedings. In Section 8 omit the letter A at the beginning of first
Omit the entire paragraph B. Change Section S,
paragraph.
check analysis, to read as follows "An analysis shall be made
The
by the purchaser from one axle representing each melt.
chemical composition thus determined shall conform to the
The drillings for this
requirements specified in Section 2.
in. drill from one end of the
analysis shall be taken with a
test axle at any point midway between the center and the surThe reason for that is that the present specifications reface."
:

^

in. piece shall lie cut off the test axle, and the
most general method of drilling for check analysis is to take the
drillings directly from the end of test axle. The committee saw
no objection to making that substitution in the specification.
/ zi'ottld move that the report of the committee be accepted and
go to letter ballot.
would like to call attention to the
T. L. Burton (N. Y. C )
I
detail of nominal and tolerance dimensions for air-brake hose
gaskets. The dimensions as here shown do not coincide throughout with the sections in recommended practice gage for hose
This gage was voted a few days ago and
coupling gaskets.
submitted to letter ballot for advancement to standard. There
seems also to have been some division of responsibilities of
the committees on specifications and tests for materials and
the train brake and signal committee in reference to this matter
In view of this
of gaskets, hose-coupling gages and so forth.
the last mentioned committee submitted the matter to the
iGeneral Committee to know whether the train committee was
going to handle the question of dimensions for the parts mentioned, as they had done heretofore, or whether they were to be
handled by the committee on specifications and tests materials.
The decision was that the question of air-brake hose couplings,
gaskets for air-brake hose couplings and gages for the two
were to be treated as air-brake details, and all dimensions pertaining thereto were to be handled by the air-brake committee.
The committee on specifications and tests of materials would
deal only with the physical and chemical properties of those
As a result of that lack of understanding in the past
parts.
you have had certain standard dimensions adopted on the recommendations of the committee on specifications for test materials
for gaskets and certain dimensions for a gasket gage which

quire that a 6
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.uinilur I'lHiimillic,
ndnptfil on ilio rccuninuMulalinii
(lid not coincide.
call this to your altciilion because df your liavinv; adoiitcil conflicting rfcoininciidations in

tee found that the actual gaskets that we were getting could not
be checked with the gage which the Train Hrakc Committee had
rccomnien<led.
\Vc made a thorough investigation of this

the past.

gasket question, and came to the conclusion that since these
tolerances were n(jt satisfactory that it was up to us to make a
set of tolerances, and that it would be desirable to have them
That was done about a year ago. Since
in the specifications.
then
tmderstand that the Train Hrake Conunittee has made
some changes in that gage and tlic tolerances.
think it would
be desirable to have a joint action between these two committees, so that we could have the same understanding of the
subject. In order to clear up this situation, jierhaps Mr. Burton's
motion to the cfTect tliat the tolerances should be removed from
this specification is the one lliat should prevail.
The Chairman
Do you make that as an amendment, Mr.
Waring? There is a motion before the convention.
Mr. Burton: I don't think the motion that was made conflicts at all with anything that was .said.
The motion, as I
understood it, was that the gage and these dimensions be substituted for tlie dimensions shown in this report for the packing

ynii

,ilst)

two

aiul tiic

W.

E.

Burton,

I

Dunham: I'ndiT the circumstances as explained hy Mr,
I move that the dimensions hotli orininal ami limitinfj of

and of the unsket as reconunended by the train-brake
and siv;nal committee be substituted in tliese specifications.
Mr. Hurton If you will carry out the reconunendation that
you adopted in connection with the train !)rake at\d siRna! committee's report, it will automatically do vvliat has been surthe Kane

:

The conunittee recommended that the matter f)f tolerance dimensions for the hose coupling; packing rings be provided for in the gage rather than in the gasket the thought
being tliat if you put a minimum and ma.ximum gage, and
specify that a ring should enter one side of the gage and should
not enter the other, it would automatically take care of the tolerThe committee also recommended that the
ance dimensions.
specifications for the gasket inchide a drawing for the gag<'
and instructions on its use. That l)eing the case, it seems to
me the matter might be cleared up by simply eliminating the
tolerance dimensions in this report of the gaskets and substituting the one for the gage.
The reason these specifications do contain
Mr. Waring

gested.

:

was

tolerances

that the

members

of the Specification

Commit-

1

1

:

ring itself.

The Chairman

:

Tliat

is

in

accordance

with

your

under-

standing?

Mr. Dunham
Yes, sir.
(The motion was put to a vole and carried.)
:

Design and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers
i).\TE of February 8, 1919. the committee issued Circular L, containing six questions. Up to March 20 only
19 roads responded, and from their reports we derive the

U.MiKR

following general conclusions:
None of the 19 roads reports introducing any new or special
designs of locomotive boilers during the last two years.
Nine roads out the 19 use electric welding in fire boxes for
patches, partial side sheets, cracks and fire door patches.
Eight report no electric welding at all. and two report the
use of o.xy-acetylene. Only three roads report making a common practice of using electric welding as a substitute for riveted seams in the firebox and only to a limited extent in
One road uses riveted seams strengthened by
repair work.
electric welding.
In some cases seams between the crown
sheet and side sheets are welded the full length without rivets.
and also fire door hole flanges, without giving any further
trouble. One road reports that all cross seams, and, to some
extent, the fire door sheets, are either electric or acetylene
welded. Mwd ring corners are being successfully repaired
by cutting ofif 18 in. each way and welding in a new corner,
but the report does not specify whether this operation is done
by the electric or acetylene process.
One road reports what it claims to be a successful method
of reclaiming enlarged staybolt holes, by tapping out from
2 in. to 3 in. diameter and screwing in plugs the same thickness as the sheet, with both the plug and the sheet chamin. and the electric weld built up in the gutter thus
fered ofif
Cracks between
formed, with a slight mound for strength.
staybolt holes are repaired by cutting out the crack to a 45
degree bevel on each side ?^g i"- apart, and building in the

%

electric weld.

One road

furnishes a sketch of a sectional flue expander
with the parts which, in the standard expander, would have
This is
bearing
against
the bead of the flue ground ofif.
a
to be used on flues which are electric welded in the back sheet
when they show leakage, the idea being to knock the scale
ofif on the water side next to the sheet and prevent overheating and cracking, and at the same time avoid crowding the

Grinding
of the flue against the weld and breaking it.
expander ofif in this way does not impair its efificiency
for roundhouse work on flues which have not been welded.
Some large superheater flue expanders have been changed
also, and the road claims that up to date this seems to be the
most efficient tool for keeping scale away from the ferrule
on the water side. TTiis road finds it necessary to work the
flues which have been welded in the sheet about every 60 days,
and in bad water districts oftener. A discussion of this process of removing scale and its efifect upon welded flues is

bead
the

invited.

One road reports electric welding smoke box studs, the inference being that the studs are butt welded to the ring to save
drilling and tapping.
Another road electric welds arch brick
studs in a similar manner.
The most approved methods of performing the various welding operations were included in last year's report and need
not be repeated here. It may also be remembered that among
the roads reporting last year. 25 per cent used electric welding
for entire new fire boxes, which does not agree perfectly nor
conflict radically with the fact that none of the roads reporting
this year mention such a practice, although one road uses
oxy-acetylene welding in place of riveted seams, except in the

mud

ring, for

all

new

fireboxes.

Of the 19 roads responding to Circular L, only 10 have had experience with combustion chambers, and all that have had
them any length of time report favorably on account of improved combustion and less trouble with leaky flues. If there
has been any notable change in locomotive boiler practice during the past year, it has been the re-introduction of the combustion chamber. These range all the way from the D-shaped
tube sheet up to a combustion chamber reported on the new
Pennsylvania Mallet as 10 ft. in length.
One member advises his view of the combustion chamber
is that its main function is not so much to increase the firebox
surface as it is to shorten the tubes and give increased length
of flameway, to allow combustion to be more nearly completed
before it is extinguished by admission to the tubes. Combustion once completed, it is immaterial whether the heat be
absorbed by the firebox or by the tubes, and the more heat
extracted by the firebox, the less will be the evaporation of
the tubes.

The introduction of large combustion chambers naturally
brings up the question of bridge walls between the combustion
chamber and the firebox proper; possibly also the desirability
of some form of discharge for the bank of sparks carried
over the bridge. While the committee has received no data
on bridge walls, we have no doubt that a discussion will develop this feature.
A member has suggested as worthy of consideration the best
method of determining the water level in the extremely long
boilers of to-day. This refers particularly to the long boilers
on Mallet engines, which operate over heavy humps and dips.
In reply to Question 5, 11 roads have experienced trouble
from cracks in boilers where the guide and waist sheet angle
To overcome this, six roads
is fastened to the boiler shell.
have removed the rivets or studs, leaving a loose bearing. One
road uses two small waist sheets instead of the one-piece design, which they find permits greater flexibility, and one road
is experimenting w-ith flexible braces between the guide yoke

June
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boiler,

but

tiiese

have not been on

tlie

road long

results.
One important road continues torivet the angle or tee to the boiler with a J4-in„lin£r inside-bf
the boiler, which distributes the strain over a greater area with
successful results. Another important road uses studs in some

enough

to

produce

engines and rivets in others, but finds that the counterbalance
has some effect in causing cracks at that point.
In reply to the sixth question, 13 of the 19 roads have no
government engines, while the remaining six have nothing to
say except one reference to the two water glasses and water
column, which is believed by some to be superfluous.
Referring again to innovations in locomotive design the
attention of the committee has been directed to detail descriptions and reports of the performance of a locomotive equipped
with a new type of firebox on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, known as the "Nicholson Thermic Syphon." (See Railway A(jc, issue of January 10, 1919, page 151.) According
to published test data, the engine equipped with these syphons appears to have produced some very economical re-

—

sults.

The report

is signed by C. E. Fuller (Chairman), Union PaA. W. Gibbs, Pennsylvania; D. R. M^cBain, New York
Central; M. K. Barnum, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad; C. B.
Young, Inspection and Test Section, United States Railroad
Administration, and J. Snowden Bell.

cific;

Discussion
Mr. Fuller
Since this report was made one or two members
have suggested the advisability of a committee being appointed
to go into the combustion chamber feature and its application.
Mr. Gaines
The combustion chamber question is one worthy
of a committee.
I have been making a study of that one par:

:

feature of engine construction for a number of years.
have had little, if any, authentic data brought before the
association. I have prepared, but I am not going to inflict it on
the association at this time, a little data, and witli vour kind
ticular

We
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permission

am going

I

him include

to

leave

it

with the secretary and

let

in the proceedings.

it

(Mr. Gaines' paper will appear in to-morrow's Daily.)
Mr. Bentley: Is the welding of two-in. flues in Locomotives
At one
operating in bad water districts a good proposition?
time we welded the flues in a large number of boilers and the
flue sheets cracked and we had all sorts of trouble.
Our people
used to say that in good water there is no necessity for any
flue welding because the flues do not leak, but in bad water you
get in other complications because the flues leak and the flue
sheets crack.

We

The Chairman:
are welding the small tulies in about '40
SO locomotives a month that is about one-half of what we
turn out of our shops. The only reason we don't weld more
would weld them
is because we haven't enough welders.
are rapidly getting in the
all if we had machines enough.
machines.
have been welding flues small flues I am talking about now because for years we have welded all our superheaters, and we have any number of cases on record where a
locomotive leaves the shop and returns after performing from
55,000 to 70,000 miles without having a boilermaker in the firebox, and if you can keep the boilermakers out of the firebox
to

—

We

We

We

—

—

flue troubles.
I don't want to get into a
discussion of how flues should he welded, but there is only one
method of properly welding tubes. Tubes should be prepared
the same as you did when you handled them by a boilermaker,
The electric welding arc is the
namely, the copper gasket.
only thing that you can properly weld a small tube with and
not preheat it. With the aid of the copper gasket, if any diflficulty should be experienced with the flue while in service, you
can go to it with your prosser expander, just the same as you

you keen down your

could before.

Mr. Pickard (D., L. & W.) / move you that the report he
received and the committee continued, and the subject of combustion chambers be referred to the same committee.
(The motion was seconded and upon being put to vote was
:

carried.)

Report of Committee on Locomotive Headlights
REPORTS of
the Headlight Committee have been in
the nature of results obtained by tests of electric
headlights and at the time
they were made and conclusions reached, most railroad men, especially in

much experimentation it was decided in 1915 to subthe incandescent carbon filament lamp for the arc
light and a remarkable improvement in cost and operation
was shown, the light being steady, uniform and more reliable.
It was also possible to have a smaller lamp in the same
headlight casing, so that by use of a switch it could be used
when the larger lamp was objectionable at stations or on
double track. On account of the lack of efficiency in the
carbon lainp it was necessary to use a comparativ.ely large

thickly congested territory,

generator with an accompanying high steam consumption
and trouble was still experienced with the governor, and
bearings had to be frequently lubricated or the machine was
out of commission.
Improvements in electric lamp construction gave us the
tungsten filament with its increased efficiency, so that for
the same amount of current, very much greater illumination
was furnished, but the frailty of this filament caused considerable trouble and failures. The lamp manufacturers later furnished a type of lamp with a short, stiiT filament that was
very rugged and thus the annoyance of failures from this
cause was overcome. The greater efficiency of the lamps
enabled a very much smaller unit, with decreased steam consumption to be used, and at about this time the lubricating
devices were improved so that instead of having to oil the
b.earings about every eight hours they would run for several
months without attention.

'ERETOFORE,

H"

where high-powered
lights had not been tried,

and

were satisfied that such a
device was a menace to the
safe operation of a busy
railroad and should not be
Now that the elecused.
tric headlight is with us to
stay, it may be in order to
H. T. Bentley
refresh our memories, to
give a brief history of its
Chairman
evolution, and after that,
see what is still further needed to make the apparatus as
reliable as any other part of the locomotive.
The first arc light was operated in the early eighties by an
oscillating engine, which later was changed into a turbine
for furnishing the power and this method, with modifica.tions
and improvements, is still in use. Objections to the arc light
were many, among them being the necessity for continually
changing carbons, the tremendous heat generated, the unreliability and variety in the intensity and direction of illumination and the burning out of carbon holders and other parts
There was no way of dimming or softenof the apparatus.
ing the light, and on account of its brilliancy it was very
objectionable at stations or when passing trains on double
track, etc.
As an advertising medium and on single-track
roads, particularly in the West, it was fairly successful except for failures, some of which are mentioned above.

After

stitute

A dimming device was later designed, so that instead of
using two lamps, one of which had to be out of focus, the
250-watt lamp in focus could be used for road work or
through the medium of a resistance of 3.12 ohms could be
reduced by the movement of a switch so that it was not obThe difficulty of
jectionable to an engineman opposing it.
properly focusing the lamp was taken care of by a device
which enabled this to be done quickly and properly.
In the .earlier recommendations of the A. R. M. M. Association committee, a 6-volt system was suggested, but on
account of train-lighting systems being 32 volts, this voltage
is now generally used for headlighting equipment and on
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scviT.iI
linlit

niacliinc

coaches ar.c linl)tc(l from tlic
To take care' of thi-. work a 2Vj or 3

Iliads, siiluirh.iii

i'nuii)iiu'iit.
is

lu-.-id-

k. \v.

iisctl.

Towards

tlio end of 1915 cxpcriiiu-nts witc made with
storage hatterics to furnish current for the lieadliKht. This
eiiuipment K'^'ve Rood results except for lamp trouble, which
difficulty was later overcome. l)ut its first cost was so high
and tlie leni;th of time consumed cliarvjinn batteries so Krcat,
where facilities were i)rovided for that purpose, that its use

was abandoned.
The headli(,'iit

rcllect(^r, silver plated, Rive considerable
with tarnisiiinK, and a glass reflector that can be readkept clean is very desirable.
Several makers liavc put

trouI>le
ily

such reflectors on tlie market.
Acetylene gas was tried for headliglits on a luiniber of
roads, some using a generator apparatus on the engine while
others used asetylene stored in tanks.
With the former practice serious accidents occurred, due to men with open torches
cleaning out tlie spent carbide before all of the gas had been
dissipated, while the storage tanks rc(|uired considerable
work to replace them when discharged. The light furnished
was of good quality, but due to breakage of piping, clogging
of burners, and the troubles mentioned above, the use of
acetylene for headliglit jnirposes was discontinued.
The amount of light necessary on a swith engine must be
considered not only from the engineer's requirements but
Complaints
also from the switchman's stafety standpoint.
are continually being inade by the former that the light is
bright
enough
from
that
it
not
and
the latter
is too strong,
but by using a 40-watt lamp in a clean reflector, ample light
is furnished to comply with the 300-ft. requirement of the
law and not be objectionable to the switchmen.
There appears to be a demand in some quarters for an
enclosed type of switch of more rugged construction and
conveniently located within reach of the engineer, as complaints are made that the single-pole double-throw switch
as generally used is not very satisfactory.
Failures frequently occur from broken steam pipes, broken
field lead, excessive voltage, ground brush holders, loose
connections, worn bearings and excessive valve travel, but
the manufacturers and repair men are making much progress
in the correction of these difificulties and we soon will have
the headlight equipment as free from troubles as any properly
designed machine.
Through the courtesy of the Association of Railway Electrical Engineers, the committee has been furnished with
their report on this subject, and with their permission it is
presented by us. We believe it gives a great deal of technical information from men well qualified to handle the subject, so that by a thorough discussion of this we will be in
very much better position to know what is the best practice
and be governed accordingly.
The report is signed by H. T. Bentley (Chairman), Chicago & North Western; D. F. Crawford, Locomotive Stoker
Co.; C. H. Rae, Louisville & Nashville; F. A. Torrey, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; M. K. Barnum, Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad; Henry Bartlett, Boston & Maine; VV. H.
Flynn, Michigan Central; W. O. Moody, Illinois Central,
and A. R. Ayers, New York, Chicago & St. Louis.

Exhibit

A

Report of Committee on Electric Headlights A. R. E. E.
The committee, in submitting the following recommendations for standard practice for conduiting and wiring locomotive headlight equipment, has in mind the n.ecessity of
installing a conduit system that will insure good service
and one that can readily be removed and applied with a
mininmm amount of labor, recognizing the fact that the installation is not p.ermanent, as the engine may have to be
stripped at any time to allow for repairs to the boiler, cab
or other parts of the locomotive. It has, therefore, been the
object of the committee to arrange the conduit plan so that
the conduits could be removed with the wiring intact and
placed in suitable racks ready to be reapplied to the engine
when the engine repairs have been completed. Inasmuch as
the installation of the conduit on the engine is usually the
last thing to be done, the factor of time is an important element to be considered. The mor.e simple the system of wiring and less complicated the conduit plan, the more readily
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cm the men who maint.iin and inst.ill it do their work. The
item of expense is one that enters largely in the re-application of the conduit .ind wiring as well as the first cost of
installation, and the committee has tried to keep in mind
the practicability
point of view.

of the

installation

from the maintaincrs'

Equipment
recommended

an incandescent electric headlight
be adopted with a 5(K)-vvatt turbf) generat(^r, cajjable of developing ^2 volts with full load on at a steam pressure of
125 pounds, the governor to regulate the speed of the turbine properly between steam ranges of 125 to 200 pounds.
It is recommended that manufacturers of electric headliglit equipiuent adopt a universal standard sie of ball bearing which will be interchangeable and can be purchased on
(No. 305 recommended.)
the open market.
Owing to the transfer of motive power to foreign territory, the method of mounting the turbo generator should be
standardized to facilitate interchanging of equipment. It is
recommened that the spacing of bolt holes for mounting the
turbo generators be the same on all makes of e(|uipment,
and that the thickness of the legs of the turbo generator be
standard so that a standard size stud bolt can be used.
It

is

Installation of

liiat

Turbo Generator

—Location

of

Turbo

Generator
The turbo generator shall be located on the top of the
boiler as near the cab as practicable, with the dynamo end
toward the side of the boiler ecprpped with the conduit system (preferably the left or fireman's side of the locomotive).
Where locomotive conditions will not permit the location of
the generator set at th.s pomt, it is recommended that the
turbo generator be located on the left side and longitudinally
with the boiler, the turbine end toward the locomotive cab
and in a position not to obstruct the vision of the fireman.
Under no condition should the exhaust pipe of the turbine
be attached in any way to the cab. Where it is necessary to
the equipment lorward of the center or at the front
end of the locomotive, a f^J-in. extra heavy pipe should be
run under the lagging next to the boiler for the steam supply
place

to prevent steam condensation or freezing of this pipe
severe weather). It is recommended that the turbo generator be secured to the boiler with %-in. stud bolts.

(th-s

in

Piping for Steam Connections, Etc.
The steam connection shall be not less than yi-in.

extra
fountain in the cab to the
turbine in such a manner that the line will drain from the
Where the pipe can not be
throttle valve to the turbine.
drained direct to the turbine, the low point in the line should
be inside the cab and a drain pipe placed with a suitable
valv.e conveniently located so that the engineer can open
and drain the steam line when the turbine is not running
Where the steam line is
(this to prevent the pipe freezing).
brought through the cab, a clearance of at least J/2 in. should
be maintained around the pipe so that any movement of the
break the pipe connections. Where the pipe
cab will not
passes through the cab, th.e hole shall be closed with a
weather-proof cover that will allow for a free movement of

heavy

pipe

carried

from

the

the pipe.
It is recommended that two. valves be used in the steam
supply pipe, the one at the manifold or source of steam supply and the other to be within easy reach of th.e engineer.
Vvhere this valve can not be so placed, an extension handle
should be used removed from the hot steam pipe so there
will be no danger of the engineer burning himself in turning
the valve on or off.

—

Conduit and Wiring
The conduit system and wiring

Locomotive Wiring.

—

for

the .electric headlight equipment on the locomotive boiler
The wires from
shall utilize the hand rail where possible.
the turbo generator set shall run to the cab and to the front
end of the locomotive in the hand-rail conduit (preferably
on the left or fireman's side). This hand rail shall be of
standard galvanized electric-conduit of not less than 1 in.
inside diameter.
The conduit shall b.e supported and secured to the boiler
by special hand-rail columns, provided with a detachable part
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or cap to facilitate the removal of the hand-rail conduit as a
unit intact. This conduit shall in no case he less than 4 in.
above the engine jacket and shall have at least 2]/i in. clear-

ance over all pipes on the engine boiler. A suitable weatherproof box with a terminal block or disconnecting device
should be located on the front of the cab where the wire
enters, so that the wires may be readily disconnected. The
connection between the hand-rail conduit and the junction
box shall be a non-rigid connection ('34-in. flexible steel
conduit with suitable fittings recommended).
A suitable
weather-proof fitting or terminal box shall be placed at the
end of the handrail conduit with non-rigid connections between the classification lamps and the headlight case. This
flexible connection shall be of sufficient length to permit the
opening of the door on the front of the boiler without necessitating the
removal of the headlight case. All conduits
should be supported in a manner that will give at least 2 in.
clearance above the boiler and in no case shall the flexible
(This being unprotected
conduit rest on the smoke box.
with lagging, is the hottest plac.e on the locomotive boiler.)
The connection between the terminal box and the classification lamp should be so arranged that it can be easily disconnected either at the terminal box or a.t the lamp.
Cab Conduit. The wiring in the cab shall preferably be
installed in Yi-'wi. rigid steel conduit so applied that it may
be removed intact (approved electrical fittings to be used
throughout), and where conditions permit of such location,
the conduit fittings for drop cords to gage lights should be

—

Ficf.
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pole, double-throw switch, a common wire terminal, resistance unit and Edison plug cut-out, all mounted on the same
base, and placed on the side of the cab within easy reach
The wires from the terminal box at the
of the engineer.
front of the cab to the distribution center may be run in
flexible conduit, loom, or can be taped and cleated, but in
no case shall it be a fixed part of the conduit system for the
cab light circuits.
Open wiring for the cab lights (properly installed) is acSee proposed conduit plans, Fig. F Road Engines,
ceptable.
Fig. G
Switch Engines.

—

—

Switch Board Panels

— The

switchboard for road engines shall
consist of a singlepole, double-throw switch, one resistance
unit, a common wire terminal and one single branch, twoplug Edison cut-out, all mounted on the same base. The
cab switch should be so connected that when the blade of
the switch is in the forward position full voltage is impressed
on the headlight lamp and when in the opposite position

Road Engines.

(See
the dimming resistance is cut in the headlight circuit.
One side of the classification and
wiring diagram Fig. F2.)
cab light circuits should be fused with 10-ampere Edison
Fusing of the main headlight circuit is not
fuse plugs.

recommended.

—

Switch Engines. -The switch board for engines in switching or. back-up service having front and rear headlights,
shall

consist of a special single-pole, double-throw switch.

0~ Conduit Arrangement forSwifch Engines.

Conduit Arrangements for Road and Switch Engines
placed on the ceiling of the cab in front of and not directly
over the boiler in order that they may be readily accessible.
detachable fitting should be provided for the water glass,
lubricator, air and steam gage lights, to facilitate the renewal
or repairs to drop cords in case of trouble; (it is advisable
to fuse each of these individual drops; armored cord or
flexible steel conduit has not been satisfactory and is not
recommended). No. 16 or No. 18 cotton-covered lamp cord

A

tubing has proven
tubing is used the gage
lamps and conduit fitting should be provided with a cover
bushing or fitting having a ^-in. opening with a cupped
recess, that will allow the tubing to pass through and form
a knot so that the strain is taken on the tubing and not
on the wire. This is formed in the tubing by turning in the

drawn through a ^-in.

the best for this service.

flexible asbestos

Where

this

ends on the cord.
Where the gage lights do not come directly under the
fittings, some provision should be made to loop back and
secure the drop cord so that it does not come in contact
with hot steam pipes or the head of the boiler.
The conduit system in the cab should not be rigidly attached to the distributing center, neither should the conduit
placed on the ceiling of the cab be rigidly connected to the
conduit placed on the sides of the cab (the motion of the
cab having a tendency to break the fittings or loosen the
conduit). The distribution center shall consist of a single

common

wire terminal and single-branch, two-plug Edison
(A four-position switch
Off Position Blade at
is
Forward, front headlight full voltcenter.
First Position
age.
Second Position Forward, both headlights full voltage.
First Position
Reverse or back, rear headlight full
voltage.
Second Position Reverse or back, both headlight

mounted on the same base.
recommended, wired as follows)

cut-out,

—
—
—

:

—

—

voltage.
Where desired to dim headlights, the standard resistance
unit can be cut in series with the center contact at the switch
blade, with a separate 10-ampere snap switch (or preferably
a toggle switch) to short circuit and cut out this unit when
When desired to dim one or both of the headnot used.
lights, this switch should be open or off and to impress full
voltage on the lamps the switch should be in the normal
position, which is on or closed, the headlight circuit not to
(See wiring diagram. Fig. G 2.) The 100-watt headbe fused.
lamps should be placed forward of the focal position in the
reflector, so as to spread and not to throw a beam of light.
It is recommended that a dimming resistance which will
reduce the voltage of the headlight lamp approximately one(A standard 3.12-ohm resistance unit 8half be used.
ampere capacity be used with 250-watt, 32-volt headlight
lamp to comply with the Interstate Commerce Commission
Wiring for signal lamps on
ruling in this connection.)
engines in switching service is not recommended.
full
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Connection Between Engine and Tender. -WliiTf ;i lioadis placed on the i-nKinc ti-n.liT, a di-tacliabli-, approved
iockiMR type of connector with flexible steel conduit coniieclion slumld l)e made between tlie enciiie tender and the
n'afcr

25,

1919

Lamps
icconunendcd that a 15-watt S-17-34 volt special cab
lamp he used in cabs, signal or engine number lights, and all
oilier outlets other than tlie headlight lamp.
It is recom-

linlit

I<^

June

It

is

Cage Liahf

Sfeam Ooge Ughf
Lubricafor L ijh f
Leff Signal Lamp

Edison Plug CufOvf m'fh
Edison 10 Amp. Fuse Plugs

Oenerolo
Engine Number L amp
Headlig/if Lamp

Fixfvres

(^1

izk'x

Moon fed on

NolZIVire

No 14 Wre fo Engine

14'Board

Number Lighfs
Righ / Signal Lamp
Fig.

F

2.

— Wiring

Diagram

(It is recommended that this connection be made between the roof of the cab and the top of the tender, leavingslack in the flexible contluit to allow for the swing of the
tender. This conduit to be carried back far enough to keep
The location of the connjctor and
clear of the gangway.
?onduit under the step of the cab is not recommended on
account of steam and water conditions.)
Control of Classification Lamps. A key socket should be
used in each classification lamp to require the enginernen to

cab.

—

Road Engines

for

mended that a 250-watt G-30-32 volt concentrated filament
lamp be used for headlights on road engines. It is recomm,ended that a 100-watt G-25-32 volt concentrated filament
lamp be used on switch or back-up service engines.
Discussion
Bentlcy: I would like to ask that the privilege of the
floor be given to E. \V. Jansen, electrical engineer of the Illinois
Central, chairman of the headlight committee, but before we
M-r.

Wafer Oa^ Li^f) f
o

Sfeam Oage Lighf
Lubricafor Lighf

Resistances
_Edison Plug Cuf'Ouf
Edison 10 ^mp. Base Fuse Plugs

Common Ifire Termmal
/fear

J^

/

Headligfif(^\

Lamp

Fig.

G

2.

— Wiring

Diagram

light it, thus insuring that the lamps are
burning. A switch in the cab for controlling these lamps is
The connections to the classification
not recommended.
lamps should be made at the conduit junction box or at the
lamp, which will readily permit of their removal, the connection to be weather-proof and not a part of the lamp supporting bracket.
Type of Wire

go to the lamp to

The wire from the generator to the cab switch and to the
headlight lamp should be No. 12 AWG. The wire for cab
lights, classification lamp or engine-number lights may be
No. 14 AWG. The use of standard rubber covered and slowburning weather-proof wire has not proven satisfactory for
resisting heat, moisture, oil and mechanical strains under
conditions existing in locomotive service. A wire, therefore,
with insulation that will not deteriorate nor adhere to the
conduit at a temperature of less than 225 degr,ees P., and
which will not be affected by oil, water or mechanical strains,
peculiar to locomotive service conditions within a period of
Where stranded wire is used,
five years, is recommended.
lug terminals should be provided or the ends of wires
soldered.

for Switch

\ Genera for

Q

Fronf
Headlighf

Lamp

Engines

I would like to make a few remarks.
The report
"The turbo generator shall be located on top of the boiler

call

on him

says

:

as near the cab as practicable, with the dynamo end towards
the side of the boiler equipped with the conduit system (prefer-

We

ably the left or fireman's side of the locomotive)."
had a
large number of locomotives equipped with the generator located
just ahead of the cab, and during the cold weather the condensation from the exhaust pipe was so bad that it frosted the
windows, and we designed an exhaust head which took care of
I don't
that condensation and made it generally satisfactory.
see why the manufacturers could not get up a very simple
exhaust head and attach it to their electric generators so that
everybody could have the benefit of that device, when the
generator is located just ahead of the cab. Where it is located
on the smokebox, as you will notice it on some of them. I don't
think the necessity for such an exhaust head is quite as apparent.

Referring to the piping for the steam connections, we have
had quite a number of cases where the steampipe connections
to the turbo-generator have broken off and a suggestion has
been made that a flexible connection be made at that point so as
to overcome that difficulty.
Under the heading of "Switch Engines." it is suggested that
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the lOU-watt headlight lamp should be placed forward of the focal
position in the rcllector, so as to spread and not to throw a
beam of light. As 1 understand it, the recommendation is that

instead of having a 25-watt lamp, as this committee recommends,
in focus, the A. R. E. E. committee recommended a 100-watt
lamp out of focus, so that instead of having a beam of light,
the light is diffused, making it less objectionable for the switchI don't believe that we ought to use a resistance on a
switch engine with the 25-watt lamp, and without a resistance
there is absolutely no difficulty in complying with the requirements of the law, perfectly satisfactory to the engineer and also
safe for the switchman to operate.
Under "control of classification lamps," the Electric Committee recommended that a key socket should be used in each classification lamp to require the engineman to go to the lamp to
The original
light it, thus insuring that the lamps are burning.
installation on most railroads was to have a switch in the cab
by which the blizzard lamps could be operated. The light could
be turned on and off at will, but with the very large engines,
the blizzard lamps being located directly in front of the smokebox, some objection has been raised that the engineer cannot
tell whether his classification markers are burning or not, and
therefore, for the purpose of knowing that the lights are burnI
don't
ing, it is recommended that the key socket be used.
know that there is any objection to that. It is certainly very
desirable to know that when you turn a switch your lamps are
burning, and if you can't see it from the back of the engine,

man.

I presume the next best thing is to go up ahead and have a
key socket and know that the lamp is there and burning. One
case was brought to my attention where the man turned the
switch on and started out, and did not have any light because somebody had taken the lamp out of his classification
markers.
Discussing the question of lamps, it is stated that a 100-watt
concentrated filament lamp should be used on switch or back-up
I have been talking to a member of the elecservice engines.
trical associations, and he says that "backing-up" engines means
switch engines, that is, yard engines. Where an engine is in
back-up service in road service, of course, a 250watt lamp
would have to be used, just the same as it would have to be used
at the head end.

In closing, I want to say that the headlight lamp manufacturers and headlight manufacturers themselves are deserving
of a tremendous lot of credit for the co-operation and assistance they have given the railroads in working out a hundred and

one

difficulties that

The Chairman:
tee.

A

we had to contend with.
You have heard the report

motion that

it

of the commithe received and ot'cncd for discussion

will be in order.

(The motion was made and

W.

carried.)

In regard to the location of turbogenerators and, in fact, a good many of the recommendations
of the committee, the Electrical Engineers' Association sent a
questionnaire to twenty-one of the leading roads which we knew
had had electric headlights in service for a great many years.
great deal of our report is from a tabulation of the majority
replies of those different roads as to what they thought the best
practice or the practice they were using. The installation of the
turbo-generator on the left-hand side was voted by a majority
E.

Jansen ((I. C.)

:

A

of the roads as being the best place on heavy power. Where
the turbo-generator is located at the front end of the engine it
entails considerable steam piping and quite a loss, and located
near the cab on the left-hand side it was away from the water
pumps on the right-hand side. On the larger engine you cannot
locate it just on top of the boiler in front of the cab for the
reason that there is no space at that point, so it was located on
the left-hand side, where the fireman could maintain both the
steam and electric ends in case of trouble. By having the conduit

on the left-hand side, on locomotives with the headlight on the
smokebox, particularly with the door opening on the left-hand
side, it did not necessitate cables and flexible connections going
across the front of the boiler.

As regards the 100-watt lamp, that type lamp was recommended mostly on account of the government requirements si)ecifying 250-watt lamps being used for road engines and 100 for
switch engines. On some tests that were made with the lOO-watt
lamp it was found easy to see a man on the track on a dark night
with dark clothes a distance of 300 ft., but with the 50 and 25-

1757

watt lamps you could not see anytlnng under operating conditions
as we find them, especially witii the reflector ill clouded up and
out of condition and dirty.
We don't think the lOO-watt lamp is altogether satisfactory;
in fact, the average switchman complains of the 25-watt lamp,
and I think the special effort of the manufacturers should be to
develop reflectors that will prevent the strong light and glare of
the lOO-watt lamp, or the stronger sizes, and to have the rays
so arranged that they will be reflected down on the step particularly.
Most switchmen complain that they look at the light and
then can't see the step.
By having a small deflector in front
of the lamp and a proper reflector you could do away with that
glare and throw the light down where it is needed. But I doubt,
with the 25-watt lamp, with poor headlights where the mirror is
not clean and smoke in the yard, if you will be able to see anywhere near 300 ft.
As regads the wiring of cabs, there was a great deal of discussion as to whether to place the wiring in a conduit or to
use open wiring, but a great many complaints are received
on the last government engines. One road says that after
the first six months or year they had to re-wire the cabs.
But I think that is a matter of application. If the conduit is
properly applied in the cab, placed where it is accessible, and
the conduit leading down the side of the cab is not originally
carelessly placed, and the conduit on the roof, I don't think
there will be any trouble with conduit cab wiring.
The question also came up of having steel flexible covered
drop cord. There are probably some makes of this cord with
proper fittings that can be made up without any trouble, but
the roads have tried this out and had lots of trouble. They
are using ordinary lamp cord drawn through asbestos tubing, wiring the ends together.
This tubing takes the strains
off the connectors both on the rosette on the wall of the
cab and in the socket at the lamp.
have recommended
that a rosette or the fitting at the ceiling where this cord and
gage light is attached to the conduit system be such that if
we had to change a length, or that the cord broke or became grounded or any trouble developed, the lubricator feed
lights would go out and we could just take that one cord
and put in another and take the cord to the shop and re-

We

pair

it.

The question came up

also about fusing circuits,
did not believe in fusing the main headlight circuit,
do know that the other lights are liable to be put
their circuit, and for that reason we placed no fuse

but we
but we
out by

on the
headlight circuit, because you can keep running with the use
of lanterns; the main thing is to keep your headlight going
and not have an engine collision.
A. G. Trumbull (Erie): There are two paragraphs of the
report that have been somewhat interesting to me. One is
the suggestion that the brackets for the application of the
units be standardized. The application of electric headlight
equipment is proceeding with considerable rapidity and in
the natural order of events as prescribed by the Association's
It seems to me
standard can only be adopted after 1921.
that this is of sufficient importance to receive consideration
and be available for adoption by the railroads at an earlier
date, and I suggest that that possibly might be accomplished
through the medium of the General Committee.
It is also proposed, and of course, applies to the electrical
association, but I observe the committee recommends that a
book of instruction on the maintenance of electric headlight
equipment be compiled for guidance in headlight maintenI
have always believed that the Master ISlechanics'
ance.
Association or the Mechanical Section of the A. R. A., as it
now is, should take the lead in adopting standard practices of

That is a very important thing, and it seems
that the association should take such steps as are necessary to bring that formally before the convention next year
in order tha twe may have a standard practice w-th respect
maintenance.
to

me

locomotive headlight equipment.
Mr. Jansen: I will say that the Association of Electrical Engineers has practically concluded a book for standard maintenance and installation. We intend to print it and give it to
all our members, and we also intend to furnish the chairman
of the Headlight Committee <if the A. R. .\. with a copy of it.
from both the maintenance and the
It goes into the question
In regard to classification lights going
installation standpoint.
to

to the front,

we

felt

it

very important that the fireman or en-
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1
think that
there should either be a key socket on the classification light
or else a switch such as tlie Pennsylvania is using in the headliglit, so that the man has to go to the front end and know the
lights are hurning.
1
also want to say there is a lot of room
for developin.i; of lica\ ier
not heavy enough.

litlinys.

Tlie

standard

fittings

arc

;

Mr. Jansen: 1 think you will find the A. R. A. rules cover that
very specifically.
had that up on our road and found, I
believe, that you had to blanket the light.
In regard to lights
on switching engines, I think you will have to have a 100-watt
lamp, at least, or something larger than the 2S-watt lamp, to
reach the 300- ft. ruling, and if you have that you almost have to
have a dimmer. It doesn't cost much more, and yiu will need
it in the event you should let that switch engine go out on the
road. That is the reason we put that in. It is there for use in
emergency if ever required.

We

The chairman of
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be liirncd on by a snap switch and not necessitate the engineer
going out front.
Mr. VVoodbridge I would liqe to suggest, too, if some of
these commilties have not already done so, that they recommend the most suitable location f(ir the gemrator on the boiler.
Placing it out on the smoke box reiiuircs an additional 30 or 40
ft. of pipe wiiich should be insulated.
also would like to
I
recommend that the members of this association consider very
carefully the location of the gages and also the eliminating of
the lighting in cabs.
It is a very general practice to keep the
dynamos running all the time, and that is very wasteful.
W. J. Bohan (N. P.): Mr. Chairmanui, in regard to classification lamps, it seems to me the trouble could be overcome
by putting the two lamps in series with the third lamp in the
cab, so that the engineer would have a warning in case the classificati(jn lamps were not burning.
I'-.
F(jr such a scheme, you must have
W. Jansen (I. C.)
two lights in series, using 15-volt lamps. This would require
you to carry a si)ecial lamp, which is not advisable, as in renewing lamps you are liable to place a 15-volt lamp in some other
part of the engine, causing it to burn out, or a 32-volt lamp would
liurn only dimly if used in the series socket.
.\nother thing should be considered all road engines should
have a white light at the top of the center of the tank, to be
used when taking the engine through the yard. We shc)uld consider wiring the tender the same as for switch engines, put a
lamp at the top of it at the l)ack, and instead of using a ladder,
making it an ordinary fixture, with a standard white lens, set
with a slot to throw light down on the track on the engineer's
We cannot
side, so that he can know if the light is burning.
get the light high enough to see over the coal pile without inOnly
terfering with the water spout, or having it broken off.
two sizes of lamps should be carried on an engine: a 25watt
lamp for main headlight and a 15-watt lamp for all other loca:

:

D. G. Redding (P. & L. K.) ] would like to ask if the committee has done anything or whether it feels it is within its
province, to put out rules for the operation of lights along the
road.
We made some observations recently and could not find
there were any lixed rules that seemed to be consistent for all
roads as to the dimming of lamps, methods of operating them
when meeting approaching trains and similar matters.

Mr. Barnum

June

the committee calls attention

to the importance of going to the glass reflector.

The probable

—

tions.

We

are using a separate conO & W.)
for the wiring, using standard electrical fittings, and so
far have had no trouble. The illustration of road engines shows
the location of the headlight on the door of the smokebox, and
on switch engines on the top of the smokebox. I have noticed
B. P. Flory (N. Y.

:

reason for this is the rapid deterioration of the silvered copper
reflector. The value of the new silvered reflector of the standard
18-in. dimension is somewhere around three to four times the
average. The reader of the paper called attntion to the manu-

duit

facturers endeavoring to manufacture an 18-in. glass reflector. I
don't consider that the 18-in. reflector law is one of the Medes
and Persians. I think the first thing we should do is to find

number of roads have the headlight casting on top of
some on the door, and some above the door of
the smoke-box. The question has been brought up on our road
that the use of a flexible conduit should be done away with, as

out what glass reflector will comply w-ith the law.
Tests that I have recently had the opportunity of making indicate that a 16-in. glass reflector of proper design will fulfill the
requirements.
The glass reflector, of course, has a constant
reflecting value it also has other values due to the refraction of
glass and dispersion values, and the more shallow the lens the
better headlight you get. The lens errors creep into the lighting
of your right-of-way, and I would suggest that the committee's
work include, during the coming year, carefully looking into the
proper size of a glass reflector headlight, not only the contour
and specifications for the glass, but the mounting of the glass
and the best ventilation of the cage.
I think there are possibilities of doing a great deal toward
ventilating a .glass reflector to reduce breakage due to heat and
using the high candle power lamp to a minimum. There is also
a great deal that can be done in the more careful selection of
metal in the construction of headlights, because we know that
since we have eliminated the oil lamp from the headlight and
gotten away from the use of kerosene corrosion is very rapid. I
believe that on some of the loocomotives we have been reciving
latly deterioration has already set in so rapidly that probably
cages will have to be renewed within a year. Cast iron affords
a remedy for this trouble. I believe that a cast-iron headli.eht
can be made that will last almost indefinitely, and that the
headlight can be made dust-proof to such an extent that the
reflecting values will be almost constant. I would like to recommend that that be considered in the next year's action of the
committee.
;

I

would

also like

to

call

attention

to

the

remark made

in

connection with classification lamps. There is a little bit to be
said in connection with the engineer going out to see whether
his classification lamps are burning and a little to be said against
it, on the basis of safety.
Perhaps the classification lamps could
be so located that thev would be visible from the cab and could

that a

the smokebox,

far

as

possible,

and

it

is

question

a

whether the headlights

should be located on top of the smokebox or just above the
door.

&

N. W.)
The cast-iron headlight is pracbut due to some difficulties in the foundry,
we have not been successful in the manufacture of it.
hope
that some manufacturer will make a cast-iron headlight which
can be produced in a satisfactory manner.
In regard to Mr. Trumbull's question about the standard
spacing, I think you will find that the manufacturers are getting to a common basis for a standard bolt spacing for the
headlight generator, and if any man desires to apply a new
headlight he will have to conform to the standards agreed upon
by the manufacturers of headlihts for the standard locomotives.

H. T. Bentley (C.

:

tically indestructible,

We

J. Bohan (N. P.): We have used the cast iron headon our switching engines, and w-e have had no trouble
in obtaining them.
H. M. Curry (N. P.): I agree with what Mr. Bentley sasy,
about a fireman coming to the front end to turn on the lights,
to a limited degree only. We have used electric headlights
on the Northern Pacific a great many years, and to my
knowledge there has been no such instance as that which he
reports that has ever occurred on our line. We have used
them many years. If an engineer gets an order to carry a
signal, perhaps in the winter time, it is a real job for the
engineer or fireman to get up on to the front end of the locomotive and turn on these lights. Our men have not been subjected to that necessity. I mention this because we are endeavoring to adopt labor saving devices. I believe that this
is a necessary move, and in the right direction.
A motion that the committee be continued and enlarge the

W.

light

scope of the investigations zvhich they are to carry on.
The motion zvas put to vote and carried.

i
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Report of Committee on Superheater Locomotives

T

HE COMMITTEE suB^rITS

the following report on superheated

locomotives:

Superheating Existing Locomotives

Tile superheat scliednle was somewhat delayed during the
past few years, due to the shortage of labor and material

caused by the war. Of the railroads reporting, practically
are going to the piston valve when superheating, either
by changing to piston valve cylinders or applying a piston
valve steam chest.
One railroad, in superheating cross-compound locomotives, retained the slide valve on the low pressure side, using a double ported slide valve. T'hose reporting
as retaining slide valves used bronze valves.
In applying new
cylinders new modern valve gears were applied to the locomotives.
Considerable trouble was experienced in using the
piston valve steam chest due to leaks and rapid wear. These
defects have been overcome in the later designs. When superheat valve stem packing is used the life of the packing is about
all

the

same

as that of a saturated locomotive.

Lubrication of Superheated Locomotives

On

the railroads using slide val'>cs no change was made in
the oiling or lubricating devices when bronze valves were used,
but where the original cast-iron valves were used some trouble
with cutting the seats was experienced. The application of an
additional system of graphite lubrication stopped the trouble.
The hydrostatic lubricator is still the standard for all locomotives and results from its use are satisfactory in most
number of the railroads have taken up force feed
cases.
lubrication, using a plunger type of lubricator As this practice
of lubrication is very recent and data as to the performance

A

committee does not feel justified in making any
recommendation, but it is the opinion of the railroads using
them that the force feed lubricator when in good condition will
distribute the oil more economically, positively and regularly
limited, the

than the hydrostatic lubricator. It has the advantage of being
outside the cab and requiring no special attention of the engineman, as the feeds are set and the lubricator stops feeding
when the locomotive stops. Sufficient information is. not at
hand to judge as to the life of packing rings and bushings: it
is the opinion of the committee that the life will be increased,
but is unable to say to what extent.
Cylinder feeds are not extensively used and the committee
is of the opinion that they are unnecessary and should be discontinued, as it is doubtful if any benefits are derived from
their use.
The use of superheat valve
jority of railroads reporting,

is recommended by the mabut a large prcentage use the
Carbonizaordinary valve oil and claim satisfactory results.
tion is caused by the manner of operation.
Considerable trouble has been experienced with cylinder and
Much of this trouble has been overcome by
valve packing.
changing the design of the rings, which, in most cases, consisted of going from a ring, with a square cross-section, to a
narrow-faced ring, by using a better grade of material, and
by admitting steam to the cylinders while drifting. It is the
opinion of the committee that two cylinder packing rings are

ample

for

good

oil

service.

of railroads report satisfactory results from
a 50 per cent lead, 50 per cent copper mixture for piston rod
packing. Very good results have been obtained from 74 per
cent lead, 20 per cent copper and 6 per cent nickel, and 80
per cent lead and 20 per cent antimony, especially when
equipped with a hard grease piston rod lubricator, which adds
greatly to the life of the softer packing. Some railroads are
tising tandem piston rod packing, but it is the opinion of the
committee that single packing will give satisfactory results.
When automatic or manually operated drifting valves, or
drifting throttles are not used, instructions have been issued
to enginemen to drift with what is called a cracked throttle.
It is essential that steam be supplied to the cylinders while
Drifting valves are not essential, but desirable, espedrifting.
cially in a mountainous country, as the steam can be supplied
by cracking the throttle. Automatic drifting valves of a good
design are valuable as they eliminate the human element in fur-

The majority

nishing steam for drifting.

A

number

of roads are using a manually operated drifting
others are using and experimenting with automatic
valves of different makes. Fifty per cent of the roads reporting do not use steam chest relief valves, and 50 per cent do
when engines are not equipped with drifting valves or vacuum
breakers. It is the opinion of the committee that relief valves
should lie used on large power if not equipped with drifting
valves or vacuum breakers.
It is the opinion of the committee that a properly designed drifting valve will eliminate carbon deposit, aid in lubrication, and increase the life of packing.

throtte,

Maintenance
The superheater

units have failed mostly at the rear return
bend, the welded type giving the most trouble. The application of cast steel return bends has reduced this trouble. Some
failures have occurred at the front end under the ball joint.
This failure is due mainly to cinder wear, as the unit lies in
the path of the cinders drawn through the tubes at a high
velocity.
To protest against this wear, a shield of thin steel
Failures at this point are repaired
is spot welded to the unit.
by cutting off the worn part and welding on a new piece. No
particular difference has been noted in the cinder wear of a

stoker fired and hand fired locomotive.
The abrasive effect
of the cinders varies greatly with different coals.
The tools used to repair and maintain the units are those recommended by the Locomotive Superheater Company. When
units are removed, the joints should be reground and individually tested before being replaced, and collectively after being
A periodical test might be desirable, but the comreplaced.
mittee feels that it is not essential.
The majority of railroads purchase the header bolts. One
uses .988 per cent carbon steel heated to between 1,400 and
1.500 degrees F. and plunged into an oil bath, then reheated
and allowed to cool naturally. Another specifies that the material shall have a tensile strength of 90,000 lb. per sq. in., elastic limit not less than 65,000 per sq. in., and an elongation in
2 in. not less than 18 per cent. The metal should have the following chemical properties: carbon, .45 to .60 per cent, manganese, not over .70 per cent, sulphur not over .05 per cent,
phosphorus not over .05 per cent. Some use a high grade
iron without any heat treatment.
The investigation shows that in most cases a limit percentage of weight for the scrapping of superheater flues has not
been established. Some give the limit percentage as from 10
per cent to 25 per cent reduction. Some give flues the hammer
test.
Superheater flues are reclaimed by welding up pits and
It is a good practice to weld
holes worn in by steam leaks.
the large superheater flues to the back flue sheet.
Good results have been obtained from it, and the committee recom-

mends

this practice.

blown out each time the fire is
at least, at each washout period all tubes should be
thoroughly
from
end
to
end, and all accumulations recleaned
moved; special attention should be given to the superheater
The flues should be blown with a Y\ in. or y% in. pipe
flues.
and 100 lb. of air.
The method employed in testing the packing for leaks
around the outside steam pipes where they enter the smoke
bo.x is by applying a lighted torch to all surface joints while
the blower is on. Much trouble is experienced in keeping these
Different kinds of packings have been used with
joints tight.
varied results. Cement and ground magnesia have been used
success.
A mixture of ground magnesia and assome
with
phaltum applied while hot gives promise of better results; this
is due to the heat keeping the mi.xture in a semi-plastic state.
The design as used on the United States standard locomotives
gives promise of a high efficiency.
Most railroads have issued through bulletins or personally
by the road foreman, instructions not to carry over two gages
of water; this, of course, depends on the water conditions of
the locality in which the locomotive is operating. Tlie use of a
pyrometer will show the men the low temperature of the steam
resulting from carrying high water; it will also show the effect
the position of the throttle and reverse lever has on the superheat obtained. The majority of the roads prefer a wide open
All boiler tubes should be

drawn and,
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slmn

tlirottlc willi

;is

ciMulitions.

Sumo

a cut-off as iiiis.siMc

roads

claim

hcttcr

longer cut-otT ami a lighter throttle,

uiiili-r

tin-

by

results

upfiatiiiv!

usinx

bctirr

claiiniiii;

a

sup.-i-

licat.

frcnui'ut and regular firiiiR proves to 1)C the hi-st
and produces the best ilenree of superheat, but it is
essential that at all times the Hues be kept clean. The method
of lirint; depends on the tiuality of fuel used.
The report is signed by W. J. ToUcrtoii (Chairman) Chicago, Rock Island & Pacilic; H. W. Coddington, Norfolk &
Western; C. H. Hogan, New York Central; R. W. Bell, Illinois Central; W. C. A. Henry, I'ennsylvania Lines; T. Roope,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; E. W. Pratt, Chicago &
Northwestern, and G. M. Basford,
Liglit.

practice,

Discussion
The question of whether it is
Gaines (U. S. R. .\.
advisable to apply superheaters to new engines or existing engines is no longer pertinent. The question of whether a locomotive under consideration for the application of a superheater is to be kept in service a sufficient length of time to
realize a saving over the cost of installing the superheater, is
Further, considone that must be given some consideration.
eration should be given, in the selection of classes of locomoequipment,
to which class
as
superheater
tive to receive the
performs the more important service and will pay the largest
V.

F.

)

;

return on the investment.
Considering the superheater as a standard part of the locomotive, the superheater committee would be a great service
to the organization and to the railroads as a whole if it would
devote its efforts to the development of standard methods of
In making recommendaoperation, maintenance and repairs.
tions along these lines careful canvass should be made in a
a majority of the railforce
on
way to bring out practices in
roads.

The information

available

indicates that the

present report,

which makes recommendations for the benefit of approximately
250 railroads is compiled in the returns received from thirty
railroads.

To comment

specifically

on a few items

in

the report, your

attention is first called to the following paragraph
"On the railroads using slide valves a change was made in
the oiling or lubricating devices when bronze valves were used,
but where the original cast iron valve was used some trouble
was experienced with cutting the seats and the application of an
additional system of graphite lubrication stopped the trouble."
The inference to be drawn from this statements is that the
:

operation of slide valve locomotives is a general practice and
successfully accomplished without difficulty where bronze valves
are used, and where cast iron valves are used the difficulty in
lubricating shde valve locomotives is easily overcome by the
introduction of an additional system of graphite lubrication.
Out of the 35,000 locomotives operating with superheaters on
the North American continent an estimate of ten would be
ample to cover the number of these locomotives that are using
superheated steam with slide valves. With this fact in mind,
it is difficult to understand why the committee makes a statement which can be construed to recommend the use of superheated steam with slide valve locomotives. The use of superheated steam with slide valves is a dead subject in view of the
Where benefits
facilities at hand for applying piston valves.
are to be obtained in the way of increased tractive power by increasing cylinder diameter, it is economical to apply new cylinders with piston valves, and where no advantages are to be
obtained from this sourse piston valve chests are available in
order to obtain piston valves which unquestionably give satisfactory results with superheated steam.
"The hydrostatic lubricator is still the standard for all locomotives and the results are satisfactory in most cases."
The above statement is rather broad, and it is to be believed that some railroads that are obtaining satisfactory

with forced feed lubricators will have difficulty in
qualifying under the standard of hydrostatic lubricators for
all locomotives.
"Cylinder feeds are not extensively used and your committee is of the opinion that they are unnecessary and should
be discontinued, as it is doubtful if any benefits are derived
results

from

their use."

This recommendation

is

substantiated by the

statement
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"Ul ul M) rep(»rts receivi<l, 17 rei»<»rt cylinder feeds as
not essential, 11 as essential and 2 gave no refirjrt.
'Jhere is of c(nirse diversity of opinion as to the benefit resulting from the admi.ssion of oil to the cylinders. However,
the majority just cited was so small and the percentage of
the total roads represented in the report is so small that the
direct recommendations that cylinder feeds be discontinued
should meet with consi(lerai)le objection. On the assumption
that cylinder feeds are of doubtful benefit, it would seem
preferable for the cotnmittee to give the safest practice the
benelit of the doubt.
Certainly, the admission of oil to the
cylinders cannot in any way detract from better lui)ricating
conditions, or destroy lubrication; ccmsequently the use of
cylinder feeds cannot be of negative value as far as the lubrication of the surfaces in contact is concerned, and, therefore,
the uncertainty must be in favor of the cylinder feeds rather
than against them. Further, there are many railroads in the
country that have found the use of cylinder feeds beneficial
in overcoming lubrication troubles.
"The use of superheat valve oil is recommended by the majority of railroads reporting, but a large percentage use the
ordinary valve oil and claim satisfactory results from same."
This is a mere statement of facts and does not make any
delinite recommendation.
However, the situation with reference to valve oil is similar to that which applies to the use
of cylinder feed, and here, as in the case of cylinder feeds,
the committee should give the favored practice the benefit
of the doubt.
By recommending the best that is obtainable
the committee obviates the responsibility for failure.
If an
inferior quality of oil is used, the user assumes the responsibility and cannot use the reports of the Superheater Committee as a support for trouble that may follow the use of an
inferior grade of oil.
"When units are removed the joints should be reground
and individually tested before being replaced and collectively
after being replaced.
periodical test might be desirable,
but the committee feels that it is not essential."
If periodical tests will pay for themselves in reduction in
engine failures due to leaky superheater units, they are certainly to be desired and to almost be considered essential.
"The majority of railroads purchased the header bolts. One
used .998 per cent carbon steel heated to between 1400 deg. and
1500 deg. and plunged into an oil bath, then reheated and allowed
to cool naturally. Another specifies that the material shall have
a tensile strength of 90,000 lb. per sq. in., elastic limit not less
than 65,000 lb. per sq. in. and elongation in two inches not less
than 18 per cent. The metal should have the following chemical properties
Carbon .45 to .60 per cent, manganese not over
0.70 per cent, sulphur not over 0.05 per cent, phosphorus not
over 0.05 per cent.
Some use a high grade iron without any
heat treatment."
stronger recommendation for bolts would be that based on
the elastic limits and ultimate strength rather than to attempt
to cover the bolt material by a detailed chemical analysis and
definite temperatures for heat treating.
It is almost impossible
to obtain various lots of steel which will run absolutely uniform
to chemical analysis, and varying chemical analyses require different heat treatment limits in order to obtain the desired elastic
The above recipe for heat treatlimits and ultimate strength.
ment is not complete even for the chemical analysis of the material shown, inasmuch as the temperature of the reheat is not
given, nor is the process of cooling after the reheat covered.
The subject of maintenance is only just touched upon in the
committee's report. It might be thought by some that the information given covers the subject completely. Much benefit would
be derived from a complete study and report on this subject.
There are mmany other comments which could be made in
connection with the report of the Superheater Committee, but
the above covers a few points which are of most importance.
It is sevenProf. L. E. Endsley (University of Pittsburgh)
teen years since we started testing, at Purdue, on superheating
locomotives, and there are a good many representatives of roads
here today that did not have the superheater at that time.
There is one thing in this paper that I want to say a word
about, and that is the pyrometer for use on superheated locomotives.
I think that is the greatest forward step made by the
superheater people in the last decade on superheater locomotives, and you men who have been interested in superheater locomotives, and have studied the prolilem, are much interested in

tliMl
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:
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:

:
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that suljjcct. If the pxronii-tur
it

is,

it

is

the success which

will be the greatest thing to

show

1

under.staiu'

the efficiency of your

engines that you can put on them.
I have always wanted to
see just such a thing ^it is almost as necessary, in my opinion,
as the gage on the engine itself.
I had a great deal of trouble in attempting to measure the
temperature of superlicated steam by thermometers, and it is a
job which, even after you get it done, you do not know whether
you have it right, but I believe the pyrometer is the thing to-day
to be installed on the engine to give the engineman an idea of
what his superheater is doing. He will get a much better efficiency out of the engine by the use of that instrument.
I am sorry to see also that some men are still adhering tn a
common grade of lubricating oil.
tested that matter out at
Purdue, and I know, without a doubt, you will get better results
if you use a better grade of oil.
Those who are using the better
grade of oil will not want to go back to the poorer grade, and
to those who are using the poorer grade of oil I would recommend that you use the better grade of oil.
Chairman I have been chairman of the superheater committee for a number of years. I hope .with the elevation to my
new position, I may be relieved as chairman of the Superheater
committee, but I wish to say that I find this it is a difficult
matter to get information that is of interest on his one single
subject.
The superheater is an accomplished fact one hundred
per cent of the standard government locomotives were equipped
with the superheater. Almost that percentage of new locomotives were being equipped with a superheater before the government standard was issued.
On your home roads you are equipping as many locomotives
with superheaters as your facilities will permit, and there is
no question that. the equipment justifies the amount spent. Therefore I think it is fair to say that the superheater, as an economical feature of locomotive construction, is a fact, and it is hardly
necessary for further investigation to be made as to what it has
accomplished.
It would like to suggest, if the committee is
continued, that it go into the investigation of other economies
brought about in firebox construction in the past few years.
There is on the pier an exhibit of a decided improvement in
I
firebox design, which 1 think is well worth investigation.
refer to the Nicholson siphon.
On the railroad that the tests
have been made on, the performance of it is remarkable.
About one year ago w^e
H. R. Warnock (C. M. & St. P.)
equipped the first engine with two of the Nicholson thermit
siphons. This was a Consolidation engine, with 23 in by 30 in.
cylinders.
This class of engine was always considered overcylindered .and for that reason it was relegated to yard work
On this test the engine was matched up
or short run work.
against a sister engine of the same class and dimensions and put
condition
The test showed an
same
as possible.
in as near the
increase of boiler efficiency of 28 per cent, with an added increase of firebox heating surface of 53 sq. ft. There was .'^0
per cent decrease in fuel consumption per 1000 gross ton miles,
with an average increase of 7 per cent in tonnage.
I might add, as a matter of information, that this test was
run on a one-hundred-mile division in road service the ruling
grade was seventeen miles long and was from .5 to .7 per cent,
so that it gave the crew a real test on what they could do with
During this run there was no troul)le in
the new application.
thought that
furnishing all the steam that was necessary.
was quite a performance, in the absence of any figures.
The results were so gratifying tliat we have since equipped a
Mallett with three syphons, also a Pacific type passenger engine
which has a superheater, with two syphons, and later a long,
narrow firebox, on a Ten-wheel engine, with one syphon.
have not the figures as yet on these latter tests, as they are being
run now, but everything indicates that there will be a very good
performance. The question has arisen as to the maintenance
cost, and I would say that we have not had any maintenance
cost in connection with those trials. There has been no indication of broken bolts in the syphon, nor have we had any trouble
with leaky seams where the flanges are welded to the sheet.
The water condition is not bad in this district, but there is a
tendency for the formation of lime in the water. After about
one year's service, the syphon is pratically as clean as when put
in, indicating that the rapidity with which the water travels will
take care of incrustation and things of that kind.
Mr. Redding: I would like to ask one question. This paper
speaks of a satisfactory drift valve. Is there such a thing?

—

We

:

—

—

:

;
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Mr. (iaines: In the case of engines which have slide valves. I
advise you to throw the valves away, and do not etjuip any more
engines with them, whether they have bronze or graphite lubricators.
B. H. Gray (Gulf, Mobile & Nor.)
In answering the question
about the drift valve, the company I represent has b.een using the
drift valve known as the McVoy type for about two years, and
they arc very satisfactory. We have not had any carbozniation
to speak of, and use the ordinary cylinder oil.
It is such an improvement, that we have equipped all of our superheated engines
with that device.
W. H. Codidngton (N. & W.)
have the McVoy valve and
discarded it. It is operated by a vacuum in the cylinder, and
depends on the vacuum produced in the cylinder for its operation.
It is the vacuum that we want to get rid of, and we do
not want to wait for the vacuum to be set up in the cylinder
before the valve operates.
Mr. Curry: I presume Mr. Gaines refers to road engines, par:

:

We

ticularly.

Mr. Gaines: Yes, not the yard engines.
A. G. Trumbull (Erie)
I have been considering Mr. War:

nock's statement regarding the economy realized from the application of the device which he was discussing, and the figures
are so startling that I would like to inquire if he has any data
as to the ratios; that is, the evaporation per pound of fuel that
the locomotive had under the application of this particular
device.
It seems to me that if it is such an important matter
we ought not to let this occasion pass without geting all iie
informaion on it that is available.
Mr. Warnock: The entire test was published some time ago in
the Railii'ay Age and the Railway Review, and I will be glad to
send Mr. Trumbull a copy of that matter. I will say, however,
that there was no test made of the efficiency of the engine,
before and after this particular test to which I have referred.
Th engine was tested against a sister engine in the same class,
put in as near the same condition as it was possible to do.
William Schlafge (Erie) Going back to Professor Endley's
remarks on the subject of the pyrometer and its great value
in the superheater locomotive, I may say that I am with him
thoroughly on that proposition. I think it is as necessary as the
steam gage on the locomotive, and you will find that the Committee on Fuel Econemy recommended that appliance very
strongly in its first report.
At that time the system was too
delicate, but it has been improved on since, and we are getting
:

ready to put them on our equipment.
H. T. Flanagan (C. & O.)
I would like to know if the
representatives of some of the other roads have made experiments with the shields to protect the necks of the superheaters
because of their liability to be cut away by the sparks. We have
very little trouble with leaky joints, or with any other part of
the equipment, but we are having a considerable amount of
trouble from the necks of heaters cutting in two, and having to
I trust you will also help us to
;be renewed on that account.
find out what system the roads are using most economically for
grinding the joints of the superheaters. Are the roads using the
forty-'five degree angle on the header and ball joints on pipes,
or have some gone to the ball joint on both? We have tried
some of them, but it is more expensive to maintain, as the
contour has to be exactly right.
Before I became connected
F. P. Roesch (U. S. R. R. --\)
with the Conservation Section we had considerable experience
through the cutting of the small superheater units at the neck,
due to the cinder action We protected that by means of a
shield, which relieved the situation materially.
We must admit that this cutting action is due to the abrasive
action of the cinders passing through, and the more rapidly the
cinders pass through, the greater will be the abrasive action. In
pursuing some investigations, we found the conditions to be
as stated in the fourth paragraph of the last page of this report
that the air leaks around the outside steam pipe entering the
front ends were the most prolific cause of steam failures, and
This, in
also the most prolific cause for bushing the nozzle.
turn, gave greater rai>idity to the draft action and resulted in
:

:

more

cutting.

In the report of the committee it makes certain recommendaIn traveling
tions as to measures to prevent these air leaks.
over the Northwest region I found that in a number of the
moving
along
the Imes
trouble
is
are
remedies
the
we
so-called
of least resistance, and trying to get something for nothing.

:
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\vc camiiit net

only

last

it.

Tin- i>iitty .iiid i.tlur (|ui)c y.ni

for a sliort time,

lii

making

si>im-

(1\

the Milwaukee road, in order to delerniiiie
had tlie pipe packed at one end of a niiuty-inile
packing was entirely gone before we got to the
oil

put in will

iianiniiu-lcr tests
lliis

feature,

wc

and tliP
end of the

division,
(ptlur

division.

a permanent soMilwaukee, h(nvcvcr, has
.\fter packing the gland around the pipe they weld on
lO-gage sheet iron, the outer circumference heing welded to the
smoke arch and the imier circumference to the steam pijie. We
helieve that will make a good joh.
As an illustration of the elTect produced through the air
leaks which resulted in the friction of nozzles; after we had
this pipe welded up we again opened the nozzle with a resulting decrease in fuel consumption equated on the drawbar

developed

The

lution.
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and up to 21 per cent., ;inc| ;ilso an increase
the elVicieny of the engine line in the same ratio due to
the decrease in back pressure.
Mr. Trumbull: In view of the f,Kt that the m.itler of drift
valves has entered the discussion, I would like to say that so
far as we arc concerned we believe in them, because wc believe that the results of their use, in respect to improved lubrication, justify their api)lication.
If there are any members
here who are suflicientiy interested we will be very glad to
pl.ice thent in possession of information which wc believe will
be (if interest in connection with the drift valve, and to show
that it will do tiic work for which it is intended.
thai llif report he recchcd, the committee con
,/
iiintidii
tiiniid, (iiid the seof^e of its investitiation broadened to include
firebox economy nv/.v />»/ to Totc and carried.
pnll of 14. J, 17.2
in

Carbonization in Valve Chambers and Cylinders of Superheated Steam

Locomotives
By

F. P. Roesch, Supervisor, Fuel Conservation Section,

Un

above subject to the Committee on
it a good way to learn stjmething
more of a proposition in which I have always been
deeply interested, and one which I felt was beyond me to solve.
The committee, however, assigned the subject to me for an

sUGUESTiiu the
WiiKN
thought
Subjects,
I

I

individual paper.
deposits of
I shall refer first, to the so-called carbonization or
foreign matter in valve chambers, passages, etc., usually called
carbonized oil. As a matter of fact this term is a misnomer, as
analysis made by Dr. P. H. Conradson, Chief
Chemist, 'Galena Signal Oil Company, (p. 169, March, 19, 1912,
Proceedings o fthe Western Railway Club, and May, 1915, Proceedings of the Cincinnati Railway Club), the composition of
four samples being as follows

shown bv an

1st

Sample.

per cent, thick oil.
2.60 per cert, oily, gummy matter.
,
,
,
,
„ s
57.15 per cent, carbonaceous combustible matter (coal and coke matter;.
26.90 per cent, red ash, principally iron oxide, silicious matter.
non-magnetic,
was
deposit
the
matter,
and
oily
oil
the
After removing
indicating practical freedom from metallic iron.
13. .^5

2d Sample.
per cent, thick oil.
per cent, oily, gummy matter.
wearings.
per cent, iron metal
per cent, iron oxides and silicious matter.
per cent, carbonaceous combustible matter.
After extracting the oil and oily matter, the deposit was
magnetic, containing a large amount of metallic iron.

24.25
0.80
48.78
8.18
17.87

very strongly

3rd Sample.
6.45 per cent, oil and oily matter.
35.70 per cent. coky. carbonaceous combustible matter.
57.28 per cent, metallic iron, iron oxides and silicious matter.
Mineral matter strongly magnetic from metallic iron wearnigs.

4th Sample.
4.2 per cent, oil and oily matter.
41.0 per cent, metal wearings, iron oxides,
54.0 per cent, coky, carbonaceous matter.
Mineral matter strongly magnetic.

silicious

matter.

From the above it will be seen that oil or oil products form
but a small percentage of the whole, and the analysis also
points directly to the cause, namely, smoke box gases drawn
into the cylinders through the nozzle and there mixed with
the oil adhering to the various ports, passages and surface?
not swept by either the valves or pistons in their movements.
This combination, through the high temperatures obtaining
at the moment the throttle is closed, together with practically
the entire absence of steam, bakes on the surfaces above referred to almost in the form of an enamel. Again quotiiig
The above clearly illustrates the advisabilDr. Conradson:
ity of preventing smoke-stack gases, with their inherent dirt,
dust, grit, etc., to be drawn into the cylinders while the engines are drifting. As seen from the analyses, a comparatively small amount of oil binds together a large amount of
mineral matter, forming a sticky deposit which bakes on the
metal much harder with superheated steam, especially high
superheat, than would be the case with ordinary wet or saturated steam."
Effect on Lubrication and Maintenance
introduced into valve chambers and cylinders in
order to separate the rubbing surfaces with a film of lubriOil

is

ited States Railroad Administration,

cant.

The

oils

now

Northwestern Region.

furnished will admirably perlorm this

ftmction, regardless of temperature, under proper conditions,
but this film of oil is infinitesimal in thickness, therefore
when the throttle is closed and the locomotive so manipulated as to allow the entrance of smoke box gases, with
their constituent properties of coal, coke, soot and cinders,
these small particles will work their way between the pistons
and cylinder walls, separating them to a degree far beyond the
thickness of the oil fdm, so that effective lubrication, even though
the quantity of oil introduced be materially increased, is
practically destroyed, as the film of oil cannot fill the
grooves or ridges
the rings and cylinders. Or again,
this foreign matter may combine with the oil, formiifg an
abrasive compound, causing wear of bushings, bull rings
and packing rings, and thus accounting for the metallic iron,
etc., found by Dr. Conradson.
In fact, our investigation indicates that increasing the supply of oil beyond that required for effective lubrication simply aggravates instead of
reducing the trouble.
The piston in the engine's cylinder cleans the walls of the
cylinder of all the excess oil and drives out through the
ports, exhaust passages and the nozzle what oil does not
cling to the piston head and cylinder heads, to be carbonized
at the first entrance of oxygen from the air; whereas the
cylinder walls that need the lubrication for the next revolution do not have any unless the oil is injected into the steam
the very next revolution.
As the lubrication is affected, so is the maintenance.
Wear on valve rings and chambers, cylinder packing rings
and cylinders is proportionately increased. Not only is wear
through abrasion increased, but, through lack of lubrication,
cylinder packing rings become overheated, resulting in their
Again, these so-called carbon decollapse, or breakage.
posits affect maintenance in other ways, as, for instance,
cases have been observed where the deposits built up on piston and cylinder heads so as to take up practically all the
clearance, in some cases knocking out cylinder heads, damaging cylinders, studs, etc., in others partially or wholly

m

shearing rod bolts, etc.
Were the increased maintenance costs the only direct loss
it misht not be so serious, but, in addition to this, the deposits built up in the packing ring grooves, causing the rings
to stick, producing valve and cylinder blows which materially
impair the efficiency of the locomotive and result in proporFurthertionate increases in fuel and water consumption.
more, cases have been observed where the exhaust passages
were so constricted, due to the heavy deposits of this material, as to retard the exhaust sufficiently to greatly increase
the back pressure.

A

Possible Solution

In checking over the various measures adopted by different
railroads to overcome the troubles mentioned above, we find
This is not surprising, howa marked lack of unanimity.
ever, when the conditions under which each operates is taken
under consideration, and it is only by comparing and analyz-

—
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ing the results obtained by the different methods that some
plan can be formulated applicable to and meetin]:r practically
all conditions.
Some roads block shut, or entirely remove,
the steam chest relief valves, retaining the by-pass.
Others
block shut the by-pass and maintain the relief valve.
Others
rgain dispense with both by-pass and relief valves, while
other roads maintain both. Some use a drifting throttle,
some a so-called drifting valve, and others again use nothing.
Some use special metal, some common grey iron, some use
plain snap rings, some grooved and perforated snap rings, some
segmental rings, etc.
Some use a special oil, some the same
as with saturated steam.
Some advocate a reduction in the
fatty constituents in the oil, others an increase.
Some advocate the use of the hydrostatic lubricator, others favor forced
feed.

Analyzing the possible

effects of the various

The Steam Chest

measures adopted

:

Relief Valve

This is a heritage handed down from the saturated steam
engine.
It had its place at that time and as a safety feature
with certain modifications can no doubt -be fittingly used on

the adherence of the deposit, would not, however, be otherwise
serious were it not for the presence of the smoke box gases
in the cylinder, which are due solely to the vacuum created. The
elimination of the by-pass valve, cither by blocking or removal,

can have but one

effect, namely, increasing the degree of vacuum,
which vacuum must and will be filled from some source, either
through the open relief valve, if in use, or in its absence through
the nozzle, or through the admission of steam from the boiler.

The

roads where no drifting occurs to speak of, i. e., comparatively level roads, the use of the drifting throttle, so called,
will undoubtedly prevent the admission of smoke box gases to
the cylinders regardless of the presence or absence of either or
both steam chest relief and cylinder by-pass valves, provided,
the engineer does not forget.
Here, however, is the danger
human fallibility. If the engineer fails to leave his throttle
slightly cracked when coming to a stop, or when tipping the
summit of a grade, the damage is done even though the throttle
be left closed for but a few revolutions. Each succeeding oversight adds its mite to the deposit, thus accounting for the de-

where the drifting throttle is presumably always used.
stated above, on comparatively level roads the drifting throt-

modern power.

posits

As

CutOpf Scinches

CUT OFF

ife2

Drifting Throttle

On

certainly

Blocking it shut or removing it entirely will
prevent the admission of air to the valve chamber
through this source when the throttle is closed on a moving locomotive; but in this case the question arises, which is preferable in the cylinder, clean air from the outside, or smoke box
Inquiry seems to indicate that these valves were regases?
moved from steam locomotives, not so much to prevent carbonization, but to overcome cylinder failures which were attributed
to the stresses set up by the cooling cffeect of air so introIt may be said in passing that some years ago these
duced.

1763

can be used to advantage if men will at all times comply with
but where necessary to make long drifts other
means must be provided, as the drifting throttle is not always
practicable, the grade, tonnage, brakes, etc., governing.
The above explains why some roads find it to their advantage
to block by-pass valves, while others maintain them presumably
operative.
In the absence of both by-pass and relief valves
much higher compression and greater vacuum will obtain than
tle

instructions,

CuTOrr

Inches

2o^ Inches

^

N.

^

4-0

MP H.

^
•I

P.M.

Drifting Cards

60

feO M.P.H.
iCj«4.E Oi~ielNCM-w»<3LS

Taken with No By-pass or

valves were removed from some locomotives using saturated
steam, presumably to reduce maintenance costs, and it may also
be well to here remark that in this case the same deposits were
in evidence on cylinder and piston heads.

By-Pass Valves
The function

of this valve is to reduce the vacuum and compression created in the cylinder of the moving locomotive em-

ploying piston valves, when the locomotive is drifting, especially
at high speeds.
In this particular discussion we are not so
much concerned with the compression as the vacuum, as the
only material effect due to compression, in so far as the socalled carbonization is concerned, is to increase the temperature
of the air being compressed, which, while it undoubtedly adds to

Relief

Valves

on

Ivl

P M

4
4

Engine

by their use, and in the case the vacuum can only be relieved
through the nozzle.
In order to make this clear drifting cards are shown below.
The difference in the vacuum and compression at various speeds
and cut-off should be noted. These cards also indicate another
factor in the proposition, namely, if it were desired to entirely
overcome cylinder vacuum under such conditions it would be
necessary to proportion the by-pass valves to conform to cylinder volumes. As this is mechanically impractical, however, the
problem must be considered with a view to finding relief under
existing conditions.

Drifting Valves

Under
to

head can be classed all devices used to admit steam
the steam chest and cylinders through pipes, etc., i. e., not
this
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through the main

as

tliri>ltlp

with

;i

driftiiiK

tlirolili-.

It

steam

jier

therefore,

FnOM A-%TrAlviO«ST

PESCtwTCurO"

lyi'J

<J()..S4
.'\
eii. ft.
locomotive witii cylinders 25 in. hy M) in,,
drivers 63 in. in diameter, has a jiiston dis|)lacement equal to 8.5
cu. ft. per cylinder.
Assuming this locomotive to he drifting
at the rale of 30 miles per hour it would take 90.44 cii. ft. of

i>r

iNOirATO* CAKOS
15

25,

IS

is

take into oniisidcration
tlic rrlalivf niovfinrnls (if valve and iiisli>n tliat so many dc\ iccs have
hci'n discarded as unsatisfactory.
The average engineer drifts his engine witli llie lever well
hookeil up. I. I'., in a short cnt-otT.
h'ollowin^j the movements
ihrotlKli failiiri' in proin'rly coorcliiiair

June

B-CYI-INO*"

second to keep the cylinders fdled at this speed;
would appear that a 2 in. i)ipc woidd more than

it

C -CHHAUaT PAmSACI
IS •e^CCMT

SOPEX CeWTCuTOFF

C-'O"

.-^.

^^

=^
!,fr>^:.:"-^

Drifting Cards

Taken Without

the Drifting Valve, By-pass Valve Blocked Shut

meet the requirements under the above conditions, viz. keep
both cylinders filled with steam above atrnospheric pressure.
The above would be correct did the steam ports open directly
to the boiler so there would be no drop in pressure between the
boiler and tile cylinders, or if the intervals between port open-

of the valve and piston and beginning the cycle with the initial
port opening as the piston is beginning its stroke, the piston is
moving back (assuming it starts from the front center), while
the valve moves forward (inside admission) to complete the
Continuing the cycle the valve now begins to
port opening.
25 PEeCENTT Ojr Off

SO

:

""tK CENT-

CUT OFF

~S ^EICCEMT CotOff

ir/

sfc

J5 8

Drifting Cards
travel back, closing the port

when

Taken Without

the

the piston has traveled a dis-

tance proportionate to the cut-oflf.
Assume that steam is being admitted to the valve chamber
The flow of steam
through a pipe of 2 in. inside diameter.
through a 2-in. pipe at 200 lb. absolute pressure is 9 lb. per second (Napier's formula). Its volume at 40 lb. absolute pressure

V

P-H

Drifting Valve, By-pass Valve

Open

ings were so far apart as to allow the steam to bank up to
boiler pressure.
But as this is not the case and as the steam
must decrease in pressure as the increase in volume into which
it expands, and as the cylinders are continually drawing on this
supply it follows, as shown by tests, that a 2-in. pipe extending
from the cab to the steam chests will not maintain a pressure to

June

25,
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hold good in so far as the drifting throttle is concerned,
except that through use of the drifting throttle a higher
initial pressure may be obtained, resulting in a correspondingly higher terminal pressure. The only truoble is, as previously stated, in the fallibility of the human agent and also

exceed 20-lb. gage or 35-lb. absolute in the valve chambers on a
locomotive of the above dimensions, drifting at 30 miles per
hour.

As the initial pressure in the cylinders cannot rise above
the steam chest pressure, the pressure at cut-off will not exceed 35-lb. absolute therefore, if the lever is carried at 30 per
cent, stroke, the steam must again expand to three times its
original volume before the piston begins its return stroke, and

the fact that the total opening of a circular valve (throttle)
very indefinite where gauged by the position of the throttle

;

is

lever.

therefore its final pressure would not exceed 11.6 lb. providing no steam escaped at the moment the port opened to
exhaust.
As the pressure under such circumstances was
CuT

Oft^

Zi\^

Inches

Cut

Off=

1765

If

the correctness of the above theories

>&% [mches

•!

1=

M

=^-

-fe

(oOM.P. M.

Drifting Cards

Taken With By-pass and

above atmospheric at the point of exhaust port openhowever, the excess pressure passed out througli the
nozzle until the point of eciuilization was reached; on the
further movement of the piston the steam continued to exf-and with a corresponding drop in pressure to a point well
below atmosphere. As no more steam is being admitted,
equalization can only take place through the admission of
air. and as the only opening to atmospheric pressure is by
slightly
ing,

way

of the nozzle, equalization will take place through this
source, the inrushing air carrying with it the front end gases
A glance at the indicawith all their fouling constituents.
tor cards showing a sustained steam chest pressure of 25 lb.
will clearly verify this statement.
Here, then, apparently is where and when the trouble

As the cylinder pressure is less than atmospheric.
through the nozzle and the open exhaust port
the pressures equalize, the combined steam, air and
smoke box gases being then expelled by the piston on its reHowever, as the valve, valve chamber and ports
turn stroke.
are at their highest temperature and exposed to the first inrush of the incoming gases, it follows that all carbonaceous
matter in these gases coming into contact with any of the
above surfaces will adhere, or, in other words, be baked on.
This theory appears to satisfactorily account for the greater
deposits obtaining in the exhaust cavity of the valve as weU
Superimposing the driftas the exhaust ports and passages.
ing cards taken with and without by-pass and relief valves
may help to clarify tlie proposition.
The abo\-e hypothesis, if based on correct premises, would
starts.

zn

will flow in

until

Amalgamation

of

Mr. Thompson presented the following report Your comthis subject was appointed too late to obtain any
:

results

in

the

short

time

oOs/IPrl
Relief Valves Attached to Engine

To accomtheir evil effects by diluting with steam.
plish this it would appear that we should turn to such derelief
chest
the
steam
vices as we already have at hand, viz.:
and the by-pass valve. While the former is not exactly

tralize

necessary, yet its use under proper conditions presents no
great difficulty and as a safety feature it has a distinct place.
The use of the by-pass, however, is practically essential in
that it will go far toward preventing the formation of a
viicuum in the cylinders if properly maintamed, and under
right treatment its maintenance cost is negligible.
The last and most important requirement is the neutralization of such gases as might be drawn in through the nozzle
through improper handling of the locomotive. This can only
be accomplished by admission of a jet of steahi to both the
receiving and exhaust end of the valve, so that when the
conditions obtain as mentioned previously, the steam jet so
admitted will mingle with the front end gases before these
gases have an opportunity to deposit their constitutent matter, and so neutralize their effects, it being universally conceded that carbonization of oil, or even the deposits of the
so-called carbon, will not take place in the presence of steam.

Discussion
After presenting the paper, Mr. Roesch said: Doctor Conradson made an experiment to show that with valve oil heated
to 1,000 deg., when he admitted air alone, he got an explosion.
When he mixed a little steam with the air nothing happened.
A motion that the paper be received and included in the niiniiles

of the convention iivs

Other Associati ons with Section

mittee on
definite

intervening

appointment and the convention, and,

at

this

between
time,

can

established, the

Cut Of-f iO^lMCt-ies

»0

<fcOlv1PH.

is

remedy appears obvious, namely, prevent by automatic means
as far as possible the intake of smoke box gases or neu-

their
()iil\

However, considerable preliminary work has
report progress.
been done, several meetings have been held with some of the

t^ut

III

to z'ole

and

carried.

—Mechanical

different organizations and we would recommend that your
committee be continued or a new committee be appointed to continue the work.
The report is signed by W. A. Thompson (chairman). New

York Central;
Chicago

T. L. Burton,

& North Western;

J.

New York

Central: E.

E. Fairbanks.

W.

Pratt.

American Railroad

1
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and
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K. llawtlioriu-, Anuricaii Kailruail Associa-

tion.
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as an Adjunct to
and Train Operation
By B. B. Milner
Motive rower, Now

iMii^iiK'cr of

FACT RECOGNIZED upon niost divisions that with the
cnsino and ihc same train, some cnHincmcn arc able to
handle trains over ruling j-rados or other dillicult phices to
IS

ITsame

A

satislactorily

move

trains,

while

others

generally

fail

to

do

Tiie successful men are unable to very clearly state how
the successful performance is accomplished, while the unsuccessful men cannot explain any reason for failure, although
so.

they make every effort possible. A study of the factors of
operation in the hands of enKinenien and subject to their manipulation develops the fact that there cannot be very much in
throttle manipulation. Some may run with a full throttle, some
with a partially closed throttle, but the crucial test of performance upon the tight places usually occurs at speeds so low that
the ditTerence between a full throttle and partial throttle with

which some men may operate, under these conditions, is nil. The
only other factor which an engineman can manipulate is the
selection of his cut-off, that

is, the position of the reverse lever,
should be at once appreciated that the cut-off selection or
the position of the reverse lever is a very important factor because it affects directly the drawbar pull developed. It should
be rather apparent that there is, for each speed, a cut-off at
which the drawbar pull developed will be a maximum and that
the drawbar pull developed for any other cut-off, either longer
or shorter, w-ill be less than that developed by the cut-offs which
should be used under conditions, where the maximum drawbar
it

necessary.
the end that not only the maximum drawbar pull developed
at various speeds might be ascertained, but also the cut-offsreverse lever position— which must be used at ihe various speeds,
pull

is

To

in

the comniillee cc

liiiued 7ias tarried.

Drawbar Pull-Speed-Cut-off Calibration

and

and

25, 1919

order to develop this

maximum drawbar

pull,

a

series

of

dynamometer car tests have been run in the following fashion
The engine under test was coupled immediately ahead of the
dynamometer car, then between the dynamometer car and the

Locomotive

Efficient

'S'ork (fiitral

By assembling

the necessary steam.

the data thus obtained,

we

have not only a record and knowledge of the maximum drawbar pulls, which the locomotive under test will develop at any
speed, but we also have a knowledge of the precise cut-off
which must be used at those speeds, in order to develop the
maximum drawbar pull referred to.

By means of the tests referred to above, a Mikado type engine, cylinders 25 by 32 in., driver diameter 63 in., carrying a
steam pressure of 180 lb., was found to develop the greatest
drawbar pull with the reverse lever in notch 1, or full cut-off,
from start up to a speed of 9 miles per hour; with reverse lever
notch 2, or slightly shortened cut-off, at speeds from 9 to 10^
miles per hour;

in reverse lever notch 3, or slightly further
shortened cut-off at speeds from 10}^ to liyi miles per hour,
with reverse lever in notch 4, or with cut-off further slightly
shortened, at speeds from llj^ to 13 miles per hour, etc. With
a Consolidation type engine, cylinders 23 by 32 in., driver diameter 63 in., and steam pressure 2(30 lb., maximum drawbar pulls
were found to be developed with the reverse lever in notch 1, or
in the full forward position, from start to 9 miles per hour.
At speeds from 9 to 11 miles per hour, the maximum drawbar
pull was developed with the reverse lever in notch 2, or with
slightly reduced cut-off; from IIJ/2 to 14 miles per hour with
the reverse lever in notch 3; from 14 to ISJ/2 miles per hour
with the reverse lever in notch 4, etc.
With a second Consolidation type engine with cylinders 25
by 30 in., driving wheels 57 in., and steam pressure of 180 lb.,
the maximum drawbar pull was found to be developed with
the reverse lever in notch 1, or full forward position from start
to 8 miles per hour; from 8 to 10 miles per hour with reverse

:

second engine the engine under test being run at a
selected l\\ed cut-off, while the engine next to the train and back
of the dynamometer car was used for regulating speed. A series
of tests with one engine was begun by placing the reverse lever
of the forward engine under test in the first notch forward,
and moving the train from rest at slowly increasing speed the
second engine regulating the speed by setting of brakes or by
assisting as necessar_v until the speed attained was such as to
cause the engine under test to fail for steam at, say 15, 18 or
20 miles per hour, dependent upon the boiler capacity. Bear in
mind that during this test the reverse lever of the first engine
under test was allowed to remain in the full forward notch.
During this test, the dynamometer car has been writing an
accurate record of the drawbar pulls developed throughout the
range of speeds attained, from zero to the highest speed at
which the locomotive under test failed for steam.
After this test, the train was stopped and similar test was run
on the first engine, with a somewhat shorter cut-off. In this
case, the drawbar pull developed at the start will be lower than
at the start of the previous test, and the decrease in drawbar
pull with the gradual increase in speed, will be somewhat less
than in the previous case, a point being reached in speed at
which the shorter cut-off will develop the same drawbar pull
as the previous longer cut-off, and, then at higher speeds, the
drawbar pull developed by the shorter cut-off will be the greater.
This test, like the preceding one, is continued until the engine
again fails for steam, which, of course, will occur at a higher
speed than attained in the previous test, because of the cut-off
having been somewhat shorter.
The same program of procedure is represented for succeeding shorter cut-offs, until by means of the dynamometer car,
there is obtained a record of the drawbar pulls developed at all
speeds from zero up to that at which the boiler failed to supply
train,
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1

lever in notch 2; from 10 to 12J^ miles per hour in notch 3;
from 125^ to 13 miles per hour in notch 4, etc.
It may appear at first thought that the above cut-offs are so
great as to draw heavily on the capacity of the boiler for steam,
but as a matter of fact, the boiler capacity, at these low speeds,
namely below 15 miles per hour, should be no factor whatever
in the selection of cut-off, because at such speeds, the horse-

power developed by the locomotive

is

very

much lower than

that for which the boiler will supply easily the necessary steam.

Maximum

horsepower for average sized Mikado engines or large
Consolidation engines, will be found to run from 2,000 to 2,500
h. p., these horsepowers being obtained at speeds from 22 to
28 miles per hour. For these same engines, the horsepower developed at 15 miles per hour is very much less than these referred to and the maximum for which the boilers will supply
the necessary steam. These horsepowers will be further reduced

;

1
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below 15 miles per hour,

as the speed drops
8 miles per hour.

to say,

12,

10 or

foreman ran the engine on

run and

this

fident of being able to negotiate the grade,

The chart herewith shown as Fig. 1 shows graphically for a
Consolidation engine, the relations exist'ng between drawbar pull
and horsepower output through a range of speeds up to a
It will be noted that the
little more than 30 miles per hour.
maximum horsepower, amountin:^ to 1,480, was developed at a
speed of 25 miles per hour from which maximum, point this
horsepower drops off rapidly as the speed is decreased. During the course of this fall, the margin of boiler capacity is constantly increasing.

that by working locomotives at properly selected
with reverse levers in the proper positions, better time
could be made up grades and between stations and that the locomotives could handle more tonnage; due, of course, to the
use of the cut-ofifs necessary to develop the maximum drawbar pulls whenever required. On momentum grades or short
heavy grades following a trackage where speed may be used in
assisting trains over the grade or in any movements requirins;
prompt acceleration, considerable and noticeable improvement
in locomotive performance can be obtained by using the cutoffs (reverse lever positions) which tests have shown !o be
required for maximum drawbar pull development. On Ion?,
heavy, or non-momentum grades, by working engines at the
cut-offs required at the different speeds, faster moves between
stations have been obtained with some increases in tonnage.
The advantages to be derived from making use of the precise
cut-oft's wdiich must be used at various speeds in the development of maximum drawbar pulls, is illustrated by the accompanying chart, identified as Fig. 2, upon which is shown a graph-

was found

It

1767

cut-ofifs

vi-as exceedingly conhaving had the benefit

but as the chart
run, the train
was again returned to the starting point at the end of the double
track for the fourth run, during which the position of the
reverse lever was dictated from the dynamometer car speed indicator and a chart showing the reverse lever positions neces-

two preceding

of the experience upon the

was unable

indicates,

to

do

so.

.'\fter

trips,

this third

sary for the development of the maximum drawbar pulls at
It will be noted that the grade was satisfacvar'ous speeds.
torily negotiated at a minimum speed of 5 miles per hour.
Graphic chart (Fig. 3), shows the general relations existing
between the speeds and the drawbar pulls developed by the use of
the various constant cut-offs as represented by Reverse lever
notches, numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., consecutively fr'om the most
This chart
forv\ard or longest cut-off reverse lever position.
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3

drawbar pull at zero speed, or when
decreases with decreases in the cut-off used that is,
a longer cut-off will develop a higher initial drawbar pull,
whereas a shorter cut-off will develop a correspondingly lower
initial drawbar pull.
This chart also indicates that at successively higher speeds, successively shorter cut-offs develop maximum drawbar pulls, or in other words, for any speed there
exists a definite cut-off at which the drawbar pulls will be
maximum and that during operation at this particular speed, the
selection of any other than the "maximum drawbar pull cut-off"
either higher or lower, will develop a lesser drawbar pull.
It becomes, therefore, apparent that some knowledge of the
precise cut-offs or reverse lever positions, which, at various
speeds, will result in the development of the desired maximum
drawbar pull, must obtain and be used, if the maximum results,
which can, and with reason, may be currently expected, are to be
starting,
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exhibit of the speeds attained with an overloaded tonnage
moving from
toward B, over a profile slightly descend-

A

ing for a little over 3 miles and then rising to a summit J4 rnile
west of the fifth mile, this grade being the principal grade on
a division and governing its tonnage by a wide margin. All of
the four runs covered were made upon the same day with the
same train overloaded to 15 per cent more than the regular
slow freight tonnage. The first run was begun well down in the
yard at "A," so that the end of double track two miles from the
start, the train was going at 18 miles per hour. This speed was
accelerated to a maximum of a little over 31, then decelerated
over the summit, which was satisfactorily negotiated. The man
was in charge of an especially skillful road foreman, selected
on that account, who was instructed to take out of the engine
all there was in her.
After having passed tlie summit the train was backed into
the clear at the end of the double track from which the start
for the second run was made, this being necessary in order
to make the results of the tests practical since, of course, some
trains must make their start from a stop at this point. The
same road foreman was again in charge of the engine and did
his best however, the train stalled, as the chart shows, some dis;

tance from the summit.

After this second run, the same train was then again backed
to the end of the double track for the third run. The same road

;

obtained.

For the dissemination of this information to enginemen, cards
which may be folded to convenient vest pocket size, as represented upon Figs. 4 and 5, are submitted. That portion of those
cards headed "Statement showing reverse lever notches and cutoffs at which maximum drawbar pulls are developed" is addressed to the question of maximum drawbar pulls and operating
covered thus far, these maximum drawbar pulls and operating
conditions which will produce them Ijeing of paramount importance in the determination of tonnage ratings. The determination of such ratings may be viewed in the light of being in reply
"Having given a locomotive and grade and
to the question
alignment conditions, what maximum tonnage can be handled?"
The second questiin consistently follows, namely "Having determined the tonnage rating, what movement may the given locomotive be expected to make therewith?" under condition which
require the maximum expected performance.
:

:

To the latter question the other portion of the suggested cards
referred to is addressed. For individual runs between all points
thereon, the time called for under Columns A, B. C and D,
thereof, providing respectively for the moving time required in
passing from one point to passing the next following point
from passing one point to pulling in the clear at the next followfrom standing in the clear at one point to passing point
ing the next succeeding point, and from standing in the clear
:

:

1

;

:
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luilliiiK in anil i-lcariiin at tlu' m\t |i(jiiit, slumld
by llioso ciiialilicd t>i (IrtiTtiiiiR- the pi-rlHrmaiuiexpected under cuniliti.ms which particularly r<(piire the host.
It is not suhniitted that the "niovinn tiiiu-" which
dispatchers have a rinht to expect from full tonnage trains shall
he at all times met, hut that this "moviuK time" may reasonably
he expected, as the situations which confront dispatchers occa-

at lino imiiil

t.i

out

lillcd

In-

which may

lie

may detnand. This "moving time" information should
he e(|uitably developeil and placed in the hands of dispatchers,
train-masters, enj;inemen, conductors, road foremen, master me
sionally

chanics and
formance.

As

who

others

are concerned

tuniuiKC

in

indicalini; nilhcr (U-liintely the iiroli.ihilily of

per-

train

—

made

them prior to their filling in this information and during the time it was being filled in. The answers given by the first group are shown below
First

|2)

(1)

Used

Used

at

Speeds.

CutoH.

oH,

(61

Used

at

Speeds.

Cut-

Used at

at

Speeds.

ott.

Cut-

Speeds.
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Cut-

From To

Frt)m
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II

Id

.55

.5

6

14

12

.57

10

12

41)
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«
8

K

1.1

75

7,S

Vf.
\!,

12

1.5

55

12

14
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17
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22
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15

211
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20
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20
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15

15

20
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40
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30

90
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SS
sa
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From the above attention
abstracted therefrom

2
4

4

Road
Foreman.

4

•'

:;')

is

3
4

37

at

Speeds.

ott,

ott.

From To

From To

Road Foreman.

80
72
64

5
6
7

(5)

SO
70
05
no

05
92
90
87

8
«

6.

90
85
80
7S

2
3
4

1

Used
CuloH.

From To

From To

to

Road Foreman. Road Foreman. Road Foreman.

at

Speeds.

i

(4)

(3)

Road Foromsn. Road Foreman.

Lever
Notch. Cut-

to

Group of Road Foremen Nos.

90
S5
SO
75

3
3
4

4
5
7

To
2

2

4

i

6
8
lU

(i

lU

8

•15

10

12
14

14

16

especially called to the following

B.
90
100

C.

60
(1

80
80

2.S

27
70
40
27

93
93

100
85

80
93

97

— Reverse lever notches recommended for period of 10 mi
B. — Cut-off said
be obtained
the
reverse lever notch
C. — Cut-off said
be obtained
the ninth reverse lever notch.
A.

a

to
to

in
in

les

70
20
per hour

first

Note

that for a speed of 10 miles per hour, the judgment of
road foremen on the proper position of the reverse
lever, under the conditions specified, varies from the third to the
seventh notches, whereas, upon the engine in question, for this
speed the first notch should be used when the development of

these

the

maximum drawbar

pull

is

1919

lud siKcted and inaikrd

pmiits, UH) or 200 \ards apart, the ennine
can be run at selected, lixed cut-offs and the dilTercnce
precisel) noted in the time required for the movement of the
train lietween the two selected and tnarked points referred to.
The dilTererices in the drawliar pidl developed by the locomotive
under test, when be'ng run at various lixed cut-ofTs, will be rcllected immediately in the amount of time recjuired for covering
liie
marked distances. Any road foreman should be able to
conduct such trials.
.( iiiolioii tlnil the /xilwr hr irciT.d ,iiui iiuiuiLd in III,' /'roi-,\(iiiii/s Ti'd.t idninl.
iiiuler test

Railrocd Mechanical

Conventions
By

A.

in Russia"^

Lipetz,

Chief of the Russian

Mission of

Yof

.MAN

i!i;

Ways

of Communicalion.

i.\ti:ki;sti:i) in

knowinj^ something about

the conventions of the Russian Master Mechanics'
and Master Car Builders' Associations, which we
call Conventions of the Motive Power and Rolling- StockMechanical h-ngineers of the Russian Railroads.
11ie first conventon of this kind took place, if my
recollection is correct, in 1884.
From that time on we

meetings almost every year. Our last convention,
the twenty-ninth, took place in August, 1913, before the
luiropean war started.
lield

I
was very much pleased with the opportunity of
attending the present convention because as a member
of the Executive Committee of the last Russian convention, I am desirous of knov»-ing what features of the
Mechanical Section of the American Railroad Conventions it will be advisable to introduce into the Russian
Association of Motive Power and Rolling Stock Mechanical Engineers.

Your association and our Russian association have
much in common. While your association was busy

Road
Foreniar

25,

some

rnidiii).;

Reneral need amoni; road foremen for information beariiii; u\n<u
the cut-olTs obtaining upon the engines in their charge, for various positions of the reverse lever, and also for information as
to what the position of the reverse lever should be used at
various speeds in order to obtain the maximum results, the following tabular statements of such information fdlcd in for each
notch on a well established type of locomotive familiar to each
of several road foremen involved, are shown. The columns of
these statements headed "Cut-oflf Per Cent" and "Used at Speeds
From To," were tilled in by 18 road foretncn, very full explanations having been

June

required.

This drawbar puIl-speed-cut-ofT calibration data is needed, can
be used especially with stoker fired engines advantageously, and
can be obtained without a dynamometer car, as follows
An
engine under test can be given a string of cars, about 25 per cent
:

above the engine's rated capacity, on a selected section of track,
the grade of which should be as nearly uniform as possible. An
assisting engine should be coupled on the rear of the train for
the regulation of the speed, while the engine at the head of the
train should be run under constant cut-off conditions.
A trial
in the longest cut-oflf, at about two miles per hour, will locate
immediately that portion of the train which the first engine will
haul at that speed, this to be ascertained by observation of the
slack between that portion of the train hauled by the leading
engine under test and that portion of the train which is pushed
by the engine which from the rear regulates the speed.
That portion of the train which the leading engine is thus
found to be able to just handle can be reduced by about one car,
and that portion of the train to the rear thereof cut off, leaving
the engine under test at the head of the train coupled to a section thereof slightly less than it can just handle. Then, between

with the standardization of details, our association from
the beginning also started on standardization of rolling
stock.
The result is that all freight cars in Russia have
been for over thirty years practically of a standard type
we h^d, before the war, about 500,000 of the so-called
"normal" box cars of 22 tons capacity, about 80,000
"normal" flat cars, some standard gondola cars and
standard tank cars, but very few cars of special design.
These latter include milk cars, combined flat and rectangular tank cars, cars for special purposes belonging
to private owners, which we call the "abnormal" cars.
This enabled our railroads to adopt a general pooling
system for car traffic where all cars are considered as
general railroad property and are pooled over the entire
railroad system. Every railroad is entitled to the use of
as

many "normal" box

car as

cars and as

many "normal"

flat

owns if, therefore, one
number of cars to another

railroad delivers a
road, the receiving
certain
road is obligated to deliver to the first road at the same
point and on the same date, from midnight to midnight,
an equal number of cars. The mechanical inspection and
repairs take place wherever the cars happen to be at the
particular time and the cost is charged to the railroad
which owns the cars, at a certain schedule of rates. There
can be no question of not having an axle, a wheel or
another car part at any point as all cars are alike, and
even cars of different types, as box cars, flat cars, gondola
cars and tank cars have the same axles, wheels, couit

plers, bufifers,

;

brake parts,

etc.

*Mv. Lipetz, at the invitation of Chairman Tollenon, made this address
at the meeting of the Mechanical Section on Tuesday morning. By unanimous vote it was ordered that the address he incon orated in the association

prcceedirps.
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The locomotive standardization was taken up at the
convention tog-ether with the RolHnw Stock Committee,
of the Railroad Administration in Petrograd, which
practically means a "standardization committee." It
as the new traffic conditions required
types of engines. In 1876 there was established by
law a standard railroad structure clearance diagram
and a rolling stock clearance diagram, and in 1893 there
was built the first standard freight locomotive the socalled "normal" slow freight engine. In 1914, just before the war, there were 7,376 locomotives of this type,
or 32.5 per cent of the total number of locomotives. In
1904 we started to design a fast freight engine and in
1914 there were 1300 or 5.7 per cent of this type. Then
there were 600 slow heavy freight locomotives and in
1915 we designed and had built in the United States
1,075 Decapods, the standard fast heavy freight engine.
At almost every convention of our association a paper
was presented by a committee about the results obtained
from the service and performance of a standard type locomotive, usually the last, based on the data which could
be obtained from different railroads.
It would be difficult for me to enumerate all the paper.y
presented at our convention I want to tell you only that
everv new question which came up, or every new device of some importance, was entrusted to a committee
started to
or to an individual for study and report.
investigate the superheating of steam in locomotives as
early as 1898 and have made very extensive road tests
with locomotives of different types with and without
superheaters and the results were submitted to the convention we have gone through very thoroughly the
questions of tonnage rating, estimates of locomotive capacity and the investigation of the most economical design and operation of locomotives, etc.
But our conventions did not have the practical spirit,
which I see here. Our railway supply industry is not so
large and extensive as the American is, and our manufacturers never cared to exhibit their products. Therefore, we had to get acquainted with the new designs by
This developed
visiting different railroads and shops.
the practice of changing the place of our conventions,
choosing" every year another place, usually one with large
shops. This was also done with the purpose of giving to
every road an opportunity for all their officials to attend
the meetings of our conventions, as usually the long distance prevented them from attending every convention.
Comparing now our conventions with the present
American Railroad Association, Section III, Mechanical
Convention, I must state with pleasure that this convention is remarkable because of the extent of the knowledge
which one can gather at the meetings, from papers, reports and discussions together with the practical information he receives at the exhibits. Here, in a week, he gets
more than he can obtain in a year on his own road. By
exchange of his practical knowledge with the other man's
information he keeps himself on the level of the ui>todate mechanical science of railroading and absorbs sufficient information and inspiration to carry him over to the
next convention. It is really as Mr. \V. T. Tyler said
a "Post Graduate Course" for railroad
the other da}

The Enrollment Committee
THOSE who are inlimalelv acquainted with
the detail work over at the Enrollment Booth, few
realize what a really big and oft-times thankless

EXCEPT

was continuously,

new

—

—

We

;

—

—

men.

As a member of the Executive Committee of the Russian Conventions of Motive Power and Rolling Stock
Mechanical Engineers, I want to convey to you the greetings and the best wishes of our association and to assure
you that the honor which has been conferred upon me by
including me into the membersliip of the best American
Master ]\Iechanics" .\ssociation will enable me to be more
useful to mv country in the expected reconstruction of
our railroads.
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it is.
Registrants too often furnish inaccurate or incomplete information, such as giving the wrong hotel,
room number or no hotel at all and then a correction has
to be made in the official list. This one item alone runs
into considerable extra work.
Again, someone sends an unknown secretary for a
badge. Then it is that the committee must necessarily
refuse to issue the badge, although the claimant may be
of the highest character. It is obviously necessary that
badges be issued to known parties and to no others, and
when such a stand is taken by the committee it is only
"playing the game according to the rules" and doing

job

what

best for all interests.
there are the lost badges. No lost badge can
be replaced, but in case of such accident, the owner is
given a card which carries the privileges of the convenis

Then

tion.

The

getting out of the

official list

of enrollment

is

in

an enterprising piece of publishing. Following the
actual registration the registrant's number, name, title,
business connection, hotel and room number must be
transferred onto blanks prepared for the purpose in advance, they must be sorted as to classification, arranged
by consecutive number and also alphabetized for cross
reference. On certain days the registration is very
heavy and it is necessary for the committee to buckle
down to rapid detail work in order to get copy off by
The print shop
the last messenger to Philadelphia.
works all night in order to print, bind and deliver 2,000
copies in Atlantic City by 6.30 A. M. each morning.
Added to all this work there always arise emergencies that have to be dealt with swiftly and accurately.
One of those emergencies this year came because of the
unexpectedly large attendance. The committee had arranged for a large number of badges, but before the
end of the fourth day many of the classes of badges
had been exhausted and cards had to be resorted to,
which again drew on the diplomatic reserve of the comitself

mittee in giving explanations.
President Walker in commenting upon the work of
the Enrollment Committee says, "It has been this year
an unusually trying task which the committee has handled with ability and tact and Mr. Gayetty, chairman,
has voluntarily taken the responsibility and load from
my shoulders in a very splendid way." The committee
is certainly entitled to the gratitude of all attendants.

Baldwin
WALL.\CE R. Lee

Offices

Abroad

Philadelphia and
reports that his company, the Baldwin Locomotive Works, will open a branch in Buenos Ayres
is

here from

September under his direction. A Baldwin branch is
open inMadrid, Spain, in July and will
be in charge of H. P. Austin, a nephew of William L.
Austin, until recently chairman of the board of directors
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Col. C. H. Crawford, recently discharged from service
with the United States Government at the Eddystone
munition plant will sail for Rio de Janeiro in August,
where he will inaugurate the Brazilian branch for the
same company.
Mr. Lee owes his appointment to the Argentina branch
in

also scheduled to

to his

successful conduct of the West Indies office at
his direction grew into im-

Havana, Cuba, which under
iiortance and favor.

:

A

Topical Discussion of Air Brake Conditions
Spirited

Exchange of Experiences by the East and the West;
More Attention to Maintenance Needed
I

DiRiNi;

THK SESSION

of the convi'iUidii luld dii Tlnirsday of
last week, the subject of air-hrake iniulitions was taken
U|) for discussion under the head of yuestions Proposed
liy the Mendiers.
Tlie universally unsatisfactory conditions of
air-hrake etjuipinent was clearly developed durini; the Iour discussion which the suliject provoked.
An al)stract of. the discussion follows:

W.

Hrazier: 1 would like to call attention to the importance of the nininteiiance of the levers of air brakes. You
would be surprised to read the Air Brake Association Proceedings in Chicago held last month.
Mr.
If you read
Tatum"s address, made before the Central Railroad Club in
March and the discussion there, and see and know what
you do know of the condition of air brakes on freight trains.
At one time, up to l-'ebruary of this year we had 800 men in
the car department of the New York Central doing nothing
but maintaining air brakes. This included the men in the
shops.
That is an alarming situation, gentlemen, a payroll
of $SO,0(X) to $')0,000 a month.
Since the business dropped
off we dropped off some of these men, but I am free to
say that there is very little attention paid by some railroads
to the condition of air brakes, and there is too much pnecilling of tests made
the work is not done properly.
I
hope
when you get home that you will take up with your ofificials
the question of having men enough to maintain this important part of the equipment, that is, the condition of the brakes.
Many operating officials think that inspection is a nuisance,
but you must take time to properly rejiair and inspect, and
get the brakes in first-class condition.
This is one of the
things that I can impress on every man that has charge
of a car department throughout this country. The work we
are trying to do and the work that you ought to be doing, if
you are not, is the maintaining of the air brakes on the
freight equipment.
I endorse what Mr. Brazier said.
Cars
C. E. Fuller (U. P.)
come out to the West, where we have to go over mountains,
and we have to stop trains on account of the brakes being practically out of date, retaining valves will not hold the pressure,
and we cannot run the trains over the mountains. They do not
need the retaining valves here in the East, but any one that goes
out West and sees the condition of brakes and retainers will
agree that we have got to get relief from the Eastern roads.
are hauling about 75 per cent foreign cars.
need the
retainers on going over the mountains and we have to delay the
loads for the" purpose of cleaning them.
The Chairman: I was talking to a man the other day on an
Eastern road about handling trains with air brakes. Of course,
they only have hills, but there are some mighty stiff grades, and
he said that those Western cars were so covered up with dust
that it was impossible to handle them down grades, that they
did not do any work on their cars out there they don't need to.
Mr. Fuller: I agree with you fully.
just received some
cars home within the last few days that were built in 1915 and
1916. I don't think they would hold anything. They have never
been repaired. Thev send them home for us to repair them.
D. S. Watkins (S. P.)
I am glad that Mr. Fuller and Mr.
Brazier have brought up this question. I tried to get this body
to include the draining of reservoirs in the report on Train
Brake and Signal Equipment. A test of 251 cars was conducted
in Los Angeles and in the case of 21 of them they had from
one-half a cupful to a gallon and a half of water in the reservoii.
Ninety-five per cent of them probably were foreign cars.
The retainers are never touched. I do not believe that you
pople here in the East realize what the retainer is there for.
You put it on the car and when you paint the car daub up the
exhaust port so they are perfectly useless. If it is not too late,
and if it is in order, I would like to have my motion of yesterday
reconsidered.
The Chairman: Every train that goes over the Jersey Central
has the retainers used at some point on the Lehigh or Susquehanna division. 'W^e are probably more interested in retainers
1'".

—

:

We

We

—

We

on the Jersey Central than eight-tenths of the roads in the
United States, but it is a common complaint over there about
the inattention to retainers on other i)toi)lc's cars.
P. P. Bartholomey (Great Nor.):
have found the
same trouble on f)ur road, and I would like to ask whether
or not the kind of bratuh tee connection used in the train
pijn' has been noticed.
have found quite a number of
cars with just a plain union tee that permits the water, if

We

1

any gets in the train line, to go straight down into the branch
])ipe, and after the dust collector is filled there is no other
place for

it

to go.

Mr. Watkins:

Some

of the cars were e(|uipped with a tee;
collectors, and the dust collectors were filled solid so you had to take a hammer and
chisel to get the dust out.
C. V. (iiles (L. & N.): Every one present remembers that
we received instructions from the Federal Administration
some time last fall to make a record and make a monthly
report of the triple valves cleaned and other attention given
to cars on repair tracks, and to the air brake equipment.

some were equipped with dust

Every man present who has been carrying out these instructions ought to know just exactly what he is doing. It
was suggested in that order that if we suceed in handling
ten per cent that would take care of the air brake situation
in good shape.
have exceeded that every month since
that order came in. Last month we reached twelve per cent
of the equipment handled on our line.
J. J. Tatum: Mr. Fuller says we have no grades in the East.
have some mountains to contend with, and inasmuch
as I am somewhat acquainted with the other end of the
country now, I believe we match up pretty well. If all of
us did some work to get the air brakes in shape and put
them in the condition the rules of this Association call for
we will have good brakes, but we cannot do so by leaving
the work to the other fellow.
I have some information that probably will surprise some
of you. There were 175 cars tested at three different points
as to air brake condition. The results were as follows:
Air Brakes The number of cars with serviceable brakes, 135
out of 175; number of cars with non-serviceable brakes, 40 out
of 175; numljer of cars cleaned within 12 months, 141; number
of cars not cleaned within 12 months, 34; number of cars with
train line leaks, 5 lb. per minute, or less, 60; number of cars,
leakins: more than 5 lb. per minute, 110.
Cyhndcr Lcakac/e Number of cars leaking 5 lli. per minute or
less, 33; number of cars leaking more than 5 lb. per minute. 109.
Retaining Valves Number of cars with serviceable retaining
valves, 115; number of cars with non-serviceable retaining

We

We

—

—
—

valves, 35.

Hand Brakes— Number

of cars with operative hand brakes,
of cars with hand brakes inoperative, 4.
Trai'cl of Piston
Number of cars with travel of piston eight
inches or less, 121
number of cars more than ei.ght in. piston
169;

number

—
;

travel, 40.

The recapitulation of these figures is as follows
Average train line leakage 5.5 lb. per min.
Average of cylinder leakage 16.5 lb. per min.
Train line test not taken on five cars on account of defects.

——

:

Cylinder tests not taken on 33 cars on account of defects.
Retaining valve test not taken on 25 cars on account of defects.
Piston travel tests not taken on 14 cars on account of defects.

That is m.ore or less representative of the condition of t'ne air
brake equipment of this country. The air brakes were put under
those cars at a very considerable cost to the railroads, and they
surely should be maintained in serviceable condition, for the
reason they were applied so that the locomotive engineer could
properly control his train.
It is not the fault of this association that these conditions
exist.
The association is giving you information that will
enable you to put the brakes under your cars in good condition.
The difficulty is that we have not complied with the requirements of these instructions. That is no reflection on the association;
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it is

a reflection

on the individual

railroad.
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The fact has been stated that the Railroad Administration has
suggested that the record be kept of the number of cars on
which air brakes were cared for. The idea of that record is to
inform the official responsible for the condition of these brakes
whether or not they were taking care of a sufficient number of
the equipment to maintain the air brakes in proper condition.
We find in various investigations that some of our car men
say that the superintendents will not permit them to hold the
a result of my investigations I believe that the
car men do not always state their case fairly to the official who
for these conditions, because I believe if the
is responsible
seriousness of the condition were made clear, the operating
trains.

As
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"Big Dan" Cunningham's

(kiughter,

Miss Margaret,

arrived here with her mother and sister, Dorothy,

Sunday

evening from Salt Lake City, and will remain until the
end of the convention.

officer would give the car man opportunity to hold the cars and
properly repair the brakes.
I was in Kansas a few days ago,
J. N. Milton (Rock Island)
and I find that the Western Lines are using to-day about 70 or 75
per cent of foreign equipment, and the equipment comes to our
yards and our large terminals such as Chicago, Memphis or Kansas City, so rapidly that we cannot tie the cars up to give attention to the brakes in the proper manner without blocking the
terminal. A railroad can handle just so much equipment, and
the roads are compelled to let these cars go through as they are
turned over to them in interchange.
In regard to the blocking of terminals, I believe
J. J. Tatum
the existing conditions would almost bring that about, but if each
railroad had performed the work it should have performed, we
would nut have iiad these conditions and our railroads would be
open.
:

:

Wood (A. T. & S F.) The members of the associahave no dearth of instruction or information as to how to
keep the brakes up. Mr. Tatum intimated that we had been
talking about the thing too much and not doing it. That is the
fact.
Mr. Milton says we have not time to give the air brakes
attention when the cars come to us. I do not know of a superintendent on any railroad who would tell you to run your train
out without sufficient brakes, in order to control its safety.
The superintendents want the trains controlled safely, and the
reason we do not get the brakes fi.xed up is because we do not
go at it and do it. I have seen hundreds of cars standing
around in the yards, and standing there for days, and nobody
looks at them as far as the brakes are concerned, and no provision is made that will compel them to. do it.
When we send
the brakes out in improper condition, there is more delay on
the road due to trouble with the brakes than would be required to put the brakes in proper order.
I want to appeal to the members to go at the thing along
the lines we have laid down, and use the instructions and
use them where you can use them. If the regional directors
will check up the number of cars reported as cleaned, oiled
and tested, on the railroads in their territory, they would
find out that all over this country we are cleaning two or
three times as many cars as there are in the country, and
-we are not doing a good job, simply because we do not
take the time to do the job right. If the job is being done
poorly, that is not the fault of the man doing the work, but
•our fault, because we do not insist upon its being done propAt some points where brake work is done there is
erly.
nobody directly in charge of the work. The only way to
keep them in the best possible condition is to put them in
that condition when we first clean them, and we will find by
jdoing this that we will get much more satisfactory results.
G. H.

:

tion

H.

W. Ridgeway,
rado &

Superintendent of Motive Power, ColoSouthern, and Mrs. Ridgeway.

Cofifman, acting mechanical engineer of the
is attending his first convention.
It is also his first visit to Atlantic City and he is enjoying every minute of it.

B.

J.

Richmond & Potomac,

Cast Steel Chain
t
-

•

-

.

:

.

'The beginning of the world war found chain makers
quite as unprepared as all other industries. The Goveminent called for production of anchor chain and the
answer from makers of forged chain indicated that the
required amount could not be produced. Chain makers
cannot learn their trade in a day. Then the new idea
insisted on recognition. Chain had never been cast, but
necessity met the emergency. Cast steel molders produced a chain stronger than the forged chain, cast in
any desired length and in any size. Perhaps no more
significant instance can be found of the far-reaching influence of the war. Forged iron chain, that for so long
had held supremacy, almost in a day finds a rival which
may be its master.

R. H. Dyer, Supervisor of Car Repairs, U.

S.

R. A.

This is the first convention George W. Wilden has attended as a railway supply man. He catne to the last
convention as superintendent of motive power of the
New Haven. He is here this year as general manager of
the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
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Sawyer, who recently
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.

Ins

loni'

SuperintenJent of Motive Power,
and Mrs. Giles

l,een

L & N

as one of the best golf players
in the conntrv
ot a dozen players could be
organized from

John Wintersteen, Cornwall Railroad, and Edward
Clark,
General Mechanical Foreman, Cornwall Railroad
It is probable that
be found men and

among
women

the convention visitors could

with almost every form of
accomplishment; and there are not a few men among
them who have won fame in the game of golf. For
instance, R. C. Vilas, president of the
Pyle National

Company, is now champion of the Exmoor Club, at
Chicago. Robert Gwaltney, of the Symington
Company
has been champion of New Jersey. Clayton
IngrahanV
president of the National Waste Company, is
a fine
and recently gave Max Marston a hard contest
tournament, being beaten only one down by Marston.
E. Hoover Bankard, of the Globe Seamless
Tube
Company, who is chairman of the Entertainment Complayer,

A. L.

Vulrlln'^T

^Murfott
Mechal CC.
Mechanic,

O.,
& O

S.

B.

Bartholomew, and George

W

Wildin-

Man

among the attendants at the convention which
would
give any other team of amateurs in the
country mi^htv
b j
^
hard competition.

^^ "^^ '^^^"- ^"P*' ^°*'- P^^"- ^-^^'k Southern; Thomas
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*
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Andrews,
Mechanical Engineer, S. A. L; E. A. Murray, Master Mechanic
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Tr

S.

Railway Supply

mittee this year, is a splendid player, and long has
been
chairman of the Green Committee of the Midlothian
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Humphrey. W.

the Latter Attending His First
Convention as a
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To get a free ride in an aeroplane, and in addition receive a taxicab ride and $525 for taking it, would indicate that tlie man getting them was a business man as
well as a sportsman. George Christiansen, of the JohnsManville Com])any, did it. Some of the other representa-
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How's this for Friday, the thirteenth and persistency?
R. D. Stevenson, president of the Safety Nut and Bolt
Company, Cleveland, ( )hio, left for Atlantic City in his
machine at 4.30 P. AL, Friday the thirteenth of June.
11 is entire exhibit was loaded in the rear of the tonneau.
After proceeding a half dozen blocks he turned into a
street which had recently been paved with asphalt and
was oily and slippery. A horse and wagon appeared from
an alley and a street car running alongside of them closed
In applying the
the gap, preventing further progress.
brakes the car slid sidewavs and crushed the right side

Willard Kelts, General Superintendent of Motive
Power, Atlantic Coast Line, and William Owens of
the New York Air Brake Company

(Left)

same company offered to bet him $50 to ^25
that he would not take an air trip This started the conversation. Mr. Christiansen took the aeroplane ride ycs-

tives of the

James Tierney, Master Mechanic, Louisiana & Arkansas,
Mrs. Tierney and a future Master Mechanic,
Stanley Tierney.

against the wagon then the street car hit and crushed
After untanghng the machine
the left side of the car.
from the mix-up, he found the engine still running
smoothly and the front axles in line so he started again.
When about 20 miles out of Cleveland the emergency
brake, which had been set too tight in the beginning,
burnt up and it was necessary to call in the assistance of
a neighboring farm boy, who rushed a pail of water to
;

—

R. E. Mercur, Traffic

Manager Westmoieland Coal
his son,

terday,

went

in a taxicab to

Co.,

and

Henry.

and from the place of ascen-

expense of his associates, and was $525
the expense of nine of them when he came

sion, all at the
to the

good

at

down.

Guests at Dinner Given

in

Honor

of

After adjusting the brakes he proceeded,
reaching Pittsburgh at 2.30 A. M. Saturday. Here ended
his troubles as the balance of the trip to Atlantic City was
without further troubles.

the machine.

Frank

McManamy

on Saturday Evening
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iiavc the courage to .send them hack,
and the waiter took him for a vege-

tarian.

M
r
\i£
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m
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Juan M. Clark, formerly administrator of CenI'erserverancia, one of the seventeen pr()i)erties of

Sefior

^^1

Ir.il

the
i

Cuba Cane Sugar Corporation,

located in the Prov-

ince of Santa Clara, Cuba, is the latest arrival of distinjnishcd visitors froni the "Pearl of the Antilles." Mr.

^

^^Fiftfl^

Clark rejjresents the corporation, which is said to be the
largest i)n)(lncer of sugar in the world.
It owns more

MMiMMii

^. tywiJ-V

...^.^^^.^.^

M. Dally. Machinist,

C. R. R. of N. J.; H. L. Sandhas,
General Inspector, C. R. R. of N. J.

We

of the recently arrived Latin-American visitors.
know where Paul acquired his knowledge of Span-

don't

Left to Right: P. Vilaseca of J. Vileseca Bas, Importers;
Ramon Morros of the Railway Construction and
Materials Company, both of Barcelona

than 2,000 cars and over 100 locomotives, w)iich, in addition to being equipped with electric headhghts. are rapidly
being converted into oil burners. Mr. Clark, who is at
the Dennis, will return to Havana next Saturday. Mr.
Clark was joined on Monday morning by several of his
"amigos" from Cuba, consisting of Sefior Alberto Gou, of
Central Lequertio, in the Province of Santa Clara, also

George Thompson, M.
F.

ish,

Laughlin,

C. B.,

New York

Superintendent Car
Armour Car Lines

George
Department,

Central, and

but he seemed to be following them closely.

his guests admitted that on his first visit to the

One

of

United

\

/.

O.

Thompson and

a property of the

Gou
Franklin Hess, Son of George F. Hess, Mechanical Superintendent, Kansas City Southern, and Ellsworth L.
Mills, American Reduction Sales Company

some years ago he indicated his choice on the menu
and was served with five different kinds of salads. He
States

is

F.

W.

Brazier,

New York

Central

Cuba Cane Sugar Corporation.

accpmpanied by

his

son "Albertico,"

who

Mr.
will

enter one of the engineering schools in the United States.
Other members of this group of distinguished visitors
include Seiior Santiago Estevez, general manager of the
Cardenas-American Sugar Company, of Cardenas, Cuba,
who is with his son, Santiago, Jr., a student at the University of Pennsylvania.
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The New England Railroad Club at its annual meeting usually presents a program purposely intended to
"mix up" the members and furnish entertainment. At
the last meeting in March, two of our conventionites

Deniston Wood, Assistant Mechanical Engineer,
Southern Pacific

Left to Right: E. F. Durham, General Car Inspector, M. K.
& T. R. R.; R. L. Burch, General Car Foreman, Kansas
City Suothern R. R.; S. W. Devinnt, Joint InterChange Car Inspector, U. S. R. A.

put on a sketch that broke all encore records and made
a decided hit. N. A. Campbell, with the New York Air
Brake Company for over twenty years, much better
known as "Sandy" or "Scotty," is an artist at telling
Scotch stories. His friends sav that he never has had

Andre Rhue, Engineer, Schneider

at

Cie.

Creusot Works,

Paris, France.

a "chestnut" in his "reservoir" and that he is in great
demand as a story teller. George W. Denyven, of the
I'arkesburg Iron Company, Rome Iron Mills and the
(Left) C. B. Keiser, Superintendent Motive Power, P. R. R.,
and (Right) J. L. Cunningham, Superintendent

Motive Powrer,

P. R. R.

Pollak Steel Company, is also a dialect story teller and
plays the bagpipe. He has been at all of the conventions for nine years and takes an active part in the
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the I'-iirollnicnl

jjlay K'ii'"' «>l)ira

liavo ever licard

is

on

"Cock

of file Nortir 'and "How Dry
Am." As a result of
the sketch put on al llu- \'. I",. R. R. Chih, they were
offered llalleriii!; terms to "o on the staj^^e, due to the
I

I'aet

that

it

is

reiiorted

Harry Lander

"Multum

in

is

ahoni to

retire.

Parvo"

"1 .nneii ?"

"Howl?"
"Weil, _qood-l)\e."
iMve words, and yet there is the whole story told about
a friend of ours and yours
a prominent member of Section HI, Mechanical. American Railroad Association; an
ex-president of the M. C. B. or the M. M. Association,
we will not say which. The gentleman is not g-iven to the
use of many words he never was and never \vill be. And
yet the sympathetic sig-n of approval or the rather stern
sign of disai^proval, always unmistakably noted in his
eyes or in the nod of his head plainly indicate the trend of
his thought to the listener.

—

;

The
Left

to

Right:

^en

Visitors

From

Samuel Lynn, Master Car Builder,

P.

&

Berg, Mechanical Engineer, P.

L.

&

E..

and Karl

L. E.

Latin America

Master Car Builder, United Railways of Havara; Frank De Wolff, Locomotive Superintendent,
Cuban Central Railway;
Superintendent, United Railways of Havana; Juan Henderson, General Inspector
of Locomotives, United
P^f.w=„c^f
J{ailways
of T?
Havana, and Juan Romanach, Locomotive Superintendent of the Cuba Cane Sugar Corporation—
all of Havana
Elliot,

More

Latin- American Visitors

Left to Right: "Albertico" Gou, Santiago Estevez general manager. Cardenas American
Sugar Co., Cardenas; Juan M. Clark, Cuba Cane Sugar Corporation, Havana; Alberto Gou, administrator Central Lequeitio; Lequeitio Santiago
Estevez, Jr., of
of the University of Pennsylvania
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Well, one day a long-time friend from a distant city
He was greeted with a hearty handshake and
inasmuch as the hour of the day was about luncheon time
our railroad friend looked into the eyes of the visitor in
a kindly way and simply said
called.

1777

"Lunch?"

The man from

out of town thanked the gentleman for
and the two men proceeded to a club where
an attractive luncheon was served. Of course, the guest
chose for the meal the appetizing things he desired and
the host simply smiled in an approving way to the waiter.
So the order v/as duplicated. During the meal the guest
the invitation

did quite all of the talking we are informed, but he was
at all times listened to in a friendly and interestedly manner.
As they rose from the table the host said simply

"Bowl?"

"Why,

yes, I'd like to," said the guest.

So they went

nearby bowling alley and enoyed two frames of the
same. As the two men left the place the guest thanked
his host for a most pleasant luncheon and said he must
be on his way. A hearty hand shake followed as our
railroad friend said simply
"Good-bye."

to a

:

A

temporary

illness in

New York

prevented the early

arrival at Atlantic City of George W. Lyndon, president
of the Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car
Wheels. Mr. Lyndon, however, was on hand shortly
after the opening exercises and will remain until the

Admiral

C.

W. Dyson,

Left to Right: F. S

W

Left to

H

Flynn

Right-

Quinn

U.

S.

N.,

and Mrs. Dyson

close.

Gallagher, Assistant Engineer of Rolling Stock, N. Y. C; T. J. Bums, Supt. Rolling Stock, M. C.
Motive Power, M. C; G. E. Parks, Mechanical Engineer, M. C, and D. F. Jennings, of
Guilford S. Wood Co.

Supt

William Schlafge, General Mechanical Superintendent, Erie; Miss Carroll, sister of Mrs. Quinn;
General Foreman Car Repairs, Erie Lines, East; Mrs. Quinn; F. M. Graff, Superintendent Apprentices and Production, Erie; Stanley Bullard, Bullard Machine Tool Co.;
A. G. Trumbull, Assistant General Mechanical Superintendent, Erie

M.
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Automatic Smokebox Blower Fitting

LKAKi

K.ss,

ri.uci.Kss, Ti I RKADi.Kss,

automatic

in action,

made for
the automatic smokebox blower fitting, which is so
plainly illustrated in the photograph that it requires but
slight description.
Cap screws secure the flange or body of the fitting to
the smokebox, inside of which no nuts or bolts are reand always

rt-ady, arc sonic of the

claims

AUTOMATIC
CHECK VALVE

TO EXHAUST

NOZZLE

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiir

tration below shows a ty])ical application,
lor this purpose 23/^-in. joints and Zy^-'m. extra heavy pipe are used.
One of the important advantages of the arrangement is
its reliability.
There is no possibility of a loose lining
obstructing the flow of water, the coimection cannot colla])se, and if "blowing back" is necessary there is no
danger that it will burst or be blown off. In addition to
the increase reliability it is claimed that a reduction in
the cost of maintenance is secured by the use of the
l'>arco water connection.

A Vertical Automatic Fire Door
Railway Devices Company, Chicago,
THE National
exhibiting the Shoemaker
automatic
vertical

is

fire

door as applied to the United States Railroad
Administration locomotives. This door is of the balanced
type and is pneumatically operated, both in the opening
and closing movement.
The short leverage required to move the doors and the
short piston travel necessary to operate the levers are
features.
In the opening operation of this
door the pedal
is pressed downward, thus lifting a
foot valve which closes the exhaust port B, admitting
distinctive

A

Automatic Smoke Box Blower Fitting
quired.

All

that

is

required in the attaching of the

yU

roundhouse steam hose is to screw it on and turn on the
steam the check valve is raised by the steam in its passage to the smokebox. When steam is up and the roundhouse pipe is disconnected, the blower valve in the cab
furnishes the balance of the draft necessary and the
check valve prevents leakage of steam to the atmosphere.
This device, which is applied to all United States Standard locomotives is known as the Barco automatic smoke;

'liS^
'l^ffll

fr""^^
iM^^^^^^^^gmmi^mgmg^mm^SQSm^^Lj
<

w
m
The Shoemaker Door In Closed
Barco 3-V Feed Water Connection

now

being used for water connections as well.

through the foot valve and the admission valve C to
the top side of the large piston, which forces both the
admits a constant
pistons downward. The check valve
air reservoir pressure into the cylinder between the two
pistons, and at the same time as the downward movement
reduces the volume between them, a proportionately
greater pressure is built up, which near the completion
air

box blower fitting and is made by the Barco Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
The Barco 3-V type engine tender connection which
has been used for some time for air and steam lines, is

The

illus-

Position

D
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of the stroke balances with the reservoir pressure and
brinjT^s the door to the open position without shock.
is released, thus setting
To close the door the pedal
the foot valve which blocks the air at E. Port B opens,
permitting the free escape of air through port F, forcing
the i)istons upward because of the greater pressure underneath. When port F is closed by the large piston an air
cushion is formed in the top of the cylinder, and as this
is relieved through a small hole in the plunger of the

A

admission valve, the door closes without slamming. The
doors can be cracked by means of the pawl at the lower
end of the air cylinder.
This company is also showing a Shoemaker fire door
of the vertical automatic twin type, designed for application to locomotives having wide fire door openings, such
The design of
as those used in the anthracite regions.
this door permits the exposing of one-half of the door
opening, while the other half remains closed, thus admitting less air into the firebox and at the same time providing ample opening for convenient firing.

1779

turing process.
Other new products of the Dearborn
Chemical Company are cutting, quenching and drawing
oils, and Kleen-Kleen, a cleansing preparation which

has

many

uses.

Drifting Valve
QUICK-OPENING DRIFTING VALVE, easily Operated by hand or by an extension rod, even under
the highest boiler pressure, is being exhibited by
William Sellers & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
It is intended to be used in open or closed positions
only. The special feature is the cam cast solid with the
stem operating a latch, and which by compound leverage
raises a loosely fitting winged check.
It is a type of

AsAFE^

Chemical Specialties for Railroad Use
THE PAST YEAR the Dearborn Chemical ComWITHIN
pany, Chicago,
brought
compound for
uct

is

has
out a
rust prevention known as No-Ox-Id. This prodsaid to keep metal surfaces in perfect condition

when exposed

to the elements for months.
It is used
extensively by the War Department to protect guns,
The
machinery, airplanes and munitions from rust.
illustration shows the condition of two pieces of metal,

Sectional

View

of Drifting Valve

valve which remains tight in service, is easily accessible
and can be reground or the valve replaced without removing from the pipes.
The older form of quick-opening drifting valve consisted of a pilot and main valve placed on a horizontal
step; this form was always difficult to keep steam tight;
the present form by its simplicity and the special design
of steam check, eliminates all the objections to the quickopening hand operating drifting valve.

Electric Rivet Heater
Comparative Corrosion

of Metal Protected by No-Ox-Id
and by Oil

one coated with No-Ox-Id and the other covered with
oil, after exposure to the weather.
The part covered
with No-Ox-Id was not rusted, while the other piece
was badly corroded in spite of the coating of oil. NoOx-Id has been adopted by manufacturers of steel products of every kind and, in view of the great need for a
thoroughly efficient rust preventive, in railroad work,
it is anticipated that it will find a wide field of application.

Dearboline is another article of interest to railway
is intended for use in cleaning metals.
It is
adapted for washing steel cars and for general metal
washing purposes and is economical and effective
for cleaning locomotives and car trucks of accumulated

men and

dirt.

Dearboline is free from acid or other corrosive substances, and does not harm painted or varnished surfaces.
It is extensively used to remove grease, cutting
compounds, oils, iron filings, and other foreign substances,

from iron or

steel articles

during the manufac-

THEtype

Berwick electric rivet heater

is

an inductive

of a primary coil to
suit characteristics of the alternating current supply and a very heavy secondary coil of only one
turn
this secondary is divided at one end into four
electrodes.
The electrodes of the heater are opened and closed by
foot pedals, and pedal connections are used with compression springs. The primary coil is so constructed that
a free air circulation keeps the windings cool.
Rivet heating is done by inserting the cold rivet
lengthwise between the electrodes and then closing the
line switch, which is very conveniently located at the left
side of the heater where the operator has control of
the heating at all times, thereby saving unnecessary fuel

of furnace.

It consists

;

loss

and burned

rivets.

This heater is built in four sizes to heat rivets, ^4 inby 2 in. up to 1^ in. by 10 in. It is claimed that the
current consumption is 20 kilowatt hours per 100 lb. of
rivets.
It

embodies the feature of being portable, simple to
no smoke or fumes, and is economical.
made by the American Car and Foundry

operate, makes
The heater is

Company.
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Barber 70-Ton Truck

AiKiTK OK 70 TONS cAi'AciTV
iiUirdy on

tlie

side

ill

whicli

tlic

load

is

car-

been developed l)y
I'oiiipaiiy, Chicago, and is

l)cariii,tis lias

the Standard (.ar '['ruck
Tliis type of construction
exhibited on the pier.
delivers the load from the l)ody l)olster directly over the
center of eadi side frame and materially reduces stresses
in the truck bolster.
In the desisi^n which is being exhii)ited the side bearings are spaced 6 ft. 6 in. from cenh'ach side beariny- has twelve rollers 2 in.
ter to center,
in diameter and 3' 4 in. lonj.^, located radially al)out the
center pin. The base of the roller casinj; is bolted to the
truck bolster. The center section, wiien assembled, locks
the rollers in place and tiie toj) of the casing is curved to

June

25,

1919

or jam, llins (liiiiinating a troiililc usually found in ,ill
pmimialic hoists. Hoists of this type are being maiin
factured in ca|)acities ranging from one-half to lliici
tons.

heiiij^

Increased Flexibility in Engine
and Tender Pipe Connections
Im<anklin Railway Siji'I'ly Comi-any, New

THEVurk,

exhibiting an ai)i)lication of the McLaughfor engine and tender pijie connection?
wiiicli is made u\> of three double joints instead of the
usual arrangement of two doul)le and one single joint.
The latter arrangement has proved satisfactory on smalllin

is

joints

I5x3i"4y,
-^—
----g-6,

-4

H

33 Wheel
^

S'xll'journal"

-5'-IO"-

Seventy-ton Truck Which Carries the Load Entirely on the
Side Bearings

on account of the rigidity of the connections it has been necessary to use an additional sleeve
for heavy power. The new arrangement relieves the
pipe connection of torsions of strains.
er locomotives, but

Small Tool Equipment
allow the bearing to adjust itself to the irregularities of
the track.
The center pin extends through the bolster
but no load is carried at this point, the pin serving only
to pivot the truck and to move it.

Each end of the bolster rests on lateral rollers which
seat in a casting fitting into the spring caps and bridging
the compression member of the truck side frame. Eight
M. C. B. Class B springs are used arranged in two nests
of four each. If desired, six springs of greater capacity
can also be used. The spring plank consists of two 5 in.
by ZYi in. by Yi in. angles. The side frames are of cast
steel, the compression member being lowered to pass under the bolster. This truck has been in service for some
time and a car equipped with it is being exhibited at
Mississippi Avenue.

THE

William

New

Brewster

Company,

30

Church

exhibiting what is known as
Bell-Mouth sockets and sleeves for drills. These
tools are standard sockets and sleeves with a bell mouth
or annular recess at the open end. This recess protects
the taper tool seat no matter how badly the outside edge
This device overof the sleeve or socket is battered.
comes the troubles so frequently encountered with a drill
or reamer which is used in a socket that has been so battered that the tool seat is irregular and causes the tool to
wabble. With the use of the Bell Mouth socket this cannot occur as the taper seat is protected by the bell mouth,
and the life of both the socket and the tool itself is greatly
Street,

York,

is

prolonged.

De-Magnetizer

The Bulldog De-Magnetizer

is a device designed for
the purpose of de-magnetizing such tools as milling cut-

Pneumatically Operated Cable Hoist
THE DEVICES EXHIBITED by the
AMONG
Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago,

Independent

a one-ton
pneumatic hoist which is equipped with a motor
similar to that used in corner drills. The main features
of the hoist are the worm drive and automatic stop
arangement, which prevents jamming of the cables at
any fjoint. The worm drive is designed to suspend
The reversing mechanism has a
the load indefinitely.
cam attached to a parallel shaft, which engages a geared
tooth rack, shifting the position of the eccentric, and
thereby giving the operator absolute control of the load
It is equipped with roller bearings throughat all times.
out, which, in addition to the oil splash design, reduces
When in operation it is imposfriction to a minimum.
sible for the cable to work out of the grooves and cross
is

ters, files,

micrometers,

collect small particles of

which, due to magnetism,
metal which adhere to the cut-

etc.,

ting edges and lower the efificiency of the tool. The device consists of a de-magnetizer in a rectangular container with a flexible connection that may be readily attached to any lighting fixture.
The machine is ready to connect to 110 volts or 220
volts, 60-cycle ,single phase, alternating current circurt,
or may be furnished to connect to other requencies and
voltages.
If direct current only is available, a D-C to
A-C rotary converter can be used. There are no moving
This device absolutely
therefore, no repairs.
parts
eliminates all magnetism instantly and the power consumed is approximately the same as used in burning an
ordinary light bulb.
This company is also showing the Etchograph, which is
an electric marking apparatus for use in marking tools.

—
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etc., and is valuable because of its
and tbe ease and speed with which it may be
The only wearing part is the point of the pencil

micrometers, gages,
flexibility

used-

which may be replaced with ordinary copper wire. This
device may be connected to a lighting" fixture, and it uses

power only when it is etching.
The Brewster Company also show the vertical drilling
and counter sinking devices manufactured by the Liberty
Tool Company, of Baltimore, Md., which were described
in the daily RaUivay ^-Ige on June 20.

Oil

Handling Apparatus

CONNECTION with

the discussion as to the advisability
eliminating the bottom outlet valve from tank cars
it is interesting to note that there is being exhibited
at the convention, equipment developed as the result of a
careful survey and analysis of the conditions covered in
the paper by A. W. Gibbs and the discussion on that subject.
S. F. Bowser & Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., have developed equipment for unloading and measuring the contents of tank cars without opening the bottom outlet
valve. To accomplish this a special suction connection of
the rigid or non-rigid type is inserted in the manhole of
This pipe is carried to a
the tank car to be emptied.
direct connected, motor driven pump, of a type adapted
to the liquid or liquids to be handled. An automatic selfmeasuring and self-regulating control gives a record of
the contents removed accurate to one-half of one per cent
and also controls the operation of the pump.
The same equipment can be used for the distribution
of oil to the point where it is used or to containers in
which it is shipped, in any predetermined quantity. The
advantages over the present methods secured by the use
of this equipment consist in the elimination of the possibility of spillage and leakage and the saving of time and
labor.
It insures the safe and rapid transfer of the entire contents of the tank car to the permanent storage
without the necessity for constant attendance, and is so
designed as to be practically foolproof in its operation.

INof

Murphy
AN ENDEAVOR

INconditions,

the

Solidsteel Plate

to provide a design

Roof

adapted to present

Standard Railway Equipment Com-

pany, Chicago, has developed a

new

type of roof

known

Murphy

This roof makes the
Solidsteel roof.
steel superstructure a solid unit and not only protects
the lading, but also serves as a cover plate for the superas the

structure.

Weaving on a

rivets or crystalizes

riveted joint very soon loosens

and breaks the metal, so that

in steel

car construction in order to obtain the best efficiency it is
necessary to eliminate weaving. In this class of equipment the solid steel rigid roof ties the top securely and
makes the entire body of the car act in unison to prevent
weaving and a consequent enlargement of bolt holes and
distortion of the wooden lining.
The Murphy Solidsteel roof has iofutside carlines
formed by upstanding flanges on the roof sheets in
combination with a seam cap secured together with horizontal rivets, both heads of which are outside the car,
so that a loose or bad rivet cannot cause a leak.
The
outside edge of the roof is riveted to the side plate in
such a manner that both heads are outside of the car,
and no leaks can be caused by loose rivets. The outside
carlines give the maximum inside clearance for lading.
On double sheathed cars with wooden sides and ends
it is impossible to prevent a certain amount of weavingdue to the shrinkage of the lumber therefore a flexible
;

17S1

roof was necessary on that type of ecjuipment.
But on
the modern steel undcrframe, steel frame box car, with
underframe, ends and sides securely riveted together,
a roof which will add to the strength of the entire structure is felt to be necessary.

A

High Heat Resisting Brick

A

SPECIALLY PKEi'AKEU ccllular iusulatiug refractory
brick for furnaces and other structures which is
made in standard firebrick sizes and other special
shapes, and whose weight is said to be about one-half of
the ordinary firebrick, is the latest product of the Quigley
Furnace Specialties Comjiany, New York. This material, called Insulbrix, is shown in its booth.
It is stated
that insulbrix has a low thermo conductivity, one inch of
insulbrix being equal to six to ten times the same thick-

fire or red brick.
It is also said to have high heat
resisting qualities, the fusing point being 2,900 deg. F.
without showing shrinkage at as high a temperature as
1,800 deg. F. This material, it is said, will withstand a

ness of

crushing strength of over 425 lbs. to the square inch.
The Quigley Company is also exhibiting a new and
specially designed controller for the close regulation of
fuel feed from furnace bins to individual burners in furnaces.
By turning a handwheel the fuel feed may be
adjusted for any range of control between minimum and
maximum capacity. The feed screw is driven at constant speed, but the adjustment of the feed to the burner
is accomplished by means of a diaphragm or pair of
shutters closing around the screw, giving an adjustable
opening leading to the discharge head.

Tuco North Pole Sanitary
Drinking Fountain

THE

Tuco Products Corporation, New York,

is

ex-

hibiting a sanitary drinking fountain, the construction and operation of which involves a number of
The fountain proper consists of
interesting features.
three parts, a filter, a storage tank for filtered water and
an ice compartment, in the bottom of which is placed a
shallow, enclosed cooling pan, through which the water
The water
flows from the storage tank to the faucet.

supply is drawn from the air pressure water system, first
passing through a filter stone into the storage tank. The
water is drawn from the faucet directly from the cooling
The ice comparttank, which hoWs about three cups.
ment which is located below the storage tank, where it
is readily accessible, is insulated to prevent undue thawing of the ice.
Provision is made for convenient and thorough cleanBy the removal of five
ing of all parts of the cooler.
clamps the filter casing may be removed and the stone
taken out by unscrewing the pipe connection, with which
it is attached to the fixed end of the filter case.
It is then
easily and thoroughly cleaned by steam or submersion in
hot water. An opening is provided on the front of the
storage tank near the bottom, which is closed by a plug.
Removal of this plug permits the interior of the tank to
To drain
l)e cleaned by the insertion of a steam nozzle.
the system a cock is opened in the bottom of the cooling
tank, which permits the water in the storage tank to flow
directly into the ice chamber and thence out through the
drain.
The drain from the ice chamber is closed by a
tubular plug, the opening into which is located several
inches above the bottom of the chamber. The removal of
this plug allows the ice chamber to be drained.

RAILWAY AGE

irsj
Tlicso

liavf l)ccn in service for several years
luimher of coaches on several railway systems

filters

in a lartie

Tile service lias denionstratcrl lliat the cooler is sanitary.
The ice and drinUin!; water are not in contact, and the
filter

removes

sediment which

all

may

i)ass to

it

from

the comjiressed air stora,t,'e system.
The insnlated icetank has elTected a savinj; of 50 to (>0 ])er cent as compared with the ordinary type of water cooler. This sav-

June

mir.ilty tests glas.se.s of this kind
ball

from a height of

supi)orted at the ends.

.seven

25, 191<)

by (Iroi)ping a six-ounce

feet

on the

glass,

which

is

has been tested in the .same
maimer with an eight-ounce hard w^ood hall, without injuring or fracturing the glass. The Moncrieff reflex gage
glasses are distributed in the United Slates by II. A.
Rogers Company, New York.

was demonstrated in tests in comi^arison with hoth
cars and ordinary day coaches, and it rednces
the amonnt of lahor retpiired to keej) the filter in oper-

It

ini^

slecpinji'

ation becanse icing- is less fre(inent.
It also prevents the
waste of water as the rale of flow is such that only one
glass of water will flow freely at one time.
It is also
safer to keep in oix-ration than the ordinary water
coolers because filling docs not rc(|uire the use of ladders
and buckets' or hose, on top of the car.
The cooler equipment, complete, is enclosed in a com-

partment which opens on the inside of the car with the
ice

tank located

at a

convenient height for

filling.

National Car Door

ONE OK

Till- DEVICES exhibited on the j^er which has
been developed since the last convention is the National car door. This door is supported directly
on the underframe on rollers of large diameter, mounted
in brackets which do away with the track. This method
of support was adopted to place the weight of the door

at the point where the distortion of the frame would
be a minimum. The rollers themselves are designed to
prevent freezing up with snow or ice and can be loosened
by a slight jar in case they clog. The bottom of the
bracket is opened, permitting any foreign matter to fall
through. The door being supported at the bottom brings
the handle close to the line of support and prevents binding or cocking.
The top interlocking feature is so arranged that snow
and ice cannot accumulate and prevent free movement
of the door with the front and back interlocking connection to the door post it forms a weather and sparkproof construction. By the use of beveled rollers in the
brackets the door when shut is kept tight against the
car. Flat rollers and a lug on the brackets keep the door
away from the car when open, preventing binding and
injury to the sheathing and insuring easy operation.
;

This door

is

built

by the Union Metal Products Com-

pany, Chicago, and has been specified for application to
the entire 25,000 double sheathed box cars ordered by
the United States Railroad Administration.

Moncrieff's Reflex

PRIOR

TO THE

gage

g-lasses

WAR

Gage Glass

number of reflex water
were imported from Germany and this
a large

glass was considered the most satisfactory for the
purpose. Since the supply of German glass has been
cut off many inferior glasses have been thrown upon the
market which have indirectly injured the reputation of
the Klinger type gage. During the war a process w^as
developed by John Moncrieff, Ltd., Perth, Scotland,
manufacturers of tubular gage glasses, for the manufacture of a specially toughened reflex gage glass. The
glasses are not moulded, but are cut frofli a special
quality of plate glass and toughened. They are said to
w ithstand a steam pressure of 350 lb. or more, and have
withstood the severest acceptance tests. The British Ad-

Single Hoist Grab Bucket

THE

DioscKH'Tiox of the automatic single hoist grab
bucket, exhibited by Edgar 1"2. I'.rosius, I'ittsburgh,

Pa., which appeared on page 1694 of the June 23d
issue of the Dciily Raihvay Age, was accompanied by an
illustration showing a single hook grab bucket instead of
an automatic single hoist grab bucket. The single hook
l)ucket operates on a one-drum crane and can be taken off
in the same manner as a sling chain.
The automatic
single hoist grab bucket differs from the one which was
illustrated in that it is on the machine permanently, with
the sheave block attached to the hinge frame and the
rope extending up directly to the hoist drum. This type
of bucket dumps automatically from a predetermined

height.

Pulverized Coal Locomotive

on Mississippi Avenue

ON

THE Mississippi Avenue track, near Pacific
Avenue, is a Lehigh Valley 10-wheel locomotive,
which has just been equipped for burning pulverized coal, by the Fuller Engineering Company, Allentown, Pa. This locomotive arrived at Atlantic City

too late to be exhibited during the first week of the
convention, but is now ready for inspection.
The locomotive has a Wootten type boiler, and the
equipment is designed to handle either all anthracite or
all bituminous coal, or a 50 per cent mixture of both.
The engine is being kept under steam in order to demonstrate the equipment in actual operation.

A New

Departure in
Sheet Metal Cutting

A

MACHINE WHICH ALLOWS

the Cutting of a sheet of

metal into practically any desired shape, leaving
every portion of the material in its former flat
condition, is being exhibited by the Swind Machinery
Company, of Philadelphia, Pa. It is known as Gray's
sheet metal cutter and is manufactured by the W. J.
Savage Company, Inc., Knoxville, Tenn.
The process of cutting takes out a clean kerf much the
same as a jig saw does in wood, the stock being guided
in any direction at the will of the operator. The metal is
automatically advanced to the cutter in a manner which
resembles the feeding of the cloth to the needle of a sew^ing machine. The use of this machine is said to eliminate
the necessity of straightening out material, wdiich after
being cut with the usual methods invariably tends to curl
or buckle.

This machine at present is being made in four sizes and
w ill cut metal up to and including V^ in. in thickness it
is specially useful in cutting out lagging plates, liners and
;

templates.
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small number uf men who have participated in tiie
discussion has been very noticeable at the convention.
few of the past officers of the
Where Are
associations have spoken on practithe Younger
cally every subject presented, and
others have discussed matters in
Members?
which they were particularly interested, but very few of the younger members have been
heard on the floor during the meetings. Surely the rising
generation is not devoid of ideas, but it seems to be extremely timid. It might be well for the officers and the
older members to make a special effort to get young men
to take an active part in the affairs of the Mechanic 1
Section. There are at present many prominent members
of the old associations who are represented on several
committees. The majority of these men hold high positions and are extremely busy, so that necessarily they cannot give personal attention to committee work, and as a
result it is delegated to their subordinates.
The experience of attending committee meetings and doing the
work on their own initiative would be of value to the
younger officers who will be the future superintendents
of motive power, and all involved should benefit if the
amount of overlap in the committees of the Mechanical
Section was reduced.

A

York.

Edward A. Simmons,

L

than it did when the valves were pro])erly set.
If a
standard performance was set up, failure to meet the
requirements would lead to an invesrigation of the condition of such locomotives leading to higher maintenance
>t:indards. Thus the method proposed by Mr. Milner
migln bring about important savings in both wages and

I.

WE GUARANTEE

that tof this issue, 15,925 copies were printed; that
of these 15,925 copies, 15, -106 were mailed to regular paid subscribers to
the Railway Age and the Railway Mechanical Engineer; 119 were mailed
to advertisers, 300 were provided for counter and news companies' sales,
new subscriptions, bound volumes, copies lost in the mail and offic© use,
and 100 copies for distribution at Atlantic City.
is a member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
(A. B. C.) and the Associated Business Papers. (A. B. P.)
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During the discussion on the report of the Committee on
Fuel Economy and Smoke Prevention in Tuesday's sesthe importance of properly
maintaining air brake equipment in
Terminal
order that the loss of fuel due to air
leakage may be reduced to a miniBrake Tests
mum was brought out by several
speakers and reference was made to the desirability of
adhering strictly to the train line leakage limit of 'five
to eight pounds advocated in Fuel Conservation Circular No. 13. Adherence to this circular is not only important from the standpoint of fuel economy and of the
expense entailed by excessive train line leakage, but
from the standpoint of safety as well. Strict adherence
to this rule, however, in making terminal tests not infrequently results in the necessity for a large amount of
switching in cutting out cars which cannot be made to
meet the requirements without a visit to the repair
tracks. It is evident, therefore, that the use of the road
locomotive to charge the brakes for these tests results
in the use of considerable fuel as well as in extensive
terminal delays and overtime for the crews, and they
also increase boiler maintenance. These delays and the
entailed expense can be eliminated by the installation of
terminal equipment for charging the train lines during
the test, the necessary switching being performed by
yard engines instead of by the road locomotives. Where
such plants have been installed the saving effected has
in some cases been found to offset the original cost of
the installation within a year. Furthermore, they will
undoubtedly tend to increase the effectiveness of the
terminal tests. With a road locomotive attached to the
train the incentive is very great to slight the test where
conditions are bad, rather than to subject the train to
sion

.

The method

regulating cut-off with variations in
manner as to develop the maximum capacity of the locomotive, proposed in
Regulating Cut- the individual paper by B. B. Milner,
off for Maxirepresents an important step toward
Horsepower the realization of the highest efficiency in the operation of locomotives. The object, as stated by Mr. Milner, is to increase
the tonnage hauled or the speed developed.
An incidental advantage which would probably be secured by
setting up standards for road performance is improvement in the general condition of the motive power. The
establishment of a standard running time for trains under hxed conditions presupposes that all engines of the
same class can develop the same power. That this is not
true under present conditions is shown by the aversion
which enginemen express for certain individual locomotives that do not perform nearly as well as the average
engines of the same class. Variation in the performance
may be caused Iiy the steam generated being abnormally
low, due to defects of the boiler or draft appliances, or
to lack of skill or energy on the part of the fireman.
The condition of the machinery also influences the performance of the locomotive if it affects the steam consumption per unit of work. As an indication of the extent to which these defects may redifce the efficiency of
the engine it is of interest to note the results of tests
reported at the last Fuel Association convention. These
investigations showed that a locomotive with valves out
of square but no more than is found in ordinary practice, used from 8 to 21 per cent more coal per ton-mile
of
speed in such a

mum
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ASK of tlir maiiitciiaiu-o of cquipim-iit
badly iK'L;k'ctf(l tliat is ilic ])aiiUiiiLr <'f sU'cl
cars.
Much inoiv attention can \k- '^'wvn \n liic i)n>tcclion of Ixitli tlic Ixulics and undcrfranics ih.in is now
hciiii; done, with hii; returns in added life for the cost
Many difficulties are
of the material and labor used.
in the wav of ade(|uately ijrotectint^' the interior of oi)en
top cars, owing- to the abrasive action of the lading
which these cars handle. This condition. Iiowever. is
no excuse for neglecting the exterior and does not even
justify failure to give atention to the interior as ojiporThe cost of paint applicatii n 1)\
lunity presents it.s'elf.
si)raying is small and the deterioration of the unjiroWar
tected steel takes years off the life of the car.
conditions have been responsil)le for the cutting of
many corners in maintenance, and tlie attention once
given to iKiinting has been one of the tilings wliicJi
Had practice,
has suffered seriously on that account.
once started, is very easily perpetuated and on that
account special care should now be exercised to see
tliat better conditions are restored.
base of this subject was clearly
eccnomic
'i"he
brought out in a study made several years a^o by M.
K. r>arnum and reported in the Railwav Age Gazette of
IS

tliat

is

(INK

I'

1

1

;

]

March 3, 1916. The investigation developed that $30
or $35 spent for enough additional paint to preserve the
protective coat might be expected to increase the life of
the car by as much as a third of its life. Furthermore,
the actual cost of painting was found usually to be
greater where the cars are most infrequently repainted.
This matter was also investigated by a committee
of tile Master Car Builders" Association in its report to
the convention in 1908, which emphasized the necessity
for taking proper care of the exterior of the cars. This
fact would indicate that there is no lack of appreciation
of the value of i)aint on the part of car department
officers, but their

recommendations have failed to receive
managements, probably because no

the approval of the

immediatelv apparent ill effects followed the practice of
inadequately i)rotecting the steel. Failure to have recommendations' in this niatter accepted immediately is no
reason why continued effort should not be made to have
proper light
it understood by the managements in its
and it is the duty of car department ofificers to make
every possible effort to present it in such a way that
the ultimate return for the money expended in better
protection may be so evident that the necessary
approval of proper practice will be forthcoming.

Innovations

Which
Should be Continued

FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION of
THESection
of the American Railroad

the

Mechauical

Association has
conventions of the

broken all records of previous
Master Car I'.uiklers" and American Railwav Master
Mechanics Associations in attendance, in the extent and
character of the exhibits, and in the interest wh'ch has
been taken, both in the proceedings and the exhibits.
The Convention Hall has been filled at practically every

W

liie coMventiou and ins|)ccted the exhibits.
ykr. direitor of the hivision of Operation of ih'
iiited States Uailroad .Xdministralion, addressed scs
The chief
sious of the convention during both weeks.
of the Russian Mission of Ways of Conimnnication
gave the .Mechanical Section a very interesting talk on
the nature of the similar organizations in Russia. .\
rccoid has been kept of tlio^c in attendance at each

ilUiiilcd
\.

I

number

session.

These innovations have all added greatly to the attendance and interest in the cinventiou and have l)een
|

means of real inspiration to the members, 'ihey are
innovations this year, but why should they not be con
sidered as precedents to b" followed next year aiul at
succeeding conventions? The i)ractice of collecting registration cards at each session is a good one and should
be kejit uj). If the luembers are once induced to attend tile sessions consistently they may in time acquire
an interest in the affairs of the Section which will make
the association (jf greater \alue to thi-m and they will
beconn' an a^set to the association.
mechanical dejiartments of the railroads have
i'lie
never been accorded the recognition which their importance justifies. This has been due largely to a lack
of understanding and ajipreciation of the scope of the
work of the departments. The visit of the railway executives at this year's convention has done much to corrv,>ct erroneous imj^ressions as to the value of the work
which the mechanical associations have been doing, and
a visit to the exhibits alone is sufficient to inspire a high
appreciation of the great variety and scope of the problems with which the mechanical departments have to
deal. But what is of even greater importance is the insi)iration which the interest manifested by these men
in the Mechanical Section has been to the members and
the higher res])ect and feeling of greater responsibility
which they will feel individuallv tow^ard the association.
The practice of inviting such men to attend the sessions
is a good one and should be followed up consistently.
The world war has broadened the interests of people
in every civilized nation in affairs outside their own
countries. It would be an excellent idea if representative foreign railway men can be induced to appear before the Mechanical Section at each year's convention
to deliver short messages on the problems of other counThe result could not help but be broadening.
tries.

.1

The large attendance this year places a great responsibility upon the officers of the Mechanical Section
to see that everything possible is done to retain and increase the interest of the members in its affairs. It is
a notable fact that in .spite of the large attendance, parin the discussions was largely limited to a
small group of the older and better known members.
The value of the association to the members is measured largely by what they put into it and every possible
effort should be made to induce the younger and newer
members to enter into the discussions. The value of
the discussions can also be increased if those who take
part know how to do so most eft'ectively. It is difficult
to retain interest and follow the proceedings when, for
instance, a member near the front of the hall faces the
thairman, with his back to the rest of the audience. Could
not printed instructions be issued, giving briefly the essentials of eft'ectively addressing the convention, in order
that what is said may be heard by those in the hall?

ticipation

A

bigger hall is needed to accommodate the Section
the present large attendance is to kept up and increased and more suitable arrangements in several respects should be made.
The officers of the section who have been responsible for the arrangements this jear are to be congratuif

session.

A
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Painting Steel Cars
T.iKKK

June

of innovations have been introduced this

year. The entire membership of the executive committee of the American Railroad Association, including
.some of the foremost railway executives of the country

June
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on the excellent results which they have secured.
large measure of this success is due especially to Secretary Hawthorne for the work he has done in the securing of almost complete advance distribution of the
reports and papers this year. The convenience of the
members in attendance has been greatly facilitated by
the method in which the advance copies have been distributed at each session. The distribution of the papers
for each session enclosed in an envelope not only avoids
waste, but saves the members considerable annoyance
in not having to hunt through a complete list of the
papers for the whole convention, to locate each report
as it comes up. The success of any association depends
to a large extent upon the secretary and the way in
which the affairs of the office have been conducted this
year is sufficient indication that the association is in
lated

A

good hands.

The exhibits this year have been of exceptional value
and the only return the members of the Railway Supply
Manufacturers' Association receive for the trouble and
expense entailed in assembHng them is the interest which

A

general feeling of satisfaction
manifested in them.
has been evidenced in this repect. No railroad man in
attendance can return home without having secured
much information which is of immediate or future value
to him, if he has taken advantage of the opportunity
which the exhibits offer. The practice which has been
followed this year of calling for reports on the exhibits
visited should be continued, if for no other reason than
because it requires the visitor to review and analyze
what he has seen.
is

Rolling Stock Conditions in Belgium
By Robert E. Thayer.
(European Editor of the Raihvay Age.)
Brussels, June

2, 1919.

THE MECHANICAL MEN

of the railways in the United
IF States are at all discouraged with regard to the condition of the equipment on their roads they need only
come to Belgium to find out what "bad conditions" really
are.
There are no figures here showing "percentage in
bad order." If there were it would be very nearly a 100
per cent record with probably 25 per cent running.
Locomotives are being run on the "crack" trains to use
a pre-war term which would give the boilermaker a
very satisfactory shower-bath when he entered the fire-

—

—

In America we speak of crown bolts "weeping."
The word "crying" would apply much better here to-day,
box.

and the tears would be crocodile tears

at that, with every
appearance of a miniature rainstorm. And yet both the
engineer and fireman referred to the engine as a "bonne
locomotive." In other words, the equipment situation in

Belgium is beyond description. One must see to adequately appreciate what the conditions are. It is a wonder men can work under such conditions.
At the beginning of the war the Belgian State Railways had in the neighborhood of 4,500 locomotives, 10,000 passenger cars and 94,000 freight cars perhaps
"wagons" is better after all, they are so small. To-day
they have 4,000 locomotives, of which 1,615 were "picked"
from German equipment under the terms of the armistice and the rest are what the Germans left behind and
what France returned out of the 2,000 sent her at the
time of the German invasion in 1914. Needless to say,
the condition of the locomotives remaining in Belgium
and those returned from France is deplorable and
furthermore there are practically no facilities for repairThose left in the country by the Germans
ing them.
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were not only badly in need of maintenance, but quantiwere left with fires burning freely and no water in

ties

The word "picked" in reference to the Gerlocomotives is used advisedly, for out of the first
2,110 locomotives sent from Germany under the terms of
the armistice only 350 were accepted as being in fit conthe boiler!

man

dition to run.

The same thing is true of the condition of both the
passenger and freight cars. As against nearly 10,000
passenger cars in 1914, the Belgian State Railways have
only 5,500 and only 74,500 freight cars as against 94,000
in the same year. The passenger cars now running on
Belgian rails were also "picked," for out of 3,530 offered
last Christmas day only 1,844 were accepted and out of
60,087 freight cars only 34,134 were accepted. As in the
case of the locomotives both the passenger and freight
cars left by the Germans and those returned from
France were in an extremely bad state of repair. The
passenger cars the Germans left behind were willfully
damaged in a most shameful manner. The glass windows were broken, the upholstery was ripped from the
seats, the air brakes were put out of commission, electric
lighting fixtures were ruined, etc., etc., ad infinitum.
To still further complicate matters the repair shops
were robbed of their machines and all belting was taken
as fast as the Germans were through working the shops.
That is to say, the shops in the western part of the country
were absolutely denuded of all shop machinery and tools,
while the shops in the east, which the Germans had to
use up to the time of their evacuation, suffered in proportion to the time the Germans had for their departure
from the country. The shop at Ghent has only recently
been re-equipped with nondescript tools gathered up here
and there as they could be found and spared and will be
ready for business about the middle of June.
The fact that the German equipment used by the
Belgians is entirely different from their own equipment
the 1,615 German locomotives were of a great many
different designs
makes it impossible to keep them all
in running condition for lack of repair parts.
Many
of the locomotives were furnished without any drawings
This has added further complication to the
for them.

—

—

situation.

Such

is the condition of the Belgian rolling stock and
presents a most distressing problem to the railway
men here. The same wanton destruction was applied
to the roadway.
Bridges of no military value were destroyed very completely. The signal system, while not
completely destroyed, was made so unfit for Belgian use
that it will all have to be reconstructed.
The spirit of
the railway men here with all their reconstruction tasks
ahead of them is wonderful. It is hard to account for
it.
Perhaps they are so glad to be rid of the Germans,
after four long years of their domination, that they are
happy to get their country back regardless of what shape
The manner in which they are attacking the
it is in.
problems ahead of them is characteristic of the manner
in which they resisted the invasion of the Boche in the
early days of August, 1914.
it

—

—

Mardi Gras Dance
The

feature of Tuesday evening's entertainment on the
was the beautiful sight presented after the dancers
had donned their vari-colored hats and caps and the
streamers and inexpensive souvenirs had been distributed. Certain it is that the Mardi Gras dance of the
1920 convention was a great success. The entire entertainment committee was in charge.
pier
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K.\r.
(.'oMMiTTK.K of thc Aiiioiicau RailAssociation, Section III, Mechanical, hold
a meeting on Monday afternoon and after rcorj^ani/inij, took up several important matters. Chairman
Tollerton of tlie section, is chairman of the (Icneral
(

i

i:\i-'.

Pack, A.

was decided

send the various (|uestions referred
mcmhers one at a time, rather
than to comhine them all into one bulky communication.
This will insure closer attention on the part of the members and will also make it ])ossible to decide first u])on
those (juestions which will affect the M. C. B. rules of
interchanije. It was also decided that any member voting; in the nesjative should give the reasons therefore,
thus assisting the committee in charge of that particular subject in developing a satisfactory report for the
following year.
Thc secretary was instructed to prepare a bound
booklet containing biograjjliical sketches of the past
])residents, together with their present addresses.
A Committee on Committees was appointed, whose
duty it will be to study carefully the make-up of the
It

hallot

letter

to

the

to

different committees and see that the men best fitted to
discuss the different subjects are placed on the committees. This committee consists of T. H. Goodnow,
O'Brien, C. F. Giles and J. T. Wallis.
J. S. Lentz, J. E.
The General Committee approved of the election to
membership in the association of the following gentle-

men

Oiiinncll,

Rankin

Name

Title

Barthlemy, P.

and Road

Asst.

Jr.,

Ky.
Brady, J. F., Supvr. Equip., U. S. R. A., Washington, D. C.
Brigham, E. D., Jr., Supt., North American Car Co., Coffeyville, Kan.
Burkhard, A. A., 'Gen. Fore., New York Central, West Albany, N. Y.

ville,

Caley, G. W., Master Mechanic, New York Central, New York, N. Y.
Cooper, A., Asst. Loco. Supt., United Railways of Havana, Havana,
Cuba.

Master Mechanic, Delaware, Lackawanna

Davis, B. H.,
Scranton, Pa.

Dugan,

G.

Master

A.,

Mechanic,

Pennsylvania

&

&

Western,

Reading,

Ruther-

ford, Pa.

Emerson,

C. H.,

M.

C. B., Elgin, Joliet

& Eastern,

Joliet,

111.

Farr, B. J., Supt. M. P. &C. D., Grand Trunk, Montreal, Can.
Flood, W. D., M. M., United Railways of Havana, Havana, Cuba.

Garber, O. A., M. M., Illinois Central, Memphis, Tenn.
Gimpel, J. H., Supvr. Car Repairs, U. S. R. A., Denver, Col.
Gorman, T. F., M. M., Erie Railroad, MeadviUe, Pa.
Graham, A. A., M. M., St. Louis-San Francisco, Sherman, Tex.
Grimes, L., M. M. Illinois Central Jackson Tenn
Greenough Grafton, V. P., Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

Harmison, W. E., M. M., Erie Railroad, Kent, Ohiio.
Harris, W. M., Gen. Fore. Loco. & Car Dept., Wichita Falls & North
Western, Woodward, Okla.
Henderson, J., Road Fore, of Engines, United Railways of Havana,
Havana, Cuba.
Hickok, W. H., Chief Insp. Car Department, Delaware & Hudson, Watervliet, N. Y.
Huber, H. G., Asst. E. M. P., Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Iffla,

A. H., Asst. Loco. Supt., United Railways of Havana, Matanzas,

Cuba.
Jennings,

J.

F.,

Div.

M. M., Michigan

Central,

Bay

City,

Mich.

Kimbell, John F., M. M., El Paso & Seattle Western, Douglas, Ariz.
Kinney, C. D., M. M., Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpene, Boyne City,
Mich.
Kirkman, W. B., President, Cropley, Phillips Co., Chicago, 111.

Langdon, H. A. W., Asst. Loco. Supt., United Railways of Havana,
*
Sagna la Grande, Cuba.
Lightfoot, S. S., Equip. Eng., A., T.

&S.

F.,

Chicago,

111.

McClennan, W. J., Asst. Eng. Rolling Stlock, New York Central, New
\ork, A. Y.
Martin, K. H., Gen. Equipment Insp., M., St. P. & S. S. M., Washington, D. C.

Miscampbell, j:. Ft. Smith & Western, Ft. Smith Ark
^"PY-- Equipment U S. R. A., Washington, D. C.
ll°"i
Moody,^V^V-'^^cF. G., Supvr. Car Reprs., U. S. R. A.., Washineton
D ^•
C
Moody, W. O., M. E., Illinois Central, Chicago, 111

^'

Needham, H.
Needham, R.

L.,
J.,

Neesley, F. P.,

M. M., Illinois Central, Clinton

HI

'

Mech. & Elec, En^r., Grand Trunk, Montreal, Que.

M. M., Michigan

Central, Jackson, Mich.

!•.,
I-.,

II.

I.

C.

C, Washinglon,

D. C.

M. M., New York Central, West Albany, N. Y.
M. E., St. U)ui»-San Francisco, Siiringficld, Mo.

J..

G. C.

I.,

Illi„„iM

Central, Chicago,

111.

c;.

dena^, Cuba.
Robinson, Lcc, Shop Eng., Illinois Central, Chicago, 111.
R«imanach, J. A., Loco. Supt., Cuba Cane Sugar Corp., Havana, Cuba.
Sechrist, T.

O.,

Asst.

Ky
Sultzker,

J.,

Supt.

Mchy.,

I-ouisvillc

&

Nashville, Louisville,

M. M., Pennsylvania Railroad, Verona,

Smallwood, C. IL, G. C.

I.,

Illinois

Pa.
Central, Memphis, Tenn.

Smith, B. H., M. M., Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Fairbury, Neb.
Slackhouse, R. J., C.cn. Storekeeper, Pennsylvania & Reading & C. R.
R. of N. J., Reading, Pa.
Stone, W. C, Supvr. Car Repairs, U. S. R. A., De SotW, Mo.
Stuebing, A. F., Railway Age, Chicago, 111.

M

Taylor, C.

S.,
.M. ,A. C. L. Railroad, Wilmington, Del.
Thayer, R. E., Railway Age, London, Eng.
E. B., Asst. Eng., Chicago & North Western, Chicago.

Thompson,

Umpleby, C. H., M. M.,

New York

111.

Central, Watertiown, N. Y.

Walker,

J. F., M. M.. Illinois Central, Paducah, N. Y.
C, M. M., Erie Railroad, Port Jervis, N. Y.
Webb, E. R., M. M., Michigan Central, St. Thomas. Ont.
Whyte, Arthur, Asst. Sec., Loco. Dept., Rome Mfg. Co., Rome, N. Y.
Wilson, G. M., Supt. Motive Power, Grand Trunk, Montreal, Can.
Winter, P. G., Mechl. Eng., C, M. & St. P., St. Paul, Minn.

Wallace, F.

Extra Convention Service on
Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylyani.\ Railroad,

in

order to handle

the unprecedentedly large crowd attending the convention, arranged for extra service from Atlantic

Address

Gen. Car Fore., Great Northern.
Representative, Tlie Texas Co., New York City.
Beyer, F. A., Supt. Shops, St. Louis-San Francisco, Springfield, Mo.
Blocker, R. V., Master Mechanic, Erie Railroad, Marion, Ohio.
Bodeneet, C. J., Asst. Supt. Mchy., Louisville & Nashville, LouisP.,

Beaghen Thomas,

1919

W., Asst. M. M., Louisville & Nashville, Louisville, Ky.
Uivet, K., Supvr. Car Repairs, U. S. R. A., Marinette, Wis.
Rohinson, A. L., Agst. Loco. Supt., United Railways of Havana, Car-

THE

:

R.

i-lers,

Chief Insp. of Locos.,

J.,

•ar»(mii, C.
1

Committee.
to

26,

Jranccr, H. M. M., Srnbonrd Air Line, Jnckmmvillc, Fla.
()mran<lrr, A. K., American Car & Foundry Co., New York, N Y.
Owens, n.. Shop Supt., United Railways of Havana, Havana, C
Cuba.

General Committee Meeting

TiiKroad

June

Wednesday.
two o'clock and connected
at
with the Broadway Limited, which left North Philadelphia at 4.40, had ample accommodations and it was arranged that the Broadway Limited should run in two
sections if necessary in order to handle the crowd desiring to go to Chicago and other western points.
At 4.45 P. M. another train ran from Atlantic City in
two sections and connected with the Manhattan Limited
at North Philadelphia at 8 P. M. The Manhattan Limited also ran in two sections.
The 2.30 train for New York ran in three sections and
the' three sections contained 20 parlor cars and sleeping
cars used as parlor cars. This was the first time that
this train was ever run in more than two sections.
At 8.45 P
M. a train left Atlantic City containing
through sleepers to Pittsburgh and this train was' provided with enough cars to accommodate those desiring
City over

The

its

lines

train

left

.

to use them.

Heretofore it was necessary to telephone to Philadelphia for sleeping car service. On this occasion, however,
arrangements were made to provide extra cars for those
leaving Atlantic City and space on them was bought
direct from the consolidated city ticket office at Pacific
and South Carolina avenues, in Atlantic City.
The Pennsylvania Railroad found it no easy matter
to provide service for the convention visitors for two
reasons. The first was that the attendance at the convention was unprecedentedly large. The second was
that the railroads, owing to war conditions, are short of
sleeping and parlor car equipment. Not only have the
normal numbers of parlor and sleeping cars not been
built in recent years but about 100 parlor cars have
been converted into coaches for handling military busi-

However, the

special arrangements which were
the Pennsylvania Railroad to handle the
convention crowds better than they had ever been
handled before.
ness.

made enabled

«

The Baldwin Locomotive Works Track Exhibit

at

tlw Convention.

American Railroad

Association, Section

Mechanical

III,

Proceedings of the Closing Session of a Remarkably
Successful Convention
The
the

annual convention of

closing" session of the first

American Railroad Association, Section

III

— Me-

was called to order
day morning, June 25, 1919.

at 9.40 o'clock

chanical,

on Wednes-

.

Design, Maintenance and Operation of Electric Rolling Stock
IHIS

T

COMMITTEE

SUB-

MITTED a report on the
Heating- of Passenger
Trains Drawn by Electric
Locomotives, an abstract of
which is given below.

Under modern conditions
and

in states

where there are

laws which prohibit the use
of fires in individual passenger cars, it is evident the
successful electric operation
of the through passenger
trains over the usual steam
railroad division, or for any
distance approximating this,
would be impracticable unless the locomotive can furnish sufficient steam to satis-

A
factorily heat the train.
study of the problem was beThis
disclosed
1902.
in
gun
at once that there were almost no precedents to guide the invesdesign
the heating plant or the
of
the
either
to
tigators,
as
amount of steam required for heating purposes. The design of
C.

H. Quereau

Oil-fired Boiler No.

2,

1904

In 1904 and 1905 tests and experiments were made with a
semi-flash type of boiler with a nominal capacity of 1,000 lb. of
steam per hour. Vaporized kerosene was used as fuel to prevent
the accumulation of soot, and a forced draft was applied to the
stack to overcome the back draft. The steel water tubes were
yi-'in. extra strong seamless, and they were electrically welded to
form two sections in multiple. Electrically driven pumps having

were used, one for kerosene and another for water,
each being controlled by a thermostat. This boiler design was
abandoned because of the irregular action of the thermostats, the
splitting of the tubes and the unreliability of the pumps.

ball valves

Electrically Heated Boilers
From

1906 to 1913 four designs of electrically heated boilers
were built. In two of these the water was heated by passing
through metal tubes carrying a current of electricity. The other
two were essentially upright boilers with electric heating units
All four designs proved costly to maintain
inside the tubes.

and were

finally

abandoned.

Chairman

the present heating boilers has been, therefore, necessarily largely
a matter of slow development. It seems appropriate that a brief
sketch of the steps in this evolution should be given.

In the eleven years from 1902 to 1913 there were nine designs
of boilers built and tested, four of them using electricity as the
source of heat and five fuel oil. The electric boilers did not
prove satisfactory for the reasons given in each case, while the
oil-fired type was finally developed to a point where it' has been
quite generally adopted.
I'

Oil-fired Boiler No.
During the years 1902 and 1903 a

1,

1902

flash boiler

Oil-fired Boiler No.

:

was designed

having a nominal capacity of 1,000 lb. of steam per hour, using
kerosene as a fuel, having 650 ft. of 25/2-in. water tubes in series.
Its development was discontinued because the accumulation of
carbon on the tubes made the boiler inefficient, and trouble was
experienced because of back drafts.

3,

1910

In 1910 the development of the oil-fired boiler was taken up
again, with the result that finally this type has been perfected to
a point where it is being used on most of the electric locomotives
in the United States requiring steam heat.
This oil-fired boiler
consisted essentially of an upright boiler 22 in. in diameter, 16 in.
high, having 856 copper tubes Vi in. in diameter, with %6-in.
bridges in the tube sheets, a heating surface of 123.5 sq. ft.,
a working pressure of 80 lb. and a capacity of 400 lb. of steam
per hour. This was not sufficient in cold weather to heat satAs a number
isfactorily more than four-car suburban trains.
of these trains had seven and eight cars, it was imperative that
the boiler capacity be increased at once.
The important changes made to increasd the steam output to
800 lb. per hour were as follows An automatic bonnet on the top
of the stack, which decidedly improved the draft; increasing the
steam supply to the burner, thus atomizing the oil more thoroughly and increasing the amount of oil burned; withdrawing the
burner from the fire box till it projected just inside the door,,
resulting in a stronger inducted draft into the fire box, producing,
more perfect combustion.

1787
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Duriiitt the early trails ot the lioilcr the fact was imtcd that
iimro strain was prodiKi-il when the (.'iihItu' was slainlliivj still, or
iiiovliit;
slowly, than when tram spied w.is attained, smoke

cominK from the lire hox when the engine was making
when passing under overhead bridges. The
lonclnsion was reached that at speed and imder bridges a
Ireiiiiently

speed, particidarly

horizontal air blanket over the stack prevented the free escape of
(he Rases of conihnstion.
This ditlicnlty was overcome by the
deveh)pnient of the automatic stack didcctor, or bonnet, shown in
1.
This
device
I'ifi.
is operated by the air pressure developed by
the movement of the engine, or may be thrown conveniently by
liand.
Its use increased the boiler capacity from IS to 20 per cent
by creating a partial vacuum at the top of the stack.
The
original form was open at the sides.
Its efficiency was perceptibly decreased by strong side winds.
The improved form

remedies

this defect.

Oil-fired Boiler No.

4,

1911

soon as the fact was determined liiat the capacity of Oiltired Boiler No. 3 could not be increased beyond 800 lb. ef steam
per hour, it became evident that it would not satisfactorily heat
trains consisting of more than eight cars, and in 1911 plans were
lirawn and an experimental boiler <if greater capacity built,
differing from its predecessor only in size. Tliis was 26% in. in
diameter, 30 in. Iiii4li, having 1,180 copper flues '/j in. in diaui.\s
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simple-, very easily cleaned and adapted to eastern fuel oil, which
has a paralhne base, or kerosene. It is worth noticing that the
lower section of the burner, which carries the steam or air for
alomi/.ing the od, jjrojects beyond the oil orilice, forming a lip
or shelf on which the excess oil may flow and still be atomized.
Where it is more economical to use the heavy western oils having
an asphalt base, it has been found necessary to leave off the lip,
because ()f the liability of oil accinnulating at that point and
interfering with file steam jet, as sliown liy the exiieriencc of
the Chicago, Milwaukee & .St. I'aul.
Their burner is shown in
l'"ig.
5.
Only when the boiler is started is air from the main
air reservoir turned into the stack blower to insure a draft and
onto the iiurner to atomize the fuel oil. As soon as there is a
steam pressure approximating 50 lb. a three-way cock is used
to substitute steam for compressed air.
With cold water in the
boiler it re<iuires only four minutes to develop a steam pressure
of 10 II). and ten minutes from starting the lire a steam pressure

of 110 lb. is obtained.
Carefully checked recent tests have shown that the raising of
smoke box, above the top Hue sheet from its
original height of \Vi in. to 10>^ in. has resulted in increasing
the steam capacity of these boilers 23.2 per cent.
This is undoubtedly due to the fact that there is now a free exit for the
gases from the outer tubes, which in effect increases the heating
surface of the boiler, the products of combustion passing through
these outer tubes having previously been choked by the limited
area through which the gases from these flues could escape.
Particular attention is called to the fact that there is a superheater in connection with the boilers, as shown in Fig. 2.
the breeching, or

Superheater

ORIGINAU

IMPROVED.

Fig.

1.

— Stack

P/cK,s

Deflector or Bonnet

working pressure of 100 lb., 266 sq. ft. of heating surface
and a steam capacity of 1,680 lb. of steam per hour. This
boiler was used in a series of tests to determine not only the
effect of increased heating surfaces, but the steam capacity
necessary for through passenger trains.

eter, a

Oil-fired Boiler No.

5,

1912

a result of these tests a still larger boiler was designed
These
in 1912 and applied to twenty-nine electric locomotives.
boilers were 39 in. in diameter, had 1,380 copper flues 30 in.
workin. in diameter, 436 sq. ft. of heating surface, a
long and
ing pressure of 110 lb. and a capacity of 2,220 lb. of steam per

As

^

Fig.

hour.
the designs of Oil-fired Boilers Nos. 3 and
4, there were several radical changes, the most important being
the use of a water leg 18 in. deep and 2% in. wide; increasing
the bridges between the tubes to Yz in.; the substitution of a
forced draft in the fire box with a closed door for the natural
draft used previously, and the use of two expansion joints of
cross-section of this boiler
the bellows type in the boiler shell.

2.

— Cross-Section

of

Boiler

Though based on

A

is shown in Fig. 2 and a diagrammatic arrangement of the whole
boiler plant, including the water and oil storage tanks and pip-

ing in Fig.

3.

oil and water storage tanks and piping, but
or water, the heater equipment weighs 5,850 lb.
and occupies a circular floor space somewhat less than five feet in
diameter for the boiler and about the same for the storage tanks.
Under service conditions these boilers evaporate something over
5 lb. of water per square foot of heating surface and something
over 6 lb. of water per pound of oil, though in carefully conducted tests the evaporation per pound of oil has frequently

Complete with

without fuel

been over 10

The

oil

lb.

fuel-oil

burner used

is

shown

in

Fig.

4.

This

is

very

It is possible to obtain any reasonable degree of superheat
required.
Good practice indicates that about 15 degrees F. is
desirable, as a high superheat damages the steam hose and
gaskets.
Tests show that when the steam is somewhat super-

heated
heat

it

requires less steam per car per hour to satisfactorily

it.

The type of

boiler just described as Oil Fuel Boiler No. 5
standard for the electric passenger locomotives on the New
York Central, where their capacity is rated at 2,200 lb. of steam
per hour; on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, where it is
rated as 2,600 lb. of steam per hour; on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, where the maximum capacity is given as
2,700 lb. and an average of 2,200 lb. per hour. It has been adopted
for the electrified zone of the Canadian Northern Railway, where
the heating plant is installed in a separate car, or trailer, instead
of on the locomotive. Each of the railroads reports satisfactory
results from these boilers.
In each case the cars are heated
from a steam header at terminals before the engines are attached
or are delivered, properly heated, by the steam locomotives to the
is

:

June

:

:
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On the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul the
electric engines.
outside temperature is occasionally 40 degrees F. below zero,
and their heating plant "appears to full\- meet the requirements
for the heating of the trains in the coldest weather." The New
York, New Haven ^ Hartford reports that "in normal winter
Si-ack Deflccior

Cab

1789

are no data as to the amount of steam needed to satisfactorily
heat passenger cars which can be generally ajjplied. The results
are usually given in pounds of steam per car per hour for various
outside temperatures, without detailed information as to car
dimens'ons, construction, ventilation or heating system. Undet
Par-t-iiicr

'Air Suppt^-''^]
Sa-fefLj Valve

sef 'fS/b
Suppli^

I' Oil

'S^

Filling

and Drain

AirSupplu
Wa-her Tank

HOO

Burner
Floor Line

Cap.

lb.

—

'v

Damper'

,,,

.

1

'"Drainr^,^

.--^
I'/j'Wafer
-

Fig.

3.

— Assembly

Diagram

weather, with trains of nine cars or less, only one boiler is used,
but with colder weather and longer trains we find it better to
use two boilers, one from each locomotive."
It is evident that the heating plant should be designed to
develop the amount of steam required by the most severe conditions, and that there are a number of conditions which influence
Among others are the following: The temthe requirements.
perature of the outside air; the severity and direction of the
prevailing winds; the number of cars in the train; the amount of
radiating surface of the steam pipes; the cubical contents of the

/'{7///>////7^.

^

5^

Filling

of Oil Fired Boiler

these circumstances the records are of no practical value except
These remarks apply to the following records
locally.

A.

&

B. Ry.

— Steel

cars

running

;

test
Lb.

Ou TSIDE Temperature.

Date.

161

Degrees

267
267

February
February

7

1910

7,

1910.

February
February

7,

1910.

6 Degrees F.
6 Degrees F.
18 Degrees F.

7,

1910.

18.5

C.

ning

&

Steam Per Car
Per Hour.

22 Degrees F.
5

'F.

291
203
55.2

Degrees F.

53-ft.

suburban

Ou TSIDE Temperature

Date.

January

1912
1912

1912

41

35
37
32
36
25
23
23

28

Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
Degrees

&

F.

Ry.— Yard

tests.

hour per degree Fahrenheit;
inside and outside car
January,
January,
January,
January,

4.

— Burner for Paraffine

Base Oils

cars; the ventilating system used in the cars; the presence or
absence of double sash; the materials of which the cars are
the efficiency of the
built, whether wood or steel, for instance
heat insulation, especially in the case of steel cars, including,
particularly, the steam line under and between the cars and the
steam control on the cars, whether hand or automatic.
;

As

far

as

the committee has been able to determine there

;

run-

Lb Steam Per Car
Per Hour.
95
114

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

85
90
122
133
129

F.

j^7

90

(

\

Fig.

train line
orly.

cars. single sash

test

Tanuary
January

E.

\
1

D. Ry,--Wooden,

coaches
double sash.
steel

British thermal units per car per
difference between temperatures

980 B.
1916. .Pullman car, indirect steam heat
1916. .Steel coach, direct steam, automatic control. .. 1,450 B.
1,530 B.
1916. .Wooden coach, direct steam, hand control
1916. .Wooden coach, direct steam, automatic control. 890 B.

t.
t.

t.
t.

u.
u.

u.
u.

"With outside temperatures between 20 and 32 degrees F. each
car takes about 200 lb. of steam per hour, and with an outside temdegrees F. the consumption of steam per car per
perature of
hour approximates 225 to 250 lb."
So far as the committee is informed, no practical steam
boiler has yet been developed which uses electricity as a source of
Assuming that such a heating plant is available, there are
heat.
certain facts which should be borne in mind. The cost of electricity, to,,BfX'duce a given amount of steam is from six to ten
times that of fuel oil, omitting the item of fixed charges in the
The radio depends on the relative cost of
cost of current.
fuels.
If the peak load for propulsion and heating current
come at the same time, during the Christmas holidays, for in-

:
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it will In* necessary to increase liic (Ktwcr station and
substation capacity, not only increasing the capital invested, Imt
incurring adiiitional lixed charncs, wliicli continue during the
whole year, thouKJi the additional a|>paratus is required for only
a few months duriuK the hcatinn season. ICsliinatcs made a few
years ajjo showed that clectrical!> neneraled steam would cost
about $45,(XK) a year more than from oil lircd hollers, the mnidier
of locomotives involved hcinn less than 35, not including fixed

stance,
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Haven & Hartford;

J. T. Wallis, Pennsylvania; J. V.. I'ilcher,
& Western, and A. C. Devercll, Great Northern.
addition to the report of the committee, II. R. Warnock
submitted an exhibit containing a description of the latest type
of heating boiler used on tlie (ihicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Norfolk
In

Exhibit
Oil

I'iKKi)

I'.oii.icK,

191S,

&

A

(,"iik:a<;o,

.\!ii.wai-kkk

J^aul
In Circular No. N-1916-1917 of the American Railway Master
.St.

Mechanics' Association is described this road's present practice
under the heading "Oil hired Boiler No. 5 1912," which covers
vertical fire tube boiler containing 1,380 }/j-in. flues 30 in. long,
riiese boilers had copper flues and the total healing surface is
slated to be 436 S(i. ft. with a rated capacity of 2,6(K) lb. of steam
per hour.
Approximately two years ago, when it was decided
to build fifteen new road passenger locomotives, one of the things

—

^V

.1

\zzr

"«#'lttl

.'

>!5.

.

n;

//•ipe wilh ll-^iHalei

Fig.

5.

— Burner

in tlic cost of current.
If fixed charges are included,
there would he in this case a saving of over $100,000 a season
in favor of oil as a source of heat.
There is undoubtedly an element of danger of lire in the
use of fuel oil or kerosene. This was greater in the earlier designs of heating plants, when the oil was under air pressure, than
with later designs, which feed the oil by gravity. Care in design, construction and operation has shown the hazard is small.

The experience with the electric steam boilers has been so
very limited there are practically no facts on which to base an
opinion as to the liability of fire and personal injury in their use.
That there is an element of danger there can be no doubt.
There are, however, certain conditions, such as long tunnels.

1/

Air ipace

Fig.

Between Tanh^

jBcue Plate^

of doiler

fj ripe rlug

A-

„-

,.6

I' Pipe

l^To

^

r Reducer

// Flag

Fig.

7.— Details

of Oil

Burner

undertaken as an improvement was a new design of the heatingboiler.
The undesirable features of our present boiler were
maintenance costs and insufficient capacity. We have had much
trouble in heating our through trains (which consist of ten cars,
frequently), when the outside temperature gets much below zero.
After some preliminary tests or observations, it was decided
that we needed a boiler of nearly twice the capacity of those in
use at present.
To this end was designed a vertical fire-tube
boiler, as shown in Fig. 6.
This boiler is 72 in. inside diameter,
is of the submerged flue type, and contains 468 lyi-in. flues 36
in. long.
With this boiler we have a total heating surface of 624
sq. ft., a grate area of 21.8, which gives a ratio of heating surface of grate area of 28.6.
This design of boiler has a light
weight of approximately 10,500 lb., and with two gages of water,
the weight becomes about 15,500 lb.
An experimental boiler was built in the summer of 1918, and
mounted for testing. We were trying for a boiler that would
produce 4,0(X) lb. of steam per hour, and, it being impossible to
get this much with natural draft, we resorted to forced draft.
The fire box is lined throughout with brick, excepting the fluesheet.
Air was forced through the door by a motor-driven
blower. Quite a number of tests were run throughout a period
of several months, the main object being to determine the maximum capacity, as well as the proper drafting arrangement. Two
burners were used, made up as shown in Fig. 7, with a slot
sawed in each to give a range of about one-half the fire bo.x in
each case. It is noted that this burner consists of ordinary pipe
fittings, and is an adaptation of what is in use on the Southern
Pacific.
We have tried several other types of burners, but find
These
this one to be the most satisfactory for our purpose.
burners are set to project 12^/2 in. from the inside of fire door.
frame.
This just clears the inside of the fire-door
Following are some data giving the maximum results we were
able to obtain

6.—Vertical Fire Tube Boiler Used en C, M.

&

St P.

which make the electrically heated steam boiler very desirable
and in all probability will result in a successful design.
The report is signed by C. H. Quereau (Chairman), New York
Central; G. C. Bishop, Long Island; J. H. Davis, Baltimore &
Ohio Geo. McCormick, Southern Pacific H. R. Warnock, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; W. L. Bean, New York, New
;

V'7'/>«

Base Oils

for Asphalt

charges

and Base

DnIM

;

Test Data.
Temperature o£ atmosphere, degrees F
Temperature feed water, degrees F
Average boiler pressure, lb. gage
Oil consumed per hour, lb

Water evaporated per hour,
Pounds water per lb. oil

85
70
106
403
4,022

actual, lb

Equivalent Evaporation from and at 212 Degrees
Water evaporated per hour
Pounds water per lb. oil
Horse-power developed

9.97
F.

4,780
11.85

138
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In getting these results, we find that it is desirable to have
the oil pressure and the steam atomizing pressure about 40 lb.
each. It is necessary that the steam atomizing pressure does not
exceed the oil pressure, else the steam backs up in the oil line,

causing saponfication, and consequently interrupting the flame.
These boilers are intended to be operated at a working pressure
of 110 lb. gage, and the fuel is atomized by an air jet when
beginning the fire, but on reaching a pressure of about 40 lb., the
turning of a three-way cock cuts out the air and introduces
steam as an atomizing agent.
The amount of air delivered for the above maximum capacity
was found to be 2,650 cu. ft. per minute against a static pressure
of 2 in. of water at the blower outlet. It is expected that our
normal requirements will rarely ever exceed 1,800 cu. ft. of air
per minute against a static pressure of possibly 154 '"• of water.
This test being conducted in the open air and with a fairly
still atmosphere, we had no trouble in regulating the proper
amount of air to produce a smokeless combustion. During the
test the auxiliaries were driven by steam from the boiler.
These

Use

of

1791

feed-water ]nimp, oil pump and
atomizers. The calculated consumption of these auxiliaries, when
driving the boiler at maximum capacity, is 8(X) lb. per hour, which
would leave a net amount of 3,2(X) lb. actual for train line. This
amount is thought to be more than sufficient for weather 40
degrees below zero if all connections are ti^ht. .\n assembly
diagram is shown in l''ig. 8. Generally speaking, we Ijclieve we
have ample capacity without too careful firing.
auxiliaries will consist of the

Discussion
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Bronze for Valve Snap Rings and Piston Surfaces, and Bull Rings
in Large Cylinders
By C. E. Fuller
Superintendent Motive Power, Union Pacific

UNDOUBTEDLY

ONE of the most difficult and perplexing
problems relating to locomotive operation is the proper
and economical maintenance of pistons and cylinder
walls, valves and bushings
those parts which, by their proper
relation of sizes, and constantly varying relative positions,
govern the correct and economical use of the steam which

—

has generated.
In this region may all too frequently be located the greatest wastes on the entire locomotive.
Since the introduction of modern outside valve gears has
eliminated much of the old-time faulty and lame valve setting,
the losses within the cylinder have easily taken first place. At
no other point on the locomotive can the losses become so
great, or so quickly aggravated, due to rapid cutting and wear;
nor has the introduction of superheated steam, with increasing size of cylinders, tended to ameliorate conditions. Cylinder
working temperatures, which have so direct a bearing on the
rate of wear, have increased tremendously in the last ten years.
The extensive operation of cylinder bushings on modern
power indicates the enormous increase in cylinder barrel wear
and a desire to save cylinders, which otherwise would soon
wear thin. Extended piston rods to carry the weight of the
pistons in large cylinders are a compromise, and there apA decrease in the
pears a trend toward their abandonment.
unit pressure between the piston and the cylinder walls can
only be attained at the expense of increased reciprocating
weight and dynamic augment. Cylinder and valve lubrication
under increased superheat temperatures is surrounded by many
difficulties.
With these facts in mind, the mechanical department of the Union Pacific began experiments in 1913 with
bronze valve snap rings, and in 1915 with bronze surfaces for
No originality is claimed in this connection, as perpistons.
haps many of those present have experimented more or less
along similar lines, but the results obtained are worthy of some
the

boiler

consideration.

Bronze Valve Snap Rings
T'wo formulas have been used:
Composition B:

Composition A:

Copper
Tin
Phosphor
,
J
Lead
Impurities

Total

82.96 percent
14.66 percent
118 per cent
none.
2.26

percent

100 per cent

Copper
Tin
'Phosphor
/inc

^e^^
Impurities

Total

80.80 per cent
S. 83 per cent
10 per cent
4.54 per cent
6.58 per cent
2.15 per cent

100 per cent

Either composition gave good wearing qualities, but compobelieve,
sition A has decided advantages in elasticity.
however, that there is room for further improvement in the
composition of the most suitable alloy for this purpose.
Valve rings are of the usual L-section for 15-in. piston valves
Information colof cast iron, working in gun-iron bushings.
lected in 1915, or previous to the recent rise in wage rates and
material, relative to comparative mileage and cost of cast-iron

We

and bronze valve rings may be of interest, showing that
against 117 cast-iron rings, making 216,495 engine milc'^. there
were 45 bronze rings, making 381,337 engine miles an increase
in mileage in favor of the bronze ring of 358 per cent.
The average cost per one thousand engine miles was:

—

8.73 cents
20.0 cents

Bronze ring
Cast-iron ring

or an increase of 129 per cent for the cast-iron ring. This test
covered a period of thirteen and one-half months, during

which no valve gages were removed where bronze rings vere
used.

— com-

A Pacific type engine was equipped with bronze rings
position "A," April 13, 1916: The rings were removed,
out,

on March

22,

1918,

worn

with a mileage of 145,285.

Piston Surfaces
In August, 1915, a Consolidation type engine with 22-in.
cylinders was equipped with two cast-iron pistons having a
bronze bull ring poured on while the pistons were at about
afterwards machined to size, including r>ng
1,500 degrees F.
grooves which were fitted with gun-metal rings. This test was
in contemplation of the use of bronze for surfacing 29}/2-in.
diameter cast-steel Z-type pistons, designed for use on a proposed 2-10-2 type locomotive, which was then under consideration for the 60-ft. grades between Ogden and Evanston. If possible, it was desired to escape the necessity for using an ex-

—

a large diameter cylinder. It was known that at
would intervene before a decision was necessary.
Frequent reports from this engine indicated that these pistons were performing quite satisfactorily, the rate of wear on
pistons and cylinder walls being much below the average with
The bronze adhered to the piston head
cast-iron pistons.
without fracture. In June. 1916, this engine was shopped, both
pistons being reapplied without any work being done on them,
mileage, 40.000. In March, 1918. this engine had a cracked

tended rod on

least a year

The pistons, still in fair
cylinder necessitating shopping.
shape, were reapplied to another engine, after having made
120,000 miles, and up to December 31st last had made an additional 19,000 miles, and, to the best of my knowledge, are still
The success of this experiment led us to adopt the
in service.
bronze face without hesitation for the new design 29'/2-in.
pistons for the 2-10-2 type engines, and drawings were accordingly prepared. Upon being forwarded to the builders we received an immediate complaint that the design was impracticable from a manufacturing standpoint, as it was considered
impossible to pour a bronze ring on a cast-steel head, on account of the different shrinkage coefficients. To this we replied by getting four steel castings from the same pattern, successfully pouring and machining them— sending photographs of
the finished pistons to the builder as evidence, then putting the

pistons in stock for the anticipated locomotives.

—
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Tin- hnildt-rs li;ul no dilViculty in follnwinn tlio dosinn, and
ton engines arrived, c(|iiip|)cd with tlu- l>ronzi'-faced cast-steel
pistdns, in the fall of 1917, and wi-ri- iilaccd in hard mountain
siTvice,

where

driflint; is

necessary for sixty miles, with

little

months the bronze had worn
cdnes of the piston, between
Hi-in. and Mo-in. Pistons were then reversed, and gave four
or five months' additional service.
Since then, from time to
time, this cast-steel lip has been turned liack sliphtly, exposing
additional bronze surface, and at the end of nineteen months,
several of these pistons are still in service, not having reached
the limit of wear with their original bronze surface. Tlie piston centers, however, are all intact and apparently capable of
indefinite service.
These pistons have made over 60,000 miles
in most difficult service, and no cylinders have been rebored;
in fact, showing remarkably little wear.
Incidentally, the use
of bronze permitted the adoption of a very light design of
After lieiuK

k't-uiv

down

, Pishn.

^npp

Casi

Steel,

Gun

Rings.

"heat- Treafec/

M

0.

H

of Snap Rings

service six
lij)

at the
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which usually lakes place mainly on the bottom

head— arc now

treated as follows:
brick furnace over a charcoal

in a

The

half of the
pistons are prcheatcfl

temperature of 9(X)
degrees V.. without removing the rod. A small hole
is then made through the sheet asbestos on top of the furnace
over (he i)islon, to permit the welding operator to work the
pislon being turned from time to time by means of the rf)d as
the work progresses.
A thin layer of bronze is fust welded
over the worn surfaces between and adjacent to the ring
grooves for approximately one-half of the circumference of
the head, then built up to the desired height, including finish,
after which the furnace is closed and the fire is allowed to die
out and cool over night.
The piston is then machined, the
grooves squared up, and is ready for service, being apulied
writh the bronze shoe to the bottom of the cylinder.
Tobin
bronze welding rods arc used about K lb. average, i)er 26-in.
to

fire to a

1.0(10

—

piston.

Gun Iron Pislon Rings

Bronze Face,

Iron,

Should be Fitted
to

in

to the cast-steel

June

Piston Rod,

Steel.

fo

be Cut at

to Cylinder.

45Uftet Rings are Cut Same
Clearance Between Ends of
i'

Ri

be Not Less Than ^'or More Than

^

Taper

'in

5'

Rod
tlaximum Wt Rough -Turned and Bored
Ilinimum Wt Rough -Turned and Bored
Norma/ Finished Weight
Piston and Rings
Normal Finished Weiqhf
Piston

Piston Rod Nut

Normal

^
Normal Finished Weight

Finished Wf, Piston ond Rod

Complete

314

Lb.

314 Lb.

294

Lb.

544 Lb
2\ Lb.

559 lb.

29J^-inch Cast Steel Piston with Bronze Face

though 29j/2-in. diameter, weighs only 544 lb.
complete, without the piston rod.
The drawing indicates the detail application of the bronze
in dovetail grooves for the purpose of preventing individual
sections from leaving their place in case they become detached
from the main mass of bronze.
The composition of the bronze on these pistons is as follows:

piston, which,

Copper
Phosphor
Tin

—Tin

86 to 89 per cent
4 to 6 per cent
4 to 6 per cent

Oxwelding Bronze Surfaces on Cast-Iron Piston Heads
This practice is of more recent origin, having been in vogue
about six months. It is purely a reclamation process, but indiCast-iron piston heads,
cations to date are very favorable.
which, heretofore, have been scrapped on account of wear

It

fully
fact

contemplated from our previous experience with the
bronzed circumference, and particularly in view of the
that most of the wear is at the bottom of the cylinder,
is

show a considerable
increased mileage, but will also show a material saving in cylinder-barrel wear, thus increasing the mileage between reborings.
A 26-in. worn cast-iron piston can be treated in accordance
with the above process for approximately $9.35, while replacements with a new piston of the same design would cost $27.86.
This results in a saving of $18.51 besides resulting in really a
better piston than the original on account of decreasing the
Up to
tendency toward wearing the barrel of the cylinder.
date about 50 pistons have been thus reclaimed and put into
service, and there has not been a single failure reported.
By the use of bronze for valve snap rings and for piston
surfaces, we have been able to materially reduce the rate of
that these reclaimed pistons will not only

—
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wear and increase the

life of the cylinder and valve bushings,
and keep locomotives longer in service
power due to tight and properly fitting

as well as the pistons,

with a

maximum

of

parts.

Discussion.
I ask Mr. Fuller how many engines he
J. Chidly (N. Y. C.)
has equipped with the snap ring packing in the valves. I see that
he has had the installation since 1913.
Mr. Fuller I should say there are pretty close to 200 engines
equipped, and they are mostly heavy Pacifies and Mikados.
:

:

Mr. Chidley

Do you

:

intend putting the bronze rings in the

cylinder packing?

We

have thought of it. I believe we tried it, but
not been able to get a ring deep enough.. A bronze ring
in the cylinder will have to be pretty nearly 1% in. or V/i in.
deep.

Mr. Fuller

:

we have

Mr. Chidley. You figure on snap rings?
Yes, but we find it pretty hard to get over the
In the case of a built up head you will have no
you will have to make your rings much deeper with
any kind of cast iron.

Mr. Fuller

solid

:

head.

trouble, but

B. P. Flory (N. Y., O.
tests

& W.)

:

I

would

like to

ask

if

in the

of the valve snap rings the cast iron rings were the ordinary
whether they were gun iron.

cast iron or

Mr. Fuller: They were ordinary cast iron at first, but later on
were of gun iron.
Mr. Bentley: The use of bronze rings for piston heads is
not new. About thirty or forty years ago we used them, and
found them rather satisfactory on cylinders that were very
soft.
They wore very much longer than the ordinary mild

we used

steel rings that

me

that impresses

by

the

Oxweld

1793

We had difficulty in
Mr. Fuller:
Yes, we have tried it.
welding cast iron and keeping it sufficiently soft to do the work.
have no doubt, from the results that we are obtaining, in
I
welding cylinders with cast iron, and in which wc are getting a
metal that is practically of the same consistency as the original
casting, that a good operator will be able to weld cast iron to
cast iron piston heads successfully, but we have not been able
We had trouble to get the bronze to adhere and
to do it yet.
not have it too hard and break off.
I want to call attention to the depth of grooves in our piston
heads. The grooves are 1 3/32 deep, and the packing rings are
We found that a large percentage of our trouble
J^ in. deep.
is due to too many applications of packing; that the packing
could not get below the grooves, or, in other words, the piston
One of the important things
was riding on the packing.
in any piston is to have plenty of clearance, and I would not
oppose going to a still deeper groove.
Mr. Bohan: The matter of depth of grooves on piston heads
is one that has to be very carefully considered on account of the
possibility of getting them so deep that the corners will break out
on this particular grooved cast iron head.
Chairman The depth of grooves in the piston heads should
:

have sufficient hmits to take care of the new ring applied in the
head just before it reaches' its full wear limit.
A motion to receive the ret>ort and incorporate it in the proceedings was carried.

Committee on Train
Resistance and Tonnage Rating

One thing
the reclamation of worn parts
are not having any particular

in the rest of the cylinders.

very much

process.

is

We

THE COMMITTEE
on

REPORTED
account of

that

the conditions existing

We

have been using common cast iron recently and
the reports from the master mechanics indicate that we are
getting very good results, but we are still having some trouble
with cylinder packing rings, although we have increased our
average mileage from 12,000 miles per set of rings to over
41,000 miles.
There is an opportunity for the reclamation of
material that is now finding its way into the scrap, and I think

during the last year there
have been no new developto
reference
with
ments
train resistance and tonnage
rating upon which the com-

with the one-piece piston head that is shown in the diagram
here the building up of that piston head after it becomes worn
will be of very great assistance to us in keeping the locomotive

O.

difficulty.

mittee could take action.
consists of
Reese (Chairman),
H. C.
Pennsylvania Lines
Manchester, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western; C. E.
Chambers, United States

The committee
P.

;

in service.

R. J. Mead:
I would like to know if any of the members
are using a built-up type of piston in the super-heated engine.

Railroad

We

Administra-

H. Manning, Delaware & Hudson Frank Zel-

have used them, and came to grief, and I would like to
know if you are having any success?
Mr. Bentley
That is our standard practice. We have about
one thousand engines using superheated steam, that have builtup pistons.
Mr. Bohan
I would like to ask the gentlemes if they have
tried reclamation with cast iron instead of bronze?

tion

;

J.

;

Chicago, Burlington &
Q u i n c y; Major E. C.
Schmidt, University of Illinois, and Jos. Chidley, New
eny,

:

O. P. Reese

Chairman

:

York

Central.

Report of the Committee on Subjects

T
I

HE

COMMITTEE SUBMITS the following Suggestions for
the consideration of the General Committee in preparing
the program for the 1920 Convention

— That

:

the present standing and special committees be con-

tinued.

—

II
That the following subjects be assigned
recommended.
1.

— Investigation

on hopper coal

to

committees as

number of crossties to be used
recommended that this subject be

of the proper

cars.

It

is

referred to the Committee on Car Construction.
2.

— The

proper

fibre

stress to be

employed

in the design

of

helical springs for different diameters of steel wire from 14 in.
The ordinary spring table calls for 80,000
to 1;^ in. diameter.

throughout for all sizes, but it is well known that this
the manufacturers' practice, and in fact in many cases it
lb.

is

is

not
im-

possible to obtain a proper spring with the smaller sizes of wire.
It is recommended that this subject be referred to the Committee on Tests and Specifications for materials.

—
— That

3.
That consideration be given to adopting the standard half
tape sizes for cast iron and rough rolled steel wheels.

4.
in the manufacture of steel wheels the wheels be
machined to exact diameters. It is recommended that these two
subjects be referred to the Committee on Car Wheels.

— Repairs

recommended

that this

subject be referred to the Committee on Superheater

Locomo-

5

to superheater units.

It is

tives.

—

6.
The desirability of more water and steam space above the
crown sheet. It is recommended that this subject be referred to
the Committee on Design and Maintenance of Locomotive

Boilers.

;
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7.

— Hqiiatcd

tonnaRc

ratiiiKS.

It is

referred to the Committee
Tonnage Rating.
be

ject

8.

— Auxiliary

nxoninu-nded that this siil)on Train Resistaiu-e and

or safety coniiectimi l)elween cnKiiii: and tender.
that this subject be referred to the COiiiniitlee

recommended

It is

on Standards.
9.

— Design

for coal space of locomotive tenders to allow

tlic

coal to llow witiiin easy reach of the fireman, and to permit it
to practically ail feed into the hoppers of locomotive stokers.

recommended

It is

Committee

that this subject be referred to the

on Meclianical Stokers.

—
— Water

10.
Specifications for tank hose. It is recommended that this
subject be referred to the Committee on Specifications.
11.

that

tiiis

glass fittings and mountings.
It is recommended
subject be referred to the Committee on Design and

Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers.
12.

— Standard

flues.

It

practice for beading tools for boiler tubes or
recommended that this subject be referred to the

is

Committee on Design and Maintenance of Locomotive
13.

It is

location of blow-oflf cocks in locomotive boilers.
recommended that his subject be referred to the Committee

on Design and Maintenance of Locomotive
Ill

— That

mittees
I.

2.

Boilers.

— Proper

Boilers.

the following subjects be assigned to special com-

4.

— Front

end netting and netting door and other draft appli-

—

— Modernization of
— Automatic hose

existing old locomotives.

connectors

for

freight

passenger

Power Plants for both Roundhouse Terminals and Repair
Shops and suitable Stokers for such Power Plants.
The committee suggests that this be treated in subject No. 2,
"Modernization of Stationary Boiler Plants."
Ash Pit Lay-Outs for both Dry and Water Pits.
The committee suggests that this be treated in connection
with subject No. 5, together with the lay-out for round houses
and a study of the Ash Pit and Coal Chute operations.
Adequate Lighting of Engine Terminals for Night Work.

— Standard method of [jacking journal boxes on freight cars.
— That the following subject be assigned to a member as a

subject for an individual paper.

A

study of locomotive operation from the point of view of a
large investment.
The report is signed by M. K. Barnum (Chairman), Baltimore
& Ohio C. E. Fuller, Union Pacific D. R. MacBain, New York
Central; T. H. Goodnow, Chicago & Northwestern, and J. C.
;

;

Lackawanna

&

suggested that this

l)e

handled by a special committee.

may find
gramme arranged

desirable or necessary to adapt
for the next convention.

it

to the pro-

C. F. Giles
I expect that the motion made by Mr. Goodnow
would be the proper course to pursue is handling this report,
Init I
would like to call attention to the fact that sometime
ago it was stated that we would probably endeavor to handle
the work at the next convention within one week instead of
extending it over two weeks, and therefore the subjects to be
handled next year should be given most careful consideration,
and we should reduce them to the lowest possible number, is
:

opinion.

Mr. Barnum
I think there is a question as to whether the
subjects that have been presented could be handled satisfactorily within one week.
In checking over the list, I find there
:

IV

Fritts,

special committee.

my
and

equipment.
8.

chairman it will be subject to his revision as a member of the
General Committee which will pass on all of these subjects.
Repair Shop Lay-Outs for both Passenger and P'reight Car
Repair Shops: also Lay-Outs for I'Veight Car Repair Tracks,
including a study of results obtained and advantages gained by
inclosing the Repair Tracks under roof.
Tile committee recommends that this subject be treated by a

as they

force

5.
The study of ash pit and coal chute operation including
Roundhouse operations as a
organization and supervision.
whole.

7.

Western.

about forty-five committees, even with the combinations
have been suggested, and that is one reason why it seems
advisable to pass the matter up to the General Committee for
will be

that

such modification as they may deem necessary when they are
deciding upon the final programme for next year's convention.
It is believed by the Committee on Subjects that all of these
subjects suggested are important and should be considered.
Chairman
I believe that it is opportune at this time for the
chair to say a word, inasmuch as the question of how the conwhether
vention will be held next year has been brought up
it will be held within one week or spread over two weeks, as
has been our practice for years.
I think all of the members appreciate the brief time th:it we
have had at our disposal at this convention to inspect the exhibits
in fact, it was suggested by some of the members that we hold
the convention, that is the exhibits, over until to-morrow evening, to give every one an opportunity to see them.
That
was not practicable this year, as many of the exhibitors have
made their plans for leaving to-day. I am, however, very much
impressed with the idea, and it is my intention to suggest something of that kind for consideration at the first meeting of the
General Committee.
I had the assurance that the question of
how the convention would be held next year would be left entirely to the decision of the General Committee, and I want
to say, for the information of the members, that as chairman of
that General Committee it is my intention to make no change in
our method of holding these conventions and I hope we get
the entire support of the General Committee in that position.
It would be most unfair, gentlemen, to all of these exhibitors
who have gone to the expense and trouble to put on this vast
display for the information and education of the railroad men
of this country, to limit the time of this convention to such a
short period that everyone would not have the opportunity of
seeing what is on the pier and learning all that can possibly be
learned, which is a very considerable amount.
Mr. Goodnow's motion was then put to vote and carried.
:

;

Discussion
M. K. Barnum (B. & O.) You will have the printed report of
the committee in your hands, and I will read only the additional
subjects which have been suggested since this report was printed.
Additional subjects presented are: Electric Arc Welding in
Railroad Repair Shops; Scheduling and Routing Systems for
:

Locomotive Repair Shops

;

Combustion Chambers for Locomo-

Results as to Fuel Economy Difiiculties in Maintenance, and other points of interest; Economical Diameters of
Piston Valves of Superheated Locomotives, with Recommendations for Standard Practice in connection with Various Cylinder
tive Boilers

fol-

lowing sul>jccts:
"Designs with Complete Lay-Outs for R(Jundiiouses of Vari<jus
The committee suggests that this could be treated in connection with subject No. 5, "Study of Ash Pit and Coal Chute
Operation, Including Organization and Supervision.
RoundIioiise Ojjcrations as a whole."
If that suggestion does not meet with the approval of the

:

ances.

6.

1919

Mr. Goodnow
I
would move that the report be received
and referred to the General Committee for such modifications

feed
lubrication for locomotive cylinders and steam chests and best
method of application.
3.

26,

ing address, the committee also wishes to reeoinnuiid the

It is

:

— Feed water heaters for locomotives.
— Modernization of stationary boiler plants.
— The comparative merits of hydrostatic and

June

;

;

Diameters.
The committee recommends that these subjects be referred to
a special committee.
The next subject is Modernizing Freight Equipment.
The committee recommends that this be referred to the Committee on Car Construction
The next subject is: "What Shape of Exhaust Nozzle Will
Cause the Highest Vacuum and Least Back Pressure in Cylinders?"
The committee recommends that this subject be referred to a
special committee in connection with "Front End Netting and
Netting Door and other Draft Appliances" that was mentioned
in the printed report.
Because of the suggestions made by your chairman in his open.
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Report of the Committee on Powdered Fuel

A

T

THE TIME OF THE LAST
REPORT of the committee in 1916 there

were

entrance of this country into
the conflict, made the setting
aside of even a single loco-

motive
for
experisuch
mental purposes an impossibility.
Accordingly all locomotives
that
had
been
equipped for the burning of

powdered

fuel

were stripped

Hogan

of the special appliances intended for that purpose and
Chairman
returned
their
regular
to
service. For this reason the committee asks to be relieved from
making even a report of progress at this time.

were

powdered

principles involved in the burning of

when

the experiments were
progressing so satisfactorily that they seemed about to spell success.
That the principles were correct has been demonstrated
set forth in

our

last report

it remained to work out the practical details to meet the varying requirements that locomotive service demanded, as has been
done for stationary plants. But this sudden stoppage of the
work, immediately after the presentation of our last report,
leaves matters almost exactly as they were at that time.

and

It is probable that, as soon as the afifairs of the railroads
settled and normal conditions have beeen resumed, the
experiments with and development of the devices for burning
powdered fuel will be taken up again. With conditions as they
are, the committee is asking to be relieved from the necessity
of making a report at this time and to be continued pending
the resumption of the experimental work which they were
appointed to watch and lay before the association.

are

The report is signed by C. H. Hogan (Chairman), New York
Central
Thomas
E. W. Pratt, Chicago & North Western
Roope, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; J. H. Manning, Delaware & Hudson; Charles James, Erie; G. L. Fowler and O. S.
Beyer, University of Illinois.
;

;

tests in April,

S. S.

Gem, where

colloidal oil in combination with 30 per cent, of pulverized coal

mixed with 60 per cent of ordinary navy

for
the
the

some

on the U.

in

transportation, due to
great war, and finally

The general

to be present at

1918, of colloidal oil

seycral

increasing demands

fuel

happened

1

lations

experimental instalfor
burning powdered fuel on locomotives in
the United States, but the

C. H.

Mr. Wood:
and June,

May

fuel oil

was burned

the regulation oil burners very successfully. The tests demonstrated it could be burned with the regular equipment then used

on the boats for the navy

oil,

the object of the test being at
on account of the scarcity

that time to conserve the oil supply

of tank steamers.

(A motion was made that the discussion be closed, the committee continued, and the questions raised further looked into
for next year's report.)

W.

Bohan (Nor. Pac.)

Before closing that discussion,
add to the motion that this committee give more
attention to the cost of producing steam.
The Fuel Association made a careful inquiry all over the United States on the
cost of producing power by means of powdered coal, without
a single answer giving the information on this important subThere has been a good deal of enthusiasm about burnject.
ing powdered coal, and there has been too much academic discussion on it. The railroads are interested in paying dividends
and we want to know what it is going to cost to produce power
with powdered coal. I know of one instance indirectly where
powdered coal did not compare favorably with ordinary mechanical stoking on the large stationary plants.
In order that
the investigation be complete and satisfactory to the man who
is going to spend money for his railroad, it is necessary that
we know approximately where we are going to arrive. There,
probably, will be little difficulty in the successful burning of
powdered coal. That does not mean that the coal must be pulverized to the extent that some of its supporters recommend.
I

J.

would

:

like to

may

be possible to develop the pulverizing of coal to such
we can get practically the same results at much
The art of burning powdered coal is a progressive one, and we should not take a broad jump on this any
more than we should on any other important subject, without
There may be some proofs
laying a more firm foundation.
that two hundred mesh coal is the best form in which to burn
that.
everyone
does
not
believe
should comthis fuel, but
mence to investigate generally on this subject. The question
of burning powdered coal is not one that was originally considered for burning slack coal, but its greatest field probably
It may not be
is the burning of the lower grades of coal.
generally known, but there is enough locomotive coal in the
It

an extent that
less expense.

We

State of Montana to operate the five railroads that run
There is plenty of it
that vicinity for five thousand years.

in

up

and powdering may be the way to burn it, and if
the way to burn it we would like to have the facts to
substantiate it.
In continuing this commitee I would suggest
that they spend a good deal more time in determining this
This committee
fact than has been spent by past committees.
should co-operate with the Fuel Association Committee.
that way,

Discussion

that

W. D. Woods (Fuller Engineering C®.) In the report of the
committee there was no mention of the possibilities which might
:

be obtainable in switching service from pulverized coal. I want
to mention that there has been a switching locomotive in continuous service for some 18 months successfully using pulverized
coal. It is at FuUerton, Pa, and there has been no difficulty with
the locomotive at any time. The only cost of maintenance has
been for one brick arch. Economies of about 40 per cent of the
coal as fired over what was obtained with hand firing have been
secured.
There is a Lehigh Valley locomotive equipped with
practically the same aparatus on exhibition here.
S. S. Riegel ( D., L. & W.)
I would like to ask the members if
they have had any information concerning experiments on the
colloidal mixture of powdered fuel and crude oil.
I understand
that for nearly a year experiments of that nature have been
conducted with a mixture of powdered fuel and crude oil of any
desired richness which justify the hope of success, and I would
like to put the matter before the association for the uprpose of
finding out any information that might have been derived.
It
seems to me that if this plan of using powdered fuel can be
worked out, there is a great field for its application in industrial
plants, furnaces and perhaps locomotives.
:

H. Hogan (N. Y. C.) I think it would be a difficult matter
mixture of powdered fuel and oil. Possibly if there
are any locomotives so equipped in this country those in charge
can explain.
C.

to feed a

:

is

With the consent of the seconder,
Mr. Chambers
clude the comparative costs in this motion.
:

The motion was then put

to

I

will

in-

vote and carried.

Resolutions
then read a report on "Resolution, Corresponddence. Auditing, etc.," as follows: "Whereas, the Railway Supply Men's Association have gathered together, for our benefit,
the largest and most comprehensive exhibit of railway machinery
and appliances ever collected at one time, have carried out such
an acceptable program of entertainment for the members of the
Section with their friends and families, and, without any confusion, have enrolled the largest attendance of any mechanical

Mr.

Dunham

convention, and

"Whereas, The Atlantic City Hotel Men's Association, on
short notice, have in their usual manner provided so acceptably
for our welfare and comfort, and

"Whereas, The United States Railroad Administration has
done so much to insure the success of this convention, and
"Whereas, The Executive Committee of the American Railroad Association have indicated their fullest approval of the

—
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work r)f the scclimi in ci'nvcntii)n, tonctlKr uitli (•niliiisi;istio
inspiration for future work, and
"Wlicri'as, Tlic mcctinns liave l)i'cn sn ;iM.v iilaiiiuil iiiid

all <p|
ii
i. K'lHin up
fur just eight days.
The Railroad
Supiily Maiuifaiturtrs' Association is at work all year getting it
in shape.
M.iMv ul' their members have to give a great deal

guided

It is tedious; it is hard work.
And within
years they have had another mighty difficult
problem. They did not know whether you were going to have
a convention in 1917 until at the last minute it had to lie called
off.
It was not imlil the armistice was signed last Novennidier
that they knew that there was a [lossibilily of having a convention this year, and yet we have here one of the greatest exhibits
that has ever l)een matle.
I
want to take this opportunity, in
behalf of the Railway Supjily Mainifacturcrs' Association, in
acknowledging to Mr. Walker, the ])resideiU. our appreci,ilion of
ilie fine piece of work that he has done.
have been rather
1
fortunate in being close to him in recent months.
I
know
.something of the problems he has had to contend with and some
hi tile troubles he has had.
owe him a great debt of

l)y

the oflH-crs and the Secretary, be

"Kes(ilve(l,

That

tlic

aijpri'cialion

i>i'

it

Sectinii

III

Mcclianiial

of the Anu-rican Railroad Association be exlinded to the Kailway Supply Men's Associalioii, the Atlantic Hotel Men's Association, the I'nited States Railroad Administration, the I''xecufive Committee of the American Railroad Association and the
Secretary and retiring oflicers of the section."
Signed, W. K. Dunham. M. P. Flory. H. L. KUine. Committee.
.1

molioii thai llw

icsiiliilioii

In-

adol^tcd

was

carried.

Mr. liarnum:
would like to offer a resolution as follows:
"That Mechanical Section Number HI of .-Xmerican Railroad
Association recognizes the need of a research bureau to investigate questions of mechanical practice, which should have the
co-operation of all the railroads, and urges the appointment,
by the chairman, of a committee of eight to study the question
and report at tlie next convention."
This motion 7\.vs t>nt lo rote and carried.
Chairman: I appoint on that committee C. R. ^'ouns. of the
Railroad Administration, Chairman, and the following gentlemen
from the various regitms Howard Ingersoll, Eastern C. E.
Chambers, .\llegheny W. J. Small. Southern A. Kearney. Southeastern
H. T. Rentley, Northwestern
C. E. Fuller, Central
Western; and J. E. O'Brien, Southwestern. I would suggest
that the secretary notify these gentlemen of their selection, and
also mail to them a copy of the resolution just passed.
1

:

;

;

;

;

;

Unfinished Business.
Mr. Chambers

A

great many of our older members, no
doubt, will notice the absence of J. Snowden Bell, who has been
a regular attendant for a great many years.
Since coming to
Atlantic City I had a letter from his daughter advising me that
he had been in the Western Pennsylvania Hospital, at Pittsburgh, since May 2Sth, because of injuries received from a fall
and while he is getting along satisfactorily he wished that the
convention might be notified as to the reason for his absence.
:

Chairman As Mr. J. Snowden Bell has been a valued member of this association for many years, I believe it. would be
entirely proper for this association to send to him an expression of their sympathy, with a wish for his early recovery.
:

A

motion

do so hhis curried.

to

C. E. Chambers then took the chair and introduced Scott H.
Blewett.
Mr. Blewclt; Mr. President, the members of the Mechanical
Section are your friends, and that you are the presiding officer
of this association is testimony of their appreciation of your
abilities to lead men.
Not all decorations are given for deeds
of courage performed in the time of personal danger. Peace
has its victory as well as war, and for such the medals are as
honorable as the Congressional Medal, the Victoria Cross or the
Croix de Guerre. This association, for your intelligent, earnest,
faithful leadership, deems you worthy of wearing its distinguished service medal, and has graced me with the privilege
of placing on your breast its president's rosette, evidencing to
the eyes of the world their esteem of you.
You will keep it

with your treasures, and when you look upon it the faces of
companions and the voices of dear friends will come up out
of the past, looking and speaking confidence and respect.
Mr. Tollerton After the many years that I have been attending these conventions and have listened to the presentation
of the badges to the past presidents of both associations by our
;

good friend Mr. Scott Blewett, and the beautiful way in which
he presented them, it seems hard, indeed, to find words to propvery much the token that he has just
and will endeavor to keep it for all time.
In closing the last session of the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association, and as your last president, I want to
wish to all the members and their families a prosperous and
happy future. I thank y.ou.
The chairman then introduced Roy V. Wright, Managing
Editor of the Railis.'ay Age.
Mr. Wright I suppose very few of us recognize the tremendous amount of work that is involved in getting up an
exhibition such as we have out on the pier. People who have
visited our great expositions say that nowhere is there a finer
exhibit of mechanical contrivances than we have on this pier,
erly

reply.

pinned on

prize

I

my

coat,

:

and

of lime lo the
(he last three

j(j|).

We

rratitude.

Mr. Walker,

in behalf of the

Railway Supply Manuyou this

'acturirs' .Association, I take great pleasure in givinc

which I hope you will honor greatly, because it rci)reyou our feelings feelings of the very kindest for
the splendid work that you have done this past year. We hope
that you will prize this badge all the days that you live, and
liadge,

scnts

—

to

that they

may

—

be long.

Mr. Walker: The custom of presenting to the president of the
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association a past president's
badge, must be the result of an inspiration in past years for
the association tr) pin a badge on itself, because that is what
you arc doing. The president does not make the exhibit. The
members make the exhibit; the committees make the exhibit,
and perhaps you pick out the titular head and pin a decoration
on him to gratify your own sense of appreciation for what you
have done with your own efforts. There is no one knows better tlian I and the past presidents of our association how much
the president has to depend on the committees, and how much
Your
the committees make for the success of the conventions.
exhibit committee works days and nights in the preparation for
the exhibition. Your enrollment committee, a difficult committee, which stands at the door and guards it, is your insurance
that the proper people come in and the improper people do not.
And they have been most efficient this year. Your transportation committee up and down the Boardwalk, a lonesome job,
leaning up against the rail waiting until somebody comes along
and asks for a chair can you imagine a more inspiring way
to spend the time at Atlantx City? And yet we ask men to
do that, and unless they do it and do it right, your convention
would not be a success. Your entertainment committee begins
planning with the Committee on Arrangements six months be-

—

fore the exhibition opens, planning the entertainment that will
in, that will attract the greatest number, that will keep the
greatest number together the longest time, because one of the
values of this convention is the association of man with man
your fellows that you do not see through the year but meet
you get
you exchange ideas with them
at the convention
new thoughts in connection with your business as well as with
fit

—

;

running a railroad.
I

wonder

if

a large percentage realize what

you that the value of the exhibit on

it

means when

approximately $4,000,000; that it costs the exhibitors, talking now with
gross figures, approximately $750,000 three-quarters of a million of dollars to ptit this exhibit on and take it away safely.
The railroads pay the bill, every cent of it. But if the railroads use the exhibits, take advantage of the exhibits, they save,
through the exhibitors, several times that amount, running well
into the millions, so that if the exhibits are used, instead of
an expense item for the railroads to meet, they become an economy. This year we have witnessed, I think, one of the greatest
uses of the exhibits that we have had in years. I am not now
talking about the size of the exhibits or the attendance at the
convention; I am talking about the number of men, the number
of people, in the booths getting information.
I

tell

—

this pier is

—

I have been president for three years.
I heard for the last
three- years: "Y'ou will never have another convention."
not only heard it once, but we have heard it a hundred times. It
certainly has afifected me very deeply, the number of people that
have expressed personally their appreciation for the work that
has been done, and I have received that expression as I am
receiving this as an expression of appreciation for the men

We

—
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who have held my hands up and helped me represent them
seemingly satisfactorily.
E. S. Barnum
I have a little testimonial which the association desires to present to our past president, Mr. Clark. I wish
to say to Mr. Clark that while he was elected president of the
Master Mechanics' Association at the last meeting held in Chicago, it was not properly considered a convention, but it was
an official meeting of the association and Mr. Clark was for
the first part of the year the president of the Railway Master
Mechanics' Association. P^or reasons which seemed good to him,
he thought it advisable to resign the position, and yet the General Committee, in considering the work of the year, unanimously voted that because of the great value of Mr. Clark's
work to the Association during the many years which he has
been a member, and also for the work which he did during the
first part of this year, they wish to present him with a badge
showing their appreciation of that work.
:
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Combustion Chambers
By F. F. Gaines
Chairman, Board of Railway Wages and Working Conditions, U. S. R. R. Adm.

A

CAREFUL ANALY.sis of any locomotivc boiler
the

fact

that the

firebox

is

the

test

reveals

factor that limits

both

the boiler capacity and efficiency. In other words, boiler
capacity and efficiency are limited by the amount of heat that
can be liberated within the firebox, rather than by the amount
of heat that can be absorbed by the heating surfaces.

When burning high volatile bituminous coal, more than 50
per cent of the heat generated is liberated by the burning of
the combustible gases above the fuel bed, and in order to burn

Mr. Clark, it is with regret that the members of the Associahave heard of your resignation from the presidency, and
it is with still further regret that we railroad men have heard
of your leaving the active work of the railroad business. We
hope that possibly that may not be for good, but in any case
we wish you the very best of success in whatever walk of life
you may take up, and I trust that you will wear this badge as
a testimonial of the appreciation of your fellow-memliers of
the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.
I wish
to convey to you the heartfelt appreciation of the members of
the association for your good work and our best wishes for
your future success.
F. H. Clark: If I had been on the General Committee at the
time that this question of presenting me a badge came up, I
should have tried to persuade the members that I was not
entitled to the badge.
I liave, as Mr. Barnum has said, done
more or less work for the association, but it has been gladly
done. I have enjoyed it, and I do not think I am entitled to
anything for it.
As for the presidency of this Association,
which I occupied for a period of six months or so, I think that
sufficient
recompense
in itself.
I consider it a good deal of
is
an honor to be the president of this Association. I do, however,
appreciate the token which Mr. Barnum has presented to
tion

me.

want to assure you all I shall always keep it and preserve
and try to remember, as I know I shall, the pleasant associations formed as a member of this Association and the various
activities connected with that work.
Mr. Chambers I want to say that with all of Mr. Clark's
modesty about not being deserving of the badge, or something to that effect, he was an invaluable associate at the
time he served as president, during the work which came
up in connection with the change which was made from the
Master Carbuilders' Association and the American Railway
Master Mechanics' Association to the American Railroad Association, Section III, Mechanical. Had he been at the general
meeting when this matter of presenting him with a badge
came up, I would have seen that he was gotten out of the
room before the vote was taken.
Before turning the chair over to your chairman, I want to
take this opportunity to thank you all for your splendid cooperation, not only during my three years' occupancy of the
presidency and chairmanship of the organization, but also at
this convention. It has been very agreeable to all of us to hear
the favorable remarks made about the convention from the
there has never been
start to finish, and the exhibits as well
I have heard a great many
a time when they were equalled.
times during the past two years that the conventions were dead,
and we would never again see a big convention like those we
I

it

:

;

We

witnessed here for several years.
are glad to know that
at this convention we have had the largest attendance at the
meetings and the largest exhibit that we have ever had.

Chairman Tollerton
You proliably notice how easy I slip
am sure that the assistance
I
out of one job into another.
which I will receive from all the members of the association
will make my task a very pleasant one.
I hope that we may be able to meet here twelve months from
now, assuming, of course, that the next meeting will be at
Atlantic City. That is entirely an assumption on the part of the
Chairman, because it is a matter that the General Committee
:

•will

have to

settle.

Fig.

1

these gases, it is necessary to have ample combustion chamber
space or firebox volume.
The ratio of firebox volume to grate area has never received
any careful or scientific investigation, but the value of firebox

and combustion chamber volume is being demonstrated by the
everyday operation of some 6,000 locomotives equipped with
combustion chambers and is borne out by a few authentic tests.
The curves of Fig. 1 show the efficiency and capacity developed during tests of two Pacific engines equipped with
boilers that were identical in every respect, except that one
had a 36-inch combustion chamber and 19-foot flues, while the
other had the ordinary firebox with 22-foot flues, the data as
to the grate area and heating surfaces being shown in Fig. 1.
It will be noted that at low rates of combustion the capacity
and efficiency developed by the two boilers are almost identical,
but as the rate of combustion increased, the capacity and efficiency of the combustion chamber boiler showed a marked
increase over that of the non-comlnistion chamber boiler, and
while the non-combustion chamber boiler reached its maximum
capacity at a rate of 130 pounds of coal per square foot of
grate per hour, the capacity of the combustion chamber boiler
continued to increase up to and beyond the rate of combustion
of 160 pounds of coal per hour. At a rate of combustion of
120 pounds of coal per hour, the combustion chamber boiler
showed an increase in efficiency and capacity of about 20 per
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dianihiT firehox had a vultinu- of 427 cubic
or a ratio of firehox voluinc to grate area of 6.
The non-comhiistioii chatnhcr lircliox liad 311 cubic feet or
a ratio of volume to grate area of 4.4.
.\t a rate of comliustion of 120 pounds of coal per scpiare
foot of urate per hour, tlie combustion chamber boiler Kavc an
equivalent evaporation of 75.0()() poumis ])ir lidur, wliich is
equal to J174 lH>iler horse jjower.
Assuming that half ni ilu- heal was generaled in tlie fuel
riic

oonihitstiiui

feet,

bed and half above the fuel bed, we would have 1087 boiler
horse power Ktuciiti'l hy the burning of combustible fjases in
a lireluix volume of 427 cubic feet, or a sencration of one
.-Vt
boiler horse jxiwer per .4 cubic foot of breliox volume.
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(Jaines coinbiisliun ib.imbir.
This lioilcr had 307 s(|uare feet
of tirebox lieatinn surface, 3.S.W feet of line and tube heating
surface, .md 8K() sipiare feet of siiperheatiTig surface, or a total
of 4.732 sciuare feet witii a grate area of 70 square feet and a
firebox volume of 430 cubic feet. While Inirning oil under test
at a rate of 4,000 i)ounds per hour, this l)oiler developed 2,0(X)
boiler liorse power, or 4.6 Iwiler horse power per cubic foot of,
firebox volume with an over-all efficiency of 85 per cent, which
apiiroximates the tlieoretical limit.
There is but little data available on combustion chamber
tests in oil l)urning service, but that (pioted is sufficient to give
an idea of tlie value of combustion chambers in such service.
There are in use some 6,000 locomotives c(iuipped with combustion chambers, of which 1425 are the U. S. Government
standards and 460 are of the Gaines type.
These combustion
chambers range in length from 18 in. to 11 ft. and arc used in
conjunction with flues varying in length from 9 ft. to 25 ft.
It is evident from these figures that there has been no logical
method of procedure followed in ])roporticming combustion

chamber and Hue

lengths, and there is room for a lot of scientific investigation to determine the correct ratios between firebox volume and grate area, and between firebox heating surface and flue heating surface.
It is also desirable to arrive at
some correct understanding as to the value of firebox heating
surfaces and flue heating surfaces and the arrangement and

of heating surfaces, such as will give the maximum
evaporation and efficiency per unit of surface.
Extensive tests have been carried out by the Bureau of Mines
at its Pittsburgh laboratories in trying to determine the ratio
of furnace volume to grate area for the different kinds of coal
used in stationary service. These tests show that in order to
reduce the heat loss due to unburned gases to 2 per cent, it
was necessary to have the ratio of furnace volume to grate
area about 13 to 1 when burning Illinois coal at a rate of combustion of 60 pounds with a 25 per cent excess of air. Under
the same conditions, Pittsburgh run-of-mine coal required a
surface volume of ten times the grate area, while Pocahontas
low volatile coal required a volume five times the grate area.
These tests are not strictly comparable to locomotive practice
for the reason that in the latter much higher rates of combustion prevail, and the excess air supply is generally lower than
that mentioned.
Under these conditions it might be necessary to have a higher
ratio of volume to grate area than those required in stationary
service, in order to secure approximately perfect combustion of
the gases.
Fig. 3 shows a Mallet firebox with a grate area of 80 square
location

—Normal Grate Area = 70 sq.
Firebox Heating
= 307 sq.
Length of Combustion Chamber
= 3' 6". Firebox Volume = 430 cu. Flue Length
= 18". Flue Heating Surface = 3539 sq.
Superheater Surface = 886 sq.
Total
Heating Surface = 4732 sq.

Fig. 2

ft.

Surface

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

same

rate of combustion, the non-combustion chamber
evaporated 63,000 pounds per hour and developed 1826
boiler horse power.
Assuming that the combustion conditions in the fuel bed
were the same in both cases, we have 1826 1086=740 boiler
horse power developed by the burning of combustible gases
above the fuel bed of the non-combustion chamber boiler.
which is equivalent to one boiler horse power per .42 cubic foot
of firebox volume.

the

boiler

—

be seen from these figures that the increase in capacity
was in almost direct proportion to the increase in
firebox volume.
Of course, it goes without saying that there
is a limit to the firebox volume needed for approximately perfect combustion, and when this limit is exceeded the capacity
developed per cubic foot of volume will begin to fall off.
Increasing the firebox volume by the use of combustion chambers can only be accomplished by reducing the flue lengths and
sacrificing flue heating surface, but it is a well-known fact that
the additional firebox heating surface so gained has a much
higher value per unit of area than the discarded flue heating
surface, and while accurate tests are necessary to develop the
absolute values of the different heating surfaces, the fact remains that boiler capacity and efficiency depend more upon
efficient combustion than upon mere area and extent of heating
It will

and

efficiency

The

—

=

Grate Area
Fig. 3
80 sq. ft.
407 sq. ft. Firebox Volume

Chamber Length

surface.

of the combustion chamber
from 82 to 51 per cent, and the
furnace efficiency ranged between 97 and 66 per cent, while the
heating surface efficiency ranged from 97 to 93 per cent.
Firebox volume is as essential in oil burning service as in
bituminous coal burning, for in the former all of the heat is
Fig. 2 shows an oil
liberated by burning fuel in suspension.
burning firebox of a Santa Fe type engine equipped with a
over-all

boiler

efficiency

Center

of

=

7 ft.

Firebox Heating Surface

=

570 cu.

Length

of

ft.

=

Combustion

Flameway from

Fuel Bed to Flue Sheet

=

18

ft.

boiler referred to above varied

feet, 407 square feet of firebox heating surface, firebox volume
of 570 cubic feet and a flameway 18 feet in length from center
of fuel bed to flue sheet. In this firebox, the ratio of volume
to grate area is about 7 and this probably represents the maximum at this time, with the exception of a locomotive now building which with a firebox volume of 860 cubic feet and a grate
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area of 112 square feet, has a ratio of volume to grate area
of 11.
If the tests on the stationary furnace referred to can be used
as a criterion,

fireboxes are
is

much room

it

still

apparent that our best designs of modern
shy in flameway and volume and that there

is

for investigation

and improvement

in this direc-

tion.

Future developments and improvements in the art of burning coal in the locomotive firebox wiir probably depend to a
large extent upon the changes made in the design and proportions of the firebox itself, and it is in this direction that we
must look for innovations that will successfully meet, the constantly increasing demand for boiler cajiacity and efficiency.

As an indication of this, we might mention that while the oil
burning locomotive referred to developed 4.6 boiler horse power
per cubic foot of firebox volume, and the coal burner developed
2}^ boiler horse power per cubic foot of firebox volume, stationary power plants are being designed and built for burning
coal in suspension with furnaces of such size that the desired
boiler capacity can be developed at a rate of Yi boiler horse
power per cubic foot of furnace volume.
No mention has been made of the effect that the istroduction of combustion chambers has upon boiler maintenance; but
well-known fact that short flues give less trouble and
it is a
fewer failures than long flues, and that moving the back flue
sheet forward and away from the zone of high temperatures
in the firebox materially reduces trouble due to flue leaks and
failures.

Viewed from any angle, the combustion chamber firebox is
apparently superior to that of the non-combustion chamber
type
but there is a woeful lack of correct and authentic information concerning this most important suliject, due to the
that
such knowledge can only come through a correct infact
terpretation of experimental facts.
;

Registration, American Railroad
Association, Sec. Ill, Mechanical
Beinet, J. J., Frd. Man., N. Y. C. & St. L.
Bennett, R. G., A. E. M. P., Penn., Chalfonte
Brady, J. E., Asst. M. M., B. & O., Schlitz.
Crawford, C. W., Chrmn. Gen. Com., U. S. R. A
Darlow, A. M., Fed. Mgr., B. & S., Chalfonte.
Deeter, D. M., M. M., P. & R.
Duval, J. E., Genl. Supt. Car Serv., Grand Trunk.
Edwards, J. S., M. M., Newberry & Laurens, Continental.
Evans, G. E., Staff Officer Oper., L. & M.
Galloway, W. S., M. M., B. & O.
Herlihy, J. J., Asst. M. M., B. & Q., Schlitz.
Hi'nes, J. P., M. M., B. & O.
Huber, H. G., Asst. Eng. M. P., Penn., Chalfonte.
Kendall, W. C, Mgr. Car. Serv. Sec, U. S. R. R. A.
.

Lanza, Coetano, Galen Hall.
Leach, W. B., Marlborough.
Linderman, F. A., Dis. S. M. P., N. Y. C, Pennhurst.
MacFarland, H. B., E. T.. A. A. & S. F., Traymore.
Marsh. F. E., M. M., N. Y. P. & N.
Mengel, J. C, M. M., Penn.
Moll, George, R. F. E., P. & R., Netherland.
Ott, Wm. B., M. M., Penn.
Park, W. L., Fed. Mgr., C. G. W.
Pearson, E. J., Fed. Mgr., N. Y. N. H. & N.
Piatt, J. C, Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Co., Dennis.
Rice, W. L., Supt., N. & C. S. P. & R., Monticello.
Shaeffer, C. M., Gen. Supt. TransD., Penn.
Simpson, G. E., Gen. Supvr. Transp., C. M. & St. P.
Smock, F. A., M. M., Penn.
Stevens, Geo. W., Fed. Mgr., C. & O., Marlborough.
Tate, M. K., Mgr. Service, Lima Loco. Works, Chelsea.
Taylor, G. W., Staff Officer Transportation, Southern.

Wagner. J. A.. Genl. Mgr., Des Moines Union.
Wanamaker, E., E. E., Rock Island, Haddon Hall.

Special Guests

Appreciation from the

Ordnance Department

MAJOR

E. D. Campbell, Railway and Seacoast SecArtillery Division, Ordnance Department
United States Anny, who made the address on
tion,

on Monday

evening, received the
"Railroad Artillery"
following communication from C. C. Williams, Major
General of the United States Anny, Chief of Ordnance,
conveying appreciation to the manufacturers and railroad representatives at Atlantic City
"I am glad to have this opportunity to express the
thanks and appreciation of the Ordnance Department
for the noble efforts of the manufacturers and railroad
representatives here assembled which resulted in the
splendid production of ordnance material.
"Your assistance was not only invaluable in manu*
facturing ordnance, but your hearty co-operation in design, research and development of all kinds of equipment was of inestimable value.
"It is due largely to the high purpose and patriotic
efforts of the manufacturers such as the American Car
and Foundry Company and the railroads that a surprisingly quick end came to the great war."
:

Purchasing Officers Visit Convention

WHEN

R. li. AisiiTON, the newly elected president
of the American Railroad Association visited
Atlantic City last week, he was so impressed by
the exhibits that he wired H. B. Spencer, director of the
Division of Purchases, U. S. R. R. Administration, suggesting that he ask the purchasing officers within reasonable distance of Atlantic City to arrange to visit the

Mr. Spencer made this suggestion to the regional directors and through them to the federal managers. The result was that a very large number of the
purchasing officers visited the convention before its
exhibits.

close.
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Atkinson, H. C, M. P. Dept., P. & R.
Atkinson, W. S., Pur. Agt., K. C. S., Traymore.
Bonfield, Chas. P., Car Fore., B. & O., Bouvier.
Bernal, Angel, Ch. Clk. to S. M. P. & M., Southeastern Lines
of Mexico, Marlborough,
Bowler, Roland T. E., Supr. Tool Equip., B. & O., Craig Hall.
Boyer, John O., Road Fore. Eng., P. & R., Tennessee.
Braden, Wm. F., Welfare Agt., B. & Q., Schlitz.
Burnham, M. G., Eng. of Tests. N. P., Traymore.
Caley, G. W., M. M., N. Y. C. & H., Fredonia.
Campbell, Johnston, Supt., L. V.
Camder. Wm. A., Dist. Elec. Super., B. & O., Bouvier.
Cathcart, H. W., Fuel & Loco. Inspr,, P. & R.
Church, L. H., Loco. Insp., U. S. R. R. Ad.
Clarkson, A. J., Eng., N. Y. C.
Clemmitt, J. H., Pur. Agent, N. & W.
Conley, A. J., R. Fore, of Engines, Staten Island.
Cope, D. E., M. M., B. R. & P., Continental.
Dailey, Jerry, Asst. Fore. & Boiler Insp., C. R. R. of N. J.,

Conway.

Davis, A. C, M. M., Penn.
Dillon, H. W, Insp. Pur. Dept., Pa., Princess.
Doke, G. E., Insp., N. Y. C. Lines, Traymore.
Doyle, M. T., Reporter, A. R. A., Craig Hall.
Dravo, H. D., Asst. Rd. For. of Eng., N. Y. P. & N.
Edmunds, J. B., Trav. Sec. to Fed. Man., C. & O.
Eggleston, M. C, Rd. For. of Eng., P. & R.
Ehrenfeld, F., Supervisor, Retired. Pa.
Ely, Jacob W., Air Brake Supr., P. & R.
Fanaday, C. L., Asst. P. A., Penn.
Feehan, Benj., Asst. Fore., C. R. R. of N. J., Conwav,
Fillmore, Jacob, Machinist. W. J. & S.
Filskov, H., Asst. Eng., Raritan River, Worthington.
Floyd, James F., Southern, Marlborough.
Foertsch, T. A., Fore., P. & R.
Force, Lawson H., D. L. & W., Pennhurst.
Force, N. J.. Eng. Test., D. L. & W., Pennhurst.
Garcelon, H. I., Asst. Engr. of Tests, B. & Q.
Glaser, Sidney, Insp. Car. Dept., C. & I. H., Espinlade.
Godard, E. E., Asst. Eng., Elec. Car Htg., Pa., Dennis.
Grabfelder, J., Insp., W. J. & S. S.
Griswold, W. W., Pur. Agt., W. & L. E., Marlborough.
Hardy, W. E., Gen. Fore., C. R. R. of N. J., Conway.
Heald, W. E., Const. Ele. Dept., B. & O.
Heazlitt, B. Y.. P. A.,

Kentucky

&

Heinbach, W. F., For.. P. & R.
Henry, Frank, Eng. of Tests, B. R.

Indiana Term.

&

P.,

Traymore.
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Kiinncnian, J. D., .Vsst. Rd. For. of I'^n^., Pcnn.
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Fnn. House, P. & K.
Kofaminann. K. E., Test Dept.. Pcnn.. Kentucky.
l,a,i;raii«o, Fred A.. Tech. Insp., Argentine Govcriuncnt kys.,
Trayniorc.
Lanza, (iaetana. Galen Hall.
Koili, Philip. I-or.

A. n., Pur. Agt.. Virginian.
Lcndcrkinu, \V. D., Safety .-Kgl.. B. & O.. Schlitz.
Loguc, H. A., Engr., West. Maryland, Breakers.
Lukens, H. A.. Asst. P. A., Penna.
,unn, E., Ch. Elec. Pullman Car Lines, Marlhorough.
l.eppington. W., Asst. Fore.. C. R. R. of N. J., Sterling.
Markel', Chas. T.. Ch. Loco. Const. Insp., V. S. R. R. -X.
McCalTrev, J. A.. Road Fore., S. I.
McCann. C. E., M. M., B. & O.
McClellan. R. D., Gen. For.. L. V.
McConnell, \\m. H.. Clerk M. P. & R. E. Dept., P. & R.
McCune, W. H.. M. M., M. K. & T., Breaker.s.
McGinness. G. T., Secv. to Supt. Shops. B. & O.. Wiltshire.
McPhail, O. G., M. M.. A. B. & A., Sterling.
Martin. John J.. R. H. Fore.. C. R. R. of N. J., Conway.
Masson. Capt. C. H.. Eng. Corp., U. S. A.. Traymorc.
Miller. B. F., M. Painter, D. L. & W., Osborne.
Milton. J. H.. Supt. C. D.. C. R. L & P., Chalfonte.
Moor. L. D., Engr., M. P., Osborne.
Morgan. J. C. Safety Agt., B. & O.. Schlitz.
.Mun'sier, A. W., Reg. Pur. Bd.. U. S. R. R. A., Breakers.
Nichols. J. H.. Gen. Store:, N. Y. C. & St. L., Traymore.
O'Donnell. John J.. Gen. Fore., L. L. Dennis.
Oplinger, H. E., Gen. Fore., Atlantic Coast Line, Chalfonte.
Otto. C. A.. Asst. Gen. Mat. Agt., Pa.
Owen, A. E.. Equip. Agt.. Pa.
Parker, R. J., Gen. Mgr., A. T. & S. Fe.. Shelburne.
Parker, Wm. A.. P. A., B. & B.. Traymore.
Pastorius. D. B., Sup. Elec. Car Ltg., Penn., Galen Hall.
Perrin. Ernest. U. S. Official Representative of the Lyons Fair,
Lvons, France.
Patten. G. Fred, Ch. Clk. to Gen. Supr. Car Repr., U. S. R.
Patenhall. F. P.. S. E., B. & O., Breakers
R. A., Miller Cottage.
Pegran, R. B., Genl. Pur. Agt. Southern, Traymore.
Phillips, C. K., Examiner Div. 41. U. S. Patent Office, Jackl.acv.
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Pickard, F. C, M. M.. D. L. & W.. Traymore.
Pizzorno, V., Pres.. Italian State Rys. Com.. Marlborough.
Pyle Leslie R., International Ry. Fuel Assn., Ambassador.
Quinn, M. A., R. H. F., D., L. & W., Richmond.

Ramond,

Albert, French

High Commission, Traymore.

Rausch, Edw.. Loco. Insp., U. S. R. R. A.
Reichard, H. W., Road Fore, of Eng., R. V.
Reidinger. L. P.. Fore. Car Insp., W. J. & S. S.
Reynolds, H. W., Mech. Insp., N. & W., Louella.
Rilev.

J.

L.,

M. M.,

C. St. P.

M.

&

O., Sterling.

Royer, A. C, Pur. Dept., Penn.
Ramond, Edmond, French High Commission.
Reardon, F. E.. Supt. of Stores, D. & H. Dennis.
M., B. & O., Grand Atlantic.
Reynolds. D. E.. Ch. Clk. Pur. Dept., B. & L. E., Traymore.
Richetson. W. E., Ch. of Eq. Div., N. Y. C.
Rickford, S. A., M. M., N. Y. C, Chelsea.
Roach, C. E., Insp., C. R. I. & P.
Roeser, Elmer J., Draftsman, P. & R.
Roderick, M. B., Insp. T. & M., Erie, Traymore.
Rule, Geo., Eng., B. & O., Bartram.
Rush, R„ Genl. Hdlt. Insp., N. Y. N. H. & H.

Rees, H., Asst.

M.

Rver, F. A., Pur. Agt.. B.
R'verly.

Wm.

Saabye, H.

J.,

&

A.. Shelburne.

Asst. Supt. Shops, B. & O., Schlitz.
Act. Pur. Agent, B. & W.

S.,

Sapia, Radup. Central Argentine, Dalso.
Scatchard. H.. Gen. Strkpr., N. W.

Scatchard, H. F., N. & W.
Shand, A. C. Ch. Eng.. Penn.
Shay, J. M., M. M., B. & O.. Majestic.
Shea, Frank. Boiler Insp., N. Y. N. H. & H.
Sheehan, J. E., Gen. Car Insp., N. Y. N. H. & H., Osborne.
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M., Supr. Loco. Sup., D. L. & W.. Raleigh.
Iv., M. i'. Insj)., B. «f O., Schlitz.
Shugers, Geo. C, Trav. Fir., P. & R.
Sisco, G. F.,
Penna., Uaddon Hall.
Smith. George W., Asst. (ien. For., P. & R.
Smith. W. D.. Shop Supt., C. & F. T., Arlington.
Smith. Asst. Erect. Sli(i|) Fore., B. & ()., l)e Ville.
Spofford. Capt. H. N., Hng. Corps, U. S. A.. Tra>more.
Stahl, !•:. C. N., Insp., N. Y. C.
Stahl, J. J., Shop Eng., Southern. Glaslyn Chatham.

Slulton,

I'",

Shcpard, C.

MM.,

Stewart, C, S. S., B. & ().. Schlitz.
Stewart. T. R., S. S., B. & ().. Schlitz.
Silvestri. Ing. Cav. Vittorio, Principal luigineer. Italian State
Rys.. Marlborough.
Simpson. I)., Macli. Shop Foreman, P. East Lines, Strath-

haven.

Simpson, G.

Primary

I''xaiiiiner, Patent Office, Wiltshire.
BIksh.. Ltjng Island. 12 Ohio Ave.
Son. Frank P., Asst. to Pres.. Copper Range.
Sprowl. S. C. Supt. of M. P.. Atl. Coast Line. Chalfonte.
Stackhouse, R. J.. Genl. Storekeeijcr, P. & R.. Craig Hall.
Stadelman. J. H.. .Asst. Eng., Penn. E. L.
Stier, J. E.. Draftsman, B. & O.. Pennhurst.
Stone. W. S.. Grand Chief, B. of L. E., Alamac.
Strohmer, J. L., Secy, to Supt. M. of E., B. & O.
Stockton, C. H., R. M., Raritan River, Worthington.
Slockwc-11. F. L.. M. M.. S. A. L.. Berkshire
Stoffla,
A.. E. E.. P. & R., Bouvier.
Stuart, R. T., M. M., Raritan River, Worthington.

R.,

Slenker, C. A.,

l-or.

H

Norman. Travel. Eng.,

.Subrie,

Sullivan. J.
sador.

I'enn.,

Continenta'.

Ambas-

Fore. Black. Col. Shop. Pa. Lines West,

S..

Norman, Pa.
Sutherby, A., M. M., Erie,

.Surrie,

Monticello.

Swectman, E. M., M. M., Southern, Osborne.
Sykes, L. Gen., Foreman, P. & R., Strand.
Tencey, S. R., Sui)t., U. P., Shelburne.
Thayer, J. S.. Material Insp.. B. & O.. Clarindon.
Terwilliger. G. E., Genl. Air Brake Insp., N. Y N H.

&

H, Had-

don Hall.
Thomas, John H.,

C. of N. J., Louvan.
C. E., Gen. Fore. Car Shops, Pa.
Thom.pson, F. V., Elec, P. & R.
Thompson. J. G., M. M., L. V., Surf.
Thornely, E. W., Reg. Supvr. of Stores, Allegheny Reg.
Thorpe, W. C, Chf. Loco. Insp., Pcnna., Harris Apts.
Thwaites, D. G., Insp., Pa., Traymore.
Toomey, T. H., Gen. For., Penn.

Thompson.

Topp,

M. M., E.

C. E..

Torback. F.

S.,

For.. B.

J.

&

&

E.

O., Wittle.

Tilcy, George E., Supt. Tank Car Eq., Crescent Tank Line, Lexington.
Trego, J. G., Asst. Fore. Eng., Penn., Eaton.
Tyrley, William, Shop Supt., Kan. City South., Chalfonte.
J., Pur. Agent, B. & S., Chalfonte.
Utaka, Y., Agt. Japan Gov. Rys., Marlborough.

Urtel, E.

Van Derbogart, James, Gen. Fore., N. Y. C, New
Van Gundy, C. P., Chief Chem., B. & O., Dennis.

Biltmore.

Voigt, A. E., Car. Ltg. Eng., Santa Fe, Marlborough.
Walker, E. B., Elec. Eng., Canadian National, Traymore.
Walker, J. E., M. M., I. C, Ambassador.
Walsh, M. F., Research Com., U. S. Shipping Bd., Traymore.
Wardlaw, J. W., G. E., Central Vermont, Chelsea.
Warwork, W. J., C. C, N. Y. C., Traymore.
Watkins, Thomas, Gen. For., P. & R.
Webb. M. L., Asst. Secy, to Dir. of Open, U. S. R. R. A., Miller
Cottage.

Webb, E.
Webb, T.

R., Div.

M. M., M. C. Haddon

Hall.

H.. For., S. A. L., Osborne.

Weedom,

R. E., Supt. Roadway Shop, Southern. Netherland.
Wrecks, John, Pres, Norwood & St. Lawrence. Dennis.
Wellman, I., M. M., A., T. & S. F., Marlborough.
Whitehurst, S. A., M. M., Cent, of Ga., Schlitz

Widmaier.

J.,

W.

J.

&

S.

S.

Wilson, G. M., Supt. M. P. Shops, G. T. R., Marlborough
Wilson, D. C, Elec. Eng., C. of Geo., Osborne.
Wilson, D. H., Shop Supt., F. E. Coast, Sterbng.
Williams, Capt. Cyril, Insp. Eng., South African Rys., Marl.

borough.
J. H., Gen. Insp. M. P. Dept., Erie, Traymore.
Wright, C. W.. Master Carpenter, L. I.

Winfield,

Wright, J. D., Gen. Fore. Painter, B. & O., Strand.
Wright, N. R., Asst. M. M., Lehigh & New England.
Young, J. H., Senior Asst. Dir. of Oper., U. S. R. R. A., Haddon Hall
Young. Jas., Jr.. Asst. Eng. M. P.. Pa.
Y'ost,

James

Zeigler,

C

& R.
Ch. Elec, Florida East Coast, Galen Hall.

F. S., R. F. E., P.

.J.,

June
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Conventionalities
President Carr, of the Railway Supply Manufacturers'
Association, has asked John C. Khuns, manager railroad sales, the Burden Iron Company, Chicago, to take
the chairmanship of the Transportation Committee for
next year. Mr. Kuhns has accepted.

Secretary George B. McGinty, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, who has been attending the convention, became ill after he arrived and was confined to his
room for a while. He is feeling much better now and
has been attending the sessions of the convention and inspecting the exhibits.
In the photograph of Franklin Hess, son of George F.
Mess, mechanical superintendent, Kansas City Southern,
accompanied by Ellsworth L. Mills, of the Air Reduction
Sales Company, which appeared in the Daily for Wednesday, June 25, a typographical error was responsible
for the writing of the company's title as American ReIt should have read Air Reduction Sales Company.
duction Sales Company.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry \\". Frost have had as their
guests, since they have been at the convention, their son,
Harry, Jr., and their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. 'Webb C. Artz. Mr. and Mrs. Artz live in Philadelphia. During the war Mr. Artz was in the motor
transport service of the army. Harry, Jr., is a lieutenant
navy, having recently received announcement of
promotion to first lieutenant, and is stationed at present at the Brooklyn Xavy Yard.
in the

his

An

B. O.
With a party of 4,
Strove motoring hither
II.

Colonel C. H. Crawford, who has 'oeen attending the
convention, will leave on July 1 for Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where he will go as manager for the Baldwin LocoThe Baldwin works are establishing
motive Works.
over a dozen branches in foreign countries, and the manager will go supplied with a complete library of catalogues and books regarding equipment and supplies produced in tlie United States, whether those of the l>ald\vin
or other companies. Col. Crawford formerly was assistant to the prL'sidcnt of the Nashville, Chattanooga &
During the war he was in the Engineer Corps,
St. Louis.
to

have gone to Europe

^U^lUoM/ XjJko^kwr
"Louder, Please!"
"Say," said the locomotive

man from the Mormon
"do you know what that meeting in the Convention Hall reminds me of?"
"What?" said The Man Who Saw, who was sure
that the big westerner had a "good one."
"It reminds me of the delegation of boilermakers
who 'waited on' the superintendent of a road. They
were courteously received and stated their case for
capitol,

more pay, shorter hours, etc.
"The superintendent regretfully

detailed

his

rea-

sons for not being able to raise their pay and finished
his address in 4>2 hours flat.
"Just as he finished, the chairman of the delegation
put his hand to his ear and said, 'how much did he
say we got ?' "

"Comers"
"Never run

a

one-man show."

The mechanical engineer
was explaining

of a prominent eastern road

his record of success in response to the

The Man Who Saw.
"Train two of your best men for your own job. Put
the ability of one against the other. When you are awav.
entrust the duties of your office to the one "who seems to
questions of

be able to assume them with the least swelling of the
head.

"Encourage them all to add to their study of details by
absorbing some of the bigger things. Try to create in
them an interest in what the road is doing whenever
you can send them ot5t on the line.

—

Till She ran no more.
Said H. B. O.
When he left Flushing,
"Did not expect to do much pushing.'"
Oh! H. B. O.
You sure should know.
That trip would have been neater.
Behind a superheater.

and was

1801

to assist

Samuel M.

Vauclain, now president of the Baldwin Works, in carrying out this country's extensive program of tank production.
Col. Crawford was actually on the Adriatic in
New ^'ork harbor ready to sail, when the armistice was
signed.

The losses by fire in the United States and Canada
during the month of May, as compiled from the records
of The Journal of Commerce, aggregated $16,516,300,
as compared with $2,545,900 in May, last year.

"Have them meet the other men from other departments when possible, so that the interest in their work
be tempered with a familiarity with the real, object we
seek to attain to safely haul as much as we can, as
economically as possible."
will

—

all

The Man

Get Acquainted
Who Saw 15 unexpected

Latin-American

visitors here this year begs to call attention to the significance of this event. Evidence of the importance, of

Latin-American field for railway supplies is furnished in the announcement by a prominent locomotive
works of the opening of Argentinian and Brazilian
branches in addition to extended activities in Europe,
Asia, Australia and Africa.
The Man Who Saw finds a slowly awakening interest among railway supply men in this development. Here
and there he finds a manufacturer with vision who has
studied or is quietly investigating South American possiblities on his own initiative. And he does not wish to
urge the expenditure of a heavy appropriation which
has so often accompanied the ill-advised excursion of
a well-meaning but innocent explorer of the LatinAmerican mart. Rather he would suggest discussion and
action which might lead to the attendance of as many
the

of Latin-American railroads, sugar
and other enterprises as can be induced to attend

influential officers

mills

the next mechanical convention.
not tackle this problem now?

Why

The Man

believes
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that a siiuiTc
fi'iih

be

i-lTori in tlii> dirt-'ciioii will

fniils, of

wiiiili, iicrliaps

some

nol

clay,

fail

\vc

to

may

i)rinji;

wtll

i>ruu(l.

'I'hi'

Man

\\ lio

Saw

tVels

lliat

atti-iition

sliduld

fact

I

We

\k-

the "i^reate.sl convention" is
marked hy the ititrodnction of a new era of transi)ortation in and around the factory and machine shoj).
lie settinj^ up of exhibits from one end of tlie i'ier
to the other, owes their rapid completion to the new
development the "trackless train."
Man savers, time savers, money savers these miniature motor trucks are said to be displacinj^' the old haul
truck about as fast as they can lie manufactured.
The
lio])uIar type propelled by an electric motor which de
rives its jjower from a storage battery can be seen handling' formerly impossii)k' loads in modern shops.
Some
haul three or four trailers and negotiate crowded aisles
and shar]) corners with perfect ease.
Internal combustion tractors of the small ty])e on the
caterpillar or "tank"' princi]ilc are likewise coming to the
front and are making good out of doors; some of them
ec|uii)iied with a belt ])ulley find themselves trusty guardians of the power l)reakdown where they are able to
sli]) in next to a disabled machine and furnish emergency
to the
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"i'.ut the si)ecilicatii)n> nulv call for one soft l)lng
the crown sheet,"
proiesti'(l,
' 'Ah. yes,
1 know," said the Jap, "but yctu reinemjjcr
the Korean and his two umbrellas?
must have the
twii plugs
if one gries bad we have the other one ta
"'
go good."
in

—

The Trackless Train
(lirt'i.tc(l

June

that

I

—

—

power.

The Man

\\ ho Saw believes that tlie advice of one of
an enthusiast on this subject, is well worth
reading: "If you are thinking of putting these tractors
into your works, analyze your problem from all angles;
balance the desirability of the use of electricity vs. gasoline, visit a big plant and see w'hat they are doing with
it. then study the different types which are offered and
choose for \our needs."

his friends,

Balanced Lever Starting Valve
for Non-Lifting Injectors

ALKVKU

as

William
is

known

VAL\ K. wliicli
long as needed,

ST.\KTi.\(;

service

.Sellers

as style

VC.

&
It

Co., Inc.,
is

will
is

remain tight

being

in

shown by

i'liiladeii)hia,

radically ditferent

I'a.

It

from the

older forms in which the pilot and main valves are connictcd to and operated bv a horizontal stem and with
wiiicli it is diUlcult to maintain the valves in alignment.
The "VC" style has a main body with a supplemental
steam receiving chamber containing two loosely guided
flat seated checks, raised serially by a vertical stem. The
valve is reseating, self-grinding and remains tight under
the severe service to which valves of this type are subjected.
It has a further advantage of safety, because
the valves cannot be jammed open. .\s the steam pressure is always on top and the lift is vertical, the tendency is naturally to return to their seats.
For this
reason it is necessary that a latching device be provided

Umbrellas and Soft Plugs
He had

Asia's nunil)cr. lie could tell what provKorean came from by the shade of blue on his
shirt. He had watched them build and trade and his
admiration of the Mongolians" methods was unqualified. There were, however, some phases of their reasoning which he could not explain and the pioneer of
.American machinery in tlie Far l^ast proceeded to
ince a

illustrate.

The Man

Who Saw

drew nearer

to get the slant

on the Asiatic from one who seemed to know.
"We were walking on one of the principal streets
of Seoul accompanied by an Englishman and an enterprising Jap. It was the hour for trade. Push carts,
bundles and junk of various descriptions seemed
bound in a common direction. Among the throng
appeared a picturesque old Korean and he carried two

Balanced Lever Starting Valve

home-made umbrellas.
"

'But,
Briton.

I

say.

why

does he carrv two?' inquired the

"

'You ask him." said 1 to the Jap.
"The Jap blocked the path of the tradesman, asked
his question and returned to make his report.
" "He says,' said the
Jap, "that he carries two so
"
that in case he loses one he will still have the other.'
'"Two years elapsed and I found myself in the company of the same enterprising Jap. He had come to
inspect a shipment of locomotives for his company
and was quite insistent.

holding the valve in operating position; this conof the usual form of notched quadrant and tripping
device for the latch. An initial notch is placed in the
([uadrant so that the valve may be held partially open,
permitting the required amount of steam to warm the
water in the tank during the cold weather. When the
\ alve is placed outside of the cab a special notched hand
pull is provided, which not only locks the valve wide
open in operating position, but also permits eight positions of the valve when used as a heater, so that any
required amount of steam can be blown back into the
ftr

sists

tank.

^3

i

The

present

and

strata of society.

a period of general unrest in all industries
There is an almost universal clamor
for new and changed standards to
The Awakening of ^eet the conditions arising out of the
the Technical
war. This is as true of technical sociis

Societies

eties

as elsewhere.

It

is

particularly

true of the older established engineering
which, because of their large membership and their
prominence, have been prone to move slowly and for this
reason have become prominent targets for criticism. Recognizing this unrest, the American Society of Civil Engineers
created a Development committee early last fall, with broad
powers, to study the activities of the society.
The other
national societies of mechanical, electrical and mining engineers appointed similar committees soon after and all of them
have been actively at work for several months.
Two of
these committees (the civil and mechanical) presented progress reports before the annual meetings of their respective
societies last week.
The report of the committee of the
American Society of Civil Engineers is abstracted briefly
elsewhere in this issue.
A careful study of the tentative
recommendations of this committee will show the comprehensive manner in which it is proposed to revise the society's
activities in order that it may interest itself more directly in
matters not purely technical or what may be termed welfare
work for its members. The report presented to the mechanical
society was equally progressive and equally well received.
It is to be hoped that the membership at large of these societies may receive the reports with sympathetic attitude,
societies

realizing that the problem

ing that they
if

they are to

is

theirs to solve

must be willing to render
expect service from it.

and also

realiz-

service to the society

have

I)een necessary for additional interlocking plants. Their
use in connection with power-operated train order signals
located at blind sidings and controlled by an operator at a
station train-order office a mile or more away also greatly

facilitates train movements and cuts down expenses.
The
use of the low voltage movements at such points is one method
worthy of the careful consideration of managements wishing
to decrease the running time of trains and lower the operating
costs; a .study of conditions surrounding their installation at
certain places can well be undertaken at the present time in
order that work may lje started as soon as conditions
warrant.

The railroad superintendent who removes the public's grievances before the public has formulated them comes pretty near
being an ideal officer, at least in one
.,
Abatement
element.
In the nature of the case,
of the
however, acts of that kind are not likely
Whistle Nuisance to come prominently before the public,
and
fore,

low-voltage switch machine is being slowly popularized,
would seem to be deserving of more general favor.
It is in many situations the only practicable and satisfactory device by which
Voltage Switch a man can move a switch which is situated a long distance from his station,
Machines
l)ecause
ordinary
the
high-voltage
dynamo is too costly; and the slowness of the low-voltage apparatus is tolerable because speed of operation is not essential.
The use of low-voltage machines at the ends of certain passing sidings has enabled some roads to exjjedite the
movement of trains very materially, and to reduce costs. The
desire to o])erate switches beyond ordinary interlocking limits
has led to the development of the low-voltage machine to a
highly satisfactory degree.
It is operated on 20 volts by a
set of primary or secondary batteries, and it gives an indication to the operator as to the position of the switch point.
These movements will operate a switch, switch lock,
pipe connected derail and detector bar in approximately 35
seconds, while a signal will clear in about 15 seconds.
One
road has estimated that with the use of these movements
the time saved to a train entering a siding will average
seven minutes by doing away with the stop necessary to allow
but

it

Low

trainmen to set the switch by hand. Another road used such
machines at switches that could not be seen from the point
of operation and where large expenditures would otherwise

remain unknown;

so,

there-

call the reader's attention particularly to that paragraph in the notice, on another page, of the abatement of the
whistle nuisance at Tyrone, on the Middle Division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, which says that no complaints of
loud whistling had been heard from residents of Tyrone.

This

bit of news is rather unusual, even novel; we recall nothing of the kind elsewhere. The New York ^':--al formerly
had a rule, on the busiest parts of its main line, under which
flagmen of trains on the passenger tracks were never called
in;

and

that, of course,

abated the whistle nuisance in a very
flagmen must go out, and must be called
in, an electric circuit, with bells on fixed posts, as at Tyrone,
is the ideal means of communication;
simple and cheap.
Former Commissioner J. E. Sague, speaking before the State
Public Service Commission in New York city last week,
again reminded us that our British cousins know how to
handle a dense passenger traffic without flagging; but, judging by the present rate of progress the adoption of that refinement by our railroads is still far in the future; and the
Tyrone experiment might well be considered for adoption at
many other places. Reference was made in this column, last
week, to the excellent rule, on another division of the Pennsylvania, which has been prescribed for the guidance of trainmen in affording decent treatment to the ears of the people,
sick or well, who reside near tlie railroad; but, as to the noise
nuisance, it is no more than right to say that the true way to
cut off this dog's tail is to apply the axe directly lichind the
animal's ears. To put our rules in the best possible language
is an important element of good railroading, as is constantly
evidenced when clumsily worded rules cause annoyance and
friction; but the foolish idea that good rules make good practice still seems to persist in some minds; it is a vigorous weed
or oftener.
that has to be killed every Spring
Our busiest
railroads now have telephones strung along the line at very
positive

The

tlicy

we

way; but

if

—

frequent intervals; and this facility is so inexpensive, comtiiat many other roads must soon see the wisdom
With a communicating wire available at
of providing it.
every telegraph pole, the continued free use of locomotive
whistles is little less than barbarous.
paratively,

1803
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Like thr adoption of

;i

making appropriations,
a

Business
Proposition

(

works iMnl)ra( inj^ all i'n;^inccrand arrhitcrtural activities of the
novi-rnmcnt is of such obvious advant^iRC as to a])poar to re(iuirc no argument. Yet we have been content to go
of

Mercly

national l>ii(li;ct system as a basis for
roation of a national (ki>arlmi'nt
tlupul)Iii-

j,,!,

on from year to year with these activities divided among
several bureaus and departments, each ambitious to l)uild
uj) a large organization and without any pretense of coordinating its work with that of the other engineering
Thus, i)uilding construction is now handled by
branches.
the Treasury department and river and harbor improvements
by the War dei)artmenf, the Coast and Geodetic Survey and
the Bureau of Standards are subordinated to the Department of Commerce, while the Bureau of Public Roads comes

Such a diversitkation
of control necessarily results in much waste of money and
energy which would not be tolerated in a business concern
and .should not be in national affairs. Engineers and business men in general throughout the country have long
recognized the extravagance of this policy, or rather lack of
under the Department of Agriculture.

policy, but as it is primarily a problem of engineering organization, agitation for its correction has rested i^rimarily
on engineers. They have agitated more or less actively and
continuously for the correction of this situation for years.
This agitation came to a head at a conference of representatives of engineering .societies held in Chicago last April when

delegates from over 75 organizations with a combined membership of over 100,000 engineers decided to inaugurate an
intensive campaign for the concentration of these activities
under one department. This has already borne fruit in the

preparation of a bill to create a Department of Public Works
which will be introduced in Congress in a few days. This
bill should receive the active support not only of engineers
but of all citizens interested in the economical, business-like
conduct of governmental construction activities which run
into the hundreds of millions of dollars expenditures annually. The only opposition which has so far manifested itself
•

is that of the Engineers' Corps of the Army which is one
of the principal engineering organizations in the present system, whose activities will be revised and placed upon a commercial basis in the proposed plan.

question of wire crossings over the tracks is a subject of
considerable importance to the railroads from the standpoint
Various associations and
of safety.
Wire
others interested in such matters have
made extended investigations and
Crossings Over
studies which have been productive of

than

Vol. 66, No. 26
traveling between tluni.

Curvature, grades, and obview on aKouiit of luu'ldings enter more largely
problem at tliese |)()ints than on main lines. Another
(|uestion which .should be considered in a .study of this mat-\
ter relates to wire cro.ssings of small line comjianies such
as farmer lines.
It is said that there are three sucli
rossings
to every one of larger line companies and that as a rule tlic
crossings of the latter are installed and maintained in a .safe
manner; while as much cannot be said of the small line companies becau.se of a lack of adequate facilities to do projjer
work on the wires. Several state commissions have advocated
legislation which would force most wire crossings to go underneath the tracks, and thus entirely eliminate the hazard
ill

strui tions to

into

tile

(

attending these crossings.

In his recent testimony before the House appropriations
committee Mr. Hines indicated that deliciencies in maintenance of way and structures could be
The Penalty for compensated for in consideralde measDeferred
ure by an excess in the condition of
equipment over that of January 1, 1918.
Maintenance

Nothing was said as

to the unit of
thus balancing maintenance of
ecjuipment again.st maintenance of way and structures, but
owing to marked changes in values almost any unit that
could be proposed would present serious objections. Whatever the unit, there is one phase of this plan of balancing
over-maintenance against under-maintenance that cannot be
readily measured.
Maintenance deferred cannot be restored
in the future for the same outlay as would have sufficed if

measure

to

be

applied

in

undertaken in season. For instance, recent measures to reduce maintenance of way activities have been instrumental
in curtailing the season's painting program.
Not only will
the postponement of this work entail the expenditure of a

much

greater amount of effort when the work is eventually
done, in cleaning off rust and blistered paint, but it will result in a deterioration of the structures that cannot be restored
It is to be admitted that this
\)y any process short of renewal.
is probably an extreme case.
Nevertheless, the same principle applies to nearly all items of maintenance work and
surely ought to receive proper recognition when the government undertakes to compensate the roads for inadequacies
in maintenance expenditures.

The

Railways

what they believe to be adequate speciand maintenance of such crossSome time ago the Bureau of Standards prepared and
ings.
proposed a revision of a previous recommendation covering
signal lines crossing over railways which provides for a distinction between crossings over "important" and "unimporSuch a distinction is contrary to the 1913
tant" railways.
specifications of the Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents, now the Telegraph and Telephone division,
section 1, operation, of the American Railroad Association,
which insists that there is no such a thing as an "unimporfications for the construction

tant" railway, or part thereof, insofar as wire crossings are
It may be inferred by some that there are inconcerned.
dustry tracks, warehouse tracks, logging roads, spurs, etc.,
Such is the attitude of the Bureau
that are "unimportant."
Standards. As a matter of fact, it is on such lines that the
of

Industry tracks, waregreatest danger frequently prevails.
house tracks and passing tracks are almost always located in
the towns along the road and it is at these points where wire
crossings are more likely to occur. Trainmen have more occasion to ride the tops of cars while passing through towns

The last decade has seen a marked increase in the use of
motor vehicles for passenger and freight traffic on public
highways with promise of even greater
Highways
development in the near future. The
resulting density and speed of highand
"^^.y travel have led to radical changes
Railways
in the physical requirements of the public roads.
Where steep grades and sharp curvature were
formerly objected to as sources of discomfort, they are now
considered positive obstructions to traffic and on all important routes of travel the demand for improvements in grade
and alinement are most insistent. This condition has become manifest to railway men wherever a grade crossing
elimination problem brings railway and highway officers
Flat skew bridges are now often demanded where
together.
detoured square crossings would formerly have sufficed and
long approach grades are now specified where short dips
would have served in the .past. This condition has an important bearing on the distribution of the cost of such work.
as
It has been recognized for no little time that the public,
sponsor for the highway, should bear a fair share of the
expense, but now that these costs are tending to increase
rapidly because of the refinements in highway design, it is
but justice that the increased costs should be borne by the
public which benefits by the improvements.

\
\
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A

Useful Study of
the Collision Problem
HEARING
Ijefore
the
New York State Public Service
THE

Commission on the prevention of collisions, reported
our last issue, brought out many interesting statements of fact and opinion; and the full proceedings, when
printed, will afford profitable reading and should mark
progress.
By this we do not mean tliat any one said much
that was new; but it is a good thing to have the issues crystallized.
Mr. Rhea, with his well-known frankness, set forth
some of the fundamentals with a succinctness that might well
he imitated in many quarters. Mr. Spraguc, from his intenin

sive

studies,

cisive terms.

presents certain points of the prol)lem in inExtracts from his remarks will be found on

Messrs. Schweyer and Webb
another page of this issue.
spoke with sanity and force, showing that they are not mere
dreamers or promoters, l)Ut practical engineers. Mr. Sprague's
gentle reminder that the old stagers do not know it all, and

Mr. Patenall's

call

for

more business-like co-operation be-

tween the railroads and the unorthodox inventors, both deserve attention.

A State Commission must recognize all interests, and it
was proper to listen to the enginemen and firemen; but the
spokesmen for these had nothing constructive to offer. Their
urgent demand for more thorough protection of trains by
flagging is logical enough, but they seem to forget that the
disea.ses of the flagging system are incurable.
_
These commissioners may or may not have an important
duty in connection with the settlement of the collision prol:)The problem surely has to do very directly witli the
lem.
police power and. therefore comes within the authority of the
State of New York, although at the same time it is a national
problem, demanding settlement on such lines of uniformity
and conservatism as to insure the best progress, and the least
The New York comwaste, throughout the whole country.
missioners have set forth, in their rejwrt on die South Byron
collision, some very practical ideas; and if, l)y promptly propounding a very sound and practicable plan, they should
forestall the slow-moving Washington authorities, their ideas
would at least deserve careful attention. Just now they could
not order the installation of apparatus on any important road
without the consent of the United States Railroad Administration; but that condition will soon be changed.
It is fair to assume that Mr. Rhea sees .straight when he
says that public sentiment demands that the automatic stop
problem be brought to a more definite issue. Why should
the railroads of America longer delay the settlement of the
((uestion?
Can discipline be further improved? Look at
the

more recent

startling collisions.

Mount Union

(Fel:).

27,

1917); Ivanlioe (June 22, 1918) and South Byron (Jan. 12,
1919) afford .significant evidence that the further improvement of our methods of discipline is an exceedingly complicated problem. Those who say that the case is hopeless cannot be answered. In each of these cases the cngineman had
not had enough sleep, and the fireman was of no value as a
monitor. Regulating enginemen's .sleep appears to be an impossible task.
The monitorship of the fireman has never
been of any proved value. Where trains are not more than
three minutes apart, the benefit from the flagman's function
is very uncertain, and this degree of frequency of trains is
now common on all of the principal roads.
Automatic stops have been used on the Boston Elevated for
twenty years and their value as a disciplinary element has
been well proved. The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has been
using a stop on both passenger trains and freight trains for
three or four years. The Great Western of England has 100
engines equipped with automatic stops and has been using
cab signals for 12 years. With these several bodies of evidence before us can it not be said that some, at least, of the
unsettled questions have been settled?
The United States
Railroad Administration began examining the question of

1805

urevention

of collisions
after
the Nashville wreck in
1918; but the investigating committee was no»
appointed for six months thereafter, and has not yet
made a report. The New York State Puldic Service Commission
has been
six
months considering what to
do about South Byron.
What good reasons can be
given
for
these
delays?
A very competent experienced and con.servative .signal engineer, who has studied
July,

many years, remarked recently that the minds
of the people (railroad officers included) seem to work in a
cycle; we have serious collisions which an automatic stop
this sul)jcct for

would have prevented, and cveryI:)ody feels the need of such
a device and the call for it is definitely voiced; and then
there is a period when no very l)ad collision occurs and
"everyI)ody seems more or less contented with things as they
are."
This view of the case is old, and would scarcely be
worthy to be quoted at this time, except tliat it comes from a
railroad officer i)eculiarly well qualified to take a correct
view; and it was spoken after he had liad very good oppor-

know the feelings of the directors of his own road.
the directors of the railroads to whom falls the duty of
finally dealing with this problem.
tunity to
It is

Railway Rates and Cost

A

THEORY regarding

of

the effect of railway rates

Living
upon

the cost
of living has been enunciated by persons in high positions, which requires discussion.
Commissioner Woolley of
the Interstate Commerce Commission has presented it in a
recent address as an argument, as we understand it, why

should not be advanced at all, at least for some time.
theory referred to is that an advance in freight rates re.sults in an increase in the cost of living which exceeds the advance in rates, and may even be three or four times as large.
This is attril>uted to the alleged fact that when freight rates
are advanced, lousiness concerns use the advance in rates as
an excuse for advancing their prices much more than enough
to cover the increase in rates.
If this argument were sound, it would be conclusive against
advances in rates at any time, and especially at a time when
tlic cost of living is so high as at present.
But with all due
rates

The

government officials who have made it,
Railway Age challenges its correctness and asserts that it

respect to the eminent
the

cannot be successfully defended either on economic principles
or by the concrete evidence of experience.
Why should an advance in freight rates have a different
and greater eft'ect upon prices to the consumer than an advance in any otlier kind of cost entering into the production
and marketing of a commodity? To the manufacturer and
merchant freight rates are merely one of their costs of doing
business, like wages, prices of raw materials, cost of advertising, etc., and, considering the matter from a purely abstract point of view, there does not seem to be any more
reason why it should be assumed that an advance in freight
rates
to the

would result in a disproportionate increase of prices
consumer than would an increase in wages, or taxes, or

selling costs.

But

not necessary to consider the question merely in the
Freight rates actually have not produced any such
There were vast increases in the cost of living before

it is

al)stract.
effects.

large advances in freight rates ocover a year ago the Railroad Wage
Commission made an investigation of the increase in the
living
and estimated that between December,
cost
of
1915, and December, 1917, it had been aljout 45 per cent.
During this ])eriod there had been no material advance in
freight rates.
On tlie contrary, the average rate per ton per
It is a poor
mile was lower in 1917 than it was in 1915.
rule that does not work both ways in economics as well as in

any

of

curred.

otlier

the

A

If an advance in freight rates would have
important effect upon the cost of living, as is
why did not the stationary position of railway rates

matters.

such an
claimed,

recent

little
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indicafi-d

lias

kirp down the cost of

thai

froi.nlit

ratos

ou.t,'ht

livinj^?

to

Mr. WooUcv

ho "|)ccmMl"

i'

theory that any advance in freiijht rates results in a relatively much larger incrca.se in the cost of living, it would
a])pear that the increase in the cost of living, since these

advances in rates were made, should have been much larger
than it was before. If no advance in rates is accom[)anied by
an advance of 45 jier cent in the cost of living then it would
appear that an advance in rates of 25 to ,^5 per cent should,
on this theory, have resulted in an increase in the cost
of living of at least 50 to 100 ])er cent; but really it has been
than it was before.
reason and e\i)erience refute the argument that an

less

lioth

1

1

iiiiiiiiii

nil

II

Ill,,,

Ill,,,,,,,

II

I

in

future to prcvont an incroast- in the co.st of livinc;. lUit they
wtTf very eftVctivoly jiosRcd hy the reRulafinp authorities
diirini; the two years mentioned, and meantime the (ost of
living increased 45 per rent.
What has (XTurred since freight rates were advanced The
advance in eastern territory in 191S was approximately 35
per cent and in the rest of the country 25 per cent. On the

much
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Letters to the Editor
'
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Corps of Engineers, U.S.A.,
Proposed Dept. of Public Works

of

WASIIINHrr.N,

To

neers,

I),

<,

Kditok:

riiK

The

long expected response of the Cor|)s
U. S. A., to the activities of the

of

Kngi

engineers,

and con.struclors of the country looking toward
establishment of a National Department of Public
Works has been made. It is in the form of a bill designated
S.
1,376, 66th Congress, l.st Session, introduced into the
Senate on June 5, 1919, by Senator Ransdell, of Louisiana. It may be inferred that this senator is not prepared to
architects

the

father the measure for the customary legend at the head of
advance in freight rates has any effects upon the cost of
tiie bill
contains the additional words "by request" after
living which differ in kind or degree from the effects proSenator Ransdell's name.
duced by an increase in any of the other costs of doing busiThe bill is 35 pages long and contains 29 sections. It
ness.
Freight rates are a factor in determining the prices at
jjropo.ses to create an "Auxiliary Engineer Corps" in the
which goods are finally sold to the consumers and, thereUnited States Army for duty on works of public improvement
fore, affect the co.st of living.
But the same thing is true of
a non-combative corps of engineers which .shall be "under
every other element of industrial and commercial costs. Nothe command and direction of the Chief of Engineers, U. S.
body would contend that the farmer, the manufacturer and
A.
"Its personnel shall be assigned by the chief
the merchant .should not advance their prices when an adof engineers to duties under his charge; specifically on river
vance in prices is necessary in order to enable them, as
and harbor improvements, inland waterways, locks and
classes, to offset increases in their expenses of doing lousiness.
canals, fortifications, embankments, levees, dykes, breakThere is no more ground for keeping down railway rates waters, piers, and in the supervision and in the
construction
when an advance in rates is needed to cover advances in the of national highways and Ijridges, and to any other public
cost of rendering the service of transportation, than there
work that shall be now or hereafter assigned to the chief of
is for not advancing the prices of commodities when adengineers under the War Department.
This organization
vances in them arc needed to cover increases in the cost of
shall also perform the duty of guarding and protecting all
producing and marketing them.
national public works."
One most important point w'hich seems to be overlooked by
Whether or not the foregoing language places the conthose who oppose advances in freight rates because of the
struction of national highways and bridges under the chief
supposed effect upon the cost of living is that if rates are
of engineers and thereby increases the authority of the enginot advanced and the government continues to guarantee the
neer corps beyond that now conferred upon it, is a question
Mr.
Woolley
suggests,
taxes
must
the
railroads,
as
returns of
for the lawyers to determine.
It may be observed, however,
railroad
deficits
be collected from the public in order to pay
that, even if such authority is not specifically conferred, the
caused by the failure to advance the rates. Now, the effect
language creates an "open sesame" and one is reminded of
which an increase in taxes produces is not exactly the same the ancient legend concerning the camel who received perupon all classes of people as the effect of an advance in mission to place his nose in the tent. The bill is too long
railway rates.
The relative effects are influenced by the and comprehensive to be reviewed adequately here, but those
differences in the incidence of the taxes and railway rates.
who read it will have no question that it is the first step in
But, in the long run, a half trillion dollars in taxes levied to
the attempt, of which many of us have been aware, to milipay a railroad deficit of that amount imposes as much of a tarize the public works functions of the federal government.
burden upon the consuming public as would an advance in
The Engineers, Architects and Constructors Conference on
rates of a half billion dollars made to prevent the deficit from
National Public Works took action at the recent Chicago
freight
rates,
filike
most
are
taxes,
being incurred. Most
meeting directly opposite in spirit and purport to that pronally passed along to the consumer. Furthermore, when all
posed under S. 1376. Therefore the officers of this federathe cost of rendering transportation service is covered by the
tion are in duty bound to oppose this bill. In order that the
rates charged for it, the railways are almost certain to be
engineers, architects and constructors of the country may be
more efficiently and economically operated than when the informed concerning the first steps taken in opposition the
rates are made such that a deficit is incurred and the loss
letter to Wesley L. Jones, chairman of the senate committee
One reason why government man- on commerce, to which the bill has been referred, is reprois recouped by taxation.
aged business almost always are extravagantly managed is
duced below.
that the managers know if they do not make them earn
"On June 5, Senator Ransdell introduced into the Senate, by
enough to pay expenses, the deficit can and will be defrayed request' a bill to create an auxiliary engineer corps in the United
It is
from the public treasury.
States army for duty on works of public improvement.
on
Perhaps Director-General Hines is right in taking the numbered S. 1376 and has been referred to the committee
commerce.
position that an advance in rates should not be made until
societies
of
federation
chairman
of
a
to
be
honor
the
have
"I
normal conditions have been restored and the amount of the with an aggregate membership of 105,000 engineers, architects and
advance which must be made, in order to cover all costs, constructors. This federation, which is known as the 'Engineers',
Architects' and Constructors' Conference on National Public
including capital charges, can be accurately ascertained.
the provisions of the bill above named, and
But to talk about permanently keeping railway rates too low Works,' is opposed toChicago, April 23 to 25, adopted a program
at its convention in

—

.

to cover the total cost of rendering the transportation service,

as a

means

to talk

of holding

down

economic nonsense.

the cost of living,

is,

we submit,

.

.

contrary thereto in

all

respects.

"On behalf of the federation aforesaid, I respectfully request
that when tlie committee on commerce designates S. 1376 for hear-

:

June

federation be given an opportunity to prepare and present

ing, said
its
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be enthusiastic over it get your
friends to write letters requesting the passage of the
Keep at it and don't let it rest. It will take time to get

"Talk for such legislation
business

views.

years, the engineers, architects and constructors of the United States have almost unanimously been advocating the consolidation of the engineering and construction
work of the government into a department of public works. The
United Slates stands practically alone among the great and small
nations of the world in that it has no such department. The matter has been considered and acted upon from time to time by
various engineering societies throughout the country but all efforts
have heretofore been futile for two reasons: (a) the engineers,
arcliitects and constructors of the country have given local and
(b) the corps
>])(jradic rather than united and continuous support
of engineers of the United Slates army has always been able to
defeat any proposal that has thus far been advanced to Congress.
The engineers, architects and constructors of the country are now
united and they propose to present to Congress in the near future
a we 1 considered plan for a Department of Public Works that will
correct the present chaos in our national construction matters
"P'or

1807

more than 40

bill.

through.
be necessary to keep a man in Washington under
'mark time' and keep a sharp lookout. All the engineering
districts,
I
feel
will
rally to
the necessary financial
sure,
the

bill

"It
pay to

may

assistance."

M.

O. Leighton,

Chairman, National Service Committee, Engineering Council.

;

and achieve economy and efficiency.
"1 will not burden you now with a detailed statement of the
reasons which, after more than 40 years of mature consideration
by well balanced men, prompt the forthcoming recommendations.
VVith respect to S. 1376, we shall in due time endeavor to substant'ate our belief that there is no more sure, certain and insidious
way of accomplishing militarism in the United States than through
the militarization of our public works. Heretofore, this militarization has extended principally to the rivers and harbors operations with results that have repeatedly been characterized in a
at all favorable to the corps of engineers. The bill S. 1376
extends army control to public roads, bridges 'and any other public work that be now or hereafter assigned.'
This bill is merely a
part of a very ambitious plan to place the army in the saddle over
all engineering operations of the government.

way not

well known. You will find attached
hejeto a sample of propaganda circulated among the civilian force
of the corps of engineers through the district office in New
Orleans. It is hardly necessary to remind one as familiar with
< fficial army procedure as yourself that no civilian attached to the
corps of engineers would be so venturesome as to distribute this
amazing circular without 'knowledge and consent' of headquarters

"The genesis of

S.

1376

is

Washington.
is a very long way from the war department to the capitol
if one goes via New Orleans.
The engineers, architects and constructors of the country are coming to the doors of Congress very
soon, with a respectful petition which will be the result of 40 years

at

"It

of the best engineering thought.
But in so doing, we shall remember the fundamental engineering axiom that a straight line
is tl-,c shortest distance between two points."

Reference in the foregoing letter to organized propaganda
made clear by the following abstract of the circular
sent out from the district office of the engineer corps at New
Orleans
"Strictly Personal. The purpose of this letter is to enlist all

will he

—

chief clerks in the U. S. engineer service in a 'push' to shove a
bill through Congress for mobilizing an auxiliary engineer corps.
bill for this purpose was recently placed in the hands of Senator
Joseph E. Ransdell with a view to having it introduced by request
at the coming session of Congress.
This bill provides for a complete organization from top to bottom
non-combative with a military status and under the direction of the chief of engineers, U. S.
army, with the rank he now has major-general and the division
engineers with the rank of brig.-general, and the district engineers
with the rank of colonel with provision for ranks for assistants
below the district engineer. The corps is to be mobilized from the
experienced men of all classes in the office and field now in the
service.
Its duties are as now
construction, care of maintenance
of public works, and national highways and bridges to be added.
Let us talk about national good roads absolutely necessary for
the welfare and prosperity of the nation.
"It provides for a three-year practical training period for all
who enter the service and who have had no previous engineer experience before a man can get into the permanent corps, unless he
qualifies for a commission before that time.
"It provides graded pay in the various classes of the personnel
and also longevity pay of 5 per cent increase for every 3 years
service, for eight three-year periods
besides the opportunity, if
qualifications justify it, for promotion from class to class with
higher pay in such class. It provides also for an efficiency board
that shall pass upon the qualifications of the personnel^so that
justice is done to all men; with reference to duties performed and
rank and compensation, which any member of the corps is justly
entitled to.
"It is essential to watch progress at Washington.
Essential to
have the bill introduced in the coming session, and essential to

A

—

—

—

;

—

;

"Excess Earnings" and
Better Transportation
New

Orleans.

To THE Editor:
It would be trite to say that probably the most serious and
important problem confronting the people of the United
States today is that regarding the future of the transportation
lines; and there have been about as many plans put forward
for solving it as there have been patented car couplers.

The

greatest difficulty that has presented itself with regard
proper regulation of the railroads in the future seems to
be how to make an adjustment of rates as between the strong
and the weak lines, which will not allow the strong too great
compensation and the weak too little.
to

A

number

of plans have been suggested to overcome this
but none seems to be practicable or a proper remedy
for the situation.
Some of the plans propose to fix a reasonable return as a maximum that should be accorded to any
transportation line for its efforts, anything that might be
earned in excess of that amount to revert to the government.
Another plan that of the labor organizations is that the excess should go to the emplyoees or hn divided between the government and employees. None of these plans would make

difficulty,

—

—

for the greatest effort

and

efficiency in operation.

seems to the writer that a proper solution would be for
the excess to revert to the lirie which had earned it
not to be
paid out in dividends to stockholders, but to be put back into
the individual property which had demonstrated efficiency
of operation in order to make that operation even more efficient, and to provide greater facilities to the patrons of that
individual road who had furnished the business from which
this excess had been derived, and who had thereby contribIt

—

uted this excess.
It should be the duty of some governmental agency, in
combination with the railroad executives, to see that this

money was spent
Ijenefit

through

in a way that would inure to the public
increased facilities and better and safer

transportation.
It has seemed to the writer that the government originally
approaclied railroad regulation from the wrong angle.
At
the time it undertook to regulate the railroads many of them
were newly built through sparsely settled regions, and if,
instead of giving the principal attention to the regulation of

had encouraged the carriers to charge rates reasonshow good returns, and then required a fair amount of those returns to be put back into
the property for better facilities and conveniences for the
public, much better results would have been obtained, not
rates, they

able but sufficiently high to

only for the public in general but for the carriers, than
througli simply reducing rates to a starvation basis.

;

keep it going till passed
"iVhen you hear that the

bill is

introduced

gressman or senator for printed copy.

call

on your con-

Transportation as sold by railroads varies in value like
any otlicr commodity. Buyers of transportation can afford to
pay a better price for good quality than for an inferior
grade.
It is very doubtful if, under the most favorable conditions,
even the most efficiently operated road will obtain any excessive amount beyond a fair return on its investment for many
years to come, but such a plan as described above might be
adopted for a period of, say, 5 to 10 years, and if condi-
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improve within that period a.s to make cariiiiif^s in
excess of a fair return on investment too hirge to be exfiended on a j^iven property, it is rea.s()nal)le to assume tliat
tlu> condition of tlie weaker lines would he likewise
improved,
tion.s .so

making practicable

a reduction in rates, thereby resulting in
further benefits to shippers and the consuming pul)lic.

Chaiu.ks
G<-nrral

KniKlit

AkoiiI, Soiitlu-rn

Pacific

Lines

Fay,

S.
in

I^uisiana.

Water Treatment and
Anti-Foam ing Compound
Chicago,
1

o

11

IK

'I'he

111.

Lditok:

Mr. Koyl of the water treatuse on the Great Northern {Railway Age,

description given by

ment system

in

April 25, 1919, page 1053) is most instructive and the problem as touched upon is of such tremendous importance as
to warrant the most extensive and serious discussion.
In his
summary of the results obtained it seems a little disappointing that Mr. Koyl has not gone into the details of costs.
It
is evident that the results would justify very considerable
expense, but, of course, there is a limit beyond which even
the

list

made

of benefits recited

This

necessary.

would not

limit

is

justify the expenditures

eciual

are

all
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temperatures in cooling and washing and firing up,
in favor of the use of anti-foaming compound.
The

—

above Ijeiiig assumed as facts—and they are every consideration of the cost of wayside treatment must carry the
adiiii.-sioii that compounds must still lie u.sed on
the line

and their cost inu.st lie added.
Mr. Koyl quotes a letter from the general master mechanic
of the central district of his railroad, in which there appears the statement that the boilers are actually being washed
every round trip.
A later statement by Mr. Koyl is to the
effect that the Ijoiler washing in the treated water districts
is alxmt half what it was.
It is assumed that in tho.se districts not covered by the general master mechanic's letter
the boiler washing has been remarkably reduced and probably by the use of anti-foaming compound placed on the
engines.

and grooving not having been abolished, Mr. Koyl
is not due to chemical action of the water.
It is probalde that every operator of motive power west of
the Mississippi river would l)e interested in discovering what
does cause this pitting and grooving and how it can be
Pitting

states that this

proved that
action.

It

it

is

not at least partially a result of chemical

would also be interesting

was decreased or increased by the

to

know whether

it

installation of the water

treatment.

very evidently the balance

Vice-President, Tlie

L. F. Wilson,
Company, Chicago.

BirtlArclier

maintenance and the interest,
maintenance and depreciation of the equipment installed for
Ijetween

the

of

cost

boiler

water treatment.

Mr. Koyl states that foaming has not been abolished, but
he seems to convey the impression that the present foaming
tendencies are only those due to the small amount of calcium carbonate left in the water after treatment. This is
not believed to be quite a satisfactory impression under
which to close the subject. On the contrary, it seems logical
lo assume that the sodium salts added and left in the solution by the treatment will actually tend to increase the
foaming condition.
This is the experience of nearly everj' railroad which has
installed the wayside treating system described by Mr. Koyl,
and there is no good reason to deny or overlook this condition, because the benefits gained from water treatment seem
so great as to make it a good and economical practice to acknowledge the foaming tendency and meet it with the consistent and conservative use of anti-foaming placed on the
Curiously enough, there seems to be a decided tendency
on the part of water engineers to avoid discussion of this
detail, and yet nearly every railroad in the West, using
treated water, is also using anti-foaming compound, and
rightly so.
It makes no difference whether the foaming
tendency is natural or artificially created, the argument for
its cure is simple and effective, since it is based on dollars
and cents, and is not open to difference of opinion.
The use of treated water makes it unnecessary to wash
boilers frequently, so far as getting rid of sludge is concerned.
Under average conditions, with treated water the
boilers could be run much farther without danger of mud
burning than they could with the raw water usually avail-

same

districts, but, unfortunately,

after the in-

stallation of the treating plants, the boilers nni.st be

—

washed

new reason to rid them of the concentration of foaming salts resulting from the treatment.
If, therefore, the foaming tendency can be obviated by in-

for a

creasing the surface tension through the conservative use of
anti-foaming compound, we have for comparison the cost
of a boiler washout as $4, while the compound used for an

The
additional round trip costs from 40 cents to 80 cents.
sharper engine; the reduction in engine lay-over hours; the
proportional obviation of evils resulting from strains of un-

Ticket Agent's Reminiscences
Kansas City, Mo.

To THE

Editor:

I have read with much interest Mr. Cullen's. address on
the ticket salesman as printed in your issue of April 1 1 and
it takes me back to the old days, the early eighties, when
the ticket agent was a salesman of the first rank. Railroads
,

time recognized this salesmanship. And not only your
road; connecting lines offered the agent a bonus in the
of commissions.
Many an old-timer will recall going
out into the country and soliciting passenger business for his
road.
Many a time the writer, when he had aroused suffiat that

own
way

them to come into town to start on the
would explain the routes and rates, and then take the
passengers to his home and have his wife entertain them until
cient interest to get

trip

train time, to keep competitors away.

How

engines.

able in the

A

it is now!
I went recently to a "modem"
There were about forty customers, and only
ten men to wait on them. I waited 32 minutes before I could
get attention; 30 people were waiting on an average 32
minutes; and yet the United States Railroad Administration
calls this economy!
Three years ago you could telephone and a ticket would
be sent to you by a courteous messenger. The ticket agents,
not only in the larger cities but in the smaller towns as well,
vied with each other in securing business.
Now, you wait
to buy a ticket, you wait for belated trains and you take an
upper, if you are lucky enough to get one. There is, however,
one redeeming feature in this it makes old men young, in
that they have learned to climb down from an upper without

ticket

different

office.

—

disturbing the porter.
In the old days, the dining car conductor would ask you
if your meals were satisfactory.
Now, you take what you
In
can get, and if it isn't satisfactory, you can leave it.
the old days, the train conductor was proud of his train, and
would remark to his friends, "We will reach your town on
time," or if they were a few minutes late, he would apologize for

it

The whole

and explain the reason.
service has gone to H

Now,

tliey are indifferent.

along with individual

initiative.

E.

J.

Knickerbocker.

Army

Supply Bases Useful Adjuncts
The

Facilities

to Railroads

Made Necessary by the War Were Planned
Meet Peace Time Conditions

to

IN AN ENGINEERING PROGRAM, involving the expenditure of more than $1,200,000,000, embracing 581
major projects, located in 547 different and widely separated localities, handled by the construction division of the
Army during the 18 months that this country was at war, was
a comprehensive scheme for the development of port and terminal facilities sufficient for the storage and transshipment
The plans proof supplies for tiie expeditionary forces.
vided for the construction of port terminals at Boston, Mass.;
at Brooklyn, N. Y. Port Newark, N. J.; Philadelphia, Pa.;
Norfolk, Va. Charleston, S. C, and New Orleans, La., and
for interior warehouses at Chicago; Columbus, Ohio; JefferPittsburgh,
son,
Ind.;
Pa.;
New Cuml^erland, Pa.;
Schenectady, N. Y., and St. Louis, Mo.
Each of the 14 layouts was planned and built as a complete
project in itself and each one is a part of a co-ordinated plan
designed to relieve the congestion of transportation facilities

INCLUDED

;

;

In taking up the studies of the amount of space required
and for the proper handling of freight
in the interior, the amount of tonnage that had to be shipped
abroad each month was first ascertained.
From this was
deducted the amount of space required at the ports to accommodate this volume of freight, the number of cars to be
handled daily and the size of the yards necessary to handle
these cars.
In other words, the terminals were planned as
a complete whole to meet certain definite conditions, with
allowances for increased demands.
They were built on
vacant land, with room for expansion and with adequate
space for yards and docks.
In all, a total area of about
1,200 acres was required at the seaboard for the seven port
at the port terminals

terminals.

Generally speaking, two types each of port terminals and
warehouses were built. In addition to the railroad
facilities, the port terminals consist of one-story buildings
interior

Administration Building, Main Building, Wharf Shed, Boston Terminal

from the convergence of overseas freight at the seaboard, largely at New York; to permit continuous operation
of manufacturing plants in the interior; to ensure maximum
utilization of cars and permit the diversion of freight from
one port to another to meet the changing conditions.
The storage areas provided in the port terminals supply the
reservoirs to care for the material received at the seaboard
during the lapses that are bound to occur in the schedules of
ships.
They are necessary not only because of the fact that
a ship cannot arrive, discharge its cargo, load and depart on
a rigidly fixed schedule, but also because of the irregularity
in the arrival of shipments from the interior.
The storage
areas or interior warehouses at tlie sources of supply permit
the manufacturing plants in the interior to work at all times
to their maximum capacity by providing the outlet for the
finished products without excessive storage space at the
plants.
In connection with the port terminals they give the
opportunity for loading the materials in car load and train
load lots, permitting the maximum use of cars, helping largely
to overcome the necessity for using cars for storehouse purposes.
To ensure flexibility in the system and to permit the
diversion of freight from one port to another as occasion demands, traffic routes from each of the interior warehouses to
all of the port terminals were definitely worked out prior to
the final decision as to locations.
resulting

for one type and multi-story for the other, the same general
division of type holding for the interior warehouses.

The Port Terminals
Port Newark terminal is a typical example of the onestory type port terminal.
It is located on the Jersey marshes
about three miles from the city of Newark.
It fronts on a
ship canal extending from Newark Bay and has a direct rail
connection with the Central Railroad of New Jersey.
The storage plant consists of nine warehouses and two
open sheds, all of the buildings being 161 ft. wide and 1,150
The warehouses furnish a storage area of 1,750,000
ft. long.
All of the buildings
sq. ft. and the sheds 300,000 sq. ft.
were placed at right angles to the waterfront, where a dock
3, .500 ft. long and 80 ft. wide is provided.
Each of the sheds and warehouses is provided with roadways on one side and with track facilities on the other. The

arrangement of the roadways and tracks in reference to the
buildings is shown on the general plan.
It will be noted
that the buildings are parallel to each other and separated
by alternate roadways and railroad tracks. The warehouses
are provided with platforms 18 ft. wide on both the track
and roadway sides. At the open shed a platform also 18 ft.
wide is provided on the track side. The roadways are 70 ft.
wide and the tracks serving the platforms are spaced on 14

1809
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ft. n'litrr.s witli a distannfrom adjoiiiiiit; platform.s to tho
icntir line of near trark of
ft.
The warehouses are entirely on pile foundations and arc
ajl one story Iii^h witli plank tloor.
f)-in. terra cotta block
walls and null construction roof, except one,
which has brick
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many diflu ultics arising; from wcallier conditions.
of the mulli-.story ty|)e port terminals was built at
Ikxston, Ma.ss.
'J'liis ])lant includes the army supply base
and
two navy .structures with their sup|)lemental dfK'ks and
wiiarfs, the whole comprising a project costing approxi
face of the

One

Storehouse,

Cross Section Through Boston Storehouse and Wharf Shed

This was carried up over a part of its length to provide space for oftice use.
The construction involved 800,000 cu. yd. of hydraulic
fill, 600,000 piles in the foundations, 28,000,000 ft. B. M. of
lumber, 3,500,000 bricks, 400,000 sq. ft. of terra cotta and
walls.

mately $28,000,000, and covering 37 acres of land and 20
acres of water.
The main building is an eight-story reinforced concrete warehouse of flat slab construction, with the
tirst floor designed to carry 500 lb. per sq. ft. and the upper
floors 300 lb. per sq. ft. and having an area of 126 ft. bv
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General Plan of the

approximately 15 miles of railway tracks. During the conwhich was completed within three months, more
than 10,000 men were employed at one time and 67 pile
drivers and other equipment in proportion were used simultaneously in order to complete the project promptly in the
struction,

Newark Terminal
1,638

ft.

The

exterior

is

finished concrete.

The

first

con-

was poured on May 14, 1918, and the last on Octoljer
of the same year. There are 4,000 lineal feet of wharfs and

crete
3

2,860,700

sq.

ft.

of storage space in the eight-story building
A railroad supporting yard has

and the adjacent pier shed.

June
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built providing 11 J/2 miles of single track, with a
lapacity for 722 cars and a terminal yard with
miles of
track, giving a total of permanent track of approximately 18
l)ecn

6^

miles.

The

project includes the

main

jjuilding 126

ft.

by 1,638

8 stories high, the power house and coal crusher, 80 ft.
by 85 ft. by 78 ft. high, the main building wharf shed 2
stories high, 100 ft. by 1,638 ft., and the navy pier sheds,

1811

The sections through the pier sheds and the storehouse and
wharf shed show the provisions made for the convenient
handling of stored material.
Bridges are provided at both
the upper floors of the pier sheds and between the second
floors of the wharf shed and the storehouse.

ft.

The

Interior

Warehouses

The

storage warehouse at Columbus, Ohio, including nine
warehouses supplying a total floor area of 2,000,000 sq. ft.
on a site, including 300 acres of land, is an example of the

one-story type of interior warehouses.

The warehouses are
wide and 1,540 ft. long, and are all one story high
except one, which provides office space on the second floor of
2,200 sq. ft. One building is the open type shed with frame
roof and timl:)er floor, the remaining eight being constructed
160

A View

of the Interior

Warehouse

at

ft.

Chicago

two 3-story buildings, each 100 ft. by 924 ft., a one-story
and basement electric sub-station, 86 ft. by 52 ft, a 3-story
and basement administration building, 122 ft. by 88 ft.,
designed for three additional stories, the west open wharf,
120 ft. by 1,100 ft., and the east open wharf, 72 ft. by
580 ft.

The principal items in the construction of this project include 2,500,000 cu. yd. of dredging, 13,000 tons of reinforcing steel, 300 tons of structural steel, 7 miles of sewer and
water pipes laid, 30,000 wood piles, 6,650 lb. Raymond concrete piles, 240,000 cu. yds. of concrete, 5,700,000 sq. ft. of
forms built and erected, 30 miles of temporary and permanent tracks and 265,000 sq. ft. of windows set and glazed.
In carrying out this project 720 cars of material were received and unloaded.
This plant fronts for its entire length

View

Main Building, Wharf Sheds and the
Connecting Bridges, Boston Terminal

of the Tracks,

with

tile

witii

roofs

exterior walls, 16

high, on concrete foundations,
construction and concrete floors.
These buildings are each divided by brick firewalls into 11
sections.
The track sides of the buildings are provided with
of

mill

ft.

type

Cross Section of the Pier Shed
on a channel leading from the main ship canal in Boston
harbor with a second channel back of the pier shed.
The
general layout map shows its location in reference to the
water facilities and the supporting yard facilities, the yard
having direct rail connection with the New York, New Haven

&

Hartford Railroad.
From north to south the service tracks include three tracks
serving the storehouse on the north, two tracks between the
storehouse and tlie wharf shed, and two tracks south of the
wiiarf slied extending the full length of the pier.
These are
fo arranged to permit freight to be unloaded simultaneously

covered unloading platforms 12
length.

A

classification

ft. wide, running the full
and storage yard of 500 cars capacity

and of 12 miles of tracks is provided, allowing 100 cars per
day to be unloaded. Four and a half miles of concrete roads
have been constructed as well as a complete sewer and wat-^system. Electric power is provided for the operation of tiering
machines and battery-charging equipment, the batteres
being for the tractors, which are usecl to facilitate the ojie ation of the plant.

direct

from the cars to ships, into the pier shed or wharf
shed, or into the warehouse for storage or classification, from
which it can later be moved to the piers b}' means of elevators

The second type of interior warehouse is of multi-stcry
reinforced concrete fireproof construction throughout.
The
St. Louis warehouse, a reinforced concrete skeleton structure
veneered with brick, is an example of this type. It is designed
in flat slab construction for a live load of 500 lb. per sq. ft.,

;.nd storage battery trucks.

and

is

100

ft.

wide and 600

ft.

long.

The

center section is
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7 storifs. iiuluilinji l>;i.sniunt, ;iiul iiul
|)l;ins

'I'lie

for tlu-so

appointed
was by

mitti'o

sirtions

:irc

six stories.

!>>•

tlie

Train Accidents

wire (Uvdopfd under the

Lcc Stuart as cliairinan of a sulxom-

(lirirtion of I'raniis

struition

facilities
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the War Industries Hoard.
eonslruilion division of tlie

Tlic con-

Army.

in

May

i-oi.i.ovviNd is a list of the

most notable train acciTill
(hnts that (xcurred on the railways of the United
.States in the month of May, 1919:
C'OI.I.ISIONS

''''"

Abatement

Ar

of the

Whistle Nuisance

J.

TvuoNK, I*A., on the Middle' Division of tlie Pennsylvania Railroad, coiuliu tors of pa.ssenj^er trains who
have to call in a tlagnian do it i)y means of an elec-

is fixed oi\ a jiost several hundred feet hack
and is controlled by a jjush button on the station
This simple arran,c;enient for reducing the disjilatform.
turbance to the neighborhood by the noise of the IcKomotive
\\lii>tle was put into effect on June 4, and it docs away with
a large amount of whistling, as most of the passenger trains
stopping at Tyrone have large quantities of baggage and

tric liell

.;.

S.

II.
\2.

whicii

21.

of the train

mail to discharge or to take on. The station at this place is
situated on a curve, and a high bank on the inner side of the
curve interferes with easy communication between the standing train and any flagman who may be back the regulation
There has been condistance, or even a shorter distance.
siderable inconvenience by reason of flagmen not hearing the
engine whistle, particularly when the sound of the whistle

drowned by the noise of a moving freight
There are four main tracks on this part of the road.

was

])artl\-

train.

Each
for the passenger tracks.
arranged to ring two bells, one a short distance
from the standing train and one farther back; and for each
circuit there are two pu.sh buttons so as to make it easy for
the conductor to reach one or the other without loss of time.
The conductor, in sounding the bell, gives the regulation
number of sounds, as prescribed by rules 14d and 14e. It
has been found that there is in every case a saving of some
seconds of time as compared with having first to inform the
engincman and then have the signal given by the whistle.
Hells are provided only

i>ell

circuit is

The

whistling of the large number of trains that stop at
in the course of every 24 hours, must, of course, have
been something of an annoyance to the people of Tyrone; but
the officer of the road who gives us this information says that,

Tyrone

so far as he knows, no protest had been made.
The bells are located as follows: westbound, track No. 3,
at the east end of the platform and at 600 ft. farther east;
for castbound trains, track

form and 600

ft.

No.

2, at the west

farther west.

end of the plat-

The platforms

are about

For a train of that length the farthest bell
only 600 ft. from the rear car; but the bell is loud enough
be heard a good distance, and the flagman can go as far
1

,000

ft.

long.

necessary to iifford full protection to his train.

is

to

as

Northern I'adr.c

n.
2i.
_'.S.

28.
t.iO.

.

.

.

.

&
Wabash

A.

I

CJhio

Central of N.
N. Y. N. II.

J
vS:

II.

(rain

KilM

&

F.

KinrI

.,f

tr.nin

Iniil
J

Kil'd
2

Injd

Wadcshoro

ni.ilicc

P

I'iltslMirKli

d. .switch

F.

1

R
n

Monllon.

b. rail

F

3

2

mix

I'

|

2

b. rail

I'

d. Ir.ick

I'

Cordon

cow

I',

K. Palestine

boiler

)•"

Marshall

ms

P

Cieenficld, O.

unx

P.

la.

lersev City
...VV. Mystic

Mo. K. & Tex
Texas & Pacific
Pcnn
Texas & Pacific
Halt. & Ohio

Kind of
I'.

derailment

,.,'''''"

.Seaboard
Halt.

xc

I'orsyllic-

Dkiiailmcnts
Cause of

„
,
Road

Dale

Kiiiil of
acciilciit

''"'•

."'"'

..

Alvarado

2
2,

4

2

1

14
16

Otiikh .AccrnENTs

Canscof

„
Koad
,

Date

Place

Seaboard A.

1.1.

L

accident

.Method, N. C.

Kiiwl of
train

boiler

Kil'd

I".

h.j'd

.1

ri

The
a.

1

trains in collision at Forsythe, Mont., on the ,Srd, about
m., were eastbound pas.senger No. 4 and a switching

on a side track. The passenger train ran over
a misplaced switch and into the switching engine, damaging
both engines, two baggage cars and four freight cars.
Two
freight train,

employees were injured. The yard train was .switching on
the main track without having protected against the passenger train, which was behind time.
The train derailed on the Seaboard Air Line at Wadesboro, N. C, on the 2d, was .southbound passenger No. 1.3.

The locomotive was

overturned, and the engineman and

fire-

man were killed. Six passengers and 2 trainmen were injured. The derailment was caused by a malicious obstruction.
The train derailed at Greenfield Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
on the 8th, was a westbound freight. The locomotive ran off
the track at a defective switch and was overturned.
T. W.
Barrett, trainmaster of the Pittsburgh di.strict, standing on
the tender, was pinned under the wreck and was killed.

The train derailed near Moulton, Iowa, on the 11th, was
through freight No. 95. One trainman and two trespassers
were killed, and two trespassers were injured. The derailment was caused by a broken rail.
The train derailed on the 12th at Jersey City, N. J., was
a local castbound pas.senger.
The locomotive was overturned,
and four passenger cars were thrown off the rails. The engineman was killed and two other employees were injured.
The train was nearing the terminal train shed, and was running at moderate speed.
The train derailed at West Mystic, Conn., on the 21st, was
west bound passenger No. 5.
The four leading cars in the
train filled with mail and express matter were thrown off the
track by a broken rail and fell down a bank. Two trainmen
were slightly injured.
The rail had been weakened by a
transverse fissure.

The

train derailed near Alvarado, Tex., on the 21st, was

northbound
slightly

passenger

injured.

No.

Three

28.

passengers

The derailment was due

to

soft

were
track,

caused by very heavy rains.

The train derailed at Gordon, Tex., on the 23rd, was the
Three passengers and one
westbound Sunshine Special.
trainman were injured. The train was thrown off the track
by striking a cow.

The

train derailed on the Pennsylvania Railroad near East

Ohio,

Palestine.
freight.
'

&

Vndcr-vood.

N.

Auto Railroad Car

Y.

in

Egypt

25th,

new

Ucar collision

be,

Hutting

a westbound through
one, belonging to the Chi-

was

Accident List:
collision

xc.

—

Other collisions—;

'i,

L nf\
unx,
unf.
Unforeseen obstruction
ace.
ms, Misplaced switchderail. Open derailing switch
malice, Malicious obstruction of track,
-b.st.,
Accidental obstruction
while
burned
fire, Cars
boiler, Explosion of locomotive on road
etc.
F. or Ft., Freight train (inrunning
P. or Pass., Passenger train
.Asterisk, Wreck wholly or
cludine empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
partly '^destroyed by fire
•

Viidcr'uooJ

on the

locomotive, a

.VUbrcviatiors and maiks used in

re.

r.roUen
plained

Col^yright

The
d.

Defective

June

27,
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& Quincy, was wrecked by the explosion of
and two men were killed, the engineman of the
train and a messenger for the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The fireman was seriously injured. Five cars were knocked
The explosion was due to low water.
off the track.
The train derailed near Marshall, Tex., on the morning of
the 28th, was westbound passenger No. 25.
The locomotive
was derailed and overturned at a misplaced switch. The
fireman and 17 passengers were injured.
The train derailed at Greenfield, Ohio, on the 30th, was
Four coaches were ditched.
westbound passenger No. 3.
These cars were occupied by soldiers returning home to Arizona and New Mexico; one soldier was killed and four were
cago, Burlington
its

boiler,

number

of personal injuries happened to men in places not
properly provided with artificial light.
Keeping reflectors
clean and having the upper part of the walls of shops properly whitened at all times, are important elements of safety.

Keeping windows clean usually increases natural

light

25

per cent.

Mr. Duffy calls attention to the fact that the Safety Section has been endorsed by the votes of the Grand Lodges of
all the railroad brotherhoods.

A tabular statement showing totals in each of the seven
regions shows on class I railroads for the month of ;March,
2,072 meetings of safety committees at which the aggregate
attendance was 32,249.
The record shows that at each of
meetings some officers or employees who ought to have
attended were absent, and the aggregate absences for the
month of March were 5,530, or al)out one-seventh of the total
the.se

injured.

The

1813

train involved in the accident at

Method, N. C, on

the 13th, was southbound freight No. 89. The locomotive, a
new Mallet, was wrecked by the explosion of the boiler, and
the engineman, fireman and one brakeman were killed.
No
cars were derailed.

—

Electric Car Accidents.
Of accidents to electric cars reported in the newspapers as occurring in the month of May,
the only one thus far noted in which there was a fatality is
that at Noblesville, Ind., on the night of the 24th, when a
runaway car was derailed in the business part of the city,
killing one person and injuring 23, and wrecking ten automobiles.

—

Canada. Westbound passenger train No. 3, of the Wabash Railroad was derailed by the falling of a brakebeam
near Cayuga, Ont., on the 8th, and the engineman and fireman were killed. Forty passengers were slightly injured. A
derailment on the Grand Trunk near Paris Junction, on the
22nd, resulted in the destruction by fire of ten cars containing oil, gasoline, coke and other merchandise.

membership. About 100 safety rallies were held, at which
were present 19,268 employees.
The total number of employees killed on these roads in the month of March was 169,
as compared with 264 in March, 1918.

The Reorganization

of the

American Railroad Association

AT

A MEETING of the Executive Committee of the reorganized American Railroad Association, which was
held in Atlantic City on Thursday of last week, the
following officers for the ensuing year were elected:
President, R. H. Aishton, regional director, Northwestern
Region.

Country-Wide Safety-First
DUFFY, manager of the Safety Section, Division of
Operation, United States Railroad Administration,
* has issued a bulletin giving in brief form the results
of the "no-accident month" campaign in the Southwestern
Region.
Full reports are not yet in, but "splendid results
have been shown." The Pyeatt Lines record a reduction of
71 per cent; the Edson Lines, 70 per cent; the Whitehead
Lines, 64 per cent, and the Johnson Lines, 67 per cent. The
first three lines mentioned above, so far, are the only ones
that have placed expert and experienced inspectors in the

AF.

field.

This was for the month of May. For the
of the year there were
juries to employees.

marked reductions

first

three

in deaths

months
and in-

Interesting information

is given in the
small road in the
Northwestern Region, in the month of March, reported none
killed and none injured, as compared with four killed and
31 injured in March of last year. The Central of Georgia
reports that the Candler Silver Trophy has been awarded
to the Macon Division, which, under the supervision of
Superintendent M. B. Smith, worked 665,139 man-hours
during the first three months of 1919, with four injuries reportable.
The Columbus shops, under Master Mechanic
E. G, Gross, worked, during the three months, 333,452 manhours, with no injuries reportable.

bulletin concerning other Regions.

One

One large road in the Allegheny Region, in its report for
April makes prominent the fact that 46 per cent of all bodily
injuries and 37.5 per cent of all fatalities were those of persons who had been in the .service less than one year. In the
shops more than one-half of all injuries were sustained by
men in the service less than one year, and the three men
killed were all new employees.
The proper education of newmen is a serious duty. Another road shows that a large

R. H. Aishton

President, American Railroad Association

First vice-president, W. T. Tyler, director of the Division
of Operation, United States Railroad Administration.

Second vice-president, E. H. Coapman, federal manager
Southern Railroad.
General secretary and treasurer, J. E. Fairbanks.
Assistant general secretarj' and assistant treasurer, H.
J.
Forster.

—
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ISU
General Secretary
quarter.'^ in hotli

as.^iuiation

Huiidini;.

and

The

in

Kairhaiiks

New York

Chicago

.Activities of

will

iii

fuiuic

and Cliicauo.

will

lie

loiated

I

in

have
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The Executive ("oniniittee now coiniirises 20 nienihers, including the directors of ojjcration, of accounting and of capital expenditures of the Railroad Administration, the seven
stores sections will

New

W.
First

Vice-President,

lantic City

The meeting
was

tion of Friday,

20,

Committee in Atthe Railway Age Daily, edi-

of the Executive

page 1579.

Great quantities of perishable freight were delayed at
inbound freight stations in New York City this week because of
a strike of the teamsters, employed by the wholesale dealers and
jobbers in fruit and fresh vegetables, said to number 3,700 men.
As we go to press the merchants appear to be making no concession to the strikers, having employed some new men, and
having made arrangements for police protection to prevent interference w'ith their wagons and trucks. On Monday the number
of carloads of produce waiting at the piers of the Erie Railroad,
to be delivered to consignees, was reported as 35 of green fruit,
52 of melons, 64 of oranges and 1 of apples.
At the Pennsylvania piers there were 35 cars of peaches, 5 of melons, 42 of
cucumbers, 39 of tomatoes, 123 of potatoes, 12 of onions and 31
cars of miscellaneous vegetables. The Old Dominion Steamship
Company, at its docks on the North river had 10,000 barrels of
potatoes, 3,800 barrels of cucumbers, 1,100 barrels of cabbages,
550 crates of onions, 100 barrels of squash and 5,000 packages of
beans. Very large losses by deterioration of the fruit and vegetables are sure to be sustained, and on Wednesday some of the
merchants estimated the total as $1,000,000.

COUPLING.

Order

of

21.5

the

Southwestern regional director states that an investigation of complaints received has develoiK-d the fact that
some railroads were using a steam liose coui)ling of an entirely different tyj)e frcjm that i)rescrilK(l hy the Master Car
Builders' As.sociation.
A committee on standards has made
an exhaustive investigation of steam hose couplings and
it
has heen agreed that the standard steam hose coupling
shall have M. C. 11 contour and bore and a common standard
gasket.
The angle of the coupler shall he 20 deg. and the

E. H. Coapman,
Second Vice-President, American Railroad Association

T. Tyler,

fully reported in

June

STANDARD STEAM HOSE

American Railroad Association

regional directors and the federal managers of seven individ-

ual roads.

Orders of the Regional Directors

liead-

he otTucs of
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locking arrangement shall be similar to the type S-4 coupler,
gasket to be made of composition and to be of the fixed type.
The standard must be adhered to by all railroads under
federal control where is is necessary to buy new^ couplings.
Sampling Grain in Transit. Circular 220 of the Southwestern regional director quotes a recommendation of the
Grain Dealers' National Association that grain doors of cars
should have, at the top, boards not more than 6 in. wide,
so that inspectors may inspect without destroying an unnecessary quantity of lumber.
Circular 223
Public Improvements; Special Assessments.

—

—

of the Southwestern regional director quotes the announce-

ment of the Director General issued on June
the method of handling public improvements

2,

relative to

or special as-

sessments against railroads involving charges against capital
account.

This order supersedes

all

previous circulars and

orders in this region concerning special improvement assess-

ments and other charges against capital account based on
public improvements under either special or genera] law.

The War Finance Corporation has announced
ing

new

loans to railroad companies:

the follow-

Missouri, Kansas

&

Texas,

$976,000; Pennsvlvania, $12,260,000; Lehigh Valley, $800,000;
inois Central, $1,500,000;

Wabash, $92,800;

board Air Line, $135,000; Chicago

&

Erie, $800,000;

Alton, $80,000.

Ill-

Sea-

—

Executive Suggests Relieving

I.

C. C. of

Power

E. P. Ripley, President of the Santa Fe, Favors Appointment of
a

New Body

to Control

MANY PROBLEMS that is troubling the
public today is service.
There is trouble
with service everywhere; there is trouble with service
in the shop, in the factory, in the trades, in the club.
The
trouble everywhere is that there is practically no service, or
OF THE
ONEAmerican

is inefficient; that it is not half what it used to
think the real trouble is that there is no master.
I
think the work done under a master is always the best work.
It is not derogatory to anybody to have a master.
Every one
interested in the accomplishments of any concern, whatever
may be the business of such concern, is responsible to some
one as a master.
Everybody must account to somebody for

that service
be.

I

Today we seem to have gotten away from that,
an extent that every one is a law unto himself. To
this extent we are Bolshevists, and are imitating Russia.
It
is this disorganization which accounts for the lack of service
and the actual lack of production.
It is a matter of common knowledge that the railroads of
this country were taken over by the United States Government
on the first of January, 1918. There may or there may not
have been good reasons for this. West of Chicago there was
no good reason for doing so; there had been no failure on
the part of the railroads to do their work and things were
going on as well as always. East of Chicago there may have
tremendous ficof
the
reason
because
good
been
titious
impetus given to business by the war throughout the
country generally. At the same time it was an open question
whether, if the railroads had been allowed to throw aside all
laws and had been permitted to do what the Administration
did in throwing the laws of the country into the discard, and
do things they had prohibited us from doing, the results
would not have been equally satisfactory. It is not for me
to say what the results have been so far as service to the
public is concerned; that is something they may judge for
themselves. Every one has had experience and can judge for
himself.
At all events it seems to have been borne in upon
the Administration and upon Congress that the experiment
of government operation has not been an unmitigated success.
I noticed that the bulletin board downstairs says "What
shall we do with the Railroads?"' I find it a good deal easier
to criticize plans that have been suggested than to offer plans
Almost everybody in Congress and I think alof my own.
most everybody out of Congress has an idea as to the plan
which should be operative. They all admit that the present
condition can not go on any longer, but the plans for a solution range from the plan of ]Mr. Plumb, in behalf of the
employees, who has a suggestion that the government buy
the railroads and form a directorate of which the employees
should be in the majority, to the plan of Mr. Warfield, representing the security holders, who practically does not want
any limitations put on the earnings.
i do not think that Congress will ever pass any law which
does not provide for some kind of regulation, there being apparently a fixed idea in the minds of some people that a curb
must be put on the "rapacity" of the railroads. What opportunity the railroads have had to demonstrate the possession
of this quality I am unable to remember. I can not remember
when we were not very strictly limited in our income and
more or less affected by law in our outgo.
The plan of Mr. Cummins provides for a small guaranty
he says from 4 per cent to 4^ per cent on the value. He is
Presumably it is the
indefinite as to how he defines value.
his actions.
to such

—

—

Add less

by E. P. Ripley before the City Club, Chicago, June

12,

1919.

Railways

now going on under
Commerce Commission, which

valuation

the prices of 1914.

It is

the auspices of the Interstate
is

a well

liased primarily so far

known

of 1914 are at least 40 per cent below those of today,
that 41/2 per cent today

on

fact that the prices

and

ecjuivalent to about 2J4 P^r cent
in the former purchasing power of money, so that with the
is

and short income it does not leave very much
widows, orphans, insurance companies, etc., who hold
the securities, and bought them when a 4!/2 per cent return
meant 4J/2 per cent.
The plan of Mr. Warfield also provides, not in fact although in theory, for a guaranty of earnings; that is, the Interstate Commerce Commission shall be in full charge of rates
and practically everything, including wages; that the country
shall be divided into regional groups, and that the rates in
those groups shall be so fixed as to bring about a certain
amount of revenue within those groups. This is a very devious and complicated method. I do not believe there is any
possible way of providing a set of rates which will bring
about such results without doing away with all uniformity
and without bringing about the very discrimination which
it is the desire of the country to avoid.
I do not believe it is
possible to make a series of rates to bring about a given result which will not result in somebody either getting too
much money or too little, as the case may be. It will vary
also from year to year.
It seems to me the plan is objectionshort vajuation
for the

able in that regard.
It is also objectionable in my mind beit still allows a control of railroads by the states that
have heretofore bedeviled the situation in their own interests.

cause

If states like Texas, which undertakes to say "Texas for the
Texans" and to build a Chinese wall so that no one else can
do business there, can do this sort of thing it seems as though
there ought to be some national body which could intervene.
The same spirit has taken possession of some other states,

but notably Texas.
Still a third plan, one which is presented by Congressman
Esch of Wisconsin and Senator Pomerene of Ohio.
This
bill attempts to restore the railroads on the 1st of January
next to their owners, but without any recommendations other
than that it provides for a large extension of the powers of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, and practically makes
them the court of last resort. It provides that the Interstate
Commerce Commission shall take care of all facilities, distribution of power, cars, etc.
practically take the management of the railroads out of the hands of the owners, but does
In other words, it
not make them responsible for anything.
gives absolute power to that body without any responsibility
whatever.
Of course, the owners will not look with much
equanimity upon that kind of a proposition. It is doubtful
whether the owners of any property would like to see it taken
away from them and transferred absolutely into the hands of
any political body, and it is particularly objectionable, I
think, because of the character of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. And here I am going to say something that perhaps will not be altogether agreeable to everybody present and
which possibly may result in a good deal of criticism so far
as I am concerned. But I have arrived at a time of life when
it is immaterial what anybody thinks al)Out it and what anybody says about it, and if they desire to criticize they are

—

quite welcome to
The Interstate

do

so.

Commerce Commission has

tence about 32 years and during that time has
members. It has also had many not so able

1815

Ijeen

in exis-

had many able
and many who
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;i|i|iiiiiitcil

liocausc of

ai tivitics,

))()litic;il

had made

or

way

of critirisni.
years of
It is a .<iii,milar thine;, howt-vor, that in all of its
existoiKT, it has novi-r had as a niciiihor iMtlu-r a railroad
Tiu-re
man, or a business man, or a shii)iHT, or a farmer.
till'

railroad Imsiiu'ss

tlu-ir ohjt-c tivi-

ii\

tlu-

M

was ajipointed on it a railroad eondiutor who had no i)revious
knowledge of the railroad business exi e|)t as a conduetor. He
has made one of the best eommissioners they have had because he has done as well as he could with the education that
he had. There are other memln-rs who have been partially
educated at our expen.se. Tlu y were absolutely without experience.
Many of them have learned that there are two
sides to a question and have jjroved valuable to the Commission. There are still some others who have not seen the li.^ht.
Thc_\- are .still standing in the way of compromise, or a fair
wav out of this muddle. It is only ten days ago that one of
the members of the Commission said he did not think any
remedial measures were necessary; the roads were earning as
much mone>- now as ever l>efore, and all that was necessary
was to return them to their owners without any legislation
This ignores absolutely the fact that the dollar is worth only
al)0ut sixtv cents, and we have to pay our bills on the basis
It also ignores the fact that there
of the depreciated dollar.
investis some live hundred or six hundred millions more of
ment upon which interest must be earned.
In the Western Advance case of 1910 I testified for the

Western Lines that of all the disl^ursements of a railway company more than half the total goes into labor. I showed that
had
in the current vear the wages of Santa Fe employees
been increased alwut $2,000,000 and that further advances
to
of $2,500,000 were in prospect. I made the argument that
meet such outlays it was absolutely necessary that we have
more monev. Like testimony was given by witnesses for the
Eastern Lines. Nevertheless, the United States Government,
through the Interstate Commerce Commission, refused to give
us a dollar.
It

has seemed

to

me

just

now, when presumably every

mem-

ber of Congress admits something ought to be done, whatever is done should be in the direction of rather more indo not care, as
telligent regulation for the railroads.
middlemen," it does not make any difference to us, what wages

We

are, if

we can pass

our customers enough
ernment says we must
in the

same position

—

as merchants do, charge
so as to recoup us for what the govare exactly
pay, we can stand it.

on

it

as

if

we do

We

you merchants

are.

probably be obliged to take over the railroads not
than January Ist next, but we can not take them back
under the conditions as they have existed heretofore. With
\\'e shall

later

Commerce Commission regulations there must
accompany more responsibility for the payment of our bills,
which have been enormously increased by concessions to
It is a bad situation and I would be glad if anyone
labor.
could show me a way out of it. It is much easier to criticise

the Interstate

the plans of others than to make new plans for others to
criticize, and the question is often asked me what I would do

That is always embarrassing
if I could do just as I liked.
because I do not know to what length I would go if I could
do as I liked. But it has seemed to me that while the Interstate Commerce Commission ought to he in charge of regulation it ought to be shorn of its functions of prosecutor, judge
and jun-. It ought not to be permitted to prosecute an individual railroad for some infraction of the law and at the
same time pass on the guilt of such railroad and fix the penThere ought to be someIt is a dangerous thing to do.
alty.
thought has been that
body to whom appeal may be had.
while the Interstate Commerce Commission should perhaps
exist as heretofore there ought to be a body of three or five
people, appointed by the President and acting for the people
of the United States, holding almost the same rank as judges

My

of the
it

would make
of men, who should have abso-

Supreme Court, and receiving

an object for the

best class

salaries that
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power over anything jjrcsented either by the railCommission, and to whom decisions oi the
Commission could ite a])|)eale(l either by shipjier, or by raillute

U'gal

roads, or by the

road.
A bod)- like that ought to be a])pointed for at least ten
years
15 years would In' better in my o[)ini()n
and ought
to be independent of politic s and ought to be the final bcxly to
])rotect the .'\merican peo|)le from any injury that might l>e
done iiy the railroads, and the railroads from the injury that

—

—

been done them heretofore and which may be done to
them again by ill-considered partisan legislation.
I have
made no effort to intrcxiuce a jjlan of that kind except by corres|)()ndence with my friends and jjeojjle in Washington, but
liojjc that something of that .sort can be done.
I am sick and
tired of i)erpetual lawsuits.
We have been at law with the
lias

peojjle of the I'nited States for the last thirty years,

resulted in an\thing but
sion for

and

it

for

its

bad feeling and there

has not
no occa-

it

is

existence.

Mr. Sprague's AutomaticStop Proposals^

THKtemPROPER FUNCTION
is

of the automatic train control sys-

to control the train only

when

the

engineman

The

has failed to perform his required duties.

.sense

of responsibility for safety of their trains which is almost
universally felt by enginemen is not always effective, with
present safeguards, to prevent collisions.
As I said when I

was called

to testify at the investigation of the

there has been a

South Byron

two years' attempt

to introduce
automatic train control on the New York Central.
After a
very considerable development the matter was called to the attention of the president of the road and he ordered a thorough
investigation.
This investigation was conducted in a perfunctory sort of fashion over a period of several months and
was accompanied by two proposals to co-operatively equip
the Hudson Division from Croton to Rensselaer.
Subsequently, by further direction of the president, the
matter was referred to an expert committee, which was encollision,

larged, by

my

request, so as to represent the entire

New York

Central Lines, this comprising the chief signal engineers of
the four principal divisions, the chief mechanical engineer,
the general superintendent of telegraph and the assistant
terminal manager, aided, of course, by their experts.
This committee spent several months in their investigation, during which, in reply to many criticisms, constructive developments were made in the system; also new proposals were considered, covering shorter sections of line and
reduced equipment of such character as would fully test the
character and sufficiency of this system of train control, without involving too great capital risk.
A unanimous report was made endorsing a trial; but on
the entrance of the United States into the world war, negotiaAlthough I have seen this report I
tions were suspended.
have never had a copy of it
.

.

.

.

Engineers and firemen are subject to the same frailties,
weaknesses and accidents as others, and cannot control
weather or other conditions external to their cabs. Momentary inattention, varying degrees of color blindness or defects in color sense, temporary or serious illness from whatever cause, fatigue due to long hours of service or to domestic
demands, sleepiness induced by a torpid liver, the use of alcohol, the rhythmic action of the locomotive or the pressure
of the wind may make the engineer momentarily oblivious
to warnings. An unexpected happening in the cab, the break*Extracts from a statement by Frank J. Sprague before the New York
Public Service Commission, Second District, at New York City,
Mr. Sprague is
(See Railway Age, June 20, page 1553.)
18, 1919.
the inventor of nuiltiple-unit train control and other important elements
State

Tune

cf the art of electric

railroad operation.

June

27,
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ing of a water gage, distraction ijy tlie fireman or a transient
cab passenger, a blow from a passing obstruction, the clouding and frosting of windows, inclement weather, with driving rain, hail, snow or fog, and drifting smoke from passing
trains add equal dangers.
Curvature of road and uncertainty' as to headlands along the route, the glare of an approaching headlight, the possible obscuring of signals from

other causes, the

dimming

or

failure of signal lights, the

clogging of signal blades in winter storms, or a momentary
hiatus or aberration of mind,
all increase the possibility of
failure of response to a correctly initiated or given signal, and
emphasize the necessity of supplementing the sense of sight
b}- those of hearing and touch.

—

How

has the demand for the development of the automatic
met by the railroads? Often, although
happily not always, by skepticism, disl:)elief and even narrow-minded opposition, at much of which I am not surprised
and with a good deal of which I am in entire sympathy. I
had some experience with one particular road, whose general
manager and signal officer could never find an hour to inspect my system although one of its vice-president stated that
if a system could be devised to increase safety of operation he
Ijelieved, and would so advise his directors, that it must in
law be adopted. And I may be pardoned if I take exception
to the conclusion expressed, although I am not one of those
who responded to a grandilocjuent advertisement, issued after
a series of disasters, offering the munificent prize of $10,000
to that inventor who would produce a satisfactor}- system of
Those familiar with this developautomatic train control.
ment are aware of the great cost of such work, running in individual instances to hundreds of thousands of dollars. My
own company and I, despite all the technical resources at our
conimand, my own experience of 37 years in several epochal
developments connected with the electric art and the asscKiation of men skilled in signaling and braking, have spent not
only several years of effort but over $350,000 in cash.
Personally, I have not been satisfied to limit myself to
"automatic stops." It has seemed to me that something much
more was necessary, and that something was to marry together the wayside signal system of the road and the braking equipment of the train in such fashion that there should
be repeated directly into the cab certain signals, depending
train

1817

It is this comijination of jjrivatc amply-ljacked initiation,
using not only the known facts with regard to signaling and
braking but other knowledge in the industrial art, and close
co-operation with the railways for a common end, which is
needed; and if this latter is accorded, the financial backing
will be forthcoming, and an eminently satisfactory result

will obtain.

In

my

automatic train control equipment the electrical

acme

cir-

compared to the circuits of
signal systems; the track equipment is simpler and more recuits are the

of simplicity,

liable than the motor-operated wayside signal, although dependent upon the same initiating causes; the air equipment
is similar to and in many respects simpler than the standard
i^raking equipment; and in the end I believe- that each and

every part of

it

will be at least equally fool-proof.

control been

upon the same track and

train conditions as initiate the action
of the wayside signals; and that in response thereto there
should be be established in [the approach to] every signal
block the potentiality of both service and emergency braking,
with the absolute minimum of interference with the normal

judgment and action of an engineer.
It must be admitted that the development of an automatic
train control system to meet all conditions is no mean problem,
and the opinion has been expressed that it would perhaps be
best done by the railroads themselves, working, I assume,
through their signal engineers and brake experts. To this
point of view I wish to take exception, one which is no reflection upon the individual capacity or ability of the men reSomething more is needed than they can give,
ferred to.
both in the matter of time and of constructive knowledge.
The emplovees on a road are well occupied in maintaining in
operative condition apparatus designed, built and installed
by equipment companies, each especially familiar with, and
prejudiced in favor of, its particular devices.
Something beside the criticism which railway operatives can
give is essential, and that is an outside point of view, a constructive agency well equipped, technically and financially,
with concentration of thought and aim undiverted by daily
naturally

operative duties, which, selecting and clarifying the essentials
which must characterize a system having common application, shall have the advantage of the critical constructive comment of those who must eventually use and depend upon the

apparatus.

Contaminating a Water
Supply by Storage Coal

A

RECENT EXAMPLE

of Water Supply contamination occurring at a small middle western engine terminal, emphasizes conspicuously an unexpected source of pollution possible in railroad water supply.
The water at this
point is drawn from two shallow, gravel type wells approximately 45 ft. deep and 400 ft. apart, and is pumped by vertical centrifugal pumps run by electric motors.
The usual
delivery rate varies between 125 and 200 gal. per minute
per well, and the consumption averages 200,000 gal. per day.
The wells are located about 1,000 ft. from the roundhouse.
The yard is built mostly on a sand fiill with a comparatively
small amount of cinder ballast. The terminal is situated in
a small river bottom, with the surrounding country fairly
level, drainage facilities being poor.
In the early summer of 1918, in view of a prospective coal
shortage, this terminal was designated as one of the points
for storing a surplus coal supply. The coal was of the bituminous type common to certain middle western districts, and
was unloaded in piles of approximately 400 tons.
The
maximum storage of about 30,000 tons was reached in December, the piles covering ground adjacent to yard tracks
and between and beyond the locations of the wells.
Early in January it was noted that trouble was being
reported with engine boilers, leaky flues and cracked staybolts developing to a considerable extent beyond what would
Flues removed
be warranted by ordinary circumstances.
showed a very hard scale accumulation not in keeping with
Samples
the usual conditions and pitting was noticeable.
of the water supply were forwarded to the chemist about the
middle of January. The original quality of the water was
not extremely bad, having tested 15 grains per gallon of
scaling matter present, mostly calcium and magnesium carHowever, results of analyses of these new samples
bonates.
developed the fact that a considerable change had taken
place, the carbonates

having been reduced to 8 grains and

the total hardness increased to 25 with an increase also in
the sodium chloride content, this water being one which

would form

An

a very

investigation

hard

was

flint-like scale.

started at once to ascertain the source

Samples of water were furnished reguof contamination.
larly from both wells, and these showed not only a variation
Ijetween each other, but also a fluctuation of total solids of
Samples from wells
between 20 and 60 grains per gallon.
in the vicinity showed similar contamination within a radius
of one-quarter mile, but in wells beyond there had been no
change. This indicated strongly that local drainage was the
conveyor of the pollution with the storage coal piles as the
possible source, this being the only changed condition from

previous years.

Samples of coal from the storage

piles were sent to the

.
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l;il)or;itory,

mines.

tlic

in order to obtain the 24-ft.
angles to the highway.
'Ihe superstruiture of this consi.sts of two through girders (onnected

width

leavinc; residual

by a

floor of

that tlie carlxmates

and

were entirely eliminated,

The

a strong increase in hardness.

frcsli

coal

Hethlehem I-beams covered with conis an emljankment 500 ft.

long and 30

tons of .sulphur, or around

Company

of coal from the mines have

shown

160,000

compounds had i)een leached out of the coal
to lie carried away l)y drainage, either surface or sub-surface.
As a measure of relief the coal was cleaned up l^etween
This
tlie wells and also removed from a radius of 300 feet.
helped and the wells arc now gradually returning to normal,
although one appears to be more in the channel of the underground flow from the coal pile drainage and consistently
a poorer cjuality than the other.

It is still

ft.

top undcrcrossing

of Indianapolis.

Another double-track project

of sulphate

shows

20-in.

Just .south of the long cut

sulphur. Check analyses of the coal
hut 1 .45 per cent sulphur, indicating

soaked into the ground.

Government analyses
from 2.86 to 5 per cent
from storage piles tested
that some possil)le 200

crete.

right

at

deep occuf)ied jjy a reinforced concrete flatl.< ft.
10 in. high and 24 ft. wide for a
iiigliway and a 12-ft. arch for a creek.
As most of the overcrossings will be of concrete construction, it has l)een necessary to install tem|)orary timber overcrossings at a number of places in the course of progress on the excavation of
tlie cuts.
The contractor for the grading on this project is
the Dunn, McCarthy Company of Chicago.
The construction of the heavy masonry work was let to the A. J. Yawger

upon the water even after .SO days' leadiThis indicates that the weathering had oxidized the

l)ut little effect

iron pyrites in the stored coal with the sul)se(iuent liberation
of the sulphuric anhydride, which was changed to sulphuric
acid or incrusting suljjhates and carried away by drainage or

lb.

excessively long .span

clear

acidity

injj.

ing an

part of those sampli-s wore dincstcd in water
lal)oratory, water drawn from the storage eoal showed
\\'hi'n

at tlic

had

with sainplcs from curs fresh from

t()i;i-tln.T
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is

in the vicinity of

Indianapolis

the provision of second track between Briar

Grove a distance of about

five

and Beech

miles, double track having

previously Ijeen comj)leted in the five miles lietween IndianThe rea.son for this improvement,
apolis and Beech Grove.
like that between Augusta and Whitestown, is the necessity

noted that

heavy rains the hardness of l)Oth wells increases considerably and from .> to 10 days are required before a deIt will undoubtedly be some time before
crease is noticeable.
the trouble is entirely removed, as white discoloration remains
on the ground around coal piles similar to alkali deposits on
after

the western plains.
As a means of permanent

locomotive boiler
contemplated at
this point, as this w-ill also give economical returns with the
normal cjuality of the water. As a temporary expedient, prerelief

for

troubles, a complete water treating plant

is

determined amounts of soda ash are added directly to the
engine boilers when they are washed, and also in tenders

when

they are

filled.

This incident emphasizes the fact that local water conditions and drainage, including porosity of soil, should be
given careful consideration in the storing of coal.

Big Four Increases
Capacity at Congested Points*

THE

Structures formed

ville project, chief

bridge which

an important feature of the Zionsthe Eagle Creek

among them being

r"-/ Splice pis.

located about centrally in the long
embankment. This is a reinforced concrete arch structure of
the filled-spandrel type consisting of five semicircular arches
is

Details of

Heavy Girder Span Used

at

Columbus

—

for a stretch of double track next to a large terminal.

ft.

is

three central openings of 45 ft. with one at each end of 39
The total length of the ijridge is 273 ft. with a maximum
height of 62 ^<^ ft. from base of rail to bottom of footing. It

requires the placing of 6,200 cu. yd. of concrete and 112,000 lb. of reinforcing steel. Pile foundations were used.
The construction of this bridge followed modern practice

handling material from cars to storage and
from storage to the hoppers over the concrete mixer with a
clam shell bucket and derrick, while using towers and spoutThree fourths of a mile
ing for transporting the concrete.
of temporary track was required to haul the material to the
Bulk cement was used, being delivered
site of the bridge.
in open top cars covered with tarpaulin and unloaded with
a clam shell bucket into a storage shed of 12 cars capacity.
The filling and emptying of this shed by means of the bucket
was facilitated by having the roof made with removable
in concrete work,

sections.

Other structures included two highway under crossings,
One of
a number of over crossings and several culverts.
the undercrossings is on a skew of 29 deg. 9 min., necessitatAn

illustrated article

was

jiublislied

last

week on

this

subject.

a large yard at Beech Grove, the

work

is

all

There

light in-

volving eml>ankments aggregating 50,000 cu. yd. and cuts
The project is entirely complete except
of 25,000 cu. yd.
for the laying of track which has been delayed on acount
of the inability to secure rail.
At Columbus, terminal facilities are being improved by
the construction of a yard at Avenue, about four miles
southwest of the city, in connection with provision for double
The present project
track throughout the terminal district.
covers the second tracking of 43/3 miles on the line toward
Springfield and the construction of a part of the Avenue yard
which eventually will be the main terminal for the Big Four
An important feature of this work is the reat Columbus.
construction of two bridges about one fourth mile apart,
one over the Scioto river and the other over Olentangy creek.
In making these renewals the grade was raised 2 ft. 4 in. at
the Scioto" river bridge and 0.9 ft. at the other structure.
Of special interest in connection with these structures is
the use of long lieavy through girder spans, one of 106 ft.
3 in. and three of 95 ft. 9 in. for the first named bridge and
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The bridges
Central Lines
specifications, so that with a double-track, through-girder
span 106 ft. long, the construction Ijecomes exceedingly
heavy, the steel in this one span weighing 250 tons. As the
old span arrangement was not maintained throughout in the
reconstruction, the work included considerable substructure
work beside that of extending the piers- for second track.
The second track work here entailed 1 1 ,900 cu. yd. of cut
and 47,500 cu. yd. of fill while the yard work, to the extent
to which it is being constructed at the present, involves a
cut containing 71,000 cu. vd.
three 104

ft.

3 in. spans at the second bridge.

are designed

for

E-70 loading,

New York

1819

All of the improvement work on the Cleveland, CincinChicago &: St. Louis has been conducted under the general direction of C. A. Paquette, chief engineer, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
The work on the Indianapolis-Cleveland line and
nati,

Columbus has been under

at

the direction of

W.

C. Kegler,

Ohio, and W. S. Burnett, district engineer at Springfield, Ohio, (during the illness of
Mr. Kegler). The work at Indianapolis has been under the
direction of A. M. Turner, district engineer, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Resident engineers on this work are W. T. Taylor,
Zionsville, Ind., f. E. Earle, Union City, Ohio, and F. N.
Johnson, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
district engineer at Gallon,

Russia as a Field for American Railway Genius
Foreign Assistance Necessary

in Rehabilitation

and

Extension of Transportation Facilities

By

A. A. Boublikoff*

President, Atchinsk-Minoussinsk Railroad

THEwasFUNDAMENTAL CAUSE
development

of Russia"s economic weakness

of her railway system.
the primary causes, if not the only

the retarded

This was among
cause,

of

her

complete

political,

military

and

economic

In reality a large number of Russian railroads exceeded
the limit of profitable loading, so that further increase in
tonnage carried, instead of increasing the net profit, brought
losses of operation.

From the very beginning of her railroad construction, the
development of the Russian railroad system was constantly
behind the increase of the countr)''s productiveness. If we
plot the curve of the increase of railroad mileage in Russia,

the

together with the curve of the traffic density for the period
of time from 1874,

when

the necessar}' statistical data

first

became available, until 1904, a remarkable phenomenon
would become apparent namely, the two curves will be almost
mathematically parallel.
Even war-times and bad crops
failed to produce serious and lasting fluctuations in the curve
;

of traffic density.

Let the aggregate mileage of Russian railroads in 1874 be
Then the mileage in 1884, 1894 and 1904 will be 1.5, 2
and 3, respectively. The traffic density, however, would also
1.

It
increase 1.5, 2 and 3 times for the respective years.
follows that the sum total of traffic carried by the railroads,
the amount of ton-miles, increased directly as the square of
the growth of the roads, or 2.25, 4 and 9 times for the re-

spective years.

Consequently

it

may

be asserted categorically

that during the 30 years from 1874 to 1904 the productivitv
of Russia

demand

first

Russian revolution

caused in 1906 a respectively sharp downward turn in the
curve of traffic density, but the effect of even these tremendous events was nowise lasting and as early as 1907-1908 the
previously stated relation between the curve of mileage and
In the years following, up
of traffic density prevailed again.
to the outbreak of the great European war, the curve of traffic
density soared even high above that of mileage.
On the eve of the great war the average traffic density on
the Russian roads, two-thirds of which are single-tracked,
reached 1.200.000 ton-miles per mHe. Russia had no rivals
so far as the work done on each ind'V'dual track is concerned.
If a railroad, as a mechanism, had no limit of power and if
furthermore, there was no limit of economicallv profitable
loading! the facts stated above would have insured the
Russian railroads the largest income in the world.
*Mr. Bouhlikoff is al.so a director of the Central Caucasus Railroad,
and vice-president of the Youroveta Home and Foreien Trade Company,
He was formerly a member of the Russian Dunia.
Inc., New York.

and the available means for

an event, freight traffic for many routes would practically
come to a standstill. The railroads, instead of stimulating
the productive forces of the country, would instead become
a drag on its economic development.
The war further revealed the fatal weakness of the Russian railroads.
Not only did they prove unable to handle
the volume of freight traffic swollen by military needs, thus
causing a lasting economic crisis, but they also fell down in
their share in the military' defense of the country.

Weakness

of the railroads.
the

for freight traffic

meeting this demand became prominent. The freight capacity
of many lines became utterly exhausted at length.
As a
result, it became practically necessary to renounce the principle of shortest distanceslj: and to use on a large scale the
so-called "circuits," i. e., roundabout routes for shipments to
avoid congested sections. The additional mileage necessary
in this way, as against the shortest distance method, often
amounts to as much as 400 versts (about 267 miles) and
more.
It not infrequently happened, however, that all possible circuitous routes were also completely clogged.
In such

was steadily and energetically eclipsing the growth

The Russo-Japanese war and

an enormous growth of costs and
Moreover, a sharp divergence between

about, on the contrary,

collapse.

of the Railroad

System

hardh' necessary to demonstrate elaborately the essenand intimate connection l^etween the destinies of the

It is
tial

tMost of the Russian single-track railroads have a theoretical road
Not a few lines actually
capacity of 20-21 nairs of trains per 24 hours.
despatch this number of trains part of the time, so their yearly average
In individual cases Russian
reaches 17-18 pairs <-f trains per 24 hours.
Thus, for instance.
railroads develop a truly enormous road capacity.
7.000,000 tons of froigh* in addition to a lively nassenger traffic passed
over the single-track railroad running across the Dnieper bridge in
Ekaterinoslav.
This meant the passage of 96 trains a day on one track!
The Kharkov-Penza line was at one time so congested that for the construction of the second track it was necessary to rely upon horse carts
Experience has taught, however, that
for the supply of rails and ties.
so intense a use of road capacity is accompanied by an incredible decrease
Tims, for example, on some sections
•n the speed of freight movement.
in the Donetz region the average speed at times fell to 6 versts (4 miles')
per hour and lower, as' against the general average on the Russian lines
This naturally leads to a big inof 11 versts (about 7 miles) per hour.
It sometimes happens that an addition to the
crease in cost of operation.
tonnage earned by a railroad decreases rather than increases the net
It has been found that the limit of- profitable loading for a singleprofit.
track railroad in Russia is 12-13 pairs of trains, which is also the number
norma! for American railroads.
18SS, when the Russian Government underIt 13 noteworthy that in
took to regulate freight rates, one of the first steps taken- was toi tntroduce tills jirinciple and forbid competitive transportation along circuitous
routes.
This was also ore of the first measures adopted by Mr. McAdoo's
administration.

—
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he accumulation of mined pr(xiucls wa> prevented
output of the mines and mills to
the capacity of railroads, by so-called "[)lans of tran.s[xjrtation."
All the.se circumstances taken togetlier caused perimlical financial crises in the Russian railroad Imsiness and

railroads and tlu' pencral trend of .state policy in
Russia.
From tinu's innminorial a polict- state (PolizeiThe
Staat) lias becii the ideal of Russian statesmanship.
heavy arm of the slate power has been laid on every manifestation of the life of the people.
To this is due, it may he
said in passing, the fierce reaction apainst state authority

year.

sweeping Russia at
Naturally a vast

roads.

Ru.'^sian

pre.sent.

jjha.se of economic activity, such as railroad constaiction, could not hut come under the controlling

Krom the start railroads were
power of state authorities.
constructed in Russia either hy the direct order of the government or with its active financial assi.stance. The system of
guaranteeing a net return on capital invested in private railroads
usually 4j'j or 5 i)er cent on l)Oth bonds and stcx-ks
was applied extensively. However, in view of the facts that
enormous funds were usually misappropriated during the
constraction and that the amount of traffic was very small

—

in the beginning, the newly built lines produced no net
revenue at all and almost the whole burden of paying the
interest on the "private" capital invested fell on the state
The result was that in Russia the control of the
treasurer.
railroads was simultaneously vested in two agencies: the
Ministn' of Ways of Communication and the Ministry of
The whole history of the railroads in Russia
Finances.
bears the imprints of the ceaseless struggle between these
two institutions. Except during a few brief intervals, the
Ministry of Finances, systematically and persistently championed private railroad construction, while the Ministry of
\Va)-s of Communication with equal zeal advocated state

ownership of railroads.
The practical outcome of

was an extraordinary

this conflict

systematic obstruction of railroad construction, without precedent in the histor\' of any country, and extreme fortuitousness
Despite the energy of the
in the choice of lines to be built.
entrepreneurs, their influence with politicians, their extensive

and

unscrupulous

notes,

the

methods

realization

of

of

bribery

projects

and "promissory''

new

of

railroads

were

delayed for decades, while, at the same time, railroads of
doubtful utility would suddenly be started simply because
the Ministry of Finances chanced to find means to finance
the enterprise.

As a

result,

the Russian railroad

scheme lacks system.

Many

accidental circumstances during construction caused
transit distances to be longer than required by actual
topographical conditions. Consequently, freight travels many
For example, the distance between
unnecessary miles.

Odessa and Kiev, two ver}' important centers, is 480 versts
(320 miles) as the crow flies, whereas the railroad cormection
is 612 versts (408 miles), an excess mileage amounting to
28 per cent.*

Most of the through trunk lines are made up of separate
Many
feeders widely differing in their transversal sections.
active trunk lines consist of sections with grades of .6, .8,
Since Russian locomotives are chiefly
1.0 and 1.1 per cent.
one type this necessitates constant reforming of trains
which means an enormous increase in the cost of operation.
It often happens that while a new line is being constructed,
the capacity of an old line which is to forward freight from

of

the

new road

is

not sufficiently increased, thus rendering the
new line impossible. Especially back-

full utilization of the

ward was the development
the Russian railroads

of junctions.

have never been

Generally speaking
a unified

mechanism,

with co-ordinate parts.
Completely clogged railroad sections adjacent to lines with
ample unutilized traffic capacity were an everyday occurrence.
The formation in the stations of enormous stores of grain
during the realization of the crop was a regular event every
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by

I

artificially adjusting the

constantl}' tended
.

Russia

.

is

to

lower the

jjrofits

of the

owners of the

.

the exact opposite of those countries which have

more railroads than their economic develoj)ment re(|uires.
As new lines are constructed in such countries the average
traffic

density of the railway system as a whole

for instance, is the case of Argentina.

Russia

falls.
is,

Such,

therefore,

a vast field for intensive railway construction.
There is not
the .slightest danger that Russia will be provided in the near
future with a railroad mileage unwarranted by the pro-

ductivity of the land and that
will thus

tlie

railroad Imsiness in Russia

become unprofitable.

Extent of Future Railway Construction
Here are the facts from which a notion may be derived
of the amount of work to be undertaken for the purpose of
providing Russia with the .system of railways she needs
As has already Ijeen mentioned, Russian railroads developed accidentally, by fits and starts. In view of this circumstance, it was repeatedly proposed to draw up an inventory,
so to speak, of the railroad needs througliout the country and
to elaborate

a detailed

Russian Railway Net."
ever,

was there

finally

"Plan for the Development of the
Only as late as 1916, howformed a special inter-departmental
.

.

.

commission, which drew up a detailed plan for railroad construction after the war.
It also projected a list of lines,

whose capacity

to yield profit

necessity for the state

was

"first-class" lines included

was beyond question and whose

incontestable.

The

list

of these

35,000 versts (23,333 miles) of

railroad.

These projected lines, almost without exception, were
intended to meet the internal transportation needs of the
country and did not solve the problem of opening up new
and independent avenues of communication with the world
markets. In the meantime the war and especially the BrestLitovsk treaty have clearly shown that the sea outlets which
Russia has at her disposal at present are not only insufficient
commercially, but also fail to safeguard her freedom of
Thus, the creation of new outlets, more or
German military and political aggression,

political action.

less secure against

The following
has become a matter of vital importance.
lines will meet this newly arisen need: the Caucasus-Persia,
terminating at Bender- Abbas
the Turkestan-India, via
Afghanistan; the Central Siberia-Peking, via Mongolia; the
Amur Railway-City of Nikolayevsk-on-Amur, and two or
three lines in the north of European Russia, terminating at
(The latter were
Archangel and on the Murman coast.
included in the program because of their importance for the
development of the exploitation of Russia's northern forests.)
Most of these lines w'ere not covered by the official conThey form an aggregate of 10,000
struction plans.
versts (6,667 miles) which must be added to the 35,000
versts {23,333 miles) of the governmental program.
Thus, Russia's immediate crying need for new railways
amounts to a mileage of approximately 30,000 miles. But
among the projected railroads which in the above-mentioned
plan were set aside as secondary in value and profitableness,
are a great many lines which, under conditions different from
those now obtaining in Russia, would certainly be classed
with the lines whose construction was recognized a matter
The
of urgent national necessity and soundest investment.
mileage of such railways amounts to approximately 16,000
;

miles.
greatest Russian freight railroad east of Yekaterinoslav running
the Donetz Basin and carrying as many as 7,000,000 tons per mile a
In
year, has in one section an unnecessary mileage of 20 per cent.
addition it has three entirely unnecessary gradients many hundreds of
meters high.

*The

to

Russia alone, in her present state of comwill not be able to achieve this
colossal task without the assistance of Allied capital and
It is clear that

plete

financial

collapse,
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Allied energy.

Leaving aside the political conditions necessary for the work, of this capital in Russia, it must be pointed
out that the Allied nations, which in consequence of the war

the products of American industry is enormous.
The size
of this market, especially in Siberia, is so large that it will
easily absorb a considerable part of American exports.
It

will have a number of domestic problems to solve, could only
undertake such a vast investment of their treasure if Russia's
reconstruction is considered in the light of its political
significance and its magnificent economic potentialities.
In
this connection, it appears to l)e a generally accepted truth
that universal peace and the prosperity of the peoples of the
world demand the creation of a powerful Russian state which
would be able to resist the economic and political aggression

only remains to finance this consumption capacity.
The
best and soundest method of financing would Ije for America
to take over various industrial concessions in Russia, especially railroad, forest and land concessions, which would be
an excellent security for the capital loaned by America to
the Russian consumer to enable him to buy the products of

Germany. Thus, from this standpoint, the necessity for
Allied co-operation in rehabilitating Russia apparently needs
no demonstration.
of

The economic

possibility of this co-operation

a debatable matter.

pean Russia

The

is still

largely

essential natural resources of

Euro-

four groups: (1) Forests in the north,
(2) peat in the northern and central sections, (3) anthracite
in the Donetz basin, (4) mineral oil (naphtha) in the Caucasus and partly on the northern littoral of the Caspian Sea
If we further take into consideration that the deposits of
bituminous coal in European Russia are altogether negligible,
and that equally small are the deposits of rich iron ores in
the Donetz basin, while on the European side of the Urals
there is but one truly enormous bed of iron ores (the Komarov
bed) we shall come to the conclusion that European Russia
does not possess the necessary natural resources for such a
broad, purely "American," economic development as will
assure Russia's economic power and independence from Germany.
With respect to its natural wealth, especially as
regards that part of it which still lies hidden and unexploited,
European Russia can by no means compare to a country like
fall into

;

the United States, for instance.

The sources of the economic power of Russia, as a whole,
must be sought not in its European portion, but in Siberia
and central Asia. It is here that the potentialities of economic development are truly boundless. The country has
inexhaustible deposits of mineral fuel of the
highest qualities and possesses vast layers of gold and other
precious minerals.
It is stocked with rich metal ores to an
extent exceeding all the other countries of the world. There
practically

are vast forests, endless stretches of most fertile alluvial soils
(loess), which, when properly irrigated, would supply the
whole world with cotton, and boundless meadows fit for the
Siberia is that part of
most intensive breeding of cattle.
Russia in which the foundation for her economic strength
can and must be laid.
.

An Assured Market

for

American Industry

The world war has given a powerful impetus to American
The number of new factories and mills called into

industry.

being in the United States by the needs of the war is enormous. When the war is over many of them will die a natural
death, but a great many of them will have to be only slightly
reorganized to continue their work along peace lines.
The natural tendency of American industry to maintain the
war level of exports, if not to increase them, will meet with
a systematic and persistent resistance on the part of both
.

present foes and friends, especially of those of them who are
able not only to meet their internal demand but also to offer
their goods on the world market, i. e., those who while seeking
to develop their national industry have the necessary means
therefor.

The only truly accessible market for the products of
American industry are those countries which are unable to
meet their own internal needs and in which the development
of internal productivity

is

hindered by insurmountable finan-

Only such countries can be truly willing
products of American industr>'. America will

cial difficulties.

buyers of the
merely have to finance the buying needs of these countries.
The largest of these countries is Russia. Her need for

American industry.
Thus, in this matter, the interests of America and Russia
are in complete harmony. America needs the Russian market
for her capital and for the products of her industry fully as
much as Russia stands in need of the products of American
industry and of American capital for the development of
her natural resources.
Co-operation in this field can and
will be obtained.

America's Political Interest
in Russian Railroad Constructioij
There

however, one circumstance, called into Ijeing by
makes the achievement of this co-operation
a matter of especially urgent necessity for America.
In the course of decades, the business of managing the industry of transportation by rail evolved a great group of
prominent railway men who combine an immense amount of
is,

the war, which

.

.

.

knowledge and practical skill with wide financial
and business connections. At present, a high sentiment of

energy,

patriotism compels all these men to keep at their posts during
the war. But when the war will be over there will be nothing
to force them to act in the capacity of state officials in the
business they had created and owned.
Very many of them,
and the best workers at that, are constitutionally, so to speak,
incapable of adjusting themselves to the new situation, for
the psychology of an owner differs too widely from that of a
state official.

Consequently

upon the expiration of the

it

is

permissible to expect that

month after the war
there will arise a violent political struggle around the question of whether state or private ownership of the railroads
should prevail. There is no doubt but that in this struggle
twenty-first

all the best railroad experts will not be in favor of the
historically inevitable transition of the railroads from private
to state ownership.

This struggle cannot fail to arouse a violent commotion in
the whole economic life of the United States,* a commotion
which, judging from the example of other countries, can only
be avoided by draining off, so to speak, the energy of these
railroad experts and directing into channels, in other counof work the men are accustomed to.
In this respect,
America's undertaking to provide Russia with the railways
she needs is of the highest internal value for the United States.
tries,

If the industrial capital

and energy, now engaged

in the rail-

road business within the United States, will find a natural
outlet in similar work in Russia, especially in Siberia, the
problem of America's transition to State owned railroads
may lose most if not all of its acuteness.
American leadership in Russian railroad construction will
have highly beneficial consequences in many other respects.
American capital will find a sound investment, American industry a reliable consumer, and America, as a body politic,
will have a mighty buffer State against German or any other
aggression in the East.
All these considerations taken together dictate the necessity of organizing, at the earliest possible moment, RussianAmerican co-operation in the field of Russian railroad con*That this will happen just so is best shown by the exairple of Russia.
where the power of the gcvernnient was so overwhelming that even experiments such as the introfluctinn of liquor monopoly were accepted
But even in Rujsia the taking over of tfie railroads
without a muimur.
by the government was accompanied by a struggle which agitated the
In France and Italy the struggle around the railroad
whole society.
l.roblem may be compared, for its intensity, perhaps only to the struggle
leainsi

clmcalism.
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.struction.

Tlie

step

first

in

this direction,

it

-irni>

to

lommence

to study

A

ns,

would ho the nrpanization of something like an association
of .Anieriian railroad leaders, which should immediately

and unnecessary disappointments, and the work

itself

would

not assume the dimensions corresponding to the magnitude
of the jiroblem.
The slightest delay in the work of the i)reliminar>- study
of the i)roblem will undoubtedly lead to results hardly desirable for America. As a matter of fact, Russia's need of

Gas Driven

AKKt'KNT

new railwaxs, needs
unknown here. This

Russia's needs for

which, unfortunately, arc entirely
body should also elaborate the conditions on which American
capitalists would be willing to invest their funds in Russia
and draw up a j)rogram of financial and technical action.
.\n individual person would hardly be equal to such a task.
Without it the attemirt of .American railroad men to start
work in Russia would, no doubt, meet with serious obstacles
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and

Industrial

Truck

i)KVi;i.()i'MKNT in industrial haulage is the u.sc

of gas driven vehicles modeled after the cars for street
service, but a(la|)te(l to indoor as well as outdoor use
designed for lioth direct haulage and tractor service. One

exam])le of this type of e(|uipment, which has been in general service for some time, and is now Ijeing subjected to
exj)erimental u.se in .several railroad freight houses, is of particular interest l^ecause of several characteristics

which arc

such as to point towards some rather marked dejiartures in the
development of industrial truck service.
Incidentally, the
truck has several features of design that arc in themselves
unu>uai.
For instance, it lias three wheels ratiur tlian four

individual railway lines was highly imperative even l)efore
the war, and, no doul)t, as soon as order is restored in Russia
her government will take all the necessar}- measures to inaugurate, at the earliest possible time, the construction of

those most urgently necessary and, consequently, most profitRussia in that case will have the choice of
able railways.
manv newly developed money markets. Some of them, for

instance the Scandinavian market, have already become inRussian railro;ui construction. At the first signs of
order in Russia they will make ha.ste to take possession
Therefore,
of the selected and partly investigated lines.
if America proves tardy, she may have to content herself
with the less necessary and, consequently, less profitable

terested in

Chassis of the Tractor-truck

and is run backward, that is, with the two drive wheels
ahead and the steering wheel in the rear.
The general makeup of the frame, power plant and transmission follow closely the standard layout of modern gas

lines.

We may

have here a repetition of the recent storj- of the
Russian banks; the absence of resolute action on the part of
America resulted in that two banks (the Azov-Don and the

Yunker Bank) are already in German hands, while the SiBank is in the hands of English capitalists. It is
more than prol)able that a similar fate will befall all the

motor vehicles. This is illustrated by the photograph showing a top view of the machine with the body and hood removed.
The engine is of 25-hp., four-cycle, four-cylinder
(3^ in. by 41/2 in.) type with a multiple disk, dry plate

berian

clutch, a selective type transmission with three speeds for-

remaining Russian banks.*
This circumstance represents the greatest menace

ward and one-speed reverse, and an internal-gear drive axle.
The machine is equipped with cast steel wheels ordinarily
provided with rubber tires, but which may be fitted with steel

to

all

American industrial work in Russia. It is particua menace to American action in the field of railroad

future
larly

may be used on rough ground.
be had with a plain platform, a fixed

tractor rims so that the car

The machine may

construction.

As a matter of fact, the majority holdings of the stock of
the private railroad companies existing at present in Russia
If the Germans are going to
are in the hands of the banks.
own the Russian banks, they will also, at the same stroke,
become the owners of the now existing private railroads. It
of
is a matter of common knowledge that the construction
generally increases the revenue yielded
Consequently, when, in compliance %yith
the demands of international economic politics, the United
States will begin to construct new railway lines in Russia,
enough, that
it may happen^ if the Americans are not prompt

new railwav
by the old

lines

lines.

they may have to work in the interest of the German capital
owning the present Russian railroad system. This consideration is an additional argument in favor of recognizing as
soon as possible the inevitability of Russian-American cooperation in Russian railway construction and of taking immediately the various preliminary steps and measures in this

The Truck

in

Tractor Service

$392,000 to the Alabama Great Southern and one of $194,350
on the
to the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific, both
security of certificates of indebtedness issued by the Director

dumping box or a side dumping hopper,
depending upon the service in which it is to be used. The
fixed box body is commonly supplied where the car is used
in tractor service with the idea of loading this box with whatever weight is necessary to obtain tractive power to meet the
needs of the traffic in which it is to be used. A better idea
of this is obtained from the fact that the weight of the car
empty is 2,050 lb. while the capacity load which is placed

General of Railroads.

directly over the driving wheels is 3,000 lb.

direction.

The War Finance Corporarion has announced

a loan

of

experience what an in•When the Bolsheviks
had introcredible coiifu«ion their celebrated nationalization of the banks
to
duced into the economic life of the country, unanimously decided
denationalize them. Count von Mirbach decidedly forbade them to do so.
He did not conceal his motives: all Russian banks were not bought up

having

yet by

Germans

I

discovered

by

rectangular box, a

The

cars are

said to run at speeds varying from J4 mile to 15 miles an
hour, giving great latitude in adapting the machine to various
For instance, the trucks have been used
classes of service.
as the motive power for moving or spotting freight cars on

:
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The

industrial side tracks.

the driving wheels forward

practice of running the car with
said to be of considerable ad-

is

vantage in climbing inclines. Another feature to which attention is called is a three-gallon capacity welded gasoline tank,
this capacity being enough for the operation of the car in ordinary service for an entire working day without recharging.

1823

The small turning radius of 72 in. is of particular advantage in handling the car in close quarters. Other dimensions
of the truck are: length over all 112 in., width 42 in., wheel
base 72 in., tread 353^2 in. This car is known as the Clark
Tructractor, and is manufactured by the Clark Tructractor
Company, Chicago.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
The Operating

Statistics Section

mies Are Being

Made

in

Reports

Show That Econo-

Train and Locomotive Service
Washington. D.

THE

Fuel Conservation Section has issued a bulletin on
locomotive fuel performance for Januar)-, February
and March, 1919, as compared with the same period of
the previous year, which shows an estimated saving in coal
consumption by using less coal per 1,000 gross ton miles, or
This is based on
per car mile, amounting to $11,263,774.
incomplete returns covering 76 per cent of the total mileage.
In determining the estimated total saving for all roads in a
region it has been assumed that the average per cent of saving for the whole region is the same as the average per cent
for the roads in that region for which complete information
The grand total saving for all regions has been
is available.
taken as the sum of the regional totals. In freight train serThe
vice the estimated saving for all roads is $7,773,170.
saving on the roads for which information is available was
In passenger service the saving is estimated
12.3 per cent.
The average cost of coal
at $3,530,604, or 12^ per cent.
per ton shows increases in the various regions, as follows:
•Eastern region, from $3.48 to $3.92; Allegheny region, from
$2.92 to $3.00; Pocahontas region, from $2.55 to $2.67;
Southern region, for $2.82 to $3.40; Northwestern region,
from $3.58 to $3.91; Central Western region, from $3.07 to
.$3.55; Southwestern region, from $3.13 to $4.14; Grand
total, all regions, from $3.16 to $3.57.

The

total

tons

of

consumed in the

coal

three

months

26,191,000 as compared with 30,943,000 in the
corresponding period of 1918, and the total cost of coal was
$93,503,000 as compared with $97,541,000. In freight service the pounds of coal per 1,000 gross ton miles averaged
220 as compared with 243.7 in the corresponding period of
1918. This is a decrease of 9.7 per cent. In passenger train
service the pounds of coal per passenger train car mile aver-

amounted

to

aged 20 as compared with 22^^

last year, a decrease of 11.1

per cent.

Operations of Federally Operated Roads for April

The Operating
figures for April

Statistics

Section has published complete

and four months ending April 30

for all

231,691 miles of
the large railroads in federal operation.
road are included out of a total of 239,997 actually federally
operated, comprising 96 per cent of the mileage and 98 per
cent of the revenues.

Month

of April

Incre.nse
or decrease

'

Per
1919

Operating revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenues
Taxes, rents, etc
Net federal income
Operating ratio
Note: d

$384,739,685
339.229,299
45,510,386
18,195,988
27,314,398
88.2

1918

$365,540,408
276.446,983
89,093,425
17,691,325
71,402,100
75.6

Amount
$19,199,277
62,782,316

cent
5.3

22.7

(143,583,039

504,663
d44,087,702
12.6

— Decrease.

One-twelfth of the annual rental due the companies covered by the report amounts to $74,017,136, so that the net
loss to the government for the month was $46,702,738 for

the.se properties.

The

from operation of

loss

all

C.

properties

federally operated during the month was approximately
$58,000,000.
In making further comparisons with 1918, it should also
be borne in mind that the increased wages for April, 1918,
were not charged into operating expenses until subsequent
months.
The results for the four months ended April 30, were as

follows
(Class

I

railroads in federal operation)

Four months
ended April 30

Increase
or decrease

Per
1919

1918
$1,294,322,364
1,078,979,007
215,343,357
65,765,103
149,578.254
296,068,544
146,490,290

Operating revenues
$1,494,695,291
Operating expenses
1.355,661,499
Net operating revenues,,
139,033,792
Taxes, rents, etc
65,837,406
Net federal income
73,196,386
4/12 of annual rental
296,068.544
Operating loss
222,872,158
Operating ratio
90.7

Amount

cent

$200,372,927
276,682,492
d76, 309,565
72,303
d76, 381,868

15.5

25.6
....
....

76,381,868

83.4

7.3

....

Freight Trafiic Movement
(Class

I

railroads in federal operation)

Four months
ended .'\nril 30

Increase
or decrease

z^-

,

.^

^

^

Per
Net ton miles (thousands)
T.oadeu car nules (thousands)
Total car miles (thousands)..
Freight train miles (thousands)
Car load (tons)
Per cent loaded to total car
miles
Train load (tons)

1919
113.692.228
4,076.985
6 044.944
175,921

,

d

27.9

67.4

646

1918
133.056,686
4,634,874
6,616,732
208.854

.\mount
dl9.364.458
d557,889
d571,788
d 32,933

28.7

d

0.8

70.0

d

2.6
9

637

cent
dl4.6
dl2,0

d 8.6
dlS,8
d 2.8
d 3.7
1.4

— Decrease.

Excursion
As

Travel

Not

to

Interfere

With Troop Movement
War

a result of correspondence with the Secretary of

regarding the demands upon railroad equipment caused by
movement of troops during June and
July, Director General Hines has ordered a notice posted in
all railroad station waiting rooms stating that during June
and July the return movement of our soldiers from overseas
will be at its height and that during the last week of June
and the first week of July passenger e(|uii)ment must be provided at the Atlantic ports for the transportation of several
hundred thousand soldiers. It is stated tliat it is the paramount duty of the Railroad Administration to provide adequate facilities for the safe, prompt and comfortable return
of these men to their homes and that ever}' effort will be
made to perform this duty with the minimum of inconvenience to those who travel for business or pleasure, but until
the troops have been moved, coaches and sleeping cars will
The
be crowded and temporary discomforts will result.
Secretary of War in a letter to Mr. Hines asked that the use
of equipment for recreation purposes might be limited to an
absolute minimum. He said: "The splendid co-operation received from the railroads, both in the prompt despatch of
the troops overseas and to date in handling the return movethe very large return

:
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ISil

ment

is ,i;R'atly

aijpririatfd

l)y

niajjnitude of this uiidcrtakinj^

tluis

War

tin-

DcpartmiMit and
admiration of all."

in reply said that every provision will
providing tho necessary eciuipinent and that
operation received from the railroads in connection
overseas and return movements will he continued.

Mr. Ilinos

for

1h'

tlic

maintained
maintenance expcn.ses.

erty has not been
in

made
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Form

6,

operating

the

and federal control periods.

Cost of Train and Locomotive Service

to

The latter question, however,
tenance program for 1919.
required
has become involved in complications and has
further instructions.
A consideral)le portion of the data required by the accountthe Interstate
ing circular has been or will be reported to
Commerce Commission, and this will form the basis so far

Five
circular.
as applicable of the returns required by the
director of
copies of each report are to be made, one for the
to be sent
accounting, one for the director of operation, two
be sent by him to
to the regional director, one of which is to
for the federal
the proper officer of the corporation, and one
manager. Federal auditors are also directed to discontinue
operating
the use of all maintenance of way and structures
accounts which may have been created by charges to

Tile total cost of train service,

Reoperating expenses subsequent to December 31, 1917.
1,
serves of this kind arising out of charges prior to January
on federal
1918, are not authorized and must not be shown

in February.
The cost of locomotive service per locomotive
mile in A])ril was 115.2 cents, as compared with 98.5 cents
in April, 1918; 119.2 cents in March, 1919, and 120.7 cents
in February.
The cost of train service per train mile was
162.2 cents, as compared with 141.7 in April, 1918, 167.5
cents in March, 1919, and 169.3 cents in February, 1919.
The increase in the cost of locomotive service in March this
year over March last year was 17 per cent, and the increase
in the cost of train service was 14.5 per cent.
.4.11 items of
cost show increases as compared with last year.
The figures are reported by roads and by regions.
The combined
averages for all regions with the comparative figures for last
year and ISIarch and Feljruary of this year, are as follows:
1918
98.5
30.6

Rnginelionse expenses
Train enginemen

9.6
18.9
43.6
3.7

Locomotive fuel
Otlier

locomotive

supplies

Cost of train service per train mile

Locomotive repairs
locomotive

2.8

141.7

555

433

49.4

46.2

4.2
21.4
25.3
6.4

20.8
23.9

Marcli,
1919

February,
1919

112.7

119.5

126.5

385

40.3

34.3

37.5

2.9

3.1

3.4

32.4

33.5
4.6

34.8

)

Locomotive fuel
Otiiei

6.8
18.1

40.2

162.2

)

r-nginenouse expenses

supplies

Train enainemen
Trainmen
Train supplies and expenses
.\pril.

1919

Cost of train service per 1.000 gross ton miles

Locomotive repairs
)
Enginehouse expen.ses
Locomotive fuel
Other locomotive supplies
Enginemen and trainmen
Train supplies and expenses

3.3

4.5

43.1

\

4.4

.

40.3

4.8

Contracts Executed

The Railroad Administration has
short line contracts with the
the

_

for

of labor.

maintenance

A|,ril.

1919
115.2
39.4

Miami Mineral

executed

co-operative

Midland & North Western and

Belt railroads.

r

of the reports required is an analysis of mainthe
tenance of way and structures expenses designed to show
comparison between the test and federal control periods.
Form 2 is a comparison of labor costs for the two periods
cost
the purpose of obtaining the factors for equating the
is

April,

of locomotive service per locomotive mile
Locomotive repairs

C^ost

1

3

including IcKomotive service,

shows a steady decrease as compared with j)receding months,
although increases as compared with last year, according to
the monthly reports compiled by the Operating Statistics Section.
For the month of April it was 112.7 cents per 1,000
gross tori miles, as compared with 119.5 in March and 126.5

reser\'e

Form

which may

to secure data

witli

inof Operation in March, which was suspended l)ecause it
volved such a l)urden of clerical work on the roads and because the furnishing of the information then called for would
for
involve a duplication of the work which was to l)e called
by the
by the accounting department. The circular issued
provide the
Division of Operation was expected not only to
oljligation as
data necessary to ascertain whether the contract
upkeep was being complied with, but also to set the main-

•

dicrcase

indicate the comparative use of the railroad during the test

Division of Accounting has issued its Accounting Circular No. 101 calling for the information required for the
purpose of ascertaining facts incident to maintenance, repair,
renewal, retirement and depreciation of roadway and structures and the expenditures and charges therefor required to
meet the provisions of section 5, relating to upkeep, of the
standard agreement between the director general and the companies and for the ])urpose of recording upon the operating
books of the federal administration the necessary accounting
The federal auditors are
data in connection with upkeep.
directed to take immediate steps to prepare, record ancl report
the data called for on six forms included in the circular,
which has been in course of prejiaration for several months.
the Division
It takes the place of Circular No. 28 issued by

1

is

tlic

eo-

The

Form

statistics,

standard,

tiie

Division of Accounting Collects Maintenance Data

books.

to iii>rmal

for the comparative cost of selected items of
materials designed for the purpose of obtaining

the factors for equating the net material charges.

Form 4, a comparison of maintenance of way and structures expenses, is designed to show the total expenses for each
year and for the entire test period, the average for such period,
the equated average expenses for the test period, the total expenses for one year of federal control and the increase or
decrease in maintenance expenses for the year as compared
with equated average expenses for the test period.
Form 5 covers maintenance of way and structures expenses
on account of fire damage, maintenance of additional property
taken over and improvements during federal control and a
final summary designed to show by comparison of costs, in
case the property has been improved through maintenance,
the increase in maintenance expenses, and in case the prop-

Accounting Circular No. 99
the present instructions net ton-miles are being computed from conductors' wheel reports, while the same information is also being compiled from waybills covering rev-

Under

enue and company freight.
This causes a duplication of work, which seems to be unnecessary, and it has been decided that satisfactory net-revenue ton-mile figures can be obtained in the following

manner
(1) Compile from the waybills or other accounting
documents the net ton-miles for nonrevenue freight (company material).
(2) From the total net ton-miles, as determined from
the conductor's wheel reports, deduct the nonrevenue
1,
net ton-miles ascertained as directed in paragraph
thus producing the net-revenue ton-miles.
Effective as to all ton-mile statistics prepared for June,
1919, and thereafter, all federally operated lines are to discontinue the compilation of net ton-miles from way-bills and
adopt the method prescribed above, except in cases where special statistics required by any state should render it impossible.

June
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recognized that the same relation between ton-miles
and revenue may not exist under this plan, as resulted from
the former practice of securing this data from waybills.
It
is stated, however, that tests have demonstrated that the result is sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.
It

is

Weekly

'

Traffic

Report

According to a report on traffic conditions for the week
ended June 16, the volume of both freight and passenger business throughout the country shows an improvement, although
for the country as a whole it is still considerably below normal. The shipment of grain is on the increase, but there is
ample railroad equipment to handle the traffic.
The loading of grain in the Northwestern region has been
exceedingly heavy, almost double the movement for the same
period last year. Grain loading in the Central Western region
showed an increase of 54 per cent as compared with the same
period last year.
Since the opening of navigation, 23,700,000 bushels of grain have been moved from the head of the
lakes to Buffalo, and the Food Administration expects to
move 150,000,000 bushels by this water route.
The total revenue freight handled in the Central Western
region during the week amounted to 169,215 cars, which is a
decrease of 6 per cent as compared with the same week a year
ago but an increase of 19,017 cars over the preceding week.
Passenger travel in this region has been so heavy that it was
necessary to rearrange a great many schedules, establishing
additional sleeping car routes as well as increasing the train
service.

The recent advance of about $15 or $20 a bale in the
price of cotton has stimulated the movement of that product
Harvest in the northern part
in the Southwestern region.
of Texas is under way and wheat will begin to move from
that territory within the next few days.
The movement of coal to the lakes is heavy, the total tonnage dumped into vessels to June 1 being one million tons
in excess of the

same period

last year.

The formation

of the

American Coal Exporters' Association and the Association's
arrangement with the Shipping Board for definite allocation
of ships

is

expected to stimulate the export business.

Demurrage Rates Reduced
In response to the pressure brought to bear by a committee of the National Industrial Traffic League, Director General Hines has issued supplement 2 to General Order No. 7
reducing demurrage charges from the rates established by
Director General McAdoo early last year. Representatives of
the American Railroad Association also recommended a reduction and Mr. Hines' action was taken after consideration
of reports submitted to him by the divisions of public service,
traffic and operation.
The rates established last year are $3
per day for each of the first four days after the expiration of
free time, $6 per day for each of the next three days, and $10
per day for each succeeding day. The new rates, which become effective on July 20, will be $2 per day for each of the
first four days after free time and $5 per day for each day
thereafter, which is approximately the basis in effect in 1917.
The supplement also provides that the "average agreement,"
under which credits are allowed for unloading in
free time, will also be applied to cars
less than the
held for loading, but the loading and unloading agreements will be kept separate. The average plan originally
applied to both loading and unloading, but was changed on
the ground that shippers naturally loaded their cars out as
rapidly as possible and should not therefore be allowed
credits which would enable them to waste time in unloading.
On the other hand, some industries unload promptly, but
waste car time by ordering cars in advance so as to have a

supply always on hand for loading. The two averages are
to be kept separate so that each class of car use will stand
by itself.

1825

In announcing the reduction in rates, Mr.
Hines pointed
out that demurrage charges are not imposed for the
purpose
of ojjtaining revenue, but to promote the punctual
loadinfj

and unloading of equipment, and also that in view of the
diminished purchasing power of the dollar and the increasmg demand for equipment, it was doubtful whether the reduced rates would be sufficient to accomplish the desired
purpose.
He referred to the heavy movement of traffic expected within the next few months and announced that if the
results were not successful he would feel impelled
to increase
the

demurrage charges.

Imposing Sentence
UNITED

States Judge Buffington

in imposing sentence at
Pittsburgh recently on certain railroad employees said:
The jury has found you guilty of stealing' and having in possession goods stolen from an interstate shipment of
freight.
service.

You were
You had

in

a

been

trusted

position

—

the

railroad

exempted

from service on
the other side of the seas; while other young men were
risking their lives you were working at the railroad
in
the public service in the time of war.
You have been generously treated by the Government in the wav of wages.
You had the esteem and respect of the people about you. You
had a father who had carefully reared you; you had a wife
and children. And it is a very painful thing 'for the court to
have to pass sentence on you, but these are the things that
courts cannot avoid. When a man comes up for sentence before the court there are three things to be considered;

the

first,

man

himself; he has already probably suffered enough
and learned a lesson, but there are the interests of the pubfic
to be considered.
These railroad thefts have grown to an extent during the time the government has had charge of them
that have run

Now

the

up into
money to pay

and millions of money.
for these goods that have been stolen

the millions

—

—

has to be raised by other people Liberty Bonds those are
the people who in the end have to make good those losses.
Then, my young friend, there is the interest of those who
are engaged in the railroad business as well as yourself. All
these things have to be borne in mind.
We have had in this District in this circuit which is composed of New Jersey and Delaware and Pennsvlvania widespread evidence of this thing going on on all the railroads.
We have had lots and lots of people who were taking, not as
these goods of yours were, for your own family, but actually
stopping the cars and taking quantities of copper and mer-

—

—

chandise, not for their own personal use but for sale, making
a business of stealing for profit and sale. Down in New
Jersey we have had conductors, trainmen, in positions where
others were influenced by their actions and their example,
sentenced to five years imprisonment in the penitentiary.

This has caused men

to stop and think.
Out here we have
taken a milder course, but the thing goes on and it is quite
evident that in order to save men from themselves the time
has come when there must be more severe sentences imposed,
and I can say to you for the judges that such heavier sentences
will be imposed from this time, if this stealing continues.
I have taken all these matters into consideration, my young
friend, because the court feels kindly towards you, kindly
towards your wife, kindly towards your children, kindlv
towards your father; but the court has a solemn duty. I have
taken into consideration the fact that these articles were not
taken by you for the purpose of a trade and making money,
and you were not in a position where your example would
possibly lead other men.
I am going to impose as light a
sentence as I feel I can under the circumstances.
I want to
say to you, my young friend, that you made a serious mistake.
Sometimes the mistakes that we make are the best things
that ever happened to us; and this will be to you, if you leam

a
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from the mistake. You will find in the jHiiitentiary
wlio will drai; you down, and you will find men there
will help build you up.
You ran i)uild up your man-

a K'ssoii

men
who

You can come hack

hood.

to where you lived; your friends
and your family is there, and you can l)uild up
\-our manhood again, and you will do so.
When you come
hack I want you to come and see me and talk it over as many
another man has. I want you to take it like a man and make

are there

the best of

And

I

it.

want

you on t)ehalf of the judges here that
sentence in your case is not to be taken

to say to

the lightness of this

as an example of what will come hereafter.
I am following
with you the lenient course that has been pursued here, but
the judges, all of us feel, after consulting together, that the
word should go out that hereafter those who come into the
court charged and found guilty with offenses of this kind on
the railroads will be dealt with more in the lines of what has
had the effect of stopping things down in New Jersey, since
that leniency has not resulted in stopping this epidemic of
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This simple operation not only checks the three computed
is also a close indirect check on the two
computed figures for net ton miles per train mile. ']"he
operation of the chart can be mastered with a very little practice; and by interpolation to tenths lietween the diagonal
lines, the reading on the chart will never vary more than twotenths of one per cent from the correct calculated figure.
A
very slight mistake in any one of the four computed figures
percentages, but

on which the final jjercentage depends will change this final
figure more than two-tenths of one ])er cent.
Any variation
of more than two-tenths of one [kt cent is at once investigated.
Errors of a smaller magnitude than this are negligible.

Additional
check are:
1.

a

sets of figures

— Net

b-

ton

— I.oadcd

which the chart may be

miles.
freii?ht

car

miles.

— Net ton miles per loaded car
a — Loaded
freight car miles.
b — Total t'reight car miles.
c

2.

u.sed to

mile (or car load).

— Per cent loaded to total car miles.
a — Total freight car miles.
b — Total average number of freight cars on line
— Car miles per car day.
a^Net ton miles.
b—
number
freight cars
line daily,
— Net ton miles ofper car day. on
c

3.

railroad crimes.

daily,

c

4.

Tot.il

c

Checking Percentages By Chart

These are merely

By William Wyer
Statistician,

United States Railroad Administration,
Operating Stati.stics Section

ST.\TiSTics MUST BE REDUCED
in order to attain their

to significant percentages

maximum

This prinsummaries of the

value.

ciple is generously illustrated in the

Railroad Administration.
means a great
deal of oftice routine in the preparation of the summaries.
As far as the Operating Statistics Section is concerned, how-

Operating

Such

Statistics Section of the

a large use of percentages, of course,

much of this routine is limited to checking. Only percentages in the totals for districts and regions actually have
to be computed, as figures for the individual roads are alNot only percentages,
ready computed on the O. S. forms.
but all figures derived from basic data must be checked

ever,

before they are entered on the summaries, and this constitutes
a large part of the work of preparation.
The chart has proved a great aid and time-saver, not only
as an absolute check on percentages computed in a certain

way, but also as an indirect check on

all

figures affecting

The chart applies to the folthe percentages in question.
lowing general case:
Suppose that one basic figure is divided i)y another basic
Suppose, further, that both
figure to obtain an average.
basic figures are given for
The average will then be

two consecutive months or years.
computed for these two periods,

and there will, of course, be percentages of increase or decrease applying to both of the basic figures and to the averThe set of related figures numbers nine, as shown in
age.

summary O. S.
formance.
The
more

5,

value 30 must cross this axis at value 30, and so on.
It should also be noted that when the two basic figures

show

identical increases or decreases, the chart will give a

This is simply another way of
reading on the zero line.
saying that when net ton miles and train miles increase in
the same proportion, the train load is stationan,'.
The proof that the lines joining the limiting point to the
points on the horizontal axis are straight lines is purely
mathematical, and is given below.
c

Train

3.

Net

miles
ton miles pei train mile (1

^

December,

December,
1917
108,808,000
278,000
392

d

Per cent
change
14.3
10.4
3.3

Then per

cei;t

its

to the chart, and following the instructions
application as a check on the above figures may

be readily seen.
Starting at the center (or origin ) where the heav}' lines
cross, move straight to the right (along the horizontal axis)
14.3 spaces, thence straight up (parallel to the vertical axis)
The point arrived at is about seven-tenths
10.4 spaces.
of the distance from the diagonal line marked zero to the

diagonal line marked five, and is below the zero line. The
percent of change in the train load should, therefore, be an
increase of about 3.5 per cent.

=
—
=

zz

increase in ton miles

and per cent increase

Referring
thereon,

much

;

b

1918
124,337,000
307,000
405
2)

car per-

of course,

is,

,

Let a

Item
2.

application of the chart

In constructing the chart, all the diagonal lines representing fixed values of P, the final percentage, start at a
limiting point where both of the first two percentages are
minus 100. This is natural; for, if both the basic factors
on which the average depends decrease 100 per cent (that is,
become zero) no computation is possible of the average or its
percentage of change, which are thus made "indeterminate."
Another point on each diagonal line is fixed by the fact
that these lines cross the heavy horizontal line at equal intervals.
Thus the diagonal line along which P is always an
increase of 25 per cent, crosses the horizontal axis 25 spaces
The logic of this may be seen if
to the right of the center.
we consider that with no change in train miles, for exainple,
the train load will follow fluctuations in net ton miles
exactly.
Or, mathematically, if P, (per cent change in
train miles) is zero, we can only move backward or forward
on the horizontal axis and if the train load is to vary exactly with changes in net ton miles, the diagonal line with

A. B. X. Railroad

Net ton miles

movement and

general.

the following illustration:

1

from the monthly

illustrations chosen

of freight traffic

1917
1918
1917
1918

^

in train miles =:

ton miles
ton miles
train miles
(rain miles

Pj

=

b

—

X

100

X

Pj :=

(1)

100.

c

a

1917 ton miles per train mile

= —

1918 ton miles per train mile

=

c

—b
d

band per cent increase

in ton miles per train mile =:

P

=

d

X

100. ..(3)

X

100... (4)
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SiibtractinK

—

r,

fioin

(-')

(1

X
a

100

=

be

c

X HO

(5)

c

— ad

X

(6)
n

c

—

societies,

—

100

Substituting (4) in
d
r,

(1)

—a

b

=

P,

(6)

= r—

I'a

(7)

c

=

V

—

(\\

(8)

<1

=

X

11)0

c

—

100

(2)

A

state

(ouiuil

affiliations,

100

(9)

100

c

— =

(10)

d

Pa

+

100
(S)

Substituting (10) in

—

(Pi

=

P

Pa) lOO
(11)

+

}'-2

lOO

This is an equation in three variables. In order to plot
one variable must, of course, be made constant, and this
is wiiat has been done 1)}' assuming various values for P.
^^"ith P constant, the equation is of the first degree, and
it,

therefore represents a family of straight lines.
To determine the location of these lines,
I.et

P

= O

(ID may lie written:
P (Po -1- !O0) +

Etiviaiion

and

—

100

100 Po
(12)

P,

ino

P - O. Pi

If
If

P

—

=

=

Po

100. Pi

=

—

(13)
(14)

100

Solving equations (13) and (14),

P=:

O

and

=—

P=

— 100

we

find that the lines

=

(Pj

intersect at the point

By substituting other values for P,
100).
be found that all the lines pass through this point.

T-

If Po

=

O, we get from equation (12)

tliat

=

Pi

This determines the intersection of every
horizontal

— 100,
it

will

P.

line

with the

axis.

Equation (11) therefore represents a family of straight
100,
100), and inpassing through the point (
tersecting the horizontal axis at distances from the origin
proportional to the constant value assumed as noted above

—

—

lines, all

for

c()ni|)()^t(l

(.5)

of

reiireseiitatives

A

Dealing with tlie internal relations of tlie society, the
committee recommended tiiat every member of the society be
a member of a local association; that there be created in
each geographical district of the society an organization condi.strict;

of

representatives of the local

that

the

repre.sentatives

P.

of

associations

each

district

in

on

that

the

Nominating committee of the
.society be elected by ballot by the corporate members resident
in the district; that there be an annual conference of representatives from the local as.sociations for the purpose of discussing the welfare of the stxiety and its members; that the
Board of Direction refer for recommendation each application for membership to the local association in whose jurisBoard of Direction and

Whence

and

national council consisting of representatives of the national teclinical societies
and of the state councils or state group organizations in lieu
tiiereof.
The object of tiiis council shall be to increase the
usefulness of the engineering profession, and to bring
ai)out greater co-operation and to advance the welfare of

hxal

tlie

sisting
d

=

from

engineers.

P.) --

From (2)
(1— c
Pa
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the

diction the applicant resides; that it be the duty of the local
association to provide for the welfare of the younger members
of the profession by (a) reasonable representation on the
active committees; (b) encouraging their discussion of the
general problems of the society; (c) arranging excursions to
works of engineering interest; (d) promoting social intercourse between them and the older members; that a per.sonal
service bureau be maintained by each local affiliation, organized to co-operate in connection with a central service bureau
to be maintained by the national council.

With

reference to technical activities the committee recthat local associations should hold not less than

ommended

four stated meetings per year and should encourage joint
meetings with kindred societies; that the fortnightly meetings
of the parent society be discontinued; that the semi-annual
meetings of the parent society be supplemented by the addition of a spring and a fall meeting to be held in different
parts of the country;

and that a more systematical and com-

prehensive system of securing papers be developed.
The
creation of special sections was disproved and the suggestion
was made that such work be done by strong committees. It

was also recommended that a book
and standards be compiled.

of

recommended

practices

Treating on the relation of the engineer to public affairs,
was recommended that a short code of ethics of broad
scope, general character and positive rather than negative
injunction be prepared; that a standing committee be created to consider questions of educational policy and to cooperate in carrying out such policies; that the society in cooperation with the other founder societies prepare a standard

it

American Society

of Civil

Engineers Convention
AMEKIC.A.X SOCIETY of Civil Engineers held its
fortv-ninth annual convention at St. Paul and Minneapolis on June 17-20 with headquarters at the RadisApproximately 200 members were
son hotel, Minneapolis.
Tuesday was devoted to the business of the
in attendance.
association, the principal feature of interest being the presentation of a tentative report of the Committee on Development, the discussion of which consumed all of the afternoon

THE

session.

The committee

tentatively

recommended

that

while the

continue to pursue the objects for which it
was formed the advancement of engineering knowledge and
practice and the maintenance of a high professional standard
among its members the time has now come when it should
adopt the principle of becoming an active national force in
society should

—

—

To

end the com-

economic, industrial and civic affairs.
recommended that a comprehensive organization be
formed embracing: (1) The local affiliation of the branches
this

mittee

of the national "technical

societies

and the

local

technical

form of bill for the licensing or registration of engineers;
that the national council maintain an agency in Washington,
D. C, or elsewhere for the purpose of keeping advised of
federal legislation and departmental rulings and regulations
involving questions of engineering; and it was recommended
that the creation of a national department of public works be
supported.

The report was received favorably by the societ>- and
aroused active and extended discussion. The Board of Direction of the society has authorized another meeting of the
committee to be held in the early fall at which an effort will
be made to complete a final report for presentation at the
annual meeting in January.
The remainder of the week was spent in visits to points
and engineering interest in the vicinity of ]SIinneand St. Paul. On Friday the party left by special
train for Duluth and the Missabe iron range where Saturday
was spent in a tour of the range, returning to Duluth late
of scenic
apolis

Saturday evening.

June
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A

Department

SENATOR

Jones

of

of

Public

Washington

and

Works
Representative

Reavis of Nebraska have introduced bills in Congress
to create a Department of Public Works in which will
be concentrated
all
the
engineering and
architectural
activities of the government.
It is proposed to change the

name

of the Department of the Interior to the Department of

Public Works, to transfer to this department engineering
activities now handled by other departments and to transfer

result of a conference of representatives of over 75 engineering societies in Chicago in April representing an aggregate
membership of over 100,000 engineers. It has the backing
of Engineering Council and the engineering societies of the

United States in an effort to co-ordinate the extensive engineering and construction activities of the United States government which are now widely scattered in different departments with little or no attempt at co-ordination.

from the Department of the Interior all functions not directly concerned with construction, engineering, and scientific
Present bureau organizations with their personnel
are to be kept intact.

1829

Railway Affairs

in

Congress

matters.

The

now included in the Department of the
proposed to include in the Department
of Public Works are the Supervising Architect's office, now
subordinate to the Department of the Treasury; the Construction division of the United States Army; River and
Harbor Improvements, the Mississippi River Commission
and the California Debris Commission, now subordinate to
the Department of War; the Coast and Geodetic Survey and
the Bureau of Standards, now included in the Department of
Commerce; and the Bureau of Public Roads and the Forest
Service, now subordinate to the Department of Agriculture.
Among the activities to be transferred to other departments are the Patent Office, which is to go to the Department
of Commerce; the Bureau of Pensions to the Treasury Department; the Bureau of Education to the Department of
Labor; the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Board of Indian Commissioners to the Department of Labor; St. Elizabeth's Hospital and the Freedman's Hospital to the Public
Health Service of the Treasury Department and Columbia
activities not

Interior

which

it

is

Institution for the Deaf and Howard University to the
Bureau of Education, Department of Labor.
The bill provides that the secretary of the Department of
Public Works shall, by training and experience, be qualified
to administer the affairs of the department and to evaluate
the technical principles and operation involved in the work

Provision is made for four assistant secretaries to
be appointed by the President with compensation of $7,500
each per annum and to have administrative jurisdiction respectively over engineering design and construction, archithereof.

work and construction,
and land and legal matters.

tectural

The

scientific

work and surveys,

provides further that the engineering officers of
the United States Army detailed to non-military duties in the
Construction division of the United States Army, River and
Harbor Improvements, the Mississippi River Commission
and the California Debris Commission shall be detailed by
bill

the Secretary of

War

Department of
no exceeding two years as the

to like duties under the

Washington-, D. C.

CONSIDERATION

of general railroad legislation

was begun
by the Senate committee on interstate commerce on
in executive session but the meeting was devoted mainly to an informal discussion of the course of procedure to be followed. It was decided to appoint a subcommittee of five members, headed by Chairman Cummins, to
draft a tentative bill and report back to the full committee.
The committee was to meet again on Thursday to consider
the Poindexter fourth section bill on which hearings were
concluded on June 19.

Tuesday

Chairman Esch of the House committee on interstate and
commerce now expects to begin hearings on the gen-

foreign

eral railroad question about July 7.

Hearings before the House committee on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of this week on the Cummins bill, S.
641, intended to restore the complete jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission over interstate rates, brought
out a number of points which were overlooked by the Senate
when it passed the bill without having held any hearings on
it.
E. E. Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the
first witness, indicated that the commission is not especially
keen for being authorized to suspend rates initiated by the
director general during the remaining period of federal control, and thereby sharing with the Railroad Administration
the responsibility for the general advance in rates now genAlfred P. Thom, representing the railroads, said the question of policy was one for
the Railroad Administration to discuss. C. E. Elmquist, representing the state commissions, was sure the shippers wanted
erally believed to be forthcoming.

the former jurisdiction over rates of both the Interstate
merce Commission and the state commissions restored.

Com-

DiHines did not oppose giving the federal commission power to suspend his rates but did object to being
made subject to 48 states. Both he and Mr. Thom expressed
rector General

much

greater concern over the provision of the act requiring

the director general to pay final judgments for causes arising before federal control, out of the railroads' rentals.

cifically

Commissioner Clark informed the committee that the commission was not the proponent of the bill, and that while it
understood there was considerable demand for it, it "had not
felt the urgent necessity for legislation of this sort at this
time." The commission, therefore, had nothing to say as to
the question of policy but merely wished to point out several
ambiguities in the language which Mr. Clark said amounted
almost to fatal defects.
"The financial results of federal operation," he said,
"have not been as satisfactory or as successful as we all might
have wished, but the railroads were taken over as a war
measure and we have not doubted for some time that the government would be obliged in the end to charge off a sub-

dykes, breakwaters, piers, and in the supervision and in
the construction of national highways and bridges, and to
any other public work that shall be now or hereafter assigned to the Chief of Engineers under the War Department.
This organization shall also perform the duty of guarding
and protecting all national public works."
The bill to create the Department of Public Works is the

has rested with the President. The commission has had no
jurisdiction except to review his rates on complaint and the
shippers have generally refrained from attacking the rates
fixed by the director general, but that condition is gradually
A continually increasing number of combeing changed.
plaints is being filed, although they mainly involve (|ucstions
The enactment of this measure would give
of relationship.

Public

Works

for such period

Secretary of Public Works may find necessary to make the
gradual transfer of these improvements to civil administration without detriment to the public interest.
The corps of engineers of the United States Army has

expressed

its

opposition to this bill by arrangement for the

introduction of a bill to create an "Auxiliary Engineering
Corps" in the United States Army for duty on works of
a non-combative corps of engineers
public improvement
which shall be "under the command and direction of the
Chief of Engineers, U. S. A. Its personnel shall be assigned

—

by the Chief of Engineers to duties under his charge; speon river and harbor improvements, inland waterways, locks and canals, fortifications, embankments, levees,

stantial deficit as a

war

cost.

The

responsibility heretofore
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ll would iT(|uirc tlu' IVi-sia sort of divided risponsihilily.
dont to ask tlu- jHTmission of the comnii.s.^ion l)efore he could

shijjpers sIkjuUI have the right to

increased rate, no matter how
The commission dws not shrink from any respontrivial.
sibility but some of us thou.uht that sus^gestion ought to be

l)arrassment to the director general in re(|uiring

anv

file

tariff

carrying

an

made."
Regarding tlie defects in the bill, Mr. (Mark said that as
he interpreted its language it did not mean what the Senate
committee said it was intended to mean, that it would ])rescr\-e

the

rates.

It

onlv

risiht

authority of the director general over intrastate
provides that the director general .shall have the
to initiate rates posses.sed by the carriers before

federal control but shall be subject to all the limitations of
the interstate commerce act and, therefore, Mr. Clark thought
the jurisiliction t)ver intrastate rates would revert to the
states, while another section of the bill puts another limitation

on the power to increase state rates by requiring .50 days' noHe thought this provision was not sufficiently definite
tice.
as to how the notice should be given.
The shippers, Mr. Clark said, seem to favor the restoration
by the
of the commission's power to suspend rates initiated
to the
director general, but the bill would also subject him
which
limitation in the amended fifteenth section of the act,
tariff inrecjuires the permission of the commission before a

Congress would
creasing a rate can be filed and he thought
He also
hardlv like to limit the director general in that way.
pointed to other defects in the language.
The amendment to require the director general to pay out
based on causes beof the railroads" rental final judgments
personally considered
fore federal control Ur. Clark said, he
of his money
sound, because a man ought not to be kept out
the government has control of the railroad
merely because
propertv.

.

.

^

^

-i

of Raihvay
Alfred P. Thom, counsel for the Association
for the RailExecutives, said the question of policy is one
out that the
road Administration to discuss but he pointed
responsibility
pa^sa^e of the bill would result in a divided
The railroad companies,
for th'e results of federal control.
verv much interested, he said, in the provision

however are

that suspendmg
regarding the pavment of judgments and in
to exclude the period
the statute of limitations as to claims
He said that the question of judgments
of federal control.
the question of personal injury or
merely
involve
does not
that the field includes
freicrht loss and damage claims, but
made bv the director general for improve-

the !ar<Te contracts
supplies to replace
ment* t'o the propertv or for materials and
control act, he said, the
those taken over. Under the federal
director general for
carriers mav be sued for the acts of the
responsible and the corollary is a right to

which thev 'are not
Therefore he suggested an amend\e^'^ on their propertv.
any propment to provide that no process shall be levied on
federal control where the
ertv of a carrier for causes during
himself and the earner.
director general is liable, as between
for payment of judgprovision
the
that
^declared
also
He
is m direct
ments out of the compensation due the companies
compensation concontravention of the terms of the standard
to what may be deducted
tracts, which include a limitation as
provide
from the rentals and he suggested an amendment to
as
deductions shall be made to pay judgments "except
that

otherwise provided in the standard contract."
Association
Charles E. Elmquist, president of the National
and Utilities Commissioners, said that before the
of

Railwav

passed the peace treaty will be signed and, therefore,
conditions.
should be considered in the light of normal peace
The shippers demand the right to have an investigation and
determination of the reasonableness of rates before they become effective and the bill should be passed as soon as posgained after
sible to restore rights which the shippers had

bill is
it

we
years of struggle." There are indications, he said, that
30
are again facing a large increase in rates, possibly 25 to
per cent, and if that is so, it is especially important that the

come

He

effective.

the Interstate

in-

iicard

licfore they \)C-

admitted that there might

Commerce Commission's

l)e

some em-

him

to ask

jjermi.ssion before

fil-

ing an increased rate, but the [)rotection re(|uired by shij)pers
should have ])aramount consideration and any increases in
the exjjiring period of federal control should
follow the former jjrcxedure and be filed with the fifteenth
section board of the commission for a full report iiefore the
He was particularly interested in
rates are made effective.
{ireserving the authority of the state commissioners. The bill
provides that a hearing shall be given, but does not say before what body.
Mr. Elmtjuist suggested that it be amended
rates during

to provide that

made without

no change or

increa.se

in

intrastate rates be

the approval of the proper state tribunals con-

formable to the laws of the .several states. He argued that
the state authorities realize the great increa.se in railroad expenses and thought there would be no difficulty because of

when Representative Denison suggested that a state commission might consider it preferable for the federal government to bear a deficit rather
than to impose a hardship on the shippers of the state, Mr.
Elmquist said that the commission could deal with the question of discrimination under the Shreveport decision.
If
the jurisdiction is not restored, he said, there should be an
amendment providing for review or suspension of intrastate

their failure to act promptly, but

rates initiated by the director general, by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Representative Winslow referred to the
case of the Maine Central, which he said with an increase in
traffic had an increase in expenses much greater than its increase in revenue and asked what the government .should do
for a road facing receivership by reason of such a condition.
Mr. Elmquist said he was not prepared to say now what
should be done in such a case.
Mr. Elmquist said that discipline and morale had suffered under federal control and he thought the railroads
would be able to control their expenses by greater efficiency.
Director General Hines said he would discuss the bill on
the assumption that it is the disposition of Congress to give
the Interstate Commerce Commission power to suspend rates
initiated by the President and that the relations of the Railroad Administration with the Interstate Commerce Commission are so close and cordial that the change would have little,
It would not embarrass the Railif any, direct significance.
road Administration or change its procedure in any practical
Mr. Hines said in an informal way the commission
way.
has been very helpful in giving advice on important rate matters and he felt that the Railroad Administration now should
not undertake any important change in the rate structure
its advice.
He pointed out, however, that because of
the feeling that rates should not be decided entirely by railroad men, C. A. Prouty, a former interstate commerce commissioner, had been appointed in charge of the Division of

without

Public Service and that its concurrence was required on all
In case of a disrates proposed by the Division of Traffic.
agreement, the matter was submitted to the director general.
Later ]\Iax Thelen had been appointed director of the Division of Public Service and his concurrence is required.
Moreover, the representation of shippers on the various local
traffic committees has been increased so that they are evenly
balanced between shippers and railroad men. The bill, however, goes beyond what is needed to accomplish the desired
purpose, Mr. Hines said, because it apparently abolishes the

machinery contemplated by the federal control act by which
intrastate rates initiated by the director general are filed with
If this plan is abolthe Interstate Commerce Commission.
ished, the procedure for initiating intrastate rates would be
relegated to the former procedure under the various state
laws, under some of which the railroads had no power to
Unless this was the purpose of Congress, he
initiate rates.
thought the entire situation could be met by a simple amend-

June

27,
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ment of the federal control act to provide that any rate
initiated by the President in accordance with its provisions
might be suspended by the Interstate Commerce Commission
He pointed
for a specified time pending an investigation.
out that the bill in its present form would make the President subject to the fifteenth section amendment of August,
1917, requiring the permission of the commission before a
tariff containing an increased rate can be filed, and would also
subject him to the amendment of 1910, by which all increases
in rates made after that date were presumed to be prima
facie unreasonable and the burden of the proof was put on

The Senate

Mr. Hines said, would re-enact
any increase by the President, although that presumption is no longer reasonable in view of
He thought
the diminished purchasing power of the dollar.
there was no great difference of opinion as to the intrastate
rates, but that the question is important because the United
States government has assumed responsibility for the railroad
the carrier.

bill,

that presumption against

question of railroad revenues, therefore, becomes one of national policy. This represents an emergency
situation of very great seriousness because the railroads will
not remain under federal control for a very consideral)le time
and if the government is left helpless as to intrastate rates
because of the different conclusions of different states in no
way responsible for the general policy, it will be impossible to

conception of the federal control act. Mr. Elmquist's suggestion that the Interstate Commerce Commission
control led the situation by its power over discriminations, he
dismissed as impracticable, because, he said, if the govcarr}- out the

is

to establish a rate structure

must be
take many months
situation

it

tion in the

As

in a position to act

which will protect the
promptly and it would

to thresh out the question of discrimina-

Receiving the

Railway Equipment

federal

control

THE

IMPORTANCE

of the provision of the armistice calling
delivery of 5,000 locomotives, and 150,000
freight cars to the Allied armies is best realized when
for

it is

the

understood that today a large share of the railway equipin use on the railways of Belgium and northern France

ment

of German origin. Some of the better fast passenger trains
are equipped with German cars and still have the German
signs and instructions in them.
From the American point
is

of view the further interesting fact is that Americans were
assigned to the work of receiving a share of this equipment,
of inspecting it and of putting it in condition for service.

By the terms of the armistice, Germany was ordered to deliver 5,000 locomotives, and 150,000 cars not including 19,-

payment of judgments, Mr.

for the

Hines pointed out that the provision of the
since

German

021 cars needed to make up the quota of the railways of Al-

way suggested by Mr. Elmquist.

to the provision

arising

necessary in connection with the policy of unification.
In
spite of many technical obligations on the individual railroads, and that if these words are eliminated all sorts of
things done reasonably in connection with the unification
would be brought into question. He thought most of the dissatisfaction against such orders grew out of the necessity for
emergency action during the early part of the period of federal control and that the causes of discontent have now been
generally eliminated.
Hearings on the fourth section bill were concluded on June
19 after a large number of witnesses had been heard for and
against the bill.
Most of those in favor of it were the representatives of the intermountain section.

The

situation.

ernment

1831

is

bill as to causes

unnecessary,

because

it

is

the settled policy of the Railroad Administration to pay
such judgments regularly and without question, but as to
causes arising before federal control, the government should
not be subjected to the burden of assuming the debts of the

now

While the bill provides that
without question:
such judgments shall be paid from the money owing to the
railroads, Mr. Hines pointed out that this offered no protection to the government because nearly every railroad owes the
government more for capital expenditures than the government owes it and the power of the government to deduct from
the railroads' compensation is limited by the provisions of the
Therefore, if the government uses what
standard contract.
it can deduct to pay judgments, it diminishes by that amount
what it could deduct for the debts of the railroads to the government. This would leave it to get its money back in the
Moreover, he thought the only reason for
best way it can.
such a provision arose from a very few instances of confusion
or delay during the early period of federal control, because
railroads

he was not aware of a single case now where a judgment
against a railroad company remains unpaid because of inability to attach its property.

but,

generally speaking,

it

is

Some

railroads are insolvent
incorrect to assume that the

judgment creditor is without recourse because most companies
have assets not under the control of the federal government
which may be located and attached. The Railroad Administration will give every reasonable assistance to the creditor in

locating such assets.
]\Ir. Hines also pointed out that the Senate bill omits the
words "or with any order of the President'' in the provision

of the federal control act that carriers shall be subject to all
laws and liabilities as common carriers except such as may be
inconsistent with the provision of the act or with any order

said that within the scope and purpose
it is necessary that the President
shall have the right to make reasonable orders which are

of the President.

He

of the federal control act

"U. S.

Official"

Photc

The Americans Who Received the
Germans Who Handed

Equipment and
Over

the

It

sace-Lorraine which had to be "handed over together with
their pre-war material and personnel."
The actual work of receiving the equipment was put in the
hands of two Interallied Commissions for the Reception of
German Railway material, one at Brussels consisting of a
British, a French and a Belgian delegate and the other at
Metz consisting of a French officer, Lieutenant Colonel
Bachellery, and an American, Major N. F. Brown, was formerly an assistant engineer in the construction department of
the Pennsylvania Railroad who was selected by Brigadier
General W. W. Atterbury, Director General of Transportation of the A. E. F. to head the American section.
The locomotives to be delivered were originally divided into

RAILWAY AGK
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on hauling (apiuity, liul latiT this wa.s
on rhissi's and types
a.s
follows: 1, ()()() eapahle of liauliiig a train of 900 tons
iiiininuim on a one per cent grade; 1,000 aiile to haul 800 to
'>()() tons on a similar grade; 1,500 and 1,200 able to haul 050
to 750 tons, and ,U)0 able to haul from ()50 to 700 tons.
In
earh ease the number a(eeptal)le in eaeh .series of Ik'lgian,
Kreiuh and German Uxomotive was speeified as well as the
projiortion of engines that might he supplied without separate tenders.
'The ears were similarly divided into eight
ila.s.ses as follows:
70,0()() gondolas; 20,000 Hat; 10,200 miseellaneous; 1,000 tank; .;5,500 bo.\; 2,500 freight baggage;
10, ()()() i)as.senger anil 800 passenger baggage cars.
Of the total number of loiomotives, half were to be delivered to each commission
the commission at Hrus.scls receiving 1 ,,^00 for the British army, ()0() for the Belgian and
000 for the French.
The 2,500 ilelivered to the Metz comtliri'c

I

;it;iv;i>rii's

Ii;im-iI

rlianjjcd to iiu Imlo five catrgorios, based

—
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and laplured, made an imniediati' restitution to
Looked at in the itroadest way the toll
taken from Germany in cars and engines was, in the main,
a replacement proposition, although of course, (oming at such
a time, the depriving her of this material had a retarding effect on a remol)ilization of her armies in case of an attem])ted
di>lriiud

Frame

im|)erative.

reni'wal of hostilities.
I'he two commissions worked tiirougli a number of suIjcommissions which handled the a<hninistrative work at the
receiving stations
the Metz Commission having five French
sub-commissions and two American, the latter being later
combined to form a third.
One of the two American sub-commissions worked at Con-

—

Hans.
The other was at Audun Le Roman for a time and
then moved its head(|uarters to Petangc, in Lu.xembourg and
wiien the two combined in January, moved the headquarters
to Moselweiss near Cobleiitz.

of the Commission. From Left to Right: Major N. F. Brown; Major A. W. Byron, Assistant General
Superintendent of Motive Power, A. E. F.; Captain V. Godshall; Captain W. G. Knight; Captain F. J. Snow; Lieutenant W. Smith; Lieutenant S. R. Harper; Adjutant Louis Loth

The American Section

mission were to be divided 500 for the A. E. F. and 2,000
for the French.
The Metz commission was originally supposed to receive
34,000 cars, which numl^er was subsequently increased to
approximately 40,000.
In the case of the locomotives delivered to the American
Army the title was not to pass direct to the A. E. F., but the
latter was to be given the use of the locomotives until such
time as agreed upon.
Great Britain had lost many of her
imported locomotives in Flanders, also at Gouzecourt following the counter attack after the battle of Cambria in November, 1917. Belgium had lo.st heavily in engines during
the invasion of her territory.
Germany had also contrived
to keep cars belonging to France in her country prior to the
beginning of the war, and these, with what she subsequently

It

is

a total of 8,383 cars inspected,

and
cans

Americans rejected more
them than they accepted. Of
the Americans accepted 6,717

interesting to note that the

of the locomotives delivered to
rejected

1,666; but of the 225 locomotives the Amerionly 82 were accepted and 143 were

inspected-,

rejected.

Each locomotive was to be delivered in good order with
shovel, lanterns, hose, etc., and provision was made for the
An interesting story
delivery of spare parts for repairs.
could be made of the details of inspecting and repairing the
locomotives and cars for service,

etc.,

but space does not

permit.

not right, however, to omit some reference to the Gerpersonnel that was sent with the equipment. Each enthe engineman and firenine was delivered bv two agents
It is

man

—

June
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Standard Contracts Executed

These agents not only delivered the locomotives to the
receiving stations, but moved them to the interior of France
They were retained in the
to their ultimate destination.
service of the French as long as considered necessary to take
man.

.Administration and the railroad companies
23 had executed 83 standard compensation
contracts providing for an annual compensation of
$560,299,623 and three contracts providing for a lump sum
payment of $129,734. The contracts cover 51 of the Class I
roads and in many cases they include a number of subsid-

THKup Railroad
June
to

care of the traffic pending the re-establishment of normal
The agents furnished to accompany locomotives
conditions.
destined to the American Army, remained with their engines
until tlie\" delivered them to their ultimate destination, but
were not retained in the American service, but were returned
to Germany to bring over other locomotives.
During their stay within the Allied lines they were fur-

iaries.

eral

One

of

Maior Norman Brown who

since leaving the service,
,„
\
Pennthe -D
(corporate) ofr it

•'

.

,

^

.

^

,

4.

has become an assistant engineer
sylvania Railroad and to Captain V. Godshall, formerly
special agent of the accounting department of the Penns\i'~
„ r,
^^
i
vania Railroad and since leaving military service, accountant
in the corporate engineer's office of the Pennsylvania Rail,

.

Most of the contracts

control.

.

,

'

•

T

i.

road.

•

,

1

•

!_..

;

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

.

.,

;

A comparison of
,„,„
months ot 1919 with

freight revenues.
,

the

„

hrst

,

tour

witli

,

.

•

year showed an excess of $350,000.

,

the loss in
,

lllC

freight during
.

same period of

last

the

roads

larger

The Railroad Administration has declined to
company until it has accepted the
equipment allotted to it and many companies have not yet
sign a contract with a

s'gned because they have claims pending for special compen-

The Locomotive

sation in addition to the standard return.
The list of compensation contracts executed, which is in addition to a number of co-operative short line contracts which include no compensation is as follows:
indentations indicate subsidiary parties to the one contract.
Class 1 roaa.s.
t indicates contracts executed but not delivered.

* Inaic.ites

Abilene

& Southern Railway Company

^."""""msTs

Alabama & Vicksburg Railroad
Topeka &: Santa I'e
Grand Canyon Railroad

3J2.854
42.810,310

"-Atchison,

Ifo" G?and!,°E!' p"so'& SantTpe
*Guif, Colorado & Santa i"e
'Panhandle & Santa Fe
Atlantic & Western Railroad Company

12 660

10.185:942

*'^''^"%^,XnBtor &^ VaTn^^^^
Tampa Southern
Augusta

1

contracts compares
roads under fed-

compensation.

Southern

Railway

tBaflimore. Chesapeake

to package freight is now the subReduction of damage
°
'^
°
ject, on the Atchison Topeka & Sante Fe, of a campaign, con.,,
...
,1
_j ,1
J
ducted by special committee and this committee gathers rfreighthouse employees and gives them lectures. At Chicago it was
shown that the loss and damage to freight shipments ten years
ago amounted to 2 per cent of the gross freight revenues and
by a campaign then carried on was reduced to 0.66 of 1 per
'^
rent
while in the past few years the percentage has steadily
increased and at the present time is 2.12 per cent of the gross
,

l)y

$940,00(),()()() for all the

which have not been signed are held up because of differences
regarding the allocation of equipment or the matter of special

._

,

.

'

compensation covered

Commission for the Reception of German Railroad Material at Metz.
Engines Accepted and Has Already Received Its New U. S. A. Number

These passports were countersigned by the president of the
sub-commission receiving and forwarding the locomotive. In
addition to these passports each engineer was furnished with
a travel order showing the station to which he was to move
and the station to which he was to return after delivering his
locomotive to the American service.
The Railway Age is indeJDted for the foregoing information to

total

of the Inter-Allied
Is

,

The

with an estimate of

nished protection, and guaranteed shelter and food at their
Their salaries, which were on the basis of those
expense.
paid to them while in civil life, were charged to the service
using them.
To insure their proper treatment and protection every agent
was furnished with a passport printed in three languages.

The Personnel

1833

S:

-Ktlantic

K.

R.

22.5S7
86.647

Co

"Bangor & Aroostook Railroad
Van Buren Bridge Co.
Bennettsviiie & Cheraw
Xortliwestern Railway
Birmingham

1,575,171

29,077
34.522

iv;

Brooklyn

Eastern

306^59

Terminal'.

District

^J'^i^ ^^''o^?i^ .Y •, ,>•,•
*Buftalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Ka'lwav

»S"5^!°

'Central
*^^'^'"'

New

'southern"'''

.Sylvania Central

"Central

\

ennont

portation

3.276,410
1,468.123
^•"""•'^^

England Railway

\Vad?e'\-

._

,

Railway Company

Company

— ^Central

,

,\

.„

ermoiit

Trans835.402

%^'^:s^r:^^^^'oLp.ny^:V:^.V/ -./.:
:^X°l
Missouri
& Blair Ry. & Bridge Co.
Pierre

i;

\ allcv
I'ort Pierre

Pierre. Rapid City

^2'-^°''

Bridge

&-

Rv. Co.

& Northwestern

\Vyom'inr& Northwestern

23.364%l8
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IS,^^

Uuiiii,...

\

MiiilMiKtiin
lUuck Mill S

Oiiiiuy

rrii!

Kailroail

C oiiiiianv

J.l

.I'lH,;-)

I'lcrrc

Dra.lwou.l Cnilral
L'l'i'icy, Omnlin
'Cliicaijo tireiit Wrslcr'n

&

Kniiftnii

I'ilv

Uiiilrnad Conipailv

2,953,449
27,946,771

Milwatikrc &• St. Paul Railway Company
Tatoina I'.astcrn Knilmail t'niii|inny
l'.>'lliii:;liani & Nnrllinii Kailuay Coiiinaiiv

•I'liicatjo.

&

S.iiilo. r.ii AiiK.I.'
Mil»aiiki't Irrminal

\V.!,tiTn

Uailwa'y Co.

Uail»ay Cimipany.
Ilarlior Uailway Co.
Kailway L'ompany
C'liicago
liimtion Kailway
Chicago River & Iiidianii Uailroad l"ompany
•Cliicago. St. I'aul, Minneapolis & Oinalia Ry
'Cincinnati Northern Railroad
•Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &• St. Louis
Mnncic Helt Railway
•Colorado \ Southern
•Wichita \alley
Cuniherland & I'ennsvlvania Railroad
•Detroit S: .Mackinac kailwav I'onipany
I'liKtl

.S..iMul

Cinllalin

& Wiliapa

Detroit, liay City & Western
Detroit Terminal Railroad
•Fort Worth & Denver City Railway

IMorida Railway
Georgia. Florida & .\labama
•Georjiia Railroad

2 8.13,",^
255,6')J

:

.

.

310.664
85,967
186,460

.

Co

1

Railway

Rattlesnake

Water Com|iaiiy

Union Pacific Water Company
"Washington Southern
•Western Railway cf .Alabama
Wrightsville is:
Winston-.Salem

Southbound

Wiggins

C'.inpany

Tennille

I'"erry

3

with total aiinnal comiiensation
Contracts with lump sum of

1

Preventing Deterioration by
the Proper Use

(lump sum)

& Nashville Railroad

Memphis, Dallas & Gulf Railroad
•Michigan Central Railroad
Chicago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw
'Minnesota & International Railway Company
Missouri & North .Arkansas
•Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad
New England Steamship Company

New

Bedford. Martha's Vineyard

boat

29,734
16,540,717

296,053
150,000
127,081
1,548,541

43,583
519,371
1.135,760
11.321.233
3,414,751
17.310.494
343,915
41

689

5,367
28,295
8,105,727

202.455
175,000
3.182.089
1,050,753

Co.
S-

Nantucket .Steam-

Compan\

"New Orleans

Great Northern Railroad Company
•Nc.v York Cential Railroad

Kanawha & West

575.951
58,122,084

Virginia

Zanesxille & Western
•Kanawha & Michigan
•Toledo & Ohio Central

•New

Western
York, Ontario
•Norfolk & Western Railwav
New River, Holston & Western
Tug River & Kentucky
Virginia-Carolina Railway
Williamson & Pond Creek
•Northern Pacific Railway
Big Fork & International Falls
Gilmore & Pittsburgh
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah
•Pennsylvania Lines (West)
Wheeling Terminal Ry.
Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern
Ohio River & Western
Manufacturers Railway
•Pennsylvania Railroad
Baltimore & Sparrow's Point Railroad
.S:

•Cumberland

Paint
&

saving in the railignored by the
officers of the roads; that is the preservation of the
property by painting. This statement is not made in a spirit
of criticism for the same mistake has been made by the pul die
Railroad officers have disregarded the savings
in general.

2.103.589
20 540 899

30.130.068

1 ,048.782
15,154,719

53.603,42/

\'alley

York. Philadelphia & Norfolk
Union Railroad Company of Baltimore
Barnegat Railroad
Philadelphia & Beach Haven
Roselyn Connecting Railroad
tPhiladclphia & Camden Ferry
•Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Radroad
Port Huron Southern Railroad
•Richmond. Fredericksbuig & Potomac
•Rutland Railroad
Salina Northern Railroad
St. Louis Merchants' Bridge Terminal Ry. Co
•St. Joseph & Grand Island Rv. Co
St. Paul Bridge & Terminal Railway Company

•Southern Pacific
*.\rizona Eastern
•Houston, Texas Central
•Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio
'Texas & New Orleans

industry

401,556
8,980,219
11,025
1,137,373
1,023.883
15,000
412,427
373.811
67.509
47,559,988

has

ficlds for

practically

that could be effected by giving more attention to painting,
not because they are indifferent to promoting economy, but
because their training and education have been along other
Professor H. H. King of Kansas State Agricultural
lines.
College has made a study of this particular question and recently stated that the lack of paint protection causes a greater

annual

loss

loss for the

through deterioration than the aggregate

same period.

The

fire

truth of this statement can-

not be questioned, yet the prevention of a property loss by
protection against fire receives much more attention than the
The railroads emprevention of deterioration by painting.

ploy

men

especially

trained

in

fire

protection methods to

travel over the line constantly watching conditions

and sug-

In every shop and terminal there is
a fire chief whose word is law in all things pertaining to his
department.
Why not give the foreman in charge of the
paint department some voice in the protection of equipment,
since the lack of protective measures is causing a greater
loss than fire?
Some will say that the railroads of this country expend
hundreds of thousands of dollars each year for paint protection.
However, careful observation will disclose the fact
that painting is generally done because of the ornamental effect, the prevention of loss through deterioration being given
secondary consideration or entirely disregarded. These two
objects should not be separated.
One should be incidental to
the other, but preservation should be the controlling factor.
It is easy to find examples of the use of paint to secure
ornamental effects while no thought is given to the preservation of material by its use.
Not long ago while riding on
the observation platform the conversation turned to the subject of the protection by painting, and I was able to point
out object after object that was corroding for want of such
attention.
One striking example was found in the general
store building which was a frame structure with a shingle
roof.
The entire building was well painted in attractive
colors, the roof being a bright red, but the outside sheds
made of corrugated iron were badly corroded having never
gesting improvements.

•New

Houston & Shreveport
•Houston East & West Texas

of

W. Gibbons

ONE OF THE MOST FERTILE
been
road

Henderson & St. Louis Ry
& Mississippi Railroad & Transfer Co
& Wadlev Railroad Company

The Hartford & New York Trans.

J.

560.299,623
129,734

Santa Fe

Indiana Harbor Belt
•Kansas City, Mexico S; Orient Railroad
•The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Ry. Co. of Texas
Lake F.rie & Eastern
•Lake Erie S; Western
Leavenworth Terminal Railway & Bridge Co
•Lehigh & Hudson River Railway
•Lehigh & New England Railroad Company
•Lehigh \"alley Railroad
•Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad

Louisville

3,862,317

Roads

Cla.ss

C.)ntracts

By

Central
ChicaKO. Memphis & Gulf
Dunlcith & Dubuque Bridge
Central Elevator & Warehouse Co.
Mississippi N'alley Corporation

Louisiana

41,027
260,251
416,675

.St.

General Foreman Locomotive Painter, Atchison, Topeka

Montana Kastern
Watertown & Sioux Falls
Te.xas & Western Railway

•Louisville
"Louisville.

,.88.237

Railway

51

Uuluth Terminal
& Teton County
Great Northern Ktiuipment Company
Great Northern Terminal
Minneapolis Western
Minneapolis Belt
Gulf,

468,432

Cimijiany

Louis ConnectinK
St. Louis Transfer
•Yazoo S: Missi>sippi Valley
East

Cireat Falls

•Illinois

Railroad

89

28.771.360

2,574,510
100,000
665,391
32,009
38,416,110

•Oregon & Washington Railway & Nav. Co.
Des Schutes Railway
Green River Water Company

526 069

& Superior Bridge

I'uhith

(lump ium)

Company

S'M 3.^6

SS 000
57 637
858 662
92y 385
331,954

Ky

"Grand Rapids & Indiana
Green Hay & Western Railroad
.\hnapcc & Western Kailuav Comianv
Kewaunee. Green Bay & Western R. R. Co.
•Great Northirn

& llrazos \ alley
Tr.nns-MisBiiisippi Terminal Railroad
I'nion Frcijfht Railroad Company
"I'liion Pacific Railroad
•Oregon .Short Line
Trinity

916,804
lOS.SJS

Wharf Company

Galveston
Georgia &

'.Morgan's I.ouiniana & Texas R. K, & S, S. Co.
•Louliiana Western
Lake Charlen & Northern
ll.eiia Jt Vermillion
Terminal Railway .•Vnsociation of St. Louii

\ alley

4,9.14,789
.117,628
9,945,7.18
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There was paint enough on the shingle roof
was of no value to have covered all the corrugated

1835

been painted.

tliese

where

of cheap materials.

it

is

the

is

an opportunity for the substitution
not disregard the composition so

Why

long as the paint mixed with processed linseed

iron buildings.

What

conditions there

remedy

for the condition that prevails?

It is

not because of ignorance that such practices exist on railroads, but rather because those who realize the trouble have
not the authority to correct

it,

due

to the division of authority.

The Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association has
made experiments which prove conclusively that heat treated
or processed linseed oil will give greater protection against
moisture and the action of sulphuric and other acids commonly found in railroad operation than raw linseed oil.
This was publicly demonstrated at the convention of the association and the results have been confirmed by independent
investigation.
Nevertheless, the standard paint vehicle is
still raw linseed oil, the reason being that the chemist cannot analyze or determine the purity of the heat treated or
processed linseed oil.
The objection is raised that under

Prouty Proposes Plan
Revenue Situation

at the

oil gives the

best protection?

Similar conditions exist in regard to varnish.
Chemists
cannot determine the exact nature of the oil used in the
manufacture of varnish, but this, the most expensive material used in the railroad paint department, is commonly
purchased upon service tests and the reputation of the manufacturer for maintaining quality. Even this last is not necessary for a competent master painter can determine in a very
short time the quality of paint or varnish by the film test.
The proper means for correcting the great loss by deterioration is to give the master painters the recognition they de-

The

serve.

railroads hire painters but seldom take their
done deterioration could be minimized

If this were

advice.

without spending any more money for paint materials than
lias Ijeen

for

done

in the past.

Adequate Revenues

Base of the Whole Problem,

Roads

Should Be Returned on December 31
.\.
Prouty, former member of the
Commerce Commission and now Director of

CH.'^RLES

Interstate

the Divi-

sion of Accounting of the Railroad Administration,

who

some time ago advocated a continuation of the experiment
of government operation of railroads, has recently addressed
a letter to a number of Congressmen and railroad men, de-

way rates of this country; and it could not with its present
organization.
With a proper organization it could make
and publish those rates at a tithe of the expense under which
the carriers now rest in that behalf.
Still further, the rates

will be $500,suggests some ideas for
the future regulation of the carriers, in part as follows:
"The problem is to devise some method by which under
private ownership rates shall be established which will yield

would gradually assume a much more coherent,
and permanent shape than they now have, to the
immense advantage of the shipping public. As director of
accounting I have charge of overcharge claims, and am satisfied that nineteen-twentieths of the undercharges and overcharges which so vex the shipper and which are so troublesome to the carrier, result from the complexities of our rate
structures and the manner of the publication of our tariffs.
All this might readily be removed if the commission itself
made and published the rate.
"While the intrastate rate presents many difficulties in the
solution, they are not at all insuperable.
If some plan of

upon

actual co-operation can be put into effect they will disappear.

claring that the railroads should be returned to their owners
on December 31 but that the government should retain a
certain degree of control for another year while the financial relations between the railroads
being adjusted. He estimated that
if the first three months be taken as
000,000 to $800,000,000. He also

and the government

are

the deficit for this year,

an index,

to the carriers a sufficient revenue without imposing

Moreover, that plan must be
the public an unjust burden.
such as can be adapted to the present exigency. As a contribution to the general discussion the following suggestions
are

made:
I.

The Making

of

Rates

"Rates to be fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Such rates to be absolute, with no right upon the part
of the carrier to vary up or down.
"State rates to be fixed by the I. C. C. in collaboration
with the state commission, or perhaps by the state commission, with the right of appeal to the I. C. C.
"The I. C. C. shall have power to fix divisions and also
to approve agreements for the routing of traffic and the
division of earnings from competitive traffic, but not until
after full hearing upon notice to all interested parties, including the general public.
"The right to initiate rates, supervised as it is by the
I. C. C, has been for tlie last five years of no advantage to
the carrier. No advance in rates has been made which could
not have been secured by an application to the Commission
for a change in the rate.
"The right to reduce the rate without leave of the commission has not benefited the public, but has in the main proved
a

sort of vicious discrimination

"It

is

and disorganization.

said that the commission could not

make

the rail-

so established
consistent,

"The commission should have power to fix the divisions
when the carriers themselves do not agree,

of a joint rate

thereby justly distributing the charge for the entire service
among those carriers which participate in that service.

"In many cases competition might well be restrained with
advantage to the carrier and without detriment to the public.
To this end carriers should be permitted to enter into arrangements for the routing and division of traffic, or for the
division of the earnings from competitive traffic.
Such
arrangements should only be permitted with the approval
of the commission and upon conditions fixed by it.
II.

"The

The Basis

railroads should

for

Such Rates

be self-supporting.

To

this

end

Congress should instruct the I. C. C. to establish such reasonable rates as will yield a fair return upon the value for
rate-making pur[")oses which it establishes.
"The amount of this return ought not to be prescribed.
In the nature of things it cannot be the same upon the value
of

all

carriers.

To

establish

rates

which would vield a

given return (say. 6 per cent) upon tlie value of the most
unfortunate carrier, would exact from the public too high
transportation charges, while upon the other hand, to maintain rates so low as to yield only an adequate return upon
the value of the most fortunate carrier would be extremely

;

:
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unjust to

its

priKluce an

less

The nitos sliould
favoral (.oiuiK'titors.
return upon tlie average value affected

ad(.'(iuati-

by them.

"The value upon whieh
that value whicli the

this return

commission

is

should

now

l)e

fixing

allowed

is

under the

Until now it has wi.sely refu.sed to
valuation act of 1913.
place a value upon any property until it could know from
the facts heforc it what the result would he of applying the
mcthixis and principles adopted by it to the railroads of the
Within the next two and one-half years it
entire country.
should have named the rate-makinj» value of every consid-

"Congress should provide that no carrier shall pay
security" holders out of its net operating income in any year
more than a certain per cent upon the rate-making value
The balance of its earnings should
fixed by the commission.
be distributed in the manner to be detennined by Congress.
its

"All carriers in a given section must charge substantially
same rate. In the first place, many, and perhaps most,
of these rates are directly or indirectly competitive and a
But,
carrier charging a higher rate would lose the Ijusincss.
in addition to that, there is a relation between communities
the

within a given section which requires that a uniform scale
of rates be maintained if serious discrimination is to be
avoided. This means, of course, that one railroad will make
a much larger net income than another, and ])erhaps the most

whole problem is to find some way in
which the weak road can be sustained without undue profit
difticult part of this

to the strong road.

permitting

pay a

fair

balance in
the highest

time fairly

My

own thought has been
protect the interest of the public.
that this would be best accomplished under the following
pay to the owners of
which represent its carrier property, say, six
per cent upon its rate-making value as determined by the
commission. A few years ago this might have been too much
This would probably
today less would be hardly fair.
enable the carrier in the immediate future whose property
was represented half by bonds and half by stock to pay a
dividend upon its stock of at least 7 per cent.
"What remained over and above this in any year should

"The

carrier should be allowed to

securities

be used for three purposes
"(a) A certain amount, probably 2 per cent or 3 per cent
upon the rate-making value, should be invested in the property itself, but upon condition that the amount of this investment shall not be made the basis of a claim for addiThere is in every railroad property^ if the
tional rates.
experience of the past be an index to the future, an invisible
loss and a functional depreciation which cannot be taken
care of in any other way. A reasonable rate should provide
for this, just as much as for an adequate return to security
holders.

"(b) In some way a guarantee must be provided for the

payment

of future interest

necessity be lean years

made

if

any, in rates

may

December 31, 1919,

be necessary.

terminbe returned to the ojieration of their
owners.
The government should guarantee for one year
a return equal to 75 per cent of the contract compensation
in all cases where the contracts have been executed, and the
carrier should l)e required to pay over to the government
in all such cases 75 per cent of ;uiy excess which it may make
over and above the contract compensation. If there is no contract there should be no guarantee and no payment.
"3.
The government should retain for one year from
January 1 a certain measure of control for certain purposes.
"Settlements must be made with the carriers, and to that

and the

ate

exi.sting contracts .should

jjropcrties

end the government must have the right to call upon them
for certain assistance and infonnation.
"In restoring these properties there will be many adjustments as to the use of terminals, the joint use of equipment,
etc., as to which the government must have power to act to
avoid inconvenience to the public and due equity between
the carriers.

"If the government

is to guarantee a net income in any
must have a certain supervisory power over the
expenditures for maintainance of way and equipment.
"I also feel that it will be found necessary during this

amount,

first

it

year, while the financial status of these carriers

coming re-established, so

to speak,

for the

is

government

beto

improvements, including the purThis, however, ought not to involve
chase of equipment.
any loss upon the part of the government.
assist in the financing of

plan:

and

and dividends. There will of
and the one should be

fat years

Rates cannot properly be varied
time the business increases or declines with a correThis guarantee fund
sponding effect upon net returns.
should not be invested in the property, but should be held in
the form of some quick asset.
"(c) Any balance remaining should be divided between
the railway and the public, the public taking more as the
amount increases; as, for example, the first 2 per cent to be
divided equally, the next 3 per cent one to the carrier and

ever}'

Government operation should continue as it is until
1.
Within that time the commi.ssion will be able
judge something of tlie future and to determine what

"I.

January

"2.

to

its

this |)lan?

changes,

Disposal of Net Income from Operation

"This can in a measure be accomplished by
the strong road to retain a sufficient amount to
return upon its value and by disposing of the
such a way as to encourage the carrier to secure
possible efficiency in operation and at the same

tile government, any additional amount one to the
and four to the government.
"Anything accumulated from this source by the government might be devoted in some form to the assistance of the
weaker roads.
"Assuming that thi.s sc luinc inigiit be a workable one if
the roads were once more in the jjossession of tiieir owners,
what steps should be taken to restore them and put in effect

to

carrier

to

erable railroad property in the United States.
III.

two
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to offset the other.

"These suggestions do not profess to cover all the legislawhich ought to be enacted at the present time. There
is no mention of the supei^vision of securities, which certainly must be undertaken in some way by the federal govtion

ernment.

"Nothing is said as to control by the government of conmaintenance and operation. While carriers should

struction,

be

as free as possible in these respects, there are inthe safety and convenience of the public must
protected.
I have always myself believed that these

left

stances

when

be
matters could

be best dealt with through some executive
branch rather than by the commission.
"Another important subject not referred to is the consolidation of railroad properties. Today our railroads are, under
government operation, consolidated into a single system, and
the public is dissatisfied because there is no competition.
To the extent that consolidation is permitted under private
ownership, competition and the benefits of competition must
disappear. There are, however, undoubtedh' many instances
where combination would result in economy of operation
without injury to the service.
Something should probably
be done in this direction.
"Only the revenue situation, which really lies at the base of
The government must
the whole problem, is covered here.
establish the rate, that is, the measure of compensation, while

must furnish the service. Whether
our system of transportation can be satisfactorily developed
upon that theory is extremely doubtful, but it seems likely
that some plan of the sort suggested will come as near meeting the difficultv as anv."
the private individual

—
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Brigadier General W. W. Atterbury, vice-president of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, is now doctor of laws, that degree having been conferred upon him by the University of Pennsylvania.

Repeal of the daylight saving law, effective with the setting back of the clocks in (Jctober, has now been voted by
both the House and the Senate and the bills are now in
conference.

An

appropriation of $2,500,000 for carrying on the railroad
made by the Interstate Commerce Commission
in the sundry civil bill as passed by the House of

valuation being

An appropriation was voted to the Commercial Telegraphers' L'nion of America to sustain the members of that organization during the present strike.
mission.

The Trans-Siberian Railway
The President has agreed

to advance $5,000,000, as the share
of the United States in a fund of $20,000,000 contributed equally
by Great Britain, France, Japan and the United States, for the
relief of the Trans-Siberian Railway.

provided

is

Representatives.

Five Years Wandering in the Wilderness

The Veteran Employees' Association

of

of the Peiinsyhania Railroad held
meeting and banquet at Harrisburg on June

vision

the
its

19.

Middle Di23rd annual
J. C. John-

son, superintendent of the division, was elected president of
the association for the ensuing year.

The American Association of Freight Agents, at a meeting held at Cleveland, Ohio, on June 17 and 18 authorized
the executive committee of the Association to make application to the American Railroad Association for membership in that organization as a division of the Operating
Section.
The Railway Mail Association
tion at St. Louis, Mo.,

mount

June

17,

18,

at its 24th

establishment of

the

a

The American Train Despatchers' Association held its
annual convention at Chicago on June 17, 18, 19 and 20. Among
those who addressed the delegates were James Davis, member
of the War Industries Board, W. S. Stone, president of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and A. B. Garretson,
president of the Order of Railroad Conductors.
The Traffic Bureau of
Commerce has requested

the New Orleans Association of
the Director General to have the

headquarters of the New Orleans & Great Northern returned
to New Orleans from Hattiesburg, Miss., in order that New
Orleans merchants may have a greater opportunity to meet
the requirements of the road in the matter of supplies.

The Brotherhood

of

Railway Express Employees held

its

annual convention, opened at Chicago on June 23. Addison Bollinger, supreme president of the organization, urged
the election of a committee to go to Washington to apply
tirst

for

a

further

increase

in

wages and also recommend the

adoption by the brotherhood of a demand for a uniform

wage

scale in cities of the

same

1913, arrived on home rails (first appearance) May 18, 1919.
It had made seventeen trips between the Middle West and
Eastern States, three between Atlantic and Pacific ports,
one trip between Colorado and Eastern states and two trips
between Eastern states and Texas. On one road it stayed
108 days; another it visited nine times in one month.
This
is

size.

The Brotherhood
is

holding

its

of

Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen

convention

who have addressed

the

at

Denver,

convention

Colo.
is

Among

Director

those
Geu'^ral

Walker D. Hines also W. S. Stone, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and other labor organization
heads.
F. McNamee, editor of the Brotherhood magazine
J.
was endorsed for a position on the Interstate Commerce Com;

in

1913.

Improved Claim-Department Record
made to shippers during the war
that every effort would be made to dispose of outstanding
claims as fast as competent help could be secured, the number of unsettled claims on hand in the Claim Departments
of class 1 railroads in the Northwestern region has steadily
decreased due to the re-employment of experienced clerks
who have returned from service in the army and navy. The
number of unsettled claims on hand February of this year
totaled 150,019, which was decreased in March to 136,145, in
April to 124,792 and in May to 113,443.

Automobiles on Crossings
During the

four months of the calendar year the
records of the Southern Pacific show that of the 151 grade
crossing accidents involving automobiles, 20 were cases
where automobiles stalled on the crossing and were struck
by trains; 68 automobiles attempted to cross in front of
trains, 36 ran into the side of trains, 16 ran into and broke
down crossing gates lowered to protect them, one skidded
into the side of a car, one ran down and injured a crossing
flagman, four ran into signal posts, and five accidents were
unclassified.
Nine deaths and 45 injuries resulted.
This
information, accompanied by a statement of what the railroads are doing to avoid crossing accidents, has been sent
to the press by the Southern Pacific News Bureau.
first

Railway Executives

an

movement.

box cars bought

Alagazine.

In fulfilling a promise

"Hunting Jack Rabbits with a Locomotive"

is the title of
interesting pamphlet recently issued by George Bradshaw,
supervisor of safety of the Pere Marquette and other Michigan
railroads.
He shows the similarity of action between jackrabbits, on the plains of western Canada, who race in front
of trains, and trainmen and yard men who act in a similar
manner while at work, to the detriment of the safety first

the last to arrive of ninety

Pacific Electric

annual conven-

19 and 20 discussed as para-

pension system whereby
civil service employees of the government could be retired on a
pension of $50 a month after 30 years service and the authorization of a Board of Appeal for postal employees.
issues

Pacific Electric box car 2586, which left the builders, American Car & Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo., December,

A. H. Harris, vice-president of the New York Central
Lines, has retired from the standing committee of the Association of Railway Executives, and A. H. Smith, president
of the New York Central, has been elected in his place.
At a meeting held June 19 qtiestions of accounting under
the railroad contract were discussed.
J. A. Taylor, chairman of the railroad corporate accounting conference, and
chairman
the
Association
of
of Railroad
G. A. Harwood,
Corporate Engineers, were present by invitation. A conference was also held with a committee representing the AmerThe Short Line
ican Short Line Railroad Association.
Committee was composed of Bird M. Robinson, chairman,
and Ben B. Cain, L. S. Cass, F. J. Lisman, W. B. Dobson,

H. B. Stewart and C.

1837

W.

Pidcock.

'
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27, 1919

Wires
Both Houses

to

Be Returned

to

Owners

Congress have passed bills for the return
of the telegraph and telephone lines of the country to their
owners.
The Senate acted first and its bill provides that
existing rates shall be continued for a period of 90 days
and that the return shall be "forthwith" upon the approval
The House bill would extend
of the act by the President.
the existing rates for six months and provides that the return
shall be within 30 days, and so timed as to complete a full
calendar month for accounting purposes. The conferees have
adopted the House plan for the date of the return, but
adopted a provision that telephone rates shall remain effective for four months unless sooner changed by State authorof

Winnipeg
After

Strike

much

rioting and the declaration of martial
Winnipeg are again quiet and the soldiers

ditions at

law, concalled

to

withdrawn. Rioting began on June
Conflicts ensued with
21, thousands of strikers being engaged.
the provincial police and one man was killed and many inpolice the city have been

jured.
strike of a number of firemen, switchmen and enginemen
sympathy with the general strike badly crippled freight yard
service at Winnipeg last week although passenger service was

The

in

maintained without serious interruption. The places of these
men were rapidly filled, however, and the sympathetic strike,
insofar as the railway workers are concerned, lost much of its
force.

was

Efficient Airplane

Mail Service

that 58 consecutive trips of 325 miles each have been made
by airplanes between Chicago and Cleveland without delays,
without forced landings and without engine trouble of any
sort.
These flights have been made in weather which a
short time ago would have been regarded prohibitive. Each
day, each way, the "ships" carried 400 pounds of letter mail.
As letters range from 40 to 45 to the pound, this means
that 16,000 were transported on each trip.
Notwithstanding the inclement weather, the postal planes
maintained an average speed of 98.5 miles an hour.
On
one occasion, when a squall prevailed throughout the Lake
region, and was so severe as to paralyze shipping in Chicago
harbor, the mail plane reached Chicago on time and made a

perfect landing.

am

not so sure this attitude is the correct one, as
the founders of this government
that it should be paternalistic. I believe that the government
should give the workers the full opportunity of using the
complete machinery of labor organizations in accomplishing
a desired end, and rather than, to, through some idealistic
notion, hold out as bait things that are known to be imThrough the unhampered use of these organizapossible.
I

was never intended by

tions, men
wages are

be able to see to it that equitable rates of
sanitary and healthy working conditions
obtained, that the eight-hour day should prevail, and such
other conditions be made that the worker, whether on a
railroad or wherever he may be, has the proper and necesNot all these
sary opportunities for rest and recreation.
things are feasible under government administration. Simply
having a desire for a certain condition or wanting it is
not sufficient to obtain it. You must formulate some plan
for your betterment, and then you must put that plan into
effect.
Just what such a plan may be, is not within my provBehooves you to "keep a clear track"
ince to point out.
of the many palliatives that are now being offered and
promised, none of which are guaranteed, even under government administration.
that
All
you attain and obtain
must be brought about by your own and the combined efforts
of your fellow workers, and with the co-operation of those
only who have the interest of the worker at heart, and not
those or those things now brought forward to blind issues
in order that a select few may benefit by political preferment
because of having trotted out some will-of-the-wisp.
Railroad managers and operators in the years gone by
have taken advantage of the vast store of knowledge possessed by the members of the four big railroad brotherhoods
and sought their co-operation for the benefit of both parties
Greater
and much was accomplished by this co-operation.
efficiency can be obtained and better conditions and payrates can be effected if all railroad employees' organizations
For some time
will work hand in hand along these lines.
back, our committees have been meeting with a great deal
of opposition in Washington; just what or who may be back
this

will

paid,

undercurrent

of-

opposition

I

'Extract from address delivered by President of
Station Acents E. M'.
tion. Cliicago. .Tune

IS.

Morton
1919.

at the

L. W. F. De Haviland planes are in the Cleveland
four being stationed at each terminal and four at

Twelve

Bryan.
Henceforth,

Federation?*

"The trend of thought today in labor organization seems
to favor government ownership and operation of the rail-

of all

autli,orized by my convention to go about arranging
meeting of the chief executives or representatives of
these various organizations.
I
have interviewed the representatives of a dozen different organizations, all of whom
have expressed their desire to attend such a conference, and
I have, therefore, called this meeting in Washington at the
Continental Hotel for Monday, June 30.
I

for a

service,

A New

it

but this I do know, that the time has come when we should
get together the various units or organizations in railroad
service now outside of the American Federation of Labor
and bring about a federation strictly for railroad men, and

Second Assistant Postmaster General Otto Praeger reports

ity.

roads.

1839

am
tlie

the mail planes will leave Chicago for the
It was found that 151 business concerns
east at 2:30 p. m.
sent special messengers to the railroad stations each day
(12:30 p. m.) to catch the two fast mail trains to the Atlantic
The 2:30 airplane service is expected thus to
seaboard.
Mr. Praeger says that satisfactory operasave much time.
tion of the air mail between Cleveland and Chicago has been
the means of relieving rail congestion, and one distributing
car each way each day has been cut from that division.
Experiments are now being carried on looking toward the
delivery and taking aboard of mail bags while the airplane
Another interesting development is the conis in flight.
struction of fireproof walls between the mail compartment
and the engine and the compartment and the gas tank.

As a result of protests registered at Washington by dealers and by the Minnesota Railroad & Warehouse Commission, proposed increases of 30 cents a ton in the freight
rate on Illinois coal shipped to Minnesota points have been
submitted by the Railroad Administration to the Interstate
Commerce Commission for advice.

unable to say,

Flioto

copyright by

Order

One

of General Haller's Polish

of

Railroad

American Train Despatchers' Conven-

Underwood

'S-

Underwood. N. Y.

Army

Through Germany

Trains on Its

Way
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Traffic

News

Commission and Court Ne\vs
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Kiiowles,

I).

I..

I'^iilic

;it

Kansas

niaiiaKor oi the

11.

division

&

frciulU

a|.;ciu

ol'

Mo., has resiKiicd to

<.'il\,

II.

kermiii^;

Company
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.Missouri

become traffic
Kansas City.

0. Driscoll. secretary-manager of the Waco (Tex.)
I
hanilicr of Commerce for the past three years, has resigned
to heconie manager of the ( )kl,iluinia TralTic .\ssi)ciatioii

iiiijiiiiiiiiiiiniiiin

Commerce Commission

Interstate

The commission has denied pcliiions of tlu' director general
of railroads and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe for a rehearing

11.

C^klahoma

at

in

conncciiciii

City, Okla.

witli

iis

siimdard time zone investigation.

Perishable Freight Investigation

The Coiumission,

chairman of tiie Kansas City,
Committee and has liecn succeeded

at the re(|uest of the directf)r general of
railroads, has ordered an investigation concerning the charges

by J. R. Koontz. a member of the cominittee. F. J. Shubert
has been appointed a member of the committee to succeed Mr.
Koontz.

and regulations contained in Perishable j'Veight Tariff No. 1
prepared by the Railroad Administration, which are intended
to supersede, with a few exceptions, those in all other general

1).
.\lo..

R. Lincohi has resigneil as
District Freight Traffic

It is

tariffs.

desired that this

new

tariff shall

be

filed to

be-

come

National Industrial Traffic League
Imlustrial Traffic League held a special meetMilwaukee, Wis., on June 11, 12 and 13, at which
committee reports, held over from the New Orleans meetThe
ing of the league last March, were disposed of.
that
since
executive committee stated
the
reports of
the
execspecial
committee
and
the New Orleans meeting the
utive
committee had endorsed the recommendations siib-

The National

ing at

President Freer with respect to railroad legislaDavies Wartield, president of the National Association of Owners of Railroad Securities, and Max Thelen,
director of the Division of Public Service, United States Railroad -Administration, spoke at the dinner on the second
Mr. Warfield expounded his plan
night of the meeting.
for solving the railroad problem and Mr. Thelen spoke on
the Railroad .Administration's side of matters interesting to
by

iiiittcd

tion.

S.

members

of the league.

The recommendations

relative

to

remedial legislation oppose

the extension of the period of government operation, bur counsel due regard to the interests of the public, including investors
Pending the return of the railroads to
in railroad securities.
corporate control it is recommended that section 10 of the .Act
of -March 21, 1918, be amended to provide that during the continuance of government operation, present rates shall remain
in efifcct until changed by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
After return to corporate operation jurisdiction over rates, to
For the future the
be the same as prior to March 21, 1918.
recommendations include repeal of anti-trust and anti-pooling
legislation, as afifecting railroads, and the encouragement of coIf pooling of
operative activities among common carriers.

permitted it should be under the approval of the ComThe shipper should not be deprived of the right to route
The Commission should have authority to prescribe
his freight.
minimum rates to regulate the issuance of railroad securities,
including supervision of the e-xpenditures of the proceeds to
require extensions and additional facilities and to exercise genIt
eral supervision over service, operation and mamtenance.
should co-operate with State Commissions, and it should control
interchange of traffic between rail and water carriers, establish joint routes and rates and the divisions of rates.
The League does not favor continuance of the law of August
9, 1917, which requires that tariffs be approved by the Commission before filing. Rates should be initiated by the carriers,
subject to a suspension, as under Sec. 15; but the Commission
should prescribe publicity by the carrier of contemplated rate
changes, and provide for conference between the carriers and
the interested public before tariffs are filed.
traffic is

mission.

The League earnestly insists that federal regulation of common
carriers be vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission exclusively, does not advocate regional commissions, believing that
the
-As

Commission now has ample power to establish branch offices.
it
to intra-state commerce, no legislation is recommended
:

believed that, with the clarifying of the situation as the result of the Shreveport and other cases, the Interstate Commerce Commission can work out plans under which conflicts
between federal and state regulation will largely disappear.

is

effective as soon as possible and the director general.
accordance with a provision in the federal control act,
has ref|uested the commission to advise him whether it is
desirable that its provisions should become effective or in
what respect they should be modified. The tariff contains
many changes in rules and regulations and many increases
in accessorial charges.
A proof copy of the proposed tariff
has been the subject of extended conferences between officers
of the Railroad Administration and representatives of the
shippers.
The commission announces a series of hearings
before Attorney Examiner Marshall at the following places:
Los .Angeles, July 7; Portland (Ore.), July 16; Denver, July
2i\ Chicago, July 30; New York, September 2: -Atlanta, September 11, and New Orleans, September 18.
in

State

Commissions

The Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania, considering an application for a decision on switching charges at
Towanda, announces that the case cannot be considered;
the Supreme Court of the United States having ruled that
the authority of the director general of railroads, acting for
the federal government, is supreme in rate-making, the commission is without authority.

United States Supreme Court
Original B. L.

Not Superseded By Subsequent

The Supreme Court

Bills

United States holds that the
terms of the bill of lading given by the initial carrier are
binding upon the shipper and all connecting carriers, and
cannot be waived by subsequent bills of lading.
Leatherwood made, in 1913, a shipment of horses from
Watrous, N. M., to Waco, Tex., over four connecting railroads. The initial carrier's through bill of lading barred any
action for damages unless begun within si-x months. When
the horses reached the Texas & Pacific and the M., K. & T.,
each insisted that the shipper accept and sign a new bill of
In 1915 he brought suit in a Texas
lading, and he did so.
State Court for injury to the horses while in transit on the
The bills of lading issued by
lines of those two companies.
them did not contain the provision requiring suit to be
but the carriers set up as a debrought within six months
of the

;

fense the provision to that effect in the original bill of lading.
state courts ruled that the carriers could not rely on
The Supreme Court of the L'nited States
that provision.
takes a contrary view.
L'nder the Carmack -Amendment to the interstate commerce act the parties to a bill of lading cannot waive its
terms, nor can the carrier by its conduct give the shipper
different view would antagonize
a right to ignore them.
the plain policy of the act and open the door to the very
aimed.
The receipt given by the
abuses at which it was
initial carrier embodies the contract for transportation from

The

A

point

of

origin

to

destination;

and

its

terms are binding

.

June

27,
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upon the shipper and all connecting carriers.
Leatherwood. Decided June 9, 1919.

Texas & Pac.

1841

v.

Equipment and Supplies
Written Notice of Claim for Loss
The Supreme Court of the United States calls attention
to the enlargement of the definition of the term "transportation" by the Hepburn Amendment to the interstate conimerce law, in connection with the necessity of written claim
for loss or damage.
The plaintiffs delivered to the Toledo, St. Louis & Western at East St. Louis, a car of horses for transportation
under a Limited Liability Livestock bill of lading via the
Erie to themselves at Suffern, N. Y. At Suftern the car was
placed on track opposite a cattle chute and left in charge
of plaintififs for unloading.
They were about to lead out
four horses when other cars were pushed against it and
injured the animals.
No written claim was made for the

:iiiiiiiriiitniiii]iiiiiiii

Locomotive Deliveries

New

locomotives were shipped to railroads under federal
control during the week ended June 1 as follows:
Individual

Road

Works.

J.

P.

as provided in the bill of lading; and when
sued the railroad defended upon that ground. The plaintiffs
that
transportation had ended when the accident
maintained
loss or

W.

L.

&

W....

L.

W.

Burton, assistant manager of the Minneapolis Traffic
Association, has been appointed manager of the Traffic Bureau of the Rochester (N. Y.) Chamber of Commerce, succeeding D, P. Chindblom.

USRA 6W.Sw.
USRA Mikado
USRA Santa Fe

13

USRA
USRA

2

6\V.Sw.
6\V.Sw.

&
&

B.
B.

2
1

&

A. T.

F.

S.

P

S.

Erie
N. &
C.

A.

1

W

1

&

C.

&

T.

3
5

O..

1

F.

1

C. B. & Q...
M. K. & f

2

Southern

1

S.

1

Total
Total

USR.A

USRA

report of business conditions in the Northwestern
region for week ending June 14, show that a total of 154,018
cars were loaded on lines, as compared with 163.859 cars
loaded during the same period in 1918.
While this shows a decrease of 9,841 cars compared with
1918, there was an increase of 18,920 compared with the first
week of June, this year. There was practically a 100 per
cent increase in grain and grain products loaded, an increase
in livestock and an increase of practically 2,000 cars in miscellaneous loading.
A very heavy ore movement is anticipated for the lialance
There is also a heavy movement of automoof the season.
biles and manufactured articles, and a decided improvement
in the shipment of cement and other building materials. The
export situation at Puget Sound ports is in a very satisfactory
condition, 661 cars being delivered to boats last week. Crop
conditions generally are favorable except in the Western
portion of North Dakota and portions of Montana where
rain is needed.
A summary of passenger train performance in the Northwestern region for the month of May, as compared with
the same period last year shows a marked improvement.
Of a total of 9,595 trains operated during May this year.
8,608, or 89.71 per cent, were on time, whereas in 1918 of a
total of 9,605, 7,974, 83.02 per cent were on time. A marked
improvement is noted in the trains received from connections, the percentage of those on time increasing from 83.68
per cent in 1918 to 92.48 per cent in 1919.

984S,
9853-

5200-01
369
3406-08
3632-36
2915
1717
704

Pacific

6W.Sw.

Pacific

Santa

USR.\

Fe
Pacific

Mallet
Mallet

Mountain
Mikado

USRA
USRA

3710
5359

8W.Sw.

39-40

Mountain

1489

19

55

Locomotives
The Pennsylvania Equipment

Comp.\ny, 1420 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, Pa., is in the market for a 36-in. gage climax
locomotive, a 20 or 22-ton class
or a 25 to 35-ton class B.

A

Freight Cars
The Wisconsin

8:

Northern, Appleton, Wis.,

is

inquiring for

inspection cars.

O. B. CiNTAS, Havana, Cuba, has ordered 40 cane cars from
Car & Foundry Companj-, Chicago.

the .American

The

a.

for one 40

J.
ft.

Y-\WGER CbMP-A.NY, Indianapolis,
50-ton steel underframe flat car.

Ind.,

The Americ.vn R.\ilway Equipment Company,

A

No.

801-05
802-06
9838, 9839,
9849, 9851,
58
370-82
8174, 8262

36

damage

occurred and consequently no written claim was necessary.
The state courts of New York accepted that view. But the
United States Supreme Court granted the railroad's request
for an instructed verdict in its behalf. The clause requiring
presentation of a written claim is clearly valid and conIn C. C, C. & St. L. v. Dettlebach, 239 U. S. 588,
trolling.
the court said that Congress had recognized the duty of
carriers to perform a variety of services that, according to
the theory of the common law, were separable from the
In the present case, if the railcarrier's service as carrier.
road's employees had been doing the unloading there could
be no doubt that transportation was still in progress; and
giving charge of the removal to the plaintiffs, as agreed, was
not enough to end the interstate movement. The animals
were in the car; no adequate time for unloading had elapsed.
The railroad had not fully performed the services incident to
These included the furnishfinal delivery imposed by law.
ing of fair opportunity and proper facilities for safe unloading although the shippers had contracted to do the work
Written notice of claim was therefore
of actual removal.
necessary. Erie v. Shuart. Decided June 9, 1919.

F.

& E.

Engine

5
5
11

American,
B.
P.

Type

No.

T.

G.

Pa.,

inquiring for 25, 50-ton steel underframe

is

The
for

one

C.

inquiring

Philadelphia.

flat cars.

Providence Gas Company, Providence, R. I., is incjuiring
all-steel hopper car and one all-steel gondola car.

H.

cars

is

Hughes & Company,

from the .\merican Car

The Northwestern
quiring

for

3

steel

mine

.\Itoona, Pa., has ordered 50

& Foundry Company,

Chicago.

Iron Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,

underframes

for

80,000-lb.

is

capacity

inflat

cars.

The Carrollton

Co.\l

Company, St. Benedict. Pa., has ordered
llie American Car & Foundry Com-

330 mine car trucks from
pany, Chicago.

The American Metal Company, New

York, has ordered two

tank cars from the .\merican Car
pany, Chicago.
5.20O-gal.

& Foundry Com-

The Island Creek Coal Company, Huntington. W. Va.. has
ordered 350 mine cars from the .\merican Car & Foundry Company, Chicago.
The Newport News Ship Building & Dry Dock Company,
Newport News, Va., is inquiring for one 40 ft. 240,000 lb.
capacity

flat

car.

The American Trading Company, Havana,

Cuba, has orcane cars from the .American Car &
Foundry Company, Chicago.

dered

30.

v30-ton

all-steel
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The Ponu

Crkkk, Coal Company, HuiitiiiKton, W. Va., has
J50 composite mine cars from ilic American Car &
Foundry Company, Chicago.
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Signaling
The Chesai'Eakk

Oiiio lias i>r<lcrc(l tiinu llic l'\'ilcial
Signal t\>mpany, .Mhaiiy. N. Y.. an electro nucliaiiical interlocking niacliine, 28 and K levers, i<ir installation :it Prince,
\V. \

iS.-

a.

The

Chicago, IU'rlington & Quincy has ordered from the
Federal Signal Company, Albany, N. Y., a 96-lever, type "4"
electric interlocking and other material for installation at
Hawthorne, 111. The control will he Federal type "4" with
direct current for operation and alternating current for
uidication.

Railway Construction
Rio IIrandk. — lininediate resumption of

The Ball Engine
Ditchers, is jjulting
175 X 125 ft.

Mudge & Company,
1

in

firm plans to build a railroad approximately
long from its mines near Orla, Texas, to its property in
Culberson county. Contracts for the work have not been
M. J.
let and it is not certain when construction will begin.
Epley, president of the Toyah Valley Sulphur Company,
will be president of the railroad company.

has given a contract to M. M. ElThe
kins, ^lacon, Ga., for building a bridge at Gafifney, S. C.
bridge and retaining wall approach will be of reinforced conThe structure will consist of three spans,
crete construction.
one of which will be 35 ft. long and the other two 26 ft. long.
The cost of the work will be about $30,000. The bridge near
Spencer, N. C, over the Yadkin river, at mile post 330.8 to consist of four single track deck riveted steel spans about 160 ft.
long designed for Cooper's E-60 loading. Repairs will be made
The estimated cost for the
to portions of the existing masonry.

work is about $170,000. The .American Bridge Company
has the contract for fabricating and erecting the superstructure.

a

district

office

St.

Wheatland,

enlarged.

The

recently

sold its plant
entire manufacturing
plant at Hoboken, Pa., which is being greatly
complete plant at Hoboken occupies a site

Pa., will

concentrate

its

covering 50 acres and will employ about 1,200 men. Further
developments at this plant include the purchase of 15 acres
for the construction of working men's homes.
F"ollowing the return of Fred A. Poor, president of The
& M. Company, Chicago, from a six weeks' trip abroad,
announcement has been made of the organization of The

P.

& M. Company

(England), Ltd., with

offices at 31

Budge

E. C.
This company has acquired license
under patents held by L. P. Winby & Company, of London,
and Gillespie Partners, Ltd., of London, as well as under all
the foreign patents held by The P. & M. Company of Chicago. L. P. Winby, formerly of L. P. Winby & Company,

Row, London,

Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster, London, S. W., will
be the managing director of The P. & ^L Company (England), Ltd. The other directors are: F. C. Winby and Fred
A. Poor.
.At

entire

'U. S. Orticiai"

Chicago, will open
Railway F.xchange building,

The Blaw-Knox Company, which

P.

The Southern Railway

builder of Eric
erecting shops,

Samuel F. Joor, consulting engineer of Chicago, has joined
the American Steam Conveyor Corporation, Chicago, in a
capacity of sales engineer. Mr. Joor has had wide experience
in the conveyor field, at one time being western manager and
sales engineer of the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, previously being with the Link Belt Company.

activities at its

This

its

Louis, Mo.,
in
Sherman C. Amsden, assistant to president,
who has been promoted to district manager of the Southwestern territory.
the
charge of

July

at

—

Pa.,

,

ings.

La.
15 miles

Erie,

F. G. Echols, for many years general manager of the small
tools de|)artnient of Pratt & Whitney Company of Hartford,
lonn
lias
accepted a position as vice-president of the
Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, of Greenfield, Mass.

work on the
Denvkr &
e.xtensi\e iniproxenients at Soldier Summit, LUah, has been
ordered by the I'nited States Railroad .\dininistration. .About
40 or 50 freight train crews have their headquarters at
Soldier Summit. The improvements include a station building, a hotel, 26 miles of yard tracks and several shop build-

The Toyah Valley Sulphur Company, New Orleans,

Company,

up an addition to

American Concrete Pipe Associacommittee has been organized for the study of

the initiative of the

tion, a joint

Photo

Roundhouse Personnel, R. T. O. Camp de Grasse,

St.

Pierre des Corps, Intre et Loire, France

:

June

RAILWAY AGE

27, 1919

The committee is
for concrete culvert pipe.
be composed of one representative from each of six
All of these
associations which were invited to participate.
societies have appointed members except the American Society of Civil Engineers, which is still to be heard from.
Members of the committee appointed thus far include Paul
Kircher, sales engineer, Massey Concrete Products Company,
Chicago, representing the American Concrete Pipe Association
T. R. Agg, Iowa, State College, Ames, Iowa, representing the
American Association of Highway Officials; F. L. Thompson, chief engineer, Illinois Central, Chicago, representing
the American Railway Engineering Association; B. S. Pease,
American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago, representing the
American Concrete Institute; *u. T. Shelley, assistant engineer, sewer construction department, city of Philadelphia,
representing the American Society for Testing Materials.
The first meeting of this committee will be held at .Atlantic

1843
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specifications
to

City on June 27.

Aftermath of Government Contracts
The Director

of Munitions reports that the total claims
against the government on cancelled war contracts, settled
and unsettled, will amount to $700,000,000. If these 24,199
contracts had been carried on and completed, the cost to
the government would have been $6,000,000,000. The actual
amount awarded thus far by reason of termination or curVast stores of material had been
tailment is $152,000,000.
accumulated under rapidly accelerated efficiency of production in anticipation of continuation of the war. In machinery,
there were 500 manufacturing plants in the United States
which were working for the various War Department bureaus.
To stimulate production, the War Department had
largely provided the funds with which machinery had been
purchased and additions constructed, so that on the cessation of hostilities, the War Department had to take over the
surplus commodities and the plant facilities and equipment
To flood the
that assumption of war work had entailed.
market at this time with the commodities held by the government contractors, and the machinery with which they had
been manufactured, would have upset industrial conditions;
so that a director of sales was created, with a corps of
expert assistants; and all material was classified, and sections
The selling of surplus
to attend to its disposition created.
war materials is now going on. Sales are made for cash, at
auction, to highest bidder; or on sealed proposals, at current
market price; or by negotiation under competitive conditions.

— The

Bachc Rnicw.

Trade Publications
Vane Relays. — The Union

Switch & Signal Company, Swisshas issued bulletin No. 92, describing in great detail
the company's single and double element vane relays.
The
different types are described, with illustrations, to the extent of
a dozen pages, together with an explanation of the theory of
the operation of the relays.
vale,

Pa.,

Force

Pumps.

— The

Humphreys

Manufacturing

Company,

Mansfield, Ohio, has issued the first of a series of bulletins illustrating and describing its new types of pumps.
These bulletins
are TYi in. by 10->^ in. in size and are punched for standard ring
or post binders.
They contain essential data and dimensions
of the different types of pumps described.

—

Coal Storage. The International Conveyor Corporation, New
York City, has issued a 16-page booklet describing the Stuart
system of ground storage and pointing out its adaptations in
railway work. The book contains detailed descriptions of the coal
handling layout af the East Buffalo, X. Y., terminal of the Eric,
government fuel storage and distributing yard at Washington, D. C. and Baltimore & Ohio installations for the handling
of coal and bulk materials respectively at Baltimore. The booklet is well illustrated and well gotten up and gives a comprehensive idea of the possibilities of this form of ground storage and reclaiming as applied to a variety of railway probthe

lems.

Railway Financial New^s
"niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Baltimore & Orijo.— x\ syndicate composed of Kuhn, Loeb &
Co., Speyer & Co., and the Xational City Company, has purchased $35,000,000 Baltimore & Ohio ten-year 6 per cent
secured gold bonds.
scription at 96)/^

The

issue will be offered for public sub-

and accrued

interest, to yield investors approxbonds are held until they mature,
on July 1, 1929. The bonds are secured by the deposit and
pledge of $6,000,000 par value Reading Company first preferred
stock, $14,000,000 par value Reading Company second preferred,
and $9,200,000 common stock, as well as $15,000,000 Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad Company refunding and general mortgage 6
per cent bonds, series B, due Dec. 1, 1995. These securities
have an estimated market value of $45,000,000, and it is understood that a 25 per cent margin is to be maintained. The bonds
were sold by the company to enable it to meet all its maturing
obligations, and will not materially increase the railroad's an-

imately

6]/.-

per cent

if

the

nual fixed charges.
The maturing obligations which will be taken up are $22,500,000 notes and bank loans which were extended from February,
1918. to July 1, 1919.
These include $4,000,000 bank loans,
$10,500,000 6 per cent notes, issued in June, 1918, for retiring
$7,500,000 one-year 5 per cent notes, $3,000,000 bank loans,
extended for four months from Sept. 30, 1918, and $8,000,000
notes issued in January, 1918, which were due last July but

were extended.
Following a meeting of the Baltimore & Ohio directors on
Wednesday, President Daniel Willard said the company had
reached an agreement with the government on the question of
compensation for the lease of the carrier's properties during
the period of federal control, and that a contract had been
executed calling for the payment each year by the government
of $30,031,009.
He also said the company's other income each
year amounts to about $3,300,000, making the approximate annual income $33,331,009. This after the deduction of $22,063,000 fixed charges and corporate expenses, would leave a balance of $11,268,009 available for federal income taxes, reserves, dividends, and so forth.
At its meeting, the directors determined to set aside part of
the income to be devoted to capital expenditures so that the
company's credit would not have to be extended further under
present conditions. Because of the adoption of this policy, it
was decided temporarily to suspend dividend payments on the
common stock. The usual semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent
was declared on the preferred stock to holders of record July
This payment will be made September 2, provided the com19.
pany receives funds from the government by that time.

Boston & Maine.

—

Minority stockholders have filed a bill in
equity in the Massachusetts Supreme Court against this company attacking the validity of outstanding loans of the road
and its leased lines amounting to $13,000,000, which the legislature of 1915 authorized the company to pay. It is claimed that
the .ict is unconstitutional, in that the legislature exercised both
executive and judicial powers, and also that it deprives persons
of property without trial by jury.

Canadian

Pacific.

—The

Hon. William. J. Shaughnessy has been
Hon. James Dunsmuir, re-

elected a director to succeed the
signed.

—

& Louisville. This company has applied
the Public Utilities Commission of Illinois for an order
authorizing the issue of additional first and general mortgage

Chicago, Indianapolis
to

bonds
Peoria

to the

amount of

$867,198.

& Eastern. — W. A. Carnegie Ewcn, Xew York,

has been

elected chairm,an of the protective committee for the 4 per cent
income mortgage bondholders, to succeed John F. Wallace,

resigned.

—

of St. Louis. An application
has been filed with the Missouri Public Service Commission
for permission to issue $1,000,000 4 per cent bonds, payable

Terminal Railroad Association

in 1953.
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when he was promoted

to signal inaintaincr with hc.id

Stanwood, la. In 1910 he was appr)intcd sign.ii
supervisor of the Northern and Sr)uthern divi.sions of the
Chicago & Alton with headquarters at Hloomingtoii, III., and
on January 1, 1913, lie was promoted to general signal inspector with jurisdiction over the entire line in which posi(luartcrs at

Railway

Officers

nillllllllllllMIIIIIIIIMIIIIimilMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMI

tion he acted as assistant
recent ])romotion.

Railroad Administration

to the

signal

engineer until his

Regional

Purchasing

R. D. Starbuck, a>sist;iiii to UiU-iiil iiianaKcr of tlic Xcw
York Central, has been appoinied assistant regional director

Albert C. Mann, imrchasinK ngcnt of ihe Illinois Central
with headquarters in ('hicago, has resigned to become viceI)rcsidcnt of the -American International Steel Corporation
with headiiuarters in New York.

F.astern Region, witli headquarters at

of the

New

York.

Federal and General Managers
S. E. Burkhead, assistant genera! nianai;er (if the International & Great Xorthern, with head(iuarters at Houston,
Texas, has resigned to enter business in Houston.

Corporate
Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Hackett, general agent of the Georgia Nortiiern,
has been appointed general manager, with headquarters at
Moultrie, Ga., succeeding F. R. Pidcock, who resigned as
general manager, but will retain l-.is position as vice-president
of the road. J. D. Weston, Jr., oi Mbiiny, will succeed Mr.
Hackett as general agent.
J.

R.

Hughes has been appointed aiulitf)r and general
and passenger agent of the United Verde & Pacific
Kaihvay and the Verde Tunnel & Smelter Railrc^ad Company, with headquarters at Clarkdale, Ariz., in place of W.
H. Archdeacon, resigned.
II.

P.

freight

Operating

Operating
A. B.
Lines in

Pond,

McNaughton, superintendent

Xew

England, with his

Vt.. to Portland,

stafif,

Grand Trunk
has moved from Island
of

the

Me.

McMillan, .general manager of the Pacific Electric Railway Company, retires from active service July 1, after 45
years of service with the Southern Pacific lines and the Pacific
J.

Electric.

L. L. Oliver, trainmaster of the eastern division of the
Texas & Pacilic. with headquarters at Marshall, Texas, has
resigned and will return to his former position in the despatcher's office.

Financial, Legal

and Accounting

F. Markoe Rivinus has been appointed general solicitor
of the Norfolk & \\'estern with headquarters at Roanoke,
\'a., to succeed Theodore W. Reath, who has resigned to

accept service with the Norfolk
pany.

& Western

Railway Com-

Traffic

manager (passenger) of the
Baltimore & Ohio, western lines, has been appointed general
passenger agent, with headquarters at Chicago. 111.
B. N. Austin, assistant tratfic

W. F. Conner, district passenger representative of the
Pennsylvania, Lines West, with headquarters at Pittsburgh,
Pa., has been promoted to assistant general passenger agent,
with office at Chicago, succeeding C. L. Kimball, who retired
from active duty after 51 years of continuous active service.
A. H. Shaw, assistant to general passenger agent, has been
appointed assistant general passenger agent, with office at
Pittsburgh.
S. L. Shank has been appointed district passenger representative, w'ith office at Pittsburgh, succeeding
Mr. Connor, and A. B. Ritchie has been appointed tfaveling
passenger representati\ e, with office at Pittsburgh, succeeding Mr. Shank.

The vacant

position will not be

filled.

U. E. Gillen, vice-president of the Grand Trunk Ixailway
of Canada, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has been
appointed general manager of the Toronto Terminals Railway Company, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont., vice
J. W. Leonard, deceased.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
roadmaster at Campbellton, N. B., of the
National Railways, has tften transferred in ,he
same capacity to the Mulgrave sub-division, \7ith headquarters at New Glasgow, N. S., succeeding H. I. Gray, who has
been transferred to the Briclgewater division of the Halifax
& Southwestern. William Sidwell has been appointed roadmaster of the Dartmouth sub-di\ ision, with headc|uarlers at
Dartmouth, N. S., vice James Myers.
C. C. Johnson,

Canadian

Obituary
Charles Carney, formerly super\isor on the Illinois Central, with headquarters a't La Salle, 111., died at his home in
Chicago on June 21, at the age of 64 years.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
F. S. Kelly, master mechanic of the Louisiana division of
the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at Gouldsboro, La.,
has been transferred to Marshall, Texas, succeeding R. E.
Roe, resigned.

Sidney U. Rhymer, w-hose appointment as signal engineer
and superintendent of telegraph of the Chicago & Alton, the
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis, the Peoria & Pekin Union
and the Peoria Railway Terminal, with headquarters at
Bloomington, III., was announced in the Raihcay Age of
June 6 (page 1,450), was born on December 20, 1876, at
Union Grove, 111. He began railway service in June, 1896,
as a section laborer on the Chicago & North Western near
Fulton, III., and on March 1, 1901, he was promoted to secOn October IS, 1905, he
tion foreman at Union Grove.
entered the signal department of the same road as battery
man at Fulton, in which capacity he remained until Februarj-,
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